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January 14, 1876. J JOUBNAL OF HORTlOUIiTUBE AND OOTXAGE GARDENER.

TO OUE READERS,

The following are exti-acts from letters received during the last month of 1874:

—

o

" At the gable-encl of a gardener's house not far from my own is the tallest and widest-spreading

Elder tree I have ever noticed. Ho told me yesterday that he calls that tree ' The Cottage Gar-

dener,' for he and his sons rest under it ; his fowls roost in it and eat its berries ; and his bees

visit its flowers.' ' We have wine from it,' he added in conclusion, ' all the year ; and those little neigh-

bouring dwarf Elders with leaves like it, but never growing or bearing fruit, wc say are ' The Cottage

Gardener's ' opponents."

One of the first members of our staff, in partly retiring, but to be succeeded by his son, says

—

" I lose none of my interest in the old paper, and if I can be useful shall be its humble servant.

I shall always look with pleasure, and something akin to gratitude, to my association with you in its

columns, and have every good and hearty wish for the success of the ' Journal,' and kindest feelings

for its Editors.

"

We are proud of such communications, for they testify that we have true and able con-

tributors, that you, our Readers, appreciate them, and that neither contributors nor readers

think unkindly of

THE EDITOES.
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INDEX.

Aaron's Beard, 171
Abelia uniflora, and culture, 27fi

AbelDi09fhu9 esoulentua, 234
Alieryetwith, in and out of, 93, IIG, 141,

161

Achillea, aperatifolia, 819 ; Millefo-
lium CD lawn. 104

Aohimenes, culture, 87; insects on,
284

Adelaide Botanic Garden, 254
Adiantuiii farleyense, 495; withering,

571
Agave americana. 97
Agricultural Society's (Royal Ireland)

JPoultry Show, 175
Agriculture, examinations of etudents,

190
Ajuga reptana purpurea propagation,

826
Aldborough Poultry Show, 175
Alevrndea proletella. 276
Alford Poultry Show, 109; Pigeons
and Rabbits at, 132

Alpine, flowers. 117; perennials for
border. SrtiS; summer ncene, 162

Alpines for rockery, 455
Altem.intheras, propagation, 408

;

wintering, 28«
Altrincham Poultry Show, 306.827
Alyssum saxatile for spring. 63
Amaranthus, Hendersonii, 304; Hen-

deri, 387
Amaryllia longlflora alba and rosea
culture, 150

Amateur, what is an ? 100
American blight, 3f^P, 517 ; curing, 40G :

on Apple trees, lu3
Among the North-folk, 4
Ana?ctoehilus potting. 216
Anemones, our, 561.583
Annuals, culture, 3u2 ; for spring bed-
ding, 104; for spring-flowering in
greenhouse, 348

Anthurium, regale, 151 ; Scherzei ia-
num culture, 1

Antirrhinum colours, 217
Ants excluded by chalk, E85
Antwerp zoological sale, 205
Aphides, 37 ; and ants magnified, 54
Appleby, Mr. T.. 58, 126
Apples—cankering, 570: dessert keep-

ing, 570 : late dessert, 476; gather-
ing, 126, 170; and soils, 80: trees,
alkali for old, 881, liable and not
liable to canker, 5ul, root pruning,
526, on espaliers, 595. espaliers
cankered, 388, stock, Scott's, 445,
shoots d>ing. 476; Ashmead's Ker-
nel, 254 : Burr Knot, 476 ; What is a
Burr Knot; 418; Golden ;Pippin,
143 ; grafting Northern Spy, 171

;

The Lady, 188
Apricots, ill-fruiting, 259 ; under glass,

217. 496; Moorpark, slitting stem of,

826; MuBchMusch, 218
Aquilegia granduioea, raising from

seed, 1(J4

Arabis, propagating variegated, 171
Araucaria imbricata fruiting, 5
Arbor-Vitre. cutting, 388
Armley Poultry Show, 265, 284
Arnebia echioidee, 301
Artemisia judaica, 191
Artichoke culture, 250
Arum triphyllum, 526
Arundo conspicua, 78
Ashford Poultry show,'549
Ash tree, large, 515 *

Asparagus, culture, 61; [forcing, 472,
525; on light soil, 366

Ateuchus aacer, 591
Aubrietias, and their culture, 203

;

propagating, 216; grjeca, raising
from seed, 1C4

Auri.'iilaj, 417, 443, 515, 586; estimate
of varieties, 465; growths north, 355

Aviarv, iron perches in. 390
Aylesbury Poultry Show, 309, 327
Ayrbhire notes, 251
Azaleas, after buds are set, 127; cul-

ture, 5i)5; after flowering, 149;
leaves falling, 81; repotting, 217;
select, 455

Balsams, double, 128
Bantams—Black, 64 ; chicks chilled,

90; of former 'lays, 374 ; past and
present. 595; puinta of Game. 416;
productive, 172, Gdi; pullet ailing,
334 ; what is a White ? 16

Barkeha spectabilij culture, ICS

Barnes, Mr. W., 881
Barrhead Poultry Show, 480
Bath Poultry Show. 241. 260
Battersea Park, 274. 296
Bean, Mont d'Or Runner, 561, 502
Beddinf:. carpet and tapestry. 247-
enamel, 429; plants, desirable. 189,
propaRating, 191. 570. sowing for
summer. 545. wintering. 388

Bedford Hill plant sale, 114
Bees, re-awallowing honey. 20; July
calendar, 21 ; queen breeding in
supers, uniting by smohing, driving,
swarm desfrting hive, 22 : old
queens, artilicial swarming, 44; in
building, development, 45; drawing
honey, swarm leaving hive, melted
combs, shading swarms, cane for
hives, dress, 40; re swallowing
honey, old queens, apiarian notes,
66; phenomenon, raising queens,
honey prospects, wax. 67; driving,
adding eke, not swarming, sticks
in hive, driving out of tiuper, honey
from comb, 68; honey this year.
taking honey, losing swarms, breed-
ing season, hives deserted, honey
candying, dying, in bar hive. 90;
nadiriug. honey harvest, pheno-
nomenon. Is this a honey year ? Ill

;

honeydew, how to make a hive, re-
moving to the heather, clustering

i

outside hives, not liiling large hives,
112 ; honey prospects, a Rodborout;h
Vale apiarv, Ausuat calendar, 184;
dnving, turning out grubs, large late
swarm, 136; plurality of queens,
honey gathering, 158; driving and
uniting, honey season. 177, 178

;

white clover for, emptv hivea in
garden, following a swarm, 178;
small black, preventing swarming,
Ligurians, saving, nadiring, 202;
keepintr in 1574. 201 ; uniting swarms,
phenomenon, plurality of queens.
223, 224 ; hive upon hive, brood
combs. &c., minted sjrup. 224; Sep-
tember calendar, 244; nadiring, 245;
Crystal Palace Show, 245; Crystal
Palace Show, hives. &c . 266: Sep-
tember calendar, uniting, taking
honey, 268 ; queen, British Bee-
keeper's Association, 268; in Hants,
driving at Crystal Palace. 289 ; Petti-
grew's theory, 29('; gossip, 811 ; Oc-
tober, November, and December
calendar, feeding', refuse in deserted
hives, 312; honey harvest, 332;
lifteen-year-old swarm. 833; Crvstal
Palace Show, 332 ; at Crystal Palace,
3,54, 374; price of honey, 354; profit-
able keeping, hybrid ii, mongrel,
373; honey market, barley sugar
for. 374; hives, 1VJ2. 394; Ligurians,
893; honey harvest in Scotland,
chronology, honey-extractor. 394;
Bee-keeners' Association. 414 ; Ivy
honey, hives. Pettigrew's. the ad-
justing. 415 ; Woodbury's, old combs,
bees deserting. 416; hives, wood v.
straw. 489; Stafford honey harvest,
crude Ivy honey, food f. r, 440; hy-
Gong keeping, 486; hives, cruae
honey, 487 ; floor-board cleaning,
hive-entrances, 488; uniting. 511;
hives, 512 ; hive controversy, 533,
558 : honey slinger. 533. 601 ; keeping,
557, 579 ; their senses, 579 ; in winter,
580; effect of cold and damp, 601 ;

depression of hive frames, 601
Beet culture for spring gardening,

104
Beetle, the Sacred, 491
Begonias in winter, 430
Belfast, International Show, 183

:

Poultry Show, 553
Belgian Farm Gardens, 28
Betteridge, Mr., 36'^, 401
Bingley Poultry Show. 218
Birch, transplanting large, 888
Birds for show, washing, 373
Birkenhead Poultry Show, 239
Biiminffham Horticultural Show, 4, 24
Birmingham, Bird Show. 176 ; Poultry
Show. 260. 478, 503, 527; money re-
sults. 597; Summer Poultrv Show,
806 ; Pigeons at, 33) ; PhUoperiateron
Show, 391

Bishop Auckland Poultry Show, 157,
175

Blackburn Poultry Show, 107

Blackpool Poultry Show, 172
Blairgowrie Poultry Show. 435
Bluraenbachla contorta,450
Boilers, Dennis's, 59; inside house,

127 : casi 2', wruught iron, 127
Bolhophyllum Dayanum, SiO
Bomarea acutifolia culture, 191
Bone meal for fowls, 40
Border, flowers GG, 212. 276. 801, 842,

34ti. 425,471,522; plants for autumn
and winter, 12S ; flowera, list of, 381.
for north. 470; shrubs for shaded,
570; spring-flowering. 251

Boston Poultry Show, 2.', 42;
Bottle-brush plant, 171
Boucerosia maruccana. 893
Boug.^invillea, culture, 888; "glabra,

120
..6 -

Bowiea volubilis, 140
Box for hedge. 81
>*oyle"8 heat regulator, 436
Brachysema uudulatuni,318
Bradford Pigeon Show, 870
Brahmas, 89. 3S9. 558; age of laying,

13G ; feathers, 186 ; listless and ailing,
15s: Dark, broody, 178; breediiia
Dark, 224 ; Dark, white-feathered.
246; Light cock, characteristics of
Dark, 354 ;

plumage of Dark, 462
Brake aa cover. 151
Bramley Poultry Show, 87, 1C9
Breda fowl. 196; hen, 218
Briar, cuttings, 526: stocks, newly-
budded, moving. 888, seedling, 387

Bndcend Poultry Show. 154
Brighton Poultry Show, 369, 389,394;
Bird Show. 392 ; Canary Show, 372

Brisbane Botanic Garden, 341
Bristol Poultry Show, 478; proposed
continuation of, 152

British Bee-keeper's Association. 266
Broccoli, piotecting, 427; Veitch's

Self-protecting, 470; Walcheren but-
toning, 172

Brodiiea voluhilia, 840
Broughty Ferry Poultry Show, 599
Brownea coccinea culture, 428
Bruf^es fowl, 240
Bru^mansia alb.i not flowering, 63

Brust-ela Sprouts, &.c . clubbing. 388
Buckingham Poultry Show, 129
Budding knife, new, 472
Bulbs, in border. 406 ; Californian, 77 ;

plantintr, 50; preserving. 01 ; treat-
mint of Cape, 194; with Stocks, 259

Buralem Pouitry;Show.552, 577
Burton-on-Trent Poultry and Bird
Show,480

CABBiGEs, Red, culture, 3661; club-
bing, 167

Cactus Opuntia, 844
Cage birds,washing, 486
Calceolarias, aphis on. 407 ; and Cine-
rarias in frames, 386; culture, 215;
seedlintr culture, 525; seeds germi-
nating, 284; wintering, 408

Californian, fruit. 209 ; vintage, 321
Cambridge Working Men's Poultry
Show. 573

Camellias, buds in clusters, thinning.
325, falling, 501; culture, 569; not
opening, 326 ; leaves blackened, 408 ;

leaves brown, 217; repotting, 217;
T. Moore, 841

Campsidium chilenee, 75
Canada, notes, 343; winter and fruit
crops, 125

Canaries, asthmatic, 158; care of, 66 ;

nearly bald, 580; feeding, 512; dis-
tinguishing sexes. 512 ; to keep.
602; obtLiining high-coloured. 136;
ruptured, 168; red mites on, 178;
seed for, 602 ; aire of singing, 612

Canary Shows, 392 ; York and Dar-
lington, 484; Sneinton,465

Candle Plant, 11
Canker, 472; appearing, [525; T trees,

186
CanncU's nurseries, half an hour at,

139
Canterbury Poultry Show, 550, 677
Carclew, 383, 403
Carmarthen Poultry Show, 547
Carnation defined, 63
Carnations, not flowering, 217 ; win-
tering, 217; perpetual-flowering, 09 ;

potting, 281 ; and Picoteea in potf,

407 ; seedling, 151

Carpet and tapestry bedding, 279, 298
Carron Poultry Show, 677
Castle Donington Poultry Show, 129
Catocala Fraxini and nupta,, 474
Cauhfinwerg, aphiden on, 127; autumn
and spring sown, 149

Cedar uf Lebanon, 522; large, 496;
at NormantDQ, 11 ; oldest. 471

Cedar tree, pround bare beneath, 326
Celery, earthing. 286, 454 ; sawdust for
blanching, 283; running, 283

Centaurea argentea, wintering, 887
Cercis Siliquastrum, 59. 72
Cerinthe gymnandra, 450
Ceylon, Botanical Gardens, 378

;

plants, importing, 4P8 ; its vegetablt;
pro-lucts, 422, 470, 491, MO, 593

Chadderton Poultry Show. 310
Chelone barbata antwerpen8i8,96
Chepatow Poultry Show, 199
Cherries on double-blossomed trees,
82

Cherry tree gumming, 570
(.hestnut trees, large, 515; timber,
539; wood. 846

Chestnuts, Horse and Sweet, 425
Chickens, cholera cure. 4H6 ; manage-
ment, 488; fattening by machinery,
40; care of young. 43; thinning-out,
284 ; and the weather, 90

Chippenham Poultry Show. 508
Ohrysantheniums, 538; culture, 215,
ihinninc buds and tying, 324; Show;
Royal Horticultural Society's, 447;
South Essex, 468 ; liquid manure for.
476; Temple and Pine Apple Place,
406; blooms malformed, 4ii8 ; liquid
manure for, 409: at Cheltenham.
491 ; Devonporf and Liverpnol. 493
propagating, 526 ; Catananche, 75

Cinchonas in St. Helena. 362
Cinerarias, culture, 215, 595; aeeda
germinating. 284 ; leaves, insects
on, 14; management, 407; wintering
seedling, 825

Cinnamodendron corticosum, 349
Citron, preserving essence of. 290
Citrus Aurantium var. japonica, 422
Clark Green Bird Show, 531
Clay, burning, 5 ; properties of burnt,
38

Cleckheaton Poultry Show, 87
Clematis, baleariea as a greenhouse
climber, 148 ; failures, 150 ; Jack-
manni, for l)eds, 13, planting, 217;
layering, 367 : Stella and Fair Rosa-
mond, 340

Cleveland Poultry Show, 131
Climber, evergreen, for shaded walL

172; for wall, 526
Chtheroe Poultry Show, 199
CUves, 593
Clump of trees, planting, 388
Cocoa, 593
Codiaeums and their culture, 65
Cochins, breeding Buff', 224 ; charac-

teristics, 262; Buff hen, 285; Black.
349,479; White, 349, 488; Cinnamon
hen, 306; Partridge hen, 328; Par
tridge cock. 349 ; Cuckoo, 868

Cockerels before pullets, killing, 488
Coeoa-nut, Palm, 217 ; fibre for nlun?-

ing, 239
Coleus, wintering. 408
Colletia cruciata, hardy, 562
Colour of flowers and ammonia, 863
Coltsfoot, destroying, 259
Commelina cffilestia culture, 269
Conifer, cones, insert on, 218; seeds
extracting. 541

Conservatory, arrangement, 408;
heating, 127; plants not flowering.

Coping, hoards as a protection from
hail. 122 ; Elliott's, 581 ; for Peach
wall, 367

Coprosma Baueriana variegata,231
Cottage garden societies, 292
Cottingham Poultry Show, 219 ; Cana-

ries at, 248
Cotton, in Ceylon, 470 ; culture, 491
Covent Garden Market, 22, 46, 68, 90,

112, 186, 158. 178, 202, 224. 216, 290, 812,
334, 354, 374,394, 416, 440, 468, 512, 534.
558, 602

Crassulas, coccinea, repotting, 476;
culture after flowering. 128

Craven Poultry Show, 220
Creve-Cceura at Aahford, S71 ; throatfi.
580

Crinam Moorei, 318
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Crocu8C8, calture. S33 ; with Gera-
Diumn, 465

Crook Poultry Show. 151
Crop of fowl hard. 416
Crotona.aS; and Iheir culture, 5J
Crystal Palace, Autumn Show, 23"^:

Cat Show, Sll: tIowei-beds..S37, 858,
441 ; Poultry Show, 351. 456, 476, 502

Cucumbers, crooked, 173 ; deformed,
887; diseafled, 81; and stove-plant
pit. 128; house manai^ement. 170;
bottom heat for. 403 : in house, 42il

;

heatin:? pit. 430; winter culture. 4G:i,

4ft!), 501 ; house management, 103.

545; house culture, 237; syrtnffin^
and ventilating, 476; iu vinery, 217:
shriveUing, 233; not t*welliner. 38^;
Princess Alice, 14S; Duke of Edin-
burgh, 77 ; winter. 515

Currants, bushes, old, Jil; on bushes,
keeping. 217; cuttings, select. 82;
transplanting, 239; Ked, select, 326,
3G3 ; La Hiitive, 3Sfi

Cutler testimonial , 472
Cyathea mednllaris, 41S; propagatioD,
377

Cyclamen corme, SSS
Cyclamens, culture. 61; seedling cal-
ture, 171 : Royal Purple. Rose Queen,
and White Periection, 3U

Dahlias, fbom cctttxgs, SM; for
EXHIBITION, 367 ; prizes for, IM

;

roots, wintering, 430 : tubers, taking
up, 38G

Daisies, propagatinff double, 104
Dalech^mpia Roezliana rosea for
showing, 217

Dameon wine. 224
Darlmetou Bird Show, 84, 351

iJ!)a8ylirion aerotrichnm, 27G
Datura, arborea culture, 'dlG: not
flowering, 2i7

Davallia canariensis not gi-owing,
1'27

Davis beriuest, 313
Decp-belune elegans, 31S
Decorations, autumn indoor, 36G
Delphinium Felix Pnulet. 77
Denbighshire and FJintahire Poultry
Show. 311

Derby Poultry and Pigeon Show, 810,
mi

Deutzia gracilis after flowering, 11
Dionaa muscipula carnivoroua, 211
Disease in chickeos. preventing, 259
Dogs, 245, 333; official, 110, 135;
painted, 414

Dominique'3 plumage, 553
Doncaster Poultry Show, 17
D(_>rking Poalt-y ^how,547
Dorkings—at Buckiugham Show, l.'l;

cock's characteristics. 84; the ex-
hibition, 501,520.571,596; food for.

593; hen's charactenatics, lOG; at
Oxford Show, 412

Dracaenas. 38; for greenhouge, 12S

;

large, 4^8
Driflield Poultry Show. 17, 15S
Drighljngton Poultry Show, 240
Drive, planting sides. 2S4
Droeera Whitakerii, S40
Drnught, 60 ; and its lessons, 91, 119,

187
Dublin Poultry Show, ^>'A

Dumfrie-t and MaxwelUown [Poultry
Show. 509

Dundee Horlicaltural Show, 252
Durham Poultry allow, 194

Earlsheatos Poultry Show. 1"2

Karthenware, how to manage, 15y
Ecclestield Poultry Show, 330
Echeverias, retusa and culture, 52:;
wintering, 430

Edelweiss, ihe, 33!
Edenbridge Poultry Show, 194
Edging plants, 194, 325 ; for border on
lawn, 326

Edgings for walbs, 407
Kgg protradiog, 512
Eggs, imported, 302; preserving, 46

61. 82
EU^smere Poultry Show. 3(0
Eliham House, Si; fluwer beds at,

5i>

Endive. vari*>ties, 237
Epiuepbele Tilhonus, 12S
Epipbvllum, culture, S26; truncatum

culture, 2l9
Episcia fulgida. C92
Ei'ra, OhamiBBonis, 75; Mackayana,
401

Er>ihrLuas, Criata-galli culture, 490;
and herbacea culture, 536 large, 403

Essex Poultry Sbow, S9
Eugenia Uf;iii culture, 31S
Euonymua propa-^alion. 38S
Euphurbia'tt habit altered, 540
Evergreens, for winter bedn, 40C ; for
rooms, 258 ; screens for shelter, S2C

I^'aildbbs, 137,544
Faruwortli Poultry Show, 285
Fernery among trees. 570
Ferna—as windov.' plants. 141, 271;

Sta;i'.s-horn, 113, culture, r'45 ; .Stag'ti-

head, 165, lH'i ; Maidenhair pheno-
TTienoD. 190; cutting down Maiden- .

hair, S83 culture, 171; comparative

Ferks—Continued,
growth of tree, 275; for rockwork,
2S1 ; for stand in north window,
326; spores, sowing, 877; tempera-
lure for stove. 304 ; injects on, 389,
595; importintr, 475

Fifeshire, fruit treps for. 501
Fi'is, culture. 172. 387; pruning, 431
Filberts, storing. 128
Fine-foliaged plants at Falkirk, 898
Fir iupect, 368
Fish-^one manure. 190
Flies, destroying, 118: tranpmg, 237
Floral d*>corations at New York, 251
Flor de Isabel, 168
Flowers — bed arrangements. 431

;

forcing. S'^'O; arranging, 639; for our
borders, 98; cross-b-eed'iig. 57'!;

crystallising, 571 : picking cut. 9;
pridonging cut, 383; of fix^d ho-rfl-s,

414; shows, 11 ; wbite for the hair,
415

Flower garden, spring. 128
Flower gardens in winter and spring,
7,23.72.91

Flue-heatiogpit,349
Foliage forgathered flo-^prs, 368
Forcing, preparing for. 387
For'-st, Submarine, 30 ; tree planting,
368

Forests, influ^Tice on rainfall. 149
Forsythia viridissima and culture. 342
Fowls, becoming lighr, 374; crooked-
breasted, 46; dung 3(;s, 570, value of,

30^; legs Bcurfy. 178; )iome-fatted,
173; defective stock, ITS; for large
run. 580 [38

Frames, constructing, 857; paper for,

French notes. 4J6, 56 J

Frogiuore, ape(-p intn, 313
Frome Rose Sh-nv. 118
"Fruit Manual," 251
Fruiterers' Company. 302
Fruits—tr^ea, a'.opping. 14; prospects,
56: garden, hardy. 80; w.iU, glass
covering for, inS; tree planting,
258: room, forming, 151; failures,
137: prpflerving. 137; recently-
planted blossomincr. 150: packing.
119: seasim in tjueensland. 116;
tree branches, supporting, 123; tree
planting. 159: management. 161;
tree lifting, 180 ; comparative hardi-
ness, 179; stains, S54; trees, train
low. Sli; labonr of culture. S43;
garden, a model. 376; trees, lifting
and root-pruning, 204. 235, 375, 386,

397, 519. 537; for greenhouse. 388;
Belgian, 408; selection. 409; in
Ottawa, comparntive hardiness,
426 ; elections of, 466. 520, 561

Fuchsias, culture, %, 215; red spider
on leaves, 104; procumbens, 593;
select, 140; stopping, 127

Fuel for greenhouse, 409
Fumigating. 349
Fuoiigator. 2St
Fungi, exhibition of edible, 302
Fungus, Exhibition, 276 ; foray, 578

;

huutera, a day with, 359

GiKDEN', D^SIfiN FOR A SPRING, 7;
labour requisite for, 128; laying out
a town, 466

" Garden arrangement," 1S3
Gardeners' Roval Benevolent Institu-

tion. S3
Gardener, jonrneyman, 81; work on
Snndays, 238

Gardenia radicans in winter. 326
Gardening, early Enclish writers, 44S

;

under difBculties. 387
Ga;^. boiler, 389 : heating bv. 194. 207,

239, 322, 344, 361; stoves, 368; lime,
applying, 150

Geniiaua bavarica. and culture. 212
Geo-hygrometer wanted, 396
Geraniums — for pots. 81: leaves
scorched, 104; for early bedding,
118: flowering, 127: select, 140. isfi;

bedding. 143. 161, 182, 192; and Pe-
lariinniums. 193 : taking up bedding,
259. 283; wintering heddine, 259. 9ft3,

326, S48: vane^ated beddinn, 501;
for bedding, 3 4: at Ohilweli, 299;
keeping stocky, 304; Zonal, 336. pro-
pagating. 32C : for cool house. 867;
tuiture. 396; watering. 408; Little
Trot, 450; triple secii-Ieavcd, 475:
wintering in cellar, 475 ; Pearson's
in IS74. 513

Ginger, its culture and preserving,
2f9

Gladiolus, corms, wintering, 2'5

;

culture, 114. 536 ; roots, storing. SG6
Glass, copings over Peach trees, 4;
green-painted, 172 ; for roof. 368

Glazing, new mode, 52, 59: without
puity, 19 '.250; with putty, 297

Glow-worm and its metamoi-phosea,
232

Gh'xinias, insects on,*2S4 ; seedlings,
304

Gnats, destroying, 1481

Goodyera potting. 216
Goot.e. heaviest, 512
Gooseberries, cuttings, select, 82

for green jelly. 455
GooHeberry. buehes. caterpillars and
aphides on, 14; bushes, old, 89;

bushes, removing soil from, 217

;

praning, 281 trainiog, 5H

Graft, influence of, 53
Grantham Poultry and Pigeon Show.

104
Grape-gi'owing, outdoor, 46i; Ameri-
can tJoncord, 476

Grapes—Muscat culture. 1; Black
Hamburghs rusted, 14; cracking,
82; maggots oo. 103; Golden Cham-
pion. 585; splitting, 122; sulphuring
for red spider. 126 : fumigating. 128;
grub-eaten. 193, 191; mildewed. 39,

193, 19i; diseased. 63. 151, 326. 403;
bloomless. 217: shanked. 239; shri-
velling, 283; White Frontignan. 3H;
not colouring, 304 ; Trenthara Black,
304; cracking, i'39, 326; Foster's
White Seedling, 337; not colouring,
349; varying in size. 867; st^ilks

dying, 388; inildewing, 388 ; wiotpr-
ing. 401; is flavour varied? 422;
changed in taste, 445: storing, 454;
scalding, 451 ; not keeping, 455 : Dr.
Hogg. 501; keeping, 515; damping
off, 515; collection of cross-bred,
.^21; preserving. 569; scalding, 525;
influencing another graft, 585

Grass under trees, 383
Grasses for cows, 39
Gravellv Hill, Binningham, 76
Great Horton Poultry Show, 131
Green Hammerton Poultry Show, 219
Greenhouse, constructing, 184. 206,

239; heating, 194 304. 327. small. 81 ;

plants for coot. 127; site for, 150;
position relative to other houses,
150

Greens, winter sowing. 259
Guildford Poultry Show, 574
Guisborough Canary Show, 439, 412

Hail. coptNG boards as a protection
F«nM, 122

Halifax Poultry Show, 221
Hall, plants for cn*,rance,2Sl
Hamburghs, 502 ; ear-lobe swollen.
17H; pullets' legs weak, 216 ; yellow
feathers in, 440

Hamilton Ornithological Show. 531

Hampton Court bedding, 247, 279, 298,
323

Hants and Berks Show, 15
Hawk mo*h3, 165

Hay. manure for, 301
Heathy pasture, improving, 171
Heating, 12 ; apparatus, temperature
of water, 172; Cucumber house, tic,

82
Heckmondwike Poultry Show. 59S
Hedge, plants evergreen, 582; for

shelter. 28t
Hcdtres. evergreen, 537
Helichrysum flowers, drying. 259
Heliotropium peruvianum culture, 492
Hellewell testimonial, 530
Hens plucking their mate, 488
Herbaceous, hardy plants, 899 ; plants

for flower-cutting, 218
Herbai'ium, the, 93 ; arrangements,
170

Hereford. Poultry Show, 175, 202 ; Rose
Show, 101

Hetton Poultry Show, 195
Hill, Thomas, 448
Hint. 126
Hollies, grafting, 368
Hollyhocks, disease, 122 ; wintering,
343

Holmfirth Poultry Show. 193
Honeysuckle planting, 217
Hooker, death of Mrs.. 446
Horninglow Poultry Show, 154
Horseradish culture, 539
Horticultural Club, a new, 835, 540
Horticultural Exhibition, Interna-
tional. 362

Horticultural (Royal) Society, awards,
565; bedding, 314; bronze medals
for youths, 6j; Committees. 30, 119.

163, 208. 318. 492; new Fellows, 9S ;

Fungus Show, 318; Rose Show, 6:
5?, 420

Horticultural (Royal) Society of Ire-

land, 406
Hotbed making, Sll
Hot water, mistakes about. 531

Houdans. 440; cock's top-knot, 416:
pullets, 530

Houses and pits, what arc ? 189
Housing plants for winter. 282
Hoxton, gardening at in olden times,
321

Hunstanton Hall, 57
Hvacinths—in glasses. 254. 326; from
seed, 63; and other bulbs, 347; salt-

petre for, twelve select, 570 ; Welsh
for. 171

Hvilc Park, bedding in. 212
Hvde Poultry Show. 551

Hydrangeas, after flowering, 193 ; not
flowering, 82

ICI?, HOUSES AND HEAPS, 516; SALT
WITH. 571

Incubators, 151 ; Bovle's, 436
Indian Fig, 314
Indian gardening, 510
Insecticide recipe, 290
Insects, beautiful and useful of our
gai-dena, 53, 123, 165. 2;il, 319, 363, 473,

59); destroying by hot water, 63;
and birds, Zi

Ipswich Poultry Show, 19
Iresine, Herbstii culture, 217 ; Lindeni
losing its leaves. 925

Iris, laevigata. 450; olbiensis, 75; tac-
torum. 340

Iron sashbars, 217
Ivory, vegetable, 115
Ivy, border, forming, 573; catUng3»

3S7
Ixoras, 38 ; and ants, 567

Jaborakdi, 255
Jasmine fruiting. 333, 301
Jersey Horticultural Show, 880

Keighi.et Poultry Show, 103
Kent, West, Horti'mltural Show. 32
Kew Gardens, novelties in. 3, 36. 43,71,

97. 115. 140, 187, 207. 228, 251, 271, 292,
814, 3;^7. 356, 377, 393, 423, 469, 562;
flower-beds. 399

Kilmarnock Poultry and Pigeon Show,
481.509

Kirkcudbrightshire Poultry Show, 575
Knebworth Park, 451
Kniphotia Rooperi. 319
Kitchen garden, borders and walks,
133; walks of, 164

Labelling plants, 254
Labels, 466 ; garden, 490,',519, 565. 587
Labour for garden and farm, 123
Lackey Moth. 521
LfBlia majalia and culture. 30
La Fleche, cock, 10; fowls, 63; hen,

42
Lamp for greenhouse, the Paragon,157
Langtoo Hall, 497
Lantern, tlie hurricane, 122
Lapageriaa, 377; rosea, 365; replant-

ing, 367
Larch aphis, 284
Lark disordered, 433-

Latimers, 567
Lavender, hedge, cutting, 171 : water,

distilling, 90
Lawn-mower competition, 43
Lawn, mowings, utilising. 319 ; weeds,

281
Leaf mould, 128
Leaves falling unseasonably, 82
Leeds Poultry Show, 516
Leek culture. 167
Leicester Poultry and Pigeon Show,

129
Leontopodium valgare, 332
Leptospermum obovatum hardy in
Scotland, 122

Lettuces, culture, 250; spring, 201;
sowing, 237 ; for wintering in
frames, 127

Lice on fowls, 4G
" Lilies, Species of." 313
Liliums — auratum. 250. offsets and
culture. 103; avenaceum or macula-
turn, 341; potting. 866; repotting,
476; speciosum after fioweriog, 283;
sowing. 455; not ttiriving. 150;
Washingtouianum purpurenm, 450

candidnm variegated, 475
Lily of the Valley, for Christmas, 30* ;

flowerless, 258 ; forcing, 216 ; in pots,

501; plantinj;. 515

Lime for a garden, 399
Lint'Ola Poultry Show, 82
Lindley Medal. 420
Linnets, 246 ; rearing, 90
Liquorice, 822
Lisianthus Russellianus culture, 13,

103
Liskeard Poultry Show, 107, 133

Liverpool Canary Show. 600

Lobelias, double, propagation, 298

to bloom throughout summer, 595;
wintering, 301

London, City, Flower Show, 96

Londonderry Poultry Show. 574
Longleat. large vinery at, 125

Long Sutton Poultry Show, 305
Loughboroujih Poultry Shaw, 33)
Loughcrew, 511

MAGN0LI4 GBANDIFLORA OVEKQROWN,
259

Maidenhair Fern with flowers, 214
Maize. 510
Malay, the, 409
Male influence endurance. 580
Malmesbury Poultry Show. 171

Malton Pigeon Show, 176. 199

Manchester Poultry Show, 61, 537
Manilla hemp, 593
Manufactorj-'s poisonous sublima-
tions, 329

Manure, for garden, 217; garden abort
of, 327 ; how to apply, 524

Markets. 22. 46, 68. 90, 112, 136, 159. 178.

202, 224, 246, i90, 312, Sai. 351, S74, 394.

416. 410, 488, 512, 534, 558. 603
Martin-Cadot, M.. 254
Marvel of Peru culture, 269
Masters, Mr. Alderman, 297
Mead-making, 263
Mealybug, on plants, 52C ; ia vinery,

259
Melaleuca Wilsoni. 451
Melons—culture. 237. of French, 368;
cutting, 63 ; deflcient in flavour, 172

:

growing and judging, 47 ; iadica-
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Mblons— Contioned.
tions of ripeness, 238; jndRing, 2,

74: plants dying:, 103; secunnR se-

cond crop of, US: llieir vaneti'-a.

33fi; in vinerv. 217: Little Heath,

1C4, 182, 2Sli, 381 ; Victory of Ruth,

281 ; Read'slScarlet-fleebed.O ;
Queen

Anne Pocket, 172
Melton Mowbray Poultry Show, 1S4

Mercury, 187; aa a cooked vegetable,

50
Merit, medals for, 313
Meaembryantheraum cordifoliuui cul-

ture, 571
Middleeborough Bird Show, 301, 113

:

Poultry Show. 131

Middleton Poultrv Show, 244

Midland Counties Horticultural Show,
4,24.227

Mistletoe on the Mistletoe, 74

Moles. 81

Monmouth Poultry Show. 370
Montrose Poultry Show, 553

Moor Park trees. 356
Moss, preventing on greenhouse floor,

12H
Moth. Powder-winged, 276
Moultinp, 128,194
Muga, Enaete fruiting, 193 ; snperLa,

140
Mushrooms, beds failing, 217, 571;

culture, 62; failinE. 283; for'-inc.

475 ; house. 282, management, 21b ;

on lawn, 217; spawn not running, 13

Names of plants—English v. Latin,

KarcisaoB as a border flower, 34G

Nash, Mr. Daniel, 492

Natural phenomena recistratioD, 77
Neath Poultry Show, 196
Nectarines, notes on, 395; for east
wall,47G

Neraophila withstanding the winter,
151

Nephrolepis tuberosa, 409

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Show—Pigeons,
482

NewhaU Poultry Show, 86
Newport Poultry Show, 264
Nice, notes from, 592

Niuht soil, deodorising. 104 ; for flower
garden, S6S

Norfolk, 4. 30
Normanton Cedar, 11

Northallerton Poultry Show, 286
Northampton, Horticultural Show.
271; Ornithological Show, 352; Poul-
try Show, 286

Northumberland Bird Show, 556

Norwich Bird Show, 435,486
Nottingham Poultry Show, 829, 3iO;
Bird Show, 330; Canary Show, 353

Nut crop failing, 3S7

Nuts, storing, 304, 339

Nuttall's memorial, 253

Oakham Poultry Show, 502

Oat cakes for greyhounds, 46
Oats, ground, 22
Ocbro, 234
Odontoglossum vexillarium grande,

'.1, 10

Old plants, notes on, 269
Oncidium leucochilum and culture,

5!-9 : zebrinum, 593
Oranges, for dessert, 429; seedlings

grafting, 259 ; tree, grafting, 14

Orchard-house, routine, 62, 1138, 474;
management, 102. 149

Orchids, in bloom at the Victoria Nur-
eeries, 5 ; cool, 303 ; for cool house,
889; at Falkirk, 398; culture, 81;
propagation of hardy terrestrial.

95 ; sale at Meadowbauk, 170 ; seed
sowing. 525; suspended, 545 ; under
trees, 193

Ormskirk and Southport Poultry
Show. 156

Osiers, consumption of, 363
Oundle Poultry Show. 84
Oxford Poultry Show, 410, 430 ; trim-
med Hamburghs, 455, 480 ; Mr. Liny-
wood'fi Dorking cockerel, 480

Packing fruits and vegetables,'33
Paddock Poultry Show, 174
Paduaa' or PoUinds' feathers, 478
Padua-Poland fowls, 455
Palms, repotting, 408
Pampas tirasB. 455
Pansiea, as garden plants, 291;*mil-
dewed, 101 : wintering seedling,.;;59

Paradise stock, French, 444
Paraflin for heating, 304
Paranitism, double, 74
Parsley, curled, culture, 356
Passiflora, crerulea and culture. 78;
edulis culture. 348 ; manicata, 450

Pea haulm stacking, 172
Pea rmt, American, 442
Peaches, crop in the United States, 29

;

trees, glaes coping over, cutting
Iciives, 14 ; Barrington, 76 ; in house,
81; weight of, 63; estimate of, 183

;

copings for, 188; Early Beatrice,
164 ; crop in America, 211 ; select
house arrangement, 288; stones
split, 283; trees, winter-dressing,
S04; house trellis, 349; tree roots

Peaches-Continued,
in hwuHC, SIW; failures. 897: trees
unhealthy, 44(1; for east wall, 476;
Hgainat boards, 545

Peach house, insects in, B46
Pears, in New Zealand, 36; leaves, fun-

gus on, 3G8, grubs on, 218. 239, larv.T

on, 103, 8CalB on, 868 : gathering, 170.

283: earliest, gatherint;. 12(5; Hovey
and Co. 'a collection, 189; heading
grafts, 217 ; time of ripening. 218;
dropping, 349; espaliers cankered.
S88; Eeurrr Diel on espaliers. 406;

large, 428 ; for aontb-west wall, 430 ;

for wall, 455 ; on Mountain Ash, 471

;

select, 601 : drunping prematurely,
526; regrafting, heading-down, 546;

trees, manuring, 571 ; the Lucy
Grieve. 587 ; on wall, 595

Peas, ciiterpillars destroying. 239

;

culture, 342 ; late. 322, 341 ; retard-
ing, S2; Standibh's Criterion, 78;
for succession, 2S0

Peat soil, forming garden on, 121

Pegs, making, C69
Pelargonium Society, 266, 317, 422. 469
Pelargoniums, and Geraniums, )24 ;

fringed, 4CG; greenhouse culture,

80; propagating. 192 ; stopping
seedlinga, 238; Zonal and Nosegay
defined. 2H3

Penistone Poultry Show, 221

Pentstemon, humilis, 3403; select, 307;
Wrjghtii and eultuve, 56

Pepper, 42^
Perennials, planting seedling. 284

Perfume of flowers, preserving, 76
Perry, making, 334
Petersburg, St., new garden. 362
Pheasant and fowl hybrid, 82
Pheasant fowls, 46
Pheasants, ailing, management, 158;
sheltermg, 512

Phloxes, select, 867
Phutographiog plants, 3S5
Phylloxera, 363; prize for its destruc-

tion. 211 ; vastatrix, avoiding, 387,

preventing. 61
Pigeons, ntimenclature, "Wood and
Dovecote pairing, '^0. 44 ; warmth for
young, 41 ; at Bristol, vagrant, Dra-
goon standard, 44 : English Owls,
settling Pi'uter dispute. 65; split

peas for, 68 ; the Fantail, 88 ; Car-
riers extraordinary, 133; the Car-
rier, 152; neglecting their young.
178; Pouters other coloured, 2 0;
Mottlea, 200 ;

judging by points, 201 ;

legs paralysed, 224; Pouters. Any
other Colour, &c., 265; Big-eye
Tumblers, 287 ; canher in. 288 : High-
flying Tumblers, 483 ; messenger,
4^i4; branding homing, 312: at Bir-
mingham, 330: Priests, 831; Snells
or Helmets, .372; of former days,
374; Pouters any other colour, &c.,

390; "common" class at shows,
512; Dragoon, 528 ; Turbit, 412, 532 ;

spouts in eyes, 634; Northern Colum-
barian Society. Dragoons v. Horse-
men, 578; Mealy Pouter, 578; Dra-
goon, 60). Russian Trumpeters, 600

Pigs, Berkshire, 2i!4

Pine Apples, culture, 1C2, 149, 237 ; not
fruiting, 172

Pine house management, B44

Pmks and Picotces detiued, 63
Pinks, Pirotees, and Carnations, 500
Pipes, paint for hot-water, 571

Piping, for greenhouse heating, 4C9;
lenctli needed, 595

Pipped Brahma, 224
Piicher-plantH. 385
Pit. constructing forcing, 218; con-
structing and heating, 63

Planetary influence. 408
Plane tree near town. 36S
Plantain, (Muaa), 593 ; variegated, 824
Plants' curious ways. 32
Plants, distribution of, 322, drying for
the herbarium, 99 ; give your spare,
383

Platycerium alcicorne, 113.114; alci-

corne majuti, biforme, Stemoiaria,
113; granuc, 114, 115; Wallichii, 114

Pleasley Vale, 144
Pleroma culture, 283
Plumage, oil paint on, 2G8
Plums, drying, 151; Earley's Novem-
ber, 476, 49i; grafting, 546: Prince
Englebert, 593 ; trees unfruitful, 326 ;

in Worcestershire, 270
Plymouth Poultry Show, 574
Pocklington Pigeon Show, 199
Pogonia discolor, 422
Puiiisettia pulcherrima culture, 22G
Polands, Silver, at Reading, 39
Polyanthus, dividing, 216
Polygonum vulgare v, macranthum,

45it

Polvpodium pustulatumpropagation,
127

Pommier de Paradis. 444
Pomological Congress, 14S
Pontefract Poultry Show, ISO
Populus canadensis, 451
Portsmouth foultry Show, 518;

Posts, preserving. 567
Potatoes, crop, 94, 148, 149, 160, 205

;

making new growth, 128; imported.
312; preventing disease, 319; un-
diseased on volcanic soil, 363 ; plant-
ing, 398; in 1874,445; Suiton's Hun-

Potatoes—Continued,
dredfold Fluke. 454. 475; with Ra.
dishes, 455 ; Royal Agricultural So-
ciety's Report. 472; at Souih Ken-
sington and judging. 229; scabbed.
239, ^56; Mr. Fenn'a.'ilS; produce of

American, 258; storing, 94, 150, 2o6,

259. 304
Pot plant, what is a V 171

Pottery Tree, 270
Potting precautions, 120

Poultry—Jind birds, 479; house, ar-

rangements. 22. perches, 24G; mis-
fortunes, 151; French, in England,
172; in confined space, protltable,

178; mortality, 555; outrages on
prize, S05 ; arrangements for keep-
ing. 312; feeding, 312

Poultry-keeper, The. 16. 42, 63. 84,106,

130, 174, 196. 218. 240. '261, 285, 30G, 828,

349,368,389,4*9,455, 47«
Pouters, any other colour. &a., 176
Preston Poultry Show. 155
Primulas, japonica culture. 490; bi-

nensia grub-eaten, 595; in Sussex
garden, 358; last year's, aiJri

Prince's Nursery. 252
Produce, early, 595
Protectors, straw, 569
" Proverbial Folk-lore." 399
Pruning fiuit trees, 496, in wintei*, 238
Pttris cretica, Ac, hardiness, 388
Pterophori, 124
Puccinia malvacearum, 363
PuUets laying, 312
Puss-moth and larva, 820
Pyracantha propagation. 388
Pyrarga Jlegrera. 128, '24

Pyrethrums, Golden Feather, raising
from seed, 1(4 ; select double, 14

Pvrus bapcata. 75; japonica propaga-
tion, 38S

QOEENSLAND, FRCIT SEASON, 116
Question, two sides to a, 163

Quince unfruitful, 326
Quisqualis pubeacens, 148

Babbits — Belgian Habk, 312, 534;
Lop-ear sliehtly wounded,JS12 ; eyes
closed, 354 ; ears, training, '.iOl ; feed-

ing for show, 440: keeping, .532, 560,

600; weaning hutches, 5S6: feeding,
600; management, 112; thows. ap-
proaching, 176: skins, dressing, 394

Kabbitry, a cheap. C5
Rainfall, deficient of present and past
years. 121

Raspberries, 80; planting. 4.54 ; train-

ing, 424; transplanting. 239
Reading Poultry Show, 15

Refuse heap, forming, 282
Rent, high, 304
Rheum officinale, 592
Rhododendrons, twice blooming, 253 ;

cutting-back, 259 : campylocarpum
flowerinu, HO; Duchess of Edin-
burgh, 75 ; not Alpine Roses, 7

i

Rhubarb forcing, 472
Rice culture. 423
Richmondshire Poultry Show, 263
Eipon Poultrv Show, 41

Rochdale Poultry Show, 197

Romanzoffia silchensis, 75

Rooks, enticing. 283
Room plants. 257
Root Shows, Messrs. Suttons' and

Carter's, 469
Roots, storing, 454
Rose-cutter Bee, h2
Rose garden, a model, 92, 514

Rose water, distilling, 90
Rosea. Claude Levet, 9 ; Mar6chal Nicl
infested with scale, Celine Fores-
tier, 13 ; destroying insects. 14 ; di-

morphism in, 32; stocks, 38; show
at Lyons. 58; love among Wisbeach
and "Spalding Shows, 49; Devon and
Exeter, 60 ; W. Paul's, 61 ; love
among, 70; Alpine not Rhodo-
dendrons, 76 : budding. 80, 1(2 ;

leaves blotched, 82; shows, Devon
and Exeter, 70; hedges in the south
of France, 95; wilderness, 96; Le
Havre. 99: at Hereford. 101; now,
101; showing, li7; atFrome, 118;
for winter flowering, 127; buds
scorched, 127; old and new, 14 j

;

at Cheahunt, 142; new, 142; shows,
148; orange fungus on. 150 ; Climb-
ing Devoniensis and Marechal Niel
not flowering, 150; sulphate of am-
monia for, 150 ; Reine du Portugal
not opening, 150 ;

growing on shal-

low soil, 150; select Tea and Noi-
sette. 151 ; disbudding, IGO; atWor-
cester, 167. 171 ; Madame Lacharme,
168; Marechal Niel. 171; Gloirc dc
Dijon in etove, 171: hardiness of.

179; notes on. 205; growing and
showing. 211, 228; for greenhouse,
217 ; Banksian pruning. 238; yellow
Tea, 259; from cuttings. 259; esti-

mate of, 270 ; eltction of. 182,271,293,

815; preferred for south and north,
294 ; seedling Briar stocks, 1,38, 167,

171. 205. 206, 297, 323, 339, 419; dis-

puted decision, 301; boxes for ex,

bibiting, 326 ;
planting on own roots-

326; wintering cuttings, 343; trans-

planting Tea, SG7; protecting cut-

KosES-Continued,
tings. 388 ; Manctti stocks strong,
408; salt applying. 409 ; traUHplan'-
ing, 409: inildi'wed. iii; exhibiting
stands, 417; Pcrpetunl. 489; Mari'--
ohal Niel, 5ril

; pruning, 501 ; budded,
deep planting, 5ill ; selection. 5 15,

5';3; for under glass, 571; solving,
571 ; select-on o', 583; " InPot8,"58B

Ryhope Poultry Sbow, 198

Saffron, 501

Sago Palm, 2^4

Sagus Rumphii, 234
St. Neot's Poultry Show, 262
Salading, 594

Salisburia adiautifolia, 36
SalpigloBsis, culture, 81 ; sinuata coc-

ciliea and culture, 471
Salt as a manure, 7t

Sandringham, House, 109; rockwork,
122

Sareodes sanguinea. 472
Saahbars of iron, 382
Sawflies on fruit trees, 442
Scarborough Lily. 283
Scawby Hall, visit to, 93
Scorpion Flies, 3'>4

Scorzonera undulata, 422
Sca-coas', shrubs lor, 455
Seacox Heath, 299
Sea-kale, culture, 402, !j39 : forcing,

388, 472, 475 ; tan-lbrced. 2.iS

Season, things out of, 27.^

Sea-water inundation, Gc!

Secretary's duty, 501
Seeds not germinating. 151

Selaginella lepidophylln culture, 408
Selby Poultry Show, 106
Selkirkshire Poultry Show, 598
Scmpervivum tabuljetorme propaga-

tion. 283
Sensitive Plant in sitting-room win-
dow. 326

Sewage, 327; for market gardening.
190

Shade, plants 1o grow in, 77
Shallots, planting, 326
Shanking. 47i
Sheep bark'ng trees. 172
Sheerness Fancy Kabhit ShoT, 107
Sheffield Poultrv Show, 85
Shows, more. 15

Shrub planting and thinning, 94
Silica in barks, 276
Silk, 593
Skeletonising leaves, &c., 4G4
Skimmia japonica, 98
Slugs, 525
Smith, Mr. James, 321
Snails and slugs, destroying, 172
Snowberries, 589
Snowdrops frnm seed, 38
Snow Plant. 472
Soil, improving, 2.'>8; improving shal-
low ffjrruginoua, 151 ; nut lertile, 193

Soils and subsoilc , 503
Solanum. Capsicastrum, 409; leaves

black, 455
Soldiers' gardening in ludia, 472
South Moulton Poultry Show. ICG
South Stockton Canary bhow, 392
Spalding Poultry tihow, 4 J

Spanish, cockerel's face, 90. white
feathers. 246: fowl's characteristics
130,136; hen's characteristics, 171

Sphierobolus stell.ttiis, 92
Sphinx Atropos. food plants, 163
Spir;ra japonica aftf-r flowering, SI
Spring gardening. 4C6
Spurt, avoid a. 377
Squirrels, training, 601
Stage, distance from glass, EOl

Stalvbridge Poultrv Show. 161
Stamford Poultry Show, 19
Standard for pri^e poultry. 15

Stellaria gramiuea aurea, 74

Stephanetus rtoribunda.liquid manure
watering, 104

Stinging Tree. 492
Stock's influence, 283
Stocks, planting out, 216
Stokestown Foultry Show. 198
Stove, heating. 4 9

;
pipiug to heat,

327 : plant, arrangmg, 150

Strati'oid Horticultural Show, 7

Strawberries, 80; beds. 429, annual
beds, 269; culture. 255. 293. Sal, 3S5,

340, 378, 381, 402, 408. 427 ; lor forcing,

88. 3('3, 54G. for market, 476; Gari-

baldi, 357. 419, 471; i" pots. 386;

choice of varieties, 126: for light

soils, 382; for market, 388, 476; in
November, 4lt7 ; leaves spo 'ted, 408 ;

neglected. 525; late, 217; ERon,217;
early, late, and preserving, 55, 229.

252; planting 237; estimate of, 250;
jottings on, 255; select. 276; ulce-

rated, .S9; layering, 38; runnera. 56;
for light soil. 63 ; for clay soil, 82

Suburban gardening, 11. b7. 61, 80. 102,

191, 214, 236. 256, 281. 302, 324. 347, 365,

886. 406, 427, 452, 472, 496, 524. 541, 563,

594
Succossea and failures, 159, should be
chronicled, 126 ; notes on, 141 ; late,

143 ; in pots, 172 ; earlv and late, 186,

188; planting Alpine. 193
Succulents, taste for, 296 [23t

Sugar, Cane. 277; culture in Europe,
Summer house, rustic, 78, at South
Kensington, 146
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Sassex anchor book. 37
Snasei, Nooka of. 339, 358
Swainsonia seedling caltnre, 39
Swansea Poultry Show, fi:'5

Sweden, garden uit: in, 493
Sweet Nancy, 476, r»01

Sweet Williams, propagating, 127

Tacca abtocarpifoha, 422
Tacaonia Van-Volxemi not flowering,

171

Tallies. 362
Tamwortb Poultry Show, 2G4
Taunton Deanc Horticultural Show,

186
Tea, 256; culture. 422, in Europe, 231
Tenant removing shrubs. SC7

Terriers, in bad condition, 440; dis-

tempered, 488 ; in general, 215 ; wire-
haired. 333

TheelaW. album, 123

Thin(f3 out of season, 24!t

Thir8k Poultry Show, 18

Thistles, destroying, 259
Thorns, transplanting large, 3S:^

Thripa. destroying, 104; on Myrtles
and other plauta, 327

Thvme. era.licating Wild, 285
Tiger-flower. 9, 10

Tillandsia Lindenit, 563, 593
Timber selling. 1113

Tobacco water, 38
Tudmorden Poultry Show, 243
Tomatoes, culture, 249; failing, 409
Tong and Dudley Hill Poultry Show,

105
Tortworth. 319
Transplanting, 525
Tredegar Poultry Show, 572
Tredrea. 361
Trees for exposed situation and
chalky soil. 12S

Trellis for Pear or Quince, 510
Trenching, 257

Tricyrtis hirta cul'ure, 570
Tuberous rnots, storing. 570
Tanbridge Wells Poultry Show, 350
Turkeys, diarrhtea in, 290 ; fattening,
483: heaviest, 512

Turnip, culture, 71. Ul ; Flea, 206
Tusaer, Thomas, 189
Urtica gigaB, 492
Uttoxeter Poultry Show, 222

Vallota. I eaves curling, 193; pub-
PDBEA, 317, not blooming, 501

Vanda limbata, 32
Vaoilla, 510
Varieties, do they wear out? 598
Vases, plantinc, 233
Vegetal'lea. culture and supply, 225

;

aeleci list, 5H1 ; surplus, 443 : wasted,
3si; winter. 102

Veitch's Chrysanthemums and Or-
chids, 419

Ventilators in back wall, 476
Venus's Fly-trap carnivorous, 211
Verandah heating, 409
Verbenai», in frames, 336 ;' propagat-

ing, 430
Veronica leaves black, 455
Vereailles School of Horticulture, 386
Villa gardening, 11, 37, 61, 80, 102, i91,

214, 236, 256, 281, 302, 324. 347, 365. 386,

406, 427, 451. 472. 496 524. 541, 568, 594
Vinery—alterLnff, 868; arrangement.

150; border, 17'J; hanging frames of
ground. 298 ; management, 125, 126

;

planting. 1.!IJ, 283
Vines—border, 451, concreting, 367.

and couch grass, 501; roots in leaf
soil on border, 13 ; pot, 13 ; recently
pUnte*! not growing, 14 ; in pots, 38 ;

in house, 80 : leaves, brown-patched,
81, not faUmg. 501. maturing, 4 9.

spotted, 63, thrips on. 151, 172; fruit

on latera's. 81 ; exudation on leaves,
mildewed, 82; for small vinery, 82;

Vitres—Continued,
largfl. 95; one at Viceregal Lodge,
Dublin. 95 ; thrips on, 104 ; in ereen-
house. 151, 349; for cool greenhoune,
151; in pit, 172; mildewed, 82, 217,

253, 377. 5i3; HamburRh mildewed,
for early and late vmery, 239 ; lor
intermediate house, 283; training
and manuring, 304 ; against end of
house, 326; culture, 338; watering
border, 349: leaves colouring, 349;
for greenhouse. 367; grafting, 883;
prunmg, 367 ; selection, 430; for
span-roofed house, 430; replacing,
454 ; renovating exhausted, 49o

;

under glass, 510; pruning and win-
ter dressing, 513; with plants, 525;
on north border, 52'!; exposing, 516

;

pruning, 516; pruning and dressing.
559 ; protecting, 570; grafting Groa
Colnian ; for vineries, 571 ; in
Ceylon, 593

Vineyards, extent of French. 385
Viola cornuta alba and Blue Perfec-

tion in border. 171
Vii'Uis. as garden plants, 291; cornu-

ta's hardiness, 304; for gardens, 341
Violets, and their culture, 401. 445;
red spider on, 389 ; ^Victoria Regina
culture, 150

Walking-sticks, 4fii)

Walks, forming, 569
Walls, border, 409; damp. 59,77 ; re-
medy for damp, 36; facing an old
brick, 151 ; fruit trees for soutb, 283

Wal'tlowers, propagating. 127
Walnuts, large, 862 ; gathering, 368
Washington Pooltrv Show, 530
Wasps, destroying,' 28. G\ 78.121,143,

165, 187. 191, 20i ; trapping. 237
Waterfowl, keeping ornamental, 331,

488

Watford Poultry Show, 573

Watering, best time for, 104 ; in win
ter. 455

Waterproofing paper. 849. 389
Wear and tear of glazed structure?,
304

Weeds, destroying. 149; in path, 349
Weeks, doings" of last and present, 12

87, 61, 80. 102 126. 149, 17", 192, 215
237. i57,281. 303. 324, 347, 365. SS6, 4:7
428, 454, 474 , 500. 524, 544, 569, 591

Welchpool Poultry ^how, 287
Wellint;borough PonUrv hhow, 530
Westward Ho! 252,319.376
Wetherbv Poultry Show. 810
Whitby Houltrv Show. 240
White Mice. 110
Whitwick Poultry Show. 133, 15G
Willows, front-injured, 239
Window gardening in towns, 162
Window plants, 365 ; culture, 12 ; fail-

ing, 315
Wine, test for colouring matter in. 328
Winter-flowering, plants, 89 ; stove
plants, 172

Winter gardening. 486
Wintering ptantsin framps, 4.'>r. [119
Winters, general character of mild,
Wintcrtou Poultry Show. 65
Wireworms, trapping. Sl9
Wolsingham Poultry Show, 263
Woodland, replanting, 563
Woodsome Poultry Show. 195
Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club, S7H
Wulfenia carintbiaca and culture, 452

Varmouth Poultry Show, 575
Year, its lessons. 535. 584
York Ornithological Nhow. 354
Yorkshire Poultry Show, 527
Yucca, flowering", 348; leggy, 283

Zinc labels, inks foe, 190
Zingiber officinale, 209

WOODCUTS.

PAGE,
Abelia nniflora 276
Aphides and Ant 54

Arnebia echioides 301

Ashmead's Kernel 254
Barkeria spectahilis 169

Beetle, the Sacred 591

Boiler (Dennis') .'i9

Bomarea acutifolia 191

Brahma feather 390
Breda cock 196

„ hen and feather 218
Bruge feather 210
Carclew 384, 405

Carpet bedding 213, 247, 279. 298, 323, 345
Carrier Pigeon 163

Catocala Fraxioi and nupta 474
Cedar in Normanton Park U

„ of Lebanon i 523
Church decorations 566
Cochin-china cock 262

„ „ hen 285, 808

., „ feathers 323
Colletia cruciata 562

Coping 367, 588

Dorking cock 81

,. feathers 106
Dragoon Pigeon 529
Eeheveria retusa 52d
Edelweiss SS2
Elsham House 34, 35, £0, 51

Fantail Pigeon 89
Flower-beds 859, 400,442, 513
Foreythia vlridissima 842

PAGE,
Garden plana 8, 73, 467

„ ., Swedish 494
„ old plan 4 19

Gentiana bavarica 212
Ginger 210
Glazing without putty 52,190, 250
Glow-worm 232
Golden Pippin 141
Greenhouses 181, 185, 206, 207
Hill, Thomas 448
Hives 415
Hook, Sussex Anchor 37
Huuhtanton Hall 57
Ice-house and heap 516
Incubator, Boyle's 437

Indian Fig 844
Knebworth 152, 453
Lady Apple 183
Lreiia majalia 31

La Flcche cock and hen 16, 42
Lamp, Paragon 157

Langt m Hall 498
Tjantcrn, Hurricane 122
Lapageria rosea 365

Latimers 568
Liquorice 322
Longleat vinery 125
Odontoglossum gTfinLle 10
Oncidium leucochilum 590
Padua feathers 456
Paradise Apples 414

PasBiflora ca;rulea 78

PIOE.
Pentstemon Wrightii 66
Pepper tree .. 4 8
Platycenum alcicorne 114

gi-ande 115
Pleasley Vale 14S
Poland feathers 478
Poultry-house 572
Privet Hawk Moth 16C
Pruning 520
Puss Moth 320
Kabbit ear-trainer 201

„ hutches 533, 557
KosL'-exhibitiog siand 447
Sago Plum 284
Salpigloasis sinuata coccinea 471
Sandringham House laO

„ Prince's grave 101
Scorpion Fly 864
Seacox Heath SOD
Skimmiajaponica 98
Spanish cock 130

hen 174
Sugar Cane 273
Summer-hou9e, Rustic 79, 147
Tea shrub 256
Thecla Caterpillars 124
Turbit Pigeon 418
Turnip Flea a 6
Vine grafts 585
Wasp destroyer 28
Waterfowl kennel SS2
Wulfenia carinthiaoa 4.^5
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could be called worthless. The large-spathed form is truly the
most magnificeut, and as an exhibition plant is by far the
most valuable ; but for home use, and for the decoration of
apartments, the somewhat smaller variety with a rounder
Bpathe in my opinion is much the best ; it has the advantage
of being more compact in growth, and, moreover, produces a
larger amount of spathes in proportion to tha size of the plant.
Another striking form, which has obtained the name of longi-

spatba, is also very desirable, as being thoroughly distinct and
brilliant in colour. It is not, however, my intention in this
place to enter into a detailed account of alt the various forms

;

sufBce it to say much depends upon the style of treatment the
plants receive. None in a young state produce large spathes,
these only come with age and vigour. At the same time I do
not wish my readers to imagine that one form can be grown
into the other by skilful management.

In many instances a great mistake is made in potting this
plant. It not uufrequently happens during my peregrinations
that I find it growing slowly, or in fact badly—the result of
being potted too firmly, and that, too, in close binding soil.

This I consider is a shoal my readers should steer clear of,

for I have never upon a single occasion found anyone excel
whilst practising this system. In potting Anthurium Scher-
Eerianum the first thing to secure must be good drainage;
for although it enjoys copious supplies of water, everything
that would stagnate and become sour must be kept from
coming into contact with its roots. The soil with which I

have obtained the greatest success is a mixture consisting of

about two parts good fibrous peat broken up rough, one part
light turfy loam, and one part sphagnum moss ; to this I add
BufEcient silver sand to make the whole feel gritty when taken
in the hand. Let it be well mixed together, but keep the
sieve out of sight. When the soil is ready proceed to repot
the plant, and in doing so it is the fashion to elevate the soil

into the shape 'of a small cone, after the style or system
adopted in potting Orchids. To this I have no objection, be-
cause it provides the roots with more surface room, and at the
same time adds somewhat to the appearance of the plant,
otherwise I know of no reason for the adoption of the system.
In potting, press the soil down firmly, but not hard, and
finish up the surface with a layer of living sphagnum ; this
latter is more for appearance sake than a necessity, but still

the roots do love to creep through the growing moss.
As before remarked, this Anthurium enjoys an abundant

supply of water, both from can and syringe, but that from the
latter should be withheld to a considerable extent during the
dull days of winter. In the growing season the plant will not
object to any amount of heat, but the atmosphere must be well
charged with moisture, and the lowest temperature to which it

should be subjected at this time is about 05°. If the specimen
is strong and in good health, the grower may calculate upon
having a spathe produced from the base of every new leaf the
plants make, which wUl continue in their full blaze of beauty
between three and four months. If the plant has already be-
come large enough to fill a pot of goodly dimensions, there is

no necessity to repot annually ; it will be found sufficient to
remove the surface soil with a potting stick, and replace with
a compost prepared as previously directed.

It the above simple directions be followed, no difficulty

will be experienced in the culture of this showy and beautiful
Anthurium, which has not inaptly been caUed the " Flamingo
Plant."—EsfEETO Crede.

JUDGING MELONS—BEAD'S SCAELET-FLESHED
MELON.

I AM always on the look-out for first-class Melons. They
are more difficult to grow and finish satisfactorily than the
Pine Apple—the acknowledged " king of fruits." At the ;ate
show at South Kensington (June 4th and 5th), though there
were eighteen fruits exhibited, there was a great want of finish

throughout. They were not fully swelled, and scarcely netted.
I looked in vain for Bead's in the Scarlet-fleshed class, to
see what it was ripened three hundred miles south of where
I live. Scarlet Gem, the type of Bead's, carried off the first

and second honours, which led me to conclude that flavour is

all our judges care about in Melons. Fruit of handsome shape
—spherical, elliptical or oval—plump, well swelled, without
ribs, netted all over, and finely coloured, go for nothing; if

an ill-grown, mis-shapen, ribbed, smooth-rinded, and small
Melon has flavour it takes the first rank. 1 know fruits are

grown to be eaten, not looked at ; bat yon may contend that
the leg of a mountain sheep is far sweeter mutton than that
of a Leicester, the former weighing C lbs., and the latter twice
as much. Some would be content with the small fruit, but
for appearance—and I hold it is all-important on festive
occasions, when the dessert is required to be noble—there is

no question that the large one is the more appetising. The
great aim of the cultivator is the same as that of the cattle-

breeder and feeder—viz., to diminish the coarse parts and
increase the " flesh." The lean beast need not enter the lists

with the thoroughly-conditioned animal ; but with Melons it

matters not how small and mean-looking they may be so long
as they have flavour.

It is well known that in some kinds of fruits, and I may
say generally all descriptions, the smallest examples, not the
consequence of overcropping, have the highest flavour ; no
Pine Apples compare with the Qaeen in summer, or the
Jamaica or Montserrat in winter, iluscat of Alexandria is

far before all other Grapes in the crackling flesh, just as the
Hamburgh is in the sugary juice. The Eoyal George is the
sweetest of all Peaches ; the Green Gage of Plums ; the May
Duke of Cherries ; Winter Nelis of Pears ; and Ei'oston of
Apples. I admit this ; but ought it to follow that because a
known kind is the best in flavour, it should upon an exhibition
table be honoured to the exclusion of superior quahties for
consumption in others ? Could not quality advance with
size ? A Melon of 4 lbs. can surely be grown as high-flavoured
as one of 2 lbs. or under. Quality requires to be taken
relatively, for in many cases it is only a question of culture.

The large fruit may be wanting in flavour from being grown
under conditions favourable only to size, the weightier con-
ditions of quality-giving not being considered. It is possible
to give fruits immense proportions by feeding, but this, unless
accompanied by increased facilities for the elaboration of the
juices, tends to inferiority of flavour. On this account only
can I account for Melons being judged by flivour, which results

from good cultivation—as giving the plants the needful heat,

moisture, air, light, and root-support. There is, too, a
flavour inherent in certain kinds of fruit. Grow one such
under similar circumstances to another, and it will ever be
superior-flavoured, and it the judging go by flavour will always
be first. It is evident, therefore, that judging Melons is ordy
a question of tasting ; and as taste differs so greatly, I do
not perceive how any satisfactory inference can be drawn by
an on-looker. A novice could see why the first or second prize

is given for Pine Apples, Grapes, or Peaches ; but no one,
except an adept at Melon-cutting, could tell why that small
Melon should be first, when there are others far nobler and
handsomer in appearance.
Now, I do not consider that flavour should be the sole test

in judging Melons ; I do not think any person has at all times
the same sense of good and ill flavour. I confess to not hking
a small Melon, for in such there is a greater proportionate waste
than in a large one. Th<rn there is the mutilation, in fact

destruction, of the fruit consequent on tasting. If Melons
cannot be judged by their external appearance, how is it most
other fruits can be so judged ? Under the rich yellow skin of

a Muscat Grape everybody concludes—in fact it is never ques-

tioned—that the flavour is high. With black Grapes it is the

same : if the bunches are compact, the berries large, black as

jet, and well furnished with bloom, flavour is presumed. It is

the same with Peaches : if they are well-swelled, well-coloured,

the flavour is not called in question. The consequence is the
fruit after exhibition can be used for their owner's dessert;

whereas in Melon competition the fruit, whether successful or

not, is lost for that purpose. The cutting also spoils their ap-

pearance on the exhibition table.

There are some facts in connection with the flavour of

Melons which lead me to conclude that they may be judged
satisfactorily without cutting, and to these I will briefly allude,

observing first, that Melons are of two types—spherical and
elliptical. The former are round, flattened at each apex
like an Orange, original representatives of which are the

Egyptian in Green-flesh, and the Cantaloup among Scarlet-

fleshed. Melons of the second type are oval, as the Persian

and Cabool, originally white, yellow, or green-fleshed, but now
having scarlet-fleshed varieties. The Beechwood was originally

from Persia, and oval, but the best fruit are now spherical,

the original form having been altered considerably by cross-

breeding.

The very circumstance that Melons are always cut s'nows that

flavour has advanced very little, and the advance is always
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open to unestion. True, we have varietiea annually certificated,

described as tlie finest yet tasted, and tliose soon pass away,

giving place to others; but the broad fact is the first honours

at exhibitions continue to be taken by older sorts, or shght

removes from these, under the designation of hybrids or

seedlings.

The best Melons are those which are not ribbed, but are

perfect in evenness, whether the form is round or oval. Ex-

amples in the spherical form are Scarlet Gem, Malvern Hall, and

Bead's Soarlet-fleth, in the Scarlet-fleshed class; Golden Gem,
Beechwood Improved, Bromhsm Hall, slightly ribbed ; and
varieties of the Victory of Bath race, as Gilbert's and Koyal

Horticultural Trize. Of elliptical forms the best are Moreton

Hallin Scarlet-floshed, and the Persian, Treutham Hybrid, and
Gilbert's and Meredith's Cashmere. Melons which have no

ribs, or but slight ones, and have thick short footstalks, and hard

shell-like skins or rinds, are subject in ripening to part from

and crack round the junction of the footstalk with the fruit

if the soil or atmosphere is at all moist, and which do not

give oft a powerful aroma, are invariably the highest in flavour.

Fruits with these characteristics are mostly solid, not hollow

in the centre ; the seeds disposed in the central flesh, and few,

not occupying more than one-third the fruit, the remaining

two-thirds being eatable flesh, with a skin of about an eighth

of an inch thick. Very few Melons unless netted at the end
of the fruit next the footstalk are good in flavour, and as a

rule the more netted and hard the exterior the more con-

centrated are the juices and the flavour high. High colour is

no criterion of flavour ; and powerful aroma is equally un-

certain as indicating high flavour. Deep-ribbed Melons, the

skin spotted or dappled green, yellow, and white, as some are

very prettily, roughly netted, warted, or carbuncled, and with

powerful aroma, are usually hard-fleshed and hollow—not melt-

ing, juiey, and rich-flavoured, but very poor in flavour, and
having thick rinds or skins.

Judged by qualities externally observable, characteristic of a

high-flavoured Melon, we should have—Rotundity, perfect

freedom from ribs, 6 ; netting, if finely netted all over or at

the stem end, 3; colour, 1; size, 1; and aroma, 1; or twelve

points. New kinds to be scrutinised by the foregoing standard,

and compared for flavour with some standard kind of known
high flavour. The staging of " seedlings " and " hybrids,"

which latter are properly cross-breds, along with older kinds,

causes the cutting of all to glean the simple fact whether the

new are superior to the old in flavour.

These remarks are offered as suggestions, and I should he
glad to hear the views of others. I would fix the lowest weight
at 2 lbs., it would not rise above -1 lbs., if the fruit were up in

all the other points. The weight might be ascertained by the

circumference. A Melon 1 lb. in weight is 1 foot in girth

;

IJ lb., 1 foot 2 inches; 2 lbs., 1 foot 4 inches ; 3 lbs., 1 foot

6 inches ; and i lbs., 1 foot 8 inches. The weight of elliptical-

shaped Melons may be ascertained by taking the circumference
round the middle and that lengthwise of the fruit, adding
both together and taking the mean ; for instance, a Melon of

oval form 1 foot 10 inches round lengthwise, and 1 foot G inches
round the middle, will have a mean circumference of 1 foot

8 inches, and weigh 4 lbs.

To return to Bead's Soarlet-fleshed. I had a two-light

frame, and a plant was put out under the centre of each ligbt.

It progressed famously, setting its fruit freely, and so many
setting numbers were cut off, six fruit being left on each plant.

I had an idea from its free-setting that it was a small kind,

like Scai-let Gem, Wills's Oalton Park, and some others of this

type, and only regret the fruit were not reduced to three, or

at most four, on a plant. They ripened the second and third

week in June. The heaviest weighed 3 lbs., and the others
downwards to 1 lb. The plants have been cut-back, and will

apparently soon be in bearing again. I have no experience of

it in pits or houses heated by hot water. The fruits were
quite round, beautifully and closely netted all over, and to the
touch hard as a cricket-ball. It cracked, or rather the foot-

stalk showed signs of parting from the fruit when ripening.
The aroma was not remarkable. I thought it faint, but no
cracked fruits occurred, all being cut off as soon as ripe, which
they are when cracking or parting from the footstalk, and
Melons are best kept in fruit-rooms to ripen if full flavour be
wanted. The flesh is thick, fully two-third-f that of the dia-

meter ; the seeds not numerous, and very few sound in the
one tested ; the rind very thin, a mere hard thin shell ; flesh

scarlet, firm, but melting, rich, and most excellent. It is the

best in flavour of any scarlet-fleshed Melon I have tasted,

whilst in appearance It is the handsomest, not being in the

least ribbed.—G. Abbey.

NOVELTIES IN THE KOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Is the stove are two new Eranthemums from the South Sea

Islands, introduced by the Royal Gardens. They have coloured

foliage, and are likely to be cultivated on that account; they
are not yet named. No. 1 is of erect habit, with broadly ovate

leaves about 9 inches long and of a uniform colour, similar to

that of a Copper Beech or Hazel. It is distinct in habit from
all other plants with dark foliage. No. 2 has a freely-branch-

ing habit; the leaves are lanceolate, with bright yellow reticu-

lation, sometimes with scarcely a trace of green. It is very

distinct, and is likely to be valuable. Plants newly propagated

do not always show the golden character. It was exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch a short time ago in fine condition. Besides

these, another new variety was imported at the same time,

but which was already introduced. It is on the Continent,

and at least two London nurserymen have a good stock. It

is a handsome plant when in its best condition, has ample
foliage variously variegated with creamy white. All the above
are of free growth and easy propagation. They require an
intermediate house or stove ; the treatment for other members
of the genus will suit them well. The first two, if not already,

will soon be obtainable from the leading nurserymen. Here
also Ataccia cristata is in flower. The long, sterile, drooping
pedicels, which are the most attractive feature, with the queer
flowers and leafy involucre, compose a most grotesque inflores-

cence. A close ally is in fruit, the new Tacca artocarpifolia,

from Madagascar. It is, perhaps, more curious and orna-

mental than the preceding. It has divided leaves more than

2i feet across, and sends up a scape over 5 feet in height ; the

sterile pedicels are about 1 foot long, and still remain, though
in withered condition.

The most beautiful flowers newly open among the Orchids

are Disa grandiflora, a healthy plant ; Trichbpilia Galeottiana,

two varieties, concolor and picta, in the same pot—the latter

has the lip slightly spotted with pale red ; Aerides Lobbi, and
the curious Cirrhiea saccata. Dendrobium Pierardi is very

beautiful, so also is a variety of Lselia purpurata, white, with

the exception of the lip. Oucidium luridum has a fine spike

of bloom 7 feet long.

At the Eockwork is an interesting and beautiful hybrid
Saxifraga, S. autumnalis x S. mutata. It is best described as

being intermediate between the parents. It has a branching
habit, and is easily cultivated. There is also a splendid

Orchis, the name of which has not yet been given. It is

2^ feet in height, and has a dense spike of purple flowers. It

grows freely planted in peat, and is very ornamental.
In the Herbaceous Ground, Aphyllanthes monspeliensis is

nicely in flower. Centaurea (Bhapoutieum) pulehra is orna-

mental from its neat foliage and numerous pink-flowered

capitula. Antirrhinum numidicum has been described among
the " novelties of the present season," and from two sources

it proves to be Linaria triphylla. Campanula Medium var.

calycauthema, from its petaloid calyx, presents a more con-

spicuous mass of colour than the species. Carex pendnla is

very ornamental ; it has long drooping epikelets, and is worth
planting for effect in suitable places. Peucedanum officinale

(iu the Economic Ground) is one of the most ornamental of

the fine-foliaged Umbelliferse. It produces a round mass of

finely-divided foliage, which is more evenly disposed, and is

not so stiff-looking as the Ferulas ; the height of this speci-

men is about 3 J feet. The yellow fo3tid jaioe was formerly

used against hysterics. Athamanta Matthioli is a good plant

of similar character, but smaller dimensions ; it is now con-

spicuous from its numerous umbels of white flowers. The
double varieties of Papaver orientale, of which there are many
colours, are very ornamental, and are useful for sowing in

rough corners, where they often make a display without trouble.

In the old Victoria house, where the Victoria regia has this

year been planted. Batatas paniculata is commencing to

flower freely. If I mistake not, the writer of an article in a

continental paper recommended its being planted out of doors

on a wall. Euryale ferox is in flower; as an aquatic it must
rank next the Victoria for nobility of appearance. It is grown
for the sake of its seeds iu Chiua, which, after being baked,

are eaten. The deliciously flagrant and beautiful flowers of

Nelum'oium speciosum, the " Sacred Bean," are being pro-

duced freely. " The seeds and stem, which contain much
starch, are used as food in India and China " (Museum Guide).
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Chloroeodon Whitei is in flower in the Palm house, " the
aromatic roots of which are extensively collected and sold by
the native tribes as ' Mundi ' or ' Mindi,' and used by them
as a stomachic " (Dr. Hooker, " Bot. Mag."). It is a curious
Asclepiad, a native of Natal. It has large evergreen foliage,

and would be useful where a climber of tbat character is re-

quired. Pieces of the root grow freely, and it requires a warm
greenhouse or stove. It was figured in the " Botanical Maga-
zine" of 1871, when the above name was given. Pavetta
caffra is very pretty; it is covered with white flowers, and
from the protrusion of so many styles it has a light appearance.

In the Temperate house the beautiful Spiraea palmata is

very attractive. It does not seem to be much grown for con-
servatory decoration, though eminently suited for the purpose.
" By far the handsomest species of the genus hitherto im-
ported, and certainly one of the most beautiful hardy plants
in cultivation ; the deep purple red of the stems and branches
passing into the crimson purple of the glorious broad corymbs
of flowers, contrasts most exquisitely with the foliage, which
in autumn assumes beautiful tints of brown and golden yellow "

(Dr. Hooker, "Bot. Mag.," 1868). Cyphomandra betacea is

very ornamental in one of the beds; now coming into flower,

it still retains a number of the fruits of last year ; they are
the shape and size of a hen's egg, reddish yellow in colour,

and hang by slender stalks from the rigid branches ; they re-

main on the tree altogether about fourteen months. The
plant is cultivated in South America for the sake of the fruit,

where they are used in a similar way to the Tomato.
In the Succulent house are the three plants supposed to be

lost to cultivation at page 511 last week—Kleinia or Caoalia
articulata, the Caudle Plant ; Crassula imbricata, under the
preferable name C. lycopodioides, which, according to the laws
of botanical nomenclature, is the one that should be upheld

;

and Monanthes polyphylla, which should be replanted in pans
at least every year, otherwise it is liable to lose vigour and at

last to die.

MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION,

AT ASTON PABK, BIRM[NGHA3I.
The arrangements for this great Exhibition, which may be

said to take the place of the large provincial Show of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, which will not be held during the present
year, are in a very forward state, and are being worked-out
with spirit. The large tent occupied by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society in 1872 has been roofed over, and formed into
two longitudinal divisions. The northern division is wholly
covered-in with glass. One half of this is fitted-up with a hot-
water apparatus, and is used by Mr. Qailter for the growth of
the large specimen Palms, tree Ferns, and other tender-foliaged
plants. These will still continue to occupy the centre of the
house, and wUl be an imposing feature ; but all round there
is a staging which will accommodate the Orchids, new plants,
tender specimens, &c. The other half, which is used as a
winter promenade, will be fitted-up to contain table-deco-
rations, of which a large number of elaborate designs are ex-
pected, bouquets, button-holes, &c. The structure is airy and
lofty, and the necessary means have been taken to mitigate
the effects of the sun's rays, and make it pleasant for the
visitors. The other longitudinal division is planted with Rho-
dodendrons, Clematises, &c., with a broad winding path down
the centre ; and in addition it will afford accommodation for
miscellaneous collections of plants tastefully arranged.
An immense tent, lofty, airy, and of great strength, will

contain all the large collections of plants, with ample space at
the side for smaller groups. Another long tent will be oc-
cupied by the cut Roses, cut flowers, etc. ; and another by the
fruit and vegetables. They wiU be so arranged as to aflord as
far as possible a continuous promenade. Every faciUty wiU
be afforded exhibitors to secure a proper staging of their
plants ; notices containing a list of the classes to be staged
Vfithin will be posted at the entrance to each tent, and at-
tendants will be found in each to indicate the proper position
for the plants, and otherwise assist exhibitors ; and, in fact,
every precaution will be adopted to secure the rapid staging of
the plants, a comprehensive arrangement, and such a prompt
clearing of the tents, that the judging may be got through
quickly and uninterruptedly, and the tents thrown open to the
public at the announced time. The disposition and arrange-
ment of the plants will be under the superintendence of Mr.
Thomas Baines, of Southgate, and Mr. WilUam Spinks, Mr.

Quilter's foreman, and formerly of Chiswick. As soon as
possible after the work of judging shall have been completed,
lists of awards will be posted at the entrances to all the tents.

The comfort and convenience of the exhibitors will be care-
fully looked after by Mr. Quilter. One room will be set apart
as a meeting-place for horticulturists, where appointments
can be made, and friends meet together. Another will be
fitted-up as a temporary reading and writing room—a want
always felt at large gatherings. A cold collation will be pro-
vided every day from twelve to four, at a moderate charge,
and the tariff of refreshments supplied on the grounds will be
arranged in a like spirit.

On Wednesday, July 8th, the judging of the implements
and the trial of lawn-mowers will take place. This is a most
important and extensive feature of the Show, and the gi-eat

desire of Mr. Quilter is to afford opportunities for displaying
all the newest improvements in garden appliances. The lawn-
mowing contest is so arranged as to afford every exhibitor an
opportunity for fully testing the capabiUties of his machine.
Mr. Charles Quilter will have the supervision of this part of

the Exhibition.

A horticultural dinner will take place in the afternoon of

the second day, when the Mayor of Birmingham wiU take the
chair, and the cost of the dinner has been fixed at a price that
will bring it within the reach of all.

AMONG THE NORTH-FOLK.—No. 1.

That is Camden's name for the county, and far superior is

it to our curt corruption, Norfolk, or, as our base pronuncia-
tion stUl further mangles it, Norfuk. However, the North-
folk have no right to complain, for they and other East-
Anglians are the worst corrupters of names that ever bewildered

me. I have found out and am well housed at Hunstanton,
but I had to inquire for it as Hunston. No countryman knew
Eye, but Ay was about a mile off ; and Botsdale was unknown,
but they knew Buedel. The cottagers in some of the out-

lying villages still call Gooseberries " Thebes," and yeast
" God's-good ;" but they have one form of expression which
deserves general adoption : in speaking of a recent occurrence

they say, " It was near now."
As aforesaid here I am at Hunstanton, which, being inter-

preted, means Hunna's Dwelling, and though the Normans
won his and the broad acres of many other Anglo-Saxons, they

did not extirpate their place-names ; all are still of Anglo-
Saxon origin, even the ruined chapel on the headland here is

" St. Edmund's." Camden says that both it and the village

were built by Edmund, last titular King of East-Anglia. Ho
was AD. 903 killed by the Danes, and buried at " Breadis-

worth," known now as St. Edmund's Bury. As he had been
a great benefactor of monastic establishments he was canonised,

and St. Edmund's day is November 20th.

The district, I think, would repay the attention which might
be bestowed upon it by archseologists ; more than one tumulus
would probably repay them for opening. They must not wait

for an invitation, inasmuch as such researches do not seem
to be appreciated. The ruins of St. Edmund's chapel and of

Ringstead St. Peter's church I found, the one in the middle of

a Barley field, and the other in a field of Clover, without the

possibility of reaching the ruins without trampling through
the crops. Those crops, and of Wheat, are excellent—above
an average—and the last-named is safely in bloom during con-

tinued fine weather.

In the cottage gardens—and these, happily, are general and
well cultivated—the Potatoes are vigorous, and the early va-

rieties yielding abundantly. Of the flowers around the cottages

I will only mention that the Roses, even the standards, are
marvellously vigorous, and free from both mildew and green
fly. Their flowers and those of Valerian, which is much
patronised, are intensely crimson. The sea air and the sea
manures accomplish these results. I speak of the manure in

the plural, because not only is seaweed largely used as a fer-

tiliser, but fish also. I saw a twenty-acre field of Mangold
Wurtzel that had been manured just previously to the last

ploughing with mussels. Apples are a total failure, the frosts

in early June cut off the blossoms. Pears and Plums are

abundant. Cherries I cannot speak of, for I never saw a
•district where there are fewer Cherry trees. Strawberries and
small bush fruits are above an average crop.

In Hunstanton churchyard is a square plot with a low rail,

and borders of flowers around it. In the centre of the plot are

two tombs of the Le Stranges. I have more than once advo-
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oated the floral decoration of churchyards, bat this plot, with-

out intending a pun, looks strange. It seem? to say tliat

those who rest in that plot are still superior to those who are

buried outside it, for the rest of the churohiard is a wilder

ness of long grass. Although I shrank from punning the family

referred to did not, for over one of them, who died in Ifiol, is

inscribed

—

" In heaven at homo, bleeeed change I

Who while I was on earth was Straugc."

That worthy, jocular in death, lived more than threescore

years and ten, being one of the many evidences of the salubrity

of the district. In churches and churchyards are inscriptions

recording that those they commemorate had lived more than

eighty years ; and they were not unvigorous years, for one

epitaph in HoIme-on-the-Sea church tells that one Stone and

his wife each lived to be eighty-seven, and to see seventy-two

of their descendants. That the district is healthful is proved

by better testimony than that of these epitaphs, for official

returns show that the death-rate is the lowest in England,

being only 13.9 per 1000 annually. The healthfulness is ex-

plained by its thorough drainage by the chalk subsoil, the

bracing coolness and dryness of the air, and the purity of its

water. The same promoters of health prevail at Sandringliam,

and they aided in warding off death from the Prince of Wales
in 1871 —G.

BURNINa CLAY.
We reprint the following from a back volume in answer to

" A SoBSCEiBER " and another querist, merely adding that it

was the practice adopted by Mr. D. Thomson, when at Archer-

field :—
As soon as a quarter in the garden became vacant, a fire or

two was started, according to the size of the quarter. When
only one lire was required, it was, of course, started in the

middle of the quarter. The site for the fire was first trenched

to the depth of 2 feet 9 inches, turning the top spit (which had
through a long course of years been improved a little by liming,

the addition of ashes, road-scrapings, etc.), into the bottom of

the trench, taking out the two bottom spits for burning. So
thoroughly clayey was the greater part of the soil moved, that

the men had to dip their tools in a pail of water at every lift, to

make the next spadeful slip off the metal. On this site the fire

was commenced. Wood which was only fit for charring or

firewood, and which is generally plentiful enough about most
gentlemen's places, was used. In that locality coal was costly,

and not so effective in this case as wood ; the latter also afford-

ing in burning a desirable quantity of potash. The site for

the fire being ready, a little stack of wood was formed 5 feet in

diameter at the base, tapering cone-like to the height of 5 feet,

beginning with a few dried faggots in the middle, and finishing

with stronger junks of wood round the outside. AH round this

stack of wood a coating of the clay was laid to the depth of

about a foot. It was found best to pack it on in lumps as it

was turned out of the trench. When this was done the wood
was set fire to at the centre, and long ere the wood was all

consumed the clay caught fire and burned freely. As soon as

the first layer was nearly burned through another layer was
added all round, which in its turn soon burned through also.

The fire was then broken down with a strong iron-handled hoe,

for the double purpose of adding more wood to quicken the

fire, and enlarging the basis of operations. After the fire was
thus set agoing the wood was of necessity laid horizontally

over the burning heap, putting the strongest pieces of wood
next the burning mass, and fiuishing-off the layer with the

smallest, to prevent the clay from lying too closely to the wood
and obstructing the draught necessary to combustion.
In the meantime trenches were opened at the extremities of

the quarter, and the clay taken out, as already described in

making the site for the fire, and forwarded to the fire, there

being the solid undisturbed surface to wheel it over, and the
distnnee lessened as the fire became larger and required more
feeding.

But to return to the fire. When it was again found neces-

sary to break it down for the purpose of extending the base,

and increasing its capacity for consuming the clay, another
layer of wood wa5 added, and then a layer of clay over the

surface, and all roand the outside of the hfap. After this, as

the layer of clay was burned through, another was packed on
all over and round without any wood, and so ou with two or

three layers, tiU it became necessary to enlarge the base of the

fire, by drawing it down from the top, then more wood was

added ; and from the great power which the fire attains it is

necessary to have plenty of clay and men at hand to cover over
the wood quickly, or it would be consumed without doing
much good ; and so this process was continued till the ne-
cessary quantity was burned. I have frequently had three
great fires going at a time, on to the tops of which I have
wheeled layers of clay to the thickness of 3 feet and more at a
time. When the fire became powerful it formed a solid pile of

fire, which very soon worked its way through thick and suc-

cessive layers of clay, transforming what was once an inso-

luble, wet, tenacious paste, into a heap of material greatly

altered in its mechanical properties, and with a great capacity
for the absorption of ammonia, besides being mixed with
charred wood and potash.

As soon as the heap was sufficiently cool to be moved, it was
wheeled back over the surface of the qu.arter and regularly
spread, and the large lumps broken-up. On the surface of all

was wheeled a garden rubbish heap, rotten leaves, road scrap-

ings, dung, and other decayed vegetable matter that could be
obtained. A trench was then opened at the end of the quarter,

and the whole was turned over and mixed the same as is done
with a compost heap, to the depth of the original clay, whicU
was forked-up as well as it would allow at the bottom of each
trench. This formed a staple, on which almost any crop that
could be put on it in the way of vegetables grew with such a
luxuriance as I have never seen equalled either before or since.

I have seen Brussels Sprouts over 4 "feet in height, studded
with hard sprouts more like a rope of Onions than anything
else. Peas, Cauliflowers, iSrc, were amazingly fine crops, t'ne

quarter which I burned in 1854 had the finest crop of Carrots
that could be desired, and to have attempted such a crop on it

previous to its being passed through the fiery ordeal would
have been in vain.

OBCHIDS IN BLOOM
AT THE VICTORIA NUESEEY, UPPER HOLLOWAY—JtJNE 27th.

At-rides crispum
Liudleyanmn

odoratum
purpurascens
majiis

virens EUieii
affiue siiperbum
Larpentfe
Lobbii
Schrcnderi

Dendrobinm Devoniauum
infundibtilum
chr^'santhum
transparens
McCarthife
Pierardi latifolia

Angoloa Clowesii
Ruikeii
eburnea

Dendr. chilum filiforme

Trichopilia crispa

Oucidium tiesuoaum
cucullatum
bifolium majus
Batemannii

Barkeria spectabilis

Odontoglossum Pescatorei
Alexandr.13

rnbescens
Uro-Skinneri

MasdevalUa Liudenii

—ExpEETO Ckede.

Masdevallia coriacea
Harryaua
ochracea

Cjpiipeiiiatu Hookerire
barbatum uifjrum

graadiliorum
Buperbiena
Pariahii

Stonei
Koezlii

spectabilis

Cyrtouhiliim stellatura

Vanda tricolor (many varieties)

insignia (many varieties)

suavis
litnbata (new species)

Saccolabium retusum
Biumei

Pbal^enoppis graudiflora

Cattleja llosaia? (many varieties,

and in great quantities^
Mendelii
\Varneri

Lit'Iia purpurata
Epideudrum vitellinum majus

cionabarinum
Maxillaria venusta
Lycaite Skiunerii

Deppei
Mesospinidiura sanguineum
Disa graudillora

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM.
I have seen this beautiful Odontoglot exhibited on two or

three occasions, but all previous examples come far short of

the extreme beauty of two handsome small specimens at pre-

sent in flower in the hothouses of S. Rucker, Esq., of Wands-
worth, under the care of Mr. Ptlcher. There are two varieties,

the one lighter in colour and more delicate in its markings

than the otber. The lighter-coloured of the two has produced

four spikes from one bulb, and fifteen flowers. Ttie other

variety has thirteen flowers on four spikes. Mr. Pilcher grows

this species in his cool house, and treats it in the same way
as O. crispum (Alexandra). Although Mr. Pilcher is not the

first to flower O. vexillarium, I fancy nothing has yet been seen

in England to approach his plants in beauty.—J. DotjoLAS.

ARAncAEiA iMBRicATA FKniTiNG.—Mr. Barham, gardener to

Lord Ormathwaite at Warfield Park, Bracknell, informs us that
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there is a tree of Araucaria imbricata 16 to 17 feet high atthat

place Ehowing fruit. There are other iis'-accea which have
come under our knowledge, as at Bicton and Strattieldsaye.

At the latter place the tree has fruited for two or three years,

produoiug ripe Feed, frora which Mr. Bell his raised a large

quantity of seedlings.

BOYAL HOBTICDLTURAX SOCIETY.
, July 1st.

It is now some years since the National and Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Rose Shows were blended together, and for

some years, too, it has not been our lot to see so small a display

at this annual meeting, so much looked forward to by rosarians.

The season has been most untoward, and every allowance must
be made on that account ; and even now we hardly know what
allowances should be made, so varying has been the weather
within the last few days—thunder showers in many places, not
a drop of rain iu others, ^he Show, held on this occasion in the
western conservatory corridor, was small compared to those of

former years, and the blooms were far from equal, either in

number or quality, to those usually exhibited at this meeting.
In Class 1, for seventy-two single trasses (uurserymen), Mr.

G. Prince, Market Place, Oxford, was placed first with stands
containing good examples of Maurice Bernardin, Baroness
Rothschild, Exposition de Brie, L'Abbe Bramerel, Madame
Hippolyte Jamain, Paul Neron, Alfred Colomb, Edouard Mor-
ren, Marquise de Castellane, Madame Laurent, and Marie
Van HouttB. Second, and very closely, came Mr. C. Turner, of

Slough, with fine trusses of La France, Napoleon III., Rabens,
G6neral Jacqueminot, Jules Margottin, Maurice Bernardin,
Duke of Edinburgh, Celine Forestier, Ferdinard de Lesseps,
Dr. Andre, and Prince Camille de Rohan. The third prize

went to Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, the fourth to Messrs.
Mitchell, of Piltdown.
In the class for forty-eight triples, which in point of display

is always highly'efiective, Mr. Turner was first with Marechal
Niel, PaulVerdier, Souvenir de Malmaison,Duke of Edinburgh,
Prince Camille de Rohan, Camille Bernardin, Victor Verdier,
General Jacqueminot, Louis Van Houtte, and Baroness Roths-
child. Messrs. Paul & Sou were a good second.
In the next class, for twenty-four triples, Mr. Cranston was

first with La France, Victor Verdier, Marie Baumann, Marquise
de Castellane, Prince Camille de Rohan, &o. Second came Mr.
Eraser, Leyton, and third Mr. Prince.

In twenty-four single trusses Mr. Cranston was first with
Edouard Morren, La France, PaulVerdier, Marechal Niel, Gloire
de Dijon, Victor Verdier, Marechal Vaillant, &c. Mr. C. Turner
was a good second ; and Mr. G. Cooling, Bath, was third.

In the amateurs' class for forty-eight single trusses. Rev. G.
Arkwright, Pencombe Rectory, Hereford, stood first with a
very fine stand, in which we especially noticed La France, Sena-
teur Vaisse, Duchesse de Caylua, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Ba-
roness Rothschild, Maurice Bernardin, Pierre Netting, Leopold I.

and several more very fine. Rev. J. M. B. Camm, Monkton
Wyld, Cbarmouth, was second with excellent trusses; third Mr.
Farren, Crescent, Cambridge ; and fourth Mr. Ingle, gardener
to Mrs. Round, Colchester.
In the remaining amateur's* classes there was also a generally

good competition, Mr. Farreu, Cambridge, taking the lead for

twenty-four single trusses, Mr. T. Gould the second place, and
Mr. Ingle the third. For twelve, Mr. J. Mayo, of Oxford, was a
very good first ; Mr. D. Chapman, of the same city, an excellent
second ; and Mr. T. H. Gould third ; Capt. Christy, of Wester-
ham, being fourth.

For twelve single trusses of Roses of 1871, 1872, or 1873, Mr.
Cranston, of Hereford, took the first place with a collection, of

which the best were Reynolds Hole, Madame Thi'rese Parrieu,
Lyonnais, Bessie Johnson, Annie Laxton, Cheshunt Hybrid,
and Etienne Levet. Second came Mr. Turner, of Slough, with
Bessie Johnson, Baron de Bonstetten, Mrs. Baker, Miss Hassard,
promising, and John Stuart Mill ; third, Messrs. Paul & Son.
For six trusses of any new Rose of the same years, Mr. Turner
was first with Etienne Levet, very fine. Messrs. Paul second
with Annie Laxton ; and Mr, Prince third with Elie Morel.
In Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, ilessrs. Paul & Son took the

lead, Mr. Prince being second. In the amateurs' class the Rev.
G. Arkwright, Mr. Ingle, and Mr. Farren carried off all the
prizes. Gloire de Dijon, Cheshunt Hybrid, Madame Willermoz,
Rubens, Souvenir d'Elise, and Triomphe de Reiines were well
represented.
For twelve single blooms of different varieties the first prize

was deservedly awarded to Mr. Turner, of Slou^h, who had
remarkably good examples of Etienne Levet, La France, Ferdi-
nand de Lesseps, Louis Van Hoatte, BaTonesa Rothschild, an;l
Duke of Edinburgh.
For twelve trusses of Alfred Colomb, the principal awards

went to Rev. J. B. M. Camm, and Mr. Chard, gardener to Sir

F. Bathurst, Bart. ; for twelve of Duke of Ediuhurgh, to the
richly-coloured blooms of Messrs. Paul & Sou, and those scarcely

inferior of Mr. Turner, the latter taking first for Baroness
Rothschild, and Mr. Camm second. For La France, Rev. G.
Arkwright was first, and the Rev. J. B. M. Camm second, whilst
of Marie Baumann the only twelve considered worthy of an
award was that of Mr. Prince, of Oxford.
No vases of cut Roses were exhibited, though usually there is

an abundance of these ; but from Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr.
Turner came excellent groups of Roses in pots. A large and
Very ornamental group of plants was furnished by Mr. Williams,
of HoUoway, a smaller one by Mr. Aldous, of South Kensington,
whilst Mr. Turner contributed stands of I?inks and Verbenas of
the highest merit.
In competition for the prizes offered by James Carter & Co.

for Peas, there were about a dozen exhibitors. For six dishes
Mr. Pragnell, gardener to G. W. Digby, Esq., was first with
capital examples of Hundredfold, G. F. Wilson, Champion of
England, Superlative, Wonderful, and James's Prolific Marrow,
Mr. Elliot, gardener to J. Hibbert, Esq., Maidenhead, was second
with similar kinds, although there were several exhibitors
of creditable dishes, such as those of Mr. Chaff, gardener to
C. H. GoBchen, Esq., Croydon; Mr. Cross, of Sidmouth; Mr.
Brown, Henley-on-Thames; and Mr. Chard, gardener to Sir F.
Bathurst, Salisbury. These latter looked to be a fine lot, but
were much too old. In the class for four varieties Mr. Bailey,
gardener to T. T. Drake, Esq., of Amersham, was first with
Laxton's Fillbasket, Superlative, William I., and Laxton's
No. 1. The second best came from Mr. Miles, gardener to

Lord Cariugton, Wycombe Abbey ; his sorts were exactly the
same as the preceding. In this class there was a third prize
awarded to Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter,
Burghley. Mr. Burnett, gardener to Mrs. Hope, The Deep-
dene, Dorking; Mr. Moorman, Kingston-on-Thames; Messrs.
Dobson & Son, Isleworth ; and Mr. J. Smith, of Romford,
also showed good dishes.
In the miscellaneous class there were two magnificent Smooth

Cayenne Pines, shown by Mr. J. Tonkin, gardener to T. Keke-
wich, Esq., to which a bronze medal was awarded.

Fkdit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair-

Mr. Dean, of Bedfont, sent samples of the old White Dutch
Cabbage Lettuce under the name of Leydeu White Dutch. He
also showed a Pea called Robert Fenn, which was referred to be
grown in the garden ; and Dean's Dwarf Marrow, which waa
passed. Mr. J. Cotton, Kingate Lodge, Kilburn, sent a Cucum-
ber called Queen Park Gem, which was passed. Mr. Richards,
gardener to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbury, sent a Queen
Pine weighing 5 lbs. (5 czs.; and Mr. Peikins, gardener to
Charles Keysor, Esq., Stanmore Priory, sent a Ripley Queen,
weighing 5 lbs. 13 ozs., produced from a rooted sucker planted
in August, 1673. The latter waa a very handsome fruit, and
received a cultural commendation. Mr. Bennet, gardener to
the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield, sent fruit of Read's Scarlet-

tlesh Melon, which was gone to decay aud of bad flavour. Mr.
J. Read, The Gardens, Arley Hall, Northwich, sent two fruit of

Read's Perfection Melon. It is a Scarlet-fleshed variety, too
much like Scarlet Gem in the condition in which it was ex-
hibited to be considered distinct. Mr. Cooling, nurseryman,
Bath, sent a handsome large Strawberry called Lord Lyons,
which was so deficient in flavour as to be passed, with a request
that it may be tried at Chiswick. Thomas Lixton, Esq., of

Stamford, sent a seedling Strawberry of remarkable firmness of

flesh, and good flavour. It was recommended to be grown at
Chiswick.
Mr. Woodbridge, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland at

Syon, sent thirteen dishes of distinct varieties of Cherries,

which were so highly appreciated as to receive the unanimous
thanks of the Committee, with a recommendation to the Council
to award the collection a bronze medal. Mr. McLaren, of Ash,
Suriey, sent a plant of McLaren's Prolific Raspberry, which
received a certificate a few years ago. It is a prolific variety

about 3 feet high, and producing an abundance of fine large

fruit.

Floral Co^imittee.—Dr. Denny in the chair. From MrJ
Bester, manager to the Pine Apple Nursery Company, came
Lobelia pumila magnifica, fine deep blue with a small white eye ;

this received a first-class certificate. A similar award was made
to Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith,
for Echeveria Peacockii, a very ornamental kind, resembling
E. secunda in shape, but whiter. Harrison Weir, Esq., Weir-
leigh, Brenchley, sent yellew Foxgloves; and Messrs. E. G.
Henderson groups of Begonias, Delphiniums, Lobelias, and zonal
Pelargoniums, of which last Dr. Masters, a splendidly coloured
Tricolor, received a first certificate, as did Iris Kiempferii
Edward George Henderson, with large, richly-coloured, velvety
purple flowers feathered with gold. Sir Garnet Wolseley Rose
from Mr. J. Cranston, of Hereford, a fine deep crimson, seedling

from Prince Camille de Rohan, likewise had a first-class certifi-

cate. Mr. R. Dean sent a good collection of Antirrhinums, also

a double variety of the pink Sileue pendula, which had a first-

class certificate.
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From G. F. Wilson, Esq., Weybriage, came beautiful pans of

the iuteresting and oruameutal little Nertera depressa, aa well

as correctly-named cut specimens of Lilium Washingtoijianurn,

Humboldtii, pardaliuum, pubenilum, philadelpbicum, caliform-

cam, Inngiflorum, and varieties of cauailense, &c. Mr. E. Barr,

juu., also sent a large collection of cut ilowers of Lilies. Froni

Messrs. Backhouse, of York, came Oucidium stelligerum, of

Reioheubach, with graceful wreaths of flowers. This was

awarded a certificate.

STRATFOBD HORTICULTUKAL SHOW.
A GR,<ND horticultural Exhibition is held in West Ham Park,

in connection with the Essex Ajvicultural Society's Exhibition.

It opened on June 30lh, and closes to-day. We have attended

many of these annual gatherings, but none of them with which

we have been acquainted on previous occasions has been at all

equal to that held this year. A series of large tents is devoted

to the different horticultural productions. A very large circular

tent in the centre of the grounds contains the flowering and

fine-foliaged plants. In the former, for twelve specimens, Mr.

J. Ward is first, a long way ahead of the other competitors ; he

has Erica Parmentieriana rosea, Statice profusa, Bougainvillea

glabra, and a gorgeous Authurium Scherzerianum. Mr. J.

Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpott, E«q., Stamford Hill, is second

with nice plants. Erica Cavendishii is well flowered. Mr. D.

Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, is third. For
six Mr. Ward is again first, Mr. Wheeler second, and Mr. Donald
third.

The fine-foliaged plants in the amatem-s' classes are not quil^

EG good as we have seen them in London this year; the speci-

mens are smaller, though in other respects they are well grown
and very effectively disposed. Mr. Donald has the first prize,

Mr. Ward the second, and Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whit-

bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, the third. Before leaving

this tent a word of praise must be accorded to the magnificent

group of ornamentftl-foliaged aud flaa-ering plants sent by Mr.

B. S. Williams, of Upper Holloway, Loudon. In tlie centre is a

splendid Cycas revoluta and Gleichenia speUioc.-c. These are

flanked by magnificent tree Ferns, Crotons, and the graceful

Cocos We'ddelliana. Mr. Williams also takes the first prize for

twelve stove aud greenhouse plants in flower. Ericas come
from Mr. J. Ward ; he has twelve matchless plants, aud takes

two first prizes for them.
Orchids are also sent by Mr. Ward, such as he usually ex-

hibits, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Dendrobium Bensonife.

Exceedingly good groups of stove and greenhouse Ferns are

exhibited in quantity from Mr. Donald, first; Mr. Simmouds,
gardener to Alderman Finnis, Wanstead, second; Mr. Douglas

third. Mr. Lane, gardener to Major-General Fytche, Romford ;

Mr. Wheeler, and others.

Fuchsias were not nearly so good as we have seen them at

country shows. Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H. Gold-

smid. Regent's Park ; and Mr. D. Donald are exhibitors. Mr.
J. Ward sent six very good Show Pelargoniums, and Mr. D.
Donald six Fancies. Mr. G. Wheeler, Mr. Simmonds, and
Mr. Donald have Coleus. Some of these are pretty, others are

coarse in appearance and far from effective. Liliums come from
Mr. Douglas and Mr. C. Parker, Clay Hall Works, Old Ford.
The first-named has five pots of L. auratum, and a fine pot of

L. Humboldtii.
As we expected, cut Roses are very fine. Mr. W. Ingle, gar-

dener to Mrs. Round, Colchester, is first with a fine stand of

fresh blooms in twenty-fours. Mr. W. Harrington, Corbetstay,

Romford, is second. Mr. lugle is also first for twelve. There
is a good competition in twelve trebles. Here Mr. Ingle had to

give way to Mr. .1. C. Quennell, Brentwood, who was first.

Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, sends a very fine group of

variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, and cut blooms of the plain-

leaved sorts.

Table decorations are in a tent by themselves, and are dis-

posed on a double row of tables, plenty of space being allotted

for each exhibitor. For three vases, Mr. Burley, nurserymen,
Brentwood, and Mr. Soder arranged their vases much in the

same way, and very well finished they are. Mr. Seder's is

rather heavy, although Mr. Burley, who obtaiued the first prize,

would have improved his if less materials had been used. Tlie

tbird-prize three are much too heavy. The prize went to Miss
Hill, Bow Road. Briza gracilis and some of the finer Grasses,

Adiantum cuneatum, Rhodanthe, pink Geranium, and Water
Lilies form the make-up of the prize vases. Mr. Soder is first

with a single vase, Mr. Burley second, aud Miss Hill third.

What are termed the March vases are used in all the prize

stands.
In fruit the Pines are very poor; but Grapes are very fine

indeed, especially Black Hamburgh. Mr. Douglas is first with
very fine bunches, large in berry, and beautifully coloured ; Mr.
W. Bones, gardener to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Romford, is second ;

and Mr. Lane third. Excellent Buelland Sweetwater was sent

by Mr. Douglas; Mitscats by Mr. Bones. The best Peaches

come from Mr. J. Stevenson, gardener to F. C. Barker, Esq.,
Leigh Hill, Essex : who also s.nds the best Nectarines.

Mr. Chambers, gardener to H. Fowler, Esq., of Woodford, hag
the best black Cherries; and Mr. Douglas the best red. Currants
of sorts, and Gooseberries are also exhibited in quantity. The
best Green-fleshed Melon was sent by G. E. Wythes, Esq., Copt
Hall, Eppiug, the variety beiug Treutham Hybrid ; Mr. Lane is

second with Heckfield Hybrid.
Vegetables are an important and special feature ; some ex-

cellent collections are shown, neatly set up in baskets, and dis-

posed round the sides of the fruit tent. The best collections of

ten sorts is sent by Mr. Wythes, Mr. Douglas, and Mr. Bones.
They contain excellent Hathaway's Excelsior Tomatoes ; G. P.

Wilson and Huudredfold Peas. Dwarf Kidney Beans are also

very fine. An excellent brace of Tender and True Cucumber
shown by Mr. Douglas took the first prize.

FLOWER GARDENS IN WINTER AND SPRING.
No. 1.

The principal defect of the bedding-out system is the short

time that the masses of colour continue in full beauty, cold

ungenial springs and early autumnal frosts curtailing the dis-

play BO much, that we cannot calculate with any degree of

certainty upon its duration for more than four months. In

most large places this is immaterial, owing to the absence of

the family in spring aud early summer ; but where this is not

the case it becomes extremely desirable to render the flower

beds as ornamental as may be throughout the year, and to

this end, when the summer plants succumb to the adverse in-

fluences of autumn, they should immediately be replaced with

some hardy ornamental plants^of which we have now so rich

a collection.

The summer oceupmts of the Cower garden being now fairly

established in the beds, the present timo appears to me to be

very suit.able for the eonsideratiou of future measures, in

order that a clear decision as to our actual requirements may
be arrived at before the rapidly approaching season for the pro-

pagation of spring-flowering plants is upon us, as well as for

showing with what ease, simplicity, and economy spring and
winter gardening may be executed. We do not now hear so

much about the use of broken brick, spar, coal ashes, and
chalk in the formation of fanciful designs upon the surfaces

of the beds in wiuter ; aud I am glad of it, for with such a

profusion of hardy shrubs and plants ready to our hands, one

can hardly understand how the blindest followers of " fashion "

could be induced to turn from the use of living forms to that

of " dead " materials. It is only in large flower gardens that

spring and winter gardening can attain its fullest development,

the very term implying a combination of shrubs and hardy
flowers, such as necessarily requires considerable space to do
full justice to it. Fine and desirable as such extensive dis-

plays undoubtedly are, the very numerous modifications of

them which may be adapted to the requirements of smaller

gardens, are equally beautiful in their way, and it is to one or

two of such, as being more generally useful, that I desire first

of all to call attention.

In all gardens of moderate extent it invariably answers best

to confine the arrangements to the simple combination of a

few choice spring flowers that are tolerably similar in habit of

growth and in the duration of their flowers, which may readily

be raised and prepared for the beds in large quantities. Pre-

eminent among pink flowers in this class is the lovely Italian

Soapwort (Sapouaiia oalabrica), perfectly hardy, of a dwarf,

dense, yet spreading growth, producing its flowers in rich pro-

fusion. Beds of it may be compared to a soft fleecy cloud

rather than a mass of pink, for there is nothing heavy in its

appearance, the pretty flowers beiug so gracefully disposed

upon the slender branohlets that they look like so many pink

gems sprinkled over a delicate network of green. To these

valuable properties may be added the length of time which it

continues in flower ; commencing in March with the bright

Catchfly of Sicily (Silene pendula), it continues iu fall beauty

late iu June, long after the Silene is " faded and gone." The
seed should be sown the first or second week of August, trans-

planting into a rich open soil a few inches apart as soon as the

plants are large enough, giving careful attention to all the

necessary weeding, watering, and stirring of the soil, so as to

have the plants in a thoroughly sturdy and vigorous condition

by the time they are required for the beds. If this is not well

done, and they become crowded in the nursery, a weakly at-

tenuated growth ensues, so that when the plants are removed

to the beds, instead of being so neat and compact as to be

even then ornamental in a certain degree, they present a
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ragped and forlorn appearance, many of tbem sooner or later

peiishing, and thus the negligence which was apparently of so

trifling a character in the first instance does eventually Beri- I

ously affect the appearance of an entire design.
I

Thus much, and certainly not more than it deserves, of the
high rank of the Saponaria amongst the notable flowers of

spring ; but I cannot turn from it without a parting word con-

cerning its value as a decorative plant in summer and autumn,
a couple of sowings in Maich and April affording a supply of >

plants that, with ordinary care, will form beds of as attractive
j

and ornamental an appearance as any which are filled with the'

choicest Geraniums. It is also well adapted for planting in
vases, its trailing growth drooping over and concealing parts
of the sides in a most picturesque manner. ^I;:^^!^

Silene pendula is an old and general favourite, ranking next
in importance to the Saponaria. It, too, has a nice spreading
habit of growth, reaching barely a foot in height, and if

planted in a poor soil it may be kept as low as 3 or 4 inches
from the surface. It is altogether of a bolder type than Sapo-
naria, beds of it forming striking masses of deep pink. The
seed should be sown about the last week in July. There are
white varieties both of Saponaria and Silene that are equally

Design for a small sprixg gabden on turf.

1. Saponaria calabrica, pinlc.

2. Mjosotis sylvatica alba, white.

S. Nemophila iDsignis j^raudifiora, blue.

4. Limnantbfs PmiKlasii. pale jellow.

5. Saponaria calabrica, pink. •

valuable and effective, and which, with Myosotis sylvatiea

alba, form a capital trio, each of which possesses such dis-

tinctive features as to render all three indispensable in all

colour-combinations of any extent.

Of plants having blue flowers we may take one of the
loveliest of Californian annuals, Nemophila insignis grandi-

fiora, too well known to need description, sowing the seed the
last week of August, and the graceful Myosotis sylvatiea,

which requires to be sown quite two months sooner than the
Nemophila. The Nemophila should have a light, rich, porous
soil raised well above the surrounding level, as it suffers very
much from excessive moisture. I have had whole beds of it

die outright in winter when the soil has been of a close ad-
hesive texture. Myosotis sylvatiea, which may often be found
in its wild state in Scotland and the north of I'jogland, ought
peihaps to have had the tirst place, for while the Nemophila
is occasionally somewhat uncertain, this fine plant is invaii-

6. Saponaria calabrica alba, white.

7. Mjosotis sjlvatica, blue.

The central bed may be Silene pendula, pink, with an edging of Nemophila
insignia, blue.

ably good, forming most attractive masses of blue. The
slender yet sturdy growth of the stems, surmounted by the

well-proportioned clusters of pretty blue flowers, gives an
air of lightness and grace, which has, doubtless, contributed

very materially to its present popularity. To these may
be "added the pretty blue Oollinsia verna grandiflora, sown
early in August; and if yellow is required, Lasthenia califor-

nicii, sown about the end of August, makes a fine bed of rich

golden yellow, and it continues in full beauty from April till

late in June. It is of a somewhat tall straggling growth, and
therefore should be planted thickly. Limnanthes Douglasii,

of a pale yellow or straw colour, is also a useful plant. Its

seed should be sown the first week of September.

With the exception of the different periods of time at which
it is necessary to sow the various seeds in order to produce a

uniform display of flowers, the whole of this small but very

choice selection of spring-flowetirig annuals are amenable to
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ono pimple enltnral process, consisting of the careful watering

and transplanting of the young seedlings into rich nursery

borders, to bo removed from thence into the flower beds in

autumn, when the beds are cleared and dressed with manure
or rich soil. The ten kinds which I have selected embrace

three shades of blue, two of pink, two of yellow, and three

white kinds of distinct form and growth. Sufticient seed to

afford a large supply of plants may be procured for three or

four shillings, so that it is evident the expenditure of either

time or labour need not deter anyone from carpeting (he beds

with gi-een folia{;e during winter, and rendering them bright

with gay flowers throughout the spring and early summer.
My aim in contributing these notes is to induce those who

have not hitherto seen or understood much of the real beauty

of spring flowers to take up their culture iu earnest. For the

further assistance of such I append a few hints concerning

the arrangement of the plants in the beds. If a ribbon

border were required I would proceed thus :—Beginning in

front, white, pink, blue, yellow ; or blue, white, pink, yellow,

keeping the yellow Lasthenia at the back because of its tall

growth ; but if a deep yellow were specially required for a

front row, then we must call in our invaluable ally Golden
Feather Pyrcthrum, of which a stock of plants is raised by
sowing seed any time iu August. Following Golden Feather

in front with blue Nemophila, pink Saponaria, white Silene,

and with blue Myosotis behind, we have a combination that

few summer flowers can equal, and which certainly none can

surpass.

Small beds, each containing ono distinct colour, as shown
in the plan (/((/. 1), have a pleasing effect, and solitary beds

may be filled in a variety of ways. A bed near a house would
be very beautiful if planted with pink Saponaria, surrounded
by a broad band of its white variety, and with an edging of

blue Nemophila; or, if the bed were large enough, the Nemo-
phUa might form a band as wide as Saponaria ealabrica alba,

adding an edging of Golden Feather Pyrethrum. The same
arrangement would be equally effective at a distance by sub-

stituting Silene of both kinds for the Saponaria. Another
striking bed might be composed of golden Lasthenia for a

centre, with concentric rings of CoUinsia verna, white Myosotis,

pink Silene, and blue Nemophila, proceeding outwards from
the Lasthenia in the order named ; and for beds of two colours

we may surround Saponaria ealabrica with various appropriate

edgings, such as S. alba, Nemophila insignit:, and Golden
Feather Pyrethrum.

—

Edwakd Luckhubst.

PACKING CUT FLOWEBS.
In answer to " A. S. L. M," it is no doubt true that great

quantities of flowers are spoilt through careless paclcing ; at

the same time far more are spoilt through neglect after they
arrive at their destination. The box will be opened, and per-

haps the contents placed in a warm dry room, a few put in

water, and the rest left exposed to the dry atmosphere of the
room for an hour or two, or until an opportunity occurs for

Betting them in water. This is no fancy picture. I have often

known such to be the case.

I will first give a few hints as to how the flowers should bo
packed, and afterwards state how they should bo treated when
they arrive from the country. Tin boxes made with moveable

' trays are always to be preferred. They should be made of

good strong tin, as they are very liable to be knocked about in

travelling. They can be made of any size required, but with
large boxes there should be divisions, so as not to have great
quantities of flowers placed together. The great evil in pack-
ing is having too many crowded together without any division
of a substantial nature between them. Packing in thin layers
with a little cotton wool between such choice flowers as Gar-
denias, Stephanotises, &c., is always better than damp moss,
which is sometimes used. The moss is heavy, and is liable to

do more harm than good owing to its shifting about when
travelling. Koses may be packed in a box with the stems in

damp moss. If trays with holes iu them are used the stems
can be put through the holes into the damp moss, so that
there can be no danger of its injuring the petals.

A very important matter is the cutting of flowers. They
should always be cut iu the morning or late in the evening.
Morning is better. If gathered in the middle of the day, with
a hot sun, they will never last fresh any length of time.

Flowers should be unpacked immediately they arrive, and
if possible in a cool damp room or cellar, and at once placed
in cold water. Many kinds of Ferns will not last fresh for

more than a few hours after they are cut ; and in rooms where
gas is used they are almost certain to wither up in one night,

unless they are removed to a cool damp cellar, or even to the

open air for the night. Plants of Ferns and many other plants

growing in pots, and carefully attended to as regards watering,

will seldom look fresh for many days if kept iu rooms where gas

is used—a sufficient proof of its injurious effects on vegetable

life. Cut flowers should always be placed as far as possible

from the gas-bumers, and near a window where they can have
fresh air. The water used should be changed often, and a

small lump of charcoal placed in it, which will keep the water

pure, and help to prevent the flowers from fading.—J. S.

READ'S SCABLET-FLESHED MELON.
I HAVE found this Melon a shy setter, but with a little care

in fertilising the flowers, and keeping the air of the pit or

frame drier than usual until the fruit shows signs of swelling

off, I have secured an abundant crop. I have at present two
dozen fruits under two lights of a pit, and half of them are

larger than an Orange aud swelling quickly. I will cut off all

the small ones in a day or two to an average crop, when I find

I am safe. I grow my Jfelons on manure in a pit which can be
heated with hot water as soon as the heat is found to decline.

I quite agree that the habit of the plant is ample and good,

but I think it will be found to succeed in and require a high

temperature.—W. L., Lisbum, Co. Antrim.

EosE Claude Levet.—Mr. Cant is right in saying that Pierre

Seletzky is a capital Rose. It is of much the same colour

as Claude Levet, but it is full to the centre, which Claude
Levet is not. Its formation, disposition of, and quality of the

petals, together with circular outliue, are excellent. It will be

one of the best of its year. I have pleasure in recommending
it. It is, moreover, on the Manetti a good grower.—W. F.

Eadclyffe.

THE TIGER FLOWER, ODONTOGLOSSUM
GRANDE.

This is just the plant for an amateur to commence the cul-

tivation of Orchids with, because its constitution is bo robust

that it will live under very trying conditions, and, as a rule,

plants of any description have to suffer some rough and un-
congenial usage during the earlier days of a young beginner's

practice ; and whilst it undoubtedly is one of the gayest of its

class, it is so reasonable in price that a first failure does not

entail a sufficiently heavy loss to deter those with even a small

income from maldng a second venture, and those who possess

only a Wardian case to indulge their fancies may hope with
ordinary care to be enth'ely successful iu its culture.

Odoutoglossum grande (fig. 2) has now been an inhabitant

of our plant houses for some thirty-five years. For its intro-

duction we are indebted to the late Mr. Skinner, who did so

much during his visits to South America to famiharise us with

the Orchid flora of Guatemala. It is a sturdy bold-growing

species, characterised by its dark blue-green pseudobulbs,

bearing a pair of ample dark green leaves, which are, when
healthy, thick and leathery in texture; the scape is erect, and
produced from the base of the pseudobulb, coming away
almost simultaneously with the young growth, and the flowers

open during early autumn, and last a very long time in full

beauty if not sprinkled with water from the syringe. The in-

dividual blooms usually measure some 5 or 6 inches across,

but extra fine varieties are sometimes to be met with which
considerably exceed that size. The sepals and petals are rich

orange yellow, having the appearance of being varnished ; the

basal portions are ornamented with broad transverse bauds of

rich brown. The lip varies iu size considerably in different

specimens, and is creamy white iu colour, being dotted and
streaked rather sparingly with bright purplish brown. Each
spike bears usually from three to five or six flowers, aud I have

had a uot-vei7-large plant produce as many as forty blooms,

in which state it is truly a gorgeous spectacle. This, taken in

conjunction with the fact that it is sufficiently robust to allow

of its being used for the decoration of apartments, or, indeed,

in any situation where gay and festive flowers are desiderata,

renders it a favourite with all who know it, and should bo a

sufficient recommendation to all those who have not that

pleasure to at once add it to their' collections.

I have before observed that Odoutoglossum grande blooms
during autumn, but within the last few years we have had a
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variety introduced which is in full beauty about Christmas

;

so with a plant of each variety au amateur may maintain a

Buocession of these briUiaut flowers during the dullest of the

winter months.

This species is a great lover of shade and moisture, and

when provided with these it will not tail to thrive. For soil

use good rough fibrous peat, from which the small gritty par-

ticles have been beaten, and mix with it some living sphaguum

Fig. 2.—ODOHTOQLOSStJM ORAKDE.

moBB. The pots should be drained well, and Talthough'a less

supply of water (as a matter of course) during the dull dark
d.ays of an English winter is absolutely necessary, this element,
however, must not be entirely withheld, for they will not suffer

to bo dried off. During summer the temperature should be
about 70", or, indeed, whatever the atmosphere of the house
can be kept down to, but no fire heat should be applied ; in

winter, however, I have had the plant thriving admirably in a

night temperature of 48° to 50°, and these are conditions which

no amateur, I am of opinion, would find any difficulty in pro-

viding it with.

One word of advice more and I have done, and that is, bear

in mind that during the season of growth care must be taken

to prevent water resting in the large imbricating sheaths which
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envelope the young growth. Neglect of this recults in the

decay of the shoot, thus not only depriving the possessor of

the beauty of its blooms, but, by destroying the leading growth,

permanently injuring the plant.

—

Experto Ckede.

THE CEDAE OF LEBANON.
It was some time during the latter part of the reign of

Charles II. that the Cedar of Lebanon was introduced to this

country. Many of the early-planted specimens still exist, but
many also have disappeared within a few years. It was evi-

dently a great favourite at the time of its introduction, and
was much planted in the villa gardens round London, where,
in the neighbourhoods of Hammersmith, Chiswick, Sion,

Twickenham, Whitton, Eichmond, Walthamstow, and similar

localities, original specimens are still to be found ; but the

encroaching builder has no compunction in removing what-
ever stands in his way, and many of the finest trees of Cedar
of Lebanon which were frequent in the neighbourhood of the
metropolis, have in these latter days disappeared. Some there
are that still remain. At Chiswick House, for instance, there
is still an avenue of these trees, which is, perhaps, un-
surpassed anywhere else by the beauty of their forms, feathered

as they are to the ground, and sweeping the turf to immense
distances. At Stratfieldsayo, where a grove of them had been
planted at an early period, the trunks rise sheer-up like

columns 80 or 90 feet high, the spreading branches meeting
overhead and forming as it were a temple of vegetation.^ [See

vol. xxiv., page 245.]
" There is," says Piguier, " no nobler object than the Cedar.

' The Lebanon,' say the Arabian poets, ' bears winter on his

head, spring on his shoulders, and autumn in his bosom,

Fig. 3.

—

Large cedar at normanton park.

whOe summer sleeps at] his feet;' and in confirmation of the
truth of the sentiment a few venerable Cedars still remain

;

they form a beautiful grove on the line of route from Baalbec
to the coast. They are large and massy, rearing their heads
to an enormous height, and spreading their branches afar

;

but they have a strangely wild aspect, travellers say, as if

wrestling with some invisible person bent on their destruction

while life is still strong in them ; but they are gradually dis-

appearing. In 1575 there were found twenty-four standing in

a circle ; in 16.30 Fermanil counted twenty-two ; there are now
seven standing near each other, and a few more almost in a
line with them."
The subject of our illustration is a fine specimen of Cedar

of Lebanon at Normanton Park, Rutlandshire, growing in the
pleasure grounds near to the kitchen garden. About 3 feet

from the grotind it branches off into a great number of Umbs,
every one of which would form an ordinary-sized tree. At
this height from the ground it is 28 feet in circumference

;

the spread of branches is about 00 feet in diameter, and the
height from 90 to 100 feet. It is supposed to be two hundred
years old.

Candle Plant.—Caoalia artieulata is still in cultivation, a

small plant having been kindly sent to me by Mr. Maule, of

the Nurseries, Bristol, Could you tell me where Paohyphy-

tum roseum is from, and when introduced :

Sheffield.

-John Grummitt,

Mr. James Flint, a weU-known collector in this district, has
a specimen of Cacalia artieulata—Candle Plant, and I have no
doubt if Mr. Grummitt were to make application a cutting

woild be forwarded to him. Mr. Flint, who is a most enthusi-

astic amateur, is always glad to encourage the cultivation of

specialities.—W. P., Airdrie, N.B.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Flower Shows.—When the cultivator of flowers has been

successful in raising his favourites, and his parterres begin to

develope their beauties, he is conscious of a very natural desire
to show his productions to others. The wisli that our friends

should admire the same objects as we do is an inseparable
accompaniment to the amateur gardener, and has sometimes
made him a mark for the merriment or ridicule of those who
are destitute of his tastes. Often have I seen an inhabitant of

the suburbs of London, who is happy in the possession of about
two poles of ground at the back of his dwelling, drag an un-
willing visitor round and round his flower beds, and din his ears

with the praises of his Cauliflowers or his Sweet Williams. In
such cases the grower has links of fancy and of feeling which
bind him to those products of his laboiu- and skill of which the

speotatoi is unconscious, and the tuwiUiiig manner in which the
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latter follows his guide reminds one of a bear in the Zoological
Gardens, who walks about indeed and looks around him enough,
but would evidently get away if he could from the chain which
confines him.
But if the grower has to complain of undiscerning and taste-

less mortals who wonder at what they call his useless enthusiasm,
he can always find devotees like himself in the nearest horti-
cultural society, and there in the presence of a company, though
few, there will be no danger of his beauties wasting their sweet-
ness on the desert air. The tendency will rather be the other
way, for the visitors may be so critical and keen in their con-
ceptions of floral excellence, that your productions may be
blamed for not baring been grown with sufficient care, or pre-
pared for the show with the proper degree of art. But do not be
discouraged at this, but join the society at once. Get the prin-
cipal lists of articles to be competed for as early as you can, and
then select those in the growth of which you are most likely to
be successful. But I shall presume you have done this, and are
now prepared to contest the reward of excellence or superiority
with your neighbours. A few hints derived from my own ob-
servations and experience in connection with a society of
amateurs may not be useless in reference to the general subject
of flower shows. In employing Art for the purposes of successful
competition, let Art always be the handmaid of Nature, to wait
upon and follow her rules, and to confer upon her a higher
beauty. This principle should regulate the choice of articles to

be exhibited, for some will bend much and others little to the
care of the gardener. Those caDed florists' flowers are always
desirable objects, as they are so amazingly affected by skilful

growth. But the rule is adverse to the practice of what is

called dressing flowers, that being an operation which more
often alters than improves the subject of its manipulation. If

by art a Carnation may present a form in a show-pan which it

never had or could have when grown on its stems in a bed, the
triumph may be allowed in a technical point of view, but ought
not to be admitted by a rational horticulturist. A Carnation-
grower should seek the improvement of the growth of the
flower, and not to be satisfied with trussiug-up and patching
the disordered petals with string and cardboard. The object is

to make art so as to bear on vegetable growth, that bad habits
may be corrected, and symmetry and beauty more uniformly
obtained. A visitor at a floral exhibition not initiated iu the
mysteries of flower-craft, who would see a stand of Carnations,
and purchase of the exhibitor on the faith of their being so
compact and regular, would have aright to complain if he found
the following year that these qualities were conferred by dress-
ing. Skill iu growing is in my opinion the object to be aimed
at in horticultural societies, and artificial trimming shovild be
discouraged. It is otk the same principle that the system of
sticking and propping-up is objectionable, and is disused at the
higher shows. Some Pelargoniums present an immense front
of flowers, while the back is a miserable scaffolding of sticks

;

others throw oil all their branches from one stem, and dispose
foliage and bloom equally round their pots. The first may be
more attractive, merely as presenting a mass of bloom, but there
can be no doubt that the latter deserve the prize, as developing
most the subserviency of Art to Nature.

A real love of science should be always made to repress a
mere spirit of gambling at flower shows. No one can have been
long acquainted with the operations of such societies without
having seen a dangerous tendency in some minds to look for
prizes for their own sake. Persona have been known to with-
hold their patronage from these institutions because sufiicient
prominency has not been given to some productions which they
happen to fancy, or perhaps have in abundance in their garden.
The veriest rubbish has in this manner found its way to the
exhibition ; and when the foUy of such a system has compelled
its continuance, the guinea has been withheld and the patronage
withdrawn. Unequivocal marks of disappointment and vexation
may also be seen sometimes displayed by some unsuccessful
candidate, although the superiority of the winning article is un-
questionable. AU such feelings and tempers will be best con-
quered by loving floriculture for its own sake. Those who do
this will feel compensated for the loss of a prize by the superior
method of growth which they now have exhibited for theu'
imitation, and they will go and count their deficiencies by the
higher examples brought under their notice.

The greatest triumph which gardeners have achieved in the
management of plants is that by which almost innumerable and
very beautiful varieties of flowers have been raised from the
weeds of our fields, as in the Heartsease and Tulip, and to what
in exotics are comparatively little better, the single Dahlia, the
Dianthus, Pelargonium, and several other genera. This is

effected by what is technically designated hybridising and cross-
breeding, by which process the proportions of dissimilar but
aUied species, and in some cases genera, are so intermixed that
the seedling produce wiU partake of the character of both
parents, and the flowers be frequently superior to those of either.
Natiu'e unaided by Art has accomplished much, and has

produced the Golden Pippin Apple from the wild Crab, and the

Damson and other Plums from the common Sloe, yet it must
be confessed that Art properly directed has effected and will
effect more in a few years than Nature, dependant upon acci-
dental circumstances, would do in a long lifetime. As an opera-
tion to fill up the leisure hours of the lady gardener and amateur
I do not know anything more pleasing, for there is something
akin to creative power in it, as we are bringing new forms into
existence, and though all the offspriug may not be equally
interesting, some may be very pretty, and others superlatively
beautiful. " No one but a parent can have a parent's feeling

"

is a trite saying, and certainly the pleasure of an enthusiastic
florist in viewing a first-rate flower of his own raising, amounts
in some cases to a species of idolatry. To explain the method of

artificial fertilisation it will be necessary to make a few remarks
on the formation of flowers. In all flowers when divested of

the petals or corolla there will be found standing in the centre
and attached to the flower-stalk, of a Fuchsia for illustration,

a small pin-like substance which is called the pistil or female
organ, and surrounding it a number of shorter pins of various
lengths with rather large heads, which are called stamens or
male organs. A slight examination of various flowers will show
how beautifully Nature has provided for the multiplication of

the different species of plants, as in some cases the farina falls

from the anther upon the stigma, while in others it is deposited
there by an elastic force in the filament, as is exemplified in the
ICalmia. The pistil consists of three parts—viz., the ovary,
the style, and the stigma, and has been hkened to a column, as
the first will represent the pedestal, the second the shaft, the
third the capital. The stamen also consists of three parts, which
are called the filament, anther, and pollen or farina—a sort of

mealy powder which the anther throws out, which, when it falls

upon the stigma or top of the pistUlum, fructifies it, and a pro-
duction of seed is the consequence.
Now, when gardeners wish to produce hybrid or cross-bred

plants they divest the flowers which it is intended to produce
seed from of their stamens, and proceed to fertilise the stigma
with the farina taken from some other plant ; and thus, if I wished
for a family of plants between Fuchsia globosa and F. Venus
Victrix, I should take the stamens from the flowers of the latter

directly the flowers were open, and fertilise the stigma with
farina taken from F. globosa, and the result would probably
be plants resembling F. globosa in habit, and partaking of

the colom- of Venus Victrix in the flower. The habit of the
plant generally resembles the male parent, and the flowers
those of the female, and for this reason particular attention
should be paid to the choice of parents it we wish to make
decided improvements in the habits of our plants. After the
stigma is fertilised it should be guarded from the contact of

honey-sucking insects by a muslin bag placed over the flower, or

by keeping the plants in a pit or frame covered with strong
gauze or fine cauvas. The best instrument to convey farina
from one plant to another is a camel-hair pencil, and the best
time to apply it is early in the morning when the flower is full

grown and the stigma is covered with its own mucus ; but to

make assm'ance doubly sure, it is well to apply the pollen
several days successively.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GiBDEX.

We are trtily grateful for the rain we have had ; during the
last week 0.75 inch fell, making the total for the month 1.98 inch.

The want of rain seems to have been felt in many parts of

England, and also in Scotland this year. Whenever a dry
period occtirs in Scotland, the old people make a comparison
vrith the memorable year of drought—182(;, when the cereal

crops did not grow more than a few inches in height. It has
been stated that since then no season so dry as the present has
occurred. In our own garden water has been short, but owing
to our system of culture, which has been previously detailed,

the crops have suffered but Httle. The rain has also given us
an opportunity to plant-out all green crops—Brussels Sprouts,
Savoys, Broccoli, &c. The above may be planted in the driest

weather if plentiful supplies of water can be given, and the
plants will not suffer much.
The earliest crop of Peas has been cleared off the ground,

and the sticks used for succeesioual crops. We have generally

made a sowing of Peas at this time. Last year nearly aU the

most api^roved earlj^ sorts were tried, but none of them gave
satisfaction. In moderately heavy, or what would be called

medium soils. Peas do well late in the autumn, and furnish
dishes of Green Peas until the frosts destroy them. We have
tried them here many years in succession, but have not been
vei-y successful with them. The weeds have also been picked
out of the walks. This is best done after rain ; they come out
more readily when the ground is wet, and moreover they are

more conspicuous. Gooseberry or other bushes growing near
the Box edging have a tendency during the growing season to

hang over and destroy the Box; we went over ours and propped
up the branches with forked sticks, and in other cases cut away
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the superfluous wood. Scarcely anything looks worse in a

garden than imperfect Box edgings, with gaps at irregular inter-

vals the whole length of the path. Unsuitable soil is often

blamed for this, when the primary cause is to be found in crops

overhanging the edgings during the summer months.

FKUIT AND FOBCINO HOUSES.
Pineries.—There are plenty of good suckers on the Queens,

and as soon as we have the opportunity we shall have them taken

off and potted, using Ginch pots for the smaller plants, and
7-inch for those of a larger size. We have under the force of

circumstances been obliged to use different sorts of soil for

Pines, but the best seems to be medium clay, using only the sur-

face turf of an old pasture ; added to this are one-sixth part of

rotted manure and some crushed bones. This compost is

recommended for fruiting plants ; a lighter compost may be

used for potting the suckers. Orange trees grown at the back

of the Pine house are progressing well. A great difficulty with
them is to keep the leaves clean ; even with frequent syringing

an accumulatmu of a black substance takes place upon the

leaves. This is removed with a sponge and soapy water; it pro-

ceeds from scale on the wood, which must also be washed off.

A surface-dressing of pounded charcoal, bone meal, and guano
in equal proportions is very beneficial to them.
Figs in pots have also supplied us with a few fine-flavoured

fruit. Not every variety of Fig is adapted for pot culture,

although those that have failed here may not do so in other

gardens. The best that we have tried are White and Grizzly

Bourjassotte. Gros Verte is also a dwarf-growing variety pro-

ducing fine-flavoured fruit.

Orchard House.—There is a considerable drawback in the
cultivation of any fruit or flower when two or more varieties

requiring diverse treatment are grown in the same house. This
is always the case when Strawljerries and Peaches are grown
together; syringe the Strawberries effectu illy night and morn-
ing until the fruit colour, even then red spider is sure to appear
before all the fruit is gathered. The atmospheric conditions

necessary to produce good flavour in Strawberries are the very
opposite of those required for Peach trees making rapid growth,
and having fruit in the earlier stages of development. Now
that all the Strawberries in pots are cleared out, the house is

shut-up early and the trees thoroughly syringed night and
morning. The trees were surface-dressed for the first time last

week, and after this dressing they start into a much more
vigorous growth. If the trees are large enough, as they are in

our case, they must be closely stopped-back. Abundant sup-
plies of water are now essential, and the watering should always
be done by the same man, who will, if he is attentive, get to

know the quantity required by each tree, and will act accord-
ingly. A close scrutiny must be made for aphis, as this must
be destroyed by fumigation or washing on its first appearance.
If this pest is allowed to have much license given to it, the trees

will be permanently injured.

GREENHOUSE.
At this season the display of flowers in the greenhouse is

kept-up by what is called in gardening phraseology softwooded
plants, and if the house is to be kept tidy very much more work
13 required—removing petals that have dropped, or decayed
and withered flowers. The stage Pelargoniums are now past
their best, but Zonal kinds, Fachsias, and other plants are
very useful. A very distinct plant, though one not often seen,
is Lisianthus BusseUiamts. If properly treated this is easily
grown and lasts a long time in beauty. The seeds should be
sown in light peaty soil in a hothoub'e ; in a young state the
plants are very easily killed if great care is not taken with
them. The pot must be placed on a shelf near the glass, and
shaded from sunshine. When large enough to handle place
each plant separately in a very small pot, always keeping the
pots on a shelf near the glass, and shading from sun during
their growth. Our plants which have just come into flower
were grown in the Melon houses, where the temperature has
ranged from (10° to 03' at night since January. The potting
material throughout has been Orchid peat with a small portion
of leaf mould added to it, and the plants have flowered in pots
8^ inches diameter, inside measure. The Orchid peat is very
porous, and the plants on that account should not suffer for
lack of water at the roots. Probably this would be very in-
jurious if not fatal to them.
We are now potting the Azaleas, and removing them to a

house where they cau have a good heat—70° or more at night

;

this should have been done two or three weeks ago, but to do
all our work just when it ought to be done is more than we have
yet been able to accomplish. The potting material for Azaleas
is very simple, and is composed of turfy peat ; the pots are also
well drained. This is a matter that ought not to be done care-
lessly under any circumstances ; but iu the case of all hard-
wooded plants that must remain three or four years in the same
pots, the results of bad drainage must be obvious to any intelli-

gent cultivator. The Azalea is very subject to the attacks of

red spider, but when the plants are making their growth they
require plenty of water at the roots ; they must also be syringed

two or three times a-day, and they delight in a moisture-laden

atmosphere.
We cannot grow Carnations and Picotees iu beds in the open

ground in the soil to be obtained here, but they succeed tolerably

well in pots. Another advantage to be derived from this mode
of culture is that the pots can be removed under glass wheu the

flowers open, where they can be protected from the weather.

Ours were removed indoors this week. Potting young plants of

Tree or Perpetual-flowering Carnations. The plants intended

to flower in November and December should be of large size by
this time, and should be potted into their flowering pots by the

end of this month or early in August.
Litium auratam is now in full beauty, and when well grown

has a magnificent effect in the greenhouse or conservatory. One
or two others of the new species of recent introduction are very

distinct and good. Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, exhibited oue of

the newest of the Californiau species—L. purpureum, which
gained a first-class certificate at Kensington; it is of small

growth, densely spotted, and very sweet. We have L. Washing-
tonianum, L. pubulerum, and L. HumbokUii now in flower;

the first-named had only two flowers on a spike, but these were

delicate in their colouring and very elegant. L. Humboldtii
seems to be allied to the Tiger Lily in the formation of its

flowers. One bulb threw up two spikes, and had more than a

dozen flowers on one, and this bulb was so weak iu its growth

last year that it did not flower ; the petals are turned back and
meet at the points, they are of a bright orange colour, and
densely spotted with brown and black,—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed pripalehj to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened un-

avoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Marechal Niel Eose Infested with Scale (F. E.).—Your plant is terribly

infested with the brown mussel scale, which it not removed will destroy

it. Take a hard brush, an old plate- brush or some such thing, and remove as

much of the scale as you cau with that. Theii wash the shoots with a

flfilution of Gisburst compound made by dissolving 8 ozs. in a gallon of water.

Apply this carefully to the hard branches only, and avoid touching the foliage

or tender shoots. Itepeat this from time to time, aud you may succeed iu

cleaning the plant. Winter is the best time to apply so strong a solution,

when the tender growth is past, but as the case is a desperate one you may
run the risk now. If this do not succeed, cut the plant down, and watch

carefully the new growth.

Nottingham Netting, &c. {Fi/tcfn-iirars SutscriSrr).—You can get the

netting of any of the seedsmen who advertise in our columns. It is not at

all uncommon.

Poppies and CAMoiin.E (C. C.).—We'do not know of any manual that

treats on the culture of these plants. We presume you mean field cultui-e

for medicinal purposes.

Vine Roots in Leaf Son. on Boeder—Pot Vines (R. S. M.).—lt the

soil IS not more than a few inches thick leave it on, and apply the same depth

to the other part of the border ; but if it must be removed it will not be safe

to do so untU the present crop of fruit is ripe, and it wdl act injuriously to

cut away and expose the roots to cold ; therefore, you will need to apply a

covering of leaves or litter when the leaf soil is removed. Stop the Viues in

pots when they have canes 8 or 9 feet long, aliowiug the laterals to make two

or three leaves before stopping, and when the wood is brown place against

the wall or fence out of doors to harden. Prune to the length required

wheu the leaves fall, removing to a cool dry house until required for forcing.

The best compost for pot Strawberiies is three-fourths turfy rather strong

loam, one-fourth well-rotted mauuro, and one-sixth of old mortar rubbish.

Bed of Clematis Jackhanni (C. B |.—We should not only well raise the

bed in the centre, but also have the edge above the surrounding level. The

soil should be sandy loam enriched with leaf soil, well-rotted manure, or

decayed vegetable refuse. The stones may be placed on the surface, but not

close together, leaving some openings between them for putting-in pegs

secure the shoots to, and for top-dressings. We should have onepiaut in the

centre of the bed, ami others round tUe edge at 1 foot from it, the plants

4 feet apart. You will thus requiie six plants. Put-iu pegs or stakes so as to

be not more than 6 inches above ground, and to these secure the shoots. The
slugs may oe kept under by frequently dusting the bsd with quicklime.

MosHEOoM Spawn not Running IT. IK.).—There are various reasons why
your Mushroom bed has not produced. The spawn may not have been good,

and heat may not have been generated. Did jou cover the bed with litter ?

Without knowing exactly your treatment we cannot tell the reason of your

failure, but the probability is the fault was in the spawn.

Celine Foeestier Bose (.-1. J. C:irlwrii)ht).—W'a would recommend yon

to remove your Kose tree from the shaded eastern position in which it is now
growing, as it evideutly does not suit it. Let it have an open but sheltered

situation. You need give yourself uo trouble about Spiraia (Hoteia) japonic*.

II you were to leave it in the ground it would bloom freely next year without
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any winter protection. If, however, you wish to bloom a few plants in pots,
take them up iu autumn, pot tbem, ani place them in your large cool frame.

DoFELE PvRETHRUMS {Old Subscriber).—Aurore, Deiicata, Duchesae de
Biabaut, Eojile Lemuine, Gloire de Nancj', HLTmann Steni^er, Haaye et
Schmidt, Icabricaturn plenum, Imperatriee Chailotte, Madame Bi>ucharlat,
Mods. Barral, Peaa RuU'jre, PrincesH Charlotte, Pro^jTesa, Hose Perfection,
Solfatere, Striata plena, and Vu-Hinal.

Cateepfllars and Aphides on G-ooseberry Bushes [A. B.).—To free

them of caterpiHars mix with a gallon of rain water 1 oz. of white hellebure
powder, and keep close from the air. Ou a fine dry day shake well up, and
with an old whitewash biush ppviukle the liquid on the trees inteHted by ihe
caterpillars, repeating the application if necessary. Bear in mind that the
hellebore is a poison. For thn green aphis add sis gallons of water to one of

tobacco juice, and then 2 ozs. of soft soap to every gallon. Thoroughly
dissolve and strain bef^u-e use, applying to the bushes" with a syringe, the
ends of the shoots where practicable being dipped in the liquid. The aphides
must be wetted with the solution. See answer to another correspondent iu
last week's Journal, page 510.

Deutzia gracilis after Flowering (Idem).—Set them on and partially

plunge in coal ashes in an open but sheltered situation out of doors, and keep
them well supplied with water. \Vhen the leaves have fallen remove the
plants to a cold pit or a sheltered spot, and plunge the pots to the rim in coal

ashes. In January take them to the potting bench, reduce ihe ball a little,

removing any loose toil, and picking out some with a pointed piece of wood,
and afier loosening the sides of the ball pot in a size that will admit of some
fresh soil all round. Afford good dx-ainage. Sandy loam, with a little leaf soil

is suitable. Place in a light airy position in the greenhouse, and keep moist,
but watering carefully until the plants are in free growth, then supply
moisture more freely.

Black Hambchgh Grapes Rusted (R. W.).—The probable cause of this

is painting the hot- water pipes with flowers of sulphur, or the Grapes when
in an early stage of their development were exposed to cutting winds. It
cannot be called a disease, nor is it infectious.

Orange-tree Grafting {Mrs. Henderson).—It is best done in spring
when the stocks are comroenciug to grow. Place them in bottom heat to
insure growth previous to the scions starting. Whip-grafting is the beat
mode fur email plants, and for large stocks cleft or crown-grafting. They
succeed best tept la'her close and moist. A little grafting-wax is better than
clay ; secure with cotton, and cover with a little fine moss so as to keep the
graft moist and encourage the flow of the sap.

Glass Coping over Peach Trees {Idem).—It should not be removed-
. It is necesEary to the ripening of the fruit and wood in summer and autumui
quite as much so as in spring for protecting the blossom and young tender
growths. The trees would be better of thorough syriugings in the evening,
especially in dry weather and hot days, until the Iruit change colour, Tnth
copious wateriu^s at the roots in di-y weather until the fruit swells for ripen-

ing. For the njildew dust with flowers of sulphur from a muslin bag, or the
foot of a wors'ed stocking, and apply to the border a top-dressing of short
manure after a thorough watfring at the roots.

Fruit Trees Stopping (Mrs. C).—Stop or shorten the shoots now—those
*required to form spurs to three leaves, if the shoots are not strong and the
leaves distant, but more closely if vigorous, not leaving the shoots longer than
an inch or two. These remarks apply to the shoots on the main branches,
the leaders of which i-hould be stopped at from 6 to 9 inches of growth, and
at the third leaf afterwords. Your trtes being young, you will require to

leave ehoots at about 1 foot apart every way, and treat them as main- branch
leaders. The above observations apply to bushes and pyramids ; if they ate

wall trees do not stop the hhoot at the extremity of the branch, but lay it

in at full length, and stop the other shoots at the third leaf. The leading or
central shoot of the tree should I'e stoi:(ped when it hag grown a foot, if it i^

vigorous ; if weak, do not stop it, but shorten it in autumn to 12 iuches. If

the trees are fan-trained you will need at every Q feet to originate a branch
or shoot, and not stop it but lay it in at its full length, and so that at 3 feet it

will for Plums be 9 inches from the branch below it. For Peais the distance
between the branches shtuld be a foot. The side shoots ought to be pinched
to one leaf after the first stopping.

Cutting Peach-tree Leaves {E. J. Trehcrnc).—It is not baneQcial to
Peach trees in a forcing houte to cut their leaves in two whilst fruiting.

"When the fruit is covered by the leaves it is desirable to admit light and air,

in order to enable them to colour well and ripen perfectly, which they do not
always when shaded by leaves. Shorten any leaves which overhang and
crowd the fruit, but beyond this we do not recommend cutting or removiug
any of the leaves. The leaves are necessary to the thorough ripening of the
bnds, but if the shoots and leaved are much crowded it is better to thin-out
the shoots so as to admit light and air, rather than seek to do so by the
removal of the leaves.

Eecently planted Vines not Gp.owing (G. S.).—The Vines have pro-
bably received a cbeck from too much or too little water at the roots, or not
applying it of the same temperature as the house. Wc should afford shght
shade from bright sun, aud maintain a moist atmosphere, watering only
moderately until the Vines are growing freely, the soil, however, being kept
moibt. and when the growh is free water copiously. The laterals on the four

side shoots we ehonld stop at the first leif, and remove all the laterals but
the uppermost joint and the two lowest leaves, keeping those left closely

stopped to one joint as growih is made. The laterals on the main cane wo
phouldnot stop until six leaves wore made for the first yard of growth, tofour
for the second, two for the third, and alterwards stop the laterals at the first

leaf, and after the first stopping keep to one leaf of each succeeding growth
Ihrouphout the season. The Vines jou have iu pots we should plant out at

once if the border is ready, and in planting spread-out the roots a little, but
do not dinturb the boll much, watering moderately, and shading for a few days
until the Vines are re-established. The laterals may be stopped as described
for the leaders of those planted out, and if kept in pots stop the laterals at

the first joint, and stop the canes at 9 feet. They should be cut-back, after

the leaves fall, to such a length as will allow of the cane reaching the trelUa

when planted-out in spring.

Moth {Mrs. Car. y).—The moth is Sphinx Ligustri, the Privet Hawk Moth.
Your letter has been sent to Mr. Johnson.

Fungus {J. W. P.).—The fungus on Mint is not the same with that on
Hollyhocks, the spores are very different. It is Puccinia Menlhrn.—M. J. B.

Eoses with Insects (Misa Dennis) —They are covered with aphides.

The cause is the late cold cast wind.'*, which cheek the growth of the plants,

cQxl the leaves, and allow the insects to get ahead. Wash your trees morn-

ing and evening with a strong jet of water from a garden engine or stout
syringe. Or wash them with Gishurst compound, 2 ozs. di>t>olvcil in a gallon
of water. Dissolve it an'l Itt it stand twelve hours before using it, and pour
the clear liquid from the sediment.

Insects Attacking Ciseraria Leaves ( ).—The leaf sent shows
the mines or chaunela formed within the substances of the le*f by minute
larvt-e, which leave the upper aud uudar surfaces ei tire. We believe they are
cauded by the larvna of a very minute two-winged fly (Phytomyza sp. ?), rather
than by the caterpillars of a little moth, many of which have similar habits.
Pick off and burn the attacked leaves.—I, O. W.
Names of Plants iMrs. Henderson).—We regret to say we oannot under-

take to name Eoses or other lloriets' flowers. Your other queries are in
another place, ili. Maries}.—Adiautum reniforme. {Anna Liffcy).—It is

like Beauty of Calderdale, nut it is very difficult to name florists' flowers.

{S. B.).—The Primula is verticiUata vai'. siueusia, a native of Abyssinia.
The bloom of Viola is a case of fasciation, or union of two. {Subscriber}.—
2, Asclepias curassavica. The Orchid was too shrivelled for determination.
{H. G.}.—Cepbalaatbera grauiiflora, (A. H. K).—1, Thalictrum elatum ;

2, Papaver pilosan*; 3, Linaria purpurea. {F. D. H.).—Astragalus g'ycy-
phyllos. {\V. Ethcrington).— I, Ouychiam lucidum; li, Nephroiepis cordi-

folia. (H. Snialc).—1, Hypoohieiis radicata; 2, Sautolina sp. [J. G.).

—

Gloxinia tubiflora, Hook. j. {A. R.).—Sisyriuchium striatum, Sm.. {B. 3".).

—

1, Selagiuella unciuata; 2, 8. sp. ; 3, S. Martensii ; 4. S. Kraussiana (?);

5, Pteris serrulata cristata; 6, Lastrea (too young), (fi. D. D.).—I, Saxi-
fraga sarmeutosa; 2, Lysimachia vulgaris; 3, Xonaoetom vulgare; 4, Hy-
pericum calycinum.

POULTEY, BEE, AlID PIGEON OHROmOLE.

HANTS AND BERKS SHOW AT READING.
It is always a trial to go from larger to smaller ; the smaller

should always by rights go before the larger, just as luncheon
precedes diuner. Still, it is a badly- balanced mind that cannot
enjoy smaller things as well as larger, I once sat by the side of
a lady, a very young lady, at a concert in a couuty Town Hall,
and on asking her if she enjoyed it she replied, " Oh ! I was at
a London concert last week. You should have beard Madam©
So-and-so sing." Now, the dear young girl positively did not
enjoy her county concert because of having been at the one in
London; though, perhaps, there was also a little vanity mixed
with the affair. This, however, was wrong. Wby not enjoy
both? I have seen York Miuster, but why should I not enjoy
looking at Wells Cathedral ? If you have seen the Lake of
Geneva, good reader, don't go and turn up your nose at Lake
Windermere ; if you do, you are a bit of a goose, although I
don't like elaudering that sensible bird by comparing you to
her. Fortifying myself with these reasonings I reach Reading,
and mean to enjoy that Show, and not continually be turniug up
my nose because it is not so large as the Bath and West of
England seen by me just a fortnight ago at Clifton. I remem-
ber the Hants aud Berks at Reading eight years ago. I saw it

then, aud never before nor since, and well—it was not a large
Show, certainly.
Ou reaching the station I lunch at the new refreshment-rooms,

miudful of short commons perhaps, or bad fare, at the Show.
I ask the waiter, just in an innocent way, what the church
bells are ringing for. " Oh ! sir, it's the Agricultural Show."
" Many people in Reading ?" " Never, sir, saw Reading so full.

The Queen has sent a lot of stock, and so has the Prince." AU
this sounded promising; and it was evidently gala time—flags,

streamers, bells, shops at their best, aud all gaiety, and, best of
all, crowds of people. On my way to the Show-yard I saw un-
mistakeable proofs of a large Show aud not a small one. The
great gathering outside, the nigger minstrels, the blind man
reading, the large confectionary tents—in short, a sort of fair

outside. Then the large number of carriages waiting, and the
crowds pushing forward. The rumour that the Prince of Wales
was to be present of course increased the multitude, especially
of the many who gazed at the arrivals, but lacked the halfcrown
for entrance.

I enter, and what a difference to the Show eight years ago !

Hants aud Berks is now just a rather smaller Bath and West
of England, machinery in motion, implements, horse ring, and
streets of bazaars included. No Fine Arts department, no hor-
ticultural tent, it is true, but a Dog show, which Bath and West
of England lack^; and Sutton's seed pavilion in all its glory as
at Clifton, and a whale to be seen for twopence !—rather a low
affair this, surely! I mistake one of the dog tents for the
poultry, not expecting two for dogs; but on entering I find I
am wrong, for poultry do not bark or repose on velvet cushions.
At length I find the right tent, fair in size, yea sufficient, but

shockingly hot and lacking ventilation. I find the numbers of

the two Shows are as follows :

—

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND. HANTS AND BERKS.

Poultry 431 Poultry 2C7
Pigeons 98 Pigeons 60

Uabbits 23
Estra Stocli 4

529 294

The Reading Show i3 now, as to pens, more than half the
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size of the Bath and "West of England. This was very different

eight years ago. Dorkings begin the classes ; this natural enough,
as we are nigh the county whence they take their name. Spanish
first at Bristol. Dorkings first at Hants and Berks, and among
them first of all come Coloured Dorkings, cock aud hen. I

have myself no objection to this showing of pairs, and consider-

ing the pairs, the whole number of birds shown was 111, and at

Clifton there were 262 single birds shown; so, counting single

birds, and not pens, there was no such great diilereuce between
the two Shows. Counting bird aud bird they stand thus

—

Clifton, OUO head of poultry; Reading, 414 head of poultry.

The Coloured Dorkinijs were good, but in the third-prize the

hen was apparently half silver-grey, so light was her colour.

Bev. G. F. Hodson also showed a very good pen. Of Silver-

Greys proper there were very few, and those shown with the

White ; the first Whites a beautiful pair. All the varieties of

Cochins were shown together. Among them. Buffs first, White
second, and Blacks commended ; they might have been H.c.

instead of c. Many of the Game were too small. Among Black
Reds Mr. Matthews showed a beautiful pen. No. 45. The se-

cond-prize Brown Reds pleased me much. Mr. Matthews' first-

prize Duokwings were beautiful ; the second too light in colour
;

the next pen. No. 61, better in this respect according to my
taste. The Polands were treated liberally, being separated into

Golden and Silver. This, no doubt, was (juita right. This ar-

rangement brought three pens of Golden and five Silver; all

were good. Mr. Hinton took first with a pair of Silvers, which
he valued at ouly £2 2s., and nothing with a pair in his estimate
worth i*21 ! Of course the first-prize birds were sold at once,
their price being only 10s. more than the prize they won. This
singular difference of estimate in birds by a veterau fancier and
veteran Judge was singular. My view wa3 that the hen in the
unnoticed pen was the better, particularly the marking of her
topknot. Shall I congratulate or condole with Mr. Hintou on
his luck ? The Spanish were not much. The Hamhurghs, un-
like eight years ago, were numerou.?, but another show kept, it

was said, Mr. Beldou's birds from Reading. In all the varieties

there were many, and some good. In size the birds shown in the
same varieties varied much, some to my mind being over large.

Brahmas in both classes were strong, the Whites, even the
prize birds, too yellow. Among the Dark was one pen. No. 141,

that struck me more favourably than it did the Judge, for it

was unnoticed; but then the Judge can handle birds, the ;-e-

porter only can look at them, fur I once tried, but was sum-
marily stopped. The Game Bantams were too much Bantams.
There was a pen which belonged to the same owner as the second-
prize birds, and nest to them, which contained a thoroughly
good cock, wing well tucked-up, and tail without the suspicion
of a squirrel turn. The Any other variety Bantams were not
numerous—no Silver Sebrights (where were those shown at
Clifton? they must have been first).

Passing the few French fowls of different varieties I reach
one of the best classes in the whole Show—that for any de-
scrix:)tion not in the former classes. First Malays. That noble
bird of Mr. Hinton's, bred splendidly large—how did he manage
to get him so fine ? Second Black Hamhurghs ; rather too
nearly related to Spanish. H c.s were thickly scattered, a pair
of Scotch Dumpies being thus noticed. The legs were short,

but the fowls larger than I used to see in that class in Scotland.
A pair of Andalusians were also present, a variety always grateful
to the eye at a show from their unique colour ; so also pleasant
to see from their rarity was a pair of White Malays. If I

were a committee, one man made into many, I should give more
prizes to a Variety class than any other, for I am sure it is the
class of all others that pleases the public. I would give four or
five prizes, always withholding some unless the specimens were
worthy. It must be borne in mind that other classes are for

enthusiastic fanciers of their special varieties, but the Any
variety is the people's class, and also the class in which a man
exhibits his second and smaller hobby, or his wife's it may be;
and " any variety " gives variety, and variety is always pleasing.
Rouen Ducks good, Aylesburys not so good. Among other
Ducks, good East Indians first; Mr. Sainsbury's Shovellers,
shovel-like bills indeed, second. Two pens of Muscovys, for-

merly often seen in farmyards in the Fens. Geese^ in pens, at
least very few—only two. Mr. Ridley's Turkeys very fine.

Pigeons.—The food is too often scattered on the floor, conse-
quently the wattled birds were starving. I put this remark
first, and I hope fanciers will demand that there should be pang
for food or not send their birds. It is almost a case for the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty, and for an article in " The
Animal World."

Carriers.—Second-prize better than the first if the cook had
not been Roman-nosed. Tumblers.—Ouly two pairs : first good
Kites, second fair Black Mottled^ And tell it not at Glasgow,
not a single Pouter in the Sbow, except a girl who was having
a tiff with her lover in front of the pens, and she pouted so well

I should like to have put her in a large pen, labelled " A good
Pouter, but by no means to be commended." FantaiJs.—Blue
first—first, no doubt, because of the arity of the colour con-

sistent with fairness of shape and tail. Miss Milward won second
with Fantails of the special Fantail colour—pure white. The
Trumpeters were much better than at Clifton. Blacks first.

Mottled second. Almost all the eight pens had merit.

Homing Birds vera very numerous indeed—the largest class

in the Show. All but one XJair belonged to Reading or its imme-
diate neighbourhood. How these birds were to be managed was
in tills way :

" The birds," said the catalogue, " will be liberated

at two o'clock on the last day of the Show, hiring been pre-

viously stamped with a number which will be unknown to the
owner. The prizes not to be paid to the winner unless the

number which will be found on the birds on their return home
be communicated to tho Secretary by a letter posted on the day
after the Show." This notice I own I cannot understand. First

prize, according to ordinary judging in the tent, went to a pair

of Slivers ; second to a pair of Red Cbequers, by no means of a

rich colour.
The Antj other distinct variety class—seventeen pens, three,

however, empty—brought together a pair of Runts not match-
ing; a pair of very old Barbs, which reminded me of the tale of

a poor woman near me, who bought a second-hand dress of a
material which had once been very good rather than a new
dress of an inferior material, new and showy, but not good.

Upon her being questioned by a neighbour as to her preferring

the old dress to the new she answered, " I likes the has-beens
better than the never-wases." The second prize in this class

went to a pair of Isabels—the cock a nice upright bird—or, aa

they did not show clearly the white bars, they might be called

Pigmy Pouters. But the Pigeons that caught and attracted my
attention most were entered as Chequered Antwerps. These,
thug called probably by the printer's mistake, should surely be
called Chequered Archangels, and exceedingly pretty birds they
are—good, clear, blue-chequered wings and yellow necks, the
colours contrasting admirably, and the form Archangel-like. I
should like to know the history of these birds, and whether they
breed true, for without doubt they are very pretty.

Such were the poultry and Pigeons. I strolled through the
Dog tents, and shall not soon forget a lovely Maltese reposing

on Its blue velvet cushion, on which was embroidered its name,
*' Madge." I looked at the Rabbits, aud was glad, as a fancier

of Lops when I was a boy, that they held their own still. I

walked from one part of the ^how to another ; had to pay 2d.

for sitting two minutes in a chair, a very sharp boy pouncing on
me, and a man of stern aspect coming up after aud demanding
a second 2rf., and scarcely believing me when I told him I had
already paid. Oh, Hants and Berks ! this is scarcely a "royal"
proceeding to charge for a rest on a chair. Why, Bath and
West of England would scorn to do it, for around the band-stand
were at Clitton plenty of seats, and the music was listened to

without being disturbed by exacting man aud boy. I noticed in

my ramble a very pretty rustic pole-house for Pigeons. I notice

it, not wisbing anyone to buy or erect such a cruel abode for

the poor birds, but simply to show that the fancy is attracting

attention now, or such an ornamental work would scarcely have
been exhibited. May the Hants and Berks prosper, and increase

as much in the next eight years as in the eight years that have
last passed.

—

Wiltshike Rector.

MOBE SHOWS.
I W.VS exceedingly pleased this week to hear that another town

in Devonshire was about to hold an exhibition of poultry and
Pigeons for the first time. It always gives me pleasure to hear

such news, so I wrote and obtained the. list of prizes that were
to be offered ; I found they were small to what we generally see,

but I also found that the entry fees were small as well, and in

proportion to the prizes. Taking into consideration that the

town contains only a few inhabitants comparatively speaking,

that there are only a smill number of fanciers residing there, if

any, aud that this is the first effort—taking into account these

drawbacks, I think the deficiency in the amount of the prizes

cannot be wondered at. But my object in writing this is not so

much about the South Molton Show, for that is the name of the

place to which I refer, but to put it forth as an example to other

pUces which have every opportunity to form a good show.
There are scores of towns in England that have everything that

is necessary to get up a really good exhibition, aad yet with all

their advantages they do not make a beginning. I feel certain

that if some of these places were to make an effort by offering

liberal prizes with low entry fees, were to adhere to the regula-

tions that are formed, and were to have competent judge.', they

could not fail to make it a success, l-et every town make the

most of the advantages it already has ; and should anybody be

desirous of establishiug a Show, let him take care that there is

no other show to be held on the same day that will be likely to

interfere with the arrangements. This can be avoided by
advertising when the show will be held as soon as it is decided

upon. Also let sufficient and qualified judges be appointed, and
let the public know who they are to be by printing their names
on the hst of prizes, and in the poultry journals. I trust
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shortly to see some more towns making an attempt to form
poultry and Pigeon Shows, and I hope their exertions may not
be in vain.—F. S. H.

THE STANDARD FOR PRIZE POULTRY, .tc.

Upon reading the account of the formation of the National Or-
nithological Association at the last Crystal Palace Poultry Show,
I was in hopes there was a possibility of pomethiug definite

taking place in the matter of deciding upon a standard for judg-
ing poultry, &c., but up to the present time there seems to be no
likelihood of anything being done in the matter ; and the more
I hear and see of the conflicting awards at the different shows,
the more I am convinced of the necessity of some standard rules
being laid down, to guide not only exhibitors but also the judges
in making their awards. At the present time it is quite a lottery
in prizetaking ; each judge seems to have a standard of his own,
frequently at variance with that of others ; but I am of opinion
the matter might easily be set at rest if our principal judges
would take it in hand and agree amongst themselves what shall

be the correct standard for prize poultry.

—

An Old Fancier.

WHAT IS A "WHITE" BANTAM?
I RECENTLY received a prize-list of the Ipswich Show, and

finding a class for " Black or White " Bantams, entered a pen of

the former, on the supposition that those two varieties only
would compete. The third prize was awarded to a "Japanese."
Now, this might be a " White Bantam " (provided it was not
one with a black tail) in a broad sense, but certainly is not what
is generally understood to be such ; and it was either a mistake
to award the prize so, or the schedule was calculated to mislead.
I, amongst many others, make it a rule never to show where
more than the Black and White Bantams compete iu one class,

and I should not have entered for Ipswich had 1 known the class

was open to other varieties.—E. Cambridge.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No.
LA FLECHE.

COCK—CHARACTERISTICS.
Body.—Well formed, firmly set ou long and strong legs.

The bird seems smaller than it is in reality, because the feathers

are close-fitting. All the muscular part is well developed.
Plumage black. Of all the French cocks the La Fleche (fig. 4)

Fig. 4.—La Fleche Cock.

is the one of most upright carriage. It is much like the Spanish,
from which some believe it Las been bred by crossings with the
Crcve-Creurs. Others think this variety is descended from the
Breda, to which it has some points of resemblance. Skin white

Flesh tender, juicy, delicate, andfine, transparent, and elastic,

readily fattened.

WEIGHT, SIZE, AND PECULIARITIES.
Weiglit.—Kt full age from 7J lbs. to 8 lbs. 13 oza. Flesh ex-

tremely fine and abundant. Bones light, about one-eighth cf
the weight.

Size —From the upper part of the head to under the feet,

21g inches. In an upright position, 25i''o inches. From the
back under the feet, 16J inches.

Bodij.—Circumference taken in -the middle under the wings,
and where the thighs join it, 22^^^ inches.
Length of Body.—From the beginning of the neck to the end

of the rump, H inches. Size of shoulders, 11 inches.
Head (fig. 5).—Length, 3J inches. Cheeks nearly naked from

the beak to the ear.

Crest.—A little plume of feathers, sometimes short and
straight, and sometimes long and drooping, is placed on the
forehead, but behind the comb.

Fig. 5.—La Fleche Cock's Head. Fig. 6.—La Fleche Cock's Comh.

Comb (fig. 6). — From l-i''^- inch to 2 inches, transversal,
double, in the form of horns, bending forward, iinited at their
base, usually far apart at their points, often united and pointed;
sometimes having in the middle some branches. A small double
comb which comes out of the upper part of the nostrils is placed
about 10 inch in front, and though hardly as big as a pea, this,

whicli surmounts an elevation formed by the enlargement of the
nostrils, gives a peculiar look to the head.

Wiittlis —HauKiug and very long, from 2i* inches to 3J inches.
Ears.—Very large and folding under the neck, of a clear dull

white, especially at the mating time. It is those which have the
greatest white ears that most resemble the Spanish. The little

bunch of feathers which covers the auditory organ is black.
Nustrits.—Very open, and of a_ peculiar shape. They are

formed within the elevation that is in front of the small comb.
Beak.—Strong, slightly bent, of a grey sombre colour, becom-

ing yellow at the point. Length, 1-^^g inch.
iris of Et/e.—Brilliant red, more or less deep.
Pupil—Bleick.

Physiognomy of the Head.—The physiognomy is determined
above all by the little elevation which comes out around the
nostrils, surmounted by a little comb. This prominence of the
comb seems to increase the characteristic depression of the
beak, and gives some likeness to the rhinoceros. The comb and
horns are like the Crcve-Ca'ur, and the large white ear is like the
Spanish.
Foot.—Sole of the foot very strong and very muscular. Cir-

cumference, 2g inches.
Toes,—Strong, with long claws. Middle ones, Scinches; in-

side and outside, 2 5 iuches ; hind one, 1^]. inch.
Colour of the Foot.—Blue slate, more or less dark according

to age, turning to dark grey in old age.
Weight of Chicken.—The chickens may be eaten when about

five months old, but generally they are not fattened till seven
or eight months old, the time when they have arrived at their
last stage of growth. The male then takes the name of " a
maiden cock," and when his fattening is ended, which should
last a month or six weeks, he weighs II lbs. or more. A
maiden cock not fattened at the age of eight months is from
about 7Jlbs. to 8} lbs., equal iu weight to an adult cock in good
condition. The weight of the flesh is variable, according to the
stage of fattening, and if that of the bones is one-eighth in its

normal condition, it is under that when the bird is fattened.
Plumage.—The plumage of La Fleche is entirely black, with

the exception of some small white feathers, which may some-
times be seen iu the small crest. The feathers of the neck are
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long, fine, and thick ; are iridescent with green and violet, and

BO aie the feathers of the breast, the wings, the covert of the

tail, the sickles, the extremities of the shoulders, the large

leathers of the pinion, and the outside flight ones. The feathers

of the thighs aud the outside of the pinion are black. The
feathers of the abdomen aud of the side are greyish black.

Amongst the large tl;ght feathers are some of violet black with a

green iridescence, aud there are some white feathers before the

first monUiug.

DEIFFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show was held on June 21th, and but for a heavy

thunder shower was a great success ; but the rain was so heavy
as to wet the birds to such an extent, that it was with great

difiiculty some of the awards were made.
Dorkings were of no great merit with the exception of the

first-prize pen, which consisted of capital Dark Greys ; but
Cochitis, on the contrary, were a fiue collection, a splendid pen
of Buffs winning the cup, and the same exhibitor also winning
the second prize. Brahmas were poor in all respects, while the

Spanish were but moderate, aud only two pens were shown. In
the three classes of Hainhur(/Jis there were only ten entries ; the

cup being won, however, by a good pen of Golden-pencilled,

the first in Spangles being Silvers of fair merit. There were
twenty-two entries in all of Game, the cup being awarded to a
Black Red stag of promise, but which will improve with moult-
ing; the second prize in the Red class going to Brown Reds of

fair quality. The first-prize Duckwings were very good, but
the rest poor, while the single cocks were a bad class. There
was one class for Game Bantams and one for other varieties, all

the birds in the latter being Blacks. The cup for Bantams was
won in the single cock class, if we mistake not, by the Accring-
two cup cock, which was shown in fine order ; second coming a
stylish Pile. Mr. Harvey's Golden Polands were awarded a cup
in the Variety class, and well merited their position.

The Pigeons were a good entry, and some of the winners will

doubtless be heard of again, the cup for the best pen being
awarded to a White Pouter cock such as we have not seen of

late for style, girth, and carriage, the second being Black. The
first-prize bird at Thome was altogether out of show condition.
Jacobins formed a capital class; the first a Red, very good in

hood and chain. P'antails were very good, and the winners
well placed. In the Tumblers awards were made more to head
properties than colour, the first-prize bird failing much in the
latter point. Nuns were very good, but the Dragoons poor as a
class; the first was, however, a good Blue. In Antwerps only
two awards were made, and we considered this a stretch of pri-

vilege, the quality being very poor. In the Variety class a good
Blue Owl stood first, with a Barb second.
A flying match from Scarborough to Driffield excited some

interest, the first being ±'1 by the Society, and second and third
prizes given by tradesmen.
Rabbits.—The Lop-eared were a very good class, and many

were noticed in the list, the first prize going to a Tortoiseshell
doe of good length of ear aud good colour, but not one of the
largest, yet the award was correct. Second came a Black-and-
white. In Himalayans both prizes were won with fair Rabbits,
but there is room for improvement in this variety. A well-
known doe won in Silver-Greys, but this is not in the best show
condition, a fair buck being second.
DoHKiMGS.—1, W. Morfit, Goole. 2, R.W. Richardson, Beverley, e, D. White,

Drjffielu.

bPANiSH.—1 and 2, J. W. Duggleby, Dr'ffield.
CucHi »s.— Cup, I, ana 2, G. U. Pructor, Durham, he, J. Allison, Driffield ; E.

'Winwttud, Worcrster ; D. & J. Ibeson, Wbilby. c-,W. Harvey. Sheffield.
BBAHM4S.— 1, T. DobBon, Kirbymoorside. 2, W. G. Purdon, DiiftitiJd.

HAMUuftaas.— tioW or Sdvrr-spangled.—l, J. W. DuRgleby. 2 and he. G.
Holmes. Oiiftield. Gold or Silver penciUcd.—Cap, I, and '1 G.Holmes. Cock.
—Any variety. ~l. Maater C. Hulmea. Driffield. 2, J W. Duggleby.
iiAiii^.—Biack-brfasted or other Itcds.~Cup and 1, G. Aikroyd. Sheffield. 2,

H. M. Juliau, Beverley, he. Master T. Holmes; W. Ad<tms. Ip&wich. Afty
other rnnety.—l and 2, A. & H. H. Stavelcy, Tibthorpo. Dnfiiuld he, J. W.
Dugg eby. C'ocfc —Any variety.— 1, H. M. Julian. 2, G. tiutton, Bootham, York.
he, !d. Hunt, Bridlington.
Bantams.- Game. —I, F. Steel, Halifax. 2, E. Newbitt, Epworth. he.R. J.

Hartley, Altrineham. C.W.Adams; Master C. Holmes. Amj other variety.—
1, W. Ransom, Driffield. 2, Master Baron, DrifTield- he. I. Dys.>D. Halifax;
H. White, iNorton, Mdltun ; R. H. ABliton, Mottratn. Coek —Any variety.—Cup
and 1, G. Andertou, Accrington. 2, E. Newbilt. /i'-. W. Adams, c R. Stabler.
Any other VARihixT.—Cup and 1, W. Harvey. Shelfleld. 2, G. Holmes.
Farmyard Cross.—1, G. Pounder. Kirbymoorside. 2, J. Ireland, North Ford-

Ingbam tie, G. Robinson, Fordinpham.
hELLi.SG iJLass.— 1. G. Holmes. 2, T Hope, Nantwich. he. Miss E. Holland.

Halifax ; W. H. Young, Driffield ; G. Holmes, DnliielJ. c, W. Hyde, Welham ;

K. Stabler.
TOBEEYs.—I, J. S. Jordan. Elmswell. 2, W. Taylor, Driffield Wold.
Geesk.—1, Mrs. A. O- Yiung, Or ffield.

livcKi.—Aytesbtiry.—^, Mrs. Young. Any other variety.—1, C. Crowe, Brid-
lington 2, Mrs. J. s. Jordan.
Distinct Vamiety.—Sij; chickens —1, J. W. Duggleby (Spanish). 2. J. S

J.rda'i (tjiaek Ked Game), /ic, G. Copley, Driffield; Mrs. Hodgson, Driffield

;

Mrs. Naylor, Driffield.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, J. E. Crofts, BIyth. Worksop. 2, W. Harvey, Sheffield, c, J.

Acmlev. Pickering; Mrs. Biancliard, Driffield.

'iRupptRS —Cup and 1, Mrs. Blanchard. 2, J. E. Crofts, vhc, J. Fawcett,
Whitby, e, A. Spei.eer : .1. Hairsine. HuU-
Jacohins.—I, J. Blanchard. Driffi.Id 2. J E. Crofts, /re, J. Mavnard. Drif-

field ; u. M. Garside, .Manchester ; J. Blanchard. c, W. W. Beecrolt, Hull ; W.
Harvey.

Fantails.-I, R. W. Richardson, Beverley. 2, C. Hall, Driffield, c, J. Lover.

aidge. Newark :
<'. N. Lvthe, Coltingham. Hull.

TuMBLERS.-l. W. Adams. 2, W. Harvey. ^ ^ ,^ „ , „ -.v ,

,

Ni'NS— 1 R. W. Riehardaon. 2, J. A. blanchard. ftc, W. Leason. Dnilieltl.

TcKiiiTS.- 1, R. W. Kichardsou. 2, J. E. Crofts, he. Master R. Maynard
Master J. A. Blanchard.

, ,, tn m i,
Trompetehs.-I. J. E. Crofts. 2. J. Marshall, Driffield. „ „ „. , ,

Draooons.-I, W. Harvey. 2, G. Blakey. Driltie d. he. R. W. Uiehardson

e, W. smith, Liverpool; Miss N. Majnard, DriBlcld; J. E. Crofi=; W. W.
Beecrott. „ ,

ANTWESPS.-I.J.W. Duggleby. 2. G. Blakey.
i, , ,, „.„„..

Any other Variety -1, R. W. Ricbardaou. 2. J. Aconloy. he, J. E. Crofts
;

C.Wroot. Hull; W. Harvey, c, R. VV. Richardson ; J. Blanchard.

Sellinu Class.—Sinolc or I'ain.—i, Mias E. Maynard. 2, J. Aconby. he,

'''Fi'y'ino RiCE.-l, W. Foster, Driffield. 2, G. T. Foster, Driffield. S, T. Laycock,

Driffield.
RABBITS.

, ,„ ,

Lops.-l, S. Myton. Fortes Nell, York. 2, J. Hume, York, he, W. H. Raylor,

Driffield; S. Myton; J. Bowman. York; J. Whsrton, York; J. Blakey. e, S.

Myton; Master H. Hope. Driffl.;ld.
, „ j „ .» n

Himalayan -1 and 2. W. Dookin. Driffield, lie, J. Hudson. Driffield.

Sin er-Gbey.-I, J. H. Brand, Barton. 2, J. Mason, HuU. /ic, J. chappel,

ANYoTiip.R"vARiETY.— 1, W. Donklo. 2, A. Luud, York. he, Master Topham
Bainton ; J. Mason, c. J. Mason.
Rabbit.—Cup, W. Donkin.

Cxr.-Any variety.—1, J. T. Foster, Little Driffield. 2, W. Dale, Driffield.

Extra Stock—1. Master Topham ; Mias Robinson. Swaythorpe (Guinea

Fowls). 2, G. Hawkins, Driffield : Mrs. RiwlinsoQ (Guinea Pigs).

The Judges were Mr. W. Cannan, of Bradford, and Messrs.

Maynard and Preston.

DONCASTER POULTRY SHOW.
The good old town of Doncaster held its annual meeting on

June 25th and 26th, when there was a good attendance of

visitors. ,-,,.,« i

Game were first, and in five classes had thirty-five entries,

although taken altogether the entries were but scanty, at which

we were surprised, for the prizes were good, though the classifi-

cation was defective, as will be seen in the Hamburghs, where

the Golden-pencilled were left out altogether. The cup for

Game was awarded to a Brown Red co=k, which though good

was very deep in moult; the second, a Black Red very good,

might have occupied that position, and in the following class

the awards were considered to be bad, the second-prize pair

being by far the best. In the next class a good pen of Brown
Beds won; we think they were about the best pen in the Show,

and the second prize we should have placed on pen 519. In

Duckwings the hen in the winning pen was perfection. Messrs.

Thornton and Chaloner also showed weU. Of Silver-Grey

Dorkings there was but one entry, but there were ten of Dark-

Greys, the prizes being well placed. In Spanish the first-prize

cock was very coarse, but the hen was excellent. The second-

prize cock was fine, but the hen not equal to the first. The

third-prize pen contained a good hen. In Cochins the first and

third were Buffs, and the second White. In Brahmas the first-

prize cock was perhaps one of the best that has been exhibited,

but the hen was poor. We did not agree with the second and

third awards, which ought to have been placed on Mr. Crabtree'B

pen To know the quality of the Hamljurghs we need only

refer to the prize-list, where we find Mr. Beldon winning with

every pen, as also in Polands. In Game Bantams we found

them all Black Beds in the first class, Mr. Entwisle leading with

the best coloured pair of Black Reds that has been seen for some

time securing the second prize also, and the third well deserved

its position. In the following class Piles were first and second,

no third being awarded. There was a class for Whites with

only one entry, while no class was provided for Blacks, of

which there is always a good muster, nor for Any other colotir.

Of Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks the entries were few, but the

winners generally good.
. , ^, . . . . .

Pigeons.—There were six classes with thirty-nine entries,

Mr. Yardley winning three first prizes with good birds. In

Carriers the first was a well-known Black cock, aud second a Dun.

In Jacobins, however, the awards were badly placed. Pen 701

being by far the best in the class, and unnoticed. In the Variety-

class the first were Black Barbs, and second Ice Pigeons, and

the awards were well made ; but in Fantails the prizes ought by

all means to have been reversed. The Selling class had six

entries, the first White Turbits, second poor Ice Pigeons,

while a pair of Black Swallows ought in our opinion to have

been in the list. Turner's pens were used, and the arrange-

ments and attendance were very good.

Game -Cock -Cup and 1, C. W. Brierley, Middlelon. Manchester. 2. C.

Cha1?ner, Whilwell. Chesterteld. 3, J. Fietcher stonectougb, Manchester.

e, a. M. Julian. Hull ; J Jack»on, East Markham T'lxfoid.

dA^tE.-Black-hreasted Beds -1, J. Maion. St. John s. Worcester. 2, T.

Woods. Sco.ton. Works..p S and e, C. Chal ner, Wb. wel ,
Chesterheld.

G»ME.-Broiei. and oth.r Beds. <;rcej)(,Ctacfc6,Ya.,t«i -1. C. W. Brier ey. 2,

H. M. Julian. Hull. 3, Sales ii bentley. Crowle. c. J. W. Thornton. Bradforl^

GiMB.-Ducfcifin-Is. and otlier Greysan'imMS--l,?,a.^e3^iieai,\^y. -. '-^
W.

^^^^S''-..tf;y%]?rt?S^y.^^^.^ri^^^^^^^

'•^^fi2:^sS^^,^:^^^'P, Newark, .ij, ^ri^.-^^ Walker.

''s'irsi;.:\'j^5k'^;sr'ilr::d^hrr;rf's.'^B;,f!'G'Srrck?B;ngiey.
Bnrch & Boulter, Sheffield, c, J. Powell, Bradford.
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Cochins.—1, W. H. Crabtree, Levenshnlme, Manchester. 2, W. Whitworth,
Jan.. Longaight, ilanclieater. i, J. White, Whitley, Nethertun, WaketieiJ. c,

H. Beldun.
Brahmas.—Cup and 1. W. Whiteley, Sheffield. 2, J. F. Saiith. Sheffield. 3. T.

F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Htien's. c, W. H. crabtree ; G. Fox, Hanlield,
Wiimelow, Chtbhiro.
H.A^B(mGns.~Stlver->ipangled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. 3, Ashton & Booth,

Broadbottom. Motiram. ailver-pencilled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Ciarlie,
Doncaater. Goldtn spaiigled.—l and l, H. Beldon.
PuLANDa.—1 and '1. d. beldon. 3, A. Silvester, Sheffield.
'BiLHt/.'MA.-Jilack-hreasted and other Iteds.—Cn-p. J, aud 2, W. F. Eutwisle,

Westtield. Bradford. :j, J. R. l-lctcher. c. Sales Ot Bentley. (r/ii(e.—1, Pickies
and Whiltiiker, lireat Hey, Kdentjeld, Bury.
Game Bantams.— 1, J. h. Fletcher. 2, F. Steel, Halifax.
French Fowls —Cup, W. H. Crabtree.
Any Variety.—2, A. Cameron, Epworth ; W. Mitchell, Birkenshaw, Leeds.

c, W. Roe, Newark; E. A. Johnaon, Wath-upon-Dearae.
Guinea Fowls —1. W. H. Young, Dnffiela. 2, C. Stacey. "Wilbv. Doncaster.
Tdbkeys.— 1, J. Walker, Rochdiile. 2, Miss Jordan, Kastburn. Driffield.
DvcKn.—Ai/lenburp. — 1 and c, J. Walker, Rochdale, y, W. Siouehouse,

Whitby. Bouen.—l, W. Swann, BodlingtoD. 2, J. Walker, c, G. Feiitriss,
Kirby Moorsidi;; G. Fox, Haufield, Wilmalow. Any other variety —1, J.
Walker. 2, jvirs. Arkwright, buLton Scaradale, Chesterheld. c, G. Liddle,
Doncaster.
Geese.-I, J. White. 2, J. Walker.
Selling Class.—1. Burcb & Boulter, Sheffield (Spanish). 2, W. Whiteley,

Sheffield. 3, J. B. Hepwoitb, Beard Wood Green (Game;, c, F. B. Frank,
Doncaster (Gulden Sebright Bantams).

PIGEONS.
Cabeiebs.— 1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, J. E. CroftB, Blyth, Worksop.
Jacobins.—1, H. Yardley. 2, S. Biiinfurd, ConJsborough. c, C. Auton, York.
Antwerps.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, C. Auion.
Any other Variety.— 1, C. Auton. 2, J. E. Crofts, c, J. Skilbeck, Conlton,

Hovingham, York; ii. Yardley.
Fantails.—1, W. W. Fowler, Pontefract. 2, J. F. Loyersidge, Newark, e, H,

Yardley ; C. Auton.
Selling Class.—1, W. W. Fowler. 2 and c, J, E. Crofts.

Judge.—Mr. J. Dixon, North Park, Bradford.

THIRSK POULTEY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Agricultural Society was held at

Thirsk on June 2-llh, in a large field very pleasantly situated,
and with the exception of a drenchiag thunder-shower, which,
though atfectiug the receipt of gate-mouey in a very serious
manner, was nut at all unwelcome in the parched-up state of
the pastures in this neighbourhood, the day was a genial one.
The pens used for poultry and Pigeons were those of the Society,
made of wood on three sides, with a moveable front, and were
both convenient and comfortable. Although the privies were
but small, and in Pigeons only one in a class, yet there were
some very good birds ; and the town being well situated for the
transit of the bini^, we strongly advise the Council to recom-
mend an extended list, which will, without doubt, prove some-
thing like self-supporting.
Dorkings came first, two grand pairs of massive birds taking

the prizes. S2}a>ns]i cocks were poor, but the hens good; and
in BufiE Cochins were some very creditable specimens. Partridge
were but poor ; while only the winners in Brahmas, Dark aud
Light respectively, demand a note. Golden-spangled Hain-
burghs had. three good pens, notably the first, which were as
nearly correct as possible. Silvers were wretched; while the
Golden-pencilled had a large entry, and some good ones ; but
in Silvers only one prize was awarded. In Polands, Gulden
won both prizes, and a fair pen of Silvers was shown. Black
Hamburghs were poor as regards the cocks, but the hens were
good. Black Bantams were a large class. There were many
nice birds shown, though some were a little out of feather, the
first being very neat ; but they would have been beaten by the
second had not the cock been m the wars. A third was awarded,
and the hen in this pen was very small and pretty. Game
Bantams, with the exception of the winners, were very shabby,
and we recognised some recent winners in rather poor plight in
that respect; the first being a stylish pair of Duukwings; and
the second, though rather large, very fine in colour. In tlie

Variety class, Silver Sebrights were first, and "White-booted
second.
Both Rouen and Aylesbury Ducks were very good; while a

grandsmallpair of Blacks were shown in the next class. Turkeys
and Geese were good in size, but few in number. In the Variety
class were, first capital Cruve-Cceurs ; second Houdans, good
and perfect in combs ; while some good Silkies were highly
commended.
A class was provided for chickens, but the show being a month

earlier than heretofore they were not so well developed, but
some promising birds were to the front; Bull' Cochins being
first, Dark Dorkings second, and two nice pairs of Spanish were
very highly commended; no doubt these will be heard of again.
For Pigeons only one prize was offered, but the entries were

pretty good, the quality of the winners being quite up to the
mark. Carriers were a very equal lot. Blacks being first, and
Duns highly commended. In Pouters a pair of smart stylish
White stood first, and measured well; a good pen of Red-pied
came unpleasantly close. Tumblers were poor; but the first-

prize Red. Jacobins very good; and Fantails a grand class in all

respects. Of Trumpeters there was only one pen ; and two of

Owls, the first White English, and though good, showing a lut

of the Barb cross. Nuns fair, but some trimmed; while the
quality of Barbs was not high. Of Dragoons aud Turbits there

was but one pen each. The Variety class was very interesting,
a good handsome pair of Black Swallows winning first; Plain-
backed Ice second; while two pairs of Magpies were noticed in
the list. An able staff of attendants looked well to the comfort
of the birds, in both food and water, aud all were penned and
repacked with the greatest promptness.
DoBKiNGS.—1 and 2. J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton, he, T. P. Carver

LangtQorpe, Boroughbndge. *

Game.—1 and /ic, J. Watson, Knaresborons^h. 2, J. Robshaw, Whixley.
ypANiaH.r-if/acA:.—1 aud /w, Palliater a. Hawkins, Topciilfo. 2, H. Dale, North-

allertou.
CucHiM-CniNA.—Bu^.-l, D. & J. Ibetaon, Whitby. 2, Lady Bolton, Bedale.

he, Wells ^ SherwiD, Kipyn. c, Airs. Brown, Easmgvvoid. Partridge.—I and 2,
J. Bell, Kirki^ale, Tliirak.
BHAUMA-PooTttA.—1, Mrs. Brown. 2, G. F. Umpleby, Boroughbrid<'e. c, Mrs.

Reed. I'otto, Yarm.
HAMBUKGda.— yofrfert-s^jj-npicti—1 and 2, G. Fentrisa, M.irtou, Kirbymoor-

side. /tc, T. P. Carver, oilver-spanglcd.—l,^. Waits, Swiutou, iVJaltou. 2, C.
Holdsworth, Harrogate.
UAiiuuKGn3."t;o(</c/i-i)ert,ci//erf.—1, T. ik. G. Kidaon, Norby, Thirak. 2. J.

WebUer, Whitby, he, ij. Shipperd, Ivirbymooroide ; D. Waller, SLokt-sley ; C.
Meicalfe, South Kilvington ; J. Watson; Wella & 8hf,'rwiD(2). c, J. Robsiiaw ;
J. VVelherill, Northallerton. iiilvtr-penciUed.—\,J. Robshaw.
Hamuokghs.—/ifacA:.— i, J. Watson, u, J. Clayton, Thir.ik.
PuLANDd — 1 and s, C. Walker, Burouglibridge. he, T. NuuD, Thirak.
Bantams.-Biac/c.-1. Wells & Siierwin, hipon. 2, K. H. Asbton, Mottram.

uftc, T. P. Carver, /it;, F. bteel, Stump Crosa. Halifax ; T.P.Carver. c.J, W.
CornL-r, Whitby ; Paihster ik. Hawkina ; A. G. ilitchuli, Bishop Auckland,
Game BiNTAMS.— 1, F. Steel. 2, W. Gray, To»vlaw, Oarlmgion. he, W. C.

Dawsi-n, Whitby (2). c, J. G Bell, Ripon.
Bantams.— !r/((/c, or any ot'ier vanetii.—l.T. P. Carver. 2, J. H. Cart Wright,

Wclliu;(tou, HisUop Aucitlaiid. vkc, T.Kirk, Newsham. lui. Wells & Sherwio.
DvcKs.—Jioueit.-'l, G. Feutri-ss. •£, T. P. Carver, he, C. Graham, Aldborough,

Borougnbrmge ; T. P. Carver. Aijtt/ibury.—l and 2, T. P. Carver. Any otfter
vai icty —1, T. P. Carver. 2, Mra. Keed.
Turkeys.— 1, C. McC. Swarbr*;cli, Sowerby.
Geese.— 1 and c, J. Arruwsmith, South Kilvington. 2, Well3 & Sherwin. Ac,

W. A. Speck. Thoiuborough, Tnirak.
Guinea Fowls.-1, Weha & Sherwin.
Selling Class.-I, Paihster Oc Hawkins, 2, C. Iloldaworth. he. 3, Coopar,

Thirak; T. P. Carver.
Anv other Varietf.—1, T. p. Carver. 3, Lady Bolton (Houdans). vhe. C.

Hoidawurth iJapauese). he, Hon. W. U. Powlett, Bedale (Crevo-Coiarti). c, J.
Jlortou, Skiptou-Liu-:jw;ile 1 .Muacovy Duoks) ; C. Lickley, Kipun (Black Coclun-
Chinaj; Miaa Jdques. Hiehmond (Houilaub).
Anv VAKiETi-.—C/uc/jt^w.-1, Lady Bolton (Dark Brahmas). 2, J. White

(Coloured DorkiDgs). vkc, Pallister & HawKiua (ij; Lady tJulton (Houdans J.

he, Hou. W. O. Powlett
I
Light BraQmas); Lady Bolton (Buff dcaiDs) ; J. & '£.

Puuoder, Yarm (Black aud Ked Game), c, T. C. Taylor, lUiddiesbrougU (Golden-
pencilled HamburghsJ.

PIGEON'S.
CAnRiEEa.—1, J. Aconley. he, D. sA. Garaide, Broughton ; Wella &. Sherwin :

T. C. Taylor.
1uyiui.ii.ii.ii.—Almond.—\, Wells ti Sherwin. Any other variety.—l^ Wella and

Sherwin.
Pouters.-1, J. Aconley. he, Wells & Sherwin.
jACoitirjs.- 1, J. Aconley. c, T. C. Taylor.
Fantails.- 1, K. Wiiaou. Thirai;. y^tL.T. C. Taylor ; J. Wetherill, Northaller-

ton, he, Q. T. Bluhui, Higher Broughton ; Wella & Siierwin.
THDMi'ErE'ia.— 1, «. Wilson.
UwLs.—1, J. Aconley. he. D. M. Garside.
Nu.v-..—1, Wells ic Sherwiu. he, K. Wilaon.
Bakbs.— 1, J. Acunley. he, R. Wilaon ; Weils & Sherwiu.
TunBiTS.— 1. R. Wilaon.
Deagoo.ns.—1, Wella i Sherwin.
ANY New or UiaTiNcr Vakibty.—I and vhc. Wells & Sherwia (Swallows and

Icef. he, k\ J. Kettlewell, Sowerby (Black and White Magpie); K. Wilson
(Magpie.)

The Judge was Mr. E, Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

IPSWICH POULTRY SHOW.
Although it must be admitted that prior shows at Ipswich

have been much larger as to the number of entries, in almost
every variety the competition this year outvied all preceding
ones. The Show of last week was held, not as formerly in the
Ipswich Corn Market, but under a couple of excellent tents
in the grounds of the Lower Arboretum. This leads to a re-

mark on an arrangement that ia worthy of special note as not
only adding most materially to the comforts of the birds, but
also of everyone who viewed them. Thunder and excessive
heat marked the weather, and ilr. Jeffries, the Manager, had
very wisely provided an opening in the centre between the two
tents, wiuch, whilst acting as a shaft, insuring perfect ventila-

tion and consequent comfort, provided as efficiently against any
stress of weather from rain causing injury to the valuable col-

lection on view. The only improvement the most faatidious

could suggest was that had the pens been placed a little higher
from the ground the general effect would nave been improved.
A very great change in the prize schedule was a matter of general
congratulation. The conventional silver cups given as special
prizes were superseded by lock-stitch sewing machines, lawn
mowers, poultry coops, garden vases, and vases for table decora-
tion. Tnis change is certainly one that those who have ob-
tained large collection of cups could not fail to appreciate, as
we could refer to sideboards the owners of which, being abso-
lutely overburdened with this description of plate, speak aa
lightly as truly of the inutility of such prizes wiieu secured by
the score, or perchance the hundred.
The Buff Cochins of both sexes were unesceptionably good;

so much so, that for general good quality they have rarely been
exceeded. Lady G-wyder in the cock class took the first place
with a bird truly grand in all points, and possesoing the very
bloom of high condition, the second and third prizes being also

a very close run. Mr. Henry Lingwood's splendid Buff hen,
I however, was the recipient of the special prize in this division.
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it being the Family Favourite Sewing Machine, value £G lOs.

By the way, it has often struck us as au oversight that none of

the many sewing machines has been named "The Woman's
Friend ;" ib3 applicability few of our many fair readers would

be iocliued to question. A few entries only, but by the best of

breeders, marked the classes of Brahmas as praiseworthy. lu

the Lit^hb Brahmas Mr, Deau secured the special prize, the

Archimedean Lawn Mower, of foar-guineas value, with a capi-

tally shown cock bird. The prize birds of the Dorkings cannot

be spoken of more highly than they deserve to be, but the re-

mainder were quite out of show condition. Crcve-CoDurs stood

ahead in the classes for French fowls, many of them being of ex-

traordinary perfection. In Ga'tie fowls the disappointment was
general. This was a very unlooked-for result, as Mr. Samuel
Mathews, the noted exhibitor of Game, had with considerable

self-denial, this season expressed in the Ipswich prize schedule

hia intention of not competing for the Game prizes, which for

many years it seemed to bo a foregone conclusion would be

secured by birds from his yards. The anticipations of an im-

proved entry numerically considered were not realised, and the

absence of Mr. Mathews' Game fowls was an absolute loss of

interest to the Ipswich Show. We may here state Mr. Jeffries

also voluntarily promised not to compete in Game Bantams,
but entered two exquisitely beautiful pens for the beuetit of

sight-seers, and they quite took the shine out of the winners.

Hamburgh^, though few, were especially perfect throughout,

some of the Pencilled hens particularly so.

Strange to say, with liberal prizes offered, not a single pen of

Ducks was entered for this Show. Anything must have wou.
Where could Messrs. Fowler, Seamons, and the numerous ex-

hibitors of fancy Ducks have been, to let so perfect a " walk-

over " go by unobserved ? A suggestion here presents itself

—

that it might conduce considerably to variety, and consequent
interest, if to the heading of the special Any other variety class

of Dacks were added, " Or any other breed of ornamental water-

fowls." It would then be found, as of yore at the Newcastle
Shows, that Spoonbills, Storks, Godwits, and many of the

choicest and most beautifubplumaged varieties of foreign Geese,

would add an attraction to the Show most pleasing to visitors,

and equally paying to the managing Committees.
The PiGEo:!is were the best througbout that have been seen

in Ipswich for many years, the Carriers, Pouters, and Barbs
being of the highest cbaracter. The Variety class was a most
interesting one, a lovely Brunette being the first-prize bird,

and a very excellent Foreign Owl the second-prize. In the

Selling class a very unique pair of *' Fire Pigeons " were at the

head of the poll; which quickly changed owners, being entered

at the singularly low figure of one guinea ! The bodies of these

strange and equally beautiful Pigeons were black, the wiuga a

clear brown except the flight feathers, which were black, the

tails pure white, and each one had a small white spot at the

root of the bill, about the size of a pea, these white feathers

showing to remarkable advantage on the black ground of the

head feathers. They were shown by Miss Eeles, of Southwold.
An elegant flower vase for the best collection of Pigeons, to be

decided by points, was secured by Mr. Yardley, of Birmingham,
the winner making twenty-two points ; Mr. Metcalfe seventeen
points ; and Mr. Maynard, thirteen points.

CocHiN-r'n[?iA.— Cf/iiT/itora or Buf.~Cock.--l, Lady Gwydyr, Stoke Park,
Ipswioh. 2. S. K. Harria, St. Dav, ConiwaU. 3, Henry Lin^wood. Barkiug.
he, 3 Ev'rett. Hadleigh : Major Bigaold, Norwich; U. Feaat, Swansea, c, J.

Orton. Ipswich; Major BtgnuUl.
Cochim-Ch[>ji.—Aiui other colour.—Coch —\, Mrs, A. Williamson. Leicester.

2. R S. 8. VVood^'it^ Pi;mi)ury, Taobridiie Wells. 3, II. Feast, c H. Creawell,
Ipswi'Jh. .4H.'/ct»iotir.—Ht-H.—land Sewing MacUiDe, Henry Liotrwoofi. 2. Lady
Gwylyr. S, R. S. S. Woodgate. he, S. K. Harris; Mrs. A. WUliamaon; H.
Feaet.
Brahua PnoTRi.—Dxrfc.—Cocfc.—L Horace Lin^wood, Greeting. 2, Lady

Gwydyr. 3, Dr. .1. Holmes, Chestertieli. Hen.—I, Horace Lingwood. 2, H.
Feast. 3. Dr. J. Holmes.
Bruhma P.tOTHA.—LfVr/i'.

—

Cock.—\ and Lawn Mower. T. A. Dean, Marden,
Hereford. 2, Mrs. A- WiUiamaon. 3, P. Haines, Diss, he, M. Leuo, Markyate
Street; Mrs. A. Williadison. c. Horace LingW'»od. Ben.— I, Mrd. A. WiUiam-
Bon. 2. S. A. Denn. a, Horace Lingwood. c, H. Feast.
Dorkings.—Coch. — 1 and Tankard, Henry Linff\vood. 2, Dr. Campbell,

Brentwood. R, T. C Brimell. he, H. Feast. Hen.—i, Henry Lingwood. 2, L.
Pilkiogton, Gateau-re, Liverpool. 3 and he. J. O. Fison. Iijswich.

Fbrnch.—Cock — 1, W Outlack, Littleport. 2, W. H. Coppleaton, Lost-
withiel. 3, H. Feisit Hcti—V. W. Catlack. 2, W. H. Coppleaton. 3, E.
Laatmr, Ampthill. he, R. H. Ashton, Mottram.
Game.— 8/a;A: or Brown Red.—Coch.—i, W. Lovering, St. Austel. 2, H, R.

Sext m, Wher-tead. 3. H. E. Mardn, Fakenham.
Gaue. — Any other colour.—Cock. — 1. W. C. Phillips, Worcester. 2. C.

Goocher. Ip-iWich 3. H. K. Sexton, c, H. E. Martio. Fakenhara. Any colour.
—Hen —I nnd Sewin? Machine, C. Goojher. 2, Withheld. 3, H E. Martin.
Any Var[Etv txciipr Bantams.— I and Cnp, Mrs. A. Williamson. 2, H.

Sexton S.J. Uro-te. vVelliQgton (Minoreast. he, H. F-,nst.

Ii\ManRaai.—Gjlil or SitvLi'-penciUed.—Coek.—l and 3, No competition. 2,

W. K. T.c<ner, loswich.
Haubu <Ga'i.—Anjf other colour.—Cock.—I and PouUry Coop. W. K. Tickner.

2. S. R Harris. 3, G. Breeze, Easneye. Ware. Any colour.—Hen.— I and 3, W.
K. Tickner. 2. M. ueno. ft.!?. S. R. Harris; H. Feaat.
Sel'.imo Ci.K'iS.—Cock.—Price not to exc-'cd 31".— I and Flower Vase. Lady

Gwydyr. 2, Mtj )r Bijuol L 3, H. nVast. Tivo Hrm.—Price not to exceed ids
—1, A. A. -Seaborn. Hidlpigh (BuflF Oochin). -Z. Laiy Gwydyr. 3. Maior
Bignold (Wbit.e Cochii). lie, A. Beaamont, Ipswich. Co''h and Hen.—Price
not to exceed '> «. —1, A Beaumont. 2, H. Feast 3. Lady Gwydyr.
Gauk BavtjMS.-Cocfc.—1 and 3, G. Hall, Kenial. 2, H. R. Sexton, he,

Hon. Mrs Paget. Scoie.
GiME GastAMi.—Black or White.—Cock —1 and Cruet, R. H. Ashton. 2, C.

Reed, Oambridg'^. 3, Hon. Mrs. Paget, ho, T. W. Finch, Fulwood, Preston;
£. Uambridga, Horfield, Bristol.

Bant*m3.—He?w.—1, V. Sandford, Upper Norwood. 2, H. Feast. 3 and he,
Hen Mra. Paget.
liAsr-LH-i.—fric: not to exceed £:i 3$.—1, M. Leno. 3 and hc,\. Sandford. 3,

E. Cambridge, e, C Reed.
PIGEONS.

CARB.iEH3.Singlc Bird.— I, F. W. Meioaif-i. Cambridge. 2, R. A. Pratt, fcc,

R. Elliott, Ip8Wii!ii ; li. M. Maynard, Holincwooi. ialo of Wight; R. A. Pratt;
U. Vai'Hey, liirmmghim; b\ W. M-jtcalf; .L Jamas. Bath (2J.

PouTEKS — ^iaglr Uird —I, H. YarJlcy. 2, F. W. Metcalfe, he, C. F. Byford,
Ipswich ; F. W. MutcaUe.

tifLtiui.-^iiujlc Bird.—I, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. Baker, Spring Grove, Kow
Briiige. /ic, H. M. Maynard {2); U. Norman, Weaterheld ; d. Boreham, (Jul-

ciieater ; H. Yardley.
JicoDiss.— iiuyle Bird—I, J. Baker. 2, H. M. Maynard. he, H. Yardley.
L>ftiG toss.— siajte Bird —I, H. W. Webb, Lower Sytijuham. 2. W. V. i..ong,

TuddenUarn. he, vV. V Long; F. Harwood, Oolchejtcr; U. Yatdlty; W. i».

Riuhardaon, Welld, Somerset.
fiSCi-iLs.-Single Bird.—I, Miss Eeles, Southwoald. 2, H. Yardley. c, J. F.

LoversiJg.;.
ANY OTHER ViRiETr.— S(7i7i(J Blrd.—l and 2. H. Yardley. he. T. E Mayhew,

Ipziwich (Tingliah 0.V1); H W. Wjbb (Ice); Miss Eelej (Pigmy Pouter); A. P.
Byrotd (.iluoTarbitl; F. W. Motcalie. c, W. Brook.
SuLLiNii OLiSi.—P/-tL!(' njt tj exceed I ia.—\, M.^^'i Eeles (Fire Pigeons). 2,

C. B. Cros.s. Ipiwich (White Trumpeiers) he. W. Urook. Ipswich (Almond
Tumblers); 0. Norman. Westerfi-ilda (i.;arr'ers) ; F. W. Melcaife (White
Pouter J aud Xamblersj; J. James { Wuite Dragoous).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, as on many
previous occasioua, officiated as Jadge.

STAMFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards wore made at this Show, held June

23rd and 24th :—
Dorkings.—Cocfc.-l, R. Wood, inn., Clapton, Thrapstoa. Special and 2, Rev "

E. Bartram, Barkhampstead. Hens.—I, Rev. E. Baroram. £, R. Wojd, jun.
3, G. Waite. Cupsham, Oakham.
UoRKi.vGS (White). -Coc/c—l, C. Speed, Eston. 2, J. Robinaon, Garstang.

Hen.'!.—I, J. Kobmson. ::, U. E. Cresswjll, Early Wood, BagahJt, Sarrey. 3,

C Speed.
G*ue.—Cocfc,—Special an! 1, C. Chambers. Oakham. 2, H. Lotan, Dandle.

3, Mrd. DeacoQ, uaudle. Hens.—I, H. Lo:aa. 2, Marchioneas of Exeter
Bui-f^hley House.

GaU'-; (Rel and other dark CDlours) —Coc/.;.—1, H. Lotan, 2, E. Winwood,
Worcesti^r. 3, A. PeakiJ. ai^iliam. Heii4.—L, Mrs. jDeauou. 2, H. Lotaa. 3,

Rev. R. Hurt, Carlf»y. titamford.
tjAME (Whiti, Files, and otuar light colours).—Coc ':.-!. E. Winwood. 2, Mrs,

Deacon. 3, W. G. Paccuett, SouthWrill. Hf^ns.-l, Mrs. Deacon.
SPASisa (Blacii).- o'o'.'/c— 1, W. Nottai^e, Norchaoipcou. 2, d. W. Hallam,

Wnitwick. 3, M. Brown, Abke'.tloby, M^Uon. Hem.—i, E. WmwooJ. Special

and Z. M. Brown 3. S. W. H illam.
OuCHis-Cui.SA (Black or White).—Cocfc.—l, W. Whilworth, jun.. Loagsight*

Maui--iu^ot r. 2, A- F. Faulkner, lurapitone, 3, W. ii,mirE.m, Stimford. Hens.
—1, W. Wnitwjrtb, jun. Sptjcial aud 2, A. F. Faulkuer. c, Lidy G. Gordon,
OrtoQ Longuevill?,

^

Co his-China (Cinuamon. Buff, Partrid;^e, or anv other colour).— C7o:.'fc.—j.,H.

Yarlley, Bu-mmiiham. 2, W. H. Crabtree, Leviinsh ilme, Manchester. 3, T.

H. Turner, Sheffield. Hcns.—i, W. H. Crabtree. 2, H. Yardluy. 3, T. H.
Turner.
Brahm V PoDTRA.— Co'-'fc —1, H. Liuj^w tod. Creatintj. 2. W. Whtteley, Sheffiald.

3. W. H. Crabu-ee. Ht:ns.—i. W. H. Crabtroa. Sp.iCial and i, H. Wymau, Feter-

bjrou^h ; J. S. Clirke, Oundle.
HiMBORGUS (ijold or suver-pencilled).—Cocfc.— 1, J. Ward, Bardon Hill. 2,

J. Kobiasoa. 3, Rev G. Skip,vorLh, Oalihaui. Hcii.s.—L, H. Feast, Swansea.
Speci il and % A. F. Faulkner. 3, !. R jbiasoa.
Haubdrghs (Gold or Silver spaasielj —Cock—\,J. Robinson. 2, J. Ward.

3 H Feist. if'''£S.—l, T. H. Turner 2. H. Feast. 3. J. RoOinson.
French Fowls (\ny breed).-Coc/c— 1, W. H. Crabtfea (Un-ve-tJceir). 2, H.

Feaat. 3, J. Robmsou. Hen$.—l, vV. Cuclack, Jan., Littleport (Creve-CtBirs).

2, H. Feaat. 3. W. G. Patchect.

BiNfAas.-Coct.—Special and 1, Mrs. Deacon. 2, M. Leno, Danstable. 3, J.

Mayo, Gloucester. Heiis.—i, Mrs. Deacon, 'i, M. Leno. 3, ii. H. Ashton,

Mottram. , ., _
IJAJIE HANT4M3.— Cotrfc —1 and 2, A. Ashley. Worcester. 3. J Mayo. Hens.—

1, K. Kooksby. jun., Stamford, a, Rev. W. Fattmson, Lixioa Vicarage. 3, H,
Kew, Market Overton.
An^ other DisTt.scT Breed.-CocA;.—1, G. W. BooLhbv. Liuth (Gulden

Poland). 2, J. Foster. Ivettering. 3, M. Kew (Malaya), ift-ww.—Special and 1,

M. Kew ( Malays). 2, J. Robinsou. 3, H Fea^t.

t,'R03s BrtEDFoWLS.-CijL-A; —1, J. Lowe, Stamford. 2, M, Kew. 3, Miss S. E.

Welliiigton, Oakbam. H.'f* —1 anl Z, MarcUioness of Exeter. 3, J Lowe.
Cross-bred Fowus.—cVi(c/cef«.—Special, l, and 2, Miss E. VViugfield. Market

Overi^on. S.C.White. ,^ ,

TDRKEY9.— Cor/£ —i, E Kendrick. jun , Lichfield. 2, Marchioness of Exet er.

3. M. Kew- Hem.—1,^1 Kow. 2, E. K^ndrick.
TotiKiiYS.—Coc'fc.-'io«/t3.—L E.Keudrick. 2,M. Kew. Heiis.— lou.ng.—l, E.

K-ndrick, jun. 2. M. Kew.
Geese.- 1, H. Wbymin. 2, Mrs. Deacon.
G.JSLi.-^GS —i, Mrs. Deacon. 2. T. M. Derry, Gedney.
Ducks (White Ayleaburyj.— I, Mra. Deacon. 2, H. Whyman.
Docks ( Rouen). -1. K. Wood, jun. 2, M. Kew.

. ,„ ,

DacKd(A.uy other variety) — i aud 2, M, Leno. H, Marchioness of Eseter.

DocKLiNGS ( i.uy variety).-1, Miaa E. Wingheld. 2, T. Laxton, Stamford. 3,

Marchioness of fcixeter.
, . . -, ,^ ri

SELbiNQ Class.- Cocfc or Cockcrel.—\. C. Speed (Dorking). 2, Mrs. Deacon
(Gam^). 3, H. Lotan (Uorkin^'). Hemor Palleti.—i, Rev. J. D Peake.Lalehain

Vicarage, Chertsey. 2, A. F, J;'aula:ner. !J, C. Uandson, Stamford.

PIGEONS.
CARRtERS.—1, — S'orrar, Peterborough. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
TOUBLERS.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, J. E. l:*almer, Peterborough.
POUT-.R3.—1 ani 2, J. E. Palmer.
JACoBiJis.- 1, A. Barnef;, Stamford. 2. H. Yardley.
FA.-.TAILS.—I and2 J. F. Loversidge, Newark.

, rr it- i>

Truupetees.—1, W. Gamble, Thorpe aatchviUe, Melton. 2, J. H. \V atkina,

Hereford.
AsTwaRP3.—l and 2, W.Newman. Stamford.
ND.-4S.—1, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine Rjctory, Shrewsbury. 2, H.

Yardley.
, , ,

RocK3(Blae).—1, M. Kew. 2. Master Walton, Stamford.

ANV OTHER Variexv.—1, H. Yaroley. 2. J. E. Palmer (Owls).

CAGE BIROS. , .,, , .
Parrot (Grey).—1, — Gilbert. Stamford. 2, H Johnson, Stamford.
pARROT(Variegated|—l, A. Newbyult. Stamford. „ . ,^, -^ „
Canary —I and 2, Kui^'ht & Spencer, Arledby Sliding, Beds (Clear YeUow

Be giau and Clear Yellow Norwich).
Mui>eCanary.—1.T. Woo ey,.jun., Stamford. 2. — Rjoksby. ^^ ^ ^
LiN^jKT, GuLDFi.s-cH, OH ANt oTHtR E^^ciLisu FiNOH.—i, Knight Sl bpencar

(Goldfiuch). 2, tt. RlJok^by (Brown Linnet).

Laes.—1, E. H. George, Stamford 2, Mrd. Beaalcy, Eaaton.
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THBnsH—1. E. H. George. 2. T. Cox, Slamforl.
Dlackbibd—1, J. Griffln, Slamturd. 2, O. Toon. Stamford.
AN! FiKCV Vjrietv.—1 and 2, £. H. George (Slagpie and Jackdaw).

EABEITS.
LopEiBED,—Bucfc or Doe.—I, S. S. Ward, I'etorborough. 2, Eov.'S. Walters,

Stamford. 6
.

-

Himalayan.—Bitcfc or Doe.—I, S. Ward. 2, H. Mason.
Silvek-Ghei.—iJiicA: or Doe.—i, R. Buffham, SpaKUng. 2, A. J. Kobert3,

Hereford.
Angora.—ZJwrfc or Doe.—l and 2, M. Kew.
Any OTHER DmriNcT V&rikty.—Back or Doe.— ^. R. BufTham. 2, M. Kew.
Heaviest (Any breed).—Buffc or Doe.—l, R. Buffham. 2, Rev. S. Walters.

Judge.—Mr. John Douglas, The Aviaries, Clamb.>r, Worksop.

BOSTON rOULTKY SHOW.
- This was held on June 30th and July Isfc. We must confine
ourselves to giving the list of awards, deferring remarks on the
classes till next week.
DoifKiso.—Cocfc-l, W. Morlitt. 2. C. Wright, jun. Hen.—1, W. Morfltt. 2-

No coiopetition.
Cochin (Bufl)—Cofi.—1,W. H. Crabtree. 2, No competition. Ben.-l.W.

H. Crabtree. 2, R. L. Storey.
Cochin (Any other variety).—Cocfe—Plate and 1, W. H. Crabtree. 2, W.

Whilworth, Jan. /ic. H. Beldon. iffii.—1, W. Whitworth.jan. 2, T. M. Derry.
he, C. WUaou ; W. H. Crabtree ; H Beldon.
Brahma (Light).—Cocfc.—l, P. Haines. 2, M. Lcno. Hen —1, W. H. Crabtree.

2, P. H.iints.
BBAniiA(Uark).—Coc«:—I.J. F. Smith. 2, C. M. Waite. kc, W. H. Crabtree.

Ht'n.-l and --e, W H. Crabtree. /ir, J, F. Smith.
SPANisH(Blacli).—Coi-*:.-l,H. Beldon. 2, R. Newbitt. Hen.—1, K. Newbitt.

2, U. Bekion.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled or Pencilled),—(7ocfc.—I and 2, H. Beldon. he,

3. Ward; G. Hanson. Hen.—1,J. Smith. 2, J. Ward, lie,— Pilkington ; H.
Beldon {i) ; — Hanson.
Hamburgh (silver-spangled or Pencilled).—Coclt —Plate, 1, and 2, H. Beldon.

Hen.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Game (Blacli or Brown-breasted Reds),-Cock—Plate and 1, H. E. Martin.

2, W. Ball.jun. Hen —1. U. E. Martin. 2, No competition.
Game (Any other variety) —CocA:.—!, H.E.Martin. 2, — Staveley. Hen.—1,— Staveley. 2. W. Ball, juu.
Bantams (Game, Blacl! or Brown-breasted Reds)-- CocJr. -1, W. F. Entwi-ile.

2. J. R. Fletcher, he, W. K. Entwisle ; f. steel ; W. F. Addie. c, — Andertun.
Hen.— 1. 2. and e, W. F. Entwisle. he, W. Gariit : W. F. Addie.
BANTAMS(.4nyothervariety)—COTt.—Plate and I, J. R. FIftcher. 2, M. Leno.

he, R. H. Ashton ; C. Reed. Hen.-1, W. F. Entwisle. 2, J. K. Fletcher, he,
M. Leno.
French Fowls (Any variety) —Coc*:.-l, R. H. Ashton (French Cochin). 2,

R. A. Boissior (Houdanl. )ic. W. H. Crabtree (Crfve-Cteurl ; R. Coney (Houdan).
Hen.— 1, K. A. Boissier (Uoudan). 2, W. Cutlack, jua. (Creve-Oosur). he, W.
Cntlack, jun. (Crfve-Cujurl; W. U Crabtree (Cn-ve-Cceur) ; R. H. Ashton.
Any other Distinct VARIETV.—C'oefc.—Plate, 1, and 2. H. Beldon. he, T. A.

Wright ( Black Hamburgh). Hen.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. Ac, T. A. Wright ( Black
Hamburgh).
Local Class (Any variety).—1, J. W. Riggall. 2, Miss Saddlngton (Golden-

pencilled Uamhurgh).
SELLING Class.-I, Mts. M. A. Mason (Silver Poland). 2, J. T. Parker (Black

Spanish).
-Ducks (Aylesbury).— 1 and 2, W. Ball. jun.
Docks ( Kouen).— 1, W Dudding. 2, Mrs. M. A. Mason.
Ducks (Any other variety).- 1. M. Leno. 2, J. R. Storr.
Geese.—1, T. M. Derry. 2, — Johnson.
InBKEYS.—1, M. Kew. 2, No competition.

PIGEON NOMENCLATURE.
I HAD almost forgotten the fact that I owed Mr. Lyell several

answers relating to the above subject until looking through
some back numbers lately. The questions, however, are in some
cases unnecessary, as Mr. Lyell may find on referring to my last
communication.
A bine Pigeon of a very light shade with black bare, if possessed

of the slate shade on the head, flights, tail, &c., and a black tail
bar isa' grey" or " washed-out Blue," and a very ugly-coloured
bird to boot. If, however, it have a drab shade over the above
parts, aud a dun-tail bar, it is a " black-barred Silver." I have
seen many of these birds which sometimes possess the tail of an
ordinary blue Pigeon, and are then simply a combination of
both. That these black-barred Silvers are different all over
Irom the dun-barred Silvers I readily admit, but if the mealy
and buff birds were bred aud crossed more, the same varieties
wotild occur with them. Mr. Lyell no doubt caUs a blue Pigeon,
with a tendency to dun or brown in its bars, a " kite-barred
iilue, aud a properly black-barred Blue simply " blue." If he
will therefore be consistent he will call the two varieties of
bilver black-barred Silver " aud " Silver." Mr. Lyell can
answer his next question for himself if he will take the trouble
to inspect some Dun Carriers, that are clean and have their
liberty, in the sunlight. He will soon find that the boasted
whole colours are, if minutely examined, a myth, as the bar,
though of course almost absent, is present, and that while some
birds shoulders are of a beautiful soft even tint throughout,
others are chequered. Such birds, however, I willingly pass as

J->uns, and dub these "Dun Silvers," which are of a some-what lighter and dull shade, and have dun bars darker than
their shoulders.
And now I wish to address Mr. Lyell on the subject of the

-Uragoon. The native and natural Persian and Turkish Carriers
are described by.ildrovaudus and Bechsteiu as " russet brown "
(tluu) and 'black" respectively, " longish-faced and wattled."
inese birds having been brought to this country were in some
instances bred for curtain fancy points, and have gradually pro-
auced the Carrier of to-day. In others they were devoted to
tneir proper caUing, and when crossed with the blue Tumbler

and native Rock Pigeons, produced the three-quarter-bred Carrier
called Horseman or Heavy Dragoon, the half-bred Carrier called
Light Dragoon or Dragoon, and the quarter-bred Carrier called
Skinnum. These three sub-varieties have gradually degenerated
into a handsome Toy of various types, and the difference of

opinion amongst the breeders of the fashionable Draguon of

to-day owes its origin to the variety of sources from which their
pets have sprung. How any educated man can call the Dragoon
"Dragon," simply because the Spitalfields weavers so denomi-
nated it, I am at a loss to understand. The slightest reflection
will show Mr. Lyell that the name " Carrier," and the name of
all the varieties descended from it, with the exception of the
Skinnum or Skinner, which was bred by the weavers from the
Dragoon, which in their hands was called " Dragon," imply tha
use of a horse, as witness Carrier, Horseman, Dragoon, Pouting
Horseman, Bitter Taube, and Pigeon Cavalier. Whether the word
Skiunum be a cnrruption of " Sltinuer " I do not know, and I
shall be very pleased if anyone will enlighten me on the subject.

Dr. Chapuis described le Pigeon Camus divided into two
classes—les Caraus grands and les petits Camus. These Pigeons,
which are evidently the Heavy and Light Dragoon, were, ha
says, BO called on account of the flatness of their wattle. The
word "Camtilet" would signify the last-named, and I feel

certain that the name " Camiilet," now applied to the white-
eyed red-necked white Pigeon, whose home he designates as at

Liege, is simply a corruption of "Camtilet," and is altogether
misapplied. Dr. Chapuis describes the Pigeon of Antwerp aa

Mr. Brent does, and states that the variety found at Liege, which
I have described above, is called " the Swallow Pigeon " on
account of its great powers of flight.

Le Pigeon Cravate Franr'ais (the Owl), le Pigeon Camus, and
le Pigeon d'Anvers and de Liege produced the Smerle ; and the
fact that the Smerle is now giving place to birds which are in

some instances nearly throughout Light Dragoons, speaks
volumes for the powers of the old varieties of Horseman and
Dragoon, which are in danger of being "improved off the face

of the earth," through the indomitable desire of English
fanciers to breed the really useful races of Pigeons as Toys.
About ten or twelve years ago the Dragoons of both classes

were very plentiful in this district (Cheshire and South Lanca-
shire), and twenty, forty, and fifty miles (all their humble
patrons required of them), or in some cases one hundred or even
180 miles were passed over by them. As to good looks they
were quite as handsome as the Dragoons now shown. Now they
are " few and far between, and the Belgians, varying from the
Smerle and Antwerp to the nearly pure Dragoon, are all the
rage. If, however, the Carrier were crossed with well-tested
Skinnum-faced Belgian birds, and the produce (a tremendous
proportion of which would of course be lost) trained, and after a
few years again crossed with the Carrier; or if the heavy
Belgians were crossed with the Carrier, and their produce
treated in the same way as regards training, the Horseman and
Dragoon might be reproduced without having recourse to the
present pretty race of Toys. The fact that the Mealy-chequered
Antwerps are called "red-chequered" in the new book does not
prove it correct, any more than the fact of the birds being called
" Antwerps " makes them so. They are derived from the
Smerle and Barb, and I have seen some which, with a little

more eye wattle, if the latter were red and the eyes pearl, would
be splendid blue Barbs.

—

Turkey Quill.

Wood Pigeon and Dovecote Pigeon P.aired.—My object in
writing about this was to throw light on the meaning of the
word "scar," and certainly not to impute untruthfulness or
ignorance to " T. G. ;" and when I wrote I had "Wiltshire
Rector's " letter only before me, as I had mislaid the number
of the Journal containing the first communication on the sub-
ject, and, with " Wiltshire Rector," I was anxious to see the
matter cleared up. I may add that " T. Cf." does not quote my
concluding sentence correctly.

—

Almond Tumbler.

EE-SWALLOWING HONEY.
Whether the nectar of flowers is chemically changed in the

honey-bag or other laboratory of the bee previous to being de-
posited in cells, is a question on which different views have been
and still are held. Hunter, Bonner, Polhill, Langstroth, aud
others expressed a belief tliat it underwent no change; but
Kirby and Spence, Ecaumur, etc., maintained that it did.
At the Entomological Society's meeting in February, 1873, a

notice was communicated by Mr. F. Smith of recent researches
made by Drs. Von Schneider and Von Siebold " on artificial

honey obtained by feeding bees exclusively with malt. The
question has been raised whether the substance thus obtained
was real honey, and whether, consequently, the bee was able to
change malt sugar into honey in its stomach." Dr. Von
Schneider " arrived at the cpuclusion that the carbo-hydrates,
sucrose and dextrose, contained in the malt are actually changed
by the bee into honey sugar, and that malt honey difffrs only
from ordinary honey in wanting the specific aroma given to the
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latter by the flowers on which the beea had been p;athering."

Professor Von Siebold was also stated, when inveBti;,'atiuK the

Becretiug organs of the bee, " to have discovered three entirely

distinct and very complicated systems of salivary glands with

separate excretory ducts."

In the face of such testimony, and without clear evidence to

the contrary, it would be presumption to affirm nectar is de-

posited in combs in exactly the same condition as it is found
when gathered. But although changed in some respects, this

does not afford any ground for saying it requires to be " swal-

lowed twice" or ten times, to be converted into honey proper.

In wet unfavourable seasons honey is poor in quality, and if we
take the crude-like product of one hive and feed another with
it we shall find, on breaking up the fed hive, that the honey with
which it was supplied is still crude, and has not been perceptibly

altered by passing a second time through the receptacles of

bees.

The experiment of getting supplies direct from the fields for

inspection was tried yesterday (.June 2Ctb). A frame with empty
comb was placed over the central aperture of a stock box during

the forenoon, and removed at 2 p.m. As expected, the new
honey brought in, when jerked from the cells into a glass vase,

was found to be thin and crude, but it was the veritable article.

It was almost identical with good honey when mixed with a

third part of water. To try the effect of evaporation the new
honey was placed under the fierce rays of a burning sun. At
the end of two hours it became quite consistent, lacking in no
property save aroma. It was sweet and thick, and all that could

be desired, flavour excepted, and this admits of explanation.

But as bearing on the subject of " re-swallowing," I may men-
tion that Monday, June 1.5th, was the first storing day in my dis-

trict. At that date I had a unicomb observatory liive with stores

just exhausted. Foragers went out and brought back loads, many
of them going direct to the upper part of the comb, and putting

what they had gathered into the empty cells there. These
gatherings were carefully watched and scrutinised at intervals

both by night and day. No attempt was made to remove them
;

they remained in the cells where they were first lodged, and as

the weather proved favourable, had additions made to them
daily. I remarked that sealing did not immediately follow the
filling of the cells, and that it took place on the side of the
comb exposed to the sun's rays two days sooner than on the side

opposite. Whilst the cells remained open I also observed as

a constant occurrence a bee dip its proboscis into half a dozen
or more cells in succession, and apparently lick up the water
which, being lighter than honey, had come to the surface or
outside. The amount of water obtained in collecting honey is

greater than I imagined, and the quantity doubtless explains

why bees are not seen going in summer, as they do in spring, to

pools and marshy places for a supply. I am therefore of opinion
that " re-swallowing " is not needed for the manufacture of good
honey ; that proof of the alleged fact is wanting ; that the
specific gravity of honey tends to bring its watery particles to

the front, where they can be evaporated by the heat of the hive

or appropriated for use by the bees ; and that nectar when col-

lected only requires to have the water separated from it to

become rich consistent honey.—R. S.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR FOR JULY.
In writing a calendar one is always beset with the diflieulties

and differences of early and late seasons, as well as early and
late localities. In 1868 bees were gathering great stores from
heather on the 24th of July. Some three years after that year
the heather was just bursting into bloom about the 20th of

August. Kent, Dorset, and other southern counties of England
are much earlier than Lancashire and Cheshire, and these are
much earlier than many counties of Scotland. Last year in the
north of Aberdeenshire some of the best hives did not swarm
till July, and some of the swarms rose in weight to 70 lbs.,

80 lbs., and 100 lbs. each. The season there was favouralile for

honey-gathering; also in the Holderness district of Yorkshire
and some parts of Norfolk. In 1842, bees in Middlesex and Hert-
fordshire continued to store-up honey till the eud of September,
whereas in most seasons honey-gathering there is over by the
eud of July. Generally speaking, white clover yields honey until
the end of July, and heather up to the middle of September.

In writing this calendar the aim is to give the readers a firm
hold of principles, or, in other words, the " why and wherefore,"
rather than an enumeration of details of management, knowing
well that sound principles intelligently understood will make
them superior to all the difficuUies and exigencies of their
apiary.
Where bees are not removed to the moors swarming should

not be continued this month, and where they are annually taken
to grouse land, swarms may be taken up to the end of the first or
second week. Late swarming is objectionable for this reason,
that the young queens left in the stock hives are so many days
iu their cells, and so many days after they are hatched (about
three weeks altogether), before they begin to lay, that the honey

season ends before they have bred beea enough for winter.
Hence the desirability of preventing late swarming.
Before I come to the various modes adopted to prevent

swarming, let me call attention to the importance of examining
old stock hives before their young queens commence to lay.

Three weeks after their first swarms have left them the combs
should be free from brood. A few drone cells may have healthy
young brood in them till the twenty-fourth day, but if the
centre combs of the hive have a few cells of worker comb un-
hatched, and these cells have scooped lids, suspect foul brood.
Examine thoroughly, and if this disease exists in a hive, the
bees should be driven out of it into an empty one. All the
healthy brood has been hatched, and foul brood is an incur-
able distemper which paralyses all the activity of bees. The
seasons to examine hives for foul brood are when there is no
healthy brood in the combs—viz., three weeks after the old
queens leave the hives, and at the end of the breeding season,
say September.

Old hives and second swarms are exposed to a danger by their
queens going off on their marriage tours when they are but a
tew days old. Many of them never return. In what way they
are lost no one can tell. The swarms that thus lose their queens
are thrown into a state of wild excitement, and for some days
their loss is manifested by their paroxysms of grief and loud
lamentations. Such swarms should be furnished with queens
from other hives, otherwise they will dwindle away. When
the bees of mother hives and second swarms are seen to kill

their drones, the apiarian may know that their queens are safe

and properly fertilised. Drone-killing generally begins about
ten days after young queens have commenced to lay. The
general massacre of drones takes place at the end of the honey
season.
We now come to notice the various modes of enlarging hives

to prevent swarming. In favourable seasons for bees the hives
of early swarms and their mother hives, as well as weak stocks
that have never swarmed at all, are, generally speaking, well
filled early in July, and should then be enlarged by ekes, nadirs,

or supers. These, properly used, will prevent bees from swarm-
ing, and give them ample scope for building combs to hold both
brood and honey. In all hives meant for stock for another year,
breeding should now be promoted to the uttermost, for hives
filled with brood in July and August will be strong and populous
during next winter and spring. Now is the time to lay the
foundation of success in 187.5.

Eking is the best mode of enlarging hives where run honey
is the object sought. Straw ekes or riddle-rims about 4 inches
deep, and of the same width as the hives, placed beneath them,
make them about one-fourth larger, without any complications
whatever. Eking is the most natural and simple mode of en-
largement, and the most certain to prevent swarming. When
bee-keepers come to know that bees usually gather 6 lbs. in ekes
for every 4 lbs. in supers, eking will become more general in
England. It is practised extensively iu Scotland, where run
honey is largely consumed.
Nadiring is now well known to be the opposite of supering.

Nadiring is accomplished by placing empty hives beneath full

ones, and is adopted to secure both honey and stocks. The bees
come through the crown holes of nadirs, and fill or partly fill

these with combs, carrying most of the honey into the upper
hives. At the end of the season the bees are driven below
from the upper hives, which are put down for run honey.
Amongst amateurs, stipering is the moat popular mode of en-

larging hives. Pure honeycomb is the suminiun honujn in bee-
keeping to many people. Some letters on the art of supering
appeared in this Journal last autumn. They compassed the
whole subject, and might be read again at this season of super-
ing with permanent advantage.

Supers of various sizes are made of wood, straw, and glass.

Wood and straw supers are cheaper and more convenient than
glass. When glass ones are used they should be covered thickly
with wool or other materials. A hive or box fitted over a glass
super is not enough. Whichever kind is used, and whenever
used, the bees should be tempted to enter them at once, and
commence work. A bit of guide comb in the top of every super,
and a wood ladder to it, will enable the bees to reach the top
easily. It should be borne in mind that supers do not always
prevent swarming, and often iu the hands of inexperienced
people they do not even hinder it. Many swarms are lost and
hives injured by ineffectual attempts at supering. Drone combs
should be used as guides in supers; and all traffic between
them and the outside world should be made through the hives
on which they are placed—no doorway but one. Only the house-
maids with clean feet and pure honey should enter supers. As
soon as supers are filled they should be taken off, and empty
ones put on. In bar-frame hives the bars of comb filled with
honey should be removed, and empty ones put in their places.

Late swarms should be well attended to during the first ten
days of their separate existence. Special attention and kindness
to them are amply rewarded. A few half-pounds of sugar given
at this time enable the bees to buiid comb rapidly, and as rapidly
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fill it with brood. This brancb of bee-management is less under-

stood and attended to than many others. It is of the greatest

possible importance to the bee-master to keep his swarms in a

state of progress. For a little outlay in sugar he will receive in

return " good measure pressed down, and running over." In
June and July, swarms have a passion for comb-building and
hatching brood. The sooner hives are filled with combs and
brood the better, for early swarms, ekes, nadirs, and supers are

frequently required. Three or four years ago my best swarms
filled large hives and supers of 30 lbs. each afterwards.

By the end of this month many bee-keepers will be making
arrangements for taking their industrious servants to the moors.

The first journey to beginners is often a sad one; combs are

shaken down, and the bees smothered. Amongst "The Private

Thoughts " of an excellent clergyman, the Rev. Thomas Adams,
we find one touching the loss of a cow which died ; he wrote

these words, "This morning I am a cow poorer but a thought
richer." Of how many bee-keepers on their return journey may
it be truly said, " They are some hives poorer but a thought
richer." All such disasters would be avoided if cross-sticks in

hives were used, and thorough ventilation secured. The doors

and crown holes should be covered with fly-proof wire, and the

hives securely nailed to their boards. Hives thus fastened will

travel by road or rail one hundred mQes without injury or the

loss of a bee.

The harvests of honey gathered on the moors are often very

great. Strong hives have been brought home 50 lbs., 60 lbs.,

and 70 lbs. heavier than when taken ; but the wear and tear of

such work destroys bee-life to a lamentable extent. We have
taken hives with 10 lbs. of bees in them, and with brood from side

to side, to the moors ; and after gathering 50 lbs. each, they have
come home with less than 3 lbs. of bees. Forty thousand or

fifty thousand bees per hive have been lost on the lieather. How
can such an enormous loss of bees be accounted for ? Well,

when honey is in the flower bees will have it, will risk their

lives to get it. In August hives become stored with honey, the

space for brood is contracted, less work and fewer bees at home,
more outdoors wearing out their lives with hard labour, and
exposing themselves to sudden showers which frequently bring

them to the ground by thousands. Thus they perish on the

altar of their own industry. Some seasons are not so hurtfal to

hives as others. Mild weather and moderate work are not so

destructive to bees ; but the hives that are not taken to the

moors are, generally speaking, fuller of bees and better for

stocks than those that have been there; besides, heather honey
increases the mortality of bees during winter; clover honey is

more healthful.—A. Pettigbew, Sale, Cheshire.

QUEEN BREEDING IN SUPERS.
Last autumn one of your correspondents in the north wrote

you advising the use of perforated zinc with holes three-eighths

of an inch wide between stock hives and supers to prevent the

queen bee breeding in the latter. He kindly sent me a pattern

of the zinc, and I promised to let him know how it answered
with me, but I was taken ill and unable to try it. I am now
fitting it to my new frame hives, and should be glad to hear the

experience of any of your correspondents who may have tried

it, and if there are any objections to its use. I lost a fine super

of honey, taken 4th of June, for want of some such preventive

of the queen breeding in supers.—A YouN« Apiabun.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry House (Jrisk Suiscrilcr)—The space you name (13 feet by 15'

•would accommodate twenty fowls if they have an unlimited run outside, or Lf

they have a large one. Ihere lA plenty of space and air for that number,
especially as the house can be ventilated under the roof. If, however, the

outside run is limited and confined in space, not more than eight or ten

fowls can be kept in such a h<iuse. They use it in the daytime much more
than they would if they were able to roam at will. The word " unlimited," as

applied to a fowls' run, is f-o significant and so suggestive of space, that we
will say we should not consider fowls confined if they had one or two acres to

run over, especially if the surface of the ground be a broken one, covered

with grass and shrubs. To fit up your bouse, the door should be in one

comer; the perches should be within 24 inches of the ground, aud runnmg
from side to side of the house, protected from draught by being put away
from the door. The flooring must be of earth. It may be hardened by chalk

mixed with it; this enables it to be swept with a birch or other hard broom.

It should slant from the back every way to the door. The floor should be at

leastGiuchts higher than the ground on which the house stands. There
should be windows for light and air. If glazed, they should be made to open

;

if made of wirework they should have shutters. They require to be open in

summer, closed in winter. Glass is best.

Ground Oats —TbesoiLple of ground oats you have sent is very good.

Tt is such as is used for pjultry in the great rearing districts (f Sussex. If

you refer to our poultry advertisements you will see where the article is to be

Irad and the terms.
UNiiiNO Bees by Smoking {A Constant Reader).— It is rather surpris-

ing to bear of bees bemg unaffected by smoke from both fustian and puif

bail. We have never found any that could not he mastered by such 8m..ke,

and cannot suggest any rt-ason why your neighbour's bees were not subdued
like your own. Perhaps some comb or hindrance at the door prevented the

smoke from enteriog the liive, the bets of which were furious. On one

occasion we asked a young man to smoke a hive which we were about to

swarm artificially. He apparently did so, but on tuming-up the hive tlis
bees rose like a cloud iu our face and stung very severely. The smoke
had not entered the hive. When the infuriate bees had settled we took the
smokiug fustian m our own hands, subdued the bees, and swarmed theia
quietly enough.
Bkivi.vo Bees (Obliged Subscriber).—U the old st-ick hive has honey

enough iu it to make it worth while to obtain it, we drive the bees out on the
twenty-first day from swarmiug, whether a second swarm has issued or not.
If second swarms have been had, the turn-outs will form smaller swarms,
and should be put iu smaller hives. The combs will be without brood three
weeks after artificial swarming.
bWAHM Desekti.vo its Htve (Hem).—The large artificial swarm that

remained only tveuty -four hours in the hive probably had a queeu, and re-
turned to the old hive from caprice. Sometimes swarms are whimsical, and
act in a very unaccountable manner. They leave their hives and gladly
accept fresh ones. Oue swarm of ours was hived in three different new hivea.
It left them all. In your cave the queen may have been injured and lost.
But drive again if the queen be living, no harm has been done. The oue
hundred bees that continue in the 20-inch hive were young ones just hatched
when driven-up with the swarm. They did not know the way back, and had
not sense or power to follow the swarm.

METEOBOLOOICAL OBSEKVATIONS,
Cauobm Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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ine these in May ard Jnne we have another excellent kind of
bolder type in Soilla peruviana, with fine bine spikes a foot in
heit;bt.

The Grape Hyacinth (Mnscari botryoidee) answers well in
mixed borders, the singular flower-spikes telling well among
others. The compact Maacari botryoides, with its white variety
the Large Mask Hyacinth (Muscari moschatum majns), and
the familiar old Feather Hyacinth (Musoari monstrosum), are
most worth growing.

& re I must pause till another week, when I hope to proceed
with my selection, the chief difficulty being not to obtain
materials, but to restrict the list as I have done hitherto, and
yet not to omit any really choice kinds ; for Nature has been
BO lavish of her vernal treasures, that while taking those we
regard as the best, we cannot fail to regret the necessity which
compels us to leave many others " out in the cold."

—

Edward
LCCZHUKST.

MIDLAND COUNTIES HOETICULTUEAL
EXHIBITION.
July 7th to 10th.

The Eoyal Horticultural Society's Provincial Show held in
Aston Park two years ago seems to have made a lasting im-
prespion on the minds of the good people of Birmingham (well
it might in one sense, for the downpours on that occasion were
something to be remembered), and to have made them desirous
of again having a horticultural show on a grand scale ; and
this they have secured through the energy of the enterpriting
proprietor of the Lower Grounds, Mr. Quilter, who has in his
spirited undertaking received an amount of support from hor-
ticulturists that even the most sanguine private individual
could scarcely have anticipated. The position and character
of the grounds have been noticed from time to time in our
pages, and the general arrangements of the Show were given
at considerable length in our last week's number; it only re-

mains to say that, instead of staging, turf banks are raised in
the plant tents—in the long one next the winter garden, along
the sides of a serpentine walk, with a circle in the middle ; in
the tent for large specimens round the sides, with a large oval
centre. Although the Show is not equal to that held under
the auspices of the Eoyal Horticultural Society two years ago
at Birmingham, and last year at Bath, it may fairly be said
that as regards the present one it has proved a worthy attempt
to supply the place of such a show. Unlike the former great
Show at Birmingham, this has been hitherto favoured with the
finest of July weather, and from the large attendance on the
first day we imagine it will prove a financial success. We will

now proceed to details, to some of which, however, and to the
horticultural appliances, we shall return next week.

Stove and Greenhouse Pla.nts in Flower.—As a rule, those
intended for exhibition are at the height of their beauty in May
and the early part of June, showing then a freshness aijd in-

teneifcy of colour which they seldom present later in the season,
and accordingly one does not expect in July so severe a com-
petition as in those months; but even with the encouragement
of prizesof £25, £18, and i'12, and a twenty five-gaiuea silver cup
in addition, there are only three collections of sixteen. In the
other classes we felt likewise disappointed at the small number of
pronpa. lu Class 1, for sixteen, Messrs. E. Cole it Sons, Witbing-
ton, Manchester, are a long way ahead with a magnificent speci-
men of Ixora coccinea, Allamanda nobilis, very fine; Erica
metulfeflora bicolor, 3^ feet in diameter; Apheiexis humilis
rosea, 4 feet in diameter, and in splendid bloom; Statice pro-
fusa; Erica Candolleana, large and in excellent bloom; Azalea
Chelsoni ; a plant of Erica Cavendishii over 5 feet in diameter

;

Dipladenia amabilis with a profusion of its large rosy crimson
blooms; Pboeciocomaprolifera, beautifully fresh ; Dracophjllum
gracile, email; Azalea Brilliant, 5 feet high and in fine bloom

;

Allamanda grandiflora, with smuU flowers but an abundance of
them; Statice imbricata, fins ; Erica Parmentieriana rosea, and
an excellent specimen of Ixora Colei, wi'h numerous heads of
white flowers. Mr. J. Cypher, Queen's Road Nurt-ery, Chelten-
ham, has smaller specimens but very well bloomed, the be^t being
Ixora javaoica fioribunda, Dipladenia amabilis, KalosEutbes
C( ccinea, Eucbaris amazonica, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Alla-
manda Hendersoni, Ixora amboynensis and coccinea, and Phoe-
Docoma prolifera Bameeii. The only other competitor is Mr.
J. E. Match, gardener to J. O. Bacchus, Esq , Norwood House,
Leamington, who has a collection in which are excellent speci-
mens from 2 to 4 feet high of Rhynchospermum jasminoides,
Dracophjllum gracile, Dipladenia amabilis, fine ; Clerodendron
Bblfourianum, Franciscea calycina major, and Hoya carnosa,
which, however, from the pendulous character of its flower-
heads, beautifal though they are, is not an efifective exhibition

plant. The first prize and the silver cup were awarded to
Messrs. Cole, the second to Mr. Cypher, and the third to Mr.
March.
In Class 2, for nurserymen (ten plants), Mr. Perkins, Leaming-

ton, has a remarkably fine plant of Statico profasa, Allamanda
Hendersoni bearing an abundance of large flowers. Cassia corym-
bosa in splendid blnom, Vinca oculata, Kalosanthes coccinea,
and Pancratium maritimum. Mr. Cypher sends Allamanda
nobilis, fine ; Hsemanthus magnifica with ten of its orange-
scarlet heads, Dipladenia amoena, and Ixoras. Messrs. Cole,
however, have the best collection, the plants well grown, and
for the most part in splendid bloom. Allamanda Hendersoni,
Apheiexis macrantha purpurea and rosea. Erica Parmentieriana
rosea, and Azalea Brilliant are the most noteworthy. Messrs,
Cole are first, Mr. Perkins second, and Mr. Cypher third. In
the corresponding class for amateurs Mr. W. Chapman, gardener
to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesvard Park, Rngeley, is first with
splendid specimens of Clerodendron Balfourianum, Erica Par-
mentieriana rosea, Sta'ice profusa. Erica Candolleana, Phoeno-
coma prolifera, Ixora javanica, and Anthurium Scherzerianum,
Mr. E. Chadwick, gardener to C. Nelson, Esq., Crackley Hill,

Kenilworth, is second with, among others, good specimens of
Dipladenia amabilis and Allamanda Hendersoni.
The best single specimens of stove plants exclusive of Orchids

are Dipladenia amabilis, exhibited by Messrs. E. Cole & Sons,
covered with a rich profusion of its splendid flowers, and form-
ing one of the most brilliant objects in the Exhibition ; and
Stephanotis floribunda from Mr. J. Webb, gardener to J. Gtilson,
Esq., Stoke, Coventry. This, like the other, is remarkable for
its health and abundant bloom. Equal first prizes wereawarded;
the second going to Mr. B. S. Williams, of HoUoway, for a fine
Anthurium Scherzerianum. The best specimen greenhouse

I
plant comes from Mr. B. S. Williams, of HoUoway, and is a good

I

specimen of Phceoocoma prolifera about 3 feet in diameter.
Mr. Parker, nurseryman, Rugby, is second with Statice profusa;
and Mr. Chadwick, gardener to C. Nelson, Esq., third.

I Fine FOLiAGED Pl.vnts.—There is a liberal display of these,
though in many cases the plants are by no means remarkable
for size. In the nurserymen's class for nine, Messrs. Cole & Sons

' are first with grand specimens of Pbormium tenax variegatum;
Cycas revoluta, with a spread of fully 10 feet ; Croton pictum,
Dasylirion gracile, Cocos Weddeliana, probably the finest speci-
men in the country ; Eurya latifolia variegata, Croton variegatum,
Tucca aloifolia variegata, Cyatbea dealbata. Mr. B. S. Williams,
of HoUoway, who is second, has in his collection a noblo speci-
men of Livistona borboni* a, Croton longifolium and pictum,
both very fine specimens; ma^jnificent plants of Gleichenia spe-
luncas; the Bird's-nest Fern, about 7 feet across; a large plant of
Sarracenia flava ; and a fine spe< imen of Dasylirion acrotrichum.
An extra prize was awarded to Messrs. Felton & Son, Edgbaston,
for a group in which there is a charming plant of that beauti-
ful Fern, Todea superba. Mr. W. E. Dixon, Norwood Nursery,
Beverley, also takes an extra prize ; and one was likewise awarded
to Mr. E. Pilgrim, of Cheltenham, for a good group in which
Encephalartos villosus is especially noticeable. In the amateurs'
class for the same number a group is shown by Mr. Brown,
gardener to Mrs. Alston, Elmdon Hall, who has good specimens
of Maranta Veitchii, Alocasia Lowii, Croton intermptum, &c.
Another group, consisting of large specimens, comes from Mr.
Foster, gardener to E. Greaves, Esq., Avonside, Warwick, who
has Cycas revoluta, Alocasia intermedia, Crotons, Areca Ver-
pchafFelti, Stevensonia grandifolia, and an excellent example of
Encephalartos villosus. From T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., Howick
House, Preston, comes the first-prize group, Mr. Foster being
second ; in this Croton undulatum is specially striking by the
richness of its colouring: Gleichenia spelunca?, Cyatbea Dregei,
Cocos Weddeliana, and Dasylirion gracile are also noteworthy.
Mr. Brown takes the third prize. la the nurserymen's class for
six both Mr. \\ illiams and Messrs. Cole contribute ; the former
sending fine specimens of Croton Weismanni and interruptum,
Cordyline indivi.^a, Pandanus Veitchii, and Latania borbonica,
Mr. Cypher likewii-e sends a group. Among amateurs, prizes
were awarded to Mr. J. March, gardener to J. O. Bacchus, Esq.,
and Mr. Brown, Elmdon Hall Gardens.

Prizes were offered for the best single specimens of fine-

fnliaged plants. The first went to Mr. Heath, CoUege Nursery,
Cheltenham, for a noble plant of Cycas revoluta; the second to

Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, for

Pandanus Veitchii, Cissas discolor being third. The best six
Draca;nas come from Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Alston, Elm-
don Hall, and include good examples of D. ferrea, Shepherdi,
regiiiffi, and Mooreana. For the best specimen Croton Messrs.
Cole are first with a well-coloured example of C. angustifolium ;

Mr. Heath, Cheltenham, second with C. variegatum pictum;
and Mr. Chapman, Hawkesjard Park, third with a fine bushy
specimen of C. variegatum.

Ferns and Lycopods.—Ferns are numerously shown, stove
and greenhouse species in particular being well represented.
Of the latter, in the nurserymen's class for eight, Mr. Williams,
of HoUoway, is first with a group in which are fine specimenB
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of Thamnopteris aiSas, Gleichenia rupeatria aud flabellata,

Cibotium regale, and Adiantum farleyense. Mr. Cypher, of

Chelteubam, is second with Cibotium regale and priaoeps, Arti-

antum farleyense, aud others. In the amateurs' class, T. M.
Shuttleworth, Esq., Howick House, Preston, is first with very

fine examples of Leucostegia immersa, Gleichenia rupeatris

and flabellata, Adiantum farleyense, and good plants of Cyathea
Smithii, C. dealbata, and Dickaouia fibrosa. Mr. Coleman,
gardener to W. Baylias, Esq , Walsall, is third. For single

specimens of tree Ferns there are two classes, one for nursery-

men and the other for amateurs. The best in the nurserymen's
class is a grand ppecimeu of Dicksonia antarctica, shown by Mr.
Williams, occupying the centre of the circle in which Messrs.

Jackman'a group of Clematis is placed. Mr. Vertegans, Chad
Valley Nurseries, is third. The best specimen in the amateurs'

clasa ia also Dicksonia antarctica from Mr. Jones, gardener to

C. E. Matthews, E»q.,Edgbaston. Mr. Williams likewise sends

the best apecimen stove or greenhouse Fern, Adiautnma being
excluded, in Cyathea Burkei with a G feet stem. Mr. Parker,

of Rugby, ia second. Of specimen Adiantums there are fine

plants of farleyense from Messrs. Cypher, Williams, and Cole

and Sons.
Lycopoda are few and disappointed us, though well grown.

Mr. Webb, gardener to J. Gulsou, Esq., Stoke, Coventry, is first.

The second prize goes to Mr. E. AUan-Moseley, and the third

to Mr. W. Jones.
In the class for twelve hardy Ferns, J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq.,

Woodfield, Moseley, Birmingham, is first with tine well-grown
specimens of Athyrium Filix-fcemioa torto-cristatum, coro-

natam, apnaeforme, Elworthii, and Pritcnardii, Osmunda regalia

criatata, Polystichum angulare cristatum Jacksoni, aud Lastrea
Filix-mas grandiceps. He also exhibits numerous collections

of new aud rare British Ferns. Mr. E. Pilgrim, nurseryman,
Cheltenham, who is second, has among others a fine case of

Trichomaues radicans. Messrs. Ivery & Sons, of Dorking, »re

third.

Palms.—The most noteworthy in the class tor six, size of pot
not limited, are those from Mr. Williams, comprising noble
examples of Livistona borbonica, Chamaerops Fortunei, Steven-
sonia grandifolia, Areca lutescens, and a fine plant of Cocos
Weddeliana. Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Ham-
imersmith, comes second with good specimens of Dremonoropa
palembanicus and periacanthus, Areca rubra, and Calamus fissus.

Mr. Pilgrim, of Cheltenham, has among others Welfia regia,

very effective by its red young fronds. Mr. J. March, gardener
to J. 0. Bacchus, Esq., is third. Palms in small pots suitable

for the dinner table are well shown. Messrs. Felton have a
pretty group. Cocos Weddeliana and Dsemonorops marginatus
are truly graceful. Mr. B. S. Williams and Mr. J. Cypher also

compete.
PiTCHEB Plants, including Sarraceniaa—The show of these ia

more numerous than could have been expected, and very good.
T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq , is foremost for three—Nepenthes
Hookeri and Rafflfsiana finely pitchered, and an nnnamed
Sarracenia. Mr. Williams comes second with Nepenthes phyl-
lamphora, and Sarracenia flava and purpurea. He is also first for
the best specimen with Nepenthes Rafflesiana with seventeen
large pitchers, and Mr. Shuttleworth is second with Sarracenia
Drummondia alba, past.
Heaths, with the exception of the single specimens, are very

poor. The first prizes in the nurserymen's and amateurs' classes
go to Mr. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, aud Mr. W. Chap-
man, of Hawkesyard Park. For single specimens Messrs. Cole
are first with a splendid plant of Erica venosa some 3.^ feet in
diameter, and Mr. Williams second with Erica obbata as large,

bnt not so full of bloom. Mr. J. Foster, gardener to E. Greaves,
Esq., Avonside, Warwick, is third. Mr. Cox, Madrestield Court,
has a large well-bloomed plant of Erica tricolor Wilsoni.
Orchids.—There is not a large show of these, but those from

Mr. Williams are such as well maintain his reputation as an
exhibitor of these plauts. He is first in the open class for ten,
and also in the nurserymen's class for six (Mr. Dixon, Beverley,
being second), with splendid plants of Anguloa Clowesii, fine
pans of Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Vanda tricolor in
several varieties, Laclia purpurata, Aerides odoratum majus,
afilue, superbum, and Lobbi; Disa grandiflora, Cyrtochilum
Btellatum with a score of spikes, Vanda suavis, and a pot of
Epidendrum vitelliuum. Mr. Mitchell, gardener to Dr. Ains-
worth, Broughton, Manchester, has Cattleya Mendelii, fine

;

Odontoglossum Schleiperianum with nine large pale yellow
flowers, O. grande, Vanda suavis, and others, ilr. Mitchell is

first in the amateurs' class for six, whilst Mr. Williams sends as
the best specimen Orchid a magnificent plant of Aerides odoratum
majus with twenty-three racemes.

Clem-itis.—There are only two groups worthy of note. That
from Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, is literally and truly a centre
of attraction, occupying as it does a circle in the centre of the
tent by the side of the conservatory, aud the plants themselves
proving inoontestably what grand effects the new varieties are
Capable of producing both indoors and out. The group consists

of Jaokmanni, magnifica, Mrs. James Bateman, remarkably fine

;

lanuginosa nivea aud Candida, Thomas Moore, Lady BoviU,
Alexandra, Rubra grandiflora. Rubella, and Lady Carolina
Nevill. These are trained nearly in a cylindrical form, aud
some of the plants are so covered with flowers that but little of

the foliage is to be seen. Mr. Vertegans is second.
FncHSiAS.—The best four come from Mr. W. Cox, gardener to

Earl Beauchamp, Madresfield Court, and consist of nicely-

bloomed plants about 4 feet high, consisting of Victor, double,
dark corolla; Maid of Honour, white corolla, scarlet sepals;
Marginata, white sepals ; and MarksHian, double, dark corolla.

Mrs. Brow'n, North Street, Rugby, is second. The first-prize col-

lection of nine is also well flowered, especially Rose of Castille,

Senator, Puritani, and Roderick Dhu. We could not ascertain the
exhibitor's name, as indeed those of several others. The second
prize went to taller plants, but not ao well flowered, from Mr,
Harborne, of Smethwick; and the third to Mr. Coleman, gar-

dener to W. Baylias, Esq., Walsall.
Pel.ibgoniums.—Of the Show kinds Mr. Turner, of Slough,

has a beautiful collection of twenty of not less than twelve va-

rieties. The plants, of course, in such a class are not expected
to be of the great dimensions of those shown in classes where a
less number of plauts is required, but these are of good size,

aud in fine bloom. The best in this respect are Scottish Chief-

tain, Achievement, Ruth, Warrior, Blue Boy, Conquest, Suuray,
Protector, Corsair, and Highland Lassie. A first prize was
awarded ; and Mr. Turner is also first for nine, with Blue Bell,

W. Bull, Mary Hoyle, Prince of Prussia, Rosicrueian, Prince
Leopold, Pericles, King Charles, and Conquest. Mr. Quarter-
man, gardener to T. Gladstone, Esq., and Mr. J. E. March take

the remaining prizes. Mr. Turner is also first for six, and Mr.
Quar*erman second. In Fancies the prizes go to the last named,
Mr. Turner, and Mr. H. Coleman, but the specimens are by ao
means noteworthy.

In nine Zonal Pelargoniums Mr. March, gardener to J. O.
Bacchus, E'iq , stands first with finely-bloomed well-grown
plants of Clipper, Blue Bell, Virgo Marie, Rebecca, Rosa-
mond. President Reviel, Madame Vaucher, and Amelina Griaan.

Mr. Cox, Madresfield Court, is second with Vesuvius, La
Fontaine, Oscar, and others in fine bloom; aud Mr. Quarter-

man is third. The beat six double Pelargoniums come from Mr.
Parker, Eugby, and consist of beautifully-bloomed specimens of

Marie Lemoine, Madame Lemoine, Gloire de Nancy, Victor

Lemoine, Marie Crousse, and W. Pfitzer. The first piize for

Bronze Pelargoniums goea to Mr. R. Allen ; the second to Mr.

J. Newton, Rose Cottage, Shirley. Tricolora are finer than we
have ever seen them in London. Mr. E. Ford, Baginton Hall,

Coventry, has six splendid specimens. Gem of Tricolora in hia

collection is a glorious plant ; so is Jock o' Hazeldean in the

second prize lot, which comes from Mr. J. E. March, of Norwood
House, Leamiugton.
Succulents —For a collection of twenty-five Mr. J. Croucher

is first, and exhibits some pretty specimens of Hawortbia
papillosa, H. coralUna, H. pentagona, Stapelias, Aloes, &c. Mr.
Pfersdorff, 73, South Row, Kensal New Town, is second.

Cacti.—For a collection of twenty-five Cacti Mr. J. Croucher
is again first, and most curious and interesting are the specimens
he exhibits—Mammillaria bicolor cristata, M Wildiana, M.
Shiedeana, M. Muhlenfortii, a perfect ball of regularly-placed

spines. Altogether he has ten species of Mammillaria, four of

Pilocereus, nine of Echinocactus, and Cereus chilenaia. Mr.
Pfersdorff is second. Mr. Croucher also exhibits Echeveria
Peacockii; it is in the way of E. pulverulenta ; but the glaucous

leaves retain the white coating much better, aud the whole plant

is neater in appearance ; a first-class certificate is given to it.

Agaves.—For groups of Agaves, Mr. Croucher is again first,

and Mr. Pfersdorff is second; a third prize goes to Mr. E.
Pilgrim.
Miscellaneous.—Of new plants Messrs. Veitch contribute a

very extensive and fine collection, in which are included most
of the plants sent out by the firm of late years, as well as some
of their latest novelties. Among them may be mentioned Croton
Toungii and other new species; Adiantum Zahnii, Oucidium
stelligerum, Anthurium crystallinum, Adiantum Zahnii, new
Pitcher-plants, Gloxinias, &c. Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, alao

sends a numerous group. Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot,

contribute a basketful of a pretty golden variegated Yew, Taxua
fastigiata aurea. To new plants, as well as to some other sub-

jects, we shall advert next week. Mr. Vertegans, of the Chad
Valley Nurseries, Birmingham, and Promenade Gardens, Mal-

vern, contributes two nicely-arranged groups not for competi-

tion, composed of Lilium auratum. Palms, and a variety of fine-

foliaged plauts. These are placed at each end of the Rose tent,

and near them Metsrs. Dick RadcUffe & Co. exhibit Fern cases,

&c., in variety.

CUT FLOWERS.

Having attended most of the Rose shows this season, begin-

ning with the Crystal Palace on Jane 22ud, and ending now
with Birmingham on July 9f.h, 1 have no hesitation in saying

that the one now being held at the Grounds, Lower Aston, under
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Mr. Qailter's auBpioes, is the very best that hag been held this
year. Yet when this is said it must be borne iu miu.l that this
i-t not a Rose year. Tbat there are many moat beautiful flowers
»tat<ed i-i trun, but that many of our exiiibits are not up to the
mark, aud mmy of our growers uowbere, are fac^s patent to
aiivboily; and I may just instance two cases that have come
umler my o*n cngnibauce. Miat of us know how excellently
Mr J.N Baktr, of H«avitree, Exeter, has shown for many years,
ami what a prominent place he has held in the prize lists. I

Baw his garden last week, and a more sad example of blighted
b'lpee aud blighted R jses I never saw. Not even Mitis Jemima,
who was crossed in love in her early days, and looks ever after-

wards as if she were a cruet of super-refined vinegar, could excel
it. When I say that hundreds upon huudreda of Buses were
literally dead and dying, and that the whole space devoted to

them was only here a:>id there relieved by some good plants on
the Beedliug Briar, I am bearing a correct testimony and giving
some idea of what a spring of sharp froats aud violeut winds
will do. Then there is the case of our valiant friend Keynes, of

SaliRhury, the veteran conqueror in many a hard-fought field.

"VVe have all complained of want of rain, but Salisbury seems
CBpecially to have been left unwatered, aud for three months
bArdly a drop of rain fell. It may then be wondered at, taking
into account the other disturbing elements of the season, that
be should have been able to exViihit at all ; aud hence it happens
that many, very many Boses, although fiue are not in their true
cljaracter—wautiug, if I may so say, in that refinement which
is one great charm in the Rose.

BosBS —And now to the show of Roses. For the first prize,

th" C'lallenge vase and a prize of .£10, there are eight entries,
and after a long and laboritius investigation by the Judges, the
fir«t prize is awarded to Messrs. Paul & Sou, of the Gheshunt
Nurseries, his box of seventy-two coutamiug some very fine
blooms. Aud here let me say I do not intend to give complete
lista, as T think this is unnecessary, but shall merely notice
those which most struck me, amongst which were Baron Haus-
maun, M-irquise de Castellane, La France, Dr. Audr6, Mous.
Noinan, Muns. Boncenne, dark; Ferdinand de Lesseps, which I

have ween very good this year; Henry Leslie, a very pretty
peedling ; Smvenir d'Elise Vardon, exquiwite ; Madame Thereae
Level; Louis Van Houtte, a grand bloom ; Catherine Mermet,
very tieautiful ; Alfred Colomb, Horace Veruet, Beauty of

Wrtltham, and Wilson Sauuders, another seedling iu the way of
Charles L^-febvre. Mr. B. Cant, of Colchester, is a good second,
running Messrs. Paul very close. Marfiuhal Niel, Marie Bau-
mann, Niphetos, Due de Wellington, Erienue Levet are cou-
8[iicnou3 in his stand. Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, is third with
J'-an Susy, a remarkably fine flower very little known ; Julie
To'ivais, Marie Baumaun, Niphetos, Madame G. Schwartz,
Duke of Edinburgh, and Madame V. Verdier. Mr. Charles
Turner is fourth.

In the class for forty-eight, three tmsseB of each, Messrs. Paul
and Son are again first. Here again Baron Hausmann, Edenne
Levet, Marie Baumann, La France, Mous. Noman are very
fine; and so in the second stand, Mr. Cranston's, are Jean
Cherpin, beautiful in colour; Claude Million, Perle de Lyou,
Maurice Bernardin, and John Hopper. In the third, which iw

creditably won by Mr. J. Keynes, are Claude Levet, very good if

full enough ; Devoniensis, Xavier Olibo, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier.
Mr. Turner, of Slougb, is an excellent fourth.

In the class for twenty-four, Hybrid Ferpetuals only, Messrs.
Paul &, Son are again firat, Mr. Cant secmd, Mr. Prince, of
Oxford, third, and Mr. Perkins fourth. In the class for twenty-
fuur single blooms Mr. James Merryweatber is first, Mr. Cant
Becond, Mr. Prince, of Oxford, third, and Mr. Turner fourth.

Amateurs come out very strongly, and I am not quite sure
•whether the box of forty-eights which wins the challenge cup
for amatenrsis not the beet in the Show ; it was awarded to Mr.
S'aite, gardener to the Rev. E. Evans, Solihull, thus keeping up
the dibtinction which the rectory gardens formerly held under
the fostering care of the Rev. S. Smythe. Amongst the most
noticeable flowers are Baroness Louise Uxkull ; Paul Neron, too
ci'arse; Maurice Bernardin, very grand; Charles Bernardin,
Peile Blanche, Prince de Porcia, Baron A. de Rothschild,
Et'enne Levet, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Due de Cazes, Fisher Holmes,
Lrt Motte ^anguine, Madame Victor Verdier, Comtehse de Cha-
brillant, Comte de Naoteuil, Franc^ois Michelon, Edouard
Morren, Antoiue Docher, Charles Turner, Lyonuais, and La
France. Mr. Draycott, gardener to Sir B. Cunard, is second;
the Hev. G Arkwright is third; and Mr. Drajctt, gardener to
T. T. Paget, Esq., fourth. In the class for forty-eight Roses,
single trnsses, Mr. Evans, gardener to C. N. Newdegate, Esq.,
takes firbt prize with a nice box, araougfit which are Charles
Lefebvre, Emilie Hausburg, Alfred Columb, Laurent Descourt,
Dnbe of Wellington, Mar<^chal Vaillant, Senateur Vaisse, Lfelia,
and Cnmtesse d'Oxford. The second goes to Mr. Parnell, Birch-
field, Rngby; aud the third to Mr. Draycott, gardener to Mr.
Paget. Iu the class for twelve Roses the first prize is won by
Mr. Brown with Antoine Ducher, Emilie Hausburg, Paul de
la Mfcilleray, Marquise de Castellane, extra fine ; Mar^chal

Vaillant, Baronne Rothschild, Olivier Delhomme, Imp6ratrice
Charlotte, &c. Mr. Parnell is second, Mr. Evans third, and Mr.
Staite fourth.
The class f irnew Boses brings together four orfive competitors.

The first prize is awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son for Princees
Beatrice, Etienne Levet, Hippolyte Jamain, Baroness Louis©
Uxkull, Henry Leslie, Annie Laxtou, The Shah, seedling, very
brilliant in colour ; Francois Michelon, Audre Dunaud, Reynolds
Hole, very dark; Cheahunt Hybrid, and Madame Lacharme.
Mr. Cant is second with Mrs. Laing, peculiar violet colour;
Madame Prud'homme, Madame de Puliiat, L'Eaperance, Madame
Lacharme, Etienne Levet, Madame Caroline Kuster, Richard
Wallace, Anguste Rigotard, Reynolds Hole, Ajinie Laxtou, and
Bessie Johnson.
In the class for twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Boses (nur-

serymen), Mr. Cant wins first prize easily with Madame Wi!ler-
moz, Mar^chal Niel, Souvenir d'un Ami, Rubens, Niphetos,
Marie, Drtvouienais, Madame Caroline Kuster, Triomphe de
Rennes, Perle de Lyon, and two others. In the same class
(amateurs) Mr Evans, gardener to C. N. Newdegate, Esq., is

first with good blooms of Celine Foreatier, Niphetos, Rubens,
Comte de Paris, Madame Bravy, &c. ; and Mr. Arkwright second.
In the class for the best six Boses of any variety of 1871, 1872,

and 1873, Mr. Cranetou is first, Messrs. Paul & Son second, aud
Mr. Cant third, all with blooms of Etienne Levet—a high
honour for the Rose, but then I think it is an Etienne Lovefc
year. In the class for twelve Boses, single blooms, a class the
raison d'etre for which I cannot understand, the first prize
goes to Mr. Charles Turner for Nardy Fieres, Alfred Colomb,
Madame Lacharme, Souvenir de M. Boll, John Stuart Mill,

Souvenir de la Malmaison, Baronne Rothschild, Edouard
Morren, La France, Horace Vernet, Duke of Edinburgh, aud
Etienne Levet.
The two prizes for Alfred Colomb, twelve blooms of each, are

won by Mr. Charles Turner aud Mr. Cant, with fiue blooms.
For twelve blooms of Duke of Edinburgh Mr. C. Turner is first,

Mr. Cant second. For twelve trusses of Baroness Rothschild
Mr. Cant is again firat, and Messrs. Paul & Son second with by
no means first-rate blooms. Only one box of twelve La France
is exhibited, and these are very poor. For twelve trusses of
Marie Baumaun (very exquisite), Mr. Prince, of Oxford, ia firat,

and Messrs. Paul A Son hecond. For twelve trusses of Marechal
Niel, Mr. Cant is firat, and the Bev. Mr. Benn second ; and for

twelve blooms of Devoniensis Mr. Cant is again first, with a
most exquisite stand of this lovely Tea. It will thus be seen
that the Rose Show is very extensive, and far in advance of any
that have been held this year.

Pinks, Carnations, and Picotees.—The time is rather awk-
ward for Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations—too late for the
first, and too early for the last; yet some good stands of both
are exhibited, et^pecially by Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough.
His Piuks comprise Dr. Maclean, Dr. Masters, Shirley Hibberd,
President, Superb, H. Hooper, Princess of Wales, Beatrice, aud
Aurora, Mr. Burn is second, and Mr. Hooper, of Bj,th, third.

In Picotees, Mr. Turner is again first with Prince of Orange
(yellow), very fiue; Miss Sewell, Prince of Wales, PiccOj seed-
ling; Rev. H. Matthews, rose edge; Fearless, Mies Ward, Miss
Small, Mrs. Fordham, very fine; Eugfiuie, and Mrs. Fisher.
Mi. H. Hooper is secoud. Amongst his flowers his own very
fine seedliug, Mrs. Little, is conspicuous, certainly the clearest

and most beautiful flower iu its class. Mr. Catley ia third.

Mr. Turner is also first in Carnations with Mars, Ajax, Gem,
Squire Meynell, Sybil, Brutus, Favourite, Sarah Payne, James
Merryweather, Guardsman, Esther, and Admiral Curzon. Mr.
Hooper is second, and Mr. Catley third.

T.uiLE Decorations, &c.—There is no department of an exhi-
bition where greater grumbling at the decision of the Judges-
arises than at the Table Decorations and Bouquets, aud this

Show is no exception to the rule. However, I have but to record
results. There are some very beautiful hand-bouquets exhibited..

The first-prize one is especially beautiful; it couoista of blooms
of Pancratium interspersed with Disa grandiflora, Spirasas, For-
get-me-not, white Campanula, a dark Rose or two, aud Maiden-
hair Fern. This is won by Mr. Perkins, of Leamington; the
second by Mr. W. Jones ; and the third by Mr. J. Jackson. In
the class for ball- bouquets Mr. Perkins is again first with a
beautiful bouquet consisting of Paucratiums, Orange flowers,

Dracophyllum, &c. Mr. C. Turner, of Liverpool, is second. In,

the class for three pieces for table decoration (to the exclusion

of fruit), Mr. C Cooke is first with stands prettily arranged—
the usual modification of the March stand, having the tall vase
above the two flat receptacles for flowers, and the lower one
raited a Httle above the table. Mr. Jackson is second, and Mr.
Cypher fourth. In the class for one centrepiece there are some
pretty stands, but nothing that calls for any special observation ;

while iu the clasa for button-hole bouquets Messrs. Pope tt Sou
are first with buds of yellow Roses, Bouvardias, and Maiden-
hair. Mr. Bones second.
Let me add that the tent in which the Roses are exhibited is

a very fiue one, and that there is every opportunity of their being.
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well seen, although one rejfreta to fiofl so many defaulters, there

beioi,' space enough provided for double the quantity of exhibits.

—D., Deal.
,

FRUIT.

The entries in this department were unusually nnmerona, anl
abundant apace was accordingly allotted for the different clasAea,

Many of those who entered did not, however, put in an appear-
ance, so that the tabling haa a scautily- furnished appearance.
Some of the more experienced exhibitors are of opinion that
publishing the number of entries previous to the Exhibition
is a mistake, aa it has the undesirable effect of frightening the
more timid exhibitors. The fruit is exhibited in a glass-covered
house, and arranged on'a staging elevated in the centre, the staging
at the sides being devoted to table decorations, bouqueta, &c.

Pine Apples.—Ou the elevated centre of the staging devoted
to fruit are arranged the Piues, seventy in number, and divided
into four classes. In Class 88, two Queen Pines, there are
eleven exhibitors, the competition being very close. The first

prize was awarded to Mr. .T. Harris, gardener to Mrs. Vivian,
Singleton, Swanaea; the weight ia not stated, but it muat be
between 5 and ti lbs. each fruit. Second comes Mr. T. W. Bond,
gardener to G. A. Smith, Esq., Weybridge, Surrey. Third is

Mr. C. Sandford, gardener to the Earl of Bective, Kirkby
Lonsdale. Of two Smooth-leaved Cayennea Mr. D. Wilson,
Castle Hill, South Moulton, is the only exhibitor, and has a first

prize for liue fruit, well ripened. In the class for Any other
variety, five exhibitors misunderstood the terma of the schedule,
and staged Queens and Smooth-leaved Cayennes. One exhibitor,

Mr. A. iiruce, gardener to J. Tildesloy, E^q , Edge Lane, Man-
chester, haa a nice ripe fruit of Priuce Alfred, and gains the
first prize. For six fruits, notuecessarily distinct, Mr. J. Harris
is first with well-ewelled and beautifully-ripened Queena. Mr. T.
W. Bond ia aecond with the same variety, and Mr. D. Wilson
third with Queens and two Smooth-leaved Cayennes.

Gr.ipes.—There are thirteen dishea of Black Hamburgh
Grapes; many of them are remarkably well finished, and
sevrral worthy of a first prize had to be paaaed over. Mr. W.
Coleman, gardner to Earl Somers, Eastnor Gaatle, Ledbury, ia

first with very fine bunches, large in berry and well finished.
Mr. R. Fleming, gardener to R. Houghton, Esq., Waterloo,
Liverpool, is second ; and Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to F. Whit-
bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, third, it ia needleaa to say,
with tine well-finished bunches. For three buuchea of any other
black variety Mr. W. Sweetvng, gardener to T. Y. Venn, Esq.,
ia first with Venn's Seedling Black Muacat. This is a good blHck
Muscat. The fruit seems to set well and colours well. The
second prize went to Mr. M. Henderson, Cole Orton, Gardens,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for Black Mammoth.
Of three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria there are three

exhibitors. Mr. J. Foster, gardener to E. Greaves, Esq., War-
wick, ia first; Mr. W. Cox, Madresfield Court, Great Malvern, ia

aecond ; and Mr. J. Haynea, Millichope Park, Church Stretton,
is third. The first-prize bunches are remarkably well ripened.
In the class for three bunchea of Buckland Sweetwater there are
three entriea. Mr. W. Cox has large bunchea and berriea, and
gains the first prize ; Mr. Douglas is second with well-ripened
bunches, and Mr. J. T. Cuahon, gardener to W. Willy, Esq,
third. For three hunches of any other white Grape Mr.
Douglas is first with the best bunches of Golden Champion we
have yet aeen exhibited. As seen like these, this is one of the
best of White Grapes. Mr. W. Coleman is second with White
Frontignan.
CoUectiona of six varieties. Here the competition ia very

close, some of the moat successful exhibitors of Grapes con-
testing for the prizes. Mr. J. Douglas comes in first with
well-ripened Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, Golden
Champion, Royal Ascot, Buckland Sweetwater, and Loxford
Hall Frontignan. Mr. M. Henderson is second, and Mr. Banner-
zuan third.

Peaches, Nectabines, and Apricots.— Mr. G. T. Miles,
gardener to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks, is first

with fine Royal George; Mr. Bannerman, gardener to Lord
Bagot, Blithfield, Rugeley, aecond with the same variety; and
Mr. G. Jackson, gardener to J. Tyrer, Eaq., Tiscall Hill, Staf-
ford, is third with Violette Hative; these are also very fine.

Twenty dishes are staged. Of aix Neetarinea there are thirteen
competitora, and equal first prizes are awarded to Mr. Bannerman
and Mr. Haynea, the second prize going to Mr. W. Coleman,
and the third to Mr. M. Henderson.
Of eight Apricots, there are two nice dishes. The first-prize

one is well ripened, and comes from Mr. E. Smith, Upper
Alatone, Cheltenham; Mr. C. Winstone, gardener to H. B.
Bristow, Esq., Fern Bank, Kenilworth, having the second best.
Figs —There are two nice diahea of Brown Turkey aent to

represent this clasa. The beat are Mr. Baunerman'a; and Mr.
J. Foster, gardener to E. Greaves, Esq., Avonside, haa the
second beat.

Cherries.—In fifty black Cherries Mr. G. T. Miles haa the
best black Tartarian ; Mr. W. Cox is second ; and Mr. W. Gar-

diner, gardener to Sir E Phillips, Bart., Sliipston-on-Stonr, third
with Elt'in. For fifty white Cherries Mr. Miles is again first

with excellent Bigarreau Napoleon, and Mr. Douglas aecond
with the same.
Strawberries.—In the clasa for twenty-five of the British

Queen or Dr. H )gg type, Mr. W. Cox has good British Queen,
aud trains the first prize; Mr. W. Gardiner being second witti

Dr. Ho2g ; the third prize going to Mr. J. Taylor for the same
sort. F.)r the same number of any other variety all the prizes

go to Sir Joanph Paxton, whicli seems to have been in the
highest ooaitiou in many places this yea**. Mr. H Jaoies, New
Street, R»uilworth, is first; Mr. E. Chadwick, gardener to C.

Nelson, Esq., Kenilworth, second ; and Mr. J. Taylor third,

an extra award being given to Mr. J. Douglas for Frogmore
Late Pine.
Melons-—Of single fruit of Green-fleshed varieties there are

eighteen exhibitors. All the prizes go to white-flfshed aorta.

Mr. W. Cox has the best Golden Gem ; the second prize also

goes to that variety from Mr. H. Nott, gardener to J. Anderson,
Esq., Staines; Mr. W. Gardiner is third with Colston Basset
Seedling. An exceedingly good-flavoured Scarlet fleshed sort

waa entered by miatake in thia class, and disquHlified.

Of Scarlet-fleshed there are only ten staged, the best by far

being Read's. Mr. J. Read, Arley Hall, Northwioh, ia first;

Mr. J. Malcolm, gardener to the JIarquis of Cholmoudeley,
Cholmondeley Castle, Nautwich, second ; and Mr. W. Coleman
third. All the other varieties are poor in flavour.

Collections of Fruit (eight diahes, distinct).—-A silver chal-

lenge cup value twenty-five guineas waa offered in this class,

beaidea the money prizea. It brings out only four exhibitors,

however. The first prize goes to Mr. W. Coleman. He haa two
magnificent bunches of Black Hamburgh Gmpes, fairly ripened;
Muscat of Alexandria, a Moscow Queen Pine, Peachea aud
Neetarinea, Figa, Strawberriea, aud a Melon. Mr. T. Banner-
man ia second ; he also has a good Pine, and Black Hamburgh
Grapes. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, Elvastou Street, Derby, is third.

VEGETiBLES.
Here, as in the fruit tent, the entries are numerous and the

quality excellent ; indeed, having a recollection of the show of

these at Aston two yeara ago, the exhiljitiou is in thia respect

much superior to it. Though two tents have been devoted to

them, one would have been sufficient.

Collections.—For ten dishea Mr. G. T. Miles ia first, and
gains the challenge cup. He has twelve Naples Onions, weigh-
ing 175 Iba. ; splendid James's Prolific Peas, Globe Artichokes,

Turnips, Dwarf Kidney Beans, Tomatoes, Asparagus, Cauli-

flowers, and very fine Mona's Pride Potatoes. Second is Mr. J.

Turk, Tewkesbury Road, Cheltenham. He has good Alma
Kidney Potatoes, Dwarf Kidney Beans, Mushrooma, and Peas.

Third, Mr. J. Holder, Battledowu Nursery, Cheltenham. In
this collection are good Early Rose Potatoes. Five more collec-

tions are exhibited. Of eight kinda of vegetablea, in which
class, aa in that just noticed, Cucumhera and Salad ing are ex-

cluded, the first prize goea to Mr. C. Arkell, gardener to A Z.

Skinner, Esq., Cheltentiam. He shows aome good dishes.

Large Red 'Tomatoes, Early Rose Potatoes, aud Carrots are

g)od. Mr. E. Ford, Bagiuton Hall, Coventry, is second. This
collection ia strong in Myatt'a Prolific Potatoea and Early
Loudon Cauliflowera. Third prize, Mr. J. Burnett, gardener to

Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene, Dorking. Eight more coUectione were
staged, some of them being disqualified through not adhering
to the terma of the achedule.
Potatoes.—The exhibitions of three dishea of Kidney varie-

tiea are very fine, aud much difficulty mu&t have been expe-

rienced by the Judgea in determining the awards. Mr. Baker,
Brampton, Oxon, ia first with Rivera'a Ashleaf, Early Blush,

and a very well formed aort, name not known. Mr. H. Biddlea,

Park Lane, Loughborough, is second ; a very dii-tinct sort with
a clear white skin is in this collection. Mr. G. Baggaley, Syer-

ston, Newark, is third. The same exhibitors hold the same
relative positions in the class for three dishes of Round, being

first and third, while Mr. R. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of

Exeter, Stamford, is second. The beat Potatoea are, of Rounda,
Early Kemp, Red Emperor, Early Coldstream, Early Hands-
worth, Climax, and Breaee's Prolific.

For a single diah of Kidueya Mr. H. Biddlea ia first with

Prince of Wales, Mr. G. T. Miles second with the same sort, and
Mr. G. Bagialey third with a variety named Champion of

England. For a single diah of Round Mr. H. Biddies ia first

with Rector of Woodstock; Mr. G. Craddock, Compton Verney,
Warwick, second with Climax. The third prize goes to Mr. J.

Baker for Early Kemp—a variety well shaped, but mottled with
pink about the eye.

Peas.—In the class for three varieties, half a peck of each,

there are sixteen competitora. The firat prize goes to Mr. R.
Gilbert, Burghley—he haa Snpplauter, G. F. Wilson, and FiU-
baaket; second, Mr. J. Richardson. Bj.ston. In this collection

ia a fine diah of G. F. Wilson. This is a grand Pea, and shows
up well in all the collections. Mr. W. Cox and Mr. Turk are

equal third. For a single dish Mr. G. T. Miles ia fiirst, Mr. J.
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Baker BPcoud with Ne Plus Ultra, and Mr. A. Dean third with
James's Prolific. Mr. Thomas Laxlon, of Stamford, gives prizes
for Peas of his own raising—viz., Laxton'a No. 1, Fillbasket,
Superlative, William I., Popular, and Omega; four sorts to be
selected from these six. Mr. J. Richardson is first—he has Fill-
basket, Omega, Superlative, and Popular; Mr. E. Gilbert is

second, and Mr. G. T. Miles third.
Onions.—In this class very fine Early White Naples are sent

by Mr. W. Cox and Mr. G. T. Miles ; bat their dishes, through
Bome unaccountable means, were pasised over, and the first prize
given to Hurst's White Tripoli Onion, from Mr. E. Smith,
Upper Alstone, Cheltenham, the second prize going to Red
Tripoli from Mr. J. Turk, Tewkesbury Road, Cheltenham. Mr.
0. Arkell is third.

Cucumbers.—Mr. J. Douglas is first with a brace of his Tender
and True ; Mr. J. Holder second with a fine white-spined variety
named Dreadnought; and Mr. E. Chadwick third with Improved
Cbampion White-spine. Twenty-one brace are exhibited.
EoDNET Beans (fifty pods).—Mr. G. T. Miles is first with

Canadian Wonder, very fine; Mr. R. Gilbert second with the
same variety ; Mr. J. Hall, Daventry, third with Negro.
Celery (three slicks).—The white variety which gains the

first and second prize is remarkably fine for the time of the
year; it would be fine for September, and is named Lion's Paw.
Mr. O. Arkell and Mr. A. Smith are the exhibitors. The third
prize goes to Mr. G. Bloxham, Brickhill Manor, Bletcbley.
Of OTHER Vegetjbles, Kbubarb comes from Mr. E. Smith,

Mr. W. Cox, and Mr. J. Mitchell, Escrick Park, York ; very
fine Carrots from Mr. 0. Arkell, Mr. E. Smith, and Mr. J.
Baker. For Turnips, Mr. H. Holder, Mr. Joseph Douglas,
Retford, and Mr. J. ISarnwell, of Hereford, are the prizetakers.
Cabbages are fresh, and come from Mr. E. Ford, Mr. O.

Arkell, and Mr. W. Brown. Cos and Cabbage Lettuce are well
represented ; Mr. W. Brown, Mr. W. Cox, and Mr. A. Dean, of
Bedfont, have the best examples. Cauliflowers are overdone,
though Mr. Barnwell has three nice heads. Mr. E. Ford and
Mr. Miles are also prizetakers.
There are some good dishes of Asparagus. Mr. C. Arkell has

the best, Mr. E. Smith the second best, and Mr. J. Turk the
third. Of Broad Beans Mr. Miles has a fine dish of Improved
Longpod, and Mr. J. Richardson has the second prize. Mush-
rooms are not first-class, the best bein^ those from Mr. J. T.
Cushon ; Mr. T. Allen, gardener, TeddesTey Park, has the second
best, and Mr. J. Holderis third. The first-prize dish of Tomatoes
are those from Mr. W. Cox, and are very fine ; and Mr. G. T.
Miles has a nice dith of Hathaway's Excelsior. A good dish
Iso comes from Mr. Arkell.
A class is also made for baskets or trays of not less than twelve

varieties of salads. Four very nice baskets indeed are exhibited,
although we do not think the Marigold, Nasturtium, and other
cut flowers introduced, and which faded in an hour or two, are
an improvement. The first prize is well deserved, and goes to
Mr. E. Smith; his Celery, Endive, and Lettuce are very fine.

Mr. Holder earns the second award, and Mr. J. Turk the third.
These baskets were much admired, especiaUy by the ladies.

DESTKOTING WASPS' NESTS.
Hating seen a receipt in this Journal for destroying wasps'

nests by cyanide of potassium, I tried it this year on the first

nest 1 found ; and though I used it twice at two or three days'

Fig. 7.—Wasp-destrojirg Apparatus.

interval the wasps came to life again, and on digging out the
nest the queen was found alive and well. The next nest was
taken in the following manner : In a common flower pot of
medium size were cut two holes, one near the bottom, and the
other at the opposite side near the top. A piece of old tin
was placed on the top, and after some pieces of corduroy and
tobacco had been put inside and lighted it was fastened tightly
down with a bit of clay. Each of the holes being fitted with
a tube (in this case two elder sticks with the inside taken out),

the one from the upper hole was placed in the nest, while
someone blew down the other, so that all the smoke went into
the nest. In about five or seven minutes the nest was dug up,
and all the wasps were quite stupefied, so that it was easily

lifted whole into a bucket of water. I enclose a rough sketch
of the apparatus (fig. 7}, to render my meaning clear. As it

seems probable that this will be a very bad year for wasps, If

anyone knows a simpler plan perhaps he will make it public.—B., Breconshire,

BELGIAN FARM GARDENS.
The possibility of making a decent living for a family out of

a farm depends in a large degree upon soil and climate. A
small farm of a few acres in England, and more especially in
Scotland, means semi-starvation. We have seen several
instances in which the thing has been tried, and lamentably
failed. A case occurred not long since within our personal
observation, in which a land proprietor, by way of experiment,
let a piece of ground, extending to about eight acres, with a
house upon it, for a merely nominal rent. The laud was good
though a little rough, and the tenant set stoutly to work
upon it. In two years he gave it up as hopeless. Another
person made the attempt, and he also, in the same length of
time, begged to be released of his lease, which was taken off

his hands. The experiment was then very properly given up,
and the land absorbed into a larger holding. It is quite a
different matter trying to farm on a small scale in the Bay of

Naples or in Belgium. There the farming is in reality a kind
of gardening. Soil and climate, as well as old engrafted
habits, conspire to make it practicable for a man, wife, and
children to extort a living from a mere patch of ground. It is

a pity that theorists who talk confidently about land-distribn-

tion, do not, from any personal knowledge, tell us how it is to
be satisfactorily accomplished. We say distinctly that the
cultivation of lands in Great Britain will not prove advan-
tageous unless on a considerable scale, with professional
knowledge, and capital to hire labourers, to buy and keep
horses, to purchase artificial manures, and lie out of returns
in the ordinary course of business. As regards that garden of

northern Europe, the more fertile part of Belgium, the ap-

pearance of things there is certainly very fascinating—the
neat whitewashed dwelling and outhouses, the trim miniature
fields, the orchards in blossom, the industrious and simple
habits of the people, the spires of village churches peeping-
out among the trees, all give one notions of the golden age,
" when every rood of ground maintained its man." The very
fertility, however, which produces this result is for the most
part not natural. It is the effect of centuries of dihgent sp-

plication with the spade or plough, constant drugging with
manure, and tact in changing the crops. But there is more
than this. It is the result of intensely economical habits, of

which we can hardly say there is any parallel in England.
Without enumerating all the plants to which the Belgian
farmer gives his care, the Colza, Poppy, Hop, Flax, Hemp,
Chicory, Wheat, Kye, Buckwheat, and Haricot Beans may be

named ; and as root crops or forage. Turnips, Beetroot, Cab-
bages, Peas, Vetches, Oats, and the common or scarlet Clover.

This variety gives to the country a very pleasing aspect ; there

are no large fields lying bare, as with us, waiting for the

Wheat, but they rather appear like a garden, where are large

beds of flowers of every hue. In early spring, the scarlet

Clover alternates with the bright yellow Colza, then the beauti-

ful blue Flax ; the little white stars of the Buckwheat contrast

with the gaudy purple Poppy, and the large Tobacco-leaves,

whose intense green recalls the vegetation of the tropics.

Without these plants the owner never could pay either for the

manure he puts in or his high rent, as Wheat grows very

poorly. They require much labour, and the soil has no repose
;

the labourer is always digging with the spade, turning over

the soil, hoeing, weeding, or harvesting.

English and Scotch farmers might take a lesson from the

Belgian agriculturists in their prodigious care of manure—no
wasteful exhalation, no neglect of the liquids which enrich the

soil. We might almost say that the Belgian farmer is a re-

verential worshipper of manure. It is his idol, his treasury.

In the first place, there is the manure produced in the cattle-

sheds. No cow is allowed to go about iu the open air ; all

stay within-doors, and liquids which we too often see running
to waste are carefully conducted into covered tanks. Neither

is the solid part allowed to be in the open air ; it is covered

from sun and rain, which destroy the ammoniacal salts, and
trodden by three or four young cattle daring the winter. In
addition, the farmer collects from his ditches and streams

aquatic plants, which he mixes with the manure, or uses them
at once to hasten the growth of the Potato. He sends to a

distance for the mud dredged from canals, and lime ; in the

nearest town he bays the refuse from tanneries and mana-
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factories, animal black, cinders, street-sweppings, emshed
booes, and the refuse of Flax and Colza. His younger chil-

dren are oat at dawn with a litter cart, gathering-up from the

roads and fields all that, according to agricultural chemistry,

can restore to the land what has been drawn from it. Peru
sends it guano ; and the farmer is seen in spring, sack in

hand, sowing the precious powder on the barren portions of

his land ; and the flinty soil swallows it all with puch promp-
titude, that it must be manured twice or three times a-year.

In no country is such high farming carried on, and it would
be ruinous without the rich return of these plants, and
the accessory crops which are gathered after the principal

ones.

Id Eastern Flanders, of one hundred acres of land seventy-

two are sown with cereals and plants used in manufactures
;

twenty-eight with roots and forage ; but to this must be added
thirty-one acres of after-crop, which gives sixty-nine as afford-

ing excellent food for cattle, superior to common meadows,
and which explains how poor land can pay a rent of £5 an
acre. The second sowing consists of Turnips and Spergula
after Colza, Flax, and early Potatoes ; and the Carrot which
is sown in spring with the preceding crops, and carefully hoed
after they have been taken away. The Clovers having oc

cnpied the ground during winter, leave it clear for the April

sowing ; and the giant Cabbage developes during the cold
season, making a stem 6 feet high, and giving abundant and
excellent leaves for milch cows. Culture thus puthed to the
extreme necessai'ily requires some capital, and it is reckoned
that through a system of rigorous parsimony and saving,

double the sum per acre is used in Belgium to that employed
in England, and two-thirds more in the best farms. In this

way the most dense population in Europe can subsist on a
soil so little favoured by Nature. Here it will be observed
that the small farmers of Belgium, with the ten or fifty acres,

place their reliance on a variety of crops, such as we could not
profitably introduce into England. We might say the same
thing of small farming in Lombardy. There the land bears
three crops at once—Mulberry trees, grown for the sake of

their leaves as food for silkworms ; Wheat beneath the trees
;

and Vines in the hollows of the ridges. In the south of

France we see the same diversity ; in some places OUve trees

for the oil they produce, taking the place of the Mulberry. In
such parts the country is like a garden ; and with little winter,
there is something growing all the year round.

Turning to one of the most fertile parts of Belgium, all, as

has been said, is charming—every road is bordered with trees

;

not a rise in the ground is seen ; all is calm, uniform, and
presents an image of quiet comfort and peace. Each house is

detached, and surrounded with large Apple orchards, hedged-
in by Box, Holly, or Hawthorn, where the cows are brought to

feed every morning and evening ; it is of one storey only, and
thatched, containing four rooms, the first for meals, the second
for the dairy and preparing the food for cattle, the others for

sleeping rooms. The old-fashioned oak furniture is a model
of brightness ; tin and copper utensils shine on the walls, which
are whitewashed. The garden is gay with Wallflowers, Dahlias,

and Hydrangeas, and the florists' flowers which are to be
shown at Ghent. Outside, everything is in its place; nothing
spoils the green sward ; the ditch and the manure-heap are

banished ; the latter is always under the roof of the stable or

cow-shed. In this stand five or six largo cows, the constant
care of the farmer's wife, who gives them abundance of green
meat in the summer, with straw, hay, and a kind of warm
soup, mixed with Carrots, Turnips, or Rye in winter. Thanks
to this nourishment, and the constant rest they enjoy, the
animals give from 15 to 25 quarts of milk daily. Tho tools

are simple, but of first-rate construction ; the plough is light,

drawn by one horse, and works with ease, rapidity, and regu-

larity. The harrows are of various kinds, triangular, rectan-

gular, or a parallelogram ; but the special tool with which the
Fleming has fertilised sands, dried-up marshes, and forced

back the sea, is the spade. The proverb on the banks of the
Scheldt is :

** The spade is a gold mine to the peasant ;" and
different kinds are made for light or heavy soil. The fields

are mostly square, and rarely contain more than an acre; the
ground is curved symmetrically, the centre being the highest,

BO that the water drains downs equally in all directions. Round
the field, and a foot lower, extends a strip of grass, 3 or 4 yards
wide ; still lower, a hedge of Elders is planted, which is cut
every seven years ; and, finally, the plot is surrounded by a

ditch, bordered with trees of larger growth. Thus each piece

famishes rich Grass, firewood every seven years, and timber

for building every thirty years. The plough is generally used
;

but every seven years the subsoil is turned to the top by the
spade, and thus it acquires a depth unknown to all but the
bpst gardens ; the piincipal object being to produce Flax and
butter, not cereals. The best farmers never sell their corn,
but allow their cattle to consume it. Unhappily, the farm-
labourer there, as elsewhere, does not enjoy much comfort

;

working harder than most men, he is the worst fed. Rye-bread,
Potatoes, Beans, buttermilk, without meat or bacon, is the
usual fare, chicory the constant drink; beer is reserved for
Sundays and fair days. His wages vary from lOd. to Is., and
he could never live upon it did not all the members of his
family work without ceasing.

Yet, though thtir life is so bard, the towns do not attract
the rural population. Habit and family traditions bind them
to the plough ; whilst every nine years, at the renewal of their
lease, the raising of the rent fills them with anxiety and
poisons iheir existence. It makes them distrust all those who
are making inquiry on the state of agriculture, and dissimulate
as to the fertility of their land and the produce they obtain
from it. Western Flanders is crossed by a strip of land which
is particularly difficult of cultivation ; until lately it was
scarcely inhabited, and covered with low brushwood and
marshy heath. The Reindeer Moss enveloped the trees with
a layer as of white ashes ; abundance of Ferns and Moss grew,
and the sickly appearance of other plants gave the country a
sterile appearance. But by means of the Pine tree this land
has also become valuable. About 30,000 young trees are
planted on an acre; at the end of seven years these are
thinned and sold for firewood. The land must be rich and
provided with Fir poles, 3000 to the acre; as it grows the
stems have to be tied, and liquid manure given to those plants
which show yellow leaves ; finally, at the time of harvest,
numbers of work-people have to be gathered together for the
picking. But whilst in England the whole of the ground is

sacrificed to the Hop, there are in Belgium the most splendid
CTop" of Wheat and Beetroot growing between. Chicory, like

the Hop, is a very expensive article of culture; but it gives a
rich return, estimated at £40 an acre. The produce of Colza
is also very valuable. It will be seen that few sheep are fed
in a country where there is so little pasture. Horses of great
strength, and milch cows which give much butter, and can be
fed in the stable, are considered most advantageous, and sta-
tistics show that more of these animals are fed on the acre
than in any other country. It is to be remarked that the
Flemish farmer has compensated for all the disadvantages of
his soil and climate by a simple means within the reach of all

—

that of restoring to the laud what it gives to the wants of men,
the secret of agricultural chemistry.

—

[Chambers's Jownal.)

THE PEACH CROP IN THE UNITED STATES.
The Delaware Peach-Growers' Convention met on the 16th

of June at Dover. Mr. Townsend, of Newcastle County, pro-
bably the best authority on Peaches on the Peninsula, pre-

sented some twigs to the meeting, which exhibited the con-
dition of the different varieties in his own county particularly,

and the country generally. The Hale's Early were the fullest

of the specimens shown, and a good crop throughout the
Peninsula of this variety, the earliest, is expected. They wUl
probably form a very large part of the entire yield for the
season. The Troths were also very full, but the Early Yorks
did not seem so good. The Old Mixons exhibited only a very
small chance for a crop. The Smocks will probably be only
tolerably full. The Stump-the- World made a poor show, and
the Crawford's Late were about on a par with them. The
Crawford's Early made a very excellent show. The Reeves'
Favourites looked very promising, and the Moore's Favourite
here looked well.

Mr. Townsend also reported to the Convention that the
crop for the present season would fall very far below even
that of last year ; that, probably, there would be only one-
third as many. There were about 1,500,000 baskets last year.

A grower, representing Smyrna and the country around, re-

ported the prospect for a good crop in that neighbourhood as

very uncertain, and a gentleman from Dover thought that the
yield from this section would be very thin, in fact a'most a
failure. In Kent County, Maryland, a very prolific Peach
section, the crop was reported a failure. In SusBex County,
Delaware, a Uke report was made, and the same from the
lower portion of the eastern shore of Maryland. The estimates
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were then called for, and the following were reported by the
growers representing the diiJerfnt sections ;

—

From Mount Pleasant, 20,000 baakfits ; Kirkwood, 10,000;
Armstrong's, 35,000 ; Middletnwn, 75 000; Townsend, 25,000 ;

Ginns, 2000; Black Bird, 5,000; Green Spring, 5,000; Clay-

too, 35,000; Brentfor.i, 10,000; Morton, 25,000 ; Dov^r, 20,000
;

Wjoniinjj, 20,000; Woodside, 5,000 ; Canterbury, 10,000 ; Fel-

ton, 10,000; Harrington, 5.000; Farmington, 3,000; Green-
wood, 2 000; BriHgeville, 10,000; Seaford, 5,000; Laurel,

10,000; Delmar, 2 000; Salisbury, 5,000; Dorchester and De-
laware Railroad, 10,000 ; Junction and Breakwater Railroad,

10,000; Kent County Railroad, 25,000; Mirjlaud and Dela-

ware Railroad, 25,000—making a total estimated shipment by
rail of 412,000 baskets. It was also estimated that 158,000

adilitional would be shipped by water, making a total ship-

ment from the entire Peach country of 000 000 baskets. This
report was accepted by the Convention, although some of the

growers thought it rather a low estimate ; but it seems to be
the general opinion of those who should know, that this will

be the extent of the crop for this year.

AMONG THE NORTH-FOLK.—No. 2.

I SAT down to tell more of all I know and have seen of

Hunstanton, but must first relieve my mind of the " Norfolk
dumpling." Never was a greater delusion. I had read of it,

beard of it, and eat down to it, and found it was nothing but a
large yeast dumpling ! Accompanying it was a tureen of gravy,

and I was tuld that that is its orthudos accompaniment.
Well, that's oS my mind ; and my next note is on that

special English text, the weather. I see in the Lynn papers
that the centre of the county was visited by a frost and keen
wind on the night of .June 20th, which cut down the haulm of

the Potatoes and the Kidney Beans, but it did not reach this

north coast, and the Potatoes, Peas, and Kidney Beans are

uninjured and most promising.

Wben it is high tide at Hunstanton at eight o'clock in the
morning, the ebb is at its very lowest about twelve, and the

Submarine Forest may be visited by any pedestrian. If at the
hour last-named from beneath the wall of the lighthouse gar-

den he looks in a northerly direction he can see on the sea's

margin what appears like an expanse of black earth. It is

about a mile and half distant across level, stoneless, but wet
sand ; its blackness is caused by its being a mass of dark-grey
unctuous clay, with mussels thickly spread about its surface.

In that clay the prostrate forest trees are embedded. It is a

low flat bank, about a quarter of a mile long and averaging
about 40 yards broad. Above the surface of the clay protrude
two or three stumps of tree trunks, the sides of many pro-

strate trunks, and stumps of their branches. All are intensely

black, yet so well preserved that the grain of the wood of the

branch stumps when broken is plainly discerned. I have speci-

mens showing clearly that they are Oak. The few trunks
which I was able to trace along portions of the length ranged
east and west, with their beads towards the quarter last-named.

This bank is the burial ground of a verv small portion of

the drowned forest, for the Rev. George Munford, who well

studied the natural history of the district, has recorded that
" this submarine forest commences at Brancaster Bay, stretch-

ing by Holme and Hunstanton, across the Wash, and extend-
ing all along the coast of Lincolnshire from Skegness to

Grimsby. This now submerged tract was once inhabited by
herds of deer and oxen, as is evident from the remains of their

horns and bones which have been occasionally found there
;

the foot of man has also trodden these now ruined wastes, for

works of art have been met with buried with the forest beneath
the waves. The prostrate forest consists of numberless large

timber trees, trunks, and branches, many of them decomposed,
and so soft that they might easily be penetrated by a spade.
Many of the trees, however, are quite sound and still fit for

domestic purposes ; and, indeed, they are sometimes used by
the proprietors of the neighbouring lands for posts and rails.

But the most extraordinary thing met with was a British
flint celt or axe embedded in the trunk of one of the decom-
po.sed trees, about IJ inch, by its cutting edge. This curiosity

is now deposited in the Norwich Museum."
This excursion to the submarine forest made me more than

ever conversant with the abundance and variety of Seaweeds.
I have already noticed their employment here as a manure

;

and now I saw cows quietly walking down to the beds of grow-
ing Seaweeds, each taking a mouthful or two, and then return-

ing as leisurely to their grass pasture as they had come from

it. They know that the salt in the Seaweed makes them feel

comfortable, as we know that it promotes their digestive power.
Among the Saaweeds was the Chondrua crispus, often used as
a substitute for isinglass ; and Dulse, RhoJomenia palmata,
which is considered invigorating when boiled in milk for in-

valids. All Sdaweeds early in the present century were burnt
to form kelp, then the only source of alkali for the glass and
soap makers, but now these weeds are used for other purposes.
They are distilled by highly heated steam, and an illuminating
gas, oil, acetic acid, iodine, and chloride of potassium, all

useful in various arts, are thus obtained. The residuum has
a powerful deodorising power, and can be used for that purpose
with sewage for manure.

I will in a short time communicate my notes on Hunstanton
Hall.—G.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FLORAL
COMMITTEE.

Tour reporter has given me credit for two very well-grown
pans of Nertera depressa at the South Kensington Show on
the 1st inst. Tney were no children of mine, but as they
had no card in front, and as my card was before a bottle of

cut Lilies very near, the Nurtera was credited to me. It the
Floral Committee continue the new rule of not allowing ex-

hibitors' names to appear, care should be taken to place cards
with names immediately after judgment. I have heard of

several mistakes, and not a little discontent caused by thb
omission of this.

Old stagers say that the exhibitor's friends know his plants
without the name appearing, and that knowledge is really

ouly withheld from those who would make good use of it.

Our Fruit Committee rule of having numbers instead of names
for collections of fruit exhibited for prizes, seems to work
well, but this case is rather different.

—

Georqe F. Wilson,
Heatherbank, Weybridge.

APPLES AND SOILS.
Ddbino an extended observation of several years we have

noticed a peculiar adaptation of varieties of Apple trees to site

and soil. We have found the English Golden Russet succeed-

ing best on decidedly dry soils, and sunshiny slopes, or high
land. Tops liable to winter kill when trees are young, hardy
when older. Not an early bearer, but bears regularly and well

with age. A poor nursery but good orchard tree.

Talman Sweet chooses a strong, rich soil, where it can
make a good annual growth. Young trees very liable to bark-

burst, and a bad nursery tree on that account. Here the tree

is almost hardy—receives injury many winters, but with
strong soil and good culture will recover. When in bearing is

very productive, trees from eighteen to twenty-five years old

bearing twelve to thirty bushels of Apples.

Fameuse thrives best on limestone, clay, loam, or Oak-bush
land, such as is found at Baraboo in the State. Fails on
sandy land, and is worthless there. A good nursery tree, and
where it succeeds, one of the most profitable orchard trees.

Duchess of Oldenburg—hardy on most soils, but suffers con-

siderably from drought on sandy soils. Needs a clay or loam,
and will do well where it is too cool and moist for the Golden
Russet. Very liable to send-up water-spouts from the roots

on account of early maturity of growth of top before roots

naturally would.

Alexander is very hardy, but liable to fire blight. Thrives
best on clay loam soil, and blights most on sandy soils and
hot exposures.

Yellow Belleflower has not proved productive or profitable

as far as we have seen it, and is not hardy enough to endure
well here.—A. L. Hatch (in American Horticulturist).

L/ELIA MAJALIS.
This species is always admired, and always desired by

Orchid amateurs, and yet very few succeed with it when they

do become possessed of the plant. It is a dwarf-growing plant,

forming somewhat ovate or sub-rotund pseudobulbs, which
vary from 1 to 2 inches in height. The leaves are usually

solitary, some 4 inches long, oblong in shape, thick and leathery

in texture, and deep green in colour. Like all the genus, the

spike springs from the top of the pseudobulb, and is generally

single- flowered ; more rarely two are produced (our illustration

shows these). The flowers are large and showy, and from the
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thickaess of sepals and petals last a loug time ia full beauty.

They measure between 3 and 4 inchea iu diameter. Sapala

and petals dolioate rosy-lilac in colour, the latter muela the

broadest ; lip large and throo-lobed, bordered the same colour

as the sepals ani petals ; the centre, howayer, is white, more
or less streaked and spotted with lilao and cUoeolate. It

blooms daring the months of May aalJaue. Native of varijus

parts of Mexico.

rii^. ti.—L.'tLlA MAJALIS.

Laelia majalis I have found tbrivo best upon a good-sized

block of wood. Indeed I am of opinion that it does not long

retain its vigour if treated as a pot plant ; but there is not the

slightest reason why the block should not be placed in a pot if

found more conv nient. This plant, like many of the Mexican
Orchids, enjoys full exposure to the sun, and it should be kept
near the glass during the summer. Under this treatment, and
with a free circulation of air, the thermometer will run up to

80' or 85° ; and if it falls ngain to C.5° or even lower during

the night so much the Dstter will the plant thrive. The plants

must be well supplied with water at this season ; not so much
overhead as between the pots (when so placed), or upon the

floors and stages and blocks when they are suspended, in order

to keep the atmosphere from becoming too arid. During
winter very little water will suffice ; and the temperature by

day may range from 50'"' to 00' upon bright days, whilst at
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night the nearer the thermometer stands at about 45' the

better. Mr. Anderson, gardener to the late J. Dawson, Esq.,

of Meadowbauk, and the Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, of York,
have perhaps hitherto been the most successful in flowering

this truly beautiful species.

—

Expekio Cbede.

THE CURIOUS WAYS OF PLANTS.
Who can account for the ways of plants, or explain why a

certain species will grow iu one place, and will not in another

exactly similar, so far as human intelligence can determine ?

Some wild flowers disappear on the advance of ciyilisation

;

while, on the other hand, the Plantain, if the truth is told,

goes wherever Europeans go ; and in this country was un-

known until after the English came, following so closely on
their tracks that the Indians gave it the name of " White
Man's Foot."
Some species, as above intimated, may be found in a par-

ticular locality, and nowhere else within half a dozen miles.

There is, for example, in this neighbourhood, in central New
England, one spot where are a few shrubs of the Mountain
Laurel (Spoon Wood) in a little patch by the roadside ; and
although this would seem the natural country for it, it can be

discovered in no other place anywhere about.

Then there is the Fringed Gentian, which has been seen

beside a secluded road some six miles away ; but, with that

exception, appears wholly unknown in the vicinity
;
yet the

Closed Gentian is abundant. Another of the perversely dis-

appointing flowers is the Dog-tooth Violet ; not, however,
more capricious than the Yellow Violet and the noble Liver-

wort (Hepatioa triloba), which, in certain dry Maple woods in

the one case, and in open knoU-covered pastures in the other,

grow in great abundance; still, one might search acres of

similar woods and pastures for them, all to no purpose.

Another case, somewhat in point, is the Holly—indigenous,

or at least one variety, to moist woods along the eastern border

of New England; but so partaking of the aforenamed eccen-

tricity, that he may count himself a happy man who can find

it, and prove his success by great armfuls of it wherewith to

deck his house at Christmas. One gets glimpses of it while

riding through some swampy tract on Cape Ann ; the bright

berries and evergreen leaves, so suggestive of English good
cheer, betraying it. There, too, in summer, by searching

diligently, one may find a species of Magnolia, that being
about its northern limit.

No common New-England flower is so little to be depended
upon as the trailing Arbutus. It is difficult to determine what
it wants. It abounds in gravelly knolls by the wayside, and
thrives on the very edge of pasture bogs, and in the shade of

woods ; and yet, with all this versatiUty, there are many towns
where it is never found, and where, though transplanted and
tended with care, it cannot be made to live.

Quite opposite, in these respects, is the Cardinal Flower,

whose home is by the water side, the only place where it grows
naturally, although the kind of water is not of imminent con-

sequence, for it will do just as well in a dark nook under the

upheaved root of a Willow, on the edge of a mill pond, in the
muddiest ooze, as in the cleanest sand along a river's bank,
its chief requirement seeming to be that it shall not be crowded,
one stalk always standing by itself, independent of its kind,

and not in close neighbourhood to other plants. It is so

adaptive that it will bear removal to a garden, taking kindly to

its new conditions ; and there it will come up, year after year,

flaming out in live scarlet, in "one glorious blood red," as if

nothing had happened to it.

There are other facts, more singular, as to the ways of

growth and " hows " of blooming. One can understand that

a Grape Vine may hold to its support by means of a tendril,

while an Ivy or a Virginian Creeptr secures itself by thrusting
its rootlets into a crevice of a wall or in the bark of a tree

;

but why should a Honeysuckle and a Bean vine wind in op-

posite directions, the one going to the left and the other to

the right ? and either will swing on the wind, or sprawl over
the ground rather than turn the other way.
The Ketmia opens at nine o'clock in the morning, and shuts

at ten, as if it had a visual weakness ; while a bed of Portu-
lacas never expands unless the sun is out, and the hotter he
shines the wider they spread themselves ; and the Evening
Primrose waits until he has gone down, and then comes open
with a snap, like a subdued kind of fire-cracker.

But most unaccountable of all, perhaps, is the Night-bloom-
ing Jasmine. You see a simple tree-like plant, with a plain

style of leaf, at the base of which grows a spray of yellowish
green tubes, like lilac buds, suggesting, more than anything
else, a string of small candles. You look at them in the middle
of the day, and they are " only that and nothing more ; " and
you might, if you did not know their ways, forget all about
them ; but when evening comes, forgetting is impossible. The
room is full of fragrance, rich as Orange flowers, and almost as

subtle as Violets ; and lo ! your little candles are all lighted :

and from somewhere about them comes that perfume which is

BO delicious and so mysterious as to its source. The next
morning they begin to contract; by noon, the five points are

all close-packed, and there is no scent to them or about them
at all till night comes on again ; and so they continue, scent-

less through daylight, but of exquisite sweetness when dark-
ness appears.

—

{American Christian Weekly.)

DIMORPHISM IN THE ROSE.
It may interest some of your readers to be informed how a

Rose tree in my possession has lately illustrated the adage,
" Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurset." About nine
years since an Austrian Briar Rose was planted against a

south-west wall, and has from that time periodically produced
fiowers of that peculiar and attractive colour which it is very
difficult to define, but with which florists are well acquainted.
This season, however, at a distance of 7 feet 8 inches from the
base of the stock where the bud was inserted, a small shoot of

about 6 inches in length has produced six bright yellow Scotch
Briar blooms, whilst towards the extremity of the same branch
many pure Austrian Briar Roses have presented themselves.
It is worthy of remark that there is one strong shoot, about
midway between the stock and the yeUow variety, which has as

yet borne no flowers, although it appears to be of precisely the
same character as the rest of the tree, less the particular shoot
alluded to. This is surely a remarkable effort of Nature to

reproduce itself.

—

West-Coonthyiian.

WEST KENT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fourth annual gathering of the West Kent Horticultural

Society took place on Saturday last in Camden Park, Chisle-
hurst, the seat of the Empress Eugenie, by her kind permission.
The day was fine, and the Show was visited by a large number
of weU-dressed people. About 1 p.m. the Empress honoured the
Show by her presence, and was attended by the Committee,
headed by their President, Lord Sydney, and accompanied by
the Earl of Darnley; and during the afternoon the Committee
had the honour of conducting the Prince Imperial through the
tents, and who left a substantial present to be divided amongst
the cottagers.

The Exhibition was held under canvas, and occupied three
tents, SOU, 200, and lUO feet long respectively. The first was
filled with plants of which there was a goodly representation iu
thirty-one classes, and various miscellaneous groups sent by
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea; Messrs. Rollisson & Sons,
Tooting ; Carter & Co. ; and Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Forest
Hill. These groups formed an excellent adjunct to the Show,
being as varied and quite equal to the groups shown by these
firms at the metropolitan exhibitions. Foliage plants were
shown in large numbers, and of good quality. A large mis-
cellaneous group was shown by Mr. Shaw, gardener to E. Wil-
son, Esq. Cut Roses were shown by Gr. Paul & Sons, Mr. Cant,
of Colchester, and Mr. Cattel, of Westerham, as well as from
numerous amateurs living in the neighbourhood, many of which
were in excellent condition.

Fruit was also well represented. There were three collections

of fruit, containing Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Melons ;

and there was a fair show of these kinds of fruits in the classes

as well as Strawberries. Vegetables were contributed largely

by amateurs and cottagers, the Committee encouraging the latter

by giving prizes for the best-arranged gardens, as well as a
copious schedule for the different kinds of vegetables.

VANDA LIMBATA.
This is a beautiful new species, now flowering (for the first

time, I believe, in England) in the establishment of Mr. B. 9.

WiUiams, of Upper Holloway. It is a small-growing plant,

somewhat resembling V. Roxburghii in size and habit, but it

diilers from that species both in the flowers and its leaves also,

which are not so sharply keeled below. V. limbata produces
leaves some 10 inches long and linch broad, channelled above
but rounded below, and bright green in colour; spike erect,

many-flowered; flowers 1 J inch in diameter; sepals and petals

somewhat spathulate, bright chestnut, tessellated with mark-
ings of a darker brown ; lip large for the size of the flowerj
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and, together with the oolumn, bright rosy-lilao, tinged with
purple.

I am not aware if the native country of this elegant species

is liDown, but it is a fine addition to this noble genus of

Orchidaceous plants.

—

Expekto Chede.

GAEDENEES' EOTAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The 31st anniversary dinner of this Institution took place

in the London Tavern, Bishopegate Street, Alfred de Roths-
child, Epq., M.P., in the chair, supported by Mr. Alderman and
Sheriff Whetham, the Rev. W. Rogers, Rector of Bishopsgate,

?il8Jor Suell, Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., Messrs. Wrench, Hurst,
J. Burnell, B. S. Williams, John Lee, and other members of

the nursery and seed trade. After the usual loyal and patriotic

toasts had been given in appropriate terms and enthusiastically

received, the Chairman in proposing the toast of the evening,
" Success and Prosperity to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution," after remarking on the beauties of flowers and
their influence in human affairs, said " the English gardener
had by his industry, skill, and enterprise brought the science

of horticulture to a perfection which stood unrivalled, and was
not even equalled in countries where the sky was sunniest and
the climate less capricious. He spared no trouble or expense
in introducing from tropical zones the rarest of Orchids and
other exotics, and his care was unceasing in nurturing and
fostering those delicate, and in many cases half-withered,

plants." The Chairman concluded by an eloquent appeal to

the company to support the charity in aid of which the enter-

tainment was given.

The subscriptions of the evening amounted to 771 guineas,

of which the Chairman and his famUy gave 100 guineas. As
usual the room was profusely decorated with flowering and
ornamental-foliaged plants contributed by the leading London
nurserymen.

PACKING FEUITS AND VEGETABLES FOE
TEANSIT BY EAIL.

Gabdeneks who have to send a supply of fruit and vege-

tables for their employers' table long distances by rail, gene-

rally find out by experience what measures are best. Still,

judging from what we have seen, more especially at exhibitions,

in the way of packing, and from establishments where better

things might be expected, we should imagine that there are

not a few of the craft who are not experts at the business, and
others who have not had that experience which is quite as

essential in that as in other matters. In packing either fruit

or vegetables, the first point is to get rid of all unnecessary
bulk and weight. We recommend all fruit-boxes to be packed
in hampers, and not sent separately or tied in bundles. The
hampers should be made of the strongest white wDlows, and
furnished with wooden clogs, otherwise the bottoms will wear
out in a few months ; and they should also have stout iron

bolts and eyes for securing the lid effectually. The basket-

maker should have instructions to rivet the eyebolts through
the bottom of the hamper, instead of simply attaching them to

the rim in the usual way, in which case they get loose in a
short time, necessitating the use of ropes to keep the lid down.
Two small hampers are much better than one big one. The

concussion is very much less with the former when they are

pitched about as we have seen them at the King's Cross plat-

form, and by the Parcels Delivery Company when taking them
about to their destination. We have known Melons burst and
other fruits to be spoiled through no other cause than this,

and we long ago had to discontinue using hampers above a
certain size for that reason.

For packing Grapes in, there is nothing better than tin

boxes, IS inches or 2 feet long, 6 inches deep, and 12 inches
wide: these sizes wUl be found to fit suitable- sized hampers.
Packing materials should consist of fine paper shavings, or

coarse unbleached cotton wadding. It is not contact so much
as rubbing which destroys the bloom of the berries ; the bunches
should therefore be packed very firmly, first wrapping each
bunch in one or two sheets of soft tissue or fine drapery paper,
and afterwards wedging them together in the box, so that
when the lid is shut down they cannot move about, in what-
ever position the box or hamper may be laid or thrown.
Grapes packed in this way rarely get damaged, nor is the
bloom of the berries much affected. Peaches require to be a
little more carefully handled than Grapes. It is not an un-

common practice to have the tin boxes for these divided into
compartments about 4 inches square, or large enough to hold
a Peach wrapped in cotton, and afterwards to enclose the
boxes in wooden cases ; but this plan is cumbersome and ex-
pensive, as a dozen Peaches so packed will occupy just about
double the space they would require if simply folded in cotton,

and packed as closely together as they will lie. Our tin Peach
boxes are 12 inches square and 4 inches deep, without divisions,

and are consequently adapted for holding either large or small
fruit, and the quantities can be regulated according to the

demand by using fewer or more boxes. Nectarines may be
folded in the cotton w.adding without paper ; but it is indis-

pensable that Peaches be first folded in the softest tissue paper
procurable before folding them in the cotton, as the wool
adheres to the skin of the fruit, and cannot easily be removed
without injury to the tender skin.

Figs require even greater care in packing than Peaches, they
are so easily injured when perfectly ripe, as they ought to be
before they are pulled off the tree. In their case a soft Vine
leaf should take the place of the tissue paper to keep the cotton
wool off them, otherwise they may be treated in the same way.
Strawberries are the most ticklish of all kinds of fruit to carry,

and need to be gently fingered in packing—in fact, we do
not like to finger them at all. Wrapping each fruit in a leaf

is a good plan, but deft fingers only can perform the operation

without bruising the berries. We like to pull them off the

plants by the footstalk, and to lay them in the box in the
same way, simply placing a flaccid Strawberry leaf between
the berries. In this way they can be wedged as tightly

together as needful. The boxes should be 2 inches deep, and
before packing a thin layer of cotton wadding should be laid

on the bottom, and on this soft Vine leaves ; above the fruit,

nothing binds so well as the soft Strawberry leaves before

mentioned ; and above, layers of cotton or leaves to keep all

in their places. It is very important that the Strawberry
leaves for packing should be gathered some hours before they
are wanted, and allowed to dry and flag in the fruit room :

leaves freshly gathered are altogether unsuitable. In packing
Pines and Melons it is only necessary to guard against crush-

ing by using somewhat elastic packing materials. Goose-
berries, Currants, and Cherries, and other small fruits, may be
packed in boxes not above 3 or 4 inches deep, with a layer of

leaves above and below only. Only choice specimens of Apples

and Pears require to be packed singly, and in layers, with

some soft material between, but ordinarily no such care is

required. Dessert Plums, however, it is worth while to pack
with care in a bed of soft leaves pressed down firmly with the

lid ; in this way the bloom is not much injured.

It is not necessai'y to say much on the head of vegetables.

We may remark, however, that hampers of moderate size are

best for vegetables. Too great masses of such things as

Spinach, Brussels Sprouts, or Greens, &c., soon ferment, and
if they are long on the road, or happen to be left unpacked for

a while, they soon spoil. Everything should be cleaned and

tied in bundles, as far as practicable, and packed in an orderly

manner ; and an invoice should accompany every hamper for

the convenience of the kitchen authorities and others.

Small salads, such as cheese herbs, which we find are

among the daily indispensables, should be packed by them-
selves in shallow baskets, as even small quantities ferment and

rot almost directly if buried among other things. Such things

should also be unpacked and laid out in a cool place immedi-

ately on arrival.

Vegetables are better when gathered and packed in the

morning ; and we think, when it is worth while sending a

supply regularly, that they should be sent by passenger train.

The railway companies are always willing to enter into arrange-

ments to carry such goods at so much a-hundredweight ; and

when we consider that the loss likely to occur through delay

by goods trains will probably exceed the difference in the price

of carriage, it is evident that the quickest tram is the cheapest.

We find it so at least ; but we are aware that in some cases

the hampers are always sent by goods train, on a two-hundred-

miles journey, and only once a-week. Seeing that the expense

of carriage is the same in the end, it is much better and more
convenient to send at least twice a-week, and less quantities at

a time ; then both vegetables and fruit will be in a fresher

condition.—J. S. (in The Gardener).

Bremen Inteenational Exhieition.—A medal for merit was

awarded to Messrs, J. B, Brown & Co., London, for excellence
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anil perfection in workmanship, and cheapness of production,

of their galvanised wire netting.

ELSHAM HOUSE.
THE SEAT OF W. HOItNSBY, Esq.

Gbantham is situated on the river Witham ; and placed on a

piece of rising ground commanding good views of the town
and surrounding district is the pretty villa residence of Wm.
Hornsby, Esq., one of the partners in the well-known firm of

Messrs. Hornsby & Sons, the eminent implement manufac-
turers. This firm employs a great number of hands, and, I

believe, the town owes much to this enterprising firm. How-
ever, it is not of Grantham that I wish to note a few par-

ticulars, but of Mr. Hornsby's interesting garden, and more

particularly the spring bedding. At the time of my vltit

(May 7th), all the beds were full of spring flowers, and every
bed was perfect—not a single failure, all seemed to have done
well. It was indeed, as a friend remarked, a " grand hit." I

will first take a glance at the hothouses and other glass

erections and their occupants.
Attached to the house there is a very pretty conservatory.

It is often the style in filling such with flowering plants to

aim at crowding as many flowers as possible into a given
space : nothing can be more prejudicial to the well-being of the
plants. Here every plant is allowed to stand as it were clear

of its fellow, at the same time there is no feeling of emptiness
about it. A few really well-grown plants are always far more
FB'isfi.otory in our point of view. A good plant of Azalea
Bride of Abydos was here in fine bloom. Ferns are also in-

Fig. 9.—Elsham hocse.

troduced with excellent taste. The house is not large, but the
contents are such as anyone who takes an interest in plant-
growing may well feel proud of. There are three vineries, all

in excellent condition and producing plenty of fruit ; they are
mostly trained under the rafters, and all are making "fine,

strong, healthy young wood. In a plant stove I noticed some
well-srown plants, such as Clerodendron Balfouriauum,
C. fallax, Bougainvillea glabra, Rhynchospermum jasmiuoides,
Stephanotis floribunda, showing flowers at every point of the
young wood ; Hibiscus rosa-sinensis floro-pleno, Pavetta bor-
bouica, with pretty leaves ; many varieties of Croton, and a
nice plant of Anthurium Scherzerianum. There is also a
stove devoted to exotic Ferns, containing some well-formed
plants, such as Adiantum macrophyllum, A. cuneatum, A. for-

mosum, a grand Fern when well grown; Gymnogramma sul-
phnrea, Lomaria sibba, one of the finest Ferns grown ; Cyathea
medullaris, and Dicksonia squarrosa, two fine tree Ferns from
New Zealand. There are three greenhouses containing good
collections of Ericas, Epacrises, and Azaleas, and also a good
selection of other hardwooded plants, such as Aphelexis ma-
crantha purpurea, A. prolifera Barnesi, Leschenaultia biloba
splendens, Pimelea spectabilis, and many others. Pine Apples
are grown in span-roofed houses, with a walk down the middle
and a bed on each side. Queens are the only variety cul-
tivated

; they are all in pots and look healthy and at home,
the young plants are making a fine sturdy growth, which all

^ine-growers lilce to see. Peaches and Nectarines are grown
in two houses ; Melons and Cucumbers have three span-roofed

houses for their cultivation. There is also the usual assort-

ment of cold pits and frames for growing Potatoes, &e., and
bedding plants in spring.

From what has been stated it will be seen that there is a

good number of glass houses ; they were all well filled with
good healthy plants.

The kitchen-garden ground is not very large, it is enclosed

by excellent walls, with young trees recently planted. By the

sides of the walks there are a good many pyramid Pears and
Plums, good young trees lately planted.—J. Smith, Exton
Farh Gardens, Rutland.

[We shall publish full details, with diagrams, of the bedding
next week.

—

Eds.]

INSECTS AND BIRDS.
Never in my experience have insects been so general and

abundant as during the present season. Aphides of many
kinds peculiar to particular plants are unusually prevalent.

Peaches on walls have been literally covered with the green

aphides (.\phis Pyri-mali), which attacks the Apple and Pear,

the former very abundantly this season. The brown Peach
aphis (A. persica) has given endless trouble in fumigation in

Peach houses, and is most difUcult to eradicate. Plum trees
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tave been literally swarmed with Aphis Pruni, scarcely a leaf

escaped being curled up to the midrib. Cherries were not free

of the black fly (A. Cerasi), and Gooeebeny and Currant

buthes were severely attacked with Aphis Eibis, and Rose
bufhes were smothered with A. RoEie. Whenever aphides are

unusually abundant the weather is mostly dry and cold, and
whenever there is a great plague of aphides honeydew is de-

posited proportionately. I know some of your close observers,

as the Kev. W. F. Eadclyffe, deny, or appear to deny, that

honeydew is due to and has its origin in insects. The Editors

I think are justified in pronouncing againet us (for I do not

stand alone) on this point ; but whatever the appearances are,

for or against our ideas, we must all give way to those facts ever

at the command of the attentive observer. In no instance

have I noticed honeydew without being able to iind insects

(aphides) infesting plants, shrubs, or trees, directly over or in

close proximity to deposits of honeydew.
To insect agency any observing person may ascribe the

formation of honeydew, no other agency natural or artificial

causing it to be deposited. The aphides and scale (Coccus)

tribe of insects do not exist on plants without creating honey-
dew ; it is deposited on all surfaces under or near these in-

sects, be they leaves of plants, walks, paths, soil, stages. It

is not found on the parts of plants above the insects, but
may be found on surfaces at a considerable distance from the

feeding ground of the aphides, yet always lower than it. It

falls, as everyone knows, and is never found on surfaces above
the aphis-attacked trees. In a plantation of bush fruit trees

that may have some standard trees of a kind not infestf-d

with aphides, whilst the bush fruit trees are, the latter will

Fig. 10.—SPltING BJiDDINa AT ELSTTAM HOUSE,

have a great quantity of honeydew on the leaves, especially

t!ie lower ones, but the insects being at the points of the

shoots the upper part of the bushes may also have, and usually

have, a slight deposit of honeydew, the standard trees being
perfectly free. If the honeydew is not caused by insect agency,
why is it present on the bush trees and net on the standard ?

I have two Apple trees in a plantation of " berry " trees ; honey-
dew is on the latter, the Apple trees are free. Another plant-

ation or quarter is free of honeydew on the low-growing sub-
jects free of the fall from two standard Plum trees which are

attncked with aphides ; the deposit of honeydew is on the leaves

of the Plum trees, and on those of the plants under and for a

short distance from the aphis-attacked trees, but the other
subjects of the quarter are clear of the deposit. Then we
have some groups of Roses near clumps of shrubs ; the Roses
are attacked with aphides, and the foliage clammy with honey-
dew, which is not on the grass, the shrubs, or any part of the
surroundings.

It may be urged that honeydew is a secretion of the plants,

the aphides not being the cause but the consequence of the
attack. The honeydew is deposited on the upper surface of

leaves, never on the lower, and the aphides come to feed on
the under surface, and suck the honeydew through the leaf.

It is not a secretion of the plant due to insect agency ; for if

we take a plant infested with aphides, free it of them, cleansing
the leaves and stem of honeydew, making the plant perfectly

clean, oa covering it with a hand or beU-glass we shall not
find any deposit of honeydew in twenty-four hours. This
shows that the secretion, if of the plant, ceases with the removal
of the insects, and gives ground for considering the honeydew
not a secretion of the plant ; for were it so, and arose from
the punctures of its tissues by the insects, it is highly probable

that the plant Vy-ould continue to secrete the fluid, for a time

at least, after the removal of the insects.

Let us introduce on the plant under the glass two or three

aphides, the kind peculiar to the species, and cover again with

the glass. Within tweuty-four hours we have on the surface of

the leaves immediately under the insects dots of honeydew,
proving conclusively that its presence is due to the insects,

that it is not a secretion of the plant attracting the insects,

nor 11 secretion of the plant caused by the insects, but tho

secretions of the insects. Anyone can put to the test these

simple facts, demonstrating on a Rose bush in a pot, or a

Pelargonium, the cause of honeydew as clearly as were he
master of all the mysteries of vegetation.

The cause of honeydew may appear but a matter of little or

no importance to the cultivator, but it is, nevertheless, not

altogether insignificant. If it were established that honeydew
is a secretion of the plant not attributable to insect agency, it

would follow that the condition of the plant caused it to bo

attacked by insects, and we should then only have to keep ths

plants healthy—apply that which nature does not afford, and
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we ehonld have perfect immunity from insects. If, on the

other hand, it were estabHshed that the honeydew is a secretion

of the plant following an attack of aphides, it would follow

that the removal of the ineects would restore the plants to

health and vigour. It is not, however, a secretion of the plant,

but an excretion of insects, which feed on the under surface

—

the breathing-pores side of the leaves—sucking out the life-

blood of the plant, and covering the upper surface with honey-
dew, a fluid which on thickening completely prevents the action

of light, &c. Hence growth of the part attacked is impeded
or arrested ; immature ripening of the wood results, and the

crop of flowers or fruit is rendered imperfect. We thus arrive

at an estimate of the damaging effect of attacks of insects on
vegetable growth, and become convinced of the necessity of

freeing plants of them with the least possible loss of time.

Infects derive their support from the plant and leave a deposit.

That of the aphis and coccus is a gummy sweet fluid—honey-
dew. The tiny red spider and thrips leave dots which, whil-i

the insects feed on the juices of the plant, ultimately result iu

a fungoid growth and consequent disorganisation of tissue.

The cause of insect attacks is probably the result of some
law of nature to meet the demand that will be made by
other of Nature's creatures, the feathered tribe, which in a dry
and sunny season breed immensely, and then require a greater

quantity of succulent insect food than in a wet and sunless

season. Bo that as it may ; the fact remains, that when insects

are unusually prevalent their great enemies appear more than
ordinarily plentiful, and are uncommonly active. Their great
enemies are the birds. There are few, it any, birds that do
not feed their young with insects—few birds but what are more
or less insectivorous—none, so far as I have experience, that
do not at one or more periods of the year destroy an immense
number of insects : hence their value to the gardener in keep-
ing the insects (small and comparatively insignificant creatures
individually, but in innumerable hosts) from so exerting them-
selves on vegetable life that the garden would be turned into

a wilderness, and the field into a desert. The baknce of

power as regards the insect and vegetable kingdoms appears
to rest with the birds. They have after suffering much, and
it is to be feared unknown persecution, been protected by law,
an amendment to a previous Act of Parliament being intro-

duced during the present session. It may, therefore, appear
needless to point out the value of birds, they being recognised
as useful and deserving of preservation ; but their value is

nevertheless not sufHciently known and so ackuowledged as to

lead to their encouragement, which is very different to a law
passed to prevent their extinction. Of the various uses of

birds in a garden I propose hereafter to treat, and hope to
enlist such sympathy as to encourage their breeding.

—

Q. Abbey.

posed to the south-west. Mr. W. Wilson Saunders always
spoke of it with pleasure. When it was planted I cannot say,

but I have lived here since 1855, when it was of a good height.

It was planted, I presume, by Sir. Fojkitt, who formerly lived

here.—W. D. Paixe, Reigaie.

EEMEDY FOR DAMP WALLS.
To equal parts of Portland cement and lime add a piece of

soft soap, then apply. On stone I have found this resist all

wet, BO much so that to put on a second coat is impossible.
—W. T.

[I fear the application will not meet the case complained of
at page 487, vol. xxvi., for the wall was that of a brick-built
dwelling ; and whatever coating was put on outside ought to

be transparent, so as not to alter the character cf the building
in appearance, which I fear a mixture of cement and lime
would do, as it must give a colouring. I may mention that
soft soap was one of the ingredients with which a sort of rough
varnish was made for coating the wall several times twenty
years ago, without much effect. I forget now the mode in
which it was applied ; but I know some care was required to
prevent air-bubbles, and I think alum was also used in addition
to the soft soap. The composition was colourless, and did not
alter the appearance of the brickwork. Some glutinous or
resinous substance that would give body without colour and
resist the weather would probably answer, only it ought not
to be costly. Many glass structures requue shading during
extremely hot weather, and limewash and other materials now
used are capable of vast improvement. A useful transparent
wash for damp walls might give ug a hint to use it elsewhere.
— J. KOBSOK.]

Saliseckia ADiANTiroLiA.—I havs a fine specimen superior
to the one at Kew, that having lost one of its good branches.
Mine is between 20 and 30 feet in height, if indeed not near
to 40. My soil is socdy and dry, with a stctp fall, fully tx-

EXCESS OF PEARS IN CANTERBURY,
NEW ZEALAND.

AccoMPAN'YiN'G this brief notice is an illustration of a heavy-
loaded branch of the little Swan's-Egg Pear, grown in my
own garden, which branch should have been in an upright
position had it not been for the weight of eighty-four Pears
on it. Of this variety of Pear, its hardiness and adaptable-
ness for the changeable climate of this part of New Zealand
there needs no proof.

—

Willum Swale, Cliristchurch, Canter-
bun/, N.Z.

[The photograph shows that tho Pdars were roped on the
branch as Onions are roped.

—

Eds.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Is the stove Amorphophallus campanulatus, a very remark-

able Aroid, has now an inflorescence, which is indeed curious.

The club of the spadix is about 20 inches in circumference, and
deeply crumpled. It is dark purple iu colour, approaching to

black, with a few irregular yellow spots near the top. The
ppathe is beautifully spotted on the outside. When in flower

the odour exhaled is detestable. On another plant a gigantic

leaf is being developed ; it is now about 5 feet high, and when
the divisions spread will be strikingly ornamental. This
species is of medicinal importance in India, where it Is also

largely cultivated for food. The rootstock contains a large

quantity of starch. It is of the easiest cultivation, does best

in fibrous loam, and should be potted in April, or when indicat-

ing a desu'e to grow. While in active growth it requii-es

water freely, but which, as soon as the leaf turns yellow, must
be gradually withheld. It may be cultivated in an interme-
diate house. The inflorescence is rarely produced, except from
large imported rootstocks.

Albuca minor in flower in the Cape house is very pretty,

though belonging to a genus usually without beauty. The
flowers are yellow, drooping, and borne on slender stems, the
glandular appearance of which adds to the elegance of the
plant.

Among Orchids recently open are Thuuia alba, of graceful

habit, the leaves of which are glaucous, the flowers white, and
the lip marked with purple lines ; Stanhopea oculata, a plant

with seven spikes ; Dendrobium dixanthum, a beautiful yellow-

flowered species, easily cultivated ; Aerides odoratum ; Pro-

mensea stapelioides, interesting from the resemblance of the

flower to a Stapelia; and Dendrobium japonicum, the flowers

of which are white or pinkish white, and, though not of highly

ornamental character, is worth cultivation.

In flower on the Eockwork are the following :—Spraguea
umbellata, a plant of much interest from California, which
though known for some time is not yet common. It may bo

treated as an annual or biennial. Sown early under glass it

will bloom the same year. If sown out of doors it should be

where tho mature plants are required ; although it will bear

transplanting, it is better without that operation. Lilium
canadense, " one of the first plants introduced to European
gardens from America."— (Mr. Baker.) Lilium Washingtoni-
anum, one of the most beautiful and distinct. The flowers are

white and delicately spotted with puiple. It may be known
from all the other funnel-flowered Lilies by its having the

leaves ananged in whorls. Allium McNabianum, a very pretty

species, recently figured under this name by Dr. Kegel. Sedum
sempervivoides, a plant now rare in cultivation, and often

searched for in vain ; S. altissimum is frequently sold for it.

It has a rosette of broad leaves, and produces pretty flesh-

coloured flowers. MlUa ixioides (Calliprora lutea) is a very

pretty Califoruiau bulb, having an umbel of numerous yellow

flowers. It prefers a peat soil. Hutchinsia alpina, a diminu-

tive Crucifer, with pure white flowers, has been in beauty for

a considerable time. It is a native of the Alps, where, we are

told, it is gathered and eaten as a salad. We can find no con-

firmation in books. It is still worth a trial, as it would com-
bine beauty with utilitj-. The flavour is precisely that of

Cress. Seed is sometimes offered as Smelowtkia alpina.

In the hcrUceous ground Fuckia Sieboldiana is very orna-
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mental; it has bokl gla-ioous foliage and strong racemes of

large white flowers tinged with lilao. Salvia chionantha is

one of the most ornamental ; it has narrow leaves at the base,

and the panicles are tall, bearing large pure white flowers ; the

branches are pecuUarly slender towards the point. Polygonum
(Miihleubeckia) complexum, from New Zealand, forms a dense

mass of slender black stems, with small round leaves. It is of

trailing habit, and may be grown as a climber in the green-

house. Eryngium maritimum, from its silvery spiny foliage,

might surely be used with good effect in combinations of fine-

foliaged plants.

Bouvardia triphylla, an old species with scarlet flowers, is

very pretty in one of the beds in the Temperate house. It

appears to do well planted out, and though not so valuable as

sc#ne of the hybrids, it is still worth cultivation. A decoction

of the branches is used in Mexico as a cure for hydrophobia,

and it is said with considerable success.

THE SUSSEX ANCHOR HOOK.
OoB illustration represents a very useful implement which,

having used, we can speak of in the best terms. It com-
bines the means of performing

more than one operation ; but

the principal use to which it may
be applied is that of a lawn-

weeder, the forked ends of which
being well adapted for eradicat-

ing Plaintain, Cocksfoot, Hawk-
bit, Cat's-ear, Thistles, Dande-
lions, and other coarse-growing

herbage. We have used it very

much for this purpose, and have
found it the best lawn-weeder we

have ever had. Then there is a cutting edge on one side of

the form of the letter L, which is serviceable for cutting over

Thistles, Docks, Brambles, and other tall weeds, while at the

end there is a semicircular blade to serve the purpose of a spud.

It is a very handy and useful tool, and we heartily recom-

mend it.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Those that have Asparagus beds just now, ia the midst of the

growing season, and while the soil is moist, slinuld apply soakiugs

of manure water with good portion of salt added thereto, taking

the precaution of applying in due season stakes and lines to the
outside rows at least, to prevent the heavy rains and winds
breaking down the plants, which is very injurious to the crowns.
Sea-kale, too, is particularly fond of manure water and salt

applied, and this is the season of the year to assist it in forming
strong crowns to ensure good cuttings of luxuriant fine-flavoured

Kale another year ; take care too that the crowns are duly
thinned. Give every encouragement to late Strawberries by
applications of manure water mixed with a good portion of

clrimney soot, which Strawberries particularly delight in. Such
attention will prolong the bearing a considerable time. Keep
the surface of the soil well stirred among the growing crops of

Onions, or they may be seriously injured by mildew or maggot if

showery weather continue to prevail. If the aphides make
their appearance about the Carrot and Parsnip crops, dredge
them well early in the morning with dry ashes, charred wood,
or wood dust, or chimney soot, either of which are good drivers

of these pests ; but the three mixed together have a most bene-
ficial effect, not only by clearing away the nuisance, but also in

fertilising the soil and producing healthy luxuriant crops. If

any of the Brassica family are infested with any of the above
pestiferous vermin dredge them in a similar way, and if infested
with root-maggot apply it in a liquid state. Continue to put out
winter stuff in every spare piece or corner of land, and prick-out
young plants for future planting. Do not allow either Peas or

I5eans to encumber the land after the bulk of the crop has been
secured, but clear them away and crop with other articles,

among which do not forget a portion of Leeks and Celery for

winter use. Get a spare corner, too, well forked and pulverised
in readiness for sowing the principal crops of Cabbage for

another spring.
This has been a peculiarly trying season for the florist.

Auriculas and Polyanthuses must be kept well watered and free

from insects, and shaded from the bright sunshine. Thrips, fly,

and red spider are apt to make sad havoc on the leaves of the
Polyanthus in such a season as this; nothing is better for

eradicating these pests than syringing under the leaves with
tobacco water, lime water, or clear soot water. Where the seed
is ripe it should be carefully removed and kept in the seed
vessels until sowing time in February or March. Carnations
and Picotees will require rich waterings to give size to the

flowers, but if too rich expect the colours to run and be foul.

Pinks may be struck by cuttings, aud so may the forwardest of

Carnations and Picotees, though layering is the surest process,

unless you can command a nice gentle bottom heat and a tight

hand-light. Ranunculuses should be raised when the foliage is

quite withered, the roots separated before they become hard and
brittle, aud placed aside when properly dried in bags or drawers
until planting time returns.

Peg down Verbenas, or insert short bushy twigs among them.
Tie Dahlias and Hollyhocks. Look to climbing Roses on poles

and chains in these windy days ; clear away the decaying Rose
buds from Rose trees ; transplant from the reserve garden, so

as to fill all vacancies. Sow early-blooming annuals for autumn
flowering. Remove everything dying and decaying to the rul)-

bishheap; mow aud sweep, hoe and rake, aud give to every

place an appearance of neatness.

Achinienes.—There are few plants more beautiful or that will

better reward the cultivator for any extra attention than the

different species and varieties of Achimenes. I have had fine

specimens of the grandiflora in bloom for six weeks, aud thoy

look as if they would continue to bloom in fiue condition for as

much longer. The longiflora, though not so fine with me as I

have seen it with others, has also been beautifully in flower;

whilst hirsuta and peduuoulata, the latter with bloom little

inferior to picta, are just showing their flower buds. One ad-

vantage which picta possesses over the others is, that it will

f^row and flower more freely in the winter months when placed

m a stove temperature ; but then all the others will flourish

for a longer period in a greenhouse temperature. One of their

great recommendations to amateurs of limited means, and to

persons who wish to make a great floral display in summer and
autumn, with but limited means for keeping-up a stock during

the winter, is that during the cold mouths of the year as soon

as done flowering, they require no attention more than keepiug

the roots dry and free from frost. My plan with these, as well

as Gloxinias and several of the Achimenes, is merely to lay the

pots on their broadsides, and pile them up in brick fashion in

any snug corner below a stage. The Achimenes will stand a

greater degree of cold with impunity than the Gloxinia will do,

unless the roots of the latter are very dry, when they are apt to

become so much shrivelled as to impair their future luxuriance.

To preserve them safe neither of them should be exposed to a

lower temperature than 35°, and if 40° is made the lower tem-

perature so much the better. The roots will keep better iu the

pots in which they were previously growing, than if taken out

and put away in drawers, &c. The soil to be equal parts of

turfy loam and turfy peat, with an addition of about one-sixth

part of silver sand, rotten dung, and lumps of charcoal in equal

proportions, using more charcoal if the soil is not lumpy aud
full of fibre. It is a little matter whether they are grown in

pots or pans, as though the roots are inclined to run sballow, I

have found them at the bottom of the largest pots. Whether
pots or shallow pans are used there should be no deficiency of

drainage. To keep-up a succession of bloom as long as possible,

succession tubers should be excited in February, April, and the

end of June, or any time between those periods. If excited

later they will be of small service to the amateur who has got

nothing but his greenhouse, frame, or pit. There will be no
difficulty in exciting any of them except the rot, and that diffi-

culty will not exist with the amateur if he has a pit heated by
any means except dung for his early Melons and Cucumbers.
For accomplishing that object the scaly tubers should be shaken

out of the pots and placed with a little earth about them iu

small shallow pans, and at once transferred to a situation com-
manding a temperature of (50° or 70° with abundance of atmo-

spheric moisture. This can be as easily done in a dung-bed

frame as anywhere else, with this difference, that after the plants

have sprung aud after they are potted and commence growiug

the frame must have a little air night and day, and in bright

weather the plants require shading, or the action of the sun on

the leaves of the young plants when covered with the dense

vapours arising from the dung beds will mark them with brown
blotches, which will mar their beauty, however well they may
be grown afterwards. In moving the plants from the pans in

which they were excited (which should be done when the plants

are an inch or two in height), they may be transferred inlio

small pots to be again shifted, or they may be put into their

flowering pots at once, which is the method I prefer. In doing

so some cultivators place the requisite number of tubers at

regular distances over the pot, but in general, and especially

with such sorts as pedunculata, grandiflora, hirsuta, &c., I

prefer bringing all the growing ends of the tubers to the centre

of the pot, and placing the other ends in a line to the circum-

ference, like the spokes of a wheel, so that the specimen may
resemble a amgle plant, and not a potful of suckers.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
H.IBDY FIIUIT GARDEN.

Two weeks ago we said that bush and pyramid fruit trees

should be looked over and have the young growths shortened
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back. A press of other work prevented us from doing ours until
the end of last week, when a beginning was made. The young
growths must not only be cut-back, but it is also highly desir-

able to thin them out. No good fruit can be produced from
any variety of fruit tree if that is a thicket of wood. If Apples,
or Pears, or any stone fruit of a hardy nature, is to be of good
quality, it must be freely exposed to sunshine and air. The
nature of closely-cut-in trees is to become crowded with wood,
and many amateurs at the work are afraid to use the knife.

We have a fair crop of Apples, but Pears and Plums, the
latter especially, are very scanty. Some of the Cherry trees
have gummed badly. Correspondents sometimes ask for a cure
for this disease (it may be called), for it is a disease even if it

is induced by a rusty nail or tight tying. It is like the Vine
disease, or rinderpest in cattle, thou;;h it is not infectious. The
best way is to destroy the tree altogether when it is badly
attacked. We have commenced to layer the Strawberries, be-
ginning with Black Prince. This is yet the best for early work,
and for this purpose should be layered in small 60's (2J-inch
pots), and repotted in a month after layering in 5-inch. They
will be ready to cut from the plants in two weeks after layering,
and generally in two weeks more may be potted into their
fruiting-pots. We used to be very particular in mixing the
compost that was used for potting into their fruiting-pots ; but
one season having on hand a large quantity of the soil that had
been used for growing Melons, this was taken both for the
layering of the runners in small pots and for the final potting,

and gave most satisfactory results. Fix the runners in the
pots with a small peg. When once the black aphis has taken
H firm hold of anj' tree, it is very difficult indeed to destroy it.

On the Morello Cherry trees they clustered in millions, and
though the shoots were dipped in a solution of tobacco water
and soft soap sufficiently strong to kill them, some escaped, but
their enormous powers of reproduction soon brought forward a
fresh supply.

Vineries.—In a dry season like the present it is well not; to

overlook the outside Vine borders. When Vines are in healthy
growth they require a large supply of water at the roots, and in
dry districts with rainfall so much below the average that it

has been this year, the Vines will suffer if the border does not
receive two or three good waterings. Inside, the same attention
is required. The Grapes have not yet commenced to colour in
the late houses; when they do, some attention is necessary to

prevent scalding. Lady Downe's is very much subject to this,

especially if the house is kept close and moist. The opposite
conditions to this will produce freedom from scalding—viz.,

plenty of air in the day with the surface of the borders and
paths sprinkled with water twice aday in hot weather, and
only once if the days are dull and cold, and that in the morning.
In many gardens the appearance of the bunches of Black Lady
Downe's is quite spoiled by inattention to admitting plenty of

air at the time the Grapes begin to colour.

Pot Vines, as shown at exhibitions, and as seen in well-
managed gardens bearing fruil, are not at all what they ought
to be, the Viues making little wood, and bearing small bunches
with badly-set berries. It is sometimes necessary to grow pot
Vines for fruiting when young Vines have been planted, and a
supply of fruit is required before they come into bearing, or for
some other Ciuse ; but the practice is not to be recommended if

it can be avoided. Where canes were started or eyes put in
earlj', so that the wood would be ripened for early forcing next
year, it will now be ripening. Still continue to give plenty of
water at the roots, and syringe freely, maintaining a high tempe-
rature, and not until the leaves near the base of the Vines show
signs of changing to a yellow colour should this treatment be
altered; then more air should be admitted, the temperature
ought to be lowered, and the atmosphere drier, the leaves will
then gradually fall off. The Vines may then be removed to a
cool house, and water given sufficient to prevent the soil from
becoming dust-dry. Over-dryness destroys many of the small
active fibres, which is no doubt the cause of many failures. The
reverse treatment—standing them out of doors until the pots
are deluged by the autumn rains, is equally injurious.
Peach House.—The routine work here is much the same as that

detailed in previous numbers, though a few words may not be
out of place as regards gathering the fruit ; and having recently
Been a quantity badly bruised by bad management, a hint to
some may be useful. No fruit is more easily damaged than
Peaches, it must therefore be carefully handled, gathered, and
placed on cotton wadding at once, even if it has only to be carried
as far as the fruit room. Should it be necessary to send Peaches
a distance, a thick layer of cotton wadding should be placed in
the bottom of the box, and a strip of wadding wrapped round
each fniit, place it on its base, and lay them close to each other.
The strip of wadding will prevent the fruit from touching.

PLANT STOVE.
Amongst the most useful of stove plants may be named Ixoras.

The Howers last a long time in beauty, and tlie whole of the
varieties are of free growth and easily managed. I. coccinea is

one of the very best, so brilliant in colour. I. javanica is not

posFessed of such richly-coloured trasses, but they are mora
freely produced; and very distinct in character is I. Colei,'
which does not seem to grow so healthily as some of the others,
but which may be grown into good plants, as the very fine ex-
amples of it eiihibited by the Messrs. Cole abundantly testified.

The insect pests that chiefly favour Ixoras are scale and mealy
bug. If the latter is not cleared from the plants before the
trusses of flowers open, the bug will gather into the centre of

the bunches, and cannot possibly be dislodged without spoiling
them. Stove plants of this character should be well syringed
under and over the leaves when in growth, which helps to keep
them clean. Eucharis amazonica is also in full beauty, and not
even Phalaenopsis itself, the wonderful Moth Orchid, can surpass
it in the snowy whiteness of its flowers. The plants with us
flower about three times in twelve months. Pot in good turfy
loam, with a little rotted manure and leaf mould added, also
sand if the loam is heavy. The plants are grown in the stove,
but when in flower it is best to remove them to the greenhouse,
as the flowers are very fugacious if the plants are kept in heat

;

they will also last much longer if cut, taken indoors, and placed
in water at once. Crotons are also amongst the most orna-
mental of our foliage plants, and they have within the last few
years been introduced in sufScient abundance to satisfy the most
ardent admirer of them ; it is questionable, however, if any will

become such great favourites as C. angustifolium, the Fountain
Plant of India ; its slender wavy leaves place it at the head of

the list for graceful effect. C. Weismanii, C. undulatum, and
C. Youngii may safely be added to the most select list. Nor
should any stove be without a few of the best Draccenas.
X>. ferrea, D. terminalis, and D. Cooperii are the best of the old
sorts, but they will certainly be displaced by the new introduc-
tions. The most unique amongst them is the new one intro-

duced by Mr. W. Bull last year, D. Goldieana. It has its leaves
much broader than any of the other species ; these are dark
green, and distinctly marked and barred with greyish white.
D. Regime is also very distinct. D. Fraseri, D. Mooreana,
D. magnifica, and others too numerous to mention, are very
valuable acquisitions to our stoves. A fault with Dracaenas is

that they in the course of a few years become leggy by losing
the bottom leaves. To prevent this, or rather a remedy for it,

is to cut a notch in the stem at the base of the leaves, and wrap
some sphagnum moss round the cut. If this is kept moist roots

are emitted, and the stem can be cut quite throuah under the
roots, when it may bo potted. It has been a usual practice to

allow the fires to go out for six weeks at least about midsummer.
We did so this year, but some of the plants showed the ill effects

of it this year, and artificial heat was again applied.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened un-
avoidably.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjeots them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

SukZlT.ocK (Scotch Thistle).—You ^i\\ find a life-sized plate of the Sham-
rock in " British Wild Flowers," No. 4, published at our ofiice.

Briar or JIanetti (Jane),—The Briar aud Manetti Roses are quite dis-

tiiict, and both are used as stocks on which to bud Roses. The former is the

common Dog Rose, and the latter is bo named from an Italian botanist.

Worsted will do to tie buds, but cotton is more generally used.

RilsiNG Snowdrops from Seed {IF. r.).^ilr. Robson did not doubt
that >inowdi-ops could be obtained from seeds when he mentioned that those

which he had sown had not produced plants. Failure probably arnse, he
remarks, fiom birds and othtT enemies, or from the seed bein^ simply

scattered broadcast over all kinds of ron:jh ground, most of it not touched
either with the spade or hoe. He adds that during the past winter he has
found the double Snowdrop very useful for gathering for bouqnetf, althoagh
it does not multiply itself so fast as the single form, nor is quite so early.

Strawberries foe Forcing tKecns' Seedling).—The best for forcing are

Black Prince, President, Keens' Seedling, Vicomtesse H'Ticart do Thury, and
Sir Chailes Napier.

Chemical Properties of Burnt Clav (H. L. £.).—Btirnt clay not only

improves the staple of a heavy toil by making it more workable, but thereby
renders it more porous, so that the air can more readily penetrate. Those are

not all the benefits, for burnt clay absorbs ammonia, not only from the

atmosphere but from the animal manures decomposing in the soil, and retains

it, and imparts it to roots of plants in solution in the rain water which
reaches it.

Tobacco Water (Idem).—The simple prevention of its offensive imell
woTild be to buil only as many of the stalks at a time aa would make a quantity
of liquor useable before it became putrescent.

Papeu for Hotbed Frames (A'dc/o/t).—It is possible to render paper
waterproof, and the following extract comes to us opportunely in reply ;^
" Common paper, by a very simple process, maybe converted info a substance
as strong as parchment, by means of sulphuric acid. The paper is simply
dipped in the acid : but the acid must be of an exactly determined strength,

aud mixed ^ith half its bulk of water. A sheet of paper dipped in this.
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liquid 13 almost ioBtantaneoualy ch'iDged in character. It baooines touflh

hmd, and fibrous, but its weight is nut incroa-ied, and it is far better for

wri'iQ^ purposes than uuimal parchiuent. It can be rubbed bettor than

paper, and almjst as well aa eheepskio ; and it serves for vellum in buuk-

biuiiiug, and for all luj-al purput^ea, tis well aa animal parchment, for strouf^

biiiUiu^, and as a aub-ititute for bladders to cov^r pickle audjam jars; aud
any paper that has even been printed on ma? be cimverted, by means of

Buiphiirio acid, into vegetable parchment. Paper can be made waterproof

wittioiit giving it the cuaracerof parchment by dis-^olving 2i ozs of alum
and 4 ozB of white soap in 2 lbs. of water; also, iJ oza. ol gum araiiic and

(J o/,-, of glue in 2 lbs. of water ; the two h 'lotions are to be mix«d. and i he
sheet-* of paper dipped into the mixture while warm. They are then to be

hung up to dry, aud pressed. Thi.s paper id very useful fur packages exported

to the damp, or for any purpose comiec'ed with the preservation of articles

fnira m fisture."

—

(Casscll's " Household Guide" for July.)

ViOLi irfirfiai.—It is imp ssible to jud^-e of the merits of your seedling

Pau-iy from a dried single flower. Send a plant to the Floral Committee or

to Cbiswiok.

Old Gooseberby and Curb4nt Bcshes [E D I-.).—Cat out the young
ceutre braa-jbe^^. Destroy half the bushes, and plant young ones this

ftutuma, and destroy the other half aod plaut young ones iti the autumn of

next year.

Grasses for Cow Fodder {Wellington) —All the Grasses and Clovora, &c ,

you name are ptrenbiul except the Italian Rye Grass. We should have
Per«^nnial R-e Grass in place of the Ifaliau, and not depend on one subject

alone, but have a mixture. For your snil a Huitable mixture would be two
biinliels Perennial I Pacey'b) Eye Grass, one bu-hel Itaiiin ibeat quality). Red
WeUh Clover, 5 lbs. ; White Clover, 4 lbs. ; Alsike Clover, 1 lb ; Trefoil, 5 Iba,

;

and your sitil being moist as well as light, you may add 2 lbs. Timothy Gra^s.

The ab<)ve quantities are a mixture for one acre. For early cutting the .-^eed-*

Tonld be bust sown iu September, the land bein:^ in good tilth aud clean. It

may ^ive four or five cuttiug:i for forage the ^st year, audit left a second,

being well manured, three or four.

Swainsonia '^eedlisg Cdltdre (C TV.).—Pot them singly in small pots,

aeiug a compost of three parts sandy turfy loam, one part sandy peat, half a
part leaf Bull and old dry cow manure, aud one-sixth each silver sand aud
pieces of charcoal, with good drainage. Shade fur a few days, and keep rather
moist, eyriueing freely, so as to keep down red spider, affording an airy

losit ion. Shift into larg-r pots as thuae they are in become liUe 1 with roots,

,e 'ping rather dry in winter, and encoura ge growth iu spring wi'h moistuie.

Wbea shifting iuto larger pots be careful not to pot them btlow the seed
leaves.

Grapes Mildewed {W. C. D.).—The Grapes not having commenced to

ripen change colour you may syringe them, aud whilst wet dust them with
the flowers of sulphur, and you may free them of the sulphur by syrinying
before the Grapes chauge colour; but if they have commenced ripening you
may cause the sulphur to adhere, as it will to the mildewed parts, by forcing

it against them upwards with an iusi rumeut the hame as is uted for the appli-

citiou of tobacco powder, and which may be had of aoy dealer in insecticides.

By all means apply fire heat, so a? to enable you to ventilate freely, and coat
the hot-water pipes with flowers of sulphur of the cousistency of paint,
brought to that with a soft-soap solution, 1 lb. to the gallon, applying to the
pipes with a brush.

Plants for Winter-flowering (Novice).—You do not say whether you
req'iire the plants for in or ouf-door decorati'in. If the latter, you would see
wiiat Mr. Luckhurst in the number of July 2nd says ou those; but as we
apprehend >ou mean those for iu-door decoration, our advice will relate to

them. Few are the subjects you wi'l be able to raise from seed—Primula
sinensis in variety, Cioerftria, Cyclamen, and Mignonette. Fur blooming in
winter, the Cineraria, Cyclamen, and Primula ^hould be sown in March or
April and the Mignonette maybe sown now. Intermediate Stocks are also
good ; seed should be sown at once. Of plants. Camellias, Kpacrises, Epiphyl-
luin vars.. Ericas gracilis autumnalis, rubra, melaothera, byetnalis, coloraus.
ciffra, and arbuscula; Cjronilla glauca, Cjtisus raceinosus, >alvia Heeri, and
Chrv^aiithemums. For early wmter-floweriug the Roman Hyacinth is very
desirable, and you may keep up a gi'od display with Crocuses, Tulips, Hya-
ciuths, Dielytra soectabilis. Spiisea japonica, Deutzia gracilis, aud Lily of the
Va ley. introduced at intervals of three weekd from the beginning ot January
to March.

Lily—TuBERons-RooTED Geranium (K. S. ilf.).—We do not recognise the
Lily from your description. Send a specimeu. It may be Lilium Martagon
Bfipalid albia. The Geraniums are probably in the Koyal Botanical Garden,
Kew.

Strawberries Ulcerated (Perplexed}.—We never saw the fruit similarly
affected. Not knowing anything abuuc the cultivation adopted, we can only
fiuggest that the ulcers arise from want of sap. If bo, copious watering with
weak liquid manure might save the unaffected berries.

Names of Plants (P. P.),—2, Viburnum Lautana variegata; 6, Gecista
triquetra. We cannot name plants from It^aves ouly, and the other flowers
had dropped. iDj.—Hedysarum coromwium and Astraniia major. iP. Q.}.—
No. I, Juniperus Sabina variegata; 2, Abiea Nordmanniana; 3, CupressuB
macrocarpa. (G. S.).—Ervum hirsutum.

POULTRY, BEE, AHD PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

THE SILVER POLANDS AT REA.DING.
I FEEL it but justice to the Jud{];o at the Reading Show (Hants

and Berks), aa my two pens of Silver Polttuda have been criti-

ciBed somewhat freely by the poultry press, to explain that
when I entered the pens I intended to send a different pair in
the pen priced i'2 2y., and to which was awarded the first prize

;

but one of the birds waa so ill that I could not send it, and
therefore I had either to leave the pen empty, which does not
add to the beauty of the exhibition, or substitute another pen;
this I dij, claiming them myself at once.
There will always be differences of opinion, and I apprehend

the great majority of fanciers would disagree with the judg-
ment at Beading, (I mean simply aa regards the two peus, for

as I waa not there I cannot say anything about the other com-
peting pens), aud place the highly commeuded pen first. I
should certainly myself. Yet iu sumo reapectft both the birds iu

the first-prize pen were superior to the highly comtnended pen;
indeed, but for disease that in infancy attacked the cock iu the
first-prize pen aud m,irred his development, I should consider
him the better of the two. H-i is better coloured, better marked ;

and had the topkuot been equally developed ou each side, ha
wnald have been, to my thiukiug, altogether the better bird.

The hen was larger than the highly commended hen ; but other-
wise the hiijhiy commended bird is a beauty, and greatiy the
superior. But to show that the pen ia not quite so bad as some
of the descriptions made it out to be, I may state that the cock
had been exhibited three times previously, taking two first

prizes and highly commended ; whilst the hen was iu my silver-

cup pen at Chepstow three years ago, and first at Lewes in the
fall of the same year, and has not been exhibited since. I cer-

tainly consider the highly commended the better pen ; but my
opinion of their relative merits canuot be gathered froji the
prices attached to them. I may add that the hen in the first-

prize pen waa a spangled hen, and by some judges these are

c msidered superior to the laced hen. I disagree with such a
dictum; still it ia held by some fanciers, and they have a right
to their own opinion, and should they be judges at an exhibition,

have a perfect right to cirry it out. Oue paper remarks that
the topkuot of the prize hen was so white ; this is well known
to be the result of age. and should not miUtate greatly against a
bird's chances of success.

I have felt it but justice to Mr. J. Baily, whom I do not know
except by correspondence, to state the facts of these two pena.
Perhaps, after my explauation, it may be thought the judgment
was less strange than the prices attached to thi^ two pens would
lead an outsider to expect.

—

Joskph Hinton, War77iinster.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S POULTRY
SHOW.

The annual Meeting of this Society took place at Stratford,

on 3Ut.h June aud two followiog days. The extraordinary con-
fusion that prevailed with regard to the numbers prevented our
publishing a prize list last weuk. The numbers iu the catalogue
differed in nearly all cases from the birds that should represent
them in the peus ; we could, consequently, give no accurate list

of the owners of the winners. If the catalogue waa wrong it

could have been revised and the matter put right ; but if, on the
other hand, the birds were wrongly penned, which many cir-

cumstances led us to believe, we are at a loss to understand how
the Judge accomplished his task; the usual *' judge's book

"

would be useless, and he must have taken the cards in hia hand
and placed them on the pens as he made his selections. Wo
had not an opportunity of inquiring, but we think this course
must have been adopted, as the prize cards appeared generally
in the proper places on the best birds.

Class 1, Dorkings. The catalogue contained four entries, but
we could find only three pens of birds. The first number, 277
(Mr. Liugwood'p), we could not here trace, but a pen of bitds
that should have appeared in this class we found with Cochins,
pen 292. We at first thought they belonged ti Mr. Watts from
the fact of finding a basket numbered 230 underneath the pens ;

but on returning to pen 280 we found it occupied with a pen of
birds marked third prize. Coming to the Cochins we find the
third prize for Buffs given to a number which in the catalogue
is shown in the next class, and belonging to Mr. Woodgate,
while Mr. Woodgate's White Cochins, which we think should
have occupied this pen, we found iu pen 296, belonging to Mr.
Maiden, and marked first prize. Mr. Lingwood's Dark Brahmas,
which we recoguised, and which also obtained a first prize, were
treattd in the same way; we found them in pen 308, belonging
to Mr. Levick. This was continued throughout the Show, which,
under the circumstances, was fortunately not a large one, the
ti'tal number of poultry and Pigeon entries amounting to only
218. We feel, from what we have referred to, it would be use-

less to attempt any detailed report of the judging, aa we should
probably fall into errors, and our remarks might do an injustice

to many exhibitors, who, if they succeed in getting their birds

correctly home, will at least have lost the satisfaction of seeing
them in their proper positions in the catalogue.

BRAHMAS.
[We have received from Mr. G. P. Burnham, Melrose, Massa-

chusetts, U.S.A., a letter, and a communication from him pub-
liwhed in the Philadelphia Fanciers' J»urnaL We can only
afford space for extracts. We decline re-opening the controversy

about Brahmaa, for fanciers have recoguised them as a distinct

breed.—Eus.j
" I enclose an article just published over my signature, correct-

ing the strange ermrs committed by Mr. Lewis Wright ia his

lately-published " lUustratdd Poultry Book," connecting me
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with originating the name of the Brahma fowl, with which I
never had luytbing to do, as you are probably aware."

*^ Impritnh, you will observe that I (Mr. Baruham) never laid

any claim to tbia ' Brahtna Pootra ' misnomer. I did not mike
this name. I then called my fowla ' Grey SUangbais '—never
by any otber name, and eimplv fur the good reason tbat Dr. K-irr,

who sent me my hnst pair fr >m Poiladelphia, September 3rd,

1849, in his letter said, ' Thougb they are called ' Cbittagonga'
(precisely as Mr. Cornish called bia at first), they came into

Pennsylvaaia, from Sbaegliai, Chiud.' My second lot of Li^ht
Greys were procured in 18.5) through W. T. Porter, Esq , Editor
of the New York Spirit of the Ti-net^ from on board a ship at

New York, direct from Shaughai, China. I then had otber
Chinese fowls of differeut colours, but these last were light

grey. Wbat else could I properly call them, but what I did

—

viz., ' Grey Shanghais ?'

*' Aud here let me quote what Dr. Gwynne, of England, says :

*Iol)taiued of Dr. Beunett, of the United States, five pairs of

theae birds. Three of these ten fowls only had comprensed pea-
combs ; in none of the others was tbia found, nor Ctjuld I recog-
nise in them anything but what could be found iu the Shanghai
birds. 1 had several cornmunicatious from Dr. Beunett, aud in
reply to all my iuquiries, directed to learn the cause of oamiug
as ' a new breed,' birds, most of which were essentially Shang-
hais iu shape aud character, I could gather no information but
that the difference of colour between these and other Sbanghais
precluded their being thus classed ; but I cannot accept this as

adequate proof of ' Brahma Pootras ' being a ' new breed,' and
therefore prefer the conclusion that they are identical with the
Sbanghais, and only anew variety of thatfowl. Auothercircum-
stance which confirms me in this view, as to the identity of

these birds with the Shanghai breed, is the fact that the fowls
recently presented to Her Majesty by Mr. G. P. Burnham,
under the name of Grey Shanghais, are admitted by Dr. Ben-
nett to be precisely similar to his own; and Mr. Burnham
aseures me that the original stock from which the ' Grey
Shanghais ' presented to Her Majesty were bred, waa imported
by himself, through Dr. Kerr, of Philadelphia, direct from
Shanghai.'
" Thua I oontinned to designate my fowls long years after

Dr. Bennett fixed 'Brahma Pootra' first, and then 'Brahma'
for his birds, though at that very time (1852) Dr. Bennett volun-
tarily wrote Dr. Gwynne as above, which was the true state-
ment, but which I do not find in Mr. Wright's account."

FATTENING CHICKENS BY MACHINERY.
It seems to be generally admitted by gourmands that no

chickens of mechanical fattening have such exquisite flavour as
those submitted to the process. In the Gardens of Acclima-
tation at Paris this ia very scientifically practised under the
direction of M. Odile Martin. " Its advantages," say the au-
thorities, "do not consist in the rapidity of the process alone,
but above all in the special quality of the meat thus produced.
It is solid, very tender, exceedingly fine-grained, not overfat
(which would not be an advantage), very white in colour, and of
a flavour quite exceptionally excellent." If this ia so, of course
there ia no belp for the chickens. They must perforce enter
their epinettes, and be mathematically crammed. Here is the
ingenious contrivance of the Gardens of Acclimatatiou for manu-
facturing this " exceptionally excellent " flavour :

—

It is a huge cylinder with fourteen faces, each in five storeys
of three compartments each. It holds, therefore, 210 fowls.
The cylinder is hollow aud empty, except for the axis on which
it turns. This hollow construction renders it easily ventilated
and kept clean. Before it is a box for the operator. This
box, or carriage, moves up and down by pulleys. The gaveur—
that sounds less offensive than crammer—operates thus: Com-
mencing at the bottom of one of theae fourteen faces, he seizes
with bis left hand the neck of the chicken ; and pressing on each
side of the beak, the bird is forced to open its mouth, as any
lady knows who has doctored a sick chicken or Canary. The
gaveur then introduces the metallic end of the rubber tube into
the throat of the chicken, and by a preaaure of the foot on a
pedal the food riaes, aud at the same time the amount passing
through the tube ia indicated on a dial in front of the operator.
It is, therefore, a skilful operation ; for the gaveur, whatever
other motions are necessary, must pay strict attention to the
needle on the dial, or he will give his chicken too much or too
little. The three chickens duly fed, he turns the cylinder on
its axis a little, and the next face of it is before him. When he
haa completed the round he turns the cranis, aud the carriage
riaes to the next storey ; and so he goes on to the top. Having
completed the upper circuit, every chicken in that epinette ia
duly fed. Then he turns the crank in the other direction, and
the carriage descends to the floor, where it rests on a railroad.
It ia then moved along before the next epinette, and the whole
operation on 210 more chickens is repeated. A skilful operator
will gave, or cram, four hundred chickens in an hourl ThKt is

less than nine seconds to each one ; for the time to move the

cylinder, to move the carriage up, down, and to the next epinette,
must be counted out.

Under this epiattte regime, it requires an average of fifteen

days to fatten a Duck, eighteen for a chicken, twenty for a
Goose, and twenty-five for a Turkey. The food used for chickens
id barley and coru meal mixed with milk into a dough so thin
that no other liquid is necessary. The ordinary quantity given
is from ten to twenty ceutilitres, or from seveu-teotUs to one
and four-teuths ot a gill each time ; but this quantity is reached
gradually. When the maximum that any chicken can assimilate
is found, the number indicatiU'^ this quantity is placed before
its compartment, and th'ji gaveur must measure it exactly on
the dial. Truly this ia an age of wonders. What a labour-
saving invention this epluecte muit be to the chickeua! Maybe
it is not wiae to give these details. What if some enterprimag
American Ah'iuld be thereby tempted to invest hi-i whole fjrcaue
in a grand improved automaton steam-power cpi/i'jiie, warranted
to feed ten thousaud chickens a-minute !

—

[Harper's Magazine.)

SPALDINa POULTRY SHOW.
Turner's pens were used aud placed under a grand tent, and

all were well attended with both food and water, Mr. Boyes
being the person iu charge.
Dorkings had but three entries, Mr. Lingwood landing first,

and the Rev. Mr. Bartrum second. In Ga/ue, we are sorry to state

that Mr. Matthows's grand cock, which was otherwise in the
finest possible bloom, had had his wing injured on the way to

the Show, and was in consequence sent home, a good Brown
Red from Edinburgh winuiug first; while the IJoston cup cock
waa placed second. In Black Reds the first, though best, had a
Daw eye; but the first was au extra good one iu hens, the
second also being too light in eye. In Any other variety, the
first was a Duckwiug with a graud head but ratlier dark back;
second also a Duckwiug. The first iu Buff Cochins was much
faded in colour. In the next class the cup was well awarded to

a good pair of Whites, the second also being of that colour,

Messrs. Crabtree haviug only the cock in the pen ; bat in the

next class, the cup ior Brahmas was awarded to a good pen from
that yard, the second in the class being fine chickeus in all

respects of size, symmetry, and colour. Brahmas, Light, poor;
but Spanish very good, but one of the grossest mistakes lu the

Show, for there were no two opinions here as to how the awards
should have been made, the second being by far the best. Ia
Hamburghs the decisions of the previous were mostly reversed,

as also in Polands. In Hamburghs the cup went to Golden-
pencils, which were only highly commended at Boston; and in

Polands the Golden-pencilled was placed before the Silvers,

which is decidedly wrong. In French fowls the first prize pen
of Creves contained one of the best hens we have ever seen;
the second being a very good pair of Houdans.
In Ducks there was a mishap, for the cup for the best pen

was not awarded till after the Judge had left, but was eventually

satisfactorily placed upon a nice pair of Bahamas.
There were sis classes for Bantams, all being single birds.

The first iu Brown Reds waa a coarse-headed bird but capital ia

colour. The second, a chicken, had a grand head and eye, but

was rather li^'ht in breast. The highly-commended bird being

about the beat in the class. In hens, a grand pullet was awarded
first, and the second was the cup hen at the Palace, but rightly

placed here. Iu Black Red cocks again the awards were re-

versed, aud we have no hesitation in stating this was altogether

wrong, the cup bird, although not a bad one, losing somewhat
in head, and even much in colour. The Accrington cup cock

coming second. First iu hens a grand old bird only bighly

commended at Boston ; but we were surprised to see Pen 104

passed unnoticed, for this was the most stylish neu in the

class. No. 103, highly commended, the best colour in the

class. The second-prize hen looking as if it had been trimmed
over the eyes. Any other colour cock, first was a good Duck-
wing well placed ; second a good Pile ; aud cup cock at Boston
only highly commended here. Mr. Hall showing a real good
Duckwiug in hens, which was, however, beaten by the Boston
first. Second a Pile of good properties. In Black Bantams we
should have placed Mr. Reed's birds first and cup, Ashton
second, and have highly commended the cup pen. The R -v. Mr.

Tearle was first and second with good birds iu Whites. Iu the

next class for cocks and in hens, a Pekin was first, and Silver

Sebright second.
In Babbits and Pigeons the entries were exceedingly good,

and we thought we recognised some of Mr. Fulton's graud otud.

We are, however, open to correction, as that gentleman's name
was not to be found in the catalogue.

DoRKiN03.~l, Heary LiQgwood, Barking. Needham Market. 2. Rev. E.
Bartraui. H"rkhaiup^'ead.
Game.— BroKvilirnw^d Reds—Cock—\, Dr. Harley, Edinburgh. 2, H. E.

Martui Sctlihorpe H'-n.-^.B. E.Martin
OiME.—fiiarfe-trfiMtei Bed3.—Cuck--\ and Cup. W. J. Pope. Bigsleawade.

2. Mrs Dt-aon, Oimdl-. c, J. F. HolUnKworth. Hen.—1, S. Matthew, stuff-

market. 2, Dr Harl-y. , . „
(j*ME.— .inv olh^r variety—Cock.—\, E. Winweod. Worcester. 2, J. A, jt H

H. Staveley. brittl -Id. /ic, H. K. Martin. if(?n.—l E>. Matthew. 2, J. A. «ii
H. Staveley. he, W. Barker.
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Cocmss.—Cinnamon and Baff.—I, W. H. Crnbtro«, Levenahulmi?. 2, Hanry
Lingwooil. c, J. m(ji>.lw rtD, > ;tieUHQhaiii. Antj otier y.irici'/.— I auil Oui>, iV.
Whitw.irth, juu . Lou-^aiifht, Manchester 2. tl. Ii«l lou. BiuKley he, J. S.
Cutid, Lmuolu: T M. Uerry, (iedney ; W. A. BurooU. Southwiiti. N0U3.
Bkahmib.—Darfc —1 aud iJap, W. H. Crabtred -2, Henry LiQtfwooi. fcc. W

H Crabtree; J. Holinea, Chesterfield. Ltgkt. — 1, J. Blaodworth. 2, H.
Linuw.io I. }ic. P. Hdines, Diss
bi-ANidH —I, J. LeeiuiiiK. BrouEjhton. Preston. 2.H.Bttlil.in /ic, W. Nottage-
U»auuuGHs.—fluid and Hitoer-pencilled.—l, Cup. and a. H Bulrfou. lie, J.

Waid Biird«ju Hill, Aalioy-ue-lu-ZoacU; H. C. Wliilo. Suttoa Coldtield. c, H.
K. tiubdon.
HahBurohs.— ffolrf attri S(7uer-,<tpan{7/fr(r-l and 2. H. BeUon, vhc, P. Han-

Bun, Wlirtiiteahurst Uuiou. ftc H. <J. VVhil« ; T. Asi>deu, iJharob.
I-'hengh Kowlb—1. VV. H. Urabtree. J, tt. A. Buid^iec, Pduaburst. he, R. H.

Asbtou. M >ttram,
AsY oTHKE ^^EiETT.—I and 2, H. Beldon (Polands). vhe, T. A, Wright,

Great Y<* muuth (Black Hamburtcha).
SfcLLiva CLAsy —Price not to exceed 4"^. — 1, 11. B. Misaey, Spaldiof;

(Cuflhiuo). 2. K. Hanc.jck, Jan., Spaid ng (Houdanj). c, MJ33 E. il. MapUs,
Spalding (Light BrahmaB).

t»uott3 —/£uut;n.— i, T. K. Upsher, Sutton, Isle of Ely. A>jleshury.—l, Mra.
Deaojii. 2, J. -••. HoUinijw.irtti, Oa e Abbev, Nuttingbam. Am/ other ttariety.— 1 and u'w, H. B. Smith BroiitihtOQ. Kreaton. 2, fll. Leno, Markyate Street.
he U. B. Smith; J. G. sharniAu. paiding.
CJams BANr.Ms.—firo?H/i ^rt-ajft^ fl^tia.—Cocfc.— I, S. Beighton, Farnsaeld.

2 W. R E.itw.ola. We utia d, Hra iford. he. W. F. Eatwiflle; J. Mayo,
Glonceater. He/i.— I and 'tc. W F. Eat^vidle 2, S. Bsit^hton.
'Uae Bantams. — Black-breasted fUds —Cock.—l an i ;up, W. F. Addie,

Pre^'oo. 2, li AnJertan, Accnunton. vhe. ti. HtU, Ktindai : W. F. AdJie.
he. W. b\ Entwisie- Hen. -1. Mrd. E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, SV. F. Addie. he,
W. F. Kntwiole; W. F. Adire.
Game Bantams —ii/tv other variety.— Cock —\. S. Beigbton. 2, J. Mayo.

he, Mra. e. NevvOitt; G. Hall; S. '^eisbtun, tfcu — I and i, VV. t'. Entwi^le.
Bantvmj.—Btoct — I and Oup, W. d Rohinaon. KeigUley 2, R H dsbtim.

?ic. C. Keed. Cambridge; K H Aobton ; E « arabi-idf^^. Brid'ol TT/tif?—land
3, Rdv. F. fearlo, Ga^oley Vicarage, }u:, J. Bloodworth. Any other variety.—
1, H. B. Smith. 2, M. Leno.
Gebse.-I, T. M. Oerry.

PIGEOVS.
CAaniERs—roufip— I, W. Masse?. Spa'dms. 2, W. Bulmer, Spalding, he,

Mr-, Warren, Spii'i ng (i); W G Hamtn j k, fif.ird; W Buhner, Spa! lin^ ; H.
Ya.dley. Birminghim. c, W. Ma^a^y; S. VVarrell ; W. Miii^on; H 8 Masaey.

*''A^HtKR3.—Black -Gocli.— I, H. Yardley. 2, G. Haaiiiiook. he. R. C&at. c.
W. Manaey Hen.— I and 2. W. G Hammoclt. vkc. K. Oant. BromptOQ Road,
Lonaon. /ic, K.-Jant; W Bulmer. c, W. ilaa^ey; H. Yardley.
OA.-imRRd.~Any other colour.—Coek —1, A. Stomr. Peterborough. 2, W.

Maasey Ac.K,. aut; VV G Hamnock. iJt'/i— 1 ani 2. VV. G. Ham.nock. he,
Vf Aliaaey; A. Storrar; J H. Ivimey, Ellestlelii, BAaiujisto ce. c, K. Yardley.
PoVT tins —Cock.— I. H Prait, Ham jtoa-in- irleo. a, H. Simijson. he, R.

Cant (2); W Nottai,'e. Sen -[, W. Nottage. 2. Mrs. Ladd, Catne. he, R.
Oant c, R Cant H Pmtt i2); H. Simpaoa, Spal.lin^.
TuuDLEHB —Balds and Beards —I, K. i^ant 2, he, and c. W. Woodhouse,

King'a Lynn, c, T Uulmua. Any other i'>ariety —I. W. G. Hammuok. 2 and
he. K Caut. c. a Y^rdlHy ; W. G. Hammock; K Cant
Barbs.—land Cup, K. Cant. 2, H. IJ. Maaaey. I'/tc H Yard'ey. Jic. W. Maaaey.

TotitiQ -1 and 2, Mfd Cave, Spalding, /ii:, H. Yardley. c. W. Maaaey.
Jac<ib(N3.— 1, R. (Jaat. 2. W. G. Hammock, he and c, J. Yoaag, Bishop

Aucklaud.
FdNTAiLa —1 and 2. J F Loverfli1;?e, Newark, /ic and c, Mra. Simpson.
Thcmpeters.—2, R. -1. Smith. Yarm.
Ow,.8.— 1, K. Cant. 2. H. Yardley. c, J. Young.
DrtAGooNe.— I, W. G. Hammiick 2. — Yuell. -ipalding. e, H. Yardley.
Any uthbr Distisct Varibty.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Young c, - Barnes.
Helling Cluss.—Price not to exceed 4.s—1, Mias E. Pickworth, Moaltoa

Marsh 2, H. B. Mantiey.
beNutNj Ouss —Price not to exeeedGCs —1, H B Massey. 2, P Hutchinaon,

Spalding, vhc, J. W. Maasoy. c. R. W Atkinson, Spalding ; P. Hatjhinaon.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary.—1 and 2, Knight & Spancer. ar.ealey Siding, he, J. N. Harriaon,

Belper.
LiN-JRT. G-^LDPHiCH, OB OTHER E?fGr.i3H FiNCd.—1, J. N. Harfison. 2 and he,

Kiii^ht A Spencer, c, L. Belk, Dewabury.
ML*cKBiaD. -1 «nd -i. W. A JoQUdon. Boston.
Pakkot. PAHotjUETTE, Loav. OK orH^.K Foreign Bird.—1, C. K. Morri^s,

Spaldiun (--arrot). 2. P. Huii;h'nd'>'i ( B ia?-r.-{r^rs). he. G. K. Storr, Boaton
(King Parrot) ; J. R. Capps, Spalding (Parciuetta).

RABRirs.
Hbavibst—1, J. Bowman, Groves, York. 2, R. BuIThaii, Spalding, he, P.

Booth; v\ Wa38. Boston.
L.Ji'-EAB>-D.— 1, u^c. and c, F. Ranks. Doucfhtv Street, London. 2, J. Hume,

York, he, R A. BoiSrtier; T Garner. Kin^si^h >rp9,
F*voY Variety, exokpt Lop-gabed.— 1, W. Glai-by, York (\nffo-a). 2, A W.

"Whiteb 'Qaw. Nitrthampton 'i, .VI ila'-slaud. v'le, Mi^a .vlnrumer, Rudhall,
R'taa (Suver-Grey) ; G tfeckley. Shepaerd'a Bash. he. J. F,. Piltirtm. Hmckley
(Himalaya); M Maralin-l. Goole; T L-iaruer ; G. Berkley (Silver-Grey).
Sbllinij CuAas.— 1, F. B-tuks (uop-^ared) 2, T, Allard, PmchOeck (Silver-

Grey). he, W, Beeiy ; J. T. Cod ing, Spalding.

EIPON AND CLA.ro POULTRY SHOW.
At the annual Show held at Ripou July 3rd, poultry and

Pigeons were allotted a section, but the prizes were small, and
it la a matter of surprise to U3 that so mauy entries can be got
for the araoant; yet this proves the popularity of the Society,
and is sufficient guarantee that with a good list the poultry and
Pigeons would become a self-supporting and very interesting
portion of the programme. The pens were borrowed from the
Northalltrtnu Society, whose assistant was in close attendance
tht^ whole of the day; and the birds well fed and watered.
Of Game there were ten pens, bat only three of any quality

;

the first Duckwiugs, and second Brown Reds. Spanish were
moderate, the hens good. The positions at Tnirsk being reversed,
the first hen having attained considerable condition meantime.
Dorkings and Brahmas were poor; only one good pen of Gri've-
Ccenrs was sent. Polands pretty good, the winners Golden.
Cuchin'i very poor, except the first-prize Buff ben; the second
beiug Black. There were some fair Hamburghs, the best were
the Golden-pencils; the first going to a splendid cock about
perfect in all respects, and a pretty fair hen ; second a good cook
in all respects, except that his tail was too r^il, but the hen
better. Pen 332, very highly commended, had by far the best
ben, but the cock had a horrid comb, and nearly a black tail.

Laced BantamH were bad ; while there were soma good Blacks.
In Game Bantims the first was carried off with a stylish pair
of Black Reds

;
second a pen of Pile chickens; and extra second

a good pair of Black Reds.
Turkeys large, the first prize hen a very fine one. Geese also

large, but all irregular in colour. In both classes of Duckn were
aouid good ones, and the solitary pair of Blacks in the Variety
clasH were of rare quality. In extra stock was a very good pair
of Rumpless fowls, a variety not often seen so perfect as these.
Pigeons were a grand display, every class containing high

quality, ilr. Horner carrying off most of the prizes offered
with birds in capital bloom. In Carriers both were Duns, the
first heavy birds ; and second of this year. E aglish O wis were
a good even lot, the first being graad-headed birds. In Magpiea
an extra second was given, the class being very good. A pair of
Blue African Owls won in the Variety class; the second being a
pretty pair of Pigmy Pouters.
Only one class was provided ior liabhifs ; an amateur giving

a cup, which he also succeeded winning with ahandsome Black-
and-white Lop buck.
G\ME.— 1 ani 2. J. Watson, Knareabrough. he. .T. Cooper, Tbirsk.
SPVNI3H —I, H. Dt'e, Northalle ton. 2, Palliater & Ha^-kina, Topcliffe,

Th rsk. he, J. Waidin^ton. Gaiaeley, Leids.
l> iRK'soa.— 1 and 2, f . P. Carver, Lang-horpe. c, Miaj A.N. Dalton, Slening-

ford Grange.
BRiHiiA eooTRi.—Iand2 Mra. Mangles, Giveniale, Ripon. fcc, E. Wiiliams,

Sbarow, Kipon.
H )Do*N.— 1, G. Alder-ion, Weat Hartlepool.
CHEVE-UtE rR.— I, T. P. Carver, Laugthorpe.
Pomoa —I and 2. C Walker. Borou.,'(iorid?e. he, F. D. Horner, Kirkby

Ma zeird, Ripon. e, Miaa N. P. Gailwdy. Ttiirk eby Park.
C tcEii:^- "HiNiS — 1. K. Horaman, Borougbbridj^e. 2, C. Lickley, Ripon. c,

Welld J; 'iharwin, Hipnn.
lii.\itin -toad. -Goid<in-8pan^led.—l, T. P. Carver. 2, Wells fiSberwin. Siloer*

spangled.— I, G. Hen4on, Boudgate.
iiA.iiSi iRaaa.-Gotden-pen.Hled.—l, T. & G. Kidson, Tbirsk. 2. Wells and

Shervvin, Kipon. vhc. .J. Wa',-«on, Knareaorougb. Silver pencilled. ~ i, B.
ilyera. Biratwitb. 2 Wells & Shefwiu.
BA.srx^B.—Golde}i-laced.~2,C. Ijckley, Ripon. Silver-laced.— I, Wells and

Shefwin. 2, T P Carver.
BiSTAa^.—Game.-l ani 2, Helliw^U & Ingham, Halifax. 2 a^d he, W. G.

Da.vaoo, Wbitoy. c. W«lla & Sierw.a; T. P. Oarvec. Black. Wiite.or any
oth-;r variety.~i, Welia t Sb.^rwin. 2. -1. Wadiin;ito.i. u/i;. T. P. Carver.
TortKBYS —I. T. H Fidtju. Givendaie Grange. 2 and c, Mra. Mangles, he, S,

Gothorp, Nauwick; I. Moorey, viulwich.
GsEae.— 1. J. Niuhoiaon, nittlethorpe. 2, J. T. Renton, Littlethorpe. he,

Mra. Miaglea; S tiothorp.
DuGK-i.—Aylesbury. -I and 2, T. P. Carver. Boucn.—l. T. P. Carver. 3, C.

Graham .^idboroajb, Borougbbridge. hc,l. Moorey. Any other breed, or a
crosi —1, T P. Carver
Guinea Fowls —1, J. T. Renton. 2. Mra. Pratt. Be.1ale.
Selling OLias.— 1, Wtilla & Sherwin. 2. T P. Carver, he, A. Hepworth,

RiD'in (Black Spauiah) ; Mra. Mangles ; T.P.Carver.
txTBA SiocK— I. &. Gray, Sharow (Manx Kumplesa Fowl). 2, Wells and

Sherwia (Buff Cochin).
PIGEONS.

Carsibbs.—1, E, Horner, Harewood. 2. G. Sadler, Borougbbridge. he, W.
Bodil V, Ripon ; A. & T. Wells. Ripou ; S. E. rfeanor. Leeds,
TaMBL'':R3 -Almond.— I. E Horner 2, S. K, Seanor. Any variety.— I. E,

Horurir. a. W B )dJy. he. A, & T. Wella; VV. Scott, Grantiey. c, G. Akers.
Fi^ibergreen, Ripon.
Pou ' Etta -I. E, Horner. 2 and he. A. & T. Wella.
AvTWEBPa.— 1, E. Horner. 2, S E. ^eanor. vhe, Helliwell & Ingham,

Halifax he, J. Walker, Ripon; T. Horaman, Jan.. Kipon (2).

Jacobins.—1, Heiiiyvell & lugham. 2, E. Horaor. c, H. Close, Studley,
Ripon.
Fantiils.— 1. J, Wetherill. Nortballertm. 2, E. Horner, c, A. & T Wella.
OvfL.:i.—English.—1, S. E. Seanor. 2, Helliwell & Ingaam. he, G. Sadler ; J.

E. Croa^ley. Halifax, c, E. Horuer
TRU11PETER8 —1. ti. Horner. 2, Helliwell & Tngbam.
Ba-(Bs -1, E. Horner. 2 an! vkc. S. E. S^an )r c. T. Horaman, jun.
TuaBiTS—1, E. Horner. 2, R Bland, Bridge Hewick.
Ndns— I. S. t. Seaoor. 2. E Honier. he, A. & T. WalU (1).

Dkaqooms.—1. E. Horner. 2, A. & T. Wet s. c, f. E Oroaaiey.
Maijpie^.— 1 aud Extra 2, E. H )rner. 2 and c, S. E. Sdauor. vhc, W. Scott,

Grautley. he, C.J- Garnett, Fairlawn, Ripou.
bWALLOwa —I, E. Horner. 2, A »& T. Wella. c. S. E. Seanor.
Any New oa Distinct Vauiety.— 1, E. Horner. 2, S. E. Seanor. vhe, A.

and r. Wella he, J. E. Croaaley ; S. E. Seanor.
Sellinu Clais.— 1, A. JcT. Wella. 2, E Horner, /ii^. A. & T. Wella (2) ; J. E.

Crodbley; J. Smith, j an,, ttipon ( Black Tumblers), c, W. Mallinaun,

Rabbita.—1, D. & W. Boden, West Hartlepool. 2, E. V. Donaldaon. he, H,
Walker, Ripon.

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

WARMTH FOR YOUNG PIGEONS.
The amateur Pigeon fanciers among your readers may take a

hint from the following incident. On visiting my aviary this

morning I was much vexed at finding that a pair of high-bred
Almond Tumblers had so neglected their family duties that the
survivor of a pair of their offspring, a week old, was jiint dying
of starvation and cold. At first I thought it was actually dead,
and picking it out of the nest pan I " laid it out " on a shelf, de-

termined *' to bury it decently," and swallow my grief. A
moment afterwards it gasped faintly, and a sudden thought
struck me, Why shouldn't I try an experiment ? Catching up
my little patient I hurried into the kitchen, and Crilliug for a
flannel pet—a piece of flannel—I wrapped it carefully round the
dying bird and popped it into the oven, cautioning the cook not
to bake it alive.

In another minute I was off to *' the daily grindstone," and
on my return home to luncheon cook came to me as soon as

I was iuriide the house, beariug in triumph my poor little bird

still wrapped warmly up in the flannel, but now as lively as a
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squeaker conld be, and ready to peck my fingers' ends off in

search for milk. I popped it l^ack at once into tbe ne&t pan, and
the old birds were bo delighted with the resuecitatiou of their
baby that they Bet to work and fed it handsomely. To-ni^ht I

have slipped it under a Baldpate, and have taken a young one
from the latter to put in the oven.—T. F. S.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 10.

LA FLECHE.
HEN—CHABACTEKISTICS.

Of rather Bmaller tize than the cock Firm and confident
walk. Eye lively and bold. Body slender, rounded-off. Legs
of middle length, strong and sinewy ; all the fleshy parts well de-
vebiped. Flesh fine and abundant. Head strong, beak strong.
Feathers of the abdomen thick, but slightly spread-out. Plumage
black. (See fig. ii.)

Fig. 12.—La Fleche Hen.

Weight.—At full age 6J lbs., and sometimes 7J lbs. ; as a fat

chicken, 8J lbs. to 9 lbs. 14 oza. .'^*^.''*'

Stature —From the upper part of the head to under the feet,

in an ordinary position, 17i^- inches; from the back under the
feet. 14-1^6 inches. •^'"

Head ^Long, strong, having all the characteristics of that of

the cock, hot smaller.

Comh —With very small horns, but very noticeable from
their inclined position in front.

Wattlex.—Much rounded, ly^ inch long.
Ears.—White, and very apparent by their decided colonr and

the large space they occupy.
Nostrils.—Like thoee of the cock.
Beak.—Strong and long.

Eye —Of the same colour as the cock's.

Physiognomy of the Head —Very sharp and very sprightly,
much like that of the cock. Its comb in the form of horns
causes it to have the local name of " The horned hen."
Foot.—Strong, of middle size ; toes solid and long.
Feathers.—Pretty abundant and compact on the body, but

behind less developed. All the feathers of the body shiny,
black, iridescent with violet and green, with the exception of

those of the abdomen, which are greyish-black; feathers of
the legs are a dull brown black.

Laying.—Oooi and precocious, the eggs of a large size.

Sitting —A non-sitter.

BOSTON (LINCOLNSHIRE) POULTRY SHOW.
Most favournble weather fortunately ushered-in the morning

of the Show; but even had it by mischance proved the reverse,
ample provision had been made by the Boston Committee for

the security and accommodation of the largest and best collec-

tion of poultry ever consigned to their care. Au extraordinary
attendance of visitors was the result, and we heartily congra-
tulate the managers of the Show on the well-earned success of

this year's undertaking. The classes opened with Grey Dorkings,
and, strange to say, with au entry of only three pens in both
classes. These were, however, very good, both the cock and
also the hen shown by Mr. Moffitt being particularly so. Bat
why so limited an entry? The Buff Cochins were almost as
small in numbers, Mr. Crabtree winning with acock shown in
the highest condition and feather, but still not nearly a first-

class specimen, being grizzly-winged, and not the even colour it

might be expected in a first-prize fowl; he had, however, none
to dispute his honours. Mr. Crabtree's prize Buff hen was aa
exceedingly good one, but now fast dropping into moult. It is

not the best policy to exhibit her too frei^uently now whilst the
plumage is being reproduced if her future successes are to be
fairly consulted. She is a goud specimen, and well deserves
care. In tbe next class the rivalry was strong, and here again
Mr. Crabtree won first and extra plate with a grand- feathered
Partridge Cochin cock, with a quality of plumage as though
just moulted for a Christmas show, and yet they are his old
feathers, and of late he has spent nearly the whole of his time
either on the rail or iu the show pen. He appears to be one of
those strong-constitutioned fowls nothing will injure. A very
fine White Cochin of Mr. Whitworth'a took the second prize,
the latter exhibitor also taking first with a very fine White
Cochin hen. With the exception of the two prize Dark hens
the Brahmas have certainly been better represented at former
Boston shows. The Spanish could not be expected at this
season to show to especial advantage. Mr. Beldon's prize cock,
however, was of the highest quality of face, and in very respect-
able feather ; all the others were coarse in face and mostly out
of all show trim, whether cocks or hens. Hamhurghs proved
exceedingly good, Mr. Beldon keeping mostly to the tore. The
Committee, however, would do well, if they cannot give separate
classes to every variety, to reconstruct their prize schedule, so
that the Pencilled n*ight compete together, and the Spangled
follow the same course, as having Pencilled and Spangled in the
same class is a decidedly awkward arrangement. Game were
few, but some were decidedly good, especially Mr. Martin's
Brown Red pen.
We regret to have again to call attention to one of the most

ill-judged arrangements that railway officials can posoibly
arrive at—viz., putting fux terriers and poultry or Pigeons iu
the same van ouring transit, as any reflecting person must
expect nothing but mishap can ensue from such mistaken saving.
In this case one of the fux terriers, under the influence of the
hubbub around him, sought his own pleasure during the journey
to the Show iu rippiug-up the basket and worrying one of Mr.
Fletcher's best Game cocks, a bird that no doubt, even in angry
battle, would easily have held his own against any feathered
biped, but was now quite outmatched by his vicious quadruped
opponent. It had become so lacerated during the inelfe that its

destruction wa^ a matter of compulsion. When will railway
officials consult their own credit and their employers' interest

by abandoning this foolish save-penny arrangement ? It is cer-

tainly time they did so, as such annoyances are constantly oc-
curring, and often in cases where money cannot replace tbe loss.

The Game Bantams were among the best classes in the Show
tent, Mr. Eutwisle being there, as last year, with a very fine

collection, securing almost all the prizes, but missing the extra
plate Bantam prize, which was awarded to a capital Red Pile

cock of Mr. Fletcher's. The Local class Any variety, restricted

to residents within fourteen miles of Boston, was a decided
failure, the first prize going to Silver-spangled, the second to

Golden-spangled Hamburghs, both very poor, the birds being
scarcely worth the prize money awarded to them. French fowls

were of high merit, the Ctevea being in the ascendant. Some
of the best of Golden and Silver Folands were present, and ob-

tained great successes.

Gfcse and Turkeys, always a short entry about midsummer
as to numbers, proved meritorious. The Aylesbury and Ruaen
Ducks were good, especially the first-prize Rouen Ducklings.

A pen of singularly well-plumaged Viduaia Whistling Ducks
stood ahead in the Variety Duck class, and a very fine-grown

pen of White Muscovy Ducks were the winners of the second
prize.

Appended are the awards for Pigeons and Rabbits, which did

not arrive in time for publication last week along with those in

the poultry classes.

Pigeons.—The entries of these were quite equal to those of

poultry, Mr. Fulton carrying off most ot the first prizes. In
Carrier cocks the same exhibitor succeeded in taking both tbe

first and second prizes, Mr. Yardley's bird losing owing to want
of condition. Iu Pouters the first prize went to a grand Blue,

the second to a Yellow, and the third to White, the whole being

good in all points ; aud in Tumblers, Almond, the colour and
marking of the first and third were most exquisite, tbe head
properties being also good, and the second was a grand bird. In
Balds and Beards Mr. Woodhouse won five out of the six prizes

with excellent stock. In Any other variety all the winners were
Agates, and in Barb all three were Blacks. For Tiubits Mr
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Gardener was first with a nice Yellow, and oaghfc aUo to have
atLMiuttl the secoud pUce with a BIuh, the eecoud beiug the
third be.st. Jacjbiua were a Bplnudid class, not oue bad bird

beiugbhuwu; the first aad Beooud-prizea were Ueds, and third

Blaukd. lu Fautaila Newark was a^aiu to the front, and the

class very good. Dragoons, first a graud Blue, secoud a good
Blue, aud tuird Red, splendid iu colour, but not quite up tu our
iiie^s of a good Dragoon iu other respeota. Autwerps were well

placed, all the wiuuers being Silver Dau9, aud very good as

Sbort-faces. A White Afrioaa Ovvl won the first prize, aud
most deservedly the piece of plate iu tbe Variety olasa. A uioe
Nun was sncoud. There were classes for local cooipetitioQ iu

both poultry and Pigeous, and same of the birds were very
good.

PIGEONS.
CARRiERq.—Btocfc.—Cocfc—1 and '2, tt, Fulton. 3, H. Yardley. Hen.—l and 3,

R. KuIWj. -i a'i'i lie, Et. Oiint Dun. -Cock:. -I aud 3, K. Falton. U, K. Cant.
fl«/i— lani2. R. PuitoQ. 3, H. Yurdley.
ftUTSKti,—Cork or den. -1 and 2, K. Pulton. ^, J. E. Palmer.
TodBLEHs —Atitund.—laad^. K. Falton. ^, J. Furl, /le, .1. Ford ; H. Yardler.

e, !. Uardener; J. Ford. Hhirt faced Balds.~l and i, W. Wooibouse. S. K
FnltiiD. h'\J. Ford. Skort faced Beardf — i, 2. dUd 3, W. Wooddouje. Any
otlirr variety —1, K. Falton 2. rt. UAUt. iJ,J. E. faluer. fcc.R. Oaut; J. Bakdr ;

R. FuUon. c. A. M H. Silvester.
B^EBH.— 1 and 2. K. Faltoo. 3, H. Yardley. he, J. Young.
TnauiTs.— 1 and c, J. Gardener. 2, J. Biaer. 3, J. Young, fee, H. Yardley;

R. Put [.on.

Jacoriss.—I and 3, R. Fulton. 2, W. Woodhouse. ft-c.-I. Yoang; G. F. Claro.
FihTAiLB.— 1 aud 3, J. F. Lnveraidt^e 2. K. f uUon. he. W H. T.imlinaon.
D lAG 1 »N>i, -1 and he, W. Smith 2 and i, K FuUou. c, H. Yardley,
ANTffrtRPd.— 1. .1. Girdener. 2, H Yardl«y 3 aud kc. J. Orod-iland, jun.
Amy othgr Vakirtv.— Jup and 8, K. Fuiton. 2, J. Young, he, J. Mield; H.

Ya dley; ). Younj;; A M. 4. tiilvearer: F. "teel.
HBLLLSG Cl.*.8s —I, G. BayoB. 2, H. Yir iley. 3, J. Nield.
Loo^iii GLABi.—Any variety.—l, K. Buffham. 2 and 8, T. H. Dows.

RABBITS.
IjOP-EiBED.— BIrt.'*fc and Wkits.—Biicv or D3e.—\, F. Banka. 2, J. Hnme.

S,T. viytin. Dill'' aad White —I, Whhhed. 2 r S. Laoey. Yellow and Wkite.— I W. \Ilirtnn 2,G S Barton Grey aud Wiite —t, K larb 2. ' . Waart -n.

Tnrt'}ises>ielL—\ an 12. F Bxntta. H V. Aly on i» ic.C. Kin^. Any whole colour,
exc-pt rortoiseslwU.—! and Cnp, F. Baniia 2. J Armjirong.
Uihalava^.— 1, vy. Syhit*vortli, juQ, 2. C. King. 3, J. daUas ; J. H. Brand.

Vhc T. d D >wa.
silvkr-Gkey. -1, Mi-iB Mortimer. 2, T. H Dowa- 8, J. Hallas ; J. H. Brand.

he, (VIiHs Kivftt Carnac; J dalias.
Bkloi&n aaaR.—1 and Plat^. T. H. Dows. 2, J. Hailaa. 3, T. H. Dowa. he,

S. U. WhiTan. c. \. C. Wi-eman
AnGiha.— 1 and v'm:. — Swe[..u*n. 2. G S. Burton S.S.Bali.
AsY oTHEa Disn.vcT Variet?.—1, J. Hallaa. 3, S. H. Dowj. Sandi'/is, J.

IrT.ug.
Hbavibst.—1, R. Baffham. 2, Mrs. Wasa. 3, Master J. W. Cappa.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbronk, Birmingham, wag the
Jadge.

CARE OF YOUNG CHICKENS.
After the newly-hatched chicken emerges from the shell, it

is Writ all over, aad each tuft of dowu is euclosed iti a very ihiu
membranous sheath, but as the chick dries with the warmth of
the heu, the down expaud-s and assumefi tbat appearance so fas-

oiuitin;^ to all young amateurs. Chickens do not require f.>od

for at least ten or twelve hours after hatching, daring which
tima they should be left with the mother eutirety uudisturbed ;

they re>jaire the heat of the livini» body to nourish them, aud it

would seem to impart vitality to them which no artifiuial warmth
oau do.
The first food of young chickens ahoald consist of eggs boiled

hard and chopped up, mixed with double the bulk of bread
crumbs, and the whole slightly moistened with milk ; this they
will pick up quite freely as the appetite begins to sharpen. At
first they will eat very little, and seldom driak any during the
first day; but provided they are tolerably strong on their legs,

aad lively, nothing should be doue to induce them to eat beyond
placing food aud drink before them. If anything comes naturally
to auimals of any kind it is eating, and therefore any attempt to
teacb chickens tbisact is a work of supererogation. Some people
still entertain the idea that it is necessary to remove the horny
scale which is to be found on the beak of nearly every newly-
hatched chicken, by meaus of which it breaks the shell, with
the thumb nail ; but thia is not at all necessary. Nature never
provides any animal with au appendage which it i^ necessary to
remove by artificial means. It will of itself drop off in due time.
If aay of the newly-hatched chickens show debility, it would ba
well to supply a stimulant, aad a little raw egg beaten up with
brandy miy he giveu. After a few days the chopped eg^ and
bread crumb may be discontinued, and a regular dietary scale
corameticed.
Ground oats, oatmeal rather coarse-ground and mixed with

about one-third barleymeal, where both can bo afforded, make
an excdlent diet, varied occasionally with some kind of grain

;

wbeat screenings are, perhaps, the best. Buckwheat, cracked
corn, and barley may also be given. For very expensive
chickens, canary or crushed hempseed may be given in the first

iuirauce ; but as this is expensive, it cannot long be given with
profit. If it can be supplied at small expense, then their soft
food should be mixed with milk instead of water, and for early
chickenH, new milk warmed given them to drink early in the
mi>raing has a wonderful effect on their growth and iu bringing
them through cold weather ; but care should be taken that it is

not left too long BO as to get sour; if so, it may cause serioua
trouble. A little meat chopped fine may be supplied, of wliich
youug cbicbeus are very foud, and it greatly a^blbts in maturing
them CUickens are very early risers, aud have generally good
appetites, aud should, therefore, have an early breakfast, tu
Bummer they will bo thoroughly awake at four o'clock, aud
should then have something to eat; we have found it a go'jd

plan to place a little food within easy reach of them after dai k
the previous night, so that when they pass out in the moruiug
they can satisfy their huuger. Long fasting is very prt-judicial

to thtir growth aud happiness. As a rule, food should be f^iven

BO as to fully satisfy their fippetitea and no more
;
just as much

thrown down as will be all clean picked up, leaving none to be
trodden into the ground, or to remain over. Chickens for the
first two weeks ought to be fed every two hours ; after this, and
until they are a mouth old, every three hours; aud after that

four times daily will be sufficient. In thia country, where milk
is cheap, curd, of which they are very fond, may be given to

chickens. A little alum in the new milk will cause it to curdle

immediately.
Nothing conduces so much to the health and growth of young

chickens as a good grass plot, where it can be obtrtined. Early
in the season, however, no matter how wide may be the range at

other times, this will be impossible to procure ; it is, therefore,

very necessary to provide a substitute; this will be found in a
head of early lettuce, which, if occasionally given, will be found
of great benefit, aud also a great preventive of diarrboei.

When the weather admits of it, chickens ought to be cooped out,

the coop 80 placed that the back will face the wind , anil be shel-

tered from auy sudden Btorm that may arise ; by this means the
hen is confined while the chickens have full liberty. For other
reasons also it is beneficial : it prevents in damp or cold weather
the hen bringing the chickens too far away and getting wet and
chilled, from the iujurioua effects of which they may never
recover. Ouce a chicken is thoroughly chilled, it rurt-ly if ever
gets the better of it; and even if it does, it checks the growth
and injures it in many ways.

The importance of dryness under foot in rearing chickens ia

very great. Some breeds will endure dampness better than
others, but dampness under foot will be likely to bring on
cramped feet. In the early part of the season boarded floors

will be beat, but they must be kept well sprinkled with dry
ashes to prevent ia-iects, au 1 when the we-ither admits of it,

cooped outaide during the whole or part of the day.

When chickens arrive at between six aud eight week^ of age
the mother will iu all probability show signs of leaving them if

allowed her liberty aud not kept cooped, or she may begin to lay

at this time if she has been allowed to partake freely of the
chickens' food. In either case she will begin to lose that fond-
ness of them previously 80 noticeable, and some m^aufi sh »uld

be at hand to provide for this contingency. If the weather is

still cold, a dry warm place ought to be ready to put them in at

night, which should be daily cleaned out, else it will soon be-

come so foul that the chickens will not resort to it, or will catch
some disease by continuing to remain in it at night. In such a
place, kept nice and clean, it is surprising how long they will

continue to resort to it, huddling up together and keeping each
other warm. Sometimes, if the hen is permitted, she will go to

the perch at night, and the chickens will follow her, and as many
as can will get under her winga, where she will still continue to

brood them; but this will not continue long, nor is it desirable

iu the case of some breeds that it should. Large breeds should
not be allowed on the roosts until they are fully three months
old, nor in the case of birds for exhibition would we allow them
to roost at auy age until after maturity. A crooked breast may
be the result, even with the utmost care exercised, which to

exhibition birds is a disqualification. Chickens, however, should
not be allowed with the old fowls under any circumstances, bub
should be kept apart and fed freely.

In the case of birds for show they ought to have as much aa

they can use—a more than liberal supply. When they are grow-

ing fast, any check to their growth will be of permanent injury.

Four good meals must be regularly given, one of which, at least,

should be of soft food mixed nice and dry, aud if the place

admits of it, scattered about so as to allow them room to pick

it up clean; but if not, it should then be placed iu vessels kept

clean, and free from sourness. Milk, if it can be had, may still

be given them, even up to the age of six months if the range

be good ; but if kept in confinement, not more than about three

m inths ; in such cases, it ia too much for the sluggish digestive

organs. At the age of from ten to twelve weeks the cockerels

ought to be separated from the pullets, and kept by themselves.

They never grow so large when the sexea are kept together,

besides which it saves trouble, and the cockerels are not so

ready to fight among themselves as if with the pullets. In all

the large breeds there will be little difficulty in picking out the

cockerels, the comb and spur of which will be a pretty sure

indication of their sex. In cases where a good run is impossible

and the chickens are kept in em ill yards, these should be kept

re^alarly swept out, and occasionally sprinkled with carbonate
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of lime, which kills all the offensive smell, and prevents
diseaae among the chickens arising from this caose.

—

[Canada,
Farmer.)

WOOD PIGEON AND DOVECOTE PIGEON
PAIRED.

I BEG to thank " T. G." for his courteous reply"on the above
anbjfCt, and for enlightening my south-country mind on the

metiuiuj; of the word "scar." The fact, undoubted, of the pair-

ing of the two birds in a wild state is certainly remarkable, and
the like I never heard of ; therefore it well deserved to be put
in print. May I, though a stranger, be permitted to congratulate
*'T. G-." upon his lifelong love for, and interest felt in, the
Great Creator's works, which, as the Good Book says, " are
Bought out of all them that have pleasure therein ?" and the
seeking gives increase of pleasure. May " T. G.," who tells ua

he has reached seventy-six summers, long continue to enjoy all

he sees around him in the world of beast and bird, of eye and
ear too. He no doubt feels as I feel

—

'* That Nature never did betray

The heart that luved her ; but 'tis her priTiiege

Throagh all the Tears of this our lite, to lead
JFrom joy to joy."

—WrLTSHIHE Eectob.

PIGEONS AT THE BATH AND WEST OF
ENGLAND SHOW AT BRISTOL.

As a Pigeon-fancier I am sorry to say I have very little op-
portunity of seeing my birds in a position tocompare them with
others, and in consequence I am obliged to judge of their merits
or demerits by reading the various reports published in the
poultry papers. I mustsay of late I have been rather unsettled as

to what is a good Pigeon, and as " Wiltshire Rector " leaves
the "poor Trumpeters " to " hlow their own trumpets," allow
me to say a word tor the first-prize pair. For the first time they
have been described aa a poor lot. What had "our Journal"
to say about tbe same birds last year, when they were awarded
first at the same show at Plymouth ? They were also first at the
last Exeter Show ; the Judge then awarded them the first prize,

and Mr. Fulton's foreign birds the second. I am also puzzled
at the reports on the Owls. " Wiltshire Rector" describes
them as " none too good," and a contemporary as " not a first-

rate short-headed bird in the class." For the second prize pair

I only wish to remark that they are the same as mentioned in

"our Journal" a short time ago, when they won first at the
Royal Cornwall Show the first time they were ever exhibited

;

but what I question is the report as concerning the first-prize

pair belonging to Mr. Smith. The cock bird was showu at the
Bristol Show held last January, and was then awarded the cup
for tbe beet bird in the several classes to which the cup was
allotted, and that in competition with birds exhibited by the
owner of the cup bird at the Crystal Palace (I do not know if the
champion was at Bristol). Mr. Smith informs me he has won
several prizes with the same pair. "Wiltshire Rector" no
doubt recollects his remarks on the English Owls at the Bristol
Show. Vide " our Journal."—F. B.

VAGRANT PIGEONS, &c..

Pigeons certainly do not like a very light loft, or they would
not always prefer, aa they do, the nests in the corners of a room.
For the possession of these they will fight ; th y like them because
they are dark. Further, they dislike noise, and the quietest
loft is most loved. Then they like a suuny roof ; I put a hurdle
or two on the south side of my coach-house, to which they
always go and bask. Hiiih trees near blowing about, especially
the shivering black poplars (Abeles), are objectionable. Eits,
of coarse, will drive tuem away. Feed your squeakers upon
soaked peas ; if of a large variety on soaked beans, cramming
them.—Wii.TSHiB£ RecTOB.

DO OLD QUEENS BANISH THEMSELVES?
I shodld like the opinion of some of your practical con-

tributors on the qaestion, " How are aged queens diapoaed
of?" as this muat be a qaestiou of some concern to moat bee-
keepers. If they are allowed to die in the hive, then it is not
likely they can continue to lay egga to the last day of life, aa
would almost be necessary for securing a successor. Or do they
banish themselves when approaching barrenness, or when
death threatens the extinction of the royal race ? The al-

ternative of their being either banished or slain by their sub-
jects I can scarcely believe. An incident that has just happened
in my apiary may serve to throw some ight on this question.

On June 22 ad I hived a good top-swarm. I found the queen
on the ground not able to fly far, and when I put her into the
hive the whole swarm followed in a few minutes. I was almost
perfectly certain this queen muat be at least three years old,

and her faded appearance and tattered winss confirmed my
opinion. All went well, however, till the 25th, when about
8 P.M. I found an unusual stir about this hive. Although late

in the evening, there was almost as much ado as if a swarm
were going off. The bees flew hitherand thither searching every
bush, and ran out and in the hive in great excitement. This
continued in a leas degree until 1 p.m. on the following day,
when I discovered the loat queen (the same old lady), under a
heap of bees among the potato plants about 6 yards from the
hive. When I replaced her on the flight-board there was great
joy in the hive. I have no doubt that she had been out all

night.
'This strange adventure was repeated two days afterwards.

Tbe queen was missing in the evening, was sought for and
lamented as before, until found by me with a few attendants
next day about noon. This time, however, there was rather
less concern manifested, and fewer bees followed the queen.
When I placed her on the board the beea rushed at her as if she
had been an enemy, but in a moment, having discovered their

mistake, they cleared for her a pathway to the vacant throne,

and the hive resounded with their merry song. She baa re-

mained in since, although I expect to find her repeat her strange
conduct. I believe she must be still laying, for the bees are fast

filling the hive with combs and carrying pollen daily. Have
any of your readers witnessed anything like this ? She could
not have been banished, for her loas was certainly mourned,
eager search made for her, her person shielded for many hours,

and her return celebrated with enthusiasm.—A Scottish School-
master.

ARTIFICIAL SWARMING.
" A Scottish Schoolmaster" gives the complete text of the

abridged extract from Bonner, which appeared in our Journal a

few weeks ago, with the Editors' hint that both Schirach and
Wildman have a claim to priority in the matter of making arti-

ficial swarms ; but Bonner'a method was so superior to theirs,

that precedence may well be accorded to him.
Schirach's method aa described by Keys " is by a double hive,

and the bees are compelled to ascend into the upper one by the
smoke of rags, &c. A piece of brood comb is cut out, of 4 or

5 inches diameter, containing a maggot or maggots precisely of

three days old, and properly placed in an empty hive, together
with part of a comb of farina and another of honey ; about a
quart of beea ia then to be introduced and the hive stopped up,
except a smtU passage for air, and so remain three days. There
will be a great tumult and noise in the hive for some hours,

when it will subside and the beea will begin to build a royal cell.

The fourth day an opening ia to be made of a quarter of an inch,

that the beea may come out leisurely. After roving abont for

some time they will return to their hive. It should be done ia
the spring." (page 252).

Thomas Wildman's method is
—" If an old hive is so full of

bees that they rest in the night under the board and yet show
no disposition to swarm, turn the hive bottom up, give it some
slight strokes on the sides so as to alarm the beea—they will

immediately run to the extremity of their comba. If you look

attentively to the middle of the hive you will there perctive the
queen among the foremoat. Seize her between the forefinger

and thumb, and confine her in your hand till most pirt of the

bees take wing ; let her then go, the bees will soon join her and
settle on some branch of a tree. Put them into an empty hive.

Put the old stock in its place, that the bees which had been out

in the fields may enter it on their return ; and having remained
there an hour or so, it is then put on another stand near or next

its own. The hive, having what may now be called a swarm in

it, ia then placed on the stand of the old stock, and if the beea

in both work regularly, carrying loads, all is well." (page 133).

Bonner was acquainted with Schirach's discovery, but at

page 55 he says, " Long before I heard of Mr. Schirach's theory

or experiments I had often taken off swarma without leaving

any queens or royal cells in the mother hive ; notwithstanding
which they bred young queens, which surprised me greatly how
they had obtained them, aa the received opinion was this, that

they could not breed a queen bee if the old queen was taken
away before a royal cell was erected," &c.—R. S.

[" A Scottish Schoolmaster " has sent us the same extract

from Bonner's work.

—

Eds.J

Stadnard of the Dragoon. — I have read " Wiltshtbb
Rector's" remarks on the Bath and West of England Show,
and as an old Dragoon fancier, I may say that bia description

of a Dragoon is the very bost I have had the pleasure of realing,

and that he knows what a Dragoon is or ought to be. I wish he

I would undertake the task of judging the Dragoon class at a few
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of onr sliruvs, then the ling-vexed question would Boon be

settled.— VV. Woodhouse, King's Lynn.

BEES SWAEMING IN A BUILDING.
As during the bee-swarming seaBon it is no uncommon occur-

renca to hnvH a swarm make their way into some part of a build-

ing out iif which it is almost impossible to g>"t them again, the

following account of a successful plan may be of use to others.

L*.st M»y a swarm effected an entrance into a ceiling in my
house through a crack over a window. Hiving seen the bee-

trap invented by R. Aston, Esq., Upper Bar, Newport, Salop,

favourably noticed in your periodical last year, I wrote to him
to know whether it could be used iu this case, and he sent me a
trap with a perfjrated zinc cage fitted to it to hold the bees as

tht-y passed out through the trap. It was only necessary to

screw the trap and cage firmly to the window-frame, stopping
np every hole but one, before which the trap was fixed, and as

the cage filled to sulphur the inmates.—S. J. Huddleston.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OP
BEES.

Iv the unicomb hive noticed in my article on the queen bee,

pase 395 of your Journal, I have been able to keep a colony of

bees all winter. One of the combs is a little bent, causing one
aide to be near the glass, while the opposite one has more space.

In this space the bees have attached to the glass a piece of comb
containing about a hundred cells. Previous to this year the
b<^eB had always used these cells for storing honey and bee brood.
On the day following that on which I despatched the article

above referred to, I was surprised to see about a dozen eggs laid

in the cells attached to the glass. Some of the cells are at right
anules to the glass, the glass forming the bottom of the cell.

Others are formed horizontally to the glass, in which case the
glass forma one side of the cell. I was twice enabled to see the
eggs in every position, and all the subsequent processes of bee-
growth in the cell. Had I tried it I could not have placed them
better for observation. Some of the eggs were deposited on the
glass right in the centre of the cell, others were placed on the
side of the cell, where I had a full view of the whole egg and
bee as it grew to maturity. And as it may be interesting to

some of your apiarian readers who have not had the opportunity
of observing this, I will describe as well as I can all that I saw.
To make the subject as clear as possible, I will give the dates

and progress of growth of one egg out of many from the notes
I made at the time of observation.

I took the precaution of putting a number on those cells which
I had selected for more particular notice, and noted down the
changes which took place at the time the observations were
made.
Egg laid (in No. i.) between 8 pm., June 1st, and 6 a.m., June 2nd.
June 5th, 10 a.m. Grub just hatched.

„ 8th, 4 pm. Grub a good size, but still lying in a circular
form.

,, loth. Grub eating at the bottom of the cell, with the
abdomen extended towards the top. Bees sealing-
up the cell.

„ 17th. The form of the eye seen as a light brown spot.

„ 18th. The joint between the body and abdomen develop-
ing, and legs forming, wings also forming. Still re-

taining the white colour of the grub.

„ 21st. Changing colour; legs moving.
„ 22ad. Hair and wings grown to full size. Bee moving in

the cell during the day, and between 9 and 10 P M.

of the 22ud the perfect bee had emerged from the
cell.

It is difl5cnlt to note the hour of every change which takes
place in the development of the bee, the progress is so gradual
when looking on, but on leaving it for a time the change is very
mnrk-^d in some of the stages ; and though other observers may
differ from me regarding the time required in each stage, I must
observe that much depends on the temperature of the hive in
which the process is going on. During the whole of May I was
afraid I should not see one egg arrive at maturity, the weather
was so cold; and I took the precaution to place woollen cushions
against the glass to keep up the temperature when not observing,
and at that time the eggs were sometimes six days in hatching.
As the temperature increased the time has been shorter, but
none less than the one noticed.
When the egg is first deposited it is pure white ; in twelve

hours it begins to become transparent at the point, and becom^8
more so till the grub emerges from the egg. Previous to, or
just about the time the grab comes out of the egg, a bee deposits
a small globule of white matter, like that which the queen bee
gets, bat thinner. The quantity each grub gets of this white
i'elly, as we mny term it, is about the same as a bee can hold of
loney in its honey stomach. This white jelly is deposited by
the bee immediately beneath the egg, and as the grub emerges

from the egg it comes in contact with it and begins to consume
it, one part of the grub being in the jelly and the other part still

holding on by the shell of the egg, which it gradually leaves and
burrows itself overhead in the jelly. The grub, as it passes out,

bursts the sides of the egg longitudinally as well as at the end.
The other food it gets is placed by the bees at the bottom and
round the sides of the cell walls, and seems to consist of pollen
moistened with water or honey, as I have seen the bees mixing
it up with their mandibles against the glass, and then placing it

on (he cell walls.

Each cell is provided with this food before the egg is laid, but
should the queen chance to lay an egg in a cell immediately
after a young bee has eaten itself out, the bees can and do put
the food into the cell after the egg has been deposited.
When the young bee leaves the cell another bee generally

comes and trims the mouth of the cell, then enters it, ftels if all

is right, wipes it up with its sucker, which is just a pointed
mop, and then proceeds to put in the food for the future bee.

The grub goes on increasing in size among the white jelly for
about three days, then it begins to the food laid on the cell

walls, keeping iu the circular form. As it clears away the food,

it requires to turn its head or mouth more into the bottom of
the cell, where the food is deposited in greater quantity than on
the cell walls. At this stage it eats voraciously, somewhat like

a caterpillar on a rose or cabbage leaf, cleaning the glass com-
pletely where the food has been laid on it. As the head descends
into the bottom of the cell the abdomen extends upwaids. At
this stage the bees seal up the cell. Here, then, is a period of

the grub's growth, when it increases rapidly in size, with its

head the wrong way, and it is seemingly impossible that it can
ever turn itself. If I had not seen it as well as others I could
not have believed that it would turn ; but it continued eating,

notwithstanding, till it seemed to be unable to eat any more.
It took about an hour to turn itself, and when it did so it began
to eat at the top of the cell off the glass. At last it could eat no
more, but kept moving its head as if it were doing so, then it

ceased altogether, and became motionless, lying on its side, as
they all do, or on the back, none on the belly. And so ends the
second stage of a bee's growth.

No one could ever imagine that from the plain-looking worm
quietly reposing in a cell there would come forth a perfect bee,

having so many marvellous adaptations for the work assigned to
it in creation, and complete in all its parts for the wonders it

performs. The first perceptible change that takes place in the
grub is a light brown spot the shape of the eye, then small pro-
tuberances on the body, from which the legs grow, and the
divisions of the body from the abdomen gradually develops
themselves. The legs increase in length, and at last are per-
fectly formed, but the whole still retain the white colour of the
grub, with the exception of the eye, which gets darker. The
head and mouth then begin to appear, and the joints of the legs

begin to have streaks of brown col lur, which extend all over
the body. The thick part of the abdomen is the last to change
colour. The proboscis or sucker can be seen growing down the
belly.

On the last day the hair has grown, and the legs begin to move
twelve hours before it comes from the cell, always increasing iu
motion ; then the whole body moves, turning itself round every
few seconds; very restless np to this time—about three hours
before it comes from the cell. The proboscis continues as a
solid trunk, so that it cannot turn it in as it does at other times;
at last it, too, becomes split up as in the normal state.

Then the now-developed bee begins to eat itself out, which it

does in two hours. 'When it does make its way out it serms
very happy, but none of its sisters take any notice of it then.
It is, as a matter of course, occurring in hundreds of cases every
day during the breeding season.

Though these remarks are confined to one bee, they are the
result of the close observation of a number of eggs.

Though a number have been hatched, yet many more have
failed, both as eggs, and more in the grub state; none after they
have passed into the bee stage.

In a number of cells two eggs were deposited at a time, in

other Cases a second egg was deposited on the following day, and
in two cases an egg was deposited after the first grub was
hatched ; but in no case did a bee ever move an egg but by eat-

ing it ; both eggs were allowed to remain till they were hatched,

then the grub of one would be consumed by a bee, and some-
times they would be left till both were devoured. When one
observes the firmness with which the eggs are glued to the glass

or cell, it is difficult to conceive how the bees could remove such
eggs and stick them on to another cell, as they doubtless must
be, as they are not dropped, but pressed against the cell.

In the earlier part of the season, when the weather was cold,

I have seen a bee approach an egg, feel it with its antenuEe, pre-

senting its mouth filled with the white jelly to it, and remain in

that position for half an hour, allowing the grub, not yet out of

the egg, to eat the jelly out of its mouth. I saw this distinctly

on several oocasions. bat it does not seem that bees do it at all

Eeasons, as I have not seen it lately.
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A bee vp-ill freqaently tike up its positiia ia a cell beside an
egg aud remain motionless for hours. Whether it is to rest or
Eletjp, or to give heat to the egg, I cannot saj ; I only Btate the
fact.

I had an opportunity the other diy of testing the white jelly
from a queen cell, imagining it to be albumen or starcb, a-i in
appearauce it is like these substances ; but it did not coagulate
by b jiliug, but partly became soluble. Instead of giving a blue
colour by the additiou of a solution of iodine it indicated a
bro'A'nish colour, so that it is neither albumsn nor starch.

I was always uuder the impression that the bees deposited
the honey in the cells by means of the sucker, but I fiud I am
wroug. It is from the mouth proper that it is expelled. Wheu
in the act of expelling it the mouth seems large in proportion,
in the form of an oblong square with the corners rouuded. As
the bA-4 or stomach gets emptied air-bubbles are expelled at
last, as if one pressed liquid from a bladder. The same occur-
rence takes place when they are putting the white jel>y in the
cell. It was seeing them patting in the jelly which first drew
niy attention to the fact.

lu these observations I am fortunate in having a good micro-
scope at my service.—A. Shearer, Tester.

OUR LETTER BOX.
DoNCASTER Show.—Mr. A. A. Vaader Meersch took the second prizs for

Jacobins, aud not Mr. Bamford.

DoHK[NO Cock and Bosemevl (H. F. H.) ~l am sorry to say I cannot
remeoibrir anythinif about " H. F. H 's " bird. If, is almosit impossible for any
one to rec'iilBct a single bird at a show unless it had Bonn "erv special mark,
or WAS in the Any variety class, where, perhaps, only one bird o( a sort ap-
pears. Mo^t likely " H F. H.'n" bird was not lartje enough; all the prize
D likings are the la^ge.^t of the class, other pri)pertie3, of course, being good.
B ineinual is of no use except for chiikens of large breedfi, and not tt) them if

they have a range where they can get all the^ need The proport'on Uised is

an oun'-.e with every half-pint of dsj meal before adding the milt or water.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

Mr, ToDMiN's Partrtdob CocHiNa (E.).—Wd have received more than
one Ci)m'n*iiiio*tion on ths subject, all stating that the criticiura was written
by one eiiher ignorant or negligent. We have inserted Mr. Tndmau's state-

ment and Mr. Hewitt's refutation of the criticism. No one who knows any-
thing of poultry will con>*ider the critic's opinion id of the slightest value
Compared with Mr. Hewitt's opinion.

Ground Oats (J. E).—They are advertised in oar columns every week.
Prepared as you say, th*y would make go- id cakes for greyhounds when out of
traioiog Make the meal into a stiff dough, dry the cakes thoroughly, and
then if kept in a dry place they will remain strviceable for months.

Pheasant Fowls iJane).—The Golden-spangled Hamburghs were formerly
called the Pheasant Fowls. The name did nut arise frum any similarity of
shape, but bucauue there was a likeness in the dark spots or moons at the end
of eaoh feather common to each breed. There have been enthusta-'ts who
have bulieved such community of leather has been the result of contact
between the two breeds ; bat it is not the fact The h.vbrid between any two
birds is quite distinct from eithar of them, and is also sterile.

Preserving Eggs i Flycatcher).—We hold it to be something to get eggs
for puddings all through the winter. We always save ours in lime. We
have them sumetimes fit for breakfast, but we are yet seeking a method of
preserriug eggs that will keep them new-laid t

Lice on Fowls (H.B.).—The presence of vermin is always accpted as a
pro.. I of low condition. It is especially the result of ric«-feediiig and of
accnoiulated dirt in their houses aud hauntn. The probability is the corners
of their h'tuse want cleaning out with a stiff brush steeped in strung prepur-
atioQ uf ime. The best way to get rid of them ia to put in their haunts,
and even, i( their houtia is a large one, in their h mse. a heap of duat or wood-
ashes with which may be mixed some hla :k sulphur, a pound to a bushel.
The birdri will baak in this, and it will be found a cure. Where an immediate
cure is wanted, the patient may be caught and a drop or two i f oil may be
put at the back of the poll, on the middle of the backbone, and under the
wings.

Stove for Fowl Hoose [E. B.).—No stove is needed.

Fowls Crooked-breasted (Tyrol,—The cause is in most instances that
the birds are too highly fed, and are f. reed alon^so fa:»t that the bones cannot
Bujiport the weight of the body. lu roosting, the grasp of the feet ia not
pufficjently powerful to eteady and support the body on the perch, and the
brtartt therefore rests upon it. Beiug in a cartilagiuoua sta'^e, it adapts
itself to the Khape of it, and becomes crooked. Large fowls like Brahmas
should not roost at the a:^e you name. If you let them roost on the ground
you will keep straight breasts

Drawing Honey (An Ai>iarian Subscriber).—As yon arenowin possession
of a hundredweight of honeycomb in bars, and likely to have a great deal of
run htmi^y, we thiiik your better way will bo to go yourself with your bars to
some mart for honey, and theie sell what you have, aud make arrangements
with t^'tiue dealer for the rectptijn of your future supplies. It is hardly fair

tu t-xpei.;t us to mention the names of buyers, but we may say that you will

have no dithcnlty in finding plenty of them at the prices named. You will

pleuse to bear in mind that the wholet-ale house in Ireland which you have
beeu ireatmg with have probably to sell the honey to wholesale hou:-oa in
England, and t>>ese to retailers at wholesale prices. As to packing your bars
to travel Bufe by road or rail, we think you will d>J well to put them in their
natural position in a bar-frame hive, or some such contrivance, to avoid the
friction or prejiHure of comb against comb. The modes of taking honey from
combs will be noticed in ourtirht number for August.

Swarm Forsaking its Hive ( W. E. M.).—We do not thiuk your driven
"bees Hwarmed out of tbe hive in which you placed them because of the logs
of their queen, otherwiae you would never have caught them again as a swarm,
which we infer waa the case, as yo t say you '' united thera tu another." Had
their queen been lost they would have simply joined riome other hive, not un-
ikeiy their old compaoiood. Wa beUeve thera u do remedy for the loss of a

qneen on her honeymoon trip except substitating another queen for her, or
furnishing the hive with brood comb out of which to rear a queen. We do
not like Mr. Payne's plan; it is too unceitain of succesB. There is nothinfj
like drivinii both awarina or stocks into a common third hive, as discovered
by •B. & \V."

Pigeons iT. O. J.).—Mr. Fulton's address is Duke Street, Deptford.
C \NE FOR Hives {A. B. \.—Wo do not know a house where caue can be had

in Loudon. Most baaketmakers have it, and almost every toy shop sella it.

Neighbour & ?Siina, who are lirge dealers in hives, may ttU you where it can
bd obtained at wholesale prices. The price of honey and h-.neycomb ranges
between Is. and Is. Qd. pnr lb.

Bee-dress {B., Breconshire).—Probably any of the dealers in hivea who
advertise in our columns could supply you with one. If you have <>ne home-
made, a very simple aud convenieut one ia formed of green leuo, and so maia
as to enclose the bead, neck, and shoulders; indeed.it is like a bag, with
sleeves to tie at the wrists. The sleeves are made of green glazed cambric
With its aid the most difficult operation may be performed without the
possibility of b^'mg string.

Melted Combs—^hading (J R. B., Chichester).—Shading should alwuya
be had rocourae to in such weather as that of the middle of July, and more
especially so for ewarm>< of the year. In those cases where it has unfortunately
taken place, it will be better lo nhade immediately and nothing more, leaving
the rest that ia to be done entirely to the bees. Should the weather prove
very hot and sultry, it will be necessary to phade newly-hived swarma for a
few hours in a day, say from ten tid two o'clock ; a green bough answers very
well for this purpose—that from the fir trees, perhaps, is the beat, as well as
the most durable.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Cauden SQaARE, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Loag. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Datr.
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I have seeu prizes awarded to table decorations that would
not have U'^teJ area during the time of an ordinary dinner
party. At Taubridge Wells and at the Crystal Palace the
first prices v7ern given to vasea of the March type, where single
flowers of the Drtlphiuiam formogum and csruleam were wired
on to pieces of grass, and the chief effect produced by meane
of flowers that would die before dinner was hilf over.

Tuere is such a thing as making vases too heavy by over-
crowding them with flowers, however choice the flowers may
be ; but 8urely there is no need to run into the opposite ex-
trem'i and encourage poverty of idea and paucity of flowers.
There is a limit to the use of Grass and Ferns ; nor can I see
any beauty iu white sand stuck all over with Grass, and a few
flowers thrown promiscuously at the base of the stand.
The excuse given for wiring the flowers on grass for table

decorations is, that the same practice is adopted for hand-
bouquets at Covent Garden ; but surely Covcnt Garden is not
to rule the taste of judges at horticultural shows, and what
may be alio wable for ahaad-bouquet of ameretraasitory nature
to be used for one night, is not to be a guide for a table decora-
tion which ought to be of a more permanent character. A
.stand of flowers for the centre of a drawing-room or dining-
jroom table ought to be fit to be seen the next morning. If

dinner tables are decorated at a nobleman's or gentleman's
bouse when a large party is staying in the house, the breakfast
table or the luncheon table should bo able to profit by the
decorations of the previous evening.
The habit of introducing plants in pots by means of holes

cut in the table is, I am in hopes, dying out, even where it was
for a bhort time adopted ; and I also trust that poverty and
paaoity will not be encouraged under the pretext of lightness
and elegance. The best table decorations ought always to
consist of choice flowers, not overcrowded, nor, on the other
band, too formally arranged, but every flower nsed should bo
good of its kind, and folliage should he accessory and se-

condary, and not the principal object.—C. P. P.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
On the Roekwork in flower are two very interesting new

plants from Mirocco, bronfibt home by the Expedition of Dr.
Hooker, Messrs. Maw and Bill, in 1871—Bellis rotundifolia,
var. cffirulescens (the Blue Daisy), and Salvia taraxacifolia.
" The Blue Daisy is one of the commonest spring flowers in
various parts of Marocco, abounding in fields with a rich soil

on the hills near Tangier, and occurring in great profusion by
the watercourses of the valleys of the Greater Atlas in lati-

tude 31°, at elevations of 4000 to 11,000 feet" (Dr. Hooker's
" Bot. Mag.," 1871). It is easily cultivated, and may be grown
in pots, but is better planted on roekwork, where it grows
freely. Increase may be effdieted by division. It is as yet ex-
ceediugly rare, and is much inquired after. The leaves of
Salvia taraxacifolia are pleasingly scented ; the flowers are pale
pink, and are produced in spikes. It does not seem to stand
our winters well ; a few plants should therefore be grown in
pots and wintered in a frame. A stock is best obtained from
Beeds, which are freely produced and grow readily.

Bi-gonia Sedeni is he,^vily covered with scarlet flowers.

B. carmiuata is also very handsome, with flowers of a yellowish
'hue. B. intermedia and B. Anacreou are also beautiful; the
flowers of the former are very fiery.

There are a few half-hardy plants that may with propriety
be planted on the roekwork in summer, among which may be
aamed the tuberous Begonias. They are an additional point
of interest and beauty without being in the way, and serve to

attract thope who can see no beauty that does not consist
chiefly of fliming colour. Cuttings strike freely; it is the
only way of getting the best kinds true. They are easily
grown and flowered from seed, when a variety may be obtained.
Hf*at is never required ; fine specimens may be grown in a
greenhouse, prefer.ibly with a north aspect. When the plan s
inc:iue for rest the supply of water must decrease, and the
'tubers be placed in a moderately dry and cool position. They
•grow well in rich fibrous loam. The New Zealand Lobeha
(Pratia) littoralis is very charming. It has a neat creeping
babit, and bears a profusion of pure white flowers. It may
not be quite hardy, but only requires the protection of a frame
in wiutir; a few plants in pots would hold it safe. In sum-
mer it lik< F, a moist and rather shady position. It appears to

be rare, but by mi-ans of the roo'ed stems may be increased
•t ' • y extent. Tricyrtis macropoda is rare aod curious ; it

'has yellow flowers with numerous small dark purple spots; the

leaves have usually a few large ones almost black. Lilium
Wdshingtonianum, mentioned last week, is represented in this
country by the variety purpureum. The type, it is supposed,
has not been introduced to cultivation.

In the Herbaceous ground Erigeron muoronatum, nearly a
yard across, is producing a mass of flowers on slender much-
branching stems. The flowers are Daisy-like, are white at
first and then turn red. This plant till last year was every-
where known as Vittadenia triloba, with which it has nothing
whatever to do. It is a native of Mexico and Venezuela, and
therefore must not be called the New Halland Daisy. Here it

is quite hardy and of perennial habit. It grows freely from
seed, and being so pretty and distinct is worth cultivation
everywhere. Coreopsis auriculata is very fine, much in the
way of C. lanceolata. Scolymus maculatusis a striking peren-
nial of Thistle-like aspect, with many large yellow flowers. It
is not at all common, and is best grown from seed. Campa-
nula celtidifolia is a very fine species, about 3 feet in height,
with panicles of large flowers (it is also in bloom at the Rock-
work). Salvia H'irminum, var. rubra, presents a pretty change
of colour from the commoner violet form. Calandrinia um-
bellata during sunshine is so brilliant as scarcely to be equalled
by anything else. Though a perennial on well-drained soil, it

may sJso be treated as an armual; sown early, the crimson
flowers are produced the same year. Genista Eetnensis is a
very handsome and graceful shrub. The branches are com-
posed of slender, green, leafless twigs, bearing a profusion of
yellow flowers. Diauthus monspessulanus is very pretty with
pink flowers, the petals of which are deeply fringed. D. ramo-
sissimus is very distinct in habit ; it produces a dense tuft of
slender stems, bearing numerous small pink flowers.

In the Cape house Eucomis punctata is very ornamental.
It has tall racemes of greenish white flowers, the ovaries of

which are dark violet. Several plants are in flower of the new
Pelai-gonium oblongatum. It has dwarf fleshy st^ms without
any inclination to branch. A few Mesembryanthemums are
very showy. M. cocoineum, M. iuclaudens, M. blandum,
M. falciforme, M. bulbosum, and M. lacerum, of which a single

flower is quite an ornament ; it is large, and of a fine rose
colour.

THE LAWN-MOWER COMPETITION AT
BIRMINGHAM.

Medals were offered in this section of considerable value, and
it was to be regretted that there was not a larger numberof mowers
to take part iu the contest, although, as matters were arranged,
the work that fell to the share of t be Jadftes wasof a very laborious
character. For instance, instead of testing the draught of each
machine by a dynamometer, which could readily have been ob-
tained for this purpose, and which would have given the result
with accuracy, each machine bad to be tested by the muscular
exertion of those who had to adjudicate on its relative merits.
Surely the work that falls to the share of the censors at an ex-
hibition like that at Aston is trying enough both to the mind and
the body without oppressing them with work that might be per-
formed by a donkey or other beast of burden. Conductors of
exbiiiitions would do well to take a note of this when organising
another contest of this character; do let the work of the judges
be as pleasant as possible. Another feature in the machines
which could not be tested in a competition like this is their

liability to get out of order; but this could only be ascertained

by a whole season's practice. Of course simplicity of construc-

tion may, to some extent, be considered a guarantee that the
machine would continue to work for a period in proportion to

the least number of parts, cogwheels, Ac, of which it is possible

to construct i^.

The new " Royal " machines exhibited simplicity of construc-

tion in a very marked degree ; these were sent by Messrs. Green
and Son, and are totally different in couslruction from the ma-
chines made by them and worked by cba'n-action. The broad
wheels at the sides are certainly objectionable when it is in-

tended to cut amongst flower beds, around large pedestals, itc.

Still, none of the machines cut quite up to pedestals, and in

practice it would not matter much whether the space to be cut
with shears was or 3 inches broad.

The contest ought to have commenced at 11 a.m. on Wednes-
day (July 8tb), but owing to some delay it was mid-day before

the first machine was set to work. The following were the sizes

of the machines entered, and the conditions are also specified

below.

12 or 14-iQch machine, to bo wort-ed by one person.

20-incb, ,, ,. two persona.

SO-iuch, „ ,. 1 poiiy.

CoMDiTioNs.—1. Stren^h and simplicity of coQstructioii.

2. Capability to out a smooth lawn.
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3. „ „ rou'^h ^*rasB.

4. t, „ wet ^'raHB.

6. To oat close to an object, such as a pedestal.

The competitors were Meears. Crowley & Co, of Sheffield;

Green <t Son, of London and Leeda ; Hartley & Sugdeu, Hali-

fax ; Barnard, Bisiiop, tfc Barnard, of Norwich ; and Mr. Harris,

of Birmiugham. MeBsrs. Green's new " lloyal," cutting 3U-iuch,

worked by two men, made the first work. Cutting one breadth
twice and another once it did its work well, and did not rib the
grass so much as some of the other machines. When worked
with a pony it did not do the work nearly so well as by hand.
Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard were the only other firm that tried

pony machiues, and theirs cut well on level ground, and threw
the grass out well. It cut very close to the pedestal (a round
and square one were on the ground) ; it was very noisy, but this

was owing to their using a galvanised collecting- box, which was
stated to be more durable than those made of wood and iron.

It also worked well round a small circular bed, but the work was
ribbed on uneven ground.

Twenty-inch machines.—Hartley & Sugden, cut the first

widths with the Windsor, followed by a " Silens Messor," sent

by Mr. Harris. The first-named cut pretty well on the dry
grass, but ribbed badly and was ditiicult to work when set to

work where it was wet. The " Silens Messor" cut better than
the " Wiudsor " on wet grass, and was more easily workt-d.

Edwards's patent machine, " The Invincible," sent by Crowley
and Co., certainly made the best work on the dry ground, and
its superiority was more evident on the wet grass ; and when the
grass is long and peculiarly stubborn to cut, the roller is by a
contrivance made to be shifted from the front to behind the
knives, and when it was tested on the longest of the wet grass
in this way, the work was also well performed. Barnard & Co.'s

20-iuch machine was hard to work, but it cut without leaving
the grass badly ribbed. It did not, however, take the bents so

clean as some of the others. Their 30-inch pony machine on
the wet threw the grass out well, and did not rib so much as
Green's. The 14-inch machines made beautiful work in nearly
every case.

Crowley & Co.'s and Mr. Harris's machines worked the easiest,

though all of them threw the wet grass well forward, and the
grass was well wetted. It was thoroughly soaked before the
machines—so much so, that one came to the end having the bos
half full of water. After the trial one machine from each exhi-
bitor was taken to pieces by the exhibitor himself, and minutely
examined by the Judges, all the points being minutely con-
sidered. The first prize, a gold medal, was then given to Messrs.
Crowley & Co. for "The Invincible;" second, a silver medal,
to Mr. Harris for the " Silens Messor ;" third, a bronze medal,
to Messrs. Hartley & Sugden for " The Windsor."
Two machines were also submitted to the Judges for cutting

grass edgings, one from Mr. Han-is, which is attached to a lawn
mower; and thn other from Messrs. Green, which is either
attached to a lawn mower or small roller. The principle in
both is the same—a set of revolving knives cutting against a
steel plate. Green's machine worked much better than the
other, and it will, no doubt, be very useful where miles of adging
have to be cut ; but as shown, it will not supersede the old-
fashioned shears for beds in geometrical gardens. It may be
improved, as it is yet in its infancy. Even as it is, it is a step
in the rit;ht direction. The silver medal was awarded to it.

Messrs. Green also exhibited a machine for cutting the turf

round edgings, which also requires some improvement to make
it serviceable.
The Judges in this department were Messrs. Bennett, of Hat-

field; Fleming, of Cliveden; Lowe, of Wolverhampton; and
Hassall, of Birmingham.

LOVE AMONGST THE EOSES.
And why not ? True I am not exactly the model for unpetit

cupidon; my beard is grey and my head bald, but these elight

drawbacks have often not prevented many a possessor of them
from making a fool of himself—the worst, according to the
proverb, fool of all. Yet for all this I may lay claim to being a
lover ; and it is one charming feature in the fair queen whose
devoted servant I am, but whose eyes I never wish to gaze
upon, that she does not disdain the homage of a very old
lover. In fact our affection is platonic. I never look for a
nearer embrace than to get a whi3 of the gentle fragrance
which she diffuses around her, and if I sound her praises or
tell of her triumphs, it is because I delight in all that brings
honour to her name; and when I see "young men and
maidens, old men and children " hovering round her, I feel

that she has rightly assumed the throne from whence no
rebellious spirit in the domain of Flora will attempt to de-
throne her. And as I have been lately doing homage at her
court in various places, I would now summarise a little the
result of my attendance, and firstly

THE WISBEACH SHOW.
This was held in the grounds of J. T. Baker, Esq., at Colville

House, and, indeed, the whole Exhibition was due to hid
energy and good will. There had been some diflereaco of
opinion about an Exhibition, and he took upon himself to bear
all the risks. It was unfortunate in one renpect, that it was
fixed on the same day as the National Rose Show at the Royal
Horticultural Society ; and to those who imagine that exhi-
bitors are influenced by mere greed, it will be, I think, worthy
of notice that not even the tempting prizes offered here could
induce them to forego the hope o£ winning the prizes at South
Kensington. It must have been a disappointment to Mr.
Baker to miss the well-known names of Paul, Cranston,
Turner, and Keynes, the result being that it was an easy walk-
over for Mr. Cant, who was eo far in advance of the only other
stand exhibited in this class, that the Judges withheld the
second prize altogether, for they felt that a prize of £10 ought
to have brought together better Roses. Amateurs were fairly

represented, but neither amongst their stands were there any
remarkably fine flowers. I think that the Wi.^beach people
ia setting the example of offering these large prizes for Rotes
deserve well of their country, and the neighbourhood cannot
but reap the advantage of having such competition among-t
them. I pass by the stove and greenhouse plants. Ferns, &e.,

because my notes are to be upon the Rose, but I wish at the
same time to do honour to the excellent plants contributed
by Messrs. Dixon, of Beverley ; House, of Peterborough ; and
Cypher, of Cheltenham.
Hive any of our readers any experience of Sutton Bridge

Station ? If not, amongst their delightful outings for the
autumn, let me advise them to essay the journey from Wis-
bech to Spalding by that route. You have such delightful

leisure that you may see the country to the greatest advantage,
knock up a lifelong acquaintance with the amphibious animals
whom we should designate as porters, but who, in this region
of canals and dykes, have " pilot " in red letters on their caps

;

and engage in statistical inquiries as to whether a wet country
like this tends to a greater or less consumption of beer and
baccy. .Be this as it may, we were glad, as we were obliged
to leave Mr. Biker's hospitable mansion earlier than v;o

wished, to make the eighteen miles from Wi.-beach to Spalding
in two hours, and to find ourselves very comfortably established
there in the evening ; and so the second court where our queen
was to be viewed was

THE SPALDING SHOW.
And first as to the place itself, charmiag in its quaintuess,

reminding one much of Holland, with the river flowing through
its streets, the quaint old houses, narrow alleys, and the wtll-

kept gardens; and, indeed, although I was not aware of it

until this visit, it is so called in all documents—" parts of
Holland in Lincolnshire." Originally colonised from thence it

retains its name, and has, of late years at any rate, made a
greater claim in the eyes of florists at least to be so called,

from its being a famous centre for the growth of Dutch bulbs,

especially the Snowdrop and the Crocus. Nearly all of the
former bulbs sold in England are gro«n here, while acres upon
acres of Crocus, Tulips, LiUes, &c., find their way from hereto
the London market. One of the first things I saw on entering
the town was a small pony-cart, with the owner's name and
" buyer of Snowdrops and Crocuses" painted on it, while over
several shops one saw the same. I took the opportunity of

asking a few questions, and was surprised to find that the
Snowdrop was peculiarly subject to disease, I having thought
that it was hardy enough to resist anything, and that it take3

a hundred pounds' worth of small bulbs, or, as they are called

here, " seed," to plant an acre ; so that it requires some capital

to invest in a bulbfarm. The soil seems particularly well suited

to it, and the bulbs come out with that clean shining look we
are accustomed to admire so much in the Dutch bulbs. The
Show at Spalding is held in gardens which are a fitting adjunct
to the place itself both in name and character, Ayscough Hall,

The gardens are filled with the finest Yew hedges and curved
walks, trees clipped into curious forms, the inevitabie pond or
canal, and old-fashioned herbaceous borders; while on the
green lawn the band of the 2ud Life Guards gathered round it

such an assemblage of fair ladies as one does not often see,

aud of which I, a venerable old gentlt-mau, may speik without
an arriere penshe ; while the kindness, hospitality, and good
fellowship of all those who had to do with the arrangements
tended to make it for us strangers a day of real enjoyment.
Those who as Judges are lookers-on in the fray, while having
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no doubt a difficult and onerous task to fulfil, are yet freed

from the excitement and anxiety which do possess the exhibitor.

It is the latter who can alone say with Troilus

—

" I am giddy ; expi ctatinn -whirls me round.
The imaginary relish is so sweet
That it enchants m; sense.
+ » » » *

I fear it much ; and I do fear besides
That I shall lose distinction in my joys.

As doth a battle when they charge in heaps
The enemy flyiuj,'."

The Koses exhibited on this occasion were greater in number
than at Wisbeaeh, although Mr. House was the only ex-

hibitor amongst nurserymen for the <^up for seventy-two
blooms. His flowers were very good, as were also those shown
by Mr. Draycott, gardener to Sir Bache Cimard, Mr. Farren,
and Mr. Fryer. JParticularly fine were Dake of Edinburgh,
Marquise de Castellane, Charles Lefebvre, Etienne Levet,
Dapuy-Jamain, Madame Lacharme (exhibited in good con-

dition), John Hopper, Marechal Niel, and other well-known
flowers. There was one part of the arrangement which I

think might be well copied in other places. A large tent was
placed simply for the exhibitors of Koses and cut blooms to

arrange their flowers in, and consequently when the proper time
came each exhibitor had simply to carry his boxes to the tent,

and then place them. We have seen them at South Kensing-
ton and other places shoved about from place to place, and the

flowers quite disarranged before the Judges came round.
Here again one's enjoyment had to be cut short; invitations

poured in on us, and we migbt have remained some days, but
we were due elsewhere. I had to be at Exeter by the next
morning, and could only do so by travelling all night, and the
fair city of the west must be my next trysting-place ; this I

must reserve for another time.—D., Deal.

BULBS.
Flobists' catalogues now contain a number of bulbs which

are reputed hardy, but their hardiness must depend In some
degree on the depth at which they are planted, and about
which no directions are given. If planted too deep they are

beyond the influence of the advancing sun in spring, as well

as his ripening power in autumn ; if too shallow they may
bo injured both by frost and drought. Nor is their depth in

their natural habitat any certain guide—at least, if it is true

that the Lilies in California are to be found 2 feet below the

surface. Few gardeners here would like to bury their dear-

bought treasures so low down. As regards old favourites, as

Hyacinths, experience teaches us, but I feel dubious as to

newer importations, as Cyclobothras, Brodiaeas, and the like,

many of which have very small bulbs, and yet I do not wish
to continue them in pots if they will thrive in the open ground.
If any of your correspondents have found such bulbs really

hardy, and would favour us with a list of them, and the depth
at which they have been planted, I believe such information
will be valuable to many.—G. S.

MERCUBY (CHENOPODIUM) AS A COOKED
VEGETABLE.

Some years ago I was in the habit of visiting at a farm not
many miles from Lincoln, and I remember a large bed in a

corner of the garden, and in the spring of the year the plant

was frequently on the dinner-table, and generally approved of.

I consider it worthy of more attention than it at present receives.

I enclose a paragraph, cut from a local paper, bearing on the

subject.— G. Harrison.
" We would particularly recommend to our readers as in all

seasons a first-class vegetable for early spring use the Good-
King-Henry Chenopodium, or rather Agathophytum Bonus-
Henricus, or English Mercury. This is extensively grown by
the Lincolnshire farmers, almost every garden having its bed,

which, if placed in a warm corner and abundantly supplied

with manure, yields an abundant supply of delicious vegetables

a fortnight or three weeks before the Asparagus comes in, and
for some wetks afterwards. From a south border we generally

commence cutting the Mercury early in April, and continue

cutting until the end of June. Some of our friends say they

like it better than Asparagus ; but we cannot go that length,

though wo like it verv much. When properly grown the young
shoots should bo almost as thick as the httle finger, and in

gathering it should be cut under the ground, something the

same aa Asparagus. In preparing it for use, if the outer skin

or bark has become tough, strip it off from the bottom upwards,
and then wash and tie in bundles the same as Asparagus.
It is best boiled in plenty of water, with a handful of salt
added. When tender, strain and serve simply, or upon a toast.

Some have melted batter with it, others eat it simply with the
gravy of the meat.

" Now, in cultivation, the Mercury will grow anywhere; but
to have it in the best form superior cultivation is necessary.
To this end you cannot have the ground too deep nor too rich.
Hence we should say. Trench the ground 2 feet deep, mixing-in
an abundance of rich manure, and plant your plants as early in
the spring as possible. As the plant ranks among the perennials,
it is necessary to get an abundant yield of shoots, and to get
them as strong as possible, and hence in time each plant may
be a foot or more in diameter. In planting we generally put
the rows 18 inches apart, and the plants 1 foot apart in the
row ; and after we begin to cut we drench the ground frequently
with manure water, or sprinkle the ground with guano in
showery weather. Of course the plants must not be cut too
severely until they are thoroughly established, say in the third

year, and then you can scarcely injure them. A year or two
back we grew a quantity in pots for early forcing; but we found
them impatient of heat, and possibly we gave ihem rather too
much. Spinach with boiled ham and eggs is a favourite dish
with many. Those who like it will be equally well pleased
with Mercury. As the plant is a native it may be procured in
many places, and those who can procure it may do worse than
prepare ground and plant it at once."

ELSHAM HOUSE.—No. 2.

The flower beds and borders are nearly all seen from the
house. The first object which attracts attention is the border
represented in fig. 13, which is situated on a gentle slope facing

1. Golden Feather Pyrethrum.
2. Chveden Blue Pansy.

Fig. IS.

I

3. Whit« Daisy edged with pink Daisy.
4. Red Daisy.

I
5. Aubrietia grseca.

the house, but raised a few feet above the other beds, which
are nearer to the house. This is a very telling arrangement.

The Golden-feather Pyrethrum (1) gives it an air of brightness,

which few other plants would do
_^ so well. Partly hidden from view
2 by shrubs, near to a very pretty

5 summer house, there is a straight——
" border 60 yards long {fig. 14),— 3 feet wide, planted as follows :

—

B The first line at the back Myo-
sotis, blue ; 2, White-variegated

Arabis ; .3, Cliveden Blue Pansy;

4, Saxitraga, as a line of Moss or Sadum ; 5, Eed Daisy. This

border is very neat and pretty.

The bed shown in fitj. 1.1 is a good sample of what spring beds

may be made. Here I, Purple Pansy, is very effective; again

Golden Feather is most telUng at 2 ; and Aubrietia gra!ca

Fig. 14.
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comes in charmingly at No. 3 on the plan. Fiij. 10 is very

pretty, but rather too much cut up for all the colours to show

distiaotly.

1 have only named a few of the many spring beds at this

lovely villa residence. Not one empty bed or border was to be

seen anywhere, and all were iu a high state of keeping ; not a

weed to be seen, and the lawn like a carpet. All was very

perfect.

1. Cliveden Porple Paney.
2. Golden Feather.

3. Aabriebia grsceu
4. Red Daisy.

Fig. 15.

5. White Daisy. 1

6. Semperviviim caliiomicnTn,
|

7. Sedam irlancnm.

8. DeU'B Beet.

The entrance lodge is very pretty ; from it to the house there

is a border about 120 yards long by 3 feet wide, and each side is

planted as shown in fig. 17. Here again Golden Feather takes

the lead in the arrangement, and well it does its part. There

is a grass verge next to the gravel, and the border is backed

up with evergreen shrubs.

Fig. 17.

1. Golden Feather.
2. White Daisy.

3. Myosotis, blue.

4. Red Dais;,

Fig. 16.

1. Golden Feather.
2. Cliveden Blue Pansy.
3. White Daisy.

4. Cliveden Purple Pansy.
5. Red Daisy.
6. Aabrietia grseca.

Taking this place altogether it is the most charming piece of

spring bedding I ever saw, and I question if there is much
better in any part of this country. When once seen it is a
sight not easily forgotten ; it is, indeed, a veritable fairy scene.

Standing in Mr. Hornsby's drawing-room, and having the

blinds slowly drawn up, it is almost like a scene in a play ; no
one who has not viewed it thus can form any idea of the

charming effect which spring flowers can be made to produce

when taste and skill are combined, as here, in the different

arrangements of the colours. Mr. Hornsby's gardener, Mr.
Samuel Ellis, is certainly to be congratulated on bis success in

spring bedding. There is no doubt but that the gardener is

well supported by a liberal employer, who takes great delight in
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his garden. M*y Horticulture win many more such wcrshippeis

at her Elirine I—James Smith, Extoii Pari:, Rutland.

-^2226

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
The annexed ia a sec-

tion of a sash-bar to

lie glazed without putty

(see J\<j. 18). Even if

putty were used, the cap
would lea great preserva-

tive and protection to it,

and it can be removed to

restore glass without in-

jury to the bar.

a. Cap to be fastened
through the sash-bar, with

a capped screw-pin at in-

tervals
; /, C&ulking of

nail-bag strand saturated
with white lead ; h, (Hass

;

c, d. Screw-pin with head.
Briisa or galvanised iron.

—V.
Fig. 18.—Glazing without Potty.

KOYAL HOUTICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
July 15th.

There wag on this occasion quite a large Show, and in most
respects a remarkably good one. It filled the two corridors on
the eastern and western side of the conservatory with quite a
brilliant glow of bloom.
Zonal Pelargoniums were the principal feature. In Class 1,

for eighteen florists' varieties, in 6 inch pots, both the first and
second prizes were withheld, and a third was awarded to Mr. J.

George, Putney Heath, for seedlings of his own raising. The
best were A. F. Barron and Lord Mayo, scarlets ; and Polly
King, salmon. In the next class, for twelve Nosegay or Hybrid
Nosfgay varieties, again no first prize was awarded. Mr. George
had a second prize for several seedlings, of which Grand Coup
was promiting, together with Mrs. Musters and Mrs. Hulden.
In Class 3 for six in 8-iuch pots, Mr. Callin, gardener to Mrs.

licrmitte, Finchley, exhibited the finest specimens in the Show,
grand plants from 3 to 1 feet in diameter. The varieties were
The Bride, Virgo Marie, Jobn Williams, and Corsair, extra fine;
M. Bendatler, and W. Catiiu. Mr. J. Herrington, gardener to
J. Price, Esq , Thornton Road, Clapbam, was second.
For six Nosegay or Hybrid Nosegay varieties in pots of the

eame size, Mr. Catlin was again first with excellent specimens
of Douglas Pearson, Mrs. Gibbons, Miss Saunders, Kose Brad-
wardine, Mrs. Hole, and Mrs. F. Burnaby.
For six florists' varieties sent out since 1872, or not in com-

merce, the first and second prizes were withtield, as also in the
corresDondine clsss for NosPi.'ayg or Hybrid Nosegays, the third
in both cases going to Mr. George.
The show iji six double kinds was very poor, and the first

prize was withheld, the second and third fnr plants in 8-inch
pots going to Messrs. WiiKht, of Lee, and Mr. B. Watson, gar-
dener to T. H. Bryant, Esq., Surbiton Hill. The latter also
took the highest prize awarded—a second, for plants in 8-inch
pots ; Mr. Whittaker, gardener to S. Williams, Esq., Putney,
being third.

Of Golden Tricolor varieties there was a large display of
plants ranging from 10 to 24 inches in diameter, and extremely
good both in growth and leaf-colouring. Mr, Turner was first
with admirable specimens, the most noticeable of which were
Miss Monis, Lucy Giieve, Sir Eobeit Napier, Mrs. Turner,
Golden Queen, Prince of Wales, and W. Sanday. Second came
Mr. T. Pestridge, Boston Bond, Brentford, with plants closely
approaching in quality, including capital examiiles of Lady
Cullum, Sir Bobert Napier, Achievement, Miss Goring, Prince
of Wales, Princess of Wales, Mrs. H. Litile, Mrs. Headley, and
E. B. Benyon. Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing Dean Nursery, was an
excellent third. For six the prizes went, to Mr. J. Hinnell, gar-
dener to F. A. Davis, Esq., Surbiton, Mr. B. Watson, and Mr.
G Thomas, Turner Boad, Lee.
For six Silver Tricolors Mr. H. B. Smith took the lead with

fine plants of Mabel Morris, Italia Uuita, Imperatrice Eugenie,
Silver Cloud, Lass o' Gowrie, and Charming Bride. Mr. Pes-
tridt'o was second, and Mr. Watson third, Mr. Turner being dis-
qualified.

Next came a class for six G.'dden Bronze or Bicolor varieties.
Here Mr. Pettridge carried off the fir.-t honours with good plants,
having nicely coloured leaves, of W. E. Gumblpton, ImpCiatrice
Eugiiiiie, Black Douglas, Crown Princess, Mazcchal MacMabon,
and Reine Victoria. Mr. R. Watson was second ; and Mr.
Keeler, gardener to H. Simmonds, Esq., Denmark HiII, third.
The spocial prizes given by Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, for

twelve distinct varieties, not variegated, raised and sent out'by
him, in 8 inch pots, the plants to be grown with as little train-
ing as possible—if they did not bring numerous competitors,
secured a splendid display of varieties which, for brilliancy of
colour and freedom ot bloom, it will be difficult t") surpass.
Mr. Catlin was first with magnificently-bloomed plants of Mrs,
Mellows, Lady Belper, Matilda, Thomas Speed, extra tine;
Charles Burrows, Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Tait, General Outram,
Corsair, Mrs. Musters, and Maud. Mr, Birse, gardener to J. H.
Lei-mitte, Esq., was second.
Fuchsias were better shown than we have seen this year.' In

the nurserymen's class for eight, Mr. Mould, of Devizes, took
the lead with finely-bloomed plants, averaging about 6 feet high,
of Queen Victoria, Pauline, Rose of Castilie, Marginata, Lustre^
Mrs. Lye, and Mrs. Mould. Second came Messrs. Wright. In
the amateurs' class excellent specimens came from Mr. King,
gardener to B. V. Leach, Esq., Devizes Castle ; Mr. Weston,
gardener to D. Martineau, Esq. ; and Mr. Keeler. For twenty-
four in 8-iucli pots the prizes went to Mr. King and Mr. James,,
of laleworth.
There was only one group of six Hydrangeas ; this was furnished

by Mr. Aldous, of South Kensington, who had plants with from.
six to ten excellent heads of bloom. There was likewise a class
for six Clematis, in which Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, exhi-
bited some of their splendid specimens, taking the first prize;,
whilst Messrs. Cutbush were second with smaller but neat
plants. There was a nice show of Carnations and Picotees.
These will be referred to hereafter.
In the miscellaneous class Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, exhi-

bited a group which deservedly obtained a silver medal, ia
which a splendid plant of Vanda coerulea foinied a prominent
centre. With this were Ixora WiUiamsii, Ficus Parcellii, Abu-
tilon Sellowiauum marmoratum, Dractena Baptistii, and many
other noteworthy plants. Mr. Williams had a similar award
for a group, including some fine Orchids, Yuccas, &c. Bronze
medals went to Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. Aldous for groups of
plants; to Dr. Denny for Pelargoniums of his own raising; to-

Mr. W. Paul, of Waltbam Cross, for cut Zonal Pelargoniums ;

also to Messrs. Veitch tor Roses. The same firm also sent a.

very fine group of Betiuosporas and other Conifers.

FRDIT.

The prizes that were awarded in this department were given
by the Messrs. Veitch, of King's Boad, Chelsea. The fruit

was arranged on a table 40 yards in length, aud occupied a centre
position iu one of the arcades. This exhibition showed what
can be accomplished when Uberal prizes are offered. The com-
plaint has recently been made that fruit has been poorly repre-
sented at our exhibitions, and tbis complaint has been well
founded in the case ot the London shows ; but when a liberal

prize list has been made up sufficient to compensate growers for

their trouble, the result ha.s always been, as in the present case,

satisfactory. Great praise is due to the Messrs. Veitch for
taking up m such a liberal spirit this too-much-neglectsd branch
of our national horticulture.

The first class was for a collection of ten distinct sorts, and
the highest position has been well earned by Mr. W. Coleman,
gardener to Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. His Black
Hamburgh Grapes and also the Muscats were magnificent. H©
also showed a fine dish of Royal Genrge Peaches, Uivers's Largo
Early Apricot. British Queen Strawberry, a handsome Eastnor
Castle Melon, Lord Napier Early Nectarine, Brown Turkey
Figs, and May Duke Cherries. Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to-

Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks, was second. Hia
Foster's Seedling and Black Prince Grapes were good, but in-

ferior to the tine bunches sent by Mr. Coleman. His Peaches,
Nectarines, Cherries, Strawberries, and Plums were very tiuo.

Mr, Jones, gardener to Her Majesty, Fro^more, Windsor, wag
third. He had a good diah of Peachus and Victoria Plums, but
the collection was spoiled by containing a nearly rotten Smooth-
leaved Cayenne Pmi.

Collections containing six distinct dishes were sent by Mr.
Banuerman, gardener to Lord Bagot, Blithfleld, Rugeley ; Mr.
J. Watson, gardener to W. E. Harcuurt, Esq,, Mincham Park
Gardens, Abingdon; and Mr. W. Bones, gardener to D. Mcin-
tosh, Esq., Havering, Romford, who took the prizes in the order
named. Mr. Baunermau had good Muscats and Black Ham-
burgh, a Qiieen Pine, Bellegarde Peaches, Nectarines, and
Brown Turltey Figs. Five collections were staged iu this class.

In the class for three Pines, any variety, Mr. J. Stirling, gar-

dener to H. H. Vivian, Esq., Park Weir, Swansea, showed three
very tine Queens, and took the tirst prize; Mr. D. Wilson, gar-

dener to Earl Fortescue, Castle Hill, South M.dton, was seccmd
with three Smooth-leaved Cayennes; Mr. T. W. Bond, 'The

Beeches, Weybridge, third with Queens. An extra prize was
given to Mr. W. Sparkes, gardener to J. W. Jeakes, Esq., Win-
chester Hall, Highgato, for six Queen Piues.

Three bunches of black Grapes. Mr. W. Coleman was first

with his Black Hamburgh ; Mr. J. Loudon, gardener. The
Quinta, Chirk, second with two Imuches of Madrenfield Court,,

very fine, aud one of BlackHamburgh. Mr. J. DoaviUe, gardener
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to Mrs. Bunaeroi^n, "Wyaston Leyg, M')nraouth, wm third with
very well-fiiiialied bimohes of Black Hunbar^-h. An ex'raprizo
to Mr. R, Flemiuo;, Rardeaer to R. H >uglitiiii, E^q, Waterloo,
Liverpool, was well ileaerved. Ho hdd liue buuches, thougli the

berries were not sufficiently thiuned-out.
Mr. J. Loudoa exhibited two graud bunches of Golden

Champion, and an equally fine Ma.^cat of Alexandria, aud
gained the first prize in the class for white Grapes. Mr. W.
Colemau was second with Muscat of Alexandria, very fine; and
Mr. Woodbiidse, of Sioa House Gardens, Isleworth, third with
the same variety.

Six Nectarines, one variety. Mr. J. Gill, Spring Place, Brad-
ford, was first with very fine Violette Hative; Mr. W. Kemp,
Albury Park Gardens, was second ; aud Mr. W. Coleman third

with the same variety.
There were no less than twenty-two dishes of Peaches. The

first prize was given to mai^uiflcent fruit of Royal George from
Mr. J. Hcamen, Eaton Hall, Gongleton. Mr. J. Richards,
gardener to Baron Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park, Acton, was
second with very fine well-ripened fruit of Bellegarde ; Mr. G.
Sage, Ashridge Park Gardens, Great Berkbampstead, third wiih
Hoyal George, also highly-coloured. Extra prizes were given to

Mr. T. Pitt, Buvy Hill, Dorking; aud to Mr. W. Coleman.
Mr. D. Wilson, pardener to Earl Fortescue, Cattle Hill, South

Molton, was awarded an extra prize fur ten fine Melons.

Fhuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq . F.R.S., in the chair.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden exhibited fruit of D miels' Duke of Edin-
burgh Cucumber, grown from seed obtained from Messrs. Daniels,

of Norwich, which proved to be Marquis of Lome. They also

exhibited Dyer's Champion and Telegraph, which proved to be
synonymous. Mr. .Johnson, The Garden, Glamis Castle, N B.,

sent specimens in the haulm of Allan's Champion Pea, which
appeared to be a desirable varie'y,aud which wa.s recommended
to be tried at, Chiswick. Mr. R. Dean, of Bedfont, sent a Let-
tuce called Murray's Champion Cos, which was passed. Messrs.
James Carter & Co. exhibited a collection of forty-five varieties

of Lettuce in pots, to which the Committee recommended that

the Council should award a bronze medal. Messrs. Carter also

exhibited a very interesting collection of Peas, the plants, with
pods and blooms, being dried and preserved as for an herbarium,
and very neatly mounted in frames. This was a most interest-

ing exhibition, and Messrs. Carter intimated their intention of

presenting the collection to the Society.

Mr. Harris, The Gardens, Singleton, near Swansea, sent four
very handsome Queen Pines, which were intended for competi-
tion for Messrs. Veitcb's prize, but having arrived too late were
exhibited before the Committee, and a bronze medal was pro-

posed to be awarded to them. Mr. Perkins, Stanmore Priory
'Gardens, sent a handsome specimen of Enville Pine, weighing
8 lbs. 10oz3., grown from rootless suckers planted August 17th,

1873. It was awarded a cultural commendation. Mr. Wood-
bridge, The Gardens, Slon House, Isleworth, exhibited fruit of

a variety of Mnsa, which was remarkably rich in flavour, and to

which a first-class certificate was awarded, subject to the deter-

mination of the name, ir. being grown at Sion under the name
of Champa. Mr. Jack, The Gardens, Battle Abbey, sent fruit of

a seedling Raspberry, but which did not appear to be superior
to other varieties in cultivation. Rev. W. Kendall, Lulworth
"Vicarage, Wareham, sent fruit of a seedling white Raspberry,
which was not equal to the old White Antwerp. Mr. David Smith,
'Glamis House, Forfar, sent fruit of a seedling Strawberry, which
was considered not to be equal to other VMrieties. Mr. Bennet,
The Gardens, Hatfield House, sent a M^^lon called Hatfield
Hybrid, a cream-coloured, smooth-skinned, oval variety, very
slightly netted, and with red flesh. Its flavour was inferior.

Mr. Ddwsbury, gardener to Lord Darnley, Cobham Hall, sent a
handsome fruit of Read's Scarlet-fl.;sh Melon, a handsome, oval,

very thickly-netted variety, of a dingy cream colour ; but it was
not sufficiently ripe. Mr. Johnson, Glamis Castle, N.B., sent a
large hand.some fruit of Hijks' Scarlet-flesh Meloo. It is thickly
netted, aud of a clear orauge-vellow colour. The flavour was
inferior. Mr. Johnson also ^ent a fruit of Doke of Edinburgh, a
very large, oval, smooth, and ribbed fruit, of cream colour; but
the flavour was inferior. Mr. Thomas Speed, The Gardens,
Chatsworth, sent four Melons, grown with their roots in water,
accomplished by renewing water three times a day. None of

the fruit possessed sufficient flavour to warrant its obtaining a
reward.

Flor.il Committee.—B. B. Postans, Esq., in the chair. Mr.
T. Pestridge, of Brentford, sent Tricolor Pelargonium Mr. H.
Little, aud Bronze Pelargonium The Czar. Mr. R Dean, of
Baling, sent Lobelias aud cut blooms of Carnations. These last

were not of the flori-t's type, but were good border flowers. Mr.
Lipping, of Richmond, sent seedling Pelargoniums Golden
Shower and Templar, the first a golden leaved sort very similar
to Golden Chain. Mr. Turner, of Slough, sent boxes of seedling
Closes. Royal Standard, a fine rose-coloured globular flower,
received a first-class certificate ; Miss Hansard is a nice peach-
-coloured flower in the way of La France ; R^v. J. B. Camm, and
John Stuart Mill. Mr. J. Eraser, of Lea Bridge, sent Francois

Coartin, a nice crimson Ro^e. Messrs, E. G. Hen lersou aud
Son, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, sent two very beauti-

ful Sonerilas, Hendersouii and Henderdouii argentea, which
had first-class certificates awarded. The same firm sent 'Tricolor

Pelargonium Sparkler; a white-flowered white-leaved sort Bridal
Bouquet, and a ba-*ket of a very neat green-leaved Zonal named
Distinction, with two plants of the double-flowered Cineraria,

the flower deep blue and very double.

Mr. Jack, of Battle Abbey Gardens, sent flowers of Mandevilla
suaveolens, produced there out of doors on the walls, where also

are growing many other greenhouse plants, favoured by the
warm climate of Sussex aud the slightest amouut of protection.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., Weybridge, contributed a flue group of cut
Lilies. Mr. Radolph Barr sent a large collection in competition
for Messrs. Barr A- Sugden's prizes. Mr. W. Paul had a first-

class certificate for his Purple Birch, several times noticed
before ; also for double Pelargonium Alogiatere. A like award
was made to Mr. George, Putney Heath, for Sir Garnet Wolseley
scarlet Pelargonium, which was also well shown in his prize

collections. It has large flowers and a fine truss. A first-

class certificate was also given to Mr. J. Eraser for Ixora Fraseri,

one of the same batch of seedling? as I. Williatnsii, and, as

shown, superior to it, good as tlie other is. Campanula Smithii,

a pretty little gem, had also a first-class certificate.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 21.

Talking of the Handel Festival at Sydenham suggests the

thought that the season has been quite a fe tival one with

many sp'joies of insects not at all favourites m our gardens

;

these have been holding, not a three-days felebration, but

high revels for a month or so past. Recent rains hava some-
what spoilt the sport of some; and others, having run their

round of existence, have now passed away, after providing us
with a future brood which we will hope may not be quite so

numerous. Probably they will not trouble us next year as

they have this, for there is an action and a re-action always

going on. Early in the spring I ventured to predict (though
aware of the usual fate that befals prophets) that we were

likely to have a run of dry weather and a host of insect pests

in consequence thereof, and thus it has happened. Easterly

winds and the lack of rain conjointly favour aphis-develop-

ment in a remarkable manner, and these insects have been,

perhaps, more troublesome to the horticulturist as yet than
any others one could name.
By a recent book from the pen of Mr. Shirley Hibberd I per-

ceive that he gives-in his adhesion to the theory that aphides,

and also numerous species of insects that we usually regard

as our enemies, are decidedly of utility, with few exceptions,

because they act as scavengers. Applying this theory to the

peculiarities of the present season, it would be argued that, by
unfavourable atmospheric phenomena, the juices of many
plants and trees became vitiated, and eo furnished an appro-

priate pabulum to insects which would not otherwise have
shown themselves. Still, I cannot admit that when we see a

twig or a leaf swarming with aphides, for instance, it is

thereby demonstrated that the plant is in a sickly condition,

nor even that it is most probably the case. If we see this in

a garden it may bo proof of neglect on the part of the horti-

culturist. It should be added, since 1 wish to do full justice

to the views of those I differ from, that the circumstance is

certainly remarkable how tardily the various foes of the aphis

appear ; whereas if they showed themselves in full activity

early in the summer they would soon make a great reduction

in those soft-bodied insects which fall bo easy a prey to their

devourers and parasites.

The Syrphi and CoccinelliE have already been considered,

and they are pretty good workers in their way ; in fact, the

common aphis of the Plane (A. platanoides) seems hardly

to have any enemy except a species of Syrphus, the larva of

which appears to be out a good while, and leads one to sup-

pose that there must be more than one brood annually of

these flies. 'Tis strange what a variety of insects frequent

the places where other aphides are congregated, not always for

the purpose of attacking them, but, as in the familiar instance

of the ants, seeking them out that they may glut themselves

with the houeydew depobited by the aphides. Species of the

order Lepidoptera settle upon it, guided thither by some
delicate odour it emits, 1 presume; and I was last summer
rather surprised to notice a swarm of cockchafers (Melolontha

vulgaris) buzzing about a tree that was thick with aphides and
hcUMydew, and as I could scarcely think they intended to feed

upon the insects, the houeydew must have been the attraction.
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Mr. Doubleday has pointed out the eiugnlar fact that some
plants secrete honeydew spontaneouBly when in an unhealthy
state without any interference of insects.

So remarkably tardy this season were our friends of the
insect race that make the aphides their food, that, as I ob-
served on several shrubs, these creatures had gone through a
succession of generations, and were even beginning to show
themselves in the winged condition ere the young larvte of the
Ladybirds had come out to clear off a few of them. Those
that had wings might take this as a hint to depart and seek
" fresh fields and pastures new." Some aphides had, doubt-
less, been picked up by
birds, though these do not
apparently rid us of many
aphides ; they give the pre-

ference to larger game.
What one might call the
skulkers among them—that
is, those which hide them-
selves in rolled leaves and
contorted shoots, frequently
escape the attacks of the
larva: of the Syrphi and
Coccinellffl, which content
themselves with seizing the
aphides more easily to be
secured. We owe much to

the exertions of a host of

busy minute flies belong-
ing to the Hymenopterous
order, which are much more
investigative, and seek out
aphides in nooks and corn-
ers, as well as on exposed
leaves and twigs. There
may now be seen on many
plants, mingled with the
cast-oft skins of aphides
that have gone through
their transformations, the
carcases of others that have
had their interiors removed
by the minute maggots
which have been hatched
from the eggs deposited by
the aphides. It has been
thought by some that the
eggs of these little flies are
produced late in the autumn
in readiness for the coming
year; but as winged females
are abroad tolerably early
in the summer season, the
probabilities are that they
make the start, though
there may be several suc-
cessive broods afterwards.
As time advances we shall
get to know more about
these aphidii ; they have
most of them many-jointed
antenniE, with wings of
rather a dingy hue, as also
is the body, the legs being paler.

" What a beautiful fly !" is the exclamation one occasionally
hears in the garden as that delicate insect, the Lace-winged
fly, Chrysopa perla, is watched by some stroller as it reposes
on a leaf preparatory to taking its evening flight. Admiration
will be probably changed to disgust should a close inspection
be attempted and the insect be touched, for, unless the handling
be done very tenderly, it exudes an odour which is far from
being agreeable, and no doubt serves as a defence to the species

;

there are times, however, when no smell is perceivable. In
this and other species of Chrysopa the tender structure of the
insect and the absence of all defensive weapons would expose

it to much peril could it

noticed than others of its brethren ; this has a black body,
though the wings are of a smoky tint, and the legs, under a
glass, show dark browu bands on a reddish ground. Mr. F.
Walker, who has done so much towards the disentangling of
the history of the aphis and its parasites, not long since pub-
lished a curious account of A. Nympb.TtB and its aphids. In
this instance the paratites were greatly outnumbered by the
aphides

;
possibly, he thinks, they were in the proportion of

about ten to one ; but as the aphis in question is only found
upon water plants, and so is in no way harmful to man, there
is less call for effort on the part of Nature to keep it in check.
This entomologist asks, " Could we not transfer to such places
as needed them thousands of aphidii, taking them ere they had
emerged as flies from the carcases in which they have been
sustained ?" Beside the aphidii, several more of the minute
four-winged flies belonging to the Chalcidida? prey on aphides,
and also some that are ahied to the Microgasters, which kill so
many of the caterpillars of our common white butterflies.

not deter in some way part
of its would-be foes. The
large slight wings, the make
of the body and legs, and
the hue of green and white,

relieved only by the eyes
which have a golden or
golden-red lustre, all be-

speak weakness. Should
these insects be successful,

according to the Darwinian
hypothesis, in so far im-
proving themselves as to
get rid of the signs of weak-
ness and fragility, we may
suppose they will then cease

to be malodorous — what
they lose in beauty they will

gain in sweetness ! Flying
also with the Lace-winged
flies is rather a painful

process, judging from the
awkward laborious way ia
which they make their

aerial journeys. Softness
is certainly not the charac-

teristic of the larviE of these
flies, which have earned for

themselves the epithet of
" aphis lions," though they
are scarcely so desperate in

their attacks upon those
pests as are the larva of the

SyrphidiB. Not a few mi-
croscopists have haatUy
plucked a leaf on which was
a cluster of the eggs of a
Chrysopa, and popped it

into a box for home ex-

amination, believing that

they had secured some curi-

ous vegetable growth. These
eggs are stalked, but I am
not aware that any entomo-
logist has seen a fly in the

act of depositing them, sowe
are not able to explain how
it is managed. They aie

grouped in clusters of from
ten to twenty, or even more

;

the stalk supporting the egg
A. EiipaD has been oftener is four or five lines in length, and, what is singular, it rests upon

Fig. 19.—Athides and ant (magnified.)

a small disc or plate of a silvery appearance attached to the leaf.

We do know a little about the emergence of the young larvae,

as they have been noticed in the act of eating a hole in their

shells, and then crawling down the stalk or peduncle, not
dropping to the leaf. These are furnished with six feet, and
are able to move with rapidity over the leaves and flowers oS

plants ; they are less frequently seen on twigs or branches.

Like others in the same Neuropterous order, they are apt to

be spiteful towards each other should they come into collision

by accident, but their staple food is aphides. Having fatteued-

up, each larva spins a silken cocoon, in which a few weeks ifl

spent by the pupa ere it bursts the shell to appear as a winged
insect. One of the old authors on entomology gave to thesa

flies the name of Hemerobii, the derivation of which tells ns
that it implies they live only for a day. This is a slight error,

as their existence in the fly state lasts longer than that, and
" Chrysopa," appropriate to their golden and sparkling eyes,

is a more suitable designation. The French have chosen to-
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call them Land Dragon-flies, which hardly fits-in with the very

pacific character of the mature insect.

A full list of the enemies of the aphis would not he brief, and
I place upon it some that other authors might reject. Thus,

I have for a good while held to the opinion that ants not only

milk aphides, but sometimes devour them (see %. 19), and the

like belief is held by those who had devoted more time to the

study of ant-economy than I have. As no mean authority ou
the opposing side, Mr. F. Walker must be named, since he
regards ants as the invariable protectors of the aphides,

thouph for selfish ends entirely. It is well known that they

collect them and keep them prisoners, and with such omnivor-
ous propensities as ants have it does seem that they would not
much hesitate at eating their cows, supposing food ran short.

Earwigs, herbivorous in the general way, feed also upon
aphides and small fry of the insect races when inclined for a

little variety. Then Aphis vastator, which has furnished a

figure for a comic slide in a dissolving view, seated squat upon
Paddy's favourite vegetable, and representing " Aphis vast-

tater," makes prey of its own brethrtn, though, as I have
failed to meet with or at least identify this species, I cannot
vouch for this from personal observation. The fact has been
several times stated by naturalists, some of whom have, I

think, now placed it in a different genus. Another friend, not
to be ranked with the insects, but properly a Crustacean , is the

spider ; the webs spun by several species will be found to

swarm with aphides at this season. On some Lime trees,

where the aphides were just appearing in the winged form, 1

have noticed that hundreds of the leaves are bespread with
small webs, which trap the aphides beautifully, and destroy,

indeed, a great many more than will ever be eaten by the
spiders.—J. E. S. C.

CEOTONS (CODIiEUM).
In my early days amongst plants C. variegatum and C. pictum

were the two kinds which represented the genus in our plant
stoves ; and even now, amongst so many fresh introductions,

these fine old plants nobly stand their ground. In this year
of grace, however, we have so many kinds to make a selection

from, that it is a somewhat difficult task for even an old hand
to choose aright. It is therefore by no means surprising that

a young amateur should get slightly bewildered, a state into
which your esteemed correspoudent " T. J. H." had probably
fallen when he turned towards you, Messrs. Editors, to help
him. In the few remarks I intend offering it may be that
some besides " T. .J. H." may find something of advantage

;

although, be it remembered, lam far from holding the opinion
that Crotons can only be successfully grown in the way which
I here describe, although the system here advocated has brought
me a fair share of success.

To be handsome, Crotons should be furnished quite down
to the pots. When this cannot be done naturally, recourse is

often had to sticks and strings to produce the effect. For
myself, however, I have a decided objection to the training of

these plants in any shape or form, for the proper way to show
or grow them is in the shape of handsome bushes. Amateurs
making their selections should choose short-jointed plants,
but those who have lanky young plants should cut them down
and insert a branch having a whorl of shoots to it. In this

way a young plant may be obtained with laterals close to the
pot, and the foundation is at once laid for a handsome pyra-
mid. Such young plants are more expensive to purchase
than those having a single shoot only, as a matter of course

;

but then it is penny-wise-aud-pound-foolish to study price

rather than quality with these as with most other plants, for,

if a proper start is not made, how can one hope to progress
satisfactorily ?

Crotons are robust-growing plants, and should be well sup-
plied with food. Nevertheless, I think many cultivators err in
aiiording them overmuch pot-room ; for whilst I should cer-
tainly avoid letting them get much potbound, saving with very
old plants, I certainly am of opinion that they like (to use a
gardeners' phrase) to feel the pot. Indeed, not only with
these, but many other ornamental-leaved plants, there seems
to be a great desire, amongst amateurs especially, to get their
specimens into large pots ; and I mention it here because, both
from practical experience and close observation, I am firmly
of opinion that in the majority of cases it is a mistake. In
potting, drain well. Use rich turfy loam for soil, to which add
a portion of sharp sand to keep it porous. Pot firmly, and
give only moderate-sized shifts. Let them be well rooted to

the sides, and the pots become well filled with roots before

repotting. They enjoy a hberal supply of water both upon
their foliage and at their roots, and when they are well rooted

an occasional application of liquid manure will be found of

immense benefit to them. In order to induce them to put on
their rich colouring they must be kept well up to the glass and
have full exposure to the sun's rays ; and lastly, good strong

heat with a moist atmosphere is absolutely indispensable to

their welfare.

The following in my opinion are the best dozen varieties

now in cultivation. Many others are very beautiful ; but when
the collection must be limited to this number these would bo

my selection, all being extremely handsome and thoroughly
distinct

—

1. C. Weismp.nui
2. C. Hookeri
3. C. an^u^tifolium
4. C. Yunneii
5. C, nn-lulatum
6. C. Veitchii

—EXPEETO CSEDE.

7. C. lar.teum

8. C. vaiipyatum
9. C. Joliduuis

10. C. ijictnm

11. C. iiTfgulare

12. C. multicolor

WHAT A PKESERVING STRAWBERRY
SHOULD BE.

It is Surprising that even in these enlightened days many
persons look upon all Strawberries as equally well adapted for

this purpose, but such is not the case really. Perhaps—nay,
I am sure—there is no class of fruit in which so great a dif-

ference presents itself. A good Strawberry and a bad pre-

server will not attain the desired end. A middling fruit with
a good preserver will do wonders, but to have a fine preserve
all things must be right. What, then, should a good preserv-

ing Strawberry be ? In my opinion it should have at least

three or four essential qualifications, and each so close on
the heels of the other that I know not which to place first.

Colour, flavour, and substance are so necessary that to want
one of them is simply to be without a good preserving Straw-
berry. Though size is a secondary consideration, a medium
size is always preferable ; and then there is condition or ripe-

ness not to be overlooked, also time of gathering.

I will suppose colour to be the first essential. It should be
as red as possible throughout, the deeper the colour the better. .

A white-flcshed fruit is most objectionable. Did you ever see

the two after having been preserved ? If so, they must have
been a lesson that you could not have forgotten—the one rich

and tempting, the other an uninviting, disagreeable, tasteless

mass. Why I think colour goes first is because it is difficult

to hide it, and a good-coloured dish of anything on the table is

sure to entice someone to partake of it. Flavour can be con-

cealed to some extent, and the true one only missed by the

old fruit-eater ; but a badly-coloured preserve will often be
passed though good in flavour. This is demonstrated daily

to those who have to do with fruit.

As regards flavour, few cooks or housekeepers know what ia

best for a Strawberry to have in order to make the best pre-

serve ; there are a few, no doubt, and gardeners too, but they
arc the exception. Ten out of twelve would take the sweetest

fruit ; but such are not the best, on the contrary, always
to be rejected when those of a subacid or acid flavour can be
had. The varieties commonly called the Pines are what I

allude to. From possessing the acid flavour they " take" the
sugar much better than others. Strawberry preserve is not a
general favourite except with children, for the very reason

that it is naturally of a flat sickly taste, we tjierefore greatly

enhance its value by choosing such varieties. A sweet Straw-

berry of the Queen class will not take sugar well, and is often

spoiled in a short time ; it seems to ferment more, will not

keep nearly so long, and is always too sweet to be relished by
most people. There are Strawberries somewhat between the

Pine and the Queen—for instance, Keens' Seedling and Black
Prince—that will make excellent preserves ; but less sugar

should be used than with the Pine-flavoured.

It seems almost unnecessary to say a word about substance.

It must be apparent to all that a solid Strawberry wUl be pre-

ferable to a soft woolly one ; in fact, it should be as " solid as

a rock," the more so the more substance will be found in the

jam ; and in cases where the fruit is preserved whole it is aU-

important that it should be so.

I wiU just add a word or two on other points. Condition

and ripeness should be particularly attended to. A good fruit

should not be too ripe, if so it loses its flavour, and that can

never be replaced. I have no faith in leaving quarters until
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half are " deai " ripe in order to secure a large bulk to " go in

at ouce." Quarters should be looked over twice a-week at

least. Care should be taken about all the fruit being thoroughly

ripe, otherwise the flavour cannot be there. Men and women
are often careless about this if not looked after, and good pre-

servers will not use the fruit, so that it is only gathered to be

thrown away. I need hardly remark that the fruit should be

gathered without being bruised ; the less they are handled the

better (I have seen some completely smash them in doing so),

nor should too many be placed in one lot. They should like-

wise bo taken to the house as soon as gathered, and, to keep
matters smooth, the all-important person should be informed

of their coming a day or two beforehand. Never gather when
wet, and the longer after rain the better. I do not care to

gather in the great heat of the day ; when dry weather seta in,

1 prefer evening, or from ten to twelve in the morning.
I dislike the idea of " anything will do for preserving," send-

ing the best to the table, and then the small to come in for boil-

down. A quarter of the best, and that of a suitable variety,

should be grown expressly for the purpose. I do not believe

in mixing dififerent sorts together; one or two varieties are

ample, and they should be Myatt's Eliza, the best of preserv-

ing Strawberries, or the Elton Pine. Many others are good

;

indeed, if they possess the quaUties I have enumerated, do not
despair of good results if they are properly treated afterwards.

Too often they are spoiled before boiling-down. It has just

come to my knowledge that a large lot has been kept six days

before being so treated.

—

John Tatlok, Hardwickc Grange.

FEUIT PROSPECTS—"WEST NOEFOLK.
Some months ago I wrote to you stating that the prospects

of the coming season were not promising, and since then there

has not been much improvement, Apricots being almost the

only wall fruit that will be worth anything. Plums bloomed
and set most profusely, but at present are conspicuous by
their absence, having, as I believe, succumbed to the cold-

ness of the weather, and a succession of dry harsh winds ac-

companied by frequent frost. The wood has broken very badly,

and the prospect for another year does not at present look very

encouraging. Pears are middling. Apples very thin, and the

trees look cut very much, and not at all healthy. Bush fruits

are plentiful, particularly Gooseberries.

Your correspondent, "G.," speaks of Gooseberries being

still called " Thebes " in Norfolk. I think Feabes is meant,
though more usually pronounced Fapes. Culpepper speaks of

the Gooseberry as the Feapberry, Gerarde calls it Feaberry

bush, Tusser speaks of it as being cultivated in the reign of

Henry VIII., and perhaps the gentleman who has favoured us

with the interesting articles on Tusser may bo able to tell us
what he calls it.

We have had some very sharp frosts lately, the last being on
the night of the 20th of June, when bedding plants and Pota-

toes were much cut, the Potatoes in some instances being cut

nearly to the ground, and generally presenting a blackened ap-

pearance. A temperature of 2° below freezing was registered

at 5 feet from the ground, but I think on the ground the frost

must have been double that or more. On the 2nd of July the
theimotaeter rose to 88°, thus in about twelve days showing a

variation of something like 60". Such a frost is not remem-
bered here by the oft-quoted " oldest inhabitant."

—

John Platt,
Gardener, IIillini;ton.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS.
Generally speaking people are not very successful in pro-

ducing a good crop of fine fruit the first year after planting.

I have found the following plan a most satisfactory one.

Select the largest plant on each runner, cutting off all the
others. Under this plant take off from 2 to 3 inches of soil

with a fpade. On the same spot lay a thick piece of turf,

6 inches ly 6, with the grass side downwards; on the turf

place the soil in the spade, on this rest the young plant ; a

little good dung would assist the growth. At the proper time
remove the plant with the turf to the new bed. The turf will

be found to be full of vigorous fibrous roots, and the plant
double the usual size.

—

Obsebteb.

ago, from which I have raised several plants, distributing them
among my friends ; and should your correspondent wish for
a plant I shall have great pleasure in giving him one, either a
plant or cutting (offshoot). They are by no means difficult to
strike. The plant is more curious than pretty. The blossom is

very poor, resembling the common Groundsel.—E. W. Russell,
The Cottaiie, Sprliujfield, Chelmsford.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 3G.

PENTSTESION ^^EIGHTH.—Dr. Wmuiit's Pentstemon.

The subjects previously selected for illustration from this
popular genus have been chosen from those bearing blue
flowers. Oar present selection, PentstemonWrightii, is taken
from those producing red flowers, and if not the most valuable
of its class, it is nevertheless one of the most interesting and
distinct of the species.

The Candle Plant I have in one of my houses. It is the

plant referred to in your paper, and it is by no means a rare

plant in this district. A clergyman gave one to me some years

rig. i:0.—P^ntstemou Wiighlii.

It is a native of Texas, and requires a little protection in

winter, for most of the species from thence are somewhat
tender; but this will hardly prove an obstacle to its adoption

in an age when greenhouse plants are so largely employed for

open-air decoration.

It is readily raised from seed, and if sown early, the young
plants would probably flower the first season. It is, however,
best treated as a biennial, the seed being sown in March or

April ; for although the plant is reputed to be of perennial

duration, and will often survive two or three years, so far as

we have seen, it never blooms effectively more than onoe,

especially when allowed to ripen seed.

It may be conveniently grown in pots the first season
to allow of its protection in a frame during the winter
months, but should be planted out the following spring as

early as circumstances permit. It grows from 2J to 4 feet

high, and bears a very long branching panicle of flowers. The
lower leaves are spathulate, and lengthened at the base into a

narrow petiole; the upper ones are almost heart-shaped and
sessile; all of them are smooth, and with margins destitute of

serratures. The corolla is remarkable for its spreading limb,

and has been compared, not inaptly, to that of the Achimenes
rosea, which it also resembles in colour. The intense rosy

carmine of the flowers, which are borne in June and July, is

quite unrivalled in the genus, especially for a few days after

expansion ; subsequently this tint loses a little of its depth,

but this rather adds to than detracts from the general effect.

It was first introduced to the Royal Gardens at Kew in 1850,
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and flowered there the following season.— (JK. I'liompson's

Eiigliili I'loiier Garden, riei'Ui'd ii/ the Autlior.)

HUNSTANTON HALL.
THE SEAT OF HAMOK STYLEMAN L'ESTHANGE, ESQ.

Never were family, mansion, gardens, and park more in

harmony than here. There is a solidity and antiquity charac-

terising all the surroundings that are betittiug an uninterrupted
possession of eight hundred years. Why, there are rows of

Cardoons in the kitchen garden which I had not seen grown
for blanching within the last fifty years, aud which the gar-

dener recently appointed had never before cultivated.

Hunstanton Hall is about 2.J miles from the railway station,

the road passing parallel to the sea and by the lighthouse, the

keeper of which, by-the-by, is an indefatigable gardener ; and

turning down by the church you roach a wall which might be
mistaken for a bastion of some old battery, for it is not straight,

but in this crenelated fashion, sur- j :

mounted by a closely-clipped Holly
hedge some 6 feet high. This ore- ' !

nelatiou is of the wall's face, not its top. Through that wall
you enter a long, dark, subterranean passage, and at its end
emerge into the kitchen garden, of which more presently. The
tradition is, that at a tournament held in the time of William
the Conqueror at Castle Peverel in the Peak of Derbyshire,
among the nobles and kuights present were two sons of the
Duke of Bretagne ; and the younger, named Cuy, was by way
of distinction designated Guy le Strange (Guy the Stranger),
and from him descended the families of the Stranges. They
had estates in Shropshire, Northamptonshire, Norfolk, Leices-
tershire, and Gloucestershire. This Guy L'Eatrange received

rig. 21.—HUKSTANTON HALL.*

Hunstanton aud other estates from an elder] branch of the
family ; and when the grant was confirmed to one of his de-

scendants in 1342, it was on the condition that he rendered
annually to the representative of the grantor a Rose at the feast

of St. John the Baptist (Midsummer-day), in lieu of all other
services. From that time Hunstanton has remained in their

possession uninterruptedly. The name of Hunstanton is lite-

rally " Hunna's residence." That Anglo-Saxon was probably
deprived of his estate by the strange Norman, but it deserves
remark that a Mr. Hunn is a principal farmer here. Who can
prove that he is not an offset from Hunna, whose descendants
have lingered here ?

The principal entrance to the quadrangle, which is really
now the back of the house, is on the east side through a stone-
arched gateway bearing the date 1623, and various heraldic
bearings and mottoes, " Dirietur possessionem " being one,
and " Ubi non est sepes " another. To the left of this quad-
rangle is a second ; and in its centre, standing alone, is another
arched stone gateway, also bearing the L'Estrange arms, and
dated IfilR. The greater part of the mansion still remaining
was built by Sir Roger L'Estrange, who died in 150G ; but the
gateway, granaries, and other outbuildings of the first quad-
rangle were erected by Sir Hamond L'Estrange in 1C23. Re-
cent additions have been made. The house was moated, but
the moat remains perfect orjy on the east and west sides. The

wall in front of our drawing is the side of the western moat. The
family, either immediately or collaterally, have been connected
with the three families of the Norfolk proverb—" Never was a
Paston poor, a Heydon a coward, nor a Cornwallis a fool."

In the " Houseliold and Privy-purse Accounts" are various
entries which may interest many of our readers, but we will

make a few extracts only from one in Henry VIlL's reign.

Money then was from ten to twelve times more valuable than
now. In 1519-1522 for " six gees " 20d. were paid ; for " six

cheoons," Od.; for "2 lbs. sugar," Idd.; for "three chalder
of colys," 16s. ; and for fifty eggs, Od. There are continued
payments for all departments except the garden, so it is not
surprising that there are "rewards" to servants and others

who brought as presents " Strauberries," Apples, " Graps,"
" Peachys," " Medlers," "Fyggs," "Wardens," " Orengez,"
and " Lemondes."
Now for the gardens, beginning with the kitchen garden, the

first I entered. It is unique in arrangement, being divided

into portions by hedges clipped uniformly, each about 8 feet

high and 6 feet wide. Some are of Yew and some of Holly.
They are capital shelters ; but the gardener, not being an anti-

quary, evidently thought that walls would afford quite as

much shelter and might be made much more productive. The

^ From a photogi-apli by Mr. M'Cleon.
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kitchen garden is seven acres, walled round, and its crops all

looked well, and were evidence of good cultivation. Pears are

abundant, and so are the Plums and Cherries, both on stan-

dards and walls, but Apples are a total failure. This may be

accounted for by the frosts, which usually occur earlier, not

occurring this year until the Apple trees were in blossom. At
present the only glazed structures are a late vinery and an
orchard house, but others are to be erected. The Peach, Nec-
tarine, and Apricot trees, all grown in 12-inch pots plunged to

the rim in the border, wero abundantly fruitful, and all past

ihe dangerous period of their stoning—dangerous only, I think,

when proper culture is neglected.

Proceeding to the pleasure grounds I passed the apiary, of

which no other rema)'k is needed than that the bees are all in

the old bell-shaped hives. The dressed grounds are about four

acres in extent, and are chiefly lawn. Facing the west front on
the lawn is a square enclosure, as shown in our woodcut {tig. 21)

the hedge 3 feet high of chpped Yew, and the space within is

occupied by variously-shaped flower beds. The Eoses—whether
bush, or standard, or against the walls—were most healthy,

most profusely flowered, and the coloured flowers intense in

all their tints.

The Yew hedges are the great charaeteristic of the grounds.

One broad walk some hundreds of yards in length, with hroad
turf on each side, and that turf terminating at the foot of a

lofty Yew hedge, passes in a straight line from the west front

of the house ; and the appearance of the house from the most
distant end of the walk is very effective. Another broad walk
full 100 yards long, at right angles with the other, has similar

hedges, but on the turf on each side is a row of thirty-two very
symmetrical Irish Yews, that are in good accord with the other

arrangements of the garden.

Various spaces enclosed by lofty clipped Yew hedges are in

other parts of the garden. One of them will in the course of

years form a circular domed room, for the hedge is clipped so

as to bend inwards with that object in view, and the branches
of a Yew planted in the centre are spreading out to meet those

of the hedge.
Although a notice ia posted up at each of the park gates

that " trespassers will be prosecuted according to law," I was
allowed to be an exception, and am grateful to the gardener,

Mr. G. Nesbit, for his courtesy and attention. It is usual to

add somo praise of the gardener's ekilfulness ; but I shall only

paraphrase the epitaph on Sir Christopher Wren—" Go to the

gardens and look around."
From the gardens I passed into the park ; it and the gardens

are four miles in circumference. The park is of very varied

surface and beautifully wooded. The trees of all species are

fine and ancestral, but especially the Oaks and Elms. The
White-thorns, single-stemmed and trees in size, are Ecattered

numerously and singly. In one part of the park, unfortunately

far from the house, are many good Araucarias, and some of

the finest Deodars and Picea Nordmaunianas I have ever seen.

Their stems at i feet from the ground are nearly 12 inches in

diameter, and the Deodars must be 50 feet and the Piceas

40 feet high. They are all vigorous, and with branches out-

spread all round to the surface of the turf. They are evidence

that the soil and situation suit Conifers, and suggest that those

I have noticed deserve to be companioned so as to form a

pine turn.—G.

MR. T. APPLEBY.
Very early in our career we had Mr. Thomas Appleby on

our permanent staff of contributors, and he only left us to

occupy what promised to be a more lucrative position. Rheu-
matism and paralysis have vanquished him. He is now
seventy-nine, and requires aid in the closing period of life. He
has been elected to a pensionership of the Gardeners' Benevo-
lent Institution, but he wUl receive no assistance from it until

next October, and is now in great distress. We ask our
readers, therefore, to aid him. Any donation, however small,

may be sent to him at his lodging, 263, Morton Street, Park
Avenue, Longsight, Manchester.

were cut out of the branches. At Charpennes a Rose-grower
rushing out to cover his glass had his hands fearfully lacerated.

On the 2nd and 3rd of July the heat was excessive, exceeding
90° in the shade.—W. Pacl.

The Rose Show at Lyons is put off to September owing to

a hailstorm, or rather an icestorm, which occurred on the

2(Uh of June. Pieces of ice as large as one's fist fell, weighing

1} lb., which broke nearly all the glass in the greenhouses,
many of the windows, chipped pieces off the walls, and broke

the tiles on the houses in many places. The flowers and beds

of the Roses were destroyed, and pieces of bark and wood

INFLUENCE OF THE GRAFT.
In a translation of the work of George Gallesion on the

Orange family, published in the New Orleans Home Journnl,

we find these observations on the effect of grafting on the fruit,

and its connection with the stock :—
We must acknowledge that the graft docs influence all

that belongs to the development of the vegetable organs, as

well as culture and the soil. A graft is an individual which is

forced to live upon a root which is strange to it, and not regu-

larly adapted for its natural nutrition. But this root is equally

assimilated to the soil. If its organs are able to furnish the

graft with all the aliment it is capable of assimilating, or more,
this latter may take on a wonderful growth, which it might
never have done upon its own root, or it may remain feeble

and slender if the root which sustains it is not capable of supply-

ing it with all the aliment it requires. These different circum-

stances can, as well as culture, bring about the phenomena
that the Service Tree of the hunters presents when grafted

upon the White Thorn, Mespilus Oxyacantha. The Service

Tree, Sorbus Aucuparia, grows more rapidly, and acquires

more size and fecundity ; and also that of Apple of the fields,

which, grafted upon the Apple of Paradise, becomes a little

shrub, frail, almost without a trunk, and the branches scarcely

attain the height of 3 metres. These phenomena are due
solely to the abundance or the lack of nutrition, and present

otherwise no changes, except in the greater or less develop-

ment of the different parts of their growth.

Another remarkable effect has been observed in ordinary

grafts. Every grafted plant seems to display, at least for a

certain period, a luxuriousness of foliation greater than that

of the free tree, when the graft has been taken from an indi-

vidual of that nature ; but this phenomena is due to a very

simple cause. The free tree developes a great number of

branches ; it yields fruit only every two or three years, and
when it does bear, it sets them on its branches in such a way
that it costs great labour to nourish them. From the moment
it is grafted there are several changes produced in it. Its

wounded and tufted head disappears, and is replaced by the

solitary branch which has to nourish itself all the sap of the

root. It spreads, it is true, but it never replaces wholly the

branches which usually crown the free tree. A grafted tree is

always thinner and less tufted ; therefore the foliation is better

nourished and handsomer, and the fruits, which are always

less numerous, are larger and more savoury.

Another circumstance, perhaps, also influences the greater

elaboration of fruit in grafted plants. The graft unites a

branch of one variety to the root of another ; this union being

unnatural, forms a sort of a knot at the point of insertion,

which arrests the rapidity of the sap's flow. We know that by

this artificial retardation in the course of the sap, we succeed in

feeding our buds better, and produce thus more fruit buds than

leaf. A tree which does not fructify is often rendered fertile

by an excoriation near its root. The cultivators of vineyards

bend the twigs and break them slightly at the point where they

desire fructification to begin ; and I have obtained Oranges of

immense size by twisting or crooking the branches which bore

them. All these means are well understood by cultivators,

and it is not doubtful that their effect is due solely to the

greater slowness in the course of sap, which, therefore, influ-

ences the quantity and the quality of the fruit. But these are

the limits which nature has fixed upon the influence of the

graft upon vegetation. It facilitates or hinders their develop-

ment, but it never chauges nor modifies their form, their pro-

portions, their juices, or their colours ; never has the graft

changed a wild Pear into a Butter Pear, nor a Butter into a

Muscat Pear ; the fruit of the Bigaradier is never ameliorated,

nor does it lose its bitterness by the operation of the graft.

I have a root upon which I have already grafted three times

upon itself, graft upon graft ; it gives me larger fruit, but the

fruit does not otherwise differ from those of the plant which

supplied the buds.

The graft is nothing more than a kind of budding. It

places the branch of one plant upon the root of another ; and

this branch or sprout which contains in itself the rudiments

of the plants wuich should come out of it, only drains from

the stem upon which it is fastened the alimentary juices
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which are necessary for it, in the same way that the nataral

bud would draw them immediately from the earth. It may be

that in the passage which these juices are forced to make
throughout the roots and the stems of the subject, they reach

the fibres of the bud better elaborated than they would have
been if drawn directly from the soil. But whatever may bo

the state in which they may be found at their entrance into

the fibres of the bud, they wiJl always be modified by the organs

of that individual, as those would be if drawn from the air, or

those drawn from the earth, if they were placed in it without
interception of another plant. Experience has confirmed
these principles, and the world is convinced that a graft does

nothing more than to perpetuate species or varieties without
altering them.

I have made in the course of fifteen years a series of obser-

vations upon this subject, keeping always the mother plant

side by side with the grafted one. I have grafted Oranges
npon Lemons, Lemons upon Oranges ; I have grafted the

Bweet Orange upon the Bigaradier, and reciprocally I have
grafted Apricots upon the Plum, Peaches upon Apricots, and
I have not been able to see the slightest difference between
the fruits furnished by the graft and those of the plant from
whence it was taken. I have never obtained any otlier result

from these experiments, except simply to preserve rare varieties

which I was not able to propagate from seed, from the double
reason that they very rarely had seed, and if they had they so

frequently produced degenerate varieties.

NAMES OF PLANTS—ENGLISH versus LATIN.
My friend asks, " What is this pretty flower?" " Gelasine

azurea." "What a long name!" "I cannot shorten it."
" But why have a Latin name ? Better call it Blue Smiler in
plain English." ' Then you like such names as Shamrock,
Blue Bells, Eglantine, and Culverkeys ? " " Certainly, every-
one can understand them." " You can recognise the plants ?

"

" Easily." " Well, lean show you in print endless discussions
as to what they are. On the other hand, I defy you to pro-
duce two persons who disagree as to what plant is meant by
Eucharis amazonica. Now, look at page 32 of ' our Journal.'

Would you like some of the plants described in the American
Christian Weekly ? The Night-blooming Jasmine must be
very desirable, but what European nurserymaa could under-
stand the name? Looking down Don's long list, he would at

last hit upon Jasminum noctiflorum ; but as this is a native of

Sierra Leone, it is not likely to be the right plant. Paradoxical
as it may seem, Latin is in such matters more inteUigible even
to an Englishman than English."—G. S.

CERCIS SILIQUASTRUM.
While visiting the Botanic Gardens at Leyden, in Holland,

at the beginning of May, I was very much delighted with the
beauty of this curious yet beautiful plant. In the above gar-
dens there are three grand specimens, one against a west wall
and two others against a south wall. The circumference of

one of these, at 6 feet from the ground, is about 12 inches,
the stem reaching to the top of the wall, which is from 15 to

18 feet in height. At the top of this wall the branches extend
in a horizontal position to the length of 45 or 48 feet.

During my visit the whole of these trees were covered with
their beautiful blooms. The flowers, which are of a bright
rosy pink, are produced in bunches from the old wood, with-
out any foliage, which has a very curious yet beautiful ap-
pearance.—A. M. C. JoNOEiNDT CoNixcK, Tottenham Nurseries,
Dedemsvaart, near Zioolle, Netherlands.

A NEW MODE OF GLAZING.
In answer to Mr. Eobson, the practical value of nail-bag

strand is its being a soft medium for utilising and retaining

white lead (which will dry and harden), and su rendering the
latter effective for the object of fastening the glass and keeping-
out water. Cotton or Flax fibre might do equally well ; but I

think the white lead would render the other just as durable,

and it is of no cost, and ready made.
I quite assent to Mr. Eobson'a objection to a strip of wood

having to be removed to replace broken glass, but I do not
consider this would be necessary ; and if a groove were cut out
of the solid bar for the glass, the caulking could be taken out,

if required to replace glass, where wanted. There would be
no chipping of the wood as in the case of putty. I do not

consider that this caulking would swell at all ; the oil in the
white lead should, and would, effectually resist moisture. I
have not tried this for glazing. The idea suggested itself on
reading the article in your Journal of April 'jth, page 287.
I have, however, found the caulking answer perfectly and
permanently in stopping leakage in a lead gutter, and cracks
in walls and joints in coping, and all I can say further to
Mr. Eobson is, " Try it."—V.

HEATING.
We have received a very long communication on this sub-

ject, but can only insert the following:—A correspondent
expressed an opinion that a combination of something like the
" Arnott," plus boiler and piping, would be " an effectual and
economical heating medium." A combination somewhat ana-
logous has just been brought out by Dennis & Co., of Chelms-
ford, and I annex a section of it (fg. 22). Mechanically it is

an independent boiler surrounded by an air-casing. Again,
part only of the atmospheric air necessary to sustain com-
bustion is allowed to enter the fire below the bars ; the re-

mainder traverses the casing in the direction of the arrows,
and ia drawn (by this time partially heated), into the fire at

the top of the burning fuel ; so that in this boiler we have a
parallel arrangement to what is known in the steam engine
as the jacketed-cyUnder and feed-water heater.—G. Fawkes.

DAMP WALLS.
If salt is the cause, I know nothing effectual. Sea sand

used in mortar, hair from salted hides, hanging flitches of salt

bacon against walls, are common sources of the evil. The salt

gets into the bricks and it becomes a chronic disease. Mr.
itobson says battening inside " cannot be done " in his case

;

but will this avail him ?—strips of wood 2 inches by half an
inch nailed horizontally or vertically on the interior of the wall,

and on these half-inch deal boards. These may be formed into

panels, according to taste and space, by nailing on 4-inch-by-

half-an-inch stiles, moulded on the edges. The boards should

be dry and the joints rebated, and, of course, planed on one
side. This, stained and varnished, makes a comparatively

cheap and permanent lining to a room, and is very effective.

If Mr. Eobson liked to be at the trouble of removing the plaster,

this boarding would occupy little if any more space.—V.

YouB correspondents who suffer from damp walls should try

the petrifying liquor of the Silicate Paint Company, Fenwick
Street, Liverpool. I have not tried it for an outside wall, but

I have tried it on the inside wall of a cellar made of porous red
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sandstone and aatnrated with damp. It is now a good dry
meat larder.—H. W.

DESTROYINa WASPS.
A irncH less cotnplicitei plan of tikiag wa9p3' nests than

that described ia last, week's Journal, is given below.
Take half ao ounce of gunpowder with or without a pinch of

flour brimstoae, wet it with a few drops of water, aud with
a spatula or case-knife crush the graius of powder, aud make
the whole iuto a mass of the consistence of wet clay ; roll it up
into tbe form of a cartridge, wrap a bit of piper rouud it whioh
has been rubbed with a little of the powder to make it into
touch-paper, lay it aside for a short time to dry, and then
when you want to take the nest set fire to the touch-paper,
and as sooa as the tire reaches the powder thrust it into the
mouth of the nest, and immediately cover it up closely with a
sod. lu two miautes all the wasps will ba torpid, aud by
digging the nest out aud putting it into boiling water the
whole brood are destroyed.—T. G.

DEVON AND EXETER ROSE SHOW.
[Our report having from some catise not arrived, we extract

the following from the Wcsfe-rn Tiines —Eds.]

Althodgh the season has been so unfavourable to the growth
of goud Roses, yefc there has rarely been a show of the b^^autiful
blooms equal to that held on Northernhay, Exeter, nn July 3rd,
and never in its history has the Devon aud Exeter Horticultural
Society had so grand a collection. As is well known, rare aud
beautiful stove and greenhouse plants form the main feature of
this Society's exhibitions, but the executive determined to this
year have an exhibition composed entirely of cut flowers, and by
issuing a liberal prize-list they obtained a most attractive show.
The main contest was in the first class, where coUecLions of

seventy-two single Roses, each of a distinct variety, competed
for a prize of £20, presented by the Rev. J. B. M. Camm aud
Mr. R. N. G. Baker, and also for the honour of being at the top
of the tree. The competition was restricted to uurserymeu,
and for the £'20 prize there were seven exhibitors. After very
minute aud careful judging, lasting over an hour, the award was
given in favour of Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cbeshunt. Among
their seventy-two they showed most perfect blooms of Centifolia
rosea and Due de Rohan, as well as remarkably good specimens
of WilUam Saunders, the new Rose The Shah, Cbarles Lefebvre,
Abel Grand, and a handsome dark seedling. There was hardly
an indifferent Rose in the box. The eami must be said of the
collection shown by Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, who took the
second prize, and who ran his more successful competitor very
closely for the first honours. Perhaps as perfect a Rose as was
ever seen was his bloom of Le Htvre ; and among the others in
the box particularly noticeable were Charles Rouillard, General
Jacqunminot, Dr. Andre, Camille Bernardiu, Exposition de Brie,
and Celine Forestier. For the third prize fiere was a smart
cimpetition between Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, and Mr. Prince,
of Oxford, and eventually the Judges declared bo"h to be equal.
Mr Cranston hai some remarkably fine blooms, far beyond the
ordinary size. Particularly noticeable were General Jacquemi-
not, Mirie Baumann, Elie Morel, and Mareehal Niel. The
other boxes that did not come in for special mention were filled
with blrjoms of such excellence that they would have undoubtedly
taken high honours in any ordinary show.

In the forty-eight class, three trusses, Mr. Turner came to
the front with six boxes of very fine blooms, including Senateur
Vaisse, Camille Bernardin, Prince Camille de Rohan, Lselia,
and Baroness Rothschild. The second was Mr. Keynes, of
Salisbury, whose blooms, though somewhat smaller, were very
excellent, particularly Mdlle. Bonnaire and Climbing Devoni-
enais. Very good Roses indeed were Edouard Morren aud
Ferdinand de Lesseps, shown by Mr. Cant, of Colchester, who
took the third prize. The best twenty-four, three trusses, were
those shown by Mr. G. Prince, Oxford, and included very fine
Marie Baumann, Xavier Olibo, and Duchesse de Morny. Mr.
Turner, who came second, must have pressed Mr. Princ=) very
hard fjr first. Mr. Keynes, third, had a superb truss of Charles
Lefebvre. Those who had competed in the first three classes
were not allowed to eater the twenty-four sincl^-truss class, and
the result was that only two competed. Mr. G Cooling, of B ith,
easily won the first prize; in the second, Messrs. Lucombe,
Pince, and Co , Exeter.

In the competition for Tea-scented and Noisette Roses Mr.
Cant's flowers were a long way ahead of the others ; among
them was a very good Madame Bravy. In the class for R ises of
the last two seasons Mr. Turner exhibited a bos of remarkably
Kood blooms, ioclndiug Princess Beatrice, a perfect dark velvei
Beauty of Thamn, Warrior, and M. J. Sialev; whilst the second
box of Messrs. Paul's included The Shah, Wilson Saunders, and
Oheaunat Hyurid. For the prizes for tweuty-foiir trusses of

any variety Mr. Prince was first with a magnificent lot of Mario
Baumauu, whilst the second prize went to the Baroness Roths-
child owned hy Mr. Turner. The other variety shown in this
class was the Marquise de Castellane.
At the higher end of this tent Mr. Walters, of the Matford

Nursery, Exeter, who has on various occasions carried off the
leading prizes, showed several boxes, not for competition, of
magnificent blooms. Most noticeable were four boxes of the
Madame Rothschild, all of such good colour and such excel-
lent bloom that they drew a very large share of atteution. A
very rich boxful was made up by his eighteen trusses of Alfred
Colomb, and there were good specimens of Louis Van Houtte,
Marie Baumann, Comtesse d'Oxford, Louise Peyronny, ifec.

Opposite him several boxes were shown by Messrs. Curtis, of
Torquay, and included good specimens of Abbe Bramerel,
Camille Bernardin, and Eugi>ne Appert. At the other end of

the tent a vacant space had been tilled by a small collection of

handsome stove plants sent by Messrs. Lucombe A Pince.
The principal amateur R ise prize (forty-eight distinct varieties)

was won by Rev J. B. M. Camm, Charmouth, who exhibited a
very excellent collection, including remarkably good specimens
of Alfred Colomb, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Dae de Rohan, aud
Exposition de Brie ; whilst the collection of the stcond winner,
Mr. J. W. Chard, Salisbury, was noticeable for the perfect
flijwera of Baroness Rothschild, John Hopper, and Hippolyte
Flandrin. Mr. Beachey, of Kmgekerswcll, was third. In the
twenty-four variety class, three tru&6e3, a well-arranged collec-

tion of Mr. Chard's came first, hut the remainder shown were
inlifferent, and no second prize was awarded. In the single-

truss competition, twenty-fuur varieties. Rev. J. B. M. Camm
was again first with a splendid box of Roses, and Mr. R N. G.
Baker, who was awarded second honours, was not far behind.
Those who had competed in the former classes were not allowed
to compete in the two following. Mr. C. A. W. Troyte was first

ia both, and he had very fine specimens of Due de Rohan and
Coupe d'Hebe.
The table decorations were deservedly a great attraction, each

one bearing evidence of much taste in the selection of the
flowers, and much trouble and care in the assortment. The
main contest was that for the prizes of three groups of vases of

flowers for the dinner table. All the competitors were ladies of

the neighbourhood except Miss Harris, of Salisbury, and she
won the handsome gold bracelet which was presented as a first

prize by the Sheriff of Exeter, Mr. W. H. Ellis. From the
centre of the middle stand a Palm leaf sprung up, and support-
ing it were choice flowers, intermixed with Ferns and Grasses ;

the two smaller vases on either side were similarly decked, and
all three had a very light and elegant appearance. In the class

for a single vase or other ornamental stand of flowers adapted
for the dining or drawing-room, Miss Harris was again first

—

most of the flowers were wild. The second was that bhowu by
Miss Wish ; and for the third two were bracketed as equal.

Miss Gray, of Heavitree, had very lightly and tastefully arranged
the wild flowers which took first prize. A noticeable feature in

one of the co lections was a large lump of ice. The competi-
tion for the hand-bouquet prizes was small. Miss Veitch was
first, Miss Harris second. On the whole the Exhibition was
very attractive and successful ; the attendance was large.

THE DROOGHT.
From near Liucola wa have the following :

—

" From May 23rd to this date (July 15th), w8 have only had
a little over half an inch of rain. On the 9th aud 10th thermo-

meteriu the shade, 4 feet above ground, 89°. Burning sun and
parching winds have scorched up the pastures. Not a Turnip

is to be seen for miles. Here the foliage of Raspberries ia

positively burnt as if seared by a red-hot iron. Fruit of

Strawberries, Currants, Raspberries, and Gooseberries abso-

lutely (where exposed to the sun) broiled on the trees. Water
scarce by dry brooks and low springs. No sigus of rain yet.

Barometer high, standing at 30 00, 136 feet above sea level.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are intormgd that the Royal Horticultural Society, by

WaV of ESCICRAOINO A TASTE FOR BORIICOLTHRE AMONO THE
YOCNO OF THE MASSES of the population, have caused a number
of bronze medals to be struck, to be presented to successful ex-

hibitors at the flower show of St. Botolph's, Biahopsgate, which

has been so long successfully conducted by Rev. V?. Rogers.

This is indeed sowing the seed of horticulture in suitable soil;

and who can tell how much the winning of these medals may
affect the life of the winners ? We can imagine in some future

day an intelligent gardener holding a high position, tolling as

his boast that while a boy in the parish of St. Botolph's,

among the smoke of London, he gained one of these medals,

and that made him what he is.
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At the Evening Fete of the Eotal Botanic Society,

held ou the 8lh inst., there was a lurge display of table deeo-

ratioQS, bouqnats, &a. ; while Mr. William Paul, of Waltham
Cross, furniBhed a beautifully-arranged Rose garden, in which
some eiL'ht thousaad trusses of cut Hoses were employed. Mr.
Wills, of Brompton, furnished the Society's decorations.

A MEANS of preventing the spread of the Vine pest, the

Phylloxeba vastatkix, is said to have been found in the spread-

ing of a layer of fine sand on the ground round the stems of

the plants. The saud is said to be too loose for this insect to

pass through, and the consequence is that it is intercepted in

its passage from one plant to another. We are sorry to hear
a report that this plague has found its way into Australia.

The Vine-growing districts of our Australian colonies are be-

coming 60 important that we trust this report may be
unfounded. At all events steps should be taken to prevent its

introduction into any of our colonies: such a measure will be

easier than its destruction, should it ever gain a footing in

them.

—

(Nature.)

NOTES ON VILLA, and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Cyclartien Culture —In few plants are so many recommenda-

tions combined for the admirers of curious, gay, or fragrant
flowers, as in the species and varieties of Cyclamens, yet auyoue
acquaiuted with their appearance mi^ht well be surprised to fiud
them so much nt glected. Flowering at various seasons, but
particularly during the winter and spring, the greenhouse or
eveu the windows of the amateur's eicting-room may be made
attractive with such plants during all the spring months by grow-
ing a few of the early-flowering kinds.
In coltivatiug the different so!ts of Cyclamens, it must be

observed that some are much hardier than others, and may
remaia in the open border all the winter, while some are
destroyed by a few decrees of frost; but it must also be re-
membered that all suffer alike from excess of moisture duiiug
winter; they are therefore best adapted for being grown in pots,
as the summer and autumn-flowering kinds may then be pluuged
in their pots in thn open borders through the flowering season,
taken up Hgain before winter, and placed in some dry situation
until the foliowiog season. The Cyclamen is increased in two
ways : first by cutting tiie largest tubers to pieces, which is a bad
practice, as they are liable to rot during the fir.st season after
cutting, or while inadormaotstate, unless the parts are kept very
dry—a state very ibjiirious to theearly-floweriug kinds ; secondly
by seeds, which should be sown when ripe, whetherit be autumn
or spring, in pans or pots, well drained, and filled with a mix-
ture of equal parts of sandy loam and leaf mould, to which
should be added a smiU portion of well-rotted manure. Then
place the pots or pans in a cold frame or pit, to be kept close if

sown in the spring; but if sown in the autumn they should be
placed on the back shelf of the greenhouse, and kept rather
dry during the winter, and the soil gradually watered more as
the spring advances.
The autumn-sown plants will be fit for transplanting about

the end of May or beginning of June following if properly
treated, while those sown in the spring should not be removed
from the seed pans before the fdlowiug spring; they will by
that time have formed tubers about the size of a hazel nur.
Prepare for them some large pots or pans, well drain, and fiU
them with the Rame kind of soil as that in which the seeda were
sown, and transplant the young tubers from the seed pans into
these, placing tbem about 3 or 4 inches apart, according to
their size. Return them to the cold pit or frame, and keep them
close until they begin to grow; afterwards admit air freely by
day, but keep the pit close at night till the beginning of July,
when the pots should be pluuged and the plants fully exposed
both day and night, taking care, however, that the soil does not
become sodden with too much rain, or become too dry. They
will require no trouble except keepiugfree from weeds and slugs
till the middle of September, when they should be potted singly
into small -IS-sized or 60-pots, according to the size of the roots,
filled with the same kiod of soil as that previously used.
In potting, the tubers should never be entirely covered with

the Boil, but about oue-third left exposed. When potted they
should lie placed on the hack shelf of the greenhouse or in a cold
pit, where they can be kept diy and free from frost until they
begin to grow. If tbej" ar^ early flowering kinds a few may be
placed in the wiudow of the sitting-room, and but sparingly
watered until they commence growing, when they should have
a more liberal supply.
The plHott? will begin to bloom in the second season, and

may be placed nn the shelves of the greenhouse, or if they are
hardy kinds which fl')tver in summer or autumn, the pots may
be plunged in the open border. When done flowering they
should be returued to the cold pit or frame, where the lights
must be kept on during the night in cold aud wet weather, but
let them have plenty of air at all times, observing as they cease
growing that water should be withheld, and finally the roots

should be gradually dried. The tubers, when dry, should be
allowed to remain in their pots, and not bo shaken out as i3

frequently done, for when taken out of the soil they are almost
sure to get too much dried before they are again potted ; this is

particularly the case with the early-flowering sorts.

The proper time of the year for resting the flowering roots
entirely depends on the sorts. C. persicum will be at re»*t when
C. europaeum and C. neapolitanum will be in full bloom, and
vice versa.

Cyclamens should be shaken from the soil aud repotted directly
the least sign of vegetation is observable, but the early spring-
flowering kinds may be forced earlier into blooom by potting a
few of the strongest roots sooner, and placing them in a warm
dry place; they must not be excited too rapidly or watered
freely, for if they are the leaves are almost sure to damp-off
during the dull winter months, and particularly those of the
beautiful C. persicum and its varieties.

Preserving Bulbs.—As far as my experience extends bulbs
generally keep well in the ground, especially Hyacinths, which^
when taken up, manifest a strong tendency to decay, although
they rarely fail to appear again when left alone Jrom season to
season. Tulips and Crocuses are less subject to disease when
dried aud put away during the summer, but in the ground they
never suffer at all. Why, then, is it considered indispensable to
remove bulbs every year ? Not for their safety, as every gardener
knows, but for the maintenance of their good qualities. Tulips
left in the ground only for one season will deieriorate in their
bloom the second year. But it is worthy of inquiry why the
flowers of bulbous plants lose their size and beauty unless the
roots are taken up every year. I cannot pretend to answer th©
question, which requires a physiological acquaintance with the
structure and functions of bulbs, and an exteubive collt-ction of
facta, but will merely throw out a suggestion to which others
may give a practical bearing. Is it not the division of the bulbs^
the separation of the offsets, and the replanting into the new
soil which keeps up the quality of the flowers ? If so, and if
being kept out of the ground some months has nothing to do
with this effect, then the safest mode of treating bulbs will be
to dig them up, divide, aud replant at once. This theory, which
has led to practical results in the case of the Potato, may be
equally applicable to Tulips and Hyacinths. But supposing th©
system of harvebting is adopted, care must be taken that the
foliage is fully decayed before the roots are raised, as this is th©
only certain proof that the bulb is at rest. Before this time th©
elaboration of juices is not con^lete, and the waut of consolida-
tion will expose its subject to premature decay. When th©
ground is wanted for other things, bulbs may be carefully re-
moved with a spade to another spot without disturbing the soil

about them, and they may mature themselves without being
grudged time and opportunity for that important work ; but at
all events they must be ripe. When this state is ascertained
let them be taken up and dried, first in the shade and afterwards
in the sun. The collection may be stored away until planting
time.
The Ranunculus cannot be left in the groimd without injury

to the routs and the future bloom, and its drying is an important
part of the florist's duty. The object should be to secure &
plumpness of the fangs of the root, and at the same time suffi-

cient dryness to resist mildew. If Ranunculuses are exposed to
the air too much when first taken up they shrivel and perish
during the summer from atrophy. They must be dried very
gradually, and then. put away in drawers, each kind being en-
closed in a little paper bag.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GVBDEN.

Planted-out a fresh lot of Celery. The earliest has run to
flower, as it invariably does to a large extent in our soil. The
sure road to success, if that is attainable under all circumstances^
is to keep the plants growing freely. A check of any sort will

cause them to "bolt;" especially is this the case when the seeds
are sown in pans or boxes, and the plants raised on hotbeds.
Asparagus is making good growth. Now is the time to apply

liquid manure or surface-dressing of any rich stimulant—auano,
salt, itc , and wash it in with clear water. Just in proportion as

the plants are attended to now. and encouraged to make strong"

healthy growth, so much will be the quality of Asparagus im-
proved fur next spring. We very seldom can find time to place
sticks to it ; otherwise, if a stout stick be placed to each crown^
aud the stalks are tied to it, their being broken by the wind will

be prevented. If the stalks are snapped at the base by the
wind or in any other way long before they have completed their

growth, the crowns must be weakened in proportion. Th©
growers for the Paris maiket are as careful of their plants when
making the summer growth as Dahlia-growers are with their

Dahlias. Such wonderful heads as they send to market could
not be produced if no more care were taken of the plants than
we see in many English gardens.

Sea-kale.—We u&ually obtain from amongst that sown in
spring a fair proportion of crowns for forcing daring the sue-
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Deeding winter. This year the plants are not making such free

healthy growth as we have been accustomed to ; we shall there-

fore have to trust more to the smaller plants that were planted

out in the spring, and to the old roots that were forced. One
cause of the backward state of many crops is the frosts that we
had about the middle of June. Plants that were not quite cut

down nevertheless suffered severely from the effects.

We have kept the hoe at work amongst Brussels Sprouts and
all Greens. The rains a few weeks ago g-^ve the weeds a start,

but since then hot dry weather has been suitable for hoeing
them down.
Last season was a bad one for small fruits being picked for

preserving. It was barely possible to get them in a dry state,

so that preserves kept badly. This year the fruit has been
gathered in capital condition.
Mushroom House.—The samples of Mushrooms exhibited in

Mr. Quilter's grounds at Birmingham went to show that they are

not at their highest state of perfection at midsummer. If possible

the Mushroom house should be a lean-to against a wall facing

north ; it will therefore be in the best position to secure a cool

atmosphere inside at this season. If the house, as is usually
the case, has a slated or tiled roof, some thatched hurdles, or
thatch in some form, should be placed over the roof to keep the
heat out. Shut-up closely in the daytime, but the windows and
doors ought to be thrown wide open at night. The house be-

comes in this way cool iuterually; and the object of shutting
up closely in the early morning is to retain the cool air and
prevent the heated air from getting inside, and the thicker the

walls and roof are the better. Thick walls and roof are equally
desirable for winter, as they then keep the cold out, and an
equable temperature ia thus obtained summer and winter.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pineries.—Pines are not likely to suffer from excessive heat,

but the thermometer standing at 93'^ in the shade, as it registered

at Loxford last Thursday, necessitated shading the houses and
throwing the ventilators as wide open as possible. Pines that

•are swelling are very easily injured by excessive sun heat acting

upon the fruit. During the present hot weather fire heat will

not be necessary. As a rule, fire heat may be dispensed with
from the middle of June until the end of August ; of course, if

a cold period should set in, the fires may be lighted and a little

heat kept up, letting them go out again with a favourable
change of the weather.
Orchard House.—Sarface-dressing the trees is, perhaps, the

most important work in connection with the summer manage-
ment of Peach and Nectarine trees ; the space in which the
roots are confined is so small, that unless sufficient nourishment
is washed down to them by these surface-dressings the fruit will

be of small size and poor flavour. The value of the surface-

dressing is apparent by the rapidity with which the roots run
into it. Watering the trees with liquid manure has also been
tried, using it weak and using it strong, but the trees do not
seem to like it ; the leaves become spotted and otherwise un-
healthy.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
At this time of the year, when Azaleas have been removed to

a warm house to make their wood, and nearly all the hardwooded
plants are out of doors, and the conservatory is filled with Gala-
di'ams and other stove plants, it is necessary to shut-up the house
at night and syringe Camellias, Lapagerias, &c., finishing their
growth. Our Camellias were in bad health a few years ago,
owing to a change iu the potting material. When the discussion
on freshly-cut loam was in progress in this Journal, the Camel-
lias at that time requiring potting, they were potted in the
loam cut from our own fields. The plants made very good
growth the first year, but declined afterwards, and it was soon
evident that our loam did not answer for them ; using it with
three parts of turfy peat added they succeed well.

Stage Pelargoniums have been removed out of doors to ripen
their wood, and iu a week or ten days the plants will be cut
down ; and of those that it is required to increase the stock
cuttings will be put in, four or five in a 5-inch pot. The cutting-

pots should be placed iu an open airy position in the greenhouse
or cold pit, but they must not on any account be subjected to a
close moist atmosphere, otherwise many of them will die.

Spirisa palmata is also a most distinct and useful greenhouse
plant. It is very liable to be attacked by red spider, still this

can easily be destroyed by syringing; but, indeed, it will not
appear at all if the plants have been syringed when in growth.
The time when this and other plants of the same character
are neglected is after flowering. Anyone acquainted with
plant-culture knows very well that from the time the flowers
fade until the growths are ripened is the time to study the
growths for next year. The leaves of Spiricas and those of

all other herbaceous plants should be kept green and healthy as

long as possible after flowering, and just in proportion as the
prolongation of the leaves is insured, bo much the stronger will
be the growths the fi")llowing season.
In many gardens Grapes are grown in the conservatory. The

plants that would be injured by shade and heat may now be

placed out of doors; and the Grapes would be much improved
if the house could be shut up early, say between fuur and five

o'clock in the afternoon. If, on the other hand, a succession of
flowering plants has to be kept up all the year round, it would
be much better not to grow Vines in the house at all, aa the
treatment required by the former is not suitable to the Vines.
Flowering plants require a cool airy atmosphere with ventilation
night and day ; Vines require light, and a warm, moderately
moist atmosphere. Auriculas may also be classed iu the green-
house department, as they will not succeed if without a glass
protection. Green fly has been troublesome, and the plants are
not in a position where they can be fumigated, so that it has
been necessary to brush the insects off. The plants are about
starting into growth, and will be potted as soon as an oppor-
tunity offers.

FLOWER GABDEN.
On Friday and Saturday nights the longed-for rain came with

a vengeance. A terrific thunderstorm burst immediately over
us, and in an hour or two 2.15 inches of rain fell. On Saturday
afternoon we had another storm, and 0.80 inch fell in little more
than an hour. Where the ground was not covered with any
mulching material it was much hardened with the heavy rain.

The usefulness of decayed manure has not only been proved by
the excessive drought this season, but also by the excessive
rain. Pegged-down Verbenas, Heliotropes, ifcc. Picked withered
flowers from Roses, and hand-picked the weeds from flower
beds. Tied Phloxes to the sticks : no flowers are more easily
damaged than these if the spikes are allowed to hang about in
a loose manner.—J. Douglas.

PKOVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
JDLY.

Grange on-Sanda 17
Bury (Lancaskire) 17 and 18
Cleckheatoa Id
Bramley 20 and 21
Erewasb Valley 21
EKoid 22
Cambiidgesbire 23
Li3keard 23
Grantham 23 and 24
long and Dudley Hill 25
Hales Owea and Hagley 28
Buckingham 28
DitchinRham 28
Tewkesbury 28, 29, and 80

Errol 29
Castle Donington (Derby) 29
Eoyal Oxfordshire 80
Woolton 80

august.
Earlsheaton and Chickerley 1

AUGUST.
Heywood 1. 2, and S
Southampton 1 and 3
Woburu 3
Whitwick 4
Ilkeston and Shipley 5 and 6
Felton 6
East Neuk of Fife 7
Aldborough and Boroughbridge.. 7
Horainglow S
Clay Cross U
Hartlepool 11
Meldrum 11
Weston-super-Mare 11
Ellon 12
Royal Hort. Society of Ireland. ... 13
Taunton Deane 13
Malmesbury IS
Birmingham 14 and 15
Kyhope 18
KeevU, Wilts 19
Eckington 19

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Ant. Roozen & Son, Overveen,near Haarlem, Holland.

—

Cata-
logue of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and other Dutch and Cape
Bulbs, i£c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

AU correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened un-

avoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. AU articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books (A. A. J/.).—No periodical is published relating only to garden ie-

slKniDg. " Flower Garden Plans," published at our oflioe, might suit yonr
American friend. You can have it free by post if you enclose 5*. 'Id. with

yoitr address.

SEEnLTNG Striwbehry (0. C. 5.1.—The berries arc medium-sized, very

high-coloured, aud flavoured like Keens' Seedlmg. If it baa any superior

merit it must bo in beiog a profuse bearer, and of this we have no information.

Candle Plant (Brisbatw).—Your specimen ia the species referred to.

Thanks fur your obliging offer, but plants have been procured.

British Wild Flowers (J. P. ff.).—Six volumes are completed, price

2l8. each. The work ia completing in monthly numbers at Is, each.
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Ground Vinery.—{Mrs. I. B. A.).—If you enclose thirty po3ta.:e stamps
with your addiesH, auJ order " Tha Vine Mftuual," you will receive it post
free, an! it coutaius all tho iuformatiou you seek for.

Heap of Earth {F.J,).—Of no use except to improve the staple of heavy
soil.

Destroying Insects by Hot Water (J. K.).—Immersing plants in

heated water to destroy insects is an old practice, and yet is but little adopted,
though mauy bli-^ht and insect-destroying compositions owe muoh of their

efficacy to the heat at which they are recommended to be applied, and at tho

same time it must be said a great doal of the injury resultiug from such ap-

plications is due to the high temperature of the solutions. It is difticalt to

say with safety the temperature of the liquid in which plants should be im-
mersed for the destruction of iusects. Green aphis is destroyed by a tempe-
rature of 12LI', and they require to be immersed for two or three minutes,
a time which acts injuriously on the tissues of softwooded plauts, and al^o

hardwooded plants in growth, though it does uo injury when the growth is

complete and the wood firm. The scale iusecta may be destroyed by syring-

ing the pUuta, laid on their sides, with water at a temperature of liU^; but
it will not do to immerse the plants even for a minute in water at so high a
temperature, as it injures tbeir soft parts, and the leaves fall from the
ripened growths. It is a subject that requires great caution, the state of the
plant being well considered. At best there is great danger of injury or loss

of plants.

Brugmansia alba not Flowering (A. T7.).—Your plant certainly re-

quires a pot rather than a tub, its roots not beiug in a healthy state. We
should at one > have the plant removed and placed iu a pot—one that will

hold the roots after most of the old soil has been removed, repotting in

entirely fresh compost, providing good drainage, watering carefully, shading
from bright sun, and sprinklin'^- overhead two or three times with water until

it has recovered from ibe potting. Then expose it more fully to air and ligh'.,

and shift into a larger pot wheu the otheris full of roots, and towards autumn
reduce the supply of moisture, and water so as to insure the ripening of the
wood. Iu winter the plant should be kept dry, but not so much so as to

cause the wood to shrivel, pruuing in spring to souud firm wood, aud leaving
three or four eyes of last year's wood. After it has made shoots an inch or

two long place it in the tub, aud it is likely you will have a good growth and
bloom.

CoNSTRTTcriNG AND HEATING PiT (T. D.).—As your sashes areSfeet long
they will not allow of your having a pit 8 feet wide. The lights should have
a fall of 1 foot in 3 feet of width. Little less will do to insure the run-off of

rain water. Your back wall should be 4 feet 6 inches, and the front 2 feet

high; but if you have the tank iu front of the pit it will be necessary to take
the wall a foot higher, and that foot we should have ij inches thick, and
plastered with cement, which will give you a 4^-inch wall as strong as the
9-inch, and affnrd room for plants; iu fact, form a ledge 4 inches wide. A
wood tank would answer, but will be apt to wear out. It will need to be
6 inches deep to allow for the swell of the water, and should be S inches wide,
with IJ-inch division up the middle, and a waterway at the farther end from
the boiler of the same width as the others. In the length you name the tank
should have a fall to the boilerof about an inch, and the return water will have
that much of fall. If the tank be a few inches above the top of the boiler it is

BUttlcieot. Eighteen to 20iiches would be a good and suitable distance to leave
between the floor and the glass if low-growing plants arecultivated.orit would
answer for Cucumbers or Melons, but we should for these prefer 24 inches.
The tank will do covered with slates, and the floor of rough boards, but jou
will only in this case have bottom heat. For top heat we should have holes in
the wood that will allow of the heat from the chamber beneath rising through
funnels of wood; or 3-inch drain pipes will do, with a plug to close them or
let out the heat as required. If you have not soil on the boards it is likely

that sufficient heat will rise through the interstices of the boards to give yon
as much top heat as you will require. Aa you have so much wood we fear it

would no:^ be t^afe to have the furnace inside the pit with tho door outside,
but you may, if you can with safety, have it inside, and bo economise a con-
siderable amount of heat.

Cdtting Melons (S, S. A, if.).—The Melons should be cut as soon as they
begin ripening, which may be ascertained by one or all of the following
symptoms : The fruit changing colour, its slightly cracking or showing indica-
tions of parting from the footstalk, and by its aroma. As soou as the latter

commences to be given off the fruit should be cut without delay, for it is the
best general evidence of a Melon being ht to cut. The fruit should be kept iu

a dry room; and when coloured throughout—every part of its exterior alike^
and before it begins to show spots of decay it is at its best, and should be
eaten at once.

Garden Inundated by Salt Water (East Anglia).—We presume you
wish to know what will succeed in your garden ground, the grass land having
recovered. The garden ground would grow the various kind of greens, as
Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Borecole, Savoy, &c., aud Turnips, and by uext spring
will bo available for most kinds of vegetable crops and fruit trees, accord-
ing to the amount of moisture falling in the meantime. It would be
useless, however, to replant fruit trees unless you can prevent by an
embankment a recurrence of the disaster. If the grass was destroyed we
should have the pasture broken up, and brought into good tilth by Septem-
ber, then sow it with Grass seeds. A suitable mixture per acre would be, if

the land is wet:—Poa fluitans, 4 lbs. ; Alopecurus pratensis, 2 lbs. ; Poa
trivialis, 4 lbs.; Agrostis stolonifera, 4 lbs.; Festuca loliacea, 4 lbs.;

F. pratensis, 4 lbs. ; Phleum pratense, 2 lbs. ; Lolium pereune (Pacey's
Perennial Ilye Grans), 12 lbs. We are unable to say that the above mixture
would suit your soil, as it may not be wet ; but if drained and otherwise not
subject to be overflowed, the land would be suitable for the better kinds of

Grasses aud Clovers.

Strawberries for Light Soil (C T. S.).—Sir Joseph Paxton, though
not so early as som , is very good for early use. President for second early, aud
Dr. Hogg to succeed it. The last succeeds well on a light soil if the ground,
after being manured and deeply dug, has the surface made firm. IE you wish
for a later kind than Dr. Hogg, Frogmore Late Pine will suit. If you can
obtain well-rooted runners, July is the best time to plant; but wo have
planted early in August with very good result3.

R.visiNG Hyacinths from Seed {\V. S.).—The seeds may be sown in
September in light sandy soil, and covered to the depth of half an inch,
sowing un a warm sheltered border, and protecting in winter from frost; or
you may sow in a pan or box, and place in a greenhouse, keeping moist, but
we prefer outside. The following year, when the leaves die down, cover the
bed with an inch of ^oil, and the year following in September the bulbs may
be taken up, and planted singly in rows 9 laches apart, and 6 inches from each

other in tho rows, planting 2 inches deep, and covering with an inch of leaf

soil on the approach of frost. Tho bulbs may remain in this bed with the
annual mulching until they flower, or they may be taken up anuually and
replanted. They bloom in from three to five years after sowiug.

Alyssdm saxatile coaiPACTU.\i FOR Spring-flowering {Sprinfj Garden)
— If this was BOflTu early iu Juue.tho plants should now be pricked-out in rich
light Soil 3 inches apart iu rows ti inches from each other, shading them until

ostablishad. If planted out in autumn they will flower nest spiiug, but not
BO well as plants that are a year older. We prefer them two years old.

Mr. Luckhurot, you would see last week, had more notes on plants lor spring
gardening, and will no doubt enumerate the plants you name—viz., the above
as the best yellow, and Iberia sempcrvhoua as the best white.

Weight op Pgachgs (B. A.}.—\Ye have known a Late Admirable weigh
13 ozs., and a Salway 19 ozs.

Caladidms, &c. [W. H. D.).—The leaves of the Caladiums from the Cor-

covada Mountains ai-e very novel, especially that with the white and crimson
ribs. The Scolopeudrium vulgare variety is the most densely crisped of the
variety digitatum we ever saw. We cannot identify the shrubs from the
leaves only.

Grapes Diseased [Nero).—They are both shanked and spotted. Water
the roots liberaUy twice a weak with tepid very weak manuie water. The
flowers were smashed by the p jst-offijo punches. You need not seud Begonias,
for we cannot name florists' varieties.

Vine Leaves Spotted (-4 Subscriber).—The spots on the leaves and the
seven Grapes tell that the roots of the Vino are too dry. Water liberaUy
two or three times a-week.

Pinks, Carnations, and Picotees Defined (M.).—Carnation, marks are
iu flakes, or ribbons, of colour, from centre to edge, and through the edge;
and the more dense these ribbons, or stripes, or flakes of colour are, and the
more diotinct the white grouud between them, the better, and the more
eijually divided as to quantity they are the better. As the petals are broader
as they approach the outer edge, so also are, or should be, both the colour
and the white. They are divided into classes, called Btzarres and Flakes ; the
former having two colours of stripe beside the white, the latter only one
colour. These Bizarres aud Flakes are subdivided, there being jjurplo Flakes,

rose Flakes, and scarlet Flakes; audamoug the Bizarres. scarlet Bizarres, which
have scarlet stripes, and a second c j1 our, which is considered better for a rich

contrist of black, and approaches to it; then purple Bizarres, which have
purple stripes, with a light pink, or rose, or some other colour, formiug a con-
trast. The Picotcc has the colour only on the edge, and broad or narrow, as
the case maybe, but ramifying towards the centre; any mark or spirt of

colour that does not touch the edge is a blemish. Some, therefore, are only
marked round the edge very distinctly, but as narrow as possible ; others have
a sort of feathering, narrow or deep, as the case may be, but feathering in-

wards from the edge; the outer edge solid, aud the inner edge rough or
feathery. The Pin'c is distinct from both these. The lacing, as it were, of a
Piuk 18 rough outside and inside, with a portion of white outside the laciug,

as if a band of colour had been laid on; besides this, there is colour at tho
bate of every petal, and, perhaps, one-third of the distance along the petal,

60 that it forms an eye, or centre, of colour, which is pecuUar to itself, and
which never occurs in the Carnation or Piootee. A Pmk without its laciug

all round each petal, and its narrow strip of white outside it, would be worth-
less as a show-flower. The more distinct this lacing is the better; it shoold
look like an even piece of embroidery, just fairly within the outer edge of the
white.

Insects [West Cumberland).—It is impossible to determine by such small
shrivelled bits of plauts (without any insect) what the species of larva may
have been which is said to attack indiscrlniinately Onions, .Cauliflowers,

Broccoli, and aU other kitchen garden plauts.—I. O. \V.

Name of Fruit (An Old Subscriber).—There is no doubt it is IMay Duke
Cherry, but this dry season has prevented the swelling of the fruit to ita

usual size.

Names op Plants (H. M.).—Hypericum calyoinum, Large-calysed St.

John's Wort. It is a native plant and popularly known as Aaron's Beard, re-

ferring to its numerous stamens. (J. P.).—1, Chrysanthemum coronarium;
2, send a specimen in flower. ( West Cumberland).— I, Centranthus ruber;

2. Tradescantia virginica; 3, Campanula sp. [T. P.).—1, CyrtantheraPohliana
var, (Justicia carnea, Lind!.); 2, Sedum reflexum ; 3, Lilium Martagon,
[T. it/.).—Valeriana pyrenaica. {X, Y. Z.J.—l.Populus grandidentata ; 2, Alnas
glutinosa lacinlata.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

THK POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 11.

NOTES ON LA FLECHE FOWLS.
The La Fleche of a fine strain, ia peculiar to Maine. Ita type

13 al\>'ay3 kept pure, especially in the euvirona of La Flecha,
where they practise the mode of fattening that suits them. Mr.
Lctruae, to whom I owe some of the information, thinks that the
origin of the La Flijche is unknown. Their reputation, he says,

may be dated from the fifteenth century according to some old
historians. I think, however, they have a more ancient origia.

It was in Mans that they had these beautiful fowls first, then
at Uijzeray, and then at La Fleche. Also they are known
under different names. Poultry-rearing has ceased for a long
time in Mans, it decreases at Muzeray, aud is not well kept-up
in La Fleche and the surrounding places.

The La FK-che fowls are easy to fatten, are very hardy, and
rarely ill. They acclimatise themselves in whatever country
they are sent to, and the purity and superiority are easily pre-
served, provided promiscuousness is avoided, aud fresh blood is

introduced every now and then. They habituate themselves to

any food after they have attained a certain age, but they ought
at first to be fed with food something like that they have in

their native couutry. Bcought-up at liberty they do not roam
far, particularly if provided with grass.
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The variety of La Fleche may be indnded among the three
or four of the most beautiful of the French varieties. Though
its plumage is uniformly black, it is very rich on account of the
beautiful violet and green iridesceLce. Its comb and gilla are
of a deep red, which with its large transparent white ear, form
with the plumage a contrast as remarkable as that of the Spanish
variety. The flueoess, delicacy, and superior flavour of the flesh

are very perceptible even when unfatted, and most conspicu-
ously developed when fattened, as is demonstrated in the pullets

and cockerels submitted t j fattening at seven or eight months old.

These last are put aside when required, thst they may have no
intercourse with the hens, and that is why they are called

virgin cocks. The hens are just as easy to fatten before they
begin to lay. Most fowls require from nine to eleven mouths
to arrive at a state of perfection. But they derive from this a
compensating advantage, for the chickens being very long in

becoming adults, and not following the hen till very late, con-
tinue to grow in the winter, and come in during the spring at

the time when good fowls are very rare. Never cross this variety,

for it would deteriorate this property.
There is a variety exactly similar in form and qualities to the

principal race excepting the comb, which is large, of a single

lobe, nearly round, flattened at the top, and forming a point
behind, granulated in the upper part. It is generally those
viih the granulated comb that are known under the name of

the Mans i?owls. These two varieties have also certain simi-

larities. They possess the same qualities, are equally easy to

fatten, and the birds give, in proportiun to the weight they
attain, a good profit to ihe fattener, because they are more early

than the large varieties.

The usual food for the La Fleche consists in giving them
three times a-day barley still in the husk. The keepers ration

them, because they are very voracious, and at certain times
fatten too quickly. They give to chickens and to the mother
afier the particular food of the first few days, a soft mixture of

meal during the six first mouths. The older they are the more
you may increase their rations of bran, and diminish that of

meal. Grass they should always have abundantly.

BLACK BANTAMS.
I AM pleaeed to see in the Journal that Mr. Cambridge has

made a ttand aeainst entering bis Black Bantams in any class

that comprehends more than Black and White; for I contend
in a very mixed class the quality is not the test, but the idio-

Byncracies of the judge decide the matter; for if he is a fancier

of Sebrights, Japanese, or any otht r particular kind , it is natural

to Buppoee he will mare readily see their perfections, and, no
doubt, will better understand their points; and having a parti-

ality for that sort he would in a nice point be much inclined

to let the balance weigh in their favour.

There is another point that requires a little reotifjing—that

is, in many schedules a certain amount is offered in some of the

classes, while often less than half the amount is offered for

Bantams, although the entrance-fee is the same. Why it is so

I cannot comprehend, as on the average more Bantams are ex-

hibited than fowls of any other class, and as a rule pay a committee
better. I have heaid some people say the reason is that they
are not so impoitant or useful a class of fowls ; but if it comes
to that, I should like to ask. Which of the show birds are really

nseful ? For what person would be so idiotic as to give from ten

to twenty guineas for a fowl to put in the pot; or to give from
half a guinea to a guinea and a half per dozen for eggs for break-

fast, when he could get just as good fowls for about 3s e ch, and as

good eggs at Id. each ? Therefore I contend that all show birds

are for fancy, and what can it matter whether it is a pigmy or a

giant that is the particular fancy ? And although I do not ex-

hibit largely, I have made up ray mind not to enter at any show
where the prizes are less for Bantams than for other breeds and
the entry-fee is the same.—A Bantam Fancieb.

PRESERVING EGGS.
V-uiious correspondents have inquired as to the best mode

of preserving eggs, and as no one has given the plan which I

find very good, I send it. Take a three-quarter-inch board.

Bay afoot broad and 3 feet long. With a brace bit of 1^ inch

bore fourteen sets of holes ;
you will be able to get five in a row.

Then nail together four strips of deal of the same thickness as

the piece before mentioned, and 2 inches deep, with which form
a four-sided open frame of the same dimeut-ions as the first-

mentioned board, and 2 inches deep. Nail the perforated board

ou the frame, and round the edges add a bead of half an inch

deep. Yoii will then have an egg-board which will hold seventy

eggi, and with such boards eggs are kept in my house perfectly

good from August to the following March. Care must be taken
that the CL'gs have always been kept dry.

The rationale of this is that when an egg is laid on its side,

the yolk, being of Blightly greater gravity than the white, gra-

dually sinks to the side, and then soou becomes unfit for use

;

whereas in a frame such as I have described, and the egg being
put the small end down, the yolk floats in the centre of the
white, and is kept from any contact with the shell. If the eggs
are small, say such as are laid by the Hamburghs, bore IJ-inch
holes.—T. G.

MANCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This Show was the first of the kind that has ever been held

in the Royal Pomona Gardens, Manchester; and although ia
numbers not large, the quality of the generality of the classes
was highly commendable. The arrangements were good, the
birds being placed in single tier, and the light was such as
no one could find fault with. The heat of the day was exces-
sive, and those fowls that stood in the direct rays of the buh
showed symptoms of much exhaustion. The feeding and
watering were attended to most sedulously^nothing was left

undone on that score. One of the most necessary precautions,
however, seemed to have been altogether forgotten—viz., that
anyone so inclined could not follow closely on the judges during
the time they were officially engaged, and crowd around them,
'* to see what was going on." True, a few zealous and experi-
enced exhibitors did by a little perseverance keep back for a
time the most intrusive, but upon the least laxity being shown
numbers surrounded both the judges by scores, and proved a
considerable hindrance both to expedition and also in making
a minute examination of the birds to be judged. An official

should always be placed at the end of the avenue to prevent persons
from going where the judges are engaged. The amount of space
available for a poultry show at the Royal Pomona Gardens is

surprising, and with care and attention future shows held there
might be of the highest character.
Very few of the birds shown were otherwise than first-class,

the general moult being the only drawback. Dorkings were
good as a whole, but mostly out of condition, and the long spell

of dry weather only increased the numbers of " bumble-footed '*

ones. Some fine chickens not sufficiently matured to compete
with old fowls were exhibited in capital feather. In the class

for any other variety of Dorkings a pen of truly beautiful Silver-

Greys stood first, but the remainder were not by any means
faultless. In Buff Cochins Mr. Crabtree's pen (of late so suc-
cessful) were again in the front rank. Somewhat strangely,

almost every pen contained a good and an inferior specimen, as
two really first-class ones shown together could not be found,
however caretully sought for. The class of Partridge Cochins
was such a one as at this time of year is rarely to be witnessed.

Mr. Tudman, the owner of the first and the third-prize pens,

being himself present, was congratulated by many fanciers on
his successes with hon.e-bred specimens that are a credit to hi&

perseverance. Mr. Stretch also showed a marvellously nice

pair, wliich were second, and these were also in very superior

condition. From such an entry Mr. Crabtree's grand Paitridge

cock shown with a very meagre hen was quite out of the hunt,

but with a partner of equal merit its success would have been
a certainty. Light -B)a/t;n«s might have been a more taking

class. The first-prize, Mr. Dean's " Young Hero," will be im-
proved when he has obtained his new suit ; and the hen was
certainly not equal to some at times sent from the same yard.

In Dark Brabmas there was a general display of right good ones.

In this class a marvellously nice pen of chickens well grown

—

the cock one of the truest-feathered ever seen so early in the

season, wings, breast, back, and hackles the very perfection of

colour, and with a framework that bids fair to become a giant

—

was the object of continuous scrutiny, the general opinion being

"he will stand in the way of a good many in prizelaking," and
it was the envy of not a few Brahma fanciers. Mr. Belaon ex-

hibited some tij}auish of high quality and in good feather. A.

few very good single birds might have been easily selected from
the pairs shown, but no other pen than the first was well

matched or in show condition. Hamhiirfjhs throughout were
really good, and it will be seen that great successes have been

achieved in these varieties by a new comer. The Variety class

might easily and justly have received double the number of

prizes that were appointed by the prize schedule ; and in the

Variety Duck class the same applies even more forcibly. The
Show was well attended througliout both days.

DoRKlsGS.-Cotourcd-l.J. Soil. 2. J. Walker. 3. Mrs. T. W. L. H''n(t. hc^

O. t'ox; s. H. stuti; Mrs. ArJiwnuUt; T. U. Burnell. White and Silver.—1,
Mrs. II Bare av. 2, H. bea^t 3. L. VVren. „ „- . ,

CiiuHiN-CHL.NA. -C'iniiamon and fciyf-l, W. II. Crobtree 2. R. P. Percival.

S. Mrs. T. VV. L. Huid. lie, J. Huyiu ; G. Fletcher. Partridge.—1 and 3, E.

Tu<lniaD. 2, T. stretch, he. T. Ai.pilen; W. H. c'raMroe; H. Tudman; M.
M.CuBhmore. It'dite. -1, R. S. S. WuuUKate. 2, H. Beidou. 3, VV. Wljitworlh,

'"b'babma Pootra.-Lw)i(—1. T. A. Dean. 2, P.. P. Percival. S.J. Mitcliell.

Z>(U/i-.— 1, R P. eticivai 2. Horace Llucwood. 3, J. Walls. /IC, T. il. AnsdeU^
W. tl. Crabtree c, H P. Percival ; W. VVhlieley.

i-PANi?!!.— 1. K. Heldou 2. J . Leen.ing. 3, Furnesa & Sudalt. he, J. Thresh.
(jAME.-iitact Ifc.i-l, J. K. Kietcher. 2, SV. B.rki-r. 3. T. Tomliii-.u.

Brown.-l, i;. W. Bri-iiev. 2. J. K. Fletcher. 3, II. RI. Juliaa, Any other

varictij—I.J A & H. H ^taveley. 2, J Maaon. s. VV. barlier

niimvRBH.-Goldcn-penrilUd.-t.J. Long. 2. H. Belaon. 3, W. Soeakman.
SUvci-peiicilled.—UJ.i"^!!. 2. H Bel ion. S. H. Feast OnUlcn spanfiltd.—

I P Haiibuii. 2 N. Mailor. 3, G & J Duek*orth. c.J. Hall, ouoej 'Spaiinlea,

-^1. H. lieldon. 2. Aabluu 4 Koolb. S, J. Luni;. lie, J. ilelumg. i)Uu;lc.—l, i

.

Long. 2, N. Marlor. S, H-Hujle. Jtc, H. Beldon.
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Yrk^ch — inn varieti/—I, 'R.B Wood. 2. E. Walton. 8, W. H. Crabtreo.
kc. G. vV. Hibb-Pt; W. a Crab rno : ti. f-'eaat

Anv oxn-it Varietv —I aaJ 2. H Bold'm (Silver ami Gollen Polands). 3,

Rev A. G IJo.ak^ (vfa'avs). kc. J F Waltna (Wair,^ M^ii-iva): T ^au'lefi
(«lic't Oitcbiins); -r. WtfUter; J. Kovie (PoUo'la); H. Feist; A. W. Crichtoa
(P.jliBhJ. c, \ ftW. H Stlveatftr(GoM Polauad)
B\STm-i.~Gamf Redf.—\, vV. K. Rntwi^le 2 anfl c. G. Hall. 8. G. Barnes.

hc.'i And^rtori. ini/ oarirt;/ but Rndi ~\,-J. K Flot.iher. a a. Hall. 3. R .1.

H irtley kc. K. Wii ti>a, A'ly ritrU-ty not Oariie.~l auJ 2, ftl. Iieuo. 8, R. H.
Asht'Q hr.W Mooi-e; H B Smith.

UucttS — .-liy/fsftiir^.— 1. .T. Walkjr. 2 ani 1i. J. K. Fiwler. Rouen ~\, W.
Fvam. 2, <j. Fox. S, J K. Fowler. Ann other raricfj/.— I and ! vT, Lqqo
<Whi^ ler-t). 3, VV. BinnMCniliaa Piiitai 9) /if\ H. rt. Snitih (Wbistlerd,
<71iiliaa Piutait-i, anl Uaba-n<is) ; J. Walker; W. Binns (Ka<4ark<is).
Ghiksb.— 1, Mra. K. J. Bailwv. 2. f. Walker. 3, J. ti. Kowlur.
Turkeys.— 1, J. Walker. 2. M K-fw 3 Mr**. H. J. BaiU-y
SELLivn O'.A-a.— '^'oct —1, J Pitt (BU'^k "Ipaoijib). H. A Bamtnrd fBnff Cnchin-

Cbiia). 3. T. C. Biiraeii (oorkia^t. Htui —1 ao 2. Fu-n«et( & Sudall (B'aok
Spa lith). S, A. Bauif'>rd (Urahmal. kc. H.. P. Peroi^'il (Dark and Li^bt
Brab ^a^): T. A^pd^n (Ba£f Cochin); E. Kendrick, jon (Dark iirahma); T. F.
Ansdell (Dark Brahma).

PIGEONS.
PovTER^.— White.—I, D, W. Garside. 2 and 3. No onmpetiHin. Black or

Blue.— I, a. S. SaUabury. 2 and 3, No competiiion. Any other colour—I, W.J.
Wtirhurst
Cariibks.— I, H. Yardley. 2 and 8, No competition. Young—1, R. White.
Bahbs.— 1. H. Yardtey
T'iMuuBRM.— S'/ior(/act'(i.—1 and 2. J. Gardner. 3, H. Yurdley. Any otker

variety. -I J Wattrf. 2, ^. ^ W B. Silveeter. 3. No competition.
0\vu>i.—Foreiga.— v..f. K. Fletch-^r. 2 A. tfandford. 3, a. Ifardley. English.

—1 W Biuna. 2 J. Wattd. 3, 0. E. Brooke.
TnHBtTs— 1. H Yardlev. 2, T. W. Fcker^ley. S, J. Gardner. ftc.T. Foster.
DftiGioNS —Blue or Silrer.—\. H Yardlt^y. 2, t;. K. Vroaton 3, No competi-

tiou. ^'iy oCter rofuur.—1, H. Yardley. 2, E. H, Preston. 8. W Binae.
Jacobins.— 1. H Yardley. 2, H. S. Salisbury. 3. No competition.
Fantails— 1 and 8, J. F. Lovercsidse. 2, Q. Bluhm. c, H. C. Bowman ; Rev.

A. G. Br.ioke.
Antwekpj.—1, W. Jnstice. 2. R. Brierley. 3. A. Bingham, he, H. Yardley

;

J. Wrigiit : J. Gardner ; A. Bingham.
Asv <iTHEi Varikty.— 1, A. i JV. H. Silvester. 2. H. Yardley. 3 Rev. A, G.

Brooke (Burmti-e). he. F Applot)n (Archangels and Black Magpies); T. Foster
(Swallowat; Kev. A. G. Brooke ( Vudb).
•*ELHNG CLAas.— 1 and i. K. Wmta (Black Barb-^ and Carriers). 8, R. E.

norsfall (i^lack-motil-d Truoipotera). kc. I'. FosLer (Tmhita).

Mr. Thomas Chalouer, of Worksop, judged all classes of Game
fowls ; and Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, the remaining
varieties.

ENGLISH OWLS AT THE CLIFTON SHOW.
"F. B." M.UvEs some remarks upon these birds, and adds that

"'Wiltshire Rectou ' no double recollects his remarks on the
English O^ls at the Bristol SUow, vide our Jourual." I turn
to the number of The Journal of Horticulture for January
29oh, 1374, and read ia my accouat of the Bristol Show, *' The
Eugiish O^ls were very fjrei^n-like," meaning that is juRt what
they should not be. Ir. is fast coming to this, that the English
Owls shown are half-bred foreign ones, as the professed unpep-
pered Canarips are more than half peppered. If this go ou,
the English Oivl Pigeon, a fine, strong, somewhat large, and
good flying Pifeou, that has been a fancy bird in England for

the last hundred years, will cease to exist. Koep the little,

newly arrived, j-jefi^tj, pretty gentry to themselves; and I sin-

cerelv hope that no judije will give a single prize to a half-and-
half Owl, while every judge will look favourably upon an honest
powder-blue Enijlish Owl, one of nicest of all Toy Pigeons.

I would further observe that I was not at the Royal Cornwall
Show, and am not responsible for the opinions of others. " F. B."
also alludes to the Trumpeters at Clifton last Jane. A contem-
porary, I see, says of them they were *'vdry poor." I was not
at Plymouth or at Eseter, so I could not have written about
4hem.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

WINTERTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the 7th inst., but in the face of large

exhibitions the entries were nob good, albhouL;h we hope the
Committee will not be diaconraged, as a little revision and
aui^mentation of the list will bring the desired numbers. The
arrangements and manaijement seem to have given general
satisfaction, except that the pens for poultry were far too small.
Of Dorkings there were but three entries, the highly commended
pen being tine chickens. The first in Cochins were a really good
pair of Buffs. jBraJnnas were good, the Sheffield pen running
bard for the cup; the Frcjich also comin? up well. Creve-
Cceurs took both the prizes. In Black Red Game the first was
a fair pen ; the best conk was that in the second-prize pen. In
the next class Brown Reds won both prizes. Hamburghs were
mixed classes; in the Spangled Gold were first and Silvers
second ; and in Pencilled Golds won both prizes, the first being
of fair qualitv- Of Bantams there were only nine pens in three
classes; the first- prize pen in Class 12 containing one of the best
hens we have ever seen. A well-known pen of Spajiish were
rightly awarded the cup for the best pen in the Show. Polands
were Gohl first and Silvers second, the first a very good pen.
Pigeons "Were a poor show if we except the first in Fantails.

A pair of Nuns received a first prize, only one bird having a
3iood, which we consider stretching a point too far.

Babbits.—Of these there were but three entries in two classes

DoHKiNoq —I. G. Bray, Winterton. 2. T. Sawyer, Winterton. he, W. G.
'WatfTrt. Elsbam.
CocHiN-CuiNia.—1, W. Harvey, Sheffield, 2, W. Heseltine. Beaamoncote.

Bbahuas.-I, W. Whiteley, Sheffield. 2, W. G. Waters, c, J. F. Smitb, Shef-
fiel.i.

FKENcn — ^;ii/ imr V'/y —1, Mrs. Wicks. Appleby. 2. W. Harvey, vh'^. Mrs.
Criiwa. Appleby Vicardge. kc, Hev. J. II. Lane, Koxby. c, ii. W. Hibbort*
Gndly. Hyd:
Gi.:iaE—Black-bri:asti:d R''d—l,J. B. Hcpwnr^h, Hfltfleld, Doncaater. 2, O.

BarnwHale, Newark. h<:,W. Heseltine. ^Iny o(/tfr variety. -1, a. Cauty, Bar-
tan-"n Hamper. 2. !. B Hepwonh.
H-iiiBuaGH^ —Gnld or Silver-spaniled.—}, Tock & Farne«8. Crosby. 2 W. G.

Wat'-rs. Gj d or Silver-ptinoilled.—l, Mra. E. ftewbiit, Epworth. 2, W. Darley,
j u n . B ri g^.

Rant^lUS —Oame.~\, Mra. E. Newbitt. 2, W. Hea'^Uine. Hen.—I. Wt»ll8 and
Taylor. ^ and utc, A. Canty, /if, Mra. Wicks. Any other variety.—i,W.D&tiejt
jiiQ. 2, A. Canty.

Spani^-h.—Cup and 1, Mrs. E Newbitt. 2. J. Gillyard, Winterton.
PMLANDa —1, W. Karwy. 2. W. li. Waters.
Barndoors.— 1, W Sawyer. Winterton. 2. W. Blanshard.
VucKa.—Any variety.— i, W. Heaeitioe, 2, W. Croaa.

PIGEONS.
ANTnEBP*.—1, WpIIs & Tay'or.
Fantails—1. J F. Lnversid^e, Newark. 2,A. Canty. v/iC, Mra. M. W.Clarke,

Winterton. he. J. Sadtcr, Winterton.
NuNa.— 1, Mrs. M. W. Clarke.
Barb^ — 1, S. Stnhbina, Winterton. 2, A. Catity.
Jaoobiss.— 1. A Canty. 2, Vlra. M. W. Cijirke.
T"MBL.ER9.— 1. W. H. Atldtison, Wiutert n.
Best Pen of PiOEONa is the rinow.- 1 and 2, A, Canty,

RkBBirs.—Any variety.—Buck.—1, A. Canty. Doe.—l, A. Canty. 2, C. Bray,
Wiuterton.

The Judges were Mr. F. Sales, Crowle; and Mr. Wheeler,
Carlton, Nuttingham.

CHEAP BABBITRY.
Dr. Pond, of Cassadaga, N Y., gives the following directions

in the Chautauqua Far7ner for constructing Rabbit hutches so
cheaply as to be within the meaus of any boy :

—

Rabbits have been and are kept in common dry-goods boxes,
with the cover fastened on by leather hinges, and a few holes
bored around the side for ventilation. In this primitive manner
most excellent success has been attained. Of course in such
quarters cleanliness is indispensable. The box must be cleaned
out and fresh Utter given every day, or at least every other day.
Another pimple arrangement is a shoe box. This is usually

about 3 to 3h feet long, 16 to 18 inches deep, and about 12 inches
broad. This is placed on the side on supports, or fastened
against the wall, wit,h the door or lid hung from the upper side,

thus lifting up. The door may be of wire cloth, lath, or simply
the lid of the box with a few holes bored in it, and hung by iron
hinges or strips of leather. One end of this box may be set off

by a partition for a nesting-room ; this need not be over 9 inches
Wide. On this point I differ with most other writers on this

subject ; they advocate a nesting-box of 12 tn 15 inches in width,
and the depth of the hutch, whether 1 or 2 feet from front to

rear. My experience is, with these large nesting-boxes the
young Rabbits, as soon as they are able to crawl, will often get
out of the nest and get chilled, and are unable to get back again.

Having lost a number of litters in this way, I have reduced the
size of these boxes to 10 inches diameter for Lops and Belgians,
and to 9 inches for the smaller varieties, and also when the
hutch is deep, I place a semi-partition, about 2^ or 3 inches high,
acroHS the nesting department, about 1 foot from the front of

the hutch—entrance to tbe apartment by the door being by an
opening in the back part of a hutch through a hole 6 iuches wide
and 8 inches high. Hatches of this kind may be placed in tiers

two or three or four high.
Another and still simpler mode of keeping Rabbits is in an

unoccupied room in any outbuilding. This can be divided into

apartments by boards, the partition to be carried up to a height
of 3^ or 4 feet. The apartments may be of such size and shape
as suit the fancy of the amateur. In one corner of the pen put
a box, say about 10 by 15 inches, with a round hole 6 or 7 inches

in diameter cut in oue end ; hinge the cover and fasten it down
by a simple hook or button, so as to afford better opporiunities

to examine the young. Care must be taken to exclude cats and
rats from the room. For young stock I especially recomcneud
keeping them in this last manner. My pens are four in number,
about 5 feet wide by 10 feet long, and in one of these I have had
as many as thirty-five Rabbits at one time, varying from six

weeks to four months old. They have ample room to exercise,

and seem to thrive much better than when in more confined

quarters, even in small numbers.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SETTLING^ THE POUTER
DISPUTE.

The present seems to me particularly the important time for

fanciers to agree upon the subject of the Pouter, inasmuch as

the most elaborate work on fancy Pigeons is being published,

but the portion relating to the Pouter is not yet issued. Many
letters have appeared on the subject, particularly from the great

Scotch breeders and exhibitors, and I think thst very great

weight ought to be attached to their utterances, as the Pouter ia

par excelle7ice tbe bird of Scotch fanciers. But then, alas ! the

Scotch doctors don't agree. I wish they were all *'U. P.'s." I

mean *' United Pouter " men, Jsat then theij are not. Full im-
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portance also should bo given to this variety, because though
other Pigeons are pretty, graceful, elegant, yet of the Pouter
only can the word "grand" be used. It is, indeed, a grand
Pigeon.
Now, looking back historically, I find that the only Pouters

that were considered strict fancy birds were the four Pieds

—

Blue, Black, Red, and Yellow ; but the laws of the fancy are not
like those of the Medes—unalterable ; thus White has been added,
and rightly, although the old writers do not mention it at all,

and even Brent, writing so recently as 18G0, says only " pure
Wbite are admired by a few." But, to come to present days, I

find that the two national representative Shows, the Crystal

Palace and Glasgow, differ as to the order of merit (inferred by
their arrangement of classes) as to colour. I will premise that

a hundred years ago the order was Yellow-pied, Redpied,
Black-pied, and Blue-pied last. Brent gives them thus : Blue-
pied, Black-pied, Red-pied, Yellow-pied, and White. The
Crystal Palace Committee arrange the colours thus : Pieds

—

Blue, Black, Red or Yellow, and White, following Brent, then
any colour or markings ; while our Glasgow friends arrange the
colours in this order—Black- pied. White (mark this). Blue-pied,
Red-pied, Y'ellow-pied, then Mealy-barred, then lastly irregular

in colour and marking.
I should like the order of colour to be settled; an election

taking place like the rose election, with this difference, that
once done it is done for ever, or for years. I incline to the
colours being placed according to the difficulty in getting them
good; then, of course, White would stand last.

I would, as I have ijefore written, add Mealy, although Eaton,
a recent writer, calls it " the most despicable colour in the
feather," and I have myself written against it ; but all matters,
even the highest political affairs, are now settled by compromise
—giving and taking. Perhaps each leading Pouter fancier would
send his order of colours as he thinks they should be. These
lists sent to our Editors would by them be sent to me, and the
whole table printed together. Here we should have a basis to

work from, and perhaps the Crystal Palace Committee, and per-

haps Glasgow too, would adopt whatever the result of the
election would show to be the predominant feeling.

I would, as I have before stated, have smaller prizes for the
newly-advanced colours, the fact of Mealies and Chequers
having prizes awarded at all would tend to encourage " the
young and poor fancier." I do not think there is any real

difference of opinion between myself and my friend Mr. Huie.
according as I understand his last letter. I will only add, in I

hope what is pure Scotch this time, that a letter from him is

always " a sight gade for sair een " to

—

Wiltshire Rector.

BEES EE-SWALLOWING HONEY.
Me. Pettigrew's challenge on the subject of bees re-swallow-

ing honey has received a capital response in the result of the
experiments of your able correspondent " R. S." I had hoped
myself to put the question to the proof, and had hived a swarm
in a beautiful observatory hive, presented to me by Mrs. Wood-
bury after the death of her much-lamented husband. Unfortu-
nately the bees took a dislike to the hive, and disappeared just

as I was leaving home for a fortnight. But nothing can be
clearer told or better managed than the experiment as conducted
by " R. S." Having no bar hives in operation just now in my
own apiary, I cannot myself try the question in the way indi-

cated ; but nothing can be more easily put to the test by persons
who are more fortunate than myself. The more witnesses to

any presumable truth the better. I observe that my theory
npon evaporation is fully endorsed, or rather is sufficiently

corroborated, by the experiment of " R. S."—B. & W.

T try them with all till I find oat their taste

—

The fooi they don't care for they scatter and waste.
About their brii,'ht cajjes I hang a gay bower
Of ehepherd'fi-purae, chickweed, and groundsel in tIow6r>

At a root of ripe grass they will pick with much zest.

For seeds and small pebbles their food to diget-t.

But all should bo ripe, and well seeded, and brown,
Few leaves on the groundsel, but plenty of down.
In summer I hang ihem out high la the shade
About our hall door by a portiei> made;
In spring, autumn, winter, a window they share.
Where the blind is drawn down to the afternoon glare.

This window, if open beneath them, we close.

Lest the cramp should seize hold of their poor little toea.

A bath about noontide on every mild day
Will keep your small favourites healthy and gay.
la hot summer suubhine, some cahco green.
As a roof to their cage, makes a very good screen.

On winter nights cover from lamplight and cold;

And they'll sing in all weathers, and live to be old.

-The Animal World.

THE CARE OF CANARIES.
A PAIR of Canaries I give to yonr care.
Don't blind them with sunehine, or starve them with air,

Or leave them out late in the cold and the damp,
And then be surprised if they suffer from cramp

;

Or open the window in ali kind of weathers
Quite near to their cago till they puff out their feathers.
The birds that are tree fly to bueb and to grot,
If the wind bo too cold or the sun is too hot

;

But these pretty captives depend on your aid,

In winter for warmth, and in summer for shade.
"When they chirrup, and ceaselessly hop to and fro,

Some want or discomfort they're trjing to show;
When they scrape their bills shaiply on perish or at wire.
They're asking for something they greatly desire

;

When they set every feather on end in a twinkling,
With musical rustle like water a-Kprinkliug,

In rain or in sunshine, with sharp call-like notes,

They are besging for water to freshen their coats.

Cage, perches, and vessels, keep all very clean,

For fear of small insects—you know what I mean 1

—

They breed in their feathern, and leave them no rest.

In buying them seed, choose the cleanest and boat,

I feed my Canaries (excuse me the hint)
On hemp and canary, rape, millet, aud lint.

OLD QUEENS.
The question of " A Scottish Schoolm.ister," " Do old

queens banish themselves ?" is very interesting and important,
as I believe far the greater number of losses of stock hives occur
through the absence of queens when the bees are unable to pro-

duce others. My experience may throw some light on the sub-

ject, while there are certain points on which I should be glad to

be enlightened.
When I commenced bee-keeping, about ten years ago, I pur-

chased a good and early first swarm, which in the following
season gave me two swarms—the first having, of course, the old

queen of my original stock. The next season my three hives
seemed equally strong, and the two hives with young queens
swarmed early ; while the other—that with my original queen—
although full of bees, hung for a fortnight later. I happened to

be close by when they swarmed, and saw the queen come out

and drop on the ground, one wing being broken. I picked her
up and carried her where the bees were thickest, placing her on
a branch, where she was speedily joined by the other bees and
safely hi ved

I carefully watched this hive, and just two months afterwards

found the same queen brought outside dead. I then turned out
the bees, and found a queen already hatched and laying. I then
formed an opinion (comparing this circumstance with what I

had read of queens destroying embryo queens when they attained

a certain size), which I have since confirmed by several other
observations—namely, that when the queen gets very old she is

unable to destroy the young queens, and they are often allowed
to hatch before the old one leaves or is driven from the hive.

I have seen so many proofs of this that I have no doubt at all

on the subject. Only last summer I had a hive with an old

queen, which swarmed before nine o'clock on a morning not
very fine. The queen fell as I expected, and I hived her with
a handful of bees for an experiment, allowing most of the bees

to return. The same day I heard young queens piping, and a
second swarm followed in three or four days. The old queen
had evidently been forced out, as the young queens were hatch-

ing. My opinion is strengthened by the fact that I can remem-
ber about a dozen cases of my own or neighbours' bees swarming
and returning to the hive, the old queen being almost invariably

found on the ground with a small cluster of bees, and the second
swarm with her successor generally coming in from three to

six days.
The practical lesson from all this seems to be not to keep

queens beyond their third year. They may go safely into the

fourth season, but are not likely to do so successfully.—A Dorset
SCHOOLMASTEB.

APIARIAN NOTES.
TnE honey season of 1871 will, we imagine, show very dif-

ferent results in different parts of the country. I am writing

on the 6th of July, in the midst of magnificent weather, such
as in other years would content the most exacting of bee-

keepers. White clover is abundant everywhere, and has been
in fuU bloom for more than a fortnight, yet my bees are cotn-

paratively idle, and have made no perceptible addition to their

stores for the last month. In some later swarms I can see no
sealed honey whatever, and hardly a sign of honey in the open
cells. Only one cause is apparent to account for it, which is

the excessive drought—exactly the contrary reason which I

gave last year as accounting for the extraordinary scarcity of

honey which then prevailed.
Here, in our part of Somersetshire, we are as dry 3 inches

underground as we were six weeks ago. It is fully twelve weeks
since we had rain stifficient to penetrate to the depth of 4 inches.

It has been different elsewhere, heavy and abundant rains

haviuL; fallen recently, which no doubt will enable the fortunate

recipients of Heaven's bounty to tell another tale in regard to

honey as in other things. The early part of the season gave ua
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a fair share of honey from the apple bloasoma and elsewhere,

so that tbose stocka which survived the wiutor in tolerable

health are pretty well supplied for the comiug season. Not
so the swarms of the year. And yet evidently a dry summer
following an open winter is more productive of honey than

a moist sumoiar following a wet winter, as was the case last

year ; for by this time last year my bees had become pauperised,

having eaten up in June almost everything they had gathered
in May. I observe, also, that the bees were twice or three times

as numerous last year as they are this ; breeding, in fact, going

on very languidly in all my stocks this year, wboreai last year

the population of all hives was overwhelming. We shall be

glad to know what experience other bee-keepera have to tell of

in other parts of England.—B. & W.

BEE PHENOMENON.
Nature sometimes plays queer pranks, and now and then we

witness eccentricities which upset all prior deductions derivable

from observations of Nature's laws. Such a case I am about to

set before your readers. On the 23th of June Mr. John Boulton,

of Ulverstone, North Lancashire, one of the most ardent and
successful of bee-keepers, in examining a hive of pure Liguriaus
noticed that it contained two fertile queens. Mr. Boulton has
been a bee-keeper for many years, and the phenomenon was so

contrary to all his preconceived notions, that he naturally felt

hard of faith, and kept his own council for the time being. The
hive is a square wood and straw, with eight bars, and on each
of the two centre bars were the queens, with their attendant
subjects, working in the greatest apparent harmony. The
queens had been hatched about a month previously. On the
following day Mr. Boulton made a further examination, and
seeing that the cells in each bar contained numbers of eggs,

called the attention of other bee-keepers to the fact. Each and
all were of opinion that one or the other of the queens would
soon be driven out; but up to the 4th inst. this had not taken
place. A friend of mine states that he can remember his grand-
father speaking of a similar occurrence ; but, of course, this was
mere surmise, as the hive was one of the old-fashioned kind,

and could not be examined with the same facility as the present
one, which is Woodbury's.
Mr. Boulton is anxious for information as to what the result

may be, and also as to what course he should pursue. But in

order to arrive at this, it should be stated that in the spring he
was under the impression that the hive had lost its queen. Later,

on an examination, he found two young queens just coming
from the cells. They are both pure Ligurians, and have both
been fertilised ; the broods from them are also pure. The hive
has been visited by many bee-keepers, and discussion on the
question is very animated here. Would you and your readers
kindly give us the fullest information on the subject ? It would
be esteemed a favour by many subscribers of The Journal of
Horticulture, who naturally look to you for the solution of

matters of diiSculty.—J. R. R., Ulverstone.

[We should be obliged by our apiarian readers sending us
notes on the above.

—

Eds.]

BAISING- QUEEN BEES.
Mr. Pettiorew's theory of working bees removing eggs into

royal cells requires practical proof before we can accept it as
matter of fact, and I would suggest that a hive of bees be deprived
of their brood and queen now, while there are many drones and
eggs of all ages in the neighbouring hives ; and surely if they
do possess the faculty of transporting eggs, the stock will not
perish for want of a single grub. We know they will rob other
hives of honey at the risk of their own lives, then why should
they not transport a single egg to save the colony ? Perhaps it

is commonly done ; although I have been a suilerer in such
cases as sterility in young queens, and young queens being de-
stroyed by misadventure; and perhaps it may be proved to
account for the wonderful population of some hives as compared
with others in the same stand. At present I do not believe a
working bee has the power of securing an egg to the bottom
(or rather the top) of a royal cell.

—

Thomas P. Wabd.

HONEY PROSPECTS.
I NOTICED in my communication last week that the produce of

honey both this year and last, has been very scanty in the
flowers, and that from quite different causes. And yet I can
imagine that some of your correspondents in surprise will tell of
considerable gains in honey that have befallen them. If so, we
may be sure they have been blessed with heavier rains, or more
extensive honeydews than have prevailed generally. It may
also happen that here and there under the most unfavourable
circumstances of weather and climate, a stock or two have
proved exceptionally profitable. I know one or two such in-
stances in my own neighbourhood, where the honey produce has

been generally very defective. How may this be accounted for ?

It can only be owing to some exceptional state of the stock at

the time when honey most abounded. At such time, perhaps,
swarming was at its height. Such was mostly the case iu May,
when almost all our honey hereabouts was harvested. We had
some fair ingathering just at that time, and those of my own
stocks which happened to be freest from internal commotions
and most populous, made the best of the opportunity. They
would have done much better but for the miserable condition in

which almost all my stocks found themselves at the close of

winter.
I fear the exhibition at the Crystal Palace this year will give

but a poor notion of the capabilities of English bees. Certainly
not many of us would care to exhibit our supers. I have not a
single pound. Bad as last year was, I could have exhibited a
20-lb. super; not so this, although my stocks are in general
well supplied. I did not enjoy the supers of last year, having
been compelled to give them to the bees for food. Anything
more untoward for the exhibition could hardly be. Yesterday
a little honey was seen glistening in some combs in two or
three supers; to-day it has vanished, brilliant and delicious as

the weather is. All but farmers and bee-keepers are in ecstasies

about it.—B. & W.

WAX.
" A TouNQ Apiarian " naturally wants to know the cause of

combs being different in colour at various times in the season.

The combs built in his hives up to the beginning of June were
pale yellow ; since that time those built have been pure white.
He noticed the same differences last year. As the production of

was and comb-buildingare both interesting to youthful apiarians,

I will offer a few remarks here instead of giving an answer
through the " Letter Box."
Thousands of people fancy that the poUen carried by bees into

hives is for the erection of combs, and many bee-keepers up to

the days of Huber were of the same opinion. Happily we live

in times more enlightened, when all students of apiarian science
know that pollen is gathered for other purposes than comb-
building; that bees carry into hives filled with combs great
stores of pollen ; that when a swarm is put into an empty hive it

vigorously commences to build combs, and generally has three
or four large cakes built before a particle of farina or pollen is

carried into the hive.

Wax is a secretion of bees—that is to say, it is made, or manu-
factured, or secreted in the bodies of bees from the honey they
gather, as milk is a secretion of cows. Wax is both a secretion
and an excretion of bees ; for after it is formed in their bodies it

is excreted on the under side of the belly. Anyone interested

in the subject may satisfy his curiosity by seizing a few bees by
their wings duriag the comb-building season. Two small flakes

or laminae of wax may be seen exuding from many of them on
the under side of the abdomen. These scales or flakes of wax
thus excreted are the bricks and mortar of comb-building.
Wax is costly in labour and materials. To fill a large hive

with combs a great deal of honey must be gathered by, or sugar
given to, the bees of that hive. Baron Liebig's experiments
indicated the consumption of 20 lbs. of honey to make 1 lb. of

wax. Though I believe his experiments were honestly made
and accurately reported, I cannot endorse them, for they were
made with 10 ozs. of bees only. Warmth has a great influence

on bees in building combs. Experiments must be rep-ated
again and again before one can place much confidence in their

correctness. Comb-building is a very costly affair, and when
this becomes generally known the bee-keepers of England will

utilise their empty combs in a way more satisfactory and profit-

able than they do at present. The bees in hundreds of hives

throughout England died last winter. How valuable are hives
with sweet empty combs at the present moment to those who
know how to use them for swarms, for nadiring, for supering !

*'Do you really advise bee-keepers to use secondhand combs for

supering and nadiring, as well as for swarms ? " Yes, certainly.

We use them in all these ways with very great advantage.

If 10 lbs. or 20 lbs. of honey can be stored up instead of being
consumed in comb-building there is considerable gain to the

bee-master. When a large swarm is put into a hive filled or

partially filled with sweet combs, the activity of bees in gather-

ing honey is most strikingly manifested. Neither time nor
honey is wasted in comb-building, and for a few days there is no
brood needing attention. But why use secondhand combs in

supers ? To have them rapidly filled ; and when hives contain-

ing discoloured combs are used for supering, it is with the in-

tention of putting such supers down for run honey, and keeping
the bottom ones for stock, and vice versa in the case of nadiring.

As to differences of colour in newly-built combs, it may bo

safely affirmed that the cause of the difference lies veiled in the

honey from which the combs are made. No two kinds of flowers

produce the same kind of honey, or honey alike in all pirticulars
;

and no two kinds of honey produce (through the bees) the same
colour of wax. The wax built in spring from the produce of

fruit trees is yellow—darker from one luud of fruit than from
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another. From the honey of field mustard (Sinapia arvensis)

the comhs are very yellow indeed. The soiled feet of the bees

may help to yellow the combs while working on that flower.

The combs built from honey gathered from beans are very
white. In the case of beans the feet of bees do not touch the
farina of the flowers. The petals of beans are pierced at their

bottom, and the honey is sucked through the holes thus made.
White clover yields very clear aud excellent honey, but the
combs built from it are not so white as those built from the
brown aud coarser honey gathered on the moora. Indeed,
treacle, when given to bees, yields a much whiter comb tban
refined sugir. I think it is Huber who states that sugar yields

moie comb than honey, wheu given to bees weight for weit^ht.

I am not able to confirm or contradict the statement. All I

can say on this point is that a few half-pounds of sugar given to

a swarm help it very much, whether it is gathering honey or not.

One more thougbt on this subject, aud I shall have done.
"Wax is a voluntary product of bees. Than this fact there is

nothing more wonderful in bee history. When they want wax
they produce it ; they manufacture it at home speedily. Liebig
was wrooK in paying that it ** took thirty-eight hours to convert
honey into wax." Btes commence to build combs a few hours
after they are hived. Oar artificial swarms build combs as large

&i a child's hands in less than ten hours. Frequently in a
shorter time than that they have pieces of comb built aa large as

a watch frtce. "When ventilated too much on tbeir way to the
moiirs, a journey of two or three hours, they often lessen the

ventilation by daubing white wax on the wire over the crown
hole. The mystery of this voluntary secretion of wax will

in my opinion be for ever veiled from the ken of mortals.
—^A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Game Bantams f(3. H).—The report was written by one perfectly dieir-

tercHted aud qualified. If you are of the opininn jou mentioD, write to the
par' y yu wiwh to challenge to public competiciou.

Split Peas for Pigeons, &c. iEcopias).—We have seen Pigeons eat bnth
split jieaM aud heauB, but they are not so suitable to the formation of their
throam, anil, theieicre, not so pJeafant for them to RwalJow If whole beaos
OP peas were put by the side of split, they would leave the latter for the
former. It matterB not as t-i food whether the p»aR are white or brown, but
the brown are much the cheaper. A stamp ou the wine of a Piyeon, and on
it the owntr'suame, ou^ht to and would at once disqualify the bird. Other es-
hibitors would, and rightly, be up in arnjs. Suppos-intj some great exhibitor,
say Mr. Fultun or Mr. Yardley, put their names on their birds, we scarcely
think tbeie would he a second show. If you can mark your birds in some
veiy niiiiute wny— for instance, clipping, as we Lave known the point off

one certain feather on one wing, a ^maller not a liri^e wing-feather—then
the mark Would not be noticed, and, cfinf^cqnently not be objectionable, and
at the fame time the owner would be able to identify his birds.

Drivtno Bkes lApis) — If you wish the bees in your old stock to fill

another hive this year, the sooner they are driven into it the better.

Adding an Eke iBosa n^.l—The hive with a glass super on it could be
eahiij eked. Fij st give the bees come smoke fmm old cotton rags or toba'-co,

then Ii(t it oS the biiard, put thetbeinita place, and the hive on the eke.
But it this be doue the btes will commence fo fill the eke rather than thegUsa
super. Jf the weather continue for ten days more as favourable aa it has
been for the lat-.t week, your bees may fill buth eke and super.

Bees not Swarming lA Constant Readi'r).—\Ye advise you, if possible,
to prevent your bees swarming now. It. is much too late in the senson.
Should ihej swarm, tou had better drive them as usual, and put the swarm
in the parent hive's place. Then turn-up the old hive and cut away all the
rojal cells you <^an wee. Then return the swarm and put the hive back asain
as before. We cannot account for the absence of drones, except on the sup-
potitidp that the bees destroyed them early, and have no intention, of
8*armiiig. ^^
Driving Bees (TT. Clarke).—Jt yon want to put the beea in a freoh hive

and get th<r huufy from the old one, you may turn them out on the day you
have named : then help the turn-outs, by feeding, to make ajmbs and one or
two hatches of brood. Laie Bwarmers are now heavy, and will jield a great
deal of honry.

Cnosa Sticks in HrTES (T. (3.1—Without croBS stickB in common hives
the combs aie tat-ily diMtnrbed and shaken down. It is dangerous to turn up
or remove hives without them. Thpy are generally made to run from fide t..

side o! a hive ; atd the guide comb is used to induce the bees to buili their
combs from Jront to back, thus crossing all the sticks to which the bees
fisien them.

Driving Bees fZ'fcm.l.—Yon are right In thinking that it would he less
trouble to drive artificial swarms into the hives prepired for them, but we
like to he cer'ain that the queens are with the swaims, and hence we drive
them into hives without sficks, so that we can have a full view <>t the swartns.
Wben driven intti hives with cross sticks the bees hang in clustt-rs on thera,
mkiug it a d its cult matter to seethe queens. As soon as the queens are
B . n we give the hives a sudden shake or violent thump, caupiug every bee to
lone its f.ioth.'ld, and in an instant throw them into other hives prepared with
Btick-^ and guide combs. If yi.u do not look for the queens (and many
begiuuers do not), in artificial swarming, the bees should be driven into the
hived prepared fur them at once.

Bees not Swarming (A Youvg .^pmn'on).—No one can tell why your
hive has not caHt<.ff asecond Bi*arm. lieesMwarm more readily some seasons
than others, and snmetimes hives are prevented bv wea'her irom swaraiiug
when they are ready, ana have young queens sot. The que»ns have to be torn
out, thoiigli the bees are clustering out all the tima Bear in mind that
th'fugh fir^t hwarms aiethe prolucts of full hives, neoond swarms are nut.
Frecpieiitly Kfomd Hwarms are obtained from hives tha'. are not full of bee-.
The will ,il bet-H has to be considered in both first imd t-econd pwarrap; but
in the cubo ul the latter it la mon the coadition oi queeoa thaa in fix«b ones.

If second swarms are not obtained a few days after the young queens cnme to
maturity, they will not be obtained at all, though the bees may hang out in a
cluster as large aw a man's hat. We advite ym never to let been waste their
time long in clustering outside their hives. Either Bwatm artificially at the
proper time, or enlarge your hives.

Driving Bees out of a Scper {Tipperary Subscriber). — By blowing
smoke into supers rather vigorously bees lun below. Sometimes a few decline
to leave supers. The slighteMt touch of sulphur amongst the burning rags
will make tbtm go off; but it must be used with tte greatest caution and
moderation, for if given in strength it will kill the bees amongst the combs
in an instant. Dead bees amongst honeycombs areall but immoveable. The
cure i>* woise tban the diKeaee. Drive all the bees you cao t ut of the supers,
take them off, place them in a cellar ur room, and the beea will fly to the
window.

Setaratino Honey from the Comb (Idem),—We do not practise Lang-
stroth's mode of boiling full combs to separate honey and wax by one opera-
tion, and we should not advise you to f-'Uowhis suggestion. Better lay the
combs, which have been some weeks without bees, in milk-pans bi-fore a fire

tilt they are warmed a little ; then run the honey by the usual proc< ss, but ia
warmiug the combs take care not to mvlt them by the heat of tbe fire. It ia

mi'cti better to run the honey from combs while they retain their natural
heat.

Moth in Fur of Stags' He.4.ds (J. W.)
diluted carbolic acid.

-Sprinkle them thoroughly with

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
OA.MDRN SQtTiRE, LONDON.

Lat.Sr 32'40'' N. ; Loog. 0' d' 0" W. ; A'tifcuH*- ill feet.

D. .
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aeparatfl colonrs may be had of onr principal nursery and seeds-

men in Self, Flake, Bizarre, and Fancy varieties, and Picotees
of the Perpetual or Tree kind. After growing them anyone
wiU not care so much about the named sorts, seedlings being
for general purposes much more easily managed.
For plants to bloom late in the summer, and in the autumn

and winter of 1875, prolonged into 1870, no time is so good
for sowing as the middle of July. Seeds sown in March or
April will produce plants which will flower in the May and Jane
following and up to autumn. In either case all that is re-

quired is to sow the seeds in pots or pans of fine soil, covering
about a quarter of an inch deep, and place in a frame, keeping
the soil regularly moist. The plants will soon be up, and
should be kept near the glass, and have air. When the second
leaves are about an inch long, pot-oS singly in 3-inch pots,

and stand them on ashes in a cold frame, kept rather close and
shaded until re-established, and then they cannot have too
much air and light ; only in the case of the seedlings raised
in July rains should be warded off. This may be done by
tilting the lights. In winter the plants should have protection
from frost, with air at every favourable opportunity, and when
the weather becomes mild in spring well harden-off, and shift

into larger-sized pots in April, 4i-inch pots being quite large
enough. In May, after having been well hardened-off, they
may be placed in a sheltered position on ashes outdoors, and
be duly supplied with water. Early in June they should have
G or 7-inch pots, according to their size, and be returned to the
Bame po^ition, fully exposed, but sheltered from winds. In
potting, have the soil rather dry, and pot firmly. Keep duly
supplied with water, and in September remove to a light airy

house, with a temperature ranging from 45° to 50°. Neat stakes
will be required to support the flowering stems.
The plants from seed sown in AprU will need to be potted-

off when the first pair of second leaves are developed, and
should be sheltered in a cold frame for a few days, keeping
rather close and shaded, moist but not wet, then expose fully

to light and air, keeping in summer in an open sheltered
eituation, and in September remove to a light airy house. The
plants may be potted in 6 or 7-inch pots in September when
the 4J-inoh pots become full of roots. They need no further
potting, and will, with due care in watering, flower early in
summer, and continue to flower for months. After flower-

ing they may be cut down to the young shoots, and be fresh
potted, giving a slightly-increased size of pot, the sides of the
ball being loosened. Moderate drainage will suflice, but it

should be free, as also should be the compost, which, though
made firm, ought to be of a gritty nature. Good, rather strong,
fibrous yellow loam three parts, half a part leaf soil, half a part
old, dry, cow or hotbed manure, with a sixth part the whole
of old mortar rubbish, the whole broken-up small, but not
sifted, form a suitable compost.
Named varieties are increased by cuttings, which, for winter-

flowering, are best taken off in February ; one good joint and
the growing point will be enough. They may either be placed
singly in small pots, which I prefer, as there is no fear of dis-

turbing the roots in potting, or they may be inserted round
the sides of a pot in sandy soil, placed in a mild bottom heat,
and covered with a hand or bell-glass. If kept moist they
will be rooted in a few weeks, and their being so maybe known
by their growing freely. Then admit air gradually, and with-
draw to a cooler house, when they may be potted singly, or if

in single pots, placed in those 4J inches in diameter. In June
they may be turned out of doors after being well hardened-off,
standing them on ashes in a sheltered position. It does not
answer to plunge the pots, for though the plants grow more
freely, the check consequent on removal is too great ; at least,

they do not flourish after removal. They ought to have 6 or
7-inch pots after the pots are full of roots, and before be-
coming pot-bound. These sizes of pots are sufficient for plants
the first year. By the middle of September they should be
housed and have a light airy position. To flower satisfac-

torily the temperature should not be much less than 50" from
fire heat; the reason they do not flower in winter in ordinary
greenhouses is solely want of temperature. As the plants ad-
vance the stems will need the support of neat stakes. When
showing for bloom weak liquid manure may be given at every
alternate watering.

Cuttings may be put in at intervals thonghout the year,
monthly if thought desirable, but three times will be often
enough—namely, in February, June, and September. The
February cuttings will give a late winter bloom, the June ones
a summer one, and those pnt-in in September the best antnmn

and winter-flowering plants. They will strike without heat
under a glass in the greenhouse shaded, but the rooting is

more speedy in bottom heat. Those having a few plants will

do well to keep up the stock by putting in cuttings occasionally,

as from some unknown cause the plants die after they are

large. Large plants need not be potted oftener than once
a-year, giving the least possible shift ; but I have ceased to

care for old plants, and intend growing young plants and
cuttings.

To prevent the bursting of the "pod" of bloom place a

ligature about half way up the calyx ; the best is an india-

rubber band, such as may be had of most stationers. Cut
down the upper part of each division of the calyx to the band
to enable the flower to open regularly.

A dozen of the best named kinds are

—

Ascot Yellow (Picotee), edged with
crimson.

Empress of German;, white, striped
rose.

La Belle, white.
Le Grenadier, scarlet.

Marchioness of Westminster, deep
rose.

Monsieur Baldwin, scarlet.

—G. Abbey.

Prince of Orange (Picotee), yellow,
edged crimson.

Princess Beatrice, bright rose.

Princess Christian, pink.

Queen of the Belgians, white, striped
roie.

Vulcan, bright red.

Zooare, red.

LOVE AMONGST THE KOSES.
The reason why no report appeared of the Exeter Rose Show

in our last Journal was simply this : I reached home on Satur-
day evening, and on Monday evening left again for Birming-
ham, and so had no time. Although a report from a local
paper, and a very good one, has appeared, yet I think that a
goseipping report of

THE DEVON AXD EXETEE EOSE SHOW
will not be out of place. Devon is par excellence a Rose county.
Do we not owe to it Devoniensis, prettiest and best of Enghsh
Roses ? Do not some of our very best amateurs live there ?

-A.re not my very good friends, Mr. Baker and Mr. Camm, not
only enthusiastic but liberal admirers of our queen ? for they
have testified to their zeal and liberality by offering a £20
prize for the best seventy-two Roses (and the competition for

this formed one of the features of the Show). And not even
Hertfordshire itself, with its rich fatty loam, can excel this

county in its capability for growing the Rose ; and yet, as I

have already stated, nowhere have I seen more terribly the
results of an Ul-conditioned spring than in the soft and balmy
climate of Exeter.

The Exhibition was held in the public grounds called the
Northernhay, and under the able management of Mr. Gray
and the exertions of a capital Committee all went smoothly.
The arrangements were admirable, and there was no jarring or
strife, there were no complaints of favouritism, and the har-
mony that prevailed was what ought to be ever seen at a flower

show. I hope the time is rapidly passing away when discon-

tent and jealousy are the order of the day. Pohticians who
can fire away finely at one another in the House can be the

best of friends in private ; the barristers who have been be-

labouring one another during the case can hobnob together at

the bar mess afterwards ; and florists (most of all rosarians)

should be able to do the same, and if beaten bear no ill will.

Nothing can be more unseemly than an infuriated exhibitor,

or, what is as bad, the quietly cynical one who wonders what
those Judges know about flowers.

I have never seen a closer fight than in the class for the
£20 prize ; and never have Judges had a more difficult and re-

sponsible task enhanced than by the fact that there was a drop
in the second prize to £5 ; and for the season a fine lot of

blooms was staged, the competitors being Messrs. Paul & Son,
Turner, Cranston, Keynes, Prince, and Cant—the very cretnc

de la creme of our professional exhibitors. After a long and
careful examination the first prize was awarded to Messrs.

Paul ifc Son, their box of blooms being more even and better

finished. In it were remarkably fine blooms of Etienne Level,

Charles Lefebvre, Centifolia rosea, Dae de Rohan, Louis van
Houtte, Bessie Johnson, Cecile de Chabrillant, Souvenir de
Paul Neron, Cheshunt Hybrid, Marie Baumann, Comtesse
d'Oxford, Madame Lacharme, Louise Peyrouny, Baronne
Rothschild, and their own seedlings—Reynolds Hole, a very

fine dark Rose, and which will worthily represent the rosarian

whose name it bears ; Wilson Saunders, a very fine flower of

the Charles Lefebvre type, but free from any velvety shading
;

The Shah, a seedling from Duke of Edinburgh; and another
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unnamed seedling, -which promises to be a very fine garden

Rose, brilliant iu colour, and good in habit. I shall have

more to say of these by-and-by, as I have visited them in their

own home since the Show. Mr. Turner was a good second,

and amongst his exhibits were Miss Poole ; Le Havre, a truly

beautiful Rose, brilliant in colour and good in form ;
Antoine

Dacher, Devienne Lamy, Duchesse de Caylus, Edouard Morren,

Ferdinand de Lesseps, Fran(;-oi8 Michelon, Gonural Jacquemi-

not, Elie Morel, Marguerite Dombrain, Marquise de Castellane,

&a. Mr. Cranston and Mr. Prince were placed equal third.

In 48'3 Mr. Turner was first, and Mr. Keynes, who has had to

fight under great disadvantages, came second. Ilis blooms
wanted size, bat that was not to be wondered at. The classes

for new Roses were again disappointing, and no way altered

my already expressed opinion that no great harm would be

done to cut them out altogether.

In the classes for amateurs our enthusiastic friend the Rev.

.T. B. M. Camm came out with flying colours. He was near at

home, and one's only regret was that the great loss sustained

by Mr. Baker had not brought these two redoubtable champions
into a closer contest. Mr. Camm was first in forty-eights

and twenty-fours, and, as xisual, was strong in Teas. Hie

blooms of Souvenir d'Elise, Niphetos, Souvenir de Paul Noron,
Marcohal Niel, and others are always a sight, and certainly

tend greatly to enhance the beauty of his boxes ; but we saw
at Birmingham how one exhibitor had lost his chance by too

great a predilection for Teas, patting in some blooms, because

they were Teas, which had much better been left out. Besides

these Mr. Camm had some fine blooms of Alfred Colomb,
Baroness Rothschild, John Hopper, Marie Baumann, and
other good Hybrid Perpetuals. Mr. Baker came in a very

good second in the class for twenty-fours.

I must not omit a reference to the tent containing the entries

for table decorations and vases of cut flowers for two reasons.

First, because it gives me an opportunity of endorsing what
my friend " C. P. P." said in the last Journal as to the ex-

treme into which many have been led, owing to their desire to

avoid overcrowding, to make their vases poor, forgetting, too,

that as they have to be seen at night, the few flowers on which
they do rely then fade into nothing ; and secondly, because I

have not seen, taking them all in all, a better collection of

stands—far better, let me say, than those I saw at Birming-
ham in the following week. Those exhibited by Miss Harris,

of SaUsbury, which won the bracelet given by the Sheriff, were
excellent ; while the vases of wild flowers were admirably set

up. The time was a fortunate one for those who exhibited in

the class, as the scarlet Poppy (the only scarlet flower we have
except the little Pimpernel) being in flower tended to reUeve
that dulness which is too often the characteristic of bouquets
of wild flowers.

I hope the many kind friends with whom I was brought In

contact, and to whose numerous invitations I was obliged to

give an unwilling No, will let me say how cordially I thank
them for the very great kindness, &a., with which I was re-

ceived, and to say how greatly I prize that friendship which
has been originated, and which will be, I hope, strengthened

by our common loyalty and devotion to the queen of flowers.

—D., Deal.

TURNIP CULTURE.
All gardeners know the importance of having an early crop

of this desirable vegetable, but I think few save those who
have to grow Turnips know the amount of anxiety attending

their cultivation in the early season—that is, from March up
to the beginning of July. From that period up to the end of

the month, which may be considered a good time to sow the

main crops, there is seldom any diflJculty after the plants are

fairly started, and if on weU-managed ground a good crop may
reasonably be expected. During the early season, however,
when the Turnip is most scarce, and often most wanted or

called for, there are many things which operate seriously

against its growth, and render the condition of the crop very

precarious.

In all my experience I have no recollection of such a peculiar

season as the present for the growth of this particular vege-

table. My first crop sown at the beginning of March all run
to seed, not one fit for use. In other seasons more favourable

I had a few dishes, though it is not a crop from which much
can be expected, but I have never before been without having
sufficient to be considered worth the trouble. My second crop,

sown a fortnight later, came up well, and grew fairly till the

flea attacked the plants, and so ravenously that, notwithstand-

ing all so-called remedies, it devoured it, and I only had about

four dishes fit for table ; the remainder, though of a fair size

for the sort (Early White Datch), were only fit for flavour-

ing soups, &a. The next crop, sown the second week in

April, consisted of three sorts—Early White Dutch, Early

Stone, and White Globe. My object in sowing three sorts

was to ascertain if the most vigorous would fare better than
the dwarfer sorts under the difficulties that beset them ;

the

Early Stone being a coarser grower than the White Dutch,

and the White Globe much the coarsest of the three, though
neither of the two so early as the White Dutch. I am glad to

say that this is a better crop. Very few of the White Dutch
were fit for use ; they were hard and stringy. The Early

Stone produced a number of even-sized Turnips, most of them
fleshy and good, though not so large as usual, and the White
Globe is the best of all ; although I have had to wait some
time longer for them than for either the other sorts, this is

the one that pays the best. White Globe and the Early Stono

appeared vigorous enough to grow out of the way of the attacks

of the flea, but the leaves of the White Dutch were entirely

eaten up by this little pest. At one time I almost decided to

pull them up, but I thought of what a Scotch gardener once

told me when I was serving under him in the kitchen garden

—

it was about a simUar occurrence. He said, " By no means
pull them up. Let this lot stand and save the others ; for if

you destroy these the flea will attack the other sort, and we
shall be likely to lose all." There was, in my opinion, much
truth in that. The Turnip flea has a preference for certain

varieties of the plants which it attacks, and so it seems to

have for the Early White Dutch Turnip beyond other sorts, so

far as I have seen. Can others confirm that ?

In some gardens with some sorts of soils, light and poor, or

heavy and not well cultivated, early Turnips seldom turn out

well ; but in gardens situated somewhat low and moist, with a
moderately rich weU-oultivated soil, there is less difficulty in

getting good early summer Turnips. Such gardens may not

be so suitable for the generality of spring crops, but the Turnip
likes a cool bottom retaining moisture to a good extent. At
Chilstone Park, in Kent, there is a large pond running along

the whole of one side of the garden, and this seldom suffers

to the extent that others do in a dry spring or summer,
because from its situation the bottom, after one gets down
to the depth of 3 feet, is always cool and moderately moist.

This garden turns out some of the finest spring and summer
vegetables I have ever seen, and among them generally some
excellent Turnips early iu the season.

—

Thomas Record.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
The Victoria regia has commenced to flower, and will con-

tinue till the end of October. The bud opens between five and
six o'clock in the afternoon ; the petals are then pure white, and

a delicious perfume is emitted. The flower closes in the

morning; and when in the evening it again opens, the petals

are tinged with red, and they then become reflexed. The
plant is raised from seed every year, and sown about the 1st of

January. It flowers iu about twenty-six weeks ; the leaves

have then attained a diameter of G feet, and the plant fills a

tank 36 feet in diameter. " D'Orbigny says, ' When I reached

Corrientes the inhabitants informed me that the seed

is a valuable article of food, and being eaten roasted like

Maize it has caused the plant to be called Water-Maize (Mai^

del Agua).' M. Bonpland says the farina is not only superior

to that of the Maize, but that it is preferred to the finest Wheat
and to the flour of the white Cassava."

—

{New Garden Guide.)

Several Yuccas are in flower. Y. recurvifolia, between the

New Range and the Palm house, is, perhaps, the most hand-

some, partly from the graceful habit of its recurved foliage.

The others are near the Temperate house—Y. filamentosa,

Y. flaccida, and Y. gloriosa. The different species are of tho

greatest value for town planting.

On the Rockwork, of interest and recently open, are Sedum
arboreum, a distinct species apparently unpublished. It is a

perennial of erect branching habit ; the leaves aro small and

terete, or on the stouter stems shorter and of conicul form
;

the flowers are white. Mimulus cardinalis roseus is a pretty

variety with rose-coloured flowers. Lilium philadelphicum is

a striking species about 1 foot high. The flowers are orange-

coloured with dark spots. It has a distinct appearance, from

the long claw of the perianth segments. According to Drurn-

mond the bulbs are eaten by the Indians. Campanula Zoysii
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is a pretty new species, and one of the smallest. It is a native

of central Europe. The leaves are produced in a tuft, from
wliicli rise the flower-stems, each bearing a few erect flowers

;

the corolla is light blue, tubular, narrowing to the top, and
has small teeth that incline slightly inwards, and have on the

inner surface numerous fine hairs, closing the mouth and evi-

dently preventing the free ingress of insects. It is free-flower-

ing and quite distinct, and should be added to every collection.

Echinopsis Eyriesii, which is hardy in the south of England,
has a fine flower about 7 inches long and about 4 in diameter.

In the Orchid house in flower are two plants of Oneidium
Lanceanum, one of which has an extremely fine spite. The
flowers are richly coloured with a lip nearly white. Two of

the flowers at the top are united by their ovaries, and the
union continues along the centre of the back of two of the
sepals for about three-quarters of their length. There is

otherwise no deviation from the structure. Ccelogyne epeciosa
is interesting from its curious brown lip, and is nearly always
in flower. Cypripedium Stonei is very attractive. Broughtonia
nanguiuea is of a crimson colour rarely found among Orchids.
It lasts in bloom a considerable time. Some cultivators have
found it difficult to grow ; a high temperature with plenty of

moisture is what it seems to require. Sobralia maorantha is

flowering on stems about 18 inches high. Oneidium Went-
worthianum has a fine spike more than 7 feet long ; 0. Schiller-

ianum has a long and slender tortuous spike with numerous
small flowers. Odontoglossum Lindleyanum is scarcely worth
cultivation. The bulbs are much like those of 0. Alexandrse,
for which it has been imported. 0. Schlieperianum is also

in flower.

In the Temperate house Passiflora cinnabarina has been in

flower for a considerable time. It only requires an increase of

breadth in the petals to be a valuable climber, and might
repay the attention of hybridisers. It is of free growth, with
large dark green leaves, producing the red flowers freely. If

to the other qualifications could be added a well-formed flower

of the same colour it would be a decided acquisition for the
greenhouse. It is a native of Australia, and is figured in the
" Botanical Magazine " of 1871. SoUya linearifolia is a deli-

cate climber, with wiry stems, small leaves, and deep bine

campanulate flowers. Desfontainea spinosa is a Peruvian
shrub much resembling a Holly, and when in flower is very
beautiful. The flowers are tubular, bright scarlet, with a
yellow limb, and are freely produced. It is nearly hardy, and
will stand out of doors in favourable situations. Fuchsia
fulgeus is very handsome planted out and in pots. F. corym-
biBora ii equally handsome, though quite different in style.

By the riverside two forms of (Jolutea arborescens, the
Bladder- Senna, are very ornamental and attractive. The one
has light-coloured flowers and pods, and the other dark. They
are flowering freely, and have a large number of the curious
bladder-like pods. Though a common shrub it is worth a con-
spicuous position ; it is one in which few would fail to be in-

terested. It may be increased by means of cuttings or seeds
;

the latter are freely produced. The leaves are recommended
as answering all the purposes of Senna. " It is a native of

the middle and south of Europe in hedges and bushy places,

on Mount Vesuvius, even in the ascent to the crater, where
hardly any other vegetable is to be found."'

On the wall of the Herbaceous ground the interesting Eubus
biflorus is bearing fruit, for which it might be cultivated. The
Btrong white stems are very ornamental. It requires the same
cutting-away of the old canes as the Easpberry. It has been
distributed as E. leucodermis, a name it well deserves, but
which it cannot hold, as a North American plant has prior
claim. Among the Lilies, the white-flowered L. longiflorum
and L. longiflorum var. eximium are very handsome and are
deliciously scented. The latter is a form with large flowers
and is the better of the two. Gaillardia Amblyodon is a new
and very desirable species from Texas. The flower-heads are
2 inches in diameter, with ray florets of a rich cinnabar red.
It was figured in the "Botanical Magazine " for February of
this year.

In the Succulent house several Fonrcroyas are throwing-up
flower-stems—a large plant of F. gigantea, two plants of
P. Selloa, and F. Commelyni, which has not yet been figured.

Cebcis Siliqcastbum.—Your correspondent, Mr. A. M. C.
Jougkindt Coninck, on page 59, refers to three grand specimens
of this curious yet beautiful plant, all of which he states are
growing against walls in the Botanic Gardens at Leyden.

There is a specimen of this "plant," or, as I should call it,

" tree," in this ancient borough (Guildford) growing quite in

the open, which I have lately measured, and find that its

height is 27 feet C inches, and the spread of the boughs 3G feet.

The main stem is forked just above the ground, and each
limb at 3 feet from the ground is 3 feet 6 inches in circum-
ference. Frost does not appear to affect this tree.—X.

FLOWER GARDENS IN WINTER AND SPRING.
No. 3.

To Leucojum vernum, the Spring Snowflake, is assigned
in this paper the prominent position of which its great, and,
I regret to say, not-very-well-known merit, renders it worthy.
It puts forth its abundant, pretty, and very sweet-scented
white fiowers in March, each one drooping singly from stems
that are not more than C inches high. Like most other plants

of this class, it thrives best in a light sandy soil that is well

drained, as does Puschkinia scilloides, which is another dwarf
and exceedingly lovely plant, but very little known, although
it was introduced into this country from southern Eussia up-
wards of fifty years ago. Its flowers are of a delicate bluish
white colour, and it is nearly uniform in height with the

Snowflake. The Itahan Wiudflower, Anemone apennina, is

another very valuable plant. It is perfectly hardy and most
accommodating in its habit, thriving alike in shade or sun-

shine, its large flowers expanding with the earliest Snowdrops.
Although each flower is borne singly on its stem, yet the dense-

growing plants yield them in such rich profusion as to form
perfect sheets of the deepest blue. Once planted it quickly

becomes established, requiring no further care or special atten-

tion at our hands, and it is certainly most worthy of a pro-

minent place amongst those plants which we regard as worthy
of being permanent occupants of our gardens.
Turning now to what have come to be recognised as the

legitimate bedding plants of spring, a perfect mine of floral

wealth lays open before us. Most of the species included

under this heading have several varieties, and as the number
of these is constantly increasing, the work of selection assumes
a proportionately difficult aspect to the beginner. Blossom is

decidedly in the majority here, the number of plants that are

valuable for their foliage alone being comparatively limited.

The foliage of the Golden Pyrethrum assumes a deeper richer

shade of yellow than it does in summer ; it is certainly the

most effective plant of its colour for an edging or front row in

beds or ribbon borders. Golden Thyme, though mt so bright,

makes a neat and pretty edging. But it is in Arabis Jucida

variegata that we have the most charming combination of

neatness and elegance ; it is just one of those plants which
one cannot have too much of. Conceive the effect of an edging

of it C inches wide, with a similar band of the lovely little

rich blue Siberian S cilia behind it; follow this with the

sprightly pink Saponaria calabrica, then let there be a row of

the soft grey Santolina Chamieoyparissus, composed of plants

about half-grown—not with growth blended together, but with

the rounded forms just touching each other ; and what combi-
nation of any plants in any season could equal or at all ap-

proach this ? I have never had enough of the peerless lucida

in my hands to plant it in this way, but I am fully aware how
exceedingly fine it would be. The more robust Arabis albida

variegata, with apaleyellow variegation, so pale that it is often

termed white, is a very neat useful plant, far better known
than lucida. Cuttings taken in October strike well in cold

frames during winter. The handsome foliage of the golden-

variegated Vinca major, borne in pairs npon the long, trailing,

flexible growth, as well as the deeper green and rich yellow of

the rigid erect-growing Euonymus ovatus aureus, are equally

desirable for groups or beds of bolder type. Euonymus
radicans variegatus makes a good silvery edging, but it re-

quires some little time to become thoroughly compact. It

may be propagated in spring in heat if cuttings are taken

from pot plants growing under glass, or in summer under bell-

glasses on open borders. Ajuga reptans, the common Creeping

Bugle, is much valued for its dark-coloured foliage, which is

very effective for geometrical designs or for edgings. Those
who are unacquainted with this plant must not expect to find

the refinement or richness of a Coleus in it. I need hardly

allude to this, however, for it must be patent to all that the

texture of the foliage of plants which are so hardy as to with-

stand the severity of our hardest winters must of necessity be
proportionately stout, and with a harsh and rugged surface.

Of other flne-foliaged plants, Antennaria tomentosa is inter-
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esting upon the sides and crests of ramps or other elevated

positions. The Cerastiums are, of course, useful, and so are

Sempervivum oalifornicum, Sempervivum arachnoideum (the

pretty little Cobweb Houseleek), and another alpine Houseleek,
Sempervivum montanum.
The bright blue flowers of the alpine Gentian, Gentiana

verna, are the first of its species that greet us in spring, but

they are quickly followed by those of our old favourite Gen-
tianella, Gentiana acaulis. Deepest and richest of blue flowers,

its dwarf compact rosettes yield them in most glorious pro-

fusion during April, May, and June. It cannot be induced to

do this in fall perfection for a year or two after it is planted,

and it is consequently more frequently grown in borders

or upon rockworii than in the flower garden. None of the

varieties of this genera appear to adapt themselves very readily

to new quarters, and I have repeatedly experienced this in

transplanting the Marsh Gentian, Gentiana Pneumonanthe,
from its wild haunts. The double red, pink, and white
Daisies ; all the Hepaticas ; the self-coloured purple, blue,

white, and yellow Tnusies ; all the varieties of Primula vul-

garis, as Primula elatior—a bed of mixed kinds of elatior bus
a very brilliant appearance in April and May—the snowy-
white Arabis albida ; Alyssum saxatile compactum, of dwarf aud
compact growth, with bright yellow flowers ; the brilliant little

Adonis vernalis, having very large and striking yellow flowers
;

the fine old favourite Viola cornuta, so easily increased for the

spring beds by cuttings taken in July ; the pretty rose-coloured

Phlox subulata, or frondosa as it is sometimes termed, and its

white variety alba or Nelsoni, both charming little plauts that

are densely covered with bloom in April and May ; Litbosper-

mum proatratum, with its dense rich clusters of lovely blue

flowers ; and the fine old Omphalodes verna, with its brilliant

Fig. 23.—Design for a circular bed on turf.

No. 1.

1. Pink Daisy (double). Pink.
2. Ajuga reptans rubra. Deep crimson.
3. Santolina iocana. Grey.
4. Viola comuta. Palo blue.
5. Arabia albida. White.

No. 2.

1. Saponaria calabrica. Pink.
2. Arabis lucida variegata. Yellow.
3. Sempervivum califomicum. Green and black. The BcroU to be

slightly elevated.
4. Kich purple Pansy (Cliveden Perpetual). Purple.
5. Cheiranthus Marshallii. Clear yellow.

spikes of deep blue nestling so prettily among the dark green
foliage, are all worthy of attention, and are easily cultivated,

the annual stock of most of them being obtained by division
or cuttings taken immediately after the flowers fade.

It sufficient space can be obtained for nursery beds behind a
north wall, it is preferable to a situation that is fully exposed
to the midday sun, whose burning rays try the young offsets

so severely before they are well established, that shading
should be promptly applied when necessary. Onee fairly

No. 3.

1. Viola Lothair. Indigo blue.

2. Double red Daisy. Ited.

3. Arabis albida variegata. Pale yellow.
4. Silene pendula. Pink.
5. Myosotis sylvatica alba. "White.

No. 4.

—

Bulbs.
1. Scilla Bibirica. Deep blue.
2. David Rizzio Crocus. Purple.
3. Cloth of Gold Crocus. Yellow.
4. Tulip Rose Gris de Lin. Rose tinged with white.
5. Mixed clump of Hyacinths.

started, due attention to weeding and watering is all that is

necessary till the plants are required for the beds in autumn.
There is one rule in reference to the soil of such great import-

ance that I do not hesitate to repeat it here. It is never to

put spring-flowering plants of any description in soil that is

of a close, adhesive, heavy texture, or that is likely to become
waterlogged. Make the soil tolerably light, rich, and yet some-
what firm, with abundance of gritty matter; drain it tho-

roughly, elevate it well above the surroonding level, and it
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will form the most favourable staple that can be had for the
purpose, as will be clearly seen iu the increasing prosperity

and rare failnres among sorts that have not answered weU pre-

Tionsly.

—

Edwaed Luckeubst.
The accompanying design (/('_';. 23), is suitable for beds of

20 feet and upwards to 100 feet in diameter. If the dotted
circle were left out, all the bed, except the scroll, carpeted

with one colour, say grey, with the scroll of blue, and the little

circles, 2, of crimson, the effect could not fail to be very striking.

MELON JUDGING.
Mr. W. Taylor (page 47), does me the honour of criticism,

which though upon the whole unfavourable to my views re-

specting Melon judging, to some extent coincides with them.
I am glad Mr. Taylor so far agrees with me as to consider
" a noble Melon is a great addition to the dessert;" but the

following sentences of bis second paragraph all go to show
that a noble fruit is often disappointing, " not so good as it

looked." I do not see how Mr. Taylor can reconcile such a

statement as that in the Fecond paragraph—\'iz., " A noble

Melon, but not so good as it ought to be;" and iu the third

paragraph advance all at once to the contrary opinion, " The
most perfectly-developed and highest-coloured fruit" are " also

the best flavoured." This I also agree with except as to colour,

which I submit is no criterion of flavour in a Melon. " Per-

fect development," as I accept the term, does not of necessity

mean size, nor is " the smallest examples " a plant produces
intended by me to have the highest flavour; but I do submit
that a Melon plant with three fruit, or less, of not more than
3 lbs. weight each, will have them of better flavour than a

plant of which the fruits weigh over 5 lbs. each, the kind

being the same, the culture equal, and flavour the test of

judging. High colour is not accompanied by high flavour.

Some Melons are naturally high coloured—examples, Golden
Gem, Golden Perfection, &c., which are good high-flavoured

sorts ; but we have others equally high in colour, as Paterson's

Hybrid, which has been grown to, I believe, 21 lbs. weight,

equal in colour to either, with a flavour no better than that

of the Mammoth Gourd when ripe.

Grant " the most perfectly-developed and highest- coloured"
Melon to be also the best flavoured, and I shall not complain
of Melon judging, making no reservation, only that the highest-

coloured fruit refers to the highest-coloured specimen of its

kind, and not to Melons generally, to auy and every kind alike,

for they go in races as do Grapes ; and to be guided by the

colour irrespective of the kind, would be to arrive at an issue

foreign to their quality.
" Culture is everything," says Mr. Taylor. No one can tell

the quality of a Melon by the exterior, " to be judged correctly

it must be cut and tasted." Why ? Mr. Taylor tells us, " the

most perfectly-developed and highept-coloured fruit of any
given kind are the best flavoured." What is there in a Melon
that causes such an uncertainty of quality ? What is there to

recommend the present syetem of judging Melons by cutting

them, other fruits being exempted from so mutilating an
ordeal ? Simply nothing but prejudice arising from long

usage. Were other fruits to be judged by the same test, that

of flavour, I venture to predict the prize lists would be dif-

ferent from what they now are, our shows of fruit would be less

imposing, few caring to send fruit to be plucked, cut, spoiled

in appearance, and wasted.—G. Abbey.

STELLARIA GEAMINEA AXJEEA.
Among the newer or least-tried bedding plants of the season

this—known best, perhaps, by the name of Golden Chickweed
—will, if I mistake not, have many admirers on account of its

excellent qnaliflcations as a plant remarkably well suited for

use in many ways in the present style of bedding. I am
unable to say how long it has been before the public, but last

year it came under my notice, and I considered it was a trea-

sure. This spring a friend sent me half a dozen plants iu a

match-box, with the advice to " to take care of it ; use all you
can get for bedding, and you will like it;" and he is right.

I do like it, and would ask others who grow it to let us know
at the end of the season what they think of it.

I find it particularly suitable for carpet bedding; it docs

not exceed 3 inches in height, and it is of a far richer yellow

than the Golden Feather Pyrethrum, which most people know
very often carries a tinge of green iu it, which rather detracts

from its value; and though I think the latter plant will

not be dispensed with, yet I predict that where the Golden
Stellaria can be procured they will not use so much of the
other. A single line of plants will spread a foot or more wide
during the summer, and it covers the ground as thickly as a
mat, almost every shoot that comes in contact with the soil

striking root. I have given my plants a rich soil and excel-

lent drainage, and they seem to thrive with an abundance of

water. I have used them in conjunction with Lobelia pumila
grandiflora and Alternaatheraparonychioides, and the effect is

striking and good to those who look at it. It is increased by
cuttings and division.

—

Thomas Record.

DOUBLE PARASITISM—THE MISTLETOE
GEO'WING ON THE MISTLETOE.

Some time last year we called at Old Gonna, the fine and most
charmingly-situated residence of Phineas Riall, Esq., D.L.,

near Bray. Besides its situation, beautiful surroundings, and
magnificent views, there is always here something to be found
to interest the lovers of trees and plants, among the number
of whom, we may remark in passing, few men have more claim

to be classed than the genial, kind-hearted, and widely-esteemed

owner of Old Conna. Whether the taste of the visitor lies

among the Protean race of British Ferns (a class of plants of

which Mr. Riall is an enthusiastic admirer, and of which he
has about the most varied collection, both in and out of doors,

to be found anywhere), or his hobby be Conifers, choice trees,

shrubs, or Roses, he is sure to find at Old Conna something to

interest, something to please, and not a little to instruct. But
to return to the matter iu hand. On the occasion alluded to,,

on inspecting a fine specimen of Mistletoe growing on an old

Apple tree in the garden, and laden with its translucent pearly

berries, many bird-sown seeds of itself were observed to be
attached to the parasite. Several of these had germinated,

and had apparently firmly attached themselves by means of

the sucker or rooting end to the branchlets of the mother
plant, but in no case then noticed had the plumule or as-

cending portion taken a vertical direction or developed further

growth.
Being much struck with the fact, then patent, of the young

Mistletoe plant rooting (it one may so term the process) in the-

parent tissues, we determined to keep the matter in view, and
at a future day see what further progress, if any, was made
by these partially developed little embryos. With this oliject

mainly in prospect we called at Old Conna iu the early part

of the present month, and our attention was directed to what
appeared to be a sturdy young Mistletoe growing on one of the

internodes of the parent plant. Closer inspection left no doubt

about the fact. Here was a stout young plant firmly established,

which counted two or more years since it raised its little head

aloft, and was then about making its third set of leaves. After

admiring this tiny but to us at the time exceedingly interest-

ing object, we proceeded to examine more closely the thicker

or inner ramifications of the plant, and were rewarded by

finding, growing midway on one of the thickest and smoothest

internodes, a sturdy young plant three times the size of the

preceding, full of health and vigour, with two principal bifurca-

tions, four secondary branches, and five sets of its twin leaves,

counting its age probably by some half dozen or more years.
* Here, then, we found established beyond cavil the interesting

and, as far as we know, hitherto unnoticed, or at all events unre-

corded, fact of the double parasitism.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

SALT AS MANURE.
Various experiments have been made by M. Peligot and

others to test the value of salt as a manure. The following

summing-up seems to have been arrived at : Salt should never

be applied other than in a pulverous state, and never employed

on impervious, cold, and humid soils. The best manner to

use it is to combine it with other manures, a dose of two hun-

dredweight to the acre being sufficient. When selected to-

destroy insects, it should be applied before sunrise. In the

case of cereals, salt strengthens the stems and causes the ears

to fill better, and favours the dissolution and assimilation of

the phosphates and silicates. It acts vigorously on Potatoes,

and can be detected in their ashes to the extent of one-half of

1 per cent. Asparagus is a veritable glutton in the presence

of salt. A dose of three hundredweight per acre acts without

fail on Beet, injuring its value for sugar purposes, but en-

hancing it for the feeding of cattle. Colza has as marked a
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predilection for salt as Asparagus ; and in Holland, where the

culture of P<;as is so extensive, salt is something lUco a neces-

sity. Mixed with hay in the proportion of a quarter of a pound
to a hundredweight, the fodder is rendered more appetising ;

but the best way to feed it to animals is to allow them to

enjoy it in the form of rock salt. It is calculated that a horse

appropriates daily one-tenth of an ounce of salt, au ox one-half

that quantity, and a sheep and a pig one-half that required

by an os.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Cheysanihejiuji Catananche. Nat. ord., Compositic. Linn.,

Syngenesia Superflua.—Dr. Plooker says, " This, which is one

of the most beautiful plants of the Greater Atlas, was dis-

covered in 1871 by Messrs. Ball, Maw, and myself, in valleys

of that range at elevations of 7000 to KOOO feet, flowering in

May, and has since been cultivated both in Mr. Maw's garden
and at Kaw, where it flowered for the first time in April of the

present year. In its native country it forms patches of a

silvery green hue, and of considerable size, in rocky valleys,

and on mountain slopes exposed to the sun. The [flowers are

yellow and] broad white iuvolucral bracts are conspicuous for

their silvery whiteness, hyaline texture, and transparency,

relieved by a narrow purphsh herbaceous central band; their

resemblance to the bracts of Catananche has suggested the

specific name."

—

{Bot. Man., ' 0107.)

Ekica Chamissonis. Nat. ord., EricacesE. Linn., Octandria
Monogynia.—Flowers dark pink. " Many years ago the Cape
Heaths formed a conspicuous feature in the greenhouses of

our grandfathers, and in the illustrated horticultural works of

the day, including this Magazine, wherein about fifty are

•figured. These have given place to the culture of softwooded
plants—Geraniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, &a. ; and the best

•collections of the present day are mere ghosts of the once

glorious Ericeta of Woburn, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Kew.
A vast number of the species have indeed fallen out of cul-

tivation, and a few easily-propagated hybrids for decorative

purposes are all that are to be seen of this lovely tribe in most
-of the best establishments of England. No less than 180

species of Erica were cultivated at Kew in the year 1811, now
we have not above fifty, together with many hybrids and
varieties. Besides the fact of their going out of fashion, there

have been two main causes for their present rarity ; of these

the first and most conspicuous is bad treatment. As with
Australian and other Cape hardwooded plants, their culture is

special, unknown to most gardeners of the present day, and
they will not survive the promiscuous use of the water-pot

and syringe, to which they are exposed if mixed-up with many
other things. The second is, that very few collectors have
been of late years iu the Heath district of the Cape, which is

almost confined to the narrow strip of country between the

Western coast and the coast ranges, and where were the

botanising grounds of the collectors sent out at the beginning
of the century. Erica Chamissonis is one of the few Heaths
that extend eastward in youth Africa, being found near

Graham's Town in the Albany district, about five hundred
miles east of Cape Town, where it grows on rocky hills at an
elevation of 2000 feet, flowering in October. Seeds of it were

Bent to the Royal Gardens by Mr. M'Owan. The plant raised

from these flowered iu April."

—

{Ibid., t. 6108.)

EoMANZOFFiA siicHENSis. Nat. Ord., Hydroleacea). Linn.,

Pentandria Monogynia.—Flowers white. " This very rare and
interesting little plant, with the habit of a Saxifrage of the

granulata group, is closely allied to the majestic Wigaudia of

our subtropical gardens, though so dissimilar in stature,

habit, and general characters, and in coming from so different

a climate and country. It is a native of a few distant spots

over a very wide range of country in North-Westeru America,
and has been gathered by very few collectors. First, by the

late venerable Menzies, the naturalist to Vancouver's voyage
-(and introducer of Araucaria imbricata), iu May, 1793, who
discovered a small slender variety of it on hanging rocks at

Trinidad, in CaUfornia, lat. 41" 10' N. ; next by Ghamiseo at

Sitka in the then Russian, but now American territory of

Alaschka, fully a thousand miles north of Trinidad, and by
whom it was first described ; more lately it was gathered abun-
dantly by Dr. Lyall, on the Cascade Mauntaius, in lat. 09° N.,

in the bed of the Sallse river, and a large-flowered variety
^R-igel's E. Rraudiflora), on the same mountains, at an ele-

vation of 700U feet. Lastly, we have specimens collected in

South California (probably in the mountains), in lat. 35", by
Dr. Bigelow,' surgeon to Lieutenant Whipple's exploration for

a railway route across America in 1853-4 ; this is fully 1400
miles south of Sitka."— (//nti., (. 0109.)

lias OLBiENSis. A'a(. oni., Iridacea;. Lt/m., Triandria Mo-
nogynia.—" This belongs to a small group of dwarf Iris, which
iuhabit for the most part southtrn Europe, and of which the
I. pumila, L. (tab. nost. 9, 1209 and 1'2G1), may be taken as

the type. It is a native of the south of France and North
Italy, from Nismes eastwards, but apparently not advancing
beyond Tuscany. It varies much iu the colour of the flowers

which [usually purplej are sometimes white. It is distinguished

from I. pumila by the much larger flowers, which are pudicelled

and less fugacious, as also by the shorter perianth-tube. The
I. itaUca of Parlatore appears to be only a variety of it ; and
it is represented by I. pseudo-pumila in Sicily. It is very

closely allied to, it not a mere variety of the I. Chamaciris,

Bertoloni, which has a wider range iu France and Italy. The
specimen here figured flowered in the Royal Gardens in April

of the present year."

—

{Ibid , t. 0110.)

Campsidium chilense. Nat. ord., Biguoniacese. Linn., Te-

trandria Monogynia.—Flowers crimson. " This very beautiful

climber is a native of Chili and the Archipelago of Chiloe, and
was discovered on the island of Huaffo by Dr. Eights, an
American voyager, who sent a small collection of Chilian and
Fuegian plants to Sir William Hooker some fifty years ago,

amongst which is this plant. It has subsequently been col-

lected by many botanists, most recently by Dr. Cunningham,
naturalist to the surveying expedition of H.M.S. Nassau, who
gathered it as far south as Wellington Island, in lat. 40" S.,

where it would seem to be common. Its northern limit is

probably Arique, near Valdivia, lat. 50" S., where it was found
by Lechler. It is not a little remarkable that so beautiful a
plant, and one found through so many degrees of latitude in

Chili, should have escaped the observation of C. Gay, whose
' Flora Chilensis,' published in 1845, does not include it. Tho
equally conspicuous Berberidopsis coralliua (tab. nost. 5343),

which, like Campsidium, is a native of the neighbourhood of

the maritime capital of Valdivia, was also unknown to that

author, though he spent many years exploring that country

for the Chilian Government. With Messrs. Veitch the plant

flowered in Ajiril of the present year."

—

{Ibid., t. Gill.)

Pyehs baccata.—Nat. ord., Eosaceae. Linn., Icosandria Di-

pentagynia.—Flowers white, fruit crimson and greenish yellow.

"This charming tree, though so long known iu cultivation,

has never before been well figured in this country. It has a

very wide distribution ; in Siberia it occurs in the eastern dis-

tricts of Lake Baikal and in Dahuria ; thence it passes by the

Amur river north of China into Japan, whence we have nu-
merous specimens. In the Himalaya it extends from the Indus

to the Kumaon, at elevations between 0000 and 11,000 feet,

entering the Tibetan region of Piti ; and it was gathered by
Dr. Thomson and myself in the Mofiong woods of the Khasia
mountains, at an elevation of 6000 feet. It varies very much
as to the pubescence of its parts ; the Siberian and Japanese

specimens being almost wholly glabrous ; the Western Hima-
layan having more or less pubescent calyces, pedicels, and
petioles, and sometimes young leaves beneath ; whilst those

from the dry region of Piti, on the border of Tibet, are as gla-

brous as the Siberian ; and those from the very wet region of

the Khasia are the most pubescent of any. 'This correlation

of humidity with pubescence is not unusual iu the vegetable

kingdom."— (/6ifZ., t. C112.)

Ehododendeon—JSuf/d'ss of Edinburgh.—"The beautiful

varieties of the jasminiflorum type of Ehododeudron rank

amongst the choicest of conservatory ornaments, being dis-

tinct iu character, moderate in size, varied in colour, and
withal possessing a fragrance which is no small recommenda-
tion. The variation in colour is now extended, for to the

white-flowered tj-pe, and Princess Alexandra, and the pink-

flowered Princess Eoyal and Princess Helena, we have to add

the striking novelty now represented, in which the blossoms

are of a glowing orange-scarlet. This fine plant was raised

by Messrs. Veitch & Sous, of Chelsea, and was shown at South
Kensington early in March of the present year, when it was

awarded a first-class certificate. The plant, which was raised

between Princess Royal and Lobbii, is of the neat habit

peculiar to this race. The leaves are elliptic, glossy, and cori-

aceous, about 2 inches long. The flowers grow in terminal

umbels of from nine to twelve together, and have a com-
paratively slender curved tube 2 inches long, with an expanded
limb of nearly equal obtuse segments, of a rich orange-scarlet
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colour. It is, indeed, a gem of the first water, and thrives

under the treatment nsnally given to B. jaBminiflorum, that

of a warm greenhouse."

—

[Florist and Pomologist, 3 s., vif. 145.)

Peach—The Barrington.—" It ia the one variety that is

almost indispensable in the smallest collection. After the
glut of the mid-season varieties, such as Noblesse, Koyal
George and Bellegarde is past, then we find out the merits of

this grand Peach, for were it not for the Barrington, a blank
would almost ensue ; with it, however, the supply is kept up
till the Late Admirable and others come in. Moreover, as

regards our exhibition-tables, the most magnificent dish of

Peaches to be generally seen there is the Barrington. Like aU
other good fruits, the Barrington Peach has many synonyms.
It is known as the Buckingham Mignonne, also as Colonel
Ansley's. A few years ago it received another, having been
exhibited before the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society by Mr. Knight, of Hailsham, Sussex, under the
name of Markly Admirable, when from the wonderful ex-

cellence of its quality, and its fine appearance, it was awarded
a first-class certificate as a new variety. This notion was,
however, upon closer investigation dispelled by Dr. Hogg, who
proved beyond question that it was nothing more than the

true Barrington."

—

(Ibid., 157.)

GRAVELLY HILL, BIRMINGHAM.
This place is the residence of J. Wright, Esq., and is about

a mile and a half from Aston. The grounds are small, but
beautifully situated, and well kept. There are beds of Ehodo-
dendrons, which are kept in good health by frequent waterings,
and they must be very beautiful when in flower. The grounds
also contain some nice specimens of the fine yellow-leaved
Holly named Lord Errington's; but it was to see the Orchids
that my visit was made.

Tlicre are three houses devoted to their culture. One for

cool Orchids contains some healthy specimens. Masdevallia
Harrjana is here, as everywhere, the freest-flowering species

yet introduced, and also the most beautiful. There are some
of the varieties not so good as others, but the worst of them
are well worth growing. One has very large flowers, and the
colour lasts well, which is not the case with some of them.
Odontoglossnm crispum, in variety, is also very effective. The
next house is for East Indian Orchids and all those requiring
a high temperature, and here the same degree of health is not
observable as in the cool department. The reason for this was
soon apparent after a short investigation. All theVandas and
Aerides had been repotted last year in fresh sphagnum, and
shortly after this was done an undesirable parisitical growth
appeared at the base of the plants, and spread rapidly over the
whole house. Specimens of this, which are kidney-shaped,
and not larger than Turnip seeds, yellowish brown, and of a
hard substance, were submitted to the Eev. M. J. Berkeley,
and recognised by him as Spbasrobolus stellatus. The aerial

roots formed above the sphagnum are attacked as soon as
formed, and rot immediately. The only remedy for such a
state of things would be to shake the plants out of the pots,
and burn the potting material, using fresh pots, drainage, and
sphagnum. The house would also require to be thoroughly
washed-out with soapy water, and the walls lime-washed.
Some of the plants attacked are of great value ; amongst them
area large specimen Saccolabinm gnttatnm, Ai-rides Schroderii
with two growths and thirty-eight leaves, Vanda suavis, &c.
In the Cattleya house I noted a fine Broughtonia sanguinea in
flower, and being of a purplish crimson colour the flowers are
distinct, and very effective in a collection ; they are borne in
clusters on stalks 18 inches long.—J. Douglas.

PRESERVING THE PERFUME OF FLOWERS.
The season is advancing fast for Eoses, and the wind will

scatter their spent petals and those of other flowers in all

dirt ctions over lawns and walks, giving the gardener a great deal
of trouble. I write to remind your readers that if they were
to look over the flowers every morning when dry, and pick-off

those most advanced in decay, they might preserve the petals
of any flower which has an agreeable perfume by placing them
between thin layers of cotton wool, dipping these into the
finest olive oil, and sprinkling a small quantity of fine salt

on the flowers alternately until an earthen or wide-mouthed
glass vessel is quite full. Tie the top close with a bladder,
and place the vessel in a south aspect exposed to the heat of

the sun, and in fifteen days when opened a fragrant oil may

be squeezed away from the whole mass, little inferior, if Eoses
are made use of, to the dear and highly-valued otto or attar of
Eoses.—J. H., Gardener, Bickley, Kent.

[Tour offer is accepted, and obliges us.

—

Eds.]

ALPINE ROSES NOT RHODODENDRONS.
As no doubt many of your readers are meditating a journey

to this delightful country (Switzerland), let me submit to their
notice a correction of the prevalent popular error of calling the
Rhododendrons Alpine Eoses. A short time since a corre-
spondent of the English-Swiss paper, " Continental Herald,"
stated therein that the real Alpine Eose was theEhododendron
ferrugineum. Upon which I addressed the following letter—

•

" Allow me to inquire upon what authority your correspondent,
states (as mentioned in your Monday's paper), that the Rhodo-
dendron ferrugineum is the true Alpine Rose. It does not even
belong to the Eosacese family, but to that of the Ericaceae. The
calling it by this name is a mere popular error, as it is not a Eose
at all. I have certainly seen at Sils Maria in the Engadine on
a sign-board the Rhododendron painted, and underneath the
words ' Alpen Rose Hotel.' This is all the authority I know.
The real Alpine Rose is Rosa alpina, a very different flower. A
specimen gathered here is enclosed. Rhododendron ferrugineum
is very common in Ibis neigbbourhood (Chamouni), and among
the Alps generally, and now coming into blossom. R. hirsutum
is a brighter plant, but not so common. I have found it on the
Wengern Alp, and it is also at the Gemnii.

—

Edward Copland."

This elicited the following reply

—

" The Rhododendron ferrugineum is certainly, as Mr. Cop-
land asserts, not a Rose ; but its beantiful flowers are known aa
'Alpine Roses.' This is not from any resemblance to the Rose
properly so called, but owing to the red colour of the flowers.
Mr. Copland talks of a * mere popular error,' as if the connection
of the Eose with the Rhododendron was an error of modern
date. Is he aware that his popular error originated in ancient
Greece, when its poets adopted the word Rhododendron—

a

compound formed of rhoiJon, a Eose, and dendron, a tree, and
thus Rhododendron signifies a Rose or Rose-bearing tree ? But
if we go farther and search for the derivative of the Greek word-
rhodon, we find that it means red ; and so it is probable the
original Greek meaning of Rhododendron was the Red Tree.
There are many flowers and trees to which the term ' Rose ' is

attached, but which no one—not even the simplest child—would
mistake for veritable Roses. The ' Rose of Sharon ' is the
popular name given to the gorgeous Lily of Palestine ; and the
probability is that the appellation has descended from a more
remote era than even the days of Solomon, who * in all his glory
was not arrayed like one of these.' The Eose of Sharon bears
no resemblance to the real Eose : the name originated in the-

red colour of the flowers. In England a common garden flower
is popularly known as the Eose Campion (champagne ?), simply
because it bears red flowers. Many similar instances might be
adduced. The impropriety fades away if we will only consider
the word ' rose ' to mean red, a colour connected with Eoses in
every oriental country. I only know two instances where Rose
is not connected with red—viz , in the common Hellebore or
Christmas Eose, and the Guelder Rose or Snowball Tree. The
Rosa alpina is Alpine Rose of course, but it is not the Alpine
Rose. To use the language of Obadiah in the play, I would say,

'Thy name maybe Prim, but thee art not ^/(a( Prim !
' The

Rosa alpina is a mere botanical modern term to distinguish one
of the numerous Eglantines that grace the Alps. It has no
affinity with the flowers of the Rhododendron, the only shrub
whose blossoms are known in Switzerland and elsewhere as

Alpine Roses.—T. H. Dixon, LL.D., Member of the Sieiss Alpine
Club, &c., Lausa7inc."

To which I rejoined

—

" I am glad to have to meet such a learned opponent as Dr.
Dixon, for I have no doubt he brings forward all that can be
adduced in favour of that which I still term 'a mere popular
error.' I can hardly call him an opponent, for he virtually

admits what I have advanced. I asked for some authority; he
gives none, but says I talk as if it was ' an error of modern date.'

I do no such thing, for I am quite aware that it has long existed,

and he may be right in saying ' it is probable it originated in

ancient Greece,' and was caused by a poetical corruption (adop-

tion) of words. I do nut dispute that Rhododendron may mean
the Red Tree, but that is very different from Alpine Rose. He
quotes other popular errors, just as if two wrongs could ever
make a right. I freely admit that there is a common garden
flower in England called Rose Campion, because its colour is

red, but that is altogether another thing to its being called a
Campion Rose. The introduction into this discussion of Obadiah
and the play borders on the ridiculous. It has about as much
to do with it as the caricature of Obadiah and his wife. I there-

fore still contend with all due deference to the learned member
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of tbe Mnritliian Botanic Society, that Rosa alpina, is the only
real Alpine Ecse haviut; a right to that name, anil I deny that

it is a mere moiieru botanical terra. The worthy doctor can
take ua back to ancient Greece, but I think it will puzzle him to

Bay when this pretty flower was first so named : I should rather

think ' whereof the memory of man is not to the contrary.' In
conclusion, I hope he will excuse my referring him to ' Wood's
Tourist's I'lora ' for an accurate description of both these inter-

esting infants.—Enw-uiD Copland, Chamounix.^'

The great interest of the subject to Swiss travellers must be

my excuse for thus troubling you.

—

Edwaed CorLAND, Hotel

Mont Ccrvin, Zermatt.

CALIFOENIAN BULBS.
In reply to your correspondent " G. S.," asking about the

hardiness, etc., of these bulbs, I can inform him and your
readers that they have grown in the open ground at the York
Nurseries for the last two years, and have not suffered in

the least either from frost or rain. These bulbs in their

native habitats are accustomed to be dried to such an extent

;that I understand the collectors to say that when collecting

them the dust almost blinds them. This, of course, is after

theii' growing season is over, for during that season they get

abundance of wet. It was feared that these bulbs would suffer

quite as much from our wet and dropping summers and au-

tumn?, but so far they have succeeded admirably. They are

planted iu li!,'ht sandy loam prepared with well-decomposed
manure. It is a good plan to dig the manure deep down quite

below the bulbs instead of allowing it to surround them. They
are planted from 3 to 4 inches below the surface.

I will now proceed to give a list of species I saw growing
there, as above described.

Cyclobothra alba, C. pulchella ; Calochortns luteus, var.

oculatus, is an extremely handsome species, producing large

golden-yellow flowers, with a purple-crimson blotch near the
bate of each petal. Calochortus venustus is white, with a dark
blotch near the base of each petal. Calochortus Gunnesoni

;

C. elegans is an interesting species, about 6 to 9 inches high,

flowers bluish white, beautifully fringed; Brodiaja coccinea,

B. terrestris ; Seubertia laxa; Allium ceruuum, A. iiniflorum,

A. acuminatum, A. ialcifolium ; Erythronium gignnteum—this

Dog's-tooth Violet thrives the best planted in a compost of

one-third loam, one-third peat, and one-third river sand.— E. P.

DELPHINIUM FELIX POULET.
I MAY, perhaps, have casually noticed this fine border plant

before, but it is certainly worthy of more prominence than it

has received. Tlie whole family of Delphiniums are beautiful,

rich, and stately border plants. There are, no doubt, many
fine varieties of this family that I am not acquainted with, but
if any one of them is more strikingly attractive than that
above-named, all I can say is I should like to see it^. Felix
Poulet was received from the nursery of Mr. Van Houtte, of
Ghent, and is one of the best hardy plants ever sent across the
water. It is a pillar of pure and dazzling blue, 7 feet high, with
a spike as symmetrical as that of a first-rate Hyacinth. It is

just one of those flowers that act the part of a garden magnet,
drawing aU eyes to itself. Standing amongst a dozen varieties

it kills all by its clear intense colour. Those who have room
for even only a few herbaceous border plants should never
forget Delphiniums, and of them I advise them to especially

remember Felix Poulet.—J. W.

CUCUMBER DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
As the grower of the Cucumbers sent to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society (see page 53) by Messrs. Barr & Sugden as
Messrs. Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh, and said to be the Mar-
quis of Lome, I can say there is a great difference between the
two varieties. I have grown the Marquis of Lome for two sea-
sons before, and have it now ; and I find the Duke a very free-

fruiting kind, which I cannot say the other variety is, and it

is much larger. The Cucumbers sent were not grown one to

a plant on purpose to be exhibited, but were all cut from one
plant bearing other smaller fruit. The largest of them, although
only 2 feet long, weighed 3 lbs. «ioz3.—T. Redley, Vxbridijc.

generally used for lining tea-chests. The paper-hangers usually
keep it in stock.—R. M.

Damp Walls.—Mr. Robson can effectually cure damp walls,
or, at any rate, the paper will not become discoloured, by
covering the places affected with thin lead paper, the kind

PLANTS FOE THE SHADE.
How ofton we hear the complaint that our garden is so shady

that we can grow nothing iu it. To all these I would say,
Grow hardy Ferns. They are not only easy to manage, but
the diversity in the forms of the leaf to lovers of nature must
afford as much pleasure as the most gaudy-painted flower.
They can be planted in beds, lines, or clumps ; and if a littlo

attention is paid to the various heights of the leaves, &o., they
will make quite as effective a show as Geraniums or Verbenas.
With the aid of stones, mounds of rockwork can be formed, and
when planted with Ferns have a very pretty effect. Many of
them being evergreen can be grown iu pots for window decora-
tions during the winter, and not being so susceptible to the
changes of the atmosphere often succeed better, and give more
satisfaction than plants costing double their price.

Hardy Ferns are not at all fastidious as to the soil they
grow in, being as often grown in one kind of foil as another;
but they succeed best in light woodland soil or leaf mould, mixed
with one-fourth sand, where they are planted as a permanency.
The large-growing varieties should have at least 1 foot in depth
of soil, and when wanted for winter decorations should be
grown in well-drained ,4, 6, or 8-inch pots all the summer.
And among the hardy P'erns I know of none more suitable, or
indeed more beautiful than our own native Ferns. A list of a
few of the most popular for the purpose mentioned I give
below, which ai'e often to be found in our summer rambles :

Adiantum 2'edatnin (Maiden-hair Fern), with its stems of

rich dark brown colour, 1 foot in height, its fronds of airead-
ing habit radiating liko the spokes of a wheel almost circular.

Dicksonia 2)unciiIohiihi (Feather Fern).—Itis among the most
imposing of our n^uive Ferns, its leaves often reaching 3 and
4 feet, and looking not unlike a feather dusting-brush in shape.

Cystojiteris biilbi/era, with dark brown stems and rich glossy
green foliage, rising some 2 feet, and resembling the Dicksonia
in growth.

Oxiniiiida cinnamomp.a (Cinnamon Fern), iu fall time has rich
brown masses of fruit, and its loaves, with distinct veinings,

re.ich 3 to .5 feet when fully grown, and it is as often seen grow-
ing in the strongest sunlight as anywhere else.

Camptosorns rhi:oph]illa (Walking Fern).—One of the most
interesting of the family. The fronds, as they grow, taper into
slender prolongations, which droop and touch the ground, and
take root at the apex, from which another plant springs.

Botrychium fumarioidrs (Copper Fern).—Rising some 4 to

6 inches in height, of a copperish red colour, the stems and
leaves being of the one shade.

Lygodium palmatum (Hand Fern).—A most beautiful climb-
ing Fern, with small leaves about 2 inches in diameter, re-

sembling the open human hand. Succuuds best when gr>; ,, a.

in hanging baskets.

Asipidium acrostirhoidcs.—Of a spreading habit ; its fronds
usually grow from 1 to 2 feet in length, of a dark glossy green,
and it retains its colour all winter out of doors.
Pohjpodium t'ulgare.—Somewhat resembling the above, but

not so compact in its growth—its leaves more upright, rising
only 1 foot, of a rather pale colour.

Axph'niiim cheneum.—This Fern is said to be found all over
the north temperate zone ; and though email is very pretty.

Its fronds rise about 1 foot in height, of a bright green ; its

stems of a glossy black colour.

Axpleninm Trichomanes.—.A variety of the above, with even
smaller fronds, and more difficult to cultivate.

The various kinds of Hydrangeas, Cannas, Pansies, Mimulus,
Coleus, &c., will all do well in a shady or half-shady position.

I have also had a bed of Vincas flower fino the whole season,

where they did not get more than one hour's sun in a day.
Panicum variegatum shows to best advantage when grown in

the shade, as do also the different varieties of Tradescantia.

—

{Aincriciui Gardener's Monthly.)

CONFERENCE ON THE REGISTRATION OF
PERIODICAL NATURAL PHENOMENA.

TuE Council of the Meteorological Society recently resolved
to organise a system of observations of natural phenomena, con-
nected with the return of the seasons, as well as of such branches
of physical inquiry as tend to establish a connection between
meteorological agencies and the development of vegetable life.
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As a prelimiuary to carrying out this intention, they invited
the various societies before whicli such subjects most naturally
come, to nominate delegates to join a committee by whom the
whole question as bearing upon agriculture, horticulture, &c.,
should be considered, and to whom also any written communi-
cations should be submitted.
The first meeting of this joint committee was held at the

office of the Meteorological Society, 30, Great George Street, on
Thursday, July 2ud, when delegates were present aud promises
of co-operation read from the Royal Horticultural, Royal Bo-
tanical, Royal Agricultural, and other Societies. After the sub-
ject had been fully discussed, the Eev. T. A. Preston, of Marl-
borough College, was requested to prepare a list of plants to be
observed, aud also to draw-up a report on the same. Other
gentlemen were requested to prepare lists of insects, birds, a:;d
animals.

PASSIFLOEA CJilRULEA,
THE COMMON BLUE P.\SSIOX.FLOWER.

AVe most willingly afford all the information we can obtain
in reply to the inquiries of our correspondents ; but " G. 1!."

Fig. 34.—Passillora cterulea.

will appreciate that we could not " describe the Passifloracete,"

for the descriptions of the more than two hundred species

would occupy most of the pages of one number of our Journal.
However, as our correspondent (a lady) concludes with a more
moderate request, we will reply to that fully.

The Passiflora crerulea was introduced by the Duchess
of Beaufort, living in 1(199. It was called the " Passion-
Flower" by the Roman Catholic settlers in Brazil, who first

became acquainted with the flower ; for they appropriated its

various parts to a symbolism of our Saviour's last sufferings

—

the circle of filamentous processes of the nectary within the

corolla, they said, represented the crown of thorns ; the nail-
shaped styles the nails of the cross, and the five anthers the
five wounds of the crucifixion.

To propagate it you may now layer some of the young
shoots, or next spi-ing you may make cuttings of this year's
shoots, or, which is the best mode, of pieces of the roots. To
make it bloom freely, train the young shoots at full length,
and in October of each year cut them back to within two joints
of the older branches. Cover them in frosty weather, and they
cannot fail. They are free bloomers after attaining three
years of age. If the cuttings are taken from an old plant in
April, they will produce flowers the following autumn in good
soil against a south wall.

It is quite true, as you were informed, that you can raise
this Passion-i'Iower from seed. In April place it for eight or
ten hours previously in water about 90°, then sow in light

sandy earth, anel plunge the pot in a hotbed. When 2 or
.3 inches high, pot the plants off separately, and place them in
the bed ; harden them after a week by giving more air, and
by-and-by place them in a window or greenhouse, protecting
them tluough the winter for the first year or two. If no hot-
bed, wait until April, soak the seed, sow as advised, cover the
pot with a square of glass, and keep the pot not far from
the fireplace until the plants are up, but taking them to the
window afterwards.

DESTROYING WASPS.
Never was such a year for wasps' nests as this—at any rate

in our neighbourhood. We find a most eflioaeious mode of

destroying them to be this : Obtain a quart bottle half filled

with turpentine, insert the neck in the wasps' hole late in the
evening, and by the morning every wasp will be killed by the
fumes. Of course for this mode to be successful the nest must
be in the side of a bank.
Another mode, and equally effioacioua, is to pour gas tar

down the entrance.—H. W. S. C, Ross, HerefonUlnre.

The most simple and effectual mode of destroying wasps I

have found is to put a little gas tar into an old watering pot,

and after it is dark pour about a pint into their hole, and
they will never come out again. " T. G.'s " plan may do very
well if their nests run in a horizontal direction, such as in an
old wall or bank ; but even in this ease, if you put the spout of

the watering pot in the hole, and place a sod or a lump of clay

round it, the tar will find its way to their nest ; but as a rule

we find the nests in a perpendicular direction.—0. Oepet.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mk. Staxdish, of Ascot, who has for some years given hia

attention to improving the varieties of the garden Pea, has
succeeded, after cireful and patient crossing, in raising a num-
ber of sorts which promise to be of great utility. One espe-

cially, which is called Ckiti;rion', is well worthy of notice. It

grows about 'i feet high, aud has a pod similar in size aud
' shape to Laxton's Supreme, and remarkably closely filled.

The shells of the pod are very thick and fleshy, which enables

them 'io withstand extremes of heat and drought better than
others which have not this qualification. The colour when
cooki;d is of a fine lively grass green, and the flavour very
rich and sweet, while the texture is very delicate. We have
tasted and examined this Pea, and consequently speak from
experience when we say that, in addition to its other merits,

it is a fortnight earlier than Ne Plus Ultra, and will be one
of the most valuable Peas in cultivation.

A GOOD plant of Aeosdo conspicda now in bloom in

the garden of Mr. G. F. Wilson, of Weybridgo Heath, reminds
us that this noble Grass is not so much grown as an orna-

mental plant as it ought to be. The plant in question is like

a great mass of Pampas Grass, and it has thrown up fifty-four

panicles of flowers, the graceful drooping form of which is very

beautiful. This plant blooms in summer, while the Pampas
Grass flowers in autumn. Those, therefore, who are admirers

of the Pampas Grass may have the same efi'ect produced in

their gardens in summer by planting the Arundo conspicun.

RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSE.
We have been asked to tell a correspondent, " E. H.," " the

most desirable form of rustic summer house," aud we are just

as incapable of replying as the clergyman was when an un-
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known writer asked, "What woman would yon recommend I published loug since. Rustic structures are pleasing in recluse

me for a wife?" Wo reply as to the summer house what we
|

portioug of the pleasure ground, if this style be confined to the

\ '"ti^i h 1 Tiiui *!•-

formation of either a seat or a cottage ; but it is ridiculous if

complicated, and elegant forms are constructed of rude mate-
rials. Thus we have seen a flower-box, intended to be Etrus-

can in its outlines, formed of split hazel stakes—a combination

of the rude and the refined, giving rise to separate trains of

ideas totally unassociable.
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If our eorrcspondeut lias a well-woodecl, retireij place ia his

garden, and that garden is moderately extensive, he may ap-

propriately erect there a rustic structure such as that of which
we now publish a woodcut, (fin. '2"i), and for advice relative to

which he may apply to Mr. .J. Gavtjn Fox, Koyal Horticultural

Society, South Keusingtou.

NOTES ON VILLA, and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Budding Bases.—The objects contemplated should be well

understood before the work is begun. If it is intended only to

make the performance subservient to tho production of stand-

ards, then I would suggest tho inquiry whether in the locality

standards are desirable or not. A blind passion for a Koso tree

with a tall stem and heavy head has been very prev.%lent of

late years, and has often been indulged without regard to good
taste or appropriateness. Now, it appears to me, that in itself

a standard Rose is not so elegant as a common wall-traiaed

busb, or a plant grown in the pillar fashion. A leafless stem
requiring a strong stake for its support, as all standard Koses
do, has certainly nothing of beauty or ornament in it, while a

Eose growing on its own roots and trained pyramidally to the
height of 5 or Ij feet, is a magniticeut object when in bloom.

Wo commonly see in small gardens a lanky Briar or two spring-

ing-up from a lawn and making ua wonder what such wild un-
sightly things can do there, till on inquiry we are told that the

proprietor intends budding on them at tho proper season. Now,
in such cases, there are two chance's to one that the budding
does not succeed. If it succeeds, it will take two or tliree years

to form a head ; and when a head of first-rate character is pro-

duced, the whole affair does not embellish the garden half so

much as a pillar Rose would have done, in some cases, in the

course of one season. Standard Roses are only useful and
desirable when a display is required above the heads of more
lowly plants, and in such cases they may be introduced with
fine eflect. An avenue of standard Roses may bo made a fine

object when there is a good undergrowth of small productions ;

or single standards may be introduced with advantage when
space is limited, since they allow of flowers being grown imder-

neath. But even when standards are clearly desirable, the

amateur should remember they ought to be placed in a finished

state in the spots they are intended to occupy.
So much in reference to standards. But budding has other

objects and higher claims upon our notice. It confers a hardi-

ness upon Roses otherwise tender, so that many which would
not endure our winter on their own roots, will resist it when
receiving into their structure the more vigorous juices of

the Briar. Then a more rapid attainment of the flowering

state is in this way secured. For example : A friend gave me a

cutting of the beautiful Bourbon Rose Paul Joseph in the

mouth of August last year. I had only a choice of two courses

to pursue with regard to it ; one was to endeavour to make it

produce roots as a cutting, the other to bud it upon a stock.

Had I taken the first course it would probably have perished,

as cuttings of fine Roses demand much skill for successful

striking, and if it had lived it would scarcely have been strong
enough to produce flowers in twelve months. I adopted the

second course, and inserted the only two buds I had into a

climbing Rose, which I cut down for the purpose. In June
these buds were half a yard long, have produced llowers, and
supplied me with buds enough to insert in about a dozen Briars.

Expedition and certainty are therefore attained by budding, and
on these accounts the art is highly important to all amateurs.

Grecniiouse Pelargoniums.—Among the plants which now
require attention preparatory to another season, Pelargoniums
by almost universal consent claim the first place, for there are

few persons who do not admire them, and not many plants

which are more worthy of admiration. It may be said there is

little skill required in growing a Pelargonium, and this may be
true, but there is some little art in producing them in that style

of excellence which is characteristic of the plants exhibited at

the horticultural fetes in the neighbourhood of the metropolis.

It mmt be admitted that while there are plenty of gardeners who
can produce luxuriant specimens, we have but few cultivators

who can procure a head of bloom commensurate with the size of

the plants. The reason of this is that in our desire to grow plants

we lose sight of an important physiological law—narnely, that

whatever conduces to luxuriant growth is favourable to the
production of flowers, and vice versa, and hence prize cultivators

never allow their plants to become what they term " autumn
proud "—that is, gross and luxuriant at that season. They keep
them, by potting them in poor soil and supplying them mode-
rately with water, in a healthy but no means luxuriant growing
state. The effect of such treatment is the production of a great

quantity of active roots and the storing-up of sap in a highly
elaborated state, which, being brought into action by the in-

creased light and heat of spring, is expended in the production
of flowers instead of branches.
This is the theory of the cultivation of the Pelargonium ex-

emplified in the best management of cultivators. To apply it

to practice, the plants that have done flowering must be turned
out of the house and placed in the full sun under a south wall
to ripen their wood previously to being cut down, and it will bo
well at the same time, if seed is nol desired, to remove the
whole of the flower-stems, but retaining as much of the foliage

as possible. In cutting the plants down the amateur must be
governed by circumstances, such as the size of plants he wants
in the coming season, and the convenience he has for large
specimens. As a fucral rule I would never recommend the
growth of large specimens. Small ones in 32 or 21-sized pots
are far more iuterestiug, and there is as much merit in produc-
ing them as those of a larger size—that is, if grown as plants
ought to be, with the branches depending over tho sides of the
pot. Some importance has been attributed to the quantity of

old wood left in a plant at the time it is cut down, but the ad-
vantage of having a quantity of wood is, I think, to a consider-
able extent imaginary, though it cannot be doubted but it ia a
reservoir of nourishment for the branches in case of need.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HAnnY FKCIT GAKBEK.

The soakiug rain which has been highly beneficial to flowers
and vegetables has also produced good results on the fruit trees.

So thoroughly dry had the subsoil become, that Cherries
shrivelled prematurely and readily parted from the stalks.

Some of thi earliest Pears and Apples have also dropped off

matured, but they caunot be said to be ripe, as flavour is want-
ing. "We have not managed to finish tiio summer pruning of

dwarf and pyramid trees ; usually they have been pruned much
earlier, but it is a question whether it is desirable to prune
them very early in the season, except when the trees are young,
in which oaae the young growths may be stopped when they are
long enough, so that a second, and, if the trees are vigorous,
eveu a third set of growths may be produced. Trees treated in
this way increase in size much more rapidly than those not
summer-pruned. Wo have not yet succeeded in getting rid of

the Apple maggot ; a small proportion of the fruit seems to be
attacked by it. There ia no better way than to look over the
trues and pick off all fruit that contains maggots, and all that

falls should be gathered up daily and destroyed. This has been
our way of dealing with the enemy, and so far it has been satis-

factory.

It does not seem to bo of much use growing Cherries on pyra-
mids ; the fruit sets and ripens very well, but the starlings have
such a fancy to them, tliat unless the trees are securely netted,

which is a very troublesome affair when large, we do not gather
any ripe fruit, as it is all gone long before the last stage of ripe-

ness has been reached. On the walls netting the trees is easy ;

the nets are merely nailed to the top and base of the wall, and
stretched out by forked sticks 1.5 inches long.

Strawberries have not been large, as the best fruit was de-
stroyed by late frosts ; the crop has been excellent, and has kept
well. The fruit gathered for preserving was in capital condi-

tion ; Black Prince and Keens' Seedling are the sorts esteemed
here for that purpose. Frogmore Late Pine cannot be too

highly recommended for dessert purposes ; of course it is Pine-
flavoured and slightly acid, but it can be had after British

Queen, Dr. Hogg, and other fine sorts are over. It is also a
large fine looking fruit. All the runners were layered by the
l'2th of the month; these have also been abundantly produced.

Baspberries.—Where a thicket of suckers had been thrown
up they have been thiuned-out; it cannot be good policy to

allow the young growths to smother each other during the grow-
ing season, to be thinned-out in winter. Better to grow only as

many canes as will be required for next year's crop, so that all

the growing force of the plant may be usefully employed.
Keep the ground free from weeds, and bear in mind that the
Raspberry loves a deep rich soil and dehghts in moisture.

FRDIT AND rORCINO HOUSES.
Vineries.—The early houses have been cleared of fruit, and as

the ascending sap is not required by the bunches, lateral

growths are freely produced ; these have been stopped-back,

and any other growths will be stopped at once. The leaves of

the Vines, the walls and woodwork of the houses, have also been
thoroughly washed with the garden engine. However carefully

the Vines have been attended to, there is always a trace of red
spider on the leaves, which multiplies very fast if it is not
washed off. The weather was exceptionally hot at the time
that Lady Downe's Grape was hable to scald, but owing to

thorough ventilation only one or two berries on some of the

bunches were scalded. During hot dry weather all late vineries,

whether containing Muscats or not, should be well ventilated

in the day, and the ventilators be left open a little at night.

But as regards fire heat, our experience, gained north of the

Forth in Scotland, and on the banks of the Thames in England,
leads us to recommend the use of the heating apparatus in the

north, and to dispense with its use in the south all tho time

that the Grapes are colouring. Even in unfavourable ceasone
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Gros Guillaume anrl Mascat of Alexandria have ripened per-

fectly with U8 in Essex, though no artificial heat was applied

after the fruit was set. Mrs. Pince's Black Mascat ripens

and finishes-off well treated in a similar manner. At present,

"while the Grapes are colouring, the temperature of the houses,

with air on at night, may fall to GS"^, or in cold nights to 00°

;

but it is only for an hour or two, as the sun has an effect on the

glass until late in the night, and is again having an influence on
the temperature before five o'clock in the morning.
Peach House,—Whether there is any truth or not in the state-

ment that the average heat of our summers is lower than it was
twenty or thirty years ago, is a matter that may probably be
ascertained by actual research. Certain it is that the crops of

the finer stone fruits are much more uncertain than they used
to be, those of Peaches and Nectarines especially so. Out of doors

there is much difficulty in keeping the trees clean. Aphides
and red spider are persistent in their attacks, and cannot so

easily be overcome outside as they can under glass ; and then
the uncertain climate—rain, snow, or hail, and a freezing east

wind. Not only in tho " merry month of May," but even in

June, doth the ice king hold sway. Under glass the trees are

safe ; light and air can be admitted to them at all times, and
should the weather be dull and cold when the trees are in

flower, artificial heat can also be applied. Free healthy growths
are made one season, which will in due coarse produce well-

developed blossoms the following year. The same treatment is

necessary with early Peach houses as with early vineries :

thoroughly cleanse the leaves from red spider, and dust with the
syringe or garden engine. Indeed, the treatment throughout is

BO much alike that a good Grape-grower will also bo a good
grower of Peaches.

PLANT STOVE.
Potting and re-basketing a large proportion of the Orchids.

Phalienopsis grandiflorn, Schilleriana, and amabilis are the most
showy of the species, and should not be omitted from the most
select collectioffl. They are grown either in pots or baskets, and
thrive best when the potting material consists only of growing
sphagnum and potsherds. The most shady position in the
house, and a moist warm atmosphere, are the conditions most
favourable to their full development. During hot dry weather
syringe freely at least every day. Many persons who grow
Orchids are afraid to use the syringe. There are many species,

of course, that would be much injured if subjected to continiious
syringing, even during the summer months, notably Vitndas,
Aiirides, Saccolabiums, many of the Cattleyas, and other allied

genera; but during such hot dry weather as we have recently
experienced any of the species would be benefited by being
dewed overhead in the forenoon, so that the plants would be dry
by the time the house is shut-up. Cattleyas that were potted
required different treatment, but the major proportion of the
species succeed best in pots filled three parts full of drainage,
and in a compost of equal parts of turfy peat and sphagnum
moss. Most of the smaller-growing species do best in baskets
or on blocks ; a few even of the larger-growing species succeed
better in this way. C. Dowiana hung up in a basket or fastened
to a block of wood will grow and flower freely ; the same may
be said of C. superba, which also requires more heat than some
of the others. We had imported specimens of this fine species,
which failed to give satisfaction when potted like C. Mossia?,
Warnerii, Mendelii, ttc. After being shaken out of the pots and
fastened to blocks of teak they are doing very much better.
Then take Dendrobiums : Some of the species will not thrive
unless they are potted in a good body of turfy peat and fresh
moss ; others would linger out a miserable existence under such
treatment, and ultimately perish. We have potted D. formosum
and D. nobile in the same way ; the one made vigorous growths,
and the other died ; placed in a basket with very little material
for the roots, the plants grew and flowered freely. D. McCarthife
makes the strongest growths when there is little else besides the
basket for the roots to cling to. Vandas, Saccolabiums, Acrides,
Arc, have been potted in crocks, with a little fresh sphagnum
near the surface mixed with them, finishing-off the surface with
live sphagnum. After the plants have been potted and basketed
it is best to maintain a moist warm atmosphere for a few days,
keeping the house rather close.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privatehj to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed either to '* The
Editors," or to *'The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened un-
avoidably.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books (W. J.).—Loudon's "HortuB Britannicns," cannot be had in parts.
Mesere. LoDgman & Co. are the pablisher.s.

Rose Buds, &c. (Nannie).—They are enn-acorched. Thin the Grapes.
Cut the Vine brenchea back to half their length.

Double Pansy (R. AlUin).—The ooloor, rich dark purple, and the very
doable flowere, render it a desirable variety.

Black Hamborqh Grapes (Silaa Gauge).—The box and its contentswere
smashed flat, and not a caterpillar to be detected. Send again in a tin or
wooden box.

Vine Leaf Rusty-patched (J. S.).— We oan detect no indicatinn of
injury by a caterpillar. The brown patchee are oaased probably by deficient

air-moisture.

Sussex Anchor Hook (Capt, B.).—The maker is Mr. H. Ilodeon, nay*
ward's Heath, Sussex.

Journeyman Gardener (F. C).—The paragraph in Loudon's " Encyclc-
ptEdia" which you require is as follows:—"The period of appreuticetihip

being finished, that o( journeyman coraruences, and continues, or onght to

continue, till the man is at least tweuty-Uve years of age. During this period
he ought not to remain above one year in any one situation—thus, suppoying
he has completed his apprenticeship in a private garden at the age of twenty-
one, and that his ultimate object is to become a head-gardener, he ought lirat

to engage himself a year in a public botanic garden ; the next year in a public

nursery ; that following, he should again enter a private garden, and contiuue
making yearly changes in the most eminent of tliis class of gardens till he
meets with a situation as head-gardener. The coarse to be followed by an
apprentice intended for a tradesman-gardener is obvious ; having finished hia

period in a private garden, let him pass through a botanic and nursery gar-

den, and then continue in the most emment of the olass of publio or tradcE-

men's gardens to which he is destined."

Geraniums for Pot-culture (N. B.).—Thomas Speed, Virgo Maria, M»
Rendatler, Corsair. lanthe, lago. Rose Reodatler, Madame Mezard, Madame
Rudersdorff, Miss Rose Peach, Warrior, and Eugenie Mezard.

Salpiglossis Culture (Flycatcher).— It is a curious and showy half-hardy
annual, requiring to be sown in a hotbed early in April, and planted out in

good rich light soil in May or early in June. You may now pot-uff the plants
singly, or two or three in a pot, in light loam and leaf soil or well-rutted

manure, shading fnr a few days, and when the pots are full of roots shift into

7-inch pots for flowering. Keep the plants well supplied with water, and they
will flowtjr in the greenhouse in a light airy position at the end of summer.

Vines with Fruit on Laterals [A Subscriber).—It is not good practice

to allow frait on other than the first shoots of the Vine ; thoee on the laterals

should be removed, which they would be if the laterals were stopped at the
first joint or leaf, and the subsequent growth from them also stopped at its first

leaf, and this throughout the beason. The shoots of Vines on the short-spur

or one-rod system should bo stopped at the joint beyond the fruit, and any
shoots, which are laterals, arising from these shoots or first shoots ought to
be stopped at the first leaf, and each growth as produced stopped at the first

leaf. The growth onght not to be confined to one joint only beyond the

bunch, hut each succeeding growth limited to one leaf. The mildew may
have appeared on the Vines from a deficiency of air; but it may have another
cause, as a wet and rich border, combined with too close and moist an atmo-
sphere. It will not permanently injure the Vine3, its progress, we presume,
having been arrested by the application of flowers of sulphur. Admit air

freely, applying gentle fire heat, and so secure the thorough ripening of tl ft

wood.

SpiBffiA japonica after FLOWERING (.4 Consta7it Beader).—V7e should
plant out in good, rich, rather moist soil, looseuing the sides of the ball with

a piece of wood; make the soil tolerably firm about the bail, and water well

after planting and in dry weather. When the leaves have fallen you may
take up the plants, divide the crowns if they are too large for the size of pot

you wish to have them in, and keep them in a cold pit plunged in coal abbes

to the rim until yon wish to start them. A few pots introduced at intervale

of three weeks from early in January to March will afford jou a euccesBion oS

flowers.

Azalea Leaves Falling (Julia).—The leaves you sent us have the ap-

pearance of being scorched or injured by some solution. It would not be

caused by the sulphur placed on the Vines, but if the sulphur was hurnert, o?

placed upon a hot surface so that fumes were given off, the Azaleas would be

the first to suffer. It is hardly likely, however, that they alone would show
evidence of injury without other plants in the greenhouse being similarly

affected. An overdose of t<.ibacco smoke would cause it, but we think

the roots are not in a healthy state, and that the plants are dead at the

collar.

Cucumbers Diseased (C. H. J.).—The rind of fruit you have sent ns is

spotted and marked with an ulceration or gangrene, due in most instances

to an over-rich moist soil, with a deficiency of bottom heat the shoots being

crowded, so that the elaboration of the sap is very imperfect, and it finds

outlet through the skin of the fruit. Thin-out some of the oldest and all

yellow leaves, stop each shoot at the joint where the last fruit showing is

visible, and afford additional bottom heat. If the heating medium is a dung
bed, line it, leaving a little air on at night for a few days after the application

of the lining, and keep the atmosphere rather dry, the soil not so moist,

watering only to keep the foliage from flagging, and we think you will soon

be free of the disease. We could not dintiuguish the plant; the epecimen

gent U9 was destroyed by the post-ofiice punches.

Moles { F. T.).—The best mode of getting rid of these useful but annoying

workers is to trap them ; traps should be set in their main mns, or where

they pass firm ground. You may free your flower beds of them by placing

Elder leaves in the runs. Ihe traps may be had of any ironmonger; if net

in stock they could be had by order in a few d'lya. Take them in the field ;
it

is useless to endeavour to keep them from the gai'den so long as they exist m
the field.

Heating a Small Greenhouse (B. TT.).—In yonr case we shonld pref' r
a hot-water stove boiler with hot-water pipes, and to keep out frost you will

require a flow-and-return 3-inch pipe along one end and the front of the

house. By a hot-water apparatus withiu the house you will utilise the heat

of the stove, and it will only require attention after ten or mt re hours. You
will see snch stoves advertised in our columns. Write to one of those jou
think likely to meet your wants, stating what you require, and asking for

an estimate.

Box FOR Hedge lliicm).—The common round-leaved dwarf kind employed
for edging beds and borders will in time form a hedge 3 feet high, but it does

not grow nearly so quickly as the much- longer Tree Box, and that we advise

you to procure.
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Gooseberry and Cdrrant Cuttings (^. P.).—The b9st time to take and
plaot cuttings of these is in November, or when the leaves Lave falleu. Both
the Gooseberry aud Currant will succeed trained espalier fashion, but the
hei;^ht ought not to exceed 3 to 4 feet for Gooseborries, and G leet for
Currants.

ExDDATioN ON ViNE Leavf.9 (J. M., M. D.).—Tf yoQ abundantly water
the roots in the inside border, and keep the air of the house moist, thoexnda-
tion will not continue. Some Mues are exempt from the affection because
they can endure drought.

Rose-cutter Bee [Uliss Allen).—We fear we cannot suggest any roval
method for preventing the rose-cuttor bee attacking your Geraniums. The
only plan, and that will perhaps be a tedious one, is to watch the cutter bees
to their nests, and pour gas tor Into their holes. They merely cut leaves, or
as in this instance flowers, to line the side of their nest; but oddly enough,
if unce they begin on a particular leaf or flower, they generally continue to
use the some kind of leaves or flowers for the rest ol their nests.

Rose-leaves Blotched (Mrs. C).— It is very rarely that Roses give
good flowers with bad foliage. From your description your Rosea seem to
suffer from black mildew. Syringe with warm water with 1 oz. of soft soap to
the gallon, and dust with flowers of sulphur while moist. Syringe again with
clean water two days afterwards. Many of the leaves will fall, bat you will
ia e to secure a healthy second growth. Repeat if necessary.

CHERniES ON A DouBLE-BLOssoMED TREE {G. A. M.).—It isvery unusual,
but will occur in any double-blossomed tree, in a flower (or flowers) that has
areturneii to the normal single form.

Select Gooseberrifs and Currants (J/ifyitiiTr). —Gooseberries—2i(.'J:

Ironmonger, Red "Warrington. Rough Red. Yellow : Early Sulphur. Rum-
bullion. Green: Green Overall, Pitmaston Green Gage. White: Crystal,
SnowbEill, and Whlcesmith. Currants—Knight's Large Red, White Dutch,
Black Naples.

Vines Attacked by Mildew (Fi>7p).—Yours seems to be a bad case, and
fts you have no heating apparatus, it is not easy to destroy the parasite.
However, there is no specific so sure as sulphur. You have done all that you
can do now, except to ventilate freely both front and back. Insuflicient
ventilation is oft-times the causeof mildew spreading. Dress the wood of the
"Vines in winter, after they are pruned, with the following mixture:—6ozs.
flowers of sulphur, 2 ozs. of soft soap, and half a pint of tobacco water to half
a gallon of rain water, and add a little clay to thicken it ; with this paint your
Vines. See that your border is well drained, and also that the Vines do not
suffer owing to want of water. It would do no good to plant young Vines.

Golden Champion Grape Cracking ( ). — This Grape should be
treated in every respect as the Black Hamburgh until after the borries are
Btoued aud have taken the second swelling, when the border should be kept
drier, and a dry atmosphere maintained in the house. This is a grand Grape
when well managed, but it has many faults.

Vines for Small Vinery {F. W. P.).—Three Black Hamburgh, one
Dr. Hogg, and one Buokland Sweetwater.

Various (E. ]\I. P., Bampstead],—You may remove all the *' nnXmitfnl
runners" from your Melons, and pinch off the tops of the others above the
joint beyond where the fruit is setting. Leave the pruning of your Goose-
berry and Currant trees till autumn. Your Strawberry plants will fruit next
year. If you have need of the runners you may save them to make a new
plantation, and if not, let them be removed.
Leaves Falling Unseasonably (C. D.).—The fall of the leaves of yoiu-

Eobinias and Silver Beeches is caused by the excessive drovight. The fall of
the leaves of other trpcs, especially of Limes, is similarly occurring. They have
«oropleted their year's growth, and consequently shed the leaver, whose
"occupation's gone." If abundance of rain soon occur, it is probable that
these trees will put forth fresh leaves, and be induced to attempt a second
rgrowth.

Heating Cucumber and Melon House and Stove (Hot WatcT).~Yo\i
will need for bottom heat two pipes for each bed or border ; but if you have
thera covered with drainage, and not in a chamber, one pipe to ea jh bed will
bo snflicient, the bed not being more than 3 feet wide, of which width the
aide walJs will take up at least 4^ inches. You ought to have a depth of from
fi inches to 9 inches of drainage over the pipes, and a foot to 14 inches for
Boil; and the distance from this to the trelHs ought not to be less than a foot,
and it need not exceed that, the trellis being 15 inches from the class. To
maintain a suitable temperature for Cucumbers in winter, early Melons, and
stove plants, you must have four rows of pipes for top heat, and we should
have thcra about 6 inches above the level of the border on both sides of the
path; i.ryou may have one pipe all round the sides of the houses close to the
walls, and the return-pipes in the paths, and raised so as to be on a level with
those affording bottom heat to the borders. Fom-inch pipes will be the most
suitable. We should have the walk sunk, but that is quite immaterial if you
have headroom without their being so. You do not say what is the width of
your vineries, but if not over 12 feet, you will for the Muscat house require
four rows of 4-inch pipes the length of the house, anl for the other house of
Black Hamburghs two rows will be sufficient.

Strawberries for Clay Soil (F. TT.).—Sir Joseph Paxton, President,
Br. Hogg, Lucas, Cockscomb, and Frogmore Late Pine. The giound should
"be well and deeply dug and manured, but not at the surface: and the plants-
well rooted runners of this year from fruitfulplauts—should be put in without
delay.

Hydrangeas not Flowering {H. P.).—The plants, if not already showing
'for flower, will not do so this summer or autumn. The reason of their not
lowering we are not able to explain from the insufficient data you give. It

probably arises from the non-ripening of the wood. Give them less en-
couragement to growth, and expose fully to light and air, so as to insure the
thorough ripening of the wood, and this effected it is likely the plants will
produce next season some fine heads of flowers.

Retarding pEiS for Exhibition (J. G.).—The present and late hot
weather has brought on crops amazingly. Your Peas at present in flower
•will be much too forward for exhibition if the hot weathor continue until

September 1st. Your only mode of keeping them back is to have them
always well watered, and shade them from sun during the day, removing the
shading at night, or in the day when cloudy. It is likely by this process you
may so retard the ripening aa to have some pods fit to gather al the time
jou name.

Names op Plants (D.).—1, Senecio sylvaticns; 2, Hypericam montanuro;
3, Sedum rupestre; 4. ErythwBa Ceotaurium ; 5, Teucriiim Soorodonia; 6,

ELycium enropEBum. (T. >r.).—The Saxifrages are mure or less hairy forms of

S. hirta; the Sedums seem both S. annuum. (J. Luck).—Lilium excelsum.
No, there are many simUar aad better. {Bloom).—Hxmanthas punicaus.

POULTRY, BEE, AUD PIGEOU OHEONIOLE.

UNION OF PHEASANTS WITH DOMESTIC
FOWLS.

By the republication from the American " Fanciers' Journal,"
of Dr. James S. Bailey's very intelligent and interesting re-
marks relative to hybrid or mule birds, it appears that gentle-
man has fallen into an error, so far as regards Mr. Hewitt's
opinion in reference to the cross of the Golden Pheasant cock
with different varieties of fowls. It is not often the common wild
Pheasant of our coverts will voluntarily associate on friendly
terms with barndoor fowls, but occasionally they do, and I have
myself known of such cases. In a wood adjoining the stables
aud poultry-yard at Thurnham Hall were plenty of Pheasants,
aud these birds were often on the meadow or paddock with the
barndoor fowls, and the cocks of this breed were always driven
off the ground immediately on the appearance of the other gang.
The Pheasants and domestic hens became friendly indeed. Many
of these hens' eggs were set, and from them hatched great num-
bers of half-bred Pheasants. They were exactly as those Mr.
Bailey describes, " exceedingly wild, with heads devoid of
combs, wattles, or deaf-ear, with tails approaching the con-
formation of the Pheasant, but not so lengthy." At one of the
lodges on the Manor of Tawstook Court, in Devonshire, a few
hens were kept by the occupier, one of which was often seen in
company of a cock Pheasant. After a time this hen could be but
rarely seen at the lodge, merely coming ouce a-day for a meal,
but at last turned-up early one morning with sixteen chickens
unmistakeably the offspring of her aud the Pheasant cock.

—

A Devoni.in, Gateacre.

PRESERVING EGGS.
Fob several years we have preserved eggs in dry salt, in jars

or boxes, placing the eggs in layers, always allowing the salt to
completely cover the top layer. They must be kept in a dry
place. We found they kept best in a kitchen cupboard, a c-Uar
being too damp. The eggs with very few exceptions were fresh
and good when boiled or poached. I have heard that bran or
sand will answer the same purpose, but have not tried these.

—

A. C, Jersey.

LINCOLN POULTRY SHOW.
If a fixed determination to make a show a success ever ruled

the actions of a committee, most surely it did so at Lincoln,
where every personal exertion was made to make the arrans^e-

ments as complete as possible. The tent was a very commodious
one, and also a most substantial structure of its kind, whilst the
feeding and watering of the whole of the birds exhibited were
constantly under the immediate supervision of one or other of

the acting Committee. It is remarkable at this season of the
year that so large an entry of poultry could be got together—the
number, exclusive of Pigeons, reached to upwards of 550 pens.
Nor was this large entry composed of anything but superior
specimens ; in fact, the two Judges stated it as their opinion
that they had never seen so many first-class fowls together so

soon after midsummer. Of course many of even the most notable
of these fowls were getting into deep moult, which the excessive

heat of the sun upon the canvas of the tent would no doubt very
considerably expedite. We must mention that the Committee,
with a forethought rarely equalled, supplied all the pens with
fresh-gathered lettuces, which were indeed a luxury to the
poultry generally, whilst some of the more vigorous breeds
seemed to sanction the old axiom, " Done first, help the other."

It was indeed a treat to walk down the Cochin classes, a con-

stant succession of the best of birds arresting the eyes of both
Judges and visitors. It would be difficult to name a better

competition, many of these varieties being shown in as faultless

a condition as at a Christmas meeting. Dorkings of every
variety were well supported, some of the Silver-Greys being far

better than generally met with. lu Spanisli, the Show was
excellent, the hens more especially, the first-prize hen of this

breed being also the general cup-wmner. Polish fowls of both
the Spangled varieties have rarely if ever been excelled. Un-
doubtedly the best of the classes for French fowls were the

Creves, though some excellent Houdans were exhibited. The
Lincoln Show proved also notable for its Brahmas, both Light
aud Dark-feathered; some of the best of Dark chickens being
shown in the chicken class, aud such as cannot do otherwise
than raise still higher the fame of the party breeding them. In
the chicken class, so ample was the entry, and so thoroughly
first-rate the competition, that the Committee at once resolved,

without any solicitation, to increase the number of prizes

from three, as advertised, to five, and even a dozen more prizes
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could justly have been awarded, so good were all the birds.

The prizes were awarded to five different varieties in the fol-

lowiug order—viz., Dark Brahmas, Black Hamburghs, Grey
Dorkings, Black Red Game fowls, and White Cochins, eleven
pens being highly commended and three others commended.
It is just to say very rarely has such a variety of good matured
chickens been seen together so early in the season ; in fact, the
class proved one of the gems of the Show. In Game Brown
Reds proved the best of any, though there were some good Black
Reds ; but the Dackwings were not so good as those shown here
last season. Many of the Docks were remarkably fine, and the
Variety class was a study for any naturalist or poultry-breeder.
Matnbnrghs 'svere of superlative merit, and many of the oldest

exhibitors had now some difficulty to hold their accustomed
position, BO closely trying was the competition, and most of the
birds were in capital feather. In the class for any variety of

single cocks a grand Malay as to character, but sadly out of

fe ither, was first, and La Fleche and another Malay second and
third ; in the Variety class for hens the first and second went
to Malays, and the third to an Andalusian, but she was much
bleached by the sunshine.
There was a very large show of Game Banta7ns, but a goodly

ntimber were sadly out of condition by being so much over-
shown. Of other Bantams the Silver-laced were very fine in

the ground colour, but require breeding-down in size, especially
the cock, he more particularly being far beyond the standard
proportions. Several pens of "little beauties" the Black
Bantams came in for considerable notice; and a pen of very
heavily booted White Bantams (single-combed), were penned in
first-rate show condition.
With a Show so admirably conducted it is not difficult to

secure public support, and in all probability future years will

witness even an increased entry.

POLISH CLASSES.

{From a Correspondent.)

The first and third prize cocks were splendid Silvers; grand
crests, beautiful colour, and well marked both in breast and
wings. The second-prize bird was a very large-crested Golden,
rather light in colour, but well marked. Mr. Silvester's is a
large-crested bird, but the crest seems rather flimsy; he is too
dark on the breast. Mr. Dean's was a nice-coloured Golden, but
a little high in the back. Mr. Feast's was also a well-marked
and good coloured Golden bird, but too small in crest. In hens
first was a splendid Silver, although the highly commended one
belonging to the same exhibitor looked the better of the two

;

second a Golden, of very rich colour, well marked and fine crest;
third a Black with a capital crest. Mr. Silvester's hen's crest
seemed quite chafed away ; she is a very fine-coloured Golden.
Mr. Dean's was a young Golden, which will make a capital bird
after moult. Mr. Feast's was a good-coloured Golden hen—too
small, however, in crest. Mr. Boothby showed a good pair of
Golden in the local class. The hen is a rich colour, well marked,
and has a fine crest. The cock was a capital bird, well marked
on the breast and wings, good crest, but not so good as the hen.
Cochins (Cinnamon orBuffi—Cocfc —1. Henry Lin ETwnod. Bariini^. Needbara

Market. -^ a. k Harris. > usgarue. St Day. S, A. Darby, BaRChurch. kc,W.
H. Crabtrte. Levenshulme ; J, Bloodworlh, Cheltenham; W. A. BurnelJ,
Sonthwell. Notts; G. A. Stephens; R. P. Percival, Northemlon, Manchf-ster;
A. Darl-y. Hcn.—l, W. H. Crabtree. 2, Henry Lingwood. 3, U. P. Percival.
he. J. Bioodworth.
Cochins (Partridge).—Coc7c—i,T. Stretch. Ormskirk. 2. W. H Crabtree. 3.

H. Beldon, Bintrlev. Heit.-l, T. Stretch. 2, T. M. l.'erry, Gedney. 3, W. H.
Crahtree. he, W. H. Crabtree ; J. K. Fowler, Ayleabury.
Cochins (Any other variety).—Cock— 1. R. S. S. Wobdgate, Pembnry, Tnn-

bridge Wells. 2, Mra. W:lIiamson, Leic^ate'-. 3, W. Whitworth. jun , Long-
sight, he, W. A. Pnrnell : H. Beldon ; J. Walker. Rochdale, e, G. W. Hibbert.
H^n.-l jindCup. R S S. Woodgate. 2. W. Whitworth. jun. 3, J. Rlnndworth.
/ir. J Walker; Mrd. WiUiamaon ; H. Beldon; A. Darby, c, Mrs. Williamson:
W. Whitworth,.inn. : W. A. Burnell.
Brahmas (Dark).—Coct.—1, W. H. Crabtree. 2, Horace Lin^wnod. Creeting,

Needhdm Market. 3. T. Raines. SterJing. he, W, H. Cral)tree ; J F. Smith,
Sheffield. Hen.— 1. W. H ilrabtree. 2 and 3. T. F. Ans^iell, Cowley Monnt,
St Helen's. kf-.W H. Crabtree; Horace Lingwood; R. P, Percival.
Brahmas (Light).— C'ocfc.—l. P. Haines. Diss. 2, Mrs, Williamson. 8, M.

Leno, Markyate Strpet. i unstable, he, Mrs. Williamson; J. Bioodworth;
Horace Lmgwood. Hf-n.—i. P Haines. 2, R. P. Percival. 3, W. H. Crabtree.
he, Mrs. Williamsm : Horace Lingwood.
DoBKiNHS (C(d 'iired, except SUver-Grey).— (7ot*fc.—1, T. Raines. 2, Henry

Lingwood. 3, J. Walker. hc,K. Cheesman. Westwell. Ashlord ; W. Murfitt

;

T. (J. Burnell. Hen —l. Henry Lingwood. 2, L. Pilkington, Gateacre, Liver-
pool. 3 and hr, A. Darby.
Dorkings (.Any of her variety) —Cocfc—1, L. Wren. 2. J. Robinson. 3, W.

Roe, j.in. he, H. Feast. Swaneea. Hen —1 and 3, O. E. Creshwell, Early
Wood. Bagshot. 2. L. Wren, Lowestoft, he. T. Raines (2); J. Hobmson.
Spanish. — Cocfc —1, R. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, J. Lcemintr. Bronghton,

Prestun. 3, H, Beldon. he, J. Barrv, Bristol ; J. F. Dixon, Cotgrave Hen.~
1. Cup. and 3, J. Leeming. 2. A. Darby, he, W. Nottage, Northampton; J.
Thresh, Bradford (i); R. Newbitt.
Polish—CocA:.—l. 2. and 3. H. Beldon. he. A. & W. H. Silvester. Htn.—

I and 2. H. Beldon 3. A. Darbv. he. T. Dean, Kfifiblev; H Beldon.
CREvE-CtECfS. —CocA:.—!, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Godley,

Hyde. 3, J. Robinson, he, W. H. Crabtree; R. B. Wood ; Rev. C. C. Ewbank,
Langford Vicarage. Hen.—l, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 2. Mrs. Cross. 3.W. G. Patchett, Southwell, he, W. H. Crabtree ; E. Lautour ; R. B. Wood : J.
K. Fowler
Ho- D4N3. — Cocfc. — 1. J. Swan, Stonefield, Lincoln. 2, G. D. Harrison,

Datch'jt 3. W. Dring. Faversham. he, F. Brewer: W. H. Copplestone ; W.
O. Quibf^U. Newark. Hen.~\. R. A-Boiasier. 2. R. Coney. Alford. 3,W.DrinL'.
Hamdhbghs (Black).—Cocfc. — l and 3. H. Belflon. 2. J. Long, Bromley

Common, c, J. Robineon. Hen.—i, Stott •% Booth, Huntley Brook, Bury.
2 and 3, H. Beldon. he, J. Robinson, e, Capt. Mason, Lincoln.

Hambubqhs (Golden-spangled).— Cocfc—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Long, hc^
G.& J. Duckworth. Hen.—l, T. Dean. 2 and 3, G. & J. Duckworth, Church.
he, P. Hanson, Stonehouse ; T. Wa'ker. c, H. Beldon.
Hambukohs (Silver-spangled).— C'ocA;.— I, H. Beldon. 2, Aahton & Booth,

Mottram. 3, J. Long. Hen.~l, Cup and 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Lung. hc,S, R.
Harris; Ashton & booth ; J. Robinson ; T. H. Turner. Sheffield.

Hambukghs (Golden-poncilkd).—Coct.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. 3, H,
Feast, he. J. hhodea; W. Speakman. c, G. & J. Duckworth. Hen.—l, W,
Clayton, Keigbley. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Long, he, J. Smith; W. Speakman.
Hambueohs (Siiver-penciUed).-Cocfc.—1, J. Long. 2 and 3, H. Beldon. lie,

H. Feaat. Hen.—l. J. Rhodee. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Robinson.
Game (Black-breaated Reds).— Cocfe. — 1, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cockshaw,

Hexham. 2, W. J. Pope, Biggleswade, 3, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. he, J.
Mason, St. John's Worcester. Beru—1, S. Matthew. 2, W. J. Pope. 8, D.
Harley, Edinburgh, he, Hon. and Rev. F. Dutton, Windrnsh Vicarage.
Game (Brown-breasted Red) — Cocfc.—1 and Cup, D. Harley. 2, R. Ashley.

3. <;. Brierley, Middlelon. he, S. Matthew. Hen.—l, C. W. Brieney. 2, F.
Sales, Crowle. 3, S. Matthew, he, K, Ashley, Nantwich. c, Kev. H. W.
Hutton, Lincoln.
Gaue (Duckwingor Pile).~Cocfc.— 1, R.Walker, Gomersal. 2, S. Matthew.

8, .J. A. & H. H. Staveley, Driffield. Hcn.—l, S. Matthew, a, F. Sales. 3, J. A.
and H. H. Staveley.
ANY other Variett EXCEPT Bantams.— Cocfc. — 1, Rcv. A. G. Brooke^

Shrawaroine (Malay). 2, Rev. N. J. Kidley (La Flfche). 3, l-ady D. Yeoman,
Whittjy (Black breasted Hal Malay), e, A. A. Vander Mtersch, Tooting
(B'riealand/. Hen.—l, Rev. A. G. Brooke (Malay). 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley,
HoUington, Newbury (Malay). 8, Rev. R. Hurt. Stamlord (Blue Dun Game).
Ant Vabietv.—Cockerel and Pulltt.~l, Horace Lingwood (Dark Brahma).

2, H. Robinson, Baiidon (Black Bamburgh). 3, R. Cheesman (Coloured
Dorking). 4. B. MoUett, Balhain (Black Red Game). 5, J. K. Fowler (Whita
Cochin), he, J J. Maiden ( White Cochin) ; E. Ellis, Earby (Dark Brahma);
W. Croft, Gainsborough (Light Brahraa): T. Briden (Coloured Dorkini^i; O.
E Cresswell (Silver-Grey Dorking) ; W. Dring (Creve-Uceur andHoudani; G.
D. Harrison (HoudanJ; \V. U. Copplestone. Lostwilhiel (tloudanj; J. K.
Fowler (Houdan); Dr. A. Cameron, Brentwood (Brown Red tiame). c, F. G,
Wileman, Newport, Lincoln (Buff Cochin); W. A. Wright, Birkdale, South-
port (Dark Brahma) Vi).

Selling Class.-Prjce not to crcccd £2.-1, J. Lceming, 2, R. Walker
(Pile Game). 3. Miss M. J. Nelson (Brown Red Game), he, Mrs. Cross, Appleby
Vicarage. Brigg (Freuch); Capt. Mason (Black Hamburgh); W. A. Etirnell
(Buff Cochin); J. Swan (Kondan). c, T. & W. Lievesley (Baff Cochin),
Local Ci^?,s.-~For residents in the County of Lincoln.—1, R.Newbitt. 2, G.

W. Boothby, Louth (Golden Poland). 3, E. Walatow, Lincoln (Bnff Cochin^
c, T. & W. Lievesley (Baff Cochin).
Docks.-J « ifs bury.—1, Cup, and 2, J. Walker. S, J. K. Fowler, he, S. R.

Harris; J. K. Fowler. Roucn.—l, J. K. Fowler. 2, Capt R. Swau. 3, J.
Walker. Black.— \ and 2, G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes. 3, f. P. Caiver. Ani^
o(/ier rarjf(y.-l. 2, and 3, H. B. Smith, Broughton. Jwr, J. Walker ; Dr. H.J.
Buck, Newport. Essex; M. Leno; H. B. Smith.
Game BastaMs (Black-breasted Red).-C'ocfc.—1, Cup, and 3. W. F. Addie,

Preston. 2, G. Anderton. Accrington. /w:. G.Hall, Kendal ; Misa M.J.Nelson;
W. F. Entwisle, Westtield. Bradlord. Hen.-l, Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2. Miss M. J.

Nelson. 3, W. F. Entwisle. he, G. Hall ; J. P. Mauseil, Lincoln ; W. F. Addie

;

J. Eaton ; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland-
Game Bantaiis (Duckwing or Pile).—Cocfc.—1, Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2, J. Eaton»

Grantham. 3, S. Beighton, Farnsfielil. he, S. Beighton. Hen.—l, S. Beighton.
2, J. Eaton. 3, W. F. t-lntwisle. he. Miss M. J. Nelson.
Game Bantams [Any other variety).— O'ocfc.—l, S. Beighton. 2, R- Rooksby,

Stamford. 3, J . Long Hen.—I, S. Beighton. 2, 3, and c, W. F, Entwisle.
Bantams (Black).—1 and 2, R. H, Ashton, Mottram. 3, J, H. Eradwell. C, J.

Bantams (Any other variety).—! and 2, M, Leno. 3, R. S. S. Woodgate.

PIGEONS,
Carriers (Black).—Cocfc.—1, R. Fulton, New Crosa. 2, P. R. Spencer, Here-

ford. Hen.—1, R. Fulton.
Carriers (.\ny other colour).—Cocfc —1, R. Fulton. Hen.—1, R. Fnlton.

Pouters (Blu^).—Cocfc.—1, K. Fulton. 2, R. Ruston, jun , Chatterid. He.n.-^

1, R. Fulton. 'Z, W. Nottage, Northampton, he, k. Ruston. jun. ; H. Yardley.
Footers (Any other colour) —Cocfc,—1, R. Fulton. 2, W. Nottage. Beii.—\f.

R.Fulton.
, „

Tumblers (Almond)—Prt(>.—1 and Cup, H. Yardley. 2, R. Fulton, he, R.
Fulton ; J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—Pair.-l, J. Baker, Kew Bridge. 2, R.

Fulton, he. H. Yardley ; A. A, Vauder Meersch.
Antwerps.—Pair. — 1 and he, H, Yardley. 2, W. Slater, Gravelly Hill^..

Birmingham.
BAftBs.-Paj'r.-l, R, Fulton. 2, H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Blue or Silver).—Pair.—L W. Smith. 2, R, Fulton.
Dragoons (Any other colourj.-i*atr.—1, R. Fulton. 2, fl. Yardley. ftc, J.

Fan-tails.—Pfl(r.—1. H. Yardley. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, R. Folton.
Jacobins.-Pair.- 1 and 2. R. Fulton. 2, J. Baker.
OwLs.-Pair.-1 and Cup. R. Fulion.
Trumpeters,—Prtir,—1, R. Fulton. 2 and he, A. A. Vander Meerscb.
TuRBiTs —Pair.—i, 3. Baker. 2, R. Fulton, lie, H, Yardley.
Any other Variety.—Pafr.-l, H. Yardley (Blondinetteo). 2, A. & W. H.

Silves'-er, Sheffield, he, A. & W. H. Silvester ; H. Yardley ( FrUlbacksj ; Rev. A.

G. Brooke (Burmese).
Selling Class.— tiinpie or Pairs.—Price not to exceed £1 lOs.-1, J. Walker'

(Fantails). 2, P. R. Spencer, 3, H. Yardley.

CAGE BIRDS.
Norwich (Clear. Ticked, or Evenly-marked Yellow).—!, W. Richards. 2. J.

Adams, Coventry, 3, E. Orme, Derby, vkc, J. Bexaon, Derby, he, J. Read>
Market Rasen. „ __
Norwich (Clear, Ticked, or Evenly-marked Buff).—1, J. Bexaon. 2, W.

Richards, Bulwell, Nottingham. 3, J. Adams,
Grken.—2, J. N. Harrison, Belper.
BELGIANS.-1, J. N. Harrison. 2, R. Hawman, Middlesbrough.
MANCHtBTER (Coppys or Plain Heads).-1, 2, and I'he, Evans & Smethurst,

Lower Broughton. 3, L. Belk, Dewabury. he, J. N. Harrison.
LiZARns (Golden or Silver-spangledj.—l, J. N. Harrison. 2, L. Belk, A, i-

Green, Gainsborough.
. „ ^^ . i t

Crested —1, R. Hawrcan. 2, J. Bexaon. 8, Evans & Smethurst. he, L.

Belk ; G Dorman, Nottingham.
, ,. .

Any OTHER Variety.— 1, J. Bexson (Cinnamon). 2, J. Adams (Cinnamon),

3 and Extra 8, L. Belk (Evenly-marked Yorkshire and Evenly-marked

Cinnamon), ftc, E. Orme (Variegated Cinnamon), ^ iah ^,^ o
Mules.—I.J.Adams (Goldtinch). 2. J. Bexson (Dark Jonqne Goldfanch). 3,

R, Hawman (Goldhnch). vhe, Evans & Smethurst (MeaJy GoldCnchj; J.

Smith. Lincoln (Linnet), he, G. Butts, Lincoln (Goldhnch). , „ _
British Birds (Goldfinchesf.-l. R. Hawman. 2, T. Green. 3, J. N.Harrison.

Beitish Birds (Any other variety).-!, T. White. Lincohi (BQlltincl;). 2>

Miss C. F. J. Marshall, Lincoln (BnUtinch). 8, S, White. Lincoln (Gieen

Foreign Birds.—1 and 2, W. Wilcox, Lincoln (South African Love Birds and
South AuetraUan Shell Parrots). 8, T. Harrison (Virginian Nightingale).

Selling Class.-Pricf, including Ca^e, 7iot to exceed 158.-1 and 3, L. Bells.

(Belgian and Coppy), 2. T. Green (Yellow Norwich).

RABBITS.
Lop-EAHED.-Biicfc or Doc—L F.Banks, Dooghty Street, London. 2, R. A,

Boissier, Penshurat. he, B. Gilbert.
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~SiLVER-(aREY. — Bucfc Of Boc. — l, Miss Mortimer, Roaa. 2, J. Hallas,
Hndderatield.
lIiMiLAVAN.—Eycfcor Dof.—1,W. "Wliitworth, Jan. 2, J. Hallaa. he, R. A.

Boieiiier; VV. D.mkin, Driffied ; C Marsbiill, ScolhorDe, Linculu.
Any other Vae etv.—fiucfc or Dof.—i, H. Swetuam, Fulfora (Angora). 2,

M. Maroland, Gooie. lie, M Mars'aud: C. Marshall (White Spanish).
SELLiNi Class.—iJucfc or Doe.— Price not to excei-d i'l — i, J. Iii. Pilgrim,

HiDcHley (tiimalayan). 2, F. iJanks. 3, J. Bowman. York (Lop-eared Grey).

Judges.—Poultry : Messrs. E. Hewitt and R. Teebay. Pigeons
and Babbits : Mr. F. Esquilant. Cage Birds : Mr, G. J. Barnesby.

DARLINGTON BIRD SHOW.
The Ornithological Nest Feather Society held its second annual

Exhibition of Canaries, Mules, and British Birds, in the nest

feather oaly, on the 11th inst. There was a grand collection of

youDg Canaries. The arrangements were all that could be de-

sired, and carried oat by an able Committee.
NoBWiciL—C(<:arJonquc—fxoblet and I, J. & T. Clcminson, Darlington. 2, A.

TJptoD, Uerby. he, J. it T. Cleminson; B. Castelow, Sunderland; J. Adams,
Coventry, c. R E. Trifflett, York.
Norwich.— C/car Buff. -1,2, and Ex'ra 2, J.& T. Clemin'ion. 3, R. Wrightson,

Eastbourne, Darlington, he, R. Harrison, Dardugtou ; W. Russell, Darlington ;

J. Goiide, Leic-aier. c, R. Harrison.
NoKWicu.—Eyen/y-mnrfc^rf Buff or Yelloiv.—l and 2, J. Adams. 8, J. & T.

Cleminson. he, .1, Ca>vert, Bootham. York.
NoEWica -Ticked or Unevenly-marked Jongui*.— 1, J. & T. Cleminson. 2. J.

Adams, Extra i, Fetty & Cuas, York. S, J. Calvert, he, R. Wrightson ; A.
Upton; R. Peara.in. Whitby.
NoRwicu.- Ticfct'dor Unevenly-marked Buff —1, 3 . &T. Cleminson. 2, W. &C.

Bnrniston, Middlesbrough he, J. & T. Cleminson ; J. Adams.
No&wiCQ.—Jonque-crested.—silver Medal and 1, R. P.. Tnffett. 2, J. Goode.
NoBWicH.-Bii#cre«(ed.—1, J. Gibson. Bishop Auckland. 2 and he, R. E.

STriffitftt. c, F. Lindoley.
ljiZA.RD.—Golden-spanpl€d.~l and 2. R Ritchie. Silver-spangled.—1, J. & T.

Clemiaaon. 2, K. Ritchie he. G. Dunn. Barnard Castle.

Lizard —Gold or Silver-spangled, with Broken Cap.—l and 2, J. & T. Clemin-
aon. he, R. Kitehie.
Cinnamon.—./ongue.-l, J. Calvert. 2, G. Wallace, Darlington, he, J. & T.

Cleminson; J.Adams, Bu#.— 1, J. Adams. 2, T. Tenniswood, North -Auckland,

Middlesbrough, he, T. Abbott, Darlington; G. Wallace, c, R. Stuckdale,
Spennymoor.
Yorkshire.-Cf^ar Yellow.—\ and 2, W. Howard, Harrowgate. he, W. Iddiaon,

Darlington {I}. Clear Buff.—\, Bartle &. Swainston, Darlington. 2, T. Tennis-
TFOOd. he, W. Howard; K. Moao, North Ormesby.
Yokkshire —Ticked or Unevenly-marktd.—\, G. Cooppr, Darlington. 2. R.

Pearson, Whitby, he, J. Baker, Cockerton ; J. & T. Cleminson. c, R. Layfield,

Darlington.
Cfi.sAK\.—Any other variety.—\, W. & C, BamiBton. 2, J. Adams, he, T.

Tenniswood,
Canabies.—Cage of Six.—\, 3. & T. Cleminsen. 2. J. Adams.
Selling Class.—1, J. & T. Cleminson. 2, W. T. Hampton, Darlington, hc,

W. &. C. BoTOts'on.
Mule — i^Jiy ranXy—1 and 2, R. Stockdale. he, R. Layfield.

British Bird.—^/ly varitty.—l, W. tS; C. Burniaton. 2, T. Armstrong, Great
Broughton.

Mr. J. Bexson, Derby, was the Judge.

Silver-Geey.— 1, Rev. H. H. Gillet. 2, A. W. Whitehouse, Northampton.
Fancv.—i and 2, G. Maalt, Lovvick.

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 12.

THE DORKING.
COCK—GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Of a noble deportment, though of a rather rounded form,

stout and large, covered by abundant plumage. Hackle thick;

OUNDLE POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on the

15th inst. :—
Doekinos.—Cocfc.—1, 2, and 3, R. Wood, jnn., Clapton, c. Rev. E. Bartrum,

Berkbampatead. Cockerel.—I, F. E. Bayard, GwernydJ, Berriew. 2, R. Wood,
iun. hc. L. B. Calcott, Oundle.
Dorkings.-Htnvi.-l, 2. and 3, R. Wood, jun. Pulletit.~l, T. C. Bnmell,

Micbeldever, z and hc, Rev. fc;. Bartrum. c, F. E. Bayard; H. Wyman, Con-
nington; L. B. Calcutt, Uundle.
Game.—Coefe —1, C. Chambers, Oakham. 2 and 3. H. Lotixn, Oundle. he, W.

Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple; Howard & Patenell, Weliingburough ; Mrs.
Deacon, Polebruok Hall; E. Winwoud, Woroeater. e, H. E. Martin, Scul-

tborpe, Fflkcnham. Cockerel.— 1, T. Dyson, Halifax. 2 and c, B. Mallet,
Balham, Surrey.
Game —Hens.-l and 2, H. Lotan. 8, H. Howe, Wellingborough, he, H. E.

Martin ; E. Winwood. Pullet».—l, T. Dyson. :, Howard iS; Ptitenell.

Spanish.—Biacfc —Cocfc.—l.T- Bunlter. Cierkenwell. 2, W. Nnttage. North-
ampton, he, T. W. Hallam, Whitwick, Leicebter. Hens.— \, M. Brown, Ab-
ketlleby. 2, J. F. Parker, Northampton. 8, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell. hc,

E. Winwood. Chiekens.—l, W. K. BuU.
Cochin-chinas.— Cocfc.—1, E. Winwood. 2, T. Sear, Aylesbury, hc, H. Feast,

Swansea; H. Yardl^v, Birmingham; W. A. Burnell, Suuthwell. Hens.—l,E,.
Winwood. 2. H. Yardley. C/t(cfcf7w.— 1 and 2. W. A. Burnell. 8, H. Feast.
Bkaumas.—Xtarfc.- Cocfc.— 1, H. Lingwood, Creeling, Ni-eiJbam Market. 2, T.

F. Anadfll. Cowlev Mount, St. Helen's, he, R. A. Boissier. Penehurst. c, 3. S.

Clarke, Oundle. Hens.-l, T. V. Anadell. 2 and c, J. S.Clarke, hc, H. Wyman.
Chicfcen*,— 1, H. Lingwood. 2, J. H. Clarke.
Brahmas.—Liffhi.—Cocfc.—1, Mrs. Peel, Sharnbrook. 2, H. Lingwood. hc, M.

Leno. Dunstable. Chicfcerw.-1, H. Lingwood. 2, Mrs. Peel, c, S. Lucas,
Hiichin.
Hambubohb. — Go/d and Silver-pencilled.— \, J. Ward. Ashby-de-laZouch.

2, W, Tickner, Ipswich. Gold and Silver-^fpangled.-l.J. Waid. 2, W. Tickner.
Bantams.— 1, R. Wood, jun. 2, M. Leno.
Any other Distinct Breed.- 1. W. Bearpark. 2, H. Feast. 8, W. Cutlack,

jun., Littlepwrt. hc, R. A. Boisaier.
Selling Class.-1, H. Lotan. 2, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone. c,E. V. Snell,

Barr^wden; W. Taylor, Glapthom; J. S. rUrke. Hens.—\, J. T. Parker,
Northampton. 2, T. Love, Kingsthorpe, Northampton, he, T. Boulter, c, A.
Checkley. Wellingborongh.
Geesk,-1, Mra. Deacen. 2, M. Kew, Market Overton, Oakham.
Ducks —^y/*'«^uri/ —1, Mrs. Deacon. 2. T. Sear, Aylesbury, hc, H. Wyman.

Rouen —1. K. Wuod. jun. 2, T. Halmshaw, Earlanewton, Dewbury. Any otJier

uariefy.—1 and 2. M Leno.
ToEKEsa.—1, M. Kew. 2, Mrs. Deacon, he, 3. B. Underwood, Warmington.

PIGEONS.
Cabbiers.-1, W. Nottage, Northampton. 2, J. E. Palmer, Peterborough, hc,

B. Yirdley, Birmingham.
Pouters.—1, L. Watkin, Northampton. 2, J. E. Palmer, he, W. Nottage ; H.

Yardley.
Any othbk Vabiett.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. E. Palmer, c, J. F. Loveraidge,

Newark ; J. Coote, jiin., Wellington ; T. Chambers, Jan., Northampton (2).

RABBITS.
Heaviest.-1, Rev. H. H. Gillet, Wadenhoe, Candle.
Lop-KABED.—1, G. Wood, Clapton. 2, W. E. Dolby, Oundle.

^^j<vL<\w,'i^irj

Fig. 26.—Dorking Cock.

tail of mediam length ; comb single ; wattles and eara very
long ; five toeB to each foot ; bones fine and light {fig. 26).

Weight.—At full age from 7J Iba. to 8} lbs.

Fl'sh.—Abundant, very white, very fine, and easily disposed

to fatten.

SItajie.—In all cases the bird should be of ample size, yet pro-

portioned to its height, and never long and narrow.

Fig. 27.—Dorking Cock's Head.

Head (jig. 27).—Strong, upon a neck apparently thick on ac-

count of its very abundant hackle.
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Comh.—Single, high and large, prolonged behind, as straight

as possible, anil regularly and largely toothed. The comb is

Bomatiraes double and granulated, especially in the White
variety.

Wattles.—Long, large, and hanging.
Cliecks.—Covered with small, short, white feathers.

Ears.—Rather long, red at the ends, of an azure blue, and
pearly near the ear passage.

iJeai.—Strong, aud curved downwards; black and yellow.

Eye.—Iris, dark red
;
pupil, black.

Foot.—Of medium length, strou^', fleshy, and good pinkish
white ; soft, aud of a very fine textaru.

Fig. 28.—Dorking's Foot. Fig. 29.—Dorking's Foot,

under 5ide.

Toes.—Strong, well-jointed, five in number, and of the same
characteristics as the foot (figs. 28 and 29).

Flnmage.—The G-rey Dorking, which is the most noted aud
characteristic variety, has the hackle and the long saddle feathers
of a beautiful straw colour, thickly marked with small black
spots. The shoulders are of a deep yellow. The feathers which
/;over the wings are of a fine black, with very bright purplish
iridescence ; the large flight feathers white ; the breast brilliant
black ; the sides, thighs, and abdomen of a dull black ; the large
tail feathers black ; the covert feathers of the tail aud the sickles
black, with green and bronze iridescence.
The cock is very beautiful, and of a very sedate aspect. Its

head, wattles, and thick hackle give it a very patriarchal ap-
pearance.

SHEFFIELD POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Many shows have been started at Sheffield, yet there has been

none in that important centre of industry which has been
annual, most of them having failed owing to want of public
support. Whether that which we now report will become a
fixed event remains to be seen, but while we were there on the
first day (July 18th) the visitors were not at all numeious. The
schedule was an attractive one, many extras in useful Sheffield
ware being given besides substantial money prizes, and the
entries amounted to about a thousand in all. The management
was in the able hands of Mr. Hawley, of Girlington, Bradford,
and the only drawback was that on some account Messrs. Turner
were disappointed of some of their pens which had been in use
at other exhibitions, and this threw the penning of the birds
somewhat behind, so that the arbitrations were not commenced
till some time later than was intended. Very large aud excellent
tents were provided.
Black Red Game cocks were first, but did not show well.

The first-prize bird, though a grand fellow, was duck-heeled;
the second, though stylish, had lost one spur, and the third was
a little flat-shinned. Most of the class were rather shabby in
feather. In hens the first was large, stylish, and good in hand,
but rather coarse, yet fine in feather ; the second of high quality
but out of condition, while the third also was of good quality.
The piece of plate was awarded to Mr. Matthew's well-known
Bxown Red, the second being a stag of great promise. In hens
an excellent Brown Red was first, closely run by a good Pile.
Dorkings—cooks were fair, and in hens a splendid chicken was
first, second good, but the third a little faded in colour. Cochin
cocks were a little shaky as a rule, Lady Gwydyr's large old Buff
coming second to a good light Buff, which, however, was a little

mealy in tail. In hens the first and extra prizes went to a very
grand Buff pullet, the second and third to hens. In Dark
Brahma cocks the cup was awarded to a Shefiield bird of great
size and good shape, the breast being slightly mottled; second
a grand bird in all points, but rather yellow; third a good bird,
but smaller. In hens the first was good in shape and well
pencilled, also of Shefiield; second very large, but not equal in
pencilling and shape

—

a reaUy good puUet. In Light Brahmaa

a cock of great merit, but a little yellow, was first; and in hens
a model pullet.

Spanish cocks were a grand class. First a large-faced and
broad-dropped bird ; second good in face, but narrower in drop ;

Hud third a smaller-faced bird, but by far the best in quality.

The extra prize went to the first-named cock. Good as were
the cocks, a treat was awaiting us in hens, and we do not hesi-

tate to say this was the best class ever seen at this time of year,

and we leave the award to particularise the quality respectively.

French were poor, the winners excepted, La Flcche taking the
plate.

In Golden-spangled Samhiirghs the birds were mostly good,
but one or two rather old for the show pen. The first, a tho-

roughly well-marked bii-d, had lost one sickle. Hens were very
good ; the fii-st, one of the best-marked we have seen of late, aud
sound in colour, but rather broad in comb ; second not so bright
in ground, but well spaugled ; third also a thoroughly good hen.
In Silver-spaugled the first was a model bird, but the second
and third failing in spangles on the tail hackle. No. 1C.5, shown
by Mr. Long, was almost equal to the first, but sadly broken in

feather either at or in transit from Lincoln. Hens good, but

not quite up to the Goldens. The whole of the winners in

Golden-pencilled cocks were good in colour and tails, and, if we
are rightly informed, are the produce of one yard. In hens the
first was a model of his kind, the second only losing a little in

tail, while the third was exceedingly bright in colour, but bad
in comb and tail, aud a little mossy, and yet at first sight she
appeared the beat. The winners in Silver-peuciUed were good ;

the first a model bird in all respects. The next class contained
some good hens, though, to our liking, rather smaller than is

desirable; the third a good pullet. Black Hamburgh cocks

were good in all points, and the cup for Hamburghs was given
here, but the hens pressed closely, the first being perfect.

In Polish Silvers won in both cases, while Goldens were
second and third ; and in the Variety class good Sultans were
first, Scotch Greys second, and Redcaps third.

Bantams came next. Black Red cocks heading the list, the

first and extra prizes going to a graud old cock rather thick in

neck aud broad in sickle, while the colour was superb ; second
and third were good stylish birds, one rather broad in head and
out of feather, and losing in colour, and the other a similar bird,

but the shafts of the sickles red. In hens the first was a grand
pullet in both style and colour; second a good hen, and third

also a hen. In the following class a Pile was first, Duckwing
second, and a very pretty Pile cockerel third. We do not know
a better Pile hen in the fancy than that to which the first

prize for Any other variety of hen was awarded ; style, colour,

and condition were perfect. Second came a grand Duckwing,
and third a Pile pullet. Black Bantam cocks were very good,

but not so the hens, excepting that which took the first prize.

The piece of jjlate for these classes went to the Black cook. The
Sebrights in the next class were not in the best bloom, although

we doubt not that when in feather they will be good. In hens
a Pekin was first aud a Golden-laced second; the third, a Silver

Sebright, was quite patchy in marking and needing moult.

There were six Selling classes, and all well fiUed—in fact,

quite a little show of themselves, and the winners were in most
cases birds fit for any competition.

Pigeons formed a fine display, and the classes were well filled.

The cup for the greatest number of points was won by Mr.
Taylor. In Blue Pouter cocks two birds in prime condition

were first and second, the third-prize one also being good. In
White cocks Mr. Nottage won both prizes with good birds, the

second losing only in leg-feathering. Carriers were not numer-
ous, but some were good, Mr. Yardley's Blackcock winning very

easily, as also his hen in the following class. The first-prize

Almond cock was far a-head of the second in head properties,

but was closely pressed in point of colour and marking. English
Otvls were one of the best classes ; the first, a Silver hen, almost

perfect, and second a really good Blue. In Turhits Mr. Jones
showed a grand Silver cock, to which the piece of plate was
justly awarded; and in Dragoons, Blue or SUver, the extra

prize was given to a Blue cock with the right style of head.

Antioerps were good classes, the cup going to a Short-faced cock.

R.iEBiTs.—Most of these were placed too high to be easily

seen, but these were not the Lops. In Lop bucks the first was
a Fawn in fine order, 22 by H inches in ear; second a Black-

and-white, 21 by 4J inches. In does the first was a Black-and-

white, 21 j by 4{ inches, large, well marked, with an enormous
dewlap, and awarded the piece of plate ; second a grand Grey,

good in colour, 21 { by 5 inches; and third a Tortoiseshell,

rather small, and not in the best order, 21 J by 4 J inches. Silver-

Greys came next, but these did not prove good, except the first-

prize doe, and this needs a little more time to bring out the

silvering ; second also a doe not in such good order as we have

seen her ; and third a buck rather darker than is desirable, but

very fair for a buck. Some of the best Rabbits in this class

were in full moult. Of Himalayan there were only three in the

pens, the first large aud good in head, but only moderate in feet
;

second very fair in points, but small and rather mousey ; the
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third also being very similar in points and size. In the next
class a fine Augora of large size was first, closely run by a

capital Blue Dutch doe, and third a good-coated Belgian Hare,
which was, however, small for that variety. Nothiug of note
was shown in the Selling class excepting the first-prize Rabbit,

a very valuable Black-and-white Lop buck.

Game (Black Red).— Cocfc.—J, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 2, C. Chaloner,
"Whitwell, Chesterfield. 3, J. Mason, si. John's, Worcester, he, E. Turner,
Rothotham ; Marquis of Lanadowne. Hc7i.~l, F. Sales, Crowle. 2, C. Chaloner.
3, S. Maltlif w. vhc. T. DyHon, Halifax, he, J. Mason.
Game (Any olht^r van'etj ). — Coc/c. — Cup S. Matthew. 2, H. E. Martin,

Sculthorpe. Fakenham 8, C. Chalonpr. c. F. Lampeire, SheffieM ; G.Mather,
sen.. Stavely, Chesterti'^ld. Hen —1, F. Sales. Crowle. 2. F. T. Walton, Horn-
cliffe 3, S. Matthew, he. Marquis ol Lanadowne. c, F. H. Wi-ight, Halifax ; C.
Chaloner.
DohKinGB.- Cock.—\,T. r. Bumell, Micheldever. %'W. Morfitt, Goole. 3.

S. Brierley. Rochdale. Itc.W. Harvey, bheffiuld; W. Morfitt. Hen.— I, T. G.

Burnell "'2, \V. Harvey, Sled Bank. 3, J. Walker, Rochdale, /ic, Mrs. T. \V.

S. Hind. Kendal; W. Morfitt; H. Feast, Swansea, c, W. Morfitt.

Cochins (Cinnamon or Buff).— Cock —I, W. Harvey. 2, Lady Gwydyr,
Ipswich- 3. S. R Harrin, Cornwall, vhc, W. W. Renton, Heeley, Sheffield.

Bf7t.—>pecial. Lady Gwydyr. 2 and S, W. Haivey. hc,T H. Turner. Brad-
field. Heelev, Sheffield; C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham; G. Paltreyman, Heeley,
Sheffield; W. W. R.-nton.
Cochins (Anv other varietv),— CocA:.—I, T. Aspden, ChuTch, Accrington. 2,

W. Harvey. 3. W. A. Bumell, Southwell, Notts, vhc, M. M. Cathmore. Sheep-
shed, LooehborouRh. he. Lady Gwydyr. Efii.—i, T. Aspden. 2. M. M. Cash-
more. 8. L. Wright, Crouch End, London, he. W. Whitely, Sheffield.

Brahmas (Dark).— Corfc.— Extra. J. F. Smith. Cheney Mnunt. 2. Lady
Gwydyr. 3. T. F. Ansdell, St. Helen's, he, H. Brown; L. Wright. Hen.— 1,

W. Whitelev. 2. T. F. Ansdell 8, Lady Gwydyr. he, T. F. /Vnsdell ; E.
Pritchard, Tetfenhall, Wolverhampton; J. F. Smith, c, T- F. Ans'lell.

Brahma (hij^ht).- Cock.—l. M. Leno, Duustable. 2, W. Wtiitely. 3, H.
Belnon, GoitBtock, Bingley. Hoi.—l and 3, H. Beldon. 2, J. Steel, Cheddleton.
;w, W. Whitely.
Spanish.—Cocfc.—Special. E. Jonea, Clifton, Bristol. 2. R. Newbitt. Epworth,

8. H. Beldon vhc,K Jones. Clifton. Bristol, he. J R Rodbard, Wrint^toQ ; E.

BrowD, Sheffield; J. W. Hinds, Kendal, c, Hon. Bertie Hastinffs. Hen.— I. J.

Thresb, Bradford. 2, J. Boult-n. Bristol. 3 and c. Burch &, Boulter, Sheffield.

n/ur, E. Brown, Sheffield; K. Newbitt, Epworth. /il-, J. K. Rodbard; J. Thresh
(2) : T. Moore, Cardiff.
French —Cof/c.—Special, E. Walton. 2, Miss G. A. Patchett, Southwell.

3. H. Feast, Swansea, he. H. Feast; G. W. Hibbert, Godley, Hyde, Man-
chester ; E Brown. Hcn.—l, E. Walton. 2, Miss G. A. Patchett. 3, H. Feast.

Hambukghs lGolden-span?led).— Coc/i.- 1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, G. & J. Duck-
worth. Church, he, T. Dean, Keighley ; P. Hanson ; H. Feast. Hen.-l and H,

T. Dean. 2 and x^he, G. & J. Duckjporth. he. M. M. Cashmore, Loughbrough
c, P. Hanson, Wheatenhurst Union, stonehouse ; H. Beldon.
Hamborghs (Silver-spangled).—Cocfc.—l and 2. H. Beldon. 8, Ashton and

Booth, Broadbottora. Motlrara. he, Ashton & Booth; J. Lonsr, Bromley
Common. HtH.—\, H. Beldon. 2. J Long. 8 and c, Ashton Sl Booth, he, K.
Moore; H, Beldon; W. Adams, Ipswich.
HAMnnRGHS (Golden-peneilledl.-Cocfc-l.H Beldon. 2, .T. Long. 3, G. and

J. Duckworth, he, W. Speakman, Nantwich Hen —1, G. & J. Duckworth. 2,

W. Cla> tun. Keighley, 8, G. Holmes, Driffield, he, C. Bloodworth, Chelten-
ham {'/); H. Beldon; J.Long; \V. Speakman, Nantwich.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).— Coc/i-'.—l. J. Long. 2 and 3, H. Beldon. c, J.

Rhod.^8, Accrington ; G. Holmes. Driffield. Hen.— I, J. Rhodes. 2, H. Beldon.
3, J. Long, he, H. Beldon : H. Feast.
Hambi'Rghs (B!ack).—C'(jcfc.—Special and 3, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. Hen —

l.J Long. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Foster, Kettering, he, J. Feast, Swansea ; H.
Beldon.
PoL.ANDS.—Coc&.—l,H. Beldon. 2, T. Dean. 3, A.Silvester, Sheffield, he,

W. Harvey, c. 3. R. Harris. Hcn.—l, H. Beldon, 2, W. Harvey. 3, T. Dean.
c, G Bloodworth.
Any other Vakiety. — L H. Feast. 2. H. Beldon. 3. J. Earnsbaw.
Bantams ( Black Red).—Cocfc.—3p ^cial and vhe, W. F. Entwisle. 2 and 3, W.

F. Addie, Fisbergate. Preston, he, F. Lampeire. Ben.—\, F. Addie 2. W.
Adams, St. Clemt-nt'a. 8. R. Ardagh, St. John's, Worcester, vlic, W. F.

Entwisle, Westfield, Bradford he. W. F. Entwisle; F. Addie; W.Atkinson.
Game (Any other variety).-Cocfc.—L E. Walton. 2. MissM. J. Nelson, (Jock-

shaw, Hexham. 3, W. F. Entwisle. he. F. Steel, Halifax : W. F. Entwisle ;

A. Ashley, Kedhill, Worcester- c, R. F. Hartley. Altrincham ; G. Ripley, Gres-
land, Maabrougb. Hen —1, E. Walton. 2. 3, and vhc, W. F. Entwisle. }ic, F.

Steel ; K. J. Hartley ; A. Ashley ; G. Hall. Kendal.
Eavtams (Q\Ack)—C<>ck —Special and 3, K. H. Ashton. 2, W. Moore.

Keighley. he. Burch & B. miter, e, E. Walton. Ben— I. A, Smith. 2, J. Earn-
sbaw 3, R. H. Ashton he, J. Watta, Birmingham ; J. Walker, Rochdale.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—Cocfc.— 1. M. Leno. 2 and 3, J. Watls. he,

Mrs. Whitely. Clough Bank. fie/t.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. Watts. 3, M. Leno.
he, M. Leno ; J. Watts.
Ducks.—.4ytcxJ,ur}/—\, W. Stonehouse. Whitby, 2, J. Hodges, Aylesbury.

3, J. Walker, he, S. R Harris, Cusgarne, St. Day.
Any other Varietv. or Ornamental Watbkfowl.— Special and vhc, W.

Binns. fudaey, Leeds (Kaearka and Chilian Pintail). 2 and 3, M. Leno. he, J.

Walker.
SELLING CL.\SSES.

Gaue, D0BKTNG9, Brahmas. oe CocnisB.—Price not to exceed £3.-1, D.
Youug, Leamington. 2, H. Beldon. Bingley. 3, Lady Gwydyr he, Burch and
Bou'ter. c. Miss M, J. Nelson; W. W. Renton, Heeley; F. Barber, Upper-
thorpe, Sheffield.

Anv otheh Variety.—Price not to exceed £2.—Special, K, Newbitt, Epworth.
2, H. Beldon. 3, Farncsa & Sudall. he. J. S. Rooth, Chesterfield (Malay) ; R.
Moore ; C. Bloodworib. c, W. R. Bull, Ne-ivport Pagnell ; Burch & Boulter ;

A.

Silvester.
Any Variety.—Price not to exceed £2—Cocfc —Special, H. Beldon. 2, J.

Chester, Nantwich. 3, P. Cartmel, Kendal, he, Furnoss & Sudall; J. Howitt,
Masbrongh. Rotherhara; W. G. O. t-atcbett. Somhwell; Lady Gwydyr;
Burch & Boulter c. Mrs Tonkin, Bristol. Hen.—l. Lady Gwydyr. 2. Miss
Newbitt. 3, J. Rhodes, Accrington. I'hc, Fumess & Sudall (Spanish), he, W.
Harvey: T. F Ansdell (Brahma); W. A. Buintll; Mrs. Tonkin ; D. Young; F.

Steel; W. Whitely; J. Thresh, Bradford, c, J. Thresh.
Bantams.- Pric<f nt*/ to exceed 3 s.— Coek.—l. Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2. F. Steel.

3, M. Leno. vhe, E. Walton, Horncliffe, Rawtonstall, Manchester, he, W. F.

Entwible ; A. Ashley, c. Miss M. J. Nelatm. Hen.—l, Mrs. E. Newbitt, 2, M.
Leno. 8, E. Walton, vhe. W. F. Entwisle. he. Miss M.J. Nelson ; Burch and
Boulter; R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy ; F. Steel; W. F. Entwisle.

PIGEONS.
PoixT Prize. Taylor, Huddersfield.
PorTERS ( Black or Blue) — Coi"fc —Speiial and 2, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 3, G. J.

Taylor, Huddersfield. he. R H. Blacklock, Sunderland ; G. Holloway, jun.,

Stroud. Here—Special. J. Baker, Kew bridge. 2, W. Harvey. 8, W. Nottage,
Northampton, he, H J.Taylor.
Pouters ( Ked or Yellow). -Cock —1, G. J. Taylor. 2, G. Robinson, Sunderland.

3, W. Harvey. He7i.—l, R. H. Blacklock. 2, J. Baker. 3, G. Robinson.
Poutkrs (White).—Cocfc.—land 2. W. Nuttage. 3, G. J. Taylor, he, R. H.

Blackhick; G. HoUowav.jnn ; G. J. Taylor. Hen—1 and 3, G. J. Taylor. 2,

Mrs. Ladd, Calne. he. W. Harvey.
PocTEHs (Any other colour or markings).-Cocfc.—I, R. H. Blacklock, 2, W.

Nottage. 9andhc,G. J. Tayljr. Hch.—1, 2, and S, G. J. Taylor.

Carriers.— Cocfc.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2. G. J.Taylor, 3, J. Ford,
Monkwell Street, London, he, A. Heath, Calne; G. Robinson. Hen.—l, H.
Yardley. 2, G. J. Taylor.
TiiMBLEHS (Almond, Short-faced).—Special, H. Yardley. 2 and 3, J. Ford.

he. H, Yardley ; W. Brydun, Langton Mains. Dunse; J. Ford.
Tumblers (Any ottier varietv, Shori-faced).- 1, G. J. Tavlor. 2, H, Yardley.

3, W. Woodhouae, King's Lynn, /tc, G. J. Taylor (2); W. Brydon.
Barb.—Cocfc —Special, G. J. Taylor. 2, P. H. Jonea, Fulham, London. 3, W.

Harvey. Ben—I, G. J. Taylor. 2. P. H. Jones, 3, H. Yardley. he, T. W.
Townson, Bowdon. c, G. J. Taylor; W. Harvey.
Jaobins (Red or Yellow).— 1, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, J. Smith, Walkley,

Sheffield. 3, J. Baker, he, G. J. Taylor (8) ; W. Woodhouse ; J, Thompson ; J.
Baker.
Jacobins {Any other colour).— 1, J. Baker. 2. A. Vander Meersch. Tooting,

London. 3, J. Baker, he, G. J. Taylor ; A. Vander Meersch (2) ; J. Thompson,
Bingley.
OwL-i (Foreign).—1, T. W. Townson. 2, P. H. Jonea. 3, H. Yardley. lie, J.

Young, Bishop Auckland.
Trumpeter.— 1 and 3, W. Harvey. 2 and he, A. Vander Meersch.
Owls (English) —1, W. Binns. Pudsey. 2, W. Rhodes, Otley. 3, P. H. .Tones.

he. W. Binns ; E. Lee, Nantwich ; W. Rhodes ; T. W. Townson ; W. Woodhouse

;

J. Young, c, E. Lee.
ToRBiTS (Red or Yellow).—1, J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham, 2, A.

Silvester, Sheffield. 3, T. Foster, Bingley. he,G. J. Taylor {2j ; H. Yardley

;

A. Vander Metri-cb ; O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood. Bagsbot (J),

TuKBiTs (Any other colour).-Special and 2. P. H. Jooes. 3, O. E. Cresswell.
he, G.J. Taylor; O. E. Cresswell; A. Silvester, Sheffield; T. Holmes, Lower
Sydenham.
Fantails.—1 and 8, J. F. Loversidge. 2, Q. Bluhm, Higher Broughton. he,

E. Brown, Sheffield ; J F. Loversidge (2).

Dhagoons (Blue or Silver).—Special, W. Binns. 2, W. Smith. Walton-on-the-
Hill. 3. S. Cliff. Nantwich. he, H. Yardley (2) ; W. Gamon, Chester ; J. Watta ;

A. Smith, Northowram ; W. Harvey.
DuAonnNP (Any other colour).- 1, H. Yardley. 2, J. G. Dunn, Durham. 3. G.

Holloway, jun , Stroud, he, W. Harvey ; J. G. Dunn; W, H, Mitchell, Moseley

;

R. WoddB. Mansfield, c, R. D. Smith. Bradford.
Antwerps (Short-faced). — Cocfc. — Special. J. Wright. Manchester. 2, J.

Lister, KeiLThtey. ^, H. Yardley. he, J. Wright; J. T. Tbeobold, Lower
Tooting. Heju-1, W. Gamon. 2, C. F. Copeman, Birmingham. 3, J. Deakin,
Sheffield.
Antweeps (Long-faced or Working).

—

Cock,—Special, G. J. Taylor. 2, H.
Jennings, Allerton, Bradford. 3, W. Binns. he, J. Wright; J. Lister; T.
Foster: H. Jennings; J. Hargreaves, Wentworth, Rotherham ; C. Simmonite,
Sheffield. ffeTi —1, H, Jennings. 2. J. Lister. 8, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. /tc,

R. White, Manchester ; H. Jennings.
Ti'Mulers (Long faced. Almonds or Mottles)—1, G. J. Taylor. 2, W. B,

Mapplebeck. Moseley. Birmiogham. 3, A. Silvester, /tc, W. B. Mapplebeck ;

R. H. Blacklock; W. Harvey.
Tumblers (Long-faced, any other variety).-1, W. Fawcett, Eaildon. 2, J.

Watta. 3. A. Silvester.
Nuns.— 1. Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrewsbury. 2, A. Vander Meersch, 3, W.

Harvey, he, H. Yardley ; Rev. A. G. Brooke.
Magpies -Special, Miss F. Seanor, Leeds. 2, G. J. Taylor. 3, C. G. Hitch-

cock, Oxford, he, G. J. Umplebv, High IJoroughbridge ; Ward & Rhodes; M.
Ord, Sedgefield ; G. J. Taylor, c, H. Yardley.
Swallows.-1, W. Harvey, 2, T. Fostei-, Birmingham. 8, Miss Seanor. itCf

G. J. Taylor.
Archangels.—1, R. Wilkinson, Guildford. 2, G. J, Taylor. 8, Miss Seanor.

he. P. H. Jones, c, W. Harvey : H. Yardley.
Any other Variety,—1, G. J. Taylor. 2, A. Silvester (Ice), 3. H. Yardley.

he, A. Silvester (Pigmy); G.J.Taylor (2); A. Silvester {Plain Ice); M.Ord; O. E.
Cresswell; J. E. Crofts, BJyth, Worksop.

SELLING CLASSES.
Pouters, Cahrierb, Short-faced Tumblers, or Barbs.—1. W. Brydon. 9,

G. J. Taylor (Yellow mottled Short-laced Tumblers). 8, H. B. Massey, Spalding
(Black Barhs). ^
Anyotheb Variety. -l.W. Brydon. 2, H. Yardley. 8, T. C, Newbitt /tc.D.

Young, Leamingt(m ; G. J. Taylor.
Any Variktv (Singlel — 1, J. Baker (Carrier). 2, J. Ford, London (Tumblers),

3, G. W. Dutton, Chester, he, G. J. Taylor; H. Yardley; P. H. Jones; W.
Nottage (Dun Carrier); E. C. Stretch; G. Holloway, Stroud; Miss Seanor; H.
BrowTa, Wakeley. ^ ^
Any Variety (Pairs or Single) —I, A. Silvester (Trumpeters). 2, E. Brown*

3 G. J. Taylor, he, G.J. Taylor; E. Brown; H. Yardley; P. H. Jonea (Barb)

;

W. Nottage ; E. C. Stretch ; J Smith ; R. White ; T. Foster ; A. Silvester ; J

.

Ford (Blue Carrier and Tumblers),

RABBITS.
Prize for the best Rabbit in the Show.—J. Hume.
Lop-eared.—iJucfc.-l, F. Banks, Doughty Street, London. 2, W. Allison,

Sheffield 3, W H. Bacon. Sheffield. he.W. A. Haslani, Sheffield; J. Haigh,
Sheffield, c. W. H. Andrews, Sheffield. i>oe,—Special, J. Hume, York. 2, W.
Allison. 3, T. Myton, York, he, F. Banks; S. A. Garside, Ormskirk; J. H.
Brand, Barton-on-Humber ; W. Harvey, c, S. A. Garside; A, Clarke, Don-

Silvbr-Gbeys.—Bucfc or Doc—1,S. BaU, Bradford. 2, J. H. Brand. 3, B.W.
Mason, Hull, he, T, H, Dows, Boston, c, W. Canner, Leicester ; R, H. Ulen,

Wakefield
HiMALATAN.-BHcfc or Doc.—l, Leggott & Cawood, Thorne. 2, T. H. Dows,

p T H Revile, Heeley.
'any otbee Varieti —Buck or Doe.—J, W. Glaiaby, York (Angora). 2, B. W.
Mason (Blue and White Dutch Doe). S. T. H. Dowa. )ic, T. Garner, Kinga-

tli.irpe. Northampton ; J Mason (2) ; M. Marsland, Goole. c, J. Tebbutt, North-

ampton ; T. Garner (Angora). „„.. „ , .^ ._,, r. .... ^
SELLiNoCLi83.-l,W. Allison. 2, E. E. M. Koyds, Eochdale. S, W. Canner.

he, 1. Wharton, York.

Prize for the best Cnt in the Show.—E. Baxter, London. „ . , .

LoNQ-HAlE'^ D.-l and 2. Mrs. Olarlic. Hartford, Huntingdon. S, T. Weightmnn^
Connauaht Place, London. «:, Mrs Enipaim, Hhetiield.

Tabbies.— Special, E. Baxter, Bath Place, London, 2, B. Needham. Shefteld.

3, H Brown, he, J. Howard, Sheffield Moor; C. Hopkinsou, bheflield. c, M.

Anv other Variety.—1, D. Moore, Longhborough, 2, F. Mills, SheflBeld. 3.

J. Lord, »heffleld.

SvDOES.—Fault n/, liahbits, and Cats: Mr. E. Hutton, Pud-

sey. Pigeons : Mr. W. Cannan, Bradford, and Mr. H. Beldou.

NEWHALL POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 15th inst,, had a good start; and

though the prizes were not large the entries were pretty good,

and the quality in some of the classes gave us an agreeable sur-

prise. The pens used were those of Turner, of Shoffield, and,

placed under an excellent tent, they showed the birds oft to

advantage. The birds were well attended to in all respects

while iu the hands of the Committee, who were assiduous in.

their attention.
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DorJcings had seven entries, the first being of the Dark variety

ftud gooii iu all respects, while second came a goud Silver-

Grey with a poor hen. Cochins, Buff were poor, the wiuner8
youDg; but the pen of "Whites that took the iirat prize in the

next class were shown in the best possible trim, second being

Partridge, and the cock very good. Light Brahmas were bad,

but the Dark very good, the three pens running uacommonly
closely upon each other. Of Red Game there were eleven

entries, forming a fine class; first coming a very stylish pen of

Brown Reds, second one of the same colour, but the hen not so

good, while a good pair of Black Reds were awarded the third

prize; the latter, however, were out of feather. In the next
claiis there were three entries of Dackwingrf, old birds coming
first, a very stylish pen of chickens being second. Hauibur/jhs,

though mixed classes according to the schedule, produced only

Goldens iu the Spangles ; but these were one of the best classes,

five out of the seven pens being noticed by the Judges, and all

containing birds of the right stamp. In Pencilled only the first-

prize Goldens were good, but these were a nice pair. Bantams
had but one class, the first a grand pen of Blacks, and second
Blaok Red Game ; the hen very good, but the cock rather

stumpy. Eight pens were noticed in the Variety class out of

ten entered, tbe first being such a pen of White-crested Black
Polands as we have not seen of late, and which reminded us of

<lays gone by. The price put upon them was only i'G U.s. : hear
ye this, ye Poland fanciers ! Second were grand Black Ham-
burghs, and third Silkies.

Dorkings.—1. W. Bennett, Barton-nn-Trent 2, J. Watts, Birmingham, he-

W. Bennett ; BI. M. Oashmore, Lou^fiborouffh.
Ci)cn\s-<:,ilitijL%.- Cinnamon or Buff—\ aad 2, E. .T. Draper, Burtnn-on-Trent.

c, J, WattH. Any other variety.— I, Dr. Hill, Swadlincote, Barton-on-Trent
2. M. M. Cashmore. lie, G. M. Cooper, Burton-on-i'reQt. c, S. W. Hallam,
Whitwick; Or. Hall.
BKiHM\s -Ltff/i^—1,J. Watts. 2.Dr.Hall. Darfc.—1, Dr. Hall. 2,J. Watts.

vhc and c, G. M Cooper.
French— I, W. Wiiliame, Woodvillc, Burton-on-Trent.
GiME.—C/(ic-fc or Brown Eed.—^, R. Staley, Swaaiincote, Burton-on-Trent.

Sands, VV. Harvey. Midwav, Bartonon-Treut r'c;, D. Hulme. Liclifield. he,

E Bell- Barton on-Tieat; G. Eames. Burton-on-Trent. Any other variety.—
1. W. Harvey, a. E. Bell, he, R Staley.
Hamburgh3.—Go/rf«« or si'Derspangled.—I and vhc. C. Dawos. Newhall. 2,

S. W. Hallam. 3, 31. M. Casbmore. c. J. Watt3. Qolden or Silvcr-penciUed.
—I. Dr. Hatl. 2. M. QT. Cashmore. c, C. Dawes.
E4NTAM9.— 1, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. 2, E. Bull, vhc, y7. Haway; J. Watts.

c, K. Staley.
Ant other ViRiETY.—l. Dr. Hall (Poland). 2, M. M. Cashmore (Blaok Ham-

barffhel. 3, fil. Buxton, Bretby, Burton-on-Trent (Silkies), he. Dr. Hall (Black
Hamburghs); J. Watts ; J.Ward; 3. W. Hallam (Spanisli); Dr. Hall (Minorca).

The Judges were Messrs. Lowe, of Comberford, and Hatton,
of Pudsey.

CLECKHEATON POULTRY SHOW.
The sixth annual Show was held on the 18th inst., and as

regards the attendance of visitors proved a great success. The
"Show at Sheffield seemed to have affected tbe entries very much,
as in some classes there were only as many birds as prizes.

Gatne came first, Mr. Brierley winning first in both single cocks
and pairs of Reds with good birds. In Game, any other variety,

we may be pardoned if we differ from the Judge, f jr the second
were undoubtedly best, the first being very coarse. In Cochins
the winners were Buffs, two good pens of Whites b*^ing highly
-commended. Spanish were very fair, and the Brahmas good;
while in the three classes of Hamburghs there wore some good
birds shown.
In Game Bantams the first was a really good pan, the Piles

and Dackwings in the next class proving only poor. In the
Variety class the winners were Gold and Silver Polands re-

spectively. The class for chickens was good, almost all of them
being noticed ; the first being capital Dark Brahmas, and second
Golden-pencilled.
Ducks and Geese were good. In the Variety class Teal Ducks

were first, Kasarkas second, and Pintails third.

Pigeons were not numerous, Mr. Horner, who seems to prefe"*

an easy competition, winning most of the prizes with a capital
stud of birda. In Carriers a good Black was first, Dan a good
second. Pouters were, first Blue and second R-ids. Dragoons
were a good class. A capital Blue was first, and Yellow second

;

bat in Jacobins No. 1, unnoticed, ought to have been first.

Antwerps were very strong, good Dans winning in both cases.

R.AjjBiTS.—Of these there were twenty-six entx-ies. Iu Lop-
eared bucks Greys were first and second. Two good Silver-Greys
won in the Variety class for bucks ; the first in does being
Angora, and second a small and neat Duich.
Game.—.4Hy variety.— Sitvjle Coclc.—\, C. W. Brierlpy, Miidloton. 2, J.

Fortune, Morton Banks. Keighley. Black or Brown Beds.—I, G. W. Brierley.
2. J. VV. Thornton, Bradford, he. W. Bentley, Scholea ; H. Beanland, Bradf ird.

Duckwing, Bl le o^ Grey.—l, H. C. & W. J. Mason, Drii^lilingcoa. a. E. Hollaod.
Ovenden. Any variety -1, R Walker, Gomorsal. 2, H. G. St W. J. Mason.
lie. H. Walker, Gumeraal ; C. W Brierley.
Dorking.- 1, J. Walker, Rochdale.
Cochin-China3.— 1. W. H. Crabtree, Manoheater. 2, C. Sidgwick, Keighlev.

vhe.W. Whitworth. juQ , Manchester, /ic, H. Beldon, Bingley. c, E. Win wood,
Worce-ter; K W- shackleton. Bradford.
Sp\si3h.— B(rt'.'fc — 1, J. Thresh. Bradford. 2, H. Bellnn
Bkahmi Pootra.— 1. T. F. Ansdell. .St. H-ilen'a 2. W. H. Crabtree. he, W.

H. Crabtree; H Wilkinson. Earby; H. Beldon ; T. F. Auydell.
HAMfiuRuns.- i5oW or Silver pencilled.~l and 2. H. Bellon. OAd or Silver

spangled.—1 and 3, H. Beldon. f, W. Kellett, Birstal.

PHRA9ANT.— O^Tcfc —1. T. W. HolmcB, Boildon. 2, H. Beldon. he, H. Belion ;

C. Sidijwick : J. Smifh. Gilstead.
Game Bantams,— i^/'«-/,- or Brown Beds —1, G Noble, Stainpliffe. 2, S. Smith,

Nurtbowram. Any variety.—l, J. Sugden, Swindley. 2, S. Smith, c, I-'. Ho;t,
Staincliffe.
Bantams.—.4/11/ variety except Game.~l, W. H. Robinson, Keighley. 2, E. J,

lUinyworth, Hightown.
Any other Vakiety.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, W. H Crabtree.
Sklt,iho Class— 1, J. Powell, Bradford, 'i K. Clayton. /iC, H. Wilkinson

;

T WilUainson, Jan., Cleckhc:at')n ; C. Carr, Wilbden.
Any Variety —C/ii(;fce;i'i.—l, H. Beldon. 2. R. Clayton, he, C. Sid^wick; E.

Holland; J. Mitchell. Birkcnahaw; J. Walahaw, Batley ; W. Scholefield,
Birkenshaw; R. Lo.d, Roch lal-^; J. Smith ; R. .^vkroyd, KcoleahiU.
GEESE.— I, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, J. White, Wuitluy, Nethertun. he, F. E.

Rawaon, Halifax.
i>ucKi.—Aylesbury.—I and 2, J. Walker, he, J. Newton, Silsden. Rouen —

1,J. Newton. 2, J. Walker, he, T. Halmahaw, Earlsheatun. Any other variety

.

—1, J. Waiker. 2 and he, W. Binne.

PIGEONS.
Carriehs.—Sinjie Bird.—1, p. R, Spencer, Hereford, a, E. Homer, Harewood,

Leeds, fttf, P. R. Spencer: E. Homor. Patr.-l and 2, E. Homer.
fcMBLEBa.— 1, E. Horner. 2, H. Yardley. Birmintrham.
PooTERS OR Croppers.— 1 and 2, K. ti^rner. he, H Ya'-dley.
Fantails.— 1 and he. J. F. Loversidse. Newark. 2, E. Horner.
DRAGooNa.— 1, E. Horner. 2, W. Bions. he, E. Biirnhill, Cleckheaton.
Jacobins.—1. E. Horner. 2, H. Yardley.
NuN3.—1 and 2, E. Horner.
ANTWEEtPs.-1, W. EUia, Idle, Leeds. 2, E. Horner, he, W. Lund, Shipley ;

H. Yardley; W. Ellis; T. Foster, Bingley.
Selling Cuss. -1, S. Anderson, Miriield (Owl). 2,R. Sehofield {Dragoons).

he, W. Luad (Turbita) ; E. Horner (Jacobins).

RABBITS.
LopEARRD.—Bwcfc.—1, W. Miller & S. Adams, Bradford. 3. G S. Burton,

Leeds, /ic. T. WilUamson, jun.; G. S Burton. I> k?.— I, G. S. Burton. 2, A.
Miller, Bradford. h<: b'ea b^r A Mitchell, Keiybley ; J. Armstrim?.
ANY OTHER VARIETY.— I and 2. J. Uallis. Hii'ldersfietd (Silver-Greyd). Dor.

—1, G. S. BurtOQ (Angora). 2. W. Miller (Uutuh). he. S. Ball, Bradford
(Angora); A. Atkinson, Huddersflcld (Angora); A. VV. Wliuehoade, Northamp-
ton (Silver-Grey).

The Judges were Mr. James Dixon, of Bradford, and Mr.
Esquilant, of Brixton.

BRAMLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The followincj awards weie made at this Show held on the

20th and 21st iust. Owing to want of apace we are relnctantly
compelled to postpone our reporter's comments until next week.
Spanish.-1, H. Beldon. Bindley. 2, Pallister & Hawkiaa, Topcliffi. 3, J.

Powell, Bradford, he. H. Beldon: W. & F. Piokard, Ttiorner
Cochins.—1. H. Beldon. 2, W. Mitchell, Birkenshaw. 3, R. J. Raworth,

HarroLrate. c, Mrs. C mtley, Bramlev.
Brahmys.-1. H. Beldon. 2. W. Scbolcsfield, Birkenshaw. 3, T. Dobson,

Kirby Mooraide. he, W. Mitchell c, C. -Atkinson. Armlev
Gaite.—I. J. W. Thornton, Bradford, 2, E. Hollind, Ovendon, Halifix. 3,

Wini^field & Andrewa, Worcester. O'ocfc.- 1, J. W. Thornton, il, J. -Andrews,
Worceater.
Polish —1 and 2, H. Beldon.
T{A:stfiURGH'S-—Gold-si)anoled.—l and 3. H. Eoldon. 2, J. Long, Kent. Silver-

spaji'iled.—l and 3. H. Beldon. 2, T. FiiWButt, Baildon.
H&.MBURGKs.-i7old-pencU.—l aad 3 H. Boldou. 2. T Faw'3>tt. Silver-

2i''it<:il.~l and 3. H. Boldon. 2. J. Lon^. Kent. Black-pencil —I. H. Beldon. 2,

T. W. Holmes, Baildon. 3, J. Maore, Pudaey. he, Popplewell Bros., Bramley

;

J. Lone;.
Game B.4NTAMS.—1. G, Noble, Staincliffe. 2, W. F. Entwiale. Westfiald,

Bradford 3 and c. Witi'.rfield & Andrews. Cock.—l and vhc, W. F. Entwisle.
2, G. N'oble. 3, E- Jenmn^ja, Farsley. he, J. Roberta, Bramley.
B\NTAM3—Ciaft.—1, Wells & Sherwin, Ripon. i, R. H. Ashton, Mnttram.

S.Wiogfield 't .Andrews Any other variety —1. H. Beldon. 2. Wells & Sherwin.
Ducks —Rouen or Aylesbury.—1 and 3, T. Halmihaw, Earlaheaton. 2, Dr.

Bions, Padaey. Ann other variety.— l, 2. aid 3, Dr. Bmus
Chiceens.— I, H. Beldon. 2, W. Scholesfleld. 3. W. MitcbpH.
Anv VAjtrET? —Cocfc.—1. F. W. 5hackletoD. Bradford. 2, W. F.rth, BirkenT

shaw. 3, H. Beldon. vhc, G Carr. Wiladen, Bingley.
Selling Class.—Pnc^ not to exceed 30s. — 1, J. Powell, Bradford. 2, H.

Beldon. 3, Popplewell Bros, vhc, Wella & Sherwin. c, H. W. I.lingworth,
Idle : C. Carr.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1 and 2, E. Homer, Harewood. 3, Miss F. Seauor, Leeds. (The

whole class highly commended).
PocTEKs.—I. Cap, and 2, J, Hairaiae, Hull. 3, E. Horner, he, Wella & Sher-

win ; E. Homer.
DR-4GOON3 —1. C. A. Pearson, Liverpool. 2 and vhc, R. Woods, Mansfield. 3,

Dr Binus. he, G. P. & R. HacHett, London : E. Horner.
OVLS—En oilsh —1, Dr. Binns. 2, Miss F. Seauor 3, H G. Poole, Brad-

ford, vhe, Dr. Binns; J. Thresh, Bradford, he, J, Bailey, Bramley; J. Dye,
Hpxham. c. E. HoJ-ner.
TnRBiTS.—1, 2, and 3, H. G. Poole, Bradford, vhc, F. Plckard, Pontefract,

he, W. Daniels, Rugby, c, Popplewell Bros. ; W. Dauiela.
.lAconrNs—1 andc. J. Powell. Bradford. 2. Dr. Binas, 3, A. Blakeboroush,

Hish Harrogate, vhc, E. Horner.
TaoMPETEas.-1 and 2, E. Horner. 3, J. Pickard.
Tumblers.—LoK{7 —1, 2. and he, D. Riddi-mgh, jun,. Bradford. 3, J. Dye.

vhe. D. Riddion-th. Jan.; E. Hnrner. c, Wells & Sherwin. Short.—1 and 2, E .

Hirner. 3, J. R, Barnes, Bramley.
Fantails.—1,2, and 3, J. F. Liveraidge, Newark, he, 3. F. Liveraidge; E.

Homer.
Barbs.—1, Miss F. Seanor. 2 and 3, E. Horner, vhc, A.. BUkeborough ; Misa

F. Seanor (2); H. Jennings, AUer'on.
Antwerps.—IfOHj.-l and he.W. Lund, Shipley. 2, H. Jennings, AUerton.

3, Dr. Binas. vkc, R. M MOn : J. Dye -ihort—l and lie. W. l,und. 2. Dr.
Binna. 3, E. Horner. HIediu7nr-faeed—\, Dr. Binna. 2, W. Lund. 3. H.
Jennings, vhc, W. Bates, Rugby; J. Lister, Keighley. h:, B. Rawnsley,
Bingley. c. Miss F. Seanor.
Magpie or Mas,—land 2, Misa F. Seanor. 3, S. Machell, Bramley. he, S.

Machell ; Dr. Binns ; E. Homer, c. Wells & Sherwin.
Asi' OTHER Vauiett.—1, Mif>9 F. Seauor (Plain fee). 2, E. Horner. 3. Wells

and Sherwin (Swallow): R. Woods; Miss F. Seanor (Pigmy Pouter), vlic,

Wella & Sherwm (Ice) ; Misi F. Seanor ( Spangled Ice), e, K. Wo .dd (2).

Skllisq Cliss -Pncc not fj exceed 25s —I, Vf. Lund. 2, A Blakeboroagh.
3, Wells & Sbsrwin: W. Lual; C Atkins m. Armley; C G. Oare, Sp I'ding.

vhc. D. Riddioagh. jnu. he, S. Michell ; Miss F. Seanor (Tumbler and Magpie).
Local Clash. -Bona faced Antwerps.—1. W. SutclifFe, Bramley. 3, A. Batiye,

Bramley. c, J. Wataon, Bramley.
CANARIES.

Yellow.—1, S. Haiosworth. Farsley. 2. J. P. BusflelA. Farsaeld.
Br;FF._i, B. Keighley. Farslev i. D. Illmgworth, Horrifleld.

M^RKiD.-1. W. Cleirg. New W^rtley. 2, J. Heald, Bramley. he, S. Briggs,
Bramley. c, R. Webster, Bramley .
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Norwich.—1. W. Smith, Birmingham. 2, W. Cle^g. r'fr, J. Benn, Bramley.
Bklgun.—3/(irfe«d.— 1, G. Gott. Shipley. 2, P. Horn, Fareley.
LizAKD —I, D. lUicffworth, Hersfonh.
MuLEB.—1. D. Illioeworth.
SELuyo Class —Price nat to exceed lis. Gd. witk Ca<?f.—1, P. Horn. 2 and 3

W. Smith, he, W. Clegg.

PAttROTS.—Grej/.—1, W. Clegg. Any other variety —I, J. Booth, Armley. 2,

G. LoDgbottom.
RABBITS.

Lop-eared.—1, G. S. Barton, Beeston Hill, 2, J. Blakey, DrifBeld. 3, J. M.
Minder, Wakedeld. vhc, 3. Bowman. York: T. Myton, York {2). tic, F.
Baoka, London ; G. S. Barton ; J. Ajmstrone, Leeds ; J. M. Mander.
SilverGret —1 and 3, R. H. Glew. Wakefield. 2, S. Ball, Bradford. lic.Q.

C. Hattun. Bradford: T H. Dowa, Boston.
Himalayan.—1, B. Newsome, Holbeck- 2. J. Firth, Bramley. s, H. White,

Rochdale, rkc, A. Atkinson, Haddersfield. he, S. L. Firth. Bramley; B.
Newaome.
ASGORA.—1. A. Atkinson. 2. G. C. Hntton. 3, S. Ball. Bradford, vhe, J.

White, Bramley. he. J. White: T. Gamer, c. G S. Barton.
ANY OTHER Variety.— 1, T. Gamer. 2, T. H. Dows. 3. M. Marsland. Goole ;

G. P. & R. Hackett, London, lie, H. E. Gilbert, Rugby, c, R. Land, York;
T. H. Dews.
Any VARrETY.—l, T. Myton. 2, G. C. Button. 3, T. H. Dowa, ufti:, F.Banks

T. Myton. he, J. Armstrong.

Mr. Hutton, of Padsey, was the Judge.

THE FANTAIL.
The Fantail is one of the most attractive of the fancy varieties

of Pigeons. In fact, it is almost as well entitled to the eog-

nomea of high fancy as the Pouter, it being as difficult to pro-

dace a fine tail and style as a large crop and size. Some writer

detractingly says, " Fantails were intended to be trifled over

by women and children." He certainly could have had no ex-

perience in breeding them. It has been one of my favourite

varieties from my earliest Pigeon-fancying, and a few years ago

I discarded all others for the sole purpose of experimenting
upon the development of a strain of certain colours. Few
persons know what a fine bird is ; they have become so used to

the ordinary shovel-tails, that they are to a measure correct in

the idea that the Fans are of but little importance.
The demand for fine birds is, however, increasing, and the dull,

vacuous bird, with its bedraggled look, will ultiaiately disappear
before the improvement in good taste. While nothing can be

more common and ugly than an ordinary Fantail, so there can
be nothing more striking in the Pigeon realm than a small,

stylish, high-bred bird. There are several classes of Fantails

and fanciers. In the first place, there is as much difference

between two of the strains as there is between the strains of

Tumblers : one strain being large and coarse, with immense
tails ; the other, small, refined, and exceedingly stylish. The
English partake of the first, the Scotch of the latter charac-

teristics, though in both countries there are individuals who
may have preferences for certain of these points. There are

also other distinctions beside large and small. The birds may
be long-necked or short-necked; the first are the so-called

Calcutta Fans, the latter the German variety. Then there are

the pointed and the plain-headed. Of these, the pointed are

most popular in America, and the smooth heads in England.
Thus we see there are two strains, large and small, and each

of these may be subdivided into long and short-necked birds,

with or without points in the heads, with large tails and mo-
derate style, or with grand style and moderate tails.

Ab so much is possible, what is preferable ? Many of the

most successful breeders pay all attention to the tails, and we
see dozens of birds " bowed down beneath the weight of woes,"
caused by a heavy tail overtopping them, and bearing their

breasts towards the earth, like a boat too heavy forward ; or else

the taU is carried backwards at an angle of 45', and the bird

loses what style it might have by trying to balance itself upon its

feet. Other and equally successful breeders go for style, and
sacrifice all else for that. These seem to be the two extremes,
and our preference is for the latter. Style, by all means ; with-
out it the tail is nothing to speak of, though every Fantail must,
as a matter of course, have at least twenty feathers in the tail.

Those fanciers who like large tails are not content with less

than thirty, and with some thirty-six is the minimum. We
have seen a few birds with over forty feathers, and have heard
of and read of fifty and fifty-six being counted; and though we
have no reason to doubt the report, and deem the thing possible,

yet we were not present at the numbering, and, under some cir-

cnmstances, seeing is believing.

Probably if we had seen we might have learned something, as

we did from the fellow who always beat us 3 or 4 inches in the
measurement of Pouters. We never could imagine how he did
it, until we saw him carefully draw the tape from the point of the
beak along the breastbone, and so between the legs to the tip of

the tail. We outblew him afterward. With birds of the finest

style there are seldom more than thirty feathers in the tail.

That number makes a tail of good size and weight, and is easily

carried.

The feathers are of two varieties—long and narrow, and short
and wide. The longest belong generally to the long-necked
birds, the broadest to the short thick ones. The short and
bioad make the best tails, as there is more probibiUly of their

being well spread, and the birds to which they belong are
mostly short-backed specimens.
The feathers of the tail, no matter how many in number,

must form about seven-eighths of a circle, and must be so ar-
ranged that when the tail is cut off it will lie flat upon the table,

preserving its circle without being weighted down. The under
tail coverts must be smooth, even, and perfectly straight in
position, looking like a leaf placed upon the posterior surface of

the fan. The carriage of the fan is of the highest importance,
and it should be carried so that the tips of the middle feathers
will be directly over the centre of the feet, and touching the
head. The fan must not deviate from a right line either towarda
the right or left, as the slightest lopping is detrimental.
The feathers, above twenty, are set in a double row—that is,

it takes about twenty to form a circle, the feathers being a little

closer together towards the middle of the tail ; after that the
extra number go to form the second row. Sometimes a third
row is also intimated.
When the birds are bug-infested, the tail feathers are broketi

down, or caused to look rigged, by the birds picking themselves.
A description of the style is very hard to put on paper ; there is

so much goes to make it up, and there is a vitality about it that
dies beneath the point of the pen. To be stylish, the bird musU
be small ; that is imperative. To be large, in proportion to the
average size of anything, is to be gross ; and in nothing is this

more applicable than amoag Pigeons, especially among Fantails ;

therefore, it must be soitill as the Almond Tumbler, if possible,

and then it outstyles that variety. If it is large it is common,
thereby vulgar; but small and stylish, it is a gem, and fit for
" women," as the diamond is amoug stones.

The preferable neck is long and graceful, curved as the letter

S reversed. It must ascend from a full, round breast, as sym-
metrically as the Swan's, and it must be continually in motion..

The head is the head of a Dove, with the eye of Venus, for

there is an expression about the eye of a Fan that is not ob-

servable in the eyes of any of the others ; we presume, on
acconnt of the incessant motion of the neck, which has obtainedl

for the variety the name of Shaker.
The neck, surmounted by the head, inclines backward, rest-

ing against the anterior surface of the tail, or rather just touch-

ing it ; for if it presses too hard it passes between the feathers,

and it becomes a deformity. The incessant shaking is a traiS

produced by cultivation; it is necessary to good style, and be-

comes extravagant in well-bred birds when driving to nest. The
large-tailed birds do not have it to a great degree, nor do ths

short-necked German cast of birds ; many of the shovel-tails do
not have it at all, and when they do it is a burlesque upon good
behaviour.
A good idea of what the relative positions of neck, tail, and

body should be may be gained by drawing a triangle, the base

of which will represent the body of the bird, and the two sides

the neck and tail, meeting at the apex. The wings are carried!

close to the side, the tips meeting behind, beneath the tail, just

touching the floor ; the feet, coral-red ; the eyes, hazel in white

birds, pearl in the coloured. The back is an item that must
not be neglected ; the shorter it is the better, and the more
likelihood of the carriage being fine.

The standard colour is white, a pure white with purplish

lustre about the neck when shaking in the sunlight. We have

spent a number of years in experimenting upon the colours of

Fantails, and have bred them of all colours, shades, and com-

binations. Much can be done with a little care ; by forming an

indea in one's mind and breeding to it, any composition can be

fixed. Thus we have bred black birds with white tails, and
white birds with black tails, white birds with red tails, saddle-

backs, magpied, &c. ; but such birds never equalled in style the

pure white. We have seen, and at times have owned some of

the solid colours that were equal to the best whites, but they

have been very few in number, and are very hard to obtain,

especially yellows and blues.

One of the prettiest combinations of colours we have ever seec

was in a bred bird from black-tailed stock ; it was a pure whiSe

with undertail covert deep black.

When we were breeding Fantails our standard was as follows -

1. Stvle: nervous; bird always on tip-toe; continuous shak-

ing of the neck.

2. Size : small.

Tail : Feathers evenly and broadly spread ; well carried.

Back : short.

Feet : coral red.

Eye : hazel in white ; pearl in colours.

Neck : long.
Head : plain.

Colour: white.

This is an epitome of the points we kept in view. The number
of feathers in the tail was a matter of indifference, some of oar

best birds having but twenty-six and eight. Many were point-

healeil, though the plain were preferred by ourselves; the

maj 'ritv of observers, however, ailmire the points.

A pair of 30 called Calcutta Fans were once sent us. We
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placed tbem in our loft, but were unable to tell any difference

between tbeiu and the commonest of our point heads.

A way to refine a good strain of Fans is to judiciously inter-

breed them, culling out the coarsest and largest young ones.

One of the finest strains we ever obtained was by matching a

rarely good male to his own daughter, and her son to herself.

We kept the strain true for several generations by matching odd
nests, and then introduced the old bird again ; and by crossing

his progeny with the established strain, produced far better

birds than the originator of the strain. Whenever such a strain

shows weakness in points or constitution, care most be taken to

invigorate it by the introduction of fresh blood.

Fantails are as good breeders and nursea as any of the va-
rieties. For us they averaged a pair of young every seven weeks
all the year round ; the loft being heated by a register stovB
during the winter. Their boxes must be large, 18 by 18 inches,

no fronts except a strip 4 inches high along the lower part of

the box, to prevent the young from falling out.

There must be nothing against which the tails may be broken.
Water to wash may be allowed twice a-week ; the floor kept
sanded ; a piece of rock salt (alum salt) where the birds can get
it, and plenty of mortar broken into bits smaller than peaa. A
piece of salt codfish is also considered quite a delicacy by the
birds, and they will pick at It for da/s together.

Fig. 80.—The fantail.'

The Fantails become exceedingly familiar, and we have had
to push them out of the way, when cracking mortar with a

hammer, to prevent cracking their heads. We also had a pair
build a nest and hatch a pair of young in a corner of the desk
behind the inkstand, which the writer was obliged to use daily
during their incubation. A favourite position of the unoccupied
bird was upon the shoulder of the person at the desk. It is said
that familiarity breeds contempt, but in this case it was the
reverse, as the birds were very well-behaved birds, and took as

much interest in the writing of articles as any of the readers
could have done in the perusal of them, and they enlivened
many a weary hour of a very weary winter.

—

Dr. W. P. Mobgan,
Baltunore.—[Pet Stock, Pigeon, and Poultry Bulletin.)

[The above, taken from this month's New York " Pigeon
Bulletin," is, perhaps, the very best article on the Fantail which
I ever had the pleasure of reading. It is clearly written from
experience, and there is also a freshness about it which is not
always to be found in descriptions of Pigeons, authors too fre-

* This illustration is copied without acknowledgment from our No. 512,
published January 19th, 1871, and is repeated here.

—

Eds.

quently following each other in forma of expression. Dr. Morgan
speaks of the two heads, point and smooth ; as regards England
this matter is settled, and a point-headed Fan would never
obtain a prize, we deeming that the point utterly spoils the

gracefulness of the head. As to the two varieties, the English
and Scotch, something has been done recently, for I have lately

seen prize birds in England with evidently Scotch blood in

them. This I approve, for although the graceful little Scotch

bird does not in its entireness find favour south of the Tweed,
yet an admixture of Scotch blood would be highly beneficial to

the large-tailed English bird. Motion would be added to, style

would be given, and the size diminished, with the full tail pre-

served. Never yet have I seen an engraving which did justice

to this bird. Even Mr. Ludlow's pencil has been less happy
with this variety than it usually is ; but I look for him to do
better than as yet he has done, and that he will produce a grace-

ful portrait of this the most graceful of all Pigeons. The Carrier

is noble ; the Pouter grand ; the Fantail graceful. I do not

think it well to picture the tail feathers ragged and broken at the

end, though we know they mostly are in an exhibition pen

;

but I have had Fantails for months without broken or rough
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tail feathers ; but they had roomy boxes, and their full liberty.
I agree with Dr. Morgan that white is the best colour by far,

and that neither neck nor tail should be coloured, but saddle-
back Fans are vei-y pretty, and in them neck and tail are, of
course, pure white.

—

Wiltshire Rectoh.]

IS THIS A HONEY YEAE?
We have not yet obtained accounts from distant places, but

from all I have seen and heard, I believe that 1874 will be better
for honey than any of the six preceding years. March aud
the first half of April were very unfavourable for bees in this
part of the country, also the whole of May. This, together
with the weak state of the hives, made swarming late generally.
In June the weather took a more favourable turn for bees,
which have been doing moderately well ever since. From a
bee-keeping point of view, rain is much wanted in this locality

;

we have had one shower only for many months, and that shower
did not penetrate more than 3 inches deep. Here we have a
thin peaty soil resting on 12 or 15 feet of white sand and gravel.
Hence the fields are parched, and white clover is not yielding
honey so plentifully as it usually does in similar hot weather.
On heavier land where clover is more plentiful bees are doing
better. Still all are moving onwards ; swarms are filling their
hives, and old stocks that yielded them are now pretty well
filled with honey. We have turned-out a lot of ours from which
we get about 20 lbs. per hive of excellent honey. Though honey-
dew appeared on sycamore and oak trees the bees fortunately
did not touch it this year. I am encouraged to believe that
the honey harve&t will generally be large throughout Great
Britain and Ireland. Apiarians should take notes of observations
and results, and send them to the Editors. The practical work
of the bee-master is now to prevent swarming, by giving his
bees room enough in ekes, supers, aud nadirs.—A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Spanish Cocblerel's Face (Resitr(iam).—U it he true that the bird you

name is frnm really white-faced birdu, it will be tou ttoon to condemu him.
It ia, nevertheless, quite true tbat tbe youog cocks show tho white face low^
before the piUlets, and the bird iu questioD should show it jjow. The white
should first bhow on the lower part of the face, and then gradually increase.
The last spot that remains red is immediately over the eye. This is the
same in cocks and puUets.

Influence of the Weather {Doubtful).—V7e prefer the extreme heat
to either looK-ooutiuued rain or east wind. We do not beUeve this late
weather to have been injurious. Our chickens have done weU all the time.
The only inconvenience is they want their water frequently renewed. We
think water that has become tepid from standing iu the sun is very bad
for chickens. We have it renewed four times per day, aud the remainder
thrown over the grass. Nothing ia gained if the vessel is only hllel up.

Bantam Chickens Chilled (O. W. i?.).—The chickens ought not to suiTer
from the storm if you wiU give them some bread and ale uight aud morning
for a few days. If it does not cure them you must give tiiem a strong decoc-
tion of camphor to drink, and let them have no other water. If they are
ripped in a damp place move them to a dry one, and, above all, choose a spot
well eipoeed to the sun.

Poultry Farm {S. Q ).—There is no farm devoted to poultry in all Eflig-
land. Visit Lady Gwydyr's poultry-yard near Ipswich.

DiSTiLLrNG Lavender and Rose Water (.V. Y. Z.).—Freshly-picked
lavender flowers, lib.; rectified spirit, three pints; macerate for two days,
and distil by the heat of a water bath. A few drops of essence of ambergris
may be added. For rose water mix 5 lbs. of rose petals with 3 fluid ozs. of
proof spirit and one gallon of water. Distil one quart only from the mixture.

Linnets (7(;T(orawnis).~When intended to be reared by hand, they should
be taktn from the nest when about ten days old, or when the tail has be^un
to sprout. They may be fed on sopped bread mixed with mawseed (pr>ppy
seed), and a httle hard-boiled egg. Some persons use rapeseed; but if this is

employed it should be first scalded and then well-washed to deprive it of its

pungency. Rapeseed, however, we regard as much too pungent and oily to be
a wholesome food for birds in confinement. Hempseed, of which all birds are
very fond, is also too fattening and exciting, and should only be used
medicinally. The yooog, when hungry, will stretch up their heads and gape
open their mouths, when the food may be put in a small lump at a time by
means of a flattened stick or cut quill. They require feeding often, and care
must be taken that their food is never sour. You should have " The Canary
and Other Song Bii-ds." It contains fuller directions. For twenty postage
stamps you can have it post free from our office.

Lebds OfiNiTHOLOGiriL SOCIETY.—" May I, as exhibitor at this Society's
Show held three months ago, ask, Are we to have our money either for prizes
or birds sold ? As the latt«r applies to my case, I shall be glad to know when
we may expect value for our property disposed of.—W. G. He.sry."

Takjsg Honey from a HrVE (vl. F.).—The story you have heard about
turning up an old hive, placing it upside down a^ a little distance fi-om its
stand, aud lotting a new one on the board, and that if this be done all the
bees wDl leave tbe old one and go to the other, is a very foolish one, and
should not be believed The queens of hives thus treated would not leave
them, aod all the bees that forsook the old hives would be lost. Your batter
way will bo to drive the bees out of the hive into another at onoe, as the
season is far advanced, and help the bees to fill their new hive by a little

leeding. The price of one-third of the honey in the old hive will buy sugar
enough to enable the bees to fill a new hive with fresh beautiful combs.

Losing Swarms (B. S. fl.).—Your frienda in Kent have been very un-
1 Ttunate in losing five swarms from sLt stocks, and these stocks are now so
full that the bees cover the front of their hives. Probably tho hives aud
supers oa them are well filled with honey, and there is but little space for
bleeding iu them. Yo'ir friends should either enlarge their hives by ekcing,

or drive the bees wholly out of them into empty hives, and then take tho
honey. No bees should be allowed to hang about the dojrs iu clusters for
any length of time. If the bees were driven into empty hives now, and fed a
little, they would soon fill them with combs, and become another year mora
eligible for stocks than the present ones, if permitted to go on as they are.
There is no time to lose

; the sooner the bees have more room, the better it
wiU be for them aud their owners.

Bees' Breeding Season (C. B".).—In answer to yonr inquiry, we have to
say that bees generally continue to breed as long as they gather honey.
About three weeks after honey-gathering ends most hives will be without
brood, and where bees are not taken to the moors, honey-gathering generally
ends eai'ly in August. If you wish the bees in the old hive to fill the new one
with combs, your better way will be to drive them at once, and sacrifice tho
brood in the black combs. Feeding the swarm in the new hive will cause the
bees to build combs, and fill them with brood. If you object to the sacrifice
of the brood, one-third of the bees could be left in the old hive to hatch it>
then unite to those in the new hive.

HiTES Deseeted (F. R. L.).—There is no way of accounting for your bees
deserting their hive, if not from caprice. The other day a swarm of ours
readily accepted a hive, and at ooco commenced to build combs in it. It
continued at work in this hive for two days, and then deserted it. They
swarmed on a bu&h again, from which they were shaken into another hive,
and are there doing well. The deserted hive and combs wera gladly accepted
by another swarm. It is vexatious to lose swarms from whimsical notions
on their part, and this is not an uncommon thing. Many fugitive swarms
are seen iu this locaUty, and during this hot weather going in all directions.

Honey Candying lA. Fisher).—It is natojal for all good honey to crys"
tallise and become solid. The houoy gathere I fi-om aom^ lljwjrs solidifies
sooner than that from other kinds of fljwors. It you prefer to eat it iu its
liquid state, you have only to put it inan oven oroa thejfee for a few minute?.
This will destroy its grittiness for a month or more.

Bees Dying (A, F GodmnrtD.—YoxiT account of yoi^r b;eea is quite un-
precedented. You say you had " two unusually large ewarflis of bees on,
the 9th aud lOtb, which you hived into Neighbour's cottage hives, and found
both swarms all dead on tho following mornin,'." We can ouiy suppose one
of two causes: Either they were suffocated by the entrances not bemg open
(could this be the case ?J, or else the hives themselves were poisoned in some
way. So extraordioaty a circumistance is worth careful scrutiny. We sympa-
thise with your misfortune deeply. Can any of our readers throw light on t he
cause of this fatality ?

Bees in Bar-hive {West Cheshire Subscriber).--'We fijad it advisable in
using bai'-framed hives to atiix a piece of comb to every alternate bar. The
" Woodbury-bar " has the lower angles rounded-ofi', with a central rib an
eighth of an inch iu breadth aud depth. This is bineared with melted
wax, and generally answers well. It is a good plan also to save old bars which
have had the combs regularly worked along them. The foundation of tbe
comb should bo left always oq these bars. A judicious altercate arrangement
of these with new bars iu a new hive will secure great correctness in the build-
ing of the combs. Half au inch is a good distauce from bar to bar, tbe bars
themselves bemg 1^ inch in width. If you write to ilr. Pettigrew, Sale*
Manchester, he will, no doubt, gladly show you his apiary.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camdqn S<iOARE, London.

riat.51**32' 40" N. ; Loag. 0" 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DiTE.
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numerous ag those having only a symmetrical growth or hand-

some foliage to recommend them. When this i3 well done,

especially in all groups or belts in or near the flower gar-

den, there is a constant succession of gay flowers through-

out the months of spring and early summer, so that when the

plants in the flower beds respond to the animating appeals of

the -warm showers and sunny skies of spring, and assume the

freshness and beauty that belong solely to spring flowers,

however lovely they may appear, they form but the centre—

a

most fitting one certainly—of such a scene of floral beauty as

can be had at no other season of the year. There are the

deep, rich, golden clusters o! Berberis Darwinii, the lovely

pale yellow flowers of Berberis stenophylla; Mahonia Aqui-

folium 80 glossy, bright, and compact in growth, fohage, aud

flowers ; the whole of the splendid varieties of Rhododendrons,

from the pretty Uttle dwarf Alpine Rhododendron ferrugineum

upwards to the stately majestienm; Kalmia, Ledum, Daphne,

C.vtisns, Laurel, Crataigus, Mespilus, Arbutus, Deutzia, Spiraea,

Weigela, Eibes, Syringa, and Pyrus, all coutributing to the

charming display. Some may be arranged in bold groups in

or near the garden itself, others standing out singly upon the

lawn in all the dignity of select specimens, while the shrub-

bery borders stretching away in graceful curves converge from

the wide expanse of the lawns which they enclose till they

literally form avenues of flowers, conveying a lesson which I

think those who are content to make long walks pass between

low flat ' ribbon borders" would do well to study. Yes, study

is the proper term, for I am convinced that very little is yet

known of the real value of shrubs for decorative purposes,

much a? they have been used.

All large "flower gardens should have some choice shrubs

introduced as permanent features in the design, whether it be

severely geometrical or otherwise. Whole beds might be filled

with dwarf evergreen shrubs that are always ornamental, and

which blossom profusely in spring. Take for example the

earlv-flowering Andromeda floribuuda, with its dense clusters

of white Heath-hke flowers; followed by the bolder Andromeda

Catesbasi, with long narrow leaves of a deep bronze colour,

and large pendant spikes of white flowers ; the pretty but not

very common dwarf Kalmias rosea, rubra, aud nana, forming

neat little compact bushes that in spring are bright with deep

pink flowers ; the pale lilac blossom of Ledum latifoUum

compactum ; Daphne Cneorum, with its sweet-scented pink

flowers ; the white wax-hke clusters of Pernettya angustifolia
;

the deep purple bells of Menziesia polifolia, contrasting so

charmingly with its white variety M. polifolia alba ; the cheer-

ful and neVer-failing Erica carnea ; the Alpine Rhododendrons

;

Skimmia japonica, with its clusters of deep crimson berries;

Gaultheria Shallon and procumbens, the first with purple and

the last with scarlet berries ; the Berberises which have already

been named, with B. duleis, having its berries suspended from

the branches singly by long slender thread-like stalks, arrang-

ing the plants carefully in circular beds, surrounding them with

a ring of the neat little Erica Fosii, planted just far enough

apart to exhibit the exquisite symmetry of form for which it is

so remarkable. If the bed were upon turf I would fringe the

outside with a permanent colony of ScUla sibiriea; or it might

have an edging—aud a lovely one it would be too—of French

Gromwell, the deep blue-flowered Lithospermum prostratum.

Cotoneaster microphylla kept trimmed and pegged also makes

a neat edging.

Almost all the foregoing shrubs make fine clumps or beds

of themselves, but where the space is limited mixed beds are

best ; and well arranged with a variety of such interesting

plants, they worthily rank amongst the most important of the

permanent features of any garden.

—

Edwaed LncKHCRST.

SPH.EEOBOLUS STELLATUS.
Peehaps amongst the whole tribe of Fungi there is not one

more singular than Spbserobolus s tellatus. It is not uncommon
on sawdust, rotten stick, &c., and is sometimes vei-y abundant

in Orchid houses on the sphagnum in which the plants aie

packed. Some years since a certain degree of consternation

was excited in Scotland from the walls, labels, &c., being

studded with brown specks, the appearance of which seemed

incomprehensible ; and one of our correspondents has lately

reported a case in which the Orchid leaves were similarly

studded, each brown speck being the source of disease. In

the former ease we suggested that the sphagnum should be

examined, and it was, as we suspected, the birthplace of hosts

of this curious fungus ; in the latter case we were not left to

mere conjecture, as we had an opportunity of seeing the little

brown bails which caused the spotting.

Tlie fungus at first consists of a globose body, made up of

three layers—an external one, an inner delicate whiter mem-
brane, and an intermediate coloured stratum. In the centre

is a brown globular body, which contains the reproductive

spores. When the fungus is mature the outer coat, to which
the inner coat is attached above, splits in a stellate manner;
the inner coat is then suddenly inverted, sending out the

globose sporangium with great force, which adheres to any
substance on which it may chance to impinge. If the size of

the sporangium is taken into consideration, the force with

which it is ejected is quite surprising. A good figure will be

found in Greville's " Scottish Cryptogamic Flora," tab. 158.

The intimate structure, however, of the sporangium was not
ascertained at the time when that plate was pubhshed.—M. J. B.

A MODEL ROSE GAEDEN.
During the past few weeks I have, as the columns of the

Journal testify, been far and wide to see the queen of flowers.

I have seen Roses in lordly haUs and in exhibition rooms
;

seen them where they were grown by the acre by those who
cultivate for sale, and in the garden of the amateur, whose chief

enjoyment they are ; have seen them where crowds of admir-

ing devotees were conning ovei' their beauties, or connoisseurs

disputing about their qualities. But as I look back on those

scenes of enjoyment there comes in some way back to my
memory one visit that I paid to a Rose garden that I saw, and
which seems to me to deserve the name that I have prefixed

to this article ; and for many who value the Rose a brief notice

of it may serve as an encouragement, and embolden them to

attempt what, perhaps, they have hitherto been deterred from

doing, owing, as they imagine, to want of space, or time, or

money. The garden I allude to was not that of an idle or a

wealthy man. He is not of those who have only to say, " I

must have a Rose garden," and forthwith the thing is done :

some one part of the lordly domain is appropriated to it, and
the order goes to Paul, or Turner, or Keynes to supply the

flowers; although, as a rule, in large places one sees the Rose

not half so well cared for as in the garden of the amateur,

nor does the noble owner have a tithe of the pleasure that the

possessor of, it may be, a few rods square. It is the garden of

a busy man, and its beauty and excellence are owing to the

care given in those times which can be snatched from the

demands of business. It is the garden of my friend Mr.

Mount, who, in the quaint old metropolitau city of Canter-

bury, himself conducts his business as a chemist, and whose

leisure hours are thus given to the puisait of a hobby which,

above all others, is calculated to lighten the cares of business.

Dear old Canterbury ! how many associations of one's early

days hover round its quaint and quiet streets, its noble cathe-

dral, and shady Close ; aud how pleasant it is, now when one

is descending the hill of life, to again find a pleasure in one's

old haunts. Yet is not Canterbury a flower-loving city. It

holds no important exhibitions ; societies have arisen and
fallen, for they have met but scant encouragement ; and he

who follows the pursuit of floriculture there does it for the

love of it, and without meeting much of that true floral

sympathy so dear to the amateur ; and so the Rose-grower

who would Hke to visit the garden I speak of will, perhaps,

find the person he interrogates as ignorant of it as was a

Y'orkshire youth of whom I inquired the way to the parish

church at Doncaster, who informed me he didn't know, but

who, perhaps, could have told me who won the last St. Leger.

Not, then, in the aristocratic quarters of the Cathedral Close

or the New Road is Mr. Mount's garden to be found, but close

by the side of what, at any rate in Canterbury, is not the clear

and silver Stour, and in a quarter of the city which, albeit it

lies near to the King's School, is not calculated to invite a

closer investigation of its peculiarities. Wending one's way
through narrow lanes we come to some garden ground close by

the river, and there is what I call a model, perhaps some
would call it a miniature. Rose garden. The whole space occu-

pied by the garden is but 20 perches, but in that '20 perches

there are nearly eleven hundred Roses. The laying-out of

the garden is very simple : There is a broad walk which inter-

sects the ground from the entrance to the river—this and the

walk by the river are 5 feet ti inches wide ; and on each side

of this "walk are twelve beds meeting it at right angles. These

beds are ,; feet wide and about GO feet long, divided from one

another by walks about 20 inches wide ;
this allows auflioient
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Bpaoe for getting amongst the growing plants. In each of

these long beds there are two rows of dwarf Roses on the

Manetti, and occasionally between them, so as to break the uni-

form height of the plants, a few as standards. It will thus be

seen that they are not very large plants ; but as each is attended

to, they are kept in good shape, and nothing can be better than

the foliage. Mr. Mount ia very careful as to giving them proper

Boil, and renews it annually, giving them some fresh nourish-

ment to feed upon, besides affording them a liberal supply of

cow manure in the autumn. I saw no trace of orange fungus,

and he suffers little apparently from mildew. Although the

river runs at the bottom of his garden, he very wisely, I think,

does not rely on it for his supply of water, for tanyards and
such other abominations do not tend to improve its quality

;

he has water laid on, and can consequently syringe and water

freely.

It would he useless and tedious for me to enumerate the

varieties of Eoses that Mr. Mount grows. As a careful amateur
he will not spend his money on plants of the merits of which

he is ignorant ; but all the well-known and approved varieties

are to be found there, and also many novelties. I saw, for

instance, Eeynolds Hole in good flower, although it was early

in the season, while Alfred Colomb, Mrs. Elvers, which does

exceedingly well there, Franc,'oi6 Michelon, and all the leading

sorts were well represented. Along the fence which surrounds

it on one side were trained Mareobal Niel and other Noisette

and Tea Eoees; while a small greenhouse, 20 feet by 12, at

one corner had been erected especially in honour of the same
class of Eoses ; and from the fine plant of Maiechal Niel,

which is ripidly filling the house, had been gathered over five

hundred fine blooms in May. Surely no Eose has ever been
so honoured as this has been.

I was particularly struck with the colouring of Mr. Mount's
flowers, and this, too, in a season which has not been favour-

able for high or delicate colouring. He informs me that when
they are showing colour he gives them a watering of guano,
1 oz. to the gallon, and a quarter of an ounce of sulphate of

ammonia. This, with a good dressing of cow dung in the

winter, he considers the best stimulant ; he also gives a second
watering when the flowers are forming for the second crop,

and adds that he should probably do it oftener but for the

expense.
Let me add that one great charm of this garden is that it is

kept scrupulously clean ; not a weed is to be seen, the paths
are in good order, and flowers are cut off as they decay ; and
if in thus giving a brief description of this model Eose garden
I can in any way encourage a struggling amateur, I shall not

have written this short notice in vain.—D., Deal.

IN AND OUT OF ABERYSTWITH.—No. 1.

Never was place more appropriately named than this. Aher,

the mouth, and yslwyth, winding, being descriptive of the

situation and of the river ; and what a bay that mouth opens
into ! Cardigan Bay is the Bay of Naples enlarged. And then
the mountains, whose feet come up to the wall of the garden
where I am writing ! Noble and, unlike the Neapolitan, nu-
merous and not volcanic. From my window I can see to the

south the Strumble Head of Pembrokeshire, and to the north
the Silurian rocks of Towyn, and within lUO yards there are

many nymphs bathing ; these last are more attractive than the
distant boundaries, and render it more difficult to write sedately

as becometh a reporter of The Journal of Hokticultcee.
However, having moved from the window, let me tell that

this morning I set forth to the mother church of this place
—LlanbadarnFfawr. There are 458 places in Wales the names
of which begin with Llan, which originally meant only a sheep-
fold, but was most appropriately transferred to any place

having a church. Then Badarn is a corruption of Padarii.

St. Padarn, or St. Patarnus, came here from Brittany and
founded a college here in 524. Ffaior is glorious, so the parish
name is Glorious Church of St. Patarn ; and though it does not
deserve that title now, it once did, for it once was a bishopric,
and its bishop was at the Council of St. Augustine in the year
60.3. The church has been destroyed by Danes and others
many times, and the present structure is not of earlier date
than the twelfth century. Over that and its monuments I

must not linger for your pages, nor over its ancient church-
yard crosses, and its seated Lich-gate. Yes, I will pause here
to observe that the path beneath the Lich-gate is ingeniously
grated with iron bars, so that when the gate is open straying
cattle are afraid to walk over it. Around the churchyard are

unsurpassed fine specimens of Ash trees ; and this tree is a
usual ornament of the Welsh " God's Acre," it being esteemed
in the days of our forefathers a barrier not to be passed by
evil spirits. Nor is the prevalence of this tree confined to tho
churchyard, for it is so prevalent that it may be said to be
always found near old residences.

I wandered rouud the village, and noted that though the
Apple crop has failed much in England, it is most abundant
here. The Apples cluster down the branches as Onions are
roped, and so growing are suspended in the fruiterers' windows
in Aberystwith. The Green Gages on standards are also most
abundant, and even in the shops here are sold for a halfpenny
each.

The market is moderately supplied with all the fruits and
vegetables in season, and would be more largely if it were not
that the village growers of garden produce come in every
morning with basketsful of their commodities.

In returning from Llanbadarn I was overtaken by a sudden
rainfall, such as is only immiuent in mountain districts, and
whilst under shelter I noted the high-crowned-hatted women
with their baskets of eggs, Potatoes, Beans, Cabbages, and fruit

plodding to market, whilst some who came from far rode the
probably only horse of their homestead, for the farms are
either very small arable, or somewhat larger pasture holdings.
An old relative of mine, who resided many years not a hundred
miles hence, used to tell of the farmers of his early deys who
rode to market, one with a bushel of Oats, another with the
same measure of Wheat, and others with divers kinds of farm
produce. They had no money, but wrangled at an ale-house
door who should pay the reckoning, and he to whose lot it fell

always rode back home another way !—G.

A VISIT TO SCAWBY HALL.
In out-of-the-way gardens of small extent and unknown to

fame, one often, indeed nearly always, sees something worthy
of note— something good in itself, or a clever hit making it so.

All such hits are instructive. I for one have often found in
quite small places gardening fully as good and oftentimes
better than in the Duke of So-and-so's great place

;
yet the

man who does a little in a large place is in popular parlance
a " great gun," while he who does much in a little one is a
very " small potato." But the place under notice is not a
small garden if it is not a large one. It is the seat of one of

the old families of Lincolnshire, the honoured name and title

of which have lately become extinct—viz., that of Nelthorpe.
Were I to jot down all recollections of Scawby Hall, the suc-

cesses and failures, the ins and outs, the ups and downs, it

would be a very mixed dissertation—in this page a guide, in
that a warning. It must be so in any garden in which a man
has spent the first seven years seeking knowledge. Such
places are never forgotten, and all lifelong they possess an
interest which time cannot obliterate.

My feelings on revisiting the garden were mixed. To see

the Eoses in their glory, clean, massive, and fine, aroused the
latent enthusiasm, and I recognised the very spot where I put
in the first Eose-bud. I put it in by stealth, wrong end up-
wards. Never mind, it grew. And now for tho first note on
just one Eose, and that Princess Christian. It is a gem of the
first water, in form almost perfect, in colour exquisite, in per-

fume it has only one equal, and that the old Provence Cabbage.
Yet this Eose is not popular, it is not seen everywhere ; and
why ? Becairse it does not bloom freely and with certainty.

Ordinarily it did not bloom at Scawby, but instead of the

orthodox pruning, the gardener tied down the shoots, and
then came the flowers. But the heads became unwieldly, and
to some extent unsightly. They must be reduced. They were
cut boldly into the old black wood, apparently as innocent of

eyes as rusty wire, yet they broke freely, but instead of pro-

ducing long shoots to tie down again they made medium
growth a little over a foot long, and at the top of each a grand
Eose. " That's the way," said the gardener, " to prune Princess

Christian," and in truth the example was very convincing.

But one more note on Roses. In most places of any extent

there is a man generally looked to in special matters. Jack
was the Rose man. .Jack was only a labourer, yet hard to beat
at Roses. I have seen him many times bud Briars in his own
garden in early summer, tend them into fine heads the same
autumn, and sell them for 12s. per dozen. Well, Jack and his

master were bothered with a favourite Gt'o.nt des Batailles in a

conspicuous position. It would mildew in spite of doctoring

and washing. We will presume they put their heads together
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to conquer the mildew. They succeeded in a very common-
sense manner. They took a trench out round the roots, re-

moved the old soil, and refilled with a barrowful or two of rich

manure and fresh soil. The Rose has never been mildewed
tince.

la tree and shrub planting a great deal was done twsuty-tive

years ago. It fell to my lot to carry them in bundles at the

heels of the gardener and drop them into the holes as directed,

he mixing the kinds with much care and, as he thought,

foresight. How common, in spite of care, to see mistakes in

planting trees and shrubs ! They look well for a time and give

pleasure ; but by-aud-by—say in twenty years—the error of

indiscriminate mixing is seen, and the real difficulty com-
mences of making that look right which was planted wrong.

The plan in question is an example, and noble shrubs in the

finest health have to be chopped up and mutilated because

they are in the wrong places. Many in the background ought

to be in the front, and vice versa, simply because the planter

did not fully comprehend what the effect would be twenty-five

years a-head of the date of laying out. If there is one thing

more than another demanding thought and care, and, what is

more, an intuitive penetration into an effect which can only

be realised by the growth of years, it is shrub-planting. It is

enough to create a feeling of dejection to see hundreds of

shrubs in which one takes an interest, and which had for years

looked so well, now, when just in the zenith of vigour, alto-

gether out of place, giving an eiifect an once sombre and mono-
tonous, and they must get worse year by year or be cut away.

That is just what I saw, and it must be confessed I felt and
no doubt looked dejected. The feeling, however, was succeeded

by elation in observing the case was not a hopeless one. The
gardener has worked out a sample of improvement which, it

carried out with the same success throughout the shrubbery, will

change the scene from what was at once sad and depressing to

one of cheerfulness and interest. A thicket of foliage restrict-

ing the line of vision by its irregular evenness to a few yards

<in either hand, is giving way to an infinitely wider scope ; and
beauty of form, tint, and character is presented to the mind
by judicious treatment in the matter of thinning.

Assuredly shrub-thinning is a work of great importance,

only a degree less so than planting. It is nothing without a

plan and system well thought out before the removal of a

single plant or branch. It is necessary to see through several

trees at once, and have in the mind a clear impression of what

the effect will be when the work is done. If the operator can-

not fully see and appreciate the work when it is done, even

before a stroke is made, he had better leave things as they are

and submit to a great muddle, lest he should make one still

greater. Shrub-thinning, to be successful, demands the exer-

cise! of various qualities. The mind must be able to take a

wide grasp of the work in hand, and a capacity to single-out

of the wilderness certain specimens marked for permanent
effect—key-notes to which all the rest are subservient ; that is

a first condition. There must be discriminating taste suffi-

cient to mark the right ones, and decifion of action in remov-

ing those not wanted. A dallying resulting in the leaving

of two trees where one only ought to stand, ends in the ruin

of both. A want of decision in this matter is common to

many minds, and to this is traceable much overcrowding and
numbers of ill-shaped trees and shrubs. Shrub-thianing, too,

is a work in which by no means too many people must be

permitted to dabble ; that will inevitably be fatal to any satis-

factory finish. It is always an advantage that if a good man
commences a work, be it what it may, that same man should

accomplish it with as little let and hindrance as possible.

Change often ends in chagrin, as it is, unfortunately, not

always that the unfinished work of one man will have justice

done to it by another. That is a fact well worth being re-

membered by any prone to change.

Shrub-thinning is generally begun at the front fir.st, and it is

frequently a matter of regret on the part of the owner to see

one plant after another uprooted, and the whole place thrown,

as it were, into confusion for an unpleasant length of time.

The practice here would seem to have been just the reverse.

A steady preparation was made in the background. Suitable

specimens at proper distances were tended as to shape, work-

ing towards the front. This might be the steady work of two

or three years or more. In the meantime the front row re-

mained nearly the same, and the general aspect of the shrub-

bery from the carriage-drive was unaltered. Eventually, when
the time was suitable, up came what was not required in the

front row, other and more suitable specimens being in readi-

ness to put in. This is done quickly, and instead of an im-
penetrable thicket, an array of single specimens, each having

room to show itself, is opened out, the ground between them
is turfed, and the transformation is complete. Fancy driving

for years between lines of Yews and Laurels grown into some-
thing approaching a hedge

;
go again another year, and see

handsome and stately plants not seen before, each one giving

effect to the other, and the line of vision increased at the least

tenfold. It is a surprise and a success which cannot be gain-

said. It is the steady preparatory work in the background,

little or nothing seen going on in the front, to whicb the suc-

cess is mainly due. This little example is worth noting, show-

ing, as it does, in a practical manner, how miles of uninterest-

ing drives may be transformed into enjoyable groves, and this

in a quiet systematic way, with a minimum of disorder as the

work goes on, and giving a maximum of pleasure by, as it

were, the suddenness and completeness of the change effected.

It is just a question of means and the taste of an able man
being permitted scope whether the hidden beauties of many a

place shall be brought out and its latent resources turned to

account and enjoyed, or remain as in the past—hidden, buried,

as if they had no existence.

I cannot dwell at length on other things in this good garden,

considering mere description, unless some useful hints are

evolved, time not well applied. I would, however, venture to

hint on the unwisdom of visitors being hypercritical. Amongst
gardeners it is of no use mincing the matter, it is too much the

rule. There is too much proneness to find fault, to denounce
without taking into account, or troubling to think of, special

circumstances or requirements. For instance. Pine Apples are

not large here, simply because small fruit are required. But
of this fruit I may note one curiosity. A plant refused to

"show" last year. lu .January of this year it was cut ofi'

level with the pot and planted again as a cutting. In March
it " bolted," and at the end of June ripened a Queen of over

4 lbs. weight. Of the Vines an exhibition grower would say,

"too much wood;" but the Grapes are not grown for exhi-

bition, and the fruit is of a character that satisfies, and more
need not be said. Here, I believe as everywhere, the more
foliage Mrs. Pince carries, the more and better fruit it gives.

Midresfield Court ripens admirably in an intermediate house,

well up in colour and flavour. What a fine Grape it is !

Peach'^B under glass were abundant ; on walls from want of

glass the trees have been ruined.

It is particularly pleasurable to contemplate on the presence

of old faces in old places. Something, yea a great deal, more
than "commercial principles " tie master to man, and man to

master, amongst the nobility and gentry of our country. The
grey hairs of an old servant or labourer are an honour to the

place on which he has spent his strength. Happily they are

not always the signal for his being cut adrift. If by advancing

years there is less of animal strength and activity, there are

the counterbalancing qualities of faithfulness, trust, reliabihty,

and an experience in auticipating wants seldom present iu

youth. Many an old garden labourer knows infinitely more in

kitchen-garden affairs than a freshly burnished and accom-

pUshed young gardener just " out of the houses." Well it is

for these old men who have won respect, who have been fairly

dealt with, and have dealt fairly, and who have no real cause

to loosen the existing confidence by listeniug to the seductive

eloquence of those who, by ambition, selfishness, or a yearning

after popularity, would (let us hope unintentionally) sow seeds

of discontent where content has long prevailed, and in their

efforts for good create evil, by holding out hopes which cannot

be fulfiUed.

The garden, I must add, reflects much credit on Mr.

McGillivray.—J. Wright.

LOOK TO THE POTATOES.
I HiVE to-day (July 24th) been through the late-keeping

Potatoes, and find the whole of them vigorous in growth, per-

fectly healthy, aud without a trace of disease. The baneful

effects of the drought are distinctly visible in the smallness of

the tubers, and I am afraid the crop is advanced too far for us

to hope for much increase either in weight or bulk. There

will be frequent inspections during the ensuing three weeks,

and judging from its forward condition, the entire crop will

probably be taken up and stored by the second week of August.

Last season's experience increased my confidence in the great

value and importance of early lifting. The Victorias that were

lifted on August 14th and VAh last year continued perfectly
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sound and excellent iu quality until the end of June in the

present year. Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf, Royal Ashleaf, Rector

of Woodstock, and Yorkshire Hero are all perfectly sound, and

they are already taken up, and the seed put on end in single

layers upon the store-shelves, where it will remain undisturbed

till next planting season. These shelves are in tiers '.I inches

apart, one above another, and as the bottoms are of laths half

an inch apart, the air circulates freely among the seed. Let

me here repeat an important piece of advice. Never leave seed

Potatoes laying out of doors to become green, but always put

them on the store-shelves immediately after they are lifted.

To this may be added another that is even more important. Lift

your Potatoes early, and defy the blight.

—

Edward Luckhcrst.

EOSE HEDGES IN THE SOUTH OF PRANCE.
M. Andbio writes as follows iu the " Illustration Hurticole :"

—

On our last excursion from Marseilles to Genoa we were greatly

struck, as anyone seeing them for the first time would be,

with the magnificence of the Roses all along the Mediterranean

shores. The Rose hedges, and the espalier Roses especially,

offer an indescribably gorgeous sight. Under the genial influ-

ence of the warm sun of Provence, from the Coruiche to the

extremity of the Riviera di Pouente—that is, as far as the Gulf

of Genoa, and protected to the north by the mountains, which
gradually slope down to the seacoast, Roses attain the size

of Pajonies, and develope a depth and brilliancy of colour and
a richness of fragrance of unusual intensity.

But this is in part due to another cause, or rather two other

causes, which lead to the same result, the main point being

the choice of suitable subjects for stocks to graft upon.
These stocks are Rosa Baukeia; and Rosa indica major.

The Banksian Rose presents three varieties—namely. White
Bauksian, producing a profusion of small white flowers,

scarcely so large as those of the double-flowered Cherry, and of

a most delicious fragrance ; Yellow Banksian, with still larger

clusters of small, nankeen-yellow, scentless flowers; Chinese
Thorny Banksian, flowers less numerous and about three

times as large as in the two preceding, and of the most grate-

ful odour. These three forms attain an unsurpassable vigour

in this region. In two years one plant will cover an immense
wall, the gable of a house, or climb to the top of a tall tree,

from which its branches hang like flowery cascades, embalm-
ing the air around with a rich perfume during the months of

April and May. Now, if these be taken for stocks upon which
to bud some of the choicer Teas, Noisettes, and Bourbons, the

growth of the latter will be prodigious. The stock should be
two years old, having well ripened though still smooth wood.
In this way such varieties as Gloire do Dijon, Marcchal Niel,

Lamarque, Safrano, Chromatella, Aimue Vibert, Le Pactole,

and all the Teas, attain such dimensions as to be no longer
recognisable.

Rosa indica major is almost naturalised throughout the
whole of this region. It possesses the additional claim to

favour of flowering nearly all the winter, forming beautiful

hedges of dark green shining foliage, from which thousands of

clusters of lovely flowers rise, of a tender delicate transparent
pink, or almost pure white, with a brighter tinge in the centre

and at the tips of the petals. This Rose is an evergreen, and
makes an excellent stock for grafting or budding.

It is either planted in nursery beds, where it quickly throws
np a stem suitable for standards in the same way as we
employ the Dog Rose, or iu hedges, and left to its naturally

luxuriant growth to produce its own charming flowers in rich

profusion ; or rows of cuttings are put iu where it is intended
to leave them, and subsequently budded with some of the
varieties of the diverse tribes we have named.
We admired it most when treated in the manner last indi-

cated. In the gardens of the Villa Lizerbe, Nice, the residence

of M. Cazale, we saw three or four long hedges reared in this

way ; and on the Cth of May they presented a most gorgeous
feast of flowers. To give only one instance, we plucked at

random a flower of Gloire de Dijon, which measured 5J inches
in diameter, or 16^ in circumference ; and it would not have
been difiicult to find even larger flowers.

This is how the inteUigent head gardener, M. Guichard, ob-

tained Buch splendid results : The soil where the hedge was to

be made having been moved to the depth of more than 3 feet,

was planted towards the end of winter with cuttings of well-

ripened wood of Rosa indica major, about 9 inches apart.

They were left to grow as much as they would, and not cut
back at all. In August they were budded nearly close to the

ground, and in the following year already they formed a hedge
producing flowers abundantly. Iron wire stretched upon
slender bamboo stakes is sufficient to support the branches.

Pruning is only resorted to to keep them in shape, remove
exhausted branches, and shorten gross shoots. This Rose ij

also easily propagated by pegging-down long branches or

slightly covering them with earth, cutting them asunder at the

joints when rooted, and thus obtaining as many plants as

there are joints.

By this very simple process M. Cazale has succeeded in rais-

ing his Rose hedges of incomparable beauty. From these

hedges wag^'ou-loads of flowers might be cut every year. It is

the varieties which flower in winter, amongst which Safrano is

the very best, that are here propagated on a large scale. We
particularlv noted Souvenir de la Malmaison, Chromatella,
Gloire de Dijon, GcneralJacqueminot, Marcchal Niel, Safrano,

and Gloire des Rosomenes. A large number of others grew
and flowered equally as well as the foregoing. In conclusion,

we recommend R. indica major as a stock wherever the winters

are not very severe, and where earthing-up or covering around
the base is suflicient protection to secure the advantages of

this vigorous-growing species for this purpose.

PROPAGATION OF HARDY TERRESTRIAL
ORCHIDS.

A CORRESPONDENT, " B. B. B.," wishing for information, wo
sent it to a good authority, and he replies :

—

" I should be very pleased if I could inform your correspon-

dent how to propagate the Bee Orchis, or, as I suppose he
means, Ophrys apifera. It is what I have never been able to

accomplish myself ; but it will sometimes propagate itself by
two new bulbs in one season instead of one, and that I believe

is the way in which it increases itself in its natural state—by
small spawn. I have never yet found a seedUng, nor can I get

it to vegetate from good seed, although you get good pods
from most of them. Some terrrestrial Orchids wUl make three,

and I have known Ophrys bombyflora make four bulbs in one
season ; but there are very few (under cultivation) that make
more than one. When time permits I shall be happy to send
you an account of my method of growing them."

[Pray do.

—

Eds.]

LARGE VINE AT THE VICEREGAL LODGE,
DUBLIN.

It is now some years since we first noticed and detailed the

history of what is now widely and familiarly known as " The
Large Vine at the Viceregal Lodge." The life story of this

very remarkable Vine was then a short one ; for be it re-

membered that though a wonderful Vine, it is very far from
being an old one. In fact, a decade had not then nearly

passed from the time Mr. Smith took it—a poor sapling,

struggling for life—iu hand. Even then it was a horticultural

wonder, filling a curvilinear lean-to house, some 70 feet in

length and 15 wide, and carrying a magnificent crop of Grapes,
quite a picture to look at. Since that time the house has been
made a half-span, and has had its breadth thereby considerably

increased. Large increase of space was thus afforded for

further extension, and so skilfully was the Vine educated to

avail itself of it that it soon entirely occupied it ; and the long

Unes of luscious clusters hung as thickly there as in the older

portion of the house. It may be as well to mention here, for the

information of those who have not seen this Vine or remember
the particulars previously given, that the stem enters at one
end of the house, and from this seven main rods are conducted

horizontally and equidistant from one another, in perfectly

straight lines, till further progress is arrested where they reach

the opposite end of the house. The wood of these main rods

is about the thickness of a ship's cable, and the spurs on
either side disposed with the utmost regularity, each rod form-
ing a perfectly straight and strongly-defined line fringed with

a double row of beautiful stout green foliage, from among
which depend on either side, as if strung with almost mathe-
matical accuracy, the lonp Unes of sable pendants which are

the crowning glory of the Vine.
It is now j ust about eighteen years since Mr. Smith undertook

the education of what was then a weakly plant, and is now a

giant in its way, and we are inclined to think, takiug it aU in all,

one of the finest examples of successful Vine culture, and per-

haps the Tei7 best example of what is called the extension system
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o be met with anywhere. Year after year, without a sitjgle

blauk, it ha3 borne Bplendid crops of highly-finished fruit, and
the present year's crop forms no exception save in one respect,

iiud that is that as regards size of bunch, berry, and aggregate
ivtight it will be the finest which this noble Black Hamburgh
has yet ripened. The bunches uumLer probably four hundred,
or thereabouts, many of them we calculate will weigh 3 lbs. or

to, and the average will be 2 lbs. or over ; the aggregate weight
of crop, we suspect, little short of 7 cwt. The bnnches are just

now colonring, and by-and-bye, when they put on their full

sable habiliments and rich bloom, the big Vine will be a sight

worth looking at—a triumph of cultural skill, ufion seeing

which he would be cold and phlegmatic indeed who would with-
hold from Mr. Smith his warm appreciation of his skill, and the
remarkable results of it before him.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

CITY OF LONDON FLOWER SHOW.
Few people would suspect that in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the Boyal Exchange, where a foot of ground commands
the price of an acre elsewhere, there exists a large space which
has been in the possession of the Drapers' Company for the last

three hundred years or more, and which is kept as a garden.
Here with grass growing, fountain playing, and shading trees,

was held on the 23rd inst. the City of London Flower Show, an
exhibition of window plants grown within the limits of the City,

and which had been in the possession of the exhibitors three
months before the Show. Prizes were offered for such subjects

as are commonly grown in windows, as Geraniums, Fuchsias,
Nettle Plants (Coleus fruticosus). Myrtles, Munk Plants, Creep-
ing Jenny (Lysimachia Nummularin), Begonias, Ferns, Orange
trees, also for window boxes and Fern cases, &c., the whole
dividtd into twenty-five classes, in most of which the com-
petition was very creditable, and he it noted some of the best
plants were those which had been longest in the possession of

the exhibitors. Thus, Mr. John Moss, who, we believe, belongs
to the City police, came in first for Fuchsias with a plant which
he had had for five years, taking also a like position for a Gera-
nium. There were some nice little plants of Musk and Creep-
ing Jenny from several exhibitors ; a few Myrtles, and Orange
trees reared from pips, which were five and six years old, while
the contents of the Fern cases were in all the pride of health, a
circumstance, however, which must be partly ascribed, not so

much to the care of the owners as to the exclusion of the smoke.
The Eoyal Horticultural Society's silver medal was given to that

from Mr. C. Shackel, eight years in the exhibitor's riossession,

whilst a larger one owned by Mr. Brooks for six years was an
excellent second. Dahlias in pots from Mr. Rose gained a
bronze medal, and a like award was made to Mrs. Weeden for

Houseleek. The plants shown for competition were mainly
confined to one tent ; some, however, were placed in another,
which Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, and Mr. Turner, of Slough,
rendered quite brilliant with fine collections of cut Roses, and
aong with these was a very ornamental group of ornamental-
fnliaged plants. A third lent was reserved for H.R.H. the
Marchioness of Lome, who distributed the prizes. It is a matter
of surprise that so large a piece of grouiid aa the Drapers'
gardens in the very heart of the City, should have escaped so

long the invasion of bricks and mortar, before which most of the
open spaces about the metropolis have had to give way, and
many will regret that it is likely to share the same fate ; but
this little Show has drawn an amount of attention to the ex-

istence of these gardens, and the probability of their destruction,

which would never otherwise have been given, so there is some
likelihood of their being preserved for the public benefit.

Chelone baebat.4. antweepeksis.—This fine old herbaceous

plant is now seldom or never seen, but it is one that would give

satisfaction everywhere. It is a summer-flowering plant of long

duration, and has fine handsome spikes of scarlet flowers, which

are produced in abundance in a good heavy soil. The plant

requires dividing and replanting every other year in fresh soil,

like most other hardy plants.—H. Knight, Floors.— {Florist

and Pomologist.)

WILDEBNESS EOSES.
For this idea I am indebted to Professor Owen, who, wish-

ing to ornament a wild part of his ground full of thorns, grass,

and weeds, adopted the following plan, thich, I am inclined to

think, is quite worthyof record. Large eewer-tubes, rejected

on account of flaws in the enamel lining, were sunk vertically

in the pure gravelly soil to within an inch or so of the surface,

and fiUed-in with loam and manure, and a Rose planted in

the centre of each. The soil in the tube was kept free from

weeds, and the running grass and other weeds outside were

prevented making their way into such good quarters. To give

the Roses extra vigour, some manure water was given to them
occasionally in the summer. The effect of Roses growing in
the highest state of luxuriance in a wilderness was most charm-
ing. The inside diameter of these tubes is 16 inches, their

length 30 inches, so that they go below the roots of weeds,
which would otherwise soon devour the rich compost in which,
the Roses delight.— {Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide.)

FUCHSIA CULTURE.
To cultivate Buccessfnlly a few nice specimens of the Paohsiat

is almost invariably the humble ambition pervading all who-
can find means to accommodate them. No matter what social

position of life they belong to, the love of flowers exerts a
magical influence which sways these likings in all alike. And
the Fuchsia, seemingly, is especially endowed with attraotiono

which have both secured our fond regard, and gained for itself

the position of a general household pet.

The Fuchsia is a native of Chili, and was introduced into-

this country in 1788. The only species in cultivation at that

period is still known as P. eoccinea (the Scarlet Fuchsia) ;

later on, in ITflO, appeared P. lycioides (the Boxthorn Fuchsia) ;

and the next to succeed it was F. gracilis. For a number of

years subsequent to their introduction little improvement
took place by means of hybridising these species, and their
proper culture was but indifferently understood, the custom
then being to raise plants from seed to take the places of worn-
out ones, and the treatment practised to winter them in the
hottest part of the bark stove, which practice is the very
opposite to that we now follow.

Propagation by Seed.—Under this head little need be said.

Sow in July in well-drained pots, and place in a cold frame.

Keep moist and shaded, without superabundance of air, which
retard.s germination by drying the soil, nor is there anything
gained by repeated waterings. All that is required is to keep-

tho soil constantly but moderately moist, and, to prevent

sudden evaporation, cover with a hand-glass until the seedlings

appear above the soil, when the glass should be gradually

raised, a little more each succeeding day, until it is considered

safe to remove it altogether. By the middle of August the

plants will be in fit condition to plant singly in small pots.

After potting, they ought to be returned to the frame, or put

on a shelf in a greenhouse near the glass, and well attended to

with water. Little more is required of the cultivator except

shifting them into larger jiots when they require more root

room, until the succeeding February, when they should be
partially freed from the old soil and repotted into larger pots.

Such an aspect and situation as a shelf just recommended is &
suitable place to winter them, seeing they would suffer, if not

die, iu a cob! frame in winter.

Culture from Cuttings.—The proper method to follow tc>

secure strong early cuttings is to cut-back iu the .lutumn the

old plants, leaving a spur with an eye on each lateral shoot of

the preceding year's growth. Place these in January in a bottom
heat of about 65", and keep close and moi-it until they break.

Encourage the early growth by dewing daily with the syringe,,

and keep their roots rather moist than otherwise, until the

shoots intended for cuttings are matured. Then the stoutest

should be taken, neatly dressed, and inserted singly into thumb-

pots iu a compost of leaf mould that is well reduced and silver

sand in equal proportions, adding a little sifted Icam to afford

consistency to the mixture. The old plants may be moved to

a cooler house, and their late quarters appropriated for these

cuttings. Lo^e no time to have them plunged closely and
neatly in the bed, and water them frequently ; have no fear of

their damping, but shield them from excessive sunshine by
means of light shading.

In the course of a fortnight, most of them will have rooted

;

but let them have time to show their roots round the ball

before repotting is performed. The soil to be preferred for

all subsequent pottings should consist of three parts friable

loam, the more turfy the better, one part partially dry and
well-dc'composed cow droppings, and a little silver sand ; sift

through a half-inch sieve, and shift them into -i-inch pots.

Rotting.—There is much difference observed in the operation

of potting. Some leave the soil loose, comparatively speak-

ing. My principle in potting, generally, is to drain well bnt

pot rather firmly, and my reasons for so doing are two im-

portant ones. First, it is natural to suppose, when compost

in a pot is left loose, that the moisture is more suddenly

exhaled ; and it is as reasonable to conclude that when these

rapid exhalations take place, the waste therefrom must bo sub-
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taineil by frequent eupplies of water, to prevent the plant

sufii'rint;. These frequent, and at times immoderate waterings,

tend both to wash the strength out of the soil, and to create too

Buccaleut a growth. The second reason bears upon the waste

from severe evaporation ; but both evils very much depend

upon the nature of the material in which the pots are plunged

—should that be sand the evil is the greater; while loaf mould,

or any other material containing organic matter that is con-

stantly undergoing decomposition, balances the waste by the

amount it throws into the atmosphere, and what penetrates by
the pores in the sides and bottoms of the pots.

When the potting is accomplished, replace them as they

were, and attend to them in a similar way as before. The
habit of the plant will by this time commence to exhibit itself

by laterals appearing, in some cases regularly disposed on the

upright growth.
Those plants whose appearance proclaims them to bo dwarf

and inclined to branch freely must not be pinched, but ratlier

endeavour to get them into height ; others which indicate a

contrary tendency should be checked by piuching-out the

•extreme point. Those varieties that are shy growers may be

thrown to the rubbish heap. There are plenty with good
Sowers, and other desirabln properties, without them.

Continue thus to nurse the young plants by supplying larger

shifts of pots when each succeeding size is filled with roots
;

afford fresh air by ventilation when the weather outside is

mild enough to allow of airing. Shower water over the floors

•on sunny days to prevent aridity in the atmosphere, which is

favourable to red spider, and withering in its effects on the

tender leaves of the plants ; and farther, to maintain humidity,
syringe their foliage in the evening after hot sunshine. Thus
tended until the end of May, fine plants will repay the at-

tention, and they will now be in a condition to be transferred

to a situation less heated, there to harden their wood so that

flowers are formed.
The greatest success, as regards the amount of flowers pro-

duced, occurring with the writer, was accomplished by this

means : After having managed the plants up to the latter end
of May as described, they were then stationed in a deep frame,

and stood on boards to prevent worms from getting into the

pots. The entire frame was next raised on pots 12 inches above
.ground, which at the time was done to raise the sashes above
the tops of the plants, with great fear and regret that we were
obliged to do so, not supposing that it would turn out to tho
benefit of the plants ; but it did. I have never had such a

profusion of flowers on any occasion when this plan was not
carried out. After having arranged the plants in the frame,
the sashes were put over them close down, and the remaining
attention they had from our hand was water when necessary,
adding to the water manure as soon as they had rallied from
tho temporary shock occasioned by the rather extreme change
•of quarters ; and in the hot days of June the sashes were
raised, so tliat the air was allowed to float amongst the plants

at will. Early in July these plants were staged, where they
soon op5ned their flowers, and an nniuterrupted supply was
sustained on the plants up to Martinmas. We have had
larger plants produced, and with gi-eater preteBaions to finish

in form in the same time it took to grow them, hot Tiever had
better flowers or more of them.
Having thus shown that ahundanee of air united to the un-

shaded sun's rays is the effectual means towards tho end
required, let us conclude by hinting that staking tho plants as

soon as they incline to droop from their own weight must be
seen to, and that the leading or main growth should be con-
stantly tied as they progress, and any unruly straggling shoots
cut back before the plant is hurt by their rankness of growth,
as is sometimes tho case. Finally, as the plants get worn-out
and advance to ripeness, gradually withdraw the supply of
water, and ultimately withhold it to what is merely sufficient

to keep the plants fresh, and store them in a corner of a cool
iouso where frost is kept out. Now they are safe to show
returning signs of action in February or Mirch following, at
which period they require to be sh<iken out and their roots
pruned back, and repotted in fresh sod, to prepare them for a
new season's duty.

SELECTIONS OP VABIETIES.

Pabks.—Avalanche ; this has a most handsome habit of
gi'owth, and requires no pinching; flowers double, rich car-
mine, red tube and sepals, corolla dark velvety. Champion of
the World should be grown for its immense well-proportioned
flowers, but its habit is no recommendation ; double. Henry

Williams cannot be surpassed as a dark double Fuchsia, either

for habit or quidity, m its blossoms. Exquisite, another
double, whose qualities quite sustain its name ; tu'oe and sepals

shining deep crimson, corolla purple, streaked red. Gipsy
Queen is an exceedingly telling dark double, every way deserv-
ing a place. Marksman, a dark double of great merit, both in

flower and as a grower. Beacon, tube and sepals shining rose,

with rich carmine corolla; fine single. Crown Prince of

Prussia, habit dwarf, vigorous, flowers dark glossy, of extra

form and substance ; a single of the foremost merit. Enoch
Arden still ranks in the van, and is distinct from its peculiar

violet corolla. Generous, this is a worthy variety, very dis-

tinct ; its sepals, tube, and corolla are all about one shade of

rose, inclined to pink ; its corolla is of the lightest hue.
Killiecrankie cannot be dispensed with, its beautiful almost
black satin corolla gives it first distinction. Roderick Dhu
is another that will stand criticism, and is hkely to live in

favour; its sepals are salmon-marked and tinted red, and its

corolla of light blue is, to say the least, striking to look on.

Weeping Beauty is a modest flower, drooping in habit, but of

excellent buUd ; sepals coral red, corolla bluish purple, of

extra expansion.
Whites.—Arabella, tube and sepals white, corolla rose.

Elegantissima, old, but not likely to be rejected for some time
to come; its neat habit, and delicate flowers provided in such
profusion, make it proof. Enchantress has a double white
corolla, and is quite a beauty. Rose of Castille, fine. Fairest

of the Fair, white tube and sepals. Leah has very large drops,

tube and sepals glossy white, corolla purple crimson. Heather
Bell, a neat flower; tube and sepals white, corolla rose-tinted

lake. Minnie Banks, a lady which is too good to be forgotter.

Singles with White Coholl.\s.—Delight, this is one of

last year's, and is not easily surpassed ; sepals coral red, broad

,

waxy, and well reflexed ; corolla expansive, deep, regular, and
of pure white; habit neat, of moderate vigour. Conspicna is

conspicuous for its vigorous growth, good habit, as well as the
multitude of pretty flowers it produces ; sepals deep red, corolla

white. Mrs. Ballautiue is a flower of great beauty, produces
flowers almost continually all the summer and autumn months,
but the habit is weak, though in form no complaints must be
uttered against that. Lurline has its white corolla tinted

violet; good. Picturata is also good ; so is Princess of Wales,
but its white corolla is double, like Empereur des Fuchsias.
Variegated Sorts.—Cloth of Gold ; a lovely variegation of

golden yellow divides the leaf of this variety ; it is rather
difiicult to grow. Pillar of Gold is more vigorous and compact
in habit, though not so bright in its variegation. But the
cream, as a variegated sort, is Siinray; it may be called a
tricolor, having as many distinct shades, which are white,

russet, crimson, and bronze ; habit splendid.—A. Kehk (in The
Gardener).

NOVELTIES IN THE EOTAL GAEDENS, KEW
The flowers are opening on the magnificent panicle of Agave

americana that made its first appearance four months ago in

the Succulent house. It is now high above the roof on the
outside, and is a conspicuous object from the surrounding
lawns. From the base of the plant to the apex of the panicle

measures 22 feet, and from the lowest branch 9 feet i inches.

Its diameter is 4i feet. The leaves that once spread 12 feet

from tip to tip are now shrunk and hang down, the sap having
gone to the inflorescence. Its exact age is not known ; it is,

perhaps, between seventy and one hundred years old. It is a
slight deviation from the usual form of A. americana. A most
important beverage is obtained from this species in Mexico.
The inner leaves are cut out just when the flower-stem is

ready to rise. The juice thus obtained is fermented, and
called pulque. It is agreeably sour, and those who can over-

come its disagreeable smell of putrid meat are said to prefer

this to all other liquors. From it is manufactured a very in-

toxicating brandy. Another important product is the fibre

obtained from the leaves. In the Museum are various articles

manufactured from this material. It is very tough, and is

used for making twine, ropes, and paper. Humboldt mentions
a bridge in Quito of more than 130 feet span, of which the

main ropes, more than 4 inches in diameter, are made from the
Agave fibre. The roots are diuretic and antisyphUitic, and are

even brought to Europe mixed with sarsaparilla. The juice of

the leaves evaporated to a thick consistence, is said to be an
excellent substitute for soap. I'edilanthus tithymaloidea var.

yariegata is a new plant, and though of stifi' erect habit, may
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doubtless be managed so as to be of considerable value. It

was imported from India, where it is largely used for table

decoration. The leaves are broadly ovate with a wavy margin,

sometimes inroUed ; the larger proportion of the leaf is creamy
white; the green part is irregularly disposed in the centre, or,

as frequently happens, on one half only. The plants should

be grown in well-drained loam. They may be cut back so as

to produce branches. It is also a useful practice to pot a

few rooted pieces together, and thus make a good specimen.

Cuttings of any convenient length strike easily. The ends

should be allowed to dry before insertion ; each one should

have a small pot, be placed on a shelf near the glass, and
receive but little water until roots are produced. Pedilanthus

is closely allied to Euphorbia. It is chiefly distinguished by

the involucre assuming the form of a shoe : hence the generic

name. At the cool end of this house a plant of Arundo coe-

spicua, " the largest Grass of New Zealand," is extremely

handsome (see page 78 last week). It is in a 16-ineh pot, and
has sixteen panicles. It is more graceful and delicate than the

Pampas Grass, and may be considered to take its place in the

conservatory, for the decoration of which it must not be

forgotten. It lasts many months in beautiful condition.

Potted in rich turfy loam it does well. When growing it

should stand in a pan of water.

In the Cape house in flower is the new and curious

Gladiolus dracocephalus. The perianth measures about 2 inches

across ; it is yellow, and very thickly covered with small reddish

purple spots ; the three lower and smaller segments are green

towards the base. The scape is about ten-flowered. Ornitho-

gidum thyrsoides is a good species for conservatory decoration.

It bears a fine thyrsoid raceme of large white flowers, with

dark ovaries. One bulb only should be grown in a pot. The
soil should consist chiefly of loam. Ixia retusa is very neat

and pretty. It bears numerous small flowers on slender

branching stems. They are pale pink, with a ring of darker

colour in the centre. Sparaxis pulcherrima bears pretty white

and pink bell-shaped flowers, pendulous from a tall stem.

In the Orchid collection the beautiful Dendrobium sanguineo-

lentum is flowering freely ; one of the clusters is composed of

fifteen open flowers. They are light yellow. Each segment is

tipped with deep rose, forming an elegant contrast ; in a few

days the yellow changes to pure white. It flowers almost con-

tinuously, and should be more cultivated than at preseLt.

Mesospiuidium vulcanicum reminds one of Odontoglossum
roseum ; it is very similar in habit and colour. There are

three representatives of the beautiful and extraordinary genus
Stanhopea:— S. inodora, with yellowish-white flowers, except-

ing the orange-coloured base of the labellum ; S. tigrina

superba, which is larger and finer-coloured than the species ;

and S. Bucephalus, with large richly-coloured flowers, orange

with dark wine-coloured spots. lonopsis paniculata has r.

graceful panicle of bluith flowers, with rose-coloured lines on
the labellum. Promena^a xanthina superba is very pretty. II.

is about 4 inches high. The leaves are greyish, and the flower

similar in colour to Cattleya citrina. It is about 2 inche.^

across. Sarcanthns rostratus is interesting, with pendulous
spikes of small prettily-marked flowers. Ihe buds resemble
the head of a bird having a large broad bill.

At the Rockwork the South African Berkleya (Stobi'ca)

purpurea is very striking. It is a handsome composite 3 feet

high, with a single stem bearing several pale lilac or purple
capitula 4 inches across. The leaves are narrow, with numerous
prickles on the sinuose margin, decurrent, covering the stem
with longitudinal wavy plates, also prickly. It is, perhaps, not
quite hardy, but will do well with frame protection. Seeds
offer the only ready means of propagation. Campanula Raineri
is a rare and beautiful species from Italy. It is about S iuches
high, bearing large dark blue flowers, one on each stem. They
are similar in size and form to those of C. carpatica. The
Himalayan Androsace lanuginosa, considered by many difficult

to grow, is here flowering freely. From its long trailing stems
and silky leaves it is quite distinct from the other species in

cultivation. The inflorescence, both in colour and form, much
resembles that of Primula farinosa. It perhaps does best so

planted that the stems trail over stones, and not in contact
with soil. Xiphion filifolium is a rare species from Spain. In
this instance the colour is a beautiful blue, like some of the
tropical Njmphreas.

faction that since the May meeting no less than thirty-three

new Fellows have been added to the Society's roll of members.

RoTAi, Houticulturai, Society.—Now that the London
season is rapidly approaching a close, we record with satis-

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 37.

SKIIIMIA JAPONICA.—Japanese Skitsiuia.

Skimmia japonica was first discovered by Thunberg in

Japan, but it ia found also in China and the Himalaya.
According to 11.M. Siebold and Zuccarini, it grows throughout
Japan among the mountain forests, but always in scattered

specimens ; from which circumstance it is comparatively rare.

It was found by Siebold near the port of Nangasaki, about
1200 feet above the level of the sea. lu the wild state it

scarcely exceeds 4 feet, but the cultivated plants are said to

attain a greater height. It is of very compact growth, the
lower branches being somewhat procumbent. The foliage is

thick and fleshy, of a rich deep green colour, 5 or (i inches

long by lA broad, pointed and tapering at both ends, smooth
on both sides, and disposed in tufts of three or four each.

They are said to remain attached to the plant three or four

years, and their age may be distinguished by the length of the
interval between the different groups.

Fig. SI.—Skimmia japonica.

The flowers, which appear in April and May, are of a pale
greenish yellow tint, and are disposed in dense terminal
panicles ; occasionally the buds have a pale tinge of rose just

before expansion. They are deliciously fragrant, especially in
the evening, the odour resembling that of the Daphne indica.

The same plant produces both perfect and imperfect flowers

—

that is to say, flowers containing both stamens and pistil

;

others producing stamens only ; and a few in which these are

abortive, the pistil alone being perfect. The berry is at first

fleshy, but afterwards becomes a dry four-celled fruit, with
cartilaginous cells, each containing one pendulous seed. The
berries are ripened in October, and remain attached to the
plant during the greater part of the winter, rendering it a

highly ornamental object, whether cultivated in the open
ground or in pots for the orchard house and conservatory, jgn?

It may be increased without difficulty by cuttings under a
hand-light, as well as by seeds, which should be sown as soon
as gathered. It flourishes best in a mixture of peat and loam
but does not refuse to grow in ordinary garden soil.
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Though hardy in average winters, it is said to suffer in

Feyere ones, nnloss planted in a northerly exposure; the in-

fluence of the sun's rays being more fatal than frost.

Skimmia japonica is one of Mr. Fortune's numerous intro-

ductions, having been sent by him from the north of China to

Messrs. Standish & Noble, of Bagshot, on his second visit to

that conntry.— (IF. Thompson's EnglisliFlotccr Gardi'ii, Revised

hij the Author.)

THE HERBARIUM.
Having noticed that several correspondents have recently

asked for information with regard to the mode of collecting,

spreading-out, pressing, drying, and otherwise arranging plants

for the herbarium, I have thrown together the following hints,

trusting that the querists will derive more satisfaction from
their perusal in a connected form than they would had I sent

them in ho many detached replies.

To begin from the beginning, I must impress on everyone
who would gather plants for the herbarium, to attend to the

following points—viz., 1st, AH plants gathered should be as

perfect as possible, showing root, leaves, flowers, and seeds,

and where these are not all present on the same plant at the

same time, a return should be made at a future period, to

secure such parts as may be missing at the first visit. 2nd, Par-

ticular care should be taken to carry the plants home in such
a manner as to prevent them from becoming flaccid through
evaporation. This is best attained by placing them on gather-

ing in a long tin box with a hinged lid, something like a large

sandwich-bos. This may be slung across the shoulder with a
strap, thus leaving the hands free. Besides this box the col-

lector should be provided with a small book of blotting-paper,

in which he wUl do well to place such plants as shed their

blossom easily, as, for example, the Veronica Chamaedrys.
^rd, A note should always be made of the locality in which
the plant was found ; and mention of date of finding, and
time of flowering, etc., is also recommended. A short, strong,

steel trowel or spade is a very necessary companion, in order
to uproot plants without injuring their roots. Those who
intend to include the Conferv;e in their collections are advised
to carry with them a few sheets of gutta-percha tissue, in

which the gelatinous Algse can be roUed-up, without injury to

themselves or other plants.

The next things to be provided are those connected with the
pressing and drying of the specimens. The point to be aimed
at is, to spread-out the plants in such a manner as to display
their foliage, roots, stems, flowers, &c., to the best advantage,
without stilYness or artifice ; and to dry them off as rapidly as

possible, under pressure, so as to cause them to retain, as far

as is in our power, their natural and distinctive colour and
form. To this end, different collectors make use of different

appliances, some using a screw-press, others weighted boards,
others again being satisfied with old books. As, however, the
amateur is Mable to become confused when many methods are
described, I shall limit myself to one, which I have always
found to work well, and which is well adapted to those whose
means are limited.

Two pieces of board are to be procured, each 1 inch thick,

by 18 inches long, and 12 inches wide. In order to prevent
warping, these boards should be made with crossed pieces at
the ends. About 150 sheets of old newspapers are then cut out
to the same size as the boards—viz., IS inches by 12 inches.
Eight new bricks are then each neatly enclosed in glaze lining
covers, to serve as weights. All things being now in readiness
for pressing, the plants are to be taken from the tin box ; dead
and withered leaves having been removed, the roots are care-
fully cleared from all adhering soil (if possible without wash-
ing, but if washing be absolutely necessary, drying carefully
before placing on the paper), and notice is taken of the natural
disposition of the foUage, &o. One of the boards is now laid
on the floor, or table, where it is to remain, and a half-dozen
sheets of paper placed squarely over it. The plant is now
placed in the centre of the top sheet, or, if small, several plants
may be placed on the same sheet, and the branches laid out
as naturally as possible. The leaves should be so placed, that
when covered with the top board they should lie flat and
without folds. This may often be insured by pressing the leaf-
stalk (petiole) strongly with the thumb, at the point where it

is united to the stem. The same care must be taken with
regard to the flowers, roots, &c. Should the plant be very
thick in its stem, it is advisable to split the main stem and
remove half; the same may be done with thick tuberous,

bulbous, or cormous roots. If the plant is very succulent, or

is aquatic, it will be well to place immediately above and below
it a sheet of paper which has been soaked in parafin or

stearino. The plant having thus been " set," three or four

sheets of paper are to be placed over it, the number depending
on the size and succulence, or moisture, of the specimen ; the

more moisture it contains, the more paper will it require. A
second specimen may now be placed on the paper, and arranged

as before, and so on until ten or twelve specimens, each in-

terleaved with six or eight sheets of paper, have been " set

out." The second board is then placed over all, and loaded

with bricks in such a manner as to obtain an equable and
suflicient pressure. The plants are allowed to remain under
pressure for about twenty-four hours, when the top board is to

be removed and placed on the floor. Half a dozen sheets of

paper are then placed on this, and the partially-pressed plants

removed from the old damp sheets. The plants will now be

found to be mi;ch more flaccid and obedient to the hand, so

that any little defects made in setting may easily be remedied.

Of course, care must be taken not to handle roughly, and to

place a sufficient number of sheets of paper between each

specimen to insure the moisture drying off rapidly. When all

the plants have been shifted, the board which was formerly at

the bottom is now placed at the top, and weighted with bricks

as before. These operations are repeated day by day, until

the plants are sufficiently dry and rigid to permit of their

being aflixed to paper, and placed in the herbarium. With
regard to the herbarium itself, a few words respecting the size

of sheets, &c., are necessary here, as upon these apparent mi-

nutiaj depends a great deal of the value of the collection.

The sheets will be found most convenient if cut to the size

of 17 inches by 11 inches. The paper shotild be white, aa

that colour shows-up the specimens better than others ; but

the exact thickness or consistence is not very material. Com-
mon demy is as good as any for the purpose. With reference

to the mode of fastening the plants down to the paper, the

neatest mode is certainly to sew the main stems down in two
or three places, by passing the needle through the paper at

one side of the stem from above, and then out again at the

other side of the stem, the needle again coming out above.

The cotton is then knotted over the stem. This method
allows of easy removal of the specimens without injury, if it

is necessary to exchange or examine them from below. The
next neatest method is to fasten the plants down by means of

narrow gummed paper straps, about one-eighth of an inch in

width by three-quarters of an inch long. What must be

avoided, is to gum the specimen itself to the paper, as by so

doing it becomes useless for reference. With regard to label-

ling, I found it extremely convenient to use detached labels

2.1 inches long by 1 ; inch wide, on which I write the names,
Ac, and which I stitch down at the right-hand bottom comer
of the sheet. I prefer to stitch it down, as I can remove and
change the label at any time, if necessary through mistakes or

change of name occurring, without injuring the plant by re-

moval from its paper. A few words may now be said with

reference to the information furnished by the label. First,

then, we ought to have the Latin name of the genus to which
the plant belongs, then the name of the particular species.

Directly after this name should be placed the name of the

authority from which that name was taken (this is often left

out, and more often abbreviated) ; then should be written-in

the English name (if the specimen has one) ; to this should

follow the Linnean class and order to which it belongs ; then
the natural order; and last, but not least, the locality and
epoch at which the specimen was gathered, together with such
information as may be deemed important.
Annexed is a form of label which we should use for the

Traveller's Joy :

—

Clematis Vitalba.

—

Linn.
Traveller's Joy.

Polyandria. Polygynia.

N.O. RANUNCULACE^.
Wallingtou, July 5, 1874.

—S. BoiTONE.

—

(Enylish Mechanic.)

LE HAVRE ROSE.
In answer to your correspondent " P." as to Le Havre Eose,

It is a French variety, and was sent out in the autumn of

1871, a year which was as proUCc In good Koses as 1872 was
the reverse; for in that year we had of Teas Comtesse de
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Nadaillac, Madame Jules Margottin, Mdlle. Cecile Berthod,

Marie Vau Houtte, and Souvenir de Paul Neron ; and in Hybrid
Perpetuals, besides Le Havre, Audru Dunand, Auguste Eigo-

tard, Lyonnais, Franvois Michelon, Madame George Schwartz,

Madame Lefebvro Bernard, Etienne Levet, Kichard Wallace,

and Baron de Bonstettin. In colour Le Havre is a vermilion

red, bearing some analogy to Alfred Colomb, but different in

shape, being not so globular, and more between that and Ma-
dame Charles Crapelet. I am afraid it is an uncertain Eose

;

but unquestionably the bloom exhibited by Mr. Turner at Exeter

was one of the most beautiful flowers 1 ever saw, and I should

have called it the premier flower of the Exhibition.—D., Deal.

SANDRINGHAM HOUSE.
THE SEAT OF H.E.H. THE PKI.N'CE OP WALES.

Two years since we published an historical notice and de-

Bcription of the gardens of this residence. Our illustrations,

with the exception of the flower-garden beds and the walk to

the church, were applicable only to the old mansion, and we
have but little to add as an aocompaniment to the view of the
west front of the modern residence which we now publish.

It was erected from designs by Mr. Humbert, was com-
menced in 180',), and finished in 1871. We could dwell long,

and much to our own satisfaction, upou the garden before the

west front of the house, the view towards it across the lake,

upon the admirable kitchen garden, and the model labourers'

cottages, which a high engineering authority declares to be
unsurpassed ; but we described most of these featiues in our
pages during 1872.

The early history of the Sandriugham estate was published
by us in the year already mentioned, but we may add that from
the Henley family it was purchased by Mr. Motteux, who
devised it to the Hon. C. Spencer Cowper, and in 18G1 he sold

it to the Royal Family for £220,000. The estate includes the

parishes of SanJringham, Babingley, Appletou, Wolferton,

West Newton, and part of Dersingham, amounting altogether

to about 7000 acres.

The walk to the church has now an object of additional

interest. Not the least pleasing of our recollections connected
with Sandringham will ever be with that church, not only be-

cause of the taste yet simplicity which characterise its interior,

but because there is the noble lectern given by the Princess as

a record of her gratitude for her husband's restoration. The
church nestles among trees, and the churchyard is a pattern

of neatness. Only one grave is conspicuous, and that is of

sufficient interest to deserve depicting. It is of white marble,

is enclosed by a very low iron rail, blue picked out with gold,

inscribed on the base of the cross at its head with the tender

words, " Suffer little children to come unto Me, for of such is

the kingdom of heaven ;
" and around the marble slab, " Alex-

ander .John Charles Albert, third son of Albert Edward Prince

of Wales and Alexandra Princess of Wales. Born April Gth.

Died April 7th, 1871." There are two edgings of marble
around the slab; and between the two edgings, and between
the inner edging and the slab, is a narrow border, each border

planted with very dwarf Geraniums and Verbenas (aeefifl. 33).

It is beautiful without being obtrusive, and a most fitting tribute

of parental feeling.

Whilst there at the commencement of the present month
wo were informed, and regretted that we should not attend,

that at its close there is to be held " The Sandringham Cottage

Horticultural Society's Show." It is held annually in the

park, and is only one of the very many themes which the

neighbours delight to quote of the kindness of the Prince and
Princess. It is heart-gladdening to see the improvement which
these and other agents have effected in cottage gardening

generally, from the window flowers to the Potato crop.

WHAT IS AN AMATEUR?
A coREESPONDENT writcs as follows :

—

" At our show some dispute has arisen as to who is an ama-
teur, and if anyone employing a gardener occasionally, say

one day in a week, is one or not—that is, would be legally

admitted to compete at any of our shows against any amateur ?

Your opinion would be greatly valued as to what constitutes

an amateur."
Any person who cultivates a garden not for commercial gain

is an amateur. No matter how many gardeners he may keep,

* From a photogroph by Hi. M'CIeaD, of HniutantoD.
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he is Btill an amateur. The restriction of the term to a person

who does all the gardening himself without the aid of paid

labour is a very arbitrary one, and cannot be justified. In

framing schedules where the class is confined to " amateurs,"

and it is intended to encourage any particular class, there

ought to be such distinctions as^Amateurs employing a pro-

fessional gardener or gardeners, amateurs employing a gardener

occasionally, and amateurs having no garden assistant.

—

Eds.

HEREFOKD ROSE SHOW.
I u-ivE been requested by the Honorary Secretary to send you

au account of the West of Euglau 1 Hose Show hold at Hereford.
This Show took place in tlio Birmingham week, and conse-

quently suffered thereby ; but there was no help for it, as the
Kose-fixtures come so close together during our brief season that

some must clash. Besides, the Hereford people felt that it was
a most unconscionable proceeding on Mr. (,)uilter's part to ap-

propriate a whole week for his show, at a time when Hoses are

at their very best, and so they preferred to run the risk of a poor
show than to put it off a week later, when most men's Roses
would be over. I could not bear giving up the Birmingham
Show, but as I could not show at Hereford as well as Birmingham,
Ijpreferred the former : first, because I never enjoy any day so

much as the day spent at the Hereford Rose Show ; secondly,
because I was asked to judge there; and lastly, because I had
accepted the invitation of my friend Mr. Craastoa, and would
not have missed paying that visit for any amouut of Birmingham
shows.
And now as to the Show itself. To tell the truth I was very

disappointed with it, but I was not surprised. Kaowing as I did
what a bad season it had been for Roses, and also for tbe reason
I have stated above, I was not, I say, surprised to find it in com-
parison with other years a very poor show. Cranston, Mitchell,
Paul, and Davison, were the only nurserymen who put in an
appearance, and Cranston's were the only stands which came
up to one's idea of what a great nurseryman's Roses should be.
But who can wonder at this? The nights before the Show had
been close to a degree I never experienced before in tbe early
part of July. Certainly my own blooms never travelled so badly
as they did to Hereford, and I drove twenty-seven miles in
order to catch the night mail for Gloucester. Aud here I should
be very glad if some of your readers would give their opiniou as
to the desirability of driving a long distance in order to get a
night train. Does the road journey more than undo the good
gained in travelling by the night mail ?

There was very little competition in the amateur classes
Indeed, Mr. Arkwrightand myself divided most of the first prizes.

My friend Mr. Baker has been completely knocked out of

rig 33.—The infant tuinvl's grate at sandp.ingham.

competition this year, and I should have been the same if I,

like him, had all my eggs in one basket— i.r., all my trees planted
together. In some parts of my gardens the trees have been de-
cimated. I lost at least seven hundred Mauetti Roses. In-
deed, I hardly lost any standards. But what a year for Teas it

has been ! I cannot understand how people can say Teas are
tender. My experience tells me that they are a great deal
hardier than most Hybrid Perpetnals on the Manetti. I do not
think I lost a Tea, except six Man'chal Neils which were re-

moved too soon in the autumn. Souvenir d'Elise (to me the
finest Rose in cultivation) has been most glorious. I have it

now perfectly superb against a dwarf south wall, and my plants
that served me for the early shows are all in bud now, and will
be ready for the autumn ones. Tea Roses bloom much more
freely a second time than do any other Rosea. Always the last

Rose blooming in my garden is a darling Tea, and yet there are
onlv about twelve which are worth growing. Indeed, it is a
difiicultv to sliow twelve really good Teas. T wish more prizes
were offered for Tea Roses at the shows. The Royal Horticul-
tural Society at South Kensington is, I believe, the only Society
which has a class for amateurs' Teas. There ought to be a class
at every show, with prizes as good as are given for Hybrid
Perpetnals, and then we should have men cultivating them
7nore, aud judges would be more just when judging a stand of
forty-eight, and give, as I maintain they ought to do, points for
fine Teas.
But (forgive this digression on the Teas) to return to the

Show. If the Roses as a rule were not up to the average, the
company was above it, and I rejoice to say the receipts were
larger than our friends had had for many years. And what
friends they are at Hereford ! What hospitality, what kindness,
what courtesy ! I could have spent a week there, and then not
have outstayed my welcome. I would not miss a Hereford
show for anything that this world can offer. I think the only
thing which would make me less enthusiastic about it would be
the terrible event of my stand of Baroness Rothschild being

beaten in the class for twelve blooms of any Rose. For three

vears in succession at Hereford I have won this prize with the

Baroness, aud when she fails me I shall indeed be brought low.

By staying with Mr. Cranston I enjoyed the great privilege of

going over his nursery at my leisure, aud how I availed myself of

this I need not say. I saw one hundred thousand trees in full

bloom ! I could walk upwards of a mile through exquisite Roses !

I saw Sir Garnet Wolseley, Mr. Cranston's grand seedling, in

bloom, and feel confident that here we have a novelty which will

make the French raisers hide their diminished heads. I had seen

it at the Show the day before, where its production created a

furore only second to its namesake's appearance in the Shel-

donian Theatre. I saw oue thousand plants of Madame La-

charme, and a greater take-in I never had the misfortune to buy.

I have worked that Rose, aud bought it, and petted it, and
tended it, and it has repaid me by giving me dirty ragged

blooms, inferior to Mdlle. Bonnaire or any other white abomi-

nation. How Lacharme could send it out with such a flourish

of trumpets, I cannot understand. All the great nurserymen

have thousands of plants, and I do not believe we shall find

the Rose in the catalogues in 1878. But I saw here and at Salis-

bury one really fine Rose of 1873, and that was Souvenir de

John Gould Ve'itch. That is a real prize, and, of course, with

my usual luck it was the only one, though I ordered it, that I

did not get last year. As to all the rest of the 187:i Roses, they

are not worth ifche paper on which I write. The hardships,

Messrs. Editors, of having to buy these " pigs m pokes," these

miserable little plants of new Roses every year, at 3s. dd. each,

or else lose the chance of having a prize (and then, as in my
case, not getting it), is a very great one. Four pounds did I pay

for these wretched littlo starvelings that had been run-up m
great heat, and are joined to a weak Manetti stock, and so loosely

united that you can almost blow them asunder._ And yet every

year there are scores of new Roses with descriptions appended

to their names in the catalogues which make your mouth water,

and your eyes long with an eager longing to see them. Caano t
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something be done to correct this evil—the nurserymen Buffer aa

much or more than we amateurs—and save the pockets of poor
parsons like myself, who cannot afford to throw money away,

but yet cannot bear to run the chance of missing a good thing ?

And now I must bring this long yarn to a conclusion by telling

you that I returned home by way of the Wye, past Tintern Abbey,
and on to Chepstow and to Bristol, and had one of the most
delightful trips I ever had in my life.—J. B. M. Camm, Monkton
Wi/ld.

NOTES O.N VILLA and SUBUBBAN GARDENING.
Winter Vegetahles.—Bear in mind the value of a good supply

of wholesome vegetables for autumn and winter; it is yet good
time to plant Savoys, Kales, Broccoli, Leeks, Celerj', Lettuces.

Sow some Cabbage for late winter and spring use, and prepare a
healthy piece of ground for the seed beds for spring and summer
Cabbage, which should be sown two or three different times
between the 2.5th of July and the 12th of August. A small
border or warm corner should also be prepared and worked into

a sweet pulverised condition for Winter Spinach, which should
be sown about the 10th or 12th of Au^ist. This is also a good
time for sowing the hardy kinds of Lettuce for standing the
winter. Celery already established should have applications of

liquid manure in a diluted state, not to be applied too strong
while the plants are small. Now is a good time for getting in

full crops of Turnips for use throughout the winter. Allow no
waste Cabbages, Greens, Cauliflower leaves and stumps, or Pea
haulm to remain, but give all such refuse to the pigs, if any are

kept, and if not, it should be trenched at once into the soil as

manure, to assist in producing other crops ; it is to some extent
returning to the soil what has been taken from it, together with
what has been absorbed from the atmosphere. Continue to

dredge the young Turnips, Cabbages, and other seedling plants
with dry charred dust while damp, or early in the morning.
Budding Bases.—The desirability of budding Roses being

decided upon, the selection of proper stocks is the next subject

for consideration. Every gardener should keep a small stock

of Briars in some retired place ready for use when the buds of

valuable plants come into possession, and these, of course, re-

quire winter treatment, which need not now be explained. If

you have Briars examine them immediately, and see how many
are in a proj^er state for buddiug. The long drought this year
has been unfavourable, having checked the growth of young
wood and hardened prematurely that which was produced.
Unless the bark rises quite freely do not attempt the operation.

It has no chance of succeeding if a succulent juicy state is not
manifest on cutting the stem, and this will only occur in young
wood. New shoots are now being produced, which will be fit

for working in about a fortnight, and I would recommend that
the Briars be cut down to these shoot.", and all the hardened
branches be removed. An opportunity will thus be afforded

for budding before August is closed, and, although rather too

late, success may be expected. But if you have no Briars
budding may be advantageously performed on other stocks.

Boursault Roses, climbers such as Adelaide d'Orleans, and many
others of free growth, generally throw up fine shoots from the

root, f nl if aU the old wood is cut away these may be budded
on with every prospect of success. I have found more certainty

attending the operation with this class of stocks than any other;

and when you have common climbers you may easily replace

them with good Roses in this way. Inferior Hybrid Chinas
also make good stocks, Celine for instance ; and as these Roses
throw-up wood freely, the gardener will easily find shoots for

his buds if he has anything of a collection. I budded Paul
Joseph on Celine in this way a few weeks back, and the buds
have shot half an inch. There is another economical mode of

securing stocks which I will mention, having found it of great

service myself. Briars which have been budded on will often

throw-up suckers at a little distance from the parent stem, so

that they may be cut off in the winter with a portion of the
root. Bud on these and carefully remove them in the proper
season. As, however, trees well established in the ground throw
up their suckers very luxuriautly they must be watched, and
all new shoots carefully stopped after the budding is performed.
If this is neglected the strength of the shoot will run away with
the juices necessary for the bud, and it will perish.

A damp dull day is preferable for budding, but not necessary;
still, precautions must be taken to counteract the effects of heat
and drought. Bud on the north side, if possible, and with the

shade of some neighbouring foliage. Even the ends of the tape
with whicla the bud is tied-on may bo made to hang over it so as

to shade it from the direct beams of the sun. In all these matters
a common-sense view of the affair in hand must be taken, and
this will lead to the adoption of the best methods of securing
the object. We do not transplant in hot sultry weather if it

can be avoided, but if it be necessary at such seasons to remove
anything we shade and water more carefully. Now, if it is re-

membered that in budding a wound is inflicted, and that the

part inserted is very thin and delicate, it will be evident that

Buccess cannot be expected in the absence of thoughtfulness.

similar to that which transplanting requires. Budding requires

the nicety of touch and perception of mechanical adjustment
which surgery demands ; like that, too, it is an operation per-

formed on a living body. Many clever people could never bud
well from an inability to perform any nice operation. Are you
able to bind-up a cut finger well, tenderly, neatly, and securely ?

Then you can bud, and may proceed with the hope of success.

—

W. Keasb.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
The heavy thunder showers hardened the surface of the

gi'ound, and also caused a good crop of weeds to appear in the
vegetable quarters. In such a case no time should be lost in

running a hoe over the surface of the ground, so that the weeds
may be destroyed, and, what is also of great importance, , the
ground loosened. There is some difference of opinion amongst
gardeners as to the best form of hoe to use in the kitchen
garden. We use the Dutch and the swan-neck form of the draw
hoe. The Dutch hoe is best adapted for working amongst
salads and small vegetables in borders, &c., as it leaves the

neatest work; but amongst Cabbages, Potatoes, rows of Peas,
and similar crops, it is much better to use the draw hoe, and
especially so if the ground is heavy, as the tilth can be worked
so much deeper with it.

Early Potatoes, Peas, and Strawberry plants have been cleared-

off sundry quarters, and the ground has to be prepared for

ifinter crojys, such as White and Sprouting Broccoli, hardy
Greens, Scotch Kale, and Leeks, or to sow with Onions if very
lai'ge specimens of these last are to be produced by midsummer.
More or less of the above-named vegetables will, of course, be
planted according to the requirements of the family, and the

capability of the soil to bring them to perfection. In our ground
it is sheer waste of seeds and labour to try to grow Broccoli,

and if Leeks were planted they would not be used. Indeed

,

every district has its own favourite vegetable ; even amongst
the labouring class this is noticeable to a greater extent than it

is in larger gardens. One seldom sees a kitchen garden in

Scotland without its bed of Leeks. I have visited gardens of all

sizes in the south of England, and have not observed this whole-
some vegetable at all. The most profitable crops for us are Cole-

worts and Sprouting Broccoli. Those supply us with vegetables

all through the winter and spring. A bed of White Stone Turnips
sown now will come-in late in the autumn, and will continue in

use all through the winter.

FBUIT AND FOECING HOUSES.
Pineries.—There are certain disadvantages attending Pines

planted-out in beds, but there are also certain advantages; and
the question sometimes arises, whether in some instances the

planting-out system may not be the more desirable method. Mr.
Perkins, of the Gardens, Stanmore Priory, has shown us what can

be done with the planting-out system in the way of producing
large Pines, and also of doing so in a shorter period than has yet

been done with potted plants. There is also but little danger to

be feared from under or over-watering. We have put-in a batch

of suckers in pots, and as soon as they are estabUshed one of

the beds will be prepared for them and they will be planted out.

Whether it is intended to grow the Pines to the fruiting stage

in pots, or to plant them out in a prepared bed, it is desirable

to place the suckers first in pots from (5 to 8 inches in diameter,

according to the size of the suckers. The pots should be plunged
in a bottom heat of about 9.j°, when roots will very readily be
emitted. The plants must also be repotted before they are any-

thing like pot-bound. No better material can be recommended
for growing Pines than turfy loam—not sandy loam, but what
might bo called medium clay. About one-fifth part may be

rotted stable manure, and an 8-inch potful of crushed bones may
be added to each barrowload of the compost. Pines require

careful watering at all times. The pots are usually plunged in

tan or some other heating medium, and it is not easy to ascertain

the state of the roots. When the fruit lis colouring water ought

to be withheld. Careless watering is the frequent cause of Pines

not sweUing-off well ; the stalks die prematurely, and the fruit is

consequently much depreciated in quality.

(Irelinrd Hoimr.—The fruit is swelling rapidly on such early

varieties as Early York and Early Grosse Mignonne Peach, and
just a word in favour of the last-named sort. It is a splendid

early Peach ; the fruit is little, if at all, inferior in any respect

to Grosse Mignonne, and it ripens almost with Early York.

Hunt's Tawny and Rivers's Lord Napier are the earliest Necta-

rines, and they ripen in the order named ; they do not come in

quite so early as the early Peaches, but they follow them very
closely. As soon as the fruit is nearly ripe on the earliest trees

a change of treatment is necessary ; previous to this the house
had been shut up between four and five o'clock in the afternoon,

and the frees at the same time were thoroughly engined over-

head with water of the same temperature as the house. This
treatment continued would cause the fruit to be watery and poor

in flavour. The trees with ripening fruit should not be syringed,

and, for convenience, all the trees bearing fruit of one stage of
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ripeness should be placet! together. A little air should also be
kept on at the highest part of the house all night.

It will now be seen how necessary it is to have the trees

thoroughly free from insect pests. Red spider increases with
the most amazing rapidity as soon as they can obtain a dry foot-

ing on the leaves. "When the fruit is ripening-off, the trees must
be looked over once at least every day, and the fruit carefully

gathered and placed upon coltou wadding, one deep, in the
bottom of a flat-bottomed basket or box.
Cucumber and Melon Houses.—At one time we used greatly

to prefer dung-frames for growing Cucumbers in summer, but
we would only use frames now if the supply from the Cucumber
house were not equal to the demand. When the plants are
making rapid growth it is necessary to look over them once
every week to cut out any exhausted old growths, and to tie-in

the young bearing shoots in their place. But little heat is

necessary from the heating apparatus, unless very fine specimens
are required for exhibition purposes. Syringe the plants in the
morning at 7 a.:^i., and in the afternoon when Va& house is shut up.

It has been recommended to take a second crop of Melons from
the plants that were raised in January, and which bore a crop of

ripe fruit in June. The plants are watered, some of the old

leaves cut off, and the young growths trained to the wires. If

the plants are sound at the neck, which is not always the case,

a number of female lilossoms will be produced, and the second
crop seta more freely than the first. This method of procedure
involves less labour than clearing out all the old soil from the
house, and replacing it with fresh in order to turn out young
seedling plants. Whichever system is adopted, it will not be
necessary to resort to the heating apparatus either for bottom
or top heat. The house should be shut-up in the afternoon,
and otherwise treat the plants the same as Cucumbers.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
At this season the good old-fashioned Fuchsia, and, what is

even more useful for decorative purposes, the Zonal Pelargo-
niums, single and double, are usually the occupants of our green-
houses. Few plants are more easily grown, and few more tho-
roughly repay the little trouble required to train them into
handsome decorative specimens; bat however useful and beau-
tiful they may be, we may have too much of them, and their

free-growing properties may be injurious to more slow-growing
and tender exotics placed amongst them. Indeed, a very large
proportion of the New Holland and Cape hardwooded plants are
spoiled if it is necessary to grow them in the same house with
rapid-growing succulent-leaved plants.
A plant which is now in flower with us, and which may be

recommended for its colour and otherwise distinct character,
is LisiantJius liussellianus. This is a good old biennial, and
well worth all the care necessary to bring it to perfection. Some
instructions were given as to the culture of it in No. 692. Pos-
sibly the greatest difficulty will be to obtain seeds of it. Nearly
all the principal seedsmen can supply it, but either from being
imperfectly ripened or some other cause, it very seldom vege-
tates. It may be that the fault has not always been with the
dealer, but that the grower was to blame. It requires great
watchfulness from the time the seeds are sowu until the plants
are ready to pot-off. The same treatment that applies to Cal-
ceolaria seeds will answer for those of Lisianthus.
Repotted Auriculas and placed the plants in a shady position

where they will remain until the end of September, when a
frame facing south will be the best place for them. We do not
use large pots for any of the plants, the largest being 4 and
5-inch, and for smaller plants 3-inch pots are sufficient. Moved
pots of Carnations and Picoteea out of doors. The sooner they
are removed-out after flowering the better. The grass becomes
drawn and the future plants much weakened, if they are kept too
long in the house before they are layered.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]

AUGUST.
Earleheaton and Chicberley 1

Heywood 1. 2, and 3
Soutbamptoa 1 and 3
Wobarn 3
Whitwick 4
Ilkestoa and Shipley 5 and 6
Felton 6
East Neuk of Fife 7
Atdborongh and Boroughbridge.. 7
Hornin^low 8
Clay Cross 11
Hartlepool 11
Meldruna 11
Weston- super-Mare 11
Ellon 13
Eoyal Hort. Sooiety of Ireland 13

AUGUST.
Tannton Deane 13
Malmesbuiy I'i

Birmingham 14 and 1:>

Ryhope IS
KeevU, Wilts 19
Eckioston 19
Cardiff (Glamorf;anshire) 19
Deal and Wa'.mer 20
Haverfordwest 20
Reading 20
Belfast 20 and 21

Eastboui-ne 21

Keishley 21 and 22
Todmorden 22
Shotley Bridge 22
Wakefield 22

AUGUST.
Warkworth 24
Wotton-ander-Edge 25
Bauhnry 25
Dudley ( Worcestershire) 25, 26, and 27
St. .\ndrew8 26
Sherborne 26
Kempsey 27
Cirencester 27

AUGUST
Tynemouth and S. Northumber-
land 26 and 27

Skircoat (Yorkshire) 28
Perth 28
Chailey 28
Falkirk 28
Bishop Auckland 28
Kilmuu, btroue, and Blamore .... 29

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
W. Henderson, 86, Hamilton Street, Birkenhead.— Select

Catalogue of DtUch and other Flower Boots.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of thejEditors of this JournaK
All correspondence should be directed either to *' The
Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed

to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books (IF. J. Gcrnon).—The 7u:w editioa of "The Greenhouse," in th^

series of " Manuals fur the Many." is the book you require. Ir. treats exclu-

sively of the plants and their culture, and the constructive part which was in

the former editioa has been discontinued. Price 9d. ( IV. P.).—W. Paul'a
" Shilling Book on Roses." Any bookseller can supply you with it.

Mercury for Cooking (An Old Sjihacriber).—The leaf you enclosed is o£

the right kind, Chenopodium Eonus-Henricus.

Larv.t: on Pear Leaves {F. E. jR.}.—Dusting -with quicklime is tha

effectual remedy. The larva is popularly called '* The Slimy Grub." It is

produced by the Tenthredo adumbrata. a four-winged fly. Drawings and fall

relative notes are in our No. 638, published June 19ih, lt)73.

American Bligiit on Apple Trees {Ah Old Subscriber).—V^e have

pretty well got nd of this pest on our trees by using boiled oil. This is

applied to the affected parts with a painter's brush, rubbing it well into the

cracks.

Grapes Attacked ey a Maggot (F. H.).—This is rather an uncommon
occurrence, and no other remedy can be suggested than to pick out the

maggots and destroy them.

Leaf Mould (H. J.).—Judging by the sample you have sent it will do very-

well mixed with silver sand to strike cuttings in to stand the winter.

LiLiuii AURATDSi OFFSETS {Co. vff(frim).—The plants should be repotted

when they die down, turning them out of the pots, removing the old soil ovej

the bulbs, and picking the soil from amongst the roots. Preserve the healthy

roots, with any portions of soil occupied by them, and after removing the

offsets repot in fresh clean pots, which may be three times the diameter of

the bulbs, and place these so that when just covered with soil the pot will be

little mora than tluee parts full. The olTsets may be potted singly in 5, 6, or

7-inch pots, according to their size, and in the same way as the larger bulbs,

only just covering theni with soil, make firm around them, and leave a

?pacc of an inch or two below the lim for top-dressing. Good drainage must
be provided, and a little of the rougher parts of the compost should be placed

over it, the compost not being sifted, but well mixed and brokcn-up fine. It

may consist of two parts hbrons light loam, one part each leaf soil and sandy

peat, half a part well-rotled manure, and half a part in equal proportions of

silver sand and nodules of charcoal. The potted bulbs should be wintered in

a light airy position in a cool house or pit safe from frost, and suflicient

water given round the sides of the pot to keep the soil moi&t. Fill the pots

wilh soil to the rim, allowing for watering, when roots .show from the stem

just over the bulbs. The amount of water should be increased with the

growth and lessened after flowering.

Melon Plants Dying (X Y. Z.).—From the stem enclosed to us we con-

sider you have the disease attacking the Cucumber and Melon, for which

neither cause nor remedy has been found. The plants will most likely die.

The only thing we have found of service is to keep up a good brisk heat by

lining the bed, which encourages root-action; admit air freely, securing the

requisite temperature, and water only to keep the foliage fresh, shading from

bright sun if the leaves are disposed to flag. Attacked as yours are, tho

ulantB rarely recover.

Covering for Fbttit Wall {C. F.).—Your border being so narrow wo
should not advise your going to the expense of upright sashes. "We should

raise the wall to say 9 feet, and have a lean-to house of about 7 feet G inches

wide. If you could not conveiaiently raise the wall, we should have the width

7 feet 6 inches, and the front of the hou.^e part wood and glass— i.e., 2 feet of

boards, the upper one being huiged and opening outwards the entire length

of the house, and 2 feet of glass fixed. For the front you will need posts of

yellow deal 5 inches by 3 inches, which should be let into the ground 2 fee*,

they being 6 ftet long. The part placedinthe ground should be first charred,

and" then coated with boiling gas or coal tar. The posts may be 4 feet apart,

and firmly fixed upright. At the height of the boarding, or 2 feet from the

ground, you will need a sill 5 inches by Ih inch thick, grooved on the under

Bide half' an inch from the edge, and fixed between the posts with a half-inch

incline outwards to allow of the water ruuniug vS, the groove preventing the

water running down the face of the boards. Upon the posts have a plate

4 inches by 3 inches, on which the rafters ai-e to rest, the plate being nailed

on to the posts. The back wall will need to have a plate or board 1^ inch

thick, secured to the wall with nails, the wall plugged bo as to admit the
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naila where rcqaired. The wall plate may be 6 inches wide, and should be
notched, so as to receive the rafter?, which may be 4 inches bv Ik inch, and
fised narrow side upward, they beins ploughed half an inch wide and deep
BO as to receive the glass. The rafters mast be cat off slanting, so as to rest
on the front plate, the rebate exactly corresponding with the front top edge
of the front plate, and exactly over the posts, they being securely naiJed to
the plate. Toa will thus have a house with rafters 4 feet apart ; between
them fill-in with rafters or bars 2^ inches by 1^ inch, and 1 foot apart. You
will need a bevel-piece at bottom to form the rest for the glass (it need not
exceed an inch wide), and a nose-piece grooved on the under side to run off
the water; this 0Ui,-ht to project an inch, and the glass should cover the
joint, it being "planted" on the front of the front plate. At the back vou
will need a strip of wood half an inch wide, and nailed on level with the
rebates in the rafters and bars. The roof will then be ready for the glass, but
we have not provided for ventilation. We will there put in a piece of wood
lengthwise of the house Ih inch thick and the depth of the rafters, and be-
tween every alternate rafter, the bars being let into it. These to be 18 inches
down the rafters from the top, and for these openings you will need 2-inoh
lights, and so as to re^t on the rafters, extend to the cross piece, and be
hinged to the plate againc^t the wall. These hghts may be raised by a tiat
piece of iron fixed at the bottom in the middle, and an iron peg in the cross
piece to fit into the holes. The ventilators, with the board in front, will give
plenty of air. The front part will need to have bars corresponding with the
roof, and the posts to have strips of wood nailed on to receive the gla-s. The
part below the glass in front to be covered withthree-qnarter-iuch boards, the
npper one hmged, as before stated, so as to let down the whole length of the
house. It may be glazed thronghout with 15-oz., better 21-oz., thirds sheet glass.
The ends will need to be formed so as to correspond with the front, and door-
ways provided. The advantages of a house of this kind over the one you
name are great. You will be able to have trees on the back wall, and if you
have it in two divisions you could have in one two Apricots against the wall,
and in front a row of trees in pots of Plums or Pears, or both, with Cherries
if you wish. In the other you could have two Peaches and a Nectarine
against the wall, with Peaches in pots in front, or Vines trained lengthwise
of the house, and so that the shoots do not extend further than to leave 4 feet
clear of the upper part of the glass. The Vines might be trained to wires
16 inches fiom the glass, or grown in pots. Along the front you could have
a shelf for Strawberries in pots, and the house would be useful for many pur-
poses. A lath pathway along the hack, resting on brick, would serve you.
A house of this sort would cost very little more than the coping with sUding
saehes you describe, but would afford far greater advantages. Ko shading
would be required. By applying to some horticultural builder and describing
what yon require, you would probably obtain at a cheap rate the house ready
for fixing.

Deodokising Night Soil (X. r. ^.).—The best material is drv earth, a
ehoveUulof the earth being used every time, and the whole could then be
emptied without offence to labourers, and mixed with four times its bulk of
dry earth. Kept under cover it is a very valuable manure, and may be ap-
plied to ground for vegetable crops in about one-fourth the qaaniify of farm-
yard or Btable minure. Treated in this way and dug-in, it is not offensive.

Beet fob Spring Gardening (Idem).—The seed should not be sown until
late in May or early in June, and the plants thinned to 9 inches apart. In
October, or as soon as the gronnd is cleared, they should he moved with all
the soil that will adhere, and planted so as to cover the root, giving a good
watering if the weather be dry,

AciirLLEA Mn-LEFOLiTM ON Lawn fW. W. B.).—The Yarrow is a fast-
spreading plant, which endures drought well, and gives a patchy appearance
to a lawn. Dry weather does not hnng the i)lant, but makes it appear more
conspicuously from the bad effects of the drought upon the grasses. The
Achillea should be removed, for, instead of dying, when wet comes it will
grow more freely, overpowering the grass, which should be encouraged.
Vines Infested with Thrips (T, P.).—The leaves are much infested

with thripa, and from their eggs will issue another generation. Choose a
calm evenmg when the foliage of the Vines is dry, the floor wet, and the
sashes shut-up closely, then thoroughly fill the house with tobacco smoke.
Keep the house close the following day if possible, dull weather being best,
and frequently sprinkle the paths, &c. The next night but one after fumiga-
tion fill the house again with smoke, keeping as close the following day aa is
consistent witli the safety of the Vines, and in the evening svringe thoroughly,
and daijy every evening until the Grapes change colour. If they are colour-
ing the syringing must not be practised, but the floor and every available
surface should be wetted morning and evening. The fumigation ou-ht to be
repeated m a week after the first application, and afterwards a good look-out
should be kept for the re-appearance of the pests, and when any are seen
samigate.

ArBRIETIAOR.ECA,G0LDES-FEATHER PTEETHEUM SoWING, &C.(C. C. M.).
The Anbrietia should be sown in May or now, the seedlings being kept over
Uxe year, the latter being the best plants. Golden-Feather Pyrethnim should
te sown in April, and the Forget-me-not in June. They should be pricked-off
when large enough, and be moved in October to the beds when these are
cleared. The Pansies should be planted in autumn. Double Daisies should
be divided as soon as the flowering is over, planting the divisions in good,
rich, hght soil in a shady border, and keeping moist. They should be plantedm autumn along with ail other spring-flowering plants as soon as the beds
are cleared of the summer plants.

Watering (E. H. iJ.).—The best time to water during hot weather is in
the evening, from 5 to 9 p.m., or later. It is not advisable to water when the
sun is powerful, especially when the foUage of the plants must be wetted.
When this is the case the watering is best done early in the morning or
evening, preferably the latter. Watering plants of large size at the roots may
be done at any hour of the day.

Watering Stephanotis wpth Liquid Manure (IT. C. D.).—If the border
ia full of roots, and the plants growing freely, weak liquid manure may be
applied at every alternate watering during growth and flowering, care being
taken not to have the manure water strong, or it may injuiethe roots. Liquid
mantire collected in a tank from stables and a pig^rery is of too uncertain
strength to be applied to plants without considerable dilution with water,
judgment alone determining its strength.

Sowing Aqttelegia GLANDtTLosA (E. H. IT.).—Seed of this sown now will
not produce plants for flowering next spring. It is rather slow-growing, and
is best cultivated in pots, cr at the foot of rockwork, in a compost of equal
parts loam, sandy peat, and leaf soil, with a sixth of sand, and good drainage.
The seeds should be sown in April or May, and placed in a cold frame or
house, shaded nnti the young plants appear, then give air and light freely.

and pot singly when the rough or eecond leaves are showing, affording slight
shade uutil established. They should have a position somewhat shaded in
summer, and sunny or open in winter, with free ventilation, shifting into
larger pots as the pots become full of roots, always keeping moii*t, bat avoid
making the soil sodden. The plants will not endure *' pushing."

Fuchsia and Gebanicm Leaves Browned {Amateur).^T\ier& were no
insects on the leaves sent us, but evidence of red spider having been upon the
Fuchsias. This enemy is best overcome by syringing with a ;^oh;ti' -n of 2 ozs.

of soft soap to the gallon of water, the plants being laid on their side and the
solution forced against the under sides of the leaves; afterwards keep well
syringed. The Geranium leaves are scorched from having been watered over-

head or syringed when the sun was shining powerfully upon them, combined
with inefticient ventilation. They will recover outdoors, but will no doubt
lose all or most of the old leaves.

ANStTALs FOR SPRING Bedding (R. W.).—The best pink is probably Sapo-
naria ealaorica. The seed may be sown in the first week in Au^-ust, or not later

than the second week, and the seedlings prieked-out, when large enough to

handle, about S inches apart in light lich soil. The white variety, S. calabrica
alba, is equally good. A deep rose or red is Silene pendula, which should be
sown at the end of July or early in August, and should be pricked-out like

the Saponaria. bileue pendula alba, white, makes a fine mass. Myosotis
sylvatica is the best blue ; the seed should have been sown in June. Nemo-
phila inbignis grandiflora will meet you for blue, the seed being sown the
Ja'it week of August, pricking out, and having the planting bed well raised to
prevent wetness of soil, or the plants may die off. Coliinsia vema grandiflora
sown the second week of August isa good pretty blue. Limnanthes Douglasii,
straw colour, may be sown in the first week of September. Lasthenia cali-

fornica. yellow, sow the third or fourth week in August. All the plants
mentioned are best pricked-out in good, rich, light soil, and should be shaded
and duly watered until established. They should be planted in the beds as
soon as these are cleared of their summer occiipants, and be put in rather
thickly, say 4 to ti inches apart, and some plants ought to be kept in reserve,

to fili-in with if necessary in spring. The plants should be moved carefully,

and with little balls of sod. Could you not employ some red-leaved Beet and
Golden-Feather Pyrethrum ?

Buckland Sweetwater Grape {A Young Beginner).—This is a round
white Grape.

Caiiellias (J. fl". Mason\.—By the account you give of the Camellias they
appear to be doing very well indeed. Perhaps they may be a little too forward
in bud, but not much ; that is of little consequence so long as they have im-
proved so much.

Pansies Mildewed [J. Kidston.).—1\ie mildew is attributable to the long-
continued dry weather, and the plants will no doubt recover themselves when
it has ceased.

Thtups OS Vine Leaves [A Suhscriher).—^Tour Vines are covered with
thrips. Sep answer to " T. P." in the nest column.

Names of Plants ( Mrs. W.).—Send us a single bloom in a small box witli

damp moss, and with the aid of the drawing we shall be able to make it out.

{Jiio. BryanK—Spinsa ariffifolia. {S. G.).—Combretum purpureum. (J. C).
1, Begonia Pearcei (Bot. Mag., t. 5545); 2, Begonia, perhaps insignis; but
you seud no femiile flowers, upon the structure of which the groups largely

depend. (Marg Pole).—Polypodium pustulatumorBillardieri; native of New
Zealand.

POULTRY, BEE, AM PIGEON OHSOmOLE.

GRANTHAM POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Poultry formed a division of the Lincolnshire Agricnltiirat

Society's Grantham meeting, held on the 22ad, 23rd, and 2ith
inst.j which though not a very extensive show, outnumbered
its predecessors. The arrangements were very carefully carried
out, and the whole proved a well-merited success.
Dorkings were one of the best-supported classes in the Show,

a really well-shown pen of the fashionable dark colour being
first, and the other three prize pens (for there were four prizes
for this class) ran each other very closely for their respective
places. Gavtc (to which also four premiums were allotted by the
prize schedule) were not by any means a first-rate entry, each
entry of Brown or other Reds taking a prize ; and in the next
class, for Piles or any other light-coloured Game fowls, though
first and second prizes were given, there actually was not any
entry at all for the third premium. Cochins were a well-filled

class, all colours being in competition, the now-so-well-kaown
Partridge Cochin cockof Mr.Crabtree, mated to a srood-feathered
hen, being first; Mr. Woodgate's equally-noted Whites second

;

whilst the third was taken by a good pen of Bufis sent by Mr.
Winwood, of Worcester. There was also a really capital hen
shown by Mr. Lievesley, of Lincoln, in pen 20, but her male
companion was much her inferior. The iJra^im «s were shown
together, both Light and Dark ones, Mr. Crabtree and Mr. Ken-
drick taking first and second with Dark ones ; but the hen in
Mr. Crabtree's other Light-feathered pen was so sadly ruptured,
the third prize was withheld. -411 the Spanish fowls were in
bad show-trim, and the prizes only were awarded. Such was
the want of merit in the Silver Hamburghs that a third prize
only was reluctantly given, both the others being withheld.
Both Houdans and Creve-Cceurs were better than might have
been expected : in point of fact, far better than are seen at the
majority of poultry shows. Mr. Boothby, of Louth, well deserved
his first prize in the Poland class with an excellent pen of

Golden-spangled ; but all the other pens proved empty. Game
Bantams were good, though many were on the moult, and not
a few were passed over for being " trimmed " excessively about
the head until it bore the appearance of being actually shaven.
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Another pen, in which the wing3 had been pulled off the cock,

was ** disqualitied" altogether; and it is worth mentioning that

the Judges would have given him a third, if not a higher prize,

had he been left alone. In the variety Bantam class Blacks
stood first and third, and White-booted ones second, in a good
competition. In the class for Any other distinct variety of

fovls, Black Hamburgha took first, La Fleche second, and Silkies

third, all being very good birds. In the Selling class the prizes

were taken as follows :—Silver-Grey Dorking, Dark Brahma,
Grey Dorking, and Golden Poland. Here again "trimming"
had boon resorted to, and a Dark Brahma cock was disqualified,

the hocks being dexterously both cut and plucked, and his tail

feathers likewise. Trimming has of late again become bo pre-

valent that strong efforts are needed for its restraint, and should
simply diequulifying not have the desired effect, it is worthy
of coufcideratiou by committees whether withholding all prizes

already won by any exhibitor proved guilty of trimming in the

Bame show should not be a punishment that possibly would
prove a deterrent in most, if not all, cases.

Grand Geese and Turkeys are most worthy of note, especially

the latter, than which it is barely possible to obtain a better

competition than was the case at Grantham. Aylesbury Ducks
were very fine and well-bred, and of Rouens the plumage was
mostly of hiyh merit, but the generality of them proved quite

too small for show Ducks of the present day. A very nice pen
of Carolina Ducks iu breeding plumage, though so late in the
season for this feather, had the race all to themselves, for empty
pens were their only rivals. Gniuea Fowls were a nice class,

and a pair of admirably-shown White outs stood pre-eminent.
A " miscellaneous SelUng class, open alike to Swans, Pea Fowls,
Turkeys," iu fact anything in the shape of poultry, with five

prizes, ranging from £2 10s. down to 2s. Gf7., strange to say, was
quite a failure; a pen of Rouen Duckliugs, and another of

Golden Polands, taking the third and fourth, whilst the first,

second, and fifth prizes were entirely withheld.
Of Pigeons the entry was small indeed, but of fine quality,

Mr. Yardley making a walk-over for the bulk of the prizes.

The Show was well attended, and the poultry well provided
for.

[Ffom a Correspondent.)
This was a Show of about 180 pens, and although the competi-

tion was very limited, and the quality of the birds shown was
not first-rate in some of the classes, yet other classes brought
out a fair entry of good birds. The first-prize Dorkings were
very fine, and the second-prize pea contained a very large and
most excellent hen. The Game classes were rather limited in
numbers, not containing so many pens as there were prizes
offered. There was a good entry of Cochins, comprising nice
Buff, Partridge, and White birds; but although there were
several pens of Blacks, none either merited or received tbe
notice of the Judges. In Brahmas Mr. Crabtree's were good, and
the first-prize Spa7ii^h were a long way a-head of the others in
quality of face. The first and second Go\deu-spa.ng[ed Hanihtirghs
were nice birds. The first-prize Houdans were very good, and
showed tbe genuine Houdau uomb. The first-prize pen oiCreve-
Cccurs proved aUo a very nice pair of birds, and in good plumage.
Iu the Poland class only one prize was awarded to a good pen of

Golden, going, however, into moult very fast. The Game Bantam
class was a numerous one, but not many of the birds were meri-
torious. In the next class were some capital Blacks and Booted
Whites. The Variety class was not a lai-ge one; the winners,
however, were good. The first-prize Dorkiug cock, and the
first-prize Brahma hen in the Selling classes, were good. The
Geese were capital, and the Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks fine.

The first prize iu the Variety Duck class went to a pair of very
handsome Carolinas. Turkeys were large, and Guinea Fowls
better than usual.
Mr. Yardtey's Carriers, White Pouters, Almond Tumblers, and

Black Barbs were almost the only good Pigeons shown.
DnBKis-GS.—1, J. Walker. RochJale. 2, H. Marshall. Cropwell Butler. Bing-

ham. 3, J. Horusby, lirautham. 1, J, G. Jebb. Kelfuid. c, A. (iarlit, Scutheru,
LincolD,
GMA&.—Red.or any other Dark colour —\, F. Sales. Crowle, Doncaster. 2,

H. MarahaU. 3, K. Wmwood, Worcester. 4. H. E. UQckeiing, Kiitua Lioiisey.
White, FiUs,oT any other Light coiour.—1, F. Sales. Si, E. Wmwood. 3, No
comptititiou.
(Jacaisd.—1, W. H. Orabtree. Levenahalme, Manchester. 2, R. S. S. Wood*

gate, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells. 3. E. VVinwoud. he. J. WalHer ; T. M.
Derry. Gedoey. c, W. Whitwortb, Jan., IjonKsight. Mancbester.
Brahmas.— 1, W. H. Crabtree. -2. li. Kendrick. Licbtifeld. 3, Withheld.
Spanish —1. E. Win^ood. 2, M. Brown, Ab Kettleby, .Melton Mowbray. 3, 3.

W. Hallam, Whitwi(!k, Leicester.
Hambiirohs. — i'i/L'L'r. — I and 2, Withheld, S, W- Lappage, Spittlegate,

Grantham. Gold.—\, S. W, HaUam. 2, J. Ward, Abbby-ae-la-Zouoti. 3, W.
Holmes. jun„ Grantham.
French.— i/oH*/(i7i.—l. G. W. Hibbcrt. Godley, liy^e. Manchester. 2, J.

Eli<ar, Newark. S. H. V. Storev. Cr>vc-Ca:ur.—\, W. Cutlacii, jun,, Littleport,
El?. 2. G W. Hibbnrt 3. Mrs. Cros3, Brig',', he, W. H. Orabtree.
Polands.—1. G. W. Eoothby, Lf.uth. 2 and 3, No competition.
Bantams.— f^aJJic. - 1, 2. and Disqualified. .1. Eaton, Grantham. 3, J. Mavo,

Gloucester, he. C. Pole, Grantham, c, J. Waters. Elsham, Brigg. Any other
variety.~\, J. Walk^T. 2. R S. S. Woodg4te. 3, J. Mayo.
Any other Vabietv—1. W. Cutlack, Jan. (Black Hambargh) 2, Rev, N. J.

Ei'lley. Newbury (La Flecbej. 3, It. 3. S. Woodgate (Whie Silkief))

Selling Class.-c'oc/c— I, W. Rop, Newark (^ilver-cirey Oorking). 1, J.
WaUTs (Clack Reo). 3. J. Hornabv, Grauih im (Da-'k l»i»rltiug). 1. G. W.
Boothby (Poland). Bisqualifi'-d. J. Walker. Henf.—\, J. Waters iBlack Red'.
2 aad 4, J. Hornsby (Dark Dorking's). 3, R. i::. Dackering (Game), e, J.

Ilornaby (Dark Dorkings); G. W. Boothby (Polands); C. Millhouse, Wools-
tliorpe, GraiiLhaiii (DarK Dorkings).
(JEKSE—1, .). Walker. 2. T. M. JLterry, Gedney. 3, M. Kew, Oakham.
Vucvi^. -Aylesbury ~l and 2, J. Walker, a, J. iiomaby. Houeii.—l, J.

Walker. 2. tt. Swan, Lincoln. 3,T. Ualmshaw. Earlahealon, Dewsbury. Any
ot)ier variety.— 1. J. v\alker. 2 and S, No competition.
TiiKKKYs.-l, Rev. N.J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, E. Kendrick. 3,J. Walker, he,

M. Kew.
GuiNKA Fowls.—1, R. S. S. Woodgato. 2, W- H. Youne, Great Drifladd. Jic,

W. Dudding, HowoU, Sleaford ; R. snell, Barrnwden. Stamford,
Selling Class.— 1, 2. and 5, Withheld. 3, \V Roe, Newark (Roaen Drake

and Duck). 4. G. W. Boothby (Golden Poland).
Extra stock.—c, R. R. Godfrey, Grantham (Gold-laced Sebrighta).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, H. Yardley, Birmiiiijham. 2, J. Elgar, Newark.
Pouteks.-1, H. Yardley.
TuMBLEaa.— 1, U. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Asv OTHER VAnitTV. — 1. H. Yardley (Black Barbs). 2 and c, A. Pick,

Grantham (White Dragoons).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, and Mr. Tegetmeier, o£
London, were the Judges.

TONG AND DUDLEY HILL POULTRY SHOW.
The fourteeuth annual Show took pla^e on the 25th iust. at-

Dudley Kill, and, the day being hne, there was a numeroua
attendance of visitors. The entries were not good in some
classes, which is a matter of surprise to us, for the management
is very good.
Spaniah were very good, the hens especially. In Cochins-

Butfa were first and \Vhite8 second, both pens being good. la
Game Brown Keda won in the first class and were well placed,
the second pen not matching well in legs; aad in Duckwin^s
the firdt were a grand pen. There were nine single hens, and
most were good; Che first a well-developed Silver Poland, and
the second a good Spanish. In HarnburgJia Mr. Beldou had it

to himself with the exception of one entry, as also in Polands^
where the prizes were rigntly placed on Silver and Golden re-

spectively. In Brahmas the first were young and well grown ;

while the second, which were old hirds, were very large, especi-
ally the hen. Game Bantams were very tjiod, the first a nice
stylish pen of Black-breasted Reds, second Piles ; and in other
varieties the first were a good pair of Black chickens. In singl©
cocks were six entries, the first a Gold Poland, and second Browu
Red Game.
In Ducks only the first-prize pen of Rouens were of any

quality; but these, though iu the middle stage of moult, wero
very good.
Piyeons mustered pretty well considering the classes, and the

(luality of the birds shown was very good, but the whole of Mr*
Horner's pens were empty.
There were two classes lor Rabbits^ but we had a difficulty in

undorstaudiug the classification, the first class being for Spanish ;

and here a Belgian Hare was put first and a Silver-Grey second,
and in the next two splendid Lops were placed first and second.
We would advise a reconstruction of the whole of the schedule.

Spanish.—1, H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, J. Thresh.
DoKKiNG.— I, H. Beldun.
Oochin-Uhinas —1, bhackelton & Irving, Bradford. 2, H. Beldon.
G&UE.—Biack'brea-itfd or other Red.—i, E. Ackroyd, Ecclesnill. 2, H. Bean-

land, iveetgate dill, lie, W. tell, AdwaUon. Duckioinged or other Grey or
Blue.—I, H. C. A; W. J. Maaon, Biratal. Black. Brassy-winged, or I*il€ Gamt.-^
1, K. Walker, Goiuiueiball. 2, H. C. & W. J. Mason.
Asr Bkeed.—Ht.'/[ —1. H. Beldon. 2, J. Thresh.
il&^BUB.oji.—GoUlen-spangled.~-l and •£, U. Beldon. Silver'Sjiangled.—! and

2, H. Beldou. Golden pencilled.—1 and 2, H. Beldon, Silver-ijenciiled.—i uud,
1!, U. Beldou.
Polish.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Bkahma Puotra —1 and 2. H. BeMon.
'BiSTA.M.s.—Game.—i, G. Nohle, Dewabury. 2, A. Sadden, Clecklieaton. hc^

A. Sugdeu : G.l\oble; A. Smith.Northowram. A7iy other variety,—l,A.Sniitli-
:;, (J. & J. liUugworth. lii^iitowu ; J. Waddiugton, Gniseley.
ANY Brbed —Cock.—I. H. Beldon. 2, H. Beaniand.
Geese.—1, J. Ward, Drighiington.
Docks.—ivojte;t.—l, T. Uolmahaw, Earlsheaton, 2, J. R. Pollard, Wibsey,

PIGEONS.
CAitRiEBS.—1, J. Hawley. Girlinj^on. 2, B. Rawnsley, Bingley.
TuKuiTS.—1, F. Claytou. 2, J. Hawley.
TuMuLERS.—1 and 2, J. Hawley.
Ja»;obiss.—1 and 2. T. Holt. he. J. Hawley ; R. White, Mancheater.
Jb'A.vTA.]L3,— ), R, White. "!, J. Hawley.
Cii' 'PPKU3 or PoDTEiis —1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer.
Antwekps.—1 aud 3, F. Clayton. 2, J. Hawley. he, B. Kawnsley.
Nn.sa.— i and 2, J. Hawley.
0\7L8.—1. B. Kawnsley. 2, R. White.
anv other Varietv.- I, J. Hawley. 2, W. Tetley, Eirkenshaw,
Dragoons.—1, B. Rawnaley. 2, F. Clapham.

RABBITS.
Spanish.—Bucfc or Doe. -1, J. Thorp, Birkenshaw. 2. G. S. Barton. Beeston,

Leeds. hc,C F. Suciiffe, Tong; S. Adams, Bradford; J. Chappie, Dewsbury
ilour; W. Miller, Bradford; A. Cutler.
CuMMON.—But,'/; or Doe.—i and 2, G. S. Burton, he, W. Gibson (2).

The Judge was Mr. James Dixon, of Bradford, assisted by
Mr. Joseph Walker, of Birsfcwith, Kipley.

ROCHD-U.E Poultry Show.—The poultry classes are for single

young birds, with the exception of Ducks, Geese, aud Turkeys,
which are in pairs. There ia a special extra prize for the beso

Dorking cockerel. For Pigeons there are twenty-eight classes,

four of which are for Carriers, Barbs, Antwerps, and Dragoons
bred in 1874. There are live silver medals as extra prizes giveu
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by one or two local amateurs. There are eight claBses for
Ralibits, and one silver medal as an extra prize.

SELBY POULTRY SHOW.
The first attempt to bold a show of poultry at Selby was

made on the 23rd inst., and we are glad to say with unexpected
Euccess, the entries being so good that the Committee will,

doubtless, add to their nest schedule Pigeons and Rabbits, and
thus provide for various tastes. The attendance was very good.
Turner's pens were used, and the attention to the birds was an
example for more extensive societies.

Dorkings had four entries, and the birds were good. The first

prize went to a remarkably well-moulded pen ; while in Cochins
the birds were also very fair. In Spanish Mr. Thresh stood
first and second, Mr. "Wilkinson coming in a good third ; but we
were surprised to find that Messrs. Newbitt did not show, being
so near Epworth. Of Brahmas there were thirteen entries, and
a fair lot; while of Game we were sorry to see so few. Ham-
burghs were mixed classes, which we will again pronounce a
mistake fatal to success in entries. Game Bantams were poor,
while the first-prize Blacks were very good. Cross-bred or other
fowls were very good in both classes ; the chickens numbering
sixteen entries.

The Geese and Ducks were pretty fair ; biit of Turkegs there
were no entries, which surprised us, this being purely an agri-
cultural district.

Dorking.— 1 and 3, W. Morfltt, Goole. 2, T. P. Carver, Langthorpe.
Cochin.—1, Copley, Holmes, aud Pardon, Driffield. 2, F. Horsman, Borough-

bridg<^ 3, H. Bleasby.
Spanish.— 1 and 2. J. Thresh. 8. H. Wilkinaon, Slcipton.
Brahma-- ], H. Wilkinson. 2, W. Middleton, Bondgate. 3, U. Brooksbank.
Game—1, Copley. Holmes. & Pardun, 8, G. Roberts.
Hamburgh.— (jTo/rf and Silver-span{iled.—l, Copley. Holmpa, .t Piir.inn. 9,

T P.Carver. B. Mrs. Newton. Einvorth. Gold and 'r^iiver-2)eiicUltd.—l, G. "VV.

Gibb3. 1'. F Ki.'I'iey. 3. Cupk-y. Holmes, aud Purdnn.
CRO.-*';-B£iED.— 1. W. H. Youn'f. Driffield. 2. Mrs. Webster, Burn. 8, J. Haw-

croft, Womersley. he, R. Adams, inn, Selby; A. Wright, Selby: J. Grace,
Selby.
Ant Breed or Cross.—Chickens.—1, Dr. Cameron. F.pworth (Brown Red

Game). 2, J. York (Dark Brahmaa). 3, B. Clayton, Keighley (Gold-^n-penciUed
Hambiirgha). Equal 2 and 3, T P.Carver, ftc, Mrs. Houfe, Breighton ; Copley,
Hulmcs. & Burdon ; U. Brooksbank. Duffield Gati?s ; G. W. Gibbs ; Dr. Came-
ron (Brown Red Game) ; W. G. Waters, Elsham BridKe (Doriiines).
Any Varletv.—Coc/c—I. Copley, Holmtia, & Purdoii. 2, F. Kelaey (White

Cochins). 3, J. Houte (Game), /ic, H, Staniland (Brabmal; T. P. Carver.
Selling Class.— 1, J. Gleadow. Bubwith ( Dorkings). 2, J. York, Gateforth

(Brahmaa). 3. T. P. Carver, he, W. MorQtt iDorkiiigsl-
LocAL Class.- 1, J. Hoafe (Black Red Game). 2, W. Dransfield, Brayton.

8, J. Howcroft, Burn (Gulden-spangled Hamburghs).
Qeebe—Ai'i/ Btred —1, O. A. Young. Driffield. 2, J. B. Hepworth, Hatfield,

foi^, J. York, Gateforth; — Abbott. Cliffe ; T. Balderson.Beilby.
DvcK^.—Aylenbury.—l, T. P. Carver. 2, Mrs. Backhouee. Bum. Houen —

1. T. P. Carver. 2, O. A. Young, he, T. Halmshaw, KarUheaton ; T. Balderson.
Any other Variety.—l, T. P. Cai-ver. 2, J. J. Brnwn, Althorpe (Muscovy).
tic, Mi^B Parker. Sell»y : J. Hawcroft, Womerslev (White Spanish).
Guinea Fowls.— 1, Jlrs. J. Barker, Camblesforth.

Judges.—Messrs. Cannan and Sales.

Min-orcas.—2, R. Allen, Filleigh.
^SPAN18H.— 1. S. Osmond, south Molton,
BANTiUfl,—G(u;ie.-1, Miss M. Gould, South Molton. 2, E. Lethbrjdge, South

Molton.

SOUTH MOLTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 23rd inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

Brahma Pootras.—Diirfc.—1, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, E. Sanders, Chittle-
hampton. vhc, Mrs. Arundell. Lifton. Devon ; W. Huxla'ile, Whiddou. Barum.
Ligiit.—'i, H. i'east. 2. Mrs. J. T. Holmes, Bath, vhc, J. Gaydon, Newport,
Bamm.
Cochin-China '.—1, C. H- Branoam. Barum. 2, H. Feast, vhc, Mrs. J. T.

Holmes; F. Denner, Y'eo, Mariansleigh. he, Mrs. Arundell.
DoiiKiNG.-1, H. Feast.
French.—1. H. Feast.
GA.^E..~Blark-breasti'd Rrd.—l,J. Weatacott, Barum. 2. J. BovIeR. Barum.

vlic, R. Wilkinson, Bri-K'water. Any otht'r variety —1, W. Huxtable. 2, J.
Westacott. vhc, H. Feast, c, T. Luxtitn, South Molton.
'H.ATdBUEana.—Goldcn-spangled and rencilh?d.-~l, H. Ascott, Tiverton. 2, H.

Feafit. Silvr itpang'fd and Pcncil>cd.—1, H. Feast. 2, H. Ascott, vhc, S.
Sp'llard, Chittiehamplon; G. Westacott, Chittlehampton. c, J. Bebb, Bath;
S. Osmond, South Moltun.
Malay or Indian Game.— 1, W. Huxtable. 2, W. Joint, Barnstaple, vhc, F.

DavoHs, Pilton. vhc, he, and c, T. Joint.
Spanish.-2, H. Feast.
An'v Pure Breed.—CocA:.—], W. Clarke, South Molton. 2, W. Sanders, vhc,

H Feast.
BA\TAMS.-GaHi^.—1, Coon. Bros., St. Austell. Any other imriety.~l,B,. L.

Hole, Hannaford. 2, J. BuUen, Newport.

PIGEONS.
Carreers.—!, J. Bullen.
Barbs.— 1, T. L. Smyth, Newport 2, G. H. Gregory, Taunton, vhc, J. D.

Mal'\ Exeter, c, C. Watts, Chittlehampton.
PoUTBRS.— 1 and vhc, G. H. Gregory. 2, G. Parkham, Exoter.
Fantails.—1. J. L. Smyth. 2, G- H Gregory, he, F. Toogood.
Ti wiijLF.KS.- 1, G. Parkham. 2, J. Bullen.
Ant othk.r Vamiety —1. G. Parkham. 2, J. L.'Smith. vhc, J. Bullen (2) : J.

L. Symth (2); J. P. Mills, Exeter.

LOCAL PRIZES.
Brahmas.—1, J. Vickery, Chittlehampton. 2. W. Sanders, vhc, H. Mogiidge,

Soiiih Molton. he, G. Prideanx, South Molton.
Barndoor.—1, W. Mogford, South Molton. 2, W. Ayre, Pillavens, Bishopa-

nimpton.
D.RKiNGs.— 1. W. Blackford, '^onth Molton. 2, F. Moore. South Molton.
French.—1, J. Bawden. South Molton.
Game.— fifrf — 1. E. Huxtable. South Molton. 2, W. O'Neil. Eishopsnympton.

ThcR. S. Bryan, South Multon {s); J. Huxtable. hc.'W. O'Neil. c, F. Ko<ld.
Bishf'psnyrapton. Any other variety,— 1, W. Baker, South Motion. 2, W.
SanderH, South Molton. c, J. Bawden : J. Lee, Bishopsnvmpton : F. Toogood,
South MoHon (2)
Malay or Indian Game.—1, F. Moore. 2, S. C. Blackford, South Molton.

The, W. G. Smyth, South Molton ; F. Moore ; W. Clarke, South Molton (2J.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 13.

THE DORKING.
HEN—GENERAL CHAKACTERISTICS.

The principal characteristic of the Dorking hen is its bent
comb, of middle size, and sometimes double and denticulated,
but then rather small. She has a small round body, the tail
rather thin, short feet, and five toes on each foot. The eye and
the nature of the foot are the same as in the cock. In weight,
shape, and walk, she is much like the Creve-Cceurs. She lays
well and early, sits well, aud her eggs are of medium size.

PLUMAGE.
The head feathers and the hackle are whitish at the edge,

black in the middle, and form a marked line which is very dis-
tinct from the body {Jig. 34). The edge of the cheeks and round

Fig. 34. Fig. oj.

the neck to under the beak are covered with small, short, black
feathers, forming a kind of collar, but not joining behind is

more like the gorget of an officer. The tuft is of a clear pal'?

grey. The top of the back is of a grey chestnut brown, which
becomes russet on the shoulders and the coverts of the wings.
The large feathers of the shoulders are spotted, the large flight-

feathers brownish-black. The breast is of a clear chestuut-red
;

the thighs deep greyish-red ; the rump grey ; the large taU
feathers brownish black. All the plumage is of a very bright
colour, occasioually passing aud mingling with that of the ad-
joiniug part. The feathers are often bordered, which gives a
scaled appearance to the whole plumage. But the most charac-
teristic is a white line, almost pure, which marks the whole
length of the visible part the shaft of each feather {ftg. 85).

This bright hue is very apparent on the back, the shoulders, and
the coverts of the wing, losing its intensity at the lower parts
and extremities.
Much variety occurs in this breed in regard to plumage, which

may be found almost of every colour, from pure white to black.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
The Dorking is very precocious and of very fine flavour. The

flesh is white, juicy, and retains the fat well in cooking. Trussed
it is of good appearance. Its food is thick dough of barleymeal
or oatmeal, varied with ground maize and whole barley; but

L the maize must be used sparingly, as it is too fattening.
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The Dorking is delicate, and precantion shonld be taken
against severe frosts and damp, and, above all, that it is on a

dry Boil.

BLACKBURN POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of poultry and Pigeons in connection with

the Blackburn and East Lancashire Agricultural Society was
held on the 23rd iust. The entries for poultry were not large,

but the quality may be pronounced good. As usual, the number
of visitors was very great, and the press so severe that some of

the pens which were unfastened to the tabling were pushed half

off, and several of the birds dropped out behind, showiog the

desirability of haviug the pens well moored.
In Dorkings Mr. VValker was well to the front ; Mr. Stott's a

good pen. In Game fowls Mr. Brierley won three out of the
loar prizes with good birds. In Cochins the first were Buffs

and second Whites, although we thought Mr. Aspden's Partridge

quite equal. The first in Golden-pencilled Haniburghs contained
a grand cock and moderate hen. A well-known Silver-pencilled

cock won for Mr. Long the first honours. This bird is a wonder,
and keeps up well. Few except the winners were noticed in

the rest of the classes. In Bantams except Game the first were
nice Silver Sebrighta, the second a good pen of Blacks. In
Oame Mr. Addie and Mr. Hall divided the prizes in both classes,

lew others being noticed. Houdaus, as is very unusual, were
a fair class. In Gcesc and Ducks Mr. "Walker had the lion's

share of the prizes with capital birds.

Pigeons.—A good schedule brought a splendid entry in all

classes, Mr. Fulton making short work of the Foiifcr classes,

winning also in Carr'n r cocks with first a Dun, second a Black ;

Mr. Stretch, however, landing the first for hens with a grand
bird, the second going to Mr. Fulton. But what struck us most
was a marvellous young Dun shown by Mr. Sefton, which is

certainly not less thau 2 inches in length, aud made up with the
highest Carrier properties, the same gentleman winning first

with a young Blue of high quality in the class for 1974 birds.

Ahnond Tumblers were really good, the winners of good head
properties, and well-spangled. Foreign Owh brought out aome
exquisite birds, the first, a White, being one of the best we have
ever seen. The next class, one for English Owls was a very
large on*^, showing the policy of providing a class for them.
Forty-one entries were the result ; the winners were Blue.
Dratjoons, Blue or Silver, were one of the very best classes ever
seen—twenty-five entries in all, and some of the best birds in

the kingdom of both the fancies being shown. The first was a
grand bird, but we could not see the merits of the seond-prize
Blue, which was far too short in head and limb. Of Dragoons
any other colour there were fifteen entries, and it was a very fair

class, three grand birds taking places j the first a Yellow, second
a Red, and third White. Trumjyctfrs were well placed, and
the birds good ; and in Jacobins a grand Red stood first, but in
Short-faced Antivciys we thought Mr. Wright's, pen lUUt3, ought
to have had a place.

The rest of the classes were well represented, that for Any
variety being a most interesting one ; and on the whole the
Show was well judged.

DoRKiSGS.— 1, J. AValker, Sprinf? Mount, Rochdale. 2, J. Stott, Healey
Kochdale.
Bkahma Pootra.—1. T F. Ansdt-ll, Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2, W. H.

Crabtree. Levt'Dshuline, Manchester, he, T. F. Anadell ; J. Watts, King's
Heath, Birmiuj^ham.
Si'Axisii.— 1 and 2. J. Lcemin^, Eroughton, Preston, he, S. L. Edwards,

Cote Brook, Tarporley. Ch^ehire.
Game.— 1 and -l, C. \V. Brierley. Middleton. Cock.—l and he, C. W. Brierley.

2, J. Fortune, Morton Bank, Keighley.
C'ichin-China.—1. W. H. Crabtree. 2, W. Whitwarth, jun., LongBight, Man-

chester. he, C Sedgwick, Keighley. c, J. Walker.
HAiiBDRGHS.— Gfo?dt'?i-j>(;«ciUf'(Z — 1, G. &J. Duckworth, Church. 2, J. Long,

Brimley Common. .'yilvcr-pcncHlcd —1. J. Long. 2. J. Robinson, Gurstang.
Hambuhgus —GoZ(Ze/i-«iJttHg'itti.—land 2, G.iS: J.Duckworth Stlvcr-spangled.— ], J. Robingon. 2, J. Lung.
HiMBUR'iHs—jB/acte —1, J. Long 2, J. Robinson, he, C. Sedgwick.
Bantaus. EXCEPT Game.—1, J. Walker. 2, K. H. Ashton. Mottraua. Manchester.
Game Bantams.—1, W. F. A(Mi-, Preston, i. G. H*H, Kendal he, W. F.

Entwisle, WcBtdeld, Wvke, Bradford; E. Walton, H >rncliffe, Rawtenatail.
Cock.—l, G. UalL 2, W. F. Addie. he, J. K. Fletcher, Stjncclough, Mau-
cbeater; G. Hall.
PuLiND3.— 1, J. Long. 2, J. Robinson, he, H. Feast, Swansea.
HouDANS.—1. G- W. Hibbert, Gudiey, Manchfater. 2, J. Johnston, Black

barn, he, S. Hornby, Garatang; J. Kubinson ; H. Feast, Swansea.
Any other Variety.—1, J. Rubineon. 2, E. Walton, he, H. Feast; J. F.

Walton, Hurnchffe, Rawtenstall.
Selling Cla.^s— 1, E, Walton. 2, S Hornby; G. Anderton, Accrington. he,

J. Smaliey, Waterfall, Livesey, Blackburn-
Geese.—1, J. Walker. 2 and he, J. Houlker. Revidge, Blackburn.
livcKS.—Ay If.^ bur!/.~\, J. Oharnley, Pleaaiogton 2, J.Walker. Rouen.—1,

J. Walker. 2. T. WabefieM, Golborne, Newton-le-WillowB. Any other variety.—1 and 2. H B. Smith. Brooklaniis, Broughtun, Prebton. he, W. Binns,
Pudsev (2); J. Walker; H. B. Smith.
ToREEYs.—1, J. Houlker. 2, A, B. Taylor, Blackburn.

OPE>J TO SOCIETY'S DISTRtCT OMLY.
Game.—1, FiirneoS & Sudall, Rawienatall. 2. G Barnes.
Brahma Puutba.—1, R. Riding, Ewood, Blac^baru. 2, T. Pomfret, Higher

Walt. in.

Ham80rgh§.—1, G- & J. Duckworth. 2. J Hicham, Plea'^ington.
Bantams.—1. Furnesa & Sudali. 2, G. Anderton, Accrington.
Any other Variety.—i, Farnass & Sudali. 2. T. Aspiea.

PI3E0NS.
Podters.—Cocfc.—I and 2, R. FuUon. London. 3 and lie, J. Hawley, Girling-

to I. B'iidfonl. c, W. J. Warhurat, Staleybridge. Hen.—I and 2, K. Fulton.
3 and he, J. Hawley.

CARHIBR3.—Cocfc.—1 and 2. R. Falton. 3, J. Hawley. he. W. Seft'>n,BIaek-
Imrn (2|. H^n.—l and 2. K Fulton. 3 and he. W. Settou. Young.—1, 3. and he,

W. Sefton. 2, W. A. H. Miller. Walsall.
TuMULERS.—.4/»i9nrf.—1. R. Fulloo. 2 and 3, J. Gardner, Preston, he, T.

Cbaruley. Blackburn: J. Hawley. Bald or Beard.— \, R Falton. 2 and /iff. T.
and W. OJdie. Brierfield. Burnley. 3. T. W. Towudon, Bowdeu. Any other
variftu.—i- and 2, J. Hawluy. 8. T. & W. Oitiie. h<:. R. Fultou.
Owls.—Fore titn.—l, R. FuUon. 2 and he, T. W. Townaoo. 3, F. Steel,

Halifax. English.—1,J. Gardner, Preat 'n. 2,T. W. Townaon. 3 J. Hamp-
aun, Whitefield, Manchester; J. Ashwirth, Blackburn, kr, W. Binns (2); T.
Oharnley, Blaekbiim; T. i W. Oddie; J. G. BuHbby, Stockport; W. Hetton.

Barbs.—1, K. FuUon. i, T. W. Townsin. 3. J. Hawley. he, J. Dowlmg,
Blaekrock, Cork (:!); J. Stanley. Blackburn; J. Hawley.
Diaoooss. -Btur. or Silver.—I, J. Holland, Manchest-r. 2. R. Brierley. Bury.

3, W. Smith, W.dton, Liverpool, /itr, T. Ch imley ; J. Warwick, Blackburn ; W.
Sefton : R. Fulton. Any other colour.—1 and 2, R. Pulti.n. 8. J. Dowhng. he,

J. Oowling; A. A. Vander Meersch. Tooting. London : W. Sefton.
TR0MPETER3.—1 and 2, R. FuUdq. 3 and he. A. A. Vander Meersch.
Nu.'ts.—1, J. B. Bowdon, Pleasington, Bia'jkbum. 2, J. Richm.jnd. Oawald-

wi^tle. 3, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Slirewabury. he. Rev. A. G Brooke ; J. Hawley.
Tcikbits.—1, R. t^Itjn. 2 and he, J. Gardner. 8, J. Hawley.
Jacobins.— 1 and 2. R. Fulton. 3, J. Richmond, he, J. Richmond; A. A.

Viinder Meersch ; J. Hawley. ,

Antwerps.—LoHff-f/i'Tfd.— 1, J. Gardner. 2. T. Oharnley. S. A. Bingham,
Manchedter. Short-faced.-l, J. Stanley, Blackburn. 2, A. Bingham. 3, J.
Giudner. /ic, J. Wright. Manchester (2).

Fantails.—1. R. Falton. 2, W. J. Warhnrst, Staleybridge. 3, Mrs. E,
Oharnley, Blackburn.
JIiGPiES.— 1 and 2, J. B. Bowdon. 8, J. Watts.
Any other Variety.- 1. R. Fulton. 2, J. H. Watkins. 3, J. Gardner, he, J.

Gardner; J. Htiwley.
Selling Glass.—1, J. Watts. Sand 3, J. Hawley. he, J. Ashworth, Black-

burn ; R. Fulton.
R.-iBBITS.

Spanish.—1, J. Irving, Blackburn. 2. S A, Garaide, O.Tnaklrk. he, J. Greea-
way. Over Darwen.
Angura.—1. S. Ball, Bradford. 2, J. Hart n & Co., Kettering.
Himalayan.— I, W. Whi^.ehead, jun., Longsight, Manchester, 2, T. & R.

MilLs, Accrington.
Silvek-Grey--1, S. Ball.
As-i OTHER Variety.—Cficfc or D <';.—! and 2, J. Irving, Blackburn (Dntch).

Selling Class.—1, J. Greenway (Grey-and-white). 2, J. MiQer, Blackbura
(Black Spaniah),

Judges.—Powi^n/ and Babbits : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood,
Preston. Pigeons: Mr. T. J. Charlton, 23, Blenheim Road,
ilauningham, Bradford; Mr. T. Ridpeth, Park House, Withing-
ton, Manchester.

LISKEARD POULTRY SHOW.
Subjoined is the list of awards of this, held on the '23rd

inat. Our correspondent's report not hiving arrived in time,

we must defer it till nest week.
Game—Ht'(in/''f. Taxnrlf, Muffs, or any other White-legged Game.—Cock—

1. Maater R. Clogg, Dublin, 2, Miaa B. Short. Liskeard. Any variety —1, J- T,
Brown, St. Austell. 2 and 3, E. C. Pope, Falmuutli. he, W. T. Lovenng
St. Auatell.
Dorkings—1,T. C. Bornell, Micheldever. 2, P. Rundle, Lostwithiel. 3, F.

J. Pratt. Newtnn.
Spanish.—JV/morcas or Anconas.—\, J. Bassett, Lostwithiel.
Malay.— 1, J. R. Tyacke. Camborne. 2 and he, S. Eiiott, Liskeard.
CoGiiiNS.-l, S. R. Harris, Cuagarne, 2, G. Liaa. Par Station, he, Mr3. J. T.

Holmes. Bath ; T. H. Waterman, Andprtim. Devonport.
Bkahmas.-I, T. H. Waterman. 2, Mia J.T.Holmes,
Fre.sch.—1. W. H. Coppleatone, Loatwitbiel.
Polands.— 1, G. Lias. 2, 1. Thomas, Liskeard.
Hamborohs.-GoM or '^iluer-spangled.-l, W. Webster, Bodmin. 2, 1. Thomas.

Gold or silverprnciiled.—l, G. Lias.
Bantams.- Garnt*- 1, F. S. Hockaday, St Austell. 2. W. Currah, Tyward-

realh. Any otlwr variety —I, F. Temple Liskeard. 2. J. Honey, St. Austell.

Any Variety.— Cocfc. -1. G. Lias 2, Ooon, Broa., St. Austell, he, S. Eiiott

;

T. U. Waterman, c. W. H. Copplestone.
Any other Variety.—1, Miss Avery, Liskeard.
Selling Class —2, W. N. Beckerleg, Lostwithiel.
r)vcKs.—Aylf»bnry and Eouen.-l, W. s. Crart, Torpoint. 2, S. R. Hams.

Any other variety.—-A, G. J uUan, Wadebridge.

PIGEOMS.
Carriers.-1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, J. Broad, Plymouth.
Pouters.- 1, H. Yardley.
Tumblers.—1, H. Yardley. 2, G. Packbam, Exeter,
Fasta'LS —I, S. Packhim. 2. H. Yardley.
Dragoons,- 1, J. Bean, Lostwi'hiel. 2, S- Packham.
Antwerps.- 1, J. Bean. 2, A. Damarell, Exeter.
Any uther Variety.— 1. J. Broad. 2, H. Yardley. he, G. Packham.

Judge.—Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton, Bridgewater.

SHEERNESS FANCY RABBIT SHOW.
The thirteenth half-yearly Show was held at the Bricklayers'

Arms, Mile Town, Sheerness, on the 21th and 2Dth inst. The
following are the awards :

—

FOR LENGTH OF EARS.
Length. Width. Age. Weight.

Prize ills- i"S' m. d, lbs. oz.

1st 'Wr.Lewis Yellow-and white Buck 25 .. 5^ .. 7 .. 8

2nd. Mr Rogers Fawn Buck 22^.. 5 .. 5 10 .. 7 8

3rd. Mr, Burrows .... Black Doe 21} .. H .. S 16 .. 5 11

4th. Mr. Palmer Black aad-white Buck . 2) .. 4i "
1 ,^

" ^ 9
5th. Mr. Dv^vonshire.. Yellow-and-white Buek 2')} .. il .. i IC, ,, 6 4

6ih. Mr. Wright TortoisesheU Buck .... 19* .- 41 .. 3 10 ,. 5

7th and 8th. No competition.
FOR best self colour.

9th. Mr. Vile Fawn Doe 2i)i .. 4; .. 6 4 .. 8

FOR EXTRA WEIGHT.
Mr.Horton Yellow-and-white Doe.. 21 .. 4; .. 14 .. 13 6

—
"W. Devonshire, Bon.-Sac, 1, Broad Stvc^st, Mile Town,

Sheerness.

Whitby Poultry Show.—This is to be held on September 2Qd.

There are thirty-three classes for general competition, the prizes

being 20s. and 7s. Gd., with one silver cup, aud another cup for
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local coropetition only; and in Pigeons there are eight classes,

the prizes being 10s. and 5s.

KEIGHLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The thirty-eecond annual Show was held at this busy thriving

centre of industry on the 24th inst., being fully one month
earher than in former years, and so arranged to meet the wishes
of the employers of labour, who are very numerous in this

locality. This may answer the purposes of these gentlemen,
who thus wish to throw the two holidays—viz., the Feast and
the Show, toj^etherj hut we question very much the policy as

regards the Society, for at this time the exhibitions are very
numerous, and the entries in all sections sufEer to some extent;
though thofie of which we write were much better than we
expected, having suffered less than the agricultural department,
the most marked difference being that the chicken section did
not contain birds so well developed as we have generally found
them. The pens were on Turner's principle in some parts, and
in ethers substantial wooden onesbelonging to the Society were
used. The weather was not all what we could have wished, as

very heavy thunder showers fell, and so wetted the birds that
the classes not previously judged presented that bedraggled
appearance that is so unwelcome to those who arbitrate.

In poultry we foand some good stock, many old acquaintances
in old birds coming to the front. The noticed pens in Buff
Cochin chickens coutained grand pullets, but the cockerels had
a rather young and raw appearance. In Any other colour of

chickens Mr. Sidgwick showed good Partridge, and a pen of

Blacks from Mr. Feast showed some progress in this breed.
In Brahmas Mr. Ansdell's first were very good and well merited
thi.ir position, and that gentleman's chickens were a credit to

the yard, Eeveral other pens being good. In Light Brahmas
both fir^t prizes fell to the lot of Mr. Beldou, the chickens, es-

pecially the pullet, being very good in colour and marking.
Adult Si^anish were of moderate quality, but most of these
birds want rest ; but in young ones we were surprised to find

such forward birds. Of Silver-pencilled Hamburgks there were
only two entries, but there were five pens of chickens, the
pullets proving much better than the cockerels. Old Silver-

spangled were good, and the winners in chickens choice. In
aged Golden-spangled the first-prize cock appeared to be the
best, but we think the merits of the second-prize hen far out-
weighed him in points ; but the pens were wet when we looked
them over. Young were, first a grand forward pen; but second,
though of the right stamp, nowhere in age. Gold-pencilled
were, first a good even pen, the second lacking little of the
first. Young had eleven entries ; the cockerels good, but the
pullets too op^'n in marking. Adult Black Hamburghs were
very good, and po were the young birds, these being forward
and m good trim. Polish -were—Silver first and Gold second,
and in young the winners were Silvers. In youn^ Dorkings the
awards must have got on the wrong pens, for the second were
as good in points, and by far the largest. The whole class

showed well for the time of year. Red Game comprised a fine

pen of Brown Reds in prime order first; and second a grand
pair in full moult; Brown Reds winning also in young. In
adult Game of any other kind Duckwings won, and in chickens
the first were Duckwings and the second Piles. In adult Game
Bantams the winners were Black Reds, smart in style and good
in colour ; and in chickens were the best pair of Piles we have
seen this year, the second also being Piles. The Black Bantam
chickens were poor if we except the first-prize winners, and
Black won in both eases in the next class. In Ducks Mr.
Walker stood first in both classes, Mr. Newton coming in a good
second in both case^.

Pigeons.—The Pigeon schedule is not the most attractive that
can be desired, but we believe this defect will be remedied at
future shows. The eilver cup for the best pen was awarded to
a Black Carrier cock of good points ; four out of the five being
Carriers, and all birds of merit. In Pouter cocks, first was a
long, slim, stylish Blue, but rather short of marking; second a
good long-limbed White, all the others being noticed ; and in
hens the first was Blue and second Red. Carrier cocks were :

First the above-named Black, and second a Dun in fine con-
dition ; Mr. Yardley's Long faced bird being highly commended.
In hens the first was Black, the secDud Dun, In Almond
Tumblers Mr. Yardley won with a smart cock, good in head
properties, style, and carriage ; and in the next class Mr.
Horner's Yellow Mottle was a little gem ; the second, a Kite,
had a very good head. Of Balds and Beards there were only
two entries, and of Owls only four. If the classification had
been better there would doubtless have been a dozen at least.

Turbits were : First a neat Yellow and second Red. In Jacobins
both were Red, good alike in hood, chain, and colour, while a
very neat Yellow was highly commended. Fan fails carried off

the honours to Newark again in both cases, and in Barbs Mr.
Hawley out-distanced all competitors with two capital Duns.
Dragoons were a large class, and the competition very keen.
Two extra prizes were awarded. The first, third, and fourth were

Blues, and the second Red. Magpies were good, the first

Yellow and the second Red. Archangels were a fair class.

Antwerps were very good, the first prize in this class going to a
bird known as a good Red Chequer Short-faced, which was
known and practised with when most of the present fauciers

were boys, and withal an extraordinary bird. Second a Red
Chequer Long-faced heu, such as is rarely seen. A very pretty
Fairy Swallow won in the Variety class, a good Nun being
second, and a Spangled Fairy Swallow third.

R.vEiiiT3 had four classes. The first in bucks was a grand yoxmg
Fawn, 21 by 4^ inches in ear, in fine bloom. Second a Tortoise-
shell, 22 by 4if, but in the worst possible order—so bad, iu fact,

that we hesitated as to withholding the second award altogether.

In does the first prize went to a Fawn, 2li by 4^ inches, from
the same exhibitor—viz., Mr. Myton, and was well shown, the
second being only ISi by 4. Black-and-white Backs, Any other
variety, were first a Silver-Grey, and second a Belgian Hare.
The awards in the doe class were made in a sioailar manner, th©
first-prize doe being a grand specimen of her kind.

Cocni^ Chinas {Buffi.—1, W. H. Crabtree, Levenahnlme, Manchester. 2,W. A-
Tavlur, Mauuhester. lie, J Walker, Rochdale; 0. Siti»f^vicli, Keiehiey. Gliickens,

—I aud 2, 0. Sidg^'ick. he, H. Beldon, (iottatook ; W. A. Taylor, c, J. Naylor,
Oakworth, Keighley.
CiicniN-f'HiNAS (Auy colour).—1,W. Whitworth, Jan., Longsight, Mantjheater.

2, W. A. Taylor, he, H. Beldon. Chickens —I, W. A Taylor. 2, U oi-lt^wick.

he, O. SidgwjcK; H. Be don; H. Feast, Sivansea; W. Mitubell, Binienahaw, c,

H. WilkmBon, Karby. Sk'pt )U,

BsAHMis ( Dark).— I aud he, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Moant, St. Helen's. 2.W H.
Crai.tree. Chickens. ^l, T. F. Aoedell. 2, II. f. fereival, Nurtheaden, Mau-
chester hc,\V. H Hodgaon.Keighiey ; H. Beldoa; W. Scholetield, Birkenshaw;
W. A. Wri|?ht. Birkdale.
Brahmas (LiKht).— I. H Beldon. 2, J. Mitchell. Moseley, Birmingham, /ic,

W. W:iiteley. Clough Bank, Sheffield. Chickens.— I and he, H. Beldun. 2, J.
Mitchell.
Spanish (Black).—! and he, J. Leeming, Bronghton, Preston. 2, H. Beldon.

Chickens.~l,B.. Beldon. 2, J.Roberts, jun., SilBdun. /tc, J.I. Booth, Siladen;
M Spencer, Silsden.
Hambuhghs (Silver-pencilled).—land 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—1, U. Smith,

Keigttley. 2 and he. H. Beldon.
HiiiBOBGaslSilver-spaQBled).—1 and2,H. Beldon. C/ticfcens —1,T. Fawcett,

Eaildon. 2. H. Beldon. he, H Beldon; T. Fawcett.
Hambdrghb (Goldeu-spaDgled)--l. G. & J. Duckworth, Church, Accrington.

3, T. Dean, Keiguley. he, H. Beldon. Chickens.—1, T. E. Jonea, Wolverhamp-
ton. 2, T. Dean.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, G. & J. Duckworth, he, H.

Beld .11 ; W, Clayton. Koi;;hley. Chickens —I, W. Driver, Keit,'hley. 2. E.
Clayton. Keiehley. /ic, H. Beldon (i); X.Fawcett; W.Clayton, c, J. Walker,
BirttTwiih, Ripley.
HAMBUEQHa (Black).-1 and 2, H. Beldon. he. C. Sidgwick; T. W. Holmes,

Ru3_croft Baildon. Chickens —1 and 2, C. Sidgwick. lie, H. Robinson, West-
gate, baildon (z); H. Beldon; W. H. Shackleton.
Polish (Any variety).— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.-l, T. Dean. 2, J.

Bowker, Keighley.
Dmbkings.—1, J. Walker. 2, T. Briden, Cononley. Leeds. Chiekens.-l and

2, S. Brierley, Ending, Roctidale. he, U. W. Richardson, Meaux Abbey, Beverley j

T. Briden (i).

Gamk (Black, Red. or Brown) —1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester.
2, J. Fortune, Morton BantB. Keighley. he, J. W. Thornton, Bradford; K.
Aykroyd, Eccleshill, Leeda. Chickot^.—l, E. Lund, Cuilingworih, Bingley.

2, T. Dyson, Halitax. he, W. Tillotson, Coates, Barnoldswiok ; J. Carlisle, Earby,
SKipton ; E. Aykroyd.
Game (Anv other variety) —1, J. A. & H. H. Staveley, Driffi-ld. 2, R. Walker,

Gomersal. /ic, J.Maaon Worcester. Chicke7Ui.~l, Wilson & Hodgson, IJhng-

worth. Halifax. 2, J. W. Thornton, Bradford, he, Wilaon & Hodgson; M.
Jowett, Clayton. Bradford ^ „ ,,

BASTAM8(Game).—J, tT. Hall, Kendal. 2,A. Smith.Northowram. ftc. G.Hall;
G. Anderron, Accnngion. Chickens —I and 2, W. F. Entwiale, Wesltield, Brad-
ford, he. G Noble, stAiocliffe, Dewabury ; G. Hall.

Bantams (Black).— C'/iif/cf/w.-l, H. Beldon, 2, S. Milner, Keighley.

BiNTAMS (Any otiier distinct breed).— 1. W. H. Robinson, Long Lee, Keighley.

2, W. Moore Chicki'ns.—l. J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, W. Richardson, i:oik.

Ducks (Rouen).—1, J. Walker. 2, J. Newton, Silsaen.

Ducks (Avlesburv).- 1 and he, J. Walker. 2, J. Newton.
Ducks (\ny other variety).—1 and 2, H. B. Smith, Brooklanda, Broughton.

;«:. J. Walker (2); H. B.Smith.
, ^ -^

Selling Classfs.-I, H. Beldon. 2, D. Sharp, Bingley. /ic, W. Driver; F.

Beutley. Bradford; H. Wilkinaon. Hf/r.-l, H. Beldon. 2, J. L Booth, SUeden.
/((•, J. Thresh.

PIGEONS.
ExniBiTOK OF THE BEST PEN.—1, J. Hawley. Girlington.

^

Pol TKR OR Cropper—Cock.—1 aud 2. J. Hawley. he, T. Foster, Bmgley;
E. Horner, Harewuoi, Leeds (2). Hen.—l, J. Hawley. 2. E. Hurner. he, J.

Hawley; E.Horner. „ , ., „, «• ,

Carhiers.—Cocfc-1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer, r/ic, J. Thompson, Bingley.

he, H Yardley, Birmm^ham; E. Hurner. ifen.—1 and /ic, E. Homer, 2, H,

TuifBLEES ( \lmond).—1, H. Yardley. 2 and he, J. Hawley. vhe, E. Homer.
TiiMin>ERS (Any other variety).—1. E. Horner. 2. J, Hawley. he, J. Hawley ;

J. Lister, Keighley ; E. Horner
Balds or Beards.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, W. Fawoett, Baildon.

OwLS.-l, E. Horner. 2. H. Yardley. he, J. Mitchell, Keighley.

TuRBiTs.—X, H. Yardley. 2, T. Foster, he, J, Hawley; E. Horner, c, T.

Jacobins.-1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Thompson, Bingley. uh^, J. Powell, Bradford.

he, E. Horner; J. Powidl.
, , „,

Fan-tails.-i and 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, Notts, /ic, J. Thompson ; J.

Hawley.
Barbs.—1 and 2, J. Hawley. vhe, H. Yardley. he, F. Dean, Keighley; E.

DRiOo6s9.—1, R.Brothcrton.Brakenbank, Keighley. 2, J. Thompson. hc.U.

Yardley; A Smith; J. Kubhworth, Keighley; E.Horner; J. Smitn, Keighley.

c, T. Smith. Kcigliley. . „ ,

Tromi-eteks.—1. K. Horner. 2, H. Yardley. c. 3. Hawley. , „ , „
M*aplE8.-l, H. Beldon. 2, E. Horner, p/ic, H. Beldon. /tc, J. Hawley ; E.

AR0H4NGELS.—1, H. Yardley. 2, E. Horner, c, J. Hawley ; J. ThompBon.
Antwerpb—1. S. Lister. 2. S. A. Lisver. Keighley. vlu:, F. Lister, he, H.

Yardley; T. Foster (2); .I. Rushworth. c, E. Horner.
, „ , , „

Any OTHER Breed.— 1, J. Thompson. 2, J. Lister. 3, J. Hawley. vlic, U.
Yiirclley. he, H. Beldou; U. Yardley; J. Hawley; T. Fosier, Bingley; E.

Selli'so Cuss.—1, H. Beldon. 2, E. Laycock, Keighley. he, H. Beldon ; J.

Thompson ; T. I'osler; I. Knshworth. <r, E. Brown, Bingley.

RABBITS.
LoNO-EiEED.-Buffc.-l, W. Maier & S. Adams, Bradford. 2 and he, T. Myton,
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York. Doc— I, T. Myton. 2, J. Moore, Keighloy. c, Mitohell & Feather,
Keigliley.
Any other Variety.—Bi/cfe,—l, S. Ball, Bra'Uord. 2, M. Marslan'l. Ooolo,

he. B. Swire, ^[orton. Biir^lev. <:. V. Brook. Mort m Baiilfi. Kei-^hley; L.

"Waterhouse. Willow B«uk, Keisihley. Doe.—l.S. Bull. il. M. MBrnland. v/ic,

A. W. Whitehouae, Northampton, c, A. BrooU, Morton Bauks, Koigbley ; G. W.
Ki!ey, KeiRliIey.

JuDGER.-PouUnj : Mr. R.Teebay,Fahvoo(l,Preaton. Pigeons :

Mr, E. HuttoB, Pudsey, Leeds.

ALFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This well-conducted Show is only the second that has been

held at Alford, and it is a pleasure to say that the entries proved
in number more than double those of last year, a proof, if any
were wantint^, that both exhibitors and the public generally

always hold in proper estimation the care and attention of the
Managing Committee in reference to everything conducive to

the welfare of the Society. No doubt exists but that it will

progress with even more rapid strides than it has done. The
Show took place on the 23th inst. under two of the best tents

we can call to recollection, each being 160 feet long by 45 feet

wide, and the ventilation of these immense tents was absolutely

perfect.

Grey Dorkings, both cocks and hens, were so good as to re-

<;eive in both classes an extra prize, which was as fully deserved
by the birds as it was spontaneously given by the Committee as

soon as they were made aware of the excellence of the compe-
tition. The Buff Cochins v^t^ra also fine classes, but some few
"were deeply moulting. Messrs. Darby and Tomlinson were the

chief prizetakers. In an open class for Cochins, any other
colour except Buff, a grand White cock stood first, the property
of Mr. Woodgate, and Mr. Crabtree's Partridge-coloured cock
second. In hens the first was again a White, and an "un-

usually fine Black Cochin stood second, now the property of Mr,
Alfred Darby. Strange to say, BraUmas, though forming large

classes, were not nearly so good as might have been anticipated,

the prize birds excepted. The grandest pair of Dark Brahma
chickens, shown by Mr. Lingwood, were however to be seen in

the class 'or chickens, and proved one of the gems of the Show.
Some very heavily-faced Spanish fowls were shown, but mostly
of far coarser character of face than is desirable. Mr. Julian,

of Hull, sent some admirably-shown Game fowls, and was suc-

cessful in this division of the Show. Tho Brown Red hens are

worthy also of special mention. Hondans were large enti-ic-s,

but, excepting the prize birds, were not specially noteworthy.
On thb contrary, Crirve-Cceitrs were generally good. Polish, both
Golden-spangled and Black ones, were far better than common,
Messrs. Boothby and Darby here dividing the spoil. Sani-
htirghs throughout proved capital, some of tho Pencilled ones
being shown in extraordinarily fine plumage, and health. A
few very fine specimens of Game Bantams could be selected

out of well-filled classes, and here Mr. Newbitt was tho most
successful winner. Many of the Bantams were, however, fast

falling into moult. The class for Barndoor fowls brought to-

gether admirable specimens for the table of cross-bred birds.

Leghorns were superior, both Brown and White competing.
Silkies, for which a class was specially appointed, were good,
but a general fault of shortness of leg-feather prevailed through-
out tho whole of them.
Rouen Backs were very fine, and the only pen shown of

Aylesburys was praiseworthy. In the Variety class for Duckd,
Viduata Whistling Ducks and common Whistling Ducks were
the winners, both being shown in admirable plumage. Geese
and Turkeys were also most creditable, but with a limited entry.

We congratulate the Committee on the weather proving most
favourable, and the Show a great auccess.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, judged the
poultry. Appended are his awards, but those for the Pigeons
and Cage Birds had not reached us at- the time of going to press.

DoaKisGS.—Cocfc.—1, A, Darbv. 2. J. Walkur. 3, W. Moratt. Hen —1, J.
Walker. 2 and he. W. MorfiU. 3, A. Darby.
Gocntss.—Giiinamon or Buff.— Cock,—1, A. Darby. 2, H. Tomlinson. he. E.

"Winwood. c, W. H. Crabtree. Reii.—l, H. Tomlinaoo. 2, W. H. Crabtrce.
he, 3. Walker; A. D^irby,
Cocmss.—An,}/ othfrvarlcty.—Cock. -I, R S. S. Woodi?at^. 2. W. H. Crab-

iree- he. W. Whitwortb, jun.; A. Darbv. Hen.—I, vV. Whitworth, juu. 2, A.
Darby, he, T. M. Derry: R. S. S. Wuodj^a^e ; A. Darby.
HRi.uMxs~Dark.—Cock.—l. H. Feaat. 2. Horace Lingwood. '3, J. Watts.

H(,'n—1. J. Wa;t3. 2. W. H. Crabtree. 3. T. Dohsnn.
BR&uyiA.s.—TAght.—Cor.k — i, M. Leno. 2, Horace Lingwood. c, W. H.

Crabtreo. Hen. -1 and i. J. R. Marriott, e, W. fci. Crabtree
SPkSj^n.~Cock.~l, R. Newbitt. 2, L. Hibbitt. Hen.—l, R. Newbitt. 2 and

8, W. WuO'lhou^e. he, A. Darby.
Game.—Biacfc Red, or an)/ other Red.—Cock.—^.'H..'y^.3\^Min. 2. F. Sales,

if^n.—l, F. Sales. 2, H M. Jalian. he. Miss G B. Lister : Rev H. W. Hutton.
Game.—^rty other varieti/.—Coek.—l. H E. Martin. 2, F. Salea. Hen.—l, F.

Sales. 2, H. H. & I. A. Mavely. e. F. G. Parkes.
Hmudans —Cock.—l, J. \V. Hibbitt. 2. W. Dring. he, R. Coney. Hcn.—l,

W. Drin^'. 2, R. A. Boiaaier. he. J. W. Hibbitt ; F. H Atkinaon ; R. r-ooey.
p.^i.iHM _C"cfc.—1. Ct. >.V. Rontbbv. 2 A. Darby, hc. H. Feast. Hen.—l. G.

W. Boothby. 2, A. Darby, c, T. C. Newbitt.
HiMiiUrtGin.— fTo;«i or cjilver-spanglid —Coek —1. G Breeze. 2. J. Robinson.

he, \. W. Riu'ffall; J. Long. Hen.—l, J. Long. 2, J. Robinson, hc, J. Pilkmg-
ton ; W. Hall.

HAiiB'TRiiHS —Gold or Silver-pencilled.—Cock.—I, J.Long. 2, J. Robineon.
he. B. Compton. Hen —1, W. Clavtou. 2, J. Smith, he, J. LonR. c. M. Leno.
BANTAMd.—Biacfc Red. or am/ other Red.-Cock—\, A. C. Bradbury. 2, J.

Wa'ker. he, J Mavo Hen.—l. Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2, J. Walker, hc, &.. Canty;
J. Wells; Dr. G. Waller; A. Darby,

BAtJTAJ3i3.—Any other variety of Gamg.—Goek.—l, Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2, J,
Mayo. hc. A. Darliv. Hen.—l. A. Ashley 2, A. Darby.
B\STx:dA.—Any variety e.ccept Gante.—Cock. -1, H. H. Ashton. 2. M. Leno.

3. J. WulHer. he, C. Keed ; J. Mayo, c, J. Watts. Hdn.—l, M. Leuo. 2, J.
Walker. 3, J. Watts, hc, R, H. Asliton : A. Caniy.
Barndoor, on any CRosa-oRED Howl.—1, G. Pounder. 2, J. Ireland, hc, H,

W. Hontnft. c. W. H. Youug : R. Coney.
Leghorn, on any othep. American Variety,—1 and /ifl, Miss Jacorab. 2, A.

Kitchen.
Silkies.—1 and 2, R. S. S. Woodtfate. hc, A. Darby.
Any Pure Varietv.— I, W. Gutlack, jun (On-vn-Cojurrt). 2, M. A. M;i8on.
Selling Class.—1, Miaa Jacomb (Dark BrabmaK). a, Mrs. Cropper (Par-

tridtro Uochins). hc, — Ffolkea (Crove-Co3urH) ; .1. M. Atldn8un(Poliflli). c, U.
G. Cave (Cochin); S. Bmwn (Silvur-spanifled Pulands)
Ducks.—/ioia'/[.—l. J. Walker. -J. W. Byt,'ott. hc. S. Saul. Aylesbury.— 1, J.

Walker. 2, Nn competition. Any othrr varieiy.—l, M. L«uo. 2, J. Walker.
GEP.8E.—1, J. Walker. 2, T. M. Deny.
TuiiKEYS.— 1, M. Kcw. 2, C. Lewis.

CHICKENS.
Brahmas (Lit-'ht or Dark), Cochins, or DDitKiNoa.—l, Horace Lingwood. 2,

G. F. Hulme. 8. B. Dawson, c, G. E. Poater.
Any other Variety.—1. E. Wiuwood (tJamc). 2. W. Dring (Houdans). 3,

M. Leno {traced Bantams), hc, T. Dyaou (Urowu Ked Game); K. Coney
(Houdaua).

BEAMLEY POULTRY SHOW.
We are happy to record an unexpected succesB on the part of

the Bramley Committee, one of the moat spirited Committeea
of those who conduct the Yorkshire shows. The Kxhibition at

Sheffield was unfortunately arranged for the same date, and yet

the entries far surpassed those of any previous year. And not

alone were the entries good, but the quality quite startling to

those who expected an easy victory; and we sliould fail in our
duty it we did not speak of the energy and perseverance of the

Committee and the Honorary Secretary. Through some irre-

gularity on the part of the railway company the pens were not

delivered till long after they ought to have been put up, and
this retarded the judging so much that it did not commence till

after one o'clock, and yet with nearly five hundred entries tho

.1 wards were completed before four o'clock. The tent was a
grand erection, and the birds well fed and watered.

Spanish were first, and a good class, the winning cooks show-
ing great quality. In Cochins the first were Whites and second

Buffs, botn being very fine. Brahmas were all Dark and very

good. The seooud-prize birds were chickens, and the third a

little too grey on the fluff. Game were poor in all cases, save

as regards the first-prizewinners. The jSamhurghs proved good,

and the cup for the best pen in the Show was given to Golden-

pencilled, this pen containing such a cook as it is seldom our

lot to see. Game Bantams were good entries. In pairs the

first were good Black Keds and second Pile. The Blacks were

grand. In Backs Kouens won all the prizes in the first class,

and in the following Mr. Binns had no less tnan seven entries

—

more for a show than aught else; and among the lot was one

splendid pair of African Gallinales, which excited great ad-

miration.
Chickens were very good and well-grown Brahmas; and the

second, also of that kind, were very good. In single cooks the

first were Buff Cochins, second White Cochins, and third Gold
Poliuds.
Pigeons.—A magnificent Blue Pouter took won the cup, hard

run by a good Black belonging to the same exhibitor. The
Carriers proved a good class, with Dnns first and second, and
Blacks third. Dragoons were very g lod, the first a grand Blue,

second Silver, and third Yellow. If the cup had not gone to

the Pouter there is no doubt but that the English Owl would

have been the recipient, this being a grand bird of his kind.

The second prize went to Blue, and the third to Powdered Blue.

Tnrbita were a great credit to one yard; th) first and third

Yellow, and second Red. Jacobins were good, the first two

Yellow, and the second Red. Trumpeters were of moderate

quality, but Tumblers (Long-facsd) good ; the first Red Mottle,

second Blue Bald, and third Black Mottle. Tumblers (Short-

faced), were first Red Mottle, second Almond, and third an Agate.

Barbs were good ; the first rather dirty, but quits a model Bed,

and second and third Blacks. The Autwerps in all clusses wer3

good, the winners in all sections very good, and the classes

well filled. In Nuns and Magpies the first was a Nun, second

and third Magpies. The Variety class contained good birds ;

the first a Pigmy Pouter, second a Foreign Owl, and three third

prizes were awarded. The Selling class contained very cheap

and good birds.

Rabbits were in great force, and almost all in Lop-ears were

noticed, the first going to a Fawn-and-white buck in grand order,

21 by 4 j inches ; second a Tortoiseshell buck, young and rather

small, but full of bloom, with good carriage, 21 J by 43 ;
the third

being an immense Tortoiseshell doe, 20 by 45 inches. Silver-

Greys were of moderate quality, the winners even in colour;

and Himalayaus fair. The cup for Rabbits was given to a

grand Angora faulty only in ears, which were a little too large,

but of such quality and quantity of wool as is rarely seen. The
Variety class was a most interesting one to people not acquainted

with Rabbits, the first award going to a good Blue Dutch ; se<oid

to a Belgian Hare, large and good in most points ; and third to

a Black Dutch. An extra third prize was taken by an immense
Patagonian.
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There was a moderate show of Cage Birds, the winner of the
cage heing a well-marked Norwich bird. We published the
awards last week.

DOGS.—No. 3.

OFFICIAL DOGS.
Lear.—Thou hast seen a farmer's dog bark at a beggar ?

Gloucester.—Aye, air.

Lear.—And the creature ran from the cur? There thou might'st behold
the great image of authority; A dog's obeyetl in office !

—

Shakspearf,

There are dogs that may be so called who have less than four
legs. If you ever have occasion, good reader, to pay a visit to
the office of a London lawyer you will understand my meaning.
May that visit be only to inquire about a heavy legacy ; and
even then, under those fair circumstances, you will get an alarm
—almost a bite, from an official dog. In your innocence you
will examine the names on the drab-paiuted doors ou the stair-
case, you will read "private" and pass on ; read "clerks," and
feel, I hope not haughtily, that your visit is not tor them. You
will read " Messrs. Grabb & Snap," and knock with a smile,
remembering that legacy, and expect to hear a cheery "Come
in," such as you hear at the office door of your country legal
friend when you make a like tapping. You will image the kind
face of the lawyer inside, and his warm grasp and congratulation
upon that heavy legacy, and be prepared to pardon his " Well,
my dear sir, I must say that I begged my late excellent client
to remember his distant relatives ;" wheu lo ! to your great sur-
prise there will spring out on you on that dingy oak landing the
official dog—the office boy—a horribly precocious youth of four-
teen winters, with lank greasy hair, bulging forehead, white
face, and black body and legs. He will keep you as effectually
from entering that door as the Bull-terrier near your own back
kitchen door keeps the wandering beggar. He will make you
confess to name and business, and perhaps allow you to come
again "to-morrow at 10.30 sharp." That is the otficial dog
who really ought to be muzzled. Will he be Attorney-General
another day, and be down fiercely upon future Claimants ? or
will he be a partner of that firm to whom he is now the office
dog'? or will he in fifteen years be like that quiet, business-like,
•writing clerk within, who has a small house at Camberwell, and
a small wife and three small children, for whom he lovingly
works, and whose company makes him happy ? Well, I know
not, and I cannot read the fates ; but what that sharp-eyed,
sharp-featured, sharp-voiced lad is now is—the official dog ; and
" the dog's obeyed in office."

Next to speak of four footed official dogs. We are told upon
the highest authority that tlie dog when wild does not bark at
all, and that gradually he, when domesticated, learns to bark.
See we not here the wisdom of the great Creator, Who adapts
the horse for man's service, and adapts also the domesticated
dog for his use ? The great usefulness of the dog to man lies in
his bark : as an official dog herein lies his benefit tn man. Not
once in many thousand times is the dog wanted to bite. Wheu,
indeed, the midnight thief actually breaks in, when (he blackened-
faced and disguised burglar is actually inside our home, then
we want the good, and powerful, and plucky house dog to be at
the throat of one burglar while we send the bullets of the revolver
into the others. At all other times the bark is enough, and the
resolute look which a good house dog shows to the tramping
vagabond to assure him that not only he can, but that he icill Ijite.

Now, although I do not in the least agree with what Mr.
Darwin would have me believe in his noted or rather notorious
book on the Origin of Species—viz., that men came from
monkeys, I do not believe with Mr. Darwin that^

'* Man was an ape in the days that were early

;

Centuries after, hia hair it grew curly ;

Centuries more gave a thumb to hia wrist,
Then he became a man and a positivist."

I do not believe this, because I know Who says that " He
made man in His own image," not in the image of a monkey.
Yet Mr. Darwin is a very close observer of the habits of animals,
and has recorded his observations in clear ringing Euclish.
Upon the subject of dogs barking says this close observer, " With
the domesticated dog we have tlie bark of eagerness, as in the
chase; that of anger; the yelping or howling bark of despair,
as when shut up ; that of joy, as when starting for a walk with
hia master; and a very distinct one of demand or supplication,
as when wishing for a door or window to be opened." These
observations are correct enough, but I think Mr. Darwin has
omitted one very frequent bark of a dog which for the sake of
plainness of expression I call " the bark of funk"—of sheer fear,
often ludicrous fear. The dog, one of a timid variety, or a
young dog, is frightened at something. I have known a bit of
rag blown by the wind frighten a dog, and the creature will bark
and back, back and bark, with his tail between his U'gs, though
not always this ; and his bark is simply " the bark of funk,"
shown by his going backwards while barking. I am inclined to
think that this is a frequent cause of a dog's barking, as in the
little timid lap dog, notably a Blenheim Spaniel. But dogs in

which there is the least cross of Bulldog blood in them never
hark in this cowardly way save when young. Thus, in well-bred
Fox-terriers there is a slight touch of bull blood, or pluck there
would be none; and these dogs after puppyhood (all children
are at times timid), are never guilty of the bark of funk, bat
every mongrel is, and especially small pet dogs, who back and
bark instead of standing their ground and barking, or, better
still, advancing upon the enemy while barking.

Poets, save SUakspeare, are rarely accurate in their obser-
vations on natural history. Thus, for instance, Lord Byron
speaks of, I quote from memory

—

"'Tig sweet to hear the watch dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near home."

Now, a dog when he recognises his master does not bark at
all, but gives forth a whine of affection. When a dog barks at
a sound of one coming, but finds it is his master, he changes hia
bark at once to a whine ; and as to baying, that is the sound
given forth by a dog when pursuing game; and one has heard
of a dog baying at the moon, but he never bays at his master.
But to return to official dogs. A good dog seems always proud

to be a protector : he is up at any suspicious noise, gives forth
his bold bark, and seems to take for his motto, " Ready, aye t

ready." A lone house should always have its canine protector,
a dog on whose head a solitary servant can lay her hand and say
to the threatening tramp, " Now you be off, or I will let this
dog loose, and at you," and verily that dog will be obeyed iu
office. Such a dog is also a meet companion for children when
out walking in the country without an elder. I think it is a
great point to place a dog in office. Let him feel that he is in
an official position, and he will act up to the full the duties oS
that office.

If you want to see a dog who thoroughly knows his official

duties, go to the first carrier's cart that you see on a market-day
standing in the inn-yard. That cart contains many things of
value, at least to their possessors. This parcel for a farmer's
wife, that bandbox for the farmer's wife's maid servant, who ia

longing for its contents—a smart bonnet, with which she will be
armed for conquest on the next Sunday ! That parcel of books
for the village curate ; that hamper of goods for the village
shopkeeper, &c. Now, the carrier is busy in the town, and leaves
his cart and all in it, and leaves it all with a feeling of full

security. Why ? Because on his great coat, that old weather-
stained garment, he has left his dog lying, usually a coarsely-
bred Bull-terrier. Coarsely-bred he may lie, but more like the
dogs of Bewick's day, with some hair on him to keep himself
warm and healthy. Not the shivering Bull-terrier of the show-
bench, or of Birmingham streets, but a much more useful
animal, although the judge would despise him. Bless me ! why,
the homely and useful are generally despised in this stuck-up
age. There, in the carrier's cart, 1 say, lies the official dog,
blinking, winking, now and then almost dozing ; but let the
light-fingered thief creep near on ever such light footsteps, and
he wiU be wide awake and ready for his throat. I respect those
carriers' dogs ; brindle-patched, red-eyed, common-looking they
may be, but they are as much dogs of utility as the high-bred,
silky-coated Setter. Then, has not worthy Dr. John Brown
immortalised one such, that glorious old " Eab," of whose
" Friends " too, the good doctor has also written so feelingly aa
make every reader of his little book shed more than one tear'?

I may notice also, that although I have seen many a dog in

office, I have never seen him act the part of " a Jack-in-olfice ;

"

that part he leaves to weak men. He fulfils his duties, but does
not inflate himself; he leaves that to

" Man, proud man,
Dress'd in a little brief authority."

The more sensible dog leaves that part
" For every pelting, petty officer."

He, because not condescending to be a Jack-in-office, ia always
obeyed iu office.—Wiltshire Kector.

(To be continued).

WHITE MICE.
These smallest of four-footed pets seem to have been totally

neglected by writers on the subject of animals kept for amuse-
ment; yet, I venture to say, there is hardly a person who has
not during some period of his boyhood had a few of them.
Boarding-schools are rarely without some of them, kept by the
students; indeed, this is such a noticeable fact, that Dickens, in
his story of David Copperfield, mentions the school at which
young David spent his early youth as celebrated because of this.

Nor is there a pet possessing more elegant proportions, display-
ing more agility, or wearing a handsomer coat than this same
little white mouse. Their gracefully-shaped limbs and body,
and the beautiful shade of pink colouring in their eyes and ears,

are surpassed by no animal kept as a pet. They are intelligent,

and recognise the step of their feeder, setting up loud squeaks
at his approach. With very little trouble they can be taught
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ianumerable tricks and antics. I heard of one being kept in a
cage with a Canary, and the two remained on very excellent
terms, eating and drinking from the same dishes, at the same
time, without ever quarrelling. When I was nine or ten years of

age, I remember quite distinctly of a white mouse that escaped
from its cage, and for a long time would, every night, scamper
up aud down my mother's bed after she had retired, keeping her
awake a good part of the night. Many efforts were made to

effect its capture, but all were vain, till one night it was dis-

covered behind a trunk. Crack, crack, crack went its poor little

bones, as the trunk was pushed back against the wall, and un-
fortunate mousey, now a shapeless mass, was thrown into the
street to make a dainty meal for some homeless pussy.

Generally the first pets kept by children, they are soon neg-
lected for the more highly-prized Rabbit and Pigeon. Their
great deterrent to popularity is their " mousey smell." Of
course they smell "mousey." It is their natural odour, which
no degree of domestication will ever remove. A recipe to
subdue this objection I now give : Take an empty tin baking-
Boda box, pierce it with holes by means of an awl, and fill it

two-thirds full of chloride of lime or carbolic disinfective
powder; nail the box to the upper part of the cage, and I will

warrant no bad odour will ever be perceived as long as this
remiins in their cage. This same recipe will effectually
neutralise the bad odour emitted by any animal.
White mice are very prolific, producing from four to twenty

young at a birth, and having litters monthly.
A good cage for them may be made out of an empty starch

box, fitted with a second storey, connected with the first by
means of stairs. I once sawoue made entirely of tin, and avery
beautiful cage it was, with its little tin apartments tenanted by
mice of all ages, from the hairless babe to the grey-coated
grandfather.
The best food on which to feed white mice is wheat flour and

cracker dust, given alternately, with oatmeal once or twice
a-week. Occasionally give a crust of stale bread, oats, canary
seed, &c. Raw meat fed to them just before littering will

satiate their appetite for fresh flesh, and often prevent them
from devouring their young. Milk is in every way preferable to
water as a drink, and should be given altogether or as often as
possible.
As soon as a female shows unmistakeable signs of being with

young, she should be immediately removed from the common
cage and placed in a small box by herself. Leave her aud the
young in quiet for three weeks, and then replace them in the
common cage. If one exhibits cannibalistic habits, and devours
the young, give her an ounce of oak wood administered on the
back of the head.
A very beautiful variety of mice are produced from the union

of the brown and white mouse. The manner in which to effect

this is to allow a female her liberty in a iilace infested by
common mice. After running at liberty for a few nights, con-
fine her in a box separated from the rest, and await the issue.
This plan generally proves successful at the first trial ; indeed
I have never known it to fail, though sometimes the progeny,
instead of being " pied," are brown, and in every way resemble
the common mouse. Be sure and clean their cage once a-day.

—

{A7nerican Fanciers^ Journal.)

NADIKIXG.
Nothing is more astonishing than the confusion which seems

to prevail in the minds of our bee-authorities on the subject of

nadirs. Mr. Pettigrew only recognises the nadir which is made
the stock hive. Mr. Pagden in his little book only recognises

the nadir put under the stock hive, just as the super is put above
it. " B. & W.," if my memory serves me right, recommends
coaxing the bees into a nadir and then making a super of it.

Mr. Payne in your useful manual, and Mr. Pettitt in his " Man-
agement of Bees," do not recognise any kind of nadir ; nor does
Mr. FiUeul in his " Profitable Bee-keeping," a book dear to

cottagers, of which I hope we shall soon see a new edition. The
only writer I know of who draws a clear distinction between the
two kinds of nadirs is Mr. Taylor in his " Bee-keeper's Manual."
Speaking of the nadir put under the stock hive he says, " This
mode of applying the nadir, or rather nether principle, must
not be confounded with Va.e usual plan ol disturbing the stock
hive for the purpose of placing an empty one beneath it, with a
new entrance in the latter for the bees. Under such circum-
stances the queen will commonly descend and breed in the nadir,

which is converted into the stock, occasioning much subsequent
inconvenience."

I must leave your more learned correspondents to discuss the
relative advantages of the two kinds of nadirs. My own humble
experience leads me to think with Mr. Pettigrew that the kind
which Taylor condemns offers many advantages in good years,
whilst I have also found the other kind (the nether, as he calls

it), answer fairly well. The greatest objection to the latter is

the difficulty the bees have in finding their way out. Mr. Taylor
wisely recommends "a small aperture at the bottom or side of

the nether as a mode of exit for the prisoners, to be closed at
pleasure."—E. H. R.

THE HONEY HARVEST.
For several years, including last, I have taken an average of

about 25 lbs. from each hive. This spring I started with three
hives all in first-rate condition, with a great number of bees in

full activity, but the cold weather in May appeared to paralyse
all their energies, and they have done nothing during the
summer. There are plenty of bees, but they appear as if they
had no spirit in them, and I do not think that the three hives
will give me a pound of honey between them. It is just the
same with one of my neighbours, though another not far off has
taken three small glasses. I observe that her bees have a touch
of the Ligurian in them. I do not know whether that can
explain the difference.—H.

I HAVE been a bee-keeper for fifty years, and never have
witnessed such an occurrence, I may say phenomenon, as the
following. I had a swarm from a hexagon hive on the 2nd of

this mouth, and in a fortnight from that date they had filled the
stock or parent hive weighing 22 lbs., aud a super weighing
7^ lbs., with honey of the most delicate colour I think I ever saw,
and from that I conclude it has been a most productive season,
but now at an end, in the way of honey-getting.—T. Gandt,
Nelson Place, Kew BrUhje.

My present stock consists of ten IG-inch, five 18-inch hives,
one 20-inch Pettigrew straw hive, and one fancy hive made of

wood and glass. Four of these I had not the opportunity of

weighing on the 20th inst—viz., my 20-iuch hive, it being about
three miles from home in the midst of abundance of white
clover, two of my best IG-iuch hives working beautiful glass

supers, and my fancy hive.

The past fortuight has been very favourable for honey-gather-
ing in this district, it being dry and warm, and had there been a
few slight showers to have given a little moisture, we should
very likely have been astonished at the gatherings of our little

favourites. As it is, I have great pleasure in sending you an ac-

count of work done during the last seventeen days by thirteen
of my stocks, being an average gain of nearly 26i lbs. per hive
during that time.
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a miseraMe condition at the close of the winter. Our stocks
and the stocks of those who mauaiiie their apiaries on the best
principles, were very healthy and strong at the close of the
winter, whilst our neighbours, who give neither thought nor
care to their bees, lost many of their hives ; and although I think
they deserved to lose them, I do not infer that " B. & W." lost

his hives from neglect. It was a great pity that such fine supers
as he speaks of should have been sacrificed for feeding pur-
poses. I think sugar-syrup would have been better, and also
much cheaper. If " B. & W." would try sugar-synip next time
he feeds he will nee the advantage it has over honey-feeding,
more especially over good super honey.—W. C.

HONEYDEW.
Tour able correspondent, " B. & W.," is fond of breaking a

lance with Mr. Pettigrew, but he cannot surely intend doing so
on behalf of houeydew ; and yet, to the astonishment, I doubt
not, of many of your readers, he speaks of " extensive honey-
dews " as among the blessings which have been denied him this
summer. I have long come to Mr. Pettigrew's conclusion, that
the blight called honeydew is " a great nuisance to bee-keepers,"
and that " it is a great pity that bees touch it at all." To this I
may add that I have observed it to have an exciting and almost
intoxicating effect apon bees, making them extremely quarrel-
some.—E. H. R.

HOW TO MAKE A BEE HIVE.
Take inch plank, let it be smooth, 28 by 18 inches square, for

the bottom ; saw out of the centre a piece 6 inches square ; cover
this with wire cloth. Make a slide for the under side, so as to

give ventilation according to the weather. Let the side pieces
be the same length, 12 inches wide, and set these on the bottom.
Nail from the under side, letting one be 1 inch from the edge.
This is for the bees to have a place to light on. Make an entrance
under this for the bees to go in. Take strips, 2 inches wide,
and nail on the outside at top on the side board, extending above
1 inch. Hang the frames inside of this on the top of the side

board. For frames, take strips three-quarter by IJ wide, 10 inches
long; for the end pieces, for bottom and top, 1 inch wide;
bottom piece 15 inches long; top piece 2 inches longer, extending
1 inch over each end piece, when nailed together. Nail through
the top into the end and through the end into the bottom piece.

For a guide, take a triangular piece, tack it on the under side of

the top piece. Cut out end boards 12J inches wide, and hang
on just like the frames.
Nest is a covering for the top

;
put this on with hinges on the

front side, and fasten on the other with a latch, or a weight on
the top will do. When complete, the frames should be a quarter
of an inch smaller than the hive inside, giving room for the bees
to pass around. When you wish to open this hive, unfasten the
latch, raise the lid, slip off the end boards, and all is open to

inspection.
To put a swarm in this hive raise the lid, put one end board

in place, then seven frame?, and then the other end board. Put
a board or cloth on the top of the frame, raise up one end board
3 inches, empty the beea close to this opening as you can. When
they all go in, let down the end board, take the board or cloth

off of the frames, let down the lid, and you have them. As they
fill up, put in more frames. You can make frH,mes larger or
smaller, according to your fancy. The principle is the same as

Mr. B. M. Qninby's, but the hive differently constructed.—R. H,
PiTLE.

—

{Frairie Farmer.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
I1.4BB1TS fS. Ertityn Wlntc.>.—Tour FLabhH<i ara suffering from too mnch

watery fond, cr it may be from dump-liutches. Give more soU3 and less

'watei'y (ooil. atnl season ifc with salt, liraploycon'liment'5 corapused of lenvea
of heather, jnniptr, lage, wormwood, thyrrfi, and ;?rR6a parsley, dried aud
powdered. If the hutcbea era dump they must bo juada driei'.

Leeds Ohnithological Sooikty.—'-I was also an exhibUor afc Leeds,
whtiro I showed a pair of Pouters, which were sold, but I have not receivftd

any money for them, though I have made aeveral applications for it.—H. W.
Webb, Sydenham^'

Eemoving Bees to the Heather (J. W. Fitzgerald).—We are pleased
to hear you succeeded bo well in driving tho bees from your hive on the
twenty-first day after swarming, and that you obtained 30 lbs. of honey. If you
remove the bees to the heather they will, weather permitting, gather stores
enough lor the winter. Our beea are abiMit two miles from a sea of heather,
but tbey do not go to it. If you want honey in quantity we advise you to
remove the bees to the heath at the end of July ; if you merely wish to have
good stock hives they may remain at home, and thusi that are not heavy
enough for winter should he fed in September.

Bees Cldstering outside IIives {An. Old Su.6scri&^pl.—Wq consider
that to let bees clnster outside a hivo aud in largo masses below the board in
Jul}', is not good for either the bee-master or the bcea; and where this
clustering is permitted to go on for weeks a fcreaS loss is sus'r-.ined. Tho
Bonner eystem of artificial swarming is so simple and aa easily carried out,
ihat raere novices succeed whenever they make au attempt. Your hives

should have been swarmed artificially three weeks ago. It is now too late
for swarming ; we therefore advise you either lo eke the hives, and thus give
the bees room and a stimulus for work, or drive all the bees into empty hives
and take the honey from tlio old ones. A few pounds of sut,'ar given to the
swarms or turnouts will entible them to fill their hives nearly full of combs,
and these combs with brood. Tho old hives ate probably so full of honey
that there is little brood comb iu thorn. We have known bees hang outside
their hive tiD almost every cell of every comb was filled with sealed honey.
Why they sometimes do this no one can tell. The sooner your bees get new
houses, or additions to their present ones, the better. When smoke is used
it is blown in at the doors of hives.

Bees not FrLLiNO Large Hives [E. F. TT.).—Tho season must improve
greatly to enable your bees to fill the lar^-ebives with comb this year, when
BO late as tbe 18th of July they had not half-filled them. Should they not
sture a sufficient quantity uf honey you will have to feed them ; but if .well
fed before winter, we do not think you need fear their dying of cold.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSEBVATIONg,
Oamden Square, London.

Lat. 51^ 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feefc.

Date.
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with stellate scales, which give them a somewhat glaucous
aspect. The fertile fronds are broad and short, several times
forked, and very leathery in texture. Native of Western
Africa.

P. GKiNDE.—This truly beautiful species never fails to excite

the admiration of all beholders (some idea of its appearance
may be obtained horn fiij. 37, for which we are indebted to the
courtesy of Mr. B. S. Williams, of the Victoria Nursery, Upper
HoUoway). This species must be provided with a large and
broad block of wood, or half its beauty is lost. The sterile

fronds are erect, the upper edge variously forked, but plain
and rounded below. Fertile fronds from 1 to 3 feet in length,
coriaceous in texture,

dichotomously forked,

and light green in co-

lour. Too much cannot
be said in praise of

this charming plant.

It must be grown in

the stove fernery. Na-
tive of Australia and
the Malay Archipelago.

P. Wallichii. — I

have left this species

until last, because it

is at present so very
rare and so very little

known in cultivation

;

it will, however, when
it assumes its proper
character, become as

general a favourite as

the preceding, which,
indeed, it much resem-
bles, but is larger and
altogether more mass-
ive. Unfortunately but
few plants are as yet
to be found in collec-

tions. It has been fre-

quently sent to me from
Borneo, but hitherto I

have not been fortu-

nate enough to receive
it in a living state.

—

ExpEBTo Ckede.

THE GLADIOLUS.
This year I added to

my stock some £1'2

worth of imported
buibsof the best kinds
I had met with, a few
seedlings from the
Messrs. Kelway, and,
thanks to Mr. ISauks,

also several hundreds
of his much-prized
seellings. As last year,

I again manured freely with new cow manure, laying it some
lO^or 12 inches deep, and commenced planting my bulbs in the
open ground in the iirst week of March, some with sand around
the bulbs, and some without ; but as my land was light, I
ihought this trouble was superfluous, and I really now see no
diiifdrence. Having been early planted of course they came
up early, and then, as with horticulturists generally, I had
to contend frequently against severe pests. Over the most
valuable beds for several weeks I propped-up some old frame
lights, and soon after I had reason to see how much better it

would have been had this system of protection been extended
to the whole. Those protected remained green and healthy-
looking, whilst the rest had just as much as they could do to
keep themselves erect ; in fact, some gave way after the
severest nights, and then speedily died-off altogether. But
these early frosts also damage the outer she)l-hke haulm,
snd then when it from the first continues to decay, a nasty
littlo insect gets in between this outside and the more healthy
folioge, and frequently eats its way into the spike from the
surface down to the bulb. Mulching the surface with ma-
nure too near the plants likewise encourages these pests—so

much so, that I am now beginning to think that it is as well
to refrain from mulching altogether.

I have no reason to complain of misses this year among my
French bulbs, and unquestionably they are the most level lot

I have, though quite two-thirds of both Mr. Banks's and the
Messrs. Kelway's are quite their equal in robustness. I have
before complained of expensive French bulbs not growing.
Those of my own saving have done worse, a feature in growing
the Gladiolus which I can only ascribe to the fact that, like

the Potato, it needs a change of soil. I have not lost one by
wireworms, on my still somewhat new soil—the sixth year
after being broken up from a very old pasture. I attribute

this good fortune to

the free use of nitrate

of soda. Some few

—

say a tenth— have
shown signs of disease,

but when they turn
yellow I now at once
pull them up, and then
at least they are a

source of no further

annoyance. With me
the disease is still all

in the roots, which,
after I pull them up,

I find to be quite soft

;

and after pulling thim
through the lingers

they have much the ap-

pearance of a mouse's
tail minus the skin, or

at least the skin of the
root leaves the fibrous

part much in the same
way. I find that it is

no matter whether the

land is rich or poor, for

this disease amongst a
portion is all the same ;

and I am afraid that I

must speak of the total

cure as a thing of the

future.

As a whole my col-

lection of Gladiolus

never, I think, looked

so well ; and this day
(July 30th), I find that

the first six spikes are

in bloom, and some
hundreds more are

throwing up their

heads. After expend-

ing so much money,
the prizes offered for

Gladioh in this neigh-

bourhood are simply

contemptible ; and it

is more than likely,

with one or two excep-

tions, I shall show them only to those who visit my httlj

garden at home. For a sovereign outlay you may cut and
come again at Dahlias, but after spending £2 a-dozen for

Gladiolus bulbs you are fortunate if you can show four blooms
on the day you want them ; and for effect, what comparison
can Dahlias bear to equally well-grown Gladioli ?

I think I ought to say that though situated by a pnbUc foot-

way iu the midst of a coUiery district, and though I have one
or two fine young Apple trees which bore well last year, and
several berries, my garden gate has never been locked night

or day, is free to all, and up to the present I never knew one
enter to injure either fruit or flowers. So much for the people
of a village in the populous county of Durham.

—

Joseph
WiTHEBSPOON, Chester-le-Strect.

Platvcehum alcicoeni:.

The Bedfobd Hill Plant Sale.—The collection of plants

belonging to J. Brand, Esq., of Bedford Hill, Balham, was
sold by Mr. J. C. Stevens on July 21st and 22nd. Fine plants

of Phalfenopsis Schilleriana realised from £3 os. to £10 10s.

;

OdoutoglosEum pulchellnm majus, £10 10s. ; Epidendrum
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from the berries being yellow. Among the Orcbids in flower,

for rarity ami beauty combined there is nothing to equal

Saccolabium Cruikshanki ; it has an erect spike of rose-coloured

flowers with a white lip. The effect of the two colours is very

pleasing. L.xlia xauthina is an interesting species with yellow

flowers. Polycycnis lepida is extremely curious. Dcndro-

bium Pierardi is still in beauty
;
plants have bloomed in suc-

ccEsion for the last eight mouths. It is said not to meet with

ready eale. How that can be is surprising ; everyone admii'cs it.

Among the numerous plants in flower at the Iloekwork are

Androsaee lactea ; is a very pretty species with white flowers.

In foliage it somewhat resembles A. eximia. The white variety

„ „..r,.r^ ,„ -r..^.^
' of tho Britlsh MalvB moschata IS vory showy. Stachys Corsica

NOVELTIES IN THE EOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
i jg ^ diminutive species, with slender stems, small leaves, and

In the Succulent house there are many. Asparagus con-
]
white flowers. Polygonum capitatum, from the north of

sanguineus is new and extremely beautiful. The entire plant

is very delicate, and light green

vitellinum majns, £5 ; a fine plant of Dendrobium nobile

ctcrulescens, £9 ; Acrides Fieldingii, £5 Ids. ; Angriecum ses-

quipedale with sixteen pairs of leaves, £18 18a-. ; a very fine

plant of Anthurium Scherzerianum, £1.5 15s. ; Phalicnopsis

amabilis, £8 8s. ; a very fine plant of Lapageria rosea, £7 ;

Camellia Valtevaredo, 10 feet high, £13 l:!s. ; a pair of Sea-

forthia elegans, 10 feet high, £17 •;... (\d. ; and Eucharis ama-

zonica, in the culture of which Mr. Howard, Mr. Brand's

skilful gardener, is eminently successful, brought according to

size from £5 for pot plants to £11, .£12, and £16 6s. for those

in tubs.

India, is not quite hardy, but is worth planting on rockworU

in colour. The leaves are i in summer. It is also useful for baskets in the greenhouse.

capillary, and the branches are disposed in a frond-like man-
ner. The value of the common Asparagus for mixing with

flowers is well known ; here is a greenhouse species in condi-

tion all the year, and much more suitable from the convenient

form of the branches. When covered with bloom it must
be very charming ; there are now only a few flowers, small and
white. It is a climbing

species, grows freely,

and is cultivated with-

out difficulty. There
are three flowers on
theLeuehtenbergiafbe-
fore mentioned), one of

which will open in a
few days, and the
others in succession.

Stapelia polita is new
and very choice. The
flowers are about the
size of a shilling, dark
red brown, without
marks, and it shines
like no other species.

The corolla is sharply
depressed from the
centre, and the teeth
curve up ; between
which, low down, are

a few hairs. It is very
floriferous ; eight flow-

ers are to come on two
small branches. A
plant of the new De-
cabelone elegans ;has

an advancing bud. A
species of Black boy
(Xauthorrbiea quad-
ran gulata) stiU retains

the spike thrown up
some months ago, the
first produced in this

country. Black-boy
gum is used as cement. In Museum No. 2 is a stone hammer
composed of two pieces united by its means. From the general

appearance no one would suppose it to belong to the Liliaceie,

to which it is usually referred. Le Maout and Decaisne place

it in XerotideiTS in company with Dasylirion, Kingia, Aphyl-
lanthes, &c. The large Agave is now in full flower.

A fine specimen of Masschia WoUastoni is flowering in the

Cape house. It is a peculiar member of the Campannlacefe
from Madeira. The stem is erect, does not branch, and sup-

ports a crown of leaves with a large terminal panicle of yellow
flowers. The corolla is curious from its .long, linear, recurved
segments. After flowering it dies, and must be reproduced
from seed. It requires loamy soil, and should be grown-on
without check. Juanalloa parasitica is a rare plant of the
SolanesB, flowering in the stove. It has ornamental flowers;

the corolla is tubular, 2 inches long, dark orange, and almost
enclosed within a calyx of the same colour. It is a native of

Pern. Tabernsmontana coronaria flore-simplici is very pretty,
with numerous white flowers. For several years it has been
sold as Coffea benghalensis, from which it may be distinguished
by its milky juice and want of stipules. Eivina flavescens is

worth the attention of those who grow the more common red-
berried K. Isvis. It would be useful as a companion plant,

Fig. 37.

—

Platycehium ghandf,

It has a neat trailing habit. The leaves are ovate or elliptical,

and marked with a dark band. The flowers are pink, and

produced in round heads.

Argemone hispida is flowering in the Herbaceous ground.

It is a new species, discovered in New Mexico, and has large

pure white flowers. In habit and foliage it is similar to

A. mexicana. Impa-
tiens glanduligera is

tall-growing and ro-

bust, producing red

flowers freely. It sows
itself, but does not be-

come a weed. Psoralea

macrostaehya is rarely

met with. It has erect

stems 5 feet high, pin-

nately trifoliate leaves,

and racemes of purple

and green flowers. It

is a native of Nootka
Sound on the north-

west coast of America,
and is quite hardy. It

is worth a place in all

collections. Pentste-

mon heterophyllum is

very handsome, with
blue flowers, and is

very distinct.

Lysimachia clethroi-

des is new to cultiva-

tion. It has broad
leaves and pretty ra-

cemes of pure white
flowers. Sonchus pa-

lustris is almost ex-

tinct as a British plant

;

here are two good
clumps in flower. Sca-

hiosa Parnassse covers

the ground with o.

dense mass of growth.

The leaves are small and grey, and the flowers pinkish white,

produced in great abundance. It deserves extensive cul-

tivation.

Solanum jasminoides is flowering on the walls. There aro

two forms, one pure white and the other tinged with purple.

It is an extremely beautiful hardy climber, in bloom all the

summer. A variegated variety is sometimes met with. Pro-

pagation is best effected by means of small rooted branches

taken from the base of the plant. Thladiantha dubia is a

rare and very handsome hardy perennial Cucurbit from North

China; valuable for covering walls, etc., in summer. It ap-

pears to be little known. The leaves are heart-shaped and

not divided. Flowers are freely produced. Fremoutia cali-

fornica and Chimouanthus fragrans are bearing fruit.

Vegetable Ivoey.—This curious hard material is the store

of food laid up by the plant for the nourishment of the embTyo,

or young plant contained in the seed. It corresponds to the

white in the egg of the hen, and has been consequently caUed
the albumen of the seed. In its early condition this ivory

exists as a clear, insipid fluid, with which travellers allay their

thirst ; afterwards, the liquor becomes sweet and milky, and
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in this state it is greedily devoured by bears, hog?, and turkeys;
it thou gradually becomes hard. It is very curious that this

hard mass again returns to its former soft state in the process
of germination. The young plant for some time is dependent
upon it for its food, and if the seed be taken ont of the ground
aftjr the plant has appeared, it will be found to be filled with
a substance half pulp and half milk, on which the plant lives

until it is old enough to obtain its food on its own account.
Prom the small size of the seed—the largest not being more
than 2 inches across their greatest diameter—the Vegetable
Ivory can be employed in the manufacture of only small
articles, euch as beads, buttons, toys, &c. What is wanting
in size is, however, often made up by the skill and ingenuity
of the workman, who joins together several pieces so as to

make a long object (especially when such articles are made by
the turning lathe, when it is easy to hide the joints from view),

or make a lid from one seed, and the box from another. In
some years, as many as 1.50 tons of seeds have been imported
into England, and they have been sold in the market at the
rate of a thousand nuts for 7s. Gd.—{Cassicll's World of Wonchr.i

for Au{)ust.)

IN AND OUT OP ABEEYSTWITH.—No. 2.

Just when sitting down to commence this bulletin I re-

ceived a letter, of which the first sentence is, " I hope you like

the place;" to which and to your readers the reply is—Cer-
tainly I do, for the inscription to be read at another Welsh
town is quite as appUcable to this

—

*' Vinum bonum, pisces, carnPs,
Chickens, chaises, horses, harness,"

are all cheap, and everything else in proportion, from Beans up
to Bath chairs. The hens here lay fresh eggs at a penny each,

which they do not in London, and their young roastable
progeny are only 3s. Gd. per couple. Then, again, the rain,

which is said to amount to 60 inches annually, falls as tra-

vellers like it to fall, unless they are out in it with their

umbrellas at home—namely, it pours and soon finishes ; verily,

I have seen two showers which seemed to be at the rate of au
inch in the hour. I will conclude the aquatic aspect of my
subject at once.

The water is of the softest, and the supply from reser-

voirs in the mountains abundant. Its softness indicates its

purity ; its softness is six times superior to that supplied to

London, and seven times superior to that supplied to Bristol.

Its purity is superior to that of most spring waters, for Mr.
Herepath found in a gallon of it only three grains and an
eighth of a grain of salts. The same purity characterises all

the streams of the mountaius, and they are many. Plyn-
limmon is the birthplace of five springs which become noted
rivers, and pertaining to them is this specimen of the Cam-
brian legends. There were five mountain nymphs, sisters,

born at Plynlimmon, and they agreed one summer evening to

pay their father, old Ocean, a visit, but each was to pursue a

different path. Vaga (the Wye) was most prompt in leaving,

and she wandered down a beautiful southern valley. Labrina
(the Severn) starting rather later took a northern yet beautiful

course. Eheidol, commencing her journey, later corrected her
delay by rushing directly westward to her father at Aberyst-
with, where her sisters LUyfrant and Dulas had to follow.

Being thus led to the sea I will add a few words about its

weeds. All the British Fuci are found here, but I will only

note that among thera are the finest specimens of the crimson
Delesseria that can be collected. The Laver, Plocamlum, once
80 urged upon consumptive patients, i? also found here. In
addition to what was stated In a previous communication
relative to the uses of seaweeds, let it be added that some are

sent to London in large trusses for packing purposes, and that

in America they are eonver'el into artificial el o y. Tbe
process consists in first treating the plants for two hours with
dilute sulphuric acid, then drying and grinding them up. To
sixty parts of this product, five parts of liquid glue, five parts

of gutta percha, and two and a half parts of indiarubber are to

be added, the latter two being first dissolved in naptha ; after-

wards ten parts ef coal tar, five parts of pulverised sulphur, and
five parts of pulverised resin are a ided, and the whole heated to

about 300° Fahr. When cooled, a mass is obtained which in

colour, hardness, and capacity forieceiving a polish, resembles
ebony, and is much cheaper. This material is now made on a

large scale, and used for nearly all the purposes to which
ebony can bo applied.

Not many of your readers wiU resort to that process, but

many of them will be glad to know how best to store seaweeds
in the herbarium ; so I copy, with some additions, the following
furnished by an adept to that excellent local authority,
Morgan's " Guide to Aberystwith and its neighbourhood" :

—

" Gather the seaweeds either that are growing in the pools left

by the tide or that it recently has thrown on the beach. The
best time for collecting seaweeds ij during very low tides, and
they should be carried in an oilskin-lined basket. Many of
the delicate Florida; and Ceraniie require great care, and must
be laid out as soon as possible, first ascertaining by the aid of
a magnifier whether the plant is in fruit, and if so whether it

is capsular or granular. Before laying down specimens wash
them in fresh water, cut a piece of paper to the desired size,

place it in a dish containing fresh water, and spread out the
plant by the aid of a good-sized camel-hair pencil—never use a
pin for this purpose, for it destroys the natural fall of the
branches. Gently raise the paper, holding it slantingly until
the superabundant water has run off, and then place the paper
in the press. This is made of two pieces of board or paste-
board. On the first board place two sheets of blotting paper,
on that place the paper with the specimen, on that put
smoothly a piece of muslin or Unen, then two sheets more
blotting paper, and on that another board. The blotting
paper and musUn should be carefully removed and dried dally,

and then replaced. When sufficiently dried gum the specimen
on a page of a scrapbook, or fix the sheet of paper on the page
as drawings are fixed, by making four slits, into which one of

each corner of the page of paper may be inserted. This mode
is preferable, because it admits of the easy removal and re-

arrangement of the specimens. The name, locality, and date,
are best appended in pencil for a similar reason."
On no coast have I seen such an abundance of seaweeds cast

up by the waves, as well as growing upon the slaty boldres that
of all forms and sizes girdle the shore. There those weeds
remain and grow and decay unused. No farmer avails himself
of this natural costless mine of fertility. His excuse may be
that there are no roads to approach the shore readily, and that
is true, but if farmers duly estimated the manurial value of

seaweeds they would soon construct roads. The weeds are not
neglected because they are not needed, for the soil near the
coast is miserably poor, and the few corn crops grown are
wretchedly thin, and tell of the soil's poverty.—G.

THE FKUIT SEASON IN QUEENSLAND.
At the close of the fruit season it would be both interesting

and profitable for orchardists and cultivators in different dis-

tricts to record their experience for the public benefit ; and as
the variety of the different fruits imported into, and now bear-
ing, in Southern Queensland is so great, there is abundant
choice for planters in all parts to select from.

In this neighbourhood (Milton, near Brisbane) tlie Peach
crop was not so good as in former years. The spell of dry
weather in spring, suddenly succeeded by abundant rain,

rendered them in most cases a partial failure. Mowbray's
China, however, maintained its character, as did also two
other seedlings of the Flat China—the one a round pale free-

stone ; the other a large, flat, high-coloured clingstone. These
seedlings from the Flat China and their progeny open a bound-
less and very promising field for Peach-growers ; they sport so

freely, varying in size, shape, colour, quality, and time o'

ripening, and withal being generally so good, we ought, from
this race alone, to obtain first-class sorts to furnish fruit

through the entire season. We have several trees now under
observation.

Fi'/s have not been successful ; the rains have damaged the
fruit, and the foliage has suffered from Insect depredators.

We need some lynx-eyed entomologist to look after these gentry.

Grapes.—The Oidium (mildew) has not been nearly so de-

structive this season. Many European varieties that we had
almost lost the taste of, ripened off well, and that with only
once sulphuring. Notably we had some splendid bunches of

rich, cool, translucent green Grapes from a new European va-

riety called the Uiamant Traube [Scotch White Cluster] . The
new American varieties have done nobly ; never damaged by
the Oidium, and standing the changeful weather better than
the European kinds, they are the Grapes for the million.

Eogers' hybrids Nos. 1, 2, 4, 9, and 12 are all very good, vary-

ing in colour, size, and earliness ; Nos. 1 and 2 being the latest

of the five. Another of Eogers' hybrids called Salem is a fine

early Crrape, large, round, copper-coloured, and ilponing early.

Allen's Black Hybrid is also a very good early black Grape,
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its only drawback being, in wet weather, a disposition to drop

from the bnnch somewhat. It is one of the least pnlpy of this

class of Grapes. Adirondao is first-class here, of fine quality,

early, good bunch, beautiful black berries. Isabella is hardy,

healthy, early, and an abundant bearer, but so far not so good
in quality as Adirondac or Allen. lona and Delaware have
both justified the high character for quality which they have
received in America, but the Delaware is too small for us as a

table Grape, although reputed to be of surpassing excellence

for wine. The lona does well here grafted on the Isabella

—

far better than on its own roots. Some were grafted this

season with Wagener's patent Vine-grafting machine, and the

grafts took famously. Among the later Grapes should be

mentioned the Maxatawney, a fine large white fruit of great

excellence, but, so far, only a moderate bearer ; and Anna, a

copper-coloured Grape of good quality, slightly musky, plenti-

fully borne on a strong-growing Vine covered with large, thick,

and beautiful foliage. The Lincoln, a Grape of the .nsstivalis

family, a strong-growing Vine, large, long-shouldered bunches
of rather small jet-black berries, with tine blue bloom, no pulp,

produced very heavily this season. Some others are coming
forward, especially some crosses made by Dr. Wylie, which
promise very well.

Apples on our young trees have been both abundant and
good. Those from the southern states of North America (not

from South America, as some fancy) are carrying oS the
honours. Commencing in December with the Carolina Red
Jane, we never saw a richer sight in fruit than this small
tree with its clusters of fruit presented ; the unripe and the

ripened fruit exhibited all changes of colour, from light pink
to a deep and glowing crimson ; and when tasted they were
found to be " as good as they looked." This was followed by
American Summer Pearmain, Julian, Rhodes' Orange, Brnce's

Summer, Taunton, Family, Stancill, Transcendent Crab, Late
Wine, Abram, Horn, Gladney's Red, Kittageskee—nearly in

the order in which they are narrated. We are usually troubled
here with a small worm which penetrates the flesh of the
Apple, and spoils the fruit ; but Carolina Red June, American
Summer Pearmain, Bruce's Summer, Transcendent Crab,
Abram, Horn, and Gladney's Red were not at all affected.

The others were, to a greater or less degree. These last-men-
tioned will well repay anyone who can grow Apples at all.

Among European sorts Cox's Pomona, Yellow Ingestrie, Stir-

ling Castle, and Kirke's Golden Pippin have done well, and are
worth growing.

Pears.—We have had the usual abundant supply of first-

class cooking (stewing and baking) Pears from our old friend
the China, a tree of which should be in every garden. Bsurro
d'Amanlis, Baronne de Mello, Beurre Siiperfin, and Thomp-
son's have furnished a few first-class fruit—enough to make
US wish for more. We are told that Pears will not succeed
here, but we have been so accustomed to this cuckoo cry re-

specting every agricultural and horticultural product now
usually grown, that we almost take it to be a good omen, and
prophetic rather of success. The Pear requires, as a tree, a
greater age than many others to produce a paying crop of
fruit. Hence in localities suited to it, and with liberal culture,
some varieties are sure to succeed ; and some of us are testing
varieties for general information. Some varieties as the
Beurre d'AmauUs, Duchesse d'Angoulcme, Louise Bonne de
Jersey, and others do best when worked upon Angers Quince
stocks ; others must have the Pear, or at least be double-grafted.
We would recommend for trial Baurrc Clairgeau, Williams'
Bon Chretien, Clapp's Favoiirite, Lawrence, Baronne de Mello,
Doyenne Boussoch, and Howell on the Pear stock; Beurr6
Diel, Beurru Hardy, Duchesse d'.Angoultme, Buftham, and
Edmunds on the Quince.

Qulnci'.—The China Quince stands at the head of this list

for quality, size, health, and freedom from offal or waste

—

all entitle it to the first rank among Quinces. There is only
one doubt about it, and that will take some extended experi-
ence to settle—whether it is only a very moderate bearer or no.
This Quince is not yet ripe here. The others are all over.
The Angers is the first to ripen—a very good useful fruit, and
the tree makes the best stock for Pears that suit the Quince.
The large Portugal comes next—stews of a beautiful colour

;

and lastly the Apple-shaped, also a good useful fruit. Rea's
Mammoth Seedling has not yet fruited sufficiently to enable
us to decide upon its merits.

Blackberries.—The Lawton, or New Eochelle, is a very fine
fruit, and grows and bears most abundantly ; if in rich land it

becomes quite troublesome.

Raspberries.—The Semper Fidelis and some of the antnmn-
bearing sorts have done very well. Give the Raspberry the
rich soil and the Blackberry the poor.

Guavas, white, yellow, and purple, have been abundant and
good ; not so much affected by maggot as in the few previous
summers.

Manifoes.—We have nine different kinds, but not all fruiting

yet. I'hose that have fruited aro very good, and the liking

for them grows very rapidly upon those who frequently partake
of them. The fresh seed sown in good garden soil germinates
very quickly.

Date Plums, both of the ICaki and Mabola species, have been
good, but not so plentiful as last year. We are happy to hear
it is the intention of the Acclimatisation Society to make an
effort to introduce from Japan some of their best sorts of

Kaki, as the Japanese have them in almost endless variety,

as Englishmen have the Apple, some for the kitchen and
others for the dessert. We are not so far advanced as to be
able to report the fmittng of the Date and the Cocoa Palm.
Some of your readers, especially in the north, may do so, and
complete a very good assortment of choice fruits. There is

ample margin for a very interesting paper on Oranges, Pine
Apples, and Bananas alone. We have some six new sorts of

the latter from Polynesia, which we hope to report upon when
they fruit.

—

Fkuctcs (in The Queevslander).

ALPINE FLOWERS.
At this period of the year, when so many parties both in

England and abroad are out among the mountains, primarily
in search of health, but frequently connecting with it the col-

lection of Ferns and wild flowers, it may be interesting to give

a list of some of the floral beauties to be met with. Where
the English names are added it will be seen that they also

belong to the British flora.

Anemone alpina
Bulphurea
alba
vemalis

Arnica monfana
Azalea procnmbens, Creeping Azalea
Ascragalas alpinuB, Mountain Milk

Vetch
Antennaria dioica (or Gnaphalium),

Cat's-foot

Androsace ChamnsjaBme
B/irtsia alpina, Alpine Painted Cup
Campanula barbata
Chrysantberaum cnronopifolinm
Drjas octopetala, Mountain Avens
Eriophorum alpinujn, Alpine Cotton

Grass
angustifolinm. Common Cotton

Grass
vaginatum, Harestail Cotton

Grass
Gentiana acaulis, Dwarf Gentian

bavarica
campestria. Field Gentian
verna, Spring Gentian

Geam montanum
Hedysarum Onobrycllia
HomoKene alpina
HutcbinBia alpina
Liuaria alpina
Lloydia serotina
Luzula lutea

nivea
Maiantbemnm bifulium, Two-Icaved

Maiantbemum
—Edwabd Copland, Interlaken.

Meum Mulellina
Myosotis alpestris

Neottia spiralis, Lady's Treeees
Orcbis nigra
Pbaca astragalina
Pyrola unillura

Pedicularis tuberosa
Pioguicula a'piua, Alpine Eatterwort
Primula Auricula

farinosa, Bird's-eye Primrose
elatior, Oslip

Ranunculus alpestris, Alpine Crow-
foot

aconitifoliug
glaciftlis

narcissiflora

moutanus
Rhododendron ferrugineam

hirsutum
Rosa alpina
Saxifraga Aizoon

aizoides, Yellow Mountain Saxi-
frage

nmbrosa, London Pride
Soldanella alpina
Silene acaulis, Cushion Pink
Salix reticulata, Net-leaved Willow
Trollius europjeus. Globe Flower
Trifolium alpiDum

montanum
Viola calcarata

cornuta
biflora

Vacciuium vaginatum
Vitis-Idffia, Cowberry

EOSE SHOWS.
A PKOPOsiTioN has been made in a contemporary relative to

an alteration in the method of exhibiting Roses, which 1 con-

ceive to be so detrimental to the best interests of the queen of

flowers, that I desire to enter my protest against it in limine.

The proposition is to substitute for the present plan of show-
ing Roses in boxes some such plan as that adopted by Mr.
W. Paul at the Botanical Society's Evening FiHe, of showing
them in immense masses, somewhat in the style of the Rose
shows at Brie. I protest against it for the following reasons ;

—

1, That it will tend to vulgarise our exhibitions; we have
enough of mass-bedding out of doors without introducing it to

shows of cut flowers. 2, It will tend to do away with all the

care taken to improve the quality of the Rose, either by raising

new varieties or by improved methods of culture, for quality

can never bo a consideration where cartloads of blooms are
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required. 3, It will put the amateurs quite out of the field,

lor no amateurs coulfl, or would if they could, engage to con-

tribute to Bueh an exhibition. 1, It would do away with all

real rivalry, for it would be simply a contest of big battalions.

End not of real culture. 5, If the formality of the present

system is complained of, I do not see that it is one whit less

formal to huddle together in a lump some twenty thousand

Hoses than to place them as they are now placed in boxes,

r., I do not think that the beauty sought for would be obtained
;

i!; is one thing to arrange flowers for an evening fc-te, another

to arrange them to be seen by daylight, and after a few hours

masses of half-faded flowers, as seen at some places in France,

ere by no means pleasing objects.

I might, like Dogberry, add other reasons to my sixthly and
l.v=iUy, but I have said enough to express my decided objection

to the proposed alteration.—D., Deal.

BEDDING GEBANIUMS.
I THINK, with the exception of Eoses, it would be difficult to

name a tribe of flowers ia which the public is more generally

interested than in bedding Geraniums. Everyone having a

!;arden cultivates them more or less. In some places they

nre planted by the thousand, in others clumps dotted about in

mixed borders give colour which is much required after the

spring flowers are out of bloom. As conservatory plants they

are, perhaps, still more valuable. Cultivated with less trouble

than most others, less liable to the attacks of insects, and con-

finuing in bloom longer than any other tribe, no wonder they

»re favourites. They have one great fault—they bear carriage

badly when in full bloom.
For years I have raised thousands of seedlings, every flower

carefully crossed with my own hands, with the hope of getting

a few superior or different to those previously raised. Dr.

Denny, of Stoke Newington, is also an extensive raiser, whilst

ilr. Laxton, of Stamford, has taken the double ones under his

care. Besides these, many persons try their hands at raising

a few seedlings most years, the result being that no class ol

plants has been more improved than this. Most persons, per-

haps all, act from mixed motives, and it may be questioned

whether the ambition to be the producer of new beauties in a

favourite class of flowers or fruits is not as strong a motive as

the hope of pecuniary reward. One thing is certain—those

who raise a good plant wish to be known as its raiser, and they

feel aggrieved when others adopt their favourites without ac-

knowledgment. In 187.3 several of us who were thus interested

agreed to offer prizes for our seedlings, to the exclusion of all

varieties except our own, that the public might have an oppor-

tunity of seeing what we had effected. Dr. Denny and I

offered £7 7s. each to be thus competed for, and others followed

suit. The show was to be held at Kensington in July. The
Eoyal Horticultural Society also offered prizes, open to all

varieties

—

i.e., to anyone. AVe were glad to think that all, and
ourselves as well, would have the opportunity of seeing our

pets compared with those raised by others. Mark the result.

The Society made no stipulation that the raiser's name should

be attached to the plants shown, and I had no sooner entered

the Show than Mr. Gibson, after having congratulated me on
the beautiful plants shown by Messrs. Catlin and Brise, added,

"But you must take care, for others are very close at your
heels. Amongst the kinds shown for the best twelve new
varieties are sorts about as good as yours." As may be

imagined, I was soon in search of these rivals. "What was
my astonishment to find eleven out of the twelve plants

staged were my own kinds, but the exhibitor had forgotten

to attach the raiser's name to them. Finding several other

collections contained varieties of mine, all without acknow-
ledgment, it struck me our object, at any rate 'mine, was
defeated. My object was a purely selfish one : I wished to see

my sorts well grown and brought in comparison with those of

others ; and no doubt those who offered similar prizes under
similar conditions were also disappointed, for I was the only

one who repeated the offer this year.

Now, I think the object of the Society in offering prizes for

new plants ought not only to be the enabling the members and
visitors to judge what is the best worth cultivation, and to re-

ward the growers, but to do honour to the raisers of the best

virieties. As it is now, good things are welcomed, those who
produce them are ignored. Charity ought to be performed in

secret; but when we as a rule see objects of art and things of

value sent out by men who wish to be unknown, then and then

only need we be ashamed of our desire to be recognised. It is

unjust that persons should be assisted in taking credit to them-
selves that belongs to others. Let us have a fair field and no
favour. Let the Society offer good prizes worth trying for, for

collections, subject only to the conditions that name and
raiser's name be attached to each plant, and then those in-

terested in the matter will, I have no doubt, willingly help to

find the funds. But if it is to be done it should be done at

once. Time is necessary to prepare plants worth exhibiting.

J. E. Pearson, Chilwell.

FEOME KOSE SHOW.
Will you allow me to write a few lines concerning a most

commendable effort that has been made by some gentlemen at

Frome Selwood, Somerset, to hold a good Rose show '.'

For some three or four years we have had what is called a

Rose club at Frome, and also at Warminster, two towns where
the Rose is, I may say, worshipped. I do not know, by the way,
why the term " club " is given to our httle affairs, except that

they are so small that perhaps our committees hesitate to call

them societies. The schedules of our show have hitherto

been very simple affairs, and the rules of the club rather too

simple in my opinion. We give prizes for twenty-four, twelve,

six, and even one variety of Rose ; but we only allow members
to take one club prize, which makes it rather a poor look-out

for outsiders like myself to travel eighty miles for one prize

;

but it is for the honour of the thing, and also for the encourage-

ment of Rose-growing that these clubs have been formed, and
the wise men who originated them think that one way to bring

about this latter desideratum, is for there to be every reason-

able probability that each exhibitor should take some sort of a

prize. But for the encouragement of outsiders, as well as

other members of the club, Mr. Keynes, of SaUsbury, and
Messrs. Durbin,and Pavitt, of Bath, give extra prizes which may
be carried away in addition to the one club prize, so that you
may (as I am happy to say I did this year) carry away four

first prizes.

This season, however, the Frome club determined to do
something great, and after great efforts on their part actually

gave an open prize of £20 for twenty-four distinct varieties,

three blooms of each. At least they divided £20 in this way :

First prize £15, and second prize £3. This great inducement
brought some of the largest growers in England. Cranston
thought it worth his while to send all the way from Hereford

;

Prince came himself from Oxford with most magnificent speci-

mens from his seedling Briar, which perfectly astonished me.
Their marvellous freshness, considering the hot night we had
and the long journey, their robustness (the date was July 19th)

at the time of year, their form and colour, indeed their " good
all round " condition was wonderful. Mr. t'ant—the brave,

the enterprising, the grand grower from Essex, came with

blooms that would have been superb if they could but have

been seen the night before. Mr. Bennett, of Stapleford, put

in an appearance, and one, too, which was so good that in any
other company he would have been facile priiiceps. Last of

all in enumeration, but first in merit, as the Judges decided,

came my friend the veteran grower from Salisbury—the, may I

be pardoned if I say, historical " Johnnie Keynes." Fresh

from his nurseries with Roses cut that very morning, or at

least the night before, came the good old man, and what a

sight his boxes were !
" In to a day, my dear sir ; in to a

day !
" he told me at Salisbury two days before, and indeed he

was, as his JIoss Roses proved. I went round them carefully,

and I think I never saw before such a good general bloom as he

had. "Oceans of bloom" is the only phrase I can employ;

and ah ! Messrs. Editors, what joys, as I write this, does this

term cause me ! I saw long lines of every Rose I love. I saw
thousands of such Roses as Lefebvre, EothschUd, Baumann,
OUbo, and all the new ones. I wandered down long lines of

such shy bloomers as Louis Van Houtte and Lord Maeaulay,

and each Rose seemed to me more perfect than the last. I

could have spent a week in that nursery, and then not cry

" Enough." The hospitable owner had almost to drag me to

dinner.

Well, gentlemen, this grand old grower, who, as he fondly

and proudly boasts, has taught the Rose world a principle

which is the very foundation of success in exhibiting— viz.,

disbudding, came to Frome, and not only came, for t-enit,

vidit.etiicit. He took the first prize ; he did more—he actually

took it home with him in his coat pockets, "all in .<ilrer."

Yes, that game old fellow with a most smiUng face and a most

loaded person, walked off with £15 in shilling pieces, paid to
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Jiim by the Hon. Sec. from the gate money ; but Mr. Prince

ran him uncommonly close. I believe the jndgment was
perfectly right, but I went through those stands time after

time all through the day, and I never saw, except for our prize

at Exeter, a closer thing. Bravo the seedling Briar ! To fight

Mr. Keynes almost at home, and to press him so hard as Mr.

Prince did at Frome, spealvs volumes for the staying enduring

properties of that stock. I do not know how we are to do

without cultivating it if we wish to exhibit at the later shows,

for the hot suns of July make short work of Manotti and
standard Roses, and the seedling only comes to perfection

when the others are done. The Teas that I bought of Mr.
Prince are now just in their first beauty against a south wall,

whilst the other Teas are preparing for their second blooming.

I do not think an exhibitor who wants to ensure a succession

can do better than buy a certain quantity of seedling Briar

Roses of all the best sorts. He will then, iu my opinion, be

able to show at the Crystal Palace, and if he likes at Grantham
on the "iSth of .July.

At Frome this year Mr. Prince showed a treble of Baron de
Bonstetten, exceedingly good; indeed, all his high-coloured

Roses were perfect. He spoilt his box—and at every show yet,

in my opinion, he has done the same—by staging great coarse

specimens of that abomination Paul Neron. What beauty can
there be in this Rose '.' It is large, immense indeed, but it is

coarse, washy in colour, and generally of very bad form, and
yet there are some good judges of Roses who always show
it. My friend Mr. Turner, of Slough, is never without it,

and it did more to spoU his box, and so make him lose the

first prize for seventy-two at the National, than anything
else.

At Frome, as elsewhere in the country, wherever a Rose show
is held, hospitality was the order of the day, and how kind
our good friends at Frome were I cannot tell. Oae gentleman,
in whose grounds the Show was held, a perfect stranger to

me, took me to his house, put refreshments before me, told me
that he must leave me, but begged me to make myself at home,
stay as long as I liked, do what I liked, and I should delight

him. And I did, Messrs. Editors: I found a shady tree on his

lawn near the band (the excellent band of the loth Regiment),
lay down, listened to the music till ([ blush to say it) I went
off into a most delicious dose ; then at six o'clock I went to

evensong at the glorious church which Mr. Bennett has made
famous throughout the world. Late at night I landed at

Bridport, with ten miles" drive before me, and the comet to

light me on my way home.

—

John B. M. Camm, Monhlon
Wyld.

BOTAL HOKTICULTDRA.L SOCIETY.
August 5th.

FnuiT Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

It having been brought to the notice of the Committee that in

the schedule of the Esbibitiou on September 2nd no number is

specified as to the quantity to form a dish of Potatoes, it was
decided that henceforth a dish of Potatoes shall consist of nine
tubers.
A Cucumber called Green Gem was sent by Mr. Dean, of

Bedfont, which was passed. Messrs. Cutbush & Son, of High-
gate, sent specimens of Princess Alice Cucumber, a good, pro-

lific, and hardy variety of good deep colour, but it was not
thought any better than other varieties in cultivation. Mr.
-Alfred Smee brought specimens of autumn-sown Tripoli Onions
of various kinds, from seed supplied by Messrs. Carter & Co.,

which had been manured with phosphate of ammonia. They
were very good specimens.
Two very handsome epeciraena of Smooth Cayenne Pine were

sent from the Royal Gardens at Frogmore. They weighed 9 lbs.

each, and were awarded a cultural commendation. Mr. A. Craw-
ford, the Gardens, Thornden, Brentwood, sent fruit of a seedling
Nectarine. This was of an excellent flavour and a good fruit,

but it was so similar to Ebruge that the Committee thought it

was not advisable to iutroduce it as a new variety. Mr. Sag€j,

of the Gardens, Ashridge, brought excellent specimens of Wal-
bnrton Admirable. Mr. J. Clark, Roehampton, sent a dish of

Moorpark Apricots, which were of good flavour. Mr. Wood-
bridge, of Sion House Gardens, Isleworth, exhibited five dif-

ferent varieties of Plums. Mr. N. Kneller, Malshanger, sent a
seedling Melon, which was not sufficiently good to merit a cer-

tificate.

Zygopetalum with a bluish purple lip and brown-black sepals
and petals—a very effective flower. The same firm also sent a
choice group of Orchids, including fiue specimens of Odonto-
glossum Scleiperiauum, Saccolabium Blumeimajus ; also Cypri-
pediums Sedeui and Domiuiauum, together with Dferaonorops
fissus and other ornamental Palms.
From Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, came a group of new plants, as

Campsidium filiciforme, P^icus Parcelii, Odontoglossum Roezlii

with a charming flower, Verschaffeltia melanoch;etes, &c., which
have been noticed in previous reports, together with Metroxylon
filare, a handsome Palm for table decoration, which received a

first-class certificate. Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londes-
borough, had a like award for a Dendrobium with very small
but extremely numerous orange flowers, marked with narrow
purplish streaks. Messrs. F. it A. Smith, of Dulwich, sent a
splendid group of Balsams ; Mr. Offord, nurseryman. Upper
Clapton, an Ageratum, called Clapton Gem, but of coarse habit,

though producing large heads ; Mr. Eckford, gardener to the
Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, a stand of seedling Verbenas ; and
Mr. H. Lodor, gardener to H. B. Hinnell, Esq., Forest Hill, a
gigantic specimen of Lilium auratum in an 11-inch pot, with
two spikes 10 feet high, but the flowers past. G. F. Wilson, Esq.,
Heatherside, Weybridge, had a first-class certificate for Lilium
speciosum atrosaoguiueum rubrum, coloured like the true

L. speciosum rubrum, but with flowers larger (fully 8 inches in

diameter) and much earlier, the typical variety being one of the
latest of the group. Mr. Rudolph Barr again contributed a
group of Lilies, consisting of about a dozen species and va-

rieties.

Mr. Kiughorn, of the Sheen Nurseries, Richmond, exhibited
a Fuchsia, called Richii, sent to H. W. PownaU, Esq., by Dr.
Suter, Bishop of Nelson, New Zealand. This received a botani-

cal certificate, and was subsequently identified as F. procumbens
(is. Cunningham). It is a neat basket plant, but presents nothing
remarkable in its flowers, which are small, nearly erect, yellow,

with purplish stamens. Mr. R. Dean, of Ealing, sent cut
flowers of African and French Marigolds, the latter very fine,

and recommended for bedding, but there was no means of judg-
ing of the habit of the plants. Some cut flowers of shrubs
were also shown, including Pavia macrostachya and Clethra
arborea, of which the flowers bear a striking resemblance to

those of the Lily of the Valley. From Messrs. Paul cS: Son,
Cheshunt, came a large collection of cut Roses.

PACKING FRUITS.

Flor.1l Committee.—Mr. J. Eraser in the chair. The number
of subjects submitted to the Committee on this occasion was
small as compared to those brought forward at the earlier meet-
ings. Messrs. Veitch had a first-clasa certifica'e for a seedling

To prevent the placing of boxes of fruits and flowers on
their sides, it has long been my practice to tie one, two, or

three boxes or baskets on the top of a larger one, so that one

position only is left for the parcel to rest on. But a basket

with a cross-handle, and strong wooden or osier lid, I find

is the best article to use. A Peach-box or flower basket,

if flat, can act as a bottom tied to the other. I have found

no plan so satisfactory as this. Of coarse it is very im-

portant that nothing should be moveable when packed ; no
shaking of trains or vans should put the articles out of their

place.

Grapes are generally sent into Covent Garden in cross-

handled baskets, named Sea-kale baskets, placed on soft paper

shavings, with clean paper next the fruit. Each bunch is

placed upright, as close together as they can be packed, but

not wrapped in anything, as the bunches rub each other less

than any material which can be used ; thin paper is placed

over the top, and wadding or soft shavings used to fill up any

vacancies between the fruit and sides of the baskets.

There are few fruits which wadding does not taste when
placed next them. Thin tissue paper should be between the

fruits and wadding.—M. Temple (in The Gardener).

LESSONS FROM THE DROUGHT.
Throughout the greater part of the country the drought has

been severely felt. In some parts it has been disastrous to the

farmer ; and coupled with the dry and frosty nights, has had
disastrous effects on nursery stock and on gardens, the cause

of much anxiety and extra labour in watering and other care,

wherever trees and shrubs have been recently moved on any

extensive scale : even those moved early in autumn with balls,

and which looked quite fresh up to the middle of April, though

quite taken to the new positions, suffered nearly as much as

those spring-planted, simply because they had not had time to

root deep. When the moisture became exhausted from the

immediate surface, they were in equal distress with those

planted in spring.

In pulling up some shrubs lately which were dead, or seem-
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ingly BO, a rather cnrious appearance presented itself: the roots
were bristling with young white growing points, showing that
there was plenty of life there, although the knife showed by
cutting the bark that the stems were dead to the surface of

the soil. Those plants, Cupressus Lairaonii, had been re-

peatedly watered, but had failed to keep the part above ground
alive ; evaporation had been too rapid throughout the heat and
drjness of the day, and coldness and equal dryness at night,
that the plant became exhausted in consfquence. Shade,
therefore, in this case would have been much more beneficial

than watering, but for the practical difficulty of shading trees

and ehrnbs per acre.

Exhaustion, we need not say, in a more or less aggravated
form, was the general effect on vegetation, but in a very
different degree on different subjects : whereas some plants
became permanently paralysed, others only seemed to husband
their energies and become exhausted in appearance only.
Broad-leaved plants such as EhodoJendrons, American Azaleas,
and the broad-leaved Japanese plants, suffered permanently,
especially those subjected to the full blaze of the sun, and we
believe more from the actual heat than the drought. The sun
at 100° to 120' blazing on them actually had the same effect as

tire—we mean that the atmosphere heated to that extent
would not have affected the plants in the same way had they
been shaded. Almost the whole of the Coniferse within our
experience, which includes a good many representatives of the
family, stood the drought well, their wiry foliage being capable
of withstmding a dry atmosphere, like the Acacias and other
simUar-leaved plants of Auetralia. We refer to recently-
planted subjects ; and now since rain has fallen, they are
starting to grow with a bound ; they make multitudes of roots
with greater freedom when seemingly in an over-dry state.

This is strikingly Ulastrated in the case of two specimen plants
of Thujopsis dolabrata, both which had in winter occupied pro-
minent positions temporarily for the purpose of decoration,
from which they were removed in March. It was June when
one of them became extremely dry at the root, while the other
was even wet ; both are equally fresh at top, but the dry one
has made an enormous mass of fresh white roots, while the
other and wet one had not made any. What has been the
cause of this important difference ? Was it the comparative
warmth consequent on the dryness that encouraged root-

action, or the natural effort of the plant to obtain for its

healthful existence moisture which the other enjoyed ? The
moist atmosphere of winter prevented exhaustion .in the case
of the dry tree. Probably Coniferous trees as a whole prefer

a mois-t atmosphere and a moderately dry soil. Their natural
habitats suggest this idea: the various forms of Cupressus
Lawsonii seem to stand drought the worst.
In the kitchen garden the heat and drought have had similar

effects on vegetables. Broceolis, Cauliflower, and Cabbages
ghowed exhaustion, in spite of much artificial watering. Those
useful vegetables will not stand heat, it is foreign to their

nature. Onions, on the other baud, though they assume that
glaucous bluish green which is the effect of drought, made
good their hold in the soil, and when rain came made quite a
rush into growth. Water in their case would be beneficial

with a scorching sun ; but the Cabbage tribe under strong
sun, even with sufficient root moisture, moke a flaccid and
weakly growth. Herein lies the superiority of Scotland over
the South in the matter of small fruits and succulent vegetables,
and it is foolish to make disparaging comparisons of the re-

Bpective cultivations. The French are not supposed to excel

in summer vegetables, and the northern gardener is supposed
to beat his southern neighbours ; but if the matter be closely
inquired into, it will be found that climate has most to do with
it, and not altogether cultural skill. A hot dry atmosphere
will cause young Cauliflower to bolt and open their heads in

spite of the cultivation, and Cabbage will refuse to make solid

crifp hearts ; but we in the south may fairly claim to know
more about the cultivation of French Beans, Scarlet Runners,
Tomatoes, Vegetable Marrows, &c.

Sach a season as the present teaches us lessons which have
been learned generations ago in Spain—the value of water and
irrigation. All watering under such intense heat is useless
unless thorough, or in the shape of complete irrigation. This
we have been in a position to prove this season by having an
abundant supply of water at various points and scarcity at

others. At one point we were able to allow water to run in a
stream among some Roses, and their freshness and fineness of

bloom was a complete contrast to others. Moreover, these
irrigated Rjses have been completely free from blight, while

others were hopelessly infested , and we irrigated a large portion
of flower garden with marked results under the bright sun-
shine. No garden can be called complete without a ramifica-

tion of pipes and hydrants, and an abundant supply of water,
which is procurable in the majority of gardens. Water is

more particularly necessary in the fruit garden. The flowers

and vegetables are too apt to get a full share of water at the
expense of fruit trees. Heat and dryness have a ripening or
maturing effect on the wood of fruit trees, but in conjunction
with plenty of nourishment at the root, otherwise they have
a decidedly exhausting effect ; and although wood may appear
ripe, and abundance of fruit buds set, say on Peach trees, th&
following spring will most assuredly tell a tale of bud-dropping,
fruit not setting, and disappointment at the stoning period.

And the same remarks apply to fruit trees in general. Shade
is a most important auxiliary in a variety of cases during a
season of excessive heat, especially in the case of newly-
planted trees and shrubs, while watering at the root will be
found of no avail to keep plants alive. Shade in some form
will be quite successful. It obviates the scorching effects of

the sun on a plant, the cultivation of which has been impaired
by removal. Materials for shading need not be expensive or

difficult to get. Branches of Spruce or of common Laurel,
even a handful of grass or straw thrown over a plant, will

shade it sufficiently to carry it through a trying time. The
shade of trees to grass enables it to retain its green appear-
ance, whUe that exposed to the sun is scorched to the colour
of hay.

It is a bad practice to mow grass too closely in times of heat
and drought. Grass shades itself, and mulches the ground,
and so prevents the sun drying up the soil. Moreover, grass
condenses, and is an instrument in the manufacture of dew
for the maintenance of its own growth. Without the grass
dew is not deposited, and it should therefore not be too closely

mown in very dry weather. All that is necessary for appear-
ance is an even surface, which can be effected by adjusting the
cutters of the machine by a sufficient depression of the front

roller. Akin to shade is the benefit derived from the use of
the syringe on newly-planted shrubs and trees. Moistening
the leaves and branches in the evening assists the leaves naa-
terially to maintain life. It may sometimes be possible to

moisten a whole clump of shrubs or trees by a hose from a
hydrant ; or, when such is not attainable, a large garden
engine and attendant water-barrel will effect much with the
labour of two men. With several hundred feet of hose and a
small hand fire-engine we have been able to do good service

among shrubs and trees lately planted. A dry spring and a
heavy soil have taught us the lesson that the early autumn is

the best time to transplant trees and shrubs, not excepting
Hollies and Conifera).

There is one class of plants that shows wonderful tenacity

of life under heat and drought—namely. Mosses and Licheps.
No plant seems to enjoy moisture more than they do, even to-

saturation, when they grow with wonderful rapidity, yet none
stand drought better. The sun does not seem to have the
power of killing many of them, even on stones that become
so hot that one cannot bear the heat with the hand. Even
some Ferns bear the dryness with impunity. Large masses of

the common Polypody may be seen perfectly dried up ; to all

appearance the fronds are gone, and the roots like a door-mat,

yet with the first rain it springs into a mass of verdure.

—

{The
Gardener.)

WINDOW POT TLiNTS.
The desire to foster a love of window plants among cottagers

has long been experienced by the conductors of our horticul-

tural journals, and it is gratifying to see the headway this

branch of cultivation has made, and its beautifying effect on
many of the dwellings of our artisans. One drawback I have
frequently noticed is that, |notwithstanding the owners exer-

cise the greatest care and patience with their plants, these do
not seem to thrive properly. In many cases which I have
examined the reason is evidently the condition of the pots

;

therefore a hint or two may be serviceable to many.
It is too often the custom to place window plants—Gera-

niums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, etc., in their young state in

small and dirty pots, and when the plant has attained a cer-

tain size, if it is fortunate enough to do so, to endeavour to

remove it to a larger pot. From the originally dirty state of

the pot this is found to be a work of difficulty, and the plant

has to be literally cut out, and the roots are consequently
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injured, often leading to the death of the plant. Before pottinf;

plants well wash the pots—no matter whether they are new or

old—with warm water and soap. Wash them both inside and
out, using a scrubbiug-brush. Afterwards repotting is simple.

A tap of the hand at the bottom of the pot will cause plant

and soil to leave the pot as easily and cleanly as a good cook
can torn out the evidence of her skill from a well-buttered

-dish.

The second drawback to successful cultivation to which I

would call attention is the prevalence of painted pots. This
is a great mistake. All window pots should be porous, and
by daubmg them thickly over with paint, the outer air is kept
from the roots. In place of this let the outside of the pots bo
well scrubbed with soap and warm water at least twice or thrice

a-year. Attention to these two simple recommendations will

result in great satisfaction to many who are now perplexed as

to the reason why their window plants are not eijual to those
they see elsewhere.

—

Beta.

THE DEFICIENT RAINFALL OF THE PRESENT
SEASON.

The drought of the present season being remarkable, a few
observations on the subject will nut be out of place. The follow-

ing table shows the rainfall in inches and hundredth parts for

the first seven months of the driest of the last twenty years,

as well as that of the November and December preceding each.

I have thought it advisable to add the latter two months, as

the copious rainfall which is usual in these doubtless exercises

considerable influence on the supply of water for domestic
purposes in the following summer ; for instance, the effect of

the limited rainfall of last November and December is seen in

the lack of water in some of our springs. I have coupled in

this table the rainfall of one wet period by way of contrast.

KilNFJXL AT LINTON PAKE, KENT, FOB A PERIOD OF NINE
MONTHS.
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ordinary depth, but the tnrf and other herbage might be pared
off with about 2 inches or so of the soil, and that might be
burnt. This paring is sometimes done by hand, at other times
by a kind of paring plough drawn by one or more horses, but
in this case the slice taken off is not so uniformly thin as where
the work is done by hand, and patches of tnrf are often missed.
I should, however, certainly recommend paring in preference
to burning the whole of the soil turned up by the plough.
Paring and burning have often been condemned as diminish-
ing the depth and quantity of staple soil, and trenching or
otherwise burying the herbage in the ground that it may decay
there has been recommended instead ; but peat soil plants as
a rule are slow in decaying, so that burning is often resorted
to from necessity, and as you say the staple material is from
5 to 7 feet deep, there is ample to work upon.
The first thing I would do with the soil would be to have

it well drained if necessary ; and as water is often found below
the peat it would be well to see to this, as draining can be
effected much more easily now than hereafter. In general, the
difficulty with peat land is to get it solid enough to retain
moisture, and to assist this large quantities of sand, or it may
be clay, may be added—sand if the peat does not contain
enough of it, or clay if it is of too open a character. I am un-
willing to recommend lime, as it is so destructive to vegetable
substances that it would destroy what ought to assist in sup-
porting several crops ; but if it is a sort of sandy peat, lime
may be used moderately. In general, however, the ashes
resulting from the burning will be sufficient for one year, and
the appearance of the crop will afterwards indicate what is

best. Potatoes, most root crops, and Celery do well on such
a soil, also Asparagus and Lettuce, while for the Cabbage tribe
it is not so good ; still in fresh soil nearly everything succeeds
for a time, and I have seen excellent Plums produced.

Full exposure during the winter is necessary to destroy wire-
worms and other insect life abounding in a soil that has not
been in cultivation ; therefore plough it before winter as you
propose. But I would recommend that if possible one half of
the ground should be pared and burnt, as described above, and
the other trenched by hand, burying the herbage no deeper
than is necessary to prevent its again vegetating, and keeping
as much of the top soil at the surface as possible, but stirring
the whole to the depth necessary for all kinds of crops. A com-
parison of the two pieces would probably show that for the
first year, and perhaps a second, that subjected to paring and
burning would produce the better crops, but after that tune I
imagine the other would have its turn, and maintain its su-
periority for some time.— .J. Eobson.]

GOLDEN CHAMPION GEAPE SPLITTING.
From a reply to a correspondent recently, I observe that this

Grape is splitting with him. It does so at times when there
is an excess of sap sent up by its over-vigorous roots. The
remedy for splitting in the case of any Grape is so self-evident
that one is at a loss to conceive why it is not applied the
moment the first berry gives way—namely, the diminution of
the supply of sap by cutting the stems that bear the bunches
about half-through a short way below each bunch—that is,

between the main stem and bunch.—Yms.

LEPTOSPERMUM OBOVATDM HARDY IN
SCOTL.\ND.

The specimen I send you of Leptospermum obovatum was
taken to-day from an old bush in the gardens of Largo House,
Fifeshire, where it must either have been planted early in the
present or late in the last century. Largo House, once the
property of Sir Andrew AVood, the famous Scottish admiral of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, is situated near the
birthplace of Eobinson Crusoe on the southern coast of Fife,
overlooking the song-renowned Largo Bay, and backed by the
scarcely less noted Largo Law, which rises on its north side
to an altitude of !I48 feet. In the grounds are numerous large
aged specimens of Arbutus, Sweet Bay, Evergreen Oak, common
and Portugal Laurels, &c., which give unmistakeable evidence
of the mildness of the climate ; but I have nowhere met with
such an old freely-growing specimen belonging to this peculiarly
elegant genus of Australasian Myrtacese.—W. G.

EocKwoRK AT Sandringdam. — Our readers will have re-

marked the fine bold strata of rocks which are represented in

the foreground of our illustration of Sandringham in our last
week's number. We are mformed that these rocks are artificial,
and were constructed by Mr. .James Pulham, of Broxboume,
on whom the extremely natural effect and artistic arrangement
reflect great credit.

HOLLYHOCK DISEASE.
Was it not rather hasty to recommend the destruction of

Hollyhocks affected by fungus ? I see some of my neighbours
get some flowers, and the plants in some instances look as if
they would fight through the attack. The Mallow, too, has
thrown up afresh and is blooming freely. There is a shght
appearance of fungus, but very slight at present. I wish now
I had kept my plants and seen if they could not have been
saved.—J. W. Pewieess.

THE HURRICANE LANTERN.
The hurricane lantern {fig. 38), which we now introduce to

the notice of our readers, is so called because no amount
of agitation either of wind or
motion will extinguish it. Be-
sides tliis qualification, it pos-
sesses several others, which
render it extremely useful in
every household, especially in
the country. It is so perfectly

safe that no accident from fire

can possibly arise through it,

except by the most utter care-

lessness, for the glass with
which it is surrounded is so
thick that it cannot easily be
broken, and is so fixed that it

cannot alter its position. The
oil with which it is used is

paraffin, and the light is a very
briUiantone. As a garden lan-
tern, or for country use about
stables and outbuildings, it is

the best we have seen, as being
so perfectly safe and so bright.

What a contrast to the old
stable lantern, which carries a
light but gives little, and which
necessitates the removal of the
candle when you enter the
stable if you are to benefit by
its use ! We can highly recom-
mend this lantern after having,

used it, and Messrs. Dietz & Co., of Carter Lane, have con-
ferred a benefit on country people by the introduction.

COPING BOARDS AS A PROTECTION FROM
HAIL.

To speak of hail in July would seem to approach an absurdity,

yet it is a fact, and in some respects it is feared a sad one. A
long term of drought and extreme heat is succeeded by violent

thunderstorms, the rain being of incalculable benefit, but the
hailstones doing considerable injury. As may be imagined, it

is anything but pleasant just when the scarcity of vegetables had
reached its height, and when showers came bringing hope of

relief, to see the remnant shattered by pellets of ice, as was
the case on July 28th. The storm burst over this district

(Lincoln) at noon on that day, and in half an hour the ground
was covered 2 inches thick with hailstones the size of rifle

bullets, many, indeed, exceeding an inch in diameter. The
scene was emphatically a wintry one. Flowers are dashed and
shattered exceedingly, pods of Peas are out off, Scarlet Eunners
hanging in shreds, the foliage of Ehubarb and the Cabbage
tribe riddled, foliage cut off trees and hedges, and fruit bruised
severely. On some walls destitute of coping both fruit and
foliage have been extensively cut off trees, and I am quite
satisfied that had it not been for a 14-inch board-coping on a
south wall the fruit of Apricots would have been spoiled, and
the foliage of young Peach trees cut in shreds. I can see this

from the stray shoots which have broken loose or stand out
from the wall being in tatters.

Taking advantage of Mr. Luckhurst's experience as given in
this journal, and having a lot of 7-by-l-inch deals by him, my
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employer had them battened together and put up. We are

satiBlied they are a great protection from frost in winter and
spring, and have now proved their usefukiesB in saving both
fruit and fruit trees from the damaging effects of hail in

summer. I am of opinion if these overhanging wood or glass

copings were in more general use, that wall fruit woiild be more
plentiful, and that Peach trees in cold localities would be in a
substantial measure preserved against the destructive effects of

severe winters. There would seem to be some misgivings lest

the coping should be in some way detrimental to the trees by
being left up in summer. It is not so, at any rate with walls

of 10 feet high and Tipwards ; with lower ones I have no ex-

perience. Thie boards here are easily moveable, but instead of

making a mistake in leaving them up we should certainly have
erred in taking them down.
The track of the storm was narrow—a mile or two wide, and

had the corn been ripe the loss must have been immense ; as

it is, a great deal is knocked out.—J. Weight.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 22.

Recently I have been somewhat amused at a popular mis-
apprehension into which a number of people, otherwise toler-

ably shrewd, seem to have fallen. As I was pointing out to a
friend the beauties observable in some insects I happened to

remark that in these small animals there are variations in

form and colouring which are, as it were, a compensation for

their minute dimensions as compared with creatures ranking
above them in the series of Nature. My friend pondered a
little ; I perceived some unsatisfactory idea was working in

his mind. At last he brought it out. " Yes, that's true ; but
surely you don't call butterflies animals!" "Why not?" I

answered. " They are as much entitled to the name as a dog,

an eagle, or a fish. The word ' animal ' certainly covers (with-
out being over-particular about creatures near the boundary)
all insects, and indeed whatever, by possessing sentient life

and the po^er of moving about at its will, shows that it does
not belong to the vegetable kingdom." But I found, on in-

quiry, that my friend was not solitary in his opinion
;
people

frequently assume that an " animal " does not belong, as an
appellation, to the lower classes in our zoological arrangement

;

and the error is also perpetuated in print, as I detect in several
books the phrase " animals and birds," where the author evi-

dently means "quadrupeds and birds." Of course a quad-
ruped or mammal is an animal, still the possession of four
legs gives no special claim to the epithet, and a two-legged
bird, a six-legged insect—nay, a hundred-legged Jnlus, has an
equal right to it.

Several of the butterflies that are regarded as specially
associated with fields and lanes visit our gardens in the sum-
mer, not for the purpose of depositing eggs upon cultivated
plants, nor even upon the grasses of our lawns ; they are
drawn by the attractions of the flower beds, perceived by them
at a good distance off—certainly not by sight, but by smell or
some other sense unknown to us. Entering the conservatory
or the hothouse their end is often an unfortunate one ; failing

to find their wny out they beat themselves hopelessly against
the glass, or are made prey of by some prowling spider.
The Large Heath , also called the Small Meadow Brown (Epine-

phele Tithonus), is a butterfly that may be noticed on garden
flowers in July and the beginning of August, and it has a
peculiar habit of pitching upon a leaf before it approaches the
flower it is in quest of, and, having settled, it turns itself

round. Usually the insect settles at first with its head away
from the observer, and coming by the " right about face," it

looks towards him. This species, like its relatives the Meadow
Brown and the Wall butterfly, belongs to the group of butter-
flies called " Satyrs," though the appropriateness of the name
is not apparent. I do not know whether the satyrs of the
mythologic stories were slow in their movements, one would
rather conclude just the reverse of that; but the Satyr butter-
flies are tardy fliers, and amongst them E. Tithonus, also un-
like the hunter from which it takes the specific name.

This species, though not a showy one like the gay Vanessas
that float on the summer breeze with marvellous rapidity, has
elegant markings; the bordering of all the upper surface is

brown, the centre of the wings a reddish brown, varying in
shade, with two black spots on the fore wings enclosing white
pupils. The uuder side has most variety of marking on the
hind wings, displaying marblings of grey on a darker ground,
and having four dark spots with white centres. The yellow

eggs of this butterfly are laid upon the blades of common
grasses, each like a pyramid in miniature seen by a magnifier,
but marked with a number of ribs. When the larvae come
forth in August they feed for a month or two, not much in-

creasing in size before the winter sets in, when they become
torpid and sleep till the spring at the roots of the herbage.
In the spring the larvae feed again on several Grasses, being
partial to the Couch Grass (Triticum repens), so that they may
be considered of some slight utility to the agriculturist in check-
ing the growth of this pest. These larva; are spindle or shuttle-

shaped, with small heads and two points at the anal extremity
of the body, which is of an olive green, or sometimes a dull

brown colour, with a dark stripe down the back, and two pale

stripes on each side. The chrysalis is hung head downwards
from a grass stem or leaf to which the larva had previously
spun a pad of eUk.

A much handsomer butterfly than this is the Wall (Pyrarga
Megaira), a little like the preceding in the general aspect of

the upper surface, but larger ; and if we turn a specimen over

to examine the under side we find it beautifully marbled, the
colouring being several tints of brown and grey. The prin-

cipal effect is, however, produced by six black spots on the
hind margin, each of which is surrounded by four rings of

different colours. This insect, which I have known to receive

among entomologists the familiar name of " Meggie," does
not often enter gardens, though so partial to roadsides and
open spaces. The appellation of the Wall butterfly was given
to it from its habit of pitching on walls or palings, pausing
there until some bypasser comes near, and then darting off

with speed. Indeed, it is capable of more rapid flights than
others of the Satyrs, and I have seen it soaring so high in the
woods as to be mistaken for one of the Fritillaries ; whereas
at other times parties of these butterflies may be noticed fly-

ing languidly about, so that " Meggie" is apt to be capricious.

Most years there are two broods or flights of the species, some
being out in May and some again in August. The larvae live

and thrive upon Grasses like others of the Satyr tribe.

Some of the small butterflies known as the Hairstreaka

make occasional excursions into gardens, that of the Black
Hairstreak (Thecla W. album) amongst these, perhaps from the
fact that the larva (/if/. 39) feeds upon Elm, and rows of this tree

are often planted near to the boundaries of parks, and solitary

individuals scattered about pleasure grounds. This is an in-

sect that, though by no means common, has seemingly of late

years become more plentiful, or it may be that the butterfly

had been generally overlooked by observers. It is only within
the last few years that English entomologists have succeeded
in finding the larva. All the beauty of this brisk little insect

lies on the under side ; above, all the wings present a very dull

appearance. All the wings beneath are greyish brown, crossed

by white lines or bauds, those on the hind wings assuming the

form of the letter W, and along the margin is an orange band
and a row of black spots. These wings have also two conspi-

cuous tails. Like its relative, Thecla Quercus, the species

before us will soar upwards to the height of 50 feet when in

the humour, and alight on the higher branches of the Elm

;

the attraction of flowers, especially those of the Bramble and
Clematis in the hedges, brings it usually near terra jirma. It

has not been noted by those who have seen the insect in gar-

dens what particular flowers it most affects of those cultivated

and in bloom during .July and August. This Hairstreak is

seldom observed in the west of England, and it almost dis-

appears as we approach the north. In Scotland and Ireland
it is unknown. The young caterpiDars appear in the spring
of the year, from eggs fastened on the twigs of the Elm by
the mother butterflies at this season, these eggs being coated
with a varnish-like substance, which protects them from the

cold and moisture. In colour, whQe they are small, the little

caterpillars greatly resemble the young leaves of the Elm, and
so they are not so easily found, while their dumpy aspect,

when we do detect them, almost makes us doubt if they are

caterpillars at all, and they glide along in slug-fashion, with
the head hidden beneath the next segment. They possess,

however, the usual " outfit " of legs, but these are inconspi-

cuous. The woodlouse-shaped body has a ridge running down
the back, which is brown in the full-grown caterpillar, and
edged round with yellow. At that age it is more noticeable

among the Elm leaves, though colkctors most frequently

obtain it by beating the trees into a net. Having ceased to

eat, the caterpillar passes a silken band across the body and
turns to a chrysalis, having only a repose of about three weeks.
I may add that in the August number of the " EntomologiEt,"
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the Bev. J. W. Mills statea that he has found this summer a
|

number of Thecla W. album, attracted by the flowers of the
Lime tree in his garden.
About gardens, even in the vicinity of London, the delicate

Uttle creature with a long Latin name and a short English
one, best known by the latter—viz., the White Plume (Ptero-

phorus pentadactjlus), flits about by day and night, looking
much like a snowflake in the dusk of evening. The wings in

this, as in the rest of the Plumes, are cut into divisions, the

fore wings forming two of these on each side, and the hind
wings three, so that there are ten divisions instead of the

customary four wings of the moth families. By Mr. Wood
this feathery moth is ranked among the useful insects, because

the larva feeds on the Nettle. Were that the general fact, it is

not sufficiently numerous to make much inroad upon this

prolific weed ; and though I do not doubt the correetnesg of

^^W^\^\^\^-^"'^««^"-^^^*^>^^^^^^.^\^\>i^^^^*^;^^^v<W>-^\^^

Fig. 39.—CATERPII.I.iKSjAND BDITEEFLIE3 OF THEOLi W. ALBUM.

the Btatement that the larvfe have been found on the Nettle,
I have myself taken thorn in the act of devouring the common
Bindweed of the hedges (Convolvulus Sepium), and also occa-
sionally on the garden Convolvulus ; though, on the other
hand, if the insect is not a friend, I wiU not call it an enemy
of the horticulturist. The caterpillar, of course diminutive in
size, is prettily marked with' green, white, and yellow, and
when fall-fed it spins upon a leaf a silken coating, and attaches
itself thereto to become a chrysalis, in the mode of some of

the butterflies. To view the scales or plumes of this moth to
advantage we must place it under a moderately strong micro-
scope, when the beautiful feathering of these and their satiny
lustre are brought out. It has an odd fashion of resting with
extended wings, not folding them, as do most moths in repose.

I have not been abbi to verify the assertion of some authors.

that these moths are called "ghosts" or "spectres" by
country folk. What is called the common Plume (P. pterodac-

tylus), also shows itself in gardens, with what special intent

is not so easy to say, as the food-plant of the larva is the

common Thistle, and one can hardly snppnse that this little

moth is a flower-lover. The wines of this Plume are dull

brown, with some grey and red markings. But the handsomest
of all the Plumes is the rare Eose Plume (P. rhododactylus)

;

not so named because it feeds upon the Rose, but because the

wings are sufl'ased with rose colour, varind in the upper wings
with white, yellow, and green. The Twenty, or Manv-cleft
Plume, must be mentioned lastly, as a visitant to outhouses
and tool-sheds in gardens, though seldom seen on the wing.

Here we have twenty, or, properly speaking, twenty-four

plumes, which radiate almost In a semicircle. The species is
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not sufficiently abundant to be injurioua to the Honeysuckle,

upon which the caterpillar and chrysalis have been taken, so

that our admiration of it is not checked by any apprehensions.

It is curious that in the autumn and winter months this small

insect abides unmoved in some resting place it has chosen,

keeping closely pressed to the wall until the spring with its

genial warmth stirs it up to active life.—J. R. S. C.

THE LARGE VINEKY AT LONGLEAT.
In the notes we made of a visit to Longleat, in Wiltshire,

twelve months ago, we remarked that the great vinery which

has been erected there since Mr. Taylor took the management
of the garden was in our opinion the finest in the kingdom.

We have never seen anything to compare with it, with the

exception of that at Chiswick, which, it must be remembered,

was built for a conservatory and not for a vinery. We are

now enabled to give a representation and description of this

remarkable structure.

This magnificent vinery (represented in fig. 40), is 216 feet

long and 30 feet wide in the clear. It is divided into three

compartments, the first of which, 5G feet in length, is planted

with Black Hamburgh and one plant of Chaptal. The second

division, with the exception uf one plant of Golden Champion,

is entirely devoted to Muscat of Alexandria. The third division

has one Trebbiano, one Mrs. Pince, one Strawberry Grape,

two Madresfield Court, two Muscat of Alexandria, one Gros

Guillaume, ten Lady Downe's, and eighteen AUcante. Madres-

field Court is to be removed from this division, not because it

is not a good Grape—it is one of the best in existence—but

it is not a late-keeping Grape, and ought to be in the Ham-
burgh house if it cannot have a house to itself.

The Muscats are planted 7 feet apart, and are not kept so

closely pinohed-in as Vines usually are. The treatment seems

Fi^'. 40.—The l.^rge vinery at longleat.

thoroughly',to agree with them, for it has rarely been our lot

to see such a house of Muscats. The plants were struck from

eyes in 1870, an4 were planted in .Inly of the same year ; but

they look much older, and are carrying a crop of six or seven

large bunches each, the berries of which are so closely packed

together, that those who consider the Muscat of Alexandria a

shy setter might fancy it was another variety. This, how-
ever, is not the case. The success is brought about by Mr.
Taylor's common-sense way of treating Muscats Uke other

Grapes instead of coddUng or roasting them with a high night

temperature, 55'' being considered quite high enough during

the flowering period. The Grapes are now changing colour

beautifully, and promise to be all that can be wished for.

None of the Vines in this range are to be forced : it is intended

merely to supply Grapes from August to April.

The borders were formed in the simplest possible manner,
turf being ploughed-up and carted at once, and fitted together

in its place Uke so many bricks, only there was no mortar used
;

a very slight sprinkling of boiled 1-inch bones, about a hand-
ful to a cartload, being all that was mixed with it. The
bottom, being a blue clay, was concreted and well drained.

The border is at present confined to the inside of the house,
and there is likely by present appearances to be sufficient room
there for the roots for some years to come, but there is pro-

vision made tor outside borders when necessary.

There are in each division a tank and pump, into which the

rain water is conducted, and there is also provision to let in

water from another source when the rain water fails.

The heating (by Messrs. Weeks), is also done in a simple

and most effectual manner, there being not a single dip in the

whole an'angement ; consequently it always works with a com-
paratively small amount of fuel, and there is never any diffi-

culty about the circulation.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
An old and valued friend writes from Toronto:—"Last

winter in Canada was on the whole a moderate one, but with

some excessively severe weather occasionally. The spring was
very backward—two weeks later than usual—and the summer
has been cool, with frequent heavy thunderstorms. The fruit

crop will be good in some parts, and very indifferent in others.

Strawberries are at the height of the season now (.July 1.3),

but very acid, and lacking flavour; Cherries badly cracked on
account of the rains; Currants just turning colour; Goose-

berries nil. Tho Colorado Potato beetle has been very de-

structive, taking off whole fields, and utterly destroying the

crop."

At the Lincolnshire Aokicultukal Show, among the

most interesting objects, were the seed stands exhibited for
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competition by' Messrs. James Carter & Co., of London, and
Messrs. Charles Sliarpe & Co. , of SleaforJ. The .Judges awarded
a first prize to Messrs. Carter & Co., aad a second prize to

Messrs. Sharpe & Co.

A HINT.
1 AM a youug gardener though an old man. I have been

trying the last few years to learn gardening from books, and it

is a failure. One reason is, every man writes down only his

successes, which of course come out from the adaptation of

his system to the circumstances of his garden. Under different

circumstances the system, though correctly followed, fails.

Persons situated like myself want a chronicle of failures as

well as of successes, and, above all, the reason why. In my
own case I think the reason why I faD is that my garden is so

early. A warm south aspect on the slope of a hill brings fruit

trees kito bloom, and makes vegetables of all kinds two or three

weeks earlier than with my neighbours, and as a result the late

spring frosts destroy all the promise that was displayed. How
can I retard the blooming of nearly three hundred trees ? Is

it to be done by any method of pruning ? I have my place

beautiful with shrubs and flowers, and the kitchen garden is

fairly productive, but I cannot manage to get any outdoor
fruit except against a wall. I have put in bushes, pyramids,
and oordous, and at every purchase the nurseryman has assured

me tho trees would bring fruit enough the first year to pay
the cost.

I do not know why I should bother you with this, but as I

was writing you it seemed to come from my pen of itself. I

daresay another gardener would succeed better, but my man
suits me in so many ways I must keep him, even though I lose

my fruit by it. Still, if you could give a hint how to keep
back by pruning or in any other way the blooming of my trees,

I think I should stand a better chance of ripening some fruit.

—J. W. Pewtrbss,

ME. T. APPLEBY.
On reading your account of the distressing circumstances

under which our valued old friend and instructor Mr. Appleby
is now placed, I forwarded at once, by your advice then ex-

pressed, a small contribution to his address.

If a tithe of your readers who year after year have profited

by the practical cool horticultural wisdom of poor Appleby
would do the same, an amount might be contributed more
than necessary to stave oft the cruel distress of the present

moment until his expected relief becomes available.

Mr. Appleby was, I believe, one of the first to encourage and
foster a higher moral tone amongst the young men placed

under or with him by his example, conversation, and instruc-

tion. Such things are now happily more common than they
were; but, doubtless, this consideration alone may influence

many a kind heart ia sending the sovereign or half-sovereign,

or the humbler half-crown, by both high and low, rich or poor,

of his old friends, readers, and approvers.

Iq cases like the present, bis dat qui cito dat. Send off,

brother gardeners, your mite at once.—B. T. C.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HABDY FBCIT GABDEN.

We have just finished summer-pruning the pyramid and dwarf
fruit trees. Apple, Pear, and Cherry trees are exceedingly
healthy, and the crops of all three are fully up to the average.
As much cannot be said for the Plums ; the trees are bearing a
miserable crop, and have likewise suffered severely from the
attacks of aphis, and no variety seems to have escaped. Some
of the earliest Apples and Pears have been gathered. Early
Margaret, Irish Peach, and Rod Astrachan are the earliest. The
last-named is a fine-looking Apple, and would be selected as the
best by outward appearance ; it is, liovvever, somewhat too acid
to be classed as a dessert Apple. Of Pears, Doyenne d'Ete and
Jargonelle out of doors are ready for use. In the orchard house
Beurre GifEard has furnished some very fine fruit. This is a
most est elleut .summer Pear, ripening with Jargonelle or slightly
before that variety. We make either two or three gatherings of

Pears, which considerably prolongs the season of them. Were
the fruit all to be picked at once, such varieties as are named
above would not bo in use more than a week or ten days.

Planted-out the young Strawberry plants which had been de-
tached from the parsnta a week before. When it is possible to

do so, the ground that is to receive the plants is not cropped
previously—not that it would be much harm in good deep loam,

but in our dry gravelly soil a crop of early Potatoes or early
Peas thoroughly abstracts the moisture from the ground, and
unless we trench and manure heavily after the crops are taken
off, the Strawberry plants do not succeed to our satisfaction.

On the other hand, when the ground has lain fallow since the
spring months, it is in the very best condition to receive the
plants, and success is then a positive certainty. As usual, some
of the new sorts have been tried, but there is nothing which
comes up to our old standard varieties in the primary quality,
flavour. Auguste Nicaise, a seedling raised by Dr. Nioaise, is a
very free-bearing sort; the fruit, very large and even in size, is

the best that has been tried this year. Sir Joseph Paxton has
been exceedingly fine this season, but unfortunately it is one
that will not succeed in our soil, and being very subject to

mildew was discarded. At the great Exhibition held m Mr.
Quilter's grounds, Birmingham, all the prizes were awarded to it

;

the dish that was first being fine indeed. President and Keens'
Seedling are the sorts that succeed best with us in the dark-
coloured section. Again, in the light-coloured Pine-flavoured
section, one of the very best varieties. Dr. Hogg, also faile<l to

maintain its character, though those who have suitable soil to

grow it in place it at the head of the list. British Queen, con-
sidered by some more difficult to grow than the other, invariably
gives us a good crop of fine fruit. The plants are put out 2 feet

apart, except the small-growiug sorts, for which 20 inches each
way is sufficient. A small portion of rich loam is placed round
the roots of each plant, making it quite firm, and leaving a
slight depression around each plant for the purpose of retaining
the water if it is necessary to apply it artificially. Eed spider
had also attacked the leaves, to destroy which they were dipped
in a pail of water in which soft soap and tobacco had been dis-

solved. If Broccoli would succeed with us, the ground where
the Strawberry plants had grown would be planted with it, and
as this vegetable likes compact soil to root into, no digging ia

necessary ; the plants may be let into the ground with a crowbar,

FBUIT .IND FOECINO HOUSES.
Vineries.—It matters but little whether the season is wet or

dry, hot or cold, in our dry soil red spider will surely appear
in the vineries, and unless preventive measures are promptly
applied the leaves are destroyed before they have performed
their work. How to destroy the red spider without injuring the
leaves or disfiguring the fruit, is a question of considerable im-
portance. Syringing the leaves will destroy it, if the wateri s

applied with force and periodically. But then what about the
fruit 1 The beautiful bloom, which is the principal point in well-

grown Grapes, is quite destroyed, and the fruit is not fit to be
seen on an exhibition table, or on any other. Sulphur applied
to the hot-water pipes will destroy the red spider ; but hero
again there is considerable risk of the fruit becoming rusty, for

unless the fumes of the sulphur are moderately strong the pest

will not be killed. Another plan we have tried, and when it is

done by a careful person it is the most effective for the de-

struction of the spider, and for the preservation of the Grapes.

It must also be practised on the first appearance of red spider.

All leaves attacked are sponged over with water in which soft

soap has been dissolved, and if the insect has spread pretty
well over the house there is much difficulty in destroying it;

also keep from rubbing or letting water drop on the bunches
and so disfiguring them. Lateral growths have been freely pro-

duced, and we lilce to see these come pretty strong, as it is a

sure sign that the Vines are not overcropped. Of course they
are removed as soon as convenient. We are fortunately free

from one plague this season, and that not a small one—viz.,

wasps and bluebottle flies. Various methods have been tried to

destroy them, and also to keep them from the bunches. The
bunches have been tied-up in paper and medicated bags ; brt

by far the best way, indeed there is none other satisfactory, ia

to keep the flies out of the house, and this can be easily done by
putting gauze over the ventilators. Placing the bunches in

bags effectually spoils their appearance.

PI..iNT STOVE.
Many of the occupants of this structure are much benefited if

they are removed to a cool house or even out of doors during the

mouths of July and August. If Ixoras and Gardenias are in-

fested with mealy bug place them in the greenhouse, where, if

they are thoroughly syringed twice daily, this pest will be

eradicated, and the plants will flower much more freely the

following season when they are allowed to ripen their wood in

an airy house.
Bougainvillea glabra is classed as a stove climber, but when

well established the plants should be placed out of doors during

the months indicated, and be wintered in the greenhouse. It

may be said that a plant that will bear such treatment cannot
be considered a stove plant at all ; indeed, the only claim that

it has to be classed as such is, that the plant is improved by
being placed in heat in the early spring months. But many
other plants that are usually in the catalogues as greenhouse
subjects are better with the same treatment. Stitice Holfordii

is a very fine greenhouse plant, perhaps one of the best of the

Statice family, but we have not been able to grow it well with-
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out heat in the spring months. Pleroma elegaus requires the

same treatment to cause it to grow and flower well. Kemoving
some of the stove plants wiU allow those that remain to have
more space to develope themselves, although at no time should
stove plants be crowded.
Climbers have made free growth, and it has been necessary to

thiu-out the wood freely. It is a great mistake to allow climbing
plants to overshadow the house, as those plants underneath
that require light and air are much injured by them. As the

days are becoming shorter we give more air, and do not allow

the shading to be down longer than it is absolutely necessary.

FLO^N-ER GABDEN.
Carnations and Picotees have made very strong grass this year,

and before nest week's "Doings" appear most of them will be
layered. All the choice varieties are grown in pots. In this

way we have perfect control over tbe roots, and it is also an ad-

vantage to be able to carry the plants into the greenhouse or

conservatory when they are in flower ; even if they are planted-

out tbe flowers must be protected from tbe rains. Of Golden
Tricolor Pelargoniums that are scarce, and of which it is in-

tended to increase the stock, cuttings have been put in. All the
more tender sorts should be propagated as soun as possible

;

better to have one good well-established plant than three or four
that have been struck late and are with difficulty kept over the
winter.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially escoUent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]

AUGUST.
Aldborough and Boroughbridge. . 7
Horninglow 8
Clay Cross 11
Hartlepool 11
Meldrum 11
Hillmortou (Rugby) 11
Weston-super-Mare 11
Ellon 12
R'lyal Hort. Society of Ireland 13
Tauuton Beane 13
Malmesbury 13
Birmingham 14 and 15
Ryhopo 18
Keevil, Wilts 19
EckiQf^ton 19
Cardiff (Glamorganshlrej 19
Deal aQd Walmer 20
Haverfordwest 20
Reading 20
Belfast 20 and 21
Eastbourne 21

AUGUST.
Keighley 21 and 22
Todmorden 22
Shotley Bridge 22
Wakefield 22
Warkworth 24
Wotton-under-Edge 25
Banbury 25
Dudley ( Worcestershire J 25, 26, and 27
St. Andrews 26
Sherborne 26
Kempsey 27
Cirencester 2?
Tynemouth and S. Northumber-
land 26 and 27

Skircoat (Yorkshire) 28
Sandy 28
Perth 2S
Chailey 28
Falkirk 23
Bishop Auckland 28
Kilmun, atroue, and Blamore .... 29

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed eitherj to "The
Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed
to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on oue side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to [any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable
trouble and expense.

Books (J. Vine).—We never heard of a work on general gardening written
by a Mr. Mitchel. You must make a mistake in the name.

Roses {W. A. TT.).—The only way to get a list of all the Roses extant
would be to procure the catalogues of all the Eose-growera, which they would
willingly supply you with.

Fruits for Leeds (A fJubsci-iber).—You 'could not have made a better
selection, and they will all succeed in the situations you have indicated.

Seedling Raspberry (J. D , Knumbrd).—ThG fruit was so bruised in the
caiTia^e that we could form no opiniou of it.

White Lily (Mrs. Lakenham).—The Lily you sent is the old white Lily,
in which the petals, and, indeed, all the parts of the inllorescence, are con-
verted into white leaves.

Azaleas after the Buds are Set (J. B. £ ).—The plants being now
plunged in the open ground, ought to remain there until the end of September,
and should then be moved to a light airy pogitiou in a house from wliieh frost
is excluded. The situation out of doors ought to be shaded from sun during
the hotteat part of the day, and the pots set on, not plunged, or only partially
BO, in coal ashes.

Roses to Flower in Winter (/(Zchi).—To flower in winter prune the
plants at once, and repot, but without disturbing the ball—merely removing

any loose soil. Place in an open sunny position, keeping well supplied with
water, but not making the soil sodden, and water overhead moruiog and
eveuiog. This will be sullicieut uutil tho plants have started afresh; but
water should be given if necossaiy to keep the soil in a moist healthy state.

At the end of September the plauts should be placed in a cool airy house
having abundant ventilation, and be kept from frost. They may give you
some flowers late in autumn and early in winter. The Tea- scented aod
Hybrid Perpetuals are best, but the Noisette and Bourbon clasacs aie very

useful.

Davallia canariensis not Growing (il/. D.).—We should at once repot

the plant, removing all the rhizomes which are dry and saiiless, keeping the
centre of the plant rather high, and tho rhizomes on the surface. Keep
moderately watered, and moiat overhead until autumn ; then keep dry, but
only so much so as not to allow of the rhizomes shrivelling. It will succeed
in a greenhouse from which frost is excluied. Sandy peat three parts, fibrous

yellow loam one part, half a part each crocks (broken pots) and silver sand,
with good drainage, will gi'ow it well. We think the Lycopod sent is Selaglnella

Lyallii.

PoLYPODiUM (Drynaria) pustulatdm PROPAGATION (M. P.).—The above
ig the name of tho Fern of which you sent us a frond. It is modt generally

known as Drynaria, but in some collections it is named Pleopeltis pustulata or

Billardieri. Propagation is effected by taking off the creeping stems with a
portion of the roots, and potting them singly in pots that will hold the rooted

part, the short and branched stems being best, not more than half-corering

the stems, and securing them in position with a peg or pegs. Kept moist and>

shaded it will soon make fresh roots, and begin to grow freely. It is best to

take the divisions in spring just before or when the plants are commencing to

grow. It may, however, bo doue now.

HoT-WATER Boiler (Ledbitrij).—There is such a great vai'iety of boileis

with but slight differences that we could not justifiably recommend one in

preference to another ; besides, as a rule, we do not recommend dealers. What
you require may be gleaned from oui' advertising columns. Write to some
maker stating the piping required to be heated, and ask for prices. Only a
small boiler will be required, but it is well to have one that in power is above
rather than beneath that needed.

Heating Conservatory (A. F. \S.).—You will need two rows—namely,
flow and return, 3-inch pipes, along the front and both ends of your bouss.

The most economical mode of heating would be from a boiler at the back of

the kitchen fire, but so arranged that the hot water could be turned off or on
as required, the water circulating in a cistern conveniently situated, and
answering for baths, &c. ; but care must be taken that when hot water is

required for the conservatory, it can be had by the stoppage of the circulation

in the cistern. You will need valves in the conservatory as well as in the
flow and return from the cistern. Be careful) not to have both the con-
servatory and cistern valves closed at the same time, also to have a proper
supply cistern. The^e measures are necessary to prevent an explosion. "We
should not think of having a boiler purposely for this house when you have
the means of heating from the kitchen range.

Heating (Subsrrihcr).— Opinion differs as to the merits of cast or wi'ought

iron for boilers. For general purposes cast iron is probably the better of the
two. The valves should be within each house, and in tho 2- inch pipes rather

than the 4-inch, as the cost would be considerably less for the smaller size*

Two-inch pipes will answer for the mains, and will give a more speedy cir-

c'llaMon than were they of larger diameter, but we presume they originate

from pipes of larger diameter, the flow and return in connection with the
boiler being more than ii inches. Instead of three rows of 4-inch pipes being
better than two for a propagating pit, we should think four would not he toe

many, as two will be required for bottom heat, and yet two may be enough.

Lettuces for Wintering in Frames (M. A. H. B. L.).—The best two
Cabbage kinds are Commodore Nutt and Lee's Immense Hardy Green or Ml
the Year Round ; and Cos, Hicks' Winter White, and Bath Cos Sugarloaf.

The seed should be sown in the second or third week of August, and the
young plants transplanted unier frames in October. We advise you to cover
the surface, especially about the plants, with charcoal.
Geraniums for Early Flowering—Stopping Fuchsias (Idevi).—We

presume the plants are of the Show, Spotted, and Fancy kinds, not of the
Zonal or Nosegay sections. The former should be cut down now, each shoot
to within two or three eyes of its base, and should be kept in a cool aii*y house
until they break ; when they have shoots about an inch long they should be
turned out of the pots, the soil removed, and be returned to the same size of
pot. Place them in a cold frame, and in September remove them to a light

airy situation, in a house from which frost is excluded. For early flowering
the plants shuuld not bo stopped, but be shifted into the blooming pots in
November or early in December, and the shoots regulated as they advance.
In February tbe temperature may be raised to 45- or 50'' by tire heat, in
Jlarch to 55 -, and they will flower in April. Fuchsias ought not to be stopped
later than six weeks before the time at which they are requii-ed to flower.

Aphides on Cauliflowers ( IF. A'. /i.).—The aphis would be best destroyei?.

by tobacco water, a gallon of tobacco juice diluted in five gallons of water, and
applied to the plants overhead with a rose watering pot. Dustiug the plants
with quicklime early in the morning or late in the evening is very useful,

repeating the dusting every second or thh-d day ; also a solution of soft soap,
2 ozs. to the gallon of water, applied with a rose watering pot at a temperature
of lUU

.

Rose Buds Scorched—Propagating Wallflowers, Sweet Williams,
AND Violas {Nannie).—The only way to prevent the scorching of the Rose
buds will be to slightly shade them ; a little hay or a branch of a tree tied on
would answer perfectly. Yourqueryrespecting the Vines was answered the week
before last ; we have no recollection of circumstances jjrompting the advice.
Write to us again with particulars. Wallflowers of all but the double kinds
are best raided from seed, the double ones of particular kinds from cuttings.
They do best raised annually, the old plants being rooted-out after flowering,
or you may keep them for a second year, the parts which have flowered being
cut away as well as any straggling growths. Sweet Williams last for several
yeai's if trimmed after flowering, and the flowering-stems cut away. The
finest flowers are produced on young plants raised from seed annually. Tbe
same remarks apply to Violas. They are best propagated by cuttings every
year, though tbcy will endure for two or three years. They should bo
trimmed-in and top-dressed early in autumn.

Plants forGreenhouse (A'ot'xv).—Unless your house were heated it would
not answer for plants in winter. We should advise you to have a stove boiler
within the bouse, with a flow and return 2-iuch pipe along the front, which
will be sufficient to keep out frost. In this case 3'our house will answer for
Camellias, Epacrises, Ericas, Acacias, Azaleas, Corouilla, Cytisas, which, with
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Primnlas, Cyclamens, Cinerarias, and a few bolbs, as Hyacinths, Narcifsua,
Tulips, and a few plants of Spirspa japonica, Deutzia crracilis, aad Dielytra
spectabilis. would make your house interesting; and gay during the.winter and
spring months. For the outside flower-put you would see what Mr. Luck-
hurst advised in late numbers of this Jouraal, from which select uuch as are
likely to meet your requirements.

Men Rfquihed for Garden and Faesi (A Thirteen-years Su.h-icriher).—For the kitchen carden you will require two men, and for the lawn, shrub-
beries, &c., three, for the farm grass land one man, dependant upon what is

hept in the way of stock. If you have dairy cows, a man may be wanted for
them, and poultry, &c., but if sheep and fat cattle, one man will do. It is

the same with the garden and grounds. If there are many walks, an extensive
carriage drive, and much mowing by band, the men named may be under
^vhat the work demands; but we think your requirements would be met by a
iead gardener having a knowledge of grass iand and stock, two iinder gar-
deners, an apprentice or boy, five labourers, and u shepherd. Extra help
would, of course, be needed in hay time, Ac.

Constructing Pit for Cucumbers and Stove Plants (ff. P.).—The
house would be better 2 feet wider and higher, or 9 feet, which will give you
more head room, the path being at the back, though we should have a shelf
or bed 2 feet wide at the back, either of which would be useful, and a bed in
front for the Cucumber plants. It should be 4 feet wide, and have two rows
of hot-water pipes for bottom heat. They may either be in a chamber covered
with flags, or be suiTounded and covered with drainage rubble, and for top
teat four rows of piping will be requii-ed. They may be 3-incb pipes. Bottom
heat may be dispensed with for the stove division, but if you should wish to
prow Melons, or change the division for Cucumber-growing, the border with
bottom heat would be desiiabie. The incline of the roof should be 1 foot to
3 feet of width, which will give you a back wall of 9 feet, and front wall of
(j feet, 2 feet of it being sashed.

Spring Flower Gauden {A Bc<]inncr).~T'he design will be much im-
proved by reducing the circles in the chain of outer beds to a uniform diameter
of 5 feet, and by shortening the long beds (3 inches at each end, so as to give
an additional foot of turf between the beds. The long beds ousht also to bo
reduced from 6 to 5 feet in width, which will afford ample breadth of colour
for BO sroaU a garden ; and if the foot of space taken from the beds is added
to the turf outside the design, it will materially contribute to the general
effect, and more particularly improve the appearance of the sides skirted by
the walks. A fine cone-shaped specimen H or 4 feet high of Peroettya augus-
tifolia or Cotoneaster Simmondsii will answer admirably for the centre. The
Cotoneaeter, from the bold and strikiog effect of its profusion of large hand-
some scarlet benies, is perhaps preferable. Paper Wbiteis the best Narcissus
to dot the bed of Saponaria calabnca with. Imperial Blue Pansy is the best
of its colour ; it is a deep rich blue. Cerastiiim toraentosnm is certainly
preferable to the Autennaria for carpet bedding. Anemone coronaria, or
Poppy Anemone, is the best scarlet Anemone. Canary Bird is a fine yellow
Tulip, but we would discard it from the beds of Anemone, and the crim-
son Kes Rribrorum from the corner circles. Nothing can be more chaste
than the effect of a bed of the delicate yellow Cbeiranthus Marsballi edged
with Santolina iucana. The contrast of these and the Anemone beds with
your beautiful panel beds will be escellent, and far more effective without the
Tulips than with them.

Double Balsams (Ba/^aiu).—We are not aware that old seed produces a
greater proportion of doable flowers than new. If you get a good strain
siearly every plant will produce double flowers, whether the seed be old or
new.

Fumigating Grapes (An Old Subscriber).—It will not hurt the Grapes to
fumigate them to destroy thrips.

Grapes Diseased iB. T.).—Yom- Grapes have got the mildew. Dust them
with flowers of sulphur.

Destroying "Wasps {J. J. Jo!Les).~Yo\i will find instructions in this day's
number of the Journal.

Sowing Polyanthus (J. P.).—There is no better time to sow Polyanthus
aeed than now. Sow it in pans, and place it in a cool frame or spent Cucum-
ber frame, and when the plants are fit to handle prick them out, and you will
iiave stroDg plants before winter.

Border Plants for Automn and Winter Un«a L(^^y).—The two cir-

cular beds on turf would look well with a patch of Erica carnea in the centre,
enclosed by three rings of grey, yellow, and deep crimson—Santolina incana
next the Eiica, then Golden-Feather Pyiethrum, with Ajuga reptans outside.
In favourable seasoLs Erica carnea comes into fiuwer soon after Christmas,
and nothing can be brighter at that season thuu its dense cushions of fine
pink. In planting the borders we would avoid straight lines or any geome-
trical pattern, striving rather to produce a natural effect that is certain to
prove most iuteresting and pleasing, with dwarf shrubs of an evergreen and
variegated character. A selection once made would last a lifetime with
ordinary care, and by occasional additions of new introductions a rich collec-
tion might be formed of the very best of all hardy winter plants. We append
a short list. Erica mediterrauea. Erica carnea, Ledum bjxif )Uuro, L. latifoliiim
compactum, Bhododendron ferrugineum, Kalmia angnstifolia. K. latifoiia,

'K. nana, K. rosea, K. rubra, Andromeda floribunda, A. Catei^brei. A. poUfolia,
Azalea amtena, Yucca recnrva. Yucca gloriosa, Th ija aiirea, Santolina Chamje-
cyparissns, Mahonia Aquifolium, Skimmia japonica, Osmanthus variegatus,
Ilex Aquifolium, I. torulosa, I. Golden Queen, Laurustinus, Pernettya mucro-
nata, Pernettya angustifolia. Cotoneaster microphylla, C. Simmondsii, Hedera
albo-raarginata, H. La Reine, H. aureo-maculata, II. chrysocarpa. H. palmata,
H. Baetjneriana, Junipems tamariscifulia, Ketiuospora leptocladon, Retiuo-
spora eiicoides.

Preventing Moss on Floor of Greenhouse (White Bosc).—Dissolve
1 lb. of powdered arsenic in threegallons of cold water, boil and keep stirring ;

then add seven gallons of cold water and 2 lbs. crushed soda. Stir the whole
well whilst boiling, and apply hot to the *quarries" with a rose wateriug-pot.
It will kill the whole of the moss, but must not be allowed to run off on the
borders in which the roots of plants may be. It may be kept from these by
an old cloth laid on the sides^of the pathway : afterwards burn the cloth. It
will keep the floor free for a long time. Care must bo taken in the use of
this remedy, as it is poison.

Drac.enas for Greenhouse (Idrnt).—Some Bpecies of this highly-deco-
xative genus would succeed. They are D australis, D. erythrorachis, D. fra-

prentissima, D. indivisa, D. nutans, and D. Veitcbii. D. termiualis and
D. rubra would also probably succeed if tlie plants had no more water than
sufficient to keep them frewh.and wore ]>laced in the warmest part nf the house.
They may bo grown from seed, but we believe it is not tu be had of seedsmen

in this country. They would make nice plants in two years. The flowers
are not remarkable; the plants are grown for the foliage.

Potatoes Maki.vg New Growth {Old Subscriber).—Are they quite as
bad as you say ? Have " all " made fresh growths ? If so, better dig them
up. Potatoes make a second gi-0(vth when heavy rain cornea after a period of
drought. They have dme so in our own garden this year. Those intended
for planting are dug up, but the portion required in the kitchen has been
allowed to remaiu, as only abiut one-third of the tubers have started to grow.

Trees for an Exposed Situation and Chalky Soil (A Subscriber).—
If you contemplate the formation of a screen or protecting belt there is
no better evergreen than the robust Pinus austriasa for such a position.
Of others of this cla^8 the be^t are Picea pectinata, Picea Pinsapo, Pinus
Cembra.Thuji Warreaua, with Scotch Fir, English Yew, Holly, and Evergreen
Oak; and of decid'ions treea take the Larch, Pseud-Acacia, Elm, Maple,
Spanish Chestnut, Turkey Oak, Common and Fern-leaved Beech, and the
Birch.

Stortng Filberts (C7te8stn(7/o?il.—See that the husks are thoroughly dry
at the base before storing. A good plan is to place them in glazed jars, and
paste paper or other material closely over the tops, keeping them where it is

not damp, and where the temperature i^ tolerably equable—a di-y cellar for
instance. Or the jars containing them may be covered seeurely, and buried
in a dry situation.

Leaf Mould [Biceps) —The leaf mould you have in a cask we should tnm
out in a dry open place, and put in liyers 2 inches deep, makin? each
layer quite white with quicklime. Let the whole lie about ten days, then
turn over, and blacken each layer with soot. After this turn over daily for a
fortnight, and your leaf soil will be available for pottiog purposes.

Supporting Fruit-tree Branches {Idem].—There is no better method
than a forked branch of a tree as a prop, placing a piece of matting in the
fork or around the branch of the tree, which will keep it from rubbing with
wind. We have sometimes secured the branches with soft rope stretched
from the higher to the lower branches, and across, so as to form a balance.
This has a much neater appearance, and answers well when the treea have
strong central upper branches. Prop^ are certainly not ornamental, but any
temporary ungamliness can be tolerated for the sake of utihty.

Stove Boiler inside Greenhouse (J. H. .i.).—There is no fear of a
stove boiler injuring the plants by consumiog the air, as the air derived from
the house for combustion must ba replaced by fresh from the external air

through the cracks, &c., of tbe door of tho house and laps of the glass. The
stove should have a smoke-funnel or chimney taken outside clear of the
house to carry off the smoke and vapour resulting from combustion, and have
attached to it a sufficient quantity of hot-water piping to exclude frost iu the
severest weatbei".

Plants not Flowering in Conservatory (W. T. F. M, J.).—From tho
fact of Orchids and Ferns doing well, it is patent your house is too dark for

flowering plants, due, probibly, to position, to the shade of adjoining objects,
to the opaque nature of the gla?s, or to the woodwork; or it may be artifi-

cially shadad to meet the requirements of the Orchids and Ferns. Which of
these we are not able to say is the cause, but it is evident the flowering
plants requii'e more light, and probably air.

Crassulas after Flowering (D. D.).—We conclude that they are
Kalosanthes coccinea or allied kinds. Cat down each shoot to within an inch
of its base, keeping the plants in a light airy position, and watering carefully.

Disbud to two or three shoots on each branih. Repot in the same size of

pot when the shoots are well broken, reducing the ball by picking the soil

awav from the sides with a pointed piece of wood. Winter in a light airy

position in the greenhouse, watering moderately. Shift in February into

pots of from 2 to 4 inches larger diameter, increasing the supply of water
with the growth, or from April up to the middle of June, then place out of

doors on slates in front of a south wall or fence, watering as required, and
remove to the greenhouse iu September. They will flower the loUowiog
season, staking the shoots or tying them down or out as they advance. The
plants will in this case only fljwer every alternate year. They will flower

every year if you only cut bick now tbe shoots tl^t have flowered, leaving

those not flowering this yeir for nest; but in this way the plants are not
nearly so fiuely formed as by the other process.

Name of Fruit (IF. F.).—The Apple is Sheep'a Snout.

Names of Plants (J. E. S.).—Veronica sptcata. (H. Pollard).—1, Lapa-
geria rosea; 2, Polygala grand iflora ; S, apparently a Crassula, but a wretchtd
specimen; 4, a Begouia of some kind; 5, Magnolia fuscata. It is next to

impossible to name plants from such specimens as these. (Cha^.Clay, M.D.].

—If you will send us a piece of the plant we will endeavour to nama it, but

we cannot make anything of it by the description you give. {R. Maitland}.

—It is Selaginella lepidophylla, called the " Resurrection Plant" from the
property you describe of opening and closing after it is withered. It does not
requii'e any special treatment. [Flora).—Vicia Cracca. (Brislolian).—1, *'e-

laginella Brauuii; 2, Cystopteris fragilis; 3, Polypodium cambricum; 4, 5, 6,

are probably all three varieties of Selaginella Martensii, but specimens are

all without fructification, so we cannot be certain. (Alfred W. Q. P.).—Sedum
spurium. (Mrs. H.Jones).— 1, Crassula (Rocheai coccinea; 2, Silene Armeria ;

3, Verbena bonariensis; 4, Sautolioa incana. (G. S.).—Raphanus Rapbanis-
trum. (Alice).—6, Gentiana cruciata. All the others are onnameablo, being
without flowers. (Mrs. (Kj.—Isochilus linearis, Asclepiasourassavica. (J.N.),

Nicaniraphysaloidos, L.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PiaEON OHEOOTOLE.

MOULTING.
The following notes will answer the queries of " E. H. R." :

—

The natural time for fowls to moult is when the principal

work of the year is done, and when the thin worn-out plumage
that has been more than sufficient during the summer months
must give place to new and better clothing for the winter. It

is a great strain on the constitution of a fowl, and could not be
properly carried on if any other effort were required at the same
lime. When, then, the natural season for laying, sitting, and
rearing a brood is over, the whole remaining energies of the
bird are thrown into the formation of a new plumage. The
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older the bird geta the longer the process lasts, but it generally

comes to a satisfactory coDclnsion. except where liealing food

and Hpiced condiments are used. The food during the moulting
time should be nourishing and cooling. Ground oata slaked

"witli milk are very good; lettuces are excellent; barleymeal,

sopped bread, groats from gruel, are ail good. All Htimulauts are

bad. A cool body is essential to the formation of healthy

feathers. The stub that is to form the feather must have a cool

and moist bed in which to grow. Such food as we have named
will supply it. Stimulants and heating food dry up all the
nutriment of the embryo, and it dies away. Inexperienced
people often advise hempseed. Nothing can be worse ; nothing
is more heating. The effect of feeding a moulting bird on
hempseed entirely, and then continuing it as the staple food, is

to turn the plumage nearly black. Where birds are fed on it

when the plumage should be growing, the feathers die before

they attain maturity. Blackened stubs take the place of a

bright and healthy plumage, itching follows, and the bird, to

allay it, positively eats away the flesh. This is more especially

the case with the flight feathers of the wing. Sugar has the

same effect on Parrots.
Some breeds moult more easily than others. "We know no

bird that moults more easily than a Dorking ; none moult with
so much difficulty as the Spanish. Neither Houdans norCrt-ve-
Co!>ar3 are clever moulters, and we are almost disposed to say
that non-sitters are bad moulters.

BUCKINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
[From a Correspondent.)

This was held in connection with the forty-eighth annual
horticultural exhibition on Tuesday July 2Sth, and was a great

succesB, It is, we understand, to be continued annually, but
with some modifications, for however successfal any show
may be, it is rare indeed that some improvements cannot be
suggested for the future. One of the principal we believe will be
to throw open the competition, and increase the prizes, eo as to

have separate classes for chickens ; for on this occasion adult
and young birds competed together, and in some instances the
latter appeared to look rather disdainfully on their seniors in
their now tattered garb. Perhaps in no instance were the
effects of exhibition more apparent than in a good pen of Dork-
ings exhibited by the Rev. E. Bartrum, where one hen appeared
to be so much beaten that she crouched in one corner of the
pen, implying as plainly as actions could, " Give me rest time

;

I change my dress, and I shall not then be ashamed to face the
public again."
The Game classes contained some very good birds, but many

of their owners appear to want a model for dubbing from the
yards of such exhibitors as Fletcher, Matthews, itc. There were
some very promising chickens in these classes. Black Spanish
were few in number, but good in quality. Cochins were very
good. Especially promising was a pen of Buff chickens shown by
Mr. J. K. Fowler, but they require a few weeks' more enjoyment
on their runs ere they do battle with their elders. Bantams
were all in one class, but are to be divided for the future. The
Any variety class contained a good pen of Miuorcas, also CrC-ve-
Cosurs and Houdans.
Turkeys were but poorly represented. This we were sur-

prised at, as we know many good birds are reared in Bucking-
hamshire and the adjoining counties, but the Ducks and Geese
made up both in quantity and quality for their neighbours'
shortcomings.
We cannot close these few remarks without mentioning for

the satisfaction of absent exhibitors, that we never saw a better
working Honorary Secretary and Committee, who took the
entire charge of the specimens committed to their care,
ministered to their wants, and stationed themselves at various
points, so that the whole Exhibition was under their eyes,
thereby saving many birds that large share of unlucky pokes
with sticks and even umbrellas from visitors that has become too
prevalent to be pleasant to either the birds or their owners.
Turner's pens were used, but as we have before remarked, they
would be much better if he would strain a piece of calico or
canvas along the backs; it would be lighter carriage, and not
cost much. With the open wire backs, especially the centre
rows, where they stand back to back, some such contrivance
would be most beneficial; birds would then face the public, in-
stead of as now continually trying to reach their neighbours.
The tent was crowded with visitors throughout the day, and all

the specimens were fed and repacked the same evening for the
return journey.

OPEN CLASSES.
DoBKiNGS.—2, Rev. E. Bartrum, Eerkhampstead ; J. Rodwell, Maidsmoreton.
Game.—1, S. Field, AmbrosdeD, Bic^st^r. 2. J. Rodwell.
t-PANi9H.—ZT/rtC/c—1. E. Winwood. Worcester. 2. W. NottaRR. Northampton.
Bhahmab.—I, H. Wyman, Peterborough. 2, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapatone.

OPEN ONLY TO MEMBERS
DoRKiNoq.—1, T. Gongh, Euckinghara. 2, J. Terry, Buckingham. Cock.—I,

G. M. Morecraft, Winslow.
CncuiNs.— I, J. Rodwell. 2, A. F. F.inlkner. he, J. K. Fowler, Ayleahury.

Cocfc.—1, J. K. Fowler, he, J. Gumey. Winslow. '

Gami!.—1, S. Field. 2, A. C. RoRora, Euckingham. c, J, yjilmona, Maids-
moivton ; J. Bennett, Stown, CocK.— 1 aud he, a. i". Swain, Kadi-live.
M'ANisH.— 1, T. CoatcH, ThornbiiroiiBh. a, W. White, Buckinjiham.
Hambuhghs.— Goitt or i>iLver-pencilled.~i, A. F. Faulkiier. 2, Rev. A. G.

Ililtun, Westbury. lic,T. C HudHon, BuckiDghiiin. c, J.tiurney, Winblow.
Hambukghs.— (?oW or Sitver-Kpangled.— l. J, tiurney.
Brahma Puotra.— 1. J. Gumey. 2, J. Terry, he, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury,

Coc/c.—l. J. Rodwell. 2, J. Guiuey,
EvNTAMa.—1. T. Bradbury. BuckinKham. 2, J. Gurney. c, A. F. Faulkner.
Any other Vakii'.tv.— 1, ,(. (liirncy (Minorca). 2, J. K. Fowler (Silkies or

Frt-uch). S. J. K. Tibbeila, BuelunKhum (Houdans). he, J. Steeden, Tingewiek.
FAUMVAhD.—1» J. Beuiittt. 2, E. Emorton, Buckingham. S, J. Treadwell,

Radchve.
GEbSE.—1, J K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. A. Oeborn, Maldemoreton. he, J. Tread-

well, Finmere ('Jt.

Dvciis.—Aylt!8bin-^/.~l and 2, J. K. Fowler, he, J. Rndwell. e, C. Daviea*
Eucliiughaui. lioui-n.—l and "i, J. K. Fowler, he, T. Attwood,Leckhampt,tead.
ToKKbYS.— 1, J. Bennett, 2, Mrs. M. A. Uuborn.
CnicKENS.—1, G. M. Morecraft, Winelow. 2, J. Terry, he, J. Steeden,

Tmgcwiek.
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Fowls.—1, R. Soden, Buckingham (Gamei, 2 and 5, J. Steeden {Wbite
Silkies and Gold-pencille<l Uaniou' gha). S. W. Burnell, Buckingham (ailvcr
liumhurghs). 4, W. Hickman Gawcott (Golden Hamburghs).
Docks. -1, A. Tyred, BuckingUarn. 2. T. Hands. M idamoreton. S, W.

\Vheeler. Buckingham. 4, J. Gunthorpe, Buckmgham (Aylesbury). 5, J.
Gilea, Buckingham.
ExTHA pMizea. — Mrs. 1\I. A. Osborne, Maidamorcton Mill (Peacock); J,

Steeden (collection of Rabbits, Pigeons, aud FowIb).

Judge.—Mr. "W. E. Jeffries, Ipswich.

CASTLE DONINGTON POULTKT SHOW.
This was held on July 20th in conjanction with a Floral Ex-

hibition in the grounds of the Hall Farm, Castle Donington,
Derby.
Dorkings.—Cocfc.—l. S. W. Hallam, Whitwick. 2, Miss M. Murray. Thulaton,

c, H. Feast, Swansea. Hcjis.—i, M. M. Oaahmore.SheepBhed. 2, a. W. Hallam.
c, H. Feast.
Brahmas.—Cocfc.—1, Rev. R. Story & H. Story, Lockington Vicarage. 2, J.

Gunn, Coalville, he. Dr. J. Uolmea, Chestertieid ; R>?v. K. Story & H. Story.
e. A. Eyre, Castle Do-ungton. Hcns.~l, Dr. J. Holmes. 2 and ha, Rev. K.
Story & H. Story, c, W. Miiia, Diseworlh,
Cochins.— Cotfc.—i, M. M. Cashmore. 2 and c. Rev. R. Story & H. Story,

Eens.—i, B. S Lowndes, Stoney Stratford. 2, M. M. Cashmore. he and c, Rev.
R. Story & H Story.
Spanish.—Blat/c.—Cocfc—l, S, W. Hallam. 2, Hon. G. Hastinga, Donington

Park. Hens-—>, S. W. Hallam.
Game.— C'ocfc.—1, R. A. Barton, Caatle Donington. 2 and c. J. Richardson,

Loughborough, he. Earl oi Louduun, Donington Park. HeJis.—i, Earl of
Lounoun. 2. J. Richardson.
B.i.nBURGHs.—^imiufled.—Cock.—'l, S. "W. Hallam. 2, G. T. Eaton, Castle

Donington. he, M. iU. Cashmore. Hens.—1,R. A. Barton. 2, M. M. Cashmore.
c, S. W. Hallam.
B.AIHBTJROKS.—Pencilled —f^ock —"[, H. Feast. 2. G. Drucott, Hopwell Hall.

he, H. H. Thompson. Culeahill, Berks, c, J, Gunn. BeJis.—l, Dr. O. Hall>
bwadlincote, li, A. Brigga, Caatie Doiiington. he, H. H. Thompson, c, S. W.
Hallam.
Any other Distinct Variety.— Coc/c.—l, Dr. C. Hall. 2, H. Feast, c, T.

Cawdell. Ke^worth. Hens.— I, H. Feast. 2, Rev. R. Story & H. Story.
Any Variety.— C/((c/,:(?»i-—l, Mi93 M. Murray, Thulaton. 2, J. Richardson,

Lousrhborough. Extra 2, Rev. R. Story & H. Story, Lockington. he, W. Thorn,
Stanton-by-Bridge (a); M. M. Cashmore, Sheepahed. c, G. K. Pym, Belper;
Earl of Loudoun,
Selling Class.~1, Mi83 JI. Murray, Thulstone. 2, M. M. Cashmore. he, C.

Spenaer.
Bantams.—Coc/:.—l. M. M. Cashmiire. Hen.'^.—l, R. Rookesby, Stamford, Lin-

coln. 2, J. Richardson, he, Larl of Loudoun, c, H, Feaot. Swansea.
Cottagers' Ci^iss—Any varietn.—Cock—l, W. Poxou, Luciiington. 2 and

3, A. Burton, Castle Doniugton. Hen.—l, 2, and 3, A. Burton.
DvcKS.—Aylesbury.— 1, H H. Cashmore. 2. C. W. Stury, Castle Donington.

he. Rev. R. Story & H. Story. Any other variety.—1, 1. Clifford, Caailw Doning-
ton. 2. G. T. Eaton. Castle Doniugton.
Geese.—1. J. Nicklinaon, laley Walton. 2, J. J. Brigga, King's Newton. hc>

— Porter. Lockington.
ToREEYS.— 1. — Porter. 2, J. Nicklinson.

^

Prize for the greatest number of points in Poultry, M. M. Cashmore.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1. H. Parker, Lour Eaton. 2, M. M. Cashmore.
ToaiBLERs.- 1 and 2, M. M. Cashmore,
Fantails.—I and 2, M. .M. Cashmore.
PonTERS.— I and 2, M. M. Cashmore.
Owls.—1 and i, M. M. Cashmore. lie, A. J. Barnes. Gloucester,
TuRBiTS.— 1 and iie, M. M. Cashmore. 2, S. W. Hallam, VVhitwick.
Jacobins.—1 and 2, iVT. M. Ca hmore.
Antwerps.—1, Earl of Loudoun. 2. 1. Clifford, Castle Donington.

Rabbits,—Z)ou6?e Lopiyed.—l, H. Robotham, Castle Donington. 2, M. M.
Cashmore. Heaviest.— I, H. Robotbam.

Judges.—Rev. T. O'Grady and Mr. Marshall.

LEICESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The entries at this Show last year were somewhat in excess

of those of 1874, but it is most satisfactory to be able to say,
never has Leicester Show abounded in so many first-class

poultry as last week. la almost every case the winners were
birds of note throughout, the kingdom, and we may safely state
such an exhibition would have been a credit to any town in the
empire. Among the most notable breeds, perhapa, were Light
Brahmas, White Cochins, aud Buff and Partridge. K. S. S.

Woodgate, Esq., and Mrs. Agnes Williamson showed three pens
of Whites of such trauscendant merit, that the Committee at
once permitted an extra prize to be awarded, as they generously
did in some other instances. We caunot do otherwise than
speak most highly also of Mrs. Williamson's Light Brah^nas as
being especially praiseworthy. The Buff CocJiin chickens were
exceedingly fine and well shown, but the Gartic fowls were not
in nearly such good show condition as those exhibited here
in bygone years. No Hamhurghs competed except^ Golden*
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spangled, many of which were excellent ; the class being equally
open to Silver-spangled, none, however, of the latter colour
being sent. There should certainly have been a class for the
Pencilled breeds likewise, but we suppose it was an oversight
when making-out the original prize schedule that will now be
corrected. Game Bantams were many of them very good, the
Brown Reds particularly so, and the Any other variety class for
Bantams was really of the highest character.
The Aylesbury Ducks proved to be magnificent, and some re-

markably fine Rouen ducklings were e.xhibited. Whistling
Ducks, which always appear as self-satisfied as can be imagined,
caused many visitors considerable interest; and the Selling
classes abounded with cheap bargains to those requiring them.
The Geese and Turkeys were remarkably fine, and we were glad
to see they enjoyed pens ample enough in size to allow exercise
for the birds themselves, and also an easy inspection by visitors.

It may be some years ere so many high-class Pigeons are to be
found in so small a collection, among the Toys there being
Frillbacks, Fire Pigeons, and many other interesting and scarce
varieties.

No Committee can be more deserving of support, every at-
tention being devoted to the welfare of the birds during the
Show, and the repacking of the poultry, S:c.^ at Leicester is in-
variably managed with the greatest care and expedition. The
fine weather brought together a very large company on both
days.
DoRKiVGs.—1 and 2, J. Watts, Kina's Heaih. 3. S. C. Pilgrim, Hinckley.

Chickens.— 1. J. Watts. 2, M. M. Cashmore, Sheepshed, LouKhboroufih.
Spanish.—1, J. T. Hincks, Humberstone. 2, M. Brown, Ab Kettleby, Melton

Mowbrav. Itc, H. Yardloy, Birmintjham.
C0CHIN8. — Cm?mnjon and Buff — I, H. Tomlinaon, Birmingham. 2, H.

Yardley. he, E. Winwood, Worce-ter. Chickens —1, H- Thompson. 2, H.
Yardley. he. F.J. Draper, Burton-on-Trent : H, Feast., Swansea.
Cochins.— TT'?ii(e.—l, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pemburv, Tnnbridge Wells. 2 and

Extra 2, A. Williamson, Leicester. Chickens.—], R. S. S. Woodgaie. 'J, No
competition.
Cocuiss. — Any other varictii. -1. T. Sear, Aylenburv. 2. T Sheppurd,

Humberstone. Chickens.— 1, T. Sbeppard. 2, H. Feast, he, T. bismey,
Ayleatone, Leicester.
Beahmas.-I and he, A. Williamson. 2, J. Watts. Chickens.—I, E. Kendrick,

jun, Lichtield. 2. J. T. Hincks. he, J. T. Hincks; J.j.Watta; W. J. Ford,
Hnmberstone.
G*ME.—1, Earl of Loudoun, Donington Park, Derby. 2, A. Peake, Somerby

Oakham. Chickens,—1,^7. E. Oakeley, Atherstone. 2. W. T. Everard, Abhby.
de-la-Zouch. he, E. Winwood. Cock.—l. Earl of Loudoun.
Hambdrohs.—Go/rfCH or Silrer-spnnnlcd.—l..}. Ward. Bardon Hill, Ashbv-dc

la-Zouch. 2, M. M. Caehmore. lie, S.'W. Hallam, Wbitwick. c, H. E. Ember-
lin, Oadby.
Bantams. — Ga»ie.—1, J. May®, Gloucester. 2, W. T. Everard. he, E.Bell,

Bnrton-on-Trent. Clean-legged, any other variety ~1, H. Draycott, Humber-
stone. 2, M. Leno, Markyate Street, Dunstable, he, R. H. Ashton, Mottram.
Manchester: H Yardley. c. J. T. Hincks.
Seluso Chusa,—Price not to exceed £1 Ids.—Cock or Cockerel.— \ and 2. T.

Sbeppard. /ic, J. T Hincks. c. Earl of Loudoun ; W. Birch, Barnacle. Hens
•or Pullets.—1. H. Yardley. 2, W. Birch, c, J. Watts.
DvcKs. — Aylesbury.— \. M. M. Cashmore. he, T. Sear. Rouen.— 1. E

'Kendrick, jun. he, W. T. Everard. c, M. M CaKhmore; J. Urown, jun.
Markfield. Any other variety —1, M. Leno. he, E. Kendrick, jun.
Tdrkets.—1, E. Kendrick. jun. he, W. H. Johnson, Braunston, Leicester.
Geese.—1 and he, J. Parker, Leicester.

PIGEONS.
Carriebs.-1. H. Yardley. 2, T. T. Hincks.
PouTEBS.—L H. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Fantails.—1, J. F. Loversidge. Newark. 2. H. Yardley.
TuRBiTs.—I,J. Watts. 2. H. Yardley. c, W. Loveday, Kibworth, Leicester;

J. A. Ardron, Qiieniborougb.
Magpies.— 1, H. Draycott. 2. J. T. Hincks he, J. Watts ; H. Yardley.
Any nxHFR VARiETr.—1, H. Yardlev {Fire Figeons) 2. W. Gamble, Thorpe

Satehville. Melton Mowbray (Black Trumpeters), /tc. Earl of Loudoun (2); J.
Watts; H. Draycotl; H. Yardley. c, W. Loveday.
Selling Class.—Pr/cf not to exceed £1. — L W. Mattock, Smeeton, Kib-

-wonh. 2, W. Gamble. hc,C. Nonnan, Westerfield, Ipswich; J. H, Watkin,
Hereford, c, J. T. Hincks ; H. Yardley.

'BjiBBiTS,—Lnp-earcd.~~Buek or Doe.— I, F. Banks, London. 2, W. Canner-
Any other variety. — Buck or Doe.—l, W. Canner (Silver-Grey). 2, S. C-
Pilgrim, Hinckley (Himalayan).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham, was
"the Jud^jre.

PONTEFKACT POULTRY SHOW.
The following are the prizes awarded at this Exhibition held

on July 30th. The number of entries was not very great, but
the quality was generally considered very good.
Cochins.—L H. Bleasby, Hambleton. 2. J. Turton, Aokworth.
Erahmas.— 1, Lady Hawke, Womersley Park. 2. Dr. Holmes, Chesterfield.
DoRKiNos.— 1, W. Brown, Ackworth. 2. J. Barracloutjh, Ackwortb.
Hambdrghs.—1, J. 4 W. Kellett, Osaett 2. W. Appleyard, Ackworth.
Any Breed.—1, J. B. Hepworth, Rake Bridge. 2, J. Turton, Ackworth,
Game.—I and 2, J. B. Hepworth.
Spanish.- 1 and 2. F. Pickard. Pontefract.
Bantams.— 1, W. B. Arundel. Tanshelf. 2, J. HiUaby, Tanshelf.
Anv other Breed.— 1, J. & W. Kellett, Osnett. 2, J W. Hepworth.
DvcKS.—Iiouen, or any other variety.—1, W.B. Fletcher, Ackworth. 2, Lady

Bawke.
Geese.—1, J. B Hepworth. 2, J. Middleton, Grove Farm.
Turkeis.—l,Lady Hawke.

PIGEONS.
FANTAn.s. — 1, W. W. Fowler, Baxlergatc, Pontefract. 2, J. H. Sykes,

Hudderhfield.
Carriers.—Cocfc.—l and 2, G.J. Taylor, Fartown, Hudderstield. ff^n.-land

?, G. J. Taylor.
Tbcmpetebs.—I, R. E. Kitching, Bawtry. 2, W. W. Fowler.
PtUTERs.— 1 and 2. G. J. Taylor.
Owls.- 1 and 2. W W. FoWier.
.Tacothns.—1, G. J. Taylor. •-*, J. H. Sykes.
Barls.— 1 and )i, G. J. I'ayior.
Tdublebs.—1, J, H. Sjkea. 2, W. W. Fowler.

NnN3,—1 and 2. W. W. Fowler.
Any Variety.—1 and 2, G. J, Taylor.

FANCY BIRDS.
Canaries.— rei/oi(j BeJgian.—l and i, W. W. Fowler. Baxtert^ate. Pontefract,

Buff Belgian or Foreign—I and 2, W. W. Fowler. Y'elloiv Enalish.—l. Petty
and Cuss. York. 2. .J. Hornby, Pontefract. Buff Englisfi.-l, W. W. Fowler.
2. J. Hornby. Mottled —I, G. Cressey, Carletun. 2, J. Hornby.
Bullfinch —1, Miss Carter, Pontetract. 2, J. Hornby.
Goldfinch—1, J. W. Walker. 2, J. Hornby.
Goldfinch Mule.- 1, A. Sweeting. Pontefract. 2, W. W. Fowler.
Linnet.—1, J. Hornby. 2, W. W. Fowler.
Grey Parrot.-1, F. Pickard. 2, W. Wilson.

R4BBIT3.
Lop-eared.—1, J. M. Mander. Wakefield. 2. J. W. Hemmant, Pontefract.
ANY OTHER Variety.—], W. Schotield, Pontefract.

Messrs. Addy, of Askern, and Crofts, of Mantle House, Blyth,
acted as Judges.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 14.

THE SPANISH FOWL.
GENERAL CHABACTEBISTICS.

Body oval; erect on the feet; muscles well developed; legs
long; four toes on each foot; feathers of the hackle and wing
of the ordinary length; broad, long sickles ; tail bushy, carried
erect, and close to the neck; plumage entirely black, black and

.^^

Fig. 41.—Spanish Coclr.

white, or floury white, in chickenhood ; comb single, fleshy, and
erect (fig. 41).

M'eight.—At fall age from 6 lbs. 10 ozs. to 7 J lbs. Bones small
and light.

Flesh.—Abundant and very good.
Shape.—From the upper part of the head under the feet

from 215 inches to 23 • inches; from the back under the feet,

loi inches.
Head (fig. -12). — Particularly distinguished by the thick

wrinkles of the cheeks.
Comb.—Single, erect, and very high, larger than in any other

variety, very thick at the base, slender at the upper part, den-
ticulated with large regular points.

Wattles.—Long, slender, and pendant, and of the same colour

as the comb, which is of a very rosy colour.

Ears.—Thick and sinewy, of the same colour and nature aa

the cheeks, with which they seem to join, and to make one large

piece of white, only interrupted by a small thin bunch of

feathers, which covers the auditory organ.
Checks.—Large, thick, and white, pearly, with a very light

blue tint. When the bird gets old it."* cheeks are full of large

wrinkles and irregular folds, so deep that the eye disappears
when the head is seen behind or in front. Its cheeks are seamed
with very/^mall depressions, far apart and invisible at a distance.

Tuffs.—Composed of small black feathers, fine and few.

Baal:.—Nearly straight, and generally black.

Eye.—Iris, red ;
pupil, dark chocolate.
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Fool—Bather slender ; length, 3iHi inches ; colour, slate blue.

Toes.—Usual size, same colour as the foot.

PLUMAGE.
The plumage of the cock is completely black. The feathers

of the hackle, the hack, and loins have metallic iridescence of

silver, and in certain positions have mixed tints of green and
purple. Those of the shoulders are of a velvety black. The
wiug coverts are of a green and bronze hue, as also are the large

End small sickles; the rest is dull. Altogether the Spanish

Fig. 42.—Spanish Cock's HeaJ.

cock has the hidalgo's aspect, belonging to it alone. Its vest-

ment of velvety black, its face covered with white, its comb in

the form of an aigrette, and its red gills, give it quite a Spanish

CLEVELAND POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Cleveland Agricultural Society was

held at Middlesbrough on July 31st.

Time was when North Yorkshire could muster such an aiTay
of Geese, especially of the White Embdeu variety, as no other
part of the kingdom, and five years ago, when this Show was
held at Middlesbrough, the display of Geese was a great treat

;

but we hear the fanciers of this quarter have *' killed the
<3-oose for the golden egg," for this year not a single pen put in an
appearance, the best of all the produce having, no doubt, been
dratted off by the great exhibitors. Driffield interfered consider-
ably with the enti'ies at Middlesbrough, both exhibitions taking
place on the same day. Although many pens were sent too
late, the entries having closed, they were rightly refused. We
may also hint, that it would be much better were exhibitors to

make their entries earlier, and thus lighten the duties of those
in office. A capital tent was provided, and this proved an
excellent place for shelter during the smart showers which
occurred at intervals throughout tlie day.
Spanish were first with two entries, but only one pen came to

hand, the cock being a nice smooth-faced bird. Of Dorkings
only the winners were good; but in Cochins were some fine

specimens, the two pairs of Buffs to which the awards were
made being grand in all points. In the next class. White were
first and Partridge second, both being good pens. In Bralimas
the winners were Dark, the first adult, and the second yoimg
birds. Pen 22 contained an exquisitely pencilled piallet with
only a moderate cockerel. In pair of Red Game, the first were
Black-breasted, and the cock of rather striking quality, with
pretty good hens. Duckwings were first in the nest class. In
single cocks. Black-breasted Reds also won ; the first a grand-
coloured bird, the second good in shape but bad in colour ; a
fine stylish Brown Red being only highly commended on account
of bad bumble feet. Bantams, Game, were bad, but the next
class contained some nice cocks, the first and second being
perfect Blacks, and a third prize was awarded to very good
Silver Sebright chickens, which were, however, too young for
successful competition. Hanibu^-tjhsh&d some fair birds, Golden-
penciUed coming first on the list. The first-prize pen contained
a fine cock with a hen faulty in tail. A very good pen of Golden-
spangled won first. The first-prize Silver-spangled were an even
pen, but the rest were sorry. The Variety class was divided, the
first section being for the old, and the second for young birds.
In the former Red Malays, Creve-Coeurs, and Houdans won;
and in the latter the awards were—first. White Cochins, and
second Brahmas.
There were some good J5wcA-s, but of Goslings] and Turkey

ponlts we can say little.

Rabbits.—There were two classes, the first for Lops of all

properties. In this the first prize went to a good Black-and-

white buck, a little too gay in marking, 21i inches by 43 inches
in the ear ; the second to a Tortoiseshell buck rather low in

condition but of good points, and 2U inches by 13 inches ; third

coming a Black buck 20} inches by 4{ inches. Many of the

others came very close in points, measurement excepted.

Svksian—Blafk.—l. Pallister Si Hawkins. Topcliffe, Thirak.
DuRKisGS.— I. J. White. Warlaby, Northallbrton. 2. T. P. Cu-ver, Lang-

thorpe. Bori'U^'librirtge. hr, l.ady U. Yeoman Woodlands, VVliitby.

CocHiS'CuiSA.—liitlfand Cinnamon.— 1 and -i, G. H. Procter. Durham, rhc,

D i: J. Ibeston. Whitov. Uc. .1. G. Swan, Middlesbrough. Any other colour.—
1 and rite. G. H. Procter. 2, J. Bell, Kirkgate, Thirak. c, I. Gatbatt. Farudale,
Kxibv Moorpide.
BRiUMi PooTRi.— 1, T. Dohson, Kirby Moorside. 2, J. Clemmel. Stokesley.

he. T.;IP. Carver, Langthorpe, Borou^hbridge ; W. J. Frank, Eaglescliffe,

Yarm.
GiME.—ilfrfs —1, W. Pett. Middlesbrough. 2, W. Easby. Ormesby, Middles-

brough. Any other varietif.—l, Hnhiies it Purdon, Great Dritfield. Cjek.~l,
W. Younghuaband, Darlinston. 2, T. Blackburn, Ingleby Greenhow, North-
allerton. r/(C, Holmes i^ Purdon.
BiNTiMS.—Oaiitc—1, Holmes Sc Purdon. 2. Miss E. M. EUorby, Easingwold.

e. J. Peel, Middlesbrougti. Any other variety.—\, R. H. Ashton, Moitratn,

Manchester. 2, Wells & Sherwin, Ripon. 3. — Carver, vlic, T. P. Carter,

Langthorpe, Borougbbridge : C. Hopper, Dairy Knoll, Middlesbrough.
HAMBURGHS.—Gotrffn-peJicii/rd.— I, Holmes & Pnrdon. 2. S. G. Kidaon. he,

W. Bearpark. Northallerton; J. Webster, Whitby, c, G. AWerson, West
Hartlepool. Silvet-pejicilled -1, Holmes & Purdon.
H&mBTjROHS.—GoldenrSpanifled.—l, T. P. Carver. Langthorpe, Boroughbridge.

Silver-span'Ue(t—\, Holmes & Purdon 2, G. Alderson.
Polish.— 1, W. Bearpark. 2. C. Walker. Boroughbridge.
Any other Variety —1, Lady D. Yeoman (Black-breasted Red Malays). 2,

T.P.Carver. 3, G. Alderson (Houdans). /ic. Holmes & Purdon. Chjckem.—l,
2, and he, W. J. Frank ( White Cochins and Brahmas).
ANY Variety of Ckoss for the Use of the >PiT.—1 and 2. T. P. Carver.

3, J. Gales, Kirkby Carlton, Northallerton, he, Mrs. Buffham, Lotthouse, Salt-

barn : G. Pounder. Klrbv Moorside.
Dxicus.—.iylesbioy.-l and 2. T. P. Carver. i!oilf)l.—1, T. P. Carver. 2, G.

Pounder. Any other variety —1. T. P. Carver.
Goslings.— 1, R. Dodaworth, Stsinton. Stockton. 2, G. Pounder.
PoOLTs.—1, H. Eliff, Seamer, Yarm. 2, G. Pounder.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—Bncfc or Doe.—l. 3, and e, B. W. Boulton. West Hartlepool. 2. J

R. Torbock, Middlesbrough, he. J. S. Robinsoo, Darlington; J. R. TorbocU;

R. Robinson. Middleabrough ; B. W. Boulton.
Any Fancy Breed.—1, E. W. Forster, Middlesbrough. 2, J. W. Garbut'.

Eston Junction.
EXTRA Stock.— 1, J. W. Taylor, Middlesbrough.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

GREAT HORTON POULTRY SHOW.
The fifth annual Exhibition was held on the 1st inst. at Great

Horton, a busy suburb of Bradford ; but, notwithstanding care-

ful management, the Show does not progress, owing, we think,

to the antiquated style of schedule. If proper attention were
Ijestowed on it we think the Society would receive a good share

of support.
Of single Game cocks there were ten entries, but only those

noticed were of good quality. First came a Black, and second

a Brown Red. In single hens, of which there were nine entries,

the winners were Brown Reds, the second a grand pullet of this

year, after which we found nothing of note till we came to the

Spanisli, of which very good pens were shown. In Cocliins,

first were Buff chickens, and second old Whites ; whilst for

Dark Braltmas the first were adults and the second young birds,

but we confess a preference for the young pen. Hambitrghs
had three classes, Mr. Beldon taking all the prizes with capital

birds. In Frencti the first were Cicve-Cceurs and second

Houdans; and in the Variety class the winners were respectively

Silver and Golden Polands. Game Bantams were fair, first

Piles, and second Duckwings. Two nice pens of Black Rose-

combs were shown in the next class, and in the Variety class

the first were Golden Sebrights.

Pigeons.—The entries were better than in poultry, the classi-

fication and prizes being better proportionately, and the birds

may be pronounced a fair collection. In Carriers Duns were
first and Blacks second, some excellent young Duns being also

shown. Dragoons were good, and most of them were noticed;

the first Blue, aud the second Brown-barred Silver. Owls were

fair, and Turbits very good, the birds being well placed—first

Yellow, and second Red. Short-faced Antwerps were. Duns
first and Red-chequers second; and in Long-faces the prizes

were placed similarly ; the first were a fine strong-built pair of

birds. In the Variety class White Pouters stood first, and
Yellow Jacobins second.

R.u;eits had but one class with eight entries, the first prize

going to a Fawn-and-white buck, and second to a Fawn, both of

which were Lop-ears, but we failed to obtain the measurement.

Game.-Coc k.— 1, E- Aykrovd, Eccleshill. 2. J. Hodgson, Galloway HUl. he-

3. W. Thornton. Bradford : R Hemingway, Shelt. lien.— I. E Aykroyd. 2. H.
Butler, Bradford, he. J. W. Thornton, BUiek-hren.^ted, or any other Reds.—

1, .I. Hodgson. 2, J. Fell, Ad Walton. ;«,R. Hemingway. Any otlur variety.—

1, J. Fell.
, „ ,

Spanish.—B(act.—1 and 2, H. Beldon, Goitstock. Bingley.
, „ „

Cochin-Chinas.-I, H. Beldon. 2, H. Beldon ; B. Throp, Horton. he, C. Can-,

Wiladen. „. „ , ,. . . ,

Bbakma POOTBAS.-I and 2. H. Beldon. (ic, W. Hodgson, Keighley.

HaMBnRGHs.-GoW or silverspanriled.—l and 2. H. Beldon Gokl or Stiver-

peneilted.—l and 2, H. Beldon. Blaek.—l and 3, H. Beldon. he, J. Sharp,

French.-^ni/ variety.—1, G. W. Hibbert, Godlay Hyde, Manchester. 2, D.
Moulaon, Bradford. „ „ ,

,

._ .^ ou t,. ,

ANY OTHER VAniETY.-l and 2. H. Beldon. lie. D. Sharp, Bmgley.
Bantams —(Vti'i'C —I H.Butler. 2. E. smith. Wyke. /ic. G. H. Rudd. Great

Horton- e' Smith. Btok Roac-cora^.— 1. A. ,<mith. Northowram. 2, U. Beldon.

Any other varicty.—l, H. Beldon. 2. W. Wilkinson.
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Seming Class—1, H. Beldon. 2, C. Carr. Ilc. D. Monlson.
DrcK8—l. J. Pollard, Wibsey. 2, W. Wilkinson, /ic, J. R. Pollard, Wibsey;

Miss lientley, Allertoiu
PIGEOVS.

CiEHirES.—] and he, Vf. H, A. Miller, Walsall. 2, J. Holden.WSbscy Slack.
Db*guons.—1. H. Jenninps. Allerti.n. 2, W. H. A. Miller, ftc, H. G. Poole,

Bradford; V^.Eeece; B. .-njith. Keighley.
Owls —1. Tordoff A: Williinson. Wibwev. 2. H. Jenninf^^.
TrBBiTS.-l.H. G Poole. 2. J. Wilkinson. Clayton; J. Hawley,GirlinBton.
Ness.— 1. H. JpDnines. 2, J. E. Mason. Clayton.
ANiwFRPs.—.-/for(-/(7rf(i—l.H. Jennings. 2, J. Holden, Wibsey Slack. ftc,W.

Ellis. Idle. Lono /Vzctfd.—l, H. Jennings. 2, >.. Mjnneey, Low Moor,
A>.YcTnzEVini£iY—1. J. Hanley. 2, T. Hult, Bradford.
Sp.llikg Class.—1. H. Jennings. 2, J. Hawley.

Eabbits.—],G S. Burton, Beeston Hill, Leeds. 2, J. Armstrong, Leeds, c,

F. Pohlman, W heatley.

.Tddges.—Mr. A. Sutherland, Accringfcon ; and Mr. J. Falfcner,
Hunmanby, York.

EARLSHEATON POULTRY AND; PIGEON SHOW.
This proved a very excellent Show, although the first held by

the present Committee. It is pleasing to record its complete
success, as the whole of the Committee well deserved so satis-

factory an issue, for none could individually strive more than
they (lid to ensure a full share of popularity. Many years hack
poultry shows were held at Dewsbury, but from lack of energy
on the part of the managers in those days they proved to be not
Belf-Bupportiug, and were consequently discontinued. "We have
only to add there is not the slightest probability of such results
in the hands of those now at the helm. The ground on which
the Show was held is remarkable for the extensive views it

affords of the surrounding district, even for twenty miles or
more. The day was also exceedingly fine, being bright and
Bunny, with a brisk breeze that rendered all things pleasant;
but had any storm suddenly arisen, the poultry would have been
without any protection, as the pens were placed in the open
field. Tents are always the most advisable plan, and, in the
long run, ensure greater public support.

la Spanish fowls Mr. Brown, of Sheffield, took the first

position with both cocks and hens, closely pressed, however,
by Mr. Thre-sh, of Bradford. Many of the Spanish were not
looking so well as customary, from the intense and long-con-
tinued heat of the present summer. Only rarely have better
Buff Cochins been shown during the whole year, Mr. TomUnson,
of Birmingham, taking first in the class, and the plate prize
for the best pen of potiltry in the Show with a magnificent
Clear Buff cock, large in size, unusually well booted and
breeched; closely followed, however, by a somewhat smaller
specimen, also of high quality, the property of Mr. C. Sidgwicb,
of Keighley. These birds, as was also the first-prize BuS hen,
were shown in plumage that would have added credit to even a
Christmas show. In lirahmas, on the contrary, although really
fine show birds, even the prizetakers were in anything but
show condition. Of Hamburghs but little can be said in the
way of commendation. Some very good Game fowls were
shown, but the heads of one or two of the cocks were absolutely
shaven so closely that the crown of the head was entirely
denuded of feathers. This should not be practised, and certaiuly
detracts most considerably from their appearance to any practical
eye. Brown Reds proved to be the best of the Game fowls.

In Game Bantams were a few first-class pens, but the time of
moulting was upon most of them. In the Variety cock class
a really pood Grey Dorking and Silver-laced Bantam were the
respective winners; and in the fellow class for hens, again a
Grey Dorking stood first, and Golden Poland second; the latter
had her crest, which was naturally an abundant one, almost
entirely cut away at the front, and, as was justly remarked,
appeared " as though she had just come from a barber's." In
class 165.1, for a cockerel or pullet of any breed, a nicely-shown
Light Brahma pullet was first, and a Spanish cockerel second,
and with the exception of a Dark Brahma pullet (pen 8, highly
commended), none others of an entry of thirteen pens were
otherwise than inferior. Both Aylesbury and Eouen Ducks
were really good, and some specially fine ducklings were shown.
In the Selling classes Dark Brahma and Partridge Cochins in
cocks, and Ked Pile Game and Spanish in hena, were most
commendable.
In a general class for Babbits oi seventeen entries, Lopped-

eared ones were the winners. A few very fine dishes of eggs
were shown.
Among the Pigeons Mrs. J. Firth, of Dewsbury, took a very

large proportion of the prizes with Carriers, Barbs, and other
very high-class specimens. To this lady's Barbs was also
awarded the extra plate prize for the best pen of Pigeons
exhibited, and it may with truth be stated all the Pigeons were
unusually perfect.

PPAVIBH.— CocJ.-—1 and Extra. E. Brown, Sheffield. 2 and he, J. Thresh,
Brailford. Ben or Pulkl.—l, E. Brown. 2, J. Ihrcsh. lie, S. W. HaUam,
Whitwick.
CooHtN.— Cocfc.—1 and Plate. H. Tomlinson. Birminoham. 2, C. Sidgwick.

Keifih'ey. he. J. Waltter, Kochdale. c, S- R. Harris, Cu^garoe. St. Dav. H'Ji
orPuUef-1. J. White, Ntttherton. 2, H. Tomlioaon. lie, J. Walker: C. 3idg-
wick; s. R. Harris.
HAMBUP-on —Cock.—1, S. W. Hallam. 2, D. Crosland, Chickenlev. Hen or

Paile(.-1, S. W. Hallam. 2, J. White, c, NV. Jagger.

Brahma.—Cocli.—l. J. F. Smith, Sheffiell. 2, W. Firth. Rirkenshiw, Leeds.
he, J. Watts, Birmingham. Hin or Pallet. -1, W. WhUeley, SheUield. 2, J.
Watts.
Game.- Cocfc.—1, J. Fortune. Keighlev. 2, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. c, H. C.

and VV. J. Mason. Biratal. Ben or'Pullet.—l, C. W. Brierley. 2, H. C. & W. J.
Mason, lie, J. Fortune.
Bantaus.- Ga"t*;.— Cocfc.—1 and Pipe, G. Anderton, Accrington. 2, A. Smith.

he, W. F. Entwi^le, We^tfield. Bradford, c, G. Noble, Stdinchtfe. Hen or Pultet.—1, G. Noole. 2 and c, W. F. Entwisle.
ANY oTREK VABitTT.-Cocfc.-l, J. Walker. 2. A & W. H. Silvester. Sheffield.

Ben or Pullet— I. .1. Walker. 2. A. & W. H. Silrei:ter.
An? Vaeieii.—CocfcereiorPuikf.—1, J. Watts. 2, J. Thresh, ftc, H. Digby,

Lindley.
DvcK^.—Any variety.—Drake.—1 and 2, J. Walker, c, T. Halmshaw. Ducks.—1 and 2, J. Walker.
DucKLi.iGS.—1, U Digby.
SeLLi.NG Class —Cocfc.—1, W. Mitchell, Birkenshaw. 2, J. Walker. Hen or

Pullet.—1, J. Thresh. 2, H. C. & W. J. Mason.

PIGEONS.
Caehiers.—Cocfc or Hen.—I and ^ic, Mrs. J. Firth, Dewsbury. 2. H. Yardlev,

Biroiin^ham.
PorTKKs—Cocfc Or Hen.—l and 2, J. E. CroJts, Worksop, fic, P. R. Spencer,

Hereford.
Bakbs —Cock or Hen.—l, Egg-stand, and 2, Mrs. J, Firth, lie, P. R. Spencer.
Ti MBLEEs.—Cocfc or Hcn.-i, U. Yardley. 2, J. E. Crofts, he, W. Moore,

Pickering.
Owls.-Cocfc or Hen —I.Mrs. T. Waterworth, Dewsbury Moor. 2, H. Yardley.

he. £>. Anderson, Mirtield.
Fantails.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 2, J. F. Loveraidge, Newark, he, P. R. Spencer.

e, Q Bluhm, Brou:.'hton.
A.vTweEPs.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 2, J. Crosland, Wakefield, he, G. Oldroyd ;

c, M. lUing^vorth, Earl&h- aton.
A>;y other Variety.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch, Tooting,

London, he, A. A. Vander Meersch (31; J. E. Crofts. c,A.& VV. H. sUvesler,
ShefHeld.
Sellixo Class.-Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. H. Firth. Dewsbury. 2, A. Smith.

he,A.&yf.S. SUvester. c, J. Walts ; S. Anderson ; W. PhiUps, Ossett.

Rabbits.-1. J. E. Croft. 2. J. Armstrong. Leeds. 3. G. S. Burton, Beeston
Hill. Leeds, he, A. W. Whitehoase, Northampton, c, G. tlooper. Earlbheaion :

G. IbbersOD. Earlsheatou ; J. HaUag, Hudderatield ; A. & P. KUey, Chickenley ;
G. S. Burton.

Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay judged the poultry and Rabbits,
and Capt. Heaton the Pigeons.

PIGEONS AND RABBITS AT THE ALFORD
POULTRY SHOW.

Pigeons.—There were ten classes for Pigeons, and for the
amounts offered the entries were good. The pens were well
arranged, and the birds attended to by a capital staff, which,
considering that this is but the second Show, is a great credit

to the Society. Carriers were fair; second, a young Dun cock of

great promise ; and first, a handsome Black hen of two summers.
Pouters were : First a grand White cock, 19J by GJ inches, and
very showy ; the second, full large, but not in such trim, was also-

a White ; and third a very good Blue, though shorter in feather
and limb than the others. Fantails were another three prizes

for Newark, and all very good, the third one having grand
motion. Owls were all English, the first and second Blues, and
the third Powder Blues. Antwerps came up well, considering
the class was a mixed one. First was a good Short-faced Red
Chequer, rather too long in feather ; second a Long-faced Blue
Chequer, very good in head and flying properties ; and third a
Short-faced Dun. Barbs were very good, which, while young,
were well made up, smart, and clean ; the first a Yellow, and
the others all Blacks. In Tumblers a good Almond stood first,

a good Blue Beard second, and a Black Bald third. Dragoons.—
OJ these there were eight entries, a good strong Blue first;

second also Blue, but a Uttle too long; third of the same colour,

and a bird of this year. 569 was good in many points, but had
a very ugly beak. The Any other variety class was large, and
many birds were noticed. The first prize went to a really good
White African Owl; second a Red Turbit, and third a Red Mag-
pie, while a Black Mottle Trumpeter was very highly commended.
There were seventeen entries in the Selling class, but nothing
of auy quality.

In CiGE Birds, first was a Grey Parrot in Class C9, and second
a pair of Budgregars. In Belgians, Messrs. Knight & Spencer
showed two good birds, but the rest were poor. Norwich Canaries
showed-up well, but the colour was not high, a .lonque cock being
awarded the prize. For a Canary of any other variety, first

came a pretty Lizard, and second a very good Jonque Cinna-
mon. Mules were not of great value, but some pretty Gold-
finches came forward in the Finch class. Skylarks very poor,

but Thrush and Blackbirds were very good.
R.4BEITS.—In Lopears agrand Fawn doe in the highest bloom

was first, second came a doe of great length, and third an Albino
doe, also large and very good in all points. This class being for

Self-coloured Rabbits, the question naturally arises—viz.. Is an
Albino a Self-coloured Rabbit ? We think not, and the question

cannot be too soon settled ; for all practical purposes these are

almost worthless. Broken-coloured Lops shared the prizes as

follows:—First, a Blueand-white; second. Black-and-white;

and third, Fawn-and- white; the first in rather bad order, but

the others in better bloom. Aa regards Belgian Hare Rabbits

there seems to be some difference of opinion respecting points,

for in this case the awards were made to the largest, the best-

furred Rabbits being left last. Silver-Greys were very good,

and the prizes well placed. In Himalayans the wiunera even
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were somewhat mousy on the feet, but withal pood; Angoras
proving a fair lot and well placed also. In Dutch the winners
were all Blue, this colour seemiug to approach nearest perfec-

tion. The first two were adults ; but the third, not more than
five or sis weeks old, was exceedingly pretty. The Patagonians
in the Variety class were of great size aad shown in fine order.

We published the poultry awards last week.
PIGEOMS.

Carriers.—Cocfc or Hen.— I and 2, J. E. Palmer, Peterborough. 3, H.
Yardloy, Birmingham, he, R. Aehtou, Huntlutr'ion.
PocTSRs.—Coch or Hen.-l.B.. simpaon. Spaldm?. 2, E. J. Palmor. 3, H.

Yardley. he, K. Ashton ; E. J. PaimcT. c. C. ij. Oave.
FANT4ILS. -Cock or HtfJi— 1 ami -2, J. F. Loveraidge, Newark. 3 and c, W. H.

Tomlinson. Newark, he, H. Simpsun.
OwLH.—English.-Cock or Ben.— I. J. E, Palmer. 2, W. Woodhonse. Kind's

lijnn. 3, Key. W. V. Longe, Tuddenham Vicarage, Ipswich, he, H. YarJley;
J. E. Palmer, e. Dr. G. Walker.
ANTWBftPS.— Cocfc or Hen.—l and vhc. H. Yardtey. 2, C. W. Billett, Pvich-

mond. 3. J. Watts, ICing'a Heatb, Birminghfira. he. Dr. E. A. Harbord,
Bo3'on; C.W. Billett; F. Hodtrson. Great Driffield.

BA.RBS.—Cock or Hen.—I and 3, H. Yardley. 2, C. G. Cave, Spalding, vhc,
W. Massey, Spalding.
TiTMBLERs.— C'ocA: or Hcn.—l and 3. H. Yardley. 2, W. Woodhouse. vhc, J,

E. Palmer, he. J. E. Palmer; Dr. G. WaUer.
Dhkoooss—Blue and Silver.—Cock ur Ben.—I, W.Smith, Walton, Liverpool,

2, W. Larkina, Bi^sileswaJe. 3. H. Yardley. he, J. Walker; J- Watts.
Anv other Varietv.— Co<:fc or Be7i.—l, H. Yardley. 2. J. Watt3. 3. A.

Can'y, Biirton-nn Huinber (Maepie). v'lC, b\ Hodgson (Mottled TnimpeterJ.
Jtc. R. Foster, Ilford (Turbit); H. Yardley; H. Simpson (Trampeter).
Skllino Class —1, W. Massey. 2. H. Simpson (While Fantails). 3, H.

Y'lirdley. hn, W. Larkina (Trampeterst : G F. Clare. Louth (tee Piiieons); A.
Oanty (Owlsl: C. G. Cave, c, W. Ltirkins (Jacks); H. Simpaon (Pouteraj; T.
H. Dow3, Boston (Ural Ite).

CAGE BIRD=l.
Parrot. Parroquet. or A^nr Foreigs Birds.—1, L. Allen, London. 2, J.

Priestly, Boston, he, J. Atkin.
CA.s/iAV.—Belgian.— I and 2, Knight &. Spencer. Arlesey. Beds. Norwich.—l,

E. Ross, Cheapaide. 2, J. Sornbv, Alford. ho. Knight A Spencer, c. Knisht
and Spencer; J. Atkin; S. Tomlia. Any other variety.—I a.ad 2, S. Tomiin,
he. A. Laurent, Alford.
Mules.— I, T. H. Dows. 2, S. Timlin.
Linnet or Piscn of ant VvRtF.T? of Finch.—1, C. Bond, Alford (Gold-

finch). 2. Knisht A Spencer (Goldfinch), he, I. Brown, Alford (Goldtinob);
Mrs. .laekson (Bulltinch).
Lark.— SA.'!/ or Wood —I, T. Hobster. Boston.
Thrush or Blackbird.—1, H. Baldwick, Boston; Mrs. J. Smith, he, J.

Martin. Alford : J. Atkin.
Ant othkr English Bird. Cage or otherwise.—1, Master L.J. Bracken-

?3ury. The Elma, Alford, 2» T. Copperthwaite, Alford.

RiBBITS.
liOP-sLRitiy —Seff-colotired.—Buck or Do-^-.—l. T- Myton, York. 2, V. Banki,

London. S. W. Whipham, Alford. Any Brok''n Colo'f.—Buck or D'ye.— I. F.
Banks. 2. G. King, London. 3- .T. H. Brand. iiartoa-oa-Humb^^r. he, T. Mjton.
BiLGiAN- KA.RZ.—Buck or Doe.—1,"W. Whipham. 2, J. T. Billett, jan. 3, T.

H. Dows.
Silvek-Grrt.—BHcfcorDj^.— 1. S. Ball. Bradford. Yorks. 2, Miss Mortimer,

Ki>^^. 3. R. H. Glew, ^t. -Tohu's, Wakefield, c. J. Boyle.
HiHALATAy.— Rjtr^fc or Doe.—I, R. A Boissier. Penhnrst. 2, W. Whitworth,

pun. 8, Maattfr T. H. Atkinson, he, Miss J. Barton, Alf )rd ; Legget & Cawood.
Thome.
AMGORA.—Bucfc or Doe.—1, H. Swetnam, Fulford. 2, S. BalU 3, P. Stanley,

Lfiimingtijn. c. J. & 0. Martin; T. Garner. Kin^'sthorpe.
DuTou.-Buck or Dje.—l, J. Boyle, Blackbarn, Lancashire. 2 and 3, H.

Gilbert, Rugby.
Aw oTHKR Variett.-BtiCte or Doe.—l and 2, M. Marsland, Goole. 3, G. Des

FonxcB, Bilsby, Alford.
Selling Class.—Price not to exceed Z^s —Buck or Doe.—\, Joneg & Simkina,

"Wolverhampton (Light Grey-and-White Lopl. 2, T. S. Laiiv, Leice<ter. ii, .J.

T. i.'odlin?. Spalding, he, J. Bowman (rortoisesball Buck), c, Jones and
Simkina (Fawn-and-White); A. Canty (Double Lop).

CkTS.—English.-Male or Female.—\, D. Mountain, Alford.

The Judges for P^l7eo?^s were Mr. Huttou, Pudsey ; for BahhitSf
CatSf and Cage Birds, Mr. J. "W. Harrison, Spalding.

WHITWICK POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the -ith lost. "We must defer our remarks

•fcill noxt week. The following is the list of awards :

—

Game.—B/icfc and BrowtubrraHrd Red.—I. Earl of Londnun. 2 and he. .T.

RichardaoD, LoughboroQgh. Any other variety.—I, J. Richardson. 2, E. BelJ,
Horninglow.

D'»RKi*.-63.—1, S, W. Hallam, Whitwiek. 2, — Pilgrim, Hinckley, c, M. M.
Catihmore ; J. Almey.
Spanish.—1, S. W. Hallam. 2, H. T. Cooper.
CocHi:*-'.-1, H. Tomlinson, Birmingham. 2, M. M. Cashmore. vhc. H.

Y'irdl*'y, Birmingham, he. G. F. Pa freyman, Sheffield; T. Seira, Aylusbury.
J,.J Hall. SwadiiuC')t^ ; C. H. Brannam, Barnstaple ; -f.Guon; H.T. Cooper.
Brahmas.— 1. J. Hall. 2. Rev. R. Story. Lockington Vijara^e. Oerby.
HAMBrHGHs.

—

Gold or HUver-pencilled —1. J Hall. 2, J. Loag, Bromley.
vhc.G. Del.isle: H. H. Thompson, Colfishill, Farin»tou. c, M .\I Cashmore.
Gold and <ilver-n>(innlf-d —1 and c, J. Ward. 2, T. E. Jones, Wolverhamptjn.
he. M. M. Cashmore : S W. Hallana,
Any Variety.— 1, J, Long. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrewsbury. 3, J.. Hall.

vhc, J. Richardson, c, H. Fi^ast
Bastams.— 1. H. Yardley. 2, M. M. Cashmore- vhc. E Bell.
Ducks.—1, T. Seara. 2, J. Brown, Markheld. vhc M M. Cashmore.
Geese.— 1, J. Swift. Greenhill. Whitwick. 2, F. Walker.
Tu-BKEYS.-1, F. Walker.

LOCAL CLASSK«5.
Game.— B/a'-fc arid Brown brra^^ted Red.— 1. W'. T. Everard. 2, -T, Mee. c,T.

Smith, WhHwick. Any other varitty—1, W. T. Eyerard. 2, W. Kirby
DoRBisos —1, S. W. Hallam.
Spanish —I, S. W. Hallam. 9. J. Gonn,
Cochins.—1, J. Gunn. 2. S. W. Hallam.
Brahm vs —1, J. Gunn. 2. S, W. Hallam.
HAMurKdns.- f^o^'i or SHrpr-peiicilled -L W. Rawlings. 2, -T. Ward. Eardou

Hill. Ashhy. c, F. Vann, Gold and Silver-gpangled.-l, J. Ward. 2 and he,
S. W. Hallam.
Ant Variety.— I, J. Ward. 2, G. F- Thirlby. Whitwick.
Bastamb.-I, S. W, HaUam. 2, W. T. Everard.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, W. H. G. MiUer, Walsall. 2, G. Bentley, Riokmansworth. he,

11. Yardlpy ;M. M. Cashmore.
Puuitiid.—1, S. Yardley,

Fantails.—1, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, G. De Lisle, vhc. Rev. A. G.
Brooke c, H. Yardley.
TaMBLEBS.— 1, H. Yardley. 2. J. Almey.
Antweeps.-1, H. Yardley. '2, G. litrutley. he, G. De Lisle, c. Earl of

Loudoun.
Any Variety.—1, G. Middlcton, Bardon Hill. 2, S. W. Hallam. he, R. Mould,

Coleoitou; T. Middleton.

Rabbits —/l7tJ/ variety.— 1, J. B. Dobell. Loughborough. 2. A. J. Cayless.
he, ai. M. Cashmore. Local Class.—]., W. Kirby, Doniogion. he, J. Kirby.

Canaries.—i'cJ/oty.-l. G. Chamberlain. 2, T. Bradley. Any other colour.—
1, G. Chamberlain. 2, T. Moore, c, T. Hawthorne.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

LISKEABD POULTP.Y SHOW.
{Front- a Correspoyulnnt.)

This was held on July 23rd, ia connection with the Horti-

cultural and Dog Show, and, I believe, was a success. The
birds were exhibited ia a large marquee.
The first class was a very singular one, and one that we do

not often meet with; in fact, I think thi3 is the only Show that

offers prizes for Hennies, Tassels, Molls, and any other White-
legged Game adapted for table purposes. Ia single cocks the

first prize, a gold medal, was won by a Tassel, a very good
bird of the breed, but looking as if he was unwell ; the second
prize was the amount of entry fees of the class, and was also

won by a Tassel in capital feather for the time of year. This
bird belonged to Miss Bella Short, who also won the prize given

to the exhibitor of the greatest variety in the class. Most of the

birds looked as if they could stand any amount of steel, and I

thought they were more suited for fighting than for exhibition.

Game, any variety.—It is a very bad plan to throw all the

varieties of Game into one class ; and if there had been one or

two more classes provided, I am sure it would have paid, be-

cause there are a great many Game fanciers in the county. As
it was, Mr. Browne won first with what I should consider his

best Brown Reds, and they were truly good ; a pair of very fair

Black Reds second, and moderate Brown Reds third. In Dor-
kings Mr. Burnell's pair of Coloured were perfection ; a very
good pair of Whites being second, and a fair pair of Coloured
third. Spanish, including Minorcas and Anconas, were very
poor, neither second nor third prizes being awarded. In the

Malay class a pen of rare birds were first, and well deserved

their position. The Cochin class, any variety, contained some
excellent birds and some noted winners, Mr. Harris taking first

honours with his far-famed Buffs, splendid-coloured birds.

Second came a very nice pair of Partridge, though rather small

—the birds, I think, with which he won the cup at Dorchester.

Two pens of very fair Whites were highly commended. In the

Brahmas grand Darks won an easy victory ; Mrs. Holmes second
with a very good pen of Lights. Of French, any variety, there

was only one entry, which turned out to be splendid Houdans,
and they well deserved the first prize. In the next class I was
much vexed to find a beautiful pair of White-crested Black

PoZit/mZs too late for competition; having been exhibited up the

country on the previous day, they were not despatched in time

for the Show, otherwise they would have been first, and the

first-prize bird second. In Gold or Silver-spangled Hamhurghs
the first was won by a very smart and good pair of Goldens,

second only moderate ; in this class also the same gentlemen's

birds as in the preceding class arrived too late for competition,

and contained a cock only, but he was a good spangled bird, and
with an equally good hen would have run the first-prize birds

hard. Of Gold and Silver-pencilled there were only two entries,

and only one was a good pair, which easily won first. In the

Game Bantams a very good pair won easily, the cock especially

so, although he had begun to moult; Mr. Carrah taking second

with his noted Brown Reds, the cock bird being rather mosjy.

In Bantams, any other variety, a capital pair of Black Rose-

combs were first, and I have a strong impression that they were
the same birds that were highly commended at St. Austell, only

they were entered in another name. Good White-booted won
second. The single cock class contained some very fair specimens,

Mr. Lias winning with a splendid Partridge Cochin; a Black
Red being second.

In. Ducks, Ayleibury or Rouen, Mr. Crart was first with the

birds that won second at St. Austell last Show. A pretty little

pair of Decoy Ducks were second in the ."Iny other variety class.

The Pj.^eoHs were few, but contained some good birds, especi-

ally the Carriers, Dragoons, and Antwerps.
We published the list of awards last week.

C-\RRIEB PIGEONS EXTRAORDINART.
One of the most curious incidents connected with modem

journalism ia the regular employment of Carrier Pigeons ia

collecting intelligence for the daily and weekly newspapers. In
the competitive exertions to procure the " Latest Intelligence,"

it has been found that for short distances newspaper reports

can be sent readier, cheaper, and quicker by press Carrier

Pigeons, flying a mile per minute, than by the postal telegraph.
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These aerial postmen are entrusted to resident correspondentB
in various places, ready to be dispatched at any moment, whilst
others are sent out by reporters to places where important
events are transpiring. It is now no uncommon thing to see

reporters at police courts, inquests, public meetings, &c., dis-

patch folio after folio of " copy " by press Carrier Pigeons tossed
through the nearest window, or thrown out of a train or steamer
going at full speed. The attachment of these birds to the
place of their birth, and their ability to find their homes from
marvellous distances, are, of course, their distinguishing
characteristics.

A " cohxmbier " or home is established at the various news-
paper oifices, and whenever a bird arrives with a message the

act of the Pigeon entering its cot sets a call-bell ringing in the
editor's room, the bell machinery continuing in motion until

attended to. Being expressly bred for press purposes—convey-
ing news to our great cities—they are not the pure Carrier
Pigeon (which is larger, heavier, and slower on the wing, and
not so well adapted for press purposes), but are of a special

pedigree, bred by Messrs. Hartley & Sons, of the Woolwich
Gazette, Woolwich, from prize birds imported from the best

lofts of Antwerp, Brussels, and Lit-ge ; all " producteurs " being
rejected which have not won a 300-mile " concours." Press
Carrier Pigeons owe their origin to Darwin's principle of " natural
selection," or the " survival of the fittest." In the struggle for

life in connection with the compulsory flying of long distances,

the homing and flying powers of the Pigeons are developed to

a large degree, "whilst the birds which cannot do the distance

are necessarily lost and eliminated. The surviving or winning
Toyageurs become thus educated to the highest standard of per-

fection, and this system being continued through many genera-
tions (the flying distances increasing every year), a race of Pigeons
have been produced with powers which a few years ago would
have been deemed impossible.

Press Carrier Pigeons, though as a rule only used for short
distances, in competition with the electric telegraph, can be
specially trained to distances of 500 miles, and frequently fly

to England from Dublin, Brussels, Paris, Lisbon, and even
Rome. The utilisation of the instincts of birds for press

Eurposes is being carried even farther than this. An ocean-
oming bird of great docility, intelligence, and spirit, has been

found in Iceland, which flies at a meteor-like speed of 150 miles
an hour, and is able to find its home, over sea and land, from
any part of the habitable world. A pair of these birds a few
days ago brought dispatches from Paris to a lonely spot, con-
genial to their nature, in a wild and rocky part of Kent, within
ten miles of London, in an hour and a quarter. Press Carrier
Pigeons took the dispatches on to the City, the whole distance
from Paris to Loudon, by actual parcel mode of conveyance,
being done within an hour and a half. It the experiments at

present being made in training and educating them continue
successful, it is hoped by next summer to establish a daily
miniature ocean mail between America and Europe, the whole
distance to be traversed between sunrise in one hemisphere and
sunset in the other.

—

(Standard.)

[When will general newspaper writers understand anything
about Pigeons? I may well put this question, considering that
the above ludicrous paragraph appeared the other day in a first-

class London daily paper. Fancy " folio after folio " attached
to poor Pigeons' legs or central tail feathers ! But, Pigeons,
hide your heads before " the ocean homing bird from Iceland,
who now builds in Kent." I should like the writer to catch that
bird. Always catch your hare first. If building " in a wild and
rocky part," I should fancy this bird would be wild too ; rather
large, I should also fancy, and with possibly strong beak and
sharp claws. I hope the writer will kindly catch that bird.
When the bird comes back I presume he carries a whole Stan-
dard of news at least. At the next Crystal Palace Show I hope
my friend Mr. Wilson, always enterprising, will kindly borrow
the wondrous bird and put him among the Homers ; or, better,
put off the Show until April 2nd, and send the writer to catch
him on April Ist before noon. Perhaps after all the writer mis-
directed his letter, and his account was meant for Fan or Jndij
—a sort of heavy, very heavy, joke.

—

Wiltshire Eectob.]

HONEY PROSPECTS—A RODBOROUGH VALE
APIARY.

This is the fourth year of my experience as a bee-keeper, and
it is by far the best honey season I have known. My stock in
the spring consisted of nine Ligurians, eleven hybrids, and five

English, since ligurianised. My best Liguriau stock, after taking
from it seven nuclei, has half filled a super ; from another I
have taken two supers weighing gross 33 lbs. and -13 lbs., and it

has nearly filled a third. From one other a super weighing 47 lbs.

Three more have nearly filled two supers each, and five one
each ; the rest were either partly filled with comb in the spring,
and have crammed the stock hives, and partly fiUed supers, or
from being ligurianised have been thrown back. One has been

kept comb-building to supply nuclei ; one swarmed, after partly
filling two supers, on June 1.5th ; the queen had one wing
damaged, and fell in front of the hive, most of the bees
returning. I then, on the 20th, took out three brood combs
with queen cells, making three nuclei, thinking it would stop a
second swarm ; but they threw a very large one on the 25th,
which has filled up the hive, and stored considerable honey.
My bees are all, with the exception of one hive, in Woodbury

hives, mostly made of 3-inch stuff ; the later-made ones are
1-inch, and on separate stands, which I consider preferable. I
gave them above 2 lbs. of sugar syrup monthly through the winter
and spring, and ihey were mostly strong in April. I lost three
stocks during the winter ; one from neglect, and two lost queens.
My supers are of wood, with a small 2-inch window, and when
filled hold about 40 lbs. The honey harvest is now, I think,
over, and I am taking off supers. Aston's bee trap clears them
with very little trouble.—G. S. T., Stroud.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR FOR AUGUST.
Generally speaking, August is the last month of honey-

gathering in Great Britain, and where bees are taken to the
moors it is often the best. I have stated elsewhere that a
twenty-acre field well sprinkled with white clover will, in fa-

vourable weather, yield to bees 100 lbs. of honey daily ; and I
have no hesitation in saying that twenty acres of good heather
will yield more honey while it continues in flower than clover.
The heather being hardier is less affected by weather. Clover is

easily affected by cold weather, and seldom yields much honey
after July. On heather bees can creep from flower to flower,
and thus load themselves easily and speedily ; whereas on most
other plants they have to fly from flower to flower. Once only
have I known a hive gather 20 lbs. in two days, and this was
done on the moors. Mr. Shearer, in a letter of the 21st of July,.

1874, informs me that on the Saturday before a swarm of his
rose in weight 10 lbs. in twenty-four hours—that is to say, from
Friday night to Saturday night. Such gatherings by single"

swarms are unusually and exceptionally large. Five pounds
gathered from clover or heather by a swarm in twenty-four hours
are a very good day's work. By-and-by we shall frequently hear
of 5 lbs. being stored-up in a day by a single swarm. By the
figures of Mr. Bagshaw in last week's Journal I see that some
of his hives gained about 15 lbs. a-week each

—

i.e., from 30 lbs.

to 35 lbs. in seventeen days.
All bee-keepers who intend to remove their bees to the moors

should transport them there as soon as possible, for now (July
3l3t), bees are gathering honey from the early heather blossoms.
Two days ag6 I took fifteen hives to the Glossop moors, the
bees of which commenced to gather honey almost as soon as the
doors were opened. By the time this letter appears in print we
shall have thirty more hives there ; indeed, they would have
gone this week if the carter had not been previously engaged.
The early blossoms of heather yield more honey than the later

ones. The reader must bear in mind that the first half of the
heather season is better for honey-gathering than the second
half.

Those who do not remove their bees to the moors will now
begin to think of taking their honey, for, where there is no
heather, honey-gathering generally ends with July.

Before a hive is taken for honey the apiarian should examine
all his hives thoroughly and weigh them with a view to select a
certain number for stock, and mark those that are to be put
down for honey. In seasons of early swarming the first swarms
are generally the heaviest, and as they contain the oldest queens
and most honey they are usually marked for honey. This year
the swarming time was uncommonly late, and therefore many
of the stock or mother hives are heavier than their swarms at

the present time. A fortnight of favourable weather will enable
the swarms on the moors to overtake, overleap, and overweigh
the stock hives. Our first swarm weighed 56 lbs. before it was
taken to the hills.

In selecting stock hives the apiarian should prefer those with
young combs of the worker kind, and as free from drone cells as
possible ; and it is desirable that the hives should be filled or
nearly filled with combs now, for in spring bees instinctively
build too much drone comb in hives but partially filled. Such
hives become half filled with drones about the swarming time,
and it is well known that drones eat a great deal of honey and
gather none.
Second swarms and turnouts have both young queens and

young combs, and therefore are eligible in this respect for keep-
ing. In good seasons they are generally heavy enough for
stocks, say from 40 lbs. to 50 lbs. each. Where the turning-out
system is not followed, the mother hives as well as first swarms
are often in good years too heavy for keeping. If first swai-ma
be selected for stocks the ages of their queens should be con-
sidered, for it is not safe nor wise to keep queens three years
old. Some die at that age, and none live more than four years.
A great loss is sustained if a queen is permitted to die of old
age, whether death takes place before or after swarming. Soroe
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fourteen days pass before the bees can rear a queen to take her

place, and about fourteen days more pass before the young
queen begins to lay. This is not all, for if the queen die after

swarming the bees instinctively begin at once to build large

sheets of drone comb in the centre of their hive. If a hive

with an old queen be selected for stock—and this is often done^
and another with a younger queen be selected for honey, the

beea with the old queen should be driven into an empty hive

with the view of seeing and destroying the queen. Then the

bees with the younger queen should be driven from the honey
hive and cast into the other ; also the bees bereft of their queen
should be cast back into their own hive amongst the rest. Thus
the stock hive would obtain a young queen and a double portion

of bees. If the hive with the young queen he selected for stock,

the bees of the other (but not its queen) should be united to it

in like fashion. Apiarians who keep large hives and manage
their bees in this way have hives second to none for excellence,

power, and real value. Old combs are most objectionable

—

black and ugly, frequently half filled with pollen. The honey
in them is difficult to take. I repeat that old queens and old

combs should be pushed aside in selecting stocks for another
year. Every bee-keeper who does notwish to increase his stocks,

and who manages them on the swarming principle, can do this

easily every autumn.
" Sometimes in very good seasons almost all the hives become

too heavy for stocks. What, then, should be done ? " Part of

their stores must be cut out. "But then that leaves room for

drone combs next spring." Of course it does, but we can't help
it. To-night I shall cut a great number of honeycombs from
three hives that will be taken to the moors next week. They
now weigh about 60 lbs. each, and are rather too heavy for an
old man like myself to lift on and off a cart. I expect to obtain
60 lbs. of honeycomb from the three. The practice of reducing
the weight of hives now is more convenient than commendable.
If these hives were to go to the moors as they are, and were to

have fourteen days of fine weather, they would rise in weight
to more than 100 lbs. each. There are two ways of dealing with
hives too heavy for keeping—viz., by reducing their weight, or
by driving all the bees out of them at the end of the season into
empty hives and taking their honey; and if this be done, where
are the stocks to come from ? The honey in such seasons and
cases is taken, but the bees are preser\'ed and fed. Two swarms,
or one large one, are put into an empty hive and fed very
vigorously ; at least, 20 lbs. of sugar and about an equal weight
of water should be boiled and given to every such swarm or
hive of bees. From this syrup the bees will nearly fill a 16-inch
hive with combs, and such feeding promotes breeding. A good
hatch of young bees is produced late in the season in these
sngar-fed hives, which make very good stocks. Their combs
are young, and free from a superabundance of pollen. When
spring arrives they will be found to thrive uncommonly well.
"While being fed they should be kept warm, and the syrup given
to them regularly in considerable quantity. Every bee-keeper
will use his own contrivance in feeding such swarms. I have
not spoken against any system of feeding, and I am not going
to begin to do so now. Such swarms are fed from below by
various contrivances. Sometimes through holes in the floor-
board the bees get the food from a hive or dish below ; and I
once saw a very successful apiarian feeding his swarms from
pits dug in the earth. The holes or pits were about 1 foot wide
and deep, with a dish at the bottom ; the hives were placed
over them and kept warm ; the syrup was poured into the
dishes daily. Thus one season, just ten years ago, he created
nine as good stocks as the eye of man ever beheld. " How much
sugar did he use in making these nine stocks ?" He told me he
gave 25 lbs. to each hive. He sold above L'50 worth of honey
that year, and could well afford to buy t'.') or i'6 worth of sugar.

" In taking honey from heavy hives do you destroy the un-
hatched brood ?" Yes, if we have plenty of bees without it ; but
if the hives are not plentifully filled with bees wo endeavour to
hatch the brood by fixing or placing the combs of brood (cut
from the honeycombs) in a box or hive as regularly as we can,
and casting a swarm amongst them, covering all up with a lid.

Sometimes the brood combs of three large hives are placed in a
box thus, and hatched by a single swarm. The bees thus
hatched are invaluable for strengthening hives not strong in
bees. "Do not the combs thus placed fall out?" They would
if the box were turned up or placed on a board, but this is
avoided by placing the board over the combs and not moving
the box.

In unfavourable seasons the heaviest hives are most eligible
for stocks. The bees of the weaker ones are made to strengthen
the stronger ones. The bee-keeper's aim should be to have all
his stocks well filled with bees, and food enough in them to keep
them till March.
When I took up my pen I intended to arrive at the most dis-

agreeable thing in bee-keeping—viz , the taking of honey and
wax, but that will have to stand over till next month.
One favour I have to ask of the readers of this Journal and

the public generally: it is that they will not write so many

private letters to me. While I am anxious to promote apiarian
science and help working men to make money from bee-keeping,
I have not time to answer private communications. If the
readers will kindly send their inquiries to the Editors I shall be
greatly indebted, and some day perhaps I will give them my
autobiography in acknowledgment of their considerate conduct.
Twenty letters a-week about bees and so many postage stamps
are a heavy tax for a working man to pay.

[Those who ask questions really must attend to this request,

and our own to the same effect which appears at the head of

answers to correspondents.

—

Eds.]
A great many letters lately have been written to ask how bees

are driven and united. Doubtless many of these letters come
from beginners who need instruction. For their benefit let me
here repeat what will have to be repeated again and again before
aU apiarians are enlightened and advanced. When bees are to

be driven their hives are first smoked—well smoked with fustian
rags, then turned on their crowns, other hives empty placed ou
and over them, and a tablecloth rolled round the junction to

keep in the bees. The bottom hive is now beaten with the open
hand to cause the bees to run up. About fifteen or twenty
minutes' drumming will drive almost all the bees into the empty
hive. A few stragglers that remain can be brushed out with a
feather or killed with a puff of powder. Thus hives .of honey
are free from bees. The bees driven can be easily united to

another hive by first pouring minted syrup over the combs and
beea of the hive to receive them, and about twenty minutes
afterwards the bees should be cast in amongst the combs and
bees, and thus the union is accomplished frequently without the
destruction of a bee. I heartily congratulate the apiarians of

Great Britain and Ireland on their prospects of a large harvest
of excellent honey.—A. Pettigrew.

DOGS.—No. 4.

OFFICIAL DOGS.—IContinuerl.)

A MAEK of a thorough good protective dog, who understands
well his office, is that in whatever house his master and he
are in, he protects that house because his master is there. Pro-

tective dogs are, as to varieties, very different, some very large,

others very small ; for the little pet of the house, whose barkings

cannot be stilled by the thief who seeks an entrance, is not to be

despised. Nay, such dogs, if not allowed to get near an outer door
or a window, where they may be either stupified or poisoned,

are more hated by burglars than large dogs, if these are simply
chained outside a house where they are easily quieted. The
sharp little Toy Terrier, the little Spaniel, the Maltese, the Toy
Skye, the Pug, &c.—all these have a higher than fancy value if

they are made dogs of protection, dogs of office. But let all

owners of pet dogs remember that their dogs cannot be ex-

pected to be alert and useful at night if they are fed after the

middle of the day. The wheezy, plethoric, dainty, crammed
pet who will just condescend to eat rich food, and that late in

the day, is sure to be snoring his apoplectic sleep, and not be
awake and barking when wanted, and the thief may walk over

his very nose. Oh ! why will ladies overfeed their pet dogs ? for

so doing they destroy both their beauty and utility. 'Tastes, of

course, differ in regard to dogs, and right and well it is that

they do differ. One man prefers a large dog, himself often

being small; while a six-foot burly man is devoted to dogs
that he can put into his pocket. My own taste runs for con-

centrated strength, as seen in a BuU-terrier, at least, when
wanting a protective dog ; although, perhaps, the lone farm ia

better guarded by two dogs, a BuU-terrier, much bull, and a
cross-bred Mastiff. These, if with a dash of Scotch Deerhound
in them, are preferred by Australian settlers.

Occasionally, a few times in one's life, the real use of a pro-

tective is brought strongly before us. Three years since I was
driving late in the evening across Salisbury Plain, from Salis-

bury to Devizes. Excepting the Fen country, this perhaps is

the dreariest ride in all England. The Druids—if they were
Druids—rightly chose that situation for their hateful and bloody

worship : the scene was suitable to the deed. I shudder now
when I think of that supremely dreary ride. The laud being

poor, pasture farms are few—here one and there one, with vast

barns and offices rising on the horizon, as ugly as the Plain

itself, like ill-shaped warts on deformed horny knuckles. And
as I approached each farm, oh ! the barking of the dogs ! that

barking which is combined with tearing at the chain—mad,
furious barking—that of dogs savage by long confinement.

These were dogs protective indeed, and no chance had the

pilferer or the burglar. I seemed to be in some half-civilised

country, and if a group of blacks with spears in hand had crossed

my path I should scarcely have been surprised. The value of

such dogs as dogs of office in such a lonely place can hardly be
over-estimated. As a hint, I would observe that brindle is the
best colour of all for night dogs, the colour for the game-keeper's
protector, and for the farmer who goes his rounds at night.

Brindle of some shades is also a rich handsome colour, and I

regret that it is objected to on the show bench. This certainly is
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a mistake. If that colour be not encouraged it will die out. All
dogs of protection ought, I think, to be allowed to be prize doga,
and brindle be rather considered a qualification by a judge than
otherwise. Further, all large and tierce dogs, and all, in fact,

able to attack a thief or a poacher, ought to be thoroughly obe-
dient : lacking that, they lack a controlling power in their
master, without which their courage may become mere blind
fury. This obedience may not of necessity be brought about by
cruelty or even severity, for the dog regards his master as a
kind of Homeric god : he is cured by him, he reverences him,
he is flattered by his praise, and miserable by his frown. Let
the master only use discreetly his power over his dog, and he
need not be cruel in order to be obeyed.
The dog in office—good useful brute—serving his master for

a bone, aud, for what he cares more, an approving pat; yet,
though he holds office aud fulfils its duties ably, I had almost
written conscientiously, yet how pleased he is to be freed from
office at times ! Look at my vulgar-looking useful friend, the
carrier's dog. His master comes to his inn at length—(who does
not remember the carrier in " David Copperfield," that laconic
lover with his "Barkis is willing?")—the horse, that old bony
animal, with a bit of blood in him nevertheless, is put in with
a jfrk and general rattle of all the contents of the cart. They
begin to move : the curate's books tilt the slender side of the
maid-36rvaut's bandbox, making the flowers ou the bonnet shake
like a peal of bells, and the village grocer's hamper settles itself

after many a creak. Then by a sign from his master old Pincher
is allowed to be off duty, and he readily jumps off the cart. At
once he is all life and good nature, scampering, jumping up at
the horse's nose ; now looking up at his master, now dashing
rapidly on the road home, then returning, then saying a sweet
word to a lady friend, and apparently assuring her she will see
him again nest market day. Why, the dog's quite changed
because he is off duty. He resembles the soldier—a grim silent
man when posted as sentinel; but see him walking in the park,
he is another man quite.

Well, we all need to lay by office and its duties sometimes,
dogs and men—men as well as dogs. The two points are to
work well and then to rest well—work with a will, and recreate
mind and body sensibly. Alas ! that so many of my poorer
friends, who work so hard and so well, yet take their recreation
BO foolishly, so degradingly ! Ah ! well, poor fellows ! They
are better than they used to be, that is one comfort. They do
drink too much, but they are less cruel ; they do not bull-bait,

and badger-bait, and cock-fight, and dog.fight as they did so
generally " when George the 'Third was king."^Wii.TSHiBS
Eectob.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Age of Brahmas Laying (P. P.).—We have had both Bmhmas and

Cochiiis laying at seventeen weeks old, but they are the exceptions. It ha3
been a common thing at twenty weeks. These two breeds are the earliest we
know. From maay pulleta of both breeds now more than twenty weeks old
TS'e have not yet au etsg. We believe the drought, in makint; the surfa'^e of
the earth sterile in the way of animal food, lias a great influence in these
things. Taking the average of maay years, we should not luok for eggs till

they are twenty weeks old.

Brahuas' Feateters (F. L.).—The feather yen have enclosed is that which
would the least enable ua to form an opini-m as to the merit of your birds.

We cannot imagine that the colour of a Wood Pigeon should have anything
to do with that of a Dark Brahma. Beiig pencilled to the throat is a great,

virtue in plumage, but if the ground colmur is bad it would not avail in com-
petition. If they are Dark Brahmas they should be shown in the Dark
Brahma class. If the colour is so exceptional that they are not like other birds
of that breed, show them among the varieties. We cannot think the feather
you send came from a pure Brahma.

Spanish Fowxs ( W. P. B.).—We know few fowls more attractive in appear-
ance than good Spanish, but the? will not stay at home unless they are in
confinement. They are the Englishmen of the poultry yard ; they are never
at home but when they are abroad. We keep them, but they leave yard,
orchard, stable manure, good grass run, and all that should make a place at-

tractive, to damage the garden. We should in your place keep Brahmaa, or
if yon object to them, we would keep Creve-Cceurs. The latter are not alwavs
at home, but with ten acres of grass we think they would be content We,
however, pin our faith to Brahmas. A little attention to common rules will
make them answer every useful purpose, aud do all that can reasonably be
expected. The soft eu'gs show want of health and condition. The mortality
is beyond all idea. If the hens died in laying, the food mnst have been of a
most stimulating character. Such produces internal lever, and makes laying
a dangerous operation.

Various {F. iJ.).—We cannot publish your letters.

Pigeons at Blackburs Poultry Show.—Mr. Fulton writes correcting
the mistake of our reporter in ascribing the first prize (or Carrier hens to Mr.
Stretch and not to hitn--eif. The awards, however, were correctly given in
the accompanying prize list.

Hnv TO Obtain High-coloured CAN\RrES (T. L. S.).—The method to
whiuh you refer is that given by Messrs. Bemrose &, Orme in our number for
Djcember 11th, 1873, and which wassas follows:—" Bi^g, bUeait, and cayenne
pepper. These are the whole of tho ingredients used by ns, which have
proved 80 successlul in producing the high colour so much admired."'

Driving Bees {George Abberley).—Driving bees is done by taming their
hive npside down, and placing au empty hive of the same size over the other,
rolling a tablecloth or calico sheet round the junction of the two hives to
keep the bees in ; then drum on the bottom hive with open hands for about
fifteen or twenty minutes. The bees are thus driven from the bottom hive

into the top one. You should take the straw hive off the box and drive its

bees into another hive, place them where they were before—on the top of the
box, aud take the honey from the straw one. Your other box hive could be
enlarged to admit the bees now hanging out, or you could drive them all into
an empty hive, and then feed them vii^orously with a view to cause them to
fill their hive with combs and brood before the season ends. Late turnouts
should be well fed while they have a disposition to build combs and hatch
brood.

Bees Turning out Grubs (E. Emlyn TFftif^l.—No doubt the gmbs are
those of drones, and it is no uncommon thing for bees so to treat their male
progeny. We do not think the " draught " had anything to do with it, al-

though it is not considered good management to give bees more than one
entrance. Either, as you surmise, the bees wanted storing room, or else they
foresaw the end of the season and the further uselessness of drones.

Large Late Swarm (J. W. P.).—Your swarm 6 lbs. in weight, of Satur-
day, July 25th, is much too late for all ordinary seasons and localities. But
this is not an ordinary sea'^on, and you have heath near you, so you may find
them thrive well. We shall be glad to hear again as to their weight in three
weeks' time. You cannot now prttveut the other hive from swarming it so
determined. Should they swarm, we advise you to return them, after cutting-
out all royal cells visible in the old hive.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51" 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0" 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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it they were dry when they were gathered they would be dry
DOW. I have not preserved fruit these twenty years without
kuowing something about it, and I am sure I never had any
6ent-iu in such a state till you came here. I don't know what
we are coming to ;" and the good old lady sighed in despair.

The fact was the Cherries had been perfectly dry when
gathered, but it was a comparatively cool summer day, and
they were taken into a heated room for bottling, where the
moisture immediately condensed on the fruit, aud in a few
seconds it became as thoroughly wet aa if it had been in a
shower of rain. Had Mrs. B. remained a little longer upstairs

till the fruit became warm through, all would have been right

in the good lady's eyes ; but as it was, the fruit in her opinion
was entirely spoilt, and Mr. Green " was no gardener."

This is no imaginary picture, although I am happy to say it

was not my personal experience. The genus to which Mrs.
Bouncer belongs would not flourish here, it requires special

culture. Half the fruit that is preserved (?) in some private
establishments is spoilt through inattention to, or want of

knowledge of, such apparent little matters as the one I am
attempting to point out. Sometimes it is the bottles or jors

that are brought in from a cold place and immediately filled,

and sometimes the fruit is allowed to remain uncovered in

Ihe bottles in a variable temperature for a considerable time
hefore being corked down. Mrs. Bouncer is a most careful

person, but somehow she generally manages to bottle up more
water with the fruit than is good for its keeping, and then
after a few weeks she cannot understand how it is that the
mould appears ; but the storeroom and the gardener will pro-

bably have to share the blame between them. Mr. Green's
vineries—when the Grapes were ripening, and the sun raised

the temperature suddenly before he could get at the venti-

lators—have given him more practical lessons on the subject

than the poor man was in need of ; but it is of no use for Mr.
Green to understand the subject unless he can manage to

convince Mrs. Bouncer, and that is no easy matter.
For bottling fruit to keep well, it is necessary that it should

be corktd up perfectly dry, using the best corks procurable.

If it is placpd over the fire at all (most fruits that are usually

bottled will keep perfectly well without this), the water should
not quite boil, but merely begin to rise in small bubbles, when
the fire should be drawn, or the preserving pan taken carefully

ofi and allowed to become quite cold before the bottles are

removed. Now, all this care is imperatively necessary for pre-

serving fruits whole in bottles for tarts, ices, &a. ; but, on the
other hand, for making jams and jellies, if the fruit is boiled

directly it is gathered, and not allowed to stand about till it

begins to decay, it matters not how wet it is—in fact, in a dry
summer when the fruits are comparatively short of juice it is

a great improvement to add a little water before boiling. No
one need be timid about this, because a moment's reflection

will show that during the process of boiling iu an open vessel

all the water is quickly evaporated, and if there is no water to

evaporate, of course some of the juice of the fruit will be lost.

I am Eurjirised that amongst the varieties of Strawberries

that have been lately recommended for preserving, I have not
seen any mention of the old Grove End Scarlet. I certainly

do not know any other kind half so good for the purpose. I

suppose it is on account of its small size that it is not more
grown ; but what it lacks in size it makes up in numbers—in

a good season it averages at least a pint of fruit to a plant.

The jam made from it is of a good colour, of good flavour, and of

even consistency ; all the fruit breaks up in boiling, there are

DO lumps. A fruit for making jam or jelly ought always to be

acid ; I think no one ever complains that jam is not sweet
enough. It should also be of a decided colour; most large-

growing Strawberries are light-coloured inside, and therefore

cannot produce rtd jam. Viscomtesse Hericart de Thnry is of a
good colour throughout, aud is a prodigious bearer, but when
made into jam its seeds are too numerous and prominent.

Is there a recognised late variety of the Morello CheiTy ?

One tree I have amongst others was last year a fortnight

later in ripening its fruit than the rest ; there is a difference

this year, but I am afraid it is not so marked.—W. Tayloh.

which a noted rosarian told me a few weeks ago, I am inclined
to think the seedling Briars are imported from France. If

they are, whence can amateurs get supplied ?—P.

SEEDLING BRIAE STOCKS.
Mr.. Camm, at page 118, speaks highly of the seedling Briar

as a stock for late blooms of Roses. Will you allow me to

inquire whether these seedling Briars are raised from English-
grown seed or from imported seed, or are the stocks them-
selves imported horn France ? I ask because, from something

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.—No. 10.

In laying out the area of a garden there is more economy in
plainness and simplicity of arrangement, both in the present
and in the after management, than there is ever likely to
be in strUiing-ont those peculiar figures, such as oval and
circular shapes, for the sake of combining ornamentation. It

would require a large scope of ground for a gardener to make
the latter plan appreciated, because a vast deal more space
would be taken-up by a multiplicity of walks, &e., to say
nothing of the extra amount of labour involved in cropping,
aud the design must be large and bold to be seen to advantage
when every quarter is cropped. A fruit garden so arranged
might be more in character; but for a fruit and vegetable gar-
den combined, such as our amateurs are likely to require, the
plainer the arrangement the better, especially when on a small
scale, and where it is so necessary that every foot of space
should be made the most of.

The first thing to be thought about is the borders and the
width they are to be struck out. The rule is, and I think it will

generally bear criticism, to make them the width of the height of

the wall, but in some instances I think it would be an advantage
to depart from it ; for instance, if the garden should be a pa-
rallelogram in shape, and the walls all 8 feet high, I think the
south borders ought to be 10 or 12 feet wide, or even more than
that if the situation and soil are good, and the remainder of the
borders may be of a width equal to the height of the walls; but
if the length of the parallelogram should run directly north aud
south, I would set off two borders, the first one to be not less

than 12 feet in width, and the other about 20 feet wide, both
running parallel with the wall, the second border being divided
from the other by a properly-made walk. This would be found
an excellent additional piece of ground to prepare for the growth
of early vegetables, and is rendered necessary, I consider, from
the position of the garden, it having but a small southern
aspect compared with the others.

The work of setting out the borders is very simple. Running
as they do parallel with the walls, it is only to measure-off the

desired width from these and strike them out with line, stakes,

and spade ; and then the walks ought to intervene between
the borders and the centre of the garden, which is the remain-
ing portion to be divided off. Here let me observe, that

although it is absolutely necessary to have a walk running
round the interior of the garden as above indicated, and to

which those from each entrance should communicate, it is a

great fault to have too many in other directions, as is seen in

some gardens. It is a waste of ground for very little purpose
;

and in small gardens of an acre it is a question whether one
other walk running through the centre would not suffice for

all purposes, or at most there ought only to be two walks

intersecting each other in the centre of the garden, dividing it

into four compartments instead of two. This is a matter,

however, upon which the proprietor would be the best judge,

and the situation and means of access to the garden would
afford him a guide. In some cases where there is an object

in the centre to which it would be desirable to have easy com-
munication I would say, By all means make the most of it.'

Or it may be that the principal supply of water is to be ob-

tained from the centre of the garden : if so, the more facilities

for access to it the more advantageous it will be, provided these

be not overdone.

Enough has been said to show that the garden should be

divided into compartments in the most careful manner, having

regard always to that plan which is likely to prove the most
convenient and useful according to the situation, means of

access, and other circumstances which it is sometimes not

possible for a person to foresee and provide for unless on the

spot.

To take things in their regular order, the next thing to be

considered is the width of the walks and their formation. I

have so far been advocating as few walks as possible, and I

think it proper to make those few as wide as can be done, paying

due regard to three things that will always be appreciated

—

viz., the facilities for conveying materials to aud from the

ground, and the comfort of "those who visit it, as well as the

size of the garden. For the first two purposes the walks

ought not to be less than 5 feet wide, which will allow two

barrows to pass each other easily, or it a small pony cart is
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need this width will Bufflce, whilst two persons can very

comfortably walk side by side on a path 5 feet wide. Now
we oome to the size of the garden, for which, if small, very

wide paths would look objectionable, besides taking-up un-

necessary space. For a garden of an acre none of the walks

should exceed 6 feet, and this width might be allotted to the

main walk if found necessary to have one; and I should advise

a little dilYerence in them, such as those leading to any par-

ticular place or object, leaving the others narrower. JIany

have their walks 4 feet wide or even less, but I prefer to see

a few walks properly arranged for comfort, as stated above,

and if more are needed let them be temporary workmen's
walks merely cut out in the ground and dug-up again when
not wanted.

Next comes their formation, and this is not a very difficult

matter in some localities, while in others it is so. I am an
advocate for their being made well. There are three or more
kinds in general use : there are the old-fashioned gravel walks,

asphalte walks, and those made of concrete. Grass walks,

though sometimes used, are becoming less common. To have
a firm smooth gravel walk is the pride of many, but owing to

the scarcity of good binding gravel other modes are resorted

to when it cannot be obtained without a great outlay. In
heavy soils, or in low situations, to make a good walk the soil

should be taken out quite 18 inches, or even more, and the bed
of the walk made hollow in the middle, in which should be laid

a substantial pipe drain. The whole should be covered with
at least 1 foot of rough rubble, such as broken brick, stone,

clinkers, and then with 3 inches thick of broken materials of a
similar kind, all well beaten down ; afterwards put on 2 inches
of fine gravel and roll it, then finish off with another inch
of the same material, and roll that. WhUe the first layer of

coarse material is being formed, take care to keep the centre

of the walk the highest, so that the layers may all be of

uniform thickness, and they are not then likely to give way
easily. The above will make a good walk ; but, if necessary,

or if material is plentiful, the walks may be made more sub-
stantially by excavating deeply and making thicker layers. It

sometimes happens that gravel cannot be obtained, in which
case a substitute must be found. Coal ashes sifted fine, or

road sand, may be used. The only objection to the former is

their colour, otherwise they are always dry, if on a prepared
bottom, and likewise clean. I am compelled to use them for

the kitchen garden, and Uke them because they are not afJected

by frost so much as other materials. Eoad sand is also clean,

but often wants renewing, and is aii'ected by frost ; if laid on
moderately wet and afterwards rolled it hardens considerably,
and makes a tolerably good surface to a walk.

—

Thomas Eecord.

DESIRABLE PLANTS FOR BEDDING.
Many of your readers, like myself, no doubt require some

ten or fifteen dozen plants every spring for bedding purposes.
Whether it is cheaper to provide a greenhouse for the purpose
of saving such a number, or to purchase a fresh supply annu-
ally, is a question into which I will not enter ; but with myself
the saving of trouble leads me to prefer the latter way. Pur-
chasing has likewise the advantage, that if you meet with
anything that takes your fancy you can be supplied with it at

" a moment's notice in any quantity at reasonable prices.

As regards Geraniums, four years ago I tried six dozen
Vesuvius ; next I tried the same quantity of Jean Sisley, and
last year I had Omega, but this year I have come back again
to Jean Sisley ; and being particularly fond of bright distinct

colours with other corresponding qualities, Jean Sisley is that
which I prefer. Of the Tricolors none that I have yet tried

grow with that robustness which is necessary to keep up a
constant pleasing effect. This year I have Lady Cullum, and
if there is a better for my purpose I should only be glad to
hear of it. Of the Golden-leaved I have Crystal Palace Gem

;

and though it is of slow growth it is a very pleasing kind, and
another year, with a little more rich soil in the beds, it will,

I think, be more to my taste. I am particularly fond of good
Bronzes, and this year obtained two dozen of Black Douglas,
which are now such splendid plants (foliage only), that I

should hardly know how sufficiently to praise them, the growth
being robust, and the colour really superb.

This brings me to, in my lot, the flower of the season

—

Cannell's Lustrous Lobelia. Oh, what a gem ! Pray allow me
to give this little picture its due, for amid flowers for bedding
purposes it is all the heart can desire. You have compactness,
free blooming, and such an intensity of colour as most cer- '

tainly in all my travels I never previously beheld. For edging
I use Golden Feather Pyrethrum and Lobelia fresh planted
every season, with colours nicely balanced ; and with a few
other little nicnacs I contrive to derive a succession of pleasure
from what is within the reach of many, if they so wiU, one of
the treasures of the earth—a sweet Uttle garden.

—

Joseph
WlIHBESPOON.

HALF AN HOUR AT CANNELL'S.
A BRIEF record of a visit to this floral bee-hive may not be

absolutely devoid of interest. It is the little centre of a great
business—the little head of a trade ramification embracing not
only the whole of Britain, but extending to the continents of
Europe and America, and even to the antipodes. One must
travel far and wide to find so much business of its kind, and
such an extensive collection of popular plants compressed into
a space so small as may be seen on the railway embankment
of Woolwich Dockyard station.

When last at this bee-hive it was weak—a very small infan-
tile affair; now it is strong, overgrown, enclosed as with an iron
band by boundaries impregnable. It has grown and spread
over the property of eight or nine landlords until it can grow
no longer there ; and Mr. Cannell, on the very day of my visit,

was negotiating the purchase of several acres of laud whereon
to "swarm" with all his host. This is one of the successes in
business founded entirely on energy, perseverance, sound trade
principles, and professional skill. Mr. Cannell is a mau of
nerve, self-reliance, quick decision, and great activity. He is

in many respects an original. He struck out a new line by
making the post office the chief medium of transport for his
wares. He, a lover of plants, yet not rich, thought there
might be thousands hke him, and therefore offered small plants
at small prices ; he let the world know it, and the thousands
came. His trade lists are " guides," and have a sniff of origi-

naUty about them. His essays are not quite like those of other
folk in language, and in idea often different to those of other
men. His boilers are " circulators," and instead of heating
by orthodox water pipes in the orthodox way—along the sides,

floor, and under stages, he suspends the hot water in gas pipes
along the roof and just underneath the glass of his houses and
pits. Truly this is a bold innovation.

I will now take a glance at the place and its contents, and a
selection of plants which have merit to recommend them will
occupy disposable space. If he who doubles the produce of
the soil is a benefactor, then Mr. Cannell holds honourable
position amongst cultivators. What was no long time ago a
hard, dry, barren slope of rubbish now teems with floral life

—

a selection of the best varieties extant of typical popular plants,
in immense numbers, and of great value. Tho place may ba
said to be covered with glass, consisting of light span-roofed
houses and a great extent of low pits—that is, about 2J feet

deep at the back by 1.} in front—the very places for the well-
being of their hundreds of thousands of little occupants.
What strikes one at a glance is the prevailing health and
cleanUness of the vast array of small plants. There is no
question as to their being well tended. Their order of arrange-
ment, too, is simple and effectual, the nursery being, in fact,

an exact counterpart of the catalogue. Turn from a page of
the list containing the names to the corresponding page in the
nursery, and you see the plants. The stock in trade of any
given kind is thus seen at a glance, and there is no time lost
in hunting for any particular thing wanted. Not only are
plant-loving amateurs supplied with their dozens in Uttle post-
boxes, but thousands are also here manufactured for the trade.
It is curious to see the run on particular things, in some of
which it is almost impossible to keep pace with the demand,
whUe of others a small stock suffices. From this little spot
have first issued to the world many varieties of plants of great
merit, especially amongst Fuchsias and Pelargoniums, of which
the store is very extensive and good. So numerous, in fact,

are the varieties offered, that is a no small difficulty with
many to select a few dozens. This indeed is felt as one of the
greatest obstacles of many intending purchasers, who only
purchase a few plants at a time, and who desire them free,

distinct, and good. By way of aiding these, and imparting an
element of usefulness to this communication, I append a few
that may be relied on, not because they are new or old, or
cheap or dear, but because they possess merit and give value
for money.
Commencing with the plants that have made the place

famous—viz.. Fuchsias, the following are good in their re-
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gpeotive sections:—With irhite tube and sepals : Guiding Star,

Mrs. J. Lye, Minnie Banks, Oar Futuro Queen, Baroness Bur-
dett Coutts, Princess Beatrice ; and for the largest bloom,
Arabella Improved ; and for covering space or pillars, Lastre.

JVhite-corollacd (single) : Delipht, Mrs. E. Bennett, Cannell's

Gem. White ditto (double) : Maichioness of Ajlesbury, Little

Alice, Avalanche. Darks (double) : Avalanche, Alpha, Marks-
man, King of Doubles, the old Blue Beauty; and for size.

Champion of the World. Darks (single) : Enoch Ardeu, Try-
me-Oh, Crown Prince of Prussia, Father Ignatius, Mr. E.
Pexton, Killiecrankie, and as a little gem. La Traviata. Of
Selfs : Sedan is one of the best. Of Stripes (dark) : Striata

Splendour, light ; Striata perfecta. raritv/rt^frf (foliage) : Sun-
ray and Eeg^ia. To make the list longer might be to make
it less useful ; those named all possess decorative merit, and
are inexpensive. Cannell's great gem this year, but perhaps,
considering its name, I had better say great mainstay, is Mrs.
E. Cannell. The name should be a guarantee of the excellence

of this Fuchsia. I have not seen it in bloom.
Looking at the Pelargoniums one is fairly bewildered by the

variety. Dividing them mil sections, the following are noted
as the cream ;

—

Gold Ti icolors.—The best new ones are Mrs.
H. Little, J. Downie, Gem of Tricolors, and Miss Goring.

Older and less-expensive kinds : Peter Grieve, Prince of Wales,
Sir K. Napier, Mrs. Dunnett, Achievement, and Macbeth.
Silver Tricolors.—New ones : Dolly Varden, Mrs. Laing, and
Lady Dorothy Nevill. Older varieties : Lass o' Gowiie, Mrs.
Col. Wilkinson, Prince Silverwings. Gold Bicolors.— The
newer ones : Prince Arthur, W. E. Gumbleton, Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Weir, are very telling. Less costly, because older

and more plentiful: Marshal MacMahon, Black Douglas,
Heine Victoria, Mrs. John Lee, and Emperor of Brazil

;

while Golden Harry Hieover, by its diminutive growth, will be
in demand for b.=dding. Of Wliile-edgid bedding kinds:
Princess Alexandra, May Queen, Pearl, and (creamy) Queen of

Queens. Ditto with white flowers : Mrs. J. C. Mappin and
Waltham Bride. We now stop to look at a curious striped-

flowered Zonal with a curious name, Killisch Von Horn; and
another Fancy with white-blotched petals, Mrs. Smith.
Amongst donblis : Jtwel, Prefet de Lyon, M. Dumortier,Emilio
Castelar, and Asa Grey must have honourable mention.
We now come to the grand array of Zonals for pot-culture,

the most useful production of modern times, proof against

insects, and determined to grow and bloom freely. Of the

new ones: Dr. Sharp (purplish), and Eienzi, Dr. Denny's line

soft scarlet zonal, must march abreast at the head of the

column, followed by Harry King, H. Greely, Mrs. BUzard,
Truth, Mrs. Chandler, Darkness, Jessica, Circulator, Corsair,

Glitter, Purple Prince, Sir C. Napier. Heartsease, with an
array of otheis hard to cast aside. Of bright beddiiig Zonals:
Jean Sisley, Flamingo, Omega, Vesuvius, and Cannell's Dwarf
are amongst the best. Of various-tinted Pinks, Master
Christine must head the list in company of Amaranth, Mais,
Mrs. E. Hole, and Mrs. Upton. The best of the Whites is,

perhaps, White Clipper, closely followed by The Bride. But
there is yet another class unrivalled for bedding, and some for

pots. Of the former : Triomphe de Stella, Charlie Casbon,
Violet Hill

,
Vesta, and Crimson King possess great merit ; while

Erindley, Overall, Princess of Wales, L. Heywood, Mr. Glad-
stone, C. Dickens, J. George, Matilda, Col. Holden, itc, are aU
worthy of a place in-doors and out.

The above list of Geraniums—a very select one from a very

long one—may be useful to those essaying the culture of these

useful plants. It is reUable, and contains colours to suit all

tastes, at prices to suit all pockets. Mr. Cannell grows Ver-

benas in great number, clean and healthy, but space prohibits

any elimination.

Violas are evidently in demand, Cornuta Perfection, C. Sen-
sation, and the new Queen Victoria having a great run. Lobe-
lias are still popular as ever, and increasing in variety. Of Mr.
Cannell's great batch, Lustrous is the best of all the darks,

in colour superior to any, in habit intermediate between the

speciosa and pumila types, and more constant and continnous

in bloom than either ; Cobalt Blue is excellent ; Charming

—

well, its name speaks truly. Succulents are in great numbers
and variety, Echeveria tabnheformis being much in request.

It is curious to note the popular taste in plants, which can
never be so well arrived at as in a plant manufactory. I will

name just one more plant, which would seem to be running
the stock oS its legs, easy as it is to be raised by hundreds of

thousands—viz., SteUaria graminea aurea. It is a soft yet

•slear and decided yellow edging plant of dwarf dense habit.

It is the first real rival the Golden-Feather has met with. It
is going somewhere in immense numbers, and we shall hear
of its merits as the season procresses. It is a plant of promise,
free, easy of increase, and effective. Need it be said that in
this floricultural hive all is business and activity ? Such
labour, enterprise, and persevering effort ought to result in a
grand harvest of emolument to the proprietor.—J. W. B.

NO"rELTIES IN THE EOYAL GAEDENS, KEW.
MusA supEF.BA js planted with good efJect on one end of the

rockwork. It is of importance as a fine-fohaged plant for the
greenhouse and the open air in summer. For these purposes
it has been but little used. It deserves attention from its dwarf
habit, and the great recommendation that it can be dried off

and stored under stages or in other convenient places for the
winter. When at rest the plants are like large bulbs, and in

this condition might be imported by the hundred, cutting off

the leaves, if any. When required to start in spring they
should be repotted in rich loam. A warm house is needful at

first, but when beginning to grow freely they may be hardened
off for the greenhouse, and for sheltered positions in the open
air when all danger of frost is over.

Bowiea volubilis is a very interesting Cape LUiaceons bulb,

planted against the wall of the new range. It has been there
without other protection during the past winter, and is now in

flower. The inflorescence branches indefinitely, is twining,

and many feet long. The branches are green and succulent,

and do not all bear flowers, but apparently perform the same
function as the leaves. These are two in number, produced
before the inflorescence, and die away as it grows. Seeds are

freely produced ; they should be sown in sandy soil. The
young plants will soon appear, and should be allowed to com-
plete their first growth in the seed-pot. When inclined to

grow after rest they may be potted off singly in small 60-pots.

As regards water, the method of giving it should be the same as

for other Cape bulbs. Bowiea volubilis, from its graceful habit

of growth and unique character, is suitable for all collections.

It does well in a cold frame or greenhouse.
PhygeUus capensis var. major is veiy handsome, with large

panicles of scarlet flowers. Though quite hardy, it is, doubt-

less, improved by being against a wall. It is easily increased

by means of cuttings.

EOSES OLD AND NEW.
It is said of Oxford that it is so learned a place because so

much learning is carried there and so little is brought away !

Eosarians are a learned body, and the reason is they keep so

much learning to themselves. I always look to the index for

the word " Eoses," and if it is not there I drop " our Journal "

for awhile. Much cannot be said at this flagging period of the

season, but still something may be said. I propose to speak

Firstly, of good old Eoses still retained here, and that have
seen the death and exit of many hundred Eoses. They are

—

Baronne Prevost, La ViUe de St. Denis, Wilham Griffiths,

Acidalie, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Souvenir de la Eeine

d'Angleterre, Triomphe de Paris, Madame Louise Carique,

Alexandrine Bachmeteff, and Madame Campbell. Madame
Louise Carique is a capital pole and wall Eose. All these Eoses

have been under my care for many years ; they are stalwart

bushes on the Manetti stock ; they have seen the death or exit

from the catalogue of many hundreds of Boses. Surely " a

Uving dog is better than a dead Uon !"

Secondly, the best Eoses from the year 1863 :—Pierre Net-

ting, Madame V. Verdier, Lord Macaulay, Leopold Premier ;

they are all first-rate. 1864—Marguerite de St. Amand,
Marichal Niel, Duchesse de Caylus, Dr. Andry ; aU first-rate.

1865—Marie Eady, Abel Grand. Alfred Colomb; a'l first-class.

These are very good—Fisher Holmes and Prince de Portia.

1866—Fehx Genero, Madame Margottin ; first-rate. These
are good—Annie Wood, Black Prince, Monsieur Neman,
Princess Mary of Cambridge. 1S67—Baroness Eothschild ; it

wants scent and a little more fulness, but is very handsome.
1868—Edward Morren, first-rate. These are very good—
Madame Creyton, Perfection de Lyon, and Thyra Hammerick.

I do not know the dates of the following, but they are very

good :—Devienne Lamy , Vicomtesse de Vezins, Baron Chaurand

,

one of the very best dark Eoses ; Louis Van Houtte (Lacharme),

Baron de Bonstetten, Maximo de la EDcheterie, Baroness

Louise UxkuU, Madame George Schwartz, Etienne Levet, very

fine ; Pierre Seletzsky, Fclicien David, and Claude Levet. The
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last I hope will be full enough ; it is very handBome as an

opening bud—a first-rate button-hole Rose. Allowance—

I

have made but little—should bo made for " infants " on com-

paratively weak stocks, especially as they had a bad season for

establishment. I have Ducher's Van Houtte ; it is quite dis-

tinct and good. I am surprised that such a nice crimson-

purple Rose as Baronne Pelletan de Kinkelin should have gone

out. It is like, but very superior to, Eugene Verdier and

Andrij Leroy d'Angers. It is a good grower and free bloomer

both on Manetti and on its own roots. Mr. Turner kindly gave

them both to mo with others many years ago. I do not think

Ducher's Van Houtte or Madame Masson (Gloire de Chatillon

is the same) should have gone out. We want not only good

Koses, but better than thoso we have, and distinct from those.

To persons liking dark Roses I specially recommend Louis

Van Houtte (Lacharme), Baron Chaurand, Maximo de la

Bocheterie, full-sized, and Baron de Bonstetten. The Roses

here have done splendidly, and are very healthy.—W. F.

RADCLYrrE.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
In No. G94 vf The Journal of HoKTicnLTUKE Mr. .John

Taylor, Hardwicke Grange, recommends several sorts of Straw-

berries for preserving, but I believe the only best for that

purpose is La Constante. The fruit is of a dark red colour, of

excellent flavour, of firm substance, and of medium size.

Several times I saw in this Journal recommended Keens'

Seedling and Black Prince, and tried them therefore, but I

found them scarcely worth gathering. For forcing, as well for

general purposes, I prefer Early Prolific, Sir Joseph Paxton, and
President. To grow large fruits I take Unser Fritz (Glocde)

(Our Frederick, the Crown Prince of Germany), I daresay

there is no larger and finer variety than this. Dr. Hogg and
Cockscomb follow in size, and both are of delightful flavour.

—A. P., Germany.

IN AND OUT OP ABERTSTWITH.—No. 3.

I HAVE seen some of the most celebrated of waterfalls in

England, that of Lauterbrunnen in Switzerland, and that of

James' Town in St. Helena, but never did I comprehend how
the grand and the beautiful might be combined with and
aided by such a down-rush of water, until I saw that at the

Devil's Bridge, twelve miles from this town. This waterfall is

the only one I know descending hundreds of feet through
mountain rocks, wildly arranged, mostly approaching the per-

pendicular, yet clothed thickly with Oaks and the most lux-

uriant of undershrubs and wood plants. The Swiss and the

Bt. Helena waterfalls descend from heights as lofty, perhaps
loftier than this, but they are merely bare streams of water

—

not a break in their entire length—not a shrub on the face of

the rocks from the summits of which they descend, and viewed
from a distance they look like great lengths of white ribbon

waving in the wind. The Devil's Bridge waterfall descends

between huge masses of rock by four leaps, and then joins the

river Rheidol by a fifth. These are respectively 18, CO, '20, 110,

and 70 feet in length, and each leap ends in a rocky chamber,
one of which is so rounded by the whirl of waters as to be

named the Devil's Punch-bowl. Every leap is varied by
jutting rocks, and each descends amid trees and shrubs which
afford most effective dark bounds to the white foaming water.

Anyone intending to arrange an artificial cascade would do
well to visit this waterfall, not in the hope of copying even the

smallest of its leaps, but to observe the need—the unescapeable

need—if the utmost beauty is sought for, to break the fall of

the water however short its length—to compel it to make at

least one leap, and to have the rockwork sides of its course

well planted. I have seen one such, and although the entire

fall was not more than 25 feet, yet the rockwork broke it into

two falls, and the foamed water as seen through the bordering
evergreens and trailing plants deserved and obtained the ex-

clamation—" That is really beautiful !" An artificial waterfall

can never merit the designation of " grand."
I was disappointed in not finding rarer plants at the Devil's

Bridge, and there were but few Ferns. Among these were
Cystopteris fragUis, Hymenophyllum Wilsoni, and Ceterach
officinarum.

The residence of Lieut.-Col. Powell is about four miles from
Aberystwith, and has an additional temptation for visitors by
being reached by the only road unatliicted with a turnpike.
The residence is handsome and well described by its name,
Nant Eos, the Nightingale Dingle, for the whole park is

beautifully wooded on each side of a ravine, and is such a

place as that queen of song birds delights in.

The approach from the entrance lodge to the house is about

a quarter of a mile beneath noble specimens of Beech and

other forest trees, and I should think that under them is the

only quarter of a mile in all (Jroat Britain that is entirtly

covered with the Aaron's Beard, Hypericum calycinum. The

dressed grounds are small in extent, and the only specaUtics in

them are two Araucaria imbricatas ; they are 25 feet high,

most vigorous, and have not a brown leaf upon any branch,

from the top to those which in a wide circle rest upon the

ground. The approach from the house to the chief part of tho

dressed grounds is by a well-planted path by the wall side of

the kitchen garden, which, it is to be regretted, intervenes.

By this path is a mound surmounted by Mulberry trees, and

tliat mound is the cemetery of dogs who have died in the

service of the Powells. Small slate tablets are inscribed with

their names, and one has an appropriate addition

—

" TEAVELLEn, a Retriever.

" That undiscovered country from whose bourne

No Traveller returns."

The kitchen garden is large and excellently cultivated, and

the crops of Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, and Muscat

Grapes in its vineries were very fine in every respect.

The gardener, John Evans, is one of the sterling blue aprons

of three generations ago. A Welshman, knowing little English,

to whom Abercrombie, Miller, and Loudon are unknown, and

who never knew of any gardening periodical—not, ! Editors,

even of The Jouenal or Horticultube !—yet he is a thoroughly

successful gardener, has given entire satisfaction duruig the

forty years he has rooted at Nant Eos, and, hke others I have

known, regular in his days for performing certain sowings and

plantings every year, so as to need no " Gardener's Remern-

brancer" but an almanac. He was about planting-out his

Leeks on Lammas Day, August 1st ; and as he told me that they

were sown in March, I will wager that the sowing was done on

its first day, the anniversary of St. David. In talking with John

Evans about the plants and crops, I found that he did not

know some of them by the names we apply. He had only

heard of the Araucaria as the " Monkey Tree," and some

others which I do not remember; but the divergence in names

led to my thinking that the names by which plants are popularly

known here afford evidence showing which are native and

which exotic of Wales. For instance, Welshmen know Celery,

Cauliflower, and Potatoes only by those names, showing tlaat

they are comparatively modern introductions ;
but Raspberries

are Mafons, Strawberries are Mefus, and Leeks are Cenin.

These last were evidently esteemed by Welshmen throughout

known ages the bulb of all bulbs, the type of bulbs, for (iarlic

is Cenin ewinog, or Leek with Claws ; the Chive is Cenin y
gwinwydd, or Leek of the Vines—that is, clustered ;

and the

Hyacinth, Cenin y brain, the Leek of Dignity, or King of Leeks !

Since being here the derivation of many names have become

to me explicable, which defied me before. Onion is e%idently

an abbreviation of its Welsh name, Winwyn, pronounced Tiinon.

That apparently absurdly-named town in Devon, Penny-come-

quick, is the corruption of the Welsh Pen y cwm (com) gwic—
that is, the Head of the Valley Village. Apple is evidently

derived from its Welsh name, Afal; and the Yew from Yw,

pronounced Y'oo.—G.

TURNIP CULTURE.
My crops of Turnips have been excellent for such a dry

season. I have been drawing regularly from the 18th of June.

I generally sow my first crop about the beginning of March,

a small sowing at a time (every three weeks), so that they are

always young. I have had throughout July as fine a lot of

young Turnips as anyone could wish, sweet as sugar, as white

as snow, and fleshy.

The variety I grow for my first crop is tho Early American

White Strap-leaf, a much quicker grower than either the Early

White Dutch or Early Stone, as it comes in fully ten days

earlier.

I find it is a good plan, previous to sowing, to give the ground

a good dressing of soot and burnt ashes (equal quantities), as

it prevents the ravages of the flea, and when the drills are

drawn it mixes regularly with the soil.

The varieties I grow for winter and spring use are the Early

White Green-top, Chirk Castle Black Stone, and Early Stone,

with a few of the American Strap-leaf, which come in for the

supply at the end of the autumn ; this I sow at the end of
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July and begirmiDg of August. The borders where the early

Kidney Potatoes were grown are useful for the late sowings.

—

W. McPhekson, Suekton Hall.

ROSES AT CHESHUNT.
I WAS fottnnate in fixing the date of my visit to these world-

renowned nurseries of Messrs. Paul & Son, although in ordinary
seasons I should have been too late ; but the spring frosts had
so effectually retarded the bloom by destroying the first buds,
that, although eager enough for the fray, I\Ir. George Paul had
been unable to put in an appearance at the earlier shows, but
when he did enter the lists all other competitors went down
before his determined onslaught, as the tilted fields of Exeter,
Birmingham, and a host of other places bear witness to. It

was a great treat, then, in the freshness of the early morning,
to go under his experienced guidance through the serried ranks
of those Eoses from whence have come the marvellous blooms
that have won for him such honours, but which are nothing
to be compared in beauty to those which one sees in their

freshness here ; and I hope that the idea which was thrown out
at Exeter may be carried out, and that we may next year have
in the metropolis an exhibition of Eoses which have been cut
on the morning of the show instead of having been cut twenty-
four hours or more, and when the lovely hues that distinguish
so many, but which are so evanescent, may be seen. How
Marie Baumann has been admired this year ! yet I have not
seen a bloom of it at a show with that beautiful glow which,
like the blush on a fair maiden's cheek, adds so immensely to

its real loveliness.

To say that Eoses are grown at Cheshunt by the acre is

what everyone knows. A quarter of a mUlion or more of

plants on the Briar and the Manetti would be, I suppose, about
the ordinary stock of the firm, and that the plants are wonder-
ful in their vigour is what one would expect from so experienced
a grower and from such a soil. What a rich unctuous loam is

that of these Hertfordshire fields ! and how many a rosarian
who has, perhaps, to combat with chalk, or sand, or gravel
must sigh when he sees the depth of this soil, so suitable for

the Eose ! But my chief object in visiting the nurseries, in-

dependently of the pleasure of talking over our favourite
flower with my friend Mr. George Paul, was to go with him
through the new Eoses and to see some of his own flowers in
perfection, and I shall therefore give now my opinion on them,
backed, as it is in most, if not all, instances, by that of one
whom I regard as about the best judge of a Eose that I know.
Madame Lacliarme.—I am utterly at a loss to understand

my good friend Mr. Camm's determined attack on this Eose.
I have never heard much doubt expressed as to its beauty

;

the only doubt that I in common with some have had is

whether it was really a Perpetual, aud so far from thinking
that good old Lacharme has made a mistake in sending it out,
I believe it will be associated for many a year with Charles
Lefebvre as a testimony of his great success as a raiser. All
doubts, too, as to its character of second blooming were set at
rest by an inspection of a whole quarter of hundreds of plants,
both on the Manetti and Briar, for every fresh shoot was full

of bloom ; and then its vigour and freedom will tend to make
it a great addition to a class we are as jet sadly deficient in.

I have since seen it on the seedling Briar at Mr. Prince's, and
there it was equally good. Let Mr. Cammtake heart of grace,
and he will yet have to rejoice over a flower he now despises.
Madame Lacharme is a Boee of 1872, and if the question is

put, " Where are the other Eoses of that year to be put ?"

Echo must answer, " Where ?" Perhaps by-and-by the verdict
will have to be reversed, but at present I must honestly say I

do not believe a greater collection of rubbish was ever sent
over than the Eoses of that year, and I feel how grave is the
injury done to our Eose-growers who bud and propagate
hundreds of varieties which are afterwards found to be utterly
worthless.

Claude Level.—This was shown by Messrs. Paul & Son at
South Kensington, and awarded a first-class certificate, a proof
of the fallacy of judging of the merits of a Eose from plants
grown in pots, for it will not do. There is not sufficient stulif

in it, and we can tolerate now-a-days neither weak growth nor
thin flowers, and so Claude Levet will be, I think, condemned.

Pierre Seletzlaj.—Quite a second-class Rose, but, like many,
may occasionally be caught good, especially in the autumn,
when Eoses in good character are somewhat scarce.

Madame Marias Cote.—A pleasing but not first-rate Eose,
in form exactly like Madame Moreau, but lighter in colour.

Those who Uke that style may grow this, but I do not think
that it will be a general favourite.

Mrs. Veltch.—At one time this Eose promised well, but
there is not enough stufl' in it. As a rule, when French raisers
give an English name to their flowers they are not worth a
great deal; there may be exceptions, but " exceplio iirohat
regultim.^'

Madame Emma Combey will not do, although a large Rose
and at one time regarded as promising.

Mrs. La ini).—Miserable, reminding one of that long-discarded
Eose Euine des Violettes.

Fi'llcien David.—This is a pleasing but not first-class flower,
and may, perhaps, improve on acquaintance.

Soiivoiir de J. G. Velteh.— I hope that this Rose may
deserve the praises bestowed upon it by Mr. Camm. I cannot
say that, although a pleasing shade of colour—a bright deep
crimson—it strikes me as a first-class Eose, and its habit lacks
vigour ; in truth we have so many crimson hoses that a flower
ought to be very good to take its place amongst them, and I
do not think this is one of those that will do so.

Mdlle. Fernande de la Forest.—What a name! and what
will our gardeners make of it ? Well, I do not think they will

have much trouble about it, for I very much question if it will

ever come to be much grown. It promised at one time well,

but has lately belied its promises.
Marie Coulet.—This is certainly a very pretty Rose ; whether

it wiU ever make a show Eose is doubtful. The colour is a
light rose, passing into blush ; is small in size, and I fear not
very vigorous in habit.

As to the other souvenirs, madames, mademoiselles, docteurs,
ifcc, that made up the seventy or eighty Eoses which our
friends over the water so temptingly placed before us, I think
they may all be dismissed with an admonition not to show
themselves again. And I now come with real pleasure to speak
of our home-raised varieties. One can look back to the time
when Devoniensis was our only English Eose ; and now, thanks
to the energy and skill of some of our best growers, we are

getting a race of flowers which will hold their own with any of

the " furreners," and which in vigour of constitution will

leave nothing to be desired.

Annie Laxton.—This flower will maintain its character, for
it must not be forgotten that it was awarded at the Eoyal
Horticultural Society's meeting at Bath the first prize for the
best new Eose. It is now well known from its having been
seen in so many winning stands, and is a flower deserving of

being universally grown. The shape is good and the colour
very pleasing, while the habit is very vigorous. Mr. Laxton is

fortunate in having raised it.

Bessie JoJinson.—This, too, is well known as a light blush
sport from Abel Grand, and has been found a very useful Eoso
for exhibition.

Cliesliunl Hijlrld.—That this Rose has Tea blood in it.

cannot, I think, be questioned. I saw the plant from which
the seed-pod had been obtained, and think Mr. Paul's idea
that it is the product of a cross between Camille de Rohan and
Madame de Tartes is correct. I saw very large quantities

of it in growth here, and we had it bloomit-g in my own houses
and garden, and consider it a most beautiful and distinct

flower, and must be universally grown.

S. Letjiwlds Hole.—It would be a pity if the name of this

distinguished rosarian were connected with an inferior Eose
;

and when Mr. George Paul named his flower thus he doubtless

intended it to be a real and not a fancied compliment. I am
happy to say that, from what I saw of it here, it is likely to

take a very high rank as a dark Eose. The colour approaches
that of Camille de Eohan—a deep mauve flushed with scarlet,

of fine form, and very large shelly petals. I saw it, of course-

in large quantities, and it was decidedly the best dark Rose in

the grounds.
W. Wilson Saunders.—A fine well-shaped flower of medium

size ; the petals very large, and the shape of the flower similar

to Charles Lefebvre, but without the deep blackish-crimson

shading of that flower, being of a bright vivid crimson. This,

too, will, I think, be a good addition to our lists.

Tlte SJiali.—As brilliant as anything His Imperial Majesty
ever wore. The colour is a pure red without any shading, and
shows its parentage—Duke of Edinburgh. It will probably
take its place as a garden rather than as an exhibition Eose,
and as such will for its vigour and colour be very eflective.

Besides these Mr. Paul has some other seedlings : one called

Dr. Hooker, a seedling from Duke of Edinburgh, and another
from Marechal VaUlant, somewhat in the style of Fisher
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Holmes, bnt larger. These may by-and-by come into com-

merce, for at present they promise well.

01 the new Roses of 1873 I saw but one in bloom—Captain

Christy, of which much has been said, and which will be to all

appearance a good addition. It is of a silvery peach colour,

of the shape and character of Victor Verdier. Neither here

nor elsewhere have I as yet seen any other of the new Roses,

and 60 can say nothing of their qualities. Of older Roses

Marie Van Houtte, Souvenir de Paul Neron, Comtesse de Na-

daillac, and Belle Lyonnaise, Teas, struck me as specially

good, and GapitaineLamure, Madame HippolyteJamaiu, Clovis,

and Prince Stirby as Roses I should like to add to my lists.

There are a multitude of noteworthy things at Oheshuut,

but I have confined myself simply to the Roses ; but Straw-

berries, fruit trees, ornamental shrubs and trees are all well

and carefully done, and all will well repay a visit.—D., Deal.

LATE STRAWBEEEIES.
No fruit is more generally popular than the Strawberry : I

do not therefore doubt but that very many of your readers will

be glad to have light thrown upon various points about which

I want information. I hope that some one qualified to speak

on the subject will notice what I write. For one person who
can afford to grow Grapes a hundred can grow Strawberries,

and it must be a matter of interest to all such to hear how the

Strawberry season may be prolonged. I should be very glad

if some of your readers who grow many varieties would inform

us when they had their first and their last diah this season,

and the kinds which composed these dishes. I do not want
this information so much from men like Mr. Luckhurst, who
have all the resources of wealth at their disposal, who can

gather their first crop from artificially heated borders and
their last from plants that were forced in March, but from
those who have no assistance save from the open air and
natural soU. There must be some advance in the varieties.

It would be a great boon if those who have tried them would
tell us what kinds ripen well late in the season. I remember
about ten years ago, when I lived not twenty miles from my
present abode, I used to be pretty sure of a dish up to the 18th

of August of a kind called Nimrod. I cannot now hear of its

-existence—it seems to have vanished.

My first ripe Strawberry this year was on the 29th May,
which is unusually early for this part of the world, and I had
a very large dish of Black Prince on June 10th. My last dish

"was of Oscar on August Ist. I shall have only a few poor

berries of the same kind now. Next year I shall have Elton
and Myatt's Eleanor, but I do not expect that they will be a

bit later.

Cockscomb with me does not reach the great size described

by Mr. Radclyffe and other correspondents. It does not grow
even so large as British Queen, although the ground on which
it is grown is made as rich as manure can make it. I should
like to know what aspect suits this Strawberry best. Admiral
Dundas I have of an enormous size—nearly three times as

large as Cockscomb. Frogmore Late Pine is not a very late

irnit with me, not later than Cockscomb.
Now if any of your correspondents will tell ua of new Straw-

berries which beat Black Prince for earliness and Oscar and
Elton for lateness, and give a more abundant crop than Oscar,

they wiU deserve and shall obtain my gratitude.—D. F. J. K.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.
I WISH to endorse what Mr. Pearson has said in your last

number with respect to Geraniums, and quite agree with him
that at all the principal horticultural shows, especially those

of the Royal Horticultural, Botanic, &a., the name of the

raiser ought to be appended ; and I also strongly deprecate the

custom of some nurserymen advertising new kinds of Geraniums
without giving the raiser's name, often endeavouring to take

credit to themselves.

I may also say of Mr. Pearson's Geraniums what perhaps ho
does not like to say himself—that having now carefully tried

and tested different kinds of bedding Geraniums for many
jears, I have found more good ones amongst those of his

raising and sendiog-out than from any other raiser. For
instance, of eighteen kinds of pink Geraniums that I have
bedded-out in distinct beds this year twelve are his raising,

and of the twelve I shall only discard one. Nothing can sur-

pass the beauty of Mrs. Lowe, Amaranth, Florence Durand,
Mrs. Fytehe, Contessa Quarto, and Mrs. Holden.

Moreover, in spite of the persistent attempt to cry down
bedding-out gardens and to praise everything that is a peren-
nial or an alpine, I shall bo much surprised if after a short
interval of untidy mixed borders and herbaceous quarters, Ac,
there is not a greater demand than ever for choice varieties

of bedding Geraniums. Certainly I never yet experienced a
season where quality is so entirely superior to quantity. How-
ever, I am anticipating somewhat some remarks I wish to

make later on in your Journal. So long as the great majority
of gardeners only propagate those sorts of strong-growing
Geraniums that they think will stand hard usage in winter,
keep them starved in cold pits without light or heat, and
think that the value of a gardener depends on the quantity of

plants grown instead of the quality, so long will bedding-out
be open to much criticism ; but it only a gardener will give as

much pains to make his garden not merely gay but interesting

and attractive as he does to get a succession of Grapes in his

vineries, then persons of good taste and judgment will no
longer have to complain of small and inferior plants, and
endless repetition of the same plants over and over again.

I am called by some of my friends the champion of bedding-
out. Certainly this year's experience of my own garden has
more than ever confirmed my previous impressions, and has
helped to convince me more and more that perennials and
alpines, though good in their places, will not succeed in knock-
ing the wind out of the sails of their half-hardy brethren.

Take Geraniums, LobeUas, Ageratums, Verbenas out of our
gardens, and what should we be reduced to ? I have had my
perennial borders very gay with Sweet Wilhams, Antirrhinums,
Delphiniums, &e., but they are all things of the past now, and
their places cannot be filled ; and though Gladioli, Phloxes,

&a., may help to make the borders passable, yet the gaps and
barren places are legion.—C. P. P.

DESTROYING WASPS.
Thixkixg the plan ot destroying wasps mentioned by Mr. 0.

Purrott to be simplicity itself, I went for the purpose of de-

stroying a nest when dark, with a lantern, and lit a squib about
G inches long. I then put a piece of clay in the hole, but on
attempting to dig the nest out I found myself in " less than
five minutes" about a mile away from the place, with a fearful

buzzing of wasps round me. I found this would not do.

Query: Are " C. P.'s" instructions sufficiently clear for ordinary
brains ?

—

Delta.

Last evening in walking past the vinery, I observed wasps
issuing from a hole in the woodwork, and level with the garden
walk. Having obtained a thin stick, about 18 inches long, I

made a train of gunpowder and sulphur, which I wrapped
round the stick, I then shoved the train into the hole, and
stood ready with a turf, with which, as soon as I had fired

the train, I blocked up the hole. On examining the nest this

morning I found every wasp dead. A more easy, simple, safe,

and effective way I do not know.

—

Beta.

THE GOLDEN PIPPIN APPLE.
When and where the Golden Pippin was first discovered, are

now matters of uncertainty ; but all writers agree in ascribing

to it an English origin, some supposing it to have originated

at Parham Park, near Arundel in Sussex. Although it is not

recorded at so early a period as some others, there is no doubt

it is a very old variety. It is not, however, the " Golden

Pippin" of Parkinson, for he says "it is the greatest and best

of «ll sorts of Pippins." It was perhaps this circumstance

that led Mr. Knight to remark, that from the description Par-

kinson has given of the Apples cultivated in his time, it is

evident that those now known by the same names are dif-

ferent, and probably new varieties. But this is no evidence of

such being the case, for I find there were two sorts of Golden

Pippin, the " Great Goldiug," and the " Small Golding, or

Bayford," both of which are mentioned by Leonard Meager,

and there is no doubt the " Golden Pippin" of Parkinson was

the "Great Golding." Whether it was because it was little

known, or its qualities were unappreciated, that the writers of

the seventeenth century were so restrictive in their praises of

the Golden Pippin, it is difficult to say ; but true it is whilst

Pearmains, Red Streaks, Codlings, and Catsheads are so

highly spoken of, the Golden Pippin is but rarely noticed.

Ralph Austin calls it " a very speciall Apple and great bearer."

Evelyn certainly states that Lord Clarendon cultivated it, but
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it was only as a cider Apple: for he says, " At Lord Claren-

don's Beat at Swallowfield, Berks, there is an orchard of one
thousand (lolden and other cider Pippins." In his " Treatise

on Cider," he frequently notices it as a cider Apple ; but never

in any place that I can recollect of as a dessert fruit. In the
" Pomona " he says, " About London and the southern tracts,

the Pippin, and especially the Golden, is esteemed for making
the most delicious cider, most wholesome, and most resto-

rative." Worlidge merely notices it as smaller than the Orange
Apple, else much like it in colour, taste, and long keeping."

Ray seems the first who fully appreciated it, for after minutely
and correctly describing it, he says, " Ad omnes culinte nsus
prffistantissimum habetur, et Pomaceo conficiendo cgregium."

De Quintinye remarks it has altogether the character of the

Paradise or some other wild Apple ; it is extremely yellow and
round, little juice, which is pretty rich, and without bad
flavour. But the " Jardinier Solitaire," more impartial, or

with better judgment, says, " Son eau est tres sucree ; elle a

le gout plus relevC- yue la Reynette ; c'est ce que luy donne le

mCrite d'i-tre reconnue pour une tres excellente pomme." The
opinion of Angran de Ilueneuve is also worth recording. " La
Pomme d'Or est venuO d'Angleterre ; on I'y apelle Goule-Pepin.

J'estime qu'elle doit itre la Reyne des Pommes, et que la

Reynette ne doit marche qu' aprijs elle ; car elle est d'un plus

fin relief que toutes les autres Pommes." Switzer calls it " the

most antient, as well as the most excellent Apple that is."

But it is not my intention to record all that has been written

in praise of the Golden Pippin, for that of itself would occupy
too much space, my object in making these extracts being
simply to show the gradual progress of its popularity.

-^1\ y
Fig. 43 —The Golden Pippin Apple.

The late President of the London Horticultural Society,

T. A. Knight, Esq., considered that the Golden Pippin, and
all the old varieties of English Apples, were in the last stage

of decay, and that a few years would witness their total ex-

tinction. This belief he founded upon the degenerate state of

these varieties in the Herefordshire orchards, and also upon
his theory that no variety of Apple will continue to exist more
than two hundred years. It would be needless to enter into

any discussion upon a subject concerning which so much has
already been said and written, as there is sufficient evidence

to confute that theory. The Pearmaiu, which is the oldest

English Apple on record, shows no symptoms of decay, neither

does the Catshead, London Pippin, Winter Quoining, or any
other variety ; those only having been allowed to disappear

from our orchards which were not worth perpetuating, and
their places supplied by others infinitely superior.

It is now considerably upwards of half a century since this

doctrine was first promulgated, and though the old, exhausted,

and diseased trees of the Herefordshire orchards, of which Mr.
Knight spoke, together with their diseased progeny, may ere

this have passed away, we have the Golden I'ippin still, in all

the luxuriance of early youth, where it is found in a soil con-

genial to its growth ; and exhibiting as little symptom of

decay as any of the varieties which Mr. Knight raised to

supply the vacancy he expected it to create.

In old nurseries like those at Sawbridgeworth, where the

same Golden Pippin has been cultivated for centuries, and
continued from year to year by grafts taken from young trees

in the nursery quarters, I never saw the least disposition to

disease, canker, or decay of any kind ; but, on the contrary,

a free, vigorous, and healthy growth.
But this alarm of Mr. Knight for the safety of the Golden

Pippin, and his tear of its extinction, were based upon no new
doctrine, for we find Mortimer a hundred years before, equally
lamenting the Kentish Pippin. After speaking of manures,
etc., for the regeneration of fruit trees, he says, "I shall be
glad if this account may put any upon the trial of raising that,

excellent fruit the Kentish Pippin, which else, I fear, will be-

lost. For I find in several orchards, both in Kent, Esses, and
Hertfordshire, old trees of that sort, but I can find no young
ones to prosper. A friend of mine tried a great many experi-

ments in Hertfordshire about raising them and could never

get them to thrive, though he had old trees in the same
orchard that grew and bore very well. I likewise tried several

experiments myself, and have had young trees thrive so well

as to make many shoots of a yard long in a year, but these

young shoots were always blasted the next year, or cankered

;

which makes me think that the ancients had some particular

way of raising them, that we have lost the knowledge of."

Although this was written 150 years ago, we have the Kentisb
Pippin still, which though not so much cultivated, or so well

known now as then, is, nevertheless, where it does exist, as

vigorous and healthy as ever it was.
The fruit (/<7.43) is small; roundish, inclining to oblong, regu-

larly and handsomely shaped, without inequalities or angles ou
the sides. Skin rich yellow, assuming a deep gulden tinge when
perfectly ripe, with a deeper tinge where it has been exposed

to the sun ; the whole surface is strewed with russety dots,

which are largest on the sunny side, and intermixed with these

are numerous embedded pearly specks. Eye small and open,

with long segments, placed in a shallow, smooth, and even
basin. Stalk from half an inch to an inch in length, inserted

in a pretty deep cavity. Flesh yellow, firm, crisp, very juicy

and sugary, with a brisk, vinous, and particularly fine flavour.

One of the oldest and by far the most highly esteemed of

our dessert Apples. It is also an excellent cider Apple. The
specific gravity of its juice is 1078.

It is in season from November to April. The tree is a free

and vigorous grower, but does not attain a great size. It is

also an excellent bearer.—H.

FEKNS AS WINDOW PLANTS.
Theke are few plants which require less attention and yet.

give more satisfaction to dwellers in towns than do the hardier

description of Ferns. From the fact that many of them are

greenest and best in winter when other plants are out of bloom,
their culture ought to be patronised by the poorer classes who
cannot afford more expensive plants. Amongst the limestone

formations of North Lancashire the Fern commonly known as

Stag's-head is very numerous and luxuriant. The beautiful

green fronds grow to a length of 12 inches to 18 inches, and
many of them, when cultivated in pots, fork so as to be rare

and beautiful Ferns, the tips of the fronds forming into a

bunch. I should like to call the attention of city horticul-

turists to the fact that these Ferns might be gathered at a very

trifling expense and sent to town by waggonloads, seeing that

the hedges are full of them in the district named. Arrived in

cities they might be potted, and a good profit realised from the

sale at from 'id. to Is. per pot. They wiU live tor many years,,

and would form "a thing of joy" in many humble homes, to the

dwellers in which the sight of a green leaf is a pleasure. The
beautiful little Maiden-hair, Royal, Parsley, and other Ferns,

are equally common in the district.

—

Beta.

PLEASLEY VALE,
THE BESIDENCE OF W. HOLLKS, Esa.

Derbyshire is noted for its romantic dales, but though

many of these are far more renowned, yet few will better

repay a visit on a quiet summer's day than Pleasley Vale.

Ktx hour's ride by rail from Nottingham brings us to Mans-

field, a moderate-sized and pleasantly-situated market and
manufacturing town, a place of great antiquity, and well

known by name to the admirers of Robin Hood and his ex-

ploits. Leaving Mansfield by the road, we thread the village

of Mansfield Woodhouse, where there is a picturesque church,

and passing quarries, corn fields, and meadows, after a mile

and a half we reach the scene of the present paper. Descend-

ing by a steep path which winds between crags that in places

tower high overhead, and from whose summits hang as it were
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trees nodding to their fall, we reach the vale, then crossing

the little bridge which spans the stream, we are in Derbyshire,

and pause to admire the scene around us. Here nature and
art seem to vie with each other to render the place attractive.

On the side along which the road winds the rocks tower up
terrace above terrace, their sides covered with shrubs of all

kinds ; here and there a break occurs, and the natural slope

of the wall side is preserved, and with a steep, though gradual,

incline it rises till the sky peeps through the trees high over-

bead. On the other side, close under which the stream, here

widened into a broad river, glides along, the banks clothed

in all the richness of forest verdure, interspersed with flower-

ing bushes, as Roses, Mountain Ash, &c., rises one mass of

foliage, which, reflected in the calm stream beneath, forms a

picture of surpassing beauty. This water has been utilised for

manufacturing purposes, and two spinning mills have been
erected, one at the centre, the other at the farther end. Far
from destroying the natural beauty of the vale, these erections

and their surroundings have virtually increased it. Taste-

fully designed, massive in structure, and as far as possible in

keeping with the surrounding scenery, they break the con-

tinuity of foliage, and give a charm to the natural features of

the landscape. The stream, once a little rivulet meandering,
hidden between deep banks, forms first a lake-like reservoir

with its banks fringed with shrubs, then, as it glides along, a
calm broad stream.

Pursuing our journey wo enter the gardens near the gardener's

cottage and flower garden, which is a picture of beauty and an
index to what we may expect within. From the picture that is

here presented we are at once convinced that Mr. Quintin Read,
the superintendent, is a master of his profession. Leaving this

fairy spot, we pass by a small shrubbery, and a nice rockery

clothed with alpine plants, into what is called the old kitchen

garden ; for as the owner's family has increased the kitchen

garden has been extended to meet the demand. Along the

centre of this garden is a ribbon border on the right, and on
the left as far as a cross walk ; and the remaining length is a

mixed border, containing choice Phloxes, Pentstemons, Del-

phiniums, Gladioluses, and a batch of Geraniums put out for

trial. The ribbon border on the right was planted first with
a row of Sempervivum californicum ; second, Mesembryanthe-
mum cordifolium variegatum

; third, Viola Perfection ; fourth,

yellow Pausies ; fifth. Verbena Purple King ; sixth. Geranium
Miss Kingsbury ; seventh. Geranium Bayard. "The ribbon

border on the opposite side of the wi^lk was the same, except
the first and second row, which were Echeveria secunda and
Antennaria tomentosa, all very simple and very effective.

Turning into the early vinery we found there an excellent crop
of Grapes ; we counted on one Black Hamburgh Vino forty-six

bunches. All the Vines bore a heavy crop ; none of the bunches
would weigh less than 1 lb., and many of them from 2 to 1 lbs.

;

the berries fine, and the colour good. Beneath this heavy
crop of Grapes there was a large collection of Begonias, Ferns,
and other plants. Among the latter we noticed a large speci-

men of Adiantum farleyeuse, also Dicksonia antarctica, Adi-
antum coucinnum latum, and many of the commoner sorts, all

in a healthy condition. The Grapes in the next house had
not begun to colour, and here every available spot was taken-

up by plants and made the most of. Azaleas that had bloomed
in the conservatory had been brought here to make their

growth, and many that had been forced early and had com-
pleted their growth were either turned out of doors or put in

safe quarters in cold pits.

From the vinery we passed into a Peach house with one sot

of trees trained on the back wall, and another set on an iron
trellis in front. The trees were in very good health and carry-
ing a heavy crop of fruit. In a little adjacent span-roofed
house one side was devoted to Cucumbers, and the other to a
large Allamanda Schottii. In this house for several years
Eollisson's Telegraph Cucumber and Pearson's Long Gun have
been planted side by side, and both are so good that it is diffi-

cult to tell which is the better. Cut flowers are in great
demand, and the Allamanda is one of the most useful plants
for the purpose. In adjoining pits and frames were large

quantities of Epacrises, Heaths, Zonal Geraniums, Balsams,
and other useful greenhouse plants, and in shady situations
frames were filled with Primulas, Cinerarias, &c.

Passing-out of this garden we enter the kitchen garden
proper, and here neatness and good order prevailed on every
hand. Peas, Potatoes, Celery, Lettuces, and other vegetables
were in luxuriant health, and scarcely bore any traces of the
long.oontinued drought. This is to be traced in a great mea-

sure to the practice of deep digging and subsequent surface-

stirring. We observed that there was not an inch of ground
unoccupied, and in odd corners there were hundreds of hardy
spring flowers to be brought to the beds in the flower garden
when the glory of the present plants shall have passed away.
Retracing our steps we again reach the carriage drive, and

passing through a small gate we find ourselves on a broad
terrace walk in front of the mansion (see fig. 41). It is built

in the Italian style of architecture, and commands most
pleasant views. The internal arrangements are superb, and
the adornments exquisite. Turning round to the right there

is a small but neat flower garden, surrounded by an orna-
mental balustrading. Beyond is the extensive lake. The lake

is fringed with trees and shrubs, and has an irregular outline,

so essential in water scenery. Immediately in front of us is

the geometric flower garden. There is a circle in the centre

about 7 feet iu diameter, surrounded by onother circle of the
same width divided into four beds. At four angles are four

other circles of the same size as that in the centre, and be-

tween these are other beds with their ends concave, to suit the
circles on each side. At each end are long narrow beds, which
seem to enclose the whole ; these are about 5 feet wide bounded
by curved lines to match the outlines of the adjacent beds.

All the beds have raised edgings either margined with Eche-
verias or Sempervivums. The centre bed was margined with
Echeveria secunda, and edged with Dactylis glomerata va-

riegata, and Lobelia Crystal Palace compacta, within which is

a band of Guaphalium lanatum, and the centre is filled with
Cieranium Amaranth. Then two of the four beds surrounding
the centre are margined with Echeveria secunda, and edged
with Golden Feather Pyrethrum ; two diamonds are formed in

the centre of each bed with Golden Feather Pyrethrum, &nd
filled with Coleus Verschaffelti, and the groundwork between
the diamond-shaped beds and the Golden Feather edging, was
Alternauthera amabilis. The other match beds were margined
with Echeveria secunda, and had a broad edging of Alternau-
thera magnifioa. Two diamonds formed in the centre of each
bed were of Coleus Verschaffelti, and filled iu with Guaphalium
lanatum, and the groundwork of the bed Mesembryauthemum
cordifolium variegatum. The four circular beds at the four

angles were all margined with Echeveria secunda, and edged
with Mesembryauthemum cordifolium variegatum, within
which was a band of Ircsine Lindeni; and the centre of two of

them was filled with Geranium Miss Kingsbury, mixed with
Lobelia speciosa, and the other two were Geranium Mrs.
Pollock, and Viola Perfection, plant for plant. The two beds
between the four circles were margined with Sempervivum
californicum, and edged with blue Lobelia, then a band of

Creed's Seedling Geranium, and the centre of one filled with
Geranium Douglas Pearson, and that of the other with theRev.
T. F. Fenn. The long narrow beds at each end were margined
with Sempervivum caUfornicum, and edged with Cerastium to-

mentosum and blue Lobelia, plant for plant, within which was
a baud of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, and then another inner

circle of Iresine Liudeni, and the centre of one was filled with
Geranium Amy Hogg, and the other Geranium Arthur Pearson.
Every plant in this arrangement was in perfect health, and
notwithstanding the adverse season, each had filled up its

allotted space.

Although this flower garden is not on a large scale, yet many
thousands of plants had been used iu its embellishment, and
its beauties must be seen to be appreciated. By the side of

the terrace walk leading to the conservatory, and parallel with
the flower garden, was a row of vases, or instead of vases there

were short lengths of trees with the middle scooped out, and
placed on end to give the appearance of rustic vases, and these

were planted round with dwarf Yews kept closely cut ; the

dark green foliage of the Yews, and the bright magenta, pink,

and crimson of the Geraniums with which they were filled,

afforded a pleasing contrast.

We now pass on to the conservatory, and here a dazzling

blaze of floral beauty presented itself to the eye. The stage

and every available place were filled with such flourishing

plants as are found in the best-regulated places at this season
of the year. Conspicuous were Pelargoniums, both of the

Zonal and Greenhouse section, and in the former we observed

some splendid varieties raised and sent out by Mr. Pearson, of

Chilwell. We may mention as being really first-class F. Du-
rand, Mrs. F. Burnaby, Amy Eobsart, Col. Holden, Rev. C. P.

Peach, Mrs. Musters, Lady L. Egerton, Mrs. Ffytch, andmany
others too numerous to mention. Up the pillars were trained

Plumbagos ; and from the roof, all in luxuriant health and
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beaaty, gracefully dandled Fachsias, Tropsaolams, and Passi-

floras.

Passing-oat of the conservatory we wandered through the
croquet-ground amidst foliage of diversified hues, and charm-
ing beds of flowers. The rocks on the left tower upwards
perpendiculai-ly many yards high. The scenery in this charm-
ing spot is of the true Derbyshire character. Here large

masses of rock had been removed to obtain space for the main
walk which leads to the zigzag walks through the wilderness.

A large piece of rock standing on the croquet-ground clothed
with Ivy, Cotoneasters, and other evergreens formed quite a

novel feature in this part of the grounds. In the " wilder-

ness," which is situated on a high eminence behind the
mansion, a lover of the beautiful would fain linger. On the

summit of the hill the flower gardens for the children are situ-

ated, as well as a cosy, well-arranged summer-house for chil-

dren's tea and pionio parties. Ascending a very high rock
a splendid view presents itself. On these hills, high rooka
projecting here and there, the visitor might easily fancy him-
self rambling amidst the romantic scenes of Matlock, instead
of the luxuriance of Pleasley Vale. We are now obUged to
leave this rural retreat, and pursuing our journey onwards we
at last emerge from the woodland scenes, and here a glorious

landscape bursts upon the gaze. Down in the hollow, and
apparently under our very feet, stand two handsome cottages,

one for the use of the head-gardener, and the other for the
head-coachman, and further on to the right are the kitchen
gardens, hothouses, &a., already noticed. In the front of us
are the shrubberies, the lake with its pleasure boats, swans,
and water fowl. Beyond the lake is the undulating landscape,
which stretches before the eye like a charming panorama.
Leaving this high aochvity we pass down a large number of

Fig. 44.—Pleaslei vale.

rustic steps, and find ourselves on the carriage-drive near the
gardener's'cottags at the point we entered the grounds. The
cottage was a pattern of perfect beauty; the walls were mantled
with Koses, Cotoneaster, Pyracantha, and Clematis .lackmanni
was decked-ont in all its purple glory. In front of the cottage
was a neat flower garden chielly planted with choice flera-

niums. The centre bed was Violet Hill Nosegay edged with a
Bronze Geranium, and an outer band of Viola Perfection.
Another bed of Geranium Corsair was equal to anything we
have seen this season, and two beds of Geranium Miss Kings-
hurv mixed with blue Lobelia were worthy of imitation.
William Sandav, Amaranth, and Mrs. Holden were hardly
comiug-up to Mr. Eead's expectations, but no doubt he will

report on these and many others under his charge before the
close of the season. The coachman's flower garden was also

beautiful. One pretty mixture we noticed was a bed of Gera-
nium W. Underwood, Geranium Mrs. Pollock, blue LobeUa,
and variegated Thyme.
The last bit of flower gardening we sliall notice, but not the

least, was by the roadside leading to the village of Pleasley.
It was at the end of a shrubbery, in a curve in the road, was
abouf CO feet long and feet wide, and separated from the
road by a light wire fencing. The first 9 feet was separated
from the rest of the bed, and formed a little design to itself.

There is a circle cut into eight parts by lines radiating from

the centre to the outside, and these parts were planted fwith
Antennaria tomentosa and Alternantheramagnifioa alternately,

with a large Echeveria metalUca glauca in the centre ; and the
other space which formed a square was fiUed-in with variegated
Thyme. The other part of the bed was planted as follows

:

There was a double row of Sempervivum ealifornioum along
the front and each end of the bod; next a row of Mesembry-
anthemum eordifolium variegatum ; then half-circles were
formed of Golden Feather Pyrethrum in double file, with the
ends abutting against the Mesembryanthemum, and filled-in

with Alternanthera amabilis ; behind the Golden Feather was
a broad band of Iresine Lindeni, with another course running
behind that of Staehys lanata, and the back row was Geranium
William Thomson. What is praiseworthy is that such a

magnificent arrangement should be seen by everyone travel,

ling on the road, yet never a leaf has been touched, though
people of all grades daily pass by.—P.

A RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSE.
We borrow from Mr. .J. Caveu Fox's "Illustrated Catalogue

of Rustic Summer Houses, etc.," the accompanying illustration

(/!.'/. 4."i) , of an extremely neat little structure. It is no mere fancy
design, but, like the large one which we gave at page 79, is in

actual existence in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural
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Society at South Kensington, where it has attracted the atten-
tion of many visitors. There are many situations in a garden
in which a summer house of this description would be an
ornament, and prove useful as weU, while a covering of heath
or reeds would ensure greater coolness in summer than a
wooden or tiled roof would do.

EOSE SHOWS.
;"9The paragraph in last week's Journal with the familiar
signature of "D., Deal," appended to it, concerning a new
mode of exhibiting, has struck me with amazement, and
almost consternation. I only see your excellent paper, as I find

this supplies all my wants, and contains more information about
Roses than all the others combined ; and it does not do to
discuss a proposition without knowing its exact nature, but yet,

as " D., Deal," has opened the question, there can be no harm
in my saying what I for one think of it. " To show Koses
grouped in beds like they do at the great exhibitions in France."
Such, I believe, is the proposition, and a more revolutionary
and preposterous one I have never seen. Why, the merits of

the individual bloom must be entirely out of the question if

grouping or massing is to be the test. What, Messrs. Editors,
is to become of all our boxes and tubes which we have got to-

gether at so much expense ? What is to become of the small
growers? Are they to be left out in the cold, or their small
offerings to Flora's court to be swamped by the hecatombs of

the champion growers ?

Then, as to space : How can the managers allot the proper
space without having awkward gaps ? for we know, even with
our present system, how many persons enter and do not stage,

so'that it often happens that all the arrangements made pre-

viously by the manager have to be altered on the morning of

the show. The boxes have to be moved and made to cover
more space, or vice versa. But how could this be done where
beds were allotted to each entry ? The secretaries would be
compelled to impose a fine, or take some other disagreeable
course, to insure the attendance of those who enter (like, I

regret to say, Mr. Quilter did at Birmingham, in imposing what
really amounted to a fine of £2 on all who entered and did not
compete for his champion cups). In fact, the proposition if

carried out would be replete with difficulties, and would in my
opinion ruin, or at all events greatly decrease, the welfare of

every Eose .sliow in England. Such, gentlemen, are my senti-

ments.

—

John B. M. CiJin, Monkton Wtjhl.

QUISQUALIS PUBESCENS.
M. HoDLLET directs attention to this as an ornamental plant

of the highest merit, but not sufficiently known. He says

:

I had long cultivated in pots some plants of it, but they never

gave the slightest sign of flowering. Two years ago, however,
it struck me to turn a plant out in the bed of a stove, and in

a short while its branches extended to a length of upwards
of 80 feet, and this year formed garlands of flame-coloured

flowers. These continue more than two months, and I can
affirm that no climber is better suited for covering the pillars

and walls of plant stoves. It has, besides, another good
quality—that of never being attacked by insects, to which
other stove climbers are so subject. It is probable that in the
south-east of Prance—at Nice, for instance—it would, like the
Bougainvillea, flower well out of doors. It should be planted
out in the house in a mixture of leaf mould and loam, to which
a little peat may be added for young plants. It is easily pro-

pagated by cuttings of the half-ripened shoots put-in in peat
soil under a bell-glass in the propagating house.

The plant belongs to the order Oombretaoete, and being a

native of the warm parts of India, it thrives in the stove, and
possibly it could even be grown in an intermediate house.

—

(^Abridged from Revue Sorticole.)

THE PLAGUE OP GNATS AND PLIES.
Some of my family have left London to enjoy for a time

life in the country. The change is very enjoyable and plea-

sant to them, but there is a drawback to their comfort in the
plague of gnats and flies. They have written to me for a

remedy, and I shall be glad to tell them the best, and one that

will be effectual. I hope this will excuse my troubling you.
—E. M. M.

[Will some of onr readers come to the reUef of our corre-

spondent, and suggest a remedy? Gnats and flies are difficult

game to bring down in sufficient quantity to make the sport

productive of any beneficial result. They are dillicult to catch,

except by the " catch-'em-aUve." You cannot fumigate them
without first catching or surrounding them ; to poison them
seems the only remedy, and for this purpose we use in dwell-

ings " Papier moure," to be had of all grocers and oilmen.

—Ens. J. OF H.]

THE POTATO CROP.
I SEND you the result of my Potato crop, the whole of

which, I am thankful to say, is now safely housed.
Early Rose, a magnificent crop; Hayes' Kidney, poor; Pat-

terson's Victoria, good ; Jersey Blues, very good ; Dalmahoy,
very good ; Bresee's King of the Earlies, fair ; Bresee's Peer-

less, a splendid crop ; Red-skinned Flourball, poor ; Sutton's

New Hundredfold Fluke, excellent. New Extra Early Vermont
—of this I planted lib., and have ITJlbs. of Potatoes, some
small, but for the most part a fine sample.
Among all these Potatoes there is not a speck of disease,

except among the Bresee's Peerless. Why the disease should
have attacked these I cannot conceive ; it is, however, far too

valuable a Potato to give up.
Amongst my Potatoes of every sort are many very small

ones. This I attribute to the fact of their having been cut

down so often by the spring frosts. Still I hold this to be no
argument against early planting, for

First, the succession of Potato-cutting frosts this spring was
quite exceptional.

Second, it is better to have some small Potatoes amongst
the sound ones than to have the whole crop rotten.

If all the Potatoes had been of good size the ground could

not have held them, and then we should have complained of

so many green ones. As it is, I have a capital crop on the

whole.—H. G M., Guildford.

PRINCESS ALICE CUCUMBER.
In the last number of " our Journal," page 119, in your

report of the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society at

South Kensington on the 5th inst., you say that " Messrs.

Gutbush & Sou, of Highgate, sent specimens of Princess AUce
Cucumber, a good, prolific, hardy variety of good deep colour,

but it was not thought better than other varieties in cultiva-

tion," which calls forth our opinion based on three years' trial,

and supported by dozens of gardeners who grew it in the last

and present season, that it is the best variety for general pur-

poses we have yet met with. It is first-class for winter work,

ordinary house work, and frames ; hardy in constitution, most
prolific bearing, and having firm heavy fruit of a peculiarly

nutty flavour.

We have been for many years, Uke most seedsmen, asked

for "a good Cucumber that will do for any purpose;" and
until three or four years ago, when we met with Princess Alice

in Bedfordshire, we have never been able to procure such a

one as would give general satisfaction to our customers ;
and

if anyone who is at all interested in such a subject would give

us a call here within the next three or four weeks, he can be

shown it growing in a cool house and in an ordinary pit.

Nevertheless, if it is like any other sort we shall be only too

pleased to know what the sort is, that we may procure it, and
test next year ; but in the meantime we shall maintain our

own opinion as to its superiority until proof, direct proof, of

our error.

—

Wji. Cdtbush & Son, Highgate, N.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We learn that a Pojiological Congkess is to be held at

Anoebs, commencing on the 28th of September. The Angers
Horticultural Society will have an exhibition of fruit, and all

horticultural societies and amateurs both in this and other

countries are invited to contribute to the show. The jury is

to be chosen from members of the Pomological Congress of

France.
' In the last number of the " Revue Hortioole," M. Car-

ricsre directs attention to the value of Clematis baleabica as

an evergreen cUmber for the conservatory or greenhouse. The
plant is a native of the Balearic Isles, and at Paris stands the

winter against a wall with a good aspect ; but in this case its

flowers are Uable to be nipped by frost owing to the early

period (February and March) at which they appear. But for

conservatory decoration at that time, when flowers are gene-
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rally scarce, it ia admirably adopted, whether planted-out and
trained up the pillars or against the walls, or grown in pots,

producing multitudes of large yellowish-white bell-shaped

flowers, streaked and spotted on the inside with rosy purple.

The handsome Rhododendron CAJirYLOCAnpuM flowered

in the greenhouse at Dysart House, Fife, N.B., for the first

time in the month of March.

At a recent meeting of the Berlin Academy, a paper
•was read by Professor Dove on The General Character of

Mild Winters. One fact which appears from his figures is

that several such winters often follow one another in close

succession, or with little interruption. It also appears (1) that

sudden exceptional moderating of the temperature in the last

third of December is very frequent ; but does not always be-

token a continued mild January of the following year
; (2) that

a cool November and cold first half of December generally

point to a mild January following ; and conversely, a mildness
in the former period points to a severe midwinter. The
phenomena, lastly, show that the earth's surface at a deter-

minate time falls into determinate weather systems ; and the

rules found for one of these are without signiticance for an-
other. As these systems depend on air currents, they can
have no universal application.

—

{Englisli Meclianic.)

—— The influence of forests in drawing moisture from
the heavens, says the " Californian Horticulturist," may be
seen from the experience of San Diego, California. Previous
to 1863 there was yearly a rainy season, which made the soil

nourishing and productive. In 1803 a destructive fire swept
over the greater part of the country, destroying the forest, and
blackening the hills. Since then there has been no rainy
season at San Diego.

The employes of Messrs. Button, of Reading, accom-
panied by their wives and relations, went on the 5th inst.

for their annual excursion—the cost of the journey being de-

frayed by Messrs. Sutton, who also presented each with a good
round sum for recreation and refreshment. At 7 a.m. more
than two hundred of the employes and their friends, accom-
panied by some of the members of the firm, took their de-
parture by special train for Hastings, where they enjoyed for

several hours the attractions of that beautiful watering place.

This is another instance of that kind and considerate feeling

which exists between the employers and the employed of the
great Beading seed firm.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT "WEEKS.
kitchen G.UIDEN.

Except clearing ofE sticks and Pea haulm from which the
crop has been gathered, also the last of the spring-sown Cauli-
flower, hoeing-up and gathering-off the weeds everywhere, little

else has been done. Just a word in reference to the spring-sown
Cauliffotvers. For the last ten years we have sown seeds in
the autumn, and also early in the spring, the latter sowing being
made under glass lights. The auturau-sown plants have fur-
nished US with good heads, white and firm, from the middle of
May onwards. The spring-sown plants are intended to succeed
them, and this they do in a way; but although the seeds are in
most cases taken out of the same packets, the produce is as
different as lif^ht is from darkness. The produce of the latest-

sown is such that we are ashamed to send it to table; and in
whatever part of the garden the plants are grown the result is

the same—the heads are green and loose. This year the plants
were put out on the Gladiolus ground, and that is very rich : in
fact, the same ground is selected for both sowings. We have
now come to the conclusion that the fault lies in our light
gravelly soil, which does not seem to have sufficient holding
power for this class of vegetables to succeed in the summer
months. But do we not learn a useful lesson from this in the
way of charity to the gentlemen who supply the seeds ? It
would be very easy to point to the quarter of bastard-looking
plants, and so lay the blame on the seeds, if the fine crop that
had been previously cut did not give the lie to the assertion.
Then about the iceeils. These should never be allowed to

become so large that it is necessary either to rake or gather them
off. We very seldom use a rake during the summer months.
The hoe is kept at work whether weeds are to be seen or not,
and the surface remains as it is left by the hoe.
Sowed early Cabbages for use in April, May, and June. It

is always best to sow on hard poor soil, and thinly, so that
stocky plants may be produced. Some persons, as soon as the
young plants have formed the rough leaf, prick them out, say
3 inches apart : this certainly produces better plants, but we
have no time for it. Peas generally fail with us at this time,
but to make up for it Dwarf Kidney Beans and Scarlet Runners
do famously. Any quantity of fine succulent pods can be

I

gathered from a row or two of the latter. If it is necessary to
sow two or more rows together, a distance of feet should be
allowed between them. There is not a more profitable vegetable
for cottagers' gardens than Runners, and when well cooked few
are more wholesome. When the plants show the least signs of
distress from excessive drought, a drill should be drawn about
3 inches deep, at a distance of G inches from the roots, to be
filled up three or four times with water. It is not desirable to
pour the water against the stems of the plants.

Potatoes are turniug-out well in the fields. Dalmahoys and
White Dons are extra good, but a few diseased tubers have been
found, and one badly affected was found in a basket of Extra
Early Vermont. By-the-way, this last is a Potato that can be
recommended for small gardens ; it is very early, the tubers are
large (four fine-shaped specimens just weighed are only half an
ounce short of 3 lbs.) The haulm is very short, more so than
that of the Ash-leaved Kidney.

fecit and fokcing houses.
Fineries,—Suckers that were put into pots about the end of

July or earlier should now be treated to a warm moist atmo-
sphere of from 70

' to 75° at night if the weather is mild ; indeed,
the best instructions would be to say. Keep up a good heat in
the hot-water pipes, and shut-up early. With a bottom heat of
90° or 95° the plants will grow rapidly, and when their roots
strike through the bottom shift them into their fruiting-pots at-

once ; in fact, they ought to be in them now if they are to be
started to fruit in January next. Our own Queens and some
Smooth-leaved Cayennes put in about this time last year are
now coming-in. Before potting the suckers it is well to examine
them carefully, and to pick and wash-off any insects or scale
that may be hidden in the axils of the leaves. It used to be a.

common practice to lay the suckers out to dry for a few days
before potting them, but that was in the days of old, when
Pines were grown in pots that required two men to move them,
and from two to four years was the time required to produce the
fruit. The only motive for drying the suckers would be to prf-
vent them from rotting at the base, but this never happens if

the pots are not watered for a week after the suckers are potted-
In the house where fruit are ripening and swelling-off admit air

freely, and unless it is necessary to hasten the maturation of the
fruit very little artificial heat is necessary. If the plants are in
good health it will not be necessary to shade after this time.
Orchard Souse.—The trees still require abundant supplies of

water at the roots, and such late sorts as Lord and Lady Pal-
merston, Salway, &c., are syringed in the morning. A larger
proportion of the Peaches than usual have split stones, nor is

the fruit large. The Nectarines are good, but this is not the
only season in which, though the Peaches have only been of
average quality, the Nectarines have been first-rate. An ex-
tensive experience leads us to the conclusion that the Nectarine
is more amenable to pot culture than the Peach. One thing par-
ticularly noticeable is, that should the trees have suffered from
a deficiency of water at the roots. Peaches would be " woolly,"
or what a Scotchman would call " duffy," and it would not be
so with Nectarines. Except looking over the trees daily and
gathering the fruit as it ripens, the trees have not required any
other attention. We used to place bags made of gauze under
the fruit, into which it dropped when quite ripe ; this is not
such a good way as gathering the fruit daily when it parts
readily from the stalks.

greenhouse and conservatory.
Many of the usual occupants of these structures have been .

shifted out to other quarters ; for the present, however, it is an
easy matter to keep these houses gay with Zonal Pelargoniums
and other hardy subjects, not to mention such fine and distinct
flowers as Phloxes and Gladiolus. The latter need not be grown
in pots; all that is necessary is to cut the spikes, and insert
them in bottles of water. The bottles should be quite concealed
by the pots or foliage of other plants, and the deception is com-
plete. Too much cannot be said in praise of the Plilox for de-

corative purposes, but to be utilised in the greenhouse the plants-

must be grown in pots ; it will not answer to cut the spikes in

the same way as those of the Gladiolus. One of the principal
marks in their favour is that they are so easily grown, and are
exactly suited for the owners of small gardens, who have not
much time to spare to look after their plants. In their culture
glass may be dispensed with entirely. If the cuttings were
ttruck according to previous instructions, and grown-cn in pota
out of doors, the plants will now be in full beauty, and may he-

arranged in the greenhouse.
A::aleas are now in a moist atmosphere and a stove tempera-

ture, and to grow this plant well no other treatment is preferable

to tbis. Our plants were potted shortly alter they had done
flowering, and placed in heat at once ; they soon show that the
treatment answers by the way in which the new rootlets lay
hold of the fresh fibrous peat in all directions. Heaths, Epacrises,
and all the more robust-growing New Holland plants are better
oitt of doors until the first week of September ; they must be
removed indoors two weeks earlier than this if there is no pro-
vision made to throw off the rains.
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FLOWER GAKDEN.
Layered the Carnations and PicoteeB, and will pnt in cut-

tings of all Zonal Pelargoniums as soon as posBible. These are

planted in boxes in preference to placing them in beds out of

doors; it is not always convenient to lift and pot the young
plants before the autumn frosts set in, and the boxes can be

removed under a glass protection at any time.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Sechetakies wOl oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
AUGUST.

Birmingliam 11 and 15
Bjhope 18
KeevU, Wilts 19
EcklDgton 19
Cardiff (Glamorganshire) 10
Chard 20
Deal and Walmer 21)

Haverfordwest 20
Beading 20
Belfast 20 and 21
Eastbourne 21

Keighley 21 and 22

Todmorden 22
Shotley Bridge 22
Wakefield 22
Warkworth 21

ramdon and Aldiord 25

AUGUST.
Wotton-under-Edge 25

Banbury 25

Dudley(WorcesterBhire)25,26,and 26

St. Andrews 26

Sherborne 27

Kempsey 27

Cirencester 27

Tynemouth and S. Northumber-
land 26 and 27

Skircoat {Yorkshire) 28

Sandy 28

Perth 28

Chaiiey 28

Falkirk 28

Bishop Auckland 28

Kilmun.Stroue.and Blamore .... 29

ThornhUl (Yorks) 29

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
WiUiam Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.—Bulb Catalofjue.

Downie, Laird, ttLaing, Forest Hill, London, E.G., and Edin-

burgh.—Descrj/jftue Catalogue of Bulbous Flower Boots and

Spring-fioweriiig Plants,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to

" The Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened

unavoidably.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one wUl wi-ite privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books {J. JfayaJd.—There is no manual for the aqoarium in the series you

mention. (Mrs. T. CarUsle).—You will find suflicieut directions for the culti-

vation of Asparagus in "The Kitchen Gavden," of the series of "Manuals

for the Many," published at this oftice, price by post iid. (.1 Learner).—Jhe
" Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," price 6s. 6iJ. ; or, if that is too expensive,

"The Garden Manual," price is. bd., free by post. Both can be had from

this ofUce.

Crystal Palace Autujin Hose Show (II'. A. IF.).—No such show has

"been announced.

Wax Flowees lAdmirer).—VThit do you mean by " wax flowers most easy

of cultivation ?
"

LrLiua AOEATUM (S. E.).—There must be something constitutionally

weak in the bulb of your Lilium auratum. It is just in the place where it

ought to succeed. It may he that the habit of not opening is natural to that

particular plant. We can only recommend you to throw it away and get

another. tt n r , t ;i

Clematis Failures—Select BEDDrNO Geraniums (M. H. Jl.).—Lady

Cullum. golden variegated ; Mi."s Kingsbury, silvery variegated ;
Rev. F. F.

Fenn, deep crimson; Charlie Casbon, brilliant scarlet; Mrs. Lowe, bright

pink ; Mrs. Vincent, crimson. The failure of the Clematis is probably owing

to the drought. Do not hastily remove them ; the brown-looking and appa-

rently dead branches of such exhausted plants often retain sufficient vitality

to vield growth of extraordinary vigour with suitable treatment. \\ e had

Beveral plants which were in a similar condition to yours last season—that is

to say, they started into growth in spring, growing freely for a time, but the

hark and foliage became brown and dead-looking prematurely. Water was

immediately and abundantly given to the roots, a quantity of rich manure

forked into the soil in winter, and this season the whole of the plants have

recovered, growing with remarkable vigour, and yielding a fine display of

flowers.

TicTOEiA Eeoina Violet—ViHiors (D.F. J. ff.).—This shouldbe treated

in preclselv a simUar manner to The Czar, and it will flower simultaneously

with it. 01 Pansies, Hooper's Marquis will probably suit you. It is a bright

bronze colour, and flowers freely and continuaUy throughout the season.

Apply to the gardener, Morningside, Kidderminster.

Orange Fungus on Eoses (lii<)iiir<-r).—Mr. Badclyfle recommends, and

uses most successfully, 2 ozs. of blue vitriol dissolved in hot water, and added

to two or three gallons of cold, to be sponged over the leave?.

Eecentlt.planted Fruit Trees Blossoming (Perplexed). — There is

nothing unusual in the trees planted last winter now blossoming. We have

some large pyramid trees lilted last autumn that are now in full blossom.

Eemove the trusses of bloom, and water if the weather continue dry. Manure

at planting is not good, but it would cause the trees to break freely, and then

fall away, owing to the dryness of the season. The stored-up sap is sufficient

to cause the trees to start freely into growth, but there being no roots to sus-

tain the growth, this, if roots are not speedily emitted, languishes, and the

trees not unfrequentlv die, branches in some cases partially only. Your trees

will be all right another season; this year they only show the efiects of tho

removal.

Site for Greenhouse (Jdcml.—The situation, as your sketch shows it

to us, will not suit for flowering plants ; but it would answer for variegated

and fine-foliaged plants, and for Fetns especially. It may be that it would

have sun in the middle of tho day, and in that case it would suit flowering

plants pretty well, but it would then be necessary to shade the fernery from

March to October. The site, however, as your sketch shows, is not a good

one. If it have sun at all, it -will only be in the hottest part of the day, and

fixed shading will only be available, as you are absent at that time ol day.

The shading would be necessary to keep the plants from scorching.

Storing Seed Potatoes (.Sn/iift).—As you cannot store them on shelves, wo

should thoroughly green them by exposing them on the surface of the soil or on

the floor of a she'd, turning frequently if laid more than one layer deep, and

then spread them in a cool cellar or other place safe from frost, in layers not

more than inches thick (3 inches would be better), and between each layer

of Potatoes put B inches thick of dry sand or ashes, covering the upper loyer

with a (5-inch thickness of sand or ashes. If they are placed outdoors in a

"pie" or "hog," a dry situation should he chosen, and a straw and eartli

covering given in severe weather. The Potatoes should be kept from sprout-

in" ; or when they begin to sprout they should be removed, and placed eye-

end upwards in shallow boxes or upon a floor, so that the first sprouts may bo

preserved. Plant when the sprouts are from one- half to three-quarters of an

inch long.

Applving Gas Lime (Idem).—It may be applied to land a little prior to

inserting the crop, at the rate of twenty bushels per acre, distributing it

equally over the surface, and ploughing or digging- in before sowing or plant-

ing. Double the quantity may ba appUed in autumn if the ground is not

reouh-ed for croppmg before spring. A ton of gas lime is a sufficient quantity

to mix with ten tons of soil. Thoroughly mix the lime with the soil, turn over

once or t»ice, and apply as a top-diessing to grass land at the rate of ten or

twelve loads per acre. Gas lime is a hydro-aulphuret ol Umo with a Uttlo

ammonia.

Culture of Am-aryuis longiflora albi and rosea (C. R. ^^•~
These are better known as Crinum capense album and rosea. They are hardy

in sheltered situations and hght weU-drained soU. They have not flowered

because they are not strong enough. Give them abundant supphes of water

when growing, and in winter only give enough to keep them fresh, assigning

them a li"ht and airv position in a cool house. Kepot in sprmg in yellow

loam three parts, and' one part peat, with a sixth of sand, and good dromago.

They will flower when they have more strength.

Ahpanoin-g Stove, ViNEraES, and Greenhouse (H. P.). — Ion oonld

not do better than arrange your proposed houses ioto four equal divisions of

20 feet each, though the size of departments depends principally upon what

you wish most for. Probably you care most for fruit, and would content your-

self with a moderate extent of glass for flowers ; and in this case we should

have an early vinery ol 18 feet, which will accommodate six \ lues, and a

stove of equal size may form the centre. A late vinery of 21 feet, and a

greenhouse of 20 feet, would take up your length. The greenhouse we shouia

have at the most desirable point of entrance at the end of the range, the

stove next, then the eailv vinery, and the late vinery at the other end of the

range Two 1-mch pipes along one end and the front will be suflicient lor the

greenhouse, four along the front and both ends for the stove, the same number

for the early vinery—that is, if Grapes must be had in May or early in .)une,

whilst for the late vmery two pipes along the front and ends will suffice, ino

pipin" should be so arranged that the houses can be heated separately or

together. As to the boiler we cannot advise; take from our alvertismg

columns that most likely to meet your requirement, and write to one or more

of the advertisers, stating what you require, and asking for an estimate.

Belgian Gardens (Old Sulscridcr).-At Ghent, Linden, Eoe dn Chaume;

Van Houtte.Ledebei-g; Jean VerschaSelt, Ledeberg ; Auguste ^ anGeert,pre3

de la station de St. Nicholas ; Dalliere, Ledeberg. Charles \ an Geert. Ant-

werp ; Jardin Botanique de I'Etat, Brussels; Botamc Garden, and that ol

M. de Cannart d'Hamale at Malines.

EoSE EivE d'Or (B.D.).—You canobtainit from any ol the Eose-growers.

Climbing Devoniensis not BLooMrNG (J. Hoiits).-If your plants ha-ve

only been planted one season, it is the very best thing that could happen to

them not to bloom the first year if they are making good growth. Allow all

the growth you can without stopping, and you are sure of good bloom next

year. With climbing Eoses to cover a wall, or trellis, &c., it is far better to

insure growth the flrst year rather than blooms.

Maekchal Niel Eose not Flowering a Second Time iComlant Sub-

scriber).—Ibe same remarks as above very nearly apply here. Moi-echal P.1011S

very apt to make fine vigorous growth after blooming, and the second blooms

will then come on side shoots from the stronger growth at a later period, bo

long as you con have vigorous growth you are sure sooner or later of good

blooms, and it is better to wait patiently. You need not be afraid of over-

feeding, it will be sure to reward you in tho end.

Sulphate of Ammonia for Eoses (G. W. J.).-It is good for aU Eoses as

well as Tea Eoses when carefully used ui about the quantity and proportion

vou name—1 oz. of guano and a quarter of au ounce of sulphate of ammonia

to tho gallon of water. If the guano is old more may be used.

Beine du Portugal Kose not Opening (Ideml.-It is very often a bad

opener, and hardly worth much trouble. It is most likely to suceeel on i.a

own roots in a sheltered situation m good garden soU not too heavy nor too

light.

Growing Eoses on Shallow Son. on Ferruginous Subsoil (Mtdland

Countk:).-It vou dig out aU your beds 2 to 2i feet deep. and mcorporate your

irony subsoil in about the fallowing proportions-three loads of the uppei

SOU 'to one of your irony subsoil and _one_of Jhe Wue^^ day,^and_add ono

load of decayed leaf soil and one of manure, you wil ^"'•«?'l '"
^»^°f

a

good Eose soil. The different soils ought to be carefully mix.d
;
the best way

fs to cart them to a heap and turn them over twice b.fo.e puttmg thorn into

tho beds, but it this entaUs too much trouble and espenso have tho beds woU
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forked over twice before planting. The blae clay requires ai-rating and break-
ing-up before it is good for Roses. AVe should recommend lloees on the
Manetti or Heeiling Briar. The time is not far distant when standards will

be things of the past, at least for permanent plantin;?, as the blooms, except
in very ciceptioual cases, deteriorate each year after the lirstor second season.
There is no reason why you should not t^row exhibitiou Rosed. Tho worst
soils under proper care will produce good blooms. Witness tho success of the
Rev. J. B. M. Camm,of Monktou Wyld, whose soil naturally is about the worst
for RoBe-growiuR that could be found. We could have given, perhaps, more
accurate advice if you had stated what was the natui-e of your upper soil, but
we conclude from its being over the irony subsoil, that it is somewhat light

and gravelly. As a broad rale theDog-Rose stock succeeds best in strong soils,

with uuctuinis clay, &c. ; the Manet ti on good garden soils and light ground;
and stronj^-growing kinds, as Gloire do I>ijon, Gcn<-'ral Jacqueminot, John
Hopper, and MarLchal Niel on their own roots.

Seeds not Germ[nating (IF". G. M.).—If the seed has been in a pot eight
montbs and is jet sound, it may yet vegetate. You cannot "make"teeda
vegetate before their time. Broken sea shells can be obtained from any of

the principal nurserymen, or from dealers in sand, loam, tfcc.

Kemophila iSprinrj Garden).—Nemophila insiguis will, no doubt, stand
the winter iu County Armagh. It does so in England, or, at least, the seeds
which are iu the ground grow very eai'ly in spring, and the plants are gay in
the spring garden.

Anthurium regale (J. L. IF.).—This may be shown either as a flower-
ing or as a fine-foUaged plant. If it is in flower, of course it may be sho^vu
as a flowering plant, but it would not help the collection much.

Twelve Tea Roses (Tea ijo.'^f).—The best are Souvenir a'Elise, Souvenir
d'on Ami, Niphetos, Devoniensis, ("atheiine Mermet, ilarie Van Houtte,
Madame Jules Mart;ottin, JIadamo Wiilermoz, La Belle Lyonnaise, Comtesse
de Nadaillac, Madame ."-ertot, Peile de Lyon.

Noisette Roses {Idem). — America, Celine Forestier, Marechal Niel,
Triomphe de Rennes.

Pear Anna Nelis {F. C.).—This Pear is not worth growing.

Plums (Jofin Ftrme).—'Ihe only way we know of for drying Plums is to
place them in a slack oven after the bread has been withdi-awn, and gently
dry them; tiike them out, and repeat the process tiD the fruit is well
ahrivelled. They will then keep for some time.

Tine Lra%'es (G. L. fl".).—Your- Vines are infested with thrips. Fumigate
immediately with tobacco smoke. The best remedy to destroy brown scale
on Peach trees is to wash them in water when the leaves are off with a strong
solution of Gishurst compound, 8 ozs. to the gallon of water.

Vines in Greenhotse [A. L.).—Grapes can very well be grown in such a
house as yon specify. If you can place it in a position for the lights on one
side to slope to the sorth, all the better ; but if not, the west will do.

Grapes and Peaches Diseased (J. Bryan).—There can be no doubt that
the roots both of the Vines and the Peaches have got into ungenial soil. Is
your soil hea\7 and not thoroughly drained? The fruit has every indication
of this being the case.

Vine for Cool Greenhouse (Fhjcatc}t£r).~As & companion to your
Black Hamburgh you may bare Black Prince, or, if you preftr a white Grape,
"White Mur.cadine. Cat down the Gorse in the winter time, not now.

Grapes {F. Stanford, Jun.).-~1he Grapes you sent appear to he Muscat
Hamburgh, a very excellent variety. There is no special cultivation for it,

but it requires a little more heat than the Black Hamburgh does when grown
in a cool vinery. If you give a little heat at blooming-time, and till the
berries are well set, you will succeed.

Seedling Carnations (IT. B. J.).—Your Carnation does not differ from
many others which we have seen. Seedlings bloom much more freely than
plants propagated by layers, and you T.iil probably iind on propagating
your seedling in this way that it will to some estent lose its free-blooming
habit.

Greenhouse Lamp (A New Subscriber).—The lamp you mention will not
he iijjuriouB to plants, provided jou have ventilation in the house. We pre-
sume the laps of the glass are open. If such is the case there will bo escape
enough for any fumes that could cause injury.

Facing Old Brick W^all (D. Brigid).—As you say it will cost you £m
to face your old brick wall, and you are averse to incur that expense, the best
thing you can do is to fill up the defects with cement, and wire the walls, to
which you can then fasten the fruit trees. As regards your Peach trees, cut
out all the gross shoots now, so that the wound may heal over this season,
and so prevent gumming. It is not they which produce the fruit.

Common Brake as Cover (J. TJoz/crs).—The only way to introduce the
common Brake into grass land to serve as cover, is to transplant it in masses.
It will soon spread.

Fruit-room IB. F. B.).—We should prefer the dark room for fruit. You
ought to have some means of ventilation; if you have not, you must use the
room^ with a wind-w, which you can board or otherwise cover-up, reserving
sufficient for ventilation.

Building a FiiUiT-ROOM (Cornuftfa).—The walls should be of bricks or
stone, and not less then 14 inches thick. In a house 15 feet by 12, one window
will be necessaiy, which should be made to open, and so serve the purposes
of ventilation. The best internal arraogemeat is a staging of laths, one tier
above another, the f;ta;jing to be 3 feet wide, and 1 foot 9 inches apart. If
your house were wide enough, as it would be if 15 feet wide, there might also
be a staging in the centre that would be 4 feet wide, which would give 6 feet
for the two side stages, 4 feet for the centre one, and 2^ feet for a path all
round. Drawers would be an extra expense, and are not necessary. Auy
builder in your neighbourhood would be glad to give an estimate for it. You
will find a long aiticle on the subject at page 80 of the number for January
22nd of the present year.

Caterpillars on Plums (Mootee).—l!h6 only way to get rid of them is
hand-picking.

Spider in Vinery (D. Jl/.).—The spider is not uncommon in England. It
will do no harm to either the Vines or the fruit, as it feeds on other insects.

Names of PLANTs(Fran7i: Cor&cfO.—AchillseaMillefolium. (Britannicus).
-~1, Abies Smithiaoa; 2, Abiestxcelsa; 3, Abies Douglasii; 4, Welliogtonia
gigantea. {SeU;i Hillk—Hypericum colycinum. {A. /'i.f?i<'r).—Opuntia Sal-
miana, P<irm. Brazil. W^ants repotting and more water. (Amrr).—Buddlea
Lindleyana {Bot. Beg. 33, (. 4.). (L. C, Ntw .46bcy;.—Cystopteris fragilis, var.
dentftta, Hook,

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OKRONIOLE.

DORKINGS AT BUCKINGHAM SHOW—POULTKY
MISFORTUNES—CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.

I AVAs very mucli amused on turning to the Journal of Thurs-
day last, to find that your correspondent from Buckingham had
pilloried me for sending certain birds to the Show there which,
according to his account, displayed signs of over-exhibition.
Now, I do not iu the least object to your correspondent's good-
humoured remarks, but I should like to set him right, as well
as myself, before your readers. My birds were not in such good
condition as I could have wished, not because they had been
over-exhibited, but because they had begun to moult. The
moult this year has come on so suddenly that the interval be-
tween the last day of entry and the Show has been enough to de-
stroy the chances of otherwise good birds. That my pen ought
to have had some chance of success, if in proper trim, is clear
from the fact the cock was a winner at the Crystal Palace, aud
one of the hens was first at Birmingham. I must, however, admit
the justice of the award, and compliment Mr. Jeffries on his
firmness in declining to give a cup to birds that were not, when
exhibited, worthy of such a prize. As it was, I doubted after I
had seen the pair selected for the Show whether I should send
at all, and decided in the affirmative only because Buckingham
was near, and the entries apparently few. It is no easy matter
to select a good pair of Dorking hens even from a large yard, in
the months of August and September, and if the Buckingham
Committee will be content next time with a single hen, I will
endeavour to send one that shall be neither " tattered," moult-
ing, nor " over-exhibited."

It affords, I believe, pleasure to some folks to hear of the mis-
fortunes of others, and I daresay a few of my friendly rivals will
not be sorry to learn that I have had rather a disastrous tims
of it this spring. First of all, the best hen I ever bred fell ill

of cancer iu the throat. After she was dead I discovered that
some infallible recipe had been found iu America, and if I mis-
take not, this was given in the Journal not very long since. I
applied, or rather my man applied, for I have very little tim&
to attend to such things, caustic again and again to the sore,
but in vain. The disease at last made its way outside, and closed
one of the eyes, whereupon the case was abandoned as hopeless.
Next, her sister showed indications of something being wrong:
with one of her feet, and is now, alas ! a confirmed gouty sub-
ject. I see, unfortunately, signs of gout in other good birds,

and there is no anti-gout sherry or other such specific that will
either remove, alleviate, or prevent this hideous complaint.
Moreover, the heavier your birds are, the more liable they are
to it!

In my simplicity I could only hope that my early chickens
would make-up for my losses—a delusion. Although we keep-
our places as clean, I think, as is possible, our youngsters con-
trived to catch roup. I had never seen the disease in chickens
before, and, indeed, did not recognise it at first. A friendly
voice from Rochdale at length warned me of what was likely to
happen, but unfortunately too late, and so I have been com-
pelled to sacrifice my hopes and slay not a few of my most pro-
mising birds. Some, however, survive, I trust to avenge the
memory of those who have passed so prematurely away ! Verily^
"he who dabbleth in Dorkings dealeth in disappointment."
As I am writing to the Journal I should be glad of permissiori

to touch on one or two other topics. Can any of your readers re-

commend a good incubator ? I sprinkle the eggs before hatch-
ing, put them in water, and yet fail as much as ever. My mac
sometimes announces eight or ten chickens the day before
hatching, and only one or two come out alive. This is par-
ticularly the case when the sitting hens are heavy ; they seem
with their weight to crush the chickens just as they are hatch-
ing. I feel disposed to try an incub.ator in such cases for forty-

eight hours, and then place what chickens there are under the
hen that has been sitting.

And now a word on the Crystal Palace Show. I venture to
hope that this year we shall have pairs of puUets instead of the
cock and hen class, at all events among the Dorkings. The
single-bird system is now being carried out usque ad nauseam ;
and a class for pairs of puUets would, I believe, bring as many
or more entries than the class referred to, and would to my
mind be more interesting. To breed a pair of good birds must
require more skill than a single one, aud the fortunate possessor
of one good bird ought not to be rewarded as much as be who
has two that are not only good, but uniform in goodness. In
fact, I believe the system of showing pairs tends to encourage
the bond fide breeder rather than the man who buys-np a few
good birds and then shows them singly all round the kingdom.
May I also suggest to the same Committee that it would be

very advisable to station a man at the Clapham Junction Station
on the days of the arrival and of the departure of the birds ? I

have heard from several quarters strange stories of the Banner
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in w)iicli the fowl-baskets are rolled and pitched about there,
and in any case no harm would be done by a precaution of this

kind. Lastly, I would suggest that if a person should have the
good fortune to win a cup, he should receive, if he likes, the
money in full instead of the cup. Certain good people, whose
names I entirely forget, wrote to me after the last Show, sug-
gesting that I should select a piece of plate or some article as a
cap. I iNow, I cared neither for a piece of plate nor any of their
articles, as I happen to have a penchant for photographs, and
fancy I can show some rather good specimens which I have pur-
chased as poultry trophies. Upon declining to buy of these good
folks, who, I suppose were authorised by the Committee to write,
I found I was mulcted of a certain proportion of my prize. Of
this I do not complain, as due notice was given ; still, I think a
flourishing body such as the Crystal Palace Committee is sup-
posed to be, might pay in full, as is now usually done elsewhere.—E. BAKTBD5I, Berkhamsted, Herts.

touched his palm, then he closed the door for fear of listeners,
approached the owner's ear, and whispered " Cats !" Now I re-
commend cats to cure this Bristol malady. Wherever cats are
shown crowds come to see them. I nearly had my coat torn
from my back at the Birmingham Cat Show by the densely-
packed throng. The Eifle-drill Hall at Bristol would be an ex-
cellent place, and, unlike the Birmingham wooden booth,
would be well ventilated.

I say, then, "Cats!" and the Bristol Committee would find
that cats meant cash.

—

Wiltshire Rectob.

PROPOSED CONTINUATION OF BRISTOL
POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.

We have received the following circular :
—" The Bristol

Poultry and Pigeon Show held in .January last was again a loss

to the Committee of about iTO, and at a meetiug recently held
it was decided to discontinue the Show and dissolve the Com-
mittee. It does seem a disgrace to a large city like Bristol,

that such should be the end of a Society which has struggled
against hope and loss for seven years.

" It could not be expected that a small body of gentlemen
should carry on the annual Exhibition in the face of so serious

a loss year after year, but I still think it might be done if every-
one in Bristol and the neiehbourhood who feels an interest in

the matter would assist. With this object in view I am willing

to undertake the gratuitous management of another Show, pro-

vided I can get twenty gentlemen to assist the undertaking in

so far as to join in the moderate guarantee according to the
subjoined form.

" The fee paid to our late Secretary being thus saved, with a

fairly successful Show I hope there will be no loss, or at most
such a trilling deficiency as would not be felt when divided
amongst so many ; in which case, of course, a debtor and creditor

account will be submitted to the guarantors.
"Any larger subscription or cup for any particular class

which you may wish to give will be thankfully received, and
will be considered equivalent to the guarantee.—E. Cami!Kldge,

Horfield, Bristol."

[We agree with Mr. Cambridge that Bristol ought to be able

to sustain a poultry exhibition as successfully as Birmingham,
and to aid him in his praiseworthy effort we have authorised
him to offer a five-guinea cup. This is not to be a precedent, for

a poultry show is not needed where it cannot be self-sustained.]

Pehmit me to say a word on the above subject. There have
been eight annual shows held in Bristol ; the place for exhibition

excellent, the management good, and the birds exhibited of first-

rate quaUty. To those residing in the south-west of England
who have an eye for poultry and Pigeons each show has been a

rare treat. I use the word " rare," because shows do not abound
in these parts. But—and there is usually a "but" to every-

thing—every show has entailed a heavy loss on the Committee.
Last year the loss amounted to MIQ—not a trifle to lose. Still

the lovers of poultry at and near Bristol are incliued to per-

severe, and have issued a circular with the same heading as this

article. Mr. Cambridge offers to undertake " the gratuitous

management of the Show for next year provided he can get

twenty gentlemen to assist the undertaking in so far as to join

in a moderate guarantee in the following form "—viz., a promise
to subscribe annually one guinea to the Show, and in addition

an equal share with twenty or more gentlemen in the loss, if

Buch there be, provided that share does not exceed the sum of
J£2 2s. Surely twenty good and true men may be found to

undertake this, at most an outlay of three guineas ! I have
before recommended cage birds to the Bristol Committee, know-
ing that as there are more single ladies living at Clifton than
any other place in Eugland, there must be a great number of

lovers of Canaries and other song birds, for the larger number
of admirers at least of the Canary, that parlour pet, are ladies

of means and leisure.

I will now tender another piece of advice to my Bristol

friends, and that advice shall take the form of an anecdote.

The owner of a house was exceedingly troubled with rats, and
tried all sorts of plans to get rid of them, but still they came,
and atiU the owner suffered loss. At last the old-fashioned

farrier of the town, a man of no education, and who never knew
the name of any disease from which any of his equine patients

Buffered, but generally knew how to cure them, said he could
for a five-shilling fee undertake to recommend a certaiu cure,

and that the owner should cease to suffer loss. The old farrier

came, looked through the house, nodded knowingly, and having
seen all the damage done, and the five-shilling piece having

THE C.iRRIEE PIGEON.
The Carrier should be a large bird ; large in body, large in

limb, and large in presence ; a bird with style, of the quality
noble. Not a bird deformed by an immense beak or distorted
wattle, but a bird of proportions. Who cares for a long hook
piercing a wrinkled bunch of excrescence, attached by a short
neck to a runtish body ? Wring off such heads and feed the
bodies to the dogs, and rid the earth at once of two-thirds of the
Carriers now encumbering it. We want the blooded style, the
thoroughbred, not the Runt head, with its heavy Flanders look.

Let the Ruut retain that ; it is bred for the pot and deserves all

the weight that can be attached to it. Who of us would choose
a woman whose ankles were beef to the heel ? Not one ; and
we should be as well educated on the symmetry of Carriers.
The body of the Carrier should be large, broad across the

shoulders, the muscles prominent and firm ; the feathering
should be hard as that of the Game fowl ; the bow of the wing
must be prominent, the flights long and smooth with a wide
stretch—say 3.5 inches, and should lap above the tail ; the leg
must look large in proportion to the body, the bird standing
high ; the feet must be red, the toes long and well spread ; the
neck long and thin, closely covered by small hard feathers. The
head is of itself a study ; most of the properties are claimed to

lie there, and so much attention has been devoted to it that the
equally valuable size, shape, and style have almost ceased to
exist. The result is that any dumpy mass of feathers with a
fungus and a hook at one end is called a Carrier, and takes rank
by reason of the length of its hook. To my mind this is a very
great mistake, and a large, firm, reachy bird, with a bold, fear-

less style, should always take precedence of a dump, no matter
if there is a difference of a sixteenth of an inch in beak or wattle.

The properties of the head lie in the beak, wattle, eye, and
skull. Much attention has always been paid to the beak, and
there are many persons who are called beak fanciers, because
they set more store by that point than any other. Their object

is to attain a long, straight, and thick beak, and they will sacri-

fice everything else to accomplish the purpose.
I have tried a number of experiments on beaks, and have

come to the conclusion that the least done artificially to in-

crease the length the better. One thing, however, is very im-
portant—the young birds should be fed by the old ones, that is,

the old Carriers, for no other variety has mouth large enough to

feed the young without compressing the soft, cartilaginous

bones of the beak, and interfering with its growth. This is a

very simple thing, but to any observer it is very suggestive, for

not even Dragoons can feed 3'oung Carriers satisfactorily.

The beak must be long and straight; for crookedness, even of

the slightest, is a disheartening eyesore ; crookedness eithex'

lateral or downward. The curve downwards is very obnoxious,
and some of the Roman-nosed birds look more like voracious

vermin than " kings of Pigeons."
Thickness is necessary to preserve the proportions of the beak

and prevent its becoming spindling. The mandibles must also

fit, the lower within the upper, that the bird may not be open-
mouthed or distorted. The fitting of the parts of the beak is

seldom perfect, by efforts to increase the length, or by the com-
pression by the smaller beaks of feeders, a deformity consisting

of a pinching-in of the sides of the upper half near its point is

produced, and the shape of the part is destroyed. One hundred
years ago an inch and a half was considered a long beak, but in

those days more attention was given to the other properties;

now the same measurement is thought useless, and from one
and three quarters to two and a quarter are the extremes which
contain the average lengths. The measurement is from the tip

of the beak to the centre of the eye. Very long measurements
can sometimes be obtained from the Roman-nosed birds by
using a tape around the curve, but it is fallacious, as honesty
determines the direct line as the standard.
The wattle is a wearisome thing to wait for; it is seldom of

much importance until the bird is two years old, and it con-
tinues to improve to the fourth year. I have bought a good
many Carriers, of which it was said, " When they get a little

older the wattle would be very large." After watching three
years I turned out one old bird to fly with the commons, and ten
years afterwards his wattle had increased so much as to entitle

him to rank with Dragoons. By the way, that bird was, to my
knowledge, thirteen years old, and he must have been a year old

when I bought him. I also know of a Horseman that has been
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in the same loffc nine years—pretty good specimen of longevity

in Pigeons. Tlie wattle must be broad across; an English
walnut, with the long diameter across the back, would be a fit

illustration; broad from side to aide, short from before back-

wards, high and tilting forwards. It looks like a cauliflower, or

fungous growth, is pinkish-red in colour, and hard to the touch

in old birds, but like velvet in the young. Wlien the bird is

diseased, it becomes white or very dark red, the latter being the

condition when the bird is gorged by overfeeding and suffering

from vertigo. When the birds are moulting, or in bad health,

the wattle shrinks very much. Some fanciers desire the wattle

to extend under the lower beak, but it is generally preferred
that this should not be. The circumference of the wattle of the

beak should be over 31 inches.

The eye is an exceedingly important point with the Carrier.

Upon it depends much of the impression the bird makes upon
his admirers. A dull listless eye will doom the best bird in
other respects. Like the same organ in man it is the sentinel
of the brain, and upon its alertness depends the judgment passed
of the general physical powers. Its glance should be quick,

comprehensive, and confident. The colour is a bright orange
red, the redder and more fiery the better. It is surrounded by a
broad cere, which is of the same nature as the wattle of the beak.

\
This cere must be smooth, regular, and of equal width all round
the eye. It is exceedingly difficult to develop it perfectly at all

points, and it is most apt to become thin at the posterior part of

the circle, thereby winning the name of pinch-eyed. A cere the
size of a silver quarter, or about an inch and a quarter in dia-

' meter, is a good one.

, The skull has only of late years commanded attention. At

D.IA/01.STENH0LM

Fig. 46.

—

English OAHRrER pigeon.

first the fanciers were indifferent whether it was short and thick,

or long and narrow. Good taste, however, prevailed, and the
demand is for long narrow heads, flat on top or with a slight

depression in the centre. Between the wattles of the eyes, as

they appear above the head, the distance must not be over half

an inch.
Carriers are of two colours, or rather of one colour—black, with

the adjunct colour, dun, by the aid of which the deeper black is

maintained in its purity, a cross being often necessary to pre-
vent the black from becoming rusty or washed out.

Reds, whites, yellows, and blues, have been bred, but they are
not of much account, and have ranked little better than Horse-
men or Dragoons. They occupy about the relative position that
paste diamonds do to the genuine articles.

I have been in the habit of judging Carriers by the following
standard :—Ist, size ; 2nd, shape ; 3rd, style ; Ith, colour ; 5th,
head ; Gth, eyes ; 7th, beak ; 8th, wattle.

I use more points than the writers recommend, and place the
most neglected first, as it is now easier to obtain a good head-

and-beak bird than one of good style and shape.

—

[American
Fanciers' Journal.)

[The above article on the Carrier is from the same lively pen
from which emanated that on the Eantail, and which was in-

serted in this Journal a short time since. In passing, I will

just notice that our cousins across the Atlantic have now two
papers devoted to poultry. Pigeons, etc.—the " Poultry Bulletin "

and the " Fanciers' Journal." This fact shows the great atten-

tion recently paid to these subjects in America.

Dr. Morgan's article on the Carrier will be read by all with

interest, for it is so well written ; but everyone will not wholly

aoree with him. Thus English fanciers, or at least exhibitors,

vnll probably differ from him in what he says upon the head

and beak of the Carrier, points the most difficult of all to breed

for, and whatever is most difficult to attain English fanciers

think most highly of. Still, the words of the lively doctor will

do good. We have at shows too many Roman-nosed birds with

beak out of proportion to bird, and these beaks the result of art,

not nature. More regard for style would be well. Grace in the
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Carrier cannot exist with hooked beaks and wide-gaping man-
dibles. Dr. Morgan is a little incorrect as to narrowness of the
BkuU not having been attended to until recently. Old Moore
dwelt upon "a long narrow head," and speaks of the head's
" length, narrowness, and flatness." Again, Dr. Morgan would
scarcely speak of ** Blues not being of much account" had he
seen our recent Crystal Palace Shows. Blues in England are
greatly improved, and may now be seen of first-rate quality. I
point out these little matters, not to depreciate, but to correct
from an Euglieh point of view; of the American I can say
nothing. Dr. Morgan's writing is excellent, and from the fresh-
ness of his descriptions and evident knowledge of his subject
will be sure to attract attention.

—

Wlltshire Rector.]

[We reproduce from our number of April 7th, 1870, the ac-
companying figure of a high-bred English Carrier, drawn for
our pages by Mr. Dean Wolstenholme.—Ens.]

MELTON MOWBRAY POULTRY SHOW.
This Show progresses annually in the most satisfactory

manner, the present year's entries exceeding those of last season
by nearly forty pens. It is not, however, simply as to numbers
that improvement is limited, for, on the contrary, in very many
of the classes the competition could not be exceeded even at
the largest of such meetings. The Committee, practically con-
versant with the best means to insure success, adopt them. The
Show, which includes an excellent floricultural and horticul-
tural display of the highest character, takes place under three
very spacious tents, which in every case are admirably fitted-

np for the purposes to which they are applied ; and each com-
mitteeman, having his fixed post, performs his duties with un-
de\iatiLg regularity, so that the most perfect order and punctu-
ality prevail in every department. The hurry and bustle that
so frequently mar many shows are at Melton entirely unknown.
The grounds in which the Show takes place are especially well
suited to the purpose, abundance of seats beneath trees now in
full beauty adding much to the satisfaction of those visitors
to whom a day's rural pleasure is a great boon, as a change from
close business occupations. The weather proved delightful, and
the Show was attended by most of the surrounding gentry.

In Grey Dorkings the first-prize pen was excellent, but the
others were much infeiior in quality. The Spanish fowls were
not in show condition, as, indeed, of this breed, few are to be
found just at this time from the unfavourable season they have
endured. Cochins were decidedly good, and to Mrs. William-
son's pen of White the extra plate prize for the best pen of

poultry in the Show was allotted. It is almost needless to say
more than that these unusually perfect fowls were shown in
faultless condition, as, indeed, were the same lady's Light
Brahmas, which so closely competed for this special prize. The
Judge himself stated "it was an injustice to the rejected pen
either way," and therefore devoted considerable time in making
his final decision. The Dark Brahmas were not equal to the
Light ones. EaTnhurghs were fair classes, but the competition
was, as to numbers, somewhat limited. Game (mostly deeply
moulting) were fine, the Brown Reds being decidedly the best
of any, a ''brick-breasted" Brown Red cock, with hen, taking
the principal Game prize in the general classes, but beaten for

the special Game prize by a single cock, also a Brown Red,
shown in capital feather and condition by Mr. Andrew Peake,
of Somerby. A remarkably fine hen in the first-prize pen is

the only remark called for as to the Huudans.
A very fine pen of Malays, well-grown chickens, adult Black

Eamburghs, and Creve-Cceurs, were the winners in the Variety
class. All three of the prize pens of Game Bantams were
Black Reds, but none of them were in good feather. Very
superior Gold-laced Sebrights (chickens) and Speckled Japanese
(adults) won in the Variety Bantam class, but for the third prize

there was not a competitor. Turkeys were remarkably fine, as
were the Geese, the second-prize White Spanish Geese, a rare
breed, being shown in the highest of condition. The two
special classes, one for chickens, the other for ducklings, for

table uses, caused a first-rate entry of most suitable specimens.
A grand collection of Pigeons added greatly to the interest of

this Show. The Carriers, to which breed the extra plate prize

for the best pen of Pigeons shown was given, were unusually
good, and two such pens as those shown by Mr. Edmund
Walker, of Branston Gate, Leicester, are rarely to be selected
from the same loft. The Almonds, Pouters, and Fantails were
specially good, and the Archangels were a large entry of first-

class birds. A grand pair of Black Barbs and a pair of Fire
Pigeons took the Variety prizes for Pigeons. Mr. Cashmore, of

Sheepshed, was a large exhibitor, and very successful among
the Pigeons.
There was a capital show of Bahhits on view, the heaviest

weight being 15 lbs. A class for young Rabbits, not to exceed
twelve weeks old, produced an entry of thirteen pens of un-
rivalled excellence.

DoKKiNOB.—1, M. M. Cashmore, Sheepshed. 2, N. Whitchurch, Melton Mow-
bray. B. M. Kew, Market Oveiton.

Spanish.—1 and 2, M. Brown, Ab-KetUeby. 3, J. T. Hincks, Hnmberstone.
Cochin-China.—Cinnamon or Buff. -I and 2, U. V. Story, Huiidington Manor.

3, M. Kew. Ally other variety.— 1, Cup, and 3, Mrs. A, Williameon, Queni-
bortiUKh. 2, M. M. Cashmore.
Bkahma FooTTtJL.—Light— 1 and 2, Mrs. A. VFUliamBOn. 3, J. T. Hincks,

Hamberatone. Dark.—l. H. V. Story, Euddington Manor. 2, M. M. Caehmore.
3, O. ililford, Meltun Jlowbray.
HAMBL-RGua.— afjldfn-penc tiled.—1. J. Ward, Bardon Hill. 2 and S, T. Wild,

jun.. Biirtun Lodge, isilver-jienciUed. — 1, M. M. Cabhinore. 2 and 3, No
competition,
liAyiiiURGna.—Goldcn-gpangled.— l, J. Ward. 2, M. M. Cashmore. 3, G.

Hew)itt, Melton Mowbray, he, T. Wild, jun. Sili'tfr-si>anp/cd.—1, — HttgheB»
Oakham. 2. M. M. Cashmore. 3, C. Thurlby, Sallby.
OA.ME.—Black-breast td and otlier Eeds.—i, M. M. Cashmore. 2, A. Peake,

Somerby. 3, A. E. Mitchell, Long Clawaon. Anu other variety.—I and 2, N.
Whitchurch, Melton Mowbray. Any variety.~Cock.—l and Extra, A, Peake,
2, C. Chambers, Oakham. 8, T. Shipman, Melton Mowbray.
HocDANs.—1 and 3, J. French, Melton Mowbray. 2, J. T. Hincks, Humber-

Btone.
Any other Variety.—1. M. M. Cabhmore. 2, M. Kew (Black Hamborghs),

3, J. Morley.Sysonby (Cni've-CceurB). c, De L.Gerard, Garendon Fark (Silkies).
Bantams.— tJrtHif.—l, J. T. Bincks. 2, M. Stokew, Butje. 3, T. Wliittaker,

Mellon Mowbray. Any other variety.— I, M. M. CaBlmiore. 2, J. T. Hincks.
TuitiiEra.—1 and 8. M. Kew. 2, N. Whitchurch.
Geese.-1, M. Kew. 2 and 3, N. Whitchurch.
l>x:cKs.—Ay Itshiiiy.-i, M. M. CaBbmore. 2 and he, R. & H. Gill, Holwell. 3,

E. Snell, Barrowdeu. Bouctu-1 and 2, J. Wright. 8, Miss E. H. Wingfield,
Market Overton.
Any Variety.—Cocterc? and Pullet.—I and 2, Miss E. H. Wingfield. 3, M. M.

Cabbmore. e, J. T. Hincks. Ducklings.—1, J. Wright. 2, M. M. Cashmore. 3,
K. a. H. Gill.

PIGEONS.
Carriehs.-Pair.—l.Cnp. and 2, E. Walker, Leicester, /ic, J, T. Hincks ; M.

M. Cashmore (2j; S. Keatin, Twvford.
TcMBLERs.—J'tur.—1 and 2. M. M. Cashmore. he, J. T. Hincks. c, W.

Haseldine ; J. Kemp, Melton Mowbray.
Fantails.—/'(i(r.—l, A. Stannage, Marefield. 2, W. Gamble, Thorpe Satch-

ville. he, W. Latham, Melton Mowbray, c. Masters J. E. & A. Wakerley,
Melton Mowbray ; M. M. Cashmore.
Podters.— P<nr.—1 and 2, M. M. Cashmore. he, A. Fetch, Melton Mowbray ;

W. Haseldine ; R. Widdowson, Melton Mowbray.
Jacubins.— Pnir.— 1, Master A. Ridge, Melton Mowbray. 2, M, M, Cashmore.

c, M. M. Cashmore; W. Gamble.
Truiii'Eters.—Pair.—1 and 2, W. Gamble.
Archangels.—Pair. — 1, A. Hardstafte, Melton Mowbray. 2. J. Andrew,

Melton Mowbray, he, W. Latham; Master H. F. Hiude, Little Darby, c, W.
Haseldine.
Any other Variety.—Pair.—1, Master E. Ridge, Melton Mowbray (Barbs).

2, M. M. Caebmore. vhc, J. H. Inchley, Mount Surrel (Frillbacks). he, J. T.
Hincks (Jlagpiea); J.Andrew, Melton Mowbray (Nunc-); M. M. Cashmore ; J.
Kemp, Melton Mowbray (Antwerpa and Horsemen; J. Inchley {Frillbacks and
Swallows).

RABBITS.
Gbeatbbt Length of Eab.—1, W. Canner, Leicester. 5, W. Haseldine.
Heaviest Weight.-1, W. Glover, bcalford. 2, W. Haseldine. he, W;

Glover ; H. Cobinson, Melton Mowbray.
Any Variety.— 1, J. T. Hincks (SUver-Grey). 2, M. Kew (Angora), he, W.

Canner (Silver-Grey): A. Fetch, Melton Mowbray; W. Hinman. Melton Mow-
bray ; J. Dickinson. Melton Mowbray ; Masters A. J. & N. Payne ; W. J. Priest-

man, Mellon Mowbray ; T.Bates, Melton Mowbray (a); M. Kew (Angora), c,

J. H. Inchley (Patagouian).
Young.-1,T. Hanael, Kirby BeUars. 2, J. P. Hewitt, Great Dalby. hc.J.T.

Hincks ; T. Bates (2j ; W. Haseldine ; W. Moore, Melton Mowbray, c, M. M.
Hinman, Melton Mowbray ; M. Kew.

The prizes were awarded by Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Spark-
brook, near Birmingham.

HOKNINGLOW POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual Exhibition was held at Horninglow, Burton-

on-Trent, on the 8th inst. The following are the awards of the
Judge, Mr. R. Teebay:

—

Dorkings.-1, J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton. 2. S. W. Hallam, Whitwick-
3, J. Watts. King's Heath, Birmingham, he, H. Feast. Swansea.
CocHiN-CniNA.—1, R. S. 3. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells. 2, H.

Tomhnson, Birmingham. 8, M. M. Cashmore, Sheepshed, Loughborough, he,

H. Yardley. Birmingham; W. J. Cooper, Burton-on-Trent; H. Feast; E. J.
Draper, Burton-on-Trent. c, E. Winwood.
Bkahmas.—i»arA;.— 1, J.F. Smith, Sheffield. 2, H, Feast. 8, J. Watts. 7ic,

J. Hulmes. Wbitecotes, Chesterfield, c, C. Hall, Swadlincote; G. M. Cooper^
Burtun. Disqualified, W. Whitelev, Sheffield. Light.—1, W. Whiteley. 2, E.
Kendrick, jun , Lichfield. 3, A. O. WoitbingtoD, Burton-on-Trent.
hvAmsn—Black—1, J. Glassbrook, Burton. 2, S. W. Hallam, Whitwick. 3,

H. Feast.
Ga^k.—Black or Brown Eed.—l,R. Aflhley, Nantwich. 2, E. Bell, Burton.

3, E. Clavey, Burton, he, T. Havcock, Burt»n-on-Trent. e, H. Feast : Duke of

Sutherland, Stoke-on-TreDt: E. Winwood. Any other variety.—1, E. Winwood.
2, R. Ashley. 3, Duke of Sutherland, he and c, E. Bell, Burton-on-Trent.
HAMBunons.- Go/dtn or Silrer-spaiKiled.-l, J. Rollinson. Lindley, Otley. 2,

J. Ward, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. S, H. P. Bavley, Busbbtrv, Wolverhampton. ?ic,

Duke of Sutherland ; J. Roilinson, Lindley, Otley. c, S. W. Hallam, Whitwick.
Golden or bitverpenciUed.—l. Duke of Sutherland. 2, J. Roilinson. 3, W.
Speakman, Nantwieb. he, C. Hall ; J. Ward.
Bantams.— 6"aT»(\—l, W. Baskerviile, Manchester. 2, Duke of Sutherland.

8, J. Mayo, he, W. Baskerviile; A. Ashley, Worcester. Any variety except
Gmne.-i, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, Manchester. 8, J.

Mayo. hc.F. Holbrook, Derby; J. Watts; S. W. HaUam, Whitwick. c, H.
Yardley; T. Cropper, Bacup.
Any other Variety.-1, H. Feast. 2. A. Sinclair. Burton. 3, M. M. Cash-

mnre. he, C. Hall.
Local Ci.Af,H— Cross-bred Fowls.—l, J. C. Lane, Bnrton-on-Trent. 2, H.

Marshall, Burton on-Trent. 8, T. C. Viney, Burton-on-Trent.

CROOK POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 5th inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

TcRKETs.- TT'/iifc—1, W. Canney, Bishop Auckland. 2, W. Love, Redgate,
Wolftingham. /((*, Miss Crisp, Yarm. c.O. Love, Malton. Any other variety,

—L J. Thompson, Witton-le-Wear. 2, W. Love.
Gebse.—1. Miss Crisp. 2, W. Love, he, A. M. Bftlracr, Bishop Auckland.
t>vcm.—Aylesbury.— }, W. Canney. 2, O. A. Young, Dnflield. Any other

breed.— 1, D. Shayse, Brancepeih. 2, W. Canney. he, O. A. Young. Ducklinoa.
— 1, K. Charlton. 2, J. BusUn. he, W. Canney.
GA.TiE..—Black-bTeaHcd or other Reds.—I and 2, T. Roheon, Bishop Auckland.

he, W. Younghushand, Darlington; G. Holmei & Purdon, Great Driffield.
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Any other variety.—1, J. Wilkinson, Tow Law. 2, Pickerini? & Duffgleby,
Driffield, he, ti. Holmea & Purdon. Undubhed.—l, J. Gibson, Siaohope. 2, A.
M. Brtliner.

Spanish—1. W. Jobling, East Bridge End, Frosterley. 2, G. Morjon, Beech-
burn, he, W. Ri>l)3oii, Crook.
DoRKiNns.— H7(i(c.—1,G. Love. 2, J. T. Proud, Binchestcr, Bishop Auckland.

Any ottur varitty.—l, C. Widdaa. Darlington. 2. J. T. Proud.
hRAiiM\ Fn.jTKAs.— 1, F. E. Gibaon, Middleton-iu-Teeadale. 2, W. J.Frank,

Eg^'lescliffe Farm.
HA:aiiQRoas.—Golden-pencilled —1, J. Forster, Tow Law. 2, G. Holmet and

PardOQ. lie, J. Jackson, Tow Law; A. Harburn, Bishop Auckland. Silver-

pfncilled —I, G.Holmes & Purdon. 2, J. Jackson, he, W. Simpson, Pye Close;

W. Jopliuff.
Q.A.^RURaus.~Goldenspangled.—l,R Smirthwaite. Bilderahaw. 2, J. Forater.

he, J. Jackson; K. Keenleyside, Aycliffe. Silver-spanfflcd.—l, Pickeriuj^ and
Du^^rlebv. 2, G. Holmes & Purdon. lie, J. Gibaon.
Bantams. - Game. — Black or Brown Reds.—l and 2, W. Grey, Tow Law.

he. W. Tipladv, Tow Law. e. O. A. Young. Any otiwr variety.—U G. Holmes
and Purdon. 2, W. Grev.
Cocuin-Chinas.— 1 and 2, G. H. Proctor, Durham, c, G. Holmes & Purdon.
PoLASDS.—1 and 2, J. T. Proud, he. W. D. Maddison, Sunniaide.
GA:aE.—Chickens.— I, X. Robson. 2, X. Home, Tow Law. he, B. EUiaou ; J.

Oibsun.
Spanish.— C/u'cfct'n3.—l, Pickering & Daggleby. 2, J. Ridley, Bridge End,

Frosterley.
DoRKisQs.—Chickenf!.-! and 2, C. Widdas.
Brahma PooTRXS.—Chickens.—l, G. Mason, Shilden Lodge Colliery. 2, O. A.

Young.
KA^uvsLGns.—Golden-i}enciUed.—Chicken.8.—l, R. Keenleysidn. 2, Waller

and Wrightson, Stokealey. he, W. D. Maddison ; J. Jackson. tUlver-peneilled.

—C/a(VA:chs—1,B. Keenleyside. 2.W. Jopliug. c, O. A.Youug. Sdoer-spangled.—1, R. Keenlevside. 2 and he, T. Ayre, vVeat Auckland.
Bantams.— Gnmc.—Biacfc or Brown Rcds.-Chickcm.—l.'W, Canney. 2, W.

Grey. Any other varietii.—Chickfns.—\. W. Grey. 2, T. Ayre.
CocRiS'{^uiHA.s.—Chickens.— I and 2, G. H. Procter.
PoLANDs.— C/tirfctns.—1, \V. D. Maddison. 2, J. T. Proud.
Goslings.—1, H. Kinder, Wolsingham Park. 2, W. Canney. 3, H. Forrest,

Durham.
Barndoor.— Cross-bred. —1, Mrs. Sanderson, 'Wolaiagham. 2, W, Fully.

Brancepeth Colliery.
Selling Class.—1, W. Hall, Soulh Church. 2, C. Widdas.

PIGEONS.
CARRIEB3.—1 and 2, J. Robinson. Sunniaide.
Pouters.—1, A. Taite. Tow Law. 2, J. Darque.
ToMDLERs.—1, J. Darque. 2, S. & W. Coulaon. Redgate, Wolsingham.
Trumpeters.— 1. K. J. Smith. Yarm. 2, J. Darque.
Fantailh,— 1 aud 2, A. Taite, Tow Law.
Jacobins.—1 and 2, J. Young, Bishop Auckland.
Anv other Variety.—1 aud 2, J. Young.

Judge.—Mr, W. Bearpark, Aiuderby Steeple, Northallerton.

BRIDGEND POULTRY SHOW.
The Show of the Glamorganshire Agricultural Society, which

is one of the oldest in the kingdom, was held at Bridgend ou
the 5Lh and 6th iust. In poultry the Society had not previously
ventured so far as to provide pens for the exhibition of the
specimens sent, but this year the management fell into the
hands of Mr. Leyshon, and on a proper representation of the
advisability of providing pens being made, this spirited gentle-

man at once consented to arrange the matter, and the result

was that Mr. Billett'a pens and a large marquee were secured,
while the whole was arranged with great skill, and everything
carried out with the utmost precision.
The Dorkings were good, but not well matched in point of

colour, but in form and size the three pens of winners were
good. The chickens were fair. Light Bralnnis in the adult
class were unusually good, but the chickens were not very for-

ward, though the winners showed excellent points. Adult Dark
Brahmas were miserable, but there were some good chickens,
especially the first-prize cockerel and second-prize pallet. Game
were mostly shakey in feather, as may be expected at this time
of the year. The first in Reds was a stylish Brown Red, the
second a good Black Red, bat he had lost one spur. Chickens
were very young—too young, in fact, for work, but the first in

Reds (a pen of Brown Reds) were very good and stylish, the
second, Black Reds, being only poor. Adult Spanish were not
good, but the first-prize pen of young were tolerably good.

Cochins'WQXQ the class of the Show, the winners Bali's. The
first two, though not the largest, were in symmetry aud colour
far a-head. In chickens a well-grown pair of Whites were first

;

Partridge, needing little but age, second ; very good Blacks, as
the Blacks go, third. In Golden Hamburgh^ the first were very
well spangled, the second Pencilled, both being adult birds. In
Silvers, first came a well-known champion Pencilled cock and a
good pullet, while the second pen contained a Spangled cockerel
of rare excellence, but the pullet was rather light in marking.
Of Polands the first were very good Silvers, second White-
crested Blacks, and third Goldens. There was a class for Slack
Samhurghs, and in this a very good pair of adults were first,

though out of feather. Some of the youug birds were wrong
in comb. French were a very good class ; a pen of Creve-
Cojurs in fine bloom first, Crcve-Coeurs being also second, and
Houdans third. Four other pens were noticed.

In Game Bantams the first were good old Piles ; second and
third Black Reds, very good in style, but the second-prize cock
was a little rusty on the bars ; the third-prize pullet only low in
condition. The winning Bantams of Any other variety were
all Black, and very good, a pair of White-booted being highly
commended. In Any other distinct breed the first and second
were nice Saltans, and the third White Dorkings.
Aylesbury Ducks were none of the largest, but in point of

quaUty not easily surpassed. The Rouena, on the contrary,
were large and mostly good in points. The first and third prizes
went to adults, and the second to young birds of great promise.
In the next class of Ducks the first were White Decoy, and
second Muscovy. There was nothing striking in Geese and
Turkegs; in fact, not anything approaching what we find at
the winter shows of this locality.

There were two Selling classes, of which one was for fowls
and the other for Dacks, but from these we could not see very
much desire to part with much good poultry.

DoRKiN'GS,—1, A. Haime, Tredeparville, Cardiff. 2, H. Edwards, Tidenham,
Chepstow. 3, R. Leyehon. Bridfjend. he, W. Buvan, Swansea; J. C. Barry,
Neath, c. R. Leyshon. Chickens.—1, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, A. Haime. he,

W. Bevan.
Brahma Pootras.- Li"!7't^— 1. T, Dean, Marden, Hereford, 2, J. Eloodworth,

Cheltenham. ?ic, H. Dean, Cardiff; W. Harris, Peuyvai, Bridgeud; W.Jenkins,
Augelton, Bridgend. Chickcns.-l, T. A. Dean. 2, W. Harris, he, E. Lawrence,
Ewenny, Bridgend (2).

Brahma Pootras.—Darfc.—1, W. Bevan. 2, Q. F. Stackey, Merlbyr TydvU.
c, J. H. Price, Nolton Court, Bridgend; H. Feast. Ckicken^.—l, H. Feast.
2. Bridgewater & Yoxall, West Bromwich. he,T. A. Dean; Bridgewater aud
Yoxall.
Game —1, H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe, Fakenham. 2, J. Mason, Worcester.

vhe, W. L. Blake, Llandaff; E. Winwood, Wortiestcr. he, J. P. James, Sketty,
Swansea. Chickens.—I, G. Bentley, Eastcheap. London. 2, E. Winwood.
he, S. Bnrford, Hafod, Swansea; J. Andrews, Worcester; D. W. J. Thomas,
Brecon.
Spanish.—1, H. Feast. 2, E. Winwood. Chickens.—1, G. Bentley. 2, H.

Feast.
Cochin-Chinas.—1. C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham. 2, J. Bloodworth. S, E.

Winwood. he, J. Williams. Pyle. Bridgend; H. Feast (2). c, Mrs. Thomson,
Tregroes, Bridgend. Chickens.—1,J. Bloodworth. 2, K.Jones, Neath. Sand
c, H. Feast.
'BM:aBURasa.—Golden-pencilled and Spangled—1, J. Long, Bromley. 2, H.

Feast. hc,0. Bloodworth; Mrs. G. M. Rolls, Monmouth; P. Hanson, Stone-
house, Gloucester (2). c, J. F. Daviea, Neath. Silver-pencilled and Spangled.
1, J. Long. 2 andc. J. Carr, Swansea, he, H. Feast.
P0LAND3.—1, R. Jones. Neath. 2 and 3, H. Feast, c, C. Bloodworth,
Hamborghs.—^/(icfc.—1, H. Morris, Angelton, Bridgend. 2, H. Feast, he

and c, J. Carr.
French.— 1, H. Feast. 2. W. Harris. 3, G. Hibbert, Godley, Manchester,

fee. W.Harris; Mrs Llewellyn, Bridgend (2); H. Feast,
BASTAM3.—(rftm-e.- 1. J. Mayj, Gloucester. 2, E. Payne, Cardiff. 3, H.

Feast, he, — Wingfield. Ledbury, Worcester. Any other variety. — I. K. H.
Ashton, Mottram, Manchester. 2, H. Feast 3, J. Mayo, he, H. Feast.
Any OTHER VARiEiy.- 1, 2, and 3, H. Feast. 4, J. P. James, he, Mrs.

Llewellyn.
DvoEQ.-Aylcsbury.-'l, Miss Knight, Bridgend. 2, H Feast. 3. H. K. Jordan,

Bridgend. Vif. Mrs. LlewuUyn. liouen.—l, Mra. P. Tubervill, Bridgend. 2, J.
F.Davis, Neath 3 and c, J. Saunders, Corntown, Bridgend, vhc, — Donne,
Monkton, Bridgend. Atty other variety.—l, Mrs. G. M. KoUs. 2, H. Feast.
vhc, Mra. Llewellyn, c, J. G. H. Morris; J. Saunders.
Geese. — 1, W. James, Llwynmawr, Sketty, Swansea. 2, W. S. Powell,

Taibach. he, W. Dooue.
Tdrkeys.—1, A, Watts. Coity, Bridgend. 2, W- Donne.
Selling Class fjr Fowls.-Coc/c and Tioo Hens —1, J. Saunders. 2, Mrs.

G. M. Rolls. 3, W. Harris, i, E. Lawrence, Ewenny. vhc, C- Bloodworth;
L. Jones, Coycbureh, Bridgend, he, J. F. Davis ; J. Carr ; Miss J. E. Nicholas,
Newport, c, Mrs. Thomson, Tregroes, Bridgend; J. Saunders; J. Dyer,
Bridgeiid.
Selling Class for Hucks.—Drake and Tioo Dncks.—l, Miss Knight. 2, T.

Aurthyr, Ewenny, 3 and 4, J. F. Davies. c, Mra. Thomson ; J. G. Morris.

The Jadge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

PRESTON POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the 7th inst., in connection with the Agri-

cultural Society's Show.
GiiiE —Cock.—1, 2, and 3. C. W. Brierley, Middleton.
DoRKiNo.—Cocfc.—1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, S. H. Stott, Preston. 3, H,

Feast, Swansea.
Spanish.— C(?L'fc.—L 2, and 3, J. Leeming, Broughton.
BANTAM.-Gamf.—Coci-.-LW. F. Addle, Preston. 2, G. Anderton, Accrins

ton. 3. G. Hall, KendaL
Dorking.—1, J. Walker. 2, J. Robinson. 3. D. Pai-sons, Cuerden.
FR-iNCH—1, E- Harrison, Cottam. 2, H. Walton, Rawtenstall. 3, W. H.

CraDtree, Levenshulme. /(C,H. Feast; J Robinson.
Brahma Pootra.— 1 and 2, T. F. Ansdell, St, Helens. 3, W. H. Crabtree

he, W. H. CrabLree; J. Watts, Birmingham.
Spanish.-1, 2, aod 3 J. Leeming.
Game.— 1 and 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, J. Leeming.
Cochin-China.—1, T. Aspden, Church. 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, H. Tomlinson

Birmingham, he, W. Whitworth, Longsight.
RiMEVRGK—Golden-pencilled —\, 3. & G. Duckworth, Church. 2, J. Robin-

son. 3, J. Long, Bromley, /tc, W. Speakman, Nantwieh ; H. Feast.
B.ti^BnRGSs.—Silver pencilled.— I, J. Long. 2, J. Robinson. 3, H. Feast.
Hausdrghs.—Goldenrnpiinnlfd.—l and 2, G. & J, Duckworth. 3, J. Robinson.
Hamborghs.— .Siiyer-sjjrt;tgi(;(i.—I, J. Robinsivn. 2 and 3, J. Long.
Bantams.—f?ame.—l, W. F. Addie. 2 and he, G. Hall. 3. J. Counsell, Preston.
Bantams.—IiJj:(;ciJt G(i7*te.—1, J. Leeming. he, J. Watts, Birmingham. c,J.

yyalker.
Gebse—1 and 2, J. Walker. S, Capt Anyon, Whittle, he, F. E. Rawson,

Halifax; S. H. Stott; W. Penny. Goslings.—I, J. Walker. 2, W. Penny. 3,

S. H. Hlott. he, s. H. Stott ; F. E. Rawson : E. Harrison.
DucKLi.vos.—1 and 2, J. Walker. 3, T. Wakelield, Newton-le-Willows. he, S.

H. Stott. „
Ducks.—I and 2, J. Walker. 3, T. Wilkins, Longton. he, KeT. — Ferry,

Ashton BoiM.-\, S. H. Stott. 2. J. Walker. 3, T. Wakefield, he, S. H.
Sto.t; T. Wakelield; L. Uttley.

, „„„.,. ^r

OaNjMK.iiiL Waterfowl.—1 and 2, H. B. Smith, he, H. B. Smith; J.

Walker.
ToKKEr.—1, J. Walker. 2, J. Gardner, Preston.

PIGEONS.
CiERlERS.—1, J. Hawley, Bradford. 2. W. Setlon, Blackbnrn. he, J. Stanley,

Blackborn ; J. Gardner. , ^ , ,
TDiiOLEKS.—1, J. Gardner. 2, E. Homer, Leeds, lie, J. Gardner (2); J.

Hawley. c, E. Homer; J. Gardner.
Bi«B3.-l, J. Hawley. 2, T. Pincnok. ftc. J. Gardner.
Owls.—1 and 2. J. Gardner. 3. W. Penny, he, 3. Gardner; A. Warhnrton,

HasliQgden. c, A. Warburton ; R. McVitie. Ribbleton.

FouTEBs OR CK0PPER3.—1 and /re, J. Gardner. 2, E. Homer, c, E.Horner;
J. Hawley.
Fantails.-1, E. Horner. 2, J. Richmond, Oswaldwlstle. he, J. B. Bowdon,

Blackburn.
RoNTs.—1 and 2, H. Yardley, Birmmgham.
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Tdrbits.—1 and e, S, Lawson, Preston. 2, E. Horner, he, J. B. Bowdon ; J.
Gardner; J. Hawley.
Dragoons.—!. H. Yardley. 2, F. Graham. Birkenhead, he, F. Graham; J.

Gardner; E.Horner; W. Sefton. c, W. Smith. Walton; J. Watts; H. Live-
sey, Falwood.
TKUiiPKTERs.—1 and 2, J. Gardner, he, 3. Gardner; E. Horner.
Jacobins.—1, E. Homer. 2, J. Gardner, he, J. Gardner; J. Hawley; J.

Riobmond.
Nd.vb.—1. E. Homer, 2, J. Hawlev.
ANTWEBP3.—1, J. Stanley. 2, J. Gardner, he, 3. Gardner ;*J. Hawley.i
ANr OTHEa ViBiETY.— 1 and 2, J. Hawley. he, E. Horner.

Rabbits.—i;and he, J.ilrving, Blackburn. 2, M. Marsland, Goole.

2,;E. Horner. 3, J, Atkins, Preston, he, H. B.Cats.—1, E. Baxter, London.
Smith, Broughton.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. R. Teebay.
Tegetmeier.

Figeons: Mr. W. B.

he, W. Homer: H.
: G. Blakey.OriMeld;

Any other VABiETr.—I and 3, H. Feast. 2. R. Loft.
Feast. C'ocfc.— 1, K Loft. 2, O. A. Young, he, W, Horner

;

Mrs. Adamson, Eastf^ate.
Selling CLASs.-C'ocfc.—2, J. Walker, Barton-on-Hamber (Dorkinffa). 3, G.

Pounder (BIftck Red Game), lie, J. Blanebard. jun. Driffield; Mrs. amithaon,
Dntneld. i£t«a —1, Mrs. G. H. Pickering, Driffield. 2, R. W. Ricbardaon. 3,

R Loft.
Geese. -1, O. A. Yonng. 2. T. Balderson, Beilby. York. he. T. Crott, Plack-

ham. Fridaytborpe ; T. Stabler. Yoiuig.—V, Mrs. M. Hought, Driffield, he, £.
Stabler. Driffield; O. A. Y.iang.
TcHKEYS —1, Mrs. Jordan. Eastburn, Driffield. 2. Mrs. J. S. Jordan, Elms-

well. Driffield. Young.—\, J. Lamplough. Skipsea, HulL he. Miss L. Robson,
Lowthorpe, Hull.
Docks.-i4i/!*:aljury.—1, W. Piercy, Driffield. 2, Mrs. J, S. Jordan. Dueklings^—1, O. A. Young, he, W. Piercey.
Ducks.-^OHf;t.—1, R. Crowe, Bridlington, 2, O. A. Young. Uitcfciinjs.—1».

Mrs. Jordan. hc.G Pounder.
DvcKfi.—Any other variety.—I, R. W. Richardson. 2, 0. A. Young. Ducklings^—1. O. A Young, be, R W. Richardson.
Extra Stock.— I. W. H. Young. 2, Miss Robinson, Swaytborpe, Bridlington*.

3, H. Naylor, Driffield, he, O. A. Young.

DRIFFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This, the second Show of the season, was held at Driffield on

July 31st, and as regards weather and attendance of visitors was
all that could be desired. The entries of poultry (219), were
better than previously, the only drawback being that in place of

uniform pens such as Turner's some very ugly skeps were used,

which took up much room and destroyed the effect of the whole.
We would strongly recommend the Committee to abandon these

for others of a more comfortable kind.

Of Dorkings there were seven entries, but these were only
moderate in quality ; and of Spa>iishG.ve, the winners being good.

Of Ked Gayne there were seven entries, Messrs. Thornton and
Adams dividing the spoil with good birds. In the other variety

of Game Mr. Sale's Duckwings were to the front, winning easily

;

second also Duckwings, but the latter showed the effects of

overwork. Game chickens had ten entries, all of which were
worthy of prizes ; the first and second went to Brown Keds,
Pen 55, Duckwings, being also greatly admired. Cochins were
nothing grand if we except the first-prize Buffs ; the chickens
also being indifferent. Hamhurghs were very poor, doubtless

owing to the classes being mixed, and the prizes scarcely being
worth contending for. The Farmyard cross is a great feature

of this county, and many fine useful birds were shown. In
Game Bantams there was nothing of note; but the Black and
Japanese in the next class were pretty good.
Tears ago this district was noted for its large Geese, and un-

like some other parts it still keeps up its prestige in that respect.

Turlieys and Ducks were of moderately good quality.

Pigeons were shown in Turner's pens under a tent, and these

formed a great contrast with the display of poultry ; but we
certainly expected to have seen more entries for 20s. prizes.

Mr. Horner's seventeen entries did not come to hand, and the
pens were empty, which we regret. Carriers were poor, except
the first; Pouters the same. In Jacofims the first and second
were good; the first Fantails i&it birds. The Almonds in th.Q

next class were grand in head, beak, and eye ; the hen especially

a real gem, but the cock getting too dark ; second Red Agates,
also with wonderful head, beak, and eyes. Barbs were poor;
but Nuns good, as may be expected here. Turhits four pens,

and all good. The Selling class contained some good birds;

first were "White Dragoons ; and second White Pouters, which
were soon claimed. Two extra prizes were recommended by
the Judge, and allowed.
Rabbits were shown in pairs, a system we cannot sufficiently

condemn, and we think this will not occur here again ; there
was, however, only one class in which a pair of good Black-and-
white Lops were first; second also Fawn Lops ; the third prize

going to Himalayans. Had the Rabbits been shown singly the
entries would have been much larger, as it is very difficult to

get a pair well-matched and good in all points, especially in the
Lop-eared variety.

Dorkings.—1, H. Smith. Norton, Malton. 2. R. W. Richardson, Beverley,
/ic, H. Feast. Swansea. C'nVAv ».* —1, R. W. Richardson. 2, G. Pounder, Kirby-
mooreide. he, R. stabler, Driffield; D. White, Driffield, Cock.—I, J. Neas,
Driffield, he. D. White ; W. H. Yount;. Driffi..dd.

Spanish.— 1 and 2, J. Dnggleby, Driffield, he, H. Feast, c, H. Smith. Cock.
—1, J. Dnggleby.
Game —fl/m-fc-brcns/cd and other Reds.—'i, J. W. Thornton, Bradford. 2. W.

Adams, Ipswich. ?ic, W.Adams. Cocfe.—l.Mrs. J. S. Jordan, Elmswell, Driffield.

Ga^e.-—Any other variety.—1, F. Sales. 2. J. A. Staveley, Tibthorpe Manor.
he, 3. Duggieby ; J. A. Staveley. Coek.—l, 3. A. Staveley. he, J. Duggleby.
G&HE.—Any variety.—Chickens.— 1 and 2, W, Adams. hc.T. Dyson, Halifax;

J. A. Stavelfv. e, T. W. Lister. Stokesley.
Cochin-chinas.- 1, H. Gibson. Driffield. 2, T. Holmes & G. Pnrdon, Drif-

field, he, W. Horner, Kortuu, Jlalton ; A. Canty, Barton-on-Humber ; H. Feast.
C/(icfcfn5.—l,D.& J. Heston, Whitby, /tc, W. Santon, Driffield, c, S. Richard-
Bon, Driffield.
Hamburohs.—GoW«re and Silver-spangled.—-1 and 2, J. Dnggleby. Cock.—l,

J. Dnggleby.
Hamburohs.—GoWifTi and Silver-pencilled.—I, H. Feast. 2, H. Holmes & G.

Pnrdon. Cock.—l, G. Pounder.
Hambdrgus.-^ny variety.— I, H. Adamson, Eastgate, Driffield. 2, H. Smith.

he. Mrs. R. Stabler, Driffield ; R. Newby, Welburn, York ; Mrs. Scott, Eastgato,
Driffield.
Farmyard CHOSB.—l.G.Ponnder. S.J.Ireland. Frodingham. Driffield. Cock.

—\t W. H. Young, he. G. Robinson, Frodingham; J. Ireland ;
— Etherington,

Siggleathorne ; R. Loft, Beverley.
Bantams.—Oam^.—l, C. Holmes & G. Pnrdon. 2, W. Adams. Coc/c.—1, C.

Holmes & G. Purdon. 2. J. Stabler.
Bantams.-^ny other variety.—1,^. Ransom, jnn., Driffield. 2, A. Brooks-

bank, Middleton. he, 3. W. Baron. Driffield; H. Feaat; J. Duggieby. Cvek.
—1, J. Dnggleby.

PIGEONS.
Pickering. 2, F. Hodgson, Driffield. 3, W. G-

DriffieU. S, B.

, R. W. Richard-

Carriers.—1. J. Aconley.
Purdon, Dnffield.
Croppfrs.—1. Mra.];Blanchard, Driffield. 2, A. Spencer,

Hudson. Driffield.
Jacobins.- 1, J. Blanchard. sen , Driffield-I^, J. Aconley.

son. Beverley.
Fantails.- 1. R. W. Richardson, 2, T. S.EStephenson, Newbegin, Beverley..

S, Miss S. Clarke, Camaby, HuU.
Tdmblers.— 1 and 2, W. Adams, Ipswich.
Barbs.- 1, R. W. Richardson. 2, J . Acnnley. 3. C. VProot, HuU.
Nuns.-1, Mrs. Blanchard. 2. J. W. Stabler. 3, A. Leason, Driffield.
TuRBiTs.— 1, R, W. Richardson. 2, J. Blanchard, sen. 3, D. Maynard, Driffield.

he, 3. Aconley.
ANY OTHER Variett.— 1, R. W. Ricbardson. 2, J. D. Maynard, 3, A. Canty.

he, W. Leason.
Selling Class.—1, R. J. Mavnard. 2, and Extra. J. Blanchard, sen. 3, R. G.

Sanders. Leven. Beverley. Extra, Mra. Blakey. Driffield, ^tc, J. Aconley ; J-
Blanchard, sen.; G. Desner, Driffield ; A. Spencer (2); K.W. Richardsoii.

Rabbits.—.4ny breed.-l, 3. Hume, York. 2, W. Bradley, Hessle Junction,
Hull. 3, W. G. Purdon, Driffield, /ic, H. M. Eames, Driffield ; A. Canty, Bux-
ton' on-Uumber.

Mr, Cannan, Adolphus Works, Bradford, was the Judge.

ORMSKIRK AND SOUTHPORT POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 4th and 5th inst. at Southport. There

were 19Q entries of poultry and 161 of Pigeons. The following,

is the prize list:

—

Dorkings.-Coloured.-1, J. Walker. 2, J. Robinson, Garstang. Chickens.
—1. T. Briden, Leeds. 2, s. Brierley, Rochdale.
DoBKiNGs.— l(7u((;.—1 and 2, J, Robmaon. Chickens.—1, 3. Robinson, 2, E.

Williams, Berriew.
Cochin-China.—BuiT.-1, C. Sedgwick, Keighley. 2, W. H. Cr-ibtree, Levena-

hulmo. Chickens.— I, C Sedgwick, -j, vV. Taylor. Manchester.
CocHi^-CHisA.—Partndge or Grouse—\, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, W. H.

Crabtree. Chickens.— I, u. Sedgwick. 2. W. A. Taylor.
Brahma Pootra.—D«rA:.—1, T. K. Ansdell, St. Helena. 2, W. H. Crabtree*

Chickens.—1 and Cup, T. F. Ansdell. 2, A. Rigg, Lea Green.
Brahua Pootha.-Lf^/i^ — 1, W. H. Crabtree. 2, J. Mitchell, Moseley.

Chickem.—h R. E. Horblall, Grassendale. 2, T. A. Deane, Hereford.
Spanish.- 1, J. Leeming, Broughton. 2, H. Beldon, Bingley. Chickens.— }y,

H. Beldon. 2, H. Wilkinaon. Skipton.
UA:!iBvaans.—Goldspanifled.—i, G. & 3. Duckworth. 2, H. Beldon. SHver-

spiUKjlcd.-], J. Robinson. 2. J. Long.
Hambubghs.—GoW-peHCii/prf.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, G. & J. Duckworth, Accring-

ton. Bilver-pencilled.—l,J. Long. 2, H. Beldon.
Game.— 1 and Cup, C. W. Brieiley, Middleton. 2, J. Bell, Southport,

Chickens.—I and 2, T. P. Lyon, Liverp joI.

Bantams.—Game — 1, R. F. Addie. Preston. 2, W. F. Entwisle. Any other
varifty.—l, 3. Leeming. 2, J. W. Morris, Rochdale.
ANY OTHER Variety.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Extra Stock.— 1, F. Young, jun.
Geese,—1 and 2, J. Walker, Rochdale. Goslings.—I, 3. Walker. 2, A. Woods,

Sefton.
Turkeys.—1, J. Walker. 2, J. Brookall, Wigan.
DrtcKs.—Aylesbury.—1 and 2, J. Walker. liotien.—l, S. H. Stott, Preston. ..^

P. Unswortb, Lawton.
PIGEONS.

Pouters.- Cocfc.—l, J. Richmond, Oswaldwistle. 2, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk.
3. W. J. Warhurst, Stalybndge. Htn.—l, fl. Yardley, Birfcingbam. 2, E. C.
Stretch. 3, Major Cryer. Southport.
Carriers— Cocfc.-l. H. Yardley. 2, P. R. Spencer. 3, E. C. Stretch. Hen.

—1, Major Cryer. 2, P. N. Spencer. 3, E. C. Stretch. 7onug.—i and 2, A.
Biilyeald, Nottingham. 3, Major Cryer.
Barbs.—I, T.W.Townson. bowdon. 2, H. Yardley. 3. T. H. Stretch.

Db-kooohs.- Blue or Silvcr.—l and 2, E. C. Stretch. 3. J. Gardner, Preston.
Any other eolour.—l. F. Graham. 2. W. H. Mitchell. 3, J. Gardner.
"ivyiBLERfi.— Short-faced.— I. H. Yariley. 2, H. Vt^rdon. Wavertrce. 3, J.

Gardner. Long faced— 1. J. Watts. 2 and 3, A. & W. H. Silvester, Sheffield.

Owhs. — Fortig n —I, T. W. Townaon, 2, H. Yardley. 3, Major Cryer.
EnfjUsh.—l and 2. T. W. Townson. 3. J. Watts.
Jacobins.— 1 and 2, J. Richmond. 3, J. Gardner.
Tdrbits.—1, A. & W. H. Silvester. 2. T. W. Townson. S, E. C. Stretch.
Fantails.— 1, H Yardley. 2. J. Richmond. 3, T. W. Townson.
ANTWEfiPS.—.S'iOrM'(u-('!/.— 1. H. Yardley. 2. W. Gamon. S, J. Gardner,

Long-faeed.—l, J. Gardner. 2, H. Chadwick, Croston. 3, T. H. Stretch.
Any other Variety.-1, H, Yardley. 2,A. & \V. H. Silvester. 3, J. Gardner.

—[Preston Guardian.)

WHITWICK POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth annual Show took place on the 4th inst. Good

marquees were provided, and Turner's were used. The birds
were well attended to ; and the only thing we could take excep-
tion to was that the floors of the pens were covered with saw-
dust, a practice we cannot sufiiciently condemn, for many valu-
able birds have been lost through swallowing portions of this
indigestible rubbish. Unfortunately the fore part of the day was
very wet, and this prevented to a considerable extent the influx

of visitors.
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Game stood firBt, and in Reds a very good cock with a poor
hen was first, but the second-prize cock was batlly squirrel-tailed,

and all the others had some fatal defect. In the next class

Piles were first, andDuckwing chickens second. Dorkiurjs were
poor except the winners, and Sjninisk not of the highest merit.

Cochins were a good class, Mr. Tomlinson taking the lead with
a grand pair of Buffs in fine bloom, and second were a pen of

good Partridge, good Buffs being also very highly commended.
0( Brahnias there were only two pens, the first very good in

colour, the second large. IXamhurgJis were mixed classes, but
the entries were pretty fair. The first prize for Pencilled w^ent

to a grand pen of adults ; Golden were first, and an equally good
pen of Silvers second, the latter showing the effects of their

journey. Some other very good pens were also noticed. In
Spangled the winners were both Golden and in fine feather, the
first prize going to adults, and the second to a well-grown pen
oi chickens more like old birds than aught else even in marking.
In the Variety class a fine pen of Silver Polands won, seconded
by a pen of adult Malays ; chickens of the latter kind being also

very highly commended.
In Bantams the first were a very pretty pair of Golden Se-

bright chickens, and second fair Blacks.
There were several classes for local exhibitors only ; and here

we found some good birds, notably the first-prize pen of Brown
Red chickens, which we have not seen surpassed this year ; and
in Golden-spangled were some birds falling little short of the
•quality of those shown in the open class.

Ducks were very good, the first prize going to Aylesbury and
the second to Rouen.
Pigeons had but sis classes, and the competition was not

keen. Carriers were mostly youugand promising. InFantails
first were Whites, and second Blues. In Titmhltrs Mr. Yardiey
won with a nice pair of Almonds, and in Ajit iverps vsiih gooH
Short-faced Duns; a very good pair of medium-faced Red
Chequers being second.
Raubits were inferior, except the first-prize Blue-and-white

Lop doe in the open, and the Lop buck and Angora doe in the
local class.

Canaries.—For these there was not sufficient inducement to

secure a numerous exhibition, but the first in both classes were
really fine specimens of the *' hot " variety.

The awards appeared in last week's number.

BISHOP AUCKLAND POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

The annual Show at this place was held on the 11th inst., and
as regards the number of entries was very successful, those of
poultry amounting to no less than 324, while Pigeons and Rabbits
amounted to sixty-eight and twenty-eight respectively. We
append a list of the awards, but must defer remarks on the in-

dividual classes till next week.
Dorkings.— (?rfy.—l, C. Widdaa, Bepohbnrn Grange. 2, J. T. Prond, Bin

cheater, he, T. P. Carver, Langthorpe, Bon nghbridgj^.
Cochin-china.—Medal and 2, O. H. Proctur. Durham, vhc and he, W. Hall,

Eldoc Old Pita, South Church, c. A. Balmer. Biehop Auckland.
Bbahua Pootra.— 1, R, Sbield, SwalwelJ, Gateshead. 2, W. BedliDgton,

"Whitby, he, A. Balmer, Bishop Auckland.
Spanish—1, Fumess & Siddle, Rawtenatall, Manchester. 2, Pallister and

Hawkins, Topcliffe. Thirsk. he, R. Addison, West Hartlepool; W. Jopling,
Frosterley; R. Shield, c, Pickering & Douglasby, Driffield.
QhlT^z.—Black-breasted and other Reds.— I, C. E. Morgan, 2, T. Fobson,

Bishop Auckland, vkc, D. Cheyne, Morpeth, he, C. E. Morgan; T. McKenzie,
Stanhope : J. Ferry, Morpeth. Any other variety.—1, 3. Robson, Bishop Auck-
land. 2, Pickering & Douglasby. he, J. F. Walton, Horncliffe, Rawtenatall,
Manchester.
Bki!ii^x:fiGH%.—Qolden-spangled.—\. R. Keenleyside, Aycliffe, Darlington. 2,

T. Home, Towlaw. he, J. Stewart, Dudley Colliery ; 'f . P. Carver, c, J. Foster,
Towlaw. tsilver-$pangled.—\, Pickering & DouKlasby. 2, R. Moore, East
Rainton, Fence Houses, vhc. G. Alderson, West Hartlepool.
'B.kJABvnGns.— Golden-pencilled.—\, J. Forster ; A. Harbum. Bishop Auck-

land. 2, Wells & Sherwin, Ripon. Silver-pencUled.-X, A. Maddison, Bishop
Auckland. 2, J. Jackson, Towlaw. he, R. Moore ; J. Ferry.
Polands.— 1 and vhc, J. T. Proud. 2, W. Bearpark, Northallerton, he, J.

Ferry.
Game BkVTA:da.—Blaek-breasted and other Reds.—l.Vf. GTaY.To-7!}a.w. 2, E.

Walton he, W. Gray ; A B-Umer. Bishop Auckland, c, J. Ferry : R. Rooksby,
Stamford. Any fith--r varirty.~\. E. Walton. 2, .J. Foster, he. W. Gray.
Bantams.—iiny variety rxeept Game —^, J. Ferry. 2, Wells & Sberwin. he,

W. Canney. Bi~.hup Auckland ; Rev. G. Milner, Hamsterley ; E. Walton, c, T.
Allinson, Bishop Auckland.
Docks.—Bouen.—l,W. Canney. 2. W. Simpson. Frosterley. Aylesbury.—1,

T.P.Carver. 2, A. O. Young, Driffield, he. W. Canney ; A. Balmer, Bishop
Auckland. Any othPT variety.— I, Rev. G. Milner. 2. T. P. Carver, vhc. Col.
Cathcart, Spennithome. he, W. ("anney 12); A. O. Young.
Tdrkryb-—1, T. P. Carver. 2, W. Canney. he, Mrs. Sanderson.
Geese.— 1, A. Balmer. 2, A. O. Young, he, J. T. Reuton ; Miss] Scurr,

Willington; Mrs. Robson, Bishop Auckland.
Any other Vabiety.—1, E. Walton. 2, Rev. G. Milner. he, J. T. Proud ; T.

P. Carver.
Avy Varietv.-Coc/c—I.E. Walton. 2, W. Hall. ftc. J. Ferry ; Col. Cathcart,

e. Rev. G. Milner; A. Widdas. Witton-le-W<'ar Hens—1, E. Walton. 2, R.
Eritton, South Otterin^ton, Thirsk vhc, J. T. Proud, he, Pjcktring and
Donglasby. c, G. B. Bell, Caldwell, Darlington ; A. Harbum, Bishop Auckland

CHICKENS.
Dorkings.—Grfi/.—l, T. P. Carver. 2, ". Widdaa.
Cochin-china.— Medal, 1, and 2. G- H- Proctor, Durham, c, E. Paulson,

Darlington ; Wells & Sherwin ; W. J. Frank, Eg/lescliffe. Yarm.
Brahma Pootra.—1, W. J.Frank. 2, T. P. Carver, he. G. Mason, Bishop

Auckland; R. Shield, Swalwell. Gateshead, e. A. Balmer, Bishop Auckland.
Spanish. — 1, Pallister & Hawkins, Topcliffe. Thirsk. 2, Pickering and

Douglasby he, Fumess & Siddle, Kawtensiall, Mancheater.

GA^E.-Blaek-brea.'ited and other Red^.—\, 3. F. Walton. 2, T. Robson-
Bishop Auckland, he, R. Bnttou, South Otterington, Thirsk; T. McKeiizje,
Any other vanettj,—\,3. F. Walton. 2, Mrs. Ellis. Darlijigton. /tc, T. Horue»
Towlaw.
Hk'MimRonB.-Golden-spangled.—l and 2, R. Keenleyside. Silver-spannled.—

1, R. Keenleyside. 2. J. Kerry. Cnwiien, Morpeth, he, T. Ayre, West Auckland.
Hamliurghs.— GoWfn-jJeftCiVIerf.— 1, J. Rassell, Whi'by. 2, A. G. Mitchell,

Bishop Auckland, he. Waller and Wrigbtson, West Green, Stokesley; R.
Kticnloyside ; D. Cheyno, Morpeth. Silver pencilled.—I, J. Foster. 2, W.
Jopling. he, R. Keenleyside.
Polands.-1. J. T. Proud.
Game Bantams.—Black-breasted and other Reds.—1 and Medal, Wells and

Shervriu. 2, W. Canney. he, J. Ferrey; A. Balmer : E. Walton.
Bx^T&^iis.-Any other rar/t///.— Medal and 1, E.Walton. 2. T. Ayre. he, T.

P. Carver. Any varii'ti/ ''-i''-i'p( 'l-t'iie.— I und 2, T. P.Carver, /if, Wells and
Sberwin. c, J. II. Cartwngbi, Wiilington.
Turkeys.— !'((»«/? —1 and 2, J. T. Proud, Bishop Auckland. hc,C. E. Morgan,

Bishop Auckland (2).

Goslings.—1, U. Forrest, Durham. 2, J. T. Renter, Ripon. he, Mra. Robson,
Bishop Auckland.
Dlicklings.—1, C. E. Morgan, Bishop Auckland. 2, G. B. Bell, Darlington.

vhc, F. E. Gibson, Middletonin-Teesdale ; T. P. Carver, Langthorpe. hc,CE,
Morgan; T. L. Nash, Spruughtun.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. F. Walton, Horncliffe. 2, Rev. G. Ronton, Crook.

he, T. L. Nash ; H. Johnson, Bishop Auckland.
Selling Class —Coek, Cockerel, or Drake.—\, J. T. Proud. 2, Pallister and

Hawkins. Topchffe, Thirsk. 3. Pickering & Douglasby, Driffield, vhc, G. B.
Bell; J. T. Proud, he. A. Widdas, Witton-le-Wear ; 0. Widdas ; K. Moore,
East Rainton ; J. F. Walton ; T. P. Carver, c. Wells & Sherwin. Ripon ; J.

Russell, Whitby.
Sell'NG Class.—Hen, PuUet, or Duck.—I, T. Robsnn, Bishop Auckland.

2, J. Robson, Bishop Auckland. _?, J. F. Walton, i and 5. J. T. T. Proad. G. G.
B. Bell, vhc, C. Widdas; T. P. Carver; G. H. Procter. Durham, /tc, Mrs.
Ellis, Darlington; A. Widdaa; R. Moore; Pickering & Douglasby; Furnesa
and Siddle, Rawtenatall. c. Wells & Sherwin ; R. Moore (2) ; H. Robinson ; T.
P. Carver.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, T. Bowen, Witton Park. 2, Wells & Sherwin. he, J. Robinson,

Sunnyside, Towlaw; Wells & Sherwin; R. Blacklock, Sunderland, c, T. P.
Carver.
Pouters.—1 and 2, R. Blacklock. he and c, Wells & Sherwin.
Tumblers.— 1, E. Dodd. Durham. 2, Wells &, Sherwin. vhc, W. J. Donldn,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. /ic, W. J. Donkin ; E. Dodd.
Jacouins.- 1 and he, G, Trueman, Bishop Auckland. 2. T. Bowen,
Tuhbits— 1, T. Bowen. 2. G. Alderson, West Hartlepool, he, G. Trueman.

c, G. R. Cochrane. Sedgefleld.
Fantails.— 1 and 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, ftc, W. Balmer, Stockton-on-

Tees, c, J. Hemingway, Towlaw.
OwLS.-English or Foreign —\, G. Alderson, West Hartlepool. 2 and he, G.

Trueman. c, R. Stephenson, Bishop Auckland (2).

Any other Variety.-1 and vhc, M. Ord, Sedgefield. 2 and he, G. Trueman.
3, T. Bowen. c, J. Robinson (2),

RABBITS.
Lop eabed.—1 and 2, B. Boden, West Hartlepool. 3. J. S. Robinson, Darling-

ton, he, W. Pearey, Spennymoor; R. Addison, West Hartlepool; W. Bailey,
Darlington; M Maughan, Bishop Auckland.
Any other Varietv.— 1, J. F. Walton. 2. C. E. Morgan, Bishop Auckland.

S. Mrs. Preston. Bishop Auckland, he, R. Fishwick. Bishop Auckland ; Mrs.
Etherington, Bishop Auckland, c, 3. W. Garbutt, Eston Junction ; A. Gardiner,
Bishop Auckland,

Judge.—Mr. Hutton, Leeds.

THE PARAGON LAMP.
Last week we noticed the Hurricane Lantern introduced by

Messrs. Dietz & Co., of Carter Lane, and we now introduce to

our readers another invention of the same firm, which is more
for domestic use. It is a new form of burner, which is appUed
to paraftiu lamps, and is so constructed as to produce a flame
of unexampled brilliaucy, the light being white and dazzling,
the result of a perfect combustion of the hydrocarbon. Our
figure represents a burner of half the natural size; and the
flame produced by a l^-inch wick is nearly 3 inches wide and
2i inches high. These are the best of the para£&n lamps that
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Lave been brought under our notice, and for country houBea
they will be accepted as a great boon.

Management of Eauthenwake.—New earthenware Bhould,
before being used, be soaked in cold water for twenty-four hoiirs

;

this will render it less liable to crack, as well as enable it to

be made thoroughly clean. For washinj^ articles which are not
greasy, such as tea things, &c., every housekeeper should be
provided with a good-sized wooden bowl, for by contact with
this they will be less liable to be chipped and broken than when
an earthen basin is used. Still further to avoid the danger of

breakage, one article only should be put in at a time. A small
cloth should be kept with which to cleanse them while in the
water ; for merely rinsing them and then wiping them on the
tea-cloth will not ensure cleanliness. For washing the insides
of jugs, a miniature mop, with a handle a foot long, like those
sold for cleaning the chimneys of lamps, is indispensable. A
little soda should sometimes be used for washing jugs, and if

the same is occasionally used for washing tea-things, it will

make them look much cleaner and brighter. Soda should, how-
ever, never be izsed except in small quantities, nor should it be
constantly employed, as ifi has a tendency to injure the glaze.

Soap or potash has not this injurious effect, but neither cleanses
so thoroughly as soda. For tea-cloths linen must be used, as

cotton fabrics are not sufficiently absorbent to dry the earthen-
ware. For washing greasy earthenware, two tubs of suitable

size should be provided ; one, in which to wash them, must
contain hot water, with a little soda, or, for the reasons stated
above, potash or wood ashes, and the other, in which to rinse

them immediately after they are washed, must be filled with
clean cold water. After rinsing they should be placed in a rack,

and they will be dry and fit to use or put by in an hour. With-
out the soda or some similar substance, perfect brightness and
cleanness will not be secured. For keeping earthenware, a dry
closed cupboard is to be recommended, for if the articles become
either damp or dusty they will not look bright or well, even
though they may be wiped when required for use.

—

{CasseWs
Household Guide.)

PLURALITY OF QUEENS.
The experience of bee-keepers is asked by Mr. Boulton, of

Ulverston, in the number of July 16th, on the subject of a plu-
rality of queens in a hive. In the year 1850 I put a swarm
with three-year-old queen into a uuicomb hive, June 17th. On
August 11th I observed two queens, one old (which I could dis-

tinguish by a defect on one wing), the other plump and young.
They were perfectly amicable. I saw them lay eggs in con-
tiguous cells. This continued for some time, and after a while
the old queen was missing. Does this not indicate that, under
peculiar circumstances

—

e.g., the failing powers of an old queen
at a time of year when there are no drones, the natural hos-
tility of queens is repressed, and thus a wise provision made for
the preservation of hives which would otherwise perish ?

The season about here has been this year peculiar. I have
ten hives, eight of them being very forward, hanging-out and
with drones at the end of April. Then came the bitter weather
of May, when they killed the drones, dragging-out the larvje. I
have had but one swarm, and have taken' 100 lbs. 4i ozs. in
glasses, side boxes, from eight of these hives. There has been
no white clover, and the pastures are dried-up. No honey was
gathered after the second, week in July.
My neighbours in Rutland have had very few swarms, and

some of them very little honey.—C. Axlison Holmes, Thistle-
ton Rectory, Grantham.

OUR LETTER BOX.
BRAmiAs AND Pheasants Listless and Ajltoo (One Anxious for his

Pets).—Yon give no symptoms of rheumatism. It seems to us your birds
suffer from mistakea care in some respects ; instance, they are shut up in a
nice shady yard during the heat of the day. A yard suggests to us a place
with a flooring or pavement—brick, wood, or stone. Either would cause the
maJady you complain of. We cannot imagine a good run when the birds
cannot find sufficient shelter. We have no respect for sharps, nor for tincture
of aconite. We are by no means sure the birds want the latter. Let them
have the run all day. They will find shade. The PheaHants may still roost
under the rip with the hen. Shift the rip every morning. Feed on ground
oats or barleymeal in the morning, maize and scraps at midday, and ground
oats in the evening. These latter should ba mixed with milk. Let all feed
alike, except that you may add some curd to the Pheasants' food. The
Pheasants should roost under the hen, and the chickens also as long as they
will. After the hen refuses to hover thera at night she may be taken away,
and the chickens will roost in the rip she has vacated. Feed them well; they
will gain strength and appetite. The Pheasants want feediug oftener than
the ohickend.

Leicestee Poultry Show.—"In your report of Leicester Show in last
week's Journal, yon have H. Thompson as winning the first prize for Buff
Cochin chickens. I beg to say 1 won the first prizes for both old birds and
cliickens.—H. Tomlinson."

Canary Asthmatic (B. Walpole, jun.).~lt the bird be moulting now it is

not out of due course, and ought not to interfere with any local ailment from
which it may be BufEering. You can do nothiug but keep it in a warm place

away from draughts. It may last the winter and sing again, but the chances
are against it. Give a drop of cod-liver oil occasionally from a pointed stick,
and a httle bread and milk in the mornings.—W. A. B.

Book (David Bruce).—We never heard of any book by the writer you
mention.

CANARfES Ruptured (E. B. T.).~l have always found castor oil a tolerably
certain cure if admmistered in time. A homteopathic authority who has
wonderful succeps in his bird-room advises the following:—Lycopodium sixth
dilution on first appearance, afterwards Calcarea carbonica sixth dilution;
and if thomughly prostrated, and afttr diarrhoea has set in, Arsenicum sixth
dilution. Give two drops to an ordinary water tin, which must be thoroughly
clean, particularly on changiug the medicine. These medicines can be had
in tirf. pbials of any homceopathic chemist, and must be kept in a cool place,
—W. A. B.

High-coloured Canaries [T. S.).—We reprinted the recipe last week.
No particulars as to quantities were given by Messrs. Bemrose & Orme.

HoNEY-GATnERiNG.-" I beg to gtate that I am not the * Sir. Shearer' who
has informed Mx'. Pettigrew of the wonderful feats of honey-gathering by
bees, as stated by him in page ia4 of last week's Journal.—Alex. Sheahek^
Yester Qardins."

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lafc. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 feet.

Date.
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invariably barren, and the other half fruitful. By attention to

this one point—restricting the kinds which do naturally well

in a certain district, grafting the unprofitable ones with sorts

that are profitable, the fruit-resourees of the country would
be materially increased in a very few years.

Were I called on to plant extensively to produce a useful

supply of fruit, I should limit myself to a very few sorts which
I had reason to believe would prosper in the looahty. Were I,

on the other hand, to find already planted great variety produc-
ing little fruit, my one object would be to keep cutting-down the
worst—those that would not do—and grafting with the best-
that is, with those proving themselves good and certain bearers.

By that plan in time, and no long time either, there would be
plenty of fruit. That is the practice that will have to be
adopted by those who have planted on the one-tree-of-a-sort

system before they get any satisfactory bulk of fruit. Grow-
ing trees one of a sort on the pigmy system—that is, carrying
root-pruning and summer-pinching to extremes with trees in

an early state, will result in a garden museum of pomologieal
curiosities, but never in a full and useful harvest of fruit.

This infantile mutilation of fruit trees is going out of fashion,

simply because the majority of growers can see no good in it.

There may be fanciful amateurs who enjoy an orchard of lili-

putiau trees, and they have a right to indulge in the mode of

culture that best pleases them ; but for a huge bulk of useful

produce let the trees have liberty to build-up a stout, sound
framework, permit them to attain a healthy development, and
then, if the sorts be good in themselves and suitable to the
district, a golden yield may be expected. I like both root-

pruning and summer-pinching, but not with severity when the
trees are young and small, converting them into stubborn
stunted dwarfs to die prematurely by lack of vital force.

But another idea may have utterance respecting Mr. Pew-
tress's trees and their liability to injury by frost in spring.

It is this—that fruit blossom often suffers more on trees in a
young state than on older ones. Has not everybody observed
an old standard tree laden with fruit, when young dwarfs
around it are fruitless ? This very year our orchard of young
trees has produced nothing, while some old ones towering
ing high in the air are carrying a useful crop. They were all

alike covered with blossom, but that of the young ones is taken,
and that of Ihe old ones left. Frost was the fell destroyer.

But why ? The position is a low one. Was it not that the
upper strata of air was drier than the lower one at the moment
of the frost's visitation ? I am of opinion that that is the
solution of the difference, and I am fortified by the fact that
another orchard in the same parish, but high and diy and ex-

posed, is UteraUy laden with fruit, although the frost was fully

as severe as on the spot where every blossom was killed. If I

take my stand in this place for instance, and with an imaginary
pair of compasses set to a mile radius draw a circle, and
within this estimate the fruit on low-growing young trees, not
only bush and pyramid, but young half-grown orchards on the
one hand, and old tall standard trees on the other, what do I

find? Where I find 10 cwt. on the low ones in the damp
strata of au-, I find 10 tons on the tall ones, where the air was
drier at the time of blossoming. This is very startling, but
very true. It is not always so, the younger and dwarfer trees

sometimes bearing prodigiously, as, indeed, this spring they
were in a sheet of blossom.
There is much yet to be learned on the relative hardiness

of the blossoms of fruits, and if those having large collections

would steadily observe this point, something valuable might be
educed. No wish is entertained to discourage the planting
of dwarf trees ; on the contrary, varieties suited to localities,

and these planted by the dozen or hundred, according to size

of garden, instead of having every tree a separate variety,

would give abundance of fruit in a few years. My experience
leads me to this, that in districts subject to spring frost let

the trees have liberty and get up in the air. Better have to
get ladders to gather than have no fruit to pick. That, too,

is the best means of retarding and hardening blossom by its

exposure to the full sweep of a cooler rarer atmosphere than
exists a few feet from the ground. I remember on a certain

June 2nd having five thousand Geraniums killed in the beds,

a number in tall vases above them escaping with injuries, but
easily recovered. This may be cold comfort to Mr. J. W. Pew-
tress, who seems to have gone in for miniature trees. His
plan, if his sorts are numerous, is, I venture to suggest, to

watch and graft, and he may yet get fruit. There are other
three lines in his letter that most people wiU admire :—" I

daresay another gardenet would succeed better, but my man

suits me in so many ways I must keep him, even if I lose my
fruit by it." Mr. Pewtress need not have told us he was an
" old man." He has evidently world-experience. No man is

perfect in everything, and if his gardener suits in " many
ways" he is not far below average. There is much discomfort
engendered by both masters and men expecting too much. If

a man suits in " many ways," keep him ; if a master in most,
stay with him and serve him well, and there will be more
comfort, confidence, and content in the world than at present
exists. Mr. Pewtress may rely on it that it is not his man that
is the cause of his having no fruit under the circumstances
he describes, but a younger man might have thought so, and
have changed a servant suiting in many ways for another that
suited hardly in any ; but to get a man to fill a garden with
fruit on unsuitable varieties on an unsuitable site cannot be
expected without expecting too much. We ought to have a
supreme pity for unfortunate gardeners who are expected ta
" make bricks without straw," and a supreme honour for those
employers who can and do think calmly and decide justly, not
only as to the capacities of the man, but as to the nature of

the material he has to work with, and the circumstances sur-
rounding and governing the work.—J. Wright.

DISBUDDING KOSES.
I STATED in my account of the Frome Rose Show that Mr.

Keynes, of Salisbury, introduced the art or practice of dis-

budding Roses. My reasons for stating this were that Mr.
Keynes has often told me so ; and secondly, my friend Mr.
Reynolds Hole makes the same statement in his "Book upon
Roses," page 291, fourth edition. Since my letter appeared
Mr. Cant, of Colchester, has written to me to connect the
statement; and as I think it is not only just that we should
give " honour to whom honour is due," and also important
that rosarians should know who first introduced this practice,

I wiU ask your leave to quote that portion of his letter which
refers to the question.

" With respect to your letter in Journal of Hokticultdbe,
somehow you have been misled in stating that Mr. Keynes
was the first to introduce the practice of disbudding. I used
to do it before Mr. Keynes appeared in the field as one of the
great Rose-growers, and well call to mind the fuss that was
made about it as far back as 1859 at the National Rose Show.
(I think it was at the Hanover Square Rooms). Some of the
exhibitors thought it unfair, and others even went so far as to

say I ought to be disqualified. I admit that I did not carry

out the disbudding to the extent it is done now, simply be-

cause I was afraid to do it. More notice was probably taken
of it when Mr. Keynes came out, because he did it withont
flinching."

This letter wOl, I think, settle the question, as, if it was at

the Hanover Square Rooms, and in 1859, that disbudded
Roses were first exhibited, that would be at the second National

Rose Show, at which I believe Mr. Keynes did not exhibit.

—

—JoHS B. M. Camm, Monkton U^ijld.

THE POTATO CROP.
Fro5i personal observation near the seacoast of Wales, and

in some of the midland counties, we can testify that as late as

last week the Potato plants in field and garden were vigorous

and undiseased. We emphasise "vigorous," because we con-

sider that varieties so late in ripening should not be cultivated.

The season of danger commences about the end of July, and
we believe that if every Potato were out of the ground between

that date and the 10th of August the Potato disease would be
altogether avoided.

We met recently large cultivators of the Potato, and they

all said that they in future should cultivate no variety that is

not early or middling early.

Well done, " H. G. M." ! (see page 148). You are well to the

front, but you are none too soon, for the rains are upon us,

second growth is making rapid progress, and the blight looms
behind darker than the thunder cloud which foretells its

advent. I began lifting the general crop three days earlier

this season, and have tried hard to finish to-day, August 13th,

but the drenching rain drove us from the field, and last night

most of us were wet to the skin; but the bulk of the crop is

in a nice airy storehouse, and a few hours' more fine weather

will bring the Potato culture of 1871 to a successful issue.

My mainstay, Paterson's Victoria, is an excellent crop, the
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tubers numerous and large—much larger tban I anticipated,

and the quality all that could be wished. Other kinds are

also good, the whole of them being literally without disease of

any kind.

—

Edwabd Ldckhukst.

BEDDING GEEANIUMS.
The discussion of bedding Geraniums in your paper is

acceptable to many. The Roses have had their benefit, and
it is time their companions in the flower beds had a turn.

Mr. Peach has kindly sent a paper for the last two or three

seasons, and other correspondents a few notes only. Will
they now contribute something fuUer? A warm vinery for

the young stock in winter, and rich soil for them in summer,
are not attainable by most gardeners. Colder treatment and
poorer soU must be matched with stronger kinds than most of

Mr. I'earson's. Arthur Pearson is fine anywhere, and Douglas
Pearson in most places ; but when I saw Amaranth, Mrs.
Musters, and others lately at Battersea Park, the colours were
lovely ; but where was the mass of colour attainable by
Lucius, Bonfire, and pre-eminently Waltham Seedling ? Where
was the effect ? A mass of green leaves, and peeping tints !

The same thing struck the observer at Kew Gardens in rela-

tion to a good many other kinds of new Geraniums. The
strong and free kinds are a necessity to most gardens, and this

is why further communications will be very welcome.
Bronzes ought to be discussed. The greenish kinds, Kentish

Hero and Beauty of Calderdale, extensively grown for their

vigour, want to be replaced by equally vigorous kinds with
golden leaf-ground. Bedding whites and blush whites are a
matter of uncertainty.

What relations of Madame Vaucher and Fram^ois Desbois
will stand wet weather and bloom well out of doors ? Mr.
Cannell studies dwarf-growing Geraniums particularly. WiU
someone write for exposed situations and light soils, where the
dwarf kinds are mere pigmies? Violet Hill, Charley Casbon,
(fee, are failures in such a situation ; so I fear Mrs. Upton
must prove, though far better than the seed-spikes of the old

Christine. Pink May Queen, recommended by Mr. Peach, is

unsightly where the wind can reach it, and bears very few
trusses anywhere. Vesuvius is scantier yet of flowers upon its

manifold trusses when the breeze touches it, and I mean to

grow it no more, for it never has trusses fit to gather, and only
makes up by quantity for palpable want of quality. A dark
scarlet called Chief Justice, of Mr. Paul, is fine here ; it is derived
from St. George. The double pink Marie Lemoine has been
lovely for two months, always dwarf but covered with flowers

;

old plants doing best, inasmuch as young doubles do not make
flowers till July.

Lastly, I should rejoice to see undeserving but much-puffed
kinds of Geraniums exploded and puffed out ; not from un-
charitable feelings, but for the same reason that I find plea-
sure in seeing a detected bad halfcrown nailed to the counter,
that it may go on its road of roguery no further.—C. S. B.

FKUIT TEEE MANAGEMENT.
As your correspondent Mr. Pewtress wants a few hints as to

the management of his fruit trees, I will endeavour to give him
a little assistance. I cannot understand how he can find fault

with the situation of his garden. I should think " a warm south
aspect on the slope of a hill " is the situation to be desired above
all others ; and the fact of vegetables coming earlier than else-

where is a great recommendation, and would tend to show
that the soU is a dry one and suitable for fruit trees. I should
think the reason of the failure is that the sorts selected are
too delicate for standards. Has he tried the Victoria, Orleans,
Gisborne's, and Magnum Bonum Plums ; the Beurre Diel,
Emile d'Heyst, and Bergamotte d'Esperen Pears (as pyra-
mids) ; the Keswick Codlin, Hawthomden, and Lord Suffield
cooking Apples; and Pearson's Plate and Nonpareil Apples
for dessert '? If not, I should recommend him to try them and
other hardy sorts.

Now as to faOures. I had a fine standard Easter Beurre
Pear, the fruit of which was good for nothing. I have had it

Cut back and grafted with Beurrf Diel. What was the cause
of the failure ? your correspondent may ask. The answer is

that it is a useless Pear here, except as a pyramid on the Quince.
X have two Plum trees which are failures as standards, the
Cherry Plum and Washington, which I intend to have cut
back and grafted with some good cropping Plum. The reason
the Cherry Plum does not succeed is that it blossoms so early

(sometimes in February) that the bloom is always cut off by
the spring frosts, and Washington I find not satisfactory in
that respect. It is a good plan to plant a row of pyramid Pear
trees within 7 or 8 feet of a wall, so as to secure a little shelter
without being so near as to injure the trees trained against
the wall.

—

Amaieoe, Cirencester.

IN AND OUT OF ABERYSTWITH.—No. 4.

What cottage gardeners can effect is fully illustrated here.
The town is well supplied with vegetables entirely from the
gardens of the cottagers in the vicinity. Their wives and
daughters come into the town bearing one or two baskets con-
taming small parcels—and only small parcels—of whatever
their gardens are producing. Two baskets which I saw this
morning borne by different women contained samples of our
daily suppUes. One had in it three Vegetable Marrows, two
leaves full of Ividuey Beans, and a few Potatoes. The other
basket held Apples, Bed Magnum Bonum Plums, three
Cabbages, and some Potatoes. Both baskets in one of their
comers had some small bouquets. Mushrooms are also a speci-
alty just now, and dozens of baskets of them are offered every
morning, being the produce of the vast pastures around.
Having small parcels and a variety, suits both the buyers and
the sellers ; the buyers have their vegetables fresh every morn-
ing, and the sellers have rarely a surplus to carry home unsold.
Chickens, ducklings, and eggs are brought to our door by
other cottagers' wives in the same way. All seem to have
regular customers, and if one vendor has exhausted her basket
of its contents and meets a neighbour who has been less suc-
cessful, I see she takes some of the latter's commodities, and
going in a different direction evidently tries to aid in vending
them. There are stalls in the Market House where vegetables
and fruits are sold, but they are chiefly supplied from the
cottagers' gardens. I say, " chiefly," because there are packages
about them containing West India Pine Apples, Spanish and
even hothouse Grapes brought by the railroad.

The cottage gardens have the advantageous peculiarity that,

slate and shale composing the surrounding mountains, they
are enclosed by thick walls composed of those SUurian forma-
tions, and the cottages are constructed of the same materials.
These when uuwhitewashed, which they very rarely are, have a
chequered appearance, each dark block being encompassed by
a white line of mortar. Against the walls and houses the
Plum trees are trained which supply the baskets of the market
women. Manure from the pigstye and collected from the
roads are the fertilisers.

I have often replied vaguely to queries about flowers that
will thrive close to the sea, but I can now say that the com-
mon Nasturtium (Tropjeolum), and Slignouette flourish most
luxuriantly and flower abundantly here, within 5 yards of

high-water mark, and they are wetted frequently by the sea
spray.

This is a vicinity where a Cottagers' Garden Society might
be established advantageously, for, as I have stated, the cot-

tagers exert themselves—and their exertions are successful—to
supply the town with vegetables and fruits ; but the varieties

are tlae oldest mentioned in our gardening books—Charlton
Peas, Sugar-loaf Cabbages, inferior Cherries, Plums, Apples,
and Pears—of these last there are only a very small green
variety, a very small yellow and red variety, and the Windsor.
A local society could promote the introduction of superior and
more remunerative varieties, and be the means of preventing
the intrusion of some large establishment, which would im-
poverish many a cottage fireside.

Within a few miles of Aberystwith the lead-mine region is

reached, and there gardening is at its lowest. I may be mis-
taken, but my beUef is that in that region there is not a really

good cottage garden. This is not wonderful, perhaps, for the
bread-winners are delving underground and have no surplus
time or energy to delve its surface. Let me not be understood
as depreciating the miners ; they are a race that aid largely to
maintain our country among the heads of nations. Never was
I more gratified as well as surprised, for it has been to me an
unknown region, to find in the parlour of a little inn far-up
among the mountains, shelves of books hundreds in number,
including scientific works, Shakespeare, Moore, Scott, dic-

tionaries, novels, EngUsh and Welsh bibles. The landlady
explained that the room was the evening resort of the miners.
All honour to them, and let Londoners especially regard this
vicinity, for to it they are indebted for their supply of New
River water. This is no paradox. Sir Hugh Middleton made
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his Tast fortune from the Cardiganshire lead mines. From
one, that of (Jwmsymlog (Coomsymlog), he profited £25,000
annually, and he sacrificed his wealth in obtaining for London
its best water-supply.
The little inn alluded to was reached by me on my road to

Bedd Talieeen—Taliesen'e grave. Is not Bedd the word from
which our "bed," a place also of rest, is derived? No one
who has a taste for a combination of the grand and the beau-

tiful in mountain scenery will regret proceeding thither from
Aberystwith. The deep valleys richly wooded, the precipitous

yet wooded mountains, the paths mere shelves on their sides,

are each and all sources of gratification. Nor will it be least

gratifying to find that the last building, very far distant from
bat one other at the summit of the mountain, is a place for

Divine service. Nor is this association of the lone memorial
of the Welsh bard and a lone Christian pulpit incongruous,
for one of the Welsh Triads records that Taliesin was one of
" the Christian or baptised bards.'' This is probably a reason
that, although he lived fifteen hundred years ago, so many of

his poems have been preserved. The monks, the great libra-

rians of the middle ages, would regard more kindly his mental
offspring. Eighty poems attributed to him have been pre-

served, chiefly mystical, theological, historical, and elegiac. I

will only give the translation of one extract from his " Mead
Song," for that is not foreign to your pages :

*' To Him that inles supreme, our sovereit,'n Lord,
Creation's Chief, by all that lives ador'd,

' "Who ma^e the waters and sustains the skies,

T\Tio gives and prospers all that's ^ood and wise

—

To Him I'll pray that Maelgmi ne'er may need
Exhaustless treasure of the sparkling mead."

Other extracts might be published relating to fitting subjects,

and from other bardic and triad pages, before arriving at the

era of Hywel Dda—that is, Howell the Good. He was born
about the end of the ninth century, and died in the year 918.

His code continued in force until Wales was subjugated by
Edward I., and its enactments throw much light upon the

values of the productions of the garden and field in those

days. The value of horses, cows, sheep, and pigs is specified

at various ages to be paid by those who killed, or injured, or

stole them. Of a cat, " after it could kill mice, 2d." If the

eat was killed or stolen from the king's barn "it was to be
suspended liy the tip of its tail, with its head touching the
ground, and to have Wheat poured over it until the tip of the
tail was covered." The heap of Wheat was the penalty.

A gander was worth two geese, and a goose was valued at

2d. A hen was valued at Id., and a cock at two hens. To
constitute a cock it must have crowed, and to constitute a

hen it must have laid. A stock of bees was valued at '2id.,

and a spring swarm at IGti., a second swarm at 8d. The
penalty for destroying or stealing an Apple tree was iJOd., of a

Nat tree 15d., and of a Plum tree Id.—G.

A STEANGE SUMMER SCENE IN THE SWISS
WENGEKN ALP.

Monday, AnonsT 10th.—Yesterday morning a more wintry
scene was presented than I had experienced all last winter

—

the ground thickly covered with snow, and snow still faUing
heavily, with the thermometer nearly down to freezing on the
9th of August. This state of things continued until long after

the sun arose, but the weather afterwards partially cleared,

when the lower suow was melted, though the surrounding hills

retained their whiteness. Some of the parties amused them-
selves playing snowball with each other. Of course good wood
fires were in retiuisition and much appreciated. It was alto-

gether very strange for this time of the year, though not
unfrequent at this elevation (6700 feet). One gentleman, an
artist, who has been staying here some time, said that on the
30th July the snow was 6 iuches deep. We get what we come
for—cool weather in the hot season.

Tuesday, August 11th.—The fresh suow much enhanced the
beauty of the surrounding scenery, and the sun shining upon
it had a very brilliant effect. Went yesterday morning out on
the hills in search of wild flowers, and though later in the
season than last year, yet was very pleased tu meet with many
of the old favourites still in blossom. One particular hollow
in front of the Monch glacier was a perfect Nature's garden

;

so much better to my fancy than the stiff formal parterres we
see in England prepared at great cost and care. The Asters,

Gentians, Androsace, with the fine yellow Arnica moutana,
were quite numerous. The Ehododeudroas are very nearly

over. The grazing cattle seemed hardly to know what to make
of the snow on their pasturage.—E. Copland.

WINDO'W GARDENING FOE TOWNSFOLK.
Sometimes itis supposed that horticultural pubUcatious have

no interest in the welfare of towns. We have constantly shown
that we think differently. We know that the opportunities

are comparatively rare when we can be of the same service to

those whose lives are spent entirely away from the country as

to the bulk of our readers whose circumstances are much more
favourable ; but we have always done what in us lay to foster

a love for plant-growing in the crowded courts and back streets

of our great towns. Our readers will not, then, we thiuk, be
surprised that wa should reproduce the following article on
town window gardening from the columns of our contemporary
the Midland Counties Herald.

Aljiost every human being has an inborn love of flowers.

No one familiar with the habits of " the people" can fail to

be aware that even in our most crowded and closest streets

there is a constant struggle to gratify this love, and efforts are

always being made to grow some plant or other. A Geranium
or a Fuchsia, a Musk plant or a Myrtle, is perhaps the object

of the loving attentions of these cultivators under difficulties.

Not unfrequently a good deal of success rewards the labours

thus bestowed, which it may always be assumed are labours of

love. In London and elsewhere societies have been formed
to encourage such efforts, and wherever the beneficial influence

of such societies has been exerted they have done much good.
Many a dingy home has been made all the brighter by the

plants grown in them under the fostering influence and encou-
ragement of such societies. Nor has it been essential to the

happiness of the owners that a high standard of plant-cultiva-

tion should have been set up. If only a plant wiU live, pre-

serve its leaves green, and occasionally gladden its owner's
eyes with a flower, then the causes for supreme satisfaction

are quite ample. Now and again it is possible to meet with
really well-grown plants in the homes of the very poor ; and
we well remember on one occasion to have seen in the window
of a small house in one of our back streets nearly a dozen
healthy vigorous trees which would not have been discredit-

able in any cottage window in the country. This by way of

encouragement.
There are many plants which will thrive excellently well

even in the smoke of large towns, provided they receive a few
extra attentions. For instance : The soil in which they are

planted should be fresh and sweet, and should be renewed at

least annually ; the dust and dirt which will be certain to

accumulate on the leaves day by day should be occasionally

removed—the oftener the better—by sponging, or the rougher
and readier method of sprinkling, or the more simple one of

exposure to gentle rains when they fall ; then, again, plants

should, on the one hand, never be overwatered, bo as to con-

vert the soil into mud, nor kept without water too long, so as

to convert the soil into dust. With such means most of the

more robust plants which commonly adorn cottage windows
will grow and do well in those of towns. Evergreens of many
varieties are well adapted for permanent occupancy of such
positions, for, owing to the harder and oftentimes glossy sur-

face of the leaves, they are hardier than most softwooded

plants. The Cactus family, again, and many of the succulents,

will for a long time bear up against rough usage and neglect,

and the other adverse circumstances attendant upon town
gardening ; and their uncommon styles of growt'a, and flowers

quaint and strange in appearance, invariably produce unflag-

ging interest. Bulbs of many sorts, too, are particularly suit-

able to fill creditably a prominent place in a town window.
A step in the right direction would be the preparation and

general publication of brief accurate directions how to grow
plants, stated in such plain everyday language as would be

readily understood by all who can read ; and to this might be

appended a list of such plants as are most likely to floarish

in town windows.
We should Uke to know that window-gardening societies

were established in all our populous towns. They would
accomplish a really good work, and would encourage many
who are now inert to become cultivators. The duties of the

committees of management would not be arduous. They
might well undertake the printing and distribution of such a

code of instructions as we have referred to, and which we shall

have pleasure in getting prepared by a competent hand, if such

a society is started in Birmingham. They might purchase
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and distribute, at the lowest possible price, suitable plants,

bulbs, d-o., properly potted ; and we are authorised to state

that a townsman will annually make a present of a large

number of Geraniums, &a., to such a society. They should

arrange for the holding of two exhibitions every year—one

early in spring, when bulbs should be shown ; the other some
time in the summer, for plants generally. They might also

arrange for the occasional delivery of simple, but instructive

addresses on plant life and plant-growing in various parts

of the town. They would also have to collect funds, in order

to cover necessary expenses and provide prizes, which might
be in money, plants, books, or useful domestic articles. As a

start, we can already promise them subscriptions from several

friends interested in the movement.
To make the society as powerful as possible it would, per-

haps, be advisable to arrange for the organisation of two

bodies—the one central, the other local. The local sub-

committees should, perhaps, be as numerous as the ecclesias-

tical parishes or the municipal wards. They should be chosen

by the residents in their respective districts. The central

committee might consist of representative members of the

local ones, one or two selected from each, with the addition

of perhaps a few other persons chosen by these local repre-

sentatives. The work of the central committee would be to

raise the necessary tands, to settle the rules, to fix the exhi-

bition days, and to award the prizes ; while the local com-
mittees would have to work-up their several districts, diffuse

information respecting the objects of the society, put them-
selves in personal connection with the class in which the

exhibitors would be found, and in other ways help on the

work of the organisation. By such a dual arrangement an
immense amount of work might be done, while no one person's

share need be overwhelming. The connection betwen the

localities, each being represented in the central committee,

would be mutually helpful, and if well managed the society

would prove all-powerful in carrying out its objects.

Here, then, we venture to submit, is a plan capable of yield-

ing admirable results, and which all classes of the community
can assist either by subscription or personal work, or both.

Cannot such an organisation be started in Birmingham forth-

with ? No one need be frightened at the labour involved or

the amount of money to be raised : £100 per annum would do
the work magnificently; half the amount might possibly be

sufficient to start with, and to do it fairly well.

The writer of this article was, not very long ago, in some
degree instramental in setting on foot in one of the largest

towns in Lancashire a small but successful show of the kind

suggested, where the exhibitors were the children attending a

Sunday fcbool in a poor district. A teacher in that school

applied to him for information as to what could be done to

induce the children to attempt plant-growing. He suggested
that they should be suppUed with bulbs, properly potted in

suitable soil, for which they should pay a nominal sum. This
was done ; a considerable number of the children invested

their pence. Simple directions what to do were given to each
purchaser, and a few months after the juvenile cultivators

were invited to assemble on a stated day, and bring their

plants with them. These were then arranged in order of merit,

and prizes, consisting chiefly of books, were distributed among
the ohUdren. Not only did the children bring the plants, but

their friends, all poor people, came too ; and a happier gather-

ing was, perhaps, never brought together. This effort, com-
menced quietly and unostentatiously, but carried on with
intelligent perseverance, has already yielded good fruits, and
its refining influence is growing greater and wider every year.

The plan has been tried in many other towns, and nowhere
without success. Surely this, and more, may be done in

Birmingham.

TWO SIDES TO THE QUESTION.
We folks in the insect world don't read periodicals, yet we

do get, in a way that I need not explain, some iutelkgence

about what is going on amongst gardeners, as this often nearly
concerns us. I hear with alarm the tidings that there is a
movement afoot to promote the plan of planting none but
early Potatoes as a precaution against disease, and were this

to be carried out universally, I suppose long before August is

out the Potatoes would be dug and the fields cleared. Now,
only consider for a moment how hard this is upnu those who
belong like myself to the species called the Death's-head, or

the Atropos of entomologists. We as a race come forth in

the winged state some time in July, seldom earher, and then
having deposited eggs, the caterpillars from these feed on the
Potato leaves in August and September. Used to do so, I should
say ; for on this new plan there will be no leaves to be got at the
season when they are so important to our progeny. It is true

we can eat the Privet, but we don't much care for that shrub;
Jasmine is rather to our taste, only on that we are exposed to

more perils ; and though some caterpillars with eccentric tastes

resort to the wild species of Nightshade, yet the Potato has
always furnished our staple diet. We feel so safe in a Potato
field or plot : birds are less likely to molest us, entomologists
seldom look us up, and if a chrysalis is now and then chopped
in two by the fork, that is a casualty that can't be avoided

;

but to rob us of our food altogether, that is serious indeed,
and I am afraid as moths who have pursued the same plan
many centuiies we cannot make a change, and come out two
months earlier in the year. Habit has an astonishing power
both with moths and meu.^AN Anxious Atkopos.

BOYAL HOKTICDLTURAL SOCIETY.
August I'Jth.

Feuit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

Messrs. Dobsou & Sons, Isleworth, sent a brace of Cucumbers
called Prince of Wales, a white-spined ribbed variety, which
was not thought distinct from others in cultivation. Mr. James
Chambers, of Springrove, Isleworth, also sent a seedling Cucum-
ber, called Westlake Rival, of which the same opinion was ex-
pressed. Mr. A. Henderson, Shrublands, Walthamstow, sent a
Kidney Bean,, called Lady's Finger, which was considered too
similar to the Case-knife to be regarded as distinct. It was re-

commended to be grown at Chiswick. Mr. Sweeting, gardener
to T. G. Venn, Esq., Sneyd Park, Bristol, sent bunches of a
seedling Vine, called Sneyd's Seedling. It is a large bunch,
well shouldered. The berries are oval ; the skin black, with a
delicate bloom ; the flesh firm, juicy, richly flavoured, and with
a distinct Muscat flavour. It was considered a very valuable
addition to the varieties of early Muscat-flavoured Grapes from
its free-settiug and early-bearing properties. It was awarded a
first-class certificate. Messrs. Lane & Son, of Berkhampstead,
sent a seedling Grape which was thought very favourably of by
the Committee, and as it was not quite ripe the Committee
desired to see it at a subsequent meeting. Mr. Clark, of Roe-
hanipton, sent a dish of Wasiiingtou and Kirke's Plums.
Mr. Browne, gardener to Earl Howe, Gopsall, sent a box of

excellent fruit of Peaches and Nectarines which had been
gathered from trees moved last season, to which a cultural com-
mendation was awarded. Mr. James Groom, Henham Gardens,
Wangford, Suffolk, sent a Melon of very large size, which had
been brought home from Africa by Sir Samuel Baker and pre-
sented to the Earl of Stradbroke. The fruit is 18 inches long
and 9 inches in diameter, of a deep orange colour, the skin some-
what crumpled. The flesh is white, very tender, juicy, and
sweet. The Committee considered it a very well-flavoured fruit

for the size. Mr. F. Dancer, of Chiswick, brought fruit of

Souvenir du Congres Pear.

Fi.oEAL Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair. First-class

certificates were awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt,
for a very ornamental variety of Cerasus Mahaleb called peu-
dula, having a graceful head of pendulous branches, and for

a Cornel having the leaves edged pure white, and named Cornus
alba marginata. Messrs. Paul also exhibited Cerasus semper-
fiorens pendula aurea with yellowish green variegation, but as
shown it was not effective.

From Mr. W. Chater, nurseryman. Saffron Walden, came a
collection of Hollyhock blooms ; also a number of seedlings, of

which Mulberry Gem and Rose Supreme, answering in colour to

their names, had first-class certificates. Messrs. RoUisson and
Sons, of Tooting, sent a fine collection of cut Phloxes ; and Mr.
R. Dean, Ealing, Phlox Miss Robertson (Cocker & Son), with
large white flowers, one of the early-flowering section which had
been already certificated. Messrs. W. Hender & Son, Bedford
Nursery, Plymouth, were commended for their strain of hybrid
Amaranthus, with leaves exhibiting various shades of crimson,
orange, yellow, and green.
A botanical certificate was granted to Mr. J. Croucher,

gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, for a flowering
plant of Decabelone elegans, having a campanulate flower with
a yellowish ground nearly covered with purplish red dots and
broken streaks. He also sent Aloe Fraskii, a South African
species, with the base of the leaves clasping the stem like a cup.
From Mr. J. W. Blackwood, gardener to F. CoUiuson, Esq.,
Heme Hill, came Bonatea speciosa, an old Orchid which, though
shghtly fragrant, has no claim as an ornamental plant. Chei-
lanthes Bergiana, a pretty Fern from the Cape, was sent by the
same exhibitor, and had a first-class certificate. Weigela
Lavallei, with rather small dark red flowers freely produced.
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waa ehown ty Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, as also a cut bloom of a large

and very double Petunia. Mr. May, gardener to J. S. Brockett,

Esq., MusweU Hill, sent specimens of Cattleya Dowiana in

great beauty ; and Mr. J. Chambers, Westlake Nursery, Spring-
grove, of the double-flowered Lobelia pnmila grandiflora, form-
ing dense little masses covered with bloom, together with Pilea

muscosa alba, a neat little creeper with small light green leaves,

and Diplacus califomious with ornamental bnff and orange
flowers. Messrs. Paul & Son contributed several stands of cut
Boses.

LITTLE HEATH MELON.
I THINK the Little Heath Melon a very good variety for

amateurs like myself. I do not know if there is any diffi-

culty in growing Melons generally ; but from the time I sowed
the seed (April 24th) in a frame which I made up with dung
for Cucumbers until July 31st, when I cut three, I had not

a single drawback with them—no fly nor disease of any kind.

I put in two plants in a two-light frame heated with dung,
and they produced eleven fruit, eight or nine being of a good
size, and very good. I should judge that this year was very

favourable for flavour. Last year I also grew them without

any trouble ; but I always give regular attention, and certainly

feel well rewarded by the results. Everyone who saw them
admired the growth and fruit.—G. C.

DAHLIAS.
As an amateur Dahlia-grower for many years, it has often

occurred to me why the flower should be thought so little of

by the committees of provincial exhibitions. In many of the

schedules the amount of piize is the same for a stand of Asters

as a stand of Dahlias. The absurdity is great to those who
know anything about the culture of the two flowers. The
framers of these schedules cannot be aware of the great differ-

ence in the cost of purchase, the quantity of land required,

the time and trouble in getting twenty-four good blooms of

Dahlias as compared with a stand of Asters. To grow twenty-

four Dahlias fit for competition with any chance of success,

you must have at least 150 plants of the best new and old

varieties : this wiU require ten or twelve perches of land heavily

manured, four or five stakes to each plant, and each to be

thoroughly mulched with cow dung ; in dry seasons a man
employed continually watering, shading, and tying; and con-

tinual watchfulness after the buds show colour to keep down
grubs and earwigs, else the labour is lost. Also, if there are

one or two good new seedling flowers every year, you must
purchase them at half a guinea a plant to keep pace with your
neighbours, besides keeping up the old stock, losses of which
will occur every winter with most amateurs. Now contrast

the expense in the cultivation of the Aster: 3s. &d. will

purchase a packet of good seed, two or three perches of land
wiU be sufficient room, then give plenty of old manure and
attention, and you are one in the competition at the ex-

hibition.

Referring to the prizes offered, here are two examples this

season : A schedule sent me from Pontypool specifies, " Ger-
man Asters, twelve blooms, first prize, 10s." "Dahlias,
twelve blooms, first prize, 10s." Another is from one of the late

homes of the Dahlia (the more surprising), where the rearing

and growth of many a first-class Dahlia can he traced—I refer

to Birmingham and the late Mr. Charles Perry. The sche-

dule from Edgbaston, near Birmingham, specifies, "twelve
Dahhas, 10s.; twelve Asters, 7s. 6<Z. ; twelve Phlox, 10s., first

prizes." This bad encouragement of the Dahlia now that it

has arrived at its greatest perfection rather inclines one to

give up its cultivation—a hobby I have enjoyed for twenty
years.

—

Thomas Hobbs, Bristol.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.—No. 11.

A WELL-3IADE Walk kept in good condition is an ornament to

any garden, and for appearance only I would give the preference

to those made of well-coloured and good binding gravel. True,

the labour of keeping gravel walks in order is considerable,

but there is a satisfaction afterwards which compensates for it.

However, in some parts of the country gravel is out of the

question, and gome other material must be used.

The next best kind of walks, probably, are those made of

asphalte or tar, gravel or small stones, coal ashes, and sand.

They are made in two ways. The first I shall describe is the

preferable one. It involves no great excavation for drainage,

but if the soil is good some of it may be taken out and anything
else substituted, covering it over with fine material; beat this

down firm and put the walk into shape, making it high enough,
but allowing for the thickness of mixture that is to go on.

Now collect a quantity of coal ashes and sift them fine, also

coarse road or drift sand and hme rubbish. All these should

be sifted, and kept under cover and dry. Mix the three to-

gether in equaJ proportions ; take a small quantity at a time,

say about three barrowfnls, lay it in a heap and make a hole

in the middle, into which pour a quantity of boiling tar ; add
enough, and mix well together till it is as stiff as mortar.

Take this to the walk and put it on carefully, not less than
3 inches thick ; many put it on 4, and some as much as 6 inches

thick. The walk is shaped out properly while it is soft and
pliable. Before it hardens a good sprinkling of fine ground
stone or sifted gravel of a lightish colour, and some sand with
it, should be strewed evenly over the walk, and a light roller

passed over it to press it well into the tar. After the surface

is a little more hardened, but before it is too much so, a heavier

roller should be passed over it several times, which will sohdify

the whole. This addition of light stone and sand is to im-
prove the appearance of the walk, of which the surface would
otherwise be very dark, which I consider an objection. All

this work should be done in dry weather, and the ground
rendered very firm before commencing. In a few hours the

whole mass will be pretty well set and quite waterproof.

The next method is a more expeditious one, though I think

less substantial, and will not bear comparison with the former,

yet walks done in this way last a considerable time, and the

method is therefore convenient to some persons. It is this

:

First shape out the walk, and put all the materia! on as de-

scribed in the former mode, pour the tar on cold over the

whole surface, regulate it with a stiff broom, or, what is better,

a small board on the end of a pole in the form of a rake.

Put on a sufficient quantity of tar to penetrate the whole, and
let it soak in, taking care that it is evenly distributed. Add
sand and fine gravel as for the first method, and in other

respects treat similarly. Whichever mode is adopted no large

stones must be permitted on the surface, as they would work
out again and leave holes in the walks ; and even the fine

stones must only be thick enough to allow them to be em-
bedded properly in the tar. Walks made after the last method
are liable to break-up in flakes, especially if pressed by heavy
loads frequently at one and the same place.

In walks of this description there will be the surface-water

to be disposed of more than in those made of gravel, though
it is necessary to provide for carrying it off any walk. In a
previous article I mentioned about marking the place where

the drains run, so that their connections may be made good tt>

take off the surface water ; this should be done previous to

making the walks ; as there is likely to be some washings

of soil and other rubbish to dispose of, and which ought not

to be allowed to go into the drains, to avoid this it will be
necessary to dig-out a small hole, say 15 or 18 inches square

at the top, and 2 feet or more in depth, at every junction with

the under drain. Let the drain for the water go out at the

top of this hole, and as the latter becomes full the water can

run off, leaving the sediment behind. Now it is hai-dly neces-

sary for me to say that after heavy showers, and at other times

also, these holes should be cleaned out, and all that would
otherwise enter the drains and soon stop them up should be

taken away. Gratings of iron should be provided and placed

over each hole, set-in firmly in a frame, which may be em-
bedded in the asphalte as the work of making the walk goes on.

I prefer the convex form of grating ; it is not so liable to get

stopped-up by the accumulation of rubbish as the opposite

shape.

—

Thomas Becoed.

EARLY BEATRICE PEACH.
The first ripe fruit of this excellent Peach was gathered

from a tree on an open wall in the second week of July. The
tree is young, and did not yield more than one good dish of

fruit, ail of which were ready a few days later ; then came an
interval of nearly three weeks before the first fruit of Elvers'

Early York were fit for table. The prevalence of dull showery

weather will in some measure account for the tardy ripening of

Early York. I hope to form a connecting link between it and
Early Beatrice by means of Early Elvers, which will come into

bearing next season. Thanks to the coping boards, I hope
eventually to have a full supply of Peaches with a tolerable

degree of certainty from trees on the open walls, from the
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second week in July till the end of September. The list of

kinds upon which I depend is—Rivers' Early Beatrice, Early
Rivers, Rivers' Early York, Rivers' Dr. Hogg, Grosse Mignonne,
Noblesse, Royal George, Bwrington, Rivers' Lord Palmerstou,

Walburton Admirable. These are arranged in the order ol

ripening, but I am by no means certain that this Selection of

the kinds I have actually in cultivation might not be improved
by the addition of two or three more of the Rivers strain.

Early Alfred, for instance, bears an excellent character, notably

for flavour ; Alexandra Noblesse, too, I am inclined to think

good. Can anyone assist me? I invite discussion, because I

feel assured that a more general knowledge of Mr. Rivers'

numerous seedlings, both of Peaches and other fruits, will

prove conducive to the general good. I have several of these

among an extensive collection of fruit of all kinds under my
oare, and can confidently assert that those kinds which have
already come into bearing, tend to the conviction that Mr.
Rivers' descriptions are most reliable and trustworthy, and
they may be depended upon as the calm and honest deductions
of a veteran practitioner.

—

Edward LnCKHCRST.

STAG'S-HEAD FERN.
YonB correspondent " Beta," page li4, mentions that a

Fern so called grows on the limestone formations, what is the
botanical name of the Fern? Does not " Beta" mean Lyco-
podium clavatum, common Club Moss ? Tbis I have met with
on the mountain slopes in the Isle of Man, where it grows
luxuriantly, trailing on the turf. I brought some fine speci-

mens home ; a portion I planted in an outdoor fernery, the re-

mainder in pots in a cool greenhouse (I did not try a Wardian
oase) ; but neither existed much longer than about twelve
months. If " Beta's " Stag's-head Pern is so hardy and
easily cultivated, possibly he has discovered something that

novices like myself have not seen or heard of.—F. P.

[The " Stag's-head Fern " cannot be a Platycerium. If he
will send us a specimen we may be able to identify it.

—

Eds.]

DESTROYING WASPS.
Amongst the many modes of destroying wasps' nests de-

scribed by your contributors, I do not notice a very convenient
one that has been adopted at various places with as fair a
share of success as any other mode that I have ever seen tried.

It is simply a snuib composed of dry gunpowder and flowers

of sulphur, broken up line, mixed in the proportion of about
three of the latter to one of the former. The sciuib is made
by wrapping a piece of common brown paper round a stick

about as thick as the forefinger, the paper being three or four
ply thick, when it is tied with string or matting, and being
drawn off presents a sort of paper tube. One end is after-

wards closely tied up, and the tube is then filled with the
mixture, pressing it tightly in with a stick, and then tying the
other end. A squib of 3 or 4 inches long is generally sufficient

to stifle a wasps' nest for a reasonable length of time. It burns
with a searching smoke for at least halt a minute, and is easily

lighted by holding the end to a candle. Of course, digging
out the nest is necessary, and I do not know of any effectual

way of destroying wasps without digging out.

Placing offensive-smelling substances at t'ne mouth of the
hole is an old-fashioned mode, as I have seen it adopted more
than twenty years ago with a ball of loose tow or something
of t'nat kind soaked in turpentine, and put into the mouth of

the hole, and sometimes the spirit has been poured into the
hole, saturating the soil so as to give oft deadly fumes to the
wasps attempting to pass it ; but they sometimes succeed in
•digging out tor themselves another outlet. Other substances,
as coal tar and muriatic acid, were recommended before paraf-
fin became common, but I have most faith in some process in

which digging-out forms a part, and I have also most confi-

dence in the use of gunpowder as a stupitying agent. I may
add that I have seen it often enough used alone in a wetted
state, and made up into the form of a cigar ; but it is more
•costly than when mixed with brimstone, and requires some little

practice to wet it up into the proper condition to burn as long
a time as possible, for if too wet it will not burn at all, and if

not wet enough goes oft too soon, whereas the squib rarely or
never fails, and is in every way convenient.

Although we had quite the average number of queen wasps
in the spring, I have since met with one but very rarely up
to the time I write (August 10th) ; this is unusual, for we
generally find them more or less abundant as the Gooseberries

ripen, whereas this year this fruit will be all gone ere wasps
make an appearance. Another maxim seems also not to apply
this season, that a good Plum year is sure to bring plenty of
wasps. This season the crop of Plums is tolerably good around
here. A near neighbour of mine gathered upwards of three
hundred bushels last week—I believe all or nearly so of Early
Orleans—and yet I do not hear of a single wasp. That we may
have them yet is very probable, but that they are not likely to
be so numerous as they sometimas are is e(jually certain. It is,

however, somewhat strange that they are not numerous this
season, as it has been unusually dry, and although we have
been visited with frequent and sudden changes of temperature,
there has been no lack of hot days, yet amongst the many
enemies we have had to encounter, wasps have not been one.
If they fail to appear at all, the circumstance will cause no
regret, for although they, as well as moat other things, have a
useful mission, there are few amongst ns willing to give them
credit for anything but mischief, and we never Lear of that
very useful and praiseworthy Society which is instituted to
prevent cruelty to animals ever throwing its shield over wasps
and snakes, against which we all wage war.^J. Eobson.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 23.

It does not require a large amount of philosophy to make
the fact obvious to iis, that individuals of the genus Homo
most remarkable for beauty or for size seldo ii possess in the
like degree either wit or wisdom. The " Admi able Crichtons "

of our race are rare
; and we look upon it as a matter of course,

with a few exceptions, that those who possess certain ad-
vantages or excellencies lack others which their neighbours
boast of. Thus things are equalised ; and though here and
there we find a man head and shoulders above those of the
race around him, like Saul of old, yet through all human di-

versity there is generally traceable a weak point or deficiency
which prevents, or ought to prevent, each one from unduly
exalting himself at his neighbour's expense. Curiously enough,
matters are very much the same iu the insect world. The
handsomest, rarest, largest insects are not at all of necessity
the most sagacious and the most active. Look at the Lepi-
dopterous order for instance, comprehending the butterflies and
moths. Throughout that division of insects we find the wings
clothed with scales, giving bright and varied tints, surpassing
what is displayed by most of the species belonging to the other
orders, yet that marvellous instinct, almost akin to reason,
which has rendered some tribes of insects so memorable, is

less noticeable among the butterflies and moths. We must
seek it in its potency in the dwellings of the bee and the ant,
or study it in the despised gnat or beetle.

I have been particularly struck with this fact in rearing the
Hawk Moths, where we have both beauty and size. The cater-

pillars of several of these seem exceedingly dull and stupid.

Should the pod, plant, or twig on which they are feeding
wither-up, they do not appear to have always sense enough to

quit it and start on an exploration to obtain a fresh supply.

In a breeding-cage, though green twigs may be placed almost
touching the heads of some of these, such as the Poplar
and the Eyed Hawk Moth, they still hold on the dry or
well-nigh bare twigs, unless removed from them. Nor is

this an easy thing to do, the grip of one of these caterpillars

being exceedingly firm, no doubt given as a natural protection

against their being watted away by the wind against their will

;

but still one would suppose they would have the sense to

loosen their hold rather than suffer injury. It is not so, how-
ever, and more thin once, in attempts to lift a Hawk Moth
caterpillar from a twig, I have seen the body torn from the

claspers, which remained attached to the object, and the crea-

ture thus perished through what might be called a perversion

of instinct. Then, again, when a number are kept in the
same box, they in their wanderings about, though they may
be well supplied with food, are apt to fall to and nibble the

curved horns with one of which the back of each individual is

adorned. As there is no proof that in such cases the in-

dividuals have quarrelled, and, like the Kilkenny cats, resolved

not to spare each other's tails, but begin the onslaught by
seizing these, it seems rather like a foolish sort of experiment
on a new food, scarcely likely to be very palatable. Nor do
these caterpillars when adult show the judgment we might
suppose they would, in the selection of a place for pupation.

The Eyed Hawk caterpillar which often deTours the Willow
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leaves on trees situate in marshy land, may be seen entering
clayey earth, which, becoming hard, leads ultimately to the
death of the insect. Smaller species are often to be observed
crawUng about seeking for earth to their mind, but this does
not usually suit a gentleman of the more elevated race of the
Hawk-Moths.

Just about this time, on Privet, Lilac, Ash, and occasionally
on wild Apple or Plum, feeds the caterpillar of the Privet
Hawk Moth, Sphinx Ligustri

{seefi/js. 48,49, and .50) .which
takes its name from its more
common food plant, accord-

ing to a plan once followed

by entomologists, which has
caused some confusion. Often
as this species has formed a
subject for comment, it is yet

hardly fair to exclude it from
the present series of papers,
its beauty being noteworthy
both in the larval and imago
states. 'It is frequently found
on the borders of the garden
domaiu, if not within its

boundaries ; and though the
caterpiUars lay bare a few
twigs in the months of August
and September, the species

cannot be reckoned as a gar-
den foe. I opine it has rather
aristocratic tastes, as year by
year I have hardly ever failed

to find the caterpillars, when
I sought them, on the hedges
environing the central spaces
in our Belgravian squares.
Tradesmen's boys occasion-
ally parade one upon the top
of a stick, but as a rule, particularly when it is getting large,
the Privet Hawk caterpillar keeps itself well concealed in the
day, feeding chiefly at night and in the early morning, anl
then retiring to the thicker places in the tres or bush. Some

Fig. 48.—Privet Hawi Moth (Sphinx Ligustri'.

tongue with which the head is furnished is kept ready for
action as the insect passes from flower to flower. Those cater-
pillars that have been fed-up on the leaves of the Lilac have
no chance when they emerge as moths the following year, of
tasting the honey of that tree, since the blossom is over before
the Privet Hawk Moth is out of the chrysalis ; but about the
flowers of the Privet in June and July the moths float with
delight, now and then careering-oii to visit some flower bed.

The eggs, which are large,

yet not easy to find, having
much the colour of the Privet
leaf, are laid in those months,
and the young caterpillars

emerge in a few weeks. The
seven stripes with which the
body is marked are not so
obvious to the eye at first,

and the skin of the caterpillar

has rather a wrinkled appear-
ance, which disappears as it

grows older.

After four successive monlts
during the course of seven or
eight weeks, the Privet Hawk
caterpillar exhibits itself in

its last garb. The surface of

the body is now a light green,
the head being of the same
colour, with a band of black
encircling it ; the extremity
showing the usual horn of

the tribe, which is now black
above and yeUow beneath.
The seven stripes on each
side are lilac and white, at

least the latter colour is not
disputed, but the former has
also been called blue, or pur-

plish blue, violet, and "mauve" by the ladies. What is known
as the " sphinx " attitude is seen to perfection in this caterpillar
when it happens ti be reposing on a twig—that is, the claspers
and part of the bo3y are firmly at rest on the twig, though

Fig. 49.—Privet Hawk Moth, larta.

of its brethren, as for example, the Unicorn Hawk, descend to
the earth or even enter it, and como forth to banquet at sunset
or soon after. I have not ascertained that this caterpillar has
received any special designation from the cockneys, though
occurring in various parts of London. In some of the midland
counties aU large caterpillars of the Hawk Moth are called
locusts, or, more exactly, "lokus." How this strange mis-
appropriation of a name arose is not easily explainable.
The Privet Hawk Moth has wings about 4 inches across

when stretched-ont fully, and the nervures are remarkably
strong, enabling the insect to take long and rapid flights, and
from the size of the species, moths when on the wing high in
air are sometimes mistaken for bats or small birds. The fore
wings are grey and brown, with a rich tint of rose at the base

;

the hind pair of wings have a rosy pink as their ground colour,
crossed by three bands of dark brown. The body has very
distinctly marked bands of pink and black, and it is stout and
heavy. In the dusk of evening the eyes of this moth are seen
to sparkle like two balls of fire, while the long proboscis or

Fig. 50.—Privet Hawk Moth, pupa.

the head, legs, and the first segments of the body are raised in

the air. Hence, as the story goes, the gardener of Roesel, the

German entomologist, was greatly disgusted with these cater-

pillars, he considering the posture as a proof of self-conceit

and vanity ! The object is probably the deceiving of birds,

which might otherwise carry-off this caterpillar as a large but
choice morsel. That they do occasionally pick it up, I have
had positive proof. Should anyone touch a caterpillar gently

while thus in repose, it will be found to shake itself to and fro

as if resenting the affront ; should the assault be more violent

most generally the creature falls suddenly to the ground. Mr.
Wood tells a droU story, not much to the credit of a University

man, who asserted that a Privet Hawk caterpillar assaulted a

lady and bit a piece of flesh out of her arm ! Certainly it is well

provided with jaws, but it shows no desire even if irritated to

seize the human hand ; and, indeed, from the sideway manner
in which the jaws of a caterpillar cut, it could not easily do so

were it disposed. There are some caterpillars, several of them
belonging to the family of Pseudo-Bombyces, which exhibit
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suoh grotesque ehapee, that do open the jaws and attempt to

bite the pkin. This has never been noted as the habit of the

species before us.

Having reached maturity, the caterpillars of this moth lose

theii' bright tints, cease to eat, and, becoming of a livid hue,

they excavate a chamber in the earth, the interior of which is

beautifully smoothed-off so that no rough particles of soil can
annoy the chrysalis. The case or shell iu which the proboscis

is enclosed is distinctly seen folded round ou the breast of the

chrysalis. In some years, instead of the emergence taking

place during the following season, the chrysalis stage lasts on
tlirough another summer and winter, the moth coming out in

the second year. There have—so some report—been instances

where it has been the third year ; but even this is surpassed

by the small Egger Moth, which has been known to pass six

winters in a etiite of dormancy.
I will end this paper with a few words on a moth of very

different size and appearance, which is produced from a cater-

pillar which feeds on the Hawthorn, and the perfect insect is

therefore often seen flying about gardens where the Hawthorn
grows in the vicinity. In the day a tap of a stick given at

intervals along a Hawthorn hedge duriug August will bring

out one after another of these, each falling like a snowflake

amongst the grass. This is popularly known as the Chinese
Character (Cilix spinula), and the beauty of it lies especially

in the silvery scales which are arranged along the wing-rays,

and which have been thought to bear a resemblance to Chinese

letters or characters. But there is also much elegance in the

greyish band and spots as they are set out on the pure white

of the wings. All the wings are thickly clad with scales, and
when at rest the moth folds these over the body in a roof-like

manner. The caterpillar is of a singular shape, having a

double row of small humps or warts along the back, and the

pointed head is cleft on the crown. At the tail there is a spike

or point, which the caterpillar lifts iu the air as it crawls,

much iu the fashion of the caterpillar of the Puss Moth.
When it forms the cocoon it usually fastens on the outside a

leaf, or a part of one, iu such a way as to give concealment,
and then weaves behind that a close abode of silk, in which it

only continues two or three weeks. The species has been seen

in all parts of England.—J. K. S. C.

LEEK CULTURE-CABBAGES CLUBBING.
The following, in answer to " Aoeicola," may be useful to

other readers as well.

To grow Leeks to a full size the highest cultivation must bo

given. Instead of planting them out on a border of rich soil,

as many do, and with good results, for " Agkicola's " special

purpose I would advise him to make preparation for them the

same as for Celery, and grow either one or two rows in a trench.

For one row the trench will do about IS inches wide, but for

two it should be not less than 18 inches in width ; and in either

case uotless than a foot in depth, filled up with good substantial

manure, afterwards covered over with about three inches of

soil. First of all, however, fully 6 inches of manure ought to be

dug-in at the bottom of the trench, as the Leek is a vigorous

and deep-rooting plant. It also requires full time to develope

itself ; therefore the seed ought to be sown by the middle of

March on a bed of deeply-worked rich soil. When the plants

are 6 or 8 inches high select the best of them and trim
back the long weak roots a little, cut the loose leaves off,

and dibble into the trench^not deep, but just sufficient to

hold the plant in its place ; water them every day, if the

weather is dry, untU they have established themselves, and
once or twice a-week afterwards according to the state of the
weather. When the soil is dry enough, after every second
watering it should be stirred to promote the free growth
of the plant, and to keep down weeds. In about a month
after planting another 2 inches of soil may be added to the
surface, and again once or twice afterwards ; and when they
have nearly attained their full growth the plants may with
advantage be earthed-up a little.

By the above treatment " Ageicola " will perceive that the
plants will produce enormous leaves as well as large stems

;

but in order to increase the size of the latter he must keep the
large leaves trimmed back to half their length according as

new ones are produced, and I doubt not he will realise what
he desires.

In reply to " Agkicola's " second question, I think his
system is as good as any other, for I have never known any
remedy prove effectual for a series of years. For years we have

been little troubled with the disease called clubbing, and this

season, so far, I have not seen one plant affected by it. I rely

as much upon cultivation as I do on a remedy ; and if I had a

sandy loamy soil I should apply manure in lieu of salt, but

with lime and soot, and that, too, in the bed where the seed

is sown, because it is there that the plants are first attacked.

The following is my practice : Prepare the seed bed by working

the soil fully a spit deep, adding rich half-decomposed manure
and lime about 1 inches under the surface, and when raking

this down also work-in a quantity of quicklime and soot in

equal proportions. Sow the seed and rake it in. The lime

and soot act as a preventive to the attack of the insect, and
the manure from the time the seeds are up acts as a stimulant

for the plants to grow out of the way of its ravages. Again,

we see more of this clubbing iu dry summers than in wet ones i

therefore from the time the seedlings are up do not r.llow the

soil to become too dry : the frequent waterings cause the insect

to leave the ground, as it does not thrive iu wet places. The
next thing I do is to prick-out the plants also in well-prepared

soil, and both at this moving and when the plants are trans-

ferred to their final quarters each is examined and the warty

substance cut off : the plant is none the worse, and is seldom
attacked again. Should any affected plants escape notice at

the time of planting-out they may soon be discovered by their

pallid appeai-ance and by flagging under the sun ; then by

moving away the soil and cutting off the protuberance the

plant recovers if supplied with plenty of water. I ought to say

that at every transplanting lime and soot are worked-in with

the soil.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

SEEDLING BRIAR STOCKS.
In reply to "P.," page 138, seedling Briars can be raised

from English seed, but the French seeds are much better, and

they can be purchased in Paris. Briars are extensively culti-

vated in France for stocks by the French rosarians. I would

recommend " P." to purchase the stocks in the season. I

usually get mine over iu December. Any amateur requiring

either stocks or plants can be supplied with any quantity by a

Rose-grower with whom I am acquainted.

—

John Mayo, Oxford.

MELONS SPLITTING.
The same rational method which " Vrris " recommends to

prevent Grapes cracking, a plan I know to be effectual, is

equally useful in arresting the splitting of Melons. In houses

it is comparatively easy to prevent Melons flying to pieces by

withholding water soon enough, but it is not so easy to do so

in the case of ordinary frame and manure- bed culture. Towards

the end of the season the roots are apt to pass into the then-

decayed manure of the bed, and the result is a splitting of

the fruit. This is perhaps more common than the world is

aware of, and numbers of Melons are every year thrown away
" on the quiet," because they are " not fit to send in." At

this season splitting often follows the cutting of a few fruit

from each plant, those left having a double influx of sap to

deal with, and give way under the pressure. Cut the stem

half through, or even the fruitstalk, when there are signs of

splitting, and the evil will be averted.

—

Cucumis Melo.

ROSES AT WORCESTER.
I AM going to add an appendix to " D.," of Deal's, interest-

ing account of the Cheshunt Roses by saying a few words with

i-egard to Koses at Mr. Smith's at Worcester, where " D." and

I went after the Birmingham Show on the 7th of July, but

whence " D." had to depart before we had half gone through

the Roses there. I cannot, and do not pretend, to give an

adequate description either of the Roses or the nurseries, still

less of Mr. Richard Smith's kindness and hospitality. I can

only say that meeting Mr. Smith for the first time at Birming-

ham when the Judges and Committee were lunching together,

he pressed me most hospitably to come on to Worcester that

night to stay with him and see his nurseries the next day, and

that I was by no means prepared to see the state of perfection

to which the whole of the arrangements of the large nursery

grounds, propagating pits, vineries, orchard houses, &a , had

been carried.

I had not time to make many notes, but I went carefully

over about seven or eight acres of Boses ; one-third on Briar,

about two-thirds on Manetti, at a rough guess. I can quite

endorse " D.'s " opinions about the new Roses of 1872 ; there

are none Uke Etieune Levet or Fran(,!ois Michelon of the pre-
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viouB year. Madame Lacharme seemed to me the beet, and I

am glad to find that " D." can so confidently state it is a good

second Lloomer. The best of the 1872 Roses were Pierre

Seletsky, Mrs. Veitch and Marius Cote, both of them some-

what alike, of the Antoine Dacber style, and Reine Victoria, a

soft pink, but chiefly good for pillars, as it is a Bourbon. I

thought Claude Levet, Pierre Seletsky, MacMahou, Madame
Moreau (the second, by the way, of this name), all either poor

or doubtful; and even after making allowance for the diy

season and the hot suns which were scorching Roses at that

time, I do not believe any Rose of 1872, except Madame
Lacharme, will last long in nursery lists.

Of older kinds—Abbe Brammerel, good as a garden Rose, is

far too flat and rough for exhibition ; Andre Dunand was
blooming very freely ; Baroune Louis UxkuU good, but I think

it is too much extolled ; Charlotte Corday and Charles Mar-
gottin were doing well, so were Henri Pages and Louise Corbet.

Many of the whites of the Mdlle. Bounaire type are very much
ahke, as Madame Noman, Madame Liabaud, Madame Freeman,
and Virginal. The whites, in fact, seem divided into two

types : one like Boule de Neige, Baronne de Maynard, and

Madame Gustavo Bonnet of the Noisette type, and the other

of the H.P. type, inclined to a blush centre, as Vii'ginal.

Richard Wallace and President Thiers disappointed me ; the

first was too hard in the bud, the second not so good as

Countess of Oxford, which it somewhat resembles. Marquise

de Mortemart was exceedingly pretty, though too flat, but the

freshness of the newly-opening buds very beautiful. No Rose
seems improving much more than Marquise de Castellane ; it

is good in habit and constitution, and will be sure to firmly

establish itself with such well-known Roses as Charles Lefebvre,

Alfred Colomb, Marie Baumaun, La France, &a. Among very

dark ones, Monsieur de Pontbrian was promising, with a very

fiery centre, and Maxime de la Rocheterie would do were it not

eo flat.

These few remarks on Roses are very desultory, it is to be

feared. I am glad " D." speaks so highly of S. Reynolds Hole.

I have hitherto been afraid there was not suflicient size or

substance for one to be called after the Rose king. Annie
Laxton deserves all the praise he has given it ; but I doubt if

Bessie Johnson is as good as Abel Grand, from which it is a

sport, and to which it has a tendency to revert.

The Roses at Mr. Smith's are all pinched back when making
their first growth from the bud, so as to secure good and sym-
metrical heads ; and in spite of the adverse season, the plants

were looking healthy and well. The old-established sorts, as

Gloire de Dijon, Mareehal Niel, Alfred Colomb, John Hopper,
Ac, were grown in great quantities, and the number of rows of

eacla variety formed a test of public opinion with regard to them.
I cannot understand on what grounds Mr. Radclyffe praises

up Edward Morren so much. I know it has occasionally a

good bloom, but it is a rare exception ; it is generally rough
and coarse. Nor, again, why he should in 18G(5 designate

Felix Genero and Madame Margottin first-rate, and call Annie
Wood, Black Prince, Monsieur Noman, Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge very good, as though inferior to the other two, whereas
any one of the last four is better than the other two. I know
he gave his iiat once in favour of Felix Genero, and I ventured

to doubt it, since which Felix Genero is always brought to

the front by Mr. Radclyffe in any list he gives. I see occa-

sionally good bloom=, and it is useful in a stand as a contrast

to others. What is there, again, to recommend in Madame
Masson ? Dull in colour, coarse, aud flat. Why, again, omit
such Roses as La Franco and Maiio Baumann, and put in

Madame Greyton and Thyra Hammerick? Well, I suppose
opinions about Roses always will differ, but when we have
Roses good in form and shape and colour, we do not want to

go back to old flat, uneven, and ragged Roses, nor to adopt
newer ones like Maxime de la Rocheterie, Vicomtesse de Vezins,

and Abbe Brammerel, even though they be good in colour.

While on the subject of Roses, I do not think Mr. Camm
need be afraid of quantity ousting quality at our English Rose
shows. Masses of Roses shown as at a French show (as I

saw last year, brought in tumbled together iu hampers and
baskets, and put into lumps of wet clay and rows of claret

bottles) will not suit the English taste. We want perfection

in bloom, and good opportunity to compare the varieties.

I can sympathise with Mr. Camm in the loss of his Peaches.

Naturally I think them a good fruit, worth all the pains to

cultivate. I recommend him a 2-feet glass copiug and Notting-

ham net strained in front well off the wall, and kept on till

the first week in June. The same treatment, with plenty of

guano water at the root, suits Maruchal Niel to perfection, and
I hope that his clerical friends may once more pay him their

annual visit under the united influence of Peaches and Roses.

I should have liked to have added more about Mr. Smith's
nurseries, but they have already been well described in your
pages. Suffice it to say that they will well repay a visit by
anyone who is interested in almost any branch of horticulture,

but more especially, I might say, they excel in fruit trees, there
being nearly fifty acres devoted to trained trees, bushes, es-

paliers, &c., of aU the best kinds of Apples, Pears, Plums,
Peaches, Nectarines, and houses full of young Vines, &c. Mr.
Richard Smith, too, has collected a most interesting variety of

Oaks, aud has also a wonderful collection of Acers of all forma
and colour, including all the newer varieties of Japanese
Maples. The nurseries, 150 to IfiO acres in extent, are well

and fully stocked with young plants from one end to another,

and the long centre avenue planted with every variety of

evergreen, and dotted with interesting deciduous shrubs, is

quite unique in its way. However, it is not my intention,

as I said to begin with, to attempt to give any adequate
description of the nurseiies. I have only written these few
notes, being induced to do so by the remarks made on Roses
in the last number of your Journal, as, though mine are de-

sultory, I thought they might interest some of your readers.

— C. P. P.

MADAME LACHARME KOSE.
I AM delighted to read iu " our Journal " this week that my

friend "D.fDeal," thinks so highly of this Rose. I had de-

termined not to bud a single stock with it this year, but as

I have all my Manettis to work, I will give "Madame La-
charme another trial. I speak, as my friend does, from what
I have seen here and elsewhere. Neither in my own garden
nor in the nurseries of Messrs. Cranston, Keynes, and Walters

have I seen a good bloom of this variety, nor indeed has it

been my good fortune to see one at any Rose show. With
regard to Souvenir de John Gould Veitch, I saw some blooms at

Salisbury which delighted me. The Rose is rather like Charles

Lefebvre, but not of so velvety a texture. It reminded me
very much of Mr. Paul's best, in my opinion, novelty—Wilson
Saunders. But we require to work a new Rose, which has a

good reputation, for a season or two before we can pronounce
any judgment worth recording.

i am glad to see that " D., Deal," agrees with me in con-

demning the remainder of last year's novelties. I am sur-

prised at Mr. RadclyO'e's sticking to such Roses as Baronne
Prevost, William Griifiths, Alexandrine Bachmeteff, and a

host of other utterly useless varieties. Year after year he
writes to you recommending Baron Chaurand as one of the very

best dark Roses, aud yet I can confidently say that I have
never seen that Rose exhibited, and 1 do not know of a single

large grower who cultivates it. Allow me to congratulate Mr.
Radclyffe on giving up Madame Chirard. I went through his

iuteresting list, each second expecting to meet the Madame,
but she appears to have disappeared at last even from the

garden of her one-solitary though staunch friend.

If such Roses as I have named above, and some others

mentioned in Mr. Radclyfl'o's letter, as Pierre Seletsky, Madame
Louise Carique, Madame Campbell, and Baronne Pelletan de

Kinkelin are " the living dogs," then I prefer " the dead lions."

There is one thing to be said about these Uving dogs—I know
of no kennels whence they can be purchased.

—

John B. M. Camm.

THE FLOB DE ISABEL—BARKERIA
SPEOTABILIS.

This genus contains but few species, but all of them are

beautiful ; in general appearance they resemble Epidendrums,

and, indeed, saving the broadly-winged column, there is Uttle

to separate them from that genus.

The plant in question, as well as the other species which

belong to this family, do not, I am sorry to say, receive that

amount of attention at the hands of the amateur Orchid-

grower which they merit. Not that I would infer that they are

troublesome members, and require an extra amount of care,

but one sees them reaUy so seldom, even iu collections devoted

to " cool Orchids," to which Barkerias essentially belong,

that it becomes quite a matter of surprise. True, these plants

must be grown in a particular manner ; again, they are deci-

duous, which has no doubt led in a great measure to theii'

neglect, for without leaves they are not peculiarly ornamental
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but such reasons should not be suiBoient to oxpol them from
the cool Orchid house.

Biirkerias should be grown upon pieces of rough wood, or,

what is better perhaps, virgin cork, and they should be securely

fastened with copper wire until they fix themselves by their

roots. There must not be any moss or peat used to cover

the roots, as I have found they thrive much better without it.

The roots are thick and fleshy, and whilst some attauh them-

Fig. 51.—Baekeria sPECT.VBrLis.

selves to the wood, others grow straight down, and with their

large mouths drink-up ravenously the moisture from the atmo-
sphere. It must, therefore, be well remembered by those who
would succeed in their cultivation, that they require during
the growing season an abundant supply of moisture in the

atmosphere, and that although unattractive during the resting

time, they must not be neglected, for if allowed to shrivel they
will be sure to break weakly, and probably there will be no
bloom to gladden the heart of the possessor. The coolest

house suits them best ; indeed, they will melt away if subjected

to great heat; and although they like abundance of air, a

densely shaded situation is their delight.

The species which our figure is intended to represent de-

serves a place in every collection however small, whilst those

who grow Orchids for exhibition purposes will find a good

plant of it by no means a despicable object upon the table or

stage when set-up for competition.

It is an erect-growing species, attaining a height of 9 to
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12 inches, producing its leaves upon the stem in a distichous

manner ; scape terminal, erect, bearing from six to ten of its

beautiful flowers, which are in the sepals and petals soft pink or

lilac; lip of the same colour, but in addition more or less dotted

and spotted with reddish crimson. It blooms during June,

July, and August, and continues long in beauty if the blooms
do not get wetted with water from the syringe. Native of

Guatemala.

—

Experto Crede.

THE HERBARIUM.
Having read with much interest the article on the Herbarium

in your Journal of the 30th ult., will you allow me to offer

some additional remarks thereon ? The eight new bricks pro-

posed to be used as weights would, no doubt, be effective, but

very cumbrous and clumsy, as frequent shifting is required

;

and the old newspapers are not so porous, and consequently

do not absorb the moisture from the plants so quickly as the

botanical paper commonly sold, and some expressly prepared,

for the purpose. I much prefer, after many years' practical

experience, two boards not so wide as 12 inches, and when the

plants and papers are arranged the whole to be bound round
with two leathern straps about the same as are used for travel-

ling cloaks, as by means of the buckles with a little care a

good pressure may be secured ; and the apparatus altogether

is much more portable, which is often a great consideration,

and is very easily opened by merely unfastening the straps.

If the straps are changed so as to be buckled the reverse of

each other, they can, after being fastened, be strained tighter

still. When the plants have been changed, the paper should

be well dried in the sun or by a fire.

—

Edwabd Copland.

Sale of the Meadoweank Orchids.—The third and con-

cluding sale of the Orchids which formed the grand collection

of Thomas Dawson, Esq., of Meadowbank, near Glasgow, took

place at Mr. Stevens's rooms on the oth, Cth, and 7th inst.,

when the following prices were realised—viz., Odontoglossum
Alexandra? niveum, with seven matured and two young growths,

£6 ; 0. hystrix superbum, with nine matured and two strong

young growths, £lj C<s. ; Oncidium cruentum magnificum, with

eleven matured and two young growths, with two flower stems,

£8 10s. ; Vanda cferulea superba, strong plant with twelve

leaves, £7 17s. 6rf. ; Oncidium cruentum Peleianum, said to

be the only plant in the country of the variety, four matured
and one young growth, £(5 10s ; Zygopetalum maxillare Ander-

sonii, with eight fine pseudobulbs, very rich and brilliant in

the violet colour, £0 10s. ; Cattleya speciosissima gigantea,

with seventeen fine pseudobulbs, £6 ; Vanda Batemanni gi-

gantea, said to be the lai-gest and finest specimen of the species

in Europe—plant over 10 feet high, with four strong breaks,

each a fine plant in itself, £13 IBs.; Angrajcum eburneum
superbum, largest and best variety, plant with seventeen leaves

and two breaks, each six to seven-leaved, £9 ys. ; Lselia super-

biens, with fifty matured bulbs and several young growths,

£9 19s. C(i. ; Odontoglossum Alexandra, nearly pure white

variety, with twenty matured and four young growths, £7;
Odontoglossum radiatum majus, extra line plant, with eight

matured and two young growths, £7 10s. ; Epidendrum vitel-

linum magnificum, with thirty pseudobulbs, £6 6s. ; Cypri-

psdium Fairrieanum, plant with eight growths, fine and
vigorous, £6 Gs. ; Masdevallia Harryana, Bull's blood variety

of the collectors, £13 2s. 6d. ; Dendrobium cierulescens, fine

specimen, with two hundred pseudobulbs, £7 7s. ; Lselia

Tuckeri, £11 lis. ; Oncidium cruentum superbum, with twenty

matured pseudobulbs and four young growths, £8 ; Lielia

anceps gigantea, £7 7s.; Lielia anceps grandiflora, £7; Cat-

tleya Triana; maguifiea, £7 17s. ijd. ; Angrjecum eburneum
superbum, £11. In addition to the Orchids, fine plants of

Anthurium Scherzerianum brought £9 9s., £9 19s. Hd., and
£11 lis. The total amount realised was upwards of £1500,
that at the previous sale being £3016 6s.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HARDY FEUIT GARDEN.

The season for gathering the main crops of Apples and Pears
is now at hand ; and it is not enough that the fruit is brought
to perfection on the trees, it must also be carefully gathered
and stored. The fruit-cultivator, who takes as much interest in

studying the formation and texture of the many varieties of

Apples and Pears as the ardent Orchid-lover or the enthusiastic

florist in admiringand noting the distinguishing features of their

respective pets, has quite as many cultural difficulties to over-
come before success crown his efforts. The insect enemies of
the Apple and Pear are numerous, and constant watchfulness is

necessary from the time the buds open until the fruit is gathered.
A maggot similar to that which feeds upon the Rose buds at-

tacks the fruit buds as they are opening : it must be destroyed
by hand-picking. The larvte of the Lackey moth, which con-
gregate together and form a tent-like covering to protect them-
selves from inclement weather, whence they issue forth to their
work of destruction, must be disposed of in the same manner.
In hot dry summers in our gravelly soil red spider is very
troublesome ; it sucks the juices of the leaves, causing them to
become brown and to fall off before their time. Another maggot
attacks the fruit, and it persistently follows up its attacks from
the first formation of the fruit until it is gathered—even further
than this, it follows it into the fruit room and burrows into
it there. It would be a timely warning to say that no fruit

that has been attacked by this pest should be left lying about
ou the ground, or even left on the trees to fall off. Far better is

it to sacrifice all such fruit than to allow it to be a medium of
propagating the marauder. Then as to gathering and storing.

Of the two it is a greater evil to gather Apples under than over-
ripe, and the reverse is the case with regard to Pears. The
latter fruit should be taken from the trees in different stages of
ripeness, although the best-flavoured fruit will be that gathered
when the pips have become about half coloured. Gathered
earlier than this, the fruit will probably shrivel towards the
stalk, and if allowed to hang later it will certainly be wanting
in flavour. More especially will this be found to be the case
with Pears that ripen after November. Pears that would be in
season iu December and January may be kept until March by
allowing them to hang on the trees a month later than usual

;

but as to the flavour of such late-ripened fruit, the less said
about it the better, although such Pears may be useful to make up
dishes if there is other fruit on the table for the use of the guests.
It is well that Apples should be ripe before gathering. We have
sometimes been tempted to gather the fruit before the pips were
brown, to prevent it from being dashed from the trees by wind
and rain, but it does not keep so well as that allowed to ripen
ou the trees. Do not gather Apples uuless the fruit parts readily
from the trees. When it does so it ought to be gathered, other-
wise great loss will result should a high wind arise. All fruit

ought to be gathered dry, and handled as a careful poultry-
keeper handles eggs for sitting from the choicest strain.

Several questions have arisen lately as to the best place and
manner to store Apples. Ours are carried at once to the fruit

room, and carefully laid out on shelves ; we would not lay
them out more than one layer deep if we could help it, but it is

sometimes necessary to place three layers one above another.
When this is the case there is considerable difficulty iu picking-
out decaying fruit without moving the sound specimens more
than is necessary. Han the Dutch hoe through the borders, as

weeds had grown more than they ought to have done.

rRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—Until last week no artificial heat had been applied

to the late house of Muscats, Mrs. Pince, &c., since June; and as

we like to have the fruit ripe about the first week of September,
it has been necessary to warm the hot-water pipes. With venti-

lation at front and back, the minimum temperature ranges from
65° to 70°, and a nice heat in the pipes causes a good circulation

of air in the house, which tends to give flavour to the Grapes.
When the houses were built, six or seven years ago, and the
borders made, it was intended to widen the space for the roots,

which was made up only 6 feet wide inside, and 9 feet outside.

All the interior portion has been renewed, and it has now been
decided to add 8 feet to the outside. The ordinary garden soil

and gravel is being cleared out to the depth of 4 feet, which will

allow 1 foot for brickbats and 3 feet for the compost, which will

be turfy loam eight parts, rotted manure one part, and to every
cartload of this ll lbs. of crushed bones will be added. Though
this alteration is being made, recent experience rather goes to

show that the Vine will extend itself, and bear immense crops
of fine fruit with a very limited root-space. When the space is

confined, annual rich surface-dressings and frequent applications

of liquid maiiure are necessary.

Early houses, from which all the Grapes have been cut, are
ofttimes left without any attention to the wants of the Vines.
All young growths that are made should be stopped; the border
will be dry, and common sense suggests that a thorough good
watering will cause the buds, whence comes the crop for next
season, to develope themselves. The leaves will be dusty, and
even if red spider is not discerned at a superficial glance, a little

investigation will probably show that it is present ; whether or

not, a good washing from the garden engine will he very bene-
ficial to the Vines.

Ctieumhcr and Melon Houses.—During the last two months
very little artificial heat has been required for the Cucumbers,
and none at all for Melons. With shortening days and a lower
night temperature more attention must be devoted to the heat-

ing apparatus. At present the Cucumber house is kept at 70°
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thoagh the elass falls to G5'' occasionally no harm will be done.
Seeds should now be sown for the winter plants. It cannot be
expected that plants which have been giviot^ a supply of fruit all

the summer, will continue to do so satisfactorily all the winter
as well. They will bear all through if overcropping has been
avoided, but it is short-sighted policy to trust to them. Our
own plants are kept up by cuttinp;8 struck twice a-year, so that
one set of plants will bear a succession of Cucumbers for six

months. Melon houses, where the fruit is ripening, require a
dry atmosphere, and, as the year goes on, increasing watchful-

ness is necessary to develop© the flavour of the fruit.

PLANT STOVE.
Sammer-flowering Cattleyas, such as C. Mossia) and C. War-

neri, are now starting into growth. Most of the planta required
repotting, and this has been done. The pots are filled nearly
three parts full of crocks, using the rougher portion at the
bottom and the finer at the top. Equal parts of very fibrous

peat, chopped sphagnum, and potsherds are the beat material
for the roots to work into. Cattleyas and other species of

Orchids have been sent to us when the potting material has
been peat and decayed sphagnum, firmly compressed into the
pot to three parts of its depth, and the result was that all

the roots that penetrated into it died ; a live root or two may be
found at the bottom nf the pot amongst the drainage, the life of

the plants being sustained by roots rambling over the surface
and twining their way down the outer surface of the pot. In
fact, no Orchidaceous plant will thrive if potted in a mass of

sphagnum and peat in too large a body, and without any ad-
mixture of broken pots to keep it open ; sooner or later, accord-
ing to the fibrous uature of the peat, the mass consolidates, owing
to the decay of the fibre, and the roots perish.

Potting Ferns and fine-foliaged plants. The leaves being
kept in health and free from dirt constitutes the beauty of these ;

they must therefore be kept growing freely, and should the house
become crowded it is better to throw some of the plants away
than to spoil the beauty of individual specimens. Insect pests
also more readily attack root-bound plants than they do those
growing more freely. Proper potting material and a moist atmo-
sphere, with a free use of the syringe when necessary, will
maintain any plant in good health. Of course there are some
Ferns, and fine-foliaged plants likewise, that never ought to be
syringed, but these the cultivator will soon ascertain for himself.
—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Dickson & Robinson, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

—

Cata-
logue of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Crocus, d-c.

A. M. C. Jongkindt Coninck, Tottenham Nurseries, Dedems-
vaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands.— Wholesale Trade List of
Nurscr// Stock.
Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey.

—

Catalogue
of Alpine a)id Herbaceous Plants, Bulbous Boots, Fruit Trees,
d-c.

James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

—

Catalogue of Hijacinths and other Bulbous
Boots.

"W. Cntbnsh & Son, Highgate, London, H^i.—Bulb Catalogue.
B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollo-

way, London, N.—General Bulb Catalogue, Fruit Trees, Boses,
d-c.

Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street,
Chester.—Catalogue of Dutch and other Flower Boots.
Lawson Seed & Nursery Company, Southwark Street, Loudon,

S.E., and 1, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.— Caia^o^we of
Dutch Flower Boots, c(-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no commnnication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to
" The Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters ad-
dressed to Mr. Johnson orDr, Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Situation fB. T. S. /.).—Write to Mr. Smith, Corator, Botanic Gardens,
Kew, and to Mr. Sowerby, Royal Botanic Garden, Regent's Park. They will
answer yon.

The Welsh for Hyacinth.—'* T. G." obligingly writes as follows :—" In
your correspon'lent * G.'s' interesting paper headei, ' In and Out of Aberyst-
with.—No. 3,' Ao^et 13th, he eays that the Hyacinth, Cenin y brain, means
The Leek of Dignity, or King of Leeks ! The proper translation of brain

would be * Crow's.* King would be Bronin, an entirely different word, Cenin
y brain means, therefore, Crow's Leek." In reply, " Q.'

' aayn that in SpnrreU's
Welsh Dictionary, " braint" is translated " dignity," and " Bran" is a "crow."
"<f." thinks it much more likely that tho first title was applied to a flower
of beauty.

Hand Bouquets.—"Ex/t^&i(or " wiahos to know at what show a five-

giiiooa cup is offered for the best-arrauged bonquet for the hand, and the
aecrotary's address.

Aap.on's Beard ( ). — This is a popular name of the Large-flowered
Tutsan or St. John's Wort, Hypericum oaiyciuum. The Bearded St. John's
Wort, H. barbatum, is totally different.

Improvimg a Heathy Pasture (A Trn-yrara SuMcrihrr).—Ab yon do not
wish the turf disturbed, and under ordinary circumstances it would not be
advisable to do so, wo should recommend the heath to be cut off a little below
the surface by a sharp spade, or, what i^ better, a half-mattock hoe made
tolerably sharp, taking care to cut away as Uttio of the turf as possible. After
removing the heath a few hay seeds may be sown on the bare places, and if

a little tine soil can be had cover them with it. We like the beginning of
September as well as any time for sowing grass seeds, as they will come np
and form a good covering during the autumn, and the whole' of the ground
minht have a good dressing of manure or compost during the autumn or
winter. If the turf is mossy, or is of a harsh unpalatable kind, a good harrow-
ing before the compost is put on will do good, as it will break up the tongh
decayed herbage and encourage fresh. All such dressings yhould be free of
stones, or contain as few a^ possible ; and if of a rough kind tlie earlier in the
autumn they are put on the better, so as to mellow-down by tho frost during
winter. It is hardly necessary to say that after the compost or dung has
been on the ground some time it will require to be more finely broken either
with a chdin-harrow, or with what is called a brnsh-harrow, which is a frame
of some kind about the size of an ordinary gate, interwoven with suitable
pieces of Hawthorn or other hard-wooded tree, and then drawn over the
laud with a horse. If the land is poor you may apply from thirty to forty
one-horse loads of manure to the acre, the latter quantity being as much as
turf will bear without destroying it in places, which it is not advisable to do.

Pot Plant {N. B. W. S.).—You could 'not interpret "a pot of Lilies" as
a pot plant, unless the pot contained a single bulb only. " A pot plant " is a
single plant in a pot when the term is used in connection with an exhibition
sche3ule, and the same rule ought to be applied to Lilies as to any other plant
when this term is used. If it is desired to have as Kood a show as possible of
a Lily in a eiogle pot, then the term " a pot of Lilies " ought to be used in
the same way as is done in the case of Lily of the Valley or any other plant
which is reproduced by rhizomes and bulbs.

Seedling Briar (P.).—"I know of no one who sells them. Certainly Mr.
Prince cannot spare any of big. I do not know of any other nurseryman
who cultivates the seeiling Briar. What your correspondent had better do
is to save his own Briar seed, and have patience, for it will require a precions
lot of this virtue to cultivate the seedling. It never occurred to me that any-
one would think of purchasing the seedling Briar stock. What I recom-
mended was the purchase of a certain number of Roses worked on the seed-
ling Briar. Of these your correspondent can obtain any number of Mr.
George Prince, Market Street, Osford.—John B. M. Camm." [See also what
Mr. Mayo says in a previous page.]

MarPchal Niel or Gloire de Di.ton Rose for Stove {Marlow),—
Neither will succeed in a stove, especially as they would be planted in a wet
border and shaded by plants on a stage in front. The best plant for such a
position in a stove is Cissus discolor, but it requires to have the soil rather
di-y in winter when it is leafless. An evergreen covering f .>r such a wall would
be Ficus elastica, the most accommodating plant known.

Bottle-brush Plant not Flowering {Idem).—Give it a light and airy

positionin the greenhouse, repotting in spring when it begins to grow, water-
ing copiously when in free gro-^h, and only moderately when the growth is

complete, and it will flower when it is sufficiently strong. The pruning
should be confined to the removal of irregularities of growth.

Cotting-down Lavender Hedge {H. G. M.).—If your hedge has become
bare of young wood at the bottom, having no young shoots, it is likely if it

were cut back to the old brown wood that it would not shoot again, but die.

We lost a great many hushes by such a proceeding a few years ago, and we
have since cut back only to within an inch or two of the old wood.

Seedling Cyclamen persicdji Treatment {H. N. O.).—Pot them off

singly at once in rMuch pots, and place in a frame, keeping close, moist, and
shaded until established, then admit aii- and light. When the pots become
full of roots shift the plants into 4^-inch pots, aud remove them to shelves in

the greenhouse, keeping moist. They will hardly be suflieiently strong for

flowering next spring, though some may do so, aud most would were they
wintered in a stove or warm greenhouse, so as to keep them in freer growth.
Place in a fx'ame after May, and water moderately, only just keeping the soil

moist. In August they will again be gi'owing, and should be shifted into 6 or

7-inch pots, and removed to the greenhouse in September. They will flower

well in the following winter and spring.

Northern Spy Apple Grafting (/(Z-m).—The trees of this we presume
are not on their own roots, but worked on the Crab or Paradise stock. la
either case you may graft upon them any kind of Apple you wish, with every

prospect of success. The Northern Spy being a late grower will not injuriously

affect the growth of the kinds worked upon it.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi not Flowering (Idem).—Your plant does nob
flower because it is not sufficiently advanced in growth. Could you not plant

it out, or give it more root space ? It would grow more freely ; and the shoots

being trained out at full length, and about 4 to 6 inches apart, and 9 inches

from the gla33, ought to flower freely. With us it flowers most of the year,

but principally late in summer, autumn, and during the winter.

Viola cohnuta alra and Blue Perfection in Border (T. F. P.).

—

You may keep the plants where they are for another year, cutting away the
flowering parts in autumn, and top-dressing with rich soil. Shoots will com«
from the base, which should be preserved, but cut off any straggling growths
so as to give a neat appearance. We should put in cuttings now, in a shady
border of light soil, to be kept moist. The cuttings ought to he of the shoots

which come from the base of the plants. They will be nice plants for plant-

ing by October, and will be available for next spring and summer bloom.

Propagating Variegated Arabis {Idem).—Now or early next month slip

off the shoots, f ach separately, from the stem it originates from, and insert

them about 2 inches apart in rows 3 inches asunder, in light, moderately rich

soil, in a shady border, and up to the leaves, keeping moist. They will be
well rooted by spring, and may be moved to where they are to remain.
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Stove Plants for Winter Flowering (D.).—-^cbmea fulRens, Anthu-
lium Scherzerianum, Aphelandra a'.'_rantiaea Eoezlii, Burchelliacapensis.Cen-
4ropoRou LuceaLius. CouooliDium iauthinum, Dalechampia Iloezliana rosea,
EraDthernum pulcbellum, Euphorbia jacquiDi:pflora, Franciscea calycuia
major, Gardenia citriodora, Geaneraexonieusis, Ipoma'a HorsfalHfe (climber),

Maoettia bicolor, Mounchtctum ensiferiim, P]umbai;;o coccinea wuperba,
Poinsettia pulcberrinia and var«. alba and raajir.aud Thyrsacanthu'irutUans.
Befjfinia bybrida multiflora, Ingrami, insignis, manicata, fucbsioidee, and
nitida are good free-flowering winter plants. Of Orchids—Calanthe vestita,

Barkeria Skinneri, Cjelogyne cristata, Lycaste Skinneri, Odonto','lossum Pes-
catorei, Pbajiis HrandifuliuH, Oiiontogiossum Alexandrre, Doudrobium nobile,
Epidendrum tifjriuuai, Cypripedium barbatura, Miltonia Warscewiczii, Zygo-
petalum crinitura. The best Roses for forcing are the Tea-£cented and
Hybrid Perpotnals.

Evergreen CLiMnER for Siiaded Walls (Verand<ih).~TherQ is but one
plant close-growing and clinging to the wall like Ivy—viz., Ficua repens,
which would probably succeed, the roots being in the open ground. Ea-
callonia macrantha and Garrya elliptica are fine for a south wall, but thoy
would need to be secured to the wall by shreds and nails, or be tied to a
trellis.

Fig-tree Citlture (A Young Garderter).—Yotir treatment as described to
us is sound, but their having the roots under the path is not good, as they
must in Kumnier be deprived of moi.^turo, and this is probably the cause of
the fruit falling before ripening. Cnuld you not make holes with a crowbar
in the walk, and into these pour water two or three times during summer ?

It is not good practice to shorten the shoots of trees out of doors ; a better
practice is to thin-out the long and bare shoots, replacing them with fresh.

Strawberries in Pots {Idnn).—Do not place them in the house as soon
as they have perfected the growth, but pack them in ashes outdoors until
January or February, or when you commence forcing, then introduce.

Marquis of Lorne Cucumbers Crooked {Tomilt).—\t is difficult to
account for the fruit being crooked, but they are disposed to he crooked when
the bottom heat is deficient and the growth not free. The fruit may be kept
straight by placing them whilst yoflng in glass tubes, which aie sold by most
dealers in horticultural requisites, or could be procured to order. Three
pieces of half-inch deal nailed together, so as to form a bos without a lid and
open at the ends, answer very well ; the fruit being laid in them after it begins
to swell. They require to be about 3 inches wide and deep.

Queen Anne Pocket Melon {Idem).—Yom plants must have been strong
when planted, and have done remarkably well, setting the fruit quickly. We
have no experience of Melons being planted so late and producing fruit so
^juickly as yours have done. We agi'ee with you that Queen Anne Melon
fully ripe is most beautiful.

Melons Deficient in Flavour {A Lady in Cheshire).—There is much in
•the power of the Melou-yrower as regard^ imparting flavour to Melons. Being
grown in a house with Cucumbers is sufficient to account for want of flavour.
Melons when ripening require to have the soil and atmosphere drier than for
Cucumbers, and on this account it is not desirable to grow both in the same
house. The shrub of which you sent us a specimen is Symphoricarpus
racemosue variegatns. The back numbers of this Journal may probably be
disposed of through a bookseller, or an advertisement in oui- columns.

Pines not Fruiting—Glass Green tainted (Bri/uHnnTUs). — We do
mot wonder at the plants becoming drawn and not fruiting in the midst of so
much gloom. We should have them potted at once, the paint removed from
the glass, and they will probably start for fmit early nest year. Slight
^hade is not amiss for Cucumbers or even Melons when growing, though when
ripening they cannot have too much light. The intense gloom caused by the
coating of the glass with thick green paint is sufficient to cause them not to
•do well.

Destroying Snails and Slugs iWtllinfffo7i).—^^nnHe quicklime over
the plants and over the ground in the evening just before dark or early in the
morning, and this repeated a few times after rain or heavy dew will effectually
clear them. It is best done in moist weather after a rainy day, as they are
then most active.

Sheep Barking Orchard Trees (Idem).—Mix equal proportions of cow
dung and lime together, with water, to the consistency of paint, and apply to
the stems as far as the sheep can reach. It will keep them from barking the
trees, but will need to bo renewed. There is a composition to prevent hares
and rabbits from barking trees, and it would no doubt answer for sheep. It
may be had of most nurserymen.

Walcheren Broccoli Heading Prematurely (A. B. (?.).—It is due in
a great measure to the plants having remained too long in the seed bed, the
check on planting being great, which causes the premature heading. Prick
them out when they show the second rough leaf, and plaut out when they are
stiff sturdy plants, before they become di'awn and weak, watering well.

Vines Growing in Pit fS, E. T.).—Ot the places you name, the green-
house would be the best suited for Vines, but as you have pits at the sides
you could not well provide a suitable border. The span-roofed pit would
answer for a couple of Vines, a proper border being made for them outside,
the stems introduced through a hole in the wall, the pnrtion outside being
protected with a haybaud. A Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater,
the one a black and the other a white Grape, would be suitable. Our " Vine
Manual" will suit you, price 2s. Gd.^ or free by post, 2.'*. lid.

Stacking Pea Haulm (S«;if&).—The haulm of any Pea maybe kept for
months if thoroughly dried before it is stacked.

Water in Heating Apparatus (i?»sl.—It may be not only heated tolTO^
fcut to 212\ We do not know the graduation of a brewer's thei-mometer, but
•we presume it is on Fahrenheit's scale, and capable of showing the tempe-
rature of boiling water.

Thrips on Vines iA Coiiniij Diihlin Rmdn^—The leaves yoa sent are
attacked by thrips. The remedy is to thoroughly fill the house with tobacco
smoke, choosing a calm evening, shuttingup the house closely, and having
the floor moist. It will be necessary to repeat the fumigation every alternate
evening for a week, and In about a week after the last fumigation examine
the leaves carefully, and when any of the insects are seen again fumigate.

Name of Pea {J. Hahtcnd).—It is impossible to name Peas from the pod
only; the plant throughout its growth needs to be Been.

Name of Fruit (S. L. j;.).—Lord Suffiold,

Names of Plants (K. .7. S. B.).—1, Heeria rosea, Tr. ; 2, Physianthua
albens,Bo(. Mag.,ii20l, {R.J, 0^.).—Polypogou mouspeliensis. {Britannieus),

—Many thanks for the last. 1, ThujopsiB borealis; S, Abies Menzieaii.
4, Abies orientolie ; 5.Taxus adpressa; 6, AbiesNordmanniana. (A Juvenile);
—It seems a Scii'pus, but we cannot name it unless we see the flower.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

FRENCH POULTRY IN ENGLAND.
Consul Hotham, the British representative at Calais, in his

last report to the English Foreign Office on the trade of Calais,'

refers to the attempts which have not unfreqnently been made
to introduce French poultry into England. This has been done
under the impression that with proper care and management
these fowls may become a fair source of profit, as far, at least, as

eggs are concerned. Mr. Hotham has not yet, however, suc-

ceeded in discovering that the French hen, when removed from
her native land, has behaved herself with that productive
alacrity which distinguishes her in many, though not in all

parts of France. The Consul has been informed, and for many
reasons he is inclined to believe, that the reason of this is to be
found in the following circumstances ;—In the neighbourhood of

Calais, as well as near Boulogne, there exists a marked quantity

of silex in the soil, highly favourable for egg-laying purposes;
remove the fowls from this peculiar soil, and their excessive

fecundity ceases, and that this is the case is well known. At
Amiens, again, this same quality of soil is found, and the poultry

from the district are remarkable for their laying qualities;
" indeed," continues the Consul, " perhaps they are the most
celebrated ' layers ' in France." If, therefore, the same breed
lay better in one part of France than another, it is not unreason-

able to suppose that the change of soil is the principal cause of

attempts having hitherto failed to transplant French poultry

into England for commercial purposes. Otherwise, Consul
Hotham thinks, it surely would be worth our while to turn our

attention seriously to the subject, instead of importing hundreds
of millions of eggs yearly from France. The reason sometimes
given of our climate not being suitable for poultry is, with all

due deference to those who advance that theory, more fanciful

than real; for, however much our climate may be abused, there

are many districts in the south of England which, without a
doubt, might compare favourably with the north coast of France,

and as to the expense of keeping poultry, the egg-dealers in

Calais state that they hardly feed them at all, but let the fowls

run about and pick up what they please in the fields and hedge-

rows. Consul Hotham believes the whole secret to be in the

quality of the soil. Whether this could be successfully made up
to the French fowls in England by artificial means, is a matter

which he is not prepared to discuss,

—

{Land and Water.)

[We think " Consul Hotham," thoush correct in his facts,

is quite wrong in his inferences. Silex is the predominant
constituent of all eultivated soils, therefore the French fowls

would not lack this aid in England. We do not admit that they

are more egg-prolific than many other breeds are in England;
but the real reason why so many eggs are imported from France
is that its peasantry more generally keep fowls than they do in

England, and sell the eggs in quantities too large for home con-

sumption. In England a labourer who keeps fowls eats most of

their eggs, and rears chickens from the surplus.

—

Eds.]

productive DUCKWING GAME BANTAMS.
I HAVE a pair of Game Duokwing Bantams. The hen began to

lay in the middle of last December, and up to the present date

(August 13th), she has laid 135 eggs. Is that a usual occurrence ?

I had a brood hatched on the 14th of last April, three of which
were pullets. Two of them have laid this day their first egg;

they will be only four months old to-morrow. Is not this also

very early for Bantams ?—J. Stokes, Ipswich.

[Such laying as you describe is not by any means a common
occurrence, but is nevertheless greatly to be desired. The two
pullets you mention have begun to lay at the earliest possible

period—viz., sixteen weeks. These events are the more to be
noted, because they happen to be a sitting breed. Among the

non-sitters we not uufrequently hear of large numbers of eggs

laid during the year, but we do not hear of their laying so early.

—Ens.]

BLACKPOOL POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in connection with the Agricultural Show, on

the 12th inst. The awards made by the Judge, Mr. Fisher, of

Leeds, were as follows :

—

Spanish.—1 and 2. J. Leemin? BronKhton, Preston.

DoRKiijos— 1, J. RobmBon. GavstnnR. 2, W. H. Kini?. Rochdale.
(?oci[i.mChina —1, H. Tomlinson. Bu'iniuRham. 9, J. Robinson.
Gam« —1, C. \V- Brierlev. Middleton. 2. .1. Leeming.
HiilBDEOHS.— Goiiicn«!l)nii(;!<'rf. — 1. J- Robinson. 2, G. & J. Duokworlb,

CharcU. hUver.spangied.—l and 2, J. Robinson.
HAMBUBGHS.—t^oWen-i^crtCf //'*/?.—1, J. Lon^. Kromley Common. 2, J. Robm-

on. S;/ye^i)t;nci(Ifl(i.—1, J. Kobiusou. 2, J.Long.
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Any other Varietv.—1, T. F. Ansdell, St. Helens. 2, J. Robinson.
Bantams —1. R. F. ArJdte. Preston. 2. G. Anderson, Accrinj^ton.
Game —Cock.— I, J. Lteminc- '2, C. W. Brierley.
Docks.—^iz/cs&ury.—l. J. Robinson. Any other variety,~l and 2, H. B.

Smith, biougbton, t rest on.
Gee se.—1, G. H. Catierall, Lj tham. 2, T, Fare, Skippool.

HEEEFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This Show proved a most successful one, so much BO that the

most practical amateurs confessed the competition was much
greater than they had anticipated. We can with justice speali

very highly of the general arrangements and the attention paid

to the specimens, the only drawhack being that some of the
high-class breeds of Pigeons were placed decidedly too high
from the ground for comfortable inspection by either visitors or

Judges, a mismanagement that only interfered with the general

appearances of the Show. Three tiers are always to be avoided
if possible, more particularly if placed upon the poultry pens.

Grey Dorkings were very good, Mr. "Walker's firat-prize-and-

cup bird being penned in admirable condition for the time of

year, and it also was especially good about the feet for so large

a bird. Messrs. BurneU and Darby had an especially close run
in hens, as both of the prize pens of Dorking hens were so good,

we could see but little for choice between them. In Dorking
cocks of any other variety Mrs. Bailey's very true-feathered
cock, a grand Silver-Grey, stood very far ahead of its rivals

;

for purity of colour it has but very rarely been equalled. The
second-prize was also a Silver-Grey, but infinitely inferior. The
remainder were White Dorkings, but shown in anything but
good featlier, whilst most of them proved unusually faulty in

combs. In the hens a very nice pair of Silver-Greys, exhibited
by Mr. Cresswell, took the first prize, and two pens of superior
White hens were second and highly commended. The entry of

Dark Brahma cocks consisted of only four pens, the first prize

being won by a really good one, but the second-prize pen was
not of remarkable excellence. In pairs of hens or pullets Mr.
Edwin Pritchard had an easy win with a lovely pair of Dark
pullets, also securing the silyer cup allotted to Dark Brahmas.
They were one of the chief attractions at Hereford. As might
be anticipated in this neighbourhood, the Light Brahmas were
heavy classes of good well-shown birds, Mr. Dean taking first

for cocks, and Mr. William Harris that for hens with a specially

fine-plumaged pen of pullets that also secured the cup for the
best pen of this fashionable variety. Mr. Henry Tomlinson took
both first prizes in the cock class, also for hens in Buff Cochhts,
the hens taking the cup. These latter birds were well shown

;

the cock, however, was certaiuly not looking so well as he has
done heretofore. Mr. Winwood and Mr. Bloodworth were the
respective second-prize winners with very fine pens. White
Cochins and a pen or two of excellent Partridge-coloured were
much admired. The Game fowls throughout could not be
spoken of highly, the majority of them being in heavy moult.
A large entry of first-class Hamburghs proved a general attrac-

tion, a pen of Golden-spangled taking the cup, the hen being of

an extraordinarily clear and rich ground colour. Spanish and
Houdans might easily have been of a better character. Why it

was so seems an enigma, with very fair prizes offered ; but only
two pens of Game Bantams were entered, and neither of them
really high-class birds. The Black Bantams and the Silver-
laced Sebrights were uuusually perfect. Really good Malays
and Black Hamburghs were shown in the Selling cock class, and
very fine Dark Brahmas and White Cochins, in the hen class.

So very indifferent were the entries of Pencilled Hamburghs in
the Any other variety cock class {a Selling class), that the prizes
were withheld altogether ; the hens were, however, praiseworthy.
Black Spanish and Black Hamburghs being the prizewinners.
Of Ducks of every kind. Geese both White and Grey, and

Turkeys, few, if any, shows cotild boast of better, and we cannot
but specify the cup-winning Turkey hen, she being one which
from her large frame was a treasure to any Turkey-breeder.
Buenos Ayrean Ducks took first position in an exceedingly well-
filled class against many capital pens of fine-plumaged Water-
fowls of the choicest kiuds. Mr. Walker's Geese, both Embden
and Toulouse, were remarkably well shown.
Pigeons were unusually good, as may be well imagined when

we say Mr. Fulton and Mr. Spencer were the most important
competitors. Almost every breed of Pigeons was represented by
the best birds to be met with, and the generaUty were sent in
excellent condition ; but, as may be gathered from what has
been before stated, a great portion of the attractiveness of this
division of the Show was lost from the pens being placed far
above the heads of most of the visitors.

(From a Correspondent.)

This Show was held on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of August in a
large tent in the grounds of the Agricultural Society, and proved
a great success. There was some little delay in penning the
birds, i)ut this was caused by the carpenters being behind time
with their staging. The birds were well attended to, but we
should have preferred to Lave seen more soft food given themj

and less whole maize and barley. The two most experienced
Judges were employed, and as usual, when such is the case,

general satisfaction was given to exhibitors. Mr. Birch, the
Honorary Secretary, cannot be too "highly commended" for hia

attention and courtesy.

Coloured Dorkings came first. In this, as in the other classes,

adult birds and chickens competed together. The prizes were
given to two grand adult birds about equal in weight. The first-

prize bird was in the best condition, but the second was cer-

tainly the better Dorking, being short, broad, and deep, while
the cup bird was leggy. A forward cockerel was highly com-
mended. In Coloured hens first were old birds, in good condi-

tion for the time of year ; second, splendid chickens, which we
should have liked to have seen put first. Mr. Walker's hens
were large, but in dreadful feather. In the Variety Dorking
class both prizes were given to Silvers. The second was the

larger bird, but the first the best colour. A White cock deserved
notice. In hens, first were large gilvers, second very good
Whites. In Dark Brahmas the first prize went to a promising
chicken, while the cup Dark Brahma pullets we have rarely

seen equalled, being good all round ; they were claimed at .t25,

and went to the north of England. The second-prize pullets

were rather light in the throat, but fartoo cheap at i'2 ; they were
quickly snapped-up by a " knowing one." Mr. Dean's Light
Brahma cock again took a first prize, but he was in a woeful

state, and sadly requires a new suit. . The second-prize bird was
in better feather, but rather yellow. Mr. Lingwood showed an
enormous cockerel of the American pattern sadly wanting in

chest. We Uked his second-prize pullets much, quite as much
so as those that won. Buff Cochins were good, especially the

second-prize pullets, which were claimed at seven guineas, and
will be cheap if they do not become " mealy-winged." In the
Variety Cochin cocks first was a White, second Black ; while
Blacks won first in hens. White chickens second. One of Mr.
Feast's White hens was found dead on arrival. Surely, from
the way this exhibitor sends his birds about from show to show
without anyone to look after them, he must be very deficient in

common humanity, to say the least of it ; he has had several

hints on this subject, but does not seem to be able to take them.
We hope no more will be required. Game were poor, if we
except the cup pen. In Hamburghs a local exhibitor won the
cup in good competition. The first-prize Cnve-Cwiirs were par-

ticularly praiseworthy. In Bantams the first-prize Blacks were
extra good, particularly in earlobe. Some good Silver-laced

chickens were shown, and deservedly won a prize.

Ducks, Geese, and Turkegs were all good classes. In the Local
classes a protest was lodged against the first-prize birds winning,
as, though exhibited by a local man, they were found to be
borrowed, a plan we do not at all admire.

Dorkings (CoIoureLl).—Coffc.— I and Cup. J. Walker, Spring Mount. Rochdale.
2. A. Darby, Baschurch. kc, T. O. Barnell. Micheldever, c, E. Shaw, Plas
Wilmot, Oswestry. Hcns.—i, A. Darby. 2. T. C. Burnell.

DoHKiNGS (Any other variety).—Cocfc—1, Mrs. H. T. Bailey, Tenbary, 2. T.

C. Burnell. HciiS.—l and he, 0. E, Cresswell, Earlywood, BagshoU 2, A,
Darby.
Brah-MAS (Dark).- Cock.— I. Hon. Mrs. A. E. Hamilton, Ridgemount. Wobam.

2, J. Watts, Hazlcwell Hall. King's Heath, Birmingham. fft'H^^—l.E. Pritchard,
Tettenball. 2, W. Plummer, Holmer, Hereford, lie, H. B. Morrell, Caemawr,
Clyro.
BRAiniAS (Light).— Cocfc.—l, T. A. Dean, Hereford. 2, Mrs. A.Williamson,.

Leicester, ftc, T. A.De.^n ; Horace Lingwood ; J. Rocke. c, M. Leno, Markyale
Street ; W. H. Mitchell. Moseiey. Biimingbam. Hciis.— 1 and Special Cup, W.
Harris. Bridgend. 2. Horace Lingweod. )ic, T. A. Dean ; W. H. Mitchell ; Mrs.
A. Williamson, c, E. Kcndrick. jun.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff).—Cocfc.—1, H. Tomlinson. Gravelly Hill, Bir-

mitigham. 2. E. Winwood, Worcester, /tc, A. Darby ; C. Sidgwick; Ryddlesden
Hall, Keighley c, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham. Hens.— I and Cup, H. Tomlin-
son. 2. J. Bloodworth. e, C. Bloodworth ; H. Feast.
(Cochins (Any other variety).— Coc/j —1, Mrs. A. Williamson. 2, H. Feast,

Swansea. Hcitd.— 1. A. Darby. 2, C. Bloodworth.
Game (Black-breasted Red).- 1, J. Mason, Worcester. 2, J. J. James, Sketty,

Swansea, he, W. Jones, Worcester.
Game (Any other variety).—1 and Cup, O.W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester.

2, E. Winwood.
Hamburghs (Golden or Silver-spangledl.-l andj^np, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. Hendrc,

Monmouth. 2, J. Long, Bromley Common, c, P. Hanson, Wheatenhurst,
Stonehijuse. „
Hambdsohs (Golden or Silver-pencilled).—!. P. Hanson. 2, J. Long, c, H.

Feast.
Cmeve-C<ecp.b.—1 and Cup, .1. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 9, H. Feast.

HocDANS.— 1. G. W. Hibbert, Godley, Hyde, Manchester. 2, D. Lane, Hara-
wick, Gloucester.

• PANtsH.—1, E. Winwood. 2, H. Feast.
Polish— 1. C. Bloodworth. 2, H. Feast.
Bantams (Game.).—1, A. Darby. 2, H. Feast.
BANTAMS(Black).—I.J.Walker. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. ftf, H. Feast.

Bantams (Any other variety).—1, M, Leno. 2, J. Lloyd, Kington, Hereford-
shire, he, J. Bloodworth; J. Watts.
Anv other VAKlBxy.-1, C. Sidgwick (Black Hamburghs). 2. Rev. N. J.

Ridley, Hollington, Newbury (Malays), he. Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine ;

H. Feast ; J. Long. , , _. „
Selling Clashes (Brahmas, Cochins, and Dorkings)—Cocfc.—l, J. Walker

(P,artridge Cochins) 2. T. A. Dean. Harden ( Light Brahmas). Hens.—1, T. A.

Dean. 2. C. Bloodworth. c. T. A. Dean ; J. Bloodworth. „. ^ „
Any other Variety.—Oocfc,—Prizes withheld. Hem.~\, E. Winwood. 2, E.

Slake, Broraeeld, Salop. „„„., „.,^„i.
Local Class— I, Mrs. T. A. Dean. 2, Mrs. H. T. Bailey, c, C. J. P. ^aBh,

Blakemere. Hereford. ... „ , », ., _ _.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, Cup, and 2, J. Walker, he, Mrs. H. J. Bailey ; S. R.

Harris. Cusgarne ; T. Sear, Aylesbury, c. H. Feast.

Ducks (Ronen).-l. J. Walker. 2. T. Wakefield. Golbomc.
Ducks (Callj.-l and he, Mrs. H. T- Bailey. 2. T. Wakefield.

Docks (Any other variety).-1, J. W. Kelleway, Merston, Isle ot Wight. 2,

M. Leno. kc, M. Leno 121; C. H. Mayo. „ „ „ .,

Geese (Grey or Mottled).-!, J. Walker. 2, Mrs. H, T. Bailey.
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Fig. 52.

Spanish Hen's Head.

Geese (White)—land Cup, J. Walker. 2. Mrs. H. T. Bailey, he, Mrs. W.
Bpitow, AUens'iiore; Mrs. A. Duckham, Ross.
ToBKErs.—Cocft.—1, Rev. N. J. hidley. 2. Mrs. H. T. Bailey, he, A. Armitage,

KadDor. H*!k.—1 ami Cup, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2 E. Kendrick, jun.
Sf.lling Gi^iBs.—Ducki —I, J. Walker. 2, T. Sear.
Local Class.-I, Mrs. H. T. Bailey, 2, C. J. P. Nash.

PIGEONS.
CiEElERS.—1 and Cup, P. E. Spencer, Hereford. 2, S. D.Baddeley, Hereford.

he, R. Fulton, Brockley Road, New Crose ; .(. James, Bath (2); P. R. Spencer.
PoDTEua.— I and 2,"H. Pratt, Hamptoniu-Arden. he. Key. W. C. Bullen,

Bath ; Mrs. Ladd, Calne ; P. K. Spencer.
ANTWEaps — 1, P. R. Spencer. 2 and he, H. Gough, Wolverhampton.
Barbs.— 1, R. Fulton. 2 and c. P. R. Spencer, he, G. H. Gregory.
Fantaius —1, P. R. Spencer. 2, G. Holloway, Jan., Stroud, he, K. Fulton ; J,

F. LoversidKe, Newark.
Jacobins.- 1, R. Fulton. 2. P. R. Spencer.
DaioooNS.- 1, W. U. Mitchell. 2, R- Fulton.
Trumpeters.—1, R. Fulton. 2, P. R. Spencer.
TOMBLERS.- 1, R. Fulton. 2. P. R. Spencer, he, R. Fulton ; P. R. Spencer.
Any other Variety.-1, R. Fulton. 2 and he, P. R. Spencer.

Jddges.—Mr. Hewitt, Birmingham ; Mr. Teebay, Fulwoodi
Preston.

THE POULTBY-KEEPEB.—No. 1.5.

THE SPANISH HEN.
The hen has nearly the same characteristics as the cock. She

i^ sprightly, and holds up her head and tail proudly. Her
plumage ia like that of the cock, but the iridescence is less varied
and brilliant.

Weight.—5.J lbs., a little more or

less.

Mead {fig. 52).—Delicate, spright-

ly, and of rather small size.

Comb.— Long, finely denticu-

lated, bent near the base, and fall-

ing on one side of the head without
touching the cheeks.

Wattles.—Long and round.
Ears.—Large and white.
Tuft.—Larger than the cock's.

Cheeks.—White like those of the
cock, but without the wrinkles, and
scattered over with small black fea-

ihers, imperceptible at a distance.

Nostrils.—Ordinary.
Beak.—Like that of the cock.

Eye.—Iris, red; pupil, dark chocolate.

Feet and Toes.—Ordinary, somewhat long.

Laying.—Excellent ; eggs white, very large and delicate

;

laon-sitter.

GENEKAL OBSERVATIONS.
This variety is of remarkable beauty as a fancy bird, and of

great fecundity ; it may be added, also, that it is excellent for

the table.

The cock is an admirable bird, contrasting with all the other

varieties, and the hen lays very many large milky-white-shelled

ejp-gs, and of an exquisite flavour. 'The flesh is very abundant,
of a remarkable flavour ; the skin white and fine. The comb,
by its shape and the contrast of colour, is a very peculiar orna-

ment. The comb is very tender in cold seasons, and may be de-

stroyed by even a slight frost if the birds are not shut-up in

-time ; therefore this fowl is only to be recommended for warm
localities. The chickens are covered with a bluish black down,
marked with white, which comes off, and often leaves them
maked. They are extremely susceptible of cold, and take a long

time to feather. It is not till they are five weeks old that they
begin to have feathers, which first appear on the back, and the

birds are not entirely feathered till about two months and a

half old. They decline much when the large tail feathers begin

to grow, which takes place at the fourth month. The colour

of the skin is fine, and they can be set free at the end of five or

six months ; a projecting breast and long limbs give the bird a

disadvantageous aspect, and but an erroneous idea of the quality

and abundance of its flesh.

The old, like the young ones, feel much the moulting, and
their productiveness makes them always irritable. The rearing

of the chickens must be watched very carefully, and especially

during the first six weeks, and they require delicate food, given
often and in small quantities. The hen will lay six eggs a-week
from February to August, and from November to February three

eggs a-week, smaller than those of the summer. If the poultry-

yard is well sheltered they commence laying at five months old,

and continue to do so during the winter. The eggs can only be

sat on in April. The white on the face appears more with the

cock than the hen, and modifies according as the bird is more
or less amatory.
The pure black colour is the only one very much esteemed.

When one has been imprudently exposed to too low a tempe-
rature, and the comb is frozen, which may easily be seen by its

black colour, care must be taken before putting it again into a

warm place, to directly rub the affected part with snow or ice

till it becomes red again.

There are some varieties. The Minorca, of which the cheek of

neither the cock nor hen is white, though the ear ia the same aa

in the Spanish, It ia higher on the feet, and preferable for the
table on account of its more rounded form.
The Ancona like the Minorca, if it were not that the plumage

is sometimes white, sometimes black, and sometimes partridge.

The White Spanish, which is none other than albinos repro-
ducing black.
The Andalusian.—Cock from Gi to 72 lbs. Hen from 5} to

6J lbs. Colour of feathers slate or greyish blue. Feathers of

the hackle, back, tail, the upper coverts of the wings and
shoulders, vary between slate grey, black, and ringdove.
Feathers of the thighs, the throat, the under coverts of the
wings, slate or greyish blue. The plumage of the hen ia all

over bluish grey. "The comb of the cock is very high and very
large, also that of the hen, which is large and hanging. In both
sexes the ears are white, the cheeks red, the eye and beak black.

PADDOCK (NEAB HUDDEBSFIELD) POULTET
SHOW.

This took place on the 8th inat. The awards were as follow :

—

Brahmas.—Cap, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley, 2 and he, J, H, Pickles'
Southport.
BAjAHV&ona.—Oolden^spangled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. Tic, N. Marlor, Denton,

Manchester. Silver-gpangted.—l and 2, H, Beldon.
Hamborghs.—Go/dcn-jjffK-Jifed.-l and 2, H. Beldon. Bilver^encilled.—1

and he. H. Beldon. 2, H. Smith, Keighley.
Hamborqhs —B(act.-1, H. Beldon. 2, N. Marlor. he, H. Beldon; C. Sidg-

wick, Ketghley : W. Bentley, Holmfirth,
Game.— 1, J. Fortune, Keighiey 2, R. Walker, Gomersal. he, H. Beldon.
Bantams.—1, G. Noble, Stainciiffe. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. he, F. Steel,

fPalifax.
Spanish.—], J. Thresh, Bradford. 2 and he, H. BeldoD.
PoLANDS.—1 and 2, H Beldon,
Cochin-China.— 1, W. Harvey, ShefBeld 2, J. Walker, Rochdale, he, H.

Beldon; C. Sidgwick; G. Palfryman, Sheffield,

Dorkings.—1. J. Walker.
HouDANS.— 1, J. Heeley, Hepworlh. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Hyde.
Selling Class.-I, W. Harvey. 2, H. Beldon.
Geese,—1, J Walker.
DVCK6.— White Aylesbury.—l and he, 3. Walker. 2, J. Newton, Silsden,

Leeds. Rouen.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. Newton, Silsden. he, T. Halmahaw,
Earlsheaton.

PIGEONS,
Carriers.—Cup and 2. G. J. Taylor, Fartuwn. he. W. H. A. Millar, Walsall.
Croppers and Pouters.- 1, W. Harvey. 2, G. J. Taylor.
Trumpeters.— 1. W. Harvey. 2, F. Steel.

Tumblers —Almond.— \, W. Harvey. 2. J. H. Sykes, Huddersfield. M, J.

Ainsworth. Hjd.a. Any variety.—•!, G. J. Taylor.
Fantails.—'2, G. J, Taylor.
Barbs.—1 and he, G. J. Taylor. 2, W. Harvey.
ToRBlTs.- 1, E. Burton, Honley, 2 and /ic, G. J. Taylor.
Jacobins.—1, W. Harvey. 2, G. J. Taylor.
ANY OTHER Vaeietv OR CoMMoN — 1, F. Stcel. 2, G. J. TayloT. he, O. J.

Taylor ; G. de Lisle, Loughborough ; A. Saul. Paddock.
Selling Class.—1, J. H. Sykes, Hudderstield. 2, W. Harvey, he, G. J

Taylor.
CATS.

Persian.—1, H. Appleton, Hudderstield, 3 and lie, M. Peel, Edgerton.
Angora.—1, E. Morrison. Hudderstield.
Manx.—2, W. Shaw, Primrose Hill. - j
Tortoiseshell or ToRTuisESHELL-AND-WaiTE.-1, H. Binus, Height, Lind-

ley. 2, W. Greenwood, Chapel HiU-
Black.— 1, J. Hellewell. Hudderstield.
Grey Tabby —1. J. Hampshire, Little Liversedge. 2, J. Broadbent, Paddock.

c, G. Ainley, Castlegate, Huddersfield.

JVDGES.—Poultry and Pigeons : Mr, James Dixon, Clayton,

Bradford ; Alderman J, .Jordan, Dalton, Huddersfleld, Babbits

and Cats : Mr. Fisher, Carrhead, Crosshills ; Mr. G. Johnson,

Kettering.

MALMESBURY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 13 th inat. The following are the

awards :

—

Dorkings.- 1, T. C. Burnell, Micheldever. 2, H. Feast, Swansea, (ic, J. S.

Cbisman. Swindon.
. „ ..

Spanish.— 1. E. Winwood, Worcester. 2, W, Kent, Tetbury.

Game — Black-breasted Red. — I and e, E. Bowly. Cirencester. 2, E. S.

Godsell Stroud, ^hi/ o//(tTCD/o»?-.—l, E. Winwood. 2. G. Hanks, Malmesbury.
Cochins.- I, Hon. Mrs. sugden. Wells. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate, Fembury, Ton-

bridsire Wells, he, Hon. Mrs, Sugden; H, Tomlinson, Birmingham; E, Win-
wood; H. Feast. .„.,„- , , ..
Bbahmas —Vark.—l, H. Haddrell, Calne. 2, J. Trmder, Cirencester, he, R.

Smith, Calne ; H. Feast, c, E- S. Godsell ; J. S. Maggs. Tetbury. Light.— \, T.

A, Dean, Marden, Hereford. 2, E. Scammell, Hilperton. lie. Rev. N. J. Ridley,

Newbury, /ic, H. Feast : T. A. Dean.
Hamburghs.-I, H. H. Thompson, Farringdon. 2, H. Feast, he, P. Hanson.

Stouesouse.
, ,^ , „,.,

Any Variety.—1,H. Feast. 2, J. Hinton, Warminster, /tc. Rev. N. J. Ridley;

J. S. Maggs. Cock.—l, Col. Miles, Malmesbury, 2, G. Hanks.
Bantams.-1, J. Mayo 2, G. 8. Sainabury, Devizes. /«. H. Bishop; G.

Banks; Miss M. Johnson. Malmesbury; G. Stratford, Didmarton ; E.Bowley.
Any other viir>,'ti/.—l, H. Yarnlev, Birmingham. 2. J. aiayo. he, C. Lewis,

Charlton: G. Holioway, Stroud ; T. C. Burnell. Micheldever; J. S. Magis.
Selling Class.-I, J. S. Maggs. 2, E. S. GodseU. Ilc, G. Hanks ; P. Hanson.

'' Daa's.s^Bmien.-l. E. Clark, Malmesbury. 5, G Hanks, tie. Miss E. E,

Millar, Cliristian Malford, Chippenham, e, J. Collinghorn ; J, S. Maggs; G.

Hanks. Aylcabiiry.—i, E. Bowley. 2, J. 8. Magge. lie, J. S. Maggs; G.
Hanks. Anyotlurrnricty.-l.J.W. KeUeway, Islo of Wight. 2 and (ic, G. S.

Sainsbury.
Geese.—1 and 2, G, Hanks.

PIGEONS.
Carriers,—! and 2. T. Jones. Malmesbury. tic, T. Jones ; R. Barrett, Stroud.

Coek.—l, P. B. Spencer. Hereford. 2, H. Yardley. he, R. Barrett.

Pouters— 1, G, Holloway, Stroud. 2, R. Barrett, lie, H. \ardley; P. R.
Spencer. Cocl'.-l, H. Yaroley. 2, P. R. Spencer, e, R Barrett.

TuMBLEUB.- 1, H. Yardle.v. 2, R. Barrett, ftc, J. S. Maggd.
Trumpeters.- 1. P. R Spencer.

,
Jacobins.— 1, U, Yardley,
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AsTWEspa.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. S. Uaggs. he, W. TomUns, Oiford : P. E.

Spencer. ^ ,.. , ,, ,

Fantaii.s.—1, P. R. Spencer. 2. G. S. Sainsbary. he. Dr. Kinnier, Malmes-
bury ; H. Yardley : <j. HoUoway.
An? othbb Variety.— 1, P. R. Spencer. 2, H. Yardley. he, G. Holloway

;

"W. TomUns : P. K. Spencer.

RiBBiTS.—Lop-earfd.~T., Hon. M. Howard, Charlton Park. 2, Mrs. Bailey,

Malmeabary. Himalayan—1, K Barrett, Stroud. Sdver-Grey.—l, E. Craw-
ford, Cirencester. Any other variety. — I, J, Moore, Malmesbury. 2, Dr.

Kinnier.

Jddoe.—Mr. J. MartiB, Baschurch, Salop.

EOYAIi AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of IRELAND'S
POULTRY SHOW.

The following prizes were awarded at this|Exliibition,'lield at

Wexford on August 13th, Mth, and 15th.

BoBKisGS.Sih'er-Grcy.—l, S. Mowbray, Mountratb. 2, .T. C. Cooper, he,

D. A. Milward. New Rosa. Chiekens.—l, D. A. Milward. 2, Witbheld.i
DoESlsos.— Co(0(fr(?rf.-l, J. C. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray.
Spanish.—], J. C. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray. Chickens.—I, S. Mowbray. 2, J.

Barvey. c, J. C. Cooper.
Game.— 1 and 2, J. V. Cooper, lie, E. Carr, New Ross.
Cochin-Chixa.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, No competition. Chickens.—\ and 2, Mrs.

Harvey, Wexford.
Beahmas —Burt.—1. R. W. Boyle, MUltown. 2. J. C. Cooper, he, Mrs.

Taaffe ; C. H. Peacocke. Chickens.—\ and he, .i. C. Cooper. 2. K. W. Boyle.
ijRAHMAS.—LfV;/(( —1. J. c. Cooper. 2, No_competition. Chickens.—1, J. C.

Csoper. 2, No competition.
HomiAss—1 and 2, J. C. Cooper.
'B-msuKGHS.—Pencilled.—\ and 2, S. Mowbray. SvangUd.-l, S. Mowbray.

a, H. J. Oliver, Wexford.
Any VARlETr.— 1, J. C. Cooper {La Flt-ehe) 2, J. Harvey (Creve-Cteors). he,

J. C. Cooper ; S. Mowbray : Hon. Mrs. Keane ; E. G. c Harvey.
CoTTAGEss' Cj^xss.—Aylesbury Ducks.—I and 2, W. Magratb.i/ic, K. Byrne ;

H. Magrath.
DucK3.-iiouej!.—l, E.W.Boyle. 2, S. Mowbray. Iir, D. A. Milward (2) ; J. C.

Cooper.
GEESE.-ir/u'ttf.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2,S. Mowbray. Goslings.—\,3.C.Cqq^w.

2, S. Mowbray.
GEE3E.—Gr^l/.—l, S.Mowbray. 2, J. C.Cooper, fee, C. H. Peacocke. Goslirujs.

— 1, J. C- Cooper.
Turkeys.— 1. J. C. Cooper. 2, C. H. Peacocke. Poults.— 1. Miss H. Craitb,

Cahir. 2, E. Carr. he, C. H. Peacocke.

Judge.—Mr. C. F. Staunton, 81, Strand Road, Saudymount,
Dablin.

ALDBOROUGH AND BOROUGHBRIDGE
POULTRY SHOW.

The fourteenth Exhibition was held on the 7th inst. in a field

near the town capitally suited for the purpose. The day was
fine, and the attendance very numerous. The number of entries
was more than double that of any previous Show, caused, no
doubt, by the very beautiful extra prizes given in the shape of

teapots, cups, &c. The quality of the poultry and Pigeons was
very creditable, and many first-class specimens were shown.
The number of entries in poultry was 150 ; of Pigeons, 122 ; and
of Rabbits, 10.

Turkeys.—Cup. I. Moorey, Mnlwith, Kipon. 2, Miss Parker, Tbirsk. Pouils.
1 and 2. T. H. Foden. Ripon. he, 1. Moorey ; F. Parker, Ruecliffe, Borougbbridge ;

Mrs. G. Mangles, Givendale. Ripon.
Geese.—1, J. Nicholson, Littlethorpe, Ripon. 2, J. T. Renton, Ripon. Tic, Mrs.

G. Mangles. Goslingi.—i, Mrs. G. Mangles. 2. J. T. Kenton.
DvcKa.— Aylesbury. — I and 2, T. P. Carver, Langthorpe, Borougbbridge.

I}ticktings.—\ and 2, T. P. Carver.
DncKS.-iioiifii —Cup, C.Graham, Aldborough. 2, T. P. Carver. Ducklings.—I. Mrs. G. Mangles. 2, C. Grabara.
Ducks.—Arty other eariety.— i, G. Sadler, Borougbbridge.
Farmyard u'ross.- 1. W. Wuodward, Minskip, BorouLjhbridge. 2, A. C. M.

Thompson, York Chickens.-l. T. P. Carver. 2, A. C. M. Thompson, he, T. P.
Carver; E. Williams, bharow, Rioon.
UciNEA Fowls.—1, W. fl. Yuun?, Driffield. 2, J. King, Kipon. liC, J. T.

Benton.
Dorkings.-Cap. Lady A. Bere8f.)rd-Peirae. Bedale Hall. 2, T. P. Carver.
SPANISH.-1, Pickermg & Duggleby, Driffield. 2, Pallister Si Hawkins, Top-

cliffe.

Cochin-Cbi.\-as.—1, R. J. Raworth, Harrogate. 2, F. Horseman, Borougb-
bridge.
Brahma Pooteas.—Cup, Ladv A. Beresford-Peirse. 2, Mrs. G. Mangles, he,

T. P. Carver.
Game —Cup, J, Watson, Knaresborough. 2, Pickering & Duggleby. Jie, S.

Shaw, Langthorpe.
Dorkings, ."Spanish, Cochin-Chinas. Brahmas.oe Game.— Cftfcfcenjf.-l, Lady

A. Beresford-Peirse. 2, Pickering & Duggleby. 3, T. P. Carver, he, Mrs. G.
Mangles (21: R. R. Farrar, York; Pallister & Hawkins.
HAMBDEGHS.-yo/d or Silver-spangUd.—X, Pickering & Duggleby. 2, T. P.

Carver. Gold or Silver-iicneilled.—l, Wells i Sherwin, Ripon. 2, J. Robahaw,
Whixley, York.
PoLANDS.— 1 and 2, C. Walker. Borougbbridge.
Bantams.- Gti77i€ —1. Wells & Sherwin. 2, Lady A. Beresford-Peirse. Any

other variety.—I, Wells & Sherwin. 2, F. Powell, Knaresborough. he, T. P.
Carver (21.

Any other Variety.—Cup. T. P. Carver. 2, G. Slater, Ripon. Chickens.—
1 and he, J. Robsbaw. 2, C. Holdsworth, Harrogate. 3, F. tloraeman.
SEIJ.INO Class.—1, T. P. Carver. 2, H. Taylor, Borougbbridge. he. Wells

and Sherwin.
PIGEONS.

Pouters.— 1, Wells and Sherwin 2, K. R. Farrar.
Cabriers.—1, G. Sadler. 2, A. T. Umpleby, Borougbbridge. he, W. Boddy,

Kipon (2) ; G. Sadler ; Miss F. Seinor, Leeds.
Trumpeters.— 1, A. Walker, Borougbbridge. 2, P. Wilson. Borougbbridge.
Jacobins.- 1, T. Dale, Scorton Catterick. 2, Miss F. Seanor. --
Fantails — 1, J. Wetherill, Northallerton. 2, J. Umpleby, Borougbbridge.

ne, T Horseman.
Tumblers.- Cup. Miss F. Seanor. 2 and he. Wells & Sherwin.
Babbs—1 and 2, Miss F. Seanor. lie, A. J. Blakeborough, Harrogate; A.

BuBsell. Jan., Northallerton.
Nuns —1 and 2, Miss F. Seanor.
Antwebps.—1, Miss F. Seanor. 2, J. Snowden, York, he, B. Watta, Ald-

boroagii; E. Bowman, Borougbbridge ; T. Horseman.

f TuRBiTS — 1, T. Dale. 2, W. Umpleby. he, T. P. Carver.
0\ri.a.—English.—1, A. T. Umpleby. 2, G. tadler. he, G. Sadler; Ulss F.

Seauor.
ANY OTHER Vabiety.-1, G. F. Umpleby. 2, Wells & Sherwin. he. Miss F.

Seanor (2) ; Wells a sherwin. „ „ . „^
Selling Clas8.-1, W. Scott, Borougbbridge. 2, Wolla 4 Sherwin. he, W.

Boddy ; K. R. Farrar.

Rabbits.--fin;/ breed.—Buek.—l, S. E Philips, Ripon. 2, G. Grainger, North-
allerton. Doe.—l, J. K. Swift, Borougbbridge. 2, s. E. Phihps.

Extra Stock.—)ic, J, H. King, Borougbbridge ; W. Charlton, Kipon ; J. & A.
Pinkney, Aldborough.

Mr. James Dixon, Bradford, and Mr. Joseph Walker, o£ Birst-

with, acted as Judges.

BISHOP AUCKLAND POULTRY SHOW.
The pens were arranged in double rows stretching from north

to east in the most prominent part of the cricket field in which
the Show was held, and the wind proving fresh, and the pens
(which were Fothergill's, of Sunderland), having by some acci-

dent been left unfastened, a number were blown over, and the
occupants let loose. These were only secured and repenned
after considerable trouble. Most of the varieties were divided

into classes for adult and young birds, and though the season
is well advanced the old section was well filled, numbering
155 pens, with 173 chickens. The adult Dorkings were good for

the time of year; the Cochins grand, every pen being noticed.

The medal for several classes went to a splendid pair of Buffs.

Brahmas were not good as a class ; but in Spanish there were
some good birds, although the best were sadly out of feather.

Red Game proved good, the first-prize cock a most excellent

bird in hand, but the hen was rather grey in body ; the second
were fully better in colour, but not so good in hand, many of

the pens, mostly Brown Reds, coming in for high commenda-
tions. In other colours Daokwings were first, and PUes second.

Samburghs were but poor. If we except the prize-winners

and one or two pens, the Gold-spangled proved best as a class

;

while the winners in Silver-pencilled were of fair quahty. The
first in the Spangles were very good, while the cock in the very-

highly-commended pen was the best in the class, but badly

matched. Folcmda were very good, the medal in this section

being awarded to a nice pen of Goldens, which were, however,
closely pressed by good Silvers.

In Black Red Bantams were some stylish birds, but many
were scarcely fit for the show pens, owing to want of feather and
condition. The first prize for Any other variety of Game was
won by Piles and Duckwings respectively; ihe first in fair

order, and the second out of feather, but very stylish. Rose-
combed Blacks won in the following class.

The winning Rouen Ducks were very large and good in beak,

especially the first. Aylesbury were failing in feather, but large

and of good quality. The Variety class was interesting, every
pen being noticed. The first were Widgeons, second Black, and
all the rest White Decoys, very small and neat in form.

In the Variety class capital Cruve-Cceurs were first, and
Houdans second. Single cocks were a really good collection

;

the first a grand La FJeche, the second a Bufi Cochin. Pairs of

hens were also well shown, and in this case La FR'che were
again first, and Black Red Game second, the La Fleche cock
taking the medal also.

Many of the young birds were forward and well shown, this

being the case especially in the Cochins, where the first of the
medals for young was awarded ; the Dorkings were also very
promising birds. Brahmas were not forward, if we except the
first-prize Dark chickens, which pen contained a well-marked
pullet; the second being Light birds, but though large they
were rather raw. Spanish were moderately good, but Game only

poor in the Red class, except about three pens, two of which were
Brown Reds. In the Other variety class a grand pair of Yellow-
legged Piles stood first, good Duckwings second. In Ham-
burghs there were not many good pens, with the exception of

the winners ; but in the Pencilled, both Gold and Silver, these

were very good. The winning Folands would have looked quite

as well with the fostering care of the old hen. In Red Game
Bantams the first were in full feather and very stylish Black
Reds, the second of that kind also being good. In the class for

Any other variety the first prize and medal went to a pair of

superb PQes, although young. In the next class Silver Sebrights

were first, and Blacks second. Turkeijs and Geese were good,

but young, though they were very promising as regards size,

lu Ducklings first were a grand pair of Aylesburys, and second
Rouens, two other pens of that variety being very highly
commended. In the Variety class the first were Dark Red
Malays, and the second Houdans. The two Selling classes con-
tained fifty-four entries ; there were many cheap lots, and
several extra prizes were awarded in both classes.

Pigeons.—Carriers stood first, and were single birds, the
quality being only moderate. The first prize went to a neat -

Black hen, the second to a young Blue cock. Pouters were good,
but there were only five entries, the first being a really good
White, and second Black Pied, both coming up well in measure-
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ment and general properties. Tumblers were a mixed class, but
two Almond cocks bore off the honours, nothing else approaching
them in winning properties. There were some good Jacobins ;
the first prize went to a Red cock, very good in all points, and
he won the medal for birds of the parish ; second came a Bed
hen, good in all points but flights, which were a little foul ; and
highly commended a Bed hen, failing a little in hood. Tiirbits
were a nice lot, and mostly noticed ; first stood a small good
Yellow, and second a grand Silver, with rather kitey bars. In
Fantails Mr. Loversidge was again first and second, but the
wind was too strong to show them to advantage. The first in
Olds was a very good White foreign, and second a moderate
Silver. The Variety class was large, and some good specimens
were shown, the first being a most perfect Grizzled I?riliback,
second a Nun, and third a Bed Barb.

Babbits were shown in pairs, the Lops numbering ten entries
;

the first and second good in length and general properties, but
the third, though large and good in other points, was rather
short. Fourteen pairs were shown in the Variety class, and
Bome of these vere very good; the first an almost perfect pair of
Silver-Greys, about half-grown; second Himalayans, good in
most points, but a little mousey on the feet; and third two neat
Belgian Hare Babbits ; several moderately good pairs coming in
for high commendations.

MALTON PIGEON SHOW.
This took place on the 11th inst.

TcMBLERS.~l, Miss Seanor, Leeds. 2, G. Bush, vlic, C. Anton, York, lie,

3Iisfl Seanor.
PocTiRS —1 and 2. J Blanchard, Driffield, vhc. Miss Seanor.
Jacobins.—1, J. Blancbard. 2. Miss Seanor.^ i;/ic, C. Auton (2); HiBS Seanor;

J. A conly, Rt sedale.
FA^TAILS.— 1, C. Aufon. 2, Miss Seanor. vhc, C. Anton ; Miss Seanor.
Cahbiers.—1, J. Alconly. 2, Miss Seanor. u/iC, C. Aut< n ; Miss Seanor.
Trcmpeters.—I, Mies Seanor. 2, J. W. Hide, r/ec, C. Anton.
Spots.— 1 and 2, J. MucJiJe, Malton.
TrBBiTS.— 1, C. Auton. 2, Miss Seanor. vhc, J. Alconly; J. Blanchard; C.

Anton.
Nuns.— 1. Miss Seanor. 2, J. Blanchard.
Barbs.— 1 and 2. Miss Seanor. fftc.C. Anton; J. Alconly.
Ant Variety.- 1 and 2, Miss Seanor. vlic, J. Blanchard ; C. Anton ; Miss

Seanor (8); J. Alconly.
Doi-Es.—1, T. Elms. 2, Miss Hnrtley.

Eabrits— Lonf/esi fars.—1 and 2. T. Myton, York. Extra 2. R. Addison, Malton.
Any other saricly.~-\. Miss H. Taylor, Malton. 2, H. Jones, Malton.

Judge.—Mr. Shaw, Newlay, near Leeds.

BIKMINGHAM BIRD SHOW.
This Show, which opened on the 18th inst., and will conclude

on Friday, is held in the Exchange Booms, New Street. The
following are the awards of the Judges, Messrs. Barnesby,
E. Sandell, jun., and A. Willmore :

—

No^w^c^.—C/ear Yellow.—'i and vhc, W. Walter. 2, J. Bexson. 3, J. Adams.
he, W. ^-hake&pear. Clear Bujff.—l, W. Walter. 2, J. Adams. 8, J. Bexson.
he, W. Smith.
Norwich.— Jlfarterf or Variegated YfUow.—l and 2, W. Smith. Marked or

Variegated B»Jf.— 1, J. Bexson. 2 and vhc, R. Simpson. 3, W. Shakespear.
Norwich.— C/c<ir and Ticked, high colour —I, Brown & Gayton. 2 and S, J.

Adams, vhe, W. Walter (2). he. R. t^]mpson. c, Hampton & Chamberlain.
Marked or Variegated, high colour.~l and ?'/tc, J. Adams. 2, Brown & Gayton.
3, Bsmpton & Chun berls n. c, F. Schwpiss.
HohV.'icR.—Marked or Variegated Crested Yellow,—!, C. Hillier. 2, F. Wood-

ward. S, J. Spencer. Marked or Variegated Crested BuJT.~l, W. C. Simpson.
2, F. Woodwaid. 9, W. i-hakeFpear. c, J. Roddam; F. Schweiss.
Belgian.- Clear and Ticked yeUoii'.—l, J. N. Harrison. Clear and Ticked

Bajr.-l, Withheld. 2, J. N. Harrison.
LiZARn —Gonlen-iipavgkd.—S, F. Schweisa. Bilvcr-spangled.—l and 3, C.

Greenwood. 2. Withheld.
Cinnamon.—Jon<iue.—l and 2- J. Adams. 3, J. Bexson. c, W.Smith. Buff.—

1 and 2, .1. Adams. 3, P. Simpson, c. J. Bexson.
GoLPFiNcu MvLE.—Evenly marked Buff.—l, Hampton & Chamberlain. 2, J.

Adams. 8. J- Bexson. c, F. Schweiss (21.

Goldfinch yirLF.—Any other Class of Yellow.—1, Wi'hheld. 2, J. Bexson.
Any other Clet-is of Buff.—l. Withheld. 2, J. Gunn. 3, F. Schweiss.
Goldfinch MiiLE.- Liarfc Jo7!(;i/i>—l, F Schweiss. 2. Withheld. S.Hamp-

ton & Chamberlain ; J. Bexson, Dai'k Mealy. -2, W. Smith. 3 and Equal 3, F.
Schweiss,

Six Norwich Canaries, irbespective of Colour.—1, J. Adams, 2, W.
Walter. 3, Rev G. Herbert, he, W. Smith ; F. Schweiss.
Miscellaneous.—1, F. Schweiss.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Goldfinch.—1, W. H. Cane, he, R. Pearson ; J. N. Harrison, c, J. Brittain.
Linnet.—1, J. N. Harrison, vlic. Rev. G. Herbert, lie, R. Pearson, c, W.

W. Ellerton.
Skylark.-Prize, F. Schweiss,
Blackbird,-Prize, F, Schweisa.
Song Thrush,- Hrize. Hampton & Chamberlain.
Starling —Prize, F. Schweiss,
Magpie —2, — VoiKt, Equal 2. F, Schweiss.
Jackdaw.—Prize, Master J. Bell, Branford.
Any other Varietv,-Prize and vhe, J. Mallett (Wood Lark).

FOREIGN BIilDS.
Red-headed Cardinal.—Singif.—l. Miss M, A. Robinson.
Any Variety of Waxjjills.—Pai>«.—1 — Voigt. Equal 1, F. Schweisa.

vlie, — Voitrt ; W. Walter.
Java Sparrows.— Pairs.—I. — Voigt.
Cocketeals.-PfltT«.— I, Miss M. A, Robinson, c, W. Walter.
Parakeets.-.4u*(ra/iaH or Broadtail.—i and he, M, George. Bing-nccked or

Indian.— \ and he, — VoiRt. vhe, — Schweiss,
Parrots.- iTiTii; —1. — Schweisa, Special 2, Mrs, Weeks. Green or any

other variety of Large, except Grey —1 and 2, — Schweiss. Grey.—l, Mrs. I>.
StaniforlU. 2, — Scliweiss. rftc. Mi&s SpraRue, c, Miss .lohnson,
CccKAioo.- Lcailbeater or Itose-breasttd.-l and 2, Miss M. A. Robinson.

Dlic, W. H. Wood, /ic, W.Walter -Schweiss. c, — Voigt. Lemon or Orange-

created.-!, M. George, -8, Withheld, Any other variety.—1, Miss M. A.
Robinson, vhc, — Vwigt ; Miss M. A. Robinson.
Foreign Bieds.-Jii)/ otlier variety.—Equal 1, — Voict (Toucan); P, T.

Warren (East Indian Lora). vlic.— Voigt (Glossv Starling and Mvno); W.
Walter (Parakeet)

: —Schweiss; M.Roberts iFlamingol. /k, — Voigt (Indian
Blue Bird anl Austrahau Lora). c, Mies M. A. Robinson.
Nightingales.—frize, B. Smith.
Marsh Tit,—2, E. Martin.

POUTEES, ANY OTHEE COLOUE OE MAEKINGS.
On the first day of January this year, there appeared in the

columns of The Journ.il of Houticdltuke a short paper of
mine upon the exclusion of this class of Pouters from some of
our shows. Those remarks have led to a lengthened debate,
partly conducted in this Journal, and partly in the pages of a
contemporary.
The controversy seems now to have attained a definite form.

It is self-evident that it is the North British Columbarian So-
ciety versus the Pouter breeders and fanciers of Scotland.
Mr, Wallace has replied, I presume, so far as he intends, and

he is supported by a writer dating from Greenock, unknown to
the fancy till his name appeared a few weeks ago. Mr. Stuart
and Mr. Buthven follow in the same " confusion worse con-
founded" style, each and all condemning me and those who
agree with me, for supporting a class for " mis-marked

"

Pouters; but anyone would have supposed that after reading
the eaiiy portion of the correspondence the true meaning of the
debate would at once have been seen. Indeed, my first paper
(see The Jouknal or Horticulture, 1st January, 1674) is so
plain that a very young fancier might have understood it from
the beginning.
The class in dispute, so far as I am concerned, is " Pouters,

any other colour or markings," as headed at the commence-
ment in The Journal of Horticulture, not ** mis-marked

"

Pouters, which I neither keep, breed for, nor ever supported.
Surely this is plain enough.
To Mr, Stuart's letter I do not reply, because it contains

neither argument nor fact, but on the other hand shows a spirit

to which I can be no party, and which does not sit gracefully

upon a young and ever-changeful fancier, therefore I decline all

further correspondence with him. Mr, Buthven quite surprised
me. I thought he would have sided with me out and out, as

I have not known him for many years to be possessed of, or to

have shown any one specimen that was not other than the
standard-coloured birds; indeed, the "oft-coloured" birds

seemed to be his special favourites. But there is an insinuation
tn Mr. Buthven's letter which I must notice. He says, " Mr.
Ure and Mr. Huie are very extensive breeders of the Pouter
class, and very enthusiastic fanciers I know, and from this very
fact they must obtain in experimenting to produce fine standard
colours an unusual number of mealies, chequers, and mis-
marked birds, consequently there may be a strong desire to hiive

classes to show them ofi." Now this is an insinuation which
neither Mr. Ure nor I deserve ; it will not be believed though
put in print, and I cannot look upon it in any other light than
unworthy of its author. I like all things put to the test, and I

shall so treat this matter. From Mr. tJre's loft and my own
combined, there are not one tithe of the " off-coloured " and
" mis-marked " birds produced which some of the smallest
Pouter breeders I know of turn out annually ; and one thing is

certain, which the show catalogues will prove—neither of us
show them as some others do.

I hope I am now done with this controversy, and await the
comments of my brethren in the Pouter fancy, not " a host " of

those who know nothing about the peculiar class. One thing I

am sure of is, that all committees of " first-rate " shows will

have one or more classes for "Pouters, any other colour or

markings." If not I must repeat that they will " not only be
damaging the Pouter fancy, but quarrelling with their ' bread
and butter.'"—J. Huie, Glasgotv.
[A letter from Mr. Ure on this subject shall appear next

week.

—

Eds.]

COMING RABBIT SHOWS.
Bury and Cirencester have managed to clash this year, but

of the two Bury is the better, having sis classes against four

of its rivals. Spanish, Angora, Himalayan, Silver- Grey, Any
other variety, and Selling classes, with prizes of 10s. and 5s.

form the prize list,

Cirencester has a class for the best Lop, Himalayan, Silver-

Grey, and Any other distinct variety, with the same prizes as

the last-mentioned Show. The Judge is Mr. Tegetmeier, who
has all the arbitration to do.

Middleton holds its next Exhibition on September 1st. The
classes for Babbits are six in number, distributed in exactly the
same manner as those of Bury, but with prizes of less value.

The Vale of Todmorden Show will taie place on Sept, 5th. The
classes assigned are similar to those of its two predecessors.
Long Sutton, on September 23rd and 2-lth, gives seven classes

with prizes of Ml and 10.s. to each, and an extra prize of two
guineas to the best Babbit in the Show. There is a class for
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Lop bncks, and one for Lop does, one for Silver-Greys (buck or

doe), and one for the heaviest. Then cornea a class for " Any
other pure breed (bucks)," and a like one for does follows. I

regret to see this arrangement, for where five distinct breeds
that are fjeuerally allowed a class each, are huddled-up iu one
class, the Judge cannot be expected to do justice to them, par-

ticularly if there should be anything like a large entry, and as

the prizes are rather higher than usual, such I suspect there will

be. A sale class with the price unrestricted finishes this badly-
arranged schedule, which I hope will be thoroughly revised
before nest year's Show.
A glance at any of the above-mentioned prii^e lists will show

that committees are more liberal in the number of classes they
give than hitherto; yet, as will be perceived, there is ample
room for additions to the number. But though Rabbits may
have more classes than they had formerly, are the prizes iu

these classes of sufficient value to encourage exhibitors to send
their stock ? I think not. Exhibitors, as a rule, do not care to

send valuable Rabbits to a show where, though they may be
almost certain of winning, the first prize is about 7s. Gd., well
knowing that the entry fees and carriage to and from the show
often takes nearly if not all of the prize money.
As an instance of the support given to exhibitions which will

give liberal prizes, let me refer to the Leeds Ornithological
Show, held in April last, when no less than 120 Rabbits were
entered in four classes. Why ? Because the prizes were worth
the attention of fanciers, being a silver medal for first, and Ifls.

for second in each class, except the sale class, which had a silver

eup for first, a silver medal second, lO.s. third, and 5.9. fourth.
The consequence of this liberality was, that forty Rabbits were
shown iu this class alone. Here, then, is an iustance of a show
which, giving good prizes and well-arranged classes, secured
itself one of the largest entries of the season.
Exhibitions after September are few and far between, but the

Crystal Palace schedule will doubtless renuire a short notice.

—

A RiBBiT Fancieb.

DRIVING AND UNITING SWAKMS.
As "F. C." and others want to know which is "the best

time of the day for driving and uniting bees," I shall here state
that we have always found the afternoon or evening to be better
for this work than the earlier parts of the day. After the
labours of the day are over bees are at home, and may be driven
hitker and thither at will without molestation from the bees of
other hives flying about. Of course, if bees are not at work they
may be driven as quietly at 12 o'clock noon as at Gr.ji., but
for those who have not their evenings to spare, let me say that
bees can be easily driven iu warm weather at any time of the
day. In cold weather, and when they have been nestling for
some time amongst the centre combs (and not at work), they
are more difficult to drive. They are reluctant to leave their
cozy quarters. In cold weather we feed the bees before we
begin to drive them, by pouring halt a pint of syrup over the
combs and bees. In about fifteen or twenty minutes after they
have been fed the heat of the hive, together with the gladness
and noise of the bees, becomes very great. They are now easily
driven. Even in the coldest months of winter bees thus treated
may be readily driven into other hives. In very cold weather
we carry them into a vinery or a room of a dwelling house when
about to drive and unite them. All this is stated that bee-
keepers may know and bear in mind that warm weather and
warm hives cause bees to run better and faster when driving
and artificial swarming are practised. In hot honey weather
four minutes' drumming will be ample for an artificial swarm,
and from fifteen to twenty minutes' constant drumming will
drive nearly all the bees into an empty hive.
As to the best time of the day for uniting swarms I think there

can be but one opinion—viz., about sunset. We frequently
drive bees in the forenoon, and unite them in the afternoon.
By feeding the hive to receive the bees some twenty minutes
before the union takes place, fighting is prevented. Feeding
thus, we throw the bees of the hive into a state of hilarity and
joy. Dr. Gumming has told us that honey to breakfast makes
people sweet-tempered. Perhaps this was said by way of banter.
We all know that a child with a lump of sugar candy in his month
is difficult to exasperate, and that bees after being well fed are
not disposed to quarrel and fight. This, touching bees, cannot
be too widely known and practised. As soils are prepared for
the reception of seeds, hives should be prepared for the re-
ception of bees. Inattention to this particular will be frequently
followed by failure. As bees know each other by smell, I use
and recommend minted syrup when xiniting swarms. Success
is certain if these conditions are complied with. By feeding
bees at sunset, and casting a swarm amongst them twenty
minutes after, we have never failed in uniting swarms, and very
often without the loss of a bee. If bees united abstain from
fighting for fifteen minutes at first, they do not fight at all. A
union lasting as life is thus cemented.
Such is our practice and experience ; but there are other ways

of uniting swarms. Chlorofoim, a puff-ball, are resorted to in

this work of unions. Both of these when properly used produce
prostration and unconsciousness amongst bees. They fall from
their combs as dead bees, and may be safely united in their
state of unconsciousness and helplessness. The use of chloroform
and puff-ball is so hurtful and dangerous to bee life that I
follow, and recommend others to follow, a more safe and merciful
course.
As the honey hives of " F. C." are at one end of his garden,

and his young stocks at the other, he seeks for advice how to
proceed. He has not told us whether he wishes his stocks to
remain where they are, or whether he wishes them to occupy
the place of the old ones. It does not signify. He should drive
all the bees from the old stocks into empty hives first, then
bring the stocks and bees together at 7 o'clock p.m., and unite
them as described above. There is but little risk at this season
in changing the positions of hives iu a garden, if all be moved
at once ; the bees could be taken to the stocks, or the stocks to
the bees, or both on being united could be placed half way
between the two stands, or in any other part of the garden. But
let it be understood, if sucli change of position be contemplated
and undertaken, all the hives must go at the same time. One
hive left on a stand from which others were removed but a short
distance would draw the bees that returned to the stand from
their new position. We have known bees removed from one
side of a dwelling house and from one side of a garden to the
other side without injury, but then all the hives were removed
at once.
The hive that gathered 10 lbs. of honey in one day belongs to

Mr. Sheai'er, near Huntly, in the north of Scotland. The case
was mentioned to stimulate the apiarians in the south. " They
are far behind who cannot follow."—A. Pettighew.

THE HONEY SEASON.
It is difficult not to feel envious as one reads the accounts

now coming-in from many parts of the country telling of glorious
harvests of honey, while no such plenty has blessed one's own
vicinity. I wiU not say utter barrenness is our experience per
contra, but it is as near to that as possible. I left home on the
18th of July for the Lizard district in Cornwall, and was absent
three weeks. My bees at home had managed in the splendid
comet weather to recover themselves somewhat, and honey was
glistening in many cells, but evidently gathered with difficulty.

On my return home three weeks later, hearing of abundant
rains in many quarters, I hoped to find that my own bees had
shared in the good luck reported from other parts of England.
Not so, alas ! on the contrary, my bees had fallen olf unquestion-
ably, breeding had quite ceased in most hives, and all was still

as in September, that dreariest of months for bee-keepers. The
cause of all this poverty in our country is that which has pre-
vailed throughout this remarkable season—namely, the absence
of moisture. Rains have fallen elsewhere in abundance, floods

even occurring in some places ; here nothing beyond a good
shower occasionally from the 14th of April to the 7th of August,
showing a drought unparalleled in this west English county.
Grass is only just beginning to grow. The curious thing is,

that only a few miles from us there has been a fair quantity of

rain. Nevertheless, matters are certainly much better than they
were last year. Then every hive was pauperised ; now half my
stock is sufficiently supplied with sealed honeycomb to survive
the winter, and the rest will only require partial feeding. More-
over, I have actually harvested from two or three hives several
pounds of honey.

Curiosity moved me to carry-oS a " turnout " hive into Corn-
wall, as I did two years ago, the history of which hive was given
in this Journal. I wished to see if they would do as well as they
did then. They travelled well, and were full of brood all sealed-

up at the expiration of my three-weeks holiday ; but although
the weather was generally fine, and heather was within reach
as well as clover, the result was certainly no more increase to

their stores than 3 or 4 lbs. of honey at the utmost I and yet
I took down rather more bees than I did two years ago. They
travelled well thither, but remembering how the heat of the
train caused the collapse of the comb two years ago, we thought
it advisable to destroy the bees the day before our return, save
only the queen and a few workers. These were fortunately

saved, as I found one of my hives which had recently swarmed
minus a queen. Over these the rescued queen with all the
brood was immediately put. I had the pleasure of seeing her
majesty well received by her new subjects.

It is to be hoped that further reports may be sent-in from
other parts of England. I am curious to learn if in the great

plains of Berkshire, Lincolnshire, or elsewhere, droughts have
prevailed as largely as in our smaller Somersetshire levels.

—

B. & W.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Young Dorkings at Bishop Auckland Suow. — AJJow me to inform

you that I took first and second prizes for young Dorkings.—C. Widdas,
Howdcn-lc-Wt:ay.
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Books (TF. B.). — Oar " Poaltry-keoper's Manual " f^ivea all the essential
information you need. If you enclose Rixty-thi-ee stamps with your address
yon can have it post free. {D. B., Enjicldl—Oar " Bee-keeping for the Many."
Yon can have it free by post if you enclose five postage stamps with yonr
address.

BRnjGEND Poultry Show.—The first prize for Polish was awarded to
Mr. Bloodworth, and not to Mr. Joues, as stated in the prize list, the birds of
these exhibitors having been placed in the wrong pens.

Fowls' Legs ScriRFY (Tettciihalll—Iiab the legs with citrine ointment
daily. You can obtain it of any chemist.

Rain VRoDVCTrm op Food {J. C ).—It is possible to have too much of a
good thiny, and jnat as we often long for sunshine in April and May, bo we
have wished and waited for rain for some weeks past. We are convinced it

is as beneficial to the poultry as to the garden. You need only look at the
grass run. Ten days since it was plain unrelieved brown ; the passage of a
chicken raised a dust, and the poor, dead, moulted feathers flew about with-
out hindrance. You might as well look for animal life and food on a London
gas-pipe as on the parched surface. Now there ia a shade of green, the earth
is pleasant to walk upon, and at daybreak the lon^ voyages of discovery un-
dertaken by the chickens will show they know food may be bad for the
seeking.

Fowls in Confined Space—Eating Home-fatted Chickens (A. G.).—
We are answerable only for our own writincr, that is enough for anyone. If
you had wi-itten to ua we could have told you, you could not rear chickens in
the space you name. It was larq^e enough only during the first fortnight.
We advise you in future to " go in " for eggs. Perhaps you will say as one of
our correppondeutfl did lately, that " it is very hard to keep poultry and never to
eat a chicken." We are by no means sure those who keep the largest number
of fowls eat the moat poultry. Proverbial wisdom says, " The cobbler's wife
is the worst-shod woman." You say there is such a satisfaction in eating
that you have had something to do in producincr. We will meet that diffi-

culty. Have a email fatteuiug-coop made. (" Fowls," by Baily, page 96). Buy
four or six well-grown, lean, but fleshy cbickeng, put them up, and fatten
them yourself. You can do this at small expense. You have space enough,
but mind the fattening chickens must not be in any place used by birds at
liberty.

Depectite Fowls (G. IF.).—Get rid of the faulty birds at once. Every
mouthful they eat is waste. " Poor little pets," as they are called, are the
plague and bane of the poultry-yard. They eat as much as the best birds,
and cannot make any return for it. Where only fancy is concerned, do as you
please ; but if you want to show a balance, you must forswear sentiment.

Keeping [Fowls Profitably {Sarah).~Yon must keep account of the
food consumed, and strike an average. With such meagre statistics as you
provide, we cannot do it. The condition of the birds, whether recently par-
chased, the nature of their run, the breed of them, all have to be taken into
consideration.

Avoid Depectite Stock (J. J.).—Never breed from a cock with a dis-
qualifying fault.

Watery Swelling on Hamburgh's Earlobe (T. L.).—We were not aware
any query had escaped us. We are sorry if it is so. The white skin is only
the outer sac or covering. The lobe withm is perfectly red. If you think it
is a watery swclUng, puncture it so that it will not show from "the outside,
and let the contents escape. If it increase much in size, wash it freqnencly
with a strong eolation of alum and water. It is very unnsual for any hen to
lay thirteen eggs in thirteen days. It has not been very uncommon for
a Spangled Hamburgh to sit. Our experience in Bla^k Hamburghs is

not as great. We have, however, known a Pencilled hen sit and reai- a
brood.

Base Brahmas lCJianging).-^T>o not give up your Brahmas. They and
Cochins are the only birds that will suit you, because they are the only breeds
that respect fences. The non-sitters—Hamburghs, CrOve-Cceurs, Houdans,
and Spanish "fly like Pheasants." If yon kept "any of these you must cut
one wing close, and even then we believe they would struggle over the
fence.

Fowls for Limited Space (G. H.).—Some fowls are not fitted for a con-
fined space, and it is probable those you describe as barndoor are of tho num-
ber. The Game cock haw caught the disease from the hens. Do tbey get the
sun ? We should prefer the light sandy soil to the ashes for the flooring of
the house. We should alter the feeding by giving gi-ouud oats or barleymeal
slacked with water in the morning, house scraps at mid-day, evening same as
morning. Give them some lettuce, especially those that "are gone to seed,
and let them have dust heapg. On these conditions you can choose your
breed. Keep twenty-four fowls in your space. They should be Brahmas or
Cochin B.

Brahmas Broody (JVo nice).—Light Brahmas are not more prone to sit
than any other birds, and you must, as in any other case, consider that the
ordinary course of tilings cannot be altered, even though it should interfere
with our wishes or arrangements. Broodiness is their rest. It is the sign of
pnberty, and their growth ceases ; but beauty of form and plumage, excellence
of condition, and general merit remain, and cannot fail to be appreciated.
If they cannot be winning chickens on account of their precocity, they will
be beautiful adults next January and February, because the blush of youth
will remain upon them.

Pigeons Neglecting to Feed One op Their Young Ones (G. C).—
Pigeons will frequently do this. There is no cure if the birds be well supplied
with food. Perhaps they are aware that one bird ia too weak to Uve, and
treat it as the Hindoos are said to treat their sick or aged relatives—leave it
to die.

White Clover {A. J. 17.).—Bees prefer the white before any other species
of clover. A row of it between rows of peas and beans in your garden would
not injure them, but the clover would be productive of very little honey in
such a situation.

Emptv Bee Hives in Garden—Following a Swarh (Morning Watch).
—It is not illegal to have hives with comb in them left in a garden after the
bees are dead. No one can legally follow a awarm of his beea on to another
person's land. He should goto that person and ask permission to recover the
swarm.

Uniting Swarms (B. B ).—We cannot approve of putting so many swarms
mto one box in June and July. Probably you would have had more honey to
take now, and more stocks lor another year, if you had kept your swarms
separate. Thoagh you may have failed to find the qneens cost out of Taylor's

hive, they were, doobtless, destroyed. We think that the 32 lbs. gained in
the time mentioned by you is very good, and that as you are desirous to have
some honey your better way will be to remove No. 2 box, and take all the
honey you can get from it, then replace it on the hive. If some of the
centre combs are filled with brood they could remain undisturbed, by cutting
out the honeycomb only. If the weather become fine your bees should gather
from the heather SJlbs. more. If they do, you may have a second harvest of
honeycomb in about a month.

Vermin on Canary (Ynis-n-Cwm).—')dr. Brent says—*' The red mites or
cage bugs are a ppecies of Acarus. They live in the cracks and joining of the
cages, and at night sally forth to suck and annoy the birds; they multiply in
great numbers about the cage and in the neets, tormentiug the poor birds,
catiHing the death of the young, and frequently of the old birds likewiBe. Some
fanciers have reconimouded the use of tbe Persian insect-deetroying powder;
but I have not tried it, finding that by thoroughly cleaning the cages, saturating
the oracka with linseed oil, and then filling them with flowers of sulphur, and
duwting sulphur among the birds' feathers, also by cleaning the nest and
sprinkling powdered sulphur in, that I can get rid of these pests. "Wherever
any floury or mouldy appearance is noticeable about the joins or crevices of

the cage, these torments to the birds may be suspected, and no time should.
be lost in giving them notice to quit."

METEOEOLOQICAIi OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Loq^. 0° 8' 0" W. : Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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scent), Gloire de Dijon, Prince Gamille de EoUan, Abel Grand,
Dupuy-Jamain, Louis Van Houtte, lioule de Neige (Uttle

scent).—AiiiTEUR, Aigburth, Liverpool.

"WHAT ARE GARDEN HOUSES AND PITS?
With a view to elicit something like au editorial opinion on

a subject in which writei-a on gardening seem decidedly to

diiier, I ask. Is it right to call a glass structure divided into

compartments one house ; or ought it to be named according

to the number of its divisions ? I ask this question without

the least intention of cavilling or finding fault with those who
consider a number of vineries, pineries, or the like as one. My
object is simply to obtain something like uniformity, for al-

though I have been in the habit of considering every compart-
ment an individual house in garden phrase, I am not by any
means sure that I am right. I may be told that a house of

another kind may be divided into any number of rooms and
still be only one house, but this definition hardly applies to

glass structures devoted to horticulture ; and I presume as a

ipody we have the same privileges that other classes have of

making laws for ourselves, and consequently of deciding what
a certain term implies in garden vernacular. Taking two terms
for structures met with in every garden of note, some under-
standing ought to be come to as to what they respectively mean
—houses and pits.

Beginning with pits, I find a great difference of opinion,

some calling every glass structure having a fermeutiug bed in

it " a pit," no matter what its size is ; others limit the term to

a smaller description of building. Perhaps it may appear pre-

sumptuous for me to say that I have been in the habit of calling

every structure a house which has a legitimate pathway into

or through it, and only such smaller enclosures as have no such
pathways nor modes of ingress and egress for visitors, I should
call pits. At the same time they must not be moveable but

fixed on a foundation of brick or stone, or otherwise secured

to their position to entitle them to the name of pits ; while

those of a moveable kind might be termed frames, limiting the

latter name to such as are moveable as a whole, but not to

include such structures as are prepared to be taken to pieces

for removal at the expiration of a tenancy.

Coming now to the houses, assuredly it must be wrong to

call a range formed into a number of compartments by di-

visions one house, even where all the compartments are devoted

to the cultivation of one kind of fruit, or one description of

plants, as is done in the description of the noble vineries at

Longleat, in a recent number of The .Touexal of Horticul-
ture, wherein it is stated the fine span-roofed house of 216 feet

long by 32 feet wide, is divided into three compartments. Would
it not be more fair to say there were three houses? for sin larity

of build is not enough to entitle all three or more to ht^ called

one, otherwise in many places ranges of several hundrf ". feet

might claim the same distinction, for outwardly the line of

roof and general contour is the same throughout. Perhaps it

may be urged that when a number of houses are all devoted to

the cultivation of one kind of fruit ; for instance. Grapes, the

terming them one house is applicable or excusable, but I

hardly think it is.

I would also ask some of your many correspondents to in-

form us where the largest vineries are to be found. If I am
not mistaken, some one has described those at Clovenfords

(Mr. W. Thomson's), as being even larger than that at Long-
leat, assuming it may be regarded as one, which I am un-

willing to do. I may be wrong as to the size of Mr. Thom-
son's vineries, as I have not seen them, but I have seen other

large houses, and as far back as 18G0 described two at Mr.

Meredith's, Garston, near Liverpool, one being planted with
black Grapes the other with white, and each house was Ml feet

long by 32 feet wide without any division. Subsequently, some
half dozen years ago or more, I found that Mr. Meredith had
erected two more vineries still larger than the first, being, 1

believe, upwards of 200 feet long and 32 feet wide ; these were

also without divisions. With the exception of two glass houses

near Maidstone, those last mentioned at Mr. Meredith's are

the largest houses for fruit-growing that I have ever seen
;

and in point of area occupied they were, perhaps, larger than

the Maidstone houses, one of which was 387 feet long, and the

other 377, both being 10 feet wide inside. One of these was

occupied entirely with Peaches, the other partly with Peaches

and some Grapes. The houses last referred to are what are

usually called "half-span;" a short north light being united

to a steep front one, gave more roof than is uuially the

case with houses of greater width. All these houses are un-
divided, and consequently cannot be described otherwise than
as one house. Larger houses may exist, but I have not seen
any devoted to fruit-culture that exceed these; nurserymen,
however, sometimes have larger plant houses. Some of the
largest and in other respects fine houses of this kind that I

have seen, are at Messrs. Smith's nursery, Worcester, but I

forget the precise dimensions. They were each devoted to

some special purpose, as a Eose house, au orchard house, and
a house for hardwooded plants.

What, then, constitutes a house as usually understood when
the term is applied to a glass .structure ? And If every com-
partment is to entitled to that name, might not the distinction
of " a series of houses," be applied in some of those cases
where the singular number only is used ?—J. Eobson.

NOTES ON LIFTING FBUIT TREES.
EooT-rRUNiNG fruit trees dates from a period anterior to

that of " lifting " them biennially or trienuially, in order to

continue them fruitful, but of a manageable size in a small
space. The founder of the system was the veteran pomologist
and rosarian, Mr. Elvers, of Savbridgeworth, who in his
"Miniature Fruit Garden," seventeenth edition, tells us in
the introduction that his " attention was drawn to the benefits

fruit trees derive from root-pruning and frequent removal,
about the year 1810." This will undoubtedly give us the date
of lifting, and, I think, of systematic root-pruning also ; for

though we have root-pruning alluded to before, so meagre
were the details that no one could tell upon what subject to

act, nor where to begin and end. The cutting-off a few roots

was all that was considered necessary to lessen the growth of

wood and induce fruitfulness. Our nurserymen from a remote
date have, no doubt, been root-pruners and lifters of fruit

and other trees in the course of business, quite as much to

keep them with good roots and saleable as for any other
purpose, they being unconscious of the effects on the fruit-

fulness of the trees. Mr. Elvers was the first to reduce
root-pruning to a system. Mcintosh certainly mentions " a
rational mode" as adopted in the gardens of Lord Mans-
field in Perthshii'e, " by cutting the roots of the trees nearly
to their stems," but gives no date, and mentions it as an
"adoption," not invention. The first notice I remember of

seeking fruitfulness by acting on the roots is by Evelyn ; but
the " paring" of the roots we can only conclude to have acted
by the disturbance at their origin tending to the emission of

fresh fibres, on the presence of which near the surface depends
fruitfulness.

Lifting, which tends to multiply roots by preventing the
formation, or at least the continued extension, of the thick
and fibreless roots with a tendency to go down into the cold,

wet, unameliorated soil, appears the most rational, and, what
is better in practice, the most effectual mode of promoting
fruitfulness ; but we must not practise it without discrimi-

nation, for it should not be forgotten that there is diversity of

root as well as disposition and form of head or branch. Some
trees or stocks have naturally fibrous roots put forth at and
near the stem. Such they may have when very young, yet
these fibrils soon enlarge, becoming thick and long with the
fibres at their extremities ; hence theso are not fitting subjects

for lifting, as from the character of the roots the operation is

attended with, if only moderately distantly practised, great

retardation of growth and considerable loss of vitality, not
uufrequently proving fatal. Instances of these descriptions of

tree or stock are the Crab and Apple from pips, the Pear, and
the Cherry. Lifting if practised upon them seems not to be at-

tended with any good result. It unquestionably tends to pro-

mote their fruitfulness, but the roots would appear not to be
multiplied in suUicient numbers to cater for the increased

crop so as to permit of their attaining a full size ; the fruit

for some time after the operation being considerably less lu

size though greater in quantity than on subjects not having
their roots interfered with after planting. Lifting and root-

pruning are not, so far as I have experience, nearly so well

adapted for them as for the other description of trees, those

of a much more decided surface-rooting and fibrous character.

Lifting, however, frequently resorted to, with trees on free

stocks

—

i.e., the Crab, Pear, and Cherry, gives a check to

growth greater than is experienced by trees on the " dwarf "

stock, the former being longer in recovering from the efi'ects of

removal and consequent loss of roots. The trees mostly show
the effect of removal by an attempt at fruitfulness ; I say
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attempt, because the result does not warrant our saying more,

the fruit being small, and no sooner are the roots again in

possession of the soil than they depart from the fibrous

character given by the lifting, and strike out long in quest of

nourishment, soon becoming thick and fibreless. At the same
time as the roots extend considerably the head commences
to make long shoots, which no amount of stopping will restrain.

True, the head may be kept in reasonable bounds by pinching

or stopping, but the trees will not form fruit buds ;
on the

contrary, they will exhibit the desire to grow by putting out an

infinity of spray. It is the nature of the tree, albeit the root,

to grow in that way, and who can control Nature ? Is it not

better with subjects of this kind to allow the branches to

extend, suffering no pruning nor disturbance of the balance

between the roots and branches beyond what is necessary for

the proper disposition of the branches '.' Should we not secure

a greater, finer produce, and earlier than if the trees were sub-

jected to frequent manipulation of the shoots in summer and

of the roots in winter, allowing them to grow not restraiued of

necessity, no pruning whatever being practised but what is

absolutely necessary to keep the head open for the due ad-

mission of light and air, and to secure the form of tree wished ?

" WeU, the trees will become standards that may not be grown
at less than 21 feet ap.art, giving but seventy-five trees to the

acre !" " Think you not that these seventy-five trees, which

may yield their twenty bushels per tree, will not afford as

good a return as the same kind of trees at half the distance

apart, or 12 feet, 302 trees root-pruned and summer-pinched?
Yes, that they will, and double, both in quality and quantity."

I have seen both Apples and Pears on the " free " stock,

dwarfed with a result characterised only by sterility or insig-

nificant fruit.

There are some kinds of Apple and Pear which on the " free
"

stock are proUfic at an early age ; they yield as fine or finer

fruit, and are as manageable as those on the dwarfing stock.

But a majority are so free in growth, their tendency so in

unison with that of the stock as to be ill-restrained, the very

act of restraining them by pruning causing the head to become
thick and stunted, just as if the tree had in the first instance

been suffered to become a large tree, and then the branches

sawn off to what they are, the spray upon them being the

result of the removal of the head. No tree on the free stock

makes shoots approaching a yard long, without in the next year

from almost every eye starting a short stubby shoot crowned
by a tuft of leaves, a spur, and in due course a fruit bud.

Shorten such a shoot one or two thirds its length, and it will

in the following year put out from a majority of the eyes shoots

of considerable strength, scarcely any having the short stubby

spur type, and not unfrequently the shoots so monopolise the

sap that the eyes below them remain dormant. So convinced

am I of the injurious eft'ect of severe pruning upon trees on the

free stock, and of root-pruning except under special circum-

stances, that I feel justified in thus protesting against the

practice.

Without pruning the trees would grow wild ; this I know.
The pruning should be of a kind to prevent this, and no more.
Encouragement should be given to the spurs, their formation

and maturation, and not to growth for no possible purpose but

to be cut away, hoping that spurs may result. Vain hope !

The tree is bent upon growth, refases to be restrained ; the

more it is cut at the more it will grow. Root-prune it and ob-

tain fertility. Faint ray this of fruitfulness. In a year or

two the roots will have recovered ; they will fashion the head
again after their kind, the growth in a few years being almost

as free as ever. Why, what is it that necessitates pruning ?

Culture—man making the tree assume a form upon a wall or

trellis contrary to its natural habit, training the shoots hori-

zontally when the natural habit is to grow upright or oblique;y.

This is one reason certainly, and another may be said to be in

removing such shoots as interfere with the spurs and fruit by
depriving them of light, air, and nutrition. But are there

none other? Yes, there is one more, and may be others, one
very often lost sight—limiting them to a space altogether in-

adequate to that which their growth demands. Do we not
often see trees that, whilst growing and covering the space

allotted to them, progressing in growth and fruitfulness each
succeeding year after establishment, no longer to do so when
the elongation of the branches ceases ? The branches become
spray instead of clusters of spurs, two or more crops of the spray
requiring to be removed in a season. Think you it would be
BO were the branches allowed to extend—that barrenness would
ensue, root-pruning be necessary, and not rather that this

extension would result in fruitfulness? One-half the ills of

fruit trees are due to our not giving them what their nature

requires. It is all very well to dwarf a tree. It takes up less

space, enables us to have greater variety, but wo should dis-

criminate with what and upon which subjects we act. Free

stocks mean large trees. The Crab is a tree, and so is the

Pear, also the Cherry. Stunted and dwarfed they may be by

frequent destruction of the roots, by cramping them, and by

growing in a starving soil, but they will give poor small fruit.

It cannot be said that making them bear brings quality and

size. Nothing of the kind talies place. At the best they are

bad rooters, and in consequence are not equal to the support

of a mass of growth suddenly converted into spurs for blossom

or fruit.

Numerous instances might be quoted as coming under my
observation of the utter inutility of a systematic persistence

in lifting and root-pruning young fruit trees on tho free stock ;

but I will content myself by naming two, the one relating to

young trees, and the other to aged trees. In the case of young

trees I may state that I had for some walls for Pears, which it

was desirable to cover as soon as possible, trained trees of

large size having a spread of branches of from 12 to 18 feet.

They were well-furnished trees, and in a bearing state, and

had from frequent removal—every second year, capital roots,

and all took well. They gave a sprinkling of fruit the next

three seasons, very small the first, a little better the second,

and better the third season after planting. They had recovered

the last planting, and made shoots characteristic of the roots.

The growth was thought to be too free, and lifting being resorted

to, opportunity was afforded of noting the runaway nature of

the roots, and the absence of fibres near the stem, very few

beuag emitted from the thick roots cut in the late removal, a

few only being put out from their extremities, and those had

become already comparatively thick and long—wonderfully so

in so short a time. Growth the following year was poor, eome

trees making very small and few leaves, and the blossoming

was weak, no flowers setting, or, if any did, they dropped off

prematurely.
These trees were ten to twelve years from the graft, had

been lifted every alternate year up to seven, and then in the

third. If lifting causes fruitfulness, why did it not do so in

this case ? I admit the want of fruitfulness to be counteracted

by the lifting ; and though the removal did cause the forma-

tion of fruit buds in the season following the lifting, the roots

had made such poor progress as to be unable to afford nutri-

ment for and bring to a full size the resulting fruit. It could

not be due to any other cause than lifting, for trees on the

same stock and of the same age bore plenty of fine fruit. I

have noted the like result from Apples and Cherries on the free

stock—the year after removal the trees are scarcely able to

exist ; and notably I may allude to Cherries and some Pears

putting out a few leaves, aud after a short time drying up.

Last autumn we lifted about two hundred, some on the free

stock and others on the dwarf stock. They were in both in-

stances large trees, and were lifted because they had been

planted too deeply, a not uncommon error in planting. Pro

bably they had been planted eight or nine years—not for a less

time than the first. The difference in the rooting of the two

stocks was very remarkable. Those on the free stocks it was

impossible to move with more than a few thick roots without a

particle of soil ; those on the dwarf stocks were in every instance

moved with balls of earth, and numbers of feeders beautifully

fresh and white emanating from the main root-stem at, or a

very little below, the surface of the soil. The difference in

the growth it is scarcely necessary to note. Those on the free

stock are barely alive ; three Pears out of about fifty trained

trees and the same number of pyramids have not put out a

single leaf, the delinquents being a Beurn:- Giffard and Marie

Louise, a Beurrc de Capiaumout being now in full blossorn,

not having put out a leaf until after midsummer. All on this

stock (free) are no more than alive : they blossomed, or strove

to do so, abundantly, but failed. What a different prospect

those on the dwarf stock present ! All have made abundant

foliage, short stubbv shoots, and are carrying fruit; not so

much, perhaps, as would have been the case had they not been

Hfted, but enough to show both in foHage and fruit the ad-

vantage of rooting and feeding possessed by the dwarf stock

over the free, both in the Apple, Pear, and Cherry.

The best example of the effects of root-pruning a large free

stock is a natural one—the Crab itself—blown over by a high

wind, the roots being broken off on one side, and on the other

partially. This tree the year following had a hard struggle for
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life, for not only were the roots upheaved on one side, but they
were partially or wholly broken at the other. It managed to
blossom and to put forth its leaves, sufficiently so for the con-
version of almost every bud into a fruitful state, for the year
following, or second after the natural lifting, it bore an immense
number of fruit, very small indeed, even for Crabs. No growth
of note was made in either of those years ; but along the cen-
tral branches (which were, from the throwing-over of the tree,

horizontally placed), some knobs or excrescences appeared,
and from some of them a small shoot was noticeable. In the
season following, from those knobs issued shoots which in
three seasons have made 'J to 12 feet of perpendicular height,
some almost at their base as thick as my wrist, and though so
strong they are not unfruitful—in fact, large fine Crabs are
produced.

This Crab tree is an example of the whole of ruy observa-
tion and experience in root-pruning and lifting Apples on this

stock, and all fruit trees on the free stock. ISringing the
branches into a horizontal position causes the upright sappy
shoots, which are such a plague in all cultivated trees on walls,

trellises, etc. Their removal answers only to confine them to

a given space ; it does not hasten, but renders more distant
the bearing, convincing me that trees on the free stock are

not for small gardens where they cannot attain their full

proportions. The very act of restraining them, though in-

ducing temporary fertility, renders them more barren, and
instead of causing spurs to be formed, young strong growths
are made, and the tree, on being root-pruned, appears as if

resuscitated; fresh roots and new shoots being formed, which
monopolise the sap, the old becoming enfeebled, decaying
slowly but surely, and fruit shows itself, not on the old, but
on the new parts.—G. Abbey.

THE ROSE ELECTION.
Time draws on for the calling-in of the voting papers. I

should wish to get the returns printed if possible in the last

week of September. As there is a large amount of labour in

the summing-up, I shall be glad to have the returns from all

intending voters as soon as possible. I propose to keep the
poll open till Saturday the 5th of September, but I shall be
grateful to have the returns as soon as possible. Often they
are informal, and necessitate my replying, which delays the
whole.
The question I again give : Name what you consider the

best fifty Koses in cultivation (this, of course, includes any
Hose in commerce of whatever kind), and underline the best

twenty of these fifty.

—

Joseph Hixtox, Warminster.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.
Db. Denny and myself are anxious to get up some good

prizes open to everyone for bedding Geraniums, subject only
to the condition that the raiser's name be attached to each
plant. Will any of my friends assist us ? Any contributions
to this object will be gladly received by me, and the names wiU
be published in the papers. We are each prepared to give five

guineas, and any assistance will be welcome. Our object is to

gather together all the best varieties in the country, so that
all may have an opportunity of seeing which are the best

worth cultivation.—J. E. Pearson, Cliilwdl.

I HOPE some one will do as " C. S. B." suggests, and con-
tribute some fuller notes on bedding Ger.iniums, stating at

the same time the soil and treatment under which they suc-

ceeded. When Geraniums are not bedded-out, as in many
parts of the London parks, till the third week in June, they
are not likely to make any growth so as to come into bloom
till nearly the end of August. This I can testify, that by the
llth of June many beds of Geraniums, especially in the Green
Park, were not planted ; and even at the Crystal Palace, when
I was at the Bose Show on the 20th of June, there were plenty
of empty beds to be found. What chance had Geraniums,
especially newer sorts propagated in spring, to succeed when a

dry cold June was followed by a hot dry July? Young plants

never got any hold of the ground in many cases till rain fell

after the 27th of July, and plants must grow before they
can flower. I am glad " C. S. B." speaks out about Vesuvius.
I grew it one season longer than I otherwise should because it

was so much cracked-up, but nothing would induce me to

make another bed of it. Though Pink Queen is a shy bloomer
till the plants get established, yet it is in very fine blcooi

here. Several kinds besides Vesuvius are apt to shed their
petals with hot dry sun or wind, notably Darius and Jeau
Sisley.

I fear none of the true Gold and Bronze section of Gera-
niums will be as strong as Beauty of Calderdale, Her Majesty,
Kentish Hero. The very absence of chlorophyll (the green
colouring matter of the leaves) will prevent this. Still Imp6-
ratrice Eugouie, Crowa Prince, Pisine Victoria, Earl Bosslyn,
and my namesake, Rav. C. P. Peach (which last seems the
strongest-growing of all the true Gold and Bronze section),
will always repay extra trouble. Mrs. Lowe, Amaranth, Violet
Hill, Charley Casbon are both growing and blooming well here,
but then they were planted out before the end of May, and
were good plants when put out.

I despair of getting either a good white of the Madame
Vaueher type, or a good one of the Francois Desbois style.

Gloire de Oorbenay was the best I ever had.
Many Geraniums, as well as double Marie Lemoine, would

be better planted out as old plants, for other plants besides
doubles do but little good till July is nearly over. Of strong
growers, Col. Holdeu and Dr. Tait would suit many. Chief
Justice was far too strong here, and had to be discarded. I
hope others may record their opinions.—C. P. Peach.

LITTLE HEATH MELON.
I CAN bear testimony to the great merit of Monro's Little

Heath Melon. In four lights of an ordinary brick pit I had
fourteen good fruit, the largest weighing 5 lbs. They had no
bottom or top heat other than sun heat, as the pit was filled

with leaves only early in January for Potatoes, the Melons
being planted after the Potatoes were taken up. The flavour,

however, is not first-rate, although better than that of many
varieties I have grown.

I may add that Gilbert's Victory of Bath has proved very
good with me this year. It is very early and of good flavour,

also an excellent bearer ; I cut fifteen of fair size—-from 2 to

3 lbs. each—out of two lights.—T. Prossek, Gardener, Bridge
Hill House, Canterbury.

Undoubtedly the Little Heath Melon is the best for ama-
teurs to grow, and for flavour it ranks with first-class Melons.
It requires no heat, so that the trouble of a hotbed as for less

hardy sorts is dispensed with. All that is required is to raise

plants, say two in a CO-pot, and when a cold frame is at hberty
throw in a mixture of rather strong turfy soil three parts, and
one part thoroughly rotted manure, to the depth of a foot.

Level it, but leave a small hUl in the centre of each light, in

which plant. If the lights are large put two plants in a hill

;

if small, one. When the plant is in free growth give air on
every favourable occasion, so as to secure short-jointed wood,
and keep the atmosphere rather dry while the fruit is setting.

By no means allow more than five fruit on one plant, for this

number is all the plant can well carry. Trim and train the

shoots regularly, keeping the main shoots thin, so as to allow

space for the laterals on which the fruit will be produced. The
soil should be made rather firm, which will tend to prevent

over-luxuriant growth, and water should not be given too

freely. Great care must be exercised to maintain a sweet

healthy atmosphere and to guard against red spider. Dryness
at the root and also in the atmosphere when the fruit is ripen-

ing will tend to improve the flavour. If " G. C." (see page 104),

adopt this plan he will meet with the same success at much
less expense and trouble, for this Melon does not require

heat.—J. H., Bichley, Kent.

STAG'S-HEAD FEEN.
In reply to " F. P.," No. 691), page 1G5, 1 beg to enclose you

three specimens of fronds taken from three plants in my
possession. One is plain, the other two forked. In this part

of the country they are commonly called Stag's-head or Stag's-

horn Ferns. Botanically this is a misnomer, as the fronds

bear no resemblance to the proper stag-horn (a specimen of a

plant of mine I also enclose). The botanic.il name of the

Ferns to which I referred in my first communication is Scolo-

pendrium, Hart's-tongue. The two forked specimens enclosed

may be classed as crispum (curl-leaved), or multifldum (many-
cleft), and the plain-fronded one as Scolopendrium vulgare.

Some seven years ago I gathered the roots from oft' a moor
near Ulverston, called Birkrigg. When I first had the forked

kind, one frond only was forked, and that with a single fork.
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Since then I have had it in a rockery in the open air for two

years, and finding that it yearly continued to improve (it has

never had a straight frond since the first year), I took it into

the house and potted it. The improvement has been annually

manifest, and at the present time a single piece of gold coin

would not purchase it. On the moor above referred to, the

limestone formation crops out to the surface in large boulders

of quaint shape, the smaller ones of which are used in rockeries

or as a top-dressing for garden walls. In the clefts of these rocks

the Scolopendrium is found in large numbers, and also in the

neighbouring hedges. Of course, the surrounding inhabitants

are not insensible to their merits, and the forked ones are

sought for, yet there are many still to be found. I have no
hesitation in saying that in a day a man would be able to

collect an ordinary cartload all in growing condition. Of these

twenty per cent, would probably be forked. Some two or

three years ago a friend of mine, now resident in Manchester,

but a native of this district, wrote to ask me if a specimen of

the many-cleft species could be found in its wild state here,

and was not a little astonished when I sent him a similar

frond to those I enclose to you. I also send you a specimen

of the Maidenhair Fern, which grows here in great profusion.
—Beta.

PEACHES.
In conformity with Mr. Luckhurst's request, page 165,1 write

a line, premising that my experience is from orchard-house

culture only. I strongly recommend Early Alfred as one of the

best sorts—that is to say, at present, and I put in this proviso

because I have found sorts which were excellent for a few

years sink below old and tried varieties. This was the case

with Dr. Hogg. After it had lost its first excellence I kept it

on for two or three years, hoping that it would recover, but

with me it never did. Early Rivers and Walburton Admirable
I have discarded. As a late Peach take Eivers's Princess of

Wales, a noble fruit, and for very late purposes his seedling

No. 10, though far inferior to mid-season sorts. A most de-

sirable variety is Dymond, an Exeter seedling, sold by Veitch.

—G. S.
^

A NEW PEINCIPLE of GARDEN ARKANGEMENT.
Tnis is the title of a little pamphlet by Mr. H. W. Cooper,

in which what is termed the " natural style" of gardening is

set forth as being altogether superior to " the present artificial

style," and an attempt is made to show how improvements
are to be effected.

It has so long been customary for many worthy horticul-

turists to indulge in sweeping invectives against the so-called

artificial style, that some inquiry as to what this style really is

may perhaps serve to enlighten even those who so stoutly

rail against it. To quote Mr. Cooper's words, this is what it

is :
" I?or five months we may see our grounds brilliant, in-

deed resplendent, with Geraniums and a host of other bedding-

out plants ; but what becomes of those beds for the other

seven months in the year ? Have we not mostly seen dull

gloomy-looking shapes of earth cut out of the grass or gravel,

and prized in winter only for their quaint or elegant designs,

or in remembrance of their past summer glories?" Thus it

is resolved into five months' splendour and seven months'
dullness in regular alternations. Spring gardening is indeed
mentioned, but it is not advocated, being merely passed over

as being " not very generally practised," aud the spring-

flowering plants are claimed as permanent fixtures under the
" natural style."

Now, I have seen many of our finest gardens, and have
during the last four years been closely engaged in working out

the details of a new place, and do not hesitate to say that our
present style of gardening is an excellent combination of

nature and art; faulty it certainly may be, and susceptible of

improvement in some of its details, but not to the extent or

in the manner which theorists assert. Take, for example, a

terrace garden replete with such architectural embellishments
as noble flights of steps, balustrades, statuary, vases, and
fountains attached to a pile of buildings of lofty proportions
and stately aspect : is it not an art work of the highest order ?

and would not any attempt to copy or imitate Nature's wild
grace in the planting prove altogether incongruous and out of

character ? The flower garden is undoubtedly a work of art,

aud a glorious one it is too ; only let the design be pure, well
adapted to its position, and the beds well filled—not with
gaudy, glaring, overpowering masses of primary colours, but

with some full rich tones skilfully interwoven with various
quiet tints and shades, rendering the beds objects full of beauty
and unceasing interest, aud we have a picture so expressive of

poetry, and graceful yet dignified refinement, that we.'may, and
do, claim by it to exemplify not " a flash of colour,", but " tho
real and deeper mode of Natiire herself." , >,

Nor do we by any means confine our eft'orts to the produc-
tion of a mere summer display, but, as has lately been shown
in the papers on spring and winter gardening, the preparation

of successive relays of plants for winter aud spring immediately
follows the summer planting ; so that the beds never remain
bare, the exhausted plants of each season being removed to
give place to those which are adapted to the next. Tlius we
have for winter Holly, green and variegated, and numerous
other very ornamental plants which have frequently been
enumerated, such as Pernettya, Cotoneaster, Gaultheria,
Mahonia, Berberis, Pyracantha, Symphoricarpus, Skimmia,
Piuscus, aud Hedera ; with such dwarf Conifers as the violet

red Pietinospora ericoides, the compact and symmetrical Ee-
tinospora leptocladon, E. obtusa nana, aud the golden form
E. obtusa aurea. Thuja aurea, and T. elegantissima, the very
symmetrical Arthrotaxus selaginoides, and the Chilian Yew,
Podoearpus audina, with a perfect host of other shrubs, for

the list affords ample materials wherewith an effect full of

richness and warmth may be wrought out.

But it is in spring that the garden appears in fullest beauty

;

then the deep blue Scilla, the lovely Myosotis, with Saponaria,
Viola, and all the wealth of vernal beauty which we now possess,

burst upon us in such loveliuess, that it is no uncommon thing
to hear exclamations of genuine admiration from those who
at other seasons hardly seem to notice or care for flowers at all.

Thus we delight to keep the flower garden always bright, always
attractive, with our best treasures. May we not call them " art

treasures?" for are not most of them varieties and seedlings
resulting from skilful and patient hybridising by masters of

that art.

Now, what does Mr. Cooper offer us as a substitute for all

this ? Insisting upon the use principally of hardy plants, he
enumerates Yucca, Tritoma, Acantlius, Ehubarb, Dielytra,
Asparagus, Thrift, Daisies, Ac, as worthy to form a " perma-
nent foundation for the ornamentation of our grounds." It is

true he is willing to admit a few of our usual summer flowers,

but he confidently asserts that " the ribbon beds, and all

similar preciseness of colour will soon bo reckoned with the
past." It is a remarkable fact that most of the really valuable
hardy flowers do find a plnce in very many gardens, but then
good taste leads us to form them into bold groups mingled
with shrubs ; they also most effectively fill many a niche in

the rockery, or render mixed borders perennial with their

almost continuous succession of bloom. But ornamental as

they undoubtedly are, we never should dream of yielding many
of them a place in the flower garden. That very much more
can and should bo done with hardy plants is undoubtedly
correct enough, more especially in the formation of striking

shrubbery groups and beds. Take for example the Yucca for

a bold efl'ect upon a steep bank or abrupt declivity ; the Heath
tribe for gentle slopes ; the Pampas Grass (Arundo), and
Gunuera for rocky dells or the margin of ornamental waters

;

and so far as Mr. Cooper's advocacy of this goes, it is iisefnl

and praiseworthy. Unfortunately, however, he is so ardent a

reformer, and his ideas wander so far out of the beaten track,

that his last two or three pages are devoted to showing how,
in his opinion, beauty and utility may be combined by associat-

iug the Easpberry, Currant, and Gooseberry with Hollies, Box,
Y'ews, &a., and by mixing Gladioli aud herbs, garnishing beds
of flowers with I'arsley ! and so forth. The absurdity of such
teaching must be so evident to all that any refutation is

unnecessary.

It is altogether in vain for the advocates of hardy flowers

to suppose that they will ever succeed in ousting the bedding
system from our gardens. Depend upon it the education of

gardeners is progressive, and instead of the adoption of any
plan that is so retrogressive in its character, we shall strive

rather to perfect and extend the system of which the founda-
tion was so firmly laid by that master of the art, Donald
Beaton. Let not anyone suppose that real lovers of garden-

ing are content to remain passive in the matter. The very
numerous inquiries that are constantly made, and the tasteful

colour-arrangements sent for criticism, would alone aft'ord

conclusive evidence of the general prevalence of a lively and
growing interest; and as time rolls on, instead of clashing

with Nature, we shall, I doubt not, strive with increasing
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earnestness and success to copy the lessons which she teaches
—not so much when she presents herself in wild and rugged
beauty, as in the softer and more pleasing aspect of flowing
lines and harmonious tints. The work is a healthy and elevat-

ing one, and is far more generally appreciated than many
parsons appear to be aware of. It never palls upon the mind
or grows tame ; it appeals to our common nature so forcibly

that whenever I see a well-kept and highly-finished flower

garden, with the rich yet soft harmonious blending of its

t-olours, the exquisite neatness of its keeping, the pleasing
relief which the skilful intermixture of plants of stately or

graceful aspect imparts, I invariably recall the exclamation
which a bluff old nurseryman made years ago when speaking
of such a scene, "Paradise, sir, paradise!"

—

Edward Luck-
nniiST.

CONSTRUCTING GEEENHOUSES—No. 1.

This is the usual season for erecting these structures, and
many of our readers are now asking us for suggestions and
directions. The late Donald Beaton wrote to us so fully on
the subject that we republish his notes, and add some plans
that our readers may select one that best suits their places and
purposes :

—

The best aspect for either a greenhouse or pit is south, but
east or west aspects will answer. The angle of the roof is best

when low, say about 30' ; the width inside from 12 to 11 feet.

Oreenhouse plants always do best when the roof is pitched
low. The usual objection to low roofs is, that the wind will

Jrive in the rain between the glass, but that is easily got over
by having the laps of the panes puttied. A higher angle for

the roof than 30 is apt to draw the plants too much to one
side. You always see nurserymen, who are good judges of

what is best for theirplauts, use flat roofs to their greenhouses.
The roof-sashes should be in two lengths, and the top ones
one-third shorter than the bottom ones ; they will thus be
lighter for sliding up and down in giving air to the house. A
better plan, however, would be to have all the roof lights or
sashes fixed, and in that case they would be better in one
length ; but that could only be done well when a good dry
shed is placed against the wall behind the greenhouse ; into

this shed large openings might be made at the top of the back
wall for giving air. One of the greenhouses at fehrubland Park
is thus constructed, and answers very well. This very house
and shed may be described as an example of one very econo-
mical and useful for an amateur. This house is 12 feet wide
inside, the back of it 13 feet high, and the front G feet, con-
sisting of '2i feet of brickwork, and the rest of glass. The
front sashes move on hinges, by which they are fastened to the
top plate, and when opened for giving air are retained in their

position by a thin piece of flat iron 1.5 inches long fastened to

the bottom frame of each sash. This flat handle, as I may
call it, is pierced with ten holes along the centre, about an
inch apart, and there is an iron pin li inch long fixed in the
lower wall-plate, which fits these holes. Xow, when you want
to give air you take hold of this handle, lift it from the pin,

and push out the sash with it, say to the length of six holes
;

drop down the handle then over the iron pin, and your light

stands open G or 8 inches wide. Xo wind or accident can alter

it backwards or forwards till the handle is let go off the pin.

There is nothing in this contiivance to get out of order, and it

is the simplest thing possible. All the front sashes may be
opened to 14 inches wide, and, with the door open, the plants
are neaily as free as if they were in the open air. The roof

sashes are all fixed, and just und(r Ihe top angle there is an
opening into the back shed under each light. These openings
are 3 feet long and a foot wide, without any shutters to them

;

there they are wide open day and night, winter and summer.
The shed behind is always dry, being used to hold large Myrtles,
Fuchsias, &a., during the winter, and as a painter's shop and
lumber-room in summer, so that a current of dry air plays
over the plants all the year round. When the shed and green-

house are closely shut up in frosty weather tho current of air

goes on nearly as strong as when all is open, by a very simple
contrivance. The floor of the shed is (i inches lower at one
end, and here a hole is made through into the greenhouse;
this hole is directly over the furnace which heats the green-

house flue. As the air cools in the shed it rolls down to this

opening, and is sucked into the greenhouse by the heat of the
furnace; it then ascends over the plants till it escapes into

the shed again by the top openings. For the economy of the
thing the back wall is only made up of posts and strong boards,

plastered over on the greenhouse side, and whitewashed with
lime on the shed side, and being always kept dry, will last a
lifetime.

A shelf 30 inches wide runs along the front and one end of

this greenhouse, and under this shelf the flue passes all the
way. The shelf is 2 feet 3 inches high from the level of the
path, the bearers which support it being cross-pieces let into

the second course of brickwork next the top ; the shelf thus
standing one brick lower than the front glass. The path ought
to be 2 feet 10 inches wide, or if you give it a yard it will be
aU the better. KecoUeet there will be a shelf on each side of

it, and when your friends come to see your success in growing
plants they have to walk, stand, or turn round in the path;
and if there are ladies in the party their dresses are sure to be
made so full that a narrow path will not allow them to pass
without pulling down your pots and plants on either side of

the way, and instead of getting any praise for your plants and
for the laying-out of your new greenhouse, you will be told,

and very properly too, that "you have made a poking place of

it after all." Let us therefore have a wide comfortable path
at any rate, though by doing so we encroach a little on the
shelves. The front shelf need not be wider than 18 inches,
just to cover over the flue, if you are tied for room, as no tall

plants could occupy that part for fear of intercepting the light

from the rest of the plants. The roof sashes are best made
4 feet wide, or as near to that as the size of the glass will

allow ; let them be made of the best red deal, primed, and
once painted before the glazing is done. The reason for giving

Fig. 53.

two coats of paint is, that after the glass is in there must be
no more painting allowed for full three months. Now, if you
contract with a buUder to erect the house, recollect to enter

this clause about the painting in the specification, as he will

be sure to urge you to finish it off at once. The reason for

the three-months delay is that the putty may get dry through-

out before it is fit to be painted. Of course you will be told

this is all fancy, and that ninety-nine persons out of a hundred
never think of such a thing, and that a little white lead mixed
with the putty wiU make it set hard in a few days ; and so it

would, but have nothing to do with that sort of putty. Gar-

deners never allow the use of that old kind of putty in these

days, because once it gets dry they can hardly cut it when
repairs or alterations are to be made afterwards. We have
seen a good glazier break four squares of glass trying to mend
one broken one, besides spending an hour and a half at the

job, which a mere lad could do in five minutes, and without
any breakage, if proper putty had been used in the first in-

stance.

Hothouse putty is made with whiting pounded down and
sifted very fine, and boiled linseed oil, making it into dough
as the bakers do their bread ; the more the dough of putty

is worked the better it will be, and it should be at least ten

days old before it is used ; in that time a large lump of it

will " sweat"—that is, slightly ferment, which is necessary to

give it the proper adhesive power. When this soft putty, as it

is called, is allowed to dry thoroughly before it is painted over,

it will last as long as the hardest white-lead putty, and at the

end of twenty years be soft enough to be cut away with your
knife. If, therefore, yon wished to remove your greenhouse at

any future time, you could easily take out the glass, pack it in

boxes, and the timber-work could then be handled and packed
without tho risk or annoyance of breaking the glass. We often

see very neat well-built greenhouses in Eill respects, except that
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the putty, having been painted over as soon as the lights were

glazed, gives way the second season, the paint having blistered,

not being able to fix or unite with the putty iu a groeu or damp
state. Then the rains drip in between the putty and the glass

in all directions. Now, to guard against this everyday occur-

rence is the reason for my dwelling so long on such minute

details. To say that this, that, or the other, should or should

not be done, without assigning reasons for what you say, is no

proof that the party giving such directions is any judge of what

he recommends or condemns.
In making the shelves for the body of the house, the

lowest shelf ought to be on a level with the front one, and

the others carried up in regular gradations, according to

the slope of the roof. If the house is detached from other

buildings, both ends should be glazed above the level of the

shelves. The door is to be at one end, and the fireplace

behind the door, the flue passing under the path within the

doorway, and on reaching the front wall, to rise with a gentle

slope, and to be carried nearly on a level along the front wall,

and within 2 inches of it, and to pass along to the farther

end of the house into a chimney in the corner. The size of

the flue to be 9 inches wide and li inches deep, made with

bricks set on edge, and on no account to be plastered inside or

out. The top and bottom of the flue to be made with thick

tiles, called " foot-pamments," the bottom ones resting on flat

bricks to clear them from the ground ; the fireplace should be

18 inches long by 14 inches wide, and 14 inches high, with iron

bars for a hearth. The door to be a foot square, and the ash-

pit 9 inches deep, and the same length and width as the fire-

place above it. The door of the fireplace would be more effective,

and less liable to warp with the heat, if it is made a " double "

door— that is, by having a plain square piece of half-inch-thick

iron riveted to the inside of it, and 2 inches apart from the

inside of the door ; this is a simple and very useful contriv-

ance, but often neglected. British sheet glass, 10 ozs. to the

foot, is the best kind to use ; the width of the panes for the

roof sashes should be about 8 or 10 inches, and they should be

from 1 to IJ foot long. For the front sashes the glass may be

much larger every way. This kind of glass is sold in bo.xes,

containing 100 feet of glass each, and sold from '2id. to 'id.

per foot. Sashes of the best red deal are generally made by

contract at about iid. per square foot; but the price, no doubt,

varies in different parts of the country, but this will be suffi-

cient to form a guess at what the sashes and glass will cost

;

for nothing of t'jis kind ought to be attempted before every

item of the espente is first ascertained. If the house is made
by contract, let the contractor be responsible for the efficiency

of the whole for the first twelve months.

The cheapest of all modes of heating a small house—say

9 feet by 20 feet or 30 feet, remarks the late Mr. Robert

Fish, would be an Arnott's brick stove inside the house, or

a portable iron stove, which, however, we do not like so well,

and a small portable boiler might also be used ; but in the

ease of those great numbers who would rather have the fire

outside than inside the house, we would recommend such a

house as shown in fifl. 53.

Width 9 feet, height to apex 7 feet, height of side walls

3 feet, openings in these side waUs for air 1 foot l)y 18 inches

every 1 feet, ledge left out in side walls to receive the ends

of flooring for p^ts, the other side being supported by posts

at the pathway, and a plank some 4 inches square with a

notch in it to receive the other ends of the boards or spars

for pit platform. Underneath this platform there will be room
for stowing Dahlias, Salvias, Fuchsias, old roots of scarlet

Geraniums, Ac. Roof all fixed, rafter sashbar 3 inches by

]J inch, placed so as to receive squares 18 inches wide by
12 inches deep, and two squares at top every third row made
in a frame, and made to slide or open on pivots. A crossbar

every 6 feet across from rafter to rafter, and a shelf in the

middle over the pathway if deemed advisable for small plants.

The space beneath the platform, and also the sides of the

pathway, would hold many things when first potted, before

they began to grow, and were thus able to stand the sun on
the platform without any shading.

We have represented this house as being heated by a flue

sunk in the middle of the house, but free of the earth all

round. If the floor were tiled the same tiles could go over the

top of the flue, leaving the open spaces at the sides so as to

secure more heat ; or if the floor were earth or gravel, the top

of the flue could form the path, or a sparred gangway could go

over it. Either of the first two would be the cheapest. A flue

on the same principle is shown in fig. 54 ; but to save expense

the bottom is placed on the ground, and slates or tiles placed

diagonally at the sides to prevent the soil coming against it,

and thus let the heat ascend from the sides as well as top. This

flue may receive a wide-enough cover to form the walk, or may
be covered over like the rest of the floor, if tiled.

Supposing the doorway was at one end, or you had a doorway
at each end, so that you could go right through the house, then

the stokehole should be sunk a little at the side of the doorway,

the flue turned a little until it got to the centre beneath the

pathway, and then turn a little at the other end so as to avoid

the doorway, if there is one, and go into a small chimney there.

Such a flue in a length of 30 feet might rise from end to end
some 2 or 3 inches, and to draw well the bottom of the flue

ought to be from 15 to 18 inches above the firebars, so that

for such a small fireplace as would suit this flue, you would
have to sink a stokehole from 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches below

the ground level, and the small hole could be covered with a

neat wooden flap.

But, now, supposing that your soil is so bothered with springs

and swamps that you could not expect such a hole to be made
without retaining in winter (i or 12 inches of water, then all

you have to do is to sink all that less, and take your flue along

above the ground level, beneath the flower platform, instead

of in the middle of the house. This house we would advise

for a warm sheltered spot, and we think that in a short time

it will prove cheaper than a pit, as though much more glass

will be wanted, the flxed roof will otherwise cost much less

than the sliding sashes.

Fig. 54.

Fi/f. 54 is a form of house that we would recommend for an
exposed place, and where even a little fuel would be a considera-

tion ; width the same, back wall 5.V feet, front wall 2| to 3 feet,

sashbars the same ; but if the house were 30 feet long we
would have two slight pillars in the middle, 10 feet apart, and

an iron bar along the roof. The short-hipped roof at back

might be glass, one-third of it moveable ; or, if warmth were a

great object, it could bo wood, and be painted a light colour

inside, and a ventilator placed in it all the length. The front

ventilator we would secure by openings in the front wall and
slides. If the house were to be tilled with small plants brackets

for shelves could be left in the back walls. The same principle

would apply to the flues ; and if a little more expense were no

object, hot water might be substituted. Such a house with a

fixed roof would cost little more than a pit with moveable

sashes, and there could be no comparison of the pleasure it

would afford, aud that, too, ultimately in the moat economical

manner.
Now for the management of such a house. In summer,

unless in boisterous weather, all the ventilators and doors may
remain open for months ; in winter the teuderest plants could

be placed nearest the furnace. It the house were from 30 to

40 feet long it would be better to make two divisions, and place

Calceolarias at the farther end, then Petunias, then Verbenas,

and so on, keeping fine Pelargoniums, &c., at the warmer end.

The admission of air will always regulate the temperature.

Firing should not be given iu frost to raise the temperature

more than to 38^ to 4.5'; never above the latter. We have

made no allowance for moist heat, because from the soil in the

pots, and from the floor, sufficient moisture will, in general, be

obtained ; but it in continued frosty weather the air should

become too dry, that is easily remedied by syringing the plat-
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form, or damping the floor and walls. The same care must be
attended to in giving air as in a pit ; but here comes the ad-
vanta^o of a place to which heat can be applied : you can give
just a little air at the top every day, so as to sweeten the air in

the house ; and in cold muggy weather you can put on a little

fire, which will enable you to give such an amount of air as will

make a little breeze in the house, and even cause the cold fogs
to disperse, by changing visible clouds into invisible vapour.

CAKKER IN TREES.
There is as much difference of opinion on this subject as on

the Potato disease. It is variously ascribed to bad or wet soil

and subsoil; exposure to cold bleak winds, in high situations
particularly ; black frost in spring checking the circulation of

the sap, external injuries of different kinds ; insects lodging in
the cracks and under the old bark ; the infirmities of old age in

those varieties long cultivated in England ; improper stocks
or improper grafting. Though others seem to be of a different

opinion, yet I think that no topical application will do any
good, and that the disease is not of the bark, but of the wood

;

and I am inclined to believe that this may frequently be the
case, for on removing cankered branches I have often remarked
fa at the very heart was infected and discoloured, and the wood
under all the three different barks rotten or diseased. That
canker often proceeds from the old age of those varieties long
cultivated in England I am also convinced, from its being so
very destructive to young trees in new gardens, in many of
which it is very prevalent where these old kinds are found.

—

J. H., Bickloj, Kent.

certificate. 'Wlien I say that Mr. Coleman, gardener to Lord
Feversham (whose Grapes have attained so great a character),
and Mr. Pragnell, gardener to Mr. Digby, of Sherborne Castle,
were amongst the exhibitors of fruit and vegetables, it will be
seen that fruit was staged worthy of any exhibition, and cer-
tainly the Stirling Castle Peaches, the Muscat and Hamburgh
Grapes, were grand examples of culture.

I last year commented somewhat severely on the table deco-
rations, and am glad to say that this year two very excellenfi
tables were set up. There were faults in each, aud I hope if
either of the ladies who exhibited them read my notes they will
pardon the freedom with which I criticise them. That which
obtained the first prize was too crowded. Had those abomina-
tions the shallow trays sprawling about the table been removed
it would have been a very excellent example. The faults of the
second were that the garniture of the table was too scanty, the
" couverts " con.si3tiug only of a knife and fork—no second fork
or spoons. This made it look meagre, while the centrepiece
was too heavy and obstructing the view. The flowers on this
table were very prettily arranged and good, but these faults
counterbalanced its excellencies. I cannot say that the combi-
nation of specimen glass and napkin-holder on the first-prize
table struck me as anything but vxilgar.

It remains but for me to add that the same courtesy aud con-
sideration I have ever met with from the good folks of Tauntou
were freely given this year, and that among the red-letter days
of 1874 must be marked in my calendar the day of the annual
Show of the Taunton Horticultural Society.—D., Deal.

TAUNTON DEANE HORTICULTUBAL SHOW.
It is not recorded of the illustrious Mr. Mark Tapley that ho

was ever the secretary, or even the member of a committee, of
a horticultural society, and I think it was an oversight of the
author not to have put him into that position; for, as in that
experience the morning of the exhibition day opening under a
gale of wind with heavy rain and a tent blown to tatters is not
an unusual thing, to have been jolly under such circumstances
would have been more creditable than in any of the positions in
which he has been placed. Such was the case at Taunton on
the 13th, and things looked gloomy indeed. But yet there was
no sign of despair. Hope was the order of the day ; and the
Secretary and Committee alike seemed to have heard the
word of

" Hope is a lover's staff ; walk home with that,

And manage it against despaiiing thoughts."

And their hopefulness was rewarded. The sun broke through
;

soon the crowds from the neighbouring places thronged in, and
the clean comely town wore quite a holiday aspect, for the
flower-show day is t]tc day of the year. The streets were one
huge fair; and as one surveyed the delicacies offered to the
strangers, the thought crossed me. Have these people such a
thing as digestion ? The grounds were soon filled with the elite

of the neighbourhood, and as I left the multitude was pouring
,

in; and although the attendance could not have equalled that
of former years, still it must have been large.

I do not think that it is very interesting to enter into the
details of the various exhibits at these provincial exhibitions,
but to notice those things which are well done, and from whicli
those who are in the habit of visiting onr metropolitan shows
might gain a lesson : and seme such were to be here. Zonal
Pelargoniums are among the plants one very seldom sees "done
well" in or about London. The plants are either overgrown, and
then they are legpy and sticky, or else they are miserably small.
But those exhibited by Mr. Hoekin and Mr. Woodhouse were
models of plants—plants of medium size, with about two dozen
trusses of bloom standing up well above the foliage, good in
quality and sturdy in growth. Then never did I see such Balsams
as those exhibited by Mr. Woodhousc. There was one especi-
ally, a lilac one, which was more like an enormous Brompton
Stock than anything else. 1 was not singular in my opinion,
for Mr. Turner, who was with me, expressed the same opinion.
Gladioli were exhibited by Mr. Kelway, and as they were close
at home it may well be imagined of what character they were.
A more beautiful stand it was impossible to imagine than his
twenty-four, and, as usual, nearly all his own seedlings. Two
new ones were marked for first-class certificates—Kriemhilda
and Mrs. Dombrain, the latter a very lovely light flower. A
very good stand was exhibited by Mr. Sampson, of Yeovil ; most
of them being also Mr. Kelway's seedlings. Mr. Dobree exhi-
bited some very gcod ones including Ondiue and De Mirbel, two
of the new French varieties of this season, the latter a very fine
flower. Roses and Dahlias were shown bj' Mr. Keynes, a suffi-

cient guarantee of their excellence. The latter were especially
good for the season, and one. Mis. Harris, received a first-class

EARLY AND LATE STRAWBERRIES.
Under this head " D. F. J. K.," page 113 of " our Journal,"

asks whether there exist any Strawberries to beat Elton and
Oscar for lateness, and Black Prince for earliness. The idea
strikes me first that " D. F. J. K." does not possess either

Oscar or Cockscomb true to name. Oscar is one of the earliest

Strawberries we have, ripening frequently its first berries to-

gether with Black Prince if planted near each other, whilst
Cockscomb is decidedly one of the largest kinds ever sent out

;

this latter is mostly of irregular and cockscomb shape, whence
its name very properly given. It is quite as late as Elton and
Eleanor (both sour), to both of which as regards quality it is

greatly superior. The sort sent out many years ago by an
Exeter firm under the name of Nimrod, proved to be nothing
else than Myatt's Eleanor. I had my plants at the time direct

from the advertisers through one of the leading London nur-
serymen, and can, therefore, speak of it with gcod authority.

Frogmore Late Pine, though lipening the first berries at the

medium season, continues in bearing quite as long as Elton
and Eleanor, not to speak of its superior flavour.

Now as to early Strawberries. It is quite useless now-a-
days to propagate such kinds as Black Prince when we possess,

thanks to Dr. Roden, the beautiful Early Prolific, which if

planted s-ide by side with Black Prince is quite as early. Then
we are going to have from the same raiser (Dr. Eoden) Alpha,
which bids fair to be earlier still ; in fact as early as we may
expect to gather Strawberries in our northern climate. Her©
the strong April and May frosts destroyed the better part of

the bloom ; nevertheless I had Early Prolific, Duke of Edin-
burgh, Vicomtesse Hcricart de Thury, Oscar, Marguerite, &0.,.

ripe simultaneously with Black Prince.

Speaking of Strawberries, I cannot help alluding to another
small article on the subject, headed " Notes on Strawberries."

This note was signed "A. P., Germaitij," but I think the
author, my friend Mr. Edmund Nebelsieck, the able head
gardener at Villa Albertina in my neighbourhood, will not
feel hurt in his modesty if I divulge his name. He speaks of

my new seedling Unser Fritz in very flattering terms, and he
is a good judge, growing at his employer's, the Consul Schcin,.

a large number of the best varieties. I hope that—several

parties in England having obtained from me plants of Unser
Fritx—it will there likewise become a favourite, which it has
become with all who possess it in this country. It begins to

ripen at the medium season, and bears plentifully until all the

known late sorts are over. The day before yesterday (August 14)

I still had some very nice berries. As regards the quality, I

leave the parties who have Unser Fritz under cultivation to be
the judges.

In conclusion, I may add that there is still a very good late

Strawberry "D.F.J. K." does not seem to be aware of—

I

mean liifleman , raised at Frogmore. This is likewise decidedly

a very late kind, and an enormous bearer.—Ferdisakd Gloedb,
Eppendorf, Ilainhiirg.

Is reply to the queries of " D. F. J. K." (page 143), 1 beg to
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say that in my high and exposed situation in the open, and

without any protection whatever, we gathered Black Prince

on the 8 th of Jane in quantity, but had some odd berries ripe

before that time. I have grown many so-called earliest Straw-

berries, including Knight's Princess Alexandra and Nicholson's

May Queen, but for earliness have given all up in favour of

Black Prince, and this year they have been better in quantity

and quality than usual. Our last Strawberries in quantity

were gathered July '27th, although we continued to get a few

good fruit up to August 8th; these last were from Cuthill's

Prince of Wales, a most excellent sort for general cultivation,

being hardy, and a good grower on light as well as strong land,

a handsome fruit, also a good cropper.

Brown's Wonder has again been a real wonder for quantity

this year, some of the plants having as much as a hundred

ripe and ripening fruit on at one time ; the fruit has also been

better flavoured and better shaped than usual.—H., Belpcr.

NOVELTIES IN THE BOTAL GARDENS, KEW.
SoLANUH VENUsroM is a beautiful and little-known climber,

flowering in the Palm house. The stems are slender, and
•with the foliage light green. The leaves are piunately

3-5 foliolate, though the first produced on the young shoots

are usually simple. The flowers are light mauve colour, and
are borne in large terminal panicles. They much resemble

those of S. jasminoides, to which it is nearly allied. It is sup-

posed to be a native of Brazil, and so far as kaown requires a

warm greenhouse or stove. Cuttings root easily. Close at

hand a fine plant of Passiflora macrocarpa has about a dozen

huge fruits. In this country the fruit is not so good as that

of P. quadraugularis, but in South America it is much valued

for the table.

The very rare Rhexia virgiuica is in flower at the Rockwork.

It is the only hardy member of the order Melastomacere in

cultivation. The flowers are rosy purple. It has a neat bushy

habit, and grows about 1 foot high. It is difficult to cultivate

in pots, and should be planted in a deep bed of peat where

there is plenty of moisture. But few of the nurseries have a

good stock ; Messrs. Osborn, of Fulham, have, perhaps, the

largest and in the best condition. Micromeria Piperella has

received but little attention. It is aa extremely pretty Thyme-
like plant, very suitable for rockwork. The stems are wiry,

about 6 inches long, and produced in a tuft. At the extremities

are borne numerous pinkish flowers. It grows readily from

seed, and may also, doubtless, be increased by means of

cuttings. A young plant of Aconitum heterophyllum has a

lew flowers. It was figured in the " Botanical Magazine " for

April of this year, and though apparently of not much value

Jor the ornamental border, is of importance for economic col-

lections. " Is a very interesting plant, as being, though a

member of a most poisonous genus, in extensive use as a tonic

medicine throughout North India, under the name of Atees or

Atig."—(Dr. Hooker, Bot. Hag.) It is a native of the Western
Himalaya.

Cienkowskia Kirkii, a new plant introduced by the Royal

Gardens, is flowering in the stove. It much resembles a small

•Curcuma, to which genus it is allied, but the flower instead of

the bract is in this case the chief ornament. The flowers are

pink and very pretty, though not sufficiently striking, and of

too short duratioa for general cultivation.

Hicmanthus coocineus is a great ornament in the Cape

house from the brilliant crimson leaves of the involucre. It

is an old plant far too rarely grown. There is no difficulty in

its cultivation. Like most other Cipe Liliaceie, it does best

when the pots are full of roots. The bulbs should be potted

with porous loam, in pots or pans that will but little more
than contain them. If carefully done they should remain in

good condition, and will not require repotting for several

years. When at rest they should be kept dry, a very occasional

watering in fine weather excepted. After the flowers are over

the leaves appear, and from their massive character the plant

as still of value for decoration.

Of the species of Clematis in the Herbaceous ground, C. aethu-

sifolia is one of the most elegant and graceful. The leaves are

light green and delicate in appearance ; the flowers are freely

produ3ed, they are somewhat tubular and yellowish white, not

brilliant in colour. Lavatera unguiculata is handsome from
its numerous rose-coloured flowers. It grows strongly, reach-

ing a height of about 6 feet, and would be excellent for shrub-
beries and rough corners. Trachymene (Didiscus) ca;rulea

and Emilia sagittata are worth the atten'ion of those who

care to grow annuals. The former is of some interest as

having showy blue flowers, and belonging to the UmbelliferiB.

It grows about 18 inches high. The stems are erect, and the

leaves three-parted, each division again divided ; both clothed

with soft hau-3. There is uo disagreeable smell. Emilia
sagittata is an Indian Composite with orange-scarlet-flowered

capitula, much like those of Kleinia fulgens. The leaves are

light green and rather succulent. It grows from 1 J to 2 feet high.

DESTROYING WASPS.
Ik my locality these insects have been the great con-

sumers of my fruit this season, but their destruction I have
found anything but diflicult. Cyanide of potassium is sold

by all druggists at moderate cost. I place a piece of this,

about the size of a lump of sugar, in a piece of sponge suffi-

ciently large to fill the hole of the wasps' nest, and thus I

close the entrance. I leave it for some hoars, and every wasp
is killed. I then dig out the nest, and destroy the comb, so

as to prevent the hatching of tho grub. The remedy is easy

and infallible, at small cost.

—

Gaedenek in the South.

If instead of the squib or other devices which require pre-

paration, about 1'2 or 18 inches of the ordinary fuse used by
miners for blasting rock, etc., and which may be procured at

any ironmonger's at a trifling cost, were introduced into the

nest, and a light applied to the outside end and immediately
covered with a turf, it would bo found to be a much more
simple and efficacious way of disposing of these pests. The
nest must be dug out after allowing a few minutes for the fuse

to exhaust itself. As the fuse will burn under water it does

not require any air to complete its combustion. The fumes
are more deadly than those of ordinary powder. I have never

known this plan fail, and its great advantage is its easy

mode of application.

—

^Admaston.

TouK correspondent Mr. J. Robson has mentioned the most
convenient way of destroying wasps, but I think that if nitre

in a fair proportion is added to the sulphur and gunpowder
the strength of the squib is greater. I have used the above
often with great success, and a few years ago I remember de-

stroying eleven nests in the sandy turf banks at Formby Hall,

near here, on one evening, and I dug every one out next morn-
ing at six o'clock without finding a wasp that could fly. The
mixture should only have enough powder to make it burn
fiercely, and a little pure powder in the top of the squib to

start it well ; and directly it is well alight insert it into the

hole, and tightly press a turf, previously cut, ready over all.

There is no fear of the squib goiug out if properly mixed, to

be sure of which take a very small portion of the whole, make
it into the shape of a pastile, and apply a match ; if it burns
fiercely and slowly it is right, and you can fill your cases made
as Mr. Robson describes, putting a little dry powder at the

mouth as above stated.—J. W.

THE DROUGHT AND ITS LESSONS.
The very dry and hot weather we have so lately experienced

will no doubt induce many owners of gardens to make provi-

sion for a better water supply, for I cinnot agree with Mr.
Taylor in his conclusions about watering, nor care much to

see flower-beds covered with chopped straw. In my case, to

keep up the supply of vegetables—they are mostly grown in

trenches—all hands were kept at the waterpots, sometimes
throughout the day. The flo->'er-beds were watered at night,

and next morning the soil was stirred with a fork or hoe.

Cauliflowers were the only failure I had ; all were indifferent

after the first lot. As we have had very little rain in the

south, and even now the surface is only damped without water-

ing, my failure in keeping-up a supply of vegetables would
have been complete. My plan is to give a soaking if possible;

if not, to give what I can, and stir the soil afterwards. Even
if the soil is not stirred the water will not all pass into the

air, some will be taken up by the plants; and I think that this,

though perh.aps not sufficient for a healthy growth, is better

than none. There is much advantage in growing vegetables in

trenches as for Celery, and less water is required.—^W. S.

MEP.ccRY.^We are informed, but cannot believe the in-

formation, that some of our readers have thought we igno-

rantly recommended tie common Doj Mercury (Mereurialis
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perennis) as good for cooking as Spinach. If our notes on
pages 258 and HI of our last Tolume are referred to it will be
seen that we especially pointed out that the plant is Good-
King-Henry (Chenopodium Bonus-Heurious), and that the
name of " Mercury " is the common name applied to this in
Lincolnshire.

BELFAST INTEENATIONAL FRUIT AND
FLOWER SHOW.

This was held on the 20th and 2l8t inst. in the Gardens of

the Royal Botanic Society at Belfast, and under the manage
ment of the Ulster Horticultural Society. It was entirely suc-
cessful, and we refrain from minute details, because we cannot
afford space for the claims upon our columns made by many
other exhibitions in England, Scotland, and Wales. Messrs.
Veitch and Mr. B. S. Williams were to the fore among the
English exhibitors, but we shall enumerate chiefly the Irish
exhibitors. Messrs. Rodger, M'Clelland, & Co., Newry, ex-

hibited more than a hundred specimen plants, and obtained
three first prizes. Mr. R. B. Matthews, Belfast, had a large
and meritorious collection. The Roses from the nurseries of

Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belmont, and Messrs. Alexander Dickson
and Sons, Newtownards, were, as might have been foretold,

most successful. Among the fruit we will notice the monster
bunches of Black Hamburgh and Calabrian Grapes from
Lambton Castle. The Hamburgh bunch weighed 21J lbs.,

and the Calabrian 15 lbs. The Queen's gardener at Frogmore,
Mr. Jones, was the chief prizewinner for Pine Apples. The
prizes offered by Mr. W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, went
chiefly to Irish amateurs.

THE LADY APPLE.
It has been asserted that this Apple was brought from Pelo-

ponessus to Rome by Appius Claudius. Whether this be true
or not, there can be no doubt it is of great antiquity, as all the
oldest authors regard it as the production of an age prior to
their own. Dalecbamp and Harduin are of opinion that it is

the Petisia of Pliny; but J. Eaptista Porta considers it to be
the Appiana of that author, who thus describes it, " Odor est

his cotoneorum magnitudo qua! Claudianis, color rubens."
From this description it is evident that two varieties are re-

ferred to, the Appiana and Claudiana. Such being the case,

J. Baptista Porta says, " Duo sunt apud nos Mala, magnitudine
et colore paria, et preciosa, quorum uuum odorem servat coto-
neorum, alteram minimL-. Quod odore caret, vulgo dictum
Melo rosa. Id roseo colore perfusum est, mira teneritudiue et

sapore, minime fugax, pomum magnitudine media, ut facile

cum ceteris de principatu certet, nee indiguum Claudii nomine.
Hoc Claudianum dicerem." This Melo Eosa may possibly be
the Pomme Rose or Gros Api, and if so, we may infer that the
Api is the Appiana, and the Gros Api the Claudiana of Pliny.
This, however, may be mere conjecture; but as the authority
referred to was a native of Naples, and may be supposed to
know something of the traditionary associations of the Roman
fruits, I have deemed it advisable to record his opinion on the
Bubject. According to Merlet the Api was first discovered as
a wilding in the forest of Api in Brittany.

Although mentioned by most of the early continental writers,
the Api does not appear to have been known in this country
till towards tbe end of the seventeenth century. It is first

mentioned by Worlidge, who calls it " Pomme Appease, a
curious Apple, lately propagated ; the fruit is small and
pleasant, which the madames of France carry in their pockets
by reason they yield no unpleasant scent." Lister, in his
" Journey to Paris, 1G<J8," speaking of this as being one of the
Apples served up in the dessert, says, " Also the Pome d'Apis,
which is served here more for show than for use, being a small
flat Apple, very beautiful, and very red on one side, and pale
or white on the other, and may serve the ladies at their toilets

as a pattern to paint by." De Quintinye calls it " Une Pomme
des Damoiselles et de bonne compagnie."
Under the name of Lady Apple large quantities of the Api

are annually imported to this country from the United States,
where it is grown to a great extent, and produces a consider-
able return to the growers, as it always commands the highest
price of any other fancy Apple in the market. In the winter
months they may be seen encircled with various coloured tissue
papers adorning the windows of the fruiterers in Covent Garden
market.

There are other varieties mentioned by J. B. Porta as belong-

ing to the Api family : one which ripened in August, in sizei
like the Claudiana already mentioned, and commonly called
Melo Appio Bosso because it retained the scent of the Api

;

this is probably the Rother Sommer-api of Diel. There is

another, of which he says, "Assererem tuto esse Melapium
Plinii," and which was held in such estimation as to give rise
to the proverb

—

" Omme Malum malum prieter applum Malum,"

Fruit small, oblate. Skin thick, smooth, and shining,
yellowish green in the shade, changing to pale yellow as it

attains maturity, and deep glossy red, approaching to crimson,
on the side next the sun. Eye small, set in a rather deep and
plaited basin. Stalk short and deeply inserted. Flesh wliite,

crisp, tender, sweet, very juicy, and slightly perfumed.

Fig. 55.—The Lady Apple.

A beautiful little dessert Apple, in use from October to April.
It should be eaten with the skin on, as it is there that th&

perfume is contained. The skin is very sensitive of shade,
and any device may be formed ujiau it by causiog pieces of

paper, in the form of the design required, to adhere on the
side exposed to the sun before it has attained its deep red.

colour.

The tree is of a pyramidal habit of growth, healthy, and an
abundant bearer. It succeeds well in almost any situation

provided the soil is rich, loamy, and not too light or dry, and
may be grown with equal success either on the Doucin or Crab
stock. When worked on the French Paradise it is well adapted
for pot culture. The fruit is firmly attached to the spurs, and
forcibly resists the effects of high winds.—H.

PEACHES-STRAWBERRIES.
As Mr. Camm asks advice in respect to Peaches, and I sup-

pose Nectarines, I am pleased to give it. He must use Par-
ham's glass copings, which are successful, and which I have
seen at Mr. Connop's at Fifehead Neville near here. He must
buy Mr. Brchaut's admirable treatise called the " Modern
Peaoh-Pruner," which can be had at the office of The Journal.
OF HoKTicuLTCKE. He must read and copy, as near as he
can, page 8'J, " the theory of close pruning," especially Mr.
Knight's advice, beginning with the words " Instead of taking,"
to the words " Cold and late ones." I use sheet copiugs, and
have, on all walls in a most trying situation, a capital crop of
Peaches and Nectarines. I practised Mr. Knight's plan long
before I saw it brought forward. Mr. Sturt's under gardener
has been here from Critchel. He was astonished at the fruit

and health of the trees. The trees out of doors of the above
fruits, he says, have been much blighted at Critchel. The
fruits here have been slow in swelling, but the Grosse Mignonn©
Peaches are splendid, from 8 to 9 inches in circumference.
That will be a large size for this year. They are splendid in
form. Noblesse and Grosse Mignonne are, in my judgment,
the best two Peaches. I cannot recommend too highly Early
Louise Peach, ripe here on a severe east wall July 19th.

As regards Strawberries, I recommend " A. P., Germany,"
to have Wonderful. It beat all here this year, and is a capital

culinary Strawberry, as it retains its firmness. I recommend
" D. F. J. K." to have Frogmore Late Pine. He is right in
saying that the Black Prince is the best early out-of-doora
Strawberry. There is one much earlier—Nicholson's May
Queen, but it requires glass to ripen it, as it flowers in Febru-
ary. Baron Hambro's late gardener at Milton Abbey told mo
some years ago they forced a great quantity and found it very
useful. It has been a bad season here, owing to the drought,,

scarcity of water, and fierce heat. Wonderful was finely

cropped. Its chief fault is that it^does not colour well to ita
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points. It is of line pine flavour.—W. P. Badclypfe, Okeford

FitziHihiP, Dorset.

THOMAS TUSSER.—No. .">.

KixiiEK Tusser did not long continue servitor at Trinity

College, or the service was compatible with his residing at

Chesterton, about two miles distant from the college. He
possessed lands in that parish, though of small extent, for in

his will he devised to his wife and to his son Thomas, " those

seven acres and a roodeof copyholde which I now have, Ijingo

in the parish or fields at Chesterton. Also all suche estate

and tearme of yeares as I have yet to come in a certain close

called Lawyer's Close, lyeinge and beinge in the parish of

Chesterton, which said close I have demised unto one William

Mosse, for the tearme of one whole yeare, begiuinge at the

Feast of St. Gregorye last past, yeklinge and payinge for the

3ame sxxvs. rente. Also the residue of all my bonds, goods,

and ohaltells, moveable and immoveable, in Chesterton afore-

said or eUs where."
That it was his residence seems clear from the first clause of

Lis will, in which he describes himself, " Thomas Tusser, of

Chesterton, in the countye of Cambridge, gent." When or

how he became the possessor of the Chesterton property we do

not know ; and though he might extract from it a subsistence,

it could yield him no more, and he evidently looked upon it

as only subsidiary, for says

—

" Too fond were I, here thus to lie,

Unless that wealth, might further health.

And profit some, should therehy come.
To help withall."

Tusser probably inherited, or had devised to him, the Ches-

terton property from some collateral relative resident there,

for it is certain that some branch or branches of the Tuseers

were resident at Cambridge. Evidence of this are the follow-

ing entries in the Treasurer of the Borough's accounts :
—

" 1515.—Item, for the ferme of another tent [tenement
i

, sett

and buylded in the said butterrowe, in the tenure of

Willm. Tusser, xxvis. viiii/."

" 1525-f>.—Item, of Thorns Tusser for the ferme of another

tent buylded in the said butt'rowe, xvij>. viiicZ."

" 1530-31.—Item, of Thoms Tusser for the ferme of another

tent in the butt'rowe, xxvis. viiid."

The plague continued devastating London until 1575, and
between that year and 1580 Tusser returned to the city. It

seems from his own autobiography that he felt " Death draw-

ing near," and in wise preparation he executed his will, as

thus stated in its preamble :—" In the name of God, Amen.
The XXV. of April, 1580, I, Thomas Tusser, of Chesterton, in

the countye of Cambridge, gent., being feeble in bodye, but

perfecte in memorie, thanks be to God, doe make and ordaine

this my last will and testament." It was drawn-up in ac-

customed legal phraseology by " John Plommer, of Barnard's

Inne," and among the witnesses to its execution was " Francis

Shaokletou, the Parson of St. Myldred's, in the Poulterie,' in

which parish he seems to have resided, for in its church was
this epitaph recorded by the chronicler Stow :

—

" Here. Thomas Tusser, clad in earth, doth lie.

Who sometime marie the ' Points of Ilu-baudi'y :

'

By him, then, leani thou mayst,—here learn we must,
^Vh6n all is done, we sleep and turn to dust:

And yet, throuyh Christ, to heaven we hope to go,

Who reads his books shall hiid his faith was so."

The church of St. Mildred was destroyed iu the Great Fire

of Loudon, and with it perished Tusser's monument.
The original wiU is not to be found, but there are registered

copies at Doctors' Commons, and in the Registry of the Bishop
of Ely. The will states that William Tusser, the testator's

brother, who we mentioned as being Fellow of King's College,

owed him on a recognisance, " three huudrethe and thirtie

powndes." Of this sum the testator, Thomas Tusser, directs

£50 to be paid to each of his four children, Thomas, John,
Edmond, and Mary, on attaining the age of twenty-one, and
£5 a-year until they attained that age, " for and towards their

bringinge-up." Then the testator bequeaths " unto Amye
Tusser, my wyef, the summe of foure score pounds." To his

eldest son, Thomas, he also bequeaths " my bookes of musicke
and virginalls ;" and after providing for remainders, and that

his funeral should not be above the summe of twentye marckes '

(a mark was V>s. 4(Z.j,he appointed his eldest son his executor,

and "Edmund Moon, gent., father of the said Amye my
wyef, and grandfather unto my forenamed children, guardian
and tutor unto my forenamed children, and supervisor and

overseer of this my last will and testament." The will was
proved by Thomas, the testator's son, on the 8th of August,

1580, in the Prerogative Court of the Archbishop of Canter-

bury.

We have now recorded all the information we have been able

to collect, and it only remains for us, in a final communication,

to detail from his published works the information they afford

relative to the gardening of the time during which he lived.

MESSRS. HOVEY & CO.'S COLLECTION OF
PEARS.

To go into a full account of our entire collection 1 fear

would fill too much space, and be a repetition of what I had

iu past years written upon the subject ; but as your readers

may know nothing of that, I gladly give you pretty nearly the

information you ask. And here I may say your supposition

in regard to the age of the oldest tree was pretty near right

—

viz., thirty years.

We began our collection of trees in the autumn of 1811, our

object being the study of the nomenclature rather than any
other purpose, the fruit Ijeing altogether of a secondary nature.

At that time our ground had just been reclaimed from an old

pasture, and we had but a small portion suitably prepared for

trees. About one hundred trees were planted in the sprmg
and autumn of 1842, and from one hundred to two hundred

every year, as the ground was ready, up to 1855, since which

time only few trees had been planted to take the place of those

which gave out.

Our grounds are laid out in squares, measuring about

150 feet on the sides, and the walks separating these squares

are just 8 feet wide. Upon each side of these walks—though

but one part of our grounds—borders were prepared U feet

wide by simply half-trenching, and the trees were set out iu

a single file in the centre, just 3 feet from the edge of the

walk, and feet from centre to centre of each tree, giving

about twenty-five trees to each border. These borders number
about seventy, and are planted with about 1800 Pear trees.

The entire walks between the trees would extend, in a straight

line, a distance of over a mUe and a half. Such was the style

and formation of our plantation.

Of course our object being to study the trees and test every

known variety, they were planted as thickly as possible on

account of space, and as many upon the Quince stock as we

could get, supposing, at that time, that one Pear would grow

as well on the Quince as another. Up to 1844 we had planted

every variety to be found in the United States, and many
from abroad ; but in the autumn of that year we visited the

English and French nurseries, and selected every variety that

could be obtained. M. Jamin, of Paris, assisted us in securing

as many as possible. These were all planted in nursery rows,

ready for removal as soon as the ground was prepared ; but

many of them remained four or five years before removal,

subject all the time to pruning and pinching to make them

perfect pyramids.
From the commencement of planting, another object was

to show the perfection of pyramidal training, and up to 1854

this was kept up, every good tree branching to the ground,

perfect in symmetry and form ; a magnificent show indeed

—

but all show—no fruit, except those on the Quince. Ten long

years of care and labour gave us but a slight opportunity to

test the fruit. In the meantime tree after tree on the Quince

had given out, and their places been filled with others. We
had then learned that but few varieties of Pears will succeed

on the Quince, and we gave up that stock for every variety

not already proved or reported to succeed, making the further

provision in all future planting to have the Quince stock

every alternate tree, so that the rows might be somewhat

uniform in appearance. We had, at that time, probably some

1500 varieties of Pears. A year or two more of care and

labour we thought would bring about the brilliant prospect

of bountiful crops ; but alas ! they failed to come—more than

half of our trees were varieties which would not grow on the

ground. Many of the latter had already fruited and died, and

their places been filled with duplicates or new kinds. What
should be done with the others :'

Long reflection and close observation told us the pyramid

was too slow and labour too dear for us Americans. If we

would have fruit we must stop the constant heading and

pinching-in, but rather prune up; and acting upon our cor-

rections, we decided to let the trees " alone." Away they

went, apparently as happy as a bird loosed from its cage, and
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as if thankful for the brief respite from the knife. Their long

hranohes had scarcely more than a year's growth before they
were actually weighed down with fruit. We had a little less

of symmetry, but a deal more of satisfaction. Our first real

crop was obtained in 18G2, since which period it has varied

from year to year, constantly increasing, and in 1873 measured
2200 bushels.

As we have stated, we have fruited since 1842 more than
1500 varieties, probably 2000. More than one-half of our trees

have been grafted over, so that our collection is reduced to

some 300 varieties. Thirty trees of Glou Morceau, Beurru
d'Aremberg, Easter Beurrc, and others, we regraftod last

month.
The trees are slightly enriched every autumn, and the ground

lightly dug every spring ; every two or three years some of the

longest branches are shortened-iu to prevent them from becom-
ing too thickly crowded, and no other care has been given them
the last ten years.— C. M. Hovey, Boston, Mass.—[American
Gardener's Monthly.)

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
The Journal has from time to time contained suggestions

and drawings of methods for avoiding the necessity of putty

for the glass in greenhouses, and a recent number contained
one which, though good, necessitates " packing " with nail-bag

strand saturated with white lead. The accompanying drawing
avoids this necessity, and all substitutes for putty, as will be
seen on reference to it.

Fig. 56.

The left-hand side of the sashbar b (fig. 56), is hoUowed-
out to half the depth to form a channel, c, for the rain ; the
right-hand side at top, a, is bevelled for the glass to rest upon.
On the sashbar is a cap, d, which may be rounded as in the
drawing, or triangular, which would be more easily made ; this
may be permanently nailed on. Place the sheet of glass, c,
on the bevelled part of the sashbar, pressing it well under
the cap, and fix it by means of two or more pieces of lead
clamps, L.

In addition to the usual inclination in the roof, there is also
a fall from left to right in the glass, which projects halfway
over the channel, the projection on the one hand and the cap
on the other entirely preventing the rain from penetrating.
A greater fall could be given to the glass by lowering the
channel in the sashbar. A broken pane of glass can easily
be replaced, or the whole may be removed for the purpose of
being painted.—S. B.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It is not generally known that the MAiDENniin Fern when

cut and placed in water along with other plants speedily
withers, but if kept by itself it will last for days. This curious
phenomenon is more apparent if Mignonette or Heliotrope is

along with it. Can this be owing to the odour emitted by
these flowers ?

The Dromoke Heaung Company, formed for carrying
into operation Cowan's system of heating by the aid of lime,
is now established, and we are informed that they are erecting
the apparatus in many places.

AccoEDiNo to experiments lately made at Saint-Gobain
,

with PULVERISED BONES OF COD, from the fisheries at St. Pierre
and Miquelon, it has been recognised that their debris could
be used with great advantage as fertilising matter ; but the
quantities procured on the beach, where the fishermen leave
them, would not be sufficient to furnish the basis of a large
industry. The governing committee of the French permanent
Exposition des Colonics is casting about, we learn, for a means
of extending the supply. As far back as 1851 M. Demolon
founded an establishment in Newfoundland, where the debris
were boiled, dried, after extraction of the oil, and pulverised.
Since then the idea has oeen taken up in Norway, and there
is a growing demand in Germany and elsewhere for the pul-
verulent fish-manures. The fishermen of St. Pierre and Mi
quelon throw away the viscera, the middle skeleton, and most
of the hefld of the cod ; now they supply annually seven to
eight millions of kilogrammes of prepared fish, and it is

estimated that 890 kilogrammes of these give 1000 kilogrammes
of debris; there is thus an enormous waste. The fishermen of

the open sea could not probably be induced to keep the debris,

and all that can be counted on at present is the local fishery,

yielding about 2000 tons.

So3iE time ago the Paris authorities set up a large

steam-engine at Clichy to supply the sandy plain of Genne-
villiers, on the opposite side of the Seine, with sewage water.
The experiment has proved successful. The " Journal of the
Society of Arts " says that the market gardeners are now eager
for a full supply, and the machinery is not powerful enough for

the extension of the service. The complaints of the increasing

foulness of the river from the sewage still turned into it have
become so loud, that it has been determined to erect another
engine at the same place, so as to draw oS 1000 to 1200 litres

of sewage per second, which is about half the quantity brought
by the collector ; at the same time large conduits in masonry
are to be constructed to cari-y the sewage to points which it

has not yet reached. The cost of this work will be about
£40,000.

There are several modes of marking zinc labels, the
following are two of them :—Chloride of platinum dissolved

in water wOl produce a permanent black stain on zinc. Use
about a drachm to a half-pint of distilled or rain water. A
strong solution of either nitrate of sOver or sulphate of copper
apphed with a brush or a silver pen to the plate will have the

desired effect. The plate must be well cleaned first.

—

(Enijlish

Meclianic and World of Science.)

We notice with much pleasure that the Society of

Arts has issued a prospectus of Examinations in the Tr n-

NOLOGY OF Agriculture and Eural Economy, proposed to be

held annually by the Society, as a part of its excellent system
of technological examinations in the various industries of the

country. We sincerely hope that the proposed examinations
will be largely the means of carrying out the object which the

Society has in view in instituting them—viz., the promotion
of a more extended and intelligent study of agriculture and of

the sciences bearing upon it, by those intending to adopt farm-

ing as an occupation. The examinations will consist of three

parts :—1, General Science, in which a very wide knowledge of

the various sciences which lie at the basis of successful agri-

culture is demanded from the candidates ; there are three

certificates in this department—the elementary certificate, the

advanced certificate, and honours. 2, Technology, in which
a knowledge of the many points connected with agriculture

and rural economy will be demanded from the candidates pro-

portioned to the class in which they may have passed in the

previous examinations ; this examination looks very formidable

on paper, and to pass creditably in it will demand extensive

reading and hard work on the part of the candidates. 3, Prac-

tical Knowledge ; under this head the candidate must forward

to the Society of Arts a certificate, on a form supplied, signed

by some agriculturist with whom he may have been practically

engaged in farming operations, showing that he has a practical

acquaintance with the subject. In order to render these exa-

minations really useful, the Council are making application to

the agricultural societies, local and general, for assistance in

founding scholarships for successful candidates to undergo a

regular course of instruction at an Agricultural College. We
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hope the scheme of the Society of Aita will be productive of

excellent results on the agriculture of the country.— (^^ado-t'.)

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 38.

BOMAEEA ACUTli'OLIA.

—

Pointed-lkaved IJollAREA.

The Bomareas are very closely allied to the Alstriimorias,

aud were formerly included with them. They differ, however,

from the latter in their twining stems, and several details of

their floral structure. In the genus Alstrameria the two

upper segments of the perianth differ generally from the

others, either in form or colour, so as to give the flower an

unsymmetrioal appearance. In Bomarea it is destitute of this

irregularity, the two series composing the flower, although

differing slightly from each other, being composed of segments

uniform in shape and colonr.

Fig. 57.—Bomarea acutifolia.

Bomarea acutifolia is a tuberous-rooted plant, with twining

stems, growing in the open ground to the height of 6 feet or

more. The leaves are, as the trivial name suggests, long and
pointed, smooth and dark green on their upper surface, but

paler and strongly nerved on their under side, the nerves being

clothed with numerous hairs. A curious feature, common,
however, to all the species, as well as to the Alstromerias, is,

the twisted petiole or leafstalk, by which the position of the

leaf is reversed. It would seem as if Nature had, in a careless

mood, originally attached the leaves upside down, and aftei'-

wards corrected the error by the very simple expedient of

twisting the footstalk.

The plant luxuriates in a rich sandy loam, and when the

soil is naturally heavy and retentive, a considerable proportion

of sand should be mixed with it before planting the roots. In

low moist situations it will also be highly desirable to place a

few inches of drainage beneath the soil on which the tubers

rest. This wUl give them a much better chance of enduring
frost, for it is only in dry soils that they can be considered

hardy. The tubers should be planted at least C inches deep,

in a warm aspect ; if at the foot of a south wall the plant will

flower finer than in more exposed places.

When grown against a wall the stems of the plant may be

secured to a narrow trellis ; in other situations a neat stick

will be requisite. In those localities in which there may be

some risk in leaving the tubers in the ground through the

winter, they should be carefully dug up soon after the stems

have died down, and be preserved in pots of sandy loam in

a dry place uutO spring. It is not advisable to remove the
soil entirely from them, or they will shrivel, and perhaps
decay.

The increase of B. acutifolia may be effected by division

of the tubers, or by seeds, which are usually ripened freely.

Like those of some other endogenous plants, the seeds are

apt to become so hard by keeping, especially if in a very dry
place, that they will only germinate after a long interment,
imless sown as soon as ripe, which is not always practicable

or desirable.

This desiccation may be prevented to some extent by bury-

ing the seeds in a pot of sandy loam, which should be pre-

served in a dry cool place. It is usual to sow them on arti-

ficial heat in spring, but stronger plants are obtained by sow-
ing in the open borders under a hand-glass about the middle
of April. Soil of a light porous nature will be iudispeneable,

and when the plants appear above ground air must be ad-

mitted, but they must be covered at night as long as there is

any danger of frost. The snaUs and slugs are very partial to

this genus, as well as to the Alstromerias, and thould be
watched for, or they will eat off a batch of seedlings in a single

night. Some of the strongest plants maybe expected to flower

the second year, but generally blossoms are not produced until

the third season.

In dividing the tubers, which in this and most of the species

which have come under our notice, are email spherical potato-

like masses, and suspended from the collar of the plant by a
long footstalk, care must be taken to secure with each one of

the eyes developed at the coUar, the tubers themselves pro-

ducing none.
Bomarea acutifolia is a native of the temperate parts of

Mexico, where several other species are found.— (IF. Thompson's
English Flower Garden, Revised by tlte Author.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The time of year has arrived when it will be necessary to set

about propagating hpdding plants, and, as I imagine, there are
very few whose gardens aijord the convenience of a greenhouse,
or a frame or two, and perhaps a few hand-glasses, who would
not like to raise many of their own plants. It is a very pleasant
and interesting employment, especially to those whose business
calls them away for the greater part of the day, and when taken
in time and ordinary judgment is used, the task is not a diflicult

one. It is reasonable to advise all those whose gardens are
situated in or near the smoky atmosphere of large towns, and,
perhaps, with scanty convenience, to aim at getting their young
plants rooted and well estabUshed before the dull days of au-
tumn and winter set in, and to begin to propagate those plants
first which take the longest time to establish with limited means.
This includes the different varieties of Verbenas, the several
sorts of Silver-variegated and Golden Tricolor Pelargoniums.
These last are mostly of slower growth than the coarser- growing
Bronze or Green Zonal varieties. Another reason for early pro-
pagation is, that when only a frame is used there is a chance of
working one batch of cuttings out of the way before others are
put in.

In order to promote the quick rooting of Verbenas and other
Boftwooded plants, such as Heliotropes and Salvias, and many
other tender-wooded subjects, and likewise to secure a healthy
leaf-growth, it is much the best plan to prepare a bed of heating
material—such as leaves and manure of sufficient thickness, say
2 or 3 feet, beaten down tightly so as to prevent its heat from
becoming strong, a very gentle heat only being required ; or if

there happens to be an old Cucumber or Melon bed, which witli

the addition of a little material would produce the requisite heat,

so much the better. Place the frame upon this, fill-up inside

to within a foot of the glass and firmly beat down, and if the
cuttings are to be rooted in pots, cover the bed with h or

G inches of coal ashes finely sifted. The pots may be plunged
in these, which will keep the soil at a uniform heat. If the

cuttings are to be rooted in the bed—which plan I think is

much the better—instead of covering with coal ashes, 3 inches of

finely-sifted leaf mould and sand should be put evenly over the
bed and pressed firmly down when it is in a moderately dry
state. When the heat has risen, and there are no signs of its

afterwards becoming strong or violent, the cuttings may be put-

in about an inch apart ; make the soil firm about each cutting,

and afterwards water moderately. Allow no strong sun to get

at them until after they are rooted, neither allow the outtings

to flag. To prevent this, at times a gentle sprinkling overhead
should be applied, and a little air given them until they are dry

again. The cuttings ought not to be kept in a high tempera-
ture; only a mild and moderately moist one is needed. They
may have air at times, and sometimes the lights may be thrown
off for half an hour in warm mornings and nights.
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Wheu the caltiuga have made good roots, say au inch or more
in length, they will be fit to be transferred to pots or pans, and
if more convenient, shallow boxes will answer as well. Which-
ever vessels are used they should be well drained, and the

drainage covered with rough material so as to prevent the finer

soil from washing-down aud choking-up the outlets. Fill the

vessels with a soil composed of two-thirds rich loam and the

remainder well-rotted frame manure and sand thoroughly mixed.
Put the plants about 2 inches apart aud water well, aud theu
take them to a cool frame, and set them on a bed of ashes ; keep
Ihem a little close for a few days, aud after that gradually let

them have air, and they will become sturdy, strong plants ; but

as they grow, the strongest and most uneven growth should be

repeatedly stopped, and all bloom-buds picked oil.

Now, a word as to the selection of cuttings. Always look out
for those shoots that have not flowered, not those even that are

nearly approaching that period, for they are generally hard aud
wiry in the stem, and seldom root freely or ever make a plant

worthy of the name under the best of treatment. The young
tender-growing shoots are the very ones to seek for, aud they
are generally to be found about the heart or body of the plant.

Each cutting should have at least two joints, and the lower
leaves of one should be removed aud inserted into the soil as

above directed. Most of these softwooded bedding plants will

root freely without a joint being left at the end ; but if inserted

so, the next joint above the end must be placed so that it comes
in contact with the surface soil, and it invariably throws-out
roots. This system is very useful when cuttings of a plant are

scarce, aud it is necessary to make every joint tell, but the

plants require a little more care to establish, which few of

those for whom I write are likely to have the convenience
for. Moreover, I beUeve the plan is most suitable and would
prove more successful for spring propagation, when the early

spring mouths induce a more luxuriant growth in the plants
that root quickly, and being assisted by increasing light and
heat, such as that season would bring, plants would be more
successfully reared.
The system of propagation above described would answer for

nearly all bedding plants but Pelargoniums. Of these the varie-

gated sorts should be propagated first, being more delicate, of

weaker growth, and consequently longer in making a plaut.

They may be rooted either in or out of pots, the same as for

Verbenas, but there is no need of making-up a bed for them.
Place a few hand-glasses together upon a bed of coal ashes or

any other bottom which worms are uot likely to penetrate, if

they are to bo put in pots, otherwise a fiuely-sifted soil at least

from i to li inches in thickness in the place of it, and the cut-

lings dibbled into it. I recommend, however, rooting them in

pots filled with quite two-thirds coarse sand, such as washes
dowu by the side of a road, adding a sprinkling of leaf mould
and loam, to help to sustain a little vigour in the plants wheu
rooted. Press them into the pots firmly and water well, place
them under the hand-glasses, and allow them plenty of air at all

times, but keep the tops of the lights on so as to shelter them
from heavy rains. The sun will not hurt them ; there is suffi-

cient sustaining power in a cutting of this sort to carry it suc-
cessfully through the ordeal of propagation, and it is the better
for it, as it is hardier aud able to staud the winter better.

Shading plants that will do without it makes them weakly aud
tender, more susceptible of injury from the sudden changes of

temperature aud situation. While cuttings treated in this way
are rooting many dead leaves will appear. Now, my plan is to

let these remain, for by pulling them off there is a risk of

loosening the cuttings in the soil, which endangers them so

much as to cause them to die-off in quantities. Touch them
not until they are growing, and then the leaves may be pioked-

off in safety.

The next class I think about is the commoner sorts of Gera-
niums, such as Tom Thumb and other coarse-growing scarlet-

flowering sorts. These will root very readily if dibbled into a

bed of prepared soil on a border in the open ground, or under a
wall perhaps would be better, where they might have protection
afforded them if needed ; but by rooting them in this way there

is the double work of potting them into convenient pots and
establishiu" them, whereas if they were rooted in pots this

work would be spared and the cuttings do just as well. The
latter for an amateur would be the more desirable plan, especi-

ally as with limited means for winter storing they would go
into closer quarters aud be moved about more conveniently
when found necessary. In selecting cuttings for Geraniums,
whether variegated or otherwise, the same rule must guide the
propagator in his choice as for those of Verbenas aud other
tender subjects named above.

—

Thomas Record.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

FoK work in this department twenty-four hours' steady rain
would be acceptable, as in the dusty dry soil seeds cannot vege-

tate freely. Though most of the grain crops have been harvested,

large fields of Potatoes are all around us, and should a wet period
occur, the disease, which in many instances has been detected,
would doubtless assume a virulent character. It is of no use to

come with the advice "Lift and store them;" eighty acres of

Potatoes cannot be lifted and stored. A lengthened experience
has taught the farmers that whether the market returns are
high or low, it is tbe best policy to continue steadily lifting

them, and send to market at once. There is also considerable
loss with Potatoes stored in "clamps," or what in some districts

are called "pits." What with loss in weight, storing, and weigh-
ing them up again, the cost is not less than 20v. per ton. Early
Don (white) and the West Lothian Dalmahoy are most liable to

the disease, and what is not required of tbese two sorts for

plants next year will soon be all sent to market. Those who
grow Potatoes for market would do well to try some of the new
American sorts, not the reds, which partake of the character of

Sutton's Flourball; these are too large and excessively ugly
when grown in good soil. Springfield White, au enormous
cropper, also ugly in shape, may do for cattle, but should bo
avoided as a field, garden, or market Potato. It is yet early to

speak of the recent variety Snowflake, as it has only been proved
during the present season in England ; but Bresee's Climax has
all the qualities of a first-rate market variety. In flavour it can-
not quite come up to the best of the Regents, but it surpasses
them iu appearance, being round, and not having such promi-
nent eyes ; it is early, aud an enormous cropper. Extra Early
Vermont is also very early; 1 lb. weight planted in the garden,
though the young growths were much checked by the frost, pro-

duced 80 lbs., and these contained a very large proportion of
" ware."
Lifting the Onions. The surface of the ground is very dry,

and no better manner of treatment can be suggested than to

pull them up, lay them in rows on the surface of the ground,
and when they are sufficiently dried store them away for the
winter. An airy loft where they would be kept dry is a good
place ; there they should be spread out thinly on the floor, and
if there is not accommodation of this kind, they may be strung
up on ropes. Preparing the ground for the autumn-sown crop.

It is well to sow now and also iu spring. This year the spring-

sown crop was the best ; another season, owing to the maggot at

the roots, the spring-sown crop may be a failure. Autumn-sown
Onions do not suffer from the attack of the maggot ; but as a rule

the spring-sown stock do not start into growth so early iu the
spring as the others. Medium sized specimens keep better than
very large examples. The Deptford is considered to be the
best Onion for present sowing. We should also have made a
sowing of Turnips iu the garden, but that a large breadth has
beeu sown in the field. A crop of Turnips after Potatoes is con-
sidered a paying crop by those who grow for market. Sprouting
Broccoli and Coleworts also come in well. Sowed Parsley, and
cut off the leaves from a portion of the old plants ; these will

form a fresh crop before winter, which will be much better for

kitchen purposes than those which would be produced from
plants not so treated.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Finuries.—There are few gardeners having the charge of Pine

houses who have not also the laudable desire to produce very
large fruit. The plants are grown in large pots, and allowed
plenty of space to develope, and with judicious treatment and
well-directed energy no doubt success would be ensured. On
the other hand, if one large plaut has occupied the space that
would otherwise have accommodated three smaller ones, and
produced, after two years' growth, one fruit weighing, say 9 lbs.,

and the three plants would produce in from twelve to eighteen
months three fruits to weigh i lbs. each on an average, then if

such is the case, as no doubt it is sometimes, the large specimen
has been obtained at too great a sacrifice. In most families fruit

weighing -1 lbs. are more useful than large ones, while those who
grow for market find that medium-sized fruit command the
readiest sale, and are also more remunerative. All suckers that
were potted six weeks ago should be examined. It is a serious
mistake to allow them to become root-bound ; when such is the
case, the fruit ofttimes starts up prematurely. During the
operation of potting it is well to be careful that uo check is

received ; if the roots are iu good condition aud not matted, the
ball ought not to be disturbed, but placed in the centre of the
fruiting pot a little deeper than it was before, and the fresh com-
post rammed-in firmly around it. Old plauts, from which the
fruit has been cut when no suckers are wanted from them, are

carried out to the rubbish heap at once, as if any insect pests

are in the house, they are always more likely to be on the oldest

plants.
OBCHAKD HOOSE.

Nearly all the midseason fruit has beeu gathered, and upon
the whole Peaches and Nectarines have been satisfactory; thougli
the fruit has not beeu large the flavour has been good, and the
latter quality is more important than the other. Plums and
Pears grown in pots under glass and well exposed to the sun are
fine, but they ought to have a house to themselves, and ought
not to be with Peaches and Nectarines. The Peach deUghts in
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a moist East Indian temperature just after stoning, and until

the fruit is within ten days of being ripe. The Pear wants more
ventilation, a drier atmosphere, and not quite such a high
temperature. All the trees from which the fruit has been
gathered would be potted at once, but other work is pressing,
and that must be ia abeyance for a few days. It is our usual
practice to pot as soon as the fruit ia gathered, nor do we make
any scruple about reducing the ball of roots, and repotting in

the same sized pot as that in which the trees were previously
growing. If the roots are much hacked about, the trees will flag

in the sun for a few days, but dewing the leaves over with water
from the fine rose of a syringe will prevent them suffering to an
injurious extent.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The choicer description of flowers are scarce at this season,

either in the stove or greenhouse. As it is necessary to keep up
a moist growing temperature in the stove, any plants in flower
there are removed to the greenhouse. Eucharis araazonica, a
veritable queen amongst bridal flowers, fades quickly in a stove
temperature ; either cut and the flowers placed in water indoors,
or the whole plant removed to the greenhouse and shaded from
the sun, they are much prolonged. Potting all hardwooJed
flowering plants, as well as those grown for foliage ; it is time
all such work were done, in order that the plants may be well
established before the cold weather comes upon them.

Recently the great value of the Phlox for decorative purposes
in the greenhouse and conservatory was noticed ; the plants are
now nearly over, and as they go out of flower the stalks are cut
down close to the surface of the pot, and the pots plunged in an
open position out of doors. A new variety of the early-flowering
section, named Miss Robertson, is said to be a great acquisition
to the pure whites ; and it must be a wonder in other respects,
as a contemporary gravely informs its readers that if cuttings
of this Phlox are put-in in spring and grown vigorously in a
cold frame until autumn, it will supply cut flowers at Christmas,
and these are to be of a more lasting character than the usual
run of forced flowers. Surely there is some mistake here, or
Miss Robertson is quite different in character from other early-

flowering Phloxes. With us cuttings of early-flowering Phloxes
put-in in spring flower in July, the late-flowering section in
August; and as for the flowers lasting after they are cut, why,
they fade as quickly as Verbenas.

FLOWER GARDEN.
We continue to get-in cuttings of all bedding Pelargoniums.

Mangles' Variegated and the Tricolors strike root best under
glass, the first-named in a close atmosphere, the others in a pit

or house freely ventilated. All the more robust green and varie-
gated varieties do well out of doors. We put in pipings of
Pinks ; it is rather late now, but under a north wall and pro-
tected by a glass frame they will no doubt form roots. Pink
pipings should be put in about the end of June, and if they are
taken from the plants in a wet day and inserted in the open
ground they will do well ; not one in fifty will fail.— J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report
them fuUy, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent
to ns.]

august.
Skircoat (Yorkshire) 28
Sandy 28
Perth 23
Chailey 28
Falkirk 28

j

Bishop Auckland 28
|

St. IsseU's (Cornwalll 28
Kilmnn, Strone.and Blamore .... 29 1

ThornhiU (VorkB) 29
Eyton 31

SEPTEJrnEB. '

Eamsley 1
Chippenham 1
Daventry 1
Manchlioe 2
UndercUn 2
Nottingham 2
Bath 2 and 3
Airdrie and Coatbridge 3

SEPTEMBEE.
Alnwick 3
Fermoy 3
Paisley 3
Royal Oxfordshire 3
Woking 3
Worsley and Swinton 3
Dundee 3, 4, and 5
Renfrew 5
Brackley 8
Kelso 8
Eye 9
R'jyal Caledonian Hort. Society . . 9
Glasgow and W. Scotland 9
Brighton 9 and 10
Bury St. Edmunds 11
Moffat U
Kilmarnock and A.yr 15
Cambridgeshire 17
Northampton 18
Kidlington 21

TKADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Sutton Sc Sons, Heading.

—

Suttoti's Autumn Catalogue of
Bulbous Flower Boots, Seeds, &c.
Dick RadclySe & Co., 129, High Holborn, London.—Ca^a?o^«(?

of Dutch BulbSf SundrieSj Horticultural Decorations, tQc,

Joseph Schwartz, Rue du Eepos, 43, a la Guillotifire, Lyons.

—

Catalogue et Frix Courant d'?s Bosiers—Autumn^ 1874, and
Springy 1875.

J. Carter & Co., High Holbom, London.— List of Dutch
Flower Boots, Fruit Trees, Boses, ((-c.

Hooper it' Co., Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

—

Cata-
logue of Autumn Bulbs, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be

.addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to
" The Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three-

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

EooKS (C. S.).—There ia no work published on growing under glass fruity
A:c., for market. {A. M. G.).—Hibbert's " Town Gardcniug."

Plumbago Leaf (17. C).—We do not think the variegation attractive.

Geraniums and Pelargoniums (C. W. F.).—Wehave repeatedly published
the botanical distinctions between these plants, but in the garden the bedding-
out varieties are usually called (ieraniums, aud the pot varieties Pelargoniump,
The French Pelargoniums have frilled petals.

Orchids under Trees—Vallota Leaves Cceling (Flora).—The trees
not being very closely planted, though affording shade, tho opener spots
of ground will be suitable for the following plants of the Orchis tribe :

—

Cypripedium acaule, C. macranthum, C. pubescens, C latifoiia, Gyranadenia
conopsea, Habenaria bifolia, H. chlorantha, H. viridis, Liatera ovata, Orchis
maculata, and O. morio. You may obtain plants of Thalictrum minus of
any nurseryman dealing in herbaceous and alpine plants. It is difficult to
account for the leaves of Vallota purpurea curling up, but we should think it

arises from the plants being kept in a room of which the atmosphere is very-

dry. Place it out of doors from T^Iay to the middle of September, keep it

well supplied with water, and afford it an open sunny position.

Hydrangeas after Flowering (C. Cross).—If you have glass, keep them
in a light airy position until the leaves fall ; but if you have not a greenhouse,
place them in front of a south wall, and water fo as to keep the foliage fresh,
and whenthe leaves fall plunge the pots in ashes to the rim in a sheltered
position. The shoots that have flowered may be cut down to the next lower
prominent eye or bud, and when tho plants begin to grow repot them and
place in a window with a southern exposure, or give them the warmest posi-
tion you can command out of doors. When they are gi-owing water abun-
dantly. At the base, or not very high upon rockwork, with good soil, abun-
dant watering in sammer, and a warm situation, we have no doubt they
would do well, the main thing being to secure the ripening of the wood to
make sure of future flowering.

Alpine Sthawberrv Planting (J. P.).—The Alpine Strawberries do not
require different treatment from other kinds, only they need not be planted
so far apart. The rows may be 1 foot apart, and the plants 9 inches from
each other in the rows if plants from runners are employed, but such do not
grow so freely as those raised from seed. We plant in rows 15 inches a*^under,

and the plants 1 foot apart in the lines. We think they do best on an east
border. Now is a good time to plant them. There are but two kinds of
note, the Ked and White; but the Bush Alpine, which does not produce
runners, is by some advised for edgings.

Various (A. G.).—Gloxinias done flowering should be kept drier, water
being gradually withheld. The plants should be kept in the pots in a place
safe from frost until started in February or March. Cyclamen persicum just
repotted keep in a cold frame on ashes until the end of September, and then
place in a light airy position in the greenhouse, waterlog so as to keep the
soil moist. If in small pots, thoy may be shifted into larger ones early ia
October. Pot Roses ought not to be pruned until the leaves fall. Pruning
may be deferred until they are introduced into the house. They should, how-
ever, be repotted at once. Hovea Celsii will now be perfecting its growth, and
should be kept rather drier. It should have a light aiiy position in winter,

repotting in spring when it begins to grow, watering copiously when in free

growth, and affording at that time slight shade.

Ground not Fertile {H. L. E.).—We think the barrennes.n of the soil

on the site of the old building is a result of its being kept for a lengthened
period from the influence of the atmosphere combined with the dryness, the
rains not being sufficient to thoroughly moisten it, and the Beason having
been remarkably diy. All you require is a thorougti moistening of the soil,

and when this takes place we think you may safely venture Strawberries or

any other kind of crop. It is likely the gi-ound will not be in a fit state for

cropping until the spring of nest year.

Selling Timber Trees (Hclherscfe Lodge).—The Elm will be worth
something, as you surmise, for timber, for the sale of which consult a timber
merchant. The Sycamore, forking as you describe, is worth very little except

for firewood.

Musa Ensete Fruiting (J. U.).—It is because this plant is somewhat
rare, but from its being largely grown for decorative purposes its flowering

and fruiting will be common enou^^h shortly. The Datura is undoubtedly a.

gi'ond one, the largest we have seen noted.

Grub Eating Grapes (C. B.).—The depredator received some injury and
is scarcely recognisable, but the indications suggest that the mischief is pro-

duced by the larva of a small moth, very possibly of Cftrpocapsa firnebrana,

which in 1872 deserted its favourite Plum sometimes to attack ripe Grapes.
In this instance, therefore, it is important to burn all infected Grapes that are

removed, as, if thrown casually away, the moth may still appear to pursue
the same course again.

Grapes Mildewed (E. O. C).—As the fruit is "quite worthless," cut it

off and throw it away, then syringe the Vines thoroughly with water in whicli
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eoft soap and flowera of BiUphur have been dissolved, in the proportion of
2 ozs. of soft soap and 4 ozs. of the sulphnr to a ji^alion of water. Take a
portion of the mixture and add flowers of snlphm- to it until it is of the con-
sistency of thin paint, and with this paint the hot-water pipes or flue. The
lieating apparatus should then be made so hot that the hand may ba held on
it, but so that it feela rather uuct^mfortable. Had you done tliis when you
dusted the Vines with the sulphur the mildew would have been destroyed.
Ventilate freely, but judiciously; draughts check the Vine and prediBpoee it

to disease. In winter remove all the loose bark from the old wood after the
Vines are pruned, and paint with a mixture of sulphur, soft soap, and a little

tobacco water; we also add a little soot to it.

Grapes Diseased {3/7's. C. H. J.).—Wo never before saw Grapes so com-
pletely destroyed by mildew. Repeated dustinjjs with flowers of sulphur,
and when all the leaves are off the Vines paintiuc; the whole of the stems
and branches and the entire house with lime water in which flowera of sul-

phur are mixed to a creamy consistency, will be needed to subdue the parasite.
Next year dust with sulphur immediately if it reappears.

Artemisia jddaica—EDorN'o Plants {J. Kelhi^.—Artem'mia. judaica is a
Bilvery-foliaged plant about 1 foot to 15 inches high, of graceful habit and
compact f,'rowth. It is a hardy shrub, but requh-es a well- drained sandy soil.

Achyrocline Sauudersoni is a silvery edging plant, attaining a hei^'ht of 6 to

8 inches. Veronica incana is a grey or silvery edging plant, forming a thick
edging about 4 inches high. For edgings it is the best of those you name.

Cape Bdlbs {J. Y. H.).—Crinum algoense and C. aquaticum should have
liberal treatment during f^owth. Give abundant waterings and Bprinklings
overhead morning and evening, afford a light and any position, and keep
rather dry in winter. C. aquaticum should have the pots set in saucers of
water during summer. They require a warm part of the greenhouse. H^-
manthuB falcatus and H. coccineus flower before the leaves are produced.
They require to be duly supplied with water while growing, and withhold
water gradually after they begm to decay. Brunsvigia Josephuife requires to
be well watered when in growth, and to bo kept dry when at rest, with a light
and airy position in a greenhouse. Cjrtauthus obliquus needs free watering
dmiog the period of growth, and should have a liybt aiiy position in winter,
with just enough water to keep the foliage fresh. They should all be placed
deep enough in the soil to cover the bulb to the neck. Repot when they are
in growth, affording good drainage, with a compost of tnrfy yellow loam two
parts, and one part each leaf soil and sandy peat, and a sixth of sand. The
pots need not be more than thi-ee times the diameter of the bulbs.

Heating Greenhouse (C. E. P.).—Your greenhouse for the wintering in
safety of the plants you name will need to have frost excluded. Two 3-inch
pipes along the front of the house and one end would give you the requu'ed
temperature in winter

—

i.e., 40^ to 45" from fire heat. A stove boiler would
be most suitable. A dozen good Fuchsias are:

—

Dark (single)—Try-me-Oh,
Crown Prince of PrusKia; Dark (double)—Avalanche, King of Doubles.
Wliites (single)—Sirs. J. Lye, Minnie Banks, Arabella Improved; Whitc-
coroUa-t (single)—Delight, Gem (Cannell's) ; Whitc-coroUns (double)—Ava-
lanche, Little Alice, and Striata Splendour. The Bpeciraen sent us is a
curious malformation, one segment of the calyx is winged on each side with
half a leaf. The specimen is very vigorous and handsome. Do not alter

your treatment.

Gas for Heating (An Admirer of Nature).—For a small glazed structure
for winter protection it is well known, as you say, that gas is effectual, not
espent-ive, and requires the minimum of attention. It is also well known
that the fumes from burning gas are destructive of plant life. Arrangements
are always made to prevent it, and those arrangements must vary to meet
other requisites.

Ebony from Seaweeds (H. C. S. D.).—V>'e are informed by " G.," whose
Aberystwith notes, page 116, you refer to, that he believes all the Fuci are
available for the purpose, and that they should be used dry yet fresh. The far

greatest hulk of the Aberystwith Seaweeds is the Fucus vesiculosus. " G."
was only a visitor at Aberystwith.

Destroying Wasps (G. W. H.).—We do not know Scott's mixture. It

should be advertised. Our correspondent recommends boiling water to be
poured into the nest, but the nest and its entrance must be peculiarly

situated.

Names of Fruits (Viridin).—The Apple is Sops-in-Wine. We think a
good deal of your seedling Grape, and would like to see a well-grown bunch.
<G. fJ/ii/fflHfc).—Caillat Rosat. (J. Woodlife).—!, Early Harvest ; 2, this is

cot Joanneting, and we do not know it; 3, Keswick Codlin. {Q. Diss),—
Plums: 1, Diamond; 2, Orleans; 3, Goliath; 4, Victoria.

Names of Plants {J. W.).—The specimen was very withered; wo believe
it to be Diplacus californicus. (An Old Subscriber).—Pinus macrocarpa, a
native of California. No specimen numbered 2 reached us. 3, Tamai-ix indica.
(Lady Maria).— I, Rhus Cotinus, poisonous; 2, Clematis lanuginosa; 3, Cti-

presBus macrocarpa, becomes a large tree, but does not spread out "like a
forest tree." (Mnason).—Alyssnm sasatile variegatum. (8. Filpot).—We
cannot name plants from leaves only. (0. fV. B.).—Eranthemum Anderson!
Mast. [Bot.Mag., ^ 5771). (J7ora).—Epipactis latifolia. (B. .4.).—Spirrea
ariaDfolia, native of North America. (B Smyth).—Selaginella Braunii, Baker,
Clethra arborea. Ait. (Q. B. C).—Veratrum nigrum and a Thalictinim, pro-
bably T, minus. (Mrs. Parry Jojics).-Cyrtautbera magnifica minor (Jus-
ticia camea, Bot. Mag., t. 33S3J. (R. IK.).—Panicum capillaro.

POULTRY, BEE, AM PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

MOULTING.
We believe a few general rules will answer the queries of

"E. H. R.," and others. The earlier chickens are hatched the
easier they are to rear ; but it is altogether wrong to advise
none but March or April ijullets. Many of the best fowls of the
year are hatched in May, and their growth is often mirvellous.
Not only must those who look to eggs as the principal profll to
be derived from poultry, hatch nearly all the year round, but
those whose calling it is to supply the London market with its

celebrated poultry are compelled to do the same. It involves
expense, and therefore it must be dear; but it is a fact that in
London, in any weather aud at any time of the year, a peifict

fowl or chicken can be eaten—juicy, succulent, white, and so
tender that it may be carved with fork and bpoou. This can only
be done by continuous hatching. Perfect table poultry is yet
unknown to many an ardent amateur. There exists with them a
time when fowls are either out of season or so hard they can
scarcely be eaten. For perfect table poultry a pullet that has
laid is out of the question. Fowls hatched in the early spring
grow a third faster than those hatched in the autumn. The
natural time for moulting is when the duty and strain of breed-
ing is over. Fowls do not moult the first year (unless they are
very early and have become hens), but they change their
feathers. In the same way a young cock Pheasant changes his
brown for his beautiful plumage. First one feather appears,
then another, then brilliant patches are seen, and at last he
shines in lovely plumage. A chicken appears all down, then
wing and tail feathers appear ; hon plumage covers the body,
but it is not hard feather—handled, this plumage feels like cob-
web. This also disappears, and then the clothing is that of an
adult, lasting till laying, sitting, and the maternal duties are
over. The feathers are, however, worn out, the back is naked
among the hens aud puUets. The combs shrivel and look dead,
and the whole remaining strength of the bird seems devoted to
the formation of the new plumage. As an average this will begin
in July, and be over in October. There may be sports and
occasional deviations, but this is the natural season.

EDENBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 19th inst. The following are the

awards :

—

Dorkings.—Coloured.—Cocfc or Cockerel —1, "W. J. Rngsell. 2, R. Cheeaman,
c, G. Field. Hens.—I, T. C. Barnell. 2, G. Field, c, C. McNiven : T. Marsh.
Dorkings.— ^(/rfr-Grey.—CocA: or Cockerel —1, T. C. Burnell. 2, C. McNiven.

/tc. Mrs. Lee. Hens —I, Mrs. Lee. 2, T. Marsh, c, C. McNiven.
SPANian.—1. E. Winwood. 2, J. Francis, e. A. S. Owen.
Cocnis-Caiai..—Buff or Cinnamon.—1, E. Winwood. 2, E. Gooawin. c, Mrs.

A. De H. Christy. Wkite.—l, R. S. S. Woodgate. Any variety.—Cock or
Cockerel.^!, R S. S. Woodgate. 2. A. A Vander Meersch.
Brahmi PooTRA.—Darfc.—1, Mrs. Lee. 2, R. Sheppard. Light.—\t S. P.

Broad. 2, Capt. G. F. Talbot.
ak^E.-Blacli-hreastcd or other Redt.-l, F. Warde. 2 and lie, G. H. Fitz-

Herbert. Anv other variety.—I and 'ic, G. H. Fitz-Herbert. 2. B. MoUett. Any
Viiriety.—Cock or Cockerel.—1. F. Warde. 2, B. MoUett c, R. A. Boissier.
HAMUURGHS.-Go/rf or Sifuer-i;jj(in!7ted—I, J. Long. 2, C. E.L. Lucas. Gold

or Sitrer-pcncilled.-l, J. Long. 2. Master W, M. Cajalet. c, H. Kelsey.
P.iLisH.-1, J. Long. 2, E. S. S. Woodgate.
HoUDANB.-1, W. Dring. 2, R. A. Boissier. he. Master W. M. Cayalet.
Bantams.— Ga7«e.—1, W. S. Marsh, 2, J. Long. Any other variety, not

Oame—\, R. S S. Woodgate. 2. Mrs. Lee. he, A. A. Vander Meersch. Any
variety.—Cock or Cockrel.—l. W. S Marsh. 2, Capt G. F. Talbot.
Ant other Varietv.—1. R. S. S. Woodgate (Silkies). 2. J. Long (Black

Hamburghs). vhc. Rev. N. J. Ridley (La Fieche). c, S. P. Broad (White
Silkies).
Selling Class.—Cocfc or Cockerel.— I, R- A. Boissier (Hoadan). 2, Rev. N.

J. Ridley (Cochin). Hen*. -1, E. Winwood. 2, J. Francis (Spanish), /ic, Miaa
Morrison (Andalusians) ; Mrs. A. De H. Christy ( Buff Cochins), c, A. S. Owen
(Spanish).
ANV \&mErr. — Cockerel. — I, W. Dring (Houdan). 2, F. Haines (Light

Brahma), vhc, A. Bentley (Black Spanish); B. Mollett (Duckwing Game), nc,
J. K. Lawther (Dark Brahma); Mrs. A. De H. Christy (Buff Cochin); E.Hay-
wood (D,irk Brahma). Pulleta.—\, R. S. S. Woodgate (White Cochins). 2, F.
Haines (Light Brahma), vhc, R. Cheesmau (Coloured Dorkiags); B. IVIoUett
(Duckwing Game), he, W. Dring (Houdins); Mrs. A. De H. Christy (Buff
Cochins); E. Haywood (DarkBralima). c.Capt.G. P.Talbot (Light Brahma):
Miss Petley (Game Bantams); W. J. Russell (Dorkings).
Ddcks.— 4i/(!-.!i)uri/.— 1, C. Mc^^lveu. 2, N. Edghill. he, Mrs. A. De H.

Christy. Rouen.— 1 and he, C. Brown. 2 and e, G. Field. Any otlier variety.—
1 and he, S. P. Broad. 2, T. G. Farmer, vhc, L G. Morrell. c, A. Glover.
Geese.—1 and r)ic. G. Fie'd. 2, Mrs. Lee. c, C. E. L. Lucas.
TUHKErs.-l, G. Field, Norfolk, vlic, F. Warde, Cambridge.

PIGEONS.
Caebiees —1, A. Bentley. 2, J. Francis.
Drag jons.—1, A. Bowman. 2, T. Marsh.
Ant other Variett.—1, vhc, and he, A. A. Vander Meeracb. 2, A. Eastty. c,

A. S. Owen (Blue-shouldered Turbits) ; W. K. Killick (Magpies) ; A. A. Vander
Meersch.

RABBITS.
Lop.EARED.—i3wcfc.—1, W. Layton, 2 and )iC, — Stedman. Doe.—1 and ftc,

—

Stedman. 2, R. A. Boissier. c, W. MiUen.
ANY other Variety.—1, R. A. Boissier (Himalayas). 2, — Stedman. vhc.

Miss M L. Gower.
Selling Class.—1 and he, — Stedman (Egyi^tian). 2, E. J. Rogers, vhc,

Capt. G. F. Talbot.

Judge.—Mr. Matthew Headley, Claremont, Eedhill.

DURHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Durham Agricultural Society was

held on the racecourse on the 2Ist inst. The day was very fine

and hot, an excellent marquee was provided, and the poultry

were well protected in comfortable wire pens. The entries

were larger than heretofore, although no alteration had been
made in the list of prizes.

Cochins, as may be expected, were an excellent class, grand
old BuBs winning the prizes, and an excellent pen of White
chickens was very highly commended. Some of the pens of

Bralnnas were empty, though the winner.s were tolerably good
adult birds. Dorkings came next. The winners of the Dark
variety were very good. Of Sjianish there were only four pens,

all old birds ; the first a good pen, but the second almost done,

although good in points. Game had only one class, and only six

entries. The winners, which were Brown Beds, showed great

quality, although the first were in deep moult. Gold-spangled
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Hamhurghs -were poor, except the winnera; but iu Silvers

the first and eecond were capital chickens ; a commencled pen
contained a model cock with a very inferior hen. Golden-
pencilled had eleven entries, and most of these contained some
good birds; the winnera being good adult birds and pretty
closely run. In Silvers there were but three pens, but these

were good. Game Bantams were a strong class, and the com-
petition close, the winners being Brown Reds. The first was
an old cock with a pullet, and the second both aged. Bantams,
any other variety, were all Black with the exception of one
pen of Grey Japanese, and the first-named breed won.

In the general variety class some good CrOve-Cceura were
shown, as also Hondans; but the great features of the Show
were the two classes of Ducks, especially the Roueus, which were
nearly all noticed, the size, marking, and beaks being aa nearly
perfect aa possible, the Aylesbury losing only in point of

numbers. The quality of colour and beak was all that could be
wished for.

There was a nice show of eggs and butter under the same tent;

the eggs, though not of the largest, were well selected, and uni-

form in shape, size, and colour.

CocniMS.—1, 2, vkCt anJ he, G. H. Procter, Darham. c, J. Flin ofl. G:leBjate,
Darham.
Brahma Pootras.—1, R. Shield, Swalwell. 2. Rov. R. L. Story, Lockmj^ton

Vicarage, Derby, he, J. Anderson, Sedgliill, Northamberlaud; T. Dobson,
Kirbymoorside.
DoRKraos.—1. W. Morfltt, Goole. 2, J. White, Warlaby.
Spanish.—1. W. Jnggs. Blvth. 2. J. F. Walton, Rawtenalall. he, R. Shield

;

Pallister & Hawkins, Topcliffe, Thirsk.
PoLANDs —1 and rhc. J. T. Proad, Bincheater. 2, W. Bearpark, Northallerton.

c, R. Parsons, Bedlington.
Game.—1, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cockshftw. 2, D. Cheyne, Morpeth, he, J.

Gibson. Stanhope, c, T. Young, Bebside: W. F. Pitt. Middlo'tbrough.
^KUB\:RGns.—Goldeil-iimngled.—\, R. Keenleyside. Aycliffe, Darlington. 2,

T. Home, Tow Law. Hilver'Spanoled.—l, R. Keenleyside. 2 and <:, G. Stalker,
West Sleekburn. he, G, Alderaon, VPeat Hartlepool.
HiMBcRGHS.- GoMc;i-j)t'HCiii€d.—1, T. & G. Kidaon, Norby, Thirsk. 2. J. W,

Gibb. Sonderland. vhc, Weila & Sherwin, Ripon. he, J. Webster, Whitby, e,

G. Alderson ; G. Pounder, Kirbymoorside: J. Forster. Siivcr-penciUed.—\,i.
Jackson, Tow Law. 2. R. Paraons, Bedlington. he, R. Keenleyside.
Bastaus —Ga?(ie.— 1 and chc, G. Hal!, Kendal. 2. Jliss M. J. Nelaon. he.

Miss M. J. Nel on ; W. Canney.Bishop Auckland ; W. Gray, Tow Law (2). c,

T. Ayre, BishopSAuckland. Except Game— 1, R. H. Asbton, Mottram. 2. Wells
and Sherwin. he, R. H. Ashton; W. F. Pitt; R. Parsons, c, W. Laing, Sun-
derland ; W. Cannev.
AxY OTHER VAfuETr.—l, J. F. Walton. 2. Rev. J. G. Milner. y/ic, W. Laing,

T. P. Carver. Langthorpe. he, W. Ellison, e, H. A. Cave.
DccKa.—fio»f;i.— 1, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, W. Canney. vhc. Miss M. J.

Nelson: W. J. Robson, Newca^tle-on-Tyne ; G. Pounder; .\. M. Balmer, Bishop
Auckland, he, D. Sharpe, Brancapeth. Atjleshury.—V and vhc, T. P. Carver.
2, W. Stonehouae. he, T. Dobsou : J. W. Brockbaut, Kirksanton j A. M. Balmer.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

HETTON POULTRY SHOW.
Closely following the Show at Bishop Auckland was that at

Hetton-le-Hole, held on the 12th inst., and on this account the

entries were much better than they otherwise would have been,

for though the classes were pretty numerous, the prizes were
small. Unlike its predecessor, at this Show an excellent tent

was provided, and the whole was well arranged and managed
;

but we must confess our surprise that the Society, which does

not hesitate to go to the expense of one of the best military

hands, does not offer a more attractive list, which would pay
very much better than the one now presented. Adult birds

were good for the time of year. Among them we may note

the Cochins, Polands, and French fowls in the Variety class,

aa well as the Ducks, which were of all agea ; but the Game
Bantams were one of the greatest features of the Show; the

Red in particular were a grand lot, though some of the best were
much out of feather. In the Variety colours, Piles of good points

were first, and Duckwinga second. In young birds, Spanish
were poor, but the Dorkings very good, while a large hand-
some pen of Light Brahmas stood first. Bamhurghs were
moderately good, while the Bantams were very good, and the

Variety class was well filled with good birds of Black Ham-
hurghs, Cochins, Malays, and other varieties.

Pigeons were not remarkable, although there were some good
specimens.

R.iBBiTs.—There were two classes, but the mistake was made
of classing them in pairs. The first and second in Lops were
the same as at Bishop Auckland, and they were very good, but
did not match in colour. The first in the next class were fine

SUver-Gieys, although very young, the second being Himalayan.

Spanish.—Bi«^fr.—l, Fumess & Sudall. 2, R. Moore. 3, C. Nicholson.
DORKIKGS.—1. T. P. Carver. 2. Mrs. Clarke. 3, A. Buglasa.
rocHiNs.—1 aud 2. G. H. Procter.
Brahmas.—1 and 2. R. Mcore.

. „ ,, „ „
Hamborghs.— Go!i/c>!-spaiii;(«(i.-l, R. Keenleyside. 2, W. Whitfield. S, T. P.

Carver. SiU'cr-spnnijIcd—1, R Moore. 2, G. Alderson. Oohlen-pencilled—l,
W. Whitfield. 2. Wells & Sherwin. S, M. Hall. Silver penciikd.—!, J. Ferry.

2, E. Moore. 3. W. Whitfield.
PoLASDs —1 and 2. A. Buglasa. 3, J. Ferry.
Game —K.'ii.-l, J. Ferry. 2, D. Cheyne. 3, A. Buglass. Ann other colour —

1, J. F. Walton.
Game Bastams —Bei.—1 and 2. T. Clark. 3, D. Hunter. Any other colour.

—

1. W. Whitfield. 2, E. Walton, ^nj/ o»Kr raritfj/.-l, J. FeiTy. 2and8, Wella
and Sherwin.
DCCES.—Uoiicil.-1, W. Canney. 2, Mrs. Clarke. Aylcsbiinj.—l, T. P. Carver.

2 and 3. R. Koddam. .l/i!/ o»ier rnricfi/.-l, T. P. Carver. 2, O. A. Young. 3,

W. Canney.
A.VY Variety.—1, E. Walton. 2, J. H. Walton. 3, T. P. Carver.

CHICKEN'S.
Si'ASisn —Black.-l, Furness & Sudall. 2, R. Roddaiu.
Dorkings.-1 and 2, Mrs. ularko.
UR4HMAS.-1, T. P. Carver. 2,0.A. Young.
Hamuckghs —Oolden-spangled.—l and 2, K. Keenleyside. Btlver-spanoled.—

1. H Keenleyside. 2, J. Ferry. Gol'len-peneiiled.—l, R. Keenleyside. 2, W.
Whitfield. Silvcr-pencilled.-l, R. Keenleyside. 2. J. Hudson.
Game.-J!fti.— 1, J. F. Walton. Any other colour.—I, J. F. Walton.
Game BANTAMs.-Kf<i.— 1, WeUs & Sherwin. 2, W. Rogers. Any otlicr

colour— 1, E. Walton. 2, D. Hunter.
PoLANns.—1 and 2, A. Buglass.
Any Variety.- 1, G. H. Procter. 2, R. Roddani.

PiGEOsja.—Carriers —1, R. Bellerby. 2, G. Green. Pouters—1, W. Laidlow.

2, Wells & Sherwin. rnmbkrs.-l, Wella* Sherwin. 2,W.Laidlow. Fantails.

—1, W. Laidlow. 2, WeUa & Sherwin. Owls.—l. R. Boddam. 2, R. Banbeld.

Trump-tcrs —1 and 2. W. Laidlow. Carts.-1, Wells & Sherwin. 2, W. Laid-

low Turbitl.—\, W. Laidlow. 2, E. Banfield. Jaeoltins.—l, W. Laidlow. 2,

G. H. Caldcleugh. l)ra]oons.-l, R. Bellerby. 2, Wells & Sherwin. Any
other variety.—1 and 2, Wells & Sherwin.

B\SBiT3.—Lop-eared.—I and 2, W. B. lioJen. Any other Fancy Breed.—I, 3.

F.Walton. 2, J. Keecl, jun. Common BrniJ.-l, J. Hudson. 2, J. Thompson.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton.

WOODSOME POULTBY SHOW.
The ninth annual Show was held at "Woodsome in a large field

within about four miles of Huddersfield, on the I'Jth inst.

Spanish were good, but there were only two pens. Cochins

were numerous aud good in old, whUe in young two grand pens

won, both being Buffs. Game were not generally good, the

winners even beingclumsy and heavy-feathered. In Hamburghs
Mr. Beldon won all but two prizes, and these he did not show
for. In Bantams, Game, we thought the winnera had aeeu

Westfield, but they were certainly very good; and in the Variety

class first came a neat pen of Blacks. Ducks in both classes

were very good, especially the Rouens ; and in Geese the only

pair of Toulouse were large and well-shaped.

For the amounts offered the Pigeons were very good through-

out ; Mr. Crofts winning the lion's share of the prizes, Mr.

Taylor also doing well.

In Babbits, which had two classes, there was nothing of great

merit, and the entries in poultry were but small—in conse-

quence, no doubt, of larger and more attractive shows being on
at the same time.

SpivTSH —1 H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. Chickens.—1, H. Beldon.

COOHIS-CHINA -Ci/inamoJi or BiiJ.-l, J. White, Whitley, Netherton. 2, C,

Sedgwick Keighley. Chickens.—1, H. Beldon. 2, C. Sedgwick.

Cochin-china.—frjiiie.-l, H. Beldon. 2, B. Lockwood, Makinghonse. Holm-

firth rhiekem.—l, H. Beldon. 2, D. Cartwright, flolmfirth,

CocHiN-OsiNi-ini/ other variety.-!, J. ?7hit6. 2, J. F. Johneon, Dogley.

Chickens —I. C. Sedgwick. 2, J. F. Johnson.
, ^ „

GA^E-BUickbrcastcd or Brown Red.-l, R. Walker, Gomersal. 2, H.

Beldon.' £:, J. Fortune, Keighley. Chiekenn.-l, Haigh & Berry, sheUy Wood-

""ofME.-l/ilTo^in' validly.-1, E. Walker. Ch ickens.-l, G. White, Denby. 2,

^B^i^hm"s.-1, H. Beldon. 2. G. C. Orrah, Huddersfield. Chickens.—1, H.

Beld,in 2 H Di^by, Acres. Lindley. , „ „ ,„
tuSmRGBS.-Soltl-penciUed.-l aud 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.-l, H. Beldon.

^'HlimioB.-Goultpangled.-l and 2, H. Beldsn. Chiekens.-l, J. Newton,
Silsdpn Leeds 2. J. Moore. HoUowgate, HolmlirJh. „ „ ,

,

Hamb'crghs -S (tY-r.pei.c,lif,i.-l a"ud 2, H. Beldon. CMckenB.-l, H. Beldon.

HAaBORSas.-SilKr-spaOTicd.-l and 2, H. Beldon. Claekens.-\, H. Beldoa.

Bantams -Gam»'.-1, T. Marsden. Wike. Bradford. 2, G. Noble, StamclitTe,

ofwabury. Chiekem.-l, A. Sugden, Winley, Cleekheaton. 2 and Iu:, G.

^Bantams - iny other raricty.-l, R. H. Asliton, Mottram, Manchester. 2, J.

Brooke Dalton Grange. )n-, fi. H. Asl.ton ; C. & J. lUingwortb, Hightown,

Normaiton C;..^Sn;.-l, H. Beldon. 2, KH. Ashton; O. & J. lllmg^vorth.

ANY BREED.-C/iickells.-l, W. Bentley, Uppcrthong. 2, J. Moore, he, P.

"ifOTKa.-^i/ksbari/.-l, C. Holt, Rochdale. 2, J. Newton. SUaden. Leeds, he,

J. Hey, Houley. Jioiien.-l, J. Newton. 2 and he. C. Holt. J/u.»coi'i/.--l, .1.

Eastwood. Farnley Tyas. 2, E. Taylor. Crigglestono. he, A.L. Jordan, Dalton,

Huddersfield; E. Fearnside, Wakefield.

ToEKBYS.-li J. F Johnson, Dogley. Poults.—I and 2, J. F. Johnson.

Guinea Fowls.-1, J. Simeon, storths, Birkby. 2, J. F. Johnson.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-I and he, G. J. Taylor, Fartown. 2. J. E. Cyofts, Blythe.

Pouters.-1 and 2, G. J. Taylor, he, J. B. Crofts ; G. J. Taylor.

Bares —1 and he. G. J. Taylor. 2. J. E. Crofts. ^ , „
CuSioN Cote DmVE.-1. W. Whitaker, Thornclitfe, Kirkburton. 2. A. Hey,

Thorncliffe liirkburton. he, S. & W. Sheard, Hightown, Normanton.

Owls —l'
G. White. 2, HalliweU & Ingham, Halifax.

TUJIDLEES.-I, J. E. Crofts. 2, J. H. Sykea, Hmldersfleld.

Fantahs.—1, J. E. Crofts. 2 and (ic, J. F. Loversedge, Newark, c, J. H.

Jacodins.—1, J. E. Ciofts. 2, HalliweU & Ingham.
TacMPETEHS.—1, J. E. Crofts. 2, HalliweU cS Ingham.

nimiT3.-Lop-eared.-l, J. E. Crofts. . 2, W. Wright, Holmfirth Jw, H.

Digby. Any other variety.-l, A. Atkinson, Huddersfield. 2, J. Hallas,

Huddersfield.

Judges.—Mr. W. Cannan, Bradford, and Mr. W. D. Henshall,

Highburton.

Oxford Pocltky asd Pigeon Show, which is to be held in

October, has one of the richest prize lists we have ever known.

There are forty-two silver cups and pieces of plate for various

classes of poultry, including one given by Prince Leopold, and

two confined to Oxfordshire exhibitors. There are seven cups

for Pigeons. There are forty-two extra money prizes for Oxford-

shire exhibitors, and the money prizes open to all comers are

very liberal. We commend the Exhibition to our readers, and
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advise them to apply to the Secretary for a schedule. The
Judges are Messrs. Esquilant, Hewitt, Joues, Teebay, and
Tegetmeier.

NEATH POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
A MOST important improvement was effected in the present

year as regards this poultry show, it being held entirely under
cover; and the Neath Market Place proved most suitable to the
requirements, affording plenty of light, an equally good amount
of ventilation, and the possibility, if needful, of accommodating
twice the number of pens. Of the Committee we cannot speak
more highly than they deserved, as they were constantly at
their post, and the most efficient care was taken of all specimens
confided to them.
Here at Neath, however, a mystery was solved : the poultiy

pens that should have done duty at the show at Chepstow the
previous day, had many days before been sent also to Neath, so
that so far from here falling short, they had poultry pens in
superabundance ; whilst by even more unaccountable neglect,
no pens whatever for Pigeons ever came to hand for either the
Chepstow or Neath Shows—a want th;.t could only be met by
additional and unexpected trouble in both instances. In Grey
Dorkings the display was unquestionably a poor one, though an
entry of nine pens, the three prizes only being awarded, but
nothing more. Cochins of all kinds were decidedly above par,
particularly the Buff and White-feathered. Brahinas of both
varieties were shown of good quality, the chickens especially of
either feather being as good as have been seen this season. The
Spanish fowls comprised but two pens, the principal one being
right good. The Hambiirghs of every kind were grand, though
mostly getting out of plumage. Game fowls were, with the ex-
ception of a pen or two, comparatively poor, and Game Bantams
were also below par. The variety Bantam class was really first-

xate. Creve-Cceurs, Sultans, and Black Hamburghs were the
respective winners of prizes in the variety class for large breeds.

It is almost impossible to hope for better specimens than
filled the two chicken classes, and here the Committee gene-
rously permitted extra prizes to be given. Ducks, Geese, and
Turkeys were praiseworthy.
A spirited competition prevailed in the division of the Show

ior Pigeons
; in Carriers, Jacobins, Short-faced Tumblers, Ant-

werps, and Fantails particularly so. In the variety class for
Pigeons a pen of perfect Brunettes are worthy of the highest
approval. Fine weather and an abundance of visitors marked
this Show.
DoBKiNGs.—1, A. Hamie, Tredegarrme, Cardiff. 2, J. Walker, Rochdale.

8, H. Feast, Swansea.
Cochin-chinas.—Buifnnrf Cinnamoju—l and Cnp, C. Bloodworth, Bays Hill,

Cheltenham. 2, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham, s, E. Wmwood, Worcester.
iic, H. Feast. Any other variety—1, C. Bloodwerth. 2, J. Bloodworth. S, J.
Walker.
Bbahma Pootbas.—Barfc—I, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2, H.

Feast. 8, W. Bevan, Swansea. L(iV/(^—1 and 2, T. A.Dean, Marden. 3, Mrs. H.
Stiiddy, Ashdale, Haverfordwest.
Spanish.— 1 and Cup. E. Winwood. 2, H. Feast.
Hamuubohs.- Go((i iiencith-il and Spanriled.—l. Mrs. Bolls, Monmoath. 2, H.

Feast. 3, P. Hanson, Stonehouse. bilver-ijcncilled and Spangled.— I, J. Long,
Bromley Common. 2, H Feast. 3. J. Carr, Swansea.
PoLANDs.—1 and 2, H. Feast. S, No competition.
Game.-I, H. Brown, St. AusteU. 2, H. Feast. 8, H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe.

c,E. Winwi od ; D. W. J. Thomas, Brecon.
Game Bastams.-I, J. Mayo. 2, T. Cropper, Bacup. 3, A. Ashley, Worcester,

ftc, J.Louf;: E.Payne, Cardiff. c,T. Jones, Swansea; A. C. Bradbury, NuthaU,
Nottingham.
Bantams.- .Ini/ other variety.— 1 and Cnp, J. W. Lloyd. KinRton. 2, R. H.

Ashton. Mottram. 3, H. Yardley. Birmingham. Uc.O. Holloway,jun., Stroud
;

T. Cropper; J. Mayo, Gloucester; H.Feasl; J.Walker, c, C. H. Pole, Bridge-

Ant other Distinct Breed.—1 and 2, H. Feast (CrcTe-Cojars and Sultans).
8, J. Richardson, Swansea (Black Hamburghs).
Cochin-Chinas, Dorkings, and BKAH-nis.—Chickens.—1 and Cup, T. A. Dean

(Brahmas). 2, T. F. Ansdell (Dark Brahma Pooira). 3, J. J. Bloodworth
(Cochin). Extra 3. G. Lamb. Coinpton, Wolverhampton (Partridge Cochins).
Ac, Mrs. H. Studdy; T. A. Dean (Brahmas) ; Mrs. H. Feast (2); H. Feast. c,A.
Eamie ; J. Long (Light Brahma).
Any other VARiEiY.-C/iictcin.—1, D.W. J. Thomas (Black Red Game). 2,

A. Bentley, Clements Lane, London (Brown Red Game). 8, C. Bloodworth
Extr.i 3, U. Feast, lie, D. W. J. Thomas (Game) : J. G. H. Morris, Bridgend
(Brown Red Game); P. Hanson (Houdans); Mrs. H. Feast; E.Payne (Game
Bantams), c, H. K. MarUn (Game); E. Winwood (Game); A. C. Bradbury
iGolden Sebright Bantam).
Ducks,—i?oi(cn.—l. Rev. J. J. Evans Cantreff Rectory, Brecon. 2,J, H. Hoit,

St. Anatell. 3, J. WaUer. he, J. Savourp, Tynyrheol, Neath.
DvcKB.—Aiiy otiier variety.—I and Cup, A. C. Bradbnry ( Aylesbury). 2, S. R

Hams, Cusgaine, St. Day. 3, J. Walker (Aylesbury), he, Mrs, H. Studdy
(Aylesbury): Miss M. H. Knight. Bridgeud (Aylesbury); Mrs. H. Feast, c, Mrs.
Rolls (Aylesbury); A. C. Bradbury (East Indian).
Geeie,-1 and 2, Mrs, A. Studdy. 3, H. Gwyn, he, J. P. James; A. C,

Bradbury.
TOBKETS —1, G. Llewellyn. 2, Mrs, A. Studdy ; H. Culhbertson.
Selling Class,-Coc^-a/u! two Hem.—I, C. Bloodworth. 2, Mrs. G. M. Rolls.

8, P. Hanson.
Selling Clasb.—Drake and two Dueks.-l, J. Saunders, Comtown, Bridgend

IKuueD}. 2. J. R, Paramore, Neath (Rouen) 3, J. Savours, Neath (Aylesbury).
'tie, J, Savours (Aylesbury) ; Mrs, G, M, Roils (Aylesbury),
Local Class,— 1, J, Jones, Neath (Golden-pencilled Hamburghs). 3, J. Evans,

Neath (Golden Hamburghs). 2, Withheld.

PIGEONS.
Carhiehs.—1, P. R.Spencer, Hereford. 2, H. Yardlcy, Birmingham, /ic;,J. W.

Lloyd. Kington,
Pouters,-!, P. R. Spencer. 2, W. G. Davies, Swansea. )ic, H. Yardley. c,

T. A. Dean.
Tumblers,-s;ior(.facfii.-l, H. Yardlcv, 2, W. O. Daviea. he, D. A Thomas,

.Aberdare ; C. Pugsley, Swansea.

Jacobins.—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. G. Davies.
F.INTAILS.—1, J. H. Watkins, Hereford. 2, J. F. Lovcrsidge, Newark, lie, J.

F. Loversidge ; T. A. Dean.
Nuns.—1 and 2, T, A, Dean. /(C, W, G. Davies. c. H. Yardley,
Babbs.—1, P, R, Spencer. 2, J, H. Watkins. )ic, H. Yardley ; W. G. Daviea.

c, G. H. Gregory, Taunton,
Antwerps.- 1, H. Yardley. 2. A- Bentlfv.
TuRBiTS OR OwLs,-l, H. Yardley, 2, d'. H. Gregory, he, A. Bentley. e, W.

G. Davies.
Tumblers.—1, H. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Yardley. -2, T. Cropper, he, W. G. Daviea. c, G,

HoUoway, jun,

Mr, Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham, was
the Judge.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 10.

THE BREDA—BLACK, WHITE, AND CLXKOO.
The three varieties of this breed are known in Holland under

the unique name of " The fowl with a Crow's beak."

BLACK BREDA.
THE COCK—GENKliiL CHAE.ICTERISTICS.

Well-shaped and large in size. Body very Hat, small tuft of
feathers on the head; comb like a goblet; hackle thick; breast
large and widej feathers of the hock lengthened in form of a
spur ; foot feathered

; plumage black.
Weight.—From 7.i to 8.} lbs.

Flesh.—Excellent, very abundant, and readily fattened.
Bones.—Light.
Si.~e.—21^ inches.
Head {fig. .58).—Very strong, length 3! inches. Aspect peculiar

on account of the comb, which is rather a cavity than a pro-

Fig, 58.—Head of Black Breda cock.

minence, and gives to the beak a characteristic depression.
This absence of comb is more remarkable, as the gills are of a
good length, a contrast not remarkable in any other species.
The comb should be in the shape of a small oval cup, rounded
and rather projecting at the edge ; being at the edge of the beak
it covers the nostrils in the direction of the centre of the head,
and is not more than

i';,
inch in length by \\, inch in width.

The colour is blackish, and the substance slightly horny. The
comb in some birds is transversal, and has little depressions on
the outside edges, which do not always mark degeneracy or
mixture of blood. The regularly-formed comb, however, must
always be preferred with the little oval cup to the regular edges.
Ears.—Small.
Wattles.— Very open, of remarkable size. Length about

2 inches, nearly as wide as long.
Cheeks.—Very apparent, and forming with the ear a fine red

face, continued by the wattles close-up to the black plumage,
and with a little black down invisible at a distance.

Tufts.—Black and very visible.

Beak.—Of the ordinary form, black at the base, and greyish
at the end.
Eye.—Deep red

;
pupil black.

Foot.—Of ordinary length, from 31 inches to about 4 inches,
circumference 2-i inches; furnished with stiff feathers from the
lop to the bottom, and laid one on the other like tiles. These
feathers grow in rows placed above and by the sides of the sole,

which they partly surround. They take in tiie heel and edge
the toes without covering them ; colour blackish. The top of

the foot is covered by the feathers of the leg, forming a sort o£
spur bent inwards.
The plumage is a very fine pure black, iridescent with me-
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tallio colours, reflectiuf; green, bronze, and indii;o, especially in

the covert feathers of the wiupa and the tail. The feathers of

the sides, abdomen, and insides of the thishs are of a dull

brownish black, those of the shoulders of au iuteuse velvety

black.
The hen of the Black Breda is exactly similar to that of the

Cuckoo variety, of which we shall give a description.

The plumage of the Black Breda hen is like that of the cock,

extremely brilliant and of a raven black; brilliunt black and
purplish. The cock and hen should have exactly the same
characteristics in all three varieties. The Cuckoo or Flemish
variety is the strongest ; the 'White is the most tender, and is

considered merely a fancy bird.

EOCHDALE POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Exhibition of the Rochdale Agricultural Society

was held in the extensive grounds of C. M. Royds, Esq., on the

19th inst. The day was extremely favourable for the occasion,

and the inhabitants of that thriving and iiDpulous district made
the most of the opportunity and atttuded in great numbers.
The patronage of the Messrs. Royds seems to be the lieart and
soul of the whole affair, and we feel quite certain the success for

once achieved must be a source of high gratification to those

gentlemeu, for previous wet days had so disheartened the Com-
mittee, that bad it been so this year we should no doubt have
had the unpleasant reflection that this Society was numbered
with the things of the past.

The specimens were shown in the open air, and the sun being
very powerful, some of the birds suffered from the heat ; bat the

attention was excellent, and nothing was allowed to escape the
vigilant eyes of the attendants.

Poultry were young, and the entries numbered about 350.

They were judged in sec-ions, Mr. Teebay taking the larger

varieties, Mr. Douglas the Game and Game Bantams, and Mr.
Fielding the Hambnrgbs tni Polands.

Of Cochins there were some very good birds, especially

pullets; and though the S2}anish did not tell up in numbers,
yet the winners were very good, notably the first-prize puUet.
In Brahma cocks Mr. Ansdell's cockerel was a grand bird, some
others also showing promising points. 01 pullets there were
twenty-three, and many of them were very good ; the winners
large and capital in pencilling, but we preferred the second to

the first-prize pullet, for, though smaller and younger, she
showed more character. In Game cockerels the first was a fine

promising Dackwing, and second a Black-breasted Red, a capital

yellow-legged Pile receiving a high commendation. We thought
it a mistake that some of the Brown Reds were not also noticed.

In pullets the first was a good reachy Brown Red, and second
Duckwing. In Polands the first in both cases were very good
Goldens. Hamburghs were good in most instances, Mr. Lane's
cockerel and pulUt being ss well developed as old birds, and
quite fit to hold their own in any section. Silver-spangles were
very good, but not forward, while the first-prize Golden-pen-
cilled cockerel was a model bird, as also the first-prize pullet,

which showed rare quality of pencilling ; but the best bird in
the Hamburgh classes was the first-prize Silver-pencilled cock-

erel, which we hesita'e not to say is the best we have ever seen
of his age. Black Hamburghs were very good in both classes,

and many of the birds quite up in comb and feather. Dorkings
were very good, the cup cockerel really good, but a little high
in tail. The winning pullets were large, well made up, and good
in colour. In the French class there was nothing of striking

merit, nor in the varieties.

In Game Bantam cockerels occurred a mistake in judging.

A Brown Red cockerel, such as has never yet been surpassed,
was left out for a moderate Pile as first, and a bad one as second.
In the next class a Pile iu full bloom was first, and a Duckwing
second, no commendations being given. In the Variety class of

cockerels an old-style Silver Sebright, most exquisitely marked,
was first, and a White Rose-combed second; and in the next a
pure white-ground Sebright pullet stood first, and a Black
second.
Ducks and Geese, any age, were good classes, Mr. Walker

taking most of the prizes.

Pigeons were very numerous and well cared for, all the pens,
which were substan'i illy-made wooden ones, being well white-
washed, a point we commend to the notice of other committees.
Throughout, the quality was very high, as may be gathered by
a glance at the prize list, many of the champions of the past
season competing together, while numerous claasea for birds of
1874 added greatly to the value of the list.

Rabbits.—Among Lop-eared bucks there was nothing of strik-

ing merit if we except the Sooty Fawn which took the first

position; the length of ears was 21} inches by 4! in width.
Does were grand, and all except one were noticed ; the first, a
Black-and-white, quite a baby, was 22} inches by 4 5, with such
carriage and silkiness of ears as it has not been our lot to ad-
judicate upon of late. The second position was secured by a
splendid Black-and-white, better in marking, size, and develop-

ment, but losing in style and texture of ear, as well as length

and breadth (2H inches by 4j). A nice Fawn was third as extra,

being 20( inches by 41. This was a grand class. In Silver-Greya

the first, a doe, won the medal for these and Himalayans, the

quality of coat, silvering, and evenness being perfect ; while the

second, though a shade lighter, lost only in size; Miss Mor-
timer's grand doe being thoroughly beaten in this case, but

awarded a third prize, many others running very close. Hima-
layans were not good as a class, but some good young ones were
shown; the first two, an old buck and young doe, were far ahead
of all the rest. Angoras were one of the best classes of the

season, and three prizes were awarded; size, quaUty, and length

of fur were very good. In Dutch, a Blue doe carried off the

prize, and these were as nearly perfect as any we have seen ; a

young Blue not larger than a rat received a very high comruenda-
tion. It was in deep moult, but we venture to predict that it will

make one of the best in the fancy. Only two heavy Rabbits were
shown, but these were of enormous size; the second, shown by
Mr. Royds, was large in bone, but not half male-up, and conse-

quently not the heaviest. In the Selling class a very good
Silver- Grey was first, and it was soon claimed; the second was a

Lop. Other Silver- Greys and Lops came in for commendations.

Sn^iaa— Cockerel. — 1, H. 'Wnkinson, Earby. 2, H. Beldon, Goitstock,

Bingley. Pullet.— \, H. Beldon. 2, Q. Bentley, Kiukmanaworth. he, T. Blake-
man, Tettenhall: H. VVilkiQson.
Cocmss —Cockerel.— I undc, 0. Sidjwiik, RyiWlesden Hall, Keighley. 2 and

lie, VV. A. Taylor, Manchester. P«»c/.—land •.!, W.A.Taylor, /ic, J. J. Maldon,
Biaaleawade: R P. Pcrcival. Norllienden, Manchester Ci) ; G. Paltreyman,iun.,
Heelev. Sheffield; C. Sidgwick (2); W. A. Taylor; J. E. Walker, Kochdale. c,

T. M. berry. Gedney. .„.„,, „ „
Brihmis.—Cocfccre;.—1, T. F. Ansdell. Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2, E. P.

Perciral. Itc, C. Holt, Rochdale ; J. H. PickU s, Birkdale, Southport (2). PuUet.
—1 and 2, J. E. Waker. he, [. F. Ansdell; W. H. Orahtree, Lereashalmc;
E. Kendrick, Jan., Lichheld ; J. H. Pickles (2) ; R. P. Percival ; J. Watts, Hazle-
well Hall, Binningbara.
Game.—Coctcrii— 1. J. Fletcher. Sloncclough. 2, Capt. Mitchell, Eoasendale.

he, J. F. Walton, Ka'artenstall. Pullet.—1, T. Dyson, UaUfas. 2, J. Fletcher.

he, W. Ormerod, Todmorden.
, ™ ^

PoLi^DS —Cockerel.—1, T. Dean, Keighley. -2, J. Feamley- he, T. Dean;
J. Fearnley: J. Long, Bromley Common. Pullet.—1 and 2, T. Dean, he, J.

"aiimvsans.-GoldetifiMnnleii.-Cockerel.-l and 2. T. E. Jones, Wolver-
hampton, /ic, T. May- Pu'/f(-—l, T. E. Jones. 2, T. May, Wolverhampton.
ai>jBCRaus.-.'iilcer-s2MU<iled.—Cockerel.-l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Fielding, New-

church, Manchester. ;ic, J. Robinson, Garstang. Pullet,—I, J. FibliiDg. 2, H,
Beldon. he. T. Fawcett. Baildon. .!„.,„„ ,

HisiBVSaiia.-Golilen iieneilled.—Cockerel.—1, T. Fawcett. 2, W. Speakman,
Nantwich- Itc. B. Clayton, Keighley. Putlet.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W. Clayton.

he, W. Driver, Keighley ii).
, „ „ , , „ , ^ l -r

BiyiBT:Br,B3.— !!ilecriieneiUed.—Cockerel.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J.Long, he, J.

Robinson ; a. Smith, Keighley. Pullet.—1, J. Long. 2 and vlic. Rev. — Brace-

well, Earby, Skipton. , „ „ ,,
HiidBnRnaa.-Blaek.—Coekerel.-l, C. Sidgwick. 2, J. Long, he, H. Beldon;

T. W. Holmes. Pullet.—1, N. Marlor, Denton. 2, 0. Sidgwick. he, H. Robin-

son ; 0. Sidgwick. n x^ • ,

DoEKiNOs.—Cocterfl—Cup and 1, G. Fox, Wllmilow. 2 and lie, S. Bnorley,

Ending, Rochdale. Pu!!((.-1 and 2, T. Bridul, Cononley. he, S. Brierley.

CBEVE-Ca:uB, HoDDAN-. Li Flecue. or M.i.LA\.—Cockerel.—I, J. J. Maiden.

2, G. W. Hibbert. Godley. Hyde. Pullet.—1, G. W. Hibbert. 2, J. J. Maiden.

Any other Distinct Breed except BiNTAii3.—C'0fA:erei.—I.J.Long. 2,0.

E.Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot. Pulifl.—I, J. Long. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate,

Pembury. Tunbridge Wells.
lijME BASI4M3.— Coci-erei.-l. R. J. Hartley. 2, A. Smith, Northowram. ha,

W. F. Entwisle, Westlield, Bradford (-2). Pullet.—1, G. Evans, Worcester. 2,

Bastams.—^iiy other varietij except Oame—Coekerel.—l, J. W. Morris, Roch-

dale. 2, r. Cropper. Pu(If(.—l, M. Leno. Markyate Street. 2, H. Feast.

DucK3.—Ayleahunj. - 1 and he, J. Walker, i, R. Hutchinson, Rochdale.

Rouen.—I, T. Waketield. 2, J. Walker, lie. P. Uusworth, Lowton (2); J.

Walker Any other variety.— I and 2, H. B. Smith, Brooklands, Broughtan.

he. M. Leno ; H. B. Smith ; J. Walker (21-

Geese.—1 and 2. J. Walker, lie, K. Hutchinson.
TcEKETs.—1, J. Walker. 2, M. Lord, stead Hey Bottom, Wardle.
Selling Class.—.V(i(f.-1. W. Urmcrod. 2, J. Walker. 8, C. Holt. he,J.S,

Fletcher. Female.—i, J. Walker. 2, J. H. Pickles. 3, S. Lord, SbawclougU
(Brahma).

PIGEONS.-SI.VGLE BIRDS.
PoCTEES —Ited or Blue —Cock.—l, R. Fulton, Biockley Road, New Cross. 2,

W. Harvey, Sheffield. 3. E. Horner, Uarewood. he, R. Fulton ; W. Harvey.

Hen.— 1, E. Homer. 2. W. Harvey, 3 and )ic, R. Fulton.

Pouters —Any other colour.—Cock.— I and 2, K. Fulton. 3, E. Heath, Black-

burn. He II —I and 2. It Fulton. 3, Major Cryer, Southport.

Carriers —Bluet.—c'ocit.—Medal, 1, and 3, R. Fulton. 2, R. Spencer, Here-

ford, lie, T. Crisp. Southall. Uen.-l and 8, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner. Itc, G.

''ciKZiRs'.-A//other colour.—Coek.-l. R. Fulton. 2 and 3, E. Horner, he,

T. Crisp ; R. Fulton. Hen.-I and 2, R. Fulton. 3, J. Stanley, lie, T. Crisp;

E Homer
CARBiEES.- round.- 1 and 2, W. Bulmer, Spalding. 3, Major Cryer; -W.

Massey. Extra 8, J. Stanley, Blackburn, lie, \y. Bulmer; r. Crisp (2); R.

Fulton; J, H. Ivimv, Basingstoke (3); W. H. A Millar, Walsall; J. Stanley.

TcjiRLEaa. — .flfmomi. - 1. H. Yardlcy, Birmingham. 2 and 3, J. tord,

Monkwell Street, London, he, R. Fulton ; W. Harvey t. Horner. Any other

Kirieli/.-l, J. Baker, Kew Bridge. 2, J. Ford 3. W. Ua"ey. Iw. E. Minnitt,

Healey Vicarage, Rochdale (2); T. i W. Oddie. Bury; A. S W. H. Silvester,

^'BS.Da^ia'BEARDS.-l and 2, W. -Woodhouse, Lynn, lie, J. Nield, Birming-

ham ; W. Woodhouse. „ «. t , t, ua t.. on"
Owls -Foreign.-l, T. W. Townson, Bowden. 2. W. Lumb. Rochdale. 3, E

Horner, he, J." Baker; T. Charnley, Blackburn; R. Fulton. £;.sl..l---l, J.

Gardner. 2. R. Unsworth, Cheadle. 3, J. W. Townson. lie, T. Charnley, R.

Fulton ; R. Unsworth (21 ; W. 'Woodhouse.
v.,.ii.„ o r Tinr„»r

Baebs.-I, J. Baker; J. Thresh. 2 K. Fulton; H Yardley. 8. E. Horner,

lie. R. Fulton; J. Stanley (:). -l"!! colour.-! oun.j.-l. Major Cryer. 2, J. H.

Ivimy. 3. T. Charnley. Ii--, W. Massey, Spa ding. .,„„,.„,„ ,,„ n ir
TrRRiTs —1 J Baker. 2. R. Fulton. 3, R. White, Manchester. Iw, O. E.

CresswS T. W. hckersley. Stoneclough ; K.Falton; J.Gardner; E.Horner;

W. Lumb ; S. Lawson. Preston ; A. i W. H. Silvester.
c. u ™„- .

Jacobin S.-1, 2, and 3, R. Fulton, lie. J. Baker (2) ; W. Harvey ;
E. Homer ;

\«™pT-io„(,-«ee<l.-l, J. Lister, Keighley. 2, C. Hopwood, Eochdale.

3 J Crosland, juii. lie, E. Brierley. Ushpool; T. Charnley; C. Hopwood.

IhortMced^i. W. Gamon. Chester. 2, E. Homer S, A Bingham, Man-

Chester; J.s'anley. lie K Brierley ; H. Co.'l. Smethwlck Bmnmgham W.
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Ellis, Idle ; J. Gardner, rreston ; J. Lister ; Dr. Rothwell, Kochdalc ; J. Wri"ht
Manchester: H. Yardley. Any colonr.~Younn.~l, J . Crosland, :.' S. Adsliead
he, R. Bnerley ; W. Gamon ; 0. Hopwood ; J. Stanley.
Fantails.— 1, J. E. Spence, Brougbty Forry. 2 E. Homer. 3, Q. Blahm.

HieherBrouRhton; R.Fulton. /'l% Q. Bluhrn (i); W. Lumb.
Dr.\gooxb. — B^if. — 1. J. Stanley. 2. W. J. W. Pass, Manchester. S, J.

Holland, he. J. G. Dunn, Ryton, Dnrham ; R. Fnlton ; J. Holland, Man-
chester: R. Unsworth (2): W. Smith. Waltnn-on-the-Hill. Liverpool. Any
other colour.—1. 2, and 3. F. Graham, Birkenhead, he, R. Fulton (2); W. H
Mitchell, Moseley; R. Unsworth ; H. W. Webb. Any colour.—Toumj ~~\, J
Holland. 2. W. H. MitcheU. he, W. H. A. MUler; J. Rojle, Manchester • W.
Smith.
Trumpetebs.—1 and 2, R. Fulton. 3, W. Harvey, he, E. Homer.
Aky other Vahiety.— 1, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. 3, M. Ord. he, O. E.

Cresswell (Egyptian TurbiteenJ; J. Gardner; E. Homer; W. Lumb: T. W.
Townflon: J. Watts.
Selling Class.—1, E. Homer. 2, W. Brydon. hc.W. Harvey: W.ILnmb-

R.Minnitt; J. Nield; T. A W. Oddie.
^ i^-uuiu,

Any Variety.-I, E. Horaer. 2, W. Harrey. he, W. Markland, Dean, Bolton.
RABBITS (SINGLE).

Lop-EAiiED.—BHrfc—1, W. Miller & S. Adams. Bradford. 2, T. Schofield,
jnn., Cheetham, Manchester, he, L. Lnrab, Rochdale. Doe.— ), J. Boyle,
Blackburn. 2, J. Hume. York. S, S. A. Gareide, Ormskirk. he, J. Irvicg,
Blackburn; T. Schofield; W. Whipman, Alford. c, J. Annstrong, Leeds; T.
Hargreaves, jun., Westhoughton, Bolton.
Sii-vkr-Grey.—Medal, S. Ball, Bradford. 2, E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. 3,

Miss Mortimer, Rudhall, Rose. I'hc, J. H. Brand; T. Schofield, jun. : A. W.
Whitehoase. Northampton, he, J. Boyle ; H. Hincks, Humberstone, Leicester

;

Mies Walton, Rav-tenstall. c, C. G^ Mason.
HniALAYAN.—1 and vhc. J. Butterworth, Rochdale. 2, Miss Walton, he, S.

B.tll ; H. C. Bowman, Hifiher Bronghton ; Legatt & Earwood, Thorne ; T. it R.
MillB, Accrington ; 0. G. Mason ('2).

Angora.—1 and vhc, H. Sweetraan, Fulford. 2, S. Ball. 3, S. Buckley,
Healey. he, T. Garner ; Miss Walton, c, T. Gamer ; D. Oldlield.
DcTCH.—I, T. Gamer. 2 and he, J. Irving, vhc, J. Boyle ; S. Butterworth

:

H. E. Gilbert, Rugby; A. Lund, York.
Heaviest.—1, M. Marsland, Goole. 2, E. E. M. Royds.
Selling Class.-1, E. E. M. Royds. 2, S. Butterworth, Rochdale. vhc.S.A.

Clegg. Rochdale iFa\vn L<tp). he, G. Feather, Keighley ; E. E. M. Royds. c,
B. Consterdme, Litlleborongh.

The Judges were—for Poultry : Messrs. Teebay, Donglag, and
Fielding; for Pigeons: Messrs. Esquilaut and Charlton j and
for Babbifs: Mr. E. Hutton.

HOLMFIRTH POULTRY SHOW.
Twenty years ago the district of Holmfirth provided more of

the Birmingham winners ia Gold and Silver-spangled Ham-
bnrghs, Polands, &c., than any other part of the country; but
since then times have altered, some of the old fanciers being
dead, though we were happy to meet some of the old hands at
their annual competition, when the familiar names of Carter,
Broadhead, Moody, Bamford, Battye, Haigh, Hepper, and Cald-
well, and the doings of other days, were discussed over an entry
of about 2.)0 in all classes. Holmfirth is not one of the most
accessible of places, but if the Committee would venture upon
a really good schedule there is little doubt that theirs would
become one of the most popular of shows, and again stir-up the
latent and high-bred tastes of the inhabitants of the district.
As may be expected, the large varieties of poultry were not

of high merit, if we except the cup pen of S^mnish. Silver-
spangled Hatnburghs, as well as the Goldens, both adult and
young, were good, the young of the latter variety being very
good. Game were of fair quality, and the Game Bantams were
also very good.
Pigeons were not numerous, but some were very good; and

it is here was the most original type of Pigeons, shown under
the name of Common Dovecote.
Rabbits.—The Belgian Hare in the mixed class was not good

in fur, but size and shape were correct. The second was Angora,
but the Lops were poor.

Cats.—The great feature of the Show was, however, the Cats,
which had but oue class, in which there were thirty-one entries

;

but double prizes were allowed. The first award was made to
a Silver-Grey Tabby, the second to a Tortoiseshell-and-white,
of which there were not less than twenty, and mostly good, and
the third to a Red Tabby. The rest of the awards went, first to
a Tortoiseshell-and-white, second to an Angora, and third to a
Tortoiseshell-and-white.

DoREiNGs.-l, W. Battorey, Carr, UpperthoDg. 2, R. Stringer. ChicJcem.—
1, J. Battye, Hillbouse.
Spanish —B?acA:.—l and 2. J. Battye. C/n>fcc?w.—1 and 2, J. Battye.
CocniK-CHisAs.—Cin7i(u)ion and BuiF.-U W. Wricht, Holmfirth. 2, Moore

and Cartwright, Holmtirtb. c, J. liey, Honley. Chickcns.—l, W. Wright. 2,
J. Hey.
Cochin-Chinas.—^n;/ other variety.— Chickens.—1, W. Cartwright. 2, Moore

and Cartwright. he, T, Heywood ; it. ClouRh, Holme.
Brahma Pootras.—1, J. Battye. 2, Moore & Cartwright. Chickens.—I, 3. P.

Floyd, Holmfirth.
Hameurgits.— (7oWen8j)fiw3/<'(i.—1, J. H. Booth, Hartholes, Upperthong. 9,

G. Haich, Hogley. he, Moore & Cartwright (2) ; M. H. Broadhead, Holmfirth.
C/i/(^/LTns.—l,M. 11. Broadhead. 2, G. Haigh. /ic, J.H. Booth, c, G. Hinchliff;
J. Cbarlesworth (2).

B.AyiBVR0U3.—Silver-s})angled.—l and 2, J. H. Booth. C/iicfcena.— 1, J. H.
Booth. 2 and he, J. i^. Fjoyd.

H.\-Mjivjic.ns.— (•oMt'n-2)cncillc(l. — I, M. H. Broadhead. 2, W. Bentley,
Upp^rthi-np:. Chickeiis.-l, W. Bentley. 2, Moore & Cartwright. c, J. A.
Brook, Burnley.
HAMF.UKOUS —S'lver-]irncilk(l.—2. J. Lee, Holmfirth.
HAJiiBUBGHS—B/rtffc.—1, Mnoro & Cartwright. 2 and c, W. Bentley. Chickens.

—1 and 2, W. Bentley. he, Moore i Cartwright.
VoLANDS —1 and 2, J. Battye.
Any other Variety.- 1, R. Beighton, riough, Thuretonland.
Selling Class.—1, W. Bentley. 2, Moore & Uartwright. e, W. H. Peace,

Shepley.
Game.—.-In;/ colour.—Cock.~~l, W. H. Peace. 2. J. Barber. HolIinbrigK. Any

variety f'xrept Gnme.—Cock.—l and he, Moore & Cartwripht, 2, J. Hey. c, J.
charleswortb.

Any Breed.—HtH.—l, J. Cbarlesworth. 2, W. Wright, vhc, W. Cartwright.
he, R. Tolson & Co., Holmfirth; Moore & Cartwright. c, J. A. Brook; J. Hey :W. Coldwell.
GAiiE.—Black-breasted and other Red^.—l, J. A. Brook. 2. J. Brook; W. H.

Peace. Chicktus.—l, W. H. Peace. 2, J. A. Brudk.
GAME.—Duckirindu and any other variety.—1, \V. IT. Peace. 2, J. Woodhead,

Wooldale. Chicken.n.-i and 2, J. 'A. Brook, he, W. H. Peace; R. Beighton,
Clongh, ThuTBtonland. ^^
BAKTAsis.—Black-breasted Game or any other Red—I and c, E. Tolson A Co.

J, G. H. Roberts, Scholes Moor, he, R. Beighton. Chickc7is.—l and 2, R. Tolson
and Co. he, R. Stringer.
Bantams.—Z>i(cfr!C(Hf7 Game or any other variety.—l.W. Coldwell. 2, J. Lee.

Chickens.—1, W. Coldwell 2, J. Lee.
Bantams.—.4 »y olhtr variety.— I, R. Stringer. 2, A. Thewlia.
1>t:ck3.— White Aylesbnry.-i, J. Hey. 2. J. P. Floyd, /ic. T. Heywood ; W.

Bentley. Itouen.—i and 2, G. H. Hirst, Melthara. Any other variety.—1, A,
Thewlig. 2, J. Barber, he, A. Thewlis ; M. H. Bower, Holmfiith.
Tdekets.- 1 and 2, J. Heap, Holmfirth.
Guinea Fowls.—1, J. Barber.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, A. Thewlis. 2, W. Kaye, Shepley.
CaoppEKS OR Pouters.— J, W. Kavc. 2, A. Thewlis,
Tumdlehs.—1, A. Thewlis. 2, W. Wright, he, A. Thewlis; E. Morton.-
Fantails.—1 and 2, A. Thewlis.
Jacobins.—1, T. Hinehliffe.
Barbs.-I, G. Beaumont, Meltham.
Ov.-L8.—EngU.ih.~l, E. Holmes. Honlcv. 2, W. Kaye. he, G. A. Thewlis.
Dovecote.—Comwon.—J, D. Clongh, Holme. 2 and 3, G. H. Roberts, Scholes,

he, J. Wilson, Netherthong ; G. H. Roberta.
ANY other Variety.—1, W. Bentley. 2, W. Wright.

RABBITS.
Spanish.—B»cfc or Doe.—I and 2, W. Wright.
Common.—Biw A: or Doc.—I and 3, Ramsden & Baxter, Underbank. 2, T.

Blakey, Holmfirth. vhc, G. E. Ratcliffe; E. Westerby, he, H. Booth; W.
Berry, Holmfirth {2). c, C. ColdweU ; W. Berry.

Cats. -Any variety.—I, T>. Ratcliffe. 2, J. J. Ellis, Boothonse ; W. H. Holmes.
3. J. Brook. Prize. T. Roberts. Holme, vkc. K. Coldwell, Washpit. he, C.
Whiteley, Hinchliff; F. Brooke. Modd. e.J. Eattve; J. J. Firth, Upperbridge ;
H. M. Cartwright, Ryecroft; W. Redfeam ; T. Battye, Norridgc; H. Mettnck,
Underbank.

Judges.—Mr. W. Cannan, Bradford; Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey.

EYHOPE POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the 25th inst., and was in general a good

Show, nanch better than before. The class for Malays proved
quite a success, there being more entries in it than in any but
the Selling class. First came a good pen, worthy of its position;
the second excellent in style and quality although young.
DoRKiNGS.-l, J. White, Wallaby, Northallerton. 2, H. Smith, Malton, York*

he. Lady A. Bcresford-Peirse, Bedale. Chiekens.—l, S. Stoddart, MiUfield. 2,
Lady A. Bereaford-Peirse.
Cochins.— 1 and 2, G. H. Procter, Durham, he, H. Tomlinson, Birmingham.

Chickens—1 and 2, G. H. Procter.
ER.4IIMAS.— 1, Lady A. Beresford-Peirse. 2, R. Moore, East Rainton. Chickens^—1 and 2, C. Venables, Castle Eden. 3, R. Moore.
Spanish.—1 and Cap, W. Jaggs, Blyth. 2, H. Smith. Chictccne.—I, W, 3aggs*

2, Willowby & Curriss, Hexham.
Polish.—1, A. Buclass, Carville, Dnrham, Chickens.—I, A. Bnglass.
Malays.— 1, S. EiTiott, Liskeard. 2, R. Hawkins, Seaham. he, R. Hawkins;

Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrewsbury.
Game.—-4?ii/ variety.—1,'V^. Linsley, Morpeth. 2, D. Cheyne, Morpeth, he,

W. Ellis, Seaham ; G. Holmes, Great Driflieid.
GAUTr.—Black-breasted and other Reds.—l and Cnp, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cock-

sbaw, Hexham. 2, H. Smith, he, D. Niehol, Morpeth. Chickeiis.-l and 2, G.
Watson, Hollicarsidee. he, J. & I. Pounder; G. Watson.
Game.—-4ny other variety.—1, G. Holmes. 2, J. Gibson, Stanhope, he, A.

Buglass.
'BAitBVRGns.-Golden-simngled.-ly'R. Keenleyside, Aycliffe, Darlington. 2,

W. Whitfield, Helton Station, Fcncehouaes. c, A. Buglass. Chickens.—1, R,
Keenleyside.
UAMBVRGn8.—Sih'cr-spangled,— 2, G. Alderson, West Hartlepool. Chickens

—1. R. Keenleyside.
HAytBrnGns.-GoUlen-peneiUed.—l, G. Holmes. 2, G. Alderson. he, J. W;

Gihb, Sunderland. Chickens.—1, J. G. Walker, Hendon. 2. R. Moore.
B.A:>iBVROHfi—Silver-pcncil(ed.~-l, G. Holmes. 2, W. Whitfield. Chickens.—

1, R. Keenleyside.
BAt-TAyis.-Game, Black-breasted and other Reds.— I and Cnp, G. Hall, Kendal.

2. R. VouU, Sunderland. /iC, Miss M. J.Nelson ; T. Clark, Sunderland (2). c.V.
Hunter, Sunderland. Chickens.—I, G. Hall. 2, J. Barlow, Monkwearmoulh,
he, J. Barlow ; H. H. Thompson, Sunderland.
Bantams.— Grt»i(?, any other rariety.—l. Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, E. YouU.

Chickens.— I, W. Rodgers, Sunderland. 2, D. Hunter.
Bantams.-J»i/ variety except Game.—], W. Laing, Sunderland. 9, H. A.

Cave, Sunderland, he, W. Whitfield. Chtckcns.—\, J. H. Cartwright, Wel-
lington.
DvcKS.—Aylesbnry.-l, T. P. Carver, Langlhorpe, Boroughbridge. 2, W.

Laing. i?oi/f'i,—l, Miss M.J. Nelson. 2, W. Canney, Bishop Auckland, /ic, S.
Stoddart, Millfield Any other variety.—1 and he, Rev. J. G. aiilner, Hamsterley.
2, W. Laing.
Selling Class.—Cock and Hen or Drake and Duck.—I, J. N. Lawson, Eyhope.

2, C. Venables.
Local Class.—Unrndoor Fowl.'!.—'!, J. N. Lawson. 2, J. Weightman, Ryhope.

Raebit.—1, J. Darison, Ryhope.

The Judge was Mr. R. Teebay.

STOKESTOWN POULTRY SHOW, IRELAND.
The following prizes were awarded at this Exhibition, held

August 18th :

—

Dorkings.-1, Lord Crotton. 2, P. Creighton. Chicketis.-l, Mrs. Balfe*
2, Lord Crofton,
Brahma Pootra.—1, Mrs. Taaffe. 2 and Cup, Lord Crofton. Chickens.—

1 and 9. Mrs. Taaffe. 2, C. Grahnm.
CocHCNS.-l.Mra. Taafle (Black). 2, Lord Crofton. 3, Mips C.Chichester,

Chickens.—1 and 2, Mrs. Tanffe lUlack). H. Lord Crofton (White).
Any VARirTV.- 1 and 2, Mrs. Bulfc (:<paniehand Honfians). /ic. Lord Crofton,

Miss C. Chichester, J. Hurke, P. Creighton. Chickens.—I, Miss Chichester,
2, Lord Crofton. 3, P. Creighton. he, Miss Lloyd, J. S. Thompson, Misa Con-
greve.
Pheasants.-3 and r?jc, J. Bnrke.
TuRKKYs.—1, Lord Crofton, 2, Miss ChicheBtcr.
Geese.— 1 and 2, Lord Crofton. 8, Miss C. Chithoate'**
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DucK9.—1 and S. Mrs. Taaffo. 2, Mr8. BaUe. he. Lord Croflon, Miss Chi-

cheater (2), Mrs. Lynch (2). c, Mrs. Balfe, P. Crfti;jht>in, J. Burke, and K. E.

Conei-cvo. Drakes—1, Mrs. Taaffa. 2 and 3. Mrs. Balte. he, Mrs. Darker.
c, MUb Chichester (2) ; P. Creighton.

.

Shall Fj.ltMF.ss' Class (Dnoksi.—1 and 2, P. Croi^hlon.
Selling Class.—1 and 3, Mrs. Taaffe. 2, P. Oreixiiton. t>?ii;, H, Owens (3).

Judge.—Mr. C. F. Staunton, Sandymoiiat, Dtiblin.

CLITHEROE PODLTKY SHOW.
This was held ou the 21st inat. in a hold about one mile from

the station. The pens used were of a very primitive character

;

the management very bad, as birds sent alone were neither fed

nor watered ; and many of the Pigeons arriving a little late were

not penned till after most of the awards were made, although

there was ample time for that purpose before the judging com-
menced.

Single Game cocks were pretty good, the winners being Brown
Eeds of style and quality, but not good in colour. lu the large

varieties there was nothing of note, Mr. Aapdeu's Partridge

Cochins being about the best. In Ranihm-tjhs Mr. Long won
the majority of the prizes with some excellent birds. Messrs.

Duckworth's Gold-spangled were also very good aud well-shown.

In single Game Bantam cocks the first was a Black Red of last

yeai-, the second being the Brown Ked cockerel referred to in

the notes on Rochdale. In the next class Piles were first and
JJlack Reds second, aU the class being birds of this year.

For Turkeys there was no competition, but some good Embdeu
Geese were shown. In Ducks Mr. Walker took the first prize

in each class, while White-throated Whistlers stood first in the

next class.

In the class for chickens the first were good Spanish and
second White Cocliins, but we preferred pen 625, Brown Red
Game, for second.
Pigeons.—The birds were not numerous, nor can we con-

gratulate the Judge upon his awards in the majority of the

classes, as we considered only Tumblers (one pen). Owls (three

pens), Turbits (two pens), and Dragoons, where there were
twelve entries, and these latter well placed.

OAiiE.—Cock. — 1, C. W. Bi-ierley, Middleton. 2, J. Leeminff, Broughton,
Preston. Black and Broun Rcih.—i. C. W. Brierley. 2, R. Lonsdale. Worston.
Clithcroe. Any other variety-— \, J. Grcenhalgh, Huncoat, Accriugton. 2,

Huttall & Anderson. Baraoldswick.
DoKKiNGs.—1. J. Walker, Rochdale. 2. J Robinson. Garstang.
Cochins.—Bii# and Cinnar:ion.—l, J. Walker. 2, T. Aspden, Church. AntJ

other variety —1, T. Aspden. 2. J. Walker-
SPisiAU.—Black.—l. J. Leeming. 2, H Wilkinson, Rarby. Skipton.

Bhabmas.—1. H. Cntlow, Clitheroe. 2, T. logham, Whalley.
ilx^ni-iu'.iis.—'l''l'l' I! 2><''^':i^led—l, J. Long. Bromley Common. 2, G. & J.

Duckworth. s,li',r-prnciUcd—l, J.ljong. 2, J. Robinson, aolden-spantiled.
—1 and 2, G. & J. liuL-kworth, Church. Siliyer-si)an^lcd.—l, J. Robinson. Bind:.
—1, J. Long. 2, J. Kobinson.
PoLANDS.—1, J. Robinson. 2. T. Dean.
Selling Class.—1, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. 2, T. Aspden, Church,

Accriugton (Cochins).
Game Bantams —1 and 2, W. F. Entwisle, Westfield, Bradford. CocA:.—], W.

F. Addie, Fulwood. 2, W. F. Entwisle.
Geese.—1, J. Walker. 2. Capt, L. Anvon, Whittle-le-Woods.
DccKS.-.d!/(fs!)uri/.—1 and 2, J. Walker. Buarn.-l, J. Walker. 3, S. H. Stott,

IPreston. Any other variety.— I and 2, H. B. Smith.
Any Beeed.—C/iicfce/M.-1 and 2, H. Wilkinson.

PIGEONS.
CARE1EB3.—1, W. Sefton, Blackbui-n. 2. J. Stanley, Blackburn.
Tomblers.—], T. & W. Oddie, Brierfield, Burnley.
Babus.—1, .J. Stanley. 2, T. Chamlev, Salford, Blackburn.
Owls.—1, T. & W. Oddie. 2, J. Richmond, Oswaldtwistle.
PODTERS OE Croppers.—1, J. Richmond. 2, T. Charnley.
FANTiiLS.-1. J. F. Loyersidge, Newark. 2, T. Charnley.
ToRBiTS —1 and 2. J. B. Bowden, Blackburn.
Draooons.-1, J. Stanley. 2, W. Sefton.
Antwerps.— 1 and 2, J. Stanley.
Nuns.—1, J. B. Bowden. 2, T. Marples, Blackburn.
Magpies.—1 and 2, J. B. Bowden.
Any otuer VARiETi'.-1, T. Marples (Red Jacobins). 2, W. Sefton.

The Judge was Mr. E. Teebay.

CHEPSTOW POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Castle grounds, which are all the

most fastidious amateurs could desire for the purposes of any
similar meeting, the views being of a most impressive character,

whilst the interior is highly suggestive of the march of progress
now attained, whether of attack or defence, over those existent

when the massive walls of the Castle were origiually erected.

The day was indeed a lovely one for any kind of out-of-doors

pursuit, but, as though misfortunes were always twin-born, the
Committee, who strove to the utmost to plaase and satisfy all

parties, met with a succession of disappointmfuts, suflicieut to

daunt the enthusiasm of the most persevering. Still they bravely
strove ou, and no one could for a moment but approve of their

self-denial and perseverance. The greatest possible drawback
arose from the fact that the exhibition pens (though the party
had arrived to put them up) never came to hand, consenuently
all the fowls had to be shown in their respective travelling

baskets, and the Pigeons in pens such as could be most speedily

put together at the last moment. Again, the tent, arranged for

by contract, arrived safely and in due course, but after the
erection of the framework it was found at the most anxious
moment that the contractor had by " mistake, brought the

canvas for the end of a very large tent," consequently a second
serious pull-back ensued, erasing much uncalled-for labour aud
vexation. Still, by diut of unbroken sheer hard labour, the

Committee pulled through ; and although travelling baskets

(open aud closed) formed the only exhibition pens, the Show
when finished in so picturesque a spot was anything but a bad
one; neither was it without considerable attraction, and the

attendance was satisfactory. Under these manifold drawbacks,

and there being no printed catalogue, we cannot enter into

details, except the admission that the majority of the poultry

shown were very superior, though the judging was of necessity

carried out under circumstances of great difficulty.

The Judge was Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Bir-

mingham.

POCKLINGTON PIGEON AND CAGE BIRD SHOW.
This was held on the 20th inst. Pigeons were few and in-

ferior to what we have seen in previous years. Babbits also

were not numerous, but Mr. Myton, who obtained quite the

lion's share of prizes, showed some good pens. The Cage Bird
classes had some good entries, and included some caxiital birds.

PIGEONS.
Draooons.-1. E. W. Richardson, Beyerley. 2, C. Auton, York.
Antwerps.—1, C. Auton.
PoDTERS OR Croppers.—1, R.W. Richardson. 2, Mrs. Jackson, Pocklington.
TDMBLER3.—1, C. AutoU,
Barbs.—1 and iic, R. W. Richardson.
Jacobins.—I, R. G. Sanders. Leven. 2. C. Auton.
Fantails.- 1, C. Auton, York. 2, T. S. Stephenson, Beverley, c, R. W.

Richardson.
TanaiPETERS.—1. R. G. Sanders.
Tdruits.-1, R W. Richardson. 2, C. Auton.
Carriers.— 1. C. Auton.
Any other VARlEXi'.-1, C. H. Blanchard. 2, C. Auton.

RABBITS.
LOPEAEED.—Bitcfc—1 and 2, T. Myton, York. Due—1 and 2, T. Myton.
HuiALATAS.—1, T. Myton. 2, W. Swetnam, Fulford.
Silver-greys. -1, T. Myton.
Any other Vakietv.- 1, T. Myton. 2, Miss Cundale, Pocklington.

Selling Class.—1, T. Myton. 2, Miss Jefferson, Pockhngton.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgian.—1, W. Forth, Pocklington. 2, W. G. Wright, Beverley. Balfbred

Bfi(7ian.—1, — Svkes, Beverley. 2, — Downs. Beverley. „„ „
Norwich.—Ciiar or Ticked Yellom.-l, C. Burton, York. 2, W. Forth. Clear

or Ticked Buff.—l and 2, W. Forth.
, ,. ^ „ „ „ ..

YoRKsaiRE.-Cienr Yellow or Bu#.—I, M. Fairburn, Pooklmgton. 2, H. Curtis,

Pocklington. ^ T^ , « ^
Norwich or YoRKmisE.—Even-uiarked.-l. Mrs. Downs, Beverley. 2, 0.

Burton, York. Ticked or Uneven.marked.—l.W Forth. 2, J. Calvert, York.
Crested.-i4ni/ variety.—1, Petty & Cuss. York. 2, C. Burton.
Lizards.-Goiti or Silver-sfangled.—l, W. Forth.

JONQOB.—Bii# or Ciimamon—1, W. Forth. „„„„„
Canaries.— roitn(7.—.!la!/ variety.— I, Mrs. Downs. 2, T. Neill, Beverley.

Uni.TiB.— Variegated OoMflnch and Canary. -2. W. Lister. Malton. Dark
Goldfinch and Canary.—1, J. Bonlton, Pocklinitton. 2, W. Lister.

Goldfinch.-I. J. Higlett, Pocklington. 2, J. Calvert.

Linnet.-1. W. Lister 2, G. Eyre. Pocklington.
Bdllpinch.—I. J. Whitehead. York. 2, W. Lister.

Thrbsh —1, W. Forth. 2, J. Bonlton.
„ , „ , .

Parrot OR Paeiqoet.-I. T. Grant, Pockhngton. 2, J. Calvert

Any OTHER Variety.—1, Hon. W. Dundas, Waplington (Waxbill). 2, Mrs.
Crabtree, Pocklington (Green Cardinal), c, J. Calvert (Golden Oriole).

Cage of Six Canaries, in variety.- 1, W. Forth. 2, Petty & Cuss.

Cage of Foreign Birds.-Extra, W. Lister.

Judge.—Mr. Morton, Hull.

BiRMISGHill SL-5IMEE PoOLTKY AND PiGEON ShOW.—At tMS,

which the advertisement states will be held in the last week of

September, thirty-three extra prizes are offered for poultry, and

the same number for Pigeons. In addition, there are three

liberal prizes in each class. Altogether the prizes amount to

i'lOO. As the Show days include those of the Michaelmas Fair

there wiU most probably be a large atteudauce, and anyone

wishing to sell or purchase birds will act judiciously by being

there.

MALTON PIGEON SHOW.
[From a Correspondent.)

The above Show was held ou the 11th inst. in connection with

the Floral Society. The Secretary and Committee desei-ve great

praise for the manner in which they managed the Show. Nest

year we hope they will publish a catalogue of entries, arrange

their schedule on the single-bird system, and make a few_ ad-

ditional classes. In Tumblers, any variety, first were a pair of

good Almonds, second Black Kites ; a jmir of good short Reds

received a high commendation. Of Pouters both winners were

capital Whites, good in feather and limb. Jacobins were a

large class, and both prizes fell to decent Reds. In Fantails

the winners were exceUeut. Carriers were also a good class.

Trumpeters contained some very fair birds; both the winners

were of the old type. Spots were wretched, and we are sur-

prised that the Committee make a class for them aud ignore

such varieties as Antwerps, English Owls, Dragoons, and many
other varieties, as auy of these would brmg thrice the number
of entries that Spots do. Turbits were a large class, and con-

tained some really good Frilled birds, both Shells and Peaks;

the winners were first-class headed birds, and able to take their

own part in good company. Nuns, with the exception of the
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first birds, were very ragged in monlt, and many of them looked i

frightful. Barbs 'weie a good class, the first-prize Reds being
as promising as anything we have seen for some years. A
capital pair of Yellows, very evenly matched, were second.
This class contained some good Blacks. The Any variety class

was a show of itself, consisting of upwards of twenty-eight pens,
including Owls, Dragoons, Isabels, Archangels, Spangled and
Plain Ice, Swallows, Antwerps, Magpies three colours, and a
pair of small Kants. The first-prize went to Spangled, and the
second to a good pair of svls, one of which had an extraordinary
gullet. The Judges should have had about six extra prizes to

that they could and ought to breed their Almonds from Almonds,
and that " no good fancier " would have anything to do with
such trash. This, at least, would have had the merit of con-
sistency. As I said before, I would be happy to hear any of the
members explain this (but not in Mr. Stuart's style), as it has
puzzled not a few, I am sorry the discussion has taken this dis-
agreeable turn, when it might have gone on pleasantly and per-
haps usefully.

—

Geoege Ure, Diotdee.
P.S.—To show that Mr. Stuart does a thing thoroughly when

about it (his change of opinion on this matter), I give some ex-
tracts from a letter of his that appeared in The Journal of

give in this class, as many of the birds not mentioned in the Horticoltube in March, 1868, during the controversy the
prize list were good enough to win anywhere.
published last week.

The awards were

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKINGS.
On reading Mr. M. Stuart's article in one of your contempo-

raries, my first impulse was, that as it showed such a want of

the proper spirit in which this discussion should be carried on,

that I would write no more on the subject; but, on second
thoughts, I have to ask you to give me space for a few short
remarks. It is an article that will neither help his views nor
damage those of his opponents. It wanders from the point ; it

assumes an insolent tone towards those who differ from him

;

it is boastful ; it makes reckless assertions ; it contradicts itself;

in a word, it shows an utter want of good feeling, and a degree
of ignorance of the subject on which it professes to decide.
These may seem heavy charges, but I think they can be easily

made good.
In the first place he starts with that unhappy word " mis-

marked," though he knows very well that no one advocates
classes for these birds. He then says that " every good Pouter
fancier" has been convinced by "Mr. Wallace's clear and
forcible statements," the meaning of which can only be that
those who cannot agree with what Mr. Wallace says are no
fanciers, yet he then admits that the off-coloured birds might
have a class, which is just about all we are striving for. He
then states that he knows more than our " first-class Pouter
fanciers " that gave them up because they could not breed them
to their mind. What proof is there that those who gave up in
disgust were "first-class fanciers?' Is it that they took up a
breed and failed to improve it or to keep it up ? There is no
other proof given, but apparently it is ample in Mr. Stuart's
opinion. But he immediately adds, after saying that Pouters
have been ruined beyond the energies of " first-class fanciers

"

to redeem, that the birds of the present day are far superior to

the birds of the old school. Here is contradiction and ignorance
besides, for I remember the birds of the old school, and a few
other fanciers do so also, and I maintain that in all the best
points of a Pouter they could beat ua. We could, I daresay,
beat them by the tape line, but in nothing else. They bred for
elegance of style, and managed colour and marking better than
is now done. If Mr. Stuart had said that the birds of the pre-
sent day were the best he had seen, there could have been
nothing to say; but he makes them out to be the best and the
worst at the same time. His misuse of the word "mongrel"
is quite in keeping. He also boasts that " we can and will do
without Mealies, Chequers, &c." Time only will show; but a
prudent man, in attempting to do what has never before been
done, will delay the boasting until he has done it, and then, if

he is " to boasting inclined," one might forgive him. He also
boasts of a loft where there is only one chequer, and every bird
well marked. It may be so, a little judicious " Pie selection,"
which he confessed to at one time would do this for any loft

;

but a loft may boast of this and yet be a poor one after all.

Colour and marking do not make a Pouter, they only finish one.
This wonderful loft adds also to the surprise and regret one feels
on hearing of first-class fanciers leaving off " in disgust." Could
they not have got what they so sorely required from such a
fountain of pure blood ? or were they fond of change, which a
certain class of people are said to be, and perhaps had a mind
to try their great powers on, perhaps flying Antwerps ? It is to
be hoped they will succeed better in their new sphere, as they
are not missed in the one they left. Mr. Stuart assures us that
'_' he is in downright earnest." Are we to infer from this that he
is not usually so in what he writes ? If not, why so strongly
assert it in the present instance ? His attack on Mr. Huie as a
breeder I only refer to as a further proof of ignorance, and of a
total disregard for the feelings of others.
Before closing I would feel obliged by some of the members

of the North British Columbarian Society explaining a thing I
cannot understand. At their last show they had a class for
Short-faced Tumblers " any other colour or marking," compris-
ing Kites, Agates, Whole-feathers, Splashes, etc. By this time
they had become enlightened on the Pouter question, and there
was no class for oS-coloared birds. Now, as Pouters of this
description serve the breeder precisely in the same way as the
" any other colour " Short-faces do, how were the latter not ex-
cluded also ? Mr. Stuart might have to'd the Almond breeders

Scotch fanciers had with Mr. Volckman on the same subject.
He says, " Mr. Volckman tells us that by the use of Mealies,
Chequers, and Splashes we have destroyed the colours and
markings in our Pouters, and that for the present they must be
' vigorously discarded.' On the other hand, Mr. Tegetmeier
says, ' The Pouter fancier has a slavish fear of breeding away
from some one particular colour.* Now this is an awkward
position for a young fancier to be placed in. Whom is he to
believe ? and what is he to do ? My advice would be, as we
have no printed guide, to adopt neither theory, but use Mealies,
Chequers, and Splashes in their proper places, and he will find
to his own satisfaction, as I have done, that practical experience
is safer than theory." Very good.
Again he says, " As far as my own experience goes, and from

observation in the lofts of our best Scotch breeders, I believe
that the Chequers bred from Blacks should be crossed with
Blacks only, and by following this method a Chequered Pouter
will be quite as good for stock purposes as a Black, and the pro-
duce will be ' Blacks of raven brUliancy.' " Very good also.

He next says, " I approve of occasionally crossing the White
Pouter with the Blue. The White Pouter being constitutionally
a weak bird, the produce is improved in strength by this cross,

and the Blues gain in colour, as the White Pouter helps to clean
out the foul feathers so often found in the limbs, &c., of the
Blue-pied Pouters. It was from a cross of this description that
I produced the progenitors of the White and Blue Pouters that
stood first at Glasgow for more than one season." Very good
stiU.

But Mr. Stuart has now veered round as far as it is possible
to go. Of course change of opinion is an everyday affair, but
when one does it so decidedly as Mr. Stuart has done, and, not
content with this, but derides those who will not follow him,
and parades his views in public, fanciers are surely entitled to

look for a good reason for such a change. Has he given one ?

I say he has completely failed in his attempt ; in fact, it is all

the other way, if we are to be guided by his experience, the only
sure guide in these matters, so that his desertion from the good
cause must arise from something foreign to the fancy, as facta

and theory are all against him.—G. U.

MOTTLES.
There are numerous birds among the varieties of Pigeons

that are called Mottles, and yet not one in ten approaches the
standard by which alone birds answering to that name should be
judged. The Mottles of one person are the Splashes of another,
or the Speckles of some other. So it turns out that B is dis-

satisfied with the birds C sends him, or D thinks E does not
know what a Mottle is because E rejects Splashes, ifcc. There
need be no difficulty about all this, for it has long been settled as

to what a Mottle should be. A Speckle is a spot of one colonr
upon another. For instance, upon a sheet of paper you drop
some ink ; it spots or specks it, and if you shake out a number
of drops the paper becomes speckled all over. And so it is with
a class of Pigeons ; the colour of the bird (black, red, or yellow,

ttc.) is spotted all over with specks of white, whence comes the
name of Speckles, or Speckled Tumblers, Ac.

A splash is a different thing. A boy will stand in the gutter,

and splash mud over you as you walk by. In this instance a
large quantity of mud falls upon one or two places (the little

spots count for nothing here), and your wliite suit is said to be
splashed. Therefore among birds, a black (red, bine, &c.) one
with large spots of white occurring here and there on its

plumage is called a Splash; thus t«'o or three white feathers

will give a bird a splashed taU, or when the white extends across

the back it is a splashed back, as some call it a handkerchiei
back.
A Mottle bears a definite meaning with it. It has not come

by chance, such as a speck or splash ; on the contrary, it denotes
that something has been carefully done. There is no sense in

saying I am mottled with mud, tplashed is the word for that

;

but when you look at a work of art, you say. How carefully that

mottling is done ! With birds a Mottle means a black (red, blue,

yellow, &c.) bird with a rose consisting of about twenty-four,

rather less than more, white feathers upon the shoulder of each
wing. If these feathers are arranged in a perfect circle, with a
black feather alternating between every two of the white ones,

it gives a brilliancy and beauty to the bird that will set any
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fancier wild. Some fanciers allow a few white feathers scattered
about the head and neck of the bird, but methinks it is because
they cannot always attain the highest perfection in breeding
Mottles, and are therefore inclined to be liberally lax in their
ideas in order to accommodate the name to the speckled birds,
and not the birds to the name. That is not true fancying ; it is

but a make-believe, and is always accompanied by an unpleasant
sensation of conscience that is very disagreeable to have about
one when one's ideas are formed to a high standard. Eaton, in
his edition of plates, gives a beautiful illustration of a Mottle, and
the only objection to it is the speckling of the back of the neck

;

but then Eaton was not so strict in his ideas of the meaning of
the word as he ought to have been, for he gives us also a plate of
a Mottled Trumpeter, and by comparing the pictures it is con-
clusively shown he attached different degrees of latitude to the
word as used in speaking of Mottled Tumblers or Speckled
Trumpeters.
What makes a mottled bird valuable is the purity of the

mottling and the rareness with which such mottling is reached.
It is easy to breed speckled birds ; it is hard to breed birds
mottled on the wings, and moderately speckled about the head

;

but hardest of all is it to breed that pure white mottling on the
wings alone. It takes time and the most careful selection to
produce anything of moment among Pigeons, and the most ex-
perienced fanciers have not yet succeeded in fixing those few
white feathers indelibly upon the shoulders of the birds, but the
time will come when it will be done ; meantime, do not let us be
dragging down a high standard and prostituting our energies by
resting content to call Splashes, Speckles, and even Griggles by
the name of Mottles.
Mottled Tumblers are exceedingly scarce, whether Short or

Long-faced. There is but one Short-faced nearly approaching
perfection in colouring in the circle of our acquaintance ; it is

a beautiful Black, in the possession of Mr. M , a fancier of
refined taste and liberal ideas, residing in our city. It was
considered cheap at §50, and is now unpriceable. The Long-
faced are sometimes called Kose-winged, and are occasionally
well bred, but in most instances they deserve the name of

White-winged or Splashes, more truly than Rose-winged ; many
of these last are fine tumbling birds, and some of elegant beauty.
Mottled Trumpeters are far from being fit exemplars of the
word mottle. It would be better to call them Speckled but for
the fact that, yielding to the invisible influence of the word
mottle, the fanciers are gradually excluding more and more of

the white from the standard of markings for the Trumpeters,
and the time is not far distant when the mottling of the perfect
bird will be ruled by a standard for colours common to both
varieties.

—

Dr. W. P. M.

—

{American Poultry Bulletin.)

[Dr. Morgan gives a good guide here to the young fancier as
to what is a properly-mottled Tumbler, except that some of the
English admirers of the bird prefer a slight mottUng on the back.
It is, however, fair to say that all do not agree to the handker-
chief back. Eaton in his book gives an admirable portrait of

this bird, the best yet produced, and rightly gives no white on
the neck ; the picture is indeed the gem of the book. A properly-
mottled Short-faced Tumbler is the most beautiful of all Tum-
blers ; in my opinion to be preferred even to the Almond, and
ha.3 this advantage, that while non-fanciers never admire the
Almond at a show, everyone, even the most ignorant, delights
in the Mottle. We sadly need more of these exquisite birds. It

would be well if fanciers went in more vigorously for breeding
this class. I would give something to see a good exhibition of

Black, Red, and Yellow Mottles. Alas ! we only read of them,
but never or scarcely ever see them.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.]

.ViTR.lININa THE EARS OF PET RABBITS.
I CUT from a piece of leather a strip in shape like this illus-

tration (Jig. 59) ; the places x, x, are cut so as to act like a flap.

Kg. 59.

This must be made of such size as will fit the Rabbit's head.
Put the ears through from the under side, and draw the two ends
under the throat, and tie them there. These " flaps " press the
ear down, and after being kept on a week usually effect a cure.
In Rabbits half-grown or over it will take a longer time. The
best age to apply it is immediately they are weaned. The
leather should be the thickness of ordinary boot-leather.—A. M.
HiLSTED.

—

{Philadelphia Fanciers' Journal.)

JUDGING BY POINTS.
This subject has no doubt been the means of giving a great

deal of labour to some of our friends, particularly in America,
and amongst others has caused much interest. I do not think

it is a matter requiring much debate, because it seems to me
almost impossible to judge by measure, and, without measuring,
all the points cannot be correctly ascertained. StiU, I allow
that specimens in some departments of the fancy may be judged
in this manner. I know something of Canaries, Belgians par-
ticularly, and believe that neither they nor Pouter Pigeons can
be properly judged in this way. It is only where a close tie is
come upon that I think the measure should be applied at all.
There is enveloping the Belgian Canary in particular, and the

Pouter Pigeon, a peculiar grace—an elegance which cannot be
put on paper either in language or figures, and which only a
good judge will at once detect; and as that grace is developed
differently in different individuals, and in so many various ways,
no printed standard would result in giving satisfaction either
to judge or exhibitor. I have instanced only two birds, but
there are many others.
The great want, in my opinion, is not a tabulated scale of

points for the subject of our various pastimes, but really good
judges.
As points seem at present to be fashionable in many matters,

allow me to give you my points of a good judge

—

True fancy knowledge 35
Good eye, with or without spectacles 20
Manly independence 35
Poetics 10

100
Ih.B.—Weight or age no object.

It seems to me that we would sooner gain our end it the
debate—if debate at aU—turned upon and settled the points of
judges. That being settled, we may then look after testimonials.—James Huie.

BEE-KEEPING FOR 1874.
Since my letter to the Journal about my visit to Mr. Petti-

grew's apiary in March last, I have had ample opportunities of
trying what I was then shown, and I have succeeded a great deal
better than I expected to do.

I commenced bee-keeping in June last year with a very poor
first swarm that I bought of a person who had found it on a
brookside, and had it put into a common round-topped hive

;

about a week after I bought another hive, and sent it to a neigh-
bour's to put a swarm in, and he put a small second swarm in
it on July Ist. Both of the swarms were so small that the first
one only half filled its hive with combs, and the second one did
not fill its hive more than a quarter full; however, I fed them
until they gave over taking any more food, and wrapped hay-
bands round the hives to keep them warm ; but I never expected
the second one to live through the winter, it was so small ; but it
did, and bred a good stock of bees afterwards. I knew of about
forty-five hives of bees within two miles round here before winter,
and in March this year there were three lots out of the forty-five
living, and two of them were mine, so it shows what a little
attention will do. I obtained one of Mr. Pettigrew's bee books,
and I agreed with what he said, that large hives were more
likely to do well than the common small ones, so I purchased an
18-inch stock hive in March. I had then two common hives
only partly filled with combs, and one good 18-inch hive to start
with this year.
The weather here np to the commencement of June was as

bad as it could be for bees. I examined them now and then to
see how they were getting on, but they increased in numbers
very slowly. I had a pair of gloves and a bee dress ready, so
that I could swarm my bees as soon as they were ready without
the risk of being stung, and they have paid for themselves once
or twice over already. When examining a hive they are not
wanted, but when swarming, ic, it is better for a beginner to
have something on. I had never seen a hive artificially swarmed,
and the first one I had to do I was afraid I should make a mess
of it, but I was determined to try and do my best, for I knew if

I did not I should lose very nearly all my bees, there were so
many hives with combs in waiting for swarms to come to them.

It was the 3rd of July before I had a hive ready for swarming,
and about 7 p.m. I smoked the hive, turned it np, and placed aa
empty hive on the top, wrapped a cloth round the junction,
drummed the bottom hive four minutes, then took the top hiva
off, looked for the queen, and shook the bees out into an 18-inch

'

hive that I had ready for them, put the swarm on the old stand
and the old hive about 2 feet oti, and they were all right. Three
days afterwards I treated the 18-inch hive in the same way, and
put the swarm into another 13-inch hive ; three days after that
the other was ready, and I treated it also in the same way, and
put it into a 16-inch hive. The swarms all did first-rate while
the weather continued good.

I wanted to have a better class of hives in place of the common
ones, so on the twenty- first day after swarming the first common
hive I drove all the bees out into a 16inch hive, and took the
honey, 15 lbs., on the third day after a second swarm came out
of the other common hive, and settled on to an old stump in the
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garden hedge. I was away at work, so a friend of mine covered
them over until I got home, when I put them into an empty
hive, and in the evening I joined them to my first swarm in the
18-inch hive. This I managed the same evening without any
fighting, it being three weelis since I swarmed the large hive.

I drove all the bees into a 16-inch hive, and tools the honey,
24 lbs. Three days afterwards I took the other common hive,
joined the bees to the first turnout, and secured 9 lbs. more
honey. I had now my bees all in good " Pettigrew " hives. If

it had been a good May I should have done better still. This is

but a poor locality, so I consider that I have done very fairly for

a beginner. I sold all the honey I had to spare at Is. Od. per
pound. Twelve months since I was as frightened of bees as any
one. If all beginners, and I think there are plenty, will only try
the same methods that I have done, and follow Mr. Pettigrew's
instructions in the Journal, they will succeed a great deal better
than they expect.
The weather here has been very unfavourable for bees since

about .July 2-lth. My swarms were gaining weight rapidly ; one
gained 9 lbs. weight in four days, and then the weather changed,
and they have lost 3 or 4 lbs. since instead of gaining, and the
others have lost more still. The turnouts I am feeding well, so
that they may make as many combs as possible before winter
comes on. Artificial swarming is a good plan, especially for any
one who works any distance from home.—P. K.usford, Wigan.

NADIRING.
Tour correspondent " E. H. R.," at page 111, draws attention

to the value of nadirs "in good years." Of this there can be
no question; but then at such times

—

i.e., when honey is very
plentiful, bees will build comb and store honey anywhere.
They have been known to do it outside the hives, even below
the floorboard. I have known them do it between the general
covering of the hive and a super, thus building within and with-
out the super at the same moment. Still I cannot say in or-
dinary years I have found the nadir principle a good one ; cer-
tainly in every way a well-managed super is preferable. The
objection against the nadir, arising from the difficulty of the
bees in finding their way out in the upward direction, has per-
haps created a prejudice against it unnecessarily, because a few
narrow slits in the top board, sufficient to allow the bees a tree
passage up the sides of the nadir into the main hive above,
would at once obviate this difficulty if these slits, say half an
inch wide and 2 or 3 inches long, were made in the middle
of each side. There are other objections to the nadir which
make it awkward of management, arising from the necessity of
elevating the hive over it, which in my own case in my bee
house and elsewhere would be very troublesome. The quasi-
nadir, or rather super placed nadirwise pro tern., is all I can
conveniently use. It is used simply to induce the bees to com-
mence building combs earlier than they sometimes will do in a
super proper. I also have put a large empty hive below, in order
that it may be treated as a stock hive another year.—B. & W.

OUR LETTER BOX.
PiEATixG 0T7R ILLUSTRATIONS.—We have received the followins—" Gentle-

meD,—Refen-ing to the editorial footnote on paye 89 of your Journal of
Horticulture, it is proper that I should say that the illustration of the
Fantail Pigeon which appeared in our July issue was purchased from the
proprietor of the 'Rural New-Yorker,' and the writer had no knowledije that
the same had ever appeared in your paper. It seems proper that I should
make this explanation.—A. B. Estes, Editor of Pet-Slock Bulletin, New
York.-'

[The " Rural New-Yorker " systematically copies our illustrations without
acknowledgment.]

Hereford Poultry Show.—Mr. Feast writes to ns that he seldom ex-
hibits White Cochins, and that the hird which died went to Hereford direct
from his yai-d at Swansea, and that he has too many good birds in his hundred
pens to require them to be overworked. He thinks our correspondent's obser-
vations were malicious and libellous, but we are s'ore that they were only
intended for the safety and better chance of success of valuable birds.

Prize Goldsn Polish Hf.s at Earlsheaton.—" In your report of the
Earlsheaton Shovr you mention a Golden Poland hen whose crest had the
appearance of having been operated on by a barber. I have seen the hen in
question two or three times during the summer, and although she certainly
has that look, yet I do not think she has been trimmed. She has, I believe,
chafed it away with rubbing it against exhibition pens. The hen seems to be
of a restless disposition, aud I have no donbt that that is the cause of her
present appearance. She is a fine one, has a good crest, and ishould not be
shown nntil she has moulted.—G. W. Boothby."

Cheap Babbitry.—" On page 65 of No. 094 I seo yon have taken an
article, headed ' Cheap Babbitry,' from tho Chautuaona Farirn'r, and credited
it to Dr. Pond of Cassadaga, N.Y. If you will refer to ' Pet-Stock, Pigeon, and
Poultry Bulletin ' for March, 1874, page 2-20, you will flud the article entire as
it [originally appeared over my own signat'Jre.-A. M. Halsted, Pet-Stock
Bulletin, Neio York.'*

LiGURiAN Bees (E, S.).—We have had these bees for many years, either
pure or hybrid, but we cannot say we find them less irascible than the com-
mon English. In point of temper we find " much of a muchness " between
them. They are pretty bees to look at, good honey-gatherers, famous breeders,
and the fawhion, which is saying a great deal for them. Messrs. Neighbour
and Sons, Holbom, supply hives of them. The best time to commence keep,
ing bees is the spring.

S3IALL Black Bees (HiiUand Counties Bee-keeper).—Ibe bees enclosea
in your envelope ilid not appear to differ from ordinary bees, but they change
so rapidly after death that it is difficult to report upon them. We infer that
yonr bees are Italians, because you ask if they are " the offspring of a puro
English queen ;" but if not, " small black bees " are referred to in Eevan on
the " Honey Bee," and have been noticed by other writers. They occur at
times in larger numbers than at others, but so far as we recollect have never
been satisfactorily accounted for.

Preventing Swarming (P. fl.).—Placing an eke under a hive after it has
swarmed once will not prevent it from sending off a second swarm. Driving
all the bees out of a hive when the young cjueens are piping, cutting out all

its royal cells, then casting back the bees, will prevent swarming. Throwing
back second swarms a few hours after they have issued will, in almost aU
cases, prevent their coming again.
Saving Bees (D. B., Enjicldl—We gather from yom- letter that your hive

to be plundered, and that to which you would join your bees to be saved, are
identical in shape and size ; also the hive beneath the first, which is empty,
save a little comb. Nothing can be easier under the circumstances. First
smoke, then drive the bees out of the hive which is to be plundered into the
last-named hive which has a little comb. Next drive the bees in the same
manner out of the hive which you intend to keep along with the other bees,
or you may drive them separately into different hives. In either case knock
them out together in front of the hive which is to be kept. There will bo
no fighting. You will find full instructions for driving in " Bee-keeping for
the Many," which can be had from this ofiice for 5d., postage paid.

METEOEOLOQICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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yellow Pansies, &c., they will contribute no mean share to the
general display. After flowering they can be clipped to any
size required. They will then take up but little room, and look
anything but untidy, or they can be removed altogether to a
reserve plot.

The Aubrietias are easily increased by root-divisions if plen-
tiful, and good-sized blooming plants are reared at once by
slips under hand-lights in summer, or quicker by cuttings of
young shoots in a gentle heat in spring, but they must not
remain close and warm a moment longer than is absolutely
necessary. The easiest way, however, of all to get stout,
healthy plants in large numbers is to sow seed. It germinates
freely if kept regularly moist. In this way thousands may
soon be had. If sown in heat in spring, hardened-off, and
subsequently pricked-off in the open, they make useful flower-
ing plants in a year from the day of sowing, and will then
flower a lifetime with reasonable treatment. Sown in Jane in
the open border they make nice tufts the same season if cai'ed

for, and the following year are splendid clumps. It is thus a
very simple and inexpensive matter to raise any amount of
stock.

As to species and varieties, there are new ones said to be
fine. I have not proved them, therefore am unable to speak
practically, and my path is clear to say nothing on hearsay.
There are old ones, as deltoidea, purpurea, hesperidiflora, &c.,
which are all pretty for the purposes named ; but one neither
new nor old is better than these—grasca. I am able to speak
of Aubrietia gr<Tca raised from seed as one of the very best
amongst compact-growing spring flowers. Isolated—yet not too
much so—clumps in a mixed border, or in continuous lines as
edgings to walks and beds, it will surely attract the eye. For four
months out of the twelve the plants are clothed with flowers,

and the remaining eight they are not ugly, not unsightly.
That is as much, yea, more, than can be said of many a plant
of greater fame and popularity. The variegated forms of this
plant are amongst the most chaste and lovely of our hardy
gems. They must be perpetuated by slips or cuttings, and
not be planted in damp shaded places. This tribe of plants
suffered by the extreme wet of 1872. I observed plants on the
north sides of beds and shady spots all killed, while on the
south and drier side they did not greatly suffer, yet a few
sustained injury.

If at this season of the year I were commencing to get up a
stock for final planting next autumn, I should sow seed at
once in free sandy soil in places that I could cover with hand-
lights or spare sashes in winter to keep oif heav}' falls of snow
or extreme wet. I would sow thinly, let the plants remain
in the seed bed until spring, and then prick out in nursery
beds. By the autumn they would be nice compact plants in

the best condition for removal. By sowing in heat in spring
the same end is attained, but then many who would like

Aubrietias have not the heat and means of raising them under
glass. Or, assuming the presence of a few old plants, I would
elip them into little tufts, and plant in beds which contained
an intermixture of sand or road grit in September, not under
a north wall but in the open. At that season they would
probably require little or no shading. I would not use short
cuttings, but long slips put in slanting with the dibber, leaving
only the tip of green above the surface—that is, there might
be 3 or 4 inches of root-stem—it may be doubled or coiled—in
the ground, and an inch of top growth above to make the
plant. Cuttings will also strike at this season in sand under
hand-lights after the manner of Pansies or Calceolarias.
For vigour of plant and fine bloom, however, my experience

induces me to recommend Aubrietia grieca raised from seed as
the most certain and satisfactory mode of securing a healthy
stock. When planted in their blooming quarters, if a dense
carpet is required they must be put in closely in the autumn,
leaving as little space as possible between the foliage of one
plant and that of the other, as they have not much time to
spread before blooming, and unless they are well rooted a
portion may perish from the winter's wet. Therefore the
more closely they are put in the better to make safe against
blanks which mar the general effect.— J. Wright.

SPKING LETTUCES.
As this is the season for preparing for what I consider quite

a necessary adjunct to one's supply of vegetables—good, clean,
and crisp Lettuces in the early spring, may I just give my
experience in the matter? I sowed last August some seed of
Cabbage and Cos Lettuces, choosing for the former Sutton's

Commodore Nutt (an admirable Lettuce of the Tom Thumb
type), and the old Hammersmith, and for the latter a Black-
seeded Bath Cos. They were sown in slightly raised beds, and
afterwards transplanted into Looker's Acme frames, and from
these I had an abundant supply of good crisp Lettuces aU
through the early spring. I know that some run down these
frames, extol wood in preference, and speak of breakages, &e.
Let me say that I have tried both the wood frames and these
Acmes, and that I vastly prefer the latter. Care must be taken
in placing them down that the ground is made firm where they
are put, so that in the case of either wet or frost they may not
be altered from their position. I had no breakages last winter
save from carelessness. The Cos Lettuce did not answer so
well, and I am this winter depending on Commodore Nutt and
Hammersmith.

I had all my Potatoes (about a quarter of an acre) lifted

and housed by the 15th. They ai-e of very fair size and per-

fectly free from disease, with only a few instances of super-
tuberatiou. The quality seems to be excellent. More of this

anon.—D., Deal.

NOTES ON LIFTINa AND EOOT-PEUNING
FRUIT TEEES.—No. 2.

As already remarked , trees on the free stock are not adapted
for being lifted, for the results are a temporary increase of
fruit with great loss of quality, as lifting and root-pruning
arrest for a time the free growth, only for this to be renewed
with the emission of fresh roots, the old parts falling into
decay, or producing fruit inferior in size and quality. Lifting,

then, when distantly practised being attended with risk of life,

and root-pruning with a diminution of vigour, it follows that

these modes of inducing fruitfulness in trees on the free stock
are not desirable. Judicious root-pruning may in some cases
be attended with satisfactory results ; but as I can see it, and
as I have seen it practised, the operation is best left alone, the
cultivator in the first instance freeing the subsoil of water by
draining, loosening the soil by trenching, enriching it with
manure, and planting the trees high on a mound in fact, for

who ever saw a tree in nature in a hole ? On the contrary,
trees have their roots, as it were, upon a hUlock. The planter
should give them plenty of room fully to develope the head,
and no pruning beyond what is required for the proper dis-

position of the branches, removing irregularities of growth for

the due admission of light and air. Trees so treated, accord-

ing to my experience, will bear infinitely heavier crops of finer

quality than those frequently lifted or periodically root-pruned.

A refractory subject may sometimes appear a fitting one for

root-pruning, but do not practise this operation ; instead, cut
off ^he tree's head, and put on as many grafts as will form a
large head in two or three years with as much fruit as, and finer,

than will be produced in a generation by root-pruning. This
practice is very much older than any living pomologist, and of

far greatei- service in bringing sterile trees into a state of fruit-

fulness than all the root-pruning extant. The free stock

means free growth, large trees, and fruit by the cartload. It

is those affording fruit for the million, whilst the dwarfs go in

for and win with the often ill-to-please, capricious consumer.
Measure them by their usefulness. Appearance, quality, are

everything to the latter, but the general consumer requires

bulk as well, and that, he knows, requires a bulky thing to

produce it, or the dwarfs to be vastly multiplied.

I have a suggestion to offer, after observinr; that we have in

the many dells, valleys, and on mountain sides, spots of good
soil unsuited for tillage, now growing nothing but a jungle of

indigenous scrub, not unfrequently the Sloe and Crab, which
are conspicuous objects in the landscape at their flowering

period ; and these would be still more so were such unprofit-

able spots planted with -Apple, Pear, and Plum trees on the

free stock, the Plums forming the marginal lines, and the

Apples and Pears in alternate lines, with FUberts and Cob
Nuts between. The nature of the ground would seem to be
especially suited to the runaway character of the Pear and
Crab. A pretty cottage would give a charm to the landscape,

and thei-e would be a profitable return to the proprietor,

and a competence to an industrious and enterprising man.
Thousands of orchards and as many homes might be foimed
in our land ; there is no need to resort to clearing the abori-

ginal forest of some distant country when there are such
opportunities of improvement at home. The result would
benefit the proprietor, the occupier, and the fruit-consumer,

especially as it would be obtainsd from what had in all time
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been wanting, the efforts of the cnltiTatiDg mind and hand.
We may po on covering the best of ground with acre upon acre

of bnfh and pyramid fiuit trees; never shall we be able to feed

the million with fruit in such a way as to meet the demand
at a suitable price until we start out on a new track, leaving

those who possess gaidens, which the many do not, to indulge

in their hobby to the full.

But some will say I am wandering from the subject. Not
at all, for I want it to be understood that the Crab and Pear
usually grow well, and when man has put upon the one the

Apple, or on the other the improved Pear, each bears annually,

or at fiuthest every alternate year, bushels of fruit, which are

sweetened with sugar, an easier thing now more duty is off,

infinitely better for the stomach than millions of gallons of

liquor containing the poison alcohol. Cider, even, is far better

than malt liquor or spirit.

Now for the dwarf stock. It is undoubtedly the stock of

the age—the age of luxury. It is not suited for planting in

orchards, or on ground kept clear and left to cater for itself,

having no more feeding than that of the soil, and that brought

down by dew and rain. In equal conditions to those in which
we usually find trees on the free stock, those on the dwarf are

not nearly so productive, nor in any way so satisfactory

;

whilst trees on the free stock succeed with almost any treat-

ment and anywhere, those on the dwarf stock require, if not

good soil, at least very liberal culture, and such being the case,

they are wisely recommended for gardens, the soil of which, if

not good, is made so by fertilising agents. It is only just to

the dwarf stock, and to those possessing trees thereon, to state

this; many have trees all aglow in spring with blossom, and
are disappointed at the meagre quantity and inferior quality

of the fruit. Quantity and quality of fruit are results from
the means employed to secure them. The planter may be-

grudge every shovelful of manure for his fruit trees, and ex-

pect them to bear full and tine crops. It is a parallel ease

with that of a proprietor who was particularly partial to fine,

solid, crisp, nutty Celery, and denied his gardener access to

the manure heap. To expect is one thing ; to adopt and aiiford

means calculated to realise, another. Those who cannot be
liberal to their fruit trees in the way of manure will be acting

wisely to plant none but those on the free stock.

Trees on the dwarf stock are only for a liberal cultivating

hand, for they are great rooters ; they commence to put out
from the stem fresh roots in autumn, and continue to produce
them in mild weather through the winter. This I know from
having moved them almost every day of the months from
September to April. I have even lifted them in the middle of

summer, in July and August, in full foliage under a broiling

sun, and always found fresh white roots issuing from the root-

stem. These roots are rather thick, and at first white; they
extend considerably, and become a mass of fibres, ramifying
in all directions. Owing to the existence of these roots, which
I believe to be of annual, or certainly not great longevity, the
lifting or transplanting of trees on the dwarf stock is at no
time attended with nearly the same risk as in the case of trees

upon the free stock. This I have had ample opportunity of

observing, for it has fallen to my share to plant and make
alterations in gardens to an extent which, for a gardener, was
far from enviable. Not a single failure from transplantation

have I known with fruit trees on the dwarf stock. Deaths I

have known, but they have arisen from want of transplantation
rather than in consequence of it. I remember once, three

years ago, moving a trained Plum tree from a south to a west
wall in the middle of June, its branches covering a space of

20 feet by 10 feet, and at the same time some Peach trees of

not much less size were removed, and they, the Plums, are
now in full crop, and the Peaches have borne a heavy crop, they
having been forced the last three seasons. I mention this to

show that the Plum, it not a dwarfing stock, is equally safe

for moving as those known as such

—

i.f., the Paradise for the
Apple, the Quince for the Pear, and the Mahaleb for the Cherry.
From the fact also of the Plum being employed as a stock for

the Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot, the above observations are

made on its free transplanting nature, and it must be admitted
to be the best rooted subject of the whole.—G. Abbey.

Vermont, I must state that my crop far exceeds his. I planted
half a pound, which were three seed-sized Potatoes, and when
dug-up the tubers weighed 30 lbs., and are all good and equal-
sized Potatoes; twelve of them weigh 5 lbs.— T. M. A. C,
Kcmsdale, Faversham.

The Potato Crop.—I agree with " H. G. M." (page 148),
that the early frost has done much towards injuring the early
crops he named. In respect to the Early Rose, I have grown
it three seasons, and it has not produced more than one-third
that it did the other two seasons. In regard to the Early

NOTES ON KOSES- SEEDLING BRIARS.
With regard to the letter signed " Amateur, Liverpool," I

beg to say that I did not include Baron Chaurand in the number
of those Koses that had gone out of cultivation. If "Amateur"
will refer to my letter he will see that those I spoke of are in

quite a different paragraph. I know that most of our best
rosarians sell this Rose, but I do not think one of them would
recommend it as an exhibition variety. There is a great
difference between a mere garden Rose and an exhibition
Rose.

With regard to the seedling Briar, I am most happy to in-

form " Midland Counties " that he can procure any number
from Mr. Prince, of Oxford, at the extraordinarily low price of
Is. Gd. per hundred. At least so Mr. Prince writes me word,
though when I read his letter I could hardly believe my eyes.

He adds also the gratifyiug news, " I have nearly half a
million that I can spare." As the best news that I have re-

ceived for a very long time, I am anxious to let other people
besides myself benefit by the most liberal offer I have ever met
with. As Briars even in this neighbourhood cost 8s. a hun-
dred, seedling Briars at Is. M. are indeed wonderfully cheap.
If Prince has made a mistake it is his, not my fault, if your
readers are misled.

With regard to Madame Lacharme, since my article appeared
I have received a letter from Mr. Cant, of Colchester, in which
he states that he entirely agrees with all I said as to the worth-
lessness of this variety, and no less rosarians than Mr. Baker
of Heavitree, and Mr. Beachey of Torquay, and Mr. Robert
Veitch of Exeter, have all commended my condemnation of

this Rose. As a pot Rose I am told it may do, and certainly

the only decent blooms I have seen this year were on a pot
Rose : and as exhibitors in June and July cut their blooms,
not from conservatories but from the open ground, I do not
see that this is much of a recommendation.
And now allow me to say a few words about the comparatively

new Tea Marie Van Hontte. This is a most beautiful Rose, a
constant bloomer, and possessing a good constitution. Since
Catherine Mermet we have had no Tea Rose which can take
the first rank except this beautiful variety. I showed a treble

of her at Crewkerne, and the young debutante created some-
thing like a furore. Numbers of people asked me for buds,
and I feel sure that no nurserymen will have a ditfieulty in
meeting the demand for her this autumn. I do not think it is

possible to over-rate or over-praise these two varieties and
Souvenir d'Ehse. I wish I had a thousand of each of them,
and I will soon. I put in every bud I can find ; I wait till the
bloom is expanded, and then put the buds which are under the
bloom into shoots which are low down on the Briar.

—

John
B. M. Camm.

WINTERING GLADIOLUS GORMS.
I HAVE a tolerably good collection of Gladioli, which, thanks

to the instructions contained in the Rev. H. Dombrain's book
on that flower, have done extra well this year. The great
difficulty to contend with here, however, is the harvesting of

the corms. It is all very well for Mr. Dombrain to leave his

bulbs in the ground until the end of November, but here
(Renfrew) the most severe frosts we have are sometimes at

that period of the year. Do you think that it would facilitate

the ripening without being detrimental to the bulbs if the
stalks, immediately after blooming, were bent down about an
inch above the ground, as ia done with thick-necked Onions ?—Renfrew.

[If "Renfrew" will again refer to my book he will find

that I name towards the end of October, not November, as the
best period for taking up the corms (page 27). We rarely have
any frosts at that period, and even were there any it would
not injure them. The plan proposed of bending the stems for

the purpose of advancing the ripening, would not be desirable.

I should much prefer doing what I have sometimes done with
Ranunculus—take a hand-fork and gently lift the bulb, not
taking it out altogether, but loosening the root-hold. I should
think, however, if " Renfrew " watch the weather he wUl find

in the third or fourth week of October opportunities for har-
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vesting. Let him not mind their being green, they will harvest

well notwithstanding.—D., Deal.]

Fig. 60.—Turnip Flea.

THE TUENIP FLEA.
Will you give soma information in the Journal about the

small black beetle—I believe it is a beetle—which often, and
this year greatly, infests gardens in the neighbourhood of fields

of brown Mustard ? With me they are devouring Turnips and
Cabbages, Stocks and Nasturtiums. I would send some speci-

mens, but as they leap like the liveliest of fleas, the catching

would take more time than I have to spare.—A. B. G.

[We sympathise with you whilst we laugh over your letter.

No insect is more insidious or more sweeping in the destruc-

tion it brings upon some of the farmers' and gardeners' crops

than the Turnip Flea (Haltioa nemorum). Turnips of all kinds.

Beetroot, Mangold Wurtzel,Kadishes, and Flax are all liable to

be destroyed by this insect ; and
it is only one instance of many
of the weakness of man when
opposed to the apparently in-

significant natural agents with
which God works, that, despite

the indefatigably-applied skill

and labour of the cultivator,

this minute insect will often rob

him of £100,000 worth of Tur-
nips in a single county in one
year. It is a singular misapplica-

tion of terms that this insect is

known among cultivators of the
soil as the Black Fly and the

Turnip Fly, but none of them
ever call it a beetle, which it

really is ; and the most descriptive name is the Turnip Flea

beetle, for this describes not only its real nature, but its

favourite food, and its extraordinary power of skipping or

leaping like the common flea. This insect is represented in

fig. 60. of its natural size and magnified. The body, one-

eighth of an inch long, is rather flattened, and of a brassy-

black colour, thickly dotted; the wing-cases are greenish

black, with a pale yellow broad line on each ;
the base of the

feelers (antennai) and the legs are pale clay-coloured. The

eggs are laid on the under side of the rough leaf of the Tarnip

from April to September; they hatch in two days. Their

maggots live between the two skins or cuticles of the rough

leaf, and arrive at maturity in sixteen days. The chrysalis is

buried just beneath the surface of the earth, where it remains

about a fortnight. The beetles are torpid through the winter,

and revive in the spring, when they destroy the two first or

seed leaves of the young Turnip. There are five or six broods

in a season. These insects are most to be feared in fine

seasons. Heavy rains, cold springs, and long droughts de-

stroy them. Their scent is very perfect : the beetles fly against

the wind, and are attracted from a distance. The rapid growth

of the plant is the best security against them : to secure which,

sow plenty of seed all of the same age. Burnmg the surface

of the land is beneficial, by detroying the chrysalids. Deep

digging is an excellent practice when the chrysalids are in

the soil. Drilling is a far superior practice to sowing the seed

broadcast. Destroy Charlock, it affords support to the beetles

before the Turnips come up. The most effectual banishment

of the Turnip Flea, we think, is secured by sowing the surface

of the soil with gas-lime two or three mornings after the

Turnip seed has been sown. This is so offensive to the insect

as to drive it away just at the time the young plants are

appearing above ground.

—

Eds.]

BKIAR STOCKS.
I OBSERVE your correspondents are again discussing Briar

stocks for Koses, and extolling the seedling Briars so much
that they recommend their friends to send to France for a

cargo, since they cannot grow them in England. Why not

try cuttings, as I recommended last November:' Now and

next month is the proper time. I put in forty yesterday, and

will continue to add more all next month whenever I fall in

with a favourite Briar.

I shape my cuttings exactly like those of Gooseberries, and

make them as firm in the ground as possible. 1 take oft every-

one by the heel. I am confident these will grow, as I have for

ten or twelve years proved the fact. I therefore strongly re-

commend to all rosarians to try the plan, and not to be obliged

to France or any other country when we can be better suppUed
at home.
Take out to the hedgerows your secateur (a grand instru-

ment for the prickly Briar), and whenever one of the right

sort is met with lop-oft its branches (farmers will not be dis-

pleased at this), take it home, and get it into the ground
previously dug for the purpose. Then, in the course of two or

three years, you will be delighted with your Briars—tall, clean,

and handsome. Whenever one of the old stocks sends out a

sucker I am not at all displeased. I either work it on the

spot, or transplant it to the little nursery of cuttings. When
I find a branch of a Rose I have been in search of containing,

say, six good buds, I work three of these on the Briar and the

other three on the Manetti, and if the Rose prove worthy, in

future years propagate it on its favourite stock accordingly.

Always insert the bud on the north side of the branch, where
neither summer nor winter suns can shine upon it.

There is little fear of failure just now with good buds and
excellent stocks, but the spring is a dangerous period. Just as

the Rose bud is beginning to shoot forth, that abominable pest

the weevil in one night has the bud eaten out and destroyed.

I lost fully five-sixths of my buds last spring in this manner.
Komembering that neither men, women, nor children relish

castor oil, as a remedy late in the season I went over every

bud and bedaubed it with that liquid. I thought of train oil,

but was afraid of injuring the bud. If I can hear of no cure

from your Rose friends, I shaU, early next March, go over every

bud with the castor oil, and thus prove whether it be effica-

cious or not. Any hint in the Journal from your enthusiastic

growers will be highly esteemed.

—

David Dodds, Kelso.

CONSTRUCTING GREENHOUSES.—No. 2,

A VEKY useful structure is shown in /i;/. (51 :—There are four

shelves for plants, each about lu inches wide, except the top

one, which is 2 feet wide. Of course they become graduaUy

shorter as they rise to the central or top one. The shelves, as

well as the lower portion for Ferns, are made of strong deal

laths instead of boards. Besides the water usually required

by Ferns, they of necessity receive additional water when the

plants above are watered ; but for common Ferns this is rather

a benefit than otherwise.

m
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Fig. 61.

5, Strawberry-shelf.

6, Vioes.

7, Glass rises from here.

8, Flagged path, 30 inches wide.

1, Four-inch hot-water pipes.

2, Glazed drain-pipe for flue round or

under Fern-trame.

3, Fern-platform.

4, Flower-stand. I t ii i i

The conservatory is built on arches, and the Vine roots run both outsida

and inside.

The house is lofty, being 11 feet to the springing of the

span roof, which, to the apex, again rises 4 feet (> inches. It

is placed with one end to the south-west, the other end open-

ing by the glazed folding-doors into a hbrary, and it has the

snn on it from •,) a.m. for the rest of the day.

There are Vines trained on the roof which answer well, and

afford a good shade for flowers and Ferns. In cold weather

the house is heated both by hot-water pipes and by a 12-inch

flue of glazed drain pipes.

It is 20 feet square, has a flagged walk round the plant-stand.
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and rouud the sides, at 2 feet high, a zinc trough 20 inches

wide and 4 inches deep, to hold sand, in which plants for pro-

pagation and planting-out are placed ; and at 7 feet from the

ground a shelf 12 inches wide runs round for Strawberries or

other plants.

A smaller house and gas-heated is this :—The length of the

house {iiijs. 62 and 63) is 17 feet 6 inches, breadth 7 feet 6 inches,

divided into three compartments by brickwork, the end one just

iarge enough to hold a small open hot-water tank about 18 inches

of gas in twenty-four hours (value 3d.) the temperature under

the platform and also that of the soil is 80' and 75' in the two

divisions respectively, and the use of a larger burner raises

these figures to 110° and 100'.

Bunsen's burner {fuj. 04) is simply a contrivance by which

the gas is mixed with an excess of air before it is burned, so

as to insure perfect combustion. It gives only a pale blue

flame, but intense heat. Were the heat applied directly by a

flue or pipe instead of by hot water the economy would be far
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When going to rest the Ehoota Bhould be ent back to near the
base, and the plant must be kept dry for the winter. Young
short shoots taken ofE with a heel in spring strike readily.

Several Eucalypti are in flower or bud ; E. cerynocalx, E. calo-
phylla in the former, and E. globulus and E. cordata in the
latter condition.

BOYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Septemeer 2nd.

The Show was held on this occasion in the western con-
Bervatory arcade, and though in the floral department the num-
ber of exhibits was not large, the quality was generally very
good. The Dahlias in particular were of extraordinary eize ; the
Gladioli were not so good, owing to the earliness of the season

;

while tbeHolljbocks, from a cause too well known to the growers
of that noble autumn flower, were scarcely represented. Asters
were well shown, and in the vegetable division there was a
strong muster.
The first class in the schedule was for thirty-six Dahlias

(open). Here Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, was first with very large
finely-built flowers of Earl Radnor, W. Keynes, Herbert Turner,
Harriet Tetterell, Arbitrator, Lady Jane Ellis, Victory, John
Standish, Flora "Wyatt, Queen's Messenger, Mrs. Henshaw, Mrs.
Harris, Thomas Goodwin, Picotee, Willie Eckford, George Good-
ball, splendid colour; Pauline, Mrs. Eckford, and Flag of Truce.
Mr. C. Turner was second, also with fine blooms ; and Mr.
Walker, of Thame, third.

In the nurserymen's class for twenty-fonr blooms Mr. Keynes
was again first with, among others, fine examples of J. N.
Keynes, Lord Derby, James Cocker, Arbitrator, Flag of Truce,
John Standish, John Downie, Annie Neville, W. Keynes, yellow
seedling, margined with purple ; Mrs. Harris, Flora Wyatt,
Queen's Messenger, and Herbert Purchase. Second came Mr.
Turner, and third Mr. Walker.
In the amateurs' class for twelve Mr. H. Glasscock, Eye Street,

Bishop's Stortford, was first with a good stand ; Mr. Miller, gar-
dener to J. T. Friend, Esq., Nortbdown, Margate, being second;
and Mr. T. Anstiss, Brill, Bucks, third.
For twelve Fancies Mr. Keynes took the lead with very fine

examples of Majestic, Rose Flake (Keynes), Flora Wyatt, Mrs.
Saunders, Fanny Sturt, Richard Deau,Letty CoUis, Motley, and
Laura Haslam. The second prize went to Mr. Turner, of Slough,
and equal third prizes to Mr. J, Scale, Vine Nursery, Sevenoaks,
and Mr. Walker of Thame. For six Mr. Glasscock was first,

Mr. Anstiss second ; and Mr. Harris, gardener to G. A. Ashby,
Esq., Naseby Wooleys, Rugby, third.

The Gladiolus, though not making so large a display as we
expected—owing, no doubt, to the forwardness of the bloom this
year—was still a great feature. Messrs. Kelway, of Langport,
exhibited an admirable stand of twenty-four, taking the first

prize in the class for that number. Among these were Lady
Bridport, Dr. Lynn, Eacilia, Dai, Algidum, Mr. Tucker, Norma,
Sparkler, Salamander, Salmoneus, Colconus, all with splendid
spikes. Some others were taken away to be submitted to the
Committee. Second came Mr. Douglas, whose stand chiefly
consisted of seedlings. The spikes were not so large as Messrs.
Kelwav's, hut seme of the seedlings were extremely fine in
colour, especially 117. Third came Mr. Seale, of Sevenoaks.
For twelve the Rev. Lord Hawke, Willingham, Gaiusborough,
was first with Lulli, Lacepede, Horace Vernet, De Mirbel, Mu-
rillo, M. Legouve, Madame Krela^e, Madame Verlot, Horace,
Sir John Franklin, and Eugene Scribe. Mr. Douglas was second,
and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell, third. For six the
Rev. Lord Hawke was again first with fine spikes of Murillo,
Lacepede, M. Legouvu, Lulli, Eugene Scribe, and Psyche.
Second came the Rev. H. H. Dombrain with excellent spikes of
Madame Desportes, Beatrix, Schiller, Sir John Franklin, and
Mpverheer. Thpoe ran closely on Lord Hawke's. Mr. Douglas
was a capital third.

01 Hijllyhocks very few were shown, and these were of no
great merit. No doubt the disease has been the cause of this.

Mr. Chater and Lord Hawke took first prizes in the nursery-
men's and amateurs' classes respectively.
For twenty-four French Asters, Mr. Lakin, Chipping Norton,

was first with a very good stand well varied in colour; Mr. W.
Parrott, St. Winfred's, Eeigate, being second; and Mr. Walker,
Thame, third. For Geiman Asters, Mr. Benham, Bagnor, New-
bury, was first with beautifully quilled examples, Mr. Betteridge,
Chipping Norton, being second, and Mr. Lakin third, all with
very good blooms.
The only pot Asters shown came from Mr. E. Dean, EaUng,

who had a first prize.

Double Zinnias of great excellence came from Mr. Lakin, the
second and third prizes going to Mr. Chater, Saffron Walden

,

and Mr. Betteridge respectively.
A group of Asters came from Messrs. Carter & Co., of High

Holborn, and one of Croton majesticum from Mr. Bull, of
Chelsea.
Of early dessert Apples there were eight dishes. The first

prize went to Mr. B. Porter, gardener to Mrs. Benham, Isle-
worth, who had a nice-looking dessert Apple named Duchess.
Mr. T. Benham, Bagnor, Newbury, was second with highly-
coloured Red Astrachan. Mr. H. Harris, gardener to G. A.
Ashby, Esq., Naseby Wooleys, was third.
The Pears exhibited were mostly Williams's Bon Chretien.

Mr. Porter was first with that sort, and Mr. Moorman, gardener
to the Misses Christy, Coombe Bank, Kingstou-on-Thamea,
second. Mr. D. Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall, Sieaford, was third
with Jargonelle. There was only one dish of Tomatoes ex-
hibited, a very good one, from Mr. T. Miller, gardener to
J. Friend, Esq., Nortbdown, .Margate; to it the first prize was
awarded.
Baskets of salads in variety were sent from Mr. W. G. Prag-

nell, gardener to G. D. W. Digby,E6q., Sherborne Castle, Dorset;
and Mr. E. Clarke, gardener to Mrs. J. K. Hall, Sutton, Surrey.
The former, who showed the best, had Rollisson's Telegraph
Cucumber, excellent white Celery, and other small salads.
The best twelve Onions were sent by Mr. J. Betteridge, The

Common Hill, Chipping Norton; Mr. A. Parsons, The Gardens,
Danesbury Park, Welwyn, second; and Mr. Walker, nursery-
man, Thame, third. Immense specimens of the Giant Rocca
were sent by Mr. Pragnell.
For twelve dishes of vegetables, distinct, Mr. Pragnell was first

with a fine dish of Model Potatoes, White Spanish Onions,
Tomatoes, Williams's Matchless Celery, Carrots, Leeks, &c.
Mr. G. Blosham, gardener to Sir P. D. P. Duncombe, Bart.,
Great BrickbiU Manor, Bletchley, had a splendid dish of Early
Coldsteam Potatoes and large Bed Tomatoes, but his brace o£
Cucumbers were coarse. Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to Lord
Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks, was third.
For twenty dishes of Potatoes, ten round and ten kidney, Mr.

R. Dean, Ealing, was first with very fine, even-sized specimens.
Model, Early Market, Eector of Woodstock, whites, and Red
Emperor, were the best rounds ; Lapstone, Mr. W. F. Radcljffe,
Bountiful, and Fillbasket, the best ki-lnejs. Mr. C. Ross, gar-
dener to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, was second.
He, however, only exhibited eighteen sorts, as the two dishes
named Early Goodrich and Goodrich Kidney are both Early
Goodrich, and Oxfordshire and Cambridgeshire Kidney were
the same sort. For ten dishes, Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to
Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, was first with very large and
fine specimens of Bresee's Peerless, Dalmaboy, Eaily Goodrich,
Pioneer, Rivers' Ashleaf, Myatt's Prolific, Prince of Wales,
Mona's Pride, Bed Eegent, and Early Emperor, respecting the
last two of which some doubt was expressed whether they were
not the same. Mr. D. Lumsden and Mr. F. B.Baker, Aylesbury,
took the other awards.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
Messrs. Carter & Co. contributed a collection of forty sorts of
herbs, which received a unanimous vote of thanks; also fifteen

sorts of Kale. A brace of very fine-looking Cucumbers was sent
by Mr. Bloxham, gardener to Sir P. Duncombe, Bart., which
were passed as not of sufficient merit. From Mr. R. Dean,
Ealing, came a couple of Marrows, called the Boston Squash,
which were passed. Mr. Bennett, gardener to the Marquis of
Salisbury, Hatfield, sent a fine dish of Keye's Early Prolific

Tomato, which is a very useful early sort. A vote of thanks
was awarded. He also sent a dish of Lord Palmerston Peach,
which was passed. Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, brought two dishes of
a fine-looking Potato, which were referred toChiswick for trial.

From Mr. Melville, The Royal Vineyard, St. Laurence, Jersey,
came a seedling white Grape, called Duke of Edinburgh, which
could not be adjudicated upon in the bad condition in which it

came before the Committee. Another seedling Grape of large
size came from Mr. E. Clarke, The Grange, Sutton, Surrey, and
proved of no merit.

Mr. Smith, of Worcester, sent a dish of highly-coloured
Apples, which were passed as being handsome but devoid of
flavour; also a large Plum, called Dr. Hogg, similar to Pond's
Seedling, but it was not thought so good as that variety. Messrs.
Bunyard & Sons, of Maidstone, sent a dish of Alexandra Non-
pareil Apples, a very small Russet-looking sort, but of no par-
ticular merit. Another dish of .apples was sent by Messrs.
Johnson & Sons, of Boston, Lincolnshire, but the variety was
not considered worthy of any award, being very deficient in
flavour.

Mr. Dancer, of Little Sutton, Chiswick, sent three dishes of
very fine Pears. From the Society's Gardens at Cbiswick came
Beurre de I'Assomption Pear, which was of fine flavour, and
received a first-c ass certificate. Mr. James Groom, of Henham
Gardens, Wangford, sent another specimen of his African Melon,
for which he received a vote of thanks from the Committee.
Two other Melons were sent, one by Mr. Button, gardener,
Corsham Court, Chippenham ; and another by Mr. Bayman,
gardener to the Hon. F. L. Gower, Holmesbury, near Dorking,
neither of which was of any merit.

iLOKAL Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair. Messrs.
Veitch bad first-class certificates for Solanum quitoense, with
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noble 'Wiga.aaia-like leaves moasarinf; some 16 inches by 14
inches, and having purplish midribs—a fine subject for sub-tro-

pical gardening ; and for Begonia Model, producing an abaud-
ance of large, verv deep rose-coloured flowers. Tbey sent in

addition a nice collection of Saccolal>iura'i and other Orchids.
Mr. Shields, gardener to the Rev. J. B. Norman, exhibited
Odontogtossum maxillare, white, yellow at the base of the lip,

spotted at the base of tho sepals and petals with brown. A first-

class certificate was awarded. Botanical certificates were given
to Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, for Drosera Menziesii and D. glaudu-
ligera, the latter a pretty little white-flowered species.

From Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood, came
the true Resurrection Plant, Selagiuella lepidophylla, for which
a first-class certificate was granted, and a lilte award was made
to the same firm for an estrera'?ly pretty deep rose-coloured
Oleander called New Red Nerium. With this were white and
pale yellow varieties. Mr. Bull had likewise a first-class certifi-

cate for CEcooclades guineiiusis, a rosy purple Orchid of toler-

ably showy appearance.
Mr. A. Barr, 10, New Road, Lower Tooting, contributed a

group of cut Lilies, chiefly of the speciosum and tigrinum
varieties. From Messrs. Veitoh came a group of Boltze's Dwarf
"Bouquet Asters, a first-rate strain. Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,

had first-class certificates for Dahlias Countess of Pembroke,
iarge pale yellow, delicately tipped in the centre with Ulac
purple; and for John McPherson, rich crimson purple self.

Messrs. Kelway, of Langport, had a first-class certificate for

Gladiolus Duchess of Edinburgh, rosy lilac, lower divisions pure
white with violet stripes; also for James Kelway, scarlet, lip

white with a violet stripe, and a white line in each petal.

Antocles is also a fine red with a purple tinge, maroon flake, and
a violet stripe in the lower divisions.

DESTROYING WASPS.
In the answers to correspondents in your last, yon inform

•as that " G. W. H." recommends boiling water to be poured
into the nest ;

" but," you add, " the nest and its entrance

must be peculiarly situated." Not so, I can assure you : I

have now practised this method for upwards of forty years,

sometimes destroying several nests the same season, and the

only peculiarity of situation I have ever met with was one' into

which I could not pour water, being in a hollow tree, and the

entrance quite at the bottom. Some boys, however, more
clever than I, lighted a fire in the entrance, and destroyed

both the nest and the tree.

—

Octoqenarius.

[Your statement corroborates our observation, and boiling

water is not readily obtainable when the nest is far from a

iiouse. We have published so many efficient and portable

remedies that they meet all contingencies.

—

Eds.]

CALIFORNIAN FRUIT.
Any industrious person who has the right kind of Grapes

can make raisins ; and raisin-making, which in 1871 had still

a very uncertain future in this State, may now safely be called

one of the established and most promising industries here.

In 1872 I ate excellent raisins in Los Angeles, and tolerable

ones in Visalia ; but they sell very commonly in the shops
what they call " dried Grapes," which ai-e not raisins at all, but
damp, stickv, disagreeable things, not good even in puddings.
This year, however, I have seen in several places good native

raisins ; and the head of the largest fruit-importing house in

San Francisco told me that one raisin-maker last fall sold the
whole of his crop there at $2 per box of 2.5 lbs., Malagas of

the same quality bringing at the same time but ^2.37J. There
is a market for all well-made raisins that can be produced in

the State, he said, and they are preferred to the foreign
product.

At Folsom, Mr. Bugby told me he had made last year 1700
boxes of raisins, and he was satisfied with the pecuniary
return ; and I judge from the testimony of different persons
that at 7 cents per pound raisins will pay the farmer very well.

The Malaga and the White Muscat are the Grapes which
appear here to make the best raisins. Nobody has yet tried
the Seedless Sultana, which, however, bears well here, and
would make, I should think, an excellent cooking raisin.

For making raisins they wait until the Grape is fully ripe,

and then carefully cut off the bunches, and lay them either on
a hard clay floor, formed in the open air, or on brown paper
laid between the Vine rows. They do not trim out poor Grapes
from the bunches, because, as they assert, there are none

;

but I expect this will have to be done for the very finest

raisins, such as would tempt a reluctant buyer. The bunches

require from eighteen to twenty-four days of exposure in the
sun to be cured. During that time they are gently tamed
from time to time, and such as are earliest cured are at once
removed to a raisin house.

This is fitted with shelves, on which the raisins are laid
about a foot thick, and here they are allowed to sweat a little.

If they sweat too much the sugar candies on the outside, and
this deteriorates the quality of the raisin. It is an object to
keep the bloom on the berries. They are kept in the raisin
house, I was told, five or six weeks, when they are dry enough
to box. It is as yet customary to put them in 25-Ib. boxes,
but, no doubt, as more experience is gained, farmers will con-
trive other parcels. Chinese do all the work in raisin-making,
and are paid $1 a-day, they supplying themselves with food.
There is no rain during the raisin-making season, and, con-
sequently, the whole outdoor work may be done securely as
well as cheaply.
Enormous quantities of fruit are now put up in tin cans in

this State; and you will be surprised, perhaps—-as I was the
other day—to hear of an orchard of Peaches and Apricot trees,
which bears this year (1873) its first full crop, and for one
hundred acres of which the owners have received $10,000 cash,
gold, selling the fruit on the trees without risk of ripening or
trouble of picking.

Yet Peaches and Apricots are not the most profitable fruits

in this State, for the Cherry—the most delicious Cherries in
the world grow here—is worth even more ; and I suspect that
the few farmers who have orchards of Plums, and carefully
dry the fruit, make as much money as the Cherry owners.
There has sprung up a very lively demand for Californiau
dried Plums. They bring from 20 to 22 cents per pound at
wholesale in San Francisco, and even as high as 30 cents for
the best quality.

The Plum bears heavily and constantly north of Saeramento,
and does not suffer from the Curoulio, and the dried fruit is

delicious and wholesome.
Some day the farmers, who are now experimenting with Figs,

will, I do not doubt, produce also a marketable dried Fig in
large quantities. At San Francisco in October, 1873, I found
in the shops delicious dried Figs, but not in great quantities,
nor so thoroughly dried as to bear shipment to a distance.
The tree flourishes in almost all parts of the State. Usually it

bears two, and often three crops a-year, and it grows into a
noble and stately tree.

I am told that when Smyrna Figs sell for 20 to 30 cents per
pound, Californiau Figs bring but from 5 to 10 cents. The
tree comes into full bearing, where its location is favourable,
in its third or fourth year; and ought to yield then about
60 lbs. of dried Figs. I suspect the cost of labour will control
the drying of Figs, for they must be picked by hand. If they
fall to the ground they are easily bruised, and the bruised parts
turn sour.

They are dried in the shade, and on straw, which lets the
air get to every part. Irrigation is not good after the tree
bears, as the Figs do not dry so readily. Birds and ants are
fond of the fruit ; and in one place I was told the birds took
almost the whole of the first crop. There are many varieties
of the Fig grown in this state, but the White Smyrna is, I
believe, thought to be the best for market.

—

{Nordhoff's
Northern California.)

GINGER (ZINGIBER OFFICINALE).
This popular aromatic, Ginger, is a native of the East Indies,

and was described by Gerarde in his " Herbal," in 1537. His
notice of it deserves to be published without abridgement.

" Ginger is most impatient of the coldnesse of these our
northerne regions, as my selfe haue found by proofe, for that
there haue beene brought vnto me at seuerall times sundry
plants thereof, fresh, greeue, and full of juyce, as well from the
West Indies, as from Barbary and other places ; which haue
sprouted and budded forth greone leaues in my garden in the
heate of sommer, but as soone as it hath been but touched
with the first sharp blast of winter, it hath presently perished
both blade and root. The true forme or picture hath not before
this time beene set forth by any that hath written ; but the world
hath beene deceiued by a counterfeit figure, which the reuerend
and learned herbarist Matthias Lobell did set forth in his ob-
seruations. The forme whereof notwithstanding I haue here
expressed, with the true and vndoubted picture also, which I
reoeiued from Lpbelius his owne hands at the impression
hereof. The cause of whose former erronr, as also the meanes
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whereby he got his knowledge of the true Ginger, may appeare

by his owne words sent vnto me in Latine, which I bane here

inserted. His words are these :

" ' How hard and vncertaine it is to describe in words the

trne proportion

of plants (haning

no other gnide

than skilful] , bnt

yet deceitfull
formes of them,
sent from friends

or other meanee),
they best do know
who haue deep-

liest waded in this

sea of simples.

About thirty
yeares past or

more, an honest
and expert Apo-
thecarie William
Dries, to satis fie

my desire, sent

me from Ant-
werpe to London
the picture of

Ginger, which he
held to be truly

and liuely drawn

:

I my selfe gaue
him credit easily,

because I was not
ignorant, that
there had bin

oftenGinger roots

brought greene,

new, and full of

juice, from the
Indies to Ant-
werpe ; and fur-

ther, that the
same had budded
and growne in the
said Dries garden.
But not many
yeares after, I

perceiued that the
picture which was
sent me by my
friendwasaconn-
terfeit, and before

that time had
been drawne and
Bet forth by an
old Dutch Her-
barist. Therefore
not suffering this

error any further

to spred abroad,
(which I disco-

uered not many
yeares past at

Flushing in Zee-
land, in the gar-

den of William of

Nassau Prince of

Orange, of fa-

mous memorie,
through the
menns of a
worthy person, if

my memorie faile

me not, called

Vander Mill ; at

what time he
opened, and loosed his first young buds and shoots about the

end of Bommer, resembling in leanes, and stalkes of a foot

high, the young and tender shoots of the common Keed, called

Harundo vallatoria), I thought it conuenient to impart thus

much Tnto Master .Tohn Gerard, an expert Herbarist, and

Master of happy successe in surgerie, to the end he might let

posteritie know thus much, in the painefnll and long laboured

Fig. 66.—GraGER (ZisarEEB officinale).

trauels which now he hath in hand, to the great good and
benefit of his countrey. The plant it selfe brought me to
Middleborrough, and set in my garden, perished through the
hardnesse of the winter. Thus much haue I set downe, truly

translated out of

his owne words in

Latine; though
too fauourably by
him done to the
commendation of

my meane skill.
"

The spice was
known, however,
more than two
centuries before
Gerarde's time,
for in Rymer's
" Fadera " there
is a notice of a
Genoese ship
being wrecked at

Dnnster, in Som-
ersetshire, some
time during 1380,
freighted with
Green Ginger

—

that is. Ginger
preserved in le-

mon juice.

It was first suc-

cessfully culti-

vated in this

country by Mr.
Miller in 1731.

It may be easily

cultivated two
ways, either in

pots or in a deep
pit. If in pots

the plants should
be procured in

February, or even
July if you have
a stove to keep
them in through
the winter ; take
the plants, shake
them out of the

pots when at rest

in February, di-

vide them, and
pot each piece

into a pot 6 ins.

across ;
plunge

them, as soon as

the heat is tem-
perate, in a bark
pit, or a frame
heated with dung
like a Cucumber
bed, the surface

being covered
with tan deep
enough for the

pots. As soon as

the plants come
up give a email

supply of water,

gradually increas-

ing the quantity

as the plants ad-

vance in growth.

By August they

will be fit to take

up and preserve.

If a large quantity is required a deep pit of two or three lights

will be necessary, the bottom to be fiUed with rich soil to the

depth of a foot
;
plant the roots in this soil and line the pit

with hot dung, renewing it as the heat declines. The time for

planting in the pit is February or March. Water whilst grow-

ing, give air in hot weather, and in September you will have a.

large supply of fine Ginger roots, equal to foreign.
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Mr. Fish Rrew it iu a Rreenhouse as he desoribeJ to us as

follows:—" Tho roots, in winter, maybe kept anywhere dry,

where they will be free from frost. When started in sprinp,

by the roots being divided into as many small pieces as they
have bnds, they must bo excited into growth by heat ; water
freely given as the shoots lengthen and flourish ; and the heat
of a hotbed, or a plant stove, given until towards autumn

;

when, as the shoots begin to change from green, less and less

water must be given until the shoots ripen ; and shortly after,

the roots will be fit for preserving, or for keeping dry over the

winter, where no frost will reach them."
To preserve the roots as a confection, put some of the

youngest and most tender races of ginger, which should also

be free from knots, into a china bowl, cover them with water,

and let them soak twelve days, stirring them two or three
times a-day during that time, and then boiling them until

tender. Let a syrup be made of a pound of sifted loaf sugar
to every pint of water, to which some lemon-peel and cin-

namon should be added. Boil this syrup, skim, and when
it has boiled half an hour put in the ginger, and boil all to-

gether for another half an hour. Pour the ginger and syrup
together into a china bowl or vessel, and let it stand closely

covered until the next day, when it should be boiled another
half hour, and the same be repeated daily until tho syrup is

clear, and remains attached to the spoon, when it may be put
into a jar, and when cold be tied closely down. Some use
equal parts of raisin wine and vinegar, instead of water, for

soaking and boiling the ginger.

EOSE-GROWING AND EOSE-SHOWING.
Now that the season of removal is drawing near, many will,

no doubt, be thinking about adding to or replenishing their

collections of the queen of flowers. To such it is a matter
worth considering whether they draw their supplies from a
stock in the cultivation of which the chief object aimed at

has been the production of large flowers—calculated to carry
off at various Rose shows so many lirst prizes and " astonish
the natives "—with the usual concomitant of coarse and un-
ripened wood, brought about by the excessive stimulation at-

tendant on the system of cultivation; or, on the other hand,
whether they invest in good sound plants of healthy and
moderate growth, and well-ripened wood, likely to produce a
pleasing feature by their forms and flowers. Truly a collection

of Roses in good health and in their floral array is a "thing of

beauty and a joy for ever." It behoves Rose-growers to be on
their guard, and studiously to avoid overgrown and overdone
plants as may have been cultivated principally with the object

of producing bloom for exhibition. Such never succeed so well

,

when removed, as plants of moderate growth. Their constitu-
tion has been undermined, probably, for them to make head-
way in a new, and in all probability, rougher sphere of life

;

for ninety-nine people out of a hundred have neither the in-

clination nor power to pet and pamper their favourites to

such an extreme.
In the matter of varieties the same argument holds good.

In an establishment where showing for competition is the
ruling passion, what can be expected but that the varieties

suited for exhibition purposes are grown in larger quantities
than, and to the partial neglect of, such as will not reach that
standard of supposed excellence ? And it must be remembered
that many of the best exhibition varieties are very unUkely to

further the general objects in view in Rose-growing—namely,
abundance and continuation of beautiful Roses. Such varieties,

for example, as Etienne Levet, Louis Van Houtte, Marquise
de Mortemart, Monsieur Neman, etc., although first-class ex-
hibition varieties, would almost invariably give dissatisfaction

to the general Rose lover, producing, it is true, beautiful
blooms, but few in number and far between.

However, it is not my wish to depreciate Rose-showing, and
industry and perseverance—qualities absolutely indispensable
to the Rose exhibitor—must and always will have their due
recognition and reward. But to suppose that a man who takes
more first prizes than his colleagues must necessarily be able
to surpass them in the quality and quantity of his plants is

fallacious. What are the small quantities of Roses exhibited
at even our largest shows ? No one can judge from them con-
cerning the resources of the exhibitors. One merely sees evi-

dence of skill in the production of a few choice blooms. Were
our Rose shows conducted on a different principle, largo
breadths and masses of flowers being substituted for the small
collections we are now aoeustomed to see, the inferences drawn

from them would be different, although not entirely changed.
This, however, brings me to the subject of "Rose-show reform,"
on which I have no desire to enter at present. My object is to
warn purchasers that, for the general purposes of Rose-growing,
visits to the Rose shows for selecting varieties mislead, because
the specimens there seen have been grown by a costly and
troublesome system to an unusual pitch of size, which the
general cultivator, without special knowledge and a large ex-
penditure of money, will in vain strive to emulate, and dis-

appointment ensues. Let him see his varieties in bloom in
their natural state, and in procuring plants let him be careful
to avoid such as have been overgrown.

—

Aeiuub W. Paul,
Paul's Nurseries, Waltliam Cross, Herts.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
De. Hookee, at the meeting of the British Association, made

the following notice of the cabnivokods towehs of the
Venus's Fly-tkap (Diona^a muscipula) :—About 1769 a well-
known English naturalist sent to Linnaraa a drawing of a
plant, to which he gave the poetical name of Diona;a. He
said, " The plant shows that Nature may have some views
towards its nourishment in forming the upper joint of its

leaf like a machine to catch food. Upon the middle of this

lies the bait for the unhappy insect that becomes its prey.
Many minute red glands that cover the surface, and which per-

haps discharge sweet liquor, tempt the poor animal to taste

them, and the instant these tender parts are irritated by tho
feet the two lobes rise up, grasp it fast, lock the rows of spines
together, and squeeze it to death." Linnieus only saw in these
wonderful actions an extreme case of sensitiveness in the leaves,

which caused them to fold up when irritated, just as the Sensi-
tive Plant does, and he consequently regarded the capture of

the disturbing insect as something merely accidental, and of

no importance to the plant. He was, however, too sagacious
to accept Ellis's sensational account of the coup de grace which
the insect received from the three stiff hairs in the centre of

each lobe of the leaf. For another generation the history of

this wonderful plant stood still ; but in 1868 an American
botanist (Mr. Cranby), who is still happily engaged in bo-

tanical research, was staying in the Dion^a district, studying
the habits of the plant pretty carefully, especially the points
which Dr. Curtis had made out. His first idea was that the
leaf had the power of dissolving animal matter, which was
then allowed to flow along the somewhat trough-like petiole to

the root, thus furnishing the plant with highly nitrogenous
food. By feeding the leaves with small pieces of beef he found,
however, that these were completely dissolved and absorbed,
the leaf opening again with a dry surface, and ready for another
meal, though with an appetite somewhat jaded. He found
that cheese disagreed horribly with the leaves, turning them
black, and finally killing them. Finally, he details the useless

struggles of curculio to escape, as thoroughly establishing the
fact that the fluid already mentioned is actually secreted, and
is not the result of the decomposition of the substance which
the leaf has seized.

Notwithstanding the favourable report recently made
by M. Dumas on the efficacy of some of the means employed
for the destruction of The Phtlloxeea of the vineyards of

France, its ravages continue so alarming that the National
Assembly has voted the sum of £12,000 as a prize for the
inventor of an effectual destructive procedure.

The New York Tribune says that few of those who
enjoy the flavour of the Peach are aware of the labour and
excitement attending the work of bringing the fruit to the
New York market. As it is necessary that the supply for the
wholesale dealers should be on hand in time for the grocers
and other retailers to purchase them with the usual market
produce, a large portion of the night has to be employed

;

otherwise, when the fruit reaches the hands of the consignees
it will be left on hand, at the risk of suffering great damage
through the rot, and thereby becoming a total loss. The
Peach trucks are fitted up with rails along the sides, and
after one layer of baskets has been placed on the bottom of

the waggon moveable boards form a second floor, upon which
are deposited another layer ; while a third row gives flooring

for the upper tier. In this manner from 150 to 180 baskets
are loaded on a long two-horse truck without damage to the
fruit.

The cars for Peaches are usually chartered for the season,
and are specially fitted-np for the business. Backs are made
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and litted so as to support moveable shelves, and the baskets

are thus placed in four tiers. A grated door on either side

admits the air, and keeps the fruit cool. A carload is generally

consigned, as a whole, to one person, and on its arrival at

Jersey City is taken possession of by the representative of the

firm, who relieves the railroad company of any further respon-

sibility. A few mai-ket cars, called " pot cheese," are made
up by the railroad company to carry small lots, and the con-

signees in these cases always give receipts for the fruit on
delivery, a clerk taking charge of the cars when they reach

the destination. None of the railroad officials are required to

unload the chartered cars, consequently the work has to be

done by employes of the consignees, and the number of men
required for the transportation of the fruit from the railroad

to market is therefore very large. A train of twenty-four cars

arrived ; and as each carload averages 500 baskets, and the

lai'gest two-horse trucks would only carry from 150 to 180

baskets, and the one-horse trucks less than 100, the large

number of waggons necessary for the removal of the 27,000

baskets and orates may be easily calculated. Each basket con-

tains about 200 Peaches, making the arrival by one train of

over 5,000,000 of Peaches.

We are pleased to find that the Ul\'EKston Horti-
cuLTUKAL Show, on the 25th ult., was very successful in every

respect.

FLOWEES FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 39.

GENTIANA BAVAEICA.—Bavarian Gentian.

The Gentians are impatient of stagnant moisture, especially

in winter, and they suffer from full exposure to the mid-day
sun during the hottest months of the year ; it is probable that

inattention to these points is the chief cause of failure in their

cultivation, and of their consequent rarity in our gardens.

ssr

Fig. 67.—Geutiana bavarica.

With regard to soil they are by no means so particular as is

commonly supposed. They wiU thrive in peat ; in a mixture
of peat and loam ; and also in friable loam containing a little

sand. Rich highly-manured soil is objectionable, and in wet
adhesive loams they will live but a short time ; but in either

case it will only be necessaiy to supply a small quantity of the
compost of peat and sandy loam, with drainage beneath it, in

order to place the plants in the condition requisite to ensure
snccess.

The plants should be screened from the sun during the

hottest part of the day, only the morning and evening rays
being allowed to reach them, eepeciaUy in dry arid soils ; but
the situation should be as light and aiiy as possible—they will

neither bear to be smothered by other plants, nor endure the
drip of trees. During long-continued rains in autumn and
winter it will be a good plan to cover the clumps with a large

pot, as they are more impatient of wet than cold; but they
should not be kept covered longer than is necessary.

—

(W.
Tliom2)son's English Flower Garden, Revised lij the AtUhor.)

BEDDING PLANTS IN THE LONDON PARKS.
HYDE PAEK.—No. 1.

The public are now pretty generally aware that Mr. Gibson,
the much-respected Superintendent of Hyde Park, has been
suffering for some months from paralysis, which has prevented
his continuing this summer that direct personal supervision of

the bedding arrangements which was his wont. Fortunately
his son, Mr. John Gibson, jun., well known as a skilful and
rising landscape gardener, was at hand to give the active and
efficient help in carrying on the work which the nature of his

father's iUness rendered necessary, and in this he was ably

seconded by Mr. Cole and Mr. Chamberlain in their respective

departments. The planting-out of 300,000 bedding plants is

a heavy task of itself, not to speak of the forethought required

to arrange them tastefully and effectively in manifold combi-
nations, all of which, however, are the subjects of anxious
consideration long beforehand ; but excellently the bedding
has been carried out, and grand is its effect, especially the long

stretch of beds between the Marble Arch and Hyde Park
Comer.

Starting from the former point we come to a series of circles

all margined with Golden Chickweed and edged with Alter-

nanthera amcena, the centre being fiUed up with Geraniums,
many of which, however, are seen to better advantage further

on, where the beds are less shaded by trees. The best here are

Fire King (Lee), a fine magenta crimson Nosegay, which is also

good everywhere else ; Waltham Seedling (W. Paul), dark crim-

son, and Bonfire (W. Paul) , crimson scarlet, forming a splendid

mass of bloom. It has been largely used this year in the parks,

and it has proved itself throughout brilliant in colour, profuse

in blooming, one of the best of bedding zonals. Rose Brad-

wardine (Pearson), though better further on, is nevertheless

notable for its beautiful shade of rose. Daybreak Geranium,
white-edged, interspersed with Purple Queen Verbena, and
Atalanta similarly mixed, form elegant circles ; and two others

of Beauty of Calderdale are also noteworthy.

We now reach Green Street Gate, from which point Gera-

niums and Ageratums mixed fringe the shrubbery border at

the back. The beds in this series are oblongs and circles, the

margin and edging of those on the right-hand side being re-

spectively Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum and,

for the most part, LobeUa Mazarine Gem, a deep blue variety

with a profusion of small flowers ; while on the left the margin
is Gnaphalium lanatum, with an edging of Alternanthera mag-
nifica. Among the Geraniums filling the centres of the beds

Lucius still holds its place as one of the best large-trussing

rose scarlets ; Mrs. Mellows, crimson, one of Mr. Pearson's

raising, forms a very good bed ; but Corsaii', which we owe to

the same source, is stOl more striking, the bed of this being

the finest in the series. Madame D. Bertrand, cherry pink, is

free-flowering and of dwarf habit ; while Cleopatra, although
here not so good as elsewhere in consequence of the trees,

throws Christine entirely into the shade, being of a deeper
colour, and the flowers ,while lacking the white eye of Chris-

tine, also seem to be more persistent. Mrs. Saunders deserves

notice as one of the best of crimsons, and the Rev. J. Dix as a
scarlet. The oval at the end of this series of beds is effectively

fiUed with Mrs. Pollock Geranium, intermixed with Blue Stone
LobeUa, a beautiful dark blue, with a very small white eye.

Proceeding on from Brook Street Gate we find a series of

oblongs and circles margined with alternate plants of Alys-

sum variegatum and Lobelia Mazarine Gem, whilst the edging

is Alternanthera paronychiodes major. Fire King Geranium
is here very fine, also beds of Golden Fleeoe, Queen of Queens,
Sportsman Verbena, with Centaurea candidissima and Coleus

Verachaffelti dotted with AbutOon Thompsoni. F. Bradley
Geranium is noticeable as a fine crimson, but the bed pre-

sented far- too much foliage in proportion to the amount of

bloom. Briton is also good.
From Grosvenor Gate, which we now arrive at, extends a

splendid series of beds in a single row next Park Lane, and in
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a double row on the turf between the walk and the park. The
oblong beds on the left have a margin of Veronica iuoana,
within which is an edging of Alternanthera magnifica, with
an inner row of Sportsman Verbena, rosy porple. We must
not, however, before going further, omit noticing a magni-
ficent scroll bed of Bonfire Geranium. Other very effective

beds are Coleus Verschaffelti dotted with Abutilon niveum
aureum marmoratum, more beautifally marbled than Thomp-
soni, and with a richer golden tinge; tleranium Perilla sur-
rounded with Golden Fleece ; Murillo, small-flowered, but a
fine bedder ; and Florence Durand (Pearson), lilac pink, a
splendid bed. Having now reached Mount Street Gate it is

necessary to turn backwards towards the Marble Arch to

examine the beds on the park side, and which are all oblongs,
with the exception of the heart-shaped beds at the ends, and
four of a smaller shape surrounding the Rhododendron clump
in the centre. The heart beds are margined with Achillea
umbellata, a very neat little plant for the purpose, edged with
Alternanthera amosna, and filled with Daybreak sUver-edged
Geranium. The oblongs, which are in match pairs, present a
margin of Echeveria secunda glauca, with an edging of Mesem-
bryauthemum cordifolium variegatum, and an inner row of

Iresine Llndeni, which has an excellent effect. The interior

of the blocks is variously filled with Geraniums with white,
pink, and scarlet flowers, or variegated foliage, and the whole
arrangement harmonises well, and is brilliant without being
glaring. The silver-edged and golden Geraniums give a soft
tone which is very pleasing. Beds of Geraniums Bonfire,
Fire King, and William Thompson are remarkable for the
splendid mass of bloom which they offer to the eye. The last

is a very fine rosy crimson with a magenta tinge. Pink Nose-
gay is worthless here ; and Jean Sisley, beautiful as it is in

form and colour, drops its petals so fast that another year it

will not be used. Vesuvius is still good, but will have to give
way before newer kinds for bedding display ; still it can scarcely
be surpassed for continuity of flowering. La Vestale, white,
appears to be more free-blooming than Madame Vaucher ; and
we must not forget Pioneer, which is a splendid purplish ma-
genta crimson, which must become popular, and it is stated to
be a free bloomer in winter as well as in summer, and that it

is the latter there can be no doubt. The heart beds in the
centre are filled with Daybreak Geranium mixed with Lobelia
Charming, and that at the end with Little Golden Christine
Geranium.
From Mount Street to South Street Gate the beds next Park

Lane have a mirgin of Santolina incana, and an edging of

Lautana Sellowii. The best of the beds are those of Geraniums
Lucius; Cybister, too tall, but in fine bloom ; Perilla; Gaines'
Dwarf Calceolaria, which would have been very good had not
many of the plants been stolen ; and Coleus refulgens dotted
with AbutUon. Turning backwards, the large oblongs as far

as the Elm tree are all margined with Echeveria secunda
glauca, and edged with Lobelia Blue King and Dactylis glome-
rata variegata alternately. The Lobelia gives colour, the Grass
elegance, and the combination of the two is peculiarly pleasing.
There is, besides, an inner row of Alternanthera amabilis lati-

folia, which, though strong-growing, is not sufficiently so for
the edging. Waltham Seedling Geranium, two beds of Lady
Plymouth Geranium surrounded with Purple (Jueen Verbena,
and Coleus Verschaffelti dotted with Abutilon and surrounded
with Centaurea, are the chief of this series. The circles round
the Oak trees are filled with variegated and bronze-leaved
Geraniums. From the Elm tree to Mount Street Gate there
are eight oblongs in pairs, with two heart-shaped beds at the
ends, the margin in all cases being Mesembryanthemum in-

olaudens, »ud the edging Alternanthera magnifica, with an
inner row of Robert Fish golden-leaved Geranium. The
centres of the oblongs are filled with Coleus Verschaffelti Im-
proved, dotted with Abutilon ; Cleopatra and White Clipper
Geraniums, &a.
From South Street to Stanhope Gate, on the right the cu-oles

round the trees are filled with Alternanthera amabilis latifolia

surrounded with Blue King LobeUa ; while the oblongs are
margined with Echeveria secunda glauca, and have an edging
of Blue King Lobelia and Dactylis glomerata planted alter-

nately, with an inner row of Alternanthera. The beds on the
left-hand side of the walk next Park Lane are surrounded with
Golden Feather Pyrethrum, within which is a row of Iresine
Lindeni. In the central portions of the beds are Geraniums
Lord Palmerston and bronze Mrs. John Lee, very effective;
Glow, fine; Queen of Queens mixed with Viola cornnta ; Wel-
lington, fine dark crimson ; Lucius ; Warrior, good bright

scarlet, but of very strong growth ; Bonfire ; Amaranth (Pear-

son), beautiful purplish rose, magnificent ; Mrs. Pollock mixed
with Viola Perfection, Duchess of Sutherland (this is the bed
that was pillaged some time ago), and Stella variegata mixed
with Lobelia Blue King, forming a beautiful combination. In
other beds are Coleus Verschaffelti and Abutilon mixed. Cal-

ceolarias, HeUotrope Jean d'Amour, and bronze Geraniums.
Instead of turning along Rotten Row, where the bedding is

of the subtropical character, we will now cross the park to Mr.
Chamberlain's lodge, where there is one of the grandest ex-

amples of carpet bedding we have ever seen carried out. Up-
wards of ten thousand plants are employed ; they are as a

whole exquisitely arranged, and the effect is superb. The
accompanying engraving (firi. G8), represents the disposition

of the beds, of which the planting is as foUows :

—

Bed 1.—n. Scarlet Geranium Shakspeare; b, Golden and
brown-leaved Geranium Luna ; c, Alternanthera amccna, dark
crimson ; d, Lobelia Erinus speciosa, dark blue with white eye

;

(', Stellariagramineaaurea, yellow leaves
;

/', Echeveria secunda
glauca.

Bed 2.— (I, Pink Geranium Rose Bradwardine, mixed with
Viola Perfection, bluish purple; b, Silver-edged Geranium Day-
break ; c, d, e, and/ as in 1.

Bed 'i.—a. Silver-edged Geranium Queen of Queens, mixed
with Viola Perfection ; 6, Golden-leaved Geranium Golden
Fleece; c, d, e, and /as in 1.

Bed i.—a, Coleus Verschaffelti splendens, brighter crimson
than C. Verschaffelti; 6, Centaurea ragusina; c,(i, r, and/ like 1.

Bed 5.—Same as 'A.

Bed G.

—

a, Pink Geranium Master Christine, mixed with
Viola Perfection ; b, c, d, e, and Hike 2.

Bed 7.— (/, Golden Tricolor Geranium Jetty Lacy, mixed
with LobeUa White Perfection; h, Alternanthera versicolor;

r. Lobelia pumila grandiflora, Ught blue; d, Lysimachia Num-
mularia, golden-leaved ; c, Echeveria secunda glauca.

Beds 8 and 9.

—

a, Silver Tricolor Geranium Lass o'Gowrie,
mixed with Lobelia pumila flore-pleno ; 6, c, d, and e like 7.

Bed 10.— (I, Golden Tricolor Geranium Sophia Dnmaresque,
mixed with Lobelia White Perfection ; b, c, d, and /• like 7.

Bed 11.— a, A single plant of Centaurea ragusina on a bottom
of Kleinia repens ; b and /i, LobeUa Lustrous, dark blue with
white eye; c, Leucophyton Brownii, silvery-foUaged ; d and/,
Alternanthera amrena ; c and I, Pyrethrum Golden Feather

;

g, Cineraria maritima compacta ; i, Cotyledon bracteatum,
silvery-leaved succulent plant;,;' and it, Alternanthera paro-

nychioides major, with salmon-coloured leaves; A-, Mesem-
bryanthemum cordifoUum variegatum ; m, Santolina incana,

silvery-foUaged ; y, Echeveria secunda glauca; ^, Mixed foUage
plants, amongst them three Dracajna austraUs.

The single ornamental plants are [j, Dracsena austraUs ; the

others, denoted by the circles, are young Palms of various
species.

N.B.—The engraver has omitted the references to the rings

in beds 2, S, 7, and 9, but they follow in the same order aa in

the other central beds.

Maidenhair Fekn with Flowbes.—" A Sdbscbibkk'' seeing

it mentioned in page 19(1 of the Journal that Maidenhair Fern
does not live well in water with flowers, thinks it may not be
generaUy known if, directly the fronds are cut, they are sub-

merged for an hour in water they last a long time. " A
SuEscKiBER " has made them in this way Uve for four nights

on a dinner-table when the flowers arranged with them have
had to be renewed.

NOTES ON- VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The Consehvatoby and Gkeenhouse.—The fact that there

are thousands of little structures of this kind attached to the
gardens of town residences in almost all parts of the country
and perhaps as many others springing-up, shows how deeply
rooted is the love for gardening in the minds of the well-to-do

class of the community. To many their greenhouse is the only
source of pleasure, and the Work attached to the growing of

plants for its decoration is a chosen means of recreation to most
of those who are closely confined to business during the day.

With a view, therefore, of giving a Uttlo assistance where it is

needed, I wiU devote this paper to a few remarks on the cul-

tivation of many of the most suitable plants for the decoration

of the greenhouse and conservatory during the approaching
winter months.
The successful flowering of most plants in winter depends

upon the preparation they receive, »ud I shaU presume that In
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most cases this has been begun. I allnde to such plants as

Cinerarias, Primulas, and Mipnonette, the seed of which should
have been sown in June and July, and the plants well a-head.

The lirst-named will thrive when potted in two-thirds light

fibrous loam and one-third leaf mould and silver sand, and if

it is to be obtained, a double-handful of finely-sifted cow ma-
nure well rotted may be supplied in addition, but this must
not be used with the soil for plants in a very young state, but

only for those which are strong and healthy. For the present

these plants may stand out of doors in a shady corner and be
carefully watered—that is, no plant must be watered without
first pro\ing that it is in want of moisture, either by tapping
the pot with the finger or by weighing it in the hand. In

potting a few dozens of plants it will be observed that some are

already wet enough and others not suiiiciently so ; now these

ought to be watered before potting, because the operation, per-

formed as skilfally as it may be, is a check upon the plant for a

time, and if it is watered before potting, water should not be

applied immediately afterwards, but the test-rule as above de-

scribed should be adopted. This applies to nearly all softwooded
plants, and therefore in the present paper need not be again
mentioned.

The Cineraria has its enemies ; the chief of these is green
fly, which may be destroyed by removing the plants affected to

a frame and fumigating with tobacco smoke. The Primula
does well in a very similar soil to that needful for the Cineraria,

except that there should be the addition of one-fourth peat.

These plants will require the protection of a cool frame for

their growth, and should not be shaded if strong and healthy,

but if weak only slightly so. As to Mignonette, it is generally
Bown in pots where it is to flower, and when up the plants are
thinned-out to from five to ten in a pot, and afterwards top-

dressed with decayed manure, and the pots plunged in ashes
or tan out of doors where no violent winds can reach them.
No other protection need be given just now. As the plants
grow it will be seen that their inclination is to ramble over the
sides of the pot, which entirely spoils them for in-door or window
decoration. This may be prevented by placing four small sticks

round the inside of the pot, and connecting them by a piece of

matting, which keeps the plants in their places. All side shoots
should be pinched off, allowing only one—the largest shoot, to

remain, which will in turn form a grand spike of bloom. If it

should be necessary to remove them to a frame, they must be
placed near the glass and have a free circulation of air at all

times.
The next most useful plant is the hrrbaceovs Calceolaria, and

although it is a spring-flowering plant, yet it is indispensable
for the conservatory, and at present I will only refer to it, as it

is time the seed were sown, and the mode of doing this I will

refer to in detail. First select a shady corner, and place a hand-
light there on a few inches of coal ashes, also place inside 3 or
4 inches thick of ashes mixed with lime in order to kill any
small slugs. Now procure a pot or a pan of small size, drain it

well, at least one-third full ; cover this with moss, or, what is

better, rough pieces of turf, and fill to within an inch of the
rim with finely- sifted sandy soil, composed of loam and leaf

mould well rotted
; press this down firmly and evenly, water

the whole so as to soak through the soil, then sow the seeds
evenly over the surface ; as they are so very small this must
be done with great care. Over them give a very slight sprink-
ling of silver sand, and again press the soil with some smooth
surface, which fastens them in the soil, and place a pane of glass
over the pot. Now take a pan which holds water and inll it

half full, place it in the hand-light, turn a small pot bottom
upwards on it, stand the seed-pan upon this, and put on the top
of the hght, keeping it close till the seedlings are up. They
should not require water in this position until germination has
taken place. When the little plants appear place a stone under
the glass over the pot to give them air, and the same with the
top of the light ; as they get larger remove the glass on the pot
altogether, and admit more air into the hand-light. Prick the
plants off into pans or pots when large enough to handle com-
fortably, using the same sort of soil as for the seeds. Having
now started the cultivator on the method of growing these lovely
flowers, I will leave the subject, with the intention of again
referring to it in subsequent papers.

The double as well as the Nosegay section of Pelargoniums
are excellent autumn-blooming plants in the greenhouse. They
ought to be potted-on from Jane in a good substantial loam and
manure with a little sand added, and may be grown out of doors
up to the middle or end of September. The ordinary treat-
ment will prove successful. They must have all attention to
watering and potting when they require it, receiving their last
shift at the beginning of this month. All bloom buds to be
kept picked off, and the plant framed-out by staking, and the
shoots stopped when they need it to make them dwarf. The
double sorts will not need stopping more than once, or if ex-
cessively vigorous not more than twice during the summer ; but
the others, which are faster-growing sorts, may need it once or
twice more, the last stopping not later than the middle of

August. When the weather becomes cold they may be placed
in a frame for a fortnight, and then removed to the greenhouse
or conservatory, where they may be allowed to flower, and if the
house is free from damp and moderately warm they will last in
bloom a long time.
The Fuchsia, too, is an excellent autumn and early winter-

blooming plant when grown in young and small plants. Strike
them in April, and pot them on as for Pelargoniums, but they
must be grown in the greenhouse or a frame ; the latter struc-
ture is the better for the summer growth. The pyramid form
is the best to show off these plants to advantage ; therefore, as
soon as they begin to grow after the first potting they must be
staked, and as they advance in growth the shoots must be
regularly stopped at every two or three joints by taking-out the
point of the shoot; the centre one as well, but not so severely
as to prevent the plant forming a leader. The plants thrive
in a soil of two parts loam, one part well-rotted manure, and
one of leaf mould. Give them their final shift in August, and'
transfer them to the greenhouse. During their season of growth
they ought to be frequently sprinkled or syringed overhead
with water; this, with an intermediate temperature in almost
any structure, will grow them well. All bloom buds must be
picked off as soon as they are discovered, but they must not be
stopped after the first week iu September. During their growth
turn the plants round at different times to prevent them be-
coming one-sided. They will bloom well until November. After
this is over stand the plants away where they have the light,,

but protected from frost for a time, and in the winter they may
be put into a shed, but where it is dry and airy. If they are taken
care of, the plants will lay the foundation for some good specimens
for summer flowering the next year. The above is a system only
for autumn and winter blooming, as I have concluded that the
greenhouse would not be at liberty to grow these plants till after
the bulk of the bedding subjects are out of the way and spring-
flowering plants done with.
The next plant to notice is the Chrysanthemutn, which is

purely autumn and winter-blooming ; some of the Japanese
varieties continuing to flower up to Christmas. The cuttings
should be put in not later than March, and for a time grown-on
as described for the Fuchsia—that is, in a cool frame until June
comes in, when they may be hardened-off gradually, so as to be
able to complete the rest of their growth outdoors. The same
mixture of soil as for Fuchsias will suit the Chrysanthemum.
For ordinary decoration they must be shifted frequently before
they become pot-bound ; this should not be allowed at any stage
of their growth, as it hardens the wood and causes the leaves to
fall off the bottom of the plant, which then looks badly. Scop
the shoots at every two or three joints ; determine the size of

pot you intend to flower them in, and after a dwarf well-formed
plant is secured put them into their pots, fill-up with soil,

and peg the shoots down ; and as they grow stop them again
until about the middle of July, which must be the last time.
As the shoots become long commence staking and tying,
but always allow the shoots full liberty to grow. Plunge
the pots after the last shift into old leaves, tan, or any other
rubbish that will keep the pots moist and the sun from scorch-
ing the roots, which it will do if allowed to play upon the pots
uninterruptedly. When established in the flowering-pots liquid
manure must be given them twice a-week, about a pint to a
gallon of water, and in the evenings of hot days sprinkle the
foliage with water. This will greatly assist to keep a healthy
foliage on the plants down to the edge of the pot. After they
have set their flower buds they should be taken under cover
and treated iu an exactly similar manner, affording plenty of
light and air, and thinning-out the' smallest buds if too nume-
rous ; if every attention be paid to them I feel sure the plants
will reward the grower with an abundance of finely-shaped
flowers. I ought to mention that the Pompon varieties will not
need so much stopping as the large-flowered sorts, being natur-
ally of weaker growth and dwarfer in habit. As the system
above described will grow the plants into large specimens, I
would advise that only a few plants of each sort should be
kept, and if these be managed well there will be much more
pleasure derived from them than if many were grown and none
of them well. In places with limited space the above rule will
apply to everything grown for their decoration. — Thomas
Record.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
HARDY FRUIT G-UIDEN.

Strawberries and Raspberries have required attention. Before
planting-out the Strawberry plants, which had been layered in
small pots, the leaves were washed iu water in which soft soap
and tobacco were dissolved ; about 2 ozs. of soap and the same
quantity of good tobacco will be sufficient for a gallon of water.
If no red spider is to be found on the leaves, it is as well to dip
them in this mixture as a precaution. On light soil especially
this minute paraeite is the desperate enemy of the Strawberry,
and in all cases when dealing with the insect precautionary
measures are infinitely better than any attempt to destroy the
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pest after it has gained a foothold. The continned dry weather

has been very favourable to its further development, and a few
have been perceived on the yonng plants. Syringing them with

soot water is beneficial to the plants and destructive to red

spider. Hoed between the rows to destroy weeds. Stirring the

surface is also beneficial to the plants in the earlier stages of

their growth, causing them to grow freely ; afterwards when
they are well established, have grown to a considerable size, and
the ground is consequently fall of roots, these would be in-

jured by hoeing or digging amongst them, so that it is better not

to interfere with the surface, and any weeds that may have

escaped the earlier operations of the Dutch hoe can be pulled

out by hand. There seems to be considerable difference of

opinion as to the best sorts to grow. The varieties raised by
Dr. Eoden—Early ProUfic and Duke of Edinburgh, have been
grown here ; they had every justice done to them, but failing to

give satisfaction were discarded. Black Prince is unquestion-

ably the best early variety, and it is excellent for forcing. Next
to it comes Keens' Seedling—this variety has often been con-

demned because those who disparaged it had not the true sort.

Then President, Sir J. Paxton, British Queen, or, where the

last-named fails, Mr. Kadclyffe ; Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb, which
is very large, but bears a good crop of fine-flavoured fruit ; La
Constante ; and for late use there is no better sort than Frogmore
Late Pine. Let good healthy runners of the above sorts true to

name be planted, and the result will be satisfactory. A new bed

ia planted every year and the old plants destroyed.

Hoeing the quarters of Basphcrries, and tying up the young
canes loosely in a position where the sun and air can act upon
them. Raspberry plants do not require so much sunlight or

air as most other fruit trees and bushes. In a wild state this

fruit is found in damp ground and under the shade of trees; and
perhaps the best-cultivated specimens we ever saw were of the

Fastolf variety, which continued to bear enormously for succes-

sive seasons ; the canes were planted in moist, rich, unctuous

loam under a north wall, and not only had they the shade of a

12 or 14-feet wall, but Apple trees to a certain extent shaded
them from the afternoon sun. As it is getting towards the

season for planting, those interested should make a note of this,

and plant in a shady part of the garden, trench deeply, and
manure richly. Excellent varieties to plant are Fastolf, Carter's

Prolific Yellow, and Red Antwerp.

FRUIT AND FORCING HODSES.
Fineries.—It is better that the fruit be ripe before the month

of August is over. Ours will not be so this year. Little or no
artificial heat was applied after the Grapes were thinned, and as

we ventilated freely, thinking to keep the red spider out of the

houses, this accounts for the late ripening. The Muscat house

is kept at 70°, and the Black Hamburgh and Lady Downe's at

65° by night, with a proportionate rise in the day; the weather

is also extremely favourable for the ripening of all sorts of fruit.

Xateral growths had made much progress, and have been cut

quite back where the houses were sufficiently shaded with

leaves. Looked over the bunches, and cut out any shanked or

small stoneless berries. Many persons find Royal Vineyard a

bad setting variety ; treated as we have previously recommended
when the Vines are in flower, almost every berry sets. We never

had it better than it is this year. The bunches are very large

and the berries of fair size ; if the house is kept dry the berries

will also keep well.

Mushroom House.—Preparations should now be made to get a

bed ready. Horse droppings should be gathered every morning
uiitil a sufficient quantity is obtained. Some persons are careful

to remove nearly all the straw from the dung, but this is not

desirable ; a little straw with it is an improvement. The ma-
nure should be thrown up in a heap, and turned over once a-day

until the rank steam has been evolved, when it is ready to be

made up into the beds. Recent experience would lead us to re-

commend that a third part of the manure for the bed be fresh

cow dung. Tread the material in firmly, and allow it to remain

until the heat has sufficiently subsided to allow of the bed being

spawned. No bed ought to be without a thermometer to test

the bottom heat ; those with large experience may thrust a

stick into the bed and be able to test it by hand, but this is at

best very uncertain, as the hand is in itself much warmer at

one time than it is at another. It is also as well to note that

there is more danger to the spawn by over than by under heat-

ing. The spawn will not be injured if the temperature of the

bed is not over 85°, and when the thermometer falls to this point

the spawn may be inserted, and the f=urface of the bed covered

to the depth of 2 inches with loam. Let the temperature of the

house range as steadily as possible at from 55° to 60°. There
ought also to be a moist atmosphere ; in a parching atmosphere

there will be neither quantity nor quality.

STOVE AND ORCHID HOUSER.
Climbers on the roof of the stove trained to trelliswork may

be allowed to grow freely in summer and to shade the roof. Now
we cut out all unnecessary wood, so that what is allowed to re-

main may ripen well from exposure, and most plants underneath

are benefited by getting more light and air to fit them to stand

more sturdily the short dull days which are now rapidly ap-
proaching.
We have brought to a close all potting, with a few exceptions,

and these only small plants which will be carefully potted, so
that they may make all the growth possible during winter.
There is, however, a certain risk in pu!.hing plants forward
during the winter months

; growths formed at that time are
seldom satisfactory, and it ought only to be done with small
plants, and that in exceptional cases. Potted Goodyera anil

Ana'ctochilus. These plants are unsurpassed for the beautiful

markings on the neat, glossy, velvet-like leaves, and under proper
management they are very easily grown. Anyone possessing an
ordinary plant stove may grow them. Ours are grown in hand-
lights under the Cucumbers, the broad leaves of which afford a
little shade, but not enough in very hot sunshine ; it is then
necessary to throw some light shade over the plants, in addition

to that afforded by the leaves overhead. The pots used must not

be large, as the plants do not make much root. Begin by having
in readiness a quantity of clean crocks of two sorts, a large size

for the bottom, fiUing up the pot to three parts of its depth
with finer drainage free from dust ; over this place a little clean

sphagnum, then the compost, which consists of equal parts of

turfy peat, clean potsherds, and sphagnum chopped-up fine;

in this place the plants. Goodyera should merely be pegged-
down to the surface of the pot; the other species maybe planted,

but very shallow. Some moss encouraged to grow on the surface

of the pot has a neat appearance, and if it is kept healthy by
frequent dewings with the syringe the plants will do well.

Goodyera Dawsoniana should be grown not only for its beauti-

ful foliage, but it also flowers freely in winter ; the flowers are

borne on spikes, and are waxy white. G. Ordiana is very similar

in habit, but the ground colour of the leaves is light green
instead of reddish brown, as in Dawsoniana.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Tying and sticking the Gladiolus; removing all spikes from

which the flowers have faded. Looking over beds of Zonal
Pelargoniums, and picking withered trusses from the plants.

Centaureas were put in a cold frame, and have been shaded

from the sun. With very little air admitted they root freely.

—

J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
* * It is particularly requested that no communication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. AH correspondence should be directed either to

" The Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened

unavoidably.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of onr

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

PnnPiGATINQ AUBRTETIAS (Sprinjl GnrifcJt).—No adrantage will be gained

bv takinc slips of Aubrietias now, as tbey will not have tune to establiah

themselves sufficiently tor autnnm planting. If old plants are plentiful let

them alone, and at plantin;; time use good-sized root-diviaions, not mere

bUd" and cover the ground at once when planting. Small slips put-in in

nuantitv now, and remaining over next Bummer, will give an abundance for

rlantini in the autumn of 1875 of nice, tufty, well-couditioneJ plants. For

raisint' plants by the thousand there is no better plan than somn: seed m
heat eHT]y in spring, the seedlings to be hardened-off and pnoked-out, or sow-

ing in the open ground in May and transplanting in nursery beds, there to

remain until large enough for linal planting.

Planting oot Stocks (Iifcra).—For a rich and massive bed of Stocks,

stont and sturdy plants, made so by having been planted thinly in nnrsery

beds in an open place, should be planted, as soon as the beds are cleared, just

closely enough that the foliage of one plant touches that of its neighbour,

but without any serious jostling or crowding. Whether the plants are largo

or small the rule erinally applies. If there are surplus plants, they had hotter

be lifted at the same time and planted in a more sheltered and especially in a

drier place than where the bed may happen to be situated—that is, assuming

there are not pits to wmter a portion in pots plunged in ashes. A portion m
the flowering beds may die off from inclement weather, especiaUy if frost and

melting snow alternate, and a reserve to draw from makes all right again.

If there are no failures the close planting allows the smgles to bo d™*p ""'

as soon as they can be detected, leaving suflicient doubles to form a fuU bed.

If towards autumn the plants grow very luxuriantly, it is advisable to give

them a check by half lifting each with a spade three weeks before the time of

llnal removal. The severing the main roots will check luxuriance and cause the

emission of feeders ready to take hold of the soil at once in their permanent

quarters. If the plants are only of moderate growth this semi-preparatory

lifting is not necessary.

Dn-iDiNG Polyanthus Boots (B. L.).—They and those of Primroaesmsj

be divided now.

Forcing Lily of the Valley (A SKb»cr.(i,TV-Tak6 up the roots care-

fully, those with plump round crowns, and place them in pans or boxes, fllling-

in the interstices with lich tuity loam made fine. Place them on a bed of

leaves or dung with a bottom heat of 65', let them remain there a fortnight
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or tliieo weeks, then put on tho lishta of tlio frame, Iiecp covered with mats
until tlio llower-steniB are an inch above the soil with their lower ilower-buds,

then expurto them fully to lit^ht, and the leaves will bodh become preen aod

the flowi rrt expand. The temperature of the frame Bhould nin!,'e from 55" to

65°. After the turn of the year bottom beat is not enKcntial We place our

roots on ihe wooden stage that rests with tho laths on the pipes, so that the

plants in the pans and boxes receive some warmth. Tho temperature is 55^ to

«)U-, 70= or more by day with sun beat and plenty of air. When the first

lluwers open the plants are placed in a house with a temperature of 45"^ to 50".

We fi.rcb about a dozen pans or boxes of this lovely flower fortnightly from

November to April.

ANTiHKaiNDMS (fi. H. P.).—It IS not unusual for thorn or any other cross-

bred plant to produce flowers varying in coloura accordioK to those of their

parents.

The CicoA Nut (A Stove Planter).—We &d\-\se you to cuhivate only the

dwarl Pulms. Cocos nucifera, the Cocoa Nut Palm, attania to the height of

5b feet, and we have seen it higher in Bengal. The following extract answers

more than your other queries:—" The three holes in the shell of a Cocoa Nut,

which give it such a comical refemblance to a monkey's head, are for the

purpose of allowing the young tree to issue from the shell when the nut is

planted. The thell with which the cocoa nuts are covered is extremely bard.

When steeped in water it may be beaten out into a sub-tauce resembling

flax, from which a coarse material may bo woven. Cocoa Nut matting and
similar articles are also manufactured from these shells. Inside the hai-d

ehell is a layer of white substance, which is both eaten and also much em-
pl'>ycd in the manufacture of cbt^ap coufectiouery. When this subKtauce is

exposed to the action of a powerful press an oil is obtained, which may be

employed in lamps, and burns with a bright clear flame, witbout producing

any siuoke or disagreeable smell. A quantity of milk-like fluid is also con-

tained in the interior of the nut, and which, when the nut is young, is much
esteemed, but as th« fruit grows older the milk becomes more acid and more
cooling. A sweet oil may also be obtained from the milk by boiling it at a

gentle'heat,. The milk obtained from the cocoa nut may al-^o be employed
insttad of oniinary milk for rice puddings, custards, and similar preparations.

The nut itself is also used for puddings, cheesecakes, puffs, &c."—{,CassdVs

Housthold Guide.)

LiLiuM AURiTUM.—"B". G. S." wishes to be informed the largest number
of Liliiuu auratum flowers grown on one stem.

Carnations not Flowering—Planting Clematis Jackmanni—Winter-
ing Late-sown Caknations {Dublin).—The s'rong plants of Caruations

Btruck early last jear have not flowered from their not being sufticiently

strong. ThM soil being probably rich has induced them to grow vigorously, and
this has retarded the flowering. They will no doubt bloom well another

season. Now is a good time to plant-out Clematis Jackmanni from pots, for

the plunts will form good roots before winter, and fctart strongly next ppring.

Caruations from seed sown a few days ago will need to have the protection of

a frame In winter, with air at every favourable opportunity, and mats over

the lights in severe weather.

Iresine Herbstii Colture (IT. N. R.).—The preceding is the name of

the plant you sent us a spray of. It ia used in flower-gardening, being
planted-out at the end of May or early in June. Cuttings are taken off in

Auyiist and struck in sandy soil in a cold frame, or in September in a gentle

hotbed, wiutc-red in the cutting-pots or pans, and grown-ou iu spring. If you
preserve the old plants they should be kept rather dry in winter, receiving no
more water than enough to keep them fresh. To form busby plants stop

frequently, but not after this time, repot in spring, and encourage growth
with an increase of moisture. To winter the plants with good foliage they
require a warm greenhouse. Three parts sandy loam, half a part each leaf

soil and sandy peat, with, a sixth of sand and good drainage, will grow them
well.

Datura not Flowering (7d<'m).—The want of flowers this year is probably
a consequence of the wood of last year not having been well ripened. jVfford

the plants the lightest and most airy position in the greenhouse, and water
only to keep the leaves from falling off prematurely. After the leaves have
fallen water only to keep the wood from sbriTelling, and in February cut each
shoot to within from four to six eyes of last year's wood, cutting-back the
weak shoots most and the strongest least; repot when commencing growth,
and shift into larger pots when the shoots are a few inches long, watering
abui^dantly when in free growth, and syringing morning and evening until

the flnwers expand. A light and airy position only is suitable.

Mushroom Bed Failing (W. Y.).—From the Mushrooms having appeared
in six weeks after s2^a'Wning. it is evident the spawn was good and that the
bed has suited the spawn, though it does not seem to have spread well, as

the Mushrooms apjieared only around the spawn boles. We presume the
bed was covered with 2 inches of soil beaten firm and the surface made
smooth. We think ynu ha^e destroyed the spawn as well as the Mushrooms
first appearing by the syringing once a-day, which in a house without venti-

lation would cau.'-e the surface to become too moist. In such a house, where
we have now an abundant crop, we find watering, which we do with a syringe,

not rpquired ofrener than twice a-week after the bed has been brought into a
sutficieutly mid-,t state for the production of Mushrooms.

Mushrooms on Lawn (Flycatcher).— It would not answer to take-up the
turf in a f^hady and rather damp part of the lawn, and drop in holes small
pieces of spawn. Your chances would be greater if in a dry period you put in

pieces of spawn and cover wir.h the piece of tui-f taken from the lawn, tread-

ing it firmly, in fact level. The spawn should be buried about 2 inches. If

this were done in early summer it is likely you would have Mushrooms late in
summer.

Bepotting Azaleas and Camellias (Idem).—They may be potted now
but potting is best performed after they bave flowered and are commencing
to form fresh growths, in March or early April for Camellias, and April or
May for Azaleas, as the time of flowering may be, or if not flowering, when
commencing to grow.

Garden Manil'Be (R. S.).—Use guano in preference to any you name. If

you live near gaswtrks you may compound an excellent fertiliser by pouring
the ammoniacal liquor from the works upon the weeds and other gewden
rubbish.

Onion Sport (G. S.).—Though uncommon, the combined inflorescence and
bulb-bearing occa^-ionally occur in the Tree Onion. We should thoroughly
cleanse the flea-infested outhouses and then syringe roofs, sides, and floors

with diluted carbolic acid.

KosES (E. B., Bcrkkamsted).—Mar-jchal Niel and Souvenir d'un j\jni wonld
do well in a greeuhouBe. If a wliite were wanted Madame Willermoz might

be added. (P. H.).—We should not recommend either Anna de Diesbach or

Louisa Wood for the purpose for which you require them. John Hopper or

Bupuy-Jamain would suit you.

IlEMoviNo the Soil about Gooseberry Bushes {Mrs. Henderson).—Tho
earth should be removed down to the roots in November when ihe leavea

have fallen, also for about 18 inches from the stem all round. It may remain

out for a month or six weeks, and may then be fllled-up with manure and
rich soil. To prevent the a' tacks of the cattrpillar the ground around the

stems of the bushes for a distance of 18 inches to 2 ftet should be covered

2 or 3 inches deep with tan Jrom the tan yard, leaving it until autumn. The
tan should be fresh from the pits after haviig been used for tanning.

Late Strawberries—Cotting-back Pear Grafts—Apricots undee
Glass { Idem \.~FrogmoTe Late Pine, Elton Pine Improved, and Elean.T are

good late kinds of Strawberries. The Pear grafts should be headed-back to

13 inches, just above a bud. Apricots would succeed under glass trained to a
back wall and in front as espaliers, but the front trees must not t-hede those

on the back wall. They do better than whea grown in pots, and require con-

siderably less labour in watering.

Hothouse -mTH Iron Sashbars {Novice).—In iron houses, as far as we
have experience, there is no very great difference iu the breakage of glass as

compared with those of wood, nor greater leakage from the putty parting

from the iron. Well painted, we have the impression that iron houses

answer as well as those of wood. We i-hould bo glad if those having ex-

perience of iion houses would give us particulars.

Erecting a Greenhouse (S. H. ).—The cost varies according to too many
circumstances for us to state the expense. Write to some of the builders who
adveitise in our columns, and ask them to eend estimates.

Ground Vinery (F. J.).-You must buy Rivers's " Miniature Fmit Gar-

den." The price is 3^. To answer your queries fully wonld occupy a day.

You must send only one questicm at a tune; a letter from you full of

questions was put on one side and is lost.

Elton Strawberry Plants {R. P. H. B.).—It is enumerated in the

majority of fruit catalogues. We cannot recommend dealers. Write to one

of the principal nurserymen advertising in our columns. It is not too late to

plant, but the sooner the better.

Keeping Currants on the Bushes (/(Z^m.).—There is no mode equal to

matting the busbea after the fruit becomes ripe ; mu-^lin and hexagon netting

answer well, but it is useless in either case to cover the bushes partially ; they

must be entirely enveloped, and n.ade secure against the inroads of wasps

and bii-ds. Mats are the best, because they throw o2 the rains, and they

ought to be new and of large size. Aiehaugel mats are the best. No wonder
your fruit does not keep when tho material is so badly put on as to adinit

thrushes. It is of no use if it do not exclude them.

Grapes Wanting Bloom {A. F.).—The syringing of the Grapes until half

grown would be likely to leave a sediment upon the berries, which when the

Grapes were ripe would give the appearance of having been " syringed with

dirty water ; " but if the water employed were soft cUar rain water no such

sediment would be deposited, and it would not interfere with the bloom. Tho
injury to this, we imagine, has been caused by the want of ventilation in dull

days, and at nights the berries being covered with a dew-like moi.sture, whicli

has ran on them and left the bad appearance, which is not " scalding," and
destroyed the bloom. When Grapes are ripening they nhould have a little

air in dull days and at night, in order to keep up a circulation, and alljw of any
vapour passing off, and so preventing the deposition of moisture on the

Grapes.

Dalechampia Roezliana Rosea for Exhibition {E. P.).—Your plant

is ctrtamly a good specimen, but it would not stand you in good stead at &n
eshibition where no plant would be much thought of unless twice the size.

It might, however, stand well at a local exhibirion, but it is not a telling

plant at the best for shows, though a very useful one for home decoration.

Honeysuckle and Clem.itis Planting {R. F. H.).—October or early

November is probably the be-'t time, but it may be done at any time during

the winter in mild weather up to March inclusive. II the plants are to be

taken from a wood or hedgerow they should be taken up carefully when the

leaves have fallen, choosing plants which have shoots or branches near the

base, and not very strong, a small plant being transplanted more safely than

a large one, and growing more freely afterwoids. Good rich light loam, with

leaf soil intermixed, will grow it well, as also the Clematis, which requires

similar treatment ; but the plants will probably have to be turned out of pots,

and should have the hall broken, and the ro-jts spread out. Do not plant

deeper than they were before, but keep them rather elevated on a flattened

cone, covering the roots about 3 inches deep, and giving a good watering, so

as to settle the soil. The shoots should be secured to the wall, training them
on the lower part, so as to cover it first. Beyond wateilng in dry weather,

and regulating the shoots, they will not require further attention. Tho
hardiest and freest-growing Clematis is C. Vitalha, or Traveller's Joy.

Vines Mildewed ( W. M. S.).—The leaves sent us are attacked by mildew,
which may result from a close moist atmosphere, and want ol water at the

roots. Dust the I'-aves and all the parts affected with flowers of sulphur,

Bflpecially the under surface of the leaves ; see that the border is in a proper
state as to moisture, and attend to the proper ventilation of the litiuse. The
Vinea appear to us to be weak, and in the reverse of a rich wet border. It ia

the atmosphere which is at fault.

Camellia Leaves BrownediT. C.F.).—The Camellia leavesare browned,
their tissues disorganised and destroyed by the son's rays, which, falHug upon
them powerfully whilst wet, causes them to spot, especially where water is

lodging upon them. A shading of tifJany or other material is necessary, there

being no Vines or climbers trained to the roof to afford the shade requisite ia

summer. The top-dressing with the loam, peat, and sheep droppings is good,

but will not restore the leaves to their proper state. The shading is necessary

from April to the close of t-eptember.

CccDMBERS AND MELONS IN ViNERT (Somcrsct).—Tbo pit vrill bo more
useful for plants than for growing either Cucumbers or Melons, the latter not

doing much if any good, and the Cucumbers would not be equal to those

grown in frames where the plants will have more light. Leaves would be the

most suitable materia,! for bottom heat, and should be put in about a fort-

night before the Vines are started ; and as the Vine border ia outside, it

ought to be covered with from 18 inches to 2 feet of fermenting materials,

such as stable dung and leaves, putting them on about a fortnight before the

Vines are started, and lenewina up to March. The Cucumbers in the vinery

pit would be best grown in pots or boxes, and the shoots trained to a trellis.

The Vines we should not start until February, which will give you ripe Grapes
in July. The floor of the late house would answer lor the wintering of Gera-
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niums, but Verbenas would be better iu an airy position near the plasa. The
Calceolariaa would be best wintered in a frame. The stage over the flue will
answer for the herbaceous Calceolarias, Cinerarias, &c. You will need to ac-
commodate them in the early house until the Grapes are cut from this house, as
from the moisture the Grapes would not hang long in good condition where
the plants are. There are no annuals or perennials that would do well under
the trees you describe, and those that are doing pretty well have, we presume,
been planted when the trees were young. Cowslip, Primrose, Polyanthus,
Campanula carpatica, Hypericum calycinum, Periwiuklea, and Stachys lanata,
with Winter Aconite and Suuwdrops, would give a cheerful appearance.

Peajis Ripening {Ignorofmis).—Benrr«;- Sterckmans in January and Feb-
iuary, and Priuce Albert iu February and March. The knob you enclosed is
&n excrescence formed by a grub wounding the root to which itis attached.

CoNSTRocTiNG FORCING PiT (Wcst Coast].—YonT house will be a span-roof
resting on walls, which may be of stone, and reduced to 4 inches at top, so as
to take a wall plate of that width. You have no front lights, nor are any
necessary. This will be a great saving. We should not have any lights, but
have the roof fixed, rafters aud sashbars exclusively; the wall plates 4 inches
wide and 3 inches thick ; the rafters 4 inches by 2^, and fixed narrow surface
upwards ; sashbars, 2^ inches by Ik, and these narrow surface upwards. You
will need a ridge piece 9 inches by 2 inches, and the rafters morticed and
tenoned into it, and so that their upper surface will be 3 inches below the
top of the ridge. Two feet from the ridge on one side you will need to intro-
duce a cross piece 3 inches by 2i inches, and level with the upper surface of
the rafters, aud parallel with the ridge. Into these cross pieces the sashbars
are to he let, whilst on the other side of the roof they will be fixed into the
ridge, they as well as the rafters on that side being fixed so as to correspond
with those on the other. The rafters and sashbars we should fix so as to
take glass about 15 inches wide, less rather than more. They may rest on the
wall plates, being cut so as to fit on the wall plates exactly, and be raised so
that the rebate for the glass may be 1 inch above them at the lower edge to
admit a fillet of wood 1 inch thick and 3 inches wide, which should be cut so
us to suit the rafters and sashbars, and project out beyond the wall plates
Ij inch, and having a groove on the under side half an inch from the edge.
This will cause the water to drip into the spout and keep it from running
down the walls. You will have a space at top on one side of the ridge clear,
all but the rafters, 2 feet wide ; for this you will need lights that may be 6 feet
long, with sashbars corresponding with the rafters and sashbais, the lights
2 inches thick, and hinged with 4-inch butts to the ridge. These hghts
bhould move upwards with crank and lever, so that the whole cau be raised
at one lift, and opened little or much at will. You will need tie-rods of iron
to every rafter, and about 4 feet from the ridge, calculating perpendicularly.
They may be three-quarter-inch iron, and secured to the rafters with screw
bolts. These rods will form an admirable spot for thelves, affording room for
plants over the path. The rafters and sashbars to be rebated half an inch
wide and deep for the glass, and two sashbars to be fixed between every rafter.
The ends may be sashed for glass level with the angle of the roof, and be of
the same strength as the roof t^ashbars. The door posts 5 inches by 4 inches,
and door 2 inches thick and 3 feet wide, but it must not exceed the width of the
path. The glass throughout 21-oz. sheet, thirds quahty. The furnace may
be 2 feet 3 inches long, 15 inches wide, and the same deep, with an arched
roof of fire bricks, the furnace being composed of them. The ashpit should
be 15 inches deep below the bars. The flue, for at least a yard from the
furnace, should be of fire bricks, and you will need to have the bottom of the
Hue level with the top of the furnace. The flue may then be taken level, or
with a very slight incline, to the chimney. The flue may be 15 inches deep
and a foot wide. We should have the flue raised more than 4 inches from the
floor, and the furnace sunk a:!cordingly. The house would be best with the
ends north and south. You may have Vines, one to each rafter, having a
border partly within and partly outside the house, one side of the house being
arched, so as to admit of the roots passing from the inside border to the out-
aide one. The flue will need to be on one side of the path, so as to admit of
the inside border. Your house will be a vinery. Under the Vines you may
have plants on a wtage, but, these, though doing fairly, will not be so good as
if you had no Vines ; and in winter you will not be able to do more than ex-
clude frost, as the Vines will then need rest,

HEEBACEona Plants for FLowER-cttTxiNO (F. J.).—Campanula celtidi-
foha, C. macrantha, C. rapunculoldes, Cheiranthus longifolius, Delphiniam
Beatsoni, D. Belladonna. D. Madame Richalet, Dianthua neglectus, Erigeron
epeciosus, Hemerocallis flava, Nepeta Mussiuii, Pentstemon Torreyi, Phlox
eubulata ocnlata, Scabiosa bilenifolla, Sisyrinchium odoratissimum, Spir;va
japonica, S. palmata, S. Filipendula plena, Statice latifulia, TroIIius europoms,
Veronica prostrata, Vicia argentea, and Saxifraga longifiora vera. We have
omitted Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, Wallflowers, Stocks, Liliums, Gladiolus,
Phlox, PjBony, Violets, &c., which are indispensable where cut flowers are in
demand.
Primulas of Last Year {Td^'m).—Being in 5-inch pots they should be

shifted into 6-inch pots, the sides of the ball loosened, and then placed iu
a cold frame, removing to the greenhouse in October. Any old leaves should be
lemoved, and the plants placed somewhat deeper than they were before, but
do not cover any part of the fleshy stem, taking care not to wound the stem,
otherwise the plants may die off at the neck.

Muscu Miiscn Apricot (J. J?.}.—Small, almost round, and slightly com-
pressed. Skin deep yellow ; orange red next the sun. Flesh yellow, remark-
ably transparent, tender, melting, and the sweetest of all Apricots. Stone
impervious. Kernel sweet. Excellent for preserving. Ripe in the end of
July. This desciiption is from Hogg's '* Fruit Manual.''

Gbubs on Peak Leaves {A. Fuher ; J. B. C, Chshunty^Thej are known
popularly as the Slimy Grub, and are the offspring of a four-winged fly,

Tenthredo adumbrata. If you can refer to our No. 638, page 484, you will
see a drawing of the grub and the fly. To destroy the grubs dust the leaves
with slaked quicklime. Two dustings generally destroy all.

Insect on Conifer Cones (Beta).— It is a species of Psylla, probably
Psylla Laricis. These insects are alhed to aphides, aud the same applications
wMch. kill the one would destroy the other.

Names of Fruits (Boston Spa).—Windsor Pear. (K. C. B.).—No. 1,
Lewis's Incomparable; 2, Carel'e Seedling. The Pear is not known. (M.).—
Duchess of Oldenburgh. (Q. Diss).—No. 7, Lamb Abbey Pearmain.

Names of Plants (M. H. Af.).—Perhaps an ^schynanthus, but the speoi-
men was withered. (H. T. M.).—You send no leaf of your Aloe; itis near
A. mitripformis or A-latifolio. Ferns shortly. (W. H. D.).— 1, Spiraea saUci-
foUa

; 2, Gentiana asclepiadea; 3, Verbasoum phceniceum ; 4, Lysimachia
vulgaris; 5, a double- flowered variety of Barborea vulgaris, (Lady Maria).—
Auredera acandena. (/. WiisUn),—Yoii have named them all correctly.

POIILTRT, BEE, AND PIGEON CHEONIOLE.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 17.

THE BREDA FOWL.
HEN—CUCKOO VARIETY.

The weight and form of a good hen of this variety, called alBO
the Gueldre, are nearly the same as those of the Houdan. She
should weigh 6 lbs. 10 ozs. Her head ia almost exactly like the
cock's in regard to comb, tuft, &c., aud only diCering iu the

Fig. 69.—Breda Hen.

wattles, which are rather small. The foot is feathered like that
of the cock, but the lengthening of the feathers of the hock is

lees apparent (fig. 69).

Plumage.—In each variety the plumage of the cock and hen
. is alike. In the Black they

JL
"'

are all black, in the White
all white, and in the Cuckoo
variety it is entirely cuckoo.
Each feather has four grey
regular marks visible on the
white ground {fig. 70), ex-
cepting the sickle feathers
of the cock, the marks on
which take the form of
grains of oats.

With the hen the large
feathers of the wings and
tail are often less clear
than on the other parts,
and the marks of these
feathers vary from six to
seven.
The Breda and Gueldre

are excellent layers. Their
eggs are very large aud ex-
cellent. They are seldom
broody.
This beautiful fowl is

much esteemed in Holland,
where it comes from. Iu
France the Black variety is

believed to be much used in
producing the Black Cochin-

Fig. 70.—Breda Hen's Feather.

Chinas, and it is thought that the Cuckoo (Gutldre) is used much
iu the production of the Cuckoo Cochiu-Chiua. It is certain
that this variety is justly praised for cross-breeding, aud traces
of it are found in the principal French varieties.

BINGLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The eighth annual Show of the Airedale Society was held in

Myrtle Park, Bingley, on August 2Gth. Poultry and Pigeons
were shown under a tent in pens on Turner's principle. This is

a good Show for young poultry, as may be expected from the
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flocality. In Red Game cockerels there were some good birds,

eapecially that which was awarded, the cup, the pulleta also

beiDfi good. In the nest class for cockerels a Duckwiug was first,

aud Pile second; but the best Pile in the class was left out,
Duckwings winning all the prizes in the following class. Cochui
cockerels and pullets were very good, the birds forward and well
shown ; the cup for this section going to Mr. Ansdell's grand
pair of Dark Brahmas. The winners in fi^/ja«/.s/i were good for-

ward birds. The Dorkings^ to which the cup was given, were
iar^'e, but the cockerel's legs were not good. Polands were good
and forward; the first and second Gold, aud third Silver. The
Majnburghs were a grand display, the cup for the best pen
.going to a sweet pair of Silver-spangles. In Blacks Mr. Sedg-
wick was first with a well-known pair of birds, the rest bein^ a
fair lot. In the Selling class Dark Brahmas were first, and
Spanish second. In Bantajns, Game, Mr. Entwisle's grand
Brown Red cockerel's time had evidently come, as he won the
cup in a very severe competition; second a good Pile. Gold
Sebright won first in the Variety class for Bautams, and Blacks
second.
Pigeons.—The entries for these were not so large as usual, but

the quality was good throughout. Of Carriers there were but
eight entries for both classes, aud in Pouters only ten in the two
classes, the cup going to a grand Blue hen against some very
good cocks. In Almonds Mr. Yardley was beaten, but we
thought that gentleman had not sent his crack pair. In the class

for Short-faces the winners were both Mottles. In English
Owls the winners were both Blue, but we thought the first

rather thin in face. In Jacobins a good Red was awarded the
cup, the second also a good Red, and in the following class some
splendid Whites won the* prizes. There were not suthcient
pens, aud some birds had to be judged in pens where other birds
were. The awards were not completed till within twenty
minutes of the close of the Show, and we found it impossible to

get further particulars after the crowd was admitted into the
tent.

Game.—Btecfc or Brown Red.— Cockerel —1 and Cup, T. Dyson, Halifax. 2.E.
Lund. 3, J. Hird, Fernoliffe, Biogley. he, 3. F. Walton, Horncliffe. Rawten-
Ktall ; W. Tillotson. Pullet—I, H. Butler, Bradford. 2, J. Mason, St. Juha's,
Worceiiter. 3. J. F. Waltun. /tc.J. Hird; E. Winwood.
<iAME.—Any other variety.—Cockerel—\, W. Clough, Earby, SkiptoD. 2, K.

Winwood. 3, J. Mason, e. J. F. Walton; M. Jowett ; J. W. Thoruton, Brad-
ford ; E. Ayltroyd, Eccleahill, Leeds ; J. Fortune ; J. Fell, Adwalton. Pullet.—
2, K. Aykroyd. 2 and 3. Wilson & Hodgaon. he, E. Winwood.
Cooaiss.—Buff.—Chickens. — \, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 2. H. Beldon.

3. C. Sidj^'wick. Keighley. /ic, C. Sidewick; W. A. Taylor. Any other colour.—
Chickens.— I and 2, C bidgrvrick. 3, W. A. Tavlor he, J. I Booth, Siladen ; T.
H. Stretch, Ormskirk ; W. A. Taylor, c, H. Beldon; Thornton & Bailey,
iiingley.
Brahmas.— Dfirfc.— C/iicfcen.'*.—Cap and 1, T. F. Ansdell. 2 and 3, J. H.

Pickles, Birkdale. Southport. hc,W. Schofield, Birkenshaw. Leeds, c, W. H.
Hodffson, Keighley ; H. Beldon ; M. Jowett, Clayton. Light.—Chicken^.—I. .T.

Itottg, Bromley Common. 2, J. Watts. 8, Gr. F. Umpleby, Borobridge. c, H.
Beldon.
Spanish.— C/i!Cfrc7),s- — T, H. Beldon. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. 3, E.

Winwood. /ic. .I. Thresh, Bradford ; J. Roberts, jun., Silsden.
lioRKisas.—Chickens.— I Cup, and 3, T. Briden, Cononley, Leeds. 2, G. Fox,

Wilmslow. he. W. Morfitt, Goole.
VoLMiD3.-Chickcns.—\ and 2, T. Dean, Keiffhley. 3, H. Beldon.
French Fowls.— C/i?«^fcens.—l. W. Dring, Faversbam. 2, J. J. Maiden. 3, G.

W. Hibbert, Godley, Hyde, Manchester.
B.AiaBURaHS.— Goldcn-si)angled.— Chickens.—IfT. F,. Jones, Wolverhampton.

2. T. May, Wolverhampton. 3, G. & J. Duckworth, Church. Silver-spangled —
Chieke tin.—\, Cup. and 3. H. Beldon. 2. W. Fawcett, Baildon. c, E. GUI,
Feriiclifife, BiDsiey ; T. Fawcett, Baildon, Leeds
Uk^iiURGHn.—Gold-pencilled.- Chickens.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, T. Fawcett 3.G.

and J. Duckworth, /ic, W. Clayton, Keighley; W. Driver. Silver-pencilled.-
Chickem.—l,J. Smith, Gilptead. Bindley. 2 and c, H. Beldon. 3, H. Smith,
Keighley. he, J. Webster. Kelbrook, Colne ; J. Webster.
Hamburghs.—Bfart.- C/u'efceTLs —1, 0. Si'igwick. 2, H. Robinson, Weatgate,

Baildon. 3, H. Reldon. he, C. Sidgwick ; H. Beldon.
Anx other Variety. — Chickens. — 1, W, Cockshott, Ferncliffe, Biiigley

{Silkies). 2, J. Long.
Bantams —Game.— C/iicfccrts. — 1, Cup. and 3, W. F. Entwisle, Westfield

Wyke, Bradford. 2. E. Walton. Horncliffe, Rawtenstall. he. W. F. Entwisle ;

G. Noble ; A. C. Bradbury ; Mrs. A. Sugden. Swinley. Cleckheaton, Any other
variety.—Chieke?is.~l. M. Leno. Markyate Street, Dunstable. 2, H. Beldon. 3,

S. Milner, Keiphley. he. T. Dyson; J. Watts; H. Beldon.
SELUNa Class. -Cof/i.*. — 1. T. Robinson. 8. D. Sharp. Bingley. he, H.

Beldon; W. Tillotson; C. Carr, Wilsden, Bingley: T. Fawcett; J. Sharp.
Hens or Pullei^.—1. W. H- Hodgson. 2. J. Thresh. 3, H. Beldon. he, H,
Wilkinson ; .T. I. Booth ; J. Berry ; J. Fouldf, Bingley ; J. Watts ; W. Thwaites,
Harden (Buff Cochin).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-Blarfc.—I, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds. 2, H. Yardley, Birmincr-

liam. he, A. T. Umpleby. Any other colour.— 1 and 2, E. Horner, he, W.
Ni'ttage.
PoviERS,—Red or Bliie.-I and Cup. W. Harvey. 2. E. Homer, he, W

Harvey, Sheffield; E. Homer; J. E. Crofts. BIytho. Worksop. Any other
colour.—1, H. Simpson. Spalding. 2. W. Nottage. he, H. Simpson ; J. E. Crofts.
Tumblers.— Short-faced—Almond —I, W. Brydone, Langton Mains, Dunse.

2, H. Yardley. he, E. Homer; W. Harvey. Any other variety.— 1, E. Horner,
2, J. Lister, he. W. Harvey (2) ; E. Horner.
Tdmblers.-—Lon;;/((C(^(i —Cup, 1. and 2. D. Riddiough, jun. vhc, W. Harvey,

/ic. D. Kiddiough. jun, ; J. Watts; E.Horner.
Barbs.—Cup and he. W. Harvey. 2. E. Homer.
Owls.—E/i^ija/i.—l, Ward & Rhodes. Otlev. 2, W. Binns. v/ic, E. Lee. he,

A. T. Umpleby; E. Rhodes; W. Hardcastle, Priest Thorpe, Bingley; W.
Binns, Pudaev Vi).

Jacobins.-iierf or Yellow.—Gni) and 1, T. Croft. Killinghall. 2, W. Nottage.
he, T. Holt, Bradford CJ) : J. Smith, Walkley, Sheffield ; A. A. Vander Meersch,
Tooting; E- Homer; T. Holt. Any other colour. — I and 2, A. A. Vander
Meersch. lie, W. Croft.
Fantails.— 1. H. Simpson. 2, J. F. Loversidge. he, G. F. Umpleby; J.

Walkor. Newark; E. Horner, c, W. H. Tomlinson.
TuRBiTS.- 1 and c, W. Croft. 2. W. Moore, vhc, T. Foster, Bingley (2). he, H.

Beldon ; C. Newall, Keighley ; E. Rhodes. Great Horton ; W. Croft.
A.NTWe:iiPS.—Short faced.—Cock.—1. .J. Wright. 2. J. Lister, Keighley. vhc,

S.. Homer, he, J. P. Rothwell* Rochdale; W. Gamon, Chester; J. Wright,

Manchester; Tordoff A Wilkinson, Wibsey, Bradford, e. H. Yardley; W.
Ellis; J. Crosaland. llen.~l, VV. Ellis. 2, J. Wright, he, W. Gamon; J.
Lister (2).

ANTWERP3.—Lori{^-/(iC(^d.—Cocfc— 1 and Cup, J. Lister. 2 and u/^c, W. EUi^.
he. J. Wright; H, Jennings. Hen.—l, H. Jennings. 2, J. Lister, he, W.
ElUs.
Dragoons.-Biitc or Silver.—I, Ward & Rhodes. 2, W. Binns. I'/icr, T.

Smith, Lawkholme, Kciehley. fee, S. CUff, Nantwich: W. Gamon ; J. Lancaster,
Northgate, Baildon; W. Harvey, c, A. Smith, Northowram. Halifax; A,
Bentley. Any other colour.—1, R. Woods, Mauafield. 2, W. Binns. he, F.
Graham. Birkenhead.
Any other Varietv.— 1. W. Harvey. 2, H. Beldon. vhc, A. A. Vander

Meerach (2). he, J. Watts ; E. Horner, c, J. E. Crofts.
Selling Class.—Single Birds.—I. W. Brydone. 2, H. Beldon. he, W.

Harvey; J. Lister, c, S. Rushton; E. Horner: J. Hawley, Girlmgton, Brad-
ford. Pairs.—I, H. Beldon. 2, A. A. Vander MeerscH. he, W. Brydone; D.
Riddiough, Jan. ; T.Foster; E.|Laycock,Aireworth, Keighley (Archangels); W.
Jackson (Speckled Dragoons) ; Tordoff Jt Wilkinson ; K. White ; E. Homer ; J,

Hawley; J. E. Crofts.

Judges.—Po^i^r?/ : Mr. J. Dixon, North Park, Clayton, Brad-
ford. Pigeons : Mr. W. Caunan, Bradford.

GREEN HAMMERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The twenty-eighth Exhibition of this Society was held, ia

connection with a horbicaltural show, on August 25th.
_
The

pens numbered 135, there being a slight increase of entries in

both poultry and i?igeons. Some of the classes were well

represented, more especially Dorkings, Game, Brahmas, and
Game Bantams, and there were a few good birds in most of the

classes. A capital pen of Brown Red Game chickens secured

the extra prize for the best pen in the Show. There were some
good Pigeons in all the classes.

Spanish.—1 and 2, R. R. Farrer. Green Hammerton Hall.
Dorkings. — 1, J. Robsliaw, Whixley. 2, Miss Haggard, Wilstrop HalL

Chickens —I. R. R. Farrer. 2. T. P. Carver, Langthorpe.
Brahma Pootra.— 1, E. Williams, Sharow. 2, Miss C. Dent. Ribston Hall.

he, T. P. Carver, c, E. Williams; G. Umpleby, Boroughbridge; C. Holda-
wortb, Harrogate. Chickens.—1,T. P.Carver. 2, Miss Lord, Starbeck. c, T,
Horseman ; G. Umpleby.
Game.—1 and 2. J . Watson. Knaresborough. he, C. Williams, Knaresborough,

c, — Wakefield, Whixley. Chickens.~\ and Extra. J. Watson. 2, J. Robshaw.
Cochin-China.— I, G. Holmes, Driffield. 2, R, Kaworth, Harrogate, c, K.

Raworth; Wells &, Sherwin, Ripon. Chickens.—I, W. Lanton. 2, Wells and
Sherwin.
UA^BURGSs.—Golden-spa nolcd.-!. T. P. Carver. 2, G. Holmes. Golden-

;jfrtcWif(i.—l, Wells & Sherwin. 2, J. Robshaw. CAicfcens.—1, J. Robahaw. 2,

Wells & Sherwin.
B.KiaBVRaa3.—Sihier-spangled.—l, G. Holmes. 2, J. Robshaw. Chickens.—1^

J. Robshaw, Silvcr-pencilled.—l, — Myers. Ripley. 2, J. Robshaw. Chickens.

1, J. Williams, Knaresborough. 2, B. Myers.
Game Bantams.-1, Wells A Sherwin. 2, T. P. Carver, c, C. Holdsworth-
Barndour.~1, J. Cocker, Nun Moukton. 2, — Chapman, Green Hammerton.

Chickens.—1, T. P. Carver. 2, G. Sadler, Boroughbridge. c, J. Cocker; H.
Flint, Nun Monkton.
Geese.—1. G. Theakstone, Nun Monkton. Goslings,—1, G. Theakstone. 2»

Mrs. Dickson, Little Ouseburn. ^
Ducks.—Aylesbury.—l, T. P. Carver. Ducklitigs.—\, G. Sadler. 2, T. P.

Carver, iioufn.—l, — Graham, Aldbrough. 2, — Sadler. Ducklingi.—l,

—

Graham. 2, Miss Haggard, Wilatrop Hall. Any Cross Breed.—2, J. Chapman,
Great Ouaeourn.
Tdrkeys.— 1, Miss Haggard. Poults.—1, Miss Haggard.
Selling Class.-1 and 2, T. P. Carver, a. Wells & Sherwin. c, T. Horae-

man ; C. Holdsworth.
Extra Stock.—1, G. Sadler. 2, T. P. Carver. 3, Miss Lord.

Pigeons.—Tumbiers.-l, Wells & Sherwin. 2, — Sadler, c, — Chapman.
Fantails.—I. Wells & Sherwin. Croppers.-l and 2. Wells A; Sherwin. c, R. R.
Farrer. Any Distinct Breed.—I, G. Umpleby. 2, A. Blackborough, Harrogate,

he. Wells & Sherwin ; G. Sadler, c, Wells & Sherwin; -Chapman. Selling

Class.-l, G. Sadler. 2, R. R. Farrer.

Judge.—Mr, Joseph Walker, Birstwith, near Ripley.

COTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The annual poultry, Pigeon, and Rabbit Show and Floral Fete

of this most beautiful village was held in the grounds of Mrs,

Gee, kindly lent for the purpose. It would be difficult to find a
more picturesque and excellent site, for the large and amply-

furnished horse chestnut trees afford a welcome shade from the

hot Bun, and add to the beauty of the scene. No tent was pro-

vided for the poultry section, although most spacious ones were

erected for the floral department, and we would direct the atten-

tion of the Committee to this want, and also to the need of dis-

pensing with the ugly wicker skeps in which the poultry were

penned. They are most awkward for the birds, make these diffi-

cult to see, and are altogether unsightly. They would no doubt

sell for various purposes, and save the cost of rental for the

time between one show and another. The Committee deserve

the highest commendation for the manner in which they attended

to the birds placed in their hands.

Spanish were first on the list ; the first-prize pair very grand

in all points, the second also good. Cochins were very good, but

Dorkings poor. In Game a fair pair of Brown Reds were first,

but the rest were of little merit, the only bird in single cocks at

all worthy of notice being a really good Brown Red. The Variety

class contained a very good pair of Duckwings ; the second-prize

cock was good, but broken in feather. If we except the winners

in Hamburghs there was not one pen worthy of notice, but the

winners were mostly well-known birds. Brahmas were bad,

but Bantams pretty good throughout, the winners in Game
being Black Red chickens of great promise, a capital cockerel

also winning in single cocks. In the Variety class of Bantama

,
was a grand pen of Silver Sebrights, which we unhesitatingly
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pronounce the most perfect we have yet seen of the pure snow-
white ground. In Ducks Eouens were first and third, Aylesbury s
second, and these were pretty good ; and in the Variety class
Black and White Calls divided the prizes.

Pigeons were the best section, whether as regards the quality
or numbers. They were shown in Turner's pens, and as a dis-
play, made quite a contrast to the poultry and Rabbits. Pouters
were first on the list, a grand showy Blue cock taking the first
prize and cup, closely pressed by a nice slim-built White cock,
which, however, did not show well. A nice Black was third,
and several others were mentioned. Carriers were not good,
though the first-prize Black was tolerably good. Turbits were
capital, almost every bird being of high character; the first a
Blue cock, second Yellow, and third Red. Trumpeters were
fine ; better, in fact, than often seen. Mr. Meersch won all the
prizes with imported birds. Those in pen 11, v.H.c, were of the
old Engli.«ih variety, and very good for that kind. Jacobins were
capital in head, hood, and chain, and all the winners Reds.
Fantaila were a fair class, the winners large-tailed, good also in
carriage; second also a well-spread tail, and third rather large,
but good in all other respects; while pen 5, H.c, was small and
splendid in style, but had no tail, No. 7 being very open in the
top part ; both the latter needed rest and new feathers. Dra-
goons were very fine ; the first a Red cock, sound to the very
roots of his feathers, and second and third Blues. In Tumblers
an esquif,ite Almond was first, an Almond cock very fine in head
Becoiid, and a capital Kite third. No. 'J, also an Almond, was
altogether out of order. Nuns, as may he expected, were very
good. Of Owls there were but four entered, the first a Black
foreign, second Blue English, and third Blue foreign, the latter
having some white feathers in its check. In Barbs we found
some young but good specimens ; the first a Dun, second and
third Blacks. In Any variety the first award was made to a
good Red Jacobin, second a Pigmy Pouter, and third a Black
Magpie.

R.iBEiTs.—There were three classes. The first, for Lop bucks,
had six entries, and some of these were very good. The first, a
Tortoiseshell, was young and not large, but in fine order,
21J itches in ear by 4i ; second large, but out of condition,
22 inches by 4i, good in all other points; the third, Fawn-and-
white, had a bad eye, and was 20} inches by 4J. Of does there
were seven entries, and these were a grand lot. The first, a Fawn
doe, was large, in the finest order, with large dewlap, and ears
21} inches by 4i ; second also Fawn, was 20i inches by 4i ; the
third a Tortoiseshell, 21} inches by 4 J. In the next class a nice
even Silver-Grey buck was first, a good Angora second, and a
very large Patagonian third.
There was a section for Canakies, in which we found some

excellent birds of the Derby tint, but these were left out, as a
rule, for birds of a most mongrel colour—birds, in fact, that
were not Norwich. In the Buff class, however, this rule was
reversed, and the prizes given to a variegated and even-marked
specimen ; and in this class one of the most exquisite Mealy
specimens was left out without even a commendation, which we
consider wrong in a mixed class.

The day proved fine, and an immense number of fashionable
visitors from the adjacent watering-places attended the Show.
SpiNisH —1. E. BrowD, Driffield. 2, Pickering 4 Duggleby, DrifBeld. 3, M

Briglin, ottringbam.
DoBKi.vGS.—1, W. Moratt, Goo'e 2 and S. R. W. Richardson.
Cochins.—1, A. Spencer, Driffield. 2, H. Gibson, Driffield. S, G. Canty,

Barton.
(iAUE.Slack-breaslcil and other Beds —1, W. Ailams, Ipswich- 2, — Green,

Hnll. Arty other rariety.—l and 2,— Staveley, Tibthorpe. 3, Pickering and
Dotrgleby. c, tj. Holmefi.
Gode—Cock.-Anti variety.—1, W. Adams. 2, G. Holmes, DritBeld. 3, D.

Harrisi n, Oo'-tinfibam.
PoLiM.s —I, A. & W. H. SUvester, Sheffield. 2, Miss Loft, Woodmansey. S,

Mrs. Proctor, Cottingham.
Hambckghs. — r.'oirf or Sitver-spangled.— l, Pickering & Dngsleby. 2, A.

Fanth.irpe, L'ottinKham. S. T. Moor. Hull. GoW or Sid'pr-pencifkri.—l and 2,
G. Holmes. 3, Wells A Sherwin. Kipon. he and c. F S. Kt-lsey, Hull.
Brahmas.— 1, G. Bromby, Cottingham. 2, J. KUetson. 'Ihorngambald.
Any oTHtE Vakiety.— 1 and 3. K Loft. 2, J EUelson.
FAkMYAKD Ckobs.— 1 and 2, G. Robinson, Frodiogham. 8, Mrs. Coverdale,

Dunawt-l].
Bantams.—Game —1 and 2, W. Adams. 3, J. Steele, Hull- Any other variety.—1. vlrs. Procl-r. 2, "Wells & Shenvin. 3, — Canty, /tc, G. Holmes, c, MissL.

"Whitalfer, Leconfleld.
Bantams.— C'ocA:.-.dHj/ variety.—I, W. Adams. 2 and 3, A. & W. H. Sil-

vester he, S. Beecroft, Hull, c, A. Harrison, Cottingham ; Miaa VThitaker

;

W. Adams.
Silling Tlass.—1, — Waters, Elsham. 2, G. Downes, Beetonville, Hull; G.

Brombv, Cotiiugham. 3, Miss Loft, he, G. Grantham, Cottingham ; J. Pacy,
C'jttinyham.
TuRKEvs--1. Mi'^s Jordan. Eastburn.
Geese.- I. O A- Young. Driflleld.
Di CKS —Atilesbury or Uouen.—l and 3, — HeReltine, Barton. 2, 0. A.Yoong,

Any uther variety.—1, R, W. Richardson. 2 and 3, O. A. Young.

PIGEONS.
Pouters —Cup, 1. andS, J. Hairsine, Hull. 2- J. Blanchard, Driffield, vix, J.

E. Crofts, Worksop, he, — Silvester ; J. Blanchard-
Carwiebs--!. J. Aconley, Pickering- 2. .I- E. Crofts. 3, S- Beecroft.
TcBBiTs — 1, C. N. LTthe, <otiingb m 2, J. W. Eaeten. Hull. 3. J. Hairsine.

he, A. & W. Silvpfter: K. W. Richardson; .1. W. Eauten; J. Blanchard; J. E.
Criifls e. A- c4 W- Silvester ; J. Blanchard.
Trumpeters —I, 2 and 3. — Vander Meersch, Tooting. London, vhe, J. E.

Criiltw. he, S. Beecruft. c, S Beecroft ; — Walton, Hessle.
Jacobins —I and vhc.i. Blanchard- 2. — Vander Meersch. 3. S. Beecroft-

he. K. W. tiichardaoo ; J. W. tastcn (i) ; — Vander Meersch ; S. Beecroft. c, J.
Aconley,

„ ^AP?,"?-? "'• '• Walker. Newark-on-Trent. 2, T. S. Stephenson. Beverley

;

K. W. Richardson, he, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, c, J. Aconley; J. P.
Loversidge-
DBAG0..N8-—1, R- Woods, Mansflcld- 2, K. W. Richardson- 3, C. A. Pearson.

Liverpool- he, C- A. Pearson ; R. Woods ; J. C. Elives, Doncasler. c W
Smith. Walton-on-lhe-biil. '

TDMBLEB3 —1 and 3, W. Adams. 2, A. i W. H. SUvester. lie, 3. E. Crofts :
A, A; W. H. Sllveeter-
Barbs-—1, J- E- Crofts- 2 and c, R.W. Richardson. 3, C. Wroot, Hull. lie.}.

Aconley; 0- C- Elives; C- Wroot-
Kuns.—I. J. Blanchard. 2, K. W. Richardson ; C. N- Lytbe. c, 3. C. EliycB.
OivLS— 1, J- Haiioine. 2, — Canty- 3, K. W. Ilichard!,on.
Any other Variety —1, J- B-anchard- 2. A. & w. II- Silvester- 3, J. E.

Crolta- he, A. & W. H. SUvester; R. W. Richardson, c, C. A. Pearson,
ijiverpool.

RABBITS.
Lop-EABED.—Bucft—1, J. Blakey. Driffield. 2, T. Mvton, Y'orlc. S.J. Ashley,

Hul. he, J. Rowelk Hall- c. W. Scrooby, Hull. Dot.—1, T. Myton. 2 S.
Beecroft, Hull. 3, J. E. Crolts. he, 3. Ashley; B. B. Mason, Hull, e, W.
Scrooby.
ANY VARIETY.—2, S. Hall, Fulford, York. 3, W. Morfltt, Goole. he. W. W.

Mason, Hull.
CAGE BIRDS.

Canaries —Yellow or Norwich —1. T. Keil, Beverley. 2, Taylor & Clarkson.
Belgian or Half-bred.—^. L- lYItintcke-
Any other Variety of Song Birb.-1, W. Needier, Hull. 2, L. Meineeke,

CRAVEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETI'S POULTRY
SHOW.

This was held in the Castle Grounds at Skipton on August
2Sth. The pens were those of the Society, and were of wood,
with wire both back and front for the convenience of the visitors,
but scarcely for that of the fowls, which suffered much from tbe
draughts. These would be altogether obviated by a piece of
calico being stretched across the back, and thus many valuable
birds would be saved that die from the colds contracted in these
pens. The entries of adult birds were not very numerous, and
many were suffering from deep moult, but several of the finest
birds of the season were shown, among the Dorkings being Mr.
Walker's, and of Spanish Mr. Beldon's. In Game (Red) the
prizes were well bestowed ; but in Any other colour the winners
might have changed places with advantage, for the first prize
Duckwings were a bad short-headed hen and a squirrel-tailed
cock, the second being a good substantial pair of Piles. Cochins
were very good ; first Buffs, and second Partridge. Pencilled
Hamburghs were fair for the season. Silver-pencilled were
very good. In Golden-spangled the first was a showy cock with
a good hen, there being little choice between these and the
second, which contained a perfect hen and well-marked cock,
which, however, did not show to the same advantage. Silver-
spangled were good, as also the Black, the latter being badly
placed, good in colour, but not well-shaped ; second a good cock,
but a white-faced hen. Pen 581, Mr. Beldon, by far the best,
was unnoticed. Polands were Silver first, and Gold second;
two grand pairs. Ouly the winners in Game Bantams were
worthy of notice, and in the next class only one pen put in an
appearance. The Variety class was good ; first Brahmas, and
second Crcve-Coeurs.
In the young section the Dorkings were large and forward,

the first prize cock large, but not good in leg; the second not so
large, but squirrel-tailed ; but the first-prize pen contained by
far the best pullet. Spanish were very fine in the first-prize

pen, but the cock in the second was rather coarse, though the
prizes were rightly awarded. In Red Game the first were
capital forward Brown Reds ; the second, also of that colour, were
good, but in the next class they were very badly placed, the first

being Duckwings of no merit, and the cock minus one claw,
and second a pair of Piles well worth the whole class. -An
extra second went to a nice pair of Duckwings, not so forward in
feather as the first two pens. Cochins were, first Buff and
second Partridge, well placed. In Golden-pencilled Hamburghs
the first was a really grand pen, fine alike in colour and clear in
pencilling; and a fitting match for these was found in the
Silvers, which wo have not seen surpassed, the second also good,
as well as other pens. Golden-spangled were moderately good ;

the Silvers were also very fair, while the Blacks, with some few
exceptions, were very poor. The winning Polands were Golds,
really good and forward, but the rest bad. Game Bantams were
well placed, the first being a pen of Brown Reds, and second
Piles, the latter in full feather. Bantams, any other colour, were
not good, though the first-prize Black cock had a tine head. In
the following class the first were capital Brahmas, which the
Society might with advantage provide with classes ; and the
second were good Malays.

Geese were large, in the finest feather, and of the Embden
kind. The first-prize pair of Aylesbury Ducks (evidently birds
of this year), were beautiful in all particulars, the second being
also a good pen. In Rouens there were those who demurred to
the correctness of the awards, but it is certain these could not
have been made better, the first-prize pen being perfect and
very large in frame. In the Variety class Whistlers were first,

and Chilian Teal second.

Pigeons.—In the first five classes there were but ten entries.

The awards were well made except in the Carrier hens, where a
Dun of good quality was first, and a Black much heavier second

;
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these ought by all means to have been reversed. Owls were

not ^00(1°; a moderate pair of Blae Engli.sh were first, and

Foreign Blue second. Barbs were Blacks iu both cases, the first

older "and better made-up than the second; the latter a pro-

mising pair. The Jacobin class was the worst judged of all the

Pigeons, the best pair being left oat altogether; these were

Keds of most exquisite colour. In Pen 732 the first were

bad in colour, and grizzly iu hood and chain (Reds). Second,

Yellowe, one bird good, but the other had yellow eyes. Pen 733

was commended, and one bird had a black eye. In Tumblers

Black Mottles wou both prizes ; and in BaUlpates both winners

were Blue. In Bunts the winners were both Silvers, but not

the largest; a pair of Blues from Mr. Yardley were much the

largest, but in wretched condition. Fantails were good as re-

gards the winners, but the rest poor. Dragoons were, as usual

here, a large class, but there were not many good pens, and we
considered them well placed, though there were those of a

contrary opinion. We were surprised to find only three pairs

of Long-faced Antwerps, but these were very good birds, the

first Red, second Blue Chequers. There were thirteen entries

for Short-faces, but not one that could fairly be designated by

that title, all being more of the medium-faced breed ; but the

prizes were awarded and as rightly as could well be.

DOBKIVGS.—1. J. Walker. Rochdale. 2, J. Robinson, Garstang.
SpiNisH -Black.— 1. H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, J. LeomuiK, Broaghton.

C.J Threfih Brarlford. „
OjLitK.-Dtack-breasted and other flz-Ai —I, J. Fortano. KeiRh'ey. 2, C. W.

Brierlcy. Mid'lJeton. c.H. Beldon; Nuttall & Anderson, Barnold3wick. Duck-
wingi or any other variety—1, Nuttall i Anderson. 2. R. Walker, Gomeraal,
LeeflB.
Cochin-chinas.—1, O. Sidgwiok, Keighley. 2, J. Walker, Soctadale. c, H.

Bel'^on. „
H«MBrRGHS.—GoI&ii-penciUfd.—1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Long. Bromley rommon.

c, 3 R.jbinaon. Sitver-pencUled.—X. H. Beldon. 2. !. Long. Oolden-npangted.
—1. H. Beldon. 2. G. & '- Dnckworth, Charch. c,T. Dean. Keighley ;

.r. Long.
miver-spangled.—l. J. Robinson 2. H. Beldon. c, J. Long. Black.—1, J.

Sohinson. 2. T. W. Holmes, Rushcroft, Baildon.
PoLASDa.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Basta-ms. -Grtm*',-land2, W F.Entwisle.WeB'field, Bradford. C.E.Walton,

Horncliffe. Any colour.— I, R. H. Ashton, Mottram.
Any otheb ^ARifcTY.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson, c, E. Walton; J. F.

Walton, Horncliffe.
CHICKENS.

DoBKTNQs.—1 and c, T. Briden. Conon ey. 2. G. Fox, Wilmslow.
Spanish.— B/act,—l. H. Beldon 2, .1. Thresh.
Game -Black-hreast<:d and other P.eds—\. J. F. Walton. 2 and c, W. T.

Coat*.p, Bamoldswick Duckivings or any other variety.—1, D. Collins, Great
Horion. 2, J. F Walton. Extra 2, W. Clough, Earby. c, J. W. Thornton,
Bradford; J. Fortane.
Cochin-Chinas —1 and 2. C Sidgwick.
HAMBCBr.HS. ' Golden-pencilled.—l.T. Fawcctt. Baildon. 2, H. Beldon. c, E.

Clayton. Keighl. y. f<itv^r-pencillrd.—1, H Beldon. 2, J. Long. c. R. W.
Bracewell. Earby. Goiden-Hjianoted.-l, H. Beldon. 2, G. A J Dnckworth.
Siliyer.»panghd.—l, T. Fawcett. 2. H. Beldon. c, .7, Long. Black—I. H.
Beldon. 2. H. Kobinson, Baildon, Shipley, c, J. Long; C. Sidgwick; W. Tate,
Cotlingley. Binelev.
PoLANDs.—1 and 2, T. Dean.
Bantams.—(5nme —1 and c, W. F. Entwisle. 2, A. Sngden, Swinley. Cleck-

heston. Any colour.—1, H. Beldon. 2, S. ]ttLlner & F. Beanland, Keighley.
c, T. Trees. Skipton.
Ant other Vaeif.ty.-1, J. Pickles, Birkdale, S^nthport. 2, J. F. Walton, c,

H. Wilkinson. Earbv: H. Bailey, Harden, Bingley,
Geese. -1..T Walker, Rochdale. 2, Capt. L. Anyon, Chnrley.
DvcK^.-jiylesburir-l, J. Walker. 2. J. Newton, Silsden. c, J. Walker.

Boii^n.—1, J. Walker. 2. J. Newton, c, H. B. Smith, Bronghton. Any other
variety.—I and c, H. B. Smith. 2. J. Walker.
TcEKETS.-1, J. Walker. 2, T. Ellison, Skipton.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Cocfc.—l, E. Homer, Harewood. 2, W. B. Mapplebeck, jnn, Bir-

mingham. Een—1 and 2, E. Homer.
Pdi-TEBS.—Cocfc —I, J. Hawley, Girlington. 2, E. Homer. Hen.—1, E. Homer.

2, J. Hawley.
TcMOLERS.—J?monrf.—1, E. Homer. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Owls —1, W. Hardcastle, Bingley. 2, E. Homer, c, Ward & Rhodes, Otley ;

S. Lawaon, Preston.
Barbs.— 1, E. Homer. 2, J. Thresh c, S- Lawson.
Jacobins.—1 and 2, T. Holt, Bradford, c, J. Hawley.
Tumblers —Mottled —1 and c, E. Homer. 2. R, Yardley.
Baldpates—1. H. Yardley. 2. J. i: W Oddie, Brierfleld.
Rdsts —1, H. Yardley. 2, A. Smith. Skipton.
Fantails.—1. J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer,
Dragoons.—1, Ward & Rhodes. 2, N. Smallpage, Cohie. c, W. B. Mapple-

beck. Jan.
Antwerps.—/.ortg-ZaccfZ.—l and 2. W. Ellis, Idle. Ehort-faced.—l, R. Mason,

Skipton 2. W Hardcastle. C.W.Ellis.
Any other Variety.— I, E. Homer. 2. T. & W. Oddie.

JtiDGEs.—Mr. James Dixon, Bradford; Mr. James Heywood,
Middleton, Manchester.

PENISTONE POULTET SHOW.
The twenty-first annual Show was held at Penistone on

August 20th. The classes being more numerous, the entries in

moat of the divisions were much larger than at Woodsome, there
being classes for both young and old birds.

In adult Dorkings Mr. Harvey showed a capital pen, the
second being also good ; and in Spanish Mr. Beldon took both
first prizes, the birds in these classes being good. In Cochins
Buff and Lemon of high merit won, the chickens being Buff and
"White respectively. Of adult Brahmas only the first. prize cock
was worthy of notice, but the chickens were a grand class, Dark
birds winning. There were two classes for Houdans, and some
pretty fair birds were shown. In Hamburghs, with one excep-
tion, the prizes fell to the lot of Mr. Beldon, although in these
classes the competition was as a rule very good. There were
six classes for Game fowls, which are generally good here. In

the class for adult Reds both prizetakers were of the Brown
variety, but in chickens they were Black-breasted, and though
young they showed points such as would gladden the eyes of a
good Game judge. Some fair Dnekwings were shown in both
classes, the pullets being especially good in colour. Bantams
were a large class, and two second prizes were awarded ; this

we did not consider an abuse of privilege, as all varieties and
ages were shown together. First and second were Black Reds,
and extra second Black Rose-combs. Turkeys, Geese, and Ducfc*

were poor except the winners in Rouens.
Raubits were in pairs—a system we must again condemn, and

we hope this defect will be rectified at future shows. A grand
pen of Lops was shown ; second came Angoras, and an extra

prize was given to a pair of Fawn-and-white Lops.

Dorkings.—1, W. Haryey, ShefBeld. 2, Bnrch 4 Boulter, ShefBeld. Chickens,
—1, Burch & Boulter.
Spanish.-£Iacfc.— 1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley, 2, E. Brown, Sheffield.

Chickewt.—X, H. Beldon. 2 and he. Burch & Bonlter.
Cochin-China.— 1 and 2. W. Harvey he, H, Beldon : C. Wright, Holmfirth.

Chickens.—I and 2, H. Beldon. lie, Moore & Carlwright, HoUowgate, Holm-
firth ; G. Swinden, -Snowdenhill.
Brahmas.— 1, H. Beldon 2. W. Whitaker, Woodley, Stockport. Chickens.—

1, H. Beldon. 9. H. Wilkinson. Farby, Skipton. lie, Mrs. R. C. Clarke; P.
Ski.imore, Sheffield; H. Digby, Lindley.
Houdans.— 1, J. Heeley. Hepworlh. Huddersfield. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Godlcy

Hide, Manchester Chickens— \ and 2, G. W. Hibbert.
Pheasants —Qolden.~\. H Beldon. 2, Moore « Cartwrieht. lie, Burch and

Boulter; Moore & '^artwright; H. Beldon. Chickens.— \, Burch & Boulter. 2,

Moore & Cartwright. /ic, J. H Bo..th. Hartholes. Holmfirth.
Pheasants.-Stiver — 1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—\, H. Beldon. 2, W.

McMellon, Glossop. he, G. Hemingli«td, Eccleslield.

Hambubghs—GoIdcH-jjenciilfii —1, H. Beldon. 2, W, Clayton, Keighley. ftc,

H. Smith, Newton. Hyoe ; H. Beldon. Chickenx.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W. Clayton,
Keighley. he, Bnrch & Boul' er.

H amboeghs.-jilpcr-^encilied.-1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—\, H. Beldon.
2. W. McMellon.
Game -Black-hrea-tted and other Reds.—\, J. A. Brook. Holmfirth. 2, B.

Burton, he. C. Travis. Thorgoland; H. Beldon. Chickens.—\, B. Burton. 2

and he. Miss E. Johnson, \\ ath-u; on-Deame, Rotherbam.
Game.—ZJ«oA-uw*n(78 and other Greys and Blues.— I, B. Burton 1, .T. B. Hep-

worth, Hatfield he. H. C- & W. J. Mason, Birstall, Leeds Chickens.—l.yHas
E.Johnson 2,6 Trains, he. Miss E.Johnson; M. stringer. Ecclesfield.

GitsM.. -mutes and Piles— I a,ni% H. C. & W. J.Mason. Chickeni.-l,3.h.,
Crooke, Holmfirth 2, C. Webb, Bamsley.
Any othek Vabiety —1, W. Harvey. 2, G. W. Hibbert. he, J. Lawton,

Thurlstone; G. W. Hibbert. Chickens.—% Moore & Cartwright. he, G. W.
Hibbert.
Bantams.—1, T. Marsden, Wike, Bradford. Extra 1, L. Higgins, Blackburn.

2, Bnrch i Bonlter.
Poults.- 1, R. Parkin. Hnnshelf. 2, J. Pearson, finowden Hill.

Goslings —1, C. Marsh, Sheei^honse. 2, G, Swinden. HunHbelf.
Ducklings.- intJ(c Aylesbury.— I and 2, E. Taylor, Deepcar. Any other

colour.—\ and 2, T .Halmsbaw, Earlsheaton,
Special Prizes —Goslings.— y, J. Nicholson, Eastfield, Thurgoland. Duck-

lings.—\, W. Hawley, Penistone.

Babbits.-1, C. Wright. Holmfirth. Extra 1 and 2, W. Allison, Sheffield, lie,

T. Marler, jun.. Newton Moor, Hyde.

Judge.—Mr. W. Cannan, Adolphus Works, Bradford.

HALIFAX AND CALDER VALE POULTRY SHOW.
The first half of the day (August 2'Jth), was not one of the

most suitable for an agricultural show, heavy showers falling at

intervals during the morning, but, on the contrary, the after-

noon was most brilliant, and the influx of visitors very satis-

factory. In the poultry and Pigeon sections the old and bad
pens had been replaced by Turner's excellent wire ones, and
the arrangements were excellent.

Spanish were first, and among the adult birds there was one
grand pen, the second also containing a very good hen. Chickens
were good, forward, and very fine in face and drop. Adult
Dorkings are fast failing iu feather, and much need their well-

earned rest. Toung were large, the first-prize puUet excel-

lent. In Cochins, the first were a well-shown pen of Buffs,

the second being good Whites ; and in chickens we thought the

first prize better placed than at Skipton, where the Buffs were
first, and Partridge second. In this case the Partridge (which

are an extraordinary pair), were first. Of Brahmas there were
only two pens of old birds, the first really grand ; hut in chickens

it was generally thought that the prizes had been badly awarded,

the first-prize birds being small and thin, without style, and the

pullet very bad on the breast ; the second, being good all round
and very large, ought to have been first. Pen 45.5, highly com-
mended, was not so well developed, but contained a most
exquisitely marked pullet, and ought to have been second;

while the reward for the first-prize pen should have been a com-
mendation, though it is only fair to state that another grand

pen, shown by Mr. Schofield, was too late for competition.

Black-breasted Red Game were very good in all points but feet,

but there were some fair birds in chickens ; still, if the loss of a

claw be no fault, then the second ought to have been first, for

the first-winners were poor. In adult Brown Reds the prizes

seemed to have been awarded more to feather than quality, the

second being grand but iu deep moult, while the first, in full

featber, were a wretched pair. Chickens were well placed, the

winners being two such pens as we have not seen this season.

Of Duckwings there was only one pen, but it was very good.

The first in chickens were a very good pair of bright-coloured

birds, but the rest very poor. In Game of any other variety

there were two entries of adults, both Piles, and very good. In
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chickens of this variety the first was a very bad pen, while the
second, with a good pullet, had the beat cock of any colour that
has been seen this year. Adult Polands were, first Silver,
ajid second Gold. There were six classes for Hamburghs, the
colours being mixed, which we consider a mistake, for the
entries would justify a redistribution of the classes. Mr. Beldon
won aU the prizes, as also the cup for the best pen in the Show,
with a capital pen of Silver-spangled chickens. The Black
Hamburghs were very good. In the Variety class, the first were
Creve-Cceurs, and second White Malays ; and in chickens first
came Malays, and second Houdans.
In Game Bantams the first pen was of Brown Eeds, the

second of Black Eeds. Pen 537, also of that colour, were a
specially neat pair, and all were chickens. In Black Bantams
the first were old, and the second young; and in the Variety
class the first were Silver-laced chickens of pure colour, the
second Golden.
Of Aylesbury Ducks there were only three pens, and the

prizes awarded as at Skipton, as also inEouens; but in the
Variety class the prizes were rightly reversed. In Geese the
first were grand Whites, second Grey, also good. In the Selling
class the first were White Cochins, and second Spanish.

Pigeons.—The prizes were well awarded throughout ; in fact
we did not see a single exception to this. Pouter cocks came
first, and the first-prize Blue cock, which was quite up and in
fine play, won the cup for the best pen in the Show ; a fine,
long, wasp-waisted bird, not being in high order, only received a

.
high commendation, the second going to a Eed. In hens the
first was a superb Bine, a splendid White running very closely
and winning second. In Carrier cocka the first was Dun, and
second Black, a very grand Dun receiving a high commendation.
In hens the winners were Black, the second very heavy but
beaten in the fineness and quality of the first. In Almond
Tumblers the first were an exquisitely spangled pair, very small
and good in carriage. Tumblers of any other variety were,
first Yellow Agates, grand in head; second Eed Mottles; and
highly commended a very pretty pair of Blue Balds. Dragoons
were not a fine class, but the winners were pretty good, the
first, however, a little too long and Carrier-like in face and beak,
but good in skull ; the second a good old pair. In Trumpeters
Mr. Fulton showed two grand pairs, first Mottles, and second
Blacks. Owls were. White Foreign first and second, the first
an almost perfect pair ; of the second the hen had a lame wing,
but these were also good. In Turbits Mr. Fulton showed the
best pair of Blacks we have yet seen, and these won first, good
SUvers coming second, the whole being noticed. In Jacobins
good Eeds won in both cases. In Fantails there were but two
pens, the first grand in carriage and motion ; second large with
good tail. Magpies were, first Eed, and second Yellow. In
Ayitwerps the first were good Eed Chequers of the Long-faced
variety, the second being what were doubtless shown as Short-
faces and Duns. Mr. Gamon's grand Blue Chequers were highly
commended. In the Variety class was one of the largest pairs
of Silver Eunts we have seen of late, the second very good
Brunettes ; Ice Pigeons, SwaUows, &o., being also noticed ; and
in the Selling class were Mottle Tumblers and Black Carriers.
Spanish.— 1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Binslev. 2, J. Leeminj?, Bronghton.

Preston, he, Palliater & Hawkins, Topclifle, Thirsk; J. Tnresh, Bradford,
Chickem.—\, H. Wilkinson, Earbv. Skipton. 2. H Beldon. he, W. Jaggcr,
Fordmill. Horbury ; Mrs. W. Jagi?er. Fordmill, Horbnry.
DoRKiNoa.—I.J.Walker, Rochdale. 2. J Robshaw. Whixley, York. Chickem.

—1, T. Briden, Cononlev. 2, S. Brierley, Endinu, Rochdale
CociiiN-CnivA —1, J. White. Whitley, Netherton. 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—

1, C. Sidewick, Keighley. 2, H. Beldon.
Brahma Pootea.—1, J. F Smith, Sheffield. 3, H. Beldon. Chiekem.—\, M.

Jowett. Clayton. 2, J. H. Pickles, Birkdale. Sonthport. he, H. Digby, Lindley.
Game.—Biacfc-brcosffd RKd.—\, R. Hemingway, Shelf. 2, W. Felt, Adwalton,

Leeds, Chickens.~\, T, Aspinall, Brighouse. 2, J. Hird, Dnbb. Binglev, he,
R, Walker, Woodnook, Gomeraal,
Game.—BroH-n.fcrc(w(f<i and other r,ed.~l,vr. Bentley. Scholes, Cleckheaton,

2, J. Fortune, Keighley, he. H. Beldon; J. Hodgson, tjowling, Chickens.~l,
J. F. Walton, Homoliffe. Rawtenstall. 2, H. Beldon. he, W. Ormerod,
Walsden, Todmorden; F. H. Wright. Halifax.
Game.—Bucfciriii!;. (Irey or ISI»e.—l, H. C. 4 W. J. Mason. Birstal. Chieken.-:.

—1, E. Aykroyd, Eccleshill. 2, M. Jowett, Clayton, he, O. Ambler, Qaeensbnrv.
Gajse—Ann rrtriely.—l, H. C. & W. J. Mason. 2, R. Walker, Woodnook,

Gomersal, ChieK-eri'^.—l. R, Walker, 2, J. F. Walton, he, J. Fortune.
PoLA-iDS,—1 an.l 2, H. Beldon, Chiekerw—l, H. Beldon.
Hambcrghs,— Gofrffii or Silver prneiUed.—l and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—

1

and 2, H. Beldon, he, E. Clayton. Keighley.
Hamhurghs.—GoWcn or Silvergpangled.—l and 2, H, Beldon. he, J, RoUin-

Bon, Lindley, Otley. C/ncfeen.s.—Cup, 1, and 2, H Beldon,
Hambcrcus —Jny oth^r variety.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—1, H.

Robinson, Weatgate. Baildon, 2, C. Sidgwick ?ic, C. Sidgwicb; H. Beldon (21.
Any other Variety except Bantams.- 1, E. Walton. Horncliffe, Uawten-

stall. 2, J. F, Walton, Chickens.—I, ,T. F, Walton. 2, H. Grant, Bradford.
Bantams.- «iimf.—1 and 2. W. F. Entwisle. Wosliield, Wvke, he.li. Noble,

Stainciiffe, Dewsbury; A, Sugden, Swinley, Cleckheaton. Bliiek.—\, J. Walker,
Rochdale. 2, H, Beldon, he, S, Milner, Keighlev ; S, Smith. Northowram.
Any other variety.— I, J, Walker, 2, S. Pickles, Banks, Mytholmroyd,
Ducks,—.4yfc»hHry.—1 and /iC, ,1. Walker. 2, J. Newton, Siieden. lioueju—l,

3, Walker, 2, J. Newton, lie, F, E. Kawson, Thorpe; H. B, Smith, Brook-
lands, Broughton, Jiii/ raricti/.-l. J. Walker. 2 and /ic, H. B. Smith.
Geese.—1, J, Walker. 2, J, White.
TDBKEta,—1, J, Walker. 2, F. E. RawBon.
Selllno Class.—1, C, Carr, Wilsden, Bingley. 2, H. Beldon. he, F. E,

Kawson (Cayuga and Black East Indian) ; W, Mitchell, Birkenshaw.
The Sociely'a Silver Cap, value Five Guineas, for the best pen of Poultry, H.

Beldon.
PIGE0X3.

CAKRtEEs.—CocJr. — 1, E. Homer. 2 and he, R. Fulton, e, H. Yardiey,
BirmiDgham. Hen.—l and he, R. Fulton, 2, E. Homer.

PoCTEBS OR Croppers,-Coc*:,—Cup and 1, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 2, EHomer, Harewood, he. R, Fulton, London (2). Hen.—l, W. Harvey. 2, r'
Fulton, e, R. Fulton ; E, Homer.
Ti-MBLERS,--KT/ioifi.-1, R, Fultou. 2, W. Harvey, he, H, Yardiey; R.

Fulton, Jni/ rari<-(i/,-l, R. Fulton, 2, E. Homer, he, R. Pulton ; W. Harvey
Dragoons.-I, W.QamoD, Cheater. 2, E. Horner, do, W. Smith, Walton-on.

the-HilI.
Trumpeters.—1 and 2, R. Fulton, vhe, W, Harvey.
Owls.—1, R. Fulton, 2, H. Yardiey, he, W. Smith, jun., Hyde ; Helliwell

and Ingham, Halifax,
ToEBirs,-1, K. Fulton. 2. H. Yardiey. ftc, H. Beldon ; T. Foster, Bingley ;

E. Horner.
Jacobins,-I, R, Fulton. 2, W. Harvey, he, T. Holt, Bradford ; R, Fnlton

E, Horner.
Fantails,-1, R, Fulton, 2, E, Homer.
Barbs.-1. W Harvey. 2 and vhc, R. Fulton, he, H. Yardiey ; J, Thresh.

Bradford ; E, Homer.
Magpies,—1 and 2, E, Homer, e, H. Beldon.
Antwebps. — 1, T, Foster, Bingley. 2, C. Sotcliffe, Todmorden. he, H.

Yardiey; W, Gamon, Cheater, e, E, Homer.
An-y other Vabiety.—1, W. Harvey. 2, H, Yardiey. he, J. Thresh: E.

Homer; J, W. Forsyth, Halifax, e. H. Beldon.
Selling Clabs.-1 and e, E. Horner. 2, W, Harvey, he, H. Beldon.
The Society'a Silver Cup, value Five Guineas, for the beat pen of Pigeona,

W, Harvey.

Judges,—Mr. W. Canaan, Bradford; Mr. J. Dixon, North
Park, Bradford.

THE UTTOXETEB POULTRY SHOW.
From causes on which we cannot now enter, the annual poultry

Shows at Uttoxeter have been discontinued for the last few
years; but on August '2sth, the sixth meeting of the kind that
has taken place there was held under a most ample tent in the
Market Place, the pens being very nicely arranged back to back
down the centre, and no better plan could be desired as to the
arrangements generally than that adopted. The poultry im-
mediately on their arrival were most carefully fed and watered,
and the same unbroken assiduity was manifested towards them
during the whole time of the Show.
With very few exceptions this was purposely made a chicken

show, and one equally successful has certainly not been held in any
part of the country during the current year. The well-matured
character of the generality of the chickens betokened how much
and equally well-applied care must have been taken of them by
their respective owners. Again, there were numbers of chickens
competing that with another month or six weeks' growth will be
very troublesome rivals to shake off in the highest competition.
Fifteen pens of chickens (all present), were not a bad opening
class, as Dark Brahmas stood first on the prize schedule. The
two prizes were taken by Messrs, Horace Lingwood and Thomas
Ansdell. Each pen was such as must be a treat to any fancier,
Mr, Lingwood's cockerel being a perfect giant, excellent in
feather throughout, and with the best hackle ever seen on a
yonng bird. The pullet with which it was mated was one of

those lovely pencilled, steel-colonred ones that forcibly bring to
mind the days when Mr, E, Boyle, of Dublin, used constantly
to exhibit such to the (at that time), discomfiture of all oppo-
nents. The Lingwood pullet is alike all round, from the very
base of both mandibles down to the very feathering on the toes;
the fact being, there is not any lack of intensity of colour or
markings in any portion whatever of the whole plumage. Both
prize cocks are admirably clear-winged fowls, and possess breasts
that] are black as the raven's. So generally good was the whole
class, that not less than ten pens in it received favourable
notice at the hands of the Judge. Ten pens only constituted
the Light Brahma class ; in this Mr, Haines and Mr, Lingwood
were the winners, closely pressed, however, by at least a half

dozen pens ; the whole class being in admirable condition and
of first-rate quality, Messrs. Sidgwick and Crabtree came to
the front in a general Cochin class, open to all varieties, whether
White, Buff, or Partridge. Mr. Sidgwick was first witb Partridge-
feathered ; and Mr. Crabtree, with Mr, Tomlinson close on his
heels, was second. Fifteen pens of Houdans proved a very good
class, all fair pens, and most of them singularly so ; and here
Mr. Wood was successful in both instances, keeping the pre-
miums in the immediate neighbourhood. The same gentleman
took both the other prizes for French fowls with Cruve-Creurs.
Some of the best Dorkings shown this year were at Uttoxeter.
Mrs. Arkwright being the monopolist of both prizes, but win-
ning against many excellent chickens of younger date, and there-
fore not nearly so matured.
In Game fowls the Duke of Sutherland was first with the best

pen of Black Eeds we have seen this year, though but only
recently dubbed ; the second being a pen of Brown Eeds, show-
ing much quality also, but wanting age for the show pen. Only
three pens of Spanish were enttrel, all good, but not quite so

smooth in the face as is desirable. Hamburghs were admirable,
the Duke of Sutherland exhibiting strongly, and mostly with
success, but with specimens that will not be at their best for

perchance two months hence. Among the other most notable

pens we must allude most favourably to the Rev. A, G, Brooke's
Malays. They were Black-breasted ones, in grand condition,
and abounding in Malay characteristics. Bantams were not,

with the exception of the winning pens, at all equal to the
former classes ; but in speaking of the Duck class, open to

Eouen and Aylesburys only, it is almost impossible to imagine
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better than the four principal pens proved themselves to be.

Bouens of specially good feather took precedence, but not with-

out uncomfortable pressure from three pens of Aylosburys of

the best type; all three pens were so perfect as to all but insure

a dead heat. A fine day gave great success to the whole pro-

ceedings.
CHICKENS.

BsinMiS.—Darfc—I.Horace Lin^wood. 2. T. F. AnsJell. /ic, T. H. Water-

man ; T. t'. ADsJeU; H. Ohuwnor. c, E. PritcUard ; W. H. Crewe; Mra. E.

Wilkinaon; R. B. Wood; J. Watts. ^ ,. , .
,

BRAHMis—ii(;/i(.— I. e. Haiuos. 2, Horace Lmgwooil. he, E. Kendnck,
jun. : M. Christopher; J. Benton; Mra. F. Cheshire; H. Chawner, jun. ; t.

Coo'hin-'ohinas.— ir;ii(f, Biitr. orPartridoe-l. C. Sidgivick. 2, W. H. Crabtree,

;ic, C. Sidjnvick; H. roiiilina.iii. c, Rev. R. Filden.

HonoANB.— 1 and 2, R. B. VV.iod. he, G. W. Hibbert ; G. D. Harrison ;
K. B.

Wood ; \V. Drmg. t', U. D. Harrison.
Cbeve-Ciede, Li FI.ECIIE, OB Beeda.—1 and 2, R. B. Wood (Orcve-Coeiirs).

c, W. Dtina (Creve-Ccenrs). ,, ,,
DoKEiNoa.-l and 2, Mrs. Arkwright. he, E. Cheeseman ; M. Murray, c.

Rev. — Bartruin. _ , ., «,
Game.— 1, Duke of Sntherland. 2, G. BcnUey. he, T. P. Lyon ; C. Minors,

c, E. Bell ; J. Lane.
Si'ANisn.— 1. G. H. Chiloott. 2, E. Winwood. , _, ^
HitlinaKaua.—aohiorSih'cr-ilim"gled.—l,J. Long. 2, T.May. 715, J. Ward;

Duke of Sutherland, c, J. Slater.
, , , , t

Hamoorohs —Oold or ijilnerpemiUed.—l and 2, Duke of Sutherland, he, J.

Any' other Variety.—1, Rev. A. G. Brooke (Malay). 2. Duke of Sutherland

(Black HamburgQ). he, E. Kendrick. jun. (Black Cochin); L. Nash (Black

Coellin); T. Buulton (Black Hamburgh).
ADULTS.

Any Variety.-1, W. Cntlack, jun. (Cruve-Oiour). 2, J. Long (Silver Poland).

3, R. B. Wood Cn-ve-Co-ur) 4, J. Watts (Brahmas). c, E. Winwood.
Bantams.—Oii»ie.—l, J. Mayor. 2, A. Ashley, he, — Baskerville (2) ; Duke of

Sutherland; A.Smith.
Bantams.—/Im/ variety exeept Game.—I, W. H. Robinson (Black). 2, A. Ashley

(Sebright), he, F. Holbrook (White-booted); R. H. Asbton (Black).

CoTTAUERS' Class.— .4/11/ variety. ~1, J. Lane (Black Red). 2, W. cope
(Golden spangled llamburgbs). 3, I. Gould (Cuckoo Dorkings).
DucEi—fiou'^'i or Jy(t;s)jHry.—l, Duke o. Sutherland. 2, J. Hedges. )tc. H.

Chawner; W. H. Crewe.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the

Judge.

UNITINa SWARMS.
All earnest writers on subjects of bee history and manage-

ment, find that their own productions are defective and incom-
plete. Their ability is not equal to the work in hand. Some
things are forgotten ; some things are not thoroughly under-

stood ; and others well understood are not stated clearly enough
for a great number of writers. I suppose all human efforts

are marked by imperfection. The straightest line ever drawn
by man is somewhat crooked under the scrutiny of the mi-
croscope.
Information was lately sought and given on driving and

uniting bees. More inquiries on the same subjects are to

hand. Every week we are receiving evidence of great and
enlightened progress made in bee-keeping throughout the

country. This morning a letter of thanks has been received

from a bee-keeper at Tiverton, near Bath. He says, "In driving

my bees according to your instruction I have succeeded better

than I expected. From the hive I mentioned I have obtained

nearly 40 lbs. of honey ; there was but little brood in it. I have
driven another hive with about the same results. These swarms
are fed with a pound or more of syrup every day. The idea of

driving bees is a novel one in this neighbourliood. Old bee-

keepers say the bees will not survive the winter, but I am
sanguine as to the result." The same post delivered another

letter from a village in Banffshire, askiug for a market for

honey. The writer says he has " turned out some swarms and
found their hives quite full of honey. Had I corne across your
instructions sooner more money would have been in my pocket.

I can now apprehend what large hives and large swarms mean,
I assure you. In the paths of apicirlture you have many followers

in this part of the country, and this year we have had extraordi-

nary success."
In answer to the questions of "R. E.H.," we have to say that

after a swarm has been driven into an empty hive, they are not
driven in like manner " into another inhabited hive." They
are cast or thrown in at one stroke. If done as described last

week there will be no fighting. One of the queens will be killed

and cast out. If one of the queens is too old for keeping, it is

wise to kill her before the union takes place ; thus the younger
one will be preserved amongst the united bees. In cases where
stocks cannot be brought together and united, " R. E. H." asks,
*' What is to be done to overcome the tendency of bees to return
to their former stand, aud there lose their lives ? " Last week
we said there was but little risk or danger if all the hives were
removed at the time of union from their former position ; but
suppose all hives cannot be removed, how can the bees of a
honey hive be preserved ?

1 2 3 < 5 C

O O O O O O
Let us say that we wish to take the honey from No. 5, and put

its bees into 1 and 3. Can this be done safely ? No, the bees
woiLld go back to their old position, and probably be killed at

the doors of 4 and 6. In such a case we drive the beea out of

No. 2, and unite them to 1 and 3 ; then the bees of No. 5 are

driven and cast into No. 2, which takes the place of No. 5. Thus
by a very simple process we get the hive of honey, and strengthen
1 and 3 with bees without the loss of life.

After all that can be said aud taught, much must be left to the

ingenuity of the bee-keepiug community. The Scottish bee-

keepers, as a whole, need but little stimulus and instruction now.
A little more experience aud practice will convince them that

they are in the vanguard of the apiarian army. The little

leaven that is now working among the rural population of Eng-
land will by-and-by leaven the whole. Put large hives into the

hands of the cottagers of England, and these will put a large

revenue into their pockets. The U s. d. gained go a long way to

clear off the fogs and widen the landscape. Large hives and
good management go nearly hand-in-hand, though they gene-

rally stand in the relation of parent to child. The question of

finance in bee-keeping, as in farming and market-gardening, is

the most up-lifting and successful.—A. Pettigbew.

BEE PHENOMENON.
In the beginning of July Mr. Boulton, a tradesman of Ulver-

ston. North Lancashire, called my attention to a hive of bees,

pure Ligurians, in which were two young queens working
together, and requested me to send particulars to the leading

bee journals. So far no parallel case has been published, and I

now append you a further history of the hive.

The bees were a last- year's swarm, and were enclosed in one
of Woodbury's bar hives. All went well until the spring, the

swarm being a very strong one ; later on, however, it was noticed

that the swarm was not doing well, aud it was believed that the

queen was dead. This belief led to an examination about the

middle of June, aud a queen's cell was discovered, and a young
queen was seen amongst the bees. There was no worker brood

in the hive, but a little drone brood was noticed. On the 28th of

June Mr. Boulton was in his garden with several bee-keepers,

friends of his, when he opened the hive to see how the young
queen was progressing. The first bar was full of brood on each

side, and had on it a young queen ; the next was empty, but the

third also was full, and had likewiee a young queen. They con-

tinued on their separate bars for about a week, and on the 3rd of

July another examination showed them to be on the same bar,

but on opposite sides. A week later and they were found on the

same side of the bar, distant only an inch from each other, and
in the midst of the bees, working together in apparent concord.

More recent examinations have shown them in diiierent positions

in the hive, sometimes on one bar, sometimes on separate ones.

The broods from each were of the same age and in the same
state, showing that both had commenced laying at the same
ticne. One queen was a small one, and the colour not so good ; the

other was large, and of a beautiful yellow. During August several

examinations were made, but the smaller queen has not been

seen ; but as examination was very difficult, owing to the fulness

of the hive, it was hoped that she might turn up. A thorough

search was made on Monday week, but the result was a failure,

and she has evidently been killed.

The theory of bee-keepers here is, that in consequence of the

loss of the old queen the bees had proceeded to hatch two young
ones, and seeing the weakness of the hive, had allowed both to

live until the hive was replenished and strong enough to do with
one, as it is now, for they are making honey fast. Mr. Boulton'a

friends wished him to divide the hive into two, but he firmly

refused, being anxious to see the result.

—

Beta.

THE PLURALITY OF QUEENS IN A HIVE.
ToDR correspondent Mr. B oulton's having two fertilised queens

working harmoniously together in one hive is so singularly

exceptional that no satisfactory explanation can be given of it.

If the witnesses were competent, who dares question their

evidence ? We were told that many apiarians saw both queens

at work in the hive at the same time. This phenomenon is of a

remarkable character. I shall be glad to hear again of Mr.

Boulton'a hive, aud whether both queens are still ahve, fori
have never found bees that would permit two queens to live in

their hive ; and, moreover, I have never known two fertilised

queens live long together. My experience is pretty extensive,

comprising the hatching of thousands of queens and unions of

swarms. In every case one queen only has been kept in a hive,

and one queen is, by reason of her fertility, as good as twenty.

An apiarian in our neighbourhood has now two swarms m a

large box, separated by perforated zinc. The experiment is

made to find out whether both swarms will work harmoniously

together in filling one super over both. Doubtless the swarms

will become one, and work as one in filling the super. But will

both queens be permitted to reign jointly or separately ? When
the experiment in question was first mooted, I predicted that

one of the queens would be destroyed. About a fortmght ago I

was told that one of the queens was found alive in front of the
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hive, and was again put into one of the compartments of the box.
By-and-by we may hear whether both queens are alive or not.
In Mr. Boulton'a hive there is no partition separating the queens
and communities. In his hive the old queen died, or was lost.

Two young ones were seen to leave their cells. All this is

natural and usual ; but why both were permitted to remain
together is the marvel. Old queens in their dotage are invariably
cast out of their hives before their successors are hatched. I

have never known it otherwise, and in the swarming season I
have never known young queens perfected at the time of the old
ones leaving their hives with first swarma. If the weather be
unfavourable for swarming, the youog queens are torn out of

their cells a few days before they are matured. If the weather
become more propitious, eggs are again set in royal ctiUs before
the swarms leave. When the young queens come to perfection,
the well-known sounds of piping may be heard. Sometimes two
queens go with the second swarms, and sometimes four or five

more are left in the mother hives ; but all are destroyed but one.
This is the usual order of events, and I have all through life

considered that the laws of a bee hive in this matter are as un-
alterable as the laws of the Medea and Persians. The queens in
Mr. Boultou's hive are Ligurians.—A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
^ Pipped Brahma Cock (J. D. JS.).—The poultry-keeper ia quite right ; the
homy substance at the tip of the tongue should be removed, and nothing
does it so effeor.ually as the thumb nail. All fowls do not require it, but
vbere it is necessary it should be done promptly.

Breeding Dark Brahmas (Amateur).—You may go on one year breeding
from tbe two hens, and the best of the cucks you had from the three pur-
chased birds. You must keep them strictly by them«elves. We do not be-
lieve io strains any more than in men that measure 6 feet 3 inches When
you have examined the prize pen at Birmingbam, and are determiuod to have
some of the samo blood, UHUally you will be astonished at the difference be-

tween the birds you saw and those you bought. The breeders ot tirst-orize

birds buy the best specimens they can find wherever they see them. They
breed a great many, and show their beat, but it is " midsummer madness " to
fanry they are anythiog like the average of the yard. Tho celebrated Lord
Kivers was asked once the secret of his having so many good greyhounds, his
answer was, " I breed well and hand w^^l J " ^^^ ^o we advise you to bide your
time, to keep the two hens and the two best pullets you have bred in a state
of single biesselness until you meet with a cock to youi- mind at some of the
great shows. A good horse is never a bad colour, and tho cock posseising all

the attributes you seek cannot be un&t for your purpose.

Po0TEEis' Legs Paralvsed (Idem).—Thero is no cure for paralysis in a
Pigeon when it is thoroughly developed, but if the case be a curable one the
treatment is repeated doses of castor oil. Each d^se a tea^pjonful.

Breeding Bqff Cochins (B. B.).—You can hardly expect much sacceasif
you breed from the old bird. You say he is small ; his progeny will not be
large, and size is an important thing in Cochin Chinas. If you object to buy,
put the old bird with the pullets, and a cockerel with the hens. Hatch as
early as you can, and feed well from the first.

Crook Show.—Mr. W. J. Frank informs us that he took the first prize in
the Brahma class.

Rochdale Poultry Show.—Mr. J. H. Pickles informs ns that he received
the second prize in the Brahma cockerel class.

Book on Homing Pigfons, &c. (A. K. C).—The only work we know is

"The Homing or Carrier Pigeon," publisbed by Routledi^e, price Is. We do
not know where traps for letting the birds in and out of a loft caa be procured.
Perhaps some reader may be able to give the required information.

Hive upon Hive ( IT. E. M.).—The bees in your top hive should be diiven
out and put into the nadir or hive under it. The great bulk of the honey
will be found in the upper hive. If the nadir has not honey enough in it for
winter let it be fed at once, and probably auother batch of brood wih be ob-
tained, making it strong in bees for another year. If the upper hive contains
broud about one-fourth of tbe bees could be left to hatch it, but the queen
should go ioto the bottom hive. We advise you to put all into the nadir, and
take the honey now.

Uniting Bees (A Bee-keeper).—You inform us that by shaking a swarm
on a cloth, and placing a hive of bees on two sticks over the bees, you failed

to unite them; that one of the swarms killed the other. We have to inform
you that you will probably fail a second time if you make an attempt in tde
game way. If you had shaken both swarms on tbe cloth, and let all creep
together into one hive, you would likely have succeeded; but this is notour
mode of uniting swarms. The hive to receive tbe swarm is first fed by
Bpriukliog minted syrup amongst its combs and bees. In about twenty
minutes after this is done the swarm of bees to be adied to it is cast or
thrown in amongst the rest, sprinkled over with the scented syrup, and
placed on its board. Properly done, this is an infallible way of uniting
swarms. We could undertake to unite one thousand swarms of bees in this
fashion without once failing. In your attempt you did uothmg to prevent
the bees from knowing and killing strangers. It ia always well to leave
nothing to cbaoce.

Various (B B.).^Turn up your hives and examine their combs; yon would
learn m )re from one look thaa from our answers to yuui- fpiest-ions. You ask,
" Do queeus lay eggs and bees hatch brood alt through the winter?" No.
Queens cease to lay in autumn. An esamioation will let you know when the
brood IS all hatched. Brood combs do not hang separate from honeycomb,
hut ttio brojd is usually in the ceatre of the hive, aud is easily disiiogulshed
from r.be honeycomb, which is usually above and around the brood comba.
Xhe lids over brood cells are convex, those over honey cells concave, alto^,'etber

differeut in appearance. In answei' to your first question we have to f-ay that
usually there is no brood in a hive three weeki after it has Kwarmed, and
during autumn and winter. Honey can be taken from a hive before ics brood
is all iiatchod.

Shaxj. Bird (J. Thompson).—Yoor description agrees with that of the
Redpole Lionet, FringiUa Linaria. Its song is clear and loud. There Is a

very pleasing account of it and its habits in Magillivray's " British Birds, *

and in Brent's " Song Birds," which you can have by post from our office if

you enclose twenty postage stamps with your full address.

Damson Wine (J. C.i.—Put 2 J lbs. of sugar to every gallon of water, boil

and skim it for two hours, and to" each gallon add 5 lbs. of stoned damsons;
boil these till the liquor is of a fine red colour, strain it through a sieve, and
ferment it in an opeu vessel for four days. On pouring it off from the lees

clean the vessel, and put in the liquor to finish the fermentation ; close it

well for six or eight months, and when fine bottle it off.

Minted Syrup \B. B.).—Minted syrup is sugar and water strongly scented
with mint. Grated nutmeg is quite as efficacious as mint in the syrup.

Berkshire Pigs 'Dairy Farmer).—It requires a practised eye to dis-

tinguish which "ata?Z points is the best." The Berkshire pig is usually of

a tawny white or rufous-brown colour, spotted with black or brown; head
well placed ; large ears, yenerally standing forward, though sometimes hang-
ing over the eyes ; body thick, close, and well made ; legs phort, small in the
bone: coat rough and cuily, wearing the appearance of indicating hoth skin
and flesh of a cuarse quality. Such, however, ia not the case, for they have
a disposition to fatten quickly ; nothing can be finer than the bacon, and tho
animals attain to a veiy great bize, averaging from 51) to 6(J stone, although
they have not uncommonly reached to the prodigious weight of 100 stone and
upwards.

METEOROLOaiOAL OBSERVATIONS,
Cauden Square, Londom.

Lat. 51" 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0" 8' 0" W. ; Altituae 111 feet.

Date.
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manure, such as a spent liotbed affords, and in thia the Cab-
bages are planted. Lettuce and other salad plants are treated

in a similar way. Peas and Beans are sown upon trenches
filled with dung as for Celery, and similar trenches are pre-
pared for Jerusalem Artichokes.

If it were necessary many other similar details might be
adduced, but I think enough has been stated to illustrate the
contrast with suflicieut force and clearness, and to show how
greatly one garden may differ from another, and therefore how
it is possible for two gardens of equal size and presenting a
very similar appearance to require a diametrically opposite

mode of treatment, a greater or lesser number of men, more
or less seeds and manure, and consequently a very different

expenditure, to obtain equal results. The foregoing example
of a poor soil is undoubtedly an extraordinary one, such as is

very rarely to be met with ; but there are many gardens where
diflicultiea of a similar, though modified, nature exist, and
which are only to be overcome by a proportionate allowance of

each of my three grand powers. It is surprising to find new
gardens being constantly made without any care or provision

for a supply of water, and yet it is an acknowledged fact that
in the majority of summers the success of many of our most
important crops depends almost entirely upon its constant use.

Now this is what the culture of good vegetables amounts to :

Get your land into good culture and keep it so. Follow a

regular method of cropping, but let it be an elastic one—that
is, not ruled so strictly by certain dates as by the peculiarities

of the seasons. In providing seeds, always allow a margin
for failures, just as in calculating the quantity of vegetables
that will be required, you allow a certain surplus for visitors

and dinner parties. Never allow vegetables to sustain any
check, particularly from drought, but always strive to maintain
a vigorous growth from the sprouting of the seed till the crop
is fit for use ; to which end there must be a soil that is well

drained, sweetened by exposure to the air, especially iu winter,
containing plenty of rich manure, well watered, and with the
surface frequently stirred and opened -up with hoes and forks.

Let your tools be light, strong, and in good working order;
and lastly, death to the weeds.

—

Edward Ldckhurst.

POINSETTIA PULCHERBIMA CULTURE.
DuEiNo the winter a lack of bloom in the conservatory

and other glass structures is too frequent, yet this might
to a certain extent be obviated by a little more forethought
on the part of the gardener. Again, where sufficient bloom
exists, there is too often such a sameness of colour in the
arrangement that a feeling of disappointment instead of

pleasure is apt to take possession of the mind of the observer.
To obviate tljis, I advise a few dozen Poinsettias being grown.
No plant at that season excels it for table ornament, con-
servatoi-y decoration, or for the manipulation of the bouquetist,
to whom its brilliant crimson bracts are invaluable.
The plant may be grown in a greenhouse temperature, but

to secure an abundance of vivid green foliage, and heads vary-
ing in diameter from 15 to 20 inches, I advise the following
mode of culture to be adopted :—As soon as the plants have
finished flowering they should be removed into a late vinery
or other suitable place, and be gradually dried-off in order to
cause their wood to ripen. This will have taken place by the
end of March or beginning of April, when they must be cut-
back to two or three eyes. The eyes on those shoots removed
should be cut off and be inserted singly in the centres of
thumb-pots, crocked and filled with a compost of peat, leaf

mould, loam, and sharp sand in equal quantities. They
should be plunged in a bottom heat of 70° Fahr., and in the
course of a month or six weeks they will strike root. As soon
as this ha^ taken place they must be repotted into 4-inch pots
in a mixture of peat, loam, and well-rotted sheep or deer dung
in equal quantities. A few handfuls of powdered charcoal
should also be added to the compost, and it will be found that
crocking the pots with lumps of the same material will tend to

promote a brilliantly green foliage. They should be placed iu
a pit or frame as near to the glass as possible, and on a firm
bottom of cinder ashes ; and a day temperature of 65' or 70°

must be maintained. A little air should be admitted on
favourable opportunities, but on no account must the plants
be subjected to draughts, which in nine cases out of ten are
the cause of their leaves turning yellow and falling off. They
should also be slightly syringed overhead every evening, pre-
vious to leaving them for the night, with water from which the
chill has been taken off.

By the end of August it will be found that the roots touch
the sides of the pots, and the plants will then require another
shift. This time they should be placed in 6-inch pots and iu
a similar compost, and they may be again set in their old
quarters, the pit or frame.
From the first they must be kept well supplied with water

at the root, and as I have previously mentioned, their fohage
all through the growing period should be slightly syringed
every evening with chilled water. As soon as they are esta-
blished in the latter pots they should be watered solely with
liquid manure made from sheep or deer dung, with the ad-
dition of a little soot. At the end of September they should
be removed into a span-roofed house if possible, where a mini-
mum day temperature of 70' is maintained. The Cucumber
or Melon house might be made convenient for them. From
this period they will not require syringing overhead, but a
moist temperature should be secured them by keeping the
evaporating pans filled with water, and by occasionally damp-
ing the floor and walls of the house. Eyes struck and treated
in the above manner form excellent objects for table and other
ornament; but they will not, of course, form such large speci-

mens as the parent plants, to which I will now turn my
attention.

The plants on being cut down should be watered but very
sparingly until they have commenced to break. As soon as
this has taken place the old soil should be carefully shaken
from the roots, and they should be potted-back—that is, be
placed in pots a size or two less than those in which they were
formerly growing, and in a similar compost to that recom-
mended above for striking the eyes. They may be placed
along with the former, and as soon as the roots touch the sides

of the pots they must be again repotted. This time a similar

compost to that recommended for the eyes after they have
struck root should be used, and if a few extra large specimens
be desired at this period, two or more plants may be placed ia
a pot together. As soon as they have become established iu
these pots their tops should be nipped-off, which will cause
them to throw out lateral shoots. T'he tops may be made use
of as cuttings, and will form nice little plants by the end of

the yeir. The plants should now be staked, care being taken
to slightly bend the strongest and most robust shoots in order
to divert the sap to those of less maguitude. Similar attention

to watering, &a., to that recommended for young plants must
also be paid them, and the result will be all that can reason-
ably ba desired.

—

Edward Freeman, The Gardens, Blundeaton
Lodge, Loifestoft.

THE PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.
Believing, as I do, that the ultimate success of the Pelar-

gonium Society, so auspiciously inaugurated at South Kensing-
ton on the '2ud inst., will depend upon the support and
encouragement it receives at its outset, I shall be excused for

earnestly appealing for the immediate co-operation of all inter-

ested in its welfare. First, to my brother workers for the im-
provement of the Zonal Pelargonium, for whom it is hoped by
the Society's promoters that it may constitute a bond of union
between us, and be the medium of introduction to the goodly
fellowship of kindred spirits, as well as the means of affording

mutual assistance in carrying out our undertaking, and to

whom perhaps the Society may be considered more especially

to belong. I appeal also to horticulturists generally, be they
amateurs or professional. Pelargonium growers or not, for aid

and support ; begging of all to bear in mind that horticulture,

whether regarded and esteemed as a science, or its popularity

desired commercially, its success and advancement will mainly
depend upon the improvement of our fruits and flowers, and
upon union amongst ourselves.

Having urged upon my friends the necessity for their aid, I

will pass on to consider the best means of developirig the
Society, and forwarding the object it has in view.

The first step the Society deemed it expedient to take was to

offer the highest amount of prizes its means (at present) ad-

mitted, as supplementary to those offered by the Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society for Zonal Pelargoniums at their Show to be

held in July, 1875 ; considering that by offering some Uberal

prizes in addition to theirs, a large and well-grown oolleotion

of all the best varieties would be secured.

If the prizes offered produce what the Society has a right to

expect, the raisers of novelties would be enabled to compare
notes, to profit by experience, and probably be stimulated to

increased exertions ; while the public would be afforded an
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opportunity of forming a correct estimate of the value of Zonal

Pelargoniums for conservatory decoration. The display on the

last occasion, with the exception of the collections that com-

peted for Mr. Pearson's prize, was most miserable in all the

flowering sections, and there could not perhaps bo a better

argument in favour of this new Society.

Nothing would tend more, iu my opinion, to render the

Zonal Pelargonium popular than to show the public the

wonderful progress that has been made within the last few

years in this tribe of plants by an exhibition of well-growu

specimens of the newest and best varieties. The flowers of

the Zonal section have attained to such a state of perfection

as to challenge the criticism of the florists, and the Nosegay
Tarieties produce such gorgeous trusses, that they require only

to be seen to be appreciated.

I quite agree with the remarks made by Dr. Masters at the

meeting, that the Zonal sectiou of the Pelargonium family is

not the only one that might with advantage be improved, and
to which encouragement should be afforded ; for, with him,

I beheve that much could be done with the Cape species,

amongst which there are the greatest variety and brilliancy of

colour. Moreover, I see no reason why the size of the petals

of the Cape species should not be increased.

I am of opinion that it is to these varieties of the Cape
species that we shall have to look for our future bedders, for

the large and perfect flowers of the florists' class of Zonals are

not adapted for bedding purposes, and Mr. Pearson and Mr.

Frank Miles, who is close upon Mr. Pearson's heels, are work-

ing such wonders in the Nosegay section, that it also is be-

coming too good for the purpose ; iu fact, it is a positive

sacrilege to expose such lovely trusses of flowers as I saw in

the house at Chiswick upon a variety named Mrs. Turner to

the butt'ets of our ungenial clime. Compare also many of

Mr. Pearson's other varieties that are in the beds, and flower-

ing in the house too, and I think all will agree with me that

they ai'e magnificent for conservatory decoration, but that his

industry has lifted them beyond their bedding era, and that

the time has arrived for other species to be cultivated to supply

their places.

When going over the beds at Chiswick a few days since, one

of the most experienced of the Floral Committee remarked
that he knew of no variety so effective as a bedder as Indian

Yellow. I quote this remark as bearing out my opinion, that

it is not the size of the truss, or of the individual flower, but

rather the smallness of both, provided there is floriferousness,

that makes the best bedders.

I strongly urged at our inauguration meeting against the

title of our Society being restrictive, hopiug that its funds

might some day admit of oft'ering encouragement for the im-

provement of all the sections and species of the Pelargonium
family.

There are many matters connected with our subject that

might be taken in hand by the Society with advantage. The
classification of the Zonals, so-called, requires rectification;

for under the present improved state of the Nosegay section it

is almost impossible to decide upon a line of demarcation,

causing frequent difficulty to the judges at exhibitions. The
nomenclature of all the sections, too, is most unscientific, if

not absurd; for instance, "Zonal," applied to plants without

a zone. As for the term " Nosegay," it is positively ridiculous !

The " large-floweruig " varieties are now not much larger

than our scarlets. "Fancies" suggest the question, Whose
fancies ? " French " to some varieties raised in England.
Surely there is room for improvement here as much as iu our

flowers.

At our first meeting I broached a matter relative to the

cultivation of the Zonals at Chiswick, which I consider one of

much importance—viz., a proposition that all new varieties

should for the first season be cultivated in pots under glass
;

so that, standing side by side, the new varieties could be

readily compared one with another, aud with all the best of

the older varieties which would be under cultivation in the

same house. These old varieties much require sorting and
sifting this autumn, so that the inferior varieties might be

thrown out and cancelled from the lists. By the adoption of

this permanent exhibition, a much surer judgment could be

formed of the value of new varieties, aud the plants, more-
over, would be in a better condition, instead of, as is too fre-

quently the case, partially denuded of their petals by the
shaking of a long journey. The following season they would,
of course, be bedded-out, and thus an opinion could be given

of their qualifications in both capacities.

These trials, too, would afford ample opportunities for all

concerned in their circulation to make their notes, and amend
their lists, and prepare themselves for purchasing and propa-
gating prudently. I would suggest that our annual meetings
should be held at Chiswick the day following the Pelargonium
Show at South Kensington. We should be on the spot to
discuss the novelties, and, from the experience of the previous
day, in the best possible position to arrange the prizes and
other matters for the following year. — John Denny, Stoke
Ncwington.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES HORTICULTUBAL
EXHIBITION : A RETROSPECT.

There is oftentimes a good deal of benefit to be derived
from a retrospect. I propose to indulge iu one, and to make
an attempt to render it beneficial to all who are engaged in
the conduct and management of horticultural exhibitions iu

general, by telling something about the events of the exhibition
week at Birmingham in July last, and some of the lessons I

learnt from them.
Mr. Quilter adventured on a bold experiment when he

decided to set aside a sufficient sum of money to cover the
expenses of an exhibition, such as that recently held at the
Lower Grounds, where the prizes were £1200, aud the other
disbursements on an equally large scale. It was, however, a
very proper experiment to make, though I am afraid, from
what I have heard, Mr. Quilter's enterprise has not yielded
him any pecuniary profit. Be that as it may, he has won
golden opinions as to his pluck, energy, and perseverance, and
time will, I trust, show that he has increased the number of

his many friends among the leading exhibitors. In his anxiety
to make arrangements for the comfort and convenience of

horticulturists he somewhat overburdened himself, and under-
took rather more than it was possible to perform with a staff

rather lacking in organisation. However, of one thing we may
be well assured—the lessons then learned will not be forgotten
when the next show day comes round; and I feel sanguine
that the Lower Grounds Exhibition will eventually be among
the best managed anywhere.
One of the chief lessons which I learned at this Exhibition

was, that for the successful conduct of an exhibition it is ab-

solutely necessary that there should be a single central au-
thority with power to settle all disputed points, and to do
whatever iu the exigencies of the moment may be found to be
necessary.

Were I asked to settle what the organisation of an extensive

horticultural exhibition should be, I should propound some
such scheme as this :

—

1. A general manager with absolute power.
2. A sufficient number of competent assistants.

The duties of the general manager would be similar to those
of a general commanding an army. The duties of the assistants
would be to carry out the orders of their chief.

The assistants would be more or less numerous in proportion
to the extent and variety of the exhibition. They should
consist (1) of an efficient clear-headed secretary, with a staff

of well-trained clerks, whose duties on the show day would
consist iu distributing the show cards to the exhibitors, making-
out the prize cards, preparing the list of awards, &c. (2.) There
should also be as many messengers as there are sets of judges,
to wait upon them aud carry their awards to the secretary,

ttc. (3.) A foreman for every tent, who would be captain
of the men told-off to do the executive work in that tent.

(4 ) Men to do the necessary manual labour under the di-

rections of the foreman. Each foreman should have a list of

the entries for his tent, aud be thoroughly familiar with them

;

and as the exhibitors come in he should as speedily as possible

ascertain from them how far their exhibits will be in accord-
ance with their entries. He should have previously marked-
off in a legible manner the spaces assigned to the several ex-

hibitors, so that without delay the exhibits may be placed in

the positions reserved for them. Under no circumstances
should the foreman leave the tent under his charge until

everything is ship-shape. His assistants should be engaged
only in such duties as he allots them, and not, as is usual, be
sent hither aud thither by a dozen masters.
The general manager, with such a staff of subordinates as I

have described, limited to a definite work in a certain place,

would find his arduous duties made comparatively light.

Passing from tent to tent he would ascertain readily the state

of affairs, and would perceive at once where supplementary
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instractiona or variations from his programme were needed.
Being freed from executive duties, bis mind would be at liberty

to deal promptly and coolly with the multitudinous questions
constantly arising on such occasions, and so delay, incon-
venience, and vexation would be to a very large extent pre-
vented, and hitches rendered almost impossible.
We will suppose the exhibits all staged ready for the judges,

and the tents cleared of everyone but the foremen and their
assistants. The judges wiU now enter on the scene of their
labours, and the first thing they will do will be to confer with
the foreman and ascertain from him what absentees there are,
conforming their list of entries to the actual exhibits. Every
judge will at once perceive the value of this step. They will
then set about their work attended by their messenger, who, as
the awards are made, will convey them to the secretary, bring-
ing back to the foreman the prize cards, which he and no one
else should alEx in their proper places. Meanwhile, however,
the foreman wUl have run his eye over the exhibits, and as
there will certainly be plots of unoccupied space, his next work
will be to decide how they are to be dealt with, for dealt with
they must be before the public are admitted if an effective
exhibition is to be produced. A competent man will soon
decide what must be done. His attendants will now be busily
occupied in carrying out his instructions. If the tent is

sparsely occupied their labours will be heavy, for they will
have to delude the eyes of the spectators so that they may
not be aware of anything wanting. How this may be done
will depend on so many circumstances that want of time and
space prevents my entering in detail on the subject, but those
who have had experience will readily understand all that might
be said about it.

The general manager by this time will have gone the round
of the tents ; he will have detected all the weak places ; he will

have ascertained what changes in the arrangements must be
made to meet the exigencies of the hour ; he wiU have given
his foremen their orders, and they with their assistants will

rapidly carry them out, so that as the hour for opening arrives
the feast will be duly set ; everything will be in order ; all the
machinery by means of which the effect has been produced will
be pushed away into the background, and a delighted assem-
blage of spectators will throng the tents, and warmly express
their admiration of everything and everybody.
But it was not quite thus at Aston. There were two if not

three managers, all of them competent men, and all sadly over-
worked in consequence of the absence of proper organisation,
and a sufficient staff of assistants rigidly kept to do what might
be required of them, and so a good deal of work was done, and
had to be undone, and much that might have been done was
left untouched. This, however, will not, in all probability,
occur again, for Mr. Qailter was painfully aware of the de-
fective arrangements, and will be sure to prevent a repetition.
But it is not only at the Aston Show that confusion and over-
worked managers are to be met with, or I should not have
offered the foregoing suggestions. So far as my experience
goes they are to be found at most of our shows, and especially
at onr more extensive ones.

There was onevery pleasant feature of the Aston Show which
I should like to put prominently before the readers of the
Journal, because it seems to me to be a step in the right
direction, and one which may be wisely followed elsewhere,
and especially at the provincial exhibitions of the Boyal Hor-
ticultural Society. The judges' luncheon was provided as
customary, but on the evening of the first day of the Show
there was a dinner at which judges, managers, the press, <S:o.,

met together, and which was presided over by Mr. Quilter.
The labours of a busy day were ended, the cool of the evening
had arrived, it was but meet that after labour should come
refreshment ; and in a pleasant room some twenty persons, not
a few of them leaders in the horticultural world, assembled
together to enjoy a bounteous repast and indulge in pleasant
talk. I have taken part in many pleasant gatherings, but the
evening of July 7, 1874, stands out in my memory as one of
the most pleasant of the number. The company was indeed a
congenial one ; they were everyone backbone horticulturists,
professional or amateur. After the usual demonstrations of
loyalty and success to the Midland Counties Horticultural So-
ciety had been drunk, there came other toasts which afforded
apt speakers a rare chance for doing justice to pleasant themes.
It is no intention of mine to mention names, but I cannot
omit to record what pleasantries were indulged in by him
who proposed the horticultural world in the fanciful toast of

"Spades, Hoes, andrropjgating Houses,'' nor the earnest and

touching manner in which he who spoke for his brethren re-

sponded; the horticultural press, too, was warmly proposed,
and representatives of three of the journals spoke from the
heart how much they felt the manner in which their labours
were appreciated. A very pretty toast was proposed—" Pansies
and Daisies," and associated with it was the name of him
to whom the world is indebted for that pleasantest of hor-
ticultural pursuits, spring gardening. The speaker who pro-
posed this toast told for the edification of the company how
spring gardening commenced at Cliveden, and, extensively

followed at the Lower Grounds and elsewhere, was influencing
the little garden plots at back and front of Uttle cottage homes
and artisans' humble dwellings round Birmingham and the
surrounding districts ; how dreary mangy spots had been made
bright and cheery with hardy spring flowers ; and how working
men were spending their leisure, not in the publiohouse but in

their tiny gardens. AU honour, then, to him who had done
so much for his fellows by means of Pansies and Daisies.

Surely man was never prouder, or happier, or more overcome
than he whom his friends applauded to the very echo. This
is but a brief and meagre outline of a most enjoyable evening,

the proceedings of which wUl Live long in the memories of

those who were fortunate enough to take part in it.

Surely such meetings as these bind man to man. Gardeners,
men of literature, nurserymen, amateurs here met on common
ground, thoughts and feelings were interchanged, pleasant me-
mories were stored up, renewed strength was imparted to oid
friendships, new friendships were started into being, and every-

one returned to his home all the better for the social inter-

course which Mr. QuUter's hospitality had made possible and
brought about.

—

Philanthes.

KOSE-GKOWING AND EOSE-SHOWING.
I THINK it was a great pity Mr. A. Paul should have written

so long a letter, when he might have summed it all up in one
sentence—" Don't buy your Roses at Cheshunt, but buy them
at our nursery." I have seldom read a more unfair or untrue
production : unfau', because it is an attempt to disparage cer-

tain growers m the trade because they are exhibitors, and un-
true because he ought to know that the Roses which fill the
exhibition table are not from those plants which are offered

for sale, but from maiden plants, which will not leave the
nursery for another year. I have seen both the nurseries,

and can tell the Eose-loving pubUc that they are both equally

goad.

I presume Mr. A. Paul is a young man ; if so, he had better

tarry awhile ere he put pen to paper again ; or, at any rate,

strive to have a little more of the commodity commonly known
as

—

Justice.

[This is one of those discussions which are apt to lead to

pamful personalities, and we must beg that any further com-
munications on the subject may be in our advertising columns.—Eds.j

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
In the house No. 1 Clavija ornata is in flower. The stem is

unbranched, and for 3 feet below the leafy portion (where it is

several years old), the racemes of orange-coloured flowers are

freely produced. From this peculiar habit it draws attention

from the most superficial observer. But for a slightly dis-

agreeable smell the racemes would be valuable for bouquets,
from their unique character and beauty. The genus is con-
fined to South America. This species is native of Brazil and
Guiana. It is sometimes cultivated in stoves, partly for the
sake of its handsome Theophrasta-like foliage. It requires the
usual stove treatment, and is grown from imported seeds.

In the collection of hardy aquatics, Nymphiei tuberosa is a
rare 'Water Lily, with white flowers similar to those of N. alba,

from which it is, however, distinct. Its chief character rests

in the tubers of the rootstock, which are spontaneously
detached, and often compound. It is a native of the northern
United States, and consequently quite hardy.

Polygonum sachalinense, a comparatively new species, is

producing its pale green flowers. It is of ornamental value
for the " wild garden " and the backs of herbaceous borders on
account of its habit and fine foUage. Native of the island of

Sachalin and eastern Amoorland. Clematis tubulosa, native
of North China, is in flower on the wall. It has bold dark
green foliage ; the flowers are blue, and so freely produced as
to be effective, in form they are tubular, and therefore quite
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distinct in appearance from the epaciea usually cultivated.

C. DaviJiana, a new species allied to the above, is also in flower.

Gauuera scabra is in line condition. It has attained a

diameter of Hi feet, with a height of feet. The leaves in

some oases are 4 ftet in breadth, and have petioles of the same
length. It has, perhaps, not been tried in this country as an
esculent. " It is, however, said to be valuable to the inha-

bitants of Conception, where it grows luxuriantly. They not

only prepare from it a cooling drink, which they consider

beneficial in fevers, but the fruit has a certain repute for tan-

ning leather, and the stems are used for tarts, for which pur-

pose they are said to be little inferior to Rhubarb, and, above
all, they are eaten raw after dinner with cheese and wine."

—

{Gardeners' Chronicle.) A patch of Silene Sohaftais extremely

pretty. It has a neat but loose habit, grows about iachea

high, and is covered with rose-coloured flowers. It is a native

of the Caucasus, and quite hardy.

Cotyledon spinosa is flowering on the rockwork. It is,

perhaps, better known as Umbilicus spiuosus, and has also

been called Sempervivum cuspidatum, under which name it is

sometimes cultivated. The flowers are pale yellow, produced
in a dense erect raceme. Offsets are formed freely, and when
very small may be pricked-out in pots or pans. It is very

nearly if not quite hardy. Native of Siberia, China, and Japan.

there, but with about twenty trasses of blosfom to each plant.

I intend to leave some on to see thereeuU. I wonder whethci',

if one were to denude a couple of lines of thtir blossoms in

spring, one would have a chance of a crop from them in Sep-
tember.—D. F. J. K.

STRAWBERRIES EARLY AND LATE, AND FOR
PRESERVING.

Very many thanks to Messrs. Gloede and Radclyffe, and
also to "H.," for so kindly responding to my Strawberry
appeal. Cartainly I must have a wrong Oscar, as mine is a

very late variety. I really wish that one could impose a very

heavy fine on nurserymen for sending varieties untrue to name.
It is no reparation for the injury done to replace the plants by
true ones when told of the mistake, for a year is lost, and
often great inconvenience caused. I obtained, two years ago,

plants of Elton from an eminent London firm, and it turned
out to be another kind—more like Kitley's Goliath, and quite

a midseaiou variety. I hope I shall be more fortunate with
Bifleman, recommended by Mr. Gloede, which I have ordered.

Would he add to his kindness by informing me what London
firm has his Unser Fritz, as I do not see it in any of the

lists ? I doubt the wisdom of his advice tons to discard Black
Prince. I know of no Strawberry which developes so fine a

flavour when preserved, though it is quite possible that Roden's
Early Prolific, which I have just procured, may beat it as a

dessert fruit. I think I have Cockscomb true to name. It is

all he describes it to be, except that it does not with me reach
an enormous size. It is about tha same size as Frogmore
Pine ; as I said before, not nearly so large as Admiral Dundas,
but this only proves that the same Strawberry will alter ac-

cording to locality. For example. Brown's Wonder, so praised

by " H ," is here below contempt. With the highest culture

it produced only a few miserable, stunted, wizened, pale, tough
berries, and after three seasons' trial was thrown away. Vi-

comtesse Hcricart de Thury planted next to it was superb.
Though I did not count them, I am sure there were more than
a hundred berries on many of the plants. I know no Straw-
berry which gives so long-lasting a crop as the Vicomtesse.
My plantation of this, facing west, did not come in till I had
entirely gathered those in the south border.

Will Mr. Radclyffe kindly tell me what his largest Cockscomb
ever weighed ? Must not " H." have, like me, a wrongly
named Strawberry y He speaks, or rather writes, of gathering
his last dish from Prince of Wales, but in Messrs. Carter's list

that variety is put down as an early one.
I take this opportunity of asking some light about the most

prolific-bearing Strawberry I have. I received it from a neigh-
bour, who has had it these seven or eight years under the
name of Lady Carriugton. I have looked, last year and this,

through many lists, and have never seen that kind men-
tioned ; and what I have is so good that it seems impossible
that it should have passed out of the market. I feel inclined
to think it is Wond-r.'u', from what Mr. Radclyffe says of that
variety. It is a prodigious bearer, has rather a pine smack, is

more acid than British Queen, has an uncoloured tip, is gene-
rally wedge-shaped but sometimes conical, and its leaf-stems
are hirsute. I should be very glad to know whether it is

rightly named Lady Carrington or not.

A great many of my Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury are
coming into blossom a second lime, not with a bloom here and

I WAS rather taken aback on reading the Rev. W. F. Rid-
clyffo's advice to grow Wonderful for culinary purposes ; and
as I believe the only way in which Strawberries are so used is

by preserving, am I to conclude he means this ? If so, I de-
cidedly differ from him. Indeed, I do not know a variety I

would not recommend before it. I think it totally unfit for pre-
serving, aye, or to be grown in a garden at all, when wo have
so many kinds infinitely better in all respects, except, perhaps,
as a large cropper; in this quality, too, it is equalled by many
varieties which have valuable properties to recommend them.
What single point has it to quaUfy it for a culinary Straw-
berry ? It in any way Mr. Ridclyfle's Wonderful has turned
out so wonderfully good, I am disposed to think he is the only
one who has found it so. I have never met with it good, nor
can I grow it to be bo. I had it at Maesgwynne in a heavy
soil, I have it here in a light sandy one, yet in both situations

it has been alike worthless. It is the worst to carry, to stand
sun or rain, or to handle. Gather a dish and leave it an hour
or two, and see the results. It decays in damp weather more
than any other sort I know ; it is spoiled in sunny weather
sooner than any variety.

Mr. Radcl.vffe says in conclusion it is of fine pine flavour.

Here I ask. What is pine flavour? Am I to take Elton to be
the standard of what should be called pine flavour, or British
Queen? Not that Wonderful is anything like either; to me
it has a flat insipid flavour that is particularly disagreeable.

Let me be understood only to give my own experience, as I

doubt not Mr. Radclyffe has his ?

Mr. F. Gloede's experiences with Nimrod are precisely mine.
I Well remember my father having it, as he did most other
kinds. He proved it to bo Myatt's Eleanor. A year or two
afterwards I was working in the nursery from which it was
sent out. The old man who took charge of the Strawberries
assured me the two were not the same, and if his description of

Nimrod was as true as that he gave of Eleanor they certainly

must be distinct. I have myself met with it of a very different

character. We obtained our plants from a London firm.

Much talk there has been of what is the latest Strawberry we
have. Though it is the earliest, for the last twenty years Black
Prince has been also the latest, for I have gathered the fruit

under hand-glasses when the glass has been frozen over. I

despair of ever finding any later. With a north aspect I think
we have Strawberries of good flavour a^ late as our weather
will permit.

—

John Taylob, Hardioicke Gramje.

POTATOES AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AND
MISTAKES IN JUDGING.

Those interested in vegetable culture (and who is not ? for

even in gardens where flowers and plants are little attended
to it is usually necessary to maintain a tolerably good succes-

sion of vegetables). Potatoes at least are universally grown,
and acknowledged to be the most useful vegetable in existence.

There is also an increasing number of amateur cultivators of

the Potato who grow from twenty to a hundred and fifty dis-

tinct varieties, and they are quite as familiar with the distinc-

tive features of each as the Dahlia or Gladiolus growers are with
the foliage and flowers of the objects of their adoration. To
the ordinary visitor one yellow Dahlia is exactly like another
of the same colour, one red sort is the same as another, but

the ardent cultivator who can name the different varieties from
the leaves and habit of the plant, without looking at the labels

or flowers, is not to be " taken-in and done for." To the

amateur cultivator of the Potato the very large collections of

handsome tubers exhibited on the 2ndinst. were a treat of no
ordinary kind. Even the usual visitors to flower shows showed
by the attention which they gave to the different collections

that a " Potato tournament " is appreciated by the general

public.

There were, as your readers who read last week's report are

aware, two series of prizes offered for collections of " twenty
dishes, ten round and ten kidney varieties." In the next

class the reading of the schedule was, "ten dishes Potatoes

I five round varieties, five kidney varieties." It was uuivers-
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ally Tiuderstood that the dishes sh:inl(l be distinct sorts, and
very great dissatisfaction was folt at the judging. Now if

the schedule says that the dishes should be composed of dis-

tinct sorts the judging was wrong, and the exhibitors who
received the prizes were not entitled to them in every case.

The second prize was awarded to a collection which contained
only eighteen distinct varieties. One dish was named Early
Goodrich, and another Goodrich Kidney, they were both Early
Goodrich ; and the two dishes named respectively Cambridge-
shire Kidney and Oxfordshire Kidney were the same. Again,

the first-prize collection contained only eight distinct varie-

ties in the ten class. Myatt's and Eivers's Ashleaved Kid-

ney were the same, undoubtedly ; and the dishes of Bed
Regent and Early Emperor were both Early Emperor. In
the same class the collection to which the third prize was
awarded had, apparently, only seven distinct varieties. King's
Seedling, Aylesbury Wonder, and Foxe's Seedling were alike.

Myatt's Proli6o and Rough Kidney could also have been
selected from one sort. No doubt there must have been error

somewhere. The Judges read the schedule one way, and the
exhibitors another. For my part I think the .Judges must be
right, and that they took it for granted that distinct sorts were
not intended. Will you kindly look at the schedule, and say
whether it should read , Distinct sorts of round and kidney varie-

ties, or not? Throughout the whole of the collections not one
of them contained two dishes under the same name—a plain
proof that as for as the exhibitors were concerned they meant
that their dishes should be considered distinct.—J. Douglas.

CEYSTAL PALACE AUTUMN SHOW.
This commenced on Tuesday last and will close to-night. At

the autumn exhibitions of years ago the whole length of the

Palace was filled with flowers, comprising an immense array of

Dahlias, Gladioli, Hollyhocks, Asters, &c\, and with an equally

large display of fruit, in which noble examijles of Grapes figured

prominently; on this occasion, however, the flowers form but a

small proportion of the whole, while the quantity of fruit is not

so large as in the past. However, we hail the re-establishment

of the autumn Show, and with a revision of the schedule, which
might be greatly improved, in the classes for Grapes for in-

stance, we hope it will secure such an amoiint of support as will

render it a permanency.

Collections of fruit come first in the schedule. Here Mr. W.
Coleman, gardener to Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury,
takes the lead with fine Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, a

Hice Queen Pine, Victory of Bath Melon, excellent Peaches,

Nectarines, and Figs. Mr.Baunerman, gardener to Lord Bagot,

Rugeley, is second with a good collection; and Mr. Deuxberry,
gardener to Lord Darnley, Cobham Hall ; Mr. James Neigh-
bour, Bickley Park, Bromley; and Mr. O. Goldsmith, Polesden

Lacey, Dorking, also find places in the prize list.

A class for not less than three Pine Apples comes next, and in
this Mr. T. Jones, gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore, takes a
derided lead with four magnificent fruit of Smooth-leaved
Cayenne. The same kind from Mr. Coulter, gardener to L. J.
Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall, Eastcott, and from Mr. E. Plummer,
gardener toB. Thornton, Esq., Merton, is second and third. For
a single fruit of any variety, Mr. T. W. Bond, gardener to G. A.
Smith, Esq., The Beeches, Weybridge, is first with a fine Queen
of 6 lbs. 14 ozs., Mr. Jones being second with a handsome Smooth
Cayenne. Third is Mr. A. Jamieson, Haigh Hall, Wigan.
The number of bunches of Grapes exhibited is disappointing,

but the prizes were iuBuflicieut to tempt many exhibitors to ex-
pose their fruit during a three-days exhibition. In the Black
class Mr. Coleman is first with flue beautifully-ripened bunches
of Black Hamburgh ; Mr. Potts, gardener to S. Mendel, Esq.,
Manley Hall, Manchester, being second with splendid bimches
of Madresfleld Court; and Mr. Bones, gardener to D. Mcintosh,
Esq., Havering Park, Bomford, third with large bunches of
Black Hamburgh, but not well coloured. In White Grapes
splendid bunches of Muscats from Messrs. Lane of Berkbamp-
Btead are first, pressed closely by those from Mr. Coleman,
which have the advantage in point of ripeness. Mr. Cole, gar-
dener to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park, is third with excellent
large-berried bunches. Some good bunches are also shown by
Mr. Bannerman and others. Prizes were also offered for the
largest bunch of any kind, but the competition is extremely
meagre. Mr. Bones is first with Black Hamburgh, weighing
SJlbs., in reality two bunches from one eye; Mr.Baunerman

second with Gros Guillaume of about the same weight ; and
Mr. Earp, gardener to J. S. Sellon, Esq., Hume Towers, Bourne-
mouth, third with Alicante 3} lbs.

Peaches and Nectarines are generally small. In the former
Mr. Coleman is first with splendid fruit of Barrington; Mr. Ban-
nerman and Mr. IloUiday, gardener to J. Norris, Esq., Bletching-
ley, carrying off the remaining awards with Bellegarde and
Walburton .\dmirable. Mr. P. M. Parsons, Melbourne House,
Shooter's Hill Road, sends three very large fruit of Lord Pal-
merston, together with the same number of Princess of Wales,
grown in a cool orchard house. Of Nectarines the best are Pit-
maston Orange from Mr. O. Goldsmith and Mr. Coleman, and
Violette Hative from Mr. W. Gordon, gardener to J. Boustead,
Esq., the last named being second.
Melons are rather numerous, comprising Gilbert's Improved

Victory of Bath, Colston Bassett, Golden ]3rop, and Beechwood
in the green-fleshed class. Golden Queen from Mr. C. J. Gold-
smith, gardener to H. J. Lambert, Ebq., Bletchingley, is first;

Victory of Bath from Mr. J. Mayall, gardener to F. Rowland,
Esq., Epsom, second ; and Incomparable from Mr. Chard,
Clarendon Park, Salisbury, third. In Scarlet-fleshed the chief

varieties are Gem, Moreton Hall, Read's, Boyal Ascot, and
Little Heath. The successful competitors are Mr. Pitts, Mr. W.
Holder, and Mr. G. Harper.
Of Figs but few are shown. An excellent dish of Brunswick,

from Mr. W. Chisholm, gardener to E. C.Taylor, Esq,, Broughton
Place, Maidstone, is first; White Ischia, from Mr. H. Mandy,
Epsom, second ; and Brown Turkey, from Mr. Coleman,
third.

The best dish of Cherries is what appears to be Florence,
shown by Mr. A. Parsons, Danesbury Gardens; fine MorelloB
from Mr. O. Goldsmith and Mr. J. Holder, Crown Nursery,
Reading, coming in second i.nd third.

Of Plums (three dishes) there is a good exhibition, the prizes
offered being high. Mr. Coleman again takes the lead with
splendid fruit of Washington, Jefferson, and White Magnum
Bonum. Mr. Pitts, Riverdale, Dorking, is second, and Mr.
Deuxberry third, with Jefferson, Washington, and Kirke's very
good. Mr. Sage, Ashridge, is fourth.
The collections of four dishes of Apples are numerous, and

though there are many fine specimens, the size on the whole is

not so large as in more favourable seasons. For four dessert
kinds R. Webb, Esq., Culham House, Reading, takes the first

place with Ribston and Cox's Orange Pippins, and Bed Astra-
chan and Devonshire Quarrenden, beautifully coloured, as these
and several other varieties shown by him usually are. Mr.
Holder, gardener to W. Balston, Esq., Maidstone, comes in second
with Margaret, highly coloured, Kerry Pippin, Goldc-n Pippin, and
Cox's Orange Pippin, fine. Third comes Mr. A. Longman, gar-

dener to E. D. Lusbiugton, Esq., Maidstone, with King of the
Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden, and Red
Astrachan.

For kitchen varieties Mr. J. R. Swinnerton, Swanley, Sutton-
on-Hone, takes the highest position with large specimens of

Blenheim Pippin, King of Apples, Early Marie, a large yellow
Apple, and an unnamed kind. Mr. Chaff, gardener to C. H.
Goschen, Esq., Addington, Croydon, is second with very good
specimens of Lord Derby, Lord Sufiield, and Dumelow's Seed-
ling; Mr. H. Mandy is third.

Pears also are pretty numerous, although we have seen them
much finer. Jersey takes the lead for three dishes of dessert
kinds, the exhibitor being Mr. C. Tivey, gardener to P. Gosset,
Esq., St. Saviour's, who has Louise Bonne, Williams's Bon
Chretien, and De Coq. Mr. W. Strong, gardener to H. Tool, Esq.,
Weybridge, comes next with fine examples of Louise Bonne and
Williams's Bon Chretien, and these two varieties are also well
represented in the third-prize collection from Mr. A. Longman.
The heaviest dish is Grosse Calebasse, 9 lbs. 13 ozs., from Mr.
W. Jordan ; next come Beurrc Clairgeau and White Doyenne,
respectively from Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Tivey, but the
weights are not stated. For flavour the awards went to Louise
Bonne from Mr. Strong ; Beurr6 d'Amanlis from Mr. Sage, Ash-
ridge ; and Williams's Bon Chretien from Mr. J. Lane.

Well-fruited Vines in pots are shown by Messrs. Lane, and
take a first prize ; and Mr. Webb of Reading, has au extra prize
for a large collection of Nuts, whilst a first-class certificate was
awarded by the Judges to Messrs. Brown, of Stamford, for Peas-
good's Nonsuch Apple, of which a figure and description were
given in vol. xxiii., page 310.

There are also classes for cottagers, in which there are very
good exhibitions of Potatoes, Carrots, Onions, Cabbages, and
Cauliflowers.

In the Floral department there is a very good exhibition of

Gladioli, although for growers in the south of England it is too
late. The only exhibitors in the class for thirty-six are Messrs.
Kelway, of Langport, Somerset; and Mr. J. Douglas, gardener
to F. Whitbourn. Esq., of Loxford Hall, both showing the largest
proportion of seedlings of their own raising, and taking the
prizes in the order of their names. In Messrs. Kelway's stand
Duchess of Edinburgh, Mr. Wilkinson (first-class certificate).
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James Kelway, Neogenes, Protheus, Serapis, and Amazon are
distiuct and very fine in quality. In the Recoud-])rize collection
Maiden Fair is a distinct and pleasing ilower; Horace Vernet,
Orphue, Meyerbeer, and the good old sort, Madame Furtado, are
coDspicaous.

In the open class for tnenty-fonr Messrs. Kelway are again
first, and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, "Westwell Vicarage, second.
In his stand is a magnificent spike of Le Vcsuve, one of M.
Souchet's, to which a first-class certificate is deservedly awarded.
In the amateurs' class for twelve spikes Mr. Douglas, who is the
only exhibitor, shows some splendid spikes. Maiden Fair is

again to the front. Adolphe I3rouguiart is also very fine. In
the class for six new varieties not in commerce Messrs. Kelway
are first. Two of their flowers had first-class certificates awarded
to them. Duchess of Edinburgh is probably the largest spike
and flower of any yet exhibited ; the colour is a very pleasing
purplish rose with deep violet throat, the petals lined with
white. Mr. Wilson is a finely shaped flower, with a bluish
purple ground flaked with crimson. Mr. J. Douglas is second.
Two flowers in his stand also obtain first class certificates.

Manfred is a grand flower with a long spike ; colour orange-
scarlet, with a very deep narrow throat. Warrior is also a very
brilliant flower, scarlet and white throat ; the petaliue segments
distinctly lined with white, lip white. Mr. H. Coppin, Eose
Nurseries, Shirley, Croydon, is third.
Of Dahlias, Show, Fancy, and Pompon, Mr. Turner of Slough

sends, not for competition, a flue collection, and takes certificates
for Rob Roy, Pollie, and Warrior, as well as an extra prize ; and
like awards were made to Messrs. Downie it Co. for a charming
group of Palms and fine-foliaged plants, the same firm also show-
ing cut Phloxes ; and to Mr. Coppin for cut Roses.
There is also a very interesting show of bees, honey, and bee

appliances, which we shall report upon next week. A list of the
awards will be found in another page.

CopRossiA Baueriana vabiegata as a Bedding Plant.—

I

think it is not quite so well known and extensively cultivated

as it ought to he ; one often sees in many collections a fine

plant staged in a greenhouse, and seldom so well grown as to

be of any service ; but it seems to thrive admirably treated as

the generality of bedding plants. I was supplied with two
plants from a friend last year, and the thought struck me that,

as it seldom did well in a pot, it might do as a bedding plant.

I increased my stock to as many as I could, and this year put
a few out to form a panel in a short border ; the result is that it

has grown luxuriantly, and the pretty gold and varnished-like

foliage forms a grand contrast amongst other bedding plants.

It should be allowed to grow and not be pinched, but requires

to be pegged down to keep it in place. It is easily propagated
from cuttings of the points of the young shoots with four or

five eyes, and put in sand iu a brisk bottom heat.—K. Green-
field, The Priory, Warwick.—(The Gardener.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUK GABDENS.—No. 24.

Amongst some of the orders of insects, we find it to be the

case that a good number of the species included therein prey
upon other insects nearly related to them. Flies attack and
devour flies, and beetles are often the enemies of beetles, and
bees "improve the shining hour," not always by gathering
honey," but by proceedings which tend to the destruction of

relatives belonging to the Hymenopterous order. The L?pido-
ptera, in comparison to these, are peaceably inclined

;
yet,

though we may regard butterflies and moths generally as a

handsome, good-natured, somewhat indolent race, there are

exceptions, and in the caterpillar state a few do prey upon
their brethren, possibly under circumstances which demand
our gratitude. At least this is certainly the fact with the
Dunbar (Cosmia trapezina), a species, let it be noted, that does
not take its name from any connection between it and the
place in Scotland immortalised as having been the scene of

one of Cromwell's greatest battles, but is so called from a con-
spicuous mark or band upon the wings. This moth usually

appears iu .July and August, and being rather apt to vary iu

colour, it is frequently a puzzle to the young insect-hunter,
the fore wings being sometimes grey, sometimes rust-colour,

and occasionally browu, though we can usually trace out the
" dun bar," marked-out by two dark lines crossing the wing,
one having a palo inner border, and the other a pale outer
border; the " discoidal spots are enclosed in this bar or
band."
The caterpillar of this species is to be taken on Oak, Elm

,

and various trees of the wood, the park, or the garden ; and
though a leaf-feeder at times, by habit it is essentially car-

nivorous, its particular fancy being the larvaj of that pest, tho
Winter Moth (Oheimatobia brumata) ; still, any other smooth-
bodied caterpillar of suitable size is acceptable. So determined
is the caterpillar of C. trapezina iu the pursuit of its prey, that
when one is shaken from a tree or bush into the net by a blow
of a beating stick, it scarcely takes a moment to recover from
the shock, but at once begins to chase after some other cater-

pillar that has also fallen, and should that have doubled-up
in alarm, it ha.s a poor chance of life. Ou the tree, however,
the larvaj of C. brumata succeed in escaping their enemy at

times by rapid crawling, or by suddenly dropping from a silken

cord, which baulks the pursuer. As the larva of this moth
does not eat its prey " clean up," but mostly contents itself

with imbibing some of their juices, one of them can in its life

of about two months destroy a good many other larvaj. Though
there is no doubt that many of the young of C. trapezina are

killed iu April by the cold winds and rains of spring, yet such
an average number survive from year to year as to make the
moth tolerably common, and it seems to occur throughout the

British islands. This caterpillar, which is full-grown in June,

has a very smooth, shining head (" with an evil look about it,"

I have been told; it does not strike me iu that way), and a

stout body of a green hue, freckled over with numerous black

warts, usually arranged in order, eight on each segment.
There also five white stripes running from head to tail, these
are oceasionally tinged with yellow. The under surface of

this larva has a transparent appearance. Having descended
to tho ground, the larva entombs itself there, not going to any
depth, but drawing the earth over the slight cocoon of sUk
which it makes. The chrysalis is brown, and covered with a
bloom which resembles that on a ripe Plum. Probably the

microscope would resolve this into fine scales.

The rather larger moth designated the Satellite (Scopelosoma
satellitia), has also strong cannibalistic propensities iu its

early stage of growth. This is a moth of dingy aspect, with
" scolloped " fore wings cf reddish brown crossed by dark lines,

some of which are indistinct. There is a conspicuous white
spot near the centre, sometimes accompanied by two smaller

ones, and individuals are now and then taken that have these

spots of a bright orange. The perfect insect emerges from the

chrysalis in October, and, after being about a short time, hides

in some cranny during the winter months, and reappears in

March, when the eggs are deposited. The caterpillar has not
the placidity of the one just mentioned, but when exposed to

view is greatly excited and endeavours by all means to escape

observation, wriggling about if handled, and backing-oft in

alarm if a finger approaches it when it is at rest. This habit

is to be accounted for by the fact that the larv* of the Satellite

do not live exposed, but form a nest for themselves among the

leaves, from which they issue on foraging excursions, mostly

at night we may presume. The parent moth deposits its eggs

on several species of forest trees, and also on the mixed hedges

common iu England. Unlike C. trapezina, this caterpillar is

tolerably slender, of a deep brown colour, with a few scattered

white spots, aud some faintly-marked lines or stripes along

the body, the under surface aud legs being decidedly paler

than the back and sides. Mr. Newman has found that these

creatures will seize and devour their immediate relatives if

other fresh food happens to be scarce, and Mr. Buckler has

recorded his unhappy experience in rearing a brood of Taenio-

campa Populiti. He had fifty-seven to start with, and for a

time all went on well, they grew and were thriving, untU by
degrees the number diminished. He could not make it out,

and fancied he must have thrown away some with the dead

leaves ; but as the d.aily reckoning still became less and less he
was puzzled, and ere long it got to be none at all—only a few

spots of moisture appeared on the leaves. This led to a regular

turn-out of the jar, and lo ! at the bottom lay a Satellite larva

snugly coiled-up, and happy in the consciousness of having

cleared-olJt the whole fifty-seven of bis captives, so that he

could feel he was " monarch of all be surveyed." Such a
" satellite " it might be worth a gardener's while to encourage,

and if it could be induced to breed more numerously about

cultivated ground we should be the gainers. According to

M. Gueree, ou the Continent the larva3 of S. satellitia feed ou

low plants towards the end of their life, and, of course, also

on the Iarv« to which these furnish food. They are adult

during June with us, and seem ^-hrably plentiful throughout

Britain, though at present found more frequently in open

places than iu enclosed ground. Still, the species deserves to
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be reckoned among those they are friendly to horticulture, as

its staple food is other caterpillars.

Two communications have recently been made to the "En-
tomologist" on the subject of the colonisation of glow-worms,
for it has been thought by some persons that, seeing the species

is Tery destructive to snails, it would be a valuable insect in

the garden dujing its stage of growth, and also, when developed
into the perfect condition, form an object of interest and amuse-
ment on the bank or lawn. This species, properly no worm, but
ft beetle, and bearing the scientific name of Lampyris noctiluca,

the generic appellation from the Greek signifying " shining tail,"

and the Latin we may freely translate into " night-illuminator,"

is known in many of our southern counties, yet is rather

rare in the north of England I believe. Seen by the hedgesides,
and sometimes in wood-openings during the summer months,
the glow-worm has often excited the enthusiasm of the stroller

in the country, and led him to perpetrate some effusion in prose
or verse, with the usual redundancy of adjectives and unmean-
ing epithets. It has certainly also inspired nobler minds with
ideas, such as Cowper, Gilbert White, and Johnson ; and though
there are occasional instances of luminosity in other species of

the beetle tribe,

and in centipedes
(and the eyes of

many moths are

lustrous after
dusk), the glow-
worm is the only
British insect that
is a light-producer,

and reported to be
so in all stages of

its development. I

say reported, be-

cause as yet I am
hardly prepared
to give credence to

the assertion that
the eggs are lumi-
nous, though there
cannot be a doubt
that the larva^ ex-

hibit
,
possibly

throughout their

life, a pale light,

which is more like

that emitted by
the male beetle

than the steady
brilliant light cf

the female and
winpleES insect

—

steady at all event?
60 long as the in-

sect wills, for it is

able to suppress it at pleasure, much to the astonishment of

the rustic lad, who, eager to pickup this " star of earth," seeks

in vain for it in the grass after it has withdrawn its light in

alarm. And this power is not one of the least remarkable
circumstances in glow-worm history.

There has been almost as much discussion as to the nature
of the glow-worm's light as about its intent. Philosophers

are divided as to whether it is caused by a kind of slow com-
bustion, by phosphorescence, or by some other chemical de-

composition which produces light in the same way as does the
slow oxidation of phosphorus. Introducing it into oxygen
gas, gives increased brilliancy; and Dr. Todd, who went in for

several glow-worm experiments in 1824, found that when re-

moved from the insect, the organ continued to shine for awhile,

and when the light was apparently quite extinguished, heat,

friction, electricity, or the application of either camphor,
ammonia, or alcohol, provoked it to show itself again. I

think, on consideration, we shall agreo that there is force in

Mr. Newman's remark when he writes, " The universally

received hypothesis that the light of the female glow-worm

—

like a chignon, a pannier, or a crinoline amongst ourselves

—

is a lure to attract the male, requires investigation." The
luminosity in a degree in the larvae, pupa;, and males, tells

against this notion. Another well-known entomologist, Mr.
Wood, expresses the like doubt, and grants that it is unfor-

tunate to have to disturb so poetical a theory. He adds, "I
believe that the phosphorescence was given to it for the same

reason that the butterfly's wing glows with many-coloured
plumage, and the Rose is dowered with softly-tinted petals

and sweet perfume."
Glow-worms are seen during the summer months. A popular

belief associates them with the season when the nightingales
are in full song. They are not often noticed in August, and
quite exceptionally in September. The females (true beetles,

though 60 dissimilar to their partners) are flat soft-bodied
creatures, black-in colour, and with a few pale spots along the
sides of the segments. The legs and antenna; are short; and,
taking it altogether, we are not astonished it has been sup-

posed to be a larva or grub. A close investigation proves that

the light proceeds from the hinder segments, and observers

have variously described it as white or greenish. Those who
visit woods at the evening hour report that they have often

met with or captured male glow-worms, though they are fre-

quently lacking in collections of our native beetles. Like the
females, they are soft-bodied, but have the legs and antenna;

more developed, and the usual wings and elytra or wing-cases.

The light in these insects is confined to the head, and exists

there as two small spots merely, that it has not much bril-

liancy. One judges

from the denial in

some quarters that

there is any lumi-

nosity in the male
glow-worms ; but
the evidence is

sufficient to my
thinking, though I

regret I have not
personal acquaint-

ance with the in-

sect. The eggs,

according to Mr.
Newman's obser-

vations, are drop-
ped casually by the
beetle,without any
regard as to the
oliject on which
they may rest, and
to which they ad-

hero by a gummy
secretion. No
sooner do the
young larva;
emerge than they
begin to eat ; their

food throughout
their existence in

that state being
the land molluscs,

especially of the
genus Zonites,

though both the shelled and shell-less types are attacked, and
it is conjectured that when not feeding the larva conceals

itself in the sheUs of snails, which would account for the in-

frequenoy of its discovery by naturalists. It also devours the

eggs of snails—a valuable piece of service. Several descriptions

have been given of a carious telescopic apparatus with which
the extremity of the boJy of the glow-worm larva is provided,

and which, when it is pushed out by the larva, expands at the

end into a little brush. This is employed as a help in loco-

motion—a sort of extra leg— and also as a cleaning appliance,

to remove deposits of slime and dirt that may have got upon
the body, and that cannot be otherwise reached. We do not

positively know how long the larval life lasts, but as beetle

larva; are generally of slow growth, it is likely these are hatched

the year preceding, as they enter the pupal state in April.

At present, then, the glow-worm is only prospectively a

garden insect. Could the species be introduced commonly it

might claim to be both beautiful and useful ; for not only the

larva;, but the females are devourers of molluscs; the males,

as is thought, are flower-lovers. AH that has been done yet

has been the transfer of females from the open ground to the

garden lawn, and the light has been seen for a number of

nights subsequently, getting paler till it died out; but no larva;
'

or beetles have followed these in the next season, showing that

it eggs were deposited they had failed to continue the race in

that spot. The best way would be to get a good number of

larvae, could that be done, or else the eggs, and place these in

71.—ilET.4M0RriI()SES OF THE GLOW-WORM.
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a suitable poBitiou—not too dry a place would bo a desideratum,

the insect is partial to moisture. It would be a new feature in

a garden fr- te to have the grounds lit up at dusk with hundreds

or thousands of glow-worms.—J. R. S. C.

THE PLANTING OF VASES.
Vases and other sorts of Boulpture for the decoration of the

pleasure garden about the house or mansion are quite a leading

feature in many places. The villa garden in the suburb of

some manufacturing town ia often particularly rich in them,

exhibiting the genius of the brickyard artist in attractive

colours, generally shades of red or yellow, and designs rich

and original. Vases of good design are highly ornamental

when well filled and standing in positions suitable to them

—

for instance, along a terrace wall, by the side of a flight of

steps, or in central positions in an architectural garden. Vases

seldom look well crowded too near the mansion
;
they require

space. A garden must be of very considerable extent to admit

of the introduction of many vases ; a small garden, therefore,

can have but very few or none at all ; they are often seen

sprinkled about small gardens in glaring violation of good taste.

Vases are now made of various materials : the best are made
of marble or a good sandstone ; next to stone we class cast iron

painted. There are also some exceedingly good qualities of

terra ootta, which look and stand well, and the designs of

some makers are very beautiful, chaste, and in good taste.

All cements, terra cottas, and compos are to our mind only

varieties of one general form, and that is included in the word
plaster ; and therefore we are prejudiced against them, though
we are quite aware that many fine specimens of art are made
in plaster and terra cotta ; for the present we object to vases

made of any variety of plastic material.

Vases for flowers are made of various shapes ; the shape
will determine the way in which the vase will be tilled. There
is the flat shallow vase with wide brim, inviting you to hang a

fringe over the edge, and a little garden of plants gently swelling

over its surface ; then there is the tall deep vase, which a giant

might catch in his hand, pedestal and all, and out of it—for

giants are not Good Templars—take his morning nip of wine.

Such vases should be planted fountain-like, plants tall and
spreading. Then there are vases intermediate between a cup
and a bottle, tall, with a big belly and contracted neck, with
perpendicular-looking handles or ears ; these should be planted

with something tall in the middle, with dwarf and trailing

plants frothing over on the shoulders of the vase. Again, there

are vases of all intermediate shapes, some flattish, with swelled

bodies and rather contracted necks ; some are neither the one
thing nor the other, but capacious, with exaggerated freedom
of handle ; some are Tulips and Water Lilies in design, some
ornamented with goats' heads and griffins ; some are encircled

with the heads of divines and philosophers, with ample flowing

beards and eyes of sleepy gravity, expressive of great wisdom,
which ultimately get obscured when the tresses of Minnie
Warren or the sprays of L'Elegante fall over them.
As a rule, flat vases should bo planted with dwarf plants,

giving the vase at a distance a flat rounded outline. Tall

vases should be planted with tall things in the centre, modify-
ing the manner of planting with the intermediate shapes. A
tail, cup-like vase would look poor with a short flat bouquet of

flowers growing on the top of it ; but with tall fountain-Uke
plants in the middle, with the rim gracefully covered with
some trailing plant, it will be a pleasure to look upon. A flat

shallow vase planted with tall plants would look even worse, or

propped up to a pyramid like the top of a wheat stack.

We have tried various modes of planting vases; we have
had immense bouquets of one sort of plant, which were showy
enough from a distance, but vulgar

;
planted in rings of

colour ribbon fashion is perhaps worse. In almost every in-

stance, except when the vase is very small, and a single plant
sufiicient, it is much the best to use a mixture of plants.

We come now to say something about the materials for filling

Tases. Ours, like the flower-beds, are filled twice a-year, in

summer at the bedding-out time with summer-flowering plants,

and again in the autumn with hardy plants. The summer lot

are all of the same character as the bedding plants, of which
Geraniums are the staple for the vases ; but we find that as a

rule the cuttings of the autumn are not of nluch use. Large
plants in small pots are the best, the top fills out, when for the
time the root occupies but a small space. Lifted plants from
the beds in the autumn, of whatever sort, can always be put
into small pots and kept so throughout the winter ; thin

applies to Mesembryanthemums, Ivy-leaf Geraniums, Abn-

tilons, Gazanias, Cineraria maritima, Centaurea gymnocarpa,

Tropajolum Miunie Warren, and others, as well as to the

general run of Geraniums. A special eye must be had to

plants for vases where there are many to fill, else there will be

disappointment when the time of filling comes. Much can be

got ready in spring and grown into the desired size, such as

common Tropajolums, Lobelias, Petunias from seed, Calceo-

larias, Verbenas, and cut-back Fuchsias ; there is quite a

wealth of plants suitable for vaees when prepared for the pur-

pose. But the chief point is the tasteful planting of the vase
;

these, like flower-pots, should be provided with a hole in the

bottom to take off superfluous water, although it is seldom

they get overwatered ; a small pot may be put over the hole,

mouth downwards, or a few large crocks, just to prevent the

hole becoming stopped up. Many crocks are objectionable,

except when the vase is very deep and bottle-shaped.

The soil used should be a mixture of fresh fibrous loam and
rotten dung, the richest which can be had, the soil to be put

into the vase as the work of planting proceeds. It is con-

venient for the work and for comparison to collect all the

moveable vases to one place where the heap of soil is, and the

plants at hand for selection as wanted ; the work of filling

goes on more expeditiously. In planting, begin at the rirn

with the plants which are to hang over the edge. Willsii

rosea, Ivy-leaf, L'Elegante, Duke of Edinburgh, Minnie Warren
Tropffioliim, and Lobelia, make a fine mixture for a bottom

row to hang down ; the old pink Ivy-leaf Geranium, Mangles'

Variegated Geranium, long plants of Gazania and Abutilon

vexillarium marmoratum, with Cineraria maritima and

Lobelia, also make rim plants. The nest inwards may consist

of Coleus, Centaureas, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, and various Ge-

raniums, choosing the plants as to size untU the vase is

finished. But wo do not care for finishing a vase with one con-

spicuous staring plant Lu the centre, as is sometimes done. It

ia often necessary in planting vases with a bulging shoulder to

run two or more thin wires round on which to tie on the hang-

ing plants to prevent them being chafed to pieces by the wind
;

they also look much better regulated and tied down ; some
done in that way here are much the most effective, for al-

though tied they still appear to hang. For the centres of tall

vases Acacia lophantha is very useful with a piece of bare

stem, to which can be tied the long sprays of Abutilon vexil-

larium marmoratum. The variegated Japanese Maize also suits

well
;
pyramidal-shaped Fuchsias, the narrow-leaved Dracaenas,

Humea elegaus ; also fur such vases long plants of the semi-

trailing Geranium Orange Nosegay, Centaurea gymnocarpa.

Salvia patens, with a few plants of Petunia to fill up the

bottom and hang gracefully over. Few plants are better

adapted for vases than Petunias ; they flower more profusely

when pinched for root room, but water must be suppUed

liberally ; indeed, the question of watering must always be

particularly attended to, and with a Uberal hand. Sometimes

it will be necessary to soak the vases thoroughly twice a-day
;

if once allowed to get too dry their beauty is marred for the

season. After midsummer weak Uquid manure should be

given every time they are watered ; it allowed to get seedy and

be starved, instead of an ornament they are a decided eyesore.

Vases for winter can be fiUed in various ways : first of all,

dwarf shrubs can be used entirely ; one shapely Rhododen-
dron will fiU a vase at once, or a mixture of small things may
be used. The pretty Erica herbacea makes a nice winter

edging, and the various Viucas and Ivies for hanging over ; we

used Aucubas and Retinosporas largely last winter. Retino-

spora pisifera aurea, Euonymus radicans variegatus. Erica

herbacea, Iberis sempervirens, and Iberis Tenoreana, are

stocky little plants which work well together in filling vases.

Festuca glauca in thick tufts also works well with these, but it

loses its blue colour in winter. None of these seem to suffer

much when the soil is allowed to be dry. They were never

watered ; and if the soil is raised in the middle and made hard

on the surface, much of the rain runs off. The chief feature

last winter, however, in the way of vase-filling was in the use

of hardy succulents for low flat vases, such as Sedums glaucum

and lucidum, Sempervivums ealifornicum, montanum, and
the common Houseleek ; Saxifragas ; also variegated Thyme,
Pyrethrum Golden Feather, &c.

In planting vases at all times we never make any allowance

for growth, but plant thickly and make them look fuU at once
;

the plants then support each other, they have plenty of room
to extend themselves outwards, and the effect improves as they

get interlaced. If possible it ia always better to group the
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vasea in some shady sheltered place for a few weeks after
filling in summer, before being placed on exposed places on
terraces in the blaze of the sun ; this is not so necessary in the
case of large vases with a large body of boU.—The Squire's
Gabdeneb.—(r/ie Gardener.)

SAGO.
Saqo is nearly pnre starch, obtained from various species

of Lidian Palms. In the ladian Archipelago it is procured
from Sagus Eumphii, Sagus Isevis, and Sagus genuina ; on
the Coromandel coast from Phcenis farinifera ; in Ceylon from
Corypba umbra-
culiiera; and in

Assam from Cary-
ota urens.

These trees are

cut down, and
from the pith fill-

ing their stems the
sago is extracted.

The pith is tho-
roughly washed,
and from the wash-
ing, when allowed

to rest, the fecula

or stai'oh subsides

;

this is the sago
flour of commerce,
of which large
quantities are used
in the manufac-
ture of calico.
When used as food
it is granulated,
and known as pearl

sago. Tapioca is

really sago in
lumps, and was so
called merely be-
cause the French,
who introduced it

from India, named
it Sagou-tapioka.
About eight thou-
sand tons of sago
are annually im-
ported.

Sagus Kumphii
(fuj. 72), is a small
tree, comparative-
ly speaking, not
above 30 feet high.

It is a native of the
Indian Archipela-
go, particularly of

Malacca, Borneo,
Sumatra, Celebes,
and the Moluccas.
Before the tree has
arrived at maturi-
ty the stem con-
sists of a mere
shell, about 2 ins.

thick, filled with
a great mass of

spongy pith, be-

coming gradually
absorbed, and ultimately the stem remains hollow. At the time
when the pith is fully developed, and before it has begun to di-

minish, which is indicated by the superior leaves being covered
with a sort of farina or white dust, the tree is felled, and the
trunk cut into lengths of G or 7 feet long, which are split to
admit of the pith being more easily removed. The pith is iu the
state of a coarse powder, and is mixed with water in a trough
having a sieve at one end ; the water, loaded with farina,
passes through the sieve, and is received iu convenient vessels,
where it is allowed to stand till the insoluble matter has sub-
sided. The water is then strained o£f, and the farina which
is left maybe dried into a kind of meal, or moulded into what-
ever shape may be desired. Sago, as it comes to this country,
is prepared by forming the meal into a paste with water, and

rubbing it into grains; it is produced in the greatest abundance
in the Moluccas, but of the finest quality on the eastern coast
of Sumatra. The Chinese of Malacca refine it, so as to give
it a fine pearly lustre, and large quantities are also prepared
at Singapore. It is said that a single tree will yield from 5U0 to
600 lbs. of sago. Sago forms the principal food of the natives
of the Moluccas. A decoction of sago fermented yields alcohol
by distillation, and by asceseence it forms vinegar. The fruit
of this Palm is the size of a hen's egg. The base of the leaf-
stalks is covered with long fibrous filaments, that serve to
make cordage and sacking.

Fig. 72.—Sago palm—saods Knupmi.

NOTES AND
GLEANINGS.
The growth of

Tea and Sugar in

European soil are

perhaps branches
of culture which
we can scarcely

expect to be re-

munerative in a
commercial point

of view. Be this

as it may, the Su-
gar-cane is now
grown and sugar
manufactured to

some extent in the
neighbourhood of

Malaga, Spain.

Tea has also been
introduced Into

the southern dis-

tricts of SicUy

;

and though the
first attempt made
last year to raise

the plants on a

large scale was not
successful, owing,
it is said, to the

injury caused to

the plants and
seeds by immer-
sion in sea water

on their transit

from Japan, it is

confidently hoped
and believed by
the promoters that

another attempt
with healthy seeds

and plants will

prove quite suc-

cessful. Mean-
while Tea is being

grown at the Cin-

chona plantations

iu Jamaica, and a

sample has re-

cently been re-

ceived at the Kcw
Museum, which
was grown and
manufactured as

above from Assam
So far as the ap-

roughly manipn-
Taa plants received through Kew iu 18G9.
pearanoe of the sample is concerned, it is

lated, not being sufficiently twisted or curled, and apparently

not sufticiently roasted. Nevertheless, its manufacture is little

inferior to that of the earliest samples of Assam Tea that ap-

peared in the English market. Its quality, however, is another
thing, for it produces a very watery infusion of a very herby
flavour, and devoid of the aroma for which Tea is noted. Care,
however, in the, cultivation of the plant, as well as in the

selection and manipulation of the leaves, may in time produce
a more marketable article.

—

(Nature.)

Nature remarks that the OcnRO (Abelmosohns eson-
leutus), a Malvaceons plant, is well known in all tropical

countries, being cultivated for the sake of its fruits, which are
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gathered in a green state, anil either boiled and eaten as a

vegetable, pickled in vinegar like capers, or used for thickening

soups on account of the mucilage they contain—a common
property of the Malvaoea;. In India tho seeds are sometimes

boiled for making a mucilaginous drink. But wo now learn

that a tine oil has recently been discovered in them ot a

(juality equal to olive oil, and that it is intended to introduce

this oil to commerce. Supposing the oil to be all that is said

about it, the (juestion arises as to the supply of seeds. Though

the plant is easily cultivated, can it compete with other

oleaginous plants?

NOTES ON LIFTING AND EOOT-PKUNING
FRUIT TREES.—No. 3.

All the stocks employed for dwarfing are ot the free-rooting

character, and all succeed in catering well for the head. I can-

not say that all kinds upon these dwarfing stocks are alike

improved in bearing, and at an early age comparatively with

those on the free stock. Some varieties of both Apples and
Tears are not more productive at an early age than they are

on the free stock, exception being made of periodical lifting,

which I shall consider presently.

I shall conclude that the dissimilarity in tho influence of the

dwarf stock, causing some kinds to be productive at an early

age, whilst early bearing in others is not promoted, appears to

rest solely on the harmony between the growth of the stock

and scion being incomplete or the reverse. Tho dwarf stock

with the majority of kinds of Pear, Apple, and Cherry, also

the Apricot, Peach, and Nectarine, acta upon them much in

the same manner as ringing, but to a less marked extent,

and in a more natural way. The roots are plentifully pro-

duced, very active during growth ; and in tho resting period

during mild weather more or less fresh ones are originated.

Sap is sent up freely to the head ; it is patent tho descending

current is arrested at the junction of the stock and scion, the

scion not growing in equal proportion to the stock, for the

stem of the latter is considerably less, often not more than half

the thickness of that of the scion immediately above the point

of nniou. In no instance have I noticed the stem of the Pear

and Apple on the free stock greater in thickness than the stem
of the stock ; but on the contrary, I have observed the stock

stems considerably larger than the scion stems. I have noted

the stems of some Cherries to be more swollen than those of the

free Cherry stock. Cases of the stock outgrowing the scion are

much more general upon the free stock than those of the

scion outgrowing the stock. The greater growth of the scion

where the trees are on the dwarf stock acts, I think, as before

stated, in the same beneficial way on the quantity, size, and
quality of the fruit as ringing does ; the head receives and ap-

propriates sap to sustain the fruit and foliage, and form the

means of production in future years, the stock being deprived

of tho benefit, if any, and there is some, of the descending

current.

I shall not call in question the great benefit to the head arising

from the descending sap or currentbeing arrested ; but I may say

that it is this descending current which gives life to the parts it

traverses, and it is not warrantable to suppose that the stem of

the stock will be weakened by its obstruction, and ultimately fall

into premature decay. I am not able to advance a great deal

in proof of this occurring. I know it has been asserted that

Pears on the Quince are not noted for longevity, but I have not

observed anything more than a few solitary instances, which
were certainly oases of the death of the stock from lack of the

descending current, the scion taking and appropriating all in

foliage and fruit. That the Quince stock is productive of

disease, and shortens the age of the subjects upon it, might by
a few solitary cases appear established ; but then we can find

as many showing that the dwarf stock induces health and life,

notably in the Kibston Pippin Apple. Rarely on the free stock

is the fruit otherwise than large, or the tree free from canker,

whilst on the dwarf stock it has not the tendency to canker,

the tree having a remarkably healthy appearance, and pro-

ducing fine well-coloured fruit.

Mr. Knight, I think, attributed the earlier bearing and extra

production of finer fruit by the Pear on the Quince stock to

the working on a foreign stock, making no allusion to the

arrest of the descending current by the stock, which acts like

ringing, only in a less degree. Some kinds of Pear will take

well on the Hawthorn, but this does not prove the resulting

fruitfulness to be otherwise accounted for except by the

stoppage of tho descending sap, for we may operate with a

scion equal in vigour to the stock with no greater benefit than
were it on its own roots. The art of employing the foreign

stock, so as to continue the subjects in fruitful vigour and lon-

gevity, appears, except in one quarter and by one person, to

have received little attention. Mr. Rivers has, it seems to me,
alone observed what kinds of Pear do not succeed well on the

Quince. Some kinds do not, Mr. Rivers tells us, and after ob-

serving the kinds, he first grafts the Quince with a Pear which
takes well on it, and then introduces the other variety that

does not. As certain Pears do not succeed on the Quince, the

union of the growths being so incomplete as to cause early

decay, this goes far to show that tho descending sap is very

greatly arrested, and life almost as soon stayed as in the pro-

cess of ringing. With the facts before us that some kinds of

Pears do not succeed on the Quince stock unless it has been
previously worked with a Pear that grows freely on it, it be-

hoves planters to be on the alert, and have varieties on their

proper stocks. I do not forget the fact that few propagate

their own fruit trees, mostly purchasing them when two, three,

or more years old, or in a bearing state, and from a neighbour-

ing nursery : hence tho importance of making sure that the

trees are on the proper stock ;
if they are not, what are we to

look for but unproductiveness—failure ? The proper subjects

to select may be known by a perusal of the " Miniature Fruit

Garden." But if not troubhng the veteran fruit-grower too

much, I should be glad if he would give us a list of a dozen
kinds of Apples, the same of Pears, Plums, and Cherries, free

bearers, large in their respective kinds, combining bulk with

quality, hardy dessert, and culinary kinds, not kinds for the

few, but for the million, fruit that will alike fill the eye and
satisfy the palate. Fancy kinds we have too many of, and
know too much respecting their indifferent bearing, small fruit,

and unsuitabihty for many positions in our uncertain climate.

With trees on dwarf stocks and suitable kinds there is no
difficulty in getting them to bear from the time when fruit

buds .are first formed if two things are done—they must not

be allowed to overbear themselves either by carrying too heavy
crops of fruit or of blossom. Allowing a tree to perfect an

immense crop weakens it—makes it aged at a rate no other

thing does imless it be ringing, which ends in death shortly

after the crop is matured. When a tree produces a vast

amount of blossom it is ageing too fast, and should have the

flowers thinned, or it may, and for years succeeding, leave off

bearing, and become as enfeebled as one overladen with fruit.

Second, the growths must not be allowed to become free, much
less strong. Tho strongest shoots of a bearing tree never

should exceed 9 inches in length, and they are sufficiently

vigorous if they make from 4 to Ij inches of growth, I mean the

young shoots. If the growths do not exceed the latter extent

the tree will stand, with a crop of fruit, liberal treatment—
namely, frequent top-dressing during the season of rich compost

or manure, and free watering in dry weather with water if top-

dressed, or with liquid manure if not top-dressed. This feed-

ing is very necessary to the trees, and for two reasons: First,

it stimulates the roots, causes them to be produced, induces

them to come to the surface for the humus of the top-dresE-

ing, and keeps them active, and no cheek to the growth of the

fruit in a dry period is sustained. Should the shoots annually

grow more than 9 inches it is evident the roots are extending

too far and deep. They require to be brought nearer the surface,

and lifting should be resorted to—in fact, I find that lifting is

the only cure for unfruitful trees on the dwarf stock. It does

not matter if the trees are 9 feet high, and have not been

moved for the last seven years, they will move quite safely
;

but in the following year they will bear but little, if any,

fruit, yet the growths will bo good—not more than from 3 to

inches long in the most vigorous tree, and almost every spur

will form itself into a fruit bud, and in the next year a good

crop of fruit may be expected, and will be produced if no mis-

hap occur, as frost.

It does not answer to have trees on the dwarf stock and

allow them to grow at will. In some soils and situations they

fruit freely without recourse being had to lifting, but in tho

majority of cases they grow too strongly to be free-bearing.

Besides, if a tree grows strongly it does not afford correspond-

ingly fine fruit, though the tree needs to be vigorous in order

to perfect a full crop of fine fruit. It may be vigorous in

having an abundance of large loaves borne on short stifl shoots

or spurs, and these are what are wanted, not growth of con-

siderable length, which may have to be shortened two or three

times during the summer to keep it within bounds, and allow

of a prospect of fruit some time. If this kind of growth bo
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made, it is of no use whatever trying to obtain fruit by cur-

tailing tlie head. Catting the shoots do not fashion the roots,

but the roots make the growth of the head what it is. Place

them in a soil where they will, by having to find their way
through firm rich ground, become much divided ; stiff short-

jointed growths will be the result, with broad healthy foliage

and a preponderance of fruit buds. Have them in a rich open
soil, the roots will ramble and the head will be straggling.

Boot-pruning with trees on the dwarf stock I do not com-
prehend, as nothing more than a spade is needed to cut off

every root in opening-out the trench to just as far as the ma-
jority of the branches extend, any loose soil being removed.
The spade may then bo driven under the ball at about a foot

to 15 inches below the surface roots all round, and with the

spades (it may take two for a tree 9 feet high) under one side,

lifting the handle upwards, and the head being drawn over at

the same time, the tree may be laid on one side quite easily,

and with a mass of roots and ball of soil upheaved. We have
now to apply the spade, cutting off any roots that may go
down, and, throwing in some soil, not rich, tread it or ram it

hard. The quantity of soil to put under each tree depends on
the depth the trees are in the ground and the surrounding
level, but they should have such a quantity as will raise the

tree fully 9 inches above the surrounding level for trees 7 feet

high, and 1 foot for trees 9 feet in height, calculating the

height from 3 inches below the junction of the stock with the

scion. The tree is then to be turned the reverse way, lifting

with the spades as well as drawing the head, cutting off any
roots as on the other side, and adding soil to bring it up to the

level of the other side, and the head may then be placed per-

pendicularly. Soil thit ia taken out of the trench Bhould be

placed so as to form a ooue, it being trodden as firmly as

possible, barely covering the uppermost roots, and upon it

apply a 2-inch thickness of short manure, equally disposed

upon the cone, and upon this 3 inches of soil. Tread hard,

and we have only to level-up for neatness, the tree appear-

ing on a cone that may have a base of 1 feet and a height

in the centre of 9 inches to a foot. It will be necessary

to mulch lightly with short littery manure. This keeps out
frost, and will be decomposed by spring, or nearly so, and
may then be lightly covered with soil for neatness and to pre-

vent its drying. The junction of the stock and scion ought
never to be covered with soil or top-dressing. It induces the

emission of roots from the scion stem which should not be per-

mitted, but all the available stem of the stock, except the least

possible distance necessary for the separation of the scion

stem from the soil, should be employed for rooting, and to

effect this it should be covered with soil. Of trees lifted in

this way not one in all that I have operated on has died ; all

form at the apex of nearly every spur a plump fruit bud. They
will fruit well in the second year after being lifted, and will be

good for two or three years or longer, perhaps for life, depend-
ant upon one thing—viz., that they do not make growths
of more than 9 inches in length, which may be the results

of the trees having the blossom destroyed by frost, for in this

case, there being no fruit to take up the sap, it will be expended
on new parts ; then stopping should be early practised and
growth closely restrained. It will be seen by autumn if lifting

must be resorted to ; if there are fruit buds sufficient for a

good crop lifting will not be advisable, for the tree bearing a
full crop next year will prevent any continuance of undue
vigour. Matters will thereby be righted ; but if there are only

a few fruit buds or none, lift.

The best time to lift trees is in autumn as soon as the ma-
jority of the leaves have fallen, but it may be performed in mild
weather up to February. The earlier it is done in autumn
after most of the leaves have fallen the better, as the trees

have the benefit of roots which are certain to be put forth

daring the winter. One of the greatest advantages of lifting

is the better ripening of the wood which is by it secured; it is

a perfect remedy for late and immature growths.

I have one other observation to make with respect to lifting

trees that may have been deeply planted. If you happen to

have trees of this description to deal with, be cautious in ex-

posing either the stem of the stock or that of the scion—-it

matters not which ; for if you bring the buried stem above the

soil it is likely the trees will die, or the branches die back an
undesirable distance. Wrap a hayband round such raised

stems, and put over it some sacking, so as to protect this part

of the stem for a year at least from the influence of the atmo-
sphere, removing the covering by degrees the following autumn.
—G. AuDEt.

LITTLE HEATH MELON.
I, LIKE many others, have grown Little Heath Melon both

last year and this, and can speak in its favour. I have an
old brick pit with three lights, 1 feet wide and 5 feet long.

After being planted with Potatoes, which I hfted the last week
of March, I just shook up the bed, which consisted of leaves,

and then mixing some short horse dung to start the heat
again, I put in a bushel of soil under each light, and no more,
consisting of three parts good loam two years old, and one
part of cow dung put in a heap two years ago. I then planted
the Melons, which were strong, one under each light. The
plants were raised from seed sown in a 48-sized pot, and
potted singly as soon as the first rough leaf was produced

;

after planting they grew such healthy dark green foliage, that

my gardening friends told me I should have nothing but
leaves. Very soon, however, they set plenty of fruit, and
fourteen of these in all on the throe plants weighed .50 lbs. ; my
largest was 5.^ lbs. weight. They were all cut by the 16th of

August, and now I have the pit planted again with May-sown
Cauliflower for late autumn use, with the lights off till protec-

tion shall be wanted ; thus by Christmas the pit will have done
good duty, if I have not. My other favourite Melon is Gilbert's

Improved Victory of Bath, which I planted in one of Messrs.
Boulton's frames, which give me groat satisfaction. My
employer says we want no other Melon but this, for it is of most
delicious flavour, and Little Heath was nearly approaching it,

but certainly not equal to it.

As regards affording air to Little Heath Melon, I gave them
about the same treatment a^ the Potatoes, which grew in the

pit before them, except that in dull days the lights were pushed
off back and front to have a free circulation of air from early

in the morning until I shut up, and it always fell to their

lot to be last.—C. Meaoock, The Gardens, Morville Rouse,
Warwick.

NOTES ON VILLA. .\xd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
As a rule, the ornamental or pleasure portion of the garden of

a villa residence receives the greatest share of attention, and
the vegetable or fruit garden, though it may be small, is fre-

quently not taken in hand with the same interest and worked
with the same animated spirit that somehow seems to grow-up
with the former. In my opinion this is not as it should be, for

however much pleasure may be derived from the cultivation of

flowers, there is such a substantial and profitable return from a
well-managed kitchen garden, that the two departments ought
to be on a level.

Veoet.vbles.—Some, such as the Potato and Onion, will have
come to maturity, and should be taken-up and stored away. The
former is in most seasons a peculiar crop to deal with ; early sorts

I presume have been taken up, but the later kinds are beginning
to grow, though still unrijje, and are likewise affected with the
blight, and the question is to know what to do for the best. If

the quantity is not large and the tubers are to be used, say this

side of Christmas, by all means take them up, but if wanted for

use early in spring the tops should be cut off and the tubers
left in the ground some time longer. In storing them take care
not to lay them thickly in a heap, and let them be put away as

dry as possible.

Earth-up such crops as Broccoli and Cabbage, as well as Cauli-

flowers, and hoe between those just establishing themselves.
Some of the late spring sorts may still be planted-out, though to

be successful in a high degree they should have been in before.

This is the time to plant-out the Uttle Bosette Colewort in

quantity; it is one of the best vegetables for winter ever in-

troduced into the garden. It can be planted thickly, say 1 foot

each way, and is a very hardy sort, turning-iu for use by Christ-

mas and onwards. Clear all ground as crops come off, and dig

it up ; it may then be planted with different sorts of Kale,

such as the tall and dwarf Green Curled, Scotch Cabbaging, and
Asparagus Kale. Savoys, too, of the Drumhead kind may still

be planted, though I like to plant-out the main crop earlier.

Cauliflowers, also, must not be omitted ; the most forward for

use this autumn should be earthed-up, and those for storing

under hand-glasses must be pricked-out in rich soil, while the

ground is being prepared for them. It is not well to get them
too large towards autumn ; therefore, others should be pricked-

out from a later sowing. Sow another batch of seed so that a

number of the plants may be put-out thickly under walls, and
also under glasses, or a frame for the first plantation in

spring.
Celery that is to come-in for use next month should be finally

earthed-up, but that for winter and spring supply should be

allowed to grow freely all this month before much earth is put
to it. I find it stands the severe weather much better, owing to

the hardier state of the outer stalks resulting from these having
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a free circulation of air daring their growth. All sackers should,

however, bo pulled off, as well as useless leaves that become
broken about ; the plants should also be watered freely during
this mouth. Spinach for a winter crop should be sown im-
mediately, and Tomatoes ripening should be encouraged to do
so by exposing the fruit to the sun as much as possible, other-

wise the process is long, and disease may overtake them.
Another most particular operation now is the planting-out of

the different sorts of salading, such as Endive, Lettuces, &c. I

presume that of the former there have already been some plan-

tations made for early use, but none of the plants in the seed-

bed are strong ; they have yet time to grow-out considerably.

Good sorts are the Batavian Broad-leaved, Green Curled, Digs-

well Prize, and the Moss Curled. The last-named is a more
delicate sort, and should therefore be one of the first planted-

out. Of Lettuces, sowings should be made frequently, and from
each sowing plants should be put-out in every available space
of rich ground. There is now no fear of their running to seed,

and it is just the time of year to get up a quantity to use in

autumn and winter. There is no lack of suitable sorts; there

are Hicks' Hardy White Cos, the Black-seeded Bath Cos, &c.

The above varieties will do to sow now, and the plants should
be put-out thickly under the protection of a wall, or in any
sheltered corner to stand the winter. Corn Salad also should be
sown. This is a very hardy salad ; and Mustard and Cress must
not be neglected, as well as Radishes of sorts.

No time must be lost at this season, every preparation being
made, and every care taken, to get things well established before

winter. Though their appearance will dictate what should be
done, the destruction of weeds must be pursued in every quarter,

for it any are allowed to shed their seed now the plants will

come up in the spring a hundredfold, and prove a source of

annoyance and give extra work at a period when other work has
to be done.

Fruit G.vrdek.—Among fruit trees there are two things which
ought to be well looked after. The first is the ingathering of

the fruit as it ripens, and the second the destruction of the
insects that eat it. This is the month for them in abundance,
and I have already taken means to destroy them by the common
methods known to almost everyone ; but as to flies and wasps I

cannot find anything so suitable for trapping them as the hand-
light. For those who may not have tried the plan I will just

state what it is. First set a hand-light on a couple of bricks,

and place under it a saucer of some sweet enticing liquid, or even
a decayed Peach or any other ripe fruit. This hand-light ought
to have a small hole in the glass at the top, say IJ inch square.

On the top of this another one is set, but with no hole or outlet

of any kind, and the places where they join must be stopped
securely up. The wasps enter the bottom light, and after par-
taking of the liquid fly up and make their way through the hole
in the top into the other hand-light, from which they are unable
to return. I have caught many hundreds in this way, and saved
much fruit which would not otherwise have been preserved. The
next thing to look to is to clear the trees of all lateral growth,
which at this time of the year is abundant. This admits the
sun and light to the buds, and assists in their development for

another year. I do not advise the leaves to be picked off the
trees, as some would perhaps advocate, for the purpose of ripen-
ing the fruit and giving it a colour. I am of opinion that if the
wood is properly regulated during the summer, and all super-
fluous wood not wanted for the formation of the tree kept off,

and the rest pinched-back at the proper season, so that it may
not once get the upper hand, there is very little, if any, need to

interfere further.
All fruit that will hang and is not wanted for present use

should be covered with netting. I much prefer the well-known
hexagon garden netting to any other; it is very thin, yet strong
in texture, and admits all the light ; the mesh is so fine that the
smallest fly cannot get through. Grape Vines on walls ought
also to have their fruit exposed as much as possible to the sun,
as it ripens so very slowly in the best of seasons, and the young
growth should be stopped-back where it is not wanted.

Strawberry plantations should be made from plants layered
this summer, and old beds filled up where vacancies occur. Take
care not to plant them deeply. The ground should be well and
deeply dug or trenched, and plenty of good manure added. The
ground most suitable is that which has previously grown a light
crop, as it is not likely to be so much exhausted as if occupied
by a deep-rooting vigorous-growing crop, such as Parsnips or a
two-season Cabbage bed, which takes too much out of the ground
for the Strawberry plant to do well.

—

Thomas Recobd.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

"We have on several occasions alluded to the drought and its

effect on the different sorts of vegetables; it is now telling on
the Apple and Pear in a way that we never saw before. On
large established trees the leaves are drooping, and in many
instances they are falling off with the fruit. In clayey loam

with a deep clay subsoil this would not happen, as the subsoil
would retain the moisture. Of course, where the fruit has
ripened prematurely it would be folly to allow it to remain on the
trees to fall off and be rendered useless. Such fruit will not keep
well, and is also deficient in quality. We continue to gather and
store Apples and Pears as the fruit becomes ready for gathering.
It is also necessary to look over at least twice a-week all fruit

that has been gathered, as there are always some specimens show-
ing signs of decay, and which would, if allowed to remain, cause
the sound specimens to decay. Looked over wall trees and cut
out some superfluous wood, nailiug-in shoots where they are re-

quired. The slug worm or slimy grub has been unusually
troublesome this year, especially on Cherry trees, where it seems
to be more at home than it is on any other sort of tree. Dust-
ing with dry lime has been recommended to destroy it, but
a preferable way is to kill it with the fingers. It is a mere matter
of time, and if the grubs are destroyed as soon as observed it

will prevent the trees from being disfigured. If this pest is

allowed to have its way it will effectually skeletonise the leaves.
Sowed Cauliflower, Lettuce, Early Cabl:jage, and Onion seeds.

We do not find any sorts of Cauliflower succeed better than
Early London, Walchereu, and Lenormaud's. As soon as the
plants have formed the first rough leaf or two they should be
pricked-out in an open position and in poor soil. The same
treatment is recommended for the Cabbage plants ; two good
sorts are Early Tork and Enfield Market. The only variety of

Lettuce that has been sown this year is Hicks' Hardy White.
It is probably only a good strain of Paris White Cos, but it is as
well to know what is really good of the many varieties in culti-

vation. The only variety of Onion sown is the Deptford.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pine Apples.—In the fruiting house there are Smooth-leaved

Cayenne, Charlotte Rothschild, and Black Jamaica swelling-

off. The night temperature is from 6.5° to 70°; a hiuher tem-
perature than this, say 5° more, might be maintained if neces-
sary. In our case the fruit is ripening faster than it is required,

and in the lower temperature the flavour is quite as good, if not
better. Many growers make a practice of watering with manure
water. Cow or sheep manure steeped in water and much
diluted is the best ; but a pinch of guano is less trouble, and is

also good. No manure water should be applied after the fruit

has grown to three parts the size it is expected to attain. If the
plants are kept overwet at the roots, or overdosed with manure
water, in all probability some of the best-looking fruit will be
black at the core and unpresentable on the table.

Cucuinher House.—Making arrangements for planting out a
fresh lot of plants. As we have previously stated, the same
plants may be cultivated so as to continue in bearing for at least

twelve months ; but better crops and superior fruit are pro-
duced if the plants are renewed at least every six months. It

does not matter much whether the plants are put out in the
autumn or spring months. A good time for planting out winter-
hearing Cucumber plants is the end of September or early in

October; the plants will become established before the dull dark
days of Christmas. There is no more useful winter Cucumber
than Telegraph, or a good selection of the Sion House type. It is

folly to plant very large sorts. Except for exhibition it is not
worthwhile to cultivate them at all; however, there seems to

be a growing tendency to revert to such coarse varieties as

Marquis of Lome, and a very similar sort, sent out last year,

called Duke of Edinburgh ; both of these are large coarse Cu-
cumbers, not even adapted for exhibition, as the fruit does not
increase in length without becoming at the same time as thick
as a man's arm. A variety named Duke of Edinburgh, and
certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society, is quite a dif-

ferent thing, and would be unsurpassed as a winter Cucumber.
For summer Civcumbers Tender and True and Blue Gown are
models of what an exhibition variety ought to be, but, as with
all good Cucumbers, there will be great difficulty in keeping up a

true stock.

Melons have not been good this year; but we would like to

impress upon all who wish to obtain good Melons that the
plauts must be kept quite free from red spider, and they must
not suffer from the want of water at the roots. Again and
again we have met with Melons grown in low lean-to pits with
no ventilation in the walls, and almost invariably the plants

have been suffering from damp at the collar. The cure for this

has been withholding water from the roots, and keeping the
surface of the ground quite dry. The check to the plants from
damping at the neck, combined with the overdry atmosphere,
has rendered them a suitable home for red spider; no after-skill

could possibly produce fruit fit to eat from such plants. We
have always found Melon plants the least liable to damp-off
when trained to a trellis overhead; but in whatever way the
plants are trained they ought at no time to suffer from want of

water at the roots. A good supply of water about two weeks
before the first fruits are likely to ripen, plenty of ventilation,

with a night temperature of 6j\ and a proportionate rise by day
will generally under such circumstances insure good-flavoured

fruit. To produce fruit in July, August, and September a span-
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roofed honse with its end facing south is the heet. In the early 1

summer months and lat-' in the yenr the best form of structure

is the half-span. Thu plants should always be trained to a

trellis fixed a foot or lo inches from the glass roof.

Orchard House.—We are now shaking the Peach and Nectarine

trees out of their pots, and repotting all the large trees in the

same sized pots in which they had been growing. To do this it

is necessary to use an iron prong to disentangle the roots, re-

ducing the ball of roots sufficiently to allow of an inch of the

potting material being firmly rammed-in down the sides of the

pots. Good drainage is also necessary to successful culture.

One large piece of potsherd should be placed over the hole in

the bottom of the pot, and a few larger pieces round it, finishing

off with smaller pieces ; over these place some turf with the

smaller particles shaken out of it, using only the turfy part. The
leaves are sure to flag for a day or two, but dewing with the

syringe and keeping the house a little closer than usual will pre-

vent any injury. It the trees have been thoroughly watered a

few hours before turning them out of the pots, it is better not

to give any water for twenty-four hours after repotting, when a

sufficient quantity should be BuppUed to thoroughly saturate the

whole.
Nearly all the Peaches have been gathered ; there yet remain

Desse Tardive, Exquisite, Lord and Lady Palmerston. The
first-named is certainly the very best late Peach we have. It is

not quite so good in flavour as Walhurton Admirable, but the

Iruit is larger, it colours better, and it is also a better setter. We
have tried several trees of W^alburton Admirable in pots, and

unless care is taken to impregnate the blossoms the fruit does

not set ; whereas Desse Tardive never fails to bear a crop, and
no artificial impregnation is required. Dymond has disappointed

ns; the fruit sets very well, but it is only of average flavour,

and has not yet grown up to the average size ; indeed, it is not

BO large as Early York. Let us recommend Exquisite as the

best of the yellow-fleshed sorts : large, with a fine crimson

Bhade on the sunny side ; the flesh is melting and refreshing,

. and though in flavour it cannot be said to touch Noblesse or

Bellegarde, this is as good as some. Lord Palmerston is a good
kitchen sort, excellent for cooking purposes, and it makes a

delicious pie. It may sometimes be sent in for dessert, but can-

not be recommended for that purpose. Lady Palmerston is the

last to ripen of the four, and is oftener good than Salway ; it

ripens ten days or more before that sort. Nectarines are over

with "Victoria.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Pine Apple Nursery Company, Maida Vale, Edgware Bead,

London, W.

—

Cataloquc. of Dutch Bulbs, dc.
Cranston & Mayo, Hereford.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch,

Cape, and other Flowering Bulbs.
WiUiam Barron & Son, IG, Market Street, Nottingham, and

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby.

—

Select List of Im-
ported Dutch Bulbs, £c.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle, and 30, Mark Lane London,
E.G.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Bases, Bhododendrons, ttc.—
Descriptive and Priced Cataloquc ofHtiacinths, Tulips, i(-c.

Robertson k Galloway, 157, Ingram Street, Glasgow, and The
Hermitage, Helensburgh.

—

Dutch Boot List.

Barr & Sugden, 12. King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
—Autumnal Descriptive Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants for
Winter, Spring, and Summer Flowering.
George Yates, Uuderbank, and Boyal Oak MUls, Stockport.—

Catalogue of Flower Boots.
C. Huber"& Co., Hyeres, France.

—

Frix Courant des Graines

de Primevcres de Chine.—Graines de Boronia megastigma.
James Dickson & Sons, 108, Eastgate Street, and Newton Nur-

Beries, Chester.

—

Select Boses.—Bulbous Flower Boots.—List of
Strawberries.—List of Grape Vines.

T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

—

A. B. C. Bulb Guide, Collection of Spring Flowers, d-c.

George Poulton, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton.

—

Catalogue of Flower Boots.

edited the new edition of Mcintosh's " Practical Gardener." Any bookseller

can obtain it for you from Messrs. Blackwood, the publishers.

Gardener's Work on SuND-iYS.—"^ Lancmhire Gard'-mr" wishes to

liQow whether gardeners ought to bo expected to gather Peas, dig Potatoes,

&c., on Sundays. The rule is that all such work ought to be done on the pie-

vious Saturda.v; and the cook or housekeeptr. knowing what dishes of vege-

tables will probably be required, ebonld on that day order accordingly. In

places where there is a lar;.'e extent of RlasB ere^tioos there is always plenty

of necessary work to bo performed by the man in charge. At the same time

it is very undesirable for the cook and gardtner to come into collision about

this or any other matter in which they have a mutual interest. The gardener

should let the cook know in a respectful manner that he does not approve of

ha\ing veaetablcs of all sort! gathered on Sundays the tame as on any other

day in the week, and ask that everything that is possible be ordered on the

previous day. If respectful language fails, a man who is possessed of a due

measure of self-respect will take a firm stand for what he considers right.

Vases are sometimes sent out to be tilled with flowers on a Sunday, which

shows that in those instances emplojers have not a due respect for the day

of rest. Having thus expressed our opinion, we add as decidedly that a man
who would refuse to do any sort of work on Sundays to oblige a considerate

employer had far better not apply for the ofRce of head gardener in any

establishment. What ho may justly object to is, either bis employer or the

cook persistently requiring work to be done on Sunday which might as easily

be done on the Saturday.

Banksian Rose Pbcnino {K. IT.).—The Banksian Kose requires very

little pruning, but you may regulate the shoots, keeping them from becoining

very much crowded, cutting them clean out whore too thick, and securing them

to the wall. In spring the unripe points of the shoot s should be removed, or II

they are firm even tliat is not necessary. The old weak branches may be cut

clean out. and replaced by young vigorous shoots trained-in at their full

length. The aspect being south there should be flowers next season, bat the

plants take some time to overcome the disposition to growth. The main

thing is to secure the thorough ripening of the wood, and to tliis our climate

is not favourable.

Stopping Seedlixg Pelargonicms {A. P. R ) —We would not stop them

but keep them near the glass so as to have them dwarf, and after they have

flowered jou may cut them down to from 4 to 6 iocbes of the surface, pnttmg

in the cuttings, it you think tbey are of a kind worth continuing. Keep them

rather diy until they hare made new shoots an inch lung, when they may bo

turned oiit of the pots, the ball reduced, and repotted in the same size of ^t,

shitting into larger pots as those thev are in fill with roots—say m No-

vember or December, and shift into the flowering-pots in February, stopping

the shoots when tbey have made three or four l.aves. Tie but the shoots so

as to form a good, well-fumished specimen. Stopping may be practised as

required up to March.

Alternantheras Wintering (F. J. C.).—The plants will winter safely

in a house from which frost is excluded, they bemg well estabUshed in pots

before winter, and with no more water than suflident to keep them fresh, lo

encourage growth they inoy be placed in a frame in March. They winter

best with us in a temperatiu'e of 5U", keeping them moderately moist so as to

continue slowly growing during the winter.

CocrMDERS Shrivelling (rri/in.i?). — It is evident from Meloiis doing

remarkably well that the atmosphere is too dry, or not kept regularly moist

for the proper swelling of the fruit. Perhaps the syrmaings are heavy, and

the water bangs on the ends of the fruit. See to the bottom heat, having

it 75", and the border in a proper state as to moisture, not making it very wet,

and encourage the surface roots with top-dressings of fresh rich ctmpost,

removiu" the surface soil down to the roots with as Uttle injury to them as

possible. Be careful to avoid check by air-giving, maintammg a moist

atmosphere, and brisk growing heat of 70' to 75-^ by day without sun, and Ho '

or more with snu and air. A minimum of 65° to 70= is smtablo at mght,

though in the morning it may be 5° less.

Indications of Eii-eness in Melons (Beginner).-Thereareno "maxi-

mum or many points " indicating "when any class of Melons are fit to out.

AU Melons show their ripeness by changing colour, usually from green to

yellow The change is sufficioutlv marked in aU to show when a Melon is ht

to cut, which is when the ripening colour extends over the greater part of the

surface of the fruit. The fruit also when ripening emits an aioma, and after-

this takes place it should be cut within twenty-four hours. Of some Melons

when ripening the footstalk parts Jrom the stem; and when the aroma

commences to be given off. and hefore tho stem is so cracked as to part from

th» fruit, the latter should be cut. It is not diflicult to know when a Melon

is fit to cut ; all that is wanted is a little experience, and its being fit to cut

may be known by its exhibiting a mellowness without signs of decay.

CiCTi CoTTlNas(Oi>un(ia).—Toumust obtain them from friends; we know

of no florist who sells them, nor of any work devoted to their culture.

" Greenhouses for the Many " contains much about them. You can have it

free by post if yon enclose ten postage stamps with your address.

Peach HOUSE Arrangement [H., iTonkstmni, Co. Dublin).—You will not

need a path in front; one where you show the door at the end will answer.

The ntuning and tying can be done from beneath the trellis, and from the

nath at back. Wo presume you have the front wall arched or on pillars, so as

admit of the roots passing from the inside to the outside border
;
the trees

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,'* It is particularly requested that no commnnication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to

"The Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened

nnavoid ably.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. AU articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books U- T. P.).—" Small Farms," by the Rev. W. Lea, is published at

our office, and may bo had free by post Jor 6j<i. {J. Fine).—Mr. Anderson

beiiiK planted inside, and the shoots trained to the under side of the treUis,

but with the form of trellis you show the shoots will have to be trained to the

urner side. Wo should have the trellis curved as jou show it at bottom, and

then flat at 16 inches from the glass. By your plan you wiU gain a little

more light for the trees on tho back waU, with the disadvantage of havmg the

trees on the upper si ie of the trellis. The front wall should be on pillars

14 inches by 9 inches, with openings between of 2 feet 6 inches
;
and with a

stone headiog of 10 inches by 9 inches, reaching midway between the pillars,

you would not need arches, the stone heading being suBicient to carry the

ioodwo.k. This wo should have preferred, and we would even yet have the

front wall disposed in the way named. We should have three trees m tont

and three at the back. On the back wall one Early Leatnce, one Early

Alfred, and one Roval George Peach. In front one Notilesse, one Grosee

Mignonne, and one Bellegarde ; or if you wish for a ^ectarlne m place of the

last-named, have Elruge. Stanwick Elruge, forced with us, is a freo-fetter,

aud btars very fine fruit. With the present front waU you will only be able

to have two trees in front. Noblesse and Grosse Mignonne Peaches.

Winter-pruning Pear, Plum, and Apple Trees (S(. Bridj/W) -The
trees not having been summer-pruned, should have the shoots cut baoli to

within half an inch of tho wood from which they originate. Any Bhoots re-

quired for extension should be trained-m their lull length, except the central
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shoot, which ehould ho cut back to 13 inchea to produco tlio side shoots auJ a

leader. It is folly, however, not to summer-prune, for the lonp; shoots deprive

the spurs of the light and air necessary for ripening tlie fruit buda. The
*' Modern Peach Pruner" may ho had free by post for lis. Sd. It does not
treat of Apple, Pear, and Plum-pruning, which is different.

Black Hamburgh Vine Out-doors Mii-dkwkd (G. C). — The mildew
in your case is due to the excessive drought, the ruotd being iu soil little

better, probably, than dust-dry. We should give thom a thorough watering
with guaiiO liquid, 1 oz. guano to a gallon of water; one good watering as the

Koaaou is bo far advanced will bo sufflciont. Dust the leavoa, shoots, and
fruit in every part with fli^wcrs of sulphur; a worsted stocking or muslin bag
6xei to a pole i" ^ good mode of application, shaking it bo as to distribute the
sulphur, which is a well-known remedy. The Sweetwater should be treated

in the same way.

Grapes Cracking (J. BaUK—To prevent cracking, the border where the
roots are should be moderately dry at the time of ripening

;
preserve also a

dry atmosphere in the house; and as a further precaution cut a notch on the
branch to which the buuch is attached, between the bunch and the main
stem ; this will check the flow of sap to the berries.

Grapes Shanked (Bristol).—The cracks are not unusual in the stalks

severely shanked. They demonstrate that the Vine roots do not supply sutfi-

cient sap. Water abundantly with weak tepid liquid manure. Cut out the
shanked berries.

Vines for Early, Muscat, and Late Vinerv (TT. TV. W.).—For the
eai'ly house you will need six Vines—three Black Ilambargh, one Bucklaod
Sweetwater, one Foster's White Seedling, and one White Frontignan ; for

the Muscat house three Viues—two Muscat of Alexandria and one Madresficld
Court. In the late house you may have eight Vines—two Muscat of Alex-
andria, one Madrestield Court, which may be cut by Christmas ; or if not to

be begun on till then, omit tbcm and have two Mrs. Pince,two Lady Downe's,
two Alicante, one Gros Guillanrae, and one Trebbiano. If you want more
white Grapes substitute two White Lady Downe's for one each of Mrs. Pince
and iUicante, and if you have the Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield
Court omit one each of Mrs. Piuco, Lady Downe's, and Alicante.

Moving Roses, Ccurants, and Raspberries {Horticuft).—Yon can trans-
plant them at Michaelmas.

Begonla Cqltcre (TF. S.).—There is no book devoted to so simple acuUure.
In our No. 595 are all the directions needed.

ScADBED Potatoes (S. R. J.).—The origin of the scab in the Potato is

undetermined. It is merely an eruption, confined almost entirely to the akin
of the tubers, and, probably, is occasioned by some ingredient in the soil

which causes decomposition in the tissue of the Potato's skin. Soils ma-
nured with coal ashes have been observed particularly liable to cause the
scab in the tubers. We shall be obliged by any vi our readers sending ua the
results of their experience relative to this disease. The scab does not attack
all varieties though grown iu the same soil and cultivated precisely alike.

This year on a heavy soil in Sussex, Kentish Ashlcaf, Walnut-leaf, and Lap-
stone were not scabbed ; but Giant King and a large handsome white kidney,
name unknown, were scabbed.

Weeping Willows Injured by Fbost (J. M.).—lt is evident you have
too tender a variety for your situation ; the growths being made late are not
well ripened, hence they are injured by frost, and die back. It is the Baby-
lonian kind—Salix babylonica. We have to record similar experience of this

species. The Kilmarnock, Salix caprea pendula, does remarkably well, having
long whipcord-like shoots; the Ameriuau, Salix americana pendula, also
grows freely, having larger leaves and stronger shoots. Both succeed with
lis in an exposed position.

Dahlia (TT. R. W.).—Your box and the Dahliait contained were completely
flattened by the post-office punches. Possibly it is a seedling, as yon con-
jecture; but we have seen a variety very like it in colour.

Maize (L. J. W.).—The specimen enclosed is a case of sporting, in which
some female blossoms are combined with those of the male.

Clay-like Stratum (R. S. S.).—You should have stated your locality, for
then geology would have told us the constituents of the stratum. It is evi-

dently aluminous, and if reduced to powder and mixed with alight soil would
render this more suitable for Roses.

Plunging Pots of Bulbs in Cocoa-nut Fibre {.IJaHn).—There is no
fear of the cocoa fibre heating. But why place them in boxes ? Could yon not
stand the pots on the floor of the cellar, plunging them in the fibre, and cover-
ing them with it about 2 inches deep ? The bulbs sliould be potted in moist
soil, and the pots be set on a damp bottom, so as to keep the toil moist to
insure rooting. The bulbs should be removed to light by the time the crown
growth has risen an inch. It answers as well, if not better, to plunge the
pots in ashes on the floor of a greenhouse, covering them overhead 2 or
3 inches with cocoa-nut refuse, especially for bulbs required for early forcing.
Under a stone shelf or other place free of drip answers well. They wiU be
^ell rooted in about tix weeks.

Greenhouse Heating (M. C). — Your gi-eenhouse is too large to bo
heated by a stove, but it could be heated satisfactorily by a portable boiler
whi'Th requires no brickwork, and which you will see advertised in our columns
weekly. In order to exclude frost, or afford a temperature of 40^ to 45*^ in
severe weather, you will need two rows of 3- inch pipes— i.o., a flow and return
along the two sides and one end, or you may have all the pipes in front if you
find the pipes at the end likely to interfere with doorways. The boiler may
be within the hon.-e, care being taken to kc?p down dust by damping the
ashes before removal, and having the smoke pipe perfectly smoket ight, and com-
municating with the external atmosphere, being taken clear of woodwork.

Constructing Greenhouse (T. P. F.).—The proportions of your pro-
posed greenhouse are good, but you do not say what your intentions are
respecting the interior. We should have the front wall arched, having open-
ings 2 feet 6 inches wide, and the border inside as well as outside, piduting
the Vines inside at 15 inches from the front wall, and training them to a
trellis 16 inchts from the glass. For the plants you will need shelves or a
stage, so as to have them near the glass and prevent drawing. Three-inch
pipes instead of 4-inch will give you all the heat you need to keep out frost
in winter, and will effect a saving in first cost, add to the efficiency of the
boiler, and require less fuel from haviug less water to heat.

Bunsen's Burner {F. J).—Any supplier of iras-fittings conld obtain one
for you. We do not know where they are manufactured.

Gas-heated Bon.ER (Regular Snhi^criher).—\ye have never tested such
boilers, so cannot say which is best. Write to some of the makers who ad-
vertise in our columns.

Caterpillars Destroying Peas (P.).—Those enclosed are the larvae of

the Daddy longlegs (Tipulal, and eat the stems near the surface of the soil.

We know of no means of gutting rid of thom except stirring the soil about
the roots and picking-out the larvie.

Grubs on Pear Leaves (J. Oreen).—You will find engravings and a
description of this troublesome insect in No. 638, payes 4B4-5. We cannot
advise a better remedy than that which you have adopted—namely, dusting
with slaked quicklime ; repeating the dose will generally be sufficient to
destroy them. See what Jlr. Douglas says this week in "ijoings."

Name of Fungus {Berrymcad PTiorii).—Agaiicua procerus, eatable.

Names of Fkuits (L. J. B.).—1, Christie's Pippiu ; '2, Summer Whorle;
3, Broughton; 4, Carel's Seedling ; 5, not known; 6, Parry's Pearmaiu. (T.C.).

1, Adele de St. Denis; 2, Fondante des Bois ; 8, Beune tterckmans ; 4, Vicar
of Winkfleld; 5, Bellissime d'Hiver.
Names of Plants (R. Jameson).—The Fern arising from the Surrey peat

sent to you is the common Brake, Pteris aquilina.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

BIRKENHEAD POULTRY SHOW.
The Wirral Agricultural Show was held at Birkenhead on the

2nd and 3rd inst. The peus "were Turner's, and were well
arranged, and the Show exceedingly well conducted, being the
best ever held by the Society. There were twenty-oue classes

for poultry, most of which were very well filled, and the quality
was exceedingly good throughout, with the exception that the
old birds were generally very shaky in feather.

In Dorkings the winners were very good, but the rest poor;
Mr. Walker standing well here, as also in adult CoclunSf with a
grand pen of Buffs. In the following class, first came a grand
pullet, though the cockerel in the second-prize pen was by far
the beat. Brahmas, both adult and young, were good. Adult
Spanish were poor, but the winners good in the young class. In
Game there was nothing of striking merit. In Bantams Mr.
Entwisle obtained the first prizes both for old and young birds
with Black Reds, in the former case with the SheflSeld cup cock,
which, despite the wild assertions of disappointed exhibitors at

that Show, is a bird not easily passed over ; the second in old
were Blacks, and in young Brown Reds, Strange to say there
were but two classes for Hamhurghs, a point which the breeders
duly appreciated by keeping their birds at home. Ducks were
grand in both classes, those in young being all Aylesburys; and
the Geese a large class, and perhaps one of the best ever seen at
a meeting of this kind.
Pigeons were the great feature of the Show, demonstrating

plainly what can be done by one true fancier in a neighbour-
hood; the classes throughout were well filled with grand birds.

Mr. Fulton showing in every class, was severely handled, as
compared with what is generally the case. In Pouter cocks a
Black was first and Blue second, and in hens the first and
second were Blue. Carriers were very good in both classes,

especially Mr. Fulton's Black hen. In Barbs a Yellow was
first and a Black second. Dragoons were divided into two
classes, the first for Blue and Silver, and the second for Any
other colour. In the first-named class the Judge was fairly

puzzled, and in the end placed equal firsts and seconds upon
both Silvers and Blues. This was truly a grand class. In the
next class the first was a Giizzle, the second Yellow. In
Anfiverps the winners were Red Chequer.'?, capital headed birds,

but a little heavier in body and longer in feather than would be
appreciated for racing, but by far the best in the class. In
Tumblers the first was a Kite, such as will not be easily for-

gotten, the head, beak, and eye being extremely grand; the
second beiug an Almond. The fii*st in Owls was a White
African, and the second a Silver English, but we preferred the
White one shown by Mr. Fulton to either of the above. In the
Variety class a Turbiteen was first and an Archangel second,
Trumpeters also being thrown into this class.

Dorkings.—1, -T. Walker, Rochdale. 2, J. Cowbum, Maesgamefl, Corwen.
Chickens.— ^, J. Walker. 2, T. Brocklebank, jun.. Heswatl. /(C, E. W. South-
wood. Fiikenham ; T. Brocklebank, j uq.
Cochins.— I. J. Walker. 2, T. Aspdei-., Church, AccrinRton. he, T. Stretch,

Ormakirk; W. H. Crabtree, Levenahulme, Manche»ter. Chick'iis. — 1, T.
Stretch. 2, J. Walker, vhc, C, Sidgwick, Kejghley. hc,W. H. Crabtree; T.
Aspden.
Brahma Pootra.—1, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Helens. 2, W. H.

Crabiree. he. J. Watts, King'* Heath, BirmiuKham. Chickens —1, A. RiRg,
Ciateacre, Woolton. 2, T. F. Ansdell. he, W. A. Writrht. Souihport : J. Walker

;

G. Maples, jun. Wavertree, Liveryool ; A. RiRET- Liaht.—Chickeytii ~l, S. W.
Hallain, Whitwick, Leicester. 2, E. Peel, Rock Ferry. hc,E.tee\; T. A. Dean,
Harden, Hereford.
Spanish.—1, J. Leemings, Bronghton, Pres'on. 2, G. K. ChilcoH, Fairlawn,

Gotham, Bristol, he, H. Wdkinson, Earby, Skipton. Chickens— 1, H. Wilkin-
son. 2, J. Leeminfi.
Game.— 1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Manchester. 2, G. C Bamctt, Birken-

head. Chickens.—I, T. P. Lyon, Liverpool. 2. G. C. Barnett. he, T. P. Lyon

;

ii. C- Bainett (2)

Bantams—1, W. F. Entwisle, Bradford. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, Man-
Chester, he, W. Johnson, Birkenhead, c, W. Brick. Newtown. Chickens.—1,

W. F. Entwisle. 2, G. C. Barnett. he, G. C. Barnett; J. Walker; T. H.
Stretch.
Hamburghs.—1, G. & J. Duckworth, Church, Chickens. — 1, J. Saunders,

Eidston, BirKcnhead. 2, A. C Lesfi-^r.

Any othek BhEED. — 1. J. Fearnley, Lowton, Newton-le-Willowa (Silver
Polanda). 2. C. Morrias, Upton Lawn, ChfSter (Huudans). he. Rev. N. J.
hidlev. Newbury |La Flei-he); J. J. Maiden, Bitrgleswade (Creve-Coear).
Chicken'' —1, W. Dring, P'avershfim (Houdans). 2. Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrewa-
bury (Malays), he, S. Elliott, Liskeard (Malays) ; J. Fearnley.
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DDCKS.-Bown.—], J. Walker. 2, W. EvauF, Prescot. cftc. T. Sear, Ayles
bury, he > H Mtott, PreBlon |/; ; J, Baylej, Bukenhead. Any other Breed.—
1 and 2. J. Walker.
UEiBE.-l nod 2, J. Walker, he. Thuruham Bros. Hemel Hempatead; H.W Banner. New Ferrv ; H. D. Brandreth, Brookhurat. BrumboroUBh ; T.

lIUls, Seacombe ; J. White, Wnitley, Nelherton, Wakefleld ; Capt. L. Aayon.
Chorley. c. S H. Stott.
TOBKEia.— 1, J. Walker. 2, J. Erookwell. Wigan. he, J. Cowburn ; Eev.

N. J. Ridley ; J, Dixon, Liverpool, c, W. A. Gray, Thurstaaton.

PIGEON'S.
Pudters.— Cocfc.—I, J. Richmond, OswaldwisUe. 2, J. Baker, London, he

H. Verdun, Wavertree. L'verpoul; H. Fulton, London. Here —1. J. Baker 2
E. C. !.tretch. he. K. Fulton ; J. Baker.
Carbiers.—Cock.—1, K. Knllon. a, P. R. Spencer. Hereford, he, W. Bell

Southport; R. Fulton : J. Baker. Hen.—1 and 2, R. Fulton, /ic, E. C. Stretch.
BAEiis.—.MnsieBird.-l, J.Baker. 2, E. Fulton, ftc, K. Fulton ; H. Yardlcy

Btrmiuubam.
Drauoons.—Bine or Sileer.— Single Bird.—1,F. Graham. Birkenhead. Exira

1, W. SoTth, Walton Livernool 2, W. Gamon; H. Yardley. he, F. Graham
(21 ; E C. Ktrttch; W. Smith; W. Gamon (i); W. H. Mitchell; J. HoUand,
Manchester (2). Any oticr Colour.—Single Dird.—l and 2. F. Graham, he,
J. G. liunn, Kyton, Uuiham ; F. Graham ; W. Gamon ; J. Baker.
ANTWEKPd.—.5i7i</^f Bird —\ and 2. W. Gamon.
Tdmbleks.—^(inolf Bird.-\, J. Baker. 2, H. Verdon. he, H. Verdon: H.

Yardley.
Fastails.—Sin«te Bird —\ and 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, Notts, he, Q.Bluhm, Hijzher Brougbton, Manchester.
OVL^.— vingU Bird—i, P. H. Jones, Fulham. 2, H. Verdon. he, T. Moore-

J. Baker (2)

Ndss -Siigle Bird-—\, J. Eiebmond. 2, H. Yardley. he. Rev. A. G. Brook.
ToRBiTS.—Jiiuric Bird. -1, P. H. Jones. 2, J. Baker, he, P. H. Jones; J.

Baker. '

Any other Variett.— 1, R. Fulton (Turbiteen). 2, H. W. Webb, Lower
Sydenham (ArclianRel) he, J. Lederer (Trumpeter); A. A. Vander Meersch
(Black and Light Mi.ttlcd Trumpeters); H. W. Webb (White Picmyl- J
Baker (Bed and Velluw Jacobins).

Judges.—Mr. Eequilant, Brixton ; Mr. Teebay, Preston.

DRIGHLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the 5th inst., but was a very small affair,

there being only a hundred entries. Ten or a dozen years ago
this Show was considered quite an event, the schedule being
good as compared with others of that time ; but we are sorry to
Bay that now the Committee does not include a single fancier,
and the consequence is that the farmers beat down the poultry
prizes, thinking it too much to give 20s. for the best Game cock,
when only that amount ii given for the best bull, forgetting
that a class of Game cocks will pay the whole in entries, while
perhaps only one bull is entered. On this occasion, however,
there was a fair show as regards quality if the numbers were not
good, Mr. Beldon taking most of the prizes with very good
birds. There were no entries for Aylesbury Ducks, but the
Rouens were fair; and in Game Bantams Mr. Noble showed an
exquisite pen of Black Reds.
Of Pigeotis Mr. Thresh showed a nice pair of Black Barba, and

the Autwerps were pretty good as a class. In Jacobins, Yellow
were first and Eeds second. In the Variety class young Blue
Dragoons were first, Ice Pigeons second. Nuns and Ice being
also noticed.
Babbits were as good as any section of the Show. The win-

ning Lop-ears were really good, both being Fawn-and-white.
The first prize in the Variety class went to Himalayan, and the
second to Silver-Grey.
Spanish.—1, H. Beldon, Goitatock, Eingley. 2. J. Thresh, Bradford.
Dorkings.- 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Cochin-China.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Brahma i^'ootra.— 1, H. Beldon. 2. W. Scbofield, Birkenehaw.
Game -Blaek-breasted or other Ited.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Hodgson, Brad-

ford Ditckwiiigcd.—i. W. U. Mason, D.ighlington. 2, A. Fell, Adwalton.
Any other variety — 1. J. J. Mason, Driehlioelon.
HAnBUHOHti.—Galden-spaiigled or Golden-pencilled —1 and 2, H. Beldon.

Silver-spangled or Silver-pencitled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. Btaek.—l and 2, H.
Beldon
Ant other Varif-ty.- 1 and 2. H. Beldon.
Any Breed —Cock—\, J. Hodgson, Bow'ing. 2. H. Beldon.
B*NTAii-.— 6'a(?i«.— 1, G. Nobe. Slaincliffe. Batley. 2. H. Butler, Bradford.

Any other variety.—1, C. & J. Ilhngworth. Heights. Hightown. 2, H. Beldon.
DvcKa.—Rouen — 1, J. R. Pollard, Wibscy Bank Koo>. 2, B. Parkinson,

Dewebury. Any otiier variety.—1, H. Beldon. 2, D. Stead, Adwalton.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-1, H. Beldon.
CRopptRS OR Pouters — 1, H. Beldon. 2, J. H. Sykes, Huddersfield.
TruBL^ae.—Almond.—1, H. Beldon. Any other variety.—I, H. Beldon 2. T.

So di, Biuntcliffe.
Barbs.-1, J. Thresh, Bradford. 2, J. H. Sykes.
Antwerps.-^I. W. Hardcastle, Bingley. 2, T. Scott.
Turrit...-1, H. Beldon.
Fantails.—1 and 2, J H. Sykes.
Jacobivh.—1 and 2. T. Holt, Bradford.
Trumpeters.—1, H. Beldun. 2, J. H. Sykes.
Magpie or Swallow —1 and 2. H. Beldon.
Wild.—1, .s. ,v W. Sheard, Hightown. 2. H. Beldon.
Owls— I, J. Thresh, Braaford. 2, W. Hardcastle. Bingley. c, H. Beldon.
Any other Variety.—!, G. S. Burton, Leeds. 2, H. BeUon.

Rabbits.— Spani8/i.—Biic/: or Doe.—I and 2, G. S. Burton. Beeston Hill. Any
other variety.— 1 and 2, G. S. Burton. Common.—Buck or Doe.—l, G. S.
Burton, Leeds, c, J. Kendall, Adwalton.

The Judge was Mr. J. Dixon, Clayton, Bradford.

Bristol Pohltry Show.—We are glad to hear that Mr. Cam-
bridge has received sufficient promises of support to enable him
to decide upon holding another show, the date of which will be

found in our list of exhibitions. The responsibility, however,
being great, subscriptions will be thankfully received by him.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 18.

THE BRUGES, OR NORTHERN GAME FOWL.
This includes nearly all the fighting varieties. Its gait and

physiognomy are like the English Game fowls. In strength,
shape, and weight it resembles the Malay. It is the largest and
strongest European variety, and it is ranked amongst the best.
The body, very large, is strongly supported by strong and sinewy
legs. The plumage, being rather close, deceives as to its size.

The head of the ouck is strong j the comb small and generally
dubbed {because of the special destination of these cocks); it

ought to be neither single nor double, falling on one side, and
black while young. At adult age the comb becomes red, but it

retains many black spots, which are still more noticeable on the
cheeks. The wattles and ears are very large. The expression
of the cock is fierce. The neck is long, and its hackle rather
short and close. The foot and the toes are of a dark grey, and
are of remarkable strength and size. The cock weighs generally

8J lbs., but sometimes OJ, and even 11 lbs.

' *lliv

Fig. 73.—Feather

Plumage.—The preferable colour, and which amongst ama-
teurs characterises the best variety, is entirely of spangled silver
in the cock as well as in the hen, but the cock's tail is dark.
The spangled cock without any other colours is very rare. They
generally have the hackle more or less golden, upper side of the
wings red, and under the breast brown or blackish, and the tail

black.

The hen does not differ from the male, and she has the same
general characteristics. Her comb is small and granulated.
The ear-lobes and cheeks greyish black till she is adult, and
her plumage, when spangled, is sUghtly wavy to the feathers of

the tail.

There are cocks and hens of all colours, passing from yellowish
white to pure black, &c. The preferable variety is wholly
black. Its plumage is of a deep black, and produces a striking
effect with the cheeks and ear-lobes black. Moreover, they
produce very fine specimens. Another variety of dark brown,
almost black, is that which furnishes the largest cocks and hens.
There still remains another variety, the plumage of which is

entirely cuckoo. The feathers have seven instead of four bars

,

as in all the other cuckoo varieties {fig. 73).

WHITBY POULTRY SHOW.
The forty-first annual Show was held at Whitby on the 2nd

inst. in a large field in an elevated position; and the wind
proving very strong, one of the marquees which had been erected

for the Itmcheon was shattered during a storm of thunder and
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rain, and the good things provided were scattered in all direc-

tions. The poultry and Pigeon Boction proved much belter

than we have before seen at Whitby, showing an appreciation

of the management of Mr. Stonehouse, the Secretary, who is a

true fancier. The pens, which were perfect models for an out-

door show, were of wood except the fronts, and their floors were

covered with silver sand, a provision to which we would draw
the attention of all committees who hold shows near the beach.

The pens were arranged in single tiers on two sides of the field,

and the occupants received a great amount of attention from the

visitors.

Dorkings came first, adult birds being good, but much out of

feather; the young were a good class, the pullets being better

than the cockerels. Adult Spanish were good. The first-prize

cock was the best we have seen this year. Young birds were

also pretty good. In Cochins adult Whites were first, and Buffs

second, a really grand pair of Buffs in the chicken class receiv-

ing the first award in the next class ; the rest were only

moderate. Adult Brahmas were fair, and the young very good.

The first-prize Dark cock was a nice bird ; the second, which
was Light, losing only from want of age. Of Gaine we can

Bay little, the quality and condition not coming up to our expec-

tation. Few of the Hamburghs were worthy of note, except the

winners; but these were good in all respects, the cup for the

best pen in the Show being awarded to an almost perfect pair of

Silver-spangled chickens.
Game Bantams were tolerably good. The first and second

prizes went to chickens of this year, and all were Black Reds,

and in the next for the varieties Blacks were first and second,

and a very promising pair of pure Silver Sebrights third. For
Any other pure breed first came Silver Polands, second Ked
Malays, and third Gold Polands ; and this was a very good class.

In the Selling class the first were good Buff Cochin chickens,

second Dorkings, and third Gold-pencilled. The whole were
sold by auction.
The next class was for birds of the district only, but it was

very poor, although a cup was offered. This was won by a pair

of Silver-pencilled, the cockerel having some points, but a bad
comb, while the pullet was perfect. A pen of Gold-pencils was
very highly commended, the cockerel good in most points, but
the pullet worthless ; while a fair pen of Dark Dorkings was
also noticed.
Ducks were all good classes, and some of the pens very cheap,

and quickly bought, while the Geese and Goslings were very
large and good in all points, the winners in young being Whites,
while in old birds a grand pair of Toulouse was placed first.

Adult Turkeys were good, but the young only moderate.

Pigeons were not very numerous, but the winners in most
classes were of good quality. In Pouters Blacks were first and
Blue second, others also good, being highly commended; but we
would advise the division of this and the Carrier classes into

sexes. Carriers and Fant lils were good, while Jacobins were
also a nice class. Of Tumblers only one pair of any great value
was shown—viz., a pair of Agates, with heads that were perfect.

In Trumpeters Blacks were first and Mottles second, but the

eyes of the latter pair did not match. Very good Dun Barbs
were placed first, and capital young Blacks second in that class

;

but the Variety class was a puzzle, and every pen was noticed.

First came Sdver Owls, second Ice Pigeons, third White Owls,
and fourth Red Magpies.
A pair of Eabbiis of the Himalayan variety were shown as

extra stock.

Dorkings,—1, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. 2, W. Morfitt, Goole. hc>

R. ^milh, jun., Norton, Maltoa ; A. Jackson, Great Broughton ; Lady A. B.
Peirse. Beaale. c, J. Curr, Whitby. Cktckciis.~l, A. .lackson. 2, R. W.
Rich iriiHon. Beverley, vhc, J. White, he, Lady A. B. Peirse. c, J. Watts,
Kinu'^ Heath, Birmiogham.
Spanish —I, H. BeWon. Goitstock, Bingley. 2. J. Thr.'sh. Bradford, lie.

Paiister & Hawkins. TopcUtTe. Thirsk. c, K. Smith, jun, : .1. Linskill. Sleights
Siation. Chu-kens.~l,ii. Beldon. 2, J. Thresh, /(f, Palister AHawliina; G.
Cleulmet. Lvthe.
CuciiiN-'niNAa.—1, H. BeMon. 2, A. Spencer, Driffield. Chickens.—l,D.& J.

Ibftson, Whitby. 2, H. Beldon. c. J. W. Corner, Egton. Yarm.
Brahma HnoTRAS—l, H. Beldon. 2, P. C. Bedliniton, Whitby. ftcT. Dobson,

Kirhyinoorside. c. Rev. R. L. Story. Lockington Vicarage- Derby. Chickens —
1. H. Beldon. 2. J. Watts, vhc, W. J. Frank, EaglescUffe, Yarni. he. T. P.
Carver. Langthorpe. Boroughbridge ; Capt. Percival, Whitby, c, Capt. Percival

;

J, Clemmett. Stokeslev.
GitdB.Slaek-breasted or otiier Rcds.—l.'W. Adams. Ipswich. 2, R. Smith,

jun. lie. U, M. Julian, Beverley. c.T. Blackburn, Northallerton ; W. Maynard,
Northallerton. Any other variety.—1 and 2, J. A, & H. H. Staveley, Drilficid.

he, ti. Winwood, Worcester, c, G. Holmes. Driffield. C/iicfce/is —1, W. Adams.
2. F. H. Wright. Halifax. S. W. F. I-ttt, Middlesbrough-oo-Tees. he. W.
Douthwaile, Darlington, c, W. W. Ward, Whitby ; J. Kobshaw. Whixley.
HAKBUHGaB.—GoUU'nritpangled.-^'l, R. Keenleyside. Aycliffe. 2, H. Bwldon.

he. G. Gartiuit, Slonington Pickering, c, G. Garbutt; H. Beldon. Silver^
spangled —1 and he. H. Beldon. 2. J. G. Dent, Seaton Carew. Gold or aUvcr-
tpaitffled.—Chickens.—I and Cup, H. Beldon. 2, R. Keenleyside. he, J. Robahaw.
c, K. Newby, Welhurn, York.
HiMBL'ROHS.—Goirfen-pt'iicinf'd —1 and 2, H. Bellon. 3, G. Holmes, he. J.

Webster, Whitby. Silverpencilled.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, G. Holmes; G.
Speedy, Whitby. Gold or Silvcr-pencilUd.-Cliiekens.—l, H. Beldon. 2, D.
Waller & Wjigbtaon, Stokesley. *c, J. Russell, Whitby; T. H. Headman,
Whitby, c, 3. Rnssell; J. Webster.
Basiaus.— fVaine.—1, W- Adams. 2, Ladv A. B. Peirse. 3 and he, W. C.

Dawson, Whitby. Any other variety.—I. K. H. Ashton, Mottram. 2. H. Beldon.
3. T. P. Carver, Langthorpe. he, J. Mavo, Gloaceater; T. Dyson, Halifax;
W. F. Pett.
Any othbe Variety.—1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2, Lady D. Yeoman, he, T. P.

Carver; J. Patrick, e, T. Goodwill, Pickering,

Selling Class,- 1, D. & J, Ibotaon, 2, A, Jaokson, Great Broughton. 8. J.

Webster, he, T. P. Carver; P. C. Bedlington ; G. Pounder. Kirhymoorside;
W. H. Young. Driffield ; J. Carr. tr, r. Haliujhaw, Ear.sUoatoa ; VV. G. Urwm,
Whitby; J. W. Corner

, ^
District Classes —Fowls —Chlekent.—Cn\>, T. H. Roadman, vhc. 3. Carr.

he. 3. Webster, Fartnitard CrOKS.— Chickens.— i. Rev. J. Taylor. 2, J. Ruaaell.

Fiirmiiard Cross —Ditcklings.-i, Miss Dale. Wliitby.

Ducks. -.li/tolmri/,— 1, T, P. Carver 2, Mrs, Stonehouse, Dainho'.me, he, T.
Dobson, Kirliymuoraido; W. Piercy, Great Drillleld. DaekUngs.—l,3. Newton,
Silsden. 2, T. P, Carver, c, T. Dobson. „„„,,, .

Ducks.—iioucn.—l, J. Newton, 2 and uhe, G, Garbutt, he, P, C, Bedlington

;

G. Pounder, e, Mrs. C. Tarboltom. Cawton GiUlng, York. Dneklings.—l, J.

Newton, 2. T. P. Carver, lie, G, Garbutt. c, Miaa -lordau, Driffield,

DccKa —Any other viiriety.—i, T. P. Carver. 3, W. Binaa, Pudaey. he, T. P.

Carver; O. A. Young. Driffield.
, „ „ ,^ ^

Oeese,-1, Mrs. J, Mitcbolson, Piok'irinB, 2, J, Story, Yarm. 3, T, M. Derry,

Geduey. he, P, C. Bedhngion, Whitby: O. A. Yuuog. Driffield; G, Pouodor,
Klrby .Moorside. York. Goslings.— i. J. Story, 2, O, A, Young, (if, T. M.
Derry ; Mrs C. Tarbotton. Ca \ ton, GiUing, York. c. Mrs. J. Mitchelsou.

TORKEVS.—1, T. P. Carver. Langthorpe. 2, J. Story, he, G. Pounder; Mrs.
J. Mitchelson. Pontts.—l, J. Story. 2 and he, Mrs. W. Ward, Eakdalegato.

PIGEONS.
PocTERS. — 1 and 2. J, E, Crofts, Blythe, Workaop. he, 3. P. Fawcett,

Whitbv; A. Spencer. Driffield.

Tumblers,— I, W. Adams, Ipswich. 2, .J, E. Crofts, c, 3. Horaley.
Carriers,— 1, J, E, Crofts- 2, J. Aconley, Pickering.
Fantails,— 1, J, P, Fawcett. 2, J. F, Loversidge, Newarli, Notts, he, T. S,

Stephenson, Newbegin, Beverley, e, J. Welford.
Jacobins —1, J. E. Crofts. 2, J. Aconley. c, S. Denham, Pickenng; W.

Horslev, Welham, Malton.
. „ ,, .

Trijmpbters.—1, R. J. Smith, Yarm. 2, J. E. Crofts, he, 3. H. Watkina,
Hereford. , .,„,„,,,
Bakbs,—!, J. B. Crofts. 2, J. Thresh, Bradford, li/w, J. H. Watkma. c, J.

Any other Variety.—1, W. Binns, Pudaey. 2. J. Thresh. 3, J. G. Denf,

Seaton, 4 and 5, J. E. Crofts, ehe, S, Denham. Uc, J. Aconley (2); J. B,
Watkina. c, J. G. Dent; N. Russell, jun., Northallerton (silver Owls); J. W.
Hyde.

Extra Stock.— J, W. Watson, Sleights (Rabbits).

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

BATH POULTRY SHOW.
Septehbeb 2nd and 3rd.

{From a Correspondent.)

Only one or two slight alterations in the schedule of this Show
will be necessary to make it for the future one of the great

chicken exhibitions of the year. Adult classes would be better

omitted, as, owing to the moulting season, it is impossible to

get together classes of old birds at all worthy of such a show.

The first prizes and cups were liberal, but a second prize of 10s.

is hardly sufficient. Again, why should old birds be charged

5s. entry fee and chickens 4s. ? A uniform rate for all the classes

would be very much better. The Committee in their programme
state the Judges will be gentlemen of acknowledged experience.

Now we hardly think Mr. Groote comes within this category,

as we do not remember that his name has been much before

the poultry public either as a judge or successful exhibitor of

any variety. We do not wish to be hard on this gentleman, but

we cannot help saying that his awards in the Game, Hamburghs,
and Silkies were received with very general disfavour. Mr.

Hodson judged the large breeds, French, Polish, and Variety

Bantams well.

The first-prize pen of adult Dorkings contained a very large

hen, but too light in colour. The second-prize cock was best,

but the hen not nearly his equal. The cup cockerel was Dark,

large in frame, and with very good feet and legs : the rest of the

class far behind. Taking the whole class, the pullets were
certainly the best, the first-prize a very even pair of Dark birds.

The third-prize birds had beautiful combs. Mr. Beaohey's was
a good pen, but very sooty in foot. In Variety Dorkings Mr.

Cresswell showed two fine young cockerels, but hardly so light

in colour as Silver-Greys should be. The finest Silver- Grey
pullet was in the second-prize pen, but she wag not well matched.

Fair white pullets were third. In Cochins Buffs were first, the

cock with mealy flights but weU ahead. Partridge were first

and third in cockerels, and a very good Buff second. Pen No. 45

had been grossly trimmed in the liocks, and was justly thrown

out by the Judge. We were sorry to see this happen to so old

an exhibitor as Mr. Tomlinson. The Cochin cup was awarded to

a splendid pair of Buff pullets which had previously taken the

cup at Sandy. Mr. Crabtreo's was also a very good pen. Mr.

Woodgate won easily in Whites. Black Cochins were decidedly

poor. Brahmas were marvellous classes both as regards num-
bers and quality. Mr. Lingwood's Dark cockerel was the ad-

miration of all beholders ; he is immense in size, broad, deep,

very good in colour and comb, and altogether a model specimen.

We think we are justified in saying that no bird hitherto seen

has combined such perfection in points with great size; he

justly took the champion cup. The second- prize cockerel, though

a good deal younger, will make a very fine bird. He is most

beautifully and evenly ticked on the breast, a feature we do

not at all dislike. Dark pullets were also good. We think the

third prize must have been meant for the next pen. In Light

Brahmas Mrs. Williamson won with a very fine pen; "Young
Hero " was second and out of condition. The first-prize cockerel

was good but very yellow. Light Brahma pullets were thirty-

nine pens, almost one of the largest musters ever seen. Among
so many good pens it must have been no easy task to pick out
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the winners. We think the whole class might have been coru-
mended with one or two exceptions.
The Game classes were poor with one or two exceptions, and

very badly judged. The cup-winner was in very bad feather
and not good in style. The best Hmnhurghs were shown by
Messrs. Beldon and Long. The first class was well judged, but
the cup was given to a very indifferent pair of Pencilled pullets,

while Mr. Beldon's really splendid pen was unnoticed. AVe
have not the heart to say any more about these classes. In
Spanish Mr. Jones took the cup with his grand pen. SWiies
were very large and good classes ; they seemed to take very
much with the public. The best pen of pullets, which most
decidedly should have had the cup, were only highly commended.
The cup pullets were not nearly their equal in crest or leg-
feathering. In cocks the third prize was given to a very large
ugly bird with only four toes on one foot, while several perfect
birds were unnoticed.

In Or^iamental Birds beautiful Gold and Silver Pheasants
were first and second, White Guinea Fowls third. Houdans
were good classes, but many of the birds nearly black in plumage.
We much admired the winning cockerel and Mr. Hibbert's
pullets. In Polands a splendid pair of pullets with immense
crests won the cup. We think the Judge must have mistaken
the Any other variety class for a Creve class, as all the prizes
were given to them. In cockerels first came a Malay, and third
a Cinnamon Cochin. Malays were first and third in pullets.
The cup for Bantayns was given to a beautiful pen of Silver-

laced, the same, we think, as the cup-winners at the Bath and
West of England Show. Two other good pens of Silver-laccd
were also shown, all white in ground colour. White-booted
Bantams were second, and Gold-laced third, good ground colour
but too large in tail.

In Ducks Rouen formed the beat classes.

_Mr. Winwood was disqualified in the Selling classes for exhi-
biting a pair of Spanish hens with their combs painted. We
were not sorry to see this exposed by a card being placed on the
pen stating the fact.

["Wiltshire Rector's" notes on this Show will appear in
our next issue.

—

Eds.]
Dorkings (Coloured).—!, L. Patton. Taantun. 2, T. C. Buraell, Micheldever.

6, Withheld.
Dorkings (Coloured).—CocfrfrcZ —1. T. C. Eurnell. 2, Rev. H. F. Hamilton,

St. Nicbi'las, Chard. 3. H. h'east, Swansea.
Dorkings (Coloured).—Pj(ik'(3.~l. K. W. Beachey, Kingskerawell. 2, J, H.

NichoUs, Lo&twitbiel. 3, J. Gee, Oxford.
DoBKiNGS (Any other variety).—], Withheld. 2, W. Bateman, Kidllngton.
Dorkings (Any ither variety).— CocA:f;ei.—l and 2, O. E. CreBSwell, Early

Wood, Ba^-ahul. 8. Withheld.
DoBKiNGS (Any other variely).-PH7/e/s.—], Miss J. N. GrenviUe, Glaston-

bury. % O. E. Cresswell. 3, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. Monmouth.
Cochins (Buff and Partridge) —1, E. Winwood, Worcester. 2, H. Tnmlinson,

Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. 8, Rev. C. R. J. Pearson, Buckland Dinham. he,
H. Feast.
Cochins (Buff and Partridge},—Cocfefre/.—l and 3, Hon. Mrs. Sugden, Wells.

2, W. H. Crabtree, Levi^uahulme.
Cochins (Buff and Partridge) —PuHe/s —1. Mrs. Bentley, Upper Tedding-

ton. 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, Hon. Mrs. >-npden. he, Hon. Mrs. Sugden ; W.
Byland, Erdington, Birmingham; H. Tomlicson. c, B. S. Lowndes, Stony
Stratford.
Cochins (Black and White) —1, Cup, and 3, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tun-

bridge W«;li3. 2, Mrs. A. Williamson, Leicester.
Cochins (Black and White)—Coc/:crei.—l and 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. S.J.

Bloodworih. Cheltenham, he, T. L. Nash, Sproughton, Ipg-wich; H. Feast.
Cochins (Black and S^'hiiG\.—PuUcts.~\, H. S. S. Woodgate. 2, R. W. Beachey.

8, W. Whitworth, jun.. L,ungsight, Manchester, he. Rev. T. L. Sprye, Newton
St. Loe. c, Mrs. A. Williamson.
Brahma i (Dark).- 1, Rev. R. Story,'Lockington Vicarage, Derby. 2, J. Watts.

3, T. F. Ansdell.
BBiHiiAS (Dark) —CocTccrel.~-\ and Cup, Horace Lingwood, Creetiu?, Need-

ham Market. 2, O. E. Cresswell. 3, J. Watts, Hazlewell Hall. Birmingham.
c, F. L. Turner, Dorchester
BR4HMAS {DixxV).- Fidlcts.—l, Horace Lingwood. 2, E. Pritchard, Tettenhall.

3, T. A. Dean. Mar.Ien, Hereford, he, C. Harvey, Keynsham ; J. Grant, War-
minbter; F. L. Turner, c, E. Enaor, Brihtol.
BEAiiaiAs (Liiiht). -1 and Cup, Mrs. A. Williamson. 2 and 3, T. A. Dean.
Brahmas (Lighi).— Coctejcf—1, E. ScammeU, Trowbridge. 2 and 3. T. A.

Dean, c, J R. iiodbard, Wrington.
Bbah^iIas (Light)—P((!'f(s—J, Mrs. A. Williamson. 2. Rev. M. Rice.Bramber

Rectory. S, Mrs. S. Cro b. Keynaham. he, Horace Lingwood; J. Turner,
Twerton; J. Bloodworth ; T. A Dean; H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Isle of
Wight, c, Mrs. J. T Holmes, Bath.
Game (Black or Bruwn-breasteil Reds).—Cocfc —1, T. R. Charles, Weymouth.

2, H. Browne, St Austell. 3, G. Bentley. London.
Game (Black or brown-breaeted Reds).—Hf«.—1, S. Matthews, Stowmarket.

2, H. E. Martin. Sculthorpo. 3. J. Cock, Worcester, c, Hon. aod Kev. F.
Dutton, Bibury Vicarage. Fairford.
Game {Any other variety).— Coi-'A:.—! and Cup, E. Winwood.", 2 and 3, Hon. and

Rev F. Dutton.
Game (Any other variety).—Hcii —1, J. Cock. 2. S. Matthews.
Hambdrghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).- 1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.

2, J. Ling. Bromley Common. 3, H. Feaet.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled). — Cockerel.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, G.

Packham, Exeter, c, J. Carr, Hafod, Swansea.
Hambhughs (Gold and Silver-pencilledl.-Pitnef.'i.-l and Cup, H. Feast. 2,

C. Bloodworth. 3, A. Smith, North jwram, Halifax, j'/ic, C. Bloodworth. he,
3. Long: G. Lias r, G. Hoberts, jun., Selkirk.
Hamborghs {Gold and Silver-spangled).—1, J. K. Harris, Warminster. 2, J.

Long. 3, J.Ward, /ic, N Marlow, Demon; it. Beldon.
HAMBDKGHs(iilauk) -1, H. Feaat. 2. .L Lon^. 3. H. Beldon.
HAMBORons (Gold and Sdver-spanpled),- uocfcere? — 1, J, Long. 2, J. Carr.

8, T. E. Jones, Wiilverhampton. c, C. Parsons, Wolverhampton.
Hambubghs (Giild and >ilvei'-spangled).—Pjt(l£(8 —1, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. 2, H.

F. Oonly. S, C. Hanson, vh c , J. Long.
Hambobghs (Hla-ck) —Coclcerel.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. 8, E. Leake,

EromBelil, Sulnp-
HAMBDROHs(Black).—Piti?f(s.—1, Rev. W.Serjeantson.Shrawardine Vicarage.

2 W. CutlackJun.Littleport. 8. N. Marlow. /ic, H. Beldon.

Spanish (Black, White-faced).—! and Cup, E. Jones, Clifton. 2, Mrs. Tonkin,
Bristol, 3, H. Beldon.
Spanish (Black, \\hite-faeea).-Cocfcerei.—1, G. Gliddon, BristoL 2, F. R.

Rodbard. 3 E. Winwood. /ic, E. .lones.
&PANisn (Black, White-faced).-Puiie(i.—1, Mrs. Tonkin. 2, G. K. Chilcott.

3, W. F. Hobba. Westun, Bath.
Silkies.— (Jmc/c or Cockerel.—1 and Cup, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2» Mrs. A.

Dreaing. Hawkbur&t, Fareham. S, G. Blake, Bath.
Silkies.—fl^ns or Pulhts.—l, A. Darby, Little Ness, Shrewsbury. 2 and vhc,

R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, Mrs. J. T. Holmes.
Ornamental Fowl.—1 and Cup, J. Torrance, Warminster. 3, J. Watts. S.R.

S, S. Woodgate.
Houdans.-1, W. Dring, Faversham. 2, G. D. Harrison. 3, F. Brewer, Lost-

withiel. he. Miss C. G. Neville.
Houdans.- 6'oc'A;<;t^—1, K. B. Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, G. W- Hibbert. Godley,

Hyde. 3, Miss C. G. Neville, he. Rev. A. J. L. Dobbin, Ruddington Vicarage.
e. Miss C. G. Neville ; Rev. E. Handiey,
Houdans.—Pii(;t;(3.— 1, R. B. Wood. 2, Miss C. G. Neville. 3, W. H. Copple-

5tone, Lobtwithiel. he. Miss M. E. Woodham, Farley Rectory : R. W. Martin,
Bath; G.W. Hibbert. c, W. Cutlack, jun. ; W. Dring.
Polish.- 1, H- Beldon. 2, H. Feast. 2, Mrs. J. T. Holmes.
Polish. — Cockerel. — 1 .and 2, G. C. Adkius, Lightwooda, Birmingham. 3,

Withheld.
Fo^-iBH.—Pullets— l. Cup, and 2, G. C. Adkins.
Any other Varietv.— 1, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 2, W. Cutlack, jun. 3,

W. Harris, Penyfiii, Bridgend
ANY other VAhii-TY.- Coc&tTt-i.—1, Rev. A. G. Brooke. 2, J. J. Maiden. 3,

T L. Nasb. he, S. tliott, jun., Liakeard; Rev C. C. Ewbauk, Longford Vicarage,
Biggleswade; W. Dnng. e. J. C. Baker, Bridgwater.
Any othek Variety.—PuUt7s—l, J. C. Baker. 2, W. Driug. 8, S Eliott, jun.
Bantams ( Black and Brown-breasted Red Game).—Cup, Wingfield & AndreWfl,

Sidbury. 2, E. Payne. 3, J. Mayo.
Bantams (Game and any variety).—1, A. Ashley. 2, E. Payne, Cardiff. 3, A.

Smith.
Bantams (Any other variety).—1, C. H. Poole, Bridgwater. 2, R. S. S. Wood-

gate. 3, B. C. D. Greenhill, Purit'm, Briagivater. hr, C. H. Poole; M. Leno,
Markyate Street; H. C. HoUoway, Stroud, Gloucestershire, c, h. W. Hill,
Ealing; H. Feast.
selling Class.— Cocfc.—I, J. Watts. 2. G. G. Coleridge, Twyford. 8, H.

Tomhnson. vhc, H. Feast, he. Miss C. G. Neville.
SELLING Class.—Hcns.—I and 2, T. A. Dean. 3, J. S. Rogers. 7'h<, Rev. T.

Sprye. he, T. Moore, Yeovil; J. Long, c, Miss J. Neville-Grenville ; F. Green,
Carmarthen.
SELLING CLA3S.—CockeTel,—i, Miss S. Dickinson, King's Wesson. 2, S. H,

Lloyd, iMaghull, Liverpool. 3, M. Tomlinaon he, J. N. V\ hitehead; Rev. T. L.
Sprye ; G. Fackham ; K. Winwood. c, E. Pritchard ; S. Rogers, Bath.
SELLING VLAi-a.-Pnlhts.—l, J. Bloodworth. 2. J. N. Whitehead. 3, E.

Scammell. vhc, K. H. Carpenter, Weston, Bath. he. F. L. Turner, c, Mrs. J.
T. Holmes.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—!, T. Lear. 2, W. Taylor, Bath. 8, H. Feast, c,

C. Savage.
Ducks (Rouen).—LG. H. Hort, St. AusteU. 2, J. Gee. 3 and rJtc, T. Moore.
Ducks (Black Easr Indian).— 1, J. W. Kellaway, Meratun. Is'e of Wight. 2,

G. S. Siiin&bury, Devizes. 3, Rev. W. Serjeantaon, Acton Burntll.
Any other Distinct Breed gf Waterfowl.—1, M. Leno. 2, R. WUkinaon,

Guildford. 3, T. L. Nasb. c. Mrs. J- T. Holmes.
Geese.- 1, J. H. Parsons. 2, Mrs. Bird, Crewkerne, 3, G. Penmddooke,

Limpley Stoke, Bath.
Tuhkeys.— 1. Rev. N. J. Ridley, Hollington, Newbury.
Local Class.— Chickens.— I a-.d cup, (r. & W. Siniih, Widcombe HiUfBath.

2, Rev. T. L. Sprye. 3, J. fl. Parsons, Bath, c, G. & W Smich.
Local Class.—1 and Cup, Miaa J. Milward, Newton St. Loe. 2 and 8, Mrs. J.

T. Holmes.
PIGEONS.

Carriers.—Cocfcs.—l and Cup, R. Fulton. Brocklev Road, New Cross. 2, S. D.
Baddeley, Hereford, vhc, J. Jamee, Bath; R. Fulton; R. Cant, Brompton
Road, London; H. Yardley, Birmmguam ; P. R. Spencer, Hereford, c, W. B.
Mapplebeck, jun., Moseley, Birmingham ; R. Cant
Carriers —Sens —1 and Cup, R Cant. 2, R. Fnlton. vhc. S. D. Baddeley

;

R. Fultou; R. Cant, he, U. M. Maynard. e, J. James; G. BenUey; E. Dew,
Westun-super-Mare.
Pouters.-CocA-s —1 and Cup, Rev. W. C. Bullen, Bath. 2, P. R. Spencer.

vhc, Mrs. Ladd, Calne; R. Fulton, he. R. Fulton, c, W. Bryant, Bath; R.
Fulton ; Rev. W. C. Bullen.
Pouter.^.—Hens.—1, H. Pralt, Hampton-in-Ai-den. 2, Rev. W. C. Bullen.

vhc, R. t-ulton. he, Mrs. Ladd (2); R. Fulton.
HARB3 —1, R. FmtOD ; H. M. Maynard. 2, J. Fulton, he, H. Yardley ; G. H.

Gregory. Taunion ; J. James.
Tumblers —1, Cup. 2, and he, R. Fulton, c, S. Rogers ; J. March, Bath.
DRAGunNs.- 1, P. H. Jones. Fulbam. 2, R. Fulton, vhc, R. Fulton; R.

Woods. Mansfie'd. he, G. H. Gregory; W. H. Mitchell. Moseley, Birmingham;
W. Smith, Walton-on-the-Hill, Liverpool, c, W. H. Mitchell; E. MiUett,
Victoria Docks.
ANTWERP3.—1, Cup, and 2, H. Yardley. 3, Mrs. A. DamareU, Exeter, vhc, J.

Andrews; F, lUcharda, Bath, he, G. Colson, Heavitree ; F. Richards; E.
MiUett.
Owls.—1 and Cup, R. Fulton. 2, S. A. Wyllie. vhc, H. Yardley. he, R.

Fultou ; A. J. Barnes. Gloucester.
Nuns —1, Rev. A, G. Drooke. 2. G Packbam. vhc, T. A. Dean.
TuRBiTS.-l, R Fulton. 2, T. Holmes. 3, E. T. Dew. p/k:, G. H. Gregory.

hc.P.H Jones: II. Yardley; fc:. T. Dew. c, A. Cook.
Fantails.—1, Rev. W. Serjeantaon. 2, R. Fulton, vhc, H. M. Maynard. he,

J. F. Loversidge, Newark; H. Y'ardley; P. R. Spencer, c, G. H. Gregory;
Miss S. Dickinson.
Jacobins —1, R. Fulton. 2, T. Holmes, vhc, R. Fulton, he, J. Andrews,

Poole; O. E. Creaswcil.
Trompetees — 1 and 2, R. Folton.
Any 01 her New or Distinct Variety,—!, H. Y'ardley. 2, 3. A, Wyllie.

vhc, G. Packbam ; A. J. Barnes, he, J. Andrews; Rev. W. C. Bullen.
Selling Class— I, Rev. A. G.Brooke. 2, Master G. Warn, Pooie. vhc.Q.

Bentley, hc,G. Packham; P. R. Spencer, c, tt. Wilkinson; W. D. Richard-
son, Wells; Mrs. A. Dresing.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—!, Cup, and 2, H. Pigeon, Redland, Bristol, vim.

Rev. H. F. Hamilton, Chard.
Belgian (Clear Buff) -1. H. Pigeon, 2, J. N. Harrison.
Belgian (Marked).— 1, H. Pigeon. 2, Kev. H. F. Hamilton.
Norwich (Clear YellowJ.~l, Moore & Wynne. 2, W. Wj-nn, Northampton,

I'ftc, J. Adams. Coventry ; W. Walter. Wincuester.
Norwich (Marked).- 1. Orme & s. Bunting, Uerhy. 2, G. Herbert.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1, J. Adams. 2, W. Walter, vhc, G. Herbert; W.

Walter ; J. Adams.
Lizards.—1 and 2, Orme & Bunting, he, C. Greenwood (2).

Cinnamons.— 1 and 2, J. Adams.
GoLDFiNoa Mules.— I, Moore -t Wynne. 2, J. Adams. C.J.Andrews. '

Cage uf Six Canaries.—1, W. Walter. 2, J. Adams, he, G, Herbert; W.
Prior, Bath.
Cage of Six English Birds.-1, Mrs. E. Drummond, Bath. 2, Mrs. T. T.

Holmes.
Cage of Six Foreign Birus.— 1 and Cup, Mrs. J. T. Holmes. 2. Mrs. E.

Drummond. he. Miss Horton, Bath ; W. Walter ; Mrs. E. Drummond,
Singing Bird.-Cocfc.—1, D. Dregs, Bath. 2, Mrs. E. Drummond.
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Parrots (Grey).— I, Mrs. J. T. Holmes. 2, Mrs. L. Allen, London Road. S.E
Parrot or Parr.iqdet,—1, W. Walter. 2, G. Whitlnp, Jialb. /(c, Mrs, E, G

Hayward. StoneboU'-e.
Foreign Birds —Pair.— 1, Miss E. Matcham, Bath. 2, Mrs. E. Drummond.

Judges,— Poultri/ : Rev, G. F. Hodgaon and Mr. J, Croote.

Pigeons : Capt. Normaa Hill and Mr. Frederick Gresham.
Cage Birds : Mr. W, A, Blakston.

VALE OF TODMOEDEN POULTRY SHOW.
This year the entries at the Show held on the .5th inat, were

in all sections much larger than at any i^revious cue at the same
place, although little alteration had been made in the schedule

;

but the management is very good, the Secretary and Committee
most obliging and attentive, the pens on Turner's principle and
well arranged, and the time of exhibition short.

There were six classes for Game and one silver cup, which
was awarded to a grand Pile chicken, which, however, had some
tail feathers broken, but otherwise was ouo of the best moulded
birds seen this year. Black Reds in both classes were only

moderately good, but there were some nice Brown Red pullets.

Next to the above-named Pile were two Diickwing pullets,

which are about the best we have seen for a long time, though a

little shy in the show-pen. Dark Bralimas were very good, as

also the Light birds. Mr. Watts's highly-commended pen con-

tained a grand puUet but a very weedy cockerel. Dorkings were
not so large as some seen of late, but more correct in limb and
colour. Spanish were very good ; three of the pens had a very
close run. In Pencilled Hamburglis Messrs. Duckworth showed
a grand pair, the pencilling of the pullet very perfect. Mr.
Beldon won with a capital pair of Silver-pencilled ; but the cup
for Hamburghs was given to a most excellent pair of Silver-

spangled, the only fault being that the cockerel's thighs were a

little darker than desirable. The Gold-spangled as regards the two
winning pens were very good, especially the first-prize pullet.

Black Hamburghs were really good, and all fine in face, the
first-prize pair very neat and Hamburgh-like. Cochins were
good, the first-prize Partridge almost equally developed with
old birds, and most perfect in shape and colour.

Game Bantams had but two classes, and the entries were very
large, single birds being shown. In cockerels Mr, Entwisle
won with a perfect Duckwing ; the second, a good Pile, was a

little low in condition. Perhaps it will not be saying too much
if we assert that the first-prize Pile pullet was about the best

ever seen in both style and colour; the second, a Brown Red,
was also good; and an extra third prize went to a good Pile.

In the next class. Black Rose-combed were first, and Silver-

laced second.
French fowls were but poor, while in the Variety class the

first were Malays, and second Gold Polands, the latter a little

pale in colour.

The first-prize Aylesbury Ducks were quickly claimed, the
quality being such as has never been surpassed, while the
Rouenswere a grand class, Chilian Pintails were first in the
Variety class, and Brazilian second.
In the district competition there were some good pens, while

the majority were only of moderate quality; the most note-

worthy being the winning Brahmas, the Game chickens, and
the Ducks.
Pigeons.—In Pouters Mr. Harvey won with two exquisite

pens of Blues, The style and carriage of these birds is really

grand, and with such severe work it is a wonder they keep in

Bueh form. Carriers were, first Black, and second Duns, the
latter heavier but not so stylish as the former, but this award
did not please the secon'd-prize winner. Almond Tnmhlers
were first, a well-broken pair, but second not so well matched.
Tumblers, any other variety, were, first capital Kites, and second
Yellow Mottles, Dragoons were a large good class, all the prizes

going to Blackburn, first to a pair of Blues, second to Yellows,

and third to Blues. Turhits were, first Reds, and second Silvers,

but many pens were in deep moult. The Fantails were very

good, but the wind was so strong that it was with great difficulty

the awards were made, as also in Jacobins, where the winners
were closely contesting Reds. In Barhs the first were Duns,
the second Blacks. In Aniwcrps, which is a mixed class, the

first were very good medium-faced Silver Dans, the second
going to Red Chequers, although this prize was placed in the

first instance on a pair of Duns of doubtful sex, but a knot of

exhibitors, after sitting in committee upon them, decided upon
their being two cocks, and these were disqualitied, as also

another pen shown by the same exhibitor. In English Owls
many were a little thin and snouty, and some of the best not fit

for the show pen through deep moult. The first were good
Blues and quickly claimed. In Ainisgood Blacks were first, and
Yellow Kecond. In the Variety class the first were Ice Pigeons,
second Black Fairies, and third Blondinette.

Rabbits.—There were seventy-two entries in six classes, and
the competition keen in most of these, and several extras were
awarled. la Lop-ears Mr. Boj'le's grand young doe was again
to the front, and second was Mr. Icving's good Tortoiseshell,

The first was 22J by 4i inches, and second 21 J by -IJ inches,

losing also in style and texture of ears ; the third a Sooty
Fawn Buck 20i by 4i inches. Angoras were very good, and the

Rabbits well shown. Himalayans were a very large class, Mr.
Hallas winning first with a young Rabbit of very grand points ;

the second also young, very good, and several noticed Rabbits of

rare quality. Silver-Greys were capital, first Mr. Ball's grand
doe ; second a buck rather too light but very even ; and third an
even Rabbit, good in shape but not up in condition as compared
with the others. In the Variety class the first was a Blue Dutch,

and second a good Hare Rabbit; and in the Selling class the

first was Silver Grey, and the second Angora.

Game—Black Bed.—Cockfrcl.—\. W. Spencer. Haworth. 2, B. Aykroyrt

Fccleshill. he, Capt. Mitchell, Stacksleada; W. Ormerod. Tudmorden; K.

Walkrr, Gomersal. Piii!f(.—1, R. Walker. 2, J. Fletcher, Stoncclough. c,W
Ormerod. „ . , „ „
GAME.-Broicii ned.-Coc}c'.rcl.—\. J. P. Walton, HomoKITii, Rawtenstall. 2,

J. Foriuoe. Keiehley. Pullet—i, H. Butler, Bradford. 2, J. Cock, Worcester.
he 3. F. Walton.
Game.-.dii;/ olher variety, -Cockerel —Cup, J. F. Walton, 2, J, Fletcher. 8,

G. Ambler, Uewsburv. he, J. Greenh.lgh, Huneoat, Accrington; W, Ormerod ;

E. Aybroyd; \V Clough. Earby, Skiptun, PRUe(.-l aDd2, E. Aykroyd. he, J,

F. Walton; F.. Winwood, Worcester,
BRinx\s,~Vark,— Chickens.— \, J. H. Pickles, Birkdale, Southport. 2. J.

Watts, King's Heath, Birminuham. Itc, R, P, Percival, Northeuden ; 0, Cryer,

LittleborouKh. Li(7/it.—OuVfa'M —1. Mrs. H. P. FouUees, Montgomery, 2, J.

Long, Bromley Common, he, J. Watts.
Ooobin-Chi.vas.— C'/iicic/is.— 1 and lie, C, Sidgwick, Keighlcy. 2 and vhc, W.

DoHKwaa'—Clliekenx.-l, T, Biiden, Cononley, 2, .I. Walker, Rochdale, he,

J. Stott. Healey, Rochdale; S. Brierley, Ending, Rochdale (2).

Spanisb.- CAicltfHS —1, a. Beldon, Goitstook, 2, E, Wiuwood. he and c, H.
Wilkinson, Earbv.

, , ,, n
UASiBUKOH8.-OoW-jirnci!(i().— O/iicfo'iis —l.G. & J. Duckworth. Church. 2,

H. Beldon. he, J. Long. Golil-spannled,-Chick,-iis.—\, G.St.,I. Iiuokworth. 2,

H. Heldon /ic, T. May, Wolverhampton. Silvt^r-pencdled -Chtckem,-!, H,
Beldon. 2, J.Long, •^ileer-spandled —Chiekena.-Vuf, H. Beldon, 2, J. Fieldmg,

Newchurch, /ic, J. Long. Black,—ChiekeTU.—l,C,Siaevieii, 2, J. Long, he,

J. Patrick. Staekstea's. „, ,.. ,, „ ,, .

Bantams.—(Jumc.-Cocitcrel.-landtj/icW. F. Entwisle, Westfield, Bradford.

2, E. Walton, HomclifTe, Rawtenstall. he, J. Nelson. Cockshaw, Hexham ; A.

Smith. Norlhowram. Halifax, e, G. Evans. Worceiter; .1. Nelson. Pullet —
1, E. Walton. 2. W. F. Entwisle. S, J. Nelson. )ic, W. F. Entwisle ; G. Evans

;

F. Maitland, Worcester. .... „ t ..
Bantams.—.111!/ other varicty,—Chiekem.—'l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Walker. ftc.R.

H. Ashton. Mottram : T. Cropper, Bacnp.
French.— C/iicfceiis —I, H. Wilkinson. 2, G. W, Hibbert, Godley, Hyde.
Any orSEE VARiETr.-CTiicfccns.—1, J. F. Walton (Malay). 2, T. Dean, Keighley

(Golden Polands). „
Selling Cl*s8.—1, R Hu'chinson. Littlehorough. 2, G. Hiegin, Hebden

Bridge, he, T. Wakefield. Golborne; J. Patrick; O. Holt, Rochdale; W.
Ormerod; T. Cropper c, W. Ormerod. „ ,. , , m ,, ,„i
DocKLiNGS,—.ii/fcs&uri/.— 1, R. Hntoiinson. 2, C. Holt, he, J. Walker (2).

Boiien.- 1, T. WaKcBeld. 2, ,I, Walker, )ie, T. Wakefield; C. Holt. Any other

raritty.—l, J. Walker. 2, H. B. Smith, Broughton. te, .J.Walker; S. Green-
wood, foduiorden ; H. B. Smith (2).

Geese.- 1, J. Walker.
TOEKEYS.-I, J. Walker. 2. R. T. Lord.

DIsiTRICT COMPETITION ONLY.
CoGHiN-CHtNA —C/t'c/ct;7i8.—1, J. Dcurden, >>hawbottora, Hebden Bridge, 2, J.

Sutcliffe, Temple, Todmorden, ;ic,T, Lord.Prieatwell.Todmorden; W. MaUin-
Bon, Hebden Bridge. .,„ „
BBAHMAS.-C/liiieM—1, C. Holt. 2, .1. Mitchell, Todmorden. 3, W. Har-

greaves, Bacup, he, J. Hclliwell, Hebden Bridge ; J, Sutclitfc ; W, Nuttall,

Hebden Bridge; J. Mitchell, c, J. Crabtieo, Kastwood.
Bantams.—B(ac/fc.—CAicite>is—l, W. Dawson, Todmorden. 2, T, Cropper.

he, W. Hey, Rochdale, Any other variety.— Chickens.— I and 2, B. Cockcroft,

Hebden Bridge, he, S. Pickles, Mytholmroyd ; H. Crabtree, Todmorden ; T.

Hamborghs.-C/iicA-ens.-I, J. Patrick. 2. H. Stanworth, Worsthome. Iw,

J. Chadwick, Littleborough; T. Williams, Hebden Bridge; R. Anthony, East-

Game.— Cfticfcflis.—1 and 2, W. Ormerod. he, W. Dawson; J, Crabtree,

Ewood, Mytholmroyd. , ™ - , ...... ±

Ducklings.-1, W, Hey. 2, W. H. Eothwell, Milnrow, 3, J, Tnckett, Water-
foot, /ic, J. Dearden; S, Whitham, Todmorden,
Any other Variety.— C/iicfre?iS.—l, J. Chadwick. 2, J. Jackson, Todmorden.

he, R. Whitehead, Worsthome.
PIGEONS.

Pot ters —1 and 2, W, Harvey, Sheffleld, he, W. J, Warhurst, Staleybridge

;

J. Richmond, OswaldtwiBtle: E. Horner, Harewood.
Carriers.-1, W. Sefton, Blackburn. 2, E. Horner, he, W. Sefton; E.

Horner- , „ ., a,
TcMBLERS—.fldHonrf.—I, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 2. E.Horner, lie, H, Yardley,

Birmingham, c, J. Lawton, Stalevbridge. Any other imriety.-l and c, T. & W.
Oddic, Brierfield. 2. E. Horner, ohc, W. Lamb, Kochdale. /ic, J. Lawton ; W.
Harvey; H. Yardley.

, ^ „, „ ,,
Dragoons —1 and 2. W. Sefton. 3. J. Stanley. Blackburn, vhe, J. Stansneld,

Cninholme; W. Sefton. lie, B. Cockcroft; W. Harvey.
, „, ^ ,

Fantails.—1. E. Horner. 2. J. F. Loversidge. Newark, vhe, W. Lumb, lie,

J. F. Loversidge ; R, White, Manchester ; J Richmond; W, Sefton.

Barbs —1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner, c, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—1, E. Horner. 2, W. Harvey, he, J, Richmond; H. Yardley, c

J. Stanley: W. Lumb. „ ., „ , .r, ^.i ^

Antwekps.—I, C. Sutcliffe. 2, J. Parker. Burnley. 3, C. Hopwood, Rochdale.

hc,C Su'cliffe; P. Greenwood, c. R. White ; E. Horner.
TuHBiTS.—I.E Horner. 2, W. & A. Stott, Uealey. ftc.W. Harvey ;

S.i.aw80n,

Preston (3) ; H. Yardley.
Tkumpeters.-I.G de Lisle. Loughborough, 2, E. Horner,
OWLS-Ennlish—l, C. Sutcliffe. 2, J, Richmond, he, A. Warburton, Has-

lingden; W. Holt, Cobdcn. Todmorden : S, Lawson. c, J. E. Kershaw, Hebden
Bridge. Fort iuii —1, E. Homer. 2, A. Warburton. ...,„., , „ „•
R.icK3.-Biii«.— 1, E. Horner. 2, B. Eawnsley, Goitstock, Bingley. /«, J

Fielden. Todmorden; W. Sutcliffe, jun., Lower Lailhe, Todmorden ; J. Crab-

Ndns.-I, E. Homer. 2, J, Richmond, lie, G,de Lisle ; J, C, Renahaw; E

ANY OTHFR Variety. -1, W. Harvey. 2, W. Sefton. 3. H. Yardley. he, 3
Watts; B. White; W. Lumb; J. R.McVitie. Preston; E.Horner.
Selling Class.—1, B, Rawnsley, 2, J. Richmond, ftc, J. Fielden; W. Lumb

W. Sefton ; E. Homer.
BABBITS.

SPANISH.-Buck or Dof.-l, J, Boyle, Blackburn. 2, J. Irving, Blackburn, 8,

W. Miller & S. Adams Bradford, vlie, J. Moore, Keighley. he, J. Chappel,

Dewsbury; B Conaterdine. Littleborough.
^ ,, , „ -o „ ^ .,

ANGORA. -BiiCfc or Doe.—2, Miss A. Walton, Rawtenstall, he, S. BaU, Brad-

ford : T, S, Laoey, Leicester ; J. W. Harling, Burnley ; S, BuoKley, Healey ; G.

C, HuttOQ, Bradford. „, b. r,

HisiAi,AYAN.—Buc&orDoe,—1, J. Hallas, Huddersfleld. 2, J.Boyle. S,T. 4R.
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Mills, Accrin^ton. vhe,}. Batterworth, Rochdale, he, W. Hey ; J. Bntterworlh

;

Miss A. Walton.
SiLVF.R. iKF.T—BiK-t or Djc—1,S. Ball. 2,J. Combre. Warrington. 8,E.H.

Glpw, Waketielii. vhcJ-Bovle. h(T, J. Boyle ; Mids A. Walton.
Ant ''THKh ViRiETV.— Biicfc or Doc— 1. J. Irving. 2, J. Halias. rJlc, H. E.

Johndon. Kettering, hr, J. Boyle ; S. Batterworth.
Sellisg Class.—Buc* or Doe.—\. J. Boyle. 2, G. C. Hatton. rhc, S.

Batterworth. he, J. Chappel; J. W. Harling. c, S. Buckley; P. Johnson,
Kochfiale.

The Jiiflges for Powiiri/ were Messrs. Hutton and Fielding;

and for Pigeons and Rabbits, Mr. Hutton.

MIDDLETON POULTRY SHOW.
The sixteenth annual Show was held at Middleton on the

1st and 2ud inst. The weather was very wet during the first

half of the opening day, and this tended to some extent to pre-

vent the influx of visitors, but when the weather cleared-up a

great improvement took place in this respect. As compared
with its predecessors this Show was a very flat and poor affair,

for in poultry and Pigeons we missed the great names of Beldon,
Brierley, Fulton, Horner, &c. ; and this being the case, with the
prizes so good as they are here, we naturally felt a desire to

ascertain the causes. These were in the first place the double-

number system, which is an insult to both judges and exhibitors,

and offers no real advantage ; and next, the Show lasting for two
days, the birds beiug exposed for one night in the Show pen
with only a little canvas in front in place of a good substantial

marquee, and at this time of year such scant protection is in-

sufiicient for pampered and high-bred birds ; and, lastly, the

system of admitting some exhibitors' birds on the morning of the

show day, while others are compelled to deliver them the night

before. We would advise the Committee to commence a re-

form, or else this useful and once grand Show will be lost to the
fancy.
Game stood first on the list, the first class containing only

one bird and the second only two, the awards here being most
extraordinary. The first prize went to a Black Eed cockerel

which had not a single point to recommend it, the second to a

perfect Brown Red. In the next class, for cockerel and pullet, a

pair of fair Duckwings were first, and Piles second, the prizes

being similarly awarded in the cockerel class. Pullets were a

fair class, and the cup given to a Brown Red. Sjianish cockerels,

no entries, and in pullets only one. Dorkings were good in

most classes. The first-prize Brahma cockerel and pullet were
very good. In pullets, Mr. Watts showed a good pen of Darks. In
Cochins, cockerel and pullet, Mr. Sidgwick won easily, Mr. Taylor
being second, as also in the cockerel class, but in pullets the

Rev. C. Spencer took first position. The above remarks refer to the

Buff classes. In the next class the first and second were Partridge,

and third White, Mr. Taylor winning first with a grand pair

of Whites in the pullet c'ass. Hamhurghs were very poor classes

throughout, and yet there were some good pens; but the section

"was very badly judged, although cockerel and pullet, Golden-
pencilled, were an exception, the first and second being grand
pens as also in the cockerel class. Of pullets there were only

two pens. In Silver-pencilled, cockerel and pullet, the third-

prize pen was by far the best; the second-prize cockerel had a

lop tail, and the first-prize birds were out of the race in quality.

The cockerels, as also the pullets, were properly placed. In the

cockerel and pullet Silver-spangled class the winners ought by
all means to have changed places, the second being a grand pair

of birds. Some really good Black Hamhurghs were shown in

two classes, but the pullets were not up to what we have seen
here. In pullets, Mr. Sidgwick showed a handsome pair which
should have been first; one of the pullets in the first-prize pen
having most decided brown wing ends. French fowls were un-
usually good in both classes, the Houdans being especially fine.

In the Variety class the first were capital Gold Polands, the
second were also of that kind, and the third were Malays. In
Game Bantams, cock and hen of any age, the first were Duck-
wings, second Brown Reds, and third Piles—three of the best

pens it has been our lot to see in a prize list. In single cocks
the first was a Black Red very good in style but out of feather,

second a very good Pile, and third a capital Black Red. In the
Variety class the first were Silver Sebrights, second Blacks, and
third Gold Sebrights.

Pigeons were a very poor display as a whole, but in some
classes we found good pens of birds, notably the Beards shown
by Mr. Woodhouse, and some pens of Dragoons.

In Rabbits the competition was not strong, 7s. &d. and 2s. &d.

prizes not being sufficient inducement to make up a good show.
In Lops, Mr. Boyle was again to the front with his grand young
doe, which, by the way, improves rapidly, the second a Fawn-
and-white. In Angoras, the first was a grand doe, the second
small. The Himalayans proving good, an extra prize was
awarded. Silver-Greys were good, the best, a small young
Rabbit, lost on account of size only. In the Variety class a

Silver-cream doe was first, and Grey-and-white Dutch second.

Game.—iJlaffc-6rcaji(e(i and other Beds—Cockerel or Pullet.— J. J. F. Walton.
Horncliffe, Kawteubiali. CocfctTc/ —i, Capt. Mitchell, Newchurch
Walton.
Gaue.—ilny other variety.—Chickens.

Chester. 2, .T. V. "Walton. 3, K. Ayltroyd, Ecdeshill. he. D. Harley, Edin-
burgh, c, M. .Towett, Olayton. Bradford. Cockerel.— 1, H. E. Martin. Scul-
thorpe, Fakenham. 2, J. F Walton, he, T. P. Lyon, Liverpool ; E. Aykroyd.
Game.—.4nj/ variety.—Pullet. — Cup and 1, j. Cock, Worcester. 2, J. F.

Walton. 3, .J. Fletcher. 4. W. Higgia. Ulverston; M .Jowett. /tc, S. Matthew,
Stowmarket: D Harley. c. M. Jowett; J Goodwin, Liverpool; E. Aykroyd.
Spanish.-i'M'!''/^ —1. H. Wilkinson, Earby. Skipton.
DoBKiNos. — (-'/(ict^nt —1, S. Brierley. Ending, Rochdale. 2. .T. White.

Warlaby. Northallert .n. 3. T. Bridea, Cononley. Leeds. Cockerel.— \. S.

Brierley. PulI./«— 1, W W. Rattliige. Storth End, Kendal. 2. s Brierley.
he. Rev. E. Bartnim. Borkhampstead ; T. Briden, c, T. K. Kelt, Wetherby.
BRiinn Pnr.THA — CiiVAreTls — 1, E. Ryder. Hyde. 2, B. P. Percival. North-

enden. Manchester, he. Mrs. E. Wilkinson. Greenheys. Manchester. Cockerel.
— 1, W. A, Tavlor, Manchester. 2. E. Pritcharl. Tettenhall. Wolverhampton,
c. O. E. Cresswell. Early Wood, Bagahot. Pidleti.—l.J. Watts. King's Heath,
Birmingham. 2. R. P Percival. he. J. F. Smith. Cherry Mount, ShefHeld.
CocniN-CHiNA.— Bii/T and Cinnamon.— Chickens.— \, C. Sidt:wick, Keighley.

2. W. A. Taylor. 8. Rev. C. Spencer, Naunton, Pershore. Cockerel.—\. C. .Sidg-

wick. 2, W. A. Taylor Pii(!f(8.—1, Rev. C. Spencer. 2, W. A. Taylor. hc,3.
Watts ; J. Royle, Manchester.
Cochin-China —^Jiy other variety.— Chickens.—\, C. Sidgwick. 2 and 3, W.

A. Taylor. Cockerel.-l, W. A. Taylor. 2, C. Sidgwick. Piil(€(«.-1, W. A.
Tavlor. 2. C. Sidgwick.
^kMBVTiGns.— Gold pencilled.— Chickens.—\. G. & J. Duckworth, Church. 2,

W. Speakman. Naniwich. 3, W. Clavton, Keighley. Cockerel.—\. G. & J.
Duckworth. 2, W. Driver, Keiehley Pii'/cfs.-l. W. Driver. 2. R. Simpson.
Haubcrohs.—Silverpencilled.-Chickens.—l, J. Lee, Middleton. 2. J. Long.

Bromley Common. 3. U. Smith. Keishley. Cockerel.— I, J. Lee. 2, J. Long.
Pii!If(«.— 1, J. Long. 2. J. Lee fcc, H Smith ; T. Hanson. Keighley.
Hambukohs.— GoW-spanpZ^d.-C/iicfcens.-1, T.May. Wolverhampton. 2, G.

and .I. Duckworth, Church. Cocfccr*'/.— 1, T. E Jones, Wolverhampton. 2, J. H.
Booth, Hidmfirth. Pullets —1. .T. Buckley, Taunton, Ashton-under-Lyne.
BxyiBVEGUs. ~ Si'vrr-i^pajtoled. — Chicken.''. — i, J. Fielding. 2, J. Long.

Cockerrl.—l, J. Fielding. Pulkts.—i, J. Fielding. 2, S. Lancashire, Tonge
Chadtterton.

iiA-ilB\iRaTl%.—Black.— Chickens.—I, C. Sidgwick. 2, H. Hoyle, Lnmb. 7ic. J.

Long. Cockerel— I. C. Sidgwick. 2, H. Hoyle. Pallets— 1, btott & Booth,
Hnntlev Brook, Bury. 9. C. Sidgwick. he, H. Hoyle.
French Fowls -C/iiVt/'H.t —1. Rev. C. C.F.whank, Bigcleswada. 9, G. Berry,

Little Heaton. S. R B. Wood.Uttoxetcr. )ic, Rev. A. J. L. Uobbin,Raddington
Vicarage; T. Yates, Unsworth. Bury; W. Drirg. Faversham: G. W. Hibbert,
Godley. Hyde ; J. J. Maiden. Biggleswade. Cockerel—I. B. B. Wood. 2, Rev.
C. C 'Ewbank. Biggleswade, he, G. W. Hibhert. Pullets.—1, Rev. C. C.
Ewbank. 2. T. Yates, Unsworth. Bury. he. W. Dring.
ANY other Varifty—Cfticfccns.— 1. T. Dean. Keichley. 2, J. Feamley,

T.owton. Nowlon-le-Willows. 3, J. F. Walton. Horncl. fie, Kawttnslall. Jic, H.
Feast. Swansea : W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Cockerel.—i, J. F. Walton, tie,

J. Fearnley.
Game Baxtams —1, W. F. Entwisle. 2, E. Walton ; W. F. Entwisle. rhc, J.

Berry. Oldham, he, J. Smith, Southwell: J. Frith. Chatswerth, Bakewell.
Cncli or Cocker-l—l. W. Baskerville. 2, R. Brownlie. Kirkcaldy. 3. W. F
Entwisle. he, G. Hall.Kendil; J. Frith (2); W. F. Entwisle; G. Anderton
Accrington.
Bantams —.4hi/ other variety —1. J. W. Lloyd, Kington. 2, R. H. Ashton

Mottram. 3 and vhc, M. Leno, Markyate Street, Dunstable, tic, W. H. Robin
son, Keighley.
Selling Classes.-1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2. W. Hey. Rochdale. 8. A.

Bamford, Middleton. Cock or Cockerel. — ], J. Walker. 2. J. R Fletcher,

Stoneclough. Pullets. — 1, C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham. 2, H. Wilkinson,
Earby. he, T. Wakefield, Golborae ; Mrs. E. Wilkinson, Greenheys, Manches-
ter ; P. W. Abram, Wigan.
DrcKLiNGS.-.liy/Mburi/ —1, C. Holt. Rochdale. 2 and 3. J. Walkir. vhc.R

Hutchinson. Littleboroiigh. Rouen— I and B, T. Wakefield. 2. J. Walker
he.T. Wakefield: C. Holt. Any other variety.— I andS, H. B. Smith, Bronghton
2, M. Leno. he, J. Walker : H. B. Smith.
GosuNOS.-l and 2. J. Walker, he, J. White, Whiteley, Netherton.
TURKEYS.— 1, J. Walker.

PIGEONS.
Tdmblebs.—BaWs or Beards— 1. W. Woodhouse, Lynn. 2, T. & W. Oddie

Brierfield. Burnley. Any otlier variety.— I, R. Minnitt. Rochdale. 2, A. & W. H.
Silvester, Sheffield.
Carrier.-Cocfc.—1, W. Richardson, Manchester. 2, S. Dronsfield, Wemeta

Oldham. _ „ ,

PocTEES.- Coci:.—1, D. M. Garside. Bronghton. 2. W. J. Warharat, Staly

bridge. Hen.-l. W. Richar.laon, Manchester. 2. R. White, Manchester.
Barbs.- 1, S Dronsfield. 2. J. Royle. Manchester.
TcRBiTS —1, R. White. 2. J. B. Bowdon, Blackburn.
Fantails.— 1, J. F.Loversidge, Newark. e.J. F. Loversidge ; R. White : J.B

Bowdon.
Owls.— 1, A. Hunter, Middleton.
Ndns.—1, J. B. Bowdon. 2, J. C. Renshaw.
Dragoons— I, S Dronsfield. 2, H. K. Molvneaux, Manchester, c, S. Drons

field; W. Smith. Walton.
Belgians.— 7.011(7 faced —1, C. Hopwood, Rochdale 2. F. Ramsbottom, Middle

ton. i»/ior/-f-icc'J.—l, J. C. Renshaw. 2. J. P. Rothwell.
ANY OTHER Vahietv.— 1, J. B. BowdoH. 2, A. & W. H. Silvester.

Selling Clabs.-I, K.White. 2, J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham. c,W
Richardson.

RABBITS.
Spanish,—1, J. Boyle. Blackburn. 2 and lie, E. Higham, Middleton.
Angor,\.— 1, Miss A. Walter. Kawtenetall. 2. J. Boyle.
Himalayan.— 1 and Extra 2, W. Hodgkinsoo, Heywood. 2, C. G. Mason

Rochdale, he. C G Mason ; Miss A Walton.
.«ilv£r-Ghey.—1, T. H. Shore, Rochdale. 2, C. G. Mason, lie, J. Boyle.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 2, J. Boyle.
Selling Class -1, J. Batterworth, Rochdale. 2, S. Buckley, Healey. he, C

J. Mason.

The Judges were, for Cochins and Brahmas, Capt. Heaton
for other poultry, Mr. Simon Fielding ; for Pigeons, the above
two gentlemen ; and for Babbits, Mr. E. E. M. Royds.

J. F-

-1, J. Fletoher, Stoneclough, Man-

BEE-KEEPEE'S CALENDAE FOE SEPTEMBEE.
A oooD foundation is the principal thing in bee-keeping.

Fundamental principles well understood are of more import-

ance and value to intelligent readers than volumes of details of

management. Last month the selection and preparation of

stock hives were considered. Strong stocks cause no anxiety to

their owners; they are able to bear (he severities of winters;

they swarm earlier than weaker stocks, and do far more work.

For profit aix strong stocks of bees are equal to twelve weak
ones. Some eight or ten years ago condemned bees in this

locality could be had for driving. If the cottagers obtained the

honey, they cared not for the bees. Some years later 2s. &d. was
the price asked for a swarm, and the buyer had to drive them.
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Now for milea round Manchester but few swarms of condemned
bees can be had at any price. Here, as elsewhere in England,
bee management had made no progress for a hundred years,

Large hives dropped into Lancashire and North Cheshire. Their
owner was condemned for his ignorance of bees and bee-keeping
" in this cold climate." Now large hives are in vogue ; the
lives of bees are precious ; bee-keeping is becoming an art and a

science. Working men are obtaining from 20 lbs. to 40 lbs. per
hive three weeks after swarming. The mists of ignorance are

passing off, and apiarians are beginning to see and know what
can be done.
Those who keep their bees in bar-frame hives should take

especial care of the brood combs in the honey hives. The stock
hives would be greatly improved and strengtheued by the brood
of the honey hives. Every apiarian who uses bar frames knows
how to remove a comb filled with honey or an empty one, and
put a brood one in its place. The brood hatched now lives all

the winter; the more brood a stock hive has now, the stronger
in bees it will be next spring. If a hive has six sheets or combs
of brood now, it will be in good condition next spring, so far .is

population goes. Six combs of brood now indicate five Beams of

bees at the beginning of March next. I wish the young apiarian
to make a note of this simple remark, for he will find it of great
importance in guiding him in future years at the season of

selection.

At the end of August and beginning of September honey-
gathering generally ends, and drones are killed off. If the bees
of one or more hives do not seem to molest the drones, there is

some reason to fear that they have lost their queens. An ex-
amination should be made, first by looking for brood in the
hives, and secondly, if none can be found, by driving the bees to

see if they have queens. Queenless swarms will remain in a
hive of combs if they were there when bereft of their queens,
but will not settle or remain in an empty hive if driven into it.

An experienced man can very often tell from the conduct of the
bees whether they are queenless or not. Such knowledge comes
by observation, and not from books. Of course queenless hives
at this season should either be set aside for honey, or for the
receptions ef queens and bees from honey hives.

In fair weather bees instinctively seek honey. If it cannot be
had from the fields, they try to get it by robbing other hives.

In September perhaps more attempts at pillage are made than
in any other month. The doors of all hives should be contracted
to help the bees to defend their stores.

September is the best month for autumn-feeding. There is

considerable risk run in feeding late, for feeding continuously in

October or November very often causes the bees to breed. If

frost set in before the brood be hatched, it is often destroyed in

part, and becomes foul and ruinous to hives. Winter-feeding
indicates neglect or ignorance. Hives that have not stored
enough should be fed as soon as possible or convenient. About
15 lbs. of honey or stored syrup keeps a strong hive of bees from
September till March. Better have 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. more than is

required, than an ounce too little. About the half of 1.5 lbs. will

serve the bees of small old fashioned hives during the autumn
and winter mouths. Let food be given according to population.
Three swarms eat as much in one hive as they do iu three
separate ones.

We now come to the honey hives, and by weighing them we
can ascertain how much honey they contain before the bees are
driven out of them. We have a rule or standard of calculation.
After deducting the weight of hives and bees we reckon 5 lbs. of

honey for every 7 lbs. weight. A hive may weigh 100 lbs. The
hive, board, and bees may weigh 20 lbs., leaving 80 lbs. of combs.
According to our standard there would be about UO lbs. of honey
and 20 lbs. of refuse. The refuse from old combs and leau hives
is greater than the standard indicates, and in the case of heavy
hives of the current year's swarms (with young combs), the
yield of honey will be greater than the standard. In the case,
too, of hives without brood the refuse will be less and the yield
of honey greater. The standard given is accurate enough for
practical apiarians.—A. Pettigkew.

(To be ooatiuued.)

have adopted it several times with stock liives to prevent their
swarming, but always without success.
As for bee houses, they may be necessary for a few favourite

wooden hives; but for the rank and file give me Mr. Pettigrew'a
three posts, which can easily be made low enough for nadir or
" nether" to rest upon with safety.—E. H. It.

NADIRING.
I .iM glad that your correspondent "B. & W." admits the

distinction between the nadir proper of Taylor and Pettigrew,
and the "nether" of the former, which he calls the " quasi-
nadir." I venture to suggest that it will save much confusion
to bee-keepers in their interchanges of thought and experience if

they will adopt Taylor's expression " nether," which is, after
all, the more correct opposite to " super," for an additional
chamber given below instead of above. The term nadir will
then resume its original signification of a hive placed under
another hive, " in order that it may be treated as a stock hive
another year."
I may mention that I have only found the nadir proper

auBWer with strong and early swarms of the cxirrent year. I

CRYSTAL PALACE EXHIBITION; OF BEES,
HIVES, HONEY, &c.

The following are the awards at this Show, which opened on
the 8th inst., and will be continued to-day. We shall give a
report of the exhibits next week.

HIVES.
Hive for observation purposes.—Witliheld,
l?kep or box hive for deprivinf? putposee, for coltagerb' use, that can be

supplied for 5s , exclusive wf tloor-boiinl.—Prize, 0. N. Abbott.
Moveable comb hive fur depriving purposes.—Prize. F. Cheshire.
Hive fijr use on tbe BtorifyioK priuciple.— Prize, J. Lee.
Hive for use on the collateral principle.—Withheld.
JIust economical (beat and cheapeat) complete hivo on the moveable comb

principle, lor coUagers' use.-Prize, C. N. Abbott,

BEES.
Moat beautiful breed of Ligurian bees— i.e., a queen accompanied by hor

proReny, the beauty of tbe queen to be of secondary importance.—Prize, C. W.
Smith.

HONEY.
Largest and best harvest from one stock of bees, under any system or com-

bination of eyateins. tbe same to be declared on exhibition.—Equal, A. Fergu-
son, Him. and Rev. H. Bligh, C. N. Abbott.
Exhibition of super honey from one apiary.—1, Rev. C, Raynor. 2 and 3,

Withheld.
Straw super of honey, net contents above 20 lbs.—I, W. H. Clark. 2. J. Lee.
Straw super of honey, net contenta notunder Hlbs., nor above 20 lbs. —Prize,

Mrs. Pagden.
Straw super of honey, net contents not under 10 lbs., nor above U lbs.—Prize,

T. Bagahaw.
Woud super of honey for wood in combination with glass or straw), net

contenta above 2(i lbs.—1, W. H. Clark. 2, J. Anderson. 3. A. Kuabridge.
Wood super of honey (or wood in combination with glasa oi- sirau), net

contents not under 14 Iba., nor ah ^ve 20 lbs.—Equal merit, W. Sword; J,
Anderson. R Grahiim, R. Anderson, D. Anderson, A. McCrone.
Wood super of honey (or wood in combination with glass or straw), net

contents nut under 10 lbs., nor above 14 lbs.— 1, J, Anderson. 2, R. Anderson.
3, Mrs. Pagden.

tila«s super of honey, net contents above 20 lbs.— 1, G. Fox. 2, T. W. Cowan.
3, S Thome.
Glass super of honev. net contents not under 14 lbs., nor above £0 lbs.—1, T.

Plumridge. 2, T. Bagshaw. 3, W. Martin.
Glasa super of honey, net contents not under 10 lbs., nor above 14 lbs.—1, S.

Thorne. 2, D. King.
Glass super of huney, net contents not under 6 lbs., nor above 10 lbs.—1, T.

Piufuridge. :', J. Lighton. 3, T. Bagobaw.
Display of honey in comb tor table use.—1, J. Anderson. 2, D. Anderson. 3,

Withheld.
Exbibition of run honey in glasses of from 5 lbs. to 1) lbs. each, net

contents, the produce of one apiary.— 1, C. N. Abbott. 2, J. Aiid«rson. 3, W,
Laughland.
Exhibition uf run heather honey in glasses of from 5 lbs. to 10 lbs. each, net

contenta —1, D. Anderson. 2, J. Anderson.
Exhibition of honey, obtained by the use of the honey-extractor, from one

colony.—1, C. N. Abbott.

COTTAGERS' CLASSES.
Largest and best exhibition of super honey in comb, gathered by one stoelr,

or united swarms of bees, the property of exhibitor.—1, H. Withnal. 2, S. J.
Baldwin. Remainder withbeld.
Exhibition of honey in comb, produced in one apiaryiWithont the destruction

ol the bees.— 1. A. Fuvgueon. 2, M. Frtcman.
Exhibition of run honey in glass jars, c'lrlt.^ining from 5 lbs to 1'; lbs. each.

—1, W. Martin. 2, W. Scorer. 3, J. Stephenson. 4. Withheld.

illSCELLVNEOU?.
Best and largest collection of hives, bee furniture, bee gear, and apiculturi^ta *

necessaries, no two articles to be ahke.—1, C. N. Abbott. 2, J. Lee.
Drone trap.—1, F. Cheshire.
Bee feeder, the invention or adaptation of the exhibitor.—Prize, J. ?. Turner.
Appliance for introducing alien queen bees to stocks.—Prize, J. Anderson.
Bte dreas.—Piize, C W. Smith-
Method of qaietiug bees during manipulation, with appliances shown.—

Prize, F. Ohesnire.
Cheapest and be&t supers for general use in an apiary.-Prize, J. Lee.
Honey extractor.—Prize, Starling & Co.
Mai-'hine for emboasmg wax shetts tor guide combs, with at least six sheets

manufactured by it.—Prize, G. Neighbour & Sons.
fcixhibition of "pure bees' wax, the produce of 1874, in cakes of not leas than

lib. in weight.—1,W. Martin. 2, W. Laughland. 3, J. Walton.
Any new invention calculated, in the opinion of the Judges, to advance tLe

culture of beea.—Extra, F. Cheshire (4).

DOGS.—No. 5.

TEEKIEB3 IN GENERAL.
Although at the Home for Lost Doga ia London there are

always, I believe, a greater number of retrievers than of any
other variety (why this is the case I can never make out), yet I

think that retrievers are not by any means so numerous in

England as many other kinds of dogs. If you take your stand
at the market-place of any town in England, particularly near
the largest butcher's shop, you will find that place and that spot

form the meeting ground for the town dogs. At any corner of

any street two or three dogs will generally be found surveying
each other with, usually, great curiosity, occasionally with great

anger, and sometimes with the direct opposite to auger; but
stiU, at the market-place is the grand gathering. Let but a
carriage from the country arrive with a dog or two in attend-
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ance, very soon nnmberB of dogs will be around the strangers

—

the thin, the thick, the young, the old, the light and active, the

heavy and wheezy (the last always ill-tempered), the hold, and

the timid. Why, the place at once swarms with dogs, especially

since the reduction of the tax. Now I will venture to say

further, that by f»r the great majority of these dogs are terriers,

either rough or smooth, either well-bred or ill-bred, or of mixed

breed, but the terrier blood is predominant. Occasionally an

ill-marked Dalmatian is seen; also, if you keep a good look-out,

dog-loving reader, you will sometimes see a dog you may think

extinct—viz., a turnspit. Spaniels there will be, retrievers,

pointers, sheepdogs, and even a greyhound or two, but the

greater number will be terriers, or terriers in part, as bull

terriers. There are many reasons for this. The terrier is a dog

of a convenient size—not over-large, so as to require a great

deal of food or much space ; not so small as to want to be carried

or protected in any way. No : he can take care of himself, fight

his own battles, find his way about by himself; he will eat

anything, and do well on almost anything. A plucky vigorous

little dog, his race is a numerous one.

Terriers abound, and will abound—uulike Persian or Angora
cats, of which there are many pure specimens kept, and now
and then one sees a half breed, and then the race is merged into

the common and lost. The long-haired eat does not alter the

English cats ; he does not leave his mark upon the feline race

in this country ; he would soon be stamped out but for the care

of amateurs. Not so the terrier. " I will live and I will thrive,"

seems to be the motto of that energetic little dog.

But there is yet another reason for the great abundance of

terrier dogs in England. Rats abound, yea, superabound, and
the terrier is a dog of utility in this respect—he is a rat-killer.

Eats, I said, superabound. In the London warehouse, in the

country outhouse, on shipboard, in rural granaries—everywhere

is that pestilent, food-destroying, abhorrent little animal the

rat. A London warehouse fell down towards the Thames a few

years since. What was the result ? The river for some yards

was at once black with rats. A farmer pulls down his wheat-rick

to dress the corn. As the rick is removed layer by layer the

vermin retreat lower and lower; then at last out they run, and
the farmer who is wise has his own and his neighbours' terriers

at hand to catch and kill the pestilent vermin. Some man with

a turn for making calculations has estimated the annual cost to

this country of rats—what a tax they lay upon us—and the sum
is an enormous one. There need be no wonder, then, that

terriers are kept extensively, bad they no other recommendation
than this that they are sworn foes to rate. Then the pluck the

little dogs show in facing the vermin ! How a fierce bite only

makes them keener after their prey ; also their thorough enjoy-

ment of the fun—it is their sport, their pastime, their supreme
pleasure. All is done, too, from love of the sport, not for love

of their bellies, for they do not eat rats. No master of hounds
enjoys fox-hunting more than a terrier enjoys rat-hunting. How
appreciative of the fun is that little nose of his, sniffing at the

rat-holes in a wall ! I never see him there without thinking of

Buffon's shrewd and true remark, " A dog's nose is his third

eye."

A terrier, rough or smooth, wire-haired or fox, black-and-tan

or white, Scotch or English, is the general dog of utility because

he is a rat-killer, and rats abound everywhere. The terrier is

also a good guard and a good follower. This latter is much to a

man who likes a canine companion. A dog with too much bull

is a stupid dog in following his master, and at the first sharp
turn raises his heavy head in the air, and very probably loses

his master. Not so the better-nosed terrier ; he keeps his head
to the ground, and invariably finds the way his master has gone.

Never have I known a terrier—and I have kept many—lose

himself. He will find his way from a large town (say Bath) back
to his country home readily, though it be miles away. Well is

he named terrier, for with his nose to earth he finds his way
about the earth's surface. He has no fear at entering the earth

after fox, or weasel, or rat, or any other vermin. Very large

dogs reqtrire very large premises, or they are unpleasant to the

nose and injurious to health. Very little dogs are troublesome
because of their weakness, timidity, and smallness, and require

much attention. They must have a loving mistress to see after

them ; but the terrier needs no park kenuel to be stowed away
in from people's noses, as any number of large dogs must be ; he
also needs no petting, though he likes it well enough. Like
middle-sized men, terriers are the most useful. Not the big

guardsmen or the dainty dapper Light Dragoons are the strength

of the English army, but the common line regiments composed
of middle-sized men. So of terriers generally.

In future papers I hope to speak of the different varieties. I

hope to call up from an unerring memory iu fancy matters the

terriers of a past age, and to depict the terriers of the present

age. The terrier is the Englishman's prime favourite. Witness
the fox terriers who at all shows are so numerous as to be them-
selves a show. He stands midway in size between the large

and the small—the dangerous from their strength, and the
tronble-causing from their weakness.

—

Wiltshire Kectob.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hambubgh PULLET3' LEGS "WEAK iJ. A.).—You do Dot give Sufficient Ih-

formation. You should tell us how the biida aje lodged and fed. Much
depends on that. Weakness is often the result of bad feeding in youth.

Someiimes it is caused by unnatural and stimulating food, sumetinies by
damp and bad flooring to the houses in which they roust. If the birds are

in strung condition we advise you to purge them freely with castor oil, say a

table-spoonful every other day for a week, and then give bread and ale freely.

We can say nothing about the Dorkings for want of information. We ahiUI

be happy to give you all in our power if you will enable us to do so.

Dark Brahmas White-feathered (.4. P.).—If your Dark Brahma is a
larger and better-shaped bird than his opponents, a judge is not justified in

withholding a prize from him becauee he has white feathers on his breast.

The original and the best Brahmas we ever had, had white epota on the

breast. Any plumage maybe was-hed with soap and water applied with a

flannel, but fowls running in the country should not want it. We shall be
very glad to see your account.

PouLTRY-HorsE Perches (7*. C.).—Youi perchcs should be made of a fir

tree or other tree, 14or 18 inches in circnmference, sawn in half, and the round

part put uppermost with the bark on. Ihey should he within 24 inches of the

ground, ajia should rest on side pieces or supports, but should not be fastened

down, a3 they are easier to clean when they are moveable.

Spanish Cog kerel's White Feathers IResurgam).—It is no detriment

to the Spanish c ocktrel to have a white feather in the flight. They are all

hatched with it, but they moult black. Pull them out. We have not yet

seen a schedule of the Crystal Palace Show.

CoTTiNGHAM Siiow. — The following is a corrected list of the prizes

awarded to cage birds;

—

Yelloiv or Norwich Canary (twelve entries).—1, T.

Neil, Beverley. 2. W. Forth, Pocklington. Belgian orHalf-bred Canary (ten

entries).— 1, W. Forth. 2, L. Meinecke, Hull. Any other Variety of Song
Bird (five entries).—!, W. Needier, Hull. 2, L. Meinecke. Marked Canary
(ten entries).—1, J. Downs, Beverley. 2, F. Preston, Hessle. Canary of any
Variety (twelve entries).— 1, Taylor & Clarkaon.

Linnets (H. B.).—The Grey and the Redpole Linnets are distinct speciea.

Brent's " British Song Birds " details their management and that of Canaries.

You can have it from our office by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps

with your address.

Disposing of Silk (S. E. i;.).—Unless reeled so as to suit the require

mens of the manufacturer—that is, so a s to form threads by reeUng off

several cocouus together, you will be unable to sell it otherwise than as floss.

We cannot say where you can flud a market for it.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Sqitarb, London.

Lat. 51^ 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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Dark salmon Pelargonium Lucius, Perilla nankinensis, and
Dactylia glomerata variegata.

Light yellow Rosua mixed with scarlet Pelargoniums, yellow
and blue Viola cornuta, edged with Viola tricolor Goliath.

Brazilian Beet and Alyssum saxatile variegatum.
Silver-edged Pelargonium Bijou, Amaranthus melanoholieus

ruber, Golden Tricolor Pelargonium Sophia Bumaresque, Ire-

eine Lindeni, and light bronzed-leaved Pelargonium Criterion.

Dark salmon Pelargonium Hector, Amaranthus melancho-

Woodstock, but to notice one who has made it famous in a
horticultural point of view by his connection with it, and
into whose company accidental circumstances brought me at a
time when other horticultural friends had specially met for an
important purpose. I must say that a more hospitable greet-
ing and a mutual interchange of ideas could not possibly have
been accorded to anyone, and some three hours or more of a
warm summer day could not have been more agreeably and
profitably spent than was done by the gentlemen there aa-

1, Iresine Lindeni
2, Pyrethrnm pai-thenifolinm Golden Feather
3, Lobelia pumila grandillora

Kg. 75.

4, Ecbeveria secunda glauea
5, Sempervivum californicum

6, Mesembryantliemani cordllolinm
variegatum

7, Alteiuanthera magniiica

licus ruber. Pelargonium Bijou, Lresine Lindeni, Pelargonium
Bobert Fish, and Viola Cornuta Perfection.—N. Cole, Ken-
sington Gardens.

MR. FENN AND HIS POTATOES.
There are few who have not heard of the interesting old

town of Woodstock, the abode of the fair but unfortunate
Eosamond, while Sir Walter Scott has thrown an interesting

halo over it as being the scene of one of his inimitable novels.

The town, a Royal borough, had evidently been a place of

importance long before the present busy hives of industry had
an existence ; it occupies a favourable site, and its neigh-
bonrhood must at all times have been noted for its fertility,

which still continues. In its present aspect Woodstock pre-

Bents a strong contrast to the old towns of the east of

England, being mostly if not entirely built of stone, which here
occurs in great abundance. I am not sure that the present
mode of colouring the walls of such buildings a pale yellow is a
recent or ancient practice, nor am I certain that it in all cases
improves their appearance, but it tends to give that uni-
formity which is by many thought desirable. Woodstock con-
trasts well with many other old towns in the width of its

streets ; not that they compare with Oxford Street or Pic-
cadUly, but they are wider and less crooked than those of

towns that have not undergone the changes which Town
Councils now and then enforce when opportunity offers. It

has also the merit of being a clean town, if cleanliness in the
sense here spoken of be a merit, which, by-the-by, a particular
friend of mine disputes very much, alleging that dirt aud
money always go together, and that a town recommended for

its cleanliness exhibits less of prosperity and progress than a
bustling dirty one. Of cour.ae some exception must be made
to this rule, and I believe Woodstock to be one of those re-

spectable towns in which business is carried on with steadi-

ness, the manufacture of gloves being one of its most important
branches.

My purpose, however, is not to descant on the trade of

sembled, and as far as I was concerned I must regard it as
one of my red-letter days. Bat before we go further I mnst
inform your readers that the subject on which the meeting was
convened was Potatoes ; not to settle any angry dispute about
extraordinarily heavy Grapes, or the merits of a newly-intro-
duced plant, or the dehtit of some variety of Golden Geranium
with astounding qualifications, but simply to devote a specified

time to the examination of a great number of varieties of

Potatoes, and in some degree to test their merits. The latter

part of the programme was, I believe, further gone into after

I was obliged to leave, which I did with great reluctance ; but
as the reader has not yet been informed who was the host, I

must state it was our very worthy contributor Mr. Robert Fenn,
whose labours in the cause of the Potato are so widely known,
and their results so disinterestedly made public. The reader

has only to turn back to the earlier numbers of this Journal

to become aecjuainted with the pains he has taken to propa-

gate new aud distinct varieties, and the long years of patient

industry which elapsed before he was rewarded with the im-
proved varieties which he has obtained, and these I hope will

be followed by others of equal or perhaps greater merit.

To the ordinary cultivator who has his score of acres it may
appear a somewhat frivolous occupation for a steady observ-

ing person to be looking over rows of Potatoes when in bloom,
and selecting a few flowers from which he will remove the

anthers and introduce the pollen from another variety to effect

fertilisation, marking the flower in some way known only to

himself. Occasional visits are afterwards made to these

flowers, and especial care is taken, when a fruit is formed and

I

it approaches maturity, that the same mystical notes shall

I

accompany the seed to its resting place, and which, like the

]
G. G. of fine-bred cattle pedigree, denote something to which
the progeny of that seed may be traced. This Mr. Fenn did

years and years ago, with a large amount of disappointment in

I

some cases where much good was expected, and a proportionate

i amount of success mingled with it. It is not merely by fer-

I

tilising the flowers that a good useful variety is insured, and
even what is good is not fairly proved to be so for some years
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after, but patience has to be further tried, and the insignificant

produce of the fruit so obtained often enough disports itself

into a great number of varieties, of which the largest and
most promising the first season are not always the best after-

wards, but a fresh trial has to be made another year, and that

trial has very often to be repeated again and again ere anything

that can be relied upon can be had. Thus great perseverance

must be exercised, and only those who have followed out this

course of action are aware of the many disappointments, and
how few the number of really good things there are compared
with those that are merely commonplace. Mr. Fenn, however,

has been successful in raising some Potatoes of sterling merit,

and which are regarded as such by the planting-out public, and
I hope the number will be much supplemented by the inspec-

tion to which his crops were subjected on August 28th, the

day I allude to as that of my meeting the party.

After an excellent luncheon, and discussing various home-
made wines for which Mr. Fenn is famous, we adjourned to the

garden, and there found a large breadth of ground had been

planted with seventy or eighty kinds of Potatoes, in rows about

3 feet apart, with sufficient space between each plant to allow

of the due development of the kind. I believe that a larger

quantity was grown in a field elsewhere, but there was suffi-

cient here to test the merits of each kind ; and one taking the

fork, the business of turning-up specimens of the crop com-
menced, one variety after another being thrown to the top, and
their merits or demerits commented upon by those present.

Certain kinds came in for a fair meed of praise, and after

their history and pedigree had been discussed, marks of com-
mendation in the reporters' notes were placed against them,

and other kinds proceeded with. Now and then some little

vagaries in the growth of certain kinds attracted attention, in-

volving a dispute whether the specimen in question belonged

to the round or kidney section, Mr. Fenn's opinion being often

regarded as final in such matters. Nevertheless, there were

some anomalies in this respect not easily accounted for, as

when grafting had been practised years ago, and, as your

readers know, Mr. Fenn was amongst the first, if not the very

first, to adopt that mode of altering the character and consti-

tution of a Potato. Other remarks equally instructive and
interesting were made, not the least being the difficulty there

is in obtaining seed of certain good kinds—only one or two
fertile flower-heads in a row perhaps, while a less-deserving

kind furnishes the means of propagation more abundantly.

These observations, made by our worthy entertainer, with

many others of a like kind, were sufficient to make many of

ns blush who had been content to plant only such varieties of

Potatoes as were recommended by general opinion. Here was
an instance of a great number of new varieties raised for the

public good, and that not by trusting to chance for success,

but patience, care, and sound judgment were displayed in the

selection of suitable parents ; and as the collection was inter-

spersed with specimens of well-known kinds, there was every

opportunity for making comparisons, which in some instances

were in favour of the established varieties, in others in that of

the new ones.

1 believe Mr. Fenn's object was to elicit opinions as to the

merits of a certain number of the best of his varieties, with a

view to their being placed under more extensive cultivation, or,

perhaps, in the hands of the public, and every opportunity was
afforded of inspecting the crops ; moreover, I believe a number
of kinds were to be tested by being cooked. At lunch, more
than one kind of Potato was presented to us in the condition

in which a Potato's merits are best understood, and the general

opinion was in favour of a kind whose name I unfortunately

omitted to note down. A sparkling wine in which the Royal
Muscadine, Espiran, and another outdoor Grape formed the

body, was very much admired, as was also another wine in

which only two of the kinds named were used. The Vines
from the produce of which these wines were made grew to the

tops of the highest walls of the house, and partly over the roof

and up the chimney-shaft, presenting an amount of greenery

which would have been still more remarkable had not the sur-

roundings everywhere abounded in it, for it was only to look

over the wall of the garden and the beautiful park of Blen-

heim lay before us. In the garden itself an old Apple tree

was well covered with healthy fruit of that very popular variety

the Blenheim Orange. This tree was said to be a graft from
the original, but there seemed to be a disposition amongst
some of those present to question whether it was the same as

the Blenheim Orange of the present day, but it was a healthy
fine-looking fruit ; and a hint from some self-constituted moni-

tor reminded us that Potatoes and not Apples were the sub-

jects under consideration. Down went the fork and a fresh

variety of Potatoes was turned up, which was said to possess

all the good bearing qualities of Bresee's Prolific with a much
better character at table ; next a kidney with the capricious

tendency of having some of its produce round ; then we came
to one somewhat in the way of Sutton's Flourball. It un-

fortunately happened my duties called me away long before

the whole of the varieties had been gone through, and, with a

reluctant good-bye, I was obliged to turn my back on Wood-
stock.—J. KOESON.

CULTIVATION OF EPIPHTLLUM TEUNCATUM.
This was in great favour in my early days, and, except the

Camellia, I know no plant which is so beautiful from the

middle of December to the middle of January ; the variety

bicolor is the finer of the two. It blooms at a season when
flowers are scarce, and is valuable for cut flowers, but a plant

of it 4 feet high and 2 to 3 feet through is worth seeing.

This Epiphyllum used to be well grown at Garscube House
near Glasgow, and at Woodhall ; and there is a place about
Paisley where I have heard it is grown well and in quantities.

1 used to have two plants of the bicolor variety when gardener
to the Earl of Wemyss at Gosford, and one of them was between
2 and 3 feet through, and to see it in fuU bloom was a great

treat.

Pereskia aculeata is sometimes used as a stock for it, also

Cactus quadraugulai-is, but I found Cereus speciosissimum
suit it best. A good specimen can be formed in a few years

by growing one stem of C. speciosissimum in a healthy state,

and once it is in a state for grafting put a row of E. truncatum
on each side of it, and the grafts will grow at once. A little

moss may be put round for a few days until the grafts unite

with the stock. It is quite easily grown, but it requires a little

more heat than a common greenhouse. I grew it in a plant

stove, but when grafted on C. speciosissimum it might possibly

stand in the warmest corner of a greenhouse.
Ordinary soil will suit it, and add some stones or charcoal

amongst the soil to keep it porous, or the plant may damp-off
some morning. A few pieces of charcoal should be laid round
the stock. I found a coating of manure spread over the surface

do it much good. The roots grew well in it, and the plant had
a fine healthy colour.

I seldom or never see this plant worth looking at, and I

hope more attention will be paid to it. It only requires to be
seen in perfection to make everyone long to have such a beau-
tiful flower.—J. Addison.

THINGS OUT OF SEASON.
It requires no extraordinary amount of skill to produce good

vegetables, fruits, and flowers in their natural season. This
is generally known to those for whom they are grown, and the

things are valued accordingly. For instance, a Rose in June
has to be a good one to command the slightest attention, but

a Rose in April or August may be a very inferior flower in a

florist's point of view, and yet everybody but the most bigoted

florist will admire it. Who will give us a list of August-flow-

ering Roses? Any of them can be made to flower in April.

Never mind about perfect outline and fulness of flower ; let us

have pleasing colour and sweet scent first, the other points

afterwards if we can get them. The florists have had it too

much their own way : in their eagerness for beauty of form
they neglect the principal thing non-exhibitors grow a Rose
for—its scent. A Rose ought to go by some other name if it

IS scentless, and " Amateuk, Air/hurth," has done agood thing

by putting a mark against, those named in his list which give

no pleasure to the olfactory nerves. I wish some one would
look after the garden Roses—those possessing the qualities of

flowering throughout the summer months, good, vigorous, but

even growth, distinct and pleasing colours, and, above aU,

sweet scent. I rather suspect our exhibitors have their Roses

in too close proximity to their manure heaps to enable them
to judge correctly about the last point I have mentioned. As
for perpetual Roses, I only kuow one worth calling perpetual,

and that I am afraid to name. Besides, it is my duty at pre-

sent to write about vegetables, and I will begin with

Tomatoes. These are perpetual, or at least may be easily

made so. No one with a small heated house need be without

them any day in the year. Their culture is extremely simple

—much more so, for instance, than winter Cucumbers, and
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where these are grown Tomatoes can be grown perfectly wel 1

with them so long as they are not shaded. The flavour, I am
iaclined to think, is equally as good in winter as it is in summer.
Orangefield Dwarf is still the best variety for forcing and also

for general culture. Hathaway 's Excelsior is a very handsome
variety of good flavour, but it is not so early nor yet so proUfic

as Orangefield. I know of no particular merit in the large
coarse-growing kinds. Seeds sown, or cuttings struck in

summer and grown-on in large pots outside as long as the
weather permits, will bear abundantly when placed in beat.
Give them heat, light, and moisture, and they will bear as a
matter of course. Another batch should be sown in heat early
in December, to come into bearing in April ; and the third,

which will supply the plants for fruiting outside in summer,
should be sown in the middle of January.
The Globe Artichoke is another delicacy whioh is easily pro-

duced out of its natural season ; not, perhaps, in the depth of
winter, bat certainly in great abundance till the frost cuts
them off. All that is necessary to produce enough and to
spare throughout the summer and autumn is to put in a few
plants every year about the middle of May ; these, if liberally

treated, will come into bearing by the time the older plantation
is over, and will continue to bear till the weather stops them.
Xoung plants are easily obtainable from the old stools at any
time ; and although for a week or two after planting they may
appear almost dead, yet they will bear as much rough treat-

ment at that time as a Cabbage plant ; but when once they
begin to gro«', if large fleshy heads are wanted they must
receive no check. The faster they grow the better they will be.

Liquid manure helps them wonderfully.
Lastly, I wiU mention Lettuces. I suppose nobody need be

told how to grow these in winter with the aid of glass ; but
everybody cannot afford glass, and there are ways by which
they can be grown tolerably good without. The small Cab-
bage Lettuces, of which Tom Thumb is a good type, are

the best for this purpose. Seed sown at the end of July, and
the plants dibbed-in 7 inches apart in a sheltered position
where they can be covered with a shutter in severe weather,
will produce nice crisp little hearts through an ordinary winter.
Another batch, sown about the 20th August, and planted out-
side unprotected as soon as they can be handled, will succeed
them in April, or even March in a mild spring; after which
Bath Cos sown at the same time will follow. The dates given
can of course be only suggestive, each one must find out the
exact time for his own locality. My Lettuces for spring use
are always sown between 2-lth and 27th August; the succes-
sion to these is sown in a Potato frame at the end of February.
Cabbage Lettuces generally turn-in earlier than Cos, therefore
it is a good plan to bow both at the same time.—W. Taylok.

LILIUM AUKATUM.
In reply to " H. G. S." in The Jocknal of Hokticultube of

September 3rd, as to the number of Lilium auratum flowers

grown on one stem, I beg to inform him that in the conserva-
tory of Alexander Brogden, Esq., M.P., of Lightbume House,
TJlverBton, the head gardener, Mr. John Melrose, showed me
some plants the bulbs of which were purchased from Mr. W.
Bull, of Chelsea. On one, grown in a 12-inch pot, there are

five stems, one of which is very full of bloom, having no less

than forty- six well-expanded flowers upon it. The other four
stems average sixteen flowers each, or a total of 110 flowers.

In another 12-inch pot there are eight stems, and the total

of flowers on these is 128. From tip to tip the blooms measure
Irom 10 to 11 inches.

In the same conservatory I noticed a splendid specimen of

the Vallota purpurea. The plant was raised from seed by Mr.
Melrose. It was shown at the recent Ulverston Horticultural
Show, and the Judges awarded it a special ticket of merit. It

was to them a new variety, and I should feel obhged if you would
kindly sav if anything similar to it has come under your
notice. Ton will observe that it differs from the old variety,

inasmuch as the new one is white-throated, and the petals are

rounded, in place of pointed, at the outer extremity.

—

Beta.

Notes fkom Atbshibe.—Several Arancarias were planted
here in 1846-7, then about 1 foot high ; the tallest is now
33 feet and perfect in symmetry, feathered to the ground ; the
others not quite so tall, but all healthy. A Cryptomeria japo-

nica, planted out just two years ago, then 4J feet in height, is

now IIJ leet in height ; it apparently grows summer and

winter. The honey harvest is excellent. We are about a mile
from the sea, and sheltered, in the parish of West Kilbride,
Ayrshire.—W. D. A.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
In reply to your correspondent, " C. S.," I annex a section

(Jig. 7G) of the sashbar, which differs slightly, though not
materially, from the previous one. From c to d is 1 inch,
from A to B is 2 inches, giving a depth of 1 inch to the channel.
I see no reason why dust should accumulate in it, but if it

should, the first shower would wash it away. The channel
would be deep enough to prevent any overflow, but its capacity
for carrying off rain could be increased, as shown by the dotted

Fig. 76.

lines E, F, B. The glass is kept in position by thin strips of
lead or zinc nailed on the side of the sashbar at n, and bent
under and over the glass, say two strips to each pane. The
first cost of this kind of sashbar will no doubt be a trifle

greater than the one now in use, but that will be more than
compensated by the saving in time (which in these days of dear
labour means money), in fixing or replacing the glass.—S. B.

"S. B.'s" plan (page 190), appears open to the following
objections :—If lead clamps are to afford sufficient resistance to
the action of wind, if they would at all, as it will lift sheet lead
and large slates on a roof, the lead must be of considerable
thickness, and then every clamp would act as a lodgment for
dirt, and wherever this occurred the water would draw under
the edges of the glass and cause drip. If the clamps proved
inadequate, the glass being loose on one side and tight on the
other, the leverage being great, there would be a tendency to
breakage. There being no bedding, as with putty, and as every
overlap occasions a vacuum at the sides, independently of ine-

qualities in the glass, there would be nothing to prevent the
wet from driving under if the least obstruction. The roof ven-
tilation, too, would be considerably increased. I look upon any
channel that could be safely cut out of the sashbar as practi-

cally useless or worse, as it would require constant and careful

attention to keep it clear. Had putty been more durable there

does not appear to be anything yet discovered that so perfectly

answers its purpose. However, the subject is well worth ven-
tilation, and we may yet reach the ultima thule.— V.

STKAWBERRIES.
In reply to " D. F. J. E.," I never weighed Cockscomb, but

at a Strawberry feast here some years ago a person took up
eight Cockscombs from the dish, and said, "I think these

must weigh more than a pound." The largest Cockscomb
measured here was 12 inches, measured round the rim. I have
grown many 9 and 10 inches, so measured. My man , " Steevie,"

who is gone to Canada, and is heartily sick of it, measured the
Strawberries with the inches marked on the tape, so that there

could be no mistake. Ingram's Prince of Wales is an early

Strawberry, but there are several others—Cnthill's, for instance

—and one or two foreigners. I have never heard of a Straw-
berry called Lady Carrington. If Vicomtesse Hfricart de Thury
has its flowers removed with a view to autumnal bearing, the

runners must be kept cut off, and the plants well drenched
with liquid manure. It is the same as Marquise de la Tour
Maubourg, and Duchesse de Trevise. I used to grow it under
the last name bat one. I hardly think Mr. Taylor of Haidnioke
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Grange can have the trne sort. His description of Wonderful
is exactly what it is not here. It is a very firm Strawberry, as

is Oscar, and both are good travellers. By a gond culinary

Strawberry, I mean it ia finii when cooked. Oscar, Wonderful,
and Cockscomb, are excellent for sinking whole in jellies.

Nimrod is not Eleanor, though the latter was sent out to

represent the former; just as Hooper's Seedling was sent out

to represent Sir Harry. The true Nimrod is more like the

Queen or Carolina superba. 1 sent it to Mr. Rivers, who at once
Baid it was not Eleanor. Mr. May, the famous Queen grower,

gave it to me. Eleanor is a noble Strawberry, but very sour.

It is the best type of a cone.

It is plain to me that an article is often made to represent

one or more articles. For instance, as supplied to me, I can
see no diliference between Maurice Bernardin, Ferdinand de

Lesseps, and Exposition de BriC, though when properly sup-

plied they may be distinct. Mr. George Paul pronounces
]\[aurice Bernardin and F. de Lesseps to be the same. The
Black Prince can be early and also late. For late work Galande
red Alpine is good. Mine are in bearing now (September 11th).

Oiviug to different circumstances the testimony as regards

Roses and Strawberries must needs be somewhat different.

In Mr. Rivers's list of various dessert Strawberries I see

"Wonderful (Jeyes), large and good; very prolific."—W. F.

Eadclyffe.

I AM sorry to see that President seems to be passed over by
everyone. My own experience of it is most favonr&ble. I have
grown it between rows of pyramid Pears and Apples 4 feet

apart, without manure, and this year gathered an immense
crop of good-sized fruit. Many of the berries were dried up
with the heat and drought, otherwise the plants would have
been almost exhausted. Mind, I do not consider it first-rate

as to flavour, for it is far too acid to be so, but it is a good,
useful sort, and can be grown without pampering.

I shall be much obliged it any of your readers will give me
the benefit of their experience as to the growing of Dr. Hogg.
It occupies the place of honour in my garden, but makes no
return for its advantages. Perhaps like Rivers's Eliza, which
requires chalk, or British Queen which is partial to clay, he
requires some particular soil. The excellence of the fruit makes
it worth while to go to some trouble to grow it. I have lately

planted a bed of Bradley's Amateur runners, and as the
situation is dry hope to succeed with it. Will any of your cor-

respondents who have tried it kindly give their opinion as to

the desirability of this sort ?

The " impecunious many " read with wonder of bunches of

Grapes weighing 19 lbs. and 20 lbs., and feel with the fox that
such things are beneath their notice ; but the Strawberry is a
fruit within the reach of all, and I think a series of letters

treating of the best sorts, and the kinds of soil in which they
severally thrive , would be interesting and instructive to all.—M.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Kniphofia (Tritoma) MacOwani is a new species flowering

in the Cape house. It is, perhaps, quite hardy, and will be an
acquisition from its dwarf habit, reaching a height of about
16 inches. The leaves and scape are strong, and require no
support. It is adapted for pot cultivation ; nice plants may be
grown in 32-8ized pots. The raceme is 4 inches long, and the
individual flowers are the same length as those of K. Uvaria,
but are lighter in colour. (K. Uvaria is the K. abides of Mr.
Baker's monograph in the " Journal " of the Linnean Society.)

Coccocypselum repens growing in the Stove is a very at-

tractive plant for hanging baskets, chiefly on account of its

dark blue berries ; they hang for a length of time, and are
useful for winter decoration. The stems are trailing in habit,
and purple ; the entire plant is covered with hairs of the same
colour. Though small, the flowers are pretty, being a light
and delicate blue. It is very easily cultivated. Light soil is

best. Cuttings and seeds grow freely.

Campanula isophyllum var. alba is flowering on the Rock
work, and is a pretty companion for the species. It was raised
from seeds in the Royal (iardens two or three years ago, and
has not yet been very widely distributed. It is well adapted
for rockwork cultivation, and when doing well flowers pro-
fusely. Linaria triornithophora is one of the finest of the
genus ; there is here a variety with flesh-coloured flowers. It

is a perennial, but will flower the same year from seeds. As-
teriscus maritimus is not so well known or as much valued as
it should be. It prefers a sunny border, and should be raised

from seed every year ; then it makes rapid growth, attains a

yard across, with a height of about 1 foot, and during summer
is covered with large yellow flowers. Margyricarpus setoeus

is an interesting small-growing undershrub, well adapted for

rockwork. It has small pinnate leaves, with linear subulate

leaflets, and bears pretty white berries in tolerable prolusion.

It belongs to the Kjsaceic, and is nearly allied to Acsena. A
native of Chili and Peru, growing on arid hills.

Colchicum speciosum, flowering in a border of the Herbaceous
ground, is one of the finest of the genus, and is, indeed, " the

largest known species." It is also very robust in constitution,

and has, perhaps, larger corms than any other. The opening

buds are almost like pink Magnolias. It is a native of the

Caucasus.
Among the M-ilvaceic, Sphajralcea miniata forms a neat

shrub 2 feet high, and bears flowers of an unusual colour.
" The Painted Mallow" of " Hortus Kewensis" was introduced

into England in 1798 by the Marchioness of Bute, and was
extensively grown at one time both as a greenhouse ornameut
and shrubby plant, being regarded, according to Siveet (writing

in 1831), as of great importance to the decoration of shrub-

beries in the months of October and November, at which time

it is profusely clothed with fine vermilion-coloured blossoms.

— (Dr Hooker, " Bot. Mug.") It was lost to cultivation for

some years, and we are further informed in the " Botanical

Magazine" that it was re-introduced by Professor Jameson, of

Quito. A native of La Plata. It may be grown from either

seeds or cuttings.

SPRING-FLOWERING BORDER.
In answer to " A SunscEinEit," Lothian Stocks 3 inches

high and recently pricked-out, are too late for spring-flower-

ing—that is, in time for removal for summer bedding plants.

Indeed, these Stocks are not adapted for purely spring work

;

but are, from their lasting character, fine summer-blooming
garden flowers. Even strong May or June-sown plants will be
a mass of bloom through the June following, and possibly

July. " SunscEiBER's " plants will not be removeable, after

blooming, until the latter month. If he wishes to have a bed
of them, let him plant them as soon as his bed is cleared.

In May sow Victoria and dwarf Chrysanthemum Asters
in rich soil in the open garden. When large enough prick-

out 5 or 6 inches apart, on 3 inches of manure topped with
soil. These, if attended to by watering, will be in fine condi-
tion for removal just when the Stocks are on the wane, and
will begin to open their blooms at once. A circular bed of

Asters, centred with Victoria, and edged with dwarfs, either

in mixture in concentric circles or radial lines of separate
colours, is massive and fine. I planted hundreds of Asters in
July, and many in August. They were on the blooming point

;

not a leaf was lost. They are now splendid, and will be so
until frost come. It will thus be seen that for spring the
Stocks in question are too late ; but here is a substitute. Centre
with dwarf stout plants of dark single Wallflower, edge with
Iberis, and margin with Aubrietia, as proposed, and there
will be a fine spring bed which can be cleared in time for

Geraniums.
If good plants of Myosotis, either arvensis, sylvatica, alpestris,

or dissitiflora, are at hand, or easily procurable (it is too late to
sow seed), they make a fine bed, and it may be made finer by
planting white Tulips (La Candeur) a foot apart before putting
in the Forget-me-nots. That is a very chaste combination. A
round bed filled with Golden Tom 'Thumb single Wallflower
and broadly edged with blue Nemophila, or a groundwork of
Nemophila dotted with the Wallflower, is a rich and telling

combination. Sow the Nemophila at once in drills ; thin out
the plants, letting each stand singly ; and watch and catch the
slugs. Not a day must be lost in sowing the Nemophila. The
first week in September is the best time, but with a mild
autumn and open winter they will succeed sown as late as the
twentieth day.

Silene pendula, pink, makes a particularly glowing spring
bed. It can be edged with the white variety, or with Golden
Feather. Healthy root-slips of the latter can be found at the
base of plants which have done duty in the summer. Plants

of Silenes should be from seed sown early in August. Lim-
nanthes Douglasii (seed sown at once), with Vermilion Brillant

Tulips dotted-in, form an excellent arrangement. So do Veronica
glanca and white Hyacinths.

In using bulbs and annuals, the plan is to first put in the
bulbs thinly, and then, when annuals are large enough and the
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weather mild, to plant them all over the bed thickly. Single

blue Hepatieas and Snowdrops, Snowdrops and Scillaa, red

Daisies and Golden Feather, Cliveden Blue Pansiea and white

Daisies, are all charmingly arranged according to taste. Prim-

roses and Polyanthuses are purely spring flowers, and make
enjoyable beds ; but the laced varieties should not be far distant

from the eye. Cheap varieties of Anemone coronaria, if planted

closely, make beds of surpassing richness.

If bulbs are planted, put them in the moment the beds are

cleared, about 3 inches deep, covering with road grit, or if the

ground is very wet, with dried sand. The single varieties are

the best for massing. Set the best-ripened seed, gather, and
sow at once, and in the autumn following thousands of bloom-
ing plants are provided. That is the best way to raise in

quantity. Crocuses are indispensable for spring gardening,

but if used alone must be put in thickly—in fact, bulbs of all

kinds are very gay and pleasing, but the effect is spoiled unless

they are planted closely ; used in conjunction with the other

subjects named, a less quantity suffices. Everything named is

off the ground in time for summer bedding, and is easily

raised or procurable without serious outlay. It is hoped
"Subscriber," and possibly others, may be able to pick out

something to aid in making gay their home-surroundings, and
out of the few hints and suggestions may select the arrange-

ment which their own taste and circumstances may dictate as

the best.— J. Weight.

EAELY AND LATE STEAWBEKEIES, AND
FOB PRESERVING.

I WISH " D. F. J. K." would try La Constante for preserving,

as, to my knowledge, there is no kind so valuable for that pur-

pose. The fruit is of good size, regular form, rich colour,

solid, and as regards flavour unfurpassed, provided it is

thoroughly ripe ; it will then hang on the plants unaltered

for several days, be it whatever weather may occur. The
latter quality Unser Fritz likewise possesses in the highest

degree.

I hope "D. F. J. K." may get Early Prolific true to name,
as there seems in certain quarters to exist a desire to depre-

ciate that noble variety. Cockscomb ought to be large in

whatever soil it is cultivated, the first fruit generally of enor-

mous size and of true cockscomb shape, colour bright salmon,
with numerous prominent seeds, and pure white flesh.

I quite agree with " D. F. J. K." as regards VicomtesseHeri-
cart de Thnry ; this is certainly a valuable early kind, the

only drawback is that a large proportion of the berries is

rather small. " H." is right in calling Prince of Wales a late

Strawberry ; he ought to have added Cuthill's Punce of Wales,
as there is an early sort of the same name which was raised

at Frogmore. The Late Prince of Wales is exceedingly acid.

Lady Carrington is unknown to me, nor have I ever heard that

Wonderful was sold under that name, although the latter has
had the honour of being sold under five or six different names
in England, France, and Germany. Its true name was Myatt's
Prolific, which was given to it when Mr. Myatt sent it out, but
it seems not having then been brought prominently to public

notice.

In conclusion, I beg to say to Mr. John Taylor, of Hard-
wicke Grange, that Mr. Eadclyffe certainly ought to receive

thanks for recommending Wonderful, and if Mr. Taylor is not
satisfied with it I must doubt whether he has it genuine. I

have grown W^onderful more than twenty years in various soils

and climates, and never found it to possess a fault besides

retaining frequently a greenish tip. It is quite distinct from
all other Strawberries, and cannot be bettpr described than done
by " I>. F. J. K." when he speaks of Lady Carrington.

Wonderful succeeds best iu strong soils, as in dry land its

enormous crop does not come to perfection when hot dry
weather seta in. The greenish tips may be avoided if we would
go to the trouble of supporting the fruit by small forked sticks.

It was Wonderful (Myatt's Prolific) Mr. De Jongh raised his

grand and famous Strawberry Souvenir de Kieff from.

—

Fer-
dinand Gloede, Eppendorf, Mamhurg.

DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
The horticulturists of this busy capital of the jute trade

effected a first-class show on the iird, 4lh, and 5th inst., and it

was attended by seventeen thousand visitors. In the High
School grounds in the centre of the town were three large

marquees. The chief one, devoted to flowers, was 230 feet iu i

length by il wide ; another, occupied with fruit, was 100 feet long
by 47 feet wide ; and the third, set apart for vegetables, was of
equal dimensions. The leading features wore the stove and
greenhouse plants, and a magnificent collection of plants for
table decoration. The local nurserymen, Messrs. Laird & Sin-
clair and Messrs. John Stewart & Son, took a large number of
prizes in all departments. Messrs. J. & R. Thyne, Glasgow, ex-
hibited a large group cf rare aud valuable plants ; Messrs.
Robertson A: Galloway, Glasgow, appeared to advantage with
Roses and Gladioli ; Messrs. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, with
seedling Pansies; and Mr. John McPherson, Aberdeen, with
Dahlias.

Fruits were rich and abundant, the merchant princes excelling
in Grapes and Pine Apples. Bailie Moncur, one of the Magis-
trates, took five prizes in Grapes. Vegetables were remarkable
in size and quality. Col. Macdonald, St. Martin's Abbey, Perth,
and .Tohn Long, Esq., Kinbrae, Newport, Managing Proprietor
and Editor of the Dundee Advertiser, carried off the first and
second prizes for the beat basket of vegetables (ten varieties).

Balledgarno, a little hamlet in the carse of Gowrie, noted for

success at former shows, won no less than twenty-six prizes.

Feru cases, miniature gardens, floral devices, window gardens,
table decoratioua, table, hand, aud coat bouquets, were an ex-
tensive, interesting, and popular exhibition. Mr. James Fer-
guson, a working man well known for defeating professionals in
flowering Lilium auratum, was again first in his class. Alpines,
never absent from a Dundee show, were shown in profusion,
rare, compact, and healthy. Edward Moir, Esq., a noted
amateur in Ferns, took the first prize for the best thirty.

The Society contemplate holding an International Exhibition
in 1370.

WESTWARD HO!
It may, perhaps, suggest itself to some of the readers of the

Journal that " D., Deal," is a very peripatetic being, and that

he is continually " on the go." He turns up iu all sorts of

places—east, west, north, and south ; and yet after all it sounds
more than it is. The fact is, I learned from a very dear father

a lesson in early life—never to let the grass grow under my
feet ; aud being like him endowed with some degree of energy,

I am frequently on the move when others are quietly reposing

from their labours, and lay out for myself occupations for

three or four days which some would take three times as many
for, and I never spare myself when I can gain information

that can be profitable to myself or others. I remember once,

many years ago, in my unmarried days, I was staying with an
excellent clergyman, and in the morning (a very wet one) I

said to him, " I must be off to ." He remonstrated in

vain, and off' I started. It was some eight or ten miles, and
when I came back in the evening, looking rather moist and
damp, there were many sly winks and exclamations, " flouts

and gibes ;" and when I said the object of my journey had
been to see a Rose garden, there was a general exclamation of

incredulity. " Oh, yes ! a charming Rose I have no doubt
you saw this wet day !" for nothing could persuade my friends

that anything could have made me take the journey but the

charm of some fair face at the end of it ; but the plea was a

true one nevertheless. No Hero waited for her Leander. It

was our liege lady the queen of flowers I went to see in one

of her country homes. And so, now, sometimes the duties of

my caUing lead me away from home, and between whiles I

manage to occupy my time by seeing what I can.

And thus it happened, that having to be at Cheltenham in

my clerical capacity for Sunday, August 9th, and having under-

taken to act as Judge at the Taunton Deane Show on the 13th,

I laid myself out to visit Mr. Prince at Oxford, Mr. Cramb at

Tortworth, to stay a day in Bath, and to visit Mr. Kelway at

Laugport, and concerning each of these visits I have " summat.
to say." I should have been glad to have also noticed a visit

I paid previously to Mr. Bichard Smith at Worcester, but this

I must postpone, merely for the present saying ditto to what
" C. P. P." has said. My first visit was to

PRINCE'S NUKSEEY AT LONGWOETH.
I had been long desirous of seeing in situ the seedling Briar

Eoses which Mr. Prince has so made his own, and from which

he has exhibited such splendid blooms. As lq everything,

there ure those who look on this with favour, and others with

disfavour. The latter put forward that it is nothing new, and
that it is not a superior mode of culture. Now I do not think

it is any disparagement to the plan to say it has been practised

by the French for yeai-s. Iu all such matters the main issue

is, " Does it answer?" and it was in order to see for myself I

made this detour. My visit was a hurried one, owing to the
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awkwardness of the trains and the fact that I had to be in

Cheltenham the same evening. AVhen I arrived at Oxford Mr.
Prince told me his nursery waa ten miles away, but that if I

drove there he could then take me on five miles further, so as

to meet the Cheltenham train at Wantage Koad. The day
happily waa fine, and so we started off. On this drive, of

course, we had much opportunity for talking, and naturally the

seedling Briar was our chief subject. When we arrived at the

nursery our time was so short that I had not a fair opportunity
of doing justice to it ; but I saw enough to convince me that

the seedling Briar is a decided success. I saw long rows of it

:

rows of grafted standards on the same stock, rows of Roses on
Manettia and on the hedge Briar, and I can safely aver that

those on the seedling Briar were far ahead of all the others.

Especially was this the case with Teas ; these were simply
magnificent.

It has been, I know, said that Mr. Prince's must be a fine Rose
soil to produce such blooms as he has exhibited, but this is a
mistake ; it is by no means such—no way to be compared to

the rich unctuous loam of the Hertfordshire Rose grounds

—

but is of a rich and friable character, much the same sort of

soil as I have had to deal with in my own garden, so that I do
not think that any of the success which has attended Mr.
Prince's efforts is to bo attributed to the soil. The situation

is good, clear and open ; in fact, the nursery waa three years
ago a part of a Wheat field ; but I cannot sufficiently express
my admiration of the vigour and beauty of the plants. It

would be tedious to enumerate the sorts which struck me as

fine, for all were so, and we know what Mr. Prince can do
as an exhibitor : it will be as well, then, to say why I think the
seedling Briar more advantageous than the Manetti.

1. It seems to me to give a much more enduring character

to the Rose. Mr. Prince states that it is earlier than the
Manetti, but, at any rate, we know that for late blooma the
Manetti cannot approach it, and there is a substance in the
petals which comes from the source. I have seen, no matter
where, a box of blooms which had been cut the day before the
show from this stock, exhibited against others from the Ma-
netti more recently cut, and at three o'clock in the afternoon,

when all the others were " fading away," those on the seedling
Briar were still fresh.

2. It seems to suit some Roses of delicate habit better than
the Manetti. I know people say, " Don't keep Roses of delicate

habit;" but there are some, such as Franr'ois Lacharme and
Clemenoe Raoux, that one would be glad to have, but the
Manetti seems too strong for them and overpowers them. The
seedling Briar imparts a vigour to them without destroying

the Rose, and all kinds seem to thrive. Who can easily forget

the wondrous beauty of the blooms of Clijmence Raoux exhi-

bited by Mr. Prince at the Autumn Show of the Metropolitan
Floral Society two years ago at the Crystal Palace ?

3. It is not so liable to suckers as the Manetti, and if suckers
do appear they are more easily recognised. I saw positively

no suckers in Mr. Prince's nursery, and in the plants that I

had from him I have never seen the trace of one, wliile perpetu-
ally they are appearing on the Manetti stock. Doubtless an
experienced grower will soon detect the sucker, but everyone
is not an experienced grower, and I have gone into the gardens
of those who really loved Roses, and have seen the Manetti
rampantly overpowering everything, while the owner was
condering why the Rose did not bloom.

4. It seems, equally with the Manetti, to be suited for all

soils, but care must be taken in planting not to plant deeply.
With the Manetti this is desirable, but the seedling Briar seems
to require a different treatment.
• I may add that while, perhaps, I cannot go quite with Mr.
Prince in all he says and thinks about this stock, I feel he is on
the right track, and I think there may be truth in what he
says :

—" I feel I am only a beginner, and that year by year I

learn something new respecting the treatment of this stock and
its wonderful adaptability to all soils." He is conducting many
experiments with it, and I hope we may yet hear more from
him on the subject.—D., Deal.

Me. Shaw's Gardens, St. Lotus, A.U.S.—At the residence
of Mr. Shaw, wherein all are welcome, is kept the record of all

visitors, many of them famous. Just beyond is the now justly

popular Tower Grove Park of seventy acres, a gift from Mr,
Shaw to the city, already beautifully planted and kept. On
returning from his house we pass the splendid octagon
mausoleum, designed for his final resting place, built of hewn

stone, with eight arches, hung over with trees which oast a
deep shade. We trust it will be long ere it open to receive
him. Close by is another tombstone, raised as a tribute of

respect to a gardener esteemed for his devotion to horticul-

ture, bearing this inscription

—

TO THK MEMORY OF
THOMAS NUTTALL,

Son in Engliinil, 178G; difd SfjJl.-m (,.;) 1»/, 1869.
Honour to bim, the zealoue aud Bucceastul naturaliHt, tbe father of Western

Ainericmi botany, tbe worthy coinpoer of IJart' n, Uicbaux, Hooker,
Torrey and Gray.— (American Horticulturist.)

AMEEICAN POTATOES.
It may interest some of your readers to know what we have

done here with the new American Potatoes introduced last

year. 1 lb. of Vermont Beauty produced 120 lbs., some of the
tubers weighing 2 J lbs. each. 1 lb. of Early Gem produced
62 lbs. 1 lb. Ampton's Surprise produced 52 lbs. ; but in this

case half the sets were destroyed by slugs.

The ground in which these Potatoes were grown waa not
specially prepared, only the ordinary quantity of manure
being used.

—

Fred. Walton, ,S'(. Cuthbert's, Albrighton, near
Wolverhampton.

FLORAL DECORATIONS IN NEW YORK.
The profuseness with which flowers are used in New York

at bridal or funeral occasions is fairly a subject of extraor-

dinary comment. We have personally known flowers to the

amount of six thousand dollars' worth brought to a church to

decorate it on the occasion of the funeral of one of the most
prominent citizens of this city. Harper's Bazaar refers to this

subject, and speaks of their use on social occasions.

The floral decorations are a charming feature of evening
entertainments this winter, and are withal expensive, two
thousand dollars being sometimes the florist's bill for the

elaborate decorations of a single reception. Different devices

are arranged for each room, and for almost every part of each
room. Corners are decorated with potted plants, and with
cut plants heaped in pyramids ; Smilax looped with Rose buds
festoons the cornices ; draperies of Roses and Smilax are

arranged between windows, mantels are divided in three beds
of flowers, with Violets in the centre. Daphnes and Roses on
each end, and a groundwork of Lycopodium and Ferns. In
the wide doors between drawing-rooms is a canopy of flowers

shaped like a parasol, and supporting nine balls made of dif-

ferent kinds of flowers, Violets, Roses, &c. The waUs of main
parlours are transformed into beds of flowers, where wire

frames support great fields of Heliotrope, Roses, Camellias,

Tuberoses, and Carnations, edged with Ferns, Smilax, and the

scarlet leaves of the Poinsettia. On other walls are flower

cornucopias 3 feet in diameter, filled with the loveliest cut

flowers. To make the hall look different from the rooms, Ivy
is draped above the doors and staircases, and the landings have
baskets of Ferns and hanging Vines. Great banks of flowers

are heaped in the dressing-rooms, and picture frames are

studded with Daphnes, Violets, and Roses, and draped with
Smilax, while choice cut flowers fill antique jars and vases.

Instead of the marriage-bell of flowers formerly seen at wedding
receptions, the bride and groom now stand under an arbour or

bower of Roses arranged before a long mirror. High epergnes

of cut flowers are used on refreshment-tables where the guests

stand; at dinners, where the company are seated, there are

lower epergnes that do not obstruct the view. Troughs of

glass in figures, letters, and monograms, and straw baskets re-

presenting sheaves of Oata or VPheat, also hold the flowers.

At small dinners each gentleman guest finds a boutonniere at

his plate, and each lady a larger nosegay, called by the florist

a belt bouquet, or else a napkin bouquet. The latter cost from
one dollar to two dollars each, and the former fifty cents. The
long-stemmed flowers that are now loosely put together for

hand bouquets are first pierced through the calyx by a fine

wire, which is then twisted around its stem to support it, the

florists say. Remonstrate against this torture of so sweet a

flower, and you are assured that experiment proves that the

pierced Rose will not fade sooner than its ^vely companion
that is left free beside it. The bouquet is chosen with reference

to the flowers that trim the dress.

—

{American Ilorl'xulturist.)

EnODODENDKON BLOOMING A SECOND TiME.—Is it nOt mOst
unusnal for a Rhododendron to be perpetual ? yet to my great
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surprise a shrub of the white Madame Miolan Carvalho is now
in bloom in my churchyard (Dorset coast). This Ehodo-
dendron bloomed most freely in May, and as the blooms

withered I carefully picked them off, leaving the green shoots

which had come up alongside to go on and prosper. This

they have done to such an extent that some are in bloom
in September. As I never heard or read of this happening

before, I thought I would communicate it to " our Jour-

nal," and ack whether it is not a most unusual event?

—

John B. M. Camm.

ASHMEAD'S KERNEL APPLE.
Fkuit, as in the annexed figure, below medium size, round

and flattened, but sometimes considerably elongated. Skin,

light greenish yellow, covered with yellowish brown russet,

and a tinge of brown next the sun. Eye, small and partially

open, placed in a moderately deep basin. Stalk, short, inserted

in a round and deep cavity. Flesh, yellowish, firm, crisp,

juicy, sugary, rich, and highly aromatic.

A dessert Apple of the very first quality, possessing all the

richness of the Nonpareil, but with a more sugary juice. It

comes into use in November, but is in greatest perfection from
Christmas till May.

Fig. 77.—Ashmead's Kernel.

The tree is very hardy, an excellent bearer, and will succeed

in situations unfavourable to the Nonpareil, to which its leaves

and f-hoots bear such a similarity as to justify Mr. Lindley in

believing it to be a seedling from that variety.

This delightful Apple was raised at Gloucester, about the

beginning of last century, by Dr. Asbmead, an eminent

physician of that city. The original tree existed within the

last few years in what had originally been Dr. Ashmead's

garden, but was destroyed in consequence of the ground being

required for building. It stood on the spot now occupied by

Clarence Street.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact period when it was

raised; but the late Mr. Hignell, an eminent orchardist at

Tewkesbury, in Gloucestershire, informed me that the first time

he ever saw the fruit of Ashmead's Kernel was from a tree in

the nursery of Mr. Wheeler, of Gloucester, in the year 1790, and

that the tree in question had been worked from the original,

and was at that time upwards of thirty years old. From this

it may be inferred that the original tree had attained some

celebrity by the middle of last century. The Ashmead's

Kernel has long been a favourite Apple in all the gardens of

West Gloucestershire, but it does not seem to have been known

in other parts of the country. Like the Eibston Pippin it

seems to have remained long in obscurity before its value was

generally appreciated ; it is not even mentioned in the catalogue

of the extensive collection which was cultivated by Miller and

Sweet, of Bristol, in 17B0. I find it was cultivated in the

Bromptou Park Nursery in 1780, at which time it was received

from Mr. Wheeler, nurseryman, of Gloucester, who was author

of "The Botanist's and Gardener's Dictionary," published in

1763, and great-grandfather o£ the present proprietor of the

nursery.

HYACINTHS IN GLASSES.
Pkobablt there is nothing original in my way of growing

Hyacinths, yet as I do not know of anyone using it, except on

my recommendation, it maybe worth sending to you. It is

this : The ordinary glasses which are used for growing Hyacinths

in water are filled with rotten dung and leaf mould, and about
an inch of soil on the top, in which is planted the bulb. There
is no drainage. The advantages I think are, equal vigour with
those in pots, but better than in pots, for less evaporation from
surface soil, and thus more healthful for dwelling-house, and
requiring less attention in watering; the wire supports are

available if required, neater in appearance. I have tried the
plan for five or six years with good results. Last season the
best spikes of flower were got this way as it happened, though
those in pots were about equal.—H. T.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It is reported that his Grace the Duke of Northumberland

has offered to keconstruct and plant the space in Trafalgar

Square, now occupied by the fountains and asphalt pavement.
If this is so, we hope it may be planted with lines of Planes,

and not converted into a garden, which, however well it might
look when first planted, will soon lose its garden beauty. Lines
of Planes in such a position would not only beautify and vary
the appearance of the place, but would furnish agreeable shade
during the hot days of summer—when we have any.

The Central Horticultural Society of Paris has lost one
of its most active and intelligent members in M. Maktin-
Cadot, who was prematurely carried off after a few days' ill-

ness. His loss, says a French correspondent, will be keenly

felt by numbers of gardeners and other horticulturists, to

whom he was an adviser and friend. He was long gardener to

the Princess Stourdza, Faubourg St. Honore, but afterwards

turned his attention to landscape gardening, and in this capa-

city carried out a number of important works.

We have received Dr. Schomburgk's Report of the

progress and condition of the Adelaide Botanic Garden
during 1873. It is highly satisfactory, but we must confine

ourselves to two extracts interesting to our readers :
—" It is a

historical fact, whenever man settles into a new country he
exercises a potent influence over the indigenous vegetation,

especially if the intruders are of agricultural and pastoral pur-

suits. The plough, the axe, the herds, are enemies to vegetation

;

and as cultivation advances one representative after the other

succumbs to the foreign influence. But the plough, the axe,

the herds, are not the sole destroyers of the native herbage.

With cultivation are introduced noxious weeds of other countries,

which, if they have taken to the soil, spread with alarming

rapidity, and become possessors of the ground, growing often

more luxuriantly in their new abode. As an example I will

only mention seven of such noxious intruders in South Aus-

tralia—viz., the so-called Dandelion (Cryptostemma calendu-

lacea, R. Br.), the Cockspur (Centaurea melitensis, Lin.), the

French Catchfly (Silenegallica.Lin.), the Stinkaster (Authemia

Cotula, Lin.), the Bathurst Burr (Xanthium spinosum, Lin.),

and Scotch Thistles (Garduus Marianus, Lin., and Onopordon
acanthium, Lin.), natives of the Cape and Europe, which

already cover large tracks of pasture land, and will extend with

rapidity further and further, to the destruction of the native

herbage. The Government have legislated for compulsory de-

struction, and already spent thousands of pounds to check

the Scotch Thistles and Bathurst Burr, but as yet only in the

populated districts with success. We miss already several

kinds of herbage, especially annuals or summer grasses, and

the representatives are becoming less every year ; but it is also

the case with perennial herbage. I will only mention the use-

ful Kangaroo Grass, which in the earlier days of the colony we

found everywhere, and which formed a great part of the pasture

grass. It has now disappeared even from localities which it

formerly almost monopohsed, and many others will follow.

" The labelling of the plants has been hitherto a constant

source of trouble and expense to this establishment—the paint

in the course of one or two years generally wearing off by the

weather, and thus requiring a frequent renewal of these labels

;

but I am now in hopes of having found out a remedy by which

the colour will stand. Several labels, which were painted and

written in 1871, have withstood the influence of the climate.

The labels are of sheet iron, and before painting them I employ

firi-t a mordant of the following composition :—One part of

chloride of copper, one of nitrate of copper, and one of sal

ammoniac are to be dissolved in sixty-four parts of water, to

which solution is to be added one part of commercial hydro-

chloric acid. The iron or zinc labels are to be brushed over

with this liquid, which gives them a darkish colour. In the

course of twelve to twenty-four hours they become dry, and to
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their now dirty grey surface a coat or two of any oil colour

will firmly adhere. Our labels are painted black, and when
dry the names of the plants are written with white oil colour,

and immediately sanded with fine white sand. The sand will

dry with the white colour, and become compact. As before

mentioned, the first labels prepared with this composition were

written in 1871, and show not the slightest eiiects of the

weather."

A NEW drug from Brazil has appeared in France under
the name of Jaboranih. It consists of the leaves and small

branches of a shrub growing in the interior of some of the

northern provinces of Brazil, and from specimens which have

come into the hands of Professor Baillon, it seems that the

plant is the Philocarpus pinnatus, Linn., belonging to the

RutacejE. It is stated that this drug has been used with great

success in France, and that it is looked upon " as an imcom-
parable diaphoretic and sialogogue." Dr. Gobler expresses

the belief that " it wUl bo the first indisputable example of a

diaphoretic truly worthy of the name—that is to say, a medicine

having the power of provoking dh'ectly by au electric action

the secretion of perspiration." — (ilcdico-Pharniaccutical

Abstract and Bcvicw.)

JOTTINGS ON STKAWBEEEIES AND
STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

In reply to many inquirers who honour mo by asking my
advice as to the length of time they should keep their beds,

and other points of culture, I can confidently assert that the

plan of digging-up the plants every year, whatever persons in

high places may say, is perfectly unnecessary, and only re-

sorted to by those who do not properly prepare their ground
in the first instance, and, moreover, know very little about
Strawberry-growing, or the habits and requirements of the
plant.

British Queen is acknowledged by many good growers to be

as difficult as most kinds to grow successfully ; but here, in

a light soil with a gravelly subsoil, I find this sort do better

the longer in season it is allowed to remain. I am aware that
this rule will vary to some extent with soil and situation, as

well as with the proper preparation of the soil, but in the
main the proposition holds good. My beds of five and six

years' standing have done so well and borne such quantities

of fine fruit, that I have had them dressed to fruit the sixth and
seventh years, and I shall not be surprised if they do not in-

crease in productiveness till they are nine or ten years old, the
ground having been trenched at the outset from 2 to 3 feet

deep, and plenty of good farmyard manure, chopped turf, and
old mortar rubbish having been well incorporated in the pro-

cess. The ground was then allowed to stand some time "to
pitch," as the old-fashioned blue-aprons say, and before plant-

ing was firmly trodden. A spade was never afterwards allowed
to be used.

The beds are occasionally cleared as early as possible of any
runners which have been overlooked, and the straw, tanner's
bark, or whatever is used to protect the fruit, is also cleared
away directly the plants have done fruiting, so as to expose
the soil to the full influence of sun, air, and moisture, whether
of rain or dews. The first year or two the beds only require
to be slightly but carefully forked over. After the second
year, when it may be supposed that the original supply of

nutriment is getting exhausted, a Uttle short rotten manure
is carefully pointed-in with a fork, and this is done as early in
the autumn as possible, a few of the outside leaves only being
first removed to make all neat and to get a clearer field for

the operation. In this way I manage to grow as fine Straw-
berries as most gardeners who talk very large in print about
the sorts they have grown at their place, and who dictate the
only sorts which should be grown, and those which in their
opinion are worthless, however disparaging to the efforts of the
raiser, and should therefore be condemned ; forgetting that
where the very best varieties fail in any particular locality, they
succeed just as well in others, but freiiuently fail either from
neglect, wilful or otherwise, or from some want not supplied in

the cultivation.

As to the distances plant from plant, or whether in beds or
lines, all is a matter of taste. The plants, whatever system is

adopted, should not be closer together than from '21 inches to
2 feet, and many of my plants after the third year are at least
a yard apart, and the plants when in fruit are nearly a yard
in diameter, and require two of Paxton's crinoUnes—that is,

four hall-circles per plant to support the fruit. Next year I

am thinking of having crinolines made to fit the plants, a foot

in diameter for the inner circle, and 2 feet (i inches for the

outer ; they will then accommodate plants measuring a yard

in diameter.

Runners should not, as a rule, be allowed to root on the fruit-

ing beds. They not only smother the fruiting plants, but

seriously impoverish the soU. The best plan is to grow a few

plants, according to requirements, in lines for the special pur-

pose, and to remove the blossoms as they appear. Runners

will then be plentiful and early. Any barren plant should bo

at once removed. It would probably bloom the following year,

but it is as well not to propagate from non-blooming plants.

1 shall be glad to show those old-standing beds next season

to anyone who doubts the results. If the season is a fair one

for Strawberries in general, I do not doubt it in the least. I

shall also be happy at the same time to show my various seed-

lings, several of them also of four and five years' standing, and

notably Early Prolific, Duke of Edinburgh, Enchantress, Sir

John Falstaff, Excelsior, Scarlet Pine, Bonny Lass (late seed-

ling). Fair Lady, Ac, and to prove beyond doubt that the first

two, though I cannot grow them so well as some of my neigh-

bours, are amongst the best early Strawberries grown, and

only to be beaten, all points considered, by Early Crimson

Pine, now in course of delivery ; whilst of the others, together

with Alpha, Amy Eobsart, &e., as new early sorts, I will leave

any visitor who may honour me to form his own judgment.

i am quite confident, both from my own knowledge and from

the testimony of others, that Early Prohfic is one of, if not the

best of the early forcing kinds we at present possess, and the

comparison with it of such sorts as Black Prince and Keens'

Seedling is simply ridiculous. President is also a most excellent

forcer, and makes a good succession ;
whilst as to Duke of

Edinburgh, which I had not proved as a forcer, I was quite

astonished to receive early in April last, from a near neigh-

bour, a basket of the handsomest fruit I ever saw, which had

been grown in pots under glass to be sure, but with little or uo

artificial heat. The colour and flavour were excellent, while

as to the beauty of the fruit, partaking of the joint character

of La Constante and British Queen, no very early Strawberry

can excel it. I have no experience of it in stronger heat,

therefore will not pretend to say how it behaves, but if it will

throw off such large, handsome, fine-flavoured fruit as 1 saw

in April last, with little or no fire heat, I say, despite the

opinion of one at least of our would-be advisers, it is not a

sort to be hurriedly discarded ; and with regard to the general

character of Early Prolific, I would rather accept the opinion

of such men as De Jonghe of Belgium, and Gloede of Ham-
burgh, the former of whom says it is a masterpiece of skill,

and the latter has so often sung its praises, even within tho

last three weeks in " our Journal," that I need scarcely quote

his eulogia; whUst at tho late "election of Strawberries,"

under the auspices of the Rev. C. P. Peach, Early Prolifiu

gained the first place as an early Strawberry.

I have not jotted down these remarks merely to extol my
own productions, but simply to state as the result of my own
experience what I know to be the truth, and also to ehcit fair

criticism, which appears to be the more necessary when we

find persons credited with a general knowledge of gardening

who speak of the qualities of the various kinds of fruit only

from their own point of view, whether indirectly interested or

not it is difficult to say, and who certainly do not make Straw-

berry-growing amongst other things a speciality. When I hear

of Strawberries being cultivated so badly that the beds are de-

stroyed annually, I begin to doubt the ability of such critics to

form an accurate judgment of the value of any new kind,

especially when such bygone sorts as Black Prince and lieens'

Seedling are accounted the two best early sorts we have in

cultivation.

Whilst on the subject of Strawberries, I may remark that

I have been for some years trying to raise a good large-fruited

varU'ijated sort. I thought I had succeeded some few years

ago in a seedling I then named Pandora, but which I coiild

not allow my gardener to introduce, because on further trial

and observation I found that it failed to set its fruit properly,

and this appears to me to be the chief difficulty with variegated

sorts. I hope now, however, thanks to Enchantress, that I

have overcome that difficulty. I have a seedUng from that

excellent high-flavoured variety which bore fruit this last

season equal in quantity and quaUty with its parent, whilst

the foliage is handsomely variegated in pale green and yellow,

with here and there a dash of crimson. I have preserved a

nice little stock of runners, which are growing and variegating
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their foliage moat satisfactorily. It now remains to be seen
next year whether the offspring will behave as well as the

parent, and if so, the triumph will be a great one in adding a

charm to another faculty never dormant iu the lover of his

garden, and of the many good and beautiful things with which
we are surrounded.—W. E., Morningnide, Kidderminster.

TEA.
Most botanists agree that there is but one species of the

Tea tree iu China, Japan, and India—Thea sinensis, and that

the Green Tea, which has been called Thea viridis, and the
Black Tea, Thea Bohea,
and Assam Tea, Thea assa-

mensis, are only varieties
;

and that the different kinds
of Tea sold for domestic use
are all the produce of the
same Ehnib, but differ in

Havour or quality according
to the age of the leaves

when gathered, and their

mode of manufacture.
Though the produce of

the Kame variety of the Tea
plant, the Black and Green
Teas prepared for exporta-

tion are mainly the growth
of different districts of

China, the Black Tea dis-

trict being situated iu the
provinces of Fokien and
Kiangsi, and the Green iu

Chekiang and Nganwhi

;

but the two lunds may be
produced iu either district,

the difference being caused
solely by the diverse me-
thods of preparation. For
the manufacture of Black
Tea the freshly-gathered

leaves, freed from extra-

neons moisture by a short

exposure in the open air,

are thrown in small quan-
tities at a time into round
flat iron pans, and exposed
to gentle fire heat for about
five minutes, which renders
them soft and pliant, and
i.'auses them to give oft' a

large quantity of moisture.
After this they are emptied
out into bamboo-sieves, and
whilst still hot repeatedly

squeezed and rolled in the
hands to give them their

twist or curl. They are
next shaken-out on large

screens and placed in the
open air in the shade for

two or three days ; and
finally exposed in iron pans
to a slow and steady fire

heat until completely dried

,

care beiug taken to keep them iu constant motion to prevent
burning. The chief difference in the manufacture of genuine
Green Tea consists in the leaves being so long exposed to the
air after rolling that fermentation does not take place, and in
not been subjected to such a high temperature in the final
drying ; but the greater part, if not the whole, of the Green
Tea consumed in Europe and America is coloured artificially

by the Chineso to suit foreign trade. The Chinese distinguish
a great number of varieties of Tea, some of which sell for as
much as 50.«. per lb. ; but these fine kinds will not bear a sea
voyage, and are used only by the wealthier classes in China
and Russia, to which country they are carried overland.
The first mention iu England of Tea as an article of con-

sumption and commerce, is in a letter written to the East
India Company by one of their Indian officials, Mr. Wiokham,
dated the 27th of June, 1615. He spoke of it by the Hindoa-
taneo name, char, and a small quantity (4713 Iba.) being

imported, it became a fashionable beverage; but its consump-
tion was very limited, for it was never less than 100s. per lb.,

and sometimes was twice that price. The grandfather of the
writer remembered when a boy partaking of it for the first

time. He watched what the other guests did, and then did
likewise. The cups were very small, no sugar or milk was
added, and after the drinking was finished, the leaves taken
from the teapot were put upon small biscuits and handed to
the guests, who ate them !

In 16C0, Pepys has recorded in his " Diary," September
2Sth, " I did send for a cup of tee (a China drinkj, of which I

had never drank before;" and L6ven years after he tells

—

" Home, and there find my
wife making of tea, a drink
which Mr. Felling, the pot-

ticary, tells her is good for

her cold and defluxions."

In the season 1871-72
there were imported into

this country 147,000,000
lbs. from China and Japan,
and 17,000,000 lbs. from
India. The varieties are

very numerous. OiCliiiiexe

Green Tea (Gunpowder
sorts) , Shanghae, Ping-suey
or Pin's-head,Moyune, Im-
perial Moyune, and Canton.
(Hyson sorts), Shanghae,
Young Shanghae, Young
Canton, and Twankay or

Imperial Hyson. Jajianese

Green Tea, Gunpowder and
Young Hyson. Jaimnese
Green Tea, Gunpowder.
Cliinese Black Tea (Congo

sorts). Canton, Foo-chow-
foo, Hung-muey, Oopaok,
Kaisou, and Oonam; (Pekoe
sorts), Plain Orange, Foo-
chow. Scented Orange, Can-
ton Scented Orange, Flow-
ery Pekoe, Oolong, and
Souchong. Aasam Black
Tea, Congo, Orange Pekoe,

and Souchong. Javanese
Black Tea, Congo and Im-
perial.

Fig. 78.—Thea Boirr.A.

SCABBED POTATOES.
In reference to the in-

quiries about the scabbing

of Potatoes, I have seen it

very often, but mostly iu

a warm sunny season and
on light sandy soil, and it

occurs to me that it arises

from the soil being so hot

that it blisters the skin of

the Potato when it is iu a

tender state. At the same
time I am told if lime is

applied to the soil the Pota-

toes are sure to be scabbed.

Scabbed Potatoes are generally very dry and good, and they
are always drier in a dry warm season than in one the reverse.

There is a httle blight to be «een iu this county, which is

famous tor Potatoes. The Dunbar Red sort is much prized by
the Londoners. The Victoria variety in my garden is quite

free of bUght, and bearing early clusters of apples, which is

rare now, and has been since the first blight in lsi5. It is of

importance to raise new varieties from seed, and to abandon
the old sorts, as they are more liable to bUght than those

recently raised from seed, of which Victoria is an example with

me.

—

John Apdison, Ormiston, Tranent, N.B.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
I WII.I, this week return to the greenhouse and conservatory,

and name a few other plants that ought to be grown for their

decoration. The list will not be a long one, but I intend to
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select a few of those plants most easily grown, believing that
these are the things to be appreciated by the amateur rather
more than plants of a very tender nature. Beginning first with
Ferns, there are the well-known Adiantums cuneatum, for-

mosum, and venuatum ; the former an excellent Fern to afford

fronds for cutting, but requires to be kept in the warmest part

of the house, and in a moderately moist position. The other
two sorts are somewhat hardier, and will do with greenhouse
treatment. Some others that will thrive under the same con-
ditions are Aspleniums bulbiferum, flaccidum, and luoidum.
The former is an erect-growing sort with vigorous habit, and
has a handsome appearance; the next is more graceful in ap-
pearance than either, having a droopiug habit, which is suitable

for suspending in baskets. Then we have Cyi'tomium falcatum,
a Fern with fronds of a totally distinct character, and is one to

be recommended for its ornamental appearance ; and being a
Fern that is almost, if not quite, hardy iu the south of England,
it may be looked upon as one of easy culture. I might also

name Davallia buUata, a Fern of a creeping nature, dwarf habit,

but with handsome fronds ; this ought to grow with the Adian-
tums. Doodia caudata is another pretty Fern, also Lomaria
gibba, a miniature Tree Fern, but common enough now in cool

greenhouses, and is quite distinct from any of the others named.
Nephrodium molle corymbiferum, an erect-growing sort with
darkish fronds. Nephrolepis exaltata, too, must not be omitted
for baskets ; it is rather loose in habit, but its long, narrow,
graceful fronds make up for all that. Then we come to the
Pterises, of which there are several, such as serrulata, longifoUa,
aerrnlata cristata, and tremula, all of which, and many more,
are greenhouse Ferns of the easiest culture. They also make
capital window plants, but they must not be allowed to stay too
long; and for placing on the dinner-table or in vases in entrance
lobbies they are especially handy. There is also another class

of plants which possess the last qualification, but are of dwarf
habit, and as they cau be made to grow in the smallest vessel,

how handy they are for placing here and there on the drawing-
room tables, mantlepieces, and other places, where they look
nice but do not obstruct. These are Selaginellas denticulata,
flexuosa, involvens, stolonifera, and Wildenovi as about the
hardiest and easiest grown. They delight in moisture over-
head when growing, they then throw out their little fork-like

rootlets, which support the fronds in an upright position. If

larger specimens are wanted, grow them iu pans 8 inches over
and peg down the fronds. After a time they throw out fresh
ones, which will grow erect ;

place between these some small
lumps of turf, and peg them to it, and as they grow continue
adding to it until a large plant is built up. While this is going
on give them moisture overhead frequently, which is their prin-
cipal support, for they make very little root in the pan in which
they are potted.

All the above plants enjoy a soil made up of two-thirds peat
with plenty of sand added, and one-third loam broken up or
sifted fine, and small pieces of charcoal added to the whole,
which keeps the soil open. The drainage ought to be perfect,
using some charcoal in it, and cover it over with dried moss or
any other light dry material to keep the soil from mixing with
the drainage. Pot the most of them rather firm, excepting the
Selaginellas, which must be potted rather light. Let me men-
tion another plant easy to grow—Isolepis gracilis, a kind of
Grass, with its foliage of a nice green, and falling closely and
fracefully over the pot so as in some cases to entirely hide it.

'his likes a loamy soil with a little peat added, and to be potted
firm. This plant will bear any amount of moving about so long
as it is well supplied with moisture, and transferred to the
warmest part of the house when turning or inclined to grow out
of its ordinary green colour. Tradescantia zebrina is another
very ornamental plant which will grow well in those little town
conservatories. It produces a profusion of small handsomely-
marked leaves, and has a creeping habit. It is suitable, and
looks elegant when suspended in pots or baskets. It grows fast,

and when the shoots become long or naked take the points of

them off and put them tliickly into a small pot filled with fine

sandy peaty soil, and they will root quickly. This is the way to

keep a pot or basket of fresh-looking plants with the leaves of

their true ornamental colour.

Among fine-foliage plants as well as flowers there is the pretty
compact-growing Begonia Weltoniensis, a greenhouse autumn-
blooming sort of the easiest culture. It is an odd-looking root,
which forms a crown as the plant increases in size, so that after
it has ceased flowering the shoots may be cut oS, and young
ones soon form, which may be propagated in the ordinary way;
or the plant will succeed if, after the shoots break into growth,
the soil be shaken from the roots and repotted in rich loam and
peat, growing it on in an intermediate temperature until it comes
into bloom, when it may be placed in a more airy part of the
house. Then there is the old Gesnera zebrina, which does so
well upon the shelves of the conservatory when it has light and
air, the latter in a moderate degree. It may not flower so freely
in such a place as in a stove or warm house, but its foliage gene-
rally comes to a good colour, and is so ornamental as to make it

worth growing. It flowers iu winter, and dies down in spring.
The plants are produced from little scaly tubers produced in
the soil. After the plant dies the soil should be kept dry till
wanted for potting, when the tubers may be turned out and
potted about from live to seven in a pot, using a soil of loam and
peat in equal proportions, with sand and charcoal added. It is
not proper to allow moisture to settle on the leaves after they
approach their full size, otherwise it spoils that velvety appear-
ance which makes this plant so attractive. The common Musk,
which everyone is acquainted with, is also a very excellent
autumn-blooming plant. It is always advisable to fill a dozen
pots with the roots in the spring of the year, let them grow and
flower, which they wiD do abundantly and without requiring
any special treatment, and the plant will grow in almost any
house or window in any town. After the first flowering is over
stand the pots aside for a month or more, then cut the tops off
close to the pot, water the whole well, and keep it moist ; very
soon the shoots will appear in abundance, and form a most
lovely and attractive plant for almost any purpose. As a window
plant it stands almost unrivalled for its ease of culture and
abundant bloom.
Those who have got a flower garden may take measures to

secure some of the best of the Geraniums for use in the conser-
vatory by digging round them, and keeping others near them
from interfering with their growth. After a week or two these
may be potted carefully and taken to the house, where they
ought soon to recover themselves, and in time produce a little
bloom. The same may be said of Lobelias and some few other
things.

Those who grow the Solanum Capsicastrum, and everyone
should, for it is a capital plant for town gardens and winter
decoration of a greenhouse, should be planted-out in May in
the open ground, and after the plants start into giowth the
little

_
white flowers make their appearance in abundance,

especially on old plants ; these in time produce a green berry,
which grows to the size of a small Cherry. After the middle
of September, or not later than the first week in October, the
plants must be taken up with great care, with as much soil
attached to the roots as possible, put them into pots not over-
lai-ge, water them abundantly, and keep them from the sun
until are well established, which does not take more than a
fortnight, then transfer them to the greenhouse, and before a
week is past the berries will begin to change to red ; this they
will aU do in time, and if the berries are numerous, which they
generally are under ordinary conditions, the plants will become
the most handsome and useful plants in the house.—Thojus
Eecoed.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PEESENT WEEKS.
HABDY FHUIT G.IBDEN.

We are now making preparation to go on with digging and
trenching. In our light soil (which under any circumstances
from the quantity of sand and gravel that it contains), it is not
very important to have this done early. On heavy soils the
reverse is the case ; the ground ought to be turned-up to the
ameliorating influences of the atmosphere as early as possible.
Intending planters of fruit trees should now have the ground
prepared for them. It is quite necessary to have it trenched,
and if the soil is poor some rotted stable manure may be worked-
in during the operation. It may not be out of place to allude
to the operation of trencliing. This must not be done anyhow
and at any time. When the ground is too wet for other opera-
tions, it is not uncommon to go on with the trenching, and
men may be seen at work with the soil a perfect puddle under
their feet. Now, tliis puddle may be thrown into the bottom of

the trench out of sight and out of remembrance, but it is

certain that the crop for next season will not be improved by it.

Another instance may be quoted, and that is ground that has
been trodden upon for weeks and mouths until it is as hard as a
footpath, is trenched-up and the hard surface is carelessly
thrown in the bottom of the trench without being broken-up as

it ought. Before commencing to trench hard ground it is best
to break-up the surface with a fork, and let it lie for a week or
two, the loosened surface is then thrown into the bottom of the
trench, and in that state is well adapted for the roots of all

vegetables and trees to work into.

Besides trenching and preparing the ground, when trees have
to be purchased it is desirable to look after them in good time,

either by giving the order to the nurseryman early, or going to

the nursery and selecting them personally. Two-year-old trees

are the best, and they should be clean and regularly furnished

with Ibranches. For small or medium-sized gardens, pyramid
or bush Apples on the Paradise stock. Pears on the Quince,

except a few that do not succeed on that stock, and a few

Cherries on the Cerasus Mahaleb. Cherries budded on this stoc

bear early and abundantly ; the only objection to their culture

is, that the fruit is carried off by marauding birds before it is

quite coloured. It is easy to throw some netting over the trees

before they grow to a, large size, but when the trees become
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from lU to 1.5 feet high, and as much in diameter, this cannot
be managed bo easily.

Then as to planting. A hole must be dug-out wide enough to
allow the roots to be spread out, and some rotted turfy loam
should be shakeu-in amongst the roots, and trodden-in firmly
with the feet. It is not uncommon to plant young trees in rich
soil, loam mixed with manure, etc., but this is wrong ; all such
rich composts ought to be avoided, as tending to produce gross
growths, which ultimately produce gumming in Plum and
Cherry trees, and canker in the Apple and Pear. The trees
will grow freely enough with the turfy loam, and wiU form a
perfect network of fibrous roots into it. Then as to wall trees.
If it is important to be early on the alert to select the best trees
for the open borders, it is even more important that those in-
tended for walla should be clean, healthy, and well balanced.
Trees three years old are the best to purchase for this purpose,
and usually they have five or seven young growths which have
been properly trained the previous summer. Do not plant too
close to the wall, and the ground ought to be allowed to subside
before uailing-in the tree.

Kunning the hoe through Strawberry beds and culting-off the
runners once in ten days or a fortnight. We have explained iu
previous numbers that it is our custom to destroy the Straw-
berry beds as soon as the fruit has been gathered, and the
runners obtained for the following season. Of course, the system
of annual renewal could not be followed out if the runners were
not planted-out early, and the plants kept quite free from weeds
and superfluous runners.

Vineries.—Daring the last week the weather has been very
unfavourable to the keeping of Grapes, and a few berries have
shown signs of damp. Where there are no plants in the houses
to cause damp there is not much difficulty iu keeping Grapes
at this time of the year, but if the weather prove unfavourable
it wiU be necessary to keep-up the heat from the hot-water
pipes, and to open the ventilators freely by day, keeping the
house closer at night, and not allowing the pipes to become
quite so warm. The earliest houses here are not started before
December. Those who begin to force in November should now
prune their Vines, and make the usual preparations. Mildew
has been very prevalent this year, and it would be as well to
impress upon the minds of all who have been annoyed by this
insidious parasite during the past season, that now is the time
to use preventive measures, and prevention is not only better
but easier than destroying it, after the parasitic threads have
taken hold of the leaves and berries. As soon as the Vines are
pruned, wash all the wood (after having removed the loose bark),
with warm soft water in which soft soap has been dissolved to
the extent of 3 ozs. to the gallon. The water should be applied
with a sponge. Before the rods are quite dry, paint them with
the_ same water thickened with flowers of sulphur. This is

suflicient as far as the part of the Vino above ground is con-
cerned. Now to the roots : What is the state of the inside
border? Probably it has not been watered since the Grapes
began to colour, and is dust-dry. It is quite a mistake to allow
the roots to get into this state, as it is so diificult to get the soil
sufficiently moist again. After repeated waterings the surface
may be moist for a few inches in depth, and as no examination
is made further than this, the cultivator fancies that it is all

right with his Vines. They may start well and grow away
freely at first ; but if the border is dry underneath, this healthy
growth will not continue, lateral growths will not be produced,
or, at least, not freely, consequently the Vines are predisposed
to the attacks of red spider and mildew. The condition neces-
sary to conduce healthy root action is first, thorough drain-
age. It is not always necessary to lay drain-pipes to carry the
water to an outfall, but at least a foot or 18 inches of brick-
bats or rough stones should be laid underneath the border to
allow the water to drain away from its under surface. Second,
the border should not be allowed to become thoroughly de-
siccated, as is too often the case ; but even when the Vines are at
rest it ought to be moderately moist. Third, when the Vines
are started give a thorough good watering, enough to soak quite
through to the drainage, so that the entire mass of roots are
saturated. We treated a house as recommended above, where
the crop of Grapes had been destroyed for twenty years by
mildew, and the Vines after being allowed one season to pro-
duce fruit-bearing wood, carried a splendid crop of fruit the
next season and were free from mildew.

FLOWER G-VKDEN.
The continued wet and hurricanes of wind have sadly marred

the beauty of the flower beds. There is still a good prospect of
bloom, however, if the weather would continue tine, as it has
been for the last day or two. Picking withered trusses of flowers
off, and cutting away growths that have gi'own out of bounds,
and keeping the beds free from weeds. The autumn-flowering
Koses are exceedingly brilUant, and if there is one that could be
singled-out for its glowing flowers it would be General Jacque-
minot. Charles Lefebvre is also magnificent. The best and
also the largest quantity of autumn flowers are produced from
those worked on the Manotti stock. Put in cuttings of Tea

Roses ; these strike freely if taken off with a heel iu lengths of
from 3 to 6 inches. They may be inserted from six to twelve
cuttings in 5 and U-inch pots. The soil should be equal parts of
loam, leaf mould, and sand. The pots are placed in a cold frame,
and watered sparingly. They will throw out roots more freely
in August, but very few cuttings will fail to produce plants if

put in now.
Getting cuttings of aU such bedding plants as Verbenas,

Hehotropes, Ageratum, Cuphea platycentra, &c. What a very
fine free-blooming plant is this last, and how seldom it is seen
now ! It is a perfect mass of flower, and not the least of its

recommendations is that it does not require any attention,
either training or picking off withered flowers ; and one of its

greatest recommendations is that the plants can be wintered in
any house from which the frost is merely excluded. All such
cuttings are put into either boxes or pots, and put into a cold
frame; bottom heat has a tendency to cause damp, which is

injurious. Cutting the lawn frequently and sweeping up fallen
leaves, so that the signs of coming winter may be kept out of
sight as long as possible.—J. Dooglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to
" The Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters ad-
dressed to Mr. Johusou or Dr. Uogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Books {T.P,C.).—"ThcCotta^'e Giirdenei-y' Dictionary," you cau have it

bv post from our office il you enclose 7.s. ^(i. witli your address. {David).—
We iinow of no book devoted to forcing all lands of vegetables. Keane's
" In-door Gardening " contains weekly dii-ections for forcing them. You can
have it free by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your address.

Gaedkners' DinECTORY {B. M. A.).—It is published at our oflice.

V.ARiEGATED Itiem i Knulsford).—Any of the nurserymen near London
who advertise in our columns could supply you.

Hops {W. T.].—If you enclose six postage stamps with your addi-oss, and
order Town's *' Plantation and Mouagemeut of Hops," we will send it post
free.

Improvjno G.arden Soil (If. II. B.).—I'or a soil of your description there
is no doubt an application of clay or marl would be the most enduringly
beneticial. If you have this at band it may be laid on the land in spadefuls
and at the rate of a hundred cai-tloads per aero. After the first frost aufb-
ciently severe to freeze the lumps through, it will upon a thaw fall, and when
the ground is in working order the material may be dug-in. It ought, there-
fore, to be applied in early winter. Failing the clay or marl, you may add
strong loam a dressing up to 6 inches thick, and mis it well iu digging with
the soil. A good dressing of cow dung would also be good, as it is more
moistm-e-rotaining and cooler than stable manui-e. For the Roses improve
the staple of the soil by adding soil of a more retentive nature, and manure
well. On BO light a soil they would probably do well on their own roots, and
certainly ought to be on the Manetti, as the Briar does not succeed on light
soils. Maniu-e liberally, and water freely during growth.

Evergreens in Pots for House Decoration (K. R. L.).—You are on
the right track. Tender subjects are employed when hardy ones would answer
equally well, and with less injury to the plant. Aralia Sioboldi, line, fig-hke,

glossy green leaves, a few plants for select positions ; Aucubas limbata, longi-

folia, japonica (maculatal, himalaica, the second and last green-leaved, the
other variegated; Berberis Darwini, B. (Mahonia) aquifolia; Busus ftrbo-

rescens var. ai'genteus, Handworthiauus, aureus, pyramidalis, B. balearicue,
B. BUffruticosus elegans; Cerasus latifolius, C. lusitanicus, C. myrtifoUus, Co-
toneaster micropbylla, C. Simmonsi (though only semi-evergreen, is fine in
berry) ; Daphne laureola, D. cneorum, and var. variegata ; Desfontainea
spinosa, Elieaguus japonicus variegatus and Em7a latifolia, though not very
hardy are line variegated subjects; Euonymus gracilis roseus variegatus,

E. japonicus argenteus variegatus, E. gracilis aureus marginatus, E. radicans
vai'icgata; Hollies in variety, Laurustinus, Ligustrum japonicum, Osmanthus
ilicifolius argenteus variegatus, Skimmia japonica, Vincaelegantissima. Of
Coniferous plants:—Abies Albertiana. A. excelsa vars. Clanbrasiliana, elegans,
inverta, pumila ; Cham.Tcyparis thurifera, Cryptomeria elegans, Cupressus
Lawsoni and var. gracilis and stricta, lietinosporas ericoides, pisifera, plu-

mosa, obtusa nana aurea; Taxus adpressa stricta, T. pyramidalis aurea,
T. elegantissima ; Thujopsis borealis, and vars. glauca and variegata, T. dolo-

brata; Thujas Lobbi, phcata, aurea, and elegantissima. The tree Ivies are
very fine, both the green and variegated forms.

Tan for Sea-kale Forcing (St. Edmuntl}.—You may take-up the roots
any time after Christmas and place them m the spent tan level with the
crowns, placing them with the crowns about 3 inches apart, and so that they
may be covered with an inverted pot or box to exclude light, adding other
covering so as to thoroughly exclude the light, and so secure the thorough
blanching of the growths. Or you may place the roots iu a box and cover it

over so as to exclude Ught. The tan should be moist, and when the giowth
is begim you may water with tepid water, one or two waterings being suffi-

cient. To save placing a bos or inverted pot over the crowns, yon may
bury the crowns 8 to 9 inches deep with the tan, the tan being moist or

watering at planting no more will be req^ii-ed until the Sea-kale is fit to cut,

which it is when the shoots are showing through the surface of the tan.

Lily of the Valley not Flowering (Idtm).—The Lilies ought to have
flowered within three years after planting. Either they aie planted very
thickly and so are deprived of light and air, and are very dry in summer, or
they are in a poor soil and ih-y in summer. If the hret, thin them out, leaving

clumps 9 inches across, and the same distance between all around, and fill-in

between the clumps with good rich soil, planting those removed in clumps of

about 4 [inches across, 9 inches apart every way, the soil being enriched with
leaf soil or well-rotted manmc. They do best in a border shaded from
midday sun, and will flower all the better for good supphes of water in dry
weather during gi'owth. If they are not crowded top-dress with good rich
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compost, as old manure and leaf Roil, ami water freolj ia dry weather. A
north or east border is better than a sonthern one.

Cutting-back Rhododendrons (Hermit).—They may bo cut-in to any
extent and form desired, and will start af,'aiii freoly, but will be a few years, if

cut-in much, before tbey become cood specimens. The beat time to cut tbo/c
back is in April, thouRh jou will by cutting so early lose next season's crop of
flowers. It ia well if in cutting-back you can leave some younj? ^Towths, as

they start mure freely frnm young growth than wood of considerable a^e. If

weak as well as old, it is likely they may not start again freely if cat-back to

the old strong wood. Wo have cut-back some from appearance over fifty

years old, which have started freely and are forming good specimens.

Sowing Winter Greens in Autdmn(J. T. TV ) —Savons, Bru3>)el3 'iproutst

sown in August at the same tiraa as the spring or early summer Cabbage*
come in much earlier than those sown in spring, they being prickod-off in
autumn and planted-ont in March or early April. They will be in use in

August onwards, and attain to larger proportions than spring-sown. The
sowing them in drLlls a yard apart aud thiuniug-out appears to ns a waste of

ground, and one that can ill be spared in most gardens. Spring- sowing is

mostly adopted, as very few care to have Savoys or Brussels Sprouts when
Cabbages, Cauliflower, and other subjects are plentiful, and from the cround
employed for Winter Greens can be had a crop before the winter stuff need
he planted—in time for their attaining a size large enough for table by
October onwards.

Taking-cp Bedding Geraniums lldnn).—The end of the present or
beginning of next month is sufficiently early to remove bedding Geraniums.
They may, as a rule, be left until the first frosts in October. The choicer
kinds should be removed before frosts occur which cut off Dahlias, the early

part of next month being sufficiently early for most aud generally all ; but the
Beasons vary somewhat, though, as a rule, it is not until the middle of next
month that damaging frosts occur.

Wintering Seedling Pansies (H. P.).—If very choice kinds they may be
potted now in good turfy loam with a fourth each of leaf soil and well-rotted
manure intermixed, employing 3 or 4inch pots, according to their size, and
placing in a cold frame in a dry sheltered situation, plunged to the rim of the
pots in coal ashes. Here they may remain over the winter until spring,
having air whenever the weather is mild, shifting into larger pots iu February,
or 60 soon after as the weather is favourable, if they are to be flowei-ed iu pots

;

if not, harden-off and plant-out early in April. The lights ought to be
drawn down in mild and fair weather, be over the plants when mild but wet,
the lights being tilted so as to let the plants have air ; in frost only should
they be down over the plants, and in severe weather the ligbt.^ should have
a covering of mats in addition to the lights. If of ordinary kinds they may
be planted at once iu the b^ds or borders where they are to flower, or if small
pricked-out in a sheltered border 3 to 6 inches apart, according to their size,

planting them out where they are to flower in March or early April, lifting
each with a ball, and watering if the weather be dry.

Bulbs in Bed of Brompton Stocks {Frank IF.).—It will not answer
to plant bulbs between the plants of Stocks, but you may transplant the
Stocks so as to have a centre of them with the bulbs arranged as to height
arouud them so as to form the front lines of the bed.

Helichrysom Flowers Drying (Idem).—Cut them on a dry day with all

the f-talk yon can before they show the centre, and lay them thinly on paper
or on trays, and place out in the full sun daily for a few days, or if wet keep
in a diy airy room, keeping from wet, and when the stalks have withered tie in
bunches, aud suspend in a di-y room free from dagt.. The bunches should not
be large, or the flowers may mould, which they will also do if in a place with
a moist close atmosphere before they are thoroughly dried.

Storing Potatoes (T. Bu^O.—The best mode of keeping Potatoes is iu a
dry outhouse in layers, alternating with layers of dry *;aod, and the heap
covered a inches deep with sand. In boxes with layers of sand would do.

Yellow Tea Rose (R. H. TT.) —The yellow Tea you refertoi", we believe,
the old Sulphurea Odurata, the ttrst true Tea introduced from (,'bina, called
sometimes Crystalline; the bud egg-shaped, lone in form, good-shaped petal,
very sweet, of the distinctly Tea-sceuted type. We believe this was introduced
into England by Mr Parkes in 1821, though there were other vaiieties called
Teas known before then—even as early as 1793, but none, we believe, are still

in existence except this Sulphurea Odorata; and it is a question whether they
were of the true type, so that we may consider the Sulphuraa lorata crossed
with others to be the pai-ent of the true Teas. One of the oldest, Devimiensis,
is not true to this type, but has evidently NoiHette blood, just as Gloiro de
Dijon has Bourbon blood. We shall be glad of further notes on Teas.

Roses from Cuttings fff ).—This is a good time to put in cuttings of
Roses. Any of the firm shoots will do, they having three joints, inserting
them in a light sandy soil on a north border, cuttin.,' transversely below the
lowest joint, removing the leaf from it, and inserting to the next iu the soil,

pressing the soil firm around them. By the April following they will be fit

to take up and pot. or may be planted where they are to remain. The cuttings
may be 6 to 8 inches long, in'ierting them half their length in the soil, but
moderately strong shoots with three joints are best. Roses on their own
roots are not nearly so free in growth as those on the Manttti stock. They
will have the advauta':;e for a hedge on their own roots of not troubling you
with suckers, those they give being of the right sort.

Ill-frciting Moorpark Apricot {Idein).~Yon do not say if the tree is

vigorous. We presume it is not. Remove the surface soil djwn to the roots.
clear it away and replace with fresh loam, not strong, mixed with a sicth of
old mortar rubbish and a fourth of well-rotted cow manure, and put on firmly,
not covering the roots deeper than 6 inches, and mulch with short littery
dung; water well next year in dry weather. The Peach is a very good one.
We have known larger, but a Royal George 9 inches round and weighing
6.J ozs. is good.

Orange Seedlings Grafting (Idem).—The stocks may be gi-afted in
spring when they are beginning to grow, the stocks being had slightly in
advance of the scions, they being kept close uniil the union is effectei. We
do not know where you may secure suons

;
probably Mr. Rivers would supply

you. It would be better if you had plants of the kinds named— St, Michael's
Tangerine, St. Michael's, Maltese Blood Oval, Pernambaco, Botelha, and
Selecta.

Wintering Bedding Geranittms fr;i9uirfr).—Your plants beingin boxes
Ttill be safely wintered in the t^reenbouse, assigning them a position near the
glass, and watering once or twice a-week as the state of the weather raiiy
require. We could not say how often they will require water, so much depends
on the position of the plants and the state of the weather. If on a shelf or
stage over the flae, water may be required every other day, or the plants will

part with moisture more freely than were they in a cooler and less dry posi-

tion ; but if away from the flue, water will not bo required often^r than onre
in dull weather and twice a-week in bright weather. The soil should be bo

moist as to keep the plants from flagging, otherwise it should bo dry. The
plants should bo potted-off in March, placing in a frame, and ennoura^ing
growth with a moist aud rather close atmosphere, and free waterings at the
roots when they are well rooted.

Magnolia (Jrandifloha Overorowjno its Position (M. B. M.).—If the
tree is perfectly safe from the wind we would let it remain as it is until

March, when large portions of it may be cut away, leaving stiil son^e to occupy
the whole space, or nearly so, which tie up, and the after-summer growth will

efface all tokens of the knife. We prefer March to cut all kinds of evergrepn',

for the reason that the unaigbtUness caused by cutting is the sooner remedied
by the spring growth which is fast approaching. We do not think any harm
would ensue by the operation being done in autumn, but the plants would
only remain all the longer in an unsightly condition, although in the cage of

a Magnolia with plenty i^f foliage all over it this need not be the ca'-e; but we
have known Magnolias so thinned in autumn, which of course exposes the
ivmaining leaves to moro exposure than would have had if others had been
there to protect them, that we have seen the trees almost denuded during the
winter, that we prefer the March cutting-in.

Destroying Thtstles and Coltsfoot (Camjee).—We only know of one
way of keeping the Thistles down, and that is by close and persevering spud-
ding them as they come up, not allowing them to get a foot high or more.
In a large extent of grass land we have in hand it has been our practice for

many years to allow our shepherd, who is a decent industrious man, Bd per
aero iny keeping them down all the year, and he certainly has decreased them
very much by the spud alune, or, what I find he likfis better and is equally

the same, a s()rt of narrow hoe—one nob more than 2 inches wide, used in the
same way as the spud, but he says quicker. We certainly object to mowing
Thistles where sheep is kept: a nasty hard stump is left, very hurtful to

sheep's feet. Some pastures are very much addicted to Thistles, and the only
remedy we know of is the constantly attacking them as they come up ; even
with that it will take some years perhaps to extirpate them, but they will be
reduced. Coltsfoot we have not had so much experience in, an it is seldom
they are f.iund in the same place. With us Coltsfoot grows mostly in moister
places, and often underneath trees. We confess not to have had much expe-

rience with it in grass lands, bat believe it may be considerably cbecked by
frequent mowing. Attacking the roots, we fear, will ho a difficult job, as we
know of nothing that roots deeper. Usuallj-, however, it is a weed more
troublesome in tillage than pisture lands, and in the latter there seems a
difference of opinion about its effects on cattle. Certainly in some conditions
they eat it with avidity, bat whether to the hurt or not the small quantity
that has come under our notice has not been sufficient to enable us to judge
of. We would, however, endeavour all we could to extirpate it, and if sheep
eat it without harm it would not bo a bad plan to pen them upon it daring its

growing season. A friend of ours who had a field addicted to growing Ox-eye
Daisies (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum), which no amount of weeding could
extiroate, fed it off one season very closely with sheep, and was very little

troubled afterwards. Perhaps the same will follow in your case.

Mealy Bug in YitiERY [Subscriber).—You probably keep your vinery too
dry and close. Admit more air, and keep the air raoister. Have every brauch
and stem brushed over sedulously with a hard brush, and then with a
painter's brush as thoroughly painted over with this mLxtare:—Soft soap,

2 Ibi. ; flowers of sulphur, 2 lbs.; tobacco, 1 lb.; aud a wineglassful of

spirit of turpentine. Mix the sulphur, turpentine, and soap into a pa^te
with warm water ; boil the tobacco foi- an hour in a covered saucepan in some
more water, strain it, mix it with the soapy mixture, and then add enough
water to make five gallons.

Names of Fruits iF W. P., Dublin).—Pears—1, Red Doyenne ; 2, Marie
Louise; 3, Williams' Bon Chretien. Grapes—Apparently either Black Ham-
burgh or Black Prince. If the former the leaves will die-off yellow, and if

the latter purple. Apples— 1, Hollandbury ; 4, Nonesuch; 5, Hawthornden;
7, Emperor Alexander; 9, Boston Russet; 10, Ravelston Pippin; 11, Russet
Nonpareil; 13, Braddick's Nonpareil. {J. Green).—Lt ia one of the orna-

mental Crabs.

Names of Plants (W. W. IT.).—1, Centrostemma multiflorum, Dnr.—
(Bot. Maff., t. 5173.) 2, Eranthemum Andersoni. Ma.<t.~{Bot. Mag., t 5771.)

3, Saxifraga sarmentosa var. ; 6. Pteris aquilina; 7 and 13, Polypudium vul-

gare; 11, Lastrea Filix-mas. We do not undertake to name more than six

specimens at a time. (Alice).—5, Corydalis lutea. Remainder too withered,
(fl. P.I.—We do not name more than six specimens at a time even when they
ai"e in a fit state, which most of yours are not. 3, Humea elegans; 10, Nie-

rembergia filicaulis; 16, Ageratura mexicanum; 1, Polygala oppobitifolia, or
anally; 15. Escallonia sp. ; 9, Rhynchospermum ja^minoides. (J. W.).—
Populus tremulft. Aspen, and Alchemilla vulgarin, we believe, but cannot be
sure without seeing the inflorescence. (R. Co rrf^'ii).^Datura stramonium,
Thirn-apole. (Birdie).— 2, Amaranthus caudatus, Love-lies-bleeding ; 7, Au-
brietia purpurea. Veronica speciosa is not numbered, and is the only other
specimen with its flowers. The others are mere leaves. (S. S.).—The yellow

fljwer Corydalis lutea, Yellow Fumitory ; the blue, Linaria oymbalaria, Ivy-

leaved Snapdragon,

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEOU OHRONIOLE.

ENDEAVOUR TO AVOID DISEASE.
It ia said a geutletnau one? waited on the celebrated Sir

Astley Cooper. When asked his malady, he said he had none.
His motive for cocniag was of a preventive nature, bat it could
be attaiued only by couaultiug a competeat medical authority,

and he had therefore sought the most eminent. He wished to

know when, in this clitnate, a man mi^ht safely leave off flannels,

and when take to them again? Sir Astley smiled, aud said,

''You ask me when you may 6nfely leave off flannel, and when
take to it again. You may leave it; off on the eve of Midsummer-
day, aud take to it again on Midsummer morning."
The climate of our country is as trying for fowls as for human

being's ; and as after the long drought we may look for broken
weather, we venture to advise our poultry correspondents, just
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aa at certain times agricultural papers advise as to ploughing,
manuring, &c. When the nights get longer, and when the white
frosts succeed each other, it is always time to get the chickens
under coTer to roost. Warnings are not wanting in the way of
incipient colds, of ominous snicks and short coughs at night
when they roost out of doors. Our chickens are reared some
distance from the roosting house they occupy in the winter.
Many of them still pass the night in the rips in which they
lived while chickens. We shift these every night some three
or four yards nearer to the house they are to inhabit. Those
that roost on rails and in trees we catch after dark and put them
to roost in the house. This is not necessary where they are in
good farmyards and safe sheltered places, but in the long dark
nights it is not well to allow them to occupy exposed and danger-
ous places. It is often putting temptation in the way of those
who are not scrupulous. Arrived at the equinox, and having
to do with many that are not adults, it is most essential to feed
at the last daylight and the first dawn. The food may be also
rather more generous. The sun is hot, but the mornings and
evenings are cold, and they feel the change more than they do
the cold weather when they are seasonedto it.

THE BIRMINGH.OI SUMMER SHOW.
BiEMiNGHAM people have a spirit about them, an enterprise, a

go-a-head determination, which is, perhaps, unequalled by the
people of any town or city in the kingdom. My readers will at
once think of several distinct fields in which this spirit has
been manifested. Let me point here to one—viz., poultry. At
Birmingham the first poultry show was held, and at Birming-
ham for many many years the best poultry show was held. But
we connect that Show with winter. Oh, the friends one has
met for years at Bingley Hall at Christmastide or thereabouts !

Now most people would be satisfied with a winter success, but
Birmingham pluck says we must have a summer show as well.
The second summer Show is to be held on the 24th and three
following days of this month. The amended schedule of that
Show is before me. Truly it is a liberal one. Black Cochins
are to have a class in addition to other Cochins. White Cochins
are to have a class, and a gold medal for the best Frillback.
Looking down the list of prizes one is struck with the liberality
of the Committee— i'S and £3 cups, ±'2 prizes for fowls, ±'3 cups
for Pigeons, and ±'1 prizes. To show how comprehensive is this
schedule I wiU quote the part headed " Tumblers." There are
prizes for Almonds, Balds or Beards, other Short- faces. Long-
faced Flying Eose-wing, Eed-breast, Mottled, Muil-legged;
Long- faced Flying Saddle or Badge, or any other variety Muff-
legged; Long-fdced Flying, Clear-legged any colour. With
such a prize list and such spirit the Committee, if they do not
achieve success, at any rate they will deserve it; and I sincerely
trust they will so have the support of fanciers and exhibitors
that they will achieve success. No schedule ever issued by a
summer-show committee can at all compare with this from
Birmingham. The views of the breeders of almost every known
variety of both poultry and Pigeons have been met. Thirty-
four cups and special prizes for Pigeons, and the same number
for poultry, besides liberal money prizes, must surely cause a
show to succeed.

—

Wiltshire Eectob.

BATH POULTRY, PIGEON, AND CAGED BIRD
SHOW.

For some time past huge and many-coloured placards had
announced "The First Grand Bath Poultry, Pigeon, and Caged
Bird Show," in conjunction with the regular autumn Flower
Show in the Sydney Gardens. I paid very little attention
to the placard ; and knowing Bath would not even have the
West of England Show held near it, and that in spite of her
population the "fair city " had never done anything in the way
of poultry to distinguish herself, I made up my mind to a dead
failure—one small tent nearly empty, committee-men angry
with each other, " and all throwing blame upon some harmless
neighbouring fancier or two, who would make them get up that
absurd thing, a poultry show." I pictured the tent empty of
visitors, and the depressed attendants having sold exactly one
dozen catalogues, bearing in mind how empty always is Bristol
Show. Still, though I knew it would be a failure, I felt I must
go; so I would go in, peep a minute or two at the birds, and
take oft expected depression at the Flower Show, which is

always good. Mark, I had heard nothing about the entries, I
tnew none of the managers.

Well, I went to Bath on Wednesday (2nd inat.), the first day of
the Show, and found just the opposite to my gloomy expectations.
I found a wonderfully good show, numbering about a thousand
entries ; instead of one tent nearly empty, two crowded with
birds, a half-open side tent or stand for other classes of poultry,
and a number of picturesque, bazaar-like, half-open alcoves or
bowers fall of cage birds. But more than all, and beyond all,

the Show was thronged with visitors—so much so that it was

difficult to see the birds. Only at Birmingham have I ever seen
a show so crowded. Certainly Bath Show was a great success,
and the difference between the attendance at Bristol was most
striking. I will speak first of the poultry, then of the Pigeons ;

and lastly make a few suggestions as to avoiding some faults,
pardonable in a first show, but easily to be noticed by one who
sees a great number of shows, and as easily to be avoided by the
Committee in future.

Poultry.—The adult Dorkings were much out of condition
and only moderate in quality. The coloured cock and hen class
but three pens. The cockerels were not so good as the pullets,
which may be pronounced a very good class. In the other
Dorking classes the pullets were again the beat. First and
second to Silver-Greys, third to Whites.
Our old friends the Cochins ra&ie a wonderfully good stand,

and proved that what people in common so often say is not true
—viz., that they are almost extinct, for upwards of fifty pens
appeared. First-prize Buffs were fair only. The White Cochins
were the best of all. Cochin pullets were better than cockerels.
However, the Brahmas carried all before them as a class;

while the first-prize Dark cockerel. No. 96, belonging to Mr.
Lingwood, was the most wonderful chicken that I or perhaps
any other fancier ever saw. If such the cockerel, what will the
cock be ? I heard one of the oldest fanciers present only " wish-
ing that his ship had come in," and that he could buy him.
Old Brahmas were not so good aa the young. The Light Brahmas
were even more numerous than the Dark, but the old birda in
bad feather. The pullets, as in Dorkings and Cochins, were the
best : indeed, the young ladies at Bath were superior to their
elders of both sexea.

The Game were but few, and hardly up to the mark save in
respect of the winning pens, and Mr. Matthewa's pullet the
best of all.

The HamburgJts, on the contrary, were both numerous and
good, showing that south and west-country exhibitions no longer
lack these beautiful classes to gladden the eyes of visitors.

There were even classes for Black Hamburghs, both old and
young birds.

The Sjianisk, although Bath is near Bristol, mustered but
fifteen pens. Mr. Edward Jones of Bristol, as usual, was a chief
winner. It was the belief of some that in regard to the pullets
the first and second prizes ought to have been reversed.
To show how eccentrics take the fancy of Englishmen I will

notice that Silkies, fowls not only without beauty, but which
are positively ugly—ugly through sooty skin to black bone,
actually numbered twenty pens. Of course this is a mere passing
fancy. Mere curiosities should never become numerous.
The Houdans were by no means bad—yea, very good; and

the Polish, what there were, were good, particularly the Silvers;
Golds not their equals. Among the Any vaiiety class were
some very good Malay chickens (pullets).

The Game Bantams were not so good as we have frequently
seen them ; but there was a good pair of Silver Sebrights of the
revived silver, not the pale cream colour, and there was also a
good pen of White Bantama.
The Selling class, seldom much to look at, was numerous and

various in merit. Spanish hens with painted combs must be
mentioned, though I would much rather not have seen them,
and dislike having to publish their exhibition.

Pigeons were very numerous—over two hundred pens, and
among them some beautiful birds. The first-prize Carrier was
a good long-feathered bird with a good head both in eye and
wattle. Second a Dun, but moulting; indeed, the Carriers and
many other varieties were in bad feather. The hens were
superior to the cocks, and one took the cup. The Pouters, real\y

a good many ; the first-prize cock not a good colour, but honestly
shown; second much in moult. Hens, the first Black, second
Blue, and a long bird. The Barbs were admirable, and the beat

two pens were—an unusual thing—declared to be of equal merit.

In Tumblers all the prizea went, and deservedly, to Almonds.
Dragoons are certaiuly improving, and I greatly hope this fine

old variety will have entries as large as that new and much
inferior bird the Show Antwerp. The Dragoon is a gentleman
of long lineage—the Show Antwerp mere " shoddy." The useful

Antwerp stands on the excellent basis of utility, and is a deserv-
ing bird. In the Antwerp class the prizes went to the shorter-

faced variety. The Owls were very excellent, and the first-and-

cup Africans perfect gems. Nuns.—Eed-headed birds first.

Turbits numerous, so also Fantails, and the hen of the first-

prize pen graceful in the extreme, the quality imparted to her
by her Scotch blood. I must notice the excellent first-prize

Jacobitis, whose closely-fittiog hood marked them as superior.

Trumpeters only two pens ! The Any variety class showed
some fipecimens of quaint varieties not often seen.

I must just go back to the poultry to notice the Local classes,

not numerous, but containing some excellent birds. The first-

prize Light Brahma chickens were very good indeed, and be-

longed to Messrs. Smith of Bath. A good pair of White Cochin
chickens took second, belonging to Erv. T. L. Sprye of Newton
St. Loe, near Bath, while a widely-known and veteran fancier
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of the same parish, Miss Milward, took the first prize in adult

poultry with a capital pen of Buff Cochins, the hen of which was
particularly pood. The Cage Bird Show attracted much atten-

tion, and deservedly.
Lastly, let me make a few suggestions, and mark a fault or

two. The space given to the Poultry Show, the playtjround of

Sydney College, was scarcely large enough. The tents—there

being more than one was unfortunate and confusing ; one good
large tent is the thing, not stuffy small ones. Then the num bers

did not follow each other, and the Local classes and Selling

class were not readily found. The want of ventilation was
terrible ; indeed, I was roasted in Bath streets, then stewed in

the poultry tents, and afterwards nearly drowned in one of the

heaviest downpours I ever had the ill-luck to be iu, and many
hundreds like myself were wet to the skin, and many, I fear, like

myself, sufferers for days afterwards. I went to Bath to be burnt,

boiled, drowned, but would venture again to see such another
Show. The awards were not up till late, and I had to leave

without a prize list. All this was quite excusable in a first show.
Then the payment ; half-a-crown to the Gardens, and a shilling

more the poultry, is rather high. I am glad the Show took
place, and no doubt it paid well, for the numbers were great; it

was a jam or a cram, and the elbows of one's neighbours came
painfully, not playfully into one's ribs. It is a grand sight to

behold such a well-attended Show. May Bristol equal it iu this

respect. There is room enough for all in the best place of exhi-

bition I am acquainted with. Let there be cats and cage birds,

and I have no doubt there will be a throng of lookers-on.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

STALYBPJDGE POULTRY SHOW.
It only seems last month that we were on the Eoodee at

Chester for the meeting of the Manchester and Liverpool Agri-
cultural Society, which held its 1874 meeting at Slalybridge
on the 9th, 10th, and 11th inst., but twelve months have again
elapsed, and the Society meets again fresher and more pro-
sperous than ever. We know Lancashire and Yorkshire are
famous for their shows, but we were totally unprepared for the
Stalybridge ovation. From the moment we set out from the
station till when we got to the show-ground the flags and the
banners, the spectators and the vehicles, ceased not. As we drove
along we passed under bunting of every conceivable colour, tri-

umpiial arches, and evergreen wreaLhiu.;. The whole place seemed
to turn out to do honour to the Slio w. When we got into the Show
ground it certainly was muddy, m,ost muddy; but then the view!
Why, the hills all round made us fancy we were among the hills

of the Lucerne Lake, and presently, about midday, when the
sun came out and the clouds rolled away, the country seemed
too pretty almost for Lancashire ; but Lancashire it was. We
knew when we left London and got into the train at Euston,
when the long journey was hideously looming before us, that
presently we should be enjoying om-aelves among the best birds
and truest English fanciers, for we may always depend on good
stuff at this Society's exhibitions. Those £3 first prizes always
pay, and we were not deceived here—the quality was as usual
admirable. The management of tents, &c., was left to the
Messrs. Jennison of Manchester, and for such work their names
are household wcrds.

Dorkiti(/s came first in the list. Dorkings all huddled into
one class. This must have been a mistake. Why, when this
Society met at Bolton and Chester, we saw Silver-Grey classes.
How is it, ye Silver-Grey breeders, that this class is no more ?

But in the one general class the specimens were good—nice,
heavy, square-shaped birds, but the spurs looked coming wrong.
This must go against a bird, and we would unhesitatingly pass
over a bird thus affected. /S^jafjis/i. mustered very poorly, and
all the cockerels seemed to have taken the sheep of Little
Bopeep for their ideals, as all had left their tails behind them.
Both the first and second were good, the third not nearly so
promising. Cochins, Buff and Partridge, were truly superb.
Surely the cayenne mania must have also seizeil the breeders of
the Buffs. We never saw such colour. First, second, third, and
highly commended all good and rightly placed; the second
were so young. They will grow, all well, into little elephants.
This pair of birds belonged to Mr. Crabtree, but were shown
in Captain Heatou's jjen. We congratulate him on his pur-
chase. Mr. Taylor's two pullets looked quite exquisite. We
look forward to the Palace and Birmingham to see many pens
of equally good pullets, however, for Stoke Park has bred some
hot ones as usual, and the competition must be severe. In
Partridges, Mr. Taylor's cockerel was superb in colour, shape,
and feather, but a little shaky in comb. We hope he will
outgrow this. The cockerel in the second-prize pen was
nice in shape. Third also good, and young. Mr. Tudman had
two nice pens highly commended, but the pullets looked oldish.
Dark Brahmas were very grand. First, second, and third, all

looked like the Greeting stamp. The first were perfect all round.
The second cockerel was almost as good as the first; but the
pullets not up to the first. The third had a comb we did not

much fancy, but he was splendidly grown. Two or three good
birds were highly commended, notably so those shown by the

owner of the first-prize pen. The Light were not up to those at

Bath. First and second were well placed, but we noticed a great

inclination to yellow. We did not think the Game quite so good
as usual. We liked the first-prize pen of Brown Reds as well as

any. The first and second IJlack-breasted were good chickens.

Hainiurghs were truly a splendid collection. Messrs. Beldou
and Long produced their best, and very good was their best.

The cockerel in the second-prize pen of Golden-pencilled

was much the smartest in the class, and the pullet a beauty.

Before the awards were up we spotted this pen for first. The
pullets in the hiehlv commended pens were both good. In
Silver-pencils the awirds seemed quite right. We fancied all

the pullets a little too light on the breast, but they were a truly

nice lot. In Gol i^n-spau^lid the first were well placed; the
cockerel a beauiy, and the hen, too, in lovely condition and
feather. The second w^-.re much like them, looked almost
related. In Silver-.><pang;es the first were grand, as good as we
ever saw, but we should have placed Mr. Long's highly com-
mended pen second or third at least. The cockerel is a bit too

light on the breast, but he is a noble bird. We did not care for

the comb of the second-prize cockerel. One of the birds in the
third-prize pen had white legs. The Black were all good. First

were splendid in colour, shape, and comb. It their faces will

only keep a good colour they must win again. The second and
third were capital, colour so good. Pnlish were most satisfactory.

AH the prizes went to Golds. There was a nice pen of White-
crested Blacks, but the cock's lail was on one side, or they
would have been in the list. Houdans were splendid, pen after

pen of good birds. The third-prize pen struck us as large as

any. All the birds were very dark. We hope they will not lose

their quaint mottled plumage. In the Any other variety class,

the first went to large, well-grown. White Cochins, heavily

feathered, and good all round. Malays of great merit won
second, and White Cochins again third ; the cockerel raw-look-

ing and yellow, the pullet with inside leg feathering. Thip
latter feature we look on as almost a disqualification. White
Dorkings with miserable combs were highly commended. Therq
was another pen of White Cochins in this class, the pullet a

good one, but the cockerel a beast. We never saw so hideous a
Cochin comb. We thiuk this Society most shortsighted not t<»

give a class to this most popular variety. We are certain they
would muster as strongly aa their Buff and Partridge brethren.

Game Bantams were a bonny lot. The first Piles, and second
Dackwings were admirable. In the Bantam variety class were
several good Blacks. A pair or two of Sobrights (silver gilt and
silver white), and a perfect pen of Silkies.

Duoks were wonderful in number, quantity, feather, and con-

dition. We should like to see Mr. Fowler's first Aylesbury
drake on the table. He would look like a Michaelmas Goose.
In the Variety Duck class a pen of the nicest Call Ducks we ever
saw, won third. We should like to see this very pretty little

water bird more kindly used at the Judges' hands. Messrs.

Fowler and Walker divided the Geese honours. Goodness, what
a lot of carriage those birds must cost ! The poultry were judged
by Mr. E. Teebay, and the satisfaction most general.

The Pigeons were poor. We never knew there were classes

'

for them. They were not iu our schedule, nor in those of

friends, consequently we do not believe it was generally known ;

anyhow, the exhibition was wretched as regards numbers. Mr.
Warhurst walked away with most prizes, and mostly with good
specimens. The first Nuns were very nice, and the Antwerps
capital. The Pigeons were judged by Mr. Hedley. We only wish
he had had more birds to judge. We give the prize list below.

Dorkings.—Grey.—1, G. Fox, Haietield, Wi mslow. 2, J. Stott, Healey,
Eochdiile. B. T. E Ktll, Wetheiby. /ic, J. Wallier.

^p^NIsH.—jBZacfc.— 1, H- WiHiinsun. Eaiby, bkipton. 2, H. Beldou, Goitstock,
Bingley. S, S L. Edwards, Tarporley.
Cochin-Chinas.—iJiiiT or Ciiiimmon.—l and 3, W. A. Taylor. Manchester. 2,

Capt. Heatou, Worsley. Maucheatcr. he, C. SidKwick (2). Partridgt-.— i and S,

W- A. Taylor. 2, C. bidRwick. /ic, R. A. Tudman ; E. 1 udman ; C. Sidf,'Wick.

Bf^AHfliA PooTRAS. -Darfc,—1. A. Rigg. Woeltun. Liverpool. 2, T. F. Ansdell,

r.owley Mount, St. Helen's. 3. Horace Lingwood. fretting, Needbam Market.
he. (ji. Maplts. jun.; T. Wakefield, c. G. Maples. Ligld—l and 2, Horace Ling,
woo^. 3, C. Morris, Cbester. ftc, E. Kendntb. jun : C. Morris.

Game.—B!ncS-6rea.«(di Br.ds.—1 and 3. T. P. Lyon. 2. J, Fletcber. Stone-
clough. Browiobreaatcd Beds —1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Piatt, Swanlow, Winstord.
S.J.Wood, /ic, T. burgess. Atiy other vafiety.~l,T. P. Lyon, 2, J. Fietcber.

3, J F. Walton, Horncliffe, RawLenstall.
Himioncus.— Golden-pencilled.— i and 3, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long, Bromley

Coriimou. /ic,W Clavlou. silver-peneiUed.—l3,a(ia,B.,Bei<ioB. 2, J. Long.
BiaHvuoBa.— Golden-spangled—1, W. A- Hyde. Hurst, Asbton-nnder-Lyne.

2. T, May. Wolveibampton, 3, H, Beldon, lie, J. Long. iiUver-sijangted,—! and,

2, H.B..idon. 3, G. Fielding, he, J. Long.
HjjiaORGHa.-Btec/c— 1, J. Long. 2 and3, C. Sidg'ick. lie, H. Beldon (2).

P"LisH.—1 and S, J. Fearulty, Lowtou. 2. H. Beldon. /ic, J. Feamley.
Hr.i-DANS—1. G W. Hibh,?rt. Goalev, H.>.dL.. 2, G. Bury, Llltle Beaton

Middleton. S, R. B. Wood, Utto.xeter. he. Rev. A. J. L Dobbin ; J. K Fowler.,

ANY oraiE Variety—1, K. S. S. Wood^iate, Pembury, Tnnbridge Wells.

2, Rev. A, G. Brooke. Sbrawardine Rectory, Shrewsbury. 3, J. K. Fowler,
Aylesbury, he, 3, Robinson. „,,..,
Game Bavtams.— Bfaefc-drfinted Eeds.—\ and 3. W, F. Addie. Preston. 2, W.

F. Entwisle. Westfield. Any variety except hlai-k-breaated Beds.—l, E. Walton.
2, W. F. Entwisle. 3. J. Piatt, jun. he, W, F. Entwisle (2).

lii^TA-a-i.-Any variety except Game —1, H. Beldon 2. J. W. Morris, Rochdale
3, J. Walker, he, K. S. s. Woodgate : R H. Asb'on (2).

Docks.—J!oiif>!,—l and 3, T. Wakelleld, Golborno. 2, J. Walker, he, T.
Wakefield ; P. Unsworth ; A. Haslam. Aylesbury.—1 and lie, J. K. Fowler. 2 and
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8. J. Walher. Any other variety.—1, J, Walker. 2, T. Rigby, Winaford, 8, H. I

Beiaon. he. T Wakefiefd. '

Geebe—Grey and Mottled —I, J. K- Fowler. 2, J. Walker. 9, S. H. Stott, I

Pres'on. he, J. Walker; S. H. Stott (2). Wkite.—l. J. K. Fowler. 2 and 3, J.
Walker.
TDRKEY9.—I, Rev. N.J. Ridley. 2 and 3. E. Kendrick, jun. /w, J. Walker.

PIUEONS,
CARRIER9.—Cocfc.— 1, W. J. Warh'irBt, ^talybridge.
Tumblers. ~1, W. A. Hyde. 2, W. J. Warburst.
Barbs.— 1, W. J. Warburst.
Owls.— I, Haodford & Mycock. Hyde. 2, W. A. Hyde.
PorTERs.-l and 2. W. J.' Warbunst.
F*NTAiL8.—1 and 2, W. J. Warburst,
TuaBiTS.— 1, W. A. Hyde.
DRAGoo-ts.—1, W. Gamon, Cheeter. 2, W. J. Warhurst,
Ndns —I. Rev. A. G. Brooke. 2, W. J. Warharal.
Antwerps.— 1 and 2. W. Gamon.
Magpies.—1, W. J. Warhurat.

ST. NEOTS POULTRY SHOW.
If it bad not been for the raiu, which fell in torrents for

several hours during the early part of the day, this Show would
no doubt have been a thorough success, for the compptition in
almost all the classes was very good, and in some really severe.
The Show, which was that of the Huntingdonshire Agricultural
Society, was held in two good tents, and we believe the birds
were attended to with great care. The entries were far in excess
of those of last year. Turner's pens were used, and showed the
birds well. Mr. Tegetmeier was the Judge, and we think his
awards were generally correct.

Dorkings had four classes, and the cup for this breed was won
by a capital pair, now pretty well known. All the Dorkiug
classes were good, and the competition, esceptine in the Silver-

Grey, was brisk. The first-prize pair of Buff Cochins was
fortunate in winning also the Cochin cup and the special prize
offered by the Duke of Manchester for the best pen of fowls in
the Show. They were a very beautiful pair of chickens, good in
all points ; the pullet of very excellent colour, one of the best
we have seen for some time past. Adult Partridge won both
the prizes in the Variety Cochin class. In Dark Bralunas Mr.
Crabtree's fine old birds were first, and a fine pair of chickens
second. In Lights Mr. Lingwood was first with a capital pair of
chickens. We liked Mrs. Peet's pen very much, and do not
know whether they were not better than the secoud-prize birds.
Tbe pullet was particularly good in shape and colour. Mr.
Lingwood's Dark cockerel won the Brahma cup. He is a truly
magnificent bird. In Game the cup was won by a splendid
young Duckwing, which bids fair to be one of the best seen of
late. Spanish and Hamhurghs were fair classes. In Bantams
the first-prize Black Reds, winners also of the Bantam cup,
Piles, and Silver-laced were very beautiful birds. In the Variety
class capital Creves and Golden Polands won first and second,
whilst good Houdans and Leghorns were highly commended,
and Golden Polands commended. In the Barndoor class there
wai nothing specially good.
The Aylesbury and Eonen Duel- classes were truly wonderful.

Several of the birds had to be weighed, and the competifion in
these classes, and also in the Variety Ducks, and in the Turkeys
and Geese, was of the highest character. Ducks, Geese, and
Turkeys had each a cup and a special prize given by the Duke
of Manchester, so that that might account for the number of

entries in these classes.

In Pigeons the competition was not so great. The Carriers
succeeded in winning the Pigeon cup. They were good Blacks.
Pouters were—firstBlues, second Whites, and both good, though
perhaps they might have fhanged places. The prize Tumblers
were AlmoEda, and the Fantails both Whites of merit. la the
Variety class first were Owls, and the second were Runts.
DoRKiNos.—Cofowrfrf.— 1 and Cop, J. Walker, Rocbdale. 2. T. C. Bumell.

Micbeidever- he. R. Wood, Clapton. Tbrapsion. c, W. J. RuBBell, Norwood
JiiDction ; ?. W. Hat'am, Wbiuvick. f^ilrer-Grey.— l, O. E. Creeewell. Farly
Wood, Bap^ihot. Any variety.- Cork —\. K, Wood, he, F. Parlett. Gallywood,
Great Ba^ldow. c. K. Winwood, Worcester. Hens.—l, R. Wojd. he, T. C.
Bamell; O. E. Cresswell.
Cochis-China —Cinnamon or Biiff.—l and Cop, W. H, Crabtree. Levena-

hnlme. Mancheatpr. 2, W. H. Crabtree. c, H. Yardley, BirmiDgbam. Any
varifty.—\. T. M. Derry. Gedney. 2, W. H. Crabtree, he, R. S. S. Woodgate,
Pembury, Tunbri'itie Wt-lls.

Brahmab.—i'arfc,— 1 and /iC, W. H. Crabtree. 2,H. Linpwood.CreeUDp. Need-
ham Marke'. e. H, Wytnan, Peterboroupb ; E. Pritcbnrd, Tetter.bull, Wolver-
hampton ; J. Watts. King's Heatb, BirmiDeham. Light. -\, H. Linirwooi. 2,

P. Haines, PaJgrave, Diss, he, Mrs. feet, -b^irn brook; S W. Hallam. Whitwick.
Any colour —Cock.— 1 and Cnp, H. Lintrwond. he. W. R. Gamer, Dyke,
Bourne, e. M'sp Frvpr, MouUon Paddocks. Newma'ket.
Game— ZJ/acfc-trcfl*(cd or oihtr RtdH.~\.Y. W inwond. 2. G. H. Fitzherbert,

SevenoaltB. Any other variety —\. G H. titzherbert 2. — Deufon. O'lndlf.
c.E. Winwood. Any variety —Cock—1 and Cup, H. E. Martin, Scultborpe,
FaKenham. 2, E. Winwood. he, G. Bentley, Ftickmansworth.
SPANif-n.— 1, W. Nottaee, Northampton 2, E. Winwood.
H*MBURons.— Go/rf and silver spangled —\, S. W, Hallara. 2, J. Gain. Coal-

ville. Leicester. Oold and SHveTpenc^lled.—^,J. Ward. Bardon Hill, Ashby-de-
la-ZoDcb. 2. — Hutme. Hun'mydiin he. A F. Faulkner, Tbrapaton.
Game BAm/^Ttis.-BlackhrraMcd or other Reds. — I and < up, J. Walkrr,

Fri^knev. Boston. 2. R. Wingfield. Worcester, he, R. Wooil ; .T, SIaM.».

Gloocee'ter Any other variety.— \, G. Evans, Worcester. 2, J. Pearce, Ely.
vhc,.) 1 orp, Lundon. fte. .I.Mayo.
BaHta^b-Any other variety —I, M. Leno. Markynte Street, Dnnstob'e. 2,

P H. Abhton, Mottiam, Manchester, he, Duke of Manchester, Kimbolton
Cagile.
ANY OTHER Variety.—7, W. Cntlack, jun.,Littleport. Ely (nreve-Cosnrs). 2.

J. W. Boothby, Louth (Golden Polisb). /ic, — Uulme, Huntingdon (Houdans):
W. DrinfT, FaverBham (Bondana); J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, c, J. Goodliff,
Honliogdun (Polish}.

Barndoor or Crosbbred.—1, W. CoUett. sen., Abbotts Bipton. 2. J. Watts.
Selling Class. — 1. Mrs. Peet, Sharnbrook. 2. W. Bring, FaverBham

(Boudansl. c. A- F. Faulkner, Tbrap8t'>n ( ''Vhite Cochins).
DvcKn.—Ai/leshury ~1 and Cui>, J. K. Fowler. Aylehbury. 2. J. Walker.

Rocbdale. he, T. Sear, Ajleabnrv ; T. Kingabv. B^)aracrf.ft. Trinp : T. Gnnnell,
Milton; J. K. Fowler, c, J. Walker; — Deacon, Oundie. liuuen. — l, J.
Walker. 2, R. Wood. he. J W ilker ; F. Pa-lett; R Wood; T. P. Upsber.
Sutton. F,Iv; W. H. Crabtree; H^n Mrs Vernon, Ketterine : J. K. Fowler.
Any other variety. -1, J W, Keileway. 2. M. Leno. he, M. Leno ; J. Walker ;

J. GoodlifT; C. H. Mellor: — Wady c, R. W.>od.
TiTRKEYB.—Cap, Special, I, and Mrs. A. Maybt^w. 2, E. Kendrick, jun. vhCtM Kew : T. Gunnell ; Rev. N. J. Wi'ley. he, D. Herbert.
Gffbe.—Cap ami Special, J K Fowler. 2, J. Walker, he, Capt. Anyon

H. Wyman ; Duke of Manchester ; Thurnbam Bros.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.— 1, Cup, and vhc, — Minson, St. Ives. 2. W, Noltage, Northampton.
PoriERS — 1. P. R. Spencer, Hereford. 2. A. Storrar, Peterborough, he, E. C.

Stretcb, Onnskirk.
ToMULEas.—1, A. A. Vander Meerscb. Tooting. London. 2, H. Yardley.
Fant^ila.- 1, — LnvprBi-ige, Newark. 2, H. Yardley.
Antwehps.—1, H. Yardley. 2, Mrs. H. Cox, Smethwick, Birmingham; A.

R. Rnrntll, Cambridi/e.
Any other Distinct Breed.—1, L. Allen. London (.\frican OwIb). 2, J. S.

Price, Fincbley (Blue Runts), he. A. A. Vander M^'erscb. c, H. Yardley; E.
Hills, Cbutteria (Kiints); J. S. Price (Florentines); J. W. P. James, Hereford,

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier, London.

THE POULTRY-KEEPEB.—No. 19.

COCHIN-CHINA OR SHANGHAI.
BUFF COCK.—GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Body {see fig. 79) massive and compact, short, cubic, short-

legged i weight and size considerable ; head of ordinary dimeu-

Fjg. 79.—Cochin-China Cock.

sions ; comb f ingle, straight, and toothed ;'neck rather'slender

;

shoulders projecting; wings short and raised; back flat and
horizontal; breastbone projecting; thighs and legs very strong ;

feet short and strong ; flesh of the breast not in proportion to

the fowl's size
;
plumage buff, abundant, especially on the thighs

and abdomen ; feathers of the tail very short; the shank of leg

short and feathered ; flesh of a well-fed chicken of six or eight

months very good, poor when full-grown, more abundant, but

not so good on the thighs and lega as on the wings or breast;

fattens fairly well, but not selected for cooking; bones heaw. .

Wciffht.—FTom 83 to U lbs. M^ C^
Stature.—From the upper part of the head to tinder the feet

23i to 27S inches.
£of??/.—Circumference taken' in the middle under the wings

' close to the thigh joints, n{^o inches.
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Length of Body.—From the beginning of the neok to the
rnmp 11 inches.
Breadth of Shoulder, 8$ inches.

The hotly of the Cochin-China is as if composed of cubic
parts. The shoulders are extremely projecting aud augular,

forming with the back aud wiu^s, which aro raised to the level

of the back, a large, flat, horizoutal surface. The breast is high
and large. The feathers of the bides much Ilatteued, aud joining

iu two large layers, showing fully the prominence of the breast.

The wings are short and nearly hidden by the long feathers,

which, however, do not come down much farther. The upper
part of the cock is covered with short and flowing feathers,

which do not conceal the form of the limbs they cover. This
upper part presents a great contrast to the thighs, which are en-

veloped with long light down, spread out and formiup with the

end of the rump an excessive mass of feathers, but which con-

stitute the most striking characteristics of this variety. The
shauks are slightly hiilden under the thigh feathers, aud you
can hardly see where they join to the foot.

^tidfZ.^Length, 3^ inches.
Cheeks.—Bare and feathered at the back of the auditory organ.

Comb.—Single, short, straight, and toothed with six or seveu
large teeth; very thick, particularly at the base, which nearly
covers the space between the eyes; not very long behind, aud
extending in front of the nostrils.

Wattles.—Medium length and rounded.
Ears.—Short, l^'^^ inch.

Tufts.—Very thick, and formed of yellow feathers Uke hair.

iSiostrils.—Ordinary, lungitudiual.

Beak.—Strong, rather straight, and of a good fresh yellow.
Eye —Mild, and covered by a rather thick eyelid ; pupil red

;

iris black.

Shank of Leg.—Length, 4 inches at the most; circumference,
2-1 inches to 3J inches. It should be very thick and very short,

which constitutes one of the principal characteristics of the
variety.

Toes.—Very strong; those iu the middle longer, and the out-
side toe shorter, than that of any indigenous variety. The
middle toe is nearly 4 inches long; the back toe is of ordinary
size. The claws are strong, flattened, and long. Three rows of

very soft feathers, but often reddish, are on the outside of the
shank and of the little toe, and sometimes of the middle toe.

They should be as long at the bottom as at the top of the shank
and over the toes.

Colour of the Shank.—Citron yellow, pure in front, and be-
hind of a more or less deep red, dotted with bright red. The
toes are yellow.

Carriage.—Heavy, quiet, and awkward.
Crow.—Loud and penetrating.
Plumage.—The whole plumage should be a bright clear buff.

The hackle on the shoulders aud the lance-shaped feathers of a
slightly golden hue occur in the purest breeds. The large ani
small sickles, which are extremely short, 4 to about G inches,
are generally of a dark iridescent violet. The eyebrows at the
base of the comb are garbished with fine feathers, thin and
bristling, more like hair than feathers. The hackle is loose and
short. The feathers of the wings are flittened, sliowing the
angular shape of the limbs, and consequently the expansion of
the feathers of the thighs and abdomen, which are not so abun-
dant in any other variety. The Buff should not have the least
trace of white in the plumage, aud black, or rather violet, should
only appear on the tail. The Buff cocks have often feathers
tipped with black beneath, especially between the shoulders
under the hackle; those which are least thus marked are pre-
ferable.

EICHMONDSHIRE POULTRY SHOW.
The sixth annual Show of the Richraondshire Agricultural

Society was held on the 10th inst. in the park of Sir Henry B.
Pierse, Bart., of Bedale Hall. A better and more beautiful site
could not have been fixed upon. The weather was not all that
could have been wished for, as the early part of the day was
wet, and during the whole of the day the wind was very strong,
which was a serious drawback to the comfort of the poultry.
The special prize, the gift of Lady Bulton, was won by Lady

Adelaide Bere&ford Pierse with a grand pen of Dorkings; the
pullet decidedly the best out this season, aud, if well matuhed,
would be very likely to figure at Birmingham or any other of
our large shows. The Game class came fir^t, all shown together,
the two winning pens both very good Browu Reds ; but with the
exception of a pen of Brown Red chickens, all the rest were
only of little merit. The Dork'ngs was a good class, particularly
the prize pens. The Brahmas were a large class. The first a
capital pen of Dark chickens, well feathered, and a good colour;
the second old birds, very good, but showing signs of moult.
The class numbered seventeen pens, the largest class in the
Show. The Cochin chickens were good, but only a small entry.
There were only seven pens of Hamhurghs shown, all the
varieties in one class. First went to good Gold-spangles, second
Gold-pencilled. The Sjjanish were not up to the mark in

quality. In Any other variety first went to Houdans, second to

Silver Polands, Malays aud Ciuves highly commended. In
Bayitams eleven pens were shown, all breeds together. First

went to Silver-laced, a good colour, but not clear in the lacing;

second Black Red Game, and two pens highly commended. ,
In Rouen Ducks there were eight pens, the winners very good-

coloured birds, and heavy weights; two pens were highly com-
mended. The Aylesburya were fair average size and good in

bills. In the Variety class first was Carolinas, second good
White Call, and East India highly commended.
Game —1, W. Bearpark, Ain<lerby Steeple. 2. G. Carter, Bedale,
DuKKiNGS.— I and Special Prize, Laay A. B. Picrae, Bedale. a, J. White,

Warliibv. Nortba'lt;rlon.
BRAiiiiAB.—1 aod i. Lady A. B. Pierse. he, E. O. Poulett. Wensley Rectory

(2); T. P. Carver, Latj^thurpe. Boroughbridge ; Hon. W. O. Powlett, Leyburn
Cochins —1, II. Storey, Nottingham. 1, Lady Bolton, Leyburn. he, R. Bell,

Catdwtll, Darlington.
Hambukohs —I, T. P. Carver. 2. Shcrwin & Wells, Ripon,
Spanish —Black.— I, G. Pounder, Kirbymooraide. 2. H. Dale, Northallerton,
AST OTHER Vauiety.— I, T. P. Cftrver. 2, W. Bearpark. he, E. J. Jaqaes,

Rieiiinoud; R Bell. Caldwell, Darlington.
Bantamb.—1, T. P Carver, "l, Mibb E. M. Ellerby, Easingwold. he. Lady A.

B. Pierye : T. P. Carver.
DvcKB.—Rouen.—\, T. P. Carver. 2. G. Pounder, he, J. "White, Warlaby,

Northallerton; I Imeson, Bedale. Aylesbury.— \, T. P. Carver. 2, J. Smitb.
Any variety.— I and he, T. P. Carver. 2. Col. catbcart, Spennithorne, Bedale.
liEEbE.— 1, Mesars. Dovenor, Beda'e. 2, (t. Pounder.
TuHHEys.— 1, T. J. Carver 2 J. Graves, Firby, Bedale.
ExTKA Class.— /tc, E. J. Jacques (Cri;vc-Coeur).

Mr. James Dixon, North Park, Bradford, was the Judge.

WOLSINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on Tuesday the 8th inst., in a field a little

out of the village. Considerable spirit and interest were dis-

played by the Secretary aud several members of the Committee,
and there is little doubt but with proper direction this will

become an excellent Show. In this case the poultry were a
section of the whole of the annual Agricultural Show, and a very
good marquee was considerately provided for the birds ; the pens
being on Turner's principle, but the property of the Frosterley
Society, and were well arranged round the tent. The Show was
divided into old birds and chickens, but there was not a class

for either Cochins or Brahmas, which we consider a marked mis-
take. Geese were first on the list ; the first-prize pen, which were
White Embdens, were really good. Iu Ducks, Aylesbury wer©
first; and Widgeon second; Rouens beiog hc. Turkeys vjqxq

a Vfry good lot ; but Dorkings, except the winners, poor ; aud
Spanish but moderate. The entries were not numerous in
Hamburghs, and the quality only low. In Game the whole
were worthless, except the first-prize Duckwings, the cock in
which pen was very rich in colour, and almost through the
moult. Of Polands, good Golden were first; and White-crested
second. In Bantams the first were Black Reds; and second
Blacks in deep moult. In the Variety class a very correct pair
of Houdans and White Cochins second. The class of Guinea
Fowls was very good. In chickens the Dorkings were well-
grown; but the Spanish wretched; while the two classes of

Hamburghs were good. In Goldens, first were Spangles, and
second Pencils; and in Silvers both were Spangles. In Game
the first were a grand-coloured pair of Black-breasted Reds, full

of style and quality; and the second good Duckwings. Polands
poor; but Bantams good, the winners Black Reds. Ducklings
were a capital class; and the winners in young Turkeys very
large and heavy in bone. In the class for three chickens of any
breed, the first were a very good pen of Creve-Cosors; and
second Dorkings.
One class was provided for Pigeons—viz., pens of three pairs

of different varieties, and some good sets were shown.
Geese.—', J. Vickers. Frosterley. 2 aud /wr. W. Love. Redp'ate.
Ducks— I, W. Canney, Bishop Aucklaud. 2, Rev. J. G. MUner, Hamsterley.

vhc. J T. Proud. Biuchester.
Turkeys —I, J. T Proud. 2, Mrs. Sanderson.
Dorkings.— 1. C. Widdaa. 2. J. T. Proul. c, — Currah, Woodcroft.
SpiNiBH.—l.W-Joplin^. Fr.isterley. i!. J. Pickani, Wnlaingham. S.H.Liddle,

Wols'ngUam he, T Flmtnff, Newby, Stockton on-Tees.
H«MBURGH3.— Go/d-'n-sptiMpiprf.- 1, R Keenleyside, AycliEFe. 2, J. Forster,

Hedley Hope. Siloer-spaiigled —\,'V. Grey. Greeuhead. Stanhope. 2, W. Canney.
IiLshup Auckland, silver-pencilled —I, M. Kidley, Peakfield. 2, J. Jackson,
Headlev Hope.
Gaue'.— 1, Joseph Gibson, Stanhope. 2, John Gibson.
PoLASDS — 1 and 2, J. T. Proud.
Bantams.-I, A M. Balmer, Biahop Auckland. 2, W. Canney. /tc, J. Hopper,

c, W. lirey. Tow Law.
Any other Beeed.— 2, A. Widdas. "Witton-Ie-Wear.
Gdi«ea Fowls.—1, W. H. Youu^, Driffield. 2, J. Gibaon, Stanhope, hc, Mrs.

Sanderson.
CHICKENS.

Dorkings —1 and 2. C. "Widdaa. hc, J . Cheatham, jun., Wolsingham. c, W.
Love. Redgate.
SPANISH.— 1. A. M.Bftlmer. 2. W.J.ipUos /ic, — Ridley, Frosterley.

UhyiBGRGiis. —Golden spangled or f'encillfd —1, K. Keenlevside. 2. W.
Jnpliug. bilver-spangled or Pencilled—I, \V. Jopliug. 2, J. Forster. vhc, J.

Forster; C. Finlay. .,„ ., , , , ^ ,.

Game.—2, J. Waller, Stanhope. hc,J. Waller; W, Younghusband, Darling-
ton.
Polands.-1 and 2 W. D. Maddiaon, Sunnyside.
Bantaus.-I, W. Canney. .!, W. Urey. hc, A. M. Balmer.
A-jyBrled- I C. H Shaw, Wolsmgham, 2, S. & W, Coulson, Redgate. he,

C. Widdas; A Pickard.
, , ™

Goslings.— 1, J. Bewley. 2. H. Forrest. Durham, he, W. Canney ; J. Bewley.
Ddckiings- 1, W. aimpson. 2, W. Canney. hc, Mrs. Lonsdale, Wolsing-

ham ; J T. Prond.
TUBKEis.—1 and 2, J. T. Proud. }ie, Mrs. J. Vart.
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PiGFONS.— 1. G. Trueman, Bishop AucWnnd. 2, S. & W. Conlsou. Itc, J.

KobiDSOD, ^nuijibide ; J. Stephenson, Wol&uigham ; J. Young, Bi&hop Auckland.
c, J. KobinBou.

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton.

Extra Clabs.— C/iif fcfjis —1, Duke of Sutherland (Black HambuTgbe). 2,M.
Lena (bold Laced Bantams).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near Bir-
mingham, awarded the prizes.

TAMWOBTH POULTET SHOW.
Fortunately for the owners of a very valuable collection of

poultry, the Managers of the Tamworth Poultry Show were not

only persons of unqueBtionable experience in such matters, but

were also aLxious to bring to bear every appliance likely to pro-

mote the comfort and safety of the exhibition stock entrusted to

them. Had it not been for these careful arrangements, there

cannot be much doubt that a very large proportion of the fowls

Bhown would have been irreparably injured as show stock, and
equally so as brood stock, by the terrific downpour of rain which
prevailed throughout the greater portion of the day the Show
was open for pubhc inspection. With the precaution of an
excellent tent, the show pens of Messrs. Turner of Sheffield, and
the most diligent attention to the birds as to feeding, &c., the

Show caused a feeling of comfort, contrasting strongly with the

complete saturation of everything that was to be seen by visitors

on aU sides before their obtaining shelter. We trust other

committees will follow the plans just named, and thus tend to

increase the confidence of exhibitors as to the general treat-

ment of poultry, which in every case must have been raised

with considerable trouble, or purchased at prices that should in-

duce committees to afford them during their stay all the care

and attention in their power. In the general chill of such a

damp atmosphere as prevailed, of course poultry could not be

expected to look to the same advantage as under more congenial

circumstances ; besides, it was a chicken show throughout, and
a goodly number of these youngsters were so young as to be in

deep moult, and consequently were less disposed to look cheerful

under trying circumstances.
Game chickens were good, and this remark applies to Black

Beds, Brown Beds, Ked Piles, and Duckwings. Only two pens

of Spanish fowls were shown, but both were very good. Dork-
ings were remarkably fine, and the Cochins were of high merit

also, more particularly the Partridge-feathered and White ones.

Some trimmed hocks were discovered in otherwise good birds,

and passed by without any advantage being gained as to prize-

taking by this attempted injustice to other exhibitors. Brakmas
were of very good quality throughout large classes ; and though
the Hamhurgh classes were not extensive, nearly every pen was
such as is not commonly to be met with. Soudans and Creve-

Cceurs-were both superior classes, and thematchiLg as to feather

of the former was far superior in the majority of pens to what is

usual, as of late not a few pullets have been exhibited all but
entirely black, giving at first sight a strong impression to the

minus of visitors of a large but inferior Black Poland, Ecarcely

carrying a dozen white feathers on the whole bird. Both Ayles-

bury and Rouen Ducks were exceedingly fine, the latter proving

extraordinarily true in both ground colour and markings. In

the Variety Duck class there was indeed a " variety," and com-
posed too of the very best of specimens, Viduata Whistling
Ducks and Chilians taking the lead, very closely pressed by
East Indian Ducks, some of the best White Call Ducks exhibited

for a long time past, and the other variety of Whistling Ducks.
Gold-laced Bantams and Black Hamburghs took the prizes in

the Extra class.

GiME.- Black-hremted and other Eeda.—Chickem —1, G. Bagnall. Draycot,
Stoke-on-Trent. 2. W. T. Everard. Aahby-de la-2ouch. he. T. P. Lyon, Liver-
pool. Any other variety.—chichcns—I, J. Mason, St. John's, Worcester. 2,

Duke of Sutherland, Stoke-on- 1 rent.
Spanish.— C/nc-fceHs.—l. E. Winwoed, Worcester. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby,

Skip'on.
Vo^Kivos.—Cotoured. except Sillier-Grey.— Chickens.—1 and 2, Mrs F. S. Ark-

wright, Sutton Scarbdale, chesteitield /ic. Rev. E. Bartruni. t-erkhampsteaa;
Mrs. M. Murrev. Thulbton. Derby. Silver-Grey or White.— Chickens.—I, O. E.
Cresswell. Early Wood, Bagshot. 2, Mies Williams, Benlljs, Berriew. he,

Bon. Mrs. K. S. Colvile. Lullingion, Eurton-on-Trent.
CicHiN-CniNA —cinnamon or Buff.— Chickens —1, C. Sidgivick, Keighley. 2,

J. Watts. Kinn's Heath, Birntingham. hroien, Partridge-feathered —Chickens.
—1, K. S. Wuodgale, Perabury. Tunbridge Wells. 2. C. Sidgwick. he, T.
Sheppard, Hnmberstone (2). c. E Kendrick, jun ,

Lichfield.

Brahma Pmotka —Dark.—Chickens.— \. E. Kendrick. jun. 2, Horace Ling-
wood, C'reetiug, Needham Market he. W. J. Jervis. Pinner; T. F. Ansdell,
Cowley Mouiit. St, Helens; J. Watts. Light —Chickens.— \, H Chawner. jun.,

Hound"hiil, Uttoxeter. 2, T. A. Dean, Harden, he, i. T. Hincks, Humberstone

;

F. Holbruok, Highfirlds. Derby.
Haubdrghs —Goltlen-pen' itled.—Chickens.— I and 2. Duke of Sutherland.

he, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone. Silver-pencHled —Chiekens.—l and 2, Duke of

Sutherland, he, .) Long. Bromley ; A. f. Faulkner.
BtyiBviiGns.— Golden spangled—Chickens. — 1 and 2, Dnke of Sutherland.

?ic, T. May, Wolverhampton Silver-npangled.—Chickens.— I and 2, Duke of

Sutherland, he. O. L> we. Whateley. Tamworth.
BovDtKS.-Chickens —1. G. W. Hibbert, Gooley, Hyde, Manchester. 2. E B.

"Wood. Uitoxeter. he, W. Dring. Faverbham. c. — Mayou. Fazcley, Tamworth.
CREVE-tiF.CK.— 1 and 2. R. B. vVood. e, W. Driog.
TuRKKis.— 1, E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield. 2, F. E. Richardson, Bramsball,

Uttoxeter. ,

Geese.—1. Hon. Mrs. K. S. Colvile. 2, W. H. Crewe, Etwnll, Derby, he,

Duke of Sutherland.
DVCKS.— While /!vI<>«6ury—l.T. Sear. Aylesbury. 2, W. H.Crewe. ;ic. Rev.

G. R. Bailey, Madeley, Newcastle; Duke of Sutherland. ;!oi/f)i -1, Duso of

Sntherland, v, I'.. Kendrick, jun. /ic, G. W. Chell. Stone. Any other iJi.-itinct

variety.— i and 2, M. Leno, Maruyate Street, bunstabe (Viduata Whistlers and
CbiJian Pintails), he, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright (Whistlers); E. Kendrick. jun.

(East Indian); Duke of Sutherland (While CaU); H. Chawner, jun. (Black
Cuyuga).

NEWPORT (SALOP) POULTRY EXHIBITION.
Fob many years past the North Shropshire Agricultural Society

has combined a show of poultry with its annual exhibits, and
the arrangements havitig been uniformly good, few shows have
progressed with greater regularity than the one in question.
The weather was fortunately most propitious, and the attend-
ance of visitors was larger than on any prior occasion. The
appearance of the tent on entering was prepossessing, and the
care taken of the poultry could not have been surpassed. A two-
guinea silver cup, given for the best Gatne cock of any age or
colour, brought out a very unsatisfactory competition ; the adult
birds being in the woret of feather from deep moult, and the
chickens were quite immature. A really good Brown Eed shown
by his Grace the Duke of Sutherland was the winner, but seat in

a state of plumage anything but fit for exhibition. In a class

for pairs of Black or Brown Ked Game chickens, his Grace again
headed the prize list with a grand cockerel, exceeding fine in
colour, and sent in the most perfect plumage, Mr. T. Hassall
of Market Drayton taking second prize with a very fine pair of

Brown Eeds. Eed Piles secured both the prizes for Any other
variety of Game. The Grey Dorkings were fine birds. In a
general Brahma class a pen of Light-feathered ones were first;

and Dark ones took the second prize. Humhiirghs were most
exceedingly good classes, and here the Duke of Sutherland was
successful with specimens of extraordinary quality, and of every
variety. Some very superior pens of Hamburghs w ere compet-
ing that from oversbowing combined with neglect were quite

unfitted for the wear and tear of constitution ever resulting

from incessant travelling and excitement. In the SelHng class

Dark and Light Brahmas were the prizetakers, both good, and
being restricted in price to 30,s. the pen they soon changed
ownership. Aylesbury Ducks were most excellent, and the
Eouens were fully equal to them. Geese and Turkeys were
superior classes. In the Coc7;t?/s, the Partridge-featheied were
fine, and the pullets of that perfect pencilling so difficult to

meet with in the jsresent day, but which was so striking a feature

of Partridge Cochins in the days when the Punchard strain

were bo notorious.
In PiGEOKS, the Variety class was a very interesting one, the

prizes lieing taken by P^ire Pigeons in exquisite feather ; and a
pen of Burmese Pigeons, quite a new variety, and one that from
their very peculiar markings were much admired.

In the class for Any variety of fowls not included in the fore-

going classes, the Eev. A. G. Brooke won with his well known
pen of Malays, closely pressed, however, by a pen of Black
Hamburghs, the property of the Duke of Sutherland. Even in

the largest of shows it woiUd be difficult to find two pens their

equals.

On an ornamental water near the entrance to the Show, three

couples of Ducks, which were literally Fancy Waterfowls, en-

listed a great amount of public attention ; in fact, it was almost
impossible to get near the pond from the crowds by which it

was constantly surrounded. It appears a trio of young ladies

had subjected these six Dacks to the effects of Judson's dyes,

and the extraordinary hues of these birds was only equalled by
the singularity of the disposition of their gay colours. One
sported a blue head on a body of deep orange, another a mixture
of crimson and mauve, whilst others had all the gay costume of

a clown or pantaloon. It was laughalde iu the extreme when,
from among the weeds, first one and then another of these

eccentricities became visible, how much the bystanders became
interested ; and whilst inquiries were rife enough as to what
breed they could be, the climax of the joke was attained by
several parties wanting to know if eggs from those beautiftU

Ducks were procurable. Alas! like many other things in this

world, it was all outside show; but it was remarkable that even
after these Ducks had washed themselves ad libitum, the colours

seemed to be as fast as at the onset. It would be interesting to

know whether this dye will prove as permanent as it appears

likely to be, and we cannot but congratulate the fair operators

not only on the success of the experiment to enlist public

curiosity, but also on the variety of the hues and disposition

of the colours on these gaudy and remarkable imjostures.

Surely, to draw a company, they might be lent on hire bene-

ficially equally as show pens; though no doubt distance softened

down irregularities that might have been offensive on too near
an inspection.

Game —Coci-.- Cup, Duke of Sutherland, Trentham Hall. Black or Brovm
jRt'f.— 1, Dukeof Suiherland. 2, T. HassaU. Market D aytoo lie, J. Chestera,
^autwlch. Any ollitr variety. — I, G. Lujn Market Drayton. 2, Duke of
Sutherlard.

, ,

Bantam,.—], H. Yardlev, Bii-mingbam. 2, l^nae of Sutherland.

Dohkings—1 and 2, C. t). Hudsi-n.Marliet Drayton.
Bbahmas.— 1, Miss S. Cotes, shiewshury. 2, Duke of Sutherland, he, J.

Eoui ne, Donninglon Barracks ; W. Baker, Etches, Bronghall. c, J. H. Kemp,
Market Drayton.
CocHtNS.—1 and 2, J. G. Pearson, Market Drayton, he, H. \ardley.
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Hambdrghr —ftold or Silver-spanaJed--^ flnil 2, Duke of Sathcrland. Gold
m^ Sllvrr-pi^ncUU'd.-l and 2, Duke of yulherland. lie, J. Look, Bromley Common,
c, F. W. Msyuell, lierby.
Any othkr Varietx.—1, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardiue, Shrewsbury. 2,

Duke of Sutherland.
Selling Class. -1, — Won'all, Lilleahan. Newport (Brahmas). 2, J, Bourne

(BrahmaH) he, Mrs. E. Williams Henllys, Berriew {Oorkiuffe).

Hkavir-t.— 1, J. Bourne (Brahmas). 2, 3. Podmore, Horton's Wood, Welling-
ton (Brahn as).

D'^CKS.—Ayttsburii.— l, .1. Wbeelfr, Long Compton, Shipst^n-on-Stour. 2,

Duke of Huther and. ftc, E. .'^haw, Plas Witmot. Oawestry. Any othfr varietil.
— 1, Duke of Suth.-1-land. 2, E. Shaw {Kouen). /ic, C. D. Hudson (Carolina), c,

3. Wheeler (Rouen).
Geiise.—1, W. B. Etches. 2, Duke of Sutherland, he, G. Holland, Stockton ;

E. Shaw.
Tdrkeys.—1, W. B. Etches. 2, Rev. W. B. Corfleld.

PioEoNB "Carriers.—I and 2, H. Yardley. Any other variety.— I and ?, Rev.
A. G. Brooke (Nnus and Burmese), he. H. Yardley (2): Duke of Sutherland
(Archangels), c, K. H. Edleston, Newport (Black-moltled Tumblers).

The Arbitrator was Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Edeu Cottage,

Sparkbrook, near Birmingham.

ARMLEY AND WORTLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 7th and 8th inst. We must defer our

remarks until next week.

Game.— 1, H. Beldon, Gnitstock. BiuKley. 2, .T. Worsnop, Wortley. he, W.
Ellis, Newsara Green. Cock.—\. H. Beldon. 2, S. Rayner, Farnley.
Bantams.—1, H. BeldoQ. 2, J. Roberts, Erainley. /ic, A. Wilkinson, Burley

;

W. Ellis.
a^wBHRau^ —GoLi^pencilled or Spangled.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. Silver-

peneilli^d or Spangle't.-l and 2, H. Beldon. Btack.—l and 2, H. Beldon. he,
M. A, H'ldsworth. Wortiev.
POLANDS.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Spanish.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Thresh. Bradford.
Brahma Pootra.~2 and he, H. Reldon.
CocHiN-nnivA.— 1 and 2. H. Beldon.
Any Varit'^ty.— 1, II. Beldon. 2, Blsik^borough & Holdsworth. Harrosrate,
Gerse — Z>(irfc.—1. W. Howgate, Hunslet. 2, T. Rydal, Bramley. Liglit.—l,

Mrs. J. Jackson, Armley.
Ducks.—Bouc/i. — 1 and 2, Parkinson & Marshall, Dewsbory. he, G. R.

Porritt. Faniley. Aylfsbiiry.—l. G. R. Porritt.
Guinea Fowls.— 2, J. W. Akeroyd, Armley.

PIGEONS.
Caebiees.—1. .T. E. Crofts. Blythe.
Owls.—I. J. Thresh, Bradford. 2, H. Beldon.
TuRBiTS.—1, J. E. Crofts- 2. H. Beldon.
Bards— 1, J. E Crofts. 2, J. Thresh.
Tumblers.— 1, J. E. Crofts. 2. H. Beldon.
Fantails.—1, .1. E Cr.ifis. 2. .Mrs. J. H. Hepper, Wortley.
Jaoobins.-I, H. Beldon. 2. J. E. Crnfts.
Antwerps.— 1, W. Holdsworth, 2, H. Denison, Wortley.
Any Vahiety.—2, J. E. Crofts, he, J. Thresh.

CAGE BIRDS.
Norwich.—1, .T. Howden, Armley.
Belgian Marked.- 1, W. Applestan, Wortley.
Yellow or Buff.— 1, P. aenrn. Fa'sley. 2, J. Atkinson, Holbeck,
LiZAHD.- 1. .1. How.len. 2, W. Applestan.
Mules.—I, J. Howden. 2, F, Wild, Armley.
Bullfinch. — 1, J. Howden. 2, R. Rocinson, Wortley.
German Bird in Song.—1, R. Crosland, Low Wortley. 2. .T. Howden.
Canary —Ann Breed.—\, J. Howden 2, J. Wilkinson, Wortiev.
Parrots — Orey — 1, T, W. MoraifTe, New Wortley. 2. W. Clegg. New

Wort.ey, Qrcen, or any other variety —1, W. Hudson, Armley. 2, J. Whitaker.

Rabbits.—/lit!/ Breed — 1, S. Ball, Bradford ; T. Myton, York. 2, G. S,

Burton, Beeston. /,op ear.—1, T. Myton. 2, Adams & Mills, Bradford; G. S.
Burton, ftc, J. Walmsley, Wortley.

OPRV TO WORTLEY AND ARMLEY.
Canaries.—IVi'ow English.— I. T. Harrison, Wortley. 2, J. Howden, he, W.

Anplestan. Buff.— I, — tiepleston. Wortley. 2, W, Clegg. he, J. Howden.
Marked.-I, W. Applestan. 2, R. Crosland. Two Created.—1, R. Crosland. 2,

S. Galloway, Armley.
AviAHY.—1, W. Appleston. 2, R. Robinson,

Jddges,—Poultry: Mr. J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield; Mr, J.

Caiman, Bradford. Birds : Mr. W. Brownridge, Leeds,

THE ANNUAL ZOOLOGICAL SALE AT ANTWERP.
Antwerp with its churches, shipping, pictures, and wood-

carvings is known to many of lis, but it is almost as well known
for its Zoological Gardens, where each year at this time the un-
wearied and successful direction invites all comers to attend the
public sale of its spare specimens, and has invariably a surprise
in store for its visitors. Highly successful in acclimatisation
and breeding, each successive introduction of Pheasants and
Game birds has found its home in the little gardens at Antwerp.
Last week the auctioneer had a pleasing although a loug and

tedious task. On Tuesday and Weduesday bii'ds, beasts, and
reptiles under his hammer were adjudged to societies, amateurs,
and dealers from all parts of Europe. Some idea of the variety
of objects offered may be formed, when we say that the list

comprised an elephant, giraffes, and lions, and ended with
serpents and seals.

On Tuesday, soon after ten in the morning, the sale com-
menced with small foreign birds, which found ready purchasers
at prices slightly in advance of those of our retail bird dealers.
It was surprising to see the number of Java Sparrows and Bud-
grigars that found purchasers. Some of the earlier lots of White
Java Sparrows brought long prices. Turquoisiues, Cockateels,
the different varieties of Cockatoos followed. Que handsome
Masked Parrot was a great bargain to the Gardens at Amsterdam,
at £9 ; a pair of Black Cochin fowls that would not have been
thought much of by us went at a good price to Berlin, as did a
pen of very good adult Spanish, Silkies of indifferent quality
Bold well, as did Dorkings and Hoadana. A pair of Blue-

cheeked Guinea Fowls made £i is. ; a pair of Crowned ditto,

£d. A pair of Argus Pheasants 270Uf., and an unusually fine

pair SOOOf. A pair of Polyplectrou Germanix, bred in the Gar-
dens, made llOOt., one pair Chinquis 850f. These were bought
for the Zoological Gardens of Cologne. One pair of Temminuks
Tagropans brought for the same made 82.5t. Cue cook and two
hens Vieillottii(the hens faulty), UOf, One pair of rare Pheasants,

Deardigallus proclatus, made lUUOf,, for Paris ; and a second pair

1400f., for Amsterdam. Dr. Evans became the possessor of a
pair of Tragopans for 11.50f. Reeves's Pheasants varied, good
pairs making 300f. and 325f. Swinhoes 210f. One pair of the

now scarce Gallus furcatus, bought by Mr. Baily of Loudon for

1.50f., was resold for Paris. Curious among birds, but most
amusing in their quaint waddling gait and comical expression

of eye, were eight or nine Penguins. They stood in their en-

closure and watched the proceedings narrowly, so tame that

they would feed from the hand. Two fetched 4,56t., for Cologne;
one 230f., for Berlin ; one 223f., for Amsterdam, One pair of

Bennett's Kangaroos in excellent condition was purchased for

the Zoological Gardens at Frankfort. The Cranes were very
beautiful and in great variety, but the demand slow. A pair of

Demoiselles made 300f. Black-necked Swans, Black Swans,
and young Trumpeter Swans all found ready purchasers ; aB

did the beautiful little Ducks, of which a great many were sold

at good prices. But the choicest birds, with the exception of

the Arouata, were bought for Continental collections. The
gems among the Ducks were one pair of Kaearka variegata, which
made 325f. ; one pair of small Teal, Querquedula iormosa, 210f.

;

and one pair, said to he from the Cape, 280f. The different

varieties of Whistling Ducks mustered in force and were in

favour. One, the little Arcuata from India, is likely to become
a favourite with us. Mandarins, Carolinas, Shell Ducks, and
Shovellers made full prices. Some Bar-headed Geese made
from 200f. to 240f. a pair. Gold and Silver Pheasants sold as

usual; but some Chinese (a Collier), made great prices. Three
young Bears made nearly £10; a Porcupine 1501.; Rhesus
Monkey 35f.

The beautiful varieties of foreign Pigeons attracted great at-

tention, and they made full prices on both days. The greatest at-

traction was a pair of Bleeding-heart Pigeons. These were bought
by Messrs. Baily, of London, for 580f, The Nicobar Pigeou with
its metallic plumage and hackled neck was much sought after

for France, as it breeds well. There the price was about 130f. to

140f. per p:;ir. The elegant Crested Lophotes about 75f. Some
Blue Jacobins, 30f. to 45f. Montaubans, 60f, to 90f, An almost
endless variety and sequence of little Doves, and plumage cage
birds. Amoug them Whydahs, Cut-throats, Military Starlings,

Cow-birds, Bice-birds, and Thrushes, from America. Scarlet

and Blue Tanagers. Returning to larger things we may notice

a new feature, one we suppose introduced by the Director in

emulation of our English Short-horn sales. A Bull, two Cows,
and four Calves, imported Short-horns, made ."jBOOf, A Zebra,

bought by Mr. Montgomery for Dublin, 1800f, ; and a second,
bought for Paris, 1560f. The young Elephants and Giraffes were
put up but were bought in. Several pairs of Seals were sold at

the apparently low price of lOOf. and 120f. the pair.

The company was large from the beginuiug to the close of

the sale, the arrangements good, and the conditions of the birds

and animals wouderfullv good. The Zoological Societies of all

the principal cities of Europe (London excepted), were repre-

sented, and many amateur buyers from Italj', Paris, and
Germany. Belgium and Holland were strongly supported. The
principal buyers from England were Messrs. Jamrack, Baily,

Montgomery, Castang, &c.

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKING.
I H.1VE read with close attention the correspondence on the

above question. The discussion arose from Mr. Huie's article

which appeared in the Journal of January of this year. That
article is plain and practical, no "spinning of a yarn." We
have repeatedly seen the work of the four gentlemen implicated

in judging our most important shows, and have failed to perceive

any decided difference in the proclivities of any of them. How,
then, have they managed to disagree ? The question appears to

be, ** How is a standard bird produced and maintained ?" This
can only be dealt with when we have solved the previoiis ques-

tion of what a Pouter is. Mr. Huie, therefore, starts with, " It

is neither colour nor marking, but shape, that constitutes the

Pouter Pigeon." Mr. Ure coincides when he says, "Colour
and marking do not make a Pouter, they only finish one." As
no other has been put forward we are bound to infer that the

definition has been found to be correct. That being so, Mr.
Huie then proceeds to tell us from his own experience how best

to produce and maintain the bird so defined ; and let us here re-

mark that anything that falls from the pen of such veteran

breeders as Messrs. Huie and Ure on this subject should be re-

ceived with deference by fanciers of less range and experience.

The foundation of Mr. Huie's breeding structure rests on
" Pouters any other colour or marking," and for that reason, and
the encouragement of poor fanciers, he advocates a class for
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them. (We think, however, the title might be simplified to
" Any other Pouter," as we do not see how mismarked birds

can be consistently exclufled from it, a White splashed with blue,

aud a Blue splashed with white being but Tom and Tbomas).
In pleading his case he makes a statement of facts based on his

own experience, clearly proving the breeding utility of the class

in question. These facts have not been denied or disproved,

and we are bound to accept them as being correct. If Mr.
Stuart had proceeded in the same way—first defined and then
given us his experience in breeding the bird so defined, we could
the more easily have understood him.
The position taken up by Messrs. Huie and Ure commends

itself to us. We fancy how the makers of this variety set about
their work. First the peculiarity of the breed—the globe,

attracted attention ; that was attained. Then the fine taper
body and Belgian shoulder were found to suit it best, and the
work was completed when set on the fine pedestal of the limbs.
The indescribable grace known as " style," inherent in the most
common Pigeon, became intensified in the transition as the
bird acquired the perfect use of his more fully-developed organs.

Bat our artists must needs go further, and following the instinct

of all true art, they next proceeded to embellish their work.
Then we got the uniform colour, with the moon to give decided-
ness to the globe, and the rose-wing to illumine the shoulder.
This done, the Pouter was perfect, precluding farther improve-
ment or embellishment. The breeder was then left to use
intelligently the law of selection for the preservation of all

characteristics. It cannot be denied that in the long-continued
application of this law something has been attempted in the way
of improvement, and that every such attempt means the intro-

duction of a foreign element. But unless the proper propoition
of parts—in other words, the definition given, be kept in view
the result is deterioration. Had limb only keptpace with recent
elongation of feather, present breeders would have good cause
to congratulate themselves. As it is, we are inclined to accept
Mr. Ure's statement that the birds of the old school were
more perfect Pouters. It can be no intelligent use of the fore-

mentioned law to sink all qualities for the conservation of one,
be it colour or anything else. Nay ; the intelligence displayed
will just be in proportion to tho number and importance of the
characteristics preserved. Their relative importance we have
indicated, and can only add, as the result of our experience, that
we would rather discard a badly-shaped Pouter than a badly-
marked or off-coloured one otherwise possessed of the funda-
mental excellencies of his breed. The carvings of antiquity,
though beautiful in themselves, can give us no idea of the noble
buildings they adorned, and be it remembered that no amount
of sandpaper and varnish can ever conceal bad construction.

Blood, by which we mean the tendency to revert to ancestors,
is of course a great thing, and some otherwise weedy birds
possess the faculty in a marked degree. But it is not every-
thing, and pushed to extreme is an absurdity, as will be seen on
a moment's reflection. Fighting one's way into a strain, it is

undoubtedly the shortest aud surest course to let only the fittest

survive—fittest, be it remembered, in terms of the definition.
Guided by any single idea, there is a limit to the experiments,
and a time certainly arrives when it is absolutely necessary to

re-make the type or call in the aid of the much-condemned
birds if we wish to preserve the taper body aod high shoulder
of this most kingly bird. Which is easier ? Woful,then, is the
plight of the fancier whose appetite for " Pied Pigeon " or single
ideas has overcome his discretion. Were the straightforward
policy of Mr. Stuart correct we would all be breeders alike, and
standard birds plenty as pebbles. He speaks hastily, and, as it

appears, against part of his experience, when he says we can do
without them. To sum up : If we must deteriorate, by all means
let colour and marking go first. Chacun (i son gont.
The exposition of these breeding opinions {lofty ideas we may

call them) on paper or the show-table, aiming as it does at the
preservation of perfection, can surely never be charged with
being antagonistic to that aim. We allow that a blue chequer
is not a pretty colour, a black chequer only passable, a sandy
and most splashes simply ugly, while their introduction into a
loft where colour and marking is the ne yhis ultra will assuredly
create a difficulty. Their supporters do not breed for them, but
through them, and in the overcoming of the difliculty is their
keenest pleasure. From this off-coloured denunciation we ex-
cept the Mealy. We know something of him, and would not be
in the least mealy-mouthed to sound his praises did space permit.
We simply add our concurrence in the regret of anything that
tends to the discouragement or stamping-out of this unique
combination of beauty and usefulness. To conclude, when we
are all agreed on the end to be attained, why quarrel about the
process ?—D. McNaught, K'dmaurSy Ayrshire.

appliances (Ligurian queens and stocks), are to be obtained.
Will you kindly announce that our Committee are anxious to

disseminate all information that will tend to advance bee-keep-
ing? and I shall be happy to put intending purchasers in com-
munication with the vendors, or, if preferred, procure and forward
any article desired, as well as give any information in ray power,
either through your columns or privately. I should also feel

obliged by your noting the following addenda et corrigenda to

the prize list—viz :

Class 22.-2, J. Armstrong.
Cla^s '^4 —3. A. Fertriiaon. 4. W. Martin. 5, L. Reed. 6, T. Aaatin.
Class 23.-3, S. J. Baldwin. 4, W. Martin.
Class vlj.—4, J. Walton.
Class 27.—Eqial merit, C. N. Abbott and J. Lee, in lien of first and second.

—John Hunter, Eaton Bisej Ealing,

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
First Great Exhibition.

I FIND many bee-keepers who were not able to be present at
this Show are desiroas of learning where the various hives and

" You know you are a sort of cross-breed, 'D,' so you can do
that," was " our doctor's " address to me the other day. I need
not say what that was, but I at first thought the "cross-breed"
had some reference to my Huguenot descent; but found that it

was not so, but that my interest in things connected with this

Journal was not confined to flon'ers, as I went in for fowls and
bees. Well, I didn't do that ; but the same reason holds good,
I suppose, for my being aBked to say something on the wonder-
ful exhibition which was held last week at the Crystal Palace,

on all things anent the little busy wee things whose ways and
means have pointed many a moral along the ages, but who
never, perhaps, received the attention they do now.
The first thing that struck me on going into the Exhibition

was, What a strange world is this we live in! Here was an
enthusiastic crowd of men iu all stations of life, whom one had
never seen before, to whom all that belonged to these little busy
insects was as much a matter of interest as were the flowers
and fruits which filled the other part of the transept ; who have
their own journal, from which, surely, nothing but honied words
ought to distil; whose talk was of supers, bars, Woodborys,
German fungus, and other matters which were High Dutch to

all but the initiated. Eat it was extraordinary how large a
number of persons seemed practically to be acquainted with,
and in some measure to understand, the difficult operations
connected with bee-keeping.
And now first as to hives. A large number of these of straw,

wood, or both combined, was exhibited, and of various degrees
of excellence, the point most regarded being the facility of ope-
ration and cheapness of construction. Of course the bar hive
stands out as the only one really deserving of recognition now-
a-days; and Mr. Abbott of Hanwell, a most thoroughly prac-
tical bee-keeper, deservedly stood first for having introduced a
bar hive which can be made for cottagers at 3s., placing thus
the best-constructed hive within the reach of all. It is aston-
ishing how the cottager still clings to his straw skep and to the
practice of smothering his bees, and how every failure (and
failures there are ever likely to be) of those who keep bees on
more humane principles is blazoned forth as a proof that these
new-fangled notions will not do, while they also cling to the
notion in many parts of the world that the hives ought not to

be taken until hopping time ; and as they have few flowers here
after the limes are over, it is clear that for a month they are

consuming the honey they had stored up. One exhibitor showed
a marvellous structure which would have delighted a cockney
gardener—a house in which several hives were stored. I have
myself had sad experience of houses of a more humble structure

—the wax moth got into them. Last year I lost one hive by it,

but thought it was all gone. To my surprise and horror I find

that it has this year destroyed entirely a fine Woodbury hive,

so that my stock is now greatly reduced ; and I believe the

advice of all experienced bee-masters now is, Let each hive be
protected, bat let it stand by itself. The modifications of the
Woodbury hive were numerous, but that something has yet to

be done may be gathered from the fact that the prizes for the
best hive for observation purposes and also that for the best

hive on the collateral principle were withheld. A very beau-
tiful breed of Ligurians was exhibited by Mr. W. C. Smith,
and deservedly obtained a prize; while some grand boxes and
supers of various kinds were exhibited. One exhibited by Mr.
Garr was declared by him to be above 100 lbs., a marvellous
result from one hive, although this did not obtain the prize, and
we may therefore conclude that that which did so was heavier still.

It was a bold idea to attempt to show in such a place as tho
Crystal Palace some of the more delicate manipulations by
which the bee-master gets the greatest benefit from his interest-

ing stock ; but the driving of bees was most successfully shown
by Mr. Abbott, assisted by Mr. Cheshire and others of the Com-
mittee. Those of the readers of the Journal who keep bees

know what driving is, but many even of those who keep bees
would have been glad to have had the opportunity, as they had,
of seeiug the operation performed. Tbe Bee-Keepers' Association
deserves great praise for the manner in which they have carried

out the details of the Exhibifinu ; and knowing as I do the
stimulus that horticultural exhibitions are to the growth of

flowers, I have not the slightest doubt that the Exhibition of
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bees held at Sydenham will mark a new era in the history ot

bee-keeping in this country.—D., Deal.

The Committee did well in selecting the Crystal Palace for

their first Show. Very few buildings could afford a length of

mi)re than 600 feet of staging, and leave room for the perambu-

lation of many thousand people. The astonishment of the

visitora at the beautiful houey display was excelled by the

earnestness with which the bee-keepers and the ivoitld-be bee-

keepers examined the various hives and apparatus. The exhi-

bitors present, and the gentlemen ot the Committee, spared no

paius to explain the working of everything inquired about ; and

we will now endeavour to place before our readers our imprea-

Bions of what we were enabled to inspect.

Commencing with the hives, we found nearly all the various

systems represented. CUss 1, fjr observation purposes, had six

entries. The Judges, however, awarded no prize, on tbe ground,

as we were informed, that they saw nothing of sufficient merit.

We think they were in error here, as an observatory hive. No. 1,

exbibited by the well-known Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, was one

of the best hitherto designed ; and although an experienced bee-

keeper can dispense with the necessity of having the bees all

imprisoned when studying their economy, it should not be

forgotten that ladies and others cannot all act with the same
impunity, and for such a glais-covered hive is a desideratum.

No. 2, exhibited by the Rev. F. Leaver, was simply a pretty toy

of no practical use.

Passing on to Class 2, " for the best step or box hive for

depriving purposes that can be supplied for 3s." Some very
g'lod straw skeps were shown. One, No. 9, exhibited by
W. Martio, even was fitted with bars, but the prize in the class

was, we think, ju-itly awarded to Mr. C. N. Abbott for a veritable

Woodbury, price 3.5., with many improvements, small in them-
selves, but great in the ao;gregate, which time and experience

have taught to be desirable. Practical men have begun to think

tbat a close-fitting crown-board is a mistake ; and here we have
a square of carpet in its place, which is said to be a better cover-

ing, allowing easier ventilation. If the spirits of tbe departed

can take any interest in things mundane, how gratified the shade
of our late esteemed correspondent, Mr. Woodbury, must be at

finding that no excuse can now be made by the poor man that

scientific hives are too expensive for his use ! In this class there

were seven entries, each well worth tbe price affixed.

Passing now to Class 3, " for the best moveable comb hive for

depriving purposes," we have no limit of cost; and, consequently,

the prices range from 5s. to £21. The latter for No. 16, which
its inventor styles the " Sibertswold," we can only look upon as

a fancy price. The prize was awarded to Mr. F. Cheshire ; and
certainly this hive was a marvel of good workmanship and
thoughtful attention to the requirements of its inhabitants, both
for breeding and honey-gathering purposes. All who can afford

its price, 50s., will do well to provide themselvea with one, if

only as a pattern for home-manufacture. Among its specialities

we may mention that the outer case is double, enclosing an air

space, which greatly assists in keeping an equable temperature.
Tbe floor-board is moveable, and fluted to facilitate the riddance
of wet. The entrance can be contracted at will, and the whole
is covered with a substantial weather-proof roof. An inspection

of the inside shows the frames reposing on a knife-edge slip of

zinc in such a manner that they cannot be propolised. There
is no interspace between frames and crown-board ; and the latter

also forms an adapter, and enables feeding to be carried on with-
out disturbance. A moveable diaphragm at one end of the hive
permits space to be at once obtained whence to shift tbe frames
without being under the necessity of removing them from the
hive. Its capacity by the same means can also be reduced at

will. Altogether, we think that Mr. Cheshire may be congratu-
lated on exhibiting the best hive we have yet seen.

Another novelty was No. 36, exhibited and designed by Mr.
C. N. Abbott, the Editor ot the " British Bee Journal." This
hive attracted much attention, and is likely to do good service

to its purchaser. One ot the peculiarities ot the frames is an
absence ot the bottom rail. Excepting being some protection
against the warping of the frame, we think it well dispensed
with. There is no vacancy here between the upper surface of

the frames and the quilt or carpet, which takes the place of

crown-board. This is put forth as an advantage proved. Wood-
burys of more pretensions than No. 13 figure here, but seem
rather in the shade by the side of their aristocratic rivals. Alto-
gether we found twenty-five entries in this class, and Class 4

obtained eleven, the prize in which was taken by Mr. J. Lee
with the well-known Carr-Stewarton, a useful hive, and very
ornamental for the lawn or garden. No. 40, " Rusbridge's
Cabinet." attracted much attention, and its courteous inventor
waa unflagging in explaining its features. It, however, seemed
far too complicated to make much way. The same remark
holds good with No. 42, " King's Patent Safety."

Class 5, " for the best hive for use on the collateral principle."
This system is evidently, like the old close skep, doomed. It

elicited but five entries, not one of which had much merit; and

this was the opinion of the Judges, the prize being withheld.

No. 51 was certainlv novel, as was its name—" The Bell-glass

Straw Balloon." We pity the bees compcdled to dwell in it.

From the great loss of heat they must sustain, prosperity would
be hopeless.
The completion ot the hives was attained by Class 6, " for

the most economical (best and cheapest), complete hive on the

moveable-comb system for cottagers' use." The prize in this

was taken by Mr. C. N. Abbott, tor what may be termed an
"improved" Woodbury, price 6s. Gd., with quilt and roof, only

wanting paint to make it a hive good for ten years' service.

Altogether the hives numbered sixty. Certainly a better assem-
blage than ever was gathered together before, from which the

working man with brains as well as hands could see at once

how to make the hive most suitable to his wauta.
In Class 27, " for the best and largest collection of hives,

bee furniture, &o.," the two competitors, Messrs. Abbott and
Lee, ran a neck-and-neck race. The first-named made his show
in greatest variety, the latter's certainly appeared neatest aud
best made. No other competitors came near them, and the

third prize was withheld.
Class 28, " for the best drone trap," elicited four competitors,

and the prize was gained by Mr. Cheshire; and in the next
class, for feeders, the same gentleman showed a contrivance

beautiful in its simplicitv, but which the Judges evidently

thought inferior to No. 246, exhibited by Mr. J. S. Turner.

Mr. Cheshire's feeder simply consisted of a plate of vulcanite

on a pivot pierced after a particular pattern, and intended to be

used instead of the perforated zinc usually placed on the feeding-

hole. Being a non-conductor, it is not chemically affected.

A bottleful ot syrup is simply inverted on it, and the vulcanite

can be turned about to regulate the supply at will.

Class 30, "for the best appliance for introducing queen bees

to stocks." Nothing better appeared than the queen cage ot

our old acquaintance, "A Renfbewshiee Bee-keeper," which
gained the prize.

Class 31, "for the best bee-dress." No novelty appeared, if

we except an excellent make of gloves of india-rubber, similar

to tobacco pouches, which is a great improvement on the clumsy
macintosh.
Class 32, "for the best method of quieting bees during

manipulation." The articles competing were simply smokers.

The prize went to No. 264, Mr. F. Cheshire.

Class 33, " for the cheapest and beat supers for general use."

Nothing particularly worth notice ; but Class 34, " for the best

honey-extractor," seemed the most valuable novelty of the

Show. There were but four entries, the principle of all being the

same

—

i.e., centrifugal force. The decision of the Judges was
in favour of No. 246, made by Stirling & Co. Herein we must
differ. Those exhibited by Mr. Walton and Mr. Cowan certainly

appeared to work smoother, had greater simplicity, and last, not

least, were about halt the price. Starling's machine consisted

ot a skeleton wooden frame nearly 2 feet square, and about

31 feet high. Within the frame is a galvanised iron barrel, 2 feet

high, and nearly the same in diameter, enclosed in which is a

revolving framework in which the combs ara put to be emptied.

Motion is obtained by handles and cog-wheels at the top, and
the centrifugal force given to the frame throws out the honey
against the side of the can, whence it runs to the bottom to be

afterwards let out at a tap. The whole machine appears to be

about one-third bigger than it need be.

In Class 27, which was devoted to new inventions, Mr. F.

Cheshire took no less than four prizes—in fact, all tbat was
awarded. The gem of the whole being what he termed a

"transferring board," for the purpose of transferring combs
from straw skeps to bar-frame hives, of which we will

endeavour to give a description, but it can only be properly

explained by means of a drawing. When open, the board

consists of sixteen wooden tongues, fixed like the teeth of

a comb. It has legs which support it at a convenient height

above the table, and underneath, a pan to catch any drip-

ping honey. On the tongues is placed the comb to be trans-

ferred, and the frame is fitted on to it. A lath is then laid

in position under the comb, and a tape passed between the

tongues and fastened at once at the top. The board is very

ingeniously arranged, so that it can throw the comb at once

into the perpendicular, and enable the comb to be lifted out

and placed forthwith in the new hive. Mr. Cheshire truly must
have the organ of invention highly developed.

Having gone through the hives and apparatus, we now pass

into the manipulating-room, where experienced hands are giving

public lesBona in driving, transferring, .tc. This is a most inter-

esting part of the Show, and the public think so too, for the

place seems always crowded. Behind a glass screen the de-

monstrator exemplified how simple it was to empty a hive of its

rightful inhabitants. The operation seemed the same as de-

scribed by Mr. Woodbury in our columns many years ago. The
combs of many skeps were dexterously transferred to frame
hives cleanly and quickly by means ot the prize "transferriog-

board," and the action of the honey-slinger shown many times
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each day. The bnrden of the work here fell upon Mr. Abbott
and his son ; the latter, although a lad, seemed quite fearless of

the bees. Whilst the operations were progressing they were
explained by one of the Committee to the spectators. The
visitors seemed astounded at the impunity with which those
behind the screen handled and moved about amonf;;st the bees ;

but the fact was, the generally irritable little beinit;s were so

scared that they had forgotten how to sting. A little practice

is worth a deal of theory, aud we feel confident that scores of

bee-keepers after their lessons here will in future resort to

driving in lieu of burning their bees.

Altogether we must congratulate the British Bee-keepers'
Association ou having in the first year of their birth achieved
an immense success and given a great impetus to bee-keeping.
Errors and shortcomings were inseparable in their undertaking,
and must be looked upon leniently; but expericntia docef, and
we have no doubt their next venture in the same direction will

be an improvement on their first.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR FOR SEPTEMBER.
[Concluded fi-om j^^Q^ 245.)

We have come at last to the process of taking honey and wax.
I dislike the job, and dislike to talk about it. I would rather

swarm fifty hives artificially than take and run the honey of

one. Happy is the apiarian who has a sturdy wife or servant to

undertake this work. Many old women are first-rate hands at

taking honey. I am only a pupil teacher in this school, and
have been in it for many long years without making any progress

at all. When I was a gentleman's gardener I regretted that no
one had invented a machine for sweeping leaves up in autumn.
I then thought, and think still, that a machine for sweeping
lawns could be invented and produced. What an annoyance it

is to employers to see six or ten men hunting leaves every
morning iu front of their sitting-rooms ! For many years I have
wished that some ingenious apiarian would produce a machine
for extracting honey from combs. Let my friends Mr. J. Lee,
of Windlesham, the great hive manufacturer, and Mr. R. Astou,
who has invented excellent drone traps, consider my sugges-
tion. At present we go in the rut of our great grandfathers.

As soon as honey hives have lost their bees they are removed
to as warm a room as can be found (we put ours in a vinery).

The sticks are at once withdrawn, the combs are taken out of

the hives, and the honey parts are placed in one milkpau aud
the refuse combs in another pan. If there is a fire in the house
the honeycombs should be kept near enough the fire to gain
warmth, but not near enough to melt the wax. The warmer
the combs are, the more readily does the honey run ; hence the

desirability of running the honey before the natural heat of the

combs is lost. After the honeycombs are well broken up they
are poured into a hag of cheesecloth or thin towelling. The honey
runs through this bag into a vessel. Next morning the honey
is skimmed, aud ready for use or sale. This seems to be a very
simple and easy process. Yes, but it is a slow one. As the
honey cools it thickens and stops running. We frequently hand-
squeeze the bag to get all the honey through it while it is warm.
Moreover, we frequently squeeze the honey out of the combs
before it is put into the bag. This is the speedier way, if it is

not the best at present known.
There is a right and a wrong way of squeezing combs, and the

right way is learned by practice. Heather honey cannot well
be extracted from combs without squeezing. A machine to

answer well should have the pressure put on the edge of the
combs, and not on their broadsides. The reader will catch my
idea if I say that sheets or cakes of honeycombs should be placed
between two perforated boards or sheets of iron, and these
pressed with something like a pump-handle, having a strong
leverage. In hand-squeezing, the sides of the cells are pressed
together. The object is to have honey perfectly pure, without
a particle of farina in it. In taking honey nothing need be lost.

The combs that have been drained, and the refuse combs that
contain honey amongst the brood, should be given to weak hives

or those that need food. The bees will gather up every drop
of honey, and their filters are so perfect that not a speck of

impurity will be carried into their own combs. If honey be
mixed with pollew, soil from the garden, or flour, and given to

bees, they will take the honey and leave the rest. In filling

supers by giving bees the refuse combs and honey tainted with
farina, I have been frequently struck with the excellence of the
honey so purified by them.

After all the refuse combs have been cleansed of honey they are
carefully gathered together for wax. They are put into the same
kind of bag as that through which the honey was run, and boiled

in water in a copper or boiler. The wax comes to the top like a

yellowoil; itisskimmed off and put through abagorsieve, letting

it drop into cold water. A second time it is boiled in clean
water, and put into dishes to cool and cake. A letter from a
lady in Australia came here a few months ago asking many
questions about bees, and one of them was for information how
to clean her pots and dishes of the wax that adhered bo tena-

ciously to them. A good handful of soda thrown into warm
water and appUed to wax destroys in a great measure its adhesive
properties. Good wax is easily saleable. We are offered 2s. 3(i,

per lb. for ours.—A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
MiDDLETON Show.—Mr. O. E. Cresswell states, "I sent no birds to the

Show, thou^'h I haii entered some, aod my peas were or ought to have beea
empty. If other birda were put in my pens with my name upon them, it ia

a highly blameworthy proceeding of the secretary."

ToDMORDEN Show.—Mr. S. Ball writes to Bay that he wa3 awarded the
firet prize in the Angora Kabbit class.

On. Painx on Plumage (Qallxis).—We believe turpentine will remove it.

If it doea not, and you wish to exhibit them, do so with the paint. An
accident is not a disqualification.

Sale of Honey {Alfred Pocock).—It ia not our custom to name buyers
and sellers of articles. If we were to name a house or mart for honey at a
good price, we might possibly induce too many sellers to offer their goods
there, and thereby do something to lower prices, which range irom Is. to
1«. 6(i. per lb. Let your neii^hboura know that you have h mey to sell.

Uniting Swarms {W. E. M.).
—"We cannot account for the failure; we

always succeed, and therefore think that the cause of the failure is nut in the
mode or principle, but iu the application of it. The feeding is to put bees off

their gruard to a certain extent, and tho use of mint ia to prevent one swarm
from smelling another. We remember attempting to unite two swarms with-
out feediag or anything else. A swarm was cast into a strong hive, aud
inntantly a wholedale slaughter commenced, when we ran to a bed of mint,
tore off a lar^-e handful, aud crushed it aa we returned to the hive. This
crushed mint being cast amon^'st the combs and beea put an end to the
slaughter. If we had not applied the mint every bee of the surrendered
swarm would have been killed in fifteen minutes. Iq casting both swarms on
a cloth and letting them creep together into a hive, they are put to the dis-

advanta;:je of considering themselves trenpassers or poachers; both swarms
seek safe shelter, and have nothiu.; to defend at the time. Tho dead bees in
front of your other hive were probably rubbers.

Abbott's Hives {F. JV.).—We cannot inform you where they can be pur-
chased. Write to the dealers in hives who advertise in .our columns, and see

a letter on another page.
Taking Honey Without Destroying the Bees (St. Bridgid).—Your

plan of " smearin'5 an empty hive with syrup, aud puttiiig it upside down
under your full hive," will certainly not induce the beea to desert their well-

fuund home, although, doubtless, they will de-*cend and cirry up the syrup.

Driving is the simplest process, which has been frequently descnbed in these
pages. For 5d. you can obtain full printed directions by return of post from
this oflice if you will order " Bee-keeping for the Md.uy." Now is a good time
to take your honey ; if later you will probably get leas of it.

Red Lice on Canaries ( IF. L. Jf.).—They are not Uce, but red mites or
cage bug!*, a.ppecies of Acarua. They live in the cracka and joinings of the
cages, aud-at night sally forth to suck and annoy the birds. By thoroughly
cleaning the cages, saturating the cracks with linseed oil, an.i then HUing
them with flowers of sulphur, and dusting sulphur among the birds' ffathers,

also by cleaning the nest and sprinkling powdered sulphur in, you can get rid

of these pests. Wherever any floury or mouldy appearance is noticeable

about the joins or crevicoa of the cage, these tormeuta to the birds may be
suspected, and no time should be lost in giving them notice to quit.

Preserving Stone Fruit (A'.).—You will hndan article ou the subject in
vol. xxiii

, page 319 (No. 603).

Mead-making (W. H. .-1.).—To a gallon of water put 2 lbs. of honey and
1 lb. of sugar ; boil for an hour, put in the whites of four eggs to raise the

scum, and skim it quite clear whilst boiling; then put it into a clean tub aud
let it stand for a week, putting in a toast with honey to make it work; then
tun it, put in the peels of three or four lemons, let it stand for a mouth, and
then if it ia not suthcieutly line put in more honey, and let it stand longer.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square. London.

Lat.51°32'40" N. ; Loag. 0'' 8' 0" W. ; Alfritnde 111 feet.

Date.
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more first prizes for Strawberries during the last six years at

the great exhibitions in London than all other exhibitors put
together, and all the fruit has been gathered from plants that
were runners the previous year ; and I fancy if other suc-
cessful exhibitors were to write their experience they would
say the same. As far as I am concerned, I can truly say that
all the fruit sent-in to the house is of the same quality as that
which goes to the exhibitions. As to quantity, a remark I

once heard the late llr. Robert Fish make is not forgotten,
and in the case of Strawberries is invariably followed out.

"Cram them, cram them," was the veteran's remark; and
this we do for four months.
Then as to the remarks made by " W. R." abont varieties.

It does seem that some varieties specially interesting to him
are not thought so much of by " gardeners who talk very large
in print," '• and who dictate the only sorts that should be
grown." I would Uke to tell " W. R." that we gardeners only
recommend the sorts we find to answer in our own gardens,
and this we do for the information of the readers of the
Journal, and that we have not the least interest in the varie-
ties whatever further than that. I grew and fruited two sorts
recommended by " W. R. "—viz.. Early Prolific and Duke of

Edinburgh, but both sorts were di-carded after one year's
trial. They were neither considered so good for forcing nor
for exhibition as the older sorts. If they had, would it not
have been foolishness on my part and great waste of my
employer's money to have thrown them away ? Does " W. E."
think that gardeners will believe him when he says that he
saw ripe fruit of Dnke of Edinburgh early in April " produced
with Uttle or no artificial heat ?'' They must have been forced
Strawberries in the usual sense of the word. What does he
mean by saying that it is "simply ridiculous" to compare
Bueh sorts as Black Prince and Eeens' Seedling with Early
Prolific ? Is it that Early Prolific is so much superior to them ?

If so, I differ from him. I still consider Black Prince the best
Tariety for early forcing, and Keens' Seedling is the best to
succeed it, to be followed by President and British Queen.

It is quite natural that " W. R." would rather accept the
opinion of such men as De Jonghe or anybody else who think
the same as he does, and who praise Early Prolific as a
" masterpiece of skill." For my part I always make an allow-
ance for the statements of foreigners (this with no disrespect
to JI. De Jonghe and M. Glocde). For instance, what can any
practical man make of a description of an Orchid by a gentle-
man with a foreign name in a contemporary last week ? He
said the lacinulae " spread as the fingers of a man swearing
before lawyers." Of course we must make the best of such
a description, and try to fancy what the flower must be hke,
the same as we do when an ordinary Strawberry is described
as a " masterpiece of skill." No one would make such a re-
mark unless specially interested.—J. Douglas.

of the first blooms had to be cut away, as the spring frosts,
followed by a scorching sun, injured them. As regards Baron
Chaurand, it is rightly described by ilr. W. Paul as " one of
the best dark Roses," which is quite true. It is lovely, and
perfect in its colours and form, but it is not a large Bose. I
have thirty-two plants of it, and shall buy fifty more. I have
twenty in one bed, and a more beautiful sight I never saw
than these plants in fuU bloom at the same time. I will not
recommend bad growers, tender Roses, or reluctant bloomers.
In the same list Mr. G. Paul says of Mademoiselle Engfinie
Verdier, " Rather small grower, but too beautiful to be omitted."
I have three plants of it here ; it is a bad grower, and hence I
have not recommended it. Louis Van Houtte, fifteen plants,
has done well on the seedling Briar.

The following are beautiful Roses for exhibitors, but they
are too shy in growth for the public :—Marie Baumann,
Louis XIV., Madame Furtado, Marquise de Mortemart, Horace
Vemet, Monsieur Koman, Xavier Olibo, and Lord Macaulay,
a first-rate Rose.

I get on pretty well with Lord Macanlay by cutting the plants
' down to the stump every spring. Instead of Macaulay yon
I must have Lord Clyde, which is an excellent Rose and a strong
!
grower. It does Mr. G. Paul great credit as the raiser. We
want decorative Roses as well as show Roses. Those I recom-

I mend will mostly serve both purposes.
I am glad that I agree with Mr. Camm about Paul Neron,

the ragged crater of Vesuvius, and also as to what he says of
Souvenir d'Elise. There seems to be a rage among nursery-
men and some amateurs for huge Roses. I think it was the
late Mr. Glenny who said, " Some men judge flowers as
farmers do hayricks, by the number of square yards in the
rick instead of by the quality." Some of our most perfect
Roses are either small or medium-sized—for instance, Dnchesse
de Caylus, W. Griffiths, Ceeile de Chabrillant, Mesdames Rivera
and Vidot, Empereur de Maroc, and Baron Chaurand. I have
yet to learn that small or medium-sized Roses are not fit for

exhibition.—W. F. Rai>cltffe, Okeford Fitzpaine, Dorset.

KOSE-GKOWEES' CONFLICTING VIEWS.
As American paper teUs a story of a man who, having jnst

bought a horse, consulted various authorities as to the manner
in which it should be lodged. He read that a side window in
a stable makes the horse's eyes weak on that side ; a window
in front hurts his eyes with the glare ; a window behind makes
him squint ; a stable with a skylight is too hot in summer and
too cold in winter ; a window in a diagonal line makes him
shy when he travels ; and the absence of a window makes him
blind. So the animal was taken to the auction mart ! It
appears that there are also " conflicting views " as regards
Roses. I have been reproved by two authorities for not re-
commending Marie Baumann, and for recommending Edward
Morren and Vicomtcsse de Vezins, two noble Roses, full-sized,
good growers, very hardy, abundant bloomers, and excellent
exhibition Boses, the former being globular and the latter com-
pact and expanded. Both these Boses are included in a select
Ust by Mr. George Paul. In the same list is Marie Baumann,
with this observation, " A little weak in growth." If it is a
weak grower in such fine Rose land as Mr. G. Paul's, what can
be its growth in inferior lands ? It is a beautiful Rose, but
twenty-one plants of it here have dwindled away and died.
For this reason I do not recommend it to the general public.
La France is in the list referred to ; it is a capital grower,
hardy, and finely foliaged, but it does not bloom freely here.
My account of it is the same as Mr. Cant's and that of " G. S.,"
one of our best amateurs. I lost out of 2400 Roses six last
winter, and abont as many this trying summer. I never saw
a finer sight, abont .June lith, than the first series here. Many

PLUMS IN WOKCESTEESHIRE.
At this time of the year you generally pubUsh a class Ust o£

the best Roses elected by the votes of some of the most dis-

tinguished growers, and when so many of your readers are
interested in the beautiful I feel almost ashamed to intrude

upon them with a question of profit ; but it maybe interesting

to some to know the comparative merits of different varieties

of Plums. I therefore send yon an account of the market
value of the crop of certain specimen trees which were planted
in the year 1861, and are now in their tenth year.

The market price of the different varieties in this district

has been as follows :—Pershore Eggs, 8s. ; Rivers's Early Pro-
lific, 12s. ; and the other varieties named, lis. per pot of

90 lbs. weight, the pot (abont 7 lbs.) included. The money
value, according to the above scale of prices, of the produce of

one specimen tree of each of the following varieties, which are

planted side by side in rows, as nearly as I can estimate it

has been as follows. I have classed them in order of merit.

Pond's Seedling, alias Fonthill, £1 Is. ; Victoria, alias Alder-

ton, ISs. ; Black Diamond, 16«. ; Pershore Egg, 12s. ; Cox's

Emperor, alias Denbigh, alias Jemmy Moore, 9s. Gd. ; Prince

Englebert, 8s. ; Auttimn Compote, 7s. 6d. ; Rivers's Early
Prolific, 6s. ; New Orleans (a local Plum), 5s. ; Kirke's Plum,
Belgian Purple, Done Bank, Reine Claude de Bavay, each -is. ;

OulUn's Golden Gage, Jefferson, Washington, each 3s. ; Green
Gage, 2s. 6d. ; Purple Gage, Is. Gd. ; Mitchelson's, id. Some
varieties are still upon the trees

—

e.<j., the BeUe de Septembre,

the Winescnr, and the Prune Damson, but I do not anticipate

that they will average more than 2s. each per tree according

to the prices named above. Of course this estimate of prices

with regard to some varieties is to some extent guesswork, but

I tlink that I am within Gd. of the value of the different trees.

At the beginning of the season we were very much pestered

by blackbirds ; but it is a curious fact that when the wasps
and hornets came, as they have done this year in greater

numbers than I ever remember, the blackbirds disappeared.

I should be curious to bear if the same result has been noticed

elsewhere. The Plums which are least attractive to these

depredators are Pond's Seedling, Black Diamond, and Prince

Englebert, but they rejoice in anything belonging to the family

of Gages. Wasps seem to prefer Pears, such as the Colmar
d'EtK and Williams's Bon Chiitien even to these.

It will be seen by the above list that Pond's Seedling has
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this year attained the first place. This Plmn has the repu- I

tation of being a Ehv bearer, but I find it very prolific on high
[

ground ont of the reach of frost. It does not come into bear-

ing 80 early as the Victoria, nor as a rule docs it crop bo

heavily, but it grows quite as strongly, and is much tougher

in the wood, and the fruit is larger in size. If Plums are

grown for profit, I should draw a line below the Eivera's Early

Prolific as it stands in my list.

The Pear crop is very good this year, but I notice a curious

result. I have varieties of Pear

—

e.g., the Louise Bonne and
Vicar of Winkfield, grafted on three different stocks—the Pear,

the Quince, and the common Quick or VThitethom, and the

Pears on the Quick stock are this season half as large ajain as

any of the others.

—

Wtttt»m Lea, St. Peter's, Droitwich.

reason to me is plain, and that is, he has neglected to provide
them with congenial boU. Unless attention is paid to tViia

essential I do not wonder at his non-success. For example,
the Scolopendrinms and Polypodiums, which grow so freely in
Korth Lancashire, grow on a limestone formation, and if I
do not procure a sufficiency of soil with the roots, I mix lime-
rubbish (rough-casting from houses will do) amongst the soil

when potting ; this, and taking care to keep the outside of the
pots clean, wiU preserve them alive and luxuriant for many
years. A seven-years-old Seolopendrium which I have now
has upwards of one hundred fronds upon it, grown in a 6-inch
pot, and will keep green and luxuriant through the winter.

—

Beia.

NOVELTIES rs* THE EOTAL GARDENS, EEW.
Though a dull season of the year for Orchids in flower,

|

there are still several of much beauty and interest. Two good
,

varieties of Odontoglossum grande are very attractive. Zygo-
;

petalum maxillare is still in perfection, and the rich blue of

its Up is in contrast to the colour of everything else. MUtonia
Candida var. grandiflora is very beautiful ; so also is an extra

fine variety of ililtonia Clowesi. Among the Oncidiums are

O. Harrisianum, 0. "Wentworthianum, 0. obrizatum, and
O. Limminghii ; all are worthy of cultivation. The first has

a very neat habit ; the last is remarkable, " perhaps the most
singular in the whole genus." The flowers are large in pro-

portion to the size of the leaves, which are closely adpressed

to the block on which the plant is growing. There is a good i

variety of the beautiful and distinct Cattleya Aelandias, this
|

plant appears to flower freely. Others are Dendrobium chry-
;

santhum, Pleione lagenaria, Eriamyristicaformis, Phalaenopsis

cornu-cervi, and, as a matter of course, P. rosea, with many of

botanical interest.

Flowering in the Palm house are two beautiful climbers of

the order MalpighiacesB, both with yellow flowers. They are
,

Thryallis brachystachys and StigmaphyUum ciliatum. The
|

former has oval leaves, green above and white underneath. '

It flowers in large masses. A native of Rio de Janeiro. Peat
and loam in equal parts may be used for its culture. Cuttings

strike readily. StigmaphyUum ciliatum is better known than
the above ; the flowers are larger, but fewer together ; its

branches are slender, and hang gracefully ; the leaves are dark
green, and ciliated with long hairs distant from one another.

It is a native of Brazil, £nd will succeed with the treatment
for the preceding.

Passiflora Munroi is one of the finest climbers in the tem-
perate house on account of its handsome dark green foliage

and beautiful sweetly-scented flowers. It is a hybrid between
P. alata and P. cserulea, the former being the female parent.

In character the leaves are those of the latter, but larger. The
flowers are intermediate between the two. It was described in

1868, and is worth the attention of all who do not already
possess it. P. alata is flowering in the Palm house, and is

also handsome, it is nearly allied to P. quadrangularis.
The Asters are commencing to make a show in the herbaceous

ground, and of them there is a large coUeetion. A. Shorti is

the finest now in flower, it is about 4 feet high, and is loaded
with large, finely-formed, lavender-coloured flowers. A. turbi-

nellus is very distinct and good, the stems are slender, and the
flowers large. Funkia grandiflora is an excellent autumn-
flowering herbaceous plant, it has beautiful light green foliage,

and pure white flowers of good size, valuable for cutting.

Hypericum patulum is rare and elegant, one of the finest for

borders. It was figured in the " Botanical ilsgazine ' for 1S6S,
where we are informed that " it is a native of Japan, where it

was discovered by Thunberg ninety years ago, and was intro-

duced into Kew by Mr. Oldham, collector for the Boyal Gar-
dens, who, after making many valuable botanical collections,

perished of fever on the coast of China."" The flowers are
|

large, li to "2 inches in diameter, and freely produced. The
;

stems are reddish, and reach a height of about 2 feet. It is

quite hardy. Salvia angustifoUa is a handsome blue-flowering
species from Mexico. It has neat and distinct foliage, and is

worth cultivation from the late period of its blooming.

NOETHAMPTON-SHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SHOW.

This Show, which was held on"the racecourse at ^S^orthampton
on the ISth inst. in connectiou with the County Agricultural
Society, was a marked success. Stove and greenhouse plants
were unusually good for the season, Mr. J. House of Peter-
borough taking the first position; but it is the cut flowers, and
especially the Koses, which we are induced to note.

The liberal schedule of prizes for Boses had evidently been
prepared in view of a favoura'ole autumn for the queen of
flowers, and the result proved that the Committee had made " a
gold," the display of Boses having been rarely, if ever, equalled
previously in the fall, auguring well for Boses in the concur-
rent Exhibition now being held at Lyons. Messrs. Paul and
Son appeared in good force, coming to the front in both the lead-
ing classes of twenty-four and twelve trebles, having good
blooms of Princess Beatrice, which has proved a leading show
Bose this year; Madame George Schwartz, Charles LefebvTe,
Alfred Colomb, Madame C. Crapeler, Baroness Eothschild,
Fisher Holmes, Paul Xeron, and Marechal SieL Mr. Prince,
who arrived late, was a good secand in both classes, and in his
usual colour ; indeed, another hour for arrangement might
have turned the scale in his favour. Mr. House, who had evi-
dently suffered more than his competitors from the heavy
rains of the previous Wednesday, had otherwise fine flowers,
and was tiiird. Mr. Perkins of Coventry also showed welL
In the classes for gentlemen"3 gardeners and amateurs Mr.
Laxton and Mr. Whittle of Leicester were first with good
twelves, the former also being first in the class open to both.
Teas were also well shown, Mr. Prince being foremost. We
noticed in this class clean blooms of Marechal Xiel, Catherine
Mermet, Triomphe de Bennes, Xiphetos, Belle Lyonnaise,
Madame Cecile Berthod, Madame Caroline Kuster, Cloth of
Gold, and Narcisse. In new Boses Messrs. Paul were first, and
" The Shah," who appeared in glaring scarlet, took the post of
honour.
There was a large and good competition in Dahlias, Mr.

Walker of Thame taking the lead. Asters were remarkably fine,

the two stands of French shown by Mr. Laxton, who was first

in both classes, being particularly good. Mr. Walker also
showed well, and Mr. Tranter of Henley amongst amateurs,
Mr. Walker being first in the Globe quilled class. Table decora-
tions were a feature, and with the bouquets filled a large tent

;

Mrs. Turner, the Mayoress of Northampton, and Mrs. J. Phipps
exhibiting much taste in the arrangement of a group of three
pieces and a centrepiece, with fruit and flowers for the dinner-
table.

Fruit, with the exception of Grapes and Pines, which were
not so well shown as might have been expected in so favourable
a locality as Xorthamptonshire with its numerous resident
landed proprietors, was good. Amongst Apples, Messrs. Brown
of Stamford showed their new seedling Peasgood's Xonesuch,
very fine and highly coloured. Bed Astrachan, Franklin's
Golden Pippin, the Irish Peach Apple, Quarrenden, and Beinette
Blanche d'Espagne were also nicely coloured and good. Pears,
with few exceptions, were not ripe.

In vegetables, Broccoli and Onions were well shown, but, as a
rule, the Potatoes were coarse. Altogether the Show, which
was contained in seven large marquees, was a decided success,

and creditable to the management.

FERNS AS WINDOW PLANTS.
Is No. 699, page 165 of the Journal, " F. P." says that he

has brought Ferns from the Isle of Man and other places, but
could never get them to live more than one season. The

ELECTION OF ROSES.
I PBOcEEn now to give to the readers of " our Journal "" " the

state of the poU,"' but first a word or two on the utility of this

election. On the one hand I have had letters considering it

unnecessary, whilst on the other I have received regrets that
the election was not extended to other flowers. Apart from
both of these classes, I have met during the past year with an
example of a class for whom this election was specially in-

tended—viz., those fond of gardenicg and who are lovers of

Boses, but who can from various circumstances only grow a
certain moderate number. The gentleman had long been
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known to me by name, being the father of a, very dear
friend of mine, but this year a personal meeting between
us took place. I was not aware of his gardening propen-
sities, and was astonished, after we had chatted on other
matters, by his remarking, " I am sure we are all very much
indebted to you." I looked aghast, I could not understand
what was coming, but it turned out that it was for " the
election of Roses" in "our Journal." And then he kindly
enlarged on the topic, adding that he waited for the election

before " deciding on the Roses he was going to order." Here
was then an unexpected testimony to the usefulness of the
work. I have thought over it and taken courage whilst reading
replies urged against its utility. To the Rose exhibitor it is

not comparatively of much use—it is more a matter of curiosity
how our favourites will stand, but to this class of lovers of
gardening it is very important. A word, too, on the electors.

It would be a great thing could we insure that none should
vote who were not thoroughly qualified to exercise the right.

On the face of it this sounds well, but it is very difficult to

accomplish. Is there to be " a competitive examination " for

electors ? It had crossed my mind to try something of the
kind, but to get those who really possess the knowledge to give

us the information they possess in black and white is not so
easy ; at least, I have failed in getting several to give ns their
opinions, and the reasons are so diverse it seems hopeless to

reconcile them. One says the number asked for is too great

;

the next replies. The number is so small, better say a hundred.
For myself I cannot understand the apathy of the trade in

assisting such elections. One fancies it ought to increase the
sale of Roses. Does it, perhaps, make too great a run on the
good ones ? Any way, one regrets the absence of the names of

some of the " giants " in Rose culture ; but as we cannot carry
out the "no compulsion, only you must" sys"tem,we are obliged
to be content.

One word more. I think we all ought to deal leniently with
the different fancies of Rose-growers, which make them often
call different Roses the most beautiful. Only think what a
serious thing it would be if men were not to have different

fancies, and all to set their affections on the same woman.
What an uncomfortable world this would be ! So, as we are
not at all likely to think alike, or even to see alike on all sub-
jects, it seems to me both more Christian and more charitable
to reason that such a voter has some good and sufficient reason
for naming a Eose which we ourselves discard as utterly worth-
less. Our soils and climates are so various that there is much
to account for our differences, and we need not disagree because
we differ. Out of the fifty Roses that we each name, about
two-thirds of us name the first thirty Roses on the list, and
several of the remainder are accounted for by the eccentricities

of our EngUsh climate, whilst the rest may be set down to the
crotchets and fancies that cling even to Eose-growers. For
instance : out of the nineteen nurserymen only two, Messrs.
Turner and Walter, have named Roses all of which have been
named by some other voter. All the rest have one or more in

their lists named only by themselves, and curiously enough
these two follow each other in my table. Of the amateurs,
Mr. Burrell alone names Eoses that all obtain votes other
than his own.

It will be noticed that the replies number thirty-eight in
all, and that by a curious coincidence they are composed
equally of amateurs and nurserymen. This renders the return
somewhat more interesting ; and some Roses—as, for instance,
Marfichal Niel, Alfred Colomb, Prince CamiUe de Rohan,
Souvenir de Malmaison, and Lyonnais—have received the same
number of votes from each class of voters, both as to quantity
and quality of votes, and this in the three last-named is very
curious.

I have adopted the same plan as in the general electioB,

1872, and kept the two classes of voters distinct. In the fol-

lowing table the first column designates the position of the
Eose. Where the grand total is equal between two or more
Roses their position is settled by the number of first-class

votes—that is, the first twenty ; if these are still equal, the
Boses are bracketed together. Next follows the name of the
Rose. The letters after the name show what kind of Rose it

is. Then I have attempted to carry out a suggestion of Mr.
Peach's, and added the name of the raiser of the Rose. Mr.
Peach had nearly completed his own list in this manner. Mr.
Pochin further assisted me, but several are still wanting.
Column A denotes the number of first-class votes given to any
Eose by amateurs ; b, the number of second-class votes ; c, the
total of amateur votes. The letters with an * show the same

for the nurserymen. The last column is the total of amateurs'
and nurserymen's votes added together.

No.
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anonymous note from " South Hants " begging me to get the
|

retiirus tilled up so as to distinguish the fragrance of the Roses.

It is very difficult now to get the returns. To some persons I

have written three times without any reply. I am, therefore,

unwilling to increase the difficulty ; moreover, it must be re-

collected that most fanciers look at a Hose fifty times to once

smelling it, and that different persons have different ideas of

the fragrance of (lowers, one liking a perfume that another

detests ; so that I cannot think it would be any very great

addition. But " South Hants " will see that I have not for-

gotten the matter, and provided there is an election next year

that I am able to carry out, I have a scheme that I think will

meet the case.

By the thirty-eight electors 212 Roses have been named as

amongst the best fifty. Of these, amateurs have named 170

Koses, and the nurserymen 176; thus running very closely

together. In the best twenty 107 Roses have been named.
Here the amateurs have again named the smaller number

—

viz., seventy-seven; whilst the nurserymen name seveuty-nine.

Here, again, the two numbers are nearly equal. I doubt not a

few of your readers will compare this election with that of

1872, pubhshed in .Journal of December I'.tth. Everyone will

remark that two Roses have rapidly come towards the top of the

tree; these are Roses of 1871—Etienne Levet and Pran(;.ois

Michelon. The former obtained honourable notice in 1872, re-

ceiving four votes and high praise from some growers ; the latter,

however, was not mentioned at all. They now rank respec-

tively ten and thirteen. I cannot but think Franc^ois will get

higher. In shape it is to my mind superior to Etienne Levet,

and it will be noticed that all the nurserymen have voted for

it. Madame Bellon, President Thiers, and one or two others

noted in 1872 seem to have disappointed expectation.

Four Roses are named by all, though two of these have
some second-class votes. Four others lose only a single vote,

and my cariosity is excited to discover why they are not named
by the voters who have passed them over. In previous elec-

tions I have returned some papers, asking if such and such an
omission were an oversight. I now think this is scarcely a

fair plan, and I have allowed the lists to remain. Marquise de
Castellaue and Gloire de Dijon have retrograded, but both
these Roses have a very large proportion of first-class votes.

Edward Morren, Marquise de Mortemart, and Maurice Ber-

nardin have also materially gone down. All votes for Louise
Peyronny have been given to Laslia. There is a difficulty

about Ferdinand de Lesseps and Exposition de Brie ; and,

again. Beauty of Waltham and Madame Charles Crapelet, Mr.
Cant specially giving his votes for one or other of these. It

must be confessed there is a great similarity between them
;

but here we do find this difference between the two former

—

that Ferdinand is by far the more robust both in constitution

and growth. This, probably, accounts for the change that

has taken place in their position as compared with 1872. The
magnificent colour of Xavier Olibo has placed him in the best

twenty ; for it wUl be noticed that in the list he stands No. I'.l,

but receives only two first-class votes from each class of voters.

As an instance of the different value set upon two Roses by
the two sets of voters, compare Marie Rady with Marguerite de
St. Amand. With me the former is always kind, the latter

has never given me a good bloom. All the nurserymen, save
one, vote for the latter ; all the amateurs, save one, vote for

Marie Rady.
Of the comparatively newer varieties I collect these opinions.

We have heard and read Mr. Camm's opinion of Madame
Lacharme (the Rose I mean, of course), in these pages, that

she was " a mockery, delusion, and a snare ;" my experience
coincided with his. Mr. Beaehey says, " What a vile lot of

rubbish last season's Roses are ! Madame Lacharme the
dirtiest, most frowsy-looking French madame I have come
across for a long time. I have never yet seen her with a clean

face. I pity Mons. Lacharme if the original suggested the
name on this account ! All the rest of the French Roses have
a hungry hollow look, as if they had helped to pay the German
war indemnity, and in so doing had got quite sucked-out

!

Claude Levet, Mrs. Veitch, and Marias Cote appear to be the
most respectable." Now, on the other hand, Mr. Burrell
writes, " Madame Lacharme I have placed in the first twenty.
It has been good here from cut-back plants, but indifferent on
maiden plants, and I tear is an uncertain Rose, but as a nearly
white Rose I think should take the first place." And Mr. H.
May, of the Nurseries, Bedale, says, " Prom what I have seen
of Madame Lacharme under glass, I con.^ider it a pern" (the

italics are mine), " it will become a great favourite for forcing.

every plant however small producing magnificent blooms with

the greatest certainty. The Duchess of Edinburgh, judging

only from her appearance in an exhibition stand, must become
a favourite, and Mr. Bennett may well be proud of her. She
has only three votes from nurserymen, two of them being first-

class ; but one other nurseryman, though he does not place

her, says he thinks "very highly" of her. Capt. Christy

secures five votes, and one hopes it will prove an acquisition.

Madame Auguste Verdier is again named by Mr. Harrison ;
and

another nurseryman, who does not vote for it, says that pro-

cured from Mr. Harrison he is exceedingly pleased with the

Rose. The Rev. E. N. Pochin says of it that he believes it

is Madame Eugene Verdier revived. My recollections of this

Rose are great endurance of colour, and this is one of the

points Mr. Harrison mentions.
After the returns were complete and calculations made, I

received from head quarters an election condacted by a gentle-

man in the north— .\Ir. Bewick, of Whalton, Morpeth. There

are nine voters all in the district, but the returns of two of

the voters are incomplete. This rather militates against the

value of the returns. Still it is interesting as coming from
the north, and giving us the value of Roses in that locality.

The number of Roses to be named was twenty-four, and in all

seventy-four are named. The twenty-four Roses that received

the greatest number of votes and the votes that each Rose
received are as follows :

—

Alfred Colomb 9
Charles Lefebvre 9
Maclame Rothschild 8
La Fraace 8
Pierre Notting 8

Dae de Rohan 7
Seoateur Vaisse 7

Marie Baumaun
Madame Charles Crapelet .

.

6
Gloire de Dijon 6

Madame Victor Verdier 5

John Hopper 5

(Marquise de Castellane 5

I
LoQis Van Houtte 5

/ Abel liraDd 4

J
ComteSHe d'Osiord 4

j Exposition de Brie 4

( Souvenir de Malmaison. ..

.

4

I

Duke of Edinburgh 8
Ferdinaud de Lesseps .... 3
Etienuo Levet 3
Mario Rady 3

Paul Neron 3
Comtesse de Chabrillant .

.

3

Mareehal Vaillant and Maurice Bernardin also poll three

votes each, thirteen obtained two each, and no less than thirty-

five only a single vote. What I am chiefly struck with in this

election is the fact, that in a limited district with the soil and
climate probably more similar, there should yet be such di-

versity of opinion that thirty-five Roses should receive only

one vote each. With more than four times the number of

voters, and twice the number of Roses, the general election

only has sixty-nine single votes. We most of us would notice

with wonder that Maruchal Niel is not in the twenty-four

named ; shall I add to it by saying it is not in the seventy-four ?

Seeing that Climbing Devoniensis has two votes, we wonder
the Marechal does not do with some sort of protection. Due
de Rohan's position astonishes me. With all it is a shy

bloomer and decidedly tender, still very beautiful.

I have, in conclusion, to return my warmest thanks to all

who have so kindly assisted me in carrying-out this election.

Without their help it would have been a miserable failure ; as

it is, I hope it may prove both useful and interesting to the

many readers of " our Journal." Especially I gratefully ac-

knowledge the assistance of the Revs. C. P. Peach and E. N.

Pochin, without whose valuable help I could not have made
the list of the raisers' names as complete as it now is.

Next week I hope to give the full Usts, and also a summary
of the votes looked at from a different point of view—viz..

North V. South.

—

Joseph Hinton, JFariiunstcr

.

THINGS OUT OF SEASON.
I WISH to tell Mr. W. Taylor that at this date (September 20),

I have Roses in prime condition for the button-hole on Elise

Bol'lle and Gloire de Dijon, dwarf plants, as many as sixteen

buds. Lord Macaulay and Duchesse de Morny are producing

most beautiful blooms. For scent Elise Boelle is perfection,

and for colour Lord Macaulay. Christine Nillson has also

several buds in various stages.

Now for Strawberries. Miy Queen is now fruiting for the

second time this year in the open air; Perpetual Pine in

bloom for the first time. Last October I got from a nursery-

man plants of Le Gros Sucre, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,

and Marguerite. I potted them for forcing. The plants not

being good enough for the purpose, although housed through

the winter, did not bloom or fruit. The pots were turned oat

in May into the open air, and in June were plunged into the

soil. Le Gros Sucre and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury bore
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beautifal fruit all throngh August ; Marguerite did not till the
present month. On the Itith I gathered some dozen or more
berries of first-rate flavour and good size. At this date the
plants are one mass of bloom and fruit in various stages.

Fastolf Easpberry has given fruit on the young wood this

month of full size and excellent flavour.—W., Noricicli.

BATTEESEA PARK.—No. 1.

When the ornamental grounds at Battersea Park were first

laid out, and that masterly hand which now lies paralysed and
helpless gave an impress of such novel grace and beauty, and
of such great merit withal, that its method has since been
resolved into a distinct system, the fame and merit of the work
became so widespread that the name of Gibson was upon every
lip, and all were eager to see and learn something of that
which all so justly united to praise. This general and enthu-
siastic admiration was doubtless caused in the first instance
by the bold and novel character of the work. To convert a
low-lying, flat, unwholesome waste into an ornamental park
affording ample scope and liberty for the enjoyment of health-
ful recreation by all who chose to avail themselves of it, was
most praiseworthy, and of immense benefit to people residing
in the immediate neighbourhood ; but it was the garden, both
in its formation and after-management, which soon attracted
and fixed the attention of horticulturists. Bold mounds and
hillocks clothed with shrubs and trees, and grand masses of
rocks, dispersed at some parts and as skilfully connected at
others, formed sheltered sunny nooks, enclosing spaces of
considerable extent without the slightest formality of aspect,
but with graceful flowing lines and sweeping curves on all

sides, agreeably intersected by walks; and then when upon
these enclosures appeared numerous beds of simple form, in
which the denizens of our stoves were seen flourishing with a
vigour not often equalled in the stoves themselves, it became
evident that a master had arisen among us to whom we must
render the full meed of homage and admiration which his
works so richly deserved, and of whom we would willingly
learn the lessons which he so ably taught.

After the lapse of a few years the question naturally arises,
How has the work stood the test of time ? The answer is,

Admirably. Battersea grows yearly in beauty ; and it is matter
for congratulation that the fine appearance of the whole of the
gardens and park this season affords ample evidence that Mr.
Soger is indeed an able successor to Mr. Gibson. Yes, the
subtropical garden at Battersea is in great beauty this season

;

the beds are well filled, the plants are in perfect health and in
full vigour

; but what to my mind is of even greater import-
ance is the exceedingly good taste in which they are arranged.
Now, it would serve no useful purpose to describe the arrange-
ment of every bed or group of beds, and I think I shall best
serve the interests of your readers by confining my report to
the most remarkable beds—to those arrangements which ama-
teurs, and therefore gardeners generally, may hope to imitate
successfully, and to a descriptive list of new or desirable bed-
ding plants.

On each side of the central river entrance to the subtropical
garden there are two pretty arrangements in circular beds of
about G feet in diameter. The edges of these beds, in common
with all the others, have no abrupt ramps, but rise in a softer
rounded form to the higher surface of the bed. On these
sloping sides of the two beds to which I allude were two rows
of Sempervivum californicum, with a band of Golden Feather
Pyrethrum inside, enclosing a couple of Alternanthera ammna,
out of which springs a central plant of Yucca recurva, with five

of the quaint-looking Aloe mitra>formis in the form of a circle

equidistant from each other as well as from the Yucca and
Pyrethrum. In the garden, first comes a novel arrangement in
the form of a mass of silvery variegated Geranium, admirably
relieved by a judicious intermixture of small plants of tl e bright
green Japanese Thujopsis dolabrata. For edging, this bed
has a broad band of succulents, consisting of two outer rows
of the flat silvery rosettes of Eoheveria secunda glauoa, to
which the next row of Aloe cymbiformis, with its green, rigid,

erect, and pointed foliage, forms a capital contrast ; inside this
is a narrow belt of Golden Pyrethrum. This was strictly a
foliage bed, and as such was very good, or otherwise I would
have preferred a neat row of blue to the yellow of the Pyreth-
rum. Another novel bed, which had an exquisite effect, had
an edging of Mesembryanthemum deltoideum enclosing bands of
Alternanthera magnifica, liobelia speciosa, and white variegated
Geranium Sylph, with a mixed centre composed of groups of

golden bronze Geranium and some of the bolder succulent
forms, charmingly interlaced with the familiar old Koniga
maritima, with plants of Acacia lophantha kept to single stems
and springing gracefully upwards some 2 or 3 feet at intervals
above the other plants.

Here is another bed, a circle, to which I would particularly
call the attention of amateurs. Its edging was also of succulents,
consisting of two rows of the pretty Echeveria pumila, then
one row of the very distinct and striking Aloe attenuata, with
thick, erect, sharp-pointed green leaves, thickly spotted with
small white protuberances ; then two rows of the indispensable
Golden Pyrethrum, two rows of the very fine grey-leaved Cine-
raria maritima compacta, with a grand central mass of the
bright crimson Coleus Verschatfelti Improved. This bed in
the exquisite neatness and evenness of its surface has been
brought to a pitch of perfection that is absolutely wonderful,
not a leaf appearing to be misplaced, nor was the slightest in-

dention or irregularity visible upon the surface. Here, again,
are a pair of circular beds with a precisely similar arrange-
ment in both, and placed as they are at the two extremities of
various beds of tall and stately plants, they have a charming
and striking effect that is admirably in keeping with the im-
portant position assigned to them. The edging of these beds
was composed of three rows of the alpine Sempervivum mon-
tanum, a hardy and very beautiful variety, having the foliage

disposed with such precision that each plant presents the
appearance of an exquisitely neat rosette. These three rows
formed a somewhat broad and conspicuous baud, which was
separated from a circle of Kleinia repens by another of the
very beautiful Hungarian Sedum glaucum ; inside the Kleinia
is a broad band of the beautiful golden-variegated Coprosma
Baueriana variegata, containing some narrow oval-shaped
patches of Alternanthera magnifica disposed all round at regular

intervals ; then comes a row of the grey-leaved Centaurea com-
pacta, enclosing a fine central mass of pink Geranium. These
two beds are in such excellent taste, that I heartily commend
them to the attention which they merit. I did not learn

the name of the Geranium, but would recommend Pearson's

Florence Durand as one of the best pinks I have seen this

season.

In striking contrast to such beds I may take one of an oval

form containing a carpet of scarlet Geranium, out of which
spring four huge plants of Wigaudia caracasana. This central

mass was enclosed by a baud of Funkia subcordata and
ChamiEpeuce diacantha, with an edging of Sempervivum cali-

fornicum. Such combinations of a few simple plants are

within the reach of most persons wishing to form a con-

spicuous group in any quiet, sheltered, sunny nook. The
Wigaudia has a most stately appearance, and the contrast of

the spinous-leaved Thistle against the dark green foliage of

the Funkia is very effective. In another oval there was the

best example of a band of Echeveria secunda glauoa I have
ever met with ; it consisted of three rows of small even-sized

plants placed so closely together as to cause the leaves to turn
upwards with a pretty and striking uniformity. Inside it

was a band about 6 inches wide of the bright-coloured Alter-

nanthera magnifica, behind which came Lonicera aureo-reticn-

lata, rising abruptly about 9 inches in the form of a hedge,

enclosing a central mass kept to a uniform height with it

of the pretty Vitis heterophylla variegata, out of which at

intervals of 2 feet spring fine plants of Grevillea robusta

pyramidalis. By the use of plants of graceful habit as the

Grevillea, not only is all heaviness of appearance avoided, but

a high finish is imparted such as could be obtained in no
other way. Mixed beds are a severe test of skill and good
taste. Of many fine and very successful examples here I

may select a pair of ch-cular masses, containing a large central

group composed of Cannas, Variegated Maize, and Gladioli,

surrounded by bands of yellow Calceolaria, pink Geranium
Fairy, with an edging of the huge-leaved Sempervivum ciliare,

the plants of which were quite a foot apart, and yet the foliage

had met and intermingled. Cannas predominated in the

centre, with just enough Maize and Gladioli to light-up and
relieve it in the best way. There was very little bloom upon
the Geraniums and Calceolarias, and their growth had become
wild and mingled, but to my mind the effect in this particular

instance was much better than if they had been laden with the

brightest flowers or kept strictly to a formal outline.

But my report grows beyond the bounds of a single paper

;

and as there remains much which cannot be passed over

—

much that is alike instructive and interesting—more lovely

combinations which fully exempUfy the power, grace, and
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beauty of those deep rieh tones, and softer shades of odour, of

which I have so long been an earnest advocate—new plants

that are little known, and among which lovers of the flower

garden will find such varied beauty and sterling merit as will

in reaUty create an etiiharriis de richesses, I must defer the

remainder till next week.

—

Edward Luokhukst.

COMPABATIVE GROWTH OF TREE FERNS.
The following paper on the comparative growth of tree

Ferns, read by Dr. Moore of Glasnevin at the recent meeting
of the British Association at Belfast, will not be without

interest now that indoor ferneries are getting so much in

vogue, and tree Ferns so much in request for them :

—

Considering that well-authenticated data concerning the

nature and rates of growth of tree Ferns would possess a cer-

tain amount of interest, I have arranged some notes made
from time to time on this subject on kinds which have come
constantly under my observation. At the beginning of the

period I purpose to review there were only very few of those

beautiful plants introduced to Europe, and even yet the num-
ber cultivated in collections is few compared with those which
are now known and described. The idea which is generally

entertained concerning those plants is that they grow very

Blowly, and that the stems of them, which are brought to this

country from their native habitats, must have taken a great

number of years to attain to the heights of 10 to 12 feet, which
are about the largest sizes that are introduced. I have, how-
ever, been able to prove that the growths of several of the kinds

are by no means so slow as they are supposed to be. We have
grown at Glasnevin one species from a spore to a height of

10 feet in less than twenty years. It was, however, one of the

most robust and quickest-growing among the Australian and
Polynesian species, the Cyathea meduUaris (Swartz). When
the late Dr. William Harvey visited some of the Polynesian

Islands in 1853, he sent to Glasnevin a small packet of the

spores of that Fern, or rather the variety of it, which differs

from the normal New Zealand form in having more slender

fronds, with their ultimate pinnules more divided, along with
several minor differences, which have led authors to consider

it a distinct species from the New Zealand plant. It is the

Cyathea Mertensiana of Bongard, which the late Sir William
Hooker, in one of his last works, " Synopsis Filicum," treats

as a mere variety, differing slightly from the normal type.

A few plants were produced from the spores sent, one of

which was grown on as rapidly as possible until 1872, when it

had attained a stem 10 feet long in seventeen years. At this

period of its growth, owing to some inexplicable cause, it turned
sickly, and gradually dwindled away until it died during the
present year. There is yet a fine example of the New Zealand
form in the Glasnevin collection, which is historically inter-

esting, from being one of the first batch of seedlings of this

species raised by the late Messrs. Loddiges of Hackney, about
the year 1844. Another of the same lot perished in the con-
flagration which took place at the Crystal Palace a few years
ago. I have no exact note of the time it came to Glasnevin,
but suppose it must have been in 1845, when it was very small.

It is now a noble-looking Fern, with a strong stem 11 feet high,

and fronds from 8 to 10 feet long. These examples afford us a

tolerably correct idea of the sizes the stems of this species

attain within thirty years. The next species I have reliable

information on is that which is generally known in collections

as Alsophila excelsa (R. Brown), but which I have reason to

Buspect is Alsophila Cooperi (Hooker). There are certainly
two very distinct species in the Glasnevin collection under the
specific name excelsa, the common Australian kind, and that
from Norfolk Island. The latter was grown from spores col-

lected by the late Mr. John Veitch, taken from plants growing
on Norfolk Island, and there are also plants in the same collec-

tion raised from spores taken from the fronds in the Kew
herbarium, from which the late Sir William Hooker described
his Alsophila Cooperi. I can see no difference between the
latter and plants sent from Australia by my brother, Mr. C.

Moore of Sydney, as A. excelsa ; but there is a great difference
between them and the Norfolk Island plants brought by Veitch,
which may be the true A. excelsa of Brown. The first plant
of the Australian kind was sent in aWardiau case to Glasnevin
in 1850, when it had no woody stem, and the fronds were only
about a foot long; it has now a beautiful clean stem, nearly
12 feet in height under the fronds, which it has made within
the last twenty-four years. I have also been able to observe
the growth of Dicksonia antarctica, from a seedling upwards

to a rather large stem. The plant was obtained in 1840, when
it was only about 8 inches high, including fronds ; and now it

has a strong thick stem, fully 5 feet high from the surface of

the tub in which it grows to where the head of fronds is. These
instances, therefore, show that some of the Australian and
Polynesian kinds of tree Ferns make their stems quicker
than has generally been supposed to bo the case. There are,

however, others of them which, so far as my experience con-
cerning them extends, grow at a much slower rate. One
healthy plant of Alsophila australis (R. Brown) at Glasnevin
was obtained when a seedling in 1850 ; and although it has
continued strong and healthy ever since, the rhizomatous
stem is only now taking an upright direction. Another plant
of the same species, which has been cultivated nearly as many
years, has only begun to form an upright stem lately ; and it,

too, has continued healthy throughout. A further instance is

afforded of the slow progress many of those plants make during
the earlier years of their growth, from a plant of Cyathea
dealbata, which was obtained in 1855, and has grown vigor-

ously ever since
;
yet the woody stem has only begun to form

within the last eighteen months. Those, and other similar
examples, lead me to believe that many kinds of tree Ferns
make slow progress uutil their stems form and take an upright
position ; after which they grow much faster, until they attain

a height of 12 or 11 feet, when the growth becomes slower and
more consolidated. The observations I have had opportunities

of making on South American tree Ferns are confined to a
few species.

During the year 1858 the Hon. Judge O'Reilly, then resid-

ing in Jamaica, sent us from thence small plants of Cyathea
arborea (Smith), and Cyathea aculeata (Willdenow), in a
Wardian case, when they were without hardened stems. They
soon began to grow vigorously, and the former has now a
clean stem 13 feet high, the latter has one 5J feet high, which
they have made in sixteen years. Examples of the slow
increase in height of Fern stems after they attain a certain
height have been afforded by both Australian and South
American kinds. Among the latter I may mention a fine

plant of Cyathea serra (Willd.), which came to Glasnevin in

1802, from Lady Dorothy Nevill's collection at Dangstein,
when it had a stem nearly 15 feet high. It has continued in

good health ever since, but it has hardly increased 3 feet in

twelve years. Among the New Zealand kinds, fine plants of

Dicksonia squarrosa (Swartz), and Cyathea dealbata (Swartz),
were obtained in 1868, with stems 6 and 8 feet high. They have
both continued in good health ever since, yet their stems have
scarcely increased a foot in length in six years. To contrast
with these, I may mention a plant of the beautiful Cyathea
princeps (J. Smith), which has made a stem nearly 7 feet high
within fourteen years.

The foregoing observations have been made upon plants
growing in conservatories to which the public are daily

admitted, and, consequently, the atmosphere must necessarily

be kept in a much drier state than is favourable to the
healthy development of those plants. I have the experience
of some fine examples of several of them which are growing
in Dr. Hudson'.s splendid fernery near Dublin at present,
and also those of Mr. Bewley's, where in both cases the atmo-
sphere is kept close and moist, and with more shade, under
which regime they make quicker growth in a given time than
they do in the drier and more exposed conservatories at

Glasnevin. The foregoing notes have not, however, been
arranged for horticultural purposes, but simply to afford some
reliable data on the progress of the growth those plants really

make, about which one hears so many mythical conjectures

respecting the great age of their imported stems. I shall,

therefore, not enter farther on the horticultural consideration
of the question ; but, before concluding, I may state my belief

that one-half, at least, of the many fine examples which have
been imported during the last twenty years or so have perished,

owing to their being too freely exposed at first, and placed in

situations unsuited for them. If they once get thoroughly
cheeked by being too dry at the roots or stems, they seldom
recover, but gradually lose their fronds and die off.

In summing-up these brief observations, I have first to state

that some of the kinds of tree Ferns grow with greater rapidity,

and form their stems in a much shorter period than is generally
supposed to be the case. Secondly, After they attain a certain

height, the acrogenous buds are formed much closer together,
the one above the other, than they are lower down on the stem,
hence their elongation is much slower. Thirdly, Some of the
sorts which at first form short rhizomatous stems, before they
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take an upright position, require a considerable number of

years to perfect the early part of their growth ; but after the
stem has been formed, and an upright position taken, the
growth is much quicker and the elongation advances rather
rapidly, compared with what it did while the stem remained
in a rhizomatous state.

—

[Irish Farmers' Gazelle.)

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 40.

ABELIA UNIFLORA.—Labge-flowebed Abelia.

Our scientific botanists are not, it must be admitted, always
happy in their choice of names for the various novelties
brought under their notice, and the Abelia uniflorais a case in
point. Its specific designation, uniflora, would, of course,
suggest the idea that the flowers were produced singly, or but
one on each footstalk; it appears, however, that the peduncles

Fig. 80.—Atelia uniflora.

are generally two, and not unfrequently three-flowered, as an
inspection of our figure will show.

It is an evergreen shrub of somewhat slender habit, the
branches partially decumbent. The leaves are broadly lance-

shaped, pointed, dark green on the upper surface, but pale
beneath. The flowers are produced from the axils of the
leaves, and, as already stated, vary in number from one to

three on each peduncle. The corolla externally is white
tinged with pale purple, with a yellowish throat, and resembles
in its form that of many plants of the order Scrophulariaceffi,

especially some of the Pentstemon family.

It is, however, a member of the Honeysuckle family (Capri-
foliaceffi), in which small order it is closely associated with
the handsome Diervillas, now so common in gardens, and
better known under their early name of Weigela. It is one of

the numerous introductions of Mr. R. Fortune from China, by
whom it was sent some twenty years since to Messrs. Standish
and NobJe, of Bagshot.

Its cultivation is unattended with any difiiculty ; it thrives
in peat and loam, and may be increased by cuttings of the
half-ripened wood ; like the other Abelias, it is benefited by
occasional " stopping." In the open ground it flowers about
July.

The Abelias are named in honour of Dr. Abel, a physician
who accompanied Lord Amherst on his memorable embassy to

China.— (IT. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Revised by
the Author.)

PnEFEiUBLE Stiuwbekries.—A correspondent asks for the
experience of others as regards Dr. Hogg. I grew it several 1

years next to British Queen, but finding no superiority, not
even in hardiness, I have discarded it. In selected lists I miss
Myatt's Filbert Pine. This I have found better than Frog-
more Late, though it has two defects— 1st, it is loth to throw
out runners ; 2ndly, its fruitstalks require support.—G. S.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At the Botanic Garden, Oxford, the Mexican Dasylirion

ACEOTRiCHUM recently threw-up a flower stem which, when
12 feet high, grew at the rate of Cinches in twenty-four hours.
Nelumbium luteum (the Sacred Bean) is reported this season
as producing perfect seeds.

The Building News says that " the Pottery Tree of

Para is one of the curiosities of Brazil. The stem does not
exceed a foot in diameter, and it grows to the height of

100 feet. But the peculiarity of the tree does not consist in

its configuration, but in the nature of its wood and bark, which
contain so much silica (pure flint) that they are used by
potters in the production of earthenware vessels. The bark
contains more silica than the wood, and in preparing the bark
for the potters' use it is first burnt, and the residuum is pul-

verised and mixed with clay. An equal quantity of the two
ingredients produces a superior ware. The fresh bark cuts

like soft sandstone, and when dried it is brittle and diflicult

to break." We readily believe the statement, for chemical
analysis has shown that the outer bark of the Bamboo contains
more than seventeen per cent, of silica.

The collection of Orchids which belonged to the late

Bishop of Winchester, Dr. Sumner, and two other collections,

were sold on the 17th and 18th inst. by Mr. Stevens at his

rooms in King Street. There were 518 lots, and they realised

£642. Dendrochilumglumaceum was sold for £14 3s. lid., and
Dendrochilum filiforme for £25 4s. ; Angra)cum eburneum
superbum for £24 3s., and La,>Ua anceps Dawsoni for £17.

An " Annuaire de I'Horticulture Beige " is announced
as soon to appear.

The first Fcngds Exhibition held in Scotland, was
opened in Aberdeen on the 18th inst. The idea of the Exhi-
bition was first suggested by the Rev. Mr. Ferguson of New
Pitsligo, in the "Scottish Naturalist" for April. The sug-

gestion was readily taken-up by fungologists and men of

science, and the result was an Exhibition which gentlemen
entitled to speak with authority say was never equalled in this

country. The specimens numbered about seven thousand.
Almost every county in Scotland made large contributions,

while England and Wales sent a number of exhibits. In fact,

almost every fungologist in Britain contributed specimens. A
considerable proportion of the Fungi belonged to the larger

classes, such as Agarici, Boleti, Polypori, &c. ; but there were
also large collections of microscopic Fungi, and very important
additions to the British flora. Several species of Fungi new
to science were exhibited, and some splendid specimens of

Sparassis, which is very rare, were to be seen. Several fine

specimens of Fistulina hepatioa, Polyporus sulphureus, and
Phlebia radiata were much admired. There was a specimen of

Helvella gigas from Heathcot, near Aberdeen, a species only

once before known to have been found in Britain. Among
the edible Fungi was an enormous specimen of Lycoperdon
giganteum, which had been gathered at Fetternear, in the

north of Scotland, numerous specimens of Cantharellus cibarius

and Boletus edulis. Several specimens of fossil Fungi, which
are very rarely found, were exhibited. An excellent collection

gathered on Moncreiff Hill, and sent by Sir Thomas Moncrtiff,

included a fine specimen of Sparassis crispa. Another pro-

minent specimen of the same was included in a valuable

collection from Huntly Lodge.

THE POWDER-WINGED MOTH.
AtETBODES PROLETELLA.

The insects belonging to the genus Aleyrodes are curious

little creatures, occasioning some perplexity, not only to the

gardener, but also to the entomologist, by the appearance they

present. Though often called moths, as above, they are also

called " flies " by some folks, while others have confused them
with the aphides. In truth, however, we might say they are
" bugs " of a sort, since they belong to the order Homoptera,
though they fall into that section which comprehends the

I'syll.T and the aphides, and are no very distant relatives of

the scale insects or meaJy bugs. The perfect insects of Aley-
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rodes must be acknowledged to be pretty objects as they dis-

play themselves on the leaves when the day is calm, their

beauty being brought out fully to view by a hand-magnitior.

The gardener, however, is aware that if not bo troublesome as

the aphis, they are no friends of his, and their minute size

makes it more difficult to deal with them. Though they

resort at times to the lofty Oak, they do not disdain under

certain circumstances the culinary Cabbage, and various plants

and trees afford them a comfortable abode besides these

extremes. But as compared with the abundant aphid;e, the

Aleyrodidre are rather uncommon insects, though in this season

I have seen many parties of them about, for they delight to

associate in groups on the " happy family " principle. They
are kept under by parasitic enemies. A Cynips kills many of

them, and also an Acarus. Nor are these all, we may presume ;

at least it is only in that way we can account lor Alejrodes

having fewer representatives than aphis, for if lot alone it has

been found by an ingenious calculation that a father and
mother can in one year boast of a posterity of two hundred
thousand individuals, and, accordiug to the' observations of

Ei'aumur, these insects can bid defiance to the cold, and go

through all their changes in winter as in summer. Ho found

larva! and pupa;, as well as images, in December and .January

;

but I do not think in Britain it has been their usual habit to

proceed beyond the end of autumn in their round of life, when
they break off and the images usually die, and as it would
seem the species is continued into another year by eggs that are

hatched in the spring. It is possible that the increasing mild-

ness of our winters may make this and other insect pests much
more lively than they used to be.

Aleyrodes proletella, the Cabbage visitant, and the best

known of this small group of insects, is about one-eighth of an
inch long in its imago state. Without a very minute examina-

tion we can see that this insect has not the paps or abdominal
appendages noticeable in the aphis tribe, though the grey or

powdery appearance causes a marked resemblance to some
species of that division of the Homoptera. An Aleyrodes has
wings that are almost devoid of nervures, the fore wings having

but one passing along the centre; the hind wings are small in

proportion. These are all placed in a triangular form when
the insect is in repose, and besprinkled with a powdery sub-

stance, as also are the rather long black legs. Whether this

serves to protect the Aleyrodes from the weather, or deters

some of its enemies from approaching it, is to be regarded as

doubtful ; the powder may answer both ends, and it is pro-

duced in quantity sufficient to be not only on but about the

insect as it moves along the leaves, which it does with great

deliberation. One peouharity observable in the head is that

the eyes are as it were divided in the middle, making it look as

if it possessed four of these organs. The familiar " whirl-wig
"

beetles (Gyrine) have eyes of similar aspect.

The juices of plants are obtained by means of a rostrum or

sucker, which is folded beneath the body when not in action.

Though A. proletella has been seen on different plants through-
out the summer and autumn, it is in .June and .July that the

females have been detected in the act of egg-laying, the

patches containing about a dozen, environed of course with
the powdery exudation, but not usually covered by the dead
body of the parent, as in the scale insects. The young
Aleyrodes, however, almost immediately after it bursts the

shell grows a sort of scale over itself, under which it advances
in a very tortoise-like way along the under side of a leaf, where
it might easily escape notice as seeming an object devoid of

life. This larva has a short rostriim like the parent, and six

pectoral legs. There is a true pupa state intermediate, when
the Aleyrodes is attached to the leaf without moving, and
covered by the rejected skin of the larva.

The extirpation of the species of Aleyrodes is sometimes diffi-

cult, because the plants they are found upon cannot frequently

be fumigated. Hand-picking of the infected leaves, unless

done by a practised hand and eye, results in the missing of

many of them ; fortunately these insects are rather disfigurers

of plants than serious garden pests.^J. E. S. C.

THE SUGAR CANE
(SACOHAHUM OFFICINARUM).

If we were asked which article of food is the most generally

approved we should name sugar. In all ages, in all countries,

and at all periods of life saccharine substances have been and
are desired. One of them was of the two products of the

Promised Land held out as specially acceptable to the Israel-

ites : it was to be " a land flowing with milk and honey."
There is reason for believing that the Sugar Cane became
known to them, for .Jeremiah and Isaiah both speak of " the

sweet Cane from a far country ;" and they probably received it

from the same country that afforded them their favoured spice,

Cinnamon—namely, the East Indies. The very name Cane is

of Hebrew origin. Kaiirli is the Sugar Cane in that language,

whence came the Latin L'lmna, and thence our English name.
Nearchus, Alexander the Great's admiral in the eastern

seas, brought the Sugar Cane thence to Europe in the fourth

century before the birth of Christ ; and three centuries later

Varro speaks of an Indian Cane of largo size from which was
" expressed a liquor sweeter than honey." Theopbrastus

mentions it as " the honey in reeds." Pliny also describes

sugar, and says the best is from India. These authorities con-

vince us that the Sugar Cane is a native of the East Indies.

I-'rom thence, as we have noted, it was brought to Europe,

and seems to have been made known to England by the Cru-

saders. The Cane was cultivated in countries adjacent to the

Holy Land, and the cultivation lingers still in Sicily and Anda-
lusia. Our word sugar is of Arabian derivation, for in Arabic

it is siicchar.

There are three varieties of the Sugar Cane cultivated in

India. 1, The Purple-coloured, which grows well on dry land.

2, The Pale Yellow, requiring richer soil ; this Cane is sold in

the Calcutta bazaars and eaten raw. 3, The White Cane, pre-

ferring a swampy soil, and by far the taHest variety.

The China Sugar Cane was considered by Dr. Roxburgh a

different species, and was named by him Saccharum sinensis.

There are also in various parts of India varieties known by the

local names of Puttaputti, Maracabo, &e. ; but the writer, when
in India and seeing the specimens, thought the distinctions

trivial.

The ryots consider the Sugar Cane, and also the Beetel

Plant, in a sacred and superior light ; they even place it among
the number of their deutohs. The first fifteen days of Koar

(or September), termed Peetereputch, are devoted by the Hin-

doos to religious ceremonies and offerings on account of their

deceased parents, relations, and friends. Such of them as

have been bereft of their parents refrain from every indulgence

during the said period, as being the season of mourning and

mortification ; and as they deem the performance of the higher

rites of their religion (such as making offerings of sweetmeats,

cloths, jewels, &c., in the temples of their several deities, and
also the sacrifices denominated Howm-jugg, Ac), a pleasure

and enjoyment, these are likewise carefully avoided.

The sacred appellation of the Cane amongst the ryots is Nag'

bele : and hence, for the reasons above stated, the immediate

owners of the Cane plantations sedulously refrain from repair-

ing to or even beholding them during the continuance of the

Peetereputch. On the 26th of Cartick (or October), termed

by the ryots Z)cu(/m», they proceed to the fields, and having

sacrificed to Nari' bclc, a few Canes are afterwards cut and

distributed to the Brahmins. Until these ceremonies are per-

formed according to the rules of estabUshed usage and custom

,

no persuasion or inducement can prevail upon any of them to

taste the dane, or to make any use whatever of it.

On the 2oth of .Jeyte (or May), termed the Drsliarah, another

usage is strictly adhered to. As it is usual with the ryots to

reserve a certain portion of the Canes of the preceding year to

serve as plants for their new cultivation, it very frequently

happens that inconsiderable portions of Cane remain unex-

pended after the said cultivation has been brought to a con-

clusion. Whereyer this happens to be the case the proprietor

repairs to the spot, and having sacrificed to Nay' bctc (as

before stated), he immediately sets fire to the whole, and is

exceedingly careful to have the operation executed in as com-

plete and efficacious a manner as possible.

The cause of this extraordinary practice proceeds from a

superstitious notion of a very singular- kind. The act is com-

mitted from an apprehension that if the old Canes were allowed

to remain in the ground beyond the 2.5 th of Jeyte they would

in all probabihty produce flowers and seed, for the appearance

of these flowers they consider as one of the greatest misfor-

tunes that can befal them.
Although the Sugar Cane is a native of the East Indies, and

thence became known in Europe, yet we beUeve it is a native

also of South America. Sugar is chiefly imported into this

country in the state of raw sugar, and molasses or treacle.

From the molasses a considerable quantity of crystalUsed

sugar ia obtained in this country, and the uncrystallisable

portion then remaining constitutes what is called treacle. Raw
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Bugar IB purified by the process called sugar-refining. This
process consists in dissolving the sugar, neutralising the acid
with lime, boiling it with bullock's blood or a substance called
finings, consisting of hydrate of alumina and sulphate of lime

;

passing the syrup through a stratum of animal charcoal to
remove the colouring matter, concentrating the decolourised
syrup in a vacuum pan, putting it to crystallise in conical

moulds, and removing the last portions of colouring matter by

Fig. 81.—The suoin cane.

allowing a solution of pure sugar to percolate through the
conical masses or loaves.

Gerarde tried to grow the Sugar Cane in his Holborn garden,
but he stated in l.'j'j?, " Myaelfe did plant some shootes thereof
in my garden, and some in Flanders did the same, but the cold-

,

nesse of our clymate made an ende of mine, and I thinke the I

Plemmings will have the like profile of thoii- labour." 1

The first sugar refinery of which wo have any notice was at
Dresden, where it was in 1597, and the refined sugar was
called " blanche powdre." Yet loaf sugar was known much
earlier, for in the town records of Lyme, in Dorsetshii-e, one
of the events of 15.53 was presenting to Mr. Waldron of Bovey
House a sugarloaf weighing 7 lbs., costing IZd. per pound,
equal to more than 3s. of our present ourroney. Sugar was
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then imported by the Bristol merchants from St. Ltioar in

Spain.

The consumption may ho appreciated by the facts that m

1872 there were imported into the United Kingdom of sugar

unrefined, 13,892,.')G0 owts. ; of refined sugar, 1,787,515 cwts.

;

and of molasses, 098,500 owts.

THE CARPET AND TAPESTRY BEDS AT HAMPTON COURT.—No. 2.

1, Agave amerioana vanegata, yotms plants.

2, TradeBoantia zebrina argentea.

3, ChamiBpeuce diacantha, on a bottom ol Tradescautia zebrina ai-gentea.

4| Altemanthera magnifioa. /

5, Pjretbrmn pai-tbenifolium Golden Feather.

6, Litbelia fiumila grandilloia.

7, Cerastium tomeDtosum.

8, SempervivTun califoruioum.

4 /
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meeting to diBcuBS so really important a subject.—E. Bennett,
Hatfield, Herts.

PEAS FOB SUCCESSION.
In variety and number Peas are absolutely bewildering.

Annually the number ia being increased by new ones which
the doEcriptious inform us are great advances on older kinds,

casting over tbom a gloom which the raiser and vendor trust,

no doubt, will prevent the keen eye of purchasers penetrating.

If there is anything so likely to keep the new ones in favour,

it ia the extravagant price at which they are " let " out.

Fancy having to pay 5s. for a half pint of Peas— a pound per

quart ! and then only to grow them a year for seed ; living

in expectation, feeding the eyes a year, the teeth being kept

well-nigh two years watering, in the hope of determining
some time what they are like. The new things coming-out
annually, and certificated as they are in most instances by the

Royal Horticultural Society, are enough to make anyone's

teeth water ; but the price is such as to make many an amateur
of limited means examine hia pockets in the vain search for the

needful. Considering the small quantity and the price, are we
to wonder that the new things are a long time in supplanting the

old ? and when we add the faint hope of testing the quality the

first year, as Peas must, if to be had in quantity the next, be

retained for seed, who can doubt the amateur's judgment in ab-

staining for a year or two from purchasing the novelties ? In a

year or two it will be known what they are, the price per quart

will not be more than an eighth or tenth what it was the first

year, and I might as well save myself the price of seed, the

ground, and the annoyance of seeing but not being able to come
to a satisfactory practical test of their palate-satisfying qualities.

We do not question the propriety of such reasoning, it is every-

way commendable in those of small means ; but were all to be

of their mode of thought, it is certain the novelties would not

come nearly so thick and fast. The rage for novelties is so

great, that high as is the price asked for them, the supply is

not equal to the demand. Everybody in these times is so

desirous of not being behind in the march of progress, that

at any sacrifice he must have the things which it is well known
always lead. We cannot, however, be in the world and not in

the fashion; we may, however, depend upon this—viz., whether
we are in or out of the world of fashion, we shall find that es-

teemed most valuable and best which affords the most lasting

enjoyment, and this is as applicable to the appetite as to any of

the senses. It is this which induces many to chng to old things

which have given long unqualified satisfaction ; their ideas

are wedded to " never-wiU-be-beaten," which so blinds some
that they (from their faith being pinned to old things), do not

set a proper estimate upon things of value coming-out yearly.

In this way they lose or deprive themselves for a long time of

things of merit, which it must be acknowledged we have in

new Peas, as we have in other subjects. I do not think any-

one would care to return to the Early May for a first early.

Emperor for second, the Marrows and Marrowfats (Wrinkled
Marrows), for main crops. Talk of old things being best!

always, please, except Peas. Dr. Hogg tells us in the " Year-

Book," 187-3, what all the known kinds of Peas are. I hope
to see every kind of vegetable gone through in the same way.
It is the best means to an end, the selection of the most pro-

ductive and useful sorts.

I am led to these remarks from a reflection that I have grown
a great many sorts this year—in fact, every year since I came to

make out a seed order (over twenty-one years) , and have a result

just the same as I knew an old gardener had then, and said he
had had every year for nearly sixty years previously—namely,
a dish of Peas without fail every day from the early part of

June to the early part of October, and occasional dishes in

May and November, rarely in December. The kind grown
then was DUliatone's Early. The fifty-years practitioner had
to give way to fashion, the Early May was given up. Just a row
on a south border that might be 50 yards long was considered

enough. E arly E mperor was the mainstay for early Peas ; E arly

Green Marrow to succeed; Woodford Green Marrow, Dwarf
and Tall Marrows for successional and late crops, or six sorts

in all. Peas there were every year in plenty, and obtained as

easily as possible. WeU-manured ground, well-dug, and of light

soil was chosen for early crops, also warm spots ; trenching

or deep digging and throwing-up roughly in winter being

adopted for the summer crops. The early sorts were sown
November oth to 10th, again the first mild weather in or after

February, and when these appeared above ground the earlies

were sown again, and at the same time the second earlies. The
next crop was the second earUes, and then a crop of each,

and afterwards the main crop, one crop succeeding the other
regularly every ten days up to July, the last sowing being made
in the first week. As to culture I do not find we have advanced,
but I should be glad if any correspondent having a Pea named
Salter's Tall Marrow would have the kindness to send me a

few seeds through the Editors. This is a tall Marrow (wrinkled

sUghtly), which my memory tells me is not surpassed by any
in cultivation, either in cropping or quality.

Now this old man was everlastingly running down the new
and praising sky-high the old. Wonder it was he every year

ordered the new things. He knew very well (before he had
them, mind) they were no use ; but then they did to show
visitors, to send in whenever anyone staying at the hall lauded
up some new kind, insinuating that the old sorts were nowhere
in comparison, when he would send in the actual thing un-

known. All the new things were sent-in in that way, and it

they were not noticed he used to say they would do if they

cropped as well as the old, or if better, well—we must try them
again ; but if there was the least complaint either from cook

or high quarters, no matter what the cropping was, they were

thrown overboard. Many a time have we extolled a now kind

not known at table, not even by those loud in its j)raises.

" Keep a keen eye upon that which ia most esteemed at table,

and grow those things which serve it best and longest."

It is very interesting, certainly, to test new varieties, but they

take up room, and stop very few gaps in the vegetable supply.

Good as are the new things it ia long before they supplant the

old. Of Peas we have over 110 kinda without synonyms, and
out of this number we can with at most half a dozen meet every

demand. We want early Peas, second crops, and later crops.

Early kinds were for many years restricted to the small

white sorts ; but of late years we have had some valuable

additions in blues and greens, both smooth and wrinkled.

Ringleader, the true Dillistone's Early, is unquestionably the

earliest, or was—I say was, because I had it surpassed this

year by Blue Peter, but under rather unequal conditions.

Ringleader, Emerald Gem, and First and Best were sown on a

south border January l:3th, ends of rows north and south, and

on January '28th Blue Peter and Little Gem 18 inches from

the wall and parallel to it. Blue Peter was ready at the same
time as Ringleader (June 2.3), the first dish, in fact, taken off

Blue Peter as the pods of Ringleader were in pod and pea

comparatively small. Emerald Gem was fit to gather at the

same time. Little Gem, though a Pea of very good quality, ia

simply nowhere ; I had it seven to ten days after Blue Peter.

1 had the last in pota sown January 1.3th, and had the first

dish April 21st, growing them in the second Poach house.

Little Gem, sown at the same time in pots, was nowhere.

First and Best was a week later than Emerald Gem and Blue

Peter, the last being grown under slightly advantageous cir-

cumstances ; but Firat and Best is a much better cropper.

Blue Peter grew with me 2 feet high, and was wonderfully

prolific. In pots it was dwarfer than Little Gem.
As a first early I shall this year give my vote for Blue Peter,

2 feet, for warm positions, for which its height admirably

adapts it. For first and second early Alpha, a blue wrinkled

sort, 1 feet
;
general crop Fillbasket, a grand cropper, H feet

;

Jersey Hero, .3 feet ; Best of All, 3 feet ; G. F. Wilson, 4 feet

;

for late. Premier and Ne Plus Ultra. But I have got eight kinds,

which I will reduce to six, and in the order of sowing as

follows :

—

Sow November 5th to 10th, and December same dates, in a

warm position, Blue Peter and Alpha.

Sow first open weather after middle of February, Blue Peter

and Alpha.
Sow a fortnight after the above crop has been put in, every

fortnight up to the beginning of May Alpha, FiUbasket, Best

of AU.
Sow beginning of May every fortnight up to July Ist G. F.

Wilson and Ne Plus Ultra.

Note.—Fillbasket or Best of All to be sown at the same time

as the first sowing of G. F. Wilson and Ne Plus Ultra, and

Alpha must be sown once when Fillbasket and Best of AU are

first sown, it being discontinued at the sowings afterwards, as

Best of All is in the later sowings.

All are wrinkled Peas except two—viz.. Blue Peter and Fill-

basket. Neither is so good for flavour as the others, and yet

both are grand Peas, FiUbasket especially for cropping, and it

will on that account be a great favourite for general growers

and market. I take a prospective view, and think we shall
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have all we want for early in William I., 3 feet ; second early

Fillbasket, 3 feet ;
general crop Best of All and G. F. Wilson,

3 feet and 4 to 5 feet respectively ; late crop Omega, 3 feet.

Omitting Best of AU the four remaining will give us all we
need, and yet we may strike out Fillbasket, substituting

William I., and we have three kinds of moderate height, not

like some which require hop-pole-like sticks, with flavour un-

surpassed. Were Fillbasket given the flavour of Ci. F. Wilson,

retaining its height, 3 feet, we should have in William I.,

Omega, and the one to come perfection in Peas. Another
season may upset our ideas, but present experience prompts
my considering the above result will be shown.

Tall Peas I have not alluded to. They have as a rule large

peas and pods, but they do not give a correspondingly greater

yield for the ground occupied. Two rows of Fillbasket may be

grown on ground that will only suffice for one of Superlative,

and one row has this year given me six times more of Fill-

basket than of Superlative. Superlative has never shown
merit, and why it should have a first-class certificate, and be

in any way commendable beyond its extraordinary pod, is past

my limited comprehension. In tall Peas we have some good
kinds. Berks Challenge is a grand Pea, Emperor of the

Marrows also good, and Ne Plus Ultra is simply unapproaohed
as a late kind ; but it will be a great gain if Omega give us the

good qualities of Ne Plus Ultra at a height that will only

need stakes 3 feet above ground. We shall be able to have
two rows where we can at present have but one, and at once
get over the difficulty of procuring tree-like sticks, and save

much annoyance, as the 3-feet kinds are not so liable to be

injured by wind. I had great faith at one time in the tall

Peas, but later experience has convinced me that a 3 to 4-feet

Pea is in every way more desirable than one of 6 to 7 feet.

The best cropping Peas that I have grown or seen are, for

first early, First and Best ; second early, Fillbasket, which
will answer for main crops as well as Best of All ; Jersey Hero
(Mammoth Dwarf Marrow) and James's Prolific Late, G. F.

Wilson, and N'e Plus Ultra. The last two produce the crop

successionally, but the others have it nearly all fit to gather at

the same time, and are all the more valuable on that account
for market, as the ground can be cleared and employed for

other crops much sooner than if long in use.—G. Abbev.

Little Heath Melon.—I was fortunate enough to win the
£5 prize offered by Messrs. Carter & Co., at Bath, in the
company of some eleven exhibitors. My opinion of the quality

of Little Heath I had perhaps better keep to myself, but I must
inform Mr. Meacock, however much he thinks of Little Heath,
that his opinion is not a general one ; but my Victory of Bath
has solved the great problem of pleasing everybody.—E. Gilbert.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The Flower Garden.—The blooming season is fast passing

away, and most plants give signs of the approach of autumn

;

therefore, in order to prolong the beauty of the flowers as much
as possible, every decayed leaf or flower should be taken away,
and the beds kept dressed in the neatest manner. In beds
where two or more distinct colours are used keep each one to
its proper place, and let the outlines of each be regular and well
defined. The lawn, too, which adds so much to the beauty of
a garden, ought to be frequently rolled and regularly mown, and
it will look as green and tresh as it does in spring.

Finish the propagation of all bedding plants except Calceo-
larias, which may with advantage be deferred, and use every
effort to get them established quickly. It is not well, however,
to treat bedding plants of the ordinary kinds too tenderly at
this time of the year ; if so, they are more difficult to keep
through the winter. If any are growing in frames let them
have plenty of air night and day, and while the weather is warm
set the frame up on something so as to be clear of the ground,
that a current of air may pass under as well as above the plants

;

this prevents the appBarance of mildew, which so frequently
attacks and destroys Verbenas and Cinerarias, and whenever
seen its progress should he arrested by the application of a
pinch or two of powdered sulphur.

Carnations that have been layered in the open ground will
now be well rooted, and should be separated from the parent
plant. The best of them may be potted; the next size may be
at once planted-out, and the smallest or weakest plants should be
put into what is called a nursery bed—that is, pricked-out close
together in a somewhat sheltered place where they can have a
little protection from cold during the winter. No doubt there
are many suburban gardens where this pretty flower would be
an acquisition; I will, therefore, enter into some details of its

cultivation. I shall assume as a matter of csurse that plants
have been raised from those which produce the best flowers

only. Those that are selected for potting will do well indeed in

a soil composed of two-thirds loam and one-third cow manure
twelve months old if possible, but if this is not to be had
thoroughly decomposed hotbed manure may be substituted

;

mis all well together in a dry state if possible. The plants will

not need large pots at first, probably what are called large GO's,

or 3 J inches over and about the same in depth, will be the sort

required. The plants may be firmly potted, and afterwards
transferred to a frame and kept a little close for a few days,
which wiU induce root-action. When they have become so far

established, gradually give more air to them, and in a week or
two they may have the lights thrown entirely off them night
and day. They do not suffer from a little frost, but they ought to

be protected in the most severe weather, and kept as dry during
winter as is consistent with health. If too damp, mildew attacks
and destroys them ; therefore at. every opportunity air must be
admitted, and if possible the foliage should be well dried during
the day. The plants will be much benefited by being cleaned
two or three times in winter of their decayed leaves, and the soil

on the surface of the pot stirred up with a small stick. The
ground on which the pots stand should also be stirred and
cleared of worms, some fresh coal ashes added, and the plants
replaced. I might here mention that all kinds of plants that are
wintered in frames should be at times taken out, cleaned, and
replaced in a similar manner.
In spring, say about March, the plants may be planted-out

either in the borders or in a bed by themselves, where they will

not fail to create a pleasing feature. The bed should be deeply
dug, and if possible some fresh soil added, with good manure

;

plant them not less than 18 inches from plant to plant, press

the soil firmly around them, and water well at all times in dry
weather until they flower. Very little attention but that of
hoeing the soil frequently to keep down weeds will be needed.
When the flower stems show themselves they must be secured
to small stakes, otherwise the habit is to be rather loose, and,
moreover, the wind plays sad havoc with them when left to

themselves. When the buds show themselves prominently the
small and ill-formed ones should be taken out, leaving those
most promising and perfect. Sometimes, just as they burst into

bloom, the buds spUt down on one side or other, and the flower,

instead of being perfectly formed, is ill-shaped, and does not
look well ; when there is a sign of this taking place a piece of

matting or some soft sort of material should be tied round the
bud about two-thirds of the way up, which prevents the split-

ting complained of.

Carnations may be, and are, often raised from seed, but at

first there is such a quantity of worthless flowers among them,
and this is only seen after much trouble has been spent on
raising the plants to the flowering point, that those who want
to make sure of a first-rate flower should purchase half a dozen
varieties that will be sure to please.

At this time of the year the little shrubberies in connection
with the garden will need some attention in the way of cutting

the gross shoots away so as to keep tne plants in shape, though
it is not necessary ; neither do I like to see shrubs cut out of

their natural habit nor trimmed very closely, but if they are not
occasionally attended to they are apt to run up high, and leave
a nakedness at the bottom which is very objectionable in any
garden, especially in a small one where every plant is required
to give the best possible effect.

Now is the time also to examine and decide upon those shrubs
to be moved where there is overcrowding, and also for the pur-
pose of determining any alteration that can be made for im-
provement by a re-arrangement.
Roses may still be budded if more are required, but not after

the month is out; the buds will no doubt remain dormant
through the winter, and shoot with great vigour in the spring.

Those who have room may sow a few pots of Miguouette to

keep through the winter for early spring-flowering. This plant
does not like transplanting, therefore it is best to sow the seed
in the pots in which the plants are to flower.

Now is a capital time to have all repairs done that are required
upon the greenhouse or any other structure whether large or
small, and all painting and glazing completed, so as to have
everything in readiness to protect the stock of plants when cold

weather comes on.

—

Thoimas Record.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

There are very few gardens that can be kept tidy all the year
round, and the present is the time when otherwise well-managed
gardens are apt to assume a somewhat ragged appearance.
Weeds grow quickly, and not only are they unsightly, but if not
taken off the ground in time they will leave a supply of seeds
which will keep the hoes at work all next season. We have
been hoeing fruit-tree borders, Sea-kale quarters, Coleworta,
sprouting Broccoli, and wheeling the weeds off the ground. The
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kitchen garden maybe made quite as attractive as any other part
of the grounds, but neatness should prevail everywhere. When
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Lettuce, &c,, are cut over the stocks
should be forked up at once, and carried to the vegetable mould
heap ; this heap should be iu the least frequented part of the
grounds, and hidden from sight by a sufficient screen of ever-
greens. The Ewglifih Yew, from its dense growth, is perhaps
the best subject to plant for this purpose, although Arbor Vitas,

Broad-leaved Evergreen Privet, and any plant of a similar
character will answer. The last-named will succeed in almost
any soil and situation, and it also grows very rapidly. The vege-
table refuse from a large garden accumulates iu a year to a very
large heap, and where manure is scarce it comes in useful as a
dressing either for flower borders or kitchen garden quarters.
Our early garden experience was gained in a situation where
the gardener could only have manure at the discretion of the
bailiff, and nearly all the farmyard or stable manure that found
its way to the garden came in the form of horse droppings for

the Mushroom house, which, after being spent there, were gene-
rally used on the flower beds. In this place every bit of refuse
convertible into manure was valuable. A large quantity of

leaves raked up in the pleasure ground was added to the heap in
the autumn and winter months. A tank which received the
drainage of the farmyard was also emptied on the heap once or
twice a-year, and though the kitchen garden received scarcely
any manure except from this refuse, excellent and plentiful sup-
plies of Potatoes and all other vegetables were produced.

FRUIT .\ND FORCING HOUSES.
Fine Souses.—It is difficult to say what character of soil is

best for potting Pines. We have not been so successful with
our plants since a clayey loam which was used for this purpose
can no longer be obtained. Our own loam is from a very light
sandy soil, and full of fibre; in it the plants grow freely, but the
pips do not swell up satisfactorily, which would lead one to

suppose that the potting material had become exhausted before
the fruit appeared ; and yet a very successful Pine-grower told
UB the other day that the soil he uses is very light sandy stuff.

Another successful cultivator pots his plants in peat soil. One
thing ought to be noted, and that is that Pines do not show the
result of injudicious treatment so readily as some other fruits,

but very probably the plants suffer quite as much, and will at
last show the result in producing very inferior fruit. We filled

one of the beds with loam, to which a sixth part of stable
manure was added, and in it the suckers which were potted in
August have been planted out. The bed is sufficiently drained,
and is also provided with hot-water pipes underneath. Very
large Providence Pines, some of them weighing over 15 lbs.,

were produced at Gunnersbury ; the plants were put out in beds,
and brick divisions erected between each plant.
Where young succession plants have been newly potted or

planted out, it is desirable to shut-up the house early, say 3 p.m. ;

the thermometer should not fall below 70° at night. In the
fruiting house a little air is left on all night both at the front
and back.

FeacJi Houses.—The only attention early houses require is to
remove decaying leaves. A good drenching from the garden
engine answers two purposes ; it removes all loose leaves, and
at the same time cleanses those that remain on the trees from
red spider and other pests. Late houses are now also destitute
of fruit, except some of the latest Peaches. Salway is very
well worth growing ; it is the latest of the freestones, and though
Bometimes woolly and deficient of flavour, it never fails to make
a good show on the dessert table, the fruit being large and rich-
looking. It is not so well adapted for pot-culture as Lady Pal-
merston, which is also ripe two or three weeks before Salway.
Both sorts ought to be grown where fruit is required late in the
season. Another variety not so well known as it ought to be is

Desse Tardive. This is a finer-looking fruit thau either Wal-
burton or Late Admirable, and is rather later.
Mitshroom House.—We can go out into the fields and gather

excellent Mushrooms just now, and many others can do the
same; although the ground is very dry large specimens have
been gathered. With an inch or two of rain aud mild weather
this wholesome esculent would be obtained in quantity from
meadows and grass fields. However, there are many places
where no Mushrooms are produced naturally. Manure should
now be ready to make-up a bed in the house. Our own expe-
rience suf-'gests that about a third part should be cow manure,
and a little turfy loam added is an improvement. A bed made-
up as suggested will not heat violentlv, and will continue in
bearing much longer than one composed only of stable manure.
We have had heaps of stable manure, loam, and cow manure iu

equal proportions that have produced most excellent Mushrooms
without any spawn being inserted in the usual way from bricks.

GREEXHOi;SE AND CONSERVATORY.
The houses which up to this time have been gay with what

are termed softwooded plants, are now to be cleared-out for the
summer occupants. Old plants of Fuchsias, Zonal Pelargo-
niums, and indeed the whole section of rapid-growing plants,

may be cut-up for the rubbish heaps rather thau that the

vineries and Peach houses should be overcrowded with them.
These structures have in nine cases out of ten to become store
houses for the larger plants that will be required in the flower
garden next year, aud, being drier, are much better adapted for
the plants than low damp pits. It is not safe to allow Heaths,
Azaleas, Chorozemas, Statice, or, indeed, any Cape or New
Holland plants, to remain out after this, unless they are in a
position where a canvas screen can be drawn down over them at
night, and to protect them from heavy rains as well ; but in any
case it is much better to have the plants under the glass. When
plants are taken indoors, if a little judgment is not exercised,
many of them may suffer, and some severely. Take the Camel-
lia for instance. The plants have been in a shady position out
of doors; the weather may have been showery, and the leaves
of the plants have been wet night and day ; even if no rain has
fallen, the leaves are saturated with dew at night. The plants
are taken into a greenhouse or conservatory, and if they are in
flower little or no moisture is allowed; the atmosphere is dry,
even parching. The leaves of the Camellia are dry always.
The pots had been standing on the ground, the roots were
always cool, which caused the formation of many tender white
rootlets. Now the roots are on a dry stage, and surrounded
by a dry warm atmosphere, even, it may be, to the extent of

injuring the rootlets. The inexperienced cultivator may say,

"Yes, that is just the condition of my plants; they were
treated as described." Now the plants may show no signs
of distress, the leaves will continue green and healthy-look-
ing ; but look at the flower buds in a month or so ; the outer
scales, which should be quite green, are becoming edged with
brown, the buds do not swell, and presently drop oil. Now,
when the plants are taken indoors let the paths and stages be
damped in the morning, and should the days be warm with
sunshine bedew the plants overhead with a fine syringe. No
other plant will suffer so much as the Camellia from the change

;

but many are attacked by mildew and red spider. Some species
of Cape Heaths suffer severely from the former before it is

detected ; a quick eye is required to discern the evil, and prompt
remedies must be applied, dusting with flowers of sulphur for

mildew ; laying the plants on their sides and well syringing
with water will destroy the red spider.

Shaking out and repotting stage Pelargoniums; plants that
were growing in 7-inch pots have the balls reduced to be re-

potted in 5iuch. The pots are well drained, and the potting
material is turfy loam four parts, leaf mould one part, and a
little rotted manure added to it. Removed Auriculas from a
position under a north wall to a frame facing south ; the lights

are drawn off in the day, but the plants are not exposed to rain

after this.—J. Douglas.

Glow-worm in the North.—I see in the chapter on " Beauti-

ful and Useful Insects of our Gardens," the writer believes the

glow-worm to be scarce in the north of England, and not often

noticed in August, aud quite exceptionally in September. This
is not correct for Westmoreland, for here iu the lake district

we have an abundance of glow-worms, aud we very rarely see

them before September.—A Reader of The Journal.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Eoad, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W.

—

Catalogue of Bulbs, Flower Boots, Bases, and
Fruit Trees.

S. Dixon & Co., 48a, Moorgate Street, London, B.C.

—

Caia-
lofjue of Dutch and other Flower Boots.
R. B. Matthews, 6a and 67, Victoria Street, Belfast.

—

Descrip-
tive Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots.

T. Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone.

—

Select List of Dutch Flower
Boots.
John Harrison, Grange Nursery, Darlington.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Boses.—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit Trees.—
Catalogue of Flower Boots.
W. Bull, King's Eoad, Chelsea, London, S.W.

—

Betail List of
Bulbs and Tuberous-rooted Plants, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no commnnioation be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to

" The Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Books.—In anawpr to many inquiries, we can now state that the new edition

of Hoc^-'s " Fruit Manual " is passing through the press, and will be pub-

lished in the course of a few weeks. This edition ia very much enlarged, and
will be printed on the same sized paper as " British Pomology," or what is

technically termed demy octavo.

Acme Frames.—If " E. B., Btrkhamimtcad,'' will write to Mr. B. Looker?

Kingstcn-on-Thames, he will receive all the information he requires.
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lloYAL Horticultural Society (T. J5.).—Tf youromployer write to " Tho

Secretary, Koyal Horticultural Society, South Kensingtou, London," and tell

his wishes, they will be complied with.

FuuiT Shows IAn Old Subscriber).—THhom at South Kensington, Regent's

Park, aud the Ci7stal Palace will be advertised in oar coliimnH. All fruit

exhibited ou^ht to be «rowu by the exhibitor. The Royal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Show at South Kensington is to bo held November 11th.

Skedling Pears (J. E//(Vi/^).—The parent tree beiii^' grafted on a Quince

stock will have no tendency to impart a dwarf habit to the Beedliuga.

Gathering Pears (fT. I'.).—Tbe fruit of the varieties you mention, and,

indeed, of all varieties, is fit for gathering when the stalk parts readily from

the spray when the fruit is raised a Uttle above a horizontal position.

Fruit Trees for Sooth Wall (R. L.).—Tour wall will accommodate

fourteen trees at 5 yards apart. You have six which are good, except the

White Nectarine, which is too tender, being a shy bearer out of doors. We
would liave dwarfs for permanent trees, having standard Apricots, Peaches,

and Nectarines between them to cover the upper part of the walls, cutting the

standards away as the dwarfs advance aud require the space. Apricots : St.

Ambr.iiseaud Htmskerk ; Pfacha: Early Beatrice, Early York, and Dymond;
Nectarines: Elruge and Pitmaston Orange; Plum: Transparent Gage; and

Pear : Glou Mor^-eau, Joe<^phiue de Malines, and Winter NeUs are excellent,

but they do not come in until December and onwards.

Grapes Shri-^-ellino (Novice).—'We have no information as to the treat-

ment. The roots are probably too dry. Water them copiously once or twice

a-week with weak tepid liquid manure.

Errors in Planting Vineries (W. G.).—We have committed a mistake

in planting the vineries. In the late house the two Pope's Hamburgh (Fran-

kentbal) and Foster's White Seedling would have been better had the> been the

two Muscat of AJesandria and one Madresfield Court which you have in the

early house. As the Vines have only been planted two years we should transfer

those named from the early house to the late, and rirc vcrsd. It may be

done cai-elully after the leaves fall, and they will not suffer to a great extent.

The want of colour is probably due to overcropping, hut may arise from a

deficiency of water in the eaily stages of their growth and whil^^t swelling,

or the Vines may have been deprived of too much foliage, or syringed to a

late period with a deficiency of air. The "bursting" of the berries is at-

tributable to the atmosphere being too moist aud the border being wet. it

not having been duly supplied with water when the berries were sweUing
previous to stoning. Maintain a drier atmosphere with freer ventilation.

Grapes Shrivelling (M. Falkncr). —Yonr Vines are evidently in soil

miBuitable to them. There is a deficiency of root-action, aud the remedy is,

as soon as the leaves have fallen, for you to set about removing the soil from

the border, pi-eserving the roots of the Vines as much as possible, and making
it afresh. This is the only cure.

Vines for Intermediate House (Old Subscriber). — The Vines will

succeed tolerably well, especially as you have aborder inside as well as outside

the house. We presume that the Vines will be planted inside, and be rested

by taming them outside, for which you have made provision. The kinds you
have selected succeed each other ; 7, White Chasselas we should not plant,

but have Duke of Buccleuch ; 6, Madresfield Court Muscat instead of Lady
Downe's; 4. Venn's Black Muscat in place of Muscat Hamburgh; and the

others as named. If you bad another house or houses for Grapes we should

have had two Venn's Muscat and two iMadresfield Court, omitting Foster's

White Seedling and Duke of Buccleuch.

SeMPERVIVUM TABUL.EF0R3IE AND DOtTBLE LOBELIA PROPAGATION
(Linda).—The Sempervivum is propagated by offsets, but more readily from
seed. Double Lobelia should, to keep it true, be continued by cuttings,

which should be struck at ouce in gentle heat, or a few old plants may be

potted and propagated in esu'ly spring in heat.

Peach and Nectarine Stones Split lldem).—It arises from a defect

of the seed, and is by some considered to be a consequence of deficient

watering and keeping too warm during the stoning period. It is likely they
may never exhibit the defect again.

Pine Apples not True to Name (W. 3. E.).—The description you give

accords well with the new Black Jamaica (Montserrat of some, Euglish Globe,

Brown Antigua, St. Kitts), but we could not from so meagre a description as

you give say what it is with any approach to certainty.

Strawberries and Strawberry Culture,— In the fourth line of the

second paragraph of the article on page 255, for " season " read reason, aud
in the first line of the following paragraph for " occasionally " read annually.

Prickly Comfrey (H.).—This, as a fodder plaut, is not within our pro-

vince. Full directions for its cultui-e are in Baxter's '" Agricultural Library."

New Plants (An Old Subscriber).—Send potted specimens of your Pelar-

goniums and of your Roses to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. H approved there you might dispose of yom* stock to some of

om* chief florists.

Scarborough Lily Flowering (Miss Y.).—It is unusual for this to

flower twice, though the flower stems commonly succeed the diiferent bulbs,

which throw up the scapes according to the ripening of the growth and their

formation. It will pn.bably flower better another season. They do not
usually flower strongly two years succeeding.

Zonal and Nosegay Pelargoniums ( Idem).^TherQ are Show or large-

flowered. Spotted, and Fancy kinds of Pelargoniums, which are known as
florists' flowers, and are defined iu our "Florists' Flower.'^," which may he
had free by post from our office ior 4hd. The Zonal Pelargoniums, which
may be what you mean by florists' varieties, bavo the petals of nearly equal
width—upper and lower broad aud overlapping, so as to form a circular outline
of largo bize, the trusses being smaller than the Noset;ay, and the leaves are
round. Nosegays have the lower petals much wider, often twice the width of

the upper, and they do not meet, or indifferently, and so do not have a circular

outline, but have a ragged or btarry outline; the trusses are larger, often
immense, and the leaves are more or less indented. They are all Pelargoniums,
but from long usage are still called Geraniums, a name which belongs to
another genua.

Wintering Bedding Geraniums (F. J.].—They would winter more safely
in the boxes than putted-off singly in 3 or i-inch pots at this season of the
year, especially as they are to be kept cool. In the cold frame it is likely

they wiU suffer from frost, but we presume you have means of safety from it.

Pot them off eai-ly iu March.

Span-roofed Pit for Geraniums, &c. (R. A. P.).—The 4^ feet we pre-

sume you mean for the centre height from the ground to the ridge, and

2i feet the height of the side walls, which will answer very well. To keep out

frost in severe weather you will need a pipe all mund the house—a 8-inch

pipe will he sufticient; even a U-inch one would do if you could make sure of

heating the water to a good temperature.

Primulas (DroJlemacj.—ThQ author is a private gentleman.

Dahlia (W. R. IV.).—It is not a common form of flowering, but we have

seen the form before, especially in dark flowers. It is very handsome. Send
one to Mr. Keynes, Sali8bui7, and ask him his opinion.

Old Yucca Leggy (J. M.).—It is likely that were the plant cut down it

would start again a sucker from the base. We should, however, before doing

so, wrap the stem with moss afoot down, commencing immediately under the

leaves, and about 6 inches in thicknts;*, securing it with string moderately

tight, putting it on in spring, and keeping moist during summer, when by

autumn it is likely the trunk will have emitted roots, and it may then be

cut off below the mossed part, aud be planted up to the leaves where desired.

You may probably in this way save the old head, and secure suckers from its

base.

Enticing Rooks to Build (Idem). — Old nests placed in the upper

forks of the trees so as to imitate as nearly as possible natural ones in January

or early in February, before they have begun to build elsewhere. It will not do

to place the nests in the lower branches and indiscrimiuately. Place a good

number in a tree, a dozen or more, a few iu the next tree, and one or two iu

another. If the nests fail to induce the birds to build, secure a nest of about

half-fledged young oues from the nearest rookei-y, and place them securely ill

a fork of a high tree and sheltered. The old ones feeding them, the young,

if not the old birds, will return to the same trees to build their nests another

year.

Various (Birdie).—Sweet Peas sown now in a light airy position in a con-

servatory will not flower during winter, hut they would do so in spring and

early summer. The Amaranthus aud Love-lies-bleeding would, if taken np
now with a goodly amount of soil aud potted, keeping in a shaded position for

a few days, and then in a light airy one, retain their beauty a lon^: time ;
but

the difficulty is to secure them with soil to the roots, and in that case the

leaves droop" and fall. The seedling HnUyhocks would be better wintered in a

cold frame during the winter, planting out early in April; or you may plant

them out if the soil be fight now, affording them a slight protection of dry

litter in severe weather. A dark-leaved edging plant is Oxalis tropaioloides.

The Rose you name will be likely to suit you ; hut we have m. experience of it

in such a position. Cuttings of Gardenia radicans, the young growth of the

present year, will strike in gentle bottom heat. Being a stove plant it should

be placed in house that will afford the requisite temperatture—60^ to 65^ at

night, and 70- to 75- by day.

Pleroma Colture (TV. W. TV.).—It requires an intermediate house—

a

warm greenhouse or cool stove—45- to 50^ iu whiter at night, and 55' to 60°

by day. Avoid syringing overhead, which causes the leaves to decay at the

ends, and ultimately fall ; but maintain a moist atmosphere durina growth,

a gentle syringing then doing no harm, and keep the soil moist, but avoid

making it sodden. When the growth is made keep drier and well- aired,

watering only to keep the soil moist. The soil is right, two parts sandy

peat to one of loam, with a few nodules of charcoal and broken pots, about

a sixth of these, and silver sand, with good drainage.

Mushrooms Disappeaiiing from Pasture (Hagley). — The disappear-

ance of the Mushrooms is accounted for by the different depasturage of the

land. The dressing of salt every alternate year, aud the grazing with horses

and sheep were favourable to the Mushroom, but of late years you have

grazed with cows, which are not so. Dress with the salt, and graze with

horses and sheep, and you will in a year or two have Mushrooms.

Wild Thyme Eradicating (Idem).—There is no better plan than to

apply nitrate of soda (1 cwt. per acre), and manure heavily, keeping the grass

for hay, and eating off the fog or aftermath with sheep. Every alternate year

you may dress with salt, and with the mowing and high cultivation the

Thyme would be overpowered and die out. We should sow white Clover at

the rate of 12 Ids. per acre in April, after a dressing of manure. It would

improve the herbage considerably. Suckling Clover is also good for such a

soil ; 4 lbs. of it may be sown per acre, omitting libs, of the white Clover.

LiLiUM sPECiosuM AFTER FLOWERING (A. M. .4.).—Placo the plants of

L. speciosum, commonly called lancifolium, outdoors in a warm sheltered

position, and if wet weather lay the pots on their sides, but not if fine, heavy

rains being injurious; but it is necessary that the soil be moist. When the

stems turn yellow cut them off, and turn the plauts out of the pots ;
remove

the part of the stem above the crown of the bulbs by twisting it out, and take

away any soil that comes freely from the roots ; then, after draining the pots

well, return the bulbs to the same size of pot, or, if this is too small, to others

a size larger, potting so as to have the crowns just level or a lir.tle below the

surface, and 2 inches from the rim of the pot. The space left should be filled

up level with the rim with the same compost as that used for potting, when
the fresh growths are a few inches above the rim ot the pot. The soil should

be kept moist, any water required being given around the bulbs, and not

poured upon them. Keep them in a frame or pit safe from frost during the

wiu^er. Equal parts of sandy peat, light loam, and leaf soil, with a sixth of

sand will grow them well.

LiLiUM SPECIOSUM (An Old Subscriber).—We are uuable to account for

the flowers of the red kinds being so small, whilst the white do well. What
will grow one grows the other perfectly ; but you may add a little more manure

to the soil for the reds, and water with hquid manure when they are in free

growth.
,

Celery Running (Idem).—Yonr Celery is running. It may arise from

sowing too early, or gi'owth bein^' checkel by cold or want of water. It may
also result from sowing old seed, plants from which are apt to rim to seed at

an earlier season than those from new seed. It is not good to earth Celery a

little at a time. It encouiages the rising of the stalk as you describe. We do

not earth Celery much—onlv a little to keep the leaves from falling, reserving

the main earthiog-up until three weeks for white, aud a month for red, before

it is required for use; but it is well to earth well up in October and onwards

all the crops, so as to preserve the stalks from frost.

Sawdust for Blanching Celery (Saiv2>it).—lt is a good thmg for earth-

ing Celery, placing it between the rows and aiouud the plants after the leaves

and stalks have been brought together, pressing the sawdust about them, so

as to lie compact, and ensure blanching perfectly. It is better than soil, not

being so Uable to cause the stalks to rot, and is a good protection against

frost.

Cutting-down IMaidenhair Ferns (C. R. H.).—It is not desirable to cut

down all the kinds of Adiantum, as some of them are evergreen, and should
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only have the brown fionda removed as they occur. A. oaneatam is best kept
rather dry in autumn, and all the fronds cut away at once before they start
into fresh growth ; or they may be removed as they becume yellow, which is
mure tedious, and affordd no better result.

Ferns fok Rockwo£K I Rockwork).—As you propose to exclude frost, the
following, which are mostly greenhouse kinds, would succeed. They are of
moderate growth, and not costly:—Adiautum assimile, Asplenium dimor-
phum, Blechniim occidentale, Davallia dissecta, Doodia a^pera, Lastrea
elegaos, Lomaria L'Herminieri.Nephrodium raolle corymbiferum, Niphobolus
lingna corymbifera, Platjcerium alcicurue, Platyloma rotundifulia, Pteris
cretica albo-lineata. P. umbrosa, P. serrulata cristata, Asplenium marinum,
Adiantum Capillus- Veneris, Blechoum Spicant imbricatum, Polypodium cam-
bricum, Polyaticbum augnlare proliferum Wollastoni, and Scolopendrium
vulgare corymbiferum. The last six are British. You would not be suited
by creepers at the upper part, but you may have Nephrolepis tuberuaa planted
there, some of the fronds of which will hang down 3 or 4 feet, and have a fine
effect. A good plant for covering any bare spots is Ficus repens.

FuMiGATOR (J. S. H.).—The best is probably Drechsler'e patent, which is
of various sizes

; the largest size, 8^ inches diameter, would be best for jour
purpose. Tobacco is best—the leaf ur cavendish cut up roughly; but good
tobacco paper answers perfectly. It will not injure Orchids or Feres, only
the foliage, &c.., must be dry, the floor of the house being moist ; but of some
subjects, for insta .ce Adiantum farleyense, the fronds are injursd by a very
moderate degree of fumigation. The fumigator will be less likely to cause
injury in proportion as the smoke is delivered cool.

Planting Seedling Perennials {E. S.).—li well rooted they would be
best planted-out in theur blooming quarters early in October; but if the eoil is
not in good order, or the plants small, planting may be deferred until spring.
The description of the seeds you name may be found in any seed list. We
cannot undertake to describe " style of growth, period of iloweriug, best situa-
tion, Ac," of over sixteen subjects at a time. Annuals should be thinned to
3 inches apart ; and plant from sis. to a dozen plants in a patch ; biennials and
perennials about I fout apart. Salvia nemorosais also known as S. sylvestris.

Planting Sides of Carriage Drive T/i^/Jifrf;).—Under the shade of
the Lime trees shrubs would thrive very indifferently. The best that we
know are Aucubas, Laurels, Butcher's Broom, and Periwinkles, the latter
giving a close green covering, and growing about a foot high. Ivy is also a
line ground covering. The best hedge would be Thorn or <^uick, which in
good toil and kept clean grows quickly and makes the best of fences. You
may make a semi-evergreen hedye by planting a Holly every yard along with
the Quicks—seven (Quicks and one Holly per yard.

Plants for Entrance Hall (Z(ie77i}.~From the sketch we conclude that
the roof is opaque, in which case it would not suit plants, except those near
the windows, and not even these in winter, unless the house were heated.
Could you not have the roof glazed, and the place heated by a hot-water
boiler and pipes ? Any danger of draught might be obviated by having a
glazed entrance 6 feet long and 4 feet wide, bo as to allow of a person shutting
the outer door before opening the inner one. You have means of forming at
a cheap rate a most excellent conservatory if you can glaze the roof, which
we would suggest to you as far preferable to attempting to ^ow plants in
what must be, without the glass roof, an unsuitable place.

Insects on Gloxinias and Achimenes (F. C. r.}.—The plants are in-
fested with thrips, which we are surprised is not destroyed by fumigation
with tobacco; this cannot have been sufiieiently powerful to destroy them, as
we have not known efficient fumigations fail. No two fumii^ations will
destroy them, for though it may kill all existing, they will leave behind them
eggs, from which will proceed others. So long as the insects are present on
the plants the fumigation should be continued, and this may be every week or
fortnight, or oftener, until the pests are overcome, keeping a sharp look-out
afterwards, and whenever an insect is seen fumigate. As you have such a
plague of these insects, you must keep the atmosphere very much too dry.
"With increased moisture and fumigation they will be subdued.

Hedge for Shelter (E. M. S.).—Beech would grow well, your soil over-
lying chalk; but Hornbeam would grow more quickly, and it forms a good
hedge, and is more twiggy. The Beech retains its leaves in a young state in
winter, and is, on that account, more shelter-giving, but is very Uttery.
Either would suit you. Evergreen Privet grows quickly, bat would probably
be too weak.

Weeds on Lawn (TT. H.).—The three weeds you enclosed are evidence
that the soil producing them requires draining. No treatment will destroy
them or prevent their recurrence as long as there is an excess of moisture in
the soil.

Aphis on Larch {Alfrob.—ThQ shoot you sent us is infested with an aphis
which is peculiar to the Larch, and unusually prevalent this season, it being,
no doubt greatly fostered by the drought. You have nothing to fear from it,

as it will not injure the trees permanently. W^et, and the coming winter, will
Bet them right.

Grub (E. M. P.).—The grub is the Leather-jacket—Baddy-Ionglegs—larva,
and very destructive The best remedy is hand-picking ; but we have known
nitrate of soda, at the rate of a pound per square rod, applied with beneficial
results.

PBnNiNG Gooseberry Trees (IcZ.'m).—It is too early to prune Gooseberry
and Currant bushes, and especially those raised from slips. Prune them as
Eoon as the leaves have fallen.

Cineraria and Calceolaria Seeds Germinating (Idem).—There being
80 much dependant on the temperature in which the seeds are placed after
sowing, it would be futile stating how long seeds of different kinds are in
germinating. In a hotbed we have had Cinerarias up in four days, and
Calceolarias in a week ; whilst, without heat, about eight days elapse for
Cinerarias, and ten days to a fortnight for Calceolarias.

Names of Fruits (Scyftor).—The Pear is Bourre d'Amanhs, a good early
variety. (fn^UMirori.—l, Dumelow's Seedling ; 2, Pearson's Plate; 3, Brad-
dick's Nonpareil ; 4, Flower of Kent; 5, Sturmer Pippin; 6. Royal Pearmain.
We cannot name fruits or flowers through the post. {Dublin).— 1, Devon-
shire Buckland ; 3, Pitmaston Kusset; .4, Hawthornden; 4, Sam Young;
6, English Ciidlin ; 7. Kentish Codlin ; 10, Hawthornden; 11, Keswick Codlin;
12, King of the Pippins; 13, Keswick Codlin; 14, Gloria Mundi. {J.Car-
j)cn(£ri.—1, Glou Mor»,-eau; 2, Gansel's Bergamot; 3, Winter NeHs ; 4. Easter
Beurre; 5, Winter Ntlis; 7, PasseColmar ; 8, Hampden's Bergamot; ; 9, Vicar
of Winkfield. [S. J. TT.).- 1, Fondante d'Automne; 2, Van Mons Leon
Leclerc.

Names of Plants [H. H. TT.).—We cinnot name a plant from its leaves

only. {B. T. J.).—We cannot name mere florists' flowers, such as the varie-
ties of Begonias. The other two specimeos weresmisbed. [J. B ).—Hibiscus
Trionum. {Cl€rmorit>.~\^ Gentiana ascleyiadea i white-flowered var.); 2,
Celtis australia ; 3, Salix herbacea. (L. J. A'.).— 1, Auemone japonica; 2,
Eccremocarpas scaber. {Wm. W.).—Speijimen insufficient, (iltts).—Quite
unnameable. ( Prim.a\.—1, Habrothamnus fasciculatus , 2, Abutilon venosum
(-Bo/, i/tiv;., (. 4463) ; 3, A. megapotanicum; 4, Saxilraga sarmentosa; 5, Pas-
siflora glauca.

POULTET, BEE, ATO PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

THINNING-OUT.
Reality and imagination are very different things. We draw

largely on the latter when we look at the broods as they come
ofE in February, March, April, and May. We can see many
winners, and all good ones. While we rock ourselves in these
blissful anticipations, and determine to avoid the errors that had
so often made shipwreck of our hopes and introduced us to
grave disappointment, the time creeps on, and the little balls of
fluff grow into awkward and lanky chickens. Still the time goes
on, and different temperature, shortened days, and lengthened
nights demand a change of treatment. But the change is a
startling one from the thirteen " new comes " amply cared for
under the hen, and the same number of great staring fowls that
ask for board and lodging. If there were but one thirteen some-
thing might be done ; as there are sis thirteens something
must be done. No amount of writing or talking will enlarge a
roosting-house. It is known Henry V. of white-flag notoriety-
is slightly lame. When living at Frohsdorf his admirers were
allowed to walk through the apartment as he sat at dinner, or
to follow him at a distance when he took his constitutional.
Two old marquises of the ancien regime were doing so, when
one exclaimed to his companion, *' My dear marquis, our prince
has one leg shorter than the other." "Alaladroit" said the
other, " they are uneven only because one is longer than the
other." So we will insist the house is not too small, but the
stock is too large. No difficulty now. How is it to be done ?

By eating or selling : by selling alive as stock birds, or as ordi-
nary food. The good London wife retired into the country was
asked, when her lirst hog was killed how she would have it cut
up ? She said, " All hams." And so our friend and poultry-
breeder would have all his chickens prize birds. But it may
not be. Whatever is done, it should be done at once. Procras-
tioation in this iustauce is not only the thief of time, it is the
thief of food. These birds are eatiog that for which they will
make no return. You must decide how you will dispose of them.
All we can tell you is, they must be sold. There is a pleasure
in put-tiog off a thing; it shows we are not compelled to do it.

But Nemesis comes in the shape of the private Caleb Quotem.
He says, *'If you please, sir, you must increase my allowance."
These growing fowls eat terribly. Now you must steel your
heart. And after all, if you had room many of them are not
worth keeping—four-toed Dorkings, single-combed Hamburghs,
crooked fowls of every breed ; those that somehow never seemed
to do any good, the extra cocks, the faulty-feathered : all these
should now be got rid of. Their food and their room should be
given to those that will make a better return for them. If you
are told your fowls are all too good to kill, do not believe it.

We lately went into such a yard, and the two first selected birds
put in our baud were both humpbacked. If you do not thin
your stock now, if it is to be thinned at all, the inevitable loss

will be your own choice.

ARMLEY AND WORTLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show was held on the 7th and 8th inst. in a large

field at the upper end of Armley. The arrangements were most
extensive, in fact the marquee erected for the poultry, &c.,
would have easily accommodated one thousand pens, but we are
sorry to say the Show is as much in its babyhood as it was
ten years ago. In poultry. Pigeons, and Rabbits were only
122 entries, when with a little more attention to the prize list,

a regular revision, and a somewhat greater outlay, this section
from being a drag upon the funds of the Society would be self-

supporting. The pens were on Turner's principle, and were
nicely arranged along one side of the tent, and the birds, ttc,

were well attended to.

There were two classes for Game, but nothing in them at all

worthy of note if we except a Black Red cockerel shown by Mr.
Beldon, and this was very good, the fact being that the winners
in most cases were from that gentleman's yard, not, however,
of such quality as we usually see from the same place. In
Bantatns the first were Black Rosecombs, and the second neat
Black Red Game ; and in Brahmas Mr. Schorfield showed a
capital pair of Dark chickens. Rouen Ducks were very good,
but the Aylesburies were not noteworthy.
Pigeons were a pretty fair show as regards quality, but, as

before stated, the entries were poor.
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RiBBiTs had only two classes, but this was the best section
in both entries and quality ; we heard much gnitnbliug as to

the awards, which we do not hesitate to say were correctly
made. lu tlie class for Any breed two firsts were awarded, one
to a grand Silver-Grey doe, and the other to a capital Angora
doe, the second goiiug to a Himalayan ; and in Lops doable
prizes were given, one first to a grand Fawn doe, and the other
to a Tortoiseshell; the seconds going to Pawu-and- white and
Sooty Fawn bucks.
Classes were also provided for Cage Brims, and a separate

and very nice tent devoted to them, the entries being very good,
although the prizes were far too small. The Yellow English,
which we should interpret as a class for the common Yorkshire
Cauary, were but poor, the winners, especially the first-prize

bird, partaking very much of the style of the Scotch faucy, these
remarks applying also to the Buff class. lu the Marked class

were some pretty good birds, the winners being first Buff and
second Yellow. Norwich were only few in numbers, but pretty
good. Belgian (Marked) only one, but of Buff or Yellow five, but
poor in quality. Of Lizards there were but two, but we could
not understand the awards, but as we did not handle the birds,
no doubt it could be explained ; but on the face of it the second
was by far the best, having an even cap, while the first was both
flecked on the wings and broken-capped. In Mules there was a
nice one of the Goldfinch cross in the first-prize cage, the second
being a Linnet Mule. In the rest of the classes we did not
notice anything of striking merit.
We published the awards last week.

FAENWOBTH POULTRY SHOW.
The Show of the Warrington Society came off on Thursday

the 17th inst., when the weather was exceedingly fine, and the
attendance good ; the quantity and quality of the poultry being
alike good. Eigbt silver cups, in addition to substantial money
prizes, were offered for competition. Nearly all the classes being
for young poultry.

Black-breasted Red Game produced some good birds ; in fact,

this class is again looking up. Brown Keds were very good, the
birds in the cup pen models of their kind, but quite young ; the
winners in the next class were Duckwings and Piles. Mr.
Brierley's pens were empty. In Dorkings Mr. Walker won
easily. There were only three pens of Sjxmisli, although a cup
was given ; but we could not understand the award, for while
the pidlets were equal, the first-prize cockerel was much coarser
in face than the second. In Buff Cochins Mr. Crabtree won
the cup with a grand young pen, beating Mr. Taylor, and taking
the third also. Mr. Taylor was first and third; andMr. Sidgwick
second in Partridge. Of Hatnburglis there were some good
birds, but the entries were poor; and there occurred a most
striking mistake in judgment, or an oversight, the cup being
awarded to a pen of Gold-spangled in which the pullet was
willow-legged, and ought to have been disqualified. In Golden-
pencilled Messrs. Duckworth took the leading position with a
most charming pen, which might well have won the cup
unless it had been given to the iirst in Silver-spangled, which
were also grand birds. In Polands the winners were Silver.
In Brahmas the winners were grand birds, and we believe all

from the yard of Mr. Lingwood, who, as a breeder, seems to
have had great success. The class for Game Bantams was for
any colour, Mr. Eutwisle winning the cup with a charming pen
of Black Reds, closely pressed by a pen of Piles all the way from
Scotland. The third prize also went to Black Reds; and in the
Variety class Blacks were first; Pekins second; and Silver
Sebrights of the old style third ; but it was generally thought that
Mr. Leno's Sebrights might well have stood higher, lu single
cocks first was a smart Black Red; second the Sheffield cup
cock, looking rather flat ; and third a Pile; Crcve-Cceurs, Black
Hamburghs, and Sultans dividing the Variety class prizes.
There was a fine collection of Ducks, Geese, and Turketjs; many
of the winners have been commented upon in our recent reports.
GiME.—Bfocfc-brcosfed Red.—Chickens —I, T. P. LyoD, Liverpool. 2, H.

BuMon, Bmeloy. 3 J. A. iSl H. H. Staveley, Driffield. Browh-hreiutcd Bed —
Chickens.—Cnp, J. Fortune, Keiehley. 2, U. C. Barnet, Birkenheud. 3. H.
BelUou. Any oilier variety.—Chickens—I, J. Fletcher, Sloneclougb. 2, J.
Forlune. 3, ii. Bell, Burton-on-Trent. Single Coct.—l, J. Cheaters, Wantwich.
2, T. P. LyoQ.
DoBKiNGs.—CTtctens.—1, J. Walker. Hoohdale. 2, J. White. Warlaby. S,

L. PilkiDgton, Widnes. ohc, W. EvimB, Whiston. c, E. W. Southwood.
rabenham.
Spanish.— C;(icArt'/i5-—l, H. Wilkinson, Earby. 2, H. Beldon. 3, R. Halsall

and sisters, Halewood.
CocniNS.— CiJlTiamoft or Buff.— J, J. Walker. 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.

Chickens -Cup and 3, W. H. Crabtree. Levenshulme. 2, W. A. Taylor, he, C.
Sidtrwick, Keighley. Partridge-feather, or any otiier variHy.—Chickens —I and
3, W. A. Taylor. 2 and he, C. tiid,;wick. Other varietii thati Cinnamon or Buff
—1. W. H. Crabtree. 2. T. Aspden, Church. 3, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. vhe, W.
A. Taylor, he, 3. Walker; R s. S. Woodgatc, Pembury.
^^fmninGi\ii.—Ooldenpcncincd—Chu-kens—\, G & J. Dnckworth, Church.

2. H. Beldon. 3, .T Long. tiileeri)tneined.—Chickens —\,H. Btt\A<m. 2. F. W
Mejnell, Derby 3. J. Long. Goidf:n»imn,jled.-GhickeiU —Ctxv. T. .May. Wolver-
hainuton. 2. H. Beldon. 3, G & J. Duckworth. aHverspangled.—Chickem —
1, H. Beldon. 2 and 3, J. Fielding. Newehurch.
Polands.— 1, W. A. Taylor. 2, H. Beldon. S, J. Feamley, Lowton.
Brahma Pootras —1. T. P. Anadell, St. Helen's. 2. W. H, Crabtree. S. J. P.

Smich, Sheffield. Chickcns.-Cup and 2, T. F. Ansdell. 3 and vhc, A. Kigg.
Gateacre. c, J. Brookwell, Wigan.

Bantams. — Game. — Chickens. — Cup, W. F. Entwisle. Weatfield. 2. R.
BrowBlie, To\vn8end. Sand u/ic, W. F. Addie. Preston. Any variety except
fiume.— I, H. Beldon. 3, J. Walker. 3, J. W. Morris, Koohdale. Jio. .vl. Leno,
Diinstiible.
Game —Coci— I, W.F. Addie. 2, E. Walton, HorncUffe. 3, F. Steel, Halifax.

he. W. F. Entwisle.
Any other Distinct Variety.—1, E. Walton (Creve-Cfcurs). 2. H. Beldon

(BlacK Hamburghs). S, T. Marples, Blackburn (Sultans), he, C. Sidgwick
(Black Hamburghs).
Sellinc Oliss -Ghiekens.-}, T. F Ansdell (Dark Erahraas). 2. .T. Leeming,

Preston (B'ack Spanish). 3, .1. H Pickles, Birltdale (Dark Brahmas). he,
J. E Pardey, Newton (Silver-spangled Hainburgbs); T. Wakefield, Golborne
(Brahmas)
Ducks —iJowrra.—Cup, 3. andc, W. Evans, Whiston. 2, J. Walker. At/lesbury,— 1 and 3, R. Hutchinson, Litlleliorough. 2 and vhc, J. Walker. Any other

variety.—! and 2. M. Leno. 3. H. J BaUey, Teobury.
Gee'^e -1 and 2. '. Walker. Rochdale ;^, B Btther. Tarbock. c, W. Bur.?e3B.
Tu«KEYs.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. BroukweU. S. Rev. N. J. Ridley.

Judges.—Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston ; Mr. G. Fell,
Warrington.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. iO.

COCHIN-CHINA OR SH-ANGH.'VL
EOrr HEN—GENERAL CH.iRACTERISTICS.

This hen (jig. 84) is even more massive and compact than the
cock, the head and the neck being less, and the comb and lower

i^-t/,.

.o^^iiii^vN^

Fig. 81—Buff Cochin-China Hen.

fleshy parts almost absent. The foot is very short, the tail

very small, and the body seems formed of large, prominent, and
angular masses, markedly separated from each other. Seen
from behind she seems more broad than high, and not having
the ordinary look of a fowl. On a large nest she spreads out in
a perfect half globe owing to the abundance of her feathers.
The plumage is entirely buff. The flesh is finer and of better
flavour than that of the cock, and these qualities are retained
in the adult state, but not so in the cock.

Weight.— G lbs. 10 ozs. at full age. When more than a year
old some hens have reached 7J to over 8J lbs. This unusual
weight is generally occasioned by natural fattening, and the hen
is then excellent for culinary purposes.

Stature.—Height from the head to under the feet, 17-i^j inches
to 19-i"o inches ; from the back to under the feet, 9 to 11 inches.
Size of shoulders, 11 inches. F'rom the development of the
feathers which forms the whole of the thighs and hind quarters,
flji- inches.
Body.—Cubic viewed horizontally; neck small; shoulders

and breast projecting ; thighs very large ; breast comparatively
more fleshy than the cock's ; bones less heavy.
Head.—Small and well formed.
Comb.—Single, straight, and very short, i-„ inch at most.
Wattles.—Very short and rounded.
Ears.—Very small.
Face.—Bare.
Tufts.—Like those of the cock.
Beak.—Clear yellow.
Eye.—Mild and intelligent. Pupil, clear grey ; iris, black.
Leg-shank.—Short and very strong, as are the toes, and

feathered as those of the cock.
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The plumage should be entirely buS from head to foot, from
the throat to the tail a beautiful clear yellow colour, and it is

important not to have any black marks. The marks are only
admissible in the larp:e tail feathers, the others are almost
hidden by the contiguity and abundance of the covert feathers.
No mark should appear on the neck hackle. The feathers of
the different parts of the body should be lifted to see if there
are not hidden some grey spots in those beneath. A large
number of hens have the visible stem of each feather a little

lighter than the beard of the feather, which sometimes gives
it a regular and light appearance, with small prolonged marks
rather lighter than the rest of the plumage. If the hen is

whole-coloured and of fine form, you must not object to this
peculiarity.

Laijiiig.—The productiveness of the Cochin-China has been
exaggerated, as it has been extended to the number of three
hundred eggs in a year. The Cochin-China hen does not lay
more than sixteen to twenty-four eggs on following days, after
which she wants to sit. The time for wanting to sit and begin-
ning to lay again lasts from iifteen to twenty- five days, and the
layers as the year advances become less productive, sometimes
not going beyond twelve eggs. When the hen is in good con-
dition the laying lasts all the year, and produces from 150 to

180 eggs, a very remarkable number, especially as a considerable
portion of it is in the depth of winter. The eggs are of

medium but unequal size in different birds ; the yolk, the best
part of the egg, is very large, to which is attributed the size of
the chicken. Their quality is neither inferior nor superior to
the eggs of other breeds, but it depends on the food the heua
have.
Incubation.—This is the excellence of the variety; it sits at

all seasons, and hatches and brings up early or late chickens.
The desire for sitting, which is peculiar to the Cochin-China, is

imparted by crossing with other varieties. This quality is so
often wanting in the most valuable varieties, that a certain
number of pure Cochins are indispensable in a large establish-

ment, so as always to have sitters ready to take to the nests.

NOKTHALLEBTON POULTRY SHOW.
The Agricultural Show of the capital of the North Eiding of

Yorkshire took place on the 18th iust., and was a most decided
success both as regards number of entries, quality of stock, and
number of visitors; and as regards the poultry section it was
almost double that of previous years. The pens were substantial
wooden ones with wire fronts, and were bo placed that no wind
disturbed the birds, although no other cover was provided.
Dorkings were a grand class, and Mr. White beaten on his

own ground, in the first case with an old cock and a most ex-
traordinary pullet, and in the second with young birds. Game
were poor if we except the winners, which were Brown Reds
and Black Beds respectively. Spanish were old birds and out
of order ; but the two winners in Cochins, which were Buff
chickens, fine in all respects. Brahnias were also very good

;

the first-prize Dark cockerel beautifully striped throughout, the
puUet nicely pencilled, but losing a little on the breast. Second
were Light chickens, very good in all points; the third prize
going to a pen of Darks, chiefly on account of the pullet, which
was exquisitely pencilled. Polands were not in good order ; the
first Silver, the second Gold. Gold-spangled Hamburghs were
poor, except the first and the winning Silvers. The two pens
of winning chickens iu Gold-pencilled were good in all points.
In the Variety class the first were Creve-Co?urs, and the second
Malays ; both pens very good. In Game Bantams the first-

prize pen was composed of a really good cock and a pullet ; the
second young, very stylish, but a little out of order. In the
Variety class of Bantams Blacks were first and Silver Sebrights
second.
Rouen Ducks were particularly good in both size and quality,

with scarcely one bad pen. Of Aylesburys there were but three
pens, and of fair quality. Ducks of any other variety were
first Black East Indian, and second Carolinas. Turkeys were
very large and good, especially the first, which were of the
Cambridge variety. Geese were also good in every respect ; the
first Toulouse, and the second White. In the Selling class the
winners were a nice useful pen of Gold-pencilled chickens,
second Aylesbury Ducks, and third Dark Brahmas.

Pigeons.—There was, unfortunately, only one prize in each
class, though there was a very fair entry for this ; but with the
exception of the Red Pouters, Fantails, Almond Tumblers in

the first-prize pens, and the whole of the Magpies, there was
nothing worthy of note.
Rabbits were in pairs, a system we cannot sufficiently con-

demn, and we hope that notice will be taken of this point, as

entries in greater numbers will accrue from the alteration.

DoBKlNGS.—1, Lady A. M. Pierse, Bcdale. 2. A. Jackson, Broushton, North-
aUertoD. /ic. J. White, Warlabv, Northallerton (4).

Game.—1, W. Bearpark, Aiiiderby Steeple. 2. W. YounKhusband. Darling-
ton, he. G. Carter, Beda'e: W. Bearpark; W. F. Pett. Mlddteabrough.
SPiNisH.— 1. G. Dale. Northallerton. 2, T. Fliutoff, Newbj, Stockton-on-

Tees, c, G. Pounder, Kirbymoortiide.

CocHis-OHiNi.—1 and 2, D. & J. Iheston, Whitby, c, W. J. Frank, Eagles-
cUffe, \ arm.
EiiiHMi POOTIH—l.MisaE.O. Powlett, Bedale. 2, G. &W. Smith, Bath. S,

W. J. Fjauk. he. Miss K. O. Puwlett. Bedale ; P. C. BeoliCKton, Whitby. C,
Lady A. B. Pierse (2): T. P. Carver, Latiffthorpe. Eoroughbrifige.
Polands.— 1, VV, Bearpark. 2 and c, C. Walker, Borous^bbndcie.
Hamburghs —Goldipangled—X, R. Keenlyside, Aycliffe, Darlie^'ton. 2, T. P.

Carver, c, J. Johnson, Northallerton. Silver-spantfhd.—x, G. Alderson, West
Hartlt-puol. 2, R. Keenlyside. he, J. Robshaw. Whixlev, York.
H!,yluvH(.ns.—Gold-pencilled. —1, R. Keenlyside, .\yeliffe, Darlington. 2,

Wall, r S: Wriahtaon. btokesley. he, Wells & Sherwin, Ripen. Hdver-iienciUed.—1, J. N. Williams, Knaresborongh.
ANY OTHER Yahiety.- 1, T. P. OarvBr (Creve-Cceur). 2, R. Hawkics, Sea-

ham. Sunderland (Malays), u/ic, Mrs. Jaques, Hichmond. /tc, G. slater, Ripon
(Black Hamburghs); ElakeBborough& Holdsworth, High Harrogate (Japanese
Silkies).

Bantams.—Grtme.—l, W. C. Dawson, Whitby. 2. Wells & Sherwin. fcr. W.
C. D;t\VMon; G. H. Pennock, Whitby, c, Wells'iS: Sherwin ; T. P. Carver; Miss
Ellerby, Easingwuld. Atty other variety.— I, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. Man-
chester. 2 and vhe, T. P. Carver, he, T. P. Carver; W. F. Pelts, Middles-
brough, c, R. C. Chaytor, Middleham : Wells & Sherwin.
Ducks —i?0U(!7i.—l. Parkinson & Marshall, Dewsbury. 2, T. P. Carver. S,

W. J. Weatberill, Whitby, vhe, ParkioMon & Marshall, Dewsbury ; P. C.
Bedlington, Whitby, he, G. Graham, AJdborough, Borouehbridge ; Mrs. C.
Tarbotton. Cawtuu. Giiling, York, e. Miss Jordan. Dniheld; G. Pounder.
Aylesbury.—\ and 2, T. P. (Carver, he, T. Dobson, Kirbymoorside. Any other
variety.— [ and 2, T. P. Carver (Black East Indian and Carolina), vhe and he,
Col. Cathcart, Spennithorne, Bedale.
TuKKtiVS.— 1, T. P. Carver. 2, J. B. Braithwaite. North Otterington, North-

aUerton. he, T. C. Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton; Miss Jordan, Driifield;
Mrs. C. Tarbotton.
GO-.LINGS —1, Mrs. C. Tarbotton. 2, Wells & Sherwin, Rlpon. he, T. C.

Booth ; J. Storey, Seamer, Yarm ; L. Mantield, Thirsk.
Selling Class.— 1, W. J. Weatherill, Whitby (Gold-pencilled Hambureths).

2, T. P. Carver. S, G. Carter, Bedale (Game), vhe, T. P. Carver ; W. J. Frank
( Dark Brahmas). he.W. BovUle, jun., Osmotherley (Grey Dorkings); Wells
and Sherwin; T.P.Carver; G. Dale, Northallerton, c. Miss B.Peirse, Bedale
(Houdans).

PIGEONS.
Carriebs.—1, T. P. Carver, c, T. Richardson.
Pouters.—1 and he. Wells & Shenvin.
Jacobins.-1, T. Dale, Scorton. he. T. P. Carver.
Tumblers.—1, Wells & ^her^vin. he, T. P. Carver, c. Wells &J5herwi]i; J.

S. Thompson, Brompton. Norihallerton.
Fantails.—1, W. ..V J. Wetherill. Northallerton.
Trumpeters.-1, R. J. Smith, Yarm. he, J. S. Thompson.
TuRBiTS.- 1, Blakeborough & Holdsworth. he, J. Sbilbeck, Coulton, Hovillg-

hara ; R. Mais. Northallerton.
Nuns — 1, Wells & Sherwin.
Magpies.—1, H- Gibson. Kirby Sigston, Northallerton. lOic, Hon. L. Powlett,

Bedale. he, J. W. Smith, York ; F. Heugh, jun., Northallerton, c, H. Clapham,
York.
ANY OTHER Variety. — 2, T. P. Carver (Owls), vhe, G. Gibson, Kirby

Si;.'ston. he. Wells & Sherwin, Ripon; N. Russell, jun, Northallerton; T.
Richardson, Middlesbrough (Owls).

Rabbits.-J»i/ variety —1, E. J. Thornton, York. 2 and he, E. W. Forster,
Middlesbrough (Himalaya and Lop-eared), c, J. S. Robinson, Darlington ; W.
Robaon, Mortou-on-Swale.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

NOKTHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
Long as this Show has been noted for the very superior

character of its competition, we may safely say the Show of last

week was far beyond its predecessors ; and the truly indefati-

gable Secretary, Mr. Lovell, was just as obliging aud attentive

to the wants of everyone as ever.

Dorkings were grand, and as a whole were exceedingly well-

gi'owu chickens. The Spanish classes contained numbers of

most promising specimens. In Game fowls, except the winning
pens, %ve were quite disappointed; but the next classes. Cochins,

made ample amends. Brahmas were fine as a whole, the Light-
coloured having the best of the competition. Hamburghs were
few in numbers, but good in quality. Ducks of both the leading

varieties were unusually fine ; but of Turkeys only a single pen
was exhibited. The Selling classes were a great success, and
the "Miscellaneous" class, open to a pair of any kind of poultry

or ornamental birds, was a triumph in bringing forth competi-
tion.

The Pigeons were of the highest possible character; but it is

a mistaken arrangement for every breed to compete iu a single

{From a Correspondent.)

We have just received the catalogue of this Show. Such a
volume—pages aud pages of advertisements ! and in one or two
cases the advertisers not only have illustrations of the things

they sell, but of the shops they sell them in ! We like to see a

good catalogue, it shows the Society is flourishing. The last

time we saw Mr. Lovell with his Show he was at Kettering.

We call Northampton, this year's meeting place, much better

adapted for an exhibition. The poultry show was on the single-

bird system, aud the quality was on the whole unusually

good. We should have liked to have seen more entries. Mr.
Hewitt judged, and as usual gave general satisfaction. This

Society always has good poultry stewards, who know how to do
things well, and consequently the management may be relied

on. In these days this is worth knowing, for it seems nettling

short of scandalous for a society to hold its poultry show in

a field under a hedge, or on the open hill-side ; but we hope

these things are improving. While on the subject, however,

just one word on the care of the baskets. Often aud often the

birds are uuder cover and the baskets placed under the pens in

the tents ; a shower comes on, the rain runs oft the tents on to

the ground, aud the baskets get soaked. The other day we were
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at a show held under a tent. About 6 p.m. there waa a terrific

shower, the water poured off the tents in perfect sheets. Into

the tents crowded the people, presently Bmall rivers appeared
among the baskets. The water flowed off the tentu under the
canvas, drenching the baskets through and through. And the

results—why, a hen for which we know the owner refused £20,

was put at the close of the show into the basket. It had to

go to the other side of England, and by the time it reached its

home the straw of the basket was still soaked, and the bird had
the cramp so badly that it never recovered. Mind, we only say

this en passant, in no way connecting it with this well-managed
meeting, where the weather was most beautiful, but simply to

show how very important it is for baskets as well as birds to be
properly housed.
But now for the birds. The Dorkings were very good ; the

colour of the first cockerel very grand, and the second the^ best

Silver-Grey we have seen for some time ; in the pullets, first a

beauty. We think she was at Bath. Both the highly commended
ones were also good. In the Variety class, the first, White,
was a young bird of great promise; second not so good. Pullets

were quite up to the average. Somehow this Society always
has a good display of Dorkings. Spanish were very young,
but the birds looked up to doing well iu future. Game made up
the largest classes. The winners were good. The Variety Game
class seemed to have been puzzling to many. We think it must
have been the way the schedule was printed; consequently
there were several pens of CrOves entered in this class which
should have gone into the Variety class, which was after all

empty. Schedules cannot be printed too clearly. Cochins were
few and good. Both Mr. Tardley's birds were nice-grown birds.

In the Variety Cochin class a very splendid White won. His
frame was huge, and his shape good. The second was very
young. In pullets the first was a good colour, well feathered;

the second also good, and will make a large bird. In Brahmas,
Dark, Mr. Leno's first cockerel was nice, also his pullet. The
Lights we thought better than the Darks. The pullet was
capital. Hamhurfjhs were not first-rate, the Spangled best.

The first pullet was of a good colour. In Bantams a beautiful

Laced cockerel won first, and a well-shown Black Red second,

and a good Brown highly commended. In puUeta the first was
smart, second Laced.
Only one pen of Turkeys appeared, and one of Geese. All

the latter must have been fattening for the coming season. Ducks
were only passable, save the winning pens. The first Ayles-
bury came from the town whence they got their name. Large
sale cla<58es followed, Spanish winning first in each, which
would do for many a good show's open class, and then came the
medley. This time Spanish and Dorkings won the prizes, which
turned it into an " Any age and variety" class.

Pigeons had only one class, but every pen was noticed. They
were certainly unusually good, and made a pretty finish to this

very nice Show. We congratulate the Society on their 1874
meeting most heartily.

DoEKiNng.— .9i7uei'-'jrf7/ or Coloured.—Cockerel.—I, T. C. Bumell, Michel-
dever. Hauts. 2. O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot. 3. J. Lon^^and,
Grendon. Pullet.—\, T. C. Bumell. 2, J. Longland. he, O. E. Cresswell ; J.
Loneiand.
D0BKING8.—.4nj/ variety.—Cockerel.—I, O. E. CreaRwell. 2. R. E. Oliver,

Toweester. 8. Rev. E. Eartrum, Berkhampstead. Pullet —l.Rev. E. Bartrum.
2 and c, J. Lonciand.

Spanish, —Cocfceici.—l and 2, J. T. Parker, Northampton, he, VV. R. Bull.
Newport Pa^ntll. Pulkt.—l and he, 3. T. Parker. 2, T. Love, Kingsthorpe,
NiTthamp'im.

Gksi^-- Black or Brown Red.— Cockerd.—l, J. Gumey. Winslow. 2. J. M.
Payne, Rother-tthorpe. 3. Witbheld. Pullet—1,B. Cnx, Moulton. Xorthamp-
ton 2, M. Ivena, Eydon. Banbary. h^, Howard & Pattenhall, Wellingborough

;

T. Hancock. N> rthampton.
Game—.^»y other imricti/.-Cockerel.—l, B. Cox. 2. No competition.
CocHiv-i'HiN'.v.

—

Cinnamon, Buff, or Partridoc.—l, H. Yardlev. Birminghnm.
2, Mrs M A. Mason. Boston. Pitllet—l, H. Yardley. 2, G. Tatham, Kingathorpe,
C, H. V. J-tory. Not'ingham.
CncHiva.—.-lHv other variety.—Cockerel.—\, R. S. R. Woodgate. Pemburv,

Tnnbridge Wells. 2. W. H Boll. Pullet.—\, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, A. F. FauJkner,
Thrapntone. he. W. R. Bull.
Brahma Po(^TRh?>.~Dark.—Cockerel.— \, M. Leno, Markyate Street. 2, C.

Wright Norlhamoton. Pullet.—1, M. Leno. 2, J. S. Clarke, Oundle. hc. Rev.
R. L Story, Loeldngton Viearaee.
Brahma PooTRAS.—Light —Cockerel.—I, P. Hainea, Palgrave. 2. M. Leno.

he. Mm. Ppat. SbBrnbrook. Pullet.—1, Mrs. Peat. 2, P. Hainea. he, M. Leno ;

A. F. Faulkner.
UxTdBRGus. — Gold and Silver-spangled.— Cockerel.—\, J. Ward, Bardon

Hill, Abbby-de-la-Zonch. 2, J. Gumey. c, T. Love. Pullet—1 and c, T. Love.
2, J. Ward.
HAMBCBong.—Go'rf and Bilver-pencilled.— Cockerel.—1^ A. F. Faulkner. 2,

No competition. Pullet —1 and 2, A. F. Faulkner.
B*NTAM-i.—C cfcer^/.— 1, M. Leno. 2, Capt. T. Wethe^all, Loddington. Ketter-

ing, he, B. Cox; Cap^. T. Wetherall, Pullet.—1, Capt. T. Wetherall. 2, M.
Leno.
GosT.ixoa.—1, T. H. Wyke9, Greenfield, Strixton. 2. No competition.
Docks -Aylesliuri/.-l, T. Sear, Aylesbury. 2, S. Deacon. (Jundle. c, Hon.

and R-v. 0. ,T. Vernon, Grnfton Underwood Rectory. Rouen.— I, R. Wood,
Clftp*on. Thrap-tone, 2, W. H Harrignn, Oxendon. M irket Harborouah.
TvHKK^d.—Youjig.-l, S. Pumfrey, Wilby, Wellingborough, 2, No competi-

tion.
Sklltno C-Lksa.—CocJc, Drake, or Oarid^r.—l, .T. T. Parker (Spanish). 2. IVT.

Leno (Bintams). 3. J. S. Clarke (Brahma), he, H. Yai-dley. c. T Sear
(Aylehburyj; R. Syke?. Geddington. Kett.-ring (Rouen): Hon. and Rev C. J.
V-rn-m (Rouenl; T. Hancock, Northampton (Giimp). Uen Dwk. or Go^sc

—

1,T. ( ha-nhers, jan , Northampton (Spanish). 2, 0. Wright (Brabma) 3, T. G.
West. D.illin(rton. Northampton, /ic, T. Love; M. Leno (Bantam); Mra. Peat
(Brahmii; T Pell, Whiston, Northampton (Grey Goose); R. Sykes (Rouen) ; J.
T. Parker (SpaniBh).
M1BCELLA.SE008 Class.—Jnj/ variety of,FoioU, including Guiiiea FowU, Pea

FoicU, Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks.—1, W. Nnttafje (Spanish). 2 and 8, .7. Long-
lan<( (Dorkinga). 4, *'. Wrigh'. (Brahmas). he, B. Cox (Game): J. Holme. Lod-
dington, Kettering (Rouen); T. G. West (Muscovy); Capt. T. Wetherall (Black
Kel Game Bantams); Hon. and Kev. C. -T. Vernon (Partridge Cochins and
Rouen Ducks); A. F. Faulkntr (White Cochins); W. NottaKe (-panish) ;

—
Koberta, KiugHthurpe. Northampton (Dark Brahma Pootra) ; T. Love (Golden-
spangled Uamburgba) ; S. Pumphrey ( i'urkeye); K. sykea (Houen i>u(!ks);0.
Wn','ht (Dark Brahmas). c, J. Holme (Guinea Fowls) ; T. G. West (Muscovy
DuckB); C. Foil, Stowe-Nine-Churchea (Guinea Fowls); T. Love (Gulden-
spangled Hamburghs).

Pigeons.—-Any distinct variety.—Cock or Hen,—I and 3, H. Yardley. 2, W.
No'tage, NorthHmpton (Pouter Oock). 4, T. Cham-,ers, jun. he, W, iVottage
(White fouter Coctt and Carrier Cock), (a); T. Chambers, ju 1. (2) ; L. Wat kin,

Northampton (White Pouters); W. W. Watkin, Northampton (Pouter Cock)

;

H. Yardley.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the
Judge.

WELCHPOOL POULTRY SHOW.
In a district long reputed for the general excellence and most

abundant supply of poultry of all kinds for table purposes, it was
natural to expect to find a large competition of valuable poultry ;

nor were these expectations at all disappointed, for decidedly the
best Turkey poults and Goslings of this year that as yet have
put in an appearance were shown at Welchpool. It was quite a
feature of the Show that all the useful varieties were largely

and well represented, but of such more strictly fancy varieties

as Hamburghs the less we attempt to criticise the better.

Some Light Brahmas quite took the lead in a class open to

both breeds. The Aylesbury Ducks mustered strongly, but a
class for Game cocks was composed of birds that appeared to

visitors almost as though they had miraculously escaped from
the hands of the cook at the last moment, so denuded were they
by their natural moult of their feathers ; but the Game chtckena
were in the highest plumage. Fine weather brought with ifc

pecuniary success.

Game.—1 and he, P. A. Beck. Guilafield. Welchpool. 2. E. Pugh, WelchpooL
Cocfc.-l and c, E. Pugh, Welchpool. 2, W. Powell, Bnttington Hall, he, P. A.
Beck.
Dorkings.-1, J. Sayce, Welchpool. 2 and he, Mrs. R. E. Jones, Cefn

Bryntalcb. c. iVIrs. Bayard, Gwernydd, Bettws.
Spa^i-h.—B/txcfc.—1 and .'. E. Williams. Caerhowell Farm.
Ha-^ibuhghs.-(roW or Silver-Spangled or Pencilled.—1, T. G. Jones, Llan-

eatnlffraid. 2, T. Bridgewater. Montgomery.
Brahma Pootra.— 1 and 2, Mrs. H. P. Ffoulkes, Llandyssil Rectory, c, G.

Morgan, Newtown.
A.Ni- oTHEa Variety.— I, Mrs. Bayard, Gwernydd, Berriew. 2, T. Morgan,

Biihaillon, Kerry.
Di:cKi—Aylesbury.—1, J. Richards, Llanfyllin. 2. W. Brick, Penygloddfa,

Newtown, lie, J. Jones, Varchoel. c, E. Beavon, Cletterwood Mill. Rouen.—
1, J Jones. 2, W F. Delmar, Henfaes.
Geese.—!, ^. Owen, Berriew. 2, R. Colley, Sylfaen. ho, W. Rogers, Welch-

pool e, E. Watkin. Forden.
TuRKETs. — 1, Miss Humphreys, Berriew. 2, G. Robiason. Trederwen,

Llandrinio. he, Mrs. R. E. Jones, Ccfn Bryntalch. c, R. Groves, Court
Calmore.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, was the Judge.

"BIG EYE" TUMBLERS.
Although these birda are called Tumblers, those bred at the

present day seldom tumble ; but I am told by the old fanciers

that upwards of twenty-five years ago they were noted for their

performances iu the air, being what is called very close Tumblers

;

and it was not uncommon to find specimens that would tumble
inside ; bvit of late years, as they became more valuable, they
were seldom flown; and being bred more for eye, beak, and
colour, they soon lost the faculty of tumbling; and I doubt if, at

the present day, many specimens could be found that would
tumble. They are of four colourings—black, red, yellow, and
^mi—the colour being more brilliant than in other varieties of

the same shade—the two latter colourings are very scarce. In
build they have the appearance of a cross between a Barb and a

Tumbler. They are very wide across the skull, and quite fiat.

They have a beak somewhat like a Tumbler, but much wider at

the base, and of a fleshy appearance, and not so long as that of

a flying Tumbler, and always white in good specimens confined

to a room ; but if flown the beak will soon change iu colour to

a darker shade. They have a regular Tumbler eye, surrounded

by a white silky skiu as large as the wattling of a first-claas

Barb; but no signs of wattling, and very few wrinkles. Any
show of wattling or colour is a sure indication of a Barb cross.

They are also devoid of feathers under Ihe beak (which is

covered by the same white silky skin as round the eye), and
the better the bird the more this peculiarity is developed, but
without any appearance of gullet, as in Owls. They are inclined

to be loosely feathered, and often look ragged, even when in

good health. They are longer, iu proportion to their size, than
any other Pigeon—the difference iu length being mostly in the

tail and flight feathers. The middle feathers in the tail are

usually longer than the others ; and what is remarkable in this

bird, if well bred, it will usually have fourteen feathers in the

tail, while all others, except the Fantail, have twelve. This

great length, in comparison to their size, gives them an entirely

different appearance from other Pigeons, and becomes a leading

characteristic of the breed. The secondary feathers of the wing
are raised above the back when at rest, as in good specimens of
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the Barb. Although to an inexperienced fancier they look so
much like a Barb at first sight, they have nothing in common
with them, except the fact of the secondary feathers being raised
above the back, and it seems impossible that they could ever
have been bred from them, as some might suppose, as no breed
will show a cross with the Barb sooner than they will. This
cross has often been resorted to by rival fanciers, but never with
success, as the eye shows the wattling and colour at once, and
in most cases the two extra feathers in the tail will be lost in
the first cross. I well remember, at the exhibition of the
Pennsylvania Poultry Society of 186S, a strong contest between
two rival fanciers of this breed ; one of them had undoubtedly
used the Barb cross to defeat his opponent, but without success,
as in the eye and beak the signs were unmistakeable, and when
the feathers of the tail were counted, there were only the twelve
feathers of the Barb. I have never seen this Pigeon alluded to
in any work before published, neither do I know anything of
its origin. None of the old fanciers can tell me where the
original stock came from.
1 am informed by Mr. W. Wister, our oldest fancier, that fifty

years ago (methinks that some of my younger readers will think
that fifty years is a long time to be a fancier), but I will assure
them that Mr. Wister was quite a fancier fifty years ago, and
bids fair to continue one for fifteen to twenty years to come. I
think our friend Dr. Morgan will sustain me in saying that
thorough fanciers seldom die young. Had I the space I would
like to tell my younger readers how much Mr. Wister has done
for the fancy in this country during the past sixty years. I
believe he was one of the first importers of all the varieties of
Game Bantams, also of Game, and many kinds of fancy Pigeons,
as weU as dogs. He has never changed from his boyish fancy,
and to-day he would drop one of his most difficult financial
problems to admire a good Short-faced Black Mottled or Almond
Tumbler; and of all the stock he has imported and bred in that
time I do not believe he ever sold a specimen from his yards,
but many hearts have been made glad by his generous gifts—
the writer of this article among the rest. But I am getting
away from my subject. Mr. Wister informs me that he remem-
bers the " Big Eye " well for the past fifty years. When he
first saw them they were bred by an Englishman by the name
of Egleton in this city, and for years afterwards they were known
by the name of Egleton Blacks, this being the prevailing colour.
At this time they were excellent tumblers, and often had six
white flight feathers—a peculiarity they have since entirely lost
—and which gave them a very pretty appearance when on the
wing. Mr. Wister can throw no light on the actual origin of
the bird, but it is more than probable that they came from Eng-
land or the East via Germany, as many of the old German
merchant settlers imported largely in days gone by. The rem-
nants of many fine strains of different varieties of Toy Pigeons
are yet to be occasionally met with among the dealers of this
city. If any of our fanciers can give any further information
about the "Big Eye" not contained in the above article we
shall be pleased to give it to our readers.—J. M. Wade.—{Ame-
rican Poultry Fancier-.)

[Both the description and the portrait of this bird lead one
certainly to the conclusion, in spite of the protest to the con-
trary, that it is the result of a cross between the Barb and the
Tumbler : indeed, I have seen exactly such birds produced by
this cross. I have seen them in a bird shop and in a loft, and
I cannot regard them as other than a Barb spoiled or a Tumbler
spoiled. It is perfectly possible that they may, or may have,
tumbled, as the worst-shaped Tumblers have this property rather
than the best. Whatever our cousins across the Atlantic may
do, I always strongly advise fanciers in England to breed to
perfection, if possible, the grand old varieties. Occasionally, as
in the Satinette, a new variety comes up which is of beauty and
value; but looking back upon our shows for a dozen years or so,
how many new Toys, German usually, have appeared a few
years and then disappeared !—Wiltshire Rectok.]

THE QUEEN BEE.
In crossing over one of our heather-clad moors in Yorkshire

on the 8th inst., hearing a great buzzing sound, my attention
was rivetted upon a drone bee with a queen bee. The drone so
completely covered her majesty that I was unable to see her
very distinctly. When I first saw them they were 3 feet from
the ground, in equilibrium, slightly varying, and then they came
very gradually to the ground, where they remained but a second ;

then they moved heavily away a short distance, the noise of
their wings never ceasing even whilst on the ground. Following
them, I again saw them gradually alight as before ; and on
coming near for further inspection, through the stupidity of my
dog—for I was at the time hampered with both pony and dog

—

I lost sight of them altogether. It was about half-past twelve
o'clock when this occurred, the day being warm and sunny.—W. C

.

point of a penknife to the part. Renew the application twice
a-day until the lumps may be removed by the hand. If the bird
is attacked in the throat it may be applied with a feather dipped
in oil. A pennyworth of calomel will suffice to cure a dozen
birds. Or mix one drachm of carbolic acid and half an ounce of
glycerine together, apply with a feather once or twice daily. I
was recommended to try this myself for either Pigeons or poultry,
and I found it soon effected a cure.—F. S. H., St. Austell.

GiNKEK IN Pigeons.—Rub the affected part with sweet oil,

and then apply as much calomel as will lay on the extreme

BRITISH BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
We cannot conclude our review of the Show without a few

remarks on the honey, to which no less than nineteen classes
were devoted—too many in our opinion, as we can see small
merit in obtaining supers of honey under 11 lbs. weight, to
which the Committee devoted four classes, embracing twelve
prizes. The prize schedule for honey seemed to be in three
divisions— i.e., straw, wood or straw and glass, and glass only,
each division being again subdivided into classes—as above
2Dlbs., above 14 lbs. and not exceeding 20 lbs., and above lOlba.
and not exceeding 14 lbs. The Committee in their next show
schedule would do well to consider if weight combined with
quality should not alone govern the award of prizes in each
division, giving such a number of prizes as the funds permit.
The display of honey was certainly grand. Foremost was a

magnificent display from Ayrshire, in the well-known Stewarton
boxes ; both honey and comb were nearly colourless, doubtless
obtained from white clover. Much to be commended was the
admirable manner in which the canny Soots had brought it to
the Show, a distance of four hundred miles. We look upon the
shallowness of the boxes as its salvation. Between each comb
its senders had placed a folded sheet of newspaper, and the
fold tightly packed again with paper, more of the same material
covering all up. Mr. J. Anderson had, we were told, so brought
more than thirty boxes without an accident. Certainly they
taught the southerner a lesson here, for many of the finest

English supers arrived too damaged to unpack. Conspicuous
on the table were some beautiful Woodbury supers from Mr.
Cowan, of Horsham, from 38 lbs. to 78 lbs. weight. The ex-
hibitor in his loving care had covered them with a glazed frame
screwed down, which was particularly unfortunate, as the
Judges disqualified them on the ground that they could not taste

the honey to insure that it was genuine, and not merely syrup
stored by the bees. This dictum we look upon as a grave
mistake, more especially as no such rule was in the prize schedule.
Mr. Cowan's harvest from his bees this year was, we should
think, the largest on record ; it amounted to 707 lbs. of super,
and 200 lbs. of extracted honey from twelve stocks of bees.

The three classes for straw supers only olttained six entries,

for which nine prizes were offered ! Two only exceeded 20 lbs.

Straw must certainly surrender its ancient honours to wood and
glass. Wood, and wood in combination with glass or straw,

mustered sixty-two entries, twenty-eight of which were over
20 lbs., the heaviest 7fi lbs. Very curious it was to note the
diversity of taste in the way of shape and material tor honey-
receptacles. One reverend gentleman had even persuaded his

bees to work in an old cheese-box, which was supplemented
over a central aperture by a bell-glass.

The pride of the glass supers, numbering thirty-five, was a
beautiful bell exhibited by Mr. G. Fox, containing 60 lbs. nett of

comb and honey ; nearly every cell seemed filled and sealed. It

held its own against all comers, taking first prize ; second, Mr.
T. W. Cowan; third, Mr. S. Thorne. Twelve exhibits in this

class exceeded 20 lbs. Placed on the table "not for com-
petition," appeared the prize glass of Manchester Show, 1873,

containing 87 lbs., but which its owner acknowledged had been
obtained by feeding his bees with unlimited syrup. This glass

attracted some considerable attention, as it bad caused not a

little discussion in the bee-keeping world. The class for table

display of honey in comb was pretty well monopolised by the

North Britons, who took first and second prizes ; the third being

withheld.
The entries for run honey in glasses were not numerous, and

the variety of hues it showed seemed incomprehensible to the

general public, who could not understand why some should be

the colour of pale sherry, and others nearly as dark as treacle.

The smaller glasses, however, of all shades were eagerly bought

on the third day of the show. Cottagers' classes monopolised

fourteen prizes, but only twenty-two entries were made. The
Committee, however, anxious to give encouragement here, di-

rected all the prizes to be awarded, although the Judges had at

first withheld half.

We could have wished to see the " sold " ticket aflixed more
freely, but can well understand that a person who can afford to

give fS or i'4 for a box of honey may rightly object to the

trouble of taking it home, or standing the risk of breakage by
railway porters.

On the 10th inst. the British Bee-keepers' Association held a

meeting at the Crystal Palace to elect oflioers for the ensuing
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year. The chair was taken by the Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh.
The Chairman congratulated the meeting upon the successful
progress of the undertaking thus far, and hoped that it would
not be the last, as it was the first, year of such prosperity.

He attributed their success to the strenuous exertions of the
organisers of the Exhibition, and to the publicity given to it by
those to whom we looked for information in this country. Sir
John Lubbock had consented to act as President, and the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. John Hunter, mentioned that the President had
promised to subscribe what sum might be wanting for the
expenses of tlie Exhibition. Mr. C. N. Abbott was elected
Treasurer, and a list of Vice-Presidents was adopted, which in-

cluded the names of Mr. Bligh, the Chairman, Lord Clifton,
the Hon. and Rev. A. Legge, the Hon. B. C. TroUope, Sir

Robert Briscoe, Messrs. Melladew, Symington, Hooker, Raynor,
Carr, Cheshire, Filleul, Pennell, and other well-known bee-
masters. The following resolutions were passed :

—

1. That the name of the Association be the British Bee-
KEEPEBs' Association.

2. That its objects shall be for the encouragement, improve-
ment, and advancement of bee-cul'ure in the United Kiugdom,
particularly as a means of bettering the condition of cottagers
and the agricultural labouring classes, as well as the advocacy
of humanity to the industrious labourer—the honey bee.

3. That its officers shall consist of aPresident, Vice-Presidents,
General Committee, from whom shall be selected an Acting
Committee not exceeding seven. Secretary, and Treasurer ; the
whole of whom shall hold office for one year, and be eligible for
re-election.

4. That the management of the Association shall be vested in
the Acting Committee, of which the Secretary and Treasurer
shall be ex-oj^cio members.

5. The annual subscription of members shall be .5s., due and
payable oa the first day of May.

6. The Committee shall cause to be held an annual apiarian
exhibition, at a time and place they may deem most suitable to
the interest of the Association and its objects, and adopt all such
things as they believe will most conduce to extend and improve
a knowledge of bee-keeping so far as the funds of the Association
will permit, provided always that they shall in no case con-
travene a rule made in General Meeting.

7. That an ordinary General Meeting shall be holden once
in each year, when the officers for the ensuing year shall be
elected, and questions of government of the Association be dis-
cussed and resolved upon. An extraordinary General Meeting
may be called by the Acting Committee at any time, and shall
be called by the Secretary within fourteen days upon receipt of
a requisition signed by any ten members of the General Com-
mittee, stating the nature of the business for which the General
Meeting is to be called.

8. That as soon and so far as the funds of the Association will
permit the Committee will endeavour to carry out the objects
of the Association by means of lectures, meetings, the circu-
lation of suitable books, certificating and sending out experts
as qualified teachers and examiners of apiaries ; exhibition and
circulation of hives, of apiarian apparatus, ttc. ; to spread a
knowledge of all improvements and best possible methods of
beekeeping, and of the most profitable use and disposal of bee
produce; also to establish a model apiary and an apiarian
museum and honey market, assist in the formation of provincial
clubs affihated with the Association, and generally to do all in
their power for the advancement of apiarian science.

BEE-KEEPING IN HAMPSHIBE.
About eight years ago I thought I should like to be able to

tell the cottagers here how to manage their bees, without every
autumn that wholesale and awful destrnction of these wonderful
little workers—in this neighbourhood not by thousands merely,
but by bushels and bushels. Accordingly I made myself ac-
quainted with aU I could possibly on the subject from all sources
at my disposal. I concluded my plan should be wooden boxes
14 inches by 14 by 10, li-inch pme, wiih holes at top for feeding
and supering. Driving was not in my thoughts, but the power
of preventing swarming at will, and large bell-glasses full of
pure honey every season were. I need not tell you I did not get
either, although I soon worked-up a fine lot of healthy stocks
from two good stocks purchased from cottagers. " How is

swarming to be prevented?" was the common question. " Give
the bees room." " What's the use of that when bees will swarm
from the roofs of houses and large hollow trees ? And see what
combs they make in such places. Why, I once took enough out
of a roof to fill the old ooman's biggest washing pan besides
what was wasted, as 'twas runnin down my elbows all the time;
and jes come and see what I gets out of one of my bushel hives,
for I've got urn what'U hold more than a bushel o' tates." The
last question and words were from a very successful old bees
keeper near here now no more—one of those men who could
examine his bees with bare arms, bare chest, and bare head, and
they seemed to like hie coming. Working in the fields all the

day, he would return in the evening and look round the garden
hedges to hive what swarms were hanging there—mark this,

and add to it the sulphur pit in autumn; and yet this man suc-

ceeded in obtaining large quantities of honey most years. How
was it? Who can doubt that it was the swarming system and
the hive that would hold "more than a bushel of tates " that
did it ?—the old-fashioned cottagers' system now put right and
so ably advocated by Mr. Pettigrew. I say put right—that is,

securing the 4-inch hole at top and the top flat, and the plan of

driving and uniting, and add to that artificial swarming. This
poor man managing his bees under such difiiculties has taken
more honey from one of his bushel hives put down with a swarm
only four months before than I have in ail the supers I ever put
on my boxes.
About two years since I changed my plan. Having Fold all

my stock-boxes and all their belongings, I purchased four stocks
once more from the cottagers in wretched hives, still the best
I could get, and offered at our next cottagers' show 7s. Gd. and
2s. Gd. for the best and second-best straw hive, diameter 17 inches,
depth 12 inches, flat top with hole 4 inches. This stimulated
the men to make their first ; now we can get good strong straw
skeps made by them during the long winter evenings, and earn-
ing many a pound. The best hands will not be able to execute
all orders during the coming winter, so great is the demand for

this class of hive. From my four stocks I obtained four first

and two second swarms, and last autumu I purchased at a sale

twelve stocks at 3s. Gd. each, mostly in a starving state. These
I fed with a half-hundredweight of sugar boiled with fifty-six

pints of water, and saved them all, and gave them a little more
in spring last, which set them to work in good earnest. By
April, from different causes, out of my twenty-two stocks I lost

six. The small black-headed tit worked some of them very
hard last spring ; one or two were robbed by bees and so killed.

However, from my sixteen remaining I obtained twenty-six
swarms, which I hived and united into seventeen hives. During
the summer many a pair of old sparrows fed their young from
my bee hives and kept their own coats very sleek, and some-
times I had occasion to be suspicious of starlings and swallows,
both of which I have always encouraged about my house. A
few weeks back, having received Mr. Pettigrew's good advice,

being anxious to get rid of my small and dirty old hives I drove
eighteen stocks, and united them to the bees in fourteen 18 inch
hives. I got about 130 lbs. of very pure transparent run honey,
carefully avoiding any pressure, as many of the combs were
black and blocked up with pollen, and the hives were rotten.

I threw the broken comb into water and left it to soak a few
hours, washing all the remaining sweet out possible. I strained

it and added a little sugar, and boiled up once; with this I fed

my united bees from large bottles. Nothing could be more
gratifying than to witness the hearty manner in which they all

went to work to take it down—no disagreeing, but that happy
roar. I must mention one exception, where I omitted using the
minted syrup. The day after uniting this stock a terrible war
raged, and I think most of the strangers were killed. It will be
seen that since the spring I have united about forty swarms
and stocks, which are now in fourteen 18-inch hives, for ten of

which I have bought 100 lbs. of lump sugar, which I think will

take them all through the winter in good style.

I have driven and united numbers of stocks for the cottagers

during the last month; they now manage it for themselves and
neighbours to their great delight. To one man it has been the
means of saving at least twenty stocks, all of which were con-

demned to the pit three weeks ago. Another heard of two to

be smothered ; he quickly borrowed my dress, gave the owner
the hives and contents, and secured the bees to himself.

And now, sir, if my story is not already too long, I have a
question to ask you or some of your correspondents. How was
it that at the Crystal Palace Show lately held the cottager, the

class above all others in this country who sends the greater

weight of bee produce into the market, was almost absent ?

for however barbarous their system may from all ages have been,

it claims one merit—simplicity. Deprive it of the sulphur pit,

the paltry small hive with the close lop worked up to a point,

and tending rapidly to a point at the bottom, and add the arti-

ficial swarming and feeding by the quart or gallon—in short, the

very teaching Mr. Pettigrew is giving, and surely we have a
system by far the least expensive—the system for the poor
man, if not for the fancif;il, but surely one that should be well

brought out at the great show of the year it it is, as I think it

should be, a national one.—W. I. C.

DRIVING BEES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
I DESIRE to enter my earnest protest against a repetition of

one feature in the recent bee show. I refer to the driving of

bees in the gallery before a well-dressed crowd. As an exhibition

of the humane method of keeping bees it was a monstrous folly.

The bees being brought to a strange place, 50 feet above the
level of the garden, and there driven, necessarily were not able

to distinguish their own homes, they consequently fought
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violently, and the ground was bestrewn with thonsanda of

victims. I have made some swarms and turn-outs this year,

and by followiag the directions laid down in Mr. Pettigrew's

book I generally manage my work without killing half a dozen
bees. If this can be done by an amateur of one year's experience,

it may be worth the consideration of the professors of the art

whether a repetition of their singularly painful performances
should not be omitted next year.

—

Beaten but not Dismayed.

"PETTIGREW'S THEORY OP EVAPORATION
REFUTED."

Some days after the Crystal Palace Exhibition was closed I

received a letter informing me that the words above, written in

conspicuous characters, appeared on a table beside a bottle of

honey at the Show. Not having a theory of evaporation, and
not knowing anyone of my name that had one, I ventured to

write to Mr. Hunter, the Secretary, to ascertain whether I had
been rightly informed. Mr. Hunter has very kindly told me
that the paper with these words " was published." He thinks

the " exhibit was legitimate, but certainly should not be made
in an offensive manner." He has given me the name of the
gentleman who placed the paper on the table, but assures me
" that the Committee as a body had nothing to do with the

matter." I readily accept his explanation.

I have no theory to propound, and what I know on the question

of crude and perfect honey was well known by many apiarians

before I was born. I was taught it before I was eight years of

age, by very experienced bee-keepers. For fifty years I have
had ample opportunities of seeing, tasting, and handling both
crude and perfect honey. The truth of the lesson taught me in

early life has been confirmed a thousand times. Some three or

four months ago I found in the works of Kirby and Spence,

that they believed that honey undergoes a change in the bodies

of bees. I will not enter into a controversy of any kind with
the gentleman who placed the paper on the table at the Crystal

Palace. I have no *' theory of evaporation."

With a view to convince others that honey is perfected by
bees, I extracted two bottles of crude honey from two hives

about three months ago. It had been gathered into the hives

but not reswallowed, or made into honey perfect. Four eminent
medical doctors of Cheshire, and almost all the apiarians who
have visited this place during the last three months, have tasted

and examined it. They find and say that it is the pure nectar

oi flowers, but very different in taste from real honey. I took

leave to send a bottle of it to the Editors of The Journal of

HoRTicoLTUBE two months ago. I have still a small bottle of

it left, which I should like to send to one or more of the Judges
at the late Show, to taste and examine. No process of evapo-

ration or artificial treatment will ever give it the flavour of

honey proper.

I will now make a proposal, which I hope will be considered

fair and honourable to all parties. I do it in the interests of

truth and without ostentation. It is this—That I will undertake

to extract crude honey next summer from the hives of any
gentleman living within fifty miles of Manchester, in the pre-

sence of witnesses, and hand it to competent and trustworthy
persons, and if they succeed by any artificial process in convert-

ing it into honey proper, I will give £^ to be offered as an extra

prize at the next Crystal Palace apiarian fete, provided that

those who differ in opinion from me on this question will give

£S each towards the same object in the event of failure. If a

more fair and satisfactory proposal be made I shall be glad to

accept it. If the proposal be accepted I hope that all parties

will act in a manly spirit, and avoid the use of offensive per-

sonalities.—A. Pettiqkew.

A Valuable Recipe.—The Journal of Ghemistrij publishes a

recipe for the destruction of insects, which, if it be one-half as

efficacious as it is stated to be, will prove invaluable. Hot alum
water is a recent suggestion as an insecticide. It will destroy
red and black ants, cockroaches, spiders, chintz bugs, and all

the crawling pests which infest our houses. Take 2 lbs. of alum,
and dissolve it in three or four quarts of boiling water; let it

stand on the fire till the alum disappears ; apply it with a brush
while nearly boiling hot, to every joint and crevice in your
closets, bedsteads, pantry-shelves, and the like. Brush the
crevices in the floor of the skirting or mop boards, if you suspect

that they harbour vermin. If, in whitewashing a ceiling, plenty
of alum is added to the lime, it will also serve to keep insects at

a distance. Cockroaches will flee the paint which has been
washed in cool alum water.

Preservation of Essence of Citron.—The addition of 2 ozs.

of water to each pound of essence of citron assures its preserva-
tion, and the agreeable odour is retained for many years ; the
water, in falling to the bottom of the containing vessel, carries

with it the mucilaginous matters which favour the resinification

of the essence.

—

[Pharmaciat.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Death oy Hen (M. R, S.).—Her liver was severely ulcerated. No treat*

meut could have saved her life.

Coc£iiNS AT SrALYEBiDGE Show.—The second-prize chickens shown by
Mr. Crabtree were bred by Captain Heaton. We correct the error in our
report, because wo know that the Captain covets the credit of being a Buccesa-

ful breeder more than that of being a winning exhibitor.

WoLsir^GHAM PouLTHY SHOW —Mr. W. YiUDghusbaud informB as that
the first prize for Game chickeus was awarded to him.

DiARRH'EA IM YoDNG TcRKEYS {J. R.).—The Pcouriug of your Turkeys
may be ciued at once by friving some food made of barley, pea, ani beanmeal,
mixed with a little pounded chalk and slaked with water. The swelling of

the head is more serious. It is the coEumeucement of a disease known only

duriug the last few years. It attacks the head, eyes, throat, and mouth; the
latter is tienerally extensively lacerated. The treatment usually i.s to feed on
bread aud ale, to ^ive two pills of camphor, each as large aa a horsebean, till

there is impruveraent, aud to rub the mouth with a strong solutiou of tar.

The cause generally is that the weather has been cold and wet. or that the
poults have been allowed to wander about in the morning while the white
frost is on the grass. At this time of year keep them shut-up till the sun is

high enough to dry the grass. When there is neither frost nor dew let them
out early.

Hives (W J.C).—A. series of notes on hives, their special objecta, size
,

Bhape, and materials, will appear in our columns.

Damson Wine (E. I<.).—We published a recipe in o ur Jom-ual on the
3rd inst.

METEOROLOGICAL 0B3EBVATI0NS,
Oauden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 6' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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deetitnte of a certain pose of dignity, and reminds one some-
what of a peusioned-off housekeeper, who " rose from nurse,

and was in the family for years ;" and is not that a pleasing

Bight, speaking as it does of quiet and content ? Pansies speak
of this. See them where we may, they shadow from without
the stability and easy comfort of the home within. They are

not indicative of grandeur and gaiety, but rather of quiet

home enjoyment which mayhap the grand and the gay not
nnfrequently long for. Let them, then, have a word of recog-

nition, let them not remain in obscurity for ever. Tlieir place

is in the mixed garden, wherever that garden may be situate.

It may have a place, as it ought to have, in the nobleman's
demesne ; it may be, as it often is, in the snug secluded par-

sonage ; it should be, because the best suited, a part of the
appendage of the British workman's home : but wherever the
mixed garden is, there let Pansies be.

I am not going to enumerate varieties, or treat the Pansy now
as a florists' flower, it is as a garden plant that I prefer to view
it

;
yet I cannot help asking how many finer things have we,

richer and of more real beauty than Pansy Imperial Blue,
and what more bright than the glowing Cloth of Gold ? How
pure and clear is the early-blooming Blue King, and how in-

tense and massive the later-flowering Celestial Blue ! These
are selfs useful to grow in quantity to make a garden gay
rather than to be treated as florists' flowers after the manner
of the pai'ticoloured varieties. Then there is the Magpie,
quaint almost as its mottled patronymic ; for it only puts on
its white plumage in autumn and spring, casting it again in
the hot season of summer. This is a variety for every old
garden ; and it is admired, too, by many more people than
possess it, judging by the request for cuttings by those who
see it when in full feather. Then what grand, gay, wonderful
varieties there are now in the fancy class ! They positively

make people stop to look at them, and many to stoop and
measure them. I have seen three and four-year-olds do this

;

and if the newer kinds of the Downies and Dicksons have
made any reasonable advance in size and colour, they must
be wonderful indeed.

Tliis is a very good time of the year to inorfa'e Pansies.

The autumn growth will bristle at the base with rootlets, and
these sprigs have only to be planted in ordinary h'ght soil to

take root and grow ; but they must be pricked-in deeply, leav-

ing only an inch of green tip out of the ground. Finer indi-

vidual blooms are produced from cuttings. These should be
made of fresh crisp shoots that have not bloomed, and have
solid—not hollow—stems

;
put under a hand-light in free soO,

the surface covered with grit, and watered and shaded, they
wiU soon become plants. The covering is best removed at

night for the benefit of refreshing dews—the best of stimulants

to make Pansies, Celery, and Groundsel grow. But for ordi-

nary purposes in ordinary gardens the handiest way of increase

is by root-division of the young autumn growth. The divisions

should be planted in a nursery bed, and when nice plants, re-

plant where required to bloom. Yet this final planting must
not be deferred until late in the spring ; that is a very common
and very fatal error. Pansy planting with the rest of the bedding
plants in April or May is, as the common saying goes, " the

road to no town ;" still this is often done, and then the plants

are condemned for transient blooming. It is the very way,
and the very best way, to create what is so severely condemned.
Plant them early, in November if possible, but not later than
January, or there can be no just judgment on their merits.

Plant early, plant deeply, surround them with sharp grit to

tickle the slugs and make them turn their tails, stay them
with sticks or pegs to keep the wind from twisting their necks,

and then when the cultivator has done his duty expect them
to do theirs. They are easily raised from seed sown in light

soil in a shady spot in March, for blooming the same season,
and in August to stand over the winter, and bloom finely in

spring. In this old land of ours, the land of old homes and
associations, let not the old flowers be altogether forgotten,

but give them a home and habitation, and never hustle them
at the dictates of imperious fashion out of the gardens of their

native land.—J. Weight.

NOVELTIES IN THE EOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
MESEMHETANTnE5inii TRUNCATELLOM is fiowering in the

Succulent house. It is one of the most curious of the genus
both in form and colour, and is also extremely rare and little

known. Though introduced in 1795, it was figured for the

first time in any work in the " Botanical Magazine " for January

of this year. It is nearly allied to M. obconeUum, but is very
much larger, and the leaves are of a livid brown colour ; the
flowers are yellow. It may be increased, though very slowly,
by division.

Cedronella oana is flowering on the Rockwork. It is a pretty
suffruticose Labiate, with dark carmine-coloured flowers, and
is worth a place in every collection. Though an old plant it

is not very commonly cultivated. It is considered hardy, but
does not always survive the winter ; a few young plants from
cuttings should be kept in a greenhouse or frame for the winter.

It flowers very freely, and the leaves are sweet-scented.
Polygonum Brunonis is very pretty and suitable for rockwork.
It produces a tuft of oblanceolate leaves ; the flower stems
are erect, about 1 foot high, and terminate in racemes of pink
flowers. Omphalodes Lucilia; is producing a few flowers,

though out of season. It is very rare, both as a wild and
cultivated plant. The leaves are smooth and glaucous, not at

all according with the usual character of the Boragineas, to

which it belongs. The flowers present the shades of colour
between piuldsh purple and azure blue. It is one of the very
choicest plants for rockwork. Increase is effected by careful

division. In winter it should be kept rather dry, as it is liable

to damp-off. A native of Asia Minor. " It inhabits consider-

able altitudes, attaining 8000 feet." It was figured in the
" Botanical Magazine " for July of last year.

Fourcroya Selloa is in flower in the Succulent house, and
has never yet been figured. F. bommelyni, also referred to

at page 72, proves identical with F. gigantea, figured in the
" Botanical Magazine," 48, t. 2250. F. bommelyni itself is

quite distinct, and in many collections F. gigantea may be
doing duty for it ; cultivators should therefore take note.

COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETIES.
Any sane person must acknowledge that cottage garden

societies are doing a vast amount of good. I do not propose

to dwell at present upon the good resulting from them, but to

point out a few errors and inconsistencies connected with
them. I will, however, merely state en jmssant that in my
opinion the best results come from judging the crops as they
are growing in the gardens and allotments, rather than from
the collections in the show-field. I could give many reasons

for this if it is at all disputed. Nevertheless, have your great

shows by all means ; they give so much pleasure to visitors,

exhibitors, and everybody concerned, excepting secretaries and
judges. Now, I ask, Is it not possible to lessen the wear and
tear of mind and body these gentlemen have to undergo on the

occasion of a " grand exhibition and floral /efc ? " The duty
of officiating at a show in London, Liverpool, or Manchester,

is as play compared to that of being secretary or judge at a

cottage garden society's show in a country village, for although

there is more to do at the large shows, it is done more system-

atically, and everyone knows what he has to do.

I believe the great stumbhng-block of cottage garden
societies is making rules which they cannot enforce. The
rules should be made less harsh, and when made should be

enforced to the letter. ' Why should it be printed in the

schedules, "no produce wUl be received after nine o'clock,"

and italicised " this rule will be strictly adhered to," when
everybody knows he can take in his vegetables at half-past

nine or even ten ? And why should the judges be summoned
to attend at nine, when they cannot possibly commence their

duties before eleven ? It is only those who have the charge of

large establishments that know the value of an hour or two in

the morning, and the mortification they experience of being

hurried away from home and having left something undone,

merely to stand about on the wet grass for an hour or two doing

nothing, and perhaps without even an introduction to one's

fellow judges. You must not look inside the tents, and yon
must not go out of sight, for you will be wanted directly. But
if your lot is hard, what must be that of the poor secretary,

with all his work to do, and everybody tugging at his elbow?

However, the secretary's duties only come once a-year ; those

of a judge often come two or three times a-week.

In the course of time all is ready for the judges; it is per-

haps eleven o'clock or half-past, and visitors are to be admitted

at one. Now, if there is one thing more than another that

takes time to judge it is cottagers' vegetables ; there are such

a large number of exhibits, and many of them are so much
alike that at first sight it seems almost a hopeless task ; if,

however, your brother judge is a qualified one impossibilities

soon vanish, and the prizes are awarded to your own satisfao-
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tion, which is the chief point. The satisfaction of exhibitors

must never be taken into account ; all but the first-prize men
are sure to be disappointed.

Difficulties often arise from the wording of the schedule.

Species are wiitten where varieties are meant ; culinary and
dessert fruits aie lumped together, and classes are to be deter-

mined by the shape of the fruit. For instance, at a recent

important show, it was thus : " Glass 61, dish of Plums, oval.

Class 62, dish of Plums, round." One judge wished to give the

first prize to an extraordinary dish of Green Gages, the other

preferred a fine-looking culinary Plum. There was no chance
of the two agreeing, and there was no time to be lost ; it was
finally decided to award a special extra prize to the Green
Gages, and all went on smoothly. But these hitches should

not occur. Would it not be well if compilers of schedules would
submit a copy to some competent authority for his approval ?

Another thing which deserves attention is, prizes are offered

for things which are of no value, and which require neither

taste nor skill to exhibit ; for instance, a device in flowers.

What hideous things we see exhibited and gain prizes under
this name. A hard-hearted judge will say, " This is not worth

a prize ; these shows are intended to be educational, to elevate

people's tastes." The accompanying official replies, " It is

only 5s., and the poor thing has had a lot of trouble." Judge
No. 2 says ditto, and the prize is awarded ; the result is, the

following show sees a device a little larger, a little more crammed,
and altogether a little uglier than its predecessor.

I could enlarge considerably on this subject, but I trust I

have said enough to draw the attention of some of those con-

cerned. And there is just another hint I should like to give in

the gentlest possible manner. It is not a good plan to have
always the same judges. They should not all be local men, and
those who do come from a distance should have their travel-

ling expenses paid voluntarily, as a matter of course, and not
let it depend merely on whether or not they choose to hunt-
up the secretary to bid him good-bye. Such matters should
not be left to secretaries. Good gardeners are too much in-

terested in the progress of their art to refuse to lend a help-

ing hand when required ; they often put themselves to much
inconvenience to do so ; they do not go to shows for pleasure,

but because they feel it a duty to go when called upon ; and
they should not be expected to give their money as well as their

time and talent.—W. Taylor.

STKAWBEERIES AND STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
In the midst of many counsellors surely there must be some

wisdom, and it gives me pleasure to see that the opinions ex-
pressed in this Journal from the Editors* and Messrs. De Joughe
and Gloede, down to the more humble, practical, working gar-
dener, will stUl rise triumphant above the statements of Mr.
Douglas, and that the truth disinterestedly stated will yet
prevail. One or the other must have been in error. While I

am thankful to those who have taken the trouble to record
their opinions, I have never courted an encomium in any
single instance. What interest could M. De Jonghe have had
in making the remarks he did concerning Early Prolific in the
number for July 20th, 1871 ? I never saw M. De Joughe, never
corresponded with him directly or indirectly in my life ; we
are perfectly unknown to each other.
M. De Jonghe, in the article above alluded to, says, " Early

Prolific, one of Dr. Roden's seedUngs, is a masterpiece." I

must here correct my impression that the words were " a
masterpiece of skill." I spoke then only from memory, but
the import is as stated, and is stronger really without the ad-
denda. He goes on to describe what he is pleased to call its

good properties. These are, " Early ripening. At the present
time (June 10th), though it is a late season, out of twenty-
eight plants in a bed some 40 feet long by 7 wide I count
twenty-three large fruit ripe and ripening ; whilst on May 25th,
1870, there were several fruit ripe. I have never met with
any variety which sets its fruit so freely, or ripens it so quickly,
as this. Its great productiveness may be judged from the fact

that on two three-year-old stock plants there are respectively
five and seven trusses of flowers, and 107 berries set in the

* The writer, before brioging out these Strawben-ies, took an opportmiity
of ehowing them to Dr. Hogg and several members of the Frnit Committee
who happened to be at Chiswick at the time ; and in the Journal of the
following week the Editors kindly append their opinion to my article describ-
ing them, saying they had seen and tasted the frait of these Strawberries,
and considered them a marked improvement on existing early kinds, or words
to that effect.

,

one case, and ninety-two in the other, neither flowers nor
berries having been injured by the lato spring frosts. Its
hardiness is sufficiently proved by what is stated above."
And he adds in a postscript, " I have delayed sending this
article till the present time in order to assure myself of the
accuracy of my observations. I think English growers who
have the two Strawberries referred to (the other being James
Veitoh, raised by M. Gloede) will confirm, if they have not
already proved, the truth of what I have advanced." Now
after such a statement as this (as perfectly disinterested as it

is possible to be) from, perhaps, the greatest authority on
the Strawberry in any country, I do not think I have much
to fear.

Mr. Douglas goes on to say, " Does ' W. R.' think that gar-
deners will believe him when he says that he saw ripe fruit of
Duke of Edinburgh early in April, produced with little or no
artificial heat ? They must have been forced Strawberries in
the usual sense of the word." Of course they must. Mr.
Douglas must be very ignorant of his profession if he does
not know that Strawberries will force by sun heat under glass,
even if there is very little artificial heat. Possibly any little

heat that was given was given at night, but of this I knpw
nothing. I can quite believe the statement of the accom-
plished gardener who grew the Strawberries in question, and
if he happens to see these remarks he may possibly echo that
statement. When I called to thank him for such a fine speci-
men of his productions, he observed that even finer fruit had
been sent into the house, and what is more, he added it forces
with so little heat; in fact (I uuderstood him to say), it was
grown in quite a cool house. I merely mentioned the subject
to show the great capability of one variety over another in
this respect.

With reference to the annual renewal of Strawberry beds, I
have no reason to alter the views already expressed. I have
no doubt that a few fine berries are grown on first year's
plants, and, indeed, at one time I adopted the plan to some
considerable extent ; but having of late years tried the oppo-
site plan, I have quite satisfied myself that frequent renewals
are unnecessary, and, of course, lead to a great amount of
extra labour. Mr. Douglas says as one of his arguments, that
several plants die every year, which does not improve the
appearance of the beds. I beg to inform him that my plants
do not die at aU, but instead of that, continue to increase in
strength and productiveness for several years, as already stated.
If only a few plants die, my sense of order and regularity
would be so much disturbed that I should order the entire
bed to be destroyed. This shows me that either the soil or
the cultivation at Mr. Douglas's place is not congenial to the
Strawberry, and hence his want of success in the infrequent-
renewal system. If I found, too, that the plants produced
only small, ill-shaped berries, though they might be numerous,
I should not recommend the plan ; but I do recommend it as
saving an enormous amount of trouble, and as being capable of
producing a large quantity of fine handsome fruit, finer and
handsomer, regard being had to the quantity, than can be
obtained in any other way. If the season is fair for Straw-
berries in general, I say to all disputants. Come and see.

If Mr. Douglas ever ventures to submit his favourite Black
Prince for competition as the best early Strawberry, I hope
somebody fond of this kind of excitement will oppose him
with Early Prolific and Duke of Edinbmgh, and give him a
good thrashing. That is all the harm I wish him.—WiiiLUM
KoDEN, M.A., M.D., Morningside, Kidderminster.

ELECTION OP ROSES.—No. 2.

In giving the lists for publication I also endeavour to show
in some degree the relative value of the Roses in the southern
and the less favoured parts of the country. Perhaps I have
made the division too southerly, but it was necessary in order
to give some voters northwards. The line has been drawn in
such a way as to leave Norwich and Leicester north of the line.

By this means I have divided the voters into twenty-nine
southern and nine northern.

I have not attempted again to distinguish the value of the
vote as to the best twenty and second thirty, but have simply
taken each Rose as named in the fifty. I have further mixed
the two classes of voters together. It will be seen that the
highest possible numbei; of votes is twenty-nine in the south
and nine in the north. In the following table the two divisions

are arranged side by side, so that at a glance the different

position of a Rose in the north and south can be seen. In each
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list there are over fifty Koses—sufficient to show what are

considered the best Roses in the two divisions.

South.—Higlicnt possible, 29.

f
Alfred Colomb

J Marechikl Niel
1 Charles LefebTre

^ Madame Rothschild

f
Marie BaamaDn (5)

La France
Loais Van Houtte
Madame Victor Verdier
ComteB8e d'Oxiord
Etienne Levet (lOj

John Hopper
^Dnke of Edinhnr^h
Mdlle. Eogt^uie Verdier

f Francois Michelon

t Marqalse de CastellaQe ( L5) .

.

Devooiensis
S^ateor Vaisse
Pierre Notting
Marguerite de St. Amand ....

Mdlle. Marie Eady (20)
' Xavier OUbo
Dr. Andry
SoQveoir d'un Ami
Camille de Kohaa
Ferdinand de Lesseps (25). . .

.

( Gloire de Dijon

\ Camille Bemardin
Soavenir d'Elise

{Emilie Hausbarf;
Catherine Mermet (30)

Edward Morrea
Dapuy-Jamaln
Madame Willermoz
Abel (irand

(Exposition de Brie (35)

Paul Neron
Madame George Schwartz .

.

i

Maurice Bemardin
Madame C. Wood
NiphetoB (40)

f Horace Vemet
] Victor Verdier
( Souvenir de Malmaiaon
\ General -Tacquerainot

(Fisher H .Imes (45)

Duke of Wellington
Madame Cl'-mence Joigneaux
Ducheese dd Cajlos
Beauty of Waltham
Belle Lyonnaise (50)

Celine Forestier

North.—Highest possible, 9.

Alfred Colomb 9
Marechal Niel 9
Charles Lefebvre 9
Madame Rothschild 9
Marie Eaumann (5) 9
La France 9
Louise Van Houtte 9
Madame Victor Verdier 9
Senateur Vaisae 9
Xavier Olibo iW) 9
Qloire de Dijon 9
Ciimte-iBe d'Osford

j
John n ipper 8
Duke of Edinburgh 8

j
Etienne Levet (15) 8

] Fraui,oi-i Michelon 8
Vietor Verdier 8
Dr. Andry 8

I Pierre Notting 8

( Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier (20).

.

7

j Marquise de Castellane 7
I Devuniensis 7

V Marguerite de St. Amand. ... 7

r Mdlle. Marie Rady 6

1'

Souvenir d'un Ami (25) 6
Emilie Hansburg 6
Dupuy-Jamain 6

Exposition de Brie 6

Maxiriec Bemardin 6

. Horace Yernet (30) B

(^ Mons. Noman 6
Ferdinand de Lesseps 5

Abel Grand 5

Souvenir de la Malmaisou. ..

.

5
Fisher Holmes (35) 5

Mdlle. Therese Level 5
Annie Laxton 5
Lyonnaise 5

f Souvenir d'Elise 4
Catherine Mermet (40) 4
Paul Nerrn 4
Mailame Lacharme 4
Duke of Wellington 4
Comtespe de Chabrillant 4
Duchesse de Caylus (45) 4
Lord Macaulay 4

, Duchesse de Momy 4

I
Boule de Neige 3

I

Madame G. Schwartz .3

Camille de Rohan (50) 8
Niphetos 3
LiBlia 8

Fifty-one in all.
I

Madame C. Joigneaux 3
I

VKeynolda Hole 3
Fifty-four in all.

Those on the north side in italics are the Roses that appeared

to do well in the colder regions, the proportion of their votes

from the north being mainly the cause of their position in the

general list. Comparatively speaking, Annie Laxton, Lyon-
naise, and Boule de Neige have the greatest proportion of votes,

as, although the southern voters are more than three to one,

yet the northern votes are half their total. Madame Lacharme,
it wUl be noticed, stands well as to its northern votes. Due
de Rohan does not hold the position that the list from Morpeth
suggests. North gives only one vote out of the four it re-

ceives : this is the fair proportion—one in four. It will be

noticed in the southern list that only four Roses obtain the

highest possible number of votes, whilst in the north no less

than eleven Roses obtain this enviable position, and amongst
these is one Rose—Gloire de Dijon, which in the general list

is not even in the first twenty ; and Xavier Olibo stands nine-

teenth in the twenty, that Rose also obtaining the full number
of votes from the north.

I have also thought it might interest some of our readers to

Bee how many of those Roses, which by the general voting have
obtained the twenty highest positions on the poll, are named
by each of the thirty-eight voters in their twenty best. Mr.

Burrell heads this list by naming in his selected twenty,

seventeen Roses. Rev. A. Cheales, Messrs. Cragg, R. Smith,

and Hintou respectively name sixteen each. Messrs. Quen-

nell, Cranston, Davison, Turner, Mitchell, Walter, and Cooling,

name fifteen each. Rev. C. P. Peach, and Messrs. J. Scott,

H. Bennett, B. R. Cant, Curtis, and Fraser respectively note

fourteen; Messrs. Robson, Mayo, Curtis, Ellis, Kwing, and

Dorbin, thirteen each ; Revs. J. B. Camm and E. N. Pochin,

and Messrs. Harrison, twelve; Rev. R. N. Milford, and Messrs.

Tapner, Davis, and Prince, eleven ; Revs. {G. Arkwright, H.

Dombrain, W. F. Radclyffe, and Mr. R. W. Beachey, ten
;

Messrs. Burley and May, nine each; and Mr. W. Wheeler,

seven. I do not think from this list that locality has much
eSect on the issue.

Curiously enough, in last week's number Mr. Radclyffe rather
answers my remarks on the four Roses that have lost position
by a single vote. He omits Marie Baumann, and gives his

reasons. I cannot put myself against his authority, still I
cannot help urging all beginners to try Marie Baumann, and
then discard it if they can. It is truly a magnificent Rose,
and though a weak grower, and hanging down its head, yet
few Roses can show such a lovely countenance. It is not
weak everywhere. I have shoots from the bottom this year
over 3 feet—not amiss for a weak grower; and certainly with me
more than several—to wit, Baronne do Maynard and Felix
Genero, Roses which Mr. Radclyffe has in his list. I am
anxious to lessen slightly, if I can, the stigma thus placed on
Marie Baumann, and therefore I urge for it everywhere a
fair trial. I feel convinced that of the thirty-eight voters,

three-fourths would name it in the first ten.

—

Joseph Hinton,
Warminster.

P.S.—Since writing above, I have received a letter of thanks
from a gentleman who regrets the omission of Madame Vidot.

That Rose has, however, been named four times, twice by
amateurs—viz., Messrs. Qaennell and Curtis, and twice by
nurserymen—viz., Messrs. Cranston and R. Smith. This is a
further drop since 1872. I then made a few remarks on this

Rose, which in former years I have seen grown by others most
beautifully, especially by Mr. Durbin, of Eaglishcombe Rosery,
near Bath. Greatly to my own disappointment, I can do
little with it. Most of the white and blush Perpetuals have
apparently a weakaess of constitutional power which unfits

them for the great wear and tear of Rose life, exquisitely beau-
tiful as they are. I know no more beautiful Rose blooms, it

well grown, than Madame Vidot, Mrs. Rivers, Madame Neman,
Mdlle. Bonnaire, Louise Magnan, and Marquise de Mortemart.

All are beautiful, and all, alas ! are tender. Madame Roths-

child, as a blush, is an exception.

I have also received a note from Mr. Radclyffe, adding the

raisers' names to some of the Roses. I gratefully acknowledge
this help, and now add them. I think this suggestion of Mr.
Peach's has been admirable.

Camille Bemardin (Gautreau), Maurice Bemardin (Granger),

Gfioeral Jacqueminot (Rousselet), Jules Margottin (Margottin),

Madame Willermoz (Lacharme), Marquise de Gibot(DeSansal),

Centifolia Rosea (louvais), Marquise de Mortemart (Liabaud),

Mdlle. M. Dombrain (Eug. Verdier), Souvenir d'un Ami (Belot

Defongere).— J. H.

Subjoined are the lists of the amateurs' votes, those of the

nurserymen will be given next week.

Mr. J. Ellis, Harpley, Brandon, Nor/olk.^l, Alfred Colomb ; 2, Man-chal
Niel ; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, Comtesse de Chabrillant ; 5, Duke of Edinburgh ;

it, Franguis Michelon ; 7, La France; 8, Louis Van Houtte; II, Madame Victor

Verdier; 10, Madame Rothschild; 11, Madame Charles Wood; 12, Xavier

Olibo; 13, Gloire de Dijon ; 14, Reynolds Hole; 15. Pierre Notting ; 16, Marie

Baumann; 17, Lyonnais; 18, Etienne Levet ; 10, Maurice Bernardm; 20,

Beauty of Waltham.—21, Dupuy-Jamain; 22, .\onie Laxtou ; 2:3, Anna de

Diesbach; 24, Baron Bonstetten ; 25, Captain Christy ; 2o, Dr. Andry; 27,

Exposition de Brie; 28. Ferdinand de Lesseps; 29, Fisher Holmes ; 30, Gloire

de Santenay ; 31, Le Havre ; 32, John Hopper ; 33, Jules Margottin ; ^4, Lord
Macaulay; 35, Madame Willermoz; 30, Madame Lacharme; 37, Madame
Hippolyte Jamain ; 38, Mdlle. Marie Rady; 39, Camille de Rohan; 40, Victor

Verdier; 41. Senateur Vaisse; 4', Adam; 43, Cheshunt Hybrid; 44, Devoai-

ensis; 45, Madame Faloot; 46, Niphetos; 47, Souvenir de Paul Neron;

48, Souvenir de Malmaisou ; 49, douvenir d'un Ami ; 50, Souvenir d'Elise.

Mr. M. Davis, Oldtand Common, Bristol.—I. Alfred Cilomb; 2, Marechal

Niel; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, La France; 5, Catherine Mermet; 6, Perle de

Lyon; 7, Devoniensis; S.Niohetos; 9. Souvenir d'un Ami ; 10, David Pradel

;

11, Camille Bemardin; 1'2, Bjule de Neige ; 13, Dupuy-Jamaiu ; 14, Comtesse

d'Oxford; 15. Emilie Hausburg; 16, Etienne Levet; 17, Mai-ie Baumann;
18, Louis Van Houtte; 19. Marie Kady; '20, Pierre Notting.—21, Souvenir

d'Elise ; 22, Souvenir de Paul Neron ; 23, Souvenir de Malmaison ; 24, Madame
Bravy; 25, Madame Jules Margottin; 26, Madame Willermoz; 27, Madame
Victor Verdier; 28, Madame Rothschild; 29, Mdlle. Bonnaire; 30, MdUe.

Eugenie Verdier; 31, Mario Van Houtte; 32. Gloire de Dijon; 33, Celine

Forestier; 31, Abel Grand; 35, Anna de Diesbach; 36, Antoine Ducher;

37, Beauty of Waltham; 38, Duke of Edinburgh; 39, Edouard Morren

;

40, Exposition de Brie; 41, Ferdmand de Lesseps; 42, Francois Michelon;

43, General Jacqueminot; 44, John Hopper; 45, Marguerite de St. Amand;
46, Nardy Frtres; 47, Camille de Rohan; 48, Princess Beatrice; 49, Stnateox

Vaisse ; 50, Vicomte Vigier.

Mr. J. MiYo, Corn Market Street, Oxford—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Marie

Baumann; 3, Marechal Niel; 4, Charles Lefebvre; 5, Madame Rothschild;

(!, Louis Van Houtte; 7, Madame Victor Verdier; 8, Madame Hippuljte

Jamain; 9, Mdlle. Eugenie Verlier; 10, Mdlle. Marie Kady; 11, Camille Ber-

nardin; 12, Etienne Levet; 1.3, Leopold I.; 14, Dovienne Lamy
; 15, John

Hopper; 16, La France; 17, Dr. Andry ; 18, Souvenur d'Elise; 19, Catherine

Mermet; 20, Comtesse d'Oxford.—21, Baron Bonstetten; 22, Baron A do

Rothschild; 23, Comte de NanteuU; 24, Edouard Morren ; 25, Emilie Hans-

bur"; 26, Exposition de Brie; 27, Ferdinand de Lesseps; '28, FrancoiB

Michelon; 29, Horace Vernet ; 30 Senateur Vaisse; 31, Xavier Ohbo; 32, Baron

clonella; 33, Triomphe do Bennes; 34, Belle L.vonnaiBe; 85, Devoniensis;

36 souvenir d'un Ami; 37, Niphetos; 38, Le Havre; 89, Madame George

Schwartz; 40, Madame Laurent; 41, Mdlle. Therese Levet; 42, Marguerite

de St. Amand; 43, Marguerite Dombrain; 41, Marquise de Castellane;
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45, Mdarica Bernardin ; 46, Monsieur Boncenne ; 47, Pierre Nottiog ; 48, Mad.
Ctiai-los WooJ; 49, Aonie Wood; 01), Augusta ttigutard.

Mr. K. Tapner, Crowhurst, Baltic; E<jsl Sufsrx.—l, Charles Letebvre
;

2, Oloiru de Dijou ; 8, Alfred Colomb; 4, Maiechal Niel; 5, Marie Baumaun
;

6, Si-uateur Vai'JBO; 7, Marquise de Castellaue; 8, Etieuue Levet; 9, Fraugois
Micbelon; 10, Belle Lyonnaise; 11, Rubeus; 1'2, Souvenir d'an Ami ; 13, Pierre

Notting; 14, Emilie HausbiirR; 15, Ferditjand de Lesseps; 16, E.tposition de

Brie; 17, L« France; 18, Auguste Rigotard ; 19, Baroness Rothschild:

29, Baron Gonella.—21, Lyonnaise; 22, Louis Van Houtte; 28, Dnke of Edin-

burgh ; 24, Edouard Morren ; 25, Camilla Bernardin ; 26, John Hopper

;

27, Comtesse de Chabrillant ; 2S. Baron Ilaussmau ; 29, Annie Wood ; 39. Alice

Dureau; 31, Madame George Schwai-tz; S2, Marie Rady ; 31, Paul Nerou

;

34, Monsieur Noman ; 35, Ur. Andry ; 36, Prince Camille de Kohan ; 37, Prin-

cess Mary of Cambiidge; 38, Monsieur Woolfleld ; 39, Madame Victor Ver-

dier ; 40, Perfection de Lvon ; 41, Gineral Jacqueminot ; 42, Xavier Olibo
;

43, Francois Treyve ; 44, Devoniensis ; 45, Comtesse d'Osford ; 46, Madame
Charles; 47, Alba Rosea; 43, Mdlle. Eugi-nie Verdier; 49, Madame Mar-
gottln ; 50, Perle de Lyon.

Mr. QOENNKLL. Brcntutood.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Marcehal Niel; 3, Marie
Baumann; 4, John Hopper; 5, Comtesse d'Osford; 6, Chai-les Lefebvre;

7, Souvenir d'Elise; 8, Franc,'ois Michelon; 9. Dovoniensis ; 10, Etieune
Levet; 11, Catherine Mermet; 12,LaFrance; 13, Victor Verdier; 14, Marquise
de Castellaoe ; 15, Madame Rothschild; 16, Louis Van Houtte; 17, Mdlle.

Eiigcuie Verdier; 18. Mdlle. Mirie Rady ; 19, Abel Grand; 20, Madame
Victor Verdier —21, Marquise de Mortemart ; 22, Camille Bernardin ; 23, Ex-
position de Brie; 21, FraHi;ois Lacharme ; 25, Duke of Kdinburgh; 26,

Frant;ois Loavat ; 27, Auna Olivier; 28. Belle Lyonnaise; 29, Madame
Willermoz; !iO, Madame Fillion ; 31, Madame Vidot ; 82. Madame Cltmenoo
Joigneaux; 33, Madame Bravy ; 34. Camille de Rohan; 35, Xavier Olibo;

36, Jules Margottin; 37, Monsieur Noman; &% Dr. Andry; 39. Horace
Vernet ; 40, Henri Ledechaus; 41, Jean Cherpin; 42. Princess Christian;

43, Edward Morren; 44, Auguste Rigotard ; 45, Ferdinand de Lesseps;

46, Therese Levet ; 47, Mdlle. Bonnaire ; 48, Baronne de Prailly ; 49, Maurice
Bernardin ; 50, Marguerite de St. Amand.

Rev. G. AUKWRiGHT, Peiicombe Rectory, Bromyard, Worcester.—1, Alfred

Colomb ; 2, Beauty of Waltham ; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, Duke of Edinburgh ;

5, Etienne Levet ; G, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 7, Horace Vernet ; 8, La France ;

9, Marie Baumann; 10, Gtoire de Dijon; 11, Madame Bravy; 12. Madame
Chai'les Wood; 13. Souvenir d'Elise; 14, Souvenir- d'nn Ami ; 15, Marquise de
Castellane; 16. Maurice Bemai'din; 17, Camille de Rohan; 18, Senateur
Vaisse; 19, Marechal Niel; 20, Madame Rothschild.—21, Abel Grand;
22. Camille Bernardin; 23, Comtesse de Chabrillant; 24, Dttpuy-Jamain ;

25. Dr. Andry ; 26, Dnchesse de Caylus ; 27, Emilie Hausburg ; '.i8, Exposition

de Brie; 29, Fisher Holmes; 30, Fran.,ois Michelon; 81, John Hopper;
3!, JulieTouvais; 33, La^Ua ; 34, Louis Van Houtte; 35, Madame Caillat

;

36, Madame Cbarles Crapelet; 37. JIadame Victor Verdier; 38, Mdlle.

Eugenie Verdier; 39, Marechal VaiUaut; 40, Marguerite de St. Amand,
41, Marie Baly; 42, Marquise de Gibot; 43, Monsieur Noman; 41, Pierre

Notting ; 45, Princess JIary of Cambridge ; 48, Victor Verdier ; 47, Belle

Lyonnaise ; 48, Catherine Mermet ; 49, Rabens ; £0, Triomphe de Rennes.

Mr. BuRRELL, Heiijhimjton, Darliwjtoa.—]., Charles Lefebvre; 2, Mari'chal

Niel; 3. Madame Victor Verdier; 4, Alfred Colomb; 5, Fwrdinandde Lesseps;

6, Cjmtesse d'Osford; 7, Maiie Baumann; 8, Dr. Andry; 9. Madame Roths-

child; 10. Etienne Levet; 11. Fiaoi,ois Micbelon; 12, Gloire de Dijon;

13, Louis Van Houtte ; 14, La France; 15, Pierre Notting; 16, Marquise de
Castellane; 17, Mdlle. Engimie Verdier; 18, Devoniensis; 19, Duke of Edin-
burgh ; 20, Madame Lacbarme.—21, John Hopper; 22, Emilie Hausburg;
2 J, Cavberioe Mermet; 21, Souvenir d'Elise; 25, Maurice Bernardin; 26,

Annie Laston ; 2', Marquise de Gibot; 23, Lyonnais; 29, Abol Grand;
80, Xavier Olibo; 31, Paul Neron; 33, Horace Vernet; 33. Mllle. Thirese
Levet; 34, Monsieur Noman; 35, Camille de Roban ; 36, Dapuy-Jamain

;

87, Bessie Jobuaon ; 38, Marijuerito de St. Amand; 39, Souvenir d'un Ami

;

40, Reynolds Hole ; 41, Cheshuut Hybrid ; 42, Senateur Vaisse ; 43, Nipbetos

;

44, Victor Verdier; 45, Espo^ition do Brie; 46, Dnchesse do .Moruy; 47,

Madame George Schwartz; 43, Duke of Wellington ; 49, Madame Willermoz ;

50, Baron Bonstetten.

Rev. Alan Cheales, Brookham Vicarage, Rcigaie.—1, Charles Lefebvre
;

2, Alfred Colomb ; 3, Marechal Niel ; 4, Madame Rothschild ; 5, La France

;

6, Comtesse d'Osford ; 7, Etienne Levet; 8, Marie Baamann; 9, John Hopper

;

10, Pierre Notting; 11, Duke of Edinburgh; 12, Marquise de Castellane
;

13, Seuaieur Vaisse; 14, Mdlle. Eug.-nie Verdier; 15, Louis Van Houtte;
16, Annie Laston; 17, Leopold Hausburg; 18, Madame Victor Verlier;

19, Cheshunt Hybrid ; 20, Gloire de Dijon.—21, Edward Morren ; 22. Mdlle.

Therese Levet; 23, Mdlle. Marie Rady; 21, Souvenir d'un Ami; '25, Souvenir

d'Elise; 2'S, Annie Wood; 27, Francois Michelon; 28, Madame Charles

Crapelet; 29, Madame Bravy ; 80. Madame George Schwartz; 31, Maaame
Lacharme; 33, Mons. Noman; 33 Mons. Boncenne; 34, Niphetos; 35,

Madame Falcot; 36, Madame Caillat; 37, Xavier Olibo; 33, Leopold!.;
30, Celine Forestier; 40, Fisher Holmes ; 41, Paul Neron ; 42, Camille de

Rohan; 43. Miss Ingram ; 44. Souvenir de la Malmaison; 45, Charles Lawson

;

46, Bev. H. Dombrain ; 47, Paul Rioaut ; 48, Catherine Mermet ; 49, Gloire

de Ducher ; 50, Reve d'Or.

Eev. J. B. Camm, Jl/oncWoii WyU, Ctermouf/t.—l, Abel Grand; 2, Alfred

Colomb; 3, Beauty of Waltham ; 4, Camille Bernardin; 5, Comtesse d'Osford

;

6, Duke of Edinburgh; 7, Dr. Andry; 8, Emilie Hausburg; 9, Edward
Morren; 10, Horace Vernet ; 11, John"Hopper; 12, La France; 13, Madame
Rothf'child ; 14, Madame Victor Verdier ; 15, Marie Baumann; 16, Mane Van
Houtte; 17. Marechal Niel; 18, Souvenir d'Elise; 19. Mllle. Eugenie Vetdier

;

20, Cbarles Lefebvre.—21, Antoine Ducher ; 22, Centifolia Rosea ; 23, Clotilde

RoQand ; 24, Comtesse de CbabriUaut; 25, Devoniensis ; 26, Dnc de Rohan
;

27, Dnchesse de Caylus; 28, Duke of Wellington; 29, Exposition da Brie ;

30, Fisher Holmes; 31, Ferdinand de Lesseps; :^2. Hippolyte Flandrin;
83, Lord Macaulay; 34, Louis Van Houtte; 35, Marie Raly; 36. Madame
Caillat; 37, Madame George Schwartz; 38. Madame Charles Wood; .39,

Madame C. Joigneaux ; 40, Marguerite de St. Amand ; 41, Maurice Bernardin
;

42, Marquise de Castellane; s3, Etienne Levet; 44, Mons. Noman ; 45. Fran-
ijois Michelon ; 46. Pierre Netting ; 47, Camille de Rohan; 48, Senateur Vaisse

;

49, Xavier Olibo ; 50, Souvenir d'un Ami.

Mr. R. W. Beachey, Kingskerswell, Torquay.—1, Alfred Colomb ; 2, Maiie
Baumann; 3, Charles Lefebvre; 4, Marechal Niel; 5, Gloire de Dijon;
6,Dikeof Wellington; 7, La France; 8, CeulifoliaRosea; 9, Fisher Holmes

;

10, Marquise de Castellane ; 11. Ferdinand de Lssseps ; 13, Catherine Mermet

;

13, Souvenir d'un Ami ; 14, Devoniensis ; 15, Camdle de Rohan ; 16, Dr.

Andry; 17, Madame Rothschild ; 18, Madame Victor Verdier; 19, Mai'guerite

deSt. .Vmand; 20. Cimille Bernardin.—21, Comtesse d'Osford; 22, Dupuy-
Jamain; 23, .fohn Hoppsr; 24, Louis Van Houtte; 25,GeneralJacqueminot

;

26, Antoine Ducher ; 27. Baron Bonstetten; 28, Et'eune Levet; 29, Madame
George Schwartz ; 30, Madame Willermoz ; 31, Madame Berard ; 32, Uichard
Wallace ; 33, Victor Verdier ; 34, Xavier Olibo ; 35, Maurice Bernardin

;

36, Olivier Delhomme; 37, Princess Mary of Cambridge; 38, Pierre Notting
;

39, Mdlle. Marie Rady ; 40, Senateur Vaisse ; 41, Eiuilie Hausburg; 43, Ex-
position de Brie; 43, Duke of Edinburgh; 41, Comtesse de Chabrillant;

45, Baron Gonella; 46, Celine Forestier; 47, Belle Lyonnaise; 48, Souvenir

d'Elise; 49, Rubens; 50, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier.

Rev, H. Dombrain. Aali/ord. Kent.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Charles Lefebvre;

3, Madame Rothschild; 4, La France; 5, John Hopper; 6, Comtesse de Clia-

brillant ; 7. Devienne Larny ; 8, Duchesse de Caylus ; 9, Duke of E.liubargh

;

10, Dnpuy.Jamain; 11, Elie M.uel; 13. Etienne Levet ; 13, Fran<;oisM'clielon ;

14, Jnles Margottin; 15, Marquise de Castellane; 16, Reynolds Hole; 17,

Marie Baumaun ; 18, Cloth of Gold; 19, Gloire in Dijon; '20, Marcobal Niel.

—21, Andri' Dunand; 22. Auguste Eigotard; 23, Comtesse d'Osford; 21, Dr.

Andry; 25, Emilie Hausburg ; 26, Baron Bonstetten ; 2(, Lord Clyde; 28,

Louis Van Houtte; '29, Madame Cttmence Joigneaux; 30, Madame George
Schwartz; 31, Madame Lacharme; 32, Madame Lefebvre Bernard; 33,

Madame Victor Verdier; 34, Mdlle Eugenie Verdier; 35, Mdlle. Marie Rady

;

36, Annie La-xton ; 87, Mdlle. TherCse Levet ; 38, Mons. Noman; 39, Pierre

Notting; 40, Camille de Rohan; 41, Cheshunt Hybrid: 43, Souvenir- de
Malmaison; 43, Celine Forestier; 44, Belle Lyonnaise; 45, Souvenir d'Elise;

46, Madame Margottin; 47, Comtesse de Nadaillac ; 48, Marie Van Houtte;

49, Catherine Mermet ; 50, Centifoha Rosea.

Rev. C. P. Peach, Appleton-le-Street.— l, Alfred Colomb; 2, Cbarles

Lefebvre; 3, Madame Rothschild; 4, Marechal Niel; 0, Abel Grand; 6, Com-
tesse d'Osford; 7, Dr. Andry; 8, Dupny-Jamain ; 9, Emilie Hausburg;
10, John Hopper; 11, Gloire de Dijon; 12, La France; 13, Etienne Levet;

14, Louis Van Houtte; 15, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 16, Marguerite de St.

Amand; 17, Marie Baumann; 18, Princess Miry of Cambridge; 19, Marquise

de Castellane; '20, Senateur Vaisse—21, Annie Laston; 23, Annie Wood;
2), Auguste Neumann; 21, Bertbe Baron; 25, Boiile de Neige ; 2>i, Charles

Eouillard; '27, Devoniensis; 23, Celine Forestier; 29, Comtesse de Chabrdlaut;

30, Duke of Wellington; 81, Duke of Edinburgh; 33, Fisher Holmes;
33, Francois Michelon; 3(, Dnchesse de Moruy; 35. Lyonnais; 86, Lord
Macaulay; 37, Madame Charles Wood; 88, Madame Clemence Joigneaus ;

89, Madame Lacharme; 40, Madame Victor Verdier; 41, Mdlle. Therese

Levet; 42, Mdlle. Bonnaire; 43, Mdlle. Rady; 4i, Mam-ice Bernardin;

45, Monsieur Noman ; 46, Monsieur Woolfleld; 47, Pierre Notting; 48, Sou-

venir d'un Ami; 49, Victor Verdier; 50, Xavier Olibo.

Rev. E. N. PoCHlN. Barkby Vicarage, Leicester.—1, Mariichal Niel; 2. La
France; 3, Charles Lefebvre; 4, Marie Baumann; 5, Madame Rothschild;

6, Alfred Colomb; 7, Emilie Hausburg; 8, Madame Victor Verdier ; 9, Etienne

Levet; 10, Gloire do Dijon; 11, Paul Neron : 12, C imtesse d'Oxford; 13. Mar-

gu-rite de St. Amand; 14, Dr. Andry; 15, Edward Morren; 16, Duke of

WeUington; 17, Marie Rady; 18, Victor Verdier; 19. Marquise de Castellane;

20, John Hopper—21, Louise Van Houtle; 2-3, Duke of EJiuburgh; 23,

Dnchesse de Caylus; 24, Pierre Notting; 25, Xavier Olibo; 26, Annie Laxton
;

27, Sinateur Vaisse; 2j, Lord Macaulay; 29, Lord Herbert; 30, Dupuy-
Jainain; 31, Prince de Portia; 82, Horace Vernet; 33, Belle Lyonnaise;

31, Leopold Hausburg; 35, Maurice Bernardin; 86, Monsieur Woolfleld;

87, Monsieur Boncenne ; 33, Gloire de Vitry ; 39, Marquise do Mortemart

;

40, Leopold I. ; 41, Comtesse de Chabrillant; 42, Devoniensis ; 4i, Due de

Rohan; 44, Centifolia Rosea; 45, Souvenir de Malmaison; 46, Madame
Cbarles Wood ; 47, Madame Clemence Joigneaux ; 48, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier ;

49, Baron Gonella ; 50, Fisher Holmes.

Ml-. R. BOBSON, Torquay.— 1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Camille Bernardin;

3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, Devoniensis ; 5, Comtesse d'Osford ; 6. Duke of Edin-

burgh; 7, Dupuy-Jamain; 8, Etienne Levet; 9, Fram.-ois Michelon; 10, La
France; ISLioha; 12, Louis Van Houtte; 13, M idame Rjthschild; U, Ma-
rechal Niel; 15, Marie Baumann; 16, Marquise de Castellane; 17, Paul

Neron; 18, Reynolds Hole; 19, Souvenir d'un Ami; 20, Souvenir d'Ehse.—

21, Abel Grand ; 23, Augusta Neumann ; 23, Antoine Ducher ; 24, Auna de

Diesbach; 25, Belle Lyonnaise; -26, Bessie .Tohuson ; 27, Centifolia Rosea;

23, Dr. Audry; 29, Edward Morren; .30, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 31, Glou-e de

Dijon; 32, John Hopper; 33, Marguerilo da St. Amand; 34, Marquise de

Gibot; 35, Madame Clemence Joigneaux; 36, Madame George Schwartz;

37, Madame Victor Verdier; 83, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 89, Marie Rady;
40, Mdlle. Marie Arnaud; 41, Niphetos; 42, Pierre Netting; 43, Perle da

Lyon; 44, President Thiers; 45, CamLle de Rohan; 46, Roine du Midi;

47, Richard W allace ; 48, Sophie Coqaerell ; 49, Madame Charles Wood

;

50, Xavier Olibo.

Mr. John Scott, irarmiiu-fer—l, Alfred Colomb; 2, Madame Rothschild

;

8, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, La France; 0, Xavier Olibo; 6, Devoniensis; 7, Ma-
rechal Niel; 3, Catherine Mermet ; 9, Etienne Levet; 10, Fianrois Michelon;

11, Mdlle. Engcnia Verdier; 1-2, M*iie Baumann; 13, Ferdinand de Le-iseps;

14, Comtesse d'Osford; 15, Marquise de Castellane; 16, Souvenir d'Elise;

17, Edward Morren; 18, Louis Van Houtte; 19, Sonvenir d'uu Ami; -30, Mad.

Margottin.—21, Madame Willermoz ; 22, Madame Ch-mence Joigneaux ;

23, Madame George Schwartz; 24. Madame Victor Verdier; 25. Exposition

de Brie; 26. Dupuv-Jamain ; 27, Duke of Edinburgh; 28, Dr. Andry; '39, -John

Hopper; ;M, Captain Christy; 81, Clemence Raous ; 82. Annie Laxton;

83, Camille Bernardin ; 34, Duke of Wellington ; 35, Fisher Holmes ; 36, Audrc

Dunand; 87, Baronne L. Dxkull; 38, Marquise de Gibot; 89, Paul Neron;

40, Senateur Vaisse; 41, Richard Wallace; 4-2, President Thiers; 43, Mar-

quise de Mortemart; 44, Triomphe de Rennes; 45, Marie Rady; 46, Beauty

of Waltham ; 4 \ Mdlle. Marguerite Dombram ; 43, Abel Grand ; 49, Maurice

Bernardin ; 50, Priuuess Beatrice.

Rev. E. N. MlLFORD, East Kmijlc Rectory, Wilts.—\, Alfred Colomb;

2, Marechal Niel ; 3, Marie Baumann; 4, La France; 5, Emilie Hausburg;

6, Charles Letebvre ; 7, Devoniensis ; 8. Glou-a de Dijon; 9. Madame Roths-

child; 10, John Hopper: 11, Abel Grand; 12. Jules Margottin ; 13, Duke of

Edinburgh; 14, General .Tacqueminot ; 15, Marquise da Castellane ; 16, Com-

tesse d'Oxlord ; 17, Camille Bernardin; 18, Belle Lyonnaise; 19, Catherine

Mermet; '20, Niphetos.-21, Senateur Vaisse; 23, Camille de Roban; 23, Dr.

Andry; 24, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 25, Exposition de Brie; '26, Pierre Notting ;

i7, Sophie Coqiierell; 28, Margnerite de St. Amand; 29, Madame Charles

Wood; 80, Madame Willermoz; 31, Louis Van Houtte; 3-2, Elie Morel;

33, Antoine Ducher; 34. Celine Forestier; 85. Triomphe do Rennes; 36, Son-

venir de Malmaison: 37. Souvenir d'un Ami; 38, Fisher Holmes; 39, Felix

Genero; 40, Dupuy-Jamain; 41, Etienne Levet; 43, Xavier Olibo ; 43, Marie

I Eady ; 44, Monsieur Boncenne 45, Beauty of Waltham ; 46, Narcisse

;
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47. Lyonrais; 48, Anca de Diesbach; 49, Comtesse de Chabrillant ; 60,

Ducheese de Caylus.

Eev. W. F. Kabciyffe, Oke/ord Fitipaine, Blandford.—l, Mareobal Nicl

;

2, CharleBLefebvre ; 3, Alfred Colomb ; 4. Pierre Nottiug; 5, Comtesse d'Oxrord ;

6, ComteBse de Chabrillant ; 7, Madame Victor Vevdier ; 8, Leopold I. ; 9, Mario

Bad;; 10, Louis Van Houtte; 11, Maurice Bernardin ; 12, Devonieosis;

15, John Hopper; 14, Souveiiir d'Elise; 16, Souvenir de la Malmaiaon;

16, Marguerite de St. Amand; 17, Alice Bureau; IB, Maxime de la Rocheterie;

19, Senateur Yaisse ; 20, Edward Morren.—21, Gloire de Dijon ; 22, Cclmo

Forettier ; 23, Triomphe de Rennes ; 24, Etienne Level ; 25, Felix Geuero

;

26, Camille de Rohan ; 27, Baron A. de Rothschild ; 28, Dr. Andry ; t!9, Abel

Grand ; 80, Madame Rothschild ; 31, Madame Cli! mence Joisneaux ; 32, Mad.

Willermoz ; 33, Due de Cazea ; 34, William Griffiths ; 35, Baron Chaurand

;

86, Baron Prcvost ; 37, Vicomtesse de Vezins; 38, La VUle de St. Denis;

89, Jules Marsottin; 40, Prince de Portia ; 41, Duke of Ediuburyh; 43, Lord

Clvde; 43, Lord Macaulay ; 44, Duchesse de Caylus; 45, Duchesse d'Orleaus;

46' Marcchal Vaillant ; 47, Lady Suffleld; 48, Gloire de Yitry ; 49, Madame
Julie Daran ; 50, Baronne de Maynai'd.

Mr. J. HiNTON, fVarminstcr, Wilts.—1. Marecbal Niel ; 2, Alfred Colomb j

8, Charles Lefebvre; 4, Madame Rothschild; 5, La France; 6, Comtesse
d'Oxford; 7, Fmilie Hausburg; 8, Triomphe de Rennes ; 9, John Hopper

;

10, Marie Baumann ; 11, Marie Rady ; 12, Frani-ois Michelon; 13, Etienne

Levet ; 14. Dr. Andry ; 15, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier ; 16, Louis Van Houtte

;

17, Souvenir d'un Ami; 18, Marquise de Casfellane; 19, Pierre Notting:

20, Gloire de Dijon.—21, Victor Verdier; 22, Xavier Olibo ; 23. Camille Ber-

nardin; 24, Duchesse de Caylus; 25, Duchesse de Morny ; 26. Marquise de

Mortemart; 27, Antoine Ducher; 28, Dupuy-Jamain ; 29, Lord Macaulay

;

SO, Madame Charles Wood; 31, Madame Clemence Joigneaus ; 32, Maaame
Derreux Douvillf; 33, Madame Victor Verdier; J 4, Madame Willermoz;

35, Comte de NautouU ; 36, Duke of Edinburgh ; 37, Eeine du Midi; 38,

Mdlle. M Dombrain; 39, Maurice Bernardin; 40, Catherine Mermet; 41,

Perfection de Lyon ; 42, Rushton Radcljffe; 43, Devoniensis ; 44, Priuce de

Portia; 46, Stnateur Vaisse; 47, Beauty of Waltham ; 48, Princess Maiy of

Cambridge ; 49, Fsposition de Brie; 50, Ferdinand de Lesseps.

Mr. J. L. COKTIS, Chatteris, Cnmbridgeahire.—l,A.]frectCo\omh; 2, Charles

Lefebvre; 3, Mai'ie Baumann; 4, Marechnl Niel ; 5, La France ; 6, Madame
Rothi-child; 7, Madame Victor Verdier; 8, John Hopper ; 9, Senateur Vaisse

;

10, Mdlle M. Dombrain ; 11, Marguerite de St. Amand ; 12, Pien-e Notting
;

13, Duke of EdinburKb; 14, Ducde Rohau ; 15, Comtesse d'Oxford; 16, Louis

Van Houtte ; 17, Emilie Hausburg ; 18, Marie Kady ; 19, Camille Bernardin
;

20, Mons. Noman.—21. Marquise de Castellane; 22, Ville de Lyon ; 23. Hip-

polyte Flandrin ; 24, Duke of Wellington ; 25, Baron Gonella ; 26, Victor

Verdier; 27, Queen Victoria; 28, Duchesse de Cajlus; 29, Souvenir d'un

Ami; 30, Souvenir de Malmaism; 31, Francois Michelon ; 82, Dr. Andry;

S3, Triomphe de Rennes ; 34, Elie Morel ; 35, Centilolia Rosea ; 86, Madame
Charles Crapelet ; 87, Madajue Neman ; 38, Mons. Boncenue; 39, Gloire de

Dijon; 40. Catherine Mermet ; 41, Devoniensis ; 42, Xavier Olibo; 43, Horace

Vernet; 44, Madame Knorr; 45, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 46, Fisher Holmes

;

47, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 48, Lord Macaulay; 49, Mam-lee Bernardin;

50, Olivier Delbomme.

Eefeerinq to Mr. Hintou's surprise at the preference for

Climbing Deyonienais in the north over Marcehal Niel, I may
say that I read his remarks while wearing in my coat a beauti-

ful bud of the former, while I have quite failed to get a decent

bloom of the Marcchal out of doors after several years' trial.

Climbing Devoniensis is most useful with u?, blooming in

autumn till the severe frosts come. I am, however, not in-

tending to give-up the Marechal yet, and have within the last

fortnight ordered a fresh lot budded on various stocks. In

particular, a trial will be made of it on a north wall, for it is

desperately " spring tender."

Allow me to express my obligations to Mr. Hinton for his

annual list. I make it a rule to order any that appear therein

well noted for, and not already in my collection.—E. P.,

Count!/ of Durham.

BATTERSEA PARK.—No. 2.

In continuing my pleasant task I am desirous first of all to

direct attention to a simple group that was remarkable for its

inviting freshness, combined with an air of novelty and grace.

It consisted of some large Fuchsias, Abutilon Thompsoni, a

golden-leaved Fuchsia, and a broad green edging of Ivy. This

beautiful bed was on a sloping bank, and, as in almost every

other instance, the plants were skilfully arranged, so that the

colours blended in pleasing harmony. Old or overgrown

Fuchsias of all kinds may very usefully be turned to account

in this way, and in a free rich soil they grow with surprising

vigour, flowering profusely. They require no special prepara-

tion for this purpose, and invariably answer best when taken

from the shed in which they are kept during winter, and

planted at once in their summer quarters. When no shed is

available for storing them in winter, they may be plunged in a

thick bed of leaves, the tops covered with fern or straw, and

be so left in the open air till spring with the greattst safety.

Now let us turn to another of those charming circular beds

which abound here, and which may justly be termed the gems
of the garden. Clothing the gently-sloping margin we have an

edging composed of two rows of Echeveria pumila, with a simple

band of well-matched plants of Mrs. Pollock Geranium inside
;

the surface was carpeted with Lobelia speciosa dotted with

Fuchsia Sunray, and there was a plant of Phcenix dactylifera

in the centre. The Fuchsias were about a foot apart, the

branches upspringing and pendant with a few crimson flowers
;

the foliage yellow, pale green, and crimson, literally glowing like

a sunray, mingling with the deep blue of the LobeUa ; and the

sprightly green frondage of the Date Palm curving gracefully

outwards from the centre over the bright colours beneath gave

an indescribable charm and finish to the whole. The appear-

ance of this bed was chaste, and yet very rich ; it ia a fine

example of what is really desirable to replace the stereotyped

combination of scarlet, yellow, and blue ; and, what is more to

the purpose, the lesson which it teaches is applicable to almost

all gardens, for the few and simple materials of which it is com-
posed are certainly within reach of all having a glass house or

pit. Peter Grieve, a Golden Tricolor Geranium of a neat com-
pact growth, and with beautiful leaf tints, might be used with

advantage in this arrangement instead of Mrs. Pollock. Another

circle had the Lobelia and Fuchsia precisely the same way, but

it had no Palm or large central plant ; the LobeUa was sur-

rounded near the margin of the bed with a ring of the very

choice Mesembryanthemum tigrinum, and an outer row of

Sempervivum Pittoni.

Among the beds of bolder type the masses of Ganna were

most conspicuous, the taller kinds springing upwards far above

one's head ; fine as the effect of so many huge masses of this

striking plant undoubtedly is, the situation and form of many
of them strike one as being susceptible of considerable im-

provement. A lot g formal wall of Cannas elevated upon a

plateau high up the side of a steep bank is neither a graceful

nor attractive object, the formal outline and rigid block-like

appearance being rather curious than beautiful. Many of these

fine plants are, however, introduced very happily among some
of the mixed groups, as was explained in the first paper ; and
this reminds me that there yet remains a group or two of bolder

type to describe. Around one such was an edging of the huge

grey-leaved Salvia argentea, with a row of white variegated

Geranium inside it, enclosing a carpet of Geranium anemonse-

folium, out of which spring some immense plants of Wigandia
mingled with what appeared to be some unusually tall plants

of Solanum Pyracantha. The carpet of Geranium undoubtedly

made this bed very attractive, the green Fern-like foliage im-

parting an air of sprightly grace and relief to the entire mass.

A mixture of Eicinus, Wigandia, and a white-flowered Abu-

tilon, with an edging of Funkia in flower was also good.

Flourishing beds of Polymnia grandis, with its fine deep green

much-cut pendant foUage, were of course very striking, as were

many other beds of old and well-known favourites.

As usual the few examples of carpet bedding were very good,

especially in the semicircular borders by the central river

entrance. To these I hope to allude more fully in some
future papers on modem flower gardens ; but I must not

omit to state here, that wherever I found a carpet bed com-

posed of colours BO bright as to somewhat infringe the bounds

of good taste, a second glance invariably showed that foil beds

composed of dark bronze-leaved Cannas, Eicinus, Polymnia,

or Ficus elastica were there to complete the scene, which was

evidently never intended to be dissected and carried away in

separate portions, but that the entire group of beds, with the

turf, the fchrubs, aye, even the very walks themselves, should be

regarded as composing a picture—one grand whole, every part

or feature of which exercised an important influence upon the

general effect. It is important to remember this, because

many beds that appear very beautiful in a large public garden

are not at all suitable for small places, and in the selection

made here care has been taken to describe most fully such

beds as are likely to prove generally useful.

The growing taste for succulent plants is commendable,

their neat growth and the exquisite proportions of many
rendering them very desirable as edgings and for marking the

most intricate designs, as well as for rookwork, and I will now
proceed to note a few of the most select kinds.

1, Mese>tibri/aHthemumcordifoUu»ivariegi!tumiBTp\a.cei&rst,

not for its novelty, for it is now well known and appreciated,

but because it is qttite the best variegated succulent we have,

and it also worthily takes high rank among bedding plants

generally.

2, Mesembryanthemum tigrimtm.—A rare, distinct, and very

curious variety, with thick' green leaves, closely dotted with

white spots, and with a row of curved hook-like spines along the

edges. It forms a pretty and very attractive edging.

3, Mesemhriianthemum dettoideum. — A. green-leaved kind,

valuable for edgings from the quaint form of its abundant

4, s'edum glaucum.—Ibis ia a most interesting, useful, and
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ornamental plant, yielding thousinds of lovely, cinstering

rosettes of a bright glaucous hue, tinged with pink. Nothing
can be finer than a carpet of it dotted with Eoheveriaa, Aloes, or

the pretty Kleiuia repens.
5, Kcli'i-veriit. seciinda glaiica.—An indispensable plant, too

well known to need description.

6, Kleinia repens.—The colour of this may be termed a bluish-

grey. It has round tapering leaves, which by their peculiarly

stiff and erect growth impart the singular and distinct appear-

ance which renders it so valuable.

7, Sempervivum ynontanum, the Mountain Houseleek, is

notable for the exquisite form of its compact rosettes. It forma
a capital edging, as well as fine clumps for carpet beds.

8, Sempervivum tahulo'forme is a singular plant, very suit-

able for an edging to beds of large plants. It grows to immense
size ; and the leaves lying perfectly flat upon each other, impart
the table-like appearance which gave rise to its name.

There are so many other distinct succulent forms worthy of

culture, that one hardly knows which to select. Those which

I have described are, perhaps, the most useful. To those who
desire a more extensive collection I may name Echeveria

glauca-metallica, E. pumila, E. atropurpurea ; Aloe attenuata,

A. mitrieformis, A. cymbiformis, A. distans, A. fruteseens, and

A. pilifera ; Sempervivum canarieuse, S. ciliare, S. repens,

S. arachnoideum ; Cotyledon pulverulenta, C. alata ; and Saxi-

fraga nepalensis.

Turning now to other plants we find a decided acquisition in

Leucophyton Brownii. To the passing glance each plant of it

appears to consist of a host of slender branches without leaves,

bnt a closer inspection shows that its beautiful silvery-grey

hue is imparted by the minute narrow leaves which thickly

clothe the branches ; it grows freely, but may be kept very

dwarf by frequent pruning, which it bears with impunity. Of

other grey-leaved plants. Cineraria maritima compacta is very

good, as also is Achillea umbellata. Santolina incana is still

unsurpassed as the best dwarf plant of its class. Lobelia

Omen, of a pleasing lilac colour, with a dense spreading growth,

is a very pretty, distinct, and effective kind that is calculated to

become as popular as speciosa. A row of it looks well next

Leucophyton Brownii. It is also good in Hyde Park. Of
Fuchsia Sunray I have already said enough to show its value.

It is a lovely vai'iety, and appears to retain its foliage and colour

perfectly well. Coprosma Baueriana variegata is another
really splendid bedding plant.

—

Edwakd LnciuiuEsi.

GLAZING WITH PUTTY.
I CANNOT understand why such an outcry is raised against

pntty. I venture to say that nothing yet discovered answers
the purpose so well if used in the right place, and here is the
gist of the matter. Putty, as now made, is worse than useless

in any position fully exposed to the sun and rain, for there, in

the course of a year or two, it cracks and cakes off, and if

renewed the same process takes place again and again, conse-
quently the roof is never watertight.

As I said above, nothing answers so well as putty, but only
for bedding in, and really this is all that is required of it. For
some years I have adopted the following plan in glazing new
houses, of which I have erected several. My roofs are all

fixed, rafters or sash-bars 20 inches apart, and all the glass

12 by 20 ; this I find a most convenient size, and the advantage
of having all one size enables you to keep some in store to

repair breakages. The bars are placed so as to allow about an
eighth of an inch, or scarcely bo much, play ; this is quite

sufficient for any expansion of glass or wood. The glass is

bedded in putty in the usual way, and as the work proceeds a
small broad- headed tack is driven in at the lower corner of

each pane, and this, if properly done, will both keep the pane
tightly down and prevent it from slipping downwards. The putty
on the outside is then smoothed oij fair with the pane of glass,

and the operation is complete. Thus done it has a neat and
light appearance, and a couple of coats of paint (I use Carson's
anti-corrosion) renders the roof perfectly watertight, and I

venture to say that with a coat of paint every alternate year
the roof will be as good after fifty years as when first glazed.
On a house I erected some ten years ago, and glazed in the

old-fashioned way with sloping putty on the outside, I remove
all loose putty each year, and it is now pretty nearly all off

;

but I do not put any more on, but simply paint over where the
removal has taken place.

I am anxious to impress upon all putting up new glass the
advantages of the above mode of glazing, on account of its

simplicity; indiarubber strips, lead clamps, &o., I look upon

as cumbersome, expensive, and ineffectual. Not the least good
quality of my mode of glazing is the ease with which repairs

can be done, for by simply drawing the tacks and passing the

knife down each side of the glass the broken pane will rise

easily, and the new one be as easily put in and fastened down.
It may be supposed that the tacks interfere with the free running-
down of water, hut this in reality does not occur in the least.

—W. WiNDEBANK, Bcvois Mouiit Numenj, SoutJiainpton.

DEATH OF MR. ALDERMAN MASTERS.
It is with great regret that we have to announce the death

of Mr. Alderman Masters of Canterbury, which took place on
the 26th ult., at the ripe old age of seventy-eight. Mr.
Masters was one of those rare instances of men in business

who found time to cultivate intellectual pursuits, and who
bring to bear the refinement which such pursuits produce on
the everyday work of their calling. As a nurseryman long

and well known he stood in the foremost rank, and the valu-

able collection of all kinds of trees, shrubs, tender and hardy
plants which he formed in the Canterbury nursery, can only

be judged of by a reference to the " Hortus Canterburiensis "

which he published. The collection was in fact, when the

writer of this first visited it more than thirty years ago, far

superior to that of many of the botanical gardens of the Con-
tinent. Of late years, however, these rich collections have, in

consequence of Mr. Masters' declining health, been allowed to

go down ; and as all his sons, with the exception of the

accomplished editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, long pre-

deceased him, there was little inducement for him to continue

them. Alderman Masters will be long remembered in the city

of Canterbury as an active magistrate and a respected citizen

;

and as a patron of early genius, to the encouragement of which
he lent his best efforts. There are many men eminent in art

and in science who, when youths in the ancient city, can now
testify to the stimulus they received in their upward course

by the patronage of him whose loss they now lament.

SEEDLING BRIARS.
Last autumn I obtained a few hundreds of seedling Briars,

strong plants, for budding this season. They were planted in

rich ground and grew freely, but I cannot say that they have
proved a very satisfactory investment so far. Perhaps those

who have grown them on a larger scale will be able to tell me
whether it is usual for them to have such a very short crooked

space between the roots and the collar of the plant as mine
have. It is with the greatest difficulty that room has been
found to insert a bud at all in the main stock ; and when this

is done, so crooked and knotty is the stem, that many of the

buds have failed to unite on account of the uneven surface on
which the plate of the bud rests. Altogether it seems to me
to be a troublesome and fidgetty stock to bud compared with

the Manetti ; and unless the future growth of the bud makes
up in a marked manner for the extra trouble in budding, I

shall most certainly stick to the Manetti for dwarf Roses, even
if seedling Briars can be obtained at Is. 6d. a hundred.

—

R. W. Beachey.

[The Editors have forwarded the above to me. Not having
had sufficient experience, and the question being one of great

interest to Rose-growers, I should be glad to elicit replies

fom others. "D., DeiJ,"his spoken most favourably of

Mr. Prince's seedling Briars, and I have no doubt that under
proper conditions they will succeed. Perhaps the lasting

powers of the blooms may have as much to do with the

quality of the soil as the stock. A good staple of soil con-

verted into a Rose garden from an ordinary arable wheat field

would most likely prove a first-rate soil for exhibition.

From Mr. Beachey's description I should fancy the seed-

ling Briars were not sufficiently pruned or planted deep enough.

The question in my own mind is, whether the real value of

the seedling Briar is not really the fact of its being a seedling,

and not that of being a Briar. Some plants I got from Mr.

Prince of new sorts of Roses on the seedUng Briar, which
were put in alongside Manettis, are much the same in growth,

&a. There is, in short, little apparent difference, and I do

not see that the system of budding on the seedling Briars

will prevent the root-suckers which are so obnoxious in Briars.

No doubt some persons will make the same objections to

Manetti suckers, but they are easily preventible, and everyone

or anyone at all conversant with Rose-culture can easily pre-

vent suckers from Manettis ; but no precautions can prevent
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root-snckevs from the Dog Eose. Only this very day, from
one of the few old standards I have left, I pulled up a root-

Bucker at least 5 feet away from the plant. I shall be glad,

however, to have the matter more fully ventilated. Doctors
differ, and always will differ to the end of the chapter, as, for

instance, with regard to Strawberry Wonderful.—C. P. P.]

THE CARPET AND TAPESTRY BEDS AT HAMPTON COURT.—No. 3.

1, Agave americana variegata, on a bottom of

kleioia repens.

2, Alteraauthera magnifica.

Fig. 85.

",, Alternanthera spathiilata.

4, L .belia pumila gram^iflora.

5, Echeveria secunda glauca.

G, Sempervivum califoruicum.

7. Alternanthera magnitica.

8, Pjrethrum partheuifolium Golden Feather.

T, Lobelia ptimila graDdiflora.

2, Stellaria graminea aurea.

8, Alteroautbera parooycbioides.
4, Agave americaua variegata,

plant B.

f , Agave americanft, young plants,
r, Cot; ledon bracteatum.

Fig. 86

7, SeraperrivDm ciliatum.

8, Echeveria metallica.

fl, St-mpervivum velutinum.
10, Echeveria atropurpurea.
11, Heinpervivum tabalieforme.
12, Ecbeveria sectmda glauca.
13, Sedum acre.

14, Fempervivnm tectornm.
15, Sedum glaucnm.
16, Sempervivum ealifomicum ; the inner row is

planted in an obiiijue direction, tho outer
borizontally.

17t Echeveria secunda.

— N. Cole, Kensington Gardens^

HANGING THE GLAZED FRAMES OF GROUND VINERIES.
SoMETisiK.s a very simple idea is of great use to those who, I trades, Takiog in hand, therefore, the making of some ground

like myself, have to fill the ixaportant place of Jack of all
|
vineries, it struck me that it would be better simply to secure
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the glazed frames with hooka and eyes at the top instead of

using hinges or making them fixtures. I made ono yester-

day, and it has simply two or three hooks on the top bar of

the frame, and the eyes are on the glazed frame. This mode
renders them easy to paint and remove for any purpose.

They are easily unhooked, and the whole vinery is so rendered

portable.—G. C, Croydon.

GERANIUMS AT CHILWELL.
H.iviNO on the 'ilst of August an opportunity, by a little

study of Bradshaw, to have about ua hour and a half at Mr.

Pearson's Chilwell Nurseries, and being somewhat of "D.,
Deal's," turn of mind—inclined, like Dr. Watts'e busy bee, to

make the most of the shining hour's, I accordingly paid a

flying visit, and will endeavour brielly to allow your readers

to partake of the honey I gathered from the flowers—not feel-

ing like that sellJsh bee who gathered honey all the day, but

ate it all the night.

Having wasted nearly two minutes over the station-master

at Beeston , who refused to allow me to retain my ticket because

I had booked through from Bristol to Nottingham iuutead of

to B^.'eston, whereby the station-master was able to secure to

the Midland Railway Company the great sum of Gd., which
was my additional fare from Beeston to Nottingham, I found
Mr. Pearson waiting for me outside the station, and a few
minutes' drive brought us to Chilwell.

Previous to going to see the new seedlings of 1873 I went
round the gardens to see some of the older favourites. The
first bed we came to, passing over one or two Tricolors, was
Corsair, here as elsewhere very good, and establishing its repu-

tation as being one of the best zonals for bedding, not shedding
its petals as Jean Sisley and one or two others of that class.

Mrs. Mellows came next : this was not so good as I have seen

it before, the season being too dry for it. Mrs. Holdeu, a

dwarf deep pink, a type of a good bedder, stout footstalk, large

truss, was next. Then came Edward Sutton : this and General
Oatram are much alike—a deep scarlet crimson. Next to this

was Mrs. Turner, in colour somewhat between Amaranth and
Florence Durand, and very promising. Augusta Miles was not
at its best—too dry. The Rev. T. F. Feun, a dark crimson,
was near it and doing well ; the dry season which had not
suited Augusta Miles having just suited the latter, which last

year grew much too strong for me. The next, George Miles,

a cerise scarlet, large truss, tall in the footstalk, was new to

me. One of Dr. Denny's seedlings, Wellington, was the next
bed ; fine in colour, but growing too strong liere. My own
namesake, a bronze raised by Mr. Laing, of the firm of Downie,
Laird, iS Laing, near to this, was one of the best bronze beds
I ever saw—short-jointed habit, and a fine rich gold and red

leaf. Robert Evans, a cerise or rosy scarlet, gave me the
impression as being better for pots. Col. Holden was good,
but too coarse and strong for most gardens ; but this and Dr.
Tate seem exactly suited for those who like a good hardy sort

and free grower.

Mrs. Ffytche, another dwarf deep pink somewhat like Mrs.
Holden, a very good bedder, came next ; then General Outram,
and next Mrs. Hole, a dwarf magenta—one of the seedhugs,
1 believe, from Violet Hill— a large truss, very floriferous, and
quite a gem with those who will treat it properly, but too

dwarf for harsh treatment. Near this was Grand Duke, still

one of the best of its class, raised, I believe, by Mr. G. Smith
;

then Shakespeare, not so good as I have seen it before, and
near, Lady Kirkland, one of Mr. Laing's seedlings, very good.
If Lady Kirkland had but a stouter footstalk it would be very
difficult to defeat. I had a bed this year fuller of large trusses
of flower than almost any bed I ever saw; it hardly ever
seeds, and the petals stand sun and wind well, but it wants a
good footstalk. Next was Mrs. Hetley ; then Florence Durand,
not nearly so good as with me, but the bed was too dry and
suffered from the proximity of a Conifer. Then came two old
favourites—Bayard and Duke of Devonshire, and near, Mrs.
Lowe and Frank Miles. And to show how Geraniums vary in
different seasons under different conditions, Mrs. Lowe, which
with me was one of the very best light flesh-pink beds I ever
saw, was not nearly so good here—so much so as hardly to be
like the same plant ; but there had been so great a demand
for them in the spring that Mr. Pearson was almost sold out,
and only some of his worst plants had been put out. This
also confirms me in my impression that if there is a trying
season inferior plants, however good the kind, never recover
to do justice to the sort. In another part of the grounds, in

front of the orchard houses, were some more beds of zonals
;

some of those I have named recurring again with one or two
others, as Mrs. Taite, a good pink, and Mrs. Vincent, a very

fine crimson, which were not planted out elsewhere.

We next went to a long double span house full of seedlings

of 1873, to be sent out next year. The moBt noticeable features

in these were, speaking of them in general, a great advance in

the siz^ of each individual bloom, with a rounder-shaped

flower, more of the true florists' type ; the generality of the

flowers much larger than a crown piece, and the truss large.

How much of the Nosegay blood is left in is difilcult to say,

or whether they will stand sun and wind when bedded—this

will be a test of time ; but, as far as the individual flowers in

their pots in this house, there was no doubt that there was a

great advance. I will mention those that struck me most. First

Sir II. G. Stanhope, of the General Outram stamp, but larger

flower and pip ; Lady Byron, bright pink, a white eye, good for

exhibition as a pot plant ; Brutus, a light crimson scarlet

;

and Charles Smitli, a darker; Ethel, a fine lilac; and Mrs.

J. F. Feun, somewhat in the way of Amaranth, but size of pips

larger ; Rev. — Atkinson, somewhat like Mr. Pearson's Rev. C.

P. Peach, a deep scarlet, very little orange ;
John Gibbons, very

large, crimson scarlet, likely to make a striking pot plant

;

Mrs. Huish, a magenta crimson, very good ; and John Fellows,

reddish crimson, very good; Mrs. Bosworth, light pink, light

eye ; Annie Orton, something like Amaranth, but much larger

individual flower ; Percy Cooper, scarlet, with a white eye, of the

Jean Sisley stamp, a finer flower and brighter, would be first-

rate for exhibition. Next I noticed Mrs. Whiteley, also a

scarlet with a white eye ; and two of the very best salmons I

have yet seen—Miss Strahau and Ellen—a great advance among
the salmons, fine both in truss and flower, sure to be good in

pots, but yet to be tested for bedding. There was also a fine

1874 seodliug. Miss E. Burnside, of the type of Maid of Kent,

but a much finer and smoother flower, and large truss. Among
the 1873 seedlings I also omitted Mrs. Brown, a cerise magenta,
large truss, perhaps of the firm Brown, Jones, and Robinson.

Two of Mr. Pearson's Tricolors not sent out will also be

acquisitions as striking now a really new stamp of colour—

a

magenta tinge in the red zone ; these two are Miss H. Walter
and Miss Eleanor Miles. I have not time at present to add
more.—C. P. P.

SEACOX HEATH,
THE SEAT OF THE KIOHT HON. O. ,T. G03CHEN, M.P.

TouKisTS and others visiting the fashionable watering place

Tunbridge Wells cannot have omitted noticing the beautifully

undulating character of the country near that great resort of

wealth and fashion. The common, around which residences

of every style of architectural design have arisen, is in itself

not a bad example of what the neighbourhood abounds in.

Sandstone rock more or less exposed to the surface, and Ferns
and Gorse, give it a stamp of wildness. But my purpose is

not to describe Tunbridge Wells, but merely to point out that

the country is of the same character for several miles in various

directions, more especially eastward. The eminences and de-

clivities seldom prevent cultivation, but are sufficient to give

that interesting character to the landscape so much admired
by those who look to the softer and more manageable features

of rural scenery, if it may be so called, with greater pleasure

than they do on barren rock and inhospitable waste ; for here

we have the highest possible cultivation blended with a natural
scenery that in itself is at all times a source of pleasure to

look upon.
Decomposed sandstone is the basis of the surface soil. The

vegetation is, as may be expected, a wide and varied one.

The Oak, Birch, Scotch and Spruce Fir assert their sway as

monarchs of the forest, or of such lands as still retain a sem-
blance of not having submitted to either spade or plough. To
these may be added the Hazel, Broom, Furze, and now and
then Heath, with plenty of the common Brake. The northern
sides of hedges and positions of a hke kind glisten with the

common hardy Ferns, not the least interesting being several

varieties of the Scolopendrium, which here finds a home to its

liking. The soU is generally of a pale yellow colour, and con-

tains few stones, and these generally soft, but it is very fertile,

and most crops attain great perfection, notably many kinds
of fruits ; and it is a singular feature of the district that

Apples grown here produce a different kind of cider from that

which is made from the same variety grown in the neighbour-

hood of Maidstone, the latter being an inferior liquor, although
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the fruit appears to be finer, thus showing that certain soils ,

supply food of a different kind to what others do. An absence
of calcareous matter and a corresponding preponderance of

iron cause much of the difference, and iron works existed in

the neighbourhood and were worked to great advantage long
|

before the present seats of the important iron trade in the ,

northern counties were ever thought of. Lamberhurst, a village
I

a few miles to the east of Tnnbridge Wells, supplied the iron

from which the railing that until very recently surrounded
St. Paul's Cathedral was made ; but the furnaces have long

ceased to be worked, and the neighbourhood is as exempt from
;

the smoke of iron foundries as it was in the days of .Julius
j

CfBsar. But the loss of the iron trade is amply compensated by
the improved cultivation of the land, and the greatly enhanced
value of property resulting from the health-giving character of

the district having attracted many of the rich London mer-
chants and others in search of a pleasant country home. Hence
mauy small villages have acquired a certain degree of import-
ance, and notable amongst such is that of Hawkhurst, which
has made such rapid progress that not long ago I heard it

mooted amongst some of its inhabitants whether it could not
support a local paper.

Saacox Heath is about ten miles east of Tanbridge Wells,
and two miles west of Hawkhurst. I am not exactly certain
whether the mansion stands in the county of Kent or in

Sussex, but believe it is in the latter county, although the
grounds extend in both. The property would appear some
time in the early part of the present century to have been in

the possession of a gentleman who had a good appreciation of

what was likely to improve the aspect of the grounds, for he

Fig. 87.—Seacox Heath.

planted most of the choice trees and shrubs that were to be
had at the time, notably some good Evergreen Oaks and
several Pines, as well as deciduous shrubs and trees, which,
having now attained a large size, give importance to a place

that by its architecture at once strikes the beholder as quite
new. A large mansion, successively the residence of the
Wardroper and Palliser families, stood near here. It is said

to have been built by the " Goudhurst smugglers," a gang
infesting the neighbourhood until they were extinguished by
their leaders being executed in 1748. The wealth of some of

the members of the gang, and their daring exploits, would be
incredible were they not revealed by evidence preserved in our
judicial records.

The present mansion and its terraces are the creation of

the last seven years, the property having been purchased by
its present owner shortly before that time ; and the existing

mansion and its appurtenances not being adequate to the re-

quirements of the family, Mr. Goschen determined to build

another. A suitable site having been found but a short way
from the old one, a large and handsome structure of a pretty

light-coloured freestone has been erected. Externally it pre-

sents suitable architectural and sculptural embellishments, the
character of the stone aiding the latter considerably by the
fineness of its grain, which is capable of being cut with great

sharpness ; while internally there are a noble hall and staircase,

with suites of rooms fitted with air the modern ^requisites

which wealth and skill can command.
The situation is well chosen. The highway, a broad and

well-kept one, leading from London to the once-important
town of Eye, passes through the estate, and a suitable lodge
is being erected at the entrance to the carriage road, the

latter curving round and partly through a cutting, rendered
necessary by the high ground in a south-westerly direction, for

some distance, when the mansion is approached on the north
side, a spacious area being set apart for the carriage front,

which is fenced-in by a suitable balustraded wall, with ample
space for a carriage road, gravelled with the small coloured

pebbles found on certain parts of the seashore. The car-

riage road, I may observe, in its course to the house passes

through a portion of the park as well as the grounds to which
the term "dressed" may be applied, and groups of shrubs
have been planted at suitable places along its line. The
mansion, I believe, does not stand exactly with the cardinal

points, but sufficiently so to justify my saying that the carriage

entrance is on the north side, while on the opposite side an
ample space is enclosed as a terraced flower garden, the
natural fall of the ground in that direction rendering more
than one terrace npcessary. On the lower one, which is

reached by wide flights of steps, a sot of flower-beds, upwards
of fifty iu number, and occupying a sort of semioiicular plot
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of gronnc], with the most ample spaces of grass between,

looked exceedingly well at the time of my visit, being planted

with the best Tarieties of bedding plants, including some not

generally met with. Notable amongst the latter was apparently

a Chrysanthemum, which I was told was quite hardy and con-

tinuous-flowering; in height and habit it matched very well

with Geraniums, the colour being a clear white, and iu the

distance it looked well. To the westward of the mansion the

terrace was also continued, but in a different form, yet still

with an ample enclosure next the mansion ; while on the east

side, which led to the main part of the dressed grounds, a

large and showy conservatory had been erected. I use the

terms " large " and " showy " in contradistinction to good and
commodious, which I doubt much if it can be made to he

without such alterations as the architect would be apt to say
would mar his work. As it was, architectural tmbellishment
left no room for plants, and climbers would seem to be ignored

altogether. Perhaps, however, the necessity of preserving the
harmony of design between a conservatory adjoining a mansion
and the latter is so great that resort must be had to a profes-

sional artist. It would be well for all who contemplate erecting a

costly structure for the well-being of plants to consult some one
who understands that part of the decorative art better than
the man of bricks and mortar, for great mistakes are often
made in this matter. At the time of my visit, however, the
conservatory had barely passed out of the builder's hands, but
I remarked that at least four-fifths of its internal area was
occupied by paths neatly paved with fancy tiles, and the walls,

roof, and the fittings generally gave token that the builder
would not like these features to be concealed by climbers or

vegetation of any kind.
Emerging from the conservatory we find ourselves by de-

grees carried beyond the range of the geometric and formal
stamp of things immediately surrounding the house, and
winding walks bring us amongst Pines and various shrubs
planted a long time ago, but very considerable a'terations and
additions have been made up to the present season. A mass
of shrubs was shown me that had only been planted last

autumn, and when we consider how very unfavourable the
spring had been to all new-planted subjects, their appearance
was highly creditable. Some good examples of Pines were to

be met with, and a Yew hedge of considerable age and size

was pointed out as having been planted only a year or two
ago, vet it had the appearance of having been there all its life.

The walk referred to led by the site of the old mansion, a part
of which is to be left for some special purpose, and as it does
not in any way intrude upon the present structure, it may very
properly remain.
The kitchen garden is also in this direction. It is mostly

new, and with, perhaps, somewhat too steep a slope to the
south ; but to obviate the evils of this by the sun striking too
forcibly on the steeply sloping side, the rows of vegetables,
including Celery, had been wisely planted east and west, so as

to afford each other shade ; and although my visit was in ona
of the hottest days in July, and at a time when most crops
were languishing from want of water, everything was fresh
and doing well. The surroundings contained many tokens
that the presiding genius was well versed in botany, which,
however, will hardly create surprise, seeing the garden is

under the care of a Mr. Don, a name sufiicient in itself to

indicate that practical botany was sure to be attended to ; but
that a scientific knowledge of the character of plants is not
inimical to good cultivation was here shown, for everything
was in good order. A walk round revealed the fact that Mr.
Don is a great admirer of all that is good in shrubs. I

noticed several shmbs not usually met with in ordinary collec-

tions, and the same of herbaceous plants, of which there is

a good collection. Mr. Don was specially anxious to cultivate
Buch plants as produced flowers which when dried are orna-
mental in winter, and among the Everlastings there was a
good batch of Acroclinium roseum growing in a sort of raised
bed, luxuriant and fine, while, of course, the various kinds of
Helichrysum were duly represented.
The term Heath as applied to this place has no more bear-

ing on its present appearance than the term "park" or
" fields " has to districts in London now closely packed with
streets. The old name only has been retained ; the place in
every sense is new, and looks out ou a park of rich pasture
land, sufficiently diversified with trees of healthy growth. So
far from its bordering on an extensive waste, it is questionable
if there is any part of the United Kingdom where land is of

more value than it is here ; and I may add that it would be

difficult to find in any part of the country a place where the

farming is better.—J. Robson.

FLOWERS FOB OUR BORDERS.—No. 41.

ARNEBIA EOHIOIDES.—ECHICM-LIKE Abnebia.

This plant has been bandied about from one genus to an-

other by different botanical writers, until it has acquired a

somewhat lengthened list of synonyraes. By Linnsus it was
termed Lycopsis echioides, but in that genus the mouth of the

flower is closed by scales, and the nuts are hollowed at their

base ; by Bieberstein it was classed with the Alkanets, but these,

too, have the throat furnished with scales, as we have already

seen ; and by Fischer and Meyer it was placed among the

Lithospermums, under the name of L. erectum. It is with

Fig S8.—Aruebia echioides.

this genus that it has the greatest affinity, and there seems,
indeed, no good reason for removing it thence. The genus
Aruebia is doubtless sufficiently distinct from Lithospermum,
the two-lobed stigma of the latter being replaced in the former
by one with four lobes of a subglobose form. But it is singular

that this feature, which is almost the only point of difference

between the two genera, is absent iu the species under con-
sideration, its stigma being bifid.

But under whatever genus the plant may eventually be
classed, there can be no doubt of its ornamental value as a
rock or even a border plant. It grows from a span to a foot

high, the stems being mostly simple, clothed with oblong hairy
foliage, and terminated by a head of handsome yellow flowers

spotted in the throat with purple. It has proved of difficult

cultivation, and has consequently become very rare ; it is, in

fact, doubtful if the plant now exists in more than one or
two private gardens in this country. Arnebia Griffithsii, or
" Flower of the Prophet," a pretty annual species, has proved
equally intractable, all attempts to retain it in cultivation

having failed.

Arnebia echioides is a native of the mountains of the Caucasus,
and also of Armenia ; and was first introduced to the Royal
Gardens, Kew, by the late Dr. Fischer, of St. Petersburgh. It

is to be hoped that so good and desirable a plant may attract

the attention of collectors, and be again introduced to our
gardens.

—

{IV. Thompson's English Floii-er Garden, Bevised by
the Author.)

DISPUTED DECISION AT A ROSE SHOW.
A SHORT time since a stand of Roses took the first prize,

theeshibitor of which, ignorant of Eose-showiug, had placed
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thera oa hU board deprived of all their foliage, till a brother
exhibitor told him he thought they ought to have had their
foliage with them as wheu cut from the tree. Thiuking
himself wrong, he, the exhibitor, before the judging came on,

placed foliage to the blooma artificially. The Judges, being
ignorant of the fact, awarded him the first prize, and when
told of what had been done, disagreed with the majority of

members, and said they were supposed to judge Rjses, not
foliage. At the same time those Boses that took the second
prize had their foliage as grown with them.—G. Dyson, East
3Iallinij, near Jlaidxton".

[If the schedule stated that the blooms were to be exhibited
witb the foliage attached, then the Judges were undoubtedly
wrong, for they ought to have examined the flowers to see

whether the foliage was attached or not. If there was no con-
dition as to foliage, and the Judges awarded the prize to the
best blooms, then they were right.

—

Eds.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Many of the flies at this time of the year found dead on

the window panes are surrounded by a white powder, which
is said to be the spores of a fungus that has caused the flies

to burst and die. This morning I observed several living flies

rnaning their probosces over these spores, so it is very clear

how the disease is propagated.—G. S.

An interesting and instrnctive Exhibition op collec-

tions of Edible and Poisonous Fungi will be hold in the
Council-room at South Kensington on Wednesday, October
7th, when prizes amounting to £28 will be competed for

in the following classes—viz., Class 1, Collection of Fungi
arranged according to their botanical affinities. Neat arrange-
ment and correct nomenclature will be taken into account in

awarding the prizes. The edible and poisonous species are to

be so marked on their respective labels ; the edible species

being named on white labels, the poisonous ou red labels, tbe
rest on yellow labels. Prizes £5, £3, £2. Class 2, Callectiou

of Edible Fungi. These should be shown when possible in

juxtaposition with specimens of similar but noxious species.

Prizes £3, £2, £1. Class 3, Collection of New or Bare Fungi.
Prizes £3, £2, £1. Class 4, Cultivated Edible Fungi. This
class is intended for species likely to be useful as esculents,

but which are not now known in the cultivated state. Prizes

£a, £2,£1.

The importation during 1873 of Potatoes, 7,506,61.5

cwt^. of the value of £2,120, lot, being an increase over that
of the previous year of 25 per coat in quantity, and 29 per cent
in value. Of eggs, 660 millions were imported, being an increase

of 24 per cent, in quantity, and the increase in their value
was 33 per cent.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Annuals.—In those days when annuals were used either in

combitw.tion with herbaceous plants, or in masses in beds by
themselves, for the decoration of the garden, they were thought
highly of, and were treated with somethiug Ijke the care they
deserved ; for many, it not most, of the varieties in repute at
that time— tihat is, before the Geranium was so much used for
bedding, were, by sowing at different times in the year, grown
so a3 to keep a garden gay throughout the spring, summer, and
aubumu months. True, tUere always is in such things consider-
able labour in keeping them iu their highest trim, such as
picking seed-pods off, regulatiug the growth, and picking out
those plants which show an incliuation to depart from the
original variety, a circumstance so frequently occurring iu seed-
lings of that kind ; but this labour is not more than other plants
of tbe present day require, and the blooming powers of an
annual are extraordinary, and well repay the trouble. I am
glad, however, to see that annuals are regaining their lost

ground, and are fast growing into favour again. It has been my
lot to witness on several occasions the gay appearance of some
gardens from growing a collection of annuals, and these some
of the most common among them; quite hardy too, and their
treatment of the simplest kind—so much so, that no one need
fear a failure in a first attempt at their cultivation. As this is

the time of year to sow those sorts to which I allude, I intend
giving the names of a few I have grown for years and of which I

have proved the qualities for the decoration of a suburban garden
(I have not the remotest idea that annuals will ever take the
place of those plants at present used for beds ; but for the
spring there is as yet nothing so beautiful as some of them),
adding a short description of each for the guidance of those
who desire them.
First of all I must state that it is necessary to prepare a piece

of ground for the seed ; and I would advise this, that the seed
be sown in close quarters, as I prrsume tbat to those for whom
I write space is valuable. Each sort shoubl be separated from
the others by a narrow path trampled out with the foot, and the
seed sown iu the most careful manner, so tbat none of it springs
over the bounds and becomes mixed with its neighbour, which
at the blooming time would produce confusion and disappoint-
ment. The soil need not be of tbe richest kind, nor the very
poorest, but such as has grown a crop of Potatoes, for instance,
would possess staple sufficient to carry them over the winter
without the addition of any manure. The ground should at all
events be iu a sheltered aspect, a southern one if possible, and
be dug deeply and marked out as above described. Some of
the seed being very small—that of Silene pendula for instance

—

such species will not require so much space for the same number
of plants as the larger sorts, therefore a bed for each may be
allotted as the sowing goes on, marked out, and every sort named
accordingly. Now, as there are some annuals the seeds of which
vegetate better if the soil is worked down very fine, it will be
desirable, unless the soil is unusually heavy, for it all to be
worked down, and then push a quantity of it back with the
rake, to be afterwards returned when the seed is sown. This
is a safer method to ensure the covering of the seed than first

sowing on the surface and then raking it iu, as much of it is

then pretty sure not to be buried.
If the weather is moist and wai'm the seeds are not long in

coming up ; then comes a little attention in order to keep away
snails, which will speedily attack some of them. Use lime
mixed with soot in equal proportions to prevent injury from that
cause.

Now as to the annuals to be sown, beginning first with Nemo-
philas. Insignis and niaculata do not exceed a foot in height

;

they are rather impatient of too much wet, and should there-
fore have the driest place; the colour is blue, and blue and
white spotted sometimes. These are sown a month earlier, and
then transplanted in autumn, but I advise their standing in the
seed bed daring winter. Lasthenia caUfornica, a splendid
bright yellow flower, grows in a sort of tuft-like form about a
foot high, aud is suitable for large borders in front of a shrubbery
or round the base of a specimen evergreen. Then there are
the Lupines ; nanus (white and blue varieties) is dwarf, but tri-

color is a tall one. Limnauthes Douglasii is among the hardiest
of all annuals ; it has more of a straw-coloured blossom,
flowers abundantly, aud will grow almost anywhere ; it is about
a foot high. CoUinsias bicolor, grandiflora, and verna are well
known to be very beautiful, and make good blue and white beds

;

they grow about 13 inches high. Silene pendula and pendula
alba may both be used with great success ; the former is a pink
and the other whitish, or perhaps I ought to say cream colour.
These are plants of the hardiest description, spreading habit,
and are excellent for beds, clumps, baskets, or rockwork, and
grow about 15 inches high. Saponaria calabrica is another
plant of the easiest culture, and, to my thinking, the most beau-
tiful of all of this class of hardy annuals when grown in a mass,
such as a bed, or in a line with others in a border. As it grows
it becomes very compact, and produces thousands of tiny bright
pink flowers, and the most lasting of any. The plant is a foot

high. Next we come to the Forget-me-not, a fine blue colour,

well known to be one of the best decorative plants for spring
gardening; it grows well in clumps or rockwork, in beds or

baskets, and is about a foot high. Virginian Stock is a pretty
little annual of dwarf growth and much sought after ; about
8 inches high. Eucharidium grandiflorum, purple, about 1 foot

high, is fine for small beds and borders. Eutoca viscida is also

a dwarf grower, and would be much admired in patches or beds ;

1 foot high, blue. Leptosiphon densifloru?, purplish colour, is

low-growing, and compact. Now comes Clarkia pulchella, a very
hardy annual of a purple colour, a foot high, one of the best

;

there is a white variety also good and worthy of cultivation.

I have now named about a dozen of the most varied colours ;

the plants compact in habit and free in flowering, and such
as will be sure to please. There are several tall-growing sorts,

such as Godetia Lindleyaua, rose ; aud rubicunda, rose with a
red centre ; Erysimum Peroffskianum, orange, and some others

which I have not named owing to their being of too tall and
spre.iding habit for small gardens, but which, if desired, would
afford a quantity of cut blooms. I am sure with what I have
named a great display may be made in the spring. Some of

them do not bear well too much wet, and others do not succeed
so well if planted in their flowering quarters iu autumn, as they
are liable to die off. My object has beiin to advise the sowing of

them rather later in the way above recommended, and letting

them stand in the seed beds all through the winter, where, if heavy
snow and frost come on, the whole can be protected by hoops
and mats, or any other means at command, and during that time
the beds and borders that are to receive the plants can be turned-
up to the action of the weather and become pulverised and
sweet. About the middle of March transfer them to the garden
in small patches, and they will at once after watering start into

growth with no further trouble and flower abundantly. While
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in the seed bed, if the weather Bhould prove mild, the coarsest

of them will be the better of a little piuching-back ; they will

then transplant all the better and flower quite as well.

—

Thomas
Eecokd.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Digging, trenching, and making alterations. The weather
has been very favourable for all these operations, and it is

highly important to get all such work done as soon as possible.

We have had very little rain during the last four weeks, but
sufficient to moisten the ground, and this caused the autumn-
sown seeds of Lettuce, Cabbage, Onions, Cauliflowers, itc, to

vegetate freely. There are few vegetables more esteemed in

the late spring and early summer months than Cauliflowers,

and it is very desirable to get them in at as early a date as

possible. Our earliest are planted out on a south or east border,

or, failing this, in as warm a position as possible; and to insure

success, the ground has been trenched and well manured, and
the plants are carefully put out with a trowel. A later sowing is

pricked-out in boxes, and these are just sheltered by glass lights

from severe frosts or heavy pelting rains. At all other times
the lii^hts are removed. Spare plants may be pricked-out in a

bed of fine, but not rich, soil out of doors, and about the best

position for them is under a south wall. Lettuce plants will

also be put out on a south border, and in a more exposed position

as well. A succession of vegetables may be obtained not only
by sowing at different times, but also by planting in different

positions. Attention should also be given to securing a northerly
aspect; indeed in light shallow soils it is not possible to obtain
a supply of crisp wholesome vegetables during the dog-days
without being so favoured. Strawberry plants have not grown
Eo freely this year. Small-sized plants invariably produce the
best and largest fruit. Large plants produce a quantity, but
from being more shaded by the leaves are not so good. Ke-
moviug superfluous Raspberry canes, as well as those which
have borne fruit. It is much better also to tie the canes in a
position where they can have the full benefit of light and air.

The best way to treat Raspberries is to plant in rows 4 feet apart,

and at the distance of 2 or 2^ feet between the plants; the canes
to be trained at regular distances to a wire strained horizontally
at 3 feet from the surface of the ground.

FKUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—^We can only reiterate the instructions given in

previous numbers about the care requisite to preserve ripe
Grapes in late vineries, and also to see that inside borders do
not sutler from want of water ; but this ought to have been seen
to early in September at the latest, as watering the borders
now would be a predisposing cause to damp, and injuriously
affect the berries. Black Grapes are not so readily affected by
mould as white. There is not much trouble to keep Black
Hamburghs, or even Black Muscat of Alexandria, until Christ-
mas

; yet Royal Vineyard, Syrian, White Tokay, and others
recommended as keepers are constantly having mouldy berries
cutout from the bunches. There is not much said about White
Lady Downe's, which was stated to keep quite as well if not
better than the black variety. It has been pretty generally
planted, and must have been sufficiently proved now.
We are getting compost ready for surface-dressing the borders

of the early houses. Where the roots are much restricted it

should be rich, and where attention is given to annual dressings
a very limited extent of border will suffice to maintain Vines in
health for many years; indeed better Grapes are sometimes
produced from such borders than from those where the roots
have an unlimited range. The dressings used here are pre-
pared in the following manner :—Cow and stable manure is

collected as it can be obtained, and thrown into a heap to
ferment, but not to the extent of drying it. When the violent
heat has subsided the manure is mixed with an equal propor-
tion of turfy loam, and laid up in a heap, where it will again
heat, so that the loam will become incorporated with the am-
monia. This mixture is used to dress borders where the roots
are not much restricted. In very much confined borders a
12-inch potful of guano, or twice the quantity of pigeon dung,
ia added to each barrowload of the mixture.
The extension of borders is required from time to time when

young Vines have been planted to allow of it. A range of vineries
at Loxford was erected on very unsuitable soil with a wet subsoil.
Plenty of drainage was put in; and as the Vines would not
have thriven if the roots had got into the natural soil, a 9-inch
wall was built in front of the border. This is taken down and
rebuilt at a distance of from 4 to 8 feet ; but before adding the
material, which had been previously prepared, a foot at least of
brickbats should be placed underneath, and over this some
turves with the grass side down. After fiUing-in the compost
to within a foot or IS inches of the surface some of the roots
should be spread out over it, and the remainder a little nearer
the surface. Instructions how to prepare the compost have
been given in previous numbers. If it is intended to force

Vines about the middle of November, they should be at once
pruned.
Utrawherry Plants for Forcing.—Vrnm the time these are cut

from the parent plant until they are taken under glass, the pots

always stand in an open position fully exposed to the sun. This
year the crowns are already very prominent. It is sometimes
necessary to place the plants in an unsuitable position, and also

to crowd them too closely together. If this is the case the plants

would be much benefited by being placed on an open spot in

the kitchen garden from which auy crops have been removed.

We do not water so freely now, only plants that are really dry

are watered. The plants of Black Priuce intended for early

forcing should be on a south border, or where they can at least

have the full benefit of the sun.

PLANT STOVE.

In our house there is a mixed collection of plants of oppo-

site character and requirements—PhaL-enopsids and Nepenthes
needing deep shade; and Palms, as well as hardwooded plants

requiring all the sunshine that can be obtained. Then we
have of Ferns, Adiantums such as A. trapeziforme, macro-

phyllum, cuneatum, &c., which require to be screened from the

sun for an hour or two in the middle of the day in hot summer
weather, and to have no shade after September. A. farleyense,

Sanct;B-Citherin;c, the Gold and Silver Gymnogrammas, and
many others, suffer severely from even moderate sunshine. This

is very often the way that many gardeners are situated, but we
must make the best we can of our difficulties. All plants re-

quiring shade must be placed in one part of the house, and those

requii-ing sunshine at the side where they can have the full

benefit of it. Amongst the Orchid family, the Moth Orchid,

Cypripediums, and a few of the more delicate-leaved Odouto-

glossums, require shade. Vandas and Saccolabiums are not yet

able to stand the full exposure. Cattleyas, Aijrides, aud_ Den-
drobiums should stand or be hung up close to the glass in the

full sun.
All plants that require repotting should be attended to at once,

as only a very few of the fastest-growing hardy plants should be

potted after this time.
Orchids from the cool regions of New Grenada, of which so

many beautiful species are now in cultivation, such as Masde-
vallias, Odontoglossum ciispum, 0. triumphans, &c., have been
removed from the cold frame under the north wall to a heated

span-roofed structure, where they will stand during winter and
spring. At no season is a high temperature necessary. A mini-

mum of 45° is the best for the next six months. One oftener

sees these flue Orchids grown in a too high than in a too low

temperature. Many persons fancy that because they are Orchids

that they must be grown in a high temperature. Nothing ia

more erroneous : a high temperature in winter will ruin the con-

stitution of such plants. Poiusettia pulcherrima, which has

been until now grown in a greenhouse temperature, with air on
night and day, is now in a stove temperature, and a little weak
manure water, or surface-dressing with some rich compost,

causes the leaves to retain a green colour. One often see this

fine plant disfigured by the loss of three parts of its leaves, a few

sickly specimens alone remaining at the top of the growth when
the rich crimson-coloured floral bracts appear.—J. Dobglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, and .59, Mark Lane, London,

E.G.

—

Descriptive List of Hi/arinllis, Tulips, Narcissus, <C-c.

Heatherside Nurseries Company (Limited), Bagshot, Surrey,

and Queen Victoria Street, London, B.C.

—

The Heatherside

Manual of Hardy Trees and SJtrubs.

J. Linden, 52, Rue du Chaume, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Special

Catalogue of Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons, <ic.

J. B. Guillot, fils, Ghemin des Pius, 27, Lyon-Guillotiere

(Rhone).

—

Catalogue General et Prix Courant des Hosiers.

E. Dean, Raneiagh Road, Ealing, London, W., and Bedfont.

—

Catalogue of Primroses, Polyantliuses, Daisies, Bedding Pansies,

Violas, Buibs, d-c.

Butler & McCuUoch, South Row, Covent Garden Market,

London.

—

Autumn Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to

" The Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters ad-

dressed to Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened

unavoidably.

Books iT. D.).—The "Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary" may be obtained

at our office for 6s. Bd.. or free by post 7s. 2d. Lindley's "Guide to the

Orchard and Kitchen Garden" we think is out of print; it and Loudon's
" Hortiis Britannicus " were published by Messrs. Longman. We do not

know at what price you can obtain them second-hand.

SAL4BIES [Beta).—The parties are cjuite capable of taking care ol their own
interests.
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French Gardening Magazines (H. B.).—"Revue Horticole," pnblishea
at Eue Jacob 26, Paria, and "Flore des Serres," by Louis Van Houtte, at
Ghent.

Cut Flowers Fading Qcickly (Gamma flosf?).—"We did not publish on
the day you came, nor do we remember the recipe. No one could tell the
cause of failure unless he knew all particulars.

Seedling Applf {J<nnes Ciitbush d- Son).-~-The specimen Apple sent is
very handsome, and although the flavour is not so gcid as to recommend it

for desfert use, it would be a useful kitchen Apple. The great beauty of its
colouring would make it sell well at market.

Storing Potatoes (J?. .7. B.).—Store them in a dry cellar or substantial
outhouse, in layers alternating with sand, and covering all with 2 inches in
depth of sand.

White Fkontignan Grape (Mrs. C. W.).—It will succeed in your coo^
greenhouse with a south aspect. It deserves the warmest end.

Small Greenhofse (T. A. G.).—No paraffin lamp would exclude frost
from the plants, nor could any other source of heat be employed that pro-
duced fumes from buTLing oil, or coal, or gas, unless those fumes could bo
conveyed by a fimnel into the aii- outside. Tbe fumes would injure and till

the plants. A gas stove would be your best aid.

Storing Nuts (I't'/oci>/'de).—Do not remove the hupks, and put them in
jars in layers alternating with sand, and keep in a cellar.

AiiABANTHUS Hendeesonh (J. TF.).—It was exhibited and commended at
one of the recent meetings of the Eoyal Horticolturnl Society's Floral Com-
mittee, and was very sliowy and effective, presentiug great brilli»ncy and
diverpity of colour, and the habit, too, was good. No doubt the plants make
a brilliant display. "WTieu used as table decorators, the contrast of then-
brilliaut colours against the white tablefloth conld not fail to be effective.
One or two plants of the gi-oup appeared to be distinct, tbe carmine and
orange beiug more vivid, and the daak part much nearer to black. Those
varieties we think ought to be propagated from cuttings and named.
Allowance for Wear and Tear of Glass Structdres—Manure

FOR Vine Border iT. H. T.).—The loss with glass structures is great. They
are worth about tifteen years' purchase, ruore or less according to the sub-
stantiality of the structures, but tifteen yeais is a fair average, and the wear
in that time is about equal to the fli'St cost of wood, glass, &c., equivalent
to about &\ per cent, per annum. Poultry manure is a good dressing for a
Vine border. One bu'^hel per 30 square yards is a sufficient quantity to apply
at a time, and is equal to about six bushels of old hotbed mauuie.

Winter-dressing Peach Trees {Tdcnij.—Soft soap 1 lb., flowers of sul-

phur 1 lb., tobacco juice oce gallon, and a wine-glassful of spirits of turpen-
tine well mixed, boiling for about a quarter of an hour, and applying to the
trees with a brush at a temperature of 120"^ to 130'=, brushing it well into every
hole and crevice, taking care not to dislocate the buds. It should be appHed
when the trees are at rest, before the buds have begun to swell.

Artificial Manure for Hay Crop (/d^m).—Probably for a hay crop,
the best manure nest to that from the farmyard, is guano, 2 ewt. per acret
applied during moist weather at the close of March or early in April.

Heating G&eenhottse (S. NX—You could well heat your greenhouse
with a stove, as it would dry the atmosphere too much, "but it might be
heated by a slow-combustion stove-boiler within the house, having two 2-inch
flow-pipes, and the same number of return pipes along one end and the front,
having the boiler within the house, and its smoke-chimney taken to the
external air clear of woodwork. Write to one of those advertising in our
columns stating what you require.

Keeping GERANiuiis Stocky—Viola cornuta Hardiness ITertia).—
The Geraniums will be kept stiff if they be stopped when about 4 inches
high, and each succeeding growth afterwards up to April, keeping near the
glass, and rfving air whenever the weather is mild. They should not be
huddled together, but have room to grow. Viola cornnta is perfectly hardy
even in exposed situations, the plants being well rooted and established before
winter. Tour flowers were all crushed ; we cannot tell from leaves.

Grapes not CoLouRrNG (/?. H.).— Tour bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes with some berries quite black and others red and withered, are
shanked. The cause is mainly an insufficiency of foliage arising from a
deficiency of sap, the roots not supplying enough to meet the requirements
of the Vines in a dry and hot period. Probably more air, a greater amount
of foliage, and not overcropping, would do much to remedy the evil iu future.
The low and shady situation iw not good; but the soil and subsoil appear
suitable. The Geraniums thinly planted may not do any great harm, but
the border would be better without them, as they will deprive it of much air

and warmth. Give the border a dressing of bones Ihalf-inch), an inch thick,
pointing them in with a fork, and in spring dress it with soot, making it

qtiite black ; when the berries are well get, and also when taking the second
swelling before colouring, apply one peck of gu.ino to SO square yai-ds, and
give a thorough watering at a temperature of 75*^ immediately after each ap-
plication rf guano. Plant the Vine in the outside border the early part of
March, before the eyes swell.

Wintering Lobelias—Dahlias from Cuttings (C/zcc).-Lobelias of the
dwarf bedding or Eiinus section wifl not winter safely in a cold frame.
The only ones that winter finely in a cold frame aro the herbaceous kinds
now but little grown. It is a waste of space to winter Lobelias; they are
raised so easily from eeed, make better plants, bloom longer, withstand
drought better, and come so true to name. Some kinds it may be desirable

to winter, but only those of which seed cannot cheaply and safely be had, as
some of the new kinds. Dahlias are best raised from root-cuttiujirs. the
shoots when S or 4 inches long being taken off with a heel or small portion
of the old tuber, and struck in small pots in gentle heat. The main thing is

to strike rather early, say February or early in March. When well rooted
remove to a cool house, keeping well aired, with plenty of light and room,
shifting into larper pots as required, so as to have good, stiff, strong, hardy
plants for planting-out in May.

Temperature for Stove Ferns (J. C. N.).—A\\ stove Ferns mav b?
grown well in a eool stove in winter. November to January inclusive, 55" at

night and 60"^ to 65° by day. February to May 5° higher. Juno to Augutt lO''

higher, on both the night and day temperatures first mentioned ; and >>eptem-

ber and October 5^ less than from June to August. From October to February
inclusive the temperature by day may rise 5'^ to 10^ with sun and air, and from
March to September 10- to 15^ or 2u"\ according to the sun heat, giving air

moderately, and iu proportion to the amount of sun heat, and uffordiog

moisture corresponding to the increased temperature.

High Rent (TT.).-The rent you are to pay for your plot of ground will
prevent you fi-om makiug more of it than a hobby, though you might by
working it yourself be able to grow some vegetables for your own use that
would give you some return for your outlay. It is useless, however, thinking
of making it pay at a rental equal to £75 per acre. By growing a few such
things as Cabbft;,'e, Cauliflowers, early Potatoes, to be foUuwed by Brussels
Sprouts and Savoys for winter, with Celery, a few Peas, Dsvarf Kidney Beans,
and Scarlet Runners, you may supply yourself with most of what you need in
vegetables, and thus have some return for rent, besides the pleasure and
health-giving employment of cultivatmg them. It would be better than
allowing the ground to remain idle.

Training and SIanuring Vines (H. P.).—Vines trained upright are best
treated on the spur system, which insures their breaking regularly, the tops
of tbe rods being depressed before they start. The border is beat dressed
with manure whilst the Vines are at rest.

Gloxinia Seeolings {W. J. B.).—We should shift the largest plants into
6-ioch, and the nest size into 4^o-iDch pots, and it is likely they will flower
this month and onwards in a light airy pusitiou iu the stove, probably up to
Christmas, when they may be kept drier, and they will a'jaln in February or
Miirch start fresh shoots from the base. The old shoots dying away should be
removed when the young ones are advanced an inch. For the supports in the
conservatory. Mimosa prostrata, Acacia oleifolia elegans, and Habrothamnus
fasoiculatus.

Trentham Black Grape—Lily of the Valley Forcing for Christ-
mas {A. B. C.).—Tiie smallness of the berries of Trentham Black is probably
due tu the vigour of the Vine ; bat from what you say we do not think you
have it true, as it is a fiee setter, and the berries are large and oval. The
Lily of the Vallev should be placed in gentle heat the middle of November,
and if possible a bottom heat of 65 to 70-, and a top heat 55^^ to 65*^. Lilium
auratum should be potted when the stems turn yeUow, and the pots ought to
be placed iu a cool house or frame safe from frost. Instructions for potting,

&c., have been repeatedly given.

Select New Bedding Geraniums (F. E. J.).—Tours is a somewhat
difficult question to answer, as there are bo many diversities of opinion as to

what is new. Some gardeners think that a plant two years old has become
almost obsolete, other gardeners that any plant is new if they themselves
have only just obtained it. The best new Scarlets, including Crimsons, are
Edward Sutton, General Outram, Han-y King, a seedling from Jean Sisley

and very like it. Magenta.— Not many good new ones of this coloui-. Miss
Saunders is good, so is Haidee, but truss not lai-ge enough. Pink.—In this

colour Mr. Pearson of Chilwell has given us a great many good kinds, as Mrs.

Taite, Contessa Quarto, Mrs, Holden, Augusta MUes. Cannell's Master
Christine is also good, though it drops its petals in hot sun. White,—Well,

the less said about whites the better; wo have never seen a reaUy good white
yet, all turn pink in the sun ; none is better yet than Madame Vaucher.

Gladiolus (T. Sainpsori, Yeovil).—The spikes which you sent us are fine,

and some of them quite equal to named yai-ieties, notwithstanding, as yon
remark, the bulk of them having been injured by wind and rain.

Names of Fruits (T. T'.).—Flemish Beauty. {IT.FoicI^i.—King Edward's
Pear, or more properly, Edwards' King. {A. B. G.).—Golden Winter Pear-

main, or as it is commonly called, King of the Pippins. (Horace Huntley\.—
WTiite Nonpareil. (G. Dml—1, Urbaniste; U, Triomphe de Jodoigne; 3,

Vicar of Wiokfield ; 4. BeuiTe Diel. ( TV. S. G.),—1, Easter Beurre ; 2, Chau-
montel; 4, Beunx' Diel ; 5,Vicarof Winkfield. It is quite clear that, judging

from the specimens sent, these varieties do not succeed in your district. Yoa
ought to graft the trees with varieties better adapted for it, and if you decide

upon doing so we will be pleased to furnish you with the names of the varie-

ties which will succeed better. (Chas. T. Hall).—Yonr Grape is very curious,

and resembles a small bla<;k Tomato. It is, in fact, a combination of two
ovaries, in which the sutures of the carpels are so marked as to give the fruit

the appetirance it has. Pears: 1, Beurre de Ranee; 2, Beurre de Capiau-

mont; 3, Fondante d'Automne; 4, Hampden's Bergamot. The malformed
Pear is caused by a prolongation of the axis in which there has been first an
arrest of growth, and the calycinal segments are developed into leaves.

Apple: CLllini. (A Learnerl—1, Marie Louise; 2, Craeaune; 3, Beurre

Diel; 7, Bellissime d'Hiver: 9, Downton ; 10, Ne Plus Meuris. (C. IF.).—

All the Apples which you have sent from an orchard in the west of England
are cider Apples, which we cannot undertake to name. No. 2 is Kingston

Black; No. 10 is not Mauks Codlin; No. 7, Chaumontel Pear; 1, Louise

Bonne of Jersey Pear; 2, Marie Louise; 3, Beurre de Capiaumont ; 8, Duchesse

d'Angouleme. {\V. T.l.—Brickley Seedling. (W. H. Pimt.—l, Winter

Nelis; Si, Figue de Naplts; 3, Vicar of Winkfield ; 4, Beurre Diel; 5, Passe

Colmar ; 6, Knijiht's Monarch. We cannot make anything of the Grape,

which is quite smashed. It appears like Isabella, au American variety

—

Pears: 1, Bemre de Ranee; 2, Duchesse d'Angoulime ; 3, Beurre Diel;

G, Winter Nelis. (E., None ich).—Your Plum is Queen Mother, a deseert

variety. (Hurst d- Son\.—\, Beurre Clairgeau; 2, Duchesse d'Angouleme;

3, Fondante des Bois; 4, Fondante du Cornice: 5, Enfant Prodigue. [Thos.H.

Si/kes) —Beurr^ Amande. (Sftruft/und.*).— Cellini. {Hogg d Wood).—V/e
cannot distinguish the Apple, it is evidently an imperfect specimen. (W.C.D.).

1, Golden Winter Pearmain; 2, Winter Greening; 3, Unknown; 4, Keswick

Codhn; 6, Nancy Jackson (E. S. Turner).—The leaf is that of Liquldam-

bar styraciflua. A. Fondante de Noil; e, Easter Beun-e; c. Knight's

Monarch; d, Carel's Seedling; E, Not known; F, Winter Nelis. (P. Bennett),

—1, AVhito Summer Calville; 2, Birmingham Stone Pippin; 8, Gravenstein ;

4, Autumn Pearmain. (H. il/.).—1. litunv Clairgeau; S.Easter Beurre;

4, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 5. Summer Franc Real ; 6, Corate de Lamy.
IL. J. Ba.—I, Nonesuch; 3, Flushing Spitzeubm-gh; 4, Fearn's Pippin;

5, Golden Noble; 6, Do Neige. (T. £.).-!, Norfolk Storing; 2, Stamford

Pippin; 3, Fondante d'Automue; 4, London Sugar.

Names of VLAiiis (W. A.,Moimt C?air^).—It is a Fungus, Pezizaaurantia.

(J. BalCi.—Tou have not numbered the specimens of Ferns, so it would be

useless to publish the names iR. A. P.i.—Betula asplenifolia, Asplenium-

leaved Buch. It is hardy. (X. Y. Z.).—\ and 4, Sedum Telepbium ; 2, Achillea

tanacetifolia ; 3, Alchemilla vulgaris; 5, Adiantum cuneatum(?); 6, Ruscub
androgjuus (?)(no flowers). (H. P.).—20, Pyrus japonica. var. ; 19, SolJya

heterophylla ; 18, Campanula (material insufficient); 21, Gaillardia bicolor,

vai". Druiumondi ("Bot. Mag.," 3551). [O. O.).—Darea sp. (no fruitj ; 2, Da-

vallia (Loxoscaphe) gibbt-rosa; 3, Verbascum Blattai-ia. It is an unusilal

occurrence. (Infjii )r<-n(/o).—Apparently ScilU maritima. but your description

and drawing ai-e insufficient. (T. H.).—We only name six specimens at a

time, you send seventeen! 2, Doodia lunulata; 5, Nephrodium molie;

6, Pteris sernilata; 7, Phlebodinm aureum; 9, Adiantum hispidulumj

13, Adiantum cuneatum.
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POULTET, BEE, AND PIQEON OHKONIOLE.

OUTEAGES ON PRIZE POULTRY.
On the 8th inst. I sent to the Farnworth Show a valuable pen

of Duckwiug Game chickens, where they obtained the first prize.

The birds when sent back from Farnworth were all right, but

upon their arrival home I found that some rascal had pulled

both sickle feathers out of the cockerel's tail. Now this could

not have been done by accident, for the bird is young and his

Bickles were not full grown, being about 2 inches shorter than
the straight feathers. This almost convinces me that the bird

must have been taken out of the hamper, most probably at the
Worcester station, and the feathers abstracted ; as Mr. Hewitt,
who officiated as Judge at the Show, informs me that the bird's

tail was not only right when he judged him, but just prior to

his leaving for Birmingham, when he again visited the show
tent, the bird was perfect. I believe the injury to be the work
of some malicious scoundrel to prevent good birds winning and
beating his own. My first-prize Black Red cock at the late

Hereford Show had both his sickles broken off, and I am con-
strained to believe both to be the work of the same hands. I am
not able to attend shows with my birds. I should feel obliged

if any amateur would kindly be on the look-out, and I would
gladly give a guinea to anyone for information to enable me to

bringtheoffender to justice.

—

Job Mason, Si John's, Worcester.

[We fully sympathise with Mr. Mason, and will readily aid in
detecting the miscreants. Prevention of crime rather than its

punishment being preferable, we suggest that the baskets con-
taining exhibition poultry should be canvas lined; the lid with
an edge descending over the side and secured by a padlock, a
key of which might be sent by post to the secretary and returned
by post by him.

—

Eds.]

LONG SUTTON POULTRY SHOW.
The Long Sutton Agricultural Society has several times been

nnfortanate as regards the weather at the time of the Show.
This year it was so again ; for soon after the opening, heavy rain
came down for some hours, and although it cleared up again, the
ground was so saturated that the comfort and pleasure of sight-
seeing were spoiled, and doubtless the S'>ciety also suffered
pecuniarily. However, the fowls were in very good shelter, so
that they did not suffer from the rain. They were well fed and
attended to, although we think if less paste and more barley had
been given it would have been better, as the paste, when supplied
in large quantities, has a great tendency to make the pens dirty
and uncomfortable. The prizes for poultry were awarded by
Mr. Teebay, and those for Babbits and Pigeons by Mr. F. C.
Esquilant. Instead of cups the Long Sutton Society have
adopted a system of giving extra prizes of three guineas or two
guineas to each section of classes throughout the Show.
The Dorking classes were fairly good, but it struck us that

the extra-prize bird was in the wrong pen. The occupant of
that pen should have been a chicken, whereas the winner of the
prize was an old bird, a great deal like one belonging to the
owner of pen No. 2, Mr. Moriitt, of Goole. The first-prize
Coloured hen was very large. The principal Cochin prizes were
awarded to young birds, Mr. Lingwood being the winner of the
extra with a very promising young Buff cockerel. Mr. Sidgwick's
birds were both good and deserving, ilr. Derry Bhowed a very
fine Partridge hen, which won the first prize. Mr. Lingwood
won another extra prize with one of his wonderful Durk Brahma
cockf-rels ; Mr. Garner's second-prize bird being of a very similar
stamp. In Brahma hens the first prize was won by a very
beautiful pullet, which will, we think, be very diiBcult to beat.
She was entered at the low price of three guineas. The Light
Brahma classes were large, and both the first-prize birds were
excellent, being particularly good in colour and in shape. The
Hamburgh classes were very good. The extra prize was for
some time placed on Mr. Ward's pen, a nice Golden-spangled

;

this was, however, discovered to be a mistake, and it was
eventually placed on Mr. Beldon's Silver cockerel, an extra good
bird, with plenty of marking, and very good in comb and ears.
Most of the Spangled Hamburgh prizes went to Silvers ; the
first and second pullets being very perfect ; the third a rich
Golden. In the Pencilled classes, however, the prizes went just
the opposite way, five out of six being Golden. The Game
classes contained some good birds, but many of the best were
either too young or else not in good-enough feather for exhi-
bition. The Spanish classes were almost exclusively composed
of adult birds. The extra prize was won by a fine hen, which
we thought, however, rather coarse in face. The French and
Polish classes were good but small, many of the best birds being
in full moult, and this detracts much from the beauty of the
show pen. The best birds in the Variety class were the Black
Hamborghs, wihch were very good.

In the Game Bantams the special prize was won by a smart
young Black Red cock very well shown. The second-prize bird
was also a capital one. Mr. Entwisle's highly commended pen
was a bird of good shape and colour. In hens the winners were
very good, and all, we think, were this year's birds. In Game
Bantam cocks, any other variety, a very nice Dnckwing was first,

second being a Brown Bed, and third a stylish Pile uudubbed.
In the hen class a Pile was first. In Black Bantams Mr. Beldon
won another extra prize with a nice pair. In the Variety class

first and second were Golden, third nice Whites.
The Ducks were very good classes. The Selling classes were

well filled ; several pens were, however, rather poor. The prize
birds were good.
Pigeons.—Coming to the Pigeons, the best and largest class

amongst the Carriers was that for birds of this year, many of

which were very promising. The other classes were, however,
very good, and the Pouters were also very nice birds. The
Trumpeter class was a good one ; so was that for Fantaiis, which
were all White. Almonds were capital, and White African took
both prizes in the Owl class. The Barb classes were large and
contained a lot of capital birds, but we did not think the class

for this year's birds was anything very extra. The Turbit class

was good, and Mr. P. H. Jones's Silvers were very fine. In the
Variety class first were Pigmy Pouters, second Turbiteens.
Rabbits were capital, amongst the best being Mr. Boissier's

•Tortoiseshell doe and Mr. Swetnam's Angora doe. The Sale
class contained some cheap animals.
Dorkings (Coloured).—CocA.-.—t'^xtra.B, Dawson, Leghoume, Loath. 2, Henry

Lingwood. Barking, Needhiim Market. 3, J. Gee. Oxiora. iTen— I, Rev. E,
Bartrum, Berkhampatead. 2, O. E. Cresawell, Early Wood, Biffshot. 3, Henry
LiDgwooil. he, J. O. Hodgea. Penny Hill. Bagahot; W. MorBtt, Goole ; B. W,
Southwood, Fakenham.
DOKKINGS (Any other variety).— Cocfc. —1,L Wren, Loweatoft. 2, J. E. Pilgrim,

Hinckley. Hen.—\, (». E. Creaawell. 2. L. Wren.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon or ButT).—Cocfc.— Extra, Henry Lingwood. 2, C.

Sidgwieb, Keighley. 3. E. vVinwood, Worcester, fee. G. Mann, Cambridge.
Hen.~1, Mra Bentley. Upper Teddington. 2, C. >irigwick. 3, E. Winwood. he,
Henry Lingwood. c, O. I-'reemantle, Goaberton. Spalding
CocHis-CHi.vl (Any other variety).— Coc/: —1, R. S S. Woodeate. Pembnry,

Tnnbridge Wells, '.i. C. Bidewick. 3, T Aspden, ''hnrch he, J. Bloodworth,
Bay'a Hill, Cheltenham. Hen. -1, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 2. C. Bloodworth.
Cheltenham. 3, J. A. sleep, liingslaod, London, he, C. bidgwick ; T. Aspden.
c, J. Bloodworth.
BRAHMAa (Dark). — Cocfc. — Extra, Horace Lingwood. Greeting, N-^cdham

Market. '2, W. R, Garner, Oyke, near Bourn. 3, P.ev. K. L. Siory, Lookington
Vicarage, Derby. Hcn.—i and 3. Rev. T. C. Peake. HaUaton Rectory,Uppingham.
2, Horace Lingwood. he. .J. Harvey, juu , Thanuingtou, Cauterbury : E Lautotir,
Hexton, .Ampihili; E. Pritchard, Tettenhali, Wolverhampton, c, G, W. Petter,
Streatham Grove. Norwood.
BRAHMAa (Light).—Cocfc,—l, G. W. Petter. 2, R. E. HorBfall, Graaaendale

Priory, Liverpool. 3, Mrs. Pcet, Scarnbrook. lie, P. Hiinea, Palgrave. Diss.
Hen.—l, Mra, Peet, 2, G. W. Petter. 3. .f. Bloodworth. he, Horace Lingwood ;

P. Hainea; J. Bloodworth; J. T. Hincka. c, W. fl. Garnish, Avenue Road,
Acton.
Hambueghs (Gold or Pilver-apangled).—C9cfc.—Extra, H. Beldon, Goitstock,

Bingley. 2, J. Gee. 3, W. K. Tickner, Tpawich. Heri~\, T. & ^. Fawcett,
Baildon. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Ward, Bardon Hill, Afehby-de-la-Zouch. /tc, W.T.
Lindsey, Great Yarmouth.
Hambueghs (Gold or Silver-penciUed).—Coc/f.—l, H Beldon. 2, C.J. N. Row,

Melford. 3, C. W. Gibbs, >utton Bndge. /w, T. & W. Fawcett. Sere.-1 and
3, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, A. F. Faulkner, he, W. K. Tickner; N.
bmallpage, Colne.
Game (Black Red).— Cocfc.—Extra, H. Beldon. 2, S. Matthew, Stowmarbet.

3, G. H. Fiti-Herbert. Sevenoaks. Hen.—l, G. H. Fitz-Herbert. 2, S. Matthew.
3, B. Mollet.
GAaie (Black Red, any variety).—Cocfc.—l. J Cock. St. John's. Worceater. 2,

H. BeldOD 3, H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe. he, J. NelSDn, Cockahaw, Hexham;
F. H. Wright. Ben.—I, }. .N'elaon. 2, S. Matthew. 3, H. Beldon. c, W. Kirby,
Hnggleacote, Ashby-de-la Zouch.
Spanish —Coc?:.— 1, H. Beidon. 2, J, Laming, Broughton, Pi-eston. 3, W.

Nottage, Northampton. He;i.— Extra, J. Laming. 2, W. Woodhouse, King's
Lynn. 3, Mrs. Tonkin, he, W. Nottage.
French.-Cocfc.—I, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport (Creve-Coeur). 2, W. Dring,

Faversham (Houdan). 3, G. W Hibbert, Godley, Hyde, ilen.-1, G. W. Hibbert.
2, W. Cutlack, Jan. (Houdan). 3, E. Lautour (Creve-roeur).
PoLANDa.- GocA:.—1, H. Beldon. 2, G. VV- Bnothbv. Loath. Hen.—l, H. Beldon.

2, G. W. Boothby. 3. O. E. Creaawell. he, T. C. .N'ewbitt, Epworth.
Any other Dibtinct VAEiExr —Coc?;.—1, H. Beldon. 2. A. J. Sharp. Spalding.

3. R. S. S. Woodgate. Hen.—1, H. Beldon. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, VV. Cutlack,
Jan. /ic, T. L. Naah. Sproughton.
BANTAiia (Game, Black-breaatel Red).— Cocfc.—T5xtra, W. F. Addie, Fiaher-

gate. Preston. .;, J. Nelson. 3 Wells fiiSherwin. hc.J.Nelaon: W. F. Entwiale,
Bradford. Ben.—I, W. F. Addie. 2, J. Nelson. 3, W. F. Entwiale. he, W. F.
Entwiale; J. Nelson.
Bantams (Game, any other variety) —Goelc.—\, J. Nelaon. 2, T. Barker, Hill

Eui, Burnley. 8, VV. F. Entwiale. fee, J. Nelaon; W. F Entwiale. Hen.—l, G.
Evana, Worcester. 2 and fee, W. F. Entwiale. 3, J. Nelaon. c, W. F. Entwisle

;

W. Murray, Hexham.
Bantams (Black).—Extra, H. Beldon. 2, J. Mayo. 3, R. H. Ashton, Mottram.

fee, iVlrs. G. Clarke. Long Sutton.
Bantams (iny other variety).—!, W. Stringtield, Lowestoft (Gold-laced).

2, M. Leno, Markyate Street (Laced). 3, G. Vincent, Upper Hellesdon, Norwich
(White).
Ducks (Rouen).—Extra, W. H. Rohson.Reepham. 2, J. Gee. 3, T. M.Den^.

fee, J. Newton ; W. Bigott, jun , Rye Hill, Uiceby Junction (2) ; J. Nelaon ; W.
H. Robson.
Ducks iAylesbury).—1, T. P. Carver. Langthoroe. 2. Miaa M. C. Campain,

Deeping, s, T. Sear. St. Nicholaa, Spalding, he, W. Stonehouae. Whitby.
DucK< (.Any other variety) —Extra and 2, M. Leno. 3, T. L. Naah.
Pheasants.— 1 aad 2, M. Leno.
Ornamental Bikds.-1 and 3, G. Howea. L'lng Sutton (Rosella Parrot and

Lincoln Cockatoo). 2 and fee, W, Jakes, Fleet, Wisbech (Rose Galarr Parrots
and Major Mitchell Cockatoo.)
TuRKEys.—Cocfc.—Extra, Mrs. E. B. Bettinson, Gedney. 2, Miss Jordan,

Driffield. 3. Rev. N.J. Ridley, Hollington House, Newbury. Hen.—1, Rev. N.J.
Ridley. 2, Mra. E, B. Betlinson.
Geese.—Gandcr.—l, T. M. Derry. Goojic—1. T M. Derry.
Selling Classes. — c'oefc —Extra and 2, J. Franklyn, Terriugton, Lynn

(Partridge Cochins). 3, J. Laming, fee. G. W. Petter (Brahma); Miss H. J.
Maples, Spalding (Light Brahma) ; T. M. Derry. Hens.—1, Mrs. Peet (Light
Brahma). 2, Miaa E. M Maples (Light Brah.ua). 3, A. Cole, Long Sution
(Cochio). fee. F. Cleaver (Light Brahma) ; C. G. Cave, Spalding ; A. Cole (Cochin)

;

Mrs. G. Clarke (Dorking) ; Miaa T. M. Lowe, Wisbech (Brahma).
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Choss-bbbd Fowls or Ducks.—1, T. P. Carver. 2, H. C. Naunton, Lynn.
S, A, Cole.

PIGEONS.
Carbiers (B'ack).—Cocfc—1, E. Hornpr, Harewootl, LeeJa. 2, R. Fulton,

Brocklcy Road, New Cross, he, W. Massey. t^paldiDg. Hen.—!, E. Homer.
2, R. ^ ulton. he, W. Maseey ; K. Fulton : E. Horner.
CARhiERb (Any othtr colour).— Cocft.—Extra and u/ic, E. Herat r. 2, R. Fulton.

he, W. MaBsey ; K. Bulton. Hen.—l, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner, he, R. Fulton
;

E. Horner.
C^RhiERs (Any variety).— Tounp.—Co^fc or HfH.—I.E. Horner. ?, W. Massey.

/if, W Bulmer. bpaldinp (2); Wells & bherwin. Ripon ; A. Billyeald, Notling-
ham; H. Thurlow, Burubam Market ; T. WarreU.bpaldmg; W. Ma&sey (3) ; J.
E. Palmer, Peterhoroui^h.
Pouters —Cock — ), P. R. Spencer. Hereford. 2, R. Fulton, he, A. Ptorrar,

Peterbnroueh ; H. Siinpaon, Spa'd'ng ; G. tJoUoway, jun.. Stroud. Gloucester-
Bhire ; R. Fulton. Htn.—l, E. Hurner. 2, R. Fulton, /tc, Mrs. Ladd, Oalne;
R, PuitoD.
ThUMPETEEs.—Extra and he, R. Fulton. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch, Lower

Tootinti.
Fanimils.—I. P. R. Spencer. 2, H. Simpson, he, 3. F. Loveraidee, Newark;

R. Fulton; K. Homer.
TctMULERS ( iJmond).—Extra, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardlov, Birmingham, he, R.

Fulton ; E. Hnrner.
TuMiiLERH (\ny other colour).— J, .T. Ford. Monkwell Street, Londo». 2, E.

Huruer. lie, E. Beckwith, J-undorlaijd ; H. Yardley : K. Fulton.
Owls—l.R Fulton. 2, T, Chambers, jun , Northampton, he, P. H.Jones,

Fulham; E. Horner.
Babbs —Cock.-l, J Firth, Dewsbury. 2, H. Yardley. he, H. B. Maseey ; E.

Beckwith; E. Horner. Htn.—l, H. B. Masaey. 2, R. FuUon. lie, W. Massey;
T\ Yar.ilty

; J. Firih ; E Hurner {2). Yuurtg.—Cock or Hen.— I, C. G. Cave. 2,
W. Massey. /)C, J. Fir'h.
Antwh RP3.— 1, H. Yardlev. 2, W. Gamon. Chester.
Jac 'DINS ~1 and 2. R. Fulton, he, T. W. Dows, Boston.
ToRBiTs —1. P. H. J.inea. 2, E. H<irner. vhc, A. A. Vander Meersch. he, O.

E. Crtsswell; H. Yardley; R Fult.m (2).

Dragoons —Extra, W. Smith, Walton, Livei-pool. 2, W. Gamon. he, A.
Pick, Grantham.
Ant (iTHEK Variety.— 1. A. & W. H. Silvester. 2, H. Yardley. he, A. & W.

, H. Silveser; P. R S|iencpr; R Fulton ; E. Horner.
Sb-LLiNn ('lass.— 1 and 3, A. Cole (Carriers). 2. J. Osbond (White Dragonns).

he. A Kick (White Dragoons); Mrs.H. Pickworlh, Moulton Marsh; Rev. W. V.
Longer, Tuddenham Vicarage (Dragoons): G. Bentley, Eastchoap, London
(Blue English Owls); H. Simpson (White Fantails) ; P. E. Seward, Chatteris
(Silver DiaKwons); C.G.Cave; H. Thurlow (Barbs); P. R.Spencer; E. Beck-
with (Trumpeters); A. W. Wren, Lowestoft (Yellow Dragoons).

RABBITS.
Lop.—B«cfc~l.J.Hnme. York. 2. J Quiek, Brvanstone Square, London, he,

Adams & Miller, Bradford; F. R. Edwdrdson. Liverpool. /Joe.—Extra, R. A.
Buissier, Penshurst. 2. T Myton. York, he, J. Boyle, Blackburn : J. Hume.
Any other Pure Breed.—Btit/c-l, T. H. Dows (Belgian). 2, R A.BoiKaier

(Himalayan). Doe.~\, H. Swelnam, Fulford. 2, R. Buflfham, Spalding
(Belgan). . i' e

H EAViesT.—Bhc/c or Doe.—l, M. Marsland, Goole. 2. P. Booth, Spalding.
Silver fiKEY.—iiucA: or Doe.—l, S. Ball, Bradford. 2, R H. Glew, Waketield.

he, R Buffham.
Selling Class —1, W. Kirbv (Yellow-and-white). 2, A. Southwell. Wisbech

(Yellow-and-white). hc,i. T. Codling. Whuplode, Spalding (black and-white);
W. Befty (Grey); R. Dring (Sandy); H. P. Rogers, Pinchbeck, Spalding (Silver-
Grey); J. T. Adlard.

Judges.—Poulfrij, Pigeons, and liahhlts : Mr. R. Teebay,
Fulwood, Preston; Mr. F. Esquilant, 4, Effra Boad, Brixton.

ALTRINCHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on September 21th, and the entries of poultry

and Pigeons were exceedingly good both in number and
quality.

Spanish —Cockerel—1, H. W. Early. 2, J. Leemiag. PullH.—l, H. W. Early.
2, J. Leeming.
G'ME.—B/acfc Eed—Cockercl.-l, J. PJatt. 2, T. P. Lyon. 3, J. Fletcher.

PuUet.-l, J Piatt. 2. J Ma.snn. S, T. P. Lvon.
Game —Brown Red.— Cockerel.— I, J. Piatt. 2, J. Fortune. 3, BauthirreU

and Barrow. Pitllet.—\ and 2. J Piatt. 3, C. H. Wolff, he. J. Gr.meH ; C. H.
Wolff c, C. H. Wolff; T. a. Wright.
GAME.-^7iy other colour.—Cockrrel.—h J. Fortune. 2, J. Fletcher. 3, T. P.

Lyon Pullet -},-i. Kletiher 2, S. Buckley. 3, J. Fortune.
DoitKiuas.—Cockerel.-l.J. Walker. 2, J. Stoit. 3 and c. G. Fox. Pullet.—

1, J. Walker. 2. G. Fox. 3,J. Stott.
CnciiiNB.—Bu^.— CocfcfreZ.-landS.W.H.Crabtree. 3,C. Sidgwick, Keighley.

he. W H Taylor. Pulht—l and 2. W. H. Crabtree. 3, Mrs. Bentley. he, T.
Streich. Ormskirk ; W. H. Crabtree : W. A. Taylor.
Cochins—Jj/y o(/tfr colour —foekerel—l, W. A. Taylor. 2. C. Sidffwick.

3. P. P. Percival. he. R. P. Percival ; W. H. Crabtree ; W. A. Taylor. Pullet—
1, H Goodfellow. 2, R. P. Percival. 3. W. Whitworth, jun. vhc, W. A. Taylor.
he. W Whiiworth.jun ; R P. Percival.
Brahuas — Cocfc'rei.-J, H. Lingwood. 2, J. BrookwfU. 3. R. Hulse, he, R.

P. fercivtil; W. Broadbent. PuUct.—l,J. Watts. 2. J. Walker. 3, K. Ryder.
vlic. E Pritchard. he. H. P. Percival (2) ; J. Booth ; J. H. Pickles : R. Hulse

;

W. H Crabtree; J. Brookwell. c.T F. Ansdell; Horace Lingwood.
BATdBXJHan8.—Span(il>:d—Cockerel—1, J. Long. U, W. Ackerley. Pullet—

1, J. Long. 2. W. M Mellon. 3, W. Ackerley.
Hambuhghb -Pincillcd.—Coekerel.-l, T. & W. Fawcett. 2, J. Long. 3,W.

Speakman Pullet.-\. J. Long. 2. W. Speakman.
F^ENCH Fowls- Cocfccrt/.-1, .7. H. Sagar. 2. G. W. Hibbert. 3. W. Whit-

worth. ju-.. Pitllct.—\,G. W. Hihbert. 2, T. Yates. 3, W. Whitworth, ijun.,
Longbight. he, 3. H. Sagar; E. Williams.
PoLibH— 1 and 2, J- Fearnley. 3 and he, P. Unsworth.
Game Bantams —B/acA: Eed—Cockcrel.—\ and 2, G. Hall. 3, R. J. Hartley.

he, H. Hutler; R.J. Hdrtit\ ; P.Hartley. Pullct.—1,G. HaU. 2, F. Steel. 3,
J. W. Morrii. he. B. J. Hartley.
Game Bantams.-BroirH lied —Cockerel —1 and 2. R. J. Hartley. 3. J. Piatt.

he, G. Hall. Pullet.— I and 2, R. J. Hartley. 3, G. Hall, he, K. J.Hartley; R.
J. EiUestime; F. Steel,
Game Bantans.-.4ht/ other colour.—Cockerel.—l. G. Hall. 2. F. Steel. 3. R.

J.Hartley, /tc, R. J. Hartley ; F. Steel. PitUf(.-l, G. Hall. 2, R. J. Hartley.
9, F. steel, he. R. .1 Hartley ; F. Maitland.
BantaMS.—.ilny other variety.—Cap, J. W. Morris. 2, G. Hall. 3, R. H.

Ashton.
Turkeys -1 and 2, J Walker, he, W. Glassford ; J. Brookwell.
Geese.— IF7ti(^— I and 2,-1. Walker, he, W. Hough (2). Grfy.— 1 and 2, J.

Walker, he, Dr Simpson; Dr Davis.
Ducks.—Aylesbury.—I, R, Hatehinson 2, .T. Walker, he, R. Hntchineon ; J.

Walker. Bouen.-Vnp. 3. Walker. 2, T. Waketield. he, T. Wakefield; P.
Unsworth; J. Brookwell.
Any DiSTiNor ubeed.—J, H. Hoyle. 2, C. Sidgwick. S, W. A. Tweodale.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Cup, H. Crosby. 2, W. Henahall. vhc, E. C. Stretch, he, J.

Stanley (2J ; W. Harvey.

Pocters.-T, W. Harvey. 2, D. M.'Garside. ?w;,T.W. Townson; W. Harvey.
Barbs— I. T. W. T..wLBon. 2, J. Stanley, /if, J. C. Boothby ; W.Harvey; T.W Townson c.H. Yardlev.
TuMBLRRs.- .4/jHi(«(/.—l,*W. Harvey. 2, H. Yardlev. he. 3. Gardoer. Any

other coloitr.—l, W. Harvey. 2, T. W. Townson. he. H. Yardlev.
Dragoons.- 1, W. J. W. Pass. 2, J. Holland, he, H. K. Molyneanx ; H.

Yardley: J. Holland (2); P. M'Donald ; S. Druusfleld (3). c, J. Holland; P.
M-Donald.
OwL8.—E«ffij«/r—Cnp, Land 2. T.W. Townson. r/ic, E. Lee. hc,G Smith.

c.B. K. Molyneanx; P. M'Donald. Foreign.—l,T. W. Townson. 2, F. bteel.
he. T. W. Townson.
Jacobins.- 1. W. Harvev, 2, F. Steel.
Tl'bbits.-1 and 2, W. H. Woods, he, P. M'Donald (2) ; W. H. Woods ; C. A.

CrafHf.
Fantails.—1, J F. T.oversidge. 2 and he, T. W. Townson.
Antweki>s.—1, C. Bingham. 2,J. Wrght. ftc, H. Yardley ; J. Stanley (2); R.

White.
Any other Variety —1, F. Steel (Trumpeter). 2, G. Gibbon (Archangel).

he. S. Dronsfield ; T. W. To^vnson ; J. Gardner.
Selling Clabs— I, J. S aniey. 2, J. Gardner. 3 and Jtc, D. M. Garside. c,

W. J. W. Pass ; D. M. Garside.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—1 and 2, T. Schofield, jun. he, 3. Lamb (2) ; J. Holland.
Angora.— 1. S. Ball- 2. W. Whitworth. he, A. Thompson ; R.J. Edleston.
Himalayan.—1. J Wright. 2. H B.Bowman.
Dutch.— 1. J. Hallas. 2. V Haslam.
Silver-Grev.— 1, A. W. Whitehouse. 2, W. Whitworth, jun.
Any other Variety.—1, W. Belihouse. 2, J. H. Sagar.

Judges.—Poultry , Mr. R. Teebay; Pigeons, Mr. Tegetmeier.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. -21.

COCHIN-CHINA OR SHANGHAI.
CINNAMON VARIETY.

In this variety (%. 89) are usually found specimens taller than
in the other varieties.

^5ir.,"_ ^N \q.^^>^^

Fig. 89.—Cinnamon Cochin-China Hen.

The plumage of the hen 13 a reddish yellow colour ; thot of

the cock is of a deep red and golden on the hackle, shoulders,
and lance-shaped feathers. The breast, the hack, and the
thighs are dark brick red. The sides, the abdomen, and the
foot feathers are tan red, and the tail black, iridescent with
green.

BIRMINGHAM SUMMER POULTRY SHOW.
Septesiber 21tii-28th.

The Birmingham Summer Show is over, the pens are put
by. Mr. Watts is arranging his hall again, and all who attended
the Show have seen the best specimens of the year. We
congratulate this Society on their admirable meeting. We
certainly were not prepared for such quality as we saw exhi-
bited. We have attended many such exhibitions, but never
have we found the officials more conrteons than they were here.

The Treasurer himself spared no trouble to make all go on
pleasantly, and the exhibitors as comfortable as possible. We
hope he was pleased with his entries ; had there been more we
cannot imagine where the pens would have been ranged, for the
whole building seemed full from basement to roof; in fact some
of the upstair rooms were very hot indeed, and so were the
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lower rooms at times—so much so that we almost trembled for

the lives of some of the birds ; but this was all seen to, and the
rooms better veutilated at once. The birds were in Turner's
pens, and well fed on Spratt's food, &c., and the pens were kept
well cleaned out, and the birds generally most carefully attended
to. Oue word only about the pens we must have : We do
not care for the way they were arranged. We like them to

run on smoothly in rows, and not up and down as here. It is

not only puzzling to follow, b,^t hardly puts all the exhilntors on
a fair level, for a bird in the top pen has an immense advantage
over a bird ou the floor, especially as the pens in the bottom
tier were very dark. We hope next year some plan will be
contrived to make the hall lighter, and we hope sincerely

the Show will end ou the Saturday, so as to give those who
wish it an opportunity of taking their birds home. Five days
are too many, especially with youuf birds, at this season. We
put forth these hints in the most friendly way, for the other
arrangements were indeed very satisfactory. O.ie plan especially

we noticed as good : the numbers of all the p ns were written
out in order on sheets of paper at the door of the hall, and as

each pen came in or went out the number was crossed off the
list, and it was thus seen at once what really did come in and
what went out. The Judges were Messrs. Hewitt and Felton,
and Rev. G. Hodson. We were glad to see Mr. Felton judging
his old friends the Cochins, and his awards seemed to give
great satisfaction, as, too, did those of the other gentlemen.
This is saying a good deal, for it must have been a hard matter
to do so at a show like this, where the quality was so good and
the numbers so great.
Dorkings had four classes. They came to the front well.

In Coloured chickens Mrs. Arkwright cleared all the prizes.

The first were very large, but we fancied the cock was a
little open in tail. The pullets in the second-prize pen
looked elderly, and had very sooty feet. In the third-prize
pen the cockerel, judging by his spurs, looked a very early
bird. The pullet was very dark, and had white ears. Still

they were three splendid pens. Tue Sdver-Grey class was
very good. The cup was taken by a pen of chickens. We
never remember such splendid colour, and this is the best
pair of Silver-Greys we have seen for some time. The second
were very large, but inferior to the first in colour. The
third contained a beautiful cockerel. White Dorkings were
very few, and, save the first-prize, not very good. The first

were wonderful in colour and size for their age, being only five

months old. In the £S 3s. Dorking class the first were not
very large, in fact we did not think much of this class.

Coc/ji«s had five classes. Buffs came first. We were a little

disappointed in them ; we did not think them so good as they
should have been. The best pullet was in the cup pen, and the
best cockerel iu the second-prize pen ; both the pullets, however,
were good in coloar, and the cockerels also. We liked the third-
prize pen immensely; the colour was beautiful, and we should
have thought this cockerel might almost have been first, but
he lacked Aug rather, and was poorly feathered on the legs.

Pen 49 (Nash) contained a gigantic Cinnamon cockerel ; and
pen 50 (Walker) had a splendid pair of chickens, not very
large, but grand in colour. The Partridge Cochins were very
good. Ttie cup pullet was grandly fluffed, but not very
large ; the cockerel very rich iu colour. The second-prize pen
must have run them closely for the cup ; they were a grand pen
all round. Third went to fair birds. Pen 69 (Tudman), very
good indeed, also pen 67 (Tudman), very large, but in the dark
and not properly seen. The White Cochins were very good.
The cup pen was considered the best pen of Cochins in the
Snow; they were in exquisite condition and dazzling whiteness.
Tfiere was a cup for the best pen iu the Show except Brahmas,
and this pen of White Cochins and a Duckwing Game hen were
considered the best two pens, and the champion cup lay
between them. It was eventually given to the Game hen; we
almost think a pair of Cochins should have the first chance
before a single Game hen ; but she was a beauty, and of lovely
coloar. The second White chickens were also very good ; the
cockerel immense, the pullet very young. The third-prize pen
contained a grand pullet, but the cockerel with her was very
juvenile. Pen 73 (Birch), highly commended, had a capital
pullet, but a leggy cockerel. Black Cochins were a good collec-
tion, in fact the best we have ever seen of this colour. Good
birds won the cup ; the hen nice in colour and shape ; the
cockerel very large, but badly leg-feathered, and rather leggy.
The second was a large pen, but the cock had grey under hackles,
and was not good in legs. The third went to chickens. They
were very promising, but we should have placed, most certainly,
pen 89 (Darby) before them. This latter pen contained a grand
hen, in fact the best we ever saw. Pen 85 (Nash), very promising
and good. The ±'3 3s. Cochin sale class was not up to much,
though the first-prize pen was good and colour nice. Pen 106
(Watts) was good, and should have got into the list, we think;
pen 91 (Burnell) good in colour, but small.

Brahma (Dark) cockerels were thirty-five in number, and a
generally good class. The bird which won the ilO 10s. cup was

immense in size and good in shape, yet the second bird must
have run him closely, and the third too almost. They were three
grand birds, we first thought one the best and then the other,

they were all so grand. Pen 131 (Cresswell) was a large bird,

good in colour and of fine shape; he will make a splendid bird.

Pen 132 (Wright) was a large cockerel, but he is not made up
yet; he will, all well, develope into a huge cockerel. In Dark
Brahma pullets we thought the winners very good, but hardly
up to the quality of one or two other pens, but they were iu so
dark a place that it is hardly fair to criticise. Pen 144 (Walker)
was a grand pullet. So were pens li)4 and 195 (Watts). We
did not much care for the third-prize pullet; she was rather
light. Light Brahmas were good. We admired the pullets much,
Mrs. Williamson's most especially ; but the cockerels were
hardly old enough for them. There was an inclination to yellow
in the cocks. The second-prize pen seemed as good as any.
Pen 208 (Holmes), was most promising. Pen 198 (Williamson)
will make a wonderful pen.
The £3 3s. Selling Brahma class was not so good as we

expected. The winners were cheap birds, still we expected to

see more bargains in this class.

SjianisJi. we did not think much of. The secoftd-prize went to

good chickens. Pen 264 (Walker) had a good cockerel.

Game were on the whole very good. The cup cockerel was
rather coarse. We liked the thirdBlack Red cockerel very much;
also pen 2S4 (Matthews). In Duckwing hens the cup bird was
truly superb, we doubt if we ever saw her eqral. Mr. Matthews
may well be proud of her.

Hamhurghs did not muster very strongly. We expected a
larger entry from Goitstock. The cup Gold-spangles were iu
exquisite condition. We admired this pen immensely ; their

colour was good, and so was their style. In Silver-spangles the
cup pen was beautiful. Second also good. In the Pencilled, first

in exquisite feather, tliird pressing closely on the second. Pen
363 (Feast), good. In Black Hamburghs the first were good, so

I were the third; in fact the pullet in this pen was of most
gorgeous colour, almost the best Hamburgh hen shown.
Polands were a capital lot. The winners' names show the

quality. In the Dark variety the third pullet was the best in
the class, but the cock with her too youug.
Houdans brought nearly thirty peus. The first were good,

but we liked pen 391 (Dring), or 405 (Wood), as well as any. The
second looked like the Faversham stamp too. Crives were good;
the winners well placed.

il/«ia!/s were splendid. The first were in good plumage and
hard feather ; but the second pressed them closely. The birds

in the third-prize pen were very youug and good chickens.

Silkies.—With these we were much pleased. The judging
was good. Mr. Hodgson does carry one stamp of bird in his

eye—such a relief after the execrable judging of this variety

we saw at Bath. We liked the second-prize pen best ; the first

were a trifle coarse. The third had the best pullet in the class.

Pen 436 (Darby), very good. Pen 433 (Cresswell), an admirable
pullet.

In the Variety Class poor Sultans won first. A smart pen of
Minorcas which was second we liked much better, or even a
good pen of Leghorns (Fowler), which were third.

Qsim.& Bantams were not so good as we have seen at other
shows of this year, though the cup pen was grand in colour.

These were Piles.

Laced Bantams were good. We were delighted to see so

many entries, and hope they will muster as well at O.'iford. Mr.
Leno's Silvers were of beautiful colour. Black Bantams also

good ; the winning pens fully up to the mark. In the

Variety Bantam class Pekins won first. They were rather

out of condition. White-booted second; the hen rather
too big, but the cock of the purest colour. Third very pretty
White Frizzled. We should have almost placed this pen higher
in the list.

Turkeys were very large and good generally. We admired
pen 522 (Fowler) as much as any, though the first-prize pen
were very large and heavy-looking. In Goslings, two huge
birds won, but they looked a trifie elderly. We should have
placed Mr. Fowler's Embden gander second. Aylesbury and
Rouen Ducks were good. We think the first pen was the cup
Aylesbury pen. The third were also a grand pen, as, too, were
the third Rouens. Of the Black East Indians we really can-

not speak. They might as well have been in a coal-cellar.

The pens were so dark it was impossible even to see if they
were empty or full. We heard, however, the awards were placed.

The Variety Duck class was again badly situated, but the collec-

tion was a most uncommon one, and we never remember seeing

a prettitr collection.

This ended the poultry section. We have criticised this

department as honestly as possible, but we could not get at the

birds from the crush of visitors and darkness of most of the pens
to do that justice we would have wished to those pens which are

not iu the prize list. We fancied many birds were worthy of

high commendations which were passed by without one. To
some amateur exhibitors a notice of any kind is certainly a kind
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of Bop after having invested in an espensive entry fee. "We
hope Mr. "Watte made the Show pay ; if bo we shall expect to
see a pair of St. James's Hall nest jear, for most certainly he
can pack no more than the 1350 entries of 1874 in the present
building. We have made this report so lengthy we must post-
pone that of the Pigeons to our next number. We take this

opportunity of saying how civility on the part of the officials

does answer. "We heard tf no one case of grumbling, and in
every way all exhibitors were trtated alike, no favour or parti-

ality to personal friends being in any way ehown, and we re-

ceived the same courtesy from the feeders and workmen as we
did from those higher in office.

DoKKiKGs (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).—C/iicfcfns.—3, Cnp, 2, and 3, Mrs.
Arkwnghr, 8ution bcarsdiUe.
DohUiNGS ttilver-lire>).— C/u'cfcen«. — Cup, O. E. Cresawell. Early "Wood,

Bagbhot. 2, J. Fotberiiigiiaui, Pltan. Sfirliug. 3, J, J. Moaer, Kendal, he, Dv.
T. Moore. Petertfieid ; J. HuLt. Kidiiugti>n.
DoKEitsGs iWiiiie, or any yntitily}.—Chickens.—Cnp, O. E. CresBwell. 2 and

8, J. E. PiJgrim, Hmckley.
DclRllI^Gs (Auy va]iet>).—Cup, R. W. Eichardeon, Meaax Abbey, Beverley.

2, J. Hughef, Kiddeimin&ter. St. flln-» E. Williams, HealljK. Bt-rriew.
Cochins (ciiiijaujoii or BuS).- V flic kert^.—Cup, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.

2,C.biagwitk, J^yddjeb-den Hal). Kfighity. 3, W. A. Bumell, boutbweil, Notts.
vhc, T. 1^. J' ash. Sprougbtun ; J. Waiiifcr, Rocbdale.
Cochins (Partriu(ie).—C'/iufrens.— i up, C? Sidgwick. 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, R.

P. Pfeicival. Norihtnaeu. Mancbeettr. he, Hon. Mre. fauyden, "Wells (2); E.
Tudmau, Wbitchuich, haiop.
CocHiNb {VvhiKi) — Chickens.—\, Cup. and 2, R. S. S. Wuodgate, Pembury,

Tunbndge Wt-ils. 3, Mis. A Williamson, Leicester.
Cochins (Black).— 1 and Cup, T. A&pden. 2, J. Walker. 3 and he, Mrs,

Taaffe, hoxboiougb, TUiek.
CucHiNa (Any vaiifctyj.—1, J. K- Fowler, Aylesbury. 9, C. Bloodworth,

Chelltntiani. H, C. SidgWick. v/ic, J. Watts, Hazlewell Hall, Birmingbam. he,

G. Fettiftr, Haudowortb,
Blahiias (Dark). — Cockerel. — 1, Horace Lingwood, Creeting, Needham

Market. 2 aud 3. T. F. Anadell, Cowley Mount, Meedbam Market, he, O. E.
Cressweil ; L. \\ right, Crouch End, London ; Horace LLijgwood. c, Hon. Mrs.
A. B. Haniillon, Woburn.
BKAHiidb (Dark) —Pu/Zci.—Cup and 2, Horace Lingwood. 3, R. P. Percival.

vhc, K. B. Wood, he, J. Walker; T. Lewis, Wolverhampton; E- Rvder,
Kewtun Bank, Hyde; Hod.M.b. A. B. Hamilton; F. Bennett; ti. W. Palmer,
Sbifnal; W. B. Eiches, Wbitctiurcb, Salop ; J. Watts (2). c, J.Rock, Lichfield.
Bkahmas (Light). — C/iicA('«s. — 1, Horace Linpwood. 2, R. E. Hoislall,

Grahbtnoale Pnory, Eiveipooi 3, Mrs. A. Williamson, vhc, Mrs. A. William-
son; Horace Lint'wood. nc.liew. G. W atson, Lympatone; J. T. Holmes, Ba b;
W. Harris, Bridgend, Penyfai; J, H. Butler, Eidington. c. T. A. Dean, Warden,
Herelord ; P. Hauieb^ talgiave, Diss ; J. Mitchell, Moaeley, Birmingham.
Bbabuas (Any vanttyj.— 1, T. I". Anadell. 2, W. B. Etches, a, E. Kendrick,

jun., Lichhtid. /tc, Hon. IVirs. A. B. Hamilton; E. Sbarratt. c, E. Pritchard,
TetteLbaJl, \\ olverbHmpton ; J. Watts.
Spam&h —thickens.— ', E. ^inwood, Worcester, 2, G. K. Chilcott, Gotham,

8, J. Pitt, Wolveibampton. he, J. Walker.
Gaue iBiack-breasted or Brown Hi^ai.—Cockerel.—1 and Cup, T. Dyson,

Halilax. 2, ti. He. i ey, Ne^\aik 3, S. Field, Bicester, /tc, W. PeiTin, Nant-
Wich; ti. Rjatthew, ttowmarket; G. Bagnall, Draycott.
Game (black-breasted or Brown KeA}.—Pullet.—1, G. Bentley, Rickmans-

vrortb. 2, 1. Djson. 3. S. Maubewa. /tc, B MoUttt, Balham ; S. Field (:);

Lnnt and Babsall, Market Drayton ; J. Foreyth. Wolverhampton (2). c, (i. F.
Ward, Nantwich; ti. C. Wilson, Milnthorpe; W. T. Everard, Ashby-de-la-
Zoucb ; H E. Martin, Scuilhorpe ; G H. Fitzherbert.
Game (Duckwing, or any other varie y).—Cockerel— 1, G. H. Fitzherbert. 2,

S, Matthews. 3, W. cluugb, Earby, bkipion. he, H. P. Price, Castle Madoc,
Brecon, c, E. Aykroyd, Ecclebhill.
Game (Duckviiiig, or ai>.v other variety).—PuiZef.—1 and Cup for beet pen in

Show, a. Matthewd. i. Wilson & Hodgson. Ulingworth. 3, D. W. J. Thomas,
Brecon he, J. A. & H. H. btaveley, Dnffitld; T. Wbittaker; G. H. Fitz-
herbert; Luni & HassaiL c, T. Whitaker, Melton Mowbray ; E.Beil; J. Cock.
Bamborges (Gold-bpangled).—1 and Cup, J. Long, Bromley, Kent. 2, T.

May, Wolverhampton, b, H. Beldon, Goitctock, Bingiey. he, 1. Davies. c, G.
and J. Duckworth.
Hambcrchs (feilver-spangled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. 3, W. McMellon,

West Glossop.
Hambukghs (Gold and Silver pencilled).—!, H. Beldon. 2, G. & J. Duck-

worth, church. 3, J. Long, he, H. Feast, -Swansea (2).

Hambi KGH3 (Black)—1 and Cnp, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. 3. W. Birch,
Barnacle, Coventry, he, C. bidg^vick. c, E. Leake. Brimfield, Salop.
PoLANDs (Gold and bilver-spai.gled).—1 and 3, G. C. Adkins, Lightwoods,

Birmingham. 2,T. Dean. /«;, J, Fearnley, Lowton, Newton-le-Willowa; W. A.
Taylor; P. Unsworth, Lowtou, Newton-le-WiUows.
PoLANDa (Black, or any other variety).—1 and 2, P. Unsworth. 3, A. Darby,

Shrewsbury.
HouDANs.— C/iicfcf7;s.— 1, Miss C. G. Neville. 2, Mrs. Vallance. 3, Miss

"Woodbam, Komsey. /ic, W. Dnns. taversham; B. B. Wood, UUoxeter; G.
Berry, Little Heaton. c, W. H. Coppleslone {-i}.

CfiEVE-LiEDRs OH Any OTHER i'KENCH Vakiety.—1, R. B. Wood. 2 and S,

Eev. C. C. Ewbank, Biggleswade, he, W. Dring.
Malays —I and he, j. Hinton, Waiminster. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawar-

dine. S, R. Hawkins, Seabam.
SiLEHYs.- chickens.—i, S. P. Broad, Reigate. 2, BIrs, J. T. Holmes. 8, R. S.

S. Woodgate.
Anv other Variety except Bantams, — ChickeJis. — 1, H. Feast. 2, J.

Croote, Jan., WtlliuKton. he, Thumham Bros., Piccst's End, Hemel Hemp-
stead; J- Lung, c, J. Watts.
Game Bantams (Black or Brown Red).— Cocfc 07* Hen. — l, R. Brownlie,

Kirkcaldy. 2, T, Baiker, Burnley. 3. F. Sbumach, Southwell.
Game BA^TAM8 (Duciwing, or any other variety).—i and 3, R. Brownlie. 2,

F. Maitland. Woicester,
BANTAMti (Gold or Silver-laced).—1 and 2. M. Leno, Markyate Street. S, A.

Robertbon. Kilmarnock, he, J. Walker; H. Yardley, Birmin-jham. c, C. H.
Poole, Bridgwater, Somerset; F. Brand ; Mrs. Mayo, Gloucester.
Bantams (Black Kobecomb). — 1. Milner &. Benrland, Keighley. 2, H.

Beldon. 8, B. F. Parrutt, Henbury. he. k. Ashtou, Wottram. c, H. Feast.
Bantams (Any other variety).—1. J.Walker. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 8, A. A.

Vaoder Metrscb, Lower Tooting, he, T. Cropper, Bacup ; J. Watts.
Bantams (Any variety) —1, M. Leno. 2, J. (jacroft, Huesion. 3, H. Yardley,

Birmingham. c,J. Watts; G. F.Ward.
PoDLTs.— I, E. Ktndrick, jun., Newbury. 2 and 3, F. Lythall, Offchurch,

Leamington, he, J. Walker; Kcv, N. J. Ridley; J. K. Fowler.
Goslings —1 and 2, J. Walker. 8, S, H. Stott, Preston, lie, F. E. RawBon,

Thorpe, Hahfas. c, J. K. Fowler,
DucBS (W bite .\y.esbury).— 1 and 2, J. K. Fowler. 3, .1. Walker.
Ducks (KoutL).— i, W. Meauley, Handsworth. 2. T. Waltelield, Golborne,

Newton-le-WiJlo\s s. 9, J . W alker. he, U. Dowsett, Pleahey, Chelmsford ; J. H.
Hoit, St. An&tell ; P. Unsworth.
Docks (Black East luiiiani.- 1 and 2, G. S. Sainsbui-y- 8, Rev. J. Richard-

Bon, ?andy Beds. hc,J.\\. Kelleway.Merston, Isle of Wight; G. S-Sainebary.
• Duces (Any other variety of Fancy Waterfowl).—! and uup, H. B. Smith,
Broughton, Preeton. 2 and 3, M. Leno. he, J. W^alker ; E. A. Bailey, Tenbury

;

Dr. W. Binns, Pndsey (2); H. B. Smith; H. S. Edmunds, Handsvrorth; Mrs.
Arkwright. c, Mrs. J. Southall, Handsworth; Mrs. Arkwnght.
celling Class.-1, E. Kendrick, jun. 2, J. K. Fowler. 3, J. Watts, he, J,

Hughes.
PIGEONS.

Careierb (Black).—Cocfe.—Cup and 1. H Yardley, Birmingham. 2 and 3. W.
SiddoUB. sen. he, G. F. Whitehouse, King's Hetiib, BirmiLgham ; W. Siddona,
Ben. Hen— 1, W. G. Hammock. 2, W. Bnlmer, bpaldLLg. 3, Major J. H.
Cryer. Soutbport.
Carriers (Dun),—Cocfc.—1 and he, H. Yardley. 2, W. G. Hammock, Hford.

3. G. F. V\ hitebouse. Hen.—l, H. Yardley. 2, W. G. Hammock. 3, W. BJddons,
sen. he. Major J. H. Cryer.
Carriers (Any other colour).—Cocfc—1, J. F. While. Birmingham. 2, E, C,

Stretch, Urmstiirk. 8, W, Massey, Spalding, he, R. Cant, i/cn.—J, E. C.
Stretch. 2. W. G. Hammock. 3. J. C. Ord, P.mlicu.
CAhRiEH9.—i'ou;i(7.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. Buimer. 2, W. G. Hammock. 3,

W. Siddona, sen. he, R. Cant, Brompton (2) ; H. is. Masaey.
PouTEhS.—Cocfc. -1,E. Beckwitb, .-^undtrland. 2.3, and c,H. Pratt. Hampton-

in-Ardt-n. he, J. Richmond, Oswaldtwistle. Hen.—l, J. Baker, Kew Bridge.
2,3, and he, H. irrait.

BAhiis —Cocfc—1 and 2, J. Firth, Dewsbury. 3, F. Smith, Peliy Oak, Birming-
ham, /ic, J. Dowling, Blackrock, Cork. Hen.— Medal, J. Firth. Young.—Cock
or Hcn.—l and lie, J. Firth. 2 arid 8. F. Smith.
TcMBLEhs (bbort-faceti. Almonds).- Cocfc or Hcn—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. G.

Hammock. 3 aiid he, J. Ford, Monkweil Street, London.
Ti;MBLr,R8 (short-faced, lialds or Beardsi--Cocfc or Hen.—l, 2, 3, fee, and c,

W. Woodhouae, King's Lynn.
Tdmblekb (bhort-faced, any other colour).- CotfcorHcn.—1,R. Minrilt, jnn.,

Rocbdale. 2, H. Yardley. 3, J. Ford. hc.K. Beckwitb; E.Horner, Uarewood,
Leeda. c, H. Verdon, Wavertree ; E. D. Careless, Asion.
Tumblers (Long-faced, Flying, Rosewing. Rtd-bn asted, or Mottled MnfT-

legged).—Coffc or Hen.—l, W- B. Jilapplebeck, jun. 2 and c. J. Watts. 3, K. D.
Carrless. he, E. W. Careless ; W. B. *iapplebeck. jun.,MoBtley, Binningham^
Tumblers (Long-faced, Flying, Saddle or Badge, or any other variety of

Muff-legged).— Cocfc ur Hcn.—l, cup, 2. and 3, W. B aiappli^beck. jun, he, R. G.
Teebay (2) c, W. B. JVlappIebeck, jun. ; R. G. Teebay, Urmsnirk.
Tumblers (Long-facfO, Flying, Clear-legged, any colour).— Cocfc or Hen.—

1

and a, J. Ford. 3. D. Kiddiougb, jun., Bradforu. he, D. Riadiough, Jan. ; J.
Watts, c, J. W. Edge, Birmingham.
Fantails { WhiteJ.—Cocfc or Hen.—1 and 3, Q. Bluhm, Higher Brongbton, Man-

cbesier. 2, A. bmith. he, Q Blubm; H. C. tlowmau. Higher Broughton; J.
F. Loversidge, ^ewark; Kev. W. Serjeantson. Actun liuriiell; J. Kicbmond.
Fantails (Any other colour).—Cocfc or Hen.—l, Q. Bluhm. 2, Major J. H.

Cryer. 3, H C. Bowman,
Jacobins (Red or Y«;How).—Cocfc or Hen—1 and 3, J. Baker. 2, H. W. Webb,

Lower Sydenham, he, L. Allen, London Road, Southwaik; W. Croft; T.
Homes, bydenham.
Jac< BINS ( iny other coloor).-Cocft or Hen.—Cnp, J. Baker. 2 and he, A. A.

Vander Meersch. 3. W. Croft.
Torbit.^ (Red or Yellow) —Cock or Hen.—Cnp, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, O.

E. cressweU. 8, W. Crott. he, C. A. Crafer, Wallmgton; W. J. Rumley,
Ballinacarra ; W. Croft ; J. Baker, c, a. Eiddeli.
Jurbits (.^ny other co]our).—Cocfc 07- Hch.—Cup, E.T. Dew, Weston-snper-

Ma e. i, G H. Gregory, Taunton. 3. J. Baker, he, P. H. Jones, Fulham (2);

J. Wield, Biruiiuubam ; O. E. CressweU (2i; J. Baker.
Nuns.— Cocfc or Hen.— Cup, A, A. Vander Meerbcn. 2, Rev. A G. Brooke. 8,

J. Richmond he, H. Yardley ; W. Cioft ; L. Horner ; A. A. Vandt-r Meersch.
Owls (EngliBh).— Cocfc or Hen —Cup, J. W. Eoge. y, G. Henry. 5, Ward

and P.bodeh, Otley. Ac, E. W^ Van >enaeD, Shepherds Eubh; H. Verdon; A.J.
Barnes, Gumccsier; G. Henry, feandymount; T. W. Clemiison, Hexham; P.
H.Jones; Dr. W. ijinns (z); J Nield.
Owls (Foreifrn).-Cocfc or Hen.-i, L. Allen. 2, P. H. Jones.
Trumpeters.— Cocfc or Hen.—Cnp, J. Lederer, Bootle. 2 and 3, A. A. Vander

Meer&cb. he, H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Blue).-Cocfc or Hen.—1, Ward & Rhodes. 2, H. Yardley. 8, W.

Smith, vhc, W. H. Mitchell. /ic.W.Gamon. Chester; W. Bishop, Dorchester;
J. Watts, c, L, Whitehead, Drury Lane, London ; H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Red or Yellow).— Cocfc or Hcn.—l, L. Whitenead. 2, F. Graham,

Birkenhead. 3, J. Ashwortb. he, W. H Mitchell (2).

Dragoons (any other colour).- Cocfc or Hen.—i, W. Smith. 2, H. Yardley.
3. J, Dowling. vhc, C. F. Stauuton; L. Whitehead, c, F. Graham ; D. Young,
Leamington.
Ui^AGouNS.—^0K«(7—Cocfc OT Hen.—1 and 2, F. Graham. 3, T. Chamley,

Blackburn, he, J . G. Dunn. Durham ; F. Graham ; D Young ; J. Dowung ; W.
Bishop, c, R, Woods. Mansfield ; J. Aahworth ; E. Horner.
Antwefps (bhort-faced. Blue or Suverj.— Cocfc or Ben.—I, 2, and he, W.

Gamon. », 3, F. While, vhc, J. Gardner, Preston, c, J. W. Ludlow,
Bu-miugham.
ANTWERPs (Short-faced, any other colour).—Cocfc or Hen.—Cnp, S, and e, W.

Gamon 2. J. W. Ludlow, he, H. Yardley (2)

Antwerps (Short faced). -l'o»n£?.—Cocfc or Hen. — l, H. Gough, 'WolTer-

hamptun. 2, E. Thompson, Selly Oak, Birmingham. 3, S. Foster, Birmit-ghanu
he, J . Deakin, bheflitild ; J . Forrest, Birmingham ; C. F. Copeman, SolihiUl ; A.
J. Barnes.
ANTWERPs (Homing, Long-faced).-Cocfc or Hen.-l.J. Lister, Keigniey. 2,

E. L. Keys. 3. W, R. Pratt, he, J. W. Barker, Reading; J. Meld, c, J. W.
Barker. _ ,

SWALLOWS. -Cocfc or Hen.—Cup, E. Homer. 2, H. Draycutt. 8, J. Gardner,
he, F. Brauud, Bidoford; J. Gardner; C. E. Duckworth, Wavertree, LiverpooL
Magpip;.s.— Cocfc or Hen.— Cap, D. Young. 2. E. Homer. 3, P. H. J.mes. iic,

C. G. Hitchcock, Oxford (2); M. Ord; H. Vardley; W. G. Davies, Swansea; J.

Watts
iiRCHANGELS.—Cocfc DC Ecn.-l, P. H. Jones. 2, R. Wilkinson, Guildford. 8,

J, W. Ludlow. Jic, W. J. Kumley; H. Yardley ; W. H. Demaon; H. W. Webb.
Any other Variety.—Cocfc or Hen.—Cup, J. W. Ludiow. 2, J. H Inchley,

Loughborough. 3. H. Yardley. ^(C, M. Ord (FrUtback); H. W. Webb; Mdlle.

M. Vander Meersch; J. Watts; F. H. Paget.
Selling CLASB—CocfcorHen.—Cup, J.Baker. 2, E. Beckwitb. 3,W.H.A.

Mtliei , Walsall. 4, H. B. Maaaey. vhc, J. Ford (2) he. H. Yardley ; J. Nield ;

F. H. Paget, c, H. Yardley; J. Richmond; J. Ford; J. W. Ludlow.
SELLING CLABs.-Pair.—l, J. Ford. 2. W. H. A. MiUer. 3. F. Braund. 4, T.

Chambers, jun. vhc,F.. Beckwilh. }ie,D. Causer, Erdington, Biimiugham;
F. Braund; H. Yardley; W. D. Richardson, WeUs; J. Watts, c, S Howe,
Erdiiigion, biruiingham ; Rev. A. G. Brooke (Fire Pigeons) ; J. F. Loveroidge.

Selling Class.—Pair or oinf/le Birds -land he, J. Ford. 2, G. F. Whitebuuae
(Black Carriers). 3, H. Yardley. 4, J. Baker, u/ic. E. Beckwitb. c, W. Croft

(Blackjack).

Judges.—PowZiry ; Mr. E. Hewitt, Rev. G. F. Hodson, and
Mr. C, Feltou. Pigeons : Mr. F. Esquilant, Mr. H. Allsop; and
Mr. G. Gordon lor Flying Tumblers.

South Stockton Obnithglogical Snow.—From a schedule

before ua we note that uu Exhibition of Cage Birds, open to all

England, will take place at South Stockton on the 16th and
17th of October, wtien prizes of 10a., 5s., and 2s. 6d., will

be awarded to each of the following breeds of Cage Birds

:

Belgians, Norwich, Cinnamon, Lizards, Yorkshire, Clear Green,
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any other variety, cages of sixe5, Males, Goldfiaohes, Brown
Linnsti. &a. A silver medal, value £1, will be awarded to the
exhibitor obtainiag the greatest number of points. The entries

are announced to close October lOch, and it is stilted that the
surplus of tUe proceeds will be t,'iven to the Cottage Hospital, a
praiseworthy act indeed, and which deserves all support.

ELLESMERE POULTRY SHOW.
The arrangements for this Show (held on September 25th), do

not admit of improvement, and the weather proving all that
could be desired, the greatest amount of success resulted. In
fact, this his been by far the best Show yet held in the district.

All the Game chickens were unexceptionably good, perhaps
never exceeded at any show ; but strange to say, the class for

single Game cocks proved the worst in the Show, the two prizes
only being awarded, and even those with dilficulty. In spite of

BO many as five principal shows being held simultaneously, the
Cochins, whether Buff or PartridLie-feathered, were such as can
be but rarely met with at any exhibition ; in both of these va-

rieties the winners were of marvellously good quality, and in this

instance the majority of the highly-commended pens would have
readily secured prizes at most shows. The Spanish class would
have been a credit to even a Bristol meeting, the first prize

going to that district. Samburghs were far better than com-
mon in this neighbourhood ; and the Grey Dorkings were few
but very perfect. In Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks the known
popularity of this district was fully maintained ; in fact, it would
be hard to meet with better ones.

In Bantams the Black were the best of any. A very large

Selling class contained some first-rate bargains, which were
quickly claimed by ready purchasers.

{From a Correspondent.)

The Meeting of the Oswestry District Agricultural Society

was held this year at EUesmere. The poultry were penned
under a good tent, and the arrangements seemed very satisfac-

tory. Mr. Hewitt judged. The birds were all of this year and
quite up to the average ; in fact, considering there were four

more shows being held elsewhere, we were much surprised

to find such good specimens. The day was lovely—quite August
weather, consequently the birds seemed to feel the heai", though
the tent was nicely ventilated and care taken of the birds.

Only one thing, however, we must mention : we saw no chaff or

grit at the bottom of the pens—nothing but the bare boards,

which so soon become soiled, and then spoil the appearance of

the birds and the look of the pens generally.

The catalogue commenced with Black Red Game. A beau-
tiful cockerel was in the first-prize pen. They were only entered

at 30s. and were quickly claimed, and a bargain they were. The
second were good, but not of the quality of the first. Two good
pens were highly commended. In Brown- breasted only two
good pens appeared ; they were both in good feather and of nice

colour. In the next class a nice Duckwiog won—in fact all the
Game were good. Dorkings only mustered two pens, both poor,

and not equal to what we generally see at this Society's shows.
Cochins were very good indeed ; they would be a credit to any
exhibitor, but they were most stupidly classed—Buffs and
Whites in one class. Partridges in the other. We hope next
year the Society will give classes for each of the three colours.

We feel sure they would all be well supported. In the first

class Buffs won both prizes ; they looked very much like Capt.
Heaton's stamp. The pullets were both beautiful, the colour

being so good. The first cockerel was a large bird ; the second
cockerel not so large, but grand in colour. Mr. Sidgwiok's
highly-commended pen was nice ; the same pen we think we
saw at Aylesbury. A very good pair of Whites (Woodgate) were
also highly commended; the cockerel very undeveloped, but
well feathered and white ; the pullet young and promising. In
Partridges both the prize cockerels were good in size, shape,

and colour; the pallets looked rather dull and elderly, but were
good in pencilling. Spanish were a small and good class. The
first were nice forward chickens ; pen 21), highly commended
(James), very pr-imising. Dark and Light Brahmas were both
good classes. We thought the best pallet was certainly in the
first-prize pen, while the best cockerel was in the second, but
the latter's comb was not good. Several good pens were highly
commended, especially those of Messrs. Dean and Etches.
Lights were admirable ; we fancy, however, there is a tendency
to bad combs in the Light cockerels. The first-prize one had
this failing, and he was rather yellow, but he was good in style

and shape. Samburghs came well to the front, all varieties

being good. In the Pencilled the first went to good Silvers,

very young, but good in all points ; second nice Golds ; pen 57
(Carr) was also very good. la Spangles Silvers won again—

a

capital pen, and the highly-commended pens were also good
birds. French had two classes, Cruves and Houdans. There
were only two pens of the former ; both had well-grown chickens,
and of a good black colour. The first Houdans were very fine

;

this pen contained the best cockerel we have seen this season ;

his condition was perfect. Second also good, but not looking in

such good feather as the first. Several good pens were highly
commended. Of Game Bantams there were but two entries,

and the birds only fair. la the next Bantam class young but
good Blacks won first, and fair Gold-laced second. Two more
good pens of Blacks were noticed.

Turkeys were a capital—quite a noble-looking collection, and
so were the Geese, two wonderfully good young pens of goslings

winning. Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks were also good. The
former were not up to the Fowler standard, still they were well-

grown ducklings. In the Variety Duck class good-coloured
but very large Black Bast Indians won ; second and highly com-
mended, Fancy Waterfowl ; highly commended (Kendrick), large

East Indians.
The Sale classes were not up to much. Each pen had to con-

tain three birds, and the price being limited to 'SOs. per i^en, we
can easily account for the poor quality. The first prize went to

nicish Black-breasted chickens, second to Ducks.
The local department was a great success. Turkeys were first

and Geese second, both lots being good, useful, farmyard birds,

and these are the kind of birds such classes are made to en-
courage.
Some extra Game classes of 1871 birds finished-up the Show,

which from its good management and full attendance must, we
thiuk, have been a great success. We give awards below.

GijiE. -Black-breasted Ucd.—l, G. Cottle, Westtelton. Salop. 2, Mrs. Wilkin-
Bon, Green Hey^. Manchester, he, P. A. Beck. Guilbford, Welalipool ; W. C.
POilipa, Worceater. Br'nviir breasted Ited—l, T. Dyaon, Halifax. 2, Rev. P. G.
Een'lev. Weatfelton. Duckwuio Greys and WlUtes or Piles.—1, J. Mason,
Worcester. 2, W. C. Phillipa.
DoRia.vQs.—1, E. Shaw, Plaawilmot, Oswestry. 2, Mrs. SomerTille, Chirk,

North VValea.
CocniN-CatNAB —BroicH of Partridge.—\ and 2, E. Turiman, Aflh^rove, Whit-

church he, C. Sidswick, Keigbley. White or Bujf.—l, W. H. Crabtree,
Leveushulme. Manchester. 2, vv. Whitworth, jun . Lont^^ijrht, Mancheater.
he. C. Sidgwicli; R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembiiry, TunbriJge Wolla. c, Mrs. E.
Wilkinson.
Spanish.—1, J. Gliddon, Bristol. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. he, Mrs.

TonUiu, Bristol ; E. Wiawood, Worceater : F. James. Peckham Kye.
BttAUMA PooTRAS.—Darfc.— 1. J. H. Pickles. Birkdiile. Snuthport. 2, W. H.

Crablree he, W. B. Etches. Whitchurch ; E. Wilkinson : T. A. Dean, Marden,
Hereford, c, W. B. Etches ; Bridgewater & Yuxall. Wedncsbury. Lifiht.—

1, H Ffoulkes, Llandysail Rectory, Montgomery. 2, T. A. Dean, fee, 0. Morris,
Chester (2). c. Miaa S. Cotes.
Hamsuhghs.—Siiyer or Goldpencillrd.—\, J. Long, Bromley Common. 2,

Mra. G. M. Rolls, hc.d. Kilby. Ludlow. Salop; T. B. Lowe, Whitchurch ; J.

Carr, Swansea; J. Robinson, Garataa^: Mrs. G. M. Rolla. c, T. G. Jones,
Llansaintffra'd. Silver or GoiiUspaniled.—\, J Robinson. 2, T. Blakeraan,
Tei'.enhall. ftc. J. Long; J. Carr: Mrs G. M. Rolls.

Ckeve-Cceors.—1, R. B. Wood, Utloxeter. 2, G. W. Hibhert, Godley. Hyde.
HoDDASa -1, G. W. Hibbcrt. 2, R B. Wood, he, R. B. Wood ; O. Morris (2).

c, E. Williams, Henllys Berriew; J. Robinson-
Game Bastahis.-I, J. Long. 2, J. Cowbam. Maeaygirnedd. Corwen.
BvNTAMs.— 1, R. H. Aahton, Mottram. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Jic.R.H.

Ashton ; T. Dyson.
ToRKEVS.— YoitTit; —1, G. Robinson, Llaudrinio. 2, E. Kendrick. Jan., Lich-

field he, N. J. Ridley, Newbury; W. B. Etches; Mra. Somerville. c, 3.

Cowburn.
Goslings.—1, T. Mills, Seacombe. 2, W. B. Etches. Jic, P. Cook, New Marton,

Elleamere; E.Shaw.
Ducklings.—/ly/cs&jtrj/.—I, Rev. G. R. Bailey. Madeley, Newcastle. 2. E.

Shaw. he. W. H. Crewe. Derby (2). iionen.—I, W. B. Etches, 2, E. Kendrick,
jun he, E. Shaw.
Docks.—.Ini/ other varictii —Any a:7C.—1, E. Shaw. 2, H. Yardley. lie, E.

Kendrick. jun. ; Mrs. G. M. Rolls.

Selling Class.-.diij/ aqe,~-\, E. Smiih. Morda. Osweatry (Black-breasted

Reds). 2 E. Shaw (Ducks) he. G. Roberta, Woodhill. Oaweatry (Game); J.

Wainwright, Gutlsfield, Welshpool (Black breasted Game) (2); H. Wilkinson;
E. Smiih (Black-breasted Reds): E. Shaw, c, Mrs. H. Ploulkes, Montgomery
(Light Brabmaa); T. Groves, Shrewsbury (Cochina); F. Edwards, Penybont,
Chirk (Silkies).

LOCAL CLASSES.
Turkeys, Geese, DncKS. or Fowls.-1. P. O. Gill, Trewern (Turkeys.) 2,

Mrs. C. E. Blackwell, Ruyton-si-Towns (Geese), he, Mrs. Somerville (Turkeys);

E. Shaw (Turkeva).
,^ „

Game.-Btacfi-trfrufcii —Chiekem.—\, P. A. Beck. 2, J. Wainwright. he, C.

H. Bull, Caeglaa, Oswestry. A7iy colour.—Pullets.— I, P. A. Beck. 2, 0. H.
Bull, he, E. Shaw ; T. Edwards, Chirk, Ruabon. e. Rev. P. G. Bentley. Cock.
—1, E. Shaw. 2, P. A. Beck.
DoRKitiQS—Chickens.—1, Mrs Somerville. 2. E. Shaw.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham.

AYLESBURY POULTRY SHOW.
As might be fairly anticipated, Aylesbury Ducks were the

leading feature of this Show, and we are happy to say no one

ever saw a better collection, Mr. Fowler as usual being at the

head of the poll. The young drake iu the first-prize pen is

certainly the best that we can call to remembrance. Rouens
were equally praiseworthy. Brahmas and Cochins were shown
of the finest possible quality, though the first-prize Dark
Brahma chickens were scarcely so matured as could be desired.

The Game fowls were grand classes, Mr. Matthews being trium-

phant with capital birds. Haniburghs were better than cus-

tomary at shows held so far south. The class for Fancy Ducks
was most praiseworthy, and the birds were all shown in the

greatest perfection of feather. The first prize in the variety

Ducks was awarded to very exquisitely-feathered Vidaata

Ducks, the second prize to a pair of remarkably fine Cayuga
Ducks, the third being allotted to Bahamas. As many of our

readers may feel interested in the extraordinary weights at-

tained by Aylesbury Ducks, we subjoin those of the three

winning pens, 19 lbs. ; 17 lbs. 14 ozs. ; and 17 lbs. 4 ozs. This
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was the actual netfc weioflit per couple, and by young ones like

the first-prize pea we believe has never been surpassed, nor even
equalled. AmuDgst the most iuterestiug and unique exhibits
at the Aylesbury Show was a pair of Amherst Pheasants, the
property of Baron A. de Rothschild, shown as extra stock; they
were in the most perfect aud lovely feather imaginable, and
were the most noteworthy pen in the Show. They were, as no
prizes were scheduled for extra stock, only very highly com-
mended. Being sent in such faultless condition, it is hoped
these rare birds received no iujary to their plumage by their

visit to the Aylesburv Exhibition. It is almost needless to say
the attention of the Managers, aud the arrangements generally,

were all that anyone could wish for, and we are informed that
the whole meeting was highly successful.

DoEEiN'Gg. — 1. T. C. Burnell, Micheldever. 2, Mrs. A. Tindal. 9. O. E.
Ores, well. Early Wood, Bagdhot. he, a. Trealwell, Tring ; Mrs. E. Williama,
HeoUvs, Berriew.
BKAHMiS—1, Lady Gwydyr. Stoke Park. Ipswich. 2, W. J. Jervis, Pioner.

3, H. FedSt, Swansea. Jic.S. W. Uallam, iVhitwick. Leicester, c, J. K Fowler,
Aylesbary; VV. Seward, jun.; VI. Leno, Markyate Street.
SpisisH.— 1, W. Nottaj^e Northampton. 2. E. Winwooi, Worcester. 3, F.

Ja'nes. Peckham Rye. c, H feast.
Cochins.—5ttir.—land Cap, Lady Gwydvr. 2, J. Walker. 3,W. A. Taylor. Man-

chester, he, Mrs. A. rindal. Aylesbury (-2). c, C. Sidgwiflk. Rylfileaden Kail,
Kyishley; C. BloodwortQ. Bays Kiil. (Jheltenham. Partridge — 1, W. A.
Taylor. 2, C. Sidg.vick. 3 and c, J K. Fowlfr. White. -\, '.'. aud S. B. S. S.
WooJgate, Pembary, Tunbridge Wells, he. C. Bloodworth ; J. Funge, Long
Mardton. c, F. Bedford; A. F. Faulkner. ThrapstuQe.
Game —1 and Uup. S Matliews, Slowoiarket. 2. J Cock. Worceater. 3. Mrs.

A. Tiudal. hc,Q. Kentley, Kickamanawortb (2); G. Bagnalt, Draycott, Stjke-
on-Treni:; Mra. 4. Tiudal.
FftENca— I, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 2. Rev. N. J. Ridley. Hollinaton

House. Newbary. 3. H, Feast, he, G. W. Hibbert, Godley, Hyde; J. K. Fowler
;

Mrs. A. Tindal; W. Dring. Faverabam.
aAynvRGHs —Gold or ^iloer-pencilled.—l, T. & W. Fawcett. Baildon. 2,

H. Keasr. 3. S. W. Hallam he..J. Walker, Rochdale ; O. E. Creaawell. Gold
or silver-spa)vjied.—l and Oup, T. & W. Fawcett. 2, J. Long, Bromley, Kent. 3,

S. W. Hallam.
Bant VMS. — Gam^. —1, Wmgfield & Andrew.^. Sidbury, Worceater. 2, T.

Bradbury, Buckingham. 3, J. Long. he. VV. Adams, St. Clement's Ipswich ;

M.Leno: Wmgfield & Andrews ; 4. Gurney, jun , Avl^abury. Any otiier variety.
—1, J. Walker. 3 and 3. M. Leno. he, R. d. S. Woodgite ; J. K. Fowler ; M.
Leno ; J. Mayo, Gloucester, c, H. Feast.
D^rcK%.—Aylesbury.— r.np, 1, und 2, -f. K. Fowler. 3 and he, J. C. Hedges,

Aylesbury, c, T. Kingsley. Boarscroft, Tring. Itotien.-l, 2, and 3. W. Evans,
Preaeot. he, J. Walker; J. Newton. Siladen, Leeds, c, R. Gladstone, jun.,
EruaJ Green, Liverpool. Any other variety.—1 and 3, M. Leno. 2, J. K. Fowler,
he J. Walker; M. Leno.
AMERICAN' Fowls.— White Leohorns, Bra in Leghonm.and Plymouth Roeks.—1 and c, J. K. Fowler. 2. A. Kitchen, Dunsdale, Weaterham. 3. J. Long.
DrcK'i.—Aylesbury.—Prize. W. Soton. Ayiesbury. he, .Mrs M. Watson, Tring ;

R. Treadweli, Tring c, F. Payne, Jan., Aylesbury ; C. Rodwell, Aylesbury.
Axv OTHER Distinct Varietx.— 1. J. Long. 2, J. K. Fowler (Geese). 3, R. S.

S. Woodgate (White Silkies) /ic, .1. Walker; A. Darbv, Little Neas, Shrews-
bury ; Key. N. J. Ridley (Milays): W. A. Taylor {:). c. U. Feast.
Sflling Class.— 1, F. Bed ord, Great Berkhampatead ( White Cochins). 2, J.

K. Fowler. 3. C. Blood »:orth (Silver Polands). he, T. Kiug^ley (Ducks), c, R.
Harve.v, Chadlington, En&tone.
Extra Stock — w/ic, sir A. de Rothschild (Pheasants),

Judge.— Mr. E. Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Bir-
mingham.

DERBY POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The above Show was held in two spacious marquees in the

grounds adjoining the Derby Cattle Market on Wednesday the
23rd of September. On the whole the Show was a most success-
ful affair, vast numbers of people visiting it. The principal
attractions were the Geese, DuckSj and Turkeys ; the Brahmas
and Dorkings also being good.
The Pigeons were few in number; the Fantails being the

best.
Tne .Tuds:e3 were the Rev. T. 0. Grady and Mr. J. R. Dobbin.

The following are the awards :

—

UnRViisG^.— Coloured —\ and 2, Mrs. Arkwright. Sutton Scarsdale. he. C. R.
Colviile. Lullinglon. White.—l, Mrs. A. Eley, Hill Top. 2, S. T, Vernon, Kirk
Jjangley.

^^•*.M3H — 1 and c, W. Storer, Mickleover. 2 and he G. A. Crewe, Etwall.
Game.—Z'arfc-ftrfa.tfcfi.-l. Earl Loudoun. 3, C. Jordan, Thulaton. h''. Farl

Loudoun: W. Hollingworth. Dale Abbey ; G. Cowlishiw, Derby ; J. A. Wheat-
croft, c. Earl Loud..h. White or Pile.—\ and 2, G. Cowliahaw.
\\&fABVRGB..—Gold-pencHled.—\ and che, W. Jackson. Atiow. 2. J. Langley,

Mickleover. Gohi-><.i>a'tQhd.— \, Wilhheld. 2, C. Pickering, Kirk Lansley.
ail'"-r-pinuiiled.—\, K. W. McynelL 2 and he, H. G. Brough, Braileford. bilver-
spanjled.-i and he. C. Picker ng. 2. H Hinckley, Radborne.
C >chi.*<-Chinas.— 1. Rev. K Fielden. Mugninton; Rev. K. Story, Lockington.

2, Rev. R. Fie'den. he, F. Holbroob, Derby.
hR\nMi,a.—Li;7't(— 1, W. Thorn. stanton-by-Bridge. 2, F. Holbrnok. Dark.—

1 and 2, Mrs Arkwright. he, F. Holbrook ; Rev. R. Story ; G A. Crewe.
(jftossRRED or any othkr Distisct VARIETY.—1, A. F. Hurc, Ravenstone.

2, *^. T. Vernon he and c, Rev. R. Fielden.
D JCKs.- fioweji.— I, S Riibdon, Melbourne. 2, R. Johnson, Kirk Ireton. he,

G. vTHyuell. Aylesbary —i a.uA 2, G. A. Crewe, /ic, J. Wood, c, W. HolliDg-
worth.
Ge^dE.—1 aud 2, C. R. Colville.
TOttKEya.—1, J. Matthews, Kepton, 2, W. Faux, Coleorton.

PIGEONS.
Bock or Dovecote.—1 and 2. W. K. Dick, Tieknall.
ASTW£RP3 OK Belqiins —1. F. Holbrnok. 2, J. Langley. Mickleover.
TuMBLfraa.- 1, J. A. Wheatcroft. 2 W. E Burrowa. uerby.
F.VNTAIL9.— 1 aud 2. F. Holbrook. he. J. Wood, Suondon.
Any other Disti.vct Varietv.—1, 2, and he. J. Wood.

furnishing me with the name and address of any person who
keeps this variety.

—

Joseph King, Secretary.

WETHERBY POULTRY SHOW.
The thirty-fourth Show of the "Wetberby Agricultural

Society was held in a field on Colonel Gunter's estate, on
September 25th. The day was very fine, and a large number of

fashionable people from the popular watering-place of Harro-
gate visited the Show. The poultry prizes were very poor, a
policy the folly of which we wish to impress upon the Council
of this Society; the entries, consequently, were not large, and
yet there were some very good specimens. Geese were good, but
both classes of Ducks were even better, Rouens aud Aylesburys
winning respectively in both young and old. The two pens of

Guinea Fowls were fine; while Cochins and Spanish'were very
poor; but, as might be expected, the Dorkings in both classes

were very good, the young, especially, being birds of great frame.
Game were of moderate quality, while both Polands and Sam-
burghs were very poor. In the Variety class Creve-Ooears were
first, and very pretty Silkies second. In pullet and cockerel
first were Light Brahmas, second Black Hamburghs.
In most of the classes of Bantams some misconception of the

roles had led to the mixing of old and young in the adult class,

and the consequence was that some of the best in the two
classes had to be left out. In Bantams young Game were first

and Black second.

Pigeons had but one class with twenty-three entries, and
some very good birds were shown. Prizes were awarded in

duplicate. First, by a long way, was a very good pair of Blue
English Owls; extra first, good Red Pouters. S^-cond came a
pair of Silver Dun Antwerps ; extra second, youngDunCarriers,
Third, White Pouters ; and extra third, Red Jacobins.
Rabbits, one class, brought eight entries ; the first were Sooty

Fawn Lops, and second Grey-and-white Lops.

Geesr.— t, J. Simpson. 2, O. A. Young, Drifl&eld. he and c, J. Farrar,
Brackenlhwaite.
Docks.— 1 and 2.— Carver. Boroughbridge. c, O. A. Young. Ducklings.—

1 and 2, — Carver, he, O A Young.
Guinea Fowls.—1, O. A Young 2, J. Farrar.
Cochis-Chinas. — 1 and 2, R. J. Raworth, Harrogate. C. O. A. Yonng.

Chiekens—l, — Ibottaou, Whitby. 2, W. Santon, Driffield, /ic. — Ibottson

;

W. Santon.
Spanish —Blaek.—Chickens.—1, O. A. Young.
DoKKtxr.s.-1. T. E. Kell, Wetherby. 2, J. Robshaw, Whixley. Chickens.—

1 and he. T. E. Kell.
Game.—1 and he. J. Watson, Knareabornngh. 2,0. A. Young, c, J. Robahaw.

Chicken^.—1 and he. J. vVa'Bon 2, 0- A. Yimng.
Poland.— U Miss Pavne. Galway. 2. C Walker, Boroughbridge. Chickens.

—1. O. A. Young. 2, Miss Pavne. c, C. Wa'ker.
PHKA.^&sT.—Gold^n —I, — Carver- 8ilrer.—Chickens.—l. J. Eobshaw.
Chittxprat.— I. WelU & Sherwin. 2. B. Myers, Clint, c, J. Robshaw.

Chickens —1, N. Williams, Knareaboronjh 2, B. Myers.
Baknd')or or Cross Breed —1. O. A. Young Chiekens—l, — Carver.
Any other Distinct Breed.— 1. — Carver. Chickens.—I. — Carver. 2,

Blackb.trouiih & HoHaworrh. /ic, O. A. Young : T. Robshaw; N. WilHams.
BANTiM.--'jlcfr or Gold-iaced.-l.F- pHwell, Koaresborough. 2. Wells and

Sherwin. Black.— \. O. A. Young. Any other variety.—l, C. Triffit. 2, Black-

borough % Hoi.Isworth. Any variety.—I, v> ella Ji Sherwin. 2 and he,— Carver,

c, Wells & Sherwin.

Pigeoks—1, T. E. Kell ; Wells 3c Sherwin, 2, — Carver ; T. E. Kell. 3. Wella
and Sherwin ; O. A Ynuntr. he, T E. Kell (2); Wells & Sherwin (2); O. A.
Young, c, T. E. Kell ; R. Pickert gill.

RiEBiTS,—Land 2, J. Wharton, Bramham.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton.

he, G. H. Atkinson, Wetherby.

Call Ducks at Oxford Poultry Show —Through the kind-
ness of Miss Tarratt, of Ludford. Park, Ludlow, there will be a
cla^s for Call Ducks of any age at the coming Oxford Show,
drake and Duck in each pen. I shall be obliged by anyone

CHADDERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The meeting of the Chadderton Agricultural Society was

held September 26th, and in addition there was a magnificent

collection of poultry, all of this year. The pens were roomy
wire ones, and were well arranged on two sides of the field. The
day was beautifully fine and warm, in fact a thorough summer
day ; and in the afternoon we were pleased to see indications of

the Society not being without considerable funds for the next
year, for visitors poured-in by thousands.
The Game class was the first, they were all shown in pairs.

There were eight entries, and ttie Judges awarded three high
commendations besides the two prizes ; the first went to a really

grand pen of Brown Reds ; the second to good Piles. The com-
mended pens were all Brown Reds. The prize Spa7iish were
very good, both first and second. In Cochins, the first went to

a realty good pen of Partridge, the second to nearly as good a

pen of Buffs. In Brahmas, all were Dark except one pen. The
first was a grand pen in all respects, the second nearly equal

except the pullet. The very highly commended pen was really

good, the pullet better than in the second-prize pen, but not

equal in cockerel. Only the first-prize Dorkings possessed

much merit. The Golden-spangled Hamhurghs were good; the

Silvers very good. Of Golden-pencilled the prize birds were
very good, and in Silver-pencilled the same. We laow come to

the best class in the Show, the Black Hamburghs, they were
really grand—ten pens, and not an indifferent one among them.
An extra second was given, one very high commendation, and
two high commendations. The cup for the best pen of Hamburghs
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was awarded here to one of the beet pens we ever saw, good in

comb, earlobe, and very brilliant in colour. They were bred
and owned by one of the oldest breeders in that locality, and he
has reason to be proud of his success. The Variety class were
all poor. There were some good Game Bantams; first were
Duckwings, second Black Reds.
The Aylesbury Ducks were a good class, but the Rouens were

the best and the largest class, containing fourteen entries, and
many of them were good large birds. Of Geese there were eight

entries, the winners very large.

Pigeons.—Tumblers came first in the list. First were good
Mottles, second good Kites. Carriers were a medium class.

In Owls there were fourteen entries, and four were highly com-
mended besides the prize pens. This was a good class. lu
Dragoons there were fifteen entries, some very good birds, but
as a class we thought it not so good as some we have seen of

late. Belgians were divided into two classes, Long and Short-
faced ; seven entries in the former, and eleven in the latter.

Most of these were very good. In the Variety class there were
twenty entries, and some extraordinarily good birds were
amongst them.
Rabbits.—There were only two classes, Lop-eared and Any

other variety, but there was nothing of great merit.

Game—Cliickens.~\, G. W. Brierley. MiiJtlletoD. 2. J. Fnrtune, Morton
Banks. Keifftjlev. he, M. Ormrud, WalUden, Todmorden (2); W. Barker,
Grewxholme. Todmordeo.
SrwisH.— Chickens —1 and 2, H. Wilkinson, Skipton.
Cocinti-CaiSA.~Chickens.—l and 2, O. Sidgwick, KeiRhley. c, J. Crabtree,

Tont,'e.
BxAuyiA.— Chickens.— I and 2, T. T. Ansdell. rftc, J. Walker, Rochdale, he,

J. Long, Bromlev Oominon.
Dorkings.— C'/ifVA('«s.—), J- Walker. 2. T. W. Winatanley, Hollinwood.
B.AMBVRnns.—Golden-spaimled.~~ Chickens. — \. J. Andrews, Waterliouses,

AsbtoQ. 2, J. l.DDg. he, W. Simpson. '^ilvcr-spangled.—Chickcjig.—'i, 0.
Lancashire, Middl^t.>n. 'i. S Lanca-hire, Middleron. viic, J. Long.

iiA:>iB(inGUs.—<Tol(ieiupencilled —Chicken^.— I, W. Oayton, Keiehley. 2. J.
Lnni?. he, J. t liiidwick. Higher Shore, Littleborough. Silv€r-i}r7ieiilcd.—
CJiicken.t.—l, J. Long 2. H. Smith, Keighley. he. S. Newton. Chadderton.
HAMBURGH3.— Blaek.—ChickenK.—C\ip,S. Lancashire. 2, M. Lancashire; J.

Long, vhc, C. sii'gwick. he, H. Hoyle, Lumb, Newchurch.
Any OTHf-R Varietv,—2, N. Shore, Littleborousih ; -1. Chadwick.
Game KANTAsia.— r;i(VA:f/i,s — 1, R.J. Hartley, Altriocham. 2, W. Babkivell.

Halhwpll. hr. K. J Hiirtlcv ; W. Baskivell.
Selling Class.— C/(;ctt7j,s-.—l, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, Manchester. 2, J.

Ashton, Cashgate, HoUinwoid.
Chickens.— 1 and2, K. Dawson, Cowlishaw, Shaw, he, H. Hoyle. Newchurch.
DvcKs.—Aiileslnirn. - 1 and 2, J. Wal^'er, Rochdale, vhc, T- Wakeiield.

Golborn, Newton-le-Willows, he. R. Hutchineou, Shaw Mobs. Littleborough (2).

Iiaueii.—\. J. Walker. 2. T Wakefield, vhc, S. Drouslield, Wernetti. he, J.
Walker; W. H. KotbweU. Milnrow.
Geese. --1 and 2, J. Walker, he, S- Dronsfield, Wernetb. c, N. Harrison,

Middletoa.
Turkeys,—], J. Walker. 2, J. & J. Jagger, Oldham.

PIGEONS.
TuMBLERa.—1, W. A. Hyde. Hurst. Ashton, 2, W. J. Warhurst, Knowlee,

St(il>bridge. ftc, .T. Stanley, Blackburn.
Cahrierb.—I and 2, J. Stanley, he, S. Dronstield. Werneth.
Owls.—1, S. E. KfUlewell. Ashton. 2. R. White. Manchester, he, A.. Hunter.

Middleton ; W. J, Warhurst : W. \. Hyde ; R. White.
Dkaomons.-1, J. Stanley, Blackburn". 9, R. White, he, S- Dronsfield f2),

Belgians —Loftf7-/acc(i.—l ana 2, 0. Hopwood, Rochdale, he, T. Grunby.
Tonge. Short-fcwed.—l, C. Sutcliffe, Todmorden. 2, J. Stanley, he, C. Sut-
cliEfe: R White (2)

Any Vabifty.— 1. G. M. Gartaide, Broaghton. 2, S. Dronefield. he, W*
Richardson (2); W. A- Hyde.

Babbits.—Spanish—Buck or Doe.—l, E. Higham, Middleton. 2. B. Conater-
dine, Rochdale. Any variety.-—}. J. S. Johnson, Oldham. 2, H. Scholts,
OMham.

Mr. James Dixon, Bradford, and Mr. Peter Eden, Manchester,
officiated as Judges.

DENBIGHSHIRE AND FLINTSHIRE POULTRY
SHOW.

This, in connection with the general agricultural exhibition
of the Society, was held on the 2'2nd of September at Ruthin.
The Turkeys formed the finest class in the Show.
Dorkings.—1, Col. T. N. Leyland, Ruthin. 2, T. Roddick, Penbebwuchaf,

Nannerch.
Game,—1, A, Rickman, Ruthin. 2, C. Miller. Gwvaaney, Mold.
Spanish.— 1, C. Miller. 2. J, Watsnn, Penbedw, Mold.
Any other Breed. — J, R. Taylur. Plas Captain. Denbigh. 2, Col. T. N.

Leyland. he. G. T, Pelham. Waen, Abergele ; A. Kickman.
Tdrkeys —I, J. Griffiths, Wrexham. 2,' W. Smith, Plas Towerbridge.
VvcKS.—Aylesburi/.—l. J. Watson. 2. .T. F. Jeaae, Caefron. Ruthin, he. J.

Griffitbs; L. Roberts. Ruthin. Any other breed —l. Col, B. G. D. Cooke,
Colomendy, 2. C. Miller, he, C. Miller; C. T. Pelham; R. Blezard. c, R.
Blexard.
Gp.ese.—1. R. Taylor. 2, W. Humphreys, Denbigh, he, T. Roddick; J.

Robeits, Bacheirig, Rutbin.

The Judges were Mr. James Dixon, Chester, and Mr. W.
Gamon, Brook House, Chester.

CRYSTAL PALACE CAT SHOW.
This opened on Saturday last, and was continued on the

following Monday and Tuesday, The entries numbered more
than 350 Cats and kittens, all of which were good specimeuR,
and it would appear that the public are becoming educated in
Cat Shows, for all specimens but two sent iu were in accordance
with the descriptions iu the schedule, while formerly it was the
exception to have them put in their proper clasBes. The Show
waa held in the north nave of the Palace, a double row of cages

extending down the centre of the nave, and a row on either side,

backed-up with green baize. Statuary and flowers were in-

terspersed, which added to the general effect. The sales of Cats
were very brisk in comparison with all previous phows. One
Cat was sold for i^lO 10s., and another for i.'5 r)s. All the
animals were well cared fur; they had plenty of fresh milk twice
a-day besides boiled meat.
Short-haired Tortoisrshell-and-white (1 entry).—3/afe —1. J. Hurry.
StiORTimnKD BiiowN Tahbv (U enUiet) —Male.~l, Mrs. Spinka. 2 and 8,

Mrs. E. fcilwood.
SuoRT-HAiKED BLUE oE SILVER Tabbt (5 entrie8).—3fale.—1, F. W. Reynolds.

2, K. Davy. 8, G. Ellia,
Sii'rt-hairrd Red TAimy (3 entries).—JlTa^e.—l, T. Stratton. 2, Mr^. J.

Rowley. 3, Withheld.
Short-haired Ked Tahby-and-white (4 entries).—Jlfa?c.~l, T. Newmarch.

2, W, Birch 3, Miss C. Moo-'e.
Short-haired tipuTTED Tahby (13 entries}.—3Xa^c.—1, T. Wtightinan. 2,

Mrs- Newton, 3, Mrs. C. Smith, he. F, Tyler.
Short haired Bla^^h-and white (3 entriea).—il/aZc.—1, R. Penwill. 2, J,

Bradden. 3, Miss Ferguson
Shoht-haibed Black (5 entries).-Jlfale.— 1, J. Harpin. 2, Mias Terry. 3,

Mrs, Shuckard.
Short-haiked White (Sentries).-Afa7^.—1, Mrs. Lnckin. 2, Mrs. G. Kittlety.

3, W. Whalley he, M as J. Humphrey.
Short-haired Unusual Colour (1 entry) —Male —\. Mrs S. BarneR.
Any other Variety of Colour or Singulau Form ok ^PECIES, Manx, &c.

{5 entries).— !, P. Williams 2, M. White.
Short-haikfd ToRTuisESHKLL [7 entries) —Ftma/fi.—1,J. T. Allcock. 2, E.

Horner, 3. W. Clarke, c, J. Penwill : i«isH B. Billett.

SlIORT-HATnED T0RTOISR8HE!,L-ANU-WHlTK (11 eutries).- Ftf /Hrt/,''.— 1 . H H.
Wood 2 and 3, H. Htrofton, he. .1. Balhmst; Master A. W. Boatrit^it; Mtb.
Bennett, c, Mian Boatnght.
Shoht-iia'Red Bkown Tabhy (7 entriea).—FeHiflle.- 1, A. Hellier. 2. With-

held 3, Mrs. J. Fdwards. he. Mrs. Scott.
SHORT-HAIRED BLUE OR SILVER Tabdy (3 entries) —Female—I, M. White.

2 and 3, Withheld.
Short-haiued Red Tabby-and-white (2 entviea).—Female.—1, T. Sayer. 2,

W. Birch.
Short-haired Spotted Tabby (4 eniriea).—Female.—1, Mise M. Moore. 2,

Mrs- Newton. 3, Mrs R. Martin.
Short-haired Black-and-white (5 entries).-i^t-mafe,—1, J. Harpin. 2, H.

Ranson. 3. J. Geseey.
Short-haired Black (4 entries).- i^cmafc. — 1, T. Weigt-tman. 2, Misa

Merchant. 3, Mrs. isliuckard. he, E, Perry.
Short-haired White (6 entries).-Fcnmic—1, Miss Shcara. 2, Mias M. A.

Willman. 3, H, R. Cannon.
Short-haired Unusual Colours {8 entriesj.-FejHak,—1,—Walter. 2, W.

Kidby. 3. W. Wookey. he. Miss A. A. Barrett.
Any other Variety or Abnormal Formation (5 entries).-1, F. Palmer

(Manx) 2, M. White (Manx) 3. R Williams (Maux). he. M'sa lrpraj,'ue.

Fur the Two Best Marked KiiTiiNs, Any Variety, under .-ix Months
Old (i!0 entries).- 1, W. Sellev. Equal 2, Miaaea Wraaee ; Miss Le Neve Fuatt-r.

;t. Miss A. A. Barrett he. Misses E. A. & F. Houndle ; Mrs. H. C. Ortinn

;

Miss Brander; Mrs. M. WiUmott.
Long-haired Pore White (8 entrie3).-3/'a/f.— 1, Miss E. Fogs^erty. 2, Mias

A Garbanati. 3. T. Weightman.
Long-haired Black (entrv).—Mn^,—1, T. WeiRhtraan.
Long hairs d Tabby (4 enirief).—-Va/^ —1. S. K. ShadboU 2 and 3. Withheld.
Long-haired Unusual Colour {i entries).-il/ait'.—1, Miss E, S. Thompson.

2, Mrs. Lee.
Long-haired Pure White fl3 entries) -Female. -1, Miss N. Quartin. ?,

H. M. Maynard. 3, Miss S. A. Pocock. he, Mrs. O Roebel. c, J. S, Pocock.
Long HAIRED Black (1 t^atryi.-Female.—l, Miss M. Armitage.
Long-haihed Tabby (12 entnes)—Female.— I. Mrs. H. C. Organ 2, W.

Appletin. 3, Mra. Thomson, he, Mrs, Eaale; E. F. Edwa'ds
Long-haired Unusual Chlour (5 entries).

—

Female —I, ulies J. Amor. 2,

Mrs. Brander. 3, J. Peuwill.
For the Two Best Long-haired Kittens under Six Months Old

(21 entries).—!, Mrs, F. Rotch. 2 and 3, Miss M. Cottington. vhe, J. S. Pocock.
he. Mrs. H. C. Orcan ; Miss E. Ackland ; R. PenwiH.
For the Best angoka or Persian in the Show (2 entries).—Jl/aie or

Female,—"Medai, J, Brothcrton.

CATS OF NO SEX, JUDGED BY WEIGHT ONLY.
Heaviest Short-haired—Black. Black-and-white (7 entries). — Equal 1,

Mrs. W. Lemare (13 lbs
) ; D. Tavlor (IS lbs.) 2. P. J. Harribon (12; lbs.) 3,

Mias E. Biiio (1':'; Ih.s.)

HEi.viF.ST Shukt-haired—White (4 entries).-Equal 1, Mrs. T W. Mintnn
(IS.Uba.); C. W. Fletcher (l^^lbs.) 2, Mra. J. Isherwuud (12 lbs.) S, Withheld.
Heaviest Short-haired -T*bby, Any CuLuur (7 entiie-J.-l, C. F. tfuiith

(151b.l2oz3) 2, W. Crole (15! lbs ) 3, Mra H, C. Orgau (ISlbs.)

Heaviest Short-haired—Unusual Colour (3 entries). — 1, Mrs. Hcarman
(141bB.) 2, Mrs Gunner (lUlba.) 3, Withheld
Heaviest Long-haired— Black, Hlack-and-white (2 entries).— 1, Mrs.

Halsey (11', lbs) 2. T. Weightman (lillbs.)

Heaviest Long-haired — White (5 entries).- 1, F. J. Goodall (12; lbs ) 2, G.
Thompson (lOlba) 3. Mrs. F. Hodgson I91b3.)
Heavirsst LnNo-iiAiRED-Tabby^, Any Culour (lentxies).-l.Mrs. D. Hooper

(9 lbs) 2 and 3, Withheld.
Heaviest Long haired—Unusual Colour (4 entriee).-1, A. Mongredien

(11 lbs.) 2, G. F. Cremer (lOlhs.) 3, H. Koblmorgen (U lbs.)

AvY Wild or Hybrid between Wild and Domestic, or Other (I entry).

—Witbheld.
CATS BELONGTVG TO WORKIVG MEN.

Black-and-white (4 entries). -iVaic-Piize, C, Vyse. c.F. Mather.
Tabby-and-white (7 entries). — Prize, J. Smith, he, Mrs. T. Udle; W.

Scrivener.
White ((entries).—Prize, J. W. Gessey. /k, Mra R Day.
Short haired Black (7 entries).—Prize, W. Broderick. he, M, Odle ; Mrs.

Scott: E. Filler, c, Mrs Grayson.
Litter of Short haired Kittens—Any C<*lour (6 entries). — Prize,

—

Snelling. he, Mrs. J. Rowley; W. Headde.

CATS OF NO SEX, BELONGTVG TO WORKING MEN, JUDGED BY
WEIGHT ONLY.

Heaviest Short-hairfd—Tabby, Any Colour (4 entriea). — 1, — Bryant
(12nba) 2 and 3, Withheld.
Heaviest Long-haired—Any Colodr (2 entries).—1, J. Curtia (93 lbs). 2.

Mrs. Glendenuiiiff (9 Iba )

Judges.—Mr. Harrison Weir, F.RH.S. ; Mr. J. Jeuner Weir,

F.L.S.; Mr. P. H. Jones.

BEE GOSSIP.
This year will not have proved an iminterestiog or unim-

portant one in the annals of bee-keeping. Tbeie have bt- . n
some discoveries made, as in the very curious account recently
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given in these pages by unimpeachable eye-witnesses to the fact
that bees will occafiionally tolerate two queens in one hive, or
what is perhaps equally strange, that two queens will live peace-
ably together, sharing the duties of royalty and maternity. It
is only another instance of the old saying, that "there is no rule
without an exception," albeit it is equally true that " the excep-
tion proves the rule." Once only in my experience have I met
with a reported instance of a like kind, but it was hardly so well
authenticated.
But it is chiefly in the science of bee-keeping as a profitable

enterprise, and the attention which has been drawn to it

publicly, that the year 1874 will be a notable one among bee-
keepers. The establishment of a British Apiarian Society is a
great fact, and it is to be hoped that no petty jealousies will
stand in the way of its receiving the adhesion and support of all

lovers of the "busybee." It has always struck me as unaccount-
able that England should have been so behindhand in this
respect, when our American and German brothers and cousins
have for so long set us a good example. Pray do not let us pass
by the present opportunity of retrieving our character for enter-
prise, but join the new confraternity with heart and purse. It

la something to find the Times give space for column after
column in consecutive numbers to a report of the Bee Show at
the Crystal Palace ; and now we have friendly reports coming
in, as from "D.," of Deal, whose tastes are various and extensive,
ranging widely in the domain of art-assisted Nature.
Looking over the entries relating to hive-improvements, t am

somewhat surprised to find none in the direction of self-adjust-
ing hives, such as would give increase of space in an upward
direction by means of a sliding case. Hives of this sort would
be invaluable to those bee-keepers whose one object is honey, to

the discouragement of swarming. They might be called " tele-

scope " hives. I think I recollect some such hive being once
described in this Journal, but it seems to have hardly obtained
the attention it deserved—the principle of it I mean. Perhaps
some of your readers have made trial of a hive of this sort, and
would favour us with an account of it.—B. & W.

BEE-KEEPEK'S CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER.

Under proper management bees require no attention from
September till March. Every hive should be examined after

brood is all hatched to ascertain if there is any foul brood in it,

and also to see if it has bees and honey enough to go well through
the winter. Where feeding last month has not been attended
to, it should be done as soon as possible. I have so often pointed
out the danger of winter feeding that it need not be dwelt upon
here. In cold weather bees can neither impart wai-mth nor
food to their young ; it is, therefore, desirable to avoid stimu-
lating them unseasonably. By feeding them in October,
especially if the weather be warm, it is easy to get a late hatch
of brood. I frequently tried late feeding with a view to
strengthen weak hives, but finding the loss greater than the
gain have long since abandoned this practice.

The earlier autumn feeding is over the better. As soon as it

is over, hives should be protected and covered well; indeed
bees cannot be kept too warm in winter out of doors. Soft dry
hay or grass 3 or 4 inches thick, placed compactly round every
hive under the outer covering, is a good protection from the
cold of winter. The earliest swarmers last summer in this part
of the world were those that were best covered and protected
during the previous winter. Last month your readers were
advised to contract the doors of their hives to keep out mice.
When snow is on the ground bees should be kept in their hives.
This cannot be too strongly insisted on. If bees come out when
snow is on the ground they fall into it and perish. When there
is no snow they may have a winter dance as often as they like.

—A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
PtJXLETs Latino (Capt. L,).—It is early, but uot very unusual, therefore

we need not trouble you furtber, but are equEilly obliged by your offer.

Old Bbahma Cock (F. J. C.).—We will not aay the five-year Brahma cook
is too old, but we should decidedly prefer something younger. We would not
breed from him at that age.

Aerangement for Poultry-keeping (E. E. D.).—Fifty fowls should
have two acres if they are to be kept profitably. The information you quote
is quite new to us, and we cannot think it is correct. Small chitikena should
be fed at first on boiled egg, bread and milk, cooked meat, curd, and meal. Tbe
nest two months tlie chicken will cat more, but its food need not be so costly.

It will, however, far exceed three fartbinga per week. The penny per week for

an adult is marvellous, and on this email outlay she is to lay from '220 to 284
eggs, and these are to be sold at Is. 3rf. per dozen, making £1 4s. Gd. per
annum. Cost according to Beaton's penny " Poultrj' Book," l.s. Gd. Profit for

each hen, £1. As chickens are to cost one halfpenny per week for tn-o months,
then three farthings per week for two months, and one penny per week for

the rest of life, this will, we tbink, be found a correct calculation. We wish
the items of food had been given, with tbe addresnes of those wbo sold them.
Wo recollect when homipopatby first came to the surface, it was defined as " a
system by which the smallest possible dose was equal in its effects to the

largest." One of the early humorous prints said that a guardian of the poor,
a tlioroaghly scientific man, applied the system to the dietary of the inmates
of the wi-rkhouso. He gave six drops of grnel to a pailful of water. The
inmates iocreaeed in weight. To gratify one of those philanthropic guardians
who are always spoiling the poor, he added to each pailful six drops of rum.
They made the inmates so quarrelaome, they were forbidden in future. Some
such system must have been invented or discovered for chickens.
How TO Brand Homing Pigeons {A. K. C.).—The best way is to stamp

with printer's ink on the flight feathers of the wing. Get a "die" made
with your initials on it, and the number of the Pigeon, or, indeed, any mark
on it according to your fancy. With a very simple anangement of an inked
flannel pad with which to ink the die, you can hand-stamp the wing. A die-
sinker would be the man to make the instrument jou need.
Belgian Hark Raj3bit—Lop-ear Slightly Wounded iTgnorance).—

A thoroughbred first-class Belgian Hare Rabbit should weigh from 7 lbs. to
8A lbs. They sometimes reach 9 lbs. They should as nearly as possible ap-
proximate to the Hare in colour, shape, aud habit. No visible white. Above
all, no lop to the cars. They should be bright hare colour between the
shoulders and towards the poll. They should sit as a Hare does in her form.
They should carry their ears like a Hare, both upward and dropping. The
small piece lost from tbe ear of the double-lop should not prevent you from
showing it. In all adjudication, that which is perfect ?«i(s( take precedence of
that which is defective, though the defect be the result of accident. There is

too great a tendency in the present day to seek for dii^honesty in exhibitions,
and to tack on disqualified tickets. It is a pity, aud it is often unjust. Where
a feather is wantmg in plumage which may be only of one colour there is

room for suspicion, and tbe bird should be passed over ; but where it is as
likely to be from accident as design, and where there is apparently nothing to
gain by it, it should be very leniently treated.
Ligurian Bees (M. jj/.).—Your safest course will be to write to the dealers

in hives, Ac, who advertise in our columns.
Feeding Bees (E. M. M.).—Perhaps your simplest plan for feeding your

bees is the bottle-feeder, as used and recommended by the late Mr. Woodbury.
You can get it from Neighbour & Sons, High Hclborn. Feed with a syrup
made by pouring a quart of boiling water on G lbs. of good moist sugar, n
too liquid add a little more sugar, if too thick a little more wa!er. Stir well
till the sugar is thoroughly dissolved. This is the fnod we are now using
ourselves. Bees will fetd from the bottle well in warm weather. The sooner
you feed the better. Cover the mouth of the bottle with a bit of coarse leno.
(M. N- Carr).— If you wish to preserve your bees in the empty hive, you must
feed continuously for a month, giving them as much as they like to consume.
They will require about 4U lbs. or 50 lbs. of sugar made up into syrup. Be-
member tbey have comb to make as well as to store the food. Unless you do
the work thoroughly you will but spend money in vain.

Refuse in Deserted Hive (O. H.).—The piece of comb you sent from a
deserted hive is loaded with bee-bread or pollen, but is in a sweet and natural
condition. In this country bees gather far too much pollen, which occupies
cells in the centres of hives that would be better employed for breeding
purposes. The hive has, we think, lost its queen, and the bees have either
deserted it or, more likely, dwindled gradually away The deposit on the
board is simply bee-bread which has fallen from the cells while robber bees
were extracting honey from them.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat.5r32'40"N. ; Loag. 0^ «' 0" W. , Altitade 111 feet.

Date.
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It was in April I had my peep. The majestic castle was
closed, but the not less majestic Elm avenue was opening the

fresh green foliage, and just adding another glow of life to

the centuries of the past. The fruit trees were a mass of

floriferoug wreaths, bright with hope of a rich harvest of fruit.

It may, however, have been, as it was in too many places, but
the winding-sheet, emblematic of the death, almost before it

had life, of the longed-for, the coveted, the useful fruit. But
some trees were covered—that is, on walls, and they were
covered, not merely veiled with a slender network of hemp,
which is not to be depended on for keeping-out the frost, but
with a closely-wove material affixed on rollers to draw-up and
down as required. That is sensible covering, and in the end
the most economical, judging it by the value of the crops pro-

duced. There are few things in gardening so half-done as

fruit-tree covering. Better by far not cover at all than do it

on the spider's-web principle, and disappointment will be the

less. That ia one specimen of the practical utility of Frogmore.
They were cutting Asparagus, forced of course. But it is not

everywhere, not, indeed, in many places forced as for the royal

table. The beds are covered-in with stout wood shutters

—

there may have been glass attached, I forget, it was only a
rush through, as if the Guards were after us—but there ap-

peared to be pipes running along the covered paths between
bed and bed, and a boiler at the end to feed them. Simple
and effectual again, and well worth the doing. But all over the
beds were sticks stuck about. What for ? Simply to tell

where the blanks were, so that fresh roots could be put just

where wanted at the right time for planting. A capital plan

that. I know a garden where it is regularly adopted, and the
beds are as fresh, and full, and good as they were forty years
ago.

But a man is found to run us through the houses, they seemed
BO busy as hardly to be able to find one. He was very civil and
obliging. Forcing of fruits and vegetables was, of course, in full

swing. Dwarf Kidney Beans in enormous quantities were here,

there, and everywhere. Shelves and stages were not only

filled with pots, but borders were planted with them, and all

bearing excellent crops. " What are the sorts you find the best ?

Some of the new ones must be splendid forcers," was inno-
cently suggested. Mark the reply :

" They may be good, but
we find nothing so useful as the old Mohawk, and grow no
other in quantity." And what is the quantity ? The reply

must be given by time instead of numbers. " We gather
Dwarf Kidney Beans," said our guide, " nine months indoors
and three months out." Dwarf Kidney-Bean forcing at Frog-
more is evidently a gigantic work, well done, and the testi-

mony to the old variety above named is no ordinary one.

Moreover, it is as good outdoors as it is in, and for light soils

especially it is a question if it has any superior, taking into

account quality and productiveness.
Strawberry-forcing is another great work at Frogmore.

Strawberries are grown by the thousand in large 48 and small
32-8ized pots, the kinds used being Vicomtesse Hericart de

Thury, Le Gros Sucre, Keens' Seedling, President, and Dr.

Hogg. The second one named was very highly spoken of as a
great-bearing excellent variety for forcing, and in truth it was
then fine, but so also were the others. They were grown on
shelves in diiierent houses, yet one house was devoted entirely

to this fruit. It was a span-roof with a high flat centre stage

near the glass, and a table round the sides. The pots were
plunged in leaves, and as the fruit was all neatly tied-up and
supported above the foliage it was a fine sight. The man in

charge was evidently proud of it, and well he might be, for it

did him credit. The plants are not stacked to get root-dried

in winter, but are simply protected by fern, and a portion, no
doubt, in the fruit houses. So long as the drainage is right

Strawberries will stand any amount of moisture at any season,

as note the extraordinary crops of 1873 after the extraordinary
downpour of rain of the preceding winter.

The Peach and Plum houses were carrying good crops, but we
will glance at the Vines. No great attempts at gigantic bunches
to startle tbe world and make we small fry stare, are evidenced
in the vineries at Frogmore. The roof is made to carry as

many rods as possible consistent with securing a great number
of useful medium-sized bunches, and berries of good quality.

In a word, everyday usefulness rather than show, excellence

rather than size, would appear to be the ruling principle of

Frogmore Grape-growing. The crops were heavy, and the

inside borders were being fed with liquid manure. The foliage

was dispoeed on what I always lay down as the right and safe

guide, of light for every leaf, and always a leaf for light. If

those little words were always remembered it would, per-
haps, be no worse for Grapes generally. Pot Vines, when I
saw them, were on the point of ripening their fruit, and were
heavily laden. They were trained-up the rafters, and if I re-

member rightly, the pots were plunged. Some of the canes
had been purchased and fome were home-grown, but all were
good, the bought ones, perhaps, the best.

Let us look a moment at the Pines. It was only a walk
down the pits and peep-in now and then. They are grown
in deep pits filled with leaves to give the necessary bottom
heat, for which there is no grand mechanical provision. But
there are grand Pines. As seen in April they were simply in
splendid order, and self and friend mutually agreed on the
resolution that they would make somebody look-out before
the season was over. They did so, and those staged at " the
Palace " in September were right royal specimens. Than
Pines nothing is better done at Frogmore, and if we do not
envy, we may at least seek to emulate the skill of the able

grower of them. The front walls of the pits are, perhaps,
4 feet high. Close to them was run a row of early Peas, to be
followed by Tomatoes. Thus no space is lost, but every spot
and site turned to useful account. To the plants. Well,
plants here are grovm to be spoiled. That is just it. They
have to do duty in corridor and vestibule of the Castle, and the
dry atmosphere, and draughts, and gas tell the old tale

; yet
clearly tbe best attention is given to cleanliness and cultural

restoratives.

On the whole, Frogmore is managed excellently well, and
worth a visit. But how did I get in ? Patronage of course.

A friend of mind was taking a pig to the royal farm—he is a
royal pig now, and it was under the patronage of this animal,
sharing the conveyance, that I got my peep into Frogmore,
and was gratified. We cannot suppose that such influence is

generally necessary to gain admittance, but it so happened,
and I got a rush round without any fuss and was satisfied. I

wrote my name in the visitors' book as I write it now.

—

J. Wkight.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GAKDENS, KEW.
The Cape house is perfumed with the delicious odour of

Aponogeton distachyon. It is flourishing in a large bell-glass

of water, on which the leaves float, intermingling with the
curious two-forked inflorescences. The pure white glistening

bracts which subtend the flowers are the inevitable source of

attraction. In contrast with these are the black anthers and
dark green foliage. Its culture in this way is very simple.

Select a bell-glass or other convenient vessel about 16 inches
wide at the mouth, and about 22 deep. Place soil therein to

a depth of 4 or 5 inches, and plant the roots just beneath
the surface, three of which will be quite sufficient. Dung or
other enriching material should be carefully avoided, as it

merely serves to contaminate the water without conferring an
equivalent benefit to the plant. Carefully pour in water so as

not to disturb the soil ; every week at least a portion should
be drawn oft and be replaced with fresh. It is convenient to

do this by means of a siphon formed by bending a piece of

small lead pipe or other tubing. The interest of this " thing

of beauty " may be greatly enhanced by the addition of animal
curiosities, and to those who possess aquariums containing

such, this plant is to be earnestly recommended. To flower

from the present onwards, plant about the end of Angast.
There is yet time enough to have it in flower for the winter

season. It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Veitchia Canterburyana is one of the finest of all Palms.

In the Palm house a well-developed specimen has long been
grown as " Areca sp., from Lord Howe's Island," and has
been recently proved the above. It is about 30 feet high, and
is almost without doubt the finest in Europe. Those who are

fortunate enough to obtain the seeds must not be surprised if

they fail to grow. Seeds of the genus Kentia (of which this is

a member), almost always reach this country dead. They
should be sown in pots and plunged in a bottom heat of 85°.

When the young plants are spreading their first leaf, pot in as

small pots as will contain the roots without breakiug, using a

soil of equal parts peat and loam. Pure loam may be used

when the plants are large, but for their infantile condition a
lighter mixture is preferable. Small pots should always be

used, as a quick growth is thereby favoured and less room re-

quired. It is of little moment if they become pot-bound ; on
receiving a shift young roots proceed from the stem, which

supersede the old ones. When the plants are growing water
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should be frpely given at the roots, with plenty of syringing

overhead. It does well in an intermediate house.

Cuphea silenoides is a very pretty annual with blood-pnrple-

ooloured flowers. It has been in flower several months in the

herbaceous ground, and is still flowering freely. The plant

is covered with clammy hairs. It is easily cultivated, as are,

in fact, nearly all hardy annuals, a circumstance very greatly

in their favour. Such being the case, and as many good
things are amongst them, it is a mistake that they are not

more grown than at present. An important point and one
often neglected, is that suilicient room must be given for the

development of each individual plant. It is an excellent plan
to sow in a circular drill with an inside cross, the circle formed
by pressing the rim of a large pot on the ground. In this

way the patch can be more easily weeded and thinned than
when sown broadcast.

Parrotia persica, a member of the Hammamelideae, is one of

the rarest of trees. Its leaves are now assuming their autumn
colours, which render it very attractive during that season;
they tarn orange, yellow, and scarlet. Though quite hardy it

is very suitable as a deciduous tree for planting against a wall.

Indeed, in this position only does its beauty become well

developed. It does exceedingly well with an eastern aspect.

The best mode of propagation is to layer the lower branches ;

they root easily, and soon make symmetrical trees.

ELECTION OP ROSES.—No. 3.

In giving the lists of the nurserymen's votes, I may just

mention that some persons appear to have considered that the
Roses are placed by the electors in order of merit. In no
single list is this the case. In the election of 1872 Mr. R. W,
Beachey did place his in what he considered " order of merit ;"

he also wrote a very interesting article on the method of thus
voting, which appeared in "our Journal" about the same
time as the election, but even his list is not thus given this

year. The numbers are placed against them to insure the
proper number of Roses being named, and they follow each
other very often as they come in the catalogues. This accounts
for the fact that Alfred Colomb is so often No. 1. Well, he is

certainly Al, and therefore, perhaps, is somewhat entitled to
head the list. There is one other way in which we may look
at the election, and that is the position of the Roses as to

quality—that is, as to being in the first twenty. This the
following table shows, and if the two lists are compared it will

be found that there is some difference—in some cases very
marked—as to the position in order of merit.

1,
o f Mareehal Niei .

1 Alfred Colomb . 38

5, 6.
\

7.

10.

3. Cbarles Lefebvre 37
4. Madame Rothschild 35

Marie Baumann 34
La France .

, 34
Cumtesse d'Oxford 32
Etienne Levet 31
Louis Van Houtte 28
MaTqui.<i' de Castellanc .. 26

11 12. I
^^^"""^ ^''^^'^^ ^^'^**^®'^* • ^^

'
y OlO' re dt- Dijon 21
J< 'hn Hopper 20
Duke of Edinburgh 20
Pierre Netting 18
Fraii(;oi8 Michelon ]8
Mdlle. Eugeuie Verdier.

.

17
Devoniensii 17
btuateur Vaiste 13

(jQ 21 i
^^- A-ndry 12

" ' • ] Souvenir d'un Ami 12

OQ oq j Ferdinand deLeeseps 11
'^^' '^'^-

\ Emilic Hatishiirg U
01 on J

Camille Beroardin 10
^% JD.

-j j^arfjuerite de St. Amond 10

Oft Q7 I
Eduard Morren 9

^*^' ^'*
1 Marie Rady 9

28 ( Catherine Mermet 8

j Souvenir d'Elise 8
[Horace Veniet 8
Niplietos 6

' Xavicr Olibo 4
Caiuille de Rohan 4
Dupuii-Jamain 4
Madame Lackarme 4
Boulc dc Nfigc 4
Exponitinn de Brie 4

Abel Grand 4

to

30.

31.

32

to

13, 14.

15, 16.

17, 18.

19.

Those in italics seem to have altered their position the most.
Gloire de Dijon, Marquise de Castellane, Emilie Hausburg,
Edward Morren, Horace Vernet, Niphetos, Boule de Neige,
and Madame Lacharme for the better; whilst Dupuy-Jamain,
Marie Rady, and Xavier Olibo retrograde.

Mr. Charles Burley, Paradise Nursery, Brentwood—1, Fisher Holmes ;

2, Comteeee d'Oxford; 3, Camille Bernardin; 4, Alfred Colomb; 5, Madame
Ch'mence Juicneaus ; 6, SL-nateur Vaisse; 7, Marie Baumann ; B, Fraugois
Michelon; 9, Marguerite de St. Amand; 10, La France; 11, Miss Ingram;
12, Madame Rothschild; 13, Boule de Neige; 14, Souvenir de Walmaipon;
15. Madame Willermcz; 16, Mareehal Kiel; 17. Gloire de Dijon; 18. Madame
Margottiu; 39, Celine Forestier; 20, John Hopper—21, Ducbesse de Mornv;
22, Duchess of Edinburgh; 23, Fraiii^ois Fontaine; 24, Duke of Edinburgh;
25, Maurice Bernardin; 2fi, Charled Lefebvre; 27, Baron Hausemann; 28.
Mar«>chal Vaillant; 29, Maiie Rady; SO.Re.vuoldsHole; .31, Camille de Rohan;
82, Annie Wood ; S3, Mou^•ieu^Boucenue; 34, GenpralJacqneminot; 35, Baron
A. de Rothschild

; 36, Beauty of Waltham; 37, Madame Victor Verdier; 38,
Madame C. C-apelet; 39, Madame Hippolyte .Tammii, n.r. ; 40, Niphetoe;
41, Princess Mary of Cambridge; •i2, Caroline de Sansal; 43, Devouiensis

;

44, Belle Lyonnait-e ; 45, Triomphe de KeLnes; 46, Abel Grand; 47, Victor
Verdier; 48, Capt. Christy; 49, Ljonnais; 50, Mdlte. Eugi-nie Verdier.

Mr. C. TtJRNEB, Boyal Nurseries, Slough.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Catherine

Mermet; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, OomteBBB d'Oxford; 5, Exposition de Brie;
6. Dake of Edmburgh; 7. Etienne Levet; 8, Franijois Michtlon ; 9, Otoire da
Dijon; 10, Louis Van Houtte; 11, John Hopper; 12, Madame Rnthschild;
13, Marquise de CaBtellane ; 14, Prince Camille de Ruhan; 15, Marrcbal Niel;
16, La Erauce; 17, Mario Baumann; 18, Princeps Beatrice; 19, Madame Victor
Verdier; 20, Devonienwiy.— '.'1, AbelGiand ; 22, Alba Roi^ea; 23, Annie Laxton;
24, Baron do Boustet'eu ; 25, Belle LyounaihO; 26. Celine Forestier; 27, Dr.
Audry; 28, Edward Murren ; 29, Gtncral Jacqueminot; 30, Horace Vernet;
31,Lielia; 32, Madame Caroline Kuster; 33, Madame Clrmence Joigncaux;
34, Madame Falcot ; iifi, Mudumo Willbrmoz ; 36, Marie Van Houtte ; 37, Mdlle.
Tlurese Levet; 3«, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 39, Marguerite de St. Amand;
40, Marquise de Gibot ; 41, Paul Neron ; 42, President ; 43, Perle do Lyon

;

44,Ro.vuoldaHole; 45, Scnateur Vaisee; 46, Souvenir d'Elise ; 47, Souvenir
de Malmaison; 48, Victor Vt-rdier; 49, Xavier Olibo ; 50, Camille Bernardin.

Mr. B. R. Cant, .S(. John Street Nursery, Colchester.—I, Alfred Colomb;
2. Madame RotbHchild; 3, Charles Lefebvre; 4, Dr. Andry ; 5, Comtesse d'Ox-
ford

; 6, Elie Murel ; 7. Etienne Levet; 8, Ferdinand de Leseeps (Exposition
deBriei; 9, Eraii(;nin Michelon ; 10, Horace Vernet ; ll.LaFrance; 12, Lonia
Van Houtte; 13, Marguerite de St. Amand; 14, Mario Banmann ; 15, Mar-
quise de Cai^tellane; 16, Maurice Bernardin; 17, John Hopper; 18, Devoni-
ensis; 19, Mart dial Niel; 20, Souvenir d'Eliae.— 21, Abel Grand; 22, Beauty
of Wakbam (Madame C. Crapelet) ; 23, Due de Wellington ; 24, Duchesse da
Cayhis; 25, Dupuj-Jamain; 26, Duke of Edinburgh; 27, Emilie Hausbarg;
28, Frauijoia Louvat ; 29, Pisher Holmes; 30,G<-n( ralJacquemiuot ; 31, Gloire
deVitry; 32, Duchesse de Morny ; 83, Hippolyte Flaudrin ; 34, Mdlle. Marie
Rady; 35, Mdlle Eugenie Verdier; 36. Madame Charles Wood; 37, Madame
Climence Joigueaux

; 38, Madame Victor Verdier ; 89, Mad»me Caroline
Kuster; 40, Madame Willcrmoz; 41, Mons. Neman; 42, Pierre Netting; 43,
Camille de Ruhan ; 44, Si'uateur Vaisse; 45, Vicorate Vigier ; 46, Gloire de
Dijon (not fur exhibition); 47, Niphetos; 48, Rubens; 49, Souvenir d'un Ami

;

60, Xavier Olibo.

Mr. H. May, Bcdalc, Yorkshire.— 1, Alfred Colomb ; 2, Charles Lefebvre

;

3, Mareehal Niel ; 4, Madame RothBchild ; 5, Madame Lacharme ; 6, Madame
G. Schwartz; 7. La Frauce; 8, Etienne Levet; 9, ComteBBO d'Oxford; 10,
Princess Beatrice; 11, Gloiie de Dijon ; 12, Camille Bernardin; 13, Marquise
de Castellane ; 14, Exposition de Brie; 15, Camille de Rohan; 16, Edward
Morren; 17, Lyonnais; 18, Pierre Notting; 19, Marie Rady; 20, Stiuvenir
d'un Ami.—21, Louis Van Houtte; 22, Centifolia Rosea; 23, Mdlle. Eugi-nie
Verdier; 24, MdJle. Tht^rcse Levet; 25, Duke of Edinburgh; 26, Marie Bau-
mann; 27. Reynolds Hole; 2S, Victor Verdier: 29, Emilie Uausburg ; 30,
Xavier Olibo; 31, Antoino Ducber ; 32. Princess Mary of Cambridge; 33, Ma-
dame Victor Verdier : 34, Madame Charles Wood ; 35, Emma Courbey ; 36,
Dupuy-Jamain ; 37, Baroime dc Frailly ; 38, Monsieur Noman ; 39, Marquise
do Mortemart ; 40, Fraoi;oi8 Micbelun; 41, Duchesse de Caylus; 42, Duchesse
de Morny; -13, Abel Graud; 44, Paul Neron; 45, Devoniensis ; 46, Richard
Wallace ; 47, htnateur Vaisse ; 48, Marguerite de St. Amand ; 49, Elie Morel;
50, Pierre Seletzky.

Meesrs. Mitchell & Co., Piltdown Niiriierie>t, Uckjield, Sussex.—1, Alfred
Colomb ; 2, Madame Rotbrchild ; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, Dr. Andry ; 5, Duke
of Edinburgh; 6, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 7, Horace Vernet; 8, La France;
9, Louis Van Houtte; 10, Madame Victor Veroier; 11, Mdlle. Eug'-'uie Ver-
dier; 12. Marie Baumann ; 13, Marquise de Castellane; 14, Paul Neron; 15,

Pierre Notting; 16, St'na'eur Vaisse; 17, Xavier Olibo; 18, Madame Mar-
gottin ; 19, Mareehal Niel ; 20, Souvenir d'Elise.—21, Baron A. de Rothschild

;

22, Baron de Bunstetteu; 23, Comtesse d'Oxford; 24, Due de Welliogton;
25, Edward Murren ; 2ri, Etienne Levet ; 27, Fran(;oi9 Michelon; 28, General
Jacqueminot; 29, John Hopper; 30, Jules Margottin; 31,Baronne Haussmann;
32, liaronne Maurice des Graviers ; 33, Leopold Hausburg; 34, Madame Fil-

lion; 35, Mane Rady; 36, Therese Levet; 37, Marguerite de St. Amand; 38,
Mons. Noman; 39, Perfection de Lyon; 40, Princess Mary of Cambridge;
41, Camille de Rohan; 42. Triomphe de Rennes ; 43, Devoniensis; 44, Jean
Peruet; 45, Josephine Malton ; 46, Madame WUlermoz ; 47, Marie Van Houtte;
48, Souvenir d'un Ami ; 49, Mareehal Vaillant ; 50, Souvenir de Paul Neron.

Messrs. Davison & Co., White Cross, Hereford.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2,

Charles Lefebvre; 3, Cjmfespe d'Oxford; 4. Duke of Edinburgh ; 5, Edward
Morren; 6, Fianqois Michelon; 7, Horace Vernet; 8, La France; 9, Louia
Van Houtte; 10, Madame George Schwartz; 11, Madame Rothschild; 12,
Madame Victor Verdier ; 13, Etienne Levet ; 14, Pierre Nutting; 15, Sroateur
Vaisse; 16, Xavier Olibo; 17, Niphetos; 18. Devoniensis; 19, Mart-chal Niel;
20, Gloiro de Dijon.—21, Abel Grand ; 22, Dr. Andry ; 23, Camille Bernardin

;

24, EmilieHauaburg; 25, Exposition de Brie; 26, Dupuy-Jamain ; 27, Gt^neral

Jacqueminot; 28, Lyonnaif-; 29, Madame Bellon ; 30, Claude Levet; 31,
Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 32, Mdlle. Marie Rady; 33, Maurice Bernardin;
34, Marguerite de St. Amand; 35, John Hopper; 36, Marquise de Castellane;
37, Monsieur Noman; 38, Princess Beatrice; 39, Camille de Rohan; 40,
President Thiers; 41, Reynolds Hole; 43, Souvenir de J. Gould Veitch; 43,
Victor Verdier; 44, Catheiine Mermet ; 45, Souvenir d'un Ami ; 46, Souvenir
d'Elise; 47, Souvenir de Paul Neron; 48, Marie Vau Houtte; 49, Ferdinand
deLeeseps; 50, Marie Baumann.
Mr. G. Prince, The Nurseries, Oxford.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Charles

Lefebvre: 3, Cumtesee d'Oxford; 4, Emilie Hausburg; 5, Etienne Levet

;

6, Frantjois Michelon ; 7, Horace Vernet ; 8, Louis Van Houtte ; 9, Madame
George Schwartz ; 10, Madame Hippolyte Jamain ; 11, Madame Victor Ver-
dier ; 12, Madame Roth.icbild ; 1.3, Mdlle Marie Coin! et ; 14, Marie Baumann;
15, Marie Rady ; 16. Mons. Nomac ; 17, Xu-vier Olibo; 18, Anna Olivier;

19, Mareehal Mel ; 20, Souvenir d'Elise.-21, Aunio Wood; 22, AuL'uste Rigo-
tard; 23, Bai-on A. de Rothschild; 24, Baronne Haussmann; 25, Baron Bon-
stetten ; 26, Camille Bernardin ; 27, Ciemeuce Raoux ; 28, Devienne Lamy

;

29, Dr. Andry ; 30, Duke of Wellington ; 31, Dnpuy-Jamain ; 32, Expoi-ition

de Brie; 33, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 34, Madame Lacharme; 35, Mdlle.
Eugenie Verdier ; 36, Mareehal Vaillant ; 37, Marguerite de fct. Amand ; 38,
Marquise de Castellane ; 39, Maurice Bernardin ; -lO, Pierre Notting ; 41, Ca-
mille de Rohan; 42, Sfuateur Vaisse; 43. Victor Verdier; 44, Caiherine
Mermet ; 45, Devoniensis ; 46, Comtesse de Nadaillac ; 47, Souvenir de Paul
Neron ; 48, La France; 49, John Hopper; 50, Gloire de Santenay.

Mr. George Cooling, Batheasion Nurseries, Bath —1, Alfred Colomb;
2, Annie Laxton ; 3, Camillie B'-ruardiu ; 4, Charles Lefebvre; 5, Comtesse
d'Oxfi.rd; 6, Duke of EdiuburHh; 7, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 8, John Hopper;
9. La France; 10, Louis Van Houtte; 11, Madame Rothschild; 12, Madame
Victor V. rdier; 13, Mdllw. Euj^t'nie Verdier; 14, Marquise de Castellane;

15, Etienne Levet; 16, Pierre Notting; 17, Seuateur Vaisse; 18, Gloire
do DiJMu; 19, Niphetos; 20, MaiLchal Niel.—21, Abel Grand; 22, Baron
Louise Uxkull; 23, Beauty of Waltham; 24, Capitaine Lamure; 25, Comte
deNanteuil; 25, Dr. Andry; 27, ComtebsedeCbabriiiant ; 28, Dupuy-Jamain;
29, Fisher Holmes; 30, Francois Michelon; 31, General Jacqueminot ; 32,
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Jnles Marpottin ; 33, Lselia ; 34, Lord Macaulay ; 35, Madame Bellon ; 36,
Uadame Charles Wood; 37. MdUe. Bonnaire; 3*^, Marie Banmaim ; 89, Marie
Eady ; 40, Margnerite de St. Amand ; 41, Paul Neron ; 42. Camille de Rohan

;

43, Princess Beatrice ; 44, Princees Mary of Cambridge; 45, Kichard Wallace;
46, Xavier Olibo ; 47, Devoniensis ; 4S, David Pradel ; 49, souveoir de Mal-
maiaoD ; 50, Souvenir d'on Ami.

Mr. R. Smith, St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2,
Charles Lefebvre; 3, John Hopper; 4, Marie Baumann ; 5, Souvenir d'nn
Ami; 6, Senatear VaifiBe; 7, Comteese d'Oxford ; 8, Etienne Levet; 9, Duke
of Edinburgh; 10, Marquise deCastellane; 11, La France; 12, Marechal Niel;
15, Mariame Lacharme; 14, Madame Victor Verdier; 15, Madame Rothschild

;

16, Gloire de Dijon ; 17, Pierre NottinR; 18, Louis Van Houtte; 19, Bonle de
Neige; 20, Mdlle. Eugtnie Verdier.—21, Devoniensis ; 22, Madame Willermoz;
28, Madame George Schwartz; 24, Madame Jules Margottin ; 25. Madame
Vidot; 26, Mdile. Marie Rady; 27. Mdlle. Annie Wood ; 28, Mdlle, Bonnaire;
29, Perfection de Montplaisir ; 30, Souvenir d'Eli^e; 31, Marguerite de St.

Amand; S2, Edouard Morren ; 33, Xavier Olibn ; 34, Dr. Audry ; 85, Fer-
diiiand de Lessepa; 36. Emiiie Hausburg; 37, Paul Neron; 88, Celme
Foreplier; 39, President Thiers ; 40, Richard Wallace; 41, Princess Beatrice;
42, Francois Michelon; 43, Baronne de Maynard; 44, Elise Boelle; 45,
Abel Grand ; 46, Duke of Wellington ; 47, Dupuj-Jamain ; 48, Reynolds Hole

;

49, Abbe Bramerel ; 50, Perle de Lyon.

MesBTB. CuBTig, Sandford & Co., Devon Sosery, Torquay.~l, Alfred
Colomb; 2, Camille Bemardin ; 3, Centifolia Rosea; 4, Cbarles Lefebvre;
5, Comtesse d'Oxford; 6, Devoniensis ; 7, Duke of Edinburgh; 8. Etitnne
Levet; 9, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 10, Gloire de Dijon; li. La France; 12,
Lffilia; 18, Lonis Van Hoatte; 14, Madame Rothschild; 15, Madame Victor
Verdier; 16, Mart-chal Niel; 17, Marie Baumann ; 18,Marquise de Castellane;
19. Pierre Notting; 20, Souvenir d'un Ami.—21, Alba Rosea; 22, Antoine
Dncher; 23, Baron deBonstetten; 24. Bessie Johnson ; 25, Bouquet d'Or; 26,
Catherine Mermet ; 27, Celine Forestier ; 28, Cloth of Gold ; 29, Dr. Andry

;

50, Duo de Bohan ; bl. Duke of Wellington; 32, Dupoy-Jamain ; 33. Emiiie
Hausburg; 34, Fran(;ois Michelon; 85, Gem-ral Jacqueminot; 36, John
Hopper; 37, Jules Margottin ; 38, Madame Berard ; 39, Madame W'illermoz

;

40, Mdlle. Marie Rady; 41, MdUe. Eugenie Verdier; 42. Marguerite de St.

Amand ; 43. Marie Van Houtte; 44, Niphetos; 45, Paul Neron ; 46, Camille
de Rohan; 47, Rubens; 48, Souvenir d'Elise; 49, Victor Verdier; 50. Xavier
OUbo.

MesBrs. Ewing & Co., Norwich.—1, Alfred Colomb ; 2. Madame Rothschild
;

3. Charles Lefebvre; 4, Comtesse d'Oxford ; 5. Duke of Edinburgh; 6, Edward
Morren; 7, Eiise Bot-lle ; 8. Etienne Levet; 9. John Hopper; 10, La France

;

11, Louis Van Houtte; 12, Marie Baumann; 13, Mdlle. Eugt-nie Verdier;
14. Sophie Coquerel; 15, Devoniensid; 16, Gloire de Dijon; 17, Niphetos;
18, Marechal Niel; 19, Mrs. Bosanquet ; 20, Boule de Nei^e.—21, Anna Dies-
bach ; 22, Comtesse de Chabrillant; 23, Dr. Andry; 24, E lie Morel; 25, Ex-
position de Brie ; 26. Fran^oiH Michelon ; 27, Horace Vemet ; 28, Imperatrice
Eugenie; 29, Lord Clyde; 30, Madame G«ort:e Schwartz; 31, Madame Victor
Verdier ; 32, Panl Neron ; S3, William Bull ; 34, Mdlle. Bonnaire; 35, Camille
de Rohan; 3"', Xavier Olibo; 37, Seaateur Vaisse ; 88, Vicorate Vigier; 39,
Souvenir de Remain Desprey; 40, Queen of Bourbons; 41, Souvenir de
Matmaison; 42, Louise de Savoie ; 43, Madame Bravy; 44, Madame Charles;
4'>, Madame Jules Margottin ; 46, Perle de Lyon ; 47, Sombreuil ; 43, Souvenir
d'Elise; 49, Cloth of Gold ; 50, Madame Caroline Kuster.

Mr. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, Lcyton, E.—1, Alfred Colomb;
2, Charlfs Lefebvre; 3. Comtesse d Oxford ; 4, Dake of Edinburgh; 5, Elie
Morel; 6, La France; 7. Louis Van Houtte ; 8, Madame Lacharme; 9, Mdlle.
Eugenie Verdier; 10, Marguerite de St. Amand; 11, Marie Baumann; 12,
Marquise de Castellane; 13, Etienne Levet; 14. Fraovnis Michelon; 15,
Richard Wallace ; 16, Belle Lyonnaise ; 17, Devoniensis ; 18, Mar^chal Niel

;

19, John Hopper; 20, Madame Rothschild.—21, Abel Grand; 22, Augusta
Rigotard; 23, Dr. Andry; 24, Andre Dunand ; 25, Duke of Wellineton; 26,
Edward Morren; 27, Elise Boeile ; 28, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 29, Fisher
Holmes ; 30, Horace Vernet ; 81, Lyonnais ; 32. Madame C. Wood ; 33, Madame
Noman ; 84. Madame Victor Verdier ; 85, Marie Rady ; 36, Paul Neron ; 37,
Camille de Rohan; 3h, Reynolds Hole; 39, S<nateur Vaisse; 40, Xavier ( libo;

41, Victor Verdier; 42, Souvenir de la Maimaieon; 43, Souvenir d'Elise;
44, Souvenir d'un Ami; 45. Rubens; -id, Marie Van Houtte; 47, Niphetos;
48, Madame Falcot ; 49, Vicomtesse de Cazes ; 50, Catherine Mermet.

Mr. Walters, Mount Radford Nurntry, Exeter.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2'

Camille Lefebvre; 3, Comtesse d'Oxford; 4, Dr. Andry; 5, Etienne Levet;
6, John Hopper; 7, La France ; 8. Louis Van Houtte ; 9, Madame Rothschild

;

10, Madame Victor Verdier ; 11, Marie Baumann ; 12, Mar<juise de CasteUaue
;

13, Seoateur VaJBse; 14. Marguerite de St. Amand ; 15, Camille de Rohan;
16, Victor Verdier ; 17, Martchal Niel ; 18, Devoniensis ; 19, Gluire deDijun

;

20, Souvenir d'un Ami.—21, Abel Grand; 22, Antoine Ducher; 23, Beauty of
Waltham; 24. Camille Bernardin ; 25, Centifolia Rosea; 26, Duchesse de
Caylus; 27, Duke of Edinburgh; 28, Duke of Wellington; 29, Edward
Morren; SO, Elie Morel ; 31, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 82. Jules Margottin;
33, Frauijois Michelon; 34, Madame Charles Wood; 35, Madame George
Schwartz; 36, Madame Willermoz; 37, Maurice Bernardin; 38, Paul Neron

;

39, Mdlle. Marie Rady; 40, Mdlle. Bonnaire; 41, MdUe. Eugenie Verdier;
42, MdUe. M Dombrain ; 43, Pierre Nutting; 44, Stlnateur Vaisse ; 45, Xa\'ier
Olibo; 46, Celine Forestier; 47, Souvenir de Malmaison; 48, Catherine Mer-
met; 49, Niphetos; 50, Princess Mary of Cambridge.

Mr R. Cbagg, Car Cohton. Bingham. Noft.'i.—1. Alfred Colomb; 2, Charles
Lefebvre; 3. Comtest'c d'Oxford; 4, Comtesse de Chabrillant : 5, Duke of
Edinburgh; 6, Emiiie Hausburg; 7, Etienne Levet ; 8. Ferdinand de Lesseps;
9, Fran<;oi8 Michelon; 10, La France ; 11, Louis Van Houtte; 12, Madame
Victor Verdier; 13, Madame Rothschild; 14, Marie Baumann; 15, Marquise
de Castellane: 16. Pierre Notting ; 17, Sinateur Vaisse ; 18, Gloire de Dijon

;

19, Marechal Niel ; 20, Mdlle. Eugt-nie Verdier—21, Abel Grand; 22, Camille
Bernardin; 23, Dr. Andry ; 24, Duchesse de Caylus; 25. Dupuy-Jamain

;

26, Edouard Morren ; 27. Exposition de Brie ; 28. Felix Genero ; 29, John
Hopper ; 30, Hippolyte Flandrin ; 31, Lord Macaulay ; 82. Horace Vernet

;

S3, Louise Pejronny ; Si, Madame Caillat ; 35, Madame C. Wood ; 86, Madame
C. Crapelet; 87, Madame Climence Joigneaux ; 38, Xavier Olibo; 89, Mdlle.
Marie Rady ; 40, Mdlle. ThOrese Levet ; '41, Mdlle. Annie Wood ; 42, Marechal
Vaillant; 43, Marguerite de St. Amand; 44, Sophie Coquerel; 45, Victor
Verdier; 46. Catherine Mermet; 47, President; 48, Souvenir d'un Ami ; 49,
Souvenir de Malmaison ; 50, Maurice Bernardin.

Mr H. Bennett, Stapleford, WH^on.—Alfred Colomb; 2, Baron de Bon-
Btetten ; 3, Charles Lefebvre ; 4, Capt. Christy ; 5. Comtesse d'Oxford ; 6, Dr.
Andry ; 7, Duchess of Edinburgh ; 8, Emiiie Haun^burg ; 9, Eiienne Levet

;

10, Framoifl Michelon ; ll.LaFrance; 12, Louis Van Hontte; 13, Madame

Louise Leveque ; 14, Madame Rothschild ; 15, Madame Victor Verdier; 16|
Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 17, MdUe, Marie Coiutet; 18, Marie Baumann;
19, Marechal Niel; 20, Marquise de Castellane.—21, Auguste Rigotard; 22,
Devienne Lamy ; 23, Duke of Edibbur^h; 24, Duchesae de Caylus; 25,
Duchesse de M'irny; 26, Duchessed'Orleaus; 27, Dupuy-Jamain; 28, Francois
Louvat ; 29. Hippolyte Flandrin ; 30, Madame Buutin ; 3 1, Madame Charles
Wood; 32, Madame Hippoljte Jamain; 33, Madame Lacharme ; ^4, Madame
Willermoz; 85, Marquise de Gibot; 36, Xavier Olibo; 3', Pierre Notting

;

38, Paul Neron ; 89, Madame Marguerite Jamain ; 40, Pauline lalabot; 41,
S'uateur Vaisse: 42, Ferdinand de Lesseps ; 43, Marguerite de St. Amand ;

44, CamUle Bernardin ; 45, Catherine Mermet; 46, Souvenir d'un Ami; 47,
Souvenir d'Elise; 48, Nitjhetos ; 49, Horace Vernet; 50, Madame George
Schwartz.

Mr. Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Charles Le-
febvre; 3. Comteese d'Oxford ; 4. Horace Vemet ; 5, La France; 6, Louis Van
Houtte; 7, Madame Rutht^child ; 8, Madame Victor Verdier; 9, Mdlle. Eugeuie
Vt-rdier; 10, Marguerite de St. Amand; 11, Marie Baumanu ; 12, Marquise de
Gibot; 13, Marquise de CastelJaue; 14. Etienne Levet; 15, Pierre Notting;
16, Devoniensis ; 17, Gloire de Dijon; 18, Niphetos; 19, douvenir d'un Ami

;

20, Marechal Niel.—21, Alice Dureau; 22, Annie Laxton; 23, Annie Wood;
24, Baron Bonstetten ; 25, Captain Christy; 26, Comtesse de ChabriUaut;
27, Dachesse de Caylus ; 28, Dake of Edinburgh ; 29, Dupuy-Jamain ; 30, Ed-
ward Morren; 81. Emiiie Hausburg ; 32, Expoaitionde Brie; 33, John Hopper;
{i4, Jules Margottin ; 35, Madame Chat'.' ; 36, Madame Cbarles Wood ; 37, Ma-
dame George Schwartz; 38, Madame Laurent; 39, Madame Vidot; 4tj, Mdlle.
M. Dombrain; 41. Frau.,<>is Michelon; 4i, Paul Neron; 43, Camille de Rohan;
44, Victor Verdier ; 45, Xavier Olibo ; 46, Alba Rosea ; 47, Catherine Mermet j

48, Madame Willermoz ; 49, Perle de Lyon ; 50, Souvenir d'Elise.

Mr. J. Harrison, North of England Nursery, Darlington.—1, Annie Lax-
ton; 2, Alfred Colomb; 3, Catherme Mermet; 4, Charles Lefebvre; 5, Com-
tesse d'Oxford; 6, Duke of Edinburgh; 7. Dr. Andry; 8, Etienne Levet;
9 Exposition de Erie; 10, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 11, Frani,'ois Michelon;
12, Horace Vemet; 13, Louis Van Houtte; 14, Madame Auguste Verdier;
15, Marie Van Houtte; 16, Marechal Niel; 17, Marquise de CasteUane ; 18,

Marie Baumann; 16, Pierre Nutting ; 20, Velours Pourpre.—21, Abel Grand;
22, Bessie Johnson; 23, Madame Rothschild ; 24, Cheshunt Hybrid; VS, Duke
of Wellington ; 26, Emiiie Hausburg ; 27, Gloire de Dijon ; 28, John Hopper

;

29, La France; 30, Lyonnais ; 31, Duchesse deMorny ; 32, L»lia ; 33. Madam©
V. Verdier; 34, Madame Berard; 35, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier; 86, Pierre

Seletzky ; 87, Claude Levet; 38, Mons Woolfield; 89, Princess Louise; 40,

Princess Beatrice; 41, Prince of Wales; 42, Reine du Midi; 43, Richard
Wallace; 44, Sophie Coquerel; 45, Senateur Vaisse; 46, Souvenir d'EUse

;

47, Thertse Levet; 48, Victor Verdier; 49, Xavier Olibo; 50, Marguerite de
St. Amand.

Mr. Wheeler, Warminster.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Antoine Ducher; 3,
ChtirleB Lefebvre ; 4, Comte de Nanteuil ; 5, Comtesse d'Oxford; 6, Duchess
of Edinburgh ; 7, Edward Morren ; 8, Etienne Levet ; 9, Exposition de Brie

;

10, Felix Genero ; 11, Ferdinand de Lesseps; 12, Madame FUiion; 13, Madame
Moreau ; 14, Marguerite de St. Amand ; 15, Marie Baumanu ; 16, Marquise de
Mortemart ; 17, Pierre Notting; 18, Souvenir d'un Ami; 19, Marechal Niel;

20, Mrs. Veitch.—21, Bessie Johnson; 22, Beauty of Waltham; 23, Charles
RouiUard; 24, Devienne Lamy ; 25, Duke of Edinburgh; 26, Dupnj-Jamain ;

27, Elie Morel ; 28, Emiiie Hausbarg; 29, Frani;oi3 Michelon; 30, Franvois
Lacharme; 31, Hippolyte Flandrin; 32, Horace Vemet; 33, John Hopper;
34, La France; 35, Louis Van Houtte; 36, Marquise de Castellane; 37, Paul
Neron; 38, Maurice Bernardin; 39, St-nateur Vaisse ; 40. Madame Creyton;
41, Madame C. Crapelet ; 42, Madame Cbarles Wood ; 43, Madame Rothschild

;

44, Madame Victor Verdier ; 45, Mdlle. Fernande de la Forest ; 46, Devoniensis

;

47, Gloire de Dijon ; 48, Madame Berard ; 49, Princess Beatrice ; 50, PrincesB
Mary of Cambridge.

Mr. J. DuRBiN, Englishcombe Rosery, Bath.—1, Alfred Colomb; 2, Charles
Lefebvre; 8, Comtesse d'Oxford; 4, Duke of Edinburgh; 5, Edward Morren;
6, Duchesse de Moray; 7, John Hopper; 8, La France; 9, Madame Roths-
child; 10, Madame ClOmence Joigneaux; 11, Madame Hippolyte Jamain;
12, MdUe. Bonnaire; 13, MdUe. Eugenie Verdier; 14, Mttne Baumann;
15, Martchal Niel ; 16, Etienne Levet ; 17, Souvenir d'un imi; 18, Devoniensis ;

19, Catherine Mermet; 20, Frani^ois Michelon.—21, Souvenir de Malmaison;
22, Gloire de Dijon ; 23, Gloire de Vitry ; 24, Mdlle. Sertot ; 25, Mdlle. Annie
Wood; 26, Paul Neron; 27, Madame Scipion Cochet; 28, Madame Vicior
Verdier; 29, Marquise de Gibot; 30, Marquise de Mortemart; 31, Marquise
de CasteUane; 82, Sophie Coquerell; 33, Louis Peyronny ; 34, Louis Van
Houtte; 35, Lord Macaulay ; 36, Princess Mary of Cambridge; .'7, Senateur
Vaisse; 38, Marguerite de St. Amand; 39, Jules Margotiin; 40, Frani;ois

Lacharme; 41, Emiiie Hausburg ; 42, Anna de Diesbach; 43, Black Prince;

44, Camille BernariUn ; 45, Dupuy-Jamain; 46, Pierre Seletzky; 47, Elise

BoeUe ; 48, Pierre Notting ; 49, Charles Lee ; 50, Boole de Neige.

—Joseph Hinton, Warmitister,

I THINK that many readers of " our Journal" will beansions,
like myself, to thank Mr. Hinton for the treat he has been
giving us during the last fortnight. The trouble he has taken
must be immense, and it is pleasant to congratulate him on
complete success.

lu reading over the amateurs' lists I must confess to an
individual feeling of work somewhat imperfect. " Were things

to be done over again all would be wise." If my list were to

write again, dear old General Jacqueminot, Reynolds Hole,

Devoniensis, and Boule de Neige would not be omitted ; Ma-
dame Lacharme's place would be greatly endangered, and
Captain Christy must have come in. But I have felt the

difficulty strongly, which Mr. Hinton rather raises, What ia a
best Rose? I incline to think that, if asked to name twenty-

four of the best exhibition, the best garden, and the best good
all-round Roses, we should most of us give in three different

lists ; at any rate in the two former there would be consider-

able divergence. It is with great grief I see Charles Lefebvre

displaced from the premier Rose throne, nor can I quite

acquiesce in the sentence. I venture also to think that Ches-
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hnnt Hybrid will certainly be seen higb up at tbe next election.

Why Abel Grand has been promoted into such a place of honour

by a' bit;h authority in one instance puzzles me ; nor am I quite

satisfied with the way in which the " Old Glory," as my gar-

denpr calls it, baa been treated. The once well-known owner

of Brockham Lodge, here, used to slug

—

" If ever condemned in the country to dwell,

Oh I give me the sweet shady side of Pall Mall."

And if restricted to one Rose, I believe that many would say,

Give me Gloire de Dijon !

I must confess to disappointment at the way the summer
Hoses have fared. Surely Paul Ricaut has not even yet forfeited

his place in " the box !
" Charles Lawson is most vigorous, and

of a lovely colour. I have not tbe pleasure of knowing your

genial correspondent " D., Deal," in the flesh, but I greatly

admire the Rev. H. Dombrain in the Rose bed. Referring to

one other remark of Mr. Hinton, if he wishes to eliminate,

why not restrict himself to those electors who agree in some

certain number out of the fifty he asks for? and he might

classify if he liked north, south, and mid-England. Roses evi-

dently are very different in different localities.

—

Aian Cheai.es.

I WANT to thank Mr. Hinton and the electors for providing

such a useful guide to small purchasers, who, like myself, can-

not afford to buy a lot of new sorts with perfectly gorgeous

descriptions, and in many instances nothing else to recommend
them. The six Roses at the head of the poll in 1873 are all in

the first fifteen of this year's election. Can anyone desire

better advice than this ? Does it not show that whilst there

will always be great differences of individual opinion, not to

say whimsical fancies, as to the merits of some Roses, yet the

best will be first if proper means be used to arrive at an un-

prejudiced and impartial judgment ? Let those who are about

to begin Rose cultivation be advised to take the first six,

twelve, eighteen, twenty-four, or more of the list published in

the Journal of September 24th, and they may depend upon
having, whichever number they decide on, a really unique and
thoroughly satisfactory collection of its kind. By the time

their ideas have enlarged to fifty or more varieties, enough
experience will have been acquired to do without assistance,

except in the selection of new sorts, and they may then indulge

in as many whims and extravagancies as the state of their

finances will permit.

That there are no really good white Hybrid Perpetuals Is

well known, yet perhaps ifor the sake of effect it would be

desirable for everyone to have a plant of Boule de Neige,

No. 77, or Louise Darzens, not placed, but more hardy and
free-flowering than Boule de Neige. I will conclude with the

hope, which will find an echo in the hearts of all Rose lovers,

that we may soon have a snow-white Alfred Colomb or Charges

Lefebvre.—E. L. W., Yeovil.

Mb. Hinton is quite right in recommending beginners to

try Mario Baumann. It is a mistake to consider this Rose a

weak grower ; Mr. George Paul in his last catalogue describes

it as vigorous. Budded on the Briar it is a good healthy

grower, rather strong than weak. Possibly Mr. Radclyffe has
grown it only on the Manetti. I found it did not succeed so

well on that stock, and I have of late grown it on the Briar

only. I have nearly a hundred plants, and I am undecided

whether this or La France is the best Hybrid Perpetual ever

yet seen ; one or the other is—at least in my estimation. The
only fault I can find with Marie Baumann is that the flower-stalk

being rather long and thin the Rose is apt to hang its head, as

pointed out by Mr. Hinton. I wish Mr. Radclyffe lived nearer

to me, and I would get him to come and see my plants of this

lovely Rose when in full bloom. He would be delighted, and
I am sure would say, "Marie Baumann for ever!" Louis

Van Houtte is robust here on the Briar, and Felix Genero
strong on the Manetti. Louis XIV. used to grow very strongly

with me here on the Manetti, but it was such an uncertain flower

that I long since discarded it. It is a splendid flower, and
not yet equalled in its colour when it comes in character, and
its perfume is exquisite.

Madame Vidot should be worked anew every year on the

Briar ; the blooms on once-cut-back plants will in anything
like a Rose soil be found on such plants all that can be desired.

Of course this will only suit enthusiasts. People who buy
their plants and " stick them in," and take no further trouble

with them, cannot grow Madame Vidot, a Rose which, in my
opinion, is not sufficiently valued. I think, however, that this

Rose is too formal in outline to suit the tastes of many. I

was particularly struck last summer by the fact that several

times when I pointed out what I thought a splendid bloom of

this Rose to ladies—and ladies of taste too—that I got a very

reluctant assent to my remark, " There is a fine Rose !" and

on following the question up, I found that the Rose was " too

formal." The best bloom of Madame Vidot I ever saw was

shown by Mr. Cant several years ago at Epping. Although I

find it do best on the Briar, 1 understood that this bloom was

cut from a maiden Manetti plant. Madame Rivers, which

seems to be closely related, curiously enough does here much
better on the Manetti than on the Briar.—B. H. P.

You will, I am sure, be pleased to hear that Capt. Christy,

Lacharme's new Rose, is a beauty. I cut my first bloom this

morning. It will gladden the hearts of exhibitors, as it is full

of substance, good fohage, the whole bearing of the plant

first-rate.

Though rather exposed at Yatton, Somerset, I can still cut

really nice blooms of Fisher Holmes, Annie Wood, Vicomte

Vigier, La France, Dupuy-Tamain, Pitord, Ferdinand de

Lesseps, Capt. Lamure, Louisa Wood, John Keynes, C61ine

Forestier,Reinedn Midi, Boule de Neige, David Pradel, Madame
Bravy, Climbing Devoniensis, Paul Neron, America, and, of

course, Gloire de Dijon, my desk looking quite gay as I write,

Capt. Christy being a good centre.—J. Hobbs.

THE PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.
I THINK the meeting the other day at Kensington was quite

as successful as we could anticipate. To start a society, form

a committee, and be able to offer a few good prizes for next

year, is not a bad beginning. The offer of £8 8s. for twelve

plants is sure to produce competition, whilst good prizes for

collections of small plants wUl insure variety, and the con-

ditions insisted upon that the raiser's name shall be attached

will satisfy the amour propre of those who produce new kinds.

The pubhc will be sure to benefit by seeing the best sorts in

cultivation, whether raised here or on the Continent, and the

raisers will be enabled to introduce fresh blood into their

strains.

It was also pointed out by Dr. Masters that the species of

Pelargoniums being so numerous, the stimulus of our Society

was very likely to result in fresh tribes of hybrids, which might

be quite as ornamental as the Zonals and Nosegays already

produced. Those who will help us ought to know that Dr.

Denny, of Stoke Newington, is the treasurer ; but I hope we
shall soon see a list of the members published, and any of us

will be glad to receive subscriptions : for such an object I do

not object to beg. The subscription of members is 21;;., but

any sum shall be acknowledged by me with thanks.

i am looking out for ornamental species of Geraniums, and
anyone having such to dispose of which they think might be

useful for cross-breeding would oblige by letting me know.

Can any of your readers inform us of the collections there may
be in existence ? It is a pity any material should lie dormant

which might give rise to new beauties.—J. R. Peaeson, Cldlwcll.

VALLOTA PURPUREA.
I LATELY saw a notice of a seedling of this with a white spot

on one of the petals. I have known the Vallota for thirty-

two years, but this new variety I have not had the pleasure

of seeing. It is rather odd to hear this Vallota named pur-

purea, as it is not purple, but the late Mr. McNab, of the Edin-

burgh Botanic Gardens, told me that it took its name from the

purple colour of the leaves at the top of the bulbs ; but this

seems to me an odd way of naming a plant.

I think the Vallota one of our best of bulbous-rooted plants,

it blooms so freely every year ; and though I used to see it

grown in a stove, it will do equally well in a greenhouse ; and

it is so accommodating that it is grown out of doors as a hardy

plant in Ayrshire, and at flower shows is exhibited as a hardy

herbaceous plant. If it can stand our winters it will become

a great addition to our hardy plants ; a bed of it in bloom

in September would be something desirable. I saw a pot plant

of it last week in full bloom, and there had been thirty-four

stems on it, but a few were cut when I saw it. It was grown

in a pot a size larger than a No. 1 , and was in fine health.

The grower told me there were several varieties ; but very

possibly some plants may appear a little different, according

as they are well or ill grown. The plant was brought from
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the Cape of Good Hope a hundred years ago.-

Ormiston, Tranent, N.B.
-J. Addison,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
October 7th.

The exhibition of Fungi, wiiich waa the principal feature at

this meeting, although of a moat interesting character, waa by
no means large—indeed, in only two of the claaaea waa there

more than one exhibitor. The arrangement of having white
labels for the edible kinds, red for the poiaonoua, and yellow for

those which come under neither category, is an excellent idea,

and adds much to the instructive character of the exhibition.

In Class 1, for a collection arranged according to botanical

affinities, equal first prizes were awarded to Mr. B. J. Austin,

6, Russell Street, Reading, and Mr. J. English, of Epping, who
have each diBtinguiahed themaelves at former shows. Among
the edible species we noticed Agaricus rubescena, procerus,
nebnlaris, personatus, Orcella, prunulus, Oreades (Mouoeron)
sylvaticus, campestria ; Coprinns comatus, the Maned Agaric,

one of the beet ; Fistulina hepatica, the Liver or Beef-steak

Fungus, which ia also excellent ; Russula heterophylla, which
muat be carefully diatinguiahed from a poiaonoua species having
also a green tint; Sparassis crispa, Hydnum repandum, Clavaria
vermiculata andcoralloidea, Lycoperdon saccatum, Cantharellus
cibarius, or the highly-esteemed Chantarelle, Boletus edulia,

HygrophoruB virginus, and Tremella foliacea.

In the next claaa the best collection of edible Fungi came
from Mr. B. J. Austin, and included most of the above, aa well
as Lactariua deliciosua, the Giant Puffball, but not large ; Boletua
scaber, Tricholoma alba, &c. Mr. English was second, and the
same exhibitor was first with the only collection of new or rare

species. In this were Hydnum ferrugineum, Hymenoehfete
tabacina, Lentiuus cochleatus, Helvella lacunosa, Cortinariua
decolorata, Tremella tremulina, and several others, all of which
are of a doubtful character. There was also a class for cul-

tivated edible Fungi not now known in a cultivated state, but
it would appear aa if no recent attempts have been made by
private individuals in thia direction, aa no one came forward to

claim the prizes.

Mrs. Chapman, 36, Lancaater Gate, exhibited a number of

admirably-executed portraits of Fungi.

Fbuit Cojimittee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.B.S., in the chair.

Specimens of Gourds came from the Society's gardens, and
among them was a variety of the Bottle Gourd. A dish of

Shallots, very fine, waa sent by Mr. Garland, of Killerton Gar-
dens, Devon, which the Committee considered a good variety.

Messrs. Maule & Sons, Bristol, sent cut specimens of the fruit

of Pynis or Cydonia japonica, also marmalade made from the
fruit, which fully confirms the first-class certificate awarded to

it at the Society's Show at Bath. From Mr. Chamberlain, The
Warren, Bushy Heath, came a handsome specimen of Charlotte
Rothschild Pine Apple, weighing 8 lbs. 13 oza., which received
a commendution. A similar award waa given to two handsome
specimens of Smooth-leaved Cnyenne, weighing 19i lbs., from
Mr. .Jones, the Royal Gardens, Frogmore.
Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, sent specimens of his new Grape

Waltham Cross in good order, of fine colour and good flavour.

He also sent a bunch of his new Grape Winter Muscadine, which
the Committee requested ahould be seen again in January next.
From Harrison Weir, Esq., Weirleigh, Brenchley, came a seed-
ling Black Grape named 'The Artist, grown in hia ground vinery
—a good-looking Grape, which the Committee recommended
should be grown in heat and sent again. Madresfield Court
grown under the same conditions was shown by Mr. Weir in

capital condition, and a cultural commendation was awarded.
Another Grape came from Mr. Peter Grieve, of Culford Hall,
but it waa not ripe ; the same exhibitor sent a Pear named Lucy
Grieve, which also proved to he unripe. Mr. Bennett, of Hat-
field Gardens, exhibited a dish of De I'Archipel Figs. The same
exhibitor sent some hybrid Melons, which were passed. A
seedling Pear from Mr. Stevens, Trentham Gardens, was like-

wise passed.
A diah of Portugal Quinces came from D. Baker, Esq., of

Shirley Road, Southampton, which were awarded a letter of

thanks. Mr. Webster, of Gordon Castle, Aberdeenshire, sent a
seedling Apple called Northern Dumpling, which when judged
with several other well-known and approved sorts waa con-
sidered a very good sort for that locality. Messrs. Carter & Co.,

High Holborn, sent a new Tomato, a sport from Hathaway's
Excelsior, but yellow in colour. It waa awarded a first-class

certificate. A seedling Apple came from Mr. Perry, Albion
Hotel, Wokins Station, which was passed. It had a very hish
colour. Mr. Hooker, Toddington, Beds, sent a plate of a seed-
ling Damson which was not lipe.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in the chair. From
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, came a large collection of Orchids,
including a number of the hybrids raised at their establishment
by Mr. Dominy. Among them were the lovely Calanthe Veitchu,

Cattleya Dominiana, superba, hybrida picta; several Cypri-
pediums, as Ashburtonise, a pan of the beautiful and very distinct

Cypripedium Sedeni,and a seedling raised from C. Fairrieanum
and insigne. Cattleya fausta, a hybrid between C. Loddigesii
and exoniensis, lilac purple, with a purple lip, rich yellow at

the base, was awarded a first-class certificate. In the same
group waa a splendid specimen of Odontoglossum grande, with
Dendrobium McCarthia;, the Dove Plant, and other species.

Some cut blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums also came from
the same firm.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. .John's Wood, sent pot
plants of Crataegus Pyracantha loaded with fruit, a collection of

Pompon Dahlias, and Golden Chain variegated Thyme, ap-

parently an improvement on Thymus aureo-marginatus, along
with which it was shown. Mr. J. Chambers, Westlake Nursery,
had a first class certificate for Begonia Royalty, with very large

pale red flowers, and the plant of compact growth. Odonto-
glossum crispum (Alexandrfe) with a tine spike, but a poor
variety as regards the size and colouring of the flower, was
shown by Mr. G. Toll, Hullard Hall Nursery, Manchester.
Kniphofia McOwani, with small heads of flowers, in fact a
miniature Tritoma, exhibited by Mr. Green, Holmesdale Road,
Regent's Park, received a first-class certificate. It seems likely

to be useful, aa being dwarfer than Tritoma Uvaria.
Mr. Marchant, gardener to General Hankey, Sandgate, sent

shoots of the Sweet Bay finely berried, and of the Tamarisk
densely set with bloom. From Mr. Crussel, Fairy Croft Nur-
sery, Saffron Walden, came African and French Marigolds, the
former large, and the lemon and orange varieties of the latter

excellent. Mr. B. Porter, gardener to Mrs. Benham, Sion
House, Isleworth, sent a number of seedling varieties of Tro-
pfBolum Lobbianum, and of Pentstemona, which do not call for

special remark; Messrs. Jackman & Son, Woking, Rhododen-
dron aureo-limbatum, of which the leaves are partially edged
with yellow, but the variegation is somewhat irregular, and
chiefly confined to the upper portion of the leaf. The plant,

however, ia very neat in habit.

A few seedling Dahlias were exhibited, but the only one that

gained an award was Sarah McMillan, deep rose, from Mr. Eaw-
lings of Romford.
Mr. W. Paul of Waltham Cross sent six boxes of cut Roses

;

Messrs. Maule & Sons, Bristol, a few cut Orchids ; and Mr. Wood-
bridge, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion House,
shoots of Vitia heterophylla beautifully berried, and than which
few plants could look more elegant and ornamental. A first-

class certificate was awarded.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUITS.

Crindm Moobei. Nat. ord., Amaryllidaeese. Linn., Hex-
andria Monogynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers pink.
" A hardy Crinum is a rarity in English gardens, and, except

the beautiful C. eapense, I know no other but this now in

open-air cultivation ; and beautiful as C. eapense is, it is far

exceeded in size, foliage, and coloiir by the subject of the

present plate.
" Criuum Moorei was introduced into the Glasnevin Gardens

in 1863 by a friend of Dr. Moore's, Mr. Webb, who had served

on the commissariat staff of our army in South Africa, and
had brought the seeds from the interior—as Dr. Moore thinks

—of Natal. During the last five years the specimen from

which the drawing was made has been planted in a border

fronting the conservatory range at Glasnevin, without getting

the slightest protection, flowering sometimes in autumn and
at other times in spring. The leaves are cut up in winter, hut

the bulba are not seriously hurt, and soon recover themselves,

when they push out a fresh set of their broad, peculiarly-

ribbed leaves, 18 to 20 inches long. The bulb is remarkably

long, sometimes reaching 18 inches."

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 6113.)

Brachyseua cnddlatum. Nat. ord , Leguminosse. Linn.,

Decaudria Monogynia.—Native of South-western Australia.

Flowers purple and yellowish green. " ijrachysema undulatum

is a hardwooded greenhouse shrub, requiring the same treat-

ment as Chorozemas, &a. It was raised by Mr. Bull, with

whom it flowered in April of the present year. A shrub,

4 to 6 feet high."— {Ibid., t. 6114.)

Decabelone elegans. Nat. ord., Asclepiadaceaa. Linn.,

Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of Angola. Flowers yellow,

with brownish-purple long spots. " During the month of June

of the present year this extremely interesting plant flowered

for the first time in England, in the collection of J. T. Pea-

cock, Esq., of gudbury House, Hammersmith. A few weeks

later flowers were aUo produced by plants in the Royal Gar-

dens, Kew. The plate has been drawn from Mr. Peacock's

specimen, a compliment which is no more than is due to the

zeal and enterprise which he has shown iu the cultivation of
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succulent plants. His plant has been grafted on a Stapelia,

probably S. Plantii."— (/JwZ., t. G115.)

KNipHorii RoopERi. Nat. ord., 'UWiaoex. Lin?;., Hexanjria

Monogynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers orange, tipped

with scarlet. It is about 2 feet high.

—

(Ibid., t. Gllti.)

Achillea AGERATiroLiA. AVf. orrf., Composita). Linti.,Syu-

genesia Superflua.—Native of Greece. Flowers white, with

yellow disk. " This charming little plant is a native of the

mountains of Greece, and was first detected (in Crete ?) by

Sibthorp, and it has since been gathered on the mainland by

Prof. Orphanides, of Athens, in the middle region of Mount
Olympus, at an elevation of 5-7000 feet.—(/6id., t. 0117.)

WESTWARD HO!—No. 2.

The kindly influences which the Journal exercises on many
of its supporters came to my aid at my next resting place, and

to it I owe my pleasant sejour at Cheltenham. My friends

were (as nearly all Cheltenham was) away frona home, and an

acquaintance originated by our mutual love of flowers and our

interest in the Journal stood me in good stead. I have pre-

viously described Dr. Abercrombie's garden in Suffolk Square,

and the wonderfully fine Pelargoniums, Carnations, and Pico-

tees grown by him. To him, as to a great many, this has

been a trying season—to him more than many, for the soil of

his garden is very light, and many plants which ought to have

grown out and filled up their spaces did not do so ; while

what he calls his gem beds—small beds filled with different

plants, were quite a failure. I noticed one very good effect

produced on his long border by Crystal Palace Gem Geranium,

the flowers being left on, which gave a very beautiful hue of

colour. Owing to a change of gardeners and to an interregnum

of some time his Pelargoniums were not quite up to the mark
of last year, although very fine. Of course I could not be at

Cheltenham without giving a look-in at Mr. Cypher's, who,

however, seems at this season of the year to be in a chronic

state of exhibiting. Travel where you may in the " west

countrie," probably you will see huge vans, with " James
Cypher " on them, performing an up-and-down movement, as

I saw them at Bristol, or impeding your own train while they

are being shunted. At such a time your ideas of flower shows
are not of a very roseate character. Suffice it to say his plants,

which were in the act of being packed when I was there, were

of their usual excellence, and that the bouquets which Miss

Cypher was making up were of that excellence which has won
her so good a name not only in Cheltenham but all through

the west.

Amongst those ornaments of a profession which can boast

of so many good men and true with whom it has been my good
fortune to make acquaintance, are men of very different bear-

ing ; and at the Taunton show last year I had promised Mr.

Cramb, in response to his most pressing invitation, that I

would if possible pay him a visit ; and although it was a very

hurried one, and although the glories of the place where he so

ably acts as gardener have been amply detailed in the pages

of this Journal, yet must I say something of my visit to

TOKTWORTH.
Hurried it was indeed. I had promised to be at Bath in

the evening, and I could not get away from Cheltenham until

twelve ; and when I arrived at Charfield station I found that

I had to walk some two miles and a half to. the house. The
day was lovely, the country beautiful ; and although I was
companionless, I most thoroughly enjoyed a delightful walk.

As I neared the well-known seat of Lord Ducie, on every side

one saw the signs of a thoughtful landlord, for the delightful

residences and well-kept grounds would strike any stranger
;

and when once entered the gardens, the care and skill mani-
fested everywhere bore witness to the fact that it was under
the management of a first-rate gardener, everything was in

such perfect order. The kitchen gardens are at a good distance

from the mansion, and are contiguous to a very excellent house
in which Mr. Cramb resides. Lord Ducie being one of those

employers who consider that their gardener is worthy of some
better home than oftentimes falls to their lot.

In going through the long range of vineries I was particu-

larly struck with the uniform goodness of both Vines and
Grapes. It is well known that Mr. Cramb has been engaged in

a controversy on the subject of calcareous soil and the injury

it does to the Grape. Various statements have been made pro
and con. on the subject; but as Mr. Cramb truly said, " The
proof of the pudding is in the eating. While I had the lime-

stone here I could not grow my Grapes properly ; I took it all

out, and you now see the result." And certainly nothing could
be grander than they were. Along the back wall of the houses
were some remarkably healthy plants of Camellias from which
he had, he told me, taken au immense quantity of bloom.
At the mansion all was in confusion. The conservatory erected
a few years ago had become rotten, and a new one was in
course of erection at a cost of £4000. In front of the house
a very beautiful parterre was in full bloom ; but I had only
time to take a rapid glanoe over it, and the very beautiful

stretch of landscape beyond, with its picturesque lake and sur-
roundings.

I could only give this rapid glance at the beauties of Tort-
worth, but I made a promise, which. I hope to fulfil, of spend-
ing a long day there next year, when I shall be able to say
more about it to the readers of our Journal. I hurried on to
Bath, where I meant to have visited Vellore, the beautiful seat

of my much-esteemed friend the Rev. Charles Kemble, rector
of Bath ; but alas ! when I arrived it was but to hear that he
was laid low in illness, and that to the great regret of his fellow
citizens he had that day resigned his living. I saw something,
however, in the way of fruit-growing which I hope to tell about
by-and-by.—D., Deal.

UTILISING LAWN MOWINGS.
A FRENCH correspondent sends the following on this subject,

but there are few of our English gardeners who are not alive

to their value. They are, he remarks, a manure but little used,
but nevertheless useful in the garden. I refer more particu-
larly to the grass cuttings of large parks, which, if collected in

a heap and frequently watered, would in the course of two
years form a manure suitable for kitchen-garden crops, and
at the end of five or six years would be reduced to a vegetable
mould especially suitable for Peas when mixed with the natural
soil. This mould is particularly suitable for sandy soils, where
it gives the best results ; it may also be used in composts for

herbaceous plants and Pine Apples. It would therefore, adds
our French correspondent, be very desirable to turn to account
in the above way the cut grass from the many beautiful parks
and lawns of England.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 25.

Listening one day to an individual who was humming an
old English song, expressing the romantic wish, "I'd be a
butterfly," &o., we suggested to a friend who, with some mo-
difications of his own, holds in the main to the theory of

evolution as propounded by certain philosophers of our time,

that the words of this piece might be modified to suit modern
knowledge, and made retrospective instead of prospective.

"We do not really hope to be butterflies," said I; "but on
your hypothesis we might sing, ' I was a butterfly ' in the
person of some ancestor." My friend assumed a severe look

at such trifling with science. "No!" he replied, "there's
no reason to suppose mankind passed through that stage of

existence. From the successional order there were various
offshoots during a long course of ages. Man, in the progress

of his development, touched the borders of insect life, he may
even have been an insect, but hardly a butterfly : he must have
been one of the elementary types. Supposing I had a great

aunt who married a John Smith, you would not say that I am
the host of Smiths that may have descended from him, though
these might claim me as a very distant relation." I politely

acquiesced, and remarked, "Then, though Tennyson, in his

call to us urging us to a nobler life, is right in saying

—

" Live upwards, working out the beast.

And let the ape and tiger die,"

we have no occasion to repudiate the qualities of a butterfly,

because we haven't got them." But I have since thought how
these qualities, or instincts if they are to be so called, are mis-

understood by the most of us. 'The traditional character of a

butterfly is that of a selfish, indolent, foolish creature, to whose
career a speedy close seems a fitting penalty. Much of this is

a mistake. On the other hand, as I am reminded by these

sunny autumn days, there are numerous butterflies flying

hither and thither, prudently filling themselves with honey
while they can get it, in preparation for their life of repose

during the winter. With prudence, too, these will ere long

seek out fitting works in which they can await the call of the
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spnug, which snmmoiis them to preparation for the continn-
anee of the sptcies.

But of the seeming relationship between one species and
another, in what we denominate " insect mimicry," we have
some curicns instances in the moth tribes. Thus, in the
' Pnss " (see fig. VO) and the '• Kittens,"' of the genns Dicrannra,
the perfect insect looked at from below, as throngh the Ud of

a ganze-covered box on which it is resting, reminds us of the
head of a white cat in miniature. The caterpillars also when
in the dinfv stage of their early life, as they rest on the leaves
of the Willow, with their "horns" stretched out horizontally
from the extremity of the body, look like black kittens greatly
reduced, the similarity being increased by two little points on
the head projecting like ears. These disappear at a later stage. '

Beferecce has been made to the Puss Moth iX). vinula) in a
former series of papers, as associated with the TViUow tree, but

Fig. 90.

—

BIaix pcss kote asd laeta.

its lesser relatives claim a notice as being occasional visitants
to gardfns, pretty, and decidedly non-injurious. The Poplar
Kitten fD. bifida) used to occur about London pretty generally
some years ago, though now growing scarce; it is, doubtless,
still common in many counties of England, though not easy
always to find. In gardens the caterpUlar feeds on the Taca-
mahac Poplar (Populns balsamifera) , and I have taken it on a
dwarf hedge of the black species (P. nigra) in Brompton, which
bounded some pleasant gardens now occupied by a row of
houses, in which there may be kittens and cats also of a dif-

ferent sort. The mother moth usually deposits her eggs by
ones, twos, or threes, sometimes in June, although occasionally
it may be later. The caterpillars when hatched hold very
firmly to the leaves, liking best to attach themselves to the
midrib ; nor can these be shaken or beaten from a tree in the
way the entomologist finds so efficacious with many kinds that
drop at a sudden alarm. I fancy that the caterpUlar of the
Poplar Kitten most be in its habits not unlike the fat boy de-
picted by Dickens, with so shocking a propensity to sleep at
unseascriable times, fcr Mr. Sewman remarks that he has ob-
served this caterpillar after it has done eating still continue
claspirg the edge of the leaf in a torpid attitude. I am not
sure, however, that Mr. Newman is right in assuming that it

only feeds at night ; at least, such is not the case in confine-
ment. Its favourite position when not eating is the " puss
attittide," with the head and the hinder segments raised. The
head and face are brown, marked with delicate waved lines,
the body of a greyifh brown, also marbled, and edped with
bright yellow; beneath, the caterpillar is of a fine apple green
with purplish dots, this colour extending up the fifth segment
till it touches a ridge which is situated on that part of the

back. The appendages or tubes at the anus (from the interior
of which the caterpillar can at its wUl project slender filaments)
are green, ringed with brown. Having arrived at maturity,
the next thing one of these caterpillars requires is an abode for
the winter. Accordingly, quitting the leaves it crawls to the
trunk of some tree, and selecting a suitable spot between
2 and 4 feet from the ground, it forms a cocoon of strong
glutinous silk with which it mingles fragments of the bark.
This is ingeniously contrived so as to resemble the bark in
which it is embedded, and only the eye of an expert can detect
it. In a few weeks after it is finished, it is so hard that some
force is required to penetrate the exterior with a knife.
The moth, as it is presumed, though its history is not so

well known as that of the familiar D. vinula, is furnished with
a solvent fluid, by means of which it dissolves away the wall of
the cocoon when the time of emergence arrives. It is a ftirry-

Icoking creature, measuring
about 2 inches across the ex-
panded wings. These are of

a pale grey, with a broad band
of dark grey edged with ablack
and yellow line ; beyond this

are several waved black lines,

and numerous black spots of
small size are sprinkled over
the wings. The grey body is

surrounded by dingy bands.
A slight mention should be
made of the closely-connected
species called the Sallow Kit-
ten (D. furcula), a much rarer
insect seemingly, yet which
has many localities recorded.
In Surrey, not far from Lon-
don, I have taken the cater-
pillar on Sallows growing in a
nursery garden. The perfect
insects are so much ahke that
the distinctions are not easy
to state in words, but if we
examine a series of each we
then see shades of difference.

D. furcula is also a smaller
insect than D. bifida. The
adult caterpillars are, how-
ever, so far dissimilar that
there cannot be a doubt about
the distinctness of the two
species, and in addition to

that fact, we have also the
one that each keeps to its

particular food plant as a rtile. One of the habits of the
caterpillar of D. furcula is a "teaser" to the insect-hunter;

it is fond of leaving the growing portions of the plant or tree,

and settling on some withered leaf or dry twig when not
actually in need of food. There is a far greater variety of

colour in this caterpillar than in that of D. bifida, which
makes it quite a beautiful object. The ground colour is white
on the back, and apple green on the sides, the two shades
being separated from each other by an irregular purple stripe

;

there are also lateral stripes of a deeper green. Besides these

markings purple spots are arranged at intervals along the back
and sides, some of them having white centres. There are also

two orange patches on the seventh and eighth segments. The
head is grey bordered with purple, the anal horns purple and
white. In July, August, or September, we may find this on
the Sallows ; the cocoon made towards the close of the summer
is like that of others in the genus, and in it the chrysalis re-

mains till Mayor June. We have in Britain one more "Kitten,"
not a garden species, but it may be named here. This is the

Alder Kitten (D. bicuspis), only discovered as yet in a few
English counties, and seeming most partial to the " Weald of

Sns?ex." The food plant of this is the Alder.

Two moths, which are the English representatives of the

genus Calocampa, resort to our gardens in September and
October after dufk, attracted by the yet remaining flowers.

I have not noticed them close to the metropolis ; in Hfrtford-

shire, especially in the districts about Brcxboume and Ware,
which yield an abundance of the marsh plants that are the

favourite food of the caterpillar?, they are tolerably common,
or wfre a few years ago. Not only do the moths hover over

the flower beds, but they resort to Ivy-mantled walls, intent
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on ths honey afforded by the greenish blossoms of that late-

flowering plant. These insects, popnlarly designated the

"Sword-grasses," come eagerly also to the sngar spread as a

trap for moths by the entomologist. The beanty of both is

more conspicuons in the larval than in the moth state ; still

some persons much admire the rich tints of brown displayed

on the wings of the Bed Sword-grass (C. vetnsta) ; the dark

and crested thorax is also handsome. C. exolita has a cer-

tain similarity to its relative, thongh lighter in colonr, and

a trifle larger." Both have long and narrow wings, curionsly

pnckered np when the moths are at rest, and giving them

rather the aspect of withered leaves. An entomologist of eorne

repute in onr day, slightly given to exuberance of language in

his earlier writings, tells ns that when he first saw the cater-

pillar of C. exolita he " nearly screamed with delight." It was

a pity he did not quite scream ; and as he has given me an op-

portunity of outdoing him, I intend to scream when I see one,

which is a pleasure yet in store, as circumstances have pre-

vented me as yet from looking after these caterpillars at the

right time and in the likely localities. This wonderful cater-

pillar is usually bright green, with two yellow stripes running

from head to tail, and besides thesse a scarlet stripe edged

above and lelow with white; there are also white spots on

most of the segments, some of them surrounded with black.

It has been observed feeding on the Creeping Plume Thistle

fCarduus ai-vensis), and manages somehow to escape all injury

from the sharp prickles of the plant. Other food plants are

the Rest-harrow and the Bladder Campion, also the species of

Scabious. If disturbed, these caterpillars fall from the plants

on which they are feeding, bent in a loose ring. The cater-

pillars of C. vetusta are darker in colour, striped with yellow

and black, and particularly distinguished from the preceding

by the absence of tho scarlet streak, and the presence of a

much larger number of black and white dots. This species

has been taken on the Docks, on Sedges, and other marsh
plants. The chrysalis state lasts but a short time, as the

oaterpillirs of these moths are full-grown in July. Where the

ground is moist below they are said to avoid entering it, and
undergo their change on the surface. Lastly, it should be

added that the moths of both species hybernate, sheltering

themselves from the cold and damp of winter in outhouses,

bams, lie. They are seldom seen in the spring, when they

reappear.—J. R. S. C.

GABDENING AT HOXTON IN OLDEN TIMES.
HoXTOK was a favoured home of some of the most noted

gardeners in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. One
of the earliest of these was Gourle, who flourished in the reigu

of Charles II., and whose name has come down to us in an
anagrammatic form attached to the Xectariue he successfully

raised—viz., the E'.ruge. George Eicketts, Pearson, and
WiUiam Darby are all three mentioned in Gibson's curious

account of gardens near London, in December, 1691. Eicketts

cultivated more than 190 kinds of TuUps. and he possessed

the richest and most complete collection of flowering trees and
shrubs in the kingdom ; Pearson had the best assortment of

Anemones about London, and sold " them only to gentlemen ;

"

and Darby was known as one of the first in England to culti-

vate exotic plants. He was succeeded by John Cowell, in

whose garden flourished the Cereus and the Glastonbury Thorn.
A great American Aloe was bought by D.irby when it was
twenty years old, and it remained in his garden for forty years,

after which it came into Cowell's possession. When it was
seventy-two years old it began to open its crown for flowering,

and in June, 1729, it flowered magnificently. Large numbers
of visitors were drawn to the gardens to see this curiosity.

Another noted Hoxton gardener was Benedict Whitmell

;

but the most distinguished of the fraternity was Thomas Fair-

child, who, by the judicious bequest of the small sum of £2.5,

has succeeded in preventing his name from ever being forgotten.

Fairchild united a love of science with the practice of his ait,

and contributed a paper on the motion of sap in plants to

the Royal Society, which was printed in the " Philosophical

Transactions." His grounds were afterwards known as

Selby's Gardens, and extended from the west end of Ivy Lane
to the New North Eoad. Here he cultivated a vineyard as late

as 1722, which is said to have been one of the last in England.
Fairchild, by his will, dated February 21st, 1728, " gave and

bequeathed to the trustees of the charity children of Hoxton,
and their successors, and the churchwardens of the parish of

St. Leonai'd, Shareditch, and their successors, the sum of £25,

to be by them placed out at an interest for the payment of 20?.

annually, for ever, for the preaching of a sermon in the said

chtirch of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, by the lecturer of the said

parish, or such other person as the said trustees and church-

wardens and their successors should think proper, in the after-

noon of the Tuesday in every Whitsnn week in each year, on
some subject relating to natural history." Among the noted

men who have delivered the lecture may be mentioned Dr.

Stukely ; the Kev. William Jones, of Nayland ; the Eev. Samuel
Avfcotigh ; and Dr. Wilberforce, when Bishop of Oxford. In

1750 Stakeley made a note in his journal of a visit to hear the

lecture ; and as the passage gives us a picture of the state of

the neighbourhood of Hoxton at that date, we will quote it

here :
—" I went with Dr. Folkes and other fellows to Shore-

ditch, to hear Dr. Denne preach Fairchild'a sermon on the

Beantys of the Vegetable World. We were entertained by

Mr. Whetman, a merchant, at his elegant house by Moorfields,

a pleasant place, encompass'd with gardens, stored with all

sorts of curious flowers and shrubs, where we spent the day

very agreeably, enjoying all the pleasures of the country in

town."
Hoxton was once noted for balsamic wells, and a book was

written upon them. Sir Philip Skippon, writing to Bay
Pecember ISth, 1667), refers to " the sweet-smelling earth

found in Captain Massey"s garden, at Hogsden;" and eighteen

years afterwards Sir Hans Sloane, in a letter to Ray (Novem-

ber 10th, 1685), gives a fuU account of the earth, and an

analysis of the water found " near the new square at Hokes-

don." Whatever charms Hoxton may once have possessed,

they are all gone now, and yet not many mouths ago. a London
merchant purchased ground there, and built himself a house,

which was finished, and fitted up with an elegant conservatory.

—{Builder.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are gratified to find that Mr. James Smith, who has

been so long at Exton Park, Rutlandshire, has been appointed

to the gardens of the Earl of Dartmouth at Patshull, near

Wolverhampton ; and in making this announcement we can

but say that a better appointment could not have been made.

He is succeeded by Mr. Aheme, from Arundel Castle Gardens.

Tnis season the mintage ok California will, it is

estunated, amount to 10,000,000 galilons, against 4,000,000 in

1873, and 2,500,000 in 1872.

In St. Joseph County, Michigan, the tield of Peppee-

MiNT is not more than half a crop. It is estimated this year

at 8000 lbs. Diy weather is the cause.

STE.\"WBEEEY CULTURE.
I HAVE read a discussion between Dr. Eoden and Mr. Douglas

;

and though on the whole I agree with the former, the latter, I

believe, is quite right in saying a number of his plants die-out

yearly ; and Dr. Eoden says what is likely to be true, that the

soil with Mr. Douglas is not congenial for these plants, and

such I have seen more than once. This district is famous for

growing Strawberries, Easpberries, and Gooseberries. Fordell

Dea, a place celebrated in Scotland for growing Strawberries,

is within three miles of this; and the late Mr. Moffat, whose

name is celebrated in Edinburgh for FordeUDea Strawberries,

told me he grew them for fourteen years without renewing

them, and then he rested the laud one year, manured it, and

planted on the same land. But it is a deep heavy soU, and

such the Strawberry deUghts in, while on land the reverse the

plants will die-out yearly. I have been acquainted with Straw-

berries for forty-seven years, and the best I ever saw was at

Glamis Castle, "Forfar, "this year. The sorts were Eclipse

and Elton. Keens' Seedling was about past. At Yeeter,

Haddingtonshire, the seat of the Marquis of Tweedale, they

were equallv good. The soil in both places is very strong

and deep, and a Uttle cold, .\bout 1} lb. would be gathered

off one plant, but the plants were nearly '-' feet between each

other, and nearly 3 feet between the rows. It was a treat to

see the berries hanging round the plants. Within four miles

of this there are two hundred acres of Strawberries grown, but

at Ormiston three to four crops only are got, when the plants

must be cleared off. The soU is lightish, with a gravelly sub-

soil. The fruit is sent to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, and

Aberdeen, often in barrels, but for the Edinburgh market it

is sent in small round baskets which hold IJ-lb., and sell

from 6(f. to l,^. each. At 6rf. they give a good return if the
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atop is gooiL Wltai planted in April the {mil is bv in the

lacgest& foUonng rsa^i 1*°^ ^^ <^^P '"^ °^' ^ >'^' ^^^ <^

wbak it max be tbe aeeond 7«sr.—J. Ajooisos, Onni.<;oiit.

LIQUORICE.
Thk not ol Uiis plant {ji-i. 91) has been eommended as a

jltfttsuA aai effiooot medioBe from the time of Tbeophrastos,
ami in tnrnr eoimfaty it has a name meaning dth^ " a ;wE«t

loot" at "ple^aat fla-

Totir. " Its botaniealname,
OIji^TTxhiiza, is litenl^
** Toe Sweet Boot" Iirte,

vtiting in laTS, seens to

ham thoo^Uit ahncet the
mnasaIaiedioine,fQi he
a^^ "X^coBse and the

jojea ttieceaf is a foiy
good aad vholesame me-
tleone, fit to asswage
p^na, to soReak, and
waiB vbofe ; Totr proper
andagieeable to the tx\^t,

the longes, therajmee. the

kidiKTes aiLdt^e bliiddeT.''

It is a naJiTs of soothem
Boiope, bat speeiallT oi

Spain, vbere it is Uzvreiy

eoBnaied, and itsizispis-

satad joiee exported and
bnown in eosunEiee as
-• Spaciih li^ncxiee."

Slow DKcrds that " the
plaatT^^' sci grosing of

liicrUh. cegvii: inEngland
sboct the aret veir of

Eiiz4fceth,- 1.5o3.' It be-

lame so Urge a joodoee
of the neighboaihood of

the town in ToAshire,
jiie name of which was
applied, that the dried

juice aeqirired the name
of • FozLteirac: CakcS.

'

HEATING BY GAS.
I s^ncED a shcr; time

ago oce of tohz contn-
bvbKs lecozded some of

his faifanes for the gind-

anee of othss. I voold
tike to eommmneate my
eipmeuee in hfting a
ftiuaihoose b; gas, and
xa ao doing my oiqeet is

to deter otttoa from tak-

ing gas ita that pmpoee
"^^*gg the exp>^iin»^ntnfM

hare pfilimitad mrann,
and tiiB ooat ia qvite a

l^bowe IB etaadedoa
tTirmridrn bylo^vaDs.
Tba aaHyaaauajaie is iiie

east, nid I get ¥«(y little beat from the sim. The hoase

is a apan^oof about 8 feet 4 inches long by 7 feet vide. I

hare a gas bailer (maia by one of the best-known makers of

gas boilaE), and lepresented as intended to heat 50 to 60 feet

of SJndi fifi^. ISie boils is outside the greenhouse, bnt

joDBS qmte dose np to it, and is veil eoTeied-in by a small

^baed potting-shed entire^ protected from the weather. Up
eaA side of tlie boose are fozir rows of 1-ineh piping—in

an aboot 70 feet of 1-inch laping. The gas is conveyed from
my M*>*«g" Dmicg the month of Jane I nsed gas for heat-

ing, la the town in vhidi I lire it qjpears that at 11 o'doeh
p.x. ImU &b fane of gas is tsmed ofi at the gasworks.
From seren to eleven in the erooing I got a Tery fair heat
boB it. After defen the tempetatare fell very eocisidaafa^

;

indeed, the beat was insufficient foi the few esotae FenB I

have. In order to get this temperature I bamed ^trom 7 p.it.

to 7 AJi.—that is. in twelre hoars) 120 feet of gas. That
means -2-10 feet a-day, or abo:i; 170O fee; a-week. I cannot
infer from this exactly how much gas would be re>}aired to

keep a sudiaently high temperature daring twenty-four hours,
but I should suppose it would require something like 2350 feet

to keep my house at a suitable heat for exotio Ferns for a
week's time. If so (and I do noi thick t>ii< would t.e suiS-

eient I , wiUi gas say at -L;. a thousand, this means Vj. a-week to

heat a house 7 ieet by > feet i inches. That the pipes and
boiler were properly ar-

ranged I hare no doabt,
having since attached an
ordinary coke bailer to
the pipes.

If any of yonr eone.
spondents can give in.

formation on this subject

I am sure there are many
people who would be most
happy to leam how to

heat their greenhoosee at

.-> reasonable cost withoat
ti;e rrou'c'.e of nring-up.

I enelcse my address, and
should be glad to avail

myself of an opportunity
cf seeing some plaes
heated by gas, and being
assured about the eoet.

Bu: from my experience

I would caution others

n.n to try it on the
sirengsh of cellar di rosf

advertisements and flat-

tering reports. If any of

your readers will commn-
nii^te iroagh the Journal
where a house heated
by gas can be seen, with
the opportunity of see.

ing what gas is consumed,
I wiQ at some time avail

myself of a visit ; and if

I End it can be done at a
moderate cost I will try

and spread the informa-
tion to the extent of my
ability, in the confidence

that small greenhouses
would spring-np by hon-
dreds, and society would
be benefited by the in-

formation.—A. Shaw.

LATE PEAS.
L? I might ttaitnie to

He.9L—IJilcasicE.

tack an addendom to Hr.
Abbey's notes on Peas, I
woold name one I recently
saw in the eelebiated gar-

den of Dnimlanzig Caitie.

It is, Hr. ThnwiHnn as-

sBDced me, the Fea <d Baas
for late work, and evenKe

Pfais Ultra, good as it is, was set aside for extended plantations

of the one I saw doing so welL I never heard the name nor
saw the Pea before, but was at once arrested by its appearanee.

It is a tall grower, fall of pods and blossom, and will go on
producing nntil froet. As to quahty, imle^ it was very good
we may be very certain it would have no place there. Lynn's
Black-eyed Marrow is its name. I have not seen it in any list,

Mr. Thomson's supply is from ilr. Methven, Edinburgh. Late
Peas are such an important crop, thai nothing really and
specify good should 'oe permitted to escape notice, and I note
t>iig variety because I saw it in such fine form, and because the

authority as to its excellent qualities is so reliable.—J. Wsight.

PisTBiEmos OF Plxnts.—The Commissicners of Her
Majesty's Works and Pnhiic Boildings intend to give this
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autamn, among tho working clasees and the poor inbabitactB

of London, the Borplua bedding-ont plants in Batttrsca, Hyde,
the Kegent's, and Victoria Parks, and in the Boyal Gardens,
Kew, and the Pleasure Gardens, Hampton Court. If the

clergy, school committees, and others interested will make
appUcation to the Superintendent of tbe park nearest to their

respective parishes, or to the Director of the Boyal Gardenp,
Kew, or the Superintendent of Hampton Court Gardens, in
the cases of person.? residing in those neighbonrboods, thty
will receive early intimation of tbe number of plants that can
be allotted to each applicaot, and of tte tine and manner of
their distribution.

THE CARPET AND TAPESTRY BEDS AT HAMPTON COURT.—No. 4.

1, Agave axnencana variegata, yonng plant,

2, EcbeTerla metaUica.

3, Altemanthera amabOi?.

4, Lcb«Iia poinila grandiflora.

Fig. 92.

5, Cotyledon bracteata.

6, EcheTeria metaliica glanca.

7, Cotjledon pnlvemjenta.
8, SempenriTTun califomicom.

9, £ch£Teria Eeeonda glajica, mixed witl\

Sednin glancnm.
10, Echfreria secrmda glauea.

1, Ceraetimn BiebeisteinL

2, PTrethmm parthenifoliam Golden Feather.

Kg. 93.

3, Alteznantbera amabOi^.
i, EcbeTexla metallica glauca.

5, Echeretia metalliea.

6, EcheTeiia seconda glanftft.

—N, Cole, Kensington Gariem.

SEEDLING BRIARS.
Is answer to Mr. Pi. W. Beachey, tbe fault is not in tbe

Briar, it is for tbe want of not having been earthed-up after

planting. The seedling Eriai is ignite as easy to bud as tbe

ilanetti stock ; it requires no pnming, except a slight root-

pruning when planted.

The Briars are best planted with a dibber, and in rows abont
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10 to 12 inches apart, flush to the surface, and 30 inches be-

tween the rows, and then well earthed-np like Potatoes. They
must be kept well earthed-up until the day one is ready to bud
them; then carefully unearth them, taking the soil well away
from the stock on each side close to the root. Clean the

stocks from earth or damp before budding. Bud low, and bind

the cotton wall round so as to cover up every part of the in-

cision made by the knife ; leave the cotton on for three weeks
before untying. Be very careful to keep the earth well away
from the bud so as to kuep the cotton dry, or the buds may
probably damp.off. Allow the Briars to remain until the

following spring, then cut-off to the eye the same as standards.

Good Briars are the most essential things you have to seek

after, and I think it is very doubtful if they can be purchased
at the low price mentioned.—J. Mayo, Corn Market Street,

Oxford.

NOTES ON- VILLA .^nd SUBUKBAN GARDENING.
Pekhaps out of the whole year there is not a month which

brings more important work with it than October. The garden
ought to be thoroughly overhauled, aud any alterations con-
templated must be now planned ; and in my opinion it is the

best of all seasons for planting and root-pruning fruit trees, and,

in fact, plants in general may now be safely transplanted. All

evergreen shrubs may also be removed, especially those of

large dimensions which have been previously prepared. It is

a very good plan, whore the soil is not well drained or is natu-
rally heavy and wet, to dig out the holes some time before

planting, and allow the soil to be exposed to the weather and
become somewhat sweetened. Some gardeners insist upon this

being done in every case, and as it is a step in the right direc-

tion good results may be expected from it. The holes should
also be dug up at the bottom fully a foot more in depth than
that at which the plant is to be placed, and in filling-in the soil

the sides of the hole should be broken down. The principal

advantage in this is that it allows the water to pass away,
instead of holding it there in the form of a basin to the great

injury to the plant; and again, when the roots reach the outside

of the hole proper, there is no check to their taking hold of the

fresh soil.

It is time now to finish the planting of Winter Greens and
Coleworts ; and, in fact, everything that has yet a little season
before it, should be planted without delay. Earth-up the later

t-rops of Celery at every opportunity during the month in fine

weather, and take care in doing so that the earth is first broken
up fine, and at every earthing the first lot of earth should be
put round with the hand and pressed tightly, none being allowed
to go into the heart of the plant, otherwise it will most likely

cripple the latter, and by its holding moisture will cause decay.
While the weather is mild Celery may be expected to continue
growing, therefore do not throw the earth up too high, but at

the last earthing it will not matter so much.
Take up the crops of Carrots, Beetroot, Salsafy, Scorzonera,

and some of the Parsnips. Do not trim any of the former too
closely at the crown, and with Beet the root should not be
broken, or both colour and flavour leave it in the cooking,
iisparagus beds must now be attended to by cutting ofi the
summer's growth. Clear the beds, cover the roots or crowns
with a little manure, and on the top of this put a little soil. Cut
down the sides, and let them remain for the winter. Lettuces

—

plant-out as many as possible in every available corner, and means
must be taken to place a quantity of them in frames for early
spring planting; the same may be said of Cauliflowers, a few
protected in frames are very handy if the winter should prove
severe. List winter, the weather being so mild, they stood
remarkably well under walls without protection. Prepare places

to receive the earliest crops of Endive, which may be taken up
by the root with a little soil adhering to it and kept all the

winter. The roots of the Broad-leaved Batavian and of Friser's

Broad-leaved, if preserved in winter and planted again in dry
soil, throw up some fine, fresh, tender leaves, which, if blanched
the same as Chicory, are very nice, and come in useful when
the supply of salading is short. Gather the ripe fruit of

Tomatoes, and that which is just begun to change may also be
taken off, and if laid in the sun under cover for a few days it soon
ripens. The wet cracks the fruit if hanging out of doors too

long, and then it rots suddenly.
It is time now that all fruit were housed, therefore gather

every sort, and in the most careful manner too, for the slightest

bruise at this time tells upon the fruit hereafter, and affects its

keeping properties. About here Apples are rather a short crop,

and therefore every care must be taken not to spoil them. This
mouth is the time when such tender trees as the Peach are

much benefited by the sun in so far as the ripening of the wood
goes; therefore any superfluous wood which will hinder the ripen-

ing process should be taken out, and that left to form the trees

should be assisted towards the above object. I presume that
since rain has fallen some of the trees are starting into growth

again ; now this should be checked or removed, for it will do no
good whatever.
Let us now look into the flower garden; and here I must re-

mind everyone that it is time to take up all plants required for
autumn decoration, and to have places prepared for the reception
of other stock when the time comes. I allude to such things eb
old plants of bedding Geraniums which it is desired to preserve,
and other things as well : all these may be potted-up with the view
of keeping them in as close quarters as possible. In order to be
safe with all sorts of pot plants that have been standing out of
doors, and the autumn-struck bedding plants also, they should
all be now placed under cover. When this is done let every
plant be cleaned and the pots washel. Afterwards allow them
plenty of air when the weather is favourable, and in order to
make sure of health iu the plants they should he fumigated with
tobacco within a fortnight after admission. As I presume that
all propagation except that of Calceolarias is finished, it will bo
lime to prepare a frame for these. I would advise that, first, the
frame have a foot of rough manure at the bottom pressed firmly,
then (J inches of common soil, and afterwards about the same of
soil finely sifted, and a good quantity of sand mixed with it.

Let the whole be thick enough to bring the soil up to within
8 or il inches of the glass; level it down, and beat it firm. In
this place the cuttings in rows '^ inches apart, water them after-

wards, and keep the lights close; and although the cuttings do
enjoy the light, they must on no account be allowed to flag from
the force of the sun ; the object should be to keep the cuttings
as fresh as possible, and therefore it will do them good to be
occasionally sprinkled with water. After they are rooted air

must be given freely ; for they ought not to grow much during
the dull days of winter. They must be protected from frost, and
therefore material for that purpose should be prepared. Doubt-
less before next month is out the frame will require to be pro-
tected round the sides by a lining of leaves or any other rough
rubbish to keep out the frost. Herbaceous Calceolarias aud
Cinerarias must be potted this month ; the latter will, no doubt,
take their blooming pots, but the former will require another
shift or two in November, as they grow very fast at this time of

year. Prepare soil for Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., of which next
week I will give a list of a few good varieties.—T. Record.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN AND IRUIT OAKDEN.

The season is now upon us when we are driven to our wits'

end to continue a supply of the choicer description of vegetables.

As usual the later-sown Peas did badly, and this can only be
accounted for by the nature of the soil. Light soil on a gravelly

subsoil does not suit any crops of vegetables, and Peas succumb
to the nature of the soil more readily than any other crop, with
the exception of Broccoli, which refuses to grow under any cir-

cumstances. It is almost enough to make one envious to see

the fine crops of Peas this month in Scotland; but then the soil

is rich, well worked, aud resting on a clay subsoil. A very little

mildew only was present on the plants. The varieties that
looked remarkably well were Veitch's Perfection and Bishop's
Dwarf. One would have thought that the last-named variety

would have been elbowed out of existence by the new introduc-

tions. Not so, however ; it still boldly held its own against

such a fine variety as Perfection. When sowing for the latest

crops it is always best to sow the early and late varieties at the

same time. It is likewise important to allow sufficient space

between the rows, not less than 1 feet— 1! feet would be better

—and let the rows run north and south. We remove Cauli-

flowers to a dark shed as they are ready for use. They will not
keep long in a condition for the table under any oircumstances.

We have stripped the outer leaves off, and cut the others close

over with the top of the head ; the stalks were left long enough
to be inserted to the depth of S or i inches in damp sand. The
other method, which is preferable, is to strip a few of the outer

leaves and hang up with the heads downwards. The heads not
yet sufficiently advanced to use have the leaves bent or broken
over them.
We stUl under all favourable circumstances keep the hoe at

work amongst all growing crops, not only because the weeds
grow like magic, but because all vegetables are much benefited

by the ground being frequently stirred amongst them, even more
BO at this season than at any other. Forwarding digging and
trenching. It is well to let the ground be thrown up to expose

it to the action of the atmosphere ; and how much more tidy a

garden looks in the winter, when the quarters are all dug, than
when they are left as the crops were taken from them and also

partly covered with weeds

!

GREENHOUSE AND C0N8ERVAT0UV.
Removing Chrysanthemums into the house. Last year the

buds were touched with a rather sharp frost that we had in the

first week in October, and the result was a large proportion of

malformed flowers on the plants that were grown for exhibition,

and the outer petals of many of them were killed outright.

I Where it is intended to grow flowers for exhibition it is quite
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as well not to have too many on one plant. We usually grow
two or three plants in one pot, and from three to bLx flowers
on a plant, according, to the variety. Some sorts have not the
least tendency to become coarse, ^row them an strongly as it is

possible to grow them. Of this class may be named Antonelli,
Mrs. Rundle, Little Harry, Little Pet, Her Majesty, Lady Tal-
fourd, and all small and medium-sized flowers. Not all the
large flowers have a tendency to become coarse ; Princess Teck,
Piuk Perfection, and others of that class, are never coarse,

(jueen of England, Prince Alfred, Jardin dea Plantea, and more
especially the Bronze variety of it, White Globe, &c., should be
allowed to carry six flawers on a plant. In this, however,
as well as setting the buds, experience is the best teacher.

For instance, the buds of such sorts as Princess of Wales and
Princess Teck should be set about the last week of August or
the first week of September; whereas such varieties as Mrs. G.
Kundle may be set two weeks later. In tying into position the
growths of such Pompon varieties as are intended to make
specimen plants, do not tie-in closely, which causes the plants
to assume an unnatural appearance. Pyramid-trained plants
look well, but are not quite so effective as those trained in the
bush form. A few standards placed amongst the others serve
to heighten the effect. The specimens of the large-flowering
varieties will not require any training until the flowers are well
advanced, when each flower will require to be trained sepa-
rately to a neat stick. It has been necessary to dust the plants
occasionally for mildew with flowers of sulphur, driving the
dust underneath the plants with au appliance made for the
purpose.
A few weeks ago, when writing of the Camellias, it was ad-

vised to place some of the plants early in heat and keep them
there until the buds were well formed. Such plants will be
openiDg their flower buds now, and will continue to do so for

four months. Of course the plants are large. Those plants
that have not been forced in any way will just succeed them.
Tree Carnations have also been removed from out of doors into

the house ; the plants tied-up to the sticks and cleansed from
green fly. The secret of success in the culture of the Tree
Carnation is to pot in good loam, leaf mould, and a little rotted

manure. The plants must be kept free from green fly, and should
be placed near the glass in a temperature of oU^for a minimum;
a rather dry atmosphere suits them best.

Potting the earliest Tulips and Hyacinths ; this should have
been done early in September if the plants were wanted in

flower about Christmas. AU those intended for early flowering
should be potted in 5-inch pots, and plunged out of doors in
some light material free from worms—spent tan, cocoa-nut
fibre refuse, leaf mould, or sawdust from any hardwooded trees.

Coal ashes, which have sometimes been recommended, will oft-

times injure the crowns when they begin to push. Potting
Roses, some of them being large specimens ; others which are
new varieties are smaller. The large specimens are potted in

the same sized pots after reducing the ball of earth sufficiently

to alio vv of an inch or 1 i inch of fresh compost all round between
the roots and the sides of the pot; good turfy loam with a small
portion of crushed bones and a little rotted manure is well

adapted for them. Smaller plants are potted in a size-larger

pot from that in which they had been previously. Ram the
compost in pretty firmly, and plunge the pots out of doors the
same way as that recommended for Hyacinths. Tea Roses
should be kept under glass, as they will not succeed if they are
drenched by the autumn rains. Double Italian Tuberoses are

also showing flower, and are a very nice feature in the furnish-

ing of the greenhouse at this season. We pot these much in

the same way as Hyacinths, and start them into growth in the
early summer months by placing the pots in a frame in a gentle

bottom heat. Red spider is the inveterate enemy of this plant;

it attacks the leaves furiously, and will soon cause the whole
plant to look sickly if not washed off.

FLOWER GARDEN.
It is now quite time that all cuttings of zonal Pelargoniums

and other such bedding plants as were struck out of doors in
boxes were placed in their winter quarters. Even if they are not
liable to be destroyed by frost, it is not desirable to have the
soil in which they are growing soaked with rain. We have put
in all cuttings of such bedding plants as Verbenas, Heliotropes,
Lobelia, &c. Calceolarias will be in good time about the end of

the present month. Lobelia speciosa is invaluable as a blue
bedding plant, and is most readily propagated from seeds, a
superior stock being kept up by saving seeds only from the best
coloured and best habited plants. It is not yet too late to e^ow

the seeds, though ours were put in about three weeks ago. The
double blue variety of L. speciosa has been much lauded by a
few, and as resolutely condemned by the many. It is certainly
not to be depended upon to flower as freely as the single sort''.

Old plants flower well ; spring-struck cuttings have made a miser-
able figure. No doubt if it would flower as freely as the single
sorts it would be a very useful plant. Messrs. Downie, Laird,
and Laing have a very fine free-flowering variety at present in

their winter garden ; it is named Lady McDonald. The flowers

are very large, and said to be almost white in the summer
months ; at present they are creamy white, edged and suffused
with ccerolean blue.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent
to us.]

OCTOnER.
Meldrum 13
Jersey 14

NOVEMBER.
Bory St. Edmunils (Chrysanthe-

mumaj 17aud 18

NOVEMBER.
Jersey II
Cambridgeshire 19
li. H. S. of Ireland 26

DECEMBER.
York l,2,aQd3

TRADE CATALOGUKS RECEIVED.
William Paul, Waltham Gross, London, N.

—

Bose Catalogue.
Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Catalogue of Azalea
indicay Rhoilodendrons, Hard// A::aleas, ti-c,

Davison tV- Whittem, White Cross Nurseries, Hereford.

—

Cata-
logue of Selected Hosts.— Catalogue of Shrubs, Fruit and Forest
Trees.

Groux et Fils, Valine d'Aulnay, Sceaux {Seine).^Prix Courant
des Arhres Frititiers, Arhres et Arhustes d'Omement. <&c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.* It is particularly requested that no communication be

addressed privately to either of the Editors of this

Journal. All correspondence should be directed either to

" The Editors," or to ** The Publisher.'* Letters ad-

dressed to air. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened
unavoidably.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjaatihable

trouble and expense.

Potatoes { T. P., Cantp.rbiiry).—There will ba collections of Potatoes at the

Royal Horticultoral Society's Show on November 11th, also at the Cattle

Show.

Variegated Plantain (An Old Subscriber). — This ia a very pretty

variegated form of Plantago major, and is not at all common, tboagh we
have seen it before. If you can ^'et enough of it no doubt it will make a good
permanent edging. Do not risk the whole of the plants exposed all the

wioter, for we once found a beautifully variega'.ed plant of P. lanceolata, and
thiokins it would be perfectly hardy lefr, it out in the open ground, aod it

perished by the frost. We hope you will have better success. The Forget-

me-not is Myosotis dissitiflora.

laEsiNE LisDENi LosiNG ITS LEAVES (A. W.).—The leaves fell owing to

the plaots being kept in too cold an atmosphere, and not being well estab-

lished before winter. To winter fre^h they require a temperature of not leas

than 5I3-, doing better in one of 55^ to 60"^ at night. In a low tempera'nre
they should not have more water than sufficient to keep them fresh, intro-

ducing them to heat in spring. Alternantheras can be wintered in a lower

temperature than Iresine, but not much less than 4T, watering caie'uUy and
only as required to keep the plants from shriveUing. They are also the better

of heat in spring.

Edging Plants (Diligent Il"ader).—Sa.ntoUaa. incana and S. Chamaecypa-
rissus are not identical. S. incana we consider the better for edgings, bub

both are good. Golden Feather Pyrethrum is better as a golden edging plant

than Arabis lucida variegata, which does not grow freely nar is so certain as

could be wished, but Stellaria praminea aurca is more effective than the

Golden Pyrethrum; both, h )wevcr, are excellent. Dactyli:* glomera'a e!e-

gan'issinia differs from D. glomenita varie^-ata in being of dwarfer auJ finer

growth, the latter being strong in t^rowth and subject to become green or lose

its vavie^'af.ioo. In well-drained light sandy soil it 1^ perfecoly hardy, but. in

wet heavy soil it ia not so, the plants dying off. Dell's Crimson Beet ia the

dwarfest and best.

Wintering Seedling Cinerarias (An Amateur of One Tear's Standing).

—The seedling Cineraria-i may be wintered in a pit or other place where they

are near the glass and eafe from frost. They caunot ba winterel in a hou'^e

from which frost is not excluded. They ought to have a temperature of 40""

to -15° from die heat so as to keep them slowly growing. Admit air freely.

Camellia Eijd3 ih Clusters {JtZfm).—Your Camellias with the buds in

large bunches or clusterd of seven to ten should be reduced to at. most three

on a shoot. Reduce the number at once, but gi-adually at iutervals of a few

days, removing the smallest first, and carefully, so as not to dislocate the

remaining buds.

Camellia Bctds Thinning (Anxious to Learn).—Thin the buds to two or

three ou a shoot, removing the smallest buds. Weak shoots ought not to be

allowed more than one bud. The liowers w U be larger than were you to

leave all the buds, and the plants will grow more vigorouslj acorher season.

If all are left they would b-i small
;
probably a great many WMuld fall, often

most. The centre stage will be the most suitable place for them, also for

Azaleas. Cobtea acaodeus should not be cut down now, but have only water

to keep it fresh, and be pruned in February or March.
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Hyacinths in Glasses (A Lady j4wa(^Kr).—Place the bulba in the
glasses after filling the latter with soft water so that the base of the bulb
just or barely tenches it, always koepioR the water to that level, ami removing
it whenever it becomes impure, as maT be known by the ends of the roots
lookiug woolly ; then replace with fresh which has been kept overnight in
the room with the plants to acquire the same temperature. To keep the
water longer sweet, a piece of charcoal about the size uf a small walnut may
be placed in each glass. Set the glasses in a cool and dark cupboard until the
roots have formed, but remove them to the light before the crown has grown
an inch, and then give air daily if mild weather, but do not stand tlie glasses
on stone, brick, or iron, but on wood. The plants may be epriukltjd overhead
every day with rain water until they come into flower, which greatly invigo-

rates tbera. Avoid frost, wind, and a close room, aud keep them off the
mantelshelf. A window is the best place. October is the best time to place
the bulbs in the glasses.

Ajuga reptans purpcrea Propagation (C. P. B.).—It has dark purple
bronze foliage, and forms a good contrast to Golden Feather Pyrethrum, and
is best in spring, being very valuable for Rpring bedding. It is propagated by
cnttinga of two joints and the 'growing point inserted in sandy soil, kept
moist, and shaded from sun; or they may in sammer, or even now, be put in

on a north border, but would rout at this season more freely in a frame.
Plants for spring bedding ouyht to ho struct eaily in summer, and should
be nice plants by autumn. It is perfectly hardy.

Gardenia radicans in Winter (A Young Gardener).—The soil should
be kept moist through the winter, but the plant needs much less water at

that spason than when growing freely ; enough, however, should be given to

keep the foliage from flagging. Being in a warm house, you will not need to

place the plant in extra heat to produce flowers now and in succession. It is

a stove plant. You would gain nothing by placing it in greater heat, though
you would certainly insure the expansion of the larger buds, and the remain-
ing buds would be needlessly excited. Keep it, therefore, in a temperature of
60^ to 65". An increase of heat in spring, with bottom beat and a moist
atmosphere, would be advantageous.

Epiphyilum Cultdre ITihm).—They should have enough water to keep
the soil moist, but not sodden, and after flowering they should have no more
than sufficient to keep the stems plump until they are started into growth in
spring, then water freely and keep moi^t. They will flower well in a tempe-
rature of 45 , but may be f^Twarded in a stove. The flowers endure longer in

a greenhouse than in a stove. A greenhouse is most suitable for them, with
extra heat when making new growth.

Sensitive Plant in Sitting-room Window (Miss Cat tie).—Yon havo
begun at the wrong end of the year, the Sensitive Plant being an anuual. It

is not likely that you will in a sitting-room window succeed in wintering the
plants, but you may pot them off singly in 3-inch pots at once, draining well,

using a compost of sandy loam, leaf soil, and sandy peat in equal parts,

with a sixth of silver sand. Water very carefully, giving only enough to

keep the plants fresh. It is possible they may survive tlie winter, aud if so,

yoQ may shift them into 6-inch pots when they have filled the 3-inch pots
with roots; water more freely as the growth progresses, and abundantly
when growing freely. It would have been better had the seed been sown in a
hotbed in spring, the plants p« tted-off when about an inch high aud returned
to the hotbed, shifting into 6-Jnch pots when the 3-inch pots were full of

roots, not removing them to the sitting-room until the plants were well estab-

lished in the 6-inch pots.

Camellia Bdds not Opening (TTord^?*;)/).—The Camellia buds you sent
ns are in no way imperfect, the bud being hollow in the centre solely in con-

sequence of the outer petals being more advanced than the central and
Bnaaller ones. The flowers would pmhahly open more freely in a higher tem-
perature, say of 55'^ from fire heat. Give them time.

Wintering Bedding GERANiujia (E. R. M.).—You do not say what con-
venience you have for wintering them, therefore we may not meet your case

by our reply. Take up the plants early in this month, or after the first frost

which cuts off or blackens Dahlias, and strip off all the large leaves—in fact,

all the leaves that are larger than a shilling. Cut back any stratigling shoot
to a young one, trim the roots a little and pot singly in 4-inch pots, or such
a size as will hold the tubers, using sandy fibrous ham with a third of leaf

soil and a sixth of sand. Place in a light airy position in a house with a tem-
perature from fire heat of 40" to 45^ and water to keep the soil just moist, and
when they are growing freely water more copiout-ly. Any irregularities of

growth maybe removed by cutting-in the plants in March, and if put into

6-inch pots then they will bo strong by May.

Propagating Zonal Geraniums (Bepi/infi-).—Shift the plants at once
into -i-inch r ots, and place them on a shelf about 18 inches from the glass in

the Cucumber house. When they have taken to the fresh soil they may
probably have shoots for cuttings. If they have, iusert the shoots singly in

small pots, and strike them in bottom heat. They will soon root, but be
careful not to keep them too moist, otherwise they may damp. The parent
plants should be well but not excessively watered, and when the pots fill with
roots shift into 6-inch pots, and on becoming again established examine them
for cuttings, and shift into larger pots. When you can get a cutting with two
joints and the growing point, Ifavint: thiee jniuts on the plant for future

growth, take off the cutting. This remark applies to the old as well as young
plants, and by following this treatment through the winter, shifting the

plants into larger pots as the growth requires, and taking cuttings as they
present themselves, you will have a number of good plants by May. Cuttings

may he taken up to the close of March, or even early in April. Do not over-

pot, nor, on the other hand, allow them to become pot-bound, and water
carefully.

Edging Plants for Border on Lawn {M. H. M.).—For a permanent
edging to a border on grass. Ivies of the green kinds would not be suitable, as

they would not contrast unless you had the border raised, and then they
would answer admirably. The small-leaved kinds are moat suitable, as Hedera
Donolieriensis and H taurica. The best silver is H. Helix elegana. H. Helix
foliiB-variegatis is also good. The edging may be raised with stones, over

which the Ivies will ron and cling to, and soon form a close edging. The
Enonymus radicans variegatus. with green leaves broadly margined with
white or silver, is excellent for edging; R. flavescena, with leaves of a deep
chrome yellow, is also good, and mi'jht with cutting be kept to the height you
require, it being of free growth, but compact. The variegated Thymes are

desirable edging plants: one variei^ated yellow, Thymus oitriodorua aureo-

marginatus; and the other white, T. variegatus.

Evergreen Screens for Shelter (Idem).—Ivy screens are not equal to

those of Tew, Holly, or Laorel. For an outer screen Beech and Hornbeam,
ftlBO Tham hedges are better, because quiokei--growing than Holly or Tew,

which are excellent nevertheless. Evergreen Privet is also good as a screen,

and quick-growing. Arbor-Vitre is desirable as a screen for separating grounds;
but the best evergreens are Yew. Holly, and Privet, and the Beech and Thorn
among deciduous trees. If you had Ivy you w.iuld need a strong rustic fence

or larch stakes for the Ivy to cling to. and when the woodwork decayed, as
it would do in a few years, the wind would blow it down, aud the Ivy along
with it.

Fern for Stand in North Window (L. C).—It is not possible to
determine the name of a Fern from a single divisi-m of the fronds, but we
think it is Cyrtomium falcatum, which is nearly if not quite hardy, and as
such would be suitable fir a stand in a north window. Aspleuium flabslli-

folium is a charming small Fern for suspeudiog in glass cases, but in the
poiiition you name it would not succeed in winter. It requires to be kept
from frost.

Election of Koses {Amateur, South of Ireland).—On referring to this

week's number, and the preceding two, you will see how Mr. Hinton has
carried out the election and its results.

Boxes for Exhibiting Roses (E. F. W.).—The following are the dimen-
sions of the boxes for exhibiting Roses:

—

Length. Breadth. Height.
For 24 Roses . . 4 ft. . . 1 ft 6 ins. . . G ins. back, 4 ins. front.

„ 18 „ . . 3 ft. .

.

ditto .

.

ditto

„ VI „ , . 2 ft. 2 ins. ditto .

.

ditto

„ 6 „ . . 1 ft. 6 ins. ditto .

.

ditto

Two 24-bose3 are constantly used for exhibiting forty-eight trusses, and
could not be objected to unless one box were specified in the schedule.

Yellow Rose (M. H. B.).—The petals fell when the box was opened ; but
from the shape of the petals, scent, aud foliage, we think it is the old Tea
Sulphui'ea odorata, sometimes called CrystaUina.

Planting Roses on Own Roots ilota).—As soon as received they shoald
have all weak growths pruned short to two or three eyes, and the stronger

shortened to five or six. Cloth of Gold and Marechal Niel on Briar stocks

should have weakly shoots cut out altogether, and all strong ones tiained in

to full length. The above are to be trained against a wall. Of vigorous

climbers to be similarly tra'ned, shorten the very strongest growths slightly.

Blairii No. 2 does not endure cutting. Gloire de Dijon and Devoniensis may
be shortened more, but as a rule fasten plenty of wood in, and encoui'age

strong growth.

Vines against End of House (F. Z.).—Plant the Vines a yard apart

18 inches from each end, and the rods we should take upright, aud cut them
back to 3 feet, depressing the cauos In spring so as to ensure their eyes break-

ing regularly. When these have broken disbud so as to leave the shoots at

ISiuches apart on both sides of the rod, taking the fii'st at about 1 foot from
the soil. You will require to retain one shoot as a leader in addition to the side

shoots. Vines trained upright always break much more strongly at top than
bottom, heuce it is good practice to train the rods in the serpentine form,

and originate the shoots from the horizontal parts at IS inches apart, that

distance being left between one cui-vc and the other next above it.

Grapes Diseased (R. S.).—The centre stalk of each bunch is severely

shanked. Apply tepid weak manure water copiously to the roots of the
Vines bearing the shanked bunches. It will not cure them, but it will check
other bunches being affected. Remove the soil of the border in the autumn,
and replace it with good loam mixed with leaf mould and limy rubbish.

(Qreen).—The above applies to your case; try the treatment we have recom-
mended, and spare the Vine another year.

Grapes Cracking {E. M., Dublin).—They are severely mildewed, and that

induced cracking. The berries are small, and indicate that the soil is not
suitable. When the crtip is off and the leaves fallen the whole house and
Vines should be thoroughly painted with a mixture of lime and flowers of

sulphur, and the border enriched with a mixture of decayed leaves aud limy
rubbish.

Quince Unfruitful (Julia).—-"We fear that the cause of the small pro-

duction of your tree is frost in spring; and if the sun shone early in the day
on the blossom after a frosty night, the sunny situation would increase

instead of diminishing the injury. The Quince tha-ives best in a somewhat
strong and rather moist soil, and moisture at the roots would benefit it in

your ground.

Plum Trees Unfruitful 'Amat<;ur).—The trees would be best lifted as

soon as the leaves turn yellow and begin to fall. Take out a trench about

3 feet from the stem, cutting off all root^, and lift the trees with the roots in

the space towards the stem, cutting off any roots that go down. After putting

some soil under, replace the tree and fill-up, treading the ground firmly. The
trees should he kept rather high, the uppermost roots about ti inches above

the surrounding ground level, and cover them about 3 inches deep with fresh

soil, makiug firm, and mulching over the roots with littery manure. It is

not desirable to defer the pruning until spring with a view to protect the

blossom from frost. If summer pruningwere properly attended to, very Uttle

winter pruning would be required.

Planting Shallots {/{^ hi i.—In a light soil you may plant Shallots in

November and co^er them with a'hes, which keep them from being acted on

by frost. If the soil is heavy, February planting is preferable.

Red Currants (/^mt.—A selection of six will almost include the whole

of the varieties of Currant:—Houghton Castle or Victoria is the best, but

rather late ; La Hative is very fine and early ; La Versaillaise, being excellent.

These will give you all you want ; but to make six—Bad Dutch, Cherry, and
Knight's Large.

Slitting the Stem op Moorpajik Apricot (H. S. ^T.).—By making an

incision through the bark down to the wood and the length of the stem you

wi'uld probably cause gum to issue, and disease of the head to set in. \Vhat

your tree wants is more support, which you may afford by copious waterings

of liquid manure during growth. From the gravel path it is likely the soil is

dry aud poor. To allow of water entering, boles may be made in the walk about

9inches apart, aud through the gravel with acrowDar. Guano, lib. to twenty

gallons of watier, would be a good application every fortnight in dry weather,

from the time the fruit is the size of a horse bean until it is ripe.

Funguses (L. E , Disst.—The long-stalked fungus enclosed is the Cham-
pignon, and edible; the other specimen was a mere decomposing mass not

reoogninable. >G. S.).—If it was left under your initials we are afraid we
never received it.

Ground Bare Beneath Cedar Tree (Pe^r).—We presume it is a Cedax

of Lebanon, and has a considerable spread of branched, which causes the

grass not to grow, the ground being poor and dry. Any growth other than
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grasa wonld spoil its appearance, and as grass does not grow it would be too
dry for Ivy, unless it were planted outside the Hpread of the branches, so

that its roots would have moisture, the shoots bein;,' trained iu wards. Vmca
minor, if planted about a foot apart, would give you a closu greeu covering,

and would not injure the tree if care were taken in planting. We should
make another effort to secure grass. Looseu the surface with a fork now, not
deeply—an inch or two will do—give a top-dressiug an inch thick of rich

compost, and sow over it Poa ueraoralis seiupervirens and Festuca duriuscula
rather thickly. Sow at once, roll well, auil after rolling water thoroughly
through a rose watering-pot. We think you will havo a green surface soou.

Garden Short of Mandre {S. B.).—Salt wo ild not be a bad applica-

tion in spring, sowing the whole garden over in March at the rate of twenty
bushels per acre. Nitrate of soda is also good; apply it at the rate of lib. per
square rod—3 1;^ square yards. It may also be applied in a liquid state, aud
at the rate of 1 lb to twelve gallons of water. Guano is also very serviceable,

applying 2 to 3 lbs. per rod, or if in a liquid state 1 lb. to twenty gallons of

water. We cauaot recommend dealers, bub you will see where auch things

may be had from our advertising column. Solid manure, especially cow dung,
would be much more serviceable for your soil than those named.

Sewage (H. L. ^.).—Scullery drainage is worth preserving, and may be
applied to kitchen-garden crops at any time of their growth. The name of

the Pear is mis-spelt; it is Doyonni- Defais. Br. H 'gg's "Fruit Manual"
says it is " a most delicious Pear ; one of the best ; ripe in December."

Hot-WATER Pipes (E. IF}.—Your two 3-inch pipes the length of the house
and across one end, or part of the end, would {^ive you in a house 10 feet wide
and 7 feet high in the centre, a temperature of 4j" to 5(J^ in frusty weather,

and not much less in severe weather, the pipes being kept hot. In the most
severe weather they will be ample to exclude frost.

Piping to Heat Stove (.4 Devonshire Subscriber).—To heat your stove

aatitifactorily you will require four rows of 4-iuch piping

—

i.e., tvio flow and
two return pipes along both sides and the ends, or omitting 4 feet for each
doorway, you will require about 384 feet; and to heat the water you will need
a boiler, taking an improved form of saddle in prefereuM to the old one
(such being more powerful and economical of fueli,24 inches long, or the
work would be done better by one of qO inches aud 18 inches wide.

Heating Greenhouse [Bicep.'^).—A gas stove would be practically useless

in a house the length of yours, and a stove without a flue would be very
injurious to plants. A gas-heated boiler placed at one end, aud with a funnel
to carry off the fumes of the burning gas, which should pass into the external
air, and with two 1-inch pipes along one side of the house, and the eame
number returning to the boiler—viz., two flow and two return 1-inch pipes,

would give you all the heat you requue to keep out frost. You would need to

write to those advertising iu our columns, stating what leugth of piping you
would need, aud asking for price of boiler to heat, or they would probably
state price of the apparatus complete. Your house getting little sun would be
admirably suited for Camellias, especially the wall, il you could have a border
to plant them in, or both walls could be covered with them. The sight in
winter would be grand.

Thrips on Mvrtles and Other Plants (A. S. B.).—The leaves were
destroyed by tbrips, which you will find especially on the under surface of
the leaves. The best remeiy fur the Myrtles would bo to sponge the leaves
and stems with soft soap, 4 ozs. to the gallon of water, and all other smooth-
leaved plaots may be treated in the saoie way ; but those with soft nod hairy
leaves, as Gerauiums audFerus, should not bo sponged in this way, but may
he dipped in tubacco water, one gallon of tobacco juice being diluted with six

of waiter. Eauts eo badly infested as yours are will lose their leaves. In the
com-.-e of a fortnight after the application examine the plants, aud if any
insects are Fecn liil the house with tobacco smoke so that a plant cannot be
seen from the outside, shutting up closely. Being a conservatory it is likely

the fumigation may be objectionable, therefore employ the soap solution and
the tobacco water, syringing the pluuts about three hours alter the applica-
tion on the under as well as the upper surface of the leaves. To keep thripa
down in future maintain a moister atmosphere, syringing morning and even-
ing iu summer, aad occasionally in winter.

Names of Fruits (T. V.).—1, Souvenir du Congrea ; 2, Beurre Superfin.
(A Fruit-&rowt'r).—1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Frauklin's Golden Pippin; 3,
Trumpiogton. (W. J. .** I.—1, Beurrc Diel ; 2, Verolam ; 3, Bourre Bosc

;

4, Curuinh Gilliflower; 5, Cilville Blalingre. {P. Q.).—Your Pear is not Grey
Doyennr, but Fondauto d'Automne.

Nasies of Plants (H. H. W.].—The tiny plant you sent was shrivelled
and dry. It, was impossible to make anythiog of it. You should always wrap
specimens in damp material. iCo. Antrim).— 1, Fraucoa ramosa. Hook.;
2, Nepeta melissaefolia. [L. E. P ).—Teucrium Marum, L. (C. B. Marsden).
—Cdssia Sophora, L. No. (New Forest).—Pulygouummultiflorum. (J. G.).

—Nicotiaoa glauca or N. Laagsdorlii, specimen very bad. [E. J.).—1, Pteris
crecica albj-liucata; 3, P. tremula ; 6, P. heterophylla ; 2, Aspidmmaugulare

;

4, Asplenium obtut>atum ; 5, Bleebnum or Lomaria ap. [T. B. Q.).— I, Asple-
nium iDarea) Bolaugeri; 2, Gymnogramma tartarea; 5, G. chi'ysopbyila;
6, G. cal melaoos; 3, Pcerls argutai" 4, P. tremula. («/. C).—1, Cystopteris
fra^ilis; 2, P-^lypodium ^PhymatodesJ acaudeus or a ntar ally; 3, DavaUia
novffi-zelaudis.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

ALTRINCHA.M POULTRY SHOW.
This was a complete success as regards the number of entries,

the weather, and the attendance of visitors. The pens used for
the poultry were square wooden coops with wire fronts, but we
regret to have to record the fdct that we saw neither food nor
water given to the birds, except oy those exhibitors who attended
to their own stock; aud the Show lasting two days, we fear that
many birds would arrive at home in au awful plight.

TrtWiej/s and aquatic birds headed the list, Mr. Walker win-
ning nine prizris in four classes, aud being beaten for first only
in the case of the Aylesbury Ducks, and iaere only with a most
extrairdinary pen. Of Spanish there were but four entries for
six prizes, and the birds nothing of note. In Black Red Game
cockerels Mr. Piatt won with a good bird, the second being good

but sadly overshown, and the third very poor. The three win-
ning pullets were also very good. The first iu Brown Red
cockerels was a bird with a combination of good qualities, which
it is difficult to get iu individual specimens ; a very dark, long,
strong head and black eye combined with the finest plumage.
Second was the Farnworth cup bird, and the third of but mode-
rate quality. The pullets were of rare quality. In the next a
Pile cockerel was first, a moderate Duckwiug second, and a good
Pile third; while the only other bird was a White one, value
2s. Gd., but which served to set off the quality of the rest. In
pullets the first Dackwing, rather light on the breast, was other-
wise good ; the third, Pile, much too light, while the second
was good. Dorking cockerels were good, except the third, which
had not good feet ; aud the pullets were poor. Cochin, Buff
and Cinnamon—(by the way, where are the Cinnamons now ?)

—

cockerels produced some grand birds, the champions only com-
peting; but in pullets the entries were more numerous, Mr.
Crabtree here also taking both first aud second prizes, the third,
however, being in our opinion too mealy. In the following
cockerel class Partridge wou the prizes, and in pullets Partridge
were first and.seoond, aud White third.

The entries in Brahnins were very good. In cockerels Mr.
Lingwood was to the front; the second- prize bird, a very good
one, was in the catalogue at .i;.5 ^s. ouly ; while iu pullets Mr.
Watts was first, but we thought Mr. Walker's second quite equal,
to say the least. Hamburghs were mixed classes, and the com-
petition only poor in consequence. In the class for French
fowls, cockerels, all the winners were Houdans, as also in the
pullets, which were very good. In Folands the first and second
were Golden, and third White-crested Blacks, all being good.
Game Bantams made a grand display, the quality being very
high indeed; and it is seldom we see so many birds noticed in
a section, the Black Red cockerels being all noticed, the first a
grand bird in all points, second very small, and third of rare
colour and style. In pullets of that variety Mr. Hall showed a
beautiful specimen. The third was really good, but we thought
the highly commended bird superior to the second. Two classes
were provided for Brown Reds, the first and second cockerels
being perfect; the third, a very stylish bird, was rather light
in colour. In pullets Mr. Hartley showed three grand birds,
wiuuing the first and second prizes and a high commendation.
The third was grand in all points except the head, which was
rather short. In Any other variety of cockerels a small neat
Duckwing was first, a good Pile second, aud a very handsome
Duckwiug third; and iu pullets Mr. Hall showed a Pile of great
beauty, a Duckwing of rare colour being second, a Pile also
beiug third. A cup for the best pen of Bantams of Any other
variety was won by a fine laced pen of the old colour of Silver
Sebrights, the second and third being Black.
Pigeons were a capital collection, shown partly in bell-shaped

and partly in square wooden coops; the cup for the first seven
classes going to a Dun Carrier, and the cup going to capital
English Owls, the awards beiug generally well made.
There was a small show of Rabbits, but we failed to get par-

ticulars of the measurements.
We published the prize list last week.

AYLESBURY POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

This Show wis held on September 23rd in the Meat Market,
a building most admirably suited for a show, it being roomy,
well ventilated, aud brilliantly light. The pens were Billett's,

and they were ranged round the whole Luildiug, and placed
on the same level, consequently all the birds could be most
beautifully seen. The attendance was good, aud the caids were
quickly put up. Mr. Hewitt judged. It was a Show everyone
could enjoy, for all the atteudauts were courteous ; and Mr.
Fowler, whose name is a household word in all poultry matters,
here in his own town was moat hospitable. We should have
liked to have seen more entries, and a double tier of pens con-
sequently necessary ; but there were four more shows being
held at other places, and no one can be at more than one place
at once.
We have always been taught our old friends the Dorking)

came first, aud very good they were. The cup cock was simply
superb ; he had moulted-out as clean as possible, and was in
grand condition. The pullet with him was also good. The
second-prize birds were chickens ; the cockerel very dark, but
his comb was not very good, still he looked well in the pen and
stood like a man. His pullet was a nice one, though she looked
a little set. The third went to most exquisite Silver-Greys; the
cockerel quite superb in colour and legs, the puHet very large,

aud promising to be a tremendous hen. A fair pen of Whites
(Williams) were highly commended. Braliinas came next,

Dark and Light together. Next year, Mr. Fell, you must
separate these varieties. Darks won the cup. These were in
glorious condition, aud so young, yet they were immense for

their age. The pullet was of lovely colour, she was grandly
pencilled, aud her comb very good; the cockerel honestly was
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rather too mottled on the breast and thighs to please ns, and we
think the pnllet won the cap ; but they were a lovely pen, and
we liked them on the whole extremely. The second-prize

cockerel was a nice bird, but the pullet too light ; had she been
well pencilled this pair would have run the first-prize pen closely

for the cup. A good pen or two of Lights were highly com-
mended. Spaiiish were a very fair lot—oine pens. A good pen
of old birds won the cup ; second and third were chickens. The
cockerel in the latter pen was good, and will be better still every
week if he go on as he has done since we saw him last. The
Cochin classes were wonderful—Buffs, Partridge, and Whitf.
We mentioned in a former report that Stoke Park had some
good birds coming out, and we were not wrong. Lady Gwydyr
won the cup with a capital pair. They were not so large as

those she won the Aylesbury cup with last year, but then they
were not so old. The pullet was of exquisite colour and of fine

shape : the cockerel good in all respects. The second and third

shuuld, we think, have changed places ; the third were also of

Biich fine colour and shape. The second were old birds ; the hen
did not look very fresh ; the cock a good bird. Mrs. Tiudal had
two nice pens highly commended, but they were old cocks, and
not well through the moult. Partridge Cochins were admirable.
The first-prize pen of chickens were of fine colour and good
shape; the second were only fair, the cockerel best ; the third

went to huge nudeveloped chickens. The cockerel must make
an immense bi'"d, and one which will win. White Cochins
were a large clas3. Mr. Woodgate cleared the prizes with three

pens of chickens, good in combs and colour. A pen of old birds

of Mr. Bloodworth were good, and Mrs. Tindal had a nice very
yoting pair of chickens. Game were all in one class. A very
good pair of Black Red chickens won the cup; second good
Brown Reds; the third were Duckwings. The cockerel in this

pen was of splendid colour; he wants dubbing, and then will

want a lot of beating. French mustered well. Cruves first;

La Fluche, out of condition, second. A good pair of Cruve
chickens (Tindal) were most promising. Saniburghs were most
creditable. The Spangled were much the best. So good were
the second-prize Golden, that before the awards were up we
asked the exhibitor to have us to tea, the pen seemed safe for

the cup, which was a cream-jng in this instance; but Silvers

won it, and this pen was placed second. Certainly the Silvers

were very grand, and it must have been close. Third also good.

Bantams (Game) were numerous. We did not care for the

first-prize pen ; the cock's wiugs almost touched the floor of the

pen, but the plumage was fair. Nice Piles were second ; the third

went to Duckwings ; the hen good, the cock poor in colour. A
good pen of Duckwings (Adams) seemed worthy of more than H.c.

In the Variety Bantam class poor Pekins were first ; the cock
good in colour, but the hen very pale and dirty, and poorly

feathered. Second, Silver-laced ; these birds were genuine
silver colour, and should, we thought, have been near first.

Third, nice Gold-laced. Two good pens of Blacks (Leno and
Mayo) were highly commended.
The Ducks were, of course, grand. Everyone expects to see

Bomething wonderful at Aylesbury in the Duck way, and they
were not disappointed this year. We may safely say we never
saw such a drake as the cup one was; the Duck, too, grand.

Second immense also ; third very large and good too. In
Eouens Mr. Evans cleared the prizes with wonderful specimens,

good in colour and size. In Variety Ducks Viduatas won first

;

a nice pen ; Cayugas second. We were indeed glad to see this

useful hardy breed at last recognised ; the colour bids fair to

equal their East Indian—may we say ?—relations. American
breeds had a class and a cup ; this went to a good pair of White
Leghorns, Brown Leghorns taking second. We do not care for

this colour, they look so common. A nice pair of Plvmouth
Eocks were highly commended. We hope societies will follow

Aylesbury and imitate Oxford in giving these breeds a class.

Lastly, but not at all least, came the Variety class. We were
amazed at Aylesbury, of all places, where Mr. Fowler grows his

huge specimens, to find Turkeys and Geese in this refuge. It

seems hard lines, too, for a Silky or a Poland to be side by side

with a gander. This class was splendid. First went to Black

Hamburghs ; the hen in this pen was like a mirror, such lustre

we never saw ; we almost think this was the best hen in the

Show. Second went to huge Geese ; third to White Silkies,

the pullet with a splendid crest. Mr. Taylor's hens in his pens

of Polands were quite pictures, but the cocks not fiuihciently

through the moult. A good pen of Black Cochins (Darby) was
highly commended, the hen, which we have so often noticed

before, a wonder. A Selling class ended the lot. Poor White
Cochins were first, good Aylesburys second, and Silver Polands

third. We hope next year the Show may be as good in quality

ind ten times better in quantity.

artificially coloured. If a violet deposit be formed, the wine
has been coloured with elderberries or mulberries. If the deposit
is red, beetroot or peach wood has been used ; and if violet red,

logwood. If the sediment is violet blue, privet berries have
been employed ; and if a bright violet, litmus.

—

(Medico-Phar-
7uaceuHcitl Abstract and Review.)

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. -22.

COCHIN-CHINA OR SHANGHAI.
p.irthldgi; vabiety.—hen.

The hen of the Partridge variety is regularly marked with
dashes of dark black, nr mixed with grey, and on a buff ground
more or less dark. Each feather has marks which, though
different, are very analogous on each part.

The general appearance is a mixture of colours not separable

at first sight, but the markings can be distinguished by examin-
ing each feather. The hackle feathers [Jig. 94) are nearly covered

Test for Coloukisg M.4Tter in Wine.—M. De Cherville gives

the following test for the detection of false colouring matter in

wine :—Pour into a glass a small quaotity of the wine under
examination, and dissolve in it a morsel of potasaa. If there is

no deposit, and if the wine takes a greenish tint, it has not been

Fig. 96.—Thigh Feather.

Fig. 05.—Wing Covert Feather.

with black, occupying the middle part from one end to the other,

and to which the borders of the feather form a buff edging.

The back feathers—those forming the tail coverts, those of the

thighs and the breast, and those which surround the stern, are

nearly similar (fig. 96). They have three dark-grey demi-

(-lliptic bands on'a' buff ground. They only vary slightly in the

details or in the proportions, and the bands fade towards the

fluffy part and towards the under parts of the body. The front

feathers of the neck are buff and nearly whole-coloured ; those

of the abdomen, tiie sides, the inside of the thighs, and those

of the feet are yellow, mingled with light grey. The covert
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featbers of the winRS tfig. !t5) havepecaliar markings—two semi-

elliptical bands nearly black on a buff ground. Tbe large wing
feathers (Jiij. 117), especially of its lower part, are not visible

when the wing is closed ; ihey are blackish brown, and in the

Fig. 97.—Large Wing Feather. Fig. 98.—Large Tail Feather.

visible half marked like the rest of the plumage. The large

tail feathers (Jig. 98), though very dark, have the same charac-
teristic marks.

MANUFACTORY'S POISONOUS SUBLIMATIONS.
The Irish Farmers* Gazette states that ** One of the most

extraordinary cases of poisoning of cattle and poultry that have
ever been known has taken place within the last few days at

the hamlet of Swinford,near Bath. For many years a consider-

able business in metal-smelting has been carried on in the
neighbourhood, and in the centre of tbe hamlet stands the lead

mill of Messrs. Weston & Son, of Bristol. Within the past few
months a sediment, resembling hoar frost, has been noticed to

settle upon the land within a radius of a mile of the mill ; but
the nuisance has been more intense on the land closer to it.

Messrs. Freeman, Taylor, and Davis have each lost scores of

hens, Geese, Galenas, and Ducks from eating the grass and
drinking the water in the neighbourhood, tbe deadly sediment
having settled upon them. Mr. Davis has been tbe greatest

loser, as, in addition to poultry, three of his most valuable cows
have, he is satisfied, died from the same cause. In both the
case of the poultry and the cattle the symptoms have been those

of paralysis. The birds first lose the use of their wings and

legs, and the cattle are rendered unable to move, and after

frothing at the mouth and lying, some in the greatest agony,

become at times almost frautic. Laving by this time been reduced

to a condition of the utmost attenuatiun. Mr. Davis has sub-

mitted the intestines of the fowls to Mr. Studdait, the analyst

for the county of Somerset, and his certificate states that there

was sufiicieut arsenic in the intestines of each bird to kill a

dozen fowls. Complaints have been made to the local sanitary

authorities ; hut, after considering the matter, they have decided

they are unable to interfere."

We think that no such decision can have been arrived at. If

animals are killed by the exhalations, human health and life

must be deteriorated. In other districts we know that dele-

terious exhalations have been removed by force of law.

NOTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This was held from the 2nd to the 6th inst., and was highly

successful in point of entries, especially in the Pigeon classes,

the total number amounting to considerably more than seven

hundred. Annexed is the list of awards.

Game (Black or Brown-breaated Reds).—Cock or Cockerel.—I. J. CheeterB.

Nautwich. '/, H. E. Marlin, hcuUhorpe. 8, G. U. Fitzberbert. Sevenuakn. 4.

H. Smith, Mallon. vhc, A. Cameron, F pworth. Rotherham. he. Earl of

Loudoun, Donnington Park; A. Cameron; J. Cheslcrs. Hen or Pullet— 1,

Earl (U Loudoun. 2. G. H. Fitzherbert. S. J. Cheatera 4 H. Beldon, BiUKley.

rhc.W. E. Little. Obetter; J. Lane, Burtonon-Trent ; J.CheaiiTB. fcc.Earlof

Loudoun ; B. E. Martin. ircuUborpe ; b. Cox. MouHon, Northampton.

Game (Any other varietjl.— Cot* oi Cockerel—1, E. Ajkroyd. Eccleshill,

Leeds. 2, H. E. Martin. 8. J. Lane. 4, E. Bel). Burton-on-Trent. c, B.

Molhtt. Balham. Hen or Pntiet.—l, Wilson & Hodgson, Iilmenorth. 2, E.

Ajkroyd. 8. G. H. Fitzherbert 4, E. Bell, vlic, W. Smith, jun., tasthorpe.

(10. Kaiber&l-harnock. lUmgworlh.
, „ .. . , ,,£,„

DouKiNOB (Coloured).- C'oc/c or Cockerel—1 and 2. Mrs. Arkwright, Pntton

^carsdale. 8, M. Kaines, Stirling 4, G. Founder, Kirby Mooreide. /tc, W- H.
li.ibBi n. Ketpbam, Lincoln, c. Rev. E. Bartrum. Berkhampstcad. Ben or

pullrl —1. Lady A. B. Fierae. Bedale. 2. Eev E. Bartrum. 3 and 4, Mrs. Ark-

\srieht. /ic, Mrs. Somerville, Chirk, c, J. H. MchoUs, Loetwithiel.

DohiiiSGB (Any other »arietv).—Coefc or Cockerel.—l.y/. Koe. jun.. Newark.
2 and 4 Hon. Mrs Colville. S]llmgton. Burtr.n-on-Trent. 3, Withheld. Henor
Pullet.—\,G. Fotter, jun., Troweh. 2, Withheld. S, J. E. Pilgiim, HiucUey.
4, W. Koe. jun., Newark . _ ., .. ,l „
CoeuiNS (Buff or Cinnamon).—Cocl- or Cockerel —1, W. A. Bumell. SouthwelL

2 R F. Pertival, Noithendtn, Manchester. S and vhc, W H Crabtree,

Levi^nshulme, Mancheeter. 4, C. Sidgwi. k. Keigbley. Uen or Pullet —I. R. P.

Percival. 2, J. Benton, Erdinpton, birmingham. 3 and 4. W. H. Crabtree.

vkc, H. sidgwick, Kejghley ; H. Goodfellow, IVJadely. Newcastle; Mrs Bentley,

Fetnside, Upper Teddinf^ten; G. PaUrejioan, HeeUy, >he(held; H. F'eaBt,

Swansea, lie. H. V. Story, Euddineton Manor; Lady Bolton, Bedale; H.
Yardiey BirminBham ; W A. Burn>ll; W. H. Crabtree.

C0CHIN8 (Partridge).— Cocfc or c'ockerci.— 1, Mrs. R. Story, Derby. 2, R. P.

Percival, Nonbenden, Manchester. 8, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 4 G. E. Porter,

Sandy 7ic. E. V. Pryor, Welwyu ; T. bh*-ppard, Humberstone, Leicester, c,

E V. Pryor. flcn or PiiKtt - 1, T. Stretch, ormskirk. 2, W. A Bmnell. south-

well. S, R.Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop. 4, T. M. Derry. ii/ic, R. P. PercivaL

he, B. P Percival; Mrs R Story ; E. N. Pryor ; T. sheppard.
CocniNB (.\nv other variety).— Cocfc or Cockerel.—\. U. S. S. Woodgate,

Pen.bury, Tunbridge Wells. 2. E. V. Pryor. 3, W. Whitworth, Longsight,

Manchester. 4, C. Wilaon, Eit.m. vhc. W. A. Bnrnell. lie. H. Feast,

Swansea. Hen or Pullet.— \. W. Whitworth. jun. 2, W. A. Burnell. 3. K. P.

Percival. 4. F. Bishop. Gwjdyr. Llanwrst vhc, W. A. Burnell ;
\v. Whitworth,

jun. ; R. P. Percival. lie, G. D. Wagstaff, Beeston ; R. S. S. Woodgate ; H. Feast,

BK1HMA8 (Dark).— t'ocft or Cockerel—\ and 8, T. F. Ansdell, St. Helers. 2, H
Liugwood, Creeling. Needham Market. 4. W. R. Garner, lijke. Bourne, vhc,

R F Percival lie. Miss E. E. Puwlett, Bedale; Lady Bolton ;
Bndgwat-r and

Yoxall, Wednesbury. Henor Pulh 1.-1,1. F. Ansdell. 2. M. Len.., Markyate
Street, Dunsiabie. 3, K. P. Percival. 4, E. Pntchard, Tettenball, Wolvei-

hampton. iilic, K. P. Percival ; H. Lingwood : T. F. Ansdell : W. U. Crabtree.

he, K. P. Percival; F. Bennett, Sbitnal, Salop ; R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter; W. H.
Crabtree. c, Bridgwater .s Yoxall; Kev.J.D Penke, Chertsey ; .1 Lyon.
Bkaiimas (Light).— focfc or c'oclaTel.-l, H. Lingwood 2. G. W. Pe tei* Nor-

wood. 3, F. Bennett, sbilnal, Salop, ulie, T. A. Dean. Marden. Hereford; M.

Leno, Markyatu Street, Dunstable, he, K P Percival ; W. .1. Ford, Humberstoni.
c. Miss J. M. FloulkeB, Montgomery. Henor Pullet.— \. W. H. Crabtree. 2. H,
Lingwood. 3, Capt. H. Savile, Wje. iilic, Mrs. Feet. Sbambrook ; J K. Rod-

bard, Wrington ; G.W. Fetter; J. H. Butler. Erdinston, Birmingham, lie, 3*

Benton. Eroinglnn. Birmingham; Capt. Savile; C. Wilson. Langar, Elton ; E.
Mannooch. Woodiidings. Pinner, c. e. Haloes, Diss.

Hambuhohs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—Cocfc or Cockerel— 1, H. Beldon,

Goitstock, Bingiey. 2, W. Dixou, jun., Shipley CoUiery, Derby. 8, C. J. N.

Row. Milford. I'lic, Mrs G. M. Botls, Henare, Monmouth, he, W. Speakman.
Henor Pullet.— I, H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. Bromley Common. 8, Waller and
Wrightton, West Green, stokesley. vhc, J. Smith. Lincoln, he, — Faulkner,

Tbrapaton; — speakman Cheshire; Mrs Rolls.

Hamulbohs (Gold and silverscangled I
—Cocfc or Cockerel —I, H. Beldon. 2,

J. Long : 8, — Carver, Barrowbridge. rlie, — Robinson. Baildon, Leeds, he,

— Haliarn. Whitwick, Leicester; —Ward, Bardnn Hill, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Jitii or Pullet.— \, Ashton Oi Booth, Broaabotiom,Motlram. 2,— Robinson. 3,

H. Beldon. tilic. — Hansen. Jic, — Gill, Ferncliff; Mrs. Newtun, Epworth,

Rotherham; —Ward. ... .. „ „ ,j
SPANISH ( Black).—Coeic or Cockerel—I, — Wilkioson. Skipt"n. 2. H. Beldon ,

— Rodbard. t'lic, — Dixon, Cotgiave. lie, — Ihreth, Biadlord; — farker,

Northampton. Hen or Puliet—', — Thresh, 2, - Put. Wolverhampton. 8,

— Powell, ulic. — Parker; — Woodhouse, Lynn, lie, — Dixon ;— Thresh.

HorDANS.-Coek or Cockerel —i and 2. — Wood. UtH.xe'cr. 8, F. Lake,

Sittingbourne. 4. — Qnibell, Newark r/ic. — Grant. Bradlord. lie, — Dnng,
Faversbam; P. Radloid. Helper; - Quibell ;

— Bibbert, R>de, Manchester.

Hen or Pullet —1. — Dring. 2, — Cutlack, Littleport, Cambridge 8, — Copple-

Btone, Lostwiihiel. 4. — Quibell. t'lic. Mrs. Vallanoe, Sittmgbourne lie,

-Harrison. Grange Over sands, Lancashire; -Lake; — atkin, skirbeck,

Boston ; - Harrison ; - Quibell ; Rev. A. J L. Dobbin. Notts ;
- V\o„d.

(.KtVK-CffifRS, La Flecue, and La Bkeda -Cocfc or Cockerel ~1. -Wood.
2. Ri-v. N.J. Kldlcy, Newbury. 3, -Hams, Bridgend. HeiiorPulief.—1, G. E.

Murdoch, Uettord. Sands. -Wood, i.lie. H, Barrow Southwell.

Any otdeb Vabietv.— Cock or Cockerel. - 1,— Beldon. 2, — Robinson,

Baildon, Leeds. 3. Rev. A. G. Brooke. Shrewsbury, vhc. - Burrows :-- Long,

lie. - aidgwick, Keighley ;
- Feast. Swansea, Henor Pullet -1, - Rob lison.

2. — Beldon. 3, Hev. A.G. Brooke, rlie.stott i: Booth, Preston, lie, — Hawkmt,

Gam'e'bantamb (Black and Brown-brcaBted Red) —I, — Eaton, Grantham.

2, R. Swift, Souttiwell. 3, R. A. Bradbury, lie, J. CaUidine, Heanor; E. Cope,

Edingley, Southwell.
. , , ,, ti ,- i.-- 1 u t vi

Game BiMAMs (Any other variety).-], R. Brownhe, Kirkcaldy. J ^f.
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Brockbanb, Kirksanton. S, A. C. Brad^^^y,Nnthall. v/u;, J. Eaton, Grantham.
tic, J. iMHith, Somhwell ; A. C. Bradwell.
Bantaus (Any cither varietv).— 1, Mrs. Wnotton, Mapperley. 2, H. Beldon.

3, C. H. Poolf, Bridpf water rbe, M. Leno, Dunstable.
Selling Class.— C'ocfc and Cocktrt'.-l. M Leno. 2, C. "Wilson. 3, J. T.

Parker, he, P. aalchinBun. Spalding; Mrs. h. Storey. Derby; W. & A Barton,
Chat&worth; T. ^heppard, Humberbtone; W, A. Bnrnell. Pair of Bens or
Pullet.~i. Lady Bolton. 2. C. Wilson ; E. Ellis, York, he, T. faheppard; T. J?'.

Anedell; W A Burneil; Rev. J. D. Penke.
Ddces (White A>le6bur> ).— ]. J, Hedges, Aylesbnry. 2 and 3, Mrs Wootton,

Mapperley, ^otliDgham. vhc, Mrs. H.Crewe, Derby. ?ic, E. Snell, Barrowdtn ;

W. Green, Lolaton Bassett.
Docks iRonen).— J, W. H. Robson, Feepham. 2, J. Harvey, jon.. Canterbury.

S. W. M. Hoe, jun., Newark, vhe, G. Harrison; W. Whitworth, jun., Man-
chester, he, A. C. Bradbury, Nuthall.
Docks (Any other varietv).—! and 2, M- Leno. 8, H. B. Smith, he, Mrs.

Wooitun; Mrs. Arkwri{iht; T. Ashtun, Wolla'on ; H.Yardley; W. K. Pratt.
Geebe (White) —1, A. C. Pradbary. 2, E. V. Snell.
Gee&e (Any other variety).— 1, W. H. Crewe. 2 and 8, Hon. Mra. Colville,

Bnrton-<.n-Tient. he, Mrs. A. Gay, Grantham.
TDaKfeYs.- 1, G. R. Pearson. 2. N. J. RiOley. Cocfc.-l and c, E. Homer. 2,

H. Yardley. vhc, J. E. Crolts, Work&op. he, C. H. Clarke, Old Sneinton.

PIGEONS.
Cabriers —Hfn.—1, H. Yardley. 2 and c, E. Homer. 3. A. Billyeald, Notting-

ham, he, C. H Clarke. Touitg Cock.~l, A. Billyeald. vhc, C. H, Clarke.
he. T. C. Marshall, Nottingham.
Podters.— Cocfc —1, F. Grebbam, ?hf fBeld. 2, J. Barker, Kew Bridge, vhc,

E. Horner, he. G. Holloway, jun., Gloucester; E. Homer. fle«.—l, J. Barker.
2, h. Gresham 3, G. Holloway, jun.
Barbs.— Cocfc or Hen—1, J. E.Spence.Seafield. 2, H.Yardley. 3, E. Homer.

Vhe,.I. E. Crofts.
Tumblers (Almond),—Cocfc or J?en —1, H. Yardley. 2, J.Ford, Humberstone.

vhc, w. P. Pratt.
ToMBLERs (Any other variety).— Cocfc or Een.—l, J. Ford. 2, W. Woodhouse.

Norfolk. 8, J. Baker, vhc, K. Horner, he, W. "Woodhouee; J. W. George,
Beeston.
Dragoons— Cocfc or HcH —1. F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2, W.Gamon, Chester.

vhc, H. Yardley. he, C. F. Herrieff Banbury.
Fantails.— Cocfc or Ecn.—l, J. F. Lovercidge. Newark. 2, J. "Walker, Boston.

3, H.Yardley. u/i^r, J. W alker. he, J. F. Loversidge; Mra. Woottnn.
OwLs(Foreign).—Cocfc or Hen.—I, L. Allen, Souttiwark. 2, E. Horner. 8, H.

Yardley.
Trumpeters.-Cocfc or Hen.—1, J. Lederer, Liverpool. 2, A. Van Meersch.

BT, E. Horner.
Owls (fLDglieh).-Cocfc or Hen.—}, 3. D. Hu8twa\te, Nottingham. 2, S. P.

Carver, Boroughbridge. 3 J. E. Leigbton, Nottingham, he, E. W. Van Tenden,
London; E. Lee, Cbeshi e; W. Woodhouse.
Jacobins.—flcn or P?W/(( —1, J. Baker. 3, A. Wood. "Worksop. /ic.L.Allen;

J. Smith, Linroln ; A. Van Meersch ; G. Hardv, London.
TuBBiTs.-Coffc or Ben.—\ and vhc. J. Baker. 2, H. Yardley. 8, J. C. Crofts

fcc, A. Van Meersch: G. Hardy; E. Horner.
Antwerps (LonH-facedL—Cocfc or Een.~\, "W. Gamon. 8, H. Gougb, Wolver-

hampton, vhc, H. Yardley. he, J. Dtacon. Sheffield, c. A. C Bradbury.
Antwerps (Long-faced).-], C. F. Herritff. 2. "W. Gamon. 8, R. Grey. Hyde.

vhe, K. W. Pratt, he. "W. Gamnn. c, J. Eobertshaw, Thornton, Bradford.
Ndhs— Cocfc or Btn—l, A. Van Meersch. 2. H Yardley. 8, E. Homer.
Any other ^EW or Dij^tinct Vauiett.- 1, H. Yardlev. 2, C. F. Herrieff. S,

M. Ord. Durham, vhc. .T. E. Crofts, he. J. Baker; E. ti'orner; R. B. Wood.
Seiling CLAss.-Corfc or Ben.— Piice not to exceed i!!.-1, H. Gongh. 2.

J. E. Cioft. 3, C. F. Herritff. /ic, J. Carvn-; W. "Woodward, c, J. Robinson;
E. Homer.

Celling Class {Any other varietv)—Price not to ca:cccd 40«.—], E. Homer.
3. P bnlcbineon. 3. C. N. Dutton, Chf ster. he, F. Cooke, Nottingham ; W.
Gamble, Mowbray; C. F. Hernefl; J. Cargill, York, c, A. C. Bradbury.

Jtidges. — Poultry : Mr. DixoD, Bradford ; Mr. He"witt.
eons : Mr. EtqujJant; Mr. H. Aileop.Ftgeo

LOUGHBOROUGH POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

The aunual Exhibition, in connection with the Agricultural
Association, took place in the Elms Park, on the Leicester Road,
on September 30[h. The weatherwas all that could be desired;
the arrangements by the energetic Secretary, Mr. W. Berridge,
were good, and the Show M-eli patronised.
The poultry tent contained many very excellent birds, some

of which would rank with those exhibited at first class shows.
The first-prize pen of Geese were not only weighty but in capital
condition. There were several good specimens of Aylesbury
Ducks: but amongst the Rouen Ducks the most showy-looking
pen failed to obtain a prize, owing to the white feathers in one
of the flights. There were many fine birds of HatnburgkSj
Game, Cochins, and Brahmas.
There were six classes for Pigeons, with good specimens of

Pouters, Carriers, Tuviblers, and Turhits. In Carriers the
first prize was given to Blacks, Duns winning second honours.
Fantails, nearly all White, were a noticeable feature. In the
Variety class Barbs took the first prize, the second being given
to Trumpeters.
GEE9E.—l,W.Woodrofre. Stamford. 2,J. 6arton,Coates. ftc, W. T. Evcrard.
TnRKEts —1, W. T. Everard.
Dd(ks.— 1, M. M. Casbmore. Sbeep&hed. 2, J. Tvler. Loughborough, he, I.

B. Dob. 11; W. T. Everbrd ; M. M. Cabhmorp. AylC8hmy.-\, Hon. F. Siruit,
Wei-t Lpake. 2, I. B. Dobell. he, M. M. Caehmore ; I. B. Dobell. c, M. M.
Gashmore.
Game.—I, W. T. Everard. 2, J. T'ler. c. S. "W. Hallam, Whitwick ; W, T.

Everard. Cocfc.— ], s. Smglehurst, Kingetone. 2, S. W. Hallam. c, J. Tyler;
M. Brown. Ab Kettlebv : W T. Evcrarri.
DonKiNGS —1, Hi.n. F. Stmtt. y, M. M. Casbmore.
HAMBr-BGHs.— 1 and 2, S.W. Hallam, Whitwick. c, J.Tyler ; J. "Ward, Bardon

Hill: M. M. cashmore.
Any Varifty-I, S, "W. Hallam (Goldenspanffled Hambnrgb). 2, M. M.

Casbmore (Golden-pencilled Hamburgh), he, S. W. Hallam ; W. T. Everard

;

S. Clarke, f ast Leake, c. J Garton.
Guinea FuWls.— i, T. Rcdshaw. Burton Randalls. 2 and c. L B. Dobell.
Bantams.—1, S. W. Hallam. 2 and c. M. M. Casbmore. Ac. J. Tjler.

PIGEONS.
PouTHBs.—1, S. W. Hallam. 2, M. ftL Caahmore. ftc, J.Tyler.
CAERIEK8.— 1 and 2, M. M. Cabhmoie.
ToMBLERa — 1 and c. M. M. Cashuiore. 2, J. Tyler.
FANT4jr,s.—1 and 2, M M. Caabmore. he, J. Tyler.

TcBBTTB.—1 and 2. M. M. Casbmore. c, R. W. Hallam ; J. Tyler.
Any other Di&xiNcr Vahiiity.—1, M. M. Casbmore (Barbs). 2, M. Brown

(Trumpettrsj.

Judge.—Mr. G. J, Barnesby, Derby.

ECCLESFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the Ist iust., when the following prizes weie

awarded by the Judge, Mr. Teebay.
Dorkings.-1, Burch & Eeulter, Sheffield. 2, "W. Harvey, gheflaeld.
SPANihH.— 1, E. Brown, fahL-tiield. 'i. Burch iJt Boulter.
Cochin-Chinas.—1, C. Sidgwick, Keigbley. 2 and he, W. Harvey.
Bbahmab. — 1, W. Harvey. 2, Biidywater & Yoxall, WedneBbury. fee, J.

Earusbaw.
Gamk.-J, E. Hemingfield, Ecclesfield. 2, J. Denton.
Hamburgh.— t;oWc7ipe;ici;icrf.—i. T. Ciookee, Owlerton. 2 and fcc, Bnrch

and Boulter. Stlver-pencilled.—l, G. Hemiuytield *2, W. Harvey.
PoLANDB - 1, W. Harvey. 2, J. Heeley. lie, A. & W. H. biivebter.
Any other Variety.- i, E. brown. 2, J. Heeley. he, W. Beiitiey.
Bantams-Game— 1, W. Harvey. 2, J. bmith, Walkl*-y. he, J. Smjlh; T.

Jobnaun. Any other variety.— I, Burch & Boulter (black). 2, B.. H. Ashton,
Manchester, he, H. H. Ashtun; J. h arnshaw ; J. bimpson.
Selling Class.—1, W. Btntiey, UppKituong. 2, burch & Boulter, he, J.

Heeley; A. & W. H. Silvester.
'lUBKLYs.— 1, R, Lowe, bhirepreen. 2. ^^L Shaw, he, J. Pearson,
Gekse.- 1, T. Ogden. 2. W. Shaw. he. J. K Straw.
Ducks.-1, J. ShiUitoe, Pitsmoor. 2, J. Denton, c, D. Green,

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, J. Smithere. 2, "W. barvey.
Tumblers.-1, W. Harvey. 2, A. & W. H. Silvester, he, H. Yardley; "W.

Harvey.
Fantails.-1, "W. Harvey. 2 and he, E. Brown.
Antwkrps.- 1 and he, 3. Smithere. 2, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.— 1, J. Earnsbaw. 2 and he, W. Harvey.
Podters.- 1 and 2, W. Harvey.
Any OTHER Variety.—1, W.Harvey. 2, J.Earnshaw. ?ic,A.& W.H.Silvester

H. Yardky; E.Brown.
Bauds and Trcupeters —1 and 2, W. Harvey, he, H. Yardley.
GwLs.—1, J. Smilhers. 2, H. Yardley. /ic, T. Hey.

Babbits.—Heauics(.—1,M. Marsland. 2, G, Kirkby. Best colour.—l and 2,

W. Allison, he, G. Kirkby.

NOTTINGHAM BIRD SHOW.
The annual Exhibition of Canaries, Uules, and British Birds

was held at St. John's Schools, on October 5th, 6th, and 7th,

1874. We will furnish a report of the Show next week.

Norwich. — Clear Yellow. — 1 and 2, J. Adams, Coventry. 3, J. Aadley
Leict-B er. he, 3. Evans, Derby; S. Tomes, > orihampton. c, T. Smith,
Coventry. CUar Buj^.—l and 2. J. Adams. 3, S. Tomes, vhc, J. Evans; S.

RoberiB, Dtrbv. /ic, J. Evans; T. t^niiib. c. J.Audley; T. Smttn.
K<'H\\icH.~- Variegated Yellojv —1. T. Adams. 2, 3. Audley. 3. H. Watson,

Litchurcb. Derby, vhc, W. hichards; J Evana (2). he, S. Tomes, c, S.

Buckle; A. Duke, Sneinton. Variigatfd BuiT.—\, T. Adams. 2 and 3, J.

Evans, vhc, W. Richarda ; W. & T. Guuthorne, Nottingham, he, 3. Goode,
Leicester. „
NiiKWic-R.— Ticked yellow.—2, W. Greavee, Nottingham. 3, S. Tomes; J,

Goode. Tieked Buff—\, J. Adams. 2 and 3, T. Smith, vhc, 3. Evana; J.

yiudley. he. 3. Evans; S. Roberts; Clemenson & Eileiton. Darlington; T.
Alden, Norwich, e, W. West; R Whiianer, Darley Abbey, Derby; S. Tomes.
Disqualified, G. Doman. NottiLgbam.
NoRWiuH — FcIIoTW Crested.—i aiid 3, Clark & Newton, Nottingham. 2, S.

Roberts, vhc, Clark & Newton; T. -ilden; J. Goode. he, J Evans. Buff
Crested.—1,G. Doman. 2, J, Ton-. 3. J. Goode. vhc, Clark & Newton; W.
Richards, Bulwell; J. Evans; T. Alden (2). hc,F. Murden, Noltinf/bam; J.

Evans; T. Alden. c, J. Torr, Dtrby; S. Tomes ; J. Gooae. Disqualified, G.
Holmes, Notlingham.
Bklgian.— 1. K. Hawman, Middiesbrough, 2, J. Wilcockson, BulweU. 3, R.

Wnitaker. vhe, J. Wilcockaon, Bulwell; H. Davis, Wolverhampton; K.
Whitaker. c. W. Corbett.
Lizard —J"o7igH.e.—l, Clemenson & EUerton. 2,8. Godber, Nottingham. 3.

W. Richards, c. K. Jackson ; .1. Evans. Grey —1, S. Robeits. 2, W. tucharda,

3, S Godber. ?ic, J. Evans, c, Clemenson & Ellerron,
Cinnammn.-Jo»9UC.— 1, 2, and 3, J, Adams, he, 3. tvans ; S. Tomes. Buff.—

1, 2, mid 3, J. Auams. vhc, 3. Evans (2); ^. Tomts. c, T. Tennibwood,
Middlesbrough.
ANY other Variety op Canary.— 1 and 2, J. Evans. 3 and vhc, 3. Adams,

c, J. Evans ; J. Spence.
Mules—1, J. Spence, South Shield^. 2. T. Tenniswood. 3, J. Goode. vhe,

W. bates. Hyson Green; D. Writiht. Nottingham; R. Hawman. he, 3.

Williams, WUil*haven (;): J-Ad»ms; >. Roberts, c, J. Evans.
liRiTtsH BihDs.—1. Witijheld. 2, H. W'irtb, ^o^tilJ^bam. 3. J. Evans.
Selling Class —1, J. Evans. 2, R. Wbittal'er. 3, Clarke & Newton. vhC,

H. VNoodhouBe, Nottingham, he, Clarke &. Newton (2j; J. Scrimshaw; J.

Evans.

Judges.—Mr. G. J, Barnesby, and Mr. G. Tuckwood.

PIGEONS AT THE BIRMINGHAM SUMMER
POULTRY SHOW,

The Pigeons were chiefly shown several tiers high in a room
adjoining the hall. It was almost impossible to see those on
the ground, especially in the corners of the room, and the Judges
must have had a most difficult task.

Black Carrier cocks headed the Ust, Mr, Yardley winning the

first prize with a bird marvellous in wattle. The cumpetitiou

in Dun cocks was strong, the same exhibitor again taking first

honours. In cocks Any other colour, a Blue (Mr. While) in

splendid condition, but not large in wattle, was first; second

was an excellent bird, but in moult. There were tbirty-four

competitors for the cup for a young Carrier. Mr. Bulmer won
it with a Black long in body and very promising. Second was
a forward Dun.
Pouters were few from the fact of all colours being mixed.

In cocks the cup, second, and third prizes all went to Blues; in

hens the cup bird was a Blue, second Black, third Yellow.
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Barbs.—The first prize in all three classes went to Mr. Firth.

Mr. Yardley's second-prize hen was a superb bird, but out of

condition. In the class for young birds there seemed to us liitle

to choose between the winners.

TunMers.—.\lm0ad3 were as usual faw and good. Mr. Wood-
hoase carried off all the prizes in Balds or Beards. First and
third were Blue Beards, second a Red Bald.

In the class for any other Short-faced variety Mr. Minuitt
took first with a lovely Black Mottle in blooming condition.

Three classes for Long-faced Tumblers brought out many
curiosities only known to the initiated. We especially admired
a Black Mottle Muff-legged belongiug to Mr. Mapplebeok.
Fantails must have given the Judges the trouble they usually

have over this class ; at least the White ones must, so lUffereut

do the same birds look in different positions and at different

moments. We thought a young bird highly commended (No. 81:!,

Mr. Serjeantson), one of great promise. The cup for Any other

colour was won by one of the best Blacks in colour and carriage

we have ever seen, a peak-headed bird.

Jacobins.—The Reds and Yellows were in a bad light, first

apparently a rich Red with head buried in a perfect hood.

First in the " Any other colour " class was a little White, Mr.
John Baker's, perfect in head and chain.

Turbits.—The class for Red or Yellow was specially marked
by the Judges a good class, and it certainly bore out their notice,

being uniformly excellent. The cup went to a Yellow, perfect

in colour and frill, but narrower iu head than we like. It was
pressed hard by the second, a veteran winner, shown by Mr.
CresBwell, a rich Red with a fine broad head. Third an excellent

young Red. Mr. Dew won the cup for Any other colour with a
grand Silver; second a lovely Blue, third a Silver.

Niiiis were not remarkable. The cup went to a nice Black, a
Yellow being second.
Owls —The class for English Owls was a very large and good

one. We are glad again to see White Owls ; one of great merit
won the cup.

Trumpeters.—The new type of birds imported of late from
Asiatic Russia as trsual carried all before them. We much regret

that the beautifnl White Trumpeters of former days have almost
disappeared since these new importations.
There were four classes for Dragoons and four for AntwerpSy

the awards in which seemed to give satisfaction on the whole.
Swallotvs and Magpies also had classes, likewise Archangels,
but a pile of boards over the latter variety precluded all possi-

bility of admiring their bright hues or of criticising the awards.
The Any other variety class was an interesting one. Impor-

tations of a kind of feather-legged Turbit have of late been made
from Egypt and elsewhere in the East; their colour is splendid,
but they are to English eyes disfigured with coloured spots
about the head. The cup was awarded to a Red bird of this

variety. Second was a curious Red Frillback, third a Satinette.

We admired two unnoticed birds {Damascenes we believe they
are called), ashy blue in colour with dark eyes.

On the whole everything was done to make the Pigeons as
comfortable as possible. The great heat of the first day threw
many birds deep into the moult in a few hours, but no harm
need result from this.

PBIESTS.
Pbeests or Quakers are the pet toys of many fanciers ; and

here the old adage is very applicable, "Everyone to his fancy."
For myself, my fancy runs iu a different channel, though I
remember well with what happiness I carried home the first

pair of Priests I ever owned. They were very ordinary birds,

as judged in these days, but to me they were priceless. The
rest of the afternoon was spent nailing boxes against the house
wall; and as the boxes were too heavy for a boy to handle,
occasional tumbles of box, boy, and birds drew forth peals of

laughter and merry shouts from our neighbour's daughters,
before whose eyes I was always a shamefaced youth. It may
be that same experience was what ultimately caused me to dis-

like the Priests. Not that the young ladies were at all disliked;
but what boy can stand his interest in his Pigeons made a matter
of amusement, and yet preserve his equilibrium? As sure as I
went into the garden to look up at my Quakers, so surely did
those girls look out of the window and whistle *' Hua, hua, hua."
Many is the time they have driven me away with a forlorn smile
on my lip and bitterness in my heart to wishmy Pigeons were dead.
Ah ! but I have had my revenge since those days. Both those
girls have husbands, both have children, and both have Pigeons

—

Pigeons in their garrets, in their stables, in their cellars. Yea,
I saw this day a pair of cropped-winged birds upon the baby's
crib, as I examined the oldest boy for the measles. His last

words were, " When are you going to bring me the Quakers ?
His mother's benediction was, "Doctor, if you bring any more
Pigeons here, you shall never enter my house again. It is all

your fault, I cannot have a clean room to sit down in."

My readers, you cannot tell how well I felt as I drove home,
knowing the merriment and whistling is all on my side now.
That boy will be here after the Quakers as soon as he gets out;

and every time I see his mamma it is only necessary to " hua,
hua" once or twice to awaken the merriest memories of the past.

The bitterness of my youthful days is gone, aud we can afford to
laugh amid our retrospection at what was then the most im-
portant object of our lives.

Now that we have reached a breathing place, you may ask.
What has this to do with Priests ? Why, but for what has been
written, no article on that variety would have followed, nor
would I have impressed upon you how necessary it is that we
should enter into the sympathies of the little people. They
cannot understand us ; therefore, to insure their happiness, try
to understand them; the effort wonderfully repays us. If your
boy wants Pigeons, help him to fix up for them. Do not laugh
his fancies to scorn, or you may chill all the feelings that bind
him to his home ; and recollect, your fancies for your cigar, novel,
or horse are no more intense than his for his (to you) minor
interests.

But enough of this. Let us to the Priests, as they are called
in Germany, on account of their white cowl, and in contra-
distinction to the black veil of the Nun ; or Quakers, as they are
called in this country, by reason of their firm, sedate, and sombre
appearance.
The Priest is about the size of the common, and the plain

birds are not unlike it in shape, but the Starlings partake more
of the shape of the Suabiau or Archangel, to which they are
nearly related. The Priest is a solid or whole-coloured bird,

with the exception of the head, which is bald or white. The
line between the colours passes through the centres of the eyes,

and along the inner and lower part of the hood, which must
be free from any foul white feathers. The upper halt of the
beak is white, the lower dark. The eye is generally mixed, but
I have seen them where the upper half was pearl, the lower half

dark ; thus partaking of the colours of the head and neck. The
hood must be proportioned to the size of the bird, aud in the
ordinary colours it must be a perfect cup-edged hood ; but in the
Starling a point head is frequently seen, and does not detract
from the beauty of the bird ; the feet closely covered with
short feathers, among which no whites are allowed, not even on
the toes. The Starlings are clean-footed, and indeed ought
hardly to be ranked with the Priests, as they more nearly
approach the Suabians and Archangels. There are plain Priests,

which signifies that the colours—black, red, blue, and yellow
—are solid (except the Baldhead), without bars across the tail or
wings; then there are barred Priests, in which the bars are

allowed ; and also white-barred birds, in which white bars occupy
the positions on the wings and tail, in place of the dark bars
generally seen. Of these, the red and yellow birds with white
bars are rarest; the plain birds next. The Starling or Star
Quaker is a black bird with white bars across the wings, and a
crescent-shaped band of finely-spangled iridescent irradiating

feathers about the throat, the upper border of which is straight

across the neck, and distinctly marked ; the head is bald, and
feet clean. The following points may be useful to judge by :

—

1. Colouring.—A coloured bird with white head, the line of

division passing through the centre of the eyes, witliiu the base
of the hood, and sloping at the corners of the mouth.

2. Eyes.—The upper half pearl, the lower half dark.
3. Feet.—Covered with short close feathers, except the Star-

lings, which are clean.
4. Hood.—Well-proportioned, clear on the inside ; the Starling

sometimes point-headed.
5. Colours.—Black, red, blue, yellow, and starling.

Sometimes the Priest degenerates, and loses nearly all the
white of the head, excepting a spot near the base of the beak,
then it is called a white spot.

—

Dk. W. P. Morgan (in American
Fanciers' Journal.)

[The lively-writing Dr. Morgan is more amusing than ever in

the above article. It must be worth being what children caU
" a little ill " to have the doctor in attendance. In regard to the
Pigeons called Priests, they aud Blue Brunswicks, similar birds,

appeared at our shows a few years since ; but I have not seen
any recently. The fact is that German Toys don't take in

England. Our fanciers seem to ask for something more than
the ordinary Pigeon form, with variations only in the colour and
disposition of the feathers. John Bull perseveres with the
older fancy Pigeons, and fights for perfection in their many
properties ; but is no great feather fancier. Then Sandy Scot
sticks to his Pouter (long Pigeon suits long face, aye ! and long

head too, for Sandy has that long as well as his face), and he
tries hard to lengthen the limb, narrow the girth, and enlarge

the crop of his pet ; but he, too, is not a feather fancier. Perhaps
all this is a pity ; but so it is. We read about German Toys,
but we do not care to keep them, or, at any rate, we do not give

our hearts to them.—Wiltshire Rector.]

ORNAMENTAL WATEBPOWLS.
In answer to " T. H. T.," there are two sorts of " tamed wild

fowl." In one they are wild birds compelled to make the best

of a bad bargain, because they are pinioned and unable to fly
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away ; in the other they are bred either from these domesticated
parents or from wild eggs that have been taken and put under
tame birds. It 13, however, necessary with both either to pinion
them or to keep tlieir wings so cut that flight shall be impossible.
Although Ducks are called waddlers, and are supposed not to be
clever on their feet, still they will stray a long way, and with
the help of hiding places here and there may be found in the
course of twenty-four hours far from their home. If it is easy
for them to do this, it is much easier for them to follow a stream.
Having, as you say, a pond 60 yards in circumference, we would
advise you to fence-in with wire between 3 and 4 feet high three
sides of the pond ; the fourth, ending at the stream; should be also

fenced-in, but with a strong iron grating reaching to the bottom.
Ducks dive. A small island might be made in the following
manner:—A strong framework of rough timber, moored by
meaus of a strong chain attached to a stone, weight, or anchor
suliiciently heavy to retain it in position. It should then be
covered with earth, and planted with fast-growing shrubs that
thrive in very damp localities. It is well if the fence of which
we have spoken be 5 or yards from the water's edge, and there
may be planted at intervals rhododendrons, hollies, &c., with a
pathway through the middle of them. With us such a place,
stocked with beautifally-plumaged Ducks that come to whistle
to be fed, is always a relaxation and resort. The banks may be
of turf down to the water's edge. At each side, or in two places
at each side, the bank should be cut through, leading straight
into the water. These are to the Ducks what man-holes are to

labouring men when they are overtaken by a train from which
they are unable to escape, and find themselves in a tunnel. The
beaten Duck cannot climb the upright if not overhanging bank,
and submits to its fate—either beaten to death by its pursuer or
drowned ; but if it comes to one of these openings it is at once
ashore, and is safe. It may appear paradoxical to speak of
drowuiug a Duck, but it is a fact that a Duck drowns as readily
as a hen. So long as the outer plumage is waterproof so long a
Duck is buoyant, but if from confinement in a dry place the
outer feathering becomes dry, the water finds access to the down,
the bird becomes, if the term may be used, " water-logged,"
sinks deeper and deeper till the head falls under the surface
from sheer inability to hold it up, and the Duck drowns.

Carolina Ducks, Muscovies, and Egyptian Geese are the only,
or almost the only water birds that perch. The Carolina will
not make a nest, nor
lay in one. It must
have a small kennel
like a dog kennel, made
of plain plank, with
cross pieces nailed
across it, standing on
a pile, and having a
small ladder runLing
to the water, as in

firj. 99. Such huts are
not unsightly on a piece
of water like that which
you describe. These
birds also greatly de-
light in perching on old pollard stems, and these look rather
well standing a tew feet from the bank in the water.
Your house that you mention will never be tenanted. Tame— i.e., farmyard Ducks will take to such a place. Wild fowl will

get under shrubs or banks, or any place that offers the security
they require. They are clever in finding it. Many, nearly all,

wiU roost ou the island it you make it. Cats and water rats are
both enemies, but the latter are not to be greatly feared, and
the cats will not take water after them. Carolinas, Mandarins,
Shelldrakes, Brazilian Pintail, Casarkas, Whistling Ducks are all

to be had tame-bred, and the addition of a couple of pairs of
Brown Call Ducks will help to keep them together. They
should be fed in shallow water where there is a gravel bottom,
with water clear enough to see every grain of corn that is given.
They will dive after it, but if given in thick and deep water the
loss is great.

_
The birds that may be made tame by pinioning, by associa-

tion, and by good treatment are Dunbird, Tufted Duck, Pintail,
Widgeons, Shoveller, Garganey, Scaup, Gadwall, aud Teal.
These remain tame as long as they are confined. Whenever
they have the opportunity they get away. The food should be
barley, Indian corn, buckwheat, a little hemp ; nothing helps
more to keep them tame than at times to give them some crumb
of bread, they are very fond of it, and as it floats it causes
amusement to see th'em all after it.

Keep the Peafowls in coufiuement for a time, and feed them
well. When first let out tie their wings that they may not fly.

saw hundreds if not thousands of dead bees on the floor of the
balcony devoted to the manipulation, I attributed the loss of
life to the people treading on those bees which happened to
settle on the ground, and not to fighting amongst themselves,
of which I saw no trace while I was there. From what we know
about the wonderful instinct and memory of bees I do not think
they were unable to distinguish their own homes. I was sur-
prised to find the various hives working so steadily and system-
atically in spite of the confusion inevitable to the manipu-
lation and the people constantly going in and out. The loss of

bee life is of course to be deplored; but in the general diffusion
of the means of saving the lives of bees by driving and uniting
them to other stocks instead of consigning them to that mon-
strously cruel because lingering death, the brimstone pit, I
think this part of the Exhibition was practically most successful
iu furthering one of the principal objects of the British Bee-
keepers' Association, " the advocacy of humanity to the indus-
trious labourer, the honey bee."

I think it would be good policy for the Committee to allow
labouring men and bee-keepers of the humbler classes admission
to the manipulation at a nominal price, say Id. or ^d. Sixpence
virtually excludes this class, which is the very one that would
benefit most by a practical knowledge of the means of driving
the bees without destroying them. I would further suggest that
the Secretary provide a better and quieter room for the next
meeting of the members of the Association. I do not say this

by way of complaining, as I for one feel that the members of
the British Bee-keepers' Association are very much indebted to
Mr. Hunter, Mr. Abbott, and others for their work and trouble
on our behalf, in causing this first exhibition of the Association
to be such a success.—A Young Apiaeian.

CRYSTAL PALACE BEE SHOW.
Is " Beaten but not Dismayed " right in the facts in his

stitemeuts about driving bees at the Crystal Palace 1 I was
much interested in this part of the Exhibition ; and though I

HONEY HABVESTS.
For six or seven years my balance sheet of bee-farming has

been published annually. From various causes I shall not be
able to present a fair balance sheet this year. Last winter all

my best stocks of bees were sold ; everyone in my possession
likely to do well was bought. Many orders came that could not
be met, simply because the stocks left were considered not
worth selliug—not good enough to put into the hands of buyers.
Last winter dysentery attacked many of our hives, and thinned
their populations to a great extent. My hives in March this

year were weaker than it is possible to describe. Being rather
too old to manage so many hives, it is my intention to reduce
the number of my stocks. If I give up my large farm, I shall

settle down to a small apiary of ten or twelve hives. If I cease
to be a bee-farmer I shall become an experimental apiarian,

and keep all within the limits of my own grounds. Hitherto I

have kept bees for profit, and managed them with the least

possible trouble.

The hives I have used are, in my opinion, incomparably better

for bees and honey than any other kinds I have ever seen or
heard of. In a week or two the attention of the reader will

probably be called to various kinds of hives. Next year I shall

most likely introduce various hives into my experimental apiary.

Let no one fancy or say that in doing so I shall be seeking
a better or more profitable hive than such as those I have so

long used. No, I do not expect ever to find any other kind of

hive equal to them for profit and convenience; but for the sake
of contrast and variety, it seems desirable to have several kinds
introduced into an experimental bee garden. I shall be ex-

ceedingly pleased if the Bee-keepers' Association offer next
year their highest prize for *' the best kind of hive for bees

and honey," the hives for competition to be filled or partially

filled by swarms of 1875, and exbibited without bees. No other
prize will touch so important a question as the one now suggested,

or please so many bee-keepers.
"Taking Great Britain as a whole, I think that 1874 has been

the best of the last six years for honey. Twice or thrice during
that time have my best hives risen in weight to 100 lbs. each;
but then the stocks were much stronger in spring, and swarmed
much earlier than those of this year. This year March, April,

and May, with the exception of the last ten days of April, were
very unfavourable for honey-gathering and bees. More favour-
able weather occurred in June, the first half of July, and ten or

eleven days of August. From the 19th to the 30th of August
bees gathered honey fast on the moors.
In almost every district of this country swarming was un-

usually late, and I hear that in some counties few swarms
were obtained. Satisfactory accounts come from many parts of

England; more honey has been obtained this year than for
some years past ; but most correspondents have not given the
weights of their hives, or the quantity of honey obtained. All,
however, seem encouraged by their success in artificial swarm-
ing and uniting swarms. They are in the calm and hopeful
possession of a theoretical aud practical knowledge of bee-moJi-
agement.
Our old friends at Carluke, Lanarkshire, are hardly pleased

with the results of bee-keeping there this year. Swarming was
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late, and only two first swarma in the parish rose in weight to

100 lbs ; a few swarms weighed 90 lbs. each, more 80 lbs., and
more below these weights.
Being rather unwell during September I was unable to fetch

my hives from the moors at the end of the season. They re-

mained on the highlands of Derbyshire, consuming their stores,

till the 3rd iust. Some of them I found are rather too heavy
for me to handle and carry. Some of them now are between

90 lbs. and 100 lbs., some more than 80 lbs. each, some more
than 70 lbs., and many less than that weight. This year the

stock or mother hives are as heavy as their first swarms, which

is an unusual occurrence, as first swarms in ordinary seasons

generally rise in weight 20 lbs. and 30 lbs. more than their

mother hives ; but this year swarms had not time enough to

overpass the parent hives. At the swarming season this year

stock hives gathered a great deal of honey.
Where bees are kept for profit it is good policy to take honey

when it can be obtained. When a good season comes round I

deem it wise to reap a large harvest of honey, even to the reduc-

tion of the number of stocks. It is easy to multiply stocks in

seasons in which honey is not stored in quantity. In grape-

growing a crop is expected every year ; in bee-keeping we can-

not get a harvest of honey annually ; it is therefore wise to

take a large harvest of honey as often as possible. Honey
will be taken from all our hives that weigh more than GO lbs.

each, and those of leas weight will be kept and sold for stocks.

—

A. Pettigkew.

A FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLD SWARM OF BEES.
Early in July, 1859, I put a swarm of bees in a common box

hive made of rough hemlock boards 12 inches square by 15 inches

high. From this hive has issued a swarm every year until now.
—Sol. Crandell, Chatham Village, Col. Co., N.Y.

[I may mention a parallel case. Some fifteen years ago I

called on Mr. Samuel Brundrett, market gardener, Withington,
near Manchester, to buy some hives of bees, when he showed me
one which had swarmed annually for twelve years. It looked

as if it had not been touched or raised off its board during the

whole time. I have seen many old ones, and examined them
internally. Their combs were black and tough enough, cer-

tainly. iEvery young bee leaves a pellicle or skin in the cell in

which it is bred, and of course the cells of old combs become
contracted by breeding in them. It has often been said that

bees reared in old combs are smaller than those reared in younger
ones ; but we have frequently failed to notice the difference in

size, and sometimes we have fancied they are less in old hives.

Bees thrive better among young combs than they do in old ones,

and young combs yield more honey than old ones ; but I can
easily believe that the combs of a hive may be used by bees for

fifteen or twenty years if they be kept dry and free from foul

brood. Too much honey and farina in hives hinder breeding

and do harm. In nine cases out of ten, hives three years old

have too much farina in their brood combs, which clogs their

operations.
A New Zealand bee-keeper, now in this country on a visit,

called to see me the other day. He first described how bees

were managed in that colony. The bees are kept in plain boxes
about 12 or 11 inches square. When fall, boxes as large are put

on them as supers. He had taken 80 lbs. of super honey from
one hive last year. When the combs become black the empty
boxes are placed below them, and when fall they are destroyed
for their honey. In this way the boxes are refilled with young
combs. There, as here, swarming takes place, and is not pre-

vented by supering in every case.—A. Pettiqrew.]

DOGS.—No. 6.

WIRE-HAIRED TERRIERS.

Providence that " suits the wind to the shorn lamb," has
very beautifully and mercifully suited the dog's coat to the
climate in which he is born. Take a few instances in proof of

this. Look at the Siberian dog, the dog that in teams draws
his master's sledge over the frozen snow. How very long and
rough is his hair ! how easily from ib falls the snow, and how
difficult for the suow to penetrate to the skin ! Surely his coat

is fitted to his climate. Then the Mount St. Bernard is another
snow-fitted dog as to coat ; and mark you, the rough one is the
right one. Then the Scotch colley, the rough one again is the

right one. How his hard thick coat which no rain, not even that
Scotch mist which the proverb says *' wets an Englishman
to the skin," can reach his skiu. Then there is the Scotch deer-
hound, rough and warmly clad ; the Irish greyhound who can
face dank Hibernia's climate with his rough warm coat.

There is the Scotch terrier with his warm hard coat, fencing
well his hide. The Russian greyhound is another example who
has actually bushy hair; while the Siberian dog before men-
tioned has long hair even on his head and paws, so well pro-

tected is he against that cold climate. If I look at the naturally
swimming dogs, I see again the adaptation of the dog's coat—as

the Newfoundland, the Irish water spaniel ; I see in them a
like merciful arrangement. And I imagine that all the dogs
originally in this chilly island of ours were rough-coated

—

i.e.,

warmly clad—coat fitting climate. If it be true that the modern
otterhound is the true representative of the southern hound,
my argument is much strengthened, for the otterhound is

warmly clad.

But how about the English terrier? What was he in olden
time ? Not, I verily believe, the smooth-skinned sleek creature
of to-day's civilisation. Was he, like the Scotch terrier, very
long-coated ? I also think not. Scotland is much colder than
England. The Scotch sheep-dog is much more warmly clad
than the old-fashioned, bob-tailed, hard, wiry-coated English
sheep-dog. What, then, do I believe the English terrier to

have been as to coat? I believe him to have been wire-haired.
This is a particular kind of coat, but it is admirably suited to

the dog's work and ways. Long hair would hinder him, but he
is exposed to climate in bad weather. Look at his coat : he has
a thorough good loin-cloth as ever man wished for, or had on
his favourite horse on a bitter December day, when the rain is

falling in torrents. Then the mist may fall on his head, but it

only hangs on his thick moustache, and can easily be shaken off

;

and his chest has a like rough warm cover. In fact, taking the
climate of England, he is as well and sufficiently covered as

even the Scotch terrier is for the climate of Scotland. The
wire-haired dog should have a coat somewhat like cocoa-nut
fibre, in no case silky or approaching to silky. This wire-haired
terrier, called in books sometimes and rightly, " the old-

fashioned hard and wiry-coated dog," is not now often seen, but
he is, I believe, the genuine English terrier, the best of all

terriers suited for work in this cold, damp, east-wind-pestered
climate. It you look at the terrier in Bewick's " Quadrupeds,"
you will find such a dog ; and any old book represents a terrier

rather rough than smooth.
In regard to the value of wire-haired terriers I give the follow-

ing anecdote, which is less than a year old :—A relation of mine
who lives in the midst of a hunt famed all over England, was
talking one day last winter with the man who has the care of

the terriers (both kinds are kept, the wire-haired and the
smooth), and he asked him which he preferred for work. The
reply was, ** Well, sir, these smooth uns are good for anything,
capital dogs sir, but then they shiver so on cold days. They are

all right such days as this (it was a lovely sunny winter day),

but the rough uus don't shiver, and bear the cold and wet best,

so I like them the best." The smooth-haired fox terriers are

charming dogs and to them I shall devote a paper ; they will face

anything, will go into any damp drain, and some will swim well;

but, oh ! how they suffer in cold weather. The pluck is in

them, the heart is all right, but man has robbed the poor dog of

that warm covering which was intended to keep him secure and
safe in damp earth, or mud, or winter's water. Man alters for

fancy and for eye, but I doubt whether he ever improves, so

far as usefulness is concerned. In olden days it was rather
sport than fancy ; and although I cannot and will not uphold
cruel sports, yet I must say there is some cruelty in making, so
to speak, a terrier work in the cold without his coat on, the coat

his Creator gave him for protection and comfort too. I dub,
therefore, the wire-haired terrier, now seldom seen, as the

genuine old English dog of this breed. He is a dog, like all

terriers, very companionable, a cheerful dog ; and if he follows

one for miles in the wet and cold, one does not feel that he is

suffering as the smooth dog does, when, covered with mud and
chilled to the bone, he looks-up with a pitiful face as much as

to say, '* Oh ! master, I wish I had a warm coat, but your race,

mankind, has robbed me of it." I have often felt very sorry to

see a poor smooth-haired terrier in thorough bad case from wet
and cold.

The wire-haired terrier class has not as yet been a large one
at shows, not even at Birmingham. Their chief breeder, as far

as I know, is Mr. Wootton of Mapperley, whose dogs I have
seen and admired at Birmingham, and a photograph of some of

his dogs, certainly the right sort, is now before me. I regret

much that the wire-haired terrier is not among that admirable
series of photographs of prize dogs painted by George Earl, the

painter, to my mind, of dogs now Landseer is no more. His
fox terriers, his English terrier, his bull terrier, are admirable
and life-like ; but why has he omitted the wire-baired, the

oldest of all ? If I am told that the wire-haired is a vermin
dog, I reply. Of course he is, that was what he is intended for?

Are there no vermin in England still ? Have the rats gone
back to Hanover ? Are stoats, weasels, polecats no more ? Be-
sides, he is more than a vermin dog—he is that and more too

—

what dog better when rabbits are to be killed ?

I have said that all terriers are companionable, sprightly,

cheerful dogs. Years ago—I was but a boy then—I made, in

company with my father, a driving journey of between tbirty

and forty miles into Norfolk. A wire-haired terrier was with
us as merry, and active, and inquisitive—bolting into this hedge,
through that gate—the last few miles rs he was the first few.

Weariness be did not seem to feel. Was not that warm coat of
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his a supporter of hia strength ? Well, the last few mile3 the

road ran across a rabbit warren, and oh I the dog's delight then.

Never had he seen so muob game before ; never did he enjoy
such sport. " Babbits young, and rabbits old ; rabbits hot

"

with running, "and rabliits cold" with fear, were around him.
The place was alive with them, and he quite forgot his long

journey. My readers can im-igiue my boyish delight—I kept

rabbits then—at seeing such a number of rabbits out feeding in

the moonlight, the games' they played, some out from their

nests for the first time; little rabbits, half grown rabbits of all

sizes, eating, playing, scampering, and racing-off as the dog ap-

proached. Bat, turning my thoughts to old times, I must call

up another scene connected with wire-haired terriers. There
was an old man I knew and loved to watch who was a rat-catcher

—a little old man, a bent old man, who looked more bent be-

cause on his back was always his bos of ferrets. He had a

hump on hia back, and I never knew he wore a loose old coat

where the bump ended and where the ferret-box began. He
wore a cap, I fancy of cat skiu, and he smoked so short a pipe

that my wonder was he did not burn hia nose ; I looked upon
that nose as a kind of salamander. On an autumn or winter's

morning I used to see this old man tramp off from the town to

the fen farms with his team of dogs, everyone wire-haired,

usually white with a touch of colour on eye and ear, one or two
might be black and tan. Now this old man was worth nothing
bat his dogs and liis ferrets, his clothes, pipe included, coixnting

for nothing ; but he would not sell one of those dogs. He kept

to one breed, and no one in that town could get one of him for

fear the breed should make another rival in his trade. Poor old

man ! a grim silent man, so different to the merry dogs that

were always with him. He waa full of employment, and I con-

nected him in my mind with the sound of tbe flail which I used
to hear for weeks and weeka in the fen barna. I distinctly re-

member that the old man's dogs were smaller and not as wide
in the head as those usually seen of the wire-haired breed.

In now drawing to a conclusion my remarks on the "wire-

haired terrier, I would say, Why should not breeders take up
this dog and improve him ? Narrow his head by crossing with
a good coarse-haired but well-shaped fox terrier; both dogs

have the heart in them. Some fox terriers, the best of them,
have hair of such a texture as shows clearly that they are re-

lated distantly to the wire-haired. Cross these two; make a

pretty dog, not a large dog ; show auch dogs clean, and I venture
that, the eye being pleased and humanity being pleased by a

thick coat being again put on the terrier's back, auch a breed
would in time be a success—a prettier dog, neater in shape,

Btraighfcer legs, narrower head, with nice markings. The mous-
tache gives a quaint look, and the pluck being there, as it would
be, auch a dog would be popular, and the genuine old English
terrier, for such I believe the wire-haired to be, would be
worthily represented.

—

Wiltshire Rectob.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Oxford Poultry Show (T. L.).—Tho entries close oa the 12tli inst., as

you will perceive on reference to our list.

Bantam Pullet Ailing {O. H. R.).—Give your pullet a dose of a tea-

spoonful of castor oil, and notice if her evacuations afterwards be green and
loose. If 80, repeat the dose at twelve hours' interval. Give her no com or

hard food, but soaked bread, oatmeal, and growing green food.

Silver Pheasants {J. P., Highoatc).—There are but few buyers for a
Silver cock Pheasant or for hybrids. We should advise you to advertise

them, or to exhibit them as extra stock at some poultry show.

Conditional Sale {J. Ashworth).—Yon had not absolutely purchased the
Silver Poland hen; she waa to be sent to you for approval. Before being

pent she won the first prize at Birkenhead, and thereby her value was in-

creased, a circumstance which neither you nor Mr. Fearnley the vendor con-

templated at the time the price was named. We therefore cannot consider

yon entitled to claim the hen either legally or equitably.

Perry (H. Williams).—In making perry tho peara should be ground and
pressed exactly in the same manner as apples in the making of cider ; but

the reduced pulp should not be allowed to remain any length of time without

being pressed. In Herefordshire, or the counties in its vicinity, it has never

heen the practice to blend the juices of the different varieties of the pear in

order to correct the defects of one kind by the opposite properties of auother.

It is, however, thought more easy to find the required portion of sugar and
astringency, as well as flavour, in three or four varieties than in one; there-

fore, it is BUi^posed a judicious mixture of fruits affords a prospect of great

benefit. In grinding, tho pulp and lind of the pear, as in the apple, should

be perfectly reduced; and though no benefit ia said to he derived from the

reduced pulp remainiug some hours unpre-^sed, yet there is no doubt but,

where all other circumstances are the same, that portion of liquor will, for

the most part, be found the best which has remained the longest under the

power of the millstone. The juices of the pear and tlie apple are constituted

of the same component parts, but the proportions are different. In the juice

of the pear the tannin principally Ih predominant, with a less portion of

sugar, mucilage, and acid matter. Perry requires nearly the same sort of

nnanagement during the process of fermentation as cider, but it does not

afford the same itidicatione by which the proper time of racking it off may be

ascertained. The thick scnra that collects on the surface of cider seldom
appears on the juice of the pear, and during the time of suspension of its

fermentation the exjessive brigbtuess of the former liquor is rarely seen in

the latter; but. where the fruit ban been regularly ripe, its produce will be-

come moderately clear and quiet in a few days after it is made, and it should
then he drawn off from its grosser lees. To preveot an excess of fermentation
the same means are used as in making cider, oud the liquor is rendered

perfectly bright by isinglass. For this purpose the isingla^B should be re-

duced to small fragments by pounding in a mortar, and afterwards steeped
twelve or fourteen huurs iu a quan'ity of liquor sufficient to produce its. <

greatest degree of expansion. In this state it muse be mixed with a few
gallons of the liquor, and Hlirred till it is diffused and suspunUed in it; and
It is then pouted into the cask, and incorporated with the whole by continued
agitatiun for two or three huurs. This process should be repeated till the
reqiiirtd degree of brightuess ia obtained, tho liiiuijr buiug each time drawn
off on the second or third day from its precipitated lees. About 1^ 02. or
2 ozs. of isinglass are generally put into a ca^k of 110 gallons at once.

Were its mode of action purely mechanical there could be no objection to a
larger quantity ; but it has also a chemical action on the liquor. It combines
witu, aud carries down, the tautiiu principle ; aud hence, iluiing the prucess

of hiiiug, the liquor is deprived of a large purtiou of its astriugency. This
substance is mobt readily diffused in liquors by bjiling; but by this it is dis-

solved and converted into glue, and its organisation, on which aljne its powers
of liuiug depend, is totally destrojed. But when perry can be made suffi-

ciently brown without it, it is better not to usu the isinglass, as the liquor is

rendered cxtremtly agreeable to the eye by it, but is thought to become more
thin and acid by its action. In tbe afier-mauagement of perry tbe method is

the same as that of cider; but it does not bear bitaaiious where it is exposed
to much change of temperature so well, and its future merit cannot be so well

judged of by its present state. In the bottle it almost always retains its good
qualities, and in that situation it is be.st to be put, if it remains sound and
perfect, at tho conclusion of the first succeeding summer.

—

{Household
Kiicyclopcedia.)

METE0ROLOGICA.L OBSERVATIONS,
Oaudbn Sqdabb, London.

Lat.51^32'40" N. ; I.oag. 0' ti' 0" W. ; Altita-ie 111 feet.

Date.
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with bat gentle warmth at first to give the plants a start, as

compared with those growing them in pits or houses with heat
throughout ? Scores, nay hundreds, can afford to grow Melons
if it can be accomplished—as it is with Little Hoath—iu a
frame or pit which has been placed over a hotbed for raising

plants from cuttings or seeds ; but if thev have nothing better

to doit with than Victory of Bath, they will have long to sigh
for the flavour " pleasing everybody." The latter variety is of

no use for cool treatment, but Little Heath is.

Flavour in Melons, what is it, and how does it come ? Of
kind? If it results from kind, why is it not fixed? The
highest flavoured always are so, at every exhibition taking off

first honours. How are we to reconcile ourselves to flavour
existing one season in the new varieties, whilst in another we
find it in the old ? If flavour results from kind, how is it that
not one of the new equals the old? The flavour must either

be lost in the crossing and reerossing resorted to, or alleged,

or it cannot be transmitted by any act on the part of the
most skilful and experienced operator. Judgment, backed by
long experience and close careful observation, can and has
effected great variation from the original, iu most instances
resulting in improvement in some way, but it is seldom we
have any improvement in flavour. Let anyone grow all the
new kinds, whose name is legion, and compare them with the
old, flavour to be the test of merit. Put the round green-
flesh, and the oval green-flesh as well, against the Egyptian,
selecting its best form, Bailey's G.een-flesh

;
put the white and

yellow oval forms, or round, against the Persian, taking Mere-
dith's Cashmere as the best form

;
pit all the scarlet-fleshed

against Scarlet Gem, which is the best form of the old true
Small-fruited Scarlet or Red-flesh, and then tell us which of

the new ones with their admixture of Cantaloup, Rjck, and
other blood, is cqup.l in flavour to any of those named? We
shall by a trial such as this be able to arrive at a solution of
the great question, Which is possessed of the best flavour?
Not till then shall I set much value on the effusions of Melon-
raisers.

By accident rather than design have originated our best-
flavoured Melons and other fruits. The modus operandi of im-
parting flavour remains to bo revealed. High or ill flavour is in
each kind to be found iu the superior and inferior treatment
to which it is subjected, but no one can give to a poor-flavoured
sort flavour surpassing the original. Subjects of high flavour
ocoasioually occur and most unexpectedly, often when a very
different result is anticipated. I may mention a case in point.
I have grown, I think, every kind of Melon at one time or
other, and tested most for flavour—the " everybody-pleasiug"
Victory of Bath not excepted, not one of them satisfying in all

points, and especially in flavour. Not before this year did I

attempt anything with Melon-crossing. I had some old sorts
which I thought might be useful, and amoagst them fished-out
Mounsden's Moreton Hall, which I did not wish to lose. Last
time it was sown (four yeai'S ago), its accompanying plant in a
two-light frame was to the best of my recollection WiUs's
Oalton Park Hybrid. Both are scarlet or salmon-fleshed,
Moreton Hall oval, and Oulton Park round. The fruit of the
kind sown for Moreton Hall this year is roundish-oval—more
round than oval, and the flesh a compound of salmon, green,
yellow, and white. It was only moderately netted, and slightly
high coloured (yellow), on the side next the sun. I was sur-
prised on cutting it, and more so when taking a thin slice, to
find what I had got. That one tasto was enough. Others not
unacquainted with the flavour of M-slons, said upon the first

taste that it was the best they ever tried, eo rich and juicy.

I attempted to cross it with other kinds, but the flower refused
the foreign pollen, and tho pollen applied to other varieties was
e lually ineffective. A correspondent of this Journal sent me
two or three years ago from Haddington or its neighbourhood
a few seeds of a scarlet-fleshed Melon, having the recom-
mendation of its not being subject to cracking when approach-
ing ripening. Its form the first year I had it was oval, slightly
netted, thick short footstalk, rind thin, white, mottled with
green, and hard ; fiesh thick, melting, and well-flavoured,
colour scarlet. It was a free grower, not a free setter, and the
fruit did not crack. Now this Melon has in the present year a
fruit nearly round, slightly netted, and the flesh is not scarlet
but green with a tinge of red in the cavity of the seed. The
kind was raised upwards of thirty years ago, if I remember
rightly, and is not in commerce. The flavour is not improved,
but if this should meet the eye of the correspondent who sent
it, I wUl gladly give him a few seeds of this Melon in its altered
form.

Now, will anyone explain to me why these Melons should
change from scarlet to green flesh ? Why should these two
have green flesh and not Read's, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Cirencester Prize? Some agent had been at work, no doubt.
What can it have been? Crossiog? If so, and the change
from scarlet flesh to green gave flavour to one, why not to the
other ? la conclusion I will nams a few varieties. These are

—

BCABLET- FLESHEI>.
Little Heath, succeeding in a cold frame with a little heat at

starting, or without it. It is scarlet-fl'^shed, aad not despicable
in fl*voar. Valuable also f jr early and late work.

^Bead's, vory free setting, of good size, round, handsome,
finely netted, without ribs.

Duke of Edinburgh, oval, moderately netted, slightly ribbed,
large, anil handsome; rind mottled.

GEEEN-FLESHED.
Colston Basseti, round, moderately netted, medium size, free

bearing, flesh very pale green, nearly white.
Victory of Bath (Gilbert's), very handsome, round, free-

bearing.
'Cashmere (Meredith's and Gilbert's), fine, oval; well-kuown.
lioijal Horticultural Prize, oval, free-beariug, thin rind, flesh

thick, mglting, and rich.

M'HITE FLESHED.
* Golden Gem, round, very handsome, large, and luscious

flavour.

Queen Emma, oval, large, and handsome. It may be said to
be an improved Heckfield Hybrid, but that kind is excellent
and very free-bearing. Both are large.

I have omitted Scarlet Gsm and Beechwood ; the latter

when true is one of the best green-fleshed kind?, and it has
remained longer in the seed lists than many, and it will again
come to the front, if we have it not already in a round, large,

flnely-netted kind in a new gaise. Biiley's Green-fleshed I

have also omitted, as it is too much ribbed ; without its ribs,

and with its high flavour, it would be simply nnapproachable.
—G. Abbey.

ZONAL GERANIUMS FOR AUTOMN DECORATION
INDOORS.

In October it is difficult to cut many presentable flowers

from beds or borders, chilly autumn rains with frosty nights
having placed their mark upon the outdoor garden. Never-
theless, flowers will be wanted, and they are, I think, more
enjoyed then than when there are so many to be seen around.
In October, and till the Chrysanthemums come in, it is gene-
rally a trying time to keep vases filled, but zonal Geraniums
have so well fiUed-up the gap for mo, that a note on the sub-
ject may be of service to others. For diversity and brightness
of colour, to say nothing of the ease of culture, there are few
plants equal to them ; no green fly, thrips, mealy bug, mildew,
or scale troubles them or takos up their grower's time. Neither
do they require peat brought from Kent, or sand from Bedford-
shire. Use turf cut from an old pasture, oi parings from the
sides of the road, stacked in narrow ridges, with a layer of

rotten manure between every 3-inch layer of sods. To this,

when a twelvemonth old, add a little sand or grit, also some
leaf mould if the turf has little fibre. My soil is miserably
poor, no fibre iu it, and I use a little bone dust and some
wood ashes, which appear to give a better colour to the
flowers.

I take off my cuttings in spring for autumn flowering, so as

to avoid diminishing any of the summer bloom, which would be
inevitable if I took them in time to have them rooted before the
cold damp days and long nights came. In the beginning of

March, having a little Cucumber pit at work, a sandy mixture is

prepared, some 3-inch pots well crocked, and iu each of these one
cutting is inserted and labelled with its name. The cuttings

are placed on a shelf in the pit, slightly shaded, and carefully

watered till rooted. As soon as the roots show freely round
the outside of the ball the plants are shifted into 5-inch pots,

using the compost mentioned above. Those not so well rooted

go into 4-inch pots. Sometimes they are potted while in the

Cucumber pit; sometimes they are hardened off a little and
put in the vinery. It is immaterial which mode is adopted.

If I am late I pot them and keep them in the pit. Beware of

too much heat, and they must have abundance of water. Do
not saturate the soil on the one hand, nor, on the other, keep
them so dry as to cause flagging. A very common practice is

to pot and remove the plants to another place. 'This gives

* These are the best of each colour, the selection being restricted to one
kind.
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them two checks. Gradually harden them off, and remove to

a cold frame by the middle of Miiy, and from the frame to nu
open position oat of doors, or, aa mine are for want of a better

place, to the sanny side of a walk. By this time they are ready
for a shift into their blooming pote, which are 7 inches in

diameter, as for our houses these are the most useful, with a

few smaller for the front rows.

Throughout the summer the plants should be looked over
and all flowers picked off, stopping any gross shoots that may
need it. Few, however, require stopping if the flowers are kept
picked off. They branch much more freely, forming neat
little specimens without the aid of stakes or wire, showing the
natural habit of the plant, and giving in October two or three
dozen heads of blooms, and some produce more, according to

the variety.

Give the plants plenty of water thronghout the summer, and
let them have full exposure to the sun and dews. By S:)ptem-
her they will have their pots full of roots, and their wood firm
and well ripoued. About the first week of the month they are
removed to a pit where a crop of Mtlons has been grown ; here
they have plenty of air night and day, the flower buds are no
longer picked off, and once a-week licjuid manure (guano gene-
rally) is given. Never apply liquid manure to a plant when
dry ; water it first with clear water. Many hundreds of plants
are spoiled by neglect of this little precaution. For ten days
or a fortnight they are watered overhead through the rose to
counteract the dryness of the air under glass. When they
show flower freely they receive more liquid manure, and are
removed to the greenhouse. Here they produce a fine display
of bright-coloured flowers when things outside look anything
but cheerful. By giving the plants aiittle heat just to keep the
air dry and moving they will continue in flower till Christmas.
Amateurs who have but a small house in which Chrysan-

themums take up much room, will find that zonal Gera-
niums treated in this way will enable them to keep their house
gay in the dullest mouths until the earliest Primulas and
Cyclamens come in, the same (eajperature suiting all. The
main evil to guard against is damp ; therefore the ventilators
should always be open a little night and day, giving also a little

fire heat, which will make the house all the more enjoyable.
After blooming, the plants are set thickly together in the

vinery, and in March the cuttings are taken off and the old
plants cut back. After they have commenced to grow they are
shaken out and repotted in the same size of pot, and used to
decorate the greenhouse in summer and to fill vases lor outdoor
embellishment.—W.

NOVELTIES IN THE KOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
SoNCHUs LAciNiiTus, au arboresceut Thistle from the Cape

de Verd Islands, is much to be recommended for table decora-
tion. There are several plants in the Cape house. Plants
grown with a single stem are best, the leaves arch gracefully,
are pectinate and oblong in outline, of a pale greeu, with a
midrib nearly white. It is grown from cuttings, selecting the
small side shoots that can be taken oft' with a heel. They
should be kept cool at first, but after a time slight heat is

beneficial. Though many consider it a rule that cuttings
should be given a higher temperature than the plants from
which they were taken had been accustomed to, it is found
that cuttings with difliculty rooted sometimes strike better if

allowed the same, or even a httle lower degree of heat. The
reason for this appears evident. With cool treatment they
are not excited to increased action, with consequent demand
for nourishment, as they are when subjected to htat, in which
case they may be exhausted before roots can be formed.
Young plants of Grevillea robusta, the Silk Oak of Australia,

are very valuable for decorative purposes, illustrated by several
plants in the conservatory. They are best raised from seed,
which may be sown in April with bottom heat. Handsome
plants may be grown in two years, having large Fern-like
leaves, and which, when cut, are useful from their durability
and elegance— qualities that suggest its use for subtropical
effect. The soil may consist of equal parts loam and peat.
Pancratium speeiosum, in the Palm house, is one of the

finest things in flower. It has magnificent heads of pure
white flowers, with long narrow segments. In habit it is much
like the Euoharis. The flowers are as ornamental when attached
to the plant, but are not so generally useful when cut. Kich
loam is the best soil that can be used. The bulbs may be
grown singly, or several together. The same culture as for
Eucharis may be applied with success.

In the herbaceous ground a large proportion of the Asters
are in flower, of which there is a fine collection. A. Chapman!
is one of the best, and is also little known. It is of merit
tulfieient for a choice selection. The stems attain a height
of -t to 5 feet, and bear lilac flowers.

FOSTER'S WHITE SEEDLING GRAPE.
Poster's White Seedling is described by nurserymen as the

offspriug of the lloyal Muscadine, and similar to its parent,
but superior in appearance, flavour, habit, and season. Ono
nurseryman, though, calls this Vine White Lady Downe's, an
alias for its proper name. Of course he does not mean the
White Lady Djwue's of late introduction, said to be raised
from the Black Lady of that title. The nurseryman I mention
appears to apply the name of White Lady Ujwno's to Foster's
Wuite Seedling from a similar observation, probably, to my
own

; for I have observed Foster's White Sjedling to ripen
later than its reputed parent both in fruit and wood; in fact
rnuoh the same aa Lady Downe's ripens, and to hang, too, not
dissimilar to the latter in duration. Some time ago I also
noticed a writer in the Journal mention Foster's White Seedling
as a Grape hanging well, but I made no note of reference, much
as the passing thought impressed my mind.
Can you or any of your readers tell us it the nurseryman I

have mentioned and I are right in our conception of Foster's
White as a White Lady Downe's in ripening and hanging
properties, thus differing from the Koyal Muscadine in these
features ?

—

Beabeb.

THE FLOWER BEDS AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.—No. 1.

That the Managers of the Crystal Palace do recognise the
fact that something more than the provision of amusement for
the people is expected from them, and show by their measures
that they seek to attract the attention of men of thought .and
culture as well as that of the mere sightseer, is an undoubted
fact. Faults and errors there may be in many of its parts and
features

; but these things, it must in common fairness be
granted, are inseparable from such a gigantic institution, and
to what extent they prevail mu»t always remain a matter of
opinion. Of course there are art rules by which such things
may be tried, but then it is too often found that seU'-consti-
luted Clitics are very apt to ignore rules, and boldly to resolve
questions of taste from their own point of view.
Among the many beautiful objects at the CrystalPalace which

are a great and decided success, the flower gardens, of which it
is my particular province now to treat, have always filled a pro-
minent position, ranking so high among our best gardens that
annual reports of their arrangement and general appearance
have always been expected and welcomed. But more than this

:

all who could, have visited the gardens year by year to seek in-
struction and to cultivate a knowledge of plants old and new,
aa well as of their arrangement. Knowing this, it was with
much pleasure that I found decided evidence of improvement
in the arrangement of the beds as well as of the plants ; but
still there is the old grievance of which I in common with
other reporters have before had to complain—the plants are
unnamed. Now, why is this ? It may be that the presence of
labels is regarded as a disfigurement, but this could of course
be set aside by using very small labels of a neat if not elegant
pattern, and to rendering the colour-combinations as instructive
as they are beautiful. Of the general desue for this trifling
concession there can be no doubt, for besides several groups of
undoubted " blue aprons" in deep and earnest confabulation
over the more striking beds, several persons appUed to me for
names while notetaking, showing by their remarks that they
had evidently a wish to know all about the plants with which
such wonderful enamelling could be wrought out, for the beds
are certainly very beautiful, the panel or carpet style predomi-
nating, the whole of the designs being marked with geometrical
precision, and composed almost entirely of plants having orna-
mental foliage.

It has already been shown what great importance is attached
to the circular beds at Battersea, and here at the Palace the
value of circles, and the facilities which they afford for an
almost endless variety of designs, especially of an intricate
character, is clearly demonstrated. The favourite succulent
here for an edgitg is Sempervivum californicuni, one row only
being used with excellent effect. Golden Feather Pjrethrum
is more used than any other yellow-leaved plant, and for
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cirpet bedding it appears quite indispeasablo. Tliat it is

worthy of this high positioa there eia bs uo doubt, for apart
from its great iutriusio value, the ease and facility with which
a large stock may be raised from seed without artificial heat,

places this unique plant at the disposal of everybody. Blue
is the only important colour of which the blossom has a
monopoly, all others being beautifully developed in tha foliage.

This fact, no doubt, caused the Lobelia to be found in all

designs where blue was required, and the plants of it were
generally in excellent condition, being healtliy, full of bloom,
aud of a nice even growth—evidence that more than ordinary
care and painstaking had been devoted to their selection and
management. I allude to this because the Lobelias in many
places have not been good this year; it may be that this is

owing in some measure to the use of many of the worthless
varieties which have been sent out during the last year or two.
A really good strain of the true old speoiosa is the best aud
safest kind to use, aud all the newer introductions ought cer-

tainly to be tested more than once before they are introduced
into a design. Coleus Verschaffeltii and Alteruanthera versi-

color, with others, such as amoena, were in every group where
crimson deep or bright, or carmine, was required, and un-
doubtedly with the best effect, for there was great richness and
beauty combined with a quiet refinement of tone in every
combination; not that this result was by any means owing to

plants of one particular colour, but rather to the judicious
selection and tasteful combination of several. Soft grey was
not so prominent here as at Battersea, or rather I should say
it was not much used in the carpet beds. By-the-by, why not
term it enamel bedding ? It is a much more expressive term
for such artistic work. Feathery Fern-like masses aud lines

of greenery were used instead of grey to give tone and softness

to those designs wherein bright colours most prevailed. Our
old friend Tagetes signata pumila was the plant selected for

this purpose, the groivth being kept to a uniform height, and
every flower kept picked off with such jealous care, that it

was only by a very close inspection I could detect even a few
buds, and these were being removed. Treated in this way it

forms masses aud bands of a lovely and novel character, aud
which have only to be seen to be appreciated. It was a good
many years ago that I tried to produce a somewhat similar
effect with Geranium dentieulatum, but neither that nor any
other can at all compare with the Tagetes for such a purpose.
Of course it is not used for an outer row, all the beds here being
on turf with which it would clash, but for a secoud row or

central mass nothing can be more telhng.

—

Edwakd Lhckhurst.

VINE CULTUnE.
Weiohi of Crop, Thinning, DisBunniNG, &a,—Cropping

Vines too heavily is a prevailing error in Grape-growing. Pre-
suming that the rafter is—say, 21 feet long ; that the young
Vines are to bear to a third of this length the first year, and
that the Vines show more than a bunch to each shoot—re-

move them all but one to a s,hoot as soon as they are far

enough advanced to be got hold of ; aud after the berries are

Bet—presuming that the bunches are large, as they generally
are in young Vines—remove all but four bunches on every
rod. This will leave eight bunches on a Vine. Of course, the
largest and most shapely are generally left ; and in most cases
it may be presumed they will average at least 2 lbs. or more.
This is crop suflicient for the first year in the case of permanent
Vines. None of these bunches should be loft on the leading
shoots, which should not be stopped this year till they reach
the top of the house. When the Vines are in full bearing,

li lb. of Grapes to every foot run of the main stem of the Vine
may be regarded as a fair crop.

In disbudding the side growths of young Vines, due regard
must be had to a regular establishment of permanent fruiting

points or spurs. From 1(> to 18 inches apart will be enough
;

and this will generally call for the removal of two buds for

every one left all along the main stem. These side fruit-

bearing growths should be stopped two or three joints beyond
the bunch that is left. This, generally speaking, will give

foliage sufficient to clothe the whole roof, when the main
stems are trained 3 feet apart. If there is room for a more
lengthened growth, it should be allowed to those from which
the bunches are all taken off. This gives foliage enough to

sustain the Vines in vigour. Closer stopping has a tendency
to we.ik ta the Vines in time. Allow the lateral growths which
tpring from the axils of the leaves of these fruit-beariug shoots
to foiin one leaf, aud slop them, and do not allow them to

make more growth the whole season. A less number of large
well-developsd leaves is preferable to a greater number in a
crowded condition.

As soon as the shoots can be tied down without fear of their

breaking, carefully bring them down till they can be tied to

the under sides of the wires. This operation must not be at-

tempted at once. They must be brought down by degrees,
beginning with them when their points have nearly touched
the glass. Even when they can be tied down safely at one
time, they frequently force themselves off the main stem in

the course of a few hours. Shorten the laterals on the portion
of the main stem which is not bearing to one leaf when the
wood has become brown.

In thiuuing off the bunches to the number directed, make a
partial thinning when the shoots are tied down, and the final

thinning when they are out of bloom, except in the case of

Muscats, the thinning of which should be left till it can be
seen which bunches have set their berries most regularly. The
thinning of the berries should take place, in the case of Him-
burghs and all free-setting sorts, as soon as the berries attain

the size of Radish seeds. But with the shy-setting sorts it is

best to delay their thinning till they are largei', and it can be
seen which are properly fertilised and which are not.

SpuR-rRUNiNQ FOR NEXT Season's Crop. — It is now very
generally admitted that the close-spur system of pruning is

the best

—

i.e., to cut back this season's fruit-beariug growth
to within an eye or bud of the main stem. In each succeeding
year the pruning takes place back to the single bud at the base

of last season's bearing growth. As the Vines get older, a
cluster of buds generally forms at the spur, notwithstanding
this close pruning. Only the strongest of those that grow are

left to bear fruit. This close pruning is much preferable to

leaving two or three eyes. Not only can the Vines be main-
tained for a longer time in a more manageable and sightly

condition, but they yield more compact serviceable bunches,
that swell their berries better than those long and looser

bunches generally produced from buds further from the main
stem. Prune, especially Vines to be forced early, immediately
they have shed all their leaves. The wounds should always be

dressed with styptic to prevent any chance of bleeding. When
in the course of time spurs get long and unsightly, a portion

of them can be cut right back to within au inch of the main
stem, and the adventitious buds there will break again aud
form fruit-beariug wood. By cutting back a certain number
annually, they can thus be kept within bounds, or young rods

can be brought away from the bottoms of the Vines, and the

old ones out out altogether.

Teaininc.—With regard to the extension system of training,

by which a Vine is made to fill a whole house, there can be no
objection to it, provided a border extending away from the

front of the vinery in proportion to the extension of the

branches can be secured for that large range which an im-

mense Vine, filling, it may be, one large house, requires for its

roots. This condition secured, there can be no objection

urged against what is called the extension system. Another
matter to be taken into consideration is, that a Vine having

its roots extending to an immense border area is less under
control, especially for early forcing. All things considered, I

prefer in a general way a compromise between the one-rod

and the extension systam ; and think that a Vine limited to

two main rods is, in by far the majority of eases, more under
the control of the cultivator, and best adapted for early forcing.

For the supply of summer and autumn Grapes, there can be

uo objection to filling a house with a Vine or two, provided

that a run of border congenial to them can conveniently be

provided for such large Vines. In some localities where the

vinery is set down in a soil naturally congenial, there is little

difficulty in this respect. But in the majority of oases the

border has to be artificially prepared and limited ; under such
circumstances, it is better to restrict the Vines to two or three

rods.—D. Thomson (in Tlie Gardener).

JASMINE FRUITING.
Admiral Sir Frederick Grey, Lynwood, Sunnin

Staines, informs us that the Jasmine plants trained on the

walls of his house have this year borne fruit, and as this

appears to occur but rarely, lie should be glad to know if plants

have seeded in other places.

The aspect of the house is S.S.E. Four plants have fruit

on them, one to the E.N.E., one to the S.S.l'V, and two on the

wall facing the W.S.W. This wall is sheltered by a con-
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servatory from the north-west and north, and it is on it that

the fruit ia most plentiful, a great many sprays having from
four to nine berries on them. They are about tho size of a

pea, of a shining green colour, beautifully clear and trans-

parent. They are now beginning to turn to a dark olive, and
probably will turn darker as they ripen.

Sir P. Grey has not found anyone who has before seen the

fruit, and if desired would forward a spray with the berries on
it. He is told that London mentions that a plant at Bayswater
seeded in 183G.

ROSES ON THE BRIA.E STOCK.
In common with other enthusiastic Rose-growers I greedily

devour every scrap of news which appears from time to time
in " our Journal " relative to our favourite flower.

I was glad to see a letter from Mr. Dodds, of Kelso, upon
the method he adopts with the Briar, as I firmly believe he
has hit upon the right one, and one not generally known, or

at least adopted by Eose-growers, so far as I know. I have
never known it adopted in this country, although I have made
frequent inquiries both from amateurs and nurserymen, and
almost considered it to be a method confined to myself. I can
speak with a degree of confidence in the matter, for I have
treated my Briars in the way Mr. Dodds describes for the past
seven or eight years, although I never heard of its being
practised till it occurred to me to try it, and I now work all

my Roses on the Briar in this way, fully believing it to super-

sede all other stocks for the Rose. I may say I have fully

tested all other stocks and plans, but give a decided prefer-

eace to the Briar.

When I first commenced to grow Roses in my own small
way I knew little about them, but being passionately fond of

them I experimented in every conceivable manner, and by buy-
ing, begging, and exchanging I have now a fair stock of as healthy
vigorous standards as one would see at any place. The great
secret in having good vigorous heads, is to have plenty of

roots ; this is the reason growers naturally go to Boses on the
Manetti or on their own roots ; it is not, I believe, any intrinsic

superiority iu the latter two. But give me a nice clean Briar
with plenty of fine fibrous roots, and I will show you as much
vigour and health, and far larger and better-developed flowers,

than can be produced on any other stock.

The method I have adopted for some years is this (and I

would like our enthusiastic friend Mr. Camm to give me his

opinion, and if he has not tried it to begin at once) :—In
September and October I go through the fields, and select my
Briars—good, long, straight, stout shoots of this year's growth,
taking care that they are well ripened, and I either pull them
off the parent stock, as you would do a slip, or cut them with
some sharp instrument. The hard ring of wood at the bottom
of the slip, where it is attached to the stem, must be preserved
intact, for if this be torn or detached from the wood it wiU
not take root. Cut them aU of an equal length, whatever
height you want your standard. I make them all about "2 feet,

as I like a short standard. Have your ground deeply dug, and
plant them iu rows 1 foot apart and 6 inches deep. I then
put down a stout stake at each end of the row, and tie two
ropes to one stake, and twist these ropes in and out round
every stock, and make it firm to the other stake ; this keeps
them firm in the ground, and from being bent with the wind
or other causes. These will throw out side shoots next spring,

and be ready for budding on in .July or August. I generally
transplant them once before finally removing them to per-

manent beds, so as to get plenty of roots. Thus, instead of

having big, thick, ugly roots with a few sickly fibres, as is the
case where Briars are dug up by the roots in the first instance,
you have a nice straight stem, with a bunch of beautiful, fine,

fibrous roots, which will throw plenty of vigour into the heads.
I should say that I find in selecting Briars, those having red
bark and plenty of prickles are more vigorous than the pale
yellow, and I prefer those of medium thickness, about as thick
as the index finger.

—

John Tcktle, Peace/ield, Portadotcn.

refuse about as moist as ordinary potting soil ; the whole well

pressed down as packed, and kept iu a cool wine cellar. I

have followed this plan successfully for several years, and have
found the flavour of the Nuts so preserved to be excellent.

When they are required for use all that is necessary is to take

out the quantity desired, and again press down closely the

remainder. The Nuts when taken out should be slightly dried

in the air, and the refuse will then shake out and leave tho

Nuts clean and equal to those fresh gathered. Walnuts should

be husked and dried for a somewhat longer period iu the sun
before being packed. Nuts without the cocoa refuse, but other-

wise similarly and concurrently treated as the sample sent

you, are now all bad.

It is advisable not to have the refuse too moist, as on one
occasion from this cause I found a perfect forest of miniature
Filbert and Walnut trees in my cellar in the spring after the

Nuts were stored, the whole having vegetated at the growing
period. The method is cleanly, and the refuse does not im-
part an earthy taste, as in the case of Nuts kept in the ground.

—T. LiXTON, Stamford.

[The Nuts received from Mr. Laxton were as fresh as if

they had been newly gathered. Speaking from the example
before us we can strongly recommend the practice adopted by
Mr. Laxton.—Ens.]

STORING FILBERTS, WALNUTS, kc.

It is sometimes difficult to get good wine, if even a high
price ba paid, and the accompaniment of good-flavoured Nuts
is equally a matter of uncertainty. I have therefore sent you
a sample of Cob Nuts which were gathered dry last October,
epread-out in the sun for a few hours with the husks on, and
then packed in a box in layers with tolerably-rotted cocoa

NOOKS OF SUSSEX.—No. 1.

Nevek will you receive a sentence written by me at Brighton

or any other visitor-thronged town. If I hear that a friend is

gone to a nook such as I like to nestle in, that nook is barred

against me until he aud his belongings have thence departed.

When I escape for a change, it is for a change total—new faces,

new scenes, new topics, and new commissariat. I would as

soon remain in Tooley Street as be either in a section of Lon-
don by the seaside, or in a lane walking with a London ac-

quaintance talking of woollens, and dining upon an economical

leg of mutton. Scenes and pastures new for me, and the

more intensely contrasted with everyday life the more enjoy-

able. It is only iu out-of-the-way nooks that total novelties

are come at. I am in one such nook, aud its nearest town

—

but a small one—maintains in life a weekly penny Times, and
where but in that could be read such a sensational advertise-

ment as in that now before me? The Public Health Com-
missioners should summon the nurseryman to aid them, for

he announces as an undoubted fact that he is selling " The
DiSEASE-DESTKOYiNG Tbee, SO woU known for preventing fevers

and other diseases." That is his voucher to the Eucalyptus
globulus. Again, where but in such nooks as I am straying in

could be seen in every lane broods of jolly chickens a month
old, and each from twelve to fourteen chicken strong ? Do
the management, the climate, and the breed combine to secure

these best of early poultry for the London market ? The
breed ia the Sussex, so commonly white, irregularly speckled

with black, and all Dorking in structure except in not having

five claws. There seems no cDddling management, aud the

climate is not so mild as further westward, where chickenhood
is much more precarious. Then who would have thought the

soil of these nooks was favourable to these youngsters? Why,
it is the clayiest of clay, even that known as " the London
clay." The past superlatively dry summer did not injure the

crops in and about these nooks. I have just trudged between
Chichester and Bognor, and make no exception when I say

that no finer crops of Turnips are to be found in Eagland.
Bognor : Did any other reader of this Journal ever retire

thither? Let no one be affrighted by the name. It has no
more relationship to a bog than Hastings has to the Pea so

called. Bucgrenora was its most ancient name, and its three

mid-letters being omitted, the residue, Bucnora, was sloped

towards its present further corruption ; but it passed through

an intermediate stage, for in 1327 a fair was established, and
a chapel dedicated to St. Bartholemew at "Bogenore." If

asked what was meant by the original name, I can only point

out that Bus was the Beech, and ((rt'Hora intimated vigour. Pass-

ing from its etymology, let me observe that it is an improving

nook, and for improvement there was abundance of occjsion.

Its founder. Sir Richard Hotham, was a hatter, and I have
come to the conclusion that his vast expenditure on the place

originated the proverb, " As mad as a hatter." Wealth and
knighthood made him ambitious to create a town that would
immortalise his name. He found this nook, spent £160,000
on house-building, called the place " Hothamtou," became in-

volved in unsuccessful lawsuits, died broken in spirit, aud
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his property was sold by anction for £G4,000 ; his residencp,

Chapel House, -with thirty-nine acres realising only £3650.
Hothamton was expunged, Bognor remains, and the only per-

manent record of its founder besides his epitiph in the gallery

of South Bersted Church, is a halfpenny token ho had etruck,
found sometimes in numismatic museums, bearing the legend—" Hotham, Hatter."
As Sir Bichard was not only a Southwark tradesman but its

reprefentative in Parliament, and consequently in constant
contact with London aldermen, he may have had his epi-

curean procUvities intensified, and consequently inclined to
Bognor because encircled by plucts so celebrated for dainties,

that they were combined into this proverb :
—" A Chichester

lobster, a Selsea cockle, au Arundel mullet, a Pulborough
eel, au Amberley trout, and a Bourn wheatear." To these
might be added " Bognor prawns," for I hereby bear testi-

mony to their excellence, and probably at no one place on the
English coast are so many caught. In stormy weather when
the boats cannot venture out hundreds of prawn-traps may be
counted on the sea-wall.

The mentioning Arundel reminds me of the gardens noted
during perigrinations into the nooks within a semicircle of ten
miles between that dukely town and the sea. The cottage
gardens aro well stocked, and the vegetables superior both iu

size and quality. The Brocoolis are especially excellent. The
Potatoes were nearly all stored long since, and the disease is

not said to have appeared even slightly. The farmhouses are
all large and substantial ; the gardens of the olden fashion

—

large squares enclosed by substantial walls, many retaining the
topiaried Yews and Box so generally admired when " William
of Holland ruled the land." Many evidences exist of the real

fondness for gardening that prevails—conservatories attached
to the supeiior houses, greenhouses even to the minor dwell-
ings ; huge many-flowered masses ot Pampas Grass in even
small gardens, Geraniums bedded-out everywhere, especially

in circular beds, having large bushes of Fuchsia coecinea in

their ceutres. These last-named are uninjured in winter ; and
this reminds me that the climate is so mild that the Tamariek
continues to bloom in winter, and that masses of Mesembryan-
themum cordifolium now in flower on a south border near the
sea, remain out and uninjured during that season. The very
sign of a public-hoijse bears evidence that a fondness for garden-
ing prevails around. I have seen many hostelries inviting by
their sign, " The Shoulder of Mutton;" but nowhere, except
at Yapton, in one of these Sussex nooks, did I ever see the sign
of "The Shoulder of Mutton and Cucumbers."—G.

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
I HOPE the subject of Strawberry culture will not be allowed

to drop yet, and that more of your correspondents will give us
the benefit of their experience. I have some plants of the
Early Prolific, and find them very early. I gathered a few
Strawberries on the 2nd of June last, nearly a fortnight before
Keens' Seedling, and the flavour was good. If the plants
thrive well this Strawberry will be a valuable acquisition

; but
I have only had the plants one season, and I can never tell

what a Strawberry wUl do until I have had it two or three
years.

I find it impossible to secure a large crop of fruit the first

season on our dry soil ; the second is generally the best, but
not always, and after that the plants live on as long as you
like, but the crop is not so good after seven or eight years.
Although plants seldom die iu the ground, they sometimes
wear out in another way after a certain time, seem to get
tired of the soil, do not bear well even if you put out young
runners, and it is necessary to procure a fresh stock from
a distance. My object in Strawberiy-growing is to secure
a large crop for dessert, and I have found none to beat
Trollope's Victoria, with Keens' Seedling to come iu before it,

and the Elton after it. I have several on trial—viz., President,
Sir Joseph Paxton, La Constante, and Myatl's Prolific, and
shall on another occasion be able to tell you what I think of

them.

—

Amateuk, Cirencester.

Make youh Tuees Beanch Low.—Train yonr Pear trees for

garden or field use that they will branch at a distance of 1 or
2 feet from the ground. The advantages are easily enume-
rated :— 1, It is easy to trim. 2, It is easy to gather the fruit.

3, FalUng fruit is little injured. 4, The branches being sturdy,
will not be strained by overbearing or over-weight of fruit.

5, Soil will be kept shady and moist. 6, The trunk will be
protected from the scorching sun. 7, The tree v/ill grow more
and more beautiful.

—

{HorlicuUurist.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, .^xd FRUITS.
Ibis tectobuji. Nat. ord., Iridaocaj. Linn., Tiiandria Mono-

gynia.—Native of Japan. Flowers purple, with darker stripep.
— {Bot. Mag., t. 6118.)

BoLBOPHYLLDM Datanum. Nat. ord., OrehidacriE. Linn.,
Gynandria Monogynia.—Native of Teuasserim. Flowers yel-

lowish green, purple spotted.

—

(Ihid , t. 6119.)

CiNXAMODENDRON coRiicosuM. Nat. ovd., Canellacfa?. Linn.,
Dodeoandria Monogynia.—Native of the West Indies. Flowers
yellow, tipped with crimson. " A well-known West Indian
tree, as the Mountain Cinnamon of Jamaica, or Canella bark
of that island and St. Thomas, but not the true BriiZilian

plant of that name, which is its solitary congener, the C. axil.

lare of Endlicher. These two veiy distinct trees were indeed
long confounded together, and their bark is still imported
under the same name of Canella, and employed largely as an
aromatic stimulant to purgatives and tonics, being reputed to-

be well adapted for debilitated stomachs. The Caribs (ancient
natives of the Antilles) and the negroes of the present day
employ it as a condiment. As an aromatic, Pereira says that
it ranks between cinnamon and cloves. Mr. Hanbury informs
me that the bark was exported during the last century as
' Winter's bark,' and is still found in the market ; as also that

it is probably the ' Wild Cinnamon tree of Sloune, commonly
but falsely called Cortex Winteranus,' though the tree that he
figures ' Phil. Trans.' xvii., 4(55 (1693), is certainly Canella
alba. It is a local plant growing iu Jamaica only iu mountain
woods of the parishes of St. Thomas-in-the-Vale and St. John."'

—{Ibid , t. 6120)
Deoseea Whittakebii. Nat. ord., Droseiacf OB. Linn., Pent-

andria P.sntagynia.—Native of South Australia. Flowers white,

but the leaves, green and brown, and haired, are the chief at-

traction. " This charming little plant was sent to the Royal'

Botanic Gardens of Edinburgh by Mr. W. A. Mitchell, formtrly
an employe in that establishment, where it was flowered by
Mr. McNab in July last, and sent up to Kew for figuring, with
a description by my friend Dr. Balfour, who observed that the
sepals were reflexed, and the flowers an inch in diameter when
well grown and expanded, a statement fully borne out by the
dried specimens. The glandular hairs on the leaf are in all

respects like those of D. longifolia, and act precisely in the
same manner on being brought into contact with insects ; the
leaf itself, however, does not become concave, but retains the
remarkable convexity of surface of each half."

—

[Ibid.,t. 6121.)
Pextstehon nuJiiLis. Nut. ord , Scrophulariacefe. Linn.^

Didynamia Angiospermia.—Native of the Rocky Mountains.
Flowers dark blue. " It was one of the indefatigable Nuttall's

discoveries iu the Rocky Mountains, and it has since been
gathered by the naturalists attached to various American and
English Government exploring expeditions, amongst others
by L'r. Lyall, of the Oregon Boundary Commission, who col-

l93t d it at 7000 feet above the sea, between Fort Colville and
the Rocky Mountains in 18C7. The plant here representei

was sent for figuring by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, who
flowered it in June last."

—

{Ibid., t. G122.)

Beodi^a volubilis. Nat. ord., Liliaceie. Linn., Triandria
Monogynia.—Native of California. Flowers pink. " It waa
discovered by Hirtweg in the Sacramento Mountains, Cali-

fornia, in 1840, and has since been found by various collectors

in Sonora and other places. The scape sometimes attains

12 feet in length.
" The plant figured was raised and sent for figuring by Mr,

Thompson, of Ipswich, in July of the present year."

—

{Ibid,,

t. 6123.)

Clematises, Stella and Fair Rosamond.—" They were both
awarded first-class certificates by the Royal Horticultural

Society in 187-^, and certainly both well deserved that mark of

distinction. They belong, as already mentioned, to the patens
section, distinguished by its spring-flowering habit and its

ternate foliage, and they both have flowers which are very
perceptibly fragrant. Stella is an eight-sepaled variety, the
sepals elliptic oblong and stalkless, so that they form a full

solid-looking flower close up to the richly-coloured stamens.
The colour is a deep bluish mauve, with a conspicuous bar of

reddish plum colour down the centre of each sepal ; the fila-

ments are white, and the anthers of a chocolate purple, form-

ing a conspicuous central tuft. Fair Rosamond has also eight-
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Bepiled 6owor3 of the same form and imbricatiug character as

tliDse of Stella, but they are of a bluish white colour, aud have

a more or less distinct wine-red bar extending from the base

of the sepals nearly to the apes, but becoming paler upwards;

the beauty of this variety is mu -h enh'iucod by the tuft of

deep-coloured stamens which occupies the centre, and which

hiVd tha filatnents purplish rod, white at the very base only,

the anthers being of a darker purple. The scent in a warm
close atmosphere is intermediate between that of Piimroses

and Violets, and is almost equal to that of the latter flower.

Some idea of its free-blooming character may be formed from

the fact that a plant grown over a balloon-shaped trellis 2 feet

high, and 1 foot 3 inches through, bore at one time eixty-five

of its fine showy blossoms. There can be no doubt that wo
have here two of the very best of the early-flowering sorts."

—

(Florist and Pomologi^t, 3 s., vii., 109.)

Cyclamens, Royai Purjile, Rose Queen, and ]Vhite Perfection.—' Tliese three of the most advanoed varieties are from the

superb collection of H-nry Little, E<q., of Twiclieuham. Mr.

Little has made a speciality of the Cyclamen, and cultivates it

in very large numbers, and in a style which, wa believe, has

always ensured him the first prize wherever he has entered

into competition. From early autumn, through the winter,

and well on into spring, the earlier months of the year being

the height of the blooming season, Mr. Little's Cyclamen
houses are brilliant with flowers, and possibly there is no other

subject which would yield so abundant and so choice a return

for the very moderate amount of cultural attention requh'ed."

— (/6(rf , 181.)

LiLiuM AVENACEUM OR LiLiuH MicnLATUH.—" TMs remark-

able distinct Lily was shown at a recent meetiug of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society, by O. F. Wilson, Esq., of Weybridge.

The plant was about 2 feet high, with distinct whorls of lanceo-

late leaves an inch wide on the lower part of the stem, near

the top of which the leaves became alternate, a rather loose

corymbose umbel of five to sis flowers crowning the whole. The
flowers are very distinct in form, having scarcely any tube, so

that the perianth segments spread out immediately above the

base; they are elliptic-lanceolate, nearly IJ inch long, so that

the blossoms are fully 3 inches across ; aud thoy are of a deep

tawny orange colour, with a thickish cluster of black spots

towards the base. The flowers are somewhat nodding, but

the style makes an angle with the top of the ovary, so as to

assume an upward direction. The ovary itself is very deeply

sis-winged. This Lily is perfectly hardy, being a native of

Kimtsclratka, Mandehuria, the Kurile Islands, and Japan.

It wa5 exhibited in flower about the middle of Jane."

—

(Ibid , 193.)

Camellia, Thomas Moore.—" Mr. William?, of the Victoria

Nurseries, Upper dolloway, holds the stock; the foliage is bold,

and the flowers are large, regularly imbricated with thick,

fleshy, evenly-edged petals, and of a rich deep showy crimson

colour, the deepest of any variety in cultivation. These
qualities are such as to place it in the front rank amongst
modern varieties."

—

[Ibid , 205.)

VIOLAS.
I ENTIRELY agree with Mr. Wright as regards the merits and

nsefulness of Violas as garden plants, yet I regret to see one
or two self varieties of special merit omitted in his enumera-
tion ; but probably they have not come under his notice, as

they are new—viz., Viola Admiration aud Purple Prince. I

feel sure, as selfs, no variety can surpass them for beauty,
profusion of bloom, and siz? of flowers, and this more especially

applies to the first-named, as I think it well deserves to be
placed at the head of a list. During my stay the past sum-
mer in Mr. Williams's nursery I had a good opportunity of

observing them, and of all the Violas I ever saw none attracted

my attention so much as they did.

Admiration well deserves the name it bears. I feel sura it

is excellent for a ribbon border or mixture in beds. The
flowers are light blue, of the largest size, and stand well above
the foliage. Purple Prince is a fine variety as a bedder, flowers

not quite so large as those of Admiration, but the p'ant is a
free bloomer, the colour very attractive. Although the past
summer was very dry and unfavourable to Violas retaining
their beauty, these varieties stood it well, and had a magni-
ficent appearance.—T. T., Second Gardener, Barnet,

Late Peas.—R. Hanbury, Esq., of The Poles, Ware, writes
on the 9th inst. to say :—I am now gathering Peas of excellent

flavour from Little Gem, which promiaea to continue soma time

longer.

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT ON THE
BRISB.^NE BOTANIC GARDEN.

The experimental department of the garden still coutiuueg

to prove its utility in the introduction and d'stributiou of

plants yielding products of commercial value, or which would
otherwise be desirable additions to our present limited list of

agricultural and horticultural vegetation. Inquiry has been
made for some of the medicinal herbs by invalids, and it ia

gratifying that we are able to supply the demmd. The requests

for the seeds of fibre-producing plants have been too numerous
for me to comply with the whole of them. An indigenous

species of Musa, or Banana, has been known to exist in the

north, aud I discovered two others whilst vrith the late expe-

dition. I feel assured that these will produce a fibre at least

equal to Manilla hemp, and probably superior, as the trees are

of a more robust habit than Musa textilis.

The demand for Sugar Cane continues, and experiments
appear to be made in its cultivation in several hitherto untried

localities. I am in expectation of receiving from Java cuttings

of a number of new varieties, some of which will probably bs

found suited to the climate and soil of Queensland.

I am still frequently asked for the seeds of dye-producing

plants, especially of Indigo, for the planters upon the northern

rivers. The growth and manufacture of Indi.o will probably

assume the proportions of a valuable and im jortant interest

in the tropical regions of the colony, whenovor labour can be
obtained at a sufficiently cheap rate.

The experimental Coffee plantation h.as thriven well tUia

year, and its appearance has caused a demand from northern

visitors for plants and seeds. Amongst other calls for distri-

bution the principal have been for Mulberry, Olive, Tea, Palm
oil. Lavender, Senna. Turkey Rhubarb, Cocoa, Clove, Cinna-

mon, Nutmegs, Vanilla, Ginger, Walnut, Hickory Nut, Bread-
fruit, Jack, Alligator Pear, Chinese Date Plum, Mangosteen,
Mango, Durian plants, American Vine cutting.?, d'O.

On account of the dryness of the season at the time of

flowering, some of the fruit-bearing trees did not yield as well

as in former years—such as the China Date Plum, the Alligator

Pear, the Custard Apple, the Cherimoyer, &a. On the other

hand, the dry weather at the same period was favourable to

the Mango tree, which produced a more than an average crop.

The fructification of the latter is impeded, and that of the

first-named fruit tree promoted, by a moderate amount of

moisture.
Living plants and seeds have been issued during the year to

543 individuals aud establishments, as follows -.—64,000 Sugar
Cane cuttings, 7000 Coffee plants, 2300 Tea plants, 3000 Ginger
roots, 300 papers of Tobacco seed, 20 lbs. of Indigo seed, 501bs.

of South Sea Island Cotton seed, 20 lbs. of Njw Orleans Cotton

seed, 10 lbs. of Sun Hemp seed, 10 lbs. of Jute seed, 300 Mango
plants, 358 Jack plants, 200 Chinese Date Plum, besides 500

packets of seeds, and 11,000 of other useful and ornamental
plants. A great demand is springing up for genuine seeds of

Australian timber trees from Northern India, California, as

well as the Atlantic States, Sjutheru Europe, and other coun-

tries. The requisitions made have been complied with as far

as possible. I have also supplied a large quantity of roots of

Buffalo Grass (Stenotapbrum complanatum) for binding rail-

way embankments, a purpose for which it is eminently well

adapted.
The following list includes the principal plants which have

flowered or borne fruit during the past year :—Cocos flesuosa,

2Iart., nine years old; Euterpe oleracea, Mart., ten yeara

old; Oreodoxa regia, eighteen years old ; Areca horrida, iio.r.

;

Maoadamia teruifolia, five years old ; Nephelium lappaceum, L.

;

Artabotrys odoratissima, R. B. ; Araucaria excelsa, iJ. B.,

fifteen years old, &o.

I would beg to call attention to the expediency of setting

apart four hundred acres upon both the Johnstone and the

Daiutree rivers, these districts offering better advantages, as

regards aspect and soil, than the reserve at Cardwell possesses

for the cultivation of the Clove (Caryopbyllus aromaticus), the

Nutmeg (Myrietica moschata), the Vanilla (Vanilla aromatica),

the Cocoa (Theobroma Cacao), the Coca (Erythroxylon Coca),

the Mangosteen (Garcinia Mangostana), the Durian (Durio

zibethinus), the Bread-fruit (Artocarpus incisa), itc, which

require some more degrees of heat and moisture to bring them
to perfection than can be had at Cardwell. In fact, with the
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vast variety of climate and soil of Queensland, it must of

necessity be the case that each locality has a distinct descrip-

tion of vegetation most suited to it.

The reserve proclaimed at Toowoomba, on the Darling
Downs, has long been needed for the successful cultivation of

plants requiring a much cooler region than the neighbourhood
of Brisbane. The elevation and atpect are well adapted for the

Grape Vine, the Peach, the Apricot, the Nectarine, the Plum,
the Cherry, the Apple, the Pear, the Walnut, the Hickory Nut,
the Spanish Chestnut, the Hazel Nut, the Jerusalem Filbert,

the Fig, the Strawberry, the Hop, and the Orange, not to speak
cf the various useful and ornamental trees and shrubs that

adorn the parks of the old country, such as the Oak, the
Horse Chestnut, the Alder, the Birch, the Hornbeam, the
Beech, the Guelder Kose, &a. There might be also added
many of the trees of North America, such as the glorious

Magnolias, and others.

CULTDEE OF PEAS.
The varieties of Peas are legion, and I think it is useless to

have sixty or seventy sorts offered by seedsmen, when three or

four are quite enough for any gardener to grow to keep up a
supply from June till October. During the twenty years I

was gardener at Gosford I only grew two or three sorts, and
need to have Peas some seasons up to the 10th of November.
I grow Peas now to send to Edinburgh market ; and some years

I grew two acres, but not above three-quarters of an acre this

season. The sort I grew for early work this year was Kentish
Invicta, which I find better than Sangster's No. 1. I am told

Multum-in-Parvo is the best early Pea, but I do not know it.

The Pea I have grown for a late crop for twenty-five years

is Lynn's Black-eyed Marrow, the only Pea I know with a black

eye, and I have seen no Pea to surpass it. It grows 4 feet high,

is a branching sort, is not apt to mildew, bears profusely, and
is sweet, and the pods fill well, though not so large as Veitch's

Perfection ; but with me it bears far better, and will retain its

flavour till nearly ripe. If the soil is suitable for Peas it may
be planted 4 to 6 inches between each pea ; if sown thickly

they are sure to rot, or will not bear well. I introduced this

Pea to Scotland thirty-two years ago from Hackney. I got a
quart of it sent by the mail coach, and when I saw it in a

bearing state I kept all for seed, and have grown it ever since.

1 think Little Gem (Maclean's) a very useful sort. I sowed about
1000 square yards of it on the 15th of July, 20 inches between
the rows, and now (October 13th), I could puU a quantity fit

for table, and it is blooming in great style. I enclose a pod of

it. It requires no stakes ; and as a rule I do not believe in

staking Peas. I sowed Lynn's Pea this year on 7th May, and
on the 3rd of this month I pulled twenty pecks on one day.

From my own experience I would say to those who want a

Bupply of Peas from June tDl October, if they sow the best early

Pea known, and at the same time Maclean's Advancer and
Lynn's, and then go on with the latter till the end of April,

they will not regret it. I have tried Carter's G. F. Wilson
beside Lynn's ; but I prefer the latter, and I like to stick to

an old friend till he deceives me.

—

John Addison, Ormistoii,

Tranent, N.B.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 42.

FORSYTHIA VIEIBISSIMA.—Deep Geeen FoRSYTHli.

Among the numerous valuable plants discovered by Mr.
Fortune on his first visit to China, and subsequently intro-

duced to this country, two are remarkable for the profusion of

their large yellow flowers, produced, in the case of one, in the
very heart of winter, and in that of the other in early spring.

We allude to Jasminum nudiflorum and Forsythia viri-

diBsima. It is doubtless some drawback on the merits of these
fine shrubs, that in both the blossoms appear before the leaves

;

but winter flowers are so acceptable, even when, as in these
instances, unaccompanied by their usual leafy attendants,

that this circumstance has not prevented them from attaining

a considerable place in the estimation of the public. Both
are highly ornamental objects for a wall when this can be
spared, for although the shrubs themselves are quite hardy,
the flowers of the Forsythia sometimes suffer from severe
frost when grown as a bush or standard, as in the case of

many winter-flowering plants ; and the shoots of the Jasmine
are of such tenuity, that some support is rendered necessary
by this circumstance alone.

Forsythia viiidissima is a free-growing shrub, reaching ulti-

mately the height of 8 feet, or even more, with somewhat
angular branches, which when mature are of a dark brown
tint. The leaves are opposite, generally lance-shaped, acute,

and toothed at the margin from the middle upwards, but

entire near the base; they are, when full grown, of a clear

deep green colour, to which circumstance the specific name
alludes. In the axUs of each leaf a small bud is formed,

which, as the autumn advances, becomes gradually more con-

spicuous, until, when the leaves have fallen, these buds assume
so prominent an aspect as to form a marked feature in its

winter physiognomy. They remain dormant until March,

when they gradually unfold themselves and disclose a pro-

fusion of large bright yellow blossoms, emitting a delicate-

balsamic odour, in which respect they have an advantage over

those of the Jasminum nudiflorum, which are scentless. The
flowers are produced sometimes in pairs, but often singly, on

short footstalks so slender that the blossoms are generally

drooping; they are, as already intimated, of considerable size,

somewhat campanulate in form, with a short tube plaited

within, and a limb cleft into four spreading obtuse segments.

The stamens are two in number, with filaments so short that

they are quite concealed in the tube.

Fig. 100.—Forsythia vixidieeima.

The Forsythia is easily cultivated, and as easily increaped,

the most ready mode of propagating it being by layers ; but
cuttings of the ripened wood aWout a foot or more long, taken
off in autumn and planted in sandy loam, wUl root freely.

A soil of this character is also best suited for established

plants ; in rich moist earth it produces long-jointed shoots,

and continues its growth later in autumn than is compatible

with the due maturation of the wood. A situation against a

wall is to be preferred for it, because in this position the shoots

will be subjected to a greater amount of heat, which will ma-
terially assist the ripening process. It cannot be too often

repeated that in this consists the whole art and mystery of

acclimatising the plants of warmer regions than our own,
though in this instance we have to deal with a plant from a

district where the winters are certainly much more severe than

in any part of Great Britain. The summers are, however, of

an equally extreme character, and the shrubs and other plants

of the north of China are therefore well prepared by the roast-

ing they undergo to endure the subsequent reduction of tempe;

rature. As a further illustration of this principle, we may
remark that in the neighbourhood of New York, where, as our

readers know, the winters are of a rigorous nature, the For-

sythia flowers freely as a bush or standard, and this ia to be
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attributed solely to the elimination of all watery jiiices by the

warmth of an American anmmer.
Tills mention of standards reminds us that the Forsythia

grown in this form has, when in flower, an extremely interest-

ing effect, especially if planted amidst shrubs of an evergreen

character. When grown as a bu9h, an exposed situation

should bo avoided ; a warm corner, or a south exposition,

sheltered by tall evergreens, will protect the flowers from the

cutting March winds, and preserve them in beauty for a longer

period.

The Forsythia blooms whilst comparatively small. It was
introduced, as we have already stated, from China in 1815 by

Mr. Fortune, who discovered it in company with the beautiful

Weigela rosea in the garden of a mandarin near Tiughae, and
subsequently growing wild in the province of Ghekiang.

One other species is in cultivation, F. suspensa, from Japan,

but is less frequently met with in gardens than the foregoing,

though of earUer introduction. It was on this species that

the gonus was first founded, in honour of Wilham Forsyth,

a horticulturist of some note, formerly gardener at Kensington

Palace.—(IK. Tliompson's EmjUsli Flower Garden, Eeeiscd hy

the Author.)

THE LABOUR OF FRUIT CULTURE.
Speakiso of planting fruit, the remirk is often made that

" it is no use to set out trees ; they do no good any more in

these parts ;" and yet it is beyond dispute that there is no
country on the face of the globe that in this respect can beat

this one. The fact is, we have been spoiled by the very abun-
dance of our riches. Time once was when all one had to do
was to stick in a tree and leave the rest to nature. Immense
crops resulted from this simple plan without any effort on the

part of the fruit-grower. Nowhere else could this be done.

IJy the sweat of one's brow is he to labour, not only lor his

daily bread, but for his fruit also. No one could expect this

Eden-like dispensation to last. Bugs and blight are sure to

find out the fruit trees, and one his to battle with them in

order to succeed in America as well as elsewhere.

It is very i-emarkable that those in daily communication with
the soil, as fruit-growers and gardeners, should expect fruit

trees to grow without some care. Look at the labour required

to grow the commonest farm crops. Besides the horse labour,

and the wear and tear of machinery, and the cost of manure,
one has to walk somo eighteen miles after the plough in order
to get an acre of Wheat-land ready for sowing ; and yet with
all this hard work and heavy expense, the profit is often not
more than lo dols. an acre. It is so of all farm and garden
cropj. Everyone knows that the labour is enormous—hoeing,
digging, working away for ever.

Fruit culture, to be successful, requires some expense and
some labour ; but it requires not nearly as much labour as

many other kinds of things do ; and in proportion to the
labour, the profits are generally greater.

It is one of the lessons our folks have to learn, that the day
when Nature took care of our fruits for us, and gave us full

crops without trouble or care, is gone by. Fruit-growing takes
its stand now with all other things. It will yield good returns
with ordinary care. He who does not yet know this, and cal-

culates to do as his fathers did, had better leave fruit trees

alone.—T. Meehan (in i'orneijs' Weekly Press).

NEW BOOK.
Notice siir qiidques Especes ct Varietes da Lis, dc. Par

J. H. Keelicie.

The beautiful and varied tribe of Lily has of late come so
much into favour, that any work on the subject must have an
interest to many horticulturists. The little brochure named
above can hardly be designated as a work, but is simply an
example of the extreme care with which many of the foreign
nurserymen enter into their cultures, a care which is emulated
by many in our own country.

Messrs. Krelage & Son of Haarlem are well known for the
extent of their bulb cultures ; and the little book, of which this
is the first part, is intended to give a detailed scientific and
popular account of the many varieties of Lilies cultivated by
them. It contains a well-drawn and coloured plate of Lilium
Wittei and several characteristic woodcuts, and is mainly
occupied with descriptions of Lilium Thunbergianum and its

varieties, Lilium Humboldtii, Lilium tigrinum, and Lilium
Wittei. With regard to this latter, it seems very doubtful

whether it is not a white form of auratum, somewhat more
prized but not really more different than many of the varieties

one sees in very large collections of imported bulbs. Indeed
the whole question of some of these Japan Lilies is involved

in doubt, some believing that auratum itself is but a variety,

while Krameri bears sufficient analogy to it to make it doubtful

as to its being really a distinct species.

Lilium Wittei, we learn, was flowered first in the gardens of

M. Van Leuwen at Rotterdam in 181)7 ; it was offered to an
English house afterwards, by whom, I daresay, it was believed

to be only an auratum, and ultimately bought by Messrs.

Krelage, who say it is so scarce that it will be some time before

it can bo offered for sale. It is not, however, because tho
" Grapes are sour " that I venture to question if people will

care very much for that.

An interesting and chatty chapter on L. Thunbergianum
flore-pleno occupies the first place. We are given curious

heraldic and poetic notes on the tribe, while a very exhaustive
botanic treatise exhibits much care and research. In it wo
are told that Paruy sings of it

—

" Tho Lily, moro noble aud moro brilliaat still,

It3 form majestic to heaven upreara.
King of the ;,'ardens, this favourite of Flora
Charms us at once by its perfume and beauty."

While Da Boisjolin says

—

" Noble child of the sun, thou Lily majestic I

Towards thy parent orb, which dazzles thee not.
Lift with true pride thy sovereign form :

Thou kins of the flowers, the Rose is thy queen !

"

But we are not only treated to poetry, but given good, sound,
solid, practical teaching, aud the whole brochure may be re-

garded as a fitting adjunct to the carefully prepared little

treatise of Messrs. Teutschel & Co., of Colchester. To one
who, like myself, has been long an admirer of these lovely

tribes—who can look on the time when I first bloomed tho

lancifolium section, when tho price was two guineas a-bulb

—

who was a witness of the sensation occasioned by the appear-

auoe of Lilium auratum—it is a matter of hearty congratulation

to see it coming once moro to the front, aud to admire the

beautiful additions being so constantly made to our gardens

and the increase to our stores of information.—D., Deal.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Messes. Veitcii & Sons have issued a coloured plate repre-

senting their new Tea Rise Duchess of EDiNBUKon, which is

an excellent representation of the original, and convoys a good
idea of what that charming Rose is like.

In some portions of the country kust on Blackbehkies
is becoming quite common. It arises, perhaps, from want of

a full supply of food in connection with the liygrometric con-

dition of the atmosphere, and the only remedy that suggests

itself is good culture, thinning-out the plants, aud mulching
well with leaf mould aud manure, or muck and manure, or

manure alone. A sure remedy" is the removal and burning of

the diseased bushes.

—

{Canada Farmer.)

There is a Currant bush at Rochester, New Hamp-
shire.which, though growing among the branches of an Elm
20 feet from the ground, has borne well for more than a dozen
years.

James Dougall, of Amherstburgh, sent specimens of

a NEW SEEDLING Cherry to the meeting of the State Pomolo-
gical Society at Adrian, Michigan, which will be likely to prove

valuable if its good qualities are maintained in other localities.

The fruit is black, and the specimens averaged by measure-

ment three-fourths of an inch in diameter, and were of good
quality. The best ones had been previously picked, aud those

sent were hardly full-sized. Mr. Dougall stated that this new
sort ripened uniformly a week earlier than E arly Purple Gean
on trees standing side by side.

—

(Canada Farmer.)

There were 20,.500 packages of fruit shipped from
Benton Harbour, Michigan, on September 2nd.

Flavoor of Califoenian Aiiles.—The Pacific linral Press,

in a recent article, says :—But with regard to Californian Apples

there can, we think, be but one opinion—namely, that they

are, in a remarkable degree, lacking in strength and variety of

flavour. Apple consumers here universally acknowledge it, and
so little is expected from Californian Apples in this respect that

the growers give little consideration to the question of flavour

;
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and as a conEequenee of this indifference, in regard to all fruit

qualities excepting size and beauty, varieties have become so

confused that dealers, and even producers, scarcely know what
they are selling, further than that they are Apples.

THE INDIAN FIG.
This, the Cactus Opuntia of botanists, is one of the cosmo-

politan plants, for we have seen it growing in the open air

of Europe, Africa,

and Asia, and know
those who have
seen it similarly

thriving both in

South and North
America.
Our earliest writer

on plants, Lyte,

knew little about it,

for although in

1578 he published

a tolerable woodcut
of it, he had no
more to say rela-

tively than that it

is " a strange kind
of plante which
cometh foorth of

one leafe set in the

grounde, and some-
times it groweth
high, and is named
of Plinio, Opuntia,
now in these dayes
Ficus indiea "-that
is, the Indian Fig,

a popular name it

still retains.

Gerarde tried in

1583 to induce it

to bear fruit, but,

he adds, " never as

yet, although I have
bestowed great
pains and cost in

keeping it from the

injury of our cold

clymat."
We now know

that on this plant

the Cochineal in-

sect is reared, but
Johnson who edited

a later edition of

Gerarde's ' Herbal,'

thought that these
insects were trans-

formations of the
plant's substance.

He says," Upon this

plant in some parts

of the West Indiea
grow certain ex-

crescences which,
in continuance of time, tnm into insects, and these ontgrow-
ings are that high-prized Coehenell wherewith they dye colours

in graine." This error was soon dispelled, and the true history

of the Cochineal insect and its cultivation were made known.
Wo have seen at the Cape of Good Hope hedges entirely

formed of this plant, and most formidable opponents they were
to anyone attempting to pass through them.

In the " Botanical Magazine," t. 2393, there is a coloured
portrait of this Cactus and its yellow flower, with this notice

appended :
—" Cactus Opuntia is a native of America, and

although now indigenous in many parts of the south of

Europe, and in Barbary, was probably originally brought
from thence.

" This species is sufficiently hardy to bear our winters with-
out protection, provided it is planted in a dry soil. It is well

suited to ornament rockwork, in which situation, in the Chelsea
gardens, the plant from which our drawing was taken has
stood several years."

" Flowers in June and July,

tions."

Propagated by the articula-

HEATING BY GAS.
As a partner in an old-estabUshed house which has from

time to time suppUed hundreds, and I may say thousands, of

gas boilers for heating apparatus, will yon allow me to ask

your correspondent (see page 322) where "the coleur-de-roae

advertisements and
flattering reports

"

that he refers to ap-

pear ? I am afraid

his failure arises

more from the in-

sufficiency of heat-

ing surface exposed
in the house by
using 1-inch pipes

than the gas ap-

paratus itself. He
does not say the

height of the house
8 feet 4 inches by
7 feet wide. If we
suppose it is an
average of 8 feet

G inches high, I

would advise his

using at least 00

feet of 2-inch pipe if

to be heated by an
improved form of

gas boiler with at-

mospheric burner.

Your correspondent
and readers gene-

rally must not for-

get, as a set-cff

against cost of gas,

the Uttle or no
trouble necessary

in attending to a

gas stove for small

houses compared
with cleaning,light-

ing, and night stok-

ing of a boiler for

coal or coke, I do
not advocate a gas

stove where there

is convenience for

stokehole and flue

for a boiler for coke

;

but as there arehun-
dreds of small oon-

servatories where
no other than a

gas stove or boiler

can be used, I do
not see that the
cost of gas should
be made such a
" soare-crow " as

D.

Fig. 101.—The rsDiAN no.

your correspondent thinks it is.—E. S,

THE BEDDING IN THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S GARDEN, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Good as the bedding display has been in former years, it

has this season been equal to that of any previous season,

and better in regard to beauty and variety. With a proper

play of colour, variety of form, and an harmonious relation

throughout, the effect is rich and pleasing. Neutral colours

have been largely used and properly arranged ; and to main-

tain the popularity of bedding a change was needed, for

people had become tired of for ever seeing beds of scarlet and
yellow wherever they went ; the public taste has considerably

improved, and people now appreciate soft colours in flowers

and leafage judiciously combined, and even foliage plants alone

for bedding are becoming the first fashion. It is no wonder
;

for when they are nicely arranged, and contrasted with care
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1, Canna Annei.

2, CaDua discolor.

8, Colena Verachaffelti.

4, A stone frame, rising 2^ feet.

Fig. 102.—The ciucclar bed.

5, Bright scarlet Pelargouinm VeBuving.
G, Silver -eilgeil Pelargoaiam Princess AJesandra.
7, Single plants r.f Cineraria marjtiraa compacta.
8, Alteraautheia maguUica.

9, Eeheveria secunda glauea.

10, Pyrethrum partLenifolium Golden
Feather.

U, Lobelia pumila graudiflora.

1, Pink Pflargoninm Christine.

2, Silver-edged Pelargonium Flower of
Spring.

£ 3 1- £ b

Fig. 103.—The border.

!I, Alteruantheia amo?na.
4, Echeveria metallica.

5, Echeveria secanda glauea.

P, Pyrethrum partheuifoHumGoldeiiFeather.

7, Lobelia Erinus Bpecioaa.

8, Grass.
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and good taste, they are very effective, and may successfully
assert the first position in tlio parterre.

The design at the top of the large central walk in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Garden at South Kensington consists

of a series of beds round a large circular one (/(.'/. 102), with a

jardinette in the centre of it. This is a very pretty piece of

colouring, and a happy combination of foliage and flowers,

which the design and the description of the plants used will

show. In another part of the garden there is a long border at

the foot of a wall {firj. 103), and it looks like a waving ribbon.
It is richly ornamented with choice plants arranged in an
artistic and elegant manner, as the design will explain.

—

N. Cole, Kensington Gardens.

THE NARCISSUS AS A BORDER FLOWER.
O.VE of your correspondents recently alluded to Narcissus

poetious, the common Pheasant's Eye Daffodil of gardens, as
being well worth general culture, an opinion which I can
readily endorse. It is one of the most beautiful and fragrant
of all hardy flowers, and poets and painters alike have done it

honour for ages past. It should find a place in every shrubbery
border; or grown in masses, it forms a beautiful object on the
lawn, or such portions of it as are not mown until the autumn.
It does not, however, appear to be generally known that bulbs
of this species force well if they are taken up late in the year,
and potted in any light rich soil. Another remarkable fact is,

that these bulbs flower better the second year they are forced
than the first, so that they should not be thrown away after

the first year's crop of flowers is obtained, as is generally the
case with bulbs that are forced. Early flowers thus obtained
are valuable, as in beauty and fragrance they hold their

own with the choicest of all cut flowers. The sort generally
used for forcing is N. Tazetta, a very variable plant, native
of the south of Europe, some of the most beautiful and
distinct varieties being found on the borders of the Medi-
terranean. This is the plant so largely imported and sold
by our nurserymen about this season of the year under
such names as Stateu General, Grand Primo, Soleil d'Or,
and Paper White. The colour of the flowers varies from pure
translucent white to rich golden yeUow, while the corona or
cup of some forms is of a rich orangu tint, bordering on ver-
milion. This plant, although generally forced in pots, flowers
well in glasses of water, like the Hyacinth, while it does well
planted out on a warm, moist, sheltered border, and so treated
flowers later than the forced- plauts, so that a succession of

flowers may by this latter plan bo obtained. A striking pecu-
liarity of this and all the other species of Narcissus is, that
their flowers last fresh a long time in water. I have had cut
spikes in a vase of water for a fortnight, or even longer, and
the latest flowers were then quits fre.'jh. It was formerly the
custom of some of the florists near London to grow beds of

this plant (N. Tazetta) out of doors for the sake of their
flowers in spring, and the flower-spikes were cut from the
plants as soon as the first buds had attained their full size.

When so gathered, they bear packing better than when the
flowers are fully open, and the blooms never fail to open out
in succession when placed in water, and flower as well as if

left on the plants, or even better, as the flowers suffer from the
winds and rains of the spring months. Those who force these
beautiful plants should retain the bulbs, and plant them out
in a warm border after flowering, as, when so treated, they will
in most cases flower well in after years.

N. Pseudo-Narcissus, the common yellow Daffodil, is supposed
to be a native of this country, and with its many varieties (both
double and single) , is well worth border cultivation. It is capable
of producing fine effects when planted in masses, a fact noted
by several of our poets from Herrick to Wordsworth, and all

lovers of hardy flowers should not fail to read the celebrated
ode to Daffodils of the last-named author, which is one of the
most interesting and suggestive rural poems in the English
language. N. biflorus is another reputed native, generally
bearing two white flowers on a scape among its wax-like
glaucous foliage. It is nearly related to N. poeticus, but is

readily distinguished by the absence of the purple or crimson
ring round the margin of the cup. N. gracilis, and its beau-
tiful variety, N. gracilis tenuior, also resemble the last in the
shape of the flower, and in having a saucer-shaped cup ; but
the colour is a clear yellow, and the leaves, instead of being
glaucous and flat, are semi-cylindrical, and of a vivid shining
green colour, nearly like those of the .Jonquil section. N. in-

comparabilis is a stately species, well worth a place, its

flowers varying from deep yellow with an orange-margined
cup, to pure white with a lemon cup. The flowers are solitary,
on stout scapes, 16 to IR inches high—the flowers being about
3 inches in diameter. There are two or three very distinct and
beautiful double-flowered varieties of this plant, the flowers of

which are very showy, and these should lind a place in every
herbaceous border. One of these has white segments, partly
encompassed in a glowing orange nectary or cup, and is the
Double Orange Phctnix of old florists and gardeners. A yellow
form with a deep orange cup is the Sulphur Phauix, and there
is another still paler form than either, very beautiful, although
now seldom seen in cultivation. The flowers of these are
nearly as double as a Rose, and so heavy that they reijuire

some support to prevent them bending to the earth. A white-
flowered kind, somewhat similar to the last, has nodding white
flowers, with a cylindrical cup ; this is N. poculiformis or
N. montanus of gardens, and is interesting to botanists and
amateurs on account of its flowers being rarely perfect, having
often only throe or four segments instead of six ; and the
drooping character of the flower is very distinct from any
other species, and serves to distinguish it from the last-named
plant.

The gem of the whole genus is N. triandrus, a pale sulphur-
yellow-flowered plant with from two to five flowers on a scape,
and deep green rush-hke leaves. This has recently been re-

introduced to cultivation, and is one of the prettiest in the
whole group. The segments of the perianth are reflexed so as

to give the flower the appearance of a yellow Cyclamen or
Dodecatheou rather than a Daffodil. The flowers of this

species are very delicate in structure, yet it has proved to be
one of the hardiest, and withstands sun and rain better than
most of the others. N. Jonquilla, the common Jonciuil, is well

known as a border plant, its bright yellow flowers being borne
in clusters on slender scapes among a tuft of deep, glossy

green, rush-like leaves. It forces well, and its fragrant flowers

are always welcome for the flower vase in early spi'ing. Nearly
related to this plant, but with larger flowers, is N. odorus,
or Campernelle, a showy plant largely grown in some old

market gardens for the sake of its deep golden sweet-scented
flowers. Like the last-named species, it is often met with in

the double state ; but all its forms are beautiful, and it well

deserves more general culture. N. juncifolius is a pigmy only

an inch or two in height, bearing two or three pale yellow
flowers on a slender scape. The flowers somewhat resemble
those of N. Jonquilla, but the cup is very much larger in pro-

portion to the size of the flower. It is not showy, but deserves

a corner in every garden where choice hardy bulbs are appre-

ciated. Of all the Narcissus, however, there are few better

than N. Bulbocodium, the Hooped Petticoat Daffodil of

gardens, which often flowers almost before it frees itself of the

surrounding earth, each flower glowing like burnished gold.

This does remarkably well in pots for conservatory and green-
house decoration, and it should be grown in quantity every-

where. Of all hardy flowers, if we except the Broom, we know
of none of a richer yellow colour than this species. A variety

(N. monophyllus) with white flowers comes from Algeria, but
it does not grow so freely as the yellow-flowered form. All

the varieties of this plant are tender, and often perish during
cold wet winters unless the beds are raised slightly above the

general level, and the bulbs protected by a mulching of dung
or leaves. 1 hope ere long to see these beautiful old flowers

more generally grown than is at present the case. They have
been grown in English gardens for the last two or three

centuries; and Parkinson, in his " ParadisusTerrestris," pub-
lished in 1620, enumerates no less than ninety-six species and
varieties as being then in cultivation in London gardens.—
F. W. B. (in The Gardcna-).

The Wood of tue Chestnot Treh possesses the property
of not altering in bulk when exposed to heat or moisture. For
this reason it is useful for the manufacture of casks for wine or

other fluids. It also possesses the advantage of not giving

any disagreeable taste to the liquid contained in it. It may
also be used instead of Oak bark or logwood for tanning leather

and making ink. The wood of the Horse Chestnut is said to

be so like the wainscot Oak. that only those who are ac-

customed to work these woods can detect the difference. The
fruit of the Horse Chestnut when ground into powder makes
an excellent paste for shoemakers and bookbinders. It is

employed in Turkey as a food for horses, especially when
troubled with short breath or cough. They also give it to
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oows, to increase the amonnt of milk they yield. The prickly

huBks of the Horse Chestout are also useful for tanning leather.

—(From Ca^Kell's Hoit-tehold Guide for October.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Hyacinths, Tulij>s, and Other Bulbs.—In performing my pro-

mise given last week that I would refer to the Hyacinth and a
few other sorts of bulbs, I may say that among the many dif-

ferent subjects that one might name as suitable for the decora-
tion of the window or of the town conservatory none can excel,

taking all points into consideration, the Hyacinth, Tulip, Crocus,
Snowdrop, Scilla eibirica, and some other bulbs. Their quali-

fication of thriving in the smoky atmosphere of large towns and
the ease with which they may be cultivated in addition, as well
as the certainty with which they flower under ordinary con-
ditions—at a time of year, too, when flowers are most appre-
ciated, give them a very high position. The Hyacinth and
Tulip, as well as the Crocus, may be obtained in very many
different colours ; but for general culture I think my readers are
likely to prefer the primary or most decided or distinct rather
than the intermediate shades, although one's fancy may be in-

dulged in if desired, for they are all cheap alike.

Among Single WhiteKysciuths there are Alba Maxima, Grand
Vainqueur, Lord Grey, Queen Victoria, Grand Vidette, and
Tubiflora. Double White.—Anna Maria, Triumph Blandina, La
Toirr d'Auvergne, Don Gratuit, Sceptre d'Or, and La Virginitc.
Single Red.—Amy, L'Ami du Cour, Mars, Robert Steiger, Norma,
and Lord Wellington. Double Bed.—Grootvonrst, Waterloo,
Regina Victoria, Panorama, Czar Nicholas, and Bouquet Royal.
Double Blue.—Bloksberg, Richard Steel, Laurens Koster (a

grand colour). Bride of Lammermoor, Albion, and Prince of

Sase Weimar. Single Blue.—Charles Dickens, Bleu Mourant,
Baron von Tuyll, Couronne de Celle, Emicus, and L'Ami du
Cceur. Besides the above, which will do for glasses as well as
pots, there are some sorts in yellow or approaching that colour,
also lilac, and some very dark, but I have found many of these
to be delicate ; and, again, they are more expensive because the
colours are more rare.

Among Tulips there are the single ones, such as the early
Duo Van Thol in several colours, and Pottebakker, white and
yellow; Vermilion Brillant; Yellow Prince; Due de Brabant,
crimson with yellow blotch ; Donna Maria, white feathered with
crimson. Do^lble sorts.—Res Rubrorum, red, and a close double
sort ; La Candeur, white ; Duo Van Thol, red and yellow ; Duke
of York; Tournesol, red and yellow; and Purple Crown. As
to Crocuses, Large Dutch, yellow; D.avid Rizzio, pale; Sir
Walter Scott, white, blue stripe ; Cloth of Gold, yellow with a
black stripe; Queen Victoria, white; and Ne Plus Ultra, blue
and white.

I must not forget the Polyanthus Narcissus, of which there
are Grand Monarque, Soleil d'Or, Double Roman, States General,
Yellow Prince, and Paper White. Above I mentioned the pretty
dwarf-growing Scilla sibirica, R- very bright blue ; then there
are several ottiers, such as Scilla amopna, also a blue, and some
in other colours. In Snowdrops there is not much variety,
there being only a single and double white tipped with green,
and very pretty they are.

Having now given a list of the different bulbs I will make a
few remarks upon their cultivation. In the first place, those
selected for glasses ought to be put in them immediately, and
those for pot culture before the month is out ; for although they
may be planted up to as late as Christmas it is much better to
have them in early, as such things must first make root before
the top begins to grow, and it they are late in being planted
very often the leaf shows as soon as the root begins to grow,
and they do not when that is the case flower half so well. It is

true that when many bulbs are grown it may be advisable, in
order to have a succession and late bloom, to pot some portion
of them later on.
Now for the general treatment, taking those for glasses first.

Procure rain water it possible, and fill the glasses just so full
that when the bulbs are placed on the top of them it but just
touches it. The glasses may then be placed away in a dark cup-
board or cellar for a few weeks, or until the bulbs begin to grow,
then take them out, and gradually let them have the light.
When they are in full growth let them have all the air and sun-
light possible without giving them a check by extremes. As
the water diminishes fill up the glass to the height at first

started upon. They will flower remarkably well either in the
window or on the mantelshelf, as well as in the conservatory,
though their proper place seems to be in the rooms rather than
in the other places. For those grown in pots but a common sort
of soil is needed, such as loam of a turfy nature, if possible with
sand added, and about one-fourth part rotten manure. I have
grown them very fairly for ordinary purposes with loam and
sand only, but then they have had a liberal supply of liquid-
manure water when growing fast towards flowering. Drain the
pots thoroughly, and cover the drainage with some of the rough
pieces of soil, to prevent the finer portions from running down

and stopping the passage of water. The bulbs may be grown
in from 5 to 8-inch pots ; if the former one bulb in a pot will

suffice, if the latter size three will look better. Each bulb should
be placed in the pot so that the top of it can be seen out of the

soil ; make tolerably firm about it to keep it in its place, and the
soil under the bulb ought not to be pressed too tightly at first,

for in time it will become solid of itself.

The directions as to soil and manner of potting apply to all the

sorts of bulbs named above, but of course the Crocuses and other

small bulbs may be planted thickly in order to make a better

show in each pot.

After all the bulbs are potted take them to a sheltered place

in the garden, place the pots on a bed of coal ashes, or, it not to

be obtained, tine stones or gravel; but then as the worms are

likely to work up through the stones into the pot, each one
ought to stand on a piece of slate or tile to prevent the ingress of

such enemies. Afterwards cover the whole of the pots with
some sort of fine material; first, however, cover each bulb with a

small pot, and plunge the pots deeply enough to cover the whole ;

when doing so those wanted out first for forciug should be placed

at one end, and their position denoted by a large label; this will

save much trouble. Let them remain here for a month or six

weeks, protecting against frost if it comes. When taking them
out to start into growth they should at first be gradually inured

to the light, and be placed in a cool part of the house or frame,

and gradually worked into a higher temperature, and as they
grow give them a position near the glass, and afford plenty of

air; water they must have frequently, their roots are very
fleshy, and therefore require to be kept moist, especially when
growing so fast. When they reach the blooming stage they
will last much longer if taken to a more airy part of the house
or room.

I ought to have said that the situation where the pots are

placed should be high and dry, so that the water from the heavy-

rains may pass away quickly ; and again, in potting the bulb I

generally put some sand around it, which sometimes prevents

rotting, when from circumstances there is an inclination that

way. From the fact that the bulb when potted is in a dormant
state, and about to be plunged in a moist soil out of doors, it

must not have any water after potting. I know that has in

many cases induced decay in the bulb.

—

Thomas Recobd.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HAEDY FKUIT GARDEN.

Some time has been devoted to making the garden tidy, by
weeding walks and clearing off weeds and withered leaves, which
latter accumulate on the borders, and are blown by the winds
into corners and against the Box edgings. Some of the Cherry
trees have become badly gummed, and as it would be of no nse to

try any method of cure with trees that are far gone, they have
been dug out, and the places will be planted with young trees.

Cherry trees as standards or pyramids are beautiful objects when
in blossom, but it is a rare sight to see a tree laden with ripe

fruit. The Cherry is more attractive to our feathered friends

than any other fruit, and the only chance of saving the produce
is to net closely. Before planting trees on the same ground it is

quite essential to success to trench the ground 2 or 3 feet deep,

and if exhausted to incorporate some rotted manure with it ; a
barrowload or more of fresh mould should be placed round the

roots when planting the trees, not omitting to mulch the surface

with rotted manure, which should not be removed in the spring,

but allowed to remain until it is washed away by the rains. It

it is desirable to secure a north aspect for growing vegetables, it

is much more necessary to have such a position for planting such
fruits as will succeed there. In the south of England Plums of

the better sorts and even Apricots have been obtained from a

north wall in dry hot seasons, the main value being that the
fruit was ripe when that from a more favoured position was
gathered. It ought not to be forgotten that the Morello Cherry
succeeds quite as well on a north wall as it does anywhere else.

By training Red, Black, and White Currants to the walls, the
season of these useful fruits is to a great extent prolonged. The
Gooseberry season can also be prolonged if the trees are trained

to the north walls, or if planted as dwarf bushes on the borders.

Mr. Whitton, the clever eardener at Thirlstane Castle, Lauder,
N.B., is still gathering Warrington and Hedgehog Gooseberries

from trained and dwarf bushes. The trained trees are grown
against the north wall in the same manner as Currant trees.

Two growths are trained right and left in a horizontal position,

and about afoot from the surface of the groimd. From these

growths others are trained vertically and equidistant, so that

when the wall is covered with bearing wood, as it is in the

course of a few years, the wisdom of this method of training is

at once apparent.
Many persons adopt the old method of managing Strawberries

—that is, to plant the runners in beds in August 3 or 4 inches

apart, and then to plant out in the kitchen-garden quarters in

October. The plants should be put out at once, so tliat they may
become establinhed before winter. It is not expected that these
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plants should bear fruit next year ; usually all runners and
flowers produced are piuched off as tbey are formed. Of course
Buch a system cannot be recommended, as a season is lost. Ou
heavy soils such plants produce very large crops the first year
that they are allowed to fruit.

FRUIT AND POKCINQ HOUSES.
Vineries.—The late houses wliere Grapes are hanging require

constant attention, as, owing to the heavy rainfall, the berries
are much more liable to mould now than they will be a month
hence when the leaves are removed from the Vines. The
houses are ventilated as soon as the day is sufficiently advanced
to dispel the damp, and the heating apparatus is warmed and
allowed to cool down again before the house is shut up at night

;

the ventilators should be closed at night to keep the damp out.
All mouldy berries should be cut out as soon as they are per-
ceived, as one mouldy berry, if allowed to remain, will spoil a
xphole bunch in a few days. We do not keep any plants in the
houses, except such as do not require water.
We have pruned the Vines in the early houses, and are now

washing the woodwork with warm rain water in which just a
little soft soap has been dissolved; strong soapy water brings
the paint off the wood, it is also injurious to the glass, which
shoiild be washed with clean water. The next operation is to

wash the Vines also with soapy water, but before doing 60 all

Buperflaous bark is removed with the thumb nail and finger.

Many persons strip the Vine to the quick, which is wrong, as it

exposes the thin inner bark to the action of the atmosphere,
and the sun may also act upon it injuriously. The rods are
now dressed with the mixture which has been recommended in
previous numbers. It may not be necessary to remove any of

the soil from the outside borders, but we take about 3 inches
from the surface inside, and replace it with the previously
prepared rich compost—that is, if the borders are rather poor,
for it is a mistake to feed the Vines when they do not re-

quire food ; such treatment will give large berries, but the first

quality—flavoiir, will be wantiug. Another object gained by
removing the surface soil is, that all the eggs or larvae of

insects are taken out that may be contained in it. The fresh
compost should be trodden-in firmly with the feet, or pressed
down with the ht.nds in corners where the feet cannot reach it.

The outside borders merely require a dressing of manure,
which is lightly forked-in.
Eugenia Vgni.—Many persons hold this in esteem as a dessert

fruit. It was brought into notice very nearly twenty years ago
with a great flourish of trumpets. Ou the strength of leading
articles in some of the horticultural papers many persons bought
plants, and it was grown far and wide both as a pot plant and
on low walls in a warm position. It has not secured much
public favour in either way ; but when well grown in pots in a

warm greenhouse the fruit is quite as large as the largest Black
Currants, and the flavour is very pleasant. The plant is readily
propagated from cuttings, and will bear a few fruits the second
year. With proper treatment, in four or five years large bushes
may be formed, and we never yet saw a failure. The potting
material should be turfy loam torn-up by the hand, added to

which is a fourth part of leaf mould and a sixth of rotted
stable manure; the spent droppings of a Mushroom house
answer as well as any other. It will succeed either in sunshine
or shade.

Fassiflora e{lulis.—We have gathered this for the dessert from
stray plants put out in the plant stove ; and as the fruit hangs
for some time in good condition after it is ripe, it is often avail-

able for extra dishes when such are required to make up the
table. At Urumlanrig Castle a lean-to forcing house is devoted
to it, and from the trellis overhead at present hang hundreds of

ripe and ripening fruit, each as large as a hen's egg. It is in
great request there for dessert purposes. Its great enemy is

mealy bug, which breeds rapidly in it, so that if a plant is culti-

Tated in the stove it ought to be in a position where it can be
syringed daily. The plant makes roots very freely, and hence
must either be grown in a very large pot, or, what is much
better, planted out in the border of the house. The same potting
material answers for this as for Eugenia.
Melon and Cucumber Houses.—Getting ready plants for pro-

ducing early spring Cucumbers. Varieties that do not produce
seeds freely are grown here, and to keep up a true stock propa-
gation is effected mostly by cuttings ; and what is at present
noteworthy is the difficulty—nay, the impossibility—of keeping
the plants in life more than four or five months in our light
sandy soil. In medium loam we have had no difficulty in keep-
ing the plants growing for nearly twelve mouths. The glass
had become dirty during the summer months, and must now be
cleansed at all events. To keep the plants in a healthy growing
condition they must have all the light possible, and as much air
as can be admitted during the day in fine weather. Melous
ripening should have a dry atmosphere and air admitted freely,

with a temperature of 60° at night, and a rise of 10° or 16° by day.

PL.INT STOVE.
Unless in warm days we do not syringe any of the occupants

of this structure now, and water is applied with cintion to the

roots. Calanthe vestita lutea and rubra are in flower, and
are very useful for decorative purposes, a-j so few of the Orchid
family are at present in bloom. Thiuniug-out any climtiers
that are obscuring the light from plan(s underneath, and cleans-
ing tlie glass from dirt, which does little or no harm in summer,
but it ought to be removed now.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HOBTICULTUKAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for iuformatiou on such specialities to be sent
to US.]

NOVEMBER. I NOTEUBER.
Jersey 11 R. H. S. of Iieland 26
Bury St. Edmunds (Chrjsanthe-

|

mums) 17 and 18 DECEMBER,
CambridgcBliire 19

i
York 1, 2, aad 3

TBADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. Moore, Goodhope Rose Nurseries, and 52, Market Place,

Warwick.

—

Catalogue of Select Boses.
J. Booth, Pole Lane, Failsworth, Manchester.

—

Catalogue of
Carnations, Pirotees, and Piniis.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 10(3, Eastgate Street, and Upton
Nurseries, Chester.— Catalogue of Select Boses.
H. Blandford, Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.— Catalogue of

Boses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shruhs, itc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up ou the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. AU articles intended for insertion

should bo written ou one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Books (H. IT. IT.).—The wort you name is published by T. Drew, 13, UdI-
ver&ity Street, Loudon, W-C. The price is Ss. fid , bat the edition is out of
print. {J. L.}.—"Florists' Flowers," to be had at our office, price 4(J.

Pampas Grass (C W.) —Your Pampas Gra's with li!4 spikes of flowers
upon it is no doubt B handsome specimen. It is not unusual for the plaut to
grow so large.

Grasses (H. Lee).—Nog. 8, 7, 8, 11 are not annual.

Yucca Flowering iRob'»loti).—It will in all probability die after flower-

ing, but from the base will arise suckers, oiiO or more, so that you need not
have any fear of losing the plant. Other crowns will come, fi-om which you
will have flowers in duo time.

Annuals to Flower in Spring in Greenhouse (R. S. P.\—The seeds
should be sown in 4- inch pots, scattering them thinly over the surface, and b«
covered lightly, about the diameter of the seeds, with fioe soil. Haody fibrous

loam, with a tbii-d part nf leaf soil or old manure, and a tree admixture of sand,

will grow them well. "Wben they are an inch high they should be thinned to

that distance apart, leavinftthe strongest. and abouta fortuigtit afterthinning

they may be shifted into 6-inch pots. They sh-uld have the lightest aud most
airy position, watering carefully. Asperitla azurea setosa, Dartouia aurea,

Calandrinia umbellata, Campanula carpatica, Candytuft, sweet-scented,

Clarkia pulchella, and vars. alba and marginata fiore-pleno, CoUinsia bicolor,

C grandiflora, C. verna, Gilia tricolor rosea splendens. Godetia roseo-alba,

Gypsophila elegans, Eaulfnssia amelloides, Laetheoiacaliforniea, Leptosiphon
densitioros, and variety albus, Liuaria bipartila splendida, Lupinus nanus,
Mignonette, Neinophilas atomaria, iusii^is, maculata, Nolarja atriplicifolia,

Platystemon californicus, Silene pendula, and vars. compacfa, rnberrima,
Venns's Looking-glass, blue, Viacavia oculata, and Whitlavia grandiflora.

Wintering Hollyhocks, Rose Cuttings, and Bedding GERANirMS
(St. Edmutid).—Yiiur ghrden being walled, we^'.-houUl plunge the HiUyhock
aud Itose cuttings in pots in ashes in a sheltered corner to the rims of the pots,

and shelter them in very severe weather with mats placed on sfalies, or a little

bay or dry litter wilt answer as well, removing it whenever the wea'her is

mild. The basj of the south-east aspect will be beat. The Geranium cut-

tings will winter safely on bread shelves in the kitchen window if you take

care to see that they have air whenever the weather is favourable, and keep
them duly supplied with water. Having shutters it is hardly likely your
plants would suffer from frost, but on a cold night you could keep on a gentle

tire. We think it is more from the drying beat that your plants will suffer

than from cold. With care, however, wo think you will succeed. We know a

case of several hundred cuttings being wintered in kitchen windows.

Wintering Bedding Geraniums in Propagating Frame tF. I.).—.Ka

you have no provision for affording top heat, it will unduly excite the plants

into growth, especially at the roots, which ought not to have a higher tempe-
rature than 55^ to 60^. Could you not expose the tank on both sides, say a

couple of inches, so as to allow of the heat passing more freelyfrom tbetank s

surface to the atmosphere ? This would probably give you all the top heat

you require, which should be from 40° to 45-. In severe weather, and especi-

ally at night, you might lessen the necessity for fiie heat considerably by an
external covering of mats, &c. Your other query was answered last week.
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Grapes not Colouhihg {A A., Ireland).—The mosfc likely cause of the
Glares not colourmsi is too heavy cropping, with a deficiency of foliige.

Bittik Ilamburghs aud all black Grapes are fuuud to colour better with rather
more fi'iiaytj ttmn the white kiuds. Culoiir aud blooia generally go to;,'eihor,

when tboorop is heavy the colour aud bloom are seldom tjoud; it is difti^mlt to

obtalu iargQ berries and bunchea well coloured. The border inaide ought not
to bo alknved to bicume very dry so as to cra;k. Loosening the amf ice with
a fork aud making it fine will lessen the liability to craclc. It is ftulflcieut if,

after tlio G'apes aru ripe, the border be kept moist. VVbea the Vinea are at

rest iiu wattr should be given ; and if Grapes are hangiug, and expected to

bans in good condition eome time, tbe border should be kept dry, but with
Buflicieut moisture to keep them from Khrivelling.

WATKurNG A'iNE BoRDEU (An Amatcur).—As the present season has been
exctptiouuliy dry, you bavy done quite ri^jht iu watering the border, tbe h.-aves

bein^ gicou. One watering, uult-bs the foil was very dry, would have been
suftlcieut alter the fruit was ripe, as it ii dtairable to withbold water in order
to secure the proper ripening of the wood, ami the Vinos being in an inactive

state vei-y little is required to keep tbe 8oil moderately moist, which is all

that is needed. Do not water again until jou are about to start the Vines,

Bay at the time of shntting-iip, then give an efficient watering. AVatei-iug

can do no good ^heu the Vines are at rest. As a rule it ouL;ht to bo dis-

continued alter the fruit is lipe, but the soil ought to be moist until the
leaves commence falling. We do not think the decay of the berries at the
junction with the foottjlalk is due to any other cause than the watering, but
it may be a consequence of too moist an atmosphtre It is usutU for the
roots I'j have the app*>nrancG you describe after the fruit has been ripe two
months, but we ihiiik you lave ba'^tened t lie decay by the watering, which if

not absi luteJy necessary to keep the soil moist, is positively injurious.

Vine Leaves Changing Colour {A. A.).—The change of colour is quite
natural ; the wood of the Vino is ripening, and the leaves change colour
before they fall.

Planting Vines in Greenhouse Floor {Triceps)—U you have no
border inside the house, ic will di-peud iu a great measure upon what the soil

1b, the means of affordiog water, aud of carrj ing-oEf ihe supeiflLious moisture,
whether the Vines would succeed planted as you propose by removing a brick
in the floor for planting. It is hardly to be exijected that they can do much
good ; but the soil may be of such a kind as to be favourable to the Vines,
and ihey may thrive. They ought to have some chauce of progressing,
whicli it seems to us they cannot have, planted in a hole iu the flojr of a
hou&e, the opening being only a foot square.

Knight's Monarch Pear Dropping {G. Drrry).—We cannot tell why
your Kuight's Monarch drops its fruit, considering that it is in a *' freo loara

"'

aud always mulched. Examine the fruit, and see if they have been attacked
with a grub.

Peach-house Trellis (Jo/(h EZ;/oO.—Vou ought also to fis a trellis to
the rafters of the hocse, made of wire, and at a distance of about afoot from
the glass. As shown on the plan sent, you do not sufficiently utiuse the space.

Preventing Potato Disease and Destroying Wirev7orm (Sahib).—
When the Potato crop is heavily manured it is more susceptible to disease.
We think the manure you intend to use would answer; try it, and let us
know the lesult. Cut Potatoes in half, aud get some pieces of Carrot ; insert
the iioiuted end of a stick into each, aud bury the pieces in the biarder, leav-
ing the stick a little out of the ground to mark the place; esamine them
daily, and des'ny the wirewormsiu them.

Potatoes (J, B.).—We cannot publish such strong testimonials of an
unknown variety from an anonymous correspondent.

Destroying Weeds in Path {L. Forbes).—There would be no danger iu
your using the following, which will keep the weeds under for a long time,
destroying not only the plants but then- seeds:—Dissolve I lb. of powdered
arsenic in three gallons of cold water, boil and keep stirring, then add seven
gallons of cold water and 2 lbs. crushed soda, stir the whole well whilst boil-
ing, and with a rose watering pot apply hot to the walks in dry weather, from
March to May inclubive being the best time. The above quantity will be
enough for 25 square yarda. Au inclining board should be placed at the
sides of the walks or grass to keep off the hot liquid. We do not know of any-
thing hue s lit that would without some offensive ingredient rid you of the
weeds, ^alt will destroy them for a time. If you have Box edgings, the salt
or the soda and arsenical solution above named must be kept from them,
otherwise they will be killed.

Fumigating (J. G. fl.)-—Nothing answers better than a cylinder made of
strong hheet ii-on from 6 to 12 inches in diameter. Tbe bottom of this
should be c(»mposed of small iron bars, placed close enough to allow the
ashes to drop through, but not cinders. A handle may be attached to the top
part similar to that on a saucepan, and a round hole in the side about an inch
from the bottom should be made to admit the nozzle of a bellows. Odonto-
glossuras aud some Oncidiumfi, as well as some other tender Orchids, will
stand moderate smoking. Vandas we have not yet seeuiujured by it. The
best cultivatois are shy of us'ug tobacco in Orchid houses, af, Lf too much
smoke is put in the house, a choice plant may be spoiled; they prefer rather
to wash fly and tbripa off with soapy wafer.
WATEhPiiooF Paper Covers {F. Thor>ia-'i).~We should prefer calico.

Cartridge paper is the best paper for the purpc ee. It should be damped before
it is liailtd upon the fram**, because when dry it beciraes taut. It may then
be paiiited over with boiled linseed oil in which a little white lead has been
incorporated. In nailing on the paper, a strip of tape sh uld be placed
between the heads of the tacks and the paper to check the tearing to which
the paper is so subject.
Heating Pit with Flue (H. P.).—It will answer to take the flue along

the front, having over it a foot of rubble, and then the soil fur the plants a'.

least a foot deep. One side of the flue might be exposed—in fact, form tbe
side of the path, which we ehould have at back, with the flue entirtly c^ear
of the soil, 80 that you will have the flue along the front for bottom hea^,
and at back for top beat, and a pathft-ay, which need not be above 2 feet wide

;

it and the flue taking up 3 feet 6 inches, will leave you in 7 feet inside
an equal space for the bed— viz,, 3 feet 6 inches; Tfeet hghts will nt t
answer for t-o wide a j)it, as jou will need 9-iuch walls wp to the height of the
flues at least, and then to the wall plates thej may be -1^ inch; 9 feet lights
will be required, and tlie front wall will need to bo 1 feet 6 inches, and the
hack about 7 feet. The pit may be sunk 2 or 3 feet, and the path also, so aa
to gain head-room, the Cucumbers being trained to a treilia at about a foot
from the glass. It would be well if you could arrange to havo ventilators in
the front and back walls, a.'i long li-;ht8 are not readily moved.

Names of Fruits (J. R. P., Croydon).—'i^o. 1, Black Hamburgh ; 9, Black
Cluster. [L. J. B.^—Pcau: 1, Aston Town; 2, Napoleon; 3, Ne Plus

Means; 4, Ne Plus Mcuris. Apples: I.Yorkshire Greening; 2, RodCaWille ;

3, Liko Starmer Pippin. (J. Strachani.— 1, Ord'a Appl«; a, Devonohire
Qjarrenden ; 3, Roluusou's Pippin; I, Hawthornden; 6, Kerry Pippin;
7, Wormsley Pippin; 12, Golden Noble. Wo cannot recognihe the others.

(fV. R. Y.}.—The numbers were put on so slightly there were only three
attached when the fruit arrived. No. 5, Belle de Noel; 6, Sutlolk Thorn;
8. Baurre de Ilance. The fruit with the brown side is Chaumontel. (U. S.,

Harrow}.—No. 1, Beuirc de Ranee; 2, Knight's Monarch. The seedling

Apples are very handsome. No 1 is very much of the character of Gloria
Muudi, and No. 2 ia iu the way of Franklin's Golden Pippin. We will keep
them till they are ripe, aud then report more fully upon them. (T. Cooper).
—2, Lamb Abtiey ±*t;armain; 3, Sturmer Pippin; 4, tiiurrey Flat Cap. The
others aiyp;:ar to be cider Applen, which we do not koow. We have norecol-
leution <if having seen your former parcel. Did yuu pay the carriage ? For
if you did not, it, like many others, would be refuj^ed. lO. A/., Hurbiton).—
1, Aston Town; 3, Vicar of Winktield ; 5 Elton; 6, KahtarBeurre ; 7, Knight's
Monarch; 8, Brown Beurre. Apples: 1, Golden Reinette; 2, Blenheim
Pippin; 3, Braddick'a Noupareil ; 5, Wormsley Pippin; 6, Herefordshire
Pearmain; 7, Kerry Pippin. (Shirley].—], Hollaudbury; 2, London Pippin j

3, Winter Peach; 4, Margil ; 5, Fratikllu's Golden Pippin; 7, Marmalade
Pippin; 8, 5carlet Noupareil. (S. M. iV.}.—Apples: 1, Aromatic Ku*i«et;

2, Blenheim Pippin; 4, HoUandbury ; C, Beauty of Kent; 9, Dutch Mig-
nouue; 10, Goldou Winter Pearmain; 12, Dumelow'a Heedling; 13, Nonpa-
reil; 14, Pitmaston Kuss&t ; 17, Pitmaston itusset ; 19, GoUeu Keinette ;

20, Hoary Morning; 21, Hawthornden. Pears : 1, Glou Monjeau ; 2, Mario
Louise; 3, Urbaniste ; 4, VanMonaLe 'n Leclerc; 5, Passe Colmar; 6, Bn>wu
Beurre. It is a pleasm-e to name buch specimens as these. (Francis and
Arlhtir Dickson db Co.).*—2. Vicar of Winkfield ; 3, Maiie Louise; 4, Rotten j

8, Virar of Winkheld ; 9, Bcurre d'Areraberg ; 10, Flemish Bwauty ; 11, Vicar
of Winkheid; 12, Marie Louise; 13, itotten; 14, Orange Bergamot ; I/, Black
Worcester; 19, Figue de Naples ; 20, E tteu ; 23, Beurre Blanc des Capucins;
28. Red Doyenne; 99, Be'irre Diel. Apples: 1, Mere de Menage ; 2, Hoary
Morning. (T. O., Oakwood}.—It is Catawoa, an American Grape. (Robert),

—The fruit was quite smashed, aud ttie juice had obliterated i he numbers
on the papers. We can only say tJiat the white one is White Tokay. (O.).—
The Pear is Nouveau Poiteau, and the Apple Keswick Cudlia. (W. S. (i.J.

—

1, Brown B*^urie ; 2, Glou Mori,cau ; 3, Pile's Russet ; 4, Scarlet Noupareil ;.

5, White Maguum Bonum. (.4. .4.).— 1, Louise Bonne of Jersey; 2, Fon-
dante d'Automne ; 3, Van Mods Leon Leclerc; 4, Bergamntte Esperenj
5, Suffolk Thorn; 6, Vicar of Winkheld; 8, Sturmer Pippin ; 9, Court-pendu-
Piat; 10, Robinson's Pippin; 11, Sturmer Pippin; 14, Flemish Bon Chietiea.

Names of Plants (Co. Antrim).—We cannot undertake to name florists'

varieties of Fuchsias. [Q. S.u—Your Agaric is A. cretaceus.—M. J. B. (In-

quirer).—Cyuthus vernicosus,—M. J. B. (Lady King),—Abies Menziesii;
Cryx)tomeria clegans.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 23.

PABTBIDGE COCHIN.— COCK.
The principal ohai-actera of the plumage of the oock are lito

thoae of Che heu ; but the markings are on a ground of dark tan,
which render here aud there the characteristic marks doubtful,
which are more apparent in the breast, the hiud parts, th©
thighs, and the feathers of the feet. The shoulders, the back,
the coverts of the wings, are of a dark red mahogany. The
hackle and the lance-shaped feathers are bright rtd aud dark
gold. The tail is iridescent black. In England birds with the
darkest possible breasts, and approaching to black, are preferred
to those with brown breasts. The three varieties, Cinnamon,
Buff, aud Partridge, are natural productions, aud do not seem
to come from any cross.

WHITE COCHIN TiKIETY.
It is atippoaed that the White, which should be without any

dark mark, has been obtained by repeated crossing of the Bulif

Cochin cock and the White Malay hen. They often come out
with red or coffee-colour tinges ; these should not be bred from.
A run of Wtiite Coohina of fine quality is most bright and
attractive.

BLACK COCHIN VARIETY.
The Black variety seems to have been obtained by the union

of a dark Cinnamon Cochin cock with the Breda hen, which is

of a beautiful black, aud is not unlike the Cochin-Chiua hen.
This variety is highly esteemed as much for its beauty as its

productiveness ; but it has two defects : The greater part of the
cocks are generally marked on the hackle with red, and some-
times on the shoulders and lance-shaped feathers ; also, the
cocks are, and that without exception, more or less marked with
white at tho root of the tail sickle feathers. These marks are
not easily hidden, for they generally reach to the middle of the
feather. The white marks appear etjually on the feathers uf the
feet in the cock and hen, and this especially after the moulting
of the second or third year.

But these drawbacks render the specimenB without such
marks more valuable, and they are more sought after. Certain
amateurs admit, provided the birds are well shaped, the Black
Cochin with rtd hackle, and these are their reasons :

—

First, the white generally appears less with birds the issue of

the cock with red hackle.
Second, it is almost always amongst the cocks with the reel

hackles that the best-shaped and largest specimens are found.

Third, these red cocks reproduce blackcocks aa often aa do
the black ones.
Fourth, they produce stronger hens, better shaped, and of a

purer black.
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A more important question seems to be the colour of the feet.

Some people say they should be yellow, others that they should
be black. Here there is no heHitation necessary. The black
foot is in conformity to the colour of the rest of the bird, and
farther, is excellent to eat. The chickens when hatched are
speckled black and white, but the white gradually disappears.

TDNBEIDGB WELLS POULTRY SHOW.
This Association holds its annual meeting always iu October

in conjunction with the Agricultural Show, aud the poultry de-
partment, to which we principally directed our attention, was
this year better than ever. We once heard a story of a gentleman
who had j ust started farming, and who was quite a novice at the
pursuit. He asked a friend when was the proper time to plough
his fields; he was told, when there were no ploughs to be lent,

and all the farmers were using them themselves ! Not so, how-
ever, with a poultry show. The time most certainly to hold one
is when no other town is holding its exhibition, if that happy
time can be fuund. Tunbrirlge Wells hit on it, however, tbis

year, which accounts no doubt for the quality aud quantity of the
entries. Mr. Hedley always judges at Tunbridge Wells. He is

as well known as the Secretary himself. This year, however,
the entries were so numerous that another Judge had to be
engaged as well, and the selection ftU on Mr. W. J. NichoUs, so

well known for his kind courtesy at the Palace Shows. We were
glad to meet him here, and hope we may soon find him again in

the same of&ce. The awards in nearly every case were most
satisfactory. Mr. Hedley judged the Game, Dorkings, and Ham-
burghs alone, Mr. Nicholls the Cochins, Brabmas, aud French.
The other classes the two Judges did together.
Dorkings came first on the list. There were a great many

crooked breasts. The first were nice smart birds, in good
feather, but not very large. Second were good Whites, but with
rather stained ears. Third very fair. Mr. Clleesmau's highly
commended pen would have been first, only there was a spur
growing outside. Pen 3 (Mrs. Stratford) were huge Whites,
but the cock very crooked- breasted; still we almost thiuk their

great whiteness and size should have overbalanced this defect.

Cochins, Buff, were very few. The first-prize pen had a fair

cockerel aud a very good pullet ; her comb was not good, or else

we should have thought her as good as any we have seen this

season. The second had a fine Cinnamon cock, but a poor hen.
In the Variety Cochin class all the prizes went to Whites. The
first and second were won by Mr. Woodgate with two pairs of

chickens, good in all points, and well shown. The first-prize

cockerel was a very grand bird. Third had a weedy cockerel,
with a hocked but good pullet.

Brahmas were splendid classes, both the Darks and Lights.
The first-prize Dark pullet was a picture ; we almost think her
pencilling the best we ever saw; had she a little more leg-

feathering she would be the best we have seen for a long
time. The cockerel with her was too young. The other prize

pens were good also. The first and second Light Brahmas were
two good showy pens. We should have penned them differently,

placing the second pullet with the first-prize cockerel, and vice
versa ; they would have matched better thug. Though the
second pullet was bad in comb, the first was really good, but she
lacked leg-feather. The third were good-shaped but very young
birds. Pen 47 (Leno) had a splendidly-shaped cockerel. Highly
commended. Pen 61 (Haywood), good.

Spanish were poor. We missed the quality of former shows
of this Society. The best pen of Spanish in the Show was a
pen of chickens, which from some mistake were entered in the
Brahma class, and consequently thrown out.
The French mustered well. In Houdans all the prizes went

to Paversham, and three grand pens they were. We seldom
saw a better pullet than the first-prize ; she had just that mix-
ture of colour we admire, but all the cocks' combs were too like

the Crcves. The second cockerel we bhould have penned with
the first pullet. Highly commended 69 (Hibbert), a good cock-
erel. The first Creves were very fine, the only perfect-coloured
birds in the class; they walked in. Second nice old birds.
Third well-grown chickens.
The Hanihurghs were wonderful. We certainly never saw

such good ones at this Show before. First, second, and third
were all Gold-pencils and good specimens. Pen 9li, very highly
commended (Cresswell), had a most exquisite cockerel, but the
pullet was too pale on the breast, or they would have been near
winning. In the Spangles, the first Silvers were quite lovely

;

the spangling and colour perfectly wonderful, and with such
style. The second were good but young Golden-spangles. We
were sorry to see no Blacks iu the Variety Hamburgh class.

The Game were very good. Mr. Fitz-Herbert came off well.

We do not think we liked the first-prize Black Red cockerel so

well as the same exhibitor's second or even highly-commended
bird. The third Reds were a smart pen. In the next Game
class Piles won all the prizes. Tlie first pullet was a great
beauty, of admirable shape, and good in head. Third also good.
A capital pen of Duckwings (Saudford) were highly commended.

In the Variety class Silkies were first and second, and we
never saw two better pens; they were simply perfect; we
thought there was hardly anything to choose between them.
The first pullet was a little yellow, the first cockerel had the
best comb, and the first pullet was rather poorly leg- feathered.
Third went to good Silver Polands; the hen one of the best out,
but the cockerel not through his moult. The Selling classes
were large, but not up to much ; in fact, we never saw fewer
bargains. Bantams were all muddled together. This gives
neither Judge or exhibitor a fair chauce. First and tliird went
to Sebrighls; we almost preferred the third to the first. The
second prize went to good White-booted. Pen 193, very highly
commended (Long), good; pen 199 (Lee), good Silver Sebrights,
but the tail was too cloudy.
The Ducks were wonderful. The first Ayleebarys were a

grand pen ; in fact, they were quite out of the common way.
Second also a good pen. Rouens good, first especially so. Tiie
Variety classes were beautiful, and called forth much admiration.
Geese and Turkeys were really good classes. The prize Turkeys
were in very fine feather.
Pigeons were all in two classes, the first for two pairs, the

second for single birds. In the latter class a splendid young
Carrier won ; it was good in each point, his only blemish was a
little white between the legs. Second a good Dun Carrier Cock.
Third a nice Antwerp. 'These classes made a pretty finish to
this charming little Show.
DonKiNGS—1, H. Humphrey, Ashington. Pulbcrough. 2, Lady A. Nevill,

Kridge Caatle. 3. II. Mills. Dorkioj?. /tc, Mrs W. Strutford, West jilalUog ; R.
CbeeBmao, Westwell, Ashford (2) ; W. (ioodwin, Williyham.

(JncHiNS. — Ci?i/i«»(o/i or BuS.—\. Mru, A. Christy. Edenbridge. 2, G. E.
Smart. Tanbridge Weli3. An\j oth'r variety.—l and 2, R, S. S. Wuodgate. Pi^m-
bury. Tunbiidge Wella. 3, G. F. Talbot, Edenbridge. Ac, Mrs Chri3ty;Mr8.
Wilde. Uckaad.
BRAHMAa.—£)tirfc.—l.M. Leno, Markyata Street. 2 and 8, W. Jacob, Shepberds-

weil, Dover vhc, 3. Long, Bromley Common, he, R. Sheppard. Tonoridge.
Light.-i &nii,i. fi't. Ore, Hastings 3, T. Brown. Hartfieid. v/ic. M. Leno :

J Long. he. F. Haiaea, Kdeobridge; .4. Smith, Gou-ihurot; S. P. Broad,
Reigate ; E. Haywood, Uckfield. c, H. Steed, Tunbridge Wells.

tiPANisH. -1. Mrs. Brassey, Kormauharat Court. Battle. 2, J. Francis, HUden.
borough, Tonbridge 3, H Stephens, funbhdge Wells.
Houdanb —1. 2. and S, W. linng, Faveraham. he, G. W. Hibbert, Godley,

Hyde ; E. Haywood.
CaBvE-i<i:ocis.—1. W. Dring. 2, Mrs. A. Christy. S, G. W. Hibbert. he.

Miss A. Sharpe, Tunbridge Wells.
Hasibuhgus —Penziiled.—l, J. Long. 2. A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone. 3. G. J.

Lenny. Lewea. vlic, O. E. Cresoweil, Early Wo.jd, Bagohut. he, J. Lung.
Any other variety.— I &iid2, J. Long. 8, C. E. L Lucas, Maidstone.
Game—iitocfc or Brown Red.— 1,2, and he, G. 11. Filz-rlerbert. Sevenoaka.

3, A. Ward. West Farleigh. c, S. Tompabtt, Groombridg.j. Any other variety.
~\ and 2, G. H. Fitz-Herbert. 3, H. hitcbie, Eridge, he, M. Saudlord, Martin,
Dover.
Any othee Distinct Vabietv.—1, S. P. Broad. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, J.

Long, he, S. P. Broad ; R. 8. S. WooJgate.
Selling Class.— c'ocfc. -I, T. Brown. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, H. Stephens,

t'lic, M. Leno. /ic, R. S S. Woodgate : H. White, Wateringiury. c, N.Edghill,
Frant. Taubiidge Wells. Hen.s.—1, H. Milla. 2, Mra. Wilde. 3, Or. Angler,
Tonbridge. he, T. Brown, c, W. Goodwin ; H. Steed.
Selling Class —1, H. Humpbrey. 2, W. Dring. 3, Rev. N. J Ridley, Hoi.

I'ngton House. Newbury, he, Rbv. A. W. Warde, Little Horsted Rectory,
Ucufieid : C. Oswin, Hawkburet; R. S. S. Woodgate. c, H. Steed.
Bantams.— 1 aud 3. M. Leuo. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate v>ic. Master M. V.

Sandford, Dover, iic, C. Woodman, Southbjroagli ; filra. Lee, fenaburst,
Tonbridge.
DvcKn.—AyUahiLry.—l, F. E. Arter,Barbam. Canterbury. 2 and/tf, N. Edghill.

3, G. Ware, Frant, u'lC, W. Jacob, c, Mrs. A. Christy. Rouen.—i, A. Warde.
2, H. Steed 3, G. Ware. he. G. Field, Aahurat: E. Haywood: Mra. Braaaey.
c. Earl of Abergavenny, Endge Castle. Any other variety.—I and 2, M. Leno.
3. S. P. Broaa. he, E. Haywood ; K. S. S. Woodgate.
Geese.— 1 and 2. G. Field. 3, Mra. Lee. he, A. J. B. B. Hope.
ToHKEva.-1 and 3, A. Warde. 2, .vlarehioness Camden, /ic, Mrs. Brasaey;

R. S. S. Woodgate. c. Earl of Abergavenny.

Pigeons.—jlny variety.—Pairn.—I. Mra. Lee. 2, N. Duckworth, Tunbridge
Wells. 3, G. H. Fitz-derbert. /ic, M. Sandf ^rd. Any variety.—Single bird.—
1. Col. F. Hassard. sheerness. 2, M. Lcao. 3, C. Billet, Southamptoa. tic, M.
Leno; W. Hogg, Oakley, Tunbridge Wella ; Col. F. Hasaard; A. Bentley,
Clementa La oe, Lombard Street (2) ; Q. J. Lenny ; C. Billet.

Rabbits —.iny t'rtrte(i/.—l, W. Layton, Edenbridge. 9. J Ellis, Reigate. 3,

Mra W. Stratford, he, B. S. WUmot, Highama, Goudburat; — Mathewick,
Frant (2). c, H. Stephens.

Judges.—Mr. H. Hedley, Claremont, Redhill, Surrey; and
Mr. W. J. Nichols, Saffron Hill, Farringdou Road, London.

NOTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
Although some of the arrangements connected with this Show

were decidedly behindhand, much excuse may be fairly urged
in favour of the managing Committee, who were all of them
quite new to their work, it being their first attempt to establish

a show in the town. The entries, too, were far beyond the
expectations of most, if not all, the gentlemen composing the
Committee; and we were told that little more than a mouth back
tlie holding of a show was not even contemplated. We may
safely add that a more uniformly obliging Committee to every
applicant for information is of rare occurrence. Again, although
the time the Shoyr continued open was very far too long for

chickens unaccustomed to a show pen, the condition in which
tlie fowls reached their owners bespoke a constant and well-

directed attention to them during the whole time they had been
exhibited. Mfssrs. Turner's pens erected in a most suitable

building constructed entirely of wood, but with a tightly strained

canvas roof, proved admirably efiicient for general purposes ;

but three tiers of pens should always lie avoided if poasible.
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In Game fowls many of the beat specimens, particularly

adults, were mostly quite out of feather; but most of this year's

chickens, which proved to be the majority, made the Game classes

unusually good. It is years since so many really good-cnloured
Duckwings were shown so early in the season. All the Cocliim
were well represented; the Buffs of 1871 promising to shortly

quite excel the older and well-known winners of the past summer.
Partridge-feathered, though exceedingly good, could not be

seen to advantage from being in the lowest pens of all, where, un-
happily, a close approach to general dsrkness prevailed. Brahmas
of both colours formed a very fine collection, the Dark ones being
decidedly the better of the two ; the pencilling on a majority of

the pullets was never excelled. Mr. Beldon with his so generally

and so well-known stud of Hamhurghs was enabled to hold his

own pretty uniformly, but only under a very severe competition
in all the varieties. The collection of Bantmiu was, as of late

the rule, of great merit; the Silver-laced Sebrights mastering
very strongly and well. The Aylesbury Ducks would not have
disgraced any meeting, even Aylesbury itself ; and in a good
entry Whistling Docks and the Caroliaas, or Summer Ducks of

America, were shown in gorgeous feather. Had not so much
caie been evinced by the acting Committee, the weather would
have been adverse to success ; but as it was, visitors were abun-
dant, everyone was well pleased, the rain did uo injury, and the
pecuniary success was as far beyond expectation as it was well
deserved.
The names of the Judges and list of awards were given in our

last issue.

{FfOin a Correspondent,)

The first Nottingham Poultry and Pigeon Show was held
from the 2nd to the 6th, in a commodious wood building erected
for the purpose in the Market Place, and as a first show we think
the Committee and the Secretary may be congratulated on
their attempt, as the entries were large, there being 513 entries
in poultry and 233 in Pigeons, and we were informed that the
Committee had to refuse upwards of a hundred entries from
want of room. We should have been glad if more room could
have been had, as the space for the number of entries was
insufficient, and as a necessity many of the pens were upon the
floor, which, in addition to those pens being dark, did not give
the Judges an opportunity of so thoroughly inspecting them as
is necessary. We would also say that the Judges had not
fiufiflcieut time, as the Show was advertised to open at twelve
o'clocis, and by some means the Judges could not commence
until nearly 10 30, although they were ready at eight, as requested
by the Secretary. We think this a great mistake, but no doubt
these matters will all be remedied another year, as both the
Secretary and Committee seem able and willing to do any-
thing they can for the improvement of the Show. Mr. Hewitt
judged the Game, Dorkings, Cochins, Brahmas, Aylesbury Ducks
and variety Ducks; and Mr. Dixon the Hamhurghs, Spanish,
French Fowls, Bantams, Selling classes, Rouen Ducks, Turkeys,
and Geese. The Pigeons were judged by Mr. Esquilant and
Mr. Allsop.
The Game classes were all well filled, and in addition to the

prize birds many were very deservedly highly commended. The
first class, Black or Brown Reds, had fourteen entries, and in
addition to the four prizes four were highly commended. First,
second, and fourth were Brown Reds, third Black Reds; all

good. In hens the first and second were Black Reds, the third
and fourth Brown Reds ; three were very highly commended,
and three highly commended. This was a very good class. In
Any other variety the four prize birds were all good, and the
same may be said of the hens ; the first and second were Duck-
wings, third Pile, and fourth Dackwing.
In Dorking cocks Mrs. Arkwright was first and second with

two capital birds; the third and fourth were also good. "We
very niuch admired the first-prize pullet shown by Lady A.
B. Peirse ; we thought her the best out this season—a capital
colour, large frame, good in leg, in fact not a point wanting.
The other three prize birds were all good. lu Dorkings, Any
other variety, the entries were not large ; but the prize birds
were of fair average quality.
The Cochin cock class had only eight entries. First was a good

large old bird ; the other three prizes went to good cockerels.
The hen or pallet class had sixteen entries, and a better lot it

has not often been our privilege to see. The four prize birds
were all of great merit ; five were very highlv commended, and
six highly commended, so we can see Mr. Hewitt's opinion of
them. The Partridge class was well represented—ten cocks, and
seventeen pullets or hens; all the prize and commended birds
were of great merit. The four prize birds were all cockerels;
but in hens or pullets the awards were reversed, all went to
hens. This was a very good class; three were very highly com-
mended, and three highly commended.
We now come to the Brahmas. Dark cocks or cockerels had

sixteen entries ; the prize birds were all of great merit, and we
thought them well judged. In hens or pullets there were twenty-
eight entered ; the first was a grand hen ; the second a pullet of

unusual quality, colour, and shape—all that could be desired;
the other prize pullets both good. The same may be said of the
four very highly commended pens, and in addition four were
high'y commended, and three commended. This was really a
good class. In Light Brahma cocks there were twenty entries.

The prize birds were good; but we did not like this class so well
as the pullet class, which had twenty-five entries. The first

and second were good hens ; third a capital pullet ; four in this
class were rightly very highly commended, aud four highly
commended.
In the Hamburg]!, classes Gold and Silver competed together,

a plan we do not like. In cocks or cockerels first was a nice
Silver, second and third good Gold; we also liked the very
highly commended one. In hens or pullets there were fourteen
entries. First and third Golden, second a good Silver. All were
birds of this year. Que pen was very highly commended, and
three highly commended. In Spangled Hamhurghs, the first

cockerel was a splendid Silver, second a capital Gold, third a good
Silver; the three highly commended pens were also good. In
hens or pallets we thought the first-prize pullet about the most
perfect one we ever saw, and it is likely she will be heard of

again ; the second and third were both good, aud four pens were
highly commended.
In Spanish the first was a very good deep-faced cockerel with

capital comb; second an adult, very good in face and comb;
third a very good cockerel. In hens or pullets the first and
second were very good large-faced hens; the second we thought
in the catalogue priced below her value—35s., but aa they were
to be sold by auction, probably she would realise more. Two
were very highly commended, and two highly commended.
The Soudan classes were very large—nineteen cooks and

thii-ty-one hens or pullets. In cocks we were much pleased
with Mr. "Wood's two pens ; they were large-framed birds, and
good in all points. The third aud fourth were both very good;
one was very highly commended, and four highly commended.
In hens or pullets the four prize birds were all adults, and large

well-marked birds ; one was very highly commended, and eight

highly commended. This was a really good class. The Any
other variety Frencli fowl had some very good Cri'ves, but the
classes were not large, only five and six being entered in the two
classes.

In Any other variety cocks was a good Poland, second a very
good Black Hamburgh, third a good Malay; in hens first a
splendid Black Hamburgh pullet, second Golden Poland, third

Malay.
The Game Saniam. class. Black orBrownRed, had twenty-two

entries ; the first and second very good Black Reds ; third were
Brown Reds; three pens were highly commended. Game
Bantams, Any other variety, first were a pen of very stylish

Piles, good in all points, second Duckwings, and third Piles;

three pens were highly commended. In Bantams, Any other
variety, good Gold-laced were first. Blacks second, and Silver-

laced third. Two very good pens of Gold and SUver-laced of

Mr. Leno's were very highly commended.
In the Selling class Mr. Leno was first with a good Light

Brahma cockerel ; "White Cochins were second, and Spanish
third. In pair of hens there were nineteen entries ; first were a
nice pair of Light Brahmas, second "White Cochins, aud third

Dark Brahmas ; five more pens were highly commended.
The Duck classes were all good, and the entries pretty

numerous. Geese and Turkeys were of fair average quality.

PiGEoss.—The Carriers were the first on the list; first was a
grand Dun; second a Black, nearly equal; third a good Dan.
The highly commended pens were all good birds. Mr. Tardley
was first in hens with a first-class hen; and Mr. Horner was
close upon him with second. In Carriers hatched in 1874 one
exhibitor won all the threo prizes with very promising birds.

Pouters were not large classes ; bat the winners deserved their

position. In Barbs the winners were very good; first were
"Vellows, second and third Black. The Tumblers were good
classes, eight entries in cocks, and nine in hens ; the prize birds

all very good. lu the Dragoon class there were seventeen entries,

Mr. Graham and Mr. Gamon taking the prizes with very superior

birds. The Fantails were good, aud the prizes well placed.

The Owls and Trumpeters were both good classes, and we thought

well judged. Jacobins were very good, and four pens highly

commended. The remainder of the classes were all of consider-

able merit, and many high commendations were awarded.

Daelington Obnithological Society.—This great event in

cage-bird circles is to come off in the Mechanics' Hall, Darling-

ton, on Friday and Saturday, November 13th and 14th, under
distinguished patronage. The Show is open to all England, and
the schedule contains thirty-two classes of nearly all the known
varieties of Canaries, Mules, and British and foreign birds.

The prizes in twenty-eight classes are il, 10s., and 5s. ; and in

four other classes, British birds, 15s., 10s., and 5s. This may be

considered one of the best schedules yet issued, and the growing
efforts of the spirited Committee are worthy of all support.

Besides the above money prizes there are ten special prizes,
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ccEsiefirg of four Eilver medals, a ciaet stand, cream jug, &c.
One entire day will beset apart for jmigirg. Mr. G.J. BameBby,
Derby, is the Judge.

NORTHAMPTON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The *' Good Intent" have held their third annual Show, and
a good Show it was. The large hall of the Corn Exchange, in

which the Exhibition took place, ia admirably adapted, and a
tolerable idea of the Show may be formed when we state that

COi entries were made. This number comprised Canaries and
other cage bird.«, which amounted to 395, .the rest being Pigeons
and Rabl'its. Of cour.-e there would be a considerable amount
of labour entailed in having everything in apple-pie order, but
a vitit to the Show-room at once convinced ua that no trouble
had been spared to make the Show a Buccess. All praise ia due
to the executive. The Northampton Committee may be con-
sidered to have been more fortunate than the Nottingham Com-
mittee in obtaining more entries. To attempt to enter fully

into the merits of the individual specimens which obtained
prizes would take up more of our space than we can now devote ;

si'ffice it to say that the birds appeared truly splendid in their

rich and gaudy plumage, the Norwich birds in particular far

surpassing anything of the kiud seen before. The Show was
opened to the public on Wednesday the 7ih inst , and continued
open the fuUowing day. The excellently-compiled catalogue
was prefaced with a long list of subscribers, and the various
classes of birds set forth the respective prizes they had awarded
to them. A e-ilver cup val'^e £.2 2s. was awarded to the exhibitor
gaiuing the greate&t aggregate number of points in Classes 1 to

24 iLclusive, and this was won by Mr. Adams of Coventry,

Pouters were first on the list, and a graad display they were,
and the commendations freely bestowed. First a perfect White
cock, grand in style, girth, and limb; second a fine White, but
loeiug a little in condition ; and third al>o a capital White, the
whole of these meaburing well in both limb and feather. Pen
408, a capital Blue, was quite out of show.

Carriers were not equal to the Pouters, though the first and
second were really good sprightly young Blacks ; the third, a
very long bird, was wanting in condition. Pen 424 was the best
bird in the Show, but lost in dirt and low in condition.

Turhits and Jacobins were shown together, nearly all being
noticed. The first a very pretty Yellow Jacobin cock, second a
perfect Bed Turbit hen, and third a Blue Turbit cock a little

foul on the thigh. Dragoons were a large class, and nearly
every pen was noticed, the first award being made to a grand
Blue cock, perfect in style of head, and very sound in colour;
Becojid was a Yellow of this year, and peihapa one of the most
perfect birds ever seen of this colour; and third a good Silver.

In Antwerp's the first was a really good Silver Dun Short-faced
;

second also of that variety, but not nearly so good, the third

being a Blue Chequer, and the rest only of poor quality, many
being quite shaggy in feather.

The Variety class contained some splendid birds, many being
of the standard varieties, an Almond Tumbler winning the first

and also the extra for the best bird in the Show ; the second
was a most perfect-quilled Frill back ; third a Fantail; and
extra third a Blue foreign Owl, many capital specimens having
to be content with high commendations.
In the Selling claws a very good pair of White Pouters won

first, Blue English Owls second, the third aleo being White
Pouters, Mr. Graham's pen containing only one bird; the rest
were very poor as compared with the winners.

Babbits.—There being several Rabbit-fanciers in the neigh-
bourhood, classes were provided for these with good results, tlie

Lops, although mixed in both colour and sex, numbering
twenty-one entries. The cruet stand for the best Rabbit in the
Show was awarded here to a grand Black-and-white doe of only
Bis months old, this Rabbit measuring '22h by 4J inches in
ears, the style and carriage of ear and softness being such aa
are rarely attained ; second a large Tortoiaeshell doe, grand in
colour, style, and condition, 21^ by 4^ inches in ears; third
being a Fawn-and-white buck, guod in every point, and 21^ by
4g; and extra third a Black and-white doe, 21^ by 4^. Mr.
Irvine's Tortoisefhell doe was very thin and light. Mr. Hume's
Black-and-white doe, which measured as well as most, was low in
condition. Mr. Mason's young Black-and-white doe will require
great care to bring her up to the standard of the present show
pen. In Dutch we found a most severe case of scurvy, which
ought never to have been allowed ontbide of the hospital. The
first in this class was a Tortoiseahell buck, about as perfect as
any specimen we have ever seen as regards colour and marking;
second a Black-and-white from the same exhibitor, about the
size of a common rat, but very promisitig; and third Mr. Mason's
champion doe, which is, however, yet too grey for the show
pen. Mr. Martin's Black-and-white buck, said by some to be
very gocd, has a large black patch on the side of its neck almost
sufficient to disqualify it, and it is quite a mistake to commend it

even. Pen 549 was a well-marked Tortoiseshell doe, very large
and out of order.
Angoras were good ; the first a large good doe very fine in

wool; second also large and good with a large dewlap of wool,
but a little wanting on back ; and third a small Rabbit with the
best ears but very coarse wool. In the Variety class, Mr. Bali's
grand Silver-Grey doe was first, a good Himalayan doe second ;

extra second a very good young buck of the tame variety, and
third a small good-coated BeJgian Hare. In the Selling class
the first was a very good Himalayan, second a Sooty Fawn Lop
doe, 2ui inches in tar by 4^, and third a Grey Dutch, perhax>s
close upon ihote of the ordiuury class for quality.
The officials were all attention, and the Secretary ever at his

post, and we hope he will think better of his wish to lay down
office, for societies like this thrive only with a cool head and
firm hand at the helm.
NoBWicH.— C'ear Jojiqtte,~l, Cox & Hillier, Northampton. 2, Athersacb and

Son, Coven'ry. 3, J. Uiitjlm, Canterbury, txtra S, J. Adciina. Covtiitiy. vhc,
Atnersucti & son; Cox & liilliur he, F. WiJlid, New Caiton, Norwich; Athtr-
snch & sun. c, S. lomes. vlear Bujf.-l and 3, J. AdamB. V, AtLeroucii and
don. Extra 3, K. 'A iiiia. vhc, Cox & JiiUitr; Alheiaacn & Son (Zj; F. WiidS.
}ic aod c. ti. lomea.
iioRwica.—Ecenly-rnarked or Variegated Jonque,~\, Athereuch & Son. 2, F,

Willis. 3, A. Ufton, Ucroy vlic. Cox & Biliier He, Muore & Wynne, North-
ampton, c, S. Touifcs. Evtiilymarhtd ur Vuriigattd Buff.—l, 3, and vhc,
Alhercuch iS Son. '2 and he, J. AUam3. c, Cos i Hauer ; iluore i5t W.Nnne.

iNoiiWicH — Ticked or Uncvcnly-mnrked Junque.—l ana txlra 3, J. /<oaraB. S
and vu<:, Athersuch &. bon. 3 aud ftc, F. Wiliio. e, cux & tmlitr. Ticked or
Unevenly-marked Uuff.-i, F. W uLa 2 and s, J. Adama. vhc, Alhersuch and
iSon (:;). lie, cox & Uillitr (2) c, Mooie & Wynne.
tiot.wicB.—Any variety of Crfhtcd Jonque ~l and 2, Cos & Hillier. 8, P.

Stralfoid, Nonhauii-tuu. vHc liui lie, Urown & Oayton, Nurtlianipton. c, J.
CapliQ. Any variety of Crtt,ted Buff.—i. uud lie, v ox i: ilillitr. 2 and vhc,
A.herbUC-h & Sou. a. Marlia Jlc (iiittiii, Noitbaoipton. c, iiroffu & ijaytun; J.
Cuve, Northaaipion; A. Utton; S. Tomes ; Cox i: iii lier.
HEi-ot^s. — cUar, Ticked, or i'ariegated I'ellotv.—X, t£. Gibbes, South Bren*,

South Devon, 'i ami ftc, J. N. Harrison, Belptr. 3, R. Hawman. lUiddleabmu^h.
vhc. S. bunting, Derby, c, U. WooUou, Aylesbary. Clear, Ticked, or Varie-
gated Bujf.—i aud he, J, N. Harriaun. :.', K. iiawman. 3, H. Cnboea. c; ii. E.
±vutaell, ilrierJey Hiil.

YonssHiEE.— -i/jy variety of Yellow.—'\, J. Thackrey, Bradford. 2 and 3, L,
Belk, uewsbuiy vhc, J. wilsinson, Great Horton. he, J. I'urner, Uawgreen,
Dewohury. c, \V. W, Juhnsun, Carlion, Norihailertou. Any variety of Bujf.—
1, 3, and vlic, J. Thackrey. ^, L. belt, he and c, J. Wilkinson.
Liz^KD.—Golden-i'paug'cd.—i and i, K. Kiicnie, Darlington. 3, S. Bunting,

vhc, Cieminsun iSc ii,i.eriun, Dariinntou. he, J. N. Harrison. nilvcr-spangUd.—
1, J. T. Hariisun, Darlington, a and lie, S. Buntiiig. 3 and vlic, K. ixitchie. C,

J. Wilkinsun.
CiasAJAus.—Jonque.— 1 and 3, J. Adams. 2, AtherBuch & Son. vhc, R. S.

Jufcnsun, Wonliumptun. he, A. Ufion; S. Tomea. c, J. Caplin. Buff.—I, 2,
and tt, J. Adaraa. viic, Cux & LiUlier. he. J, &. W. Waller, iubernacle Walk,
Dondun; B. S. Johuaoa; Moora & Wynne, c, aiartm & (iriHin; W. Bice,
Nor hampiou.

CiNNAiiu.N.—Ttcfced or Broken Jonque or Buff.—l and vhc, J. Adams. 3,

Orme & At-hley, Dei by. S, Atnerauch & Son. he, Martin il: Griffin ; A. UKton,
e, a. S Johnson ; Carroll & Love, Norlbampton.
i.ius&.^os.—Evenly-vmrktd or y'ariegaled Jonque or Buff.—\, T. 4 J. S^^ell.

2, L. Belk. 3, Cox dt uil ler. vhc, Muore & Wynne, hc, J. Wilkinson, c, J. G.
Edge, Derby ; J. Ihackrej ; W. Kice.

.\..sY oTUfciK Variety of Canary oh Mcle not Specified.—1, J. 'Wilkinson
(Coppy). 2, R. hJawman (Greenfinch aLd Canary Mulej. 3, W. Ot C. Burniaion,
MiaaieBbrougQ (Linntt aiule). vlic. H. S.Johnson (crt&ted Cinnamon). liC.ii.

Couk, Wjgmore Sirtet, London (Linuei UluJeJ. c, Martin & Griffiu (Coppyj

;

Brown i Gajtun (aiat-in Alult-).

GoLLFfNcu MULE,— citar Evenly-marked or Variegated Jonque or Bv^.^l,
Muore & Wynne. 2, \V 4: C. Buinicton. 3, T. Tenniswood, North Acklam,
vhc, H. Gibbes. hc, A. Ufton. c, J. Thackrey.
Goldfinch Mdle.—i^ai'/c Jonque or Btiff.^l, 3, and hc. Cox & Hillier. 3,

A:heri»nfh i: :;on. vlic, b. Bunt ng, c, Bruwn & Gaylon.
bRiTibH bifius — 1, W. Ken^httw, Northampton ibtarlitg). 2, W. & T. Wright

(Thru&hj. 3, T. Kniybt, Nortnamptjn (Lark), vhc, J. Munsiow, Northampton
(Ov\l); J. Kose, ^orlhampton (Lark), lie, J. Fotttr, Northampton tlhruab). c.
Cox & Hillier (Starlujgj.
pABaoTB, oa Any utheb Vabiety of Foreign Birds.—Single or in Pairs.—

1, Martin & Griffin (Parroi). ?, S. Bunting, a, J. Powell, NoitUampton (^rey
Parrot), vhe, T. Sunth, Northampton (rarrot). hc, J. Aneell, Northampton
iBiue-laced Amazon), c, E. W. luffley, Nortnampion (Grey Parrot).
&ELLI.VG CLASS.- 1 and 3, Ather&uch & sun. 2, J. Wilkinson, viie. Cox and

Eillier; S. Strailord; OimeiAehley. /ic, Martiu Ot Gnffin ; Ornu- A Ashley (2);
J.Adams, c, Mooro & fvynye; W. <£ C. Barniston; J. I hac-kre> ; J.Adams;
G. uoiby, Dai'ingtoD, Nurlhamptou ; S.England; tiowe ^itobinson,

PIGEONS.
Pouters.-Coefc or Hen.—'[, C. Murim, Kettering. 2, W. Nottage, Northamp-

ton. 3, Tebbuit & tobter. Nonhampton. vlic, L. W alkin, Northampton ; C,
Martin ; G. uoiioway, jun., Stroud, lie, P. R. tpencer, Hereford ; J. Hairsme,
Hull, c, J. AtkuiB, bedloid.
Cakrilrs.—cocA: or Htn.—l and 2, W. Minson, St. Ives. 8, H. Yardley, Eir-

mingbam. hc, \\ . J. Kidge, Ibornburougb, J3uciiiigham; W. ISottage (); T.
W. owaliow, Northampton ; P. K. t-pencer. c, W. n. A. Miller, Waiftall ; Cox
and Hilaer.
TuRBiTs OR Jacodins.— Coefc or Hf?i.—1, T.W. Swallow (Jacobin). 2, T. S.

Stepheubon, Ntwbegin, Beveney (Tuibii). », R. Wooab, Juanttitld (Turbit).
vhc, C. aiartm (Jacobm); K. VVooos (Turbit). hc, W. Loveday, Kiuworth,
Leicetter (Xuri.it); A. a W. H. trnvenler, Sheffield (Tuibit); H. W. Webb,
Lower Sydenham (Jacobin), c, A. & W. H. fcilvester (iurbii); G. H. Pynn,
be.per (Im-bii).
DfaAQuo,.B.— c'ocfc or Ecn.—l, W. W. Watkin, Northampton. 2 and 3, F.

Graham, Birkenhead, vhc, F. Graham; H. Yardley. nc, C. F. Biaunion,
t^ana> mount, Dublin (2); W. Laikins, Henlow, bigyleswade; W. Bot-haw,
Nortbau'pton; G. iloUoway, jun.; A. Dentley, KiekmaDbWoith ; R. Woods,
c, W. amitu, V\'aUon-onthe-HUi, Liverpool Uj; K. Wooae; W. Loveday; 1. W.
twallow.
.^.NTWERps.-Cocfc or Hen.—l, H. Yar^'ley. 2, C. F. Copeman, Copt Heathy

Birmingham. 3, L. Midgiey, Saffron Wald<:n. hc, A. Bentiey (.); T. Jubb,
Haluax (2), c, G. HoUoway, jun.
ANV OTHER VARitTi-.— C'offc or fft/1.—Cup, H. Yardley (.Umond Tumb'er). 2,

U. W. Webb, h, J. Walker, ^ewa^R-on-Trent(^ant<al). Extra 3, T. i-hiimbeis,
jun. (Foreign Owls), vhc, P. K tipencer (tantaii); J. F. Loveruidge, ^ewalk
U'ant.:iiB) (;i). hc, G. HoUoway, jun. lAlmoud lumbler); 1". S. slepheueuil
(EngUan uwl); A. & W. H. Silvcoltr ; H W.Webb; T.ChrtmbL-rs. jun. (Foreign
UWJ). c. W. Nottage; W. Loveday (baib); J. Aihins (Ujacinlbb) (;) ; A. & W.
H. :!»ilvester; H. W. Webb.
SELLING CLAfcs.— 1, L. Watkin. 2, A. Bentiey (EngUeh Owl). 8, J. Martin,

Keltering (Pouturfa) vhc, W. H. Crewe, EtwaJl, Derby (White Dragoons), ke,

f. K. Spencer Uce); W. Nottage; W. Brown, Northampton; W. H. Urewa
(Blue DragooDB); C. Heigbam, ipswicb (blue Dragooub); W. Larkina. c, D.
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M. Garside, Brouv'hton, Manoh^efer (Carriers) ; P. Hig^ina, Northampton (Blue
Draguouu); J. Oabarn, Norlhampton ( White Draguona).

RAB!»T3.
Lop EARED.

—

Btick or D'je.—Craot ritin-l, J. Bovlo, Blackburn. 2, Mra, H.
Pickwirtb. Moult in Jlarsti, Spalding. 3, F. Lov.jbiuJ, Nortti Street, Loudon.
Extra 3, K. H. Baldwin. ICing3tli'>rpe, Ni>rth.iin tto-i. v'lc.J Ii-viu^, Blackburn

;

J. Oraucb, St. Jotiu's Wood, L'lndon ; J. Mason, Hull; T. Suli.'li.ild, jnn.,
ChcelhLim. M^nolit-ater kc, R. R')biusou, .Mid Uesbrou^h ; J. Hums, Yoik ; F.

Lovcband ; F. R. F.dwarJaon. Livoipiol; W. Oauuer, lieicaster; 1". Soholield,
jun. c G. Bildia. Newbury ; Brown & Gaytoo.
Dutch. -Buc/c or Doe.—l and 2. F, Saboa^e. North impton. 3, J. Mason.

lie, J. Boyle; Martin; T. Garner, Kiu^itliorpe, Nocthimpton. c. Rev.
T. C. Beaaley, DalliuKt^a Vieaage, Northampton; Teboutt & Foster; J.

Irvinu-
Asaml.—Bw-k or Doe. -1, W. Bowea, Elmhurat, Darlington. 2 an.l 3. T.

Garner, vhc, J. Martin, he, T. Ga.ner; J. Martin, c, S. Sinkiua, Wo;Ter-
, liainpton.

A.VV iiT^lER Varietv.—BitcfcorI>oc —1, S. Ball, Bradford fSilvar.Grey). 2, R.
H. Baldwin (Hiioalayao). Extra 2 and 3, Tebbutt & Foster (Himalavau and
Belgian Hare). Extra 3, G. Wood, Claptin.Thraps'oue v.'ti;, 'felibntt& Foater
(Himalavau). /tc, A. W. Whit-houae, .Northampton (Silvers); T. Sjhofiei.i. jua.
(Silver-Grev) ; J. Boyle (Silver-Grey); E. KoOios m, Ketterin;^ (Silver-Grey); 3.
Hiucks, Humbt'ratoue, Leicester (Silver Grey); J. titeeder, Tinitewicli (Silver-
Grey) c, J. Falldiui;:. Leeds ( HiiualAvau)
Skli.ing Class.—ifHcfc or Dj(!.— 1, Tebbutt & Foster (Himalayan). 2 and 3,

F. Sabbiige (if. J. Steeder ; E.Robinson; r. Garner; F. Love band, c, W. H.
CreAVo; Mrs. Francis, Northampton.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Cup for Canaries won by J. Ad ims, with twenty-aevou points.
Cup for Pij:eon8 won by H. Yardley, for best p )n.

Cruet Stand for E.ibbits won by J. Boyle, for best pen.

Judges.—Gage Birds: Mr. W. Walter, Winchester; Mr. J.

Bexson, Derby. Pigeons and Babbits : Mr. E. Hattou, Pudsey,

NOTTINGHAM AND ITS CANAKY SHOW.
It is not nay intention to enter into all I was eye-witness to

in the good old town of Nottingham, famous for ruiny tlainsa

—

notAbly its lace and the ruius of a onca-famoas castle. The
** Go:)se fair" is of a world-wide renown, claiming as it diies the
good old a?e of 590 yeirs, the fair having been established in
the year V2Si. My visit was not coufiued t) the attractions in the
vast marketplace, covering as it does anaroaof iivo acres, not one
foot of which space was unoccupied. " Music hath its charms,"
but I was far from being charmed with the continaous deafening
din of the busy vendors of ginger-bread and oysters, mingled with
the wry-mouth cry here and there of " ten-a-peuuy-warnuts ;"

the barking and howling of the dogs (it was the dog show); the
blaring sounds of the musicians, not omitting the gongs in front
of the several wild beast, and acting, and waxwork establish-
ments, with the now-and-then energetic appeals from iuvitiug
stagers to " wauk-up," accompanied with the far from pleasant
feat of elbowing oneself through the mtny thousands of human
and inhuman beings. This to me was the reverse of harmony.
However, I got through my difficulty and sought a shoe-black,
after satisfying myself that my watch was all right. Notting-
ham would be at a discount without a display of Michaelmas
Geese {some of which, by-the-by, are ganders) ; and having taken
a glance of the same, mostly clothed with feathers of Em'odeu
whiteness, besides numerous other "geese" with no feathers at
all, but withal that might be white enough the following day,
I weuded my way towards the Birc* Show.
The town appears to be plentifully provided with dogs (a

lucrative matter no doubt so far as the dog-tax is concerned),
mostly of the breed called fox-terriers, but which appeared to
me to be of the bull, snap, and terrier crosses ; but on this point
it would be better to " sing slow," rather than venture a remark
to the effect that they were aught else than the pure type of
fox-terriers, if by chance you might get into the company of
some of their owners. Still I have reason for knowing there are
to be found in the locality some of the right sort. Perhaps the
best were at the Show. The dogs at large might, as it were,
have understood that the occasion was a special one, for in the
particular part of the town (Hockley), I had to pass through,
there was to all appearance a conference of the canine com-
munity ready to exercise their pugnacious propensities. There
were six in one group, and just as I was passing two of the
most ferocious brutes threw me into a sudden jjaroxysm of
terror by having a " go in " (as a Nottingham costermonger
would say), in close proximity to my heels. Such notable
personages as costermongers seem to be the reverse of scarce at
NottingLiam. Rumour spoke of a "set-to" in the P. R. some-
where on the outskirts of the town, and I did hear the name of
one of the combatants, which commenced with the second
vowel. I must not omit mentioning that a poultry and Pigeon
Show was also being held, hut my mind was bent more particu-
la.rly upon the cage birds, to which I shall now confine myself.
The three-days Bird Show, held in the St. John's School-

room, near the Great Northern Railway station, opened at mid-
day on the 5th inst., soon after the Judges had completed their
duties. To the "fancy" in particular it was a "feast of
feathers," many of whom assembled from various parts of Eng-
land to witness that which was looked upon as the first im-
portant show of the season for Norwich-bred birds. I really
believe the sensation respecting the high-coloured birds has not
abated one jot since last year, and "great expectations " were
looked forward to by all who have been persistently endeavour-

ing to outvie etch other for colour. Rumour had got abroad
that there was soiuethitig hot in the Canary world, and there
was no wonder at it considering the quantity of cayenne pepper
that must have been used to bring the birds to such high colour.

It was whispered that Mr. would bring forth "a fleet" to

defeat all om^rs. Nothing daunted, one ambitious exhibitor
had gathered together thirty showy specimens to win the princi-

pal "special;" but his endeavours were of no avail, for Mr.
Evans's aggregate number of twelve points was placed hors de
combat by Mr. Adams's thirty-two points gained with sixteen
birds, thus entitling the latter exhibitor to the beautiful
" service," and Mr. Evans's pluck being rewarded with a fuU-
sized " cup," large enough to invite those who had assisted

him in winning the second " special." The Nottingham fanciers

had faith irntil th? day that none could compare with their owu
specimens, and they too were warm, but when the " curtaia
was drawn " that faith vanished.

" But things like that jou know must be
After a famous victory."

The number of birds entered fur the Show did not come up to

my expectation, but the quality was "all there." The cause of

this in a great measure was, no doubt, owing to the North-
ampton Exhibition opening the day the Njttiugham Show
closed. This is to be regretted, for several exhibitors had to

divide their entries and give each a turn. It is an unwise plan
to let shows clash where it can possibly be avoided.

In the first class. Clear Yellow Nurwich, Mr. Adams of Coven-
try ran au easy race, walking-in with first and second, " hands
down ;" still Mr. Audley's third, to use a modest term, was a

nice bird. The first-prize ToUow was not a large bird, but well

up in colour. It was claimed at the eatalo^tue price of 303. by
a gentleman who, I afterwards learned, transferred his purchase.
The bird was cheap at the sum, but the greatest surprise to

many present was the fact that the bird had become the pro-

perty of a Darby fancier. Whether Derby fanciers are in the
background or not this season time will tell. What a change
iu a year !

" Oh ! Cherrybum, Cherrybum I Where art thou,

Cherrybum ?" Can no one rush in to the rescue ? In Clear

Buffs Mr. Adams was again first and second with a couple of

splendid birds, Mr. Tomes, one of the oldest of the North-
ampton school, came in for third with a richly.plumed bird.

The first prize iu Variegated Yellows was awarded to a
" loud "-looking bird belonging to Mr. Adams, the second and
third prizes completely paling beneath it, albeit they were
comely specimens. The secoud was given to Mr. Audley of

Leicester, the third to Mr. Watson, Derby. Mr. Adams next
won first honours in Variegated Buff's, Mr. Evans being second
and third. There were several birds of high commendation in

each class.

In Tiehed Yellows the first was withheld, the second prize

being awarded to a very deserving fair-coloured and conditioned

bird belonging to Mr. Greaves of Nottingham. Mr. Tomes's
bird won a third. la this class the specimens were few and far

between, and the quality generally not up to previous classes.

In Ticked Buff's Mr. Adams was to the fore, the second and
third prizes being deservedly accredited to birds belonging to

Mr. T. Smith. Tbroughout nearly the entire class the speci-

mens were of exceedingly good quality and condition, excepting
one from Norwich, which would have been better at home to

finish its moult.
The Yellow Crested beyond the first three birds were mo-

derate, Messrs. Clarke & Newton, Nottingham, gained first

and third positions; Mr. Roberts being second. The Buff
Crested throughout the class were excellent, and must have
exercised the patience of the Judges iu discriminating. How-
ever, Mr. G. Dolman, Nottingham, came in for the first place

with a bird possessing a crest, every feather of which was in

its place. The second prize was awarded to a bird belonging
to Mr. Torr, Derby, which will somewhat improve when the

crest is fully blown, Mr. Goode, Leicester, exhibited a good
bird, and it is not the first time he has done so.

Belgians were a mixed lot, soma in position and others much
out, and looking more like "Dutchmen." Mr. Hiwman, Mid-
dlesborough, had no difficulty whateverin winning the first prize

with his famous Yellow bird, and leaving in the distance all

others. The second and third birds must have taken more
judging ; still, Mr. Whitaker with his promising third-prize Buff

had to succumb to Mr. Wilcockson's second (a Yellow), a very
good bird of the right stamp. It does one good to find occasion-

ally a new aspirant for " Belgiixn" fame, but such was the case

here, one Mr. Davis of Wolverhampton putting in an appear-

ance with a specimen which gained for him a " v.H.c." It is high
time that Wolverhampton issued its schedule for a bird show.

Lizards.—Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton of Darlington took

first prize with a fine-made Jouque, thus maintaining the prestige

hitherto gained by Lizard fanciers in that neighbourhood. Mr.
S. Godber, Nottingham (au old Lizard fancier), won the second
prize, and Mr. Richards, of Bulwell, third—both capital birds.

The first prize in Silvers was an easy win, Mr. Roberts, Derby,
exhibiting a truly neat and splendid hen. Mr. Richards was
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second, and Mr. Godber third. In both the Cinnamon claaees

Mr. Adams completely eclipsed all comers, by winniug the half-

dozen prizes in Jonquea and Buffs with his hitherto matchless
specimenB. Any Variety.—Mr. Evans took first and second
honours with a couple of Manchester Coppys of fine breed.

These were the best specimens Mr. Evans exhibited, and would
not disgrace the cotton city.

The Mules were a mixed company, but still there was here
and there a telling specimen or two. Mr. Spence, of South
Shields, ought to feel proud {no doubt he does), in possessing

such a splendid, symmetrical, fine-conditioned, and nicely-

marked Canary and Linnet Male as that he exhibited. It de-

served the first prize that it gained. The second-prize bird

was likewise a choice specimen of similar breed to the one
defeating it. Mr. Tenniswood was the owner. Mr. Goode ex-

hibited a Goldfinch and. Canary Mule, which was awarded the
third prize.

The British Birds were not up to the mark, the first prize

being withheld, and the second awarded to Mr, Worth's Owl;
third, Mr. Evans, with a middling Goldfinch. In this class a

Robin appeared lost and in sad spirits, and it would have been
a mercy to have set the poor thing at liberty.

The Selling Class had a few worthy birds in it. Mr. Evans
was first, Mr. Whitaker second, and Messrs. Clarke & Newton third.

Upon the whole there is all praise due to Messrs. Holmes and
Allen, and the spirited promoters (the Committee), for their

endeavours. But before concluding my report I must mention
one more feature, that of a fancier who appeared to satisfy him-
self in pacing to and fro the show-room, now and then " hold-
ing forth " with others, and declaring there must be a " revision

of the Judges." Whether he wished to occupy so distinguished

a position himself I could not ascertain, or whether he was an
exhibitor direct or indirect I am likewise at a loss to know.
One word of advice : It would be as well, perhaps better, if the
" regulations " in most of the schedules as to specimens being
the *' bona fide property of exhibitors," were regarded in a more
scrupulous degree,

—

An E^'e-witness.

cotton or linen goods. It is perfectly harmless, if well rinaed in
clear water immediately after using.

—

[Canada Farmer.)

York OaNiTHOLOGiciii Society.—An Exhibition of Canaries,
Mules, and other birds, open to all England, will be held in the
Com Exchange, York, on November 10th and 11th, the same
week as Darlington, and those who exhibit at York will be able
to arrange for their specimens being forwarded on to Darlington.
The schedule contains twenty-four classes for cage birds. The
prizes are 10s. and 5s. Mr. G. J. Barnesby, Derby, will judge.

OUR LETTEB BOX.
Light BaiHMi Cock {M. B.).—The sum you paid (f 4), should buy you

more than a fairly good Light Brahma cock It i3 the piice of a very good
one, and ehould be nearly faultless. At three years old he is not too aged to

breed from, and the btraw colour of which you complain is often seen as they
grow in age. We ahouli not breed from him if we had another. If we had
not, we should put him to the perfectly white pnUets you mention, and should
expect good chickena. You do not state whether the bird was yellow when
you purchased him, or whether the colour has appeared since,

Woodhouse's Nest Pans {W. D. P.).—He is living at King's Lynn, Nor-
folk. Your letter must have been lost or mis-sent.

Characteristics of Dark Brahmas [Dark Brahma, MancJu^sUr).—The
colour of your hens should be a delicately pencilled grey, every feather alike,

and the colour free from moss or brown tinge. You will best judge of the
reqairements of the breed by attending some first-class exhibition and there

comparing the winning birds with the others. You may keep Bantams
running with your full-grown Brahma fowls.

Rabbits' Eves Closed (G. H. R.).—If your young Rabbits smell offen-

sively we ehould advise you to kill them at once; but if they have merely
their eyes closed from weakuess, wash them with warm water and grease them
with lard. Apply the same treatment to the scab. Foment and anoint
frequently.

Price of Honey {J Constant Reader).—Large chemists readily buy was
at 2«. per pound. A large grocer who has had some of ours for years will give

28. ^d. rather than let it go elsewhere. Two gentlemen offt;r 2.^. Zd. per pound,
by the hundredweight, for mannfacturing purposes. Glasgow merchants ask

UB to quote prices. Everybody of course wiJl buy as cheaply as he can, hut
we think you may find a market for your wax at higher prices than you now
obtain. The 65 lbs. of honey taken from one of your hives is very good and
encouraging. Many hives tois year have not yet killed their drones. If the

bees in your hive do not kill their drones soon, you may suspect that the
queen is either lost or useless.

Honey at the Crystal Palace Show [Young Apiarian). — "^e are

unable to state what quantity of honey was exhibited at the Show, and if we
were we should have no means of telling what proportion was sold, as about

half the exhibits were not priced for sale. The Association received com-
mission on about £80 for honey sold, and some Iota are known to have
changed hands without being reported at the office. Glasses of honey and
small supers sold readily, but the large supers were mostly unsold, the
difficulty of transit telling much against the sellers. About \s. dd. per pound
seemed the ruling price of honey In comb, and a Uttle less for run honey.

MANIPULATIONS AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
BEE SHOW.

A TouNG apiarian asks if " Beaten bdt not Dismayed," is

right in the facts of his statements about driving bees at the
Crystal Palace. I reply he is not. In the first place, before
driving was commenced the bees had been in position three
full days and were quite at home, working merrily. As to being
60 feet above the ground, did your correspondent never hear of

a swarm in a high tree ? and did he ever hear of parachutes
being required by the bees in iheix v\%iis to terra firma ? In
the second place, there was no general fighting whatever; doubt-
less a few single combats took place, but not suificient to attract
attention. That a good many bees were killed is quite correct,

but it arose solely from being trampled on by eager spectators,
the bees which had settled on the cocoa-nut matting with which
the floor was covered being entangled by their feet and unable
to move with their accustomed alacrity. All who are acquainted
with the Palace will remember that the floor boards are separated
by a considerable interval from each other ; and the managers
of the Palace, in their anxiety for the public safety, insisted on
covering the floor with the matting in order that the bees
should not penetrate beyond the glass partition. The fallen
bees were thus most conspicuous, and although on the ground
it did not necessarily follow that they were all killed. Many
hundreds of bee-keepers who had read of driving, uniting,
swarm-making, &c., but never saw anything of the kind done,
here received the best of all instruction—actual demonstration,
and went away confident in a new-found power, prepared to
teach it to their neighbours, and the Committee were thanked
in numberless instances specially for this part of the Exhibition.
I and the Committee freely admit that many things might
have been arranged better, and we thankfully acknowledge the
unbounded consideration shown by exhibitors and visitors for
all shortcomings in an undertaking that was most onerous, and
a great cause of anxiety to none more than

—

Joitn Hunter,
Hun. Sec.

To Eemove Fruit St.uns.—A solution of chloride of soda
will remove peach and all fruit or vegetable stains, and is also

excellent in removing mildew; but for this it must be applied
several times, and exposed to the sun, while fruit can be re-

moved by it instantly. Of course, it.can only be used for white

METEOROLOaiOAIi 0B3EBVATI0MS,
Caudgn Sqctare, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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foliage, and the result is a crimson self with plain foliage. He
will cross this, probably, for four or five generations before he
has a flower of first-class quahty.

Mr. Jeffery, a bookseller at Falkirk, has now a very large

collection of the best named sorts, and, what is more, he grows
his plants well, and has also taken to the raising of seedling

varieties.

It wU! be seen from the above remarks that Stirling, which
in the days of jore was the " bulwark of the north," is still

the stronghold of the Auricula. In olden times kindly men
lived at Stirling, and the race still remains in the persons of the
old florists. The most pleasant days I spent in Scotland this

year were with the florists at Stirling and Falkirk.— J. Dobglas.

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
In the Stove are a few plants of Reidia glaucesoens, an

interesting and beautiful plant of unusual habit. The stem
ia erect and stout, bearing what at first seem to be pinnate
leaves ; they are, however, horizontal branches of definite

growth, produced with such regularity as to favour deception
;

the apparent leaflets are entire leaves. In the axils of these
are borne the flowers ; and though small, they are produced in

Buch numbers that there can scarcely be anything more pretty

or graceful. Each one hangs by a slender hair-like stalk ; they
are red in colour, and have a nicely-fringed margin. It is a
native of Java. Cuttings can be rooted at any season under a
beU-glass. For potting, a mixture of peat and loam with a
sprinkle of sand is quite suitable. Large pots are not neces-
sary ; very pretty specimens can be grown in 48's. It is for-

tunately not liable to be infected by insects. It has been
distributed from Kew for Feveral years, but is not very gene-
raUy known. From the late demand it appears to be rising in

favour. At night the leaves fold to sleep face to face like the
leaflets of many LeguminoEfe. Begonia geranioides is a very
choice and distinct species of small growth. The petioles are

red, supporting green blades that but slightly show the obliquity
characteristic of the genus. The flowers are pure white and
very numerous, on several pale green stalks well above the
foliage. It has a tuberous rootstock, but is not quite so hardy
as the majority of that description. A native of Port Natal,
whence it was introduced by Messrs. Backhouse, and was
figured in the " Botanical Magazine" for 1866.

The new Cypripedium Roezlii is now in flower in the Orchid
collection. It does not differ widely from C. longifolium. A
good variety of Oncidium crispum is just opening, in the same
condition as 0. excavatum. There is nothing prettier than a
small pan of Pleione Wallichi with about sixteen of its rose-

coloured flowers fully expanded. Among others worth atten-

tion are Odontoglossum Uro-Skinueri, Eodriguezia secunda,
Mesospinidium vulcanicum, the curious Gongora galeata, Bras-
savola cordata, and Masdevallia Veitchii. Besides these,
numerous pots of Calanthe vestita, with C. Veitchii, render
the house gay and attractive.

A large plant of Coprosma lucida planted in one of the beds
in the Temperate house is now very ornamental from its clusters
of orange-red berries. They are individually about twice the
size of those of Nertera. The tree is of good habit, with dark
shining oval leaves. It will not, perhaps, fruit in a young
state. C. Baueriana variegata covered with berries in this

way would be very pretty. Cuttings strike as freely as do those
of that variety, which, we may remark, should be widely used
for beds in sammer out of doors.

CURLED PARSLEY
Is one of the most useful garnishing herbs or vegetables that

we grow in the kitchen garden, when grown to perfection. I
generally put in my first sowing about the middle of March,
digging-in some rich manure; when finished, put on the ground
amixture of soot and burned wood ashes, which I rake in, sow in

a drUl, and then cover with some old dry soil from the potting
bench. I grow it along the edges of the Gooseberry borders,
and it looks well throughout the winter and spring months.
The second sowing I put in about the beginning of August on
a south border, and the Parsley comes in very useful in the
early part of the spring, and keeps me supplied through the
summer, until the spring-sown comes in for use. I always out
the plants down twice during the season—May and July, and
sow a little soot between the rows, which promotes growth
very much, at the same time gives the leaves a fine green
colour. In September or October a plantation may be made

from the August sowing in a frame or on a warm sheltered
spot, where the plants will be likely to survive the winter. It
is seldom that the winter affects it in this locality in the open
ground. The varieties I grow are Myatt's Garnishing and
Champion Moss Curled.—W. McPheeson, Snehton Hall Gar-
dens, Ashhourne.

FINE OLD TREES AT MOOR PARK,
HERTFORDSHIRE.

Fine old trees have of late years been held so much in esteem,
not by the mere lovers of nature only, but by the public at

large, that even the owners hesitate before sacrificing them,
lest the public should censure the act; besides which, the pro-
prietors feel not a little proud of their possession, and instead
of the reckless cutting-down of timber which took place in
olden times, in many instances great reluctance is felt to thin
them sufficiently for the welfare of those intended to stand.

This undoubtedly is the better of the two extremes ; and added
to that are the laudable efforts made by many landowners to

increase their extent of woodland ; and every encouragement
should be given to their doing so, as so many influences are at

work elsewhere to diminish the quantity. Having, however,
the subject of a well-clothed district in contradistinction to

one denuded of trees for consideration hereafter in respect to
their respective influences on rainfall and other features of

meteorology, I will at once turn to that of fine old trees. It is

at all times a pleasure to see a number of such trees, especially

when we take into consideration the great temptations there

have been at various times to cut them down for their com-
mercial value. The great demand for ship-building timber at

the end of the last and for some years of the beginning of the
present century, induced many proprietors to cut down what
otherwise might have been an ornament to their estate ; but
it is not likely the same demand will occur again, the many
countries from which our timber supply is drawn, not to speak
of the many purposes for which iron has now substituted

timber, almost rendering the national song "Hearts of Oak"
a thing of the past. All tends to help to preserve to us what
remains of the fine trees of our ancestors ; and where fine onea
really do exist, and the owners of such are liberal enough to

allow the general public under proper restrictions the privilege

of inspecting such trees, I hardly know of any greater treat

that can be accorded. All honour, therefore, to those who
possess such riches and share them at the same time with their

neighbours. I am pleased to observe that this privilege is fast

gaining ground, and that the parks of many of our nobility

are thus made accessible to all such as by their actions desire

to be admitted ; and what public or private feast presents a
more true picture of a health-giving meal than is often seen

partaken of by a party holding a picnic under an aged tree ?

The very site, its associations, not to say the purity of the air

breathed by all, give it a charm which is wanting in the splen-

dour of the formal dinner party. And how often do we see

such a sight under some fine old trees in some gentleman's
park ! and, what is equally pleasing, how seldom do we hear
of a privilege thus gracefully granted being abused ! Let me
hope the cases of the latter kind wUl get fewer and fewer.

Those liberal-hearted noblemen and gentlemen who thus so

kindly allow their fine trees to be thus inspected are certainly

entitled to all praise at our hands, for are not old trees

exempt from the suspicions that now and then cling to

objects said to be old, as ironwork or chinaware, or even
pictures ? for old trees are not to be manufactured. Their
hoary appearance is genuine. No " getting-up " is necessary

on their part ; they are perfect in themselves, and any tamper-

ing with them would only end in the discomfiture of the

meddler.
Of the fine old Oak trees which ornament so many of the

parks of our nobility, and at the same time form objects of

historical interest, there are many examples in the kingdom
;

and perhaps those in the county of Hertfordshire are as im-
portant as any, and amongst those of the latter kind the fine

trees in the park of Lord Ebury at Moor Park on the south-

western edge of the county are especially deserving of notice.

An outline of this fine place is given in the volume for 1871

;

and in noticing the history of the place a mournful interest is

elicited by the fact of its having once been in possession of

the unfortunate Duke of Monmouth, natural son of Charles II.,

who was attainted and executed by the successor of that

monarch, when, it is said, the unfortunate duchess determined

that the trees in the park should not be made available for the
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royal navy, bad them all beheaded. So says tradition, which,
as is well known, is very often a good exponent of history.

And some of the oldest trees in the park at the present day
certainly bear traces of having been Bulijected to something of

the kind years ago, and probably many more whoso growth
has since removed all traces of such an operation. But when
we consider the long period that has elapsed since Monmouth's
ill-starred rebellion there has been time for another generation
of fine trees, of which there is no lack at the present day. It

would seem that Moor Park, notwithstanding its vicissitudes,

has been singularly lucky in the preservation of its fine old

trees, and, what is equally important, the judicious planting
of young ones ; for in looking over it one finds trees of all ages,

from the aged skeleton with scarcely a vestige of life upon it

—(some one or two, in fact, are still preserved after ceasing to

live)—to the young tree planted during the last ten years,

with all intermediate ages between. The soil has perhaps had
something to do with their longevity—a gravelly soil more or
less mingled with chalk, although the latter is not just at the
Burface. A considerable diversity in the surface has also, no
doubt, been beneficial, for we certainly always meet with the
finest trees on hiUsides rather than on plains ; and the whole
lies dry.

The park, though undulating more than the bulk of the
surrounding district, has none of those wet valleys one meets
with sometimes, the whole being dry, excepting that a small
portion to the left of the entrance by the village of Eickmans-
worth, which lies close to the side of the principal river in the
neighbourhood, is of course much moister, and one or two
trees special to it will be noticed. I may here observe that
Lord Ebury with considerate liberality allows picnic parties

who have obtained leave to be held in the outside enclosure,
which is kept much in the character of pleasure ground. The
river forms its boundary on one side, and the high road the
other ; and immediately on entering, a ribbon border at the
opposite side confronts you, which being backed by shrubs con-
sists of partly hardy and partly half-hardy plants, and at the
time I saw it looked well, the predominance of light-coloured
flowers being well set off by the greenery by which they were
surrounded. To those who are fond of having the contents of

ribbon borders detailed, I may say the planting was as follows :

—

Commencing at back with the evergreen shrubs as a back-
ground—viz., back row Helianthus multiflorus, double yellow;
next row African Marigold ; next row Geranium, a tall scarlet

;

next row Verbena, a pale blue tall variety ; next row French
Marigold, striped ; next row Geranium, pale-coloured variety

;

next row Lobelia, blue. The whole was edged with turf, on
which at another place there were also some other beds of

flowering plants, with now and then a fine tree. Notably so

was a good Weymouth Pine, and a still more remarkable fine

Tulip Tree, which must be 80 feet high, with a more upright
growth than this tree usually has. Its bole at the height of

10 feet was divided into two leaders, each of which were npright-
grown, and gave the whole more the habit of a Poplar than a
Tulip Tree.

Entering the park we see an abundance of very fine Oak
trees, with also some of other kinds, and near to the carriage
road we find a fence has been put round two, one of which is

dead. These relics of a bygone day, to which I believe some
historic legend is attached, as being of the time of the unfortu-
nate Duchess of Monmouth's period—these venerable remains
of a time very different from our own are not so large as many
others are ; but as all trees alike do not attain the same size,

we need only say that they would be esteemed very large
everywhere, excepting in a place -like this, abounding with
large trees. One of these has a portion of one of its sides alive.

This pair stands about 2i feet apart, and from the appear-
ance would seem to be very ancient. Another Oak near the
last-named has some appearance of having lost its top, or in
other words of having been beheaded at 7 or 8 feet from the
ground, yet is still quite healthy, and its bole measures 17 feet
in circumference at the smallest part between the root-claws
aod breakings of its branches, and that too at a place where it

seems to be sound. Another Oak, not far from the above, is

20 feet in circumference at the waist. This is also healthy, and
like the former would imply a belief that it had been one of the
beheaded ones. Another Oak is 19 feet in circumference, but
is less healthy and sound-looking than the other; this also
has the appearance of having been beheaded. Another same
size of last, but more healthy—in fact sound, and does not
appear to have undergone the ordeal the others have. Another
Oak, a little way from the last, is 24 feet in circumference at

about 5 feet np, and the top healthy and fine. This is a moat
remarkable tree. As the measurements are all taken at the
smallest parts within reach, it will be easily seen that larger
dimensions could easily have been given. Another Oak a little

way from the carriage road measures 31 feet in circumference
at 2 feet up, but it is only fair to say there were a number of
excrescences on the bole, which gives greater dimensions than
ought to be the case, but it was a remarkably fine tree, for it

would seem to be quite 16 or 18 feet in circumference at the
height of 20 feet or more, and this without any of the swellings
alluded to

;
its top healthy. Another tree near the last nearly

as large. Besides the above we noticed a Sweet Chestnut
with a fine straight bole, the bark of which had the common
spiral twist or ribbing. This fine tree was 18 feet fi inches in
circumference at .5 feet up, where the bole was clear of all pro-
tuberance, and it must have been of large dimensions at 30 feet
up. It was a remarkably fine tree, and certainly one of the
best I have ever met with of its kind for timber purposes.
The above trees are all in the park, but there are some fine

trees in the pleasure grounds also, notably so in that part of
the pleasure grounds detached from the mansion called the
Old Pleasure Grounds, an isolated portion of some 2.5 acres or
more, which, amongst other riches old and modern, contains
a most remarkable Spruce Fir tree, which at one time seems
to have lost its leader near the ground, and instead of suc-
cumbing to the disaster, to have cut out for itself a new
feature altogether, and formed a number of distinct leaders,
now like large trees, which issue at various places around the
original stock, and have every one the uniformity of seedling
trees. The circumference of the largest at about 3 feet from
the ground I found to be nearly 14 feet, an unusual size for a
Spruce Fir

; besides which it was evident its branches had at
times laid themselves on the ground and rooted there, pushed
up a fresh tree at their points, their connection with the parent
tree still remaining a proof of their being part of it. I may
add that the whole seemed healthy and likely to live many
years, differing widely in this respect from what we see of
Spruce Firs in many places, where they are liable to die at the
age of thirty or forty years, or even less. Here we have a
specimen with all the stamp and vitality about it of some of
our deciduous trees, a marvel in its way. At some little distance
from this was a fine plant of a lately-introduced Spruce which
we seldom meet with in good condition, which I merely men-
tion here to show that the soil suits such things. An Abies
Ksempferii was upwards of 8 feet high and as much through,
having lost its leader, or it might possibly have been 3 or 4 feet
higher. Now when we consider that there are many places
where this Conifer refuses to grow at all, even where other
choice ones make rapid progress, we are led to think there are
peculiarities in certain soils suited to certain plants, and
notably so to this.

We must not omit noticing another fine Oak, which, although
appearing to be perfectly sound and healthy, was 2G feet in
circumference at the waist, and likely to live many years.
Another near to it was about the same in dimensions, but was
not BO sound, although still healthy.

It might, perhaps, not be out of place here to mention that
a fine terrace wall bounds the pleasure ground adjoining the
mansion of something like 600 feet long, with thirty vases on
the parapet wall, all filled with scarlet Geraniums. The walk
by the side of this noble wall is 20 feet wide, and likewise per-
fectly straight ; but as these features were all described in a
former article they need not be rej^eated, neither is it necessary
to repeat what was said on the kitchen garden, but in a hasty
look over the latter a fine bright-looking Nectarine was pointed
out to me by Mr. Cunningham, the very intelligent gardener,
as being very good and deserving of more general adoption.
It was the Pine Apple Nectarine, a handsome full-sized fruit,

of the class coming in at midseason, and certainly a showy
one for table.—J. EonsoN.

STRAWBERRIES.
I HAVE not seen Garibaldi mentioned in the lists. The

following description of it may be of use to some of your
readers :—It is of close compact habit, with a good constitution,
is a free bearer, and in colour not inferior to Keens' Seedling.
In this county (Durham) it is a general favourite ; besides, it

is an excellent forcer, and I depend on it principally for my
supply. The fruit is of medium size and stands well above
the foliage, a great recommendation in a wet season, and it

comes ate nto fruit from the plants that have been forced.
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By attending to them during the enmmer months it can be
brought into bearing at the end of September.—W. Weather,
Gardener to Edward Pease, Esq., Darlington.

NOOKS OP SUSSEX.—No. i.

My last note related to Yapton, and in a Bummer long

since passed I had thence journeyed to near Goring, and in-

quired my road for a nook still further to the eastward. An
old man directed me, but he added as a warning, " Eain's

anewst [near]—old Mother Goring got her cap on." In other

words, Chanctonbury Ring, a hill belonging to the Goring
family, had a grey cloud covering its summit. Whether the

prognostic was fulfilled I remember not, but I do remember
that there and in the nook to which I was journeying linger

many old sayings which I delight to hear and record. One of

them says, " The old woman takes the cuckoo in her basket

to Heathfield Fair, and there lets him out." That Fair occurs

on the 14th of April, and the cuckoo is so usually first heard
about that day that the Fair is called "Cuckoo Fair;" but
who the old woman is I know not. Another bit of folk-lore

learned as I journeyed on is that the Houseleek is cherished

by cottagers on the thatched roofs of their cottages, because

they believe it protects them from lightning.

Many times since that journey have I been in nooks neigh-

bouring Heathfield. On an adjacent hill a modern mansion
is erecting, from a turret of which a perfect panorama of the

country round within a circuit of twelve miles is seen. Good
taste is apparent in some portions of the garden, and it will

appear in other portions as planting time progresses, for all is

a new creation. I have been there more than once recently,

for there are good wines in the cellar, and the housekeeper
compounds superlative chicken pies. That is a mere paren-

thesis, for having mentioned the gardening I intended at once
to proceed to some of the nooks of the garden, and of these

I shall notice none but those devoted to Primulas. The first

bed noticed was 45 feet in length and 3 feet in breadth, and
on it were forty rows of Polyanthuses, and six plants in each

row. They were seedlings, and the labels by them recorded

the colour of their flowers and their parentage.

Thence I walked to a border 140 feet long and 6 feet broad.
In it were 119 rows, each row being filled by eleven plants.

Each plant was named and noted as to colour and size. I will

only mention one, called Purity, having white flowers, which
it persistently produces during the winter. Two others, pro-

bably not in the same border, I mention because the raiser

seems to have applied the names waggishly. One he has called

Magenta on account of its flowers' colour, and the other Sol-

fereno, its flowers being pale magenta. The Magenta is a
winter- flowering variety.

Besides the bed and border I have mentioned there were
Primula edgings ; another bed, CO feet long by 20 broad, con-

taining more than eight hundred Polyanthuses, and a border
of nearly six hundred seedlings unproved.
Need I add that the proprietor of the mansion and garden

is " Philanthos," whose little book on " Primroses, Cowslips,

Polyanthuses, and Oxlips," is published at the Journal office ?

I observed in my previous notes upon the fondness for gar-

dening in some of the Sussex nooks, but I should have in-

cluded orcharding. No nooks of any other county contain

more old fruit trees, and varieties are met with that are quite

local and unmentioned in books, though excellent. Where
else can be found the Wheat Plum ? and where is its superior

for culinary use or for making a brilliant jelly-like preserve?

Here I met with the Pruin Plum, a name quite local, but the

fruit seems identical with the Mussel Plum of other counties.

Of Apples the Woodcock, Hawkridge, and Ducksbill seem to

be confined to Sussex and the borders of its adjoining counties.

In these nooks are to be recognised dog-irons and fireplace-

backs, used when fires were kindled on the hearth, and manu-
factured two centuries since, when iron-smelting was an ex-

tensive operation in Sussex. That smelting is now sought to

be revived, and very probably with success. Railways have
rendered the conveyance of coals, ore, and manufactured iron

cheap compared to what it cost when the manufacture had to

be abandoned. There seems no reason why it should not be
remunerative here as it is in mid-Northamptonshire, for in

Sussex, as there, the ore is part of the subsoil. If in addition

the boring now in operation reveals a seam of coal, the advan-

tage will be still more decisively in favour of Sussex ; and the

time may be near when, history repeating itself, I may have
a modem record like that old one now before me, giving " an

account of the whole process of the iron work, from one of the
chief iron masters in Sussex, Walter Burrel of Cuckfield, Esq."
In other nooks are the birthplaces of some of our oldest

writers on gardening, but these I may be permitted to notice
in other communications.—G.

THE FLOWEE BEDS AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.—No. 2.

TuBNiNG now to the beds themselves, I found that the long
Rose borders which originally stretched in an unbroken line

from each intersecting walk along the outside of the upper
walk on the rosery mound, had been broken up into a series

of parallelograms of Roses alternating with circular flower beds,

in which the enamel bedding was in fullest beauty. Elevated,
as these beds are, very near the top of the steep sloping sides

of the huge mound, with the beds of Roses acting as foils

between every two circles, and with a bold sweep of turf down-
wards from them, they form very conspicuous objects, which
certainly have that full share of general admiration which
they so richly merit. Skirting the base of the mound, on
the turf inside the lower encircling walk, there is another
chain of beds, all of circular form, and planted in the old free

style with Geraniums, &a. ; all well filled and in excellent con-

dition, but affording a striking contrast to the dwarf growth
and bright unbroken beauty of the upper series of beds, com-
pared with which they were extremely tame and insipid ; and
it was an instructive lesson to watch the hasty passing glance

Fig. 104.

4, Golden Feather Pyrethmm.
5, Colens Verechaffelti.

1, Sempervivum califoroicum.

2, Lobelia Bpeciosa.

3, Alternantbeia amo:'na. t

bestowed on them by those who soon afterwards found them-
selves involuntarily pausing to admire the irresistible beauty

and to study the designs of the enamelled beds. Let us join

them, and see what else there may be to learn to enable us to

apply the lesson in our own practice next season ; and in doing

this it will be best slightly to recapitulate.

Most of the beds have an edging of Sempervivum califor-

nicum, and where a brighter-coloured edging was necessary

Golden Feather Pyrethrum was its substitute. Colens Ver-

schaffelti is still a favourite for producing a deep rich central

mass, and it was present in several beds in the form of bold

central stars and other forms. A Maltese cross of it margined

with Golden Pyrethrum, with deep blue, carmine, and the

pretty maculated rosettes of Sempervivum californicum out-

side, as in fig. 104, was very fine. Now this bed, from the very

simplicity of its design, offered a striking and not unpleasant

contrast to the more complicated forms. " Grand simplicity "

is no doubt a somewhat hackneyed term, but it is none the

less expressive of truth and beauty. Another important

matter in connection with this bed is the materials. Of the
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five kinds of plants used the Sempervivum is hardy, and the

Lobelia and Pyrethium are raised from seed in spring, so that

only the Coleus and Alternanthera would require protection

in winter, and of these a few plants afford a considerable stock

of cuttings in spring.

Taking another circle (fiff- 105), as an example of how

Fig. 105.

1, Sempen'ivmn californicum. ] 4, Tagetes eignata pumila.

2, 2, Alternanthera magnilica. 5, Golden Feather Pyrethrum.
S, Echeveria secunda glauca. ' 6, Coleus Verschaffelti.

Tagetes is used, we have a central star with eight points, con-

taining a grand dark mass of Coleus with a margin of Golden
Pyrethrum, Tagetes being most effective between the lovely

yellow Pyrethrum and the rich orange Alternanthera. The
patches of silvery Echeveria also told well, exercising very con-

siderable influence upon the general effect, which was excellent.

When grey-leaved plants are scarce or variety is necessary,

Fig. 106.

1, SempernTnin califorcicnm. i 4, Echeveria secunda glauca.

2, 2, Golden Feather Pyrethrum.
3, Alternanthera versicolor.

5, Lobelia speciosa.

6, Coleus Verschaffelti.

Echeveria secunda glauca forms an excellent substitute, pro-
ducing a somewhat similar effect in colour, and yet being totally

different in its general appearance. It is used in figs. 105 and
106 in a very similar manner ; but this last design is given as

an example of how two shades of rich crimson may be intro-

duced in the same bed with perfect safety by the use of other
suitable bright dividing colours. The effect of this bed was
extremely rich, and not at all heavy.

—

Ehward LuciinunsT.

A DAY WITH THE FDNGDS-HUNTERS.
Another Fungus feast, and no casualties ! Once more have

the mycologists, indigenous and other, hunted and harried the
woods. Fir groves, and pastures of Herefordshire, in pursuit of

game which squires do not care to preserve, and to which
farmers do not raise the faintest objection. Once more have
they returned towards dusk to the "faithful city," bearing
bags and baskets filled with spoil destined to give variety to

more than one cuisine. So far has the adoption of the study
of mycology, as a special feature of the Woolhope Field Club
transactions, tended in six years to "Italianise" the tastes of

diners-out in the matter of Fungi, that we believe the excellence

of a "Lycoperdon" fritter might be avouched by the highest
ecclesiastical dignitaries; and, uulees our eyes deceived us, the
High Sheriff of the county of Hereford could certify the good-
ness of " Comatus" soup. It is not, of course, contended that
among the results of the forays which made the woods of

Downton, Stoke Edith, Dinmore, and Garustone, all alive in

the first week of October, there were not a number of diverse

Toadstools, wholly unfit for human food; but a residuum of

edible Fungi was tried, tested, and not found fault with by the
guests at the public dinner on the 1st of the month, who,
though disappointed of the presence of the Rev. M. Berkeley,
the chief of English mycologists, included in their number those
scarcely less eminent authorities, Messrs. Broome, Renuie, and
Houghton, to say nothing of that skilful delineator and de-

Bcriber of Fungus-growths, Mr. Worthington Smith, F.L.S.
The proceedings of the evening included a merited recognition

of the assistance rendered to the Club by this gentleman,
whose two sheets distinguishing edible from poisonous Fungi,
with the key appertaining to them (published by Hardwicke),
are still the most useful guide to the amateur Fungus-hunter,
though for more advanced inquirers the manuals of Berkeley
and Cook, and, for the more classically minded, the charming
volume of Dr. Badham, are, doubtless, more suitable. The
delicately-served Marasmius oreades, or " Fairy Ring Cham-
pignon," enabled the veteran Mr. Lees to return for the
hundredth time to his " molar " theory as to fairy rings ; the
Orange-milked Mushroom (Lactarius deliciosus) justified its

title, after skilful cooking and a good deal of salting and pep-
pering ; and if on this occasion we failed to experiment upon
the Sctily Agaric (Procerus), the Beefsteak that is cut to order
from half way up the Oak (Fistulina hepatica), or the Boletus
edulis (not that in favour with the elder Roman gourmands,
though very popular with their remote posterity), or even the
Giant Puff-ball (Lycoperdon giganteum), it is simply because,
in the case of Fungus-tasting as in everything else, non omnia
possumus omnes. The Lactarius deliciosus ought to be good,

to judge from its name; audits beauty of colouring and deep
orange milk so completely distinguish it from the dangerous
L. torminosus, the deadly and ruddy L. rufus, the fragrant and
rare L. glyciosmus, L. controversus (a species not uncommonly
found under the Black Poplar, but on this occasion discovered
by Dr. McCullough under a Lombardy Poplar at Garnstone),
and the L. Vitellinus, which, notwithstanding its epithet, is

not good for food, that there need not be the slightest hesi-

tation in tasting it, even raw. Dr. Badham's plan of baking
the Deliciosus, after due application of salt, pepper, and butter,

for three-quarters of an hour in a covered pie-dish, is doubtless

a preferable mode of experimenting on this delicacy. Our own
experience of it is not so fortunate as to enable us to rank it

with the most appetisingof culinary Fungi, nor can we mention
it in the same day with the slices of the Giant Puff-ball, when,
after the removal of their outer integument, they are dipped in

yolk of egg, and then fried in fresh butter. In all such ex-

periments it is obviously unfair to try other than quite fresh

and young specimens, and there ought to be no necessity for

cautioning even the uninitiated against cooking the Puff-ball

when it is yellow and rotten inside, or, indeed, when its snow-
white exterior is beginning to change to a suspicious yellow.

Several of the rarer Lactarii mentioned above were either

found in this year's forays at Hereford, or were brought thither

to adorn the sideboard at the festival.

A word must be added about the " Comatus " soup. What
boy or girl accustomed to roam over field and pasture does not

know the quaint cylindrical " tall John," with a fleshy and
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patchy white wig, and a hollow stem with a white powdery
fragile ring encircling it, known to mycologists as the " Co-
prinus comatus," and sometimes as the " Agaric of civilisa-

tion ;" bnt hardly less familiar to hundreds who cannot put a
name to it, and who come across it and its grey-capped cousin
C. Alramentariue, in the open garden or at the base of stumps
or palings? This Fungus has long been mixed with others in

the composition of ketchup, and Atramentarius is said to make
very good ink. It has been reserved for the Woolhope Club
to demonstrate its value as the principal ingredient in a
piquant and tasty soup, to outward appearance resembling
Green Pea soup, or, perhaps, more closely Parsley and butter
in a tureen. Whatever its semblance, it is too good an addition
to our list of soups to be lightly forgotten

; and, perhaps, the
day will yet come when those philosophers whose mental grasp
can embrace nothing higher than the addition of another and
another novelty to their gastronomic pleasures, may learn to
count amongst their benefactors the motley group of mycolo-
gists whom an inscribed festoon in one of the streets at the
recent opening of the Free Library at Hereford, designates
irreverently and illiterately as the " Fungi Fogies." After all,

however, even putting the question of edibility aside, it is not
difficult to find good reasons for prosecuting the study of
mycology. Medicinally and industrially many Fungi have
their special purpose, as for instance the scaly Polyporus,
which, dried and cut into strips, supplies a capital razor strop,

and the other species of the same group which are manufac-
tured into the styptic known as Amadou or German Tinder.
The medicinal substance known as ergot of rye has also, it

need hardly be said, a fungoid origin. Generally, too, to quote
the highest English authority on the subject, " the office of

Fungi in the organised world is to check exuberant growth, to

facilitate decomposition, to regulate the balance of the com-
ponent parts of the atmosphere, to promote fertility, and to
nourish myriads of the smaller members of the animal king-
dom." Regarded in this practical light, the numerous family
of Funguses asserts a strong title to intelligent study, and
cannot lightly be overlooked by any Field Club that deserves
its name. An attempt to catalogue the Fungi which line the
woodland path, or have their habitation at the foot or amid
the branches of the Oak, Ash, Elm, the Larch, and Fir, the
Birch and the Poplar, would very soon more than exhaust our
paper. Amidst the things of beauty—though certainly not of

joy to the incautious taster—in Fungus life may be cited the
Boletus Inridus, umber-coloured above, and bright red or even
vermilion below, and suspiciously changing, when broken or
bruised, to a blue complexion. Or, again, the Fly Agaric
{Agaricus [Amanita] muscarius), with its bright scarlet cap,
worked, so to speak, with yellow or yellowish spots, and under-
laid with a bright yellow flesh, which is succeeded, lower still,

by a pervading white. Its stem is bulbous and marked by a
distinctive ring. The Peziza aurantia is another perfectly
lovely tenant of the woods and heaths, a delicate crisping
" lamina " of the brightest orange, which no one will forget
who saw the other day a specimen of it measuring 8^ inches
across, sent from Shobden Court by Lord Bateman. Amongst
the liussulas, found freely this year as usual in Herefordshire,
there is as great a variety of hue as of wholesomeness, from
the pale pink and faint rose to the brilliant scarlet of R. emetiea.
Cortinarius cinnabarinus is a clustering group, of a bright
orange or nearly vermilion, with a metallic lustre. The Cin-
namon Mushroom (Cortinarius Cinnamoneus) appeals to the
sense of smell as well as of seeing, and there are several Fungi
of which the recent expedition furnished specimens which
make the former appeal without any pretence to the latter.

Before glancing at these we must just name the violet-capped
Agaricus euchrous, found at Dinmore Woods on the 30th of
September; the Coprinus picaceus, or Mar/pie Coprinus, a
rare roadside Fungus met with near Downton, the membraned
cap of which is variegated with broad white scales, whilst its

gills are free and of an ashen black
; the mouse-grey Agaricus

gloiocephalus, of which a large group was exhibited by Dr.
Chapman from oS the pastures of Burnhill ; and the rare,

pale-yellow, crisped Sparassis, which has been more than once
imported into these shows from the Fir groves of Chetwynd,
by Mr. Houghton. We must also say a word on the odorous
Fungi, whether sweet-savoured or the contrary. Of the first

sort there were found at Stoke Edith, Lactarina glyciosmus,
and Agaricus fragrans and odorus; of the second, at Dinmore,
the Agaricus cucumis, in an abundance commensurate with its

strong odour, suggestive of rancid oil or stinking fish. Ag.
Bsponacens, too, was offered to our scrutiny, bnt pronounced,

after deliberation, to savour more of fish oil than of soap;
and the interest displayed in Dr. Chapman's fine group of
Gloiocephalus was to a certain extent qualified by its exceed-
ingly repulsive smell. Occasionally in the course of the forays
one lighted on a family of Fungi, such as Agaricus mucidus,
the associations of which are more with the touch than the
sight or smell. Unpleasantly slimy, it arrested the notice of
the Woolhopians by its profusion at a certain point in Stoke
Edith woods, both on the ground itself, and on the tall fine-

grown Beeches which are its home.
The mention of these sylvan beauties suggests another

element of interest in Fungus-hunting—namely, the intro-
duction it gives one to the finest timber in our land. As we
have said, the Fungi love the greenwoed. And if, in the
recent excursions around Hereford, the curious in such matters
were too late by a couple of centuries to see at Stoke Edith
the Elizabethan house of many gables, long since superseded
by the present stately quadrangular mansion, or at Garnetone
the original and characteristic mansion as it appeared in 1675,
and was represented in Dingley's sketch, known to readers of
the Camden Society's publications, in the place of which is a
castellated mansion built by Nash, yet in each case they might
have made acquaintance with giant Oaks and stately Elms
which perchance have been the silent witnesses of changes yet
earlier than these ; Oaks and Elms still betraying no traces of
decrepitude, and still, as of old, giving grace, dignity, and
pioturesqueness to the landscape. It is not every day that
one sees anything so perfect in its way as the great hall

at Stoie Edith, the walls and ceilings of which were painted
by Sir .Tames 'Thornhill, or as the geometric flower garden
designed by Nesfield ; and yet an explorer might be still better
employed in threading the paths of the richly timbered deer
park, and making his way to the broad and lofty ridge of
Seager Hill, whence he may look out upon the country towards
Gloucester, Monmouth, Abergavenny, Bromyard, and Salop,
to say nothing of the hill and valley of Woolhope nestling close

beneath his standpoint. And so with the demesne of Garnstone

;

the predominant charm is in the deer park and the heights
that bound it, the latter commanding exquisite views of North
and East Herefordshire, as well as of Shropshire and the
mountain barriers of Radnorshire, the former affording a study
of single trees and clumps and groups of extreme beauty, such
as is not often to be met with. Here a couple of Scotch Firs,

there a noble Spruce or Silver Fir, arrest the eye by their
perfectness of symmetry, or their rich contrast of form and
colouring with their surroundings. Groups of Spanish Chest-
nuts, clumps of Elms, or avenue-like arrangements of the
same, promising Wellingtonias, and the like, show how much
good taste may achieve without the aid of a professional land-
scape gardener, where the proprietor finds himself possessed of
an over-abundance of fine timber, and approaches the task of

thinning as a labour of love. Within the lawn and sunk fence
at Garnstone, the mycologists were as much struck with the
thriving Conifers of comparatively recent introduction as with
the special denizens of the turf in quest of which they had
come. There were perfect samples—for their age—of the
Piceas nobilis, cephalonica, and Pinsapo, as well as of the
Californian P. bracteata, the leafy-bracted Silver Fir, a very
promising young tree, which, perhaps on account of a weU-
chosen aspect, shows here no tendency to premature starting

into growth, and thus is less affected by late spring frosts.

The complaint of this species generally is the tenderness of its

younger growths.

—

{The Saturday Revieu:)

THE LATE MB. JAMES BETTERIDGE.
Another old florist has passed away from among us, one of

those who, devoting their time to one speciality and doing it

with zeal, have thereby conferred a boon on horticulture. To
the world at large Mr. .Tames Betteridge was known by the

success which had attended his culture of the quilled, or as it

is now somewhat arbitrarily called, the German Aster; and the

stands which he used to exhibit at the Crystal Palace and
elsewhere were of such surpassing excellence, that his strain was
sought for by everyone desirous of growing that particular sort.

Mr. Betteridge was a farmer, farming his own land, and gar-

dening was to him a real relaxation and pleasure. He was an
ardent lover of the Tulip, and wherever the National Tnlip

Show was held he was pretty sure to be found. I never had
the pleasure of speaking to him but once, at one of the autumn
exhibitions of our Metropolitan Floral Society, but those who
knew him speak of him as a kindly genial man ; bnt all will
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regret to hear that one who has so much added to our pleasures

has been removed from us ; but we hope there are others pre-

pared to carry out still further the improvements ho had made.
D., Di'id.

HEATING BY GAS.
I FELT very much interested by reading Mr. Shaw's ex-

perience of a gas-boiler. I have not at any time been able to

ascertain exactly what amount of gas was used in those I have

had to look after ; but I am quite certain that gas is much
more expensive than coke or coal where it ia employed to heat

a house containing plants requiring a continual heat. If only

for a greenhouse to keep out frost, or to dry the house in damp
weather, it is much cheaper than anything else that can be

used.

The advantages are—being able to have gas in a place where
it would be impossible to have a stokehole, and also to light it

in a moment when you find frost coming on, and being able to

regulate it to a nicety. Where a coke or coal fire is used, we
are obliged to light a fire in the afternoon to have it in readi-

ness when we are doubtful about frost, and often enough the

labour and fuel are wasted, for when bedtime comes a change
has taken place in the weather and fire is not required. With
gas you can wait until the last moment before applying the

match. There is the difficulty about getting the gas men-
tioned by Mr. Shaw, and anyone intending to use gas should
consider a little before commencing. It the locality lays very

low the pressure will be lost to a great extent, and this is one
of the evils ; but I think for a cool house enough could be had
in any place.

The dimensions of any house to be heated by gas should
not be much larger than what are mentioned by Mr. Shaw.
The grand point of all is not only having a good boiler, but
having it properly fixed. The apparatus should be quite close

to the house and built-in, not leaving more than a foot space

all round, with a door large enough to get the boiler out if

required at any time. If placed in a shed the heat is lost,

then there is failure. If it cannot be placed c'ose to the house
care must be taken to case the pipes, and fill with sawdust or

felt, and they must be watertight. If the heat is not confined

as stated, a great quantity of gas will be consumed, and the
heating will prove a failure after all.—M. B.

mine berries, quite ripe, gathered from the south wall of his

house.

TBEDREA,

I THINK your correspondent (October 8th), has made a mis-

take in using 1-iuch barrel instead of a sufficient quantity of

ordinary 2-inch hot-water pipe, and in consequence he lacks

sufficient surface-heating power, so that it is scarcely justice

to pass condemnation on the boiler where evidently the blame
is not attachable. Had the proper size and quantity of pipe

been used, he would have found that instead of the " tem-
perature falliug considerably," as stated, after " eleven," it

would not have fallen more than a few degrees even in the

most severe frost, of course taking into oonsideiration that his

house is well built.

In reference to the cost of gas, I may state that where one
person burns sufficient to cost 9s. per week, another person
would get the same eiJectual result by only burning two-thirds

the quantity. Your correspondent draws his estimate, I pre-

Bome, from the boiler being on full during the whole of the day
and night. This is seldom if ever necessary, as if the pipes

have first been got hot at full pressure, the consumption can
he materially diminished without inconvenience or loss, but,

on the other hand, will prove a gain to the consumer. How-
ever, supposing it is as stated by your correspondent, I cannot
but think he has, on the other hand, forgotten to take into

consideration the fact of a coke or coal furnace in like manner
being kept roaring all day (but am rather inclined to think he
has allowed for letting it die out in the daytime) , otherwise I

should like to ask the question, How will he manage to keep
a furnace boiler going day and night for twenty-four hours,
and get it properly attended to during that time for the sum
of 9s. per week, to say nothing of the inconvenience of having
to turn-out in the early morning in order to keep Jack Frost
from feasting his keen appetite upon his much-prized plants ?

I shall feel obliged if you can find space in your next issue for

these few remarks, as 1 fear from the desponding nature of

your correspondent's communication, it will have the effect of

damping the ardour of many an amateur.—M. Lean.

Jasmine Fkciting.— Artliur Sanders, Esq., Hazelmount,
near Kyde in the Isle of Wight, has seat us specimens of Jae-

THE SEAT OF M. U. WILLLUIS, ESQ., CORNWALL.

It is at all times agreeable to find something remarkably
good at a place where it is least expected. Many years ago I

remember finding on the verge of Bolton Moors, in Lanca-
shire, as well-grown a collection of stove plants as the fore-

most London exhibitor could produce, and in the following

February some very excellent Grapes at an equally out-of-the-

way place still farther north. Unexpected treats of the kind

are, however, by no means uncommon, and on a recent journey

I met with one of these surprises ; this time, however, in the

far west and not in the north. Pleasantly sloping towards the

sun, on a bank of one of the tidal streams which form branches

of the great Falmouth harbour, the traveller sees through the

trees which skirt the road some glass structures and other

tokens of a well-kept garden ; an inquiry soon elicits the in-

formation that the place we are looking at is Tredrea, the seat

of M. H. Williams, Esq. Through the kindness of a friend I

was introduced to the able gardener, Mr. Murton, my ex-

pectation being that most likely many half-exotic plants would
be there luxuriating out of doors, together with healthy

Camellias, Ehododendrons, and the like, and this anticipation

was fully realised, whilst under glass many interesting Orchids

and other stove plants are cultivated, some specimens of the

latter far exceeding those often met with in the most celebrated

plant-growing establishments near London.
I will, however, just take a glance at the place before enter-

ing on its details. Tredrea occupies a site not far from the

Perranwell station on the West Cornwall Railway, and near

what appeared to me an unusual interruption to the quiet

repose of a country district, an iron foundry and other works
resounding with the tones of the heavy forge hammer. The
tidal stream also floats-up large masses of timber. An ex-

cellent road, equal to any highway in the kingdom, and lead-

ing, I believe, from Truro to Penryn, skirts the property, the

mansion and grounds being separated from the road by a

belt of trees, through which a carriage drive soon enables the

traveller to reach the garden, the mansion, however, first

passed ; and it, like the garden and grounds, carries the slope

to the valley, in which ia the armlet of the tidal water pre-

viously referred to. The slope of the ground that may be

called dressed was all in one direction, and though quite steep

enough for kitchen-garden tillage, was not too much so for

turf and pleasure-ground purposes. To the latter attention

wiU be first directed, premising that the mansion facing the

same way, the chief portion of the grounds is in continuation

of its left wing.

As I have on a former occasion mentioned that several

plants usually grown under glass are in Cornwall often met
with out of doors, I will not now repeat those before named,
although most if not aU of them were represented here ; but

what struck me as remarkably fine was a Camellia growing

against a wall and occupying a space 18 feet by 10 feet, with

the probability of soon requiring double the space if it was to

be had. A fineC. Donckelaari, which was taken up and planted

again in 1873, hardly showed any symptom of having been

moved except in a more restricted growth. Some other kinds

were also growing against the same wall with equal vigour, the

aspect being south-east ; but aspect and wall did not seem to

make any difiereuce, as all were good. A bed was shown me,

now grown into a mass, the plants of which were very small

when bought at a sale in Covent Garden some years ago.

Azaleas were also flourishing, while on a border at no great

distance from the Camellias were the remaining stems of what

had been fine flower spikes of Lilium piganteum, llj feet

high, which must have been magnificent. Not less so were some
Hedychiums growing with all the vigour of Cannas, and what

was more, the rich and much-valued Vallota purpurea was

equally promising outside ; although it had not reached the

flowering condition at the time of my visit, there was every

prospect of its doing so ere long. Other Liliacese and kindred

plants were also duly represented, as well as Cyclamens in

abundance. On the lawn I noticed a fine tree of Picea Nord-

manuiana that was bearing cones, and in the kitchen garden

an excellent Peach wall some 12 feet high well covered with

healthy trees. I ought also to have noticed a very good

deciduous Cypress, and I was told that Echeveria secunda and

its varieties were quite hardy.
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Turning to the glass structures my attention was arrested
by the vigorous condition of most of the plants, more especi-
ally Orchide, which were divided into two classes—stove and
cool-house Orchids, and their condition showed unmistakeably
how well Mr. Mnrton understands the culture of both, so as to
give to each species the heat necessary to grow it well, a dis-

tinction which in a great many cases is not at all understood.
AU were in the most vigorous health, but I only took the
names of a few, among which were the following :

—

Lrelia anceps, with seventy flower scapes; a very fine plant,
promisiug to be even finer another year.
Lycaste crnenta, a very large and fine plant, likely to bear

dozens of flowers.
Cattleya Dowiana, a very large fine plant, said to have pro-

duced a large number of flowers.

Cattleya crispa, by some called Laelia crispa ; a very fine plant,
having at the time of my visit nine epikea and nearly one
hundred flowers out, besides which it was equally promising for
the future.

Cattleya Mossite, very good and large. I believe this was one
of the approved varieties of this fine Orchid.
Dendrobium Bensonie. A large and very fine plant of this

species was said to have been beautifully in flower some time
ago.
Dendrobium chrysanthum. Mr. Murton thought this about

the best of some fifty or more Deudrobes he was acquainted
with, and the plant he had was certainly a promising one. He
thinks there are more varieties than one of this species, and
that the best of these has the richest colour of the family.
Benanthera coccinea, a very fine specimen ; had been highly

ornamental when in flower.

Oncidium ampliatum majus. An immense mass of this. Very
good.
Oncidiums of several other species, of which I did not learn

the specific names, all good, and all occupying the cool house.
Dendrobium eburneum. Although there was a very large

plant of this choice showy plant, yet Mr. Murton thinks D. chry-
santhum is superior ; as it was, this was equally good as a plant.

Calanthe vestita, also very large and fine.

Phalienopsis Schilleriana, a large plant also. I understood
had been very fine and good.
Vanda teiis, also very large and fine.

The above are only given as a few of the many fine Orchids
cultivattd at Tredrea ; and in regard to their being all so
large, it may be said that there is not the motive to multiply
them as is often done in a nursery, and sometimes also in
private gardens. Here it would seem that a really good spe-
cimen is more valued than several small ones : hence almost
everything was iaige and fine. And as an example of what
plants were common at this place, I may mention that there
were two masses of that old but universal favourite Vallota
purpurea in full flower in pots at the time of my visit. On
one of them I counted thirty-six flower-spikes all bearing large
brilliant flowers, and the other had twenty-five spikes. Two
such noble plants are not to be met with every day, and a few
such would have much weight at a flower show. I may add
that Eochea falcata was equally good ; indeed all flowering
plants were so, as were some Ferns ; but stove plants, having
only their foliage to recommend them, were not encouraged.
Although more extensive collections are to be met with, I

doubt whether there are any really better grown ; it consists,

too, of only the best kinds, all inferior ones being discarded.
I may, perhaps, be pardoned mentioning that one of Mr.

Mui ton's neighbours is an experienced traveller, whose name
is well known to all who care for what is really good and choice
cf the trees and shrubs of the mountainous parts of South
America, and his name is associated with Orchids as well. I

allude to one of the Mr. Lobhe, for there were two brothers,
both collectors of plants, one in the east and the other in the
west. One, I believe, is now no more ; the other still lives in

this part of Cornwall, his native home, his health having
suffered, as may be expected, from the privations endured
in his travels. With such an intelligent neighbour we might
almost envy Mr. Murton, while the intending exhibitors of

Orchids at forthcoming shows would be likely to envy his

fine specimens which comparatively few will see, not that they
are ever denied to anyone, but the place is out of the track of

those who usually cultivate such plants—a fact which reflects

the more credit on Mr. Williams and his gardener for their

being so good.— J. EonsoN.

Tallies.—A cheap and nnobjectionable tally for outdoor
work is still a desideratum. After trying several sorts, I give
the preference to Maw's earthenware No. 5, though very

brittle. I write on them with a solntion of chloride of pla-
tinum thickened with a little gum, and then make them red
hot in a clear fire. The writing is permanent, but as it is

difficult to write neatly on the earthenware, I generally nee
numbers, though this again involves the trouble of keeping
and referring to a book.—G. S.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are informed that an Isternational Hobticdltuhal

Exhibition will take place at Antwerp, commencing on April
4th, 1875, under the anspices of the Eoyal Society of Horticul-
ture and Agriculture of that town, and promises to be on a
large scale. An International Exhibition of Fruits will
also be held at Amsterdam in October, 1875, under the manage-
ment of an influential committee.

A NEW HoETicnLTniuL Garden has been opened at St.
Peteesbueo under Imperial patronage. It is fifteen acres in
extent, and is to be devoted principally to illustrate how native
plants may be combined for pretty and tasteful decorations.
One large portion is to be devoted to Conifers, in order that
there may be, even in winter, green promenades.— (A'adirc.)

Some large Walnuts have recently been on view in
Covent Garden Market, weighing as much as 5J ozs. when
gathered. They were grown at Teddington, and are well-
flavoured perfectly-formed fruit.

On the Itth inst. the Eight Hon. the Lord Mayor, Sir
Andrew Lusk, M.P., and the Lady Mayoress entertained the
Master, Wardens, and Court of Assistants of the Fruiterers'
Company, in accordance with an ancient custom, at dinner at
the Mansion House. The invited guests also included the
Masters of the Merchant Taylors', Mercers', Masons', Mu-
sicians', Painters', Pewterers', Plasterers', Poulterers', Saddlers',
Skinners', Spectacle-makers', Stationers', Tallowchandlers',
Turners', Vintners', Weavers', Bakers', Barbers', Blacksmiths',
Broderers', Butchers', Carpenters', Clockmakers',Clothworkers',
Coach and Coach-harnessmakers', Cordwainers', Distillers',

Farriers', Girdlers', Glass-sellers', Joiners', Leather-sellers',

and Loriners' Companies. The dinner was served in the
Egyptian Hall, and was principally given to the Fruiterers'

Company in commemoration of the settlement long ago of an
old grievance between them and the Corporation, arising out of

the Lord Mayor for the time being from year to year in ancient
times claiming a metage on fruit brought into the City market.
This impost became so irksome to the traders that at length it

was commuted into a voluntary offering by them to the Chief
Magistrate annually of a choice selection of fruits of the
season, he in turn inviting them to dinner at the Mansion
House.—- Attention is being again directed to the cultivation
OF Cinchonas in St. Helena, which at one time promised so
well, but which has, owing to changes in the Government,
been allowed to lapse into decay. Some seven or eight years
since, when the island was under the governorship of Sir

Charles Elliott, Dr. Hooker strongly advised a trial of the
plants to be made, and plantations were formed at Diana's
Peak. So satisfactory was the progress of the plants that the
Government consented to the selection of a gardener from
amongst the best or most intelligent of those to be obtained at

Lew. One was chosen and sent out, and, to quote from a

recent number of the St. Helena GunrcUan, " All went well so

long as Sir Charles Elliott was at the head of affairs : plant-

ations were formed, and the gardener, Mr. Chalmers, was
treated as one having the charge and responsibility of an im-
portant colonial experiment, and the plants grew well up to

the time when Sir Charles Elliott left and Admiral Patey was
appointed in his stead. The new governor at once decreed
that the plantations at Diana's Peak were a mere foolish waste
of money, that the gardener sent out from Kew would be better

employed at Plantation House, and employed he was, chopping
firewood and raising Beans, Peas, and Eadishes, and selling

them for the benefitof the privy purse of Government House, and
the Cinchona plantations were left to go to ruin or to flourish

by their own unaided vigour, as the case might be." The
result of three years' cultivation and three years' subsequent
neglect seems to be, that although there are a few dead and
sickly plants, nearly all the trees are in full vigour and luxuriant

growth. There are about three hundred flourishing plants,

many of which are 12 feet high, and 3 to 4 feet in diameter.

The bark is also a quarter of an inch thick, and has an intensely

bitter quinine taste. Many of the plants in the St. Helena
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plantations have the lower part of their stems bound up with

moss in order to try if the bark would not swell and in-

crease more rapidly ; but it has had the effect of showing, by
the bursting-out of rootlets from the part so bound with damp
moss, that the plant throws forth roots readily from the

bark, and thus may be easily propagated by ciittiugs. The
Government has recently been again in correspondence with

Dr. Hooker on this subject, and it is to be hoped that the cul-

tivation will be again renewed and prosecuted continuously.

—

(yatiire.)

We learn from the " Belgique Horticole" that that

cryptogamic pest the Puccinia jiALVACEABUsr is making sad

havoc among the Mallows and Hollyhocks in some parts of

Belgium.

Professok Gabba has been examining the efeecis of

AMMONIA on the COLOUR OF ELowEEs. It is Well known that

the smoke of tobacco will, when applied in sufficient quantity,

change the tint of flowers ; but Prof. Gabba experiments by
pouring a little ammonia liquor into a saucer and inverting a

funnel over it. Placing the flowers in the tube of the latter

he finds that blue, violet, and purple-coloured blossoms be-

come of a fine green ; carmine and crimson become black

;

white, yellow ; while parti-coloured flowers, such as rod and
white, are changed to green and yellow. If the flowers are im-
mersed in water the natural colour will return iu a few hours.

Professor Gabba also found that Asters acquire a pleasing

odour when submitted to the fumes of ammonia.— (Englisli

Mechaiiic.)

The volcanic soil in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius is

stated to be an antidote to the Potato disease and other
fungoid diseases of plants. It is also said that it is found of

great value in the treatment of Phylloxera ; this, however,
remains to be proved.

—

{Xaturf.)

The Phylloxera has appeared in Switzerland, and the

delegates of the wine-growing cantons met on the 5th inst. to

consider the best means of preventing its extension.

The consumption of Osiers for various purposes, in

England especially, is very great. Besides her own production,

this country imports more than 5000 tons, valued at about
£10,000. About three hundred varieties of Osiers are known,
the most important beds being situated near Nottingham. The
home produce being insufficient to meet the demand, great

attention is being paid to the cultivation beds in Australia,

and a considerable quantity is yearly produced in that country.—{Nature.)

THE BEST CURRANTS.
The old Red Dutch and White Dutch are good reliable sorts,

and we would not advise anyone who has them growing in his

garden to throw them out. Larger Currants, however, may bo

picked more readily ; they make a finer show on the table, and
they last longer on the bushes without drying.

The two sorts that we place above all others, therefore, are

the White Grape and Versailles or Cherry. Mixed together

they make a beautiful table dish. The only drawback of the

White Grape is the slow and straggUng growth of the bush
;

but this objection is obviated by giving them clean and mellow
culture, applying manure occasionally, and keeping them suffi-

ciently pruned. It will not do to neglect them, and to allow
them to become enveloped in grass and weeds—the usual fate

of Currant bushes with careless managers. The Cherry, on
the other hand, is a strong grower, and does not absolutely

need such generous treatment, but it is better to cultivate it

well, and prune the bushes as they require it. Our own
bushes of the Cherry, which have stood in the garden fifteen

years, are three times as large as those of the White Grape
planted at the same time, and they always bear profusely.

When allowed to hang long, and become fully mature, they
lose their objectionable acidity, and are a rich and agreeable
berry.

The Versailles is so nearly like the Cherry, that if the planter
has one he need not take the trouble to procure the other,

although the bunches of the Versailles have the advantage of

being rather longer.

The Victoria and Prince Albert are good very late varieties

—the former red, the latter pale red—a few of which may be
planted for a succession.

All that is absolutely needed in the pruning which we have
alluded to is to cut out the old and enfeebled wood, to give the
younger shoots, evenly distributed through the bush, a better

chance to grow. This will make large bunches and berries.

—

(Goiinlnj Gentleman.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 26.

In view of the great destruction of life that is ever going on
in the insect world, it has been suggested that the phrase of

" dying a natural death " can have hardly any meaning there.

So many insects have their lives cut short by quadrupeds,

birds, reptiles, fishes, and by their own bretliren, besides what
they are liable to from the hand of man and atmospheric

influences, that to die thus suddenly seems the more natural

mode, and death by decay or old age rather out of the usual

order of things. We know that it is almost impossible to find

a dead donkey, and though this cannot be said of insects, the

number of bodies one sees about of creatures belonging to this

race is comparatively small ; for those that are suddenly killed

are often as suddenly eaten up, even to the fragments. And
in the case of the few insects that die peaceably, their friends

have never any occasion to resort to cremation, as mites and
other small creatures are generally at hand to reduce the car-

case to a mere shell. Some birds also, as is well known,
though they will not usually eat dead insects, hunt up beetle

elytra and moth wings to interweave with their nests.

The Scorpion Flies (see fig. 107), however, frequent visitants

to the garden during the summer season, prey upon living

insects in their imago state ; the larvic, about which not much
is known at present, are conjectured to feed upon the roots of

plants. That they live under the earth is certain. Whether
they are strictly vegetarian may be questioned, since it is quite

possible that, like the fiies into which they develope, they may
not withstand the temptation to devour anything alive that they

come across in their subterranean rambles, and wliich it is in

their power to master. A glance at these insects as they dart

about amongst the leaves in the sunshine at once suggests to

the looker-on their aflinity to the Dragon Flies, though they are

not so agile nor so fiercely carnivorous as their relatives. But
I have no doubt a Scorpion Fly can put away in a day a fair

number of small insects. As two or three species are reported

to feed upon those leaf-rolling caterpillars which the gardener

finds it BO difficult to deal with, we have reason to be obliged

to them. I have myself freiiueutly seen them on bushes which

were swarming with caterpillars, but could not detect them in

the act of tearing these from then- abodes—an act, neverthe-

less, which it is most probable they perform, and for which the

long head with its powerful jaws and the spined feet are par-

ticularly fitted.

History carries back the name of Scorpion Fly to the days

of Aristotle, who fancied these insects were winged scorpions

of diminutive size, though in the mind of some a doubt may
arise as to the identity ; for, of course, Aristotle did not leave

us a figure of the Scorpion Fly he knew. The joints of the

abdomen do suggest a comparison between the two. Other ob-

servers have seen a resemblance between the shape of the head

(in one species at least) and that of the horse. We miss the

brilliancy and lustrous beauty of the eyes so observable in the

Dragon Flies ; but yet these organs are keen enough in the

Scorpion Fly tribe. The wings are gauzy, as in the Dragon
Flies, and spotted with shades of grey and brown, while the

forceps at the taU of the male fly indicates another resemblance ;

this is said to have strength to pierce the human skin, but I

incline to doubt this. The females, unhke the Dragon Flies,

have an ovipositor or egg-placer, rendered necessary by the

mode in which the eggs are deposited, otherwise they are

equipped as are their partners, and they subsist in the same
manner. The legs of these insects, to which allusion has already

been made, are well worth looking at under a moderate raag-

nifying power, as they are surrounded with finely-cut spines

arranged in rings, while the " knee joints " are fringed and

spurred, and the extremity of the foot bears toothed claws,

which have been compared to those with which some spiders

are furnished. The I'anorpid^c fall into that division of the

Neuroptera where the pupa state is inactive, and they are

nearly allied to the Hemerobii, or Lace-wing Flies, the no-

torious foes of the aphis. We have five British species, the

most familiar of which is P. communis, supposed to be partial

to places that are damp or low, in preference to elevated lands.

This may be connected with the habits of the larva. There

may be more than one brood of these flies in the year ; if so,

the winter would be passed in the egg state, the eggs first laid

in the summer producing larvee that grow rapidly, and deve-
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lope into flies ere the weather haa begun to get cool, leaving
behind them egga for the next season. The larva; of the
Scorpion Fhes are cylindrical in shape, studded with tubercles,
and with short fore-legs ; the head, somewhat flattened, facili-

tates the burrowing operations that are essential in their mode
of life. Having reached maturity, each one scoops out for
itself a cell, and there becomes a singularly squat pupa, ex-
hibiting not much resemblance to the perfect insect that is to
appear from it. It should be noticed that if one of these flies

is laid hold of, it executes such contortions that some persons
are alarmed and speedily let it go. Boreus hyemalia is a

rather scarce insect with us, and one of the few that come
forth in the winter. Though the legs are long, the form of

the head shows its connection with the Panorpidse ; and on the
back the wings are gathered into a Itind of bunch, which Mr.
Wood compares to the hump with which the traditional Mr.
Punch is adorned. The female has the wings almost sup-
pressed, and both are not much beyond the size of a good-sizfd
aphis.

The Snake Flies (Raphidii) form another section of tho
Neuropterous insects. The designation, both in Latin and
English, arising from the length of the prothorax, which forms

107.—:\rETAMOr;MIOSES OF THE SCORPION FLV (PANOnilA C0?i:MrNI3\

(EDfirai'lng lent by Mrssy.-t, Casscll tC- Co.)

a peculiar neck, supporting a head also peculiar in shape.
These flies are moat common near ponds and rivulets, though
from their preying on winged insects, they occasionally visit

gardens when flowers are abundant, and attract flies by their
honied stores. A female liaphidius has an ovipositor formed
of two blades, its use being different from that with which the
genus Panorpa is furnished, as the eggs of the Raphidii are
thrust under the bark of trees. The larvie of the Snake Flies
present the same singularity as do the images, according to
Professor Westwood ; and they are serpent-like in action as
well as appearance, on the same authority, for he describes one
as creeping slowly along, gi\ing to the body violent jerking
motions from side to side. We may assume that it moves
thus in order to seize its prey, since in habit it is as carnivorous
as the fly. It is probable that Figuier is in error in represent-
ing the pupffi as active, a statement, indeed, which is almost
contradicted by his own figure. Staveley asserts that though
at first torpid, when near the end of its pupation a Snake Fly
begins to move about. In neither of these stages are the insects

easy to discover. The flies attract notice, however, in the
spring, ere the host of the Diptera are on the wing.
At this time of the year those who are busy in horticultural

pursuits, either in or out of doors, are sure to come across
individuals belonging to the family of the Myi'iapods or Centi-

I

pedes, which, though now by naturalists separated from the
true insects, are so commonly associated with them in popular
phrase that they may claim a passing mention. Reputed to

' be hostile to tho garden, they are not all deserving of this bad

I

character. Everyone is doubtless at times a vegetable feeder;

! but the species belonging to the " Hundred Legs " section of

the Myriapods are also destroyers of insects, some even that
are larger than themselves. The " Thousand Legs," on the
contrary, do mischief without any alleviation. In both divi-

I

sions the names are not to be taken literally, it must be re-

membered, for the Julida?, common types of the " Thousand
Legs" have about three hundred feet, and if we count the legs

of a Scolopendra, by no means could we make out anything
i approaching the hundred. In all these species the insect com-
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menoes life with a moderate number of legs, and grows more
by degrees as it increases in size and strength. The Centipedes

proper, Soolopendra, are undoubtedly good hunters ; the head,

which is horny and shield-like, has beneath a pair of formidable

jaws, which cut sideways. Under the microscope we detect a

slit near the extremity of each edge, from which it is presumed
a poisonous liquid is iustilled into the wound. The legs of a
Centipede allow of rapid locomotion, and they are covered with

such tough scales that a considerable amount of pressure does

little harm. We are too apt to imagine that when we discover

a Centipede on some plant it has visited the plant to do mis-

chief, whereas it is often merely intent upon the slaughter of

other species. Sir .John Lubbock has given an interesting

account of several small Myriapods of the genus Pauropus ob-

served by him to be racing about rapidly amongst dead leaves

;

and of one named P. Huxleyi he states that is a " bustling,

active, neat, and cleanly little creature," which seems a curious

collocation of adjectives, and it has also " a look of cheerful

intelligence, which forms a great contrast to the dull stupidity

of the Julidie, or the melancholy ferocity of most Chilopods."

These Centipedes have one long alimentary canal, therein

resembling Lepidopterous larva?. They pass through no regular

transformations.—J. E. S. C.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA.
I H.VVK a very large Lapageria rosea growing on a north wall

inside the conservatory, which has flowered most magnificently

are that would thrive in such positions ; I therefore purpose
naming afew of those most common and easily-procmable things.
First, there is the Calla a>thiopica, or Etliiopian Lily, a plant
that throws up several stems with broad dark green leaves at
this season of the year, and produces largo white flowers in the
spring of the year—a most admirable plant for a window in any
position. Next are some of the Cannas, which are used in the
flower garden. These are plants with handsome leaves of a
large size, and, if taken up and potted carefully, will produce
their bloom later on and then die down, when the roots may be
preserved like Dahlias in some cool dry place till spring, and
then again planted out. These plants, like the Callas, are in-
creased by division. Solanums of the Capsicaslrum type, such
as were mentioned some time ago, must not be forgotten, as the
profusion of bright-coloured berries makes them excellent de-
corative plants for windows. The different sorts of Chrys-
anthemums, too, are all decorative plants for windows for some
time to come ; and if any are growing in the garden, now is the
time to take them up and pot into common garden soil, and if
watered carefully will flower remarkably well by this treatment.
After flowering they may be turned out of doors again, as they
are all hardy. The old Hydrangea hortensis is an excellent
vrindow plant both for foliage and bloom, and one of the most
lasting when in flower. Associated with the above tall-growing
plants must be the Myrtle, a rare old favourite, and a plant
that will thrive with ordinary attention. Other plants that
may be mentioned as suitable for the window in winter, and
which may be arranged iu front of the tall plants, are Gera-
niums, Cinerarias, Primulas, and Calceolarias, with Hyacinths
in pots or glasses. Tulips and Crocuses intermixed with them ;

and for suspending from the top of the window a good plant

Fig. 108.—Lapageria eosea.

this summer, and I have no doubt it will continue flowering

till nest May. I enclose you a few flowers to show you the

size they grow to. No plant is more easily grown. We have

had an immense quantity of seed from the plant this yeai-.

It has been fifteen years growing, and was one of the first

plants imported ; and from the earlier plants the flowers are

much more brilliant and larger than the later-imported ones.

I believe it to be the largest plant in the north of England.

—

L. Hanmeb, Deanu-atcr, Wihnslow.

[We never saw more brilliant-coloured or larger flowers. In

one cluster of six flowers they were 3.} inches long, and nearly

the same across their mouths. We know it must be a most
ornamental cUmber, and judging from the leaves and portion

of branch sent to us, it must be most vigorous. Not as doing

justice to the specimen sent, but to show its mode of growth
to those of our readers who may not know the plant, we add

this wood engraving ( /!;/. 108).

—

Eds.]

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Window Plaiils.—If it were possible to single out any part of

plant-growing as being more popular than another iu large

towns, I should say it is that of growing plants in windows. It

is in reality plant-growing by the million, for who is there that
has any fondness for plants at all that does not attempt some-
thing of the kind? Happily this increasing love for plants
among the population has been recognised by the Government
so far as London is concerned, and thoirsands of surplus bedding
plants are annually distributed to persons who would not other-
wise have the means of procuring them. I need scarcely say
that I consider this a step in the direction towards making many
towns more comfortable, because they will be more sociable and
neighbourly as the love for plants increases. Now I presume
that there are yet many people who would devote more of their

spare time to window-gardening if they knew what plants there

will be found in any of the Ivy-leaved Geraniums, Ferns, aud
Saxifrages.
Now let me devote a little space to the treatment of window

plants. First as to potting. A plant should never be put into
a dirty pot. If the pot have been tised before it should be tho-
roughly washed, and be quite dry when used; if not, the soil

adheres to its sides, and when the plant has to be turned out for

repotting the ball is sure to be broken, and of course the roots
of the plant injured. The soil, too, should be used in a medium
state of dryness. If too wet it becomes hard and crusty and
almost air-tight, consequently no plant will thrive long in it.

Potting and pruning ought not to be performed at the same time.
Deciduous plants, such as the Fuchsia for instance, ought not
to be potted till they have made a start into growth ; conse-
quently it is best to do the pruning first and allow the buds to

just break into growth, aud then the roots are in a fit state to

take hold of the fresh soil. Every pot should be carefully and
liberally drained, and the drainage covered with moss or rough
material to prevent the soil from washing into it and stopping
the outlet of the water. In watering window plants the greatest

care is necessary, especially during winter ; for to deluge the
roots with water as some do is pretty sure to terminate fatally.

Enough water should be given to penetrate the soil thoroughly,
and no more. The plan of standing the pots in pans or sauceis
is not a good one ; it jtrevents the free drainage of the water
from the roots, aud in lime turns the soil sour, and the plant
falls into bad health and dies. When watered, the plants should
be taken to a place where the water can drain away, if there is

no convenience for that in the window. On the other hand,
plants must not be kept too short of water when growing freely

;

for if the soil be too dry, and the roots cannot obtain enough -

moisture from it, the plant suffers that way. When a plant^'

requires v.ater it should be watered well ; and as some plant^'^'

require more water than others, the difference should be madi^h
up by watering these plants oftener, and not make a practice of

'

watering every plant at regular periods whether they want it

or not.

Give window plants plenty of light and air now, and do not
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crowd the window too much, as it is much more pleasing to
grow a few plants well than to have bo many for the sake of

variety and do none well.—Thomas Eecord.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PKESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Eemoving the stalks from the Asjiaragus beds, after cutting
them over close to the surface of the ground. They are carried
away carefully, so that the seeds do not fall on the ground,
where they are a considerable nuisance, as they vegetate freely

during the ensuing summer. The treatment of the beds here
is another characteristic of our soil and climate. Most persons
are aware of the usual method of growing Asparagus. The
most common is to plant in beds from i feet wide, and to allow
ouly about a foot distance between each plant. An alley

18 inches wide is allowed between the beds, and from this the
mould is thrown out on to the beds until the alleys are a foot or
more deep, as we have seen them this year. Our method is to
keep the beds level or nearly so throughout. This year we will

give a good dressing of rich manure over the surface of the
quarter, and, as there will be plenty of spare soil, a dressing of

this over it. The plants are 18 inches apart, and the rows 2 i'eet.

In our dry soil deep alleys dry the ground too much.
Planting-out Lettuces. These and Cauliflowers were sown

with the autumn Onions. Better plants of each are obtained iu
this way than by sowing in small beds, where the plants are
frequently crowded together ; and if they are not planted-out
as soon as they are ready, they become weakly from over-
crowding. Being distributed thinly amongst the Onions they
do not suffer in this respect. We used to gi'ow the Brown Cos
for winter, as it is thought to be the hardiest ; but we have
never failed with the Paris White, and now grow the best type
of it, Hick's Hardy White, exclusively. If the ground had been
ready for the Cauliflower plants they also would be put out.
For the earliest crop the sooner the plants are out after the
middle of October the better. A second sowing should be put-
in early iu the same month to succeed them. A large quantity
of Gladiolus is grown in the kitchen garden, and as the ground
is made rich for them, it answers for Cauhflowers without ma-
nure ; merely digging the ground over, a little fine dry loam
is put on the place where the hand-lights are to stand in which
to plant-out the young plants.
Bed Cabbages are also planted-out at this time. They are

sown also in the first or second week in September. This is

early enough in the neighbourhood of London ; in the north
and all cold districts it is better to sow two weeks earlier. We
saw a specimen of a Bed Cabbage grown in the south from
seeds sown about the middle of August; and instead of one
large compact heart as firm as a cannon ball, the plant had
broken into about a dozen small loose heads, and the entire
crop was the same. The seeds were blamed for this, but there
could be no doubt that the seeds were sown too early, which
induced a tendency to run to seed.
Potatoes are being lifted and stored. The crop is good and

free from disease. This is not the case in Scotland. In some
districts from one-third to a half of the entire crop is bad ; and
the autumn rains having set in, there is little chance of getting
what is good stored in good condition.
Eemoving the decaying leaves and weeds from Sea-kale beds.

This allows the sun and air to get at the crowns ; and by stirring
the surface the maturation of the plants is effected, and they are
thus in better condition for early forcing.

PBUir AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pines.—The fruiting plants are all in a house by themselves,

and can be treated to a drier atmosphere. The temperature is

lower than iu the houses where the plants are growing or ma-
turing for forcing early in the following season. We have tried
various methods to keep the fruit of Piues after it is ripe, and
have found none to answer so well as cutting the fruit before it is

quite ripe, and then placing them in a box in the fruit-room that
is not quite air-tight, but very nearly so. Here they wiU keep
longer than they will if the plants are allowed to remain iu the
house, or even if the whole plant is removed to a cooler house.
The crowns of Smooth-leaved Cayennes may be saved as the
fruit is used, aud potted in small pots, using a lighter compost.
As it is now late in the season, plunge the pots in a brisk
^ottom heat, and do not water for a week at least after potting.
Hrhose intending to grow Pines, aud who require to keep-up a
'supply for the winter months, should grow the above-named
^ort almost exclusively. Black Jamaica maybe better flavoured,
^and Charlotte Rothschild may sometimes produce larger fruit,

ibut for general good qualities the Smooth-leaved Cayenne is

thetter than both sorts together. We do not maintain so much
as mospheric moisture now; all that is required is to damp the
in^ths and walls of the houses twice a-day in warm dry weather,
p^ai once ouly in dull weather. The evaporating-troughs are not
supplied with water after this time.
Pfack Souses.—It may be as well to repeat the caution about

keeping the inside borders sufliciently moist. There is not much

danger of too much wet if the drainage is good, but much injury
results from overdryness. If it is intended to have the fruit ripe
about the end of May the trees will be bare of leaves, so that
any pruning required may be done at once. The instructions
given during the growing season have been to thin-out all wood
not required for fruiting. The trees must now be loosened dowu
from the trellis, and the young wood be tied up in bundles to be
out of the way wheu the glass, woodwork, and wires are being
washed. The trees should also be washed with soapy water,
using a sponge. No injury will befal the buds if the shoots are

washed the right way—not against the buds. Brown scale is

prevalent in some places ; it is easily destroyed by washing itoS
with the sponge. The inside border is treated in the same way
as that recommended for Vines last week.
We are often asked what are the best varieties of Peaches aud

Nectarines for forcing. Not more than three or four of each are
required, which makes the selection very difiicult indeed. Of
Peaches Early Rivers, Early York, Royal George, and Barring-
ton will give a good succession. Of Nectarines we would name
as the best four Hunt's Tawny (Rivers's Lord Napier may be
preferable, but it has not been sufficiently proved), Violette

Hiltive, Pine Apple, and Victoria.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The Taesonia Van-Volxeiiii ia a beautiful object at this season

of the year planted out in the conservatory border, aud trained
high overhead so that the flowering growths hang down for

many feet. Lapageria rosea and L. alba are now surpassingly
beautiful. What a glorious sight is the long corridor at the
Messrs. Veitch's nursery. King's Road, Chelsea, canopied with
both varieties intermingled! From one end to the other the
snow-white and rosy-crimsou bells are studded thickly, and
beautiful as stars in the Milky Way. Our own plants are also

loaded with flowers. The stronger the young growths thrown
up from the base of the plant are, the larger will be the clusters

of flowers. If a very strong growth is stopped at, say, 9 or

12 feet, flowers will be formed at the axils of the leaves for

about 2 feet down the stem.
Mildew had appeared on some of the hardwooded plants, aud

the weather is very favourable at present for its rapid develop-
ment. Dusting with flowers of sulphur stopped its progress.

It is always best to pot Liliums as soon as the stalks die down.
This was not done at that time, so that the early and late-flower-

ing varieties have been potted at the same time. In cases

where the pots are large, and a number of roots are grown in

one pot, the roots are separated from each other, aud nearly all

the mould is shaken from the roots ; the largest bulbs are then
planted in the centre of the pot, placing smaller roots round the
sides. A number of roots are also potted singly in 5 and 6-inch

pots ; these are very often more useful than larger plants for

working-in amongst other plants. The bulbs that were grown
in such small pots last season will not be disturbed much now.
The surface mould and all the roots that came from the base of

the flower stem are removed aud the plant repotted, this time in

7 or 8-inch pots. The best potting material is turfy loam four

parts, leaf mould one part, rotted manure one part, with some
sand added to the compost. Some persons add turfy peat, but
it is not necessary to do so.

Azaleas are now shedding their leaves. It is necessary to

shake the plants occasionally aud to sweep them up to keep the

places tidy. Thinning the buds on the Camellias. With care

in watering the plants and ventilating the house none of them
wiU drop after this time, and the plants have usually three times

as many as they will bring to perfection.

ELOWER GARDEN.
The slight frost early iu the mouth cut down the Coleus Vcr-

schaffeltii. Nothing else was killed by it, but the dashing
rains and \vind have finished-up nearly all the beds for the
season.
Lifted the Gladiolus roots. Although the spikes were not so

strong as usual, and the roots, as a consequence, of this are not
BO large, they are very sound aud well ripened, and the beds
contained fewer failures than usual. Some extensive growers
complain of many blank:; in their beds, but in nearly every in-

stance it will be found that overgrowing the plants is the reason.

Manure water applied in quantities may and does cause a very
strong gro-wth, but it is at the expense of the ultimate health of

the roots. The roots iu every case are cut from the stalks at

once and spread out in a dry place ; whenconvenient they are

cleaned and stored away in papers for the winter.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,' All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-

ably. We request that no one will write privately to any

of onr correspondents, as doing so subjeots them to un-

justifiable trouble and expense.
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Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those ou Poultry and Dee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Books {B. T. J.).—We do not know the book yoii name. TbompEon'a ia as
useful now as when lir&t publit-bed. (J. H.).—The bout is Yere Fueter's " Pre-
liminary Drawing Book," published by Marcus Ward, Chaudos Street.

Secretahjes of Horticultural Societies (TK. il/. P.).—We know of no
rule binding secretaries to eeod copies of schedules to applicants, nor should
they be atked to do so unless the cost of postage accompanied the application.

Monthly Tenant (J. P.).—You cannot legally remove the shrubs and
other plants you have planted unless your landlord permits.

Treatment of Koses in Pots (H T.).—The treatment you propose, if

well carried out, will insure success. The plants are more liable to be attacked
by grten fly than red spider. If you waut good flowers in winter it will be
necessary to place I he pots in the forcing house or pit. Syringe the plants
daily, and if green fly appear fumigate with tobacco. You also mention
"resting" and * hardeniug-cff." Mow a Rose tree is never at rest, unless
(he temperature is tiear or under the freezing point, so that the routs must
not be dried-up. In winter not much water is required. When the tlowers
are about to open remove the plants from the forciuy house to the greenhouse,
and after flowering still keep them under glass if the weather is unfavourable.
Do not place the pots out of doors until May.

Tbansplantino Tea Koses (Q. W. J.).—Nest month we should remove
thtm from the stiff clay soil and plant thom in the lighter loam. The plant-
ing would be safer performed now than in spring, but we should not move
them until next month, for the wood, as they are flowering, will not be over-
ripe, but they will be better of frost to stay their growth. They will need in
tbo'r new quarters to have protection given the roots as well as the heads in
severe weather, and nothing answers better than dry litter, bracken, or hay
lightly disposed over the heads, removing it in mild weather.

Twelve Dahlias for Exhieition (IF. R. C).—Arbitrator, Earl of Rad-
nor, John Standish, Leah, Lady Gladys Herbert, Mrs. Dorling, Richard
Headly, Ovid, Toison dOr, tJmpire, William Priugle, George Eliot, Lord
Derby. There is little difference in the earliness of Dahlias. Plant early,

and protect with branches of spruce for a few days.

Zonal Geraniums for Cool House (S. P.).—Jean Sisley, scarlet; War-
rior, ditto; Miss Rose Peach, rose; Madame Rudersdorff, salmon; Mrs.
Bousby, clear salmon; Vesuvius, scarlet; Madame Vaucher, white; Leonidas,
britjht red.

Phlox (id^mj.—Emile Mezard, Liervallii, Nightingale, Orphee, Kigolette,
Souvenir des Ternes, Virgo Marie.

Pentstemons {7(ft)H).— Conquest, Flambeau, George Sand, John Blaikie,
Minstrel, Robert Rutherford, Thomas Bruce, William Sutherland. These
arc all good sorts, but yon should apply to any of the eminent florists who
advertise in nur ci lumns, and ask them to supply your wants.

Leeks for Edging (Ec/icutria).—Wo never heard of their being so em-
ployed. You must mean iioiisc-leeks. They can be had of the principal florists

who advertise in our columns.

Replanting Lapageria rosea {An Old Subscriber, Dublin).—The north
or shady side of the house is more suitable than the south or " sunniest
tide," and we should at once transplant it to the former, moving carefully,

and taking caie to provide for it abundant drainage and rough flbrous peat
soil with very fibrous loam, two parts of tte former to one of the latter.

When the plant is growing freely water abundantly. The shoots not elongat-
ing after they have advanced to 4 or 5 inches may be the result of dryness
at the roots, accompanied with a dry atmosphere. There will be less danger
of the plant suffering from dryness on the shady side of the house. From
the present time to January is a good season to remove the plant.

Layering Clematis (F. J.).—You may now layer any shoots of this class
of plants, making an incision at or just below a joint, and about halfway
through the shoot, layering in the soil and securing witli a peg. It will not
be until this time twelve months that the thoot so layered may be detached
from the pai'ent plant. Firm young shoots are best.

Concrete Beneath Vine Border (J. D.).—A layer of stones, brickbats,
fthella, or chnkere, 6 inches deep, to form a dry bottom ; a layer of chalk or
lime in the proportion of 1 to 10 of the stones or other foundation, and well
rammed to the thickness of 3 inches; over this half an inch of gravel and
lime, (T fine chalk ; water and ram well again.

Vines for Greenhouse (iJcr. Ocorgc S.).—l( youh&xe not Vines, it is likely

jou would have climbers, and the one is not more injurious than the other
;

in fact, Vines are not to injui-ious as climbers, from the fact of their being
leafless in winter. Either may be injurious or useful, just as they are
planted so closely as to cover the roof with foliage and cause too much shade
lor the growth of plants beneath, or at a good distance apart so as to only
partially cover the roof, and so afford in summer an agreeabie shade. I) you
have no other house for Grapes we should advise them, but rot planted more
closely than 4 feet apart, which will give you six Vines, they being planted
along the front, the two end Vines 2 fett from each end. Had your green-
house front wall been on arches we ehould have planted them inside, and had
the border partly within and partly outside the house. Without the wall on
arches we should plant the Vines outside, and introduce them through a hole
for each in the biickwork. unless you will have holes made in the wall 2 feet

wide, Jeavin^i a 14-inch pillar between, and putting in an arch over the 2-feet
space to support the sill, which the centre of the arch maybe just under;
and in that case we should plant inside at inches or a foot from the front
wall, triioing the cnues 15 inches or 16 inches from the glass, and up the
roof. We should have two Black Hamburgh, two Buckland Sweetwater, one
Trenthom Black, and one Foster's White Scedhng.

Grapes Mildewing {M. J.).—As the Vines and Grapes mildew every year,
there is something radically wrong either with the border or the ventilation
of the house. Is the border well drained? tee to it, and if water lodge
remove it by drainage without delay. If the house is ill-ventilated have the
ventilation put lit^ht before another season. It is not manure the border
requires, mildew chiefly showing itself on Vines growing in soil which Is too
muist and lich. A top-dressing of equal proportions of turfy loam and half-

decayed stable manure would be good, putting it ou about 3 inches thick and
incorporating it with the soil of the border to a depth that does not interfere

with the roots. You may also add a bushel per square rod of half-inch bones,
mixing with the surface soil. When the Vines are pruned strip the rods, &c.
of the loose bark, and dress them with a composition of soft soap, 1 lb. to a
^'aUon of tobacco juice, which may bo had of any druggist, and add sulphur
vivum Bullicieut to bring it to the consistency of paint or cream. With this
composition dress every part of the Vines, brushing it well into every angle
and crevice, and taking care not to rub-out the Vine eyes. Keep a strict
watch next season for the appearance of the mildew, and upon its first ap-
pearance dubt the affected parts with flowers of sulphur, and repeat the
application as may bo necessary, admitting air freely. We trust you will
have better success another year.

Grapes Varying in Size {A. B. P.).—Not knowing any of the circum-
stances we can only express, aa our opinion, that deficient root-action and
insufficient thinning of the bunches occasion the defect. The only merit of
the Gros Colman is the large size of the berries. Their want of colour may
arise from defective root-action. lu each case a better supply of moisture to
the roots, and a little weak liquid manure, would bo remedial.

Pears (J. F.).—Soldat Laboureur is the same as Beurrc d'Aremberg.
Olivier de Sen-ea is a good very late Pear. All the others are of no account
on this side of the Channel. You will find them all described in the new
edition of the "Fruit Manual," which will appear- in the course of a few
weeks.

Coping for Peach Wall (F. L. G. C.).—At the under side of the stone
or other coping it would be well to arrange for a protective coping for the
frees in spring. A coping of 11 inches in width is good; or two 1-inch
floorint^-boards 7 inches wide, tongued and grooved ; and in joining them to-
gether, if you brush hot pitch into the groove and upon the tongue you will
have a rainproof joint. Across the boards, at every 3 or 4 feet, you will need
to naU a cross piece 4k Inches wide to keep the boards from warping. Instead
of two 7-inch you may have two 9-inch boards joined together ; and you will
have a 14-inch or 18-inch wooden temporal? coping, just as you employ the
different width of boards. To support the wooden coping you will require
iron brackets. We have found none eo handy as the following:

—

Fig. 109 is

Fig. 109.

an illustration of it. Fix to the face of the wall pieces of iron l.J inch by
half an inch, and 13 inches in length, with a square hole at the top 1^ inch

by three-quarters of an inch, and another of half an inch, 9 inches from the
top hole, with two holes for bolts to drive into the wall. The plate will on the

face have the appearance of a, fj. 109. The plate should be let into the

under side of the coping up to the top of the upper square hole, and before

driving-in the bolts a (-pace an inch longer and the t-ame size in other respects

as the upper hole must be cut out of the face of the wall Ik inch deep, oppo-

site to where the plate is to be fixed. The distance apart ought not to exceed

6 feet. Wrought iron is the most suitable material, and the plates should be
well secured by the bolts. These plates are to remain permanently fixed in

the wall. The brackets are of cast iron, and though they are not different in

pattern from those for shelves, instead of screw-holes they have at the top a
lug W inch long one way, and 1^ inch the other, and a stud at the bottom
which fits the lower square hole In the plate. The use of the lugs will be
seen on reference to b. To fix them, all we have to do is to put the top lug

through the top hole in the plate and let it drop ; it will hang by the lug, and
cannot by any possibility fall out, and the bottom lug drops into the lower

square hole in the plate. The coping hoards are then put on, and will fit

exactly beneath the coping, and having an incline outwrtrds, the water will

drop clear of the trees. A screw will keep the boards from being dislodged, a

hole being at the end of the bracket that is within an inch of the end. The
coping boards should have a coat of boihng coal tar when dry, or of black

varnibh,aud will last many years, they being put on when the first blossom

opens, and they may remain on permanently up to June. They may then be

removed, be replaced when the fruit commences to ripen, and be left on until

the leaves fall, taken off again then, and remain off until the blossom is ex-

panding in spring. In addition to the coping boards yon wiUreqnire a canvas

or other screen to protect the blossom, young fruit, and tender foliage in

spring from frost. It may be fixed to the outer edge of the coping boards, or

made to move backwards and forwards by having an iron rod and rings,

taking care to secure it against winds.

Garden Frames {A. C. A'.).—A one-light frame may be about 4A feet in

width from back to front, and 3 feet G inches the other way ; 15 or 18 inches

high in the back, and 9 in front, with a glass sash or light, made to fit the

top completely, to sUde up and down and move away occasionally. A two-

light frame may be 7 feet long, 4^ wide, and 15 or 18 inches high in the back,

with bars reaching from it at top' to the front, serving both to strengthen the

frame and help to support the lights ; the two liyhts to be each 3 feet 6 inches

wide, made to fit the top of the frame exactly. A three-light frame should

be 10 feet 6 inches long, 4^ wide, and from 18 inches to 2 leet high in the back,

and from 9 to 12 or 15 inches in front, observing that those designed prin-

cipally for the culture of Melons may be rather deeper than for Cucumbers,

because they generally require a greater depth of mould or earth on the beds,

though frames 18 or 20 inches in the back, and from 9 to 12 in front, are

often made to serve occasionally both for Cucumbers and Melons. Each
frame should have two cross bars, ranging from the top of the back to that of

the front, at 3 feet 6 inches distance, to strengthen the frame and support

the lights ; and the three lights should be each 3 feet 6 inches wide, the
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whole together being male to fit the top of the frame exactly every way in

length and width. The other subjects you mentiou will be duly noticed.

Glass for Roof of Intehjiediate Plant House (H.).—Hartley'ri patent
rough plate glaas, which we presume ia the Bame as " rolled sheet," will

answer admirably for the roof, and will lesbcn the necessity fur shading ; in

/act, enable you for floweriog plaots to dispeose with it.

Gas Stoves {T. S. C).
—"\e believe that for small glazed structurea

gas-heating is as economical as any other mode, and for an amateur by far the

least troublesome. Write to the makers who advertise in our columns, and
tell them what yon need.

Heating by Gas (Suhscri'n-r).—We heated a small cooHervatory by means
ol a copper boiler fixed away from the conservatory and aS-inch iron flow-and

return pipe, the flow proceeding from the top of the boiler, and the return

joining the bniler neur its bottom. Anyone who manufactured such apparatus
shonld be able to erect it. Sec a letter in another column ; it is written by a

gentleman's gardener.

CcLTURE OF French Melons (C D.).—French Melons only differ from
the kinds grown in this country in being lai'yer and inferior in flavour. The
kind yon have, the " Rock," is a very lar^je, very ugly, and very inferior Melon,
and has been in cultivation iu this country more thaa a century. You will

Bocceed with them in frames or pits heated by fermeutint? materials, for

culture in which iupfructionH have been frequently given in this Journal
from time to time. The best Melon for an amateur is Little Heath, which
has a bardy constitution, and may be grown in a frame with very little aid

from artificial heat. It is al^o of good size. Superior kinds for flavour are

Read's Scarlet-fleshed and Meredith's Cashmere, but they requu-e beat.

Soil for Forest Trees and Shrobs (H.).—The digging has well pre-

pared for planting, and we should not apply manure of any kind until the
spring. Give a top-dressing of the dissolved bonos when growth commences.

Cucombers (C. S.).—We cannot insert high testimonials from anonymous
correspondents.

Plane Tree (R. E. if.).—This tree ought to succeed on the outskirts of

Liverpool in such a situation as you name.

Walnuts iS. C).—The uni^allant proverb that a Walnut tree is one of the
three examples of the benefit of thrashing, is, like the other two, erroneous.

Walnuts are best allowed to remain on the tree until they fall when the
branches are shaken. If your trees have declined in vigour, spread some
manure on the surface 2 or 3 feet from the stem, and keep the surface
mulched throughout the summer.

Converting Melon HorsE into Vinery [J. Q. B.).—Your house will be
suitable for Vines, and need not be altered in any way. The sides and ends
being of glass would in uo wise assist the Grapes in colouring, the house
being well ventilated at the roof. The border should be at the low side of

the house, and if yon could arrange to have the Vines planted inside, with
the front wall of the bouse on arches, so as to admit the roots to pass from
the inside to the outf-ide border, all the better. It you could make but a
8-feet border inside it would he better than having them in an outside border
and the VineF introduced through a hole in the wall. Keep the border well

above ground so as to have it well drained. The pipes will probably interfere

with your having an inside border; if uot, by all means have it, and plant thG
Vines 1 foot from the wall, training the Vines 15 or 16 inches from the glass.

You will be able to accommodate six Vines planted 3 feet 3 inches apart,
planting 18 inches from each end. The kinds we advise are three Black
Hamburghs, two Buckland Sweetwater, and one Foster's Seedling.

Grafting Hollies IT'jnorant\.—This is not the time of jear to graft
Hollies. March and April is the proper time, working them outside by the
usual process of whip or tongue-:,'raftiiig and near the ground, so that after

clayicgthem they may have earth placed against them, leaving only the leaves

of the graft bare. It is not necessary to operate upon them under glass. If

the season be a forward one, the last fortnight of March, or if a late oae the
early part of April, noting when they are swelling their buds, and then graft-

ing before they have advanced. The grafts must be shoots of the last sum-
mer's growth, the stiff ones preferably to the thin and weak. Any failui-es

may be made good by budding in July.

Foliage to Accompany Flowers {A. B).—There is often considerable
difficulty in procuring green material for flowers in spring, as the young
green growths of most pl>iuts are too tender for the purpose, so soon fading or
BhrivtUing in a cut state out of water We have found few things more
endurine than the common kinds of hardy Ferns, as Polypodium vulgare,
Polystichum aculeatum, Blechnum Spicant, and the common Lady Fern
(Athyrium Filix-f.emina), and Lastrea dilatata, and such others of the free-

growing kinds grown in heat until full-sized, and then placed in a cooler
house to harden are admirable. The beautiful Adiantum assimile placed in
a warm house in February or earlier, and when a good growth has been made,
the fronds full-sized placed in a greenhouse to harden. A. cuneatum similarly
treated is even better. Spiraea japonica leaves are also good, as is also Lily
of the Valley leaves; whilst for fine cut foliage what is there to equal the
Carrot? Pot a number of roots vnih their crowns just above the surface,
keeping only moist until growing freely, and when the leaves are as large as
you wish, remove to a cool house.

Malva capitata.—" E. T. iT." wishes to know where he can obtain seeds
of this species.

Fungus on Pear Leaves (A. B. E. D.}.—The Fungus is RosfeUa cancel-
lata. Yon should at once burn all the infected leaves, or your Pear trees will

suffer. If too late this year, pick all the bud leaves nest year as soon as they
show symptoms of the disease, and on no account let them remain under the
trees.—M. J. B.

Fruit (S. HI. W.).—We have no more specimens to name. The Aromatic
Russet and Pine Apple Russet are distinct varieties. The HoUandbury Apple
is useful from November to January. Brown Beunv Pear is usually ripe this
month. Medlars are lit for gathering when they part easily from the spray.

Spir-ea (IT. H,).—It is certainly not a SpLraja, hut we cannot identify it

from a leaf.

Marie Louise Pear (Q. A. B., Louth).—After the leaves are off make a
solution of Giehurat compound in the proportion of S ozs. to the gallon of
water, and wash the tree. Do this again in the spring, and yon will get rid

of the mussel scale with which the tree is infested.

Openings for RooTri in Front Wall of Peach House (A. H. Lemo-
ntttj).—Your gardener is quite right. The top of the opening should be
6 inches below the surface of the ground; the reason for this being, that if

the roots find their way out there they will be more likely to remain near the

surface of the border outaide. At the same time we do not think it necessary
to alter the arche?, as it would incur considerable expense without a corre-
sponding advantag'j being gained by it. If the space in the wall is filled with
loam, and the under surface of the border is as low or lower than the under
part of the opening, the depth of 18 inches would be no bar to the roots
finding their way outside in quantity.

Price for Fowls' Dung iE. B. T.).—We are quite unable to say what is

the value of fowl manure. We should think it very cheap at £b the ton.

We have tried it with lliwers, especially Roses, mixed with an equal weight
of earth. The reault was most satisfactory. We tried it for Oats. It pro-
daced straw more than 7 feet high, and as large as a lady's little finger. We
manured for Wheat with it this year on light land, and the drought caused it

to be a failure.

Night Soil for Flower Beds and Lawn {A. W. B.\.—As it is thoroughly
decomposed, by which we presume it is old, if mixed with an equal quantity
of soil, it may be applied as a dressing to the flower beds an inch thick,

mixiug it tborou^^hly with the soil of the teds to a depth of 9 inches or

a foot. For the lawn it should be thoroughly mixed with six times its

bulk of &oil, and laid in a heap, turning it o^er at least once during the
winter in dry frosty weather, and be applied to the lawn in February or early

in March, giving a coating all over about a quarter of au inch deep if the
growth of the grass is very poor, or only half the thickness, or an eighth of

au inch, if not very poor. We Hbould give the lawn a thorough scratching
with an iron rake if it is mossy, before applying the compost, and early in

April again rake it, and if thin of grass sow over it 8 llis. White Clover,

4 lbs. Suckling Clover, 8 lbs. Crested Dog's-tail Grass (Cjnjsurua cristatus^

and 4 lbs. each Hard Fescue iFestuca duriuscula), and Evergreen Meadow
Grass (Poa uemoralis sempervireus), in mixture for one acre. Roll well after-

wards, and you will have a fine lawn.

Insects iJanien Bow).—The blask insects on the Sprnce Fir tree are the
Aphis Laricis c-jmmonly found on the Larch. If possible, it would be advis-

able to sweep off the insects from the single tree attacked to prevent them
spreading to other trees.—I. O. W.
Names of Fruits [Sicbscriber).—Ptars : 1, Thompson's ; 2, Nonveaa

Poiteau; 3, Jersey GratioU. Apples: 4, Jscarlet Pearmain; 5, Autumn Pear-
main; 6, Alfriston. (Boslon Spa).— 1, Brown Beurri/ ; 2, Bergamotte
Cadette; 3, Paradise d'Automne ; 4, Beurre d'Aremberg. (J. B.i.—1, Due
d'Aumale; 2, Red Doyennt-; 4, BeurrL Superfin. [J. IV. K.).—lt was im-
possible to dist inguish your Damson, for it was completely smashed in coming
through the poat. tH. P.).—l, Jersey Gratioli ; 2, Urbaniste; 3, Louise
Bonne of Jeri^ey; 5. Aston Town ; 6, Belle de Noel. (A F. E.).—l, Comte de
Lamy ; 2. Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 3, Hacon's Incomparable ; 4, Beurre
Diel ; 5, Beurre de Capianmont ; 6, Hampden's Bergamot. The Apple is not
known. (L. J.B.).—1, Doyenne du Comice ; 2, Lewis's Incomparable; 3, St.

Mi(;hel d'Archange. (F. M.).—l, Secklo ; 2, Orange Mandarin; 3, Comte de
Lamy. (G. A/cG).—l, Winter Quoining; 2,notknown; 3. Robinson's Pippin.

(F. I/., Highgatc).—1, Cambridge Pippin; 2, Northern Greening; 3 is very

much like No. 2. (H. Swi/ti.~Apples : 2, Duck's Bill; 3, Hall Door: 4, Win-
ter Greening; 5, Beauty of Kent; 6, Golden Noble; 7. Court of Wick; 10,

Fearn's Pippin; 11, Loan's Pearmain. Pears : 1, Beurre de Ranee; 2, Beurre
Diel. (It. R. Garnettj.—Applis : 1, Hutton Square; 2, Winter Greening;
5, King of the Pippins. Pears : 1, King Edward's ; 2, Vicar of Winkfield.

Names OF Plants (W. B.).—6, Oncidium WrajiP or 0. bifolium. The
Begonias were too withered, and the Coniferm unnameable from the scraps

sent; 1 may be Abies alba. (Annie).—1, Coronilla Emerus; 2, Lobelia poly-

pbylla? specimen very bad; H, Ohelone glabra. ( JF. B. P.).—l and 4, Both
Begonias, but we cannot determine the species. Ferns next week. {A. F. E.).

—Cyrtantbera Pohliana, iVetfs (Justicia carnea, Ldl.]. (J. B.).—AInua glu-

tinosa laciniata, or Jagged-leaved Alder. (B. K.).—Poa aimua.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 24.

CUCKOO COCHIN-CHINA.
No variety is more curious really than this. It is marked

uniformly like the Gueldres, and it is doubtless the issne of

the Buff Cochin-Chiui, or the Black or White, but more often
of the Black.
The cocks are generally of two distinct plumages, one with

grey Cuckoo feathers, and with hackle, shoulders, and lauoe-

shaped feathers of a good straw colour, with spots the whole
length of the feather. The other is entirely grey Cuckoo. If

these last are not the richest they are certainly the purest.

Referring to the Bredas, Gueldres, or Breda Cuckoo, the
feathers will be found to resemble those which form the ground
of the Gueldre plumage, and identically the same as that which
forms the plumage of the Cuckoo Cochin cock and hen.

The marking of the feather is the same over the entire hen,

neat and scale-formed. It is the same with the cocks, except

that the feathers of the hackle, the shoulders, and the lance-

shaped feathers are entirely speckled, and that in the large and
small sickles the marks are in number and size in proportion to

the length of the feathers.

GENERAL CONSIDEKiTIONS OF COCHIN-CnINAS.

The first birds I saw in France were those brought in by
Admiral Cecil, and came really from Cochin-China, and do not

at all resemble those we now know, which have more weight,

are slightly different in form, and which came from Shanghai,

the place probably where they originally were obtained. They
have been crossed afterwards with bad analogous varieties.

Nothing is more erroneous than the opinion as to their delicacy

of temperament, or the difficulty of making them reproduce, or
the impossibility of their getting acclimatised. With regard to

the care the early chickens require bronght-up in cold or rainy

weather, it is no more than is required by the chickens of all
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other varieties, except that the CochinB require more at the
time of moulting the down; and to cramp, to which several
other varieties are subject, and which is generally caused by
the damp and cold in a yard biidly kept-np, or by a run miry in
winter. With the exception of these two cases, for which a
remedy can be obtained, there does not exist an indigenous race
of which the birds are so adapted for the homestead, or which
resist better the different causes that interfere with their
growth. If it has been wished to raise a great number of

chickens in a coufined space, which is soon infected, the breeders
have not failed to attribute the failures to original delicacy what
should be attributed to the ignorance of the raiser. I firmly
maintain tliat all good breeders will agree that after the Brahma,
which is nothing really but a variety of the Shanghai, this is

the most hardy, and that by crossing it imparts to our delicate
species a great part of its hardiness.
The Cochin cock is not as fierce and as great a fighter as

many others, yet it is not the less a brave combatant, especially
if one of those newly imported. The hen even, which looks so
gentle, fights with fury all new comers. The variety is very
sedentary, does not plunder nor devastate gardens, and a very
low barrier protects these sufficiently, A cock is good for re-

Erodaction when he has not any known maladies till four, or
ve, and six years old, and the hen is very productive till three

or four years old. When the cock has reached the weight of

9i lbs. the first year, the hens that of fiS lbs. the first year and
are of a perfect form, they have the merit making them prefer-
able to other varieties, and that is the rapid increase in weight
joined always to an excellent form, but to judge of the real value
of weight it must be what they acquire the first year.

BRIGHTON POULTRY SHOW.
This annual Show was held at Brighton on the 17th, 19thi

and 20th inst., being moved from Lewes, where it was held last
year. We should think and hope the funds of the Society were
enriched by this move, forBrightonisjust nowso fall of visitors,
and the Poultry Show made a pleasant change when the Pier,
and the Aquarium, and the Pavilion, and all the Brighton sights
had been done. We believe the Show being held at Brighton
brought many exhibitors themselves as well as their birds, many
seizing on the opportunity of seeing the Aquarium, not one, may-
be, recognising for a minute any stone of that fairy-like abode of
the fishes as belousing formerly to one of Loudon's great bridges.
The Show was held in the Corn Exchange—a room well adapted
for an exhibition. It held all the 907 pens comfortably, and
wonld hold another three or four hundred more. The arrange-
ments were capital, Mr. Billett being there with all his staff, and
the pens were in two tiers, and showed the birds off well. The
room was brilliantly light, and in the evening the gas depart-
ment was well attended to. The birds were fed on Spratt's food,
and good wheat and barley. We hope the Show has paid well.
Last yearwe fear Mr. Lenny dropped alot of money over the Show.
He certainly is a most hospitable Secretary, for he gave a most
recherche spread, and asked most of the exhibitors. Among the
company we noticed the Mayor of Brighton, Rev. G. Hodson,
Hon. H. Sngden, Rev. C. C. Ewbank, Mr. Tegetmeier, Mr. Perci-
vall, Mr. J. Martin, Mr. S. Fielding, Capt. Coleridge, Mr. Will-
more, Mr. Billett, Mr. Woodgate, representatives of most of the
Sussex press, &c. After luncheon several toasts were proposed
and speeches followed after, when all adjourned to the Exhibi-
tion, and we commenced to criticise the Dorkings, which came
first in the catalogue.
There were eleven pens of Dorkings in one class of any colour.

The quality was very fair, but we have seen better birds at these
southern shows. The first were nice chickens, but they wonld
not bear much better company. Second was the pen, or one of
the birds was, we think, which won at Tunbridge Wells ; they
were a nice-coloured pair. Third also good. Highly com-
mended (Tumour) a good pair of chickens.
Brahmas, Dark, came sixteen pens strong. We did not think

them as a class so good as the last few shows we have attended.
The cup for the first three classes went to Greeting. They
were a nice pen, and looked capitally. Second, nice pair of
chickens. Tliird were a very young pair. There was another
pen or two we liked almost as well, still it was a promising pair.
Pen 21 (Leno) was empty. Highly commended (Harvey) a well-
pencilled pullet. Brahmas, Light, were a strong class, thirty
pens or more. The first were closely pressed by second. Had
the pullet in latter pen a better comb we should have given
them first, though the first cockerel was more matured rather
than the second. Third also a good pullet. Highly commended
(Pitt) 48, a young but most promising pullet with an unusually
nice cockerel.

Cochins, Buff, only four entries ! Surely it would be worth
anyone's while to take this variety up if only for the southern
shows. Nice Buff chickens first, good Cinnamons second, and
rather a poor pair of Buffs third, which were, however, soon
claimed for a couple of sovereigns. Cochins, Any other variety,
a good class. Whites won first, the cockerel a large bird and

well developed, with a good White pullet. Second, grand Par-

tridges, the pullet exquisitely pencilled, and the cockerel a good
shape and deep black. They were rather small, their only fault.

Third also good chickens, well pencilled and feathered. Highly
commended (Warde) very young but good Whites.
Gnmc were good classes. Firstsmart Reds, well shown. Third

a nice cockerel. In the next class a good Duckwing cockerel

won with a nicely-coloured pullet. Second and third good Piles.

Hamburghs were two good classes. In Pencilled the Duke
of Sutherland won with a good pair of Silvers, the cockerel espe-

cially good. Second good coloured birds, and the thiid was a

smart pen. Highly commended (Mayuard) a good cockerel ; the
pullet's pencilling not quite distinct enough. In the Spangled
class the Duke got the cup, and it was well won. The cockerel

was a picture, his comb Al, and not showing the trace of steel.

His spangling was very fine also. We thought this pen cheap to

an exhibitor of this variety at i:i2 12s. Second and third good
birds, and of fine quality, with not much to choose between
them.
Spanish a good class ; the first chickens the best we have seen

this season so far; we shall expect to hear they were claimed at

catalogue price, i'lO 10s. Second also promising, and third too,

but the latter were young by the others.

Polish a capital lot. First and second wonderful markings
and crests ; third good, but we liked pen 123, highly commended
(Adkins), as well almost. We were sorry to see Mr. Hinton's
Malays in his Polish pen, and his Polands in the Malay pen.

We tried hard to find the baskets to see if we could trace how
the mistake arose, but were unsuccessful.

French a beautiful class. Mr. Dring's Houdan chickens, which
were first, were good in colour and size; second good Houdans;
and third a fine pair of Crcve chickens; highly commended
(Greenhill) also good Creve chickens.
The Variety class was one of those medleys we detest—every

conceivable variety. The Judges cannot hope to please all here.

It is next to impossible in a good class to weigh one variety's

merits against another's ; but, like the brook, we suppose these

classes will go on for ever—certainly as long as committees are

so shortsighted as not to divide-up classes more. Black Ham-
burghs won first and second. If we could take one bird from
each pen we could make a rattling pair. Third Malays, large

and brilliant in colour. Good Sultans, Silkies, &c., were highly

commended.
Game Bantams were good.^ The first Beds, good in style and

colour; and in the next class Duckwings and piles won the

prizes.

In the Bantam Variety class Gold Sebrights were first, a trifle

large, but nicely laced ; second good coloured Blacks ; third

small White-booted; highly commended (Gedney) good coloured

Cuckoos.

The Sussex class was not so good as we saw last year at Lewes.
Dorkings, Dark and Light Brahmas, won in the order named.
The Sale classes were large, and many birds changed hands. .

Ducks were good classes. We never like to see Rouens and
Aylesburys in one class. The first and third prizes went to

good pens of the latter, heavy Rouens taking second. In the

Variety class brilliant Blacks first; fancy Ducks second and
third ; highly commended (Kelleway) good Blacks.

Mr. John Martin judged all the poultry, and his awards gave
most general satisfaction. We never heard less grumbling,
even among the disappointed ones. Mr. Percivall judged the

Pigeons, and he must have had a difiicult job. The quality was
unusually good. We liked one or two Carriers and Antwerps
better than the winners, but in other classes the right birds

seemed to win. There was a point cup which was won by Mr.
Vander Meersch. We give full awards below.

DosK'nas—Chickens—i, O. Ellis, Betchworth. Reisate. 2, H. Humphrey
AsbiDRton. S. Rev. H- F. Hamilton. Chard, /ic, Viacount TarDonr, Petwortn.
Rev. t.. Burham. Berkhampstead : R. Cheesmdn. "Weatwell, Abhford.
Brahmas.—7>arfc.—C'ucfccHs.— I and Cup, H. LipRwood. Creetinf?, Needham

Market. 2, P. Ogilvie, Hamhiedon. 3, J. Long, Bromley Common, he, W. W.
Pvne. Shoreham ; J. Harvey, Jan.. Thaningtoa, Canterbury Light —Chickens.—

"l. H. Linswood. 2, M. Leno, Markvate .street. Dunstable 3. T. A. Dean,
Mardtn. lie, 11. Steed, Tunbridge Wells; H. Treacher, Oaklande; S. Pitt,

Ore. Hastings ; G. & H. Smith, Bath ; 0. Woolgor, Bramber. c, R. E. Horsfall,

Liverpool ; J. Long; S. Pitt; H. M. Maynard, Kyde, Is'e ot Wight ; W. Pearce,

West Horsley. _ , »
Cocmvs.—Cinnamon or Buff.—Chickens —1, 0. H Matth-ws. Locks. 2. J. L.

Nash, Sproughton, Ipswich. 8. P. Ogilvio. Any other vnriety.- Chickens.—\,
R. S. S. Woodaate, Pembury. Tunbridge WcUs. a, Capt F. O. Cole-idge, Twy-
ford. 3. C. H. Matthews. )ir, Mrs. E. Pryor. Welwyn; Rev. A. W. Warde, Uck-
held ; R S S. Woodgate. c, J. A. Sleep, London.
Game.—B'act and otiier Iteds—Chickens.—1, H. E.Martm. Fakenham. 2, G.

Bentley, Kickmanaworth. 3, W. W. Pyne. he. J. H. Levett, Brighton; E.
Wilkinson, Manchester; W. Foster, Deal. Anil other rarietij.— Chickens.—
1 and Cup. J. W. Fitch, Romford. 2, W. Foster. S, H. Ritchie, Tunbndge
Wells, he, G. H. Fitzherbert, Sevenoaks.
Hamburohs —Pencilled.— Chickens —1. Duke ot Sutherland, Stoke-on-Trent.

2. T. «W Fawcett, Baildon. S, Mrs. J. M Rolls. Monmouth, ftc, J. Long;H.
M. Maynard ; E. T. Foakea. Tunbridge Wells : Miaa M. M, Bryant, London.
Spanoled.—Chickens. -1 and Cup, Duke of Sutherland. 2, Mrs. J. M. RollB. S,

J.Long, c. J. Carr, Swansea. „ „ „ »^.
Sp»!jish. — Chickens. — 1. T. Boulter. Clorkenwell. 9, H. Brown. Putney

Heath. 3. H. Wilkinson, Earby. Skipton. he, J. Gliddon, Bristol, e, A.
Bentley, Rickmansworth ; P. F. Le Sueur, Jersey.

Polish -Chickens.—l, % and he, G. C. Adkins, Lightwoods, Birmingham, 8,

T. Dean. Keigbley. c, 3. Maries, Brighton. ,„„,„,
Feenoh.— t'/iicfcfns.-l and c, W. Dring, FaTcrsham. 2, J. W. Moyle, Beckcn-
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ham. 3, Rev. C. C. Ewbank, BiRgleswade. he, B. D. Greeuhill, Panton ; G. W.
Hibbert, Godley. Hyde.
Any other Vabiety except Basta^s.- Chickens.—1, Duke of Sutherland.

2, J. Long. 3, S. Elliotr, jun, Liskeard. hc,F. Harding, Waltbamstow ; Rev.
A. G. Brooke, Shrewsbury; Miss M. E. Croad. Durnncton ; J. P. Poyer,
Hastings; R. S. S. Woodgate ; H. F^ea-«t. Swansea; A. Kitchen, Dunsdale
Game Bavtmas —Black and other Re<U —Chickens.—l, T vV. Anna, Clap-

ham. '2, K. Brownlie, TowDBend 3. V. Sandford. Norwood, he, J. L)ng;
C. W. Gedney. Bromlty. c. W. Boutcher. Notting Hill (2) ; Rev. E J. Tidde-
mac, Brentwood. Any other i-ariety.—Chickens.—1, R. Brownlie. 2, J. Long.
3, C. W. Gedney.
Bantams.— f'ucfc(??ts.—l and Cup, M. Leno. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, 3, R.

S. S. VV ooogate. he. J. Longe. Ipswich ; C, W. Gedney. c, H. Feast.
Sussex Ci^A^a.-Chickeus —I, Viscount Tumour, a, W. Greenlield, Worth-

ing. 3. W. E Edghiil, Frant.
ANY Variety.— C'ocA: or Cockerel.—1, M. L^no. 2, T. &. W. Fawcett 3, J.

Marlee. 4, T. J. >altmareh. Chelmsford he, P. Ogilvie (2); J. H. Pickles.
Birkdale ; J. Bradshaw, Cranleigh ; Duke of Sutherland ; P. Luck, Eastooame ;

Rev. C. C. Ewbank ; J. P. Coyer, c, P. Ogilvie. I'nir of Hens or Fullets.-l, H.
Ritchie. Sand 4. P. Ogilvie. 3, A. W. Warde. he, H. Humphries; Kev. J. D.
Peake. Chertsey; C. Howell, Hamaey; P. Luck c, Viscuunt Tumour; H.
Humphries; Rev. T. Cochrane, Romford; E. A. Durrant, Riugmer, Lewes;
H. Ireacher; T. J SaHniarsh ; Rev. T. de Le Sprve, Newton St. Loe ; Miss M.
Bryant. C'ocfc and Ben or Chickens.—l and Cup."j. H. E. Ivimy, EUisfi'-ld. 2,
Rev. T. de L. Sprye. 8, Rev. G 1.. Farthing, Tottenham. 4, Capt. K. R Warren,
Warrenfield. ftc, Rev. T. Cochrane; W.Pvne; H.Treacher; P. Ogilvie ; Mrs
Wilde, Uckfield; C. Bloodworth. Cheltenham; Duke ot Sutherland; T. & W.
Fawcett; W. Dring; E. Haywood, Uckfield; V. Sandford, Norwood; C.
Howell. c,J. K. Lawther, Tunbridge Wells; W. M. Ward, Brighton; K. A.
Boissier, Penahurst; C. Unwell.
Docks.—fiouen or Aylesbury.—Drake or Duck.— I and 3, N. Edghiil. 2, Duke

of Sutherland, /ic, J. Harvey, jun. ; P. Ogilvie; E.Haywood: F. Warde. Am/
other varitty —J, (i. J. Sainsbury. 2, M. Leno. 8. K, Wilkinson, he, J. W.
Kelleway. Isle of Wight ; E. Haywood ; R. J. Streattield, Ucktield (2) ; M. Leno.
c, J. W. KeUeway.

PIGEOMS.
Carbiers.—Coffc.— 1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2. J. C. Ord, London. 3, W.

G. Hammock. Ilford. vhc. J. C. Ord. he, J. Ford. London: W.J. Nichols,
London

; E. Walker, Leicester. Hen —I, J. H. Ivimv. 2, E. Walker. 3, W. G.
Hammock, vhc, H. M. Maynard ; R. Cant, Loudon; W. G. Hammock, he, H.
M. Maynard.
CARRiKm.—Toung.-Cock or Hen—I, W. Massey, Spalding. 2, E. Walker.

8. R. Cant. r/w. J. C. Ord; J. H. Ivimy, ElUslield, Basingstoke, he, H. M.
Maynard ; J. H. Ivimv.
Pouters--Cocfc or Hcn.—\, 2, and 3, A. A. Vander Meersch, Tooting, vhc.

Rev. C. C. Ewbank.
TriiBLEBs —Cock or Hcn.—l and 2, W. G. Hammock. 3, H. Yardley. vhc, J.

Ford : R. Cant.
Barbs.— C'ocfc or He7i.—1, A .A. Vander Meersch. 2, E. Walker. 3, H. M.

Maynard. r/ic, A. A, Vander Meersch ; H. M. Maynard (2); W. Massey. he, A.
A. Vander Meersch.
DHAGr>oNS.—Cocfc or fffn.-1, 2. and 8, F. Graham. South Birkenhead, vhc,

A. A. Vander Meersch; W.Smith, Waltononthe-Hill; J. Philpolt. Clapham;
G. Hardy, Shepherd's Bush ; A. A. Vander Metrach.
Jacobins.- Cocfc or He h.— 1 and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. 3, G. Hardy, vhc,

A. A. Vantter Meersch.
Fantailb.— Cocfc or Hen.— I and 3. A. A. Vander Meersch. 2,H. M. Maynard.

vhc, H. M. Yetts, Homerton ; J. F. Loversidge, Newark ; J. Walker, Newark-on-
Trent ; A. A. Vander Meersch
AnT-KE-RFf^.—Siwrt faced,— Cock or Hen.—l, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, A.

Farndon, Hmekley. 3, VV. S. Marsh, DeaL he, W. S. Marsh ; H. Yardley; C.
F. Cupeman, Solihull.
ANTWEi(pB.— TrorA.-)n(7.—Coffc or Hfji—l,W. S Marsh. 2. A. Bentley. 3, J.J.

Sparrow, London he, K. F. Wilson, Brighton ; J.J. Sparrow ; C. L. Sutherland,
Coombe; Col. C. F, Hassard, ^heerneas.
AsTwt.RP3.— Working.—Cock or Hen.~\ and 2, G. J. Lenny, Lewes. 3, E. F.

Wilson, he, E. F. Wilson, Brighton; W. English, Hayward's Heath; G. J.
Lenny (2).

Any other Variety.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 3, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, G.
Hardy, he, G. Bardy; R. Wilkinsonj G. Holloway, Stroud.
Any Variety.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, J. Ford. 2, H. M. Maynard. 8, J. H. Ivimy.

he, A. Bentley ; C. Beard. Lewes ; J. Ford.
Any Varif.ty.— Cocfc or Hen.—l. H. M. Maynard. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke. 3. A.

A. Vander Meerach. he, J. Ford ; G. T. P. Poiater, Wood Green (2) ; E. Durrant,
Tunbridge Wells.

CATS.
Tabby or Tabby and White.—S/tor(-/(«trc(i —1, J. Ward, Brighton. 2, Mrs.

H. C. Organ, Teldington. Extra 2. G. Ellis. London. 3, Mrs Threwell. he, It.

Packet, Briijhtoa; L. Baxter, London; Miss Sidney, Brighton; S, Samway,
Southamp'on.
ToRTiiisESHELL OR ToRTOisESHELL AND White.—Sftor(-/ii(;*cd.— 1, J. Harvey,

2, J. Strofton, Streatham. 3 P. Luck.
Any other Colour.— S'ior(-ftrt(rfd.—L Mrs. Shaekward. 2, Mra. S. Barnes,

Croydon. 3. M. A. Wellmar. /ic, S. Samway. c, G.H. Fitzherbert; J. Brudden,
West Croydon.
Any Variety or CoLnvR—Long-haired.—l, F. J. Goodall, Hanley. 2. —

MelUsoD, Brighton- 8, Mra. Halsev. Blackheath. r/ic, Mrs. Lawless, Brighton ;

Miss A. Garltunati, Highgate Kise ; Mra. H. C Organ.
Litter of Kittens —1, Mrs. H. C. Organ. 2, T. Bryce, Havant. 3, J.Pocock,

Great Berkhampstead.

CAGE BIRDS.
Norwich.—CI« ft r Yellow.—^, J. Adams, Coventry. 2, J. Garrett, Brighton.

3. E. Orrae, Derby, vhc, J. Adams ; S. Tomes, Northampton ; G. J. Baruesby,
Derby; E. Orme ; E. W. Lulham, Brighton, he, J. Garrett; G.J. Barnesby;
E. W. Lulham.
Norwich.— C/cor Buff.—I and 8, J. Adams. 2. E. W. Lulham. vlic, G. J.

Barnesby (2); S Tomes; E. Orme; E. W. Lulham. c, J. M. Fellingham,
Brighton (2).

Norwich.—.4ni/ other variety.—l, 3. Adama, 2, G. J. Barnesby. 3, E. W.
Lulham vhc, R. J Pope, Brighton ; J. Adams (2) ; E. Orme ; E. W. Lulham (21.

he, J. Garret: S. Tomes; G. J. Barnesby; J. M. Fellingham (2). c, J. M.
Fellingham (2).

Belgian.- 1 and he, V. Sandford, Norwood. 2, 8, and vhc, C. D. Carver,
Landport.
LiZiRD.—l.E W. Lulham.
Mule.— 1, J. Adama. 2 and c. E. W. Lulham. 8, J. Stapleton, Jan., Brighton.

vhc. J. M. Bowley. Brighton he, J. M. Bowley (3) ; E. W. Lulham.
Linnet or Finch —1 and 3, J. H. Verrall, Lewes. 2 and vhc, E. W. Lulham.

he. R. S8nd<-ll. London (2). r. H. BovingtLtn, Frant.
British Bihds.-^ny other variety.— \, O. A. Watts. Brixton, London. 2, R.

Sandell 8, W. H. Smith, vhc, O. A. Watts ; E. W. Lulham ; J. Pratt, Padding-
ton, Lund' n ; F- Warde.
Foreign Birds.— ./Iny variety —1, W. Joslin. 2 and vhc, E. Sweeting, Syden-

ham. 8 and c, R, Sandell.

Selling Class.-1 and 2, E. W. Lulham. 3, J. Adams, vhe, J. Tomes; G. J.

Bamet^by; E. W. Lulham ; J. M Felllugham : J. L. Mosden, Minories. London.
he, G. J. Bameeby; J. M. Bowley; V. Sandford. c. J. M. Fellingham (2); J.
Garrett.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. J. Martin. Plgeoiis : Mr. J. Peicival.
Cats : Mr. G. Billet. Cage Birds : Mr. A. Willmore.

MONMOUTH POULTKY SHOW.
All the arrangemeuta at thia Show were well carried out. The

Dorkings p,ood; a nice pen of Silver-Greys first. The first young
Buff Cochins were good. Dark and Light Brahmas good; but
some of the pens badly matched. French and Folands con-
tained good birds. Spanish, iirat prize withheld, and the second
and third-prize birds were not worth the carriage home. Ham-
burghs very good, as the names will show; but there should be
a class for each variety. Silvers were first in each class, Golds
second. The prize birds in the Game class were good; first

Brown Reds; second Black Reds; third Piles. In the Any
other variety class a grand pen of Black Hamburgha were first;

to this pen also was awarded the extra prize for the best pen iu
the Show. Bantams were all in one class, and there were some
grand birds of all varieties. The first prize went to a sweet
little pen of Silver-laced; the second to a nice pen of yellow-
legged Piles (the proper colour for the legs of Pile Game); the
third to Black Reds, the cock in grand feather, but a little large.
There was a nice pen of Blacks, but the hen was deformed.
Aylesbury Ducks good; but the second best pen was thrown

out from having one leg marked. Rouen Ducks were creditable.
Of Ducks, Any other variety, the first prize was given to White
Calls ; the second to Grey Calls. Mr. Sainsbury sent two pens
of Black East Indian, but they arrived too late for competition.
Geese vjexG grand; and Turkeys also very good. In cross-bred
fowls and Ducks Mr. Rolls swept the deck with birds of but
little merit.

DoRKiNoa.-Grpi/ or Coloured. ~\, 3. Rob'naon, Garstang. 2, J. McConnell,
Ewias Harold. 3, H. Feast, Swansea.
Cochin-Chisa9 —1, Mrs. E. Wilkinson, Manchester. 2, H. Feast. S. R, W.

Everett, Mitcheltrdy,
Bhahmas.-i>(irfc— 1. T. A. Dean, Marden. 2. H. Haddrell, Calne. 8, J. Robin-

son. L\iiht.—\ and 2, T. A. Dean. 3, J. F. Hartland, Chepstow.
Spanish —2, H. Feast. 3. J. McConnell.
French.-1, H. Feast. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Hyde. 8, Miss Mortimer, Rudhall,

Rosa.
PoLANDS.— 1, J. Robinson. 2, J. McConnell. 3, H. Feast.
Hamuurghs.—Goid or Silverspangled.—l, 3. Robinson. 2, J. McConnell. 3,

T. E. Jones, Wolverhampton. Gold or Silver-pencilled.—1 and 2, J. Robinson.
Extra 1, J. McConnell. 8, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone.
Game.- 1. E. Winwood, Worcester. 2, E. Shaw, Oswestry, 3, H. P. Powel-

Price, Castle Madoc.
Any other Distinct Breed.—1 and Extra, J..Robinson. 2, J. Lodk. S. N. J.

Ridley, Newbury.
Bantams. -1, J. W. Lloyd, Kington. 2, F. Maitland, Worcester. 8,Wingfield

and Andrews.
Ducks —Aylesbury.—1, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Tenbary. 2, J. Robinson. 8, J.

McOonnell. Rouen — 1, Mrs. H. J. Bailey. 2 andS. J. A. Lyne, Brynhytrid. Any
oilier variety. -1, Mrs. H. J. Bailey (Call). 2, J. McConnel(Fanci). 3, F. A.
Barret, Waiford (Black East Indian).
Geese.- 1 and 2, Mra. H. J. Bailey. 8, J. A, Rolls.
TuRHETS.— 1. J. A. Lyne. 2, W. Lambert. 3, J. A. Rolls.
Cross-bred Fowls —1 and 2, J. A. Rolls. 3, J. H. Hurd, Dingestow.
Cross-bred Docks —2 and 3, J. A. Rolls.

BRADFORD PIGEON SHOW.
The second Show projected and carried out by a few keen

fanciers, at the head of whom were Messrs. Beldon and Hawley,
was held in the Odd Fellows' Hall on the 14th and 15th inat.

This was by far the largest Show ever held except at the Crystal
Palace, there being close upon a thousand entries. Turner's
pens were used, and placed three tiers high; for though the room
was large and pretty well lighted, yet no room had to be lost to

get all iu, the consequence being that some were placed a little

too high. The management was extremely good, a capital staff

of feeders looking well to the wants of the birds.

Pouters were first on the list, and while Mr. Cannan judged
these we thought we saw some of the old fever setting-in, while
first one and then another well-trained bird answered to the
call, and certain it is we thought he would never have left them.
Cocks, Black and Blue, had twenty entries, first and second
going to Blue, and third to a Black, all very fine in shape, long
in limb and feather, but the second-prize bird very shy. Hens,
Blue and Black—the first Blue in splendid show, fine in limb
and feather, but a little faulty in colour, or the cup would have
gone here ; second a showy Black, and third a Blue. Twelve
entries. Cocks any other colour, a grand Yellow first and cap
(Fulton); second, Mr. Bryce, Edinburgh; and third, Mr. Horner.
Hens, first a splendid White, second Red, and third White.

In Almonils the prizes went more to head, beak, and eye than
colour, the first and second being somewhat dark. In Any other
Short-faces the first was a good Black Mottle, very quickly
claimed at A'3 ; second a Red Mottle ; and third a Yellow Agate.
Mr. Harvey's well known Dun Barb cock won the cup for this

section, second Mr. Horner, and third Mr. Clay. And in the
next class Mr. Clay was first, and Mr. Fulton second and third.

Pen 151, Mr. Stanley's, contained a cock bird, and was disqualified

at once ; such conduct cannot be suflSciently condemned.
Carriers were good in all classes, though there were some

birds left out on account of deformity or illness of one kind or
other. In Black cocks the first outdistanced all the rest, al-

though out of feather, the style and carriage, head and beak
grand; second Mr. E. Horner with a good young bird; third,

Mr. E. Fulton, also very good, most of the others receiving
notice. In Any other colour Mr. Fulton showed a marvelloua
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Dun cock, which was awarded the oil paiuting for the section,

Mr. Horuer ruuning very close with a grand Dun cock ; third,

Mr. FuUon, a younger bird. Iti Black hens Mr. Yardley won
very easily with a grand bird, good in beak and eye-wattle, with
capital neck and style.

In the next class Mr. Sefton had very easy win with a heavy-
wattled Dan hen; Mr. Horner second; and Mr. Fulton third

and very highly commended, the whole class being very good.

In foreign Owh first and cup went to a splendid White, second
White, and third Blue. Eighteen entries.

Trumpeters very good, and when we say this we can convey
no idea of the massive style of feather, size, rose, and feet.

In Jacobins Mr. Vander Meersch was very successful, winning
two first and one secoud, the first with a nice Red, very small,

although some preferred Mr. Fulton's unnoticed bird. Twenty-
seven entries ; a grand display.
In the next class a splendid White was first, Blacks being

second and third.

Fantails were a grand lot, and the competition keen. First a
most perfect bird, small, perfect tail, with high carriage and
motion; the second and third-prize birds losing very little, even
Mr. Liversedge having to be content with a highly commended.
Dragoons, Blue or Silver, were an immense class either as

regards numbers or quality, there being thirty-three entries and
seventeen noticed in the list. First a grand Blue, about as per-

fect as aught we have seen ; second Blue, very good; and third
Silver. The cup was given to the first-named in this class.

The first in the next class, a Yellow, was really good, the
second being a grand Grizzle, a colour, by the way, which does
not seem to be quite understood and appreciated ; but this bird
was the model of a good Dragoon ; the third also a Yellow.
Twenty-one entries.
Antwerps were a show in themselves, there being nearly

ninety entries in four classes, and the competition keen, the cup
being awarded to the most perfect specimen we have ever seen
in the show pen, a Short-faced Silver Dun in the pink of con-
dition ; the second and third Red Chequers, also very good. In
hens Mr. Gamon had an easy win with a grand Red Chequer
hen, second a Dun, and third Red, many good birds being too
long in face. In Long-faced cocks the first was very strong in
head, not so good in colour ; second better in colour, but not so
well filled in head—both Red Chequers ; third a good Blue
Chequer. In hens a well-known Red Chequer stood first, and
was sold at a long price; the second a good Dun; and third
Red Chequers.
Next came English Owls, and these were a grand display, Mr.

Binns being again to the front with a grand Blue cock, and
winning the cup also. Forty-two entries, and the regret was
that there were not more than three prizes to award.
Long-faced 'J^tnblers were good in both classes.
Turbits, Rea or Y'ellow, a marvellous class of thirty-eight

birds, the prizes being well awarded. Turbits, any other colour,
thirty-seven pens. First Black, second Silver, and third Blue,
the losers being of such quality as will come to the front in
smaller competition.
Nuns very good. A very grand Black hen first, many others

of rare quality and marking.
Archangels were grand in colour, but a splendid Yellow Mag-

pie won against these, securing the cup.
In Swallows the first was Red, second Black, and third Blue.
In Any other variety the first-and-cup was a capital Pigmy

Pouter, second a Blondinette, and third a Fairy, the class being
very strong and good.

Next came the young classes, and a pretty puzzle they were.
The Pouters, which contained thirty entries, was a grand dis-

play. First a White cock, a model of his kind, in grand show,
19{ by 65 in limb; second Black, in fine order, 18J by 7 in limb

;

third a Blue, not so good in girth or style, but 20 by GJ in limb,
many other birds being very fine, the cup going to the first-

named bird. In young Carriers the first was a Black of great
length of face, large, and stylish ; second Dun, long and strong,
but a little down-faced ; and third a Black with very strong box
beak and general good properties. Y^oung Barbs moderate,
while the youn^Dragoons were a very interesting class, the first-

and-cup one of the most perfect Yellows ever seen in a show
pen; the second and third Blues. Thirty-three entries. Ant-
werps, Short-faced, forty-six entries, some very promising birds,
but many too long, some of which would have been as well in
the next class, which was for Long or Medium-faced. In the
Variety class the first was a very good Almond cock, second a
Silver Owl, and third a Turbit, the class containing thirty
entries. There were foar Selling classes which contained up-
wards of a hundred entries, and there were many cheap and good
lots which were quickly sold. Mr. Horner won the points' paint-
ing by a great number.
Mr. Cannan judged six of the sections, Mr. Hutton judged the

remaining eight sections.

Pouters (Black or BIiie).-Co<;&.—Medal and vhc, R. FaltoD, London. 2, E.
Beckwith. Sunderland. 3, E. Horner, Harewood. he. R. W. Bryce. Loantaead,
Edinburgh ; W. Harvey. Sheffield, c. R. W. Bryce : E. Beckwith ; F. Greaham,
teheffonl ; E. Horner. Hen.—Medal, W. Harvey. 2, E. Beckwith. 3, E. Homer.

he, R. W. Bryce (2) ; J. E. Spence, Brounhty Ferry, c, E. Beckwith ; F.
Greeham.
Pouters (Any other coloar).—Cocfc —Cup, R. Fulton. 2, R. W. Bryce. 3, E.

Horner, i^hc, E. Beckwith ; R. H. Blacklock, Sunderland, he, E. Beckwith ;

R. Fulton: T. Foster. Denholme Gate, c, R. Ful on. London; A. WriRhf,
Leith. Hen.—Medal, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner. 3, R. Fultou. vhc, Mrs, Ladd,
Caiue. ftc. G. Dea'ner. Dnllield ; Major J. H. Cryer, Soutbport. c, Mra. Ladd ;

R. H. Blacklock: F. GreBham.
Oarrikrs (Black).— C'offc "Medal, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, E. Horner.

3, K. Fulton, vhc, J. Thompson, Bingley : W. VVooUey, Bunbury; W. Miuaon,
Selves: R. Fulron; P. R. Spencer, Hereford, he, E. Beckwith; W. Sefton,
Blackburn (2); E. Maweon, Moor Allerton : Miss F. Seanor, Leeds. Hcn.~
Medal, H. Yardley. 2 anl 3, R. Fulton, vhc, W. WooUey. he, E. Horner (2)

;

W. Minaon. e, Major J. H. Cryer.
Cakriers (Any other colour)

—

Coek.—Painting and 8. R. Fulton. 2, E.
Horner, he, VV.'Selton; E. T. Dew, Weston-super-Mare: E. Horner. Hen.—
Medal. W. Sefton. 2, R. Fulton. 3, E. Horner, vhc, H. Y&rdiey ; R. Fulton.
he. Major J. H. Cryer; E. Horner.
Tdmblers (Almond).— C'oc/c or Hen.—Medal. E.Horner. 2, H. Yardley. 8,E.

Beckwith. he, E. Beckwith; J. Ford, London; E. Beckwith. c, H. Verdon,
Wavertree ; R. Fulton.
Tumblers (short faced, any other variety).—Medal, J. H. Esden, London. 2,

A. & W. Silvester, Sheffield. 3, R. Fulton, he, E. Beckwith: J. Ford; H.
Verdon; E. Horner (2).

Barbs.- Cocfc.—Cup. W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, E. Horner. 3, R. Clay, Man-
chester. u/^c, R, Fulton. hc,E. Mawson; R. Fulton. Hen —Medal, R. Clay,
Aulenshaw. 2 and 3, R. Fulton, c, J. W Townson, Bowden; E. Horner.
Owls (Foreign).- CJocfc or Hen.—Cup and vhc, R. Clay. 2, T. W. Towneon.

8, R. Fulton, he, R. Vy. Bryce. c, W. Lumb, Rochdale; J. W. Townson; S.
Dronbfield.
Owls (KuRlish).-Coefc or Hen.—Cup. W. Binns. 2, R. Clay. 3, P. H. Jones,

Fulham. ii/ie, E. Lee, Nantwich. /ic, W. Sefton ; A.N.DodJs; R.Clay (5); J.
Watts, Birmingham ; J. W. Townson, Bowdon; J. C. Ainsworth. c. Ward and
Rhodes, Otloy; H. Verdon, Wavertree; A. J Barnes, Gloucester; R. White.
Trdmpeteks.— Medal, W. Haivey. 2, R Fulton. 8, J. Lederer, Bootle. he,

A. A. Vander Meersch, London; E. Horner: R. FuUon. c, A. A. Vander
Meersch ; J. Lederer.
Jacobins (Red or Yellow).—Medal, A. A Vander Meersch. 2, R. W. Bryoe.

3, R. Woods, Manstield. he, J. Thompson, Bingley i2) ; T. Holt, Bradford : W.
Croft, Killinghall e. Rev. o. E. Cresawell, Bagshot ; J. Richmond ; R. Fulton.
JacoBiNS (Any other colour).—Medal and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. 3, R.

Fulton, c, E. Horner; A. Heath. Calne; R. FuUon,
Fantails.—Medal, J. Walker, Newark-on-Trent. 2, H. C. Bowman, Higher

Broughton, Mauchtater. 3, H. Simpaou, Spalding, he, H. Simpson; T. W.
Ainaworth, Houghton Bank; J. Walker; J. F. Liversedge, Newark (3); E,
Horner.
Dragoons (Blue or Silver).— Cup, W. Sefton. Blackburn. 2. W. Markland,

Deane, Bolton. 8, F Graham, Birkenhead vhc, W. Sefton (2); W. Binns,
Pudsey : W. Smith, Walton, Liverpool : W. J. W. Pass, Manchester ; S. Drons-
fleld. he, W. Sefton ; R. Woods, Mansfield ; H. Yardley ; R. Clay ; W. Gamon,
Cheater (21; W.Smith, c, R. Clay.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—Medal and 2. F. Graham, Birkenhead. 3. R.

Woods, vkc. F. Graham ; W. Sefton. he, R. Woods : R. W. Bryce ; H. Bignel,
London ; J. Murray, Durham ; S. A. Whyllie, East Moulaey ; R. FuUon. c, W.
Sefton ; R. Woods.
Antwerps (Short-faced).—Coefc.—Cup, R. Brierley, Fiahpool. 2 and 3, W.

Gamon. vhc, J. Deakin, Sheffield; J. Wright, Manchester; H. Yardley: J.

Lister, Keigblev; W. Gamon (2). he, E, Coatea, Burnley: A. Brook, Little
Horton; W. Slater, Gravelly Hill; A. Bingham, Manchester, c, J. Wright.
Hen —Medal and vhc, W. Gamon. 2. A Brook, Little Horton. 3. J. Wright.
/iC, T. Jubb, Halifax: H. Gaugh, Wolverhampton; W. Slater; J. Ruahworth,
Keigblev; J. Wright (2); J. Lister, Keighley; W. Gamon. c, T Jubb.
ANTwiiRPS (Long-faced).— Cocfc —Medal, W. Ellis, Idle. 2, J. Lister. 3. H.

Jennings, Allerton. vhc, C. Hopwood, Rochdale ; A. N. Dodds, North Shields :

H. Jennings, /te, C. Hopwood ; R. Brierley, Fiahpool; T. Charnley. Blackburn.
Hen.— Medal, H. Jenniugs. 2, C. Hopwood. 8, J. Lister.
Tumblers (Long-faced, Mottles).-Medal, J. G. Orr, Beith. 2 and c, D.

Biddiough, jun. Bradford. 8. W. * A. Silveater, Sheffield, ii/ic, E.Horner, he,

J. Dye; J. G. Orr; E. Horner; W. B. Mapplebeck, jun., Birmingham; W.
Harvey. •

Tumblers (Long-faced, any other colour).—Medal, J. Dye, Hexham 2, W.
A. Hyde, Ashlon-under-Lyne. 3. J. Watts, he, T. Charuley. Blackburn; A,
Baird. Douglas; M.Green; D. Riddiough.jun. ; E.Horner; W.B. Mapplebeck.
e,J. Dye; F. Ford.
Turbits (Red or Yellow).—Medal and 2, W. Croft. 8, E. Horner, he, A. A.

Vander Meersch; Rev. O. E. Cresawell (2); T. S. Stephenson, Newbegin,
Beverley ; E. Horner (2) ; H. G. Poole. Bradford : R. FuUon ; W. Croft (4). c,

R. Woods, Manafleld ; H. Yardley ; C. Anton, York ; H. G. Poole, Bradford ; J.

E. Crofts, Worksop ; T. Foster; W. Croft.

Turbits (Any other colour).—Medal, Rev. O. E. Creaswell. 2, P. H. Jones,
Fulbam. 3, W. Croft, he, R. Woods (3) ; P. H. Jones : W. Lumb, Rochdale ;

T. Foster : T. E. Dew, Weaton-super-Mare ; W. Croft (5). c, T. E, Dew.
Nuns.—Medal, W. Crofts. 2, H. Yardley. 3, E. Horner, fic, W. Crofts ; J.

Richmond.
Magpies,—Cup. Miss F. Seanor. 2, A. N. Bryce. Edinburgh. 3. M. Ord,

Sedgefield. he, P. H, Jones; H. Jennings; E. Horner (3); C. G. Hitchcock,
Oxford, c, N. Hill, Edina. Ealing.
Archangel.- Coefc or Hen. -Medal, H. W. Webb, Lower Sydenham. 2, J.

Bowes, Heme Bay. 8, P. H. Jonea. he, R. Woods ; E. Horner (2|.

Swallows.—Medal and 3, E. Homer. 2, T. Cropper, Bacup. Jic, T. Foster

;

E. Horner; J. Watts.

Any other Variety. — Coek or Hen. — Painting. Miss F. Seanor. 2, H
Yardley. 3, W. Sefton, Blackburn, t'lie, H. W. Webb, /ic, C. Anton, York; T.

S. Price, Finchley (Silver and Blue Runt) ; J. Watts : J. E. Crofts ; E. Horner;
Miss P. Seanor ; R. Fulton (Turbiteen). c, G. E. Sawdon ; A. & W. Silvester.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Pouters.—Painting, Mrs. Ladd 2, F. Gresliain, Shefford. 3, E. Horner.

ii/iC, Mrs. Ladd ; J. Hairsine, Hull, ne, E. Beckwith, Sunderland: R H.BIaci-
look, Sunderland (2); N. HUl; W. Rutherford. Edinburgh; J. E. Spence; E.
Homer; R. Fulton, e. T. Duncan, Dalkeith: G. Robiiison. Sunderland.
Carriers.-Medal, W. Minaon. 2, W. Bulmer, Spalding. 8, R. Fulton, vhe,

R. Fulton, he, W. Sefton ; Major J. H. Cryer (2) ; E. Horner (.5) ; C. H. Clarke,

Nottingham ; P. R Spencer, e. W. Bulmer.
BiBBs— Medal, R. Fulton. 2. C. G. Cave. Spalding. 8, J. Lister, he, J.

Stanley, Blackburn ; E. Horner, c. Major J. H. Cryer ; J. Ashworth, Blackbum.
Dragoons —Cup. F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2. E. Horner. 8, R. Woods.

vhe, J. Stanley: R. Fulton. hc.T. Charnley, Blackburn; G. E. Sawdon; B.
Jennings; W. Gamon; R. Brierley. Fiahpool; W. smith; R. W. Bryce; E.
Horner, c, W. Sefton, Blackburn ; N. Hill : J. Ashworth. Blackburn.

Antwerps Cihort-taoedl.—Medal, J. Wright. Manchester 2, J. Mitchell,

Keighley. 3, W. Tomkinson. Bnrslem. rhe, J. B.airatow, Keighley ; E. Maw-
son. he, J. Smithers, Sheffield; W. Gamon; F. Woodhouse. Blackbum; R.

Brierley; E. Coates. Burnley; E. Holdaworth, Wibsey Slack; Tordoff and
Wilkinson. Wibsey; W. Tomitiuson. c. J. Stanley, Blackburn ; J. Ashworth.
Antwerps (Any other variety).-Medal, H. Jennmga. 2. T. Foster. 3, W.

Markland, Deane. vhe, W. Gamon. he, H. Mitchell, Denholme, Bingley ; A. C.

Uallowav, North Shields.

Any other Vaeiett.-Cup, E. Horner. 2, Major J. H. Cryer. 3, M. S.

Temple. Hexham, vhe, G. E. Sawdon (EngUah Owl); R. Clay (Foreign Owl);

R. White ; C. Duckworth, Wavertree, Liverpool, he, N. Hill ; R. Minoitt, jun.,

Rochdale; R. Wilkinson, Guildford; E, Mawson, Allerton (Blue Owl); E,
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Homer (2); R. FuUon (Owl), c, A. J. Barnes, GlonceBter (Black Magpie); J.
F. Loveraidge ; J. W. Towdbod. Bowden (Foreign Owl).

SELLING CL4SSES.
TAms—Price not to exceed £3.-Cnp. E. Horner (Red Barbs). 2, J. Baily,

jnn, London. S, Rev E. C- EwbanJt, BlRglP8w.ide. Ac, E Beckwith, Sunder-
land : D. hiddiongb. jun. ; E. Horner, Harewood (2) ; Miss F. Seanor. c, A. N.
Bryoe (Fantails;; ,s. A. Whvllie.
Single Bikd—Price not to exceed £2.—Medal, W- Brjdone (Barb). 2. R. W.

Brjce (Mottled Trumpeter). 3, J. Bailv, inn. he. W. Sefton; J. Lister; Mrs.
Ladd (Wb.te Ponlen; C. O. Cave. Spalding: J. Bailv, jun. (2); L. Allen,
SonthwarK ; E. Homer (White Ponter and Dun Barb); Miss F. Seanor. c, F.
Graham ; W. H. A. Miller, Walsall (Carrier).
Pair.—Price not to exceed 30.?.—Cup, E. Homer. 2, J. Lister; E. Homer

(Black Pouters) 3, ttev. E. C Ewbank: E. Horner, yfic, W.Binns (Antwerp).
Ac, Wells & sherwin. Ripon (Black Swallows); C. Anton; J. Lister; W. Bry-
done, Dunse ; J. Watts.
SivOLE Biha.—Priee not to exceed 208 —Medal, Miss F. Seanor. 2, Mrs. H.

Prickworth, Moulton Marsh. S, T Horrman. jun., Ripon (Carrier), vkc. A, T,
Dmpleby, BoroURhbridge. he. Wells & sherwin (Blue Carriers); J. Thomp-
son; W, Brydone; T. Horrman, jun., Ripon (Carrier); J. Baily (2); E.
Homer c, E. Beckwith; A, Smith, York; J. Baily: G. F. Whitehonse,
Birmingham (White Dragoon.

Judges.—Mr. Cannan, Bradford, and Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey.

CANAKY SHOW AT THE KOYAL PAVILION,
BRIGHTON.

This waa the twenty-first annual Exhibition of British and
foreign cage birds held in the King's Apartments in connection
with the Brighton Amateur Canary Show. The past week has
certainly been one of note to the " fancy" at Brighton, as much
so as the present week at Brighton has been of consequence to

the " fancy " in various parts of England, owing to the AU
England Show of poultry, birds, &c.; but our dntyjhere is to
chronicle the points made by the members of the Amicable
Society. The birds exhibited were high enough in colour, and
sufficiently good in quality and breed to fit the most fastidious
fancy of a fancier. The specimens exhibited by Messrs. Pope,
Peach, and Adams were really of a first-class stamp, and to the
lot of Mr. E. J. Pope (of the eminent firm of Messrs. Pope & Son,
of the New Eoad, IBrighton), four silver cups were awarded,
Mr. Peach also winning a couple of silver cups, besides numerous
prizes to each exhibitor. The Exhibition opened on Tuesday the
Isth, and waa to continue open until Friday, but owing to the
great success attending it, it was continued during the whole of
Saturday. Thus there were two bird shows on at one time in
the Eoyal Pavilion, the All Enoland Show taking place in the
Corn Exchange. Tie whole length of the King's Apartments,
together with the anteroom, was fitted with rows of benches,
the Canaries being placed upon the centre rows. The back part
of the Apartments was given up to the exhibition of a fine
collection of birds sent, not for competition, by Mr. Dench, of
St. James's Street, who exhibited some fine specimens of Vir-
ginia Nightingales, Cut-throats, Zebra Finches, Parrots, Cocka-
toos, Bishop Birds, Piping Bullfinches, &c. The following are
the awards :

—

Norwich.— C^fflr reZ7otu —1, R. J. Pope. 2, C. Adame. 8, W. Peach, c, W*
Brainee. Clear BvJT.—l. R. J. Pope. 2. W. Peach. 3, C. Adams, vhc, W,
Braines. c, W. B. tmilh. Variegated Tellotr.— ],R. J. Pope. 2, C. Adams.
8, P. Amore. Varieriated Evjr.—l.'W. Peach. 2, C. Adams. 8, R. J. Pope, c, \

W. Braines. Ticked YeUmi- or Bv_ff.—l,h. J.Pope. 2, C.Adame. 8, R. Peach. I

e, J. Mountney.
TuRNCBOwNs —1, R. J. Pope. 2, C.Adams. 8,'W.Peach. ftc, W. Braines. c.

B. Butler.
Cinnamon.— IV((oit—l, W. P€ach. 2, R J.Pope. S.C.Adams. Bujf.—1, R.

J.Pope 2, WPtach. 3. C. Adams. r«riffin(fd.—1, R. J. Pope. 2, W.Peach.
8, C. Adams, vhc, H. S. Smith.
Geeen —1. C. Adams. 2, W. Peach.
Bkightos Fancy.-1, W. Peach, c, P. Amore.
NoEwicH.— Cnpf of Six Tenmg Clear Yellow.—1, R. J. Pope. 2, C. Adams.

Caoe o/oix Young Clear Bug—I, K. J. Pope. Cage of Six Young Variegated.—1, J. Healhome. 2, R.J.Pope. Cage of Six Old Clear and Variegated.—1,—
Adams. 2, P. Amore.
CiN.vAMoNs.— Capf of Six Young. ~l, R. J. Pope. 2, J. Heathome. Cage of

Six Young Variegated.—!, W. Peach.
Ant \ARii.lv —Cage of Six Old Birds.-l, W. Peach. 2, E. J. Pope. 3, P.

Amore.
Goldftncb Mrl.E.—P(fd.—I.D.Taylor. Plain.—1, D. Taylor. 2, W. Peach.

Caoe ofHix.—l, W. Peach. 2. D. Taylor.
Paebot and (ocKii,... Tribe- 1. R. J. Pope (Leadbcater). Extra 1 and S,

Mrs. Dench (Crimson Macaw and Rose Cockatoo). 2, Mrs. Bean (King Parrot).
vhc, Mrs. Bailey (Grey Parrot), c, B. Jonea {Blue Macaw).

The Judges were Messrs. Wood and Beal.

SNELLS (HELMETS).
Tms variety has been admired by but few persons this side

of the Atlantic. It belonga to the Toy class, and is, therefore,
one of the easiest varieties to breed true. It was produced in
the first place in that hotbed of Toys, Germany, and ranks quite
high in that country. And the only persons I have known to
be great admirers of it have been Germans, who broaght their
tastes for plumage with them to this part of the world. It is a
contemporary of the Nun and Spot, and evidently descends from
the same forefathers ; in fact, all the Toys are but modifications
of colour upon the ordinary common Pigeon, and anyone familiar
with markings can, in a few years, produce Breasters, Magpies,
Swallows, Nuns, Snells, &c., at will. A Magpie, for instance, is

but a Nun which has transferred the black from the wings to the
back and breast ; and a Swallow or Snell can be tranamogrified
into a Snell or Swallow.

Often in one's loft an oddly-marked Pigeon (a sport) will
appear. If the marking is sufficiently curious it can be fixed
in most cases by judicious selection and pairing of the yotmg of
that sport. There is such a tendency for any odd marking to
become strong, that very little encouragement settles the ques-
tion ; therefore nothing is easier in the handling of Pigeons
than to produce varieties of Toys. The Germans are continually
doing this, and as continually allowing them to run out, for the
reason that they do not become the fashion. I have seen in my
life Nuns, Snells (with and without coloured flights). Spots,
Breasters, Moorcaps, Death's Heads, &c., that were produced
from the same strain of birds. How do you account for that ?

Why, just in the same way yon have seen Turbits bred from
Owls, or vice versti, where perhaps the first half dozen young will
be various coloured Tarbits, caps and all; and the next half-
dozen Owls, possibly all solid, and without the sign of a cap. The
ancient Snell waa a white bird with coloured head (scalp), flights,

and tail ; some were smooth heads, others capped, but when
capped they were so like the Nun that it at last becsme the
fashion to have them differ as much as possible, and the caps
were prohibited, as were also the coloured flights. Now, there-
fore, the standard markings are as follows : A white bird with
coloured scalp and tail. The line of colour on the head begins
at the corner of the beak, passes backward through the centre
of the eye, and around the head to the corner of beak opposite
to starting point ; the upper half of the beak is dark, the lower
half white. The division of colour at the tail is a line drawn
from the root of the outside tail feathers on each side, crossing
the vent. The eyes are pearl, the feet clean ; some few are
capped or point-headed, but the most are plain-headed. One
can in this variety have anything he wants ; for instance, by a
cross with Swallows a bird is produced with the coloured head,
flights, tail, and feathered feet ; by introducing a white bird
Spota will be thrown in abundance, &c.
The Snell ia called by many the Helmet, from the fancied

resemblance to the covering of the head used by the ancient
knights. One of the best exercises for a studious fancier, or f<w

anyone who wishes to excel in the breeding of varieties, is to
spend a few years experimenting with the selection and fixing

of colour among Toys. It serves as an introduction to the study
of the higher fanciea, and it is absolutely needed for an apprecia-
tion of the Almonds, &c.
What amateur or tradesman 'of five, or even ten years, yea,

or twenty years, whose mission it has been to buy and sell birds,

or to raise a few, can select a pair of short-faced birds, even out
of his own loft, and say that they will breed Almonds ? The
reason of this is because everyone that buys a pair of Pigeons
wants that pair to go down to hard work, laying eggs and nursing
young ones, regardless of anything that may be learned, other
than the price those young will bring.
Everything a man learns from personal experience becomes

a key to something else he may come in contact with, and to
nothing ia thia more applicable than in the Pigeon fancy. The
fact of knowing that a cross between the Swallow and a Helmet
will give the nucleus for a capped feather-footed Snell, is of

itself knowledge invaluable. That this can be done anyone
can prove by trying ; and what are we here for but to observe,
compare, and experiment ?

—

Dr. W. P. Morg.in, Baltimore.—
{American Fanciers' Journal.)

In a late number there was an article on SneUs, some parts
of which are in my opinion incorrect.
That it, together with the Nun, was produced in Germany is

not doubted ; but that it was not produced (as the writer states

it evidently was) from the same forefathers is apparent—the
undegenerated Snell not being a Toy but a Tumbler bred to

markings. Most fanciers, however, neglected every property
except feather, hence the common Sueli of to-day is nothing
more than a Toy. Helmet Tumblers are yet seen occasionally.

On the other hand a Nun bred to the highest standard ia not,
nor never was, else than a Toy. How, then, the same parentage?
The writer. Dr. W. P. Morgan, then states that " anyone

familiar with markings can, in a few years, produce Breasters,
Magpies, Swallows, Nuns, Snells, &c., at ivill " (the italics are
not his but mine), and then proceeds to assure us that " a Mag-
pie, for instance, is but a Nun which has transferred the black
from the wings to the back and breast; " but allow me to ask
whether he has ever merely transferred that black ? I might
here remark that a Magpie ia alao of Tumbler origin, and differs

from a Nun, not only in colour but also in build. My reason
for emphasising at will ia this : the Germana produce new
varieties of Toys by putting a number of hens of various breeds
in a loft with male birds of other breeds, thus having no male
and female of the same variety, and allow them to mate as their

inclination tends.
As your correspondent says he has seen " Nuns, Snells (with

and without coloured flights). Spots, Breasters, Moorcaps,
Death's Heads, &c., that were produced from the same strain of
birds," he will of course not object, ero bono publico, to give
the foundation of that truly wonderfulstraiu. What he gives as
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an explanation (that it is " in the same manner aa you have
seen Turbits bred from Owls, caps and all, and vice-versa")

does not satisfy me, at least, as breeding for colour is quite

another matter to breeding caps and plain heads out of one
pair; but Owls and Turbits differ in far more important points

than as to caps, iu fact there are plaiu-head Turbits, and a pair

is, or was several months since, in this city.

In reference to the statement that " a Swallow or Snell can be
transmogrified into a Suell or Swallow," I would ask bow a

Snell, which is a clean-legged bird, can be transformed into a

heavy-booted bird vastly different in carriage, form, and mark-
ings '?—W. Atlee Buepee.—[American Fanciers' Journal.)

[Doctors differ no doubt in America as in England, and, as

we see above, someone differs from the doctor of American
Pigeon fanciers—viz.. Dr. Morgan. Dr. Morgan is quite right

that the Helmet—that is, the original Helmet, is a contemporary
of the Nun and the Spot. Moore, a.d. 1735, mentions the bird,

and in his day it is clear that it was as thoroughly a Toy as

either of the other birds, and nothing whatever of a Tumbler,
as it was gravel-eyed ; also, like the Nun, it was dovehouae-
Pigeon-shaped and not Tumbler-shaped. The difference of any
modern Helmet from the ancient one is that now the flight

feathers are white and not dark, probably because now they (the

Helmets) are further removed from the Nuns and more akin to

the Tumblers ; but I think the Helmet would be a better bird

if it bad the flight feathers dark.

Dr. Morgan has in his eye clearly the old Toy Helmet—the

original Helmet ; but, on the other hand, Mr. Burpee has in

his eye the Helmet Tumbler, which Brent, long a resident in

Germany, first as an English author mentions, and to which,
half German by association as he was, he inclines. But I claim
a higher English pedigree for the Toy Helmet, which was no
Tumbler at all. Just as two doctors may differ and yet both
be right, so of Dr. Morgan and Mr. Burpee. They refer to dif-

ferent birds, if I understand them right'y. I have called the
birds all through Helmets, as the name " Snell" is unknown in

England.
I have before noted that mere feather Pigeons find little

favour in England, unless of very great beauty. German Toys
are not much cared for, although the best part—the original

part—of Brent's book is that in which he speaks of them ; but
though it has been published a dozen years or more, and has
had a wide circulation, still German Toys are in few hands. I

would, however, say that the breeding of our old English Toys
ought to be kept up, and are the very birds for lady fanciers to

take to, and in their hands would be certain, from their taste in

colours, to improve. A pigeonry—an enclosed one—in which,
for instance, were Nuns, Helmets, and Spots of various colours,

would form a very pretty sight from their slight yet distinct

shades of difference, and would be just the birds to interest

ladies.—WiLTSHniE Eeotob.]

THE WASHINa OF CAGE BIRDS FOR
EXHIBITION.

The exhibition season for cage birds is " on the wing," and
for the particular information of those who have not hitherto

tried their hands at the washing process, much useful instruc-

tion may be gleaned from a work published some years back,

bearing the name of Mr. Barnesby, Derby, Judge of Birds. One-
half the battle in bird-exhibiting is the staging of the birds in

a clean condition, without which it cannot be expected that

high honours can be gained. We give the following as his

modus operandi

:

—" Many fine birds have been kept in the

rear rank owing to the smoky or dirty state they have been in

when exhibited. Whatever bloom they m.ay be possessed of is

partly hidden by the dirt and smoke ; and were unclean birds

encouraged before cleanly-looking specimens, an inducement
wonld be offered to filth, and exhibitions would deteriorate. In
performing the operation of washing much care must be exer-

cised. Tou will require a cage for drying-iu before the fire, with
a soft cloth placed on the bottom inside the cage." [The use
of a wire cage for dryiug-in is preferable to placing a washed
bird upon a cloth upon the fender, as has been unwisely sug-

gested, thus risking the chance of the bird darting from off

the fender; and, even if it did not come in contact with the
ashes beneath the grate, to a certainty it would not improve
either the breast, wings, or tail during the time it was fluttering

abont.j
Mr. Barnesby further states, " A shaving brush (the one I use

for the washing operation is of badger hair, being soft and easy),

a fine soft drying cloth for extracting as much damp as possible
out of the feathers before placing them iu the drying cage, and
two bowls for washing the birds in." [Two bowls will be quite
sufficient.] " When you lay hold of a bird to wash it, handle it

firmly but carefully. Hold the bird in the left hand with the
head towards the wrist, the tail falling or resting along the fore-

finger. When washing, do not press the thumb tightly across

the bird's neck, for by so doing the neck feathers may possibly

become frilled; then, after rubbing the brush upon the soap,
apply it to the back of the bird, washing the back and wings
down to the tail. Having freely operated iu this manner turn
the bird upon its back, and in a similar way clean the breast
and underneath portion. Operate on the neck and head, and
when you find the dirt well extracted rinse in clean warm water,
or the feathers will not be in proper condition when the bird is

dry. Do not be afraid of soap getting into the eyes or mouth,
but of course be as careful as possible in this respect. The
birds will during the washing become somewhat prostrate, and
appear to an unpractised person as though they were dying, but
it is not often such accidents happen."—A Eancier.

(To be continued.)

PROFITABLE BEE-KEEPING.
There can be no doubt that the object of bee-keeping is to get

as much honey as possible. I say " the " object ^rtr excellotce

;

there are doubtless many objects in bee-keeping. The naturalist

and the lover of nature each has his object : the first in

the scientific study of bees, to understand their habits and
characteristics ; the second in the great beauty and pleasure
which belongs to these creatures, and their presence near the
dwelling of man. The hum of the apiary in spring and summer
has a special charm of its own, well appreciated by multitudes.

But after all, honey is the raison d'etre of bee-keepiug. Granted,
of course, for who will gainsay it, any more than that milk and
butter are the object of the dairy farmer? How, then, shall we
get the largest possible harvest from our apiaries ? It appears
to me that there is a ready answer to this question, which at no
other period in the world's history could have been given. Our
modern appliances are so perfect that a very little system in-

troduced into the management of the apiary would produce in

every case the maximum of profit with a minimum of loss.

Let me at once say that in future times high farming among
bees should aim at the entire removal from all hives of every
particle of honey which the iusects have collected by the end of

July or August, according to the season and the locality. What
is easier with our bar-framed hives and honey-slingers than,

after driving any given stock into some temporary hive, to place

every comb within the latter named instrument, extract the

honey by a few turns of the handle, and when emptied (which

can now be done, it seems, without injury to the brood) replace

them, and when the emptied combs have been carefully re-

adjusted, return the bees, and let them start fair again. Of
course they will require to be fed, but with excellent sugar at

'id. per lb., or even less, and our improved methods of feeding,

there is no difficulty liere. As the cheapest good honey, such
as all honey must be that is extracted from the cells without
bruising them, would fetch from Is. to 2s. per lb., it is a poor
country where the average yield of ten stocks under our im-
proved system would not give 15 lbs. of honey in the stock hive

itself, after removing the supers. At Is. per lb. ten hives would
produce £7 10s. ; deduct from this 15 lbs. of sugar at 'id. per lb.,

yielding, with an equal weight of water, 30 lbs. of food to each
hive. This would give 3s. 9d. as the cost of feeding per hive, or

£1 17s. 6(i. for the ten ; leaving a profit on the transaction of

£5 12s. %d., which would be no mean addition to a poor man's
income ; this too, bear in mind, iu surplusage of his super-

obtained honey.
I have only partially tried this plan, and I am not in a position

to carry it out myself, but I venture to put it forward for ven-

tilation among your apiarian readers. Will someone give it a
fair trial, and report progress in these pages ?—B. & W.

HYBRID VERSUS MONGREL BEES.
It has been the habit of bee-keepers, when speaking of the

cross between the com -non bee (Apis mellifica), and the Ligurian

(Apis ligustica), to style their progeny hybrids. I think this

must be looked upon as a misnomer, and the proper designation

should be mongrels, as there is no doubt that both bees are

of one species. In this all entomologists agree, and Dr. Ger-

stacker even goes so far as to consider the Egyptian bee (A. fas-

ciata), and another African species (A. Adansonii), as mere
varieties also. Distinct species seldom voluntarily interbreed J

whilst from the difficulty we find in keeping Ligurians pure we
know our two bees commonly do. Darwin says, " First crosses

between forms sufliciently distinct to be ranked as species and
their hybrids are very generally, but not always, sterile. First

crosses between forms known to be varieties, or sufldciently

alike to be considered aa varieties, and their mongrel offspring,

are very generally, but not always, fertile." Breeders of cattle,

poultry, &c., know well that the introduction of fresh blood from

a distant source into their stock gives health and vigour to the

subsequent young, and bee-keepers find the same law of nature

holds good with bees. Esiablish a healthy Ligurian stock in

our apiary, and the old inhabitants will take a new lease of life

and strength. Entomologists are in a difficulty as to which
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variety to rank as the species—whether to say Apis mellifioa

var. ligustica or vice versa. The first I think is the more gene-
rally adopted ; but our distinguished hymenopterist, Mr. Fre-
derick Smith, of the British Museum, seems to consider the
most highly coloured as the typical form, and the possibility of

its being more correct to give the precedence to A. ligustica,

but that it cannot be decided satisfactorily until we know in

what country A. mellifioa really originated. Columella tells us
that Mount Hymethus was celebrated for the best honey in all

Greece, and that the ancients believed that bees were first bred
there, and that all other bees were but colonies from that moun-
tain. What a pity he does not go a step further and say if they
were our friends with the golden bands, or their more soberly
attired rival the old British bee.

—

John Huntek.

BEES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
Your correspondent "A Young Apiarian" proves my case

when he says, " I saw hundreds, if not thousands, of dead bees
on the floor of the balcony devoted to the manipulation. I at-

tributed the loss of life to the people treading on the bees which
happened to settle on the ground." We are therefore agreed
upon a monstrous loss of life which did not illustrate very
forcibly to the well-dressed crowd, who flattened their noses in
safety against the glass partition, the motto of '* Never kill a
bee," which Mr. Marriott constantly proclaims in the Palace—
a result which certainly should be aimed at by all bee-keepers.
I agree with " A Young Apiabian " that we are much indebted
to the organisers of the bee exhibition, for they have taught us
that the work of driving and making of swarms cannot be suc-
cessfully performed

—

i e., without loss of life, under conditions
such as must exist at the Palace.
The possibility of the labouring classes attending such exhi-

bitions for the purposes of instruction is out of the question.
The price is prohibitive. One shilling for admission to the
Palace exclusive of railway fare, 6d. for a catalogue, and 6d. for
admission to the manipulation, and a day's wage, is at vanishing
point. I would suggest a more effective method, and one fol-

lowed by me. The first artificial swarm I made was made to
some extent in secret. My second effort was made in the pre-
sence of villagers who were asked to see me work. Since that
I have had many invitations to drive my neighbours' bees, and
these I have accepted where I thought it possible that my work
would have the effect of diffusing knowledge ; and I flatter
myself I have done better service among villagers than even
the much-bepraised bee exhibition of 1874.

—

Beaten but not
Dismayed.

HONEY MAEKET.
Many small bee-keepers keep writing to me about a market

for their honey. I wish I could help them, but I cannot. At
Rusholme I found a market amongst private families for a great
deal of honey annually. Here private families buy all I have
at good prices. Both places are surrounded by wealthy people.
Wholesale dealers both in England and Scotland write for prices ;

they evidently are anxious to buy honey. In Glasgow and
Edinburgh there is a great consumption of honey. It would be
easy to sell there at good prices aU the heather honey gathered
in England and stored in casks. The buyers there prefer it in
jars called " honey cans," holding 5 lbs. each. Five pounds
thus jarred are there called " a pint of honey." It cannot be
safely sent a distance in jars ; better take a smaller price for it

in casks ; better still to sell it near home if possible. In country
places there rsay be a diSiculty in finding buyers, but near large
populations there should be little difficulty in selling good honey.
There is a honey fair at Wrexham every year, and there honey,
I am told, realises Is. 4d. and Is. 6d. per lb. If bee-keepers will
try to create a market for the produce of their bees I am sure
they wiU succeed. Publicity and a good article generally fetch
customers. These statements are made with a view to prevent
private inquiries being sent to me. It is of no use to write to
me, for I will not give the names of buyers of honey. To name
anybody publicly would cause many to write to him, and thus
cause him to offer less than current prices. Another thing

—

I have not time to answer private letters.—A. Pettigbew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry Becoming Light (Rather Anxious).—There is something -wrens

about your feeding. If your* fowls and Ducka Rot nothing more than you
describe, then we condemn the potatoes. We have always held them to be
wretched poultry food. We hardly know the cause of the malady, but we
will try to suggest a cure. Ducks throw physic to the dogs, they have a
Boul above it. We have ^iven a Duck a tablespoonful of caiome! at a time
without the slightest effect. But just as one of the plans of treating a
drunkard is to place bim where he can get no drink, so we advise you to put
your Ducks in an outhouse with an earthen floor. Supply them with a milk
pan, the bottom of which must be covered with a sod of grass; this again
must be covered with gravel, cats must be strewed on the gravel, and the
whole covered with water. Let them have nothing else, and they will regain
their appetite and their flesh. Give the pallet a tablespoonful of castor oil

every other day during a week. Feed only on harleymeal or ground oats
slaked with water morning and evening. Feed at mid-day with maize or
Bcrapa. Feed scantily rather than otherwise.

Pigeons and Bantams of Fohmer Days (J. R.).—We think that the
Pigeons you remember are what are now called Binningham Boilers, very
likely crossed with the Barb. Long-faced Barbs were then common, and
often had a tuft at the back of their heads. These reared their young well,

havin;,' fairly long beaks, and they were numerous. As to the Bantams, we
have a distinct recollection of similar. They were a breed of Naukin-booted
Bantams. The cocks were not then, as some are shown now. Buff, but Red
with black breasts, and full-flowing tails and rose combs, and very handsome
birds they were. They and all Bantams except Sebrights were larger then ,

as you rightly state. We have not seen such as you describe for many years.

Pigeon Markers (S. rurncr).—Write to Messrs. Calton & Co., 30, Lud-
gate Hill, London.

Nottingham Canary Snow (J. Evatie),—We cannot insert your letter.

ToDMoRDEN RAuniT SHOW (E. H.).—If your details are correct the Com-
mittee are liable for the loss of your Babbit, and we think you could recover

its value in the County Court.

Barley Sugar (rriccp3).—You have not boiled it iOfQciently. Boil it

until a drop falling on a cold plate speedily hardens.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Squabe, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; Altituae 111 feet.

DiTB.
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on waJla with fair success. At one such in Perthshire Peaches
are grown 10 and 11 inches in circumference, but they do not
always have good flavour. We have it on the authority of
Mr. D. Thomson that Peaches against a wall were uncertain,
covered with glass they were improved ; and now we have
come to this—both in north aud south Britain failures are
recorded of the Peach crop in unheated glass structures.
Nearly a dozen years ago I pointed out the uselessness of un-
heated orchard houses for the Peach in exposed, high, and cold
localities ; but this does not prove—the altered opinion of
orchard-house promoters (I do not include Mr. Thomson)—our
climate to have decreased in temperature, for the Greenwich
observations show the contrary ; but that cooling or cooled
enthusiasm is enabled to perceive and acknowledge a failure
as well as a success. It is absurd to conclude that because
someone fails to grow Peaches in an unfavourable climate—in
a cold and high exposed locality—he is a bungling fellow

;

whilst the one in a favoured climate because he succeeds, not
of his greater knowledge or skill, is wondrous clever. It is

from not considering the altered circumstances that the conclu-
sion is arrived at that a failure in Peach-culture on walls is to
be taken as parallel of the whole. A failure in one place unfa-
vourably situated points to failure in the most favoured ; for
what difference can there be in places only a few miles distant
from each other ? Not much on a plane surface, which our
island is the reverse of, and not very greatly differing in tem-
perature, but so much 60 as to render possible in one locality
what is not practicable in another. There is also diversity of
moisture—of rainfall as well as of temperature—and of soil,

exerting an influence, favourable or the reverse, upon the
growth and perfection of fruits.—G. Abbey.

(To bo continued.)

WESTWARD HO !—No. 3.

I MENTIONED that although the main object of my visit to
Bath had been frustrated by the sudden and severe illness of

my valued friend the late rector, yet I had seen something
in fruit-culture which I thought would prove of interest to the
readers of the Journal ; and as I lately designated Mr. Mount's
garden at Canterbury a model Rose garden, so I may speak
of the garden of Mr. Cross at Bath as

A MODEL FEUIT GABDEN.
And as in the case of the Canterbury garden it was situated in

a place where no one would hardly look for it, so I am quite
sure the garden I now proceed to describe would never be
looked for in the position in which it is. Would anyone, I

shonld like to know, look for a model garden of any kind in
the small spaces attached to a row of houses V Would he,
if he were given a space 100 feet by 30, ever dream of eon-
verting it into a fruit garden ? And yet this is what Mr.
Cross's garden is ; and when I enumerate the number of kinds
grown I rather fancy some will hold up thtir hands in aston-
ishment. Well, here is the list:—Forty Apples, forty Pears,
six Cherries, nine Plums, three Apricots, three Peaches, three
Nectarines ! The garden is of course walled-in : the south
wall contains the Nectarines, Ac, the west Plums, and the
north Morello Cherries. There is a narrow border, and the
centre of the garden is filled with the Apples and Pears, in
some cases two or three sorts on one tree. The sorts grown
are good. I saw Pear trees literally borne down by the weight
of fine, well-formed, and large fruit. Cos's Orange Pippin and
other fine Apples produced an abundance, while the Morellos
on the north wall were really as fine fruit as ever I saw at an
exhibition. And by-the-by, Mr. Cross gave me a wrinkle on
the preserving of brandied Cherries. He says that the fruit
ought to be put into the brandy alone, and the sugar not added
for three months afterwards. In addition to the fruit growing
Mr. Cross has a greenhouse, a lean-to, 25 feet by 1.3, and from
an old Hamburgh Vine in this he cuts annually three hundred
bnnches of Grapes averaging a pound each.

It need not, I think, after this be said that his garden is

Mr. Cross's hobby, that the trees have all been formed and
trained by his own hand, that he is a thoroughly practical
man, and has many ingenious devices for the more successful
culture of his pets. Some timS' ago people were complaining
of the wire cutting the trees where the system of wiring walls
is carried oat ; and Mr. Cross at that time wrote to the Journal
(for he is one of us), aud stated that the simplest way to
prevent this was twisting the bast two or three times round
the wire, and so preventing the friction. I may truly say that.

taking it altogether, I have never seen a more remarkable
instance of what real love for a pursuit can do in the most
unlooked-for places and under circumstances of no ordinary
difficulty ; and when people hereafter complain of the impos-
sibility of growing fruit trees I shall think of Mr. Cross's
garden at Bath.
As I mentioned, Bath was taken en route to Taunton ; but

it will readily be imagined that I was not likely to go to the
latter place without calling in at Laugport to see the Gladiolus
of Mr. Kelway, and my last visit in this westward trip was
paid to the

LANGPORT NUESERV.
Everyone who reads our Journal must know that the nursery

has been made famous by the successful culture of the Gladi-
olus, and many have witnessed the proofs of that success in

the marvellous spikes exhibited at the Crystal Palace, South
Kensington, and elsewhere. For between twenty and thirty

years Mr. Kelway has been pursuing their culture, and there
can be no doubt that he has now a strain of flowers of un-
surpassed excellence and of great variety of colouring.

Unfortunately neither Mr. Kelway nor his son was at home,
but I had the advantage of going through his grounds with
his foreman Mr. Drummond and of examining very many of

his flowers. I do not think that on the whole his cultures

were quite equal to those of former years. In the early part of

the year Mr. Kelway, jnn., was laid by for many weeks with
rheumatic fever, and hence, probably, the care required at

planting time was not so freely bestowed ; but still, what won-
derful blooms.there were there, and what fine, vigorous, healthy
foliage ! It would be idle for me to attempt to enumerate the
sorts which I marked and noted in my memorandum-book as

fine. Let me, however, note a few. Beauty of England is a
noble white flower of large size and great purity ; and even
greater praise than this may be given to Phyllis, a lovely pure
white flower. Batiatus, flesh, flaked carmine ; Ball of Fire,

brilliant scarlet crimson ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain, soft red with
white throat ; Capt. Stuekey, dark crimson ; Lady Bridport,

blush, flaked carmine ; Hecamede, a yellowish flower ; Orange
Boven, a fine deep-coloured yellow ; Harrison Weir, pink, with

purplish white feather ; Jobes, something like Orphee, but
larger; Acme, a fine long spike; Eclair, rich currant red;

Pictum, salmon red flaked with carmine ; Medina, white, shaded
rose ; Miss Phillis Stuekey, rose, white line on each petal.

But there I must stop, for I could fill pages with an enume-
ration of fine and desirable sorts. As I have said before, there

does not seem to be anything peculiar in the soil or culti-

vation to account for Mr. Kelway's success. It simply arises

from this, that he has obtained a very fine strain of flowers

and that he grows them well. His plants are, I think, unusu-
ally wide apart (2 feet) ; but he can afford the room, so there

is no reason why he should not carry out his plan. I should
doubt, too, the use of so large a quantity of manure for top-

dressing as he employs. But then he would probably say to me,
" See what it has done." No one looking at this noble collec-

tion but would desire to grow the flower ; and were it not for

the terrible drawback of the disease I am sure Gladioli would be
much more extensively cultivated than they are. No one has
done more by his own success and by the beautiful flowers he
exhibits to extend their culture than Mr. Kelway, and a visit

to his grounds at the blooming time is no ordinary treat.

Thus has ended my westward run. I have said my say about

the Taunton Show ; and I have only to repeat again what I

have said so often before—that I have experienced nothing
but the utmost kindness and good feeling from all lovers of

flowers of whatever grade with whom I have been brought into

contact.—D., Deal.

DATUEA ARBOBEA CULTURE.
This is a very old plant that little attention is paid to, hut

when well grown it is a very showy subject in September and
October, aud it is easily grown ; but still, if not grown well it

is worthless, and this applies to all sorts of plants. A well-

grown Balsam is worth looking at, but a stunted one is worth-

less. If an eye of Datura is struck in March and kept in a

frame for six weeks it will give twelve to eighteen blooms by
September ; and the following yeai-, if cut down within an eye

of the old wood, it will produce three dozen or so of flowers.

It is a gross-feeding plant, and will take one-third of manure
in a lumpy state and mixed with the soil. The points of the

shoots are apt to be attacked with green fly, and must be

well syringed also to prevent red spider. When done bloom-
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ing it oan be put into a shed or iinder a stage till spring, and
disrooted and grown on. I used to grow six plants of it, and
it was much cnred for by the late Countess of Wemyss. I

believe it would bloom out of doors in autumn in a warm
Bheltered spot.—John Addison, Onniaton, Tranent, N.B.

MILDEWED VINES—AVOID A SPDET.
When Ovid prescribed his well-known but I fear little-heeded

remedies of love, one of the precepts ho urged upon all de-
sirous of getting rid of the tender passion was that they should
look upon the dark side of everything.

" Ad mala quisque animum referat sua."

And as an instance of this he says

—

" Est tibi rure bono generosfp fertilia uvse:

Vinea ne uascens uva sit usta, time."

Which I render thus

—

" A fruitful vineyard on rich soil is thine :

Suspect tach berry i7iildewt'd on the Vine."

Such has been the actual case with my Vines this year. In
an orchard house 120 feet in length my Vines have usually

been most prolific, but this year the earliest leaves, and the
wood also on which they grew, presented a mildewed appear-
ance. The berries attained no plumpness, and were so utterly

good for nothing, that I was surprised that even the wasps
liked them. I shall be glad to know upon your authority
whether it will be worth my while to retain these Vines. I

may mention that I have observed other Vines on my neigh-
bours' walls similarly affected. I send you a leaf, and " ex uno
disce omncs." My Peaches, on the other hand, have been plen-

tiful and excellent, and have not only given me in succession
fine fruit from the Itth of July till the beginning of this

month, but have supplied many of my friends' tables also. So
many blossoms set in the spring that my chief care was to

thin. This I always do severely, for I remember when I was
in the Oxford crew old Coombes, our trainer, used to say,

when he thought our boat, "Juveiulibus acta lacertis," was
going at a iiihHi/ pace, " Govern yourselves, gents ! " He well
knew in a six-mile race the vanity of spurts, and that a long
pull, and a strong pull, and a pull all together, was the correct
thing. Well, sir, we lost our race that year, partly owing to

our disregard of his instructions, though doubtless we should
have been distanced anyhow, for the Cambridge was a clip-

ping crew. There were two Denmans in it, the sons of a Judge
who had himself walked when a young man from Cambridge
to London, and the elder of the two destined to be a Judge,
while the younger performed the same pedestrian feat. There
was a Cobbold in it, who on account of his many-horse power
was called " The Steam Engine," and a likely Westminster lad
named Vialls, whom we rather disrespectfully called " Bottles,"
the stroke oar. This, I know, is a digression ; but patience,

good sir, I shall soon come to my horticultural point. We
became like exhausted trees from an overcrop of Peaches, for

owing to an accidental circumstance, involving the catching of a
crab on the larboard side, we came to grief at the start, and
our stroke, anxious to make up for the ground, or rather water,
lost by this disaster, and oblivious of Coombes' oft-repeated

formula, " Govern yourselves, gents !
" put on a terrific spurt

before we had got our second wind ; and although the imme-
diate result of this ill-advised burst was nearly to overhaul our
opponents at the Horseferry (we used to row from Westminster
to Putney in those days), yet after that we saw no more of

them until we met them at dinner at the Bells Tavern, for no
Lord Mayor used to ask us to dine then ; if he had we should
have sent him a prompt and civil reply.

Well, but now to my application. When my Peach trees are
covered with early fruit I say to them, " Govern yourselves,
gents ! Do not exhaust yourselves by overdoing it, and taxing
too much your latent energies. Slow and steady wins the race."
And I take the liberty at stated intervals of divesting them of
their redundant fruit until I have reduced them to about one
Peach per square foot, and the result is not only plenty of
Peaches, but fruit large, well ripened, and delicious.—A Con-
stant Reader.

Question.—Does " usta uva" mean a mildeiced berry ?

[How shall we answer such an olla podrida of queries and
information, in phrases varying from " lively to severe? " (we
should have written "serious" instead of "severe," but there
is one syllable too many)—we will endeavour to respond in
unison. Your Vines are severely mildewed. Burn all the
leaves when fallen, then paint the entire vinery, and Vines,

stems, and branches, with a creamy mixture of clay, lime, and
flowers of sulphur; pare off an inch of the inside'border, and
dust the whole of the surface with flowers of sulphur. Judging
from the leaf sent, we think the house is kept too damp and
too little ventilated. Then as to thinning Peaches—and the
apothegm applies to all fruit—old Coombes' warning was appli-
cable; and we remember an old clergyman, who must have
been " A Constant Eeadeh'.s " fellow student at Oxford, who
thinned the crops of his dwarf standard Apple trees unmerci-
fully, and who used to observe, " I wish my parishioners could
thin their families like that."

" Ueta uva " may mean a mildewed Grape ; but as we know
of no mention in any of the Latin Scriptores Eei Rustica) or
Geoponio authors who mention mildew by any other name
than rubigo, we incline to think that Ovid took his simile from
what gardeners now term " the rust," not only because it

agrees with the interpretation of "usta," burnt or browned,
but because it also is early noticeable upon outdoor Grapes,
which alone were known to the Romans; and that young
berries were referred to seems indicated by employing the
term "nascens," beginning to grow.

—

Eds.]

NOVELTIES IN THE EOYAL GAEDENS, KEW.
In the Temperate house in flower is the beautiful Lapogeria

rosea var. alba. The flowers are of the purest white, and
chaste in form. To show them to the best advantage the
plant must be trained above the level of the eye, and it is then
an object of great elegance. This may also be said of the
species, to which, of course, the treatment we shall give apphes.
It does well in a greenhouse, in shade or otherwise, and may
be grown with success in cool ferneries and Orchid houses.
Except when required for special purposes, it is always best
to plant out

;
greater success is insured, and with less trouble.

Good drainage is essential. The soil may consist of rough
peat and loam, chiefly of the former, with which may be
mixed pieces of sandstone or broken bricks. Care must be
taken not to have the mass too solid. Snails are extremely
fond of the young shoots, and it is necessary to guard against
them. It is a good plan to use the hollow rings of earthen
ware filled with water as for Dahlias. Increase is effected
from cuttings or layers, and also from seeds, which must be
secured by artificial impregnation, as the fruit does not set of
itself. It is very nearly, if not quite, hardy. An old plant
taken from one of the houses has lived on the wall of the
herbaceous ground for the last two winters, and though much
punished by removal, has been gradually recovering. We hope
soon to hear of the Philageiia Veitchii being sent out. It is

an interesting hybrid, obtained by the Messrs. Veitch between
Lapageria rosea and Philesia buxifolia ; the former was fer-
tilised with pollen from the latter, the result is nearly inter-
mediate, inclining to Lapageria. Philesia is thriving on a rock-
work in this house, where it is very ornamental when in flower.
It does well with the same general treatment as given for its

ally, but being a dwarf shrub requires a different position, and
may rightly be planted on a rockwork devoted to Ferns. We
recommend a trial out of doors, it having been described as
" probably hardy.'-'

Rhodochiton volubile trained ou a wire has a very pretty
appearance. It is an old acquaintance that should not be for-
gotten, though now but httle cultivated. The leaves are
heart-shaped and handsome. Flowers are produced in pro-
fusion, and long after the corolla has fallen the largo pink
calyx remains, forming in this case an attractive Hue of colour.
Cuttings may be struck, selecting the small and less vigoioua
branches. It is a natve of Mexico, and is allied to Lophosper-
mum, from which it differs but little.

Cyathea meduUaris is one of the noblest of tree Ferns, and
a plant iu one of the beds is, perhaps, the finest to be seen
anywhere. It is about 24 feet high; the fronds are about
12 feet long, and those that are withered hang down, affording
a natural protection to the stem, preserving it from undue
dryness. A noticeable feature is the violet black colour of
the rachis of the fronds. The spores may be sown iu •5-inch

pots ; half fill with drainage, and then add a mixture of peat
and small crocks to within an inch of the top ; over the mouth
place a piece of glass, and stand the pot in a saucer of water.
The young plants should be pricked-out separately as soon as
they can be distinguished. While on the subject of raising,
we may remark that most Ferns for furnishing purposes are
best managed by pricking-off little clumps of the prothallia
before the fronds appear, to be grown-on without separation
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into individnal plants. Keat specimens are quickly obtained
by this msthod ; it, of course, does not apply to tree Ferns.
Cyathea mednllaris is one of the few Ferns of economic use to

man. The soft inner portion of the stem, which resembles
Bago, is commonly used as an article of food by the natives of

New Zealand and the Pacific Islands.

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
Allow me to add my mite of information on the above

;

and in answer to " Amatedb, Cirencfster," in your number for

the 15th inst. respecting the Early Prolific thriving, I can with
confidence say that it did well with me the last two seasons
at Sion Hill, Kidderminster, bore an e::cellent crop of fine,

handsome, good-flavoured fruit, and made good growth and
plenty of runners. I also saw it forced in pots just as the
berries were ripe, and a finer crop no one could wish, and
the flavour excellent. I consider it a valuable addition to our
early Strawberries, although with me it was a few days behind
Black Prince. The sorts I grew were Prolific, Black Prince,
Keens' Seedling, President, Dr. Hogg, British Queen, Sir C.

Napier, and one called Shropshire Hero, very lar^e ; and the best

three were Prolific, President, and British Queen. I consider
President next in point of flavour to British Queen, which kind,
when the soil and situation suit them, to my mind is first-rate

;

but I think three years long enough for the plants to stand to

supply fruit of good quality and flavour. My practice is, as
Boon as the first runners are formed, to put them on pots filled

with soil, with a stone on the wire : they will soon take root.

Have a piece of ground prepared, and then plant out 2 feet

between the rows and 18 inches from plant to plant. I keep
the ground free from weeds, but never stir the soil between them
except with the hoe from the time they are planted till they
are taken up ; but every spring after they are cleaned I well

cover the ground between them with good fresh stable dung,
so that it acts as a manure, and the rain washes the straw
clean so that there is no grit on the fruit the following summer.
—S. Taylob, The Gardens, Castlecroft, Tfolverliampton.

COLONIAL BOTANICAL GARDENS—CEYLON.
In the last number of your Journal you alluded to the

neglect of the cultivation of that valuable plant the Cinchona
at St. Helena, and it may, perhaps, interest you and your
readers to learn with what praiseworthy energy my friend
Mr. G. H. K. Thwaites, the accomplished Director of the
Botanical Gardens in that garden of the east, Ceylon, pursues
his interesting labours.

Cinchona.—I have before me the Director's report for the
current year, and I gather from it that there is very great
activity going on in the cultivation of Cinchona in the island.
During last year applications were most numerous, and some
67O,.50O plants were issued, and this did not meet the demand.
This issue does not altogether represent the extent of the
Cinchona cultivation, since many of the Coffee planters located
at suitable elevations within the mountain zone are forming
nurseries of their own for the propagation of plants from seeds
and cuttings. Cinchona succirubra appears to be principally in
request at present, eb it is deemed the most suitable species for
the elevations at which Cinchona is planted, growing more
rapidly, and consequently yielding within a given time a larger
bulk of bark than would be furnished by the Cinchona offici-

nalis ; still a good deal of the last-named very valuable spe-
cies is being grown at elevations exceeding 4000 feet above the
sea level.

Coffee.—The Coffee-leaf disease (Hemileia vastatrix] is still

existing in many of the plantations in the island. Mr. Thwaites
states that the disease consists in the parasitic growth within
the Coffee tree of a well-defined species of fungus, originated
and produced by means of spores, easily identified by the
medium of the microscope, and readily distinguishable from
every other known fungus. The fungus has only yet been
detected in a definite organised form in the cellular tissue
of the Coffee leaf lying immediately under the diseased spots,
in the spores themselves, and in the filaments produced by
the germinating spores. The fungus would appear, however,
to be present in the growing tissues generally of the Coffee
plant in a diffused form, altering the character of the cell-

contents, and thus producing the stains observable on the
bark of the young branches, and the pale, somewhat trans-
lucent spots to be seen in the leaves previously to the outbreak
of the orange-coloured spores. Secondary spores have also

been observed nnder the microscope, which may, doubtless, be
easUy carried by the wind, and thereby convey infection to
other plantations.

The Coffee tree under the first attack of the disease would
seem to lose by degrees its vital energy. After the first attack
fresh healthy leaves are often thrown out, but after a time the
spotting appears on them, and the leaves fall off. The Coffee
trees, after these repeated attacks, it old, and the soil of the
plantation be poor, cease to yield berries to any extent. Mr.
Thwaites has good reason to believe that the Coffee tree is

much better able to resist this fungus it the soil has been
highly cultivated and manured with discretion. Numerous
small maggots have been discovered feeding on the spores.
It is to be hoped that this useful maggot will become a
very legion. A few Coffee plants have been received from
the Gold Coast, and sent to Ceylon by Dr. Hooker, of Kew,
but they have been attacked, I have just been informed, by
the disease. It is quite certain that the present Governor of

Ceylon (Mr. Gregory), and the accomplished Directors of Kew
and Ceylon Botanical Gardens, will do all that energy and
science can achieve to arrest this terrible pest. The result
will be most anxiously watched by those who have invested
very large sums in Coffee cultivation in the colony.—E. Eaw-
BON Power, Ceylon Civil Service {Retired}.

WOOLHOPE NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB-
THE ANNUAL FUNGUS FORAYS.

The opening muster of the mycologists proper took place on
the i29th of September, and a select band arrived at Downton.
The foray began nnder the leadership of Dr. Jones. The fame
of " the gorge of the Teme " for its lovely scenery is world-wide.
The river rashes through a stony channel, now broad and rip-

pling, and again contracted, deep, and silent, whilst its banks ai*e

fringed everywhere by the richest variety of woods. It is indeed
a lovely valley, though not for its loveliness was it visited on
this occasion. Here is the only known British home of the
brilliant-coloured Cortinarius (Dermocybe) cinnabarinus, and of
the C. miltinus, and here, too, in favouriible years grows abun-
dantly the rare Fir Cone Boletus, Strobilomyces strobilaceus,

while on its mossy banks and promontories are to be found
other Funguses rare and interesting. Think of this, and shake
off the scales of your mental obfuseation !

At the Castle Bridge on an Elm branch a fine Agaricus
(Pleurotus) ulmarius was observed and gathered successfully.

Though abundant in the parks and neighbourhood of London, it

is rare in Herefordshire, so that we may as well note that it is

pleasant and said to be edible. We should suspect it would
need a power of stewing to make it tender. Almost at the
entrance of the walks the foragers were encountered by a heavy
storm of a fall hour's duration, which, however, did not stop
the hunt or damp the curiosity of the hunters. Marasmius
fcetidus gladdened their hearts, however much it might offend
their noses, and its sister Marasmius erythropus was pleasant
to their visual organs. Why will people keep snifliag at things
unpleasant when they know what to expect ? At Downton
the sweet-scented Lactarius glyciosmus, Agaricus (Clytocybe)
odorus and fragrans were at hand ; and so, too, in plenty was
A. (Hebeloma) pyriodorus, which has a strong odour of Pears
beginning to ferment, so that savours more agreeable or less

disagreeable as the taste may incline, were not wanting. On a
charcoal bed—a " charking place " in the woodman's vernacular
—one of the moat graceful and beautifully coloured forms of the
variable A. (Omphalia) pyxidatus delighted the eyes of the
fungologists, lifting away the depressing influence of the rain,

which was just then at its heaviest. Ordinary mortals may be
afraid of rain ; a fungologist has but to retreat under sheltering

rock or tree, and wholly forget its importunity in the contem-
plation, as in this case, of the rare Peziza succosa, or the Peziza-
like Soleuia ochracea, not to mention Lactarii, Cortinarii, Boleti,

and Hygroj)hori growing all around in the utmost profusion and
variety.
After a short halt in the rustic arbour at the mill (which it

was pleasant to see at work), to admire the lofty rocke, and to

sketch a picturesque and many-headed boll of a Wych Elm,
the way was taken up the highest walks to " Benny's Promon-
tory," a name perhaps not of local significance, yet henceforth
never to be forgotten in mycologic lore. It is a high moss-
covered promontory, thinly studded with trees, moist though
well-drained, damp and yet airy, a very paradise for Funguses.
To see them in a favourable season covering the ground here
is a sight to remember. Rare Funguses affect the spot. It was
here in 1872 that Mr. Eenny discovered the brilliant Cortinarius

(Dermocybe) cinnabarinus growing in clusters, each richer and
more dazzling than its fellow just gathered; a bright orange
vermilion in colour, with a metallic lustre that defies water
colours to imitate. Here, too, in the following year Dr. Bull
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found CortinariuB miltinns, equally new to the British flora,

tht'Uijh by no means so striking in colour or form. The season
of 187-1 has been so dry and unfavourable that finds w^re scant

on tbis occasion. The Kev. W. Houghton was the first to find

ciuuabariuus, and a cry of joy quickly summoned his co-mates
to admire its lovely tints. Smaller groups were afterwards

fouud, and so the day's foray was a success. True, Strobilo-

myces strobilaceus was not found, though keenly searched for.

It ia clear that it does not like dry seasons. But many other
interesting varieties yielded themselves to the quest of lynx-

es ed foragers

—

e.g., the pretty and not common Ag. (Amanita)
Mappa, the rare Hedgehog Puff-ball Lycoperdon echiuatum,
Copriuus picaceus, Ag. nanus, obscurus, ermineus, uuicolor,

&c. A stroll was taken on the slopes of Bringewood Hill to

search the open ground and examine some curious trees, but as

time was nearlj' up the note of recall was sounded, and at the
rendezvous of the Castle Bridge a beautiful group of Ag. (PhoUota)
heteroclitus was gathered by Mr. Broome from the roots of a
Lombardy Poplar. Here a pleasant and welcome hamper turned
up, and anon the tired hunters were Fortey-fied and refreshed
with the Melton pie, chicken sandwiches, and sparkling Carlovitz

which formed its contents. The journey back to Ludlow by
Oakley Park and Bromfield Church was singularly bright and
cheerful, and this not entirely through pleasant memories of

the Carlovitz ; for the suu shone out again to give the climax
of its warmth and cheerfulness to the satisfaction of a good
day's work. At Bromfield an ample supply of Marasmius
oreades and of Lactarius deliciosus was secured for the next
day's feast, and so, with laden baskets, the excursionists caught
the return trains, after a foray very pleasant and satisfactory,

the rain notwithstanding. Though the Fungus season in Here-
fordshire is confessedly unfavourable, upwards of a hundred
different species were observed in the excursion of Septem-
ber 29th.

The foray of Wednesday was fixed for Dinmore Hill, a locality

which had proved so rich and fruitful iuformeryears (see Transac-
tions of 1871) that it was deemed advisable to revisit it on the bye
day. Nor was the idea a bad one, for many interesting plants
rewarded the visitors. The rare Ascobolusviridis, Ag, (CoUybia)
plexipes, Pezizarepandaand brunnea were found. Tbe Spba'ria,

Cordiceps alutacea, which is very rare, and usually, if not always,
in company with Spathularia flavida, was also welcomed. Three
specimens of Ag. (Leptonia) euchrous also fortunately yielded
thomselves to gathering—an Agaric, as its name imports, of

singular beauty, with lovely tints of violet, varying as the light

falls upon it. "This has not before been observed in Hereford-
shire. Here, too, were found Hygrophorus murinaccus, a great
abundance of Ag. (Naucoria) cucumis, and many other very
interesting Fungi.

During the night preceding the grand field-day of the weeki
and following the novel introduction into the dinner menus of

certain hospitable mansions of salmi de Lycoperdon giganteum,
salmi de Lactarius deliciosus, and a sauce for cutlets of Maras-
mius oreades, on the evening of the 30th the clouds dropped
water to the extent of 11 inch, and there were grave doubts
whether the foray to Stoke Edith could come off. Hopeful
members—up and doing with the day dawn—were fain to occupy
themselves at the tables on which the Fungi were arranged for

exhibition at the " Green Dragon," and to postpone a decision
until 91-5 A M., when, an adjournment having been moved to the
street, it was found to be still raining at 9 30. Adjourning again
to the Barr's Court Station at 9.45, their faith and patience were
rewarded by a brightening sky, and though occasionally the
clouds lowered, and the night's rain had make the atmosphere
cold and the ground slippery and treacherous, a very pleasant
day requited those who had the courage to venture. Some five-

aud-twenty repaired to Stoke Edith by train, where they were
joined by the President (the Rev. James Davies), who had been
kindly accommodated with a seat in Miss Guthrie's carriage, in
which were Miss Guthrie herself, Mrs. Lloyd Wynne, of Coed
Coch, and Mr. Washington Jackson. The noble owner of Stoke
Edith, Lady Emily Foley, had most considerately placed her
head gardener and head keeper at the services of the forayers,
and thus the delays arising out of defective and speculative
guidance were pleasantly minimised. The short grass of the
shrubberies was, as usual, excellent hunting ground ; but the
most memorable finds of the day were as follows:—The rare
yellow Hygrophorus chrysodon, showing clearly its colours on
the slightest bruise; a great profusion of Ag. (Armillaria)
mucidus on the Beech trees, in a larger and finer condition than
is often seen, the larger specimens being from 4 to 6 inches
across; a lovely segment of a circle of the Fly Agaric,
Ag. (Amanita) muscarius, too beautiful not to be commemorated

;

and a very curious Amanita, not fully grown, which it puzzled
the experts to discriminate and determine. It might be a young
giant of a Vagiuatus, but the scales were not right, nor was its

edgesulcated. Or it might be ayoung Strangulatus or Excelsus.
A nut for the mycologists to crack ! An eye must be kept on
the spot for future examination. Here also, as on almost every
foray, was found the interesting Hygrophorus calyptrieformis

;

nowhere, however, in great abundance. To those who joined
the excursion to Stoke Edith, albeit on a day little favoured by
sunshine, there were several other attractions, scarcely secondary
to the prime motive of fungologising. 'The flower garden, geo-
metrically arranged by Nesfield, is as perfect a thing as can be
seen in a long day's survey of parks and gardens. It is oddly
brightened, too, when the bloom is yielding to the early frosts,
and spiteful winter forecasts its shadow—by the bright red
cloaks of the women who weed the gravel paths of varied shape
and colour. Beyond its precincts, up a succession of undulating
slopes, stretches an auaple deer park, magnificently timbered,
and reaching up to the lofty ridge of Seager Hill, whence a
carriage drive commands a grand and extensive outlook of the
valleys and hills of Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and South
Wales. Beneath it, southward, lijs the Woolhope country,
which seems to say to the club followers, whom it has christened,
" Antiquam exqitiritematrem." For the mmsion itself, its hall,
library, pictures, and tapestry—the last exceedingly curious and
well worthy of miuute inspection—our readers may refer to the
" Mansions and Manors " of the President elect. Oar space at
present admonishes us to take wing, in thought, for Hereford,
where—despite the charms of Stoke Edith—a committee meet-
ing awaits the President of 1873 and 1874, to say nothing of the
feast and the presentation, which attract as great an interest for
many as the forays.

Amongst the Fungi on the " Green Dragon " table we noticed
specimens of the Ag. mucidus, measuring half an inch more
than the largest of those at Stoke Edith ; and a splendid sample
of the lovely Peziza aurantia (81 inches across)—both sent from
Shobden by Lord Bateman. Mr. Houghton exhibited from the
Fir plantations of Chetwynd Park, where he has found them year
after year, failing last year only, a good specimen of Sparassia
crispa. Dr. Chapman contributed from the pastures about
Hereford a magnificent group of Ag. (Volvaria) gloiocephalus,
each Agaric being 10 inches high, with pilea 17 or 18 inches in
circumference. 'The odour of them is not nice. Near these also
was Agaricus Junonius. Mr. Berkeley had sent Leotia circinans,
received by him from Scotland; and from Abergavenny Dr.
McCullough had brought Lactarius controversus, on which he
alighted tbe next day again growing, abnormally we should say,
under a Lombardy Poplar. Radulum fdgineum, Lactarius
vitellinus, which Mr. Worthington Smith declines to recom-
mend as edible, however fond of veal some non-Woolhopians
may be, and one or two other somewhat rare plants excited and
satisfied curiosity. Amongst exceptional contributions to the
Fungus Exhibition were a fresh-water sponge from the river
Teme, sent by the Messrs. Fortey, and some gigantic rhizomes
of the Water Lily, brought by Mr. William Phillips. Amidst
this class, had it not miscarried, would have been exhibited a
splendid box of the choicest Pears of English growth, sent to
the President by Mr. Richard Doddridge Blackmore, M.A., of

Exeter College, Oxford, poet, novelist, and market gardener.
They might have taught the visitors to the " Green Dragon" to
discriminate between the Beurrcs and the Doyennes, Louise
Bonnes, and Marie Louise, and distracted the lovers of Fungus
forms by the weightier claims of pomology. The feast, and the
soiree which followed it, were as successful and cheery as their
predecessors ; and what between the presence of ladies and the
festive board, an unanimous delight in the unfeigned surprise
of Mr. Worthington Smith at the recognition of his constant
services, a pleasant memory will long invest the evening of the
1st of October, 1874.
After the great Fungus dinner, when great tureens of Copri-

nus comatus soup, Lactarius deliciosus, and Boletus edulis were
served, and after the health of the Queen had been drunk,

The Pkesident (Rev. James Davies) rose and introduced the
next business of the evening, which he was sure would take no
one there by surprise, unless it was, as he hoped and trusted,
the person most concerned. As he had been in communication
with most of his hearers on the subject, he might at once dash
ill medias res, and state that some three weeks ago a happy
thought occurred to Dr. Bull (who, with his usual kindness,
admitted him into the partnership of it) that the Club ought no
longer to leave unrecognised and unacknowledged the great and
gratuitous services of Mr. Worthington G. Smith as its " Myco-
logical Professor," and as one who was ever ready to assist their
studies with his pen, his pencil, and his head. Among the
literary men he (the President) had met, there were two promi-
nent types—the hoarders of their knowledge, who lived in dread
of *'a chiel amang them takin' notes," and the generous and
unselfish communicators anddiffusers of the information which
they have amassed by patient inquiry. One example of the
latter type was the late Sir George Lewis ; another, in his way
and walk of science, was Mr. W. G. Smith. Every Woolhopian
knew he could count upon the free use of Mr. W. G. Smith's
experieoee, and of his very extensive and accurate information.
Having himself realised this during his two-years presidency,
he (Mr. Davies) readily undertook to co-operate with Dr. Bull in
sounding the members of the Club, by letter or word of mouth,
with reference to a testimonial, marking the sense of their
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gratitude and indebtedaefs ; such testimonial to take the' form

of silver forks and spoons. The result of their canvas had been
an unallojed success. There had been two ghosts of an alloy,

but they vanished almost on the instant of appearance. One
gentleman began a letter by denouncing testimonials generally

in the strongest terms, but went on in the second page to say

that were his objections multiplied a hundredfold, he should

still rejcice in the privilege of having had the opportunity to

mark by a subscription his great sense of Mr. W. G. Smith's

deserts. Another sent a subscription with a letter full of com-
plimentary expressions, and concluding with a hope that the

forks and spoons might never assist Mr. Smith in conveying to

his mouth poisonous Fungi, which might terminate his career

of usefulness. The thought might cast a passing shadow, but

reflection told him (the President) that if there was a man in

Europe who could be trusted to discriminate between edible

and inedible Fungi, that man was Mr. "Worthington Smith. In
token of their sense of his helpfulness in extending this dis-

criminative knowledge, as well as their regard and goodwill,

the Club had deputed him on this occasion to present to Mr.
Smith the oaken box which he held in his hands, with the plate

which it contained, and he begged him to accept it, to quote

the language of the superscription, " in pleasant memory of

Fnngus-forays, assisted by his experience, illustrated by his

pencil, and chronicled by his pen."

Dr. Bl'll then rose, and after playful allusion to the relative

shares of the President and himself in originating this testi-

monial—a mystery, like the origination of the Franco-German
War—went on to say :—The pleasure of the correspondence had
also been shared by myself, for it was indeed a great pleasure to

read the cordial kind letters received from the members applied

to; and when the lithographed circulars were sent out by our
President, every post might ba said to bring in a fork or a

spoon, until our friendly gift—originally small in our ideas

—

had become really a valuable one. Everyone felt that it was a
present really deserved from our Club ; and it may be said

without hesitation that this feeling will be echoed far and wide
through the country. Our Club has done itself honour in giving

such kindly expression to their obligation ; and all those who
have written to ilr. Smith from all parts of the country, asking
the names and other information about Fiinguses, will feel how
worthy Mr. Smith is of it. Not to mention the time and patience
he has given to all applicants—strangers as well as friends, it

must have cost him no small sum in postage stamps alone to

reply to them. Our President has not told you how useful that

mystical individual, " Our Own Commissioner," was to us. He
set to work at once, ornamented the inscription plate with
Funguses, and sketched out a design for engraving on the lid

of the box. There was not time to carry all this out ; but he
insisted—and I fully agree with him—that every fork or spoon,
in place of crest, should bear a Fungus on its handle—each a
different one, and all of them to be copied from the plates pub-
lished in our " Transactions," or to represent the Funguses new
to Britain discovered by our Club ; so that the friendly pleasant

days he has passed in Herefordshire will be always recalled to

him as his eye falls on a deliciosus spoon or procerus fork.

So a kindly feeling will pervade his domestic everyday life.

[Applause.]
Mr. "W. G. Smith, who was warmly applauded on rising, said

there was one thing which he never could do, and that was to

make a speech, but he felt this inability all the more on that
occasion, when he was surprised with such unexpected kindness.
He had been thinking only that day how much he was obliged
by the unvarying attention and courtesy shown to him in Here-
fordshire, and he really felt that it was he who ought to make
a presentation to the Club rather than the Club to him. He
could only add that he prized their splendid gift very highly,
and should always feel himself greatly indebted to their kind-
ness. [Applause.]

On the morrow, October 2nd, when the majority of the Wool-
hopiaus had gone away, nothing damaged by the fungoid soups
and salmis, to their own homes, a staunch and privileged section
set out for Garnstone Park, the seat of Major Peploe, M P. The
party alighted in front of the modem castellated mansion, built
by Nash, and were welcomed cordially by its hospitable pro-
prietor. No time, however, was lost in beginning operations,
though at times an umbrella or the shelter of a tree was a
necessity to the most ardent. The lawns and gardens were
first inspected, with an eye primarily to rare Funguses, but not
without an interest in the horticultural features which dis-

tinguish them. The flower garden is effective and uncommon

;

but the chief thing to note at Garnstone, in the lawns and outside
of them, is the fine growth both ot Conifers and deciduous trees,

which have evidently a very congenial soil and a life entirely to
their mind. Visitors of arboricultural tastes could not help
lingering behind the foray party to note the Piceas and Pines,
Cedars and Junipers df rare sorts, and speculating on the future
of a thriving young Picea bracteata, or admiring the grace of a
Pinsapo or Nordmanniana. On the croquet lawn, to return to

onr chief quest, were found three small rings, and very perfect

rings too, some 2 feet in diameter, of Hygrophorus russo-
coviaceus, scenting the air with a scent as of Eussia leather.

Hard by them Mr. Benny found a Fungus new to Great Britain,

Kg. tricholoma lixivius, a very interesting plant. Before quit-

ting the lawn for the deer park the hunters came upon Clavaria
rufti and Hygrophorus Colemannianus in abundance, and in the
entrance of a small outbuilding which need not be particu-
larised was pointed out a rare instance of Coprinus domesticus.
Then the mycologists at length broke away for the hillside at

the far end of the deer park. Many and curious species of

Cortinarius were met with en route to the hill, from which
there was a very fine and panoramic view of West and North
Hertfordshire, and the hills that bound it, to say nothing of the
sleepy but quaint little town of Weobley, just beyond Garnstone.
On the frequent charcoal heaps met with in ascending the hill

were found Ag. carbonarius with Ag. pyxidatus and Cantha-
rellus radicosus; and, when the ascent was made. Dr. Bull
found Ag. Entoloma jubatus, a very rare Fungus, first figured
as a British plant in the Woolhope Transactions for 1868.

It may be noticed generally, as the effect of a very dry season
up to three or four weeks ago, that many tribes of Funguses,
such as the Boleti, were almost absent. Still B. Laricinus, only
known within the last few years, was very abundant. B. elegans
and B. fragrans, too, were beginning to appear. The very
common .\g. fascicularis was scarcely to be seen, though its

intimate relation, sublateritius, was frequent enough. A. (Nau-
coria) Cucumis was very common, as also, even more, was the
curious Hygrophorus cossus. In many places visited during the
week this was noticeable with its odd and goat-like smell,
amongst others in an orchard at Stoke Edith, near the station,

where a ring of it was found some 8 feet in diameter. Then,
again, the great scarcity of all the tree Polypores was remark-
able, so much so as, with the other absences we have referred

to, to demonstrate the unusual unproductiveness of the season,

in a mycological point of view, arising out of the impossibility

of mycelium growth taking place in such very dry weather.
Some such train of thought was passing through at least one

mind out of the thirteen or fourteen that visited Garnstone
Park, when a summons to return to the mansion interrupted it.

Here a handsome luncheon had been provided, to which, after

they bad inspected some admirable photographs executed by
Major Peploe, the mycologists did thorongh justice.

—

(Hereford
Times.)

KOYAL JEBSEY AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The autumnal Exhibition was held in the Vegetable Market,
Beresford Street, St. Heliers, on the 14th inst. The fruit in the
Apple and Pear classes were superlatively fine, as the weights
of a few of the largest varieties will show. The Chanmontel
classes were grand examples of the perfection to which this

delicious Pear is grown in the island. They were truly wonder-
ful fruit, smooth-skinned, evenly-shaped, and of extraordinary
weight. The first-prize fifty weighed 59i lbs. Jersey weight, or

04i lbs. avoirdupois ; a more evenly selected lot I never saw, and
grandly coloured. The Belle de Jersey were immense, the first-

prize twenty-five weighing 53 lbs. 9 ozs. avoirdupois, and the
first-prize six 20 lbs. 2 ozs., whilst one fruit not in the competi-
tion weighed 3 lbs. 18 ozs.

The better varieties of dessert Pears, to which especial atten-

tion is given, were so large as to be scarcely recognisable, sis

Beurre Bachelier weighing 8 lbs. were immense fruit. Six

General Todtleben vied with the Belle de Jersey for size, but
they are not comparable for quality, the former being a first-

rate table Pear. Six Beurre Clairgeau, the best dish in the

Show, were beautifully coloured and most symmetrical—a truly

grand dish, their huge size and bright tints of yellow and red

attracting the eye, making visitors involuntarily pause to ad-

mire ; their weight was 10 lbs. 8 ozs. The tree from which these

magnificent fruit were picked is a wall tree 10 feet high by 7 feet

wile. It bore thirty-five fruit, the total weight of which waa
56Jlb3.
The Apples were very fine, and the entries very numerous.

Grapes were a bad class. Peaches and Strawberries very fine.

Walnuts, Chestnuts, and Medlars very fine.

As Pears are my hobby you will excuse my not dwelling on
the other kinds of fruit, as I fear I could not do them justice,

nor to the vegetables, which I believe were also good. The
following is a list of the Pears exhibited, with the weights of

such as struck me as especially noticeable :—50 Chanmontel
weighed .59 lbs. 12 ozs. ; 25 ditto, 28 lbs. ; 12 ditto, 12 lbs. 8 ozs.

;

6 ditto, Gibs.; 25 Beurre d'Aremberg (Glou Mor\-ean) ; 6 drtto,

Gibs. 1 ozs. ; Beurre Diel, one fruit, lib. 10 ozs. ; 25 Duchesse
d'Angouleme, 28 lbs. ; 12 ditto, 13 lbs. ; 25 Belle de .Jersey,

49 lbs. 4 ozs. ; 6 ditto, 20 lbs. 2 ozs. ; 25 Catillac or Pound Pears,

40 lbs. ; 25 Doyenne du Cornice, 18 lbs. ; 6 Beurre Clairgeau,

10 lbs. 8 ozs. ; 6 Beurre Bachelier, 8 lbs. ; 6 Van Mons Lfion

Leclerc. Six fruits of each of the following weighed 9 lbs. 6 ozs. :

—

General Todtleben, De Tongres, Marie Louise, Duchesse d'Hiver,
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MarC'chal de la Cour, Triomphe de Jodoigme, Bearri? Ranee, Eer-
pramotte de la PentecOte [Easter Beurr6,] Bezi Mai, CraBsane,
Winter Nelia, Soldat Laboureur, Passe Colmar, Napoleon, Doy-
enne Defttis, Alexandre LambrC-, Doyenne Sterckmans, Graslin,
Doyenne d'Alen(;"on, Josephine de Malines, Mathew's Eliza,
Forelle, Sceur Grc^oire, Beurru Buchannan, Ne Pins Mearis,
Anna Audusson, Brown Beurrii, President d'Osmonville, Jules
d*AirolIes, Neuf liaisons. The weights given in the above list
are Jersey weight, each pound being equal to lib. li oz. avoir-
dupois weight.—Veritas, Turf Bank, Jersey.

BORDER FLOWERS.
Now that the brightness is o3 the formal flower beds, it

may not be uninteresting to some of your readers to learn

what we have in the mixed borders worth looking at. The
following is a list of plants in flower on October 19rh. Fine-
foliaged plants, of which there is a great variety, are not named,
as it is believed they are better known :

—

Asters, annual and herbaceoas
Antirrhlaanis in Tariety
PentatemoDB ditto

Alricaa Marigold
Dablraa in variety

Fuchsias ditto

Mignonette
Trte Carnations
Anemone japonica

Titifolia

Honnrine Jobert
Sedara purporeum
Achillea aarea
Liliam ]a::cif>jlium

album
<Enothera Fraserii
Coreopsis tificforia

Poly^onam Sieboldii
OiaUs Bowieaua
Tunica Sasifra^a
Tritoma in variety
Crocus io variety ) ^..-i^ ._._
Colchicum ditto I

°^"'y **"^

Sternbergia lutea
GalateUa cana
Erodinm hvmenodes
Erythriua Crista-galU
Sweet Pea'3

Alstrumeria psittacina
Eapatorinm purpureum

—T.

Violas in variety
Sedum Sieboldli

Salvia patens
Erica in variety

Cataoanche bicolor

AcliiUea Ptarmica plena
Polygonum vaccinia;foUttm
Ctirjsocorcia LinobTrie
Coronilla glauca
Coreupsia auriculata
Geum coccine^m
Vittidenia lobata
Phygelius capensis
Cnmianella etylosa

Gaillardia grandiflora
Tritonia aurea
Anchusa it&Iica

(Enothera ma -rocarpa

ZauBchneria ealifomica
Coreopeie lanceolata
Stevia mexicana
^thionema saxatile

PotentiUa Hopwoodiana
Verbena venosa
Plumbago Larpentje
Amaranthas in variety

Aconicam aatamnale
Salvia patens
PoljgonuLi Braanii
Linom narbonense

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
I WRITE a few more remarks on Strawberries, as one of

your correspondents wishes to know as much as possible about
them. I will beg'.n at the beginning of my gardening career,

and be as brief as possible.

Forty-seven years ago I nsed to gather the Strawberries, &c.,

at Cdrriden, the seat of Admiral Sir J. Hope, and the sorts grown
were Grove Ead, Scarlet Rose, and Hautbois, and a few years
after that Keens' Seedling came ont, and it has stood its

gronnd in spite of other newer sorts. Sir. Shearer, gardener to

the Marquis of Tweedale, Tester, is a great Strawberry-grower,
or rather the soil, &c., is well adapted for them, and he grows
Keens' Ssedling, Sir Horry, Elton, and British Qaeen. The
best of British Queens I ever saw grew there. I was at Eglin-
ton Castle this year, and Mr. Gray, the gardener, told me that
President is a first-rate variety, is better than Eclipse, and
succeeds Keens' Seedling. When I was gardener at Cistle-
martyr, Ireland, I gathered Black Prince on Jane 10th, but it

grew on a south border. This sort will only do one season

;

if planted in April it may be cleared off for Broccoli by the
middle of Jane. In this quarter Keens' Seedling is ready
aboat Jane 25th, but on sloping sunny banks it comes in
by the 10 ih. Where the soil is very light a good dressing of
manure pat over it, and a dose of water in very dry weather,
will make up to some extent for the want of heavy soil

;

but if this is not done the fruit will not be good, and the
plants are sure to die. The Elton is by far the best for jam
purposes, being a little tart. I hope some good sort eight
days earlier than Keens' Seedling will turn up. There is a
new sort (Dake of Edinburgh) raised at Fordee Dean, and the
owner told me it is very good.

—

John Addisos, Ormiston, Tra-
nent, N.B.

A DisTRESsiN-G Case.—We regret to hear that the son of
the late Mr. William Barnes, of Camberwell, has become so
mentally afflicted as to be a hopeless lunatic, and is now an
inmate of the Surrey Lunatic Asylum. In this state he leaves

a wife and four young children entirely dependant on his
mother, a widow, who is little able to bear so great a responsi-
bility. A subscription is in course of formation to render the
needful aid ; and when we state that it is in the hands of Mr.
Parker of Tooting, Mr. Fraser of Lea Bridge Road, Mr. Mailer
of Lewisham, Mr. Kinghorn of Richmond, and Messrs. Barr
and Sugden of Covent Garden, we have a sufficient guarantee
of the urgency of the ease, and of the safety with which the
fund will be applied. We hope that all who knew and re-
spected the late Mr. W. Barnes will extend their sympathy to
his distressed family.

WASTED VEGETABLES.
Mehicai, men have of late been urging upon us that here in

England we depend too much upon bread and Potatoes to the
exclusion of other vegetables, and that a more liberal vegetable
diet would tend to improve health, and to the prevention of
many skin diseases and scorbatic affections from which our
working population especially suffer. This is undoubtedly
true, and it is not from ignorance of such that we continue to
suffer, but from inability to procure vegetable diet. Most
people in the upper and middle classes of society have vege-
tables at command, but the substratum have not the means to
purchase them, and unless they are fortunate enough to rent a
small patch of garden ground, are, except at occasional times,
constrained to do without them. Even in country markets,
Cabbages, Cauliflowers, French Beans, A'egetable Marrows, A-c,
are sold at so much higher rates than are Potatoes, that work-
ing men's wives rarely think of purchasing them

;
yet here in

England thousands of tons of vegetables, the produce of gentle
men's gardens, are annually consigned to the midden-stead.
And for what reason? Simply because it is considered infra
dig. for a gentleman to barter the produce of his gardens.
Tnese tons of vegetables are jast what the people need to keep
them in health. In place of flinging surplus vegetables on
the rubbish heap, let them be sent to the greengrocer or the
huckster. They will not sensibly depreciate the receipts of
market gardeners, yet transforming vegetables from exceptional
to general articles of diet will promote the health and con-
sequent well-being of the nation at large.

—

Beta.

ALKALI FOR AN OLD APPLE TREE.
Im considering the growth of organisms, the action of the

alkalies is to be looked upon as scarcely less important than
that of air and water. Lime is the great animal alkali, and
potash the vegetable one; its old name of vegetable kali
expressed that fact, and aU the potash of commerce is well
known to be derived from wood ashes. The importance of
potash as a manure has been frequently overlooked by farmers,
who rarely know the large amount of this material found in
grass, grain crops, leaves, barnyard manure, roots, and fruits.
How potash acts in plants, in conjunction with carbon and
silex, to form woody fibre, starch, sugai', and oil, is yet unknown
to chemical observers, but the fact of its action is beyond a
doubt.

Liebig long since pointed out that the chief cause of barren-
ness is the waste of potash carried off by rich crops, especially
tobacco, with no replacement by proper manure. How many
millions of pounds of potash have been sent to Europe from
the forests of America, and in the grain, tobacco, and hemp

!

Luckily one alkali may be replaced by another, and we have
received a considerable quantity of soda from European sea-
weed, and in the shape of salt. Latterly, nitrate of soda from
natural deposits in South America is brought to us at a cheap
price.

The point to which we now call attention is that our farmers
and fruit-growers have ignored, or rather have been ignorant
of, the importance of wood ashes as a vegetable stimulant,
and as the leading constituent of plants. Even coal ashes,
now thrown away as useless, have been shown both by experi-
ment and analysis to possess a fair share of alkaline value.
According to our observation, if the practice of putting a
mixture of wood and coal ashes around the stems of fruit trees
and Vines, particularly early in the spriog, were followed as a
general rule, our crops of Apples, Grapes, Peaches, &c., would
be greatly benefited in both quaUty and quantity, and the
trees and Vines would last longer. We will relate only one
experiment.
Some twenty-five years ago we treated an old hollow Pippin

Apple tree as follows :—The hollow, to the height of 8 feet, was
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filled and rammed with a compost of wood asheB, garden mould,
|

allowed to open well, and were gathered in June, except one,
and a little waste lime (carbonate). The fillicg was securely
fastened in by boards. The next year the crop of eonnd fruit

was sixteen bushels from an old shell of a tree that had borne
nothing of any account for some time. But the strangest part
was what followed. For seventeen years after filling, the old

Pippin tree continued to flourish and bear well

American
}

THE EDELWEISS.
This, like too many others, has had various names bestowed

upon it by botanists. It is now usually mentioned as Leonto-
podium vulgare, but it has also been included by previous
authorities in one or other of the genera Gnaphalium, Anten-
naria, and Filago.

This plant is a native of the highest mountains of the Alps
and Pyrenees, and there

on their least acces-

sible summits, conse-
quently it has been
more coveted than it

would have been if

easily obtainable. One
lady was found dead by
specimens of this plant
which the had suc-

ceeded in reaching.

Probably it will cease

to be so adventurously
sought for since the
following have appeared
in the daily papers :

—

" I write to assure
those of your readers
that covet the posses-

sion of the plant, that

it can be most easily

grown in England, and
requires no special care.

In July, 1873, I was at

St. Moritz, in the En-
gadine, and had a small
plant given to me that

came, I believe, from
the Fex glacier. It was
quite ten days before I

arrived in England, and
I carried my plant, with
some other alpine roots,

in a small basket, water-
ing them occasionally;

but had not time to

take them out of the
basket till I reached
home. The leaves of the
Edelweiss died down in

the winter, and I left it in the pot I brought it in, thinking the

root had died too. But in the spring I planted it in a flower

border ; it speedily revived, and has grown into a large healthy
plant. I picked one perfect bloom off it, much finer than I had
seen before."

The Eev. H. Smelt, Wilcott Vicarage, Marlborough, states

the following particulars of a specimen of this plant now
growing in the garden of that vicarage, at a height by Ordnance
Survey of only 423 feet above the level of the sea. " The Edel-

weiss in question was brought from Lucerne in the summer of

1872 ; it was carried for three days in paper (the little ball of

peaty earth nearly dry), in a hat-box to Frankfort-on-Main,
where it was potted by a German gardener in German peat, in

about the same sized pot as that known to English gardeners
as No. (')0, after which it had another five days with but very

little water in the same hat-box to this place. On arrival it

was immediately planted in the open ground. During the

winter (1872-73), whenever snow could be obtained it was care-

fully heaped upon it, and in the following summer I was re-

warded with one large perfect bloom. Being allowed, how-
ever, to remain too long, it lost its proper shape of a star, and
grew into three very irregular asterisks of white felt. This
year the very dry cold spring and hot burning summer have
agreed with it so well that it produced eleven splendid blooms,
standing in nearly a circle round the plant. These were

left, if possible, to seed. The plant is very healthyl but I

doubt if, even now, the roots extend beyond the German peat.
Every tale has its moral. The moral of this is that, instead
of searching for Edelweiss from 7000 to 10,000 feet above the
sea, people may find it at 423 feet, and, for aught I know,

{Scientiiic 1 lower ; and, instead of breaking their limbs and bruising their

persons on the rugged Alps, they may, if they lite, walk across
their own English lawns and pick it. I imagine, however,
that this will go the way of most morals to tales. It is the
spice of danger which makes it edel—noble—and urges men
and women to try and get it."

Leontopodium vulgare belongs to the Natural Order Compo-
sitiE (Antennarineie), and the Syngenesia Polygamia superflua
of Linnaeus. The name Leontopodium, literally " The Lion's
Foot," refers to the soft tufted heads of flowers. Its botanical
character is founded on the same. Flower-head terminal,

enveloped in woolly
bracts.

It is single-stemmed,
with leaves linear-lan-

ceolate in form, and
downy on their under
side. The flowers are

stalkless at the sum-
mit of the stem ; they
are white with yellow
centres, and encircled

by hairy calyxes and
cottony bracts. The
entire plant has a grey
appearance.

Fig. 110.—Edeli^-eiss (leontopodium vclg-^re).

IRON SASHBABS.
In answer to an in-

quiry in The Journal
OF HoRTicuLTUKE, page
217, as to iron sash-

bars, a greenhouse and
vinery with cast-iron

framework and bars,

which has been long
under my observation,

has the disadvantage of

requiring paint oftener
than wood ; and when
this essential is neg-
lected any drip from
the iron on the plants
is injurious. I am not
aware of any other ob-
jection.

The late Mr. Erring-
ton many years ago,

showing me over the

houses under his care, one of which was constructed with
copper bars, observed to me that he found nothing beat wood
for such purposes.—V.

STKAWBEREY FOE LIGHT SOILS.

I AM glad to observe that Mr. Taylor so conclusively confirms

what I ventured to advance some time ago, and now reite-

rate, that President is the most useful light-soil Strawberry in

cultivation. On a light soil I can get double the quantity as

compared to any other kind , and of excellent quality. It is my
standard variety, and like Mr. Addison with Lynn's Black-eyed

Marrow Pea, " I mean to stick to it." But on heavy soil it is

another thing. Visitors who have seen the crop, and taken

runners and planted them on strong soil, have been dis-

appointed. On such soils it is evidently not at home. In a

fine Strawberry garden I saw a long line of President, and did

not kcow it. " Why," said the gardener, " they are the very

plants you gave me." It was a row about 30 yards long, and
I am quite certain that at the same time, with some of the same
aged—that is, one-year runners, I had double the quantity of

fruit on rows one-third the length ; his being in fact almost

barren, mine being literally laden with fine produce. The
change was so marvellous that I hardly dare mention it, but

now Mr. Taylor gives a parallel example, and has drawn it out.
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In July I planted innners of President, Sir J. Paxton, Vicom-
tesso Hfricart de Thnry, and I)r. Hogg. President has already

taken the lead ; its crowns are finer, and the crop will bo

larger thiui the rest. They are planted in triangles of a 6-inch

base, with a clear distance of 2 feet from chimp to clump.

Next Juno they will have all the appearance of two-year-old

stools, bearing a heavy crop of fine fruit. The year following

the produce will be more numerous but smaller, and as soon as

it is gathered the plants will be cleared off. By planting annu-
ally and removing biennially I can get more and better fruit

than by any other way, using President as the staple crop.

With heavy ground I should certainly not rely on President,

neither could I get such good crops with any kind by one
year's runners.—J. WiiiGHT.

GIVE AWAY YOUE SPAKE PLANTS.
At this season many plants in gardens, both large and small,

are dug-np and thrown out. In the garden here (Ramornie)
some thousands of bedding Geraniums, etc., are annually
thrown out ; those for next season being propagated by cut-

lings. This year intimation was sent to a number of schools in

the neighbourhood that, in order to encourage a love of flowers

among the young, any scholar coming to the garden between
5 and 6 r.Ji. would receive a present of two Geranium plants.

Some hundreds of children have come, and have been made
happy by getting two plants for their own, to watch and care

for. I write these few lines in order to suggest to others a
pleasant way of disposing of their surplus stock.—A Lovee of
Children.

PROLONGING THE BEAUTY OF CUT FLOWEBS.
FtiLL of this subject, we happened to mention it to an " old

lady," who " had sailed her east and sailed her west," and
immediately on hearing it she used the usual interjection,
" La—that is simple enough ! When I was on the Continent
many years ago I noticed a French housewife filling a vessel

with boiling water and immediately plunge some faded cut
flowers therein. Curious to get the reason, I made inquiries
of the woman why she used hot water. Her reply was, ' Why,
they last much longer, madame.' " We thanked the " old

lady" for her information, and at once proceeded to make the
experiment. We therefore cut the following flowers :—Salvia
patens. Mignonette, Stocks, Asters, Petunias, Roses, Tagetes
pumila. Calceolarias, Pentstemons, and Phloxes of sorts, and
placed them on a garden seat fully exposed to the sun during
one of the hottest days of the past July. The following day
they were taken, looking withered and almost dead, and plunged
(the stems) into a quantity of boiling water. In a few minutes
the effect was wonderful; the stems stiffened, the flowers
opened, and the leaves became healthy-looking and wax-like
in appearance. They lasted much longer than we expected ; for

after ten days had fled they were as fresh-looking as ever.— S.

VINE GRAFTING.
Last year I gave an account in this Journal of the effects of

grafting a Madrestield Court Vine on a Black Hamburgh. Both
Vines are in the same position as last year

—

i.e., the Madres-
field Court is in a large tub, and the Black Hamburgh in a pot.

The Madresfield Court is grafted on to the Black Hamburgh,
the ends of both Vines being allowed to grow beyond the graft.
The berries of the Madrestield Court are, again, round, or
rather spherical, and with but very little Muscat flavour. This
autumn Mr. Thornton, of the Heatherside Nurseries, has seen
these Vines twice, and has made the following suggestion as
to the cause— that, as the Madresfield Court is a sport, and
the Black Hamburgh probably a true type, the sap of the Ma-
dresfield Court as it passes through the Black Hamburgh
undergoes a change, and as it returns to the Madresfield Court
carries with it the properties of the Black Hamburgh; which,
if it is the case, may lead to further discoveries in plant culture.
The leaves of the Madresfield Court, however, have undergone
no change either in shape, or, when mature, in colour.

—

Obsekvek.

A Veteran Rose-Ghoweu.—At the recent meeting of the
Eoyal Isle of Wight Horticultural Society, the first premium
for Roses was awarded to Mr. Edward Meehan, who for nearly

. forty years has had charge of the gardens and grounds of St.

Clare. During this time he has been one of the leading ex-

hibitors in the above Society, and, though the competition

has been often severe, he has, with few exceptions, taken the

first premiums for Roses as a regular thing. We think this

feat probably unequalled by anything in the annals of com-
petition. To tnke a premium for the same thing—and several

a season—annually for a period approaching forty years, ought

to entitle one to a life interest in it.

CARCLEW, CORNWALL.—No. 1.

THE BESIDEXCE OF COLONEL TREM.U'NE.

Cornwall presents a greater extent of coast line than any
other county, for, stretching as it does to the west a distance

of quite eighty miles in a straight line, until its extremity may
be regarded as a point, it has the sea on both its northern and
southern sides ; and it has also the peculiarity of being joined

by only one other county in England, Devonshire. Apart from
the sinuosities of its coast line, on the south side it is much
broken into creeks or inlets of the sea, or, if the reader will

have it so, small tidal rivers, which carry salt water a con-

siderable way inland. These are so numerous that sea views,

or views of tidal rivers, are so common that most places of

note along the south coast possess one. The large and noble

estuary of the Tamar at Plymouth, dividing the two counties

of Devon and Cornwall, has its counterpart at Falmouth,
whose noble harbour has been long regarded as one of the

most important in the kingdom, while between the two are

many creeks or inlets, too small, it is true, to admit the larger

class of commercial craft of the present day, but sufficiently

capacious to give an interest and importance to the landscape ;

besides which the bluff rocky shore, defying in many places the

landing of an hostile army, has also its beauties, and when we
call to mind the many substances of which that natural bul-

wark is composed, we may pause and wonder at the natural

riches so closely heaped together in this remote corner of our

island, and at the same time not feel surprised at the early

nations of the earth making their way thither for its mineral
wealth.

But setting aside its early or even more recent history,

Cornwall has at all times been famed for the mildness of its

climate in winter, and, consequently, its suitability for the

cultivation outdoors of many species of plants too delicate to

stand outside elsewhere. But as if a sort of counterbalancing

agent withheld the ideal of perfection from each and every

place, Cornwall has also its drawbacks in the shape of high

and destructive winds—winds of a kind that punish with

great severity everything that erects itself above the level of

neighbouring objects, as, for instance, a tall-growing Silver

Fir or Douglas Pine that aspires to overtop the Oaks by which
its lower extremities are sheltered or surrounded, is sure to

have its head unmercifully dealt with whenever it shows a few
feet above them, besides which high winds are so common
that their violence is even felt in the flower garden, and sad

results often follow. But there are features about Cornwall
which cannot faU to interest the horticulturist. He sees there

trees, shrubs, and even dwarf plants often withstand the

winter, which elsewhere in England are carefully kept under
glass, while certain classes of plants which continue their

growth late in the season, never fairly go to rest, which is

much to their detriment, and I was told some kinds of ordinary
herbaceous plants had their growing period prolonged so much
that the usual rest Nature intended them to have not being

forthcoming, a sickly growth ending in death was often the

result. Nevertheless, there are many things to admire in

Cornwall, both in its natural characteristics and in the ad-

vantage that has so often been taken by wealthy individuals to

turn them to good account. Many of such places are of recent

growth ; others present a more ancient aspect ; and some carry

a history of their own backwards to a remote period. Such a

place is the one now under consideration.

Carclew, the residence of Col. Tremayne, was of considerable

importance in the early part of the century, but to trace its

history further back, we may say Carclew is in the parish of

Perran-ar-worthal, near the south coast. St. Perran was the

most distinguished of the Irish missionaries who converted

the people of Cornwall to the Christian faith. He finally

resided and died at another locality in the county, also named
after him—Perran Tabuloe. Arwothal means " the celebrated

river." Carclew in early records is spelt Crucglew, which is

Uterally " an enclosure of mounds or barrows."

The earliest-named possessor of Carclew was Dangeros, a
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Norman, and from his oo-heiresses it passed to David Re-

naudin, in the reign of Henry IV., the Bonithons, and Heales.

.Jane Heale, by marriage, brought the estate to Samuel Kempe,
Esq., of Penryn, who commenced erecting the mansion, but

died in 1728 before it was completed. In 1719 Carclew was
purchased by one of the Lemon family, and descended to Sir

William Lemon, Bart., who died in 1824. He greatly im-

proved Carclew, and through one of his daughters it passed to

the present possessor.

The approach to Carclew from the Perranwell station on
the Falmouth Branch of the West Cornwall Une of railway

is first through some two miles or more of excellent roads,

for I may say the best possible material for road-making
abounds in this county—granite, which is largely dug but

only a short way from where we now are, and its presence

in Buoh abundance tells importantly on the character of the

county, for it forms the ordinary building stone, more or less

mixed with a bastard variety found in connection with it,

and easier to work ; but it is a common thing to see pillars of

granite set up as ordinary gate-posts to the fields, and stilea

and stepping-stones are invariably of this material. But it is

not the only rock which is met with about here ; railway cut-

tings and other excavations reveal quartz in greater or less

abundance, with slate of different degrees of hardness, but

much of it too soft for anything but for ordinary walls ; while

other substances having local names abound, the surface soil

in many instances not presenting the most fertile look ; but

aided by fertilisers, and, what is more, assisted by a climate

perhaps the most genial that can be found in so northern a

latitude, things attain a good growth, and such as do not

require the period of rest above alluded to are often kept in a

growing state all winter. This is especially the ease with

; certain kinds of vegetables and other plants of a similar

growth ; and it is j ast the home for all winter and early spring-

tlowering shrubs, as well as for the whole family of Ferns, to

which the abundance of moisture is particularly welcome
;

;. 111.—Cabclew,

but we will now endeavour to describe the place and its sur-

roundings.

The mansion of Carclew occupies a slightly elevated position

in a much-diversified park, the major part of which is pro-

fusely interspersed with trees. Its external appearance pre-

sents an aspect of durability such as few places of a like kind
can boast of, granite of the hardest being used in the building,

and the steps, pillars, and other objects are of the same durable

material. The carriage-road, after entering a neat and com-
modious lodge, makes a considerable dftonr to the left in order
to avoid the high ground that would intervene if a straight

line were attempted, '"'' first passes through a considerable

distance of park plentiiully sprinkled with trees, more especi-

ally the eminences, which, being mostly clad with Oak, give an
impression in the far distance of some gigantic Fern occupying
the site, the tint being much the same ; and although the trees

are lari4e, mo=t nf them such as a shipbuilder would be glad to

get hold of, yet the tops are as even as if by some magical

hand they had been clipped to the same height from the sur-

face, thus showing, as my worthy cicerone informed me, that

the winds destroyed everything attempting a higher altitude

than its neighbour. I have mentioned Oaks as the prevailing

trees, but at Carclew there are some fine groups of splendid

old Scotch Firs. Many of them would compate favourably

with much that is imported in point of size ; notably so in one
or more avenues by the side of the carriage-road of this,

perhaps, still the best of all our Conifers. But we proceed

along an excellent carriage-road composed , not of heterogeneous

gravel, but of pure quartz, broken into the required size alike

for comfort in walking and to allow wheel carriages ; in fact,

I may say the roads in Cornwall which came under my ob-

servation were all remarkably good, although I fear I cannot

say the same of its railways, or rather their management.
But we are approaching Carclew, and passing another gate

enter a portion of the ground partly dressed and abounding

in fine trees, common and choice Rhododendrons, and the

many ct-ctetera which an enthusiastic owner planted at a

time when horticulture was not so fashionable a pursuit. All

honour, therefore, to Sir Charles Lemon, whose name as a

patron of gardening stood very high the first quarter of the

present century, and subsequently untU his death, when the

property fell into the possession of its present spirited pro-

prietor, who, in addition to being well versed in the knowledge

of the plants cultivated indoors, is likewise equally at home
with those outdoors, and neglects nothing likely to conduce to

their welfare, or to keep up the dignity of the place by judicious
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addition. The carriage-road I have alluded to, after some
gentle and easy curves, is carried along by the side of a piece

of water, on the opposite side of which Kerna luxuriate as

Ferns only do in Cornwall, and a water-wheel for the purpose

of supplying the mansion and offices with water adds to rather

than detracts from the scene before us, while ever and anon

the eye is arrested by a fine Douglas Fir. This might possibly

in time rival those in Western America were it not for the

mischievous Cornish winds. But we pass on, and leaving

some of the offices to the right, find ourselves confronted by

a noble mass of Ferns, in which many of those elsewhere

grown under glass were here luxuriating in great abundance.

Notable as one of the most conspicuous, and said to be still

more so at Christmas, was the dark-leaved Magellan Fern

(Lomaria magellanica), which I was told was exceedingly fine

in midwinter. Dicksonia antarctica and Woodwardia elegans

were also amongst the outsiders, as well as many others, the

apace being large. A peep over the fencing at this place also

revealed some magnificent specimens of Hydrangeas in the

front garden of the Agent's house, and, contrary to my ex-

pectation, they were mostly jjink, or with only a small pro-

portion of blue ones ; and although I subsequently met with

many of the brightest azure colour, the idea that all Hydran-
geas in Cornwall are blue is an erroneous one.

But our way is stUl onward, and passing through the shade

of some noble trees of various kinds, the mansion is before

us, the carriage entrance being open to the park, as is often

the case. The general aspect of the house is Grecian. There
is a noble portico with a glass door on the other side, which
carries the eye of the visitor right through to a court or

flower garden. A broad walk pointing in the direction we
have beeu looking is bordered on each side by a set of circular

beds edged with Box, with paths of equal widths between
them of coloured gravel, the whole forming a series of the

letter S, or what in gardening phrase is often called the

Florentine chain; a good mai'giu of grass flanked the figures,

the whole being enclosed in a Laurustinus hedge, cut, not to

shape, but to some condition of order. I was told that with-

out such a screen as this flowers could not exist in such a

place owing to the winds, the bulk of the flower garden being

in another place. We emerge out of this enclosure, and by
a circuitous route pass many noble trees, the private chapel

of the family, and get some charming views of the dis-

tant country, while a tidal river runs between, which at the

time of high water is very interesting, rich and healthy

foliage fringing it to the very edge; from another place the

position of Penryn is pointed out at no great distance, and
the more modern Falmouth a little beyond. Many of these

old names conjure up ideas of this county's importance at a

time when the present busy hives of industry had not made
themselves a name, for it may be mentioned here that of so

much consequence was the county at one time, that as mauy
as twenty of its boroughs sent two members of Parliament each,

this ancient town, with its narrow and precipitous streets,

being one.

Following our intelligent leader, Mr. Palmer, the able gar-

dener at this place, we find we have been making a circuit

of the mansion and its adjuncts, and returning near to the

front of the dwelling occupied by the Agent, we find we are

in the immediate vicinity of the gardens. Frst of all we enter

upon one of the two terraces which compose the flower garden
proper, and here we pause and look around us ; a cursory view
will inform us that we are on the side of a gentle incline, which
at a time when the formal flower garden was the rule of the

day, had been made into two terraces, both being surrounded
by substantial stone walls, low in the case of the one between
them, and also the front of all, while the ends are somewhat
higher, but not so high as the back one of all, which, with
other accessories, acts as a shelter. A basin fountain occupies

the centre of one, if not both, of the parallelograms, with
ample flights of steps between and leading out of these. The
whole of the wall is of the ever-prevailing " granite," and
although it has been built most likely half a century, its appear-
ance is still good—certainly more so than the whitewashed
plaster objects we often see in a similar position elsewhere.

We are soon absorbed in the contents of the beds, or rather in

their surroundings, for we have seen so much of the fashionable

gardening of the present age that we turn with something like

relief to any departure from the beaten track, and here we find

Mr. Palmer has judiciously worked-in everything hardy that

could with advantage be used. A fine glaucous Sedum, superior

to the ordinary S. glauoum, was so employed ; while its confrlre

Eoheveria secunda glauca was said to be all but hardy here,

only succumbing in very severe winters. Golden Thyme was
also so used, and an Ajugawas brought into requisition ; while

perhaps the most ornamental plant of all at the time of my
visit was the dark-leaved tall Lobelia called, I believe, L. St.

Clair, very fine crimson. There were also good purple ones
elsewhere, while I was pleased to see the Calceolaria quite

itself in Cornwall. Of course Geraniums of the usual class

were duly represented, and a very pretty carpet bed formed the

centre of one of the gardens, in which Golden Feather, Alter-

nanthera, and other low-growing plants did their part ; but,

inquisitive like, I looked over the wall, and partly over it and
partly upon it was one of the most magnificent Pampas Grasses

I ever met with, which was just showing its plumes ; but what
made it more remarkable was the fact of its ripening its seeds

and their sowing themselves, and coming up in all manner of

places, some on the gravel walks, and some in the interstices

between the stones of the wall, although the latter was very
closely jointed. Mr. Palmer told me he had planted many of

those self-sown plantsont.and they did very well.— J. Eobson,

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The want has long been felt of a common centre for all who

are interested in horticulture, and various suggestions have
from time to time been made on the subject. We are glad to

find that at last something is likely to be effected. A new
Club, which will most probably be called "the Loudon," ia

contemplated. It will be located in some central position near
Charing Cross, and will afford its members the facilities and
conveniences of a west-end club. Matters are so far advanced
that several gentlemen well known in the horticultural world
have consented to act on the Council, and a meeting to deter-

mine rules, &R., will shortly be held. The probable subscrip-

tion to country members will be two guineas, to town members
something more. After tho first hundred names are enrolled

there will be an entrance fee. Gentlemen wishing to give in

their names can do so at once to the following members of

the Council—Rev. S. E. Hole, Caunton Manor, Newark ; Dr.
Masters, Gardenent^ Clircmiclr : Dr. Hogg, Journal of Horti-

culture : Mr. Harry J. Veitch, Chelsea; W. A. Lindsay, Esq.,

Royal Horticultural Society; Mr. James Cutbush, Highgate;
Sir Edward Lee, Alexandra Palace; Thomas Laxton, Esq.,

Stamford ; Mr. Charles Turner, Slough ; or to the Rev. H.
Honeywood Dombrain, Sec, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.

It is stated in an American paper that a chalk mark,
at least half an inch in breadth, around the upper edge of a

sugar bucket, barrel, or other vessel will exclude Ants from
the interior, as these pests cannot pass the bar. It is equally

efJectual along the edges of shelves. Those who are troubled

by ants can easUy try this mode, and we shall be obliged by
their informing us of the result.

Mr. Johm Hokne, of the Botanic Garden, Mauritius,

who is now on a botanical expedition in the Seychelles, writing

to Dr. Hooker, says that he has visited the islands of Silhouette,

Praslin, and Felicity, searching them from the seashore to

the tops of the highest hills, in Silhouette up to 2200 feet, at

which elevation PiTcnER-rLANTS abound, hanging in immense
clusters over every stone, bush, and tree. Flowers of these

Nepenthes were obtained, and arrangements made for procur-

ing a good supply of plants. When these materials come to

hand it will be seen whether the Nepenthes of Silhouette is

different from the N. Wardii which grows in Mahe. Tho tops

of these mountains where the Pitchers grow have a perpetual

moisture hanging over them, being almost constantly enveloped

by mist and rain.

—

{Nature.)

AoooRDiNO to the Belgique Horticole, Dr. Candezi has
invented a small photographic apparatus, which he calls a
" scENOGRAPH," which consists simply of a stick and of a camera
the size of an opera-glass. To photograph a plant or other

object, it is sufficient to place it in the focus of the scenograph

for a minute or two. The negatives, it appears, can be pur-

chased ready prepared.

Vert few people are aware of the immense extent of

land occupied by Vineyards in France, Spain, Germany, and
elsewhere. The following statement made by a correspondent

of the Times will give some idea of the extent of its Vine-

srowths :
—" This is a season when the thoughts of millions of

Frenchmen are fixed upon the vintage—a subject of immense
importance in this great wine-growing country, the wealth and

prosperity of which depend so largely on the results of the
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Grape harvest. France may well be proud of its vineyards ; in

quantity, quality, and variety it is the queen of wine-producing

countries. ' From the plains of Champagne to the slopes of

the Bordelais,' the EcoiiomUte Franraisc lately exultingly ex-

claimed, ' from the banks of the Loire to those of the Rhone,

our beautiful sun gilds with its rays upwards of two millions

of hectares of Vines, affording occupation to more than seven

millions of labourers, and producing as much as seventy mil-

lions of hectolitres.' This is admitted to bo a maximum,
which has only once been attained, in the year 18G9. The
years 1847 to 18.57 formed an exceptional series, of which the

earUer years produced some of the finest vintages then known,
while in the later ones the oidium played havoc with the Vine.

The product in 185i was less than eleven millions of hecto-

litres (the hectolitre is twenty-two gallons), and in 185.5 little

more than fifteen. The eleven years from 1803 to 1873 yielded

502 millions of hectolitres, an annual average of fifty-three

millions ; and even 1870, in spite of the war and occupation,

attained that quantity. The worst vintage of that period was

in 1873—less than thirty-six millions ; but it seems probable

than 187i will compensate in great measure for that large

deficiency. The Vine covers more than 4^ per cent, of the

surface of France, of which only ten departments produce no
wine. The number of proprietors of vineyards, according to

the last census of which I find a record, was upwards of two

millions in 1829. There is no important difference in the

extent of vineyards in 1851 and at the present day, and the

fluctuations during that interval have been trifling. The small-

est surface planted with Vines during those twenty years was

in 1870, when it was only just over two millions of hectares,

whereas in some of the previous years it had ranged as high

as 2,300,000." A hectare nearly equals 2J English acres, so

that there have been sometimes 5,750,000 acres occupied as

vineyards.

The opening of the School of Horticulture at Versailles,

which was to have taken place on October 1st, is postponed

till December Ist.

—

{Nature.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The frosts that succeeded the rain on the Slst inst. have very

much altered the appearance of the flower garden, for while

Dahlias, Cannas, and many other plants of large growth and
foliage have been blown to pieces, the most tender of the dwarf-

growing bedding plants have been cut down by frost, notwith-

standing that most of the Geraniums have escaped injury, and
may yet be induced to put on a bri^liter appearance. The dis-

likt! of most people to seeing the beds made bare so earlyin the

season, will induce them to give another dressing and trim the

plants up once more, and if frost keep away the beds will look

much better than the naked earth. Where Dahlias are much
broken about the branches had better be cut off, and those re-

maining should be fresh tied-up. I am not an advocate for

taking up either Dahlias or Cannas too soon ; the middle of next

month is quite soon enough; the roots become better matured.

But if severe frost should cut down the tops to the ground before

that time, protect the roots by coal ashes ; or if these are not to

be had, throw a few inches deep of the garden soil over them.
Make sure now without delay that all the cuttings of every sort

wanted have been obtained, and if any stock is likely to fall

short of what will be wanted, either propagate more or take-up

the old plants before it is too late.

Verbenas in frames are liable to the attacks of mildew at this

time of the year ; immediately it is discovered dust the leaves

with powdered sulphur. I generally keep my stock of these

plants in the cold frames all winter, together with Calceolarias,

variegated Alyssums, Guaphaliums, and Pansies. The frames

are stood upon a dry bottom and filled half full of some rough
material, then coal ashes are placed on the top of these, the pots

put on the ashes, and, of course, every opportunity is taken to

give all the air possible, and several times during winter the

pots are taken out, and both these and the plants cleaned if

needed. Plenty of air circulating among the pots, and not stand-

ing them closely together, are good means of keeping away mil-

dew, and my plants in spring cause much less trouble. Being
very short of house room, I find this method of great advantage.

All the other plants named above are not kept in pots, but the

bed is made-up inside the frames to within 8 inches of the glass,

with 2 inches of finely-sifted sandy soil on the top of other

rougher material. The cuttings are dibbled into this about

2 inches apart and made firm, watered, and kept close for a

time. They are never allowed to flag from the sun heat. If

they show signs of dryness in the leaf the lights are thrown off

in the morning and the cuttings sprinkled with water. This

keeps them so fresh that they are not long before they take

root.

My cuttings of Calceolarias have only just been put in. I
always defer the work as long as possible, and feel myself satis-

fled if they are rooted by about Christmas. Now, as these
plants are kept in the frames all winter, there is need of pro-
tection to exclude frost. This is done by what in the London
nurseries is called banking-up. A lining of rough dung, or dung
and earth together, is laid firmly round for about 18 inches in

width, reaching to the top of the frame ; it would require a very
severe frost to get through that thickness. Then the glass is

protected by mats, and on these is laid a little dry straw or rougli

clean litter, such as may have been used in the stable for one or
two nights. Some persons keep the commoner sorts of Gera-
niums in frames also through the winter, but they should be
treated like Verbenas—that is, be grown in pots and set on a
very dry bottom elevated close to the glass.

Cinerarias are yet doing well in frames, though they will

damp-off if not watched ; Primulas the same", but in a short time
they will be taken into the house and placed on a shelf near the
glass, where their flowers will soon open. I now come to the
herbaceous Calceolarias, which are, perhaps, the easiest of any-
thing to preserve in a cool frame or pit during the winter.
They grow very fast at this time of the year, and must bo
potted-up frequently, for if allowed to become pot-bound too

soon they turn yellow and start-up a flower-stem prematurely.
These plants are comparatively hardy, and I have more than
once seen plants with a piece of ice lying in the heart. They
will thrive in a rich loam with finely-sifted manure added in

the proportion of one part in four, and made workable by
adding sand to it.

Strawberries in Pots.—There are many villa gardeners who
ought to pay more attention to ripening the plants off a little.

I do not mean to dry the plant up so that its leaves shrivel,

because that alone would ruin the prospects of a crop of fruit,

but the plants should be taken up and the pots placed on a

hard bottom of boards, still out of doors ; their roots cannot then
run through the bottoms of the pots, but the crowns increase in

size very much at this time of the year, and the plan of stand-

ing them up in the way I mention so far checks their growth
as to leave the plant nothing else to do but to mature itself.

At no time should Strawberry plants be allowed to become dry
at the root ; the object should be to preserve the roots fresh as

they are made at this time of the year.—TnoM.iS Recobd.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
H.VBDY FRUIT OABDEN.

We have now had sufficient rain to penetrate to the subsoil,

and all fruit trees to be rcinooed should be hfted at once. The
trees to be benefited by removal are those which have been
planted a few years only, and have a tendency to grow more to

wood than to fruit buds. There are also older trees which have
the same evil tendency. Almost imder any circumstances the
same variety of tree has a woody character ; of such are Tower
of Glamis, Blenheim Pippin, &c., amongst kitchen Apples.
Amongst Pears, Plums, and Cherries there are varieties having
the same fault. Varieties that have a gross habit may be checked
and thrown into fruit-bearing when yoimg by grafting on dwarf-
ing stocks—viz., the Apple on the Paradise, the Pear on the

Quince, and the Cherry on Cerasus Mahaleb. It will at the same
time be necessary to state that many varieties of Pears will not

succeed on the Quince until a variety that thrives on it has in

the first place been worked on the latter. Gentlemen in the trade

know the peculiarity of each tree, and this matter can safely be
left in their hands, but amateurs and others who have leisure

can often find a source of enjoyment in budding and grafting

trees of their own. There are also many varieties of Apples
and Pears that are prolific in all soils. Lord Suftield, Cellini,

Dumelow's Seedling, Hawthornden, Cox's Pomona, and many
of the best dessert Apples are sure croppers, and such only

should be planted, especially in small gardens and in positions

where the trees are intended to grow large. Lastly, those trees

that have shown signs of canker before they have arrived at the

meridian of life would often take a new lease of life if their

leading roots were brought nearer the surface, and some suitable

loam that has not already grown fruit trees were placed amongst
the roots. When it is intended either to remove or root-prune

a fruit tree, the first operation is to dig a trench round it, taking

the radius of a circle at the extremity of the branches, and
there digging out a deep trench. The larger the tree, so much
the deeper ought this trench to be ; from this work under the

roots to the centre of the tree, and with a spade cut through all

descending roots. If it is intended to replant the tree in another

situation the same care is requisite to save all roots that would
be immediately useful.

American blight is best attacked at this season. It ought not

to have a place in any well-managed garden ; it must and can
be removed from young trees, but cankery old subjects that are

badly infested are only fit for the fire. Oar plan is simply to

dress the part affected with boiled oil, which is fatal to the

insect. The buds and young wood must not be thickly dressed
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with thip, otherwise both will suffer. Scale on Pear trees may
be removed by syringing them with water at 1.50" in which
soft soap has been dissolved; or the water may be obtained in

quantity from the laundry. This will not be quite so strong,

but it costs nothing except the labour of canying it to the
trees, and a few more applications will be quite as effectual.

As soon as possible we shall look over the wall trees, and any
pruning retiuired will "e done as soon as possible; afterwards
any branches that require nailing will be looked to. Nothing
has a moie untidy appearance about a kitchen garden than
branches hanging loosely from the walls, and the trees un-
pruned through the winter months. Of course, gardeners are
the creatures of circumstances, and cannot do this or that work
exactly at the time it ought to be done. At the same time let

all pruning be early ; the most of ours is performed in sum-
mer and autumn, excepting Gooseberry and Currant bushes,
which are pruned in mild weather during the winter mouths.
It is not nncommoa to see gardeners sent to prune fruit trees

and hushes during severe frost, but this is bad management
and ought not to be persisted in. All wheeling of manure, i'C,

and trenching, may be done when the weather is cold.

FBCIT .iND FOBCINO HOUSES.
Vineries.—A sharp look-out is kept for mouldy berries in the

late bouses ; much damage results from just one day's in-

attention to this particular, the mould spreads so rapidly. The
lat-ral growths were so thick on some of the canes that light

and air could not circulate freely amongst the leaves. These
have been removed with advantage to the fruit, which is now
hanging.
Preparing Early Houses for Forcing.—It would be well if

the inside of the houses could be painted every second year.
This can seldom be done, but the walls may be limewashed
and the hot-water pipes painted at but little expense. One
pound of flowers of sulphur may be added to each pailful of the
wash. House spiders are a considerable nuisance in vineries;
they retire into snug corners during the winter months, and in

summer the young ones get into the centre of a bunch of Grapes
and work their webs amongst the berries.

Many persons may be making Vine borders preparatory to
planting the Vines. We should not like to create unnecessary
alarm, but now that the FhtjUoxera vastatrix has become es-

tablished in the country, it would be well to guard against its

introduction into our gardens. Of course, no nurseryman would
send out plants with this terrible insect upon them, nor would
any gardener knowingly send eyes or plants to his friends if

it were in his garden ; but by way of precaution, our advice is

to turn all plants out of their pots as soon as they are received,
wash the soil from the roots, then soak the plants overhead in
water for two days. This treatment would not be likely to

injure the Vines, and would effectually dispose of the Phyl-
loxera. The plants after being taken out of the water might be
planted-out at once, or, if necessary, he repotted.
We might just allude to pruning Vines. The usual method is

that called the short-spur system. One, two, or three rods are
trained-up from one plant at a distance of not less than 2 feet

6 inches from each other, and the spurs are about 18 inches
apart. The side branches are spurred-back to a good eye at

pruning time, and under this treatment the same rods will con-
tinue in bearing for twenty years or longer. It is not desirable
to allow the rods to become so old, as young ones can be gradu-
ally trained-np in their place. Some varieties of Vines do not
fruit freely if trained on this system. Such are that fine old
variety Royal Muscadine, Golden Champion, Canon Hall Muscat,
&0. Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady Downe's,
and Mrs. Pince's Muscat may be spurred-in closely and will
bear at every branch. If the shy-bearing varieties are trained
on the spur system, the spurs must be left with two or even
three good eyes.
Figs.—In most large establishments a house is specially de-

voted to the culture of this fruit, and we have seen Figs grown
in large lean-to's and half-span houses of small size. They do
well in either planted out in turfy loam not over-rich. It is

best under such circumstances to train them to wires as Vines
or Peach trees are trained. We cultivate a few in pots, and
grow them in any houses where the foliage can be exposed to
the light ; the trees will grow freely enough in the shade, and
will also bear fruit, but it is of very poor flavour. Grown in
heat and exposed to the light near the glass. Figs can be ob-
tained of the most delicious flavour. 'The potting material
should be rich, turfy loam four parts, one part rotted manure,
and a few crushed bones added to it. Our trees are now being
potted, healthy young trees abundantly furnished with roots
are shifted into larger pots than they were in ; older trees that
have gone to the utmost limit the size of our houses will allow,
are shifted into pots of the same size as those in which they
had been growing, after the ball of earth and roots has been
reduced suiSciently to allow of at least an inch of fresh loam all

round the sides of the pot.
Orange trees in pots are now ripening-oil the fruit, and it ia

very desirable to keep the leaves clean. Brown scale has been

troublesome, but after sponging the trees well the enemy has
been kept at bay by syringing very freely twice daily.^
J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
NOVEMBER.

;
NOVEMBER.

Jersey 11
,
R. H. S. of Ireland 26

Bury St. Edmunds (ChryBauthe-
mums) 17audl8| DECEMBER.

Cambridgeshire 19 1 York 1,2, and 3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
"W". Chater, Saffron Walden.

—

Catalogue of Hollyhocks and
Boses.

J. A. Fraser, Linslade Nurseries, Leighton Buzzard.

—

Cata-
logue of Flower Boots.

G-. Prince, 14, Market Street, Oxford.

—

Descriptive Catalogue
of Boses Grown on the Cultivated Seedling Briar.
H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead.

—

Descriptive Catalogue
of Boses, Fruit TreeSj American Plants, Co7iiferSj Trees,

Shrubs, ti'C.

Eugene Verdier fila ain(!s 72, Bue Dunois, Gare d'lvry, Paris,—Gladioli and other Bulbs, BoseSj Pceonies, d-c.—Bosiers
Nouveaux, 1875.

Jeau Verschaffelt, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent.

—

Sup-
pUment et Extrait du Catalogue des Planfes.
Ewing&Co, Eaton and Cringleford, Norwich.

—

Bose Cata-
logue.—General Nurseiy Catalogue.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to "The Publisher.'* Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. AU articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Gardeners' Chronicle (A. T. Wnlrrs).—We are in no way connected with,

that paper. The proprietors have added our title to the original one of their

own, and it causes the miatakea you meutiou.

Books (F- B. Tunvr).—"British Ferns, Popularly Described." Yoa caa
have it from our office by post if you enclose 3^. 8J. with your address.

Gardening Under Difficulties (J. E. TF.).—The soil of your unfortu-
nate garden need not be changed, an annual dressing of manure being all

tha^ is necessary to reinvigorate it for the crop of each successive season.
"With regard to the necessity for protecting your crops from cats, we must
refer you to your own experience of the extent and form of their depredations.
Some special notes treating fully upon your case are in preparaiion.

Deformed Cucumbers {J. S.). — We believe that crooked Cucumbers
and enlarged ends with constricted micldles are caused usually by a deficient

supply of sap. Fewer fruits on each plant aud tepid weak manure water to the
roots once a-week would probably prevent the deformity. Gumming of the
fruit is occasioned in the same way, and by the bottom heat being too low.

AaiARANTHus Hendersoni.— Messrs. Heuder & Son, Bedford Nursery,
Plymouth, write to ask if that is not a misnomer. They say that they raised

the variety, and if so it certainly ought to be named Amaranthus Henderi.

Zonal Geraniums.—*' W." says, on p. 837, " Never apply liquid manure
to a plant when dry; water it first with clear water. Mauy hundreds of
plants are spoiled by neglect of this little precaution." Thi,^ is new to me as
well as to others. Will "AV.," therefore, oblige us by stating on what his

opiuion is based, whether practical observation or theory ? If the latter, I
should feel obliged by an explanation.—J. Hardie.

Hazel Ncts Failure {Beta).—The failure in Westmorelaud and Camber-
land must have been caused by ungeuial weather during the time of fertilisa-

tion. In the south of England the Nut crop ia very abundant.

Centaurea argentea Wintering [Dublin).—It will not winter in the
open ground, nor safely in a frame unless frost bo excluded, and the plants

have but little water, giving only sufficient to keep them from flagging.

Ivv Cuttings—Seedling Briar Stocks (H. G. O.).—Ivy cuttings are
best put-in in September, or it may be done now in a sheltered shady border in

light rich soil, in rows 6 inches apart and 3 inches asunder, two-thirdaof their

length being inserted in the soil. The cuttings should be about 9 inches lung for

the free-giuwing sorts, and 6 inches for the small; select the growths of the

current year, which may either be the points or the shoots cut into lengths,

cutting transversely below a joint, and removing the leaves, not the eyes,

from the base upwards; the cuttings are to be placed in the soil, making the
8nU moderately firm aiouud them. The seedling Briar stocks are budded just

above the setting-on of the roots, close to the soil, budding being of course

pra:tised higher up the stem if half-standards or standards are required. The
seedlings vary in the time of being fit to bud, but for dwarfs generally in Jaly
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of the Fecond year. Thepractice o( striking Rose cnttioga in the open ground
in aa'amn is very common, and we think yoa have been very sucoeasral. It

is diflicult to aecoiint f(ir a cutting here and there failing. In addition to the
seed atid cattiu^a of Briar we should, if jou wish for standards, secure some
stocks from the woods.

Edonymcs Pk)Paga.tion (Inquirer).—The shrub of which you sent a
eprar is an Eriouymus, we think Euonymus aogustifolius, which may be
raised from seed sown now or in spring, sowing in light sandy soil outdoors
in a sheltered spot. The seeds you will find in the capsules, which are very

beautiful. Cuttings of the ripe young shoots will also root if now inserted in

a light soil and sheltered border.

Cutting Arbor- Vit:es (I'i':m).—They bear catting well, the best time to

do which is at the close of March, or early in April if a cold late spring.

EcHEVERiA METALLICA AND Canna SOWING (K. E.).—This is not a good
time to sow the seed, it heing b-^st done in February or early March in a hot-

bed, the plants being fiirwarded in a hotbed, so as to have them strong and
wellhardened-oS for planting out early in June.

Tr^ksphnting Briars Newly Bodded (FT. A. W.).—You may move
them in Xovemiier as safely as if they had grown a year after budding. The
Rose leaves are inftsfed with black mildew or fungus, due to the dry weather.
Free watering and syringing overhead will subdue it.

PftOTECTiNG Rose Cuttings {St. Edmund).~'IhG cnttings in the open
ground would be better of a light mulching of cocoa fibre between them,
acting, as it would, as a pmtecfinn against frost. The cuttings you have in

pots will need to be shifted into larger ones in spring if your intention be to

keep them in pots ; and the soil for potting we should now lay up in an open
situation out of doors in alternate layers of soil and cow dung, having the
soil-layers twice the thi-bness of tho cow dung. In February you may turn
over, chop-up. and mix the comport, and take it under cover, so as to have it

in good condition for potting—neither dry nor wet, early in March.

'WiNTEPiNo Bedding Plants in Fra^ies {Ann Oxford}.—See what SIi-.

Record says this week.

Cvclamen Corms (Mr.i. B).—A cool greenhouse is a most suitable place
for them. They need no heat to start them.

Grape Stems Dving (One in TrouhU).—The stems of the bunches dying
is, we think, a consequence of their having been kept too moist, the soil being
also wet, especially now the Grapes are ripe, the footstalk sent having the
appearance of those produced by Vines, the growth of which is gross. Lees
moi-ture would probably afford a remedy. No alkali added to the water
would be of use. Expose it in a tank to the weather and it will lose much of

its hardness.

Grapes Mildewing '-4 F., An Old Suhscrif»:r).—\Ye do not think your
Grapes are attacked by mildew, the spots on the berries being caused by
damp, which erds in mould A gentle fire by day with abundance of air, and
no fire at night with a little air, will give you an atmosphere better calculated
for keeping the Grapes in good condition. At night it may occasionally

be nece^^siry to employ fire heat to exclude frost. The drier you keep the
atmosphere the better it will be for keeping the Grapes; but avoid a high
temperature— SO^* is ample by day. It will, of course, be higher from sun.
Fumigation with tobacco is of no use for mildew; dusting with flowers of

sulphur is the proper remedy, applving it to th« infected parts. The plants,

as you judge, are not conducive to the Grapes keeping well.

Apple and Pear Espaliehs Ca.nkeued (frf*ml.—The best remedy would
be to lift the trees carefully iu November and give them some fresh and
richer soil, making firm. If they are old trees the lifting may not be
jadicious, in which case wr should manure well and p'^int-in with a fork. Is

not the fenotting on the stem and mildew in it American blight ? If so, dress
the trees with a composition formed of gas tar and dry powdered clay in

equal proportions, say a quart of each, adding by degrees two gallons of warm
soft water, so as to give a paint-like consistence, and with this dress the
trees, applying with a brush, and rubbing well into the knots and crevices,

avoidine the buds, though it does not injure them. Is the soil efficiently

drained ? If not, it ought to be.

CocuMBERs not SWELLING (J. S.I.—Prom thc description you give it is

to be feared yrn have the Cucumber disease, or that form of it which results

in the fruit beintj ulcered and ceasing to swell. The soil is probably a little

too rich, and the hi ttora heat strong. In any case, too much support is im-
pelled into The fruit, which is n- t duly elaborated. Probably the omission of

the manure water and a less temperature by 5- at nicht, the bottom htat not
exceeding 75' would, with a good hi.;;h day temperature, cause the fruit to

Bwell more kindly. Let the folinge be fully exposed to light, not crowding it,

and have a less moist atmosphere than you would were all right. It is likely

they will improve ; but the whole subject is, as regiu'ds remedy, involved in

mystery.

Fruit Trees for Rides of Greenhouse (A Cottage Qardencr).—Tou
have three Vines trained to the roof; the covering of the sides or ends, we
are not sure which, but one is as good as the other, and wired at 6 inchee
from the glass, would be suitable for a Peach at one side and a Nectarine on
the other, obtaining them with such stems that tho lowest branches will

orig nateat the bfise of the trellis. The trellis ought not to go higher than a
foot clpar of the Vines. If you have not ventilation at the sides, it is litely '

the fruit of the Peach and Nectarine may be scant, they being subjects which
j

require free ventilation. An Apricot would not do, but you may have Figs if

you have no side ventilation, yet the Peaches will be most profitable. A good
Peach is Grosse Mignii-uie, a Nectarine Elruge.

Transplanting Large Thorns and Birch {J. IT.).—The Thorns are

more diflic ilt to move than Birch, but both may be moved safely of the size

you name, care being taken to commence removing the soil at not a less

distance from the stem than 4 feet all round, and retaining all the roots
between it and the stem, and i( you can preserve some soil to them all the

better. The sooner they are moved after the leaves fall the better chance
will be t'iven them, watering well to settle the soil about the roita, planting
high rather than deep, and securing them well against winds. Tho beat kind
of Birch for shelter is the common one, Betula alba, which may be cut as

desired.

Grass Under Trees (jRimalfto).—The Feetnca duriuscula and Poa nemo-
ralis eempervirens should be sown in equal proportions, weight for weight,

for the purprife named, or nearly so ; 2 lbs. Festuca duriuscula and \\ lb. Poa
nemoralia sempervirens for a rod or 31^ sqnare yards. It is of no use sowing
the seeds unless the surface be loosened, giving a light top-dressing of rich

soil, and rolling or beating firm after sowing.

Wistaria, Hawthorn, and Horse Chestnuts {W. D. S.).—The fruits

of the two latter could be obtained anywhere that the trees grow. Of the
"Wistaria we can give no information.

Strawberries for Market (Straichenn nHnter).—Bla.ck Prince is the
earliest and most prolific, but it is rather too small for ma'ket-gardeu pur*
pises; Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Charles Napier, and British Queen.
The last named is well known, and commands the best price in the market.

BouGAiNvxLLEA CULTURE (£. L-l.—B. glabra will became almost leafless

in winter, and should at that time be kept rather dry; in fa;t,it should only
have water to keep the wood plump; but as your plant has been placed in the
greenhouse and kept dry we should remove it to the stove, and only give water
to prevent flagging, affording a light and airy position. Continue this treat-
ment throughout the winter, and encouiage growth in spring, potting early

in May and regulating the shoots as they grow, watering freely up to July,
then moderately, and, all going oa well, it will flower at the end of August or
beginning of September, its usual time ; but with us it produces its pink
bracts from the point of every vigorous growth. Your plant placed in the
stove will probably flower b-;tween now and Christmas, and kept dry over
winter, started in Miirch after it haj been pruned, cutting out the weak
growths and shortening the others to firm ripe wood, potting when the
shoots are a few inches long, and growiog-ou up t j July, then keeping drier,

it will flower in September, and, grown well, is a fine subject. Some of the
Bongainvilleas do not lose theii- leaves in winter, as B. spectabilis, which
flowers at that time.

Hardiness of Pteris cretica albo-lineata (/. R. Boyd).—In a sheltered
nook it is h*rdy, aud will survive out of doors in most positions, but is some-
times injured by frost. If you have not a duplisa^e, the safest plan would be
to take up and pot, keeping in a greenhouse over the winter; but if yoa have
duplicates, take up one or more and leave one or two out, and you will ascer-

tain if it is suJhcien'.ly hardy to endure an ordinary winter in youi* locality.

Pi'RiCANTHA AND PfRus JAPONiCA PROPAGATION {Co. Antrim),—Both are
propagate! by layers, which should be male at once, cutting a natch at a
joint, aud about halfway through the shoot on the under side, and securing
with a peg at 2 to 3 inche>> below the surface. Let the layers remain until

this time twelvemonth. Wo do not know what you can do to the P^racantha
to mak'i it bear berries, but it may be too vigorous, and iu a position not
favourable for fruiting, being shaded by furrjunding objects. If not shaded,
tikins out a trench at 4 feet from the stem and down below the roots will

probably check its vigour- ; the roots being cub there, fill up again, and you
will have berries in time.

Hardy Alpine Perennials for Rocky Border (A. G.).—AnthylUa
erinacea, Di-aba ciliaris. Erysimum pumilum, Linum salsoides, Litho::ipermum
Gastoni, Saxifraga longiflrira vera, Alyssum saxatile compactum, Cheiranthus
longifolius. Cistus algarvensis, Dianthus alpinus, D. neglectua, Draba aizoides

(if you have D. ciliaris this may be omitted), Erigeron speciosus, Gentiana
veroa. Iberis gibraUarica vera. Lychnis Lagasc^e, Nepeta Mussini, (Enothera
margiuafa, Orobus vemus, Osytropus uralensis, Saponaria cancasiea flore-

pleno, Sedum atro-poipoream, Silene pamilio, Statice latifolia, Verooioa
prostrata.

Brussels Sprouts and other Cabbageworts Clubbing (J. J. M.).—As
your garden for sixteen years has been specially occupied with the various
species of Brassica, no wonder that they arc now club-rooted. As the soil is

clayey we should by degrees pare and burn the top spit of the whole ; then
to those parts apply lime and deciayed vegetable matters as your gardener
recommends, aud avoid growing crops of Brassicas in succession on the same
plot.

Forcing Sea-kale {Leeds).—We know of no preference to be given to
stable dung and leaves over stable dun^ alone for covering the Sea-kale pots.
Leaves alone would do as well as either, if you have enough to ensure per*
mancnt heat.

L\ HinvE Cubr-ast (A FruU-Qrowsr).—Toumi^ht try a few, but we would
not recommend to plant it largely. If your land is in the condition yoa
mention it djes not require any banes in the holes where yoa plant the
Currants.

LtLAC Flower (F. Walker).—It is only one of those premature births to
which all flowering plants are liable.

Wintering Bedding Plants in Heated Pits (Bcfjinner in Lancashire).
—Tou will have no difficulty iu wintering the Geraniums and other plants aa
you have a 2-Lnch hot-water pipe round the pits, which will be more than
ample to exclude frost. You need not have a higher temperature for the
plant:) than 40^ to 45^, and they can hardly have too much air in mild
weather, giving only water between now and Maj-ch to keep them fresh and
slowly growing. In March you may shift into larger pots, encouraging
tfTowth by freer waterings. The Calceolarias will winter safely, as also the
Verbenas along with the Geraniums, but the Calceolarias and Verbenas
should have the coolest aud most au'y part. One pit you ought to keep ex-
clusively for flowering plants in pots, and in addition to bulbs we should have
a few plants of Cyclamen persicum. Primulas, and Cinerarias for spring
bloom, to be followed by herbaceous Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
and other plants, as Hydrangeas and the kinds of zonal and variegated Gera-
niums suitable for pot culture, and a plant or two of Vallota purpurea to go
in in autumn for housa decoration. The light summer-house will maVe aa
admirable cool house for the Gladioli you propose forwarding in pots prior to
planting out, a'so Tritomas, whilst it will be useful for hardeuiog-uff yotir

bedding Geraniums and other plants, transferring them from tho pits in
March or early in April, thereby setting the pits free for raising plants, aud
especially ai^nuals for blooming in them in summer, as Balsams, Globe
Amai'auths, Cockscombs, Celosias, &c. Your summer-house will also be a good
place for Chrysanthemums to bloom in, they being grown outdo 'rs in sum-
mer, and removed to the summer-house when they show fjr flower, or early in
October.
Planting a Clump of Trees (J Sir-y/^ars Subscriber).—Pinus aiistriaca,

from its dense gi-owth aud tho fine effect of a mass of its rich dark glossy

foliage, forms a fine clump, and we like to see an occasional Larch amon^ a
number of ir, the sprightly aii* and bright fresh greenery of the Larch afford-

ing a flue relief and contrast to it, especially in spring. 'Ihe best way would
ha to plant the whole of the trees G feet apai-t, introducing a quantity of
"nursiug" Larches, to bo removed as the Pines require space. Copper
Beech would uot be sufficiently effective in front of the dark Pines, hut the
flanes would tell well. As the situation is sheltered we would choose the
American variety called the Western Plane (Platanus occidentalis). whichis
preferable to the Oriental Plane from the rapidity of its growth. Two or
three Liquidaoihar placed at intei-vals near the margin would impart a
picturesque appearance to the clump, especially in autumn, when its leaves

change to a vivid crimson'mixed with purple and yellow.
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^ Cool-house Okchids (iJ. P.).— Masdevallia Harryaua, Oilootoglossum
Alex(inira>, OJontoglossara grando, Lselia puvpurativ. These will sacceed
admirably in a warm {greenhouse or cool stove. Dtirinj; growth they require
to be kept moist and shaded from briRht sun, sprinklinj,' overhead three times
a-duy, and after ^;r^'wth keep drier, spriokllDg once or twice a-day, the Maade-
vaUiii rcquiriuf,' to bo kept most moiat. They should be potted iu spring, just

before or when corameucins to ^row, in a compost of rough brown fibrous

peat, siihagnum, aod crocks in about equal parts, keeping them high in the
centre of the pots, the pots to be half lilied with crocks, the plants pUced on
the top of the coue in the centre of the pot, the routi only being covered with
the compost.

Applying LniE to Garden [R. K Rl.—Lime will effectually clear the
ground of sings if its application be persisted iu, dustint; with quicklime at
frequent intervals any crops attacked by them. Your garden being badly
infested, you may now apply it iu dry weather, putting it ou iu its quick but
fallen state, and m soon after as convenient dig it iH. We should not at thig

time of year give more per perch (3 t| fqiiare yards) than half a bushel, which
is equal to a dret-sin;,' of eighty bushels per acre, but we should supplement it

in the first dry wen-tlicr in March with the same amount per perch, and
merely point it iu ^ith a fork, followiu^' up. the dressing with dustings a^
required to keep down slugs, which may have escaped the dressings, as some
in the egg state may have done.

Waterproofing Paper by the Aid of Sdlpttdric Acid.—"I read an
article on the subject in the Journal some mouths ago, which directed to

get diluted acid and add the same bulk of water. I obtained the pure acid,

and diluted first two of water to oue of acid, iucreasiug the water up to

twenty-one, still keeping tlie one of acid, and dipping a piece of paper iu

each time ; and when all the papers were dry none of them presented at all

the appearance of parchment, the last ones scarcely altered. Will someone
state what the proportions are ?

—

An Old Subscriber."

Gas Boiler lA. W. D.).—Yon may obtain a gas boiler that will heat effi-

ciently 100 to 200 feet of '2-inch pipe; but the size that would heat 100 feet

would not heat double the number of feet; a boiler of larger size would be
required For economy in heating by gas, 2-inch pipes are too large, wrought
iron 1-inch-bore pipes are better, and four 1-inch only hold the same quantity
of water as one 2-ioch, and have double the amount of heating Burfaca. We
cauuot name any boiler in particular. Write to those advertising in our
columns.

Red Spider on Neapolitan Violets (C. R. H,).—The best remedy is to
form a solution of soft soap, 3 ozs. to a gallon of water, and immerse the
leaves oue by one in the solution, it being contained in a shallow vessel, as a
saucer. This is a tedious process, but it is astonishing what perseverance can
accomplish. The worst leaves may be removed. A day or two afterwards
give them a thorough syringing with soot water, one peck to thirty gallons,
stilling well up before use, and straining so that the syringe may not be
clogged by any particles of dirt, and iu a week you may dust dry soot over
the plants and the whole frame, just a little to make them black. The soot
will improve the colour and growth.

Insects Attacking Ferns (H. C. il.).—The insect sent U the male of
Sirex juveuens, a not uncommon wood-boring fly, the larva of which lives in
Fir trees. If your statement is correct, that in different sta-es of its existence
it has eaten your Ferns, the fact is new, and it would be very desirable if you
would furnish the details of its history, mods of attack, part of the plants
attacked, &c. Its larva is a white fleshy grub.—I. O. W.
Names of Fruit (TF. Vincent).—The Pear is Dr. Capron, a worthless

variety. lSeetalt).~\, Royal Russet; 2, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 3, Aro-
matic Russet; 4, Beurre d'Aremberg; 5, Colmar d'Aremberg; 6, Glou
Mor(,:eau. ij. tfrt-fH).—The Pear is Beurr<- Diel. The Apple we do not
know. (Richard Janid^on],—The Grapes you sent are the true Lady Downe's.
"We do not see anything particular in them to lead us to think there is some-
thing wrong. The new edition of the " Fruit Manual " will bo ready in a few
week^^, great progress having been made witn its passing through the press.
(fi. C. Buxtedu—htk Juive. {A Siibacr iher),— Fidiie. (O. Diss\.-~1, Beurre
de Rauce; 2 Beurre do Capiaumont ; 3, Aston Town; 4, Beurrt- Diel. (T. E.).—1. Ducd'Aumale; 2, Jersey Gratioli; 3, Northern Greening. (R D. G.).—
1, Kerry Pippin ; 2, King of tlie Pippins ; 4, Gogar Pippin ; 5, London Pippin

;

6, Wyken Pippin; 7, Marmalade fippin. {W. 3*.).— 1, Striped Virgouleuse;
2,Dumelow's Seedling; 4. Red Doyenne; 10, Easter Beurre; H, Passe Col-
mar. {A Somerset Suhscriber-.— 1, Triomphe de Jodoigoe; 2, Swan's Egg;
3, Craaanne ; 4, Comte de Latny; 6, Van Mons Leon Leclere. (A, D.).—
1, Nelson Codlin ; 2, Claygate Pearmain; 3, Golden Noble; 4, King of the
Pippins.

N*MES OF Plants (Ladij K).—l, Thuja Lobbiana; 2, Piuus radiata;
3, Cryptomeria japonica; 4, Thujopsis borealis.

POULTRY, BEE, ATO PiaEON OHaONIOLE.

BRIGHTON POULTRY SHOW.
(From another Beporter.)

The third annual Exhibition was heM thia year at the Royal
Pavilion, Brighton, and it is seldom we find a buildii:'; better
adapted for this purpose. This year an addition was mar' 1 to the
schedule in the shape of eats and dogs. The combiuea entries
reached n06 ; had they been doubled ample accommodation could
have been found; the light was also exceedingly good.
Dorkings commenced the list, Mr. Ellis winning with a sound

pair, well grown, and short in the leg.

In Dark Brahmas Mr. Lingwood had an easy victory with a
grand black-breasted cockerel ; the pullet was also a fine one,
well pencilled, and heavily feathered iu the legs. The second-
prize pen was very young, but they deserved their position, and
we bope to see them again when they are more developed. The
Light Brahma class was a large one, Mr. Lingwood again
winning. The cockerel was indisputably the best, but the se-
cond-prize pen contained the best pullet. The third-prize
birds were small, but pretty ; we could not iiud a pair to beat
them.

t

The Buff Cochin class contained but four entries, but the
deSoiency in numbers was more than raade-np iu quality.
Cochins, any variety, a beautiful pair of Whites wore first; the
Partridge hen in the second-prize pen was well pencilled ; the
rest were poor.

(?a»te.—The Reds were a fine class. The first-prize birds
were very young, and we thought it a great pity they were
shown so soon ; a more promising pair of chickens we have not
often seen. Pen 77 we liked quite as well as the second and
third-prize pens. Game, auy variety, were moderate. The
I'lle hen in the second-prize pen we thought the best bird iu
the class.

The Hamhurghs were a beautiful lot. The Duke of Suther-
land was awarded the first prize in each class for Silvers, which
well deserved their position.

Hpiiiiisli were only moderate. The difference between the
first and second-prize pens was very slight.

In Folisli Mr. Adkins showed two pairs of magnificent Silvers,
which secured the first and second prizes.

The French class was not a large one. A fine pair of Hoadans
were deservedly placed first.

The Any variety class contained no novelty, but some good
birds were to be found. Black Himburghs were first and se-
cond, and a fine pair of Malays were third.

Game Bantams.—The Red class contained only a few nice
birds. The first-prize cock was very neat, aud had a beautiful
head; his partner we did not admire. Iu the Game Bantam,
auy variety, a superb pen of Piles were first, and must have run
very closely for the cup, which was awarded to Mr. Leno's Se-
brights in the next class.

The Sussex class was a creditable one, but hardly equal to
that of the previous year.
The Ducks were very numerous and good, the pair of Blacks

that secured the first prize in the Auy variety class deserving
special notice.

The Pigeon classes were well filled, the entries iu the Carrier
class numbering fifty-one. Many of the best of the old birds
were far advanced iu moult, aud the Judge must have had some
difficulty in deciding between quality aud condition. The
young class was a large one. We liked the first-prize bird, but
preferred pen 37S to the second ; a grand Blue was third. The
Pouter prizes were all taken by Mr. Vander Meersch, but we
thought his third-prize pen the best. The Barb class was so
good that the majority of the birds were noticed by the Judge.
The Dragoon class was the largest, aud here Mr. Graham se-

cured all the prizes. The Jacobin class was small, but very
good. Here we thought pen 452 shoald have been noticed.
Faiilails were greatly admired, and we should have liked to
have seen pen 459 in the prize list. The other classes were all

well supported, the Working Antwerps exerting an unusual
amount of interest. The points cup was again won by Mr.
Vander Meersch, who, we believe, obtained the same honour at
the two previous shows.
The judging of both poultry and Pigeons appears to have

given satisfaction, and we congratulate the Manager, Mr. Lenny,
upon having found such an admirable place for a show, and for

the energy and taste he has displayed in carrying out the
arrangements.

YoKK AND Darlington Bied Shows.—It will be as well to
remind intending exhibitors for the forthcoming York and Dar-
lington Shows that all birds entered for the York Bshilntioncau
be forwarded on to Darlington by the necessary arrangements
being made with the Secretary of the York Show. Judging from
the magnitude of the exhibitions recently held, we may expect
to hear of the entries being numerous. The prizes offeired by
the Darlington Committee are of a tempting kind, being £1, 10s.,

and 5s. in nearly all the classes, besides a number of valuable
special prizes, consisting of a beautiful silver-plated cruet, silver

medals, silver-plated cream jug, gold-plated Albert, &:o. Every
arrangement will be made for the reception and comfort of the
choicest specimens, aud the birds will be well cared for at the
hands of a painstaking Committee before returning. We hope
to hear of the entries for both places being large. The entries

for Darlington will close on October 3lst, and for York, Novem-
ber 3rd. Schedules for both are now ready.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 25.

THE BRAHMA POOTEA.
A THICK cloud envelopes the origin of this variety, which

seems to me (M. Jacque) to be another variety of the Shanghai.
Introduced into France towards 1853, aud a short time before

in England; the beauty of its plumage, the shape of the cock
and hen. its flesh—preferable, perhaps, to that of the ordinary
Cocliin-China, made it much soughc after by many amateurs.
The rage for possessing it induced forced production, and the
deplorable way of bringing up the chickens contributed rapidly
to deteriorate these birds. Inferior specimens are easy to pro-
cure by crosses between the Cochin-China, White Malay, &c.
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Fig. 112.

The first specimens I saw, and were really what the Brahma
onght to be. They had exactly the form and characteristics of

the best made Cochiu-China, but more developed, because the

size was larger. The back of the cook was perfectly horizontal

;

the shoulders large; the hind part formed by an enormous ex-

pansion of feathers on the abdomen, and the thigh feathers were
extremely large. The tail very short ; the leg

Bhort and strong, nearlj' entirely hidden under
the thigh feathers. The shank very large and
short, hidden under a thick mass of feathers

extending far on the toes ; the head and neck
small for so large a bird.

The colour of the plumage is not less cha-

racteristic. Each feather of the hackle (cock)

should be marked with a lengthened black
mark, and there is a like one on the back,

shoulders, and lance-shaped feathers {fig. 112).

Feathers marked with a prey pattern, very
like those of the Cuckoo Cochin-China, are

at the side Of the breast, near the shoulders,

little sickles, the back part of the thighs, and
the feathers of the feet. The feathers of the

abdomen and sides are grey mixed with white.

The breast is white, and the wing-coverts are

marked with black, and the middle and large

sickles are of a green bronzed coloiir; and the

down beneath the whole plumage is entirely

grey.
The form of the hen is like that of the finest

Cochin-China. She is low, large, compact;
her legs are strong, short-feathered, and hid-

den under the thigh feathers. Her plumage
is still more characteristic than that of the
cock, being very like that of the Partridge
Cochin; and I have seen and possessed birds

whose plumage was exactly similar, the colour only excepted,

so that one might reasonably have called one the Brown Par-

tridge Cochin and the other the Grey Partridge Cochin. To
this last is given the name of Partridge Brahma, hut most of

the variety are white at the breast, on the back, and wings. The
pattern of the feathers mentioned does not show on the sides of

the breast, the shoulders, the tail-covering, the thighs, and the

legs. The flight feathers and the tail are black, and those of

the hackle are regularly marked with black, as mentioned in

describing the cook. The abdomen is strongly mixed with grey,

and the same colour is more visible than in the cock across the
white part of the plumage. The comb should be straight and
single for the cock as well as the hen. With the cock the hackle,

back, shoulders, and lance-shaped feathers should not be yellow,

as this is often the case with inferior birds, and hardly the

slightest tinge of yellow is admissible.

They have made by a cross between the Black Cochin and
Brahma a variety they call the Inverted Brahma. The body is

entirely black, and the hackle, like that of the ordinary Brahma,
appears very clearly on the deep ground of the plumage. The
head of the true Brahma should, both in the cock and hen, have
a plumage entirely white, only marked with black on the hackle

at the end of the wings and tail. Amateurs have made them as

much like as they could to the White Cochin and White Malay,
&c. The comb is generally double (Malay), the back at an angle

of 45° instead of being horizontal. The hind part is scanty.

The leg is long, the feathers flowing, and entirely divided from
the thigh feathers. The leg is long and without feathers.

This variety, which I believe is no other than a variety of

Cochin-China or Shanghai, is perhaps the best of the different

varieties. They lay longer (from forty to sixty eggs). The flesh

is good, and the hen above all in the quality of acquiring weight
is Buperiorto that of other Cochins. The chickens are extremely
home-loving, and not at all impatient of confinement. As to
the name of Brahma Pootra, it is that of a river in India.
M. Jacque recommends a Brahma cook to be paired with

Houdan and Creve-Ooeur hens.

Stuart insist on calling a perfectly-marked Mealy a mismarked
Pouter? He may call it an off-coloured bird if he chooses, but
the markings are as perfect as the best standard-coloured bird

ever seen. IBesides, the mealy colour, I beg to submit, is of afar
more delicate and superior colour to many of the slaty Blues,
pale chequery Reds, milky Yellows, and sooty Blacks seen too

frequently at our exhibitions, and in too many of our model
lofts.

I think it is quite plain to all fanciers except those that winna
see, that mismarked birds are those of the standard markings,
such as ring necks, solid breasts, gay and snip, or blaze on the

face. These have a class for themselves among their own re-

spective colours; why, then, put them among the "Any other
colour or marking class ? " This class is intended for the Mealy,
Sandy, Chequer, and Splash. Mr. Robert Fulton, who knows
the Pouter well, says that the great drawback to the Mealies is

their low price.

This, I say, is the very reason that they are to be found in the
lofts of young fanciers, and in those of the working men.
And what has the working man not done for the Pigeon fancy ?

Why, then, exclude them and their birds from our exhibitions ?

I think if Mr. Huie's argument had had no other object than
the encouragement of the Pigeon fancy among them, il was well
worth the starting and well worth the keeping up of an " Any
other colour or marking class " at our exhibitions.

I have only particularly mentioned Mealies, but there are

Sandies, Chequers and Splashes. As a rule, all these birds are

very elegant in shape, and all are of great value to those breeders
who know how to make use of them. The three former I have
seen marked to perfection. How, then, can they be called mis-
marked ? As to the Splash, it cannot be called either a marked
or mismarked bird. It certainly is marked to an extent, as a
marked Canary, a Splashed or Agate Tumbler, and therefore it

comes in among other markings. Mr. Stuart argues that the
Splash Short-face is useful for head and beak properties. True;
but bad Mr. Stuart not deserted his old love—the Pouter, and
had he really understood the mysteries of Pouter-breeding, he
would have known by this time the great value of the Splash
iu the breeder's loft. When men such as Mr. Huie and Mr. Ure,
for forty years Pouter breeders, advocate their use for breeding
purposes, surely a short-lived Pouter breeder should not venture
to say, " Wd can and will do without Mealies, Chequers, and
Splashes."

—

James McCulloch, Moss Bank, XJddingston.

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKING.
I HAVE watched the debate on this subject with great in-

terest; and although I think it is very well understood over the
country, still, as it is of vast importance to Pouter breeders, of

which I have the honour to be one, I hope you will allow me a
small space in your paper to correct what I think has been
mystified, surely without intention, but it may be from want of

knowledge.
Mismarked Pouters of standard colours seem to haunt one

writer to such a degree that he has confounded them with
Pouters any other colours than the standard colours or markings.
He goes so far as to tax Mr. Hnie with contradicting himself,
and quotes in proof that Mr. Huie admits that he breeds for

Mealies, Sandies, and Splashes ; but I find that Mr. Huie states

distinctly that he neither keeps, breeds for, or ever supported
mismarked Pouters. In the name of common sense, will Mr.

IRON PERCHES IN AN AYIARY.
The iron perches in the aviary of "E. J. E., Bishop's

Waltham," will not injure the Canaries in the least during frost

or cold. We know of more than one instance where they have
been advantageously used for many years. They are less likely

to harbour insects than wood, more wholesome for the birds,

and none the worse if rust accumulates upon them. Being im-
pervious to wet, they are not liable to retain the damp and
promote cramp. They are likewise more solid, and act with
good effect (likened to a butcher's steel upon his knife), and
thus tend to keep down an overgrowth of the horn of the bill.

Birds can have no particular choice ; iron perches are the same
to them as wooden ones. They are not of such a sensitive nature
as to become affected with feet being cold.

We may conclude they are not very nice as to their likes and
dislikes when we consider the fearfully hot doses of cayenne
pepper they partake of. Your birds will be more likely to be
affected by a severe frost than through the iron perches ; but
as you state the aviary "faces west and south"—a favourable

situation—the birds will pass through the winter well. Cana-
ries can be acclimatised to almost any temperature. We have
known many instances where they have wintered well in

aviaries where the ice has had to be broken during the day for

the birds to obtain water ; but it is an advantage where the birds

are provided with a wellprotected recluse at the north or the

north-east portion of the aviary. The birds, of course, had been
well seasoned iu the aviaries during the previous summer aud
autumn. Canaries can well stand extremes of temperature, and
we have known them to be very prolific during the breeding
season iu a most excessive heat over a bakehouse. The change
from heat to cold is the all-important matter to be avoided. The
glass on the exposed side of the aviary will sufficiently protect

the birds from the cold. Beware of stones. It is always better,

where glass is used, to have wire netting. Do not place Belgian

birds in the aviary. They are very delicate, and much subject

to asthma and consumption. Birds in aviaries should be daily

supplied with fresh water, a free use of which will wonderfully

harden aud improve their feathers. Oar idea is a small fountain

turned on occasionally, and a little rivulet to carry off the water.

KiLJiiBNocK PoiTLTRY Show.—There are twenty-seven medals
and timepieces offered in addition to the money prizes. The
only fault we have to find with the classes is, that Cochins and
Brahmas are for "any colour." No judge can decide satis-
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factorily between the merits of a White and Buff Cochin, or
between a Li^ht and Dark Brahma. A still worse mingling ia

"TuUnds and Crcve-Cceurs, any colour." The entries close on
the 31st iufit.

BIRMINGHAM PHILOPERISTERON SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The twelfth annual meeting of this Society took place at the
Burlington Rooms, New Street, Birmingham, on the 2l3t and
22ufl inst.; and although the competition is by the rules strictly

confined to members of the Society, and by far the greater
number of classes are devoted exclusively to birds of the present
year, shown singly, the number of entries exceeded that of any
of the preceding years, amounting to more than 450 pens. A
still more pleasing feature was that, though the numbers in-

creased, the quality of the birds shown was equally improved,
in fact, the owners all being amateurs of known celebrity, this

Show is generally regarded as one held annually more especi-
ally to determine the relative excellence of the young stock that
during the late breeding season has enlisted so careful attention
on the part of their owners.
The show room selected this year was unquestionably a very

great improvement on those in which this Exhibition has
hitherto been held, and the willing help of the amateurs inter-

ested was such that, although the Show did not close until after

8 30 P.M., every basket was carefully repacked, and those travel-

ling by rail were safely delivered at the Birmingham railway
station and signed for before a quarter past ten, thus completed
without loss or mishap of any kind to a single specimen. Among
the many gems of the Show was a Satinetic that has certainly
never been equalled in loveliness of feather, and shown in a
condition but rarely paralleled j it was successful in taking one
special extra prize, and had a cup been offered for the best
Pigaon in the Show, beyond question it must have received that
premium also. There wei*e also several other Satinettes that
were of far higher quality than now usually met with. A
marked feature of improvement prevailed throughout the Toys^
among which the most noteworthy were Frilibacks, Pigmy
Pouters, Swallows of all the known colours, Blondinettes, Fire
Pigeons, Ice Pigeons of every shade of marking, from plain
self-colour to the most lovely chequering and perect lacing;
whilst among the Magpies were some of the most perfectly-
marked Pigeons imaginable, possessing also the advantage of the
most solid ground colours, whether red, yellow, or black. A
cup, value four guineas, for Flying Tumblers brought out the
best competition of these local favourites yet seen at a Birming-
ham show. Mr. W. B. Mapplebeck, juu., secured this cup by
taking no less than eighty-four points. Jacobhis were fine and
heavily-filled classes, the Reds being perhaps the best shown of

any colour. Both English and Foreign Otvh have been rarely
better classes, and the Antwerp^ and Dragoons, for which Bir-
mingham has always held a prominent position, were indeed
most excellent, all colours being well represented. Mr. Frank
Graham exhibited his well-known splendid Yellow Dragoon,
that distanced all his rivals in an exceedingly heavy competi-
tion. In eighty-four classes it is most satistactory to state that
scarcely an inferior class presented itself, and among the usually
recognised highest fancies, the Carriers, Pouters, and Almonds
were quite equal to those at the generality of shows.
The weather was exceedingly fine, and we were very glad to

Bee among the visitors many who had travelled long distances
expressly to attend this meeting, all of whom frankly admitted
they had not anticipated the treat that awaited them in all the
breeds shown.
The Judges for the strictly fancy varieties were Messrs. Al-

Bopp, Hewitt, Ludlow, and Yardley; for the Flying Tumblers
Mr. Gordon. The whole of the Judges were residents of Bir-
mingham or its vicinity.

SINGLE BIRDS OF 1874.
CARRiEns.—Ci«c'fc.—Cocfc or Hcn.—\a.nA Mtjilal, W. Nottage. Northampfon.

2 and 3, C. Mapp. Brotnsgrove. he, G. F. WliitL-buuBP, Kiut^'d Heath, Birming-
ham, c. J Watts. Kind's Heath. Birmingbum. liiin.—\. C. Mug^, 2, M.
Green. Hexham Any •ither colour.— 1. J. F. While, Birmingham, y, J. Watts.
fovTE&s.— White.—1, W. T jwtraon. Egremont. Blue.—I, G. HoUoway, Jan.,

Stroui. 2, VV. Ridley, Hexham. Any other colour.-l, W. Ridley. 2, G.
Holloway, Jan.
F \sTAiiuS.— Whit€.~l and 2, J. F. Loversidge. Newark 9, J. Watt?, he, A.

A. Vaoder Meerach, Tooting. Any other colour. — 1 and 2, J. W. Edge,
Bi-niingham.
Bakbs.—I, W. Nottag3. 2, A. Riddell, Lichfield. 8, J. Peace, Burton-on-

Trent.
Almonds.—1, J. Peace.
Balds o« Bc:ard3.— <ftorf./aced.—1 and 2, W, Woodhonse. King's Lynn.
Owls -Foreign. -I, T. W. Townsoo- 2. J.W. Edge. Ennlish.—l. W. Ridlev.

2. .1 Watts. 3 and c. R. Gough, Birmingham, i, J. Walner, Burslem. he, t.
W. Tuwnson: W. RiHley.
TcRBns.—Rrd or Yelloiv.—'l, T. W. Townson, Bowdon. 2. A. Riddell. 3, C.

A Craf**r, Waliington. 4, M. Green, he, W. Teild. c, W. Towerson. Any
other colour—U C. A. Crafer. 2 and 3. W. Ridley, he. A. Riddell.
Navs. -1 and 2. Bev. A, G. Brooke, Shrawardiae he, J. Watta.
Jacobins.—iIf<Z or Yellow.—1, W. Woodhouse- 2 and ». R. G. Sandca. Levin,

Btiverley. i, W. T. Breedon, King's Heath, Birminfrham. he, A. A. Vander
Mne'^sch. BUick—l and 2, E. E. M. Royds. Roctidale. he, A. A. Vander
M^erhch. Any otJwr eolottr.—\ and 2. A. A. Vander Meersch.
Tbumpetebb.—1, W. Towerson. 2 and c, A. A. Vander Meersch.
DaAoooNa.-Bh(('.—1,4, and 5, W. H. Mitchell. 2, N. Smallpage, Jan.. Kel-

brook Mills. Colne. 3 and c. J. Watte, he. C. F. Herrieff, Banbury; W. H
Mitchell. re/Iow'.-l and 2. F. Graham. Birkenhead. 8. W, H. Miichell. 4, J.
Nash, VValsaU. White.— I. A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, W. H. Mitchell. 3, G. F.
Whitehouse. 4 and c, F, Graham, ftc, J.Nield. Any other colour.-l and 2, F.
Graham, he, C F. Herrieff.
Antwerps.—/>Hn.— 1 and h'r, C. F. Herrieff. 2, W Gamon. S. W. E Mipple-

beck, juQ., Moaeley, Birmingham. 4. 0. Muu'g. Dun-fhrquercd —1. W. G-imon.
2, J. Gmhrie, Hexham. 3. N. Smallpage, Jun Di^^q'iaUfied. C. F. Herneff.
Antwebps,—BiHc—1, J. Watta. 2, J. F. While. Blue-clieqaered.—X and 2, J.

F. While.
Maopics—1, M. Ord, Sedge&eld, Darbam. 2, H. Beldon. 8 and he, 3.

Watts, c, W. Toweraon.
Swallows.—1 and 3, J. Watts. 2 and he. W. Tedd, Erdintiton.
Asr OTHKR Varikty.— I, R. Gough (.Satinettc). 2. W, Toweraoa. S, M. Ord

(Ice). 4 and c, J. Watta. he, H. Beldon, Bingl-y; M. Ord.
MriFF-f.EOGED Tumblers.—fio.tf M((//a or jiedbrfa^ts.—l. 2. and c, J. Watta.

/ic. W.Tedd. Self-colour.- X.Z. Watta. /ic, W. B- Mapplebeck, jun.; W, Tedd.
Any oihfr variety.— I. \V B. Mapplebeck. jun.
Clear-leqoed Tumblers —Loiifj-faeed Bakli and Beard-'f.—l, J. Watta. 2,

J. F. While, he, W. Tedd [i). Mot'tle'< of any eolour.-l, J. Watts. 2, J. W.
Edge. Any other variety.—l, J. W. Edge. 2, J. Watts.

SINGLE BIRD-J OF ANY AGE.
Carrikrs.—C^n^'fc.— Coc7i-» — 1, Special, and 2, P. R. Spencer, Hereford, he,

G. F. Whitehouse (2). Hcns.—l, P. R. Spencer. 2, G. F. Whitehouse. Dun.—
Hen.—I, W. Nottage.
Carriers.—Any other colour.—Cocks.—1, J. F. While, lie, J. Watts. Hens,

— 1, J. Watts.
VovTERs.— White,—Cocks.—1, W. Nottage. 2, G. HoUoway, juu. Hens.-lf

G. HoUoway. jun.
PoijTERs.—Blue —Coeks.—l, P. R. Spencer. Hens —1, P. R. Spencer.
FA^TAILs.— ir/i(fe — 1, P. R. Spencer. .2, J. F. Loversidge. he, T. W. Town-

son ; J, F. Loversidge.
Babbs —1. T. W. lownaon. 2, P. R. Spencer, he. W. Tedd.
Almonds.—I and Special, J. F. While. 2, J. Peace.
Balds or Beards.— "ihort faced —I, 2. and Special, W. Woodhonse. Any

oth^r variety of Shori-faeed.—\. R. Gough. 2 and lie, J. Watta.
Owls.—Fore(t7i.— 1, i. and ne, T. Chambers. Equal 1, T. W, Townaon.

English.— K T W. Townson. 2. J. W. Edge. 3, W. Kidley. 4, T. Chambers.
he, W. Tedd ; W. Woodhonse. c, P. R. Spencer.
TcRBiTS.— /?t-(i or Yellow —1, W. Towereon. 2, A. Riddell. 3, C. A. Crafer.

he, J. Watta. An u other colour.— I, J. watta. 2,0. A. Crafer. S, H. Beldon.
he, T. W. Townson. c, M. Green ; W. Tedd.
Nuns —1 and 2. A. G. Brooke. 3, J. Watts, he, J. Nield. Birmingham.
JACoBisa.-Red and Yellow.—I, R. G. Sanders- 2, T. W. SwaUow, North-

ampton. 3, W. Woodhouae. 4, W. T. Brei^dun King's Heath, Birmingham.
he and c, E. E. M. Koyda. Black —1. A. A. Vander Meersch. 2 and he. E. E. M.
Royds. Any other colour.— 1 and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch.
Tkumpeters — 1. A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, W. Toweraon. he. P. R. Spencer.
DRKOootiB.-Bluc.-l. J. Peace. 2 and c, W. H. Mitchell. Moseley. 3, J.

Watts. 4, C F- Herrieff ^c. W. Gamon. iV^/ow.— I and 'ic. F. Graham. 2 and
3, W. H. Mitchell, c. C. F. Herrieff. Whitt:—l, N J^maUpage, jun 2. J.

Watts. 3, W. H. Mitchell, he, F. Graham, c. G. F. Wbitehuuse. Any oVier
colour.-l and he, W. Gamon, Chester. 2, W. H. Mitchell. 3, F. Graham.
c, C. F. Herrieff.
ANTWERpa—Biuf.—1, W. Gamon. 2. J. Nield. c, J. Watts. Dun..—1 and 2,

W. Gamon. he, J. F While. Blue-chequered —I a.nd e,W. G3Lmon. 2,J. Watta.
Chequered, any other colour.~l and 2, W. Gamon.
Magpies. -1,H Beldon. 2. W. Tedd. 3, M. Ord. /re, J. Watta.
Swallows.—1, C. F. Herrieff. 2 and he, W. Tedd. 3, J. Nield. c, J. Watts.
Archangels.— I. H. Beldon.
An? other Varietv.- 1, R. Gough. 2 and 3, J. Watts. 4, W. B. Mapplebeck,

Jan.. Moseley, Birmingham. 5, M. Ord. he, H. Beldon; R. Gough. c. W.
Toweraon.
Muffed LEGGED Tumblers.—Any colour B(ulge.t.—1, 2, and he. W. B. Mapple-

beck, jun. Any colour Saddles—1,2. and 3, W. B. Mapplebeck. juo. Mottles —
1 and 2, W. B Mapplebeck jun. he. J. Watts; W. B. Mapplebeck. jun. Self-

colour.—1, W. Tedd. 2, W. B. Mapplebeck jun. Rosewiniis.—l, W. B. Mipple-
beck, juQ. 2. W. Tedd. he, J. W. t.dge. Blue or 8Uver.—l, W. B. Mapplebeck,
juQ. Any other variety —i, W. B Mapplebeck. juu.
Clear-legged Tumblers.—/?rt'(i< or Beards —1 and 2. J. Watts. S. J- F.

WhUe. he. W. B. Maoplebeck, jun.; W. Ridley, c, W. Tedd (3). Mottles of
any colour —1 a.adS,\Y. B. Mapplebeck. jun. 2, J.W. Edge. Any other variety.
—1, J. Watts. 2 and he, W. B. Mapplebecii. jun.
Selling Class. — Carrier, Pouter. Barb, or Short-faced Tumblet.—I and

Medal, J. Nield (Pouter). 2, G. F. Whitahouse (Carrier). 3, J. Watts (Barb).
he, A. Ri'ldell I ''outer).

Ant other Variety.-1, C. F. Herrieff. 2 and 3, J, W. Edge (Fantail and
Black Jacobin).

MIDDLESBOROUGH JBIRD SHOW.
October 23riD and 2-iTS.

We will furnish notes next week. The following is the list

of awards.
BEhoiktis.-Clear or Marked Yellow.—1 and 3, R. Hawman, Middleabrough.

2, Fawcett& Anderaon. baildon. vhc, R, Hawman; T. -lobting. Mildleabrongh.
c, Z. Howe, MiddleBbrough; J Moffatt, Ulvertitone. Clear or Marked Buff.—1,

J. Muffait. 2, T. Jiibiing. 3, Faweett & Anderaon.
Norwich.-Cimr Yellow.—1. G. Cox. Northampton. 2 and 3. J. Adams,

Coventry, he, R. Simpson. Wbi'.by. Clear Buff.—l and 2, J. Adams. 3, J.

Bexaon, Derby, he, R. Simson.
tiORv.icfi—Even-marked Yellow. — 1, Brown & Gayton, Northampton. S,

Moore & Wynne, Northampton, 3 and vhc, J. Adams Even-marked Buff.—l,
J. Adams. 2, G. Cos. 3, Johnann & Armstrong, Northallerton, vhc. J.

Stevens, Middlesbrough, he, Moore & Wynne.
iioRW'icn.— Ticked or Unevenly-marked Yellow.—\ and 2, J. Adama. 3. J.

Bexson. c, J. Greenfield, Stockton. Ticked or Unevenly-marked Buff.—l and
2, J. Adama. 3, R. Hetwman.
Norwich.-Crested Yellow.—I, W. J. Hampton. Darlington. 2. Clemmeon

and Kllercon. Darlington. 3, G. Cox. hc.K Waterson, Uarlingtm. Crested

Buff—1, Brown & Gavton. 2, G. Doman. Nottingham S, G. Cox. vkc. John-
son & Armstrong, he, R. Hawman ; W. Carrick. Mnilleabnmffh.
COPPY Chest.—1, J. Brooks, Bradford. 2, J. St-vena. 3. W Untton, Baildon.

vhc, Faweett 4 Anderaon. he. J. Shackleton, Rochdale, e. W. Hutton ;
(. Stevens.

L1ZA.HD3. -GoUien-spangled.-l, Cleminaon & Ellerton. 2 and 3. R. Kitchie,

Darlington, vhc, R- Ritchie ; Cleminaon & EUerton he, J. Stevens, c, J.

Shackleton. bilver-spangled.-l, Cleminaon & Ellerton. 2, J. Stevens. 3, R.
Ritchie, lie, R. Kitehie; J. Stevens, c, J. Shackleton.

Liz\Ri>9.—Gold or Silver-spangted with broken cap.—1, 2, and 3, R. Ritchie.

r'lC, J. Stevens, /tc. Clemmson i: Ellerton.
Cinnamon.—/onque— 1.2. and 8, J. Adams. hc.Z Howe; J. Taylor, Middles-

brough, c, M. Burton, Middlesbrough. Buff.—l and 2. J. Adams 3. G. Cox.

vhe.J. Adams; Moore & Wvnne. he, R Hawman; J. Taylor; J. Bexaon.
Cinnamon.— rarR-g-n^t'rf Yellow or Buff.—l, Brown & Gajton. 2, J. Brooks.

3. vV. & C. Burniston. Middlesbrongh. vhe. F. Tntsehler, Hartlepool; J.

Spence (2) ; G. Cox he. Fryer & Holt. South Stockton, c. J. Adams.
YoRsaaiRE —Clear I't-i/oif.—l, Lenox & Renwick, Gateshead. 2. W. Howard,

Harrogate. Extra 2, -I. St-)Vena. 3, J. Armstrong, Hartlepool. uJic. C. Holds-

worth Harrogate ; G. Joblin ; R. Williams, Guisbrough. he. W. Lister,

Malton ; J. Greenfield, c, W. Hutton. Clear Buff.—l, W. Licbley. Ripon.
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2 and 3. W. Button. Extra 2, G. Gott, Leeds. vJtc, W. Howard; J. "WMttaker,
Bradford; W. Lister; W Uulton.
yonKiHiBE.—Evc7ily marked Yellow.—l, W. Button. 2. J. Stevens. 3. W.

Cotton, Mid'ile&bruugti. vhc.F. Tritschler; J.Whittaker; W. Button. Evenly-
mnrked Buff.— I, R. Hawman 2 and S. W. Huiton.
yohitsHiBE.— t^/((L'en/y-j?mrA-(V/ Yellow. — i. J. Garbutt. Stokesley, 2, W.

Carrict. s, C. Hoidaworth. Unevenly marked Buff.—l&nd 2, G. Gott. 3, G.
Cooper. Darlington.
Cleab liHEEN.—], W. Cotton. 2, J. Stevens. 3, J. Rowland, Marske-by-the-

Sea.
MULKS.

^Goldfinch a>"d'Canary.— Evenly-marked.— l,' J. Stevens. 2, J. Cooper.
Extra '^, Moore & Wynne. 3, R. Htavinau. I'/ic, W. Butes. Nottingham; J.
"Whittaker; J. stevtns. he, T. Allei-bj-. Durham. Dark.—l, G. Cox. a, W.
HuuoQ. 3. T. Tenniswood, Middlefbrougli. r^ic, G. DoUnan ; J. Bexson ; W.
and C Btiniiston. c, W. & 0. Borniston.
Linnet akd Canabv.— 1, J. Stevena. 2 and 3, J. Spence, South Shields, he,

W. Button. Dark.—l, J. Stevens. 2. G. Ashman, Stockton. 3, W. Carrick.
Any * THER Class.—1, T. Ti-nniawood. 2, W. Button. 3, R. Bawman (Green-

finch and Canary), vhc, A. Waterworth, Leeds (buUtinch.and GoldHnch).

BRITISH BIRDS.
Goldfinch. -1,T. Allenhy. 2. R. D. White, Malton. 3,^W. Carrick. ;ic, P.

Henrice, M jddle&brou|ih ; W. & C. Burnioton.
Linnet ~Brown.~l. W. Carrick. 2, J. Carrick. 3, W. & C. Borniaton. vhc,

W. Carrick; J. Carrick.
Bullfinch—1, J, Kowland. 2, W. Lister. 3, J. C. Bamber, Preston.
Any other Variety.— 1, Fryer & Bolt. 2, J. Bailey, Ormesby. 8. R. Pear-

son, Whitby, i^hc, B, W. Castelow, Sunderland; J.Bailey, he, W. Lister; R.
Peafbon ; H. Weat, Darlington ; W. & C Burniaton.
Selling Class. -1, W. Henderson, Whitby. 2, G. Cox. 3, M. Burton.

JuBGE.—Mr. J. N. Harrison.

SOUTH STOCKTON CANARY SHOW.
The members of the South Stockton Ornithological Society

held their first Exhibition of Canaries, Mules, and British birds
in the Temperance Hall, South Stockton, on the 16th and
17th inst. On the whole there was a very good show of birds.

The principal features in the Show were the high-coloured
Norwich of Mr. Adams, of Coventry, and the Yorkshire-bred
birds which were exhibited in somewhat unusually large num-
bers, the four classes devoted to them containing no less than
eighty-nine specimens. The Belgians, as is mostly the case,

were very few in number. There were several excellent speci-

mens of the Cinnamon and Lizard Canai'ies exhibited. The
following are the awards :

—
Belgiaxs.-1, T. Joblin, Middleabrotigh. 2, Fawcett & Anderson, Baildon.

3, R. Uawman.
Norwich —C/far TelVno.—l and I'Jic. J. Adams, Coventry. 2. Johnson and

Armstronjj, Nortballerton. 8, Petty & Cuss, York. Clear buff.~l, B. Simpson,
Whitby. 2 and 3, J.Adams, vhc, Johnson & Armstrong; J. Spence, he, R.
LayBeld ; Ciemins m iv jiilerton. Darlington.
Norwich.- Euenly-viarked Yellow or Buff.—I, Johnson & Arrastronff. 2, J.

Adams. 3, R. simpson. lie. J. Prior. Unevenly-marked Yellow or Buff —\ and
2, J. Adams. 3. J. Greenfield, vhc, J. Bell ; R Uawman ; Cleminson & EUer-
ton ; JohDson & Arraetrong. he, R. Jackson ; T. Cleminson.
MohWicH. — Crested. — 1. R. Hawman. 2, Johnson & Armstrong. 3. R.

Triffltt, York, vhc, R. Triffltt; Cleminson & Ellerton. he, A. Armstrong, New-
castle; Barriaoi (J; Huntress.
Cinnamon.—JoTigHe.—l and 2, J. Adams. 8, M Burton, Middlesbrough, vlic,

J.Taylor, he, 3. 'I. HaTis^.n- 2J»#.—1 and 2. J. Adams. 3, J. Taylor. vhc,B.,
Simpson ; W. Carrick, Middlesbrough; Johnson * Armstrong.
LI24BD3,— Goid^n.-l. 2, anrt vhc. K. Ritchie, Darlington. 3, Cleminson and

Ellerton. Silver.—I and 2, R. Ritchie. 3, Cleminson & Ellerton. vhc, J.
Stevens; E. Ritcbie.
YoKKSPiEtE.— C7ear Yei/ou'.—l. Johnson & Armstrong. 2, H. Walton, Stock-

ton-on-Teea. 3, T. Tenniswood, Middlesbrough. r>hc, J. Stevens (2). he. R.
Stonehou&e; J Rowland. Clear Buff— I, J. Thackrey, Bradford. 2, L. Belk.
Dewsbury. 3. R. Pearson. Whithy. vhc, C. Bolt; J. Garbutt; Johnson and
AimstroEg; J. O. Bell: Fawcett & Andtraon. he, N. Oughtred ; J. Tnackrey.
YoRKSRiHE.—Even-marked Yello\r or Buff.~-l,J. Stevens. 2. J. Wilkinson.

8, L. Beik. vhc, J. Thackrey; T. Tenniswood; Johnson & Armstrong; W.
Thornton, he, J, Thackrey (2); J. Garbutt; W. Cotton. Uneven-marked
Yellow or Buff.—1.3. Rowland. 2, J G.Bell. 3. W. Carrick. v/ic. J. Thackrey ;

C. Hualdswurth ; G. Turner ; J. Garbutt ; J. Wilkinsoa ; R. T. Iddson.
Clear Green —1, J. btevens. 2. R. Jelly. 3, W. Honhby.
Any < THER Variety.— 1, L. Belk. 2, fawcett & Ander-ton. S. J. Fryer, vhc,

J, Garbutt ; W. & C. Buraiston ; Fawcett & Anderson ; W. Ware, he, J. Sedg-
wick; J. Brock.
Cage of Six.— 1, Cleminson & Ellerton. 2. T. Cleminson. 3, Johnson and

Armstrong he, J. Dick ; W. J, Hampton ; J. Greenfield.
Goldfinch Moles.—1, J. Stevens. 2, T. Tenniswood. B, J, Spence.
Linnet Mcles.- 1, J, Spence. 2, J. Stevens. 3, C. Holt. i;ftc, G. Ashman

;

"W. Raw: J. Spenci?.
Goldfinch —1, W. & C- Burniston. 2. G. Johnson. 3, P. Henrico.
Linnet -Browji.-l. W. Canick 2, T. Tenniswood. 3, T. Dickenson, vhc,

W. Carrick: J Haraton; J. Greenfield; J. T. Harrison; W. Buckle, he, W.
and C Burniston; R Kearsnn; W. Baichelor.
British BiRDM.—l. J. Gales. 2, J T.Harrison. 3, R. Pearson.
Selling Class.— I, J. bteven^. 2. J. Fryer. 3, J. Kowland.

Judge.—Mr. "W. A. Blakston.

A SHOET DIALOGUE ON A CANARY SHOW.
" Let us go and see the pretty birds," said a little girl to her

mamma, as they were recently passing a place where a bird
Bhow was being held.
"No! my dear; they say Canaries now are so 'hot,' thatlam

fearful of venturing with you too near them. It was only the
other day I actually read of one being a ' scorcher.'

"

"But, mamma, perhaps some of them are only ' warm.'"
"Weil then, we will go atad judge for ourselves."
They therefore entered the show, and whilst examining many

splendid specimens, overheard a visitor remarking to his friend—" That's a 'hot' un/" at the same time pointing to a very
"beautiful-looking Canary.
The lady's attention was rivetted to the remark, and curiosity

brought forth the explanation that it meant strength of colour.

She was amazed when informed that the deep orange tint conld
be produced through a free use of cayenne pepper, and was
further informed that those who knew best how to administer
the pepper would succeed in obtaining the best-coloured birds,
if they were of " good breed."
The little girl, who had been attentively listening to the ex-

planation, said, "But mamma, if they are like the Claimant
their memories may fail, and they may forget how to give the
pepper, and then what use is good breed?'"
"Well my dear, they will then meet with disappointment,

which I trust you will learu to bear up against. The little birds
you see around us were sent for our pleasure, and to fill our
hearts with gladness."

BRIGHTON ALL-ENGLAND BIRD SHOW.
In connection with the Snssex third grand annual Exhibition

of poultry, Pigeons, and the first of dogs and cats, a Bird Show
was held. There were 153 cage birds exhibited, most of which
were of the choicest kinds. The competition with many of the
high-coloured birds was severe ; but Mr. Adams exhibited some
"great guns" in the way of colour. The silver cup offered to
the winner of the greatest aggregate number of points was won
by Mr. Lulham, of Brighton, he making fourteen points. Show
was held at the Boyal i?avilion. We published the awards laet

week.

HIVES.
The question of hives is a very important one for apiooltu-

rists, and it is desirable to view it from several stand- points.
Some five years ago I ventured to express my opinion on the
sizes and materials of several kinds of hives in these pages, and
for doing so I have been roundly abused. I again approach the
consideration of the subject with some reluctance, and hope to

be able to discuss the question with fairness, and with ut a
touch of harshness of spirit or language. In all honest investi-

gation no one has anything to fear or to lose. In all honest dis-

cussion, the vanquished more than the victor is enriched. Every
question has two sides.

The material of which a hive should be constructed is forced
on the attention of apiarians by some who would have us be-

lieve that hives made of wood are better than the " wasteful,
murderous straw skeps." Such advocates assume that wooden
hives tend to the preservation of the lives of bees, and straw
ones to their destruction; but the destruction of bee life does
not depend on this or that kind of hive, or whether hives are
made of wood, straw, or other materials.

Wood hives are more durable than those made of straw, and
if they possess another point of superiority I have failed to

discover it. In his practice with bar-frame hives the late Mr.
Woodbury found that straw is much better than wood, and
therefore during the last years of his life his bar-framers were
made of straw. Mr. James Lee of Bagshot, who took the first

prizes at Manchester and the Crystal Palace Bee Shows for

hives and bee furniture, is a practical bee-keeper as well as au
extensive hive-maker. At the Manchester Exhibition he told

me that wooden hives are very objectionable, owing to their

condensing the moisture of the bees on their insides.

Mr. Quiuby, who is, to say the least, one of the largest bee-
keepers in the world, and an enlightened bee-keeper in America,
being President of the Apiarian !3ociety there, makes the follow-

ing remarks in his book on "The Mysteries of Bee- Keeping."
At page 300 he says, " We have all heard of the great success in
wintering [bees] in the old-fashioned straw hives fifty or a
hundred years ago. They were discarded, it is said, on account
of harbouring the moth worm, and in consequence, Mr. Lang-
stroth says, * Straw hives are warm in winter and cool iu
summer,' and, again, 'hives made of wood are fast srperseding
all others.' Notwithstanding this," continues Mr. Quinby,
" I shall greatly err in my judgment if straw as a material for

hives does not in a great measure regain its former position iu

public favour. We have now straw hives of convenient shape,
some of them covered by a patent, but that is chiefly on the
manner of holding the straw. The proper degrees of heat and
cold when most desirable are great advantages, and these can
be obtained on principles long ago recognised. Hives made with
double boards enclosing a dead air space do very well in regard
to warmth, but they do not dispose of the moisture with sufii-

eient rapidity. The moisture must be got rid of, and in no way
can it be done so well as by straining it through straw. Besides
being advantageous for wintering', straw hives are superior iu

keeping the temperature warmer and more uniform throughout
the spring, thus promoting early breeding and swarming. After

the beginning of summer they do not seem to possess any
special advantage over wood hives further than that their

combs are less liable to melt down. But the objection first

raised by most persons—viz., harbouring the moth worm, has
not arisen in my experience. Oat of a large number containing

bees through the sv.mmer not one has been injured in this way."
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Mr. Yates of Manchester began bee-keeping with wood hives,

and to prevent the moisture from condensing on their inner
surfaces he covered his hives with a very thick boiler felt, hut
it did not answer. At certain seasons of the year the inner sur-

faces of wood hives are covered with moisture, which rots the

combs. The condensed moisture may always be seen by turning
up wood hives at those seasons, and often it may be seen running
down the sides of the hives and over the flight-board. This is

the first year that my apiary has been without a wooden hive in

it for twelve years. Every year such hives gave us abundant
evidence of their unsuitability for bees and comb-building. The
condensed moisture rots the combs in its immediate neighbour-
hood, and rotten combs can never hold honey or brood, or be a

foundation on which to build fresh combs. The retten parts

are taken down every spriug, and new combs put in their places.

In turning up a wooden hive at the swarming season we ofteu

find the new pieces give the hive the appearance of oue recently,

filled by a swarm. During the summer months hives are gene-
rally full of bees, and warm enough to dispel the moisture by
the doors. In autumn the wood again becomes covered with
moisture ; even a riddle rim, which may be used as an eke to a

straw hive, becomes covered with wet when not a particle can be
seen on the straw.
Straw as the best material for hives has never lost its position

in Scotland, and I believe that the great bulk of the successful
bee-keepers there would not use wooden hives even if they
could get them for nothing. I believe that the teaching of ex-

perience will lead most bee-keepers seeking great results to the
adoption of large straw hives. Many of our friends have hives
of wood and glass, hives of various shapes and materials. They
are amateurs seeking pleasure and recreation from bee-keeping

;

but though they sometimes get a harvest of honey, and are
satisfied with it, they cannot be reckoned amongst bee-farmers
seeking large returns.
Like Mr. Quinby's, my hives have never suffered from the

moth worm ; indeed, I hardly know what it is. The work of

plastering the inside of straw hives with propolis has been ex-
aggerated. We have now a hive full of honeycomb, weighing
more than 40 lbs., which has been in use for eight or ten years,

and I can scarcely see any propolis in it. I do not think that
3 ozs. of propolis could be found in fifty of my hives. They are
so warm and well made that a lining of propolis is qirite un-
necessary. Thin, badly made straw hives do sometimes get a
coat of propolis, and this, as Mr. Quinby puts it, " will render it

less efficient in ridding itself of moisture. I say less efficient,

because it (straw) is better than wood at any rate." I have
known a straw hive filled with combs in seven days by a single

swarm, weighing altogether 43 lbs. Not much time lost in

plastering here.—A. Pettigeew.

I AM a thorough believer in the old straw skep hive, and am
sorry it seems to have been so little appreciated at the Crystal
Palace Show. If you think a short account of my first swarm
of this year will be interesting to the readers of your valuable
Journal, or will tend to make apiarians think more of my
favourite hive, I shall feel much obliged if you will insert this
letter in your next publication.
The swarm I speak of was drummed out of a 16-inch hive on

the 4th of June, into an 18-inch straw skep of the Pettigrew
pattern. It was a strong swarm, and the weather was fine for
some time after it was driven, so that I never had occasion to
give it an ounce of sugar, or to feed it in any way. On the
2.5th of July I found the hive was quite fall of comb. I then put
an eke on it 4 inches deep, and took it to the Glossop moors.
Since that date the weather in this part of the country, to the
middle of September, was rather unsettled, and I should think
we had only about ten days of really good bee weather ; but in
spite of this, when I brought my hive home on September 19th,
I was delighted to fiud it weighed, including board, 100 lbs.

If this result does not speak volumes for the old despised skep
hive, no poor words of mine will be of any avail.

—

Edwakd
Thorp, Sale, Cheshire.

LIGURIANS.
SoMETHrec. like ten years ago the late Mr. Woodbury set

himself energetically to work to assist apiarians to ligurianise
their stocks by the substitution of Italian queen bees for the
more legitimate sovereigns, but felt compelled to discontinue
the scheme on account of the frequent failures, the inter-

lopers being so often slaughtered. I do not think the method
of introduction pursued has altered much, neither can I say the
amiability of the worker bees has to any extent increased, but
certainly to make the regal exchange in question is not now con-
sidered a formidable operation, and the risk is but small ; indeed,
with frame hives ten or twelve minutes should afford ample
time for the work, and the danger to the new sovereign is almost
nil. With skeps or closed boxes more time is occupied, it being
imperative that the black queen should be first captured; and to

effect this it is generally necessary to drive-out the bees until

the queen is discovered and safely removed. Sometimes she will

elude the most educated and vigilant eye in spite of patience and
assiduity, and it is never safe to introduce the new sovereign
without being quite certain the old one is not in the hive. The
mere fact of not finding her is not sufficient, and in the event
of a battle royal it must not be forgotten the foreigner is tired,

cowed, and enfeebled by her long journey and confinement,
whilst her antagonist is in her accustomed vigour. Supposing
the old queen is surely removed, it would never do to introduce

the new one to the tender mercies of the workers without
proper precautions being observed, for bees are not noted for

hospitality to strangers, so she must be enclosed in a wire cage
placed in the hive, and kept so imprisoned for at least twenty-
four hours, when the excitement of the bees at the loss of their

old queen will have passed away and the new oue will generally
be gladly accepted. It is advisable to sprinkle the bees and
queen liberally with scented syrup both on the introduction
and release. When the above time has elapsed open the cage
gently and let her majesty walkout. Watch carefully the workers.

If they take no notice of her or merely walk over, licking and
feeding her, all is well and she may be safely left ; but if she is

seized by the legs and wings, and the bees assemble tumul-
tuously about her, beware ! In a few minutes the bees gather
iuto a ball with the queen in the midst, when regicide is meant.
Take-up the knot of bees and drop them into a cup of water,

which will eilectually separate the cluster snd hurt none ; or

pull off the bees until the queen is released, and immediately
cage her again for another day's imprisonment, when the same
process must be repeated with probably a better result. If a
cluster is again formed try the effect of worrying them about
with some tobacco smoke for a few minutes, when most likely

they will give up in disgust.

Fertile Italian queens are now imported in considerable num-
bers at irregular intervals, and are generally bespoke on their

arrival, for in the little boxes they arrive in they will not thrive

long, and the casualties of the journey are sometimes serious.

Their cost in England varies according to season, from about
7s. 6d. in October to 15s. in May. This is a considerable re-

duction from their value when first introduced, about fifteen

years ago, which was something like two guineas. At the
price now obtainable they will amply repay their speculative

purchaser, for there is no question the Ligurian variety is a far

better worker and breeder than our old friends. They may be
seen sallying forth to work long before the true Britons, and
still at labour after their neighbours have sought their well-

earned rest. The queens are more prolific, probably because of

the above ; for whilst food comes into the hive, breeding will go
on, and if supplies are stopped so is egg-laying. The intro-

duction of a Ligurian stock is a general source of benefit to the

other bees of the neighbourhood, for the natural law of " fresh

blood " giving vigour holds good with bees as with larger

animals, and very quickly it will be found the progeny of many
young queens will show signs of love-makiuR by the strangers.

The one and only great source of disappuiutment with Ligurians

that I am aware of, is the impossibility of being certain that the

queens bred by them here will be the mothers of pure Ligurians,

from the (as yet), impossibility of controlling their choice of

sweethearts. This will decrease as the Italians get more widely
spread, but at present the gentlemen in black have far the

greatest majority ; but even a mongrel stock is an improvement
on the original black bees pure and simple. The introduction

of a Ligurian queen into a stock of common bees, gives us in-

disputable evidence as to the length of a worker's life, which
may be said to be regulated not by time but by the amount of

labour executed in the midst of summer, when the days are

long and the weather fine. Six weeks are sufficient to showthat
scarcely a black bee remains in the hive, all beicg dead and re-

placed by Italians. " A short life and a merry one," should be

their motto. But let the introduction of the new queen take

place in October, and we must take months in lieu of weeks to

arrive at the same result; but even this is very curious, and the

uneducated bee-keeper would scarcely credit us did we tell him
that all the bees he has (except the queens), will have ceased to

live before the flowers of May enliven the fields with their

beauty and perfume.

The bees arrive from Italy in little deal boxes about 5 inches

square, a queen accompanied by abont a hundred workers;

and on lifting the cover a remarkable proof is afforded of how
much our irritable little friends may be subdued. Open the

box, there they are, a fluttering, buzzing little swarm, each bee

armed with a sting and a pair of wings, but showing not the

slightest inclination to use either, as harmb.'ss as so many flies.

Hold the box in hand, they buzz and seem to boil over the edges,

running about the hands ; and having apparently ascertained all

about it, back they go to attend their liege sovereign without

any attempt to investigate further or revenge the indignities

they have lately suffered. This state of subjection is the whole

secret of driving : it may be summed-up in one word, " terror."

Only thoroughly alarm the bees and they become tractable and

harmless ; but there always remains the danger of accidentally
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hurting one, and then, on the principle that "a worm will turn
when trodden on," a touch of a very little instrament may make
somebody cry, Oh!

—

John Hcntjjb, Eaton Rise, Ealing.

HONEY HA.KVEST IN SCOTLA.ND.
The honey harvest in this part of Scotland (East Lothian) this

year cannot be called a prosperous one. The stocks were weak
in the spring, and though the season in the early part was dry,
it was often so cold as to prevent the bees from carrying after

the spring flowers were over. We were fortunate in having
nearly one hundred acres of turnip seed within a mile of us,

which helped us greatly, though not so much as it would have
done if the weather had been good. We had V of frost on the
12th of June, injuring the potatoes much. Still there were some
early swarms—the first a neighbour's on May 17th, and my first

was on the 29th.
The season for the white clover was unpropitious ; though

there was a quantity the bees did not work on it as they used to
do. It was only on rare occasions that it gave off its usual fine
odour. However, there were very fine white clover supers or
tops obtained, though X did not increase my stock of hives more
than from sixteen to twenty, but gave room for breeding, and by
uniting I increased a ten-bar Woodbury to a twenty-three-bar,
and a ten-bar to fourteen. During July they got a good deal
of honeydew from the trees, which spoilt a number of tops, but
it enabled the bees to continue breeding, and they were sent to

the heather ten miles from here on the 29th of July, a week
earlier than usual, in very good condition for gathering honey,
full of bees and brood. The heather being fine we fully expected
a lot of honey, but the weather got unsettled, and a quantity of

rain fell the first week at the time the heather was at its best,
BO that our expectations were not realised.
The average weight which my twenty hives obtained was

16 lbs. each, some gaining 24 and 23, one 30J, some only 6 lbs.

Last year the average was above 10 lbs. There are, consequently,
a great number of half-finished supers in this district, and as
we generally have them in supers, this is not a profitable season
for bee-keepers.
I use the old straw Stewarton and Woodbury ten-bar frame

hives. I generally take the two outer bars from each of the
latter just before they are sent to the heather, and whatever the
season is these are mostly filled with honey, even when there
are no supers. These bars weigh from 4.1 to 5 lbs. each, so that
by using them I have always good pure honeycomb for the use
of the family : hence the superiority of the bar hive to any other.

I have reduced my stock to fifteen, breaking up the rest, and
putting the bees into weak hives, destroying unfertile queens,
and covering up for the winter. The old combs are selected

;

those which never had brood in them and entirely free from
farina are cut up, and run through a cloth, which is quite pure.
The other combs are cut up and run, and used for feeding the bees
with. The honey is not fit for eating, even though the combs
are never squeezed in any way. No one would eat honey again
were they to see it squeezed or run, and I am astonished to see
would-be bee-masters recommending such a disgusting practice
when there is no need for it. A neighbour had eight hives at
the hills, but he did not weigh them, consequently could not say
what was the average ; but it must have been about the same,
as my own, as they were about equal in strength. He will
reduce his stock to about the half (forty) by driving and uniting
two weak stocks. No bees are smoked here, and he never has
any fighting. He will unite as many as eight into one, and does
not adopt the bad practice recommended by some of smothering
the bees with honey or sugar syrup seasoned with mint. Mine
were all united without any attempt to fight.
Full finished supers holding from 10 to 1.5 lbs. are selling at

23. 9(i. per pound, and as low as Is. id ; run honey about Is.

per pound.—A. Sheabeb, Tester.

Joamal it may assist me to fiod them. The number of pen lost is 169.

—

M. Le.vo, Markyale Street, DuTutable, Beds.

Fowl's Intestines Ulcerated {7. M.).—The fowl would gradually have
wasted away and died. We kaoff neither the cause nor cute ol ulcerated

interual organs.

LlGURiANS (0«(: iiifto wowld Projresa).—Write to the dealers in hires and
honey who adrertiae in our colamns.

The Honey-Extractor.—" The honey-estractor made by Mr. Walton and
exhibif.ed at the Crystal Palace will be fairly tried aud tested here next
Saturday afternoon. October 31st. If any of the readers of this Journal
have a desire to see the slioger at work they will have an opportunity, of doing

so if they c orae here at three o'clock nest Saturday.—A. Pettioeew, Priory

Vineyard, Sale.

Pettigrew's Hive {The Cornish Duckwing).—In a week or two Mr. Pet-

tigrew will give a woodcut and full description of his hives in our columns-
They are made of wheaten and rye straw, firmly and neatly sewed with canes,

beautiful in shape and appearance, and when filled weif^h from 60 to 130 lbs.,

according to size. They are made in Ayrshire, and sold by Mr. Yates of

Manchester.

Collateral Hives, &c. {J. R., Edgbaston).—Nntt's hives are asgoodas
any collateral hives can be—perhaps we might say aa bad. We have tried

them and other variations of the same principle, and discarded them all.

Undoubtedly the most profitable system, take it all in all, is the storifying

mode of management. As to your hive infested with black bees, we cannot
make out exactly from your letter the circumstances of your case. The snail

had certainly nothing to do with it. It was the weakness of the hive which
permitted the snail to enter. We cannot tell the cause of the appearance of

these black bees.

White Babbit Skins (J. J. M.).—ks soon as the skin is taken off scrape off

all the soft internal part, and then sponge it with a strong solution of alum.

BEE CHRONOLOGY.
Mr. Pettigbew says the bee season of 1874 has brought to

light something new in the habits of bees—viz , that they will
for a time permit a divided sovereignty, as is instanced in the
case of Mr. Boulton's hive, of Ulverston. I can assure him that
the facts of this case are indisputable. Nothing was exaggerated

;

but the plain facts as stated by me in your columns can be veri-
fied, if need be, by the testimony of at least a dozen of unim-
peachable eye-witnesses. The facilities of examination given
by the Woodbury hive leave not the slightest loop-hole for
doubt, uncertainty, or incredulity. The bare facts stand out as
they were stated ; the reasons for such I leave for elucidation
to those better calculated, from experience of the habits of bees,
to adduce.

—

Beta.

OUR LETTER BOX.
QoLD-LACED BANTAMS AT Briohton Show.—Ify cup pen is either sent

somewhere by mistake or stolen. If you would name the subject in your

METEOEOLOaiCAI, OBSERVATIONS,
Camdem SqaARE, London.

Lit. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date,
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rapidity of growth in the first instance, so that when they began
to yield foil crops they might possess stamina even to super-
flnity , and continue year by year to bring a full crop to its fullest

possible maturity in size, flavour, appearance, and quantity,
as well as to make a free growth, not of mere abortive spray,
but of those noble shoots long, stout, and strong, brown yet
bright and ruddy in appearance, firm in texture, and thickly
Bet with fall, plump, triple buds, such as cause one's heart to
rejoice in the reward which even they afford for past care and
culture, and in the brighter promise of a teeming future crown-
ing ova efforts with repeated success ?

—

Edward Luckhdbst.

CROCUSES AND GERANIUMS.
The following system of beautifying his flower garden in

spring and summer adopted by a leading Yorkshire agriculturist
is worthy narration. It is easy, simple, certain, and within the
reach of all who wish their flower beds to be in the best order
and bright during the greater part of the year. The owner of
the garden is a Journal reader, and is willing that the system,
which has served him so long and so well, should be noted
for the benefit of all whom it may concern. It is the very
essence of simplicity, and, with the least possible trouble,
results in some of the finest Crocus beds and the finest Gera-
nium beds ever seen.

The plan is as follows :—The Crocuses were planted 2 or
3 inches apart, and 3 or 4 inches deep. The surface of the
ground was then covered to a depth of 3 inches with good
spit manure, which acts as a protection during the winter,
and at the same time enriches the soil by the washing of
the winter's rains. Early in the spring, after the manure
has become ameliorated by the rain, frost, and sun, the rake
is used, which produces a fine surface mould, and during the
summer becomes a very rich soil, giving all that is needed for
the growth of summer bedding plants. The Crocuses are
never removed from the beds, but when the grass is matured
it is cut oft just below the surface of the ground. By this
time the Geraniums are ready for planting. The beds are
not dug at all, but the plants are simply put in with the
trowel, causing as little interference with the soil as possible.
If a Crocus is dug up it is just put into the bottom of the hole
again with the Geraniums. In the autumn, on the removal of

the summer plants, the same rich surface-dressing is given the
beds, which are never dug.

This system of top-dressing, raking down, and Geranium
planting is continued year by year, the Crocus roots, of course,
getting deeper from the surface, but only each spring to come
np finer than before. The depth of covering is thought to be
a preservative against mice, which never do them injury.
This plan has now been adopted nine years. The size of the
Crocus bloom is something wonderful, and the buds in spring
are one thick dense glowing mass of colour, extorting the
admiration of all who see them. The increase of bulbs by this

let-alone system and top-dressing has been great, even, as the
owner says, " more than twice quadrupled :" hence the massive
bloom. The Geraniums are equally fine, and during this past
season of drought were considered by far the best beds in the
district, and always surpass in effect beds dug and planted in
the ordinary way.
Annual surface-dressings of good spit farmyard manure and

never digging are, speaking paradoxically, the root of the
BQCcesB of this extremely simple and effective plan of spring
and summer garden decoration. It is admirably adapted to
amateurs, involving, as it does, so little labour, skill, and atten-
tion. The first outlay in bulbs lasts a lifetime, as they in-

crease and improve year by year. They are planted some in

mixture, but mostly in masses of one variety, with a distinct
kind for edging ; but this, of course, is a matter of taste

which each can determine for himself.

The varieties of Crocus used, which have in this case
proved so great a success, are Caroline Chisholm, white

;

David Eizzio, purple ; Sir J. Franklin, large purple ; Sir W.
Scott, lavender-striped ; Superb, yellow ; Princess Alexandra,
purple ; Mary Queen of Scots, white.

It may be added that anyone deciding on this easy and
satisfactory mode—proved so by nine years' experience— of

garden embellishment, should lose no time in getting in the
Crocuses. They are often kept out of the ground too long

—

that is, the bulbs are suffered to grow too much before they
tire planted, when a portion are sure to decay, or if they do
not perish entirely, make small incipient bulbs for another
year. By this too common procrastination in planting, thou-

sands of Crocuses are wasted every year. There are two things
Crocuses cannot endure—viz., a stagnant waterlogged site and
poor soil. It is necessary, therefore, for this permanent plant-
ing to see at the outset that the beds are fairly drained and
the top-dressing will do the rest. If the soil is of a free sandy
nature the bulbs may be simply put in without any other
mixture

;
but if strong and heavy, it wUl be very advisable to

surround and cover them with something lighter. A barrow-
ful of dried leaf mould and sand in equal parts wUl go a long
way, and will do much in such soil to promote success. The
main thing is not to plant bulbs that have grown an inch or
two in paper bags, thus exhausting their vital force, and directly

predisposing them to decay. If beds cannot be prepared at
once pack the Crocuses close together on a hard bottom out-
doors, and cover them with 2 inches of light soil. In a month,
in addition to top-growth, they will bristle with roots, and be
in fine condition for final planting.—J. Wright.

WANTED A GEO-HTGEOMETER.
Half the failures with indoor fruit culture arise from im-

proper or insufficient watering. Cannot some kind scientific

friend devise a simple method of ascertaining at any time the
comparative amount of moisture contained in the soil 18 inches
or 2 feet below the surface ? In the first place it is not easy
to find out what is the average amount of water required. A
study of the amount of rainfall will not give it, because com-
pared with rain our modes of watering are very imperfect.
There is much more waste attending it, because artificially

prepared borders are generally so much more porous than the
natural soil, which is only stirred a few inches below the sur-

face. The drainage also is more perfect than it generally is

in the open air. The soil is allowed to become drier in winter,

the growth is more luxuriant, and consequently evaporation
goes on faster. Fire heat is also drier and harsher than sun
heat, and it takes more moisture to make it genial.

Even after having succeeded tolerably well one or two
seasons, and having carefully noted the quantity of water used
each time, and how often applied, there is no guarantee that
the same quantity will be the right quantity another season,

for there are exceptional seasons, and exceptional seasons re-

quire exceptional treatment. The past summer has been a
very exceptional one, and its influence has been quite as

marked on indoor vegetation as it has on that out of doors.

Amateurs are very anxious to have rules laid down as to how
often they should water their plants. Now, to show how diffi-

cult it is to give directions on this point, I may state that

during the early part of the past summer it was found that

fruit borders required water about once a fortnight, which in

the previous year only required it once in five or six weeks.
The plants had grown considerably, and had, perhaps, doubled
their evaporating surface, but the roots had also extended, and
the allowance of water given each time was increased in pro-

portion. The difference, therefore, did not arise from the in-

crease of evaporating surface, but from the external drought.

We have the atmosphere of our houses under control to a
certain extent, but not so much so as would appear at first

sight. We must ventilate, and if when we ventilate the ex-

ternal air only contains two-thirds of its average amount of

moisture, as was shown by the tables given in " our Journal"
to be the case for a time, there must immediately be a great

rush of the moist air from the interior of our houses. When
this is known to be the case, and the supply of water and
labour is unlimited, no great evU follows ; but many, alas

!

during the past season have found themselves deficient of

both water and labour.

It is surprising how little is the cost of pipes, taps, and
hose, compared with that of the labour annually wasted in

carrying water a distance by hand. The amount of wages paid

to those who carry the water is not all that should be taken
into account. The watering has generally to be done, and is

seldom done efficiently when there is a great pressure of other

work and time is doubly valuable. I have known a case where
an efficient supply of water was laid on for less than it pre-

viously cost every year to carry what was not a tenth part of

a sufficiency. Where a natural flow of water cannot be con-

ducted to the desired spot, a hydraulic ram, a water-wheel,

even a steam pump is cheaper in the long run compared with
manual labour, its consequent wear and tear and insufficient

watering.

To ascertain when the soil requires water, I dig down
18 inches or so with a trowel or stick, take a portion of the
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soil in my hand and squeeze it together. If it binds, water is

not recinired ; if it refuses to bind it rerjuireB water, or, at least,

very soon will do so. This method will not do for those whoso
borders are principally composed of bricks and mortar ;

mine
are made with loam and a few broken bones. Of course, it

is a very rude method, but it is the best I know of present.

I want our scientific friends to help us to a better one.

Another reason for reijuiriug some instrument as a telltale is,

that one must often trust to his subordinates' love of work as

to whether the stipulated quantity of water is given. I per-

sonally have never found any difficulty in this way, but such

a thing might occur.

It is generally recommended not to water Tines after the

Grcpes commence colouring, and as a rule this is sound advice.

There are times, however, when this rule must be departed

from. If a quantity of healthy foliage remains on the Vines

after the fruit is ripe and the weather is bright, the border

may get too dry and the Grapes will begin to shrivel. Im-
mediately on the first appearance of shrivelling the border

should be examined, and if found dry, a bright clear day

should be chosen, when some of the driest surface soil should

be taken off and laid in heaps, the necessary quantity of water

applied, and the dry soil returned to its place. All this should

be done while there is abundance of air on the house. No part

that is watered should be left uncovered at night, and then if

the top soU is dust-dry, no damp whatever will rise through
it. If the lower eyes on the laterals have become brown, no
harm will be done by shortening the laterals considerably,

which will diminish the evaporating surface and lessen the

probability of the border requiring water again till the fruit is

gathered.

—

Wm. Taylok.

LIFTING AND EOOT-PRUNING FBUIT TEEES.
No. 6.

PEACH FAILURES.

It is really wonderful to note what an alteration has taken

place in the views of horticulturists since we have had cheap
glass. How well the thing can be made to work in the hand
of the freetrader as compared with it in that of the monopolist

!

Glass has become the monopolist. Even Cabbages ere long

will not be thought delicate-eating unless grown under it.

Glass monopolises our ideas entirely. The young aspirant of

the blue apron considers subjects outdoors as beneath his

dignity, worth knowing only by labourers. He is sure to pass

with honours, it only his tuition be under glass ; and the old

finds what he had grown to such perfection outdoors is ac-

complished under glass with increased certainty and greater

comfort to himself. Upon the introduction of orchard houses

we were to have a crop without fail every year, to heat them
was quite unnecessary ; but now we lind the upholders of the

system advocating the very thing pointed out as resultant

from experience—the heating of them if crops are to be had
with certainty, not only in cold high positions, but in the most
favoured. Glass, then, as a protective material for the cultiva-

tion of the Peach and Nectarine, is not superior to a south wall

with the usual means of protection. Failures occur occasionally

—as often with one as the other, and because these occur we are

asked to believe in a theory that explains only truth away. It

is said our climate has suffered a diminution of temperature
;

Peaches cannot be grown against walls nor in unhealed houses
without loss of crop in an unpropitious season, omitting to

state the fact that they never were grown without occasional

failure by such means. The climate, not man, is at fault.

Since the introduction of cheap glass a great stimulus has
been given to the cultivation of fruits. The outdoor culture

of the most tender kinds has been neglected, and the sole

cause and reason of Peaches not being grown so well on walls

now as formerly is conveyed in that one word " neglect." I

know it is a word that few like to have applied to themselves,

but what other word in our vocabulary is so suited to the
ooeasion, or can enable a correct explanation to be given of

why we cannot as successfully grow Peaches on walls in the
latter half of the nineteenth century as the first half ? Failures

there always were since I can remember ; failures we have now,
but have we no successes ? Look about and see if there are

no places where Peaches are not grown on walls, and if there
are any places where Peaches thrive in unhealed houses and
not on walls with protection, why by all means record the fact.

A protected wall is, in my opinion, every whit as good as an
unhealed house, and not nearly so costly in after-attention.

Some years ago orchard houses were to supersede walls en-

tirely. Peaches were to be grown in nnheated houses, bat in the

course of a few years the houses were found altogether useless for

the purpose unless they had means of affording artificial heat

;

in fact, we find not unfrequently that Peaches are grown by
themselves, separated from the Plums, &c., which everybody

knows are hardier subjects ; indeed, if Peaches could be grown
in a house with Apricots, Plums, Pears, and Cherries, it is

manifest the Peach could not be nearly so tender as it was
considered, and we must have erred in treating it to the

best aspect, and protecting its blossoms and young fruit in

spring and early summer. If it can be grown in an unhealed
house along with Plums, Pears, and Cherries, it certainly ought
to succeed in similar positions with these outdoors. The only

thing we have gleaned from the orchard-house culture of the

Peach is a confirmation of the fact known more than a century

past—viz., that it is now, as then, a tender exotic, requiring

for its cultivation in our climate the best of aspects, shelter

natural or artificial, or both, with protection for its blossom,

its young fruits, and tender growths. Anything short of this

means failure—disappointment by loss of crop. If our climate

be such as to insure the growth of the tree, the perfecting of

its bloom buds, their expansion in spring, and if efficient pro-

tection be given the blossom, young fruit, and growth, the crop

ripening-off late in summer, what more do we need to convince

us the climate is not unfavourable save in spring, and that

Peach-culture outdoors is not the difficult matter it is repre-

sented to be ?

Now I have grown Peaches against walls sncoessfully. I

have had them fail both in an unhealed house and against

walls, just as the climatic conditions were favourable or the

contrary. The last four seasons I have made an attempt

at their culture on a south wall upwards of 500 feet above

the sea. I was told it was of no use in this climate ; even

in houses fire heat was necessary in spring to bring them
forward, and in autumn to ripen the fruit and wood. Well,

I thought to try Peaches upon a wall 200 feet long, but

considering discretion the better part of valour, planted four

trees only, the rest were Pears and Plums, alternating the

Peaches with Pears. They were not protected from the day of

planting to this ; and last season, as also this, two trees bore

a few very fine fruits ripening in September. The kinds are

Noblesse, Violette Hative, and Malta Peaches, and Violette

Hative Nectarine ; and the kinds which bore were Violette

Hative and Noblesse Peaches, the others not having fruited.

The growths were very rampant and did not ripen, so that in

lifting last autumn the roots were found away from the stem,-

and one-half the young wood of the previous year died back

nearly its whole length. I had an opportunity of comparing

their doings with over twenty kinds of Peaches and Nectarines

grown under glass with heat. Those under glass have, of

course, given more scores of fruit than the others have single

fruits. No one could expect a different result from the trees

under glass ; but the outdoor trees convinced me that Peaches

may bo cultivated successfully without glass, which, if the

wall be not covered with glass as contemplated, I trust to de-

monstrate more decidedly by using a firm soil and protecting

them, instead of trusting them to the chances of the weather.

My object was so far accomplished. Peaches unaided will,

against a south wall in 54° 30' north latitude and 0° 50' west

longitude, at 500 feet above the sea level, for two years con-

secutively ripen perfectly. The soil is not suitable for the

Peach ; it is a light and porous moory peat soil, heath and whin
being the indigenous vegetation of the open country.

The Peach being not upon its own roots, how are we to re-

concile ourselves to the dictum of a strong soil for the Peach

and Nectarine, and a hghter one, even sandy and calcareous,

for the Plum and Apricot ? All ara on the Plum stock. Surely

the Plum roots are the same in any soil. Not at all. In a

light soil they have greater freedom of penetration and exten-

sion. If it be poor and dry the growth of the head will be

weak and productive of bloom, but not of fruit, for profusion

of bloom and of fruit do not necessarily go together. If the

soil be open and rich the growth will be strong, and the blossom

and fruit, until the vigour of the tree is overcome by age, will

be remarkable only by paucity and small size. Consolidate

the soil, and the resistance it presents to the extension of the

roots will cause them to branch and permeate through it more
slowly and thoroughly, and the head will be stouter, shorter-

jointed in growth, have denser foUage, and be more fruitful.

This constitutes the chief difference between a strong soil lor

the Peach and a light one. The latter is as good as the former

if it is rich and firm, so that the growths are short and stout,
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and moisture is forthoomiDg when required. A light and poor
soil means enfeebled growth and poor mealy fruit ; a light and
rich soil secures long thin, or if moist, long sappy growth, its

attendant mildew and failure of crop ; firm, light, rich soil

gives fruitfulness, vigorous, but healthy, well-ripened growths of

wood and fruit. A firm soil is therefore required for the Peach,
but it need not of necessity be heavy, only if light soil be used
it must be rich in humus-affording agents. A strong loam
with an admixture of marl is unquestionably the best soil

for Peaches. Then we have to consider the difference in the
growth of the Peach, Apricot, and Plum. The Apricot and
Plum produce their fruit for the most part upon spurs—short
stubby shoots, but the Peach does so only sparsely and in-

differently, the best fruits on bushes or pyramids and standards
being borne on the stiff short-jointed shoots of 7 to 9 inches
in length, that of the spurs being comparatively poor, whilst
the spurs are short-lived. This difference in the growths
causes the Plum and Apricot to succeed in a soil lighter and
more open than the Peach requires to have it fruitful and
healthy.—G. Abbey.

NOVELTIES IN THE BOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
On the rockwork we have chiefly to remark a new Lobelia,

which, unlike the most familiar members of this genus, delights

with prettiuess of leaf, while its flowers afford but a sorry dis-

play. We allude to L. subnuda, an acquisition recently

obtained by Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich, in whose collection

of novelties for next year we may expect to see it. The leaves

arrange themselves in a neat tuft, and on the upper surface
have a velvety appearance, dark in colour, but veined with
green, which imparts to the plant its most attractive feature

;

underneath they are of a uniform purple. In outline they are
ovate, with large serrations ; the blade measures rather less

than 1 inch from base to apex, and the petiole in length is

rather more. The flowers are small and pale blue, borne
rather widely apart on erect stems. It is a native of Mexico.
Pentstemon antirrhinoides is very distinct, inclined to be of

shrubby habit, with short yellow flowers, recalling the Impatiens
repeus. The flowers are unfortunately not very numerous. The
leaves are small. Parochetus communis is one of the prettiest

of trailing plants, with its fresh green trifoliate leaves, like

some kind of Clover, and brilliant blue flowers, not quito so
large as the Pea, but similar in shape.
In the herbaceous ground the Asters have been lately the

chief point of interest. A. pendulus is the best now in flower
;

the capitnla are white and rose ; it grows about 40 feet high.

A. puniceus is also good ; the flowers are white, and the leaves
of a much lighter shade than is usual. When planting Asters
it is necessary to give plenty of room, as they otherwise quickly
run into each other, or smother other things.

Fourcroya undulata, an uncommon species, is flowering in

the Succulent house. It has never yet been figured. The
leaves are dai'k green with brown spines, and spreading with
less rigidity than is common to the genus. The scape is about
6 feet high, though from a stronger plant it would doubtless be
taller. The flowers closely resemble those of other kinds

;

indeed it appears that there is very little variation in this

respect in the genus, so that the leaves must be largely relied

on for distinctive characters.

Cuscuta reflexa, one of the Dodders, flowering in the Cape
house, deserves mention. The stems are very numerous, and
about which are freely strewn the white bell-shaped flowers.

It apparently grows on anything. It is now doing well on
Pelargonium : on Mesembryanthemum, Ivy, and Gnaphalium
it has also been cultivated. To increase, it is only necessary
to place near it the plant on which it is intended to grow. It

ia indigenous to the Coromandel coast, but requires no higher
than greenkouse temperature.

POTxiTO PLANTING.
I HAVE been a Potato-grower for many years, and have

never had so fine a crop as this season. I have changed my
method of cultivation, and my plan was this :—To plant upon
the piece of land soon after the other kinds of crops were off,

giving a sowing of ashes and soot mixed well together and
forked-in, and turning over again in the spring as soon as the
weather permitted, and again at planting time. About one
bushel of soot to six bushels of coal or wood ashes mixed well
together is the proportion used, and sown 1 inch thick or more.
Begin forking so that the first row will be 1 foot 2 inches from

the outside (the half width of the rows, which are 2 feet

4 inches apart), the plants 1 foot 3 inches apart, and con-
tinue digging with the fork about 2 feet, and the plants will be
dibbled-in without treading on the planted ground. As my
Potatoes were very large this year, some 7 inches long, I in-

tend to lay the ridgts more round in moulding-up, as some of
the largest Potatoes were out of the ground and turned green ;

these were nearly all sound. They were a red-skinned Kidney,
and grown without any manure.—H. Haitley, Saffron Walden,
Essex.

ORCHIDS AND FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS AT
PROVOST RUSSELL'S, FALKIRK, N.B.

A FEW weeks ago I had occasion to write of this ancient and
celebrated burgh as the place where the Auricula had found
a home, and had been tenderly nurtured for many generations.
It must not be implied from this that the culture of what are
called florists' flowers is the only branch of the gentle science
that flourishes here. Bising from the lowly alpine gem to the
aristocratic Orchid, of the latter, not even in the world-
renowned Meadowbank collection in its palmiest days could
better examples of skilful culture be seen than at this place
under the care of Mr. Sorley.

It is in the house devoted to the culture of the various
species of Orchids requiring an East Indian temperature that
the best examples are to be seen. This is a span-roofed
structure fitted with staging round the sides and a platform in

the centre. The sides are of glass, elevated sufficiently to

bring the plants up close to the glass without their coming
in contact with it, or being so close that they might suffer

in severe weather from fluctuations of temperature. The
most striking objects in the house are the Cypripediums.
C. Lowei and C. Stonei are represented by marvellous speci-

mens, which have attained such proportions under Mr. Sorley's

care. They are grown in the ordinary compost—viz., turfy

peat, sphagnum, and broken pots. It is certainly not in the
potting material that the secret of success lies, nor is it in the

construction of the house, which is admirably adapted for the
purpose, but not more so than many other houses. The secret

is in the fact of the plants being under the care of a man who
not only thoroughly understands their requirements, but has
so much love for his plants that their wants as to watering,

shading, syringing, &a., are seen to just at the right time.

Cypripediums require rather different treatment from that

accorded to many other members of the Orchid family. The
compost should not become so dry as that for Cattleyas and
allied species, and the plants may be syringed with advantage

every day during the summer months. C. caudatum, C. Day-
anum, C. Veitchii, and C. Schlimii are also well managed.
Lffilia elegans Schilleriana and L. elegana Turnerii are the two
best forms of the species ; the growths were very strong indeed.

So were those of Saccolabium priemorsum and S. Blumei Eus-
sellianum ; of the latter I saw the spike fully 2 feet in length.

Dendrobium triadenium was here in full beauty, the variety

being very fine; the flowers were not pure white, being suffused

with a delicate blush. This is very useful for bouquets and
flowers at a time when choice flowers are not plentiful.

Passing to the Cattleya house some noteworthy specimens

are also to be found. Odontoglossum citrosmum roseum, a

fine variety, does well in this house. I noticed a fine plant,

which Mr. Sorley informed me produced twenty-five flowers on
one spike. The best varieties of 0. citrosmum are not at all

inferior to those of 0. crispum. The treatment is different

;

the first-named luxuriates in a temperature of 55" in winter,

while the latter does best in one 10' lower. There were fine

forms of Cattleya Warnerii and C. labiata, but the best varieties

of C. TrianiE were said to be superior to the others. It has

been alleged by some who ought to know that the flowers of

this New Grenadau species are not so lasting as those of some
of the others, and a long discussion was carried on in a con-

temporary about this short duration of the flowers. Mr. Sorley

pointed out a plant to me that had been in flower for two

months. Would any other species last longer than this ?

Let us just look into the Odontoglossum house ; here are the

best of the Alpine Oixhids, for which the uplands of New
Grenada and the Peruvian Andes have been explored. The
best plant of that curious but rather pretty Orchid 1 have ever

seen is here, Colax jugosus. The plant had four spikes,

furnished with fourteen flowers ; the sepals of these are prettily

spotted. Odontoglossum Kramerii is not very common, and ia

almost a perpetual-flowering species. 0. Hallii is distinct and
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handsome ; so is 0. trinraphans, which succeeds with the

coolest treatment and plenty of moisture at the roots. Of
course 0. crispum was plentiful, and eomo nice epocimens of

Masdevallia Hirryana served to light up with its brilliant

inflorescense the more sombre colours of the Odontoglossums.
M. tovarensis is also a most charming winter- flowering species

;

the flowers are of the most delicate transparent white, freely

produced ; one and two-flowered. At one time the culture of

the coolest section of Odontoglossums and Masdevallias was
very imperfectly understood, the temperature in which they
were grown being kept too high, and the plants too freely ex-

posed to the sun. To grow them well they must be shaded
from the sun, and the temperature kept as low as possible

during the summer months. No artificial heat is required

from early in May until October, unless a frosty night should
occur in the interim. In winter the maximum temperature
should rise as nearly as possible to 55°, and the minimum be
45°. It is not desirable keep to the roots continually in a kind
of marsh, but overdryness either at the roots or in the atmo-
sphere is more injurious to them.
Some noble specimens of Palms and Tree Ferns are accom-

modated in a large span-roofed stove and a lofty conserva-
tory. In the former structure are fine examples of Livistona
Jenkinsii, one of the broad-leaved Pan Palms ; there is also

a fine example of Seaforthia robusta, synonymous with Areca
Baueri; this and Areca Verschaffeltii, of which there is an
equally fine specimen, are easily grown, seldom out of con-
dition, and withal are the most useful species for general
decorative purposes in cultivation, and what is not unimportant
for many readers, they can be purchased at a cheap rate.

Calamus ovaliformis, C. dealbeatus, and Chamiedorea grami-
nifolia are also fine useful Palms. In the large conservatory
there is a handsome example of Musa Ensete, two uf the most
handsome specimens of Dicksonia squarrosa in the country,
their trunks nearly 20 feet high ; Cyathea dealbata, with
fronds spreading 20 feet ; and Cyathea Smithii, with an 8-feet

stem. A fine specimen of Zamia McKenii sent up a flower
spike last year, aud after the singular inflorescence disappeared
perfect seeds were produced, which appear to be thoroughly
ripened.

Another long article might be written to describe the flower

garden and the choice collection of coniferous trees. On the
lawn many of the newest and rarest species are to be found of

large size, healthy, aud handsome in shape ; but the whole
garden is in excellent keeping, though I had the discomfort of

seeing it in the proverbial Scotch mist. With the staff of

men Mr. Sorley has at command he certainly produces great
results.—J. DouoLAs.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
I HAVE been more or less conversant with these for forty-

eight years. Some of them are prized for their flowers and
some for then- foliage. I will name a few that are beautiful,

and which I never saw till this season—Yucca filamentosa

variegata ; Iris reticulata, the prettiest spring flower I ever

saw; and Sempervivum arachnoideum, or Cobweb Houseleek,
a great beauty ; this and the Iris took me more by surprise

than any hardy plants I ever saw. But the Yucca is very
dear—G3s. for the plant I saw. The Y. filamentosa is a pretty

plant, and I have known it for forty-eight years. I have two
plants of it now, and I admire it for its foliage, and when it

blooms it is very showy. I bought a plant this year of Cory-
dalis lutea, and it occurs to me that it is far better for bedding
out for a variety in a flower garden than the yellow Calceolaria

;

it is quite hardy, both flowers and foliage of it are pretty,

and it stands sun and rain with impunity. The plant I have
has bloomed all summer, and now it has hundreds of trusses

of pretty yellow flowers on it, about eight flowers on each
stem, and clear of the foliage. It is 1 foot high, and 5 feet

in circumference. I saw the plant lately in the gardens at

Dalkeith Park, and Mr. Dunn, the gardener, prized it very
much. It is a native of England, about old walls. There is

one in every respect the same, only the flowers are whitish, I

think it will be C. capnoides. I saw it the other day in full

flower at the Marquis of Lothian's, Newbattle Abbey.
If more attention were paid to many of our hardy spring and

early-summer-flowering plants and to many of our beautiful
shrubs, and we were to abolish to a large extent the masses of
blue Lobelia and yellow Calceolaria that are planted in modern
flower gardens, I think it would be a step in the right direction.

It is quite a disgust to me to see so many yellow Calceolarias,

&a., in our flower gardens, while many far prettier flowers are
not to be seen, such asRollisson's Unique Geranium, Saponaria
calabrica, Nemophila insignis, East Lothiau Stocks, Lotus
jacobosus. Gladioli, &e.—J. Addison, Ormiston, Tranrnt, N.B.

KEW BOOK.
Proverbial Folk-lore. By tlie Author of " Songs of Solace."

Dorking : R. J. Clark. London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

We never expected to see a book of proverbs printed and
published at Dorking. A volume on the good old English fowls
which thence derive their name would have been more antici-
pated

; yet the volume before us records that the county gives
birth to one proverb :

" In Surrey is a saying suggestive of the
extreme beauty of its hill aud woodland scenery

—

' In and ont like a Surrey lauo,'

while the town of Dorking, of good poultry association, supplies
its spirited rifle corps with the denomination of " The Five
Claws."
The author has discreetly omitted another Surrey proverb,

" The vale of Holmeadale
Was never won, never shall."

For it never was true if intended to assert it was never con-
quered ; but if it means that it shall never be enclosed it is

quite true.

We turned over the leaves of the volume, aud read many of
them in search of a reason why it could be sent for notice in
our columns, and we came to some proverbs which justify it

—

" A Cherry year
A merry year

;

A Plum year
A ilumb year."

The author does not appreciate its meaning ; but it is plain to
those who know that Cherries are never plentiful except when
their blossoms have a genial spring and summer ; and that
abundance of Plums causes an increase in the death rate.

Another proverb

—

" March winds and April showers
Usher in May flowers,"

calls forth this note from the author :
" I may be permitted

to give a warning against the false hopes which I cannot but
think are excited by Dr. Watts when he speaks of the Rose as
' The glory of April and May.' This queen of the flowers
can be hardly said to hold her drawing-rooms before June,
and our earliest Eose shows are seldom before the last week
of that month." Now, we will wager a broad acre of Holmes-
dale pasture to a foot's breadth of Brandon sand that that
comment reveals the unnamed author of the volume. When
we wandered about Deepdene aud along Holmesdale we must
have been near his rosery.

We pass on to a few more quotations

—

" This rule in gardening never forget

—

Sow dry and plant wet.''

That requires in gome years the exercise of one of the virtues
enforced by another proverb :

" With patience and packing
even Medlars are made eatable."
We have others marked for quotation, but must conclude

with this :
" Young people used to be admonished that ' the

early bird picks up the worm.' They now pertly answer,
' What a fool the early worm was to come out so soon and
get picked up.' This, however, is an instance of too hasty
generalisation. On inquiry it will be found to have been the
late worm, and not the eai'ly—the worm that would ' not go
home till morning '—that got picked up ; which makes our
moral still more admhable."

In his dedication the author justly observes, "Wisdom aud
wit are no unworthy yokefellows," and proverbs are illustra-

tions of the apothegm. There are said to be twenty thousand
recorded European proverbs. We have an old volume before

us of more than three hundred pages, with an average of nearly
thirty proverbs on each page, and one of them is " Better half

an egg than an empty shell," and it applies to the Dorking
volume before us. It is small, but its contents are well selected

and well arranged. The author's connecting remarks are

apposite, terse, and wholesome, and worthy of proverbs which
Bacon said are " the genius, wit, and wisdom of a nation."

KE-W GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS.
Of the public gardens belonging to the capital towns of

Europe I know none which for beauty and variety comes up to

our own Kew. To aU clasEes of society—to rich and poor, to
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old and young, to the infirm and the robust, and to those long
pent-up in one of the most populous and murkiest of cities,

Kew Gardens offer the means of enjoying within a small space
country pleasure with objects of instruction and amusement
suited to all tastes. It is a remarkable but pleasing feature

of the times in which we live, that the public taste for such
places shonldbe on the increase, not merely in Britain but in

Europe generally. Public gardens have become indispensable
to large cities and towns, and when properly kept, as Kew is,

are not only delightful mediums for instruction in botanical
science, but among the greatest of blessings that can be be-
stowed on a people, abounding as they do in objects of interest
that generally make lasting impressions on the mind. Happily
there are but few who, however little acquainted with botany,

II 1.5 20 30 35

1, Perilla nankinensis.
2, PelarRoniura Waltham SeedlinR.

8, Centaurea ra^uflina.

4, CoIeUH VerficbaffeUi.

5, Pelargomum Mrs. Pollock.

Fig. 113.

—

Bed at kew.

6, 6, Ireaino Lindeni.

7, Sempt-rvivum orbicnm.
8, Ctntres of eemicirclefl Echeveria metallicft.

9, PelarKonium Daybreak.
10, Lobelia speciosa.

11, Pyretlirum Qolden Feather.

12, AltemaDthera maf^nifica.

IS, MesembryaDthemum cordifolium variegatom.

14, AltcrnantherB amo^na.
15, Echeveria secunda glaaoa.

16, Curbstone.

are not more or less filled with admiration at the endless
variety of forms presented by a considerable assemblage of

the members of the vegetable kingdom—their grotesque trunks
and tapering stems ; their leaves, so varied in shape and beau-
tiful in structure; their flowers, so curious in parts, so diver-

sified in colour, and often so exqnisitively fragrant ; also by
their wonderful adaptation to the use and gratification of

man.
It is very pleasant to see how Londoners with their wives

and families on a fine summer day show their appreciation of

the gardens at Kew, dispersing themselves in all directions,

some rambling by the riverside under the shade of noble trees,

and on secluded paths, stopping here and there at points of view

bearing upon objects either natural or artificial. Those walks
carry the visitors to all the points of attraction, passing Boses,

flowering shrubs of great beauty, rock plants, and herbaceous

plants, judiciously grouped. In the hothouses yon can take

a glimpse of the vegetation of the tropica ; then there are the
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orangeries, ferneries, Cacti, Palms, and other plants too

numerous to mention ; but in summer the flower beds on each

side of the principal walk and in front of the Palm house

are the greatest attraction, and to them the gardens owe much
of their beauty. The position of the beds is all that could be

desired, and the plants are artistically disposed in different

figures corresponding to one another, producing the most
striking and ornamental effect. The brilliant colours of the

flowers are relieved by the more sober tone of the fine-foliaged

plants that are advantageously introduced in all directions,

which is indispensable now that it is fashionable to intermingle

foliage with flowers in groups or masses. A beautiful example
of this is to be seen in the accompanying design (/!<;. 11,3), for

they are disposed so as to correspond harmoniously.— N. Cole,

Kensinijton Gardens.

KEEPING GRAPES THROUGH THE "WINTER.
To preserve Grapes successfully on the Vines through the

winter months, in the first place the crop should be rather on
the light than the heavy side, the berries should be more
severely thinned than in the case of summer Grapes, and they

should be thoroughly well ripened by the end of September.
Large bunches should be even more severely thinned than
smaller bunches, v,'hich latter generally keep better than larger

ones, because the air circulates more freely through the heart

of them, and consequently damp is not so likely to settle about
them. It is also of much importance that the foliage should
be kept healthy as long after the Grapes are ripe as possible.

Grapes grown in heavy damp soils are not so likely to keep
well as in drier borders ; aud in localities where the autumn
rainfall is heavy, it is advisable to protect the outside borders
from rain before the Grapes are quite ripe, for Grapes ripened
under the influence of wet borders do not keep so well. The
inside border shou'd not be damped in any way after the Grapes
have commenced to colour, but a slight top-dressing of dry
finely pulverised old Mushroom-bed dung should be spread
over it, and allowed to become perfectly dry and remain so all

winter. Not a pot plant requiring water should be allowed in

the house. An equable temperature of from 45' to 50°, accord-

ing to the weather, should be kept up by means of fire heat
when necessary. Extra heat should be put into the pipes on
fine days, and air put on at top and bottom to expel damp
from the house. Avoid the practice of firing with a view of

drying up damp on wet or foggy days. It has the effect of

drawing a stream of moisture through the house, to be con-
densed on the surface of the berries, aud cause them to damp.
When such weather occurs, ratber keep the ventilators shut,
and keep a very slight warmth in the pipes. Grapes are now
very successfully preserved by being cut before the dead of

winter, after the Vines have shed their leaves, with a portion
of wood attached to the bunch, which is inserted in bottles of

water having a few pieces of charcoal in them, and ranged in

rows in racks made for the purpose, in a dry room where the
temperature can be steadily kept at about 40°. In this way
they can be kept for many weeks ; and where it is necessary to

have plants stored in late vineries, it is much preferable to

leaving the Grapes to take their chance along with them. Of
course the flavour of the Grape is slightly deteriorated from
imbibing part of the water ; but it allows the vineries to be
used for other purposes, and the Vines being prnned before
there is any chance of their bleeding.—D. Thomson (in Tlie

Gardener.)

THE LATE MR. BETTERIDGE.
I HOPE that there are some readers of "our Journar' who

will sympathise with me in my present unfortunate position.
I am threatened with an action, not for manslaughter, but
actual murder, and one correspondent evidently gloats over
the idea of hanging a parson. The fact is that I have killed

the wrong man ; for in announcing the death of Mr. Betteridge
it should have been, not Mr. James Betteridge of that ilk, but
Mr. R. H. Betteridge. The information was given me by a
friend, and as they were neither of them known to me person-
ally, I made this blunder. What can I say but " Mea culpa,
mea maxima culpa .'"—D., Deal.

New Habitat fok Eeica Mackayana.— The only habitat
for this rare Irish Heath was that at Craiggamore hill, and
between that and CUfden. In August of the present year it

was discovered in its most typical form not far from tho newly-

built police station at Carna by that indefatigable and very
successful explorer of the Irish flora, Ac, Mr. A. G. More, of

the Natural History Department, Eoyal Dublin Society. The
rare Erica ciliaris, discovered at Craiggamore by Mr. Bergin in

184C, and again gathered between Clifden and Eoundstone by
Professor Balfour six years later, would seem in the interval

since to have somehow altogether disappeared from these
localities. Mr. More informs us that, at the same time as bo
discovered the new habitat for E. Mackayana, he made a
minute search, as also did Professor Balfour and party, for

E. ciliaris, but without success..

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

VIOLETS.
The Violet is one of the most cherished of plants, and held

in high estimation by all lovers of fragrant flowers. The
colour too—blue, is one not overabundant at any time, and
especially in the dullest half of the year. Being hardy, the
flower is within the reach of all possessed of a few yards of

ground ; it is not very particular in its requirements, but thrives

in towns as well as in the country, needing only shade, mois-
ture, aud moderately rich loamy soil.

The varieties are tolerably numerous, but with only three or
four of them the pretty sweet-scented flowers may be secured
from September to May, and in quantity proportionate to the
number of plants and means. It is not practicable to have
Violets with certainty during the winter from the open ground,
but they will continue to produce their blooms more or less

according to the mildness or severity of the weather. In a
frost of a week's duration, the ground being covered with
snow, blooms not being forthcoming outdoors, these may be
had from plants in frames which are protected by mats from
the severity of the weather. A narrow pit along the front of

a greenhouse or other house, cold of course, but deriving

some warmth from the house adjoining, and having a south
aspect, will, with a mat over the lights, be found a desirable

means of growing them, the plants being planted so as to have
their leaves from 4 to 6 inches from the glass. The best

time to plant them in frames or pits is the end of September,
but it may be practised up to November, the plants being
moved with balls of soil, and after planting well watered.
They can hardly have too much air if frost and heavy rains

be excluded ; and about a fortnight after the plants are put in

look over for yellow leaves, which at once remove, and a dust-

ing of charcoal pounded small dusted over the plants, brushing
the leaves afterwards with the hand so as to dislodge any char-

coal that may have settled upon them, will be found useful in

preventing mildew. Charcoal dust also improves the hue of

the blooms, making it deeper.

By April the blooms from the plants in frames wiU be over
;

they are then taken up and divided, the crowns, having each
nice roots are sorted, the strongest forming one lot, and the
weakest the other. They aie planted in rows a foot apart, and
that distance from each other in the rows for such kinds as Czar
and Victoria Kegina, also Queen of Violets ; but the Neapolitan
aud Double Kussiau (purple) and King of Violets are planted
in rows a foot apart, and 9 inches from plant to plant. A
north border is chosen, liberally manured, and leaf soil added,
in which the roots of the Violet delight. They also prefer

rather strong loam to a light and sandy one. After plant-

ing watering is duly attended to, and during summer weeds
are kept down and runners cut off as they appear. I do not
consider runners nearly so good for propagation as suckers,

and do not keep them longer than time can be spared to re-

move them. Plants for outdoor flowering are treated in the

same way, fresh plantations being made every year aud tho
old destroyed. Young plants afford finer blooms than old

ones, and, growing stronger, are not so liable to red spider. For
avoiding this pest a few dressings of soot are the best means,
with liberal waterings in dry weather. The soot may be ap-

plied every month from May to September.
The pot-culture of Violets I have abandoned, but those wish-

ing to grow them in that way will find plants grown in the
open air far superior to those kept in pots in frames if taken
up in September or October with nice balls of soil, potted, and
placed in a frame on ashes, duly watered, ventilated, and the

yellow leaves removed, to be introduced to a light airy position

in a greenhouse, and set on a cool bottom. The tree kinds are

best for pot-culture, and those even are not so healthy kept in

pots through the summer. Better plant out in spring, keeping
off all suckers and other hindrances to a tree-like growth, and
pot early in autumn. The Chinese Tree Violet (Viola arborea)
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nnd its variety alba ; Erandyana.with very sweet flowers, striped

with white, rose colour, and blue, are distinct and good ;
King

of Violets also making a good tree. The above are the beet. I

have had nice plants with stems or " trees " of the Double
Blue, Double White, and Neapohtan varieties of Viola odorata,

the only thing needed being to keep down runners and suckers.

The Violets I grow in frames and outdoors, and by which
we have Violets from September to May, are

—

The Czar, a stroDg-growing variety of Bussian, and every way
its superior, having larger, sweeter flowers, with longer foot-

stalks. Single, dark blue.

Victoria Hegina.—The foliage is deeper and more shining than
The Czar, the leaves individually larger, less tall—in fact, they
lie almost flat and near the ground ; the flowers are half as

large again, very deep purple, single, very sweet, the flower stalks

iieiug as long as The Czar. It is very free-flowering, and will

displace The Czar with me as soon as I can increase the stock
suiHciently. Upon the runners it flowers very freely, and affords

a few flowers in summer, being a perpetual bloomer, but is finest

in autumn and winter. It would, I think, form a fine tree, its

leaves being semi-pendaut.
White Russian (Viola suavis alba).—Single. This is very

sw'eet, very free-flowering, and late with me, but has short foot-

stalks. A white Victoria Eegina is desirable.
The Single Blue Eussian I have discarded, but it is very free-

flowering and good.
Double Blue or Purple.—Dwarf and weak in growth, flower

stems short, free-flowering, and rather late. Double White has
been passed for better.

Queen of Violets.—Double, white, as large, almost, as a double-
flowered Peach blossom ; the flowers tipped with blue or violet,

with longish footstalks, very sweet, and so abundantly produced
that they do not all fully expand ; they should he thinned, for

no flower is, when fully developed, more beautiful. It blooms
longer than many.
King of Violets.—Taller, rather stronger-growing than Double

Purple ; the flowers are also paler in colour, and it is not nearly
so free in suckers or runners.

Neapolitan.—Double pale blue, or sky blue, pale green shining
leaves, growth moderate, plant dwarf, but notso dwarf as Double
Purple ; very free-flowering, blooming a long time, flower stems
of medium length. Deliciously scented—the sweetest and best
of all Violets.

What is Viola pedata like V Are the flowers sweet ? They
are I know very large, if I remember rightly, and the leaves

are deeply divided, the flow'ers pale blue. Is itagood grower?
and at what time does it bloom ? A single pale blue with a

good long footstalk is worth having, but it must not lack fra-

grance, or it would be like a Eose without scent; few would
care to know it by the name of Violet.—G. Abbey.

STRAWBEEBY CULTURE.
The question is often put to a gardener by those little ac-

quainted with the cultivation of the Strawberry, " What sort

must I grow ?" This is rather a puzzling question to answer,

though the sorts grown by oneself may be everything that can
be desired. If the information is given to anyone living close

by, perhaps he may be able to grow the same kinds as your-

self ; if to one at a distance, and not knowing what kind of soil

he has to deal with, it is best to be careful in giving advice, but

let him get it from some practical hand nearer his residence.

I had an idea in my younger days that any kind of Straw-

berry grown in one place would succeed equally well in another,

hut such is not the case ; and it appears from recent corre-

spondence in the .lournal each gardener claims to have the

Lest sorts. I have come to the conclusion after trying various

kinds, and some of them with me very indifferent, that it is

not just to the raiser for any one individual to condemn any

sort not coming up to his expectations. I bought a few plants

of Eclipse to get runners for forcing, it being praised in the

catalogues for that purpose. I had crowns large enough for

anyone to admire, and expected to have something good in

return, but am sorry to state they were a failure, and the

plants outside the same. If I were to say this kind is of no good
it would be going too far. Many like it for forcing, and a friend

of mine who has strong clay to contend with gets an excellent

crop from it. Admiral Dundas, Sir Joseph Paxton, and Eleanor

I could not get to bear fruit up to the mark, and I could name
one or two ; but this is sufllcient to show it would not do for

me to say they are worthless, knowing them to be excellent in

many places. I settled down some time since to Dr. Hogg and
President. In my dry soil they are everything that can be

desired. Princess Alice Maud does well, also Keens' Seedling.

President I consider firBt-ratefor forcing. Your correspondent
Mr. Taylor failed with the latter in strong soil ; has he tried

runners for forcing since planting them in lighter soil ?

I always obtain the finest fruit from plants two and three
years old ; after that time the fruit is smaller. I may also add
to these few remarks that I can secure very good crops of fruit

from President, planting them out after being forced.—M. B.

SEA-KALE CULTURE.
As the commencement of the Sea-kale year is at hand, a few

notes on this vegetable may be useful. Sea-kale, like many
other kitchen-garden crops, will not succeed on every soil with-

out some trouble in preparing the ground ; but if my directions

be followed the failures will be few.

In settling upon a piece of ground to be cropped with Sea-
kale in the following year, let it be freely exposed to the stm,

as the more the sun can get at the leaves the better will they
perform their work of storing up strength for future use. To
give satisfaction when forced, belt a Vine or a Sea-kale crown,

the plant should be well ripened. The size of the plot must be

in accordance with the wants of the family ; the quantity of

Sea-kale likely to be wanted can be settled pretty well before-

hand. Stretch a line, and every 3 feet wide nick the groimd out

with a spade one graft deep ; then count how many widths there

are in the piece ; if even in number, then the soil can be put
opposite the top of the last one ; if odd, to the opposite corner.

Here a word to young hands with the spade. Before ever

taking out soil for a trench, be it one spit or two, if there

are any weeds skim them oil first, and do the same in the

place the soil is wheeled to. By this precaution you will make
sure of the weeds buried not cropping out in a week or two
from the corner where you finish off. If two men start upon
the piece their trenches will be required to be in dift'erent

places if there is an odd number of widths.

The starting trench should be taken out 3 feet 6 inches long,

two spits deep ; the reason for the extra d inches is that owing
to the sou being loose it does not build up quite straight, so

that when the last trench came to be filled up the soil would
be short. A two-spit trenching is for the majority of soils

sufficient ; but if it is desirable to go deeper, and the soil is of a

bad nature, either wet clay or very poor, it is not advisable to

bring it to the top on the first trenching, but to turn it over

with a digging fork, breaking it up, and leaving it at the

bottom. On this spread a good dressing of manure not too

much decayed ; or if manure is not to be had in unlimited

quantity, there is nothing better than the rubbish heap, which
should be kept for this purpose-—sweepings of walks, leaves,

cabbage stumps, weeds, not seeding ones, in fact all the rubbish

that will accumulate in a garden. After a 6-inch layer of this

turn the top spit on it, then a good dressing of manure well

decayed, then the bottom spit upon it, at the same time throw-

ing it up so as to form a ridge. By so doing the ground lies

drier, and is more exposed to the action of frost.

Leaving the ground to mellow all winter, we will now turn

to the plants. Those who have roots growing should, as soon
as the foliage is dead, take them up carefully with a fork, pick-

ing-out every bit of root, for if not wanted the bits would only be

troublesome in the following year. Having taken up the roots,

dress thfm all off to straight pieces 6 or 7 inches below the

crown. Select all the roots that are thicker than a pipe stem
if the stock is low—if there are plenty, those of the thickness of

the middle finger are better; taking the best first, with a sharp
knife cut each straight off at the thickest end, and at 5, C, or

7 inches as the stock will allow. Cut in a slanting direction,

by so doing you will have an easy mark to tell the right way up,
not easy otherwise, as the difference in diameter in the 6-inch

length of root is sometimes very trifling.

Having made the required quantity of sets, place them in

sandy or any nice hght soil, as sittings from under the potting

bench, in a turf pit or any dry sheltered corner out of doors,

where they can have some litter thrown over them in frosty

weather. Plant them in lines, keeping the strongest all

together, and 2 inches below the surface. Here they will

remain till the beginning of March ; by this time they will

have begun to root, so that any that are dead or doubtful can
be rejected, thus preventing blanks. The ground should now
be forked down and levelled ; mark out rows 2 feet apart, and
take out trenches with the spade deeply enough for the cuttings

to be placed 1 inch below the ground level, allowing them from
10 to 12 inches apart in the row, and if the cuttings are small
less room between each two. By keeping the top of the cutting
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below the surface there will be little need for thinning-out

crowns ; some may push two and three, but let these remain,

as in ground treated aa above they will perfect three strong

crowns. I have tried the dibber, but like the spade best, as it

leaves the ground in better order, particularly if it is of a heavy
nature.

Those who have not a stock to start with should order one-

year-old seedlings from the nursery, cut off their heads, and
make cuttings of them. A few years ago I was short, not

having two dozen roots to start with, so I ordered a quantity of

roots and planted them. I had to wait two years more for

them before they were tit for forcing. The year following, or

rather the spring following, I sowed some seed, and in Novem-
ber dug them up, made cuttings of them, and had fine roots

for forcing the next season. Those that have a wet heavy soil

know full well that Sea-kale will decay quite as fast as it growp.

if it must remain two or three years in the ground. By adopt-

ing the routine described above the Sea-kale never stays in the

ground all winter ; the cuttings certainly do, but they are extra

well cared for.

The summer culture consists in hoeing and keeping clear from
weeds. When growing freely, towards the end of July give a

watering with guano if the weather is dry, if wet sprinkle the

guano over the surface. Never let the roots be exposed to dry-

ing wiuds, but as soon as dug up dress the crowns for forcing,

make the roots into cuttings, and put them away in their

respective places ; all that is dried out of them is so much
strength wasted.
The forcing of Sea-kale is a simple matter. The main point

being darkness, light should be guarded against, as the least

amount will render it tough and unpleasant. Those who have a

regular Mushroom house need nothing further. Those who have
a warm cellar could have nothing better. The best place that

I ever saw for either Sea-kale or Bhubarb forcing was a cellar

attached to a stokehole. Gas was laid on, so that the striking

of a match at once furnished light that was equal to daylight,

for the purpose of watering and cutting. The cellar was
divided by a path up the centre ; on one side was a bed of

Rhubarb, and the other Sea-kale. The bed was 3 feet G inches
wide, and the crowns were put in 3 inches apart and six

in the row. The bed was made-up in November, as soon as

they were lifted from out of doors, and the temperature of the
cellar not being very high, the plants did not furnish any cut-

tings till the middle of January, but kept-up a constant supply
for nine or ten weeks, as the crowns did not push all together,

and the low temperature brought on the second cutting so

gradually that it was little inferior to the first. Another bed
was made-up in January to succeed the first, the crowus
having been packed in sand out of doors till wanted. The
two beds thus furnished a supply as long as Sea-kale was asked
for. Contrast this with forcing out of doors with hot dung
and leaves, going out on a cold frosty morning when there
might be G or 8 inches of snow on the ground, kneeling on it or
on wet manure, and having io shift a cartload of manure before

getting the required quantity of shoots; it being of little use
to put manure around the pot it must be on the top as well,

and be removed every time you wish either to look at or cut
the Sea-kale.

Everyone, however, has not such a place, myself included,

and my own way may be of service to some. For Christmas
cutting I place some of the strongest crowns in 12-inch pots
early iu November. On these, after having well watered with
warm water, I invert another 12-inch pot, and stop up the
drainage-hole and any other crevice to exclude the light, and
place on the top of the boiler in the stokehole. Here the roots

must be carefully watched for water, as the heat is of such a
dry nature.

For my main crops I use old wine cases fiUed half full of

soil, the crowns inserted to their level. I use soil that has
been once employed for potting. Such soil as Pelargoniums
have been growing in is excellent if mixed with soil from
Melon and Cucumber beds. Some have plenty of turf to cut
at, and can afford to use fresh soil for anything. Not so
here ; sods are not to be had for asking. After having been
filled, the cases are stacked upon one another in a back shed.
We take one out at a time, place it on the boiler, and when
the shoots are of sufficient length they are taken into a cool
shed, where they come on slowly, and afterwards furnish
second cuttings. When there is plenty in beforehand I do not
let them remain on the boiler longer than just to start them.
The last lot will start naturally, and come on fast enough.
For very late supply it is best to put out some crowns in

the frame ground, or any other convenient place, in clusters,

covering them 3 inches deep with ashes, and inverting a pot

over them—a Sea-kale pot with a lid being a great deal handier

than common flower pots. These, without auy covering, will

furnish a late supply, care being taken to exclude light. When-
ever in a hurry to get Sea-kale ready for cutting, use warm
water. I have repeatedly used it over 90°, a dose or two never

failing to start the roots.—W.

CARCLEW, CORNWALL.—No. 2.

THE RESIDENCE OF COLONEL TKEMAYNE.

Ascending to the second garden, which was in some degree

a counterpart of the first, we find ourselves amongst a class

of shrubs and trees elsewhere only met with in similar con-

dition under glass. Below and at one side of these geometric

gardens the ground has been allowed to retain its natural

outline, and the slope, intersected by suitable walks, is over-

grown iu places with noble trees and shrubs. Ehododeu-
drons of all kinds seem quite at home, even including some of

the Sikkim and Himalayan ones ; and the same may be said

of the Camellia and Indian Azalea, noble examples of which

were every now and then to be met with ; while the Bambuaas
formed growths from which very good fishing-rods were made.

One was shown me quite 1.5 feet long. A Loquat tree, Erio-

botrya japonica, was 10 feet high, as much through, and in the

most robust health. The same may be said of Escallonia

pterocladon quite 15 feet high, having white flowers, and more
tree-like in character than the other species. The singular

Colletia bictoniensis was also here in the shape of a dense

bush quite 7 feet iu diameter ; and there were specimens of

Fabiana imbricata quite as large. I find I have omitted to

notice a fine mass of Hedychium flavum or flavescens, which

to all appearance had not been disturbed for many years, and

was flowering most abundantly. This plant, I ought to say,

was growing in front of one of the plant houses, and not iu

the shrubbery with the Loquat. I noticed a Ehododendron
of the true arboreum section, or one very near akin to it,

with a clear bole more than G feet high without a branch,

and stout enough to form a gate post for a carriage road.

Others of the Smithii type were equally large, and many of

the Sikkim species seemed equally at home. R. Thomsoni
was pointed out to me as being very fine. The general charac-

ter of the place must be extremely rich at the time these

shrubs are in flower, and when it is understood that some
of them flower in winter accompanied by Camellias, the effect

must be gorgeous. Intermixed with these Rhododendrons,

etc., were Magnolias of the deciduous class, assuming the

character of timber trees, and there was no lack of flowers

on open standard trees of M. graudiflora at the time of my
visit (September Ist). There was also au yEsculus of a

class not generally known, said to be very fine; while under-

neath, creeping over rugged stonework, were dense masses

of Gaultheria Shallon ; and a tall half-shrub-looking plant,

Polygonntum Sieboldii, was completely covered with its white

inflorescence. I uuderstood it to be herbaceous, although

it was quite 8 feet high and as much in diameter. Pampas
Grass, Camellias, and Indian Azaleas were noticeable every-

where, and in all manner of sites. A pretty Hypericum,

H. olilongifolium, had just gone out of bloom, while Pernettya

muoronata was still in flower and gave promise of producing a

quantity of its fine magenta-coloured berries ; there were trees

of it quite 10 feet high. A fine Ehododendron cinnamo-

meum was of the same height ; the under sides of its leaves are

of a rich brown, and its flowers are said to be magnificent.

There were also Azaleas of the Indioa type quite 10 feet high

and more than that in diameter. Sparmannia africana, or-

dinarily a greenhouse plant, had stood for years out of doors.

Part of these as well as most of the following were growing in

what is called the Pond Garden, a sloping shrubbery running

down to a pond.
Amongst other trees and shrubs at this place was a fine

Abies Douglasii from Go to 70 feet high, and upwards of 8 feet

in circumference at 5 feet up ; and in reference to the height

of this and other Conifers, I may mention, that when any
tree seems to overtop its neighbours in this part of Cornwall

its top is immediately cut by the wind, so that the tops of this

and other tall-growing Conifers had an injured and shabby

appearance compared with the parts below ; and as the great

bulk of the sheltering trees were Oaks, the aspect of woods,

even when extensive, was in exact conformity with the ground,

otherwise such trees as the Douglas Pine mentioned above
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and Pinna Morinda and others would have been much taller
;

but as it was, the latter was from G5 to 70 feet high, and
5 feet 9 inches in circamterenee at 5 feet up. Pinus patula, a

fine long-leaved species, was upwards of 30 feet high, and the

spread of its branches attained a circumference of upwards of

120 feet, and its trunk was 6 feet at the usual height of 5 feet

up ; a fine specimen. Salisburia adiantifolia, 40 feet high.

Cedrus Deodara also 40 feet, with not so much of the pro-

pensity to merge into the Lebanon type as is manifested in

Bome places. A deciduous Cypress was 30 feet high, while an
Oriental Plane was 70 to 75 feet high, with a girth of 12 feet

—

a fine tree, yet not more so than a venerable Silver Fir growing
In a rather low situation, that was from 85 to 90 feet high
with probably 15 feet or more gone from the top of it. This
had also a girth of bole at the ordinary height of 5 feet of

nearly 10 feet. Magnolia tripetala, 35 feet high, had a fine

head. Intermixed with the above or adjoining were plants of

Rhododendrons of the true arboreum and Smithii section at-

taining the proportion of trees. One fin" -^ lO I noticed, and
was told by Mr. Palmer that it was 24 feci high, with a stem
nearly 4 feet in circumference ; while a more bushy specimen
of the same kind had a circumference of head of 55 feet, and
a height of 12 feet. Other crimson varieties were from 18 to

20 feet high; also R. Faleoneri, Aucklandii, campauulatum,
Maddeni, &e.

Interspersed were Phormium tenax, 7 feet high and as much
through ; Bamboos 18 feet high ; and the Snowdrop Tree,

Halesia tetraptera, that had the appearance of having been be-

headed by the wind, but had a stem of 4 feet 6 inches in girth,

and bloomed freely. That useful Gape plant, Agapanthus
umbellatus, seemed as much at home as the native Grasses.

Berberis nepalensis, a specimen not often met with, and differ-

ing widely from the japonica or Fortuni section, was also in

a flourishing condition 10 feet high ; while a Lucombe Oak
adjoining tho fernery was about 65 feet high, and with a stem
of 9 feet G inches in circumference. In another place Chimo-
nauthus fragrans formed a fair-sized tree, and Cotoneaster
frigida approached the same proportions, being 25 feet high
and nearly as much through. Ever and anon the eye rested

on some noble specimen of choice or well-grown Ferns,

Lomaria magellanica being quite at home, as much so as

Osmunda regalis, of which specimens rivalliug in size many
Laurel bushes, were to be met with ; and now and then a

tropical character was given to the picture by fine specimens
upwards of 8 feet high of Dracosna indivisa, which, I was in-

formed, flowered annually, and had stood out several winters.

Yucca reourvawas also present, and a species of Leptospermum
was upwards of 8 feet high and nearly as much through. Ac-
companying these were fine plants of Azalea indica alba ; and
Gunnera seabra, so often employed in flower gardens where
striking foliage is wanted.
Embothrium cocciueum was said to be a mass of scarlet when

it is in flower, and near to the same place were some good
examples of Pinuses, P. patula being very fine; while Abies
Kiempferii was still more remarkable, being 18 feet high and
14 feet through, healthy and vigorous. In many places it is

only with difficulty that it can be kept alive ; I think we have
one here (Linton Park), that has been planted some eight or

ten years, and certainly it has not grown more than as many
inches, but at Carclew the tree is as robust as a Douglas Fir.

In the pinetum proper are Deodars showing a less tendency
to merge into the Lebanon type of Cedars than others do else-

where ; P. insignis, of timber size ; the pretty Abies Bruno-
niana, with its Fern like foliage, that will hardly attain the
dimeusioos of a large tree. Not so, however, Abiea Alberti,

which promises to equal Taxodium sempervireus in size, while
exoelUng it in rapidity of growth, as one here was not much
short of 20 feet high ; Taxus adpressa, a very dark-foliaged
species, about 10 feet high, not having been planted many
years ; and even the rarely-to-be-met-with Umbrella Pine of

Japan, Sciadopytis verticillata, was in a healthy and promising
condition, although it had not been planted many years; it

had, however, as well as eveiything else previously mentioned,
proved quite hardy, and was clothed with its fine tropical-

looking foliage all over. Perhaps, however, a more promising
tree is the New Zealand Dacrydium with its dense broad head
of a dark green colour. Still more likely to form tall fine trees

were Thujopsis dolabrata and T. dolabrata variegata, both of

which had, I think, attained the condition at which they start

into upright growth, while all the Japan Rotinosporas were
doing well. Abies canadensis, the Hemlock Spruce, wag 50 feet

high, with a circumference of stem of about 3 feet ; Cryptomeria

japonica, from 45 to 50 feet high and 5 feet in circumference of
stem ; while there were several promising plants of C. elegans
upwards of 8 feet high, which assume the same bronze-co-
loured hue in Cornwall that they do elsewhere. Piceagrandis,
said to be true, measured 7 feet ; Abies firma, a comparatively
new species, 8 feet and promising

; Abies orientalis, 25 feet

high, and Picea Nordmanniana the same height and everyway
promising ; Abies Menziesii, 50 feet high, with a stem 4 feet

in circumference ; Picea grandis, 36 feet high, and stem of

3 feet in girth ; Araucaria imbricata, 35 feet high, bat on the
whole not so much at home as some of the other Conifers,
more particularly Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, which
was from 55 to 60 feet high, and with a stem 8 feet in circum-
ference at the usual height ; the Douglas Pine and Pinus
insignis, the former 75 feet and the latter 70 feet high, with
each a girth of nearly 8 feet of bole. Growing near to these
fine specimens was a Cork tree of 40 feet high, and a specimen
of deciduous Magnolia of the same height, and with a stem
pwards of 4 feet in girth.

Some noble Oaks of the Lucombe variety deserve special

notice; in fact these fine trees standing amongst others, com-
mon Oaks, a little way from the mansion would seem almost
to excel them alike in the length of bole and its girth, as I find

the following measurements kindly taken for me by Mr. Palmer
testify. No. 1 from 75 to 80 feet high, and 9 feet 9 inches in

circumference ; No. 2, same height, and 10 feet in circumfer-
ence ; Nos. 3, 4, and 5 same height, and 12, 9 feet 8 inches, and
11 feet each respectively in circumference; while Nos. 6 and 7

were from 70 to 75 feet high, and 10 feet 6 inches and 9 feet

respectively in girth ; No. 8 being from 65 to 70 feet high, and
9 feet 3 inches in girth, the circumference in every case being
taken at 4 or 5 feet up, and where no undue swelhng increased
the size ; in fact these trees look almost as large at 30 or

40 feet up as where measured, and it is seldom we meet with
such fine ones. The foliage does not begin to fall till January.
Some very good specimens of Cupressus macrocarpa were also

shown me, likewise others of the Hemlock Spruce and Taxodium
sempervireus, the latter, as is the case everywhere, very pro-

mising. Eugenia apiculata was also good outside, its upright
growth and clear evergreen foliage equalling that of a large

Box tree. A fine Oak that partially shaded the fernery pre-

sented a bole of quite 40 feet without a branch, and was also

of great thickness ; while near to it was a cut-leaved Alder,

Rhamnus alnifolia, a fine tree, as was also Abies Morinda or

Smithiaua, the latter rivalling the native Spruce in robust
growth. The Magnolias were particularly fine, M. tripetala,

Soulangeana, Thompsoni, and others being all good. To the

lover of Ferns I may mention that on each side of the margin
of an ornamental piece of water of an oblong shape were
growing two of the finest plants of Osmunda that were perhaps
ever seen, one being opposite the other, standing clear of

everything, one of them at least in the full sun
;
yet they were

as even a pair as could be wished for.

We now retrace our steps to the kitchen garden, and there

find that Mr. Palmer has turned to good account a material

which occurs abundantly in the neighbourhood—quartz or

spar, broken pieces of which are used as an edging, and its

white sparkling appearance has a good effect. The garden
proper has perhaps a greater descent than might be wished

;

but in other respects it is correctly placed, and the glass houses
are commodious. First of all I was shown into a stove, in

which Orchids that required considerable heat were grown, but
another house kept much cooler contained by far the most
important collection. I noted a magnificent Alocasia metallica,

a dense mass of foliage from 7 to 8 feet through, and too large

to move to any show ; it was growing in a large pot which had
been further enlarged by a strong wire hoop surrounding the

rim, by which means turf of a peaty nature was supported

round this noble specimen. Anthurium regale was also good
and large, as was that fashionable Fern, of which by far too

much notice has been taken in my opinion, Adiantum farley-

ense. Maranta spathulata was also good, as was Pteris nm-
brosa.

Notable among the Orchids in the cool house was Disa
grandiflora, a large plant, with six spikes of bloom upon each
spike, having some half-dozen fully expanded blooms out at

the time of my visit, with others to follow, and the flowers

resembling large outdoor Irises, or rather the old Tigridia

pavonia flowers. Mr. Palmer keeps the plant much cooler

than is generally done, and had a mass of young plants stand-

ing in a cool frame over a pool of water. I hope he will give ua

all a lesson on the growth of this important plant, for it is sel-
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dom Been as at Carclew. Lasiandra maorantha—not an Orchid,

I need hardly remark—was subjected to a treatment different

from what it geueraUy fjets elsewhere. Occupying a lu-inch

pot, I understood it had been set out of doors to harden in

the early part of the summer, and was afterwards brought in

and placed against a wall, when it commenced to grow and
flower, and at the time of my visit was a mass of flowers, equal-

ling those of some of the violet Clematises, and occupying a

space against the wall quite 12 feet high by 9 feet wide, its

roots still confined to the 10-inch pot alluded to. Near it were
some fine Palms, as Seaforthia elegans, Sabal Blackburniaua,
Corypha australis, and others, not omitting the general fa-

vourite Latania borbonioa. Adiantum rhomboideum and tene-

rumwere also at home, both of which are prettier objects than
A. farleyense. We now come to some of the Orchids, and
found the Aerides very good, Angrsecum eburneum large and
evidently at no distant time to be well covered with bloom,
Dendrobium pulchellum in a basket very good, D. Pierardi in

much the same condition, Cattleya crispa in a pan 2 feet wide

also very fine. Brass avola Digbyana, bright orange, while

creeping on a sort of cork slab was the interesting Sophronitis

oernua; in fact, Mr. Palmer had turned virgin cork to many
useful purposes ; and I may add for the information of intend-

ing Orchid-growers that he finds hving moss a better medium
to grow them in than dead. There are besides many noble

specimens of exotic Ferns, with flowering and fine-foliaged

stove and greenhouse plants too numerous for separate mention.

On emerging from one of the houses I was struck by a plant

often grown inside—Hedychium Gardnerianum, which was
freely luxuriating, and from G and 8 feet high ; I was told

it stood the winter with the protection of some ashes. More
hardy but not less beautiful were the Guernsey Lilies flowering

in great profusion, and in less-favoured places Fuchsias of tbe

white-sepalled class were vieing with the more hardy kinds in

furnishing their quota of flowers to assist in the general

display.

Fig. 114.

—

Cahclew.

The Grape houses, in the course of being renovated, looked
equally promising ; and the contents of the kitchen garden
presented the usual features of good cultivation. There were
some excellent Peaches, very fine Pears, and good-looking
Apples ; but I incline to the opinion that better-flavoured

Apples are grown nearer London, at the same time I should
Bay the Cornish ones are the finer-looking. I cannot conclude
this notice without alluding to what is an important matter in

aU garden estabhshmente, and that is the gardener's cottage;

in this instance Colonel Tremayne has built a very suitable

one for Mr. Palmer, one far better than is usually erected by
architects.—J. Robson.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VIEWS OF CARCLEW.
Fig. Ill, page 384, illustrates a part of the pleasure ground.

Tbe trunk of the tree so prominent in the foreground is a
Lucombe Oak, not the largest, but decidedly the handsomest.
On rockwork to the left can be seen a fine mass of Lomaria ma-
gellanica; and on looking across the large bed of Camellias and
Rhododendrons, an ancient Silver Fir that has been over 100 feet
in height. Dotted around this on grass are seen fine bushes of
Rhododendrons, &c., whOe on the right can be seen a portion
of an ornamental pond. On a terrace some 2o feet higher than

this pond can be seen a block of glass erections, consisting of an
Orchid house, plant stove, and intermediate house for flowering
plants, &c. Still rising very rapidly can be seen something of
the kitchen garden, the wall most conspicuous dividing the
kitchen garden into two portions. The mass of foliage at the
back of the houses is produced by a wooded shrubbery, the
undergrowth being masses of Rhododendron ponticuni.

Fig. 114 is taken from the end of the terrace next the kitchen
garden. The garden with the fountain and basin in the centre
is in front of a block of three houses ; the garden is geometrical,
consisting of twelve beds with borders at the sides, &c., on gravel,
the beds edf^ed with Box. The four beds through the centre in
line with the basin are carpet-bedded ; four others flanking the
basin are all planted alike with Geraniums, Calceolarias, Perilla,

and Lobelia. Outside these, and as it v.ere surrounding them,
are four other large beds, which are planted with herbaceous
plants, Ac, and a row of DahUas down the centre. In front of the
hothouse can be seen a mass of Belladonna Lily, Myrtle bushes,
&c. Besides the Pampas Grasses, in the angles of four herba-
ceous beds stand CoUetia bictonieusis and Hypericum oblongi-

folium. In the fountain basin are Limnocharis Humboldtii, and
Aponogeton distachyou. The terrace above is also a geometrical
garden of twenty-seven beds, with borders, on gravel, with Box
edging, and planted miscellaneonsly with annuals, Violas, &c.

;
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the Violas, with a bed of Lobelia cardinalig St. Clair, being a
great success. Behind the Pampau Grass, to the right can be
seen the spreading head of Pinus patula.
The views have been engraved from photographs by Messrs.

W. H. Donstan & Co., 9, Berkelej' Vale, Falmouth.

BuEEBfi DiEL Peaks Gkown as Espaliers.—I have four
trees 5 feet high in a row extending 9 yards. They were
planted five years since. I have not bad a crop oft until now.
To-day, October 15th, I have gathered 252 Pears, weighing
90 lbs. 9 0Z3. ; the largest weighed 12 ozs., about four dozen
10 ozs. each, six dozen 9 ozs. each, the remainder ranging from
8oz3. to 2 ozs. each.—J. F. M., Nottingham.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
This is now the season when out doors and even in the

conservatory the CnETSANTHEJinii reigns supreme. In the
Inner Temple Gardens there is an unparalleled display of

bloom—one such as would have gladdened the heart of worthy
old Broome, and one of which his more youthful successor,

Mr. Newton, may well be proud. On visiting it yesterday we
were quite surprised to find the f.owers in full beauty, and still

more surprised at the immense siz" if the majority, whilst so

perfect were many that one would have suspected they had
been manipulated, but such has not been the case. -Golden
John Salter, Golden Nugget, Nil Desperandum, Garibaldi, and
Empress of India are only a few of the many notable for their

great size. We also noticed a promising new pale yellow

called George Glenny. In the Middle Temple Mr. Dale has
also a show, and a profusion of flowers on the Pompons in the
beds. The Pine Apple Nursery Company have likewise, in

their fine conservatory in the Edgware Boad, a large collection

of the best varieties grown iu a different style from the plants

just noticed, the aim being decorative effect rather than size of

the individual blooms, consequently the same severe thinning
which is necessary to secure the latter object has not been
practised, yet the result is excellent—just such as a gentleman
with a good gardener, with good means, and good varieties

might expect from these in his conservatory. Bound the
fountain facing the entrance there is a grand group of speci-

mens covered with multitudes of flowers, and good ones too,

whilst in other parts of this glass-covered quarter of an acre

plants are here and there disposed singly and in masses.

The Duke of Leinster has been unanipaously elected

President of the Eoyal Horticultural Society of Ireland, in

room of the lamented Duke, who was president for nearly
forty years. No worthier or more distinguished selection could
have been made.

—

{Irisli Fanners' Gazette.)—— Hazel in low districts is usually dark-coloured in the
bark, and not so highly esteemed as the light-coloured variety,

which grows chiefly in Wales and the Highlands of Scotland.
White Thorn, if peeled soon after cutting, has yellow lines

marking the circulation of the sap, but these can be scraped
ofi. Black Thorn with the bark oft makes the finest " white "

Thorn, but they are most valued with the bark on, the knots
closely set, and triple spikes, it possible, at every knot. Briar
is the most easily got of all the varieties, and it is remarkably
strong. Should it not taper enough it may be reduced so as

to give it the shape. Those that grow on a breezy hillside

often rub against their neighbours, thereby producing eccentri-

cities which improve the sticks by "individualising" them.
Eowau, or Mountain Ash, makes agood tramping stick, though
it has not much appearance, and, with common Ash, it has the
property of not firing deUcate hands. Common Ash shooting
from an old stem, when thoroughly smoothed and varnished,
shows fine silky threads streaking its white surface. Broom
and Berberry have the prettiest barks both as regards streaking
and colour, and both can be stripped should it be injured.

Oak, unless a shoot from an old trunk, is not worth the trouble
of making into walking-sticks. Gorse or Whin gives by far

the prettiest markings of any barked stick, and is remarkably
Btrong.

—

{CasseU's Household Guide.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SOBUEBAN GARDENING.
The dull month of November is now upon us, and after this

something like winter weather must be anticipated. I would
therefore advise those who have an idea of entering into winter
and spring gardening to set about the work at once ; and I wish
it to be uudorstood that, in order to do this at its proper time,
it sometimes happens that some beds tolerably passable iu

appearance will have to be sacrificed for the sake of getting the
winter occupants well stationed before Lad weather comes on.
I think it is not too much to say that a villa residence or small
suburban garden is of all others the most suitable for an attempt
at a winter and spring display, because the greatest part of the
garden is always coming under the eye, and therefore every part
so exposed should have a little decoration beyond what is

afforded by ornamental shrubs, trees, &c.

Now let us see what can be done in this way, and I may say
that I do not intend te recommend anything expensive, or to

enumerate a list of uncommon plants. In the first place all

beds, borders, &e., previously occupied by summer bedding
plants must be cleared, the ground dug-up to a good depth, say
fully 1 foot, and the soil broken up with the spade ; no manure
need be added. Taking the borders first, and supposing they
are defined by a walk, or skirt the extremity of the lawn, and
that the usual width of 4 or .5 feet is already ornamented \vith

dwarf green or variegated kinds of shrubs, the spaces between
may be filled with patches of the common single Wallflowers in

their mixed colours, Collinsia bicolor. Erysimum Peroflskianum,
Californian Poppies, as well as Irises of various sorts, Helleborus
fa-tidus all for the back of the border ; while more towards the
front should come the Myosotis or Forget-me-not, Arabis albida,

Iberis sempervireus, and Cheirauthus Marshallii, with alternate

patches of scarlet and white Tulips, as well as the various
colours of Crocuses and Snowdrops iu the front row, or the two
may take their places together in that position. The Lily of the
Valley must not be loft out. The above are all common enough,
and if arranged judiciously among the shrubs with some of the
annuals mentioned a few weeks ago, the border cannot fail to be
as gay as one can wish all through the spring mouths.
We next come to the beds on the lawn ; and if there are

several of them, and especially if arranged in a design or group,

I would suggest that a good portion of dwarf-growing evergreens

should be used to help to clothe many of the beds that would
otherwise appear naked. There are plenty of suitable subjects,

as Thuja aurea, Juiiiperus ericoides. Yucca filamentosa, Mahonia
Aquifolium, Euouymus, both silver-variegated and green,

small blooming plants of the Laurustinus, dwarf plants of the

common and Portugal Laurels, and there are the green and
variegated Box trees, as well as the gold, silver, variegated, and
green Hollies, all of which iu their dwarf state make up a
capital selection for a small garden, and if so arranged in the
beds as to allow of other thiuga being used with them, either as

edgings or as a ground covering, or perhaps planted so as to

ensure the bloom of the flowers associating in height with the

foliage of the evergreens on the mixed principle, there will be
much that will please. Some of the beds may be edged with a

broad band of mixed Polyanthuses or blue Pansies ; for instance,

the latter with a bed of golden-leaved Holly will look well, or

the green Euouymus, having a band of the Arabis albida, a

white flower, is an attractive bed. If the beds are in a design th 3

evergreens ought to be so arranged that a bed may be occupie I

with them here and there over the whole place, having beds at

proper places to be planted with other plants, such as Silene

pendula, Saponaria calabrica, Myosotis, Wallflowers, Poly-

anthuses, Pansies, Daisies of two or three colours, and even the

common hedge Primroses and Violets ought to have a place

;

these may either be arranged in designs according to their

height and colours, or, if the beds are small, each one may take a

separate sort of plant of dwarf growth, and be edged with
Crocuses or Snowdrops, or both.

I think such a garden would not be complete without its

complement of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Anemones, and
other bulbs ; and as there would be beds of evergreens, I should

arrange so as to have complete beds of each of the above sorts of

bulbs, for they would need a little preparation for their success-

ful growth, but they would also be so distinct from the other

beds as to render the whole very complete, and so varied iu

colour and design that they could not fail to be attractive. All

the bulbs of whatever kind ought to be planted by the middle
or not later than the third week of November to ensure their

doing well, but oftentimes people plant later, yet they at times

succeed well ; however, this is not so certain as if they are

planted at the proper time.

Now let me say a word or two upon the treatment of these

bulbs. Hyacinths, and in fact all the large bulbs, root deeply and
vigorously iu the soil ; the beds should therefore be deeply dug
and drained if the surrounding soil is of a retentive nature, for

although the Hyacinth likes moisture when growing fast, yet it

must not become stagnant about its roots. Add manure to the

soil in a very rotten state, or leaf mould well decomposed, raise

the soil 4 or 5 inches above the surrounding level, plant im-
mediately if the soil is dry, or if very wet leave it a day or two
to become workable ; they should be planted regularly over the

bed, especially if arranged according to colours; use a small

trowel for planting, and put them in not more than 4 inches

deep, taking care that they are all of uniform depth, otherwise

they wiU come up and flower irregularly ; leave the bed in a

level state. I ought to state that my plan is to put a handful of
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sand around each bulb, for if much wet succeeds the planting I

think the sand prevents decay. Although the Hyacinth is

hardy, I think a little protection is all the better in severe

weather. I have at times covered my beds with light half-

rotten leaves, sticking some Spnice Fir or Laurel boughs among
them. Those bulbs that are planted in the mixed border ought

to have the same preparation as to soil, by digging a hole of fair

size, and working-up some of it with other of an enriching

nature,and protected as advised above. Beds of Tulips, Narcissus,

and the others will succeed admirably under the same treatment
as for the Hyacinth, and both these and Tulips plant about

8 inches apart all over the bed, and the same from row to row,

but those in patches may go a little closer together.

All the plants I have enumerated will bear moving when done
flowering in the spring. Do it carefully, and in the case of the

evergreens water well before taking up, and also after being

planted again. A iriece of ground should be kept in reserve for

these, shady if possible, and they may be put in moderately
thickly, but they must be taken care of during the summer, and
the ground kept clean from weeds, in fact everything must be

done to assist them to recover their removal at that unseason-

able time of the year for such work.

—

Thomas Record.

Mildness of the Season.—Some dishes of large and ripe

Strawberries, the produce of Vicomtesse H6ricart de Thury,

have been gathered in the garden here within the last few days.

—E. Rawson Power, Tenby, South JVaks.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

The question is sometimes asked. What is the best edging
for kitchen garden walks .' There is not the least doubt that

Box is the best as far as appearance goes ; it is also a very
cleanly edging. The only fault to be found with it is that it is

a harbour for slugs. They sally-out from this snug harbour and
devour choice vegetables in the earliest stages of their growth,
this more especially when the edging has been neglected for a

few years ; by trimming it annually the edging is kept within
bounds, and very little chance is left for garden depredators.

We have seen edgings a foot high and nearly as much through,
and then they were an eyesore instead of beiog ornamental.
Box edgings should be cut every year if possible, if not every
alternate year. Our plan is to relay a portion each season,

and in this way the edgings are kept within bounds, and any
gaps are filled up. Edgings are sometimes formed of Straw-
berry plants, Parsley, or some of the neater-growing herbs, such
as Thyme, Marjoram, ti:c. ; but they soon become unsightly,

and are troublesome to keep in good order. Stone, artificial or

otherwise, bricks, and tiles are also used. A very neat edging is

made of stone-coloured pottery and glazed, but to make a per-

manent job of it a brickwork foundation must bo put down.
Our choice of an edging is between Box and these stone-coloured
glazed tiles. The first named is the neatest, and costs about
half as much as the tile-edging at first, but this first cost is

more than counterbalanced by the greater attention required to

keep the Box in good order afterwards. Now, the tile-edging

will last for twenty years or more, and does not require any-
thing all that time. Strawberry plants or Cabbages may
smother it for weeks or months ; it will be none the worse for

it. Many Box-edgings are injured yearly through this cause
alone. It is all very well to say, " Do not allow plants to grow
over the edgings." No one would if time could be spared to look
after them; but when all sorts of trees, vegetables, and weeds
are in full growth, it is no easy matter to decide what to do
first.

We have laid down a permanent edging of tiles in this way.
First get a moderately solid foundation—of course, the more
solid it is the better—and having made the bottom level, about
10 inches below the surface of the walk, lay on it a course of

bricks end to end, then put on a layer of mortar and another
course of bricks, on this bed a brick on edge, and the base of

the tiles on the same foundation. On one side of the tile is the
brick on edge, and on the other is the gravel, so that when the
work is completed the bricks are covered by the soil of the
border on one side, and on the other the gravel is fiUed-up to

the same height, leaving only the ornamental edge of the tiles

above the surface. The tiles are frost-proof, and the brickwork
does not suffer, as it is effectually protected.
The weather has been very favourable for preparing ground

for planting. A week ago the ground was dug for Cauliflowers,
and to give the plants a good start some nice dry loam was
placed on the surface of the ground before the hand-glasses
were put down. Most of our time has been taken-up with
digging and trenching.

greenhouse and consebvatobv.
Now that flower gardens are flowerless, and even the mixed

borders, which are never without flowers of some sort from

November to October, are now singularly destitute, the above
structures should be gay with flowering plants. Foremost are
the different sections of the Chri/santhemiiin ; whether the
house is large or small they are equally acceptable. For very
small houses the Pompon or Chusan Daisy section of Chry-
santhemums are better adapted than any other. Where there
is plenty of room it is desirable to grow all of them—that is,

let all the sections be represented. From time to time during
the summer and autumn months instructions as to manage-
ment have been given in the " Doings." Now the plants will well
repay the labour that has been judiciously bestowed upon them.
The quaint forms of the Japanese varieties contrast well with
the more correct and symmetrically-arranged florets of the
" florist " type, or large-flowered varieties. We have been much
bothered with two enemies, the one being as bad as the other,

not to mention mildew, which repeatedly attacked the plants
before they were taken into the houses, and followed them even
there. More troublesome still are the earwigs, which hide
amongst the florets by day and feed upon them at night. They
can be trapped in two ways. As the most convenient, we have
placed small pots inverted on the tops of the sticks, and in the
bottom of the pots a little moss ; into these the insects retire at

night, and in the morning they can be destroyed. A few lengths
of bean-stalks inserted amongst them are also a good harbour;
applying the mouth to one end of the tube, a puff of wind clears

the whole of them out into a pot of hot water. Damp is even
worse to master than this insect pest. Those blooms that are

intended for exhibition must be preserved intact if the stand
containing them is to be at the top of the prize list ; there-

fore, as soon as a single floret decays from damp it is removed
at once, as a few hours will cause the florets in contact with it

to decay. These, again, will spread the mould in all directions,

and the flower will be quite spoiled. We found it necessary to

have a fire on nearly every day during the last week, with air by
day and a little air at night, except during foggy nights ; indeed,
this is one reason of decay in the neighbourhood of London.
The close atmosphere accompanied by dense fogs batfle the
utmost ingenuity to keep the proper atmospheric conditions for

them.
The earliest Cinerarias are showing signs of opening their

flowers ; these plants are well supplied with water. A little

liquid manure twice a-week is beneficial to them, causing the
foliage to be of a deeper green, and the flowers of a richer tint.

It is a sign of bad management somewhere when the foliage of

any plant is not of its natural green. Some varieties of plants

have pale green foliage, others have rich deep green, and scores

of intermediate shades are to be found, each of the different

shades harmonising with the colours of the flowers. So much
is this the case, that in many instances {some persons say in

all), that the colour of the flower can be determined by the
colour of the leaf. The aim of the cultivator, therefore, is to

so manage the plants under his care that the natural shade of

colour in the leaf may be produced. An over-laxuriance in any
plant is not more desirable than a deficiency.

Herbaceous Calceolarias are now at a critical stage. Seedlings
are easiest to manage ; indeed the named varieties are so seldom
cultivated, that those who have them do not require any in-

structions. Seedlings sometimes damp off from careless water-
ing ; the large succulent leaves hug the surface of the mould,
and in a damp atmosphere decay speedily begios and rapidly
spreads; we have also fumigated the house several times to pre-
vent green fly from attacking them. Pelargoniums and many
other plants, if badly infested with fly, will, when the pest is

removed, quickly recover. Not so a Calceolaria ; if aphis is

allowed to remain on the plants they seldom flower satisfactorily,

and sometimes are totally destroyed. All decaying leaves ana
flowers are removed, the plants neatly arranged, and carefully

attended to with water, which is wiped-up at once, so that bright-

ness and freshness prevails indoors when decay is all around
and above us outside.

FLOWER G.IRDEN.
Here again we are a little hehiud ; the summer occupants of

the flower beds are not yet removed, but had other work not
been pressing this would have been done, and those beds that
are planted with spring-flowering plants would have been filled.

Potting Carnations and Picotees. With us these are more
properly greenhouse than flower-garden plants. Were they
planted out in beds here they would grow, and some of them
would perhaps flower, but very little satisfaction would they
give to an ardent florist. Failing open-ground culture, potting
was tried, and the result has been very satisfactory. At present
a pair of plants are potted into a fiO-sized or small 48-pot. Some
persons pot their plants up much earlier than this, but the
growth becomes stunted when they remain too long in such
small pots, and for the same reason the plants should not be put
into their flowering ijots too early in the spring months. One
great disadvantage that we labour under here is the light sandy
nature of our soil; it does not seem to have sufiicieut holding
power. All such plants grow freely enough in it, but when tho
time comes for the flowers to expand, the difference in favour of
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plants f;rown in medium clayey loam over those fjrown in light

sandy soil is something astonishing. When the plants are
potted they are removed into a cold frame and plunged in some
cocoa-nut fibre refuse; the lights are kept close for a few days.
Auriculas have now been removed to the sunniest and driest

position in the garden, and to prevent the plants from being
injured by damp, all decaying foliage is picked off as soon as it

is perceived.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing ns of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
NOVEMBEB.

Jersey 11

Bury St. Edmnnda {Chrysanthe-
mums) 17 and 18

CambrMgesbire 19
Cheltenham (Chrysanth.) , ,23 and 24

NOVEMBEB.
Royal Hort. Society of Ireland . . 26

DECEMBER.
Manchester 1 and 2

York 1,2, and 3

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

LrvERPOOL Chrysanthehum Show (TT.).—Yes. Send us your private

address, not for publication.

Potatoes.—" D. W. W." finds that Sutton's Hundredfold Fluke is waxy,
and not a good table variety. He wishes to know if other growers of it have
found the same defect.

Belgian Fruits IR. TV.).—The varieties you mention could be supplied
from Ghent by M. Van Geert, St. Amand; N, Gaujtud, Ledeberg ; or Louis
Van Houtte.

AiTERNANTHERA PROPAGATION (IF. JUar/icct).—There aie several kinds of

Alternauthera, all of which are increased freely from cuttings with two or

three joints, inserted in sanely loam with a little leaf soil, and placed in

bottom heat if propagation is practised from September to March inclusive,

maintaiuing a rather moist and close atmosphere. The bottom heat should
bo about 75". Cuttings with two joints and the growing point are long
enough ; cut below the joint, remove the leaves from it, insert up to the nest
joint, surfacing the catting pots or pans with about half an inch of silver

sand. They strike freely in July or August in a cold frame kept close and
shaded.

Wintering Calceolarias and Coleus {Co. Anirim).—We do not know
" Sedum secunda glauca." Is it not Ecbeveria? which requires to be giown
in ahouse safe from frost in sandy soil, and to have no more water than will

keep it fresh. If Sedum glaucum, it is hardy in well-drained soil. The Cal-

ceolarias may winter in a border if the weather should be mild, but the best

plan is to put in cuttings in a cold frame. Coleuses may be wintered in a
Fern case in a warm kitchen window, watering carefully ; but if the plants

are taken from the open ground it is likely they will die off when placed in the
case. The American Pea Nut we do not know. Our cox-respondent wishes to

know " what sort of a plant it is, if it can be successfully cultivated in this

country, and if so, how ?"

Selaginella leptdophixla Culture (Francis HopJciTison).—The above
is the name of the plant you sent us, and which you were erroneously told

was a Fern. It is the true kind, and rather rare, the plant generally cultivated

under that name being erroneously so called. It succeeds in a stove or warm
fernery, and requires to be kept verj' moist, for if dry its fronds are drawn-in
to the centre, forming a sort of ball, and open when moisture is given. Equal
parts of roueh peat and yellow loam, with a sisth each of silver sand and
broken pots, will grow it well, affording extra eflicient diainage. A sprinkling

of water overhead should bo given two or three times a-day. Though mois-
ture is wanted, avoid making the soil a sodden sour mass. Propagation is

effected by division in spring if the plant has more crowns than one, and
sometimes a frond pegged-down will put out fronds aud form a crown. It is

also increased by spores, of which your plant is not devoid, covering with a
bell-glass the pot or pan, and setting it in a saucer of water.

Labge Drac.i:nas and Erytheina {Aimer).—Your Draca'Das 10 feet high
and handsome well-furnished plants, would be very suitable for large lofty

conservatories, and would command a good price from those furnishing such,

but we could not say how much, as price greatly depends on the kind and the
plants. The Erythrina would not be worth so much, as it is a commoner sub-

ject and not in great request. You will occasionally see such things adver-

tised for. Y^onr best plan will he to offer them to some of the leading London
or provincial firms, or an advertisement would probably bring you offers. You
might dispose of them in exchange for plants jou might wish.

Planetary Influence (.4 Lady Suhscriber).—Some centuries ago all per-

sons and all plants were believed to be especially influenced by some one of

the planets. Thus some in the list you enclose were " under Mercury," others

under Jupiter, Mars, &c. Such superstitions are now extinct, or ought to be.

Arranging a Conservatory (.-I Siibscrifccr).—The Ferns would bo best

cultivated on rookwork, which we should construct against the wall between
the two casements—the S-feet-S-iuch

, and 10-feet one, and form an archway

over the casement doors, continuing the rockwork against the 3-feet-9-inch

wall, taking care to have it irregular in outline. We would not make it pro-

ject farther than 5 or 6 feet at the base in the widest part. In the centre
you may have a fountain, which will take up the best part for plants ; there-

fore if we had a fountain at all it would he immediately in front of the case-

ment doors, with low irregular rockwork, with say lour plants of Lomaria
gibba in the rockwork ; but instead of the fountain we should have a bed
with a Dicksonia antarctica in the centre and other Ferns at the base. In
the centre have a bed with Camellias, and all round the glass part a stage

about 3 feet wide for plants, omitting, of course, the door. The stage should
be 2 feet 6 inches from the floor, and under it might he a border for climbers,

which are very desirable as shade.

Zonal Geraniums.—In answer to "J, Harrfjc," page 887, the opinion
referred to is based upon practice. I did not express myself as clearly as I

ought. The sentence should run thus:—Never water a plant when dust-di-y

or suffering for want of water, but first water with clear water, &c.—W.
Camellia Leaves Blackened {E. A. S.].—The leaf is blackened by water

dripping upon the plants, or from syringiug and water hanging from the points
of the leaves, with exposure to the powerful rays of the sun in summer whilst

in the condition named. Shade in summer from bright sun. The leaves

curl from want of a good root-action, thoy being probably destroyed by stand-

ing in pans filled, we presume, with water. Kepot in spring. We cannot
name plants from a leaf; flowers aie necessary.

Manetti Stocks Strong {A Cotutant Subscriber).—The stocks are not too

old for budding, but you may in spring gi-aft them, and any failing you may
bud in July. Manure obtained in small quantities at a time is best kept in a
shed free from the weather, aud spread-out thinly, alike for the purpose of

drying before it is placed in a heap and to prevent heatiog. We presume
it is short manure. Mis it with an equal quantity of di? soil, put in layers

in a square heap about 3 inches thick. It will lose little if stored in this way
and kept covered with soil.

Ijiporting Plants from Ceylon (C. S.).—We do not know what the King
of the Woods is, nor what plants it may be desirable to introduce to this

country from Ceylon; but the most valuable ones will be Orchids, though
bulbs or plants of more than ordinary beauty would be worth looking after.

Such matters are best left to those sending or collecting them. The bulbs

aud Orchids would come beet packed in dry or very sUghtly damped moss in

boxes, and, any plants In a Wardian case, establishing them before starting.

Young plants will be best. Single dai'k free-flowering Fuchsias ai'e—Mr,
George Brunning, War Eagle, Try Me oh \ and KiUiecronkie.

Repotting Palms {F. E. H.).—In repotting Palms they should have the
roots covered with soil just level with the base of the stem, and slightly

raised in the centre of the pots or tubs. Itjis better to have.them high rather

than low.

Malformation of Chrysanthemum Blooms (Pompon.).—It may be caused
by an excess of manure either in a solid or liquid state, which causes gross-

ness and malformation, neglect in watering, attacks of insects, and injury from
frost. The effect of sulphate of ammonia is to increase the growth or vigour

of the plants, and the indications of its too abundant use will be lank gross

growths, soft instead of firm, and loss of roots, which will cause loss of leaves

and sometimes of plants.

Violets (G. W. Boofhb!i).~Yom new variety. Beauty of Louth, is very

good. Size large, form somewhat differing from others, colour a medium
dark purple, and fragrance stroug.

Strawberry Culture {C. H,).—We answer your questions in the order

they are put by you. It is necessary to manure the ground well for Straw-

berries, and dig deeply, placing it at least 9 inches below the surface, and
afterwards manure at the surface. In sandy soils a dressing of clay, and
especially clayey marl, is a capital addition, mixing thoroughly with the soil.

The plants of the smallest kinds, as Black Prince, Keens' Seedling, and others

with only moderate foliage, should be planted in rows 2 feet apart ; but the
strong-growing aud spreading kinds, as President, should be 2 feet 6 inches

apait. The plants in the fiist Instance may be put out a foot apart for the
smaUer-foliaged sorts, and the lai'ge-foliaged sorts at 15 inches, and after the

first yeai''s fruiting every alternate plant may be taken out, so that thoy may
stand 2 feet and 2 feet 6 inches apart respectively. The runners should be

removtid, what are wanted for increase being layered either in pots or the

ground, and planted as soon as well rooted, the plants being kept free of all

other runners. The tops ought not to be cut off at any time, but in Septem-

ber any straggling leaves as well as runners maybe removed. l*ou omit a
very essential part—manure well between the rows and plants in October.

Strawberries should be well watered after they come into flower, and until the

fruit is ripe and ripening. Spriug water is not so good as soft, but will do, as

Strawberries like the roots cool. Rankness of gi-owth is to be overcome by

cutting most of the leaves in July, which wUl lessen their growth, and fresh

leaves closer in gi-owth will be produced, and these will have a tendency to

matme the crowns. "WTien the plants have many blossoms and weak, thin

them, layering runners from them, and water abundantly ; after the fruit is

gathered knock them up, forming another plantation with the nmners from
them. Always take runners from fruitful plants. Our soil is light and
moory. We manure heavily, follow the above eystem, keep the plants three

years, and renew a part of the plantations every year, besides planting out

forced ones, so that we have one-year-old, two, and three-year-old plants.

Keens' Seedling and all the earlies do best the first year, plantmg in July well-

rooted ruuners of the current year, but produce a heavy crop the second and
third years, but smaller fruit, and the plant.s begin to die off; the later

sorts aie best the second year, though they may have fine fruit the first year;

we have had them over 3 ozs. weight, many 2 ozs., and commonly a dozen to

a pound. In the third year the plants bear heavily, but the ben-ies are not

neaily so fine, the plants go so much to leaves as to be of very httle use

afterwards. We have omitted to staie that they are not allowed to run over

the bed into one another, but are kept separate.

Strawberry Leaves Spotted (D. W. IT.).—The leaf sent is spotted in

consequence of dry weather. It is common to all the kinds of the Keens*

Seedling type. It will not interfere with the future well-being of the plants.

Currant and Gooseberry trees are native plants, perfectly hardy. They
should be manured now, but it is not necessary to cover the roots with any

protecting material.

Grapes Diseased {J. P.) —It is only the form that " the spot " frequently

assumes when attacking Grapes nearly ripe. The roots are probably too dry

or too cold.

Erratum.—At page 356,, thirteenth line from top, on *' Fine Old Trees at

Moor Park," the word *' having " should have been " leaving."
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Vine Leaves Maturing (A. ^.l.—The leaves are quite healthy, anil we
think the earlier maturity of the one Vine aa citmimred with the other is

Bolely due to the want of moisture, the Vine with the (?reen leaves having a
considerably raoister border. If the Grapes arc not ripe now upon the Vino
with the mature leaves they never will be so. Perhaps they are ripe but not
well coloured.

Pkoit Trees for Garden (J. Maddock).—Ap}Kles, Dessert—Early Red
Maruaret, Red Astrachan, Kerry Pippin. Kiofj of the Pippins, Cos's Oran;,'e

Pippin, Court of Wick, Ribston Pippin. Mannin:,'ton's Pearmain, Reiuetto du
Canada, Ai^ams' Pearmain. Lnrd Burj^hley, Cnckle Pippin, Melon Apple, and
Sturmer Pippiu. Kitchen Applea—Lord Saftield, Alexander, Cox's Pomntifi,
Rymer, M«-re de M-nnge, Blenheim Orange. I>um«low's Seedlini:, Warner's
Ein^, Bedfordshire Foundling,', Alfriaton, Winter Majctinp, Tower of Glamis,
and Norfolk Beefing. /*(flr,s—Citron des Carmes. Jaryonolle, Beurrt,- Giffard,
Williams's Bon ChnHien, Benrn- d'Amanlis, Beurre Superfin, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Beurn'' Hardy, .lerwey Gratioli, Baronne de Mello, Doyenne du
Cornice, Marie Louise, Bourn- Diel, Van Moos Leon leClerc. Napolerm, Beurr'-
Bachelier, GInu Mori;eau, Winter Nelis, Benrn'^ do Banco, Ne Plus Meurini, and
Berffamotte Egperen. Catillac is best for stewing. Dessert Phims—Kirke'w,
Green Gai^e, Golden Gage (Lawaon's), Transparent Ga:,'e, Denniston's Superb,
and Coe's Golden Drop. Kitchen Plumfi—Diamond, Mitchelson's, Prince
Englebert, Prince of Wales, Pond's Seedliufj, and Victoria, also Damson.
Clierrif's-^'^a.y Duke, Bigarreau Napoleon for dessert, and Kentish and
Morello for culinary use. ApTtcott —Kaisha, Hemskerk, Royal, and Moorpark.
Peaches—Ea.T\y Louise, Early Alfred, Groage Miiinonne, Dyraond. Violette
Hative, Lord Palmerston. N'-ctarines—IjOTd Napier, Elruge, and Violette
Hative. Nuts and Filhfrls—KeDtiah Cob, Dwarf Pndific (Pearson's); Purple,
Red, and White Filbert. Medlar—Nottingham. Quince—Portugal.

SoLANUM Capsicastrtjm (H. J. Jamcs).—This is the species of which you
sent us a specimen. It was dried-up, but we think the leaves are changing
colour because its period of growth is over. It may be raised from seed sown
in February.

Applying Salt to Roses (L. J. K".}.—The mildewed leaves may be
syringed with a solution of salt, 4 ozs. to each gallon of water. It will not
injure the trees by sinking into the soil over the roots. Prevention of the
mildew is better than to have to cure it. Mildew will rarely appear if the
roots are thoroughly watered in spring and summer, and a mulching of rich
manure kept on the surface of the soil.

^
Name of Fern (H. L. E.).~It is readily diatinguishable by its wiry creep-

ing stolons as Nephrolepis tuberosa, a very handsome yet common kind. We
have it on rockwork covering several square yards, the fronds from a height of
8 feet reaching a long way down towards the floor.

MoyiNO Rose3 FROiii A Nursery (H. L. E.).—Qei them any time after
the middle of this month and plant, mulching well with littery manure after
planting, and watering if the ground be dry.

Fuel for Heating Greenhouse (Scyhor).—Of the kinds of fuel yon
name we should prefer the coke, but all boilers do not consume it well, though
most will if it be mixed with small coal or slack. We use "nuts," which are
not 80 wasteful as small coal. Coke, if it has to be brought from a distance,
is too costly, and if you find the cost will be more than that of house-coal
nuts, we advise the latter. The other descriptions of coal are not suitable
for ordinary furnaces.

Names of Pears {Jrf^m).—Hogg's "Fruit Manual" contains what yon
wish. A new edition is in the press.

Tomatoes Failing (R. P.).—From the description you give of the failure
of Tomatoes it is clear you bave the Tomato blight or disease, which U the
flame as the Potato disease. Probably your soil is too moist and rich. Keep
it drier, and do not enrich it. Wa presume you do not save seed. If you do,
throw it away and have a change.

Bottom Heat for Cucumbers (Idem).—The two 4-inch pipes ought to
give you sufficient bottom heat. It is quite a matter of taste whether the
pipes are in a chamber or covered with rubble to the depth of about 6 inches,
put by the latter you will have a higher bottom heat than were the pipes iu
a chamber, and more unsteady. The four 4-inch pipes along one side and end,
or two 4- inch pipesalong two sides and one end, ought to give ample top heat.

Heating Glazed Verandah (Han-iX S.).—If you use the flueless stove
you mention you will kill some of your plants and injure the others. No fuel
can be used that does not give out hurtful fumes. Cannot you use a small
gas stove with a tube to convey the fumes into the outside air?

Charcoal-heated Stove f-4. ^. M.).—Whether the stove would heat effi-
ciently depends on the size of the house and the heat which is to be main-
tained. Coke would be cheaper; but whatever fuel be used, carry off the
gaseous products of combustion by a pipe opening outside the house, and
take care to insure sufficient moisture in the internal atmosphere.

Piping to Heat a Greenrouse {Holly Bank).—As you only propose to
heat on one side you will require three 4-inch pipes the length of the house,
two flows and one return, or better four pipes, as the ends are in a very bleak
and exposed situation. This will give you two flow and two return pipes, each
ths length of the house.

Liquid Manure for Chsysanthemums (Idem}.—When the Camellias
commence swelling their buds they may be watered with weak liquid cow
manure once a- week, also Azaleas, and for the Chrysanthemums and Primulas
it may be applied at every alternate watering. The Azaleas ought not to be
repotted until they have llowered, and then immediately. A stage of Camellias,
Chrysanthemums, Azaleas, and Acacias ought not at this season to be
syringed twice a-day, nor at all unless it be occasionally to free them of dust.

Curing American Blight (Wz-m).—The following is from the "Gardeners'
Year-Book" for 1874, and is an infallible remedy:—" Take a pint of gas tar
and mix with it a pint of dry powdered clay. Form the whole into a paste
by adding by degrees a gallon of warm soft water." Apply with a brueh to
the parts infested, and, in fact, the whole tree but the buds, and bare the
roots and examine them, as this pest descends and feeds upon them in winter.
The composition should be thoroughly brushed into the crevices and angles.
Apply warm—not over 12(r.

Oil FOR American Blight (Mw.^ D.).—Linseed oil boiled and applied
cold with a brush. It is sold ready boiled by all oil and colourmen.
Wall Border {A Fre.'^h Subscribcr).~li the border is wider in one part

than it is in another, that would not make any difference to the health of the
trees. The wide part would not have any advantage over the narrow part, nor
the narrow over the wider portion.

Names op Fruits (J. B. FT.).—Beurre d'AmanUs. (H. Hall).—2, Swan's

Egg; 4, White Doyenne; 5, Jersey Gratioli. The numbers of the others
were quite obliterated by the acidity of the rotten specimens. (A. A. C).—
1, Belle de Ni el; 2, Glou Mori,"eau ; .1, Bearn'* Diel ; 4,Dunmore; 5, Blenheim
Pippin ; 6, Winter Green'ng. ( W. O.).—1, Autumn Red Calville ; 3, 5, Adams'
Pearmaiu; 7, Braddick's Nonpareil; 8, Bess Pool ; 12, Warner's King. (B. L.,
Tpfnoich).-!, Brown Beurrii; 2, Bergaraotte Cadette; 3, Bourn' de Raoce

;

4, Jersev Gratioli ; 5, Napoleon ; 6, Swan's Egg. (.S. O.).—Your Grape appears
to be Black Prince. (B. P. N.).—l, Gogar Pippin; 2, Pigeon; 3, Keswick
Codlin ; 4, Borovitski.

Names of Plants (F. E. H.).—The Tunis plant ia Cassia ligustrina, Privet-
leaved Cassia. Your friend must have confused it with the remembrance of
some other plant. All the Cassias are yellow-flowered. (D. Ferguson).—Alon-
soa incisifolia, a native of Chili, and very worthy old inhabitant of oar
gardens. {B.}.—Cannot name from leaves only. ( fV. B. P.).—Your Ferns are
Adiautum macrophyllum and Onychium lunidum. {W.F.R.}.—Asplenium
bulbiferum. iH. P.).— 1, Cyrtantbera Pohliana (Justicia carnea); 2, Pyrus
japtinica (?); 3, Hypericum hirciuum ; 5, Perhaps Eriauthus Ravemire. We
do not name florists' ilowera. (T. Wcii)-—Oberonia sp. (J. S. R.).—Browallia
viscosa and a Comraelina. (W. F. B.).—It is a Bouvardia, hut no one can
name a plant from such a dried scrap.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

THE POULTRY-KEEP ER.-
THE MALAY.

-No. 20.

COCK—GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
The body smaller than that of the Cochin ; form more erect

than of any other variety ; flesh ordinary, hard, and dense
;

feathers long and straight, lying close on the body; thighs,
shanks, and feet strong and long ; shoulders projecting ; tail

slender and short; comb triple and very thick; skin red; beak
and feet yellow.

Weight.—Eleven pounds.
Height.—Twenty-nine inches and a half from the head to

under the feet.

Body.—Conical, large in front, and becoming gradually smaller
to behind, where it becomes pointed. This shape and the
plumage is so slippery and close-fitting on the bird that it is

difficult to hold it. The body is much inclined from before to
the tail, and the arched back forms an angle of 45'. The thighs
and shanks are long, strong, and thick. There is no variety
that has so much flesh on the breast and pinions. The wings
are placed very high and very close to the sides, which make the
shoulders very large.

Head.—Strong, short, and conical, flattened on the akuU, and
wide between tbe eyes. The red fleshy part which envelopes
the whole head is very apparent.
Comb.—Thick in a single lamp, yet one of the triple combs

covering the base of the beak and extending to the middle of
the skull.

Wattles.—Middle-sized.
Ears.—Proportioned to the length to the wattles.
Cheeks.—Large, and bare, and red.

Beak.—Short and conical, very strong, bent down, and clear
yellow.
Eye.—Malicious, having the expression of that of an eagle

;

iris rosy yeUow : pupil very dark ; eye covered by an eyelid so
much developed that when seen in front the eye is not visible.

The bird's look is always savage and menacing.
Shank of Leg.—Very long and very strong, of a bright yellow

colour.

Toes.—Strong, long, and well clawed, of the same colour as
the leg.

The Malay cock is one of those hardly to be classed among
the fighters. His gait is restless and threatening. His physi-
ognomy is cruel, impatient, fierce. He carries the head very
high ; his neck, straight and slender, gives an angular form to
the shoulders. His body is very much raised in front and set
on long legs, and finished by a slender horizontal tail, com-
posed of short feathers straight and pointed. Somewhat fleshy
and large in the body, its plumage is smooth and close.

Plumage.—The feathers are very long, very straight, and
without any down, fitting close to the body in layers like the
scales of a fish. They seem varnished and are very slippery.
There are Malays of many colours, but the principal types are

—The White variety, the most esteemed for the good effect

they produce when the cocks and hens are together, the pure
white of the feathers, the yellow beak and feet, and the red
which surrounds the head are effective.

Of the Black variety, the cock is always marked with red on
the shoulders, though the rest of the plumage is black, and the
hen is all black.
The Red variety is bright red on the hackle ; the lancets and

the large wing feathers of a deep mahogany red to the shoulders,
on the breast and thighs of a paler red on the sides, on the
abdomen, and legs; coverts of the wings and the whole of the
tail briUiant green. The hen of this variety is entirely red with
rosy tints in patches in all the varieties. The hackle feathers
are short, and make more apparent a very long neck. The tail

is short and thin.
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The Malay hen hag the same characteristics as the cock, and
has also fightiug propensities. She has like him a conical
shape, fierce look, and a dark and cruel eye. The hackle feathers
are extremely short and close-tittiug on the neck, givins; to this
part a very slender appearance, making still more than in the
cock a greater prominence of the shoulders. She weighs from
6 lbs. 10 ozs. to 7J Ihs. Lays a pretty large number of eggs,
having a yolk light yellow, very solid. She sits well and brings-
up her chickens well.
The EngliRh esteem this variety highly, using it for a cross

to give weight to birds for table. I think it should be nsed
with great circumspection, especially with Cochins or Brahmas.
Malays often are sold in France under the name of " the
Brazil," " the cock of Gros-Marne," sent to the Society of
Acclimatisation under the name of " the Eeuniou cock," and
an amateur member of this Society wished, under pretext of a
difference hardly discernible, to call " the Malacca."
In conclusion the variety is useless, and its fierce habit makes

it impossible to associate it with our indigenous fowls. The
detestable fowls known under the fallacious names of " Ganges,"
"Bengal," "Bussian," and "American," are degenerated or
mixed descendants of the real Malay.

OXFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual Exhibition was held in the Town Hall and

Corn Exchange on October 23th and 29th, and we have great
pleasure in congratulating the Committee on the substantial
progress they have made in their entries. Mere numbers are
not always to be accepted as a sign of success, but here a marked
improvement has taken place in the general character of the
birds ; and although we have no doubtthatthe most experienced
exhibitors have reserved their best birds for the great Show that
is soon to follow, still great interest was taken, and the classes
anxiously examined for fear a chance pen might snatch the blue
ribbon from some of the expectant winners. The entries num-
bered 1412, and the arrangements were satisfactory, with the
exception of the sale ofiice. This was announced to open at
2 P.M., but did not open until fifteen minutes past. It appears
that several people wanted the same bird, and the Committee
were in doubt if they should let the first comer have it, or put
it up by auction to the highest bidder; they adopted the first

course, which we think was the right one, as it would have been
hard upon the intending purchaser, who had patiently waited
at the door for three hours to be first on the list, to find him-
self only in the same position as the last comer. The most
satisfactory course, no doubt, is to sell the birds to the highest
bidder, but then it should be so stated in the rules.

Doriiings had four classes. The Coloured chickens disap-
pointed us. The first-prize cock was a large one, but very much
up in the back, and it was a mistake placing him in the prize
list. The second-prize pen was fine, and certainly the best in
the class ; the third also good, but we liked another pen shown
by the same winner (Burnell) better. The cockerel will make a
fine bird when more developed. Pen 11, belonging to Mr. Ling-
wood, were superior to some of the noticed birds. Possibly the
Judge considered them too old for the chicken class ; if so, they
should have been marked "disqualified," this would have ex-
plained the cause of their omission. The Silver-Greys pleased
us. The first-prize cockerel was a splendid bird, well grown,
with no sign of the crooked breast which is so prevalent with
this variety. The pullet was beautiful in colour. We think this
pen should have had the cup. The Blues were moderately good

;

we should very much like to see some good breeders take them
in hand, it would pay them well, as we know of no other variety
that might be so quickly improved and brought to the front.
The White Dorkings were generally creamy; we thought them
a poor class.

Spanish do not generally muster so strongly so early in the
year—there were sixteen entries. The first-prize pullet was a
nice bird, with rather a good lobe; the cockerel had a peculiar
cut in the comb, which might have arisen from being wired up,
or some accidental cause ; we also thought him wry-tailed. We
think this must have escaped notice, otherwise he would not
have been in the prize list. The running was very close between
the second and third pens, and we think we should have placed
the third (Beldon) iu the front. Pen Gl, highly commended.
(Eodbard), contained a pretty cockerel; pen 63 (Brown) a nice
cockerel, but out of condition, and matched with an inferior
pullet.

Cochins had four classes, all good. In the Buff the compe-
tition was very close between Mr. Percival and Lady Gwyder.
The Judges gave the preference to the first-rnentioned ; but we
think we should have preferred the latter. The first-prize birds
were evenly matched in colour, but the cock was narrow in
the back, and much lighter than the second. The hen was also

slightly striped in the hackle. The secoud-priz*^ cockerel was a
grand bird, but tinged a little in the wing with white._ The
pullet was sound in colour, but deficient of leg-feathering, or
rather toe-feathering, the middle toe was almost bare. The

Partridge did not please us so much as the Buffs ; in the
cockerels we noticed the leg-featheriag was not so good as usual,
aud the pullets, with the exception of one or two poos, not BO
well pencilled. The first-prize cock was a fine one ; the second
should have been left out for the same reason that we have sug-
gested with regard to the first-prize Dorking and Spanish. The
third we liked ; the pullet was good, but not equal to one we
remember Mr. Tudmau to have shown at this season of the
year at Croydon about two years back. Pen 95 (Coleridge) con-
tained a nicely pencilled pullet. Blacks have improved, and
mustered sixteen entries. Whites were a good class : the first-

prize pen corktained a charming pair; the second-prize cock
had a very white lobe. Pen 130 were small ; in other respects
we liked them better than the second.
Brahmas.—The Dark class contained thirty-four entries, and

the competition was very close. In the first-prize pen we found
a beautiful pullet, but rather a coarse cockerel; second a fine
cockerel, well shaped, aud good in colour. Miss Douglas Pennant
showed four pens, which were greatly admired. The cockerel
in pen 152 will when more developed be very difficult to beat

;

the pullet was well pencilled, but rather small. Mr. Leno
showed a splendid pullet, well shaped, almost perfect in pencil-
ling, but rather deficient in leg feathers. The Light class
exceeded the Dark in numbers. They had forty-nine entries.
The best cockerel was in the first pen, but as a pair we preferred
Mr. Lingwood's, pen 208, which were awarded the third prize.
Game,—The winning Black Red cockerel was a splendid

chicken, and must have given the Judges no trouble iu making
their selection. Pen 221, third prize, aud also the local prize,

deserved his position, but he was badly dubbed. In Black Red
pullets we thought peu 263 (Pope) deserved some notice. The
other Game classes were well judged, and pleased us as indicat-

ing a moat satisfactory season.
Hamharghs were beautiful. The Silver cockerel in pen 410

was a magnificent bird, exquisitely marked in the tail ; his
partner was also a beauty.

Polish.—Blacks only five entries, out of which two (Unsworth)
were marked as arriving "too late for competition." In the Any
variety class Mr. Adkius again won all the prizes ; his two first

pens appeared unapproachable.
Of French fowls Houdans were a splendid lot. First-prize

cockerel very fine, but we doubt if we shall often see him in the
prize list, as his comb will be considered a strong objection by
some judges. The Creves were, if possible, superior to the
Houdans, and we think Mr. Dring was fairly beaten this time.

Malays a grand lot, and seventeen entries. In this class

Mr. Hinton showed the best-looking pen, but in this case the
crooked appearance of the back did not escape the Judge ; they
were unnoticed.
In the Americans, Brown Leghorns, White Leghorns, and a

pen of Plymouth Bocks competed. Silkies followed, of which
there were some admirable specimens. For Any other variety
the first prize went to a good pen of Minorcas.
Bantams.—In Game Mr. Anns achieved another great victory,

but not we think with his Brighton bird; the cockerel we con-
sidered here not so good in the head, but in other respects

superior. The Brown Reds were moderate. In the Any variety
class Mr. Brownlie again won with his beautiful Piles ; the
cockerel we think the best we have seen for a long time. Blacks
were a strong class and well judged. In the Sebrights Mr. Leno
has at length had to succumb, a very magnificent pen of Golds
belonging to Mr. Braund winning ; they were only entered at

ten guineas, a bargain which we have no doubt was quickly

caught at.

Ducks.—Aylesbury a small class, Mr. Fowler winning easily.

Boueus very large, and containing four or five first-class pens.

In Blacks Mr. Sainsbury cleared off all the prizes.

Very large Selling classes completed the poultry, and here we
found the best Spanish cockerel in the Show.

The Pigeons were well represented ; the entries reached four

hundred. It was gratifying to hear the very great satisfaction

experienced by nearly all tlae old fanciers at the judging.

Carriers.—Among the old cocks we very much liked Pen 1021,

and thought he deserved a position iu the Show. Mr. Yardley

won with a grand bird, having all the essentials of a Carrier. The
young class contained a splendid lot, nearly all the birds being

noticed ; next the winners we liked the pens shown by Lt.-Col.

Hassard and Mr. Hammock. In Pouters, Whites carried both
firstprizes over the Pieds. Barlis.—We preferred Mr. Maynard's
pen to the winners. jltmo)i(Zs were a beautiful class. Dragoons.

—Red and Yellow did not come out so strongly in number as we
anticipated, but the quality was first-rate. The Any other colour

was a large class, and must have given the Judges a little

trouble. Owls.—In Foreign Mr. Allen won with a superb pair,

but a little out of condition. Turbits, Fantails, and Jacobins

were a fine lot, and the awards satisfactory.

Dorkings (Colouroil).—1 and dip. S. Newict. Hinton St. Georfio. 8, J.

White, VVarlaby. Norlhallerlnn. S. T. C. Burnell. Mielieldever. 4. L. O. W.
Straffortl. West Mulling he. .7. Tavior.
DoKKiyoB (Blue).—I, R. Gamon, Uurkin?. 2. H. Allen, Wood Green. 8, J. W.

Putney, Dorking. Local Prize, J. T. Caetell, Oxiord.
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Dorkings (^ilver-Grev).—1, O. E. Creaswell, Early Wood, Bagahot. 2, W.
Roe, jun., NpwRrk 3. J. Robinaou. i. L. Wren, Lowestoft. Local Frize, S.

Salter, he, W. W. RuttUdge, Kendal ; O. E. Cresawell.

Dorkings (.^y other variety).—!, Mrs. M. A. Hayne, Fordington. 2, L. G.
W. Strafford. S. O. E. Oreaswell. he. J. Kubinaoo, Garstang; MiB8 E.
WJlliania. Henllys, Berriew; Mr8. M. A. Hayne.
Spanish.— 1. .J. Pitt, Wulverliampton. 'i, J. Tnlnier. Acton. 3, H. Beldon,

Bingley. Loeal Prize. H. JnhuH. he, J. K. Kodoard, Wrington. c, Mrs,
Tonklu, Brist 1 ; G K. Cbilcott. Gotham, Briatol.

CoCRiNS ((.'iunamou and Buff*.—1, K. P. Percival, NorUienden. Manchester.
2, Lady Gwvdvr, Ipawich. 3, Henry Lingwood, Barldu?, Xeedham Market.
lie, W. A. BuVneli, Southwell, Notts; J. Swinnon. ChtppiDg Campilon : T. Sear,

Aylesbury; U. Juieon, S.mthwark Street. S K. c, W. A. Buruell ; W. P.

Ryland ; H. Tomlinai>n, Gravelly lUl', Birniingham.
Cochins (Partriijge).—1 and 3. E. Tubman, Whitchurch, Salop. 2, G. Lamb.

he, R. P. Percival ; J. H. .Jones. Handfurth ; Hon. Mrs. Sugden ; T. M. Derry,
Gednev. c, Mrs R. Storv, Lockingtoa Vicarage, Derby; Hon. Mrs. Sugden,
Wells (2) : Mrs. E. Pryor, Welwvn
CoroLNS (Black).-1, E. Kendriek, jun., Lichfield. 2, Lady Gwydyr. 8. G. C.

Athole, New York, he, U. Beldon; T. Aapden, Church (2); Mrs. Xaaffe, Tulsk.
c, Mrs. Taaffe.
CocHivs ( vny other variety)—! and 2. !?. S. S. Woodgate, Pembnry, Tnn-

bridge Wells. 3, T. Atterton. Leit;hton Buzzard. Local Prize, J. Craddock,
Oxford. IbC, W. A. Burnell ; J. K. Fowler ; J. Turner ; J. Craddock. c, Misa H.
Williams.
Brahmas (Dark).—1, Hon. Mrs. B. Hamilton, Ridgemont. Wobum. 2 and 4,

T. F. Atiaiiell, Cowley Mount, St. Helens. R, Horace Linfrwoml, Oreetin^,
Needham Market. Local Prize. J. Gee, Oxford, he, T F. Ansdell ; Hon. Misa
D. Peimant, Ptiirhyn Castle, Bangor; M. Leno. Markyate Street : J. Watts; J.

Harvey, .jun , Thannington, Canterbury, c. Hon. Miss D. Pennant; W. R.
Gamer. Uyke ; H. HaddrfU, Calne.
Bruimas (Littht) -X and 2. C. H. Wakefield. Malvern Wells. 3. Horace Ling-

wood. 4. P. Haines. Paltrrave. Diss. Local Prize, T. Smith. Cbarlbury, Oxou.
ftc, K. P. Percival ; G. »& W. Smith, Bath; Mrs. Peet. Sharnbrook; T. A. Dean,
Mardc-n, Hereford; M. Leno; G. W. Petter, Streatham Grove. Norwood ; Mrs.
W. E. Drummond, Bath, c, R. C. Horsfall, Grassendale Priory ; H. M. Maynard.
Holmewood
Game (Blsck-breasted Rod) —Cockerel —I, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 2, T. P.

Lvon. Liverpool. 3 and L-cal Prize, Miss Osborn. Yarntou. he. P. A. Beck,
Welshpool; S. Field, Ambrosden, Bicester; R Walker, Gomeroal; D. Harley,
Edinburgh, c. S Field. Pullet.~l, Major J. Newdigate, Tong Long, Shifoal.
2, J Mason, Worcester. 3, J. Forsvth, Wolverhampton Local Prize, R. J.

Pratt, Enstone- he, Hon. and Rev. F- Dutt'^n, Bibury Vicarage; A. C. Swaiu,
Buckingham ; R. .1. Pratt, c. W. H. Stagg, Netheravun.
Gamb (Brown-breasted and other Rtua). — Cocfcert-Z.-!, R. Ashley. 2, J.

Chetitera. 3, T. Cheaters, Naotwich. Local Prize, Miss Osborn. he, S.

Matthew: H. tl. Martin. ScuUhitrpe, Fakenbam. Pullet.— l, S. Matthew. 2,

J. Cock, Worcester. 3, J. Carlisle, Earby. Local Prize, Miss Osborn. he, J.

Chesters; Miss Osborn; H. Beldon; .T. F. Walion. Rawtenstall; T. Sergant,
Naniwich; H. E. Martin; W. Foster. Deal; R. Payne, Bui nley.
Game (Any other \nTiets).—Cockerel. — 1, F. Aykroyd. Eccleshill. 2, J.

Mason, 3. J. F. Walton. Local Prize, W. R. Pratt, he, J. Goodwin, Liver-
pool: C. Bell. Burtou-on-Trent. Pullet. — 1. .T. Goodwin, 2, E. Wmwoud,
vVo-cester. 3, J. Mason, he. Hon. and Rev. F. Dutton ; E. Aykroyd.
Hamborghs (Gold pencilled).—1, <i- & .J. Duckworth. 2 and 3, H. Beldon.

Local Piize. J. T. Castelt. he, 3. Walker. Ripley, Yorks; T. Wylde, jun.,

Melton Mowbray; W. Speakman, Naniwich; T. & W. Fawcett, Baildon. c,

Asbtou & Booth.
Hamuurghs (Silver-pencilled).—!, Duke of Sutherland, Trentham. 2, H.

Beldon. 3, J. Welister. hc, H. Beldon; .J. Eobinaou; .1. Long.
Hamburghs (Gold-spnngled) —1, J Long. 2. G. & J. Ductiworth, Church. 3,

Duke of Sutherland. Local Prize, J. Calcutt, Witjiey. hc, H. Beldou ; T. E.
Jones, Wolverhampton.
Hamblrghs (Silver-spangled).—1, Ashton & Booth, Mnttram. 2, H. Beldon.

3, J. Messer. Local Prize, J. Gee. hc. H. Beldon; Duke of Sutherland; J.
Robinson ; J. Long, Bromley Common, Kent.
Hamedrghs (Black).-l. Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Burnell. Shrewsbury.

2, H Beldon. 3, Stott & Booth. Local Prize, E Brooks, Oxford, vhc, H.
Ho:vle, Newchurch. /r^, H. Beldon ; Kev W. Serjeantscu ; C. Leake, Broom-
field, c, C. si^igwick. Rvddleeden Hall. Keighb v.
PoLANDs (Black with White Crests).—1, A. Darby, Little Neas, Shrewsbury.

3, T. Dean.
PoLANDs (Any other variety).—1, 3, and 3, G. Adkins, Lightwoods, Birming-

ham, hc. T. Dean.
HocDASs. — 1, Rev. C. Handley, Baltonsbonugh. 2 and 3, R. B. Wood.

Uttoxeter. Extra 3, Miss C. G. Nevile, Butleigh Vicarage. Glastonbury. Local
Prize, Kev G, Day. hc. C. Hill. Alton ; W. Dring. Faversham; G. W. Hibbert,
Godley, Hyde; W. O Quibell. Newark; J. K. FowUr; H. Grant, Bradford ; W.
A. Peel. Watford ; C. Morris. Upton Lawn, Cheattr. c, W. Cutlack, jun.. Little-

port ; J. D. Harrison, Carnfotth; R. A. Boissier, Penshorst; R. B. Wood (21;
W. H. Copplestone, Lostwithiel; M. H. Sturt, Pubey; G. de Fay, St. Hilier'a,
Jersey.
Frlnch (.Any other varietv).—1 and 2, R. B. Wood. 3, W. Dring. hc, Mrs.

A. Tindal, Avlesbury; .J. K. Fowler; G. de Fay; Rev. C. C. Ewbank, Dalling-
ton Vicaraae. c. Rev. T- C. Beasley.
Malays.-1, G. Burnell, Rug ley. 2, S. Eliott, jun , Liskeard. 3. Capt C.

Terry. Reading. Uc, W. H. Hustable, Landkey, Barnstaple; F. Sabin, Eir-
mingbam (2); E. Branford, Whissonsett.
AfliEiucAN Fowls.-1, R. R. Fowler. 2, J. Long. 3, W. B. Wignall, Birken-

head. Local Prize, R. Harvey, c, W. B. Wignall ; A. Kitehin, Westerham ; R.
B. Day. Kickmansworth.
SiLEiEs (White).—1, K.S. S. Woodgate. 2, S. P. Broad, Reiijate. 3,A. Darby.

Local Prize, Mrs. R. Harvey, hc, J. Watts; R. S. S. Woodgate; Mrs. J. T.
Holmes.
Any other Varibty.—1, J. Crooks, Wellington (Minorcaa). 2, H. Feast,

Swansea. 3. Miss C. E. Palmer. Odiham (Scotch Dumpies), hc, T. Norwood,
Salisbury (Black Minorcas); O. E. Cresswell (White Guinea Fowl), c, J.
Crooke (Minorcas); .1. Watts (Frizzled).
Game Bantams (Black Reds)—!. T. W. Anns, Clapham. 2, W. F. Addie,

Preston. 3, Misa E. H. Entwisle, Bradford. Local Prize, S. Salter, Egrove
he, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy; A. Ashley. Redhill, Worcester; Mrs. G. Hall,
Kendal; G. Hall, Kendal; T. Bradbu'-v, Bucknu!ham. c. .1. Melson, He.Kham.
Bantams (Brown and other Reds).- 1. 8. Beighton. Farnsfield. 2, T. Barker.

3, Mies B. H. Entwisle. he. Miss E. H. Entwisle; T. Barker.
Bantams {^ny uiher variet?).-1, R. Brownlie. 2, J. Nelson, Hill End,

Barnley. 8. S Beighton. hc,'.J. Nelson; Misa E. H. Entwisle; Bellingham
and Gill, Burnley: J. Eatun, Grantham; P. Unsworth, Lowton, Newton-le-
WillowB. c. K. Walton, HomcUffe. Rawtenstall ; A. Smith. Halifax.
Bantams (Black, Clean-Ieggedl —1, W. H. Robinson, Keighley. 2, J. Earn-

ahaw, Kotherham. 3, E Cambridge, Bristol, hc, 3. Pearson, Liskeard; J.
Mayo. Gloucester, c, H. Beldon (2); T. Dyaon, Halifax; VV. H. Young,
Driffield.

Bantams (Sebright).—1, F. Braund, Bideford. 2,M. Leno. hc, M. Leno; J.
Whloyd, Kingt..n. c, C. H. Poole, Bridgwater.
Bantami (Any other variety).—!, Duke of Sutherland. 2, H. B. Smith,

Broughton. Preston 3. Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage. Newmarket. Ac, J.
Greig. Durriniit^n Manor House; R. S. S Woodgate. c, H. Feast.
Ducks (Aylesbury) —1, 2. and 3, J. K. Fowler. Local Prize, H. T. Sotham,

Watereatsn. he. J. Walker, Rochdale; T. Kingaley; T. Sear, Aylesbury; J.
Hedfiea, Ayle-bury.
Ducks (Rouen)-!. F. Parlett. 2, J. Nelson, Hexham. S, P. Unsworth.

Local Prize, Duchess of Marlborough, Blenheim, hc, Hou. Mrs. Vernon,

Kettering ; Duke of Sutherland ; J. T. Billince, Pemberton, Wigan ; H. Dow-
sett, Pleshev. c, 3. Watts ; G. E Martin, Both ; J. H Hoit.
Docks (Black East Indian).—!, 2. ftLd a, G. a. Sainsbury, Devizes, hc, Q. S.

Sainsbury (2); J. W. Kelleway, Merston, Isle of Wight, c, 3. W. Kolleway;
Mrs. M. A. Hayne.
Ducks (Call).—!, W. H. Y'oung. Driffield. 2, R. Richai'dson. S, Duke of

Sutherland, he, P. Clutterbuck, Kickmansworlh
Ducks (Any other variety).-!, K. Wilkinson, Guildford. 2, R. R. Fowler. 8,

H. B. Smith. L'tcal Prize. W. R. Pratt, Oxford, he, H. B, Smith (2); M.
Leno (31; H. Yardley. Einnineham. c. Miss Mill.

Turkeys.—!, Rev. N. J. liidlev. HoUington. Newbury. 2. W. Wykes. 3. J.
Walker. Local Prize. H. S. Sutham. he, H. J. Gunnel!; M. Kew, Market
Overton; Mrs. A. E. ^laybew, Chelmsford, c, C. lieiidrick, jun.
Gf.esb.—1 and 2, J. K. Fowler. 8 and Local Prize, Duchess of Marlborough.

hc, E. Snell.

Srlling Class (Brahmas. Dorkings, and Cochins).— Cocfcs —1. F. White. 2
J.Walker, 3, Col. C. A. Cobbe, Adderbury West. 4, Countess of Dartmouth*
Albrinhton. vhc, Hon. Mrs. B. Hamilton, hc, R. P. Percival ; T. Smith ; W. B'
Richardson, Mtaux Abbey, Beverley; W. .\. Burnell (2); W. R. Garner; A-
Palmer: R. Harvey; T. a. Dean; O. Sidcwick ; J. Watts; T. J. Saltmarsh,
Chtlmsford : H. Tomlinson: Mrs. H. Shatt, Worcester; Mrs. Somerville; J.
Hedges; H. Yardley. c, W. Jervis (2); M Leno; Mrs. H. Ffoulkea, Llandyasil
Rectory ; Countess of Dartmouth ; H. DowHCtt.
Selling Class (Brahmas, Dorkings, and Cochiua) —Hens —!,T. Kingsley,

Tring. 2, Countess of Dartmouth. 3. J. Watts. 4, W. A. Burnell. he. R. P.
Percival ; G. & \V. Smith : H. J. Gunnell. Milton ; Mrs. A. C. Smith ; C. Ken-
driek, jun., Lichfield; J. Goring. Steyning ; J. N. Whitehead. Bridgwater; W.
A Peel. Watford : F- Rayner, Shanklin ; Count**ss of Dartmouth (2) ; J. Hedges ;

E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry; S. Salter; H. Yardley ; T. P. Carver, Lang-
thorpe, Boroughbridge ; F. Bennett (2). c, J. Watts ; H. Dowsett.
Selling Class (Any other variety).-Cocfc.-l, W. Blower. 2, Rev. N. J,

Ridley (LaFleche). 3, -T. D. Harrison, Grange-over-Sanda (Houdan^). 4, W.
H Sturt. he, 3. T. Parker, Northamntou (Spanish); E. Smith, Maldon
(Houdans); Miss Mill, Rickmansworth (White Leghorn); H. Brown, Putney
Heath; J Fearnley, i>fewton-le-Willow8 ; F. P. Morrell, Oxford; Counteaa of
Dartmouth; A Bentley. Rickmansworth ; C. G Cave, Spaidintr.
Selling (Jlass (Any other variety).—£r*^;i5.—l,E.Pritchard. Wolverhampton,

2. C. Hloodworth. 3, 3. Chisman (Uoudans). 4. J. T. Parker (Spanish), he, J.
D. Hairison (Houdans); J. Fearnley; F. P. Morrell; A. Evans; A. F.
Faulkner, Thrapstone ; J. Walker, c, Rev. T. C. Beaaley.
SELLING Class (Bantams).—1, Mrs G. Hall 2, M. Leno. 3, G. Hall, he, S.

and J. J. Stephens, Ebley ; R. R. Fowler, Aylesbury; Rev. F. Tearle; T.
Barker ; T. W. Anns ; E. Walton ; W. Shenton : M. Leno.
Selling Class (Ducks).—!. J. Gee. 2, J. Hedges. 3. Haslam & Scotsen,

Hindley Common. 4, T. Kingelev. i^hc, Duke of Sutherland (Rouen); J. K.
Fowler, tic, G. S. Sainsbury (Black Eaat Indian) (J); Mrs. A. Tindal; J,

Watts ; J. Hutt ; E. Shaw ; S. Salter ; J. H. Hoit ; H. Dowsett. c, C. Snell.

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Black or Dun].—Cock.— I and 3, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley, Local

Prize, S. Salter, vhc, T. D. Raddeley, Hereford ; W. Nimson, St. Ives. hc. Col.
F. Bassard, Shecrneaa. c. J. Baker. Heii.—l, H. Yardley. 2 and hc, W. G.
Hammock. Ilford. 3. R. Fulton, New Cross, c, R. Cant; H. M. Maj-nard.
Holmwood, Isle of Wight (2).

Carriers (Any other colour).—Cocfc.-l. E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, Col. F.
Hassard. 3. S. Salter. v/kt.W. G. Hammock. He/i.—l and 8, W. G. Hammock,
2, E. C. Stretch, hc. S. Salter, c, .T. C. Ord, Pimiico.
Carriers (Any other co\onT).—Youn(i Cock or Hen.—\, A. Billyeald. 2, W.

Nimson. 3, Col. F. Hassard. Extra 3. R. Cant, Brompton Road, S.W. Local
Prize, T. Wyatt, Oxford, vhc, W. G. Hammock: W. QaiL-kfall. bhanklm ; CoL
F. Hassard. he, T. Wyatt: E. C. Stretch: W. G. Hammock; W. Massey,
Spalding; R. Cant; H. M. Maynard; J. C. Ord (2); CoL F. Hassard. e, W.
Massev; J. Calcut; S. Salter.
Footers.- Coc/i-. - 1. Rev. W C. Bullen. 2 and 3. R. Fulton. Local Prize. W.

R.Pratt, r'lc, H. Pratt, hlampton-in-Arden; W. Notiage. Northampton, /ic. H.
Pratt : N. Hill. Ealing ; Mrs. Laid. Calne. c, J. Baker ; Rev. W. 0. Bullen. Hen.
—1, Mrs. Ladd. 2 Rev. W. C. Bullen. 3, N. Hill, he, R. Fulton ; J. Baker, Kew
Bridge, c, R. Fulton.
Barbs.— 1 and 3, R. Fulton. 2, H. M- Maynard. Local Prize. W. R.Pratt.

vhc, H. Yardiev. hc. F. Smith: J. Baker, c, J. Baker. Youtio.-I, R. Fulton.
2, a. M. Maynard. S, G. H. Gregory, Taunton, hc, F. Smith, Seily Oak, Bir-

mingham.
Tumblers (Almond).—1, R. Fulton. 2. H. Yardley. 3, J. Bakpr. Local Prize,

W. R. Pratt, he, J. Ford, Monkwell Street. London (2) ; R. Fulton.
TuMBLEKS (Short-faced).- ! and 3, J. Baker. 2, J. Ford. hc. R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Long-faced).—1, W. B. Mapplebeck, jun., Birmingham. 2, J. Watts.

3, W. Tedd. he, 3. Ford.
Dragoons (Red or Yellow).—1 and 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead. 3 and vhc, L.

Whitehead, Drury Lane. W C. hc, R. Fulton ; G. H. Gregory, c, H. Bignell,
Islington; S. Salcr; R. Woods. Mansfield.
Dragoons (Any other colour)-1, F. Graham. 2. W. D. Richardson, Wells.

3, H. Yardley. Local Prize. C. Herrieff, Banburv- hc. F. Graham; W. Smith;
W.H.Mitchell, Moseley. Birmingham; J. Philpott (2) ; C. Herrieff; W Gamon ;

R Fulton, c, W. Smith; Ward li Rhode; W. Gamoa ; J. Watts; J. James,
Bath.
Antwebps.-1, W. Gamin. 2. J. Wright. 3, W. Slater, Gravelly Hill. Bir-

mingham. Local Prize, E. Coombes. Chipping Norton, hc, C. Herrieff; B.
Hudson, Driffield. c,C. Herrieff; J. Wrignt; R. Brierley, Bury, Lancashire ;

H. Yardley.
Antwerps (Homing)—!. Powell &. Crane. 2. G. A. Evans. Oxford. 3, J. J.

Sparrow, Grosvenor Mews. London, he, C. Herrieff; J. J. Sparrow: J. W.
Barker: C. Henwoud ; W. R. Pratt c, Capt G. Edwardes; G. A. Evans; C.
Herrieff; W. Tomlius ; R. Brierley; A. Bentley.
Runts.— !. T. D. Green. Saffron Walden. 2 and 3, S. Salter.
Owls (English).— 1, H. Verdon, Wavertree. 2. R Fulton 3 and Local Prize,

F. P. Bullev i''ic, -1. W. Edge, Birmingham, /ic, E.Lee; R.Fulton; J. WattB.
c, C. Herrieff; W. Tomlins. Oxford; L. Allen.
Owi.s (Foreign).— 1 and 3, L. AUen. J, J. J. SpaiTow. he,T. Chambers; F.

Braund ; S. A. Wyllie. East Moulsey ; J. Baker.
NUMS.—1,H. Yardley. 2. Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine. 3, J. B. Bowdon,

Blackburn
TnREiTs (Red or Yellow).—!. R. Fnlton. 2. J. Baker. 3 and vhc, O- E. Cress-

well. Local Prize. S. Silter. hc, H. Yardley; T. Fotter, Dunholme Gate,
Bingley, c.T. Foster; R Woods. Mansfield.
TuRBiTS (Any other colour).—! and Local Prize, S. Salter. 2. J. Baker. S. G.

H. Gregory. vhe.Q. E. Cresswell. hc,S. Salter (2). c, J. B. Bowdon; J. E.
Smyth ; J. Watts ; G. H- Gregory.
Fantails.— 1 and I'hc, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2. H. M. Maynard. 3, J. F.

Loversidge. fic, R. Fulton ; J. Walker, c, J. b\ Loversidge ; Miss Dickenson

;

S. Wyllie.
Jacobins.-1, R. FuUon. 2. J. Baker. S, L. Allen. Local Prize, Misa M. E.

Kiuff. /ic. ,1. Banks ; R. Fulton ; L. Allen, Southwark,
Trumpeters —land 2, R. Fulton. 3. J. Baker.
Magpies.- 1, 2, and Local Prize, C. Hitchcock. Oxford. 3, J. B. Bowden. he,

C. Hitchcock; J. Watts; H Yarriley. c, J. Baker.
Any other Variety.-!, R. Wilkinson (Archangels). 2 and 3, S. Wyllie

(Frillbacks and Scandaroone). hc, L. Alien (Black Beards); H. Yardley; R.
Woods, c, C. Clifford (Helmets).
Local Class (Homine Antwerpsl—1. J. Craddock. 2, H. Valters. 8, A. M.

Turner, hc, G, A. Evans; A. M. Turner; W. Tomlins. c, Powell & Crane;
W. B. Pratt.
Selling Class.-i, J. J. Sparrow. 2, S. Salter. 3, J. Kendriek. ftf», J, Ford ;
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H. YarcUcy. c, C. Hemeff(21 ; Miss J. Miiward ; W. H. A. MiUer ; S. Sailer; J.
E. Leward.

JcDGES.

—

Foultri/ : Mr. E. Hewitt, Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, and
Mr. B. Teebay. Pigeons : Mr. F. C. Escimlant and Mr. P. H.
Jones.

DORKINGS AT THE OXFORD SHOW.
As I know it is not in the power of all exhibitors to attend

shows I send you the subjoined remarks on the Dorkings at
Oxford Show, thinking they may be interesting to some of your
readers. Looking at the Dorkings as a whole, I think the most
marked progress is to be found in the Silver-Grey class. The
Coloured class was certainly not equal to last year.
The cup pen of Coloured birds contained a very nice pullet

;

the cockerel was also a stylish bird with good feet, bat on close
examination I thought his right hip bone projected a little.

Mr. White's second-prize birds I liked immensely, but they
were within an ace of arriving too late. There were several
very good single birds, but this pen was good all round ; the
cockerel large, dark, and good in comb and feet, while the pullet
was quite his equal. Third was the cup cockerel at Bath, but
his pullet rather small and brown on the wing. The fourth
cockerel was a smart dark bird with a good comb, but the pullet
was not large and very light in colour, being almost like a
Silver-Grey. I must plead guilty to admiring the dark colour
for Coloured hens, in order that there may be a marked distinc-
tion between them and the Silvers. Mr. Walker's pen was too
late, but his cockerel was smallish. Pen 9 (Beachey) would have
been good, except for the pullet's toes, which no doubt threw
it out; and the same may be said of pen 15 (Gee), the pullet
having a broken leg badly set, the cockerel also good. Mrs.
Somerville showed a very large pullet indeed, but already show-
ing a bumble between the toes.

The Silver-Greys were, I think, the best class of this variety
I have ever seen, and I may say the same of Mr. Cresswell's cup
pen, which also took the cup at Birmingham. His cockerel is

a thorough Dorking, broad, square, and short on the leg ; while
his jet-black breast and tail, and pure white hackle and saddle,
make him a perfect Silver-Grey. The second were also a neat
pen and perfect, but not possessing the size of the first. Third
was a large pen, especially the pullet, but the cockerel grizzled
on the thighs ; fourth a pretty pair, but the pullet smallish, and
the cockerel a little too much striped in hackle for a Silver. I
also admired pen 19 (Cato), but they were not up to the size.

Several pens had dark feet and white earlobes, doubtless great
drawbacks in good competition. The pullet in pen 2G was fear-
fully rusty on the wing.
Cuckoo Dorkings are a variety I particularly admire, and they

are well known to be hardy and good layers : the latter I can
personally vouch for. How is it more exhibitors do not take
them up '? Never has any variety presented a better opening
for an exhibitor. Mr. Gamon was well first with a nice pen,
their faults being darkish feet and white earlobes, but they were
very praiseworthy, well marked, and a good match in colour.
In most of the other pens the cockerel was too light in colour.
The pullet in the second-prize pen was particularly good in
colour, but not quite perfect in toes ; the cockerel a nice shape.
The cockerel in the third-prize pen had a cuckoo tail—a very
difficult feature to obtain.
The next class might well have been for Whites and Yellows,

so many birds were there of a yellow tinge. This objectionable
feature is not tolerated by the judges in most white breeds, and
I live in hope of seeing the day when the same may be said of
White Dorkings. The first-prize pen of Whites were certainly
the largest, but the cockerel leggy. The second-prize birds
seemed very yellow to me, while the toes on the cockerel's left

foot were very rudimentary. Third a nice pen. Pen 41 (Pil-

grim), was very white in colour, good in comb, and was quickly
claimed (£2 10s.). Pen 42 (Robinson), contained the largest
pullet in the class. Pen 46 (Cresswell), was the Birmingham
cup cockerel, and particularly good in colour, comb, and shape.
Pen 50 (Tearle), also very good in colour, but hardly large
enough. I append my name in order that exhibitors may take
the above remarks for what they are worth, and shall be only
too glad when brother fanciers will do the same for me.—T. C.
BUBNELL.

GUISBOROUGH CANARY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on

October 30th and :Jlst :

—

Norwich —<^lcar Yellow —1 and 2. J. Adams. 3, J. Stevens. Middlesbronch-
hc, Moore & Wynne, Northampton, c, Quinn & Sod, York. Clear Bttff.—l and
2. J. Adams. 3, H. Winter, Oinisborodgb. he, G. Cox, Nortbumpton. c, 3.
Bexson. Derby.
Norwich.—i?Dfn/i/-martfd Yellow or Buff.—\ and 2, J. Adams. 8, G. Cox.

he, Moore & Wynne c, Qninn & Son.
Norwich.— jTicfc^fi or Unevenly marked YeUoip.—1 and 2, J. Adams. 8. J

BexBon. /i^. J. Galec, Darbngton. Ticked or Unevenly-marked Buff —\ and '2,

J. Afiams. 3, T. Tenniawood, Middletibroagh. he, J. Bexson. c, Moore and
Wynne.
HonvicB.— Crested— I, R. Hawman, Middlesbroagh. 2. W. J. Hampton,

Darlington. 3, G. Cox. he, tiuinn A Son. c. Petty & Cuss, York.

Lizards.—Gold or Silver-spangled.—1 and 3, Cleminson & Ellerton, Darling-
ton. 2. Holdswortb & Oliver. Harrogate.
Cinnamon.—/onqtic-l and 2. J. Adams. 3. M. Burton, Middleabrongh. he,

E. Winter. Gnisborwngh. c, J. Bexaon. Bu#.— 1 and 2, J. A.lams. 3, G. Cox.
e, J. Bexaon.
Yorkshire.— Clear Yellow. — I, R. Williama. Guisborough. 2 and he, E.

Winter 3. J. Williama. c. J. C. Hewiaon, Guisborough. Clear Buff.— I. W.
Winter. Guiaborough. -i, J. Stevens. 3, J. Garbatt, Great Ayton. he, J. Pear-
son, Great Ayton. c, L Belk. Dewsbury.
Yorkshire.— ric-fcerf or Uiievenly-mnrked Yellow or Buff —1. J. Stevens. 2, J.

Rowland, Skelton. 3, J. Williams, he, W. Carrick, Middleabroogh. c, J.
G-irbntt.
Green.—CZear.—I, J. Rowland. 2, J. Stevens. 3, T. Tenniawood, North

Acklam.
Coprw.—Crested.—1, J. Garbutt. 2. L. Belk. 3, J. Stevens, he. J. Sedgwick,

Stockton-on-Teea. e. J. Lennard. Guisborough. Plain^headed.—l, L Belk. 2,
J. Thackray, Bradford, 3, E. Moon, North Ormeaby. he, J. Stevena. c, J.
Garbutt.
Casar-!.—Any other variety.—l, R. Hawman. 2, L. Belk. 3. Fryer & Hoi

South Sto'^ktoii. ke, M. Burton, c. Johnaon & Armatrong, Northallerton.
Goldfinch .\Tule —£»arfc.— 1 and he, S. Bunting, Derby. 2, G. Cox- 3, R.

Hawman. e. Fryer & Holt. Any other variety —\. ii. Huatiim. 2, T. Tennia-
wood. 3. Moore it VVynno. /ic, J. Stevens, c. H. Winter.
Goldfinch —1, S. Bunting. 2, H. Weat, Darlington. 3, W. Bishop, Gis-

borough. he, M. Burton, c, W. Carrick.
Linnet.—1, M. Burton. 2, S. Bunting. 3, W. Carrick. he, J. Carrick. c, J.

Calvert,
British JiiRD.—Any other variety —1, Fryer & Holt. 2, R. Pearson. S, G.

Cox. he, J. Rowland, c, W. & 0. Burniston.
Selling Clabs — i. J. Thackray. 2, T. Clemiiison. Darlington. 3. W. & C.

Bumiaton. /ic, W. Henderson, Whitby ; G. Cox. c, J. Shephard. GuiBborougb.
Cage OF Six.—1, Cleminson & Ellerton. 2, T. Cleminson. 3, W.J. Hampton.

he, S. Bunting.
Foreign BiRDa.—Rev. F. H. Morgan (Ro8e.neckfi).

Judge.—Mr. J. Calvert, York.

THE TUKBIT.
The shouldered variety is one of the prettiest of our fancy

Pigeons, and commands the admiration of all at first sight. It
is small, neat, and elegant in appearance ; rather short ; chest
broad and full ; active and interesting; good breeders ; andean
be had in a great variety of colourings ; which, in the shouldered
birds, gives a pleasing contrast and beauty of plumage pectiliar

to this variety of Pigeons.
The head of the 'Turbit is quite peculiar, and diiiers from any

other variety of Pigeons except the Owl, which it somewhat
resembles, "rhe head shoiild be broad, full, and short, while the
top should be somewhat flat. The beak should be white, broad
at the base, like that of a good Owl; but perfectly straight, and
cannot be too short. In this point, as well aa in size, Turbits
have degenerated much in late years—too much regard being
paid to frill and purity of marking, at the expense of other
equally important points.

" The eye should be large and full, of a dark hazel colour,

having the pupil black. A point of great merit is for the eye to

be encircled by a buff-coloured lash or cere." Most of the birds

imported from England at the present day have a point or peak-
crest in place of the shell-crest or turn-crown. They look very
neat ; but I do not like them as well as the shell-crest. I have
never bred a bird with a point or peak-crest from shell-crested

birds ; but, in most cases, when a shell-crested Turbit is crossed
with an Owl, the point or peak-crest is produced; which would
seem to indicate that a peaked bird is not as pure as the one
with a perfect shell-crest. The point-peak or shell-crest is

formed by feathers growing upwards on the head and neck, and
coming to the point or crest just above the head. In good birds
the neck feathers grow backwards from the throat, forming
what is called by fanciers a perfect mane from the crest down
to the shoulder, as in good Jacobins. The gullet is also a very
important point in Turbits, and is formed by a loose skin,

forming a kind of dewlap under the beak, which, in good birds,

will continue until lost in the purle or frill, which should be
well developed, with the feathers growing each way outwardly
from the centre of the breast, and cannot be too large. The
better the frill the more valuable the bird ; young fanciers

seldom paying any attention to other points if the bird is well
frilled and comparatively well marked—losing sight altogether

of head, beak, and gullet. The secondary wing feathers, greater

and lesser wing coverts, and scapular feathers, should be the
only feathers coloured in the shouldered birds ; the rest of the
plumage, including the ten flight feathers, should be pure white.
We would remind the beginner that we are describing a perfect-

shouldered bird, like the cut above {fig. 115*)—which our artist

has re-engraved from the London Jouen.il of Hobticultdre,
and which we have not yet seen—they always having more or

less coloured feathers on the body under the wing, sometimes
extending to the rump and thighs. But if the coloured feathers

do not show at all when the bird is at rest, and it is otherwise

perfect, it would be classed as a good bird. "The colouring should
be as pure as possible, the following being the recognised colours

of the present time in the shouldered birds ; Black, blue with
black bars ; Blue, with white bars, and plain-winged Blues

;

Silver, with white bars; Silver, with black bars; Silver, with
brown bars; and plain Silvers; also, plain Red and plain Yellow.

Booted Turbits are not unusual, and are supposed to be of German

^ We reproduce the original engraving from the twentieth volume of our
new seiies.

—

Eds. J. of H.
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origin. The Tnrbit is thought by many to be a native of the

Bonth of France, as it is said to ba found there in greater per-

fection than elsewhere. Germany also claims it as one of her

own production, which I am inclined to think, with just reason,

as most of the varieties and colourings now bred in tbis country

are traceable to Germany. They have been a favourite of mine
for years, and I have bred and seen more than twenty-five

different varieties and colourings, nearly all of which (except

the shouldered birds) can be traced to Germany, and a majority

of these also came from that country, many of which were quite

well booted, which is not often the case with Turbits brought

from England. Brent says that dark tails in the shouldered

birds were not objectionable. I have occasionally seen birds

coloured in this way, but did not consider them as a pure variety,

but supposed them to have been bred by crossing the shouldered
and tailed birds together. Sbouldered Turbits without caps
are also frequently met with in this country, and were once
much more common than now, and are often sold as " shouldered
Owls." Most of the specimens I have seen bad the appearance
of being produced by a cross between the two varieties. The
two latter varieties or colourings I have never known any fancier

attempt to breed pure ; but have only occasionally seen them
in the hands of dealers.—Jos. M. Wade.—(American Fanciers'

Journal.)

Fig. 1113,—The tdrbit.

:.'!,
'\

[The Turbit is without doubt one of the very prettiest of all

onr Toy Pigeons. In addition to all Mr. Wade says of its beauty
there is one point which makes me admire the Turbit, and that

is the peculiar soft look of its feathers—a kind of silky downy
look which is very pleasing. It looks like a bird fitted for a
child or girl to fondle. Mr. Wade prefers the shell-crested to

the point-headed. I own I do not. As to which is originally

correct, I must add that neither is. The smooth-head is the
original. The portraits in the "Treatise," Girton, Eaton, by
Wolstenholme, and down even to Brent, are all smooth-headed.
The last-named writer is the first who alludes to any crest at

all. As the modern fancy says we mnst have a crest to the
Turbit, by all means let it be the point head ; this suits the
character of the beak and head, and keeps the bird removed far

away from the Nun kind. Booted Turbits are simply atrocious.

I also think that, if not English, the Turbit is French, and not
German : it is a bird to please the Celt rather than the Saxon,
and leg-feathering would utterly destroy its petite neatness.
The Pouter needs his long legs, which are so conspicuous, to

be covered. The bulky Trumpeter needs his legs to be booted
to match his heavy-feathered head; but protect us from any
small, dapper, neatly-shaped bird being feather-legged. A finely

chiselled face in man needs no whiskers ; and as the Empress
Josephine said of Napoleon's, " his was one of the few that

needed none," so the finer the shape in Pigeons the less need of

leg-feathering. I would almost as soon have the Almond Tum-
bler booted as the Turbit. The blundering-looking Brahma
fowl wants his leg-covering, not the perfectly and symmetri-
cally formed Game fowl. Let all in fancy matters be consistent.

—WiLTSHIBE ReCTOB.]

MIDDLESBOROUGH BIRD SHOW.
" Wire-in," a fancier once said to me, " and if you are defeated

let it be no bar to your future endeavours." There appears to

have been no lack of determination on the part of many fanciers

in different parts of England to do battle at the Canary Show
held at the Odd Fellows' Hall, Middlesborough, on October 23rd

and 21th. The very good schedule issued was responded to by
exhibitors, who contributed no less a number than 389 entries,

to " wire-in " for the respective money prizes and the " specials,"

which consisted of a five-guinea silver cup, presented by Mr.

George Handsome, of Middlesborough, to the winner of the best

Mule in the Show ; the President's cruet, " Happy as a King,"
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valned at £2, to the most successful exhibitor iu Classes 1 to 17
inclusive ; aad the Committee's electro-plated silver cup, of the
value of two guineas, to the moat successful exhibitor in Classea
18 to 34 inclusive. It appears the principal cup was awarded
to Mr. J. Spence, of South Shields; the cruet to Mr. John
Adams, of Coventry; and the Committee's cup to Mr. J. Stevens,
of Middlesborough. I am pleased to learn that the members of
the Middlesborough Oruilhological Association can boast of their
fourteenth annual Exhibition, brought about, too, by fanciers
of the right stamp. I need only mention the names of Mr. R.
Hawman (President), Mr. J. Stevens (Treasurer), and Mr. W.
Carrick (Secretary), as a guarantee that the Exhibition was
conducted in a way worthy of the occasion. Middlesborough is

only one of the numerous places in Yorkshire, which county,
however, cannot quite lay claim to having as many annual bird
shows as there are towns in its divisions—not quite; but it (the
county) undoubtedly bears the palm in far surpassing all others
in England for the number of bird exhibitions; and, to judge
of the number of fanciers the question arises. What becomes
of all the birds bred in Yorkshire alone '? The question may be
answered in this way : The best, or, as the fanciers would term
them, the " plums," are kept principally for show purposes,
many finding homes in various habitations, and numerous
others being purchased yearly by London and other dealers.
The breed of Canary styled " Yorkshire " is as peculiar to that
part of England as the " Norwich " bird is to the midland and
the more southern districts. At the South Stockton Show there
were eighty-nine specimens of the Y'orkshire breed exhibited, and
at the Middlesborough Exhibition there were 101 for competition.
The town of Middlesborough is adjacent to Stockton, and is of
easy access by the river Tees. It was at the latter place a bird
show was recently held, and, as an eye-witness, I will note
down a few remarks concerning the respective positions of
several of the prize birds at each of the shows.

Belgian birds came to the post in somewhat stronger force,
Mr. Hawman taking a first and third, Mr. Moffat a first, Mr.
Jobliug a third, and Messrs. Fawcett & Anderson occupying
second and third positions. The birds were exhibited in two
classes—namely. Clear or Marked Y'ellow, and Clear or Marked
Buff. At Stockton Show Mr. Hawman occupied a third position,
and Mr. Jobling first.

Norwich (Clear Yellow), although not strong in numbers were
well up in colour and condition. Here Mr. Cox, of Northamp-
ton, kept Mr. Adams out of the first place with a splendid bird,
the latter exhibitor putting in an appearance for second and
third with a pair of fiery-looking birds. At the Stockton Show
Messrs. Johnson & Armstrong won a second prize in Clear
Yellows, but here the bird was not noticed. Clear Buffs.—The
first prize, a " clipper," was added to the account of Mr. Adams,
who also won second honours. Mr. Besson, Derby, won the
third prize with a fine specimen. Mr. Simpson's bird was
highly commended. At Stockton the same exhibitor took the
first prize in Clear Buffs. There were only five Even-marked
Norwich shown, the contest being between Messrs. Brown and
Gayton, Messrs. Moore & Wynne, and Mr. Adams, the latter
having to give way to both the Northampton firms, which proved
too strong for him. Evenly-marked Buff.—This was a much
better class, Mr. Adams being justly awarded first honours, Mr.
Cox second, and Messrs. Johnson & Armstrong third. At the
Stockton Show the latter exhibitors stood in the front rank, Mr.
Adams occupying the second place, Mr, Simpson the third, but not
named at Middlesborough. In the Unevenly -marked Norwich
classes. Yellow and Buff, Mr. Adams was first and second in each,
Messrs. Bexsou and Hawman each gaining a third prize. In
Class 8 Mr. Cockerton entered a bird wrougly.
There were but five entries in Crested Yellow Norwich, Mr.

W. J. Hampton winning first honours. Messrs. Cleminson and
EUerton's bird, the second-prize, will appear better when the
crest is more developed; third prize, Mr. G. Cox. The Crested
Buff class brought up ten entries, but the winner of the first

prize was not exactly to my liking, there being some evidence
of Coppy breed in it. It was shown by Messrs. Brown & Gay-
ton, and claimed by Mr. Hawman, as I was given to understand.
The second-prize bird, shown by Mr. Doman, of Nottingham,
would have been more in its place had it been first. Mr. Cox
was a good third. There were eleven birds exhibited in Class 11,
Coppy Crests.

Lizards.—What a change in a few days in the Lizard classes !

I have an idea that Mr. J. N. Harrison knows something about
a Lizard bird when he sees a good one ; for, if I mistake not, he
himself has possessed above one first-class specimen of this
choice breed of Canary. No " chaff," or "dodges," to use a very
vulgar expression, could have influenced him in his decisions.
I have seen it stated somewhere in print (I cannot just now cal-
culate, as a Yankee would say), that Darlington, so famous for
the past two or three seasons for Lizards, held its own. It

appears so, judging by the recent achievements at Nottingham,
Northampton, Stockton, and, last of all, the present Middles-
borough Show. Respecting the latter two in particular there is

just this difference : At South Stockton Show Mr. R. Ritchie

had awarded to him first and second prizes for Golden-spangled,
Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton being third ; but at the Mid-
dlesborough Exhibition Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton's Golden
Lizards were awarded first prize and a very high commenda-
tion, Mr. Ritchie being placed in the second and third posi-
tions. This looks something like a reversal. Again, in Silver-
spangled Lizards, at Stockton Show Mr. Ritchie stood first and
second, Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton at the same Show only
being third. Now, at Middlesborough Show, the one I am now
reporting, another reversal of the Stockton awards takes place

—

namely, that of Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton winning first

prize with their only bird entered, thus again compeUing Mr.
Ritchie to retire to a third position with one of his birds, and
having a high commendation for the other. There are other
noticeable changes, one of which is worth recording—that of Mr.
-J. Stevens's bird. At Stockton Mr. Stevens was only very highly
commended for his Silver Lizard, but at Middlesborough he
stepped in for second honours. Doctors wiU differ, I am aware,
and so wiU judges. It is not to be wondered at, considering
their varied talent. This, in all sober seriousness, is given
without any " chaff " whatever. In Class 14 I will do Mr.
Ritchie the justice by noting that he well-earned the first, second,
and third places with his broken-cap birds. Some of these
birds often carry many good points. Such is the case with Mr.
Ritchie's birds. The Lizard classes were not to be considered
strong classes, for there were but twenty-two specimens in the
three classes.

Cinnamons.—The old tale—Mr. Adams being first, second, and
third for Jonques, and first and second for Buffs. Still in the
latter class there is a bit of a change, for Mr. Adams (at least the
Judge) gave a third prize to a capital bird in the Buff class,

shown by Mr. Cox. The Variegated class of this breed was thus
disposed of—Messrs. Brown & Gayton first, Mr. Brooks second,

and Messrs. "W. li: C. Burniston third.

The Yorkshire classes were very well filled, there being no
less than 101 birds in the six classes. Messrs. Lenox & Ren-
wick, W. Lickley, W. Hutton, B. Hawman, J. Garbutt, and
George Gott were the principal prizewinners.

Clear Green brought to the post four birds, three of which
had prizes given to them. There is something really so " green "

about this class that the sooner it is abolished the better if no
more than four specimens can be produced. I would suggest

the " Any other variety of Canary " class as the most suitable

one in which to enter the " Green " birds ; but, as the Middles-

borough Committee had not provided one, perhaps it wiU be
considered for the next Show.

Mules.—In Classes 25 and 26 there were several very good
birds exhibited (nothing sensational) of the Evenly-marked and
dark kinds of the Goldfinch aud Canary breeds. In Class 27,
" Linnet Mule nearest Canary," Mr. Spence exhibited two birds

for which he obtained second and third prizes, and Mr. Stevens

due for a first prize. The second-prize bird was awarded the cup,

as for the best Mule in the Show. One word of advice to the

Committee : Do away with the remark " nearest Canary," for I

consider it an extraordinary act to give a bird a first prize, and
then award a special prize of the value of five guineas to a bird

taking second in the same class. The second-prize Mule, if the

best Mule in the Show, should have had at least first honours
awarded. I do not believe in a premium being given for a

specimen because it happens to more closely resemble a Canary.

It might, possibly, be of the veriest puny kind.

The other classes were tolerably well fiUed, and contained

many fine-plumed birds of the British kinds. The Selling class

had twenty-seven birds in it; and in Class 35, for stuffed birds,

reptiles, or animals, there were many well-executed cases. The
prize list was given last week.

—

An Ete-wit.ness.

PAINTED DOGS.
A cuBious practice exists among certain tribes of the South

American Indians of painting their dogs. The appearance of

these animals, as migtit be assumed, is most peculiar, and a

stranger, ignorant of the customs of the people, would be at a

loss to account for the peculiarity of their appearance. They
are to be seen of all colours—yellow, blue, green, and scarlet;

while others are mottled with every variety of tint. A South
American traveller, who recently accompanied a party of natives

on a tapir hunt, says that it is the custom among many of the

tribes of the South American Indians to dye, not only their own
bodies, but the hairy coats of their dogs, with brilliant colours

obtained from vegetable juice, such as huilic, yeUow roca, and

indigo. The light grey, often white, hair of theoo animals lavours

the staining process, and the effect pleases the eye of their

savage masters ; but, to a stranger, the effect is fantastical.

"I could not," he says, "restrain my laughter when I first

scanned the curs in tUeir fanciful coats
;
picture to yourself a

pack of scarlet, orange, and purple dogs."

British Bee-keepebs' Association.—The Ealing Institute,

on the 10th inat., wiU inaugurate their winter session by a lecture
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on the honey bee, to be delivered on behalf of the above Associ-

ation by Prank Cheshire, Esq. The lecture will be illustrated

by large and original diagrams, models, and hives with and

without living bees.

IVY HONEY.
Oua bees here have been extraordioarily active the last week

collecting honey from the ivy blossoms. It is so plentiful that

cells long empty are now fiUing fast, and my stocks are getting

quite heavy again. This houey tastes exactly like the ivy leaf

when chewed in the mouth, and is equally acrid, only of course

much sweeter. Will Mr. Pettigrew say that this acrid taste is not

existing in the crude syrup gathered in the flower, but is de-

veloped in the stomach of the bee when the honey has been re-

swallowed and transmuted according to his theory ? I have

found ivy honey in every respect the same whether in the open

cells or sealed-up, with this only difference, that in the open

cells it is somewhat more fluid.—B. & W.

HIVES.
A SHORT time ago a correspondent requested me to give a

description of the hives which I use and recommend. This

woodcut [fig. 116), will help him and other readers of the

Journal to their shape and ap-

pearance. There are three

sizes—viz., IC-inoh, 18-inch,

and 20-inch hives ; that is their

width inside measure, and they
are all 12 inches deep. When
well filled they weigh respec-

tively 60 lbs., 100 lbs., and
13Q lbs. They are made of

wheaten straw, neatly and
firmly built. They are made
in Ayrshire. Very few English
skep-makers can produce hives
equal to them. I have suc-

ceeded in teaching three or

four persons only in England to make excellent hives, but they
do not make them for sale. In Scotland the makers use tubes
in sewing hives, and thereby produce them much neater and
firmer than those made in this country. In Scotland the sizes

we have used are fast being introduced into practice. A few
days ago an apiarian in the north of Aberdeenshire wrote

—

"Bee-keeping here is in a sort of transition state. A great im-
pulse has been given to it by the publication of your book. The
general size of skeps with us used to be from 11 to 13 inches wide
inside, and about 1 foot deep. These small skeps are fast going
out of use; and 16-inch and 18-inch skeps are in numerous
instances used all over the county, as well as in the neighbour-
ing county of Banff. The heaviest hive here that I have heard
of belonged to Mr. Gordon, of Gartley, the weight gathered
being 161 lbs. gross. Two at New Pitsligo weighed 128 lbs. and
126 lbs. respectively. Mr. Cruicksbanks here had one 120 lbs.

One was 109 lbs., and two more (one of which was mine), weighed
10-t lbs. each. This one of mine gathered 10 lbs. iu one day.
A l l were swarms of the present year. Mr. Gordon's and Mr.
Crnickshanks' were filled by swarms that came off at the same
time and joined together. All were late swarms obtained about
the 6th of July."
The mention of such figures astonishes many bee-keepers in

England ; but let me say for their encouragement, that many
bee-keepers in Scotland were equally astonished a few years
ago by the published accounts of bee-keeping in my native
parish—Carluke, Lanarkshire. This year Aberdeen and Banff
have beaten Carluke by nearly 20 lbs. per swarm. Let us
hope that many bee-keepers of England will emulate the
apiarians of the north. I know no reason why they should not
surpass the Scotch. Swarming is earlier here, and our climate
is better. In 18G5 I called on a cousin in Carluke. He was
amongst his bees at the time. "Well, Robert, how are your
bees doing '?" He answered in these words, " I have some awfu'
braw swarms ; if they get a gie gude turn on the heather, they
will be twa hunner punds a-piece." The secret of all this lies in
the use of proper hives, and the hives used by us and the ad-
vanced bee- keepers of Scotland have not been altered or im-
proved for fourscore years. They are comfortable and capacious
domiciles for bees, and easily managed by their owners. Cross-
sticks are used in them, to which the bees fasten their combs,
and thus they are made secure for travelling. It would be a
great gratification to me to be able to commend bar hives as
highly as those already noticed. Neither my commendation
nor condemnation will interfere much at present with their
adoption and use by amateurs. They will have their day
amongst such apiarians, will undergo many modifications and
improvements, and, when perfected and widely spread, they will
probably go into disuse. " Is it because they are made of wood
that you venture on making these predictions?" No. Of course

all kinds of hives would be better if made well and substantially

of straw. The frames inside the hives render their combs
moveable. This is their distinguishing feature.

Bar frames can never help bees anywhere. They cannot
teach bees anything, and the fewer hindrances we put in their

way the faster they get on. Bar frames in bee hives are both
unnatural and obstructive. Some may say, " We all know that,

but lately we have made our frames without the bottom bars,

so that the bees can make their corabd li inch longer." This,

doubtless, is an improvement which may encourage the ad-

vocates of this kind of hive to advance further in the same
direction.
Again, bar-frame hives are not made to be enlarged by ekes.

Their makers and patrons have not yet thought of making pre-

parations for holding in a single hive 150 lbs. weight of combs.
Three of the best bar-framers would be needed to hold so much.
The Stewarton hive is made for enlargement, and is managed
on a principle. When the bees require space they get it.

Again, if managed on the non-swarming principle, bar-frame
hives are filled with brood from side to side. About the swarm-
ing season and afterwards it is impossible to get a bar of virgin

honeycomb out of them. It should be borne in mind that the

bars are placed about half an inch apart ; the combs or bars

being about 1 inch thick. When honey is obtained plentifully

bees build their honeycombs more than an inch thick, some-
times 3 inches thick. They are better architects than their

masters, and know better how to furnish their houses than we
do. This year I should guess my hives on the moors gained
3 lbs. for every 1 lb. that the bar-frame hives gained standing

side by side. We are glad to let everybody know how much
our hives weigh ; but when I ask the principal bar-frame dealer

in this neighbourhood how heavy his hives are, he replies that

he does not keep bees for honey.
Another objection to the use of bar-framers by bee-farmers is

this, that their combs are more liable to break down in being

removed to the moors. There are no cross-sticks to fasten

the combs to. This year, in the month of August, though
not very favourable for honey, the best of hives gathered from
30 lbs. to 40 lbs. each. Their moveable combs, it is said, make
them more profitable than other hives. Their honey can be
taken without the destruction of their combs by the honey-
extractor. Probably the introduction of this American slinger

has given them a popularity for a time. I think it has never
been proven that hives with moveable combs are the most
profitable. If so, where is the evidence ?

To those of your readers who have a preference for bar-frame

hives, and who use them with a view to get pure virgin honey-
comb, let me suggest the use of hives large enough to hold
about fourteen bars, for in such hives the outer bars would be
often filled with honey, and not with brood. I am also of

opinion that the appearance and quality of bar-frame hives

would be greatly improved by having the straw worked into

their oirter frames by an accomplished Scotch skep-maker.

—

A. Pettigbew.

The AnjDSTrNG Hm;.—Now that the Crystal Palace Bee Show
is a thing of the past, I rather regret not having exhibited and
explained the principle of my "adjusting" hive, as it has
proved, and will continue to prove, a very successful hive when
a large produce of honey is the object desired. Our respected

and frequent correspondent " B. & W." is right in his suppo-

sition that this hive was described in The Journ.il of Horti-
culture some years since—so long ago, indeed, that a description

of it may not be unacceptable again, whilst the interest which
the Exhibition created is so fresh in one's memory.

It was in 1847 that the stock hive was first tenanted by a

swarm, and in 1848 that the first opportunity offered of testing

the capabihties of the "adjusting" system; and on this first

occasion it proved satisfactory, the adjuster or remunerator
being nearly but not quite filled with honeycomb of 98 lbs.

weight. Again, in 1863 two supers worked on this principle

were obtained of the weights respectively of 112 and 109J lbs.

net : at the same time I feel confident that in neither of these

instances, nor indeed in almost any case, if supers of the same
capacity had been simply placed on the stock hive would they
have been more than partially filled, for the bees wuold have
been discouraged, and have been a long time in commencing
their comb-making, instead of at once clustering and beginning
in a small portion of the box of 6 inches only. What, then, is

this adjusting system ? It is a plan of cheating the bees into a

belief that they have just to fill a shallow storehouse of 6 inches

in depth with comb. They do so, and quickly too ; but they
find, to their astonishment perhaps, they must extend their

comb 3 or 4 inches more ere they reach the bottom ; and so on
again and again, working all the harder to fill up the vacant
space between their storehonse-and domicile.

The original hive on this principle consisted of a stock box,

the dimensions being a cube of 12 inches inside measure. The
adjuster was 18 inches in depth, and made to slip easily down
over this box telescope fashion, and, when resting on the bottom
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board, leaving a space of G inches only between the top of the
stock hive and the bars of the aJj aster. In the two sides of the
hive are let-in broad racks of hard wood, and in the top box two
catches, taking into these racks, to retain the box at any height.
Windows give a full view at the back and sides of the adjuster
when in any position ; and lifting it causes no disturbance what-
ever to the bees, which continue to work uninterruptedly during
this simple operation. Perhaps I may modify the dimensions;
for, since inspecting the hives in the late Exhibition I have, as

well as many others, picked up many hints respecting sizes and
other details which maj' be advantageously applied to this hive ;

but the arrangement of frames in the stock box and bars in the
adjuster have been carefully carried out almost from the first,

as well a? the attachment of small pieces of guide comb or im-
pressed sheets of wax to the bars.

After all there are disadvantages accompanying these large
supers. There is always great danger of combs averaging 10 or
12 lbs. weight separating from their attachments, for, of course,
frames are not available in the top box ; and again, the difficulty

of slinging the honey from such very large combs, unless one of

these valuable pieces of bee-furniture were made specially for
them, somewhat larger, unfortunately, than they already are.

No slingers were dreamed of when this hive was invented.
Then there is thegreat difficulty of sending into the market boxes
of Buch weight and dimensions, but for your own table nothing
could be more beautifiil than the sealed combs cut out as re-

quired. At all events one adjusting hive in your apiary, with
your whole attention when necessary devoted to it, would be a
source of great pleasure. There is no hive better adapted for

the uncertainty of a season's honey harvest. Tou might obtain
the first 6 inches in depth in a poor season, or perhaps half the
depth of the adjuster in a tolerable one; or, again, the whole
depth of 18 inches in a good season.

I think I may look forward, if all is well, to show and explain
one of these hives at the next Crystal Palace bee show ; and
also, perhaps, see whether I cannot induce my bees to give me
a few of the beautiful shallow octagons similar to those which
our Scotch friends exhibited. Perhaps they will at the same
time obtain a few bell-glasses of honey equal or superior to the
one exhibited by

—

Geobge Pox, Kingsbridge.

In your report of the Crystal Palace Bee Show of Sept. 17th
notice is taken of the excellent hive exhibited by Mr. C. N.
Abbott—a veritable Woodbury with improvements, costing
only 3s. You add, "If the spirits of the departed can take an
interest in things mundane, how gratified the shade of our late

esteemed correspondent Mr. Woodbury must be at finding that
no excuse can now be made by the poor man that scientific

hives are too expensive for his use." Now I think it is only
justice to our departed friend to say that complete Wood-
bury hives were manufactured by his carpenter at the small
cost of 2s. These cheap hives, however, were only dignified

with the name of packing-cases and used by Mr. Woodbury as

such, but they were as good as the cheap hives exhibited at the
Crystal Palace, and scarcely to be distinguished from them.
One of these packing-cases and a copy made by myself have
been in constant use in my apiary for ten years ; and although
the wood is only half an inch thick, they have proved them-
selves as good for wintering stocks as the more expensive and
most substantially constructed boxes. I prefer thin-wooded
hives for bee-sheds, as they need no ventilation when their
crown boards are covered with carpet or any warm material.
-R. S.

Entries at the Cbystal Palace Show.—We are informed
that these amount to no less than 4373.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowl's Crop Hasd {Constant lieader).—If the crop is hard and does not

empty itself in the proper roanuer, there is Bomething that has difliculty in
passing into the gizzard. It is generally hay, hair, or dry grass, which forma
a ball; at other times it is something indigestible that has been swallowed,
or something that awells liie sponge or cork. We have known an excessive
meal of wheat, followed by copious drinking, produce the same effect. We
have known cases where the crop has burst outwardly from the swelling of
food within it. As soon as you have read this get some warm, almost hot
water, and pour it down the bird'n throat, holding its head up that you may
be sure it reaches the crop; manipulate it delicately. If you find it becomes
softer continue, and as soon as it yields to presaure then give a tablespoonful
of castor oil. This generally gives relief. If nothing will soften it, then it

must be opened. Take a sharp knife or razor, and having picked the feathers
from the front of the crop in a straight line downwards, cut it open, remove
the contents, wash the inside with warm water; sew up first the crop, and
then the outer skin ; be sure to sew thera separately; sew them with coarse
thread, and rub the suture thoroughly with grease. The bird must be fed for
some time on gruel, and will soon recover.

noDDAN Cock's Top-knot (Old Subscriber).—li is not a fault for a
Houdan cock to have such a top-knot as you describe. It is always made of
straight hackle fcithers. Poland and all crested-fowl fanciers have dreamed
for years of a cock with a hen's top-knot, but it has not been accomplished.
It is not the rule that colour comes with age in a Houdftn cock, but it often

does. You may overlook the dirty buff and yellow, but red feathers ore
inadmissible.

Points of Game Bantams {Wei'khj Rt'ader).—First be careful both cock
and pullet have legs of the same colour, then see that your cock has a scanty
tail, but with well-developed sickles; the tail should be carried sloping; the
wings close up, clipped to the body, andnot drooping like a Sebright; plumage
hard, and the condiiion startling.

Fowl's Merits (fl. H.).—MX the other parts being equal, weight should
decide in favour of the older bird.

ExHiBiTrNG Poultry {R. S. A.).—Shows are now so much better conducted,
and the feeding is so well understood, fowls do not suffer as they used to do.

Canaby at the Nottingham Show.—In answer to several communi-
cations, we are of opinion that even if there is not a prohibitory rule, yet
those who exhibit birds not their own act deceptively- If the birds win
prizes the birds give a recommendatory character to the aviaries of the
exhibitors, and purchaeersareliableto bemisled. If "not the EXHiBrTOR's
OWN " were written legibly on a card and fixed on the cage, and the same
printed in the catalogue, there would be no objection to the showing another
owner's birds.

Old Combs in Hxye (I. /. M.).—The combs in your hive are too old and
black for further use to bees. A swarm next year will do better in an emptj
hive than amid such combs. Melt them down for wax.

Bees Deserting their Hite {A. Z.).—It is quite impossible to say
where your deserter bees are gone. They may have returned to the other
hive, but if they were in possession of the new hive in August, two months
after swanning, it is hardly likely. Have you been infefcted with wasps?
So me hiTcs about here have been ruined utterly by them.

METEOBOLOaiCAL OB3EBVATION3.
Caudeh Square , London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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its fair proportion, and dashing throngh the edge. Colonel
Champnejs, an intensely rich light flower in colour and edge,

has the same fault ; but they are all very pretty among the

rest, Eo I grow them on the home stages, though as florists'

flowers they must suffer the penalty of a certainly unpardon-
able fault.

There are other fair grey edges competent sometimes to

give exhibition flowers in Campbell's Confidence, Lightbody's
Sir Charles Napier, Maclean's Unique, Fletcher's Ne Plus

Ultra, and Waterhouse's Conqueror of Europe. The last two
are a pair with such pips for size that nothing else matches
them. They are seldom good at their biggest, and get to be
coarse in all sizes above that of a halfcrown.
Notes on white edges and selfs 1 will offer in the next num-

ber of the Journal that has room for them. I will merely add
now a cultural hint. November is a month in which the
Auricula-grower can ill-afford to neglect two of the golden rules

of Auricula-growing

—

Kiippjy of air and cleanliness. The plants

must be protected from wet overhead in imitation of Nature's
dry coverlet of snow, that excludes from dormant plants two
nnneeded stimulants at once—light and moisture. But as our
varieties of Auricula do not so much die down as their wild

sisterhood, light and air are always a necessity to them, and
must freely be secured in any protection professing to be safe.

Everything about the Auricula, which is itself a plant of the
very neatest habit, should be always in the best order. In this

mouldy month pots kept free from green slime, the soil from
moss and crust, the plants from withered leaves and every-

thing stagnant and rotten, will all conduce to keeping the stock
in health at a time which is only a terror to evildoers—the

careless growers. Though green fly is less a nuisance now, yet
keep them all off ; and on this point I prefer a cleaner method
of abolishing the enemy than with the tobacco powder of the
far north, as instanced by Mr. Douglas. That is only one filth

driving away another, and what a mess to make about the
fair foliage of Smiling Beauty and Taylor's tilory ! Besides,

the meal of such plants interposes between the insect and the
tissues he would feed upon, and so he mostly betakes himself
in these cases to the under side of the leaf where there is less

of this non-conductor—where the snow lies not so deep. It is

then as little trouble to brush him ofi with a stiflish little

brush, whose bristles generally bayonet him, as to drive him
away with the smell of powder !—F. D. Hoenee, Kirkby Mai
zeard, Eipon.

"WHAT IS A BURR KNOT APPLE?
It has long been my intention to ask your readers to state

their opinions on this subject, and I have just come across a

few lines on it which I dotted down when living in South
Wales, the very home of the Burr Knots, notwithstanding
that some believe Yorkshire to have been the place of their

origin, which at any rate must date from a very remote period,

if not as far back as our native Crab. I have reason to think
the Burr Knot older than any of the varieties of Apples at

present growing in the United Kingdom. It is pretty generally

distributed throughout, and in many parts of Wales forms
almost the only Apple grown ; I was almost going to say, can
be grown, for in some parts so unfavourable are the soil and
climate to most Apples, that it is almost the only one that can
be grown with any amount of success. It forms the stock to

work other varieties on. I do not refer to the better class of

gardens where there are borders of the best turfy soil, but to

the gardens of cottagers, farmers, and tradesmen, the only
real guide. From my own experience in that part, no stock is

equal to it for poor, cold, wet, heavy soils where there is a

moist atmosphere. The Burr Knots are there known by
the name of " Pitchers," why so 1 cannot say. There are the
large, the small, and various other Pitchers, differing much in

the colour, shape, size, and other characteristics of the fruit,

which, however, is mostly small, the largest under the medium
size of Apples generally. What are called Pitchers (Burr Knots)
are simply any Apples that will form a tree by merely striking

off a branch and placing it in the ground ; in other words, all

those trees which have an abundance of protuberances, which
are masses of rootlets. These are ready at any favourable
moment to form a vigorous growth of roots, and the branch
becomes established even if it is large enough to have bloom-
buds capable of perfecting fruit the same year ; more, a branch
may be planted in the autumn and grafted or budded the
following spring or summer.
But here comes what I particularly wish for information on

Are we to conclude that all Apple trees are Burr Knots that
have the characteristic protuberances? Why not at once call

them the English Paradise ? for no two trees can be more alike

than it is to the French Paradise or Pommier de Paradis. I
could scarcely believe otherwise than that they were identical
when I saw the latter at Chiswick ; the style of growth, and
more particularly the abundance of large bloom-buds at the
points of each shoot, were precisely of the character of one
variety of the Welsh " Pitcher." It would be very interest-

ing to learn from Mr. Barron if this stock produced fruit,

and if so, its colour, shape, &q. In the variety I speak of the
fruit is conical, below medium size, running small to the eye,
which is small and depressed, the stalk also small, rather
short, and deeply set in the base ; colour when ripe yeUow, and
covered with red stripes ; the tree a most prolific bearer as a
rule, and always producing its fruit on the points of the young
shoots, which are from 3 to 8 inches long. If all be true that
is said of the French Paradise—viz., it is tender in our climate,

it must differ considerably from the variety of Burr Knots in

Wales, as nothing can be hardier. There are many other
varieties there that are of stronger and more rambling growth
than the one in question, which is rather compact-growing,
with not so many protuberances about the branches. The
fruit are so different in all respects as to make one beUeve they
are of quite distinct races. Some of them are very small, of

a yellow colour, with veins of russet towards the stem, many
of them having the appearance of having been cut and then
hailed over with a russety substance. Some varieties are com-
pressed at each end, with a large Pippin-like eye, and stalks

long and wire-like ; others have a conical-shaped fruit similar

to a Nonpareil. Most of these varieties are very long-keeping ;

some, I am inclined to think, seldom ripen. Many will stand
on the trees far on in winter without apparent harm. All these
make fine stocks. I have grafted such varieties as Cox's
Orange Pippin , Golden Harvey, and others , which made a growth
of 2 to 3 feet the second season. In the same soU, when
worked on other stocks, they would not grow at all. I should
have stated that these latter varieties produce their bloom-
buds on short spurs, and not on the tips of the young shoots
as with the former variety.

All the varieties I saw in South Wales were such as could be
eaten or cooked, and quite different from those generally de-

nominated Burr Knots, Sweet Burrs, &c. In the cider-making
counties, as Hereford and Devon, they are a long pale lemon-
coloured Apple, much the colour and shape of a Lord Suifield,

and about the same size ; ripe about the same season as that,

but in flavour not so agreeable, for it is a regular cider Apple,
which implies it must be a Bitter-sweet. These, too, have the
peculiar protuberances, and will grow readily from branches,
but are now seldom employed, as they rarely make trees so
quickly as the Crab in dry sandy soils. Are we to class these

with the others that are so different in all respects except the
rooty squamose protuberance ?

There is yet one other variety of Burr Knot I have not seen.

It is, I understand, grown plentifully in parts of Hertfordshire,

and at Ware Park goes by the name of Byde's Walking Stick,

and is said to be a large handsome cuUnary Apple. Can any-
one give us more particulars of this Burr Knot ? If it is really

a large Apple it must be a great improvement on all that I

have seen. I have met with a few not-strictly-speaking Burr
Knots that have a tendency to produce swollen masses, parti-

cularly so in certain situations, and would, no doubt, grow
from branches if encouraged to do so, still distinct from the
Burr Knot or English Paradise in not throwing out that mass
of roots, or keeping the same so close to the surface. Branch-
propagation is not, as some seem to think, only known of late

years. I doubt not but it was practised by the rude Britons

long before budding or grafting was thought of. But to get

a large crop of fruit the first year must certainly be new.
Whence comes the nutriment to feed this crop ?—J. Taylob,
Hardicicke Granije.

CYATHEA MEDULLARIS.
The plant at Kew of Cyathea meduUaris, the noblest of Tree

Ferns, must be a fine one, doubtless to be the finest to be seen

anywhere. When living at Tatton Park with Mr. Cliffe in 1870,

we had then a plant nearly 20 feet in the trunk, with more than
12 feet of a frond. The house not being large enough. Lord
Egerton determined to put up a larger one, which I believe to

be 40 feet square and 35 feet high. This fine plant was to

be replanted in the middle of the house already mentioned.
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Leaving just at the time, I cannot Bay how this labour wae
performed. I have heard it was done, and that the plant suc-

ceeded well. I hope Mr. Oliffe will tell na through your

columns the height and breadth of this fine plant at the present

day.—A. Staddon, Gorway Gardens, Teignmouth.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND ORCHIDS
AT MESSES. J. ^^3ITC^ & SONS, ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

The display of Chrysanthemums at the Royal Exotic Nursery
this year is much superior to that of last season, not only in

the quantity, but much more so in the quality of the flowers.

The large-flowered section is that principally represented,

although all the best varieties of Japanese and Pompons are

grown. Whatever section of horticulture or of floriculture

is taken up by this firm, nothing is done by halves or in a half-

hearted manner. Witness the Hyacinth, everybody's plant,

and the prince of spring flowers. Now we have the king of

autumn flowers, and one that is to be found in every garden.

During the last sixteen years I have seen the best collections

in England and Scotland, but nowhere have I seen so many
really good flowers on the same number of plants as on this

colleotion at Chelsea.

When Mr. Laing, now of Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing,

had charge of the Earl of Rosslyn's Gardens at Dysart, he
exhibited wonderfully large flowers in the Scottish metropolis,

and such magnificent flowers of Golden Queen of England I

have not seen since. But taking them upon the whole, though
they were probably larger than the flowers grown in the south,

the climate was against him, and the same finish was not
apparent. Mr. Laing's system was to plant the cuttings early

in December, and allow them to root slowly in cold frames
during the winter, removing the plants to a position under a

south wall when danger of injury from frost was not to be
feared. It is still the best treatment to put in the cuttings

early, and allow them to root without being forced in great

heat ; but from experience I believe it is not so important to

put them in so early in the south, nor so safe, for the earliest

cuttings have a tendency to flower during the early summer
months, which spoils the autumn bloom. In the north I never

saw the early-rooted plants flower prematurely.
There has also been very considerable improvement in the

quality of the flowers raised during the last ten years, although
for the last five or six nothing of sterling merit has been added
to the large incurved or florists' section, except from sports.

White Venus, a sport from the silvery lilac variety of that

name, and George Glenny, a primrose-coloured sport from
Mrs. George Bundle, will hold their own for many years to

come.
Of course all the best varieties new and old are at Chelsea,

and a few sterling sorts that are to be seen nowhere else. A
very fine large incurved flower was pointed out to me as Annie
Salter ; now this variety I have not seen other than reflexed

;

whether it is a sport or whether the culture has to do with it,

either way it is a better flower than Golden Beverley. A few
of the very best are Empress of India, Gloria Mundi, Jardin
des Plantes, John Salter, Lady Harding, Lady Slade, Mrs.
George Bundle, Mrs. Haliburton, Pink Perfection, Prince Alfred,

Prince of Wales, Princess Beatrice, Princess of Wales, Princess
of Teck, and Venus. Amongst the Japanese a few of the best
are Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Garnet, Jane Salter, James
Salter, Magnum Bonum, Red Dragon, Grandiflorum, Apollo,

Dr. Masters, Comet, and many more with quaint and beautiful

flowers. Altogether this collection is well worth a visit of

inspection, as the flowers are remarkably early this year, and
will soon be over. The warm weather in the last week of

October exactly suited the Chrysanthemum, and the early days
of November have been equally favourable, so that out of

doors where just a little attention has been given to tying and
placing sticks to the plants the cottage gardens are a blaze
of beauty.

Another remarkable feature at Messrs. Veitch's is the very
large number of the different species of Orchids at present in
flower. Some of them are distinguished for their extreme
rarity and magnificent appearance. Of such is Oncidium
Rogersii, which has a very large spike with twelve branches

;

its large golden-coloured labellum marks it as the finest of the
species. 0. xauthinum is an allied species, the flowers of
the same deep yellow, but very much smaller ; the spike is also
smaller. O. verrueosum is very pretty, and the small-flowered
delicately-scented 0. cheirophornm is also in flower. Amongst

Cypripediums, C. insigne var. Maulei is remarkably handsome.
There are also some very handsome Cattleyas. C. exoniensia

is truly grand ; all the varieties are worthy of culture in the

most select collections, but some of those in flower here are of

the most select character. One of the varieties of C. labiata

had flowers of immense size, and reminded one of the best

varieties of C. Warnerii in June. Numerous Odontoglossums
are represented ; 0. Roezlii in many choice varieties, some of

them with deep purple blotches at the base of the sepals
;

others have merely the usual pale yellow marking. Masde-
vallia tovarensis is now in full beauty. There are many fine

specimens. One, very large, has a profusion of its pure white

flowers in pairs. Their delicate transparent beauty remind
one of the lines

—

" Hath swept the marble where her feet

Gleam'd whiter than the mountain aleet.

Ere from the cloud that gave it birth

It fell, and caught one stain of earth."

Of the Indian Crocus Pleiones, the rather rare P. Reichen-
bachiana is in fine flower ; also the Moth Orchids, Calanthes of

sorts, Sophronitis grandiflora in large clumps ; and the rare

Angrajcum citratum has a fine spike in an advanced state

;

indeed, it is seldom that one sees a larger number of species

and varieties of Orchids in May.—J. Douglas.

THE GARIBALDI STRAWBERRY.
As I supplemented Mr. Taylor's remarks on President, I may

venture to tack on a tail to Mr. Wrather's note on Garibaldi.

Mr. Frisby, of Blankney Hall, forces Garibaldi largely; it is, in

fact, his principal forcer, and right well it serves him with its

heavy crops of well-coloured fruit. Noting its autumnal bearing,

I may add that I have seen a border at Blankney in October, not
with a ripe fruit dotted here and there as a curiosity, but from
which quarts of ripe fruit were regularly gathered. This was
from plants forced in the preceding spring. Many a Straw-
berry lover would have rejoiced over such a crop in July. This
is unquestionably an early, free-bearing, and very useful variety

of the Keens' Seedling type, but, unlike President, does not
flourish so well on a light soil as on a sound generous loam.
In a word, it is a good Strawberry with a good Strawberry soil

to grow it in.

When in this garden I put the query, "Which is the best
preserving Strawberry ? " The reply was very prompt. " Grove
End Scarlet of course," as if there could be any doubt or
question about it. Certainly Mr. Frisby had none, and the
opinion of such a hard-headed practical man, confirmed as it

is by that of many another of those who judge by sheer merit
alone, has great weight. He plants Grove End Scarlet a foot

apart in beds, gets quantities of fruit, and it produces a better

and more beautifully-coloured jam than any other variety.

That is the Blankney testimony, and "The Squire" Ukes
everything good, from racers to Strawberries. He does not
live in a cave if he keeps a " Hermit."—J. Weight.

ROSES ON BRIAR STOCKS.
In reply to several private inquiries which I have received

since I communicated an article to this Journal on the above
subject, as to my peculiar method of rooting the Briar, I beg
to say that what I select for my stocks are simply the young
growths or offshoots of the common hedge Briar. They are
not suckers with some roots attached as some of my corre-

spondents suppose, but side shoots from the parent plant,

which spring from all parts of the bush—from the centre stem
or branches. These are pulled off wherever they occur,

provided they are of the right thickness, just as you would
take off a cutting or slip of any other plant. They are planted
in the usual way, will throw out roots in abundance next
summer, and will produce several offshoots or branches up
the stock, which will be in nice order for budding about July
or August next. Last October I put down about two hundred
Briars in this way, and fully 80 per cent, were fit for working
in. These I have all budded, and they are doing well. Last
week I was transplanting some of these, and they were beauti-

fully rooted, with an abundance of fine fibrous roots, which
would have pleased Mr. Prince himself, and would not blush
before his " Oxford seedlings." I was also raising some that

were put down two years ago and once transplanted. These
were quite as well rooted as some Manettis I was lifting at

the same time, which is saying a good deal. I should say that
Briars treated in this way throw up very few suckers, which is
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a great consideration. The flowers are much larger and more
robust than those on my Manetti stocks. This I have proved

year after year.

When I commenced Rose-growing I had my Briar stocks

dug-up by the roots, and planted after the old fashion. These,

of course, had large, ugly, thick roots with very few fibres,

and when budded, produced weak sickly heads, poor flowers,

and lived only a few years. Every year some of these die, or

are bo poor and stunted that I dig them up in disgust, and
throw them away. I could point them out from the rest as

far as I could see them ; but since I began my new plan not a

Bingle tree has died, nor are they showing any signs of decay
;

their vigour and health are refreshing to look at.

If anyone wishes to give this plan a trial stocks should be

put down at once. I put mine down early in October, and
sometimes in September ; but they will do for a fortnight yet.

If any brother amateur wishes for further information I shall

be most happy at any time to communicate anything I know.
—John Tcbtle, Peacefield, Portadown.

THE LINDLEY MED\L.
It is gratifying to be able to announce that the Lindley

Medal has at last been prepared. It is a handsome work of

art, and its value is estimated at £15. On the obverse is a

portrait of Dr. Lindley, enamelled with a laurel wreath, and
the inscription, " Dr. John Lindley, F.R.S., born February 5th,

1799. Died November 1st, 1865 ;" on the reverse, Flora with
a wreath in her left hand, and the inscription, " Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society."

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
November 11th.

This was the Chrysanthemum Show, and most worthily was
that invaluable autumn flower represented in all its different
sections ; it was also a Fruit Show, and whether as regards out-
door or indoor productions, it must likewise be affirmed that it

was a decided succeBs. Of the latter we will merely say that
they were of high excellence ; but of the former the grand
array of Apples and Pears was a sight which few who saw it

will forget. No one probably anticipated such a success, and,
unfortunately, those who were not present will not have the
opportunity of gratifying themselves by an inspection, as it was
only a one-day Show. It bodes well, however, for the future
that the last Show of the season should be so well supported.
On the exhibition of Chrysanthemums we shall give special
notes next week.
Very few Pines were exhibited, thirteen in all ; one Charlotte

Rothschild, the remainder being Smooth-leaved Cayennes. The
first prize for two Smooth-leaved Cayennes went to Mr. Jones,
of the Boyal Gardens, Frogmore, for two handsome fruit weigh-
about 8 lbs. each. Mr. W. Chamberlain, The Warren, Bushey
Heath, Herts, was second ; Mr. G. Sage, Ashridge Gardens,
third. For Any other variety exclusive of Queens and Smooth-
leaved Cayennes, Mr. G. Ward, gardener to F. N. Miller, Esq.,
was the only exhibitor, and took first prize with Charlotte
Rothschild, weight CJ lbs.

Of Grapes some excellent collections were exhibited, Messrs.
H. Lane & Son securing the gold medal as usual with a collec-

tion of not more than ten varieties. Their Muscat of Alexandria
and Bowood were really marvellous ; AUcante with a fine bloom,
and black as jet ; Muscat Hamburgh very fine ; Gros Colman
large in berry and beautifully coloured ; Lady Downe's and Mrs.
Pince both well coloured. Mr. Meredith, of The Vineyard,
Garston, was second with good AUcante, Bowood, and Muscat
of Alexandria, Lady Downe's, &c.
The only dish of Black Hamburghs came from Mr. G. A.

Bromfield, gardener to G, F. Leith, Esq., Prittlewell, but no
prize was awarded.
The best Alicante Grapes were sent from Mr. F. Deuxberry,

gardener to Lord Darnley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend ; second,
Mr. C. E. Waters, gardener to A. Mongredien, Esq., Forest
Hill. For any other black kind, omitting the above and Black
Hamburgh, Mr. W. Wildsmith, gardener to Viscount Eversley,
Heckfield Place, Winchfield, was first with the most magnificent
bunches of Lady Downe's ever seen ; the three bunches weighed
8 lbs. 14 0Z3. Mr. T. Bannerman, gardener to Lord Bagot,
Blithfield, Rugeley, was second with well-finished Gros Guil-
laume. Mr. Meredith was third with Madresfield Court Black
Muscat.
For Frontignan Grapes Messrs. Lane were first with three

splendid bunches of Duchess of Buccleunh, beautifully coloured.
Mr. J. Burnett, gardener to Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene, Dorking,
second with nice bundles of the Grizzly.
In Muscat of Alexandria Messrs. Lane were again deservedly

first with their splendid Grapes. Second Mr. W. Cole, gardener

to J. S. Badgett, Esq., Ealing Park. Third Mr. T. Wattam,
Shendist Gardens, Hemel Hempstead. For any other white
kind Mr. Wattam was first with well-coloured Foster's SeedUng.
Mr. Meredith was second with Trebbiano.
The heaviest Black bunch was a splendid one of Groa

Gnillaume, beautifully coloured, the berries very fine, its weight
was G} lbs. A very nice bunch of Gros Colman from Mr.
Wildsmith, weighing 5 lbs. 12 ozs., was second. The heaviest
White bunch was one of Trebbiano, weighing 4 lbs. from Mr.
Meredith.
In the class for dessert Apples of twenty-four distinct varieties

the first prize went to Mr. J. Pluck, of 38, New Street, Jersey,
for splendid specimens of Blenheim Pippin highly coloured,
Royal Pearmain, Court-pendfl-Plat, and Lemon Pippin, with
Reinette Gros CEil, Baldwin, Cooper's Pippin, Reinette Dore,
Ribston Pippin, Golden Russet, Royal Pearmain, Cornish Gilli-
flower, one of the best though by no means one of the prettiest
of Apples ; White Lily, a beautiful waxlike Apple ; Old Pear-
main, Pigeonet Noir, Red Calville finely coloured. King of the
Pippins, Cockle Pippin, Reinette de Canterbury, Reinette Grise,
Reinette du Canada, American Crab, Nonpareil, Golden Pippin,
and Reinette de Caux. Second came another Jerseyman, Mr.
G. Thomas, 22, Burnard Street, Jersey, who had very fine ex-
amples of King of Pippins, Royal Pearmain, Beauty of Kent,
Cockle Pippin, Reinette de Caux, Court of Wick, with Cornish
Gilliflower and others. Mr. J. Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crew-
kerne ; Mr. F. Rutland, gardener to the Duke of Richmond,
Goodwood ; Mr. E. Webb, Cnlham House, Calcot ; Mr. G. Gar-
diner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Stratford-on-Avon ; Mr.
S. Ford, Leonardslee, Horsham ; Messrs. Lane, St. Mary's Cray;
and Mr. Pragnell also exhibited fine specimens, among which,
besides varieties already named, were excellent specimens of
Brabant Bellefleur, Adams' Pearmain, Manchester Pippin, Court
of Wick, Scarlet Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, a very useful Apple,
Golden Winter Pearmain, generally called King of the Pippins,
Golden Reinette, Fearns' Pippin, and Spanish Pippin, a hand-
some-looking Apple.

For six varieties Mr. C. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., New-
bury, took the first place with Blenheim Pippin, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, and Golden Reinette, very fine,

Cornish Aromatic, and Margil. Mr. Pluck, Jersey, was second
with splendid Blenheim Pippin, Reinette Gros (EU, Reinette
Dore, Court-pendu-Plat beautifully coloured, Golden Russet,
and Reinette du Canada. Third came Messrs. Lane, St. Mary's
Cray, with a fine half-dozen, and several other excellent collec-

tions were shown.
For three kinds the prizes went—first to Mr. Bannister, gar-

dener to H. H. Ames, Esq., Cote House, Westbury-on-Trym,
for Ribston Pippin, King of the Pippins, and Blenheim Pippin,
not large, but beautifully clean and well coloured. Second came
Mr. C. Ross with Cornish Aromatic splendidly coloured, Blen-
heim Pippin, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Third Mr. G. T. Miles
with Blenheim Pippin, very fine ; King of the Pippins, large
and finely coloured ; and Ribston Pippin.
The next class was for that excellent and beautiful dessert

Apple, Cox's Orange Pippin. Here the competition was keen,
the dishes shown being almost without exception meritorious.
First came Mr. T. Miller, gardener to J. T. Friend, Esq., Mar-
gate, with large deeply-coloured specimens ; second Mr. C. Ross,
and third Mr. W. Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq.
Of Golden Pippin the first-prize dish came from Mr. I5msh,

gardener to Lady Hume Campbell, Pinner ; the second from Mr.
Rutland, and the third from Mr. Bannister. For Margil the
awards went to Mr. Fraser, Bromley, Mr. G. T. Miles, and Mr.
Bromfield, gardener to J. F. Little, Esq., Prittlewell. For
Cockle Pippin Mr. Rutland, gardener to the Duke of Richmond,
was first with fine specimens, Mr. R. Webb being an excellent

second, and Mr. J. Smith, Romford, third. Ribston Pippin
was freely represented, though the fruit was not generally of

large size. The first prize was awarded to Mr. H. Bannister,
gardener to H. H. Ames, Esq., Westbury-on-Trym ; the second
to Mr. Rutland for handsome finely-coloured fruit; the third to

Mr. R. Dean, Ealing. For Court-pendu-Plat Mr. R. Webb, of

Culham House, Calcot, was first with large and remarkably fine

specimens ; Mr. Pluck being second, and Mr. Rutland third.

In the class for any other dessert kind the first place was
taken by Messrs. Lane, St. Mary's Cray, for magnificent speci-

mens of Blenheim Pippin. Mr. C. Haycock, gardener to R.Leigh,
Esq., Burnham Court, Maidstone, was second with splendid
King of the Pippins ; and Mr. Bennett, gardener to W. Burrell,

Esq., Ockendon House, third with Scarlet Nonpareil.

Of Kitchen Apples there was a grand display. First for

eighteen varieties c^me Mr. F. Rutland, Goodwood, with splen-

did specimens of Gloria Mundi, Blenheim Pippin, Lincolnshire

Reinette, Royal Russet, Beauty of Herts, Dumelow's Seedling
finely coloured. Flower of Kent, Norfolk Beefing, Shepherd's
Seedling, and Nelson's Glory. Mr. W. Gardiner, Lower Eating-
ton Park, was second, also with very fine specimens of Blen-
heim and Flanders Pippin, Royal Russet, Northern Greening,
Alfriston, Costard, and Bttington Seedling. Third came Mr.
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Garland, Killerton. Several other highly meritorious collections

were exhibited in this class.

For six varieties the first place was taken by Mr. C. Ross
with splendid examples of Blenheim Pippin, Lewis's Incom-
parable, Northern Greening, Damelow's Seedling, Striped Beef-

ing, and Kentish FiUbasket. Second, Mr. Brush, Pinner ; third,

Mr. A. Parsons, Fairlawn, Turnham Green. For Dumelow's
Seedling, first came Mr. E. Freeman, Chilton, Thame; second,

Mr. G. Bush, High Grove, Pinner ; third, Mr. W. Holder, Spring-

field, Beading. For Alfriston, Mr. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre,

Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, was first with remarkably fine

specimens; almost equally good were the second from Mr.

Pluck; whilst Mr. Thomas, also of Jersey, was third. Of Em-
peror Alexander fine specimens from Mr. Ford were first; Mr.

W. Pratt, Little Gaddesden, being second ; and Mr. Thomas
third with comparatively small but highly-coloured fruit. The
best dish of Mere do Menage came from Mr. T. Bray, gardener

to Mrs. A. Leybourne, Popham, Littlecote ; Mr. Wildsmith,
Heckfield, being second ; and Mr. J. Walker, Thame, third. For
Eeinette du Canada Mr. C. Haycock was first with very large

fruit; second, Mr. Eraser, Bromley; and third, Mr. Gardiner,

Stratford-on-Avon. Mr. Pluck, 38, New Street, Jersey, exhibited

a dish in which one of the fruit had evidently been plugged. In
the interest of the exhibitor we would urge that the public

should be informed of the way in which this came about. For
the best dish of any other kitchen Apple Mr. Bannister was
first, Mr. Walker second, with Blenheim, and Mr. F. Miller

third, the last with Beauty of Kent. For the heaviest dish of six

Mr. C. Haycock, gardener to R. Leigh, Esq., was first with
Belle Dubois, 5Jlbs.; Mr. Bailey, Cecil House, Wimbledon,
second with Reinette du Canada, 5 lbs. 11 ozs. ; and Mr. E.
Smith third with Lord Suffield.

In Class 48, Dessert Pears, eighteen varieties, six fruits of each,

there was a most excellent show. The first prize was awarded
to Mr. F. Langlois, Rouge Bouillon, St. Helier's, Jersey ; the
specimens were extraordinary for size and colour. Second Mr.
Pluck, 38, New Street, Jersey, who ran the former exhibitor very
closely. In Class 49, six dishes, six fruits of each, the first prize

fell to Mr. Thomas, 22, Burrard Street, Jersey ; the second to Mr.
G. Miles, gardener to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks.
for a clean finely-coloured lot. In three varieties, six fruits of

each, eighty dishes were shown. Mr. Thomas, of Jersey, was
again first with some extraordinary specimens. The second
prize fell to Mr. Pluck, 38, New Street, Jersey ; the third to Mr.
J. Tivey, gardener to P. Gossett, Esq., Bagot, St. Saviour's,

Jersey.
For six fruits of Marie Louise the prizes went to Mr. Clark,

gardener to the Rev. A. Stackpoole, whose fruit was very fine ;

the other awards to Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Wildsmith. Of
Glou Morc;eau some remarkable specimens were shown, especi-

ally those by Mr. G. Thomas, of Jersey; and Mr. Parsons for

large, well-coloured fruit ; and third Mr. W. Cole, gardener to

W. K. Wigram, Esq., Twickenham. The last-named exhibitor
was also first for Dochesse d'Angouleme with splendid speci-

mens, Mr. Pluck being second, and Mr. Sage, Ashridge, third,

and a very good third. Doyenne du Comice was represented by
splendid fruit from Mr. Thomas, Mr. Pluck and Mr. Garland,
Killerton, having it also very good. Of Doyenne Boussoch, the
best dish came from Mr. Thomas, Mr. Herrington, gardener to

J. Price, Esq., Clapham Road, being second. For Van Mons
L6on Leclerc, Mr. 0. Goldsmith, gardener to Sir W. Farquhar,
Bart., stood first, and Mr. Pluck second. Chaumontel weighing
9 lbs. the dish, exhibited by Mr. Thomas, came first in the class

for any other dessert kind.
Of Catillac, very Urge fruit from Mr. Pluck took the first

place ; Mr. Tivey, also of Jersey, being second with six weighing
12J lbs. ; whilst Mr. Ross was third with a half-dozen weighing
8 lbs. 9 ozs., the heaviest of which was 1 lb. 11 ozs. For Uve-
dale's St. Germain the awards went to Mr. Scott, Merriott, Mr.
Pluck, and Mr. Thomas, for dishes weighing from 13 lbs. 5 ozs.

to 14 lbs. 3 ozs. But these weights were far surpassed in the
class for the six heaviest Pears of any variety, the Rev. T. C.
Brfibaut showing half a dozen of Uvedale's St. Germain weigh-
ing 19 lbs. 13i ozs., Mr. Thomas a dish of 14 lbs. 13 ozs. ; whilst
Mr. Langlois, who was second, had a dish still heavier.
Three sticks of White Celery. First came Mr. C. Osman,

South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton, Surrey, with Sandring-
ham White. Second Mr. W. Pragnell, gardener to G. D. Digby,
Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset ; this is some mistake, as the
second-prize lot onght to have been placed first. Third for
white Mr. G. Woodman, gardener to W. Gillon, Esq., Lillystone
Hall, Ingatestone, Essex. For three heads of Red Celery. First
Mr. Woodman, with the Leicester Red, very good. Second Mr.
Lidgard, Albion Road, Hammersmith, with Manchester Red.
Third Mr. Parsons, Danesbury Park, Welwyn, Leicester Red.

Class 65. Collection of eighteen sorts of vegetables, for prizes
offered by Messrs. Carter & Co. ; three competitors. First Mr.
W. Pragnell, with a very good, well-grown collection, including
James's Intermediate Carrot, fine Snowball Turnips, Maltese
Parsnips, Giant Bocca Onions, Model Potatoes, Carter's Dwarf

Mammoth Cauliflowers, fine Drumhead Savoys, Sandringham
Celery, ttc. Second Mr. C. Osman, with a very meritorious col-

lection. Third Mr. D. Lumsden, Bloxham Hall, Sleaford, with,

among other things, some well-grown Cardoons, Telegraph
Cucumbers, and Lettuces.

Class CO, for ten dishes of Potatoes, also offered by Messrs.
Carter A Co. First Mr. D. Lumsden with good samples of Early
Vermont, Ashtop Fluke, Carter's Main Crop, Red-skin Floor-
ball, and others. Second Mr. Miller, gardener to J. F. Friend,
Esq., Margate, with many similar varieties. Third Mr. Osman,
his sorts being rather small. Messrs. Carter also showed a col-

lection of sixty-five sorts of Potatoes, not for competition, which
made a grand show.
From the Society's gardens, Chiswick, came an equally

meritorious collection, but much larger in number, being
110 varieties of all those grown at Chiswick. The Society also

contributed a good collection of both red and white Celery, con-
sisting of twenty-four varieties of white and the same number
of the red kinds.

Fedit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Messrs. James Carter & Co. sent Fern-leaved Parsley, a variety
with very finely-cut leaflets, differing from curled Parsley in

this respect, that while the latter has the leaflets very much
curled, the former are not curled but finely divided. They also

exhibited a large collection of Cabbages and Beets, to which
cultural commendations were respectively awarded. Messrs.
Veitch & Sons exhibited a fine collection of Celery admirably
grown, to which a cultural commendation was awarded.
Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley, sent fruit of a scarlet-fruited Egg

Plant, which from its colour appears to be very ornamental.
They are of the size of a medium-sized Tomato. Mr. P. Bennett,
gardener to W. W. Burrell, Esq , Ockenden House, Cuckfield,

sent roots of the White China Radish, of cylindrical shape, 4 to

6 inches long and 3 in diameter. Messrs. Cutbnsh & Son, High-
gate, sent a new Onion called Oscar, also Bedfordshire Champion,
White Globe, and Nuneham Park. They were all excellent

examples and fine bulbs. Oscar was much admired as a fine

Onion, and the Committee requested that it be shown at the
December meeting with White Intermediate. Mr. Cramb, of

Tortworth Gardens, sent a Savoy called King Koffee, a small
compact dwarf Savoy. Mr. H. Smythe, Dyke Road, Brighton,

sent a white Celery called Princess Royal, which proved to be
the same as Incomparable White.
Mr. William Earley, of Valentines, exhibited branches of

Farley's November Plum, which is in reality a large BuUace,
and bearing abundantly like the BuUace. Mr. John Webster,
Gordon Castle Gardens, N.B., sent a seedling Plum similar to

Washington, but very late. It is called November Gage, and
was raised from Reine Claude de Bavay. He also sent Aurora,
a purple Plum raised from Ickworth Imp6ratrice. It is a cling-

stone, and the fruit were shrivelled and rather sweet. Mr.
Pearson, of Chilwell, exhibited fine bunches of his Golden
Queen Grape, which received a first-class certificate last year.

It was delicionsly flavoured. He also exhibited Chilwell Ali-

cante, a large-buuched black Grape with a long oval berry like

Morocco, and also another seedling from the same origin as

Golden Queen called Mrs. Pearson. The berries are not so long

as Golden Queen. They are of a fine golden colour, and rich in

flavour. It was awarded a first-class certificate.

Mr. Bradley, of Elton Manor, near Bingham, sent a seedling

Pear, which is so like Comte de Lamy that the Committee
passed it. Mr. Coles, The Chestnuts, Twickenham, sent a fine

dish of Knight's Monarch. Mr. Robert Donne, Odcome, Ilmins-

ter, sent a seedUng Pear, very much like Bezi Vaet. It has the
fault of rotting at the core before it ripens on the surface. The
same gentleman sent a seedUng Apple raised between Ribston
Pippin and Nonpareil, a good Apple but not superior to either

of the parents. Mr. James McRonald, nurseryman, Chichester,

sent a large Pear called Gloria Mundi. The fruit is of enormous
size, 5i inches long, and the same in width, turbinate. It

was referred to the .lanuary meeting, till it would be ripe ; we
believe it to be a fine specimen of Catillac. Henry Webb, Esq.,

Redstone Manor, Redhill, sent a dish of Prince Albert Pear,

the flavour of which was very fine. Mr. J. A. Wright, Stone
Grove Nursery, Edgware, sent a dish of a large seedling

kitchen Apple, called Mrs. Woodbridge. It was ordered to be
cooked and a report to be made at the next meeting. He also

sent another seedling called Harrow Pippin, a pretty Apple
of good flavour. Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley Gardens, sent a very
showy Apple called Beauty of Barnuck. It is finely striped

like Beauty of Kent. It has a tendpr flesh, is brisk in flavour,

and a good cooking Apple. Mr. William Gardiner, of Lower
Eatington Park. Stratford-on-Avon, sent a large seedling Apple,

with tender flesh and mild flavour. Mr. Thomas Baines, South-
gate, sent a dish of Proctor's Seedling, a culinary Apple, grown
in the north of England, which he stated is a fair dessert Apple
in February. They were ordered to be kept till they are ripe.

Mr. Haycock, Barham Court, Maidstone, sent a dish of fine

specimens of CalvUle Blanche, which received a first-class cer-
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tificate. Mr. Fenn, The Rectory, Woodstock, Bent specimens of

Blenheim Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Ribston Pippin.

» Floral Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair. On this

occasion few subjects were shown. First-class certificates were
awarded to Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, for Anthuriam Wil-
liamsii, which has been before described ; to Messrs. Veitch for

Japanese Chrysanthemums Golden Thread, orange brown, Cos-
sack, and Duchess of Edinburgh. A cultural commendation
was awarded to Mr. W. Smith, gardener to C. Lane, Esq.,

Henley, for a fine specimen of Vanda crerulea with five fine

spikes.

PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.
A MEETING of the Pelargonium Society was held at South

Kensington yesterday, Henry Webb, Esq., in the chair. The
following additional prizes were offered : — Six Ornamental
Cape Pelargoniums, distinct, £3, £2. For the best hybrid Pelar-

gonium of distinct character, ±'2, £1. Stand of twenty-four cut
blooms, single trusses (open), i;2, £,1 ; stand of twelve (amateurs),

£2, i;l. The Judges may in their discretion, subject to the
approval of the Committee, award a prize or prizes to any
exhibits which may not be provided for in the schedule, and
worthy of particular notice.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUITS.
Tacca artocaepifolia. fiat, ord., Taocacefe. Linn., Hex-

andria Monogynia.—Flowers brown and green. "It is a native

of Madagascar and Johanna Islands, whence there are excel-

lent specimens in the Hookerian Herbarium, from Mr. Justice

Blackburn, Dr. Lyall, and W. T. Gerrard. Its nearest ally is

the well-known T. pinnatifida, which, though one of the most
widely cultivated and most useful plants in the Pacific Islands,

has never yet been figured in any English botanical work
;

nor, as far as we know, ever been introduced into this country.

The tubers of T. pinnatifida afford the South Sea arrowroot,

said to be the best of all in cases of dysentery, and its starch

is a favourite article of diet in the shape of puddings and
cakes.

" The T. artocarpifolia has atnberons root, and is, no doubt,

as full of starch and as wholesome as T. pinnatifida. It

flowered in the Royal Gardens in May of the present year,

from roots received from Mr. Wilson Saunders in 1872."

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 6124.)

Pooonia DISCOLOR. Nat. ord., Orohidaceaj. Linn., Gynan-
dria Monandria.—Flowers white ; leaves dark green, with pale

blue-green blotches. " The species of Pogonia have usually

little to recommend them for horticultural purposes ; but to

this there are exceptions, especially amongst the Indian species,

some of which that have been cultivated at Kew present, like

that here figured, beautifully coloured and marked leaves that

persist for many weeks, and attract the attention of the most
ordinary observer. All have tuberous roots, often formed at

the end of subterranean eylindric fibres. It is not easy so to

manage their culture as that the leaves, flowers, and new
tubers should be successfully formed, and upon this their con-

tinuance under cultivation depends. The present is closely

allied to the common P. plicata of Bengal, which has a rose-

ooloured lip.

" Pogonia discolor is a native of damp forests in the moun-
tain region of Western Java, where it flowers in November.
The specimen here figured was flowered by Mr. Bull in February
last, and the leaf was fully formed in the following June."

—

{Ihid., t. 6125.)

LiLiuM maculatum. Nat. ord., Ijiliaceie. Linn., Hexandria
Monogynia.—Flowers orange, with dark brown spots. " A
native of Kamt6chatka,the Kurile and Sachalin Islands, Japan,
and South-eastern Manchuria, whence it was introduced into

the Russian Imperial Botanical Gardens, and we have dried

specimens from Sitcha on the American coast.

" According to Maximovicz (in "Gartenflora"), there are two
varieties of it : one, with a scented orange-yellow flower, which
came from Victoria Sound ; the other, with red inodorous

flowers, is found in Japan and Kamtschatka, is figured by
Regel in the " Gartenflora." The leaves of both varieties vary

extremely, both as to the number of whorls, the number in

each whorl, and in length and breadth.
" I am indebted to Mr. G. F. Wilson, F.H.S., of Weybridge

Heath, for the specimen figured, the bulb of which he pur-

chased at a sale of Japan Lilies in London, and which flowered

in June of the present year. I have also seen a specimen flowered

by Mr. W. Saunders, F.H.S., in 1H71.-'— {Ibid., t. 6126.)

ScoEzoNERA DNDCLATA. Nat. ord., Compositffi. Linn,,

Syngenesia asquaUs.—Flowers pink. "Brought by Mr. Maw
from Algeria, where he recognised it as apparently the same
with a plant we found between Tangiers and Tetuan in Marooco.
It flowered in July, and had a very handsome appearance."

—

(Ihid., t. 6127.)

CiTRns AURANTiuM VAK. jATONicA. J^of. orrf., Rutacea). Linn.,

Polyadelphia Polyandria.—" This well-known ingredient in

Chinese sweetmeats, according to Siebold, is nowhere found
wild in Japan ; this author says that, in common with all other

species and varieties of Citrus, it has been introduced into the

island from China or India ; also that it is extensively culti-

vated under two varieties, one with globose, the other with

oval fruit, which latter is rare. He adds, that the agreeable

acid of the juice, flavoured by the aroma of the rind, renders

the fruit very pleasant, but that it yields only a transient

refreshment, for it leaves a burning after-taste in the mouth.
—{Ibid., t. 6128.)

SOME OF THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS OF
CEYLON.—No. 1.

Having dealt with the principal products of Ceylon—viz.,
Cinnamon, the Cocoa-nut, and Goiiee, in the pages of the

"Food Journal," it is my intention in the present paper to

allude to those other productions which do not as yet figure

among the exports of the colony, save in some instances to a

very limited extent.

Coffee is the great staple of the colony, and Ceylon, I fancy,

exports more Coffee than the whole of the West Indian colo-

nies ; but, as it has been well remarked, seldom can any good
reason be offered why land in any country should be exclusively

devoted to the raising of one particular description of produce.

A long experience has shown that the contrary practice is

beneficial to the temperate regions of Europe ; and although
by reason of the greater energy of vegetation within the

tropics the system so indispensable in Europe may there to a
certain extent be disregarded, this offers no argument against

the adoption of that system, since by its means a still greater

power of production may be called into action.

Tea.—In 1867 Mr. Arthur Morice, a Coffee proprietor in

Ceylon, and a gentleman every way competent for the task,

was entrusted by the Government of Ceylon, at the instance

of the Planters' Association of that colony, to report on the

Tea districts of Continental India, with the ultimate view of

ascertaining whether Tea could be successfully grown in Ceylon
if fairly tried with the best system of manipulation.

There had been some previous experiments in Tea cultiva-

tion at Newera EUia by a former Governor of Ceylon, Mr.
Stewart Mackenzie, and at Pusilawa, both situated within the

mountain zone of the central province. Both were on a small

scale. The first was not successful; in the latter case the

plants were healthy, but no commercial success was achieved,

the gentleman who owned the land on which the plants were

growing carrying out the experiment as an amusement, hia

attention being absorbed in the cultivation of Coffee on a very

extensive scale.

Mr. Morice visited the Tea districts of Assam, Deyra Dhoow,
Kengra, Coorg, and the Neilgherries, and submitted on his

return to Cevlon a very exhaustive report to the Local Govern-

ment. Mr. Morice was of opinion that every probability ex-

isted of Tea being successfully grown in Ceylon if only fairly

tried with the best plants and with the best system of mani-
pulation. He remarked that in Assam and in the Himalayas,

where there is a constant struggle with grass going on, at least

one coolie per acre during crop season was considered necessary;

and from the system of imported labour in Assam the full

complement has to be kept on all the year round ; and, indeed,

to do full justice during the plucking season not only to that

work but to the weeding, one man and a half per acre would

probably in most cases be necessary. In Ceylon, with a plan-

tation free of weeds and in full bearing, it is probable during

crop one man per acre, including every one, might be the ut-

most required ; and out of crop a very small force of women
and children would do all the weeding and pruning necessary.

Tea in Ceylon would have the advantage of being in crop

when the majority of Coffee estates were not, and rice versa,

and thus labour might be made available for both cultivations

without their interfering with each other. The seasons, there-

fore, as the respective crops came in, would be at no time in

collision ; on the contrary, an advantage of no mean import-

ance would be derived in dealing with imported labour, from
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having facilities afforded for finding employment for surplus

labour without losing it altogether during the intervals between

the crops of both cultivations.

If Malabar labour be not forthcoming, Chinese can, doubt-

less, be obtained if a careful system of emigration be carried

out, and emigrants bo introduced from the pure agricultural

districts of China, and not drawn from the lowest strata of

the cities of that empire.

In the " Food Journal " of November, 1872, it is stated that

Tea has been already produced in Ceylon of so excellent a

quality as to be pronounced worth 3s. per pound on the

spot.

The present Governor of Ceylon (The Eight Hon. W. H.

Gregory), in his Bpeech to the Legislative Council, quoted in

the " Food Journal" of December, 1872, takes, it would ap-

pear, a very favourable view of the prospects of Ceylon as a

Tea-producing country. The right hon. gentleman with truth

considers that it will be an important adjunct to Coffee, as it

will enable the planter to find continuous work for his labourers

(the great desideratum), and will bring into cultivation large

tracts of land which are generally considered to be too high

for Coffee. In a few years we may reasonably count upon an

export of some quantity of good Tea from Ceylon, and which,

probably, like the Tea from Continental India, will reach the

consumer comparatively pure and unadulterated. It is well

known that much of the Chinese Tea is largely adulterated

before it leaves China, passing, as it does, through so many
native hands prior to its shipment for Europe.
When in Ceylon I understood that in 1778, when the Dutch

possessed the maritime portion of the island, a Tea plant was
discovered in the Margam Patoo of the southern province.

Its leaves were ordered to be dried and duly prepared by Mr.

Angelbeck, the then (Dutch) Collector of the province, and
sold under the name of Badegiri Tea on account of the Dutch
Government, at the rate of 6s. the pound. A note is now
before me from General Walker, no mean botanist, who was
for some years in Ceylon (he died in India in command of a

division there), forwarding to me some leaves of the said Tea

;

but a plant can no more be known by its mere leaves than a

man by his coat. As, however, its cultivation was not ex-

tended, it is to be presumed that the after-importation of Tea
from China, at a comparatively low rate as to cost, operated

prejudicially to any attempt to grow it as an article of local

consumption or of export.

In the report of the Director (Dr. Thwaites) of the Royal
Botanic Gardens in Ceylon for the current year, it is stated

that the cultivation of the Assam hybrid variety of Tea is

getting rapidly into favour, and but for the comparatively

small number of plants and seeds procurable in the island,

added to the difficulty of obtaining from India really good
seeds for germinating, Tea cultivation would advance more ex-

peditiously here. There cannot be the least doubt, however,
that these difficulties will not long operate as a check, the

climate of the island being so admirably adapted for Tea-
growing. The Assam hybrid variety grows equally well at

Peradeniya and at Hakgala, and the plantations in both places

are being considerably added to, in order that we may be pre-

pared by-and-by to issue fresh seeds in large quantity. Of
the ordinary Bohea Tea of China good supplies at a very mode-
rate charge are obtainable from both gardens. Dr. Thwaites
strongly recommends trials being made of this hardy plant on
abandoned Coffee estates rather than that weeds should be
allowed to take possession of the laud. There can hardly be

a doubt that the expense of such a step would be more than
repaid if Tea is one day to become, as it most probably will,

one of the most important staple products of the island.

EiCE.—The cultivation is gradually extending under the
judicious system introduced by the Island Government, and
energetically carried out by its local agents, in reference to the
repair of some of the ancient tanks and the construction of

new irrigation works, and in the eastern province, especially, the
results have been in the highest degree satisfactory, and there
is reason to hope that the large sum hitherto annually paid by
Ceylon to Continental India for grain supplies will ere long
be very considerably reduced and finally extinguished, and the
next phase in the career of Ceylon may find her an exporter
of grain. By the restoration of ancient tanks, and by addi-
tional reservoirs for storing water being constructed, which
the modern appliances of science render of comparatively
easy formation, such a result may be arrived at, at no very re-

mote period.

The supply of water would also be invaluable to the health

of both the inhabitants and their cattle. At present it is

notorious that in those districts of Ceylon where the old tanks

are situated, and where additional dams, &a., are required,

the water is very unwholesome, and most inimical to the

health of both man and beast. In works of irrigation the

executive have the native with them most thoroughly, and that

is half the battle, especially in a tropical country. He knows
full well the inestimable advantage of having a command of

that element in reference to his agricultural operations. All

that is wanted is the loan of capital and European overlooking

to insure success, and Government, as is the cass at present,

is far more than recouping itself by the enhanced value of

the raw material (the land) and the taxation on its pro-

duce, while a hvely sense of favours conferred is felt by the

governed, and contentment under EngUsh rule is materially

strengthened.
In the report of the Irrigation Committee of the Legislative

Council it is stated that the Blue-book returns show that the

annual production of Paddy (unhusked Rice) is about seven

millions of bushels. The average yield is as nearly as possible

sevenfold, and that according to ancient inscriptions at Polo-

neura (one of the ancient cities of Ceylon, and situated in a

now most deserted part of the island), the yield of Rice laud

in Ceylon in the twelfth century was seventeen and a half- fold.

The difference between the present and former yield is there-

fore ten and a half millions of bushels, equal to five millions

of bushels of Rice, or one million bushels more than the

yearly import of that grain. The question naturally arises

whether by means of irrigation, supplemented by better seed

and improved processes, the former yield of the soil may be to

a great extent recovered, and thus enable Ceylon to reduce her

dependance on foreign supplies to a minimum. The yield in

Madras and Bengal is twenty to thirtyfold, in Burmah forty to

fiftyfold, and in the latter case entirely without manure. The
Committee were further of opinion that great as would be the

benefit conferred on agriculture by an improved system of

irrigation, a part only of its good results would be experienced

unless a change of seed be resorted to and maintained. The
rotation of seed could be easily carried out, and its effects

would be BO manifest, and in such a short time, that there

should be no difficulty in inducing its adoption by the natives.

The Committee do not share in the opinion held by many
persons, that the natives of Ceylon, in common with other

orientals, are opposed to change in their agricultural operations,

and that it would be in vain to endeavour to introduce amongst
them any improvements in the cultivation of Rice. Judging

from what has been done in the cultivation of other Ceylon

produce, as well as from what has taken place among the

ryots of Continental India, this opinion appears to be errone-

ous. In a paper on the food resources of Ceylon, published in

the "Food Journal" of June 1871, I alluded to a legislative

enactment which I had the privilege, as a Government Mem-
ber of the Legislative Council, to assist in framing, and having

for its aim the renewal and enforcement of the ancient customs

regulating the irrigation and cultivation of Rice lands. The
machinery of this law has been since extended and otherwise

improved in those particulars which, in its practical working,

were shown to be required, and has thereby given a great and
steady impetus to the cultivation of Rice.*—E. Eawdon
Power, Ceylon Civil Service (Retired], 'Tenby, South Wales.

NOVELTIES IN THE BOYAL GABDENS, KEW.
Beownea cocciNEA is flowering in house No. 1, and, it is

needless to say, is very ornamental. It should be seen from

beneath, as the fascicles of flowers hang down. Young plants

do not flower freely, and thus we account for its not being

more generally grown as a stove plant. Old plants when fully

in bloom are very handsome, and are well worth the necessary

amount of space. The soil should consist of loam and peat,

with a moderate amount of river sand ; the first may pre-

dominate it free and open. When growing a free supply of

moisture to the air is beneficial. Seeds are very often dead

when received from abroad in the ordinary way, but if packed

in moss or soil very slightly damp they are sure to arrive in

good condition. Cuttings are rooted with little difficulty,

selecting small shoots not quite ripe. It is a native of Vene-

zuela. This is the freest-blooming of the genus. B. grandiceps

iDgredienta in 1 lb. of Kioe :—Water, 2J ozs.
;

glaten, loz.; atfljoh'

II8-IO0Z8. ; sngar, 1-16 oz.
;
gnm, l-Soz. ; fat or oiJ, ^ oz.; woody fibre'

i oz. ; asbes, 1-16 oz. Carbon in 1 ib. of tbe above substaucoa, 6 ozs.
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is worth cultivation for the great beauty of its leaves when
young ; they are light green, beautifully mottled with brown,
and droop gracefully : these characteristics are retained for a
considerable time. It is rather a vigorous grower, but will

submit to cutting back, though it should not be done oftener
than is necessary, as the stronger the growth the finer the
young leaves. This is a native of the Caraccas. Brownea is

closely allied to Amherstia, of which in this house there is a
flourishing specimen.

Dahlia imperialis is flowering finely among the Cycads in
the Palm house, and is apparently better with the warmth
here afforded than with greenhouse temperature. It is a
magnificent ornament for large structures where it can be seen
to advantage, though it should be remembered that by grafting
on liHputian kinds a dwarfed result has been obtained, with
the addition of a finer pyramidal habit, in which condition it

is more valuable. This we remark, as from its great size it

appears to be one of those things that, having created a sensa-
tion, may become neglected, and in time be lost to cultivation.
It is possible that the lihputian kinds only, used as stocks,
will produce the desired result. In one instance observed in
the Eoyal Gardens a strong-growing yellow-flowering kind was
used, and no effect on the growth of the scion could be de-
tected. During summer these plants may be plunged out of
doors in a moderately shaded place, be potted in rich porous
soil, without being allowed to suffer for want of pot room, and
have a free supply of water.

PELAEGONIUMS AND GERANIUMS.
I CANNOT help thinking that one of the effects of the new

Pelargonium Society will be to convince us that Pelargonium
and Geranium are not distinct species [genera] . I take it that if

a plant raised between two supposed distinct species prove in-

fertile it may be considered a mule, and goes to prove its parents
are distinct, whilst if it prove fertile it proves the contrary.
For several years E. J. Lowe, Esq., of Highfield, Nottingham,
has been trying to raise a blue Geranium by crossing the Ge-
ranium sanguineum with Madame Vaucher zonal Pelargonium.
Many of these seedlings have produced red, rose, and white
flowers, some with curious foliage, but few would believe they
were really the result of the cross attempted. The only thing
which made me doubt was I could not imagine, if they were
not so raised, how such queer things could be produced from
Madame Vaucher. He has just sent me two plants in flower
much alike in every respect, and I think no one who sees them
can doubt that they are really raised between the hedge Gera-
nium and a zonal. The foliage, the way the flower stalks
grow, and particularly the colour and veLning of the petals,

convince me at any rate that such is the case. Having often
laughed with and at Mr. Lowe over these green seedhngs of

his, I hasten to humbly "eat the Leek," and declare myself
a convert. If I live I will bring one of them to the Society's
first show if in flower, and then it can be examined by the
savans, and we shall hear what they say about it.

For the information of the curious I may say the flowers are
lilac pink (some see blue in them), and that the shape of the
flowers are the exact opposite of what a florist would consider
perfection, the petals being long and narrow, reminding one
as much of the shape of a Pancratium as of a round zonal
Geranium. Though the plant will be despised by the florist,

it will be admired by the lovers of curious things, for when
well flowered it is really pretty as well as curious. Mr. Lowe
thinks it a mule ; I do not much doubt being able to seed it.

Time will show which is right.—J. E. Pearson, Ghilwell.

MILDEWED KOSES.
FoK the last two years my Hoses have suffered much from

mildew, some more than others, but all of them— those under
glass, those massed in a quarter-acre bed, those sprinkled over
the garden. The soil is a light loam with a bed of marl from
2 to 3 feet below the surface, well drained four years ago.
The Eoses have been well mulched from the stable and pig-

sties, top-dressed for the winter and again for the second
bloom, with occasional real waterings with a little guano when
the weather has been dry. The strange thing is, that in spite
of it all the bloom has not been amiss, though I literally

cannot find clean foliage to go with it. I think sulphur freely
used checked it slightly.

I purpose this winter clearing the ground, digging, in hopes
of burying the germs, and then replanting, having pruned

and painted thoroughly every stock with boiled sulphur and
lime.—E. T. F.

[The foregoing was sent to our correspondent, the Eev. C. P.
Peach, and accidentally mislaid with other papers. He says—
As the question is of importance I should like to ask the advice
of other Eose-growers. Not knowing the exact position of the
Eoses it is difficult to give positive advice. Mildew is often
caused by a want of circulation of air, and too much mulching
and top-dressing will often bring the roots to the surface, and
they then suffer from changes from moist to dry. A light
loam requires manure deep at the roots. I do not think the
germs of mildew exist in the soil ; like all minute fungus spores,
they are floating about iu the air ready to germinate when
they find a congenial bed, and any sudden check given to
foUage in a growing state will often give a proper nidus for
the germs.]

THE EASPBERRY.
This past been an unfavourable season for the Easpberry.

The crop generally has been very Umited ; a better show of
blossom could not have been wished, and the fruit set well

;

but the hot dry weather supervened, and entirely checked the
growth of the plant and the swelling of the fruit. The con-
sequence has been, that generally only one good gathering was
obtained, except in places very favourably situated for the
cultivation of this very desirable fruit.

The Easpberry, among small fruits, is next in demand to
the Strawberry, indispensable in many ways in the kitchen

;

and the order for the usual quantity is always imperative with
the housekeeper. The Easpberry is a moisture-loving plant,

found wild plentifully in the the northern counties in moist
and shady places on the outskirts of woods, associated with
Foxgloves and certain varieties of the Dog Eose, which circum-
stance gives a clue to its cultivation. The best plantation of

Easpberries we ever remember to have seen, occupied a low
quarter somewhat shaded by large trees at some little distance;
the soil moist, and a deep very sandy loam resting on pure
sand. The canes were extremely luxuriant, running up straight

and strong. Such a situation should always be chosen, if

possible, for a plantation. A north border answers vei7 well

in the south, but is too shady in the north. The space behind
north walls, however, is too limited and valuable for summer
crops. Where there is no choice, the best must be made of

any open quarter at command ; and much can be effected by
management.
The first consideration is well trenching the soil to the depth

of 2 feet at least, for although the Easpberry is a shaUow-
rooting plant, yet deep trenching is advisable to aerate the soil

and make the surface sweet. If the land is at all heavy, a

liberal dressing must be given of any material which will have
the effect of lightening it—such as lime rubbish, burnt clay,

sand, leaf mould. We have used sifted coal ashes, mixed with
manure bountifully, on heavy clay with the best effect ; and
with annual top-dressings of the same the roots wiU soon
abandon the clay, and spread themselves among the top-

dressing like a mat.
Although the Easpberry will make very luxuriant growth

under favourable circumstances, we do not think it advisable,

as with other fruits, to give it much room
;
planting in rows

4 feet apart each way will be sufficient. The roots do not

wander far from the plant. The plants being close shade the

soil and protect the roots from the heat of the sun ; and the

annual top-dressing will maintain the plants in vigour better

than a larger space of ground could be supposed to do. We
annually wheel in amongst our Easpberries, and other small

bush fruits, unlimited quantities of short grass from the

machine-mowings of the lawns ; it shades and keeps the soil

moist, prevents the growth of weeds—for it must be remem-
bered that this grass contains no seeds of weeds—and finally

it is dug into the ground with more manure in winter.

There are various plans adopted for the support of Rasp-

berry canes ; but the best we have tried is training them fan-

shaped to wires stretched along the rows espalier fashion,

strained from posts at either end, the fruiting canes to be

trained right and left, leaving the centre over the stools open,

so as to give room for the young canes in summer as they

grow.
Bending the canes over rainbow fashion, and tying the tops

together is often practised, and has the advantage of not re-

quiring any stakes ; but the plan gives greater facilities to the

birds to rest on them when the fruit is ripe ; and bundling the
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canes together is always objectionable. Tying the canes to

upright stakes in bundles is also objectionable, though the

simplest plan, as there is not sufficient room for the develop-

ment of the young canes and the fruit-bearing shoots together.

This bundling system is not favourable to a proper circulation

of air among the ripening fruit. The espalier system is much
to be preferred, as it allows room for the fruiting branches to

extend right and left, they receive an abundant circulation of

air, the young canes have room to grow, and finally, the fruit

can be gathered with more facility. The best liaspberries

with which we are acquainted are the Red and White Antwerp,
the Fastolf, and the Sweet White Antwerp.
The autumn Baspberries—October Bed and Yellow—unlike

the common summer kinds, are of a drooping, more straggling

habit, and partake more of the habit of the Blackberry or

Bramble. They require a dry warm situation, in order that

they may ripen off their fruit at a season when there are much
rain and occasional frosts. They are more slender in habit
than most of the summer sorts, and like the Bramble fruit on
the current year's growth from the stool ; they should there-

fore be entirely cut over early in spring. The Bramble finds

support by spreading itself over the hedgerows, or any support
which may be near. The autumn Raspberries must also have
some support, else the fruit gets chafed and broken by the
wind, A good plan is to drive in three strong stakes round
each stool, and tie a wire or wooden hoop to them horizontally

;

spread out the canes of the Easpberry, regulate and tie them
to the hoop, letting them hang over to tho outside. All weak
growths must be pulled up in summer, leaving six or eight

of the strongest canes. It must not be expected, however,
that these autumn Raspberries are equal in flavour to the
summer varieties, nor are they so large as the Bed and Yellow
Antwerp. They are, however, very prolific, and come in to

help the dessert and the cook at a time when small fruits are
scarce.

Raspberries will occupy the same situation for many years
in succession, and yield good crops where the soil and climate
are favourable to them ; but in many instances, especially on
dry soils, it will be necessary to renew frequently, if strong
growth is to be maintained, and consequently crops of fine

large fruit. The Baspberry has a tendency also to spread, and
the stools get ragged and worn out. To form new plantations,
the strongest suckers should be carefully lifted and trans-

planted into nursery lines for a season, to gain strength and
make roots and buds at the bottom ; the following season,
when ground has been trenched and prepared for them, they
may be finally planted as before indicated. Old plantations
will be much improved by having the soil dug away from
around the stools up to the points of the roots, and also shaking
away the soil partly from the roots, and substituting fresh rich

soil, spreading the roots well out in it, and afterwards well
mulching with rotten dung.
The canes of Raspberries should not be pruned or shortened

until the wood is ripened and the foliage fallen ; and there
should be no deep digging between the rows, so as in any way
to injure the roots.

—

{The Gardener.)

FLOWERS FOE OUE BOEDEES.—No. 43.

WULFENL4. CAEINTHIACA—CiBiNTHiiU WvLFENii.

It is not uninteresting to note that the immense variety in
form, size, and colour which obtains among the members of
the vegetable kingdom extends also to their distribution.
Thus we find that while some are almost iibiquitous, and
others are spread over wide areas of the earth's surface, many
are restricted to a few localities, and occasionally to a single
spot. To the latter class belongs the subject of our illustra-

tion, it being found only, so far as is yet known, upon one
mountain in Carinthia.

Of the numerous alpine plants now at the disposal of the
lover of these floral gems there are not many possessing greater
claim to attention than this beautiful little plant. To some of
our readers the Wulfenia cariuthiaca is probably an " old fa-

miliar face ;" but it is much less extensively grown than might,
perhaps, be inferred from the mere date of its introduction.
In the front ranks of the mixed border its spikes of bright blue
flowers produce a charming effect, especially when grown, as it

may be, in a good patch, or if several plants of it are grouped
together. It may be termed a spring flower, for it usually
commences blossoming in May, and continues in bloom until
July.

The Wulfenia carinthiaoa is a perennial plant of dwarf habit,

its foliage, which is all radical, not exceeding 6 inches ; the

flower-scapes, however, often grow to the height of from 12 to

16 inches or more before the blossoms are all expanded. The
leaves are obovate, blunt, with doubly crenate margins, and
when full grown are spread flat on the ground ; the small

leaflets attached to the flower-scape are more acute and sessile,

with their margins rolled back.

The spike of flowers is at first drooping, but afterwards

becomes nearly erect, though there is generally a slight in-

clination to one side. The flowers are bright blue, with a

yellow throat, on short peduncles, closely arranged, and are

somewhat remarkable for their oblique position.

Fig. 117.—Wulfenia carinthiaca.

From the character of its natural habitat it will be readily

inferred that the Wulfenia is an excellent rook plant, but it

will not endure full exposure to sunshine, neither will it

flourish if allowed to suffer from drought ; a partially-shaded

situation should therefore be allotted to it. In the border

it will succeed in any light rich soil free from stagnant

moisture, which is injurious to it, especially in winter. In
severe weather it should be covered with an empty flower pot,

and in long-continued rains in winter the same precaution may
be adopted with great advantage. In unfavourable localities

it may even be advisable to pot it in autumn, and preserve

it through the winter in a cold frame or turf pit, though
this precaution will hardly be necessary south of the Trent.

It may be increased by division in spring and autumn, and
also by seeds, which it sometimes ripens ; if a few of these are

saved annually its protection will then be a matter of less

importance, as young plants are readily raised from seed.

—

(IC. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Revised by the Author.)

THE HOESE AND SWEET CHESTNUTS.
In an extract from " The Household Guide," in your issue

for October 15, page 346, there are remarks on the Horse
Chestnut which certainly are at variance with the opinion of

most, if not all, who have had anything to do with such trees,

more especially the recommendation for the fruit to be given

to cows to increase the amount of milk ; for most certainly in

all places I am acquainted with the injury done to the milk of

cows who partake of Horse Chestnuts is of so serious a kind as

to unfit the butter for all except the very commonest of pur-

poses. We all know, or rather I ought to say all country

people living where Horse Chestnuts abound know full well,

the acrid bitter taste of the otherwise tempting fruit, and we
alec know how quickly milk is acted upon and partakes of the
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flavour of the food the cow has to eat. Cabbages and Tarnips
are very distasteful, and their absence from the food given to

cows is often insisted upon by all who are judges of batter, yet

they are tasteless compared with Horse Chestnuts; but that

cows eat these I have the best of all proof, and having once
tasted them they seem to get a hankering after them, and if

allowed to partake of them in quantity, I question very much
if the milk would bear the test of the analyst. Certainly the
merest tyro in acquaintance with milk would condemn it.

Having a good many Horse Chestnut trees scattered about
our pasture lands, wo have been in the habit of having the
fruit picked up every day for some years, but latterly have
discontinued the practice, the crop not being heavy until this

year. When the cows have had access to the fields partly

overhung with Horse Chestnut trees they have eaten of the
forbidden fruit, and the consequence is the butter, I am told,

is only fit to melt-up for kitchen use. So much for that part

of the Horse Chestnut fruit ; bat how far it may be useful to

horses troubled with shortness of breath I am unable to say.

Perhaps it may be of service then, although the two purposes
it is recommended for seem too much opposed to each other.

To relieve horses in breathing, and to make a paste for shoe-
makers and bookbinders, seem contradictory applications. Per-
haps the bill-stickers—now-a-days a rather numerous commu-
nity—may take a hint, and a saving of more palatable food be
the result.

Let us now turn to what I expect is meant—the Sweet
Chestnut, a tree not quite so widely different from the Horse
Chestnut as the chestnut horse, but bearing no resemblance
whatever in foliage, character of timber, or botanical struc-

ture, being, in fact, about as much unlike as the Globe Arti-

choke is to the so-called Jerusalem Artichoke. Bat here the
writer of the paragraph is again at fault. I have seen several
trees of the Sweet Chestnut cut up, and in the rough condition
they certainly resemble the Oak very much, but when dressed
the difference is very perceptible ; moreover, the difficulty of

getting a perfectly sound piece is so great that it will never
be a competitor to the Oak for the many purposes the latter

is put to. I have seen trees with a trunk from 30 to 40 feet

cubic measurement, and when sawn up, no matter whether
at the time of cutting down or a year or two afterwards, the
planks or qnarterings, whichever it was sawn into, would in

most instances splinter and almost fall in pieces. Observe
I am speaking of perfectly healthy sound trees, no disease
nor defect being visible anywhere

;
yet the adhesion of the

timber in a lateral direction is so imperfect that the wood
falls to pieces almost in the hands at the time of sawing,
or it may be afterwards : so great is this evil that Chest-
nut timber is but little used for any but rough purposes.
We have gate-posts of it that we have found it necessary
to bind round the top with iron hooping to prevent their
splitting, perhaps, half the way down or more. This is un-
fortunate, as the tree is certainly one of the handsomest I

know, exceeding the Oak in that respect. Summing-up, how-
ever, what I know of the timber in a plain practical way, I

may say that trees from (5 to 8 and 10 feet of cubic measure-
ment generally cut up better than older ones, the adhesion of
the lateral connecting fibres being stronger in a young tree
than in an old one. I may further add that the want of ad-
hesion complained of, though greatest in the concentric rings
forming the yearly growths, is not confined to these alone. The
section of the tree when cut is also liable to star, to use a
glazier's phrase, and these star openings extend much further
than in any other timber I am acquainted with, so much so
that Chestnut timber for anything excepting rough work is

seldom met with. Of its utility for cask-making I can give
no opinion ; excepting that from the faults laid to its charge
above I question it much ; and I must also leave to others to
solve the disputed question whether the roof of Westminster
Hall is composed of this timber or uot.^A CoKEEsroNDENi.

HAKDINESS OF VABIETIES-FRUIT-GEOWING
IN THE OTTAWA VALLEY.

The recent meeting of the Fruit-Growers' Association of

Ontario, held in the city of Ottawa, has called attention to
the fruits of that region, and has added not a little to our
knowledge of what may be done there in tho way of fruit-

raising.

The valley of the Ottawa enjoys a high reputation for pro-
ductions of various kinds. Her lumber production is enormous,

her quarries of stone inexhaustible, her marble abundant and
susceptible of a high finish, her agricultural productions of a
most valuable description. Bat we have been in the habit of

thinking of that region as one possessing a climate far too
inhospitable to admit of the growing of fruits. Nor has this

impression been altogether without foundation. Tho severity

of her long winters, with upwards of 00"' of frost, must of

necessity preclude the raising of many very fine sorts of Apple,
Pear, Plum, and Cherry, thus almost always necessitating in

the planter a degree of knowledge of the relative hardihood of

different sorts which he could not be expected to possess.

Many were the attempts made to grow the finer varieties of

our various fruits, and nearly as many were the failures, not
because of a want of knowledge on the subject of fruit culture
in general, but because of a failure to perceive what modifica-
tions the peculiarly severe climate and the nature of the soil

demanded. Trees were introduced which were wholly unable
to bear the severity of that climate, and planted in soil not
prepared to receive them. To these two causes—the planting
of varieties too tender to endure the climate, and the want of

proper drainage of the soil, may be attributed the many and
repeated failures which have resalted so disastrously to the
planters themselves, and thrown for a time such a cloud over
the whole subject of fruit-production throaghout that region.

Happily for all interested, that cloud is being lifted. W'ith
the increase of wealth among the population there has come
an increased attention to the question whether good fruit could
not grow in their own grounds. Believed from the pressure

of that necessity which compelled the earlier settlers to toil

that they might eat, and to eat that they might toil, then
came the leisure to study out the difference of constitution in

different sorts of the same fruit, and to experiment with these
different sorts until those were ascertained which could bear
the severity of the climate ; while at the same time the means
wherewith to underdrain and thoroughly prepare the soil for

the growing of fruit trees were at command.
Hence it is that now we have some well established data to

go upon in the planting of fruit trees in the Ottawa valley,

some points ascertained by actual experiment which serve as

guides and finger-posts for all who may hereafter desire to

grow fruit there. From the very interesting discassions and
relations of experience in these matters which were elicited by
the recent meeting of the Provincial Association, we can now
say to every landowner in the valley, that he may grow good
fruit of many kinds if he will carefully inform himself upon
three points :

—

1st, The varieties that are sufficiently hardy.

2nd, The drainage of the ground upon which he intends to

plant ; and
3rd, Tho form in which he trains his trees.

Experiment has demonstrated that the varieties of the
Apple which can be grown successfully are the Duchess of Olden-
burgh, Bed Astrachan, Snow Apple, Hawthornden, St. Law-
rence, and Golden Russet, and all the different Crab Apples.
To this list of varieties might be added, with every prospect
of success, a few more which have proved to be very hardy in

othfr places where the winters are fully as severe as they are

at Ottawa. Of these we venture to name the Telafski, Pewaukee,
Wallbridge, Wealthy, Ackermau, Allen's Eusset, and Clark's

Orange. They have stood unhurt through winters in which
the thermometer frequently ranged from 30° to 40° below zero,

and therefore are worthy of a trial wherever hardihood is an
essential requisite.

It seemed to be a very difficult matter to find a Pear tree

that would endure the climate. Even the Flemish Beauty
had been killed to the snow line

;
yet we are disposed to

believe that with proper drainage and training both the

Flemish Beauty and Clapp's Favourite could be grown and
fruited there.

Some of the finer sorts of PInma have been grown with a

measure of success. Gentlemen spoke of the Bradshaw, Coe's

Golden Drop, Lombard, &c. ; but the impression remains that

Plums do not succeed as well here as they do at Owen Sound

;

whether it be because of the cold or for want of proper drainage
it is not yet possible to decide.

The only Cherry that has been successfully grown here is

the one known generally as the Kentish or Red Pie Cherry.

Probably a few of the different sorts of the hardy Morello

Cherries would succeed ; but none of those likely to endure the

climate are of any better quality than the Kentish.

Quite a number of varieties of tho early-ripening Grapes will

thrive well here, but they must all be laid down and protected
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during the winter. The Eumelau, Hartford Prolific, leraella,

Delaware, and others ripening not later than these, oould be

grown with great satisfaction.

Small fruits of every description and every sort, whether
Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Blackberries, or Straw-

berries, can be grown here in the highest perfection, and with

the greatest ease. The snow affords them a perfect protection

from the cold, so that sorts which are tender at St. Catherine's

never suffer from the winters at Ottawa. There is no reason

why a plantation of small fruits for the Ottawa market should

not be a success.

One of the difficulties in the way of the successful growing

of the Apple and other large fruit trees seems to be found iu the

amount of water present in the subsoil. During the winter

the ground is not frozen, and the snow is gradually but con-

tinually melting and filling the ground with water. And in

the spring this process goes on in increased proportions, so that

when the sun has become warm, and by its heat is causing the

sap to flow in the branches, and the buds to expand, the roots

are kept inactive by the cold wet soil. Under such circum-

stances it is impossible for the trees to thrive ; they may
endure for a few years until the roots get into this cold wet

subsoil, and then they will begin to show signs of decay, and
rapidly die out. The only remedy for this evil is thorough
under-draining. Where sufficient fall can be had, the drains

should be about i feet deep, and not more than -10 feet apart,

and of sufficient size to discharge the surplus water rapidly.

Would our Ottawa fruit-growers thus prepare their ground
before planting their fruit trees, we feel sure they would find

their trees would be much longer-lived, and that some varieties

could be successfully grown that have hitherto failed.

From what we saw in the grounds of the Hon. R. W. Scott,

and gathered from conversation with other gentlemen, there

can be no doubt that low heads are the proper form in which
to train fruit trees in the Ottawa valley. A long upright trunk

is too bare and exposed for the extremes of that climate, and
growers have learned by the test of experiment that those trees

are the most healthy which are trained low.

The members of the Association living in milder lalitudes

have returned from the meeting favourably impressed with the

capacity of that section for the production of many varieties of

fine fruit. All that is required to enable gentlemen to grow
all their own summer and early autumn fruits is a judicious

selection of sorts, combined with well-drained soil and properly

trained trees.

—

(The Canada Farmer.)

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.
I WOULD advise "AiiiTEUR" and others that have any

difficulty in fruiting Strawberries the first year, any sort, to

plant from the 1st of March to the 1st of April, according to

circumstances. The ground to be well trenched and manured
at the proper time. Place the Strawberry plants 30 inches

between the lines, and 24 inches aj^art in the rows. Plant a

line of some sort of early Potatoes (I plant Myatt's Ashleaf)

between the lines of Strawberries. Spring the Potatoes before

planting 1 inch, lift them as fast as possible, and by this time
of the year the Strawberries will require all the room I have
mentioned. I pick off all Strawberry blooms the first year

;

that is no loss. I generally sow Lettuces after the Potatoes
are lifted.—J.4.MES Weight, Tlie Gardens, Gloster Lodge,
Croydon.

Carter & Co's Fiftt-ouinea Cup is to be absolutely won
this coming season. It is the largest prize for vegetables for

the year.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Once more the products of the kitchen garden claim attention.

The weather has hitherto been so very mild that much of the
work could with advantage be delayed; but now that we have
had a few degrees of frost, with signs of more, our necessary
work must be at once done. Caulifiowers, where they are just
turning in and not injured by a too low temperature, should be
taken up carefully with balls of earth, and placed thickly to-

gether under some protection from frost ; they will thus keep
good for at least another month. The same process must be
carried on for the autumn and winter Broccoli, such as Grange's,
the Purple Cape, and Snow's Winter White, as they come in
for use ; these are much hardier than the Caulifiower, and may
be expected to yield gatherings throughout the autumn, and
Snow's Winter White from Christmas onwards.

Now a word or two as to laying down the heads o& -Broccoli.

I, for one, do not think it is necessary to adopt the plan gene-
rally. In gardens where the situation is low and damp, and
where, perhaps, it is also not in one of the best positions to

receive its share of sun, it is probably an advantage to bury the
stems in earth, as the frost would most likely affect them much

;

but in a properly-drained garden, which from its position is

airy and dry, it is seldom necessary to lay down Broccoli, un-
ItsB from circumstances the plants have grown very tall ; then
it is, perhaps, a wise plan to protect the stems. There is one
plan I do agree with, and that is when the plants are grow-
ing too luxuriantly through the influence of a mild autumn to

check their growth by turning them on one side, they are

then in a betttr condition to withstand frost. It is not a good
plan to encourage luxuriant growth too late in the autumn,
and it is generally the dwarf-growing sorts that stand the
winter best.

Globe Artichokes must now be attended to, for they suffer as
much from damp as from frost. If they are growing iu rows,
dig-out a trench between them, and cast the earth up about
their roots iu such a form as to throw-off the wet; they may
likewise be protected with a little light litter during severe frost,

but it must not be allowed to stay on a day afier the frost is

gone. It is time now to cut pickling Cabbage when they have
had a little frost on them, as those left after this are liable at

any time to split up and become worthless. Plant-out more
to come in next season, or it may be deferred till spring, but
then the produce is not likely to be so large nor the Cabbage
of so good a colour, owing to the want of a httle more time
to grow.

Continue to place under cover all sorts of Lettuces and En-
dive as they turn-in fit for use. We have at this time abundance
of the Siberian Cos, and Lane's Black-seeded Bath Cos turned-
iu with nice hearts ; they are on a south border, and protected
at night by garden mats. The Tom Thumb Cabbage Lettuce
is planted thickly in old wooden frames and pits in order to

come in for use more towards Christmas; while the same sort

in very small plants is put out thickly under walls and in

frames for spring planting. Mustard and Cress must now be
raised indoors. Any sort of vessel will do for this. I raise mine
in shallow boxes, in size 2 feet by 1. The Mustard is covered
with a little earth, but not so the Cress seed. It is simply
watered, and another box turned over it till the seed vegetates ;

after that it will do all right, but it is not always that the seed

comes up well unless this is done. Stir the soil among Onions,
Spinach, and young Cabbages, or any other young growing crop
in fine weather ; if it do no other good a number of slugs will be
killed by the operation.
Now let us look at the fruit garden, and I must say that near

this large town the outdoor Vines have in many cases produced
excellent crops. The principal sorts are the Black Cluster,

Sweetwater, and some Black Hamburghs, and through the fine

autumn I consider they are of better flavour than usual. When
they are not cut the bunches must bo protected from frost,

and no bad berries should be allowed ; if so, the whole bunch
soon decays. I am sorry to see so many Vines neglected, which,
from their healthy appearance, might be induced by cultiva-

tion to produce a fair crop of fruit. In favourable seasons like

the present, by proper attention to regulating the growth,
thinning the bunches and berries, good results might be ex-

pected.
Those who grow Strawberries in pots ought now to lay them

up for the winter. Of course I assume that those small growers
have not any convenience for storing them under cover, there-

fore they must be laid-up outdoors. I find it a good plan to

place the pots on a bed of ashes, pushing between each pot some
leaves, rough manure, &c., tightly, and not lay the pots on their

sides ; and if the spot is somewhat elevated, so that no water
can lodge about them, they will be secure from injury at the

root by frost ; but when that comes at all severe, it is as well to

protect the foliage by throwing a little rough straw over the

whole. It is time that fresh plantations of Raspberries were
made where such are wanted, and the others filled up where
vacancies occur. Prune them to the height of the stakes, and
leave no more than five nor less than three canes to each plant

;

top-dress them with manure, but do not dig among them, or it

destroys an abundance of roots, which in this plant are only just

ttader the surface.

Flower-garden plants in frames must have an abundance of

air at all favourable times, so as not to let them grow too fast

now the shorter days are here. Keep the flower beds picked of

decayed blooms, and clear from dead leaves ; water them spar-

ingly, and if any plants are making a coarse growth beyond the

others, pinch-out the point of the shoot. Plant Roses now, and
cover the roots with a coating of protecting material. Camellias

will now be advancing towards blooming. Thin-out the buds to

not more than three to a shoot : sometimes two, or even one

will be enough to leave ; the strength and health of the plant

will be a guide. Azaleas may now be kept cool preparatory to

putting them into the greenhouse for blooming. Now is the
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time to pot-up Lily of the Valley for forcing if the roots are

taken up from the bed. Select the largest and thickest crowns
with as much of their own root as possible, place them thickly

together in pots, and work some soil among them ; water well,

and set them aside in a cool frame for a time, and they will be
ready to hear forcing.—T. Eecokd.

BLACK PEPPER.
Veby early in the tixteenth century, in consequence of the

discovery of the passage to India round the Cape of Good Hope,
Pepper became a condiment commonly used in Europe ; and
Lyte, writing in 1578, tells, " It is put into sauces to give

a good smack and
taste unto meates,
to provoke appetite,

and helpe diges-

tion;" and the use

of it so rapidly in-

creased that about
thirty years ago the
quantity collected a-

mouuted in the East
Indies to .50,000,000

lbs., of which one-

third came to Eu-
rope, and the chief

part of the remain-
der went to China.
Since then the
growth in India has
vastly increased, and
so has the importa-
tion into England.
In 1873 no less than
•20,32-1,828 lbs. were
brought hither, va-

lued at £818,437;
but 12,380,409 lbs.

were again exported.

Yet in the fifteenth

century the use of

this spice was not
uncommon, for in

a MS. possessed by
the Koyal Society of

that date are many
recipes in cookery

;

and in one entitled
" Brns to Potage,"

being a meat stew, it

is directed to season

it with ' pouder of

pepur and of clowes,'

and the ' pouder of

pepur ' is an ingre-

dient in many other

of the recipes, one
of which being very

brief we publish un-
abbreviated.

" Pejons Stewet.
—Take pejons and
wassh hom clene, and stoppe bom well with garlek, and parsel

email hewen, and do hom in a potte by homself ; and therto

gode brothe and sauge, and parsel, ysope and saveray smal
hewen, and pouder of pepur and of clowes, and colour hit with

saffron, and do therto verjus, and serve hit forthe."

What we have written refers chiefly to the use of Pepper in

the British islands, but it was known to the ancients. Hippo-
crates only mentions it as used in medicine, but Pliny speaks

of it as a condiment, and was surprised at its use because it

has no agreeable flavour. Even as late as the thirteenth cen-

tury it was costly, and a few pounds were considered worthy
of acceptance by a monarch.

" What is Black Pepper ?" is asked in a periodical now before

U3 ; and although we do not usually reply to extranfious ques-

tions, we make an exception to our rule, and reply, It is the
fruit of a climbing plant. Piper nigrum ; and we will add that
White Pepper is produced from the same plant. An old

authority truly states:—" White Pepper is the ripe and perfect

berriea of the same species stripped of their outer coats. For

this purpose the berries are steeped for about a fortnight in
water, till, by swelling, their outer coverings burst ; after which
they are easily separated, and the Pepper is carefully dried by
exposure to the sun ; or the berries are freed from their outer
coats by means of a preparation of lime and mustard oil,

called ' Chiuam,' appUed before it is dried. Pepper which has
fallen to the ground over-ripe loses its outer coat, and is sold

as an inferior sort of White Pepper."
Another authority upon which we cannot improve, relates

that in the East Indies it is very extensively cultivated, the
plantations stretching from the 9Gth to the 11.5th degree of

east longitude, and from the 5th degree of south latitude to

the 12th of north latitude, which limits comprise Sumatra,
Borneo, the Malay
Peninsula, and all

countries to the east

of the Gulf of Siam.
The best Pepper
comes from Mala-
bar, the least es-

teemed from Java
and Sumatra. The
plant is allowed to

grow trained to the

stem of the Areca
Catechu and other

trees, especially the

Jack (Artocarpus)

and Hyperanthera
Moringa (or Horse-

radish Tree), four

years before the fruit

can be collected.

The berries are ga-

thered when yet

green, before they

are perfectly ripe,

and quickly diied on
mats, by which they
turn black. When
plucked too young
they speedily fall

into a state of pow-
der. These are se-

parated from the

others by sieves and
winnowing. In this

condition it is term-

ed Black Pepper.

White Pepper is the

same fruit freed
from the outer rind

:

for this purpose the

ripe berries are al-

lowed to macerate

in water and the

husk is removed.
These are smaller,

smooth, of a greyish

white colour varying

to yellow, with a less

powerful odour and
taste than the Black.

The plant is stated in the " Hortus Kewensis " to have

been first introduced into our stoves by Messrs. Lee & Kennedy
in 1790.

Laege Peaks.—Mr. G. Thomas, fruiterer, St. Helier, Jersey,

last week exhibited three Pears of the Belle de .Jersey [Uve-

dale's St. Germain] , which weighed respectively 3 lbs. 4 ozs.,

3 lbs. 5 oz^., and 3 lbs. 14 ozs., making a total of 10 lbs. 7 ozs.

The Jersey pound being 17J ozs. avoirdupois, this gives the

extraordinary weight of II lbs. 6 ozs. English for these three

Pears.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HARDY FRDIT GABDEN.

The culture of hardy fruit trees is carried out to a much
larger extent and more generally understood than heretofore. In

a previous number allusion was made to the dwarfing stocks for

various trees, and amateurs are indebted to these for the very

neatly-traiued pyramid and bush trees that are to be found ijj

118.—Black tepper (piper nigrum).
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many villa gardens. Mr. Thomas Eivers, the veteran cultivator

of the Sawbridgeworth Nurseries, has done good service by
publishing his "Miniature Fruit Garden," where the pinching
anti summer-pruning of the trees are fully explained ; but one
mistake is very easily and also very frequently made, and that

is to allov? the branches to become too much crowded. When
this is the case the wood does not become thoroughly matured,
and the proportion of fruit buds will be few in comparison to

those trees where the young growths have been suificiently

thinned-out. We have a good deal of extra work, and cannot
as yet get at the trees, otherwise we would have gone over them
all about this time, and thinned-out not only the young wood,
but also the larger branches and all unsightly spurs. Free-
bearing trees and those that are well furnished with blossom-
buds have a dressing of rotted manure placed over the roots at

this time of the year ; the nutriment from this is washed down
to them. It also acts as a stimulant to them as well as a mulch
in summer. It is better not to mulch any trees that have made
much unfruitful wood ; the extra stimulant will cause the trees

to grow more freely than is desirable to produce fruitful wood.
There is also much difference of opinion as to the desirability

of digging the borders or not. Some persons contend that a
spade or fork should never touch the soil, others that the borders
should be dug annually. Now both parties may be right, and
the only difference is in the character of the soil. In light

Bandy soils it is better not to break up the surface, but on stiff,

clays this may be done with advantage. If it is not done it is

hardly possible to get a Dutch hoe to penetrate the surface, and
the ground cracks in all directions. There are two advantages
from digging the surface of the ground amongst fruit trees;

one is that the garden looks neater in winter, and in spring the
ground can be easier hoed.
Running the hoe through the Strawberry beds, and cutting-off

the runners and decaying leaves. This is also the time to dig
between the rows where the same beds are allowed to remain
many years in succession on the same ground. Sometimes all

trace of the rows is lost in the interminable mass of runners

;

when this is the case a line is stretched from one end of the bed
to the other, and rows are cut out of the mass with a sharp
spade or a grass edging iron. In good Strawberry soils a fair

crop of inferior fruit may be obtained from plants treated in
this way, but nothing as compared to that from the annual or
biennial renewal of the plants. When the plants are established
for many years on the same ground, attention should be given
to keep them clear of runners during the growiug season, to

allow only the crowns that are intended to bear fruit to ripen
perfectly.

FKUIT HOUSES.
Pine Souses.—The weather has been very favourable to the

ripening of fruit—a high temperature out of doors with a
moderate amount of sunshine. The same favourable weather
has also been suitable to the ripening of early suckers, which
will throw up fruit in March. The treatment of the latter as to

atmospheric conditions and temperature is very different from
that accorded to fruiting plants. For the first secure awarm dry
atmosphere, about G5^ at night, with a free circulation of air as
often as the state of the weather out of doors will admit of it ; for

the other the atmosphere should contain a moderate degree of
moisture—not a steaming atmosphere, but such as would be
obtained by damping the walls and pathe of the house twice
daily, not from allowing water to come in contact with the hot-
water pipes to cause a steam. What are wanted are not very
large plants with long dark green leaves, but stout stocky plants
with the pots well filled with roots, and which have not been
over-stimulated by rich soils or liquid manures. When Pine
plants are grown to a very large size, even if they have all

the appearance of robust health, it is seldom that fruit is pro-
duced in proportion to this gigantic growth. A warm steaming
atmosphere with little air will produce a healthy-looking but
not a really healthy growth. The last plants in the fruiting
house have been taken out of the bed and placed in a late vinery,
as all the fruit were changing. A batch of plants fruiting, and
which will yet throw up, has been removed to the house. The
old plunging material has been removed and a fresh lot put-in
in place of it ; the reason being, that the old though not quite
exhausted tan becomes full of woodlice and crickets. Clearing
the whole out frees the house of these and other peats.

Dessert Oranges in Cucumber and Piue houses are ripening
off better fruit than usual. The trees had a very sickly appear-
ance after the fruit was set ; probably the compost in which they
were potted was not of that substantial character in which
the Orange tree delights to grow. The following dressing was
applied to the surface of the pots—viz., equal parts of guano,
charcoal powder, and loam. The result was wonderful. In less
than two weeks the pale green leaves became of the deepest
healthy green; fresh healthy growths took the place of those of
a stunied unhealthy character. A temperature of Co° at night
is very suitable to the ripening fruit.

Cucumber House.—This is a very trying time for the occupants
of this structure. The plants in our fruiting house died off in a

very unaccountable manner before the younger ones were ready
to put out. As soon as possible all the old soil was removed,
a fresh compost of turfy loam with a little rotted manure added
to it was put into the bed, and the young plants turned out.
With Tender and True and the original stock of Blue Gown a
supply has boon kept up every month in the year; but wishing
to have the stock true, a succession of plants has been kept up
from cuttings for a number of years. And even though the fruit
is so long, and not so freely produced as that of the Sion House
breed, we have not yet been driven to a plan practised by some
gardeners, and that is to cut a specimen in half for one day, re-
serving the other portion for a future occasion. However, it is
as well to know that this plan answers occasionally when
Cucumbers are not plentiful.

PLANT STOVE AND ORCnUl HOUSES.
We have not found it necessary, in order to maintain a suit-

able temperature, to use much artificial heat. The shading has
also been removed from all the houses except the cool Orchid
house, and no syringing overhead is practised ; keeping a look-
out for mealy bug, and destroying it on its first appearance.
The different varieties of Calanthe are in full beauty at present—long handsome spikes of pure white, white with yellow and
red-eyed, also the many different shades of colour from pale
rose to deep red in the beautiful hybrid C. Veitchii. And how
easily they are grown ! Orchid peat and sphagnum moss are
not at hand everywhere, and the greater proportion of Orchids
cannot be grown without them. Not so the Calanthes. Turfy
loam from any upland pasture, an eighth part of rotted manure,
and a little silver sand added will grow them to perfection.
Pot three bulbs in a G-inch pot, draining them well, and taking
care that the drainage is not choked by the particles of loose
earth which adhere to the turf ; a little sphagnum, or the rougher
portion of the loam from which the loose earth has been
shaken placed over it, will prevent this. We do not overwater
the plants now, and when the flowers fade no more water will
be given until the bulbs start into growth in February. Poin-
settia pulcherrima is forming its floral bracts, and, the pota
being packed quite full of active roots, a little weak manure
water helps them greatly. Bougainvillea glabra has been re-
moved from the stove to a greenhouse temperature. This plant
requires scarcely any water during the winter months. The
earliest plants of Dendrobium nobile are in full flower. The
latest-flowering have just completed their growth, and have been
removed from the stove to a cool house.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Kelway & Son, Langport, Somerset.

—

Catalogue of Gladioli.
J. Cocker A' Sons, Sunnypark and Froghall Nurseries, Aber-

deen.

—

List of Neiv Pansies.
R. Cragg, Car Colston, Bingham, Notts.

—

List of New Bases
and Hardy Spring Bedding Plants.

3. B. A. Deleuil, Traverse du Fada, Marseilles.

—

Catalogue of
Amaryllis, Begonia, Echevcria, Yucca, d-c.

Little & Baliantyne, Carlisle.

—

Descriptive List of Fruits.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.

—

Cata-
logue of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens, <(c.

Frcres Simon-Louis, Plantieres-lcs-Metz.

—

Prix Courant et
Nomenclature Generate des Varictis en multiplication, 1874-75,
des Arbres, Arbustes, et Arbrisseaux Fruiliers, d'Ornement, de
Plein Air, et des Bosiers.

C. Huber & Co., Hyeres (Var).

—

Catalogue General pour
I'Automne, 1874, et le Printemps, 1875. Cultures speeiales pour
la production de Graines de Fleurs, d'Arbres et d'Arbustes
d'Ornement, de.
Smith & Simons, 3e and 38, Howard, St. Enoch Square, Glas-

gow.

—

Catalogue of Boses and Gladioli.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters addressed to
Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Enamel Bedding (F. H.).—As you only name three kinds of plants for
your beds that are 2 feet 6 inches wide, we conclude it is unnecessary to
caution you against attempting: too mucli in such narrow beds. The propor-
tion which the plants should bear to each other depends entirely upon their
position. For an outer row of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, along each side
there should be two of .\Itemanthera next it, with a broad band of Lobelia
entirely filling the centre ; or one row of Lobelia against the Pyrethrum, with
all the centre of AJternanthera.
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Laech Cones (B. B.).—Our correspondent will be obliged by being Informed
how best to extract the seeds from Larch cones.

Selection of Vines (ri/ij;).—Additional Mascats may be Duchess of
Bnccleuch, Bowood Muscat, and Mrw. Pioee'fi Black Muscat. For your Black
Hamburgh vinery you may have Black Frontignan, Black Prince, Black
ChampioQ, and Royal Muscadine.

Mushroom Chlture (IF. Ffr(iuson).-~ln our No. 683 there is a full detail
of tbe culture. We know of no modem book devoted to the subject.

Verbal AGREE3IENT (Joplin Smith).~Tha.t has no legal protection for
you. You had better state the case to the purchaser and make a compromise.

Fdngus (A'. F. Z.).—The fungus is Cantharellus aurantiacus, the false

Chantarelle, a near, but sudpicious, ally of C. cibarius, the edible Cbantarelle.
We cannot name the other without seeing a specimen, but it may be a variety
of the above.

Dried Flowers for CnaiSTiaAs Decorations [M. E. M.).—Anj of the
principal florists who advertise in our columns, and the florists in the Middle
Avenue in Covent Garden Market, sell them.

Flower-bed ARUANOEaiENTS (E. M. J.).—The proposed arrangement does
not infriuye tbe laws of colour, and it ia well balanced, yet many of the com-
binations are harsh to say tbe least. We do not like "the effect of the dark
Iresine Lindeni with Bijou Geranium in 2, 8; exchange it for the Blue
Lobelia in 4, 5, and make a broad edging of two rows of Lobelia around Bijou
in 2, 3, BO as to impart tone and softness to two sucb large beds, which other-
wise might overpower the central bed, rendering it insignilicant. This latter
bed might be somewhat larger with advantage. Of the beds in the side
panels, 10 and 11 are not good. We would substitute Tagetes signata pumila
(keeping its flowers picked-off) for the Perilla; 14 and 15 are quite inadmis-
sible. We are really disposed to be severe with jou; the combination is

glaring—in the worst popsible taste, and ha? not even the merit of novelty.
Pray discard the Calceolaria, and substitute Viola cornuta Perfection for it

;

and in 16, 17, replace the Iresine with Lobelia Omen, or failing that, take the
bright Coleus Verschaffelti Improved. We possess no real substitute for the
Golden Pjrethrum; try the Golden Stitchwort, Stellaria graminea aurea.
Polemonium cieruleum variegatum forms a charming edging, and Coprosma
Baueriana variegata is now deservedly popular; it has fine handsome foliage
of deep green and rich yellow. Your bedding stock is somewhat antiquated.
Miss Kingsbury Geranium is far superior to Bijou, and of other plants you
Bhoaldhave Sautolina incana, Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum,
the Coprosma and Polemonium, Leucophyton Brownii, Cineraria maritima
compacta, some of the Alternautheras, such as am<_ena and magnifica, with
such Geraniums as Rev. F. F. Fenn, Florence Durand, Black Donglas, Creed's
Seedling, and William Thompson.
Wintering EcnE\'ERiAs in a Cold FRAan; {J. F. C.).—They would not

winter in a cold frame unless you could with certainty exclude frost, and they
are also liable to suffer from damp. They are best wintered in a house from
which frost is eicluded, and should be kept rather dry.
Wintering Dahlia Eoots (Idem).—It is evident, from the roots having

decayed, that they have been frozen before or after they were stored in the
sand; we think the former. The crowns being near the surface are often
damaged by a severe frost, and wet very often is a cause of the buds or eyes
decaying. We should take them up after the fn-et frost, and if they are not
flowering we would remove them now, cutting off the tops at 6 inches from
the ground

; on taking up remuve all the soil, and lay them upside down in
a shed to dry. When dry, as they will be in a few days, placo them crown
upwards in sand, just so deeply as to cover the crowns, and in a place safe
from frost. They would do well in a bos in rather damp sand, not wet, on a
shelf in the boiler-shed, the temperature not exceeding 45^.

Heating Cocumber Pit (J. D.).—There is always a difficulty in flue-
heating, and especially when it is employed as a means of affording bottom
heat, in diffusing it equally throughout the house. The hot air chamber will
help you on the side where the flue first passes along, but not at the other,
which will need to be exposed for top heat, it being aided by the heated aur of
the other introduced to the house by the opening in the chambers. Another
furnace can hardly be necessary for so small a house, and you will not need
bottom heat on both sides, as a bed on one with the plants trained over the
roof to the other will be ample. Tour heating is wrong ; tbe flue ought to
be clear of the outside wall, and the three surfaces—two sides, and the top-
would give you about one-third more heat from the same furnace, and pro-
bably all you require. The flue should also be clear of the ground. What do
you think of heating by hot water ? When a high temperatmre is requirei it
is the preferable mode of beating.

Begonias in Winter (J'/ora).—If of the bulbous section they will need to
be kept dry like Gloxinias, and in a temperature of not less than 45', potting
and Btarting into growth early in Mar*;h, and growing on in heat until they
are coming into flower, and may then be removed to a greenhouse, assigning
them the warmest part and hyhtest position. Many of the kinds are very
beautiful. They are also suitable for warm positions outdoors, hardening
well off before planting out.

Pruning Figs (Jrfcm).—Prune them m Apiil, cutting out the old hare
branches destitute of young growths, which last should be retained and not
shortened. As soon as the leaves have fallen, the trees ought to have the
branches and shoots brought together, and be covered with mats to protect
them from frost, removing it in April, or, if mild, earlier.

Propagating Verbenas (A Constant Readrr).—It would not answer to
take cuttings now, as they would not strike without bottom heat; but you
may take up the plants, cutting them in rather closely and p.t them, pro-
pagatiug from them in spring in a hotbed. The Show and Fancy Pelargonium
cuttings ought to bo potted singly, and when they are estabUshed should be
cut back. The Kose cuttings "taken off at this time" should be in a
north or sheltered shady border. Our "Florists' Flowers" contains the
treatment of Pelargoniume, Verbenas, &c. It may be bad by post from om-
offloe for 5d.

Seedling Plum ? (C. Mareden).—Your Plam is a valuable one on aeconnt
of its excellent quality at so late a period of the year as this is. It has the
appearance of a late Diamond, and may probably be the same as what is

known in Yorkehire as the Kyedale Plum. It is worthy of an extended cul-
tivation.

Pear MALFOEiiED (J. Taylor).—Your Pear with an excess of calyx at its
eye—in fact, an instance of morphology, in which the calyx has become a
mass of leaves—is very curious, but such instances, more or less excessive, are
continually occurring.

Grapes for Span-roofed House {A Continental Bead^r).—Buckland

Sweetwater, Black Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court, Mrs. Pince'a
Black Muscat, Alicante, Black Champion, Biack Hamburgh, Black Monukka,
Black Prince, Lady Downe's, Frankenthal, Trentham Black, West's St.
Peter's, Canon Hall Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria. Fnster's White Seedling,
Dr. Hogg, Duke of Buccleoch, Gros Guillaume, Mill Hill Hamburgh. These
embrace the best of the Grapes grown in English gardens for dessert and ex-
hibition.

White Grape for Early Vinery (A. .4.).—If you have a preference for
White Frontignan Grapes you cannot do better than plant Dr. Hogg, raised
by Mr. Pearson, which is the finest of all of that class.

Potatoes.—" In reply to 'D. W. TT..' my experience of Sutton's Hundred-
fold Fluke Potato is precisely similar to his. I have grown it two seaaona
with a hke result; it ia waxy and quite unfit for the table.—F. W., Hertford."

Pear for S.W. Wall (J. C/inpman).—Plant Glou Mor(;eau. The path
you mention will not injure the tree.

Names of Fruits {J. (3r^(?7i).—Soldat Esperen. (R.H.A.).—l, Catillac;
2, Triomphe de Jodoigne. ( IT. B. B.}.—8, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 9, Cox's Orange
Pippin; 10, Marmalade Pippin; IG, Golden Winter Pearmain ; 18, Wykea
Pippin; 20, London Pippin, {ilrs. O. A.).— 1, Scarlet Nonpareil; 3, Northern
Greening; 4, Ord's. (E. 7Zij?t'».—VicaroE Wiokfield. (C. cim J.).—59 and 110
Duchesse d'Angouleme; 1(34. 221, and 230, Vicar of Winkfield; 194, Bsurrc
Langelier; 217, Van Mon'i L-^on Ltclerc; 103, Doyenne Gris ; 216, Poire
d' Amour ; 180, Catillac ; 60, Flemish Beauty, [Q. Dis.<t).~l, Glou Mort^eau

;

2 and 3, Verulam ; 4, Kirke's Lord Nelson.

NA3IE.S OP Plants (Young Gardener).—All wretched specimens; 2, Silene
sp. ; 4, Alternaathera sp. Rest only leaves. (IT. irc/s^).— 1, Peperoraia ari-
folia var. argyreia IBot^ -Va^-, 5634); 2, Eupatorium Weinmannianum

;

3, Begonia argyrostigma ; 4, Ceropegia elegans ; 6, J^pirrea callosa. (G. K.h—
1, Aistrcemeria sp. ; 2, Disandra proatrata. [A. B. C.).— I, Brjmus max!-
muH {?); 3, Bromus 8p. (?); 2, Eriophorum angnstifolium; 4, Poa trivialis;

5, Aira sp. ; 6, Pan icum triviale. (Naine Mislaid).—1, Aspleniam flabelli-

fjlium; 2, Adiantum farleyense.

POULTET, BEE, ATO PiaEON OHROmOLE.

OXFORD POULTRY SHOW.
{Fro7ii another Beporier.)

Few, if any committees of poultry shows, can boast of so rapid
an advance in public favour as tbe Managers of the Oxford
Show. This year's aggregate entry was considerably over
1400 pens, and we can justly say that the majority of the birds
were of unusual excellence. This can only be ascribed to the
liberality of the prize schedule and the unvarying courtesy of
everyone in connection with the Exhibition. There is, how-
ever, one feature that before another season comes round re-
quires revision—viz., as a trial it was arranged (and a notice to
that effect was actually printed on each label), that competitors
must send in their birds before midday on the Tuesday, the
Committee indulging the hope that the catalogue and general
awards would be ready by opening-time the next day. It proved
(as it invariably has done in the many cases in which the attempt
has been made), a marlied failure, for during the whole of the
afternoon baslset after basket arrived from the railway stations,
as, in fact, was the case also in many instances during the
following day. The publishing of the catalogue was therefore
in no way expedited, whilst the Judges who awaited orders for
some time, found soon after commencing their duties the
shades of evening fast stealing-in upon them, so that the greater
portion of their awards had to be made with undue rapidity
during the earlier part of the Wednesday forenoon to meet the
opening to the public at 11 a.ji. The wiser course with so good
a Show is to arrange for the reception of the poultry to take
place over evening, and then the Judges can without hindrance
enjoy the whole of the following day in the fulfilment of their
by-no-means-easy adjudications. As will be seen from the
above, the best lights of both middays proved unavailable. We
may add that both poultry and Pigeons were very carefully at-

tended to, and the repacking was most expeditiously carried
out ; the railway officials worked also with a will to return the
packages by the earliest available trains.

The competition in almost every instance was confined to
chickens of the year. The Dorking classes were not of thpfc

general excellence that might have been fairly anticipated, more
especially as Prince Leopold gave a silver cup for the best pen
of Dorkings of any variety. It was won by a new exhibitor
with a pen of Dark Greys, large in size, wonderfully perfect in
legs and feet, and of good colour. A very fine pen or two were
thrown out of competition by the extremely sooty colour of the
feet, an inadmissible failing with Dorking fowls. One of other-
wise the best pens in the lot (15), Mr. Gee's, contained a hen with
a wry leg, and we regret to say, although entered as chickens
(pen 11), Mr. Henry Lingwood's were unquestionably old birds,

and consequently were disqualified. Silver-Greys, White, and
Blue Dorkings were throughout of medium character. The
Spanish were very fine, though many were not in first-rato

order for the show-pen. The Spanish cup pen was extremely
good, in admirable condition, and being entered at the ridi-

culously low figure of £'3 12.s., were speedily claimed amidst a
host of competitors, the lucky purchaser having many willing

offers of double the amount he had just paid for them. Another
equally covetable bargain was the two-pounds Spanish cook ia
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the Selling' class, for which we were told the new owner ab-

solutely refused eleven sovereigns ! In Cochins (Buffs), the
competitiou was excellent and a close run. The first-prize pen,

though very young, were extraordinarily lartje and of good colour

;

the second-prize being a very highly conditioned pair, the pullet

a gem, but the cockerel by far too high-coloured on the shoulder,

slightly barred on the wing with a narrow line of white, and
did not carry his wings as satisfactorily as he might have done.

A few pullets of grand colour and shape were also shown, but
mated with indifferent cockerels. The Partridge Cochins were
in admirable feather, and comprised twenty-three pens, twelve
of which appear in the list of awards. At the head was a grand
pen of Mr. Tudman's, the cockerel being a perfect giant, with
resplendent black breast and general plumage, whilst his com-
panion puUet was one of those most accurately-marked gems so

rarely seen now-a-days, but which were so admired by amateurs
of some twenty years or more back. The third-prize pair,

shown also by Mr. Tudman, were equally remarkable for Cochin
type and the heavy leg-feather and fluff for which most Par-

tridge Cochin breeders now seek in vain. It is scarcely to be
wondered at that such superiority of Mr. Tudman's strain of

Partridge-coloured Cochins should raise irritable feelings in the
breasts of those who pride themselves in fruitless endeavours to

despoil that gentleman's yard of its well- deserved notoriety.

Both Light aud Dark Brahmas were very large classes, among
which were a number of most excellent chickens, but the order
of the day seemed to be the selection of first-class pullets to in-

ferior cockerels.

Game were throughout the finest classes yet seen this season.
Brown Eeds and Black Keda of either sex being general

;

and the Duckwing pullets deserve a special note as to their

excellent quality. A protest for painting the wings of the cup
Duckwing Game pullet was entered, but proved to be utterly
groundless. This new kind of annoyance against successful

exhibitors requires, as will be seen by what follows, a little

careful investigation, aud prior rules for its due administra-
tion, as beiug apt in the hands of the disappointed or the un-
principled to bring on alike uujustifiable expense aud trouble
to the managers of similar exhibitions. In Golden-spangled
Hamburgh cocks Mr. James Long took the silver cup with a

very excellent bird, claimed by himself at a show about a month
back at ten guineas. It appears that a notification reached a

party at the Oxford Show, who was himself implicated some
years back in a matter of the like character, that if this par-

ticular bird " won the cup " (pen 427), a protest was to be at

once entered against it for being "trimmed" on the breast

feathers. Fulfilling to the letter the instructions just named, the
protest was presented, but properly refused by the Committee
unless sent directly from the objectors. A telegram was re-

ceived a few hours later complying with the demand of the
Committee, and therefore was at once entertained, it being then
getting late in the last afternoon of the Show being open. Mr.
Edward Hewitt of Birmingham, as being the nearest available

Judge, though not previously officiating in the classes for Ham-
burghs at the Oxford Show, was summoned by telegraph, and
after the passage of not less than five telegrams, went direct at

a moment's notice by the first available train. It proved Mr.
Long's bird was unquestionably trimmed on the breast feathers,

the white flecks at the tips being very artistically removed by
scissors. lu compliance with the usual regulation against trim-
ming the cup was consequently withheld. But what now oc-

curred seems to give the appearance that Mr. Long was rather
sinned against than sinning, for that gentleman astutely sug-
gested that the second-prize pen (428), shown by his accusers,

Messrs. Duckworth, should be then subjected to the same ordeal,

to which all unanimously agreed. The result was this cockerel
proved far more thoroughly "trimmed" than the former one.

Oar readers will be best able to form their own conclusions as

to who might have actually " trimmed " this fowl, the fact of

the trimming of both being all that was entertained at the
meeting.
Lovely varieties of Waterfowls formed a large class, and the

entries of East Indian Ducks were extraordinarily good. Turkeys^
the heaviest weighed 54{ lbs. net. The best pen of Aylesbury
Ducks reached 17) lbs. the pair.

(From a Correspondent.)

Theee has probably never been gathered together a finer

collection of chickens than that which was to be seen at Oxford
on October 2Sth and 29th; for though many classes at the Bir-

mingham Summer Exhibition were filled with remarkable birds,

still the average merit was not so uniformly high through all

classes. The birds, of course, were not so matured, and there was
not the same opportunity of viewing them well and judging them
fairly. The Show appeared to us in every sense of the word a
success, and the Committee deserve the highest praise for their
untiring zeal and peculiar talent for organisation. The greater
part of the poultry were shown in the Corn Exchange, a build-
ing beautifully lighted from above, aud well ventilated. How
strange it seemed to see rows of Mr. Billet's pens all over the

area, which we have seen cleared for the gorgeous masonic
balls at Commemoration. The numbers were well arranged

—

no running up aud dowu was necessary to find the separated

halves of classes, as is so often the ease, and still it was so

managed that those varieties which peculiarly require a good
light to be appreciated were advantageously placed. In a gallery

at the end of the building were two rows in charming contrast,

the one against the wall of Silkies, almost every pen Ijeautifully

shown, and in front of them Black East Indian Ducks, so placed

that you could look through the pen from either side, and catch

their lovely lustrous hues in the fullest light. The Pigeons,

Bantams, and a few other classes were iu the Town Hall, a good
building for the puii)ose ; and the court-yard between the two
buildings was roofed in to form a spacious corridor, with Geese,

Ducks, aud Turkeys on either side.

The Oxford Committee are fortunate as well as able and
energetic, for we know of no other show which is to such a

degree patronised by all classes. The county families all drive

iu to see it, and send many representatives of their yards ; the

ancient University, too, by no means despises poultry-keeping

as too rustic an amusement. At least three heads of colleges

and the venerable archdeacon are fanciers, and might be seen
carefully scrutinising the pens; the undergraduate element is

not wanting either amongst exhibitors or visitors. The farmers
of the neighbourhood take much interest in it, as is evident

from the iucreasiug number of local exhibitors. A poultry show
really does good which draws farmers iuto the fancy; they
have the best opportunities for rearing good birds, and by a

little attention to the subject their stocks may be made really

profitable. Lastly, the townspeople came-in in crowds on the

second evening. Why the iuhabitants of Bristol, Cambridge,
aud other places will not do the same is a mystery.

To come to particulars, Dorkings headed the list very properly.

f\Vhy, by the way, should Birmingham, of all places iu the world,

go in for fashion, and displace this old English breed for the

popular Brahmas ?) Coloured birds numbered eighteen pens.

Judges seem to think that champion cups must necessarily go
to this variety. We could not admire the pair to which Prince

Leopold's i'5 cup was awarded. The cockerel was large but un-

gainly, and held his tail on one side ; the pullet was lighter iu

colour than winners generally are now-a-days. Mr. White's

second-prize pair were good all round, save that the cockerel's

earlobe showed white. Mr. Burnell's third-prize pen contained

a grand cockerel, lacking a trifle in sprightliness. Mr. Strat-

ford's fourth-prize pen was unequally matched, the cockerel a

good Dorking in shape, deep-breasted and full-tailed ; the pullet

poor and light in colour. Pen 8 (Taylor) had the advantage of

a corner pen, but seemed to us worthy of more than a high
commendation, the cockerel good in shape and comb, and with
spurs well inside ; 9 (Beachey) were large birds, but the pullet

had bad claws aud sooty feet ; 11 (Lingwood) evidently contained

an old cock (aud we hear the Judge thought an old hen too),

with spurs growing for the second time; 1.5 (Gee) were winners
of the local prize, the hen had apparently ouce had a leg broken.

On the whole this was not one of the best classes.

Silver-Greys (fourteen entries).—Here the standard seems
going up rapidly; red in the wings of pullets is a rare failing

now, aud the cockerels were nearly all veritably black-breasted.

The cup pen was liultless ; their owner's highly commended
pen contained the finer pullet, but not in such condition as the

winner's. The second-prize cockerel was in our opinion far too

yellow for a prize Silver-Grey. Third-prize pen contained a

large and beautiful pullet; the cockerel too grizzly in thigh

Mr. Wren's fourth-prize birds were neat but small. Pen 19

(Cato) a well-coloured pullet, silvery, with real robin breast.

Pen 21 (Ruttlidge) a fine pullet. The local exhibits in this class

were a sad falling-off in quality from the two previous shows.
Cuckoos (seven entries) were on the whole a failure; the cup

pen dark iu colour, and of fair size. The second-prize pair were
poor, the cockerel very light, and his hackles yellow. The best

Cuckoo we saw in the Show was a cockerel of Lady Dartmouth's
in the Selling class.

White (twelve entries).—The cockerels in this class struck us

as being forwarder than the pullets, aud superior to them. The
growing tendency in Dorkings to spurs behind seems a special

failing in the White variety. The cup pen large, and evidently

still young; but the cockerel's comb is coarse, aud when more de-

veloped will be to one side. The award of the second prize was
incomprehensible ; the birds are both yellow all over. Third-
prize handsome cockerel, good in comb, though we preferred

the same exhibitor's unnoticed pen (46) for the rare whiteness of

the cockerel, the Birmingham cup bird. Pen 41 (Pilgrim), neat

though small ; 42 (Robinson) contained the largest pullet in the

class, but with a bad comb ; 50 (Tearle) very young and promis-

ing birds.

Spanish (seventeen entries) were not equal to many other

classes ; a first-prize Spanish cockerel in the Selling class was
a remarkable bird, and with an equally good pullet would have
been far before the winners in this class. The pullet in the cup
pen was a beautiful bird, the cockerel smooth but not large iu
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face ; they were pricecT at 1'3 12s., and were a bargain for some-
body. The third-prize pen contained a splendid cocl^erel, with
a wretched pullet. Pen Hi (Parker) looked vary young, and
merited a notice

; pen 61 (Rodbard) a sprightly cockerel, most
lustrous in colour.

Cochins.—The show of Cochins was excellent, many of the
birds being marvels in size and development. Cinnamons and
Buffs numbered nineteen pens. The first place was closely

contested by Mr. Percival and Lady Gwydyr. The cup birds
were of enormous size, the pullet deep buff and sound in colour.

Lady Gwydyr's pullet was of an exquisite canary colour, the pe-

culiar shade we remember having seen in some of the early-

imported Cochins ; imfortunately, from the illness of the cock,

this pen was removed before we had a full view of them. I'd and
74 (Barnell) were good pens, the pullet in the latter very young.
Partridge (twenty-three entries) — There could be no doubt about
the award in this class, Mr. Tudman's pair were grand all round,
the only fault which the most critical eye could discover would
be in the leg-featheriug of the cockerel. The cockerel in the
second-prize pen was of enormons size and rich in colour, but
underfeathered on the leg ; the pullet's breast-pencilling very
distinct. Mr. Tudman also carried off the third prize with a
greuse-feathered puUet, and a cockerel perfect all round, though
small.

Black Cochin fanciers have made most meritorious efforts to

improve their breed and to bring it into notice, but we must
confess that their efforts have up to the present time met with
but partial success. Blacks mustered sixteen pens. The cup
birds looked young, and should develope into something good;
second apparently' very youncr. They are excellent in colour,
the cockerel especially so. Taken all round, we preferred Lady
Gwydyr's pullet to the cup-winner. Ill (Goring) were about
the largest pair, but the cockerel had the fatal colour in his
neck-hackle.
Any other variety (or rather Whites, for no Cuckoo or bird of

unwonted colour put in an appearance), were an admirable class

of fourteen pens, on eight of which were cards. First, of course,
was Mr. Woodgate with a pair before which critics must be
silent, the pullet still young, and of marvellous frame ; the
second had but one fault—a little white in the cockerel's lobe

;

the third-prize cockerel was by no means equal in comb to his
two superiors in the list. The local-prize pen contained a gigantic
cockerel, though with a tendency to sickles, and not good in

colour, and a fine and pure white pullet. Pen 130 (Burnell), a
good pullet, but rather yellow.

Brahmas followed ; and what work for judges and reporters 1

Thirty-four pens of Darks of the highest merit, and thirty-eight
of Light. First came the Dark. We were very glad to see the
cup won by Mrs. Baillie Hamilton, who has long so carefully

and perseveringly bred Dark Brahmas. The cockerel is an im-
mense bird, though browner on the wing than we like ; the
pullet also very large, but not very distinct in breast-pencilling.

Mr. Ansdell's second and fourth-prize cockerels were both
grand birds, the pullet with the former most beautifully pen-
cilled on the breast. Mr. Lingwood was only third, which
speaks much for the excellence of the class. His pullet was
hardly equal to his usual type, and we suppose pulled down her
magnificent broad partner. The fourth-prize cockerel had white
in the tail, and the pullet was by no means equal to the second.
We admired two of Miss Douglas Pennant's pullets ; but the
gem of the class, in our opinion, was the pullet in pen 159 (Leno).
She is of the Silver-Grey strain, perfectly pencilled all over, and
has the most beautiful head. It was a pity that she was badly
matched with a narrow cockerel.

In the class for Light Brahmas the best pen came first, Mr.
Wakefield winning both first and second. His first-prize cockerel
was a perfect bird in form and feather, with glossy black taU,
the pullet being only excellent in neck-hackle. We should
have mated the second pullet with the first cockerel. The third-
prize cockerel was remarkable for extraordinary foot-feathering.
The cockerel in the fourth pen was large, grand in shape, and well
feathered, but very deficient in marking of neck-hackle. Pen
187 (Dean) very neat, but not up to such competition in size.

We noticed many otherwise nice puUets spoilt by dark speckling
on the back.

Game would have been a show by themselves—nearly two
hundred pens in six classes. First on the list as winner of the
cup for a Black Red cockerel comes Mr. Matthew ; other ex-
hibitors seem to have their day or year of success, but Mr.
Matthew's triumphs are perennial. His cup bird was superb all

round, distancing his thirty rivals, especially in the snake-like
head. The second was an admirable bird, long and strong in
limb. A local exhibitor. Miss Osborn, was deservedly third.
Black Red pullets were thirty-one in number, as well as the
cockerels. Major Newdegate was first with a most elegant bird,

which we observed was claimed at iJS 8s. Brown Reds mus-
tered twenty-four cockerels and thirty-seven pullets. We thought
these the best of the Game classes. Here again Mr. Matthew
was first in pullets, his winner matchless in form and condition.
In the classes for Any other variety were shown nineteen

cockerels and twenty-four pullets. The quality in these classes
did not strike us as being so good as in the others, especially so
in that for cockerels ; of these the cup and second-prize birds
were Duokwinga, the third a rich Pile. In the pullets, the cup
and third prize went to Duckwings, the second to a rich stylish
Pile.

Bamhurghs.—The five varieties each had their three-guinea
cup, and a goodly collection they were. We much regret the
artificial embellishments to which this breed is subject, and
which in the case of the combs of the Pencilled cocks seem
almost necessary to success. Many careful breeders and true
fanciers do not show for this reason, but while judges connive
at it and give prizes to cocks with combs carved after a uniform
model, what can be expected ? We purposely abstain from
mentioning particular instances of this trimming, as the offenders
are many and have much encouragement.
In Golden-pencilled (twenty-nine entries), the cup went to a

pair, the cock of which was very rich in colour but deficient in
growth of sickles. The second and third-prize pens also con-
tained beautifully-shaped cockerels. Pen 401 (Long), perfect in
points must have been thrown-out for want of condition. The
local prize went to a poor pair, the ground colour of the pullet
being of two shades. The cup for Silver-pencilled (fourteen

entries), went to a faultless pair ; the cockerel's comb might,
perhaps, have been prettier, but it was refreshing to see one in

the form in which Nature constructed it. The second-prize
pair lacked the style of the first, though the cockerel's sickles

were handsomer ; third would have been higher had the pullet's

neck-haokle only been clearer. Pen 419 (Long), had a very neat
cockerel.

Golden-spangled (twelve entries).—We regret to record that
the cup for this variety after having been (to first sight de-

servedly), given to a perfect pen, was subsequently, in conse-

quence of a protest, withheld by the Judge from it on account
of the cockerel's breast having had the trimmer's scissors care-

fully and artistically applied round each feather. In justice to

the owner it must be said that he asserted that he had but
lately claimed the bird and that from the very person who pro-

tested against the award, and that it had not been tampered
with in his possession. 'The cockerel in the second-prize pen
was coarse in comb.
In Silver-spangled (fifteen entries), the cup pen contained a

pullet which was perfection in spangling, the cockerel devoid of

spangle at the end of one sickle—a decided blemish. The
cockerel in the second-prize pen was not entirely free from red

in earlobes. The third cockerel was too wide in comb, and had
a faint suspicion of colour on the wing, but his sickles were ex-

quisite. The cup for the local exhibitor of the best pen of Ham-
burghs went to a pair in this class.

Black Hamburghs (sixteen entries), were pretty as usual. We
were rather surprised to see cards on nine out of the sixteen

pens. Mr. Serjeantson's cup birds were very neat in comb and
good in colour. The very highly commended pen struck us as

equal to the second and third birds. Pen 465 (Leake) were
fortunate to obtain high commendation, being somewhat red in

earlebes.
PolaniU were divided into two classes—viz.. Black with

White Crests, and Any other variety. Five pens alone ap-

peared in each clsss, and in the Black class two of these were
too late for competition. Mr. Darby was first, his pullet an
exquisite bird ; and we do not think this award would have been
altered it Mr. Unsworth's birds had been in time, for though one
of his cockerels was in tuft the best bird in the class, he was
wry-tailed. The second-prize pair would undoubtedly have
succumbed to the late arrivals, for the pullet had a poor tuft,

flat behind. In the class for Any other variety Mr. Adkina
carried off all the prizes with Silvers. A rich-coloured pair of

Goldens (Fearnley), were unnoticed, and must, we think, have
arrived too late.

Houdans seem in popularity to distance too far their French
cousins. They filled forty-two pens, and the Judges showed their

approval of the class by noticingtwenty-two of them and by giving

an extra prize. In the earlier numbers of the class light colour

prevailed, such as one saw on the birds first imported. The
first-prize cockerel was a noble bird, a thorough French Houdan
with good crest; the pullet by herself must have given way to

others. We preferred Mr. Wood's third-prize pen to his second.

They were good all round, while the second-prize pullet had a

Polish look, her crest being very light and her general colour

dark. Miss Nevile's pen, to which an extra third was awarded,

contained a grand pullet, the cockerel, however, rather narrow.

Mr. Dring's highly commended pair were fine hirds, almost too

dark in colour. 491 and 493 (Quibell) were perfection of colour

;

497 (Fowler) contained a very big cockerel but bow-legged.

Any other variety French (fourteen entries) resolved itself into

a class for Crcves, for not a single pen of La Flcche or any other

kind appeared. First and second were marvellous pairs, pro-

bably the finest Crcve chickens ever seen. If we must criticise,

the first cockerel had a few white feathers in his crest, but no
good judge could pass over such birds for such a trifling defect.
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We should have preferred both pens with shorter legs ; a Grove
cock used to be shown by Mr. Sichel, which we always adnaired

as the perfect type of Grove for hia shortaess of leg. Mr. Dring
was third with birds which would a short time ago have carried

all before them.

Malaya (seventeen entries) pat in a most creditable appearance.

The cup pair were immense in limb and good in colour; the

cockerel in the second-prize pen would have looked better with-

out a featherlesa spot ou his crop ; third were Whites, if such

we can call them, for the cockerel had red on the wing and the

pullet brown on the breast. We were very glad to see Whites,

and suppose that the Judge awarded them a third prize to en-

courage fanciers of the variety j we should have given third to

pen 545 (Bradford).

American Fowls (seventeen entries), are emerging from the

Variety class, and had a class to themselves. The White variety

oi Leghorn seems superior to the Brown. Mr. R. Fowler won the

cup with a White pair; the cock had a very gamey look. We
cannot admire the sickly yellow tinge of these birds' earlobes,

very like that of a carp's scales, but suppose it is a necessary

accompaniment of yellow legs. Second were Plymouth Eocks,

the cock somewhat scaly in feet ; third. While Leghorn again.

Two nice pens were disqualified from the owner having evidently

through inadvertence left their home marks on their legs.

White Silkies were probably the best collection of this variety

ever seen. How the standard has improved since the Oxford
Committee two years ago liberally give them their first class,

and how have exhibitors improved in getting them up ! Mr.
Woodgate, of course, took the cup in this class as well as for

White Cochins. The second-prize birds were very white bat
lighter in earlobe than we like. The third hardly merited their

position. Pen 5(i9 (Watts) contained a four-clawed hen, which
the Judge must have overlooked in giving them a high com-
mendation.
Any 0</^e^B)•^e(i (ten entries).—From the multitude of classes

few were left for the Variety class. First were a lovely pair of

White Minorcas in blooming condition. How pretty are their

white legs and faces after the Leghorns ! Second Sultans

;

third a good pen of Cuckoo Dumpies, the pullet, however, far

too long in leg. Black Minorcas and White Guinea fowls were
highly commended.
Bantams had six classes. For Black Reds there were thirty-

one entries. The awards seemed unexceptional, and the highly
commended pens were all worthy of prizes. Brown Reds only
mustered thirteen pairs; the winners were all good and well

shown. The chief feature of the class for Any other variety
Game was the large number of Piles which appeared, many of

them of great beauty. The cup went to a perfect pair, second
and third being given to Duckwings. The class for Black Clean-
legged Bantams was excellent. The cockerel in the cup pen
reminded us rather too much of the Hamburghs' combs afore-

mentioned. Twenty-one pairs in all were shown.
In Sebrights (seven entries), Mr. Leno, strange to say, was not

first. Mr. Braund's first-prize birds were Golden, very regular
in lacing, and good in colour. Mr. Leno's second were Silvers,

particularly clear in ground colour. In the class for Any other
variety of Bantams, Japanese were first, the cock a beautiful bird,

white with a magnificent black tail ; they were soon claimed at

their modest price, three guineas. Pekins were second, and
White Clean-legged third. We should prefer seeing the latter

variety compete with Blacks, their points, barring colour, being
all the same.

Duchs.—Mr. Fowler carried off all three prizes in Aylesburys
with such birds as only Aylesbury can produce. Twenty-two
pens of Rouens competed. The cup pen were easily first, and
of great merit. All three prizes for Black East Indians went to

one exhibitor, and deservedly too ; they were wonders in colour,
condition, and closeness of feather. 'The old exhibitors are all

left behind by Mr. Sainsbury. By the liberality of a lady a
class was provided for Call Ducks; nine pens appeared, all

Whites. We wish other people would follow the example of

this lady. One hears too much now of " paying " classes, and
many lovely breeds have become neglected from being always
relegated to the hazard of Variety classes. We should not
have liked to judge this class, so little apparent difference was
there in the birds. It was to be regretted that none of the
Coloured variety were shown—those lovely miniature Mallards.
Turkeys were fine, but struck us as looking cramped even in

their large pens, and many had broken tails.

In Geese Mr. Fowler again carried off the cup with a gigantic
pair of Embden. Truly Mr. Fowler's Geese are all Swans,
though not in the ordinary sense of that phrase. His Toulouse
second were almost ec^ually grand. The third-prize pair came
from Blenheim. It would be impossible to criticise the awards
in the Selling classes of 220 pens ; they were on the whole of
extraordinary excellence, and the bargains were many, of which
fanciers seemed to avail themselves as never before at Oxford.

If this report of the poultry is somewhat lengthy, our apology
must be that it is not easy to do justice to a thousand and odd
pens of such birds in any cursory remarks. We seem to have

entered upon a new era of poultry-showing. Each variety is

bred-up to such excellence that few exhibitors can safely in-

dulge in more than one or two, and the day seems quite past

in which any one person can sweep the board as formerly did
Mrs. Arbuthnot and others in a dozen breeds.

PIGEONS.

Carriers had five classes. First in the catalogue came Mr.
Fulton, and first in the prize list too, with a Dun cock perfect in

condition and points. Mr. Tardley was second with a Black,

and Mr. Fulton again third with a Black less in wattle than his

first-prize bird, but evidently younger. The prizes in this class

(for Black or Dun cocks) were all well placed. Pen 1021, very
highly commended, contained a good Dan; and Col. Hassard'a
highly-commended bird, though small in wattle, was magnifi-
cent in form. In the class for hens Mr. Yardley's first-prize bird

had, for a hen, marvellous wattle. In the classes for Any other
colour we specially noticed the first and third hens (Mr. Ham-
mock's) for their extraordinary length ; they were Blue. The
class for young birds was the best in the Pigeon Show. There
were twenty-nine entries, and the Judges must have had much
trouble in making their awards. First was a dark Dun, second
a Black, third a Dun, and extra third a splendid Blue.
Pouters had but two classes—viz., for cocks and hens of any

colour. In cocks Mr. BuUeuwas first with a beautiful White,
which we observed was claimed at £10. Mr. Fulton was second
and third with respectively a Blue and a Yedow, both of which
were much admired. In hens a White again was first, and
justly so ; a very good Yellow third.

Barbs were shown in pairs. In the class for old birds a small
and good pair of Blacks were first, Blacks also second, and Reds
third—grand birds, but the cock apparently rather antique. The
class for young birds did not contain many or remarkable
specimens.
Tumblers had three classes. The Almond class mustered

better than usual—viz., nine pairs, many of them old friends

and good. The production of Almonds seems too much of a
science to extend itself in the fancy. In the Any variety Short-

faced class good Black Kites were first. Agates second (we feared

two cocks). Red Mottles third. In the Long-faced class Mr.
Mapplebeck was first with well-marked Red Mottles, second
were Black Balds, and third Feather-footed Reds.
Dragoons seem fashionable at present. The class for Red or

Yellow was marked by the Judges " very good." That for Any
other colour contained thirty-five entries. The first. Silvers,

were a striking pair, to all appearance two cocks; second were
Whites, and third Blues.
In Antwerps the first pair were excellent. Red Chequers

second, and third Silver Duns.
Runts were obliged to be divided, cock and hen in each entry

being in separate pens. Mr. Green's well-known Blue birds

were first, judged, we believe, by weight.

Owls were properly divided into English and Foreign. Tha
English class, though large, struck us as not being very good
First and third were Silvers, second Blue. Mr. Edge had a nice

pen of Whites very highly commended, and Mr. Fulton a
curious pair of Mottled Yellows highly commended. In the
Foreign class first and second were White

;
pen 1281, highly

commended (Wylie), a pretty pair of Whites with blue tails.

Nuns seem to have more admirers theoretically than practi-

cally. We suspect this is owing to the gross trimming to which
at one time they were subjected, but which we are glad to see

is falling into disuetude. Seven pens appeared. The winners
of first and third prizes were black-headed, those of second red-

headed and very good.
Turbits had two classes to themselves, and excellent they

were. The breed seems to be popular and bred up to a high
standard. The first class was for Red or Yellow. First and
second were Yellows, and of nearly equal merit ; the first were
most clean in thigh, the second brighter in colour; third were
Reds with fine heads. The pair of Yellows very highly com-
mended (Cresswell), though paler in colour than the winning
Y''ellow3, had magnificent frills. The class for Any other colour

was marked by the Judges as " very good." First were beauti-

ful Blacks, very rich in colour ; second well-known Silvers, the
hen far too brown to please us; third neat Blues ; very highly
commended another good pair of Blacks

;
pen 1303 (Smythe)

nice shell-crested Blues. As shell-crested birds always compete
to disadvantage with peak-headed, why should not others follow

the example of the Newcastle Oommittee and give them a
class ?

Fanlails were an excellent class, but we regretted to see them
all of the large English type. The winners were all Whites.
A curious blue-shouldered pair received more than their deserts

in a commendation.
Jacobins were a large class. Mr. Fulton's first Reds were

wonderful in hood. A non-fancier would hardly believe that

Nature provided them with so artistic an ornament. Second
were somewhat coarse Yellows, third Reds. Why an exquisite

pair of Whites (Mr. Baker's) did not win, was to us a mystery.

Trumpeters become fewer and fewer. Alas ! for the lovely
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Whites which were shown a few years ago, and which seem to
have almost become estiuct since the importation of Russians.
Will not some show be adventurous and divide Trumpeters into
Russian and English ? There were but Ave entries. First
were Blacks far ahead; second Mottles, good in rose but defi-

cient in foot-feathering ; third Mottles, or rather Splashed
Whites, good in everything but colour.

Magpies, as usual at Oxford, mustered well. The first and
second were Blacks, and beautifully defined was their marking;
third were Yellows.
The Any other variety class was not a large one. First were

gorgeous Archangels, which threw their neighbours, a nice pen
(1375, R. Woods), into the shade ; second were good Red Frill-

backs ; third Scandaroons, gaunt-lookingcreatures. The Selling
class contained but one good pen, a pair of White foreign Owls,
which took first prize, and were soon snapped-up.

The Fikst-peize Dorkinos.—Having heard from two dif-

ferent parties that certain persons said the cockerel was hump-
backed, wry-tailed, etc., I, on getting to Oxford the second time,
again took this bird out of the pen and failed to find anything
the matter with it except that it was evidently not as well as
when I left it after judging; in fact, just before I left on
Wednesday midday. It was with regret I saw that now its

comb was sadly disfigured, and certainly was considerably
bruised on both sides, as though wrenched on the head. Of
course I cannot say how this occurred, but I never saw a case
like it before.

—

Edwahd Hewitt.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE POULTRY SHOW.
We have been favoored by two correspondents with the

following reports :—
In Class 1, Cochins, Any colour, cockerel and pullet, first came

a beautiful pair of BuS; second a grand pair of Partridge. The
whole class was very good. In Brahmas, Any colour, cockerel
and pullet, were several very beautiful pullets, but not one good
cockerel. Messrs. Ansdell's and Hon. Mrs. Baillie Hamilton's pens
were empty. Dorking chickens, Any colour—the iirst-and-cup

pair was the best we have seen this season ; the second good,

but young, very large, and not made up. The prize pens were
both Dark-coloured. A very grand pair of Silver-Greys and one
of Whites were very highly commended. In Spanish chickens
the winners were far ahead of the others ; the second-prize
birds grand in quality, but younger than the first. Polish were
old and young together ; the first were well-known Gold, the se-

cond Silver; a very good pair of Golden chicks were very highly
commended. All the Hamburgh classes were remarkably good,

the cup going to a splendid pair of Silver-spangled. Game, Any
colour, over a year old, with the exception of the first Brown
Reds and the second-prize which were Black Reds, were not
good. In Game chickens the cup went to Brown Reds; the
second prize to neat Black Reds. The class was a very good
one.
Game Bantains were, as we expected, worth a long journey to

see, the neighbourhood being celebrated for them. Black or

Brown Reds over a year old had twenty-two entries, with scarcely

an inferior pair in the class. The prizes went to Black Reds.
Cockerel and pullet, Black or Brown Reds, twenty-five entries,

were a splendid lot. The cockerel in the cup pen is a gem; the
second-prize pair were also grand in style. In the Game Ban-
tams other than Reds, over a year, the first were a beautifully

coloured pair of Duckwings, the second Piles. The class was
good throughout. Game Bantams other than Reds, cockerel
and pullet—first a grand pair of Piles, second Dackwings of

first-rate quality. A grand pair of Piles were in this class very
highly commended. The whole class was good. For Bantams
other than Game, the first were Silver-laced, the second Blacks.
The Aylesbury Ducks bad only three entries, all of them good.

The next class was a mistake, all the varieties except Aylesbury
being shown together. The prizes went to most excellent
Ronens ; two good pairs of Mandarins and one of Rouens being
very highly commended.
In the class for Any other variety of poultry the first were

good Black Hamburghs, the second Houdans. The poultry
were in splendid condition, were fed on Spratt's food, and well
attended to by an obliging Secretary and Committee.

Pigeons.—As hitherto the great feature of the Exhibition was,
the Pigeon department, the entries numbering 691 pens.

In the Pouter classes the cup went to a splendid Blue cock in

perfect condition, in a keen competifion. Blues also took all

the prizes in the classes for Blue or Black. In those for Bed or

Yellow cocks, a fine Yellow was first and Red second; while in

the class for hens a rather gay but very showy Red was first,

and a capital Yellow second. Several other good Yellows com-
peted. In Pouter cocks, Any other colour, the first prize was
taken by a very fine lengthy White, a grand Mealy being second,

n the class for hens both prizes were awarded to good Whites.

In Black Carriers Messrs. Yardley and Fulton took the prizes

with good birds. In Carriers, Any other colour, Mr. Falton was
also successful with magnificent Duns; the sectional cup going
to this exhibitor's first-prize cock. In the young Carrier class

both prizes wr^nt to very promising Duns.
Dragoons, Blue or Silver, were numerous, but not particularly

strong in quylity. The first and cup were awarded to a stylish

Blue, a good Silver second. In Dragoons, Red or Yellow, an
eveoer lot competed ; the first a good Yellow, Red second. In
Dragoons, Any other colour, a splendid Grizzle was first, and
White second.
For Short-faced Tnmhlers, Almonds, the prizes went to first-

class birds, well shown, several pens receiving notice. In Short-

faced Tumblers, Any other variety, cocks, an exquisite Kite wa8
first, and Black Mottle second. In hens the same colours took
the prizes in the order named.
In Barb cocks the first and sectional cup was given to aa

excellent Dun ; Black second. In hens a good Black was first,

and Yellow second.
Foreign Owls were scarcely so good as we expected. In the

class for Any other colour except Blue or Silver, a good Whito
was first, and a nice sound-Ciiloured Black second.

In Mottled Trumpeters Mr. Lederer took first and sectional

cup, with a bird capital in points, though slightly deficient in

mottling. Splendid Blacks, all of the Russian type, took the
prizes in the other class.

In Fantuils, White, the first prize was awarded to an extra-

ordinarily good bird in a strong class. For Any other colour a
good Blue was first. Black second.

In Jacobins, Red or Yellow, Red took both positions, the first

going to a very small Red, which also had the sectional cup.

The class for Blacks also contained good birds. In Jacobins,

Any other colour, a beautiful White was first.

Turbits were large classes, but do not require particular notice

English Owls were well represented, the first and sectional

cup was awarded to a Blue of great merit in every respect ; a
capital Silver taking second. The class contained many other

good birds, the foreign cross being now exhibited much less

than formerly.
Magpies and Nuns were ordinary classes.

In Short-faced Antwerps Mr. Gamon had the first and cup
with a wonderful Red Dapple. The second was a good Silver

Dun. In Long-faced both prizes went to good Red Dapples.

Long-faced Tumblers had three classes, which were well filled

with good specimens.
In Any other variety the first was a Black Tnrbiteen ; second

a Damascus.

Cootiisa.—chickens.—1 and vhc, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, J. Leeming,
Broaehlon. he, G. U Foreman. Gosforth ; C. Turner. Worton ; D. cSt J Ibetson,

Wbitby : T. M. Derry, Gedney ; J. Batey, Jan., Hexham, c, G. Pounder,
Kirby Moorwide.
Bbahua Pootrah —Chickens —\, J. Hardman. Bacup 2 and c, C. Venablea,

Durham, he, C. Venablea; J. Watla; M. S. Temple, Heiham ; Lady A. B.
Peirae, Bedale.
DoHKisGS. — Chickens. — 1 and Cup, C. Widdaa. Howden-le-Wear. 2, G.

Pounder, vhc. J. Stephenaon, Cbapolhall; W. Morlitt, Goole. he, G. Parker;

J. White; .J. Rnbmaou, Garatang.
SPANI3H — C/ucfcen.! — I and Cup. H. Beldon. Binffley. 2, J. Leeming. hc.C.

A Kav : J. Thresh. Bradtord ; J. Gliddon. Briatol.

PuLiaH.— I and 2. H Beldon. I'h^. T. Dean, Keighley. he, J. Feamley,
Newton-le-Willowa; P. Unaworth, Lowton
H^^BVROHi.—GoUUn-span(iied.—Chickcm.—\, G. & J. Duckworth, Church.

2. -T. Robinaon. hr. .1. Koberta, Burton Holme; J. Crawford: H. Beldon.
Silver-spangled.—Chickens— \, 2. ^uiCaf.n.BiMon. he, J Roberta; Ashton
and Booth, Alottram ; .1. Walker. Ripley ; J. Robinaon. c. li. Stalker. Bedlington,
H&^BUROua.—froldcx-pcneiUed.—Chicken^. — \, G. & J. Dackworth a. H.

Beldon. he, Aahton & B.joth ; G. 4 J. Duckworth ; W. Clayton ; T. W. Fawcett;
H. Beldon. c. W. Dixon, Derby. .SiLver-iicncUkd.—Chtckens.-l, H. Beldon.

2, J. Louf. he, J. Robinaon ; H. Beldon.
GiME—1, G. C. Wilson. Milnthorpe. 2, J Hnrrell. Sinderland. ht, Mias

M. J. Nelaon, Hexham. Chicken^.— I and Cup. W. Hiffgin, Ulverston. 2. H.
Beldon. he, W. Omerod, Todinordeu : Misa M. J. Nelaon ; J. A. Mather,

Close Burn; .T. Pattison. Bebaido OoUierv; .T. Stark, Morpeth: Maater J.

Midillemiaa, Seaton Delavel. c. Misa M. J. Nelaon.
Game Bantams.-BIhc*: or Brown Beds —l.W. F. Addie. 2, J. Barlow. Mank-

wearmouth. he, Miaa M. J. Nels m (J); G. Bell; J. W. Brockbank. Carnforth.

c. D Hunter, Sunderland. Chickens.— I and Cup, W. F. Addie. 2. J. Ferry,

Cowpen. /ic, J. Barlow; W. Kogera. Sunderland; G. Dowie Bedliigton; J.

Short, Bodlington ; W. Murray, c, Miaa M. J. Nelaon ; W. & H. Adams,

Game RiNTi,Ms.—Any oilier colour.—\,MisB^ J. Nelaon. 2.W.Gray, To7
Law. he, J. Burnop, Liutz Green, c, W. Murray: R. Sandera, Newcastle.

Chickens —1. Mrs. J. Dye. Hexham. 2, Miaa M. J. Nelson, vhc, W. Rogera ; R.

Brownlie, Kirkcaldy, he. J. Burnop: Miaa M. J. Nelson; W. Gray; J. W.
Brockbank: P. Unsworth. c, J. Louf.
Bantams.—/In;/ other variety except Game.—1, H. Beldon. 2, T. P. Carver,

Boroughbridge, he, Miaa M. J. Nelaon; W. Canney, Biabop Auckland; J.

Mayo, Glouceater. _
HkfitAua.-Any variety.—Cock or Cockerel.—I, Miaa M. J. Nelson. ^. a.

Beldon. he, Miaa M.J. Nelaon ; J. Wilkinaon. Bedlington Colliery ; W. Robaon,
Deptford. „ ,-,
DncKS.—Aylesbury.—1. W. Stonehouse, Whitby. 2. T. P. Carver, c. W.

Canney. Any otlier varicty.-\. W. Swann, Bedlington. 2. Misa -M J. Nelson.

i)/ic. J. Jacka.m. Carntorth; W. Canney; R. Johnaon. Sunderland, he, W.
Canney; R. Johnaon : F. B. Fenwick. North Shields, c, G Cartmel. Kendal.

Any other Varif.ty except TuRKEra and Geese.—Pair. -1, a. Beldon. 2,

n. A. Cave. vhc. Misa G, B. F.lliott, Newcastle he, J. Loaf: Stott & Booth,

Bury ; J. S. Eooth, Chesterfield ; S. P. Broad, Reigato (i) ; E- Symona, Hebbum
New Town. . . ,„. , , -v ,

SE1.1.1NO OLiS^.—Price not to exceed 4(ls. per Patr.-l. A Widdoa. DarluiK.

ton. 2. J. Hardman. fcc.G. P.>undor; J.Walker; T.P.Carver; G.H.Proctor;
H. Beldon. c. J. A Brook, Holrattrth.

, . „-:,j or
Sellino Ci.i89.-Prici- ?70( to exceed SOs. per Pair.—1, A. Widdas. 2, J.

Pattison he.ti.n. Lloyd, Maghull ; Hodioy & Kidley, HexUaio ; H. Beldon. c,

M. Graham, liindal.
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PIGEONS.
VoTiTEns.—Blue or Blaek.~Cocks.—\ and Cup, H. Pratt, BirminKham. 2, H.

Simpson, CramlinKton. he, R. W. Bryce. EdinburRh (2); H. Simpson; K.
FaltoD, London; Ridley & Dye, Hexh-im ; K. Beckwith, Suoderland Hens,—
J.Baker, London. 2, H. Simpson, he, R. W. Bryce ; R-Fuitun; Ridley and
Dye (2).

PovTETiQ.—Red or Telloto.—Coeks.—l, Ridley & Dye. 2, R. W. Bryce. he, N.
Hill, Enlinp ; R. FuUon ; Ridley & Uye ; E. Beckwitb. c, B. Fulton ; E. Beck-
with, i/ffu.— 1, R. Blacklouk. Sunderland. 2, H Pratt, uftc, K. Fulton, he,
Ridley & Dye; G. Robinson. Sunderland ; E. Beckwitb.
PoDTKR8.-^jii/ other colour.—Coeks —I, R. Fulton 2, Ridley & Dye. he, H.

Pratt; Mrs. Ladd, Calne : Ki.lley & Dye; E. Beckwitb. lleim—l, Ridley and
Dye. 2. R. Fulton, he, H. Pratt : Mra. Ladd ; R. FuUon ; Ridley & Dye.
Car-rierh.—Black.— Cocks.—], H. Yardley, Birminfjbam. 2, K. Fulton. hc.R.

Fulton; E. Beckwitb ; P. R. Spencer. Hereford. Hens.—I and he, R. Fulton.
2, H. Yardley. c, W Sefton, Blackburn.
Carrieks.—,4;ii/ other colour.— Cock^.—l, 2, and Cup, R. Fulton, he, E. Beck-

witb. Hens -1 and 2, K. Fulton, vhc, W. Beftou. he, A. Beokwith ; A.
Biilyeaid, NottiuKbam; W Sffion.
Carriers.— yoii/t{7 Cock or Hen.—l. R. Fulton. 2. W. Bulmer, Spalding, he,

R. Fulton; A. Billveald; A. N. Dodds. North Shields; W. Sefton CJ).

Dragoons.—B/iu- or Silrcr.—Cock or Hcn.—l and Cup, W. Smith, Walton. 2
and rfic. F. Graham. Pirkenhead. he, H. Yardley; R. Fulton (2); W. Sefton.
C, R. W. Richardson. Beverley.
I>RAGoosa.~lied or Yellow.- Cock or Hen.—l. W. Sefton. 2, F. Graham, he,

B. W. Richardson : A. Jackson, Bolton-le-Moors ; F. Graham ; W. Sefton.
Dragoons.- White, or any other colour.—Cock or Hen —1 and 2, F. Graham.

nc,G Hardy, London ; G. D. PickersgiU, Ripon; W. Sefton. c, A. Jackson;
R. Robson. Cbester-le-Street.
TraiHLERs.- •*/io^^rapfrf Almonds.- Cocks.—I, Cup, and vhc, R. FuUon. 2. E.

Beckwitb. hc,B. Yardley; Miss A.M. Anderson, Newcastle; J. Stephenson,
Gateshead; E. Beckwitb. Hens.~l and 3, R. Fulton, he, J. Baker.
TuMBhERS.—Short faced, any other colour. ~ Cocks. — 1, J. Baker. 2, R.

Fulton. hc,R. Fulton: E. Beckwitb (2). Hem.—l,'i, and c, E. Beckwitb. he,
R. Fulton; J.Baker,
TvuBi^ERs.^Almond, or any other colour,—Cock or Hen.—l and 2, E. Beck-

witb. hc,R. FuUon.
Barbs.— c'ocAis.—i,2,and Cup, R. Fulton. vhe,J. Baker, he, E. Beekwith (2),

e, W. Brydone, Dunse, Hem.—l and 2, K. Fulton, he, H. Yardley. c, W.
Brydone,
Owls.—Foreign, Blue or Silver —Cock or Hen—\, T. Rule, Durham. 2, R.

PnUon. Foreign, White or anu other colour.—Cock or Hen —1. G. Alderson,
West Hartlepool. 2, W. Brydone. he. R. W. Bryce; W. Brydone.

O'fn.^.—English—Cock or Hen.—l and Cup, J. Gardner. Pr^-ston. 2, A. N,
Dodds. vhc, J. Watts; Wa'-d & Rhodes, Otley. he, T. W. Clemetson, Hex-
ham (2) ; E. Walker : T. Charnlev, BUckburn.
Trvupeters —Mottled.— Cock'or Hen.— I and Cup. J. Ledercr, Liverpool. ?,

R. Fulton, fee, J. L^derer; T. Rule. Any other colour.—Cock or Hen.—1 ana
2, R. Fulton, he and c, A. A. Vander Meerscb.

FxtiTAtLs —White.— Cock or Hen.—l, E. Beckwitb. 2, J. F. Loversidge,
Newark, he. Miss A.M. Anderson. Newcastle: J. F. Loveraidge : J.Walker;
A. Smith, Brouehty Ferry ('2) Amj other colour.— Cock or Hen.—1, H. Yardley.
2, Q. bluhm, Manchester, he. H. C. Bowman. Manchester, c, J. Kemp,
Jacobins —flerf or Yellow.— Cock or Hen.—l and Cup, T. Rule 2. R. Fulton.

he, R. W. Bryce ; G. Hardy ; R. FuUon ; W. Brydone ; T. W. Swallow, North-
ampton ; J. Thompgon, Bineley. Black.— Cock or Hen —I, R. FuUou. 2. T.
Rule, he, R. W. Brvce; R. Fulton; J. Baker. Any other colour.—Cock or
Hen.—l, W. B. Van Haanebergen. 2, T, Rule, he, G. Hardy; T. Rule; A. A.
vander Meersch, Loudon (2).

_
ToRBiTS. -iifrf or Yelloic, Point-headed.—Cock or Hen.—1,T. Gallon. Gates-

nead. 2, T. S. stepheuhon, Beverlev. vhc, T. Foster, Bingley. he, A. & W. H.
Silvester, Sheffield; K. FuUon; J.G. Orr, Beith ; C. Auton, Petereate, York.
Any other colour. Point-headed—Cock or Hen.—), G. Hardy. 2 and c, M. S.
Temple, Hexham, /ic, Miss A. M. Anderson; R. W. Ricbardaon ; J.Baker; R.
Robson. c, M. S. Temple.
^
TvRBiTa.—Red or Yellow, Shell-crowned —Cock or Hen —I and 2, T. GaUon,

nc, W. Moore, Pickenmr; T. Foster. Anu other colour. Shell-crowned.—1,
Ridley & Dye. 2. G. Hardy, he. M. Green. Hexham.
alAopiEB-Red or Yetlow.-Cock or Hen —I, P. Wilson, Morpeth. 2, J. B.

Bowdon, Blackburn, he, T. Galiou; J. Thompson. Black, or any other
colour —Cock or Hen.—l, J. B. Bowdon. 2, R. Fulton. C. P. Wil^^on.
Jsvus.-Cock or Hen.—l and 2, A. A. Vander Meerscb. vhc. J, Young, Bishop

Auckland, he, R. W. Richardson; J. B. Bowdon ; W. B Van Haauobergen.
Autwerps.—Short faced, any colour.—Cock or Hen.—l and Cup, W. Gamon,

Chester. 2, J. Garfiner. he, U. Yardley; J. Wright. Manchester (2); T.Jubb.
Long-faced, any colour.—Coek or Hen.—I, R J. Smith. Yarm-on-Tees. 2, T. H.
Stj;^etch. Ormskirk. he, A N. Dodda ; J. Robertshaw, Thornton ; Ridley & Dye.
TvyiBi^ERs.—Long-faced Almonds-Cock or Hen.— I, T. Mitcheson, Swalwell.

2, Ridley & Dye. he, E. Beck\vitb ; Guthrie & Hope; J. Runcieman, New-
castle; M. Green, c. R. Kiughorn, Gateshead. Long faced Balds.—Cock or
Hen.— I and 2. A. Ja.-kson he. J. Watts, c. W. J. Donkin, Newcastle: G D.
Pickersgill. Long-faced Beards —Cock or Hen.—l. Ridley & Dye. '^, J. & G.
ThompBon, Newcastle, he, R. Fulton; Ridley & Dye (2); A. Jackson, c, E.
Beckwitb.
Ant OTHER VARiETT.—Cocfcor Hen.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H Yardley. vhe.n.

W- Webb. Lower Sydei.hara he, A. &, W. H. Silvester, c. M. Ord. Sedgeaeld.
SELLma Class.— Cocfc or Hrn.—l. Mrs. Ladd. 2, W. H. A. Miller, Wallsend.

3, J. Jones, he, A. Hogg, Newcastle ; J. Baker ; J. Robertshaw ; G. B. Pickers-
gill, c, E, Beckwitb (it. Pair.—I, C. Auton. 2, S. LawBon, Preston. 3, W.
rydone. he, Guthrie & Hope, Hexham : E. Beckwitb. c, A. Hogg.

Common Canaby.—1, Brown & Hackworth, 2, J. Thackrey. e, J. Thackrey

;

J. Murray.
GoLDviNCTi.—Moulted.— 1, W. & C. Burmiston. 2, G. Stephenson, Gateshead,

c W. Bishop, Gateshead.
Brown LisNET.—Moui(fd.—l, J. Baxter. 2, G. Stephenaon. v?tc, J.MaddisoD,

Hexham.
British Birds.—.4nJ/ other imriety.-l, R. Pearson. 2, J. T. Harrison, vhc,

J. S. Mtark, Newcastle; W. & C. Burmiston ; R. Neil, Berwick.
FoRKiGN BiKDs.- 1 and Medal. A. J. D.mcc, Gateshead, 2, W. Maxwell,

Newcastle, he, T. Milford, Newcastle ; J. S. Stark; W. Riley, Newcastle (21
"

E. Price, Newcastle, c, E. Price ; K. A. Wood. Gateshead.
Selling Class.—1, J. Spence. 2, Fleming & Stanhope, North Shields.

Judges. — roultry : Mr. R. Teebay, Preston, Lancashire.
Pigeons : Mr. P. H. Jones, Fulham, London ; Mr. T. J. Charlton,
Bradford. Canaries : Mr. "W. A. Blakstou, Sunderland.

BLAIRGOWRIE POULTRY SHOW.
Tins was held on the 4th and 5th inst., when the following

awards were made :

—

Gamf.— 1 and Cup, T. W. Mitchell, Perth. 2, R. Stewart, Blairadam. S.W.
Stewart. Forfar.

Armitstead, Inchmartine. 3, G. Cuthill,

R. Orr, Stirling. S, R. Barr,

CAVARIE''
Belgians.— Ffi/ojp or Tellow-marked.-l, Medal, and 2, J. Rutter, Sunderland.

vnc.W. Scott. Willington Quav; J. Rutter. c, T. Harrison, Darlington. Buff
or Buff-marked -1, 2, and vnc.'j. Ratter, c, W. Scott.
Norwich.— Yellow.— I and 2. G. Sorge, Sunderland, vhc. J. Allison. Long

Bentone
; C. Robson, BuiTidon. Buff.—I, G. Sorge. 2. Cleminaon & Ellerton.

Darlinfrton. vhc. J. Spence, South Shields, he. C. Robaon. Yelloic or Buff-
^larked.-l and Medal, T. Cleminson. 2, T. Harrison, c, J. boulaby. Cox-
lodge.
Crestejj.—Yellow or Yellow-marked -

Triflitt, York, Buff or Buff-marked.—I,
Newcastle, vhc, J. Hurrell, Sunderland, he. R. E. Triffitt
Baxter, c, T. Cleminson, Darlington,
Gla'*gow Dosu.— Ytiloiv —I. Medai, and 2, W. Clark, NewcastlA vhr T.Blackburn, Newcastle. C.J.Murray. BHiT-l. W. Clark. 2. H. Frazer n'aw-oast e. vhc. P. Canipbell, Wreckenton ; R. Gilhespy, Blaydon. Yellow or B,nT-marked.-l, W. Clark. 2, H. Frazer. vhc. J. Davison. Newcastle /c Brownana Hackworth, Newcastle; T. Blackburn, c, P, Campbell; F, AyrerNew-

-\, Cleminson & EHerton, 2, R. E-
, F. Knaggs. Newcastle. 2' t Rav'tAr

hcR. E. Triffitt; J. Hm-rell; J

Medal, and 2, W. Clark. Newcastle.

castle.

Lizards.
Harrison.
Goldfinch Mdles

Gold or Silver spangled. — I, Cleminson & Ellerton, 2, J. T.

GoLDPiscH Mdleb.—re«oii' or Buff, nearest to Canary —1, J. Pnrdv Aahinirton Colhery. 2 R Laws. Yellow or BuO-marlced.-l, J. Baxter. "/souTsE?M, J. Baxter; R Pearson. Whitb J,.
». ".ouuinuy.

.,£"^'^"^."1''"°",' '"' bellow marked.~l, Cleminson 4 Ellerton. 2. .T. Snonce
n^,;„ «?;,I"^"-,., ''V-o"'"^"'?'"'

Newcastlo; J. Thackeray. BradfordfM.'
S^J^'j^"';'^*^"'''''' '• ''""<''• " C- Robson

: J. T. Harrison Buff or Buff.

r^R„rtT«V„^- ^,'",',\'"'l-
^"".°'^' '" '^"''y- 2. J- K-tter. Ac, J. Gilhe.pie. fw.C. Bnrmiaton, Miildk-Hborou,'h.

i-v ^, ...

Geeen Ganjby;^-1,A. Roa.s. 2, H. Armstrong, vhc, 3. Allison; A. A. Rosa

SpoTrsfNe'wcasUe
"""' '"'^'=^""'- "' H- Armstrong, Newcastle ' c, M.'

DoRKiNQs.—1, Cap, and 2, Mrs.
Meigle.
Spanish.—1 and Cup, J. Mackie, Lomty.

Falkirk.
Brahua Pootbas.—I and Cup, W. Weir, Larbert. 2, D. Gellatly, Meigle. S,

J. B. Cochrane, Stenbousemuir.
Cochin-Chinas.— 1 and Cup. J. Wyse, Falkirk. 2, J, Drinnan, Woodhall, by

Airdne. 3, W. Smith, Newport-on-Tay.
Hamuurghs.—I, A. Pratt, Kirkcaldy. 2, J. Ireland. Tayport. S.J.Borland,

Fuldill, Kilbarchan,
Bantams —1 and 3, J. Seton. 2. J. Patterson, Monifieth.
Any other Variety.—1, J. Sandeman. Duailee (ori've-CceurB). 2, J. Smart,

Carnoustie (Creve-Cceurs). 3, W. Mitchell, Balgonie (Houdan).
Scotch-Greys- I, J. Aitken, Bathgate. 2, J. Young, Slateford, Eiiinbnrgh.

3, J. Crawford, West Cambus.
Ddchli>jg3.—1, J. Fowlea, Tayport. 2 and 3, A. Mackie, Lochie.
Goslings.—1, J. D. Fell, Blairgowrie. 2, Mrs. Anderson, St. Fmk, Aljth. 3,

J. Leslie, Welton. Blairgowrie.
Turkeys.—1. Mrs. Stewart.
Selling CLiSs.— 1, G. Cuthill. 2, J. Sandeman, 3, D. Gellatly.

LOCAL CLASSES.
Game.—1. A. Robertson, Blairgowrie. '2, A Stephen, Blairgowrie.
Dorkings,—1, D. Smith, Alytb. 2, J. D. Fell.
Spanish.— 1, C Robertson, Altamont. 2, J, Mackie.
Brahma or Cochin —1, W. B. Hill, Coral Bank. 2. W. Borough, Blairgowrie.
Hamborqhs.-1, T. Thomson, Rattray. 2, W. MIntoeh, Blairgowrie.
Bantams,—1, C. Clark, Fwrneth. 2, J. Grant, Blairgowiie.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—1, T. Mullions, Perth. 2, Miaa C. M'Neil. Conpar Angus.
Fantails —1. A. Smith, Broughty Ferry. 2, Misa C. M ^Veil.
Any other Variety.-1, A. Smith {Carriersj. 2, D. Kennedy, Forfar {Almond

Tumblers).

NORWICH AND EAST ANGLIAN BIRD SHOW.
The following are the awards made at the Norwich Show,

held on the 6th, 7th, and 9th inst. :—
Norwich.—Ciear Yellow.—I and 2. -T, Adams, Coventry. 3, G. & J. Mackley.

Norwich. 4, Provart & WilUs, Norwich, vkc, G. & 3. Mackley; J Adams,
he. G. & J. Mackley (i); A. Palmer, Norwich; A'hersuch & Son, Coventry
Provart & Willis. Clear Buff.—I. 2. and 8, J. Adams. 4. u. & J. Mackley. vhc,
G. & J Mackley (2) ; J. Adams ; J. Athersuch & Son ; I'mvart & Willia. he, G.
and J. Mackley

; Provart &. Willia. c, G. Gilmore, Norwich; J, Athersuch and
Son ; W. Minns.
NoRVficu.—Evenly-marked Yellow.—I. 2, and 3, G. & J. Mackley. 4, J. Adams.

vhc, G. & J. Mackley. he, G. & J. Mackley ; J Athersuch & Son. c, J. Ward,
sen., Norwich. Eoenly-marked Buff—], Hampton i Charoberlin, Leicester.
2 and 3, Athersuch & Son. 4. G. & J. Mackley. vhc, G. & J. Mackley : J. Adams.
he and e, G. & J. Mackley.
^ORwicn— Ticked and Une^^enly-marked relloic.—I, 2, and 4, J. Adams. 3,

Athersuch & Son. vhc. G. Si J. Mackley ; Athersuch & Snn ; Provart & Willis.
he, G iS: J. Macklev: Athersuch & Son. c. G. & J. Mackley (4). Ticked and
Unevenly-marked Buff.—l,% and S, J. Adams, 4,G. & J. Mackley. vkc. G. &, J.
Mackley; A. Palmer; J. Adams ; Provart & Willis, he, Provart & Willis ; G.tfc J.
Mackley. c, Hampton &. Chamberim ; G & J, Mackley.
Norwich.—3fnrfcfrf Cregted Yellow.—l,F. Alden, Norwich. ?, .T. Selby, Not-

tingham. 3, S. Stra'ford, Northampton. 4, G. & J. Maukley. fte, W. B Hovell.
Marked Crested Buff.—I, 2, and 3. G. & J. Mackley. 4, F. Alden. vhc, F Alden

;R Hawman, Middleaboroush. he, G. & J. Mackley (2) ; Athersuch & Son : J.
Goode, Leicester, e, S. Stratford.
Norwich.- Fei/oio. with Dark Crest.—\ and 2, G. & J, Mackley. 3, G. Cox,

Norwich. 4, F. Aldm. Buff, with Dark Crettt.—I a.n'i 2, G & J. Mackley. S, R.
Brown. Norwich. 4, W. B. Hovell. vhc. G. & J. Mackley; W. B. Hovell; G.
Cox. he, G. & J. Macklev. c, F. Alden ; Provart & Willis.
Norwich.— FeiMKi. with Clear or Grey Crest —I, S. and 4, G. & J. Mackley.

2, W. B. Hovell Buff, with Clear or Grey Crest —I. 2. and 4, G. & J. Mackley.
8, J. Goode. /jc.F. Alden: Hamilton & Chamberlin ; G. Cox ; J. Selby
Belgian.-CVa/- and Ticked Yellow.—l, Fawcett & Anderton. Baildon. 9,

and 3, G. E. Russell, Brierley Hill. 4, J. N. Harrison, Belper. Clear and
Ticked Buff.-l, G,& J. Uackley. 2, R. Sargent. 3, J. N. Harrison. 4, G.E.
Russell.
LiZAKD,—GoH(^;i8i»a773/cd.-land2. R.Ritchie, Darlington. 3, J.N. Harrison.

4, J. Hwkton. vke.Hev. V. War.l. Hythe. hc.G.&J. Macklev; Aiborsuch and
Son; W. Kvana. Silver-sjmn'jled-l and 2. K. Ritchie. S.J. Hicktun, Sutton-
in-.AshfleH. 4, J. N. Harrison. hc.W. Evans; W. Richards, Bulwell, Notts.
c, Rev V Ward {3).

LiZiRD,-GoW or Silver-spangled, with Broken Cap.— I and 3, R. Ritchie. 2,
J. N. Harrison. 4. J. Hickton. he, E. Jarrett, Lynn, c, W. Evans, Lower
Brougbton; Rev. V. Ward (3).

YoRKsniRE.—C^car Yellow—\, 3. Wilkinson, Great Horton. 2 and 3, G. and
J. Mackley. 4. Knigbt & Spencer, ArJesev. vhc. Fawcett & Anderton : L.
Belk, Dewsbury; H. Waring, Bradford. Clear Buff.—l, G. & 3. Mackley. 2, L.
Belk 3, Fawcett & Anderton 4. Rev. T. C. Hosf, R')ydon Rectorv. he. W.
Oarricb, Middlesborou^h; H. Waring {2j; Knight & Sptncer. c, J. Thackrey,
Bradford.
Yorkshire.— FartVsrnfi'd Yellow.—1. L. Bplk. 2. W. & C Burniston. Sand

vhc, J. Thackrpy. 4, W. Cariick. he. 3. Wilkinson, Variegated Buff.—l, J.
Thackrey. 3, R. Hawman. 3, J. Wilkinson. 4, G. & J. Mackley. hc,G.&3.
Mackley; J. Thackrey.
MANCHESTER CoppY.—CicGr Yellou!.—l. Withheld. 2, J. Sbackleton, Well-

field. Rochdale. S.J. MeaKin. 4, J. Wilkinson, vhc. G. & 3. Mackley. Clear
Buff.—\. Fawcett & Anderton, 2, G. & J. Mackley. 3, J. Meakin, Manchester,
4, L. Belk. he, 3. Sbackleton ; J. Meakin
MANcHESTEEFLAiNHBADs.-Cicar Fei/ow.-l, 'Withheld. 2, J. Meakin, 3, J.
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Shftokleton, 4, L. Belk. vkc, W. Evans. Clear Buff.—I, J. Shackleton. 2, J.

MeakiQ. 8, L. Beik. 4, Fawcett & Anderton. he, Fawcatt & Anderton ; J.
Meakin.
CiNNAMOV.—Yei?oir.—1, 2. 3, and 4. J. Adamfl. vhc. J. Athorauc'i & Son ; R.

Poole, Mildon. lie, U. Broadwater, NorwieU ; It P>'>ole. iJiiif.— 1, -i, 3, and 4, J.
Adams, v'lc, B Broadwater; Miaa A. Foul", Maldoo ; R. foule.
Cinnamon.— Fan^^atcii Yelloto ~l, T. Tenniawojd. North Acklam. 2, L.

Belk. 3. \V. & 0. Burr.iston. 4, G. & J. Mackley. Variegated Buff.~vhc, J,

Atheraucli & Son- /ic, J. Wiiktnaon ; W. & C. Burniaton, Middleaborough. c, G.
and J. Maeklev (3).

Any uTiiKR Vahiett.—1 andu'ic, G. & J.Mackley. 2, T.Mann (Jonqae London
Fancy) .i, W. Hmton, Baildon (lirey Creat (Joppj). 4, J, Maakin (Ticked Plain
Head ManchriSttT).
Goldfinch and Canary Mv^e. —Variegated YellotP.~l, R. Hawman. 2, J.

Goode. 3. W. & C Lurni^itoQ. vkc, G. & J. Mackley ; W. Hutton ; J. titevena.
Variegated Duff.-~1, Hampion & Chamberlio. 2, R. Hawman. 3, J. Stevena.
e,T. Teuniawooii; R. Poole. Dark.—l. J. Wilkineon. a, J. Atheraach & Son.
3, G. & J. Slackley. v'lc, R- Hawman. fee, W. Carrick ; T. Tenniawood; W.&O.
Bumiston; Hampton iS Cimnberlm.
Linnet Mole.— 1 and 3. '. Speuce. 2. J Stevens, vhc, W. Hutton (2).

JdvLE —Any other variety.— I, W. Hnttoa (Bullfinch and Goldfinch Mule).
2, R. Hawman (Greeniinch and Canary Mule). 3, T. Tenniswood (Greenfinch
Mule)
Six Norwich Canaries.—Irri».<pecfiue of colour.~1. 2, and 3, G. & J. Mackley.

vhc. G. Gilmore ; Provart & Wiilia. he, Hampton & Chamberlin ; R, Poole;
H. Wright.
Sis Norwich Canaries.— TiJ Members only of Vie Norwich Bird-breeding

Associations {except the Alliance).—I, W. Drake, Norwich. 2, W. B. Hoveli.
3. A Frobt, Norwich. v,%c. — Andrews. Upper Heigham ; G. Aldham, Norwich ;

H. Warren, Norwich, he, iV. Hutchin, Heigham; A. Frost, c, F. Rant; J.
Wilsea, Norwich ; H. Warren.
Six Norwich Canaries.— To Members only of the Noruiich Bird-breeding

Association.—1. B. Broadwater, Tri>wBe Newton. 2, W. Raby, Norwich. 3, R.
Noiler, Norwich. vhc,H. Bartraoi. Old Walsingham ; R.Smith, Norwich; E.
Howard, Norwich; G. Sayer, Norwich.
MiscELLANEOOS.— r/ic, A. Boatwri^ht, Bungay (six Mules).

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bullfinch.—1, G. & J. Mackley. 2. Knight & Spencer,
Goldfinch.—1, A. Boatwright. 2. W. & C. Biirniston. he, Provart & Willis

;

Knight & Spencer (2). c, J. C. B-amber, Preston.
Linnet.— 1. Mrs. S. Royall, Norwich. 3 and he, W. Carrick. vhc, G. & J.

Mackley. C, T. Tenniswood.
Redpule OB Siskin.— 1 and 2, G. & J. Mackley.
Skylark—I, W. WaUer. Winchester. 2. T. Knight, he, Q. & J. MaeMey,
BLACKBiaD.—I, G. & J. Mackley. 2, J. Batterahill, Well Street, London Docks.

e, G. & J. Mackley ; G. Smith.
SONQ Thrcsh.-1, Mrs C. Watson, Norwich. 2, G. & J. Mackley.
Stablino.~1, G. & J. Maokley. 2, J. Drake.
Magpie.— E^rize. G. & J. Mackley.
Jackdaw —1 and 2, G. & J. Mackley.
Any othes Vahiety.— 1, G. & J. Mackley.' [2, W. Carrick.

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
Blackcap.— Prize, E. Mirtia, London.
Whitethroat, oe any Species of Warbler.—Prize, 0. A. Watts, Brixton.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
CAnuittAXj.—Red-headed.—Prize, Miss R. A. Eel-si, Southwold.
Waxbills—^ly yarieiy.—Prize, W. Walter.
Sparrows.—Jtiua.- Prize. G. &J. Mackley. CoraI-7ii;c&e(i.—Prize, W.Walt er;
'Pi.RkKEe.Ts.-Aastraliaa Graw.-Prize, A. Ward, Norwich.
Love Birds.—Prize, T. Hopkins, he, v\Ii33 E. A. Eeles.
Cooketeals.—Prize, G- & J. Maeklev. he. W. Walter ; Bev. T. C. Hose.
Parrots and PAaAKEETs. — Any ot'nr variety of simll. — Prize, G. &. J.

Mackley.
Parakeets.— .4iis(raiiii;i or Broad-tailed.—Prize, Miss E. A. Eeles. vhc, W.

Walter; Mias E A. Eeles.
PAHi.KKE.TS.—Rin,y-n£clced or Indian.—Prize, Miss H. Engall. Norwich. I'hc,

G. & J. Mackley ; J. Finch, Norwich ; S. Empson, Norwich ; Mrs. S. Royall ; C.
Coleman, Heigham.
Parrots.-ffio-j.-Priz% Miss Bateman, Heigham Grove. yftc.E. Jarrett; J.

Drake; Rev. T 0. Hose.
Parrots.— fifreere, or any other variety of larae.—\, — Walter.
Parrots.- 6fr^y.— 1, J. Vallop. Oossey. 2. G. & .1. Mackley. 3, J. Wyer.

Norwich, c, W. Fetch, Norwich ; C. Watsoii, Norwich ; T. Loombe, Norwich ;

G. Pye.
Cockatoo.—4rti/ variety.—\,TA. George, Cable Street. London Docks (Lemon-

created). 2, G Evans (White). 3, W. Walter (Rjsa-breasted).
FoREiGS Birds.—J«j/ other variety.—Prize. Rev. T. 0. Hose (Paradise

Parakeet), v/tc. Rev. T. C. Hoae (Blossom Head); Miss E. A. Eeles (Orange
Bishop).

South Durham and North Yorkshire Fat Stock and
Poultry Show.—The schedule of prizes issued by this Society
ifl a moat attractive one. Altogether it coutains 117 classes.
For poultry the prizes are, first i*'2, second .il ; and Pigeons
and Rabbits have ^1 first, and 10s. second. The Show is to be
held at Darlington on December 16bh and 17th, and the entries
close on Monday, November 23rd.

BOYLE'S PATENT SELF-ACTING HEAT
REGULATOR.

This machine (%. 119) is so constructed that when once set to
any degree of heat within the limits of 40° and 200^ Fahrenheit, it

will maintain the same for any length of time without variation.
It is adapted to the control of hot- water pipea in hothouses, or
any other place; to the opening and shutting of stove-dampers;
and, in fact, to any use which requires a simple up-and-down
motion in connection with heat. Among other special uses are
those of incubators, plaut cases, Mushroom-beds, &c. In these
cases the use of the Self-acting Heat Regulator will be at once
allowed by all who have had experience of the annoyance,
anxiety, and failure of the attempt to regulate heat.
The prospectus says that the Regulator will be found to act

perfectly untouched for an indefinite time, and there will be no
perceptible variation in the heat. The heat for an incubator it*

106", and it is impossible, the inventor states, that this heat can
ever be exceeded if his Regulator is used. The hen does not
impart 106* to the egg. The egg will always be found, if broken
under a thermometer, to be lOl*^, and the under side of the egg

will be considerably cooler than the upper; and experience
shows that at 10(i'' constant heat (the heat of the hen} the eggs
will die either before or on chipping the shell, while at lOB^

constant heat they die at once. These data are given from many
experiments with the patent regulator incubator. It has been
observed that nests made under the hedges, or in any wild
situation, produce more and stronger chickens than those cared
for iu baskets or boxes. Under the former circumstances the
under side of the egg must be much colder than the upper side.

Aud this agrees with the inventor's experience, who finds that
in eggs kept in a steady temperaturo, equal on all sides, the
chickens usually die on the nineteenth or twentieth day, and if

any struggle out they are very feeble. In the incubator it will

be seen that this natural irregularity of heat is carefully imitated.
Heating the egg from beneath—a plan often tried because of its

great facility—is directly subversive of the natural conditions.
The receptacle for the eggs in this incubator [fig. 120) imitates
all the conditions essential.

Kg. 119.—Boyle's Heat Regulator.

Front of box-
Steel lever.

Coauectinf,' pipe.

lodiarubbar pipe.

Glass U-tube.
Bowl for mercm-y.
Elastic joint.

Balance weight.
Pivot Ris-tap.

Stop-tap (^'as).

L, Compensating Springs.
M, Supply pipe.

N, Guard.
o, Connecting thread,

p, ConneotioQ with gas supply.

Q, Indiarubber oonaeotion with
flame.

B, Gas lamp,
s, Tap for letting water out of

the jacket.

The next point for consideration in imitating Nature is the
daily cooling of the eggs for about twenty minutes, rather more
than less, when the hen leaves to feed. This must by no means
be omitted, and we do not think that eggs suffer from a great
deal of cooling (so that they get the full proper heat between
times); but they soon die under half measures, such as many
hours at 100"^ or 90'^. If the eggs be never cooled most of them
will die between the fifteenth and twentieth day, and all farmers'
wives are aware that a " hard sitter " does not produce a certain
brood.
The next thing to imitate is the natural damping of the eggs

by the ground, the air, and slightly by the perspiration of the
hen. This must be attended to, for if it be attempted to hatch
the eggs without any moisture the chickens will in most cases
be found to hatch without absorbing the yolk-bag, or, having
partially absorbed it, will, on moving about, again extrude the
bag aud perish. On the olher hand, with too much moisture,
the eggs will addle. Daily sponging of the eggs is generally re-

commended, but the inventor prefers a gentle natural vapour.
Finally, aa the hen kicks her eggs about regularly on return-
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ing every day to the nest, it mnst be for the benefit of the
chicken, and therefore it should be imitated. When the chickens
chip the egfJT, the hen sits lightly, and lets the little prisoners
extricate themselves, if they are, aa they ought to be, strong
enough. She never, as it has been asserted, attempts to help
them. Moreover, her instincts no doubt tell her, that if a

chicken cannot escape, it is not strong enough to live when
assisted. In this incubator a chamber is provided in which the
egg is placed when chipped, or immediately before chipping, and
the chicken then comes out in freedom.
The hen covers the chickens for some weeks under her breast

and wings. To imitate this most essential comfort two
" mothers " are provided, heated by the cistern, and the chickens
are placed under them as soon as dry. The mothers must be
supplied with cotton wool or flannel for the chickens to nestle

in, and with the warmth against their backs they are quite

contented.

spring a little too much, and the hen rather scanty on feet-

feather ; the second a little better in feet-feather, and the cock's

comb but somewhat yellow and cloudy. Many other pens came
very close for the prizes.

Game were next, but in Black-breasted Reds we found many
duck-footed birds, and some shamefully trimmed about th'j face.

When will exhibitors learn that nothing spoils a hen like trim-

ming ? Bat the winners were fair birds. In Brown Reds
chickens won the prizes, the first leaving little to be desired,

and the medal for Game was awarded here. In Any other colour

the first were Duckwinga and second Piles, both being smart
and good, but the first scarcely in full feather. One of the gems
of the Show, however, was the Brown Red coclierel to which
the medal for single cocks was awarded, this being perhaps in

all points the best Game bird in the Show. The second was a
good Duckwing.
Hamburghs were mixed classes. The first prize for Pencilled

Fig. 120.

—

Boyle's incubator.

This incubator holds thirty eggs at a sitting, or three chickens
every two days ; but it can be made to hold double or treble if

specially ordered.

DEEBY ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The seventeenth annual Stiow of Cage Birds, and the second

of poultry, Pigeons, and Rabbits, was held in the magnificent
Rifle Drill Hall on the 7th and 9th inat. This is one of the best
halls in the kingdom, and certainly is surpassed by none for

such a purpose ; aa it is well lighted from the top the specimens
were very easy of inspection. Through some mistake or other,
most of the pens had to be taken down at a time when the birds
should have been penned, and in consequence the arbifcrationa
could not be commenced till it was nearly noon on the first day,
and the visitors having been admitted the judging was carried
out under the greatest difficulty ; but in every other respect the
management was exemplary, the birds being well attended to,

fed, and watered.
The entries forpoultrywere very large considering the number

of classes, and it was a matter of surprise to us to find so many
good pens. Cochins came first, and these were a very good
class, the medal for the heavy varieties being awarded to a very
good pen of Buffs. The second were White, well-shaped, good,
and clear, but not large. Brahmas, Dark, were fair; the first

good all round, sound in colour, but the pullet not well pencilled.
"The second-prize pullet was superior in that respect, but the
pen losing in general quality. In Light Brahmas were some
good birds, but some were a little overshown and yellow. The
first were grand in shape, colour, and marking ; the cock's comb

and the medal for the best pen of Hambnrgha went to an even
pen of Silver-pencilled, the second being Golden also very good.
In Spangles the Goldens stood quite clear of all danger, winning
very easily, the first being an especially bright-coloured pen;
but these lost the medal on account of the cock's comb being
somewhat coarse.

The competition in Game Bantams, Black and other Reds,
was very keen, many old and well-won pens putting in appear-

ance, but these were beaten by younger birds ; the first Black
and second Brown Reds, a third also being awarded to Black
Reds. Other colour of Game and all other varieties were shown
together in the next class, and we would strongly recommend a
revision of thia section, for in this case many deserving pens had
to be passed. The first were Blacks, second Silver Sebrights,

and extra second Duckwiugs. Cross-breeds were a bad lot.

In the class for a single cock of any variety there was nothing

striking if we except the first-prize Dorking. The Variety class

was a very strong one, the first and medal going to a good pen
of Gold Polands, second to grand Spanish chickens, and third to

good Red Malay chickens ; theae, however, failed somewhat in

that grand characteristic of the Malays—viz., an arched back.

The Selling class was large, but, with the exception of a few
pens, there was nothing good. Ducks had but one class, and
here a most splendid pair of Mandarins won first, grand Rouens
second, and Aylesburys third.

Pigeons.—There were 190 entries in eight classes. Carriers

were only moderate if we except the winners, which were Blacks

first and second, and Dun third. In Pouters all the winners

were Whites, the first a perfect bird in all respects, and , n good
show; the second, rather flat, was also good. Dragoons had
forty-seven entries of aU the standard colours, and the contest
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keen in all cases except for the first place, which was easily

taken by Mr. Graham with a grand black-barred Silver, the
Becond and third beiug B'uea, twenty others coming in for

mentioDs. Fantails were difficult to judge, so close was the
run. The first was a perfect-tailed bird with good carriage

;

second came a large bird not so good in carriage, with a grand
tail, both Whites, but the third was a capital Blue. In Turhita
the first was Blue, and the second Tellow, spike-headed, and
the third Silver with shell crown, the latter rather coarse. In
Tnmhlers the first was an Almond cock, second a ben, and third
a Kite. lu the Variety class Mr. Tardley made a clear win with
a good Black Barb, the second {a Tellow Jacobin) was most per-
fect, the third being a good Blue Foreign Owl. The Selling
class contained some good birds, the first going to a White
Pouter, second to a Blue Dragoon, and third to a Black Carrier.
Raubits.—There were two classes, and in these were forty-four

entries, the Lops being a most extraordinary class, and such as
it has never been our lot to see surpassed in measurement; out
of eighteen Rabbits, one, a Black-and-white doe, being 22^ by
Al inches in ear ; one 22 by 5 inches, also a Black-and-white doe ;

one 22* by 4J inches, Tortoiseshell, a buck good in all points, but
with a little cold in one eye ; seven others coming up to 21 by
4i and 4 J inches, the first three taking the prizes. In Any other
variety first was a good Silver-Grey buck, second a Himalayan
doe, both grand Rabbits, while an Angora was third. The class

was good.

The All-England Show of Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, and
Canaries, was held in the Drill Hall, Derby, on the 7th and 9th
inst., at the same time as the annual Exhibition of Canaries by
the members of the Derby Canary and Ornithological Society.
At this twin Canary Exhibition there was a goodly number of
first-class birds, but the Show taking place at the same time as
the one at Norwich, the entries, as might have heen expected,
were but few compared to that. The fine Drill Hall is very
well adapted for a bird show, but it is somewhat in the back-
ground and situated some distance from the railway station.
On the whole the members' birds (16-1), and those shown in the
All-England cage-bird division (146), added to the 544 entries of
poultry, Pigeons, and Rabbits, made-up a very fine show indeed.
I would recommend the Committee another year to have a day
entirely set apart for judging, as it would do away with a great
deal of confusion, which cannot possibly be avoided when a
show is opened to the public almost at soon as the Judges com-
menced their duties. The work of stage-erecting and the non-
placing of the whole of the entered specimens in their respective
positions in due time, are matters which very much retard the
proper carrying-out of a show. The catalogue has assumed a
more business-like shape than formerly, but the continuation of
the All-England portion of the bird show immediately after the
members' classes, without some note of explanation, is somewhat
confusing. There is also room for improvement in the naming
of the classes 3G to 39. As they appear, it is impossible that
exhibitors can thoroughly understand how their birds should
be entered. " Evenly-marked," and " Ticked or Unevenly-
marked," can easily be understood by a novice in bird matters;
but the very vague terms of *' Marked" and "Variegated," is

enough to puzzle the heads of the best of judges and the oldest
of fanciers. Up to the very latest period on Saturday night I was
nnable to obtain a correct list of the prizes awarded ; whether
it was owing to the delay of forwarding them to the printers,
or_ whether the distance between the show-room and the
printers was too great, are also matters of consideration for the
future. One thing is certain, exhibitors at a distance are ever
anxious to know how their specimens "stand" as soon as
possible. Perhaps the adoption of a system equal to that carried
into effect at a cricket field would be better than nothing at all

—

the printing of a few of the returns as soon as given-in by the
Judges. Where there is a detached prize list, a small printing
press and a case of type would effect wonders in the way of

expedition. And what a happy hit it would be if one of the
Committee had a knowledge of the printing craft.

—

An Eye
Witness.

Cochins —1 and Medal, W. White. 2, Mrs. E. Pryor, Welwvn. vhc. C. Jad-
eon, Peckbam ; Hon. and Rftv. C. Vernon, Ktntprinn. hf., W. Bpntley, Tedding-
ton; Mrs. H. Strutt, StourbridRe; Mrs. E. Wilk'nson. Manchehter. c. Rev. K.
Story, Derby; T. M. Derry. Gedney ; J. W. Cronby, iJromwicb.
Bhahma Pootras —t>ark.~\, C. Coppack, Chester. 2, R. p. Percival, Man-

chester, vhc. T. Webb, Sutton Coldfleld. he. H. Frost, Swan-jf-a ; J. Robin-
son, Ulverfeton : J. Johnson. West Bromwich : H. Chavcner, Utt'ixeter; W.
Bninton, East Dereham, c, C. Coppack; — Holbrook, Derby. Light.—\. 3. T.
Hincke, Hamberstone. 2. W. T. Storer. Derby, vhc, T. Waterall. Lucas
Grange, he, J. C. Martin, Chesterfield; W. Thorn ; R. P. Percival ; Croall and
Sealey ; J. Widd'twson. Derby ; R. E. Horffall, LiverpMol ; U. (.ihawner.
iiAM-R.—Black Red.—l, C. Spencer. ThulBton. 2, E S. Godsell, Strond. he,

J. Lane, Burton-on-Trent; E. Clavev. Butlunon-Trent. c. J. A. & H. H.
Stavely, Driffield ; W. L. Blake. Llandaff. Broun Red ~1 and Medal, H. E.
Martin. Scnlthorpe. 2, F. Sale, Derby, vhc, G. Bentley, Rickmansworth ; C.
W. Laxton, Market Rayson ; J. Lane, he, Miss Waters, Elsbam ; A. Peake,
Somerby. Any other variety,— I. WingHeid & Andrews, Sidbury. 2. F. Sale.
vhc, E. Bell. Burton-on-Trent ; Earl Londoan, Derby ; E. Winwood. Worcester.
he, J. II. Bradwell, Southwell, c, 3. A. & H. H. Staveley. COck.~l and Medal.
W. Ormtrod, Todmorden. '2, E Bell, vhe, U. K. Martin, he, 3. Calladine,
Heanor ; F. Sale, CrowJe ; T. P. Lyon, Liverpool, c, C. W. Laxton ; J. Cock,
Worcester.
HiMBDHaHS.—GoM and Silver-pencilleeU—l and Medal, J. LoDg, Bromley

Common, 2, H. Speakman, Nantwich. vhc, 3. Smith, Lincoln, he, H. C.
While, Sutton Coldtield. c, J. Langley, Mickleover. Gold ajid ailver-spangled.
— l.T. E. Jonea, Wolverhampton. '2, S. W. Hallam, Whitwick. vhc, J. Long.
he. Mrs. G. M. Rolls. Monmouth; M. M. Casbmure, Lou^bboroaab ; H. C.
While, c, Mrs. G. M. Rolls, Whitwick; J. Ward, Ashby-de-la-2ouch ; C,
Pickering, Kirk Langley.
Bantams.—B/ac/: and other Reds.—\ and Medal. A. Ashley, Worcester. 2, F.

Shumacb, Southwell. 3, S. Beighton. vhc, J. OBcrnft; W. Barke-rville, Man-
cbester; F. Sale; R. Swift, Duflield. he. W. TomkinHon, Smallthoroe ; W.
Griffin; D. Warren, Syston ; Win^eld & Andrews; J HichardBon, Lnngh-
borough ; A. Canty, Barton-<jn-H umber, c, Hockadav A Hearn, &t. Austell ; W.
Brunton Any other variety —I, K. U. Ashton, MaLchefater. 2, Mrs. Wootton,
Mapperley. Extra 2, R. Smith, Southwell, vhc, 3. W. Lloyd. Kington (z); J.
Earnshaw, Rotherham. he, G. Evans, Worcester; F. Shiimach; J. Oscroft;
S. Beighton ; H. 0. Holloway, Stmud ; M. Leno.
Cross Breeds.— 1, J. Widdowson. 2, W. Kirby, ARhbvde-la-Zouch.
Any Variety —1 and Medal, Hon. and Rev. C. J. Vernon. 2, H. Yardley,

Birmingham. 8, J. Richaroson (Malaya), vhc, Stott & Booth, Bury <Black
Hamburghs); W. Cutlack, jnn., Ely (Creve-Cceur) ; H. Chawner, Jan. {Houdan).
he, W. D>in«. Faversbam {Hoadansj; J. S. Kooth, Chesterfieid (Malay); R, A.
BoiBsier (Crcve-CGCur?) ; E. Brown, Sheffield (Spaniuh); W. L. Blake. C,
Lieut -Col. ConoUe, Michleover (Houdan). Cock—\, Mibs Murray, Thulstone
(Dorking). 2, W. Birch, Coventry, he, K. A. Buinsier, Pen&harst (Houdan): A.
and W. H Silvestur, Shetfleld (Silver Sebright); C. Graves. CheBterlield
(Brahma); R Barrett, Stroud; H. C. Holloway (Cochin), c, W. Morris, Ross.
Selling Class.— 1, J. Richardson (Brown Red Game). 2. J. Payne, Newark,

8, J Smith, he, C. Spencer ; P. Hanson, Stonehouae ; J. Staley, North Colling-
ham (Buff Cochins); M. M. Cashmore (Dorkings), c, P. Hanson ; J. Atkinson,
Newark (Brahma).
Ducks.— 1, A. & W. H. Silvester. 2, J. White, Whitley, Netherton. 8, Mrs.

Woottoc. he, S. L. Edwards, Tarporley. c, J. Brown, jun., Markfield; J. H.
Bradwell.

PIGEONS.
Cabhiers.—1, W. H. A. Mailer. 2 and 8, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford, he, C. T.

Herieff, Banbnry ; H. Yardley. c, H. Yardley.
Pouters.—1. W. Nottage, Northampton. 2, — Holbrook. 8, G. Foeter.North-

ampton. he, W. W. Watkin, Northampton; H. Y'ardiey. c, D. M. Garside,
Manchester; R. Barrett.
DKAG0ON6.— 1, F. Graham, South Birkenhead. 2. A. Boote, Crewe. S, R.

Woods, he, W. W Watkin, Northampton; C. F. Herieff: F. Graham (2); A.
McKenzie; C. E. Chavasse, Sutton Coidfield (2); R. Woods, Manbfield ; A. W.
Wren, Loweetofi;; C. F. Staunton. Sandy Mount; 4. Boote (2). c, G. Bentley;
J. Peace, Burton-ou-Trent ; G. W. Dutton, Chester ; A. McKenzie.
Fantails.—1, W. Walker, Duffield. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. S, H.

Yardley. vhc, S. Swift; J. Walker, he, W. Morns; J. F. Loversidge; J.
Walkt-r (2).

Tuhbits.-1, R. Woods. 2, A. Riddell, Lichfield. 8. L. Lawson, Preston. ?uj,

Hockaday &Hem; A. RiddeU ; H Yardley; H. G. Poole, Bradford; A. & W.
H. Silvester, c, H. G Poole; R. Woods.
Tumblers —1. J. Peace. 2, H. Yardley. S, R. Barrett, vhc, A. & W. H. Sil-

vester, he, C. E. Chavasse ; G. Holloway, jua., Stroud ; S. Curzon, Derby ; L.
LawBon.
ANY OTHER Vartety. — 1, H. Yardley. 2, A. Mandera, Norfolk (Yellow

Jacobin). 3, T. Chambers, Northampton {Foreign Owl), vhc, 3. Peace; R.
Wonds (Archangel) ; A. Manders (Ked Jacobin), he, C. F. Herieff (Black
Swallow); Mrs R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter (Red ^wailow) ; T. Chambers (Foreign
Owl); W Patrick, Kettering ; R. Woods (Jacobin); — Thresh, Bradford (Barb).
c, W. Nottage.
Selling Class. —1, L. Watkin. 2, A. Boote (Dragoon). 3, J. Cnrrie,

Worcester (Black Carrier), he, J. C. Adams, Rochdale; W. Brown, North-
ampton ; J. Earnshaw; R. H. Ashton {t); J. Harrison (Barb), c, D. M. Gar-
side (I'arrier) (2J; L. Lawson (Trumpeter); R. Barrett; M. M. Cashmore
(Carrier).

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgian.-Cicar YeUov\—\, R. Whitaker. Darley Abbey. Marked Yellow —

1, W. Woodward, sen., Derby. Marked Buff.—\, R. Whitaker. Variegated
Buff—\, W. Woodward, sen.
Norwich.- C'ii^ar Yellow.—\, J. Clarke, Derby. 2, W. Woodward, Jan. 3, A.

Ufton, Derby, vhc, H Watson, Derby; J. Torr, Derby; Johnson & Hinds; J.
Evans, Derby, he, 3. Bexson. Derby ; H. Ball, Castle Donineton. Ci^ar Buff.
].J. Clarke. 2, Johnson &. Hiuds. 3, J. Torr. vhc, A. Ulton ; J. Evans; W.
Woodward, JUQ. he, H. Ball.
NdKwicH,— Marfct'rf Yellow.—\, Johnson & Hinds. 2. J. Clarke. 8, J. Torr.

vhc. 3. Bexson; R. Whitaker. he, C. Biohondon ; W.Woodward, jun. Marked
Bu#.—1. Johnson & Hinds. 2, J. Bexson. 3, H. Watson, vhc, W. Woodward,
Jan.; J. Torr. he. R. Whitaker; J. Evans.
Norwich.- Evenly-variegated IViioio.— I, H.Watson. 2, T.Newbold. Burton-

on-Trent. 3, W. Woodward, sen. vhc, 3. Lowe, Long Eaton. Evenly variegated
BiiXT-1, C Bishondon. 2. A. Ufton. 3, T. Newbold.
KonyViCH—Heavily-variegated Yellow.— 1, Johnson & Hinds. 2. J. Tort. 8,

H. Ball, vhc, A. Unon. he, T. Newbold. c. C. Legg. Heavily-variegated Buff

,

—I, Juhoson & Hinds 2, K. Whitaker. 3, J. Clarke.
Norwich —Grftn Jonque.—\, 3. Torr. 2, C. Bishondon. 8, W. Jackson

Burton on-Trent. Mealy Oreen.-l, H. Ingman, Breaston. 2. F. Edvrards
Norwich.— rarifj/aied Crested Yellow.—1, F. Woodward 2. J. Bexson. vhe,

Johnson *S Hinds, he, 3. Clarke. Variegated Crested Buff.—l, 3. Torr. 2, J.
Clarke. 8, A. Batellt). Ockbrook. vhe, J. Lowe.
Norwich.—.4Hy variety Crested Yellow.— 1, R. Hodgkinson. 2, J. Bexson. 8,

J. Torr. he, J, Clarke. Any variety Crested Buff —I, F. Woodward. 2, J.
Torr. 8, Johnson & Hinds, vhc. 3. Clarke, he. 3. BexHon.
hizA-BDs.— Golden-spangled CUar Caps.—\, R. Hodgkinson, Derby, BilvCT'

spangled Clear Capi —1, — Legg. 2, - Hyde.
hiZiRDa- Golden-spangled Broken Caps:.—!, W. Jarkson. Silver-spangled

Broktn Caps.—l, R Hodgkinson. 2, W. Jackson. 3. J. Legg.
Cis^tAUuns.-Self Jonque.~U A. Ufton. ^ J. Bexson. 8, C. Dakin. Derby.

Self Mealy.—1, 3. Bexson. 2, T. Newbold. 3, C. Legg. rftc, A. Ulton. he, J.

Torr,
Cinnamons.—Marked or Variegated Jonque.—'i, N. Banks. 2, J. Torr.
Goldfinch Mxjl.es.—Marked or Variegated Jonque —\, 3. Bexson. 2, W.

Achworth, Derby. 3, A. Curtis, Bur[on-un-Trent. Marked or Variegated
Mealy.—I, R. Hodgkinson. 2. W. Ashworth. 8, A. Curiis.
Goldfinch Mules.-Z>arfc Jonque. — \, 3. Bexaon. 2, A. Curtis. Vark

Mealy.—i, Rogers & Kerry, Ripley. 2, W. Ashworth. 8, A. Curtis, vhe, W.
Woodward, jun.; W. Jackaon.
Any Variety of Mule.—1, W. Ashworth. 2, A. Cartis.
NuitwicH.— Clt-ar Yello:i.—l, Orrae & Ashley, Derby. 2, J. C. Salt, Borton-on-

Trent. 3, J. Adams, Coventry, vhc, 3, C. Salt; J. Adums ; R. Whitaker. he,

3. Winfield, Burton Jovce. e, 0. R. Cowley. Burton-on-Trent. Clear Buff.—l
and 2, J . Aaams. 3, J , Clarke, vhc. J. C. Salt, he, T. Smith, Coventry.

NokwicH.-il/a?-/c<!(i Yellow.—1, 3. C. Salt. Marked Buff,—I, 3. Adams. 2, J.

C. Salt. „ „
Norwich.-rariV^affii Yellow.— I and 2, J. Adams, vhe, 3. C. Salt. c. W.

Sherwin. Variegated Buff.—l and 8, J. Adams. 2, Clark & Newton, Nottmg-
ham. he. 3. C. ^alt.
Norwich -Crested reilow.—l. F. Woodward, 2, CHilUer. Northampton. S,

Clark & Newton, vhc. Doman & Allen. Nottingham ; Chtrk & Newton ;
Brown

and Gayton, ^orthampton he. H. Wntson. Crested Buff.—l. F. Woodward.
2. K. Ritchie, Darlinglun. 3. Martin A lirimn, Nurthiiiiiptou. vhc. Doman and
Allen; Martin A: Griffin, /ic, Doman A AlKu ; W. Sb.rwiu; G, I'ox, Northampton.
Belglan.— C/cnr. Ticked, or Ynrimuted Yell"W.— \. R. Bawu.an, Middles*

borough. Clear, Ticked or Variegated Buff.—2, G. E. Russell, Brierley HilL
3 and lie, H. Leno, Markyate Street, vhc, K. Hawman.
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"LiZKntia. — Golden span/jled.— I, Withheld. 2 and 3, R. Ritchie. Silver-
,spangled.~2, R. Ritchie.
CivNAMON.—,r()/i(7u<; —2 and /w. J. Adams. 3, J. C. Salt." c,3. G. Edj^e. [Mealy.

—1, G. Cox. vUc, J. Adams, c. J. G. Edge.
GoLDPiNCU Mule —ZJarfc.— 1, G. Cox. 2, Miss B. Bemrose.ii'ftc, R. Haw-

man.
GoLDnKCH—1, S. Roberts, Derby. 2, R. Hawman.
Linnet.—ZJrawfk—i, R. Ward, Derby. :i, W. Carricb, Middleshoroagh. vhc,

J. Simnet*, Derby.
British Biecds.—^Jiy other varii^ty.—l, T. Newbold {Thrush). 2. H Nicklin-

son. Derby. vlic,E. Saudell, jun., London (BuUlincb). he, J. Harrison, Derby
(Robin)
PABR0T8,—Any variettj.—l, T. Goliphtly,!Derby, vhc, J. F. Barra.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—1, J. Boyle, Blackburn. 2, T. Green, Moxley. 8, T. Davis,

Southwell, vhc. T. Schofield, jun.. Manchester (-2). lie, W. Canner, Leicester ;

A. J ones West Bromwich ; T Schulield. jun. ; J Wood, jun., Derby.
An? other Variety. -1 and Extra 3. T. Schofield. jua. (Silver-Grev and

Dntch). 2 and vhc, J. Boyle (Himalayan ami Silver-Grey). 3, W. Brunton
(AnfforaJ. ftc, J. Tebbutt (Himalayan); W. Patrick (Angora) ; J. Owen, Ketter-
ing (Dutch); A. Canty (Silver-Grey).

GUISBOROUGH BIRD SHOW,
In cage-bird circles Guiaborough has spoken for the fourth

time, and the Show of 1874, held on the 30th and 31st ult., has
become an event of the past, except the chronicling of the doings
at the annual Bird Show htld at the Temperance Hall. Guia-
borough certainly has added to ita hitherto-gained reputation
during the past four years, even though it bo simply no more
than the holding of its annual Show. History speaks of

Guisborough (in the North Riding of Yorkshire) in another way
than with respect to birds. It is stated that the town is cele-

brated for being the first place where alum was made, but what
part of the globe is credited with the discovery of the aforesaid
useful article is not juat now within my head to decide. Perhaps
the Romans knew more about that matter than I do. I think I

have seen it stated that it was first obtained from the East, and
introduced into England in the year 1595 by Sir Thomas
Chaloner. Now this may be all very well in its way, bat as I

feel somewhat more illuminons than aluminous, I will adhere to

the question of birds, and give below the details of such who
were the fortunate winners with their ^little fiery-looking
wonders. Canaries now-a-days are wonders in reality—I do not
mean all of them ; only those which have undergone a certain
course of treatment. Fanciers, mark the word "cei tain." Some
undergo an uncertain course of treatment. Such can never be
expected to become "little blazing gems of dazzling brightness."
I might here ask the question of any breeder of Lizard birda.

What success, pray, have you (anyone) had with putting your
birds under the cayenne treatment? The answer perchance
will amount to this :

" It's a mistake, I've put my foot in it ; no
more pepper for me." Now bear with me with becoming
patience, ye impatient fanciers ; I'm driving towards Guis-
borough as fast as I can. One point is beyond all doubt: Sir
Thomas Chaloner had nothing to do with the introduction of
the Canaries and the numerous other feathered beauties which
graced the stages in the Temperance Hall, Guisborough, during
the two-days Bird Show. The supplies were furnished by exhibi-
tors from various parts of England. One fancier, so the prize list

announced, forwarded fourteen of his Canaries, and gained with
them the equal number of fourteen first and second prizes, a
feat I never remember being performed before. Lucky " John
Adams, of Coventry !

" Talk of being " sent to Coventry," I

really believe many would like to go there ; and if all is true
that's whispered, a journey has recently been made with the
object of becoming " fly " to the "ins and outs " of the pepper
"dodge." It appears there is yet some "secresy" existing.
Respecting the above-mentioned fourteen first and second
prizes, the same lucky fancier is not bound to repeat the like
performance at epery other show betwixt now and the holding of
the great Crystal Palace Exhibition. I recollect it being once
asserted in print that because one Mr. So and-so had "swept the
deck" at an exhibition held early in the season, he was " bound
to win " at every other show following up to a certain period
during that same exhibiting season. Now I consider that a very
ridiculous and ill-timed assertion to make. Vain, excessively
vain, as far as the writer's opinion of himself was concerned,
because judges are not and will not be " bound " to one indi-
vidual's way of thinking; besides, it exhibited a want of dis-
cretion on the on the writer's part.
Norwich.—Clear Yellows counted nine entries, and ClearBuffs

thirteen. Mr. Adams took first and second in each class—an
easy win. Mr. Stevens's Yellow, a "good 'un," was third, Mr.
Winter's Buff occupying the like position, but rather small.
Five Evenly-marked Yellow or Buff made up Class 3, the two
highest prizes falling to Mr. Adams, and the third to Mr. Cox.
Two classes were devoted to the Ticked or Unevenly-marked
birds. There were six in each class, Mr. Adams being again to
the front for two firsts and two seconds. Mr. Bexson won a
third place in the Yellows, and Mr. Tenniswood a third in Buffs.
The winning birds were full of fire, and in splendid trim. The
Crested birds stood thus—Mr. Hawman's first, Mr. Hampton's
second, and Mr. Cox's third.

Li::arcls.—Both classes mixed, which I entirely disapprove of.

Entries scarce, but quaUty " up to the knocker." The first

prize, a Silver bird, won with the greatest ease, Messrs. Clemin-
son & EUerton being the exhibitors of that and the third bird,
a Golden-spangled. Messrs. HoldswortU & Oliver's second prize
Golden-spangled bird was a fair specimen, barring cap and spangle.
Ginnamuns, Jonques, first and second to Mr. Adams—an

easy win. Third prize Mr. Burton, but much behind the two
others in colour. Buff—Mr. Adams again to the front with two
splendid birds, Mr. Cox claimingthird place with a very good bird.

Yorkshire.—Two classes for Clear, and one for Ticked or Un-
evenly-marked. The chief winners were Messrs. Williams,
Belk, Stevens, Winter, Rowland, and Garbutt. There were
many smart-made, close-feathered birds, and the three classes
were well judged.

Clear Green numbered six, Mr. Rowland claiming first

honours, Mr. Stevens second, and Mr. Tenniswood third. All in
good feather and condition.

Crested Cnppy.—Mr. Garbutt'a first-prize was well in for the
position it justly occupied, and was much admired for its
splendid crest. Mr. Belk, who exhibited a tolerably good bird,
was likewise a winner in the next class, "Plain-headed." He
exhibited a fine-shaped Yellow, and Mr. Thackrey followed up
close with a Buff for second place.
Any other Variety.—Mr. Hawman was well in for a first with

his Yellow Belgian, Mr. Belk ranking second with a fine yellow-
marked Yorkshire. There were several birds of note in this
class besides Messrs. Fryer & Holt's third-prize, some of
which, no doubt, will be heard of at future shows.

Mules.—Mr. Bunting was first with a dark Goldfinch
specimen, which met with a purchaser, Mr. Cox being second and
Mr. Hawman third in the same class. In the Any other variety
of Goldfinch Mules Mr. Bunting was again to the fore with a
real beauty, full of size, bloom, afld condition. Mr. Tenniswood
stood next with a clean specimen, and Messrs. Moore and
Wynn's Marked Yellow was third.

British Birds.—Here again Mr. Bunting was victorious with
a somewhat showy-moulted Goldfinch, a likely-looking breeding
bird, cheap too at the catalogue price of 2.5s. Mr. West was
second, and Mr. Bishop third. There were eleven Goldfinches
exhibited, but some were backward in the moult. The Linnet
class contained twelve good birds, Mr. Burton's bird having the
choice of places. Mr. Bunting was second, and Mr. Carrick
third. The second and third-prize birds were much in favour.
In the Any other variety of British birds there were several
capital specimens. A Starling, exhibited by Messrs. Fryer and
Holt, was richly deserving of the first place. This identical
bird, it appears, had the misfortune of descending the chimney
of a farmhouse. The bird was afterwards disposed of for an
" old song," and was again re-sold at Stockton Show, where it

took a prize. It was again successful as a prizewinner at Mid-
dlesborough. These are the birds to sweep the deck.
There was a Selling class, in which twenty-four specimens

were shown. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Thackrey's
bird, although a coarse-looking one. Mr. Thomas Cleminson
was awarded second honours, and Messrs. W. & C. Burniston
third. There five entries in the class for " Cage of six varieties,"
Messrs. Cleminson & EUerton being the winners of the first,

Mr. T. Cleminson that of second, and Mr. Hampton third.

The sixes throughout were very showy, especially the first and
second-prize cages.

National Peristekonic Society.—The members of this
Pigeon Club will hold, between the hours of 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.,

on Tuesday, the 17th inst., at the Freemasons' Tavern, Great
Queen Street, London, a show of Pigeons, including all the
high-class varieties and Toys. Admission on presentation of
address card.

HIVES : WOOD v. STRAW.
At page 415 Mr. Pettigrew says, " I think it has never been

proven that hives with moveable combs are the most profitable."

Perhaps not. No doubt as much honey can be got out of straw
hives without bars as with them. The same may be said of

wooden hives ; but on the other hand it may be asserted without
fear of reasonable contradiction that wooden hives with or with-
out bars under similar external circumstances are equally profit-

able with those made of straw. Putting aside the question of

mere profit, as to which there is not a pin to choose between the
one system or the other, when we come to balance their^rosand
cons in other respects, who can doubt that in point of interest

and perfect mastery of the science of bee management the
wooden and the bar hives carry the day ?

As a practical bee-master of the old school Mr. Pettigrew haa
no equal, but we of a later generation cannot allow the splendid
achievements of our more scientific apiarians to be systemati-
cally snubbed, in The Journal of Horticulture too, which
has for the last thirty years been the pioneer of all apiarian
progress in En:^land and America. Certainly the results of the
recent Crystal Palace Show did not evidence any such practical

superiority of the straw and stick hive management aa Mr. Petti-

grew persists in claiming; indeed it was quite the reverse. Nor
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d^'SS his question pat to " the principal bar-frame dealer " in
his ueiRhboarhood, and the answer thereto, settle the matter
quite so triumphantly. Curiously enough that veteran bee-
master, Mr. George Fox, of Kingsbridge, comes to the rescue,
and gives the proof as to the at least equal excellence of the
wooden bar-framed hives. His "adjusting" hive, "in which
the arrangement of frames in the stock-box and bars in the
adjuster have been carefully carried out," is fully the match of
any straw hives I ever heard of ; 98 lbs. of honeycomb in one
year in one such adjusting super, and 112 and 109J lbs. in two
other supers are quite a match for the straw hive weighing
" 164 lbs. gross," the largest ever heard of by Mr. Pettigrew.
Pray let this controversy cease, and let it be allowed, both to

Mr. Pettigrew to prefer his sticks and straw, all very good in
their way, and to "B. & W." and others to believe that there is
at least equal merit in the results of modern science. I express
only the general sense of annoyance which exists at this constant
nibbling hy Mr. Pettigrew at those who differ from him.—B. & W.

HONEY HARVEST IN NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE.
The honey harvest in this part of the country has not on the

whole been very good ; most of the bees being kept in very
email straw skeps, and being very weak in the spring, have not
done much service ; but the few bee-keepers who have com-
menced using the 16 and 18-inch Pettigrew hives have done
pretty well. I had nine such hives, seven of which I artificially
swarmed, the other two not being fit at the proper time. One of
these became very strong in bees, and filled me an 8 lb. glass
super, and has since yielded honey very well; the other still

continues weak. The outcome of the whole is three glass supers—8 lbs., 15 lbs., and 16 lbs. respectively ; two straw supers, 5 lbs.

and 12 lbs. respectively ; 83 lbs. of honeycomb, being a 63-lb. hive
sold to be run for honey, and 20 lbs. of white comb cut from the
outside combs, and I could easily have cut 100 lbs. if there had
been a demand for it, and 305 lbs. of beautiful run honey " fit to
eat," giving a total of Hi lbs. of honey and 17J lbs. of wax,
besides a great amount of waste, which has been made into
about eleven gallons of mead. This I think a very fair harvest
from nine stocks in the straw hives so much despised by some
apiarians, but which I venture to think the very best hive that is

made where the greatest results are required from the least
possible trouble and expense.
My present stock consists of five old stocks, one swarm, one

turnout, and six autumn sugar-fed stocks—in all thirteen hives,
three of the sugar-fed ones being in the so-muoh- vaunted bar-
frame hives, which have been filled with sweet old combs, and
I intend to test their merits fairly alongside the Pettigrew straw
hive.
Three of my neighbours who have adopted the large straw

hives in preference to the small ones have severally ;—No. 1,
from two spring stocks 65 lbs. of honey ; No. 2, from three stocks
120 lbs., and a glass super about 16 lbs. ; No. 3, from four stocks
150 lbs., besides a large quantity of refuse honey given to the
driven and united bees in each case.

—

Thos. B.i.QSH.iw, Longnor,
near Suxt07i.

CRUDE IVY HONEY.
Undeb this head " B. & W." informs the readers of the

Journal that honey gathered from ivy blossoms " tastes exactly
like the leaves of the plant when chewed in the mouth, and is
equally acrid, only, of course, much sweeter." Then he puts
this extraordinary question, " Will Mr. Pettigrew say that this
acrid taste is not existing in the crude syrup gathered in the
flower, but is developed in the stomach of the bee when the
honey has been reswallowed?" I have to say in answer that
no intelligent person entertains such a thought. "B. & W."
should know that bees have not the power to give the peculiar
flavour to any kind of honey. No two different plants yield
honey tasting alike; the peculiarity comes from the plant, and
exists in the syrup found in its flowers. The bees, however,
remove the crudeness, and sweeten as well as thicken the syrup
or nectar. After honey has been twice swallowed and disgorged
it is perfect, whether found in the combs sealed or unsealed.

—

A. Pettiobew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
DoRKlNOs AT OxFoED SHOW.—Mr. Lingwood informs as that the cockerel

in his pen, No. 11, was hatched on the 23rd of February.
HoDDANg {H.B. P.).—Your fancier either makefl a mistake or does not

know the fowls. Hoadans are very hardy. It is the La Flcche that die
suddenly. You may have twenty to all appearance in perfect health in the
morning, and every fowl down before the evening. We consider the Houdans
the hardiest of the French breeds. A pair of true birds will cost you from
40«. to 60».

Yellow Feathers in Black Hamhueohs (P. S.).—In nearly all black-
pluma^ed cocks breeders are exposed to disappointment by finding red and
yellow feathers in the hackles and saddles, but this is confined to the cocks-
Spanish, Cochins, and Polands. Although they are not considered disquali-
iicationsiu Creve-Cteurs as long as they confine themselves to yellow, yet red
Icathera disqualify even in that breed, aad it id desirable a cock should have

no colour. Nothing of the sort is, however, looked for in hens and pullets.
At times a Spanish hen will become first patchy, then white, and we have
known one moult black axain, but this is a very rare exception. When we
are told we are buying prize birds, and when we give a large price for them,
we expect purity of breed, and we believe that such will throw pure chickens.
If one or two pullets had shown white tips or white feathers we should be
disposed to overlook them if the others were perfect ; but when it is the rule
of the produce we should feel aggrieved, and should complain. If we could
not get an answer we should, after due notice given, complain publicly. Even
if the seller was not aware they had any bad blood iu them, he should offer
you some redress. If you bought the pen that took first prize at a certain
show, and you had them, you have no ground for complaint. You acted on
the decision of the Judge, and bought certain fowls as they appeared in the
pen.
Rabbit for Exhibition (P. J.).—Give only dry food—oats, peas soaked

and well drained, and slices of carrot. No green food.
Food vor Bees (2*. J. L.}.—Next to honey we prefer a mixture—1 lb. of

loaf sugar dissolved in half a pint of water, and boiled for two or three
minutes.
Terrier (J. W. L.).—Put a piece of indian-rubber court plaister on the

wound where the wart was. When healed touch the wart with aquafortis,
and repeat until removed. To destroy the vermin in the dog's coat, take
enough soft soap to rub into the whole coat of the dog ; add to this a tea-
spoonful, more or less according to the size of the dog, of spirits of turpen-
tine; rub this mixture well into the roots of the hair, adding a little warm
water to make it reach the skin. Let this remain on for a quarter of an hour,
then plunge the dog into a warm bath, and rub off the mixture with the
hand. Care should be taken not to let it get into the eyes, and to wash it

completely out of the skin.

METEOBOLOQIOAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0" 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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effect. They were arranged in the old style, and I was pleased
to see the chaBte effect in them of a uniform edging of the pretty
Koniga maritima, an old but most useful plant. The fine old
Yariegated Geranium Lady Plymouth also told well ; it is an
excellent variety, and, so far as Iam aware, is quite distinct from
any modern introduction. The vases were in great beauty, being
well filled, and with an abundance of blossom upon the plants.

Some large circular beds on the semicircular lawn in front of

the south corridor, treated in a remarkably bold style, were very
fine. The centres contained a mixed mass of Dahlias and
Hollyhocks surrounded by a belt of yellow Dahlias, alternating
with white in the next bed ; this was enclosed by another belt

of a fine, dwarf, dark crimson Dahlia, blending beautifully
with a band of dark Coleus placed in front of it, and with an
edging of Golden Pyrethrum. There were ten of these, beds
and as they were placed singly, and some distance apart, near
the margin of the curved part, they embraced nearly the whole
of its bold sweep with excellent effect.

A detailed account of the planting in every bed or design

has a nice nutty flavour. The plant is easily grown in a pot
in a stove, is about 1 foot high, and has rather pretty yellow
flowers. Half way up the stem a root shoots out and turns
down to the earth, where it forms a new Pea Nut.—W. D. A.

THE SAWFLY ENEMIES OF OUR FRUIT
TREES.

Amongst the family of the Sawflies there are numerous
species which prove more or less injurious to our fruit trees.

Never a season passes, probably, without a certain per-eentage
of loss arising from these insects, which from their peculiarities
of habit are often difficult to deal with. Some cultivators
know only too well several species of the genus Nematus, allied

3, 3,

Fig. 121.—Border at Crystal Palace.

Echeveria secnnda glaaca

9,

10, 19,

Altemantbera amcena
Me^embryanthemam cordifolium variegatum.
Blae Lobelia
Golden Feather Pyrethrum
Cnjeus Verschaffelti

White variegated Geranium
ChriHt ioe Geranium
Madame Vaiicher Geranium
Stella Geranium

bluish grey,

carmine,
pale yellow,

deep blue,

bright yellow,

deep crimson,
white and green,

pink,
white,

crimson scarlet.

has not been given, because it would be neither interesting
nor instructive. I have striven rather to impart a critical tone
to these papers in order to render them really useful, and I

should be glad to take part in a discussion of the various
systems of outdoor floral arrangements in the pages of the
Journal ; for I am sure that the very marked advance in taste

and culture, or rather in art knowledge, that was evident in
these and other public gardens which I have visited this
autumn, must inevitably lead to a similar improvement gene-
rally. But the mere copyist can never do this well, there must
be a thorough knowledge of the principles which rule all art
works ; and just in proportion to the mastery of this and its i

intelligent application will be our success in imparting depth,
meaning, and fulness of expression to the association of what
is elegant in form or beautiful in colour.

—

Edwaed Luckhukst.

Ambkican Pea Nut.—In answer to " Co. Antrim," page 408,
this Nut is produced by Arachis hypogsea, a native of tropical
Asia and Africa, and is imported in large quantities to Europe
for the manufacture of salad oil ; it is used in the United
States roasted like Chestnuts, and eaten in theatres, &a. It

to the familiar Gooseberry fly. The parent Sawflies deposit

their eggs in clusters on the branches, and the gregarious

caterpillars, which seem to feed by night as well as day, make
sad havoc with the leaves, and also influence the productive-

ness of the trees, principally by the obstruction they cause to

the due leafage and development : so some have suggested that

they actually poison the sap of the trees or plants they attack.

Then, also, though fortunately these insects are not so generally

distributed, species belonging to the genus Lyda visit Apple
and Pear trees, L. Pyri especially forming disagreeable webs
in which the larva; partially secrete themselves. But not trust-

ing entirely to the protection of this common habitation, each
individual forms a separate case for itself, which may be

either entirely of silk or partly of rolled leaves, resembling

somewhat those formed by some of the small moths of the

Tortrix tribe. Scarcely any of these larvae move with any
degree of rapidity, for they are without abdominal legs,

though they possess two horny projections at the anal extremity;

yet they are not easily extirpated, from their habits of conceal-

ment, and there really seems no better way than the removal
and destruction of all branches seen to be infected.

Then there is that species which escapes notice on the wing,

because it comes forth at a season when fiying insects are

abundant—namely, in May and June. This has been expressly

named the Apple Sawfly, and perhaps it confines its attacks

to that fruit ; in science it is known as Tenthredo testudinea.

Professor Westwood tells us that he has watched the females

busy amongst the Apple blossoms, but they are so sensitive to

alarm that he could not approach near enough to see the de-

position of the eggs, which are probably placed in, or close to,

the calyx. The fly, which is about three-quarters of an inch

across the wings, has the upper surface of the body of a brilliant

black, the sides of the head, antennae, legs, and under side

orange freckled with brown. The eggs are doubtless some
little while ere they hatch. As soon as the fruit has made such
progress as to afford the larvte food they lodge themselves

comfortably within the Apples, and the particular ones they

favour of course go to swell the number of " windfalls," since
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their proper ripening is imposeible, and sucb infected fruit

may be expected to make its way to the ground during July

—

accompanied by its internal enemy, let it be noted, for the

Jarva fogaciouely remains within until the Apple falls, to save

itself the trouble of a long and perilous journey to the earth.

This event having taken place, it very speedily pierces a holo

in the rind, and seeks a convenient spot to bury itself. The larva

of T. testudinea is directly distinguished from a Lepidopterous

larva by its possession of twenty legs, exceeding by four the
" regulation " number among the caterpillars of butter8ies and
moths, which does not go beyond sixteen, though faUing as low
as ten. Another peculiarity is that the body is very much
wrinkled, the ground colour being a dull white with a pink
line passing down the back ; the head is tawny. As will be

surmised, the pupation lasts through the winter.

It is to the species known as Blennocampa or Selandria

Cerasi that I wish particularly to draw attention, because I

rather apprehend that it will give us some trouble if we do
not watch it. In America species of the genus have been
recognised a long time by horticulturists, and they are popu-
larly called " Slug worms," not unsuitably. Some of them
were noticed by Keaumur, who also termed them slug larvae.

Of course, any person unacquainted with entomology would
hardly credit the fact that flies will be developed from these,

the aspect is so entirely different from that any ordinary
larva presents. There are upwards of thirty British species of

this genus. All do not, however, mask themselves from danger
in this peculiar way, for protection is, I suppose, the object of

the slimy disguise. Feeding only by night, and remaining on
the leaves throughout the day, this exudation shields the
larva from the summer or autumn sun, and may also ward off

the attacks of parasites to some extent—only to an extent,

though, for it may be assumed that B. Cerasi, like every other
species, has a parasitic foe. How and when it makes an effec-

tive inroad upon the slime-clad larva is as yet a mystery.
Slug-like as the larv* of B. Cerasi look, they are provided with
the usual complement of legs, but they are very short, and the

head being retractile and drawn under the next segment com-
pletes the deceptive appearance. In North Kent and other
districts near London these larvas have been abundant through-
out the past season, though in many places they seem to

limit themselves to the Hawthorn hedges, which presented
a sickly aspect, being attacked by B. Cerasi ere they had hardly
been able to rally from the inroads of the little Ermine Moth
(H. padella), which, owing to the backward summer we had,
spread its unpleasant webs upon the bushes later than usual.

Gardeners and nurserymen, unfortunately, are not suffi-

ciently alive to the necessity of dealing promptly with this

species. It is folly to wait until it attacks fruit trees. When it

has shown itself upon the Hawthorn we may be sure there is

every probability that it will not stop short there, but make
its way at last to Plum, Cherry, or even Pear trees, should
such be handy. Observations with regard to B. Cerasi are as yet
too few to enable us to judge as to what influence atmospheric
phenomena have upon the species. In some districts in the
midland counties it was seen in comparatively small numbers
for three years preceding 1869 ; that year and 1871 it appeared
in hosts, and was then noticed to decrease somewhat. In
other parts of England it was exceedingly abundant in 1871-72

;

during the following year we did not hear much about it, and
now it has again been troublesome. I am inclined to think
that cold winds do not much affect the insect. Heavy rains
would possibly annoy or destroy it by removing its exudation,
and washing it from the leaves. Powdered hellebore has been
proposed as a remedy, but as the editor of the " Entomologist"
remarks, this is not a convenient nor a cheap application, even
if proved effective. To pick the larva; off would be a hopeless
task, and syringing with some of the approved compounds
now in use may be deemed as likely a plan as any.—J. K. S. C.

SUKPLUS VEGETABLES.
In the Journal of October 29 th I noticed a suggestion by a

correspondent signing himself " Beta," to the effect that in
large gardens where there are so many surplus vegetables, it

would be a better plan, instead of throwing them to the
mbbish-heap, to sell them to the greengrocer. Now I should
like to suggest an amendment to that plan. Very often where
there is a large garden there is a farm attached to the estate,

and of course there would be a number of men employed

;

now I think where they could afford to throw so many vege-
tables away, they could as well afford to give them away ; of

course I mean to those employed on the garden and farm.
For instance, at the place where I am living till lately all the
surplus was thrown away, but now almost everything that is

not absolutely required in the house is sold ; there are six of
us in the garden, and more than that number on the farm, and
though we should be glad of a few vegetables, we never have
any given us unless we ask, and we are not very fond of
begging. As we work from six tiU six in summer, and from
light till dark in winter, we have not much time to enable us
to raise any for ourselves, and so we should consider it a great
boon to get a few vegetables given to us now and then, and I

think the loss would be very trifling to our employer.—F. W.

AURICULAS.—No. 2.

Although in white edges both edge and paste are circles of
white, yet they do not by that similarity lose all powers of
contrast. There is always a delicacy of difference between the
hoarfrostiness of the edge and the heavy snowfall on the paste.
I think there is no lovelier form of the flower than the true
white edge. It is the Auricula in her modest glory, in her
(jridal dress.

But as with the noble green edges, so with the gentle whites,
the truly great are few. Smiling Beauty is the best one out.
I make that reservation because I possess a plant of a young
sort that is destined to beat Beauty everywhere but in her
constancy. She is never out of character, and the young sort

sometimes sports a little into undue size of its golden tube.
But it will lead the beautiful class with its marvellously broad
round petal, brilliant snowy edge, laid on as in no other;
ground colour rich black velvet, delicately worked upon the
pip

;
paste dense and brilliant ; tube bright gold. As I am not

the raiser I may say so much for this white seedling. Next to
Smiling Beauty comes Taylor's Glory, and although I shall

notice some other good whites, these three are the most perfect
we have. Glory equals Beauty in its true white edge, but the
body colour is a reddish violet plum, while that of Beauty is

velvety black. Beauty is always circular in paste, and Glory
wavy, by which it loses a point.

The failings of white-edged flowers are not few. Petals in
this class are often pointed, and sometimes a little lacking in
substance. Smith's Ne Plus Ultra is a really fine white, with
rich chocolate ground colour, petals a little pointed. Smith's
Ann Smith has a snow-white edge, ground colour a cold blue
steel with a dash of violet, petal pointed. Lightbody's Countess
of Duumore is a fair white with chestnut ground, pip too
pointed. Smith's League a good white, black body, petal
pointed.

In properties of edge a common fault is that it is not dense
or white enough. Hepworth's True Briton is fine as a white,
but is often only a heavy grey edge ; its petal is a model of
breadth and smoothness. Such flowers as Trail's White Rival,
HinchcUffe's Lily of the Valley, Lowe's Maggie Lauder,
Smith's Lady Sale, and Pott's Regulator are often only grey
edges of various intensities ; but can all come white, the last

two are the best of them. Cunningham's John Waterston is a
bold good flower, and classed as white, but like too many of
them is frequently a grey. Again, in some varieties the white
edge is dingy, or soon turns sere. This last is a fault in
Taylor's Favourite and Lee's Bright Venus. In Popplewell's
Conqueror and Lightbody's Fair Flora I have never seen a
clean white edge at all.

In body colour the fault is mainly that of impurity, the
meal creeping over it as in Countess of Dunmore, and notably
in that nondescript Fair Maid, which should never have been
sent out at all. Lee's Earl Grosveuor has occasionally come
impure with me, but is mostly correct, and a very fine sort, and
very late. Summerseale's Catharina and Ashworth's Regular
are two real white edges, but under-sized. Regular is beauti-

fully correct. McDonald's Miss Arkley is a little small as well,

but a glowing flower, the white edge contrasted with a warm
crimson ground colour that in certain lights produces an effect

upon the flower like that of sunset upon snow. Lightbody's
Robert Trail is an enormous plautmaker with rich pips, some-
times white-edged, and often too small and cramped in the
two outer zones. Campbell's Robert Burns is fair, and Cheet-
ham's Countess of Wilton is a good old white.

All that I have named are worth growing, except Maggie
Lauder, White Rival, Fair Maid, Fair Flora, Countess of Dun-
more, and Popplewell's Conqueror. These are particularly

beautiful in habit of foliage, but will not do for the exhibi-

tion table. Of the white-edged class, however, as a rule, we
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mnst at present say that with all their faalts we love them
still, and I am not, therefore, to be understood as utterly con-
demning a flower because I mention its weak points, only we
must naturally prefer those that have fewest.

And now we come to the selfs, or, as the old Lancashire men
have it, "self-edged," and that not inaptly, for the breadth
which in other classes is a belt of green, grey, or white, is in

the selfs occupied by the body colour extending, without
change of shade, to the petal edges. Hence the importance
in this class of a bright yellow tube and brilliant broad paste,

without which the flower has a heavy sleepy look. Selfs are
not only a lovely class in themselves, but their effect among
the others at blooming time is very grateful. Their quiet
colours afford a rest to the eye that is confused by the rich
jewelry of unrelieved masses of emerald greens, and pearly
greys, and frosted whites. We have black and very dark selfs

in Nctherwood's Othello, Pohlman's Garibaldi, Spalding's
Blackbird, Smith's Mrs. Smith, Sim's Vulcan, Walker's Nim-
rod, Kay's Topsy, Turner's Master Hole, and King Coffee, a
seedling raised here ; crimson in Campbell's Duke of Argyll and
Lord Lome; violet in Smith's Garland, Barker's Nonsuch,
Smith's Pensioner, Clegg's Blue Bonnet, Whitaker's True Blue,
and Tamer's Cheerfulness ; bluer shades in Spalding's Metro-
politan, Lightbody's Meteor Flag, Smith's Formosa, and Hey's
Apollo, affectionately called "Old Poll." We have various
maroons in Sim's EUza, Spalding's Bessy BeU, and Miss
Brightly and Mary Gray; browns in Campbell's Pizarro and
Headly's Petronella ; dark crimsons in Lightbody's 172 and
Lord Clyde; a lovely carmine lake in Berry's Lord Lee, though
it has no paste ; and yellows in Gorton's Stadtholder and Gold-
finch, and best of all B. Simonites, a seedling of which my
friend the raiser has but two plants and I the third.

Many selfs have a pale or watery tube, giving the flower a
weak and vacant look. This is a class defect, and must be
worked out. Most of them possess also a central depression
or notch on the petal edge, whereas they ought to be perfectly
Eose-leaved, as in Othello, Garibaldi, Nimrod, and Topsy. All
selfa are flowers of thinner texture than the edged ones, and
so bloom the earliest and pass away the first. Late-flowering
selfs are much needed, and this is a valuable property in Duke
of Argyll. It is the latest and one of the best selfs, a sub-
stantial crimson flower with splendid golden tube and brUhant
white paste, but with the central notch. I have some scores
of seedlings from it, and one gem already.

Out of the selection of selfs I have given I will briefly pick
the best. Othello, Garibaldi, Blackbird, Mrs. Smith, Nimrod,
Topsy, Master Hole, Duke of Argyll, Lord Lome, Garland, Pen-
sioner, True Blue (old rare sort), Spalding's Metropolitan,
Meteor Flag, Eliza, Bessy Bell, Pizarro, Petronella, and Light-
body's 172, that puts aside Lord Clyde. My black seedling
King Coffee is a young sort of only four plants. I wait to see
if it keeps to its maiden promise of goodness.

In all I have said I have been guided by careful notes made
of Eorts that bloom in my own collection every year. I have
also been intimate with them in other collections too, and I

am quite aware that in some details, particularly in ground
colours, ail growers might not quite agree with me. The fact

is that soils, localities, and air so variously affect the exquisite
sensibility of the Auricula, that half a dozen growers from
different counties might almost as much differ over the precise
tint in a variety of the Auricula as the three worthies in
James Merrick's familiar poem, who each of them thought
that he knew best the real colour of the chameleon.—^F. D.
HoRNEK, Kirkliy Malzeard. Ripon.

Flowess which Open and Close at Fixed Hodrs.— Sir
John Lubbock, M.P., in his very interesting paper read at

Belfast at the late meeting of the British Association held
there, thus pleasingly alluded to this peculiarity among some
of our own wildings :

—" Many flowers close their petals during
rain, which is obviously an advantage, since it prevents the
honey and pollen from being spoiled or washed away. Every-
body, however, has observed that even in fine weather certain
flowers close at particular hours. This habit of going to sleep

is surely very carious. Why should flowers do so ? In animals
we can understand it ; they are tired, and require rest. But
why should flowers sleep ? Why should some flowers do so
and not others? Moreover, different flowers keep different

hours. The Daisy opens at sunrise and closes at sunset,
whence its name, day's-eye. The Dandelion (Leontodon Ta-
raxacum) opens at seven and closes at five ; Ajenaria rubra is

open from nine to three ; Nymphaja alba from about eleven to
four; the common Mouse-ear Hawkweed is said to wake at
eight and go to sleep at two ; the scarlet Pimpernel (AnagaUis
arvensis) to wake at seven and close soon after two ; while
Tragopogon pratensis opens at four in the morning and closes
just before twelve, whence its English name, " John-go-to-bed-
at-noon." Farmer's boys in some parts are said to regulate
their dinner-time by it. Other flowers, on the contrary, open
in the evening."

THE POMMIER DE PAEADIS, OE FRENCH
PARADISE STOCK.

A FEW years ago Mr. John Pearson, of ChUwell, a gentleman
of great knowledge and experience in these matters, expressed
an opinion in the pages of this .Journal that the Pommier de
Paradis of the French nurseries is a plant ill adapted as a
stock on which to grow Apple trees in this country. This
opinion was at once endorsed by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-
worth, a gentleman whose experience on such matters cannot
be gaLusaid ; and both gentlemen gave instances in their ex-
perience why they had arrived at that conclusion. A very ex-
hausting statement on this subject will be found by Mr.
Elvers in vol. x. of this Journal at page 193.

In the same volume will be found some communications on
the same subject by Mr. Scott, a nurseryman at Merriott, near
Crewkerne, in which he contradicts the statements of Mr.
Elvers, Mr. Pearson, and of the most eminent writers on the
subject from Phihp Miller downwards. I cannot follow the
language he uses to these gentlemen in his controversy with
them, Ijut the tendency of his observations is to show that they
do not know the true Pommier de Paradis, but that he does,

and that he uses it exclusively as the best stock on which to

grow Apple trees. He says, " The more I see of the true Pom-
mier de Paradis stock the more I am convinced it is the stock
to graft large Apples upon."

Fig. 122.

It was very important that it should be ascertained what the

true Pommier de Paradis is, and also what Mr. Scott's Pom-
mier de Paradis is. Mr. Scott communicated to Dr. Masters,

of the Gardeners' Chronicle, some remarks on his stock, ac-

companied with specimens of the fruit, and to the kindness of

that gentleman I am indebted for a specimen of the fruits,

and from which the following figure and description are taken.

The Royal Horticultural Society also moved in the matter, and
procured from the most rehable sources in France trees of the

true Pommier de Paradis, and through the careful manage-
ment of Mr. Barron at Chiswick they have this year produced
fruit. The result of this experiment is to prove that Mr.

Scott's stock is not the Pommier de Paradis at all. The accom-
panying figures and descriptions taken from the respective fruits

will convince anyone of the truth of this statement.

THE POMMIER DE PARADIS.

Fruit {fig. 122) with a balsamic fragrance, round, very angular,

with prominent ribs on the sides, which extend to the apex,

where they form sharp ridges, giving the fruit the appearance of
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a Bmall Calville. Skin smooth and shining without any trace of

riipset, greenish at first, but when kept of a fine lemon-yellow

colour, with a faint blush on the siiie next the sun. Eye
filosed, set in a deep and ribbed basin. Stalk over half an

inch long, slender, and rather deeply inserted. Flesh white,

lirm, crisp, very juicy, and briskly acid, with a fine balsamic

uroma. Ripe in the middle of August.

MR. SCOTT'S STOCK.

The fruit {fig. 123) is small, very much like arusseted Golden

Pippin, obtusely

conical, even in its

outline. Skin yel-

low, much covered

with patches and
reticulations of

rough brown rus-

set. The eye is

very small and par-

tially closed, with
very short seg-

ments, and is set

in a shallow nar-

row basin. Stalk

half an inch long,

slender, inserted

rather deeply in a

narrow cavity.
Flesh yellowish,
rather soft and Fig. 123.

spongy, not juicy, sweet. Core very small.

It is quite evident, therefore, that whatever may be the

merits or demerits of Mr. Scott's stock, it is not the true

Pommier de Paradis.—H.

VIOLETS.
I WAS written to last season by a Violet-grower because I

spoke favourably of the Russian variety, when I said some-

thing to this effect, " that no other variety would take its

place in every way." But I wrote advisedly, although I admit

it is poor in shape, in length of stem, and is surpassed in

colour
;
yet for freeness of flowering I have not seen anything

to compare with it, if duration is added too. Brandyana is

equally free, but only of about three or four weeks' duration.

I have had plants of the old Russian, that, apart from the

flowers, could be covered with an egg-cup, with twelve or six-

teen fnlly-expanded blooms at one time, others that could be

covered by a teacup, with quite three times that number, so

that for pots or in a border it is simply beautiful ; but of

course there must be culture for this, and then the blooms are

generally all erect, which is not the case with many varieties

—

Devoniensis, Crimean, London, and some others for example.

Of course I admit that the old Russian is far surpassed as a

market Violet by many others on account of their shape,

lergth of stem, size, and their colour too.

What I am anxious to get is not only size, scent, and colour

(this we have in Victoria Regina ; length of stem we have in

many single varieties, as Devoniensis, London, Crimean, and
The Czar), but erect habit and profusion of bloom. I do not

dispute that Victoria Regina is the greatest improvement that

has ever taken place, but that there is not very much room
for improvement even now I must deny. Who would have
tliought some forty years ago of such a group of Cyclamens as

Messrs. Veitch staged last March at South Kensington V Set-

ting aside size, shape, colour, &a., and taking only the number of

blooms on a plant, in a comparatively small pot you might
have counted from five to nine dozen fully-expanded blooms

;

whereas the same size plant and pot forty years ago would
have been all but a wonder to have had nine or ten, instead of

so many dozen ; and why may we not hope for something like

this in the Violet ?

I find Mr. Abbey is not favourable to growing Violets in

pots. When I wrote the last paper for the Journal I had not
tried to do this, and even now I know comparatively little of

pot-culture ; but since then I have learned that to produce
them anything like passable they must be kept in a cold pit

or frame near the glass, with the lights off every fine day, and
with as much air as possible when it is raining, with a tempe-
rature as cool as can be, so long as it is above freezing. Apart
from this there are drawn foliage, small flowers, weak stems

—

indeed anything but an agreeable sight; and even suppose

it is the temperature only that is too high, admitting that

there is abundance of air during the day, you may get a

dwarf compact habit of growth of plant but obtain no flowers,

.lust such were Mr. Mooremau's plants at the South Kensing-
ton Exhibition last March. Yet I am inclined to think that

with a little practice we might have not only passable but

even ornamental plants for the greenhouse or conservatory

from November till March, which would, I think, be an acqui-

sition. Of course there must be a supply kept up from cold

pits, as the plants would soon become unsightly in the heat. It

was intended to offer a number of prizes to promote this result,

to begin at the first meeting in the year, to be repeated in

February and March, and again in November and December,
but I was unwell when written to, and could not attend to it

;

but if growers of Violets will give their attention to it another
season, I may hope for something of the kind.

—

George Lee,
Clevedon.

THE POTATO SEASON OP 1874.

The Potatoes have had a very trying season to contend with

in this neighbourhood. Frost did not take its final leave of

us until after the 21st of June, and then severe drought set

in, accompanied by great heat, which nearly prostrated the

plant; indeed, the Ashleaf and other early varieties succumbed,

and were prematurely ripened. They were taken up in the

beginning of August ; the crop was good, but they ran small.

The drought at that time had been so severe that the late

varieties had scarcely formed any tubers, but from the 7th to

the 16th of August we had 1 A inch of rain, after which they

commenced to grow at the top in a most vigorous manner
In the last week of September the disease began slightly to

show itself, and they were at once lifted. The crop was good

beyond expectation, and many of the tubers very large, with

no disease at the root, and a very slight amount of super-

tuberation. They were put up in long narrow graves, in

a fortnight were examined, and were then found to be half

and in some oases more than that bad, and so rapid had the

course of the disease been that many were quite rotten. The
Dalmahoys were the least affected ; the Pink-eyed Regents,

York Regents, and Dunbar Regents being the worst. Sutton's

Eedfkin Flourball, as usual, stood the best, and the quality is

better than it is ordinarily, owing, I suppose, to the heat and
drought. Those grown in the field surpass those produced in

the garden in point of quality. It is becoming a great favourite

with the cottagers, who appreciate its heavy-cropping and
disease-resisting qualities. In looking over the cottage gardens

and allotments for judging on the estate of H.B.H. the

Prince of Wales last summer, comprising five parishes, that

variety was found to be very generally cultivated, and the

growers rather proud to be able to point out a good patch of

Redskins.
I have always thought that the Potato was the most subject

to the disease at a certain stage of its growth—viz., a short

time before arriving at maturity, but I have a pit planted

September 4th, the plants now about 15 inches high, and
within the last few days they have been stricken very badly,

with scarcely a bit of green left.—J. Platt, Gardener to Sir

W. Ffolkes, 'HiUington.

WHITE FLOWER FOR THE HAIR.
White flowers suitable for decorating ladies' hair, bouquet-

making, &c., being somewhat scarce, or at any rate not easily

to be obtained all the year round by people who are not aided

by a stove or hothouse, the plan which I adopt for supplying a

want which is I think frequently experienced is as follows :

—

Take a bloom of any good white Fuchsia with a white tube and
sepals not reflexed ; holding the tube between the finger and
thumb of the left hand, with the other hand remove the

coloured corolla with a dexterous twist and pull. This leaves

a beautiful cruciform flower of the purest white, somewhat
like a gigantic Jasmine. Half a dozen of these made into a

bunch with a little green or white tissue paper and a spray of

Maidenhair Fern make a charming ornament for a lady's head,

and one which will puzzle the uninitiated immensely. These

blooms can also be wired for bouquets, and used in many
ways. They are of a good firm texture, and stand hot rooms
very well. The few people to whom I have shown the result

like the effect of the flowers very much.

—

Salopian.

[There can be no two opinions as to the beauty of the

arrangement, but as it is not every one who could give the
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" dexterous twist," we think the corolla might be more safely

removed by the agency of a pair of sharp and pointed sciasors.

—Eds.]

UNHEALTHY PEACH TEEES.
Ik Mr. Lnckbnrst's article on Nectarines (see page 395) he

mentions triple bnds. Am I to understand that triple buds
are the only ones that produce fruit next season ? If such is

the case I shall certainly have but a poor crop. If it is so, am
I to prune all the shoots away that have no triple buds ? I

notice on my Peaches a good many little short stubby spurs
about an inch long thickly studded with buds ; are these
likely to produce fruit ? My Peach trees this spring have been
terribly infested with a small shining black insect like a fly or
very small beetle no larger than green fly, and they have
appeared more or less all through the summer. They com-
pletely cover the ends of the young shoots. Can you tell me
what they are, and advise a remedy '.' I intended to have the
waU well dressed with hot limewash, wash the trees with soap
and water, dress them as usual, remove 3 or 4 inches of the
top soil, and give a dressing of some sheej) dung, covering
with some fresli loam.

—

Inquibeb.

[In doing work and telling how it is done, one strives to
exemplify as high a standard of excellence as one can. It was
for this reason that so much stress was put upon the merits
of triple buds, because an abundance of such buds shows that
the trees are in precisely the best possible condition of health
and fruitfnlness, and that in their culture the happy medium
has been attained between a gross crude growth, or sterility, on
the one hand, and a weakly diseased condition with under-
sized poor-flavoured fruit on the other. The statement of
" Inquirer " shows plainly that his trees are in a very sickly
condition. Instead of feeling anxious about obtaining fruit

next season, his chief concern should be first of all to get the
trees into a robust and healthy state, and depend upon it fruit

plentiful and excellent will follow. It may, however, be a
matter of considerable importance to " Inquirer," that his
trees should produce some fruit next season, and he may cer-

tainly obtain some from the spurs that are " thickly studded
with buds," and also from the single flower-buds which fre-

quently abound upon the slender growth of such weakly trees,

but none of the fruit will do him credit.

Bold and decisive measures should be adopted in the treat-

ment of such trees. Let the roots and the soil in which they
are growing be thoroughly examined, and if either prove
faulty lift the trees. Mark a square space feet by 6, taking
out the soil 2 feet 6 inches deep, replace it with a 6-inch layer
of stones or other hard rough material, and '2 feet of sweet
rich loam; failing which only discard any of the subsoil of a
crude sour nature, and enrich the soU with a liberal dressing
of some gritty material, such as road scrapings, some broken
charcoal, old well-rotted manure, and a little lime, mixing all

together thoroughly. Then cut off any diseased or broken roots,

and replant. If the situation is low or damp it will be neces-
sary to connect the stations with the garden drains. If, how-
ever, in the first instance the roots appear to be healthy, and
the drainage all right, the trees need not be lifted, nothing
more being required than top-dressing with fresh loam and
sheep dung, which should be mixed together and not applied
in separate layers. All the very weak shoots should be pruned
away and the leading growth shortened ; then by applying
water abundantly both to foliage and roots in the ensuing
season, a better state of things may be confidently expected.
The insect with which the trees have been infested was

most probably Aphis Persicae, and the proposed curative will,

doubtless, answer very well. Due caution should be exercised
in dressing the branches to prevent any buds being damaged
or broken off. Once get the trees into a vigorous healthy con-
dition and this pest will not prove so troublesome, weakly
trees being much more subject to its ravages than those that
are sturdy and robust.

—

Edward Luckhubst.]

Death of Mrs. Hooker.—It is with great regret that we
announce the death of Mrs. Hooker, of Kew, which happened
on Friday last, the 13th inst., in the forty-ninth year of her
age. Mrs. Hooker was a daughter of the late Professor Hens-
low, of Cambridge ; and inheriting the tastes and genius of her
father, was a fitting qualification for her to become the wife of
the distinguished President of the Eoyal Society and Director
of Kew GardenB. Mrs. Hooker translated Le Maout and De-

caisne's " Traite Gtinerale de Botanique," which was edited by
her husband ; and we are sure that all who know Dr. Hooker
will sympathise with him in his bereavement.

DO GRAPES RIPENED IN SPRING DIFFER IN
FLAVOUR FROM AUTUMN-RIPENED?

Have any of our foremost Grape-growers noticed the differ-

ence in flavour between Grapes forced or ripened in early spring
and summer, and Grapes ripened in autumn, the season of
their natural maturity? and if so, would some such growers
of Grapes, whether for exhibition or profit, inform us how
far the flavour is affected, and in what particulars, by the mode
and period of cultivation and ripeness ? Can Grapes be pro-
nounced ripe, in full flesh and flavour, at any time other than
when Nature has decreed ? or can Grapes be accepted to be
dead ripe ere the fruit and leaf shoots of the Vine are brown
ripe, and the foUage varied from green to its autumnal tints ?

I am thinking, too, whether seeds from Grapes ripened out
of their proper season—autumn, would germinate and produce
vigorous plants ; and if the pulp, too often wanting in un-
timely ripened Grapes, is not as essential to maturely-fed seeds
as to the piquant taste of each class of Grapes in their season.

I may be venturing too far, perhaps, to question if any
Vines forced and steamed, as we are taught, ever furnish fruit

at any season of a flavour and substance that can be reported
to satisfy the characteristics of the Vines thus treated. But
what say our Grape-growers upon a less artificial and more
natural course of culture, assisting greatly rather than spur-
ring Nature unnaturally, in reference to the fruit of the Vine,
its flavour and season ?

—

Eeadeb.

FRENCH NOTES.
As the readers of the Journal have followed me In my wan-

derings this year, and have been told of the things most notable
in a horticultural point of view that have struck me during
those wanderings, I would close the account of my rambles
with a few notes on what was the only holiday pur et simple of

the year—my annual visit to Paris and its neighbourhood.
In other tours there has been a combination of business and
pleasure, but in this it was simply the latter. I could not for

many reasons manage it before the end of September, a time
when we often have very enjoyable weather ; but when the
days are short, and to one who is not a theatre-goer, this is a
disadvantage in Paris, for, unlike London, there are no other
places for spending an evening. However, I managed tolerably

well, and, had the weather been a little better during the
earlier part of my stay, should have had nothing to complain
of. This hindered me, however, from paying a visit to the
seed farms of Messrs. Vilmorin &, Co., which I was very desirous

of doing, but which a very wet day prevented me from. I spent

one day, however, in visiting Sceaux, which was holding at

that time its horticultural exhibition ; and as we have heard a

good deal of twaddle lately on exhibiting, and as we are con-

stantly told how much better these things are done in France,
I was glad that I had an opportunity of seeing an autumnal
show in suburban Paris.

There is no place in the neighbourhood of Paris where an
exhibition can be so successfully held, I should think, as at

Sceaux. There are the fine fruit nurseries of Jamain and
Durand close by, the extensive Kose grounds of Margottin pere

et fils, the fine nurseries of Thibaut ct Keteleer— in fact, nur-
serymen of all kinds abound here. It was, of course, too late

for outdoor flowers, although the very fine autumn had been
favourable to the blooming of Roses ; still there were some
things which one might have expected to see, but I must say in

these respects I was miserably disappointed. The Exhibition

was held in the park attached to the old chateau of Sceaux,
which has passed into the hands of the pubUc and been made
a promenade. It was held partly in what is called the " Eo-
tonde," a round building open all round with a canopied roof,

in a lent adjoining, and in the open air : this was all in a part

divided off from the rest of the park, entered by some fine old

avenues of clipped Horse Chestnuts. The Exhibition was open
for a week—a miserable mistake, I should think, in every point

of view, as the plants and fruits became spoiled, and it was no
very edifying sight to see rotten Pears and Apples in every

dish of fruit exposed.
And now as to arrangement. I cannot say that there was

anything that struck me as worthy of being copied. The Eo-
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tonde had a central bed with Cannas, Caladinm, and Aralia

Sieboldi ; and the fruit was arranged on tables that went round

the whole circle of the building, and was displayed, as with ne,

in plates and dishes without the least degree of ornamentation ;

then bunches of Dahlias, with flowers not one-halt the size of

those seen with us, were set np in bottles ; and (jladioli, the

veriest trash, were shown in champagne bottles. But Koses !

Ah ! here is doubtless something to be gained. Did ever any-

one read such a lot of twaddle as has been lately written on

the subject of exhibiting the queen of flowers ? Well, my old

friend Slargottin had an arrangement which might perhaps

command the consideration of those fastidious gentlemen who
are dissatisfied with the

present boxes. True, it

is cumbersome, would in-

volve taking a truck for

oneself and about half a

dozen hours to set them
np before the show began.

But what of that to per-

Eons who are wanting a

change? It looked pretty,

but as to its being natural,

why, we wo'n't say any-

thing about that. It con-

sisted of a large frame-
work of zinc about 15 feet

long, with six rows of

tubes, from which issued,

about G inches apart,

small tube-Uke sconces into which the Eoses were put (see

ngs. 124 and 123). Placed at the end of the tent it looked

"pretty enough. Whether it will commend itself to our Rose-

growers is another matter. I think I am pretty sure of the

reply. Margottin told me that as it was close at home it was

possible, otherwise it would not do. There was not a Eose

in it above the average merit of onr garden flowers. The

vegetables were arranged in collections on plates and dishes in

Fig. 124.—Elevation.

ville Blanche were the most remarkable. .\s to Grapes I reaUy

did not thick there was anything worth notirg; the bunches
were small and the berries also, and the names placed to them
were utterly unknown to me.

Neither, then, in arrangement nor in the quality of the

articles exhibited do I think that we have anything to learn

;

and I cannot but say that I felt somewhat pleased, after all

that has been said on the subject, to have my often-expressed

opinion thus confirmed— that of whatever other things it may
be true, it is unquestionally not of horticultural exhibitions,

that they do these things better in France.—D., Deal.

^ ^ ^

Fig, 12.5.—Front view of one row.

the open air; and as there had been some heavy rain, it was
not a very edifying spectacle to see Peas and Kidney Beans
floating about in little pools of water. The only really notice-

able piece of arrangement was in the entrance, from whence
an avenue of trained fruit trees exhibited by Messrs. Jamain
and Durand and Messrs. Croux et fils led up to the Eotonde,

the other side being formed of a very poor collection of ever-

green shrubs and Conifers. Thus in the much-vaunted arrange-

ments of our neighbours I really saw nothing that we need

either envy or imitate. I have ever maintained that it is so.

There is sometimes prettiness about them, but of grand and
massive grouping there is really nothing. The plants are feeble,

and if they have merit it simply arises from the numbers
grouped together.

Now with regard to the character of the exhibits. Of flowers

there was Uterally nothing ; of stove and greenhouse plants a

plentiful scarcity of anything really good ; a large collection

of Begonias of the tuberous-rooted kinds, hut just such as one
might pick out of any nursery at the present time. The
Dahlias, &c., were simply ridiculous. The fruit, as might be sup-

posed, was very good, but I cannot understand why, after three

or four days, there should have been so many specked fruit.

Many of these collections were exhibited, not by individuals

but by societies, whose members contributed together what
made up the display. Thus, in one collection there were 350
sorts of Pears, 75 of Apples, and 45 of Grapes. Amongst the

Pears were some fine specimens of Benrrfi Diel, Triomphe de
Jodoigne, Beurrfi Clairgean, Bergamotte Suisse (striped),

Duchesse d'Angonleme, Bon Chretien, Napoleon, Catinka, Bon
Chretien d'Espagne, Crassane, Catillac, Uvedale's St. Ger-
main, Passe Colmar, Doyeime d'Hiver, <fec. ; while of Apples,

Emperor Alexander, Calville Bonge, Beinette Grise, and Cal-

THK EOYAL HORTICULTUKAIi SOCIETT'S
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.

Tee present Council, being amenable to reason and common
sense, took the advice of those best acquainted with the growth
of this favourite autumn flower, and instead of having their

Show so early in the month that none were in flower, fixed it

forthe nth; and as the season was a remarkably early one they
were rewarded by seeing gathered together the finest collection

that ever was collected in the conservatory and arcades in No-
vember ; and as they had wisely, too, offered some good prizes,

there was a spirited competition both amongst nurserymen and
amateurs.
There will always be differences of opinion relative to the

training of these plants, some preferring thoae grown on single

stems and holding three or four blooms, others those trained on
the broad flat system , and others as pyramids. The latter seems
to be the most natural, and, as far as my own judgment goes, the

six which obtained the first prize amongst amateurs in the

Pompon class were the prettiest plants in the Exhibition. Then
as to cut blooms, what grand specimens there were there ! but
how wonderfully dressed ! Now, I cannot for the life of me see

why, if it is disqualifying to gouge out the eye of a Dahlia, it is

pardonable to do the same with the Chrysanthemum. The re-

sult was, however, very fine, and finer blooms than some of

those exhibited on this occasion were probably never seen.

In Class 1, for twelve plants, there was a very close run
between Mr. James and Mr. Cutbush, the former taking first

and the latter second. In Mr. James's collection were Prince
Alfred, Pink Perfection, Mrs. Halliburton, Jardin des Plantes,

Julie Lagravere, Faust, Empress Eugenie, Golden Eagle, Mrs.

George Bundle, Lord Derby, Antonelli, Eve. Mr. Cutbush's
plants were Mrs. Sharpe, Annie Salter, Princess Louise of Hesse,

Hermine, George Glenny, Mrs. Rundle, Julie Lagravere, Her
Majesty, Abbe Passaglia, Prince of Wales, Gloria Mandi, and
Christine. In Class 2, for six large-flowered Chrysanthemums,
amateurs, the first prize was won by Mr. Hall, gardener to W.
Stevens, Esq., Brixton, with fine plants of Golden Nugget,
Prince of Wales, Gloria Mundi, Mrs. George Bundle, Lady Har-
ding, and Mr. Gladstone. Mr. Douglas was a capital second
with White Venus, Prince of Wales, Her Majesty, Venus,
Aurea Multiflora, and Mrs. George Bundle. In Class 3, for

twelve Pompons, Mr. Douglas took the first place with beautiful

plants of Lilac Cedo Nnlli, James Forsyth, Golden Circle,

Aurore Boreale, Helene, Cedo Nolli, St. Michael, President,

Golden Cedo Nulli, Madame Martha, Antonius, and Brilliant.

Mr. Cntbush had a fine lot of nearly equal merit, comprising
Cedo Nulli, Mr. Astie, Mrs. Rundle, Salomon, Brilliant, Andro-
meda, Madame Martha, Mrs. Hutt, Miss Julia, Arc. In Class 4,

for six Pompons, amateurs, Mr. Harding, gardener to the E«v.
W. Arthur, Clapham Common, was first with beautifully-grown

plants of Astraea, Cedo NulU, Bob, Calliope, Antonius, and Golden
Cedo Nulli. Mr. Butcher, gardener to B. A. Glover, Esq., was
second with larger but more artificial plants of Andromeda, Cal-

liope, Bob, Cedo Nulli, Antonius, and Golden Cedo Nulli.

Passing by the specimen plants, let us look at the magni-
ficent cut blooms exhibited by Mr. James Cutbush. The
flowers were Empress of India, Mr. Howe, Hero of Stoke New-
ington. Queen of England, Princess Teck, Plenipo, John Salter,

Prince of Wales, Lady Slade, Jardin des Plantes, Nil Desper-
andnm. Nonpareil, Cherub, Lady Talfourd, Antonelli, Miss
Marechaux, Mrs. Halliburton, Thais, Princess Beatrice, and
Isabella Bott. In twelve cut blooms, amateurs, Mr. E. Smith
was first with Novelty, Alfred Salter, Golden John Salter, Em-
press of India, -Jardin des Plantes, Mr. Brnnlees, Princess of

Wales, Baron Beust, White Venus, Venus, and Mrs. Heale. In
these collections we shall not be far wrong in saying that the

very best Chrysanthemums for exhibition purposes are to be

found. There are some others, of course, but an exhibitor may
well depend on the flowers named for all purposes. There were
some fine blooms of those curious but, in my opinion, most
effective flowers, the Japanese varieties, Mr. HenneU taking

first and Mr. Douglas second. The latter exhibitor's stand con-

tained Ertcta Superba, Fair Maid of Guernsey, .\pollo, Eosea
Punctata. Garnet, Bismarck, James Salter, Meg Merrilees, Mag-
num Bonum, Prince Satsuma, Bronze Dragon, and Grandiflora.

There are other exhibitors of this flower coming in, and
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Iboee who wish to add to their colleclions had better be on the

look-out, altbouph very little of novelty, as Mr. Douglas ob-

served in last week's Journal, has been added since our good old

trieud John Salter had to give up his cultures, those which have
been brought forward being only sports of old«r kinds, and not

new seedlings. No flower is more easily grown ; but let no one
imagine that such blooms as were exhibited at Kensington are

to be obtained by the slipshod system of cultivation to which
the flower is too often subjected, nor in truth would I for one

care to grow them thus. I much prefer a quantity of medium-
sized blooms to three or four, or even one large one, on a plant.

This will satisfy the many ; the exhibitor will " gang his ain

gait," and produce these large flowers with which he in truth

astonishes the natives, and would most likely astonish the

Celestials themselves.— D., Deal.

and Sons, seed merchants, Reading, took place on the 9tb.

This year, owing to the increase in the number of hands, tLe

annual dinner was served-up in one of the spacious seed-storts

in the new buildings, which was fitted-up for the occasion, in-

stead of in the Abbey Hall, at five o'clock. An excellent and
substantial dinner was partaken of by about 160 employes.

It is many years since an exhibition of this flower has been
held in London at all approaching in extent to this, which quite

filled the centre of the large conservatory and overflowed into

one of the arcades. The collections of plants in pots were the

subject of much criticism; the style of training is considered

too formal, the method of tying the growths down to produce
dwarf specimens being objected to. One or two of the collec-

tions were very bare of foliage, which brought into rather pro-

minent notice the sticks and matting used in training—indeed

one or two specimens were as nearly dead as possible ; and if

exhibitors thought they were worth the cost of conveyance to

the Show they were certainly not worth carting home again, as

they were not adapted for any decorative purpose whatsoever.

But this was a very small matter in an Exhibition where there

was so much to admire that was really good, and that displayed

no small amount of horticultural skill.

First in the schedule was the large-flowered section, divided

into classes for nurserymen and amateurs, and some of them
being wisely left open, so that amateurs and the trade could

enter the lists in friendly combat, the former, as the prize list

proclaimed, proving the victors. For twelve specimens Mr.
James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Eeq., of Isleworth, was first

;

and this exhibitor does not so much try for large plants as for

quality of flowers, and the plants well furnished with healthy

deep green foliage. Messrs. J. Cutbush & Son, of Highgate,
p bowed well in this class, as did Mr. J. Herrington, gardener to

J. Price, Esq., of Clapham Park. But the best specimens in

the Show were exhibited iu the next class, which was confined

exclusively to amateurs. Those holding the highest position

came from Mr. \V. Hall, gardener to W. Stevens, Esq., of Brix-

ton ; Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to F. 'Wbitbourn, Esq., of Iliord,

being placed second, and Mr. James third. The best specimen
in the nurserymen's class was a very fine one of George Glenuy.

Mr. Douglas bad a well-flowered specimen of Mrs. G. Bundle,
which had the highest award in the amateurs' class.

In the open class for twelve Pompon sorts Mr. Douglas had
the first prize, Messrs. Cutbush being second, and Messrs. S.

Dixon & Co. of Hackney third. The amateurs' class was exceed-

ingly well filled, but as all the prizetakers' names were published

in your advertising columns last week it is not necessary to

enumerate them again. A passing remark may be made about
the size of the pots in which the plants are grown. At Stoke

Newington, Stratford, and other local centres a limit is made,
and this has the advantage of causing a uniform growth

;

exhibitors likewise compete on more equal terms. At Kensing-
ton I was told that three plants were potted in one pot in some
cases. Lly own plants were grown with only one in each pot,

and so that the stem could be distinctly seen above the soil;

the Pompons in 8i-inch pots and the large-flowered specimens
in 11 {-inch, except in tne case of the large single specimen,
which was grown in a 17d-inch pot.

Cut blooms were very numerous and of excellent quality. I

do not remember to have seen better specimens than those ex-

hibited by Mr. E. Smith, gardener to T. D. Galpin, Esq., of

Pntney Heath. Mr. J. H. Hennell, gardener to F. A. Davis, Esq.,

Surbiton, had also very fine examples, and his first-prize

Japanese flowers were the best ever exhibited. Messrs. Veitch,

of Chelsea, had some good flowers of both sections, but the best

were over before the Show, as, fine though their flowers were,

they were not equal to some I saw at Chelsea more than a week
previous. The same firm also exhibited some veiy distinct new
varieties ; amongst them a hybrid between a large-flowered

Anemone and a Japanese ; it seems to have some of the Jane
Salter blood in it. The disc is rosy lilac, the florets shaped like

those of Jane Salter, but pure white ; if it is from this variety

the colour is iu the disc. Altogether it is a very distinct plant,

and may be the forerunner of a new class. Gold Thread has a

tuft of slender golden- bronze-coloured florets, and is very dis-

tinct and attractive. These two and one named Cossack had
first-class certificates awarded to them.—J. Douglas.

EARLY ENGLISH WRITERS ON GARDENING.
No. 1.

THOMAS HILL.

In the sixteenth century a taste for gardening had become
so widely diffused among the higher classes of society, that

they sought for information concerning its practice. Practical

gardeners were totally uneducated, and the only men capable

of publishing information were those who would write upon
any subject for which the booksellers would pay them. Thomas
Hill was one of this tribe, and as he knew nothing of gardening

his only resources were the old Greek and Latin authors.

These he translated, and unreservedly acknowledged that they
were the sources from which he drew his particulars.

Thomas Hill seems to have been born in the year 1543, for

his portrait prefixed to his " Pleasant History declaring the

whole art of Physiognomy," states it represents him in his
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this is annexed two proper Treatises, the one entitnled The
mervailous goverment, propertie, and benefite of Bees, with

the rare secretes of the honnie and waxe. And the other. The
yerely conjectures meete for Husbandmen. To these is Hke-

wise added a Treatise on the Arte of Graffing and Planting of

Trees." The first edition of this was published in 15()8, and
how acceptable it was, and ministered to the growing taste for

gardening, is shown by other editions appearing in 1574, 1579,

1586, 1593, and KiOS, of which copies are in the library of the

British Museum. The edition of 158li is the last which ap-

peared in Hill's lifetime ; for we learn from Dethicke's dedi-

cation of "The Gardeners' Labyrinth," pubhshed in 1591,

that its author, bis friend, was " latelj' enterred."

Although all that Hill pubhshed relative to gardening are

confessedly translations of the Greek and Latin writers, yet

there are mingled with them notes of what ho saw and heard
of the gardening of the years in which he lived. Some of thesn

notes are here republished, but they will be as he pubhshed
them, without any system, for the gardens in his days com-
bined the kitchen, flower, and physic departments.
Mazes were then thought clever inventions, and ho gives

three plans of them. " One of them, which liketh them
best, may be in that voyd place of the garden that may
best be spared for the onely purpose to sport them in at

times."

Lavender " at this day growing in most gardens, is occupied

in baths and in the washing of hands, for the sweetnes of

smel, therefore of most men named the Lavender," implying
that it was derived from to lave or wash.
The " Lillie of the Valley is a flour mervalous sweete—now

Fig. 127.

for the great commoditie and use known of the flonre of late

yea.res is brought and planted in gardens."

Radishes were then, as now, a popular vegetable " well

knowen both unto the rich and poore, so that as well the hus-

bandmen as the cittizens doe at this day eate of the Radish, the

same before being weU scraped, cut into thin round sUces, and
dipped in water and salt."

I have spoken of " The Gardeners' Labyrinth " as one of

Hill's pubhcations ; and it is so, for although on its title-page

the author is named " Dydymus Mountain," I pointed out
some years since in " Notes and Queries" that Didymus is a

synonym of Thomas, and Mountain an exaggeration of Hill.

However, all doubt upon this is removed by Hill's contempo-
rary Edmund Southerne, who states in his book on bees, pub-
lished in 1595, " Thomas Hill of London " was author of
" The Gardeners' Labyrinth." This is only an ampUhcation
of " The Arte of Gardening."

It contains more woodcuts of the flower-knots, rude prece-

dents of our bedding-out; the construction of arbours, then
called " herbera ;" the arrangement of beds and modes of

watering. One woodcut showing their water-syringing so illus-

trates the whole that we have had it copied (see fiif. 127).
It does not show that our garden implements were then

much improved either in workmanship or by new inventions.

except that watering engine ; but all the Roman implements
were introduced into England during its four-hundred-years
occupation, and we have drawings of many in the Anglo-Saxon
MSS. Scarcely one of the chief implements we now use were
unknown to them. Baskets made of osiers ; bills, " crooked
hatchets ;" pruning hooks and pickaxes ; brooms made of

twigs ; flower pots of earthenware ; knives with crooked blades

for pruning ; rakes, the Roman had but four teeth, but the

Anglo-Saxon was hke that now used in haymaking; saws;
scythes, but the stale was straight and without handles ; spades
with demi-oval blades, and an iron above to put the foot on
when digging, and these were the same when the annexed cut

was drawn ; hoes, and one combined with a rake. Watering
pots seem to have been employed by the Greeks, but we do not
remember any notice of them by Roman writers. One of the

easiest mentions of them is by Shakspeare, who puts the
phrase into Lear's mouth, " To use his eyes like garden water-

pots for laying autumn's dust." Wheelbarrows also appear
to have been unused by them.

Contrary to modern usage, then " the Beete was more often
eati n at poore men's tables ;" and Endive was blanched by
binding the leaves together " with a browne thread and cover-

ing them after with a pot of earth."

I might quote many more instances of the gardening of three
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hundred years ago, but have referred to a BufiSoiency to show
the early commencements of our modern practices.—G.

PORTKAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FBUITS.

Passiflora (Tacsonia) manicata. Nat. ord., Passifloracea?.

Linn., Monadelphia Pentandria.—Flowers scarlet. "This
lovely plant has been for many years cultivated in England,
though not so extensively as it deserves, having had the re-

putation of not fiowering freely. It was introduced previous

to 1850 by the Horticultural Society, through its collector

Hartweg, who found it in hedges near Loxa in Peru, where,

indeed, it was difcovered by Humboldt and Bonpland half a

century previously. It is also a native of the Andes of Equador
and New Grenada, where it was found by Purdie on the arid

plains of Suta Marchan, and is there called Euruba de Seneno.

A similar undescribed species, or perhaps a variety of this,

with white flowers, was gathered by Pearce at Puquina (in

Peru?), at an elevation of 10,000 feet."—(BoL Mag., t. 6129.)

Cekinthe gtmnandba. Nat. ord., Borraginese. Linn.,

Pentandria Monogynia.—Flowers yellow and purple. " A very

rare European plant, hitherto found, as far as I am aware,

only near Naples, whence I have seen specimens collected by
Heldreich ; it is, however, common in some parts of Western
Algeria, as at Oran and Blidab, growing in sandy places, and
in Marocco. Though hardly different from C. major (Tab.

nost. 333), as pointed out by Willkomm and Lange, it is a very

beautiful form of the genus, well worthy of cultivation, but

unfortunately annual. One of its most striking characters is

the discoloration of the tips of the leaves ; these in all our

specimens are of a fine pale glaucous blue, except at the very

end, which is pale greenish-yellow, bounded towards the mid-
rib tiy a dull dark purple band ; thus the colouring of the leaf-

tip is a repetition of that of the flower, and gives a bright

appearance to the whole plant. From the above-quoted figure

of Cerinthe major in this Magazine, the present differs in the

yellow tubular terminal portion of the corolla, the narrower
sepals not cordate at the base, and foliage. But little depend-

ance can be placed on these characteristics in so variable a

genus.
" Our specimens were raised from seed sent by Messrs. Haage

and Schmidt, and flowered in July."

—

(Ibid., t. 6130.)

Melaleuca Wilsoni. Nat. ord., Myrtacero. Linn., Poly-

adelphia Polyandria.—Stamens deep lilac. " This is one of

that large class of hardwooded Australian plants which, if

properly cultivated, would ornament our conservatories and
greenhouses at seasons when little else worth looking at meets
the eye, but which have almost throughout the country

succumbed to the treatment they have received—namely, of

watering in season and out of season. The genus to which it

belongs contains just one hundred species, scattered over all

parts of Australia, amongst which are some of the most brilliant-

coloured plants of that gay Flora. The present ia essentially

a dry-country species, inhabiting the desert of the Tattiave

country. Port Lincoln, &c., in South Australia, as also the

country around Lake Hindmarsh in the colony of Victoria.

It was raised at Kew from seeds sent by Baron Muller from
the Melbouiue Botanic Garden, when he was director of that

rich botanical establishment ; and was named by him after Mr.
Charles Wilson, through whose aid, he states, this very beautiful

species was discovered."

—

{Ibid.^ t. 6131.)

Ibis l^vigata. Nat. ord., IridacesB. Linn., Triandria
Monogynia.—Flowers deep reddish purple. " This beautiful

hardy plant is likely to become as great a favourite in England
as it is said to be in Japan. It was originally introduced
by Von Siebold from Japan, and flowered in Verschaffelt's

establishment at Ghent in 18.57, when a very pale variety of it

was figured by Lemaire in the ' Illustration Horticole.' As
it there appeared under the name of I. K:cmpferi of Siebold,

I suppose that this latter author identified it with the Sziti or

Itz falz of Keempfer (Amcen. Exot., p. 87.S), a plant which
Krempfer describes as an Iris with large double flowers, and
which flowers during many days. Hasskarl (Miquel Protus.,

p. 'Mi'i), says that it is the Itsi Katsi of the Japanese. What-
ever may be its Japanese name or the history of that of

Ka;mpferi, it was no doubt first long previously described from
Eastern Asiatic specimens by Fischer as I. la>vigata. It is a

native of East Siberia from the Baikal and Dahuria to Kamt-
schatka, the Amur district, and Korea, and it thence extends

to the northern parts of Japan. "^(76i(f., (. ('.l.')2.)

POLIGONATUM VDLOAKE Var MACRANTHUM. Nat. ord., Smi-
lacesc. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.—Flowers white, tipped
with green. Native of Japan. " The size of the flower is

perhaps the most noticeable feature of the plant here figured,

though in that it is rivalled by both European and North
Asiatic specimens ; the inflation of the corolla above its middle
and its slight contraction at the throat are other characters,

which, however, disappear as the corolla withers and its lobes

connive. Decaisne and Morren observe that the style ex-

ceeds the stamens in their P. japonicum, which is no doubt a
sexual difference. In the form of its foliage it agrees best
with the North America P. commutatum, Dietr. and Otto,
which has a terete stem. Lastly, having regard to the vari-

abiUty of the alternate-leaved Polygonatums, it would not
surprise me to find that all were referable to two, the P. vul-

gare with a grooved stem, and P. multiflorum with terete stem.
" The subject of the present plate has long been cultivated

at Kew under the name of P. japonicum, and it flowers iu

April."— (ZitiL, t. 6133.)

Blumenbachia (Caipuoka) coniorta. Nat. ord., Loasero.

Linn,, Polyadelphia Polyandria.—Flowers scarlet. " It is a
climber, native of Peru and Equador, where it ascends to an
elevation of 12,000 feet ; should it prove as hardy as the
charming B. lateritia (Loasa lateritia), it will be a very orna-
mental wall plant in most parts of England. It is probably,
like that plant, a biennial. It was raised from Peruvian seeds
by Messrs. Veitch, and flowered in their grounds in July of the
present year."— {Z6id., (. 6134

)

LinuM Washingtonianum rDEPUEECM " is a beautifully

tinted variety of L. Washingtonianum, described as being
smaller iu stature and more slender in habit, with a stem of

1 foot to H foot high, furnished with oblauceolate leaves from
1 inch to 1^ inch long, and crowned by a raceme of from four

to eight or more very handsome flowers. The perianth is bell-

funnel-shaped, with the segments very much reflexed, white
stained (more deeply iu the older flowers) with wine-purple,
and dotted all over with minute spots of blackish-purple. It

also flowers in July.
" The introduction of this variety is due to Mr. W. Bull, by

whom it wa.s imported, and distributed in some quantity at

Stevens' Auction llooms in the latter part of last year, under
the name of L. purpureum, which was attached to it in accord-

ance with the descriptions received from California, where it

is found iu the YosOmite Valley. Mr. Bull observes that he
has 'never found L. Washingtonianum to bloom iu the pre-

cocious way that this variety does ; the bulbs, moreover, are

different. Another distinction is, that L. Washingtonianum
grows 6000 feet above the level of the sea, where the ground
is covered in winter with from 1.5 feet to 20 feet of snow

;

whereas L. Washingtonianum purpureum is found in Humboldt
county, iu a climate of perpetual spring. The flowers are

fragrant, and from twelve to sixteen are produced on a stem.' "

— {Florist and Pomoloijist, 3 s., vii., 256.)

LITTLE TROT SILVER-EDGED BEDDING
GERANIUM.

The season of summer-flowering and fine-foliaged bedding
plants being over for the year, let us take a retrospect and
compare those which have tended to embellish our flower

beds with others that were similarly used a dozen or twenty
years ago, and we shall find that a great change has taken

place. Into the causes of this change as well as its effects it

is not my present purpose to enter, my object being to call

attention to one class of plants that came into use as soon ai,

the mass-bedding system iu its present form started into

existence ; and here I may observe that it is perhaps more
popular now than it ever has been, and taking it in all its

bearings it is not likely to go out of fashion. The plant to

which I especially refer is the Geranium or Pelargonium, on
which latter name some fastidiously insist, but by the plain

practical man the term bedding Geranium is sufiiciently well

understood. We need not go far back into the history of the

bedding Geranium to find out what great improvements have

been effected in its varieties, and yet new ones keep flowing in,

and some of these, it must be acknowledged, present but httle

if any improvement on older ones. Oceaeionally, however,

old varieties that have been discarded have been restored to

favour, and enjoyed a higher reputation than before. Never-

theless, it must be admitted that great improvement has been

made, and the choicest kmds that could have been brought
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together twenty years ago could not compete with those we
uow have. This remark may appear Buperfluons, but if we
turn to the Dahlia I imagine the best stands exhibited twenty

years ago would quite equal those of the present time.

New kinds and new features in the Geranium have been

strongly advocated, and to some extent secured, whilst in some
other cases there has been a decline, as with those belonging

to the class of which Mrs. Pollock may be regarded as the

typo, which are less patronised than before, owing to some of

the best-marked sorts being only shy growers. A more robust

class, the Gold and Bronze, have been more extensively grown.

There is, however, one more class to which I intend more
especially to call attention, and that is the Silver-edged

section as it is called. From the first I have always regarded

the White or Silver-edged class as more important in the

general parterre than the Golden one; for in the distance,

when surrounded by greenery, it looks better, and especially

as compared to the many-coloured varieties, of which Lady

CuUum, Lucy Grieve, and others were at one time the cream.

This remark, of course, is meant to apply where plants have

to be looked at from a distance, or where in conjunction with

green foliage of other kinds.

But it is not necessary here to urge the claims of one class

against another, rather let us see what has been done in the

Silver-edged section ; and here it must be confessed the im-

provement for a great many years has been very small indeed,

for it is not unusual now to meet with one of the very oldest

class, Flower of the Day, which has homo the test of fully

a quarter of a century, and is still admii-ed by many. Others,

however, insist on one having a clearer white margin—that of

Flower of the Day being a soft creamy white ; while some
also want bright scarlet flowers, and these, too, of fair size.

All requirements have not been supplied by any great num-
ber of varieties, and it is not unusual to see in a garden,

which boasts of its hundreds of flowering Geraniums, only

one Silver-edged variety, and this often so much neglected

as not to be dignified with any other name than the Silver-

edged one. Fortunately, however, for the guidance of those

who have not the means of growing many kinds, and also

to afford the public the benefit of the judgment on the merits

of new kinds of those best qualified to give it, the Royal

Horticultural Society has for some years been in the habit of

planting-out in their own garden all the varieties sent to them
for trial, and these being all grown under the same conditions,

aud their merits or failings duly chronicled, the report on

them is of great value to those who grow the Geranium. The
commendations are by no means scattered broadcast, but some-
times a certificate of merit is awarded to a choice variety

in its section, as was the case the present season to one that

I have had the opportunity of seeing in a growing condition

for two or three years. It is of the Silver-edged section, aud
was, I believe, named Little Trot by Mr. Davis, its successful

raiser. Mr. Davis has the management of the grounds of the

Maidstone Cemetery, which he has embellished in a manner
that far excels anything of the kind I have ever met with

elsewhere, and he has for years been in the habit of raising

hundreds of seedhng Geraniums, and amongst them was Little

Trot. This, from its compact habit, its neat foliage of a uni-

form size, and rather less than in the generality of such kinds,

added to the clearness of the white of its margin, was admired
by all who saw it, and Mr. Davis was advised to subject it to

the test of the Horticultural Society, and it has been awarded
ft certificate of merit. I have no doubt it will become a fa-

vourite with all by whom it may be grown, as it seems well

adapted to fill those spaces in panel beds that require a Silver-

edged Geranium of neat but not stunted growth. It is a well-

branched kind ; the branches are of horizontal rather than
upright growth, and the foliage nicely spread over the whole
rather than collected in a tuft, as was the case with a dwarf
kind fashionable some years ago, and which, by-the-by, looked

badly when wet weather set in, as much of the foliage decayed
;

but Little Trot rain seems only to make brighter, and to show
it to better advantage. It is certainly an advance on all tbe

dwarf Silver-edged Geraniums I have hitherto met with, and
for lines of edging, panel work, or any other purpose where a

medium dwarf growth is required it will be found to be just

what was wanted.
By those to whom the difficulties of raising seedling Gera-

niums seem beyond their means, the way that Mr. Davis
accomplishes the object is well worth copying, for with the aid

of very little glass he sows the seeds in a slightly-prepared hot-

bed in March. He thinks it is not so well to sow sooner, and

when the plants will bear handling he pricks them out into a

nursery bed sheltered and sunny, aud the largest of them are

afterwards transplanted upon rather poor ground, when many
of them will be found to flower in September. Those which

do not and show no signs of bloom have their heads taken off

as a cutting, and the old plant left to perish (if it be not an

ornamental-foliaged one), and the cutting with other strong

ones is retained for another year. Mr. Davia gets many to

flower the first year, and by his superior way of managing

them asserts that there is no more difiiculty in raising seedling

Geraniums than there is in Lettuce, and most of his flowering

plants are of his own raising, and possibly his stock may turn

out another Little Trot in some other form, for he has plenty

of good seedlings,—J. Robson.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
In the notice of the Lindley Med.il which we gave last week,

a printer's error occurred, by saying that the portrait of Dr.

Lindley was " eiianicUed" with a Laurel wreath instead of

" encircled " with a Laurel wreath.

We regret to hear that Mr. James Smith, late of Extou

Park, Rutlandshire, is leaving the management of the gardens

of Lord Dartmouth at Patshull, Wolverhampton. Mr. Smith

had only recently entered on the situation, but he finds it not

in accordance with his expectations, and hence he has sent in

his resignation. Any nobleman or gentleman wishing the

services of a highly experienced gardener of the greatest in-

tegrity will find in Mr. Smith such an one as they desire.

A EE51ARICABLT rapid-growing tree is a variety of the

Cottonwood (Populus canadensis), and in Messrs. Waterer'8

nurseries at Knap Hill it has grown 20 feet iu three years.

KNEBWORTH PAEK,
THE SEAT OF LORD LYTTON.

To every student of English literature the name of the late

Lord Lytton is familiar. Few there are who have not read

the charming productions of his pen ; and though he has

passed away, he has made for himself an enduring name apart

from all inherited or bestowed. But though his works have

been read by myiiads, yet, except by those who live in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of his ancestral home, those who have

seen his residence and its gardens may be counted only by

hundreds. He was a man of taste, and hence it might be

expected he would by no means neglect his garden ; and though

in size and appliances it has no pretension to rival our great

establishments, it is, nevertheless, one of the prettiest gardens

we know.
Knebworth Park is three miles from Stevenage station on

the Great Northern Railway, and covers about three hundred

acres of nearly the highest ground in the county of Herts. In

Anglo-Saxon times the manor was part of the vast domains

of Eudo Dapifer, but in the time of Henry II. it was in the

tenure of one of the De Ous, who probably was an ancestor of

Robert de Hoo, who was Lord of the Manor in Edward I.'s

time. By marriage it passed into the possession of various

families until Sir Thomas Bouohier, iu the seventh year of

Henry VII., sold it to Sir Robert Lytton, and it has continued

in the possession of Lis descendants. The ancient manor house

was pulled down in IHll, and the present mansion erected

ou nearly the same site. Of the west or garden front of this,

the accompanying engraving {litj. 128), from a photograph by

Mr. A. Elsden, of North Crescent, Hertford, is an accurate re-

presentation, and owing to the elevation of the site the tower,

which forms a prominent feature in the architectural design,

commands the view of a wide range of the surrounding

country. Extended before it is a flower garden on grass, the

beds framed in gravel, plentifully embellished with vases and

statuary, and covering altogether about four acres. The
design is somewhat complicated, and from its character diffi-

cult to plant so as to combine harmony of colour with variety,

while the number of plants required, some 3(i,0U0, is large for

the means of producing them. The effect, however, as will

be seen from fig. 129, also from a photograph taken by Mr.

Elsden, is excellent ; and though at the time of our visit the

glory of the flower beds had departed, enough of their beauty

was left to show what it had been when they were in their

pride. The lawn surrounding the beds is beautifully kept,

and extends on both sides of the broad central walk to the

high Laurel hedges which form the boundary of this garden.
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It is dotted with some fine Arauearias, WellingtoniaB, Cryp-
tomerias, and otiier Conifers. Some of the Arauearias after

the dry summer of 1800 appeared to be dying, but Mr. Kipling,

the gardener, gave them a good mulching of loam, leaf soU,

and a little well-decayed manure, and they improved wonder-
fully. The Ivy-covered summer-house on the mound on the
south-west side, and which forms a conspicuous object in

fig. 129, commands a good view of the flower garden and man-
sion, and, in a clear day, of the surrounding country.

At Knebworth we have not one but many gardens to deal
with ; eome of them are very charming, though none very
large. Thus we have the bowling-green, another Laurel en-
closure of smooth lawn, such as that half-forgotten game re-

quires, and in a sheltered secluded spot a hardy fernery.

From this, looking through an oval opening in a trellis-

work, a view is gained of a Heath garden, most noticeable in

which are clumps of the Mediterranean Heath ; and passing

from this into the adjoining garden, in which is a small

temple, we again find lawn surrounded by evergreens and
studded with shrubs, and notably the Golden Arbor-Vitse, of

which there are several handsome specimens. Here we gain

—

chiefly through peepholes, which to our taste are somewhat
too artificial, and certainly so in their present state—views of

the park with its scattered Oaks, its clumps of Elms, its old

Horse Chestnut and young Lime tree avenues, and its wood-
land masses of Oaks stretching far into the distance. Next
comes an old-fashioned Box garden with polychrome walks,

which is a deal of trouble, and—but tastes diiier—of no great

effect. It is quaint but not old enough to strike one as a reUe

of the olden times, and owing to the failure of the coloured

materials which are employed, as in the case of spar and
broken bricks, &o., wherever used in superseding Nature's

inimitable tints, it may be questioned whether these would
not be much more advantageously and pleasurably substituted,

especially in a case where no great antiquity can be claimed.

Through the Laurel-surrounding of this garden in an east-

ward direction is seen the tower of the mansion at the end of a

long vista. In an adjoining garden are a number of fine com-
mon Laurels of large size clipped into a circular haystack

ghnpp, with handsome low standards of the Portugal by the

side of the walk. Ivy baskets and marble busts are also freely

introduced, the latter among Yews. Into an adjoining maze
we did not enter.

On the south-west side of the mansion, and entirely shut
out from every other part, is what is called Horace's Garden,
intended to represent that of a small Roman villa. It is

rlentifully adorned with busts, as of Augustus Ciosar, Horace,

Virgil, and other classical celebrities; but the Italian Vines
have had to be substituted by Hops on the rustic poles on
one side of the very poor piece of water running through it.

The whole of this somewhat limited area is surrounded by
Spruce, Scotch Firs, and Oaks; and as an ideal of what has
long since ceased to be, notwithstanding some vegetable

anachronisms, is a pleasin;-'-enough spot, and would be all the

more so were the water to rival in purity that of the fountain

which Horace ^ lauded.

An old flower garden has been turned into a rosery, in which
it is contemplated to carry pillar Roses on arches over the
surrounding walks. A good deal, however, will have to be
done by the gardener, for near here the chalk crops out to the
surface, and Rhododendrons and other chalk-abhorring sub-
jects cannot long survive unless provided with peat. Portugal

Laurels, of which there are some nice dwarf standards, seem
to do well.

The kitchen garden is by no means neglected, but sadly

needs remodelling. The glass houses are too few for a place

of such size, and most of them must ere long be replaced ; still

in such as there are we noticed good Muscat and Hamburgh
Grapes, and we believe Strawberries are forced in considerable

numbers. Considerable extension of the glass and a re-

arrangement of the two kitchen gardens would add much to

the resources of the place, but to keep twelve or thirteen acres

of flower garden and pleasure grounds, and two acres of kitchen

garden, in the order in which Mr. Kipling does, with the means
at his command, must be no easy task.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
FLO^'EB OABDEN.

Tnp, recent frosts have rendered it quite? necessary to clear

I the beds of their summer occupants ; and, in fact, the whole
1 garden must be at ouce gone over. In the first place, if previous
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alvice has been acted upon, all plants which will be wanted
aijain have been pnt under protection. The last to he secured
are the Dahlias, Marvel of Peru, and Echeveriasecunda glauca, a

plant perhaps more generally used for edgings for flower gardens
than any other; but it is not quite hardy, and should therefore

be put in a place of safety at once. This need not be under glass,

but simply under a wall or in any other sheltered spot. Last
winter, which was a very mild one, many of my plants had no
protection ; but the season before that, and also at the present
time, I dug out a trench 4 feet wide and 1 foot in depth, and laid

ii or 4 inches of sandy soil at the bottom. The plants were
taken from the garden, put-in thickly, and covered with hoops
and mats at night ; and if the weather proved severe the usual
protection of rough fern was thrown on. Unless it froze the
whole day they were always uncovered, if only for an hour or

two. Dahlias and other similar-rooted things of the same degree

I

of tenderness were taken up and placed in a cool dry shed, with
their roots covered in dry earth.

Take up bulbs of Gladiolus if not already done. The com-
monest sorts, such as Brenchleyensis, may have their bulba
packed in sand or dry earth ; and other sorts, such as the choice

named ones, should be wrapped in paper with the names at-
' tached, and placed in the storeroom. Clear every bed and
border; dress the surface of the ground, and mark out all vacant
places, so that other subjects may be planted for spring-bloom-

I ing without delay.
Carnations in frames must be made secure from frost, and in

mild weather, or even when the thermometer is a few degrees

above the freezing point, give air freely; and when watering the
plants do it carefully, so as not to wet the foliage. Take care

also that the roots do not run through the bottom of the pot and
take hold of the soil.

Fig. 12'J.—TUE FLOWEB GARDEN AT KNEEWOIiTII.

Cinerarias that are to bloom in small pots should have the
side shoots picked off. If one flower stem only is left, and that
the centre or largest one, it will produce a very fine head of
bloom, and be more satisfactory than if there were more of
them.

OEEE.NHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Fuchsias done blooming should have their most straggling

shoots shortened, and be gradually dried-off. Achimenes of sorts
should also be stowed away, but neither these nor Fuchsias will
need any water for three weeks, and if on a damp bottom not
for six weeks, or even longer. Solanum Capsicastrum will now
be very pretty with its scarlet berries, and should be set in
the most conspicuous places. Chrysanthemums, too, must not
have any water dashed over their flowers, for this will cause them
to rot. Primulas, the forwardest of which will now be coming
into flower, must stand where they can dry themselves freely
after beint: watered : it is the stagnation of water about their
necks which causes so many of them to damp-off. Adiantums
and Lyoopods, as well as many other of the tenderest greenhouse
plants, must be placed in the warmest end of the house ; and
slugs, which are exceedingly fond of the young fronds, must
be regularly looked after. They will be best found at night, as
they will then be at their work of destruction. Heaths of the
hyemalis type, as well as autumnalis and others, will now be
coming into bloom, and must be placed where there is a free
circulation of air ; a want of this provision often brings mildew,
which is so destructive to this class of plants and so very diffi-

cult to get rid of. Pelargoniums will also need careful tending
to guard against damp. There is a disease which appears on

the leaf called the sjiot ; to prevent this they must have a dry
foliage when the sun shines on them. These and the Cinerarias
will need frequently fumigating with tobacco paper, but always
when the foliage is dry—a rule which should he observed on all

plants that have to undergo this process. Lachenalias of sorts

which are started well into growth should be brought near the
glass ; and the same may be said of Cyclamens, wbich are now
advancing, and must have air freely, but at no time a close damp
atmosphere.
Gesnera zebrina and others are all handsome-foliaged plants.

If they do not flower in a cool greenhouse their foliage makes
them attractive objects on the dinner table aa well as for general
decoration ; but in a warm house, not a stove heat, they may be
expected to flower fairly.

Some of the early Hyacinths potted some time ago will no
doubt be making a growth, if allowed to remain under the
covering much longer they will become injured ; so with early

Tulips : therefore take all such out, place them either in a

frame or under a stage out of the full ligbt for the present, and
cover them over in the daytime with pots of the same size,

taking these off at night. After a few days, when it is seen
that the growth is gradually becoming green, the pots may be
left off altogether.
The variegated section of Pelargoniums, which includes gold

and silver-variegated, the bronze section, the gold-leaved, as

well as the ordinary variegated sorts—^if any of these are in

frames they should be moved to drier quarters, if possible in the

greenhouse, so that their foliage may keep good, which it seldom
does thronghout the winter in damp cold frames. These, with
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the old plants of Mrs. Pollock, may be preserved two, three, or
even four in a pot of dry earth when only required for bedding

;

but if needed for specimens for pot-culture they mast have a
little more than the ordinary care bestowed upon them.

—

Thomas Eecobd.

DOIKQS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN G.UiDEN.

The weather np to the middle of last week had been very
mild, which caused the fruit- buds on all trees to grow or plump-
up rather more than usual ; indeed, in mild weather all through
the winter months, Apple, Pear, Cherry, Plum, and other fruit

trees are making progressive movement. On Wednesday, the
11th, the thermometer registered 5' of frost, and on the even-
ing of Wednesday a stiff north-easter sprung up, with a few
degrees of frost and a dry bracing atmosphere, which continues
as we write. Of course as the alleys were quite hard, wheeling
manure and trenching were the order of the day. We had been
cutting the lawn early in the week, and up to that time had
been regularly cutting it. Some portions of our kitchen garden
had been made up at different times, and has therefore sunk in

places. An opportunity has been taken to fill these np with
soil excavated to enlarge a Vine border.

Celery in our light soil is OKtremely liable to decay at the
heart ; but it would almost seem to be the atmospheric con-
ditions which have most to do with it. As eartbing-up with
some other material does not make very much difference to us,

cocoa-nut fibre refuse was tried fresh from the works, and in

this clean material, which had been found to answer in other
places, the result was even more unsatisfactory. A plan has
been tried by which a cord has been fixed above the row, raised,

say, a foot above the top of the ridge, some good wheat straw is

placed over it and bent at the middle, so that a light thatch is

made ; elevated as it is above the ground by the cord, very little

rain can get to the centre of the plants.

We will, if possible, have the Baspherrij plants pruned, and
the ground between the rows dug with a steel fork this month.
The plants are trained in two ways, but preference must be
(.'iven to that by which the canes can be tied to a wire fixed in a
horizontal position about 3 feet above the surface of the ground.
When this method of training is adopted the plants are in rows
in inches apart, or for the strongest-growing sorts 2 feet are
allowed; the canes are then tied to the wire, allowing about
(1 inches between each ci:ne. The rows must be not less than
1 feet apart to allow of the fruit being gathered readily, and no
advantage would be gained if the rows were closer, as sun and
air would not be freely admitted to them. Fresh plantations
may be made now.

If Currots, Beet, Farsnips, Sahnfi/, Scor-onera, and other
roots have not been stored, no time should be lost now if frost

will permit of its being done. Many persons have had their
roots stored weeks ago, but nothing is gained bj^ storing them
very early, as the quality does not improve after the roots are
tiiken out of the ground; indeed, in the case of Parsnips we
would not take them out of the ground at all, but when hard
frosts set-in it is troublesome to get at them, and altogether it is

most convenient when all are packed together in sand in a cool
shed. The person who has to cater for the kitchen supply of

vegetables will always approve of this arrangement.
VINERIES.

It was stated in a contemporary two years or more ago of

some Grapes which were cut with the branch, the end of this

inserted in a bottle of water in the usual way, and the whole
placed in a fruit-room in the manner so frequently practised
within the last few years, that during a severe frost the Grapes
were frozen, and even the water in the bottles had ice upon it,

and yet the fruit kept good for some time after—in fact, all the
better, it was said, for the freezing. Now that is contrary to all

the experience we have had with Grapes in the vineries. If the
thermometer falls to the freezing-point the fruit decays more
rapidly afterwards. It is therefore our endeavour to keep the
temperature up to -10" at night at present, removing all decay-
ing leaves and mouldy hemes ; the moisture evaporating from
leaves in the process of decay tends more to spoil the appear-
ance of the bunches than the atmospheric conditions existing
outside, bad as these are in the neighbourhood of Loudon,
Manchester, and other large cities. With care fogs may be
guarded against, but a little forethought is necessary. It is

no use getting-up a brisk fire in the morning and opening the
ventilators when King Fog holds sway. If any ventilators are
open the damp air will get in, and will continue to pour in

while the fog lasts. The best way is to keep doors, windows,
and ventilators closed, and only sufficient heat in the hot-water
pipes to maintain a proper temperature in the house.
We have not yet started the early vinery, but those who have

must not maintain a high temperature at night; they should
shut-up early in the afternoon, and allow the pipes to become
just milk warm, unless it is a sharp frost, when the heating ap-
paratus must be warmed more, but not so as to have the house
up to a certain temperature at all hazards.

In previous numbers we have recommended the use of some
fermenting material in vineries. In country gardens at this

season fallen leaves can be obtained in quantity, and if a good
bed of them can be made-up in the house they throw off a
sweet heat and sufficient moisture. Our own system is to save
the droppings from the stables, wheel-in a barrowload every
alternate morning, and this fresh material is mixed with that
which has become sweet by frequent turning, so that little danger
arises from an excess of rank steam. When preparing the
Vines for forcing at this early season the rods should be beht
down, so that the ends of the canes may be brought near the
front sashes. Unless this is done the buds nearest the top would
start first, and those at or near the base would start weakly.

FLOWER GABDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
We have run the mower over the lawn, we trust for the last time

this season. All the edgings were neatly clipped. The beds in-

tended to be planted with spring flowers should be filled with
them as soon as possible if it is not already done, and beds not
planted ought to be dug up, forked over, or neatly raked. Shrub-
beries may have the open spaces planted with bulbs or flowering
plants. Some of the different species of Lilies are well adapted
for this purpose, and nothing thrives better than the different

species of Convallaria. C. Polygonatum, or, as it is popularly
called, Solomon's Seal, grows more freely in certain positions

amongst shrubs than it does when more freely exposed. How
sweet also is the Lily of the Valley for such purposes ! Phloxes
do well if not shaded too much, but the ground for such gross

feeders must be rich, and the plants should be renewed every
second year. Another plant that is not seen so often in promi-
nent positions in such places is the Tree Pasony (Pseonia arborea).

There are now scores if not hundreds of distinct varieties, and
the different shades of colour in the noble flowers, from delicate

rose to deep red, are set off to great advantage by the deep green

of the background. A few of the best sorts should be cultivated

in all gardens.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing ns of the dates ou

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
NOVEMBER. I

01iolt6nham(ChrT8anUi.)..23aud 24 Birmingliam
Kojal Hort. Society of Ii-eland . . 2(j

DEOEUBBR. York
Manchester 1 aud 2 I

DECEMBER.
{Chrysanthemum

)

1 and 2
1,2, aud !i

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
',* All coiTe>-pondence should he directed either to " The

Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-

ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our ctrrtspondents, as doing so subjeots them to un-

justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Ponltry and Bee sub-

jeots, and should never send more than two or throe

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Supplement {.4 Yotmii Subscriber].—You did not count the number of

pages in each—there are four supplemental.

Baspherkv Pi.antino (F. E. B.).—You may plant now and until early in

February. Tho following are superior :—Carter's Prolific, red ; Fastolf
,
pur-

plish red; October lied, Sweet Yellow Autwei-p, aud October Yellow.

GoERNsEV Lilies (Q. D.).—Tho bulbs can be pui'chased of any of the

florists who advertise in our colunma.

Grapes Scaldino (S. O.).—We think what yon so name most bo the
" spot." If BO, watering the roots with tepid very weak liquid manure during

the growing season would probably remove the evil. If you sent us two or

three berries in a box we could be sure of the disease required to be avoided.

Spit Manure (D<j/il.—Any thoroughly-deccmposed manure that can be

du^' with the spade is so designated.

Potatoes.—"I have grown Sutton's Hundredfold Flake this season, and
for table use find them white, mealy, and of good flavour. The circumstances

under which "D. W. W." has grown or cooked them may have had a great

deal to do with the waxy condition.—J. Knowles, Blacl-bitrn."

" I am of the same opiniun as your correspondent, " D. VV. W.," respecting

the Hundredfold Fluke. Mine are waxy and rather strong to the taste,

though my soil is excellent for Potato-growing. It is a good cropper, also of

a good shape. I intend giving it another trial next year, and am inclined to

think they wUl be better if kept a while longer.—M. B."

Replacino Vines—Border for Vines (B. B.).—Tho Lady Downe's

which jou wish to remove and replace with Black Ilamburghs would be best

cleared away, the soil renewed, and young canes planted between the present

time and your commencing to start the Vines. We should do this as soon as

possible. The Vines will not do any good with their roots under the paved

floor, and as you cannot have a border outside without grasping it we should

prefer the latter, Tho border should be 3 feet deep, well drained, and consist
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of turfy loam, about a sixth part of old mortar rubbish, and a tenth of half-

inch bones, well iucorporated. It would be well If you could raise tho border

and form it into a terrace, especially if the soil is wet. Plant early in March,

but we should form the border at once. If tho loam is poor it may have a

fourth of well-rutted manure added to it.

Wintering Plants in a Frame Flue-heated (Q. P.).—It will not

answer to hll-in against the sides of the flue, as that would deprive you of tho

heat, from the sides, but they should be kept clear, and you may have a wooden
stage for the plants, a lattice stage being beat. Flags or elates aunwer well,

but sheet iron, unless galvanised, is soon corroded, and is. besides, costly and
unsuitable. The supports for the sta^e ought not to rest on the flue, but bo

clear of it to prevent tire in case of overheating.

Pampas Grass—Alpines for Rockery (Agnpatithu,-i).~Va.mT?a.s Grass
would not succeed in a border shaded by tree^ and exhausted of its moisture

by their roots ; but if tho trees do not injuriously affect the border in the

above way you may plaut with a fair chance of success ; they are host planted

in spring befoi-e growth commences. As Ferns and Ivy grow well, it is evident

they, and not subjects which require sun, are most suitable. A few Alpines

for the rockery are Alyssum sasatile corapactum, AnthylUs eriuacea (palo

blue), Arabis albida, Aubrietiii Campbelli (blue), A. deltoidoa grandiflora (bluet,

Campanula gar;^auica (bluish purple), Cheiranthus longifulius, Cistus algar-

vensis. Cyclamen coum, Diauthus neglectUH, Draba aizoides, Erysimum
pumilum, Globularia nana (pale purple). Phlox Nelsoni, Santoliua alpina,

Saxifraga affinis, S. ceratopbylla, S. granulata, 3. longiflora vera, S. palmata,

Sfidums acre, cyaneum (purplish blue), atropurpureum, glancum, pallidum

roseum ; Sempervivum arachnoideum, 8. californicum, SLlenepumilio, Statice

alpina, and Veronica prostrata (blue).

Potatoes and Rira^nnEs in a Pit (P. iS.).—You do not say whether yon
propose to cover the pit with lights, but if not you will need a sort of frame-

work to support tho protectuig material. We presume you have some kind of

fermenting matter to afford a gentle warmth, and we should place it in the

pit at front to tho depth of a foot, and at back "24 inches deep, which will leave

you a foot to the glass. Leaves will answer, and with 6 inches of soil upon
them will be so firmed as to leave you a foot clear in a short time. The
soil should be rich loam, licht rather than heavy, anil when it is a little

warmed you may plant the Potatoes in rows 15 inches apart, and the sets a
foot apart in the rows, placing them 4 inches deep. Radishes may be sown
over the surface, and the seed be either raked-iu or covered with half an inch of

soil. All the treatment required is to expose fully when the weather is mild,

and protect from frost by mats and straw coverings in severe weather, not
remoring them in crmtinuod severe weather until a general thaw. If you cau
command an abundance of protecting material commence at onco, but if not
we should defer planting until early in February, in the meantime having the

sets in a suitable place to sprout. When they have pushed shoots from one-

half to three-quarters of an inch long you may plant. We grow in frames
handriugham, Ashleaf, Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf, and Veitch's Ashleaf. The
first is earliest, but the last two are better croppers, and for yom* purpose
would be most suitable. We have no book treating of PaiTota.

Pears for Wall—Select Azaleas {J. W. Z>.).—Pears .- Beurre Super-
fin, Conseiller de la Cour, Marie Louise, Beurrt' Diel, General Todtleben, and
Glou Morreau. Aznieas : Criterion, salmon pink with white edge, spotted

lake ; Dnchesse Adelaide de Nassau, rosy scarlet, tinged violet ; ]\Iar-f, orange

scarlet; Kinghorui, rosy lilac; Mdlle. Marie Lefebvre, white, semi-double;

and Mrs. Turner, pink, margined white, upper petals spotted purplish crim-

son. Camellias : Bonomiana, white, flaked carmine ; Mathotiaua, crimson

;

Valtevaredo, rose; Mrs. Cope, white, striped crimson; Fimbriata, white;
Storyi, rosy pink.

Burr Knot Apple.—"E. P." would be obliged by being informed where
this Apple tree can bo purchased.

GoosEnERRiES FOR Green Jellv (Amatcur).—Grow the following varieties

as you wish them to be late :—General, Shiner, Telegraph, and Thumper.

Grapes not IvEEPiNa {A. B. C.).— Grapes are not keeping well this

season, and it is likely your house is too moist, and the size of the berries and
want of colour show they have not;'ripened perfectly, TVhich is against their

keeping. The want of colour is probably due to too heavy cropping. The
remedial measures to he taken will be to keep the atmosphere drier, to apply
fire heat only by day after the Grapes are ripe, with abundance of air, and
leaving a little air on at night, hut no fire; having the border covered with
shutters to throw off the rains, and so keeping the roots from throwing too

much moisture into the berries; whilst a less crop, with more air, and
probably a lower temperature when ripening, would give you a remedy for

the want of colour.

Veronica and Solandm Leaves Bl4cicened (S. i\). — The leaves are

covered with a black fungus, a consequence of honeydew being deposited upon
their surfaces by the insects the plants have been or are infested with, and
which we think in the case of the Veronica are brown scale. In that of the
Solanum the e%'il may arise from aphiiies infesting the points of the shoots.

The aphides may be destroyed by fumigation with tobacco ; and the brown
scale may be destroyed by a solution uf soft soap, half a pound to two quarts

of water, to which add about a wineglassful of spirits of turpentine, and apply
with a brush at a temperature of 12U". The scale will bo removed at once,

and the plant in about three hours afterwards should be laid on its side

and thoroughly syringed. The solution should be kept from the roots. It

will destroy every species of scale. The white scale on Acacias it browns and
removes.

LiLitm AURATUM Seed Sowing (Kit.«/0-—The seed should be sown at

once in pota or pans fiUei to within half an inch of the rim with a compost
of equal parts sandy peat, leaf soil, and fibrous loam, well di-ained. Level

the surface and scatter the seeds evenly, and cover about a quarter of an inch

deep with fine soil. Water gently, and place on a shelf or in a light any position

in the greenhouse, and keep moist, but avoid making the soil sodden. In due
course the plants will, if the seed be good, appear-, and then water as required

to keep moist and promote a free growth. By next autumn the seedlings

may be shifted into other pots or i)ans, placing them with every root care-

fully about 2 inches apart, and about an inch below the rim, so as to allow for

a light top-dressing uf soil in spring ; and, being duly attended to with water,
they will by the following autumn be fit to pot-off singly in 7-inch pots, and
after another season's growth they will be of a flowering size. The soil only
needs to be kept moist in winter.

Shrubs for Shelter on Sea Coast (Delia Jlocca)—We should not
confine ourselves to evergreen shrubs or trees, but have deciduous as well.

At the most distant point of view wo would have a line at least of Sycamore
at 16 feet apart, with Mountain Ash midway of the distance, and between

these a^oin and the Sycamore, at 4 feet distance of course, the scarlet-berried

Eider (Sambucus racemosa), and in front of these inwards a row of Guelder

Rose at 4 feet apart. We should theu commonco with evergreens, and have

Austrian and Corsican Pine at 8 feot apart, aad fill-up to 4 feet apart with

Tamarink These will give you a good background, and you will need to

aiTauge f^ir the front next the house, forming curved linos, and so as to have

groups or clumps, or what will appear as such, with a few specimen and taller

subjects dotted here and there. I'he Chiueee Juniper, Pinus insiguis. Ever-

green Oak, and Broad-leaved Holly are desiiable for spocimons. Alaternus,

Arbutus, Laurustinus, and the different kinds of Hollies do well ; also Broom,
Cotoneaster, especially Simmnnsi, Double Gorso, Eacallonia macrantha, Garrya

elliptica, Evergreen Privet, Euonymus, and Sweet Bay. These, or some of

them, judiciously arranged will give you all you require ; but we cannot

instruct you as to their arrangement for effect, as this would require to be

done by someone on the spot.

Watering Plants in Winter (J. W. J5.).—It is not necessary fco water
plants in winter so much as in summer. Some of them will bo at rest, as

Fuchsias, and only require water tu keep the wood from shrivelling, and tho

same remarks apply to all deciduous subjects. Evergreens, as Camellias and
Azaleas, with Acacias, will require to have the soil always moist, watering

only when they need it, which at this season may ba twice a- week, or oftoner,

as the weather and fulness of tho pots with roots may determine; whilst

subjects which ai-e growing freely, as Cinerarias, Cyclamens, and bulbs will

need to be kept well watered. Before the foliage flags, a thorough watering

should be given, sufficient to show itself at the drainage. This is the whole

and sole art of watering for evergi-eeu and deciduous plants in agi-owing state.

In watering we mast be guided by circumstances. Syringing is not necessary

for greenhouse plants in winter. You will find the treatment of most green-

house plants in our new edition of the *' Greenhouse Manual," which may ha

had by post from our office for lOd.

Arrangement of Flower Beds (A Vtry Old Dublin Subscriber).—dm-
vert the parallelogram into an oval for the Roses, sarround it with a baud of

beds composed of four curved oblongs, alteruating with four circles, keeping

a strip of turf 5 or 6 feet wide between the oval and the enclosing beds,

which should bo about 5 feet wide. Flowers may be planted among the Roses

without hurting them provided the soil has an annual dressing of manure.

Insect in Apple Tree (IT. L.).~The caterpillar which has completely

eaten through the whole length of the stem of your Sturmer Pippin tree is

that of the well-known and very destructive Wood Leopard moth, of which a

description and figure, with an account of its habits, wei'o published in

No. 485 of this Journal.—I. 0. W.
Naming Plants froji Sprays {.4 Constant Reader).—We do not recog-

nise the spray of the shrub, but it resembles an Alaternus. For identifica-

tion, flowers as well as leaves are necessary.

Names of Plants (E. Corneh'ii<).—1, Eryngium virginianum; 2, Muhlen-
beckia complexa. {D. Thormon).—Owing to the very imperfect material we
can only name your Conifers approximately. 1, Thuja Menziesii, Dougl.;

3 and 5, two species of Abies; 4, Biota (Thuja) orientalis, L. ; G, Libocedi'us

chileusis, Endl.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PiaEON OHRONIOLE.

TRIMMED HAMBURQHS AT THE OXFORD
SHOW.

Mr. Hewitt has received a letter from Mr. Long containiag

the following as an explanation :
" The second bird examined

was May's bird, the same man who originally bred and showed
mine. I wished it to be seen to show that the original breeder

was the clipper. He sold it to Hyde, and Hyde to Duckworth;
Dackworth, not long before Oxford, writing me to sell it to

him again. He knew of the clipping, or how did he manage to

enlighten me?" Mr. Hewitt adds—"No one can possibly be

more regretful than myself to say even a single word to wrong
anyone, and Messrs. Duckworth I never saw nor corresponded

with in my life ; and I will add that, so far from being a rare

matter, any general judge knows that prize pens of poultry are

constantly being shown, first in one name, then in a week's time

in quite a different name, and aa rapidly get transferred back
again to the original owner."

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 27.

THE PADUA BREED—DUTCH CRESTED VARIETY.
In the most of these varieties the hen has much richer and

more characteristic plumage than the cock, and as the principal

interest attached to them is the pleasure they give by their

appearance, I shall begin by describing the female first, as it is

with her we find the most striking points. Though these

varieties are almost entirely selected as being ornamental, they

are not less good for the table. Their flesh is very fine, and

they are generally excellent layers. The chickens are very pre-

cocious, but their tenderness renders them very difljcult to rear.

But after several generations in the same country they become

more hardy.
TABUAS OB POLANOa.

This variety is one of the strongest among the fancy varieties.

The flesh is delicate, their laying very good, and they are non-

sitters. It is remarkably well crested, which forms its principal

ornament. Its plumage is one of the most rich as well as

variegated, and wonderful in regularity. Three essential charac-

teristics are—the crest, the plumage, and the complete absence

of comb, the ear-lobes and cheeks being what amateurs call
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" without flesh." The cheeks only appear a little with the

cock. The creat, very largely developed in both sexes, is not

always alike. With the cock it is composed o£ lance-shaped

feathers like a parasol, and altogether much larger than the

hea's, which is perfectly rounded and separates in two parts by
a sort of cleft, which goes down the beak and disappears at the

back of the head. The crest is very large, grown on a fleshy

mass called " the mushroom," which covers the skull and is a

little thrown back behind, so as to be oft the eyes. This " mush-
room " should be very much developed in well-bred birds.

Each feather of the crest is in bands of colour ; in the Silver

Cicst Feather. Tig. 131.—Hackle FeatUcr.

variety surrounded with white, then marked with black, then
white in the middle (fig. 130). After the second and third
moulting a part of the crest feathers becomes white, which
always increases as they get older. The feathers of the hackle
( fig, i31), are like those of the crest, but less pointed.

CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

A FEW INTRODUCTORY WORDS.
The extraordinary increase of the fancy for poultry and

Pigeons may be seen in the fact of the notice and apace now
given in the London daily papers to the shows held in various
parts of England. Until recently it was not so ; there were the
poultry papers, dear to every fancier, read and re-read by them,
but they " were caviare to the general." Now, however, the
daily paper which caters for the many is obliged, so to speak, to
give space to poultry matters, because the many, not the few
now, are interested in them. Then, too, this interest and love
is no mere mania, for a mania dies away full speedily, it makes
a rapid growth, and then its object is even despised ; but this
love of poultry has lasted for many years. AU this th? press
knows well, and in giving striking details one dUigent writer,
who lias a head for weights and measures, tells ns that in regard
to the Crystal Palace Show of this year, " If the pens were
placed side by side they would reach a distance of three miles,
and the weight of the cages alone is upwards of ten tons."
This, I dare say, is all true. The Show is of vaster proportions
than ever, but neither judges nor critics wish it to be larger; on
the other hand, speaking for myself as an ardent fancier, I
would say, May the quantity rather diminish than increase,
but may the quality improve yearly. Last year the number of

pens were 3605, this year they are 4100, in other words 800
more, and 800 would themselves form a show. To speak in
praise of the Palace as a show-room would, indeed, be foolish

—

there is no show place equal to it, and there never can be a
better. The noise of the crowing under that high roof is re-

duced to a minimum; and when the organ is rolHng is, indeed,
unheard. Everyone seems, as in former years, to be very
courteous and attentive, from Mr. Wilson down to the humblest
attendant. I wish the Pigeons could be fed in troughs rather
than have the food scattered on the floor, and that the water
vessels were outside the cages ; then the birds could not either
eat food soiled with manure, or defile the water and spoil their
own plumage by attempts to wash, as I saw one of the Black
Trumpeters doing in one of the four grand pens. Still this ia but
a small thing, and we must, in finding fault, however justly,

remember the vast amount of labour entailed by this vast Show,
and I can only be surprised at the few blots and the excellency
of the general management. The well-arranged chrysanthemums
in front of the theatre and under the dome gave brightness

to the scene. (Ah ! what should we do without flowers ? AU
honour to old Adam's trade), while the evergreens soothed the
eye, and made glittering shops less glaring. In short, there is

but one Crystal Palace, so also there ia but one Show—that held
within its glassy walls. So much for introduotion —Wiltshire
Rector.

To-UAY is the last day of the grand poultry tournament of
1874. Twenty years ago anyone would have laughed at the bare
idea of 4400 pens of prize poultry existing, but close on that
number are on exhibition at the Crystal Palace to-day, and
have been since Monday last—on exhibition at one Show, in one
building, at one time ! The very fact seems incredible, but
a fact it remains. The question must arise to all. Is this the
end, or is thia the beginning ? Haa the poultry mania really
reached its height ? Will it keep as it is, or will it, having climbed
the mountain, quietly come down the other side ? We think
not; nay, we may almost say we feel sure not. For though
annually perhaps two or three of the good old stagers may retire,

still the new comers are legion. We only have to glance at the
prize list below to see this. New names are thickly strewn
among the winners. New names abound in the catalogue. We
like to see old friends win, bnt we also like to see the younger
exhibitors doing the same ; and to win at a show like this is

winning something. Why, many value a high commendation
at the Palace more than a first at a local show, though the result
may not be so satisfactory in the pecuniary view. We think,
conaidering the gigantic proportions of this monster Exhibition,
that the judging haa been very fairly satiafactory. Everyone
cannot win. When there are a hundred pens in a class, and
only six or eight prizes, some must be left out in the cold. We
must remember that

—

** Times go by turns, and cliances change by ctiurae

From foul to fair, from better hap to worse."

The Crystal Palace Show is always a great place for sales, and
one may come to the Palace and satisfy his requirements, be the
breed what it may. And those who simply come (as by-the-bye
so many do) on purpose to buy some specime'ns of prize poultry
to start for themselves, and hardly know what breed to go in for,

why, they can take the showman's advioe :
" Pay your penny,

ladies and gentlemen, and take your choice." We think we may
almost call the Palace Meeting the poultry's " at home ;

" for

certainly never anywhere else do we meet so many friends and
fanciers, and we do not wonder that they come apart from the
actual pleasure of meeting friends, and enjoying a good poultry
chat, which pleasure we know to be very great. Still we say we
do not wonder at their coming themselves, for how lonely they
would be at home ! The runs empty ; the exhibition pens
empty ; no crowing at early mom ; no favourites to watch ; not
even, perhaps, in many cases, a stray empty show basket to

cheer up a lonely spirit. No, we do not wonder that all attend
this Exhibition.
The management here is always good, and the Secretaries,

whose names we all know so well, are always courteous and
ready to do their best. Somehow at the Palace everything
seems bathed in coitleur de rose. The pens look all so clean and
so well grouped, and the long avenues of birds so pleasing to

the eye; but we must not forget that in these avenues there are

close on 4400 pens of birds, and that though the poultry
world haa met to look at them, we have come to criticise.

DoRKiNos.—In cocks there were fourteen entriea. First, a

very perfect dark-coloured bird with a splendid comb. Second,
a huge rose-combed bird of great breadth and bone, his only

weak point being his comb. The third-prize bird occupied the

same place last year, but his comb has given way in the mean-
time. Mr. Parlett's was a large bird, with good feet but indif-

ferent comb. No. 8 (Arkwright), light in colour and grizzly on
the thighs.

Coloured Hois.—First was a very large dark bird, good in

colour and feet, but with an indifferent comb ; however, she

was well first. Second, a thorough Dorking. Third, a very nice

rose-combed hen. Pen 17 (Walker), large but crooked in leg.

Pen 22 (Sapwell), a good hen if in better condition. Pen 36 (Col.

Lane), very good ,but unnoticed. Pen 37 (commended) was in

dreadful condition, having lost all the feathers off her back. Pen
40 (Lingwood), would be very eood except for corns on her toes.

The cup Coloured cockerel was very large in body and good
in comb, but rather in-kneed and crooked in the big toes. The
second-prize cockerel was the cup bird at the Birmingham
summer Show ; he is a very smart bird with a beautiful comb,
but had caught a bad cold in his eye. The third cockerel was
good if we except his comb. Fourth, large, but a little round in

the back. Fifth, a nice dark, short-legged bird, but with very
white ears. Pen S4 (Burnell) was a very broad bird with good
comb and plenty of bone. Pen 72 (Raines) was, like the cup
cockerel, rather inclined to be gouty. Pen 76 (Bartrum), very

large, but with a very bad comb and pink legs, otherwise he is

huge. Pen 79 (Wren), a good-bodied bird. Pen 83 (White),

should have been in the prize list.

The cup pullet was broad and deep, with a good comb. The
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Bc'contl pullet will soou be bumble-footed. Third rather liRht iu

colour. Fourth was a luifitiike, as she had very sooty feet and
>ullon* toe-nails, i^ifth a bad colour, but large aud good in feet.

Peu 113 (RuttUdge) was large aud dark, aud should have been in

ihe prize list. Peu 117 (Bartrum), good colour aud comb, but
sooty feet. Pea 124 (Pilkingtou) fourth aud fifth toes joined,

otherwise a very good bird.

Silver-Grcy cocks a.s usna,\ did not muster very strong. The
first cock was good in comb, colour, size, and feet, but he had
one bad fault—his right spur was outside. The second cock was
rather grizzly on the thighs.

Silver-G-rcij hens were a good class. The first large and per-

fect; she occupied the same place last year. The third hen was
not very clear on the wing, but was good in size.

In cockerels Mr. Cresswell brought out an immense young
bird, which easily took the cup. Two second prizes were given,

and both to good birds. The third-prize cockerel was particu-

larly good iu comb, but was not equal to Mr. Cresswell's highly

commended pen, the Oxford cup bird. Pen 147 (Paslej), small
but perfect. Pen 155 looked old for a cockerel.

The first Silver jiullet was well placed, large, silvery, and with
a particularly good robin breast. The second-prize was a mistake,

as her spur showed badly on the outside ; however, she was
bought at the auction by some lucky individual. The third was
a much better bird.

In the Cuckoo Dorkings the awards did not generally please.

Pen 18G (Toung), were good. Pen 187 (Allen) should have been
second. Pen 183 (Garaon), was the Oxford cup pen, but here
unnoticed; they were thought by many to be the best pen in the
class. Pen 190 (Howard), contained a very perfect cock, but not
quite large enough ; he had the best comb in the class. Pen 193

(Darby), were large and bright in colour. On the whole, this

class was an improvement on last year.
White Dorkings still run too yellow in colour. The first were

neat, but not large enough. Second, a very good pen in comb,
shape, and colour. Third was a grand old cock. Peu 196
(Williams), should have been noticed. Pen 197 (Hayne), large

but yellow. Peu 205 (Countess of Dartmouth), very cheap at 30s.

The five-guinea Selling class did not contain many bargains
if we except the first-prize pen, which contained a good cock.

Cochins.—The display of Cochins was something remarkable.
Most certainly there has never beem such a collection at the
Palace before, aud we really should almost think it was the best
lot ever got together anywhere. Bufis, Blacks, Partridges, and
Whites were all good. We cannot help saying we should have
placed two or three of the prize cards on difierent pens,
especially iu the Whites and Partridges ; but on the whole we
thought the Cochin judging very good indeed.
Old Buff cocks came first. We suppose Mr. Burnell's old

cock is the best old Cochin cock alive. We know he refused
iiGO for this bird on Tuesday. Certainly his colour is a little too
deep to please us, but he is a wonder, and was well shown. The
second was a fine old bird, but we thought him a little mottled.
The third was also very good, but wanted leg-feather. 230
(Tindal), was a fine bird except in comb, but he has come out
of his moult rather mealy on the wing. 232 (Taylor) was not
particularly well shown, which put him out of it, or else he is a
bird with much quality.

Buff hens were a nice lot. The first won in a canter, she is

very large, and well fluffed ; the second was of very admirable
shape ; the third an immense hen, but a little mottled, still she
well deserved her place. Pen 240 (Bloodworth) had splendid
feet. 241 (Tomlinson) was a pale hen, but she looked a good
useful bird. 242 (Lingwood), was very large, but we did not
care for her colour.

Buff cockerels mustered well—no less than thirty-five entries.
The cup bird was very grand, his colour perfect, and his comb
very good ; he ran iu first. This is the bird we mentioned some
time ago as likely to be a "stickler" when he came out. We
have heard of him for a long time, and were not disappointed
when we saw him on Monday last with the cup card on his pen.
The second was a well-grown bird, but he was a little too dark,
and he has a great deal of black in his foot-feathering. Third
had not a good comb, or he would be a good chicken. The
fourth we admired very much, and expected to have seen him
higher. 255 (Burnell) was a good colour, but rather small. 264
iCartmel) rather mealy on wing, but a good chicken. 279 (Crab-
tree) had a bad comb rather, or else his colour was very good.

Buff pullets weie a glorious class. The first was the lovely
bird we noticed at Oxford. She was looking well, and we may
safely say we call her the most exquisite Buff pullet we ever
saw. Her colour, shape, and symmetry make her a perfect
picture. The second was a good bird too, of nice colour, and
with most beautiful legs ; third also very good and well shown.
Fourth was a splendid pullet in shape, but we thought her
colour a shade streaky. 288 (Harrison) a good bird. 289 (Christy)
of splendid shape, but a trifle too variegated in colour. 314
(Lady Gwydyr) was of lovely colour, but hardly large enough.
322 (Crabtree) of splendid shape, and with very good leg-feather.
We should have liked to have seen this pullet in the list.

For old Farlriilge cocks the first won easily, but he is not so

good as the cup bird of Mr. Shrimpton's of last year. Tbn
second was rather small and a little out of form. The third

was narrow, or else he was of good colour. 323 (Taylor) was
rather brown iu fluff. 330 (Crabtree) was a very large and good
bird, but rather mixed iu colour.

The Partridge hens were very good, and we thought th< m
admirably judged. The first was a grand bird iu size, shape, aud
pencilling, and well deserved her place; the second also very
good indeed. The third was of good shape and a grand bird,

but her tail looked suspiciously on one side at times. 342 (Pope),

a very large but badly-marked hen.

In Partridge cockerels the first was a large good bird and
heavily feathered. Second also good; a young friend, we fancy.

The third struck us as being narrow. We should have placed
here iu preference pens 359 (Shrimpton), or 371 (Fowler). 351

(Tudmau) had a nasty comb, but was otherwise good. 36(1 (Leem-
ing) a good bird, and superior again to the third.

Partridge pullets were a lovely class. The winner walked in

easily; she is a real beauty. 3H2 (Shrimpton) was a good bird,

but wall-eyed on one side. 373 (Taylor) we beard was disquali-

fied for being an old bird ; but though we scrutinised her very
severely, and though we confess she looked a trifle antique
round the eyes, still we could not have said positively she whs
an old bird, and we would have given her most assuredly the
beneiit of that doubt, which many another pullet (?) iu the

Show also enjoyed. The second-prize was very large, but bad
iu colour and markings. The third was a very young but good
pullet. 394 (Taylor) was an oldish-looking but well-marked bird.

Wliite Cochins made four good classes, the pullets being an
unusually grand lot. The old cocks were not over the moult
well ; they all want another month. The first was a very fine

well-made bird, and good in colour. The second was also good,

but had a bad comb, and a comb which will not improve, we
fear, as the season advances. He much reminded us of a cockerel

of Mr. Burnell's we saw at Birmingham last year. The third

we did not care for; he was an ungainly bird, and coarse-look-

ing. 402 (Whitworth) very fine and large, but bad in colour.

In hens the first took the cup for the best pen in the four

White classes. She had the ugliest comb we ever saw on a

Cochin—huge, uneven, and coarse; but her shape, fluff, and
wings were very grand. The second-prize hen was perfect in

comb, but not quite so large, perhaps, as the first, otherwise we
should have placed her first most certainly. Third a good hen
too, but a little scaly on legs. 406 (Beldon) good, but more leg-

feathering wanted. This hen had a very long wattle on one side,

and a very short one on the other. Highly commended 415

(Holmes), a good hen.
In cockerels the first was a beauty ; his colour and shape very

grand, but he was rather too hocked for our taste ; still he was
honestly shown, and will be a wonder as an old bird ; and here

we should have gone for the White Cochin cup. The second
was coarse, and had inside leg-feather, which we dislike b-i

much. Third a good bird, but badly washed. Highly com-
mended 418 (Christy), a good bird with sound comb.
There were nineteen White pullets, and we never saw nine-

teen better ones. The first was large, but had a huge comb,
much resembling the cup hen's, and was not of very good colour.

Second very young and very white, and will make a wonderful
hen if aU go well. Third a capital, well-shown bird, the same
bird we saw at Long Sutton, we imagine. All the highly com-
mended birds were good, and would have won easily iu any
ordinary competition. We think this breed has made rapid

strides of late years in quality and quantity.

The Black Cochins came to the front well. We do think this

breed is rapidly improving, but we should like to see better legs

and better shape; in so many of the specimens there seemed
signs of some cross which had not been bred out. The colour is

certainly improved since last season. The old cup birds were
a showy pen, but the hen was too large for the cock, and both

want more leg-feather. The second was a good pen ; but we
saw a few red feathers on the neck. The third had a grand old

hen, the old friend we have so often noticed; she begins to look

old now, but certainly we never saw such feathers and fluff in a

Black before.

Black cofto-eJs, too, were for the most part much improved.
The first cockerel was the Oxford cup bird ; he was run up to £7 or

X'8 in the auction, and was cheap too. The second had the best

head in the class ; ho was not quite so large as the first, but his

colour very rich. The third was a large bird, and well made.
459 (the American bird) did not look so well as at Oxford.

In Black pullets the cup bird was of beautiful symmetry, and
good in comb, with a beautiful lustre ; we thought this the best

Black pullet we have yet seen. Second was also good ; she was
large, and very fairly symmetrical. The third was a good-

coloured very young bird. 485, commended (Aspden), a capital

well-grown bird; 477 (Athole), a good colour, but a most shock-

ing comb : this was, we think, the third Oxford pullet.

The £5 5s. Cochin Sale class had some capital pens. The first

walked-in eaaUy. They were a good pen ; the cockerel of fine
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colour, but a little white in wing. This pen fetched a long price
at the auction. The second waB a fair pen of Whites ; the cockerel
well-grown, but rather creamy; the pullet small. We should
have almost placed here pen 509 (Shrimpton), where the cockerel
was of beautiful colour, and had a very good tail in shape and
colour. The third were fair Buffs; not so good as 508, which
were fourth. We fancied in this fourth pen was the Buff cockerel,
we believe, which won third at Birmingham, and which some
said should have been first (we speak of the late summer Show)

;

he is, however, poorly leg-feathered, though of good colour.
52G, highly commended (Fowler), was a good pen, promising to
make-up well.

Bbahmas.—The entries in the ten classes for Brahmas num-
bered 675—a good-sized poultry show in themselves, and, if we
mistake not, half the number of the whole Crystal Palace Show
five years ago. Greatly has the standard risen in the Dark
Brahma classes since two years ago. We can hardly imagine
it possible for greater perfection to be attained in cockerels as to
size and colouring; form may well be improved, for the giant
frames which now win lack much in comeliness. The pullets, on
the other hand, are marvels of pencilling and colour, but not
larger, if so large, as the winners of a few years ago. Vulture
hocks, or at least the nearest approach to them, are again in
favour, and in the Dark classes bare legs have totally disappeared.
Dark cocks, as a class, were not well through the moult. First

on the list Mr. Ansdell's bird, the cup-winner, was a fine tall
bird of exquisitely-silvered back and hackle, bright green wing-
bars, and black fluff. Second was a much more compact though
far less bird, beautifully through the moult, inclined to the
fault of vulture hocks above, with poor leg-feathering below.
Third was a bird of the same type as the first, but his comb
was large and loose. We did not admire him. Fourth was a
very massive bird, deep-breasted and short-legged, decidedly
hocked, but splendid in foot-feathering.
Dark Hens.—Mr. Liugwood's cup pen was a marvel in breast-

pencilling and good all round, but, as far as we could see in her
elevated position, somewhat indistinctly marked on the back.
Second a beautiful bird of the Silver-Grey type, moulted-out
like a pullet. Third a grand bird, the very perfection of shape,
unmistakeably vulture-hocked. Fourth also fine in form and
breast-pencilling, too, but lighter than we like in fluff. Fifth
another large well-shaped hen, but too brown.

Cockerels.—There was a strange family likeness in six of the
eight winning cockerels; they were huge birds of the old
Brahma type, totally distinct "from the Cochin form, with up-
standing tails, this ornament in several of them being larger
than we can admire. Mr. Ansdell was the proud winner of the
twenty-guinea cup; his bird was tall, broad, and well filled,
densely black in fluff and breast ; he well deserved his place.
Second had a beautiful little head combined with great size : both
these birds had long tails. Third another bird of the same type,
with a very peculiar, and we thought ugly tail, like an exaggera-
tion of the Grouse tail ; stiU he was a grand fellow in size, and
well-marked. Fourth was somewhat spoilt to our fancy by the
centre ridge of his comb being very hish. Fifth was a neat bird
of Miss Douglas Pennant's, much smaller than his superiors in
the list, and with too depressed a comb, but well pencilled.
Sixth was a bird of Mr. Lingwood's own style, and one which
not a long time ago could not have failed to secure the highest
honours.

^
Seventh, another good bird, not quite so broad as the

sixth. Eighth, a very nice, very young bird, somewhat lightly
pencilled in hackle, moderately feathered, and with beautiful
orange-coloured legs.

Pullets.'—Size and form, as we have said, struck us as wanting
in this class. The cup went to a bird of as beautiful pencilling
as we have ever seen—dark and crisp on a silver ground, but
she was small and poorly feathered on the leg. Second was not
unlike her, now a well-known bird, perhaps not quite so per-
fect in pencilling as the first, but a little larger; she also is
rather under-feathered on the leg. Third was a bird nice all

round, but very light on the head. We admired the fourth-prize
bird, and should have put her higher; she is large with small
and even pencilling, the type of bird Mr. Wright generally
shows. Fifth, a fine bird in form and colour ; she certainly did
not look to us like a bird of this year, otherwise we should have
put her in the first place. Sixth would also have been higher
had her head not been white. Seventh was small but most strik-
ingly pencilled, the markings being glossy black on a pure
white ground. Eighth was a fair bird all round

; probably her
distinct pencilling up to the throat caught the Judge's eye. Over
fifty birds received notice in this class. There followed a
Selling class for pairs (cock and hen), not exceeding five guineas
in price ; some good birds found their way into it, but as a
whole it hardly deserves much criticism, being chiefly remark-
able, as might be expected, for ill-assorted matches. A fine deep
black-fluffed cock in the fifth-prize pen caught our eye, and
appeared one of the best birds in the class.

Light Brahmas were not behind their Dark relations in
number, though in quality we thought them by no means their
equals ; no bad birds found their way into the prize list, but

beyond the winners there were many, especially in the classes for
chickens, poorly feathered, and second-rate in style.

Cocks.—The leg-feathering in this class was good, at least in
the case of the winners, being full without vulture hocks. The
cup went to a cock of medium size and very neat shape; dark in
neck-hackle and other points. Second was a fair bird, not well
through the moult; his tail hardly grown, and some old yellow
neck-hackle still apparent. Third had an ugly comb, but clear
good hackle and splendid foot-feathering. Fc^rth was pale in
comb, fair in hackle, and remarkable for fine deep fluff.

Hens.—The cup bird did not strike us as large, but she was
very white; apparently she was mopish when we looked at her,
and may not have looked her best. Second was, in our opinion,
far ahead—a beautiful and faultless bird, perfect in neck-hackle
and foot-feathering. Third was neither so good in marking nor
so clear in ground colour as the second. Fourth was a very
good hen ; here and there the dark under-colour peeped through
too much, but we should have put her second.

Cockerels.—The first cockerel in the catalogue was a nice bird
all round and unnoticed, which led us to expect greater general
meiitthanwe found. Mr. Maynard's cup cockerel was grand
in size, and taking the bird all round the award was a correct
one ; his colour was good as Lights go (they are nearly all tinged
with yellowl, his legs well feathered, with soft curls round the
hocks ; a tinge on the neck-hackle took somewhat from his
bounty at first sight. Second was much longer in limb than
the first, but a less compact bird ; his uuderfeathering was very
dark, and tail a rich black. Third, a well-shaped bird, with just
a nice medium quantity of neck-pencilling and leg-feathering.
Fourth, a tall and stately bird, not so white as he might be, with
intensely black under-dovm. Fifth a very nice bird, not dark
enough in neck-hackle, or white enough on back and wings,
but correct in leg-feathering and richly black in tail. Sixth
such a bird as we should like to breed from, not large, but
shapely, very white, with lovely neck-hackle, but sparsely
feathered on the leg. Seventh was not remarkable for form,
but had a fine and delicate white edging to his tail feathers, so
difficult to acquire. Eighth, a tall cockerel, with poor comb and
little hackle-pencilling, but with attractive clean yellow legs.

Beyond the winners many cockerels were narrow and poor in
leg-feathering.

Pullets.—In this class the earlier winners were grand birds;
then there seemed a great gap in merit, and a number of second-
rate birds followed, very nearly equal in points and size. The
cup bird, we suppose, won her position with her form and deep
fluff ; we preferred the second bird with exquisite neck-hackle,
and nearly the equal in figure of the first. Third was a fine,

very white pullet, but with the common deficiency in neck-
marking. Fourth was a pure white in ground colour, and well
feathered. Fifth, not large or deep, otherwise a good bird.

Sixth, a large bird with fair markings, but here we come into a
region of mediocrity. Seventh was a very clear- coloured bird,

but brownish in neck-hackle. Eighth was too much marked on
the back. 1082 (Percival), was nice pullet, well hackled, and
better, in our opinion, than many in the prize list. 1092 (Broad),

was very large, and we suppose left out for her unfortunately
hen-like look. A five-guinea Selling class followed, but not
worthy of special notice when so many interesting classes

follow.

PoLANDS.—These were not large classes, but all were good.
The first Gold cock was very fine, and splendid in crest and
colour. Second also with a splendid crest. Third, good colour,

but not so good in tail and crest as the other two winners. The
first hen was very good, but too white in crest. Second and
third good birds, but not so well spangled. We liked 1848 (Uns-

worth), or 1849 (Beldon), better than the third. 1854 (Taylor), a
good hen.

Silver-spangled were good. The cup cock was very yellow

in crest, or else it was a marvellous one, and the bird was well

shown. Second and third good hens with fine crests, and well

marked on the body. 1857 (Adkins), good hen, but too pale.

Silver hens were a beautiful lot. The first well placed. Second
and third very good. 18G8 (Hinton), a charming hen, well

marked, and good colour. 1872 (Long), a good bird, and will be
better still in two or three weeks.
Black with White Crests mustered poorly. The first cock

was a wonder, a most glorious crest, and very good in shape.

Second, a nice bird, with fine crest. We do not see why third

was withheld, as pen 1882 (Darby), was quite worthy of the

place. The hens were well placed, and were three good birds.

Pens 1835 and 1837 (Edwards) had wonderful crests, but they

had not a trace of black in front, and they were too parted in the

centre ; still they were two good birds.

HonDiNS.—There were four large and good classes of Houdans.

We did not care for some of the prize birds as much as some of

the unnoticed ones, but it must have been a hard and difficalt

work to judge here. The cup bird was a large bird, but must
have been closely pressed by the second, which was very large

and good in comb and crest. The third was a fine bird, but a

little too red in hackle, stiU he deserved his place. 1271 (Dring),
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large and gijod. 1274 (Lake), a well-Bhown Stylish bird, but hardly-
large enough.

In hens the first was smart-looking and well marked ; we
believe she was second as a pullet here last year. The second
we did not fancy ; she looked rough and untidy. The third a
large bird, but a shade too light, still this was a good hen, and
we liked her better than the second ; but we liked pen 1299
(Dring) the best in the class. She was very grand iu colour and
shape, and was the bird we noticed as first at Nottingham, wo
believe. 131G, highly commended (Wood), very good indeed.
1307 (Quibell) good in size but rough in legs.
The cockerels were a good class, with not much between first

and second, both being large stylish chickens. Third rather long
on the legs, but a good bird. 1345 (Whitworth), large and good.
The fourth was a massive heavy bird, useful, we should say, for
the breeding pen. 1332 (Hibbert) a good smart bird.
In 2>iillets we liked the first very much; she was good all

rotmd. Second rather small, but good colour. The third was
rather narrow, but well marked. Fourth a very good bird with
splendid claws. 1375 (Neville), very good. 1382 (Vallance), a
promising bird of good shape. 1390 (Robin), an admirable
pallet, and good iu head.
Cbeve-Cceuks.—These, though they did not muster so well

as the Houdans, were good classes. We liked the first old cock
immensely, his shape and colour being very good. Second also a
large fine bird, well shown. The third rather weedy, but good
colour. 1397, highly commended (Mortimer), very good indeed.
The hens, too, were fiue, as good as any we ever saw. The

first had a grand crest, and was generally good. Second large
and heavy. Third a fair bird, cheap at £3 3s., catalogue price.
1424 (Holmes), a good-shaped bird.
The winning Ureve cockerels were superb. The first and

second were quite pictures; we think they were the Oxford two.
They looked none the worse, and walked iu first and second.
Third was a good colour, but we fancied his tail was on one side

;

we looked at him several times, and each time were of the same
opinion, though we know a bird will sometimes carry its tail
wrong in a pen when he is really all right at home. 1448 (Ew-
bank) a good bird.

Pullets were a good collection. First and second were both
good, and very nearly balanced. The third good and cheap.
1463 (Wood), very massive and large, as was 140G, belonging to the
same gentleman. 1467, commended (Fowler), very good indeed,
but young.
Any Vaeiety Class.—This was a wonderfully good class, and

the collection of breeds was very varied. Large La Fleohe were
first. They were a good pen, and had regular La Fleche heads.
Second, charming White Miuorcas, and beautifully shown.
Third, White Sultans, one of the best pens we ever saw, good
in all points, and very white. The extra fourth were a capital
pair of White Leghorns, well shown, and good in comb and
colour. Highly commended (Walker) capital Cuckoo Cochins

;

highly commended 1922 (Kitchin) Brown Leghorns, the best
cockerel we ever saw of this colour, and mated with a good hen

;

1927 (Ward) good Leghorns, and 1928 (Loft) admirable Sultans;
1935 (Long) good Black Minorcas, and 1941 (Jacomb) fine White
Leghorns with huge combs. We admired this class immensely,
and thought the winners were well chosen.

Silkies were a good class. We fancy this breed wiU soon be
in great estimation. The demand increases steadily, and the
use of them for sitters is now appreciated by all. This breed
has had its points laid down at last, and is judged by them, we
are glad to see. The first was the Oxford cup pen ; the second
a good pair, and well shown ; the third a nice cockerel and a
pullet with a most exquisite crest, but sadly lacking in leg-
feather. Mr. Broad had a nice cockerel, but too red in comb.
We thought 1914 (Cresswell) well worthy of mention; 1915
(Darby), a very neat pair, but not quite white enough, still they
were a good-shaped pair, with neat heads.
Bantams.—The Game Bantams struck one as being a little

oyerlarge, and, having more of the Game fowl in them, get its
size. The Black Beds, as usual, were the best. Brown Reds
improved, and Duokwings also ; but the Pile Game more im-
proved than either. They now look game, and no mistake. The
Black Bantams seem now more even than formerly ; as witness
of this, able judges considered 2693, only a highly-commended
pen, as good as the first-prize.

Sehrights are again Gold and Silver, and not cream-coloured.
The first Gold, beautifully laced ; so also second, silvers. The
Nankin were poor indeed, and the first prize rightly withheld.
Frizzled, and Pekins, and others brought up the rear; the
former of these, the prize one, beautiful in quaintness. The
Whites were few.

THE PIGEONS.
These were, as last year, arranged in the transept in front of

the theatre, and that transept was more than full, as the pens of
the four pairs had to be placed elsewhere. First came Class 112,
Blue-pied Pouter Cocks. — First-aud-eup, a fine shaped and
limbed bird, not certainly in good show, but undoubtedly Al.
He was first also last year and at Glasgow, and his owner, Capt.

Hill, is to be congratulated on his bird and his success; second
is a fine bird ; third, slender in girth, lengthy, but a little foui
in legs.

Black-pied Cocks.—This class was not so good as the young
Blacks. First is a noble bird and not oiled down like one near
to him to improve his colour. Why is this done ? Second, a
bulky bird, heavily plucked in legs, but colour good ; third, in-
ferior to the other prize birds save in .slenderuess, in which
point he excels.

Red and Yellow Cocks.—Would there were a sufficient number
of entries to warrant the separation of these classes, but even
both together they made but a small class. First, a good Dark
Bed, the only good Red iu the class, and the limbs nicely covered

;

second, the colour inferior ; third, a Yellow, the only Yellow
shown in this class, a tine long-limbed graceful bird.
White Pouter Cocks—This was a large class. First, a remark-

ably fine long bird ; second, shape good, but legs rather bare

;

third, another long bird.

Pouter Cocks, Any colour and marking— First, the huge
Mealy that won last year. I should like a class for Mealies and
Chequers, perhaps that will come like other good things ; se-
cond, aWhite with a splashed tail, no doubt very useful in the
loft ; so also of the third-prize, another good stock bird to keep up
the size of the Pouter.

Pouters, any colour, bred in 1874.—These young birds, like all

young birds at shows, form a very interesting class, because
they promise what the future birds will be. Fiist and-cup a
Black, colour and markings excellent, but in bad show ; second
a Yellow, very good in crop, but apparently a little short; third
a Blue, a nice clear colour, who will do more presently.

Pouter Hens, Blue-pied.—First-aud-cup, a splendid bird in
colour, and limb, and globe, but bars not too black, and tail a
little short ; second small and inferior save in globe ; third, well-
shaped and long, but rather too flagged. No. 3000 was a very
long and fine bird, 18i, and superior in my judgment to the second
save in colour, globe being too gay.
Black Hens.—First good ; second too heavily flagged and some-

what stout—the fault of Blacks, for they are apt to be Hottentot
beauties ; third and No. 3008 very deserving, and marked, as it

quite deserved, very highly commended.
Red or Y'ellow Hens.—First, the best Red shown as to colour

;

shape also very good. Second a Yellow, not a sound colour, but
a pretty bird ; third a Red, large, but otherwise not deserving.
White Hens.—First very large ; second, a better bird be-

longing to the same owner; third, excellent limbs. The
Whites were large entries.

Any Colour and Markings.—First, a very queer colour, but
such a graceful bird; the first last year, the best heniu the Show
this, a model of a graceful lengthy Pouter hen. Second, awashed-
out Mealy but long ; third, a Chequer and not very noticeable.
Any-colour Hens bred in 1874.—First, a beautiful Blue bird,

not yet, I believe full four months old, a charming bird, most
promising ; second, none too good a Blue ; third, to my thinking
a better bird.

Having now passed in review the Pouters of the Show, I am
aware that they have been spoken strongly against, but I think
that absent birds are often thought the best ; but if they were
brought side by side with those less highly esteemed they would
not seem so very good after all. Absence, like distance, " lends
enchantment to the view." There ia certainly room for im-
provement, and as the young Blacks are better this year than the
old ones, I hope next year other classes, especially Yellows,
may show marked advance.

Carriers.—After a glance at the Pigmy Pouters—a pretty
little lot of pretty fellows—and their males, I come to the high-
class Carriers.
Black Cooks.—First, fiue bird, noble iu beak-wattle, good in

eye, grand iu size, with well-fitting beak, and in good condition.
Second, an old bird, doubtless ; beak-wattle excellent, eye in
somewhat a bad state. Third, well-shouldered bird, eye good,
beak not quite so good. No. 309, a very spleadid bird of Mr.
Montgomery's, standing well off the ground. A grand Pigeon,
but not noticed.
Black Hens.—First, a very good pen; second, nice little hen;

third, good, but aged, and in very bad condition.
Dun Cocks.—First, a noble bird, but a little mottled in plum-

age ; second, very sound in colour; third, a very nice bird.
Dun Hens.—First-aud-cup—and deserved her honours—beau-

tiful plumage, graceful form, and all the look of a Carrier;
third better than second, except iu plumage.
Any-colour Cocks. — First Blue. Head excellent; colour not

too good—somewhat smoky. Second, Blue again, and better
colour, but a smaller bird ; third, a good bird.
Any-colour Hens.—The second-prize pleased me best.
Black Carrier Cocks, 1874.—Here came the treat as to Carriers,

They were a large and very beautiful class, perhaps never
such seen before. First, very good, but I must own I liked
second best, the colour brilliant, and when so it adds much to the
Carrier's beauty; third, very excellent, and fourth deservedly
given. 3196 very highly commended and admirable.
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Black Hena, 1874.^This, a beautiful class of young hens,
coining hard upon the cocks, and the prize birds ail very
worthy.
Dun Cocks, 1874.—Very good class again, and must, from

their evenness, have much puzzled the Judges.
Don Hens, 1874.—First, very good in colour, and wonderful

for her age ; second, well-shaped and looks the thing ; third,
fair only; No. 3270 very highly commended, very good.
Blue Cocks, 1874.—First and second, about equal; third,

inferior in eye.

Blue Hena, 1874.—First, a wonderful-headed bird ; second and
third, very good.
Such a number of excellent young Carriers do away with all

fear, and I own I had some, that the Carrier fancy was declining
in quality and number of fanciers.

Carriers, Any &gQ, pairs.—First, fine pair of Blacks; second.
Blues, hen very good-beaked bird ; third, Blacks again.
Dragoons (misprinted in the catalogue. Dragons.)—Blues,

single bird.—First - and- cup, beautiful colour, but to my
mind a heavy bird ; London style, which often means a bad
Carrier. A Dragoon should be '* a light little, tight little

fellow," and not a Horseman. I know other3, and worthy fan-
ciers, diSer from me, but I must say what I believe. Second,
again too heavy ; third, better ; and 3316 better still. 3323, good

;

3325, good also; 3331, a good bird; 3336, the best of the lot to
my mind.

Silvers (Black bars).—First-and-cup, heavy style. 3353, best
perhaps in class. Silvers (Brown bars), first-and-cap, nice
shape. 3303, very good bird ; the second-prize very good. I
much like Mr. Bishop's Brown-barred Silvers, and I hope this
class will be kept up throughout the country.
Red or Yellow.—First, a very fine colour throughout, in fact

in colour perfect. Many in this class very heavy, as, for instance,
very highly commended, 3393.

"Wliite, or any other colour.—First-and-cup a beautiful White,
but a little broad in skull; second a Grizzle, with too much
wattle under bill.

Any Colour, 1874.—First, a dark-barred Silver,'and a very
good bird; second, good; third, too much wattle and too
iaroad skull. 3452, very highly commended, a good bird.
Almond Tumblers (Cocks any age).—First took the champion

cup for best Pigeon in the Show ; the colour won, beating Mr.
Yardley's little champion, whose tail has become over-dark, and
BO came in third. But the Recond, son of the third, is hard upon
Mr. Fulton's champion. The whole three indeed are splendid
Almond cocks.
Hens {Any age).—First, second, and third, beautiful hens and

admirably judged.
Almonds, 1874.—A very promising class.

Balds or Beards (Cock or hen).—First-and-cup, Mr. Wood-
house's Blue Bald, a gem in colour, head, shape, and bars;
second, a Black Beard; third, a Silver Bald. This is a very
pretty class, and I was glad to see it so strong.
Tumblers (Any other variety.)—Cock, any age. Second, a good

Kite. Sorry not to see any Mottles taking prizes, as they are
birds of surpassing beauty and before Whole-colours, such as
Kites. Hens.—Reds, and Kites to the fore.

Barb Cocks {Black or Dun).—A good class, but the day of
many birds nearly over from age.

Hens (Black or Dan).—First a good Dan; second a good
Black.
Any Colour.—First Red, very old and|bad condition. Among

the hens was, first, a very good Yellow. The young birds were
good, but really some looked a little too old; perhaps their
owners mistook 1873 for 1874.

Jacobuis (Red or Yellow).—First-and-cup the very thing in
hood, chain, and mane, and a nice long bird too, which I like.

Second a good rich Red.
Any Other Colour.—First-and-cup a good Black, a very good

bird. Second White, and an extremely nice bird. Third White
again. This class wants cultivating, for it is one of the prettiest.
Whites, Blacks, and Blues are a pleasant change from the many
Reds and Yellows.
Fantails (Any colour).— First-and-cup a well-shaped but

largish bird ; second nice, but I preferred third, as it was petite,
as a Fan should be.

Nuns {Any colour).—T fear this class has been discouraged by
the talk against it. All the prize birds were Black, but X was
glad to see some very fair Reds and Yellows.

—

Wiltshire
Rector.
DoEHiNGS (Coloared) —Cocfc,—1, T, C. BarDell, MioheMevflr. 2, A. Darbv,

Little N-'SH. Shrewsbury. 3. Henry LinRwoad, Barkincr, Neclham Market.
vkc, P. Parlett. (jalleywooi, Ohe'maforil. fic, H. Hmnphrev. Ashinj^ton

;

Viscount Turooar. rihillinglee Park; Mra. Arkwright, Sutton "Scaradale ; F.
Caws, Little Teslwooil; H Yoang. dtipleton.

DoRKivoa (Coloured) —Hen.—l and Cup, Rev. E. Bartrum, Great Berkhamp-
stead. 2. F. Pari at. S. A Dirby. 4, Mrs. ArkwriRht. he, T C Buvnell [-.i); J.
Walker. Rnchdale ; T. Bnden, Conooley, Leerls; Urri. Arkwri'^'lit ; Henrv Liug-
wood ; Viscount Tumour, c, H. Humptirey ; Airs. B. B. bajiweli. AylMhim ; i'.

K. Kell, W^therby ; Mrs. Q. Meek. Balcombe {i) : Mrs T. Hind, Kendal ; W. H.
Deniaon, Wobnrn Sand3; Viscount Tarnour; U. Pannell, Weybridge.
DoRKTNQS (Coloured).— C'ocfccrei.—l and Cup. T. Raines, Stirling. 2, Mrs.

Ariswrigbt. 3, Lord XorDour. i, Rev. H. Hamilton, Combe St. I^iobolae.

Chard. 5, J. Clark, Fochabers, he, T. C. Burnell (3) ; E. Bice, Sandwich (2)

:

A. Jackson. Great Brouahton ; H. Humphrey ; T. E. KiU : Mrs. Grijfgs, Rom-
ford ; Rev. E. Bartrum: W. U. Denison ; Kev. T. Wren, Maldon ; S. Brierley,
Hochdate ; S. Newick. Hinton St Geurge ; Li*^ut -Col. B. Lane, Bracknell; J,
White, Warlaby ; Mrs. Arkwri^tU ; Viscount Turnour.
Dorkings (Coloured).— fit/itt —1 and Cap, U. Lingwood. 2, E. Pouting.

Buckland Newton, a, S. Newick. 4, J O. Hodges, Bagshol. 5. Mrs. Somei-
viile, Chirk, lie, J. O. Hodties: K. Rice; W. Rutili.ige, Kendal; Kev. E.
Bartrum (J): F. I'arlett; «. Brierley ; Lieut..Col. B. Lane ; Mra. Arkwright; L.
Pilkingion, Gateaere. Liverpoul ; J. White.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey) —Cock.—I and Cup, W. SJ. Shaw, Bury St. Edmunds.

2, W. H. Denison. '3. D. Gibson, Barrhead.
DoBKiNoa (Sliver Grey).—flf«.—1, O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot. 2,

D. Gibaon. 3, W. H. Denison. he, W. W. Ruttlidge ; O. E. Cresswell. e, L.
Wren, Lowestoft; O. E. Cresswell.
DuHHiNaa (Silver-Grey).— CocAfr»;/.—l and Cup, O. E. Cresswell, Bagshot.

2. W. W. Kuttlidge. 3, J.J. Moser, Kendal. hc,o. E. Cresswell; W. Rwe. jun.,
Newark ; F. Cbeesman, Chart Court, Ashford ; Miaa Pasley, Moor Hill, Fakeu-
ham ; W. Plummer, Canterbury.
DuRKi.vGS {Silver-Grey).-PuUe( —1. W. W. Ruttlidge. 2 and 3, O, E. Cress-

weU. he, D. Gibson ; W. W. Ruttlidge ; L. Wien ; u. E. Cresswell ; Rev. T. K,
Cato, Wye Vicarage.
Dorkings (Blue or Cuckoo).— 1 and Cap, J. Putney, Dorking. 2, Countess of

Dartin'^uth, Albrighton. 3, H. Allen, Wood Green, he, C. Howard, Peckbam ;

A. Darby.
DoKKiNoa (White). — 1 and Cup, J. Robinson, Garstang. 2, Mrs. M, A.

Hayne. Furdington. 3. O. E. Cresswell. he, Mrs. il. A. Hayno ; W. Badger,
Baschurch ; O. K. Cresswell.
Dorkings (.\ny variety).— 1, W. R. Middlecott, Dulwich. 2, H. Mills, Dor-

king. 3, Viscount Turnonr. he, Mrs. M. A. Hayne ; H. Beal. Slough ; F. Cawa ;

Rev. E. S. Tiddeuian, ChilderdiCch vicarage; K. W. Richardson, Meaux
Abbey, Beverley ; J. J. Moser.
Cochins {Cinnamon or Buff).— Cocfc.—1. Cup, and c, W. A. Burnell. 2» J.

Walker. 3, H. Tomlmaon, Biruiingham. he, Lady Gwydyr, Stoke Park.
Cochins (Cinuam'm or Buff) —Hen.—1 and 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester, S,

A. Darby, /ic, J, Walker; H. Tomlinson.
Cochins (Cinnamon or Butt).— (JycfctJrti.-1, Lady Gwydyr. 2, H. Tomlinsoi'..

3. R P. Percival, Northenden, Mauchester. 4, W. H. Crabtree, L'venBhukne.
he, a Goodfellow. Bladeley; A. Darby ; W.A.Taylor; W. H. Crabtree. c, W.
A. Burnell; Mrs Beruley, Upper Teddington ; G. E. Cartmell, Kendal ; Henry
Lingwood; W. H. Crabtree.
Cochins (Cinnamon or B\xS).—Pullet.—1 and Cap, Lady G^vydyr. 2 and 3,

Mrs. A. Tindal. 4. W. A. Burnell, Southwell, Notts, he, T. J. Harrison ; K. P.
Percival; Lady Gwydyr; W. H. Crabtree (3) c, W. P. Ryland, Erdington ;

C. C. Ewbank, Langford Vicarage : W. H. Crabtree ; W. A. Taylor.
Cochins (Parcridgc-) —CocA:.—1, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. li, W. A. Taylor. 3, F.

Bennett, he, E. Tudman. Whitchurch, Salop.
Cochins (Partridge).-iff?! —1. Cup, and 2, E. Tudman, 3, W. A. Taylor, lie,

T. Stretuh.
Cochins (Partridge).— CocfcfTt-i.—l. Mrs. A. Tindal. 2, E. Tudman. 3, R.

Jones, Neath, he, E. Tudman; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. c,T. M. Derry; J.

Leemmg.
CoouiNa (Partridge).—PiiUe(.—l, E. Tudman. 2, R P. Percival. 3, Mrs. A.

Tindal. he, R. P. Percival; G. Shrimpton, Leighton Buzzard ; W. A. Taylor.
Disqualijicd, W. A. Taylur.
Cochins ( Whitfi).—Cocte.—1, Capt. G. F. Talbot, Edenbridge. 2, R. P. Percival.

3, J. Turner, Hath. he. Mrs. ti.. Pryor, Welwyn.
Cochins ( White) —Hen.—l and Cup, R W. Bea^hey, Kingskerswell. 2, R. S.

S. Woodgate. fembury, Tunbridge Wells. 3. W. Whitworth, jun. he, W. A.
Burnell; H. Boldon. Goits'.ock. c, Mra. A. Williamson, Leicester.
Cochins (Wbite).—Cocfcf rei.—l, Mrs. A. WiUiam^un. 2. S. R. Harris, Cusgarne,

St. Day. 3, R. W. Beachey. he, Mrs. A. Christy, Edenbridge.
Cochins {White).—Pullet.—I, W. A. Burnell. 2. R. &. s. Weodgate. 3, C.

Bloodworth, Cheltenbam. hc,R. P. Percival; Mrs. A. Williamson, c, W. A.
Burnell.
Cochins (Black).—1 and Cup, H. Beldon. 2, CoL F. C. Haasard, Sheemess.

3, A. Darby.
Cochins (Black).— Cockerel.—1 ."E. Kendrick.jao,, Lichfield. 2, Lady Gwydyr.

S, T. Aspden, Cburch. he, H. Feast, Swansea ; T. l.. Nash, Sproughton. c, H.
Beldon.
Cochins lBla,ck).—Pullet.—I and Cup, Lady Gwydyr. 2, T. Aspden. S, H.

Beldon. he, T. L. Nash ; E. Kendrick. jun. c, T. Abpden.
Cochins (Any variety).—!. Lady Gwydyr. 2, W. A. tturnell. 3. Mrs. A. Tindal.

4. W. A. BurnoU. he, J. J. Waller, Kendal; J. Turner ; G. Shrimpton ; J. K.
Fowler.

BaAHM».B (Dark).— (7ocfc —1 and Cup, T. F. Anedell, Cowley Mount. St. Helen's

.

2, R. P. Percival. 3, F. Bennett, Shilnal. 4, A, Bamtord, Middletoo. he, Mrs.
Vigor. Uxbridge: T. H. Waterman, Anderton, Devonport ; W. G- Mulligan,
Springfield, Belfast; Mrs. J. G. Hepburn, Sidcup ; Hou. Mrs. A Bailie-Hamil-
ton, Kiduemount, Woburn; W. WLilley, Shetlield ; Horace Lingwood, Creet-
iog : J. Walts, Birmingham (2). c.M.Leno, Markjate Street ; J. Walker, Keele;
Lady Gwydyr.
Bhahmah (Dark).—Hfn.—land Cap, Horace Lingwood. 2, T. F. Ansdell. 8,

Mrs. Arkwright. 4 and 5. W. H. Crabtree. he, Mrs. J. G. Htpburn ; Mrs.
Vigor; K. P. Percival; J.F.Smith: Hon Mrs. A. Bailie-HamiUoii ; F.Bennett;
Dr. J. Holmes, Cheaterfleld ; L. Wright, Crouch End, Horusey (2) ; Rev. J. D.
Peake, Laleham Vicarage ; Horace Lingwood ; J. Evans, Keyubham Ci). c, U.
B. Morrell, Caemawr, Clyro (2) ; J. F. Smith, Sheffield ; F. Bennett ; J. Walker

;

E. Pritchard, Tettenhall.
Bhahmas (Dark).—Cocfc^rff.- 1, Cup, 2. and 4, T. F. AnsdelL 8. 6, and 7,

Horace Lingwood. 5 and 8, Hon. Miss D. Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor.
he, E. Enaor, Bristol; J. H. Pickles, Birkdale, Southpjrt; Horace Lmgwood ;

L. Wright (2). Disqualified, Hon. Miss D. Pennant.
Brahmab (Dark) —Pu/(€(.— 1 and Cup, Rev. J. D. Peake. 2, M. Leno. 3, J.

Evans. 4, J. Watts. 5, Mrs. Arkwnght. 6, Horace Lingwood. 7, W. A.
Wright. 8, Newnham &Manby, Wolverhamptun. u'ic, Dr. J. Holmes ; R. B.

Wood, Uttuxeter (-i); H. Chawner, Jan., Cttoxeter; Horace Lingwood. he
Rev. J. RxbardsoD, Sandy (J); Mrs. M. A. Hayne; J.btuart; Hon. Miss D.
Pennant; J.Walker; R. P. Percival (2) ; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton (3); W.
Birch, Barnacle, Coventry; G W. Petter, Strcitham (irove, Norwood; E.
Ensor(i); Dr. J. Hulmes; F. Bennett (0; L. fritchard; W. R. Garner, Dyke ;

Newnham & Man by ; G. Maples, jun.. Wavertree ; t:. Kendrick, jun. ; t'apt.

A. K. Warren, Emsworth ; Horace L.mgwood; J. Evans (i): J. Waits, c, T. F.

Ansdell ; H. B. Morrell ; E. Pritchard {•!) ; Rev. A. Van atranbtnzee, Tetten-
hall Vicarage; L. SVnght; Dr. J. Morison, Kirkcaldy; W.H. Crabtree ; J.

Hill, Brentwood ; T. Wakefield.
Brahmas (Dark).— I and 3, T. F. Ansdell. 2, J. Stuart, Helensburgh. 4,

Newnham & Manby. 5, F. L. Turner, Dorcbester. ti, J. Evans, vke, b\ Ben-
nett, yic. Miss E. Shuter, Bexley ; Kev. H. Buckston, Sheffield ; W. A. Peel,

Watford; M. Leno; Mrs. J. W. Perkius, Beckeuham ; J. Evans; C. Holt,
Ruchdale; W. Hargreavea. Bacup ; Kev. J. D. Pe.ike ; Lady Gwydyr; J. Watti
(2). c, Mrs. J. G. Hepburn; W. Birch ; J. Rock, Lichfleid ; W. Mansfield, Dor-
chester.
BRAHaAS (Light).- Cocfc.—1 and Cup, T A. Dean, Marden, Hereford. 2, P.

Haines, Patgrave, Diss. 3, J. Blwodworth. Cheltenham. 4, J. Mitchell, lie,

Mrs. Pect; Mrs. A. Williamson, c, Mrs. F. Cheshire, Acton; E.McMorlanu,
Chislehurot.
Brahmas (Light).—Hen.— 1 and Cup, W. H. Crabtree. 3, Mrs. A. Williamson.

3. F. .1. Cottereil, Biraiinj?ham. 4, F. Crook, Forest Hill, he, K. P. Percival

;

W. Birch ; Mrs. A. Williamson ; S. P. Broad, Reigate; H. Treacher, Hayward's
Heath : F. J . Cottereil ; Rev. T. G. Wilson, Forest Hill ; Mrs. J. T. Holmes ; J.

Long, Bromley Common.
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Brahmas Ihight).—Cockerel—I and Cap, H. M. Maynard. Holmewood, lale of

WiKht. L\ P. Haines. 8, M. Len". 4 and 5. Horace Liogwood. 6,J. Lontr.

7, T. A.Duiin. y, \V. Younp. he, li. E. Um-Bfull, Grassondalu Fnory, Livi^r-

pool; J. Huwitt, Mnsburough; Mrs. F. Ohehhire ; U. W. Pctter ; S. Lucaa,
Uitchin: J.Turner: F. Ravner. Shanklin: J. Mitebell, Moaeley, Birmiugham;
P. Huineb.
Br*hma3 (Ushtl—PuUft.—l, Cap, and 2. P. Haines. 3, H. Chawner, jun.

i, Mrs. M. E. Sbellty. sheppertoo. 5. Horace Lmgwood. 6, J. Widdowson,
LauKley. Derby. 7, J. U. Butler, Erdiugioii, IlirmmtiUain. 8. Udv. li Watwon.
Lymputone. /if. Mrw. Feet; J. Bloodworth ; Mrs. J. Waleh, Forest Hill; F.J,
C'.tterell(2): M. Leno(l!): H. Chawner, jmi. ; E. McMorlaad; H. Treacher

;

W. T. Storer.Brewood; Mrs. T.Turner, KiiiKWOod; J. Watts, c, R. E. Hora-
fall (-2); Mre. Peet(2) ; Mrs. F. Chtshire ; F. Llaines.
Bbahmas (LiKht).— I. P. Haines. 2, M. Leno. 3, J. Smith, i, R. Bird, Fulham.

6, Rev. ti. Watbou. 6, Mra. F. Cheshire. Uc, Mrs. F. Chetthiro (2); E. Ken-
drick, jun. ; Capt. W. Saviie, Wye ; .1. Bloodwoith; H. Chawner, jun.; D.
Sullivan, Blackrock, Dnblin ; H. Prior, Hatcbam ; T. A. Dean.

SpiNi3H.—Coofc.— 1 and Cup, H. BeMon. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton-

3, E. Joues, Clifton, he, J. T. ftirker, Northampton ; J. R. Rodbard, Wrington<
Bristol ; J. Barry, Bristol.
Svumau.—Hen.—l, J. Leeming, BrouRhton, Preaton. 2, T. Bamtield. S,J.

Tbreah. he, E. Jackson, Finchtield, Wolverhampton.
SPANISH.-Cocfcerf^—uup, I, anl2, Misa E. Browne. 3. E. Jones, vhc, H.

Browne, he, J. R. Rudbard ; W. WooUey, Bunbnry. e, E. Jones ; W. Woolley

;

H. Brown.
Spanish.—Pu(Z<-(.—l, J. Thresh. 2, J. Palmer, Acton. 3, P. F. Le Sueur,

he, J. T. Parker; H. Brown : T Bamtield. c, E. Jones.
HouDANs.— Coffc.—1 and Cup, W. O. Quibell, Newark. 2, W. Dring, Faver-

sbam. 3. J. H. NichoUs. Luatwitbiel. he, G. D. Harrison: W. Dring; F.
Lake, Rodmersham, Kent, c, W. A. Peel; W. Cutlack. jun., Littleport; W. O.
Quibell; Mra. K. Vallance, Sittingbourne ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell
Vicarage, Ashford.
HouDANs.—flfn.—1, Mra. K. Vallance. 2, D. Lane, Hardwick, Gloucester.

3, J. K. Fowler, he, G. i). Harrison, Grange-over-Sanda; F. Lake; W. Dring;
K. B Wood, c, W. Oring ; W. Cutlack, jun. ; Mrs. C. Hill, Alton ; W. 0. QuibeU ;

Capt. T. S. Robin. Jersey.
HdUDANS —Cockerel.— 1. W. Dring. 2 and 4. R, B. Wood. 3, W. O. Quibell.

hc,SV. Driug; R. J. Fobter. Kmgswood, F.psnm ; W. Whitworth, jun., Long-
Bight, Manchester, c, G. D. Harrison; G. W. riibbert, Godley, Hyde; H.
Grant ; J. W. Moyle, Beckenham ; H. Feast ; R. K. Penson, Ludlow ; Capt. T.
S. Kobin.
BovTixuB. — Pullet. ~\, W. H. CopplestoDC, Lostwithiel. 2, P, Hanson,

Wheatenhurat Union. 8, W. A. Peel. i. J. K. Fowler, he. F. Lake ; D. Lane
;

Rev. E. Handley, Baltonaborough ; Capt. T. rf. Robin, e, W. Cutlaek, jun. ; G.
D. Harrison ; R. B. Wood.
Creve-C<eubs.—Cocfc.—1, G. W. Hibbert. 2, W. H, Crabtree. 8, H. Feast.

he. J. Walton, Croydon; Misa Mortimer, c, W, Cutlack, jun.; W. R. Park,
Melrose.
Ceeve-C(Eurs.—Hen.—1 and Cup, W. H. Crabtree. 2, Mrs. Croas, Radhill,

Ross. 3. J. Nutaey, Alford. he, W. H. Crabtree ; Kev. J. G. B. Knight. Birat-
with Vicarage ; J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade, c, W. R. Park ; J. J. Maldeu ; R.
B. Wood ; J. K Fowler.
CRKVE-C<EOBB.—C'ocfcerei.—land 2, R. B.Wood. 3, J. J. Maiden (2). o, Rev. C.

C. Ewbank.
CREVE-CfEVRQ.—Pullet.—l, E. Lautour, Hexton, Ampthill. 2, W. Dring. 8,

Mrs. E. E. Llewedyn, Court Colman, Bridgend, he, G. W. Hibbert; W.
Dring; G. Ue Faye, St. Hehefs, Jersey ; K. B. Wood, c, W. R. Park; G. De
Faye ; J. K. Fowler.
Hambceghs (Golden-spangled).—Cocfc.—l, H. Beldon. 2, Broiidhead & Co ,

Holmlirth. 3, J. Robinson, lie. J, Buckley, Taunton, Aehtou-under-Lyne; W.
A. Hyde, Hurst, Aahtou-under-Lyne ; Duke of Sutherland, Trentham.
Hambubgbs (Golden-Bpantiled).—tfen.— 1 and Cup, Duke of Sutherland. 2, J.

Robinson. S, T.Blakeman. Tcitenhall. hc,C Paroona, Wolverhampton ; Mrs.
J. PattiBon, Dorchester ; J. Buckley ; J. Rollinson. Lindley, Otiey ; W. A. Hyde.

HAMBDRGHa ( Silver-spangled).—Cocfc.— 1, J. Carr, Swansea. 2, Aehton and
Booth, Mottram. 3, H. Beldon. vhc, J. Fielding, Newchurch, Manchester ; J.
Robinson, he, Duke of Sutherland.
Hauhuhgbs (oUverspangled) —Hen.—1, Duke of Sutherland. 2, G. 0. Holt,

he, J. Rollinson; C.Mitchell; G. C. Holt (2); J. Fielding; H. Beldon; Ashton
and Booth (2).

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).— Cocfc.—l. Cap, and 8, H. Beldon. 2. J.
Long, he, J. Rollinson ; J. Walker ; A. Pratt ; C. J. N. Row. c, W. Speakman ;

Ashtoa A Booth ; J. RobinhOn.
Hambdrghs ( jolden-pencilled).—Hfji.-1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Clayton, Birat-

with, Ripley. 3, J. Walker, he, J. Rollinson; R. Dickson, Selkirk (2); H.
Beldon. c. C. Bloodworth ; A. Pratt, Kirkcaldy.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).-Cocfc.— i. J. vVebater. 2, H. Beldon. 3, Duke

of Sutherland, vhc, J. Robinson, he. B. Norton ; J. Webster.
Hambobghs (Silver-penciiledJ.-H^n.— 1. Duke of Suiherland. 2, H. Beldon.

3, B. Norton, Town Mailing, he, G. EUia, Betchworth ; J. Rollinson; J.
Walker; J, Long,
HAJUDUHGHa (Black).—Cocfc.—l, J. Long. 2, H. Hoyle, Lumb, Newchurch.

8, R. Gladstone, jun.. Broad Green, Liverpool, he, C. Sidgwick : Rev. W.
Serjeantson, Acton Burnell Rectory; H. Robinson; H. Beldon; J. Robinson.
Hamburghs (Black).—Hen,.-1, Stott & Booth, Bury. 2 and 3, Rev. W.

SerjeantsoD. vlic, capt E. Mason. Lincoln he, C. Sidgwick, Kyddlesden
Hail, Keighley; W. Cutlack, jun.; R. Gladstone, jun.; H. Robinson; H.
Beldon

; N. Marlor, Denton.
Game (Black Ked).-Cocfc.—1 and 2, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 3, J. Mason.

St. John's, Worcest-^r. he, E. Aykroyd, Eccleabill ; J. Forsyth. Wolverhamp-
ton ; S. Field, Bicester ; W. J. Hope, Bipeleswade ; E. Swan, Colchester.
Game (Black Red).-Ci»cfccrc/.-l, Cup, and 3. S. Matthew. 2. D. Harley,

Edinburgh. 4, W. J. Pope. he. P. A. Beck, Welshpool (2) ; W. J. Pope.
Game ( Black Red) —Hen or Pullet.—1 and c, W. J. Pope. 2 and 3, S. Matthew.

4, J. Hetcber. he, F. A. Beck.
Game (Browu Red).- C'ocfc. — 1 and Cap. H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe. 2, S.

Matthew. 3, R. Ashley. Naiitwich. he, F. Warde, West Farleigh {t).
Game (Brown Red).—CockeTel.-l,C. H. Wolff, Altrincbam 2, S. Matthew.

3, T. Mason, i, H. E. Martin, he. J. Cock, Worcester; R. Aahley.
Game (Browu Redl-Hen or Pullt t.-\. Cup, and 3, C. H. Wolff 2, S. Matthew.

4, T. P. Lyon, he, R. Ashley ; Misa Osborn, Yarnton; W. Clough, Earby ; T.
Chesters, Nantwich.
GAME(uuckwing).-Cocfc.—1 and Cup, H. E. Martin, 2, W. C. Philips. 8, H.

L.Coeksedge, Hougham. he. S. Matth«w.
GAME(Dacltwing)."Cocfccrci.— 1, Hon and Rev. F. G. Dutton, Bibury Vicarage.

2 and 3, S. Matthew, he. J. Nelaon. Hexliam ; E. Bell. Burton-on-Trent.
GAME(Duckwmgj.-ifinorPiiiie(.—l, J.Nelson. 2, D. W.J. Thomas. Brecon.

S.J.Fletcher.
Game (Pile).—Cocfcor Coekerel.—l. H. C. & W. J. Mason, Birstal. 2, F. Sales,

Crowle. 3, Uaseell ALunt, Market Dravton. he. S. Matthew ; W Foater.D^'al.
Game (Pile).—Ht-n or Pullet.—1, E. "Winwood, Worcester. 2, G. H. Fitz-

Herbert, Sevenoaks. 3, F. Sides.
Game (Black or Brassy-wing-^d) —Cocfc.—J, 2, and 3, C, F. Montresor, Slough.
Game (Black or Brassv-winsed).—He^i.—l and 3, C F. Montresor. 2, G. F.

Ward, Sproston Wood, Wrenbury.
GAMEiAny variety).—1,S. Field. 2, T.Mason. 3, A.C.Swain, /ic, R. Ashley

;

W. Ferrin, Nantwicti.
PoLibH (Golden-spangled).-Cocfc—1, H. Beldon. 2, P. Unsworth. Lowton,

Newton-le-Wiltow3. 3, H Feast, he, W. A Taylor.
Polish (Goiden-spaugled).-ff«n.—1, A. & W. H. SUveater. Sheffield. 2 and

3, Rev. C. W. Shepherd, Trottesciiffe, Maidstone, he, T. Dean ; P. Unsworth:
W. A. Taylor, c, fl. Beldon ; T. P. Edwards, Lyndhorst,

Polish (Silvcr-spanglcd).— Cocfc.—1 and Cup, C. Bloodworth. 2, P. Unsworth.
3. G. C. Adkine, Lightwoods, Birmingham. hc.W.A. Taylor, c, H. Feast;
G. C. Adkina.
Polish (Silver-spangled).-Hen —1, G. C. Adkins. 2, Bloodworth. 3, W. A.

Tavlor. he. H. C. Adkina (a) : J. Hintou, Warminster: J.Limg.
Polish (Black or any other variety). -Cocfc.—1, P. Unsworth. 2, T. P.

Edwards. 3, Withhold,
Polish (Black, or any other variety).—H(;n.-1, T Dean. 2, P. Unsworth.

3, A. Daiby.
MiLAY.—1 and Cup J. G. Falle, Jersey. 2, J. Hinton. 8, Uov. A. G. Brooke,

Khrawardine. vlic, J. S. Rooth, Chestarfield. he, S. Eliolt. juo., Liakeard;
S. B. Perry, Lyinington ; Capt. C. F. Terry, ReaUug ; J. S. KootU; Kev. A. G.
Brooke, c, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newhuryi2); J. G. Falle ; F. Harding, Wallham-
btow.
SiLKiEB.—1 and lie, R. S. S. Woodgate, Hawkhurst. 2, Mra. J. T. Holmee.

3, S. T. Broad, c, Mrs. Dresing, Fareham.
Any other Distinct Vabiety.— 1, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2, J. Croote, jun.,

Wellington. 3, H. Feaat. 4. O. Nicholson, Portsmouth. Extra 4, R. R. Fowler.
he, J. Walker; Mra. E. E. Llewellyn ; A. Kitcliin, WutitGrham ; J. Crook, jun.;

A.Ward, London; R. Loft, Woodmansey, Beverley; E. Williams, Caterham
Valley; — Perkiua. Mardeu Park, Caterham. c, Mrs. Blay, Worcester; A.

Ward ; J. P. Poyer, Ore Uoune, Hastings; J. Long.

Selling Class (Dorkings, Brahmas. and Cochins).—Coffc.—l, C. Bloodworth
2. Lady Gwydyr. 3, J. K. Fowler. 4, F. Raynor. 5, R. W. Richardson. 6.O. E-
Cresawell. /(r, Mrs. J. G. Hepburn; D. C. Campbell, Breutwuod ; R Swan •

W. A. liurnell : S. Turner; E. Kendrick, jun. ; A.Gardner; W. H. Crabtree;

R. W. Richardson ; R. Berry, Biggleswade ; Mills & Buckley, Healey, Rochdale ;

Viscount Tumour; J. Waits ; Mrs. F. Cheshire, c. Rev. H. F. Hamilton ; G.
Ellis; Mrs. J. G. Hepburn; J. Bloodworth ; Rev. W. Pearce, West Horsiey

;

H.Yaraiey; F.Bennett; G. Shrimpton.
Selling Clash (Dorkings, Brahmas, and Cochins). -Tiyo Hens.— I, J. N.

Whitehead, Bridgwater. '2, H. Humphrey. 3, G. W. Fetter; 4, J. H. Cufl,

Camdeu Road, HuUoway. 0, J. CKirk. 0, H. M. Maynard. he. W. R. Bull,

Newport Pagnell; J. Zinsch, Ferry Hill; E. R. De L. Siininonda, Chilcombe
Rectory; R. P. Percival; J. Bloodworth ; Mrs. J. G. Hepburn; Hon. Mrs A.

B. Hamilton; Miss C. Brown; E. Kendrick, jun.; W. Wlnlley, Addington
Park; W, J. Russell, South Norwood ; E. Fritchard ; Viscount i urnour ; Rev.

A. W. Warde ; J. Wattp. c. H. B. Mori ell ; Mrs. Vigor ; H. Yardley ; Viscount

Tumour; Rev. A. W. Warde, Liitle Hursted Rectory.
StLLiNG Class (Durkiuge, Brahmiia, and Cochins).—!, Lady Gwydyr. 2, H.

Beal. 3, G. W. Peiter. 4, Mrs. J. L Williams. 6, H. Yardley. li, T. Wnk*

-

Held, Newton-le-WilluwB. lie, W. A. Burnell ; D. Young; W. H. Crabtree ; Mcf.

Peet ; J. Watts; W. A. Taylor, e. Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton ; R. W. Richar*

-

son; W. J. Russell; Miss E. Williams; T. CharriugU-u, CUislehurst; G.
Shrimpton; H. B. Morridl; U. J. Fitzroy, Teddington; W. R. Bull; J. C.
Hodges ; J. Drake, Ougar.
SELLING Class (Any other variety except Bantams).- Cocfc.— 1. Hon. C.

Parker. 2 Mrs. J. Pattison, Watlington. B, T. P. Edward-. 4, Rev. N. J.

Ridley. 5, J. Weston. Aylesbury, he, G. D. Harrison: S. Elliott, juu. ; Misa
M. Arnold, Acton ; T.Bradbury, Buckingham; H. Brown (2); Miss Mortimer
(2); D.Lane; J. P. Poyer ; Mrs. J. Fattison ; H. M. Maynard; W. Whitworth,
jun. ; H. F. Price, Westtm-super-Mare ; F. Bennett (i). c, W. Dring; C. Sidg-

wick; J.Walker; Miss Mortimer (2); Mrs. K. Vallance.

Selling Class (Any other variety except Bantams).—Two Hens.—^, C.

Bloodworth. 2, Mibs Mortimer. 3, Rev. W. Serjeaotsou. 4, J. T. Parkei,

5 Hon. C. Parker, he, Capt. E. Mason; Mrs. C. F. Holmes; J. Hinton; J.

Preston; Mra. J. Pattiaon ; T. F. Upaher, Sutton, Isle of fc.ly; H.Wilkinson;
J. Swan; W. Whitworth, jun.; F. Bennett; Miss E. Browne; J. Robinson;
J. Watta. c, A. Silver, Long Melford ; W.J. Miles, Brentford ; W. Whitworth,
iun. ; T. Goodwin ; Miss E. WilUams ; J. Long.
Selling Class tSatitams).— 1, G. Hall. 2, M. Leno. 3. H. W. Johnson. 4.

B. H. Crabtree. /if, T. W. Anns ; J. Bloodworth ; J. Mayo : .M. Leno ; Mro.
Griggs; H. H. Moaeley; J.Walker; Mrs. G. Hall, c, G. B. Fnuicis ; H. P.

Leech; H. W. Johnson. Beckenham.
Selung Class (Any other variety except Bantams).—1, C. Bloodworth. ?,

J. Preston, Allerton. "s. Miss E. Browne. 4. H. H. Moaeley, Croyuon. 5,o.

Swan. ftc. W. A. Peel: Miss M. Arnold; Mra. Blay ; A. Silver (.') ; H. Beal

;

Rev. N. J. Hidley; D. Young; J. Hinton ; Hon. C. Parker ; T. F. Upsher {;i)

;

MidS Mortimer ; W. Whitworth. jun. e, K. Ogle ; Mra. C. F. Holmes ; R. Hud-
son, Claphaji Common; Miss Mortimer; H. Wilkiuson ; J. Watts; G.J.
Lenny, Lewes.
Game Bantams (Black Red).—Cocfc.—1, Cup, and 2, W. F. Addie, Prestor.

3, J. Barlow, Monkwearmoulh. 4, W. F. Entwisle, Wyke, Bradford. 5, 1j.

Drayaon. Brought. m. Preston, /ic, E. H. B. Smith ; G. Hall, Kendall (2); W. F,

Entwisle; W. Boutchcr. NottingHill. „ „ „
Game Bantams (Black Red).—He?i.—1, Cup, and 3, W. F. Entwisle. 2, F.

Swift. 4, A. Darby. 5, E. Newbitt, Epworth- he, H. P. Leech, Woolpit ; Cap'

.

Wetherall, Loddington ; W. Adams, Ipswich.
Game Bantams (Brown Red).—Cocfc.—1 and 2, T. Barker, Burnley. 8, W. F.

Game Bantams (Brown Red).—ffen.—l, G. F.Ward. 2 and 3, W. F. Entwisle.

Game Bantams (Duckwing).—Cocfc.—1 and Cup, F. Shumach, Southwell.

2, S. Beighton, Farnsfield. 3. J. Nelson.
Game Bantams (Duckwing).—He/t.— 1, J. Eaton, Grantham ; 2, A. Hntchir-

son, GrabamsLon, Falkirk. 3, W. Boutcher. he, J. Smith, Southwell.

Game Bantams (Piie).—Cocfc.—1, E. Newbitt. 2, G. Evans, Worcester. 8, E.

Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. _ ,„,,„,.
Game Bantams (Pile).—Hen.—1, Mrs. G. Hall. 2, J. Marsdcn, Chesterfielc*.

3, Bellingham & Gill, Burnley, fw, G. Garrod, Islington ; T. Barker.

Game Bantams (Wheaten).—Hen.— 1, T. Dowell, Sunderland. 2, W. F.

Entwitle. 3. J. Eaton, he, Mrs. G. Hall (2).

Bantams (Black).— 1 and Cup, W. H. Robinson, Long Lee, Keighley. 2, W. H.
Sbaekleton, Bradford. 3, Mrs. Acton Tmdal. /tc, J. Mayo, Glou-cster ; J.

Walker ; E. Cambridge, Bristol, c. H. Beldon ; Miss E. Browne; G. B. Francif,

Romford: Messrs. Milner Ot Beanland. Keighley.
Bantams (White-booted).— 1, W. Adams. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, T. Fenn,

Ipswich.
Bantams (Sebright).—!. F. Brannd, Bideford. 2 and 3, M. Leno. he,C.B.

Poole, Bridgwater, c, G. HoUoway, jun.. Stroud. „ . , , r, »,_
Bantsms (f^ankin).— 1, Withheld. 2, E. Braniord, Whittonsett, Swaffham.

3, A. M. Figoit, Bamford Speke.
BsNTAMS (Any other distinct variety).—1, A. A. Vander Meerach, Tooting.

2, J. Walker. 3. G. B. Francis.
, ^ m- ., t « , ,-

Docks (Aylesbury).-! and Cup, J. Walker. 2, Mrs. Acton Tindal. 8,J. K.
FowJer. 4, T. E. Arter. Barbara, Canterbury.

. , ,„
Ducks (Kouen).-!. F. Farlett. 2, W. Evans. 3. J. Harvey, jun. he, J. N. C,

Pope;P.We8t; R. Gladstone, jun. (2) ; E.Poutinij; J.Scotson; W. H. Robson ;

T. F. Upsher; H. Dowsett, Fleahey. Chelmsford; J. Harvey, Thanington; T.

Wakeflell; J. Walker; W.Evaua; W. G. MulUgaa.
, ^- ^ ^ ^.

- Ducks (Black).— 1 and Cup. J. Kelleway, Meraton, lale of Wight. 2 and 3,

G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes, he, G. S. Sainsbury (4); J. W. KeUoway (2); J..'.

Maiden ; Mrs. M. A. Hayne.
. ™. , ^ ,. , x, ^n- ,-,

Ducks (Any other variety, or Ornamental Water Fowl).-!, Rev. W. Ser-

jeantaoo. 2, J. Walker. 3. Mrs. Arkwright. he. Misa L, Peek ; H. J. Bailey,

Tenbury ; H. B. Smith (.i) ; M. Leno (3) ; Mrs. Arkwright ; G. Ireland, Stratford

;

*Gee8e*.-1, Cup, and 2, J. Walker ; 3, R. R. Fowler, Aylesbury, he, A. T.

Reed, Portsea ; N. V. Rix, Beckenham; W. Cookaon, Oswe&try ; Hon. Mrs.

Colville; R. R. Fowler. « ,t » ^r t. ^ x

TuaKEYa.- 1 and Ctip, J. Walker. 2, N. J. Ridley. 3, Mra. A. Mayhew, Great

Baddow. lie, H. J.Gunnell. Milton. Cambs; W. Wykes, Hinckley.

TuRKEY9.-CocfcereI.-l, J. Walker. 2, N.J. Ridley. 3, W. Wykea. he, E.
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Kendriflf.jim.; F.Warde; F. Lytha\I> Offchnrch, Leamington; K. E. Fowler,
Aylesborv.
TvhKi-\E.—Een.—1, F. Warde 2, J. "Walker. 3, W. Wykes. he, E.Kendrick,

Jan.; M. Kew, Market Overton.

PIGEONS.
PocTEBS fBlue-pied),—Cocfc.—I and Cnp. N. Hill, Ealinp. 2. H. Pratt, Bir-

mingham. 8, vhe, and c, R. Fulton, Kew Cross, S.E. nc, J. Baker, Kew
Bridge.
PociEPB (Black-pied),- Cocfc.—1 andc.F. Greshani, Sbefford.BedB. 2, E. W.

Bryce, Edinburgh. 8. J- Baker, r^hc and he. R. ! ulton.

PoCTEKs(Ked or Yellowpitd) —Cocfc.— 1, 2, and 3, R.Fulton, nhc, M.H. Gill,

Eamepate. hc,.^ White, Aberdeen, e, E. Beckwith, Sanderland.
PocTEhfi (Wbite).~l, C. Martin, Kettering. 2 and 3, R. Fulton, vftc, H.Pratt,

ftc, F. Uretham. c. M. H. Giil.

Poi;TEB9(Any colour or markine).— Cocfc —1 and2, F. Greaham. 3, J. White.
The and he. A. Heath. Came, Wi.ts. c, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook-
PouTEhb (Any colour) —Cocfc.— 1 and Cup, F. Gresbam. 2. M. H. Gill. S.N.

Hill, r^ic, R Fulton, /jc. D. Coombe, New Cross, c, O. IMartin.

PoLiEHh (Blue-pied)- Htf/i -1, Cup,and2, R. Fulton. 8 and t'/tCjF. Gresham.
he. J. "White, c, Ktv. W. C. Bullen, Bath.
k PouTEBs (Black pied)— 1 and vhe, R. Fulton. 2, E. Beckwith. S, F. Gre-
sbam. he, R. Cant, Brompton Road, S.W.
Posters (Red or \ello\v pied) ~Beit.~\, F. Gresham. 2, H. Pratt. 8, K. H,

Blacbluck, &nnrierland vhc, J. White, he. N. Hill c. J. Baker.
PocTEhs (White)—H^n —1 and 2. R. Fulton. 3, J. White, vhc, Mrs. Ladd,

Calne, \Mltb. he, G. Ho.loway, jun., Strfmd. c, C. Martin.
• PocTEBs (Any colour or marJung).—i/en.—1, F. Gre&ham. 2, N. Hill. 3,R.
Fulton.
PocTEEs (Any colour).—Hc7i.—1, Rev. W. C. Bullen. 2, R. Fulton. 3. R. W.

Bryce.
PoDTEBS ( Pigmy or Australian).—! and Cup, R. Fulton. 2, W. B. Tegetmeier,

Finchlev, N. y, G. Holloway, jan.
CABfclBBs (Black) —Cocfc.— 1, Cup, and 2, E. Fulton. 8, J. Thomson, Bingley.

vhc, E. Walker, Leicei^ter. /ic,R. Pratt, Pmilico, tS.W ; P. R. Spencer, Herelurd.
c, J. MontRtniery, Belfast.
Cabeiers (Black).-iZc7i—1. W. G. Hammock. IlforJ. 2, E. Walker. Sand

vhc, R. Fulton (2). he, H. Yardley, Birmingham, c, A. J. & W. P. Forbes,
Hford.
Carriebb (Dun).— Cocfc-.—1 and 8. R. Fulton. 2 W. G. Hammock, vhc, H.

Heiitage. Mortlake. he, J. Montgomery; K. Fulton, c, J. Montgomery (2);

E. Walker.
Carriers (Dnn).—Hcji.- 1, Cup, and 3. R. Fulton. 2, H. Jacob, Sandown, I.W.

vhc, W. G. HaniDJOck : S. Harding. Farebam ; R, Fulton ; T. Chambers, North-
ampton, he, W Siddonft, sen , BirmixiKbam ; J. Mi'ntgvmery.
I Cabriebb (Anv other colour).— Cocfc —1. H. Cant. 2. R. Fulton. 8, W.
SiddoDS, Btn. vhc, R. Fayze, jun., Wo -dford Green ; Ool. F. C. Hassard.
(CARRifcRs (.An^ other variety) —Hen.—I, E. C. Stretch, Ormakirk. 2 and vhc,

R. Cant B, E. T Dew. We&ton-auper-Mare.
Carriers Iblackl.— Cotfc'.-Brti/ in 1874.— I and Cup,R Fulton. 2, H.Heritape.

S.W. Rulmer, Spaldinp. 4. W. Siddons. sen. vhc, R. FuUon ; E. Walker ; W.
SiddoDS, Sen. he, E. t-tocker. New Wandsworth.
Carriers (Black) —Hen —Bred in 1S74 —1 and Cup. H. Allsop. Birmingham.

2, S. W arrell, &;p..l<iinL'. 3, R Cant r J^c, W- Bulmer. he, W. Massey, Spalding;
C. H. Clarke. Notlmt-ham ; K- f ulton ; t:. Walker.
Cabriehs fDuii).- Cock.—Bred in 1874.— 1, W. G. Hammock. 2. Col. F. C.

Ha8t.ard n. H. Heritat^e, 4, J. Montgoraerv. u'lc, W. G. Hammi ck. hc,W.
Quickfall, b-hauklin, I&le of Wight; F. W. Metcalfe, Cambridge; W. Siddons,
Ben.; R. Fulton.
Cakrierh (Dun).-Hen—Bred in 1874.— 1, F. W. Metcalfe. 2. H. Jacob. 8,

A. Billyeald. Nottingham, vhc, Col. F. C. Hassard. he, R. Fulton, c, W.
Minsnn, St. Ives.
Carriers (Blue).— Cocfc.—Brerf in 1874.— 1 and Cup, W. G. Hammock. 2, F.

W- Metcalfe. 3, R. Cant.
Carrieks (Blue).-Ht7[.—Brerf in 1874—1. J. C. Ord, Pimlico, S.W. 2, W. G.

Hammock. 3, E. C. Stretch, he, F. W. Metcalfe.
CARRIER8 (Any age or colour).-1, C. Cork, New Shoreham. 2, R. Payze, jun.

3, R. Pratt.
Db.*gooss [B ue).—Single Bird. — l and Cup, F. Grabam, Birkenhead. 2, J.

floJland, Mauchester. 3, W, Smith, Liverpool vhe, F. Graham ; W. Smith ;

J. Holland CJ) ; W. Bi'l, Manchester, he, F Brauad, Bidelord ; W. Smith ; W.
Bishop, Dorch»^ster; W.H. Mitchell, Birmingham (2); W.Gamon, Chester; W.
B. Tegetmeier (2).

Dragoons (Silver, black harn).—Single Bird.—l and Cup, F. Graham. 2. W.
Smith. 3. W. J. Holland vhc, J. Philpott. Clapham, S W.; F. Graham; R.
Fulton, he, H. BitmaU, Islington, N.; R. Futon; F. Graham (2).

Dragoons (Silver, Brown b3.rs).—atngle Bird.—l and Cup, A. C. Allaway,
North i^hields. 2, S. Cliff, Nantwich. 3 and he, W. Bishop.
Dbaohonb {Rea or Yeil w).—Single Bird.—l and Cup, K. Graham. 2 and 3.

S. C. Betty. Regent's Park, N.W. vhc, F. Graham (2) ; P. H. Jones. Fulham,
S.W. ; W. H. Mitchell; S. C. Betty(2) ; R.Fulton ; W. Andrews, Camden Town.
he, L. Whiteheao, Drury Lane. W.C; F. Gr«haii].
Dragoons (White or any other colour).— St«i7f« Bird —1 and Cup, W. Bishop.

2, F. Graham. 8, J. Philpott. vhe. 3. G. Dunn, Durham ; F. Graham ; A.
Preston, Rochester; J. Philpott; W. Vernon, North Bow, E.; L. Whitehead
Dragoons (Any colouri.— iottJio-—1 and 8. F. Graham. 2, J. Holland.

Eqiial2 W.B. Tegetmeier. vhc, D Bamett. East Brixton ; J.HoUand(2j; F.
Graham ; W. H. Mitchell ; W. B. Tegetmeier ; W. HiU.
TcMBLERa(^lmoud).— COifc.— 1 ana Cup. R. Fulton. 2, T. Hallam, Birming-

ham. 3, H. Yar-lpy. vhe, T. Hallam ; R. Fulton ; J. Ford, Monkwell street.

TcMBLEKB (Almond).—Hen.—1 and 2, R. Fulton. 3, T. Hallam. vhe, J. Baker

;

P.. FuUon. Jic, J. Ford.
Tumblers (Almond!.— Sinfj/e Bird.—l and Cup. D. Combe. 2 and vhc, T.

Hallam. 3. J. Ford. he. T. W. M'lls. Walsall ; J. Ford.
Tumblers (Bald or Beard). -Cocfc or Hcn.—l,Vixv, and 3, W. Woodbouse,

KinB'«Lynu. 2, J. Ford, vhe, W. Wooihouse ; J.Ford, he, H. W. Hale,
Hackney; E. Burclialt, Crovdon ; W. Woodh-iuse.
TcMBLER'i {Any oiber variety ).—Cocfc.—1, W. G. Hammock. 2, J. Baker. 8,

R. Cunt. t>/ic, T. Hallam (2); J. Ford, /ic, H. Heritage; J.Ford; H. Verdon,
Liverpool; J. Baker; R. Fulton.
Tdmblers (Any otber varietj).-Hf7i.—1, T. Hallam. 2, E. Beckwith. 3, H.

Heritage, fcc. H. Heiitage; R. Fulton (2) ; J. Ford ; E. Beckwith.
Barbs (Black or Dud).—Cocfc.—1. Cup, and 3, R. Fulton. 2, .I. Firth. Dews-

bury, vhc, Capt. H. Heaton, Manchester; P. H, Jones; J. Firth ; H. M. May-
hard, Ryde, Isle of Wight ; W. A. P. Montgomery, Belfast, he, W. A. P. Mont-
gomery.
Bahbs (Black or Dun).—Hen.— 1. Capt. H. Heaton. 2, H. M. Maynard. 8, J.

Firih.
Barbs (Any other colour).- Cocfc.—1 and 3. R. W. Bryce. 2, W. A. P. Mont-

gomery, he, J. Firlh (2); R Fulton ; J. Baker.
Bawbs (Any other colour).—Hen. -1, R. W. Bryco. 2. H. Yardley. 8, Capt.

H. Heaton. vhc, J. Baker, he, E. V Brander, Sutton (a).

Barbs (Black or Duu)—Cocfc or Hen—I and Cup, R. W. Bryce. 2and4,
Major J. H. Cr>er, Southport. S.J.iirth. t/ic, Capt. H. Heaton; J. *irth

;

W. A. P Montgomery.
Barbs (Any other colour) —Cocfc or H«ft.—1, R. W. Bryce. 2, P. H. Jones.

8. Capt H. Heaton. vkc, W. A. P. Montgomery.
Jacobins (Ked or YeWov) -Single Bird.—I and Cnp. R. FuTon. 2, W. E.

Eaaten, Hull. 3, R. W.Bryce. /m;,D. Combe; R. W. Richardson, Beverley

;

J.Baker: W. Hill.

Jacobins (Anv other colour).—Single Bird—I and Cnp, R. Fulton. 2, G.
Bardy, Shipheid'a Bush. 3, A. A. Vander Meersch, Tooting he, G. Hardy;
J. Frame, Comber, Co. Down (2). e, K. Fulton ; A. A. Vandor Meersch.

Fantails.— SiTiffic Bird. — l and Cup, E. A. Seale, Dublin. 2, Rev. W.
Serjeantfaon, Shrewsbury. 3, H. M. Majnard. vhc, E. A. Seale (2); E. Beck-
with. he. Rev. W. Serjeantaon; J. F. Loversidgo, Newark; N.Hill; Q.Bluhm,
Manche&tfr; H. M. Maynard.
tivNH.—Sinifle Bird.—1.2, &ixd 3. W. Croft, Ripley, ftc, W. E. Eaeten; Eev.

A. G Brooke. Shrewbbury ; W. Croft ; A. A. Vander Meersch.
Trumpeters.— S'inp/e Bird.—l, A. A. Vander Meeroch. 2, J. Lederer, Liver-

pool. 3, R. Fulton, he, J. Lfderer (2) R. Fulton.
OWLS (Enelish).— .S'inp/e Birds. --1 and Cup. J. Gardner. Preston. 2, T. W.

Townson. Bowdon. 8. J. L. Smith, harnbtaple. vhc, A. N. Dodds, North
Shields; E. W. Van Senden, Shepherd'e bush; P. H. Junes; Ward &, Rhodea,
Otiey ; H Yardley. he, H. Verdon : W. Hill.
Owls (Foreign).— St/ij/^e Bird.—l, Cup, and 8, L. Allen, London. 2, T. W.

Townaun.
TuRBiTS (Blue and Silver),—SiJifj^e Bird.—l and Cup, E. T. Dew. Equal 2,

G. Hardy ; W. Croft. 3, G. H. Gregory, Tauuton. vhc, J. Baker i^); P.H.Jones;
W. Crt-ft (8); E.T. Dew; G. Hardy, he, P. H. Jones; O. E. CresBwell, Bag-
shot; W. Croft.
Turbits (Any other colonr)—Single Bird.—l and Cup, S. Salter, Oxford. 2,

O. E. CresBwell. 3. C. A. Crafer, Wailington. vhe, E. A. Seale; G. Roper,
Croydon (i); P. H.Jones; J. Blanchard, (ireat Dritheld; T. W. Townson; W.
Croft (2); J. G. Orr, Beith, N.B. ; S. baiter, he, A. A. Vander Meersch; W.
Croft.
MAiiPiEQ.-Sinole Bird.—I and Cup, W. P. Stevenson, Tooting. 2. C. G.

Hitchcock, Oxford. S, H. A. Roper, Croydon. vhc.H.A Kop^r ; .i.T Herbert,
Fitziuy Square, W. ; P. H. Joncb ; M. Ord, Durham ; J B Buwdon, Blackburn ;

J. Watts, Birmingham, he. C. G. Hitchcock; P. H. Jones; T. Randall, Guild-
ford; J. Baker; J. H. Bowdon.
KvsTa.—Single Bird—1 and 2, T. D Green, Saffron Walden. 3, A. A. Vander

Meersch. he, .1. S. Price, tincbley (2).

Tumblers (Fljing, not Short^laced) —,S'i/i(;Ic Bird.—l, J. Ford. 2, R. Fulton,
2, W. Hiil. vhc. 3. G. Orr.
Antwebps (Short-faced).-Sinf/Ze Bird.~l, 3. W. Ludlow, Birmingham. 2, J.

T. Thtobald, Lower Tooting. 8, A Cleaver. Croydon, he, W. slater, Birming-
ham ; J. Gardner; J. Mantel, Newport Paguell; W. Gamon {2j; J.W.Ludlow;
A. Bincham, Manchester; W. Hill.
AhTWEitPs (Homing) —Pair.—1, W. B. Tegetmeier, 2, J. Lister, Keighley.

3, J. Robeitbhaw, Bradford. 4, Capt G. Edwaides, Kensington, W. he, J.

Robertf-haw; A.N.Dodde; A. Bentiey, Rickmaiiiiworlh ; F. Lubbock, Barnet;
E. F. Wilson, Brighton (i). c.J.D. Rusa, (ambeiwell. S.E. ; Capt G Edwardea.
Any uTHfciK Variety.-Pair.-1, R. BarclMy. Reigate. 2. A. & W. H. Silves-

ter, Sheffield. 3, L. Alien, he, J.W.Ludlow (2); H. Yardley; A. A. Vander
Meersch.
Selling Cu^ss.—Single Btrd.-l, J. Ford. 2, P. H. Jones. 8, J. Bowes,

Heme Bay. 4, P. R. Spencer vhe, J. Ford; Mrs. Dresing, Fareham. }ic,P,

U, Jones (2); H. Heritage {2} ; G. J. Lenny, Lewee (2); R. cant.
Selling Class.-Pair.— 1, J. Osbonti, Northampton. 2, H. Heritage. 8, C.

Cork, f /JC, J. S. Price ; G. Murphy, Camberweli, S.E ; W. Nottuge, ^orthamp-
tiju ; B. W- Peek, Sydenham Hill; R. Barclay (2j; Hon. E. Di^by, Belgrave
Square, S.W. (3).

Collection of Fodr Paibs (Exclusive of Carriers, Poutere, and Tumblers).
—1, Cup, and 2, R. Fulton. 3, J. Baker, vhc, S. A. Wyllie, East iuoulsey. he,

F. Braund.
SPECIAL Flying Class of H»ming Antwerps.—Sinffic Bird.—l and Cup, F.

Lubbock. 2, Co . F. C. Hassard. 3, W. B. Tegetmeier. 4, P. J. Cheffins, Dun-
mow. 5, F. G. Rusaell, Blackheatb. 6, S. Clarke, Cambenvell, S.E. vhc, W. J.

Gurnev, Wandswoith Common, S.W. ; G. Cotton, Suuuingdale. he, F. Lubbock ;

W. B. Tej^etmeier; Ccl. F. C. Hatsard (2); G. Cotton; P. J. Cheffins; G. H.
Fitzherbert, Sevenoaks. c, S. Le B. Smith, Sydenham ; F. Lubbock; J. T.
Theobald; Mrs. Vigor, Uxbridge.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared (Self-coloured).—BHcfc or Doe.-l.W. Tomlinson, Stratford. 2,T.

Mytun, Ungate. 3, A. Sleadman, Oxted. vhc. Dr. Boden, West Hartlepool; T.
Atkineou, Greenwich.
Lop EARED (Tortoiseehelll.-Bwcfc or Doc—1, J. Irving, Blackburn. 2, F. S.

Banks, Doughty Street, W. C. S, Dr. Boden. vhe, Mrs. H. Kickworih, Spald-
LUH ; C. King, St. John's Wood, ftc, J. Urauch, St. John'ci Wood.
Lop-eared i Yellow and White).—Bucfc or Due.—I, J. Warton, York. 2, J.

Quick, Bryanstoue Square, W. 3, F. S. Banks, vhe, F. Lovtband, Edgware
Road. W.
Lup-eaeed f.\ny other colour).—Bucfc or Doe.~l and Cnp, F. S. Banks. 2, J.

Cranch. 8, T. Scnofield, jun.. Manchester. vlic,3. Cranch; F.S.Banks, he,

W. H. Bacun. Sht-ffieid ; W. Andrews.
silveh-Grky.—BHCfc or Z>o<-.— 1 and Cup, Miss Mortimer, Ross. 2, S. Ball,

Bradford. B, R. H. Giew, Wakefield, vhc, W.U. Hands; E. S. Smith, Boston.
/iC, Miss Moitimer; F. Loveband.
Himalayan.—Bucfc or Doc—1, C. G. Mason, Rochdale. 2, S. Ball, Bradford.

3, J. i'trbbutt, Northampton, vhc, E. W. bunny, Lewes, he, W. W. Dove,
Lower Norwood ; J. Halias, Huddersheld (2).

Anguba.—fiucfcor Doe.—1, H. SwHim.>n, Fulford. 2, J. Martin, Kettering.

8, S. Bull, vhc, E. V. Brander; W. Olaisby, York, he, W. Bowes, Darlington.

Belgian Hare.—Bucfc or Doe.—I, J. T. BUlett, jun., Richmond. 2, J. HaUas.
S, R. J. Foster, Epsom.
DuTCu.— 1 and Cup, F. Sabbage, Northampton. 2, A. Limd, York. 8, G.

BiddiB, Newbury, vkc, J. J. Martin. Kettering.
Selling Class.-1, F. Purser, Bedford. •,!, E. V. Brander. S.J.Wharton.

vhe, E. V. Braj.der ; C. King, he, W. J. King. Islington Green ; H. H. Moseiey,
Croydon, c, Mrs. C. Hill, Alton ; A. Stedinan.

Judges.—Pow^fr^ : Mr. J. Dixon, Capt. Heaton, Mr. E.Hewitt,

Mr. J. H. Smith, Mr. K. Teebay, Mr. W. B. Tegetnaeier, Col.

Stuart Wortley. Pigtotis : Mr. E. Corker, Mr. E. Esquilant,

Mr. J. Montgomery, Mr. J. Percival, Mr. M. Stuart. Babbits :

Mr. J. Boyle, Mr. J. Hume,

Great Yarmouth Poultry Show.—The prizes are liberal m
all the classes for poultry. Pigeons, and Canaries. In addition

there are forty silver cups, but the great majority can be won
only by local exhibitors. In Dorkings all the varieties are in

one class, which is a great mistake. Entries close on the 2nd of

December.

OUR LETTER BOX.
*^* In consequence of the great length to which our reports

of the Crystal Palace Show extend, many articles are

unavoidably postponed till nest week.

Dark Beahma's Plumage (IT. P.).—We have examined all the feathers

and lind none of them perfect. However, we prefer No. 2, adWslng yon to

Bblect, if passible, darker feathers in the breast. There is too much white

in those yua have sent. That which you must look for and eudeavuur to get

are well-pencilled bodies without buff, and pencilled breasts up to the lower

bill without white; the hackle distinctly marked and striped. We do not

suppose you will get perfection, bat knowing what il ia, iu colotir, you may
approach it as nearly as you can.
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will eoon detect its first appearance, and it should be diligently

hunted after every other day tiU all danger is over.

li there is any gamming or damping of the stem cut the
diseased part clean out, even if you have to cut half through
the stem, and scrape some freshly-burned lime, and apply as

much as will adhere two or three times with an hour's interval.

Lime that has been slaked is of no use, it must be caustic

lime.

Mildew is sometimes troublesome when the weather is close

and duU. The best cure is flowers of sulphur, and the best

way to apply it is to mix it with water, and syringe it on.

Place the sulphur in a watering pot with just enough water to

form a thick paste, and afterwards add sufficient water to

give every leaf in the house a good syringing on both sides.

Avoid a stagnant atmosphere and even temperatures for all

plants that are subject to mildew.
I am not an advocate for much syringing in winter. My

plants are not syringed once a-month ; it is not required with
a moderate temperature.

—

William Taylok.

OUTDOOR GRAPE-GROWING.
I AM of opinion that outdoor Grape-cultivation is lamentably

neglected, and a few remarks on the subject may do a little

towards awakening people to their own interest, and encou-

raging many to pay a Uttle more attention to the plant that

will in most cases bring a fair return for the trouble taken

with it.

It is not uncommon to see the Vine planted against the

poor man's cottage with only here and there a tie to keep it

to the wall, while in all other respects it is allowed to ramble
as it may, making a vigorous growth to be battered about by
the wind until it is an unsightly object such as no one can
admire, and indicative of a carelessness which few would like to

imitate. In many instances the Vine is taken care of, and its

branches trained neatly to the wall, the wood carefully stopped
and thinned-out, other wood laid-in to succeed that to be taken

out at piuning-time, while due attention is paid to thinning

the fruit as with hothouse Vines. Attended to in this way it is

an ornament to the house it is trained to ; for if it is a proper

sort, and placed on the right aspect, it must be a bad season

indeed if it do not bring some substantial return in the

shape of fruit to the person it belongs to. What a difference !

I wish there was no reason to picture it in this way. But why
is it so? Allowing something for an occasional disappoint-

ment in the Vine not ripening fruit in an unfavourable season,

or perhaps an insufficient knowledge of its treatment, does not
satisfactorily answer the question why we so frequently see the

Vine growing against a cottage or on the walls of the amateur's

garden, and yet so little done with it. If the fruit is not

wanted for home consumption it is easily marketable at the

nearest town ; and even now in this town every greengrocer's

shop has a display of outdoor Grapes, both black and white,

which meet with a ready sale, and one dealer told me he
wished he could buy more, as his customers were anxious for

them. It must be understood that I do not intend to affirm

that the Vine can be profitably grown in all parts of the

country ; the southern counties are perhaps its home, though
in Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and some of the adjoining
counties, I have seen the Vine produce fairly remunerative
ciops.

One of the sorts grown appears to be the Black Cluster, a
variety with small bunches and berries, and very black. I

have a kind here called Miller's Grape, but which I have seen

in Sussex bearing the name of Burgundy ; its leaves are thickly

covered with a white woolly substance, and more especially its

young shoots in spring. On referring to a friend about it, he
tells me that it is probably Miller's Burgundy. Then in some
places the Black Hamburgh is planted, and succeeds well in

some seasons. When Uving at Hawkhurst I saw a Vine of

this sort trained up the walls and the lower part of the roof

of the house on an eastern aspect, and in 18G8 or 18(J9, I

am not quite sure which, more than two or three bunches
reached 2 lbs. weight, and quantities 1 lb. and less, the berries

being large and very highly coloured. I believe, though the

Vine has since produced very good crops, they have not equalled

that of the particular year, it being a very hot dry summer.
The next sort, and perhaps the best of all to grow, is the

White Sweetwater, with which the White or Royal Muscadine
is nearly identical ; either of these will do well on a wall on a

southern or eastern aspect. One in the latter position with

me produced three hundred bunches this year, of which two

hundred are now hanging well coloured and developed, as well
as being of fine flavour. The wall it is growing on is 15 feet

high, and being that of the fruit room the eaves of the latter

project enough to form a good coping. This Vine has not
been known to fail in bearing a crop. I have seen a good crop
on it for three successive seasons. This year the bunches are
larger than common, being produced from young wood laid-in

last season. The Vine is planted at the centre of the wall,
and a branch runs horizontally each way ; from these, twenty-
four branches are trained perpendicularly at pretty regular,

distances apart. Each of the upright branches throws out
side branches at intervals up to the top ; these are formed on
the spur system up to the third or fourth year, when a fresh
cane is grown to take the place of the one cut out. I think in
outdoor Vines it is necessary to be particular about this, for
I find that after a shoot reaches four years old the wood be-

comes weak, and produces small insignificant eyes, the shoots
of which produce bunches very little better than tendrils

with a few Grapes at the extremity. It might be different to
this if outdoor Mnes had proper borders made for them the
same as for hothouse Vines, and treated in other respects the
same. The Vine is question has no preparation whatever for

its roots, but is simply growing in the border, which is dug-up
and cropped the same as any other part of the garden. It

receives one good watering every summer just after the berries

are set, but in the spring, when the buds burst into growth,
they are protected with hexagon netting till all danger from
frost is gone. During this time a disbudding takes place, and
again a little later on. After the bunches show themselves the
point of the shoot is taken out three joints beyond the bunch ;

these are carefully nailed to the wall, all superfluous shoots

are taken out, leaving only those shoots required to take the

place of old wood, the berries are thinned in due time, and
all laterals kept pinched back. Beyond this there is nothing
more to be done but to see that all is in a healthy state, free

from mildew, &c. This disease must be watched for, and im-
mediately it is discerned, if only on a single berry, dust the

whole Vine over with sulphur in a moderate way, which will

generally stop it.

I do not believe that every Vine will succeed as well as this

without some preparation as to boU, for although here the soil

is good enough, it is not so at everyplace; and where it is bad,

or in a low damp situation, drain the place a little to carry off

stagnant water, and get together a small heap of good garden
soil, not very rich, to plant the Vine in, and add to it yearly as

the Vine grows and requires it. The aim should be to induce the
Vine to make a moderate growth with no pithy coarse shoots,

but such wood as will ripen well and prove fruitful. Induce the

wood to ripen early, and keep it all nailed close to the wall,

but exposed as much as possible to the sun at all times. Never
allow the growth to become thick and matted ; cutting out a
quantity at a time is very injurious to any Vine, especially an
outdoor one, and causes a great check, such as it will not easily

get the better of in one season. Always pay strict attention to

stopping and disbudding in the early part of the season, and
that will avert all such ill effects as stated above.

—

Thomas
Recoed.

SKELETONISING LEAVES AND OTHER PARTS
OF PLANTS.

The present is a favourable time of the year for skeletonising,

woody fibre being sufficiently hard. Procure an earthen pan
holding a gallon or more, and put into it a quantity of leaves,

seed vessels, etc., selected according to the subsequent direc-

tions. Pour upon them sufficient boiling soft water to covet

them. This done, place the pan upon any place exposed to

the warmth of the sun and the vicissitudes of the weather.

Stir the leaves occasionally, say once or twice a-week, and care-

fully, but never change the water. The putrefactive fermenta-

tion will now soon ensue, and in about six weeks or two months,

according to the nature of the subjects, many of the specimens

will be completely macerated, and will require no other atten-

tion than holding them singly under the tap of awaterbutt or

other small stream of water, which will wash away all the other

skin and green fleshy matter. If this matter do not come off

readily when assisted a little with the thumb and finger or a

small knife, the leaves must be soaked for a longer time.

Those of the leaves which seem liable to break during the

washing may be preserved from breaking by placing them
upon a little piece of board and holding them up by the thumb
and finger ; and should a Uttle of the green fleshy matter re-
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main fixed between the interstices of the skeleton leaf it may
easily be removed by striking the leaf perpendicularly with a

clothes-brush. They will now only require bleaching ; this

may be done very effectually by placing them in a bandbox
with a small .vessel beside or under them.—J. H., Gardener to

hady Caroline Legge, Keston, Kent.

CROCUSES WITH GEBANIUMS.
In reply to inquiries respecting the statement in this Journal,

November 5th, of the growth of Geraniums in beds which pro-

duce Crocuses annually, and which are never removed, or

rather for nine years have been undisturbed, no over-luxu-

riant growth of foliage in the Geranium has yet been ob-

Berved, and the blooming has been all that could be desired.

The wet year (two years ago) most Geraniums suffered from
the cold and excess of wet, but mine were quite equal to any
I saw in the district, and no perceptible difference was there in

the beds that had been dug in the usual course. Those beds

have the manure applied every autumn on the surface and
grow Tulips ; therefore it is fully twelve months on the surface

before the taking-up of the Tulip bulbs commences, at which
time the ground is generally dug.

It is a matter easily governed whenever overgrowth of foliage

occurs, for it only needs leaving the beds for one year unma-
nured ; but my opinion is that such a circumstance will never
occur, as the two crops. Crocuses and Geraniums, are both
exhausting crops, and need all the support, especially the

former, that can in reason be given. At present (mid-Novem-
ber), my beds have got on their winter coat of manure as

usual, and the Tulips are all planted, being treated the same.
Occasional Crocuses were seen springing before the manurial
application, and now they are thoroughly protected from the

frost whenever it comes.
You ask B'hether the Geranium blooms better in the beds

dug in the usual way. There is little difference, but in an ordi-

narily fine summer the undug beds produced the earliest and
largest blooms. Certainly they bear drought much better.

—

yOBKSHIKE.

AUBICULAS.—No. 3.

I TRUST that a few words more upon these flowers will not be
thought too much of one thing at a time. Perhaps this third

issue of notes may seem like a gleaning of Grapes when the

vintage is done ; but I have purposely left out so far a notice

of some desirable Auriculas, especially in green edges, in order

that the leading flowers, kept a little apart, might stand out

the more conspicuously, like winners at an exhibition from
among the mass of competitors passed by. Moreover, intend-

ing growers of the Auricula are making eager inquiries, wisely

of course seeking the best flowers. Some of these, however,
money is valueless to buy, and others it will be a work of time
and patience to obtain from the few growers who will sell. It

must be a great discouragement to a beginner to find that, with
all the heart to take a flower up, he cannot procure the plants.

I would therefore hope that a brief mention of some fair and
more plentiful sorts may in some degree be useful. They shall

be kinds which certainly have their beauties and their points

of merit, which are grown as florists' flowers, and will sometimes
compete with those of greater fame—sorts which a beginner
may hope to obtain without much difficulty, and with which
he wOl be well contented through the less-exacting days of his

early love until, like some of us, he has worked his slow way
to the possession of the worthiest, and become old, accustomed,
and severe. And while yet a "colt" (expressive Lancashire
for a young hand), let him put himself in the way of the
National Auricula Society's April Show in Manchester, of

which the pages of the Journal will give due notice. Among
the many growers gathered there, there is a good chance of

meeting some who may have plants either to exchange or part

with ; and I hardly need to add that it is always a wise thing

to bravely face the best flowers although we possess them not
ourselves, and may go homo again a little out of conceit with
OUT own.
Among green edges are two which are not common, and are

well worth having—PoUitt's Highland Boy, and Trail's Eev.
George Jeans. The former is a true green edge with reddish
chocolate ground colour, a very neat and good flower, though
the pip would be considered small. The latter has a round
flat pip ; sepals beaded on the rim with meal that sometimes
trespasses across the light green edge ; body colour pretty

light lilac. Very " chancy." Beeston's Apollo, a great breeder,

is one of the accessible sorts. Pip not large, often " mouse-

eared ;" edge fine full green ; body pure and black
;
paste good;

not a large trusser, and always blooming in autumn. Camp-
bell's Lord I'almerston is another easy kind, " not unlike a bad
Booth's Freedom," as a keen critic, " Iota" (Rev. G. Jeans),

used to say. Admiral Napier is out of the same seed-batch,

a pod-fellow probably, and not so lasting in the bloom through

growing out of form. OUier's Lady Ann Wilbraham is com-
mon, but a good flower, though the cheapest ;

petal more or

less pointed ; edge dark green, not always pure, and faithfully

perverse in autumn-blooming. Gain's Lady Eichardson is

distinct; edge glaucous, like "green tea," not always pure;

Sower lively, and when in character altogether very fair.

Lightbody's Fairy Queen, green edge, with red or maroon body
colour ; not constant to purity of edge, but tube fine yellow

;

paste and ground colour correct
;

good increaser. Trail's

Napoleon is another red-grounded green edge
;
petal broad and

edge sufficient, and of a dull, dead, dry green. Morris's Green
Hen and Simpson's Commander have edges pure, but the petals

are generally pointed, particularly in the last named. Like

the two first on this list, they are not common sorts, neither is

Lightbody's Inkerman, which is often a bold, dashing, taking

black ground with me. I wish I could say something definite

about Trail's George Lightbody ; but with me the plants have

the tiresome habit of blooming small heads from small hearts,

which afterwards split up into several ; so I have not yet had
a strong bloom from it. Edge and colour are very good ; tube

too large ;
paste good. Lovely Ann comes at times green-

edged, and is plentiful. So, too, is Imperator of my first list.

General Neill is plentiful also, and a good flower when pure.

I think among these I shall have named some green edges that

might be much more readily obtained than the champion few,

and which I grow for the sake of variety.

In grey edges Robert Trail is a free and abundant sort. It

is often also white-edged, and no Auricula has a richer golden

tube or greater brilliancy throughout. The flower is small,

and, worse still, has often a cramped appearance because of

the comparative narrowness of colour and edge. The plant is

of inordinate size, like a Cos Lettuce, and the best blooms

come from moderate maiden plants. Jeffrey's Sir H. Have-
lock is at times a good flower, often rough on petal edge

;

Smith's Lycurgus too uncertain ; edge undecided, body rich

black and too broad. Trail's Mayflower, in habit rather like

Lovely Ann, is a bright flower; and Simpson's May Morning
will do sometimes. Lightbody's 125 is a beautiful violet,

ground grey or white, but a very bad plant-maker, always

splitting-up. This and Walker's Peveril of the Peak are the

only difficult ones to get of those I now name. Peveril can

be a very fine black-ground flower, but it remains to be seen

whether it is very constant. Smith's Britannia, a violet

ground ; Reade's Miss Gidding, and Lightbody's Robert, ma-
roon grounds, are prolific kinds, but apt to come wild.

In white edges I have not much to add beyond apologising

for the oversight of two or three flowers I should have noticed

before. Taylor's Incomparable, though it is inferior to his

Glory, is worth growing, but the ground colour, a dark walnut,

is too broad. Ashton's Bonny Lass is a bonny sort, true edge,

and violet body colour ; Trail's Beauty not always white

enough, or the edge is nevertheless pretty; body black. I do

not think any of the white edges so easy to meet with as the

other classes ; and Taylor's Glory, Favourite, Incomparable,

Smiling Beauty, Bright Venus, NeP'las Ultra (Smith's) Countess

of Wilton, Regular, Lady Sale, and Trail's Beauty, decidedly

difficult. The rest might be much less so.

In sells I am very sorry I overlooked the claims of Mrs.

Sturrock, a clarety maroon, for fifteen years ago she was our

best self, and stands very high yet. A great number among
seedlings turn out to be selfs, so we shall both hope toraise

some grand ones, and be able to be very strict over the faUiiigs

common to this lovely class.

In concluding these notes I have only to express my regret

that the Auricula is yet so rare, and that some may read these

brief descriptions and wish to test them for themselves, and

be tantahsed to find the flower almost beyond their reach.

But it is coming round again in a few careful hands, and will

be more and more seen. But it is not on the exhibition table

that the Auricula looks its best. With the exception of the

groups in the pans the flowers are not arranged to best ad-

vantage. The single classes stand in masses of green, grey,

and white-edged flowers, unrelieved, for the sake of easier

judging, and there has been no time to re-arrange them in the
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best order for the visitors. After all the Auricola is a home
flower, sweetest and prettiest in the Violet-like retirement of

its cool shelter, each plant arranged in no rivalry to its lovely

companions, but blooming for its own sake and for theirs, and
placed BO as to help out as well the beauties of the others as

its own. I know the excitement of the exhibition morning to

be a peculiarly happy and innocent pleasure, and that the

hastening into the room for a first look after the irrevocable

judgments are passed is rare enjoyment. But on the whole

I think some of us would say that the long quiet pleasures of

the gradually-expanding and closing show at home are most
largely the object, and the richest rewarding of our care.

—

F. D. HoENEK, Eirkbij Malzeard, Ripon.

ELECTIONS OF FRUITS.
I AM sure all the readers of the Journal feel grateful to Mr.

J. Hinton for his industry in providing for the public the

Eose Election which has lately appeared in your pages, and
those who have derived benefit and instruction from it will be
of opinion that there is no reason why the queen of flowers

should monopolise these tables of exoellence. Pears and
Apples are objects of interest to everyone, and the latter, as

iii. Eivers truly remarks, " are the fruits of the people,

almost a necessary of Ufe ;
" and if any one of your experienced

correspondents would undertEtke the labour of obtaining from
reliable authorities lists arranged (by the senders and accord-

ing to their opinion) in order of merit, of the best, say,

twenty-four kinds of Pears, and the like number of Apples,

and afterwards himself arrange the fruits according to the

number of votes given for each, he would be conferring a great

boon on fruit-growers and on nurserymen also.

Many will feel disposed to doubt whether it would benefit

nurserymen, but I believe it would, and I ground my opinion

on the fact that when you send an order for trees, and leave

the choice of seeds to them, they charge less than when
you make your own selection. The reason clearly appears
to be, that growers for sale cultivate in extra quantities the

varieties of fruits which they find combine the greatest num-
ber of good qualities. For instance. Cox's Orange Pippin
Apple bears well, is free from canker, hardy, high-flavoured,
and a good keeper ; consequently a large stock of it is grown.
On the other hand Cornish Gilhflower, although to my taste

the best-flavoured of Apples, is an awkward grower (the spurs

being so far apart), apt to canker, the fruit liable to crack, a

bad bearer, and therefore scarcely worthy of cultivation. The
nurseryman in his catalogue has neither time nor space to

mention these idiosyncracies, and describes the latter as " large,

flesh rich, firm, and perfumed, one of the best dessert Apples."

Of course this merely applies to the fruit, and so far is per-

fectly correct. The enthusiastic novice reads this description,

is charmed, and at once makes a memorandum, " Cornish
Gilliflower to be ordered," so that the cultivator for sale is

bound to keep these unprofitable varieties in stock. I think

this will convince everyone the election will be generally

beneficial.

Lastly, as the circumstances of climate, soil, and situation

have more effect on fruit than flowers, I would suggest that

after the election is published and the votes summed-up, the

contributors of the lists give us their experience of the kinds

they recommend, and state the nature of the soils on which
their results are obtained. I know a village near here, the

orchards in the upper part of which produce some of the finest

Older in Herefordshire, while the cider made from fruit grown
not a half of mile distant is scarcely drinkable.

It may be said that as I am so ardent in the matter no
person is more fit to undertake the task proposed. To this I

answer—First, I have not the necessary time ; and secondly,

my knowledge of the subject is not sufficient to warrant my
nndertaking it, and it is a pity that success should be spoiled

by

—

An iGNOEAsins.

GARDEN LABELS.
Can you or any of your readers inform me as to the best and

most enduring kind of labels y It adds considerably to the

interest of having good collections of Roses and other things if

yon and your friends can readily learn the name of each.

Here we have the names of various fruit trees, &o., written

with a pencil on a wooden label painted white. In my ex-

perience these do not last longer than two years. Then we
tried metallic labels, writing the names with some kind of

indeUble ink ; but the ink has sadly belied its name, and after

a couple of years they, too, are useless. We have some Peach

,

trees in pots, with their names stamped on lead plates. These
are really good, but they were, I think, specially prepared,
and were too expensive to be largely used. It seems to me
that a label with a large, clear, distinct lettering on white
crockery might be a good pemanent one. Arms and mottoes
are often put on dinner crockery and on children's mugs. Has
something of this kind ever been tried for garden labels ? It

might not pay for any private individual to order a few of

each of a large number of Roses, &c,; but it might pay some
manufacturers of crockery to prepare and sell labels for Gloire

de Dijon and La France by the thousand. If they could be
sold at a penny a-piece they would command an immense sale.

Were any of our large nurserymen to order them in large

quantities, and send them out with the plants ordered, it would
be a considerable boon to their customers.

—

An Amatedb,
Fifeshire.

FRINGED PELARGONIUMS.
I KEMEMBEK, On Seeing the good old variety Dr. Andre for

the first time, shortly after its introduction, saying, For
elegance such a class of Geraniums would totally eclipse the

smooth-petaUed section. From the number of new fringed

varieties recently introduced it would appear that such is

about to take place ; at all events I rejoice to think that the

fringed class is becoming more numerous every year.

The kind that has done best with me is Empress ; and as I

find that it succeeds best with a treatment different from that

under which all other varieties which I have grown do, I

wish to give your readers the history of an old plant, still

flourishing, in my possession. It will be three years next

spring since I purchased a plant of Empress—a young plant

fuU of life and vigour, and although sent in a very small box
through the post, it did remarkably well that season, blooming
the whole summer through. In the autumn, however, I com-
mitted what I consider to be a mistake in the case of this

variety, and that was, I cut it down along with aU the other

kinds in my collection ; for while they were remarkably fine

the next season, Empress was stunted in growth, and did

not flower nearly so freely as it had previously, and has, with

different treatment, since done.

With care I got it into a healthy growth before winter with-

out cutting the plant down, and by Christmas it had com-
menced showing its flower buds, and was in bloom in April

without any artificial heat whatever, none being necessary for

the preservation of conservatory plants last winter. I counted

as many as thirty-nine trusses of bloom and flower buds on
this plant at one time, and it continued one mass of bloom
up to the end of July last, after which it commenced to throw
out a vigorous new growth, without any cutting-down except

the mere tops on which the flower stalks were ; after which I

took the plants out of the pot, reduced the baU so that I could

introduce it into the same pot with about 2 inches of fresh

soil all round the portion of the ball I left, and by this process

the plant never received the least apparent check, and is at the

present time making vigorous growth, in appearance similar

to what it was at the same period last year, only much larger,

yet compact and bushy. All other plants of this sort that I

have seen, with the exception of one other, a very fine plant,,

which I observed had not been cut down, were treated in the

ordinary way, and were miserable still plants struggling for

existence, and the complaint of everyone who grows it is that

it does not succeed with them.—R. B. Thompson, Londonderry

.

LAYING OUT A SMALL TOWN GARDEN.
In a letter received from " J. E. W." he says, " I have a

small garden, at present a desolate waste of rank blotchy grass,

and with borders of straggling Nasturtiums, which I wish to

convert into a more pleasing object." There are doubtless

hundreds of similar cases where advice would be valued, and
the following notes are communicated with the view of assisting

such. " J. E. W.'s" garden is in London, which fact impUes

a murky smoke-laden atmosphere and the probability of an
almost barren soil ; for when any of the numerous building

companies or private speculators obtain possession of a plot of

land, the one great end and aim of aU their measures is profit,

and therefore before the " desirable freehold " or " elegant

semi-detached villa" is announced every yard of soil that is

at all rich or fertile is removed and sold to the ready purchaeers
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that abound both in and around the metropolis. When this

has been done it is a mockery to term an enclosure upon any

part of it a garden, which then could only become a reality by

the tenant accumulating enough good soil and manure to cover

the barren surface a few inches deep.

Premising, however, that the garden in question has a tole-

rable depth of fertile soil, we will first of all proceed to trench

and level it. Trenching is so called from the soU and subsoil

being broken up so deeply that an open and somewhat wide

trench has to be maintained throughout the work in order to

facilitate the breaking-up of the subsoil. The first trench is

formed by taking a strip of soil 'J inches deep and about twice

as wide from one extremity of the garden and conveying it to

the other ; the portion of under or subsoil so laid bare is then

lifted and chopped to pieces with a fork or spade. It is not

taken away, but remaining in the same position is covered

with the soil taken from the next strip ; by doinf; which another

portion of subsoil is cleared ready for stirring, and so it con-

tinues to the end. The importance of this as a primary mea-

sure cannot be too strongly enforced. It is so for all gardens,

but more especially for those of such limited extent that every

inch of space is precious. It not only opens up the soil to the

beneficial influence of the air, but also reduces the whole of it

to one uniform condition, and that portion of it which after-

wards may be required for paths may then bo covered with

the necessary hard material and yet serve to nourish the roots

of trees.

In the laying-out particular care must be taken to economise

space and to render it as attractive as possible. To this end

we will not cover any portion of it with turf, and so avoid

A, A, Flower beds edged with Ivy.

B, B, Borders for baa-dy flowers edged with Ivy.

Fig. 132.

c, Bed of shrubs with aa edging of Ivj-.

, G, Gravel.

H, H, Vegetables.

much future trouble and vexation in trying to keep neat and
ornamental that which by courtesy is supposed to represent a

fresh green grass plat, but is in reality a dark brown-looking
melancholy object, especially in the dull winter months. Instead
of the turf we will have gravel, or even a little Derbyshire spar

to walk upon, and so avoid mowing, and render the entire

garden far more bright and enjoyable. But there must be
greenery and abundance of it to impart softness and repose :

this is best obtained by planting a broad edging of the green
Irish Ivy (Hedera canariensis) to the whole of the flower beds
and borders. No plant is equal to this for such a purpose. It

is unaffected by smoke or dust, and, once established, it lite-

rally takes care of itself ; its dark green elegant foliage being
as much valued for its intrinsic merit as for its fine effect as

a foil to the gravel and the flowers which it surrounds.
In the plan {ng. 132), the flower beds are intended now for

such spring flowers as the Hyacinth, Tulip, Crocus, Snowdrop,
Myosotis, Silene, Saponaria, Nemophila, Collinsia, &a., and in

summer for such plants as the fine gardens in the parks have
made familiar to all. The borders, b, b, are for hardy flowers,

such as Pinks, Carnations, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Iris, Cam-
panula, and a host of others. They are precisely such borders
as become, in the hands of an enthusiastic person, the recep-

tacles of such floral treasures as he gradually accumulates

from the different nurseries which he visits ; they also contain

the spoil of many a raid made upon the gardens of friends far

and near. Ah ! kind country reader, as you have been leaving

any large town, perchance in a manufacturing district redolent

of smoke, and dust, and other impurities, with all the usual

bustle and clamour of a busy crowded community, have you

never met a respectable rosy-faced person, not riding but

trudging sturdily along with an inexpressible smile twinkling

in his kindly eye, his arms laden with odd-looking packages,

his pockets bulging out in the oddest manner imaginable, and

perchance with his hat awry upon his head ? Wtll, that is

the man who treasures such a border, and who occasionally

visits you and I, dehghting us so thoroughly by his genuine

enthusiasm ; and we are the guilty parties who send off the

good man laden with various odds and ends of no particular

value to us, but which to him are veritable gems wherewith to

decorate his town home.
The border c is for shrubs, so as to shut out the lower por-

tion of the garden where " J. E. W." intends making his first

essay in the cultivation of vegetables. In selecting shrubs for

a town garden avoid Conifers. The elegant forms are very

tempting, but they soon lose all their beauty in the murky
atmosphere of towns. The best shrubs for such a purpose

are Rhododendron, Ledum latifolium, Portugal Laurel, Bay,
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Mahonia, green Holly, Golden Queen Holly, BerberisDarwinii,

B. stenophylla, Aucuba japonica, Cotoneaster Simmonsii, Eu-
onyiiius latifolius, E. ovatua aureus, E. radicans, and the com-

mon Box, with YucoarecurTa, Y.filamentosa, andY. glorioea. If

ornamental climbers are required for the walls take Cotoneaster

microphylla, Berberidopsis corallina, Escallonia macrantha,

E. pteroeladon, Garrya elliptica, Crataegus Pyraoantha, Jas-

minum nudiflorum, J. oEficinale, Lonicera flexuosa,and Ampe-
lopsis Veitchii.

Vegetable culture should be confined to salads, as Eadishes,

Mustard and Cress, Lettuce, Endive, Chervil, Tarragon, with

such herbs as Mint, Sage, Thyme, Savory, Chives, and Parsley.

Two or three roots of Rhubarb might also be added.

—

Edwaed
LnCKHUEST.

NOVELTIES IN THE EOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Entering the Orchid house from the new porch, an improve-

ment recently erected, we first notice a fine plant of Odonto-
glosaum biotoniense, sending-up several vigorous flower stems

that will bloom for months. Underneath are some good

masBea of Cypripedium insigne, which, though common, is

one of the best for general cultivation. Lycaste Skinneri is

represented by good varieties, and is one of the best and finest

Orchids for winter-blooming. Oacidium bracteatum is curious

from its large, dry, and thin bracts ; it has yellow and blackish

brown flowers. Liparis pendula is very graceful from its tail-

like racemes of small green flowers. Next is a good variety

of Oncidium crispum, with 0. exoavatum and 0. obryzatum.

Odontoglossums are represented by 0. grande, 0. cordatum,

0. Uro-Skinneri, and 0. bictoniense before mentioned. Meso-
spinidium vulcanicum is very pretty, with flowers in colour

like Broughtonia sanguinea. The latter is often found to

dwindle from the time of importation ; it should be grown on
a block where there is plenty of heat and moisture. Maxil-

laria setigera is pretty from its orange flowers ; as a rule the

genus is not ornamental, though several are worth growing.

There are a few interesting Cypripediums : the new C. EoezUi,

named after the energetic collector ; C. pardinum, C. barbatum
superbum, and two hybrids, C. Dominianum (C. caudatum
X C. Pearcei), and C. Harrisiauum (C. villosnm x C. barbatum),

both obtained by the enterprise of Mr. Dominy. Calanthe

Veitchii is another hybrid between C. vestita and Limatodes
rosea, also effected by Mr. Dominy, which, with other kinds of

Calanthe, is very effective. Of Phala-nopsis in flower are

flourishing plants of P. amabilis, P. graudiflora, and P. rosea.

Dpndrobium aqueum has pure white flowers, but is not very

free in blooming. Eulophia guiueensis is very ornamental,

and not at all common. The flower stems are erect ; the lip is

rosy pink, from which the beauty of the plant, and then the

upturned sepals and petals afford a distinct character. Of

several Epidendrums, the most worthy is the ever-in-flower

cochleatum. It was among the first epiphytal Orchids intro-

duced, and is not yet to be despised, though few cultivators

think it of much value. There are two forms, the one much
larger than the other. Brassavola cordata is ornamental,

though, excepting the white lip, its flowers are green. Many
others less conspicuous are also in flower.

Dombeya Burgessfe is very pretty, flowering in the Palm
house, it is allied to Astrapasa. The blooms are white, with

crimson at the base of the petals. The branches sometimes

require eutting-in to induce a bushy growth. A stove or inter-

mediate-house temperature is requisite. Cuttings are easOy

rooted under a bell-glass. Loam and peat in equal parts,

with a portion of sand, form a good compost. It is a genus

but little known in gardens, several of the species are worth
cultivation.

Salvia lantanifolia is used with good effect in No. 4, and
being little known we have to recommend it for oonservatoi-y

decoration, not as surpassing the species already in general

use, but as worthy of cultivation for the sake of variety. It

has a dense freely branching habit ; the leaves are ovate, finely

serrated, dark green, and about 3 inches long. The flowers

are of a rosy tint, quite different from the scarlet of the three

more oommonly-growu kinds—S. Ileeri, S. gesner.Tjflora, and
S. splendens. These and Chrysanthemums may be planted

out of doors in summer. The cuttings should be struck in

spring, so that good plants may be had for planting-out as

soon as frost is over. Select a moderately rich piece of ground,

if in the full sun so much the better, and let the plants be bo

wide apart as to allow sufficient room for the watering and
staking required to be done. Stopping the shoots must be

attended to. The Salvias must be taken up before they can be
injured by frost, and the Chrysanthemums about the time
when the flower buds are forming. Care is necessary, so as to

obtain good balls, and injure the roots as little as possible.

After potting the plants must be placed in a shady position,

and be syringed occasionally
;
pots must be used as small as

the balls will allow. This part of the treatment requires care,

or the leaves will drop so as to disfigure the specimens. The
practice of planting-out is not perhaps to be recommended
as the best system of cultivation, but, when little time and
trouble can be given, it will certainly produce the best results.

The objection is that the leaves fall after the plants are potted,

but with care so few will drop as not to disfigure the plants.

Circumstances, however, must always decide the best method
of cultivation.

The Victoria regia still continues to flower, and is likely to

last- longer than usual, which may be attributed to mild

weather ; when cold so much moisture is condensed as to

cause excessive drip. In this tank is a specimen of the remark-
able and interesting Nipa fruticans. It has the foliage of a

Palm, and horticulturally may be considered as such ; but the

fruit is more like that of a Pandanus, and to the order of

which it is usually referred. In Dr. Hooker's " Le Maont and
Decaisne " it is constituted a separate order, which is doubt-

less correct, as it does not accord well either with Paudanacete

or Palmse, though possessing some of the characters of both.

It may be considered as a link between the two. It is of much
interest from the circumstance that a similar plant abounds in

the tertiary formations at the mouth of the Thames, " where
the nuts floated about in as great profusion as here (mouth of

the Ganges), till buried deep in the silt and sand that now
form the island of Sheppey" (Dr. Hooker's "Himalayan
Journal "). According to the theory of evolution, if not quite

the same as Nipa, we may presume it to be the origin of that

plant, perhaps contemporary with the monkey stage of man's
development ! The leaves are trinnatisect, and often more
than 20 feet long. Its cultivation is attended with some
difficulty. The pot should stand in water at a temperature of

85° to about half way up, and that appears to be the most
important point, provided that it has a position in the warmest
stove. The soU should consist of good loam without enriching

material. The nuts if sent dry in the usual way are most
likely to arrive dead, but if placed in the soil of a Ward's
case will germinate on the way, and every* one may make a

plant. They will first require large CO or 48-sized pots, and
must be shifted on as necessary, preferring to perform the

operation not later than early summer. It appears to be of

much economic value. The leaves are used as thatch, when
pounded are applied to cure the bites of centipedes, and a

decoction is good for wounds ; when burnt they afford a supply

of salt. Toddy is extracted from the spathe, and used in

various ways. The interior of the fruit also is edible before it

is quite ripe. It inhabits the swampy estuaries of the large

rivers of India and the Moluccas.

SOUTH ESSEX CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
Tee sixteenth Exhibition of this Society was held in the

Town Hall, Stratford, on the 14th and ICth iust. As usual, the

specimen plants were a marked feature in the Show, but were
confined principally to three exhibitors—viz., Mr. D. Donald,

gardener to F. G. Barclay, Esq., of Leyton; Mr. Simmonds,
gardener to Alderman Finnie, of Wanstead; and Mr. J. Douglas,

gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford. The
best large-flowered specimens were sent by Mr. Donald. Mr.
Simmonds had some very neatly-trained examples, and his

foliage was very healthy. Those from Mr. Douglas had flowers

of rather better quality, but the training and the foliage were not

so perfect, so that the Judges after much deliberation placed

the collections equal.

The Pompon section was well represented. Mr. Douglas was
placed first here, Mr. Simmonds second, and Mr. Donald third.

Decorative plants from Messrs. Donald and Douglas, and

fruit from Mr. Douglas, helped to give variety to the Exhibition,

which was weak in one point this year—viz., cut flowers ; all the

growers complained that their blooms were over. C. Sannder-

Bon, Esq., of Victoria Terrace, had the best blooms, and these

were remarkably fresh and of large size. Mention must also be

made of the neatly-trained well-flowered standards, both of the

large-flowered and Pompon section, sent by Mr. Rainbow, of

Clapton, and to which first prizes were in each case awarded.

Mildness of the Season.—I have now ripe Strawberries in

my garden without the slightest protection; the plants are
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also in blossom. On November 12th I picked ripe Raspberries.

—Sdtton Abbott, Wanstead, Essex.

ROOT SHOWS.
Messks. Shttons'.—As I have for the last two or three years

chronicled the particulars of this ever-advancing Exhibition, it

may not be uninteresting to the readers of the Journal to know

something about that which was held at the greatly-enlarged

premises of the Reading firm ou Saturday last ; and if the idea

crosses the mind of any of our readers that Mangolds and

Swedes, and Kohl Kabi and Turnips, have more to do with the

agriculturist than with the horticulturist, let me add that in

addition to these there was such a collection of Potatoes and

garden vegetables, especially of the former, as I have not seen

for many a day ; in fact, I doubt if so flue a collection of the

"noble tuber " has ever been put on the exhibition table.

After the very lengthened drought which we have experienced

this year one might have expected that the Show would have

fallen short of some of its predecessors ; but so far from this

being the case, it was in advance, nearly nine thousand roots

being staged; and although in some things the roots were not

so large as formerly, there was a perfection of form and symmetry

about them which more than compensated for the lack of size,

although we can hardly speak of lack of size when some of the

roots of Sattons' Long Red Mammoth Mangold weighed up-

wards of 40 lbs., and Swedes weighed 21 lbs. When one handled

some of the roots one saw their excellence—the Swedes with

hardly any neck, and the Mangolds so clean and devoid of those

hard and woody parts which are uneatable. The roots which
would, I think, most please an ordinary observer, and I am not

quite sure but the farmer also, were those of Suttons' Golden
Tankard Mangold, of which there were thirty entries. The
flesh of this sort is a bright yellow, and is very nutritious; but

on examining those in the prize collections it was noticeable

how thoroughly useful it must be, the root being the same size

at the bottom as at the top, and thus producing of necessity a

larger quantity of food per acre, and a larger quantity of good
profitable matter. I have already alluded to the size of the

Show, let me give here the number of entries in some of the

classes. Of Suttons' Mammoth Bed Mangold there were eighty

entries ; of Suttons' Berkshire Prize Yellow Globe, seventy-five

entries; and of Swedes eighty-seven entries, for one collection

of which a silver cup, value ten guineas, was awarded.
And now to come to what is more strictly garden produce.

There were fifteen collections of vegetables, and of Potatoes no
less than ninety-eightentries, divided into three classes—tweuty-

flve collections; forty-five of Red-skin Flourball, and twenty-
five of Hundredfold Fluke. It may give some idea of the ex-

cellence of the vegetables when I say that Mr. Pragnell, gar-

dener to G. Wingfleld Digby, Esq., of Sherborne Castle, who
generally takes so prominent a position at our metropolitan ex-

hibitions, only took a third prize, the first, a hawdsome silver

cup, being taken by Mr. Tegg, gardener to John Walker, Esq.,
of Bearwood. A more beautiful collection it would be difficult

to imagine. Specially noteworthy were the roots of Suttons'
Beet, one of the finest, if not the finest, variety in cultivation,

and the Brussels Sprouts (Buttons' Matchless Improved), which
were the perfection of what the vegetable ought to be.

The Potatoes were grand ; and if any doubt existed as to the
value of the two varieties which the Messrs. Sutton have sent

out and laid so much stress upon—Red-skin Flourball and
Hundredfold Fluke, it must have been dispelled by the ap-
pearance of the Show-room. As to the former, its immense
cropping qualities and its comparative freedom from disease
must make it ere long jJ'^^ excellence the cottager's Potato ; and
I do not know any better way to benefit our cottagers than by
dispersing this variety amongst them. It has quality as well
as size, but the cottager generally looks on this as a secondary
matter. The collections of Potatoes shown by Mr. Wildsmith,
gardener to Lord Eversley, who gains the five-guinea silver cup,
and by Peter McKinlay, Esq., of Beckenham, were most beau-
tiful specimens of culture ; the Yorkshire Heros of the former
exhibitor were especially fine. Of all the American Potatoes I

must give the palm to Snowflake, which I think is destined to

take a good place amongst our growers; it is large, of good
quality, and a capital cropper. Of other varieties exhibited
there were Rector of Woodstock ; Bresee's Prolific and Suttons'
King, which, with all due deference to the Chiswiek authorities,

are not the same; Lapstone, Model, a very beautiful Potato;
Ashleaf, Climax, and other well-known varieties. Altogether
the Messrs. Sutton may be congratulated on an Exhibition
which shows the growth of their own business, and the public
may be congratulated on the fact that such opportunities are
given to ihem of seeing what the gentry and farmers of Eng-
land are doing to keep up that supply of root food which is so
essential to ns as a meat-eating people.

—

Le Boi Carotte.

Messrs. Cabter & Co.'s.—This was held at the Agricultural
Hall, Islington, ou the 20th inst., and some idea of its extent

may be formed when we state that it occupied the whole of one
of the long galleries of that largo building ; moreover, the roots

were not extended in single line, but were placed in several

lines four and six deep. The past season is so well known
to have been unfavourable to root crops—some of which, as

Turnips, have been sown and sown again—that we need hardly
mention the fact, but the niunber of entries, and the size und
quality of the roots, were surprising. Gardeners, as a ru^e,

have not much to do with Mangold, and Swedes, and cattle

Turnips, but to evCTy man the success or failure of such crops

is a matter of vital importance, regulating as it does in a very
large degree the price of that expensive article, butchers' meat.

It is, as our correspondent has just remarked, of essential import-
ance to us as a meat-eating people. The rage at present is all

for size, but it is to us a question whether in many cases smaller

roots, indeed a less produce per acre, may not yield a greater

amount of nutritive matter than when roots and produce are

larger. This, however, is a matter which can only be deter-

mined satisfactorily by the analytical chemist, and in the mean-
while we are content to take biilk and cleanness of roots as our
guides to ju'lge of their quality.

Messrs. Carter had in their schedule twenty-three classes

divided among Swedes, Mangolds, Turnips, Carrots, Kohl Rabi,

and Potatoes. Carter's Imperial Swede, a bulky variety, was
numerously and well represented; whilst of Improved Mam-
moth Long Red Mangold gigantic specimens were Bhown, the

half-dozen which took the prizes for size weighing collectively

246 lbs. The other varieties of Mangold were Warden Prize

Yellow Globe, Intermediate, New Saudringham, New Yellow
Tankard-shaped, Red Globe, and Long Yellow. Of the Inter-

mediate some of the roots weighed from oO to 31 lbs., and some
came from Lord Warwick's sewage farm, where the produce
was stated at 84 tons per acre. The Turnips were exceedingly

well formed and good, and there were, besides, several collec-

tions of very sound weU-grown Potatoes.

THE PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.
The following prizes will be competed for at South Kensing-

ton, July 2Ist, 1875, by permission of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and subject to the regulations issued by that Society.

Class I.—Twelve distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums,
" florists' class," in pots of 8 inches in diameter. (Open.) First

prize, is ; second prize, JB5.

Class II.—Twelve distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums,
" decorative class," in pots of 8 inches in diameter. (Open.)

First prize, £8 ; second prize, £5.

Class III.—Thirty distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums,
" irrespective of class," in pots not exceeding 6 inches in

diameter. (Open.) First prize, ±'6 ; second prize, £4.

Note.—The varieties to be shown in the above classes are to

be of the flowering section—not those with variegated leaves.

Class I., designated " florists' class," is intended to include only

those varieties which have flnely-shaped flowers, according to

the florists' model. Class II. is intended for profuse-flowering,

showy varieties, otherwise known as Hybrid Nosegays.
Class IV.—Six ornamental Cape Pelargoniums, dissimilar.

(Open.) First prize, £'i ; second prize, £2.

Class V.—Best Hybrid Pelargonium, of distinct character.

(Open.) First prize, £2 ; second prize i'l.

Class VI.—Twenty-four Pelargoniums, cut blooms, single

trusses, dissimilar. (Open). First prize, £2; second prize, £1.

Class VII.—Twelve Pelargoniums, cut blooms, single trusses,

dissimilar. (Amateurs.) First prize, £2 ; second prize, £1.

Note.—The Judges may in their discretion, and subject to the

approval of the Committee, award a prize to any exhibit worthy
of particular notice, which may not be provided for in the

schedule. They may also withhold any of the above prizes if

the exhibit be not of sufdcient merit.

Conditions of Competition. — It is imperative that every

variety exhibited shall have conspicuously appended to it, its

own name, together with that of the raiser, such names to be
either printed or distinctly written on a card.

The " Chiswiek standard " to be adopted in regulating the

size of the pots—that is, " 8-inch pots " measure 8 inches across

and 8 inches deep inside, at a point 1 inch below the top edge ;

6-inch pots in like manner measure 6 inches deep and 6 inches

wide inside, at an inch below the edge.

The Society proposes to accomplish these objects :

—

1st, By offering liberal prizes to be competed for by British

and foreign exhibitors, and thus to afford raisers and cultiva-

tors an opportunity of forming an opinion as to the merits of

new varieties, and to give the general public the means of

judging the decorative value of these plants under superior cul-

tivation.

2nd, By determining the merits and distinctive qualities of

new varieties, and their suitability for conservatory decoration

or bedding-out purposes, or both.

3rd, By cultivating all new varieties, Biitish or foreign, side
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by side, and in conjnnction with approved old kinds ; during
the first year under glass, and out of doors in the second year.

[With reference to this point, the Society has reason to think
that opportunities for carrying out these tests will he afforded
by the Royal Horticultural Society at its garden at Chiswick.]

4th, By the formation of a register in which approved sorts
shall be entered, and from which inferior varieties shall be
eliminated.

[In conjunction with this register, it is hoped that an accurate
report of the means adopted, and of the results obtained, in the
process of hybridisation, may be kept, for the purpose of com-
parison and scientific study.]

5th, By facilitating intercourse and interchange of opinion
between raisers and cultivators.

It may here be remarked that the Society has already taken
steps towards securing the due recognition of the labours of
those to whose skill and patience we are indebted for improved
varieties, by stipulating in its schedule that the name of the
raiser be affixed to every plant exhibited—an act of simple
justice, worthy of adoption in all similar eases. The Royal
Horticultural Society also suggests the adoption of this recogni-
tion in clause vii. of rules attached to its recent schedules, but
in lieu of a suggestion it should be made " a condition " In
offering the prizes.

SOME OF THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS OF
CETLON.-No. 2.

Cotton.—A considerable quantity of native Cotton was
grown in Ceylon some years ago, and manufactured in the
island, but not, to the best of my knowledge, exported. Small
quantities are still produced in the western, north-western, and
eastern provinces, and manufactured into native cloth. The
importation of Manchester goods of late years from England
has led to a considerable diminution in the Cotton produce of
the island.

An admirable brochure on the condition of Cotton culti-

vation in Ceylon, with suggestions for its extension and en-
couragement, by Mr. James Augustus Caley, F.G.S. (a retired
member of the scientific branch of the Ceylon Civil Service),

with an excellent map of the Cotton-producing districts of Cey-
lon annexed, and with tabulated and statistical returns from
all parts of the island, was published in Manchester in 1859.
Mr. Caley states, it has been said that Ceylon does not con-

tain soil suitable for the growth of good Cotton, that the
peculiar soil called " regur," in which it is so extensively
grown in continental India, and which is generally called black
Cotton soil, does not exist in Ceylon. Jlr. Caley is of opinion
that such impression is erroneous, and that from personal
knowledge, not only is black Cotton soU found in Ceylon, but
that it extends over a considerable area, accompanied with
beds of kunkur, a calcareous formation found under the same
circumstances in Southern India. Mr. Caley most wisely lays
down, as an important element of success, to confine opera-
tions in the first instnpce to those districts of the island which
are advantageously situated with reference to shipping ports.

He instances the gradual adoption of Coffee cultivation, and
that of an improved character, by the natives, supply following
demand, as analogous in its action to what would follow in
regard to the cultivation of Cotton by the natives if a steady
demand existed for all they could bring into the market.

In the published dispatch dated November 'iYth, 1857, from
the able and energetic then Governor of Ceylon, Sir Henry
G. Ward, addressed to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
he states that there can be no doubt, from the concurrent
testimony of those best acquainted with Ceylon, that a large

portion of it, and more especially that which is subject to the
influence of the north-east monsoon, is well adapted to the
growth of Cotton ; that the plant thrives there naturally in its

wild state ; and that with a very small amount of care Cotton
of a very fine quality may be produced ; that large tracts of

land might be found susceptible of irrigation from their

vicinity to some of the ancient tanks, the water in which might
be rendered available at a comparatively small expense. Sir

Henry concludes his dispatch by urging that what are required
to insure the success of a Cotton plantation in Ceylon are one
or two practical men acquainted with the best modes of raising
Cotton, bringing out the best seed, and selecting for them-
selves, with the advice of the officers of Government in Ceylon,
the most favourable sites as regards climate, population, soil,

and access to the coast ; that all these requisites might be
found within a reasonable distance from Trincomalee. Labour
might be procured from Jaffna at a very reasonable rate, wages

in that province not exceeding fivepence a day.* If periodical
irrigation be required there is an inexhaustible supply of water
in the tank of Kandelly, which might be rendered available at
any point between it and the sea, and in this manner in two
years, with a capital of £10,000, under proper arrangement,
results might be obtained which would probably lead to invest-
ments upon a much larger scale, and end by rendering the
Cotton of Ceylon as well known in the manufacturing districts

as its Coffee is now.
My friend Dr. Thwaites, the accomplished Director of the

Eoyal Botanic Gardens in Ceylon, considers that some good
results would foUow (he held that opinion some time ago), if

the indigenous Cotton of India were improved by hybridising
or crossing the native kinds with the Bourbon, Sea Island, and
New Orleans varieties, the same plan being adopted and the
same precautions observed that are taken in crossing valuable
flowers and fruits with such signal success in Europe ; and that
if the experiment should not end in so favourable a manner as

could be desired, a problem of very great interest would have
been solved as to the affinity which the several varieties of

Cotton bear to one another. If by these experiments it should
be found that real progress had been made towards improve-
ment of the native Cotton, the system of crossing might be
still further carried out, using the plants of the already im-
proved stock instead of those of the original native kind for

crossing upon, and this operation might be carried on for

several generations of plants, until the maximum improvement
should be considered to have been realised. I have always
held the opiniont that, in iteu- articles of export the inter-

ference of the Local Government up to a certain point—namely,
until the cultivation and export of such new articles had been
proved to be a financial success, was legitimate and highly ad-

vantageous to the colony.
When representative of the Crown in the central province I

drew up a report for the Kandy Agri-Horticnltnral Society, of

which I was President, which was submitted to the Ceylon
Government, in which the Society expressed their hope that

the Government would be pleased to request the active co-

operation of its agents in regard to the general subject of

Cotton, and that it might, perhaps, be thought advisable to

encourage so valuable a product by permitting and encouraging
the inhabitants of districts favourable to its growth (and there

are thousands of acres well adapted for its cultivation) to pay
for a certain period a portion of the taxation due by them to

Government in Cotton ; the rate at which it was to be receiveil

to be fairly adjusted, and the Cotton so received to be sold in

the colony, which might be done without difficulty, to any of

the mercantile island firms. This procedure was some years
ago adopted in the case of plumbago, and if sanctioned in the

case of Cotton might be strictly limited to a period which
would admit of the experiment as to the character and value,

and if any impetus were given thereby to the further culti-

vation of this valuable article being fairly tested.

The adoption of this recommendation as to Cotton by enlist

ing the native population in its cultivation—and patches of

suitable land in the immediate vicinity of their villages might
be most advantageously and economically cultivated with
Cotton by the labour of their own families—would, I am san-

guine in believing, lead to the appearance of Cotton as an item
of some amount in the exports of Ceylon. With the intro-

duction of additional labour from the continent of India and
of Chinese (for I have been ever the advocate for the intro-

duction into Ce.ylon of the latter industrious class, not to be
taken from the rabble of Canton and other large towns, but
from " that great nation of labourers behind the coast," as

described by Mr. Fortune, than whom there exists no more
trustworthy and practical authority), Cotton estates might be

also opened, in localities suitable in reference to soil and ch-

mate, with great advantage by European colonists.—E. Eawdon
PowEK, Ceylon Civil Service {Retired), Tenby, South Wales.

VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTING BROCCOLL
We have had brought to our notice one of the most perfect

self-protecting Broccolis it has ever been our fortune to meet
with. So thoroughly self-protecting is it, that the beautiful

* This is Dot the case, I apprehend, in Jaffna (northern province of Ceylon),

at the present time, as there exists a greatly increased demand for labourers,

and their rate of pay has been thereby augmented.
1 In my article on the Cucoa-niit, in the number of the " Food Journal " of

February, 1873, 1 alluded to the successful action of the Local Government in

reference to the production and export of Cocoa-nut oil from Ceylon
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white head is hidden as completely in a mass of foliage as the
proverbial needle was in a bundle of hny. One has literally to
hunt for the head, and when it ia found it is the model of

what a head of Broccoli ought to be—even and solid, of per-

fect colour, and not more than 1 to 5 inches in diameter—just

such an ol'ject as families of refinement would like to see on
their table. Wo hope that Messrs. Veitch will in other vege-
tables, as they have in this, take the lead in the introduction
of a class which shall serve more as an ornament to a gentle-

man's table than many of the novelties which have been
offered to the public of late years.

GARIBALDI STEAWBEERY.
I HEAD Mr. Wright's article relating to the above Strawberry,

mentioning as a curiosity the gathering of ripe fruit from the
open air in October. I gathered here on the 13th of Novem-
ber a nice dish of ripe fruit of the above-named Strawberry
from the open air. I may here state tho plants form part

of a plantation of several years' standing, as some may be led

to suppose they were some of those forced in the previous
spring, and which are known to produce a second crop late in

the season.

In consequence of our family being absent for a few days I had
deferred gathering the fruit, or else two or three days previous
to the 13th I might have gathered many more, but the fea-

thered tribe deprived me of them. I did not indulge myself
in tasting them, being anxious to send every one to table,

treating them quite as a luxury at this season of the year ; but
Lady Devon informed me to-day that they were very sweet,
and possessed a flavour nearly, if not quite, equal to those of

early summer production. At the present time the plants are
laden with fruit, many of them having attained a full size, and
the crop would not fail to give satisfaction in the ordi-

nary Strawberry season. If the weather prove mild I have
not the least doubt but that I shall be able to gather more
ripe fruit for some weeks hence. Last night I had several of
the best of the plants bearing the most promising fruit pro-
tected with hand-lights, which perhaps may assist me in my
expectations.—D. A. Powell, Powderham Castle, E.reter.

WHICH IS THE OLDEST CEDAR OF LEBANON
IN BEITAIN?

Amongst my scraps is the following in my handwriting, but
no note of whence it is extracted :

—" At Bierley Hall, three
miles of Bradford, Torks., on the lawn stands a Cedar of

Lebanon (Cedrus Libani), which, if not the first, was certainly
one of the earliest introduced into this country. Loudon gives

l(i83 as the date of its introduction, on the authority of Bar-
relier, a French botanist of 1711. Dr. Richardson received the
Cedar, along with some others, a seedling, as a present from his

friend Sir Hans Sloane about 1700, it being planted in a green-
house under the impression that it would not thrive in the
open air ; but after a time it was transplanted to the place
where it now stands, in a smoky atmosphere, but still the
admiration of all who know its history. The greenhouse in
which the tree was planted was the second hothouse (so called)

ever erected in England, and by the same workmen who erected
the first at Orford, near Liverpool. Dr. Richardson resided
with the eminent botanical professor Paul Hermann three
years at Leyden."

Is the tree still living or standing ? If so, is there an older
one or one so old existent in Britain, and where? What are
its dimensions ?—G. Abbey.

FLOWEES FOE OUR BORDERS.—No. U.
SALPIGLOSSIS SINIIATA COCCINEA.—Scarlet SALriGLOSSls.

The singular variety of colour afforded by the different
forms of Salpiglossis sinuata, a variety hardly equalled by any
other genus in cultivation, has enabled this plant to retain its

place in popular estimation, notwithstanding the very con-
siderable number of more recent introductions in the class of
annual plants. But for one rather serious defect the Salpiglots
would unquestionably take even higher rank : we allude to their
height, which renders them less fitted for small masses or beds
than many dwarfer but less showy plants. It is true that so-
called dwarf varieties have been raised, and are annually
offered in the seedsmen's lists, but the difference between these
and the older varieties is less marked than could be wished,

and much remains to be accomplished in perpetuating a strain
of these elegant annuals of decidedly dwarf habit.

Of the numerous distinct shades of colour in which Salpi-

glossis sinuata occurs, none are more pleasing than cocciuea.
In its general habit and characters it resembles the other
varieties

; like them attaining a height of 11 to 2 feet, with erect

branching stems clothed with clammy hairs. Its colour is

"a clear vivid tender scarlet," relieved by daiker veins of the
same tint.

lis cultivation is precisely that of the other varieties. Tho
seeds require the aid of a hotbed, and are best sown in March
in pots of light sandy loam: they should be thinly distributed,

and as soon as the seedlings are an inch or two high abundance
of air should be admitted if the weather is sufficiently mild to

allow of it, for the Salijiglots are by no means tender, and will

not bear "coddling." When the young plants are large

enough to handle without injury they may be transferred in

small patches to larger pots of light, rich, but well-drained
soil. If, however, the seedlings have como up thickly, they

Fig. 133.—Salpiglossis Einuata coccinea.

will need transplanting separately, or thinning-out. In either

case they should, when repotted, be returned to the hotbed,
and be kept closed for a few days ; after which, about the
end of AprU, they may be placed in a cold frame, and
gradually hardened off before planting out in May. A light

rich soil, composed of a little leaf mould and thoroughly
decayed manure mixed with sandy loam, suits them best.

They form a very beautiful bed where the massing system
is adopted, but are equally valuable for planting in clumps in
the mixed borders, and will flower through the summer.
In favourable localities the Salpiglossis may be treated as a

hardy annual, the seed being sown in the open border in April,

and sturdier plants will be thus obtained, which will, however,
bloom somewhat later than those raised under glass.

The Salpiglots are all natives of Chili.

—

(IV. Thompson')
English Floner Garden, lieviscd hy the Author.)

GRAFTING THE PEAR ON THE MOUNTAIN
ASH.

Pemiit me to relate my experience in grafting Pears on the
Mountain Ash stock. I find the scion and stock unite gene-
rally well. Owing to bad seasons, &a., 1 have not had much
opportunity of judging of the fruit of such trees. This year,
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however, some have borne weU, and the trees seem healthy.

I cannot help thinking that the fruit is later in ripening than

the same would be on a free or a Quince stock ; the fruit seems

harder, and altogether not so good. These observations espe-

cially relate to Brown Beurre Pears grafted on the above stock.

I should add that this locality has a poor gravelly soil, and

that the Blountain Ash is indigenous here. The situationis

450 feet above the sea, from which it is some three miles dis-

tant, and in a mountainous region.—C. E.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Messes. Dick Eadclyffe & Co. have brought to our notice

a EuEPiNG Knife upon a plan which is quite new, and

which it is surprising has not been thought of before. It is

well known that in using the ordiuary budding knife, after

making the cut for the reception of the bud, the knife has to

be turned in the hand to open the bark with the point of the

handle. In the " Improved Budding Knife," the back of the

blade is used for this purpose, and there is, therefore, no need

for turning the opposite end of the knife to effect this. It

might be an improvement if the handle of this new knife were

made a little lighter.

OxE of the grandest objects, says the ,S'(«( Francisco

BuUclhi, which meets the eye of the traveller in our mountains

is the exquisite plant, the Snow Plant of the Sierras- the

S.iRcoiiEs SANGUINE.! of Johu ToiTBy the botanist. It is an

inhabitant only of the higher Sierras, being rarely found below

au altitude of 4000 feet, and its glorious crimson spike of

flowers may be seen early in May forcing itself tlnough the

snow which at that period clings about the sides of our Pine

forestc. The portion of the plant which is visible above the

soil is a bright rosy crimson in colour, and presents the very

strongest contrast to the dark green of the Pines and the

shimmer of the snow. Its root is succulent, thick, and

abundantly free of moisture, attaching itself to the roots of

other plants, principally to the species of the Pine family.

Hence it is among those curious members of the vegetable

world which are known to botanists as parasites, and is con-

sequently entirely incapable of cultivation. The deer are ex-

tremely fond of it, and it is not an uncommon circumstance

to liud a number of the plants uprooted and robbed of the

flefhy part of their underground growth by these animals. It

belongs to the natural order Orobauchace.T, and is met with

through the whole of the Sierra region, becoming rarer as we

approach the south.

One of the pastimes provided for the British soldier in

India is that of gardening, and Lord Napier has just issued a

resolution on the HonTicvLTunAL Eesclts of the Past Year

IN THE Benoal Aemy. His lordship is pleased to notice that

there has been a considerable increase in the number of

soldiers who have taken to gardening duiing the year, and ho

is also glad to observe that the regimental gardens iu many
cases BO satisfactorily answer the purpose for which they were

instituted, and that they not only supply very considerable

quantities of vegetables to the commissariat for issue to the

troops, but also servo as a pleasant lounge for the men and their

families. The largely increased number of men who now

occupy themselves in gardening affords satisfactory evidence

of the great interest which has been taken in company gar-

dens during the past year. The only drawback to the success

of the gardens has been the (juantity of bad seed supplied, but

that is to be looked to more carefully in future.

A Committee has been formed to obtain funds for a

TESTIMONIAL TO Mr. E. E. CuTLEr., Secretary to the Gar-

deners' Benevolent Institution, and during whose connection

with it a great advance has occurred in the Hociety's usefulness.

At the Eoyal Agricultural Society the .Judges appointed

to inspect tlae growth of the six varieties of Potatoes which were

entered for competition as disease-proof, and planted in trial

plots in twenty different places iu England, Scotland, and

Ireland, have reported that none of the varieties have resisted

the Potato disease. During the period of vigorous growth ia

all the varieties, in five out of the twenty localities the disease

was virulent, and by the end of the season it was found that

in almost all these places more or less disease was apparent;

so that the question of disease-proof Potatoes, as far as these

trials are concerned, has been practically decided in the first

year. The note-books ot the growers and the reports of the

Judges contain much valuable information as to the influence

of s'oil, clitnate, and variou,? methods of cultivation upon the

action and progress of the Potato disease. The Committee,
therefore, recommend that Mr. Carruthers, who has carefully

inspected every trial plot, be requested to collate those experi-

ences for publication in the next Journal of the Society. The
Potatoes which were grown upon the trial plots, after having
been carefully examined by the .Judges, and the per-ceutages of

diseased tubers ascirtained, have been sent to the Agricultural

Hall. It is proposed that the competitors shall have the first

ofier to purchase the produce of their own entries, and that if

they, or any of them, decline, the Potatoes shall be sold by
auction or by salesmen, as the Committee may determine.

It will bi3 remembered that the Council reserved a power to

enforce a penalty of .£20 iu case of the failure of the entries of

any competitor to resist the disease, but the Committee recom-

mend that this penalty be not enforced in any instance. Most
important communications have been received from Professor

De Bary, who has ascertained by recent experiments that the

Potato disease is not propagated by infected tubers ; that al-

though the mycelium of the fungus (Peronospora infestans)

was distinctly apparent in the stalks of plants raised directly

from diseased tubers, no gonidia or germs were evolved. The
Professor remarks upon this curious circumstance that he is

struck by this result of seeing the fungus with the naked eye

during two or three months in his little field, and all the

plants and leaves intact. Professor De Bary, ia a later com-
munication, expresses sanguine hopes that he has at last

discovered the certain nidi, or resting places, of the oospores,

or active primary germs of the fungus, which, as he says, would
essentially accomplish its life history ; and the great practical

results of these discoveries, if perfected, will obviously be that

measures may bo taken by Potato-growers to avoid planting

Potatoes after, or in the immediate vicinity of plants known to

be suitable to the development of the oospores of the fungus,

or that steps may bo taken to destroy them in situ. This re-

port was adopted.

CANKER AND SHANKING.
I SEE it suggested in the Journal that canker in Apples and

Peai'S arises from poverty of soil. Mr. Eivers, on the other

hand, recommends lifting—that is, diminishing luxuriance.

My idea is that canker arises from the action of frost upon
unripened wood, some varieties being more tender than others

;

if so, Mr. Eivers is right. I had a plant of his Winter Beurre,

which cankered, but having heard that it was much valued at

Bordeaux, I placed it against a wall, and it now grows well.

But, of course, one experiment is not proof.

I wish some of your correspondents who have grown Fron-

tignan Grapes in the open air, would state whether there ia

truth in the assertion that under such circumstances shanking

is unknown. If it be a truth it shows the fallacy of the re-

ceived opinion that shanking arises either from bad roots or

from overcropping, since Vines under glass, if not planted

outside, soon find their way there when they can, and there

is no reason to suppose that outdoor Vinos are less cropped

than indoor plants.—G. S.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
As a rule amateurs are very foud of their gardens, and I well

remember once hearing one of them say, that if there was one
thing more than another that ho had striven to gain a know-
ledge of, it wao that oi forciiuj Sca-kidc, Asparafjus, and Biin-

harh ; there was so much gratiiication at the result of his efforts,

not only because ho was successful to a degree which surprised

him, but because ho was able to enjoy a dish of these delicious

vegetables from his own garden fresh and good. Now bis garden,

to my knowledge, had no walls, but was encircled by hedges, and
close to a large town; it had an aspect facing south, aud being
in the shape of a parallelogram running east aud west, there

was an advantage taken of its position to shape out a border
under the hedge of the northern boundary, and upon this border,

among other things, grew the above-mentioned vegetables in

patches suitable in size to the requirements of his family. The
ground was deeply trenched aud manured, spaces for each
sort were allotted, aud iu the autuum the planting was carried

out. The Sea-kale aud Khubarb, as well as the Asparagus,
were purchased of a respectable luu^seryman. The first was
plautc'd iu rows 18 inches apart, and inches from plant to

plant. This to many may appear vcrj' close, but the roots were
intended for forcing, nud, tbereforc, not to be long where tbey
were growing. Tlio Khubarb was also planted iu rows, but
:! feet apart, and 2 feet from plant to plant ; the Asparagus 1 foot

from plant to plant, but in rows IS inches .apart. Tbey were all
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well attended to during the spring and summer, and well and
frequently watered, and other attention paid to them, so as to
encourage the most luxuriant growth possible, and I need
scarcely remark that the plants quickly established themselves,
and formed most excellent roots, as well as matured some well-
formed crowns, which was the object aimed at in order to carry
them through the severe ordeal of forcing.
Having a large three-light deep frame standing on a foundation

of bricks just rising out of the ground sufficiently to protect the
wood of the frame from sinking into the earth and rotting, aud
keeping a horse as very many amateur gardeners du, there was
an opportunity of making manure, which was collected from
the stable from time to time, and other materials, such as refuse
vegetables, were mixed with it. When sufficient had been obtained
to make up a bed, aud through lying some time the rank heat
had passed off, the whole was thrown into the three-light frame,
well shaken up together, and when the heat had risen up so
high that there was no fear of its becoming stronger, a bed
of common garden soil was put over it to the depth of a foot

;

when this had become mildly warm the plants were put iuto it,

one light being devoted to each kind of vegetable, and as the
jjlauting went on more earth was added to those roots that
could not iiud depth enough without going down into the
manure. I ought to say that after the bed was made up each
light was partitioned-oll by placing boards under every rafter
inside of the frame, so that each vegetable might be more easily
treated according to its requirements, so as not to interfere with
i(3 ueighbaur. All was well watered after the soil had been
properly placed round each root as it was planted, and I may
say that they were planted thickly, but not all of the .same
height; for instance, the Rhubarb, which throws up large stems
and leaves, was planted lower than either of the others in order
to allow it the necessary room.

.\fter all was done a trial slick or two was thrust into the bed
in each light, and the whole frame shut up and covered over
with mats to keep out the light. At intervals of a few days the
bed was examined, aud the heat ascertained by the trial stick.

In the meantime the collecting of heating material was going on,
aud when the heat of the bed was going down this was applied
as a lining to the outside. When the plants began to make
growth a little air was given iu mild days or when the heat was
too strong, and which I may say ought not to exceed 00° at any
time. Air was given night and day, but not iu such quantities
as to lower the temperature perceptibly. In order to well blanch
the Sea kale it was always kept dark, but the Rhubarb and
Asparagus were gradually inured to the light so as to have them
of their proper colour and iJavour, a precaution many do not
take, but which would be an improvement, for anything that
can be forced and brought to its natural colour approaches more
nearly its natural flavour. If preferred otherwise they will grow
as well, but not possess their natural qualities.
Whenever either of these vegetables appears likely to grow

faster than what is needed for consumption, the growth may be
modified by giving a little more air, though the temperature
ought not to fall below flO'. All of it will not come at once, and
if properly managed as above directed the produce will continue
and gradually come in and last a considerable time; and the best
of this plan is, that when the bed for either sort is exhausted
it may be taken out and renewed, and fresh plants put in, and
GO continue until the season is advanced, so as to produce the
same things outdoors naturally. There are many amateurs
who may do as this enthusiastic jierson did, and reap the benefit
of their own labour, aud that is my reason for giving details.

—

Thomas Recokd.

THE BEAUTIPDL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 27.

Owing to the mild weather we have had in October and in

part of November, and also through the absence of those

drenching rains which occasionally about this season play sad
havoc with the flower beds, we have observed in many places

a particularly fine display of autumn blooms : hence insects of

diverse species just aboat this time are glad to desert the
barren prospects of the fields, lanes, and woods, and seek

supplies of honey from the flowers of the garden. Both by
day and by uight during November we see these passing hither

aud thither on the wing, the day visitors being mostly bees,

flies, and butterflies ; the night ones different species of moths.
The ghostly way in which some of the moths appear aud dis-

appear in the twilight is rather startling to certain nervous
people, and sometimes a slightly-bewildered individual, whose
supper has been too much for him, may strike against your
face as you walk along a path. Though you know there is

nothing to be alarmed at, it is not surprising if the peculiar

feel of the moth's furry body gives you a start for the moment.
Had it been an autumn-prowling beetle—for such are still

abroad—his hard wing-cases and bristly legs would have made

his preseuea manifest. Not a few of the moths one sees

abroad at night, and which belong to the large group of the

Noetuina, have eyes which glitter at night with a luminosity

which has not yet been aooountod for. I can hardly, for my
part, regard it as being of a phosphorescent character. When
an entomologist seizes one of these, and beholds it roll towards
him its • liery orbs," who can wonder if he hesitates a little ere

he drives a pin through its body, or immures it in the stifling

box from which no prisoner comes forth alive ? Moths, as I

have observed, resort to the flower beds of autumn almost
throughout the month of November, uuless the weather prove

severe enough to force some to their wiuter quarters, and cut

off the lives of the rest. Should some wall or tree in the

garden be graced (or disfigured?) by a growth of Ivy, this

plant proves a superior attraction even to the flowers of the

conservatory. The honey its singular-lookiug bloom afford.s

has a retinue of admirers and eager sippers, until it is posi-

tively exhausted. One still sees this plant allowed to grow
freely, though most gardeners of the old and new schools agree,

for a wonder, in its condemnation, some regarding it as a

covert for insect pests of various kinds, some also going so far

as to assert that it diffuses a peculiar aroma or influence not

exactly deseribablc, which is hurtful to other plants growing
near.

Two monster moths should have been mentioned before,

which seem to have a liking for the garden precincts. They
form the half of the genus Catocala, as known iu Britain ; tho

other two, familiarly called the " Crimsons " by collectors, are

principally taken iu Hampshire by the attractions of sugar.

The moth which has received the not-very-appropriate name
of the " Clifden Nonpareil," {fi/j. 131), also occasioually called

the Great Blue Underwing (C. Fraxini), is of great, and per-

haps it might be said inexpUcable, rarity, siuce there is no
obvious reason why it should not be as abundant as its relative

C. nupta (jiff. 135). For once we cannot accuse entomologists

of haviug-hunted a species down, since it appears to have been
always scarce. It is certainly puzzling when solitary speci-

mens of so largo a moth turn up, for it is a natural conclusion

to draw that where there is one of a species there ought to ba

more. In the case of C. Fraxini we have a long list of single

captures, several of these having been made near London, as

at Hammersmith and near the Regent's Park. Some hint that

a moiety of these records are open to suspicion, seeing that the

moth can be got from France or Germany for a shilling, while

the value of a hona-fidu Britisher may be £2 or .€3. So much
for the faucy. The grey upper wings of this species, though
pleasing to the eye, are not particularly remarkable ; the dis-

tinctive markings are on tho lower pair, which are black, with

a band of blue or bluish grey and a narrower marginal baud
of white. On the Continent the caterpillar is stated to feed

upon fruit trees—not, however, to an injurious extent, and
also on the Poplar and Ash. Jlr. Newman considers it presents

a curious example of mimicry or seeming resemblance, as it is

furnished with a series of small fleshy appendages on the sides

of the body, which resemble the rootlets of Ivy, and give to

the whole caterpillar the appearance of one of the twigs of that

plant resting on a branch. The colour also agrees, as this is

usually brownish grey with a few specks of a deeper tint. It

is also remarkable for having an additional segment to its body
beyond the average number. The Red Underwing (C. nupta)

I have frequently seen sitting on paliugs near London, with

the colour of which tho grey upper wings harmonised capitally.

At other times individuals will be seen on trunks of trees. It

is not by any means a timid species, and 1 once noticed one of

these moths by a rather bustling roadside near Brompton.
The narrow winding lane which runs along the side of Holland

Park, serving as a footway between Kensington and Netting

Hill, used to exhibit C. nupta sometimes a few years ago.

Though in passing along the lane persons would come near to

the paliugs they would rarely perceive a moth reposing thereon,

so little observant are the majority of passers-by. Mr. Newman
thinks the caterpillar feeds on tho Crack-Willow chiefly (Salix

fragilis) ; but I do not believe the species grows iu that locality,

and imagine that several species of Willow and Poplar are

resorted to by the parent moth when depositing eggs.

This caterpillar much resembles that of C. Fraxini, differ-

iug, however, in haviug two irregular stripes extending along

the back. During the day it clings to the bark of the tree

with the head pressed down, and it is difficult to remove it

without injury. Towards evening it moves towards the

branches to feed. The cocoon is spun amongst the leaves, or

placed within a cavity, iu June or July. This is of a slight
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texture, and allows the chrysalia to be seen, whicli is covered

with a mealy sabstanoe of a purple oolonr. The moths of both

C. Fraxini and C. nupta quit the chrysalis in August and Sep-

tember. This autumn I saw individuals of the latter species

in October, later than the average; the caterpillars were pro-

bably retarded in the spring. In wet weather one of these

moths will now and then creep into a conservatory, when its

" autumn manceuvres " at dusk soon deprive it of its beauty by

its collisions with the glass. Other moths may be specifled

that are actually November visitants, some of them elegantly

marked, and some meriting the adjective "beautiful." In
some sombre hues prevail, which seem to agree with the dull-

ness of the season. Thus, we may see about the Ivy, or on
flowers at night, the moderately-sized moths called the Bed-
line and the Yellow-line Quaker (Orthosia lota and macilenta),

quite models of Quaker-like propriety in garb, if not so quaker-

ish in abstemiousness, for they have been noticed feeding

greedily on the luscious droppings from the berries of the Yew.
The latter species is notable for having a very beautiful cater-

pillar of a rich brown, studded over with small points, and
with live longitudinal stripes. It has been taken on the Beech.

The Dark Chestnut, an allied species (Gerastis spadicea),is still

more sombre than the Quakers. Sometimes the caterpillar is

found on Honeysuckles, more usually on low plants.

ti;*^ ^le^

Fig. 134.—Catocala Fraiiui.

The Dotted Chestnut (Dasycampa rnbiginea) is one of those
moths, formerly of great rarity, now gradually becoming com-
moner, though still viewed as a prize by the insect-hunter

;

and it obtains its value partly from its beauty, since the mark-
ings are both si&gular and handsome. The vernacular name
gives us an inkling of these, the Chestnut in some specimens
savouring of reddish, and in others being purely brown ; the
dots are black. As the hairy caterpillar is found on the Apple,
and also on the Oak, according to some, the species is likely to

occur about orchards, and, like the "Quakers," it is sus-

c^ptible to the attractions of Yew and Ivy. In Ireland the
moth is said to be more widely distributed than in England.
A rather more showy moth, taken at rest by day in gardens
during October and November, is called by the ridiculous name
of the Grey Shoulderknot (Xyline rhizolitha) ; after dark it

moves of? to obtain sweets, and is often netted by the entomo-
logist at his sugary snares. The grey wings are relieved by a
commingling of black spots and waved lines of the same
colour ; the head and thorax are much lighter in colour than
the body. In the spring some, if not all, of these moths re-

appear to deposit eggs, a circumstance not uncommon among
the autumn species. The pale green caterpillar feeds on the
Oak, and probably on the Lime in gardens and parks.

In the last months of the year, individuals of the December
Moth (Pceeilocampa Populi) emerge from the small black
cocoons constructed by the caterpillars of the species upon the
trunks and branches of trees. The life in the chrysalis condi-
tion is liable to be remarkably prolonged. It is not unusual
for two years to elapse, and there have been cases where moths
have come out four or five years after the spinning-up of the
caterpillar. This is obviously a natural provision to guard
against the destruction of a species which comes forth in the
imago state during a season of the year when unfavourable

and nugenial weather often prevails. The moth is suited in

its garb to the winter, having smoke-coloured wings crossed by
pale waved bars; the head, thorax, and body are also smoky
brown. The beauty in this species shows itself in the cater-

pillar stage : these gaily-coloui-ed creatures which take especial

delight in basking in the sun, showing themselves during the

day on the trunks of Oak, Poplar, Lime, and other trees ; but

they are not sufBcieutly numerous to do harm in our planta-

tions. The colours are a commingling of black, grey, yellow,

and white, while from the sides of the body grow bunches of

long hairs. A theory has been propounded that these colours

become modified so as to suit the varied tints of the bark and
lichens of the trees. The moth has, like others of the family

of the Bombycina, no jienchant for sweets natural and arti-

ficial, and though it hides in nooks about gardens, it visits

Fig. 185.—Catocala nupta.

these chiefly because they afford better shelter than the

country when bare of leaves. Or it will, of course, sometimes
happen that the caterpillar has fed-up on a tree close at hand,
or within the garden boundaries.—J. E. S. C.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
HAKDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN OABDEN.

The work is much the same as that detailed for the last two
weeks— digging borders, trenching kitchen-garden quarters,

and, above all, seeing that everything is neat and even. Though
plenty of rough work ia being performed, it is just as well not to

let everybody know it by tlie confused state of the garden. VCe
shall prepare the ground for Carrots directly, as without special

preparation a crop cf decent roots cannot be obtained. The
ground is trenched about 18 inches deep, at the bottom of the
trench a layer of manure is placed ; the new earth from this

depth being tuvned-up on to the surface is free from any maggots
or grubs, and as a rule large sound roots are obtained.

OKCHAIID HOUSE.
Our practice of turning the trees outside for a few months

entails more labour than if they were allowed to remain under
glass. At present the trees are plunged to the rims of the pots

in cocoa-nut fibre refuse, and a quanlily of the same material ia

at hand to place over the surface of the pots. Should a severe

frost set in, it ia just possible that in wet districts Peach and
Nectarine trees in pots would suffer from being turned out in

the way they are treated here. Wet would certniuly be more
injurious to them than frost. For instance, a Scotch paper
gives the rainfall for October in a certain district of Dumfries-
shire as 1'2 inches ; our rainfall during the same period is not a

fourth of this amouut. It is clear from this that if the readers

of these "Doiugs" scattered over the United Kingdom are to

be benefited by the perusal, they must take all the surrounding
circumstances into consideration. If the ti'ees are in good con-

dition, and making progress, the youug rootlets will be pene-
trating the top-dressing, and will grow freely into the cocoa-nut
fibre placed over the surface.
The Chrysanthemums contained in the house have flowered

rather earlier this year, and will be removed at least ten days
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earlier. The pot Strawberries have been removed to the shelves

in the orchard house, and they are iu capital condition, neither

having suffered from too much rain or from frost. The pots

were standing upou a dry bottom out of doors, and freely exposed
to sun, wind, and rain. Our own belief is, that the longer the

plants remain oat the better are the crowns matured. The leaves

are also quite green, and more healthy than if the plants had
been removed under glass a mouth previously. As the pots

were standing on a bottom of bricks no worms could find their

way in ; if they do, in all probability they will choke the drainage.

Worms can be removed from the pots eitlier by turning the plant

out, or watering it with clear lime water, when the worms will

come to the surface and die, or they will die underground. If

the pots are dirty they should be washed, as not only are dirty

pots an eyesore every day, but the plants will not thrive^ quite

so well iu them as they will in clean pots.

IIUSHKOOJI HOUSE.
This structure will now be useful not only iu supplying Mush-

rooms, but also for forcing Sea-Kale, Bhuhaih, Chicorij, &c., for

salads. A good temperature is 55= at night, and there may be a

little rise by day owing to the higher outside temperature iu

the daytime. A succession of Sea-Kale and Chicory is kept up
from fresh batches of pots being introduced at intervals of from
two to four weeks, according to the demand for them. Eleven or

twelve-inch pots are the sizes used, and into these the roots are

potted quite thickly, allowing the crowns to protrude just above
the soil. We have just lifted all the Sea-kale, and selected the

crowns that are fit for forcing, potting the roots at once, and
plunging the pots in cocoa-nut fibre refuse out of doors, from
whence they are removed to the forcing house as required. Be-
sides the Chicory another wholesome salad that may be treated

in the same way is the common Dandelion roots. A stronger-

growing and improved form of it is cultivated in France, and where
a variety of salad is in request is an excellent addition to the usual

subjects grown for this purpose. The pots when in the forcing

house should be plunged in some moist material ; we find cocoa-

nut fibre refuse just the thing for it. A bed such as decaying
manure and leaves causes too much heat, and the roots are

thereby injured.
Attention must also be given to continue a supply of Mush-

loims, and to this end the very best spawn must be used. It

would be quite out of place to recommend dealers ; but it is

c|uite certain that on the quality of the spawn depends much of

future success. Growers must in this remember the old and
wise saying, " Penny wise and pound foolish." A fresh bed
must be made up every six weeks if a continuous supply has to

be maintained. Occasionally a bed will continue to bear for

two, and even three months ; but it must not be depended upon
to do this. We knew a gardener who was very particular when
saving the horse droppings for his Mushroom beds to fork out
all the rough litter from amongst them, and when the heap was
under preparation in an open shed no pains were spared in order

to have it in the best condition by frequent turning ; and yet
under the most favourable conditions his Mushrooms were
frequently of inferior quality, and mostly small, plenty of
" buttons," but few for broiUng. It is certainly best to use the

dung in a more rough state, add to it a little turfy loam; and
we have had good results from a portion of fresh cow manure
being added to the heap, and thoroughly incorporated therewith.
A thermometer for testing the bottom heat should always be
kept for use in the newly-made beds. The hand is an uncertain
test, and serious mischief is caused by spawning before the bed
is ready—that is, before the heat has subsided to about 80°.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
During the last three or four weeks Chrysanthemums have

beeu holding regal sway, but they are now being rapidly thinned
out. As the flowers fade the plants are cut over, aud the pots
removed to a cool airy house to produce a supply of cuttings fur

next season's bloom. The young shoots are very frequently
attacked by aphis, but this must be destroyed at once either by
fumigating or by dipping the plant in diluted toljacco water.
The Chrysanthemum, though quite a hardy plant, is very easily

injured by iusect pests.
To take the place of Chrysanthemums, Camellias, Cinerarias,

Cyclamens, Tree Carnations, and Cape Heaths, such as Erica
hyemalis and E. melanthera, are very useful at this time, and
the flowers of all of them are used for bouqnet-making and de-

corative purposes indoors. Epiphyllums in variety, when
brought on in a little heat, are also a distinct aud very beautiful

feature ; they are, moreover, most effective when worked on the
Pereskia stock on stems from 6 to 18 inches high. With a

selection of the above, supplemented with the usual bulbous
roots that are imported from Holland, and, of course, all other
plants which will come in from the forcing houses, such as

Spir.-ca japonica, Lily of the Valley, Deutzia, etc., there need be
no lack of an abundant floral display all through the winter and
spring months.
Now, just a word or two as to the treatment the above selec-

tion of plants require, and first the Camellia. Keep the leaves

free from dust by sponging, and avoid a parching atmo'sphere,

such as may be caused by the hot-water pipes being overheated on
a frosty night. Should a frost set in the tires are started, and to

be safe a much higher temperature is maintained than is neces-

sary, and, should the frost continue, care must be taken not to

have more heat in the pipes than will be sufticient to resist the
entry of frost; more than this may cause the flower buds to

drop. Cinerarias and Primulas are liable to damp. Eemove all

decaying leaves from the base of the plant as soon as they are

perceived, and fumigate with tobacco smoke as soon as green
fly is observed on the Cinerarias. In watering be careful not
to wet the foliage. Large handsome specimens are obtained by
tying-out the flower stems. Cyclamens are also very liable to

be injured by damp. A drier atmojiphero seems better adapted
to them, and they throw-up the flowers better if the night tem-
perature does not fall lower than -15°. Tree Carnations also

flower more freely in the same house. In an ordinary green-
house temperature where the frost is merely kept out the flowers

do not open well, and some of the very best sorts will not open
at all. The plants are also subject to the attacks of aphis, and
if, as is sometimes the case, it is not convenient to fumigate,
the insects can easily be removed with a small brush. The
weather is often unfavourable for working out of doors this

month ; tying, training, and cleaning plants may be attended
to, making sticks .and labels, pegs for bedding plants, and all

such work should be brought forward when occasion offers.

—

J. DODGLAS.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
James Backhouse & Son, York.

—

Catalogue of Hardy Trees
and Shruhs, including Conifers.
Thomas Sampson, Preston Road Nurseries, Yeovil.

—

Cata-
logue of Gladiolus.
R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

—

List of
Donhle-flowcred Pi/rethrums and Miscellaneous Plants.

Dickson & Robinson, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

—

Cata-
logue of Select Bases, Winter and Spring-hlooming Plants, d-c.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates ou

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
DECEiniER.

I

BECEMBER
Manchester land 2 York 1, 2, and 3

Birmingham (ChiTsant.) 1 and 2 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* All correspondence should be directed either to " The

Editors," or to " Tho Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-

ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, ai doing so subjects them to un-

justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening aud those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Coloured Plans (H. J. i?.).—Tliei-e would bo no utility in them. An
engraving in outline of a bed with ligureB referrioK to the plants to be placed

theie, their colours and heights, is much more ut^efnl.

Potatoes—Sdttons' Hundredfold Fluke.—" I have grown it this year

with other varieties—viz., Eresee's Peerless, lUverti's Ashleaf. aud Early Eose.

Witli tlio exception of the Hundredfold they have all beeu badly aiseased. It

certainly has been touched, but to a very trifling extent. It has been with
me .an enormous cropper, and for cooking has proved itself quite the reverse

of what your correspondents state.— lllCH.VRD .1. Sorley, ChefilLire."

[It appears that this variety differs in its merits ia various districts. We
cannot insert any more communications on the subject.]

LiLirsi ciNDiDuii Leaves Variegated (IF. F.).—They are strongly

streaked with yellow, and you say the variegation is permanent. We cannot

say that this Lily, or any 'white-ilowered plant, is improved by such variega-

tion. The flowers are rendered more conspicuous by dark foliage.

Importing Ferns [Sion H'tU).—Any closely-covertd bos would do for pro-

tecting Ferns during a seven-days voyage. They are far more enduring than
flowering plants.

Gerantuji Seedling Triple Seed-leaved (.1 Constant Header).—The
occurr-ence is not common, but is probably more frequent than is supposed,

few caring to notice such thing?. It will not make any difference to the

growth afterwards.

Wintering GERANnTlis in a Cellar (FJjCdtc;/.!).—The plants will winter

safely in pots in a cellar from which frost is excluded, but they would not do

so well in a warm one, though it the temperature does not exceed 50= they

would not be excited into gi-owth prematurely; if it exceeded 50= they would
probably grow, and shoots made in the dark are not good. It is quite true

that Geraniums may be wintered tied up by the heels in a cellar, but they do

better with the roots placed in dry sand. All the leaves should be removed.
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and tlie plants dried before being jilaced in the cellar. They should be re-
moved from the cellai- in March and potted in moist soil, not wateriDj^ much
at first, only keeping moist, increasing the supply of water with the growth.

Flowkp.ing Plants for a North Border {A. B. P.).—Ajuga orieatalis,
Allium triquetrum, Anemone apennina and var. blanda, Arabis albida, Au-
brietia graudillora, Convallaria majalis (Lily of the Valley), and its varieties
gold-btriped, rosea, and plena; C. multitlora, C. rosea; Cyclamen hederx'folium
(noapohtanum), C. Coum; Dielytra spcctabilis, Helleborus nit,'er, ITemero-
callis tlavft, Ilepatica angulosa, II. triloba in variety, Hypericum calycinum,
Meoonopsis cambrica, Mimulus cupreus, Myosotis dissitiQonit*, M. rupieola,
Omphalodea vcrna, Papaver uudicaulo, Primula acaulis vars,, Pulmonai-ia
autJUEtifulia, P olliciiiahn, P. sibiriea, Bauunciilus aconitifolius, R. amplexi-
cauUs, Hisyrinchium grandifloram, Spirica Filipendula plena, S. japonica,
S. palmata, TroUias em-opruus, T.capellifoliua.Vinca major and V. minor, and
Viulets of kinds.

LiLicMS Repotting [T. H.}.—In potting these you will remove the stem
and any roots adhering, which will leave you the bulb proper with its true
roote, and these are not on any account to be removed, but preserved entire,
merely taking away any loose eoil between them, such as can be removed
without injury to the roots, and shifting into a lai-ger size of pot with the
roots intact,

Crassula coocinea Repotting (7tic)H).—Your plant being very much pot-
bound, we should at once shift it into a pot a size larj^er, or shifting may be
defen-ed until February, affording good drainage, and watering carefully until
the ri.ots are working freely in the fresh soil. Equal parts of sandy fibrous
loam and peat, half a part old cow dung or leaf soil, and one-sixth each silver
Eaud, pieces of charcoal, and broken pots answer well. For the end inside
wall of the cool greenhouse you could not have any thiug better than Lapageria
r.isea, it and the white variety alba forming a capital contrast.

Camellia Blooms Browned (17. Jon*;s).—We think that the composition
of which you enclosed a sample would have the eSect you mention. It con-
tains caibolic acid.

Sweet Nancy (C i;.)-~We do not know any plant named " Sweet Nancy,"
bat Saxifraga umbrosa, which is called London Pride, or Nono-so-pretty, has
its last namepometimes corrupted into Nancy Pretty.

Apple Shoots Bvino {A. L. C.).—They are severely infested by the scale.
Point the branches and twigs infested with a creamy mixture of soft soap
and sulphur in water.

Earley's November Plum.—In your notice of the Fruit Committee
Meeting, page 421, a Plum is mentioned under this name. You say it is a
large BuUace, which is quite right. I believe it to be identical with the large
Bullace that has been grown in the neighboui-hood of Ilford for perhaps
fifty years; and as the notice of it appears in your Journal, I would like to
ask BIr. Earley through the same medium why it is called Eorlej 'a Plum.—
J. Douglas.

Late Dessert Apples [Q. Bingham).—T\iq following sis succeed as
dwarfs:—Adam's Pearmain, Braddick's Nonpareil, Cockle Pippin, Golden
Iteinette, Margil, and Sturmer Pippin.

The Burr Knot Apple.—" Mr. John Scott, of Merriott, Somerset, can
supply it. If 'H. P.' has not the following dessert Apples, I can strongly
recommend them to him :—Cos's Orange Pippin, Kibston Pippin, Carraway
Russet, Boston Rnseet, and the Blenheim Orange. The last is good foi-

dessert, and excellent for sauce. It should be gathered before it is ripe, or it

may be woolly.—W. F. Radclyffb."

Concord American Grape.—A Guernsey con-espom^ent asks what is the
best way to cultivate it. He has it in pots in a cold vinery, and has seen it

planted out, but the results are not satisfactory growth. In each case the
Vines were weak and the fruit did not ripen. His plants are two years old.

Peaches and Nectarines on East "Wall {J. R. D. C.).—We do not
know in what way we can be of service to you, not knowing what points of
culture you require information about. If regarding fruiting we should re-
move them at once to a wall with a south aspect, lifting carefully, aud pre-
serving as much soil as possible about the roots. If furnished with bloom
buds it is likely they will bear on the south wall next year, provided they are
protected from fiost. It is dithcult to suggest a remedy for a deficiency of
fruit on Peach trees under glass. Something is radically wrong—either the
trees are too foi' fiom the glas-i, or the light is obstructed by objects inter-
vening between them and the glass. The cause may bo the soil being poor
and light, overcropping, &c. Give us some data, and we shall be glad to
assist you.

Strawberry-forcing for Market {Z. N.).~Voy the London market the
plants should bo started early in January, so as to have the fruit ripe at the
close of March or beginning of April. The earlier in the season it is produced
the higher its price, but then the crop will be less ; so that though the prices
are higher the difference in the proceeds from early and moderately early
crops is not very great. The beginning of January we consider quite early
enough to commence forcing Strawberries for fruit in March, having a second
batch to come-in in April, and a third one early in May. Only liae fruit com-
mand high price's, and such should be aimed at rather than the production of
a quantity of smalU'ruit which does not pay. fetching lowprices and not meet-
ing wifji a ready sale. Theie is generally a sure market for any quantity of
fine fruit, but successional supplies are best, arranging with a fruiterer to
take them. Tlie fiuit is sold by salesmen or agents. We do not know anyone
doing business entirely in Grapes or Strawberries, but you will meet with
those willing to take any quantity of fruit by an advertisement, or by applying
to some of the principal dealers in Covent Garden, strawberries aud Grapes
may bo grown to pay if well attended to. The fruit is packed in shallow
baskets or punnets, each fruit separate in a Ieaf,or in shallow thin deal boxes,
so as to hold one or at most tw.T tiers of fruit; but from the dealer yon
:irrange to supply you, you will have the requisite instructions. President is

a kind of good size and travels well.

Greenhouse Heater fPtT^j/crtid).—You would require several such con-
trivances, and there would be too much moisture given off. Write to Mr.
Shrewsbury, ironmonger, Lower Norwood, and ask him for information.

CtTCUMBERs Syringing and Ventilating (G. S.).—They will require only
moderate syringing during the dull winter months. A light sprinkling in the
morning, and anotlier in the afternoon, will be sullicient ; and in very dull
weather the sprinkling of the paths and every available surface once or twice
a-day will give you nil the atmospheric moisture required. The pipes, we
presume, have evaporation troughs. As to giving an-, we can only say. Give
it in mild weather, a little every day whenever opportunity offers, not firing
with a view of giving air in very cold weather but with sun, but a little in dull

weather occasionally is good, taking care at all times to avoid cold cutting
currents From plants sown in October yuu ought to cut fruit in February,
aud, if they do well, in January. For fruit early in spring the seed may be
sown about the 15th of December, but we should not do bo, as you have other
plants, until the turn of the days.

Ventilators in Gref.nhouse Back Wall [H, P.).—The result of having
open ventilators at the back of your greenhouse communicating with the
potting shed will be, that in severe weather you will be in danger of having
the plants frosted ; or if not that, which will be dependant upon the heat you
can command by the heating apparatus, the ventilators will waste the heat
given off by the hot-water pipes. Have thern fitted with a three-ijuarter-inch
frame and a door hung uu jiivots or a swivel, and with a cord the doors may be
closed or opened at pleasui'e.

Lk^uid Manure for Chrysanthemums (Soi).—Your proportions aj-e

very far too large. One pound of guano and a peck of soot to thirty gallons
of water are the proper quantities.

Ga3 Heating (J. C).—The apparatus will, like any other, be injurious to
the plants unless the products of combustion be uan-ied out of the house.

Names of Fruits {J. (/rtT/i).—BeurnJ Diel. (C. P., St. Lfo?iar((^),—Marie
Louise, very small. (J. G. Puckering).—Apple s : 204, 20'i), Blenheim Pippin

;

l[);j, Duraelow's Seedling; 177, Winter Greening; 210, Nonpareil; 15i),

Wyken Pippin. Pctir.-^: Ill, Duchesse d'Angouh'mo ; f, Uvedale's St. Ger-
main ; J, II, Knight's Monarch ; l, Susette de Bavay. ( W. B. B.).—19, Dume-
low's Seedling ; 15, Nonesuch. The others not recognised. ( iVilUuiii Earhn).—13, Barcelona Pearmain ; it ought to keep longer tlian November. Wo
cannot recognise 11 and 12. The seedling is, as you say, *' not quite up to
the mark." {L. -i.).—l, Knight's Monarch; 2, Susette de Bavay. (.1/. N. O.)—Pciirs : 1, Beurri; Diel ; 2, Chaumontel ; 3. Easter Benrrc. Apple : 1, Worms-
ley Pippin; 2 Not recognised. (C. li. S.).— Passe Colmar. {Cainbruhte
House).—1, Easter Benrre ; 2, Belle apres Not-l; 3, Bergamotte Esperou

;

4, Blenheim Pippin ; 5, Scarlet Nonpareil ; G, Knight's Monarch.

Names of Plants (J. C).—The specimens are small, but appear to be—
1, Selaginella Martensii ; 2, S. denticulata voi'iegata; 3, S. Lyalli; 4, S. hel-
vetica; and 5, S. unciuata (csesia).

POULTEY, BEB, AND PIGEON OKaONIOLE,

CRYSTAL PALACE POULTBY SHOW.
" Swifter far thau summer's flight,

Snifter far tlian youth's delight,

Swifter far than happy uight.

Art thou come and gone."

The -1400 pens of birds are gone ! Some to new homes, some
to their old ones. Mr. Billett has walked along his three miles
of pons, and carried the ten tons weight back to Southampton

;

the Secretaries are pntting their accounts in order; the ex-
hibitors are making out the best routes to Birmingham for the
journey before them to-morrow ; and the Palace is left alone !

The classes we reported on last week were done so fully that

we could not possibly criticise the Game, or the Hambnrghs, or

the Waterfowl, to do by them as we had done to the others, and
couseqneutly we were reluctantly compelled to wait to this week
to speak of them.
The Hambukou classes were very beautiful. There were 138

birds in all, and we hope some have found new southern homes,
and will appear at some of the Kentish shows now coming
on so thickly, for Hambnrghs generally at these meetings are

poor—very poor. At the Palace we thought the Golden-pen-
cilled and the Black the best classes, though some of the Golden-
spangled were very grand. The first cock was a great beauty,
good in comb and ear.5. Second also good in all points. Third
a fine bird, but a shade wrong in comb. 1171 (Hyde) a smart
bird. In heus the cup bird was only in at £3 3s,, she was a
nice one, with a good deal of dash about her ; but we liked

the second quite as well. Third, too, was a smart hen. 1185

(Vouchley) good ; 1181 (Pattiaon) splendid colour, but a shade
discoloured in ears.

In Silver-spangled cocks the first was an exquisite bird; if he
had a failing it was in comb, still we thought he won well. Second
rather cloudy in tail. The third was better, only his comb was
rather rough. Still we think these pens could have changed
places. 1506, very highly commended (Robinson), a capital bird.

In Silver-spangled hens the winner was very good, her spangling
very lino ; still the second must have run her closely. Third,

too, wonrlerfnlly good. 1515 (Mitchell) beautifully marked; as

was 15'25 (Ashton & Booth). In Golden-pencilled cocks Mr. Beldon
won the cup with a dashing bird, which ran in first easily. The
second was also a very good bird, of good colour and comb.
Third very fair, but not up to first or second. 1527 (Speakmau),
very good in lobes ; also 1534 (Walker), aud 1537 (Itobinson). In
Golden-pencilled hens the first was a most exquisitely pencilled

bird, but a little faded in colour. The second was well and dis-

tinctly pencilled on the body, but rather cloudy in tail. Third
was very rich in colour, but somehow we did not much fancy
his markings. 1549 (Beldon) was a good bird, well shown; 1551

(Bloodworth) well pencilled, and good in colour. Sih'cr-pencilled

winning cocks were good. The first had a capital tail, and was a

etylish bird; second also had a beautifully-edged tail, aud the

best comb ; third also good. 1557 (Norton) a capital liird, and
almost crept into the list, we should say. In hens the first was
again only in at t'3 3s. ; she was a nicely shaped bird, but a little

too heavy in marking. Second wo liked quite as well. Third a
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nice clearly marked good-combed bird. 1566 (Ellis) a good
pullet.

Black Hamburghs made two very beautiful classes. The first

cock was gorgeous in colour, and in all points as perfect as any
bird we ever saw. Second, too, a smart bird, with a great deal

of style. Third was good in colour, but he carried himself
badly. 1.J85 (Serjeantsou) wo preferred, or even 1588 (Bcldou).

The hens were very excellent, as a lot we thought thoni as

perfect as we ever saw a class. We liked the second and third

quite as well as the first, but they were three well-shown good
birds, and it was a close thing between them. l-VJO (Gutl.ick)

good in shapa and colour; 1595 (Gladstone) a smart bird, and so

was liiUG (Marlor).

Spanish came to the front much better than we expected-
We have seen these classes so badly filled of late that it was
quite pleasant to see close on seventy birds, and all of very good
quality. Mr. Beldon took the cup with a good bird—fiue in face,

and good iu comb. We liked the third as well as the second
;

he will beat him in a week or two when he has his plumage
bettor. 1209 (Rodbard), a bird of quality, but not well shown.
Tho winning hens were very tine. The first was good, and will

bo better yet. Second good also, but wants time. Third in the

best condition of the lot, but lacking the genuine quality of the

first. Highly commended 1222 (Jackson), a good hen. Mr.
Darby's pen was empty. The cockerels were au admirable
class. Miss Browne won cup and second with two beautiful
chickens. Third had a fiue smooth face, and was iu good
plumage. 1227 (Jones) a nice cockerel, and will come to the
frout yet. 1240, very highly commended (Browne), a very fine

bird with a large face. The pullets were fifteen in number.
The first-prize bird was beautifully showu, and had a capital
face and comb. The second was a lovely bird, well got up ; her
face was large, and her comb iu good show order. Third had
much quality, but looked untidy. 12G6 (Browne) very good, also

125G (Parker) had a good face, and will make a fine hen.

M.iLAVs came nineteen pens strong. We will do a little sum
here <i la Mr. Hinton. Nineteen seven-and-sixpences make
£1 2s. G(l., and as we are told a cup was provided for this class

by a few breeders, we may naturally imagine the Malays have
paid well this time, and so having done we hope next year to
see two classes for Malays, and one of them for the White
variety, just as an experiment, for most certainly the White pen
which won this year is a very gr,and one. We admired the
second cock immensely; his colour is very rich, and he is a
Malay all over. Mr. Hinton must give him a better lady com-
panion next time, and Ihey will do then, though we do not at all

wish to despise the fair one on this occasion—far from it. We
would like to see the second cock and the third hen together;
they would make a grand pair. The third cockerel was iu very
good feather. They were three good pens, but we think we
should have made a sandwich, and put the White between the
Browns! lOOli (Booth) very good indeed, so was 1891 (Eliot) ; in

fact there were lots of good pens, and it evidently shows us that
it is all humbug saying Malays are so few and far between.
They are like Silkies and Leghorns, and are those kinds of

breeds that only want classes to bring them out, and we do
think it too bad of committees never to give these breeds
classes unless they have the greater part of the prize money pro-
vided for them.
The fourteen classes of Game brought close on 230 pens ; we

Uunk there should have been more, considering the value of the
priae money given. Black lied cocks cama first. Mr. Mathews
took both first and second with two very good birds of grand
style and colour. The second failed in one eye—his only blemish.
Third was of good colour, but in not Al trim. 1G15 (Field) wants
more time, and he wUl make a grand cock. IGIO (Pope) vna a
smart stylish bird. ICOD and IGIJ (.Vykroyd and Forsyth), two
good birds with a great deal of style, In Black Red cockerels
Mr. Mathews again to the front with a grand chicken, and this
look the cup, and took it easily. This gentleman also took third
with a bird much resembling the cup bird, though not quite so
good iu shape. The second was a smart cockerel with a good
tail. Fourth a large bird, with rather heavy feathering. 1025
and 1G28 (Beck), both good birds. 1636 (Pope), very stylish. In
Black Red hens or pullets the first was a good bird with fine
shape and of admirable colour. The second and third prizes
again went to Stowmarket birds, and two nice birds they were,
with little to choose between them, l^ourth was a true Game
hen, with good shape and fine colour. 1GG6 (Pope) a good smart
bird ! Brown Bed cocks were twenty strong. The cup bird
was very grand, and was claimed at £20. Second was also
capital in all points. Third also a fine bird. 1G7G and 1G80
(Warde), both two good old birds, which want a little time yet.
In Brown Bed cockerels tho first was large and good ; second

a very fair bird; third smart, and bright in colour; fourth a
useful bird, but not so good in colour ; highly commended
1G91 (Cock) a stylish bird, which will do some winning yet.
There were twenty Brown Bed hens or pallets also, and they
made a capital class. Mr. WolS won the cup with a hen with
au immense deal of style, but there was something in her

colour we did not oaro for. Second was a grand pullet, and won
the cup at Oxford we believe, and we should think was near
doing it here. Third went to Mr. Wolff again, and we liked

the colour better than we did in his cup bird. l'\nuih was a
good chicken all round. We liked 1739 (Osboru) also, and 1717
(Chcsters) very much indeed. There were only seven old Duck-
wing cocks. The cup bird was very good in colour and hard iu
feather ; second splendid in hackle, and good colour also ; third

a very nice stylish old bird. 1719 (Mathews) was a bird which
in a month we shall expect to see winning. In Duckwing
cockerels we liked the second or third quite as well as the first-

prize bird, though the hackle of the last named was very fine.

1758 (Bell) not very good in colour, but smart in shape and
carriage. In the pullet or hen class a beautiful pullet won, but
the second ran her closely, being iu better condition. The third
was very good in all but feet. There was another pullet or two
in the class which wo liked as well as this third-prize bird.

Piles had two classes, " males and females." In the first of

these we liked the second as well as tho winner, taking him all

round he looked better. Third was a heavy bird, but good in
colour. Highly commended 1796 (Foster), good in carriage and
tail. In the next class we thought the winners well placed.
The first is very good, so is the second. We believe this was
the bird we especially noticed at Tunbridge Wells. Third was
a good bird, of nice colour, and very fine in neck and head. The
two classes for Black or Brassy-winged only had seven entries

between them—hardly encouraging for another year, and here
Mr. Montresor owned five of the seven pens. They were not
very first-class. We liked the third pullet better than the
second, which Wi\s not of the proper colour. In the i5 5s. sale

class the first were very good, and fetched a good sum at the
auction. The pullet should have been in the list iu the open
class, we think. Good Brown Eeds won second. Except these
two pens we did not think much of the class, though the pullet

in 1818 (Ashley) was a smart bird.

Ducks.—Atjleshurijs did not muster heavily—only a dozen
pens. The cup pair were large, and good in bills and shape.

We liked the third-prize pen much more than the second. We
were sorry to hear that Mr. Fowler's wonderful drake, which we
have so often had cause to mention, got hurt on the road, p.nd

was consequently out of it. The fourth were a pretty ijen in
shape, but rather tinted in bills. The Boucim made ;rp for the
Aylesburys, being very excellent in quality and quantity. Tho
first were a fine pen. We fancied we saw them at Oxford with
the cup card on them. The second also good, and closely press-
ing on the first. Third not so large. We think there was a
better pen among the highly-oommeuded ones, of which we
especially liked 27S9 (Pope), and 2808 (Dowsott).

There were twenty-two pens of Black Ducks. This breed
(as far as winning is concerned) seems to be in the hands of
Messrs. Kelleway and Sainsbury. First the one gets a cup, and
then the other. It will be Mr. Sainsbury 'e turn at Birmingham.
The cup pen here were certainly the smallest, but we liked the
colour of the second and third best. Some day we hope to find
the Judges going in for colour before actual size. All the highly-
commended pens were good. We must say the Committee did
t'aeir best to put them in a good light, and they succeeded.
They looked as well as they did at Oxford, and wo shall not
easily forget the beautiful light they were in there.

Ornamental Ducks created quite a sensation. They always
go down with the ladies. The first prize went to scai'ce and
very beautiful spotted bills. Second to exquisite Mandarins, the
Oxford cup pen we believe. Third very beautiful Caroliuas.
In this class Bahamas, Carolinas, Cayugas, Mandarins, and
Call Ducks, all of wonderful quality, had to rest satisfied with
high commend<ation8. Next year, Messrs. Secretaries, to make
your Duck department iierfect, you must have a class for Callr.

Geese and Tukkevs were very fine. We believe they were
not weighed. If this was so we think it was a mistake—one of

tho only mistakes in this marvellously well-organised, ably-con-
ducted Show. In Geese the winning Embdens were very large

;

so were the! second Toulouse ; the third were also a magnificent
pair of Embdens. The three Turkey classes had some very
fine rich coloured birds. Mr. K"n(lrick'3 single birds looked
very weighty. In young Turkey cjcks every bird was noticed,

as also were five out of the seven hens. 2911 (Kew, not Keir, as

in the catalogue) was very monstrous for a hen, and we thought
the winning bird a bargain at the catalogue price of i'l 4s.

This brings us to the end of the Show—a Show which perhaps
may never be surpassed. We have done our best to criticise it

honestly and fairly. Of course in a show like this some
good pens must bo overlooked, but we have tried to do justice

tiall.

The sales were very numerous. Tho cup Dark Brahma pullet

was sold for ±'20, as was also Mr. Martin's cup Brown Red Game
cock for the same sum. Lady Gwydyr's Buff Cochins in the
L'5 5s. class went for t'12 lOs. Mr. Braund's Gold-lacedBantams
fetched ill 14s., and Mr. Vander Meersch's Frizzled Bantams
were claimed for £10 lO.s. Very many pens changed hands from
£5 5s. to i'lO a pen. Mr. Graham had four Pigeons (Dragoons)
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claimed tor a total of 175, and Mr. Tegetmeier'e Blue Dragoon
found a purchaser at 115 los.

Ill couclusioQ WG must express our great sorrow on finding
Mr. Hewitt's well-known face so conspicuous by it.s absence.
We are indeed sorry to hear he is poorly again, and trust it is

only a passing illness, and that we shall find him at Birmingham,
and find him well.

PIGEONS (by "Wiltshire Bectoe.")

(ConclU'led from page 460.)

Trampelers.—First a wonderful Black ; second Mottled ; third
Black.
Owh (English).—First-aud-cup thorough English; second,

save in colour, as good as first ; third a Silver, a very noble bird,
but bars not quite so good as second. This was a strong class,

and very high commendations very numerous.
Owh (Forcigu).^First-aud-cup a charming White, not over-

clean. AH the winners were White, and I am happy to say the
two classes of Owls seemed distinct—one large and fine, the other
small and elegant.

Turhifs (Blue and Silver).—Turbits are clearly great favourites.
First-aud-cup, a beautiful Silver; the extra second as beautiful a
Blue, bars raven. The whole class was excellent.
Turbits (Any other colour).—I can enually praise this class.

Red shouldered, yellow-shouldered, and black-shouldered Wrds
stood before me in rare excellence.
Next followed a long lot of good Magpies of various colours.
Bunts.—May I ask that these birds be provided with larger

cages next year ?—they literally were cramped, and could not
well turn. I plead in the cause of kindness, and also the birds
would look better. (Mr. Wilson, please read, and when having
read make a note of.)

Flying Tumblers.—A comparatively new class, and I was de-
lighted that the Crystal Palace admitted them, for no Pigeons
have more enthusiastic admirers. First and second, pretty
Yellow Mottles, which looked the real thing, but the third was
too much a Short-face. 3916, a good blood-red bird.
Aniivcrps (Short-ficed).—Many of these birds struck me as

being too heavy in build and wattle. The first (Mr. Ludlow's),
was quite my idea of a show Antwerp.
Next the Homing Autwerps.— Many of these racehorse

Pigeons looked "ready, aye! ready." The prize pairs were
bea((ti{ully matched, whether they were Red or Blue Chequers,
and their colour, no doubt, guided very much the Judges; in-
deed, I never saw more beautiful Blue Chequers. And oh.
Pouter fanciers ! Chequer as well as Mealy is a beautiful colour,
and deserving of culture and class.

The four pair pens.—These largo pens were removed a dis-

tance from the other Pigeons, and formed a striking feature of

the Show. There were sixteen of them, and they only had one
fault—viz., that the cocks will fight. First-prize Trumpeters,
Laced Fautails,.Jacobins, and Turbits. Mr. Serjeantson showed,
but not for competition, a beautiful group of Fantails. In pen
1112 was a pair of Mealy Frillbacks, an unusual colour. Perhaps
more strangers paused over these pens than any others, and,
indeed, they are very attractive in spite of the pugnacity of their
occupants.
Any other variety, like the toast of " The Ladies," always

comes last, and, like the ladies, excels in beauty ; but I have
seen a longer class and a prettier—because longer for it was
pretty, and, like the lady in Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's
Dream, when taunted with her shortness, replied—

" Not so short but I can reach your eyes ;

"

so they reached mine, not to injure them, as she meant to do,
but to delight them.
Such were the Pigeons at the Palace—a goodly Show of good

birds, the Selling class included; for in it were birds that at
some shows would have been prize birds in prize classes. The
gratification which such a Show must have afforded to young
and old, gentle and simple, must have been very great. I heard
hundreds express admiration. I saw young folks gazing and
gazing. The schoolboy longing, no doubt, for Pigeons which
his " Governor " will first object to, then grumbling assent to,

and then in his turn admire and pet.

railway companies have announced numerous excursions from
most districts, and altogether the prospects of the success of the
Exhibition never looked brighter.

BiBMiNOHAM PouLTBY Show.—^The time is rapidly approaching
for the holding of this great annual gathering in the midlands.
The Hall has been thoroughly renovated, and many improve-
ments for the comfort of visitors added. The 2177 i^onltry
entries exhibit a large increase, and the show of Turkeys alone
will exceed the total of many local shows ; whilst Brahma
Pootras, which a few years ago were in the Variety class, now
far exceed any other sort in numbers and importance, ha\-iug
ten classes, forty-one prizes, six i'.5 5s. silver cups, and over five

hundred pens. The stock and poultry arrive on Thursday and
Friday next, and already the leading implement exhibitors and
seedsmen are filling np their allotted spaces. The telegraph
wires have been extended to the Hall ; and a branch post office

will be opened there previous to and during the Show. 'Ihe

THE COMING BRISTOL POULTRY SHOW.
Mk. C.uibiudge's efforts have been crowned with success, and

there is to be the annual Bristol Show. But this is not all : it

is to be Bristol Show with improvements. Thus there are the
following additions to the prize list : In poultry, prizes fur White
Dorkings, cocks any age, and for hens any age ; Brown or Par-
tridge Cochins, for cockerels of 1874, also for pullets of 1874 ; for

White Cochins, cockerels of 1874, and pullets of 1874 ; for Game
(Brown-breasted Reds), cocks any age, and hens any age ; Hou-
dans, cock any age, and hen any age; also there are prizes for

Leghorns any variety, cock any age, hen any age. The increase

in the prizes for Pigeons is also very considerable. Thus this

year for Carriers, cooks bred in 1874, and hens the same; for

Pouters, Black or Blue cock, and also for hen ; Barbs, any colour

cock over one year, and hens the same ; and Barbs of 1874, cock
or hen. For .Jacobins, Red or Yellow, cock or hen, any age

;

Turbits, Red or Yellow, any age, cock or hen ;
prizes also for

Magpies, Dragoons lired in 1874, and Antwerps of this year, any
variety. There are Selling classes both for poultry and Pigeons,

six for the former, two for the latter. By the new rules a cock

and one or more hens, or two or more hens by themselves, may
be sent in the same hamper ; and several pens of Pigeons may be
sent in the same package, provided they are properly separated

and labelled.

Thus, then, I trust the coming Bristol Show will be not only

a pleasure, as it always was, but financially a success. No doubt
many pens of poultry and Pigeons will be sold at so large a

Show at the end of the season, when surplus stock is apt at

home to " hang in hand."

—

Wiltshire Rector.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 28.

PADUAS OR POLANDS (Continued).

The feathers of the back (fig. 1315) and those of the breast are

spangled at the end and barred beyond the middle under the

Fig. 137.—Shoulder reatber.

Fig. 18G.—Back Feather.

overlapping feathers. Those of the shoulders (fig. 137) are

white in the middle, surrounded by a deep black border. This
border decreases in the covert feathers of the tail (fig. 138), and
become slightly bordered in the large feathers of the wing and
tail (Jig. 13!)). The feathers of the sides and abdomen turn to

down, and are of a mingled greyish colour. A collar of small,

short, turned-up feathers surround the cheeks and the under
part of the beak.
The eye is very large, and the pupil of a brick red. The leg

is blue in all the varieties. The varieties are all alike in form.

The cock of the Golden and Silver varieties essentially differs

from the hen in plumage. The crest, the hackle, the lanco-

shaped feathers, and the shoulders are of a variable Bhining
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white, on which cau hardly be seen some small black spots. The
black characteristic spots only appear on the coverts of the
wings, and the larpe feathers of the win^s have a border like

those of the hen. The collar is black and very clearly marked.
All the breast and under the breast should bespangled aa in the
hen. The small sickles are of a bronzed black, and this con-
tinues to the fluff, and in some degree to the longer feathers,

until they begin to get white to the large sickles, when they are

quite white and only black at the ends.

Jig. 138.

Fig. 139.—Large Wing aDd Tail Feather

The Golden variety is marked with black on a bright brownish
yellow ground. The Silver is entirely white. The Black is

entirely black. One of the prettiest varieties ia of entirely
Cuckoo plumage. Of the crest the front half ia cuckooed, and
the back half white.
For the cuckooed cocks to be perfect they should be as well

marked as the hens. The *' Chamois" is of one colour, brown-
ish yellow or speckled. The spot is clearer than the foundation
of the plumage. These " Chamois " have the peculiarity that
the hens are very good sitters.

BLACK COCHIN-CHINAS.
I HAVE juat been reading your comments on this breed at the

Crystal Palace Show and the award of prizes, from which it

appears to me that judges still seem to consider that Black
Cochins are the result of a cross, or they would not award a
prize to birds with red feathers whilst there are in the class any
without them. I maintain that those with red feathers are not

Black Cochins, but the result of some cross which will become
more coloured after every moult. I, some years ago, imported
from Shanghai a cock and two hens which were perfectly black,
though not of a good shape ; from those I have bred a great
many birds and never had a red feather. The cock and pullet
at the recent Show are some of the progeny, and I have been
assured by residents in China that there is a perfectly black
fowl common enough in Shanghai.
Disappointed exhibitors are, I know, apt to grumble. I do not,

however, wish to be considered aa grumbling ; I
am only anxious to prevent, if posaible, a spurious
breed from becoming common, and the true breed
being again after a few years lost or given up in
despair. This need not be the case if the attempt
to make the breed by a cross is relinquished and
pure birds sought for. My advice is, let breeders
destroy every bird with the slightest tinge of a
red feather, and never buy without making the
strictest inquiry as to pedigree.— C. M. Hole,
Tiverton.

POULTEY AND BIRDS.
I HAVE just thrashed and sold at Us. 6d. per

quarter a crop of Rivett wheat, grown after white
wheat, and it yielded 7J qr. per acre, tail in-

cluded. This field is open to and within 30 feet

of the fowl house, from which emerge every
morning some 1.50 head of poultry, and they have
been free to roam at large on this field from the
time it was sown to the day of carting the crop.
As it was drilled with something under 5 pecks
per acre, and as the said poultry, immediately
after sowing, took possession of the field and
made a most searching and continuous examina-
tion of its contents, the prospect would appear
alarming to those who were inexperienced in the
matter; and I confess that, in the early days of

my confidence and belief in poultry, I have felt

somewhat nervous as to this and the next par-
ticular fields, knowing how sundry opponents of

thin sowing would triumph and rejoice over a

failure of the 4 pecks per acre. Well, but there
ia the fact of the 60 bushels of crop per acre,

and by no means the first, second, or third in-

stance of the kind, for, however shabby and
scratched the plants may appear in their early

growth, their ultimate development is grand,
and the thickest part of the crop is always that
nearest to the fowl house. They not only culti-

vate the crop but manure it, juat aa sheep do.

But the great benefit is, that not an insect has
a chance of injuring a plant, while, at the lower
end of the field, less used by the poultry, there
was injury from wireworm. In fact, a long and
close observation of the habits of birds and
poultry has convinced me that they are the far-

mers' and gardeners' best friends. It has been
jocularly said that nothing in the shape of live

stock makes so large a return as poultry do, as
" for every grain they give a peck." It is in-

teresting to watch their operations. Having, with
their active claws pulverised every clod and un-
housed the plant-destroyer, he is at once appro-
priated and converted into food for our table.

Winged insects also have a poor chance with
them. How neatly they " knab " the fly from
his place of settlement, whether on the legs of

our horses or cattle, or on the walls or boards.

A sensible cart mare in my stable would not lift

a foot so long as her favourite chicken was watching for and
appropriating every fly that settled on any one of her legs. I

have also been amused at seeing a blackbird on the lawn
making a vigorous effort to withdraw from its hole a stout

worm, and tumbling over backwards by an ultimate and sud-

denly successful result. We should, as farmers and gardeners,

remember that for probably eleven months out of twelve birds

have to hve upon the insect tribe, and that it is only during the

ripening or ripened period that we must, by netting and other

means, protect our fruit and crops. The good they do vastly

exceeds the injury; I therefore strictly forbid bird-nesting,

and strongly advocate that there should be at least 1 per cent,

of shrubbery to every one hundred acres of farm as a home for

birds.—J. Mechi.

[The above ia contributed to ths Farmer by Mr. Mechi, and
it is worthy of the consideration of aU cultivators of the soil.

Mr. Mechi ia no mere theorist; we remember his farm near
Tiptree Heath, the most unproductive of farms, with a soil

specially difficult to cultivate. We remember the Wilkins's,
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Rise, Cheveleys, &c., bat no one sacceeded so well as Mr.
Mechi.

—

Eds.]

MB. LINGWOOD'S DORKING COCKEREL AT
THE OXFORD SHOW.

Thk Dorking cockerel exhibited by Mr. Lingwood was dis-
qpalified by the Judges on the ground that ho was au adult
bird. That there was ground for such an opinion is shown by
our reporters sanctioning it. That they were all mistaken we
have the assurance of Mr. Lingwood himself, and he adds that
he can produce six respectable witnesses who had seen the
Dorkings in their early stages. Mr. Lingwood states that the
birds were hatched on the 23rd of February, and we can readily
understand how birds hatched thus early, and having thriven,
would appear adults when eight months old.

TRIMMED HAMBURGHS AT THE OXFORD
SHOW.

Mk. Long's letter written to Mr. Hewitt, published in last
week's Journal, I strongly contradict. Never was a more pro-
found falsehood written respecting the trimming of his bird.
I think it would have been far more prudent on the part of Mr.
Long to ascertain the truth of the matter before writing such a
letter to anyone; and I hope he will withdraw his statement.
I have sufficient proof of the bird, if it is required, being placed
in the hamper with the white on him when he was sent to
Middleton Show, by parties who know the bird equally as well
as myself.

—

Thomas May.

BARRHEAD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 2lBt inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

Old Scotch Bbeed.—1 and he, Mrs. Lobeman, Hamilton. 2, J. Jardine
Hamilton 3, W. Berry, Hamilton.
Spanish.—1, J. More, Avon Braes, Hamilton. 2. T. Ewinp. Alexandria. 3, J.

Crawford, jon , Beith. he, A. H. Gray, Waterloo, Wishaw. c, J. Morrav,
Carnforth.
DoKKLNOs (Except While).—1, Special, and c. J. Hall, Barrhead. 2, Z. H.

Heys, BHrrhead. 3 and }ie, &.. J. Mather, Kilmarnock.
QiME ( Black-breasted and other Reds).— 1. R. Heys, Barrhead. 2, J. William-

son, JuliLstone 3, J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexham, /w:, L. Casaon, Ulverstone.
c, J. Waddell. Airdrie.
Game (Any other colonr).—I and Special, R. Heya. 2, H. Pateraon, Kilsyth.

3, J. Nelson, he, J. Allison, Shotta. e, J. Gray.
HAiinuRGiis (Golden-spanglea).— 1 and e,J. Crawford. Beith. 2. J. Kirkland,

Stewarton. 3. A. Rohertson. Kilmarnock, he, .1. Hamilton, Dairy.
HAMBURQHa (Golden-pencilled).—J, J. Smith, Stewarton. 2, Mrs. J. Cochrane,

Strathaven. 3. T. Black, Stewarton.
HAMBURGna (Silvcr-spangled). 1, H. Stanworth, Burnley. 2, A. Stirling,

Barrhead. 3, K. Brnce, Bnsby. c, J. Stewart.
Hamborghs (Silver-pencilled).— 1 and Special. P. Lynn, Coltness, Newmains.

2, H. M'Millan, Glasgow. 3, H. Kmniburgb, Glasgow, he, J. Lochead, Kil-
barchau.
Brahma Pootra.—1, Mrs. Alston, Craighead, Hamilton. 2, 3, and c, D.

Honeyman, Larbert.
Cochins (Any variety).—! and Specia', J. Drinnan, Woodhall. 2 and 3, T.

Brace, c, W. Cochrane.
Pounds (Topped).-lands, J. S A. Laird, Johnstone. 3, A. Cowan, Killer-

mont.
French.—1 and e, A. Jack, Barrhead. 2, T. Fnllarton, Troon. 3, J. C. Shaw,

he, J. Forrest, Kilsyth.
Any other Variety.—2, T. MLellan, Barrhead. 3, T Brisbane. Burrhead.
Crossbreeds.—1, 2, and 3, J. Pollock, Mearns. he, P. Riach. Kast Kilbride.
Game Bantams.— 1 and S),ecial, W. Siewart. 2, J. Campbell. 3. J. Guw and

Walker. Kiibarchan. be, D. M'Gechie, Pollukehawa : T. Corbett, Ban-head.
BANTAMa {Aay other varietv).-1 and 2, D. Kerr, Beilh. 3, A. Kobertson,

Kilmarnock, he, W. Miller, ialkirk; G. Hamilton, NeUston; J. Marshall,
Airdrie.
Any Breed.—Hens—1, W. Lindsay, Busby. 2, R.'Heya. 3, J. Stewart, he,

R. Thomson, c, J. Forrest ; A. Robertson.
Ducks (Aylesbnrj).—1, Special and 2, A. Robertson.
Ducks (Any other variety).-1 and 2, J. Pollock, Mearns. 3, H. M Mlllau,

Blantyre. he, J. Pollock; P. Riach.
TuRKEYa.-1, Z. H. Heys. 2, Mrs. Alston. 8, J. M'Lellan. he and c, W

Robertson.
Selling Cuss.— 1, F. M'Kinlay, Glenmill, Campsie. 2, J. Boiland, Fouldiba,-

Kiibarchan. 3, C. Martin.

Judges.—Mr. James Logan, Eastshield, by Carnwath; Mr.
Alexander Paterson, Airdrie; Mr. John M'Inues, Broomlands,
Paisley.

BURTON-ON-TRENT POULTRY AND BIRD
SHOW.

The sixth annual Exhibition of poultry, Canaries, and other
cage birds was held in St. George's Hall, Burton-on-Trent, on
Friday and Saturday, November 20th and 2l8t. There was a
very good show of poultry, many fine pens of birds representing
the various classes. The cage birds were exhibited in two
divisions—viz., " birds hatched in 1874 " and " birds of all ages,"
and in each division there were many fine specimens shown.
The latter classes contained several very high-coloured pepper-
fed bijds, exhibited by Mr. T. C. Salt, Barton. The Exhibition
was held under most distinguished patronage, and was ably
carried out under the auspices of a good Committee of manage-
ment. The number of entries in the poultry classes reached
ICi, and iu the Canary classes 163, forming altogether a suffi-

ciently attractive display. St. George's Hall is a well-adapted
place, far better than the Town Hall, where several of the
previousBurton Shows have taken place. The Canaries occupied
the centre of the spacious Hall, the long stages for the birds
being flanked on each side and along the bottom by double rows
of pens (Turner's) for the poultry. The Committee were some-
what disappointed and grieved to hear of the indisposition of

Mr. Hewitt, who was appointed one of the poultry Judges, but
they obtained the kind and valuable services of W. J. Drewry,
Esq., Burton, who ofiiciated in his place. We believe the Show
was well patronised. Mr. T. Newbold, Secretary, discharged
his duties iu a satisfactory manner. The following is a list of

the awards :^
Dorkings.— 1, W. H. Crewe, Derby. 2, E. Shaw, Oswestry, e. Miss Murray,

Thnlstone.
CocHitis.—Ciimamon or Buff—l, W. H. Crewe. 2, W. J. Nash, Walsall, he,

E. G. Keav, Birmingham. Any otiicr variety.—1, W. Clark, Nottingham. 2, E.
Pryor, Welwyn. he, W. Whiteley, Clough : Rev. R. Fielden, Langley.
Brahmas.—Li(T/i(.— 1, J. Hunter. Burton. 2, P. Holbrook. Derby, he. H.

Chawner, Uttoxeter. e, A. O. Worthington, WilUngton. Dark — 1, W. J.
Nash. 2, Mrs. Allsopp, Worcester, v^c, Bridgewater & Yoxall, Wedneabury.
liC. F. Holbrook; Bndgewjter &. Yoxall.
French.— 1, W. Farrall, Burton. 2, H. Feast, Swansea, he, G. W. Hibbett,

Godlev, Hyde. c. H. Cbawner, jun.
G&HE.—Blaek R^ft3.—l and Extra. J. Glassbrook, Burton. 2. Duke of Suther-

land, Trentham Hall. v'ic. W. T. Everard, Ashby : C. Spencer, Thulston. lie,

T. Gorton. Burton : E. Clavey, Burton ; E S. Godaell. Stroud. Brown Reds.—
1, W. T. Everard. 2, E. Winwood, Worcester, vke, Duke of Sutherland, ^tc,

.1. Bates, Burton ; J. & E. Prince, Nantwich. Any other variety.— I and Extra,
E. WinwoofJ. 2 and vhc, E. Bell, Burton, he, Duke of Sutherland, e, T.
Bates. Burton.
Hamboeqiis.—Goid or Silver peneilled.—l, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone. 2,

Duke of Sutherland, he, S. W. Hallam. Whitwick; Dr. Hall, Swadlincote.
<iol<l or Silver-spangled.—\, T. Bates. 2, S. W. Hallam. he, S. Howarth,
Barton.
Bantams.—Gam''.—1,T. Bates. 2, A. Ashley. Worcester. y)ic, S. W. Hallam.

he, Wmheld & Andrews. Worcester. Any other variety not Qtiine.—l, F. Hol-
brook. 2, J. Watts, Birmingham, he, J. H. Law, Highgate ; J. Mayo,
Gloucester.
Any other Varirty,-1, Jlra. Allsopp. Rugelev (Spanish). 2, G. Baroell,

Rugelev (Malay). Extra 2, Duke of Suiherland (Black Hamburghs). vhc, J.

Pitts. Wolverhampton (-^panishl.

SELLING Class.— 1. W. H. Crewe (Black Hamburgh). 3, J. M. Cooper.
Burton (Dark Brahmas). he, E. Shaw (White Dorking) ; W. J. Nash ; Duke of

Sutherland.
CAGE BIRDS HATCHED IN 1971.

Belgians -l/arfcfd Buff.— I, G Bennett, Burton.
Norwich.—Ckar Yellow.— \, R. Cowley, Burton. 2. W. Jackaon, Barton. 3,

T. Bates, vhe, C. Pratt, Burton, he, A. Curtis, Burton. Clear Buff.—I, J.

Dent. Burton. 2, R Cowley. S.W.Jackson. )tc. T. Newbold, Burton.
Norwich —Marked i'ellow.-l. R. Cowley. 2. J. Dent. 3, W. Jackson, vhe,

T.Bates. )ic, T. Newbold. c. W. Holmea, Burton. Marked Buff.—I, T.iiew-
bold. 2, W.Jackson. S.C.Pratt uftc. R. Cowley, /ic, J. Dent, c, A. Curtis.

Norwich.— Fariefidied yelloic—1. T. Newbold. 2, W. Jackson. 3, R. Cowley.
he, J. Fearn, Tulbury. Varieriatcd Buff.—i, J. Dent. 2, W. Jackson. 3, K.
Cowley. ,_
t^o&wicB.—neavllyvariemted Yellow.— \, T. Newbold. 2, A. Curtis. 3, W.

Jackson, c. J. Deut. Heavily-tarieriated Buff.—1,1'. Bates. 2, J.Dent. 3, T.
Newbold. /ic. J. Fearn; W.Jackson.
NoBWicn.-Orccii lVlIo"-.—l, R. Cowley. 2, T Bates. 3, W. Jackaon. Green

Bnff.—U W. Holmes. 2, W. Jackson. Disqualified, J. Dent.
Norwich.—Crested reiioio.-l.W. Watson, a, A. Curtis. 3.W Holmes, lie,

T. Newbold. Cre.sted Bii#.-1, C. Pratt. 2. W. Holmes. 3, W. Watson, vhc,

T. Newbold. he. W. Jackson, c, G Bennett.
Cinnamon.- iVitom.-l. J. Fearn. Buif.—l. T. Newbold. 2, J. Fearn.

Lizards.—Coiiitn spangUd—l, J. Fearn. 2, W. Jackson. Silver.apangUd.—
1, W. Jackson. 2, J. Lacy. Burton. ^ „
Goldfinch MnLEs.-Joii.jiie — I, A. CurUs. Mealy.—I, A. Curtis. 2, T.

Newbold. 3, J. Fearn. he, W. Jackson.
Any other Variety of Mule.—1, A. Cartis.

CAGE BIRDS OF ALL AGES.
BELOliNs.—-Varied Bi<#.—I.G.Bennett. „,„„„. ..„ , ™
Norwich.—Citftr Yellow—1, 2, 3. and vhe, C. J. Salt, StapenhiU. lie, W.

Jackson ; W. Gretton, Barton, c, G. Bennett, Clear Buff.—I, i, S, and vhc, C.

J. Salt, he, 3. Dent. „ . .. . ^ ^- ,r , j
NoRwicH.-.l/<irtcd I'efloic.-1, C. J. Salt. 2, J. Dent. 3, A. Curtis. Marked

UitlT.-:,2. .^, and rftc. C. J. Salt.
, „,„,.«„,«.

Norwich.- FanVjafed Yellow or Buff.—\ and vhe, C. J. Salt. 2, T. Bates.

3, W. Jackaon. he, W. Grettou. Green Yellow or Buff.—l, W. Jackson. 2, W.

Norwich.—Crested r«!IOR).—l, T. Bates. 2.J.Wat3on. S.A.Curtis. Crested

Bi<#.—1, C.Pratt. 2, T. Bates. S.G.Bennett, c, A. Curtis.

CiNNAMOS.-./oiKiufor Bujr.—1.2.3, and ulic. C.J. Salt.

Pais Breeding Birds, Matched for Breeding. -1, W. Jackaon. 2, W.
Grfltton. 3, R. Cowley. , ^
Goldfinch Mules.— 1, A Cartis. 2. J. Watson. S, J. Fearn.

GsLDFiNCHES.-l, A. Curlis. 2. R. Cowley. 3, W. Gretton.
„ _ „ ,

British BiRDS.-0;)en compeIi(ion.—l, T. Newbold ( Chrush). 2, T. Peck.

Burton (Buimochl. 3, Mrs. Fogg. Burton (Thrush). v,ie, W. Jackson (Bull-

finch); J. Winticld, Burton (StarUng); J. Dent (Thrush); J. Cotton, Burton

(Blackburn). /iC. J. Cox (Dove).

Judges.—Po«H)-!/ ; Mr. E. Lowe, Comberford, and Mr. W. J.

Drewry, Burton-upon-Trent. Birds : Mr. G. J. Barnesby, Derby.

The South of ENGL.iND and Isle of Wight Association have

a show of Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, and Cage Birds at Ports-

mouth on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of December. The prizes are

liberal ; but to put all the varieties of Polands into one class

and all the French varieties into another are great mistakes. No
judge can give awards satisfactorily to such mixtures.

Proposed Poultry and C.it Show for Tcnbbidge Wells.—
A number of gentlemen have decided upon forming this Show.

.\t a meeting of the promoters, under the presidency of the

Hon. F. G. Molyneux, the Right Hon. the Earl of Abergavenny,

Viscount Nevill, the Marchioness of Camden, Sir David L. Salo-

mons, Bart.; Col.Hassard,C.B.; Montague D. Scott, Esq., M.P.

;

G. B. Gregor>', Esq., M.P. ; Lord George Pratt, &c., consented
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to become patrons. An influential workingand general Committee
was formed, and Mr. Apaley Smith, who has done so much to

popularise the poultry department of the Kent and Sussex
Agricultural Show, held iu October at Tunbridge Wells, was
appointed lion. Secretary and Treasurer. The Show, which
will be for poultry. Pigeons, Rabbits, Cats, and Cage Birds, will
be held on January Slat, 22Qd, and 23rd, and prizes and cups to
the value of i'200 will be offered for competition.

KILMARNOCK ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
(From a Correspondent .)

The twenty-third Exhibition was held in the Corn Exchange
on the 13th and 14th inst.

The Spanish were a remarkably good class. The first and
second were chickens, first-rate in quality, and had every ap-
pearance of having been bred in the same yard. Brahmas, Any
colour.—In this class many of the hens and pullets were good.
A few good old cocks were also exhibited, but none of these had
finished their moult. In cockerels there were few good ones.
Vulture hocks were very common in this class. In Cochins Mr.
G. H. Procter's grand well-known birds took the first-aud-extra

prize. The remainder of the class were not good. Silver-Grey
Dorkings were a beautiful class. The Coloured Dorkings were
also nearly every pen good. Game, Black or Brown Reds,
were a large class. The prize birds were all good, but many
hens in this class were only of medium quality. Game, Any
other variety, were a good class. The first and second-prize
were Duckwings, and very beautiful. The next class was
for undubbed Game ; these were a motley group, and, with
the exception of the first, were very indifferent birds. The
Hamburgh classes were well filled, there being many fanciers of

them in the neighbourhood. The Golden- spangled were very
good. The Golden-pencilled had thirty-four entries, and con-
tained many good cockerels ; but many of the pullets were
deficient in fineness of pencilling. The Silver-spangled class
was also a large one, and contained many very excellent birds.
The Silver-pencilled class was far the weakest class of Ham-
burghs. Po/aufZ and Crrz-e-CtTzn-s were exhibited together; the
Polands received the most favours. Scotch Greys were a grand
class. The cock in the first pen we believe was in the first pen
last year; he is a grand fellow. There was a class for Malays,
but they only mustered three entries ; all were good. Any
other distinct variety was a grand class ; Houdans first, Anda-
Insians second, and Sultans third ; the fourth a grand pair of
Silkies.

Of Game Bantams, Black and other Reds, there were fifty-

three entries ; many of the birds excellent. The cockerel in the
second pen was a gem, but suffering from recent dubbing. Game
Bantams, Any other than Reds, were also a grand class. The first

were a beautifully-coloured pair of Duckwings. There were
several other first-rate pens in the class. Of the undubbed
Game Bantams the winning birds were good. Black and White
Bantams were a good class, first and second being Blacks;
third a nice pair of Whites. The Sebright Bantams were
divided into two classes—Gold or Creamy Silver, and Silver
Sebrights, clear white ground. Both classes were remarkably
good, and had quite a host of admirers. In Ducks the Rouens
were a grand class. The Auy variety class was also good.
Pigeons were a very large show. All the eight classes of

Pouters were wonderfully good. Carrier cocks were also
splendid. Young Carriers were a beautiful class. Fantails
had thirty-two entries, many of the birds extremely beautiful in
style and action. Jacobins were a large class of fifty-four entries,
and many of the birds were very good. There was also a nice
exhibition of singing birds and Rabbits.

{From another Correspondent.)

The success of this undertaking far exceeded the most sanguine
expectations of the Committee. Notwithstanding the large
space at their command, the Committee, we understand, were
forced to refuse upwards of fifty entries in poultry and Pigeons.
We give but a cursory glance at the poultry department.
The first class in the Show was Spanish, which was very well

represented by twenty-six entries. The birds were in fine
order ; another fortnight would almost have perfected their
plumage. We were glad to see such a fine array of those
elegant birds, which stood out in bold contrast with their semi-
shapeless neighbours, the BraJimas and Cocliins. Of the latter
class there were several pens of very large birds iu fine plumage.
The Dorking classes were small. The Game were well repre-
sented, particularly the Black-breasted and Reds. The special
feature in this department was the Hamburghs. Golden and
Silver-spangled, Golden and Silver-pencilled, and Blacks stood
a hundred pens strong. In each of those classes were many
beautiful birds, marked to perfection, and they gave the Judge
no small trouble. The Bantam class, as usual at this Show,
was a show of itself ; 188 pens contained the various classes

—

viz.. Black-breasted Reds, Variety, Black, White, Golden and
Silver Sebrights. Amongst the Game birds were some most

elegant specimens, very gamey-like and graceful in their mo-
tions.

The Aylesbury and Rouen Duck classes were very well repre-
sented, and contained some remarkably large and fine speci-
mens. In the A'ariety class of Ducks were several pens of very
beautiful Mandarins, Carolinas, &c. The arrangements in this
department were certainly most complete—roomy pens, ample
passages, and good Ught.

PIGEONS.

This department was most successful, and has year by year
been advancing to the magnitude of our city shows. The
Exchange Hall was, as usual, filled, and for the first time two
tiers had to be resorted to for the smaller birds, as well as the
use of the gallery.

The Pouters amounted to 125 entries, and a finer collection of
those birds has not been seen for years. Black and Blue cocks
stood first in order. The first-prize was a Black, very handsome
in form, displaying a well-formed limb; second a good Blue,
rather heavy ; third also a Blue, somewhat out of order ; fourth
also a good Blue, and of considerable merit. Red, Yellow, or
Mealy Cocks.—First-and-special a beautiful Red of the old-
fashioned style and colour, long in feather and limb; second
also a good Red, but rather heavy in style, though well marked

;

third also a Red of fair markings; fourth a Y'ellow, evidently a
young bird of fine style and limb. Mr. Mitchell's Y'ellow highly-
commended was evidently past his showing days. Any-other-
colour Cocks.—First, second, third, and fourth were Wliites, all

very fine birds, the first nearly perfection in shape. Black or
Blue Hens.—First-and-special a Blue, a very fine bird in every
respect ; second also Blue, a good bird ; third a Black, well
marked, but rather heavy ; fourth Blue, a fine, handsome bird,
but much too gay in the wing. Red, Yellow, or Mealy Hens.

—

First, second, third, and fourth Beds. First was a bird of
unusual colour, and very handsome in style. In this class the
Mealys were completely put out, having to give way to the
standard colours. One bird in this class, a Mealy shown by Mr.
Mitchell, was perfection in form, and nearly so in markings.
Surely there ought to be a class for Mealys ! Hens, Any other
colour.—Frist, second, and third all Whites, handsome birds;
fourth a Chequer, a fine bird, evidently young. Cocks bred
1874.—This class contained many birds which will, no doubt, be
heard of again. Hens, Any colour, bred 1874.—This was a large
and fine class of birds ; many of them being young were not in
show, but will be certain to command their places in anotheryear.

Carriers.—Cocks any colour were a large and very fine class,
the awards seemed to us to be well given. First-and-special
was certainly a magnificent bird of Dun colour, and the best
Carrier in the Show; second also a Dun, a fine bird; third a
Black, had been a fine bird but was sadly out of order. Hens,
Any colour.—First a very fine Dun ; second a handsome Black,
rather fine in bill; third a Black ; fourth also Black, a good bird.
Young birds bred in 1874.—This was a large class, and all the
winners were birds belonging to local exhibitors. The English
exhibitors certainly did not forward their best specimens, or
they would not have been so completely beaten, but we under-
stand that one or two English specimens did not arrive in
time ; if they had, the scale might have been turned. The Kil-
marnock fanciers have for long been in the Carrier fancy.

Short-faced Tumblers, Any colour.—This was a very good but
not large class. The Judge here seemed to have gone more
upon colour than the shortness of face, and given the prizes
accordingly. The second-prize, a Kite, we think ought to have
stood first, being really the most perfect Short- faced bird in the
class. Barbs.—This was a large and good class. First a very fine
Black, fine head and wattle, and looked as if this were his first
appearance for the season ; second a very good Dun ; third and
fourth Black, very good, but we think there were others in the
cla.ss which ought to have taken their places. Young Barbs in
pairs. Any colour.—A small but good class. First Reds in very
bad order, one of them showing the white feather; second we
think should have stood first ; the others poor. In this class were
entries too late, which might have turned the tables. Trumpet-
ers were a large class, containing mostly imported birds or birds
bred from such. There was a great show of the rose and crown,
but we think the Judge did not give due weight to the feet;
many of them being very lightly feathered. Fantails, Any
colour.—A splendid class of liirds mostly of the Scotch Fancy,
small and full of motion. All the honours were taken by Scotch
breeders. The remaining classes will be noticed next week.

Spanish.—Extra 1, W. M'Inlyre, OchiUree. 2. R. Begg, Dairy. S. J. Poulton,
Bristol. 4, H. lieldun, Goitstock, Bindley, he, H. Wilkinson, Earbv, Skipton :

J. Moi-e, Hamilton; W. Nelson, Jobnfltone; W. Wallace, Aucht;iibrain; R.
Begg; A. Walker, c, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock ; J. Ai'mour.
bKAHMA PooTitAs.—Extra 1, R. Maxwell. Dmnfriea. 2. W. Marshall, Bishop-

risga. 3, W. Huj^hes, Glasgow. 4, A. Robertson. v}ic, H. Smith, Irvine ; W.,
Hughes; M. S. Temple, Hexhani ; D. Gellatly, Meigle ; W. Hargreaves.
Bacup. he, H. Wilkinson; T. Pye, Lancaster; T. Raines, Stirling; A. C.
Euasell, Cardross.
Cochin-Chisas.—Extra 1. G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, T. Fullarton, TrooD,

S and 4, T. Bruce, Busby, he, R. Maxw(-U; J. Wyse, Falkirk ; Mrs. W. Steven
Montrose : W. M. J. Baton, Broughty Ferry, c, Mrs. C. B. Taylor, Montrose

;

J. Hine, Kendal.
Dorkings.—Si/rt-r-Gfrfy.—l, A. J. Mutter. 2, Capt, Lyon, Kirkmichael. 8,

W. M'ilurray, Dalmelling. 4, J. Fotheringham, Stirling, he, Z. H. Heya ; T.
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SmiUie, jtm. c, Z. H. Heys. Coloured—Extra. 1, G. S. Robb, Leslie. 2, A.
Gibb. Ayr. 3, A. J. Mutter. 4, J. Tarnbiill. Larbert. he, A. J. Mutter; D.
Gellatly. c, J.Buncle, Linlithgow; J. Fergus n. White.~l and 4, J. Fettigrew,
DalmelliDgton. 2, W. Brown. 3, W. Arnut. DalmelliiiRton.
GA:aE —Black-breast€d or other Rech.—Extra 1, C. Jamieson. Forfar. 2, H.

W. Hutchison, Kirkcaldy. 3, J. A. Mather, DumfrieB. 4, J. Nelson, Hexham.
he, J. Chester, Nantwich ; J. Nelson ; W. Urmerod, Todmordeu ; J. A. Mather ;

(J Jamieson : H. W. Hutchison ; J. i C. Slif ddon. Glaegow. c, G. C. Wilson,
Milnthorpe West; R. Stewart, Blair Adam ; E. S. Godsell, Stroud ; H. Beldon.
Any other rarit'ty.—l, Z. H. Heys. 2. J. A. Mather. 3, Howarth & Lever,
Woofold, Bury 4. H. L. Home, Airdrie. hc,\W. Nelson, c, J. Paton, Galston;
Mrs. R. Frew. Kirkcaldy. Undubbed larae, any variety.—!, H. L. Home. 2, J.
A. Mather. 3, G. C Wilson. 4, H. W. Hutchison, c, W. Orraerod.
HAiiBUBGHa.— Goldfii-xpa tiglc'd.—l,2, and Extra 2, G. & J. Duckworth, Church.

S, H. Beldon. 4, J. Kirkhind. vhc, A Hege. c. A. Robertson ; W Meanley, Bir-
mingham : J. Crawford. Golden-2)e!icilU-d.—E,xtTa.l ior hen and4, G. &J. Duck-
worth. Extra 2 fur cock, W. Driver, Keinbley. 3, H. Beldon. he, J. G. Walker,
Sunderland; W. Dixon. Derby; G. Caithness, Carnoustie; D. Gilmour; W.
Linton, Selkirk; T. Black, Stewarton c, W. Speakman, Nantwich.
Hambcbghs. — .S'i7ivr-,sj)a«(7?f(/. — Extra 1. H. Beldon. 2, H Stansworth,

Burnley. 3, G. &. J. Duckworth. 4, H. Stansworth. he, J. Long. Bromley
Common; W. Husband; J. M'Andrew. Carnoustie, c, R. Bruce. Silver-
pencitled.—'[. H. Beldon. 2 and Extra for coct, H. Smith. 3, J. Long. 4, J.
Borland, Kilbarchan.
HAiiBCBGHS.—Bfacfc.~l, H. Beldon. 2, H. Robinson, Baildon. 3, J. Long.

4, W. Wilson, he, Stutt & Booth, Huntlev Brook, Bury.
PoLANDs OE Creve-Ccedhs.— Kxtra 1, H. Beldon. 2, A. M'Lelland, Barrhead.

5, J. Taylor, Montrose. 4, Mrs. J. Laird, Johnstone, he, G. W. Hibbert, Godley,
Hyde; A. Jack.
>coTCH Greys.—1, T. Wallace. Loans. 2. D. Kerr, jun , Park, Beith. 3, A.

Gibb. 4, J. Fulton, Beith. ;«:, T. M'Murtrie, Tawihorn ToU; J. M'Quilland.
c, R. M'Lelland, Ayr.
Maxats.— 1, R. Hawkins, Seaham. 2, J. S. Rooth. 8. Rev. H. A. Fairlie,

Kirkmichael. Chickens.— l. R Hawkins 2 and 3, Rev. H. A. Fairlie.
Any other Vaeiety.—Extra 1, J. Lambie, New Cumnock (Houdans). 2, Rev.

H. A. Fairlie (Andalusiane). 3, G. Anderson, Accrington (White Saltans). 4,

Master A. Frew, Sinclairtown, Kirkcaldy, e, H. Wilkinson (Houdans).
Game Bantams.—Bfa^fc-ftrfo-sffti or other ileds.—Extra 1, G. Bell, North

Seaton, Morpeth. 2, R. Youll, Sunderland. 3, R. Hislop, Carnforth. 4, A.
Crawford, Beith. vhc, J. Mayo. Gloucester, he, Z H. Heya ; W. Henderson

;

J. Nelson; A. Gibb; J. Scoular; A. Kennedy, Kilbimie; J. Hine. c, G. K.
Scobie, Dunfermline ; W. Grice ; J. M'Gawn.
Game Bantams —Any other variety.— 1, J. Nelson. 2, R. J. Hartley. 3, J.

Setoo. 4, T, Barker, rhc. D. Hunter, Sunderland, he, J. Hunter; J. Nelson;
R. White, Cockshaw, Hexham; J. R. Gilgour, CrosBgatea, Fife; W. Rogers,
Sunderland ; G. Riley. Accrinpion.
Game BktiiiMB.— Undubbed, anij variety.—I, T. Fergnson. jun. 2, T. C.

Newbit, Epworth. 8. T. Barker. Burnley. 4. W. F. Addie, Preston.
Bantams —Black or White —Extra 1, W. H. Shackleton. Bradford. 2, C. E.

and J. G. lilinpworth, Hightown, Normanton. 3, J. Marshall. 4, D. M'Laren.
vhc, H. Beldon. he, Milner &. Beanland ; R. H. Ashton, Mottram (2) ; Mrs. W.
Shaw ; T. Cropper, c. Miss J M. Frew.
Bantams.—GoW«t or Creamy tiilver Sehrioht. — l, A. Miliar, jun. 2. J.

Millar. 3, W. Richardson, York. 4. J. Taylor, he, W. Richardson; T. B.
Carver, Langthorpe, Boroughbridge; M. Lcno, Markyate Street, c, J. W.
L'oyd (2).

Bantams.—Silver Sebright, Clear White Ground only. — 1 and Extra, A.
Robertson. 2, J. W. Llojd, Kington. 3, J. Baton. 4, Mias M. S. Millar, vhe,
J. Mayo.
Selling Class.-^ny variety of Bantanis.—I, T. Barker (Game Bantams).

2, D. M'Laren (Black Bantams) 8, W. Imrie, Torranyeard, Kilwinning (Scotch
Greys). 4, R. H. Ashton (Black Bantama).
Selling Ci.ABB.—Any variety tweept Dantams.—l, A.. J. Mutter (Dorkings).

2, W. Greenshields (Spanishl. !t, W. .lardme. Millbnrn. Tarbolton (Golden-
spangJed Hamburgh). 4, G. WiUieon, Kilmarnock (Brahmas).
DvcKS.—Aylesbury.—Kxira 1 and 2, A. Robertson. 3 and 4. Z. H. Heya. c,

W. Wallace. J?o((cn.—1 and 3, J. Nelson. 2, J. A. Mather. 4, Capt Lyon, vhe,
J. Pollock, West Walton, Neilston. he, A. Robertson; W. G. Mulligan; R.
White. Any other variety— I, H. B. Smith, Broughton, Preston. 2, Mrs. W.
Shaw. 8 and 4, H. B. Smith, he, R. H Ashton ; J. Johnstone, Sunderland (2).
Geese.-I, W. G. Mulligan. 2, H. M'Lelland. 8, J. Buncle.
TuHKEYB.—1, Rev. H. A. Fairlie. 2, Misses Stirling, Craigie. 3, G. H. Guthrie.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.— B?rtcfc or Blue.—Cock. — I, J. Mitchell. Glasgow. 2 and 9, J.

M'CuUoch. Uddingston, 4, D. Lawrie. he, R. Crow, Larkhall. c, A. N. Bryce,
Edinburgh. Hen—1, J. M'Culloch. 2, R. W. Bryce, Edinburgh. 3, W.
Ridley. 4, J. Mitchell, he, E. Beckwith. c, H Thomson.
PocTEBs.—Bed, Yellou-, or Mealy.—Cock.—1 and 2, J. M'Culloch. 3, E. Beck-

with, Monkwearmouth. 4, O. Thomson, Alloa, he, J. Mitchell, c, A. Wintour,
Edinburgh. Hen.—\, J. M'Culloch. 2 and 4, W. Ridley. 3, J. S. & A. Robb,
Gaberston, Alloa, he, J. Mitchell, e. J. M'Culloch.
Pouters.-.d/iy o(/ier coiOHr.—Cocfc.— 1. W. Ridley. Hexham. 2, J. M'Culloch.

3. J. Forest, Hamilton. 4, E. Beckwith. he, A. Dunleavy, Glasgow, c, J.
Paton. Hen.—1, W. Ridley. 2, J. M'Culloch. 3. A. Andoreon, Trinity, Edin-
burgh. 4, J. Mitchell, he. J. Day, Edinburgh, e. H. Davies. Kilbirme.
Pouters.—^Tij/ eolour.—Young Cock.~-\, 2, and 4, J. M'c ulloch. 8, R. Crow,

/u. J.Day, c, W. Ridley. Tounq Ht-».—l and 2, J. Mitchell. 8, R. Crow. 4. J.
M'CuUoch. he, W. Ridley, e, D. Lawrie.
Carriers —OocA:.—Extra 1, W Ridlev. 2. S. D. Baddelev, Hereford. 8. H

Yardley. Birmingham. 4, E. Beckwith. he, A. Hutchison; J. M'Crae; E.
Beckwith; J. &. W. Towerson, E^remont. Hen.~\, S. D. Baddeley. 2, W
Ridley. 3, G. Brown. 4, H. Bankhead. he, H. Yardley.
Caekieks.— i'oitnf? Cock or Hen.— I, J. Koas, East Gatehead. 2, H. Bank-

head. 3, D. Robertson. 4, D. Mimn. vhe. G. Brown, he, J. Ford, Monkwell
Street, London ; H. Bankhe«d ; K. Beckwith.
TvMBLEBS.—Short-faced.—Cock or Hcn—\ and Extra, E. Beckwith. 2 D.

Brash. 3, H. Yardley. 4, J. Ford, he, Mias M. S. Millar : R. Crow ; E. Beck-
with (2).

Barbs.—Cocfc or Hen.—1, E. Beckwith, 2, J. E. Spence. 3, A.N. Bryce. 4
J. Lamont, jun., Edinburgh, lie. H. Yardlev : W. Brydone, Laneton Mains.
Dunse; R. Crow. Young Pair.—1,3. Glen, High Busbyhill, Cambuslang. 2,
D. Lawrie. 3, J. R. Rennards, Helf-nsburch. 4, J. Smart, Montrose.
Trumpeters.— CocA: or Hen —1. A. A. Vander Meerscb, Tooting, London. 2,

J. Lederer, Bootle. 3. J. &W. Towcrann. 4, G. Ure, Broughty Ferry, he, J.
and W. Towerson ; A. A. Vander Meersch.
Fantailb.—Cocfc or Ben.—\, Master R. Blair. Johnatone. 2, Cumming and

Fleming, Beith. 3, A. Smith, York. 4. W. & A. Crawford, Beith. he, J. F
Loveraidge, Newark; W. & A. Crawford; J. Main, Johnstone; Mias L Blair,
Thorn, Johnstone.
Jacobins. -Cocfc or Hen.—Extra 1, W. Brydone. 2. J. A. Gilmour. 3 and 4

A. A. Vander Meerach. he, A. N. Bryce (2) ; J. Pyper, Belfast (2) ; J. Ferguson

;

J. A. Gilmour.
TuRBiTS.—1, W. Brydone. 2. A- Angus. Galaton. 3, M. S. Temple. 4, J. G.

Orr, Beith. ftc, R. Bro%vn ; J. G. Orr; J. Muir ; M. S. Temple.
Owls.—En{7/is/t.—Extra 1 and 2. W. Ridlev. 8, T. Foater. 4, A. Yuill, Glasgow.

nc-. A. N. Bryce ; W. & R Davidson, Montrose.
Tdmblebb.—Se//-cotour^rf. not Short mcerf.—Special 1, W. C. Cassels. Hamil-

ton. 2, J. Glen. 3. R. W.Bryce. 4. W. Ridley, /tc, B. Douglas ; W. Millar ; W.
E. Mapplebeck, jun , Mosel^y, Birmingham ; J. Glen ; Cumming & Flemming
W. M'Kinlay, Kilmarnock: R. Camtrnn.
TvuBVERB.-Bluebarrcd or any other colour, not SUort-j'aeed.—l, J. G. Orr.

2, H. Folton, Beith. 3, J. G. Orr. 4,J.Glen. /tc, J. Kerr ; J. Ford.

Beards or Balds.—Long or Short-faced.—\,'W. Brydone. 2, W.Ridley.' S,

W. M'Kinlay. 4, J.Kerr. hc.B. Yardley; J. Glen; H. Smith; J. G. Orr; E.
Beckwith.
Common.—1 and 2, J. F. Cunningham, Beith. 3, A. Gray. 4, W. Mackie, Tar-

bolton.
Nuns —1, J. Lament, jun. 2. J. Clark. 3, J. Cargill. 4, A. Duthie.
Any other Distinct Variety.— Special 1, W. Brydone {Foreign owls). 2, H.

Yardley. 3, E. Lee. Nantwich (Dragoons). 4, T. Foater (Swallows), he, A. N.
Bryce (Dragoona) : A. Duthie (black Magpies) ; A. Anderson (Arcliangels) ; A,
Jackson, Checiiuerbent, Bolton (2); J. i!t VV. Towerson (:;) ; H. Beldon. i
Selling Class.- 1, J. Lambie, New Cumnock, '.i. D. Lawrie. 3, W. & A.

Crawford. 4, J, & W. Towerson. he, A. N. Bryce; J. R. Kilgour ; J. tialt,
Kilbirme.

CANARIES AND CAGE BIRDS.
Clean Yellow.—Cocfc—J, W. Campbell. 2. G. Grant, Bridgeton, Glasgow.

3, R. Crawford. 4, T. Vallauce, Glasgow. Ht «.—E.\tra i, K. Byron, Dairy. 2,

R. Crawford. 8, D. Dick. 4, D. Keid.
Clean Buff.— Cocfc.—Extra I, W. Paterson, Perceton. 2, R. Baxter. S, W.

Adam. 4, D. Keid, Kilbirme. flfn.—l, D. Holden, Irvine, 2, T. VallaLce. 3,

R. Paterson. 4, J. Graham.
Piebald Yellow.-Cocfc —1, M. Adam, Ayr. 2, R. Millar. 3, T. Jamieson.

4, H. Adair, Crookedholm. Hen.— 1, T. Vallance. 2, J. M-Lelland. 3, A.KeUj,
PaisUy. 4, R. Bjron.
Piebald Buii-.—Coc/.-.—Extra 1, J. Kerr. 2, T. Vallance. 8, R. Brydon. 4,

W. Thom, Stewarton. Hen.—Extra 1 and 4, A. Kelly. 2, A. Borland. 3,H.
Paterson.
MvLE.—Goldfinch Yelloii\—l and 2, J. Calderwood, Stewarton. 8, D. Young,

Kilmaurs. Goldfinch Buff.—l, J. Calderwood. 2, A. Anderson.
Goldfinch.-1, T. Conn, Kilwinning. 2, A. M'Dowail, Dalrymple, Girvan.

3, T. Revie.
Selling Class.-Cocfc.—Extra 1, D. Holden. 2, A. Borland. 8, R. Calderwood.

Hen.—Extra 1 and 3, D. Dick. 2, K. Buntme.
Home or Foreign Bikds. not included above.—1 and /ic, Mrs. W. Shaw

(Cockatoo and Parrot). 2, Mrs. J. M. Wilson, Kilmarnock (Aubtralian White
Cockatoo). 3, T. Barrowman (Paraquet).

RABBITS.
Any Fancy Variety.-Bucfc or l>oe.—\, E. J. Fell (Spanish Lop-ear). 2 and 4,

W. M'Donald, jun , Galston (Lop-eara). 3, J. M. Heoley, Hexham (Himalayan).
Co^HLon.-Buck or Hoe.— 1, J. Kirkland. 2, D. smith. 3, J. Rankin. 4, J,

Locbhead.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. Richard Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.
Pigeons: Mr. James Huie, Glasgow; Mr. T. J. Charlton,
Bradford. Canary Birds, d-c. : Mr. Samuel Brown, 100, West
Street, Calton, Glasgow ; Mr. Robert Crawford, Bankhouse,
Kilbirme; Mr. Robert Calderwood, Kilmarnock; Mr. JohnMair,
Kilmarnock.

PIGEONS AT NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE SHOW.
This was a success, not only as regards the large number of

entries in almost every class, but the very satietactory way in

which nearly one hundred prizes, and about double that number
of commendations, were awarded. It was an agreeable disap-

pointment to me to find, that instead of my usual criticisms on
the judging, it is merely requisite to give a general description

of the winnmg birds.

Blue or Black Pouter cocks stood first on the list. The first

prize and cup were awarded to a well-known Blue bird, although
he stood between two very grand Blacks. The second, also a
Blue, was perhaps a little more slender, similar in markings,
yet wanting in crop; but were it in ttie hands of some, or

oftener exhibited, it would show to greater advantage. In hens
a large Blue was first; but I had a great Uking for the second-

prize hen, also a Blue, having grand style and markings, yet

not so clear in colour. The commendations in both classes were
well bestowed.
Red or Yellow cocks came next. A good Yellow was first,

with plenty of limb and length of feather, but poorly marked.
The second, a Red, was very fair in all points, a good blower,

and always showing to great advantage. The hens were average
birds ; first a Red, measuring well, but faulty in plumage,
Yellow taking second, and I rather preferred this to the former
bird, being tighter in feather, and exhibiting herself well. A
very-highly-commended bird was close upon them with ciuality

in every respect. In the classes for Any other colour, in cocks

I found a dashing White first, showing every point asked for.

The second prize, although given to a true *' Any other colour,"

might have been better bestowed upon either of the two highly

commended birds. In hens of this questionable colour the

prizes were well awarded to good Whites, and no fault could be
found with the commendations. A word of advice to the disap-

pointed : I would mention that many good Pouters exhibited, and
not realising the expectations of their owners, would perhaps
have done better if they had been trained more to the show pen,

and asked to appear in their best attitude.

Carriers.—Black cccks consisted of half a dozen very good
specimens. In spite of a deformed wing, the Judges thought a

bird good enough for the first prize. My opinion was with the
majority—that the bird ought to have been disqualified, especi-

ally when a first-rate bird in the next class was passed over for

a little blindness of one eye. The second prize was awarded to

a really good bird, only beaten by a Uttle more size of eye ; but
surely a damaged bird ought not to be placed before a first-class

bird in every respect. The first-prize Black hen, although a
little ragged, possessed excellent head, beak, and wattle proper-
ties, ana when in full feather is a fine specimen of an English
Carrier. In Any other colour, cocks. Duns took both prizes.

Although the first-and-cup bird was much admired for its per-
fections, I would not have complained had the awards been
reversed; in addition to being equal in points, the second-prize
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bird was by far the better in coloar. In hens the first pen was
a little the better in eye, yet the second was superior in coloar.

One or two good birds were highly commended.
Passing on from birds of the past and present, we get a

glimpse of the future, and behold youthful promise very fairly

developed—a strapping fellow full of vigour and very even in

head points, showmg a great contrast between himself and
others ; this and the second-prize birds were Duns.
Dragoons, Blue or Silver, were a very large class, so large that

the Committee could have afforded to have given an extra prize or

two ; if even only a third of 5s., there would still have been left

£5 on the class. The first was a Blue, well made, with beautiful

black bars, and a proper blue rump ; second a Silver of a very
fine soft colour, and well proportioned. A few commenda-
tions were given, yet many very good birds were unnoticed.

Yellow or Red.—The former beat the latter, both being first-

rate birds ; but so good was the class that almost every bird was
deserving of a prize. In the class for Any other colour a Grizzle

beat a White. These excepted, the class was nothing extra.

iUmond Tumblers came next under notice, and a very fair col-

lection they were—ten birds, with nearly every property first-

class. The first-and-cup bird and the very highly commended
one were well broken, the former beating the latter and the
second pen in beak and head points. Almond hens were a small
class, and only contained three really good birds, properly
placed. Second very charming in colour. Tumblers, Any other
colour, comprised very good head-and-beak birds. First a little

gem of a Kite ; the second a Black Mottle, standing between two
much superior birds, a Yellow Mottle being one, which was not
mentioned. The hens were a very fair class, yet the Judge
again appeared to have forgotten that the class was more for

the head-and-beak birds tSian for the best Kite or Mottle.
Those low-headed and old-fashioned birds are of no use against
good head-and-beak birds. In Tumblers of this year a nice
little Red was first, and YeUow Mottle second.

Barbs, cocks, any colour, a very grand Dun had an easy
victory, and a Black second ; only two more worthy of note. In
hens it was similar; a Black first and a YeUow second, the others
only middling.
In Foreign Owls, Blue or Silver, Blues of course took both

prizes. White or any other colour proved a larger and better
class; White first and Black second.

Trumpeters, Mottled, first-and-cup Dark, yet wanting in

coloar and feet feather. The second and highly-commended
birds left little to choose between, the former having the larger
rose, and the latter the better feet feathers. Pour very good
Blacks were in the " other variety " class, the first pen being
excellent in feet.

Fantails, White, an excellent class, the same bird winning
that has been, I believe, either first or second for four or five

years. Many others with large and well-spread tails took the
other honours, yet some were coarse and wanting carriage. Any
other coloar, a small Bine was first, and a large coarse Silver
with ragged tail second, possessing nothing but coloar to recom-
mend it.

Jacobins, Red or Yellow.—The class was large, but many very
indifferent birds were shown ; about a dozen, however, were
pretty fair, consisting of three or four good Yellows, and amongst
the remainder was a neat little Red hen, taking the first prize
and cap. She appeared to strike the eye of all by her closeness
of chain and compact appearance. The second-prize bird had
a good hood and chain with a nice short beak, yet lacking fresh-

ness of plumage. In Blacks some half-dozen decent birds con-
tested. First a little hen, good in all points ; second a very rich-

coloured and good-chained bird, rather coarse, but well cut.

One or two good birds were highly commended. The class for

Any other coloar contained, in addition to Whites, three Blues
and one Silver, Whites taking the prizes ; first large, second a
little marked.

Turbits, Red or Yellow, a good class. First a Yellow, well
furnished ; second Red, small and better colour. Any other
colour a very fair class. First Silver, being very fine and soft

in colour, and well deserving its position, although a Black late

arrival, had it been in time, would have very much questioned
the Silver's honours. Second a Blue—small, clean, and neat.
Others, well-frilled and clean-cut, were highly commended. Red
or Yellow, rare specimens of this class took the first and second
prizes ; both birds were YeUow. Any other variety, a poor class

;

first and Black second.

English Owls were a very large class, and many grand birds,

Silvers proving superior to Blues.
The other classes

—

Magpies, Nuns, Antwcrps, common Tum-
blers, and the Variety class, did not call for any special comment.
Although I have entered at some length into many classes, I

must not omit to mention that this liberal-minded Committee,
for such it is when it is remembered that they who are all Pigeon
fanciers, actually give classes for poultry. Canaries, and British
birds, and that, notwithstanding the discouragement of last year,
they are now in such a financial position as many a society
would envy. It was indeed pleasing to me to notice the many

greetings of good old fanciers who perhaps had not seen each

other for at least a twelvemonth ; and the fact that at one time
on the opening day I could count at least a score of good Pouter
fanciers speaks a deal for that breed, and that it must be well

heard of in this locality in the future.—Impabtial.

HIGH-FLYING TUMBLERS.
Among the numerous fancies peculiar to Pigeon-keeping in

America there ia a very interesting and amusing one that has

been sadly neglected ; it is that of flying Tumbler Pigeons. By
that I mean training them to fly high and stay up for hours.

Several years ago ejuite a number of breeders in this city kept

a flight of such birds, but I beUeve the fancy has entirely de-

parted, until to-day there is not a good flock of high-flyers to be

found. I am told by an old fancier from across the seas that

in the city of Vienna, Austria, some years ago twenty thousand
birds were kept for this especial purpose, and in the early

morning hours of a clear day the sky would be filled with these

encircling flights of Pigeons. On the housetops would be seen

the different owners watching the evolutions of their respective

flocks, marking here and there a defective bird, as one not en-

titled to good company, but only fit for boys or the spit, and
again praising the performance of some extraordinary member
of the flock. The variety known as Balds is the favourite of

fanciers of this sport, and it does not matter as to coloar if the

bird is short or pleasant-faced, clean cut, and of good staying

qualities.

In the matter of tumbUng authorities differ, some favouring

birds that tumble as they rise and fall, others claiming that

they must not tumble or they will bring down the flight. In

raising a flight of Tumblers one wants to be particular if it is

the bald-headed variety, and mate only well-marked and good-

coloured birds, as this is one of their attractions ; if their flying

qualities are known, good flyers should also be mated together,

for if one is an indifferent flyer and the other a good one, the

weaker of the two will have a tendency to injure the flying

quaUties of the other by inducing it to settle or fly low. This

raising of a good flight of high-flyers is not the work of a day or

month, but it is only attained after many months of patient

watching and experimenting.
The room in which they are kept should be furnished with

an area or trap for letting the flight loose, and also furnished

with loopholes and bolt-wires, so arranged that although they

will allow a Pigeon to enter, it cannot get out unassisted. The
loft should be made as attractive for them as possible, by fur-

nishing it with plenty of clean water, feed, gravel, and rock salt,

or salt cat, so that when they are let out they may give all their

attention to flying, and not be searching around for something
to gratify their appetites ; a dish for bathing should also be

provided, that their plumage may be in fine clean condition ; in

fact, every want should be supplied, and their home be made as

attractive as a Pigeon-loft can be. It is a peculiarity of these

birds to fly to a great height, and it is necessary for the fancier

to be present when they are let out, that he may know each
individual bird, and mark those for breeding and flying that rise

to the greatest height. Thus, by careful selection from his

young stock, he can establish a flight of a dozen or so birds that

will cheer his heart and do him great credit.

But we will suppose the fancier has worked patiently for

years, and has finally established a respectable flock. We go with

him some bright May morning to the home of his feathered

favourites ; they have learned his step so well that, as soon as

we reach the entrance, and before the door is opened, we can

hear their delighted fluttering ; they well know that the hand
that turns the key in the look never comes except it brings them
some dainty to feast on. This time their treat is canary seed,

and as their master scatters it around they eagerly seize it, and
never leave off the search until every grain is devoured. But
we have come to give them a fly. At this time of the day they
know what the visit means, and as soon as the trap is opened
they are ready and off. As I have said, it is a morning in May,
the air soft and balmy, the skies bright and clear, unflecked

even by a passing cloud. The birds feel the influence of the

invigorating air, and rise in circles higher and higher, their

bright clean plumage glistening in the sunlight, their peculiar

markings showing to the greatest advantage. Now one throws

a somersault, but it is so neatly done that he never leaves the

flight ; again, another shows his agiUty, and so they keep soar-

ing and tumbUng, and yet all so close together that your pocket-

handkerchief could cover them; but your neck begins to ache

from so constantly gazing upward, and you turn to earth awhile

to relieve the strain upon it.

In commenting on the qualities of the favourite birds an hour

slips away, and when you again turn your eyes heavenward
nothing but empty space meets your gaze. Where are they ?

What has become of them? Have they settled on some
neighbouring roof ? No ! you look again, and away up as far as

you can see, a number of glistening specks greet your eyes, and
as you continue to look the forms of the birds descending come
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• distinctly into view; down they giadually come, circling and
tumbling as before, until, with one last tumble and pitch, they
settle all about you, showing as little appearance of fatigue as

the high-mettled racehorse after a two-mile heat. They rush
for the loophole8, are soon inside, and attacking the food provided
for them with appetites such as only such exercise can give.

Here, in their loft, they remain confined until the usual hour
for morning exercise comes round again, when, if the weather is

bright and clear, they are indulged with another fly.

In flying birds care should be taken not to allow a hen out
that is just about laying, nor if a pair has eggs, to allow both to

fly together, as they may fly so long as to allow the eggs to get
cold. Or, again, if it is the morning when you let them fly, and
the pair go out together, the cock will be likely to leave the flight

after flyiug a short time, and come back to the nest; his doing
so will be very apt to cause the whole flight to settle. I should
greatly like to have this amusement become general, and to all

lovers of this fancy can truly say, nothing in this way can give
you more pleasure than in traiuing and watching a flock of

high-flying Tumblers.

—

Blue Jacobin.— (American Fanciers'
Jotirnal.)

MESSENGER PIGEONS.
One lesson taught by the war between France and Germany

was the value ot well-trained Carrier Pigeons in all besieged
cities, and both countries are now taking steps to procure a good
supply. The Germans have established Pigeon stations at
Hamburg, Metz, Berlin, Cologne, and the fortresses of Magde-
burg, Wesel, and Miuden, and the Government has stimulated
the creation of Pigeon-flying clubs, one of which, ironically
called " The Concordia," has recently flown a number of birds
from Paris to Cologne, so that they might know their way in
case of an emergency. Several of those Pigeons flew the dis-
tance in seven hours, thus attaining a very high rate of speed,
but it must be added that the Germans have purchased the best
Carriers procurable in Belgium. At a sale in Brussels the other
day sixty Pigeons realised four thousand francs, or two and a
half guineas each, the whole of them being bought for Germany.
In France, upon the other hand, M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire, the
Director of the Jardin d'Acclimatation, has induced the Minister
of War to sanction the establishment of a " military dovecote,"
which is to contain some 45U Piteous, provided by two of the
most Buccessful breeders in Belgium. A sum of money has
been placed at M. St. Hilaire's disposal, and with the progeny
of these birds he will soon be in a position to people the dove-
cotes which are to be placed in all the chief fortresses of France.
The Pigeons will also be trained to fly distances of three or
four hundred miles, and each Pigeon will be made to travel in
different directions ; for as a postal messenger in time of war
he must be able to fly to any point of the compass. Experience
shows, however, that the Carrier can easily be trained to do this,
for M. Perre de Boo, the great Belgian breeder, relates an in-
stance in which he brought eight Pigeons from Antwerp, and
let them loose at Greenwich. After wavering in their flight for
a few minutes they went off in the direction of London, and
M. de Eoo never expected to see them again ; but he received a
telegram from Antwerp a few hours later to say that they had
all returned to their dovecote, and these were Pigeons that had
never crossed the sea before.

—

(Daily Neios.)

YORK AND DARLINGTON CANARY SHOWS.
At the York show-room I found a much better collection of

birds than I expected. To the credit of Mr. E. Todd and a
willing, painstaking, practical Committee, every arrangement
had been made for the comfort of the 230 specimens entrusted
to their care, and likewise ot the visitors who were admitted to
the show-room at about midday, or soon after the judging had
been concluded. The Show was held in the Corn Exchange, and
extended over two days, the 10th and 11th inst.
The classes commenced with Belgians, Any variety, but there

was nothing of a very sensational character. Mr. T. M. Eeid's
Yellow was a tolerable good bird, showing best for points.
Messrs. Orme & Ashley exhibited a very fine Clear Yellow
Norwich, which gained a first, having good bloom throughout.
Still, I have seeu a better-coloured bird this season. Messrs.
W. &. C. Burniston were well in for a second prize. The two
very highly commended birds of Mr. Adams, and the one (20),
exhibited by Mr. Pope, were all fine. There were a mixed lot
of Clear Buffs, which were not altogether to my satisfaction,
and not nearly so good as those which were shown at Darlington a
day or two afterwards. The Evenly-marked and Tidied classes
contained some capital birds. There were twenty-nine Crested
birds in both classes, but the Buffs had the best of it. A few
good Lizards, both Gold and Silver-spangled, were on the stages.
No. 112 (Gold-spangled), exhibited by Messrs. Burt &Blemstone,
would have looked much better had it not been clipped in the
back part of the cap feathers. In the Cinnamon classes Mr.
Adams exhibited some high-coloured birds, and gained three

prizes out of four. Mr. Smith won a second in Buffs. Ybri--

s7i(j-c birds were present in strong force. Mr. Stewart gained a
first in Y'ellows with a fine bird ; Mr. Myers beingin close attend-
ance for the second place. The latter exhibitor also deservedly
won first honours in Buffs. Uneven-marked Yorkshire—Mr.
Belk first, Mr. Hawman second, both good.
In the Any other variety class Mr. Garbutt exhibited an ixQ-

meuse Buff Coppy-crested bird. First prize was accorded to

it, and second to a Scotch Fancy. It is somewhat amusing to
find those who are in the dark with respect to this particular
kind of bird terming them Belgians. lu the Selling class Messrs.
Orme Sc Ashley were at home for a first prize. Class I'J (sixes),

nine entries, T. Cleminson first, J. Calvert second. Mules were
pretty good, both Marked and Dark. There were eighteen
Goldfinches, but Mr. Cox won first, Mr. West being second.
The first-prize Bullfinch belonged to Mr. Lister, and the second
to Messrs. W. & C. Burniston, who also took a first prize with a
capital Brown Linnet, sixteen others standing behind. Mr.
Carrick was second with a tolerably good bird.

What would old " Isaac of Y'ork," the Jew familiar to all

readers of " Ivanhoe," have thought, had he in his day wit-

nessed such living golden specimens of Canaries as were ehown
in the Corn Exchange, Y'ork?

But I must be thinking of Darlington, where I found myself
wrapped-up in the " Fleece," a very appropriate and acceptable
term, for the weather had changed to thorough winter. After a
dreamy night about high-colour and high-shouldered birds, I
awoke to find the ground covered with snow—certainly not very
deep, but it brought to my mind something in the nursery-
rhyme style I had learned about " the fleece as white as snow,"
rhyming with some such words " sure to go." Well, I was quite
ready to go, for unless I visited the Mechanics' Hall, Darling-
ton, to see what sort of birds there were, I should know very
little concerning them. The total number of entries reached
42G—a goodly array certainly, made-up of the best specimens
that could be sent. Such a display of Belgians has not been
seen for many a-day, Mr. Eutter being present with a dozen
(not ten), all on this occasion being couveyed to the Show by
himself. Whether anyone else had an '' interest in one," is not
for me now to say. There is no telling what future events may
bring forth.

In taking a survey of the birds generally, I found some of the
best specimens I had every witnessed, especially the Norwich
birds. In Classes 1 and 2 Mr. Eutter took four prizes with
wonderfully good birds, being first and third in Y'ellows, and
first and second in Buffs. Mr. Butter's other birds gained high
commendations ; but it would extend the report too much to

enumerate other than the highest prizetakers. Mr. E. Hawman
took a good second, getting-in cleverly betwixt Mr. Butter's
pair. Sergeant-Major Paxton won a good third in Buffs. In
the next six classes for Clear Y'ellow, Clear Buff, Evenly-marked
Yellow, Evenly-marked Buff, Ticked Yellow, and Ticked Buff,

Mr. Adams, of Coventry, won twelve prizes out of eighteen.
His birds were a sight alone worth witnessing. Messrs. Mackley
took three thirds, Messrs. Brown & Gayton a first, Mr. G. Cox a
second, and Messrs. Moore & Wynn a third. This is something
like disposing of the Norwich classes. The prize list will afford

all particulars. In the Crested classes there were a number of

fine birds shown, but as is usually the case, the Buff-crests

were the most showy. Messrs. Mackley's first Buff was a bird
much to be admired.
In the four classes of Lizards there were several firat-class

birds exhibited, but still they are not so good generally as I
have seen on many previous occasions. A great mistake was
committed through some of them having been moulted upon the
pepper diet. Instead of improving them it spoils the appear-
ance of the feathers. There were very few birds in the two first

classes that could be called at all perfect, being open-backed,
bad-spangled, or otherwise deficient. Messrs. Cleminson and
EUerton won the two highest honours with birds of good form
and well backed-up in spangles and caps. Mr. Eitchie took first

honours with a good Silver, he having also won third in Golds.
Mr. Bunting showed well-up for second in Silver-spangled, it

being by great odds the best ben out this season. This was ad-
mitted by competent judges. The same bird has won several
prizes at other shows. Mr. Fairbrass, of Canterbury, exhibited
the best bird by far in the Broken-cap classes, which bird, no
doubt, will be heard of again.

The Cinnamon prizes nearly all fell to Mr. Adams. Messrs.
Moore & Wynn took third in Buff Cinnamon. Mr. Stewart re-

peated his York victory with a fine YorkshircYe\lo'w; Mr. Stevens
being second. Messrs. Oliver & Holdsworth were first in Buffs.

There was some trouble experienced over the Yorkshire Evenly-
marked birds, which proved not to be so even as they ought
to be. In Class 19 (No. 233), a bird exhibited by Mr. Belk had
been much plucked on the right shoulder, between the shoulder
and neck. In Class 20 (238), Evenly-marked Buff Yorkshire, a bird
exhibited by Mr. Thackrey was tested and found to be painted,
on the right eye in particular. The bird appeared to have
beautiful eyes and splendid finish imtil the paint was removed.
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Sorely this could not have been the same bird as exhibited at

Norwich. No. 2'10, in Class 20, also was proved to have had
some of the feathers in the ri^ht wing cut off nearly close, the
stumps of the pinions showiug them to have been white feathers

clipped out from amongst the dark ones, so as to give tbe smaller
flight feathers in the wiug a more even appearance. The bird

was shown by Mr. Belk.
There were several good birds exhibited in the Any other

variety class, and a very noticeable feature was the "sixes."
Messrs. Mackley won an easy first with a beautiful lot of Jonques
(Norwich). In the Goldfinch Mule class Mr. Bunting was first

with a good one, a previous winner; Mr. Tenniswood being
second with another previous winner. Mr. Cooper of Middles-
borough, was third with a very deserving specimen, it being in

splendid trim, marked on each eye and wing, and having a per-

fect clear tail. There were a few good Dark Mules, Mr. Hawman
of Middlesborough being the principal winner. Class 27, Foreign
Birds, Mr. Bauting was first with a fine King Parrot; second
Miss E. Bowea with a Red-crested Grey Cardinal ; and Mr. Cal-

vert third with a Rosella Parrakeet. Many capital Goldfinches
and Linnets were shown, but Bullfinches were not so good. In
the Any other variety of British birds, Mrs. E. Wallace was
second with a Jay; the first-prize being the Starling, a winner
of many prizes, shown by Messrs. Fryer & Holt. There was
likewise a well-filled Selling class, no less than thirty-eight
specimens.
The manner in which the Darlington Bird Show had been

conducted admitted of no two ways of thinking. The tempe-
rature of the hall containing so many valuable specimens was
studied, and the birds were well looked after. The Secretaries,

Messrs. Watson and Stewart, and the Committee, appear to be
the men in the right place. I left Darlington with that im-
pression.

—

An E'i'E-WlTNESS.
Subjoined are the awards.

YORK.
Belgians.—1. T. M. Reid. Halifax. 2, L. Meinecke. Hall, rhi^, J. Faweett,

Baildon; R. Hawman, Middlesborough. /ic, R. D. Waite. Malton; L. Belk,
Dewsbary ; J. Calvert, Bootham. c, R. J. Pope, Brighton ; S. Bunting,
Woodlark.
Norwich.— C^frtr Yellon\—l, Ornie & Ashley, Derby. 2, W. & C. Bnrniston,

Middlesborongh. y/ic, J. Adams, Coventrv (2); R. J. P-inc he, .T. Swain,
Pickering; W. Smith, Birmingham, c. W. H. Batchelor. Whitby. Clear Buff.
—1, W. Smith. 2, J. Adama. vhc. J. Adams; S. Roberts, Derby; W. H.
Batchelor ; T. M. Reid ; G. Cox. Norlhampton.
T^oRyrics.— Evenly-marked Tellow.— l, W. Smith. 9. G. Cox. vhc, T.

Cleminaon. Evenly-marked Buff—\, J. Adams. 2. T. Cleminson. vhc, G.
Cox ; Martin & Gnlfin, Northampton ; W. Clarkaon, Hull ; Quin & Son. he, J.
Goode, Leicester.
Norwich.— Tjcfcrrf or Unevenly-marked Yelloxo.~\ and?. J. Adams, /ic, Do-

man & Allen, Nottingham, c, G. Herbert, Alcester. Ticked or Unevenly-
marked Buff.—1,T. Tenniawood, MiddleBborough. 2, J. Adama. vhc, J. Adama ;

S. Roberts, c, J. Swain.
Norwich.— C'l^ar or Marked, Dark-ci ested. Yellow.—1, G. Cox. 2. W. J.

Hampton. Darlincton. vhc, S. Roberts ; Doman & Allen. Clear or Marked,
Dark'C rested, BuiT.—l, Doman & Allen. 2. G. Cox. vhc, Doman & Allen ;

Gamett & Smith,(York ; — Briakham, York ; W. J, Hampton, he, R. HutLhinaon,
Hull ; W. Howard, Harropate ; Martin & Griffin ; J. Green. York.
hizAJiD.—Golden-sp'ingled.—i, Cleminson & EUerton. 2, Holdaworth & Oliver,

Harrogate, vhc, K. Hutchinson. Kirbymooraide; T. M. Rcid ; J. Swain,
Darlington, he, S. Bunting. Silver-spavgled.—l, T. M. Reid. 2, W. & C.
Bumiaton. vhc, R. Hutchinson : Burt ik, Blemdtone, Manchester ; S. Bunting

;

Petty & CnsB, York, he, P*,. D. Waite; Clemmson & Ellerton.
CiNNAMoy.— jojK/Ui'.- 1 and 2, J. Adams, vhc. R. J. Pope; G. Cox. he,

Martin & Griffin ; R. Triffit, York. Buff— I. J. Adams. 3, W. Smith, vhc, R.
J. Pope; Martin & Griffin (2). c, R. Simpeon, Whitby.
YoRKSHiBE.— C/t'ar Yellow. — 1. R. J. Stewart, Darlington. 2, J. Myera,

Baildon. vhc, J. Thackrey. Bradford; J. Faweett; .1. Calvert, he, Holda-
worth & Oliver. Clear Buff.-l, J. Myers. 2, J. Faweett. vhc, Hoidsworth
and Oliver; J. Myers ; J. Calvert, he, G. Grant, Beverley ; Turner & Elliaon,
DewBbury (2).

Yorkshire. —Evcnly-jnarked Yellow or Buf.-I, L. Belk. 2. R. Hawman.
vhc, T. Tenniswood ; T. M. Reid ; L. Belk. he, R. D. Waite ; J. H. Shepherd
Any other Class op Canary.— 1. J. Garbntt, Great Ayton. 2, J. Smeaton,

Berwick-on-Tweed, vhe, W. &, C. Bumiston ; J. Adams ; J. Smeaton; .T. Faw-
eett ; L. Belk ; K. E. Triffit. he, J. Shackleton ; Burt & Blemstone ; J. Myers ;

Quin & Son ; R. E. Triffit.

Selling Class —1. Orme & Ashley. 2, W. H. Batchelor. vhe, J. Adams ;
s.

Roberts ; Orme & Ashley (3) ; W. Clarkaon. he, R. Simpson ; J. Thackrey ; T.
Cleminson ; G. Cox. c, Martin & Griffin ; Cleminson & Ellerton.
Cage of Six Canaries, in" Varif.tw—1,T. Cleminson. 2, J. Calvert, he, J.

Dawes, Scarbi^rough. c, R. Reed, Walmgate ; Garnett & Smith ; Petty & Cuss.
G«LDFiNCH ^lui^Ks.—Marked.— 1, W. & C. Bumioten. 2, S. Bunting, vhc, W.

Lister, Malton; Harland & Son. Dark—], G. Cox. 2, S. Bunting, he, J.

Shackleton ; R. Hawman ; J. Goode. c, W. Lister.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Goldfinch.—1, G. Cox. 2, H. West, Darlington, vhc. J. H. Shepherd; Gar-

nett & Smith, he, J. Rookledge; W. & C. Bumiaton; T. Tenniswood. c, W.
Carrick.
Bullfinch.—1. W. Lister. 2,W. & C. Bumiston. he, C. Hadson; Burt and

Blemstone ; H. Garbntt, Great Ayton : J. Calvert.
Linnet.—1. W. & C. Bumiaton. 2. W. Carrick. he, H. West; K. D. Waite ;

W. & C. Bumiston ; J. Butterworth. c, J. Caudal.

Judge.—Mr. G. J. Barnesby, Derby.

Norwich.- ./oh </itc, Evenly-marked.—\, Brown & Oayton, Northampton. 2, J.
Adams. H, Moore i: Wynne, Northampton, vkc, T. Cleminaon, Darlington ;

G. & J. Mackley (2); Moore A Wyiiii: G. Cox. hc,0. J. Salt; Serjeant-Major
Paxton; J. Adama. Duff. Ecr7ily-marked.—l, J. Adams. 2, G. Cox. 3, G. «^ J.
Mackley. vhc. C J. Salt : G. i J. Mackl«y : J. Adams.
Norwich —Ticked or Unevenly-marked Jumiue.—). 2. and 3, J. Adams, vhc

G. A: J. Mackley. /ic, Mooro A Wymi Ticked or Unevenly-marked Buff.—I, 'i

and 8. J. Adams, vhc. Clark & Newton, Nottmgham ; C. J. Salt (2); G. & J
Mackley. c. J. Calvf rt, Bootham. York.
Norwich.— .'iHj/ variety of Crested Yellow.—l.H. E. Triffitt, York, 2, W. J.

Hnmpton. ;t, Clark ANowton urtc, Clark A Newton ; Brown & Gavtm; G. &J.
Mackley; O. Cox. he, K. Watternon. Cockerton. c. Doman & Allen, Notting-
ham. Any variety of Crested Buff.— I, G. & J. Mackley. 2. B. Hawman. s, G.
Cox. vkc. P. J. Knagtfs, Newcastle: Doman & Allen; G. & J. Mackley ; S.
Bunting, Derby : Moore & Wynne ; Martin & Griffin, Northampton, lie, W. J.
Hampton; J. Rutter; Thompson & Mount, Lancaster; G. Cox. c, R. K.
Triffitt.

'Liz kr.B.—Goldcn-spanoled.—l and 2. Cleminaon & Ellerton, Darlington. 3,R.
Ritchie, Darlington, vhc, T. W. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury 12); OMver and
Hoidsworth, Harrowgate ; R.Ritchie; S. Bunting ; J. N. Harrieim, Derby, he,
G. Tnckwood. Nottingham, c, G. Tuckwojd; S. Bunting. Silver-spangled.— 1,

R. Ritchia. 2and3,S. Bunting. v/tc.G. Tuckwood ; R.Ritchie; J.N.Harrison.
he, T. W. W. FairbrasB 12).

Lizard.— Oo/rftH upangled, vnth Broken Cap. or Pied Wing.^ or Tail.—l
Cleminson & Ellerton. 2. S. Bunting. 3, T. W. W. Fairbrasfl. vhc, R. Ritchie.
he, Cleminson & RHerton ; R. Ritchie, c, G.Tuckwood. Hilver-ipangled, with
Broken Cap. or Pied Winon or Tail.—l. T. W. W. Fairbraas. 2. H. Ritchie.
3. T. Cleminson. vhc. G. Tuckwood; R. Ritchie, he, S. Bunting ; J. N. Harri-
son, c, Cleminson & Ellerton.
Cinnamon.—JoH'/Mtf.—l, 2, 3. and vhc, J. Adams, he, C. J. Salt ; J. Calvert,

IJM.(r.-l and 2, J. Adams. 3, Moore & Wynne, vhe, J. Adams (2); G. Cox. he,
C. J. Salt.
YoRKbHiEE.- Clear Yellow -~\, W. J. Stewart, Darlington. 2, J. Stevens,

Middlesborough. 3, L. Belk, Dewabury. u/iC, J. Thackrey, Bradford ; M. Comer,
Darlinirton; M. Holroyd. Great Horton. /ic, Oliver & Hoidsworth; J.Wilkin-
son. Great Horton ; W. Button. Baildon. c, J. Cooper, Middlesborough. 6'tear

Buff.-l, Oliver & Hoidsworth. 2, G. Gott, Shipley. 8, W. Button, vhc. L.
Belk ; Cleminaon & Ellerton. he, W. Lickley, Ripon, c, Lennox & Renwicn,
Gatefhpad.
YonKsHiRE.-Evenljf-niarked Yellow.— 1, J. Brook, Little Horton. 2, W. & C.

BumiBton, Middleaborough. 3, J. Wilkinson. vhc.F. Tritschler, HartlepooL
/te, J.Thackrev. c, W. Cotton, Middleaborough. DfS'ji/aZ)./(t(i, L. Belk (plucked
on right shoulder). Evenly-marked Buff—I, J. Wilkinson. 2, R. Hawman. 3,

F. Tritschler. Disqualiji€d,J.'ih&ukiey {painted on right eye) ; L. Belk (clipped
ou riwht wing).
YoRKSiiiRK —Tiekedor Unevenly-marked Yellow or Buff. -1,^1. Holroyd. Great

Horton. 2. W. Hutton. a, M. Corner, vhc, G. Gott; G. Cooper, Darlington;
W. Carrick, Middlesborough. c, Lennox & Renwick ; Oliver cic Hoidsworth ; J,
Stevens.
CttikAY.—Any other variety.—I. J. Brook. 2. T. Tenniswood, North Acklam

(Cinnamon marked). 3, C. J. Salt (Broken Buff Cinnamon), lie, C. J. Salt
(Broken Buff Cinnamon); W. Bulmer (Coppy); W. Cotton (Coppy): W. & C,
Bnrniaton; J. Adams (Marked Cinnamon); W. Hutton; Fryer & Holt, South
Stockton, c, R. Pearson, Whitby.
Cage of Six Birds.- 1, G. & J. Mackley. 2, Cleminson & Ellerton. 8, T.

Cleminson. vlie,J. Rutter; J. Adams.
Goldfinch Mz:le.—Any description except Dark.—l, S. EuntiDtj. 2. T.

Tenniswood. 3, J. Cooper. t;/tc. T. Allenby, Durham; H.Nevison, Willington ;

Hampton & Chamberlain; S. Bunting; R. Pearson. /iC, Thompson & Mount.
Dark Jonque or Buff.— I, R. Hawman. 2, G. Co.x, 3, J. Wilkmson. lie, F. A.
Parker, c, S. Bunting.
Foreign Birds. — Jny varietu, including Parrots, Parakeets, Plieanants,

Love Birds, d'c—1. S. Bunting (King Parrot). 2. E. Bowes, Darlington (Red-
crested Grev Cardinal). 3 and vhc. -f. Calvert (Kosella and Australian Para-
keets), he, W. Hampton (Parrot) ; W. Hodgson (Parrot) ; Miss C. Bowea, Dar-
lington (Budgerigars) ; T. Iddiijon, Darlingt-m (Parakeet).
Goldfinch.—1, R Hawmdn. 2. U. West. 3, S. Bunting, vhe, T. W. W.

Fairbrass ; H. Nevison ; W. & C. Bumiston; W. Carrick. he, J. Cooper, c, F.
A. Parker. Burton-on-Trent.
Bkown Linnet.— 1, J. Bage, Middlesborough. 2. T. Allenby. 8, W. Carnck,

v/ic, J. Batre : H. Nevison; S. Burning.
Bullfinch.-I, Withheld. 2, J. Rowland. Skilton-by-the-Sea. 3, H. Nevison.
British Bird—Any other variett/.-l, Frver & Bolt. 2, Mrs. E.Wallace,

Darlington (Jav ). 3, H. West, Darlington (Thrush), vhc, T. Iddison (Starling) ;

Mrs. E. Wallace (Starling'), he. Rev. G. Herbert, Bidford (Reed Buntmgi; 0. A,
WattP, Brixton (Blackcap) ; W. & C. turniaton. c, G. Cox.
Selling Class.—1, T. Cleminson. 2, Moore & Wynn. 3, J. Adama. vhc, G.

Cox. he, Cleminson & EUerton; Orme & Ashley (4). c, Clark & Newton ; _W.

and C. Bumiaton; Clemmson & Ellerton; T. Cleminson; Martin & Griffin

;

Moore & Wynn.
SPECIAL EXTRA PRIZES.

For tbe best bird in classes 1 and 2, J. Kntter.
For the best bird in classes 3 to 8, J. Adama.
For tbe best bird in clatsBea 9 and lO, G. & J. Mackley.
For the best bird in classes 11 to 14, Cleminson & EUerton.
For the best bird in classes 15 and 16. J. Adams.
For the beat bird in classes 17 to 21, W. J. Stewart.
For the best cage of six. G. & J. Mackley.
For the best bird in classes 24, -25. and 26. S. Bunting.
For the best bird in classes -iti to 31, Fryer .Si Holt.
For the best bird in class 32, T. Cleminson.

Judge.—Mr. G. J, Barnesby, Derby.

DABLINGTON.
Belgun.- C/*Tar. Ticked, or Variegated IVi/oir.—I and 8, J.Kntter, Sunder-

land. 2, R. Hawman, Middlesborough. vhc, W. Bulmer, Stockton ; J. Rutter (2)

;

Serjeant-Major Paxton, Ulver?ton. hc.-f. Hart, Stalvbridge (2) ; J. Rutter (2)

;

S. Tomlin, Boston. Clear, Ticked, or Variegated Biiff.-l&nd 2, J. Rutter. 3,

Serjeant-Major Paxton. v't-C, VV. Bulmer; J. Moffat. Llverston ; J. Rutter (3);

J. Moorhouse, Bradford, he, J. Hart; J. Moffat ; J. Rutter. c, J. Summerhill

;

W. Bulmer.
Norwich —CZcar Jonque.—I and 2, J. Adams, Coventry. 3, G. & J. Mackley,

Norwich, vhc, C. J. Salt, Burton-on-Trent ; J. Adams ; Orme & Athley, Derby,
/tc, C. J.Salt (2); G. & J. Mackley. c.C.J.Salt; W. Simpson, Cockerton. Clear
Buff.—l and 2. J . Adams, vhc, G, & J, Mackley ; J. Adams, he, C. J, Salt ; G.
Cox, Northampton, c, C. J. Salt.

SNEINTON (NOTTS) CANARY SHOW.
On Saturday and Monday, the 2l8t and 23ra inst., a very good

Show, being the annual cue of the Nottingham Bird Society, took

place at the Albion Hotel, Sneinton, Nottingham. The birda

exhibited were almost solely confined to the Norwich breed, of

which there were nine classea, and two classes for Lizards.

The Exhibition proved an entire Buccesa, and was well patronised.

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. A. Duke, with the assistance of a
good working Committee, deserve all praise for their exertions.

During the morning a dense fog prevailed, and judging was
somewhat delayed, the public not being admitted (aye, not even

the members of the press) until about one o'clock. Every facility

was'then rendered to the press in gaining the requisite notes,

which proved to be a somewhat better plan than dodging about

the elbows of a Judge during the discharge of his duties ; this

with numberless questions asked (especially if the "chiel" taking

notes is not well up), causes considerable delay.

There were many good specimens of the Clear Yellow, Clear

Buff, and Marked, and Crested Norwich birds in the Show; the
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prize birds in the two former classes especially being all that
could be desired. They certainly were not so high-coloared as
some exhibited at many of the previous shows, but for breeding
purposes they were equal to anything. Considering that the
first high-coloured birds originated from Nottinghamshire, I
fully expected seeing something sensational.

—

An Eye-Witness.
The following are the awards.
Norwich.— Cicar Yf:Uow.~\ and 3, A. Dake. % E. Horsley. 4. W. Greaves.

CUar Duff— I and S, .\. Dake. 2. W. Greaves. 4. J. Farr. Ticked Tclkiw.—
1, J. Greaves. 2. H. Koe. S.J.Baxter. 4, F. Nevott. Ticlvrf iju^.— I, A. Dake.
2. F. Nevelt. 3, ./. Parr. 4, H. Eoe. Variegaledor Efm-marked YHl<iw.—l,T.
Clarke. 2, A. Duke. 3, T. Smseton. Variegated or Even-marked Buff.—l, T.
Clarke. 2, T. Smeeton. Crested Yellow.—1, O. Doman. 2, W. Elliott. 3, E.
Horsley. 4, E. Garton. Crested Buff.—l, G. Doman. 2, W. Elllolt. 3, E.
Garton. 4, H. Flower.
LIZLHD3.— Golden-spangled—I, T. Smeeton. Silver-spangled.~l, T. Smeeton.
Sei.li.no Class.-I, W. Greavea. 2, A. Duke. 3, E. Garton. 4. W. Elliott.

Judge.—Mr. G. J. Barnesby.

ing men we ever knew, slow to bring himself into notice, always
ready to listen and learn. His kind gentle manners and natur-
ally amiable disposition endeared hini to all who knew him, and
his clear and sound judgment were always at the service of his
friends. Mr. Stewart has been taken away, much regretted by
his friends in the fancy, as well as by a large cirole of others,
and happily prepared for the great change.

THE WASHING OF CAGE BIRDS FOR
EXHIBITION.

{Continued from page 373.)

In continuing the remarks upon the subject of washing and
preparing birds for show Mr. Barnesby says, "One advantage
is to get through the operation aa speedily as possible, keeping
the birds warm the whole of the time. Do not have the water
beyond blood heat for fear of injuring them, and previous to
washing place in each bowl a small piece of soda (the size of a
French bean), which assists in getting the dirt well out of the
feathers. It will occupy about six or eight minutes to wash each
bird, and from twenty minutes to half an hour drying. Have a
good fire to dry with, but be careful not to place the birds too
near for fear of burning them. When one is washed and placed
in the drying cage proceed to operate upon another. As you find
the first washed become dry, transfer them to another cage

;

this will prevent the early-waehed birds from soiling the others,
and will afford more room in the drying cage for the remainder.
One drying cage will be sufficient for a dozen or upwards to be-
come dry in." The foregoing extracts will suffice to convince
fanciers that the washing process information is not just dawn-
ing forth.

In my earlier days of bird-breeding I well recollect an ardent
lover of one of the choicest of breeds (the London Fancy) writing
me stating it was "washing day" with him. I was temporarily
in the dark as to what he meant. I must admit I didn't see it

all at a glance, but I afterwards found out, and let someone else
know. I often think I've a happy knack of letting out the secrets
of the fancy. And why not 1 If men are straightforward and
honest and pay their way to the very shilling (I was going to
say farthing, but shilling will do), why should they be kept in
the dark? I believe in getting possessed of as much knowledge
as possible respecting the fancy, and not confining the matter to
a few. The fancier above alluded to used to operate with the
washing process never less than a week before he exhibited his
birds. Now, I do not altogether fall in with this. Three days
beforehand I think a nice time, for, if washed a week before
showing, the birds' feathers will become contaminated with the
amoky accumulations in the atmosphere.

Mr. Barnesby again states, " Birds kept in the country away
from the smoke of a town very rarely require so much cleansing

;

but keep them how you may in a neighbourhood where there is

much smoke, you cannot, even with close covering-up, prevent
birds becoming soiled and dirty in plumage."

I have known fanciers wash their birds just prior to sending
them off for show, but this is trying nature too much. By all
means allow the birds time to recover from the effects of " soap
in my eyes," as I have heard my youngsters announce to those
who have been washing them. Three days beforehand is a
nice period, and then you can have a little time to spare to give
the birds a cold bath, which tends to place their feathers " as
they were." Before placing your birds in the already cleaned
and prepared show cages, see that there is no dust whatever in
the cages ; let them be as clean as pinks, and then you will not
feel annoyed by seeing the foreheads and the end of the wings
and tails soiled. This is all of vast importance in assisting you
to win with your birds. Light-plumaged birds will soon show
yon the ill effects of being placed in dusty cages. Whilst the
birds are in the show cages, prior to being safely packed up for
departure keep them slightly covered over with some light cloth.
Your wives, no doubt, will be able to assist you in this respect,
especially if you treat them kindly, and make them a suitable
present out of the winnings—if any.—A Fancier.

Mb. D. Stewart.—We regret to have to record the death of
Mr. Daniel Stewart, of Perth, which took place on the 8th inst.
Mr. Stewart was one of our best Scotch fanciers—one of the old
Scotch Pouter breeders—and he was most successful. He was
also for many years a breeder of Canaries of the " Scotch fancy,"
was long celebrated for his fine birds, and generally carried off

the highest honours. Mr. Stewart was one of the most unaastim-

NORWICH AND EAST ANGLIAN BIRD SHOW.
The Norwich Show was an exceedingly fine one, bringing

together many of the best birds in the country. The Exhibition,
which was held in St. Andrew's Hall by the kind permission of
the Mayor of the city, was the largest for cage birds yet held
this season, no less a number than 810 birds having been entered
for competition. Mr. Jacob Mackley proved himself to be a very
able Secretary.
To attempt to enter fully into the merits of all the prize speci-

mens, now that there are so many exhibitions being held, would
occupy more of our space than we can well spare. Suffice it to

say that the Canary classes of the Exhibition were well filled,

the first twelve classes of the various breeds of Norwich being
tenanted with 209 birds. There were twenty-one Belgian speci-
mens, thirty-three Lizards, thirty-five Yorkshires, twenty-four
Manchester Coppy or Plain Heads, thirty-two Cinnamons, forty-

six Mules, the remaining classes being devoted to groups of six

birds in each cage—British birds, birds of passage and migratory
birds, foreign birds, a Selling class, with upwards of eighty in

it, and fourteen cases containing stuffed specimens. Altogether
the number of classes extended to over eighty. From this some
idea may be formed of the magnitude of the Show. Messrs.
G. & J. Mackley, of Norwich, alone entered 164 birds, and they
were the winners of the silver cup presented by the Mayor of

the city. Mr. J. Adams, Coventry, entered twenty-six; Messrs.
Athersuch & Son, Coventry, twenty-one; Mr. Walter, Winches-
ter, twenty; Mr. F. Alden, Norwich, seventeen ; Messrs. Provart
and Willis, seventeen; Mr. W. B. Hovell, Norwich, twelve;
besides numerous others who brought up the rear in a very
spirited manner. Although Messrs. Mackley Brothers entered

so largely in the Norwich classes, Mr. Adams held his ground
wonderful, but he was defeated by a majority of twenty-three

points for the cup. Messrs. Athersuch & Son also exhibited
many first-class birds, and obtained several high honours.

In the Crested Norwich classes Messrs. Mackley were the

principal winners, and these birds assisted chiefly in winning
for them the special prize. There were a few good Belgians ex-

hibited, and some excellent Lizards likewise. The eight prizes

in the Cinnamon classes all fell to the lot of Mr. Adams. The
Mules alone were worth seeing, many of the choicest specimens
in the kingdom gracing the stages. The chief prizetakers were
Messrs. Hawman, Hampton & Chamberlin, Wilkinson, Spence,

Hutton, Stevens, Goode, and others. In the group of six Nor-
wich Canaries, Messrs. Mackley took first, second, and third

prizes. In the Lizard sixes there was no competition. The
catalogue and prize list, which reflects credit on all who had the

arranging and printing of it, was issued in good time for post

(a moat essential matter), thua preventing any disappointment
to the exhibitors, and saving annoyance, extra expense, and
correspondence to both the Committee and Secretary. The Ex-
hibition was well backed up with a long list of patrons, and
possessed an able and practical Committee of Management.

Cube of Chicken Cholera.—Take of essence of Jamaica
ginger one table-spoonful and put it into enough of water to

mix into dough one quart of meal, and feed three times daily.

The essence of ginger can be procured of any druggist. This
is said to be unfailing.

BYGONE BEE-KEEPING.
I WAS brought up and lived until twenty-four years of age in

a small hamlet in Shropshire, where there were from thirty to

forty cottages within a radius of about half a mile, every occupier
of which kept bees. The householders were chiefly labourers,

not earning more than 7s. to 10s. per week ; the rents ranged
from i!3 to ,£5 per year, which they reckoned to pay from profits

on their bees. Boxes were then unknown for bees; the villagers

had but few straw hives, they made hives from osiers, each
making his own in the long winter evenings. When the osier

work was sufficiently dry they plastered the hives over with a
mixture of half lime and half cowdung, when they were ready
for use. The men, being away from home all day, the women
generally managed the bees, so the people had a notion that the

bees would not work for two masters. If a member of the
family died Bome one had to go and tell the bees, otherwise it

was thought these would all die.

If you looked over the garden you would see a few osiers

growing in some corner, and amongst them straight pieces left

about a foot long, which the cottagers called foundatious for
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future hives ; the shoots breaking ont'round the top of the straight
piece were trained for side supports. The straight piece formed
a handle at the top of the hive. Straw was tied-up at one end
like a birch-broom for a covering in winter, which was called a
hackle. The loose ends of the straw were opened out round the
hive, pressing the tied-up end down upon the peg at the top,
and then tieing it round with string. This was all the covering
afforded. I have known as much as £10 made from bees in a
favourable season. I knew one poor old widow, with a son a
cripple, who would have had to end her days in the Union if it

had not been for her bees. Since writing before, I have read
n a book on insect architecture an account of black bees. One
hinks them old worn-out workers; the other, that they are
oung bees, caused by some defect in the interior of the hive

;

he last is my own opinion, as they all appeared to be young.

—

J. E., a Working Gardener.

HIVES.
Mr. Pettigrew appears to be a very practical man, and as a

gentleman argues with good temper, and, I believe, is solely

actuated by a desire to express his honest conviction, for the
benefit of the readers of this Journal, that straw is better than
wood for a bee hive. In this opinion he is far from being alone

;

and I assert, whether " B. & W.'* considers it reasonable or
unreasonable contradiction, that wooden hives are not so profit-

able in their results as straw hives ; and further, I cannot agree
with "B. &W."that in point of interest and perfect mastery
of the science of bee management, the wooden and the bar hives
carry the day. I maintain that during the summer it does not
matter so much what the material of the hive is, but in winter
it is of great importance. In summer a wooden hive is more
likely to have its combs melted by the heat than a straw one
would be, on account of the greater conducting power of wood

;

and for the same reason straw, being a bad conductor of heat, is

less likely to part with its internal warmth in winter. Wood,
also, presents a colder surface inside the hive than straw ; there-

fore more of the moisture arising from the bees is condensed in

a wooden hive than a straw one. The conclusion is, that a straw
hive, whether lined with propolis or not, is in winter both
warmer and drier, consequently more conducive to health in the
hive aud ultimate profit.

As to the Crystal Palace Show, it is well known there was no
exhibition of straw hives, therefore no comparison could be
made ; and if there had been, it is quite possible to get as much
honey from a wooden box as a straw hive if the internal dimen-
sions are the same. The true test of the value of either is in its

suitability as a winter protection to the bees. Many bee-keepers
keep their opinions of the straw hives to themselves, but prove
their appreciation of them by using scarcely any other.

In the true interests of economical bee-keeping I hope this

controversy will not cease, but that by the aid of controversy
bee-keepers may at last become convinced by the truth of plain
facts, either that the old straw hive made of a larger size with a
4-inch hole at the top, or a wooden box, is the most " profitable "

hive in which to keep bees. I say nothing about bar frames,
because that I think is not at the present moment the question.
—AncuLA.

The well-timed remarks of your able correspondent " B. & W."
in your last issue must have come home to the sympathies of

many of your readers. The repetition by Mr. Pettigrew of his

view of the relative merits of hives may well now have a pause

;

but I cannot restrain a remark or two in reference to his critique
upon bar-framers. Let me first say that the whole premiss of

whatever argument there may be connected with his asser-

tions is erroneous, since it seems to be taken for granted, if in
the absence of the bee-master or any system of management,
bees can and will store an equal amount of honey in a skep as

in a bar-frame hive, the utility, or at least the superiority, of the
latter is disproved.
The mobility of frames gives the bee-keeper who understands

his art, the power of enormously distancing anything that even
the Pettigrew skep can accomplish; but all will freely admit
that if the hive be in the hands of those unable to take advan-
tage of the character of its construction, it will not surpass
good hives with fixed combs. The tyro can discourse music as
sweet upon a barrel organ as the most accomplished musician
can elicit; and, from much the same cause, with skeps the be-
ginner and the bee-master are upon pretty equal footing. Hence
many in the first year of their apprenticeship are " fully con-
vinced of the superiority of the Pettigrew hive ;

" but when we
remember that with moveable combs we can equalise stocks
both in bees and stores ; cut out queen cells and prevent cast-
ing ; stop the raisiug of unnecessary drones ; swarm artificially

with extreme ease and certainty ; raise queens in nuclei, and
subsequently restore the combs and bees to stocks from which
they were taken; ascertain the absence of queens, disease, &c.,
V-y simple inspection ; easily insert new queens ; promote breed-
ing bj enlargement of the brood uest; throw out honey by the

slinger, &c., can we doubt which is the hive for the bee-master ?
and who keeping bees;does not desire to progress and become one ?
Mr. Pettigrew, however, concedes that we are improving the

bar-frame hive in removing the bottom rail of the frames, which
ne says enables the bees to make their combs 1 J inch longer.
The 1} inch should have been half an inch. But let this pass.
Singularly the " doubtless " improvement upon which Mr. Petti-
grew alights is the alteration above all others recently introduced,
which is only on its trial, and which many whose opinions must
be respected regard as a defect. At least the following objec-
tions may be taken to it.

When the swarm is placed in the hive the bees' warmth and
moisture soften the wood, and should their weight pull down
the centre of the bar one-tenth of an inch (the calculation is
made for the Quinby size), the uprights are splayed a quarter of
an mch, and brought into contact with the hive-side to be
immediately propolised. The bees also will occasionally attach
their combs to the bottom board. In one of my hives this
Bummer ten queen cells which I desired to insert in nuclei were
built on the bottom of a comb so near the rail that I could not
cut them out without risk, and so the rail was at once removed.
Soon afterwards this frame was fixed, and upon pulling it out I
found the comb bnilt to aud attached upon the floor board, so
that some length of it was broken off. It is moreover notproved
that the bottom rail is a disadvantage. Experience has shown
that good ventilation beneath the combs greatly aids in winter-
ing

; and while comb-building, the bottom rails give the bees
forming the last rounds of the living ladder convenient standing
room without at aU interfering with the busy journeyers beneath

.

—F. Cheshike.

CBUDE HONEY.
What is honey ? Mr. Pettigrew says it is a substance which

bees gather in the flowers. It is a liquid crude syrup, which
gets its pecTiliar flavour from the plant, this flavour existing in
the syrup found in the flowers. To this definition of honey he
further adds that its crudenesa is removed by the bees, who
" sweeten as well as thicken the syrup or nectar," and thai
" after it has been twice swallowed and disgorged it is perfect,
whether found in the combs sealed or unsealed."
Although Mr. Pettigrew satisfactorily answers my question as

regards the taste of honey, I cannot lie sorry I put it to him in
the interests of scientific knowledge, because it has elicited from
him a fuller statement of what I must call his wonderful dis-
covery as to the origin of the richness and sweetness of honey.
The source of it all is to be found ia the stomach of the bee.
There the acrid substance gathered in the ivy blossoms, as well
as the nectar extracted from the million flowers of spring, find
their sweetness. Now, to believe this it is necessary to believe
that the stomach of the bee possesses a reserve of saccharine
matter of most extraordinary quantity or concentrated power,
considering that honey is little else than sugar slightly diluted.
Does Mr. Pettigrew believe this ? Imagine the stores of sugar
which a hive of bees on this theory contrive to carry about with
them night and day, for it must lie hidden somewhere within
the body of the insect. Hitherto we have supposed that sugar
has been one of the peculiar bounties of mother earth, the true
"extrait de millefleurs," the elixir of life, which constitutes the
excellence and nutriment of all the vegetable produce of our
fields and gardens, from the delicious blades of summer-grown
pastures, whence the rich milk and butter and cheese of our
dairies, up to " bread that strengthens man's heart." Not so,
quoth Mr. Pettigrew, at least in the exceptional ca^e of the
sugar in honey; that is elaborated within the body of the bee.
There is little or no sugar in the crude and liquid substance
which flowers give forth ; that is a vulgar error of the nineteenth
century. They "sweeten" it within their own stomachs " after
it has been twice swallowed and disgorged !

"

I should not have referred to the matter again if, as in the
case of stick-and-straw hives, Mr. Pettigrew had not again
thrown down the gauntlet by his repeated advancement of a
mere theory of his own, as if it were an undoubted fact, as fully
demonstrated as a mathematical truth. I am tempted to ask
him in conclusion, why it is he advocates the feeding of bees
with such quantities of sugar ? Would it not be suilicient to
supply them with a decoction of ivy leaves macerated iu water ?
After swallowing and disgorging this a suflicient number of

times it would become " perfect, whether found in the combs
sealed or unsealed."—B. & W.

OUK LETTER BOX.
Crystal Palace Suow.—The address of Misa Paeley, who took a prize, ia

Mourhill, Fareham, HantB. Mrs. Cross, who won the second prize for Crevo
hens, refeides at Appleby Vicarage, new Brigg, Lincolnshire. Mr. T. Wakefield
took the fourth jrize for Ronen Ducks.
Yarmouth Poultry Show.—\'ou state that the majority of cups can ooly

be won by local exhibitors. Such is not the case. If you refer to our schedule

yon will find there are only four'local cupa—three for poultry, and one for

Pigeona.—F. W. Maryson.
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White Cochins (/]?uommus).—The first thins? you have to do is to select
yonr best birds. Size is an essential for Cjchia-ChiQas. Comb^, both in cock
and pallets, must be quite straight; the ficrrattons stiH, upright, and welt
defined. Both or all the birds in the pou should match exactly in colour.
Avoid mealy wiusrs in the cock, or auythintr like necklace ia the pullets. No
vulture hocks. The birds intended for exhibition should be put by them-
selves, not only because they want to be mnre cared for than the run of the
poultry, but in order that when they are coufiued in a small pen they may
a^ee. If you can do so, make them a small rua by them•^e!ve3. Feed* them
on ground oats slaked with milk morning and evening, with kitchen or table
scraps in the middle of the dav. If you have no run that afliirds grass, give
them every day two or three large sods cut with plenty of earth. You may
also throw into their run at times eighteen or twenty grains of Indian corn
or barley, odd t^craps of bread, or anythiiyj of the sort. They must not have
food by them. Some dry road grit under cover is a good thing for them to
dust in. As accidents will happen, it is not safe to trust to one pen only

;

you will, therefore, be wise to have two ready, and, if all go well, you can then
send the best. If at any time you think you will break up and re-make
the pens by chauRing birds from one to the other, the alteration should be
made a week before they leave for exhibition. There is no hope for success
where the cock beats his hen. It is only under exceptional circumstances
fowls want washing. You may, with a piece of flannel wetted with soap and
water, wash the feet and the unfeathered parts of the legs.

Chicken Management (E. TT.).—Do away with the sawdust. They pick
it up, and it is bad for them. What is the fl'>or under the sawdust *' Your
food is very bad. You will never have healthy birds while you feed on potatoes.
If you have no farmyard where the chickens can feed, they should be fed by
hand three times per day. They should have barleymeal or ground oata
slaked with milk or water twice per day, morning and evening. They may at
midday have scraps of bread or meat, or whole corn, maize or barley, more of
the latter than the former. As we should be disposed to believe your fowls
are choked with sawdust, we advise you to give each of them a table-spoonful
of castor oil, and then to feed as we have advised.

Parts of Fowls (A. P.).—In a recent number (No. 686) we have pub-
lished engravings with references shnwiug the names of all the parts. In a
previous number we also published an eugraving of a vulture hocii.

Hens Plucking their Mate (L. J. £.).—Take him from the hens and
let them run alone. Turn him among them every morning for half an hour
before they are let out. Watch him and theoa. It is very likely there is only
one offender. If it be so, take her away, and then let him ran with the hens.

Ornamental Waterfowl (T. H. T.).—You will not be able to buy any of
the common wild fowls till next February or March, when they come from
Holland, nor is it advisable to do so, as it is a trying time with fresh birds
when the water is frozen. The precautions you mention are not necessary
when the birds aiTive. If they are in good condition they may be turned at
once on to the water, care being taken they shall at once find food there.
Bread is the best for this purpose, because it swims. You have only one
thing to avoid, that is handling them. Take the basket neai- to the water,
cut it open, and let them run out. Wo should advise the netting 3 feet high.
They cannot climb a bank 2 feet high, but, a? we stated before, there must ba
landing places cut through such a bank, or the birds will drown. Black Ea^t
Indian Ducks need not be pinioned, Carolina Ducks mast. Ducks want no
voosting places beyond the shelter of the shrubs, They will choose the spots
that afford most protection. Unless the Carolinaa have boxes they will not
breed, because they will di-op their eggs about.

Fattening Turkeys (G. AT.).—Turkeys that are intended for Christmas
should not yet be shut up, but you may help them along by feedmg them
well on nom-isbing food, such as giouad oats raised with milk, and a portion,
one-tenth part, of pea meal. They may he fed on the same when they are
shut np. They put nn great weight in the last month.

Killing Cockerels liEroRE Pullets (-7.).—Yon ask why we always
advise to kill cockerels befure pullets. Because they attain size earlier; be-
cause they become hard earlier than the pullets; and finally, because not
being egg-producers, they can make no return for the food they have eaten.
Lark Disordered {L. C).—We fear the symptoms indicate inflammation

of the bowels. Feed on bread and milk. Pat two or three drops of sweet nitre
into the water, and let the bird eat as much lettuce as it will. We fear your
bi:d has been too long alllicted to permit a strong hope of its recovery.
Floorboards op Hives (J. L.).—Clean the floorboard of each hive by

scraping it with a knife, and brushing it afterwards with a dry brush, and see
that each hive stands lirmly on its pedestal, and is well defended against wet

;

and, for effecting this (especially during winter), we have never yet fuund any-
thing equal to the milk-pan, heavy and unaii,'htly as it unquestionably is.

Entrances of Hives (JBdicflrrf/—The entrance to the hives must now be
narrowed, bo that only two or three bees can come out at the same time ; for,
at this season, mice are very likely to lod^e themselves in the hives, and they
are very hurtful and destructive to the bees; for, having onceloiged them-
selves in a hive, its entire destruction will be effected by them in a few days.
Kats.&c. {A Con:<tant Rcader\.~\Ve do not remember what you refer to.
House-keepers" Book (An Old Siibscrih>-r).—V7e never pubhshed one.
TERBrER Distempered (P. M. W.i.— 'live four grains of blue pill, and a

dessert-spoonful of castor oil four hours afterwards. Keep the dog from being
chilled. Feed on bread and milk until well. You feed the dog too much on
the meat you name.

Artichokes doz. 8
Asparagas &• loo

French. ...per bundle 3i)

Beans, Kidney.... j sieve
Broa I bushel

Beet, Red doa 1

Broccoli bundle 9
Brussels Sprouts J sieve 2
Cabbage doz. 1 6
Carrots bunch 4
Cap.si(5um3. ^ lOf)

Catiliflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1 6
Coleworts,. doz. buoches 2 fl

Cucumbers each 6
pickUng- doz,

Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch n 3
Garlic lb. 6
Herbs bunch 8
Horseradish bundle 3

VEGETABLES,
d. B.d.
0to6

8
16
S

6 2 6
6

Leeks
Lettaae.. .......,,.., doz.
Maanrooms poette
Mustard & Creaa..panaet
Onions bushel

pickliufj quart
Parsley pur doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Putatoea bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes., doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Salsafy bundle
Soorzonera bundle
Sea-kale basket
Shallota lb.
Spinach bushel
Tomatoea doz.
Turnips..,,. bunch
Vegetable Marrowa ..doz.
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bear so Boon ; but I am acting under another's direction, I

cannot nse my own jadgment. If I could I would certainly

give Mr. Taylor's plan a trial.

The honse is kept well damped down, but in spite of this

the red spider continues to trouble us. Syrioging is then

freely applied to destroy this troublesome little pest ; then

mildew follows, when we use flowers of sulphur distributed

on the leaves through a muslin bag ; but as soon as we get

clear of one pest we get another as bad, and an ever-watchful

eye is needed to keep them clear and in good growing order.

Would it not be better it there were two pipes round the bed

for top heat, as the water in them has often to be kept boiling

to maintain the required temperature, rendering the atmo-

sphere hot and dry ? The variety used here is Rollissou's

Telegraph.
Permit to ask others who maintain this high temperature

if they meet with good results. I for one, and no doubt many
more young gardeners, would be glad to learn the right way
to grow good Cucumbers during the winter mouths. Nothing
does more credit to the gardener than a good house of Cu-
cumbers.—S. J. A.

ERYTHRINA CRISTA-GALLI CULTURE.
This, " the Coral Plant," introduced a century back, is now

but seldom seen, except in the large gardens of places of some
note.

For being grown well few plants are more accommodating

;

it may be flowered either as an early stove or late green-

house plant, on a conservatory wall, or even in a warm open
border, with a little care. It may be had in bloom early in

spring by placing a plant in the stove not later than Christ-

mas, and a succession may be kept up by starting at intervals.

In the greenhouse, if kept rather cloee when beginning to

grow, the plants wiU bloom freely about midsummer ; while if

started in a common hotbed in March, and then gradually

hardened off, they will bloom in May and June.

It is best to commence with young plants, and give liberal

treatment to encourage luxuriant growth ; for the stronger the

growth and the finer the foliage, the stronger will be the crown
of the plant, and consequently the more vigorous the supply

of shoots.

In the following season the plants should have large shifts,

and a free supply of liquid manure, with plenty of drainage.

The most suitable compost I have always found to consist

of three parts fibrous peat, two of fibrous loam, and one part

a mixture in equal quantities of leaf mould, well-rotted sheep

dung, and silver sand.

A gentle bottom heat is very useful in obtaining a good
supply of roots. The temperature of the house need not be

more than about 60°. When the plants have made some pro-

gress let air be given to prevent the shoots being drawn up,

and give them a good syringing every evening.

Erythrina is one of the finest plants I have ever grown
against a conservatory wall, where it flowers beautifully. If

grown in the flower garden, the best plan is to take the plants

Dp at the end of autumn, keeping them out of the reach of

frost, and nearly dry tUl spring.—W. Giles.

PRIMULA JAPONICA CULTURE.
This beautiful winter flower in most places will be making

a start to do its best. Of course it can be had in flower earlier,

but the blooms are wanting in colour and substance, and
always appear to me to be out of season. I want my earliest

in flower about the middle of November, which I manage to

get near the mark by sowing on the 1st of June ; and as some
of them are a little behind the others, they make a succession

ior some time, to be followed by a later lot some two or three

weeks after the first batch, which keeps up a good show until

late in the spring.

When the plants in the seed pans are large enough to handle
I put them singly into thumb pots in a mixture of loam, peat,

well-rotted leaf mould, and a good share of silver sand. The
subsequent pollings into 48's and 32's, less sand must be used,

and in addition charcoal broken small. The tendency the
plants have to fall sideways can be remedied by settling them
down a little at each potting. My second batch are flowered

in small-sized pots. Primulas with poor blooms will make a

good show, but now that so many advertise their " choice

strains," a poor Primula bloom ought not to b3 seen.

I once had the misfortune to be taken-in with some Primula

seed I paid a high price for. After incurring some trouble in

growing the plants, I was rewarded with a lot of colourless

flimsy rubbish, but fortunately at the same time I had a few
plants from another source that were very good, so from those

I determined to save my stock to prevent future disappoint-

ment, also to see how long the seed would keep and germinate.

This is the seventh year I have sown and grown from my first

packet of seed, and the plants for the first time came weak. I

tried this to prove it the statement was correct, that the seed

would not grow after the second year. I may add that new
seed was sown each year, expecting every time to see the end
of my first packet. Is it generally known that Primula seed

wUl grow when so old ?—M. B.

VINE CULTURE.
RENOVATING EXHAUSTED VINES.

Vines are not unfrequently injured by cropping them too

heavily for a series of years. This is apparent in the weakly

character of their growth and diminutive Grapes. Where the

border is considered in a sufficiently good condition not to re-

quire renewing, the best treatment for Vines thus broken

down is either to forego a year's crop altogether, or to crop

them very lightly for a year or two.

Exhaustion of Vines from crowded training and close stop-

ping is sometimes met with in its worst forms. As has already

been referred to, the rods of Vines should never be trained

closer than 3 feet apart, and the fruit-bearing spurs not closer

than 16 to 18 inches. I have seen, in conjunction with close

training, the fruit-bearing wood pinched at the bunch, or just

one joint beyond it. This, with anything like heavy cropping,

is certain in a very few years to cripple the Vines. They are

in fact smothered, and worked hard into the bargain. To
put fresh vigour into such Vines, cut the superfluous rods out,

to give those left more room, and let the laterals grow two or

three joints beyond the bunch.
The premature destruction of foliage is another fertile source

of injury, whether it takes place from red spider or scorching.

The evil most commonly arises from the ravages of spider. As
the pulmonary arteries of the body convey the blood to the

lungs, there to be exposed to the air we breathe, and undergo
change, and be diffused through the system for its nourish-

ment, BO is the sap in the Vine sent up to the leaves, there to

undergo change and be made fit for plant-nourishment. And
injury to the lungs does not more certainly lead to debility in

the animal than does the premature destruction of the foliage

to the Vine or any other plant.

Early forcing, especially when the roots are in a cold ill-

diained border, is most injurious to Vines ; and when the

principal cause of exhaustion is from a cold ill-drained soil,

and where they are otherwise in such a condition that good
results might be expected from them it in a more congenial

border, the best way is to clear away the whole soil, dis-

entangling and saving every root that can be saved, to make the
drainage effectual, and make a new border, carefully planting

the Vines again. The best time for this operation is in autumn,
after the Grapes are cut, while the Vines are still in leaf and
able to make fresh roots. Supposing the Vines have roots in

both outside and inside borders, the one should be renewed
one year and the other the next. When the operation com-
mences, shade the root with canvas ; and after the roots are

laid in the fresh soil, give a good watering at 120°, and cover

up the border with dry litter to retain the heat. In 1856 I

lifted a house of Vines, as thus recommended, the first week
in October, only the whole instead of halt the roots were lifted

;

and by the end of July, 1857, cut a fair crop of Grapes from
them. And in December of 1858 I lifted a Vine after it had
been three years planted, and planted it in another vinery in

which I had previously commenced the forcing of pot Vines,

and it ripened ten good bunches in May, 1859. These in-

stances are mentioned to show how well Vines bear being care-

fully transplanted or lifted.—D, Thomson (in the Gardener).

GARDEN LABELS.
My experience is that wooden ones are, after all, the best,

cheapest, and most enduring. I have some in use now quite

five years old, and showing no sign of decay
;
perhaps the

only drawback to them is the white paint so soon gets dirty,

then the name is not so legible. My plau is to paint the label

well all over, except the place for the name, with two coats of

white paint, and when thoroughly dry and fit for nse write
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the name with a heavy lead pencil well into the wood. Fix the
label to the stake vertically with a nail through the middle.
AVhen the stake rota, it ia easily removed with a strong pruning
kuife, together with the nail, ready for the fresh stake. For
dwarf plants use slips of slate and white paint to write the
name in.

—

Amatecb, Be.rley.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT CHELTENHAM.
As an old grower of this beautiful autumn flower, I thought

I should like to see how it was done in Cheltenham, and having
a jolly friend there, I journeyed thither with a few cut blooms,
many of which had done duty the week before in Bristol. On
Monday morning, November 23rd, 1 started from the Bristol

terminus, first train. Cold it was—a sharp hoar frost, appa-
rently more severe as we journeyed northward. I arrived just

in time to stage my blooms and to look around. The growers
are far behind the Bristolians. The plants were all of the
leggy growth, which told me the Cheltenham growers had not
been far a-field. The cut blooms were too true to nature, and
would not bear the least dressing, a question I am not at all

satisfied with. The Grapes, Apples, and Pears were very
creditable.

One of the best exhibits in the Show was Mr. Cypher's
Primulas—twelve plants of beautiful growth, and bloomed to

perfection—just in to the day. I would recommend the
Cheltenham Committee to give better prizes, both for cut
blooms and plants, if they wish to see the Chrysanthemum
done well. After a long tramp with my jolly friend, we at last

turned-in to Mr. Cypher's to have a look at his stock. There
there are giants at rest after a season's campaign, laying up and
storing strength for another and perhaps more eventful year.
I also noticed a beautiful batch of Orchids and a good house
of Geraniums. Truly our friend Cypher is a wonder ; that
which he does and how he does it are marvellous. Ye men of
Bath and Bristol, you will have to look sharp after your
laurels.—T. Hoebs, Bristol.

Another correspondent writes :—For six large-flowered Chry-
santhemums, distinct varieties, Mr. T. Smith, gardener to Mrs.
Lloyd Williams, took the first prize ; second prize Mr. Moor-
man, gardener to Dr. Abercrombie. In the collection of four
distinct varieties the prizes were exactly reversed. The Pom-
pons were remarkably good and numerously represented. For
six distinct varieties Mr. T. Smith was again placed first, Mr.
Weeviu second, Mr. Moorman third.

The out blooms. Primulas, Solauums, vases, and bouquets
were exceedingly good. For dinner-table vases, first Mr. J.

Cypher, second Mr. C. Smith, third Mr. C. Cooke ; and for

bouquets the prizes were exactly the same as for the vases.
The fruit exhibited were remarkably good, especially the
Grapes.

SOME OF THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS OP
CEYLON.-No. 3.

COTTON {Contiiixud).

Sir John Bowbing, who, from his position and love of in-

quiry must be considered as a most powerful witness, in his
very interesting work on " Siam " thus writes:—" Let it not
be supposed that I write with any feelings but those of com-
placency upon the ' exodus ' of the Chinese from their native
land, and their outpourings on all adjacent regions. I believe
there is no class of settlers who, under proper control, are so
likely to be useful ; that the very quality—the passion for ac-
quiring wealth, which leads them to dare all danger and diffi-

culty, is a most valuable recommendation. Their own habits
of subordination ; their inborn and inbred respect for authority

;

their gregarious spirit, which drives them into associations of
every sort, private and public, praiseworthy and pernicious,
only require a thorough knowledge of their character to be
turned to the best account. They already constitute nearly
half the population of Siam."
An intelligent correspondent writing from China, and whose

letter appeared in the Times, stated that on a recent visit to
Shanghai he found that fifteen thousand of the better and
wealthier classes had located themselves in the European colony
there of their own free choice, built wide streets and extensive
bazaars, pay road and police rates, and conform to municipal
regulations of foreign growth with scrupulous fidelity. The
same correspondent adds, " The Chinese are certainly among
the most easily governed of any in the world, given two con-

ditions only—honesty of purpose and strength in the govern-
ing power. Under such conditions the latter is hardly over
called into active exercise. It is enough that it should be
known to exist."

The Government of New South Wales has passed an act for
encouraging the growth of Cotton in that colony, offering
favourable terms to persons forming themselves into associa-
tions for growing and cultivating Cotton, and the Queeosland
Government has from time to time followed the same procedure.
The Cotton sent to me by the Ceylon Government to bo

shown at the International Exhibition in London in 18C2 was
valued by the representative in London of the Cotton Supply
Association of Manchester as follows :—No. I like good strong
New Orleans, worth 12d. to 13d. per pound ; No. 2 like low
middlings, not good Cotton, but strong, 12d. per pound.

Cotton seed is given occasionally to the cattle to eat. They
like it, and it is considered fattening. In China oil is obtained
from the seed of the Cotton plant, and the seeds are after-
wards employed as manure, together with the branches, leaves,
and pods, by being burnt, or by rotting them in pits.

SnoAR.—Very large sums have been expended in attempts to
cultivate the Sugar Cane in Ceylon, but success has not been
arrived at. The only estates, I believe, now under cultivation
are one belonging to Lord Elphinstone and a few small estates
in the southern province. There is no doubt that suitable soil

exists in portions of the island to grow Sugar Cane, but it is

well known that its cultivation is very exhausting to the soil,

and requires heavy manuring, and this, combined with the
question of labour, renders it far more profitable to grow
Coffee.

Sir J. Teunant is of opinion that the mediocrity of the soil

and the necessity of frequently changing the plants, coupled
with a superabundance of merely watery fluid in the canes and
disproportionate yield of saccharine, have hitherto contributed
to discourage the extension of the enterprise. The cultivation
of Sugar was first introduced into Ceylon by the Dutch.
The PAiMYRA Tree is chiefly cultivated in the Peninsula of

Jaffna in the northern province of Ceylon. Mr. Fergusson in
an interesting volume entitled " The Palmyra and its Products,"
estimates that the number of Palmyra trees in this district

alone must be about seven milhons, the edible product of which
supplies one-fourth of the food of two hundred and twenty
thousand inhabitants.

The Palmyra tree is upwards of fifteen years old before it

commences to yield fruit. The sap yields for a period of four
or five months at the rate of about three quarts a-day. This
sap, or toddy as it is called, after it has rested and fermented,
is converted into jaggery, or coarse but pure sugar, by a little

lime being added to the sap, and is sold in the native bazaars
at about Id. a-pound. Three quarts of toddy will yield 1 lb.

of jaggery. About 12,000 cwt. are exported annually to con-
tinental India, where it is refined. If the fruit be allowed to
form instead of being crushed by the operations of the toddy-
drawer, it comes to maturity in August, and there are some twelve
to eighteen clusters on each flower stem, of which the tree bears
about six or seven. The core of the fruit contains three hard
seeds embedded in a farinaceous pulp. This pulp is extracted
by pressure, and by the action of the sun is made into squares,
and used for cakes or curry. The seeds or kernels of the fruit

are also extracted and dried in the sun. Under the name of

kelingoos they are largely consumed in the bazaars of thff

island. The kelingoos are sometimes reduced to a flour.

Leaves of the trees supply roofs to native houses and fences to

the fields, the old materials being converted into manure for

the Eice fields. As Tennant truly states, the Palmyra tree

furnishes at once shelter, furniture, food, drink, oil, and fuel

for the inhabitants, with forage for their cattle and utensils

for their farms. No single production of Nature, not even the
Cocoa-nut itself, is capable of conferring so many blessings on
mankind in the early stages of civilisation : and hence that
outburst of simple gratitude in which it has been exalted by
the Tamils* into an object of veneration, and celebrated in

songs as a tree transplanted from Paradise.

Tobacco.—In a late official Blue Book it is stated that up-
wards of fifteen thousand acres of land are under Tobacco
cultivation. It is the great staple of the Jaffna district, where
it is most carefully cultivated, and is largely consumed in thu
island. Jaffna Tobacco used to be exported to Travancore in

large quantities, although, I believe, the trade has of late years
fallen off. In an interesting report from the pen of a veiy

* The iDhabitantfl of the northern province of Ceylon are Tamils.
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able member of the Ceylon Civil Service, Mr. Sharpe, that

gentleman Btates that in his opinion a fine field for the- growth
of Tobacco exists on the banks of the Walaury river in the

southern province, the soil being extremely rich and fertile,

and water always to be had in ample supplies from the river.

In the report of the Commission appointed by the Spanish

Government on the cultivation of Tobacco in the Spanish
colonies, it is stated that Tobacco flourishes in rich, cool, and
dry soils, and also in those of a stony or sandy nature, pro-

vided there be a foot depth of vegetable mould. Virgin forest

land and meadows will produce excellent crops for many years

without manures. If the soil has borne other crops previously

it must have a six-months fallow, and be well manured.
Whenever Ceylon has the advantage of Chinese agriculturists

among the natives, aided with English capital, the introduction

of superior kinds of Tobacco, such as the Cuban and Manilla

Tobacco, will no doubt foUow.—E. Bawdon Powee, Ceylon
Civil Service {Retired), Tenby, South Wales.

HELIOTROPIUM PEBUVIANUM.
What a valuable decorative plant this makes for winter, and

yet how often is it neglected for novelties of inferior merit

!

It is a good, old-fashioned, all-year-round kind of a plant, not
particularly showy, but in point of sweetness it ranks with the

Violet or Mignonette, and like them it possesses an odour
peculiarly its own—a distinct and grateful perfume being quite

as acceptable to many as a showy flower or a plant of graceful

habit. This plant is very readily propagated from cuttings

put in any time during the spring months. These make sturdy

little specimens in two or three mouths if potted-on in rich

sandy compost, and pinched once or twice, bo as to make
them bushy ; a few hundred plants so grown in either

large 60's or 4S-sized pots come in very handy for winter-

furnishing, and can be brought forward in either turf-pits

or frames. If cut flowers are required, no system is better

than to plant out some good-sized specimens, and train them
up the pillars iu a warm conservatory, greenhouse, or corridor.

It is astonishing what growth and flower this plant produces
when so treated, especially if in a sunny position ; and if a

large supply of flowers is required, the cutting necessary to

obtain these will serve all the purposes of pruning. Strong
established specimens frequently attain a height of from 10

to 20 feet, and flower well throughout the year. There are

several newer varieties in cultivation ; but for free-flowering

qualities and sweetness, either for bedding or indoor work, none
ia superior or even equal to the old "Cherry-pie;" and I

find this is also preferred by most of the growers who supply
Coveut Garden with thousands of this plant alone throughout
the year.—F. W. B. (in the Gardener).

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
December 2nd.

Fkuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. Woodbridge, of Sion House Gardens sent fruit of Musa
Champa, which received a certificate last year. It was excellent

in flavour, and again received the Committee's commendation.
Mr. Bennett, The Gardens, Hatfield House, sent fruit of Sutton's
Improved Sion House Cucumber. Messrs. Veitch & Sons sent
Veitch's Self-protecting Broccoli. The Committee admired the
stock, but expressed a wish to see it at a spring meeting. A
comparison was made between Messrs. Cutbush & Sons' Onion
Oscar and Bedfordshire Champion or Intermediate, and after

comparison it was decided, for the purpose of determining the
respective characters of the varieties, that they be sown at

Chiswick next year. Mr. John Robson, Bowden, Cheshire,
sent Dunham Red Celery, a good variety, but not superior to

Leicester Red. A very choice collection of Celeries was ex-
hibited from the garden of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick. The^e were remarkably well grown, and furnished
excellent examples of the different varieties. A cultural com-
mendation was awarded to them.
Mr. Smeo's prize of Mo for the best dish of a new fruit sub-

mitted to the Committee during the year 1871, was awarded to

Mr. Pearson's new Grape, Mrs. Pearson ; and his prize of £5 to

the best new vegetable exhibited before the Committee iu 187t,

was awarded to the Seville Long Pod Bean, sent by Messrs.
Vilmorin, of Paris.

Mr. Veitch moved that this Committee recommend to the
Council that a letter of condolence be written to the family of

the late Mr. Daniel Nash, who was a member of the Committee,
and exprefissing their appreciation of the great services he has
rendered to the Society, and regret for the melancholy circum-
stance which deprives them of his presence.
This being the last meeting of the year the Committee as at

present constituted ceased to exist. A vote of thanks was pro-

posed and carried unanimously to Mr. Alfred Smee for the
abihty and courtesy with which he had filled the office of Chair-
man during the past year ; and a similar one to Dr. Hogg.

Floral Committee.—W. B. KeUock, Esq., in the chair. No
certificates were granted to any of the new plants, but a plant of

Dracaiua Duflii, from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, was asked
to be seen again; the leaves are broad, margined and occasion-

ally broadly striped with red. A Violet of the Neapolitan type
was sent by Mr. G. Brush, gardener to Lady Hume Campbell,
The Gardens, High Grove, Pinner. It is named Lady Hume
Campbell, but is not sufiiciently distinct. Physianthus albena

variegatus, a cool greenhouse climber, the leaves variegated with
creamy white, was sent by Mr. Green, Holmesdale Road, Reigate.

The most attractive object at the meeting was a very fine

group of Cyclamens from Mr. H. B. Smith, of Ealing Dean
Nursery, Ealing. The plants were remarkably healthy, the
flowers brilliant in colour and unusually large. The same
exhibitor sent a dozen pots of a semi-double Primula.

Messrs. Standish, of Ascot, sent twelve nice dwarf plants of

Poinsettia pulcherrima; some of them had heads of floral bracts

as much across as the plants were high. A collection of perpetual-

flowering Carnations from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son was
very pretty, but no names were attached to any of the plants.

To all the above collections votes of thanks were given by the

Committee.

THE NOVEMBER PLUM.
I AM requested, iu answer to the inquiry of Mr. Douglas

regarding this Plum, to say—as Mr. Earley is precluded from
answering it personally—that the name in question was given

to the fruit of a solitary plant in his possession, and which ha
fruited for the first time last season. From all his experience,

and the researches he had made, he was led to believe that no
other Plum like it existed, nor had he the least knowledge that

anything similar existed in the neighbourhood previously. Not
deeming it necessary to question Mr. J. Douglas's assertion

should the similarity be so great, he only regrets not having

known of it sooner, and so have obviated giving rise to any
question of precedent. Mr. Earley may refer to this subject

again.

—

William Geeatrix Eaelet.

DEATH OF MR. DANIEL NASH.
With great regret we announce the death of Mr. Daniel

Nash, the head of the old house of Minier, Nash, & Nash,

seedsmen in the Strand. The event happened last Saturday,

after a brief illness. Mr. Nash had been ailing for some time,

and those of his friends who knew him well remarked a change

in him at the last Fruit Committee meeting, but this was not

of such moment as to cause immediate apprehension. It was
only last week that serious symptoms became apparent, and
on Saturday he sank, the disease being, we understand, an
affection of the heart. Mr. Nash was the father of the London
seed trade, and has for nearly half a century occupied a position

in which he was held in the highest respect.

THE STINGING TREE.
One of the torments to which the traveller is subjected in

the North Australian scrubs is the Stinging Tree (Urtica gigas),

which is very abundant, and ranges in size from a large shrub

of 30 feet in height to a small plant measuring only a few

inches. Its leaf is large and peculiar, from being covered with

a short silvery hair, which when shaken emits a fine pungent
dust, most irritating to the skin and nostrils. If touched it

causes most acute pain, which is felt for mouths afterwards—

a dull gnawing pain, accompanied by a burning sensation,

particularly iu the shoulder and under the arm, where small

lumps often arise. Even when the sting has quite died away,

the unwary bushman is forcibly reminded of his indiscretion

each time the affected part is brought into contact with water.

The fruit is of a pink fleshy colour, hangiug in clusters, and
looks so inviting that a stranger is irresistibly tempted to

pluck it, but seldom more than once; for though the Rasp-

berry-like berries are harmless iu themselves, some contact

with the leaves is almost unavoidable. The blacks are said to

eat the fruit, but for this I cannot vouch, though I have tasted

one or two at odd times, end found them very pleasant.

Tbe worst of this Nettle is the tendency it exhibits to shoot

up wherever a clearing has been effected. In passing through

the dray-tracks cut through the scrub, great caution was ne-

cessary to avoid the young plants that cropped up even in a few

weeks. I have never known a ease of its being fatal to human
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beings ; but I have seen people subjected by it to Rreat suffer-

ing, notably a scientific gentleman, who plucked off a branch
and carried it some distance as a curiosity, wondering the
while what was causing the pain and numbness in his arm.
Horses I have seen die in a^ony from the sting, the wounded
parts becoming paralysed ; but, strange to say, it does not
seem to injure cattle, who dash through scrubs full of it with-

out receiving any damage. This curious anomaly is well

known to all bushmen.

—

(GasseU's Illu-itrated Travels for

December.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The first annual meeting—the maiden meeting— of Tuk

Western CHRTSAN-rnEMUM Society was held recently in the

Davonport Town Hall, under very promising auspices, and
with the most gratifying results. The Society was formed a
few months since by several local gentlemen interested in

horticulture, and especially in the growth of Chrysanthemums.
Mr. G. H. E. Ruudla was elected the President, and the fact

of hia consenting to take the office at once gave the movement
a good start; for in connection with the Western Horticultural

Society, as well as in other ways, Mr. Rundle has done as

much as any single gentleman in this locality to advance the

study of horticulture among the public generally, and to bring

the refining and elevating influences of flowers to bear upon
the masses. The Show was good. In the number of exhibitors,

the number and quality of the plants, and general support
accorded it, the most sanguine anticipations of the managers
and promoters were realised. The Plall itself, which is one of

the handsomest and most expensively decarated in the West
of England, is admirably adapted for such a Show, and cer-

tainly its advantages were fully utilised in the arrangements
of the stalls. The display of the Chrysanthemums was bril-

liant. Among those who exhibited collections of plants as

well as Chrysanthemums, in order to give the Society a help-

ing hand, were the Rev. T. Bewes ; Mr. Chalice, Plympton
;

C. Fox, Esq., Mr. Anderson, Mr. Eastley, and Mr. Cuerel,

Stoke, &c.

LIVERPOOL CHRYSANTHEMQM SHOW.
The twelfth annual Show of this Society was held Nov. 17th

and ISth in the large room of St. George's Hall, thau which there
could not be a better place for a floral exhibition at this time of

the year, particularly as it is brilliantly lighted. From the side
galleries the view is splendid by gaslight; and the music from
the band floating on the ear, combined with the bright hues of

the flowers and the delicate tracery of the Ferns, the decora-
tions of the Hall with its noble columns, and the moving crowd,
all make up a scene worth going many miles to see. It is a pity
that such a meeting should be in any way hampered for want of

funds in a populous town like Liverpool, yet such is the case
unless this Show has made up the loss on its predecessors, for I

was told that the Committee were some £30 out of pocket. This
I hope is not the case now.
Gardeners muster in strong numbers after six o'clock in the

evening, when it becomes a matter of great difficulty to get to

the stands of cut blooms. This year there was better competi-
tion thau last, and the blooms were shown in splendid condition.

I think that last year they were larger thau this, but those ex-
hibited in the present one were more equal, and showed less of

the dresser's art. Last year the Show was held late, and the
majority of the blooms would not have kept longer. "This year
I noticed several blooms that would have been better in another
week ; these were, however, few.
When a Chrysanthemum will cover a circle of C inches iu

diameter, and is beautifully incurved and full in the centre, we
are, I think, nearly approaching perfection. In size Empress
of India leads the way, closely followed by Queen of England
(this I considered the iiuest flower in the Show considering all

the stands); H^-rcules, Bronze Jardin des Plantes, Jardin des
Plantes, Lady Harding, Nil Desperandum, John Salter, Alfred
Salter, Isabella Bott, Prince Alfred, Empress of India, Guern-
sey Nugget. Bronze Jardin des Plantes was not so fine as last

year, but the others were, I think, better.

For a stand of eighteen Mr. Norrie was first with Hercules,
Alfred Salter, Nil Desperandum, Queen of England, Lord Hard-
ing, General Slade, Jardin des Plantes, John Salter, White
Globe, Empress of India, Novelty, Empress Eugenie, Guernsey
Nugget, Prince and Princess of Wales, Isabella Bott, White
Venus, Lord Derby. Mr. G. Ehodes was second, and Mr. W.
Kepps third. For twelve Mr. Rhodes was first with a splendid
Empress of India, Golden Beverley, Lady Harding, John Salter,

Prince Alfred, Lady Slade, Prince and Princess of Wales, Isa-
bella Bott, Jardin des Plantes, Bronze Jardin des Plantes, Queen
of England. Mr. Moreton second, and Mr. Kepps third. For

six Mr. Peers was first with Alfred Salter, Empress of India'
Lady Harding, John Salter, Prince of Wales, Jardin des Plantes.
Mr. llyley second, and Mr. Johns third.
For six specimen plants, large flowering, natural habit, Mr.

Morris was first, Mr. Peers second, Mr. lugwood third. With
the exception of the first prize lot the exhibits iu this class were
poor. For six specimen plants trained, large-flowering, Mr.
Brown was first with splendid examples of Lady Talfourd, Queen
of England, Mrs. G. Rundle, John Salter, Lord Derby, and
Guernsey Nugget. Mr. Wilson was second with good plants, but
with too little variety of colour ; Mr. lugwood third. For three
specimen plants trained, large-flowering, Mr. Phythiau was first

with Mrs. G. Bundle, Guernsey Nugget, and Pink Perfection.
Mr. Wilson second, and Mr. Ingwood third. For one large-
flowering specimen Mr. Whitfield was first with Guernsey
Nugget, Mr. Wilson second with Mrs. G. Rundle, and Mr. Brown
third with Fingal. For one standard Mr. Pliythiau was first

with a well-flowered specimen of Mrs. G. Rundle; the first,

second, and third prizes going to Mrs. G Rundle, which was
well represented in all the different classes, and taking a place
at the bead of the lists for decorative purposes. Mr. Brown
was second, and Mr. Ingwood third.
For six Pompous Mr. Phythian was again first with Amy,

Aigle d'Or, Aurora Borealis
;
yellow, lilac, and white Cedo Nulli.

Ml-. Whitfield was second, and Mr. Wilson third. For three, Mr.
Blackmore was first with the three hinds of Cedo Nulli, splendid
plants and grandly flowered; Mr. Phythian second, Mr. Wilson
third.

It will be seen from the foregoing that there were no trade
growers competing, and the Exhibition proved that a high
degree of excellence has been attained by the amateur culti-
vators of the Chrysanthemum around Liverpool.

Fruit was another special feature, and the competition being
open to gardeners in any part of the country, splendidly-
coloured Apples and Pears were shown from districts where less
soot and smoke are flying shout than in Lancashire. Grapes
were fairly represented, as were also Pines. Mr. Jameson, gar-
dener to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, was first for three
Pines with nice examples of Smooth-leaved Cayenne. Mr. James
was first for Black Hamburgh Grapes, not large, but beautifully
coloured, and having a splendid bloom ; and Mr. J. Bruce was
first for Muscats. In the collections of fruit there was, I thought
t^o much sameness ; such as two dishes of Apples, two of Pears,
two of Grapes in one collection; the time of year, however,
should be considered. For twelve dishes Mr. Hauagan was first,

Mr. Jamieson second, Mr. Potts third. For six Mr. Hanagan
was again first, Mr. Curie second, and Mr. Jamieson third.
Of Palms, Ferns, ornamental-foliaged and flowering plants

there were enough to back-up the Chrysanthemums. A fine
Adiantum farleyense was exhibited by Mr. Cromwell, gardener
to T. Moss, Esq. ; it was 5 feet through, but not being well
supported by the rest of the six, the group consequently only
stood second, Mr. Forester being first with Cibotium regale,
C. glancescens, Goniophlebium subauriculatum, Microlepia
species, Adiantum pentadactylon, and Lomaria gibba. Tree
Ferns, first a fiue plaut of Todea arborescens from Mr. Tyndal
Bright, of Ai^burth; Mr. Gore was second with Alsophila
exceisa, and Mr. J. Anderson third. For fine-foliaged and
flowering plants (10) Mr. Blomley was first, Mr. Wilson second,
and Mr. Wri;-',ht third. Primulas, Epiphyllums, Mignonette,
and Poinsettias were not so good, not being at their best. The
first-prize Epiphyllum, single, was by far the best of the
lot.—W.

GARDENING IN SWEDEN.
Ofveras, Sweden, the seat of James J. Dickson, Esq., is

situated about half an hour's walk south from the town of

Gothenburg, and is sheltered from the north by a rocky hiU
of considerable height. Here extensive gardens have been laid

out within the last eight years under the direction and man-
agement of Mr. James Loney, sou of that well-known veteran
horticulturist Mr. Loney, gardener to Sir Patrick Murray
Thriepland, Birt., at Piugask Castle, Perthshire. A public

road divides the fruit and kitchen-garden department from the
plant houses, flower garden, and pleasure grounds. In the
former are two splendid orchard houses, eoch 100 feet long,

35 feet wide, and IS feet high, C fe3t high at the sides. A stone
path extends up the middle of the houses, and there are two
cisterns on each side of the pathways for collecting rain water
from the roofs. Here it may be remarked, all rain water that

falls on the various roofs is collected inside in slate cisterns,

from whence the overflow was conveyed to a large well, from
which it was pumped for use. Since that arrangement was
made, however, a supply of water has been taken from a lake

to the town and passes here, giving a never-failing supply for

the mansion as well a? for the hothouses and gardens, likewise

for a fountain in the centre of the flower garden.
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One of the orchard houses is for tender frnits, and in it two

rows of standard Peaches, Nectarines, etc., planted in a made
border, one on each side of the pathway, have a very fine

effect on entering. The remaining space is filled up with

pyramids and bushes in pots of 10 and 12 inches in diameter.

Fifty miniature trees in 0-iuch pots are placed at intervals

round the fides and ends : all the treos look well for a good

crop next season. The second orchard house is planted in the

same way, but is used for Pears principally, and these show

masses of fruit buds for next year. Some of the Pears in this

house grown iu 10 to 12-iiich pots weighed as much as l.V lb.

last autumn, and Apples over 1 lb.

Late and early vineries are to the right and left of the

orchard houses.
'

Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, and

Escholata Superba are priucipally grown for early forcing : the

last-named Grape is a great favuurito here. Late varieties

are Lady Downe's, Alicante, Mrs. PJnce, and Gros Colman.

The last has not been much tried yet. The Alicante is another

favourite here. The vineries are bnilt after the newest style,

which gives a long rafter or roof for training tlie Vine, and

they have borne heavy crops for a succesfion of years. Two

houses are used for Pine Apples. A fruiting span-roofed one
is well stocked with strong plants of Queens, Black Jamaioas,

Smooth Cayenne, and a few only of Charlotte Rothschild. The
other is a half-span pit for succession plants, in which are also

grown, placed on the pipes, pot Vines, which are forced quickly

and satisfactorily. A Strawberry pit of the same size and form

as the last is principally stocked with Keen^' Seedling.

On walls for Pears, Apples, Plums, and Cherries, these trees

look well, and are just getting into a good bearing state.

Pyramids are mostly planted as orchard trees, standaids not

being so much need in consequence of their being more exposed

to the south-west winds, which do great mischief here, espe-

cially in autumn.
In the plant department, in connection with the mansion, is a

stove on the one side and a conservatory on the other side of the

main entrance, which produce a good effect, being kept as gay

as possible with flowering plants from the other houses, which

are a little beyond the building, and consist of a large house

for specimen Camellias, Acacias, and hardwooded plants in

general, which make a good show during the winter and spring

months. Next come three lean-to houses all of the same size.

o

11

i:;
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fronds, all ia perfect health and beauty. Adiantnm farleyense

is the queen of Ferns without doubt, and the specimen referred

to excited the admiration of all who saw it. It was evident

it had been at home in the hands of Mr. Cromwell, as he must
have thoroughly understood the nature of all its wants. I am
sure some of your readers would be glad, like myself, of a few
remarks on Mr. Cromwell's successful method of management.
—W. F. E.

LARGE CEDAR OF LEBANON.
In reply to «n inquiry in your Journal of November 26th,

signed by Mr. O. Abbey, I recollect some twelve or fourteen

years ago, when on a visit to some relations in London, to

have been present at a large garden party at the residence of

a Mr. Cave, who was at that time the Sheriff for the County of

Middlesex. I do not recollect the name of the place, but it

was within a drive of ten or twelve miles from London. I was
particularly struck by the extraordinary size of a very well-

grown Cedar of Lebanon, which stood in the grounds near the

mansion. I paced it from the branches' extremity to the trunk,

which I judged to be about 17 or 18 yards. It would, there-

fore, have a diameter of, say, about 35 yards, and would con-

sequently have a circumference of more than 100 yards. I was
informed that the tree had been planted there by LinuieuB,

which would give its age at more than 150 years, as I suppose.

This may or may not be an older tree than the Cedar to which
your correspondent refers ; at any rate, it is the most rcag-

Di6cent tree of its kind that I have ever seen.—R. Haywahd,
Tlie Elms, West CJiinnock.

APRICOTS UNDER GLASS.
It is somewhat surprising that we ('.o not more frequently

find Apricots so protected. The onlv instances I have ever

met with wtre a few pot trees in the orchard house of the

amateur gardener; and judging from the experiment, there

did not appear any encouragement for extension. Some few

years ago we coveicd 100 feet of our Apricot wall with glass,

and the predictions showered in from every quarter that we
would find our attempt to be a failure, simply because of mere
anticipation—a huge piece of nonsense. But we have suc-

ceeded year by year, having produced double the quantity in

one season than during any preceding ten seasons, and fruit,

too, of a much superior quality. The varieties we cultivate

are not numerous, and comprise the following kinds under
glass— the Moorpark, Hemckerk, Kaisha, Large Red, or what
is sometimes called Gros Rouge, and the Royal. The latter

does not set its fruit so frealy as the former. Although some-
what shy in this respect, both in quality and size it nearly

equals the Moorpark, and is of a hardier constitution. The very

superior quality of the Apricot renders it at all times a wel-

come addition to the dessert ; and more, it can be made into an
excellent conserve whenever tho excess is greater than the

demand, while the same cannot be said of the Peach, which is

more indebted to the sugar than to any inherent good quality

it may possess.

The Apricot is certainly more difficult to manage than the
Peach, as it ie very impatient of too much heat at all timer,

and particularly when in flower; and iu cases when venti-

lation is scarcely sufficient to keep down the temperature
duiing bright sunshine, I find it very advantageous to cover
the roof for a few hours with scrim cloth, or with common
Efcltiug.

When tho fructifying organs are subjected to an excess of

heat their constitution ia 'weakened, and they are unable to

excrcipe their functions at the proper time, and in conse-
quence the crop is a failure.

Before and after the flowers are opened I endeavour to keep
the heat below 60°, with an abundance of air, but avoid cold

draaghte so far as it can be done. I have never attempted
artificial impregnation, as being unnecessary under proper
treatment.

Like all other kinds of drupaceous fruit, tho Apricot is

longer-lived in a hard limestone soil, and where this ingredient

is not natural it ought to be supplied in large quantities.

Lime in this instance has a very important office to perf -rm
iu the formation of the stone, just as it does in the formation
of bone, and as it is secreted by many invertebrated animals
to form their shells. There can be no doubt, I think, that the
dropping of drupaceous fruit during the stoning period is due
iu a great measure to a deficiency of this mineral. These
minor causes may and do exercise au influence at this time,

yet they are only a secondary power.—Alexander Cramb,
Tortworth Court (in tlie Gardener).

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
There is not a month but what brings with it some work of

importance to be done in the garden, some more and some
less, according to the seasou ; but there is; a maxim which
should always be observed as far as possible, aud that is to do
everything in its proper season, beciiuse the system not only
regulates the operations of gardening, and starts them well in

due time, but emergencies often arise which call for immediate
attention, and this system allows time to do it. December does
not come in without its calls upon all those who have a garden ;

for, beyond the operations of protecting everything from tbe
evil effects of severe frost, and of digging and trenching the
ground, there is work whicb should be done before the ground
is turued-up, and that is the pruuing, dressing, aud nailing of

all trees; and after tbe leaf ia off and this work done the vacant
ground may be turned-up for the winter, and all will then look

clean and tidy. In pruning allow me to say that it is best to

select the hardier sorts of fruits to be done first, I mean such as

Apples and Pears, as well as Raspberries, Gooseberries, and
Currants. In many suburban gardens the pruning is performed
very badly in more ways than one : for instance, when the wood
is cut back tbe spurs are left much too long, aud the cut is not
clean, but is long and pointed, showing that it is performed by
an unskilful hand. Now the same may be said of both Apple
and Pear trees; that in healthy vigorous-growing trees the
young wood ought to be shortened back to within a quarter of

an inch of where it broke into growth, aud therv are generally

three or more dormant eyes situated quite at the base of the

shoot, which are ready to break into growth at tbe required

time, and maintain the vigour of the tree ; therefore the cut

should be clean and the spur short, which answers all pur-

poses aud looks workmanlike. Again, another great fault is

that when it ia defired to extend the size of a tree, such as an
espalier or wall tree, the young wood is often left in all at one
length, regardless of its size and strength. This is not tbe way
to have a tree well balanced in growth and bearing wood, but as

a rule the weaker growth should be shortened fully two-thirds

more than the strong wood ; thia affords the chance of the weak
wood breaking into stronger growth than it did tbe year before,

just because there are a less number of eyes to be called into

action, aud the strong growth will most likely break weaker
because there are more eyes to supporf, so it will be seen that

the system if practised year after year will do much towards
regulating the growth of the tree and the flow of tbe sap. With
regard to Raapberriea the pruning is a small matter and very
simple, for if the bearing wood of the past summer has been
cat out, which it always should bo after the fruit is gathered, in

order to allow more freedom of growth and to add strength to

tbe young wood for next year's use, then all there is to do now
is to shorteu the shoots according to their strength aud ripeness,

and take care not to leave too many shoots to a stock.

Gooseberries are pruned under two methods. Either the tree ia

allowed to carry so many shoots, which are spurred all the way
up, and the extreme shoots shortened considerably ; or the free

is trained so as to produce a quantity of young wood, which in

tho pruning time is thinned out considerably on the spur system,

and the remainder left all its length in a regular manner all over

the tree. I incline to, and in fact always practise, the latter

plan, believing that if I do not get a greater quantity of fruit,

it ia at all events much finer.

Tbere ia one objection which some urge in connection with
the Lancashire sorts of Gooseberries, many of which are very
large—that by growing them on the young wood there is a great

difficulty in rearing a tree to any ordinary size, owing to the
fruit gradually breakiue down towards the ground the young
wood, which has to be cut off year after year. There is some
truth in this, though it may be got over by staking up the trees

with habits so inclined.

The Red Currant is a better-forced tree, and must be pruned
on tbe spur system, leaving the shoots here and there where
wanted at a third or half their length; but the Black Currant
never does better in small gardens than when the old wood is

thinned out to the very bottom, leaving new strong growth to

take its place. The fruit is generally plentiful, fine, and good.

As for Peach aud Nectarine trees, I consider it to be the better

plan to leave the pruning of them till about February, they
being tender fruits ; the wood is also many limea late in ripen-

ing, and the severe weather of winter takes great effect upou it,

but in the spring damaged parts can easily be discovered aud cut

out. In pruning, the wood should be thinned out considerably

;

cut close to the old stem, leaving no spurs aa in other trees, which
only die if left. The shoots that are left should be shortened
the same as for other trees, but always to a wood bud if possible,

because any fruit that is produced beyond the young shoot

seldom comes to maturity. Some of these sorts of trees have a

remarkable absence of wood buds upon them. When such ia
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the case the tiee is goiug wrong, aud Bbowa a want of vigour
which calls for immediate attention ; and in the succeeding
season buch a tree oupht not to be allowed to carry much fruit,

with a view to encourage all the wood-growth possible ; aud
perhaps it will be necessary to take the old soil from its roots

and replace it with fresh soil of a loamy nature, but quite fresh.

Now is the best time of all the year to examine every fruit

tree and see if any scale or other disease, such aa American
blight, is infesting them ; if so, the wood should be scrubbed
over with a stiff brush, and every crevice examined and cleared
of the pest ; then dress the tree over from bottom to top with
a composition of 8 ozs. of powdered sulphur, -1 oza. of Gishurat
compound, two or three handfuls of soot, aud then add enough
tobacco water to make up a gallon of liquid ; mix all well toge-

ther, and add sufficient pure clay well worked up in it with the
hand till it becomes aa thick as paint, and apply it to the tree

with an ordinary paint-brush, leaving not a particle of the wood
untouched. I do not advise those trees to be dressed that are

not infested, but the trees that are so must be done over more
than once or twice, and it would be more effectual if the dressing
were repeated from time to time for twelve months.

—

Thom.is
Record.

LANGTON HALL,
THE SE.\T OF BENNET ROTHES LANGTON, ESQ.

Before narrating a recent visit to the gardens of the High
Sheriff of the county of Lincoln, it can hardly fail to be in-

teresting to dwell briefly on an outline of the history of the

ancient family of Langton and their time-honoured home.
The present Hall (to read history backwards), is a newly-erected

mansion ; it is a large handsome building of red biick with

rustic stone quoininga, in the Elizabethan style, built in

18CC-7 by its present owner at a cost of from eight to ten

thousand pounds. It is situated on an acclivity a little north-

east of the village, and about half a mile due east of the site of

the old moated Hall. It is sheltered ou the north and east by
finely timbered woods, and commands an extended view of

the surrounding country, and of that particular part of which
the author of " Young on Agriculture " said was by far the

finest view in the county. On the extreme west of the park,

on the lower land, may be traced the extensive enclosure of

the old moated Hall burnt down in the reign of Henry VI.

whilst occupied by Sir Thomas do Langton, but rebuilt on a

Bite iu the centre of the present village in the reign of

Elizabeth, boundary lines being still discernible of it in several

of the cottage homes, and the noble old Sycamore trees which
graced its carriage entrance.

The family of Dd Langton, which was the original name, is

one of the few untitled families who can date their ancestral

pedigree from the time of William of Normandy in lOGG, and
can boast of many distinguished members sinoe the time when
the village name of Long-town became the family surname of

Langton. Foremost amongst them, in the reign of King John,

was Cardinal Stephen de Langton, who was consecrated in 1200

Archbishop of Canterbury, and died in 1228 ; and Simon de
Langton, brother of Stephen, was elected Archbishop of York
iu 121(j, but was set aside by the Pope. Some members, too, of

the family have received the distinguished honour of knight-

hood for their services, military and civil, rendered to their

country, Thomas de Langton being knighted by Henry VI., and
John de Langton by Charles II. Dr. William Langton, Presi-

dent of Magdalen College, Oxford, who died in 1C26, was born

here, and who gave the loving cup, "the Langton " of the

college at this day ; and Bennet Langton the great friend of

Dr. Johnson and many others, whose fame as men of letters

is handed down to posterity in their autographs attached to

the noted " round robin." It should be added that the above-

mentioned Stephen de Langton was the wise and good prelate

who took a prominent part in the memorable field of Runny-
mede on the 19th of June, 1215. He it was who was instru-

mental in aiding the barons to draw up the famous document
Magna Charta, and was attesting witness to the signature

wrung from King .John dealing the death blow to his own
despotism, and securing liberty and constitutional freedom to

the empire for all time to come.

We now take a bound of over six hundred years, and leave

the ancestor at Bunnymede in 121.5 to take a glance at the

home-surroundings of his descendant at Langton, near Spilsby,

Lincolnshire, in 1874. The gardens of Langton are not nearly

80 great as the history of its family, but if not great they are

good—good aUke in style of formation and management. The
site is excellent, and Young was not far wrong when In

designated it as affording " the finest visw in the county."

The mansion (_/iy. 112), is built on the south-western slipe of a

circular range of hills, aud in the front is, as it were, a ba»inof

some five or six miles iu diameter of some of the finest land

ever devoted to agriculture. It is, moreover, mostly pasture and
grazing land, and interspersed as it is with trees under which
the herds and flocks shelter, and skirted by an amphitheatre of

hills from which the spires of half a dozen parish churches

point their fingered index to the skies, we have a pastoral scene

not easy to surpass. Through a break in this range of up-

lands are visible on a clear day the surging waves of the

German ocean, distant about fourteen miles.

The grounds, like the Hall, are new—that is, they were, with

the fish ponds, designed and completed under the supervision

of the eminent nurserymen and landscape gardeners, Messrs.

Veitoh of Chelsea, who have done their work thoroughly well

aud in excellent taste. To better secure the privacy of the

mansion, which was inconveniently near the public highway,

the plan adopted was to make the lodge entrance a consider-

able distance away, and parallel with the road to throw up an
extensive enbankment. This at once effected the object, and
afforded at the same time a fine site for shrubs, and secured

a broad lengthy easy sweep of carriage-drive, which is one of

the main ornaments of the place. This bank being composed
of good soil, the shrubs have prospered surprisingly. Owing
to the openness aud airiness of the situation their habit is

close and the colour a dense green, indicative of hardy robust

health. The best kinds of Conifers were planted at intervals,

interspersed with Hollies iu variety, and a due proportion of

flowering deciduous trees to brighten and lighten the more
sombre masses, the background and intervening spices being

occupied principally with Laurels.

And now a groan, or a grumble, or a sigh of pity cannot be

suppressed. I never go with a preconceived idea of lavithing

indiscriminate praise on every part of a place, and never will.

Mere description without a germ of instruction is not fair to

the public, and flattery is not honest on the part of the nar-

rator nor just to the proprietor of a place under notice, because

it may do injury by misleading. It is pardonable of a gentle-

man (and how many of such there are !) who has purchased

and planted shrubs, and watched with pleasure their onward
progress, to dread in any way their mutilation ; they would
cherish and conserve every twig and leaf. It is a worthy feel-

ing, but an immense mistake. The shrubs at Laugtou mu^t
suffer—no, it ia not mutilation—but necessary amputation to

prevent a certain deformity. The Laurels must be headed-

down to permit the plants of pyramidal habit to show their

distinctive features aud proportions above them. To leave

these coarser evergreens to unchecked growth ia to produce in

no long time a forest of leggy ugliness, to be levelled to the
' ground by some severe frost, dealing death also to better

things made tender by their embraces. This common bush

;
must be removed from that choice Cypress, which is eating

away its beauty ; that gross Weigela must be routed from
' that charming Cryptomeria, which is being robbed of its grace
' and life; and so on to the end of the chapter. Mr. Rogers, the

able gardener, is fully—painfully, alive to all this, aud it is

hoped that his kind employer will give him authority and lati-

I
tude to save his choice shrubs in all their attractive features

before it is too late. The Cryptomerias at this place are in

beautiful health. What a fine feature it would be in this drive,

with the rising bank on either hand, if the broad grass verge

were taken up and round a number of these and other speci-

mens at distant intervals, clearing away all encroachments,

the only relief being the smooth velvety turf to show their

elegant forms to perfection. An idea pomething like this care-

fully carried out would make something like a drive, and one

which in a year or two Mr. Veitch, the planter, would glory

in. There is so much ruin amongst shrubs by want of timely

thinning, that a straight-home word of warning is, if not

always acceptaljle, certainly not unseasonable. Other groups

of shrubs are tastefully disposed on different parts of the lawn,

and the only natural and unpreventible obstacle to their future

form and well-being is the unbroken sweep of the southern

and western winds to which they are exposed.

A stroll round the pleasant walks brings us suddenly on the

flower garden {fig. llS). Thh is the principal feature of Lang-

ton. It is not large, but gave evidence of skill, pains, labour,

and taste in bringing it to the state of perfection as seen under

the burning sun of a tropical summer. Nothing but thorough

culture and unremiltiug work could have filled the beds, even

Verbenas, on that sultry aspect in the state of perfection they

presented in August. I am bound in justice to say that
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nothing more effective has for a long time come under my
notioe than thia little square at Langton, shown in firj, 143.

Polychromatic design, {fig. 143), a, red ballast, b, broken
Blate, c, white sand ; centre, small Golden Yew surrounded by
Alternanthera amabilis. Body of star. Lobelia pumila grandi-

flora, outlined with Koniga maritima. Angles, Alternanthera

paronyehioides dotted with Echeveria metallica. Outer circles

Golden Feather Pyrethrum. Beds 1, 1, dark Heliotrope, edge

Golden Feather Pyrethrum. "2, 2, Lady CuUum, edge Alter-

nanthera. 3, 3, Sir R. Napier Tricolor Geranium, edge Alter-

nanthera. 4, 4, Crimson King Verbena, edge Golden Feather
Pyrethrum. C, 5, Silver Tricolor Geranium, edge Lobelia
pumila grandiflora. Each bed in this design has a dwarf
prominent Box edging. The panel on the whole is high-

coloured, and ia exceedingly _rich.

In the general plan the centre bed ia planted thus—the
broad cross Madame Vaucher Geranium

; angles, Mrs. Pollock,
surrounded with Iresine Lindeni, the whole encircled by
Golden Thyme, having an outside margin of Echeveria secnnda
glauoa. Beds 1, 1, a centre plant of Centaurea; oval crosF,

Geranium Christine ; angles, Blue Lobelia ; margin, Semper-
vivum caUfornicum. 2, 2, Diamond, Geranium Souvenir de Sir
J. Paxton (very good pink), surrounding a mass of Verbena
PurpleKing; edge,DactyliBgIomeratavariegata. 3, 3, Diamond,
Geranium Crystal Palace Gem ; angles, Iresine Lindeni ; edge,
Lobelia pumila grandiflora. 4, 4, centre, Calceolaria Sparkler,
surrounded by Calceolaria Aurea floribunda; edge. Verbena
Purple King. 5, 5, same as preceding. 6, C, Geranium Lady C.
Grosvenor; edge, Verbena Snowflake. 7,7, Geranium Ex-
cellent ; edge, Verbena Snowflake. 8, 8, Bicolor Geranium

Fig. 142.—Lasoion hall.

Beauty of Oulton; edge, Koniga and Lobelia alternately. J, 9,

Geranium Beaton's Silver Noaegoy ; edge. Golden Thyme and
Lobelia alternately. Every bed in the plan is well filled, the
whole being striking and effective. The chain pattern which
slopes from the main design to the walk, and ia to be con-
tinued to the terrace, is planted, the circles with Geraniums
in variety; the scrolls wilh Verbenas, purple, crimson, and
white alternately.

The planting of the terrace border is, in the straight part, as

follows, commencing in the centre :—The ovals, Gnaphalium
Innatum, pinched, surrounded by Alternanthera amabilis
(inside chain) ; the mnin chain. Golden Feather, surrounded
by Alternnnthera, in which the triangles of Cerastium are set.

In front of this ia a straisht line of Mesembryanthemum cor-

difolinm variegatnm, margined with Echeveria eecunda glauca.

This border was perfectly filled, the outlines of varieties sharply
defined, and the general effect extremely pleasing. In the cir-

cnlar part the diamonda were of Mrs. Pollock Geranium ; ovals,

Gnaphalium; chain, Iresine Lindeni; groundwork, Lobeh'a
pumila grandiflora; and margin, Mesembryanthemum cordi-

folium. This gave a rich effect, yet to be looked at a long
while without tiring the eve by a glare of high colours.

The charm of this attractive garden lay, perhaps, in the
telling effect of the blue Lobelia. It ia impossible to imagine
a more smooth, drnse, floriferons ransa of rich blue than the
vaiiely used presented. In connection with this flower garden,

which has been so much admired by visitors, it must be added
that Mr. Rogers had never seen any panel-planting, and
acknowledges his indebtedness for many valuable hints leading

to his success to the columns of this Journal. Its back
numbers are his garden library ; and turn, as he says, for what
he will, he is sure to find it. He has read to a good purpose,

and on his reading has brought to bear a good practical know-
ledge the duties of a gardener. He has, though young,
won hv hia ability the confidence of his employer, and speaks

of h m as a man should always speak of a good master, in

terms of dutiful respect, and as one for whom he feels he can-

not do enough.
The kitchen department ia as well managed as the floral,

and the fruit trees in a good bearing state. Glass is not ex-

tensive. A nice conservatory is the boundary to one side of the

flower garden, filled with plants looking well ; but the stove part

of it is too light and airy to grow Ferns and fine-foliaged plants

well, especially on the open stages, which are ill adapted to the

nature of such things in a structure of the kind. A vinery in

bearing carries an immense crop of Black Hamburghs. Good
drainage, good support, and rich top-dressinga could alone

perfect such a crop as was hanging on the Vines. Another
vinery is newly planted with late kinds, making very promising
canes. The soil ia evidently suited to Vine culture. It contains
little or no lime, and has a subsoil of sand—in my humble
opinion first-rate conditions for producing first-rate Grapes.
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^

Fig 148.—Flowbr oarden at lanoton.
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Langton has a nice balance of garden features, as lawns,

shrubs, flowers, walks, ifeo. Not many great places can show
better all-round gardening (making the best and the most of

the means and resources) than this comparatively small place

a£fords. It is a home and a garden enjoyed by the owner, and
well it may.—J. Wkiohi.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
VINEBIES.

The earliest house has been started, the Vines and borders
having been previously prepared. There are different methods
of doing this ; there is a right and a wrong way. We had the
management of an extensive range of vineries many years ago,
and the winter treatment of the inside borders was such that
near the surface no roots were to be found. The surface was
forked over and left quite loose, some decayed manure being
mixed up with it. At all times care was taken not to tread
upon the borders in case of injury resulting therefrom; but
perhaps the reason why the roots did not work into the surface
soil was the method of watering by driblets, not giving the
Vines eufficient at a time to penetrate to the bottom of the
prepared soil, and thirdly, allowing the border to become dust-
dry when the Vines are at rest, which causes the small fibrous

roots to perish. After cleansing the glass and woodwork in the
manner previously described, and painting the Vines with the
usual mixture, 3 or 4 inches of the surface soil were entirely

removed, filling up the space with some rich compost. Equal
parts of turfy loam and stable manure are as good as any other;
this is trodden in firmly with the feet. It ought also to be
stated that, before applying the surface-dressing, the border had
a thorough good watering with tepid water ; the dressing applied
afterwards causes the heat to be retained. Some fermenting
material is placed in the house, which creates a moist warm
atmosphere, thereby causing the buds to break in a more re-

gular manner than they otherwise would. Occasionally the
buds do not start well when forced very early, and if they are
sluggish it is not at all desirable to hurry them. Until the
buds are fairly started the night temperature should not be
more than from 50° to 55° in very cold nights ; even if the glass
falls to 46°, better this than higher. When the first leaves are
formed will be the time to push them along.
Planting Vines.—Perhaps March is the best month to do

this, but any time will answer during the winter months. The
plants will require to have all the roots disentangled and
carefully spread out. It is not necessary to cultivate a large
number of varieties of Grape Vines. Black Hamburgh, Mus-
cat of Alexandria, and Lady Downe's will be enough, and
give more satisfaction than can be derived from a large num-
ber of varieties, many of which might succeed only in very
favourable positions. In the late vineries we remove decaying
fruit and withered leaves as soon as they are perceived. Lady
Downe's requires very little attention in this respect; no other
Grape keeps so well. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat has decayed
badly ; the berries of this variety are very liable to mould. Gros
Guillaume keeps well, but some of the berries are slightly
cracked at the apex, and masy of them are moulding. Where
it is intended that the Grapes should keep until February and
March the berries should be well thinned-out, and all the large
bunches be cut first.

FKOTT ROOM.
Much care is necessary at this season to preserve the finer

varieties of Pears and Apples ; it is necessary to look carefully
over the fruit twice a-week, and to remove that beginning to
decay at once, to prevent injury to the sound fruit in contact
with it. If the walls are very thick, and the roof composed of
thatch, no artificial heat will be necessary unless the frost should
be intense. In houses of a contrary description a fire will be
necessary. A small stove may be placed in the house if there is

no fireplace : of course, if this can be dispensed with, it will be
quite as well. Neither Apples nor Pears are improved by arti-

ficial heat being introduced into the fruit room.

PLANT STOVE AND HOUSE FOR FORCED FJ.OWERS.
The greatest requisite in the winter months, for stove plants

more especially, is light; the sun "just blinks a wee and sinks
again," so we must take advantage of the little we do have.
The evergreen climbers trained to the roof cannot entirely be
dispensed with, but the wood has been unmercifully thinned-
out, and the glass washed on both sides. The plants must not
be unduly excited by artificial heat, but where there is but one
plant stove, which contains many specimens requiring different
degrees of temperature, a considerable difficulty arises. It will
be found, however, that in all houses of moderate length, say
over 25 feet, one end of the house is usually several degrees
warmer than the other ; the end nearest the boiler is warmed
first, and the water must give off some of its caloric as it

flows onward. In our plant stove, 28 feet by 20 feet, there is a
difference of about 5°, but even this difference can be increased
by covering the warmest end with some thick non-conducting

material. Orchids, such as Phaljenopsis and even Cattleya
superba, may be placed where they enjoy 65*^; others—and the
largest number of species are enumerated here—may have from
5° to 10° lower. The same with other species of stove plants.
Nepenthes Rafflesiana, and indeed most of the species, require
the highest temperature, whilst such as N. phyllamphora thrive
best in the lower. Let this always be borne in mind, that the
cause of disease in many plants, and especially Orchids, is an
over-high temperature, causing undue excitement in the winter
months. There is also an excellent opportunity now to clean the
plants. Scale, bug, &o., may be quite eradicated by constant
attention.

Forcing housesforfloivers are a necessary adjunct where a con-
tinuous display has to be kept up ; but it is only large establish-
ments that have houses which can be entirely devoted to thia
purpose. In many large and otherwise well-arranged gardens
flowering plants have to be forced in early vineries, Cucumber
houses, or in any other structure where the temperature may
not be exactly suited to the requirements of the subjects to be
forced. It is vain to expect good results if plants are taken in
either from a cold house or, as is sometimes the case, from the
open ground, and placed in a high night temperature, say of
60° or 65°, all at once. The root-action does not keep pace with
the top growth, and both leaves and flowers are of very weak
development, and not for a moment to be compared with those
that are first placed in a temperature of 45°, and the heat raised
by slow gradations until it reaches the maximum. A little

bottom heat is also of great service at this season. The sys-
tem that gives the best results is to plunge the pots in a bed of
tan or other fermenting materialj not a high temperature—75°

or 80° will be the best ; indeed, a high temperature would do
harm. We are invariably successful with Lily of the Valley,
Dielytra spectabilis, and Spira>a japonica when a night tempe-
rature of 45° or 50° can be obtained, with a bottom heat when
they are first started ; a moderately moist atmosphere is also
beneficial. When we have been driven to placing the plants or
bulbs to be forced into a high night temperature we have placed
the pots on a hotbed to promote root-action first. It is needless
to urge the importance of placing the plants as near as possible
to the glass ; and in the case of Roses, tree Carnations, &c.,
watching for the first appearance of green fly, and having it

destroyed by fumigating at once.

FLOWER G.VBDEN.
Finks.—Who wants to know anything about Pinks ? Well,

they are not grown in very many aristocratic gardens ; if they
were, doubtless they would be appreciated as they deserve to
be. We planted three beds of them : this would have been
better done in October, so that the plants might have taken
hold of the ground before the sharp frosts of early winter could
throw them out of the ground. The beds were in the first place
prepared by trenching and manuring the ground, and the plants
put out in rows 1 foot apart and 9 inches between each other;
and as the soil of the beds was rather wet and not in good con-
dition for planting, a little fine dry mould was placed around
the roots of each plant. All the attention the plants require
during winter is to press into the ground those that have been
thrown out by the frost.

Carnations and Picotees recently potted also require attention.
Those plants that are not well rooted have to be protected from
frost, but the lights are drawn off the frame on all favourable
occasions ; decaying leaves are removed from the plants at once,
water being applied to the roots when necessary, but not during
frosts. Gladiolus roots had been placed in pots on the floor of

a late vinery to dry, and as soon as convenient the small bulbules
will be potted in light sandy loam and leaf mould, the pots to

be plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse in a cold frame. Removing
mildewed leaves from Calceolaria cuttings in a cold frame
behind a north wall. The weather has been so cold—cutting
frosty winds from the uorth-east, that it was not safe to open
the ventilators much. - Protected with mats all frames contain-
ing pots of half-hardy subjects.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOQDES RECEIVED.
Little & Ballantyne, Knowefield Nurseries, Carlisle.

—

Cata-
logue of Forest Trees, Ornamental Avenue and Park Trees,
Deciduous and Evergreen Shrubs, X-c.

James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, and 108, Eastgate
Street, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Forest Trees, Shrubs, Ever-
greens, d-c.

Robertson & Galloway, 157, Ingram Street, Glasgow, and
Helensburgh.

—

Catalogue of Bases, Gladioli, and General Nur-
sery Stock.
Ant. Roozen & Son, Overveen, Haarlem, Holland.

—

Autumn
List of Gladioli.—List of Bulbotis Begonias.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books (Beginner).—Our *' Greenhoubea for the Many" and "Gavden

Manual " coutaiu full iutonnatioD ot what you require. They may be bad by
post if you enclose 2s. Gd. la postage stamps with your address to our oilics.
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GRAPEa (A. A.).—The CJrapo called Dr. Ho;,'fl is a new uue, and ia not,
therefore, in the last edition of tho "Fruit Maoual.*' It is the bant of the
White Frontijiinans, havin*^ a larRer bunch and htrry than any of them, and
a mo3t dt'Uoions flavour. It may be Rrown in tho wanie bouac as Black Ham-
burgh. The Vine has a very stronfr constitution, and bcara well.

CuLLMDBR Plants (J. W. 11.).—Apply to the market gardeuoib and uur-

eerymen ueai- you.

Ct)RDON Peach TRainino (J. E.).—The information you need would
ocoupy pa^es to impart. Br^-baut's "Modern Peach Pruner," which you can
hava from our office free by poet if you enoloee Ss. Sd-, contains all you ask
for and much in addition.

Select Pears fj. £.).—The followiupr list is in the order of merit :—Beurrc
de I'Asaomption, Souvenir du CongT> s, AVilliams' Bon Chritien, Thompson's,
Pojenni' du Cornice, Olou Morceau, Benrre d'Amanlis, Doyenne Boussoch,
Beurr6 Diel, Nouveaa Poitean, Van Mona Lton Loolerc, Beurre de Ranee.

Ventilators (An Amattur).—Thout,'h commnuicatinj; with a shed, yet,

unless that can be kept clused or opened as the greenhouse plants require, it

is the safest plan to have shutters to the ventilators.

Sweet Nancv,—In Cheshire the garden Nai'RisBUs.N.poeticus, used always
to be, and is still by cotta^ertt, called " Sweot Nancy."

—

Castrian. Another
correspondent gives N. biflorus as well.

SlEDLAug AND Pears (I. S., X'imrafje House!.—Write to Messrs. Webber
and Co., Csntral Avenue, Covent Garden Market, London.

Markchal Kiel Rose Pruning ill. S.),—You must n^it cut it hack— if.,

the growth of the cnn'ent year, or it will flower very sparingly. Coolioe the
pruning to thinning-out the long shoots—the old and bare side shoots, but
the lees pruning the better.

Vallota PURruREA NOT FLOWERING (Idciii). — We noticed that this
plant did not flower so freely as usual last autumn, probably owing to the dry
summer.

Vines not Shedding Leaves (Sixclair).—The wood will bo ripo now or
never, and we should discontinue firo heat, keeping the house cool and di-y,

but applying fire beat only to exclude frost, so as to ensure the safety of the
plants. We do not think you h'lve anything to fear, the Vines haviuf< been
only planted in April. The application of fli-e heat in September was proper,
and would assist the ripening; of the wood. The leaves will fall soon if you
keep the bouse coitl and dry. Do not water the border, which we presume has
not been watered for some time.

Variegated Beddtng Geraniums (IT. Hiffsr-Z/).—Prince Arthur, chrome
yellow ground, black chocolate zone, gold margin; Mrs. Batters, a golden
tricolor in the wav of Mrs Pollock, but more vigorous, witli larger and brighter
leaves; Brisht Star, silver edge; Prince Mlverwings, white edge, black zone;
Harold, golden bronze ; and May Queen, white edge.

Apple Trees not Liable to Canker (Idfvi).—The kinds loa^t subject
to canker are more numerous than those which are liable to it. which aie
Ribston Pippin, Hawthorndeu, those being the worst we know; Oran;;e Pippin,
Keswick Codlin, Lord SuRieid, and others of the Codlin type, and Nonpareil.

The PearmaiuR are also liable to canker. Kinds not liable to canker are

Gravenstein, King of the Pippins, Red Astracbau, Reinette du Canada,
Dutch Mignonne, Cockle Pippin; those are dessert kinds. Kitchen kinds are

Alfriston, Beauty of Kent, Bedfordshire Foundling. Blenheim Pippin. Cox's
Pomona, Dumelnw's Seedling, Worner's King, Mere de Menage, Norfolk
Bearer, Norfolk Beefing, Rymer, Winter Majeting, and Tower of Glamis.
The canker, however, is duo to your soil. A good siu'face-mamu'ing would do
them good; in fact in such a soil fmit trees require verj' liberal treatment, so

as to encourage their rooting near the murfaco.

Lily of thk Valley in Pots—Budded Roses {St, £J(/;f(i[H(f,s).— Leave
the Lily of the Valley under the wall plunged in ashes, and with a protection
of 2 or 3 inches of aihps or cncoa-nut refuse over the pots until you wish to

introduce them into the greenhouse, whinh you may do about six week^ before
they are wanted to flower. Leave the budded Rises where they are until
they have grown a year, aud then plant, covering the junction in the subse-
quent autumn with about 2 ur 3 inches of soil.

Honorary Sechetary's Duty {A Constant fitat/fr).^You cannot compel
him to make out a balance sheet though he refuses to obey tho decision of
the Committee that he shall. Fur his own character's sake we think he ought
to do so. The Committee could compel him to render an account of moneys
received on account of the Show.

Saffron (H. B.).—We do not know who grows the Crocus sativus and pro-
pares saffron from it. In Cambridgeshire it was grown largely. The chief
supply of saffron comes to us from France and Spain. Can any of our
readers inform us whore it is prepared iu England ?

Winter Cucujibers.—" Your corret^pondent, Mr. William Taylor, at page
463, seems to be an advocate for moderate temperatures for winter Cucumbers.
I can only get good Cacumbors with a minimum temperature of 60', and
never lower than 5b-, tfnd a maximum temperatui^e of G>>'^, sometimes 75*^.

Will ' W. T.' kindly state the voi-ieties of Cucumbers he grows ;'—R. R. S. H."

Cherry (C. P.).—The nearest name to that you mention is the Marcelin,
better known in England as the " Monstrous Heart."

Sale op Fruit, &,c. (Z. 2^.)-—It is quite impossible for us to answer your
qiieries. Prices vary with the season and the demand. You should come np
to Covent Garden Market aud talk with the salesmen.

Name of Apple (J. B.).—We do not know Jit by the name of " D'Arcy
Spice." If you send us two or three we may identify it. The "Fruit
Manual is half printed."

Camellias Dropping Bids—Cinek.vrias Dying Suddenly (Bcfihuicy).

—The cause of the buds falling is diliicult to account for when no particulars
of treatment are ^;iveu that are neecssary for forming an opinion. Tho buds
usually fall when the plants have not good root power. The roots may he
injured by leaving the plants out late in autumn till the soil is soddoned with
rain, by want of water, or by a sour soil, any of which causes may produce an
inactive state and often decay of the fibres, and tho huds ai"e cast because the
c<iudncting sap vessels ai'O closed. A check to growth, as well as loss of roots,
will cause the buds to drop; but we think you have sufficient cause for the
buds falling in a temperature 40- to 60". From firo heat at this season, 45" to
50*^ should be the maximum, aud 40- the minimum for Camellias, air being
givtn at DO", but not to lower the temperature, and air taken off at 50 . Ours
are blooming Batisfactorily iu such a temperature. The weak liquid manure
would he beneficial, but as yours are casting their buds it will do harm. Cine-
rarias dying suddenly is a puzzle to plant-growers, and admits of no solution.

The plants do best when on a cool bottom aud moist, so that frequent water-

ings are not required. Probably tho plants have been pot-huiind, and have
then had a lar^'e shift, whereas tho shifts whould be frequent and Hin*ll, keep-

ing tho neck or coliai- of tho plants slightly raiwed in the centre of the p Jt, so

that the water in watering drains from, instead of to, tho sturua uf the plants.

Deep rnNTiN(j Standard Roses {Id>'m).—Fifteen or eighteen inohes is

much too deep to plant. Plant them so that tho uppennont fibres will not be

more than 4 to G inches below the aniface, manuring libyriUy, and muloh
around with littery manure. Nothing repays liberal treatment so well as

Roses.

Couch Grass in Vise Border (X. Y. 2.I.—You may ^\'itb safoty, bi far

as the Couch GraRs is concerned, place a layer of turf, grass side downward-*,

at tho bottom of the Vine bonier, upon this the draiua<ie, ooverina it wii.b

2 feet of soil not containing Couch-Qrass roots. The roots of this Grass are

disposed near the surface.

Distance of Stage from the Glass (hU-m).—'For a multitude of pui-

poses the most suitable distance for the stage would be '6 feet. Tho plunging
material you will not r.;quire if you have a stage, aud of those you name
neither is suitHhle. The leaves would bo suitable for bittoui neat, which
would answer for tho Cucumbers and Melons, and for propagttiug c >vered

with cocoa-nut fibre for plungiug the pots into.

Names of Cjnifers (H.).—It is difficult to n*m'3 the-je from sirays.

They appear to be—No. 1, Juniperus chinensis ; 2, Cupressus Liwsoniaua
gracilis; 3, Thuja nrientalis aurea; 4, Thuja, occidentalia compacto; 5, Juni-

perus virginiana ; 6, Cuprossus Lawsoniaua stricta.

Names of Fruits {S. M. TV.).—1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Ord'ii Apple;
3, Margil; 4, Golden Pearmain; 5, Golden Winter Pearmniu. (E. citiii J.).—
73, 165, 31, 157, 237, 254, 26, 321, are all Vicar of Winkiield; 4;>, Easter
Beurre. Others not recognised; all bad Bpecimeus. [WcUinrf).—Gjlden
Reinette. [E. M. 3/.).—Your Pear is Beurre Bosc.

Names of Plants (A. It).—Chrysanthemum segetum, Coru Marigold.

{J. H. R.).—Tamarix gallica. Tamarisk, one of the most graceful of shrubs,

and hears exposure to sea breezes on all the south coast. It blooms iu sum-
mer, in autumn and winter occasionally. (L. E. B.).—l, Lolium italicum,

var. (V); 2, Lepigonum ( 'porgularia) imarginatum ; 3, Ileloscialiura inun-

datum ; 5, Hieracium umbollatiim (VI; 6, Atriplex sp. Specimens very im-

perfect, (f^m. fl.).— l,Notochla'oa tenera ; 2.Cheilantbo3 hirta; 3, Athyrinm
Filix-fteminn. ( Win. Barlc).~l, Cotyle'lon (Evihoveria) pubescena ; 2, Masem-
brjanthemum spectabile; 3, Cotyledon (V); 4, Portulaca oleracea; 5, Mesom-
bryanthemum ; 6, EuaUie, specie^ indeterminable.
'''"""''

,_ I-
- ^Z

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

THE EXHIBITION DORKING.—No. 1.

BY T. COKE BUnNELL.

DoKKiNGS have alwaya stood well iu the eatiuiatiou of the
poultry-lovingpviblic.eveubefore theirtiQeaize aufl comelj'shape
were brought promiaeutly iuto notice by public exhibitious.

So far back as 18.33 birds of this breed realised high prices, aud
iu that year the Rev. —• Boyes sold his prize peu at Hitchin for

£50, aud the Rev. S. Douue lost his prize birds at the Midland
Counties Show, although protected by tweuty guineas. Other
instances of equally high prices are not wanting. In 18(37 Lady
Holmesdale's yard of Dorkings, which had beeu under the
management of Mr. John Martin, realised over .illJO, and the

prices given at this sale for individual birds would almost exceed
belief. To come down to the present day, I will only instance
my pen of chickens at Oxford last year, which were claimed at

the catalogue price of twenty guineas, after winning Prince
Leopold's cup ; and my first-prize cock at the Crystal Palace
Show this year sold for the same price ; and I am more tban
ever convinced that £25 would not now be sufficient to protect a

single cock, were he the best of the year and a likely stock bird.

With such a ready sale for good birds at higb prices in pro-

spect, surely a fair field for surplus energy is open to the dweller
in the country. For my part I know what it is to have had to

give up my profession through delicate health ; and I am sure
there are many like myself, who would hail with delight an
occupation which gains upon one with success, aud which com-
biues with fresh air an occupied mind, a fair amount of excite-

ment, and a good prospect of substantial profits. That the

latter is no chimera I can positively state from experience ; and
lest anyone should be deterred by a want of knowledge, I will

add that four years ago I knew as little about exhibition poultry
as the most ignorant of my readers. In rder that I may not

be considered egotistical I will here aay that the views I shall

express on Dorkings are not given solely on my own authority,

bnt only after careful study of previous works on the subject,

and numerous pleasant chats with some of the most noted
breeders of the day. Although Dorkings are my particular

fancy, I will not ask anyone to suppose that I think them suited

to every exhibitor and every situation. To anyone who has a

moderate grass run aud a desire for a plentiful supply of very
superior chickens for the table, with a fair amount of eggs, I

believe they are unrivalled, but for damp back yards aud other

confined spaces they are altogether unsuited.

It is often said Dorkings are only adapted to a gravelly or

chalky soil ; but this is a mistake, or neither Mrs. Arkwright
nor Admiral Hornby would have been so successful, their poultry
runs being situated on a stiff clay soil. I quote these instances

in order that no amateur may be deterred, but at the same time
think that anyone situated in a damp locality would be better
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suited with the yellow-legged breeds, thongh not so well suited

for the table.

As to the Dorking being tender, I can only say that last year
I reared over a haadred Dorking chickens and only lost one

;

but this ig too fortunate an avera^je to t'ike for any breed.

As to the ecoaomic merita of Dorkings, I have always found
them fair layers of large-sized eggs ; and so precocious are the
pullets, that it is one of the principal diffloalties of the exhibitor

in this breed to keep thefu from laying and too early maturity.

Of the different varieties the Caokoos are the best layers, bat
then they do not reach to the size of the coloured birds. For
farmyard and useful purposes I prefer the Coloured and Cuckoos;
while, if it is desired to combine a really useful fowl with an
attractive form, I think the Whites and Silvei-e are unequalled.
To the would-be exhibitor Dorkings possess one very great

advantage over every other breed, and an advantage, too, that

cannot be lightly estimated—they are within the power of every
honest fancier to prepare for show; there are no vulture hocks
to pluck and curl, no hickles to pull, and no colours to dye;
neither have they to be kept shut up in the dark to bring out
their colours. Anyone who knows what is constantly done and
exposed iu 8ora=3 breeds will not estimate these advantages too

ligbtly, and it is for this reason more than any other that I

venture to raoommind Dorking fowls to anyone wishing to

become a poultry fancier.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.
Now that the great Show has passed I would direct attention

to a matter which, iu the interest of exhibitors, I think requires
alteration. For two seasons past I have noticed that some of

the Judges of Pigeons have also exhibited ; and without attempt-
ing to impute unworthy motives to any individual, yet I think
it would be far more satisfactory to all parties if the Judges had
no interest whatever in the specimens on which they had to

adjudicate. If one Judge shows I imagine there can be no
reason to prevent the remainder; and although that exhibitor,
being also a Judjfe, may possibly not award the prizes in the
classes in which he exhibits, yet there exists the awkward fact of

soma of the Judges being directly interested in the classes to be
judged by the others. Such cannot fail to call forth angry com-
ments, and it seems to me ought not to be ; and although the
Exhibition just held is proof that at least one of the Arbitrators
acted independently, and justly passed over the birds having an
unnatural appearance shown by one of the others, yet this may
not always ha the case, and the sooner all proceedings capable
of being made questionable, and of exciting the suspicions of

the general body of, the exhibitors are stopped, the better for

all parties concerned.—F. T. Wiltshire, The Manse, Lower
Addiscomhe,

HAMBURGHS.
The three varieties which I think stand pre-eminent for use-

ful properties, as well as haadsome bearing and plumage, are

the Houdaos, Brahmas, and Hamburghs. It was, therefore, with
regret that I saw the Iast-nam,ed breed impeached, although
wrongly, as being unsuitable for the Welsh climate. Mr. Price,

Khiwlas, Bala, has stated that Wales is too cold for these birds.

If Mr. Price had qualihed his assertion by limiting himself to

Rhiwlas, Bala, even then his accusation would be open to criti-

cism and doubt.
The following fact and facta are snffirjient to refute Mr. Price's

statement. Oar esteemed Welsh judge, the ardent fancier, the
veteran Hamburgh breeder, Mr. J. Carr, The Hafod, Swansea,
shows what he can do when, from the smoky manufacturing
town of Swansea, he can send a Silver-spangled cock fit to

be exhibited anywhere, and standing first on the list at the
National Crystal Palace Show, bearing away the laurel from
such distinguished exhibitors as Messrs. Beldon, Aahton and
Booth, His Grace the Dake of Sutherland, and others,—A. T. W.,
Kichvelbj.

OAKHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 25th and 26th of November. The follow-

ing are the awards :—
Dorkings.—1. Cnanteea of Lonsdale. Barleythorpe, Oakham. 2, C. Speed,

Oakham, he, C. White, CJipsham, Oakham.
Cochins.— 1. C, White. 2. Miua J. \. Winefield, Market Overton.
BR&UU& PooTR*.— 1, 0. Speed. 2, E. Snell, Rarrowden, Stamford.
SpANisn.— 1, Withheld. 2, M. Kew, Market Overton, Oakham.
HODDAN, C'BRVE-CCEaR, Li FlECHE, OR ANY OTHER FrENCB FOWL.—1, F.

G.Paficair, Oakham. 2, E. Snell.
U*MnuROHi.— 1, K. Snell. 2, M. Kew. c, Rev. G, Skipworth, Oakham ; W.

IIuRhes, Oakham.
G^ae.- 1, Countess of Lonsdale. 2, A. Peake, Somerby, Oakham, h^, C.

White, c, C. Speed.
Bantams.-I. Withheld. 2. E. Snell.
Ducks.—I. Mias E. Winpfield, Market Overton. 2, Rev, G, Skipworth. he, E.

SneU c. W. HnRhea.
DonKiriGS.—Coloured.—Cocl: —1 and Cap, J. Walker, Sprinc; Monnt, Ri^rh-

dale. 2. A, Oarby. Little Ness, Shrewabury. 8, T. Watts. King's Heath, he, R.
OheeRmao, Westwell, Ashford. Hens or Puileta.—l, A. Damy. 2. J. Watts.
8, J. Walker, he, Eev. £. Bartmm, Berkhampstead ; J. Pollard ; R. Checsman,

DoKKisas.—Silver-Grey.—Hens or Pallets.—^, O. E. Cresawell, Early Wood,
Bai?9hot. 2, L Wren, Lowestoft, he. Marchioness of Exeter, Stamfnrd.
Dorkings.— TF/t/te.— Cocfc.-l, W. Morfllt, Goole. 2, O. E. Cresawell. Jie,

Rev. F. Tearle, Newmarket; C. Speed: Marchioness of Exeter. Hens or
Pullets —1, (>. E. Creaswell. 2, Rev. F. Tearle. he, A. Daiby ; Marchioness of
Exeter, c. C Speed.
SPMiisii—Black.-]. T. Rogers, Walsall 2, E. Brown, Sheffield. 3, M.

Brown, Ab K>>t'.i*-by. hr, Mrs Allanpp, Worcester.
Sp^Niau.- C'n'cA:eK* —1 and Cup. Mra. A'lsnpp. 2, J. Bonlton, Bristol. 3, H.

Yardloy, Birmiaeham. he. J. F. Dixon, CotKravc, Nottingham (2); H. Wilkin-
son, Earby, Skipton; E. Brown. Shetfield.
Cociiivs —CocA: —1. J. Walker. ?, -I W Crosbv, Weat Bromwioh. k:.T.M.

Deny Gpdney; H. '''east, Svvansea; Ladv G Gordon, Orton Longa^viile,
PeterborouLth ; J. K. F.»wler, .^yleabury. c.T. Seal. Aylenbiiry. Hen or Pullet.
—1 and Cup. W. Smart. Wilaall. 2, ff. Fe?i<\t. he. Mrs. Williamaon, Leicester;
J. Wiilker: J. W. Crosby, We*t Bromwich : T. M. Derry ; A Darbv; W.
Smart;.) Watts, c, H. -t. Gunnell, Milton ; H. Yard ley.

Brahih Po->T&k.~Dark —Cock —\, .1. Watts. 2,M. Leni^, M trkvate Street,
Duuatabk'. he. Rev J. D. Peake, Laleham, Cherts :y. c, .T M. Wi'dera,
Barkc-iion, Bottesford. Hen or Pullet —I and 2, R-v. -J. 1>. Pea'te hr. J.

H.'Im-p, Whitecoies, Chesterheld; Rev. T. C. Peake, Hal'aton, UppinRham ; O.
E. Crosswell; L. Noma, Tminpinpton, Cambridfie; W. Hartireive*. Bicap

;

H. Keaat ; J. S. Clarke. Oundle ; M. Leno ; J. Watts (i) c. L. Norria.
Brahma Pootaa —Z./t7''^—Cocfc— 1, J, Lonp, Bromley Com Lon. 2, Mrs,

Williamson, he. C. Graves, Bovthorpe. Che.-iterfield. Hen.— ', Mrs. William-
Bun. 2, Mr«. Peet.Shan.brnok, Bcdfr.rd.

HouDANS —Cock (Cid Utn or Chtckcn^i -1, R. B. Wood Utti.jEeter. 8. W. O.
(^libell, Newark hr.Q.'S. Hibbei t, Godley, Hyde, Manch« ster ; W. Cntlack,
jun , Littleport, Fly. c, H. Feaet, Swansea
CREVE-C<i;rRS

—

Cock and Hen or Chickenn.— l and Cup. W. Dring, Faver*
sham. 2, G. Bibhert. vhc. R. B. Wood ; H. Feast, he. R. B. Wood.
HAyiBVRGHS.—Sili-er-xiiangled.—ltJ. Long. 2, H. Fea^t, Silvir-pcnciUed.-

1, J LoDfT. 2, H. Ff ast.

H\}iiBVRGns.— Gold-<]nui{iUil —1 and Cup, S. W. Hallam, Wbjtwick. Leicester.

2. W. K. Tickner. Ipswi^-h. he, Mrs. Blabeman. Tettenhall. Wolverhampton,
c, J. Lon<; Gold-pencilled -1, J, Lonp. 2. O. E. Cresswell. he, J. Smith,
Lincoln; S. W Hallam; W. K Tickner, Ipawich.
Hamburghs —Black. —1, R. S. S. Woodcate. Pembury, Tunbridge Welle. 2, J.

Wilk'neon, Shawforth. Rochdale, he. W. Callack, jun., Liltlcport, Ely. C, H
Feast.
Game.-Jie(? and other Dark colours —Cock.—], W. Adams. IpawicU. 2, H.

Lotan. S, J, -Jeken. Eltham. ftc, A. Baraelt, Stamford, r, B. Everard, Leices-

ter. Hen or Pullet.—I and Cup. E. Winwood. 2, N. Whitcharch, Melton
Mowbray, 3, J. Jekeo. he, J. Stoppard, Wirkaworth. c, A. Peake, Somerby,
Oakham".
Game.- TF/iiii?, Piles, and Light Colours.—Cock.—}, W. DabelJ. Famsfield,

Sonlbwell 2, W. Adams, Ipswich. vlf.J. Parker, Jan., Marktield. he.T P.

Lyon. Liverpool. Hen or Pullet.—1 and 3, N.Whitchurch, Melton Mowbray.
2."W. Oabell. e. B. Everard. Leicester.

BAtiTK-tas.— White, Clean Lefts.—Cock and Ben or PaUet.—\ &nA 'ic. Rev. F.

Tearle. Newmarket. 2, B. Painter, Burlev-on-the-Hill. Black, Clean Legs, -Cock
and Hen or Pullet.—], J Earnshaw, HoUoweate, Rotherham. 2, R. H. Ashtoo,
Moltrara, Manchester, hr. J. Walker; H. Draycott, Leicester, OoUlor Siloer-

laced—Cock and Hen or Pullet.—1, 2, and Cup. M. Leno. hr. J. Walker; Mrs.
Wootton. Mapperly, Nottingham : W. Stringtield, Lowestoft ; H. Feast.

Swansea. Any other varirt]/.—Cock and Hen or Pullet -1, J. Walker. 2, Mrs.
J. Longe, Ipswich, he. R. S. S Woodgate. Pembury, Tonbridge Wells.
Game Bantams —('ocA:.—l and Cup, W. Adams. 2 and 3, W. B Jeffries,

Ipawich. Hem or Pullefs.-l. W. B- Jeffries. 2. S. Beighton, Farnafield,
Southwell. 3, A. Darby he, W. B. Jeffries ; J. M. Otter. Newark.
Pounds.-Cocfc and Hen or Pullet.—\. G. W. Boothby, Louth.
Anv other Variety.— 1, R. S. S. Woodgate {WTiite Silkies). 2, M. Kew

(Malays).
Turkeys.—Cocfc.—l and Cup, J. Walker. 2. Mrs. H. J. Gunnell. he. Rev. N.

J.Ridley. Newbury; M. Kew; G R. Pearson, Colston Bassctt. Bingham; N.
Whitchurch, Melton Mowbray. Hen.-], H. J. Gunne)!. 2, M. Kew.
TcBEttYS.-roKJi? Cock.—\, E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield, 2, J. Walker, vhe,

J. RodwelJ. Maidd Norton; Counte«s of Lonsdale, he. Rev. N. J. Ridley; K.
Whitchurch, e. M. Kew. Young Hen.-\ and 2, J. Walker, he, M. Kew (2).

Ducks.— White Aylesbury.—1 and Cup, J. Walker. 2, J. K Fowler. vhe,T.
Holton. he. J. Walker; J. Hedges. ', H. J. GunneU. Iioucii.—\, J. Walker.
2, J. K. Fowler, vhc, W. Hnghes, Oakham, he, C. A. Crane. East Indiu,
Mandarin. Carolina, Wild, or Any other variety.— 1, J. Walker (Mandaiin). 2.

M. Leuo (fancy), /if. Mrs. Stafford de, Wansford; H. Yardley (Fancy); M.
Leno (Fancy).
GEE3E.-IF/iiie.-l and Cup J. Watta. 2, E. Snell. rft--, J. K. Fowler, he,

Mrs. Stafford de ; M. Kew. Goslings —I, J. K. Fowler. 2, T. M. Derry. he, G. H.
Finch. Bnrley-on-the-Hiil ; N. Whitchurch.
Geese.-Grey.— t, J. K. Fowler, 2, W. H. Crewe, Derby, he, M. Kew.

Goylings.-l, J. K. Fowler. 2, W. H. Crewe, he, M. Kew.
SELLING ''LAsa. -Cocfc or Cockcret.—Price not to creeed SOs.—l Ani Cup, T.

Rogers, Walsnil. 2. T. M. Derry (Cochin). 3. H. Yardley. lie, L. Wren
(Dorking); T. M. Derry (Morking); S. Beighton, Farnafield, Soatli well (Game);
M, Kew (Malay); J. S. Clarke (;); R- Cheesman ; J. Watta.
Selling Class.—Hens or Pullets.—Price not to exceed 30s,—}, E. Kendrick,

jun. (Cochin). 2. C. Speed (Oorkmg). 3, J. Watts, he. Rev. J. D. Peake
(Brahma); H. Wilkinson; H. Yardley; E. Snell (Hamburghs); T. Rogers; J.

S. Clarke. ,„
Miscellaneous Selling Class.—Price not to ercecd IOj.—1 and 3, W.

Hughes (Turkey). 2 and c, M. Kew (Ducks and Turkey), he, J. Walker; Rev.

H. L. Wingfield, Market Overton (Rouen); T. M. Derry (Geese).

LOCAL CLASSES.
Dorkings.— C hickcns.-Cn-p, J. Pollard, Oakham.
Crossbreeds. — C/nckc««. — 1, Miss E Wingfield. 2, Mrs, H. N\mgheld.

Ma'ket Overton. 3,C.Wliiie. ftc, MissE Wingfield; Countess of Lonsdale (21.

DccKLiNos — Cross-bred or Comtiwn.-l, — Fisher, Ashwell, Oakham. 2, B.

PaiDt-r, Burley-on-the Uill. he, R. L. Bradahaw, Egleton, Oakham; B,
Pain ter.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers.— 1 , H. Yardley. Birmingham. 2, A- & W. H. Silvester, Sheffield.

Carriers.-Coc/c—1, R. Walker, Brauoatone Gate, Leicester, 2, H. Yardley.
Urn.— I, E- Walker. 2, H Y'ardley. Young Cock or Hen.—I and 2, E. Walker.
he, H. A. Walker, Southara, Rugby.
Pouters.-I and lie, H. Pratt, Hampton-ia-.\rden, Birminghim. 2, C. H.

Byford, Ipswich. « ^ , a
Jacobins.-1, S. LawBuo. Preston. 2, G. H*rJy, Shepherd'a Bush, London.

he, T. W. Swallow. _, „
Fantails.—1 and 2. J. F. Loveraidge, Newark, /ic, H. Yardley ; J. walker,

Newark.
TuuMPETERs.-1, J, Lederer. Bootle, Iiiverpool. 2, Withheld.
Nuns.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Watls. Biriiungham.
TuRBiTS.- 1. Cup, and 2, G. Hardy, he, E. Snell, Barrowdon, Stamford ; H,

Y'ardley; S. Lawson.
Runts.- 1, H.Y'ardley.
Dragoons.-], G, Hardy, 2, H. Yardley.
Magpies.—1, G, Hardy. 2, C. G, Hitchcock, Oxford, he, H. Yardley; J.

Watts.
Any OTHER Vabietv. — 1, E. Walker (Barba). 2. H. Draycott, Leicester

(Barbs), vhc, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter (Florentines), he, H. Yardley; A.& W. H.
Silvester.
Selling Clasb,—1 J, Watts. 2, W, Gamble, Melton Mowbray (Trumpeters).
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9. H. Yardley. he, E. Walker (Trumpeters); R. Klrkland, Uppingham
(Dragoons.)

Jddges.—Poultry: Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham,
and R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston. Pigeons : Mr. F. Eaquilant,
Brixton.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The Judging Day at Bibminqham —-The great poultry " Derby "

has come round, or at least what used to be looked forward to
as such by all the poultry-fancying world ; but, unfortunately,
as times change, and all the arrangements of poultry shows im-
prove, Birmingham does not change, and, except in one or two
minor points which we gratefully hail and acknowledge, Bir-
mingham does not improve. Twenty yoars ago all that was
thought necessary at a show was to cram so many birds into so
many pens, and give them food twice a-day, with little more
care for their comfort; but unfortunately for exhibitors and
their birds, far more is now expected at any first-class show. At
the Crystal Palace, Oxford, and elsewhere we see the pens kept
clean, the floors covered with grit or chaff, and green food sup-
plied ; the consequence is that the birds come home bright and
healthy ; but at Birmingham for nearly a week they wallow in
dirt on boards, and the result all exhibitors know. This year
some improvement has been made : water is hung up in proper
drinking vessels, and a handful of white sand was put in each
pen, which the birds rapidly dispersed. Surely the eight-
shilling entry fee could provide a little road-scrapings and a cab-
bage leaf for every pen. So much we think it our duty to say,
in the hopes that this old-established Show may, before it is too
late, be prevented from falling entirely into disrepute.
The judging day is a real treat at Birmingham. One can see

everything in quieh, make-up one's opinion as to which ought to
be the winner (and we are not obliged to change it always when
it has not been prophetic of the awards), and pick-out the bar-
gains against the struggle at the sales' office on Monday morn-
ing. The ten-shilling entrance fee is well spent, and we advise
all fanciers to spend it next year, not omitting to put on great
coats, for a more draughty place than the Poultry Hall it is im-
possible to conceive.

5ra7i mas now head the book. Why? Perhaps because they
are more likely to brave well the cold of the upper end of the
building than Dorkings; or, perhaps, their admirers will tell us
becanse they have been found a more generally useful breed.
They number five hundred pens. We are glad to see several
new winners, and not merely the Palace champions with all

their places transposed. The Selling classes must be a boon to

the Judges in eliminating much rubbish from the superior
classes, but we wish the price might be extended to ili> a pen,
for rows of Dark hens with hideously light and speckly breasts
testify to the fact that decent breeding birds cannot be bought
for 30.S. each.
Dorkings show a falling-off ; there are not two hundred pens

in all. We miss the immense classes of Coloured cockerels and
pullets there used to be, and their quality too. Silver-Greya
(barring the old cocks) are good, and so are Whites.

In Cochins the competitiou is very great. We never remember
having seen such a high average in Whites as in the hen and
pullet classes. Their awards were not out when we left late in
the day.
Malays muster very strong, and after them the French,

Spanish, and Hamburgh classes are all of their ordinary size

and merit. When we come to Polish, Silvers seem going ujj

both in numbers and merit. There are several pairs of hens of

extraordinary bea.uty, their immense tufts still symmetrical.
Alas for the beautiful White-crested Blacks ! they are becoming
few, and their looks betray in-breeding and degeneracy. The
Variety class contains nothing very remarkable. We saw a pen
of Black Cochins with more than ordinary lustre ; a pen of

Padua Chamois of poor washy colour. It is a sad pity that no
one takes up the more rare Polands. Selling classes for varie-

lies other than Brabmas, Dorkings, and Cochins are a failure.

White Bantams actually muster but one pen short of their

Black cousins.
Ronen Ducks and Turkeys are a marked feature of Birming-

ham. Turkeys especially are well seen in the Cattle Hall, and
are in ample pens, where they look happy and less cramped
than in the ordinary zinc pens. There are four classes for them,
and eighty entries—a grand opportunity for purchasers who want
to improve their stocks. Turkeys seem scarcely to have a fancy
value, and many grand birds are for sale at little over market
prices.

The PioKoss, as usual, are in the gallery; the classes small
but excellent. On the first day the Pigeons fare well, for the
temperature in the gallery is warm and even ; on the later days
the heat in former years has been intolerable, and the poor
birds have suffered much.
At intervals throughout the day the awards, as far aa made,

are posted up on a card, and this year on an improved plan :

the number of every pen noticed being given in order, with its

distinction. Such were our impressions of the judging day—too

short by far at this time of the year, and in Birmingham, to
" do " the Show, but long enough to give a pleasant glance at the
whole thing, and to make us wish that our birds had not five
more days to endure in Bingley Hall.

[Such were the notes made before the awards were announced,
and then our reporters combined and wrote in addition :—

]

Birmingham, venerable Birmingham, the mother of poultry
shows, now holds her annual gathering; the same old faces met
again on Saturday last at Bingley Hall—the same old faces wore
to be seen at the "Acorn" in the evening. Birmingham, with a
few exceptions, remains the same ; she has adopted a few of the
" Selling Classes" that have proved so successful at her fashion-
able daughter's entertainment at the Crystal Palace, and we
find a little larger supply of silver plate in the schedule ; in
other respects the Birmingham of 1874 is the Birmingham of

1801. We are pleased to record the fact—Birmingham is re-

spected for her antiquity. The old supporters who have visited
and exhibited since she has held a show would be sorry to ace
any great innovation; and fanciers, who may be tempted to pay
mother Birmingham a visit, would hardly care to see the same
birds exhibited in the same manner, and probably in the same
position in the prize list as at the Crystal Palace. But here we
have a change—the hens and pullets are shown in pairs : this
makes a greater strain upon the resources of a poultry yard than
the exhibition of a single hen or pullet, and consistently a
greater impression is made upon the mind of the fancier with
regard to the general quality of the exhibitor's stud.
The entries of Pigeons are llGless than those of last year, but

this is more than made-up by the increase in the number of

entries in the poultry classes. We append a comparative state-
ment of the entries in the several varieties for seven years :

—

1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874
Brahma Pootra 233 233 261 810 884 444 501
Dorking 305 331 294 280 244 227 182
Spanish 103 70 72 86 70 17 50
Coohin-Chlna 312 260 323 261 264 229 817
Malay 11 18 27 16 24 44 46
Crive Creur, &c 101 9? 107 99 117 92 91
Hambnrgh 253 181 195 225 175 142 148
Other distinct breeds 20 23 12 19 19 26 29
Polish Fowl 47 56 63 58 47 38 87
Game 482 S36 374 382 830 296 835
Bantams 208 142 174 153 105 131 147
Ducks 129 116 120 183 124 184 117
Geese 47 39 3S 82 31 18 22
Turkeys 64 50 67 55 67 47 80
Pigeons 432 482 453 574 889 491 375

2747 2453 2578 2661 2385 2341 2477

Brahmas have this year superseded the Dorkings in their
place of prominence in the catalogue. The Dark cocks we
thought a good class, but many of the best birds were not in
condition. Pen 20 (Ansdell), a grand bird, secured the first prize.

Pen 1.5 (Percival) was second, but we liked the third-prize (Lacy)
better. He was a splendid cock, good in shape, size, and colour.

Pen 14 (Lingwood), fourth, was rather up in the tail, otherwise
he would doubtless have obtained a better position. Pen 27
(Cotterell) and pen 14 (Bennett), very highly commended, well
deserved the distinction ; the latter was beautiful in colour, a
good shape, but rather smaU. Pen 6, highly commended, we
Uked, but he was not over his moult. Pen 21, highly com-
mended, had some good properties, but he was out of condition.
The Cockerel class was a large one, and contained some fine

specimens. Pen 107 was awarded the first prize, the winner of

the twenty-guinea cnp at the Crystal Palace being placed second.

In some respects we liked the winner ; he was a good-framed
bird, had a small comb, but it was peculiar, being narrow and
spiky. He had not what we should call quite a mottled breast,

as the old style of Brahma cocks bad, but a peculiarly-marked
breast; some of the feathers we should describe as pencilled,

and others as splashed. The second-prize bird was not in such
good condition as at the Palace. The fourth and fifth birds we
liked, and they deserved their position. Pen 57 (Miss Pennant),
very highly commended, will make a good bird ; pen 99 (same
owner), very highly commended, pretty, but small ; pen 58
(Smith), very highly commended, had a bad comb, was very
leggy, and we thought not worthy of the distinction

;
pen 64 we

were also at a loss to know why it was very highly commended;
pen 45 (Gwydyr), highly commended, was pretty, but had a little

white in fluff
;
pen 80 (Lingwood), unnoticed, we thought in some

respects the best bird in the class.

Hens.—Pen 132 (Ansdell) was first. It contained two fine

birds, but not quite a match ; one was very fine in colour and
markings, the other we thought a little inclined to be mossy.
As a pair we liked the second-prize pen (Crabtree) ; they were
very large and well matched, but in markings not quite equal to

one of the birds in the first-prize pen, but both superior to the
other. Pen 122 (Lingwood), third ; both birds were more dis-

tinctly marked than the two first pens, but not so large or good
in leg-feathering. Pen 139 (Wright), fourth, very large, good
in shape, with a good ground colour, but not so well pencilled

as the first three.
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Pullets.—With the exception of the two first pens wo thought
them a poor lot. Pen 208 (Leno) were first ; they were beaati-
fully marked, eonnd in colonr, rather Email, but decidedly
deserved their position. Pen 190 were also well pencilled, but
small; pen 208, third (Watts), were well matched

;
pens 184 and

185, fourth and fifth, were poorly pencilled; pen 169, highly
commended, contained one good pullet

;
pen 195, highly com-

mended, we preferred to fourth and fifth
; pen IGG, unnoticed,

also contained a pair we thought equal to fourth and fifth.

Light Brahnias.—The old cocJc class was a very poor one.
Pen 341 (Turner), first, was a small bird, good in colour; condi-
tion, we consid ;r, placed him in his position. Pen 230 (Webb)
was more like a Houdan in colour than a Brahma ; we could not
understand why he was placed second. Third (Worthington),
fourth (Cotterell), were good in colour ; the latter had an ugly
comb. Many good birds were out of condition or not over
their moult, otherwise, we feel sure, some of the winners in
this class would not have obtained their honours.

CockereU.—Here Mr. Lingwood secured both first and second
prizes with two well-grown nice birds with good points. 226
(Haines), third, was a large bird, but getting very yellow. 258
(Haseler), fourth, was small, white in tail, poor in markings,
with only a good ground colour to recommend him ; he was
entered at .£3 3s., by no means a bargain. 262 (Williamson),
fifth, small, but better than fourth. Very highly commendeds
and highly commendeds were conspicuous by their absence in
this class. Peu 289 (Bird) we considered deserved notice.
JSfejw—305 (Williamson), first, beautiful in colour, and shown

well. 315 (Cotterell), almost as good, but not in the condition
of the first. 301 (Percival), third, contained one good hen; the
other we thought had a yellow tinge. 301 (Turner), highly
commended, as a pair we liked as well.

Pullets.—318 (Williamson), first, a nice pair. 367 (Haines),
second, large, but not so clear in markings as the first. 341
(Mitchell), one good pullet, the other narrow and rather yellow.
348 (Leno), fourth, as a pair we thought them better than third.
Pen 362 (Thorn), fifth, nicely matched, well marked, but small.
345 (Watts) we fancied deserved some notice from the Judge.
Dorkings.—Taking the Dorkings as a whole they were not

equal either in numbers or quality to those lately exhibited at
the Crystal Palace, neither did they show to such advantage in
the wooden pens, which we are sorry to say were not kept very
clean.

Mrs. Arkwright took the cup for old cocJcs with a very large
bird and good in feet, but indifferent in comb and very light in
colour. Second, a grand bird, which lately took the cup at Oak-
ham. Third, Mr. Darby's Eose-comb, very large, with grand
feet and legs. Fourth, a good Dark bird, but in shocking con-
dition, his comb having quite fallen over. Pen 505 (Burnell)
was not the first Palace bird, which we hear has changed hands
at twenty guineas.

Coloured cockerels were a good class. First, very good in
comb and feet, but hardly dark enough in colour; second, a neat
bird with good comb; third, very young, and will make a fine
cock; fourth, very white in breast ; fifth, a very good bird, and
well placed. Pen 541 (Mrs. Arkwright) was an extraordinarily
good bird, and was most unaccountably left out. Pen 516 (Ark-
wright), large and bony, bnt dark in foot, and with curved big
toes

; pen 528 (Hamilton) was fourth-prize at the Palace
;
pen 536

(Kell) a very good bird
;
pen 548 (White), a wonderfully broad

bird with good feet, but spoilt by his comb. Pen 615 (Drewry),
520 (Kell), 534 (Lingwood), 535 (Baker), 538 (Cresswell), 539 Peni-
Bon), 544 (Hemson), were also good.
Ih Dorking hens there six or seven very good pens. First, a

very large and good pair; second, very nice and in capital con-
dition ; third, very large, but not over- dark in colour. Pen 5.58

(Bartrum) contained one grand hen, but badly mated; pen 551
(Arkwright) very good

;
pen 553 (Drewry), che"ap at £3 3s. ; 566

(Darby), a good pair, and will look much better when their
combs are out; 544 (Moser), good ; 560 (Harvey), large, bnt out of
condition. On the whole tbis was a very good class.
The Kev. E. Bartrnm's first and second-prize piillets were

good birds in fine condition ; third, very dark, one a particularly
fine bird ; fourth, neat, but not large ; fifth, a good pen. Mrs.
Arkwright's pullets Were not shown in very fine condition.
Pen 580 (Denisnn), dark and good ; 581 (Copple), large and good
in shape

;
pen 576 (Pilkington), good in shape and style.

Old Silvcr-Grci/ cocks were a poor class. The first well placed,
but a little too dark in hackle; second, rather small, with lopping
comb. Pen 588 (Robinson) was white on the thighs, but other-
wise a good bird ; 589 (Rnttlidge), good but for white in tail.

In Silver-Grey cockerels Mr. Cresswell repeated his Palace
victory with a spleodid bird; second and third good birds, and
well placed. Pen 592 (Watts), smart ; 593 (Burnell), very perfect

;

694 should have been in the Coloured class ; 697 (Newton), large
and perfect.

Silver- Grey /jcn.? and pulUts were particularly good classes.
We liked Mr. Cresswell's unnoticed pen quite as well as his
first-prize hens. 609 ppnison), a nice pen, as also 608 (Raines).
The cup Silver-Grey pullets were pretty birds, but rather pale

in colour and sooty in feet. One of the second-prize pullets had
a toe nail too many. Third very good in colour, but not large.
Pen 610 (Ruttlidge) were very good, and might well have had a
prize.

White Dorkings still keep too yellow. The cup cocS: was
a nice bird, but white iu earlobe and minus part of one toe

;

second, large but yellow. Pen 622 (Fairhurst), good; 624, a
grand old bird.

The first-prize Wliite cockerel had a good comb, and was nice
in colour, but had one spur badly outside. Second, indifferent
in comb, and not particularly good in shape. Pen 630 (Hayne)
looked as if his foot had had a bad knock, as the latter was quite
blue in colour and too tender to stand upon; G31 (Cresswell) had
no peak to his comb, otherwise good ; 632 (Oliver), good in colour,
comb, feet, and shape; 634 (Fairhurst), good colour, but bad
comb.
White hens were a small class. First were large square-built

birds well ahead ; second peu not equal in size. Peu 642 large

;

645 (Darby), very good.
The first-prize White pullets were very perfect, and the best

pair out for some time ; the second were good enough to run
them closely.

The Dorking Selling classes were a failure. The first cock
had lost one toe, but was otherwise good. 602 (Richardson)
would have been very good only for his spurs. The first in the
hen class were a fair pair of Dark pullets.

Cochins.—Here a great increase has taken place in the number
of entries, and they now form almost a show in themaelves-—
317 entries. Buff and Whites were very good, especially the
latter. The Partridge we thought poor; and we were very sorry
to see the Blacks, which formed such very large classes at the
Crystal Palace, omitted entirely from the schedule. It was a
mistake ; we know of no birds whose progress is watched with
greater interest.

Old Buff cocks were a fine lot. Here the positions of the first

and second-prize Crystal Palace pens were transposed. Mr.
Burnell's bird was certainly not quite in such good condition as

at the Palace, but he is so superior in almost every essential

that we were sorry to see him deposed. Third (Lady Gwydyr),
was a good bird. Fourth (Tindal), we think the winner of first

prize here last year as a cockerel, has grown a fine bird, a little

coarse in comb, and has moulted rather mealy on the wing.
693, fifth (Burnell), good in colour, like almost all Mr. Bumell'B
birds, but rather ugly in comb.

Cockerels.—First, pen 748 (Lady Gwydyr), contained a huge
chicken of immense proportions, that will when fully developed
make a grand bird. It was the easiest win in the Show, not-
withstanding some excellent birds were to be found in the class.

Pen 711 (Percival), the Oxford winner, was second. Pen 724
(Tomlinson), third-prize, splendid in colour but small. 738
(TViggin), fourth-prize, rather dark in tail, but a good bird.

705 (Lady Gwydyr), fifth, a small lemon-coloured bird. Pen 723,

highly commended, belonging to the same exhibitor, we liked

much better. Pen 727, highly commended, was pretty but small.

Pen 722, highly commended, good in colour, but slightly hocked.
Pen 736, highly commended, had some good properties. Pen 746
highly commended (Tomlinson), was a line bird, magnificent in
colour, but showed some white in the earlobe ; this most have
been the only thing that kept him out of the prize list. Pen 725,

highly commended, we did not like ; he had more the carriage

of a Fantail Pigeon than a Cochin. Next pen, 726, unnoticed,
we liked much better. Pen 735 we also thought deserved some
notice.

Hens.—Pen 723 (Taylor), first a fine pair well matched; we
think we remember them as first and second at Palace. Pen 767
(Procter), second, good. 771 (Cattell), fourth ; one hen had an
ugly comb, otherwise they would have chauged position with
the third. 762 (Cattell), fifth, we did not like ; one hen was
poorly feathered, the other we thought vultured. 765 (Tom-
linson), highly commended, we thought deserved a better

position.

Pullets.—SVl First (Lady Gwydyr), a charming pair, sotmd in

colour, well matched, good in feather, and worthy of their

position. 608 (Crabtree), second ; also a nice pair. 798 (Procter),

third ; tolerably good, but badly matched. With so many fine

pens behind them, we think this should have kept them out of

the prize list. 782 (Lady Gwydyr), fourth
;
good. 784 (Taylor),

fifth; one pullet had a bad comb, the otber we fancied inclined

to vulture hocks, but they had some admirable properties. Pen
776, highly commended, a nice pair, but one pullet had a nasty

twist in the hackle. 779, highly commended, small but pretty.

780, highly commended, contained one good pullet; had the

other been equal to her they would have been among the

winners. Pen 812, highly commended, both good birds, but not

a match ; they were the best pen out of the prize list. Pen 783,

highly commended ; Pen 811, highly commended ; and 806,

highly commended, entered at £2 2s., well deserved the dis-

tinction. Pen 802, commended, we thought mt-rited highly

commended. Pen 805, unnoticed, were a well-matclied pair,

sound in colonr, with several good points; one pallet we fancied
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had a little twist in the hackle. 800, oommeuded, should have
beeu entered iu the Bantam class.

PartriJcje —Iu old cocks, 830, first (Laoey), a fjrand bird ; 8U,
Beooud (Taylor), a fine bird, but a little inclined to vulture
hocks; 838, third (Tudinan), a good bird, a little brown iu fluff.

8-10, highly commeuded (Lacey), sound iu colour throughout; we
fancied him better than third. 812 (Stretch), unnoticed, we
believe was the first at the l*alace.

Cockerels.—851 (Tindal), first, we thought he had very sus-

picious-looking hocks, but he was a fine bird, and with this ex-

ception deserved his position ; 858 second (Jones), beautiful in

colour, but we did not like his comb ; 81G third (Tiudal), was
also a good coloured bird, but wanted leg-feathering. 852,
highly commended, we thought a pretty chicken. 8i8, highly
commended, did not like his tail. 817 we thought deserved
some notice.

Hens.—The winuiug pen, 867 (Tudman), were fine birds, well
pencilled, with good leg-feathering; 868, second (Stretch), big
birds, but not so clearly pencilled; 805, third (Taylor), contained
one good hen.
The pullels we considered a very poor class. Pen 830 (Stretch),

first-prize, we thought should have beeu shown in the class for

hens. Pen 879, second (Percival), well grown, but deficient in

pencilling. Pen 876, third, good-shaped, with plenty of leg-

feathering, but like the second in pencilling. Pen 872, highly
commended, well pencilled but small. Pen 835, highly com-
mended, were beautifully marked, but very young ; we con-
sidered them better than the second and third. 836, highly
commended, we should also have placed in the prize list.

Whites.—Pen 899, first (Percival), was a beautiful bird, rather
Inclined to go yellow. 901, second (Burnell), we did not like;

pen 894 (Talbot) we should have placed before him ; ho was
better in comb, and a bigger bird. 903, third (Procter), should
then have retained hia position, as we preferred him to the
second. Pen 905, commended, was a beautiful bird.

Cockerel.—Pen 907 (Burnell) was first, but we liked pen 909
(Williamson) third, better; he had a thorough Cochin-shape,
and we considered him in almost every respect superior to the
first. Pen 917, second, we did not admire, and thought a better
might have been found.
Hens.—934, first were a splendid pair, shown in magnificent

trim; 932, second, the legs of one of the hens were in bad con-
dition, and very deficient of leg-feathering. 930, third, good
pair, well shown. 931, highly commended, deserved a prize.

942, highly commended, we thought contained a hen and a
pullet.

Pullets.—956, first were a superb pair; 951, second; 946, third,

well deserved their positions : so many good pairs were to be
found in this class that the Judge must have had great trouble
iu making his selection. Pens 953, 954, 942, and 939 struck us
as being about the best of the highly commended birds.

Malays put in a creditable appearance: they are thought
worthy of four classes at Birmingham, and so many chickens
come out. The first cock is a grand bird, marvellously strong iu
limb; second, good, but with a strange-looking hind claw ; Mr.
Brooke's highly commended bird is the richest in colour in the
class. The cup cockerel is a noble bird in carriage and mien,
conspicuous for his clean and brilliant orange legs; second,
smaller but stylish ; a good White, highly commended, but as
usual with White Malays, tinged on the wing. In hens the first

winner is a veritable cinnamon in colour : second, somewhat
darker. There is a Black hen in this class, but unfortunately
of no merit. Mr. Sabin's cup pullet is a gem in colour and
shape ; one of his highly commended birds is also good.
Creve CcEURs progress iu merit, but decidedly not in num-

ber ; the old and young birds are mixed together, which is not
fair to the latter. The first cock deserves his position ; he is

a superb bird in superb condition, deep-bodied, and lustrous in
colour. It seems to be a merit in Crevea that they moult out
well; second is also grand in shape and colour, not remarkable
for tuft; third, a large bird in frame, with a beautifully round
tuft. 1058 (Wood) struck us as being an enormous bird, though
deficient iu breast.
Heiis are a good class, the cup-winners gigantic birds ; one

of^them has too much white on the tuft. Second very good too,

but not so fuU-breaated as some other birds iu the class ; thirtl

are very black iu tuft for old birds, and have handsome beardn.
Mr. Crabtree's pen are as fine as any iu the class, but white in

their tufts and scaliness on the legs of one must have thrown
them out. Mr. Cutlack's pen are well shown, and deserve their
high commendation.

HouDANS are divided into four classes, and good they all are.
The first cock is a tall bird, a thorough French Houdan in look,
his only blemish being some rudimentary feathers on his legs;
the second is well-marked and large, but hia tuft poor, and
feathers appear on his legs too. We should have put Mr.
Quibell's highly commended bird higher; he is rather light
iu colour, but sprightly for hia age, and massive.
The cup cockerel is a typical bird in every point, with uoble

carnage, full breast, and perfect feet ; second, good all round,

save an inclination to knock-knees. 1103 (Dring), a most pro-

mising cockerel. The first-prize pen in the class for hens con-
tains one magnificent bird ; the colour of both is beautiful for

adult birds, and their fee t white and good. The second are as
large, but a little too light.

The first^jitHiis are very large, but too dark in plumage and
feet, and one with a poor tuft; the second less, but a beautiful

match, and perfection in colour. 1127 (Copplestone), good.
Polish.—We regret to see all the varieties of this breed so

much in the hands of one or two exhibitors. All four prizes for

White-crested Blacks go deservedly to Mr. Shaw; hia first-prize

cock is lovely in colour aud in shape of crest. Mr. Uns-
worth's bird has a very large though not very shapely crest.

The first-prize Golden cock rightly wins from the immense size

of his tuft aud his robust appearance. He is evidently an old

bird and somewhat too light in tail. Second, a handsome bird,

but not so rich in breast-colouring as the first, and with a
smaller crest.

Spanish.—The class for old cocks was a small one—nine en-

tries. Pen 1138, first, has the largest lobe, but he was very
coarse and ugly iu comb. I'en 1140, second (IJeldon), the Palace
winner, we liked much bettor; he was not so big iu the lobe, but
the white was of much better quality, aud he had a good comb
for an old bird. Pen 11-44, third, was another coarse bird; we
liked pen 1142, highly commended, better.

The Cockerel class mustered twenty-six entries. Pen 1107,

first-prize (Miss Brown), was a good selection ; this bird was
second at the Palace, the first-prize Palace bird we could not

find. Pen 1165, second, was a coarse bird. Pen 1172, third, was
much worae, he had a abort lobe, and one side was longer than
the other. Pen 1160, fourth (Jones), was a neat bird, with a face

of good quality : we should have placed him second, with pens
1152 aud 1150 for third and fourth. Pen 1163, unnoticed, was a

tuperior bird, but out of condition.

In theSeiis some fine birds were to be found, thoae in the beat

condition winning, several good pens being passed over through
not being forward enough.

Pullets were not a good class. The first-piize pen, 1182, had
nice faces, the others will improve as they get older. We thought
all the awards correct.

In consequence of pressure of time we are compelled to post-

pone our report of some of the clasaea until next week.

PIGEONS.

From whatever cause it may arise, one thing is certain—the

Pigeon Show at Birmingham is losing its prestige, the entries

this year in point of numbers scarcely coming-up to a good pro-

vincial show. The prizes are good, and the olaaaification ex-

tended, and yet the birds do not come. Why is it ? la it be-

cauae the birda in moat classes are shown in pairs ? or is it the

wretched little pens in which the majority are exhibited ? We
know not ; but the fact remains that iu aome classes where
first and second prizes of £2 and JEI are offered two entries ap-

pear, while three and four are several times met with. Wa
regret this state of things, because we remember the time when
a high commendation was thought as much of at Birmingham
as a prize at many other shows.

Carriers.—Black cocks (old) were a good lot, though few ; but

we thought one eye of the first-prizetaker gone a little too far

;

second, a good sound bird.

Black Hens.—First, a splendid bird.

Dun Cocks.—First, a good-wattled bird, rather paler in colour

than we like.

Dun Hena.—Firat, a good bird with good box beak ; others

rightly placed.
Carriera, Any other colour (two entries).—Very bad Blues, but

good birds in other respects.

Black Carriera hatched iu 1874.—Some grand young birds

were shown in this class. The best Carriers did not take the

prizes, and a question ariaea which it would be well to ventilate

and aettle if possible—viz.. Is a bird which has a patch of white

on the veat and belly, aud a fringe of the same colour at the

knee-joint, a black bird 1 We do not express an opinion at

present, but hope to have the views of some of our eminent
breeders on the aubjeot.

Young Carriera, Any other colour.—First, a grand pair oi

birds; second, we cannot express an opinion on, aa only one bird

waa in the pen at the time of our visit.

Pouters, Red or Yellow cocks.-First, good colour, with large

crop, but a coarse heavy bird, not our notion of an elegant

Pouter ; a good Yellow highly commended.
Red or Yellow Hens.—First, a good Red ; second, a poor

Yellow.
Blue Cocks.—First, a magnificent bird; third, a good raking

bird ; second, we did not like.

Blue Hens.—We preferred second to first.

White cocks were a good class, but we should have placed

Mrs. Ladd's second first. In hens again we thought Mrs. Ladd's

elegant bird entitled to first honoura.

Almond Tumblers were a fair claas, and we considered the

prizes rightly placed, but should like to see a little more head
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properties. The feather in first aod second-prizes was good,
but skulla not large.

In Short-faced Tumblers, Other colour, we thought the first

coarse, and preferred the second Reds.
LoDf^-muffed and other Flying Tamblers were pretty and

interesting classes. Birds of almost every feather were shown.
These birds are great favourites with Birmingham fanciers.

In Balds Mr. Woodhouse was first with a pair of neat birds
well cut.

In Beards, first and cup went to a fair pair of Blacks, which
were recently picked-out at Stevens's sale for a few shillings

;

Mr. South second with a really nice pair of birds.

Barbs (old birds), except firBt-prize, were not a grand lot. The
same may be said of those bred in 1874, except cock in first

prize, which is a good bird.

Triitnpeters.—Fulton first and second with Blacks; Mr. Shaw
third with a very promising pair of young Whites.
Runts.—Mr. Green unapproachable.
Fantails, White.—A good class, but in the wretchedly small

pens in which they were shown we could not attempt to pick-out
the best, and do not envy the Judge his task.

Archangels.—Mr, Wilkinson took the prizes with two pairs of

good birds.

Nuns require handling before expressing an opinion thereon.
Swalloivs were, as is usual at Birmingham, a good class.

In Jacobins, Bed or Yellow, First and cup went to a grand
pair of Reds ; second, Yellow, cock good, but a poor hen.

Jacobins, Any other colour.—First, very fair Blacks.
Turhits, Red or Yellow.—First-prize Reds wanting colour;

Cresswell's highly-commended Yellows rather large, but goo^.
Tarbits, Other colour.—Mr. South first with very neat Blues

;

second, Blacks, not good colour.

Owlsi Foreign.—Mr. Sparrow first and very highly commended
with good, strong, healthy-looking birds.

Owls, English.—We liked Mr. Shaw's second Silvers although
very young. Mr. Binns sent two pairs of good birds, which
were too late for competition.
Dragoons (as in catalogue).—Blues were a very good class, and

we considered the prizes rightly placed, most of the winners,
although judged by a Birmingham Judge, being of the so-called
London type.

Reds or Yellows also very good, Mr. Graham still holding his
own.
In Silvers we liked the first-prize birds very much ; also Mr.

Tegetmeier's highly-commended birds, which we would have
placed higher in the list.

Whites were a good class.

Anfwerps, Silver Duns.—A grand lot, most of the birds of a
well-marked type, but we should have placed the second birds
first.

In the Red Chequers Mr. Gamon was first, second, and third
with grand birds. We fancied we recognised an old acquaintance
in the cock in the second pen. Some beautifully-marked birds
were shown in Blue Chequers.
In the class for Homing birds we considered most of them too

stout, and too much like Short-faced Antwerps. Mr. Sparrow's
second-prize pen were a good lot.

The Other new or distinct variety class is always strong at
Birmingham. First, a moderate pair of Fire Pigeons ; next first,

good plain Ice; two seconds to Satinettes and Turbiteens

;

thirds, Whiskered Owls and Frillbacks, with many other pretty
and interesting birds.

Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Cocfcs.—Cup, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount. St.
HelenB. 2, R. P Percival. Norihenden, Manchester. 8. H. Lacy, Hebden
Bridge. 4. Horace Lintrwood. CreelinK Needhani Market, vhc, F. Bennett,
Shifnal: F. J. Uotterell, Beechtield. Birniinnham he, F. J. CottereU ; J.
"Watts. King's HeiUh, Birinin^ham ; L. Wright, London; S. B. Gwynn, Wem,

^ Salop, c. LarlyGwyiyr, Ipswich; K ILacy ; Kev.C W. Cox, Stratford-on-Avon.
Brahma Poutra {l}iirk) —Cockerel.-Lup, R. P. Percival. 2 and 8, T. V.

Anedell. 4, Hon. Misd D. Peim^nt, Bantror. 5, Horace Lingwood vhc, Hon.
Miss D. Pennant (i) ; J. F. Smith. ShofQi-ld ; E. Rvder, Manchpster; W. B.
Etches, Whitchurch, he. Lady Gwydyr ; J. H. Jiines, Handforlb, Manchehter :

E. T. Pickmere. '.'aBtle Bromwich. Birmingham ; R. Ryder ; W. Birch. Barnacle
(2): T. K. Anatlell; J Lyon; Hon, Miss D. Pennant, c, J. Holmes, Whitecote'^,
Chesterfield : Hon Mih» D. Pennant; W. Harvey, Sheffield; Hon. Mrs. A. B.
Hamilton, Ridgmont Woburn.
Brahma Puotka (Dark).—Hffw.—Cup, T. F. AnsdeH. 2,\ W. H. Crabtree,

Leveuhhulme, Manchester. 3, Horace Liagwood. 4, L. Wright, vhc. R. P.
Percival. he, Mrs. Arkwrigbt, Sutton Scarsdale, Chesterfield; Hon Miaa D.
Pennant; H. B. Morrell, Cap Mawr, Clyro (-2) c, T. F. Ansdell; J. Watts; W.
Hargreaves, Huttock Top, Bacup : Mrs. Arkwright
Bruim V PooTKA ( Dark), - Pullctii — i up. M. L^no, Markvate Street, Dunstable.

2, Newuhani &. Manby, Wolverhampton. 3, J. Watts- 4. J. Walker, Rochdale.
5, Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton, he, Hon. Miae D. Ptnnant (2); E. Pritchard.
Tetteijhall, W<>lvcrhanipt"n (4); J. Holmes; J. F. Smith; H. Tomlinson,
Birmingham; ,1. Lyon; Horace LinRwood ; Lady Gwvdyr ; R B. Wood,
Uttoxeler (/); T. F. Ausilell; H. B. MorreU. c, R. P. Percival; J. W. Morrison,
Kirkcaldy ; E. Prifchard.
Brahma Foot- a {\Affhi).—Cocks —Cup. J. Turner. Bath. 2. T. Webb, Sutton

ColdHeld, Birmin;ibam. 3, A. O. Worthint,'ton, Burton-an-Trent. 4. F. J.
Cotterell. he, Mth. F. Cheshire, Acton. c.JIra. D.T.Turner, Avon, Ringwood;
P. Haines, Paigrave, Diss (2j.

Brahma Footka (Light). -C'ocArer^/s,—l and 2, Horace Lingwood. 8, P.
Haines. 4. W. H. Hasoier. Handsworlh. 5. Mrs. Williauiaou, Leicester, c, F.
Bennett. Shifnal, Sabip ; F. i C'ottereli ; J. Long, Bromley Common; T. A.
Dc-an. Marden, Hereford ; W. T. Storer, Brewood.
Bkahma Foitra (LiKht).—Hens—Cup. Mrs. Williamson. 2, F. J. Cotterell.

X K. P. Percival. he, Mra. 1>. T, Turner, c, Mrs. J. T. Holmea, Bath: F. J.
Cotterell.
Brahma Pootra {Light).—Pullets.—1, Mra. Williamaon, 2, P. Haines. 3, J.

Mitchell, Moseley, Birmingham. 4, M. Leno, Markyate Street, Dunstable. .',

W. Thorn, Derby, he, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham ; T. A. Dean, Marden, Here-
ford; Mrs. Williamson ; F. J. Cotterell; R iJird, Falham, London; W. Thorn ;

W. H. Haseler; J. H. Butler, Erdington, Biimingharn; J. Mitchell (2| ; J.
Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham, c, Mrs. J. T. Holmes ; Mrs. D. T. Turner;
T. A. Dean ; F. J . CotterelL

Brahma Poqtra (Light or Dat^).— Cocks.— Price not to exceed 40a.—1, R. P.
Percival, 2, H. J. Storer. ?, W. Hargreaves. he, H. B. Morrell ; A. Robertson

;

J. Watts ('2); W. Thorn; J. Holmes; K. Smalley, Lancaster; G. F. WbiU-
houae, Birmingham ; E.Shaw, Oswebtry ; W. T. storer, Brewood; W. Birch,
Barnacle, Coventry, c, W. Thorn; E. Kendrick, juo , Lichhela; Newubani
and Manby, Wolverhampton ; F. Bennet, bhifnal, Salop ; M Leno ; J. Watts
Bbahma Pootha (Light or Dark). -ifens or PuLUts.- Price not to exceed &^i^.

—I, E. Kendrick, jun. a, E. Pntchard. 3, W. Hargreaves. he, R, F, Percival;
E. Kendricu, jun. ; W. Hargrtavea ; W. H. Crabtree ; U. M. Maynard, Uohiie-
wood, Ryde, Isle of Wight ('21; W. T. Storer; E. Pntchard; J Bloodworth; H.
Yardley, Biruiiunham- H- Wilkinson, Earby. Skiptou; M. Leno (3); H. IJ.

Morrell (2). c, G. While, Mauey, Sullon Coldfield, ilirmiugham ; G. F. While-
house; E. Ryder, Ujde, Munchesier; Newnham & Manby ; W. Uargreaveii.
Dorkings (Cnlonred, except. silver-GreyJ.— C'octe—Cup, Mrs. Arkwright. 2..T,

Walker. 3, A. Darby, bhrewsbury. he, T. C. liurnell, iiicheidevcr; J. Copple,
Prescot.
DoHKjNOs (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).— Cocfcercis.—1, T. C. Burnell. ?,

Mrs. T. W. L. Hind, Kendal. 8, Rev. E. Bartrum, Berkhampstead. 4, L.
Pilkington, Gateacre, Liverpool. 5, J. Whitf, Warlaby, Northallerton, c, T.
E. Keil, Wetherby; Mra. Bayard, GwernydJ, Bt-rriew.
DoBKiNO:* (Coloured, except Silver GreyJ.—ift'H^ —Cup and c, S. Lang, WesS

bury-on-Trym, Bristol. :i, T. C. Born ell. 3, J. Copple. he, Rev. E. Baxtruni

;

W. H. Denieon, Woburn Sands.
Dorkings (Coloured, exccpt,Silver-Grcy) —Pallets.— 1 and 3, Rev. E. Bartrum,

Bcrkhampatead. 8. T. C. Burnell. 4, J. White, Warlaby. 6, T E. Kell-
Dorkings lSilver-Grey).—C'oc/cs.—J, W. H. Denison. 2, Rev. J. F. Newton,

Kirby-in-uleveland. 3, Withheld
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).-Cocfc^rels.-Cup, O- E. Creswell, Bagshot. 2, 1. J.

Moser, Kendal 3, W. W. Rutllidge, Storthend, Kendal, c, T. C. Harnell.
DoRBiNos (Silver-Grey).—ife«-<.—1, O. E. Cressweil. 2, W. H. Denison. c, H.

Beal, Wexham, Slough.
Dorkings {^iiveriirey).— Pullets —Cup, R. Smalley, Lancaster. 2, W. 11.

Denison. 3, O. E. Cresawell. lie, H. Beal.
Dorkings (White).— C'oc^-s.—Cup, S. Burn, Whitby. 2, Miss Fairhurst, Wood-

lands, Ormskirk. /ii;, J. Robinson ; O. £ Creeswell; Miss Fairharst.
Dorkings (White).—CDcfcertfi«.-l, J. E. Pilgrim. 2, T. C. Burnell, Michel-

dever. c,'J. E. Creeswell.
Dorkings (White).— Htrjjjt —1, Hra. Hayne, Fordington. 2, O. E. CresBwel

he, Mrs. A. Tindal, Ayleabury ; J. Robinaon. c, A. Darby, LitUe ^ ess, Shrew s-

bury.
Dorkings (White)—Piiilefs.—Cup, J. Robinson. 2, Mrs. Hayne. he, O. E.

Cresswell.
DohKiNGS (Any colour),—!, Miss J. Milward, Newton St Loe 2, 1. J. Moser.

3, R. W. Richardson, Beverley, he, E Shaw; G. Heeley, Birmingham, c, W.
Badger, Little Ness, Baachuroh, Shrewsbury.
DotiKiNGs (Any colour) —/it;jt5 or PuUtts.—l, R. Smalley. 2, H. Yardley.

8, R. W. Ricbardsun, Beverley, c, W. Badger ; G. Heeley, Birmingham (2),

Cochin-China (Cinnaiiiuu and Buff).— C'c'C/c8.—l, J. Waiker, Kochdale. 2 an i

5, W. A. BurntU. 3, Lady Gwydyr, Ipswich. 4, Mrs. A. Tindal, Ayleebur*

.

he, H. Tomlioson; D. Young, Leamington; J. Cattell, Biruiiogbam; U
A. Taylor, Manchester; Mrs. A. Tiodal. c, S. B. Gwynn, Wem, Salop; II

Tomlinqon, Birmingham.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buff).—Cocfcerffa.—Cap and 5, Lady Gwydyr.

2, R. P. Percival 8, H. Tomlinsi^n. 4, Miss Wiggin, Httrhorne, Birmingham,
/ic, J. Cattell C-); H. Tomlinson (2); G. H. Proctur, Durham; C. Bloodwortli,
Cheltenham ; Lady Gwydyr ; H.SliUtt, Stourbridge ; W. P. Rylaud, Erdiugton,
Birmingham; W. H. L-mhtree; W. A. Taylor; W. A. Burnell. c, Mrs. A.
Tindal; Henry Lingwood, Barking, Needham Market; J. Cattell; H. Tomliu-
8on(:i); Miss Wii,'gm, Birmingham; J. Uenton, Erdington, Birmingham; H.
Gooafellow, Maduiey, Newcastle ; H. J. Gunnell, MiUou ; H. A. Wiggin ; W. A.
Burnell; A. Darby.
CocHis-CiiiNA (Cinnamon and Buff). -Hcn^.—Cup, W. A. Taylor. 2, G. H.

Procter, Durham. 3, Henry Lingwood. 4 and 5 J. Cattell. he. H. A. Wiggm
;

H. Tomlinson ; vtf. A. Taylor.
CocHis-CuiNA (Cinnamon and. BuS).—Pullets.—1 and 4, Lady Gwydyr. 2,W

H. Crabtreo. 8, G. H. Procter. 5, W. A. Taylor, he, Mrs. A Tindal (2); C.
B;oodworth; J. Cattell; Mrs. E. AUsopp ; R F. Percival; W. a. Bu.nell; A. D.
Leatherhead ; J Y. rtladeley, Birmintjhain ; J. Watta, Birmmgham ; J. Beuioii,
Birmingham; H. Tomlinson; H. Lingwood; W. H. c;rabtree. r, D. Young,
Leamington; Miss Wiggin; W. H. Crabtree; J. Benton; W. P. Rylaud, Bir-
mingham (2) ; H.Shutt; J, Rock, Lichfield; H. A. Wio^m, Birmingham; A. D ;

J.Y. Made>ey; W. A. Burnell.
CooHiN-CiiiNA (Brown and Partridge).— Cocfcs.—Cup, H.Lacy",Hebden Bridg?.

2. W. A. Taylor. 8, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop, he, F. Benoett. Shilua',
Salop ; T. Stieteh, Ormikirk ; H Lacy, c, E. Tudman ; Lady Gwydyr.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge-feathered).—O'ocfcereis.-l ana S.^'*Vi"s.

A. Tmdal. 2, b. Jones, Neath. hcE.Tudmau; W. A Taylor; W.H.Cra*;. c;
T. Sheppard, Humberstonf , Leicester ; J . K. Fowler, Ayieabury. c, Hon.lIXrs.
Sufiden, Wells (3); J. H. Jones, Haudfortb, Manchester.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge-feathered).—iZtjt.^.—Cap, E. Tudmar,

2, T. Stretch. Ormskirk. 3, W. A. Taylor, he, Mrs. J. Belts, Edgbaston, Br-
mingham ; E. Tudman. c, W. A. Taylor.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— PiWi^/,'J.—l, T. Stretch. ;\

R. P. Percival. 3, J. H. Jones, he, E. Tudman (2); J. K. Fxwler ; Mrs. A.
Tindal; Hon. Mra. Su^dt-n (Zl; W. A. Taylor. <•, G. Lumh, Compton, Wolver-
hampton; T. Sheppard, Humberstone; Hon Mrs. Sugden ; A. J.E. Swindell,
Heaiblauds, Stouroridge; G. ;ihrifnpton, Leigbton Buzzard.
CocHiN-CuiNA (White).—Cocfcs.—Cup, R. P. Percival. 2, W. A. Burnell, S,

G. H. Procter, he, Capt. G. Talbot. Edenbridge. c, R. Chase, Birmingham ;

Capt. G Talbot.
Cuchin-China (White)—Cciufccrc^s.-I and 2, W. A. Burnell. 8, Mrs. William

Btin, he, G. H. Procter; W. A. Burnell. c, J. Turner; R. Chase
Cochin-Chin* (Wbite).—ifcH3.— 1 and 3, Capt. G. Talbot, a. W. Whitworlh,

jun,, Lougaight, Manot ester he, W. A. Burnell; R. 5. S. Woodgate, Pembury,
Tuubridgo Wells ; R. Chase, c, Mrs. H. Shutt.
Cochin-China ( White) —Pullets.—Cap and 3, Capt. G. Talbot. 2, W. A. Bamell.

7'^ic, Mrs. WilJiamaon he, H Chase; W. A. Burnell; Mrs. Williamson ; J. K.
Fowler; G. H. Frocter; E. T. FicBmere, Bromw.ch, Birmin^jtiam ; R. S. S.
Wooduate; c, R. S. S. WooJgate ; G.H, Frocter; R. Chaae ; W. Whitworlh.
CrtcuiN-CmsA (Any cvhmri.—Cocks,—Price not to exceed i"s.—l, C. Sidgwic\'.

2, W. A. Taylor. 3, W. Whitworth, jun. c, W. A. Buruoll ; C. .sidgrtick.

Cochin-china (.uiy colour)— iic/w or Pullets.—Priee not to exceed ^(is.—}, D,
Young, Leamington 2, H. TomiiuBon. 3, W. A. Taylor, /i^, H. Yardley. c, J.

Cattell; C. Sidgwiok; H. Yar.lley; R. P. Percival.
Malay.- Coc/fs — 1, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, W. Lort, King's Norton, h'.

Rev. A. G. Brooke.
Malav.-Cocktreis.—Cnp,.J. S. Hootb, CheaterfieUI. 2, G. Burnell, Rugeley.

he, J. G. Falle, Jersey; J. Hmton.
Malay.— flt'ia. ~i. J. Hinton. 2, W. B. Payne, Shrewsbury. hc,Y. Sabin,

Birmmt^ham; Rev. A. G.Brooke; E. Walton, Horncliffe, Rawtenstall; W. B.
Payne.
MALAY.-Puiicto.—Cup, F. Sabin. 2, G. BurneU. he, F. Sabin (2). c, J. F.

Walton.
CBEVE-Casua —CocArs.-1 and 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, R. B. Wood, he, A. F.

Hurt, Derby.
Creve-c<eur.—Htf?ts or Pulte(s.—Cap and 2, R, B. Wood, Uttoxeter. 8, W.
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R. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose, he, W. Catlack, Jan., Littleport, Ely ; W. H.
Crabtree.
HuUDAN.—Cocfc*.—1, W. Drinff, FavcrBham. 2. R. B. Wood, he, W. H.

Coppleatone, i.ootwithiel (2) ; ii.D. HamaoD, GraQRe-ovor-SamJe, Carnforth;
K. B. Wood ; W. O. Qaibell. Newark.
H0DDAN8.—C'ocArfrei*.—1,G. W. Hibbert, Godley.Manobester. 2, R. B.Wood.

he, S. tibaw, SUioUud, Halifax; W. U. Qaibell (i); K. B. Wood; C. Morris,
Chester; W. Dring.
HoDDANa.—£f('fw. -1, D. Lane, Hardwicb. 2, W. Drinf?.
HooDAsa.—PuUet^.—l, W. Driog. 2, J. K. Fowler, /ic, W. H. Copplcatone ;

R.B.Wood; W.O. Qaibell; W. Whitwortbjan,
SP4NI811.—Cocfca —cap. ri. Wilkiason, Earby, Skipton. 2, H. Beldon, Bingley.

S, J. Leeinintf, Broagbton, Preston, he, E. Jones, Cliftoa, Bristyl ; J. T. Parker,
Mortbaoipton.
SPASisa.-Cockerels.—l, Miss E. Brown, Chardleigh Green, Chard. 2, J.

Leerainp. Broaghtm. Preston. 8. J. R. Rodbanl, Wrington, BriBtol. 4, E.
Jonea. he, J. R. Rodbard (5); H. Beldon; J. Walker, sitandeford, Wolver-
hampton.
Spanish.—Hc7W.—Cap, E. Jackaon, FinchfleM, Wolverhampton. 2, G. K.

Chilcott, Fftirlawn, Bristol. 3. J. T. Parker, Northampton, he, Mrs. E.
Allsopp.
SP4NI8H.-Puii«(3.—1. J. Walker. 2, Mrs. E. AUsopp. 3, G. K. Chilcott. 4, J.

Leeming. he, J. A. & H. H. Stivoley, Driffield.

HAUBuaoas (BUckf.—Cocfe.'*.—Cap, J. Long. 2, Dnke of Sutherland, Stoke-
on-Trent. tJ, J. Robiuson. nc, H. Beldon ; T. W. Holmes {2) ; J. M. Kiivert ; H.
Robinsim, Haildoa.
H4MBURGH3 (Black).— ffens or Pulleti —Cu'p, Rev. W. Serjeanteon, Acton

Karn«il Rectory, ahrewsburv. 2, S. Shaw. 8, P. W. Holmes, he, H. Beldon
;

Rev. W. Sei jeaiitioa; R. Gladstone, Jan., Liverpool ; J. M. Kilvert; J. Preston,
AUert'jn. e. Rev. W. Serjeantson.
HiMDnROHS (Goldea-pencilled) — Cocfca'.—Cap, J. Walker. Birstwith, Ripley.

2, H. Beldon. B, G & J. Dackworth, Church, he, J. RoUinson, Utley ; G. & J.

Duckworth; H. Beldon; J. Long.
H4_uouKGH8 {Silver-pencilled).-Cocfc5.-l and 3, H. Beldon. 2, Duke of

Suthertaod. /w. W. Meanley, Haodaworth ; J. R'lbioaon.
HAMBDRGHfl (Goiden-pencilled).—flf^s or i»uife/j.—1,G. & J. Dnckworth. 2,

Miss Rolls, Monmouth. 3, H. Beldon. he, W. Dixon, jaa. ; Miss Rolls; C.
Bloolworth, Ch>^ltenham.
Hambueghs (SUver-pencilled).—Hen^ or Pullett.—Cap, Dake of Sutherland.

2, W. Meanley. 3, B. Beldon. he, J. Preston (2).

Hambdrghs (Gjlden-spangled) — C'ucfcs.- Cup. H. Beldon. 2, J. Long. 3, G.
and J. Dacliworth. /ic, alias Rolls; X. Dean, Keighley ; J.Buckley, Taunton,
AslUon-under-Lyne.
HAMBur.GHB (Silver-spaneled).—Cocfca.—1 and 2, Ashton & Boeth. Broad-

bittum. Muttram 3. Duke of Satherlaad. 4, J. Robiaaon. he, J. Fielding (a);

H. Beldon ; J. Long.
HAMBUttGHs (Golden-apangled)—Hf/w or Pullets.—1, J. Buckley. 2, W. A.

Hyde. Hurst, Ashtoo-inder-Lyne. 8, T. Dean, he, G. & J. Duckworth (2); H.
Beldon; Duke of Suiherland.
Hamburghs (Silver-apangled) —Hens or Pullets.—Cap G. C. Holt, Lawton,

Cheshire. 2. J- Kullinson, Otlev. 8, Mias E. Browne. 4, H. Beldon. /ic, Duke
of Sutherland; J. Fielding, Newchurch; Aahton & Booth; H. Robinson,
Baiidun. Shipley.
Polish ( filacs, with White Crests).—Cocft«.—l and 2, S. Shaw, he, A. Darby

;

P. Unswurih.
Polish ( Black, with White Cresta),—Hens or Pullets.—I and 2, S. Shaw, he, A.

Darbv; H. Unsworlh.
Polish (^ioiden).—Coct*.—1, H. Beldon. 2, P. Una worth, fte, W. A.Taylor,

Manchester.
Polish (Golden).—Htf/ts or PuUeU.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W. A. Taylor, lie, P.

Unaworth ; T. Webb.
PoiasH (Silver).-Co^As.—Cup, H. Beldon. 2, G. C. Adkina. he, G. C. Adkins

;

W. A. Taylor.
Polish (Silver).—Hen« or Pullets.—Cup, 2, and vhe, G. C. Adkins. iic, H.

Beldon.
Ant other Variety —1. Aapden & Bamber, Church. 2, E. Walton, Rawten-

Btall. 3, H Feaat, Swansea, he, Misj A. Monckton, Stretton ; Rev. N. J.

Ridley, Newbury.
Malay, Ckev6;-C<eor. Hocdan, Spanish, Haudorgh, Polish, Game, and

OTHER Vabietibs NnT Elscwherb Named.—Cocfr*.— 1, C. MorTis. li, G. F.
WhitehouHO. 3. W. Dring.
Malay, Cbeve-Ccedh, Hoddan, Spanish, Hamburor. Polish, Game, and

OTHER VaRIETIEB NUT ELSEWHERE tfAMED.-IIcnS OT PuUets.—l, C. MoiTia. 2,

H. M Maynard. 3, G. F. Wnltehouse. he. Miss K. Browne.

Game (Black-breasted Reds) —Coeks.—I, Hon. and Rev. F. G. Duttou, Bibory
Vicarige. Fairford. 2..^. Matthew, Stowraarket. 3, G. E. Peach, Shifoal.

4, E. Ajkroyd, Ecclcsnill, Leeds, he, J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton; W. C.
Phillips, Worcdjter.
GAjae (Black-breasted Reda).- Coffc^rel*.-Cup, S. Matthew. 2 and c, D.

Harley, EdiDburgh, 3 and 4. P. A. Beek. Welshpud. 5, J. Hird, Dubb. Bingiey.
G«M"e (Black-breasted Reds) —Hf;-??.^ —Cup, S. Matthew. 2, G. Newd.gate. 8,

V >hnson 4, J. Goodwio, Liverpool, he. T. P. Lyon, Liverpojl.
- av. (Brack-breasted Reds).—Pullets. -1. S. Matthew. 2, 3. and 4, W. J.

Pope, Bigglfswade. 6, Rev. T. O'Grady, Ai^hbourne. he, T. P. Lyon ; C. R.
Chadwich, Prestwich. Manchester ; W. E. Oakeley, Atheratone (2) ; W. J. Pope ;

J. Fletcher, Sioneclough, Manchester; D. Harley.
Game (Brnwn and other Reds, except Black-breastell —Cocfc-i.—Cup, C. W.

Brierley. 2, S. Matthew. 3, T. MaHon, Lancaster. 4. W. Saunders, Hednea-
ford. he, F. Warde, West Farleigh, Maidstone; H. E, Martin, Sculthorpe,
Fakenham ; T. Mason, Lancaster, c, J. Palmer, Wcdnesbury ; J. fortune,
Keighley.
Game (Brown-breasted Reds).-Cocfc^rfis.—1 and 3, T. Burgess, Burleydam,

Whitchurch, Salop. 2. H. E. Martio. 4, C. H. Wolff, Hale. Altiincham. 5 and
c, T. P. Lvon. hc,D. Rarley; H. Beldon; W. Duuning, Newport. Salop; T.
Bargeas, iBarleydam, Whitchurch, Salop; J. Piatt, S Aaulow, Wineford; C. W.
Brierley.
Game (Brown-breasted Reds).—ff^ns.— 1, Miaa Osborn, Yarnton, Oxford. 2,

D. Harley. 3, W. C. PhiUipd. 4. J. Wood, /ic, C. W. Brierley.
Game (Brown-irea^ted Keds).-Pa(ic(s.—Cup, C. W. Hnerley. 2, C. H. Wolff.

8. G. F. Warrt, Wrenbury. 4. S. Matthew, Stowinarket. he. W. C. PhUlips,
Worcester; T. P. Lyoa ; J. P. Gardner, Rugeley. c, W. Dunning, Newport,
Salop; T. Bureess, Burleydim. Whitchurch, Salop d); G. F. W*ird ; G. E.
Meredith, WelnuKton, Saloi>; J. Platr, S^anlow, WiuRford.
Game (Ouckvvingn, and other Greya and Blues). -Cocfcs.—Cap. E. Winwood,

^'orceater. 2, W. C. HhilUps, Worcester. 3, E. C. Gilbert, Penkridge. c. Col.
A.'. Blackburne, Learaitigton ; J. Goodwin, Liverpool; J. Maaon, St. John's,
Worceoter ; H. C. & W. J. Mason, Biratal. Leeds.
Gauk {Lmck\viug3. and other Greys and BIuhs).— Cockerels.—1, E. Wiawood.

2, D. Harley, Ediuburgb. «, Hon. and Rev. F. G. Duttou, Fairford. he, S.

Matthew: J Mason, e. Bell & Glassbrooke, Burton-on-Trent.
Game (Dackwiogs, and other Grpys and Blat:-h).—Herw.—1, Bell & Glase-

brooke. 2, S. Matthew. 3. F. Sales, Crowle, Doncaster. e, H. C. & W. J. Mason.
Game (Diickwinga, and other Greys and Blues) —Pullet^.—Cup, E. Winwood.

2, D. W. J. Thomas. 3, J. Ma^oo. he. J. Goodwin, e, J. Fletcher.
Gamr (Black and Brassy-winged, except Greys).— Cocfrs. — 1 and 2, C. F.

Montrcsor. Slougn.
Game ( Black aud Brassy-winged, except Greys).—Henj or Pu!Z<;(s.—Cup, G.

F. Ward. W-ewbary. 2, E. Kendriok, Jan.. Lichtield. he and c, Capt. W. G.
Webb, Lichtield.
Game (Wnit-i and Piles).-Cocfc*.—Cup, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. F. Walton. /«;,

W. Van Wart, Birmingham ; Bell & Glasabrook. c. Hall & Ashmore, Briming-
ton, Chesterfield ; J. Frith, Chatsworth, Bakewell.

Game (White and Piles).—Z/ena or Pullets.— 1, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. Goodwin.
ftc. T. Ludlow, King's Norton. Birmingbam ; J. Frith, Chatewortb, Bakewell.
c, J. F. WttltOD, Horncliffe; W. Van Wart.
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).—Cup, M. Leno. 2. Rev. J. Hill, Hawkstone,

Shrewsbury, he, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock ; M. Leno,
BANTiMb (Wuite, Clean-legged).- 1. T. Cropper, Bacup. 2, J. Bloodworth,

Cheltenham, he, Mrs. E. M. I'otter, Chtltenhaiu.
Bantams (Black, Clean-lecged).— 1, Mrs. A. Tindal, Aylesbury. 2. E. Cam-

bridge. Horheld, Bristol, he, J. Walker, Kot-hdale; N. Cook, Chowbent,
Mancheater.
Bantams {Any other variety except Game).—1, H. Yardley. 2, R. S. S.

Woodgate.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Reds).—!, W. F. Addie, Preston. 2, W. F.

Entwinle, Bradford. 3, J. Smith, Southwell. 4, G. Hall, Kendal, he, J.

Fletcher.
Oame Bantams (Brown and other Reds, except Blaek-breaated).—Cop, J.

Fletcher. 2 and e, W, F. Entwisle. he, J. Wood, Wigan.
Game Bantamb (Any othi-r variety).—!, J. Frith. '^, W. F. Entwisle. he,

Shumnch & uaft. Souttiwcll ; J. Fletcher ; Jacquea & Kiii^'hton, Oheaierfield.
Game Bant*ms (Blaek-broaBted a .d other Reds'.- CocA;.^.— 1 and 2, W. F.

Addie. 8, J. Fleicher. 4, G. Hall, he, W. F. Addie ; W. F. Entwisie. c, W. F.
Entwisle; G. Maples jun., Waveitree, Liverpool ; A. Ashley.
Game Bantams (Any other variety). — Cocks. — Cup, J. Fletcher. 2, R.

Brownlie, Townscnd, Kirkcaldy. 8, ahuraach & Daft. Jic, G. Hall; A.
Aahley. c, P. Unaworth ; W. F. Entwisle.
Baniams (8eUing Claaa).— 1 ami 2, G. Hall. 3. A. Ashley, c. M. I eno.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).-Cup and 4, J. Waker. 2 auaB, J. K. Fowler, he,

Mrs. A. Tiudal ; A. Robertbon, Kinnamuck; J. K. Fowler.
DuoKs (Roaen).—Cup and 5, R. Gladstone, Jan. 2, A. Woods. 3, J. Walker.

4, T. Wakelieid. he, 3. K. Fowler; R. Gladstone, jao.; A. Woods, Sefton,
Liverpool (2) ; Rev. E. J. Howman, Nuneaton ; T. Statter, Manchester (i) ; S.

Shaw. Mainland, Halifax (J); J. Walker; W. ivleanlcy, nandsworth, Birmmg-
ham; W. Siephens, Glouce--<ter ; W. B. Etches, Whilclmrch, salop.
Ducks or Ounamental Watekfowl (Black Kast Indiau).— 1 and 3. G. S.

Saiuobury, Devizes. 2 and 4, J. W. Kelleway, lale of WiL.'ht. he, G. S, Sains-
bury (2) ; J. W. Kelleway ; S. Barn ; W. B. Etches ; J. M. Kilvert, Wem, Salop.
Ducks (Mandarin).-Lup, J. Walker. 2, M. Leno. he, H. Vardley.
Ducks (Carohua).—!, M. Leno. 2, C. H. Mayo. he. R. Wilkmain, Guildford,

Surrey; Mrs. Arkwright, Sutton Scaradale, Cheatertield ; S. Barn, Whitby

;

H. Yardley.
Ducks iCalI)—l,R Gladstone, jun. 2, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbary.

c, A. H. Jones, Lark Hill, Liverpool.
Docks ob Ornamental Watehkowl (Any other variety).— 1, M. Leno. 2, H.

Yardley. he, K. R. Fowler; C. H. Mayo, Dorchester (2); R. Wilkinson; M.
Leno (3).

UucKB (Any variety).—], S. Bum, Whitby. 2, P. Unaworth, Lowton. Newton-
le-Wiilowa. 3, J. K- Fowler, he, Rev. C. B. Rowlanil, I'illerton Vijarage,
Warwick; W. Tyler, Birmingham Vif, E. Shaw, Plaa Wilinot, Oiwestry ; E.
Kendrick, jan.(2); W. B. Etchea; W. Stephea-i, Hi;4huam Greea, Gloucester;
A. Woods, Sefton, Liverpool (i) ; J. Walker ; C. L. Boyce, Birmingham ; C. H.
Mayo (3).

GEESE(Wbite).—Cup, J. Walker. 2, R R. Fowler. 3, Lord Sudeley, Todding-
ton. Winchcomb. he, Lady G. Vernon, Droitwich ; Lord Sudeley.
Geebe (Grey and Mottled).— 1, R. R. Fowier. a, J. Walter. 3, T. Wataon,

Whiteacre, ColeshiU. lie. Mra. Thornhill. Thetford; Miss L King. Geashill,

Kind's Coanty, Ireland ; E. Shaw (.:) ; A. Woods ; Mrs. U. J. Bailey, Roaedale,
Tenbnry; W. Lort.

TuEEEYS.— Oocfcs.—Cup, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2. J. Walker. 3. W. Wykea.
Wolvey, Hinckley, he, Mrs. J. Nutt, Fillongley, Coventry ; K.Arnold, Whittles
ford; F. Lythall, Offchurch, Leamington; Mra. Lawrence, Chesterfield; Mrs
H, J. Bailey ; W. B. Etchea.
TuRSEVs.- Yourtj; Cocks—1 and 3, E. Kendrick, jnn. 2, W. Wykes. he, T.

Wataon; E. Kendrick. jun. ; J. Nntt; Lady G. Vernon (2); F.LythaU(3); W.
Wykes ; Rev. N. J. Ridity ; Mra Lawrence ; J. Walker.
Turkeys.— Hc/w.—Cup, E. Arnold. 2. R«v. N. J. Ridley. 3,E. Kendrick, Jan.

he, F. Lythall (2); W. Wykea; T. Wataon.
TuRttEYS.- i'ouTifl Bens.—I, W. Wykea. 2, J. Walker. 8, E. Arnold, he, F.

Lythall; E. Kendnck, jua. ; Mrs. Winterton ; Mra. Lawrence; J.Walker; W.
Wykes.

PIGEONS.
Carriebs (Black).—Cocfc«.—l, R. Fulton, New Cross, London. 2 H. Yardley,

Birmingham.
Carriers ( Black).—Hctw.—Cup, R. Fulton, 2, H. Yardley. lie, W. Siddons, sen.,

Aaton, Birmingham.
Cakriehs (Duq) —Cocks.—1 and 2, R. Fnlton.
Carriers {Dnn).—Heii3.—\ and 2. R. Fulton, he, W. Siddona, aen.

Carriers (Any other colonrj.— 1. W. Siddons, sen. 2. H. Yartlley.

Carriers {Bla.ck).—Young.— 1, F. Smith, Birmingham. 2, H. M. Maynard,
Ryde, Isle of Wight, he, K. Fulton.
Carriers (any other colour).— i'ouHff.-Cap, H. Heritage, Mortlake. 2, R.

Fulton. „.
PurTERS (Red or Yellow).—Cocfts.—l and /to, R. Fulton (2). 2, H. Pratt, Bir-

mingham.
Pouters (Red or Yellow).—Hen,?.—Cap, F. Gresham. 2. H. Pratt.

Poo 1 BRs ( tJlae) —CocA:s.—Cup and 2, H. Prait. he, W. W. Watkin ; R. Fulton ;

E. BeCK,witlci, aanderland.
Pouters (Blue).—Be^w.-1 and 2, F. Gresham. he, E. Beckwith ; W. Harvey,

Sheffield.
, , „

Pouters (White).—Cocte«.—l, W. W. Watkin, 2, Mra. Ladd, Calne. he,n.
Pratt; Mrs. Ladd.
Pouters (WEite) —Herw.—1, R. Fulton. 2, Mra. Ladd. he, W. W. Watkms.
Pouters (Any other colour),- CocteJ.—1, H. Pratt. 2, F. Gresham. Hens.—I,

K. Fulton. 2, E. Beckwith.
^ ^ ,

TuviHLEKs (Aimond).-Cup and 2, R. Fulton, he. H. Yardley ; J. Ford. London.
TuMBLiiHH (Short-faced)-—1, K. Fulton. 2, E, Bechwith. he, J. Watte.

TuilBLEKB (LoDg-mufTed).- 1, W. B. MapplebecK. jun., M 'fiel>>v. Birmmgham.
2, J. Watts, vhc. F. Smith, Birrainijh,im he, W. B. Mapplel>eck, jan ; F.

Smith; W. Tedd, Erdmglon, Binniowham (2); C. E. Chavdiide, Birmmgham

;

E. D Care'esH, Birminnham. c, W. B. Mapplebeck, jan. ; F. Smith.

TuMbLERs (Any otber variety).—1, W. Ellia. 2, W. B. Mapplebeck, jan. lie,

J.Ford; J. Watts.
Balds.-1, W. Woodhousc. 2, G. Siuth.
Beards.- 1 and i;up, J. Ford. 2, G. South, vhc and he, W. Woodhouse.
BaRBS —Cup, H. M. Mavuard. 2 and 3. R. Fu ton. lie, F. Smith.

BkTiB-^. -Young.—\, H Yardley. 2, H. Heritage, he, F. Smith.
Trumpeters.— 1 and 2, R. Fu ton. 3 S. Shaw. ..,,,,
RuNTd.-land'i, T. D. Green, Saffron Waiden. he, A. A. Vander Meersch,

Tooting, c. H Yardley. ^ . ^ ^, . ,.„ « u
FantailsI White).—Cup and c. Rev. W, Serjeantson, Shrewsbury (2). 2, H,

M. Maynard. 3, J F. Loversidgo. he. Rev. W. Serjeantson ; E. Beckwah.
Fan-tails (Any other colour).— I, 2, and 3, H Yardley.

AKcaANQBLS.-1 and 2, R. Wilkinson, Guildford.

Nuns.- 1 , H. Yardley. 2, A. A. Vander MeereCb.
SwALLOws.-Cup, H. Yaidley 2, W. Tedd. c, W. Harvey.

Magp es.— 1. W. TedtL 2, H. Yaraley. Vhc, J. WatlB. he, W. Harvey,

Jacobin-s (Red or Yellow).—Cnp, W. Woodhoase. 2, A. A. Vander Meerach.

/ic. S. Shdw; K.Fulton (2). c, G. south. .,...,,.,,, i,

Jacobins (Any oi her colour).-!, R. Fulton. 2 and hc, A. A. Vander Meerach.

C.H.Shaw, Stdinland. ,„ „ , , , « ^^ « »i

TuHBiTs(RedorYeUow).-l, S.Shaw. 2, W. Tedd. Ac, O. E. CressweU. c,

H, Yardley.
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TcBDiTS (Any other colour).—!, O. South. 2, R Falton. vhc, H. Yardley.
OwLB (FortignJ.—1 and t'^ic, J. J. Sparrow, London, 2 and he, F. Brannd,

Bideford.
Owls (EngliBh).-!, J. Watts. 2, S. Shaw. hc,W.Tedd. c, R. Falton.
DBAaouNM(Biue).—Cud, R. Woods. Mansfield. 2 and 3, W. G-amon, Chester.

vlic, C. E. Chavasse. lie. J Watta ; O. ISonth, London; H. Yardley; W. H.
Mitchell, Moselev. Birmmi:ham (.!) : R. Woods; F. Graham, Birlienhead ; W.
Gami.n. c, W. Kili-. Idle, Leeds; R Woods.
DEiGooNS (Red or Yellow).—! and 2. F. tiraham. 3. G. South, vhc, R. Woods.

he, R. Woods; F. Graham (a) c, R. Woods ; G. South.
Dragoons (Silver) —1, G. South. 2, W. Gamon. 3. W. Bishop, Dorchester.

he. H. Yardley; F. Graham; W. Gamon; W. B.Tegetmeier, Finchley, London;
W. Bishop. c.H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—I, W. B. Mapplebeck, jun. 3, W. Bishop

S, he, and c, F. Graham.
Antweepb (Silver Dun).— 1, C F. Copeman, BinniuGham. 2, W. Gamon. 3, H.

Yardley. he, W. Slater; W. Gamon (2); W. Van Wart, Birmingham.
A.sTWERP9(Blne).— 1, W. Gamon. 1', H. Yardley. 3, J. W. Ludlow. hc.W.

Vsn ^'art \V Slatsr
ANTWERPsfRed chequered).—1,2, and 3. W.Gamon. c,W.Ellis; W. Slater.

A.NTWERP8 (Blue Cliequered).—!, W. Gamon. 2 and 3, J. W. Ludlow, /tc, W.
Gamun; H. Yardley.
ANTU'EkPs (Uoming).—Cup and 3, W. Ellis. 2, J. J. Sparrow, lie, H. Yardley ;

W. ElJia {!) ; J J. Sparrow, c W. B. Tegetmeier.
Any other Variety.-I. J. W. Ludlow ; W. Harvey. 2. H. Yardley ; J. W.

Ludlow. 3, W. B MapDlebeck, jim. ; H. Yardley. he, ft. Fulton ; J. W. Ludlow.
c, W. B. Mapplebeck, jun , H. Yardley (3) ; J. W. Ludlow.

Judges.—Poultry ; Mr. J. Baily, Mount Street, Grosvenor
Square, London, Classes 11 to 24, 39 to 52, 69 to 71. Mr. J.

Dixon, North Park, Clayton, Bradford, Clasaes 53 to 63, 98, 99,

105 to 111. Mr. E. Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Bir-
mingham, Classes 25 to 38, 88 to 91, 100 to 104. Mr. W. H.
Lane, New Street, Birmingham, Classes 76 to 79, 93 to 97.

Mr. B. Lowe, Comberford, Tamworth, Classes 80 to 87. Mr.
J. H. Smith, Skelton Grange, York, Classes 72 to 75, 92. Mr.
B. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston, Classes 1 to 10. Pigeons : Mr.
H. Child, Brunswick Bead, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, Classes
129, 149 to 157. Mr. F. Esquilant, 4, Effra Road, Brixton,
London, Classes 112 to 128, 130 to 135. Mr. Harrison Weir,
9, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, Loudon, Classes 136 to 148, 158.

CHIPPENHAM POULTEY SHOW.
" Sometimes there are clouds of gloom.

But these are transient all.

If the shower will make the Rosea bloom,
Oh, why lament its fall ?"

But as on Thursday, November 26th, 1874, after the week's
frosts, incessant rain for a month will not make the roses bloom
again this year, one must confess we did lament its fall,

especially as it fell and brought with it snow, and sleet, and
mist. It was not in the pleasantest of tempers that we entered
the Poultry Show, and we did not find much there to raise the
spirits. Some of the birds were very good, but the arrangements
were wretched. When we left late in the afternoon there was not
a catalogue ready, though we walked to the printers ourselves
and tried to obtain one ; and as for the pens, the least said of them
the better—mere empty boxes, tea-chest-looking affairs, with
wire nailed on the fronts. Surely next year the Committee will
send to Southampton and see what Mr. Billett can do for them.
The greater part of the birds, too, were in a very cold place, and
looked at times quite miserable, but then the day was most de-
pressing, and being a small Show we must not be too critical.

We hope, however, next year to find some improvements. Mr.
Hodson judged, and his awards gave great satisfaction. We
feel sure he must have had some difficulty, for some of the pens
were in perfectly inaccessible dark corners, and the pens did
not go on smoothly, but up and down three tiers, and so some
birds in a class were on the dark floor, and others in a high
position and good light.
Dorkings came first. The first and second were two good

pens of coloured birds in fine condition, and certainly above the
average quality ; third highly commended (Pope), a large pen
of Whites, but cock loose in comb and bad colour in wings

;

7 (Orledge), a fair pullet. Spatiish made up quite a smait class.
The first-prize pen had a beautiful old cock and a hen with a
capital face. The second-prize pen was a good pair also, as were
Mrs. Bartrum's two pens 10 and 11. Game had two classes;
the Reds were the best, the winning pens being two smart pens,
and nicely shown. 17 (Stagg), a good hen of fine shape. Cochins
were fourteen pens. The first prize went to old Whites, the hen
rather small and with a shade of colour on her breast. The
cook was the bird third at the Palace ; he is good in colour, but
has a poor comb and seems weak in the legs. The third went
to nice Partridge chickens. 37 (Pearson) had a large lemon
cock, but a poor hen. -14 (Holmes), a good-shaped White hen,
but poor in comb, and the cockerel with her yellow. Brahmas
were in one class, and they mustered thirty-one pens. The first
went to a nice showy pen of Lights, which had the good luck
to be in a high pen and in good light. The third went to fair
Darks. 53 (Scammell), a nice-shaped Light cockerel with a bad
comb. 75, Highly commended (Magga), a nice pen. We were
really much pleased with the Hamhiirghs, one seldom sees so
good a lot at the southern agricultural shows. In Spaugled the
first were very good in comb and lobe, and a bargain at catalogue
price of '.£2 2s. Second also good and cheap. 90 (Orledge) a good
cockerel. In the Pencilled, 91 (Carr), the first-prize cockerel was

a very good bird, and won well; second also a nice pen of
Golds. Polands only had three pens, but we think the first

was almost the best pen in the Show of any breed. They were
very beautiful Silvers, the cock with a wonderfully fine crest,
and the hen well marked. Second very poor White-crested
Blacks. Game Bantams were only middling. Black Reds first

and Duckwings second ; we liked the latter pen best, they were
of the best colour. 109 (Wingfield & Andrews), a very fair

13en. In the Variety Bantam class Gold-laced won first, a rather
nicely marked pair. Second Blacks, a little coarse. 110 (Law),
a nice pair of White Frizzled. The Variety class was a large

one, but principally a poor lot. The first went to an exceedingly
fine pair of Malays in very good feather ; the second to a nica
pair of Groves, though the hen was rather brown in crest. 12G
(Fry), a very fair pair of Andalusians, the cockerel with a good
comb, and his shape very good. In the Cross-breeds a large pair
of Brahma Dorkings were first. They were nearly thorough
Brahmas, and seemed a large and useful pair of birds.

Turkeys and Geese were very good ; the first-prize pen of the
latter went to a pair of Mottled, very fine and heavy.
Rouen Ducks did not seem a grand lot, the first-prize pen

easily ahead. The winning Aylesburys were large and good,
but their pens were so small they did not show to advantage.
!n the Variety Duck class Blacks won the prizes. We liked the
Duck in the first-prize pen very much, and we admired the
drake in 177 (Stagg). The second pen was not so good as two or

three of the highly commended ones, they were bo very large,

though good in colour and head.
In the Game-cock sweepstakes there were only two pens, both

Mr. Stagg's, so he won back for his prizes his own entry fees,

minus Is. per pen, and gained in addition the additional botmty
of X'l given by the Society. We furnish a complete list of

awards below.
Dorkings.—1, 2, and he, J. Pope, Corsley, Warminster, c, J, Orledge, Chip-

penham.
Spanish.—!, J. R. Rodbard. Wrington. 2, Mrs. Tonkin, Bristol, lie, Mrs. J.

K. Bartrum, CbippeDharii (2).

Gams.—Biacfc-breasierf and other Beda.—l and he, W. H. Stagg. Netherayon.
2, E. F Woodman, Cireuceeter. c, J, Dimmock, Bowood. Any other variety,
—1 and he, F. Baily, Calne. 2, G. Hanks. Malmesbury.
Cochins.—1, J. Turner, West Hayes, Bath. 2, Hon. Mrs. Sni^den, Wells,

Somerset, he. Rev. C. R. J. Pearson, Buckland, Durham ; Mrs. Tonkin ; Mrs.
J. T. Hnlmes. Bath, e, Hon. Mrs. Sagden; Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loe;
H Haddrell, Calne.
Behiimas —1, Mrs. J. T. Holmes. 2. H. Haddrell. ftc, J. S. Maggs, Tetbury.

c, W. K. Smith, Bath; J. R. Rodbard; H. Haddrell.
HiUHCRGHs.— O'oiti or Silver-ai)angled.—\, C. Topp. 2,T. Reeves, jun., Brat.

ton. he, H. H. Thompson, ColeshUl; J. Ojledge. Gold or Silver pencilled.—
I, J. Carr, Swansea. iJ, J. Ackerman, Witney, Oxon. ^c,T. Reeves, jun. c, J,
Orledge.
Polands.— 1, J. Hinton, Warminster. ?, Hon. Mrs. Sugden.
Bantams.—Game. -1, E. C. Philips. Brecon. 2, G. S. Samsbury, Devizes, he,

G. Hanks; Wiugfield & Andrews, Worcester. Any other variety.—\, R. W.
Marliii, Bath. 2, B. F. Parrott, Henbury. he. Rev. R. V. Law, christian MaUord,
c, Rev. R. V. Law; B. F. Parrott; J. S. Maggs.
Any other Distinct Breed.— 1, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, J. H. Ward.

Garsnge, Dorset, he, G. Moule, Melksham; J. C. Fry, Marohfield; R, W.
Martin, e. J. Pope ; M. H. Sturt, Pcwsey.
Cross Breeds.— 1, J. S. Maggs. 2. A. Gregory, Chippenham.
TcKKEVS.— 1, Miss J. Milward. 2, N. M. Brown, Langley Fitzurse. he, I.

Smith, Chippenham, e, R. Spaokman, Broughton GiCTord.
Geese.- 1, A. Spackman. 2 and e, G. Hanks.
Ducks. — iioutn. — l, Rev. E. Handley, Battonsborough. 2, J. S. Ma^gs.

Aylesbury.—I, J. S. Maggs. 2, G. HanUs. Any other variety.—I, Q,S, Sams.
bury. 2, G Hanks, he, G. Hanks : H. Brown. Monkton, Swindon.
Sweepstakes for Game Cock.—1 and 2, W. H. Stagg, Netheravon.

Judge.—Bev. F. G. Hodson.

DUMFRIES AND MAXWELLTOWN POULTEY
SHOW.

By far the largest and best Show ever held at Dumfries came
off on November 27th and 28th, and not alone were the entries

large, but the quality showed a marked progress upon all

previous Shows. The Mechanics' Hall is a building well adapted
for the purpose ; and while it is far from prepossessing outwardly,
the interior is handsomely decorated, and on this occasion
ornamented with foliage plants. The pens in which the poultry
were shown were of wood with wire fronts, the only fault being
that they were rather small for the lar^e varieties, and the
examination of these was consequently rather difficult.

First on the list were the Dorkings (mostly Sliver- Greys), and
we can congratulate the owners upon the possession of some
capital birds in both old and young, the colour, size, and style

being in all respects correct. Spanish were a moderate lot, with
the exception of the winners; but these were good in both young
and old, the latter winning the medal. Cochins any age were
first and second old, and third youug, all good in colour except
the second, the cockerel. In young some of the best birds were
badly matched. Cinnamon cocks being mated to Buff pullets iu

some cases, but the winners were well matched and good_ in

colour. Brahmas in both sections were grand, Dark winning
first, second, and medal, and a nice pen of Light ones third,

the medal pen being uncommonly good iu shape and foot-feather-

ing. The youug birds were a large class and mostly noticed,

the first, a neat and perfect pen, were not the largest ; second
large, but scarcely so forward ; the third-prize cockerel looked
older and more worn, but the pullet was most exquisitely pen-
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cilled. In Red Game the first were a pen of Black Reds, not as

Btyliah as some, bnt very Bonud and hard in flesh and feather

;

second and third Brown Reds, the first old and second young,
good in all particulars, but scarcely of the fashionable shade of

colour. Dackwings and Piles were rather irregularly shown,
many of the hens not good in colour ; the first, Duckwiugs, very
neat, bnt young and small; second also of that variety, larger,

but not equal in colour ; third very sound Piles, rather short of

colour.
With the exception of the winners the Hamhurghs were not

good; the Gold-spangled, excepting the first two, being especially

poor. The first in Silver-spangled were a good sturdy pen, and
well worthy their position. As a class the Gold-pencilled were
by far the best, the medal for the section being awarded here
to a perfect pen of chickens, the Silver-pencilled running these

very closely, but the rest in this class were but poor. A class

was provided for Houdans, and this was well filled, and most
of the birds were very good, the winners of high quality, the

first-prize cock and second-prize hen being two of the best

crested birds we have ever seen. Scotch Greys were not good,

for although these were generally well marked, yet the cocks

were mostly white in tail. Silver Fohinds were first in the

Variety class, and Gold second, the third being a neat pen of

Criues. The Selling class was large, and many birds changed
hands; eighteen pens of these were noticed. Aylesbury i)ucis

were good, but Rouens even better; every pen of the latter was
noticed. In Sebright Bantams the winners were all Golden,
and of fair quality. Black were pretty good as a class, the first-

and-medal pen one of the best we have seen of late, small, neat,

perfect in comb, and extremely well furnished ; second a neat
pen, bnt large ; and third good, but not in full feather. Whites
were very poor. In Red Game Bantams the first were a capital

pen of old birds; second Brown Reds; and third also Black
Beds, the latter failing in colour, but very good in style. In the

next class Duckwings and Piles were the winners, the first

grand, but looking a little sickly.

Pigeons.—There were nine classes, Powi^rs being first on the
list. This class was not good, but a really good pen of Whites
was first. In Carriers, the first were Duns of great merit; the
second Blacks, younger, but grand in style and carriage ; the
third, also Blacks, were rather broad in skull. Fantails were
very good, many of these being very good in carriage and
motion, with good tails, and most of these were noticed in the
list. In Tumblers, Short-faced, the first and second were
Almonds, and third Black with splashed necks. In common
Tumblers, of which there were twenty-two entries, there were
some capital birds ; the first a perfect pair of Blue Balds,

second a nice pair of Yellow Mottles, and third Blue Beards.
Brt)-6s were pretty good, Duns taking the first position, Blacks
the second, and Yellows the third. The first-prize Red Jacobins
were very good in all points, but none of the rest were of more
than ordinary merit. In the Variety class a very good pair of

Mottle Trumpeters were awarded first, the second being Black
Trumpeters, and third Yellow Turbits.

It is long since we saw a show better managed than this, the
Secretary, Mr. Maxwell, with a capital Committee, looking well

to the comfort of the birds. There was a large and good show
of Canaries and other cage birds, most of which were of the
Scotch Fancy varieties.

DoRKlxog.-MetJal, .T. rnnninshaTn. Tflrbreocb, Cast!e-T>on(iIaw. 2 an<i vhr*

G. F. Lyon, Kirkraichael. Dumfries. 8. W. F. H. Arundell, Dumfries, he, R-
Reid, BoUinhirat, Caoonbie 12). Chickens.—I and 2, J. CunuinglKim. S, R.
Reid. he, Capt. A. P. C. Maxwell, Terregles ; G. F. Lyon ; W. F. H. Arunilcll.

e, Capt. A. P. c. Maiwell ; G. F. Lyon.
Spanish. — Medal, — Wa'lace, Anchenbrain, Mauchline. 2, W. M irtin,

Stranraer. 3 and he. .1. Pool, .Milnfield, Annan. Chiekens.—l, M. A. "Wither.
Stranraer. 2, W. Wallace. 3, W. Martin, he, Mi-^s H. Robinson. Wigton ; J.

Pool, Milnfield, Annan.
Cochin-china.—Medal, W. Martin. 2. G. F. Lyon. Damfriee, 8, T. Kennedy,

Dumfries, /ic, K. Reid. C/?i[-lfns.—l. R. Maxwell, Dnmfriea. 2 and S, G, F.
Lvon. he, rapt. A. P. C. Maxwell; T. Kennedy : W. Martin.
Brahma P.)otr*s.—Medal and 2. R. Maxwell. 8. A. F. Faulkner, vhe, R.

Reid. C'u>/c.'».s',— 1, G. F. Lyon. 2 and r'MT.R. Maxwell. 3. H. Wilkinson. Earby,
Skipton. he, Mrs, Black, Caatle-Douglas ; T. Kennedy; G. F. Lyon, c, A.
Hutchison.
Gamk.—Blaek Reds, and other lieds mid Blues.—Medal and vhe, J. A. Mather,

Nithstde, Cluseburn. 2 and 3, J- Broueh, Carliale. lie, J. Robertson. Lochma-
ben : Miws Knott, Tinmfriea. c. D. Walke'-, Ileatbfield. Holywoi.>il ; R. Bryden,
Locbmaben. DiLckirtti(n>, nHiites, and oilier Qrey!i.—Me'^a\ A. M'Adain.C.istle-
DougUe. 2 and e, .1. A. Mather, Nithside, Closeburn. 3, J, Brough. he, J.

Robertson (2); —Martin, MeMrum, Georgetown, Dumfries; J, A. Mather; J.
Craik. Dumfries, e. J. A Mather.
HAiiBURan^.—Golden'Spangled —1 and 2. G. F. Lyon. S and c, W. Mai-tin.

Silver-spangled.—Medal. W. Martin. 2 and 3. T. Murray. Dumfries.
HAMBrRGHS —Golden-peneillc'l.- Medal, \V. Driver, Keisjhley. 2. T. Murray.

8. W. Linton, Selkirk. he,K. Muir, Caimbill, Kilmarnock: G. F. Lyon. r. L,
Boncb, Aspatria. Silver peneilted.~l, W. Martin. 2, J. Lochhead, KiJbarchan.
S and c, R. Muir.
HonDANS.—Medal, A. Wither, Stranraer. 2. Miss H. Robinson, Wilton. 8,,r.

Lambie. Patbhead, Cumnock, vhe. Miss H. Robinson ; L, Boueh. he. Miss H.
Robinson : G. F. Lyon ; H. Wilkinson ; B. Carlisle. Nunholm, Dumfries, c, D.
B. Hope, Oakfieid, Dumfries : J Pool, Milnfield, Annan
Scotcb-Ghets—I, J. Fulton, Btilh. 2 and ftc, G F.Lyon. 3, A. H. Paton,

Cross, Kilmarnock, c. W. Lawson. Pleasance, Dumfries.
Ant other VARiF.Tr.— 1 and 3. W. Martin. 2, R. Reid. he, G. Anderfon,

Accrington, Lancashire; D. B. Hope (HometB) : Miea Knott (Polands); J. M
Wilson. Kilmarnock; A. Wvllie, Johnstone, Paisley, c. Miss Knott (Poland:-).

SKl.i.n«G Clas".—l.R Irviuff, Kirkhouse, Milt'>n, Oarlisle. S.W.Martin. 3,— Wallace. 4 and S. 6. F. Lvon (Cochins and Ducks). 6, W. F. H. Arundell.
vhe, W. Martin ; W. F. H. Arundell. lie. T. Armstronfr. Abbeytjwn, Carlisle
Bantams); G. Anderton; G. F. Lyon (Brahma Pootras); R. Reid; W. F. H.

Arundell; R.Kerr, Closeburn (2). c, Miss Knott (Dorkings anij Cochins): J.
Pool.
VvoKS.—Aylesburif.—l. — WaU&oe. 2 and 3, G. F. Lyon. vhe. M. Smith,

Townhead, Thornhill ; W. Martin, he. Major Bowden, Locbfield, Maxwell-
town; M. H. MaxweW. Dumfries: Mrs. Pattie. Castlevards. Torthorwald (2);W Martin. ifOMCn.-Medal, W. Martin. 2. J. A. Mather, Nithside, Closeburn.
8. G. F Lyon, he, — Wallace ; G. F. Lyon ; T. Maxwell, Auldgirth ; W. Martin

;

W. F. n Arundell. e, W. Lawson
Bantams.— Go/fi rtnrf Si/t'cr-frtcrrf.—1.?, and 3, J. Robertson. Blaek —Med&l

and 3, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, Maochester. 2 and he, J. M'Laren, Kilmarnock.
vhe, J. Robertson, c, J. Robertson ; W. Roberlaon, Stewarton ; J. Lochhead,
Kilharchan ; W Atkinson. Kellside, Kendal. White.—!, J. Robertson. 2, G.
M'Kechnie. Fairpirth, Colvend.
Game —Blaek R.ds and oOierfierfa.-Medal, W. Atkinson 2, J. Huie. Kendal.

8. J. Mair, Belzies, Lochmaben. vlie,Mias H Robinson, Wigton ; M. Smith,
Townhead, Thornhill. he, .T, Morrison, Gateside, Colvend; A.Blair, Lambhill,
Dollar, c, M. Smith. Duckwings and other Qreys.—1, R J. Hartley. Altrin
Cham. 2. G. Briggs, Dumfries, 3, J. M'Laren, Kilmarnock, /w, J. Little,
Dumfries.

PIGEONS.
PoUTEES.—Medal, J. M'Donald, Portobollo. 2, W. S. M'Allisler, Lanark. S,

Miss Knott.
Carriehs. — Medal and 2, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford. 3, A. Hutchison,

Stranraer, e, J. E. Spence, Broughty Ferry.
Fantails.— 1, T. Douglas. Thornhill. 2, J. C. Spence. 3, J. Lambie. vhe.

Miss Knott; T.Douglas; Cumming& Fleming, Cross, Beith, /ic, .7. F. Liver-
sedge. Newark [i); T. Dougla^i.
Tumblers. - .9)wr(-/(icerf.—Medal, W. Brydone, Langton Mains, Duuse. 2, J.

Turner. 3, J. Smart, Montrose, he, T. Douglas, c, E. MKie, Maxwelltown,
Common.— \, 3. Thomson, Maxwelltown. 2. Cumramg& Fleming. 3, J. Bry-
done, Cavinton, Dunae. vhe, 3. Craig, Dumfries ; J, Day, Edinburgh, he, J.
Hannah, Maxwellowa (2); J.Douglas, Dumfries: J.Stewart, Pathheail, Cum-
nock ; It. Kerr. Closeburn. e, J. Murray, Maxwelltown; J. Turner; T.
Douglas (2) ; R. Kerr.
Babbs.—1. J E. Spence. 2, J. Brydone. 3, R. Service, Maxwelltown. vhc,yj,

Brydone. /ir, J, Craig, Dumfries, c, E. M'Kie ; J. Day.
jAcoBivs.-l, W. Brydone. 2, J. Brydone. 3, J. Lambie. /(C, J. Lambie; J.

Smart. Montrose.
ANY other Variety —Medal, J. & W. Towerson. 2, A. Hutchison, Stranraer.

8, J. Brydone. h^.3. Lambie; A.Patrick: J. & W. Towerson. c, J, Smart;
W. Shearer, Dumfries (Turtle Doves) ; G. Black (Turtle Doves).

CAGE BIRDS.
Scotch Y^^cy.—Yellow. -Coek.—\, 3. Thorpe, Dumfries. 2, J. Wilson,

Grenock. 8. A. Harkness, Kirkconnel. 4. R. Bryden. Lochmaben. Hen.—1,
and 4. R. Bryden. 2. A Harkness. 8, J. Little. Dumfries.
SCOTCH Fancy.—li»if.—Cocfc.—l, J. Little. 2, A, Harkness. 3, J. Thorpe,

Dumfries, 4, J. Ritchie. Hen.—1, W. Love. 2, J. Ritchie. 3, J. Little, 4, A.
Harkness.
Piebalds.—rc((oH'.—Cocfc.—l, J. Little. 2, J. Thorpe. 3, J. Stewart. 4, R,

Bryden. Hen—\, W. Clark, Langholm. 2, J. Thorpe. 3, J. Ritchie. 4, J.
Mviredie. Stranraer,
Piebalds —Biiff.—Coek.—l, R. Bryden. 2. J. Ritchie. 3, J. Thorpe. 4, J.

Little Hen —1. J. Little. 2, J. Wilson, Grenock. 3 and 4, J. Thorpe.
Belgians.-Cocfc.—1. J. Thorpe 2, J M Quhae, Maxwelltown, 3, J. Wilson,

HeTi.— 1, J. M'Quhae. 2, J. Edgar, Maxwelltown, 3, R. Bryden.
Goldfinch Mules.- rc(toic or Buff —I, 3. Thorpe, Dumfries. 2, J. Richard-

son, Dumfriei 3, J Ruase'l. 4, W. Thomsou.
GoLDF nch.— 1 and 4. J. Thorpe. 2, A. West, Lockerbie. 3, D. Coupland.
Selling class —1 and 5, A. Harkness, 2, R. Bryden. 3, J. Thorpe. 4, R.

Edgar. 6, J. Little.
Parrots or Foreign Birdi op any Description.-1, J. M. Wilson, Kilmar-

nock. 2, D Shearer. Dumfries. 8, A. Smith, vhe. Miss G. Charteris.

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons : Mr. B. Htitton, Pudsey,
Leeds. Canaries : Mr. R. Crawford, Kilbirnie, and Mr. T.
Buchanan, Glasgow.

KILMARNOCK POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.;
(,From a Correspondent.)

Pouters numbered 125 pens, and, though some noted lofts

were unrepresented, the quality was quite up to what we have
seen at Glasgow and Edinburgh. We were curious to see if the
"Any other colour or marking" controversy would have any
effect in altering or modifying the judging of Mr. Huie this year,

more especially as wo heard some little grumbling among the
Glasgow men as we entered. Before going over the classes we
confess to a little surprise that several noted birds were not
placed higher ; but after a careful examination, with the neces-

sary allowances in criticising this variety, it was our opinion,

with the few exceptions noted below, that Mr. Huie had done
his work in his usual admirable style. Bat let no one suppose
that his colour and markings will be leniently dealt with. The
controversy has not touched the sacred stanilard, and all alarm
may now cease. Shape, with colour and markings, constitutes

Mr. Huie's Pouter.

The Black or Blue cocks showed few indifferent birds. 592

deserved the commendation awarded; 591, a nice bird in bad
order; 595, fourth prize, had nice globe and style, but was too

short in feather; 593 ought at least to have been commended ;

599, third-prize, we did not much like ; GOO, second-prize, a
splendidly limbed bird, close up to 606 ; the winner, a splendid

Black in all points. No. 604 was a good bird as we saw him, not

noticed.
Red, Yellow, and Mealy cocks were put together. Fourth-

prize, a finely shaped Yellow, well marked but bad in colour.

Same may be said of third-prize ; 612, a capital bird, deficient in

globe. The first and second were well placed, and good deep
Reds

;
pen 62-1, highly commended, was one of the surprises.

This bird has got a trifle heavier in shoulder, but in show he is

still a splendidly shaped bird. He is bad in colour and only

fair in marking.
Any-other- colour cocks showed nothing special, with the ex-

ception of the winner. We thought the fourth-prize a mistake,

as he showed a hooked limb and appeared deficient in style.

Better birds, in otir opinion, were passed over.

Black or i51ue hens were very good. The first and second
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were splendidly limbed, but we failed to get them into proper

show ; the third was a nice Black ; 613, a good Black, too shy to

show; 649, the fourth, was showing beaatifally as we passed,

and might have taken the hononra had her moult been com-
pleted. 652 contained a meritorious hen, highly commended.
In hens, the Reds, Yellows, and Mealies competed. 656, third-

prize, was very good in shape but washed-out in colour ; 662

contained a nice Yellow hen. We preferred the second-prize to

the first in this class; 664 contained all that a hen Pouter should
be, beating all iu the class easily. Her coloar (mealy) must have
weighed heavily against her.

In Any-other-coloar hens the first and second were well

placed, but we preferred 672, highly commended, to the third

and fourth.

Young cocks formed an excellent class, and the most exacting

could find no fault with the judgment. A commendation was
here worth something. The winners were first-class birds. 638
contained a nice bird, thin in limb. We did not admire the
hooked limb in the highly commended pen 689. 690 contained
a promising bird rather gay in marking.
Young hens were also an excellent class. 692 was full of

excellence, save in colour; so also was 694, but both were left

out in the cold. First and second were good in limb, but the
fourth beat all in the class for style. We thought her, however,
a little short in feather to look at.

Carriers.—The cock class had some good specimens. The
first and second-prize birds were grand. In hens, the only bird

good all round was Mr. Baddeley's. None of the others deserved
special notice. In the class for birds bred in 1874, the first and
second were strong and long in feather and face, the first

somewhat Parrot-beaked; we liked the second better, he was
better eyed, and had a good box beak. Perhaps a auspicious
blank iu the plumage in the neck had something to do with the
placing of the bird.

Short-faced Tumblers viere only fair, we have seen better birds

when a local fancier exhibited in this class. The first was good
in colour, but deficient in head properties.
Barbs contained nothing of special note ; there were none of

those old used-up worn-out birds, whose life must be burden-
some to themselves, but there were a few with the requisite

width of skull. They were as well judged as could be expected
considering the birds to be dealt with. In Barbs bred in 1874

Mr. Oharlton must have overlooked the white tail in the hen in

the first pen ; besides, we suspect her neighbour had made her
debut in 1873. This class was only fairish.

Trumpeters.—Mr. Vander Meersch's Black first, closely fol-

lowed with Mr. Lederer's Mottle; none of the others above
mediocre, and some far below it. We would have awarded the
special to this class, as the best bird in it was superior to any-
thing in either Short faces or Barbs.
Fantails.—A large class, and to the uninitiated every bird as

good as its neighbour, and a great deal better. Mr. Charlton
must have had some difiioulty in selecting the prize birds, and
yet we think his decisions were correct. The Beith fanciers

have got the right thing in Fans and they came well to the front.

Jacobins.—Fifty-three pens, the largest class in the Show.
Mr. Brydone put his best foot foremost here, and won with a

splendid Jack; Mr. Gilmour's second was a Red; third, a well-

conditioned White, and the fourth a Yellow. Some of those left

out in the cold were fully as good as the last two.
Turbits, in pairs : here Mr. Brydone had luck, being first

again ; we think this was the most manifest mistake Mr. Charl-
ton made. How he could overlook their faults we cannot divine

;

they did not match, one was a peak the other a shell, or rather
they were neither the one nor the other. We would have put
third first, and fourth second ; Mr. Angus's second third, and
Mr. Muir's 933 fourth.
English Owls.—We were disappointed with this class, most of

the birds were badly matched ; Mr. Ridley's birds were kite-

barred, but were placed first. We liked Mr. Yuill's 962 better;
in head, beak, gullet, and rose they were head and shoulders
beyond the other, but perhaps they had too much African blood
in them.
Flying Tumblers had classes for Self-colours and Blue-barred,

or Any other colour. First, in Selfs splendid Blacks ; capital
Mottles carried off the honours in the other class.

Common Pigeons. — Seventeen pairs exhibited; this class

might well be dispensed with.

Nuns were a fair class. Some birds, otherwise meritorious,

lost themselves through want of condition and cleanliness.

Ayiy other Varietij were a very mixed lot indeed, African

Owls first. Dragoons second and third, and Swallows fourth; a

pair of foreign Owls, superior to the first, were evidently over-

looked.
Selling Class, limited to 20s., contained nothing of note. We

would advise the Committee to make the limit £3 ; as it was,

several pairs were very cheap. First, Yellow Jacks; second,

Red Barbs ; third, Ice Pigeons ; fourth. Blue Owls.

Balds or Beards, Long or Short-faced ; this is a mistake, and
always unsatisfactory : the Committee must separate the classes
next year. First were nicely bearded, but very bad in colour.
Fourth were also neatly bearded, but worse even in colour.
Second aud third were Balds, the latter neatly cut and good in
colour, and might have been more forward in the prize list.

The owner of a pair in this class in penning his birds allowed
one to escape. Being called in question by one of the Committee
for coming rather close up to the Judge, he explained that he
merely wanted to say that the bird that had escaped was quite
as good as the one left, and he hoped this would be kept in view
while judging them. Had he been allowed to communicate the
same, we would like to have been near Mr. Charlton ; his face
would have been a study for an artist.

{Frotn another Correspondent.)

The following remarks are in c ontinnation and conclusion of

those given last week :

—

Jacobins, Any colour, were a very large class, fifty-two pens in

number. The first prize was given to a Yellow, a splendid bird,

which also carried the extra prize ; second a very good Red
third a White, which we considered did not warrant the place

;

fourth a very good Yellow. This class contained many fine

specimens, and taking into account its great size, must have
been most bewildering to the Judge. With the exception of

Trumpeters we do not know any class that has improved so mnch
as Jacobins within the last few years.

Turbits, Any colour, in pairs.—This was a very pretty and
large class, embracing most of the colours, but unfortunately

many of the, pairs were badly matched. The first-prize was
Silvers, much too coarse for oar taste ; second-prize Reds, very
fair birds ; third Blues, which we thought the best of the three

pairs. The class contained a great many remarkably fine birds,

which would have appeared to greater advantage had they been
shown singly.
English Owls.—A good-sized and pretty class. Many of the

birds, however, appeared much too large and coarse.

Flying Tumblers, Self-coloured, in pairs.—This was a large

and weU-represented class, and particularly interesting to young
fanciers, embracing also Mottles, Beards, Baldheads, &o. The
winning birds—viz.. Blacks, Reds, Whites, and Yellows, were
very well placed, the Mottles, &c., having no chance iu a class

for self-coloured birds. Tumblers, Any other colour, a smaller

but equally good class, containing Mottles, Splashes, &o. In
this class were several pens competing for a prize offered for the

best house Tumbler. Such birds were taken into the Committee-
room and tried singly one after another, a novelty at Pigeon
exhibitions. The prize was won by Mr. Miller's bird. The
performance of this bird was something remarkable, it seldom
rising above 1 foot from the floor, in which space it tumbled
once or twice each time it rose. Mr. Miller has been long cele-

brated for this strain of birds.

Beards or Balds.—A large class, comprising both varieties. As
it contained both long-faced and semi-short-faced birds, it must
have given the Judge a great deal of trouble. Many of the birds

were badly coloured, others bright in colour, others not very
evenly matched, but upon the whole a good class.

Common Pigeons.—Though this class has little attraction for

the experienced fancier, it is of vast interest to those young
aspirants whose purses do not allow of great outlay, but whose
names getting into print constitute them at once members of

the fancy. In this class there were a great many very pretty

birds, such as we used to prize in our earlier days.

Nuns.—With one exception this class were all Blacks. There
was not the trimming in this class which we have so fre-

quently seen at shows.
Any other variety.—A large class, and of great variety. The

awards in this class were well dispersed throughout.
Selling Glass.— Large, and of considerable variety, from

Pouters downwards.
Rabbits.—Variety not a large class, but evidently increasing

in number of entries.

Canakies.—There was a large show of those birds—139 cages,

all Scotch Fancy, little known in the south. In numbers they
were larger, and the Judges pronounced them superior to former
years. There was also a very pretty Eissortment of Mules be-

tween the Goldfinch and Canary. Among those birds was one
of exotic appearance, a Mule between the Goldfinch and Ball-

finch, which attracted much attention. This Mule has been
for many years successfully bred in Scotland. There was also a
very pretty class of the Goldfinch, now a rara avis, though it

used to be indigenous to Britain.

In concluding our remarks on this Show we may state that

the total entries amounted to 1122. There were only two faults

which occurred to us (and what show is perfect?); notwith-
standing all the care and anxiety of the enthusiastic Committee

—

the tables upon which were placed the Pigeon pens were from
12 to 15 inches too low. A visitor under the middle size had to

look down upon the birds, not at them ; therefore even the
Judges were placed at a disadvantage. The Committee, how-
ever, had supplied the Judges with one of the Scotch moveable
show pens, which did great service. The other fault to which
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we allade was the shortness of time allowed for jadgiag. The
judging begtia about 10.30. The doors were open to the public
at 12. There were evidently one or two slips in the last two
classes in Pouters, cocks and hens bred 1871. This is accounted
for by the crowding of visitors into the Show before the judging
was finished. The Conaniittee is fully alive to those disad-
vantages, and intend to have a full day for judging in future, as
well as an alteration in the tables named.

UNITING BEES.
I HAVE mach pleasure in complying with the request of your

correspondents to describe the mode of uniting bees practised
here for some years with invariable sucoess. At the same time
I must confess to a series of failures previous to the adoption of

the system, and it was only after a long and careful study of the
habits and instincts of the bees themselves that we succeeded.
I say we, because I am much indebted for his experience in the
matter to a neighbour who keeps from eighty to a hundred
hives, and who throughout the season will unite the above num-
ber, including those bees he gets from others in the neighbour-
hood who are about to destroy them to get the honey. He drives
the bees and unites them to his own stock. 1 keep from fifteen

to thirty hives, and admit not having the large experience
he has.
By comparing notes we have come to the conclusion that the

following is the best mode of uniting, after many a trial, and
though others of your correspondents in their descriptions of

the process of uniting come pretty near it, there are one or two
points not noticed to which we attach great importance. We
have tried the smearing process, but believe it to be very injurious
to the bees, and wonder now why we ever tried it, seeing the
extremely clean habits of the little workers. To smother them
over in their own sweets is, to say the least, cruel, and bees once
smothered in the way recommended never do any good until a
young stock is reared. We admit they lick each other clean
again, but the hair on the bees is generally all destroyed,
which cannot be good for them ; and besides, it is no preventive
of fighting if they once begin, as we have proved over and
over again. But to our process ; and that it may be useful to

the generality of bee-keepers I will first state the way in which
we proceed with the common straw or wooden skeps with fixed
combs, and then that which we adopt with the Woodbury or
moveable bars.

First, then, we attach great importance to thoroughly frighten-
ing the bees before we begin, by blowing from a piece of cotton
rag some puffs of smoke into the mouth of the skeps to be operated
upon, aud giving the skeps several good raps with the hands.
Shut up the entrance, then turn both skepa upside down; this

will set the bees at once to fill themselves with honey. If it is

known that there are plenty of cells with honey not sealed up
they will fill themselves in ten minutes; but that there may be
no doubt on the point let them be twenty minutes in this posi-

tion, continuing to give them good raps with the hands to rouse
them, at the same time getting everything prepared for what will

follow. Place beside the turned-up skep another empty skep or
box the same height, for the skep which the bees are to be driven
into to rest upon ; then gently remove the board (any bees ia it

should be shaken into the skep), next place the empty skep over
the one the bees are in, and give some raps with the hand, when
they will run into the skep prepared for them in about two
minutes; draw back the skep till the two edges meet—the skep
will rest on the one set for the purpose—let the edges of the two
skeps nearly join, leaving only sufficient room for the bees to

pass from the one skep into the other. All the bees and combs
will now be exposed. It is well to have the two edges of the
skeps meeting at the ends of the combs. When the bees run
along the combs into the skep, a few puffs of smoke and raps
with the palms of the hands will soon cause them aU to leave
the hive.
The queen must now be sought for and destroyed. This is

done by laying a bag or such-like cloth on the ground, and
placing an empty skep on the end of it, with the front raised about
an inch by means of two wooden wedges. Then shake a few
bees down on the sack or cloth, and look for the queen as the
bees run into the empty skep, which they will do rapidly if they
do not hear the sound of the bees still remaining in the hive,

which should be covered with a board and moved aside a short
distance. Sbake out more bees on the cloth until the queen is

found. Should she not be found on the first trial, after all the
bees have been shaken out, which sometimes happens, the same
process must be repeated by causing them to run again into the
hive they were shaken from.
This may seem a laborious process to those who have not tried

it, but really it requires less time to perform than to describe it.

If the queens are both of the same age they may be united
without catching one of them, but in that case it sometimes
happens that a queen-eacasement takes place, which causes
annoyance and sometimes danger to the queens. It is soon
observed when an encasement takes plice by the unsettled state

of the bees, in fact they sometimes leave the hive. When that is

Been lift the skep, and either one or two balls of bees will be
seen with a queen encased in each. One of the queens must be
destroyed, when they will soon settle. We always catch the
queens we wish to destroy in case of accidents.
The two hives are then taken into a dark room with a lamp

burning very low—just sufficient to see the bees, the liame of
the lamp covered with a glass globe in case any of the bees
take wing, which they seldom do. We use a parafiiu lamp.
Lay a cloth on the floor, remove the board from the hive which
is to receive the bees, then shake some of the bees out of the
skep from among the combs. If the skep is heavy this shaking
is not so easily performed. In that case we run or drive about
five thousand, or 1 lb. of bees, into an empty skep, and shake
those bees on the cloth in front of the skep from which they
have just been driven, then shake the whole of the driven bees
among them, when they will all run together into the skep. If

the weather is warm the wedges must be lifted a little higher to

give air, as whenever the bees are disturbed the temperature
rises, and the bees will not run in readily if it is too hot, but if

sufficiently cool they will all run in in a few minutes. They
should remain in a dark room all night, and be placed on any
stance next morning. Not a single bee will be lost or fail to find
out its home.
The process with the moveable bars is slightly diilerent in

practice, the principle is the same. We give them the smoke
and raps with the hands, but do not turn them upside down.
After removing the top, which alarms them enough, we take
out the bars till we find the queen to be destroyed, then place

the other skep to run the bees on the cloth, with the wedges
inserted as before ; shake the bees from two or three of the
combs on to the cloth in front of the skep, take out the combs
from the skep from which the queen has been removed, and
shake all the bees oS the comb among the bees on the cloth,

when they all go into the skep as in the former case. It may
seem from the description of both processes that the latter is the
easier, but really the operation can be performed with the one
sort of hive as speedily as the other, with the exception of its

being more easy to get the queen on the moveable bar than by
running the bees on the cloth.

The merits we claim for our system are, then, first we do not
injure the bees in any way—neither by smearing with honey nor
using fungus or chloroform to stupefy them. Second, we approach
them as nearly as possible to the state they are in when swarming
naturally by filling themselves with food, and by shaking a few
of the bees from the skep in which the others are to be united

on to the cloth; and mixing, as it were, the bees together on the

cloth, they enter the hive as friends, ready to join ia the ad-

vancement of the new home, and not as robbers ; aud third, we
secure their complete subjugation by causing them to unite in

the dark.
I may state, however, that though we advise the taking them

into a dark room as an infallible cure for fighting, and also for

uniting in spring when the weather is cold, we frequently let

the mixing of the bees of both hives on the cloth out of doors
before entering the hive suffice ; but were we to see the least

indication of fighting, we would remove both into the room
at once. When the bees in the hive cease ty make the familiar

hum as those on the cloth and these meet, you may be certain

of a fight, but if the hum is kept up by both parties it is a
certain and joyful union.
When several swarms are to be put into one hive they are all

driven into one empty hive first, all the queens having been
caught except the one fixed on to keep, and mixed with the bees

on the cloth as before described. A few weeka ago as many as

eleven were united to one, on another occasion five, and another

six. In other cases two and three are united, and I can safely

assert that not a single bee was killed by fighting, unless robbers

from other hives came among them, which they are very ready

to do, as they soon smell the honey.—A. Shearer, Yester,

P.S.—In my last communication there was a mistake in the

printing, the price of the honey was Is. 9d., you had it 2s. 9d.

—A. S.

HIVES.
"Apicdla" takes up the cudgels against wooden hives iu defence

of Mr. Pettigrew, but he must give us some better reason iu

proof of the superiority of hives of straw over hives of wood
than the one only advantage he has alleged. We are all agreed

that straw is a very excellent material for the manufacture of

hives ; it is both cooler in summer and warmer in winter, and
wooden hives must be protected accordingly. I am not so sure

as to the superior dryness of the one over the other. If coated

with propolis iu the interior the difference is }iil, and all hives

become so coated after a time. However, I will match this pre-

sumed advantage of the straw hive by the superior advantage of

the wooden hive in point of durability; and the other I will

match by the fact that I never yet heard of mice entering a

wooden hive, whose entrances therefore do not require to be
" narrowed so that only two or three bees can come out at the
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same time," that is to say if the entrances are only properly

contrived: -whereas, narrow the entrances of straw hives as

much as you please, you will never be secure against the en-

trance of mice any given night, as they can nibble the straw in

a very brief time. This narrowing of the entrances of hives in

winter I think a most objectionable plan, save only occasionally

in very cold or windy weather. The more air that can find its

way into a hive in winter in moderation, the better for the bees

and for the hive itself.—B. & W.

There is an old saying, "The proof of the pudding ia in the

eating;" and after reading Mr. Pettigrew's condemnation of

frame and other wooden hives, lam at a loss to understand how
it was that at the Crystal Palace Show the straw skep was, coca-

pared with the frame Live, "nowhere." In Class 8, " for the

largest and best harvest from one stock under any system," but
one exhibit appeared from a skep against eight from wood
hives. The class for the best straw super of honey above
20 lbs., for which three prizes were offered, brought forward but

two entries with not many pounds to spare; whilst for the cor-

responding class in wood twenty-eight competitors put in an
appearance, half of them over 40 lbs. and one nearly bOlbs. ; and
the same disparity, more or less, appears ia classes of smaller
weights. Suffice it to say, that with exactly the same prizes

and conditions for supers, three classes each, straw sent six

competitors and wood sixty-two : the disparity in gross weights
was still more astounding. Thinking possibly Mr. Pettigrew
is content with his 130 lbs. in the hive, without troubling for

supers, t am at a loss to know why he or some of his dis-

ciples did not show in Class 20, " for the best display of comb for

table use." Why, the surplus side combs from two such hives
would have carried all before them ; whilst the fact was, not a
single entry came from a straw skep. Is not the assumption
manifest that the skep-owners knew they had no chance.
Oh ! what can Mr. Pettigrew be thinking of when he writes

the hives used by the advanced bee-keepers of Scotland have not
been altered or improved for fourscore years? In the name of

conscience where is their advancement ? Has he never heard
of the far-famed Stewarton hives ? If not, I only wish he had
been present at the Show to see the beautiful display of the
purest honey and comb, all from the despised wooden hives,

and to which we southerners were not ashamed to knock under.
I echo the hope that maoy bee-keepers of England will emulate
the apiarians of the north. Much may be learned from them,
and perhaps they may gather a few grains of knowledge from
us. Your correspondent says, if managed on the non-swarming
principle, bar-frame hives are filled with brood from side to side.

Could any better state of things be desired ? Forty-eight
thousand cells in a Woodbury hive, 48,000 young unhatched
bees in their various stages, and this renewed every three weeks!
Add on, say, 30,000 old ones—oh! what an army to fill a super
with pure virgin honey in the whitest of comb never bred in,

worth twice as much as any honey from the brood or bee-bread
combs.
Mr. Pettigrew says he does not expect ever to find any

other kind of hive equal to his for profit and convenience. I
am not so presumptuous, and expect to find gradual improve-
ments, which in time will render the best of our present hives
obsolete; and now I say that moveable-frame hives are incom-
parably superior to any closed skep when used by apiarians of in-

telligence, and I believe that in this opinion I should be joined
by tune-tenths of those who have ever given them a fair trial,
*' Apicula," ia the Journal of Nov. 2fjth asserts, "At the Crystal
Palace Show it is well known there was no exhibition of straw
hives, therefore no comparison could be made." His assertion
ia wrong. Straw hives competed in four classes out of six, and
comparison was made to their discomfiture ; there was no reason
why they should not have competed in the remaining classes.
The controversy between straw and wood hives seems to me to
have run into a wrong channel. I for one do not champion
wood against straw, bat a hive one can investigate against a
hive one cannot. Have straw if you will, but don't work in the
dark, even though the bees do.—John Hunter, Eaton Bise,
Ealing.

[We have several more communications on this subject, and
they shall be published as soon as possible—Ens.J

OUR LETTER BOX.
Common Pheasants (Alpha).—Yon will have no difiiculty in wintering

yoar Pheafiant8. We keep oar Goldea Pheasants where they lave no shelter
of any kind. We kept them formerly where they could get under cover if
they would, bat they never availed themselves of it. They had perches wlth-
ont cover, and others in a roofed and sheltered Bpot. We never knew them
use the latter, and when going round at daybreak in the winter we have often
seen them on the outer perches with the white frost thick on their backs.
They do not sufler in any way from the cold. Oar common Pheasants never
have any shelter. We hardly thick you will do well to keep thetwobretds
together when the layinj? season comes on. We fear they will fiffht. Such a
space as you describe, 6'J feet by 15, will afford divliling, and a few Pheasant
hurdles will enable you to do it at any time.

Ego Protruihsg (Sabina).—The accident you describe happeua only to

pallets. Nothing is easier than the remedy. Take a wing feather, dip it in

sweet or castor oil, the latter the beet, lubricate the egg membrane that pro-

trudes and covers the egg. This will produce an action. As soon as it occurs

introduce the feather between the membrane and the shell of the egg; the

egg will be laid Immediately. Watch the bird for a few days, and when un-

easiness appears, indicated by a semi-upright position and by the tail droop-

ing, catch her, take a feather steeped in oil, aud introducing it into the egg-

pas^iiages, keep on till you reach the egg, which will soon be laid. It is a dis-

order peculiar to pullets. Yoo need have Ultle trouble about the case.

Heaviest Goose and Turkey (T. fl. Z,.).—We are unable to answer all

your questions as we have to draw on our memory. We believe a Goose has
been exhibited weighing 30 lbs. "Ve have seen a Turkey that weighed 34 lb?.

As a rule, the heaviest Geese are shown by Mr. J. K. Fowler, of Aylesbury,

and the heaviest Turkeys by Mr. Lythall, brother to the Secretary of the

Birmingham Show.
"Common" Class of Pigeons at a Show (A Duffer).—yfe apprehend

that a good judge in judging this class would give the prize to a well-matched
pair of true Dove-house Pigeons, which are properly Chequer, not as you
mention. Blue with black bars. The class you name is such an unusual one
that probably a judge would award the prize to the prettieet pair shown,
which very likely would be some half-bred Tumblers or remote cross ; bat the

Chequered Dove-house is undoubtedly the real common Pigeon of this country,

known among naturalists as Columba aftims.or Columba agrestis, a chequered
or dappled bluish bird; and a well-matching pair look vtry pretty. At the

same timo a Pigeon judge may know nothing of all this, and follow his own
taste only.
Distinguishing the Sexes of Canaries (W. H.).—Cock birds are more

bold and fierce in general appearance than hens and have a more bloomy
plumage. Their heads are somewhat larger aud longer than the hens', and
they stand a little higher upon their legs. They are alsu more sprightly

in their action. \\Tien in full vigour of song, especially approaching the breed-

ing season, the cock birds can generally be told by (what is uijderstood by
the fancy), "blowing" them. Many fanciers can easily pick out the cock

birds from the hens when in their nesta. We profess to be at home on this

point.

Feeding Canabies ild^m).—The food should consist of canary, email

hemp, German rape, varied occasionally with flax, millet seed, and a few

groata, and powdered biscuit. Now and then a httle German paste (if you
know iiow to prepare it), may be given if the birds are kept for singing pur-

poses. Breeding with them temporarily spoils their singing. Green food

may be supplied in the spring time and during summer. In the autumn and
winter months they are better without it. In the early spring dandelion

(especially), and young lettuce may be given, and a little flowering groundsel

und chickweed as the summer approaches, followed-up in June and July

with plantain stems, plenty of which may be foimd growing wild. A little

lettuce seed and a piece of salt the size of a bean con be suppUed occasion-

ally, both of which will teed to purify the sjslem. No sugar at any time whilst

the bird is healthy. The above dietary will suffice to keep them in good health.

Age at which Canaries Sing (Wtmi.—Most birds commence to warble

in their youth—about five or six weeks old. Lite babies, when they once get

into voice they make free use of it. At the above age the birds are not so free

in song as when they have finished moulting, which commences at about tLe

ago of eight or nine weeks, and contiuaea the same number of weeks. After

that they become free songsters, and swell-out their Uttle throats to the

delight of both eyes and ears, in a very different manner to hen birds, which
are deficient of that dash, style, and freedom peculiar to the cock birds.

Much more could be said in reply to your questions, but we think this will

suffice ; at least we hope so.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Ca^IDEN SgOABE. LoNDO.N.

Lat. 5V 33' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W.; Altitude, 111 feet.

Date.
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bnnehes mnst be shortened. This shortening forms the spnrs.

Cut very smooth and clean almost close to the main stem

—

that is, leaving only the lowest prominent eye that has had
the assistance of a leaf. There can be no mistake there—the
lowest eye that has had a leaf at its base to be left, the rest

cut away. If the Vine is in a good state, that eye is sure to

pneh and show fruit. If this close shaving should frighten,

two clear eyes may be left ; this will give two sboota, and
both will or ought to show bunches. In this ease always rub
one off, and let it be, if possible, the one farthest from the
main stem. Some people will prune a Vine for twenty years,

and in that time not accumulate a spur of 3 inches, while
others will add to the spur at the least an inch a year. Close
pruning is the best for this reason, that the lateral flow of

sap is less impeded. Why 7 Look at an old standard Rose
and its knotty swellings by yearly cutting. ISfote the narrow,
restricted, twisted, curling sinuosities of the sap vessels. It

bears email blooms, and well it may. Cut its head off, and
Bee the immediate gross vigour of the after-growth. The im-
pediment to free-sap movement is removed ; the narrow tor-

tuous channels are substituted by free, open, sap-courses. So
it is with the Vine or any other plant. The plant—the Bose,
the Vine—may not be in a bad state of health ; the roots may
be sound, and the foliage not indicative of any disease ; the
soil may not be seriously at fault, but may be reasonably well
supplied as the food-store

;
yet, if not breaking down by disease,

the plant may come far short of the perfectness of constitution
desired, and fail in the character of bloom or fruit. The fault

there lies in the transit of sap of food. As in the Indian
famine, Rice was plentiful while the natives starved, but, a
free channel of communication being provided, the plague was
stayed. I am not sure that I have seen this idea expressed
before, but many an example of a stubborn scraggy tree tells me
there is something in it. On that account close spur-priming is

preferred to a longer mode, which in half a dozen years re-

sults in a curled knuckled accretion of wood and tissue through
which the sap can only circulate by a sluggish crawl, inade-
quate to the real requirements of the fruit and foliage of the
Vine it is attempting to feed. But an example may be in
mind that Vines with long twisted spurs bear good and satis-

factory fruit. Very well. Go on with the mode that answers.
Nothing succeeds like success, and never change a plan that is

satisfactory by whomsoever the change may be proposed.
Before closing these notes I should hke to remark in the

matter of a young Vine, that I do not think the common
practice a wise one of divesting a young cane of all its eyes
from the ground up to the rafter—that is, not sweeping them
off at a stroke the first year. The upright sashes of houses
may be from 4 to 6 feet. That portion of the Vine is not often
required to bear fruit ; still, for a year or two it is preferable
to pinch a few shoots, and have a little foliage there rather
than leaving the stem absolutely bare. The rod of a Vine so
trimmed never thickens in the same proportion as the upper
portion of the Vine. The sap channels are contracted, and
often a Vine will form a protuberance of incipient roots at the
base of the rafter where foliage commences to get the nourish-
ment it needs, and which the contracted vertical portion of
the stem cannot supply. A little foliage down to the very
ground will change all this. The stem thickens freely, and
affords a sufficient medium of conduct for the free unimpeded
sap-flow. A young Vine so managed will be as thick at the
base, even thicker, than at any other part of the rod ; but
divest it of eyes the first year 5 or 6 feet up from the bottom,
and nothing can prevent it becoming thickest at the top, like

a ladder reared wrong end upwards. In that case all the best
fruit will be at the top of the house ; in the other it wUl be
equally good to the very bottom. This is not theory but prac-
tice. I will refer to older Vines another day.—/. Wbiqht.

A MODEL KOSE GARDEN.
" Now that the fields are dank and ways arc mire," it is not

unseasonable to write of Eoses of the past, for Eoses of the
present are now at their very scantiest. I remember meeting
at the Falls of Niagara with a somewhat singular entry in one
of the hotel strangers' books. A young gentleman informs
the public that

Next to the bliss of seeiBg Sara
Ib that of seeing Niagara.

Certainly next to seeing Eoses in the garden, every Eose-lover
will admit, is reading of them in " our Journal." On this prin-
ciple I do as I would be done by. But I have long been in-

tending to write about a model Eose garden—a town Bose
garden I should premise. I am resolved that its beauties
shall not blush unseen any longer. Some people who have
small gardens ask. How is it possible for them to compete with
the owners of acres ? How can a town garden exhibit at the
shows against a country one ? There seems to be an idea that
quality has no chance against quantity. I venture to think
that this is a mistake, and that high-breeding and high-feeding,
where the plants are really good, will command great success,
even with quite a limited number. Now, it is " wholly in the
busy world," as Mr. Tennyson does not say, and not

" Beyond it, blooms the garden that I love."

As the story books begin, " not a hundred miles from one of
our flourishing suburban towns," in fact, in the very middle ol
it, is the garden of my admiration. The ground it covers is

barely a quarter of an acre, and, of course, the poor Eoses
cannot have quite the whole of that. Yet on this little spot
grow year after year Eose bushes chiefly on the Manetti,
which, as the Scotch say, are "a sight for sair e'en;" in
England we should remark, which are a " caution," and cer-
tainly they are to intending competitors. At the district

show this little garden holds its own, and something more,
against all comers, and that in a large and wealthy neighbour-
hood. If the show-day at all suits it, this garden will carry
off the principal prizes. At present it holds one most keenly-
contested challenge cup. I do most sincerely trust the happy
owner wiU forgive thus being made into an example ; but ad-
miration compels, for, to adopt the half-appropriate motto of
York Chapter House

—

**TTt Rosa flOB flornm,
Sic hie hortns hortomm I"

I know no such garden—and I know a good many—which, in
proportion to its size, grows such Eose trees and supplies such
Eoses. I myself can grow at least three for every one that
my friend does, and yet for robust plants, for size of flowers,

for substance, for excellence of colour, I hopelessly admit that
I dare not invite comparison. The position of this model
town Eose garden no doubt has something to do with this. It

has a southern exposure, protected on the north by a long row
of houses, while a low wall bounds it on the west. And such
Mdlle. Bonnaires, such Marie Baumanns, and all the most shy-
growing Eoses as I have seen come out of it, really showing
" rude health," if one could say so rude a thing of a lady.

On lately taking a box of twelve to an exhibition in a neigh-
bouring county, my friend found himself only second, though
far the best in the room, because " in that Association they
were not accustomed to such very large Eoses !" Some who
read these lines may remember that exquisite Mdlle. Bonnaire,
a Eose now seldom seen in its excellence, which stood un-
rivalled at one show as the best Eose in the room ; and at

another time how this garden furnished two such perfect

boxes of Baroness Eothschild, that the despairing Judges at

last requested that one of them might be taken away—they
were far ahead of everything else, and so equal, and they
could not both take prizes.

In budding, the owner of this remarkable garden is even
more successful than he is with " the box." His Manettis
never fail. I flatter myself I can bud Briar stocks, and not

lose more than a per-centage of some four or five ; but my
Manettis are always being smothered in too much sap, or fail-

ing to take for some reason or other. These he puts in never
fail ; the veriest dormant buds, which only he himself can
see, are sure to develope in a year into wide-spreading bushes.

He is also fortunate in severe winters, and loses very few.

And now for the secret of his success. It is very simple. The
famous Demosthenes was questioned as to what are the first

requisites for an orator. He is said to have answered, " Action

!

Action ! Action !" It is possible that in our colder-blooded

chme we might not quite think so ; but, at any rate, I have no
doubt as to what would be my friend's answer. He would
reply a la Demosthenes, " Manure ! Manure ! Manure !" Deep
trenching and well manuring—there is the whole mystery.

Even at the risk of seeming interminable, I must go on to

mention one other thing that I have learned from him, espe-

cially as I am not aware that " our Journal " has as yet taken
cognisance of it, and that is qnill-budding—the art of quill-

buddmg. The old plan, and that given in all manuals of the

rosery, after taking off the bud-shield, is to pick out the wood
with the budding-knife, and a dismal business this is in the

hands of a beginner—it is not always easy for the best of hands.
Now, instead of this insert at the upper end a sharpened quill

—
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nothing is better than a quill toothpick—a slight push, and,
presto ! in an instant the wood is out, and the much-relieved
bud perfectly ready for insertion ! It reads like a joke, but it

is a convenient reality, that one chief requiaite of budding
now is a bundle of toothpicks !

To conclude, all those who have large hearts and small gar-
dens, let them be assured that with a good aspect, with well-
grown plants, and high feeding, great success is always attain-
able. Let them take example and encouragement from this
model miniature town Rose garden. It will be observed that
my admiration is not altogether disinterested. The buds that
I get from it are the most perfect conceivable ; the beatings on
show days, when they occur, are equally undeniable. In short,
it may be said of this garden that which a French Marshal
(Niel, no doubt), once remarked of our army, " The English
infantry is the finest in the world, fortunately for others there
is very little of it."—A. C.

KEEPING GRAPES—DAMPING-OFF.
I HAVE on many occasions in this Journal written strongly

against fixed temperatures for growing plants, and pointed out
the necessity of working according to the weather; and now I

wish to say that the same rule holds good with respect to
keeping fruit and flowers, although for very different reasons.
" Late vineries in which Grapes are hanging to be kept at 45',"

say our advisers. Forty-five degrees is certainly a very good
temperature in which to keep Grapes and many other fruits,

and also flowers, provided always that you can altogether keep
out the external air when it gets above that temperature ; but
this you cannot do with ordinary vineries, and it is of no use
blinking the fact that 45" inside and 48° outside, very soon
means a number of decayed berries. While the temperature
outside ranges between 25° and 40° keeping fruit is a very easy
affair ; but let it rise suddenly to 50° or 60°, it then becomes
altogether more difficult.

The sudden fluctuations of temperature this autumn have
been very trying for those who have to provide a large table
with dessert through the winter months. On two or three
occasions since the fruit was ripe we have gone to bed when
the thermometer was only a few degrees above the freezing
point, the sky clear, and everything appeared to foretell frost

;

but before daylight in the morning all has changed, and the
thermometer has been up near to 50°. This happening before
the Vines had scarcely ceased growing was very unfortunate,
and I have no doubt many have suffered from it severely,
especially where the Vines were young and vigorous. Mine
suffered considerably, for although the wood and fruit were
thoroughly ripened most of the leaves were green and seemed
as if they could not quite reconcile themselves to the fact that
it was really autumn. I almost envied some of my friends
who had their leaves scorched-up by the sun or eaten by red
spider, and then I bethought that I could, perhaps, give the
necessary check myself. 1 therefore cut all the laterals back
to 10 inches or a foot, and kept a dry atmosphere, when the
remaining leaves very soon ripened, and all has gone well since.

Has anyone noticed that different soils give diflerent colours
to Vine leaves in autumn ? Alicante, for instance, in one soil

will have a beautiful soft scarlet colour, in another it is bright
yellow. Gros Guillaume grown in some soils has fiery-red
edges and streaks, while in others it is dotted with yellow and
pink. It is the same with most other kinds excepting Ham-
burghs, which I believe always turn yellow. I think, but am
not sure, that lime has a great deal to do with colouring the
leaves.

But I am digressing. A vinery containing ripe Grapes should
never have a lower temperature than that which prevails out-
side, and as long as frost is kept out it should not be very
much higher. The safest plan, perhaps, is to always keep a
little fire going, but it is of the greatest necessity when the
outside temperature rises rapidly ; for do what we will by ven-
tilating, &a., when the outside temperature is rising, that in-

side our glass houses will also rise, and if the sun is shining
win rise very rapidly, and the moisture contained therein will

immediately be condensed on the coldest surface, which wiU
generally happen to be the fruit. On the other hand, if the
inside temperature is much higher than that outside, the
moisture will condense on the inside of the glass. If the in-

ternal temperature is only slightly higher than that outside,
both the fruit and the inside of the glass will be perfectly dry,
even though it rains in torrents, and you are also watering
plants inside the house. Let me not, however, be understood

to recommend keeping plants inside a house which contains
ripe Grapes, because with the greatest care you cannot always
prevent the moisture condensing on the fruit when a sudden
rise of temperature takes place, and then the greater the
amount of moisture in the house the greater will be the difii-

oulty.

Greenhouse flowers and plants often damp-oS from the
same cause that Grapes do—viz., the temperature of the air
about them rising rapidly while the soil and the thickest parts
of the flowers are still cold and consequently attract the mois-
ture. Damping-o£f does not always proceed from excessive
humidity of the atmosphere ; it is quite possible for plants and
flowers to damp-off in an atmosphere that is really too dry for
healthy growth.

I feel great difficulty in making my meaning clear on the
above subject, but I trust I have said sufficient to cause some
of my readers to think the matter over for themselves, for I
consider it a very important one.

—

Wm. Taylob.

THE AUEICULA.
All lovers and growers of this beautiful flower must be

indebted to my friend the Rev. P. D. Horner for his valu-
able and exhaustive papers ; he evidently looks at Auriculas
with the eye of a lover and a critic, and one must almost
envy the riches in which he revels, and also the opportunity
he has of intercourse with those who are interested in the
flower. We, certainly, in the far south are much less ardent,
and I believe also labour under more difficulties in their
growth. As the Auricula is naturally a denizen of alpine
regions, the cold and breezy moorlands of Yorkshire, or even
the "banks and braes" of Scotland, suit it better than the
warmer valleys and sheltered nooks of the home counties.
Thus, for example, this autumn has been destructive of our
hopes of a good bloom next spring, or I am very much
mistaken. The warm and lovely days that we had in Sep-
tember and October drove them into bloom so rapidly, that
I am sure more than one-half of my blooming plants have
thrown up autumn trusses ; and on talking with the only
growers I know I hear the same report from them. As these
were evidently those intended for the spring bloom, I cannot
imagine that I can have from these plants anything but a feeble
and late bloom. Now Mr. Horner says he has had but little

autumn blooming ; and as we pot at the same time, I can only
attribute this to the cooler atmosphere in which they are
grown. The worst of it is not over, for on looking through
my frames to-day I see some of my largest plants with fine
large trusses coming up.

I cannot say anything of many of the new varieties which
Mr. Horner mentions, but his remarks on the older sorts are
so sound that I have no doubt that we may rely on what he
says of them. I should very much like next season, if all be
well, to visit the National Exhibition, and then to see what
our northern friends are doing.—D., Deal.

WINTEB CUCUMBEBS.
I VENinKE to give " S. J. A." my experience of the above.

The finest house I ever had was at Rangemore, Burton-on-
Trent, under Mr. Bennett. Cuttings of RoUinson's Telegraph
were struck in August, and grown-on in pots until the middle
of September, and then planted out. Not a fruit was allowed
on them until each plant had fiUed its allotted space, which
they very soon did. No more fruit was allowed on them than
was absolutely required, the foliage being allowed plenty of
room to develope itself, and the male flowers kept off. We
were entirely guided by the weather as regards temperature,
the thermometer often being down to 60° at 6 a.m. They were
never allowed to know the want of water at the root, and the
syringe was seldom used ; red spider and mildew being kept
down by damping the walls and floor with ammonia from the
gas house, air also being given them from the front of the
house on all favourable occasions. Under this treatment the
plants did so well that Mr. Bennett did not hke to pull them
up in the spring, but allowed them to fruit all the summer.
—R.L.M.

Lakge Chestnut and Ash Trees.—I send the measure of
some fine Spanish Chestnut trees in Oak Park, Tralee, Ireland.
The largest, a splendid tree, is still in full vigour ; its stem
measures 17 feet 3 inches in girth at 3 feet from the ground,
and 13 feet inches at 12 feet. The second tree measures
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11 feet 4 inches at 3 feet from gronnd. The third 11 feet

10 inches at 3 feet; and the fourth, blown down, measures
18 feet at 3 feet from the soil, and 10 feet 10 inches at 11 feet.

They all have the appearance of being perfectly sound. There
is also close to them a common Ash with enormous spreading

head ; its trunk measures at 4 feet from the ground 13 feet in

girth.—H. Vine, Gardener.

ICE HOUSES AND ICE HEAPS.
[" D " and other correspondents having made inquiries on

these subjects, we reprint the following from a communication
received from the late Mr. Robert Fish.]

Fig. 144 is a section of the egg-shaped well as commonly
built, with a trap drain from its bottom, and the bottom
covered over with logs of wood and rough brushwood for a

depth of a foot or 18 inches. It is furnished with a passage

and a door outside and inside, so that the space between them
may be filled with straw. As will presently be seen, we prefer

a double wall instead of a single one, with an open space

between of from 9 to 12 inches. The opening shown at the

top is of great importance for filling the well, where the posi-

tion of the ground will admit of it. If a layer of clay can be
rammed against the outer wall it will be an improvement.
The ground around the well should be shaded with trees and
evergreens.

Fig. 14.5 is a section of one of the simplest and best] ice

bouses I have met with. As far as I recollect, it was built

square, with stone walls l(j inches thick, enclosing a square

of 16 feet by 18 feet deep. One side abutted on the level of a

field, and the opposite one on a deep sloping bank, the base

of which was below the bottom of the ice well. The ground
being light the drain was of little use, as the moisture escaped

at the bottom. The ice was carted along the level meadow to

a platform at the doorway. There were two doors ; the out-

side one was of stout deal, on hinges which enabled it to fold

back on the roof. The corner one fitted loosely in a groove,

and this door was lined with woollen cloth. Though these

-^-

SOUTH SIDE

Fig. 144.

a. Doable doors.

Fig. 145.

b. Steep hulk. c. Surface line.

doors were on the south side of the roof, the ice never failed.

The roof was formed of 12 inches of thatch, and then fully

a foot of close heath or ling. The ice was pretty well beaten

outside, pitched in at the doorway, and then pounded down
inside. Nothing as a house could be more simple, or keep ice

better; and, the ice being taken from clean water, venison,

game, il-c, were kept in the house for long periods untainted.

Where dryness may be secured there need be no objection

to sinking the well wholly below the ground. In soUs reten-

tive of moisture care should be taken to prevent the outside

moisture penetrating through the waUs, by building them in

cement, ramming clay round the wall, with tar next the wall,

or raising them partly, or nearly wholly, out of the ground.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that to keep ice well you have
merely to get it into a hole beneath the surface of the ground.

On an average the earth will be warmer all the year round at

the depth of the bottom of the well than at the surface. All

moisture getting to the wall would melt the ice ; the moisture
that would ooze out from a wall above the ground would
actually cool the interior by evaporation.

I have not had any ice houses entirely above ground under my
own charge ; but I have noticed how well the ice kept in several,

though, as far as I recollect, half as large again as the size

mentioned above. I remember one house above ground that

was built with double brick walls, the walls being separated

12 inches from each other, with a door in each wall opposite

each other, about 5 feet from the ground level. The top of

the house, steep and cone-shaped, was thatched to the thick-

ness of 18 inches, and extended beyond the walls for a couple

of feet. The outside thatch got covered with mosses and
lichens, and there was a dense shade of trees over all. A
temporary staircase led up to the doorway, and a stone

staircase inside led to the bottom of the house. The ice

was pitched in from the carts, and broken inside, and it

kept remarkably well. The great secrets in this case were

the double walls and the enclosed space for air between them.
Of aU non-conductors of heat, enclosed isolated air is the best.

Neither what we call heat nor what we call cold has the

power, to any great degree, to pass through it. I recollect

once noticing in the end of June the thermometer in the shade
against the outer wall of such a house indicating 77", and
another thermometer on the wall inside the ice well ranging

from 32" to 34°, but we shut the doors behind us.

In sunk weUs this double wall is just of equal importance.

The outer one prevents the heat of the soil affecting the ice.

I met with a nice example of this some time ago. An old-

fashioned ice well had been so buUt, and answered remarkably

well. In course of time three or four ice tubs had to be supplied

at the mansion instead of one—everything in summer had to

be cooled with ice—and the supply, from the house being

opened so often, was not equal to the demand. The supposed

genius of the estabhshment counselled the removal of the inner

wall, which would at once make the house about 3 feet wider

from top to bottom, and set at liberty bo many thousand briokfl
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for other purposes. What could seem more feasible ? and
accordingly it was done, and the house well filled the next
winter ; but the enlarged house was emptied fully six weeks
earlier than it used to be before. Since then the waggon-loads
of straw packed against the walls inside, and the trouble,

would soon cost more than the double wall, and, after all, with
far inferior results. Few things are better non-conductors
than straw, especially if not much bruised by the flail or

threshing machine, as every space between the joints is so far

a sealed-up air-tube
; but let that straw get thoroughly soaked

inside a house, and its non-conducting powers would not only
be gone, but vapour always rising from it would keep a damp
fog always resting upon and melting away the ice. I have no
faith, therefore, in straw as a non-conductor inside a house
unless it be kept dry. I have a large house which, when filled,

generally secures pretty well a two-years supply ; that, too,

had been built, I believe, with hollow walls, and the inner one
was removed, before I knew it, to increase the size ; but I soon
gave up using packings of straw, having come to the conclu-
sion that, on the whole, from getting damp it did more harm
than good. When either a stone, brick, or wood house is

raised partly or wholly above the ground level, covering the
single wall, whatever it is, with from to 9 inches of straw
neatly fastened on the outside, and with the eaves of the roof
projecting far enough to keep that straw dry, will be the best
substitute for a double wall ; and if the ears of wheat are re-

moved, so as not to entice birds or mice, the straw will last a
number of years.
Thus by using hollow walls, or a non-conducting medium, it

will be seen that regular ice houses may be as well partly or
wholly above ground as below it ; and in the circumstances
of 'soils retentive of moisture, much better above than below.
When so built, and near the mansion, they could be turned to
many useful purposes as respects keeping meat and vegetables
with more economy as to ice than when the ice has to be
brought in pails and barrowloada to the house.

So much for the place : now for the filling. The chief
thing is to get ice from good clear water, and pound it well
outside, but chiefly inside, of the house. If the water is not
clean the ice will be unfit for preserving many things where fine

flavour is an extra consideration. Every space of air enclosed
between pieces of ice will hasten the decay of the ice whenever
these spaces can gain access to the air above them. When
filling in frosty weather it is a good plan to use a little water
for filling up the crevices, which soon freezes the whole into a
compact mass. All ice with leaves and pieces of wood in it is

to be rejected if better can be had, as they wUl make a sort of
free space round themselves long before the summer is past.
In packing it is advisable to keep the centre the lowest, and
the outsides the highest, so that the moisture contained may
find its way to the centre and there be frozen, instead of pass-
ing through the ice at the outside and escaping. This same
rule should also be attended to in taking the ice out of the
ice house. It is impossible to break the ice too fine—the more
like sleet and snow the better, and the firmer packed the
better. This is even more necessary when the house for keep-
ing it is small.

However built, the sides must not be too steep, or the cover-
ings will not be easily kept on. When finished as firmly on
the sides as possible, it is advisable to wait for a frosty night
before covering it ; and if that should not come a good shower
will do it good, as it will make the outside a dense sheet of ice.

Snow rolled in heaps when well consolidated, and a little

water used to enable the workmen to compress it, is little

inferior to ice, either for ice wells or ice heaps. When a good
fall takes place, and there is an open park to go to, it is easy
to get a great quantity of it when fresh fallen, or when there
is a sHght thaw. When hardened, however, a little on the
surface with frost or wet, it is vain to attempt to roO it into
heaps.
The heap being made and finished, the next thing is to

cover it up securely. A layer of 3 inches or so of clean wheat
straw should be placed all over it. After that, when possible,

the covering next the straw should be of an open nature, and
the very outside rather of a close nature. Provided the out-
side air does not penetrate, the more air enclosed between the
outside covering and the ice the better it will keep. Thus,
after the straw, we have seen 9 inches of rough stubble put on,
and the outside formed of 9 inches of tree leaves. Again, we
have known small spruce or larch faggots used above the straw
for a foot in depth, and then a thatching of straw from 9 to
12 inches thick, and both answered well. Where tree leaves

can easily be obtained, I would prefer 3 or 4 inches of clean

straw, and then li inches of leaves at first, increasing the

amount gradually to 12 or 18 inches of leaves, according to the

heat of the summer. When these are once settled it takes a

very strong wind to dislodge them, and if the sides are mode-
rately steep rain passes freely down the outside without

penetrating to any extent. If the above amount of leaves

were put on at once, they might be liable to heat. Vermin
rather dislike burrowing in the tree leaves. Any other sub-

stance will do, provided the same conditions are observed.

One thing we must guard against, as a cause of failure.

Some people, extra careful, put a rough frame over their ice,

and the covering over it. I never saw one case in which such

a mode answered well. When the ice sinks the frame does

not sink with it, vacancies are formed between the ice and the

coverings ; these get filled with moist vapour and melt the ice,

or sometimes holes are also formed in the covering, by which
the warm air outside has free entrance to the heap. By
placing the covering at once on the ice, the covering sinks as

the ice sinks, and no space is given fur damp vapours, nor yet

much chance for any openings being formed. At any rate, I

have never seen these kindly-intentiuned rough frames used

but disappointment more or less was the result. It would be

better to construct a wood house at once, and have an air-

tube in the root and doorway. In heaps nothing should come
between the ice and the covering.

One word more. When ice has to be taken to the mansion
for various purposes, the preserving of it as long as possible is

a matter of some importance. Ice tubs are, therefore, very

useful for the superintendent of the kitchen or the cellar.

They may be made of any size or shape. We have a very use-

ful circular one near the cellar, 3 feet in diameter at bottom
outside measure, 30 inches in diameter at top, and 3 feet in

height. The bottom is formed of wood some 4 inches thick,

the sides of the same 3 inches thick, lined inside with oork

1 inch thick. It is suppUed with two lids, one thick, and
similarly lined, that fits into a groove, so as to be on a level

with the circular outside ; the other to go over that, and come
down a couple of inches over the outside. It used also to be

lined with woollen cloth, but that seemed to be of little conse-

quence. It is painted outside of whitish colour. There is a

small iron vessel fixed inside that would hold somewhere about

two gallons of water; and, there being a pipe from it com-
municating with a tap outside, there is always a ready com-
mand of ice water during the summer. Bottles of wine, &c.,

are merely placed among the ice. Though this tub stands in

an airy place, the ice keeps a good while if the lid is not often

opened.

AMERICAN BLIGHT ON APPLE TREES.
My employer, John Mclnnes, Esq., having bought Heath

Bank two years ago, we found the Apple trees in a sad state,

literally white all over with American bug. We were at a loss

to know what to do with them ; we tried spirits of petroleum,

which killed the pest at once. The petroleum is applied with

a painter's brush to the part|of the tree that is affected with

the bug ; it may be applied to the whole of the tree without

injuring it in the least, as it evaporates soon after being put

on. After getting rid of the American blight we cut out all the

cankered wood, and this year the trees have made new clean

wood full of fruit buds, and no bug to be seen. I think the

adoption of this remedy would be a great saving in nurseries,

where I have seen hundreds of young trees with the bug on
them. I think train oil is very injurious to any tree, though
I have seen it recommended in a previous Journal. The
petroleum has been tried by several gardeners here with the

same result. We have a Louise Bonne Pear on a wall covered

with scale. I intend trying the petroleum on this tree iu the

spring, and will let you know the result.—I. Povall.

Messrs. Sutton's Stand at the Smithfield Clue Cattle
Show.—The principal contributors to the stand of Sutton and
Sons are :—Her Majesty the Queen ; H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales ; Lord A. Hill ; Lord James Butler ; the Earl of Warwick

;

LordBridport; Lord Calthorpe; Admiral Sir G. N.B. Middleton;
Sir H. Dashwood; Sir Paul Hunter; John Walter, Esq., M.P.,
and Professor Buckman. The roots exhibited are those to

which were awarded the principal prizes at the Royal Berkshire
Root Show, 1874, and include specimens of Sutton's Mammoth
Long Bed Mangel, weighing upwards of 40 lbs. each, and to

which has been awarded the first prizes at the Birmingham
Show for the past six years, those grown by Sir G. N. B.
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Middleton being especially noteworthy. Sutton's Berkshire
Prize Yellow Globe Mangel weighs 3G lbs. each, grown by Mr.
Jae. MesBinRer, Alton, and some of the same variety grown on
the Earl of Warwick's estate, Heathcote Farm, Warwick, which
produced the extraordinary crop of 84 tons per acre, the heaviest
ever known. Sutton's New Golden Tankard Yellow-fleshed
Mangel grown by R. W. Hall Dare, Esq., weigh 28 lbs. each.
This variety produces more saccharine matter than any other,
and Messrs. Sutton were awarded the gold medal of the High-
land Society for its introduction. Sutton's Improved Champion
Swede, some weighing 18 lbs. each, grown by J. F. Burrell, Esq.,
This Swede has since its introduction been awarded no less than
£2800 in prizes. Sutton's Yellow Intermediate Mangel, a variety
especially suitable for shallow soils, weighing 30 lbs. each.
Sutton's Imperial Green Globe, and Sutton's Purple-topped
Mammoth Turnips, two varieties originated by Messrs. Sutton
some few years since, and valuable for main crop and late feed-
ing. Grass seeds for all soils are represented ; also seed Potatoes
and a very interesting collection of all the principal kinds, in-
cluding Sutton's Red Skin FlourbaU, and Sutton's Hundredfold
Fluke.

MB. PEABSON'S GEBANIUMS IN 1874.

In giving my estimate of the different Geraniums we have
used for the embellishment of the flower garden during the
last summer, I will first take the Scarlet section.

Among our old favourites we have nothing that has stood
the weather better than Douglas Pearson. It began to bloom
as soon as it was placed in its position on the flower beds, and
throughout the season it was a glorious sheet of bloom. It is

a very fine dark crimson, with large trusses, free bloomer, and
very dwarf and compact. Bayard has maintained its previous
good character. Wm. Thompson is much of the same colour,
a Hybrid Nosegay ; is rather stronger-growing than the two
preceding

;
just suited for the back row in a ribbon border or

for massing in large beds. Mr. Lease, of Mansfield Wood-
house, considers it the most free-blooming and the most
effective Geranium of the older varieties. Mrs. Mellows and
the Duke of Devonshire of the same section have also been
good. Coming to such as have not been so long in commerce
among the orange scarlets the greatest favourite is Corsair,
and there is no doubt but it will remain a popular variety for
years to come. In some notes I contributed to " our Journal "

last year I spoke in high terms respecting this Geranium, and
this season it has more than justified all I have previously
said in its favour. It is, without exception, the best Geranium
in its class of colour that has been introduced for flower-garden
decoration, and it is equally valuable when grown in pots.
At Hardwiek Hall, the residence of the Marquis of Hartington,
Corsair stood pre-eminent. Mr. Wilson, the highly-respected
head gardener, considers it an invaluable adjunct to the flower
garden. During the summer of 1873 I was much in favour of
the Eev. T. F. Fenn, but the last summer it has scarcely been
so good. One bed of it was all that could be wished in the '

early part of the summer, but the latter part of the season
\

the flowers were lost too much among the foliage ; however, I
j

have propagated it extensively, and shall give it a trial another 1

year. Shakespeare has been good ; the flowers are borne on
stout footstalks, and the habit of the plant is dwarf and
compact.

Of pinks. Amaranth is greatly admired for its singular colour
and fine truss ; and Mrs. Holden, not possessing such a deep
shade of Ulac, has also immense trusses which stand both sun
and rain. Through June and the early part of July we were
hardly satisfied with Amaranth, but many of our plants had
been raised from cuttings in March and April, and were only
small ones at the end of May. This confirms what your cor-
respondent the Eev. C. P. Peach so repeatedly advocates—that
of planting strong plants in the spring. When they had made
a httle growth and became established they bloomed with the
utmost freedom, and more than realised our most sanguine
expectations. When we removed them from the beds the last

week in October it was with great reluctance, so fine were the
remaining trusses of bloom and so grand the colour.

We have discarded all our old pink varieties, such as Chris-
tine, Maid of Kent, &c., to make way for Amaranth and Mrs.
Holden. There are other shades of pink all good and useful,
especially Mrs. Ffytch, Mrs. Musters, Mrs. Tait, Florence
Durand, &c., but Amaranth and Mrs. Iloldeu take the prece-
dence with us. Mrs. Young, Contessa Quarto, and also Mrs.
Musters, are pre-eminent for conservatory decoration.

Passing by many other valuable varieties I come to the
seedlings of 1872 which were sent out early in the present

year. Anyone possessing that batch might consider themselves
fortunate, for they are a great advance on any of their prede-
cessors. We have not tried them in the flower garden, as we
only bought one plant of a sort, but we can bear testimony in

favour of their good qualities for indoor work. Mrs. Turner
is remarkable for the immense size of its truss ; and Lady
Emily Pierepont, a beautiful delicate shade of pink, is the
sweetest thing that Mr. Pearson has yet sent out. Cruger has
fine-shaped flowers, a glowing scarlet suffused with pink

—

quite a model of perfection. Miss Maud Holden, rich brilUant

scarlet, and John Watson, fiery crimson, the individual flowers

being 2 inches across. Then among the various shades of

pink, scarlet, crimson, and rose I may mention Mrs. Gibbons,
an improvement on Amaranth ; Col. Wright, fine habit ; Laura
Walter ; H. E. Clifton, large bold truss ; Caxton ; Arthur
Eogers ; Lucy, bright rosy pink, quite a gem ; Sibylla, im-
mense trusses ; Nelly May, salmon shaded with scarlet ; and
Miss Blanche Storey, delicate pink with a light eye. These
are all of sterling worth.

I made a hasty visit to Chilwell on the 27th of October.

Although it was so late in the season I not only saw in a large

span-roofed house the best of previous years, but the house
was more than half-filled with seedlings raised in 1873, to be
sent out early next year. Many who have seen these Gera-
niums have loudly set forth their praises as decorative plants ;

not only in the summer and autumn, but in suitable houses
they will continue to bloom profusely on to midwinter. When
I saw this house on the above date it was quite as gay as

when I have seen it in previous years during the bright days of

August, and in a note from Mr. Pearson on the 2nd of Decem-
ber, he stated it was then as bright as ever. All the new
varieties were conspicuous for much larger and bolder trusses,

and the individual flowers were more round and perfect, such
as would pass through the ordeal of a florist's examination.
How they wUl answer as bedding plants time wiU prove, but

from the compact habit of many of the plants, and the strength

of the footstalks and the substance of the petals, they carmot
faU to be valuable additions to the flower garden. I will

mention a few.

Mrs. T. F. Fenn, much of the habit and colour of Ama-
ranth, a more intense lilac pink, and the individual trusses

larger, with plain green leaves. Ethel, a slight zone in the

leaf, large lilac flowers. Annie Orton, of the same colour but
a darker shade, very much like Amaranth, far surpassing it in

all respects. Lucy Bosworth, Lady Byron, and Mrs. Eogera
may be classed together as bright rose pinks with light eye,

and in our note-book we have put them down as the greatest

march out. Charles Smith and Sir H. S. Stanhope are dark
crimsons, the darkest I have ever seen, possessing immense
trusses. Douglas Pearson, an old favourite, falls into utter

insignificance by their side. Mrs. Whiteby, scarlet with
white eye, pretty zone, dwarf and compact habit. Mrs. Lea-
croft, orange red with a white eye, a very distinct variety.

Earl Manners, fine dark crimson with light eye, firm leathery

petals, is very good ; also Dora Charlton, Laura and Archi-

bald Henderson may be classed with Earl Manners for colour.

Lady Stanhope, red orange—Mr. Pearson guarantees this to

be the finest bedding variety he has yet raised. Mulberry,
dark plum colour, a Nosegay of a superior type. Mrs. Jacaby,

fine bold truss, colour a mixture of salmon, pink, and rose,

v/hieh baffles our ingenuity to describe. John Gibbons, habit

of old Tom Thumb, dark scarlet, fine bold truss, flowers of

immense size ; one of the largest Mr. Pearson has yet raised.

It is likely to be much sought after for exhibition purposes.

Eev. F. Atkinson, rather a darker shade of scarlet than the

preceding, trusses very large. Ellen and Miss Strachan, fine

salmon, a great advance on this shade of colour, flowers very

perfect. Miss Louise Smith, purple rose with massive firm

petals of wonderful substance ; very fine. Mrs. Joseph Paget,

beautiful rose, of satiny texture, fine truss, and good habit.

Mabel Eden, purple rose, some shades deeper than Mr. Pear-

son's Eose Bradwardine. John Fellows, rosy crimson, bids

fair to be a first-rate bedder.

Those who think new seedling fruits and flowers come
almost by chance, have little idea of the expenditure of trouble

and cash Mr. Pearson's seedUngs have cost him. Visitors to

the Chilwell Nurseries have seen the thousands of Geraniums
raised each season from seed, but very few have any idea that

every one of those was raised from a flower crossed by his own
hands, for no one is ever allowed to interfere with this his

favourite pursuit. I have heard him say that if obliged to

leave home fur a day, he cuts off every bud that is Ukely to
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bloom in his absence. I think the Chilwell Geraniums prove

that a determination to keep none bnt really good things must

pay in the end, for some years since I think that only two

flowers were kept and named out of six thousand seedlings,

and now bo much is the breed improved that the kinds I have

named were all raised in one year. Years ago many thought

there was no further room for improvement in Zonal Gera-

niums, but who when admiring the Maid of Kent could so

soon anticipate a Lady Emily which was sent out last spring,

or a Lady Byron which has to be sent out next year ?

—

Quintik

Beau, Pleasley Vale Gardens, Mansfield.

GARDEN LABELS.
I THINK with your correspondent, that a cheap and excellent

label might readily be manufactured of white porcelain with

the lettering burnt-in. Plants in pots are usually sent out

from nurseries with a wooden tally, on which is either a num-
ber or the name of the plant, too often indistinctly written.

The adoption of " Amateur's " suggestion would be a real

boon to the horticultural world, and it is a matter for surprise

that it has not been carried out long since.—SnuscBiBKK.

I WOULD recommend the following method of preparing

labels for plants :—Cut pieces of zinc to the size and shape

required, stamp the holes, paint them white, when perfectly

dry write with a blacklead pencil. Of course the better the

writing the more elegant they will look. But I prefer wood to

zinc, as I have seen the paint come badly off the zinc with the

heat of the sun, &a. The wood can be cut to any size, or

shape also. Paint them white, when dry write with blacklead

pencil, then varnish. If this is properly done they will keep

beautifully for many years in either hothouse or garden.

—

William Laurie, Gardener, Lynnwood. Stirling.

The most legible mode is to print the names so that they

can easily be read without having to step on the beds or

border. But now comes the query. What are they to be done

with that will last and stand the weather? We want some-

thing that is lasting but clear, and can be plainly seen at a

passing glance, and that I am afraid is out of our capacity,

unless we apply to the crockery manufacturer or some sort of

enamelliug. But we must not despair if there is any reliance

to be placed in what I have now before me, and that is a scrap

out of a Boston journal, the substance of which is as follows :

—

For zinc labels take of verdigris and sal ammoniac two drachms,

lampblack one drachm, water 4 ozs., to be well mixed in a

mortar, adding the water gradually. It must be kept in a

glass-stoppered vial. Write with a quill pen on the zinc with

the ink, after shaking it well, and after it is dry you may
expose it to the weather or bury it in the ground for years,

and it will be as legible as when first written.

—

Thomas
Sheasbt, Hare Uill Gardens, llaceleslield.

I USE labels made of glass, and write the name of the plants

upon them with a diamond, or they can be written upon with

a blacklead pencil when they are required for flower seeds or

for one season only. For espaliers or wall trees I drill a hole

through one end of the labels, so as to suspend them with

copper wire, or nail them to a wall with copper nails. If nails

are used they should not fit the holes too tight, nor should

they be driven quite home, so as to allow the glass to expand
a little when warm. Made plain without holes the cost per

label would not exceed Id. each ; with holes about 2d. each.

Small labels could be made for pot plants at about Od. per

dozen.

—

Another Amateur.

[Our correspondent has sent us specimens of .ill the kinds,

and they are the most attractive we have ever seen. They are

more than one-eighth of an inch thick, and being of frosted

glass they can be written on with a blacklead pencil, and the

writing easily washed off and renewed or changed.

—

Eds]

I THINK if " An Amateur, Fifeshire," will try five grains

chloride of platinum, dissolved in 1 oz. of distilled water, and
write with it upon zinc labels first rubbed with emery paper,

he will have one of the best and most enduring labels. I have
known these labels buried more than two years, and found the

writing perfectly legible.—W. B. H.

[Of zinc labels the best forms that we have seen are those

prepared by Mr. Yeast, Mortlake, Surrey ; they also have the

merit of being very cheap. They are substantial, and give

plenty of space for writing.

—

Eds.]

LIFTING AND BOOT-PRUNING FRUIT TREES.
No. 6.

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees, as also the Plum, which
are all upon the Plum stock, are often when young very free in

growth, making long sappy shoots which do not ripen well,

though sufKciently so for continued growth, but not f*'r the

formation of fruit-buds, and the trees are consequently for

some years unfruitful. I had some of all three kinds planted

four years ago this autumn, and one-year trained, which in

three seasons' growth covered on walls a space of 9 feet high

by 10 feet width, one Apricot tree outstripping all others,

having in three years occupied a space of 12 feet by 10 feet.

These trees are in a free, open, rich, light soil. I have others

in a stronger and firmer soil, which from the time of planting,

also four years ago, have made much shorter-jointed firmer

wood, ripening perfectly, and producing fruit from the second

year, whilst the others have fruited but little. The trees in the

heavier and firm soil have not grown more than two-thirds

the extent of the trees in the freer soil, and the fruit produced

is not compensating, as they are not better furnished with

bloom-buds for their size than are the others one-third larger.

Both are plentifully furnished with them, and next year the

larger trees will afford— I am guided now by experience—one-

third more fruit than the smaller trees, and make up at once

for the want of bearing in the preceding two years. 'They will

in seven years from planting cover the whole of their allotted

space, and will be made to fruit right away now, whilst the

others will not have covered theirs under ten years, probably a

dozen.
I know it is not considered good practice to manure trees at

planting and encourage growth by a rich soil, as it tends to

make them unfruitful and unhealthy. This is unquestionably

true of the Apple, Pear, and Cherry on the free stock ; they

grow quite freely enough without a rich soil—even become gross

when the soil is heavily manured at planting, but for trees on

the dwarfing but free-roeting stock, whether they be Apple,

Pear, Cherry, Plum, Apricot, Peach, or Nectarine, a good
dressing of manure thoroughly incorporated with the soil is

the best thing that can be done to give them a start. It seems

to me strange for a tree to be pinched for support whilst it is

young, the object being to get it to fruit at an early age ;
but

I cannot admit that a young fruit tree famished into maturity

when it is young will have other than small sap vessels, nor

that it will be as capable of transmitting through its stunted

growth as good a supply of food as a tree that in youth has

grown freely, or be nearly so healthy.

It is admitted that Vines fruited heavily in the early years

of their growth do not give such good after-results as those

which are very sparingly cropped the first two and three or

more years. The early and heavy-cropped are so enfeebled as to

be of little value for some years ; they seldom if ever recover

so as to equal in result those which during the first two, three,

or more years were allowed to make headway and obtain a

firm grip of the soil before they are permitted to bear a full

crop ; in fact, if they are allowed to carry a full crop the first

year it is advisable to throw them away. It is also granted

"that the fruiting size of Vines is not so good for permanent
planting as those which have been grown a shorter time in

pots, and have not such stout, short-jointed wood, and the

eyes very prominent—have neither the roots so cramped nor

stimulated by high feeding producing wood in a season as thick

as a finger in degrees of thickness from the fore to the little,

and eyes like nuts. It is known that the fruiting canes are

not so good for planting as the moderate-sized ones ; they may
produce greater results for a time, but in the end are not so

serviceable as those planted of less size. Even within the past

few years the practice of growing them in pots at all for plant-

ing permanently has been departed from by no less an autho-

rity than Mr. W. Thomson, the young Vines being raised in

beds and so planted in their permanent position with their

roots originating dlrcctlj from the root-stem instead of being

made to form every conceivable angle and curve around the

inside of a pot, which the planter tries to straighten at

planting.

If early-bearing—growth which results in fruitfulness, and
in Vines results in after-enfeeblement—is it not equally ap-

plicable to other fruit trees ? I think it is ; and yet whilst

we have to guard against a system which by starving or a firm
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soil induces fruitfulness by staying the growth, we have to

guard against the opposite extreme of grossness—rank unripe

growth. The ehoot of a Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, or Plum
may grow as thick as the little finger, and six or more feet

long in a seaeon, and yet be healthy. A shoot may start away
strongly, and before it has grown a foot give evidence of gross-

ness and ill-health. Such shoot left to mature will have the

appearance shown in fit/. 146. At its base, for a foot distance

or more, will be formed wood, triple buds, and single fruit

Fig. 146.

buds, as shown from a to 6 ; bat after it has grown that extent

it will put out laterals, and, if very gross, at every joint, and

at a considerable distance apart—often 3 to 4 inches. These

laterals are of two kinds. One has buds at its base c, and these

buds are as good, so far as growth is concerned, as the buds

from a to J, the shoots being cut off at the bar d; but it the

shoot or lateral be left it will form, after it has grown C inches

or so without a leaf, have along it single wood or fruit buds,

or it may put out sub-laterals as at e, becoming as the head of

a tree in miniature, yet not small either. A shoot as e is of

no use, as it has no eyes at its base, nor have/; and as we
have four of those, which may be 4 inches apart, we have

1(> inches of branch without means of originating side shoots

(except those existing), and bearing wood at a proper distance

apart.

It would be folly to give rise by richness of soil to wood as

above described. It is the surest road to the formation of an
ugly tree if such growth be not restrained, and, as it will ap-

pear sometimes, the best remedy is at once, when the trees

are making growth, to cut back to b (Jig. 146), which will re-

sult in either a cessation of growth for the season in that part

of the tree, the sap being appropriated by the other and weaker

parts, or cause a shoot to arise from the wood below b, and

this trained-in in the place of that cut away, any other shoots

arising on the same branch being cut-in close. The laterals,

as before stated, having eyes at their origin to be cut as c,

and there is in such a case no necessity to head-back the shoot

either in summer or at the winter pruning ; for it is a murder-

ous practice to cut back the shoots of the year half that

they have grown, and should be practised only to originate

shoots for furnishing the tree duly with branches. The wood
above described is common to the Peach and Nectarine in a

young state and when very vigorous, but is more frequent in

trees on walls in a rich open soil and where the climate is

cold, and being produced late in the season the wood does not

ripen. Under glass it does not so much matter, as the stroug

shoots can be shortened with a prospect of the growths result-

ing being ripened ; whereas outdoor growths, such as the one

described, are not so easily subdued, and are best avoided, as
they may for the most part be, by using a moderately firm soil,

which causes slow feeding, slow growth, and stont short-jointed
wood.
Though extreme richness in soil is bad, a poor soil is equally

disastrous. Qum and canker are a consequence in the former
when it is sought to restrain growth by the knife ; weakness
with dying-off of the branches the result of the latter, with
miserably small fruit. A good rich soil is what I prefer to plant

in ; and if the trees grow too strongly, making sappy growths
which do not ripen, by resorting to lifting it may at any time
be restrained. The object of a rich soil at planting is to get

the trees to cover as much space as possible in a short time

;

for the fruitfulness of all the subjects on the Plum stock after

moving, is one of the most marked results of lifting known.
The soil can hardly be too rich if it is firm ; and if the trees

grow too vigorously, or they are wanted to fruit, lift. It

does not matter if the Peaches and Nectarines produce in a

season shoots 4 feet long, Apricots those of 5 feet, Plums of

6 feet; the Apricots and Plums by lifting will the following

year be studded from end to end with fruit-buds, and the

Peaches will give short stiff shoots masses of fertility. I do
not, however, advise that Peach trees should have so rich a

soil as for Plums and Apricots, but if it is rich it must be

made firmer than for the others, so as to lessen the tendency
to produce laterals. So long as the trees do not produce laterals

it does not signify how long and strong the shoots which are to

form the branches are. The bearing shoots which are only of

annual duration, growing one year and fruiting the next, then
giving place to others, require to be stiff and short-jointed,

stopping them at the length during growth to which they are

usually shortened at the winter pruning. What we want of

Peaches is vigorous main branches, with shoots along them for

bearing at about a foot apart, but Apricots and Plums we want
studded with spurs throughout.
For the first three years I do not consider we can calculate

upon much of a crop from the trees named, they not being

furnished with shoots and branches for bearing, but requiring

them. We can hardly have them in less time, but we may
obtain trees two or three years trained, and in a bearing state,

which are very different to young trees, being, perhaps, equal

to trees that have been grown three years, but they will not

do so well, though they have fruit buds to begin with, for a

year will be required to establish them, and very often another
to get them into proper order for carrying a crop. Trees in a

bearing state are very good if you have them on the spot, and
can move them with a mass of soil as well as roots ; but if they

have to come from a distance, the tree with plenty of grow-
ing wood is infinitely better than one with many fruit buds.

They take about as long to establish as it takes to grow a tree

one-year trained into a bearing state, and are fit only for burn-

ing when they have not been frequently Ufted.—G. Abbei.

ELECTION OP FEUIT TREES.
I WRITE briefly to say how valuable I think the proposal made

in a late number of your Journal, that the recent interesting

and useful election of Boses should be followed up by having

elections of other things in the gardening world. Within the

last fifteen years I find I have planted upwards of 350 different

kinds of Apple, Pear, and Plum trees selected from various

catalogues, &o. Alter trial I am now sensible that I have lost

much time and planted many useless trees. I have had to

prove all these trees for myself, and have had much trouble iu

regrafting the inferior kinds. I believe I could comprise in a

Ust of forty or fifty every tree among the lot that is worth

growing in this locality. Such an election would save many
others from making the mistake I did, and from being at the

trouble and expense of proving the trees for themselves. For

myself I am tired of experimenting with unknown trees. I

seldom now ever buy a tree. I graft for myself only those

kinds that I have found to be good. The results of such an

election would enable me, however, to discover if there were

any good bearing kinds both as to quantity and quality which

I did not possess.

In conducting such an election of fruit trees I should think

it would be necessary to divide it into two parts ; or rather

have two elections, one for the south and middle of England,

and one for the north of England and Scotland. It probably

would be necessary also to take votes as to wall trees and stan-

dard trees, and as to dessert and kitchen fruits respectively.

Then such elections might be afterwards carried out as to
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other fruits, such as Cherries, Peaches, Grapes, Gooseberries,

Strawberries, &c., alec as to certuin shrubs and flowers, such

as Ehododendrons, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, &k.

It might bo difficult and perhaps presumptuous for any

private individual to carry out such elections at his own hands,

but if the Editors of your periodical could undertake it, or

could name parties suitable for the duty, and thereafter pub-

lish the results in your columns, it would prove both inter-

esting and useful to your numerous readers.

—

An Amateur,
Fiffsliiir.

;Another correspondent, " C. T. H,," urges an election of

Apple trees. We cannot undertake to arrange returns from the

fruit-growers of our islands, but if anyone will undertake the

task we will aid him in every way within our power. Will our

correspondent oblige us by a list of the fruits he has elected

for Fifeshire ?

—

Eds "

A REMABKABLE COLLECTION OF NEW
CEOSS-BRED GRAPES.

It was the writer's fortune this fall to examine a collection

of new hybrid Grapes, of such remarkable characteristics and
superior excellence, that one may be justified in calling it the

choicest now extant in America.
Ten years since Mr. .James H. Hicketts, of Newburgh, New

York, owning a little cottage and garden on the hillside in the

city, with practical love of horticulture, in the leisure moments
spared from his business occupation began the study and ex-

periment of hybridising Grapes, both native with foreign, and
foreignwith each other, and testing their seedlings in the open

air. If there were any place more unfavourable for such a

test we have never seen it. In the summer time with ex-

posure to intense heat ; in the winter to severe cold, with

ground poor, and sloping to the north-east, it seemed as if any

Vine that succeeded here ought in all fairness to do well in

the average climate of the United States. His experiments

have yearly grown in interest, and the fame of some of his

successes have already been known to some of the most obser-

vant horticulturists ; still it has remained to the trials of the

present fall to give a reliable verdict. His methods of hybrid-

ising are of course known only to himself, but all kinds of

experiments have been tried, the poUen sometimes being kept

till two or three weeks old, and then applied. Again, the caps

have been taken off four days in advance of the time usually

taken by nature. One other person in Canada, pursuing his

trials, studies, and experiments in almost the same track, has

yet made a complete failure in every case, and where the secret

of Mr. Kicketts' success can be doth not yet appear. It is

sufficient only to judge of the results as we now find them.
Mr. Kicketts' collection may be divided into three classes :

—

1, Black Grapes. 2, White Grapes. .S, Wine Grapes. There
are now seventy-five seedlings in all growing in his garden,

and of them all, we may truthfully say not one is an inferior

variety. A large portion of these Vines ai'e but two years old,

some three to four, while but few are older. Still, the sorts

which exhibit most marked excellence are the older varieties,

and the newer ones develope traits more valuable with each
year of increasing age. About one-quarter of the collection

may be classed fully as hardy as the Concord, and the rest not

yet fully determined, although they have been largely exposed
to the winter for the past two years without suffering injury.

The Secretary is a large, beautiful, black Grape, which has
already become known. It originated with Mr. Kicketts in

1867. The original Vine fruited the next year after the seed

was planted. It is a seedling from the Clinton and Muscat
Hamburgh. A large Vine is trained upon a trellis near Mr.
Eicketts' house, and some of the bunches were nearly a foot

long and well shouldered ; the flavour is excellent, sweet,

vinous ; bunch hangs well, berry firm. Good market sort.

It is a little curious to note here the following incident : Mr.
Eicketts taking one day to Charles Downing seven of his seed-

lings, and requesting an opinion, was surprised and delighted

to find him class five of them as better in flavour than the

Muscat Hamburgh itself. An opinion from so high a source

gives decided character to the value of the collection.

The finest white Grape of the collection is No. 93, A. Im-
perial, a white seedling from lona and SarbeUe Muscat. The
berry is very large, of a fine white colour, with considerable

bloom ; bunch quite large, regular, with slight shoulder ; no
pulp, no seeds, splendid flavour, with traces of the loua Mus-
cat aroma. Vine exceedingly vigorous grower ; ripens about

the time of the Isabella ; oldest plant is now four years. Mr.
Eicketts has given mo the pleasure of bestowing upon it a
becoming name, which in honour of its superior merit I now
name " I'he Imperial," for it seems thus far to be the best

White outdoor Grape yet originated. Perhaps its most valu-

i^le feature is its hardiness ; standing the winter well when
Concord was killed.

No. 207, H.—White Grape, slightly yellow, quite sweet,

thick pulp, bunch nearly as large as the Catawba. A seedling

from Concord and Allen. Vine now two years from seed, and
bearing this season five bunches ; fully as productive as the

Eebecca. From the same origin came other seedlings, all of

uniform excellence.

No. 72 B.^^A seedling from Hartford Prolific. Black, rich,

red pulp, mii^y flavour, sweet, pulp small, very productive

;

ripens between the Concord and Isabella.

Don Juan.—A very large bunch, amber berry. Panents, Jena
and General Marmorica; very hardy, ripens with Isabella,

vinous, but not very sweet, bears a few very large bunches.

No. 37.—Vine is four years old ; bears forty bunches this

season ; extra large berry ; a seedling from Concord and Jury
Muscat, exceedingly productive, a good market Grape, carries

well, berry firm, soft pulp, flavour fair, not sweet. A very
strong-growing sort.

No. 176.—Dark amber colour, six weeks earlier than lona,

flavour sweet and richer than lona. A seedling from Delaware,

but has more life and spirit than its parent ; in size of bunch
also superior.

Clinton Seedling, No. 6.—Foliage wonderfully hardy, thick

pulp, slightly acid, but exhibits strong vinous quality, and in

the wine-Ecale test it ranks ahead of the Delaware ; immensely
productive.

No. 186.—White, seedling from Clinton, considered a good
wine Grape, large berry.

No. 207, 13.—A capital eating Grape, white, sweet, very hardy,
extra stout canes, beautiful coloured fruit, bunch moderate
size, loose but well shouldered.

No. 12, B.—Black, bunch extra large, 1 foot long, one shoot
often bearing three bunches, strong canes, wonderfully hardy,

moderately sweet and vinous, thick pulp. Consider it an extra

good variety ; the sweetest grown in the collection.

No. 12, A.—Has more juice, less pulp, and really more en-

joyable as a family Grape.
Adelaide.—Black, sweet, vinous, strong, heavy foliage, thick

leaf, as large a berry as the Union Village, good bunch, very
productive.

Eicketts' No. 1.—Plump berry, very large, long bunch, very
firm, keeps growing till cut off, not a sweet flavour, still not
acid.

No. 157, D.—White, seedling from Concord, earlier than the
Hartford by ten days to two weeks, thin skin, large berry,

round bunch, sweet flavour, juicy, wood like the Concord, very
hardy.

No. 157, A.—A brother of 157, D—very late.

No. 158, B.—Black, transparent, loose bunch, large, excel-

lent flavour, juicy, quite as good as Senasqua.
No. 14.—White, seedling from Israella and White Tokay,

ripens with Isabella, largest of all the white varieties ; hangs
firmly, both bunch and berry firm, tough skin, quite sweet,
bunches extra large, some will weigh nearly 2 lbs. ; reaUy a

first-class variety.

Quassaic.—Black, very regular bunch, a seedling from
Clinton and Muscat Hamburgh ; novel flavour ; a trace of the
CUnton, but more pleasant ; no more acid than is agreeable

;

its fine looks and its firmness are its best characteristics. One
of the prettiest Vines ever seen, filled with large bunches ; one
Vine has grown as much as 25 feet from a young plant in a
year.

Concord, No. 1.—Enormous berries, each a mouthful, flavour

moderately vinous and sweet ; when well ripened quite

pleasant ; large, well-shouldered bunches, moderately pro-

ductive.

Earitan.—An accidental seedling ; best wine Grape in the
world ; was tested with thirty and forty others, including
Delaware and Walter, and ranked 112' ; 'The Walter marked
llj per cent, acid ; Earitan marked six per cent. No European
variety has ever ranked as high in the wine scale as this.

No. 10.—Very good flavour, juicy, large plump berry, hangs
on firmly, tough skin ; seedling from Hartford and Purple
Damascus.
Advance.—A natural wine Grape ; the only wine Grape

which has a natural effervescence ; a good eating Grape, very
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regular bunoli, large berries, black, tremendously vigorous,
hardy, and astonishingly productive ; a first-class Vine.

In view of the fact that the lona does not succeed here, and
the Diana has to be plucked off, so as to leave but one bunch to
a shoot to ripen well, it seems as if Vines like those described
above, with such exceUeut flavour and vigorous characteristics,
must be destined to a celebrity of more enduring character
than the aveiage of new American varieties. From our own
personal examination we can honestly state not one of all the
white sorts exhibits a favour as inferior as the Martha, and they
are uniformly larger in berry and bunch. Neither was any white
variety less pleasant than the Croton in flavour, and but one
possessed a slight musky perfume of the black Grape ; neither
was inferior to Concord, although many not so sweet ; while
even if no other sorts were deemed valuable as table Grapes,
the acquisition alone of Raritan and Advance as wine Grapes
would mark an era in the Grape history of the United States.

It is necessai'y to express all opinions with caution, for the
history of horticulture in the United States has too many re-

cords of death-blows to enthusiasm over new fruits which fail

when transferred to localities beyond the place of origin
; yet,

every active horticulturist will rejoice with pleasure at such
signal advance in so new and promising an addition to the
pomological treasures of the country. Mr. Eicketts' collection
is a valuable one financially—^10,000 would be a fair estimate
of its worth, and we trust they will soon be disseminated and
he will receive their fuU value.

—

Henry T. Williams (in The
American Horticulturist).

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 4r,.

EOHE^'ERIA RETUS.i.—Blunt-leaved Echevebia.

In its general habit the E. rettisa agrees with the other
members of the genus, but the radical leaves are neither so
regular in form nor arranged in so perfectly rosette-hke a
manner as in xeciinda and some others. When young they
are acute, but become ultimately extremely blunt and irregu-
larly scoUopeJ or creuate, and bordered with brownish-purple.
The flower stem, which is also stained with purple, but of a

brighter tint, grows from 1 foot to 18 inches high, the blossoms
being produced at its summit in a dense, drooping, branched
panicle, which becomes gradually more erect as the flowers
develope themselves. These are externally of a rich crimson-
scarlet colour, covered with a delicate bloom, and internally of
an orange-yellow ; they continue expanded some days before
fading, and as strong plants will produce several flowering
stems, a succession of blossoms is maintained for two or three
months in winter, a season when flowers of much inferior
interest to the E. retusa are generally highly valued.

Its cultivation is of the simplest character ; sandy loam en-
riched with a little leaf mould, or even sandy loam by itself, if

not of too sterile a nature, will be found sufficient for its re-

quirements. It is hardly necessary to state that the pots should
be well drained to one-third of their depth at least, for this
is an indispensable condition to success in the treatment of
Buoeuleuts.

It may be more important to observe that the flowers of the
Echeveria retusa being produced in winter, it will require
more water at that period than those species which flower in
summer and autumn. During its period of growth, which
succeeds that of blossoming, it may also be kept in a mode-
rately moist condition ; but after this is completed, which
will occur about the end of July, water should be withheld,
and to facilitate the ripening process the plant may then be
stationed out of doors in a sunny corner for a month or six
weeks at least, but must be protected from rain, though slight
showers will do no harm. This exposition will be but a poor
imitation of the dry season of the tropics, but it will at any
rate be more conducive to the production of flowers than a
permanent occupation of the window. If the plant be then
removed about the middle of September to the sitting-room,
and cautiously watered, it will hardly fail, after the lapse of a
few weeks, to throw up its flower stems.

Increase is easily effected either by the offsets, which may
be severed and treated as cuttings, or by the stem leaves,
which are readily detached, and will root freely if, after being
dried for a day or two, they are pressed into a pot of sandy
soil. The leaves of some of the species will throw out fibres
from the back if simply laid on the soil, as in the case of the
Gloxinia and other plants ; and it is to be presumed that
those of retwawill root in a similar manner. Flowering plants
are, however, produced more speedily from offsets, and as these

are formed in some abundance, the leaves need only be em-
ployed when a considerable number of young plants is required

;

in either case they are best taken in spring or early summer,
so that the whole of the warmest months of the year may be
available for the rooting process.
As an element in the formation of the geometrical beds now

becoming so popular in certain quarters, or for other outdoor
uses, the E. retusa is less desirable than some other species,
such as secundaand secunda glauca, metallioa, and its hybrids'
but as a winter bloomer either in the greenhouse or the window
garden it deserves to be kept in view.

Fig. 147.—Echeveria letnsa.

With one or two exceptions all Echeverias are natives of

Mexico, from which country the E. retusa was introduced about
thirty years since by the collector Hartweg, who transmitted
seeds to the London Horticultural Society. The oauline

leaves of all the species deserve a passing notice for the

curious manner in which they are attached to the stem, the

leaf adhering by its surface near the base, but so slightly as to

be easily detached without any apparent injury to the cuticle

if care be taken.— (IF. Thompaon's Enqlish Flower Garden,
Revised bij tlie Autlior.)

THE CEDAR OF LEBANON.
In answer to " .\ Schoolmaster" we can only reply that he

may employ as the Cedar's botanical name either Abies Cedrus
or Cedrus Libani, for modern botanists use each of these
designations, and if we went back to earlier writers we should
have to quote names still further differing. We have also to

warn our correspondent not to tell in his lecture that " its

wood is the outside of our blacklead pencils," for that outside

is wood of the Red Cedar, .Tuniperus virginiana.

We have many letters consequent of those upon " the oldest

in England," and asking for such various fractions of informa-
tion that we will answer them in a continuous narrative.

It is a superlative of all plants named in the Bible. It is

called there " the tree of the Lord," a name, to whatever
applied, which there signifies what is most excellent. It was
assumed to be the first and grandest of the vegetable world,

or, as Solomon's botanical knowledge is described, as included

between the Cedar and the Esob, a Moss common on the wallB

of Jerusalem. Dr. Tristram, after \'i8iting Mount Libanus, has

written that " the wood of the mountain-grown Cedar of

Lebanon is much closer in grain and darker in colour than
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that of trees grown in England. It was used by David in

building the king's house, and by Solomon very largely in the
erection of the Temple, and of his own palace ; in the latter in

Buoh abundance that part of it was called the House of the Forest
of Lebanon. The trees were foiled and shipped from Tripoli

and Gebal (.Jebeil) by the Phcenician artificers of his friend
Hiram, King of Tyre :

' The men of Tyre and Sidon also brought
to Joppa Cedar trees from Lebanon for the second temple.'

—

Ezra iii. 7. It was also employed by Herod for the roof of his
temple, and of it is constructed the dome of the Church of the
Sepulchre at Jerusalem at the present day. The men of Sidon
were celebrated for their skill in carving Cedar, a pre-eminence
they still retain.

" Besides the grove of Cedars near the Kadisha, celebrated
and described by every traveller, there are many other groves,

clumps, and even whole tracts of Cedar forest scattered through-
out Lebanon. As they are for the most part in the northern

and most inaccessible districts, they have escaped the notice

of most travellers. Several were discovered by ourselves, and
some have been added since. At least nine distinct localities

are now ascertained, some of them containing many thousand
trees, and with an abundant Bueceasiou of young saplings

springing round them. Bat few, if any, of them can show any
trees equal in size to those of the famous grove.

" The Cedar grows rapidly and lives long. Even in England
there are trees not yet two hundred years old measuring 21 feet

in girth, as at the seat of the Earl of Wemyss in Gloucester-

shire.
" Dr. Hooker calculates the age of the Cedars of the grove

to be eight hundred years, from the rate of growth of the

Fig. 143.—The cedar of Lebanon.

Chelsea Cedars. From the rings in a branch one of the older

trees might be 2500 years old ; but this, he observes, is no doubt
widely far from the mark. Still an immense antiquity must
be assigned to some of them.

" The Cedar is not found in any other part of Palestine,

not even on Hermon, the Anti-Lebanon, or the highest forests

of Gilead. It extends, however, into Asia Minor, being plenti-

ful on the Taurus range."
We have a list of sixteen travellers who have visited and

counted the giants of Libanus, and they show their gradual
extinction. Peter Bellon found twenty-eight in 1550, Slaun-
drell sixteen in 1696, and Richardson seven in 1818. Maun-
drell found that the trunk of one was 3(3^ feet in girth, and its

boughs covered a circle 111 feet in diameter. In 1720 the
boughs of one extended over a circle of 132 feet diameter.
One of the most recent visitors of those Cedars, Lord Lindsay,
found one, the trunk of which, following the sinuosities of

the bark, measured 03 feet in circumference. Lamartine and
others believe these patriarchal trees to have lived in biblical

times. They are sacred even in the estimation of the Arabs,
and by the Christians of all sects resident in their vicinity.

A festival called " The Feast of Cedars" is celebrated on the
day of Transfiguration.

In the " Gentleman's Magazine" of 1779, a communication
from Sir John Cullum, of Hardwicke House, near Bury St. Ed-
munds, gives details of the Cedars of celebrity in England , details

which have been frequently quoted from without acknowledg-

ment by more recent writers. In Esses we remember noble

specimens at Faulkborne Hall, and there was of them a noble

avenue at Topinghoe Hall, planted in the time of the Stuarts,

but felled for the sake of the timberjin the present century.

Two Cedars planted about 1683 by Sir Hans Sloane in the

gardens of the Apothecaries at Chelsea were large and cele-

brated ; but one, if not both, are now dead. In 1793 the trunk

of the largest was 13 feet in girth all but half an inch.

In the Palace or Manor House of Enfield, Dr. Uvedale, who
there kept his school, planted a Cedar about 1670. In 1793 its

trunk was 12 feet in girth at 3 feet from the surface.

We have a letter from " a Bradfordian," relating to another

ancient Cedar, from which letter we extract the following :—
" Mr. G. Abbey wishes to know about one planted by Dr.

Richardson, of 'Brierley Hall, near Bradford ; I therefore for-

ward an extract from the Bradford Observer Budget, in which

I have marked what he wished to know.
" ' In front of Brierley Hall stands a majestic Cedar of

Lebanon, which was sent as a seedling to Dr. Richardson by
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]iia friend Sir Hans Sloane. Although within the last fifty

years some of the large lower branches have been broken off by
the hea%'y snows, this is, perhaps, the oldest and largest Cedar
of Lebanon in the kingdom. Of late years the ungenial at-

mosphere has begun to tell seriously upon the dark evergreen
foliage, but it is still a tree of mark among its fellows. The
year in which it arrived as a young plant is not known, but it

would be probably about the year 1705. At first the doctor
kept it in his greenhouse, but observing that whatever strength
it gained during summer was lost during the winter, he re-

solved to risk it outside, and there its noble and graceful form
has stood ever since. The tree was measured in 1812, when at

some distance from the ground the trunk measured 12 feet

8 inches in circumference. At a recent measurement we found
the circumference to be 14 feet 8 inches. The height is about
18 yards. It deserves notice that the second hothouse erected
in England was built for Dr. Eichardson, and by the same
workmen who erected the first at Oxford, near Liverpool.'"
We have the following relative to the Cedar mentioned by

Mr. R. Hayward, at a place near London, where a large garden
party was given :

—" He saw it in the grounds at Belmont House,
Mill HiU, near Hendon. It is now twelve years since that
party was given, for I was the gardener there at the time and
recollect seeing several gentlemen stepping the dimensions of

this fine tree, probably llr. Hayward was one of them. I took
notes of its size while there, which I have just found in my
Rcrap-book. I make it 38 yards in diameter, and about (iO feet

in height. The trunk I did not measure, because its branches
started-out within a foot or so of the ground, and it could not
be measured fairly. I know it is a fine tree and generally
admired by everyone. At the time I was there it had lost

many branches, and those remaining furnished the tree well,

but they had to be propped-up to keep them off the ground.
I wrote to the present gardener for the measurement, which I

hope he has sent to the .Journal, as such a fine tree should not
go unnoticed.—T, Record."
The present size differs rather from that which Mr. Record

states, but this may be accounted for from the lapse of time.
The gardener now there, Mr. T. Nunn, informs us that the
Cedar's height is 68 feet ; diameter of the circle of outspread
branches 111 feet

;
girth of trunk at 1 foot from the ground

20 feet 2 inches, and at 4 feet 18 feet (i inches.

NOTES ON VILLA .vnd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Xow that the leaf is off, and all necessary protection given to

those things that it is intended to leave out aU winter, the beds
not occupied with plants should be trenched up roirghly to allow
the frost to penetrate and pulverise the soU. With regard to
maniure, it is not always advisable to add that at this time of

the year, but leave it to be put on when the beds are turned up
for the last time, as I contend that the soil should be frequently
moved if the weather will allow; and again, the soil of many
beds is quite rich enough to grow most of the ordinary bedding
plants without adding manure oftener than once in three years,
and then not that which is rough and strong, but is well decom-
posed material, and more after the nature of Ught rich mould.
At this time it may be as well to say that those beds filled up

with evergreens or any other plants should always have the
fresh soil and manure added in the spring while the beds are
being prepared for their summer occupants. FaiUng to do this
has been one strong reason for saying that summer bedding
plants have not been found to thrive after being filled up for
winter decoration.
No doubt, also, there is a drawback in not being ahle to turn

the soil up, and the action of the weather, and other things of
smaller importance operating against the well-being of both
winter and summer plants ; and as there are several plants, such
as the different sorts of Euonymus, Laurustinus, Box, as well
as many of the annuals used for spring bedding which root
most vigorously during the time they are in the beds, and there-
fore exhaust the soil to such a degree that unless something
fresh is added no summer bedding plant can be expected to
thrive satisfactorily ; therefore it is easily seen that where both
winter and spring bedding is carried on, be it in ever so small a
way, a special preparation is necessary for summer work.
Give Rose bods a coating of manure. These are plants that

will be benefited by a strong rich stimulant, and if laid on the
surface of the ground now it acts as a protection, and can be
dug in after the' severest weather is over. Tea Roses or any
otlier choice tender sorts had better be carefully lifted if their
loss is apprehended, and place them in a sheltered corner where
they can have a little protection. They may be planted again in
good fresh soil about March, and may be expected to bloom well.

Plant Briars as soon as possible. Where it is intended to
raise a few stocks by budding next season, choose those with

clear straight stems, with spreading fibrous roots if possible.
Those with thick clubs to them seldom live to thrive long, and
generally produce a quantity of suckers to everyone's annoyance.
The recent heavy rams have indicated very plainly where there
is imperfect drainage ; and as it is not possible for plants even
of the hardiest nature to thrive in a wet soil, see to adding more
drains at once, and repair old ones. Where there is the chance
make it a point to decide upon what planting there is to do or
shrubs to remove, and do it at onco. The benefit of this timely
operation will be seen in next season's growth.
The weather which has of late precluded the possibility of

giving all the attention that plants in frames require, having
now become open, it will be the better if they are looked over
and all dead leaves picked off. The surface of the soil should be
stirred, and a search made for the little green caterpillar which
many complain are eating holes in their Geraniums and other
plants ; they are difficult to find, being of the same colour as
the leaf, and the best method of discovering them is to give
the plant a good shaking over some white paper or run the
hand up the under part of the leaf, and they will generally drop
off. Water everything very carefully at this season ; and all

ordinary bedding sfock will be best kept rather dry than other-
wise, and at all times give air if the weather will admit of it

with safety. In the greenhouse and conservatory the same rule
of admitting air must be carried out, only as these places will
contain good decorative plants, some of them in flower, a tem-
perature of 45° must be kept up ; and if there is necessity for a
fire and to keep it up, open the top light 2 or 3 inches, and let

out the impure air that is so likely to accumulate there after
the house has been shut-up for some time.
The next month or six weeks will be a critical time for all

such plants as an amateur is likely to grow, and the greatest
care should be taken not to let them grow too fast ; and in water-
ing it will be an advantage if they can have the water applied
in a tepid state. By such plants as CameLUas in pots, or those
planted out and j ust coming into flower, plenty of water will be
needed, and about twice a-week tepid manure-water given ; this
will assist them to open their buds more freely and regularly.—Thomas Recobd.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
n.lEDY FBUIT G.VBDEN.

The frost has become very severe—too hard, in fact, for dig-
ging, except where some rough litter was placed upon the
ground previously. We had wheeled some manure on to the
Raspberry quarter, intending to dig it in on the first oppor-
tunity, but the manure is so hard that it would not be at all

desirable to dig it in at present. There has been much con-
troversy amongst scientific men about the proper appUcation
of manure to crops, some contending that it should be taken
fresh from the yards, spread over the ground, and dug in at

once ; others that it should be thrown up into a heap, and
allowed to ferment until all the rank steam is thrown off. In
digging or trenching the open quarters at this time for next
season's crop it does not matter much about the stage of decay
at which the manure has arrived, as, should it be rough, a good
deep opening can be taken out, and if the soil is heavy, the
rougher the manure is so much the belter ; but it would not do to

dig such into the open spaces amongst fruit trees. If the soil

is heavy, rotted stable manure is the best stimulant. In light

soils cow and stable manure is the best, as the trees in such
soils suffer much from want of moisture at the roots, and when
cow manure is used the ground is always closer in texture, and
the moisture is not given off so rapidly. We use a fork when
digging the borders, and merely stir up the surface sufficiently

deep to cover the dressing of manure that has been applied to

the surface ; but before doing so the trees should be pruned,
and if necessary cleaned.
For a few years the caterpillar of the Lackey Moth troubled

us, but this seems now to be pretty well eradicated ; but we
shall never get it completely destroyed while Quick hedges and
Apple trees in the immediate vicinity, over which we hav^ no
control, are allowed to become the pasture ground of myriads of

the caterpillar every year. It may be as well to hint to those
who had it on their trees last year that the eggs may now be
found glued firmly in circles to the smaller branches of the
trees. The circles are usually about a quarter of an inch wide ;

these should be closely searched for when the trees are being
pruned. They ought to be thrown into the fire, or in some
other way effectually destroyed. We have not yet managed to

discover the Apple-borer in his winter haunts. This is now
the most destructive enemy we have to contend against, and if

we could ascertain the exact time and manner of his trans-

formation we could possibly destroy it in the egg state. Ame-
rican blight should also be destroyed by dressing the parts

attacked with boiled oil. It is dangerous to smother the branches
with the oil, as it will frequently kill not only the buds, but also

the smaller branches.
Our pruiiing was done during the autumn months; bat in
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many places if pruning is done at all it has to be done in winter.
The present is very suitable weather for getting all such work
done, as after a thaw a terrible mess is made by the necessary
treading upon the borders. Espaliers require to be carefully
fastened to the wires with good tar string. Old branches fre-

quently become crowded with ugly spurs, which by continued
pinchiug and cutting-back have become overcrowded with wood
and but few fruit buds ; frequent thiuniug-out is necessary under
such circumstances. The wall border has been dug up after
beiug well dressed with manure as a preparation for au early
crop of Peas and Potatoes ; but no winter pruning or nailing
has yet been done to the wall trees.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

Put-in a batch of pots full of Sea-kale into the forcing house,
plunging them overhead in cocoa-nut fibre refuse. This is an
excellent material for such a purpose when it can be obtained.
Our method of procedure is to plunge the pots (and the moat
suitable are those denominated S's, they are llj inches diameter
inside measure) to the rims, then invert another pot the same
size over this one, and fiU-up with the fibre refuse, so that the
whole are quite covered.
We do not force Asparagus very early, if we did it would be

by heated pits and not hotbeds. Very often the roots of the
Asparagus are injured by overhot manure. When plenty of
fallen leaves can be obtained then the heat is more uniform,
does not become overheated, and is of longer continuance.
Three 3-inch pipes will be amply sufiicient to heat a bed 8 or
i) feet wide it placed about 18 inches below the surface. The
pipes ought to be covered over with brickbats and some rough
litter, straw, or freshly-cut turf over that to prevent the soil
from mixing with the drainage ; any sort of mould will answer
to plant the roots into. Except in favoured districts Lettuce
and Endive ready for using are best protected in glass frames.
The border of a light orchard house is also well adapted for
them ; even hand-lights keep the leaves dry, and consequently
better able to resist the attacks of severe frost. Mustard and
Cress should be sown at intervals of eight or ten days, and the
pans or boxes placed in any of the forcing houses.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In favourable weather any alterations may be proceeded with.
It has been necessary to re-arrange the shrubs in the gardens
here two or three times during the last ten years ; sometimes
the plants become too much crowded. A bed of Hollies and
another of Rhododendrons that were planted for early effect

soon became too thickly placed, but the superfluous bushes
came in very useful as single specimens or for mixing amongst
other shrubs. We do not attempt to transplant in very wet
weather or in a frost. The beat way to lift any tree or bush, if

it is too large for a man to move it, is to dig round in a circle
from the bole of the tree, and after working down deep enough
the ball is undermined with a digging-fork, and a mat or two
fastened firmly round and under the ball enables the plant to
be lifted bodily out without injuring it in the least. The diflfer-

ent varieties of Aucuba ought to be planted universally, espe-
cially in the neighbourhood of large towns. We have many
male and female specimens. The females are annually loaded
with berries without any artificial impregnation of the flowers.
It is almost labour in vain to plant in poor gravelly soil without
any previous preparation. If there is not from 2 to 3 feet of
good soil the gravel should be cleared out to that depth, and
good loam put in to place round the roots. No leaves or litter
of any kind should now be allowed in the dressed grounds, the
lawn swept and rolled weekly, and any weeds on the walks may
be picked up by hand in mild weather.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

We are washing glass and woodwork, cleaning and arranging
the plants. Very little water is required at this time for many
plants ; those with leaves, such as Cinerarias and Calceolarias,
suffer if allowed to become dry. Zonal Pelargoniums ought to
be quite dry before being watered. The first appearance of
aphis on Calceolarias is the signal for the fumigator; but no
such pests should be allowed on any class of plants. It is some-
times not necessary to fumigate the house, as only a few plants
may be attacked. When such is the case, a good plan is to use
a small brush to dislodge the insects.

Crowea saligna is a very useful conservatory or greenhouse
plant for supplying cut flowers. It continues in flower for two
or three months, and requires the same treatment as most of the
New Holland plants. Statice profusa, if the flowers are cut off

in the summer months, is an excellent winter-blooming variety,
but it is liable to be attacked with mildew. Dusting with
sulphur on its first appearance is an effectual remedy. Many
other greenhouse plants are subject to the attacks of vhis in-
sidious pest, and must be watched for very closely.
Pruning Pot Bases.—These are not pruned all at the same

time, but at stated intervals ; but before pruning allow the soil
in the pots to become rather dry, to prevent bleeding.

—

J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited), 106, Southwark

Street, London, S.E., and 1, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.—
List of Forest Trees, ShrubSt <&c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,• AU correspondence should be directed either to *' The

Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to
Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing bo subjects them to un-
justifiable tronbla and expense.

Correspondents should not mix np on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Books [Pomona].—The " Frait Manual " is in an advanced state towards
completion, and the forthcoming edition will be a great enlargement of those
that have preceded it. The price at which it will be publiahed has not yet
been iixed. [H. A. P.).—The "Garden Manual" contains instructions upon
Vines and general gordening. It may be had by post from our office for \s. 8d.

Camellia Bcds Dropping (7. R. B.j.—Read our answer to another corre-
spondent last week.

Canker Appearing (Q. C).—Your Apple trees have probably rooted into
the gravel, which induces canter. Trenching and making the soil deep are no
advantage; to render fruit trees healthy and productive their roots should be
induced near the surface and to extend horizontally. Wo recommend you to
have all the descending roots cut away, and manure the surface annually to
tempt the roots upwards.

Grapes Scalding (B. Q.).— The answers we have given embody the
opinion of first rate fruit-growers as well as our own. Tou will never be
answered unpleasantly. Wo believe that the application of tepid liquid
manure persevered iu daring the whole period of growth would prevent the
gangrene. However, if you will state your case again fully, and tell what has
been done by you without success, we will submit it to a good authority.

Orchid Seed Sowing {H. IF.).—The seed ahould be sown in pots filled

with the usual Orchid compost, the pots being half filled with crocks, and
then filled-up with crocks, chopped sphagnum, and fibrous brown peat, raising
the material, well mixed, high in the centreof the pots, and pressed very firm.
Give a good watering, again press, and then dispose the seeds upon the sur-
face, and give a light dusting with silver sand. If a kind which requires a
block of wood, use one prepared in the usual way, and dispose the seed upon
it. The pots or block should be placed in a close frame in the house which is

moist and shady, and can be kept moist by very lit^'ht sprinklings through a
very fine-rosed syringe, not giving any air until the seeds have germinated,
and then only at night, gradually inuring them to the air of the house. It is

questionable whether tbe seed you save will be good, but of course you can
test it, and with sound seed and care you may succeed in rearing plants.

Neglected Strawberry Plantation (East D€iu:).—The plants havinS'
formed masses of roots in the Fpaces between the rows, we should take out
the rows of old plants, leaving the runners in the spaces, they being well
rooted; then thin out, so as to leave about three good plants in the rows at
about 15 inches to 18 inches apart. Manure the spaces between the rows and
about the plants, leaving the manure as a top-dressing during the winter, and
early in March point it in with a fork, but not going deeper than Sor 4 inches.
The runners will give you finer fruit than the old plants, and from them you
may secure runntrs for new beds. Secure such runners early next summer,
pegging them down so as to have the plants well rooted for planting early in
the season ; the earlier tbe better.

Garden Infested with Slugs (Idem).~Giv6 a dressing of quicklime in
mild weather, when the slugs will be near the surface, at tbe rate of a hundred
bushels per acre, and after laying a few days dig-in, or, if the ground is

already dug, point it in with a fork. It is best applied early in autumn or in
March. You may supplement it with a dressing of salt, at the rate of twenty
bushels per acre, in March, or prior to patting-in the crops.

Seedling Calceolaria Culture {H. A. P.).—They could not be better
than in the frame at a foot distance from the glass, which is quite near
enough, and having in the frame a cooler and moister atmosphere thau in
the greenhouse. We should leave them there as long as you can give them
room and can exclude frost from the frame ; but if you cannot safely do this
remove them to a light, airy, and cool position in the greenhouse. Bepot
them if necessary; do not allow them to become pot-bound.

Vines Mildewed (Liem).—The leaf you sent us is badly mildewed. We
should dust the leaves with flowers of sulphur, and keep the atmosphere cool
and dry, removing the leaves as they turn yellow and burn them, pruning as
soon as all the leaves have fallen, and burning the prunings. After pruning
the Vines and freeing them of the loo^e bark, dress them with a composition
of soft soap, 1 lb. to a gallon of tobacco juice, adding tlnwers of sulphur to
bring it to the consistency of paint, and with this dresa the Vines in every
part, brushing it well into the angles and crevices, but taking care not to rub
off the eyes.

Treatment op Vines with PLiNxs (J. Bale).—Clear away the leaves as
they fall, and when all have fallen prune the Vines and have the house tho-
roughly cleaned, washing the woodwork and glass, removing from them any
green or dirt, and whitewashing the walls. Dress the Vines after the house
has been washed as described to another correspondent (H. A. P.) in to-day's
Journal. Keep the house cool, but not so cool as to admit frost, which would
injure your plants and do the Vines no good. At night a temperature of 40^

from fire heat will insure the safety of the plants and do the Vines no harm,
as they will not be unduly excited by it, and in the day we should not exceed
45° from fire heat ; but it may, of course, in the daytime with sun and air

rise to 00" or more, the rise being from natural and not artificial beat.

Selecting Border Flowers (A Covstant Reader).—We cannot under-
take to prescribe desirable planting. In a few weeks we shall publish a new
edition of " Garden PlanB." with, very nmuerons iUastrations, showing how
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to plant them, as well aa eingle beds and borders; Belections of plants, and

bow to cultivate tbem.

Cttttino the Roots off Apple Tbe"es (E. M. P.).—Of eonrse it was a

great mistake to cat the small fibrons roots off. It will not be necessary to

destroy tho trees because of tbie, as plenty of new roots would be formed

during last summer. The Victoria is one of the moBt useful Plums in culti-

vation. Lord Suffield and Gloria Mundi are both kitchen Apples. Plant

Cox's Orange Pippin and Pomona.

Kkioht's Monarch Pear Dropping PREMATrRELT (S. ^w«Hn).—This
Pear has the same fault with ns near London, and those fruits that remain on

the tree are frequently only useful for cooking. And what is also singular, a

few of the fruits will be melting and good, the largest proportion remaining

quite hard. We advise yon to re-graft with another variety.

Vines in a North Border (A Constant 5u6.«rrtber).—The Vines will

answer planted in a north border, but not bo well as in a sonth one, which

will be warmer. With a covering of glass the north border would be im-

proved, with the disadvantage, however, of warding off rains, and so rendering

artificial ones necessary. Why not have the border made part of the house ?

It would then have warmth, and the apace would be useful.

Whtfe Boo and GaKENHorsE Plants lld^m).—What white bug may
be we cannot tell, unless it be mealy bug, which is the most difficult of all

pests to free plants of after they oace become infested. Brushing, which you
employ, only, as you say, wards tbem off for a short time; they only being

brushed off is only a direct way of spreading the pest upon other plants—in

fact, it will exist upon woodwork and anywhere where there is dryness, but
where there is moisture it does not spread so fast, especially i( the plants are

forcibly syringed. We should remove the plants from the house, and syringe

them one by one outdoors with water at a temperature of 12ft', laying the

plants on their sides, and turning them round so as to thoroughly cleanse

the plants of the pests, the water being forcibly directed against them so as

to drive them off the plants. Calm and mild weather should be chosen.

Next summer we should place the plants outdoors for a short time, and
during rains, which is the best antidote to this pest known. The stricteBt

search should be kept up for the pest, and when any is seen, destroyed.

Mealy Bug on Tacsonia Van Volxemi (A. O.).—Fumigating with tobacco

will not destroy it, and it will only be overcome at great pains, diligent, con-

tinued effort. The best plan we have found for cleaning climbers on roofs is

to, alter thinning-out the shoots as much as desirable, wash every leaf, shoot,

and stem with a solution of soft poap—half a pound to two quarts of water,

adding a winGglaesful of spirits of turpentine to it, and thoroughly mixing.
This to be applied with a soft brush, and taking care to reach every eye,

angle, and crevice. This is a tedious process, but one that persevered in will

soon cover considerable ground. It is likely the solution will injure the plant's

leaves somewhat, as they are hairy, and cannot endure so much as plants

with smooth leaves. We do not know of anything or nearly so good for this

pest, which we are exterminating by its persevering use.

Peopaoating Chrysanthemtms (JA-m).—Take cuttings and pot them
singly in umaJl pots. They will root slowly but surely in a cool house. The
plants maybe kept in a sheltered position outdoors until March, when you
may take cuttings, striking them in gentle heat, and if the old plants are not
wanted for outdoors, throwing them away. Azaleas and Camellias ought not
at this time of year to be syringed. Adiantum Farh/yense does not thrive,

probably for want of heat and a regular state of moisture in the atmosphere.
It does not also do well if pot-bound. A temperature of 60'^ to 65- from fire

heat at this season is suitable. The Orchids you name ought not to be
syringed, or very lightly once a-day, but keeping moderately moist, and a
temperature of 60'" to 65" from fire heat, but 5^ less in very severe weather,
and at night in severe weather. No good results in cold weather of maintain-
ing ft high temperature.

Arum triphyxlttm (Eittic).—It is hardy, doing best in sandy loam en-

riched with vegetable soil. Vallota purpurea ought not to be dried-off, but
kept moist, increasing the supply with the growth.

Briar Chttingr (Id'^m).—The shoots or cuttings are best having a heel, or
taken off close to the stem whence they proceed. The eyes on the depth they are
inserted in the ground, which should be two-thirds their length, should be
removed, and the cuttings may be 10 inches long. If they grow you may bud
them in July, or when they are sufficiently strong.

Evergreen Climbers for House Wall (A. D.).—There are no ever-

green climbers but the Ivies, and these we should employ for the north aspect
only. The best for this purpose are Hodera canariensis (hibemica) and vars.

latifolia maculafa and variegata; H. Helix digitata and H. Rfetrneriana.
Evergreen shrubs, but not climbers, for the walls are, for suuth aspect, Ceano-
thnsaznreuB.C. floribundua,C. integerrimus, Esoalloniamacrantba.aud Garrya
elliptica. East aid west :—Crata?gns pyracantha and var, crenulata, and
Cotoneaster microphyila. Those are evergreen ; but why restrict yourself to
evergreens ? Jasminum nudiflorum flowers in winter, and Cydonia japonioa
in early spring. Jasminum officinale grandiflorum is very sweet. Glycine
sjnensis is beautiful: and the Clematises Law6oniana,Henryi, Lucie Lemoine,
Jackmanni. and Symeana are good ; also Caprifolium llexuosum and C. sem-
pervirens floribundum; and upon the south aspect Marechal Niel, Climbing
Devoniensis, and other Roses, would we think please you better than all ever-
greens. Defer planting until March.

PLANTrao Garlic, &c. (TT. W, B.).—The planting of all you name is best
done in February or March.

Nahes of Fruits (W. B. B.)-—No. 21, Eibstou Pippin; 17, Golden Pear-
main ; 7, Manks Cidlin, poor specimen; 4, Winter Quoining. {J. E.).—l.Not
identified ; 2, Golden Pearmain.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIG-EON OHRONIOLE.

THE EXHIBITION DORKING.—No. 2.

BT T. CHILE EUKNELL.
I WILL now suppose that some one of my readers has deter-

mined to take up Dorking fowls for exhibition, or, perhaps, is

only desirous of improving his present stock of poultry by the
introduction of fresh blood of the best strains. The question
will be. What is the best way to proceed ? In my own case I
attended the nearest poultry exhibition with the intention of

buying one or two of the best birds for, as I expected, a pound
or two. You may imagine my disgust on finding all the prize

birds priced at i'lOO, and all the rest at nearly equally high
prices. However, I presently came to the ''selling classes,"

where the price of the competing specimens is usually limited

to 30s. ; and seeing that the second-prize bird was a Dorking cock
entered at that price, and by the catalogue eight months old, I

rushed off to the Secretary's office, and after a good deal of push-
ing and struggling secured him at that jirice, also a pair of

highly-commended hens at the same figure, and returned home
very well satisfied with my day's work.

I was so pleased with my new purchases that I invited the

poultryman from the neighbouring farm to be present when
they were unpacked, and busied myself immensely with wood-
work and wire netting to have a separate place for them on
arrival, so that they might not be contaminated by low-bom
company. The birds appeared in good time, and were let out
and fed, and I confess that they did not look quite so well to me
on the ground as when I saw them in a show pen : and I may as

well here add that I have found this opinion strengthened by
experience, and my readers may take it as a rule that seeing

birds at an exhibition is very deceptive, and that if the pens are

placed high up it makes them look half as large again. How-
ever, to my story : the man caught hold of the cock, and passing
his hand down his breastbone, remarked that it was so crooked
" that you could put your fist into it, and asked me to look at

the length and sharpness of his spurs, and the scales on his legs,

and said he was certain that the bird was at the very least five

years old. I strenuously denied this, as the catalogue said he
was eight months old. The hens, however, seemed to please

him, as he remarked they were very large, and so they were left.

I could not keep long away from my new purchase, and on
returning to the pen in an hour or two I found the cock's head
all covered with blood, and one of the hens' beak in the same
state. This rather astonished me, and I thought the cook and
hen must have been fighting, which I considered very ungallant

on the part of the old Dorking cock, who I had always heard
styled " the pattern of an English gentleman." I watched them
for a little while, and soon saw the hen go up to the cock very
affectionately and commence to peck his comb, which was
already streaming with blood, and to my astonishment the latter

seemed to enjoy it ; but I now thought it high time to interfere

before the cannibal hen should have quite eaten his comb away.
To make a long story short, the cock proved old and useless,

one of the hens was an inveterate comb-eater, while the other

laid shell-less eggs, the extreme value of the three being about
4s. to make into soup, which was their ultimate destination.

I could give more instances of disappointment from buying
birds in a "selUng class" were it necessary, but I shall only

mention this one as a sample of the others, so that intending
purchasers in a " selling class " may draw their own inferences.

I do not for an instant deny that bargains are occasionally to be
picked-up in " selling classes," but only by good judges who are

able to appreciate the merits of birds which some amateur does

not know the value of ; but I am more than ever convinced that

beginners had better ntear clear of them. In trying, then, to

solve the question. Where are good birds to be obtained ? I will

not attempt to give advice to old fanciers, most of whom are

well able to teach me, but simply, if possible, to give a few
hints in a crude form to assist beginners.

I recommend anyone really ignorant of fancy points and all

that is required in a good bird, and who has not sufficient confi-

dence in his own opinion nor time to attend an auction, to apply

to one of the well-known dealers, who, if he asks him a good
price, will give him a good bird, or else to write to one of the

numerous successf al exhibitors of the day, stating your wants
and the amount you intend to give, leaving all details to the

exhibitor, and trusting him to send you the value for your
money. I have the pleasure of the acquaintance of nearly all

the leading Dorking exhibitors, and am convinced that not one
would take an advantage of a beginner were he to evince con-

fidence; but when anyone writes pretending to be a good judge
the exhibitor will often expect him to find out the defects for

himself.
There are many who do not like to buy birds without pre-

viously seeing them. I would recommend such to buy their

birds " on approval," by which is commonly meant that, if the
fowls are not approved of they may be returned, the intending
purchaser, of course, paying all carriage both going and return-

ing, and also being answerable that tho birds reach home in

safety. Of coarse, any special agreement can be made that is

thought necessary, bat buyers are invariably expected to send
the money before the birds are sent off. An honest purchaser
should have no objection to this, as it will be readily understood
that in these days of sharp practice vendors must be on their

guard, as many apply to have birds sent them on approval who
have not the least intention of either paying for or returning
them.

The next question will be, At what time of year are we most
likely to procure birds at a moderate price ? This will depend
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upon what it ia we require. 4 really good bird, and one likely

to win at good shows, has always a certain value, and I should
look with suspicion on any advertiser who offers such at a very
low price; but inferior birds, "wasters," as they are called,

are much more plentiful at one time of year than another. I

should recommend anyone who keeps four or five cooks running
together, and who wishes for a change of blood of the best

strains, to apply to one of the large breeders and exhibitors

about June or July in each year, when they must have a large

number of chickens from ten to fifteen weeks old, and when
they would generally be only too glad to get rid of half a dozen
young cockerels showing slight defects for exhibition, but
equally good as their best for the purpose required, at from 10s.

to 15s. each. Necessarily for a single bird they would charge
rather more. One great advantage of procuring cockerel chick-

ens of this age is, that they will not attempt to fight the old

birds if introduced into a strange yard ; while they will grow
up with your own chickens, and you will escape all the fighting

and destruction which is the inevitable result of introducing
a full-grown cock into a new yard. This object may also be

attained by purchasing sittings of eggs, but in doing so too

great care cannot be expended in ascertaining in the first place

whether the advertiser really has good stock ; and secondly,
whether, if he has, if he will let you have the eggs froni tl^em.

There are many complaints of bought eggs not hatching, but
anyone who knows what a little is required to spoil a clutch of

eggs will not always attribute failure to the roguery of the
vendor, though I am sorry to express my belief that the latter

is sometimes the case.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
{Concludedfrom page 508.)

Haububghs were generally very superior. In Black cocks,

1205, the Palace winner, in splendid condition was again in the
front; second, rather coarse in comb; third, 1201 (Robinson), a
pretty neat bird. Pen 1190 (Beldon), we liked generally as well
as the second.
Hens.—First and second, grand pairs ; third, not so good in

colour. All in their right position.
Golden-pencilled cocks.—1235 (Walker), the Palace cup bird in

magnificent trim, carried off first honours. Second and third,

good birds.

Silver-pencilled cocks.—Fivat, 1244 (Beldon), a charming bird,

beautifully marked in the tail. Second and third, good.
Golden-pencilled hens.—lio!i (Duckworth), first, a beautiful

pair, good in all points. Second, sound in ground colour. Third,
beautifully pencilled but rather pale in colour.

Silver-pencilled hens.—First, a flue pair, rather heavily pen-
cilled. Second and third, extremely good.
Golden-spangled cocks.—Neat in comb and good throughout.

Second, pretty bird and well pencilled, but showing a little

white between the legs ; we fancied we saw him at Oxford, if so
his feathers are now more perfect.

Silver-spangled cocks.—AU the winners good. First, a little

coarse in comb, or otherwise perfect.

Golden-spangled hens.—Here the competition was very close,

but we thought the first deserved his position, being generally
the most perfect.

Silver-spangled hens.—First, 1325, a delightful pair in beauti-
ful condition, and well matched. Second and third, good pens,
the latter not quite a match, or they would have been second.
Game, Black-breasted Red.—The cocks, with the exception of

the first (Dutton's), and second (Matthews), were a poor lot. The
first was good in colour and carriage. The second had a better
head, was shorter in feather, but a little queer on the feet.

Cockerels showed no improvement upon the old birds. The
first (Matthews), the winner, we believe, at the Palace and
Oxford, was a fine bird. Second (Harley), good, but we thought
him a little long in flights. Third and fourth moderate, both
coarse in tail.

Hens were better ; the winner (Matthews) was a thorough Game
bird of splendid style. Second and third, good.

Pullets.—1476, first (Matthews), who secured the cup very
closely pressed by the second pen 11475), the Palace winners, we
think : in some respects we preferred the second. Third and
fourth (same owner), good. Fifth, a little high in tail.

Brown-breasted Bed cocks.—1535 (Brierley), first and extra
cup, a little thick perhaps in head, but otherwise perfect. Se-
cond and third tolerably good, the latter a little high in tail.

We thought we recognised the Palace oup-winner here un-
noticed.

Cockerels.—1537 (Burgess), a nice bird, a little long in hackle.

Second (1533) good, but struck us as being a little arched in the
back. Third, foorth, and fifth, nice birds and in their proper
positions.

Hens.—153G, first, flue, very dark in colour : second, smart;
third and fourth, judiciously selected.

Pullets.—1623, first (Brierley), an easy win, a beautiful crea-

t ute of grand style. Second, good, but we thought him rather

narrow. Pen 1598, fourth, the Oxford winner (Matthews),
should have been more forward in the prize list.

Dackwing cocks were a poor lot. 1642 (Winwood) was awarded
first prize ; but an objection was raised, and upon inspection the
bird was found to have been dyed, and was consequently dis-

qualified. This put 1635 (Phillips) first, a good bird, but slightly

mottled on the breast.

Cockerels.—First 1662 (Winwood), a smart bird, rather long
in hackles. 1665 a little grey in hackles, otherwise good. 1G50,

third, we rather preferred to second, being clear in hackle, and
other points equal.
Hens.— 1741, first, was a little flat in sides and not good in

colour. Second, 1071 (Matthewe), smart, but not in feather.

1675, third (Sales), a little short in head, otherwise grand.
Pullets.—First, 1686, had some very good points, but was too

rusty on the wing for a prizewinner. Second and third were
fine birds. We should hke to have seen pen 1673, highly com-
mended (Goodwin), and a pen of Mr. Fletcher's in the prize list.

Black and Bnissij-winged were only a moderate lot, calling

for no special notice.

Piles.—First, 1774 (Brierley), a smart bird, exhibiting some
signs of the Malay. Second, 1720 (Walton), very nice in colour.

Hens or Pullets.—FiiBt, 1720, good all round. Second, 1721,

a superior pullet, but little open in tail. 1729 (Winwood), smart
pullet. First, we think, at the Palace was unnoticed.
Game Bantams.—Black. breasted Beds.—Cock and two hens,

1775, first (Addie), smart cock, hens not quite up to him. Second,
1772 (Enwistle), a thorough Game pen, cock not so stylish as the
winner. Third, 1773, was closely pressed by 1707, fourth. We
almost think we preferred the latter.

Broivn Beds.—1785, first, a splendid bird with two good
pullets. We think we remember one of them at the Palace un-
noticed, and thought she was best in the class.

Amj other variety.—Not so good as the other classes. Pen
1791, first, had some good points.

Single Cocks (Reds).—First, 1806 (Addie), a very smart stylish

bird, similar in stamp to 1775. .In?/ other Variety.—First,

1853 (Fletcher), a beautiful bird, the best Duckwing we have
seen this year. Second (Brownlie), a Pile well known. Third
(Shumach), the Palace winner, we think, but here fairly beaten.

Ducks.—Ducks had eight classes. Aylesbury and Bouen both
show a satisfactory improvement in weight, especially the
former, the first-prize in each weighing respectively 19 lbs.

8 ozs. and 19 lbs. 14 ozs. In Blacks, 1932 (Sainsbury), was first.

We think this pen (or the light deceived us), better matched
than at the Palace.
The other varieties of Ducks were not largely represented,

but some very interesting specimens were to be found.

Geese compared with Turkeys were not numerous. Mr.
Walker was deservedly placed first for Whites, and Mr. Fowler
for Greys.
TuBKEYS had four classes, all well filled. The cocks of 1874

reached thirty-one entries, and the class for hens nineteen.

The old cocks in weight were not up to last year. The other

classes show a satisfactory increase.

In conclusion we think the poultry classes have improved upon
last year. Some certainly are not so good, notably the Brahmas

;

on the other hand the Buff Cochins, Game, and Game Bantams
show considerable progress in the right direction. The Pigeons

we regret were not better supported. The schedule is liberal

enough ; the Committee have only to find better accommodation
for them, and,the classes will be again weU filled.

THE YORKSHIRE SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION OF
POULTRY, &c.

The eighteenth annual Show of the York Society took place

on the Ist, 2nd, and 3rd inst. in the Cattle Market. The poultry

pens, which were of wood with wire fronts, were well placed

three-tier high, and the birds mostly quite easy to examine. In
Dorkings Mr. Widdas won with a grand pen of chickens, but wa
failed to appreciate the second award, preferring the third and
fourth as better in most points. Spanish were moderate in

both classes, Mr. Brown's pen of chickens being well worthy of

their position. In Buff Cochins the first prize went to a grand

pen of chickens, and the second to old birds. Whites taking the

first position in the next class, with Partridge second and third.

In Brahmas the first went to a pen of chickens, the pullet

beautifully pencilled, but the cock extremely poor ; while the

second prize went a much better pen of old birds, which were
very massive and good in all points ; both were Dark. Game
(Reds) were well placed, Messrs. Adams winning first with a

grand pen of adult Brown Reds ; the second were also of that

kind. In Duckwings Messrs. Adams again won the first place

with a sound well-shown peu of old birds, the second going

to a coarse-headed pair, to which we preferred Mr. Staveley'a

pen, as being more stylish and better in head. In the next two

classes Piles won in both cases. Hamburghs came next, but

these were bad as a section, though there were some grand
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birds shown by Messrs. Walker, Driver, Long, &c. In Gold-
pencils the best pen in the class was placed second (Walker);
the next best pen {Driver) was not noticed. The winning first

pen might have been placed third. In the rest of them there was
nothing of note except the winners. The Gold-spangles, being
placed at the bottom, were very difficult to examine, and this
was also the case with the Bantams, the pens being small and
crowded, and the light not good.
Pigeons were not a large entry, but there were some very

good birds. The Black Carrier cock to which the cup was
awarded was a gem, and in this class we found a card of dis-

qualification for trimming upon pen 482 (J. Thompson, Bingley).
Carrier hens were fair, Blacks winning. In Pouter cocks Mr.
Haireine's capital Black cock won first, Mr. Harvey's Blue
coming in second, the order being reversed in hens in favour
of a smart Blue hen belonging to the last-named gentleman. Of
Almonds only one pen was shown. In other Short-faces Mr.
Hawley showed an exquisite pair of Black Mottles; the second
were Red Mottles, also very good. Fantaih were a moderate
lot. Barls gooH) Duns first, and Blacks second, /aco&ms were
a fair lot ; the two winning pairs of Reds very even, and a close
run. Turhits were badly placed ; the Silvers, to which the first

prize was awarded, were unworthy of a place, Mr. Moore's Blue
being by far the beet, the second beet taking the right position.
Mr. Sefton won all the prizes with Dragoons of grand quality of
head and colour (Blue).

Rabbits.—The usual facilities for examining the Rabbits being
denied us, and the Judge (who is at once a resident and a mem-
ber of the Committee) being engaged at the door taking checks,
we found it impossible to arrive at such information as would war-
rant our criticising the awards (a most desirable state of things for
a judge no doubt), except in afewcaBes,which were the .4 K^oras,
Silver-Greys, and Dutch. The first-named we considered well
placed as regards the winners, Mr. Swetman's Rabbits being
grand stock in all particulars. The winning Simalayans ap-
peared to be good Rabbits : but in the awards in Silver-Greys
we could not agree in the least, the first going to a very dark
even-coloured animal (Schofield), second to one with well-
silvered body, darkish head, and left ear half-lopped. The best
of all the lot (Ball), which stood clear of all competition, was
not noticed. In Dutch also we could not understand, the first

awards going to a bad-coloured Grey-and-white with very large
ears, but pretty well marked (Dickson) ; second, to the best
Rabbit, a Black-and-white (Lund). The second best was a grand
Tortoiseshell buck (Sabbage), which was altogether unnoticed.
The entries were good.
DoBKiNGs.—1, C. Widdas, Howden-Ie-Wear, Darlington. 2, J. Newall, Clifton.

York. 8, J. Carr, Whitby. 4. R. W. Richardson, Beverley.
Spanish —I, E. Brown, Sheffield. 2, Pallister & Hawkins, Topcliffe, Thirsk.

he, J. Thresh, bradford. Chickem.—i, E. Brawn. 2, J. Thresh, he, Pallister
and Hawkins.
CocHiN-CnrNA.— rpiZoic or Biiff.-I, D, & J. Ibeston. Whitby. 2, J. White,

Whiteley. Netherton. Wakefield. 3, W. Mitchell. Birkenshaw. Leeds. 4. G.
Palfreyman. Jan., Heeley, Sheffield, he. J. Niirth, HuddersQeld. Any other
colour.— I, C. Carr, Wilsden, Bingley. 2, J.White. 3. T. M. Derry, Gedney.
4. T. Pierson, Rosedale West, Pickering, he, Misa H. WiiliamB, Ayl'eBbury. c,
E. E. Deaoe, Pocklington.
Bbahma Pootra.—1, Dr. Holmes, Whitecotea, Chesterfield. 2, W. Whiteley,

Sheffield, he. Rev. A. H. Cummins. Northallerton; E. Ryder, Hyde, Man-
cheater, c. T. Dodson, Kirbymoorside.
G&TaE.—Black-brcajited or oDier Reds.—I, W. & H Adams, Beverley. 2,

Lister & Pounder, Seamer, Yarm. Duckwings.—I, W. & H. Adams. 2. J.
"Wataon, Knareeborough. c, J. A. & H. H. Staveiey, Driffield. Any other
variety.—}, W. Green. Earswick, York. 2, W. Smith. Easthorpe, Bottesford.
Any variety.—Chir.ken8.—\,% and hc,G. S. Thompson, Moorlands. York, r, A.
SQHden, Swinley, Clockheaton ; G C.Wilson, Milnthorpe ; C, Carter. Bedale.
Hambubghs. — G(jWf;i-i)eHcii/ed. — 1, J. Smith, Gilatead. Bingiey. 2, J.

"Walker, Birstwith, Ripley. 3. J. Long. Bromley Common. Silver-pencilled.—
1, J. Walker. 3 and c. H. Smith. Keighley.

U.A.VBx:R(iua.—Gnldfn-9panoted.—l, J. Long. 2, J. Walker. 3, R. Newby,
Welbnrn, York. Stiver spangled.—1, J. Wa.)ker. 2,T. Richardson, York. S,j.
Tiplady, Newport.
Polish.— 1. J. Long. 2, G. W. Boothby, Loath, he, W. Harvey, Sheffield, c,

C. Walker, Bornushbridge.
Bantams.— Grtw^.—I, A. Sogden, Swinley, Cleckheaton. 2. H. Batler. Brad-

ford. 3. J. R Kingston. Clifton. York, he, J. Walshaw. Batley. c, H. Butler

;

W. & H. Adams; W. Harvey. Laced.—1 and he, W. Richardson. '}, J H. Law,
Highgate. Birmingham. Any other variety.—1, J. R. Hingeton, Clifion, York.
2, J. Sherwin, Ripon.
Any othkb Variety-1. J. Walker (Black Hambarghs). 2. T. Peirsen,

Pickering (CrL-ve-CtPur). he, R. 1 oft. Woodmansey. Beverlev (Sultana).
Ceoss Between Two Pnte Breeds Most Suitable fobtiie Table.—1, J.

A. Case, Hovingham. 2, G. Hutchinson. York. hr. W. S. Dobson, Marton,
Kirby Moorside. e, Mrs. C. Tarbutton. Cawton, Gilling.
Tdbkeys.-I, Mrs. Parker, Thirsk. 2, Miss.Iordan, Driffield. Potilts.—l.T.

P. Carver, Langthnrpe. Boronghbridge. 2 and he, Misa Jordan, c, J.White,
Brandsby, Eauingwold.
Geebe —1, Capt. L. Anyon, Whittle-le-Woods, Chorley. 2, J. White, Whitley

Netherton, Wakefield, he, R. Garbutt, Watergate, Ampleforth, Oswaldkirk. e,

3, A. Cass.
DvcKs.—Aylesbury—1 and 2, C. Holt, Rochdale, /t?, T. P. Carver, c, W.

Stonehouse, Darnholme. Goathland. Pickering. liouen -l.G. Garbutt, Sinning-
ton, Pickering. 2, C. HoH. he, J. Coatea. Easingwohl. e, Mrs. Stamper,
Oswaldkirk. Any othrr rariety.—l. A. & W. H. Silvester, Sheffield (Mandarin).
2 and c, R W. RKhardoon ( Black East Indian and White Call), he, G. Robin-
son, Kexby, York.
Selling Class —1. W. & H. Adams (Brown Red Game). 2, R. W. Richard-

son (Dorkings). 8. Mrs. E. Kirk, Poppleton, York (Brahmas). he. W. Mitchell,
Birkenshaw, Leeds (Cochins), c, T. E. Satterthwaite, Castle Howard (Dor-
kings) ; Mrs. £. Kitk (Brahmas).

PIGEONS.
CARHreRfl.— CocA-.-Cnp, 1. and he, W. Sefton, Blackbnra. 2, A. T. Umpleby,

Boroughbridge. Hen.— I, W. Moore, Pickering. 2, W. Sefton.
PoDTEBs— Coefc.— J, J. Hairsinp. Hull. 2. W. Harvey, he, J. P. Fawcett,

Flowergate, Whitby. Ben.—I, W. Harvey. 2, J. Harrison, York, he, J.
Haireine.

TcTABhERB.—Almond.—1, A. & W. H. Silvester. Any other variety, Short-
jaced—], 3. Hawley, Girlmgton, Bradford. 2, A, & W. fl, Silvetter. he, J. S.
Martin, York, e, E. Kirk, Walmgale, York.
Fantailh.— 1, G. Llufoot, York. 2. J. F. Loversidgc, Newark, he, F. Joy

WaJmgate, York, c, T. S. Stephenson, Newbegin, Beverley.
Tkumpkteks.— 1, W. Harvey. 2, T. S. IStephenuun.
BiBBs.- 1, W. Harvey. 2, J. Threah, Bradford, c, W. T. Humphrey, York.
Jacobins.- 1, J. Thompson, Fernhill, Bingley. 2. K. W. Richardson.
Tdrbits.—1, E. A. Thornton. 2, T. S. Stephenson, he, A. H W. H. Silvester.

c, J. Aconley, Pickering ; W. Moore, Pickering,
Owls.—1, W. C. Dawson. Otley. 2, G. W. Dutton. Chester.
Nuns.-1, J. Cargill. 2, T. P. Carver, he, J. Hawley. c, R. W. Richardson.
Dragoons.—1, 2, and e, W. Setlon.
ANTWERpa.— 1, F. Wuodhouse, Blackburn. 2, A. Farndon, Hinckley, he.

Rev. C. E. Camidge, York, c, G. Nicholson, York.
Any other VAKiETy.— 1. M. Ord, Sanls, Sedgefield (Tarbiteens). 2, W. C.

Dawaon, Otley (Ice), he, C. Anton, York.
Selling class.—1, A. & W. H. SUvester. 2. W. C. Dawson. S, C. R. Dixon,

York (Silver Antwerps). he, J. Thompson, e, T. Richardson {Blue Tarbite).

R4BBITS.
JjOP-EkTiE.-D.—Self-coloured, taking all properties.—Buck or Doe—I, Dr. Bo-

den, West Hartlepool. 2, T. Myton, Hungaie, York. he. E. J. Fell, Blackburn.
c, J. Bowman, Groves, York.
Lop-EAREu.-Yellow-andwhite

, taking all properties.—Buck or Doe.—1, 3.
Wharton, York. *a F. T. Banks, London, he, T. Myton.
l^op'E.kRZD.-Toi toiseshell, taking all properties.-Buck or Doe.—\,I>T,'QoAen.

2, F. T. Banks, he, J. living, Blackburn, e, W. Bailey, Darlington.
l^(M'-^k-AE.D.—Black-and-white, taking all properties.—Buck or Doe.—I, F. T.

Banks. 2, J. Cranch, St. John's Wood, London, c, T. Schofield, jun., Cheet-
bam. Manchester.
Lop-EABED.—<?^rey-and-H-hJ(^ or Blue-and-white, taking all properties.—Bucli

or Doc.—\, 3. Irving. 2, Mrs. Robinson. York.
Himalayan.—Bucfc or Doe.—I and 2, J. D. Eames, Great Driffield, he, Mrs.

Bowman, c, S. Ball. Bradford.
Angora.—Bucfc or Doe -Cup, 1, and 2, H. Swetnam, Fulford, York. fec.W.

Jacques. York, e, W. Bowes, Elmhurst, Darlington.
Dutch.—Bucfc or Doe.—l, 3. Dickson, York. 2, A. Lund, York, c, 3. H.

Prince, York.
Silver-grey.— Bi/cfc or Doe.—l, T. Schofield, jun. 2, H. Swetnam. he, J.

Hallas. Huddersfield ; G. Myton. York.
Any otheb Variety.—Bucfc or Doe.—l, F. Duke, York (Belgian Hare). 2, G.

Linfoot, juo., York (Belgian Hare).
Selling Class —1, A. Jones, Wolverhampton. 2, F. Sabbage, Northampton.

he, O. Auton, York, c, D. Bowman (Lop-eared).

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. E. Teebay, Fullwood, Preston ; Mr.
F. Ferguson, Kisby Park, Beverley. Pigeons : Mr. "W. Massey,
Spalding. Babbits : Mr. M. MilHngton, Colliergate, York.

Bristol Poultry ,vnd Pigeon Show.—The entries for the
above Show close next Tuesday, December 15th. The long list

of cups and good money prizes ought to attract a grand col-

lection of birds in the Drill Hall. Mr. Cambridge, we believe,
alone is to be thanked for so spiritedly trying once more to
make this Exhibition a success. We will, for our part, promise
a full report of the Show department, as satisfactory as we feel
sure Mr. Cambridge will make his. We understand the rules
are all to be as strictly kept as ever. No one of any kind, save
attendants, will be admitted previously to the hour of open-
ing, and no favoured.

THE DRAGOON PIGEON.
I WISH to say something about this extremely beautiful bird,

and to attempt at least to rescue the real Dragoon from being
set aside and a kind of Horseman being pot in its place. I plead
that both birds are fancy birds—birds of long liaeage, and they
both deserve a position at our shows ; but the present danger
consists in the true Dragoon being set aside and a new variety
of bird—a kind of Horseman-Dragoon, taking its name and
place.

It so happens that the Dragoon was the first fancy Pigeon
that I bred. I had them in the year 1838. I then bred Pouters,
and to get them longer, and without consulting any other
person, crossed them with what was then called the Spanish
Runt. I merely mention this in passing, but it is curious that
I, a boy fancier, thus tried to improve the Pouter without any
idea given me from anyone else. The colour of my Black and
Red Pouters was splendid, but I did not like the birds being so
small. I had also, I remember, good Chequers and Blues. But
to return to the Dragoon. Mine were Grizzled, Mottled, and
White. I had about the same time, purchased a few mouths
later, Horsemen both Red and Yellow. I distinctly remember
the two sorts and their differences. The book I worked by,
which I have found this day among my own children's books,
was "The Boys' Own Book," which contains engravings of
Pigeons much superior to Girton's " Fancyer." I do not say
they are equal to the portraits of Pigeons now-a-days published,
but they were the best of their day, and are not bad even now.
Following the picture of the Carrier come the heads of the
Horseman and Dragoon. Both are good ; but as the Dragoon
head is a profile it is better seen, and there you have the long
thin head of the Dragoon proper, with little eye-wattle and no
jew-wattle—almost precisely the same head as the Dragoon
thus figured in this Journal in 1870 by the capital pencil of Mr.
Ludlow. This portrait of his I call a Dragoon, with not an atom
of Horseman about it, and like the Dragoons I possessed in the
years 1838 up to 1842.

Next I would speak of Horsemen and Dragoons together
Both should in colour be wholly unlike Carriers. Carriers are
Black, Dun, and Blue; formerly Black and Dun only or chiefly,
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and indeed now chiefly. Horsemen and Dragoons be Bine, Red,
Yellow, White, Grizzle, Silvers, &c. Next, Horsemen are dis-

tinct, and always were, from the high-type Black and Dun
Carriers. There is a very old picture of one in oil at Hampton
Court Palace. They were and are stouter birds than the true

Dragoon, and these birds improved by skill take now the chief

prizes as Dragoons.
That these prize Dragoons—the heavier sort—are sometimes

also bred direct from a Carrier and Dragoon is also true. A
friend of mine bred one from a black-beaked Carrier and a Dra-
goon. A great dealer admired it, bought it, and won many
prizes with it, exhibiting it as a Dragoon, and this within recent
years. Now no one will say that this bird was a true Dragoon

;

it was simply a young Horseman Carrier-bred in part.

I think that not only fancy Pigeons must not be allowed to

deteriorate, but they must not be allowed to go under wrong
names; and that those who are not themselves exhibitors, and

therefore have not their minds biassed or warped by the desire
of taking prizes, are the best persons to speak out on this sub-
ject. The case stands thus : A man breeds or buys birds of a
certain type, he gets prizes, he gets up a stock of such birds, and
they are profitable ; all the while they may be birds of a wrong
type. Such is just the case with the successful exhibitors of
the Horseman-Dragoons of the present day. Such also was the
case with the Anglo-African Owls of a few years since ; now
they are English and African Owls which are shown. Why not
exhibit Horsemen and Dragoons instead of Horseman-Dragoons?
The reason is, that valuable Horseman-Dragoons throng the
lofts of successful exhibitors.

Next, what should the true Dragoon be like ? First, it should
not be a large bird ; the beak should not be short and thick ; the
eye should not be a little pinched at the back, but as circular as
possible. The Dragoon should be a smallish, smart-looking,
gracefully-formed bird, as unlike a Carrier in every respect as

Fig. 149.

—

The dragoon pigeon.

possible : the beak long and straight, the beak-wattle peg-shaped
and no jew wattle, and no dent between beak and head ; the
neck should be thin, as indeed the whole body should, but the
shoulders somewhat broad. In Blues the bars should be black
and narrow. In brief, the Dragoon should be slightly built ; as I

have frequently written, he should be "a tight little, light little

fellow."
Of modem describers of the right type of Dragoon Mr. Lndlow

stands first as an accurate describer both with pen and pencil.

Another accurate writer is Mr. Woodhouse, of Lynn. The place
where the real Dragoon is seen and bred is Birmingham, and
Birmingham is first for Dragoons as certainly as Glasgow is for

Pouters. Let the so-called London style of bird be exhibited
nnder his right, or nearly right, name—that of Horseman. As
Mr. Ludlow has well said in the columns of a contemporary,
" They are a lot of degenerate Carriers, big, heavy, and coarse."
" Eun as Dragoons, because there are no classes for Red, Yellow,
or White Carriers, and they are not good enough to grapple with
the Blacks and Duns."
In conclusion I would say. Exhibit Horsemen and exhibit

Dragoons, but do not mingle the two. Fanciers, and those who
are determined to keep the fancy up to the right mark, have, it

appears to me, to do two things : Fight strenuously against all

unfair doings, all trimming, staining, painting, &c. ; fight against
all turf-like tricks which threaten to banish honest men from,
if not the fancy, the ranks of exhibitors. Then, too, resist
attempts to alter the type of any variety of Pigeon, for there must
in all common sense be but one style of bird, and not Loudon

style and Birmingham style. It is true style, and the style of

the successful exhibitor who, having bred up to a certain standard,
naturally desires that standard to be preserved. If that standard
be correct, keep to it by all means. I rejoice when any exhibitor

breeds nearer and nearer to perfection, but if his style be the

wrong type of bird I must disregard his breeches-pocket
interest, and pronounce in favour of what is right, for right is

right. We must persevere in a right course always. Mr. Bishop,
of Dorchester, persevered with his true Silvers, and has suc-

ceeded in having a class for the correct bird at the Palace Show,
in spite of the attractive appearance of the black-barred

—

i.e.,

the Blue-crossed Silvers. Both birds are very pretty, but true

is true, right is right. A true and right Silver must have brown
bars, for it always had. We must also remember that prizes

are not always criterions of what is strictly correct; they ought

to be, but they are not, and certainly they have not been of late

in Dragoons.

—

Wiltshire Rector.
P.S.—Since writing the above I have read in the last issue of

a contemporary the following :—" Mr. Graham has bought a bird

from a friend of mine shown at the last Bradford Show. Now,
this bird is bred from a Blue cock, which my friend intended

at one time to breed Carriers from, and a half-bred Black
Carrier hen ! This bird, he says, is the best young Dragoon
he has seen this year;" whereas the truth is the bird is not a

Dragoon at all. Take this anecdote, together with the one I

have stated above, and we see that the heavy style that too often

wins is a Horseman and not a Dragoon, or something of the kind

of Horseman, At any rate this is not keeping the two varieties
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diBtinct—the Carrier and Dragoon. But retnrn to the old
Btandaxd of Dragoon, the one still followed by the Birmingham
fanciers, and you do keep the varieties quite distinct. I do not
argue that the fine large Red, Yellow, and Blue birds be oblite-

rated, only shown as Horsemen, which I believe to be their

right name. People may reply— '* What's in a name ? " I

answer, Much. A pony is one kind of horse, a cob is another;
the pony is the Dragoon, the cob the Horseman. I need scarce
point out how this distinction. Horseman and Dragoon, preserves
the latter word from being vulgarised into Dragon. Moore
wrote Dragoou, so of his successors ; Eatou, a wholly uneducated
man, naturally as such advocated Dragon, not knowing or
understanding the etymology of words.—W. R.

WASHINGTON (CO. DURHAM) POULTRY SHOW.
The first attempt to hold a show here was made on the 2nd

inst., and, consideriug the amount at the disposal of the Com-
mittee, with excellent results. Through the inexperience of

the Committee the schedule was somewhat faulty, otherwise
much larger entries would have been obtained. Then in the
Bantam section four classes were provided for Game, with none
for the other varieties, and for Ducks there was only one class.

The Show lasted only one day, and was held in a tent ; Fother-
gill's excellent pens being used, and the wants of the birds were
well attended to.

Dorkings VJQXQ but poor; but the winning Cochins very fine
in style, size, and colour, the cup pen (Mr. Procter's), old birds,
were very even in colour ; but the first-prize cockerel a little

deeper in ground than is desirable. Brahmas were very good
in both classes, Mr. Swann winning in old birds with a massive
pen ; Mr. Shield's birds coming in a good second. Young birds
were a very even lot, the first-prize pullet grandly pencilled, yet
it was a mere toss-up between thataud Mr. Venables' grand pen.
All the winners were of the Dark variety. Spanish were poor,
except the adult winners. Of Hamburghs there was a fair entry
and many good birds, the old and young in Gold-spangled
first-prize pen being well marked, and very sound and even in
colour. Golden-pencilled chickens were a near run for first

honours, the first by far the best pullet, but the cockerel a little

too red in tail. Silver-spangled won the cup, and were chickens
of the season. The first in old Red Game were Black Reds, the
cock fine in all points, but the hen, otherwise good, had a twisted
comb, and except for this the pen would have had the cup for
the section; the second were Brown Reds, also good. In chickens
the first were Brown, and second Black Reds. Duckwings were
very poor, except the two first, which were prize pens. Houdans
would seem to be looking up, for we never recollect seeing so
large and good a lot at any show in the north of England. The
first in old birds (although the hen is not large in crest) were a
grand pair, well matched in colour, large, and the cook's comb
unusually good and of the proper type; the second losing only
in that point. Chickens were also good, and an even lot. Adult
Polish were every pen noticed, the first Silvers securing the cup
also, thoDgh closely pressed by the first-named Houdans. Y'oung
Polish were first, and second Gold. In the Variety class a good
pen of Malays took the first position, second going to Black
Hamburghs. Of Game Bantams the entries were good, and the
section perhaps the best in the Show. The old and young Black
Reds were of the highest merit, and the cup given to a smart
pen of chickens, which, if they had a fault, was a little too much
of a well-carried tail. Duckwings and Piles were good, especially
the former, but one pen might, with equal chance, have been
shown in the large class. In. Ducks the first were very large
Rouens, second Widgeon, and extra second Rouen, while a third
was given to Aylesburys.

Pigeons were not equal to the poultry in quality, although
the prize birds were, as a rule, good specimens of their kinds,
the Dragoons being a good class; while Carriers were not good;
Antwerps being a fair lot. Tumblers were one of the best
classes, an Almond cock was first; but this was not equal in
head properties to the second-prize Agate, which was a gem in
that respect. In Owls a Silver English was first, and Blue the
second. In Turbits a very good Point-headed Silver was first

and a Y'ellow second, many good birds being very foul on the
thigh. Barbs were pretty good, Blacks taking both prizes. In
Jacobins only the winners were of auy use in the show pen,
first Yellow, and second Red. Fantails were not good, except
the first; but in the Variety were two capital birds, first a
Blondinette, and second a Giey Frizzled Pigeon shown by
Mr. Ord.
The show of Cage Birds was poor.

DoBKiNas.— 1, W. Swaon, Bfillinclon. 2. J. N. LawsoD, Preston, he, A. Bufflas,
Durham. C'/iicfccrw.—2, W. ElliHun, Wasbington.
CooHiNB. -Cui). G. n. FriK-ter, Durham. 2, G. Lattimer, Washinfftun. Chickenn.

—l.G. H.Procter, ii, J. N. Lawsoo.
Bkahm* Puuthah.— 1, W. Uwann. 2, R. Sliield, Swalwell. he. C. VenablGB,

Castle Lden. c, J. Hudaon, Houghton-Ie-Spriog. Chick€iu.~\,H. Shield. *2 and
8, C. Venablee. vhc.3. Hope, Uawarth Colliery. ft(r, T. Noble, Washington;
T. AlleD. NewcaBtle. c, MT. Wren, Old Shildon ; G. MaBon. tihiidon Lodge Col-
liery ; W. bwauD.
Spahibh.— 1, W. Jaggs, Blyth. 2, 'WiUoaghby & PurylB, Hexham, he, G.

Davison. Washiiigton. Chickens.—l, W. Jaggs. 2, R. Shield, c, W. Appleton,
Wrekenton.

l\(iMiiVKQ\i^.-~Gold€n'»pangled.~-l, R. Keenleyside, Darlinpton. 2,WhittieId
and Hud«8on, Uetteo-le-Hole. (Jhtckens.—i, K. Keenleyeide. 2, J. Stewart,
Duflley OoUiory. he, G. blair, Washingtun.
HAiiBUBGH-*.— Go!dc7i-penc(7Ifd — 1, G. hidley, Lintz Green. 2, D. Cheyne,

Morpeih. Chickens—\, A. btephenson, Dudley Colliery, 'i, D. Oheyne. he,
T. Davis. Wabhuigton Colliery; W. Newbeym, Newcastle; J. G. Walker,
Hendou, Sunderland, c, J. Morton, Choppiugton Colliery; R. HuttoUt Sun-
derland.
Hamboeohs.—SUuer-spanpitfrf—1, G. Aldereon, Weat Hartlepool. 2, G. Barkes,

Stauhope. Chicktiis —fZ\i]i and 1, H. Stanwonb, \\ orBlhuru. 2, G. Stalker,
Bpdlington. he. -. Barken; J. Curry, Bedlmgion. c, G. Aldersnn.
Hambdkous.— S'(/rer-pe7ici(ie(i.— 1, J. Morton. 2, Whittieid i& Hodgson, c, T.

Stanaheld. Sunderland. Chickeiii.—\, E. ParBuna. Btdlington. 2, J. G. Walker.
he. J. Morton, c. G. Kellet. Wa&hiugton ; T. Staiibtitld.
Game —Black or brown fteiUi.—l, T. Dodd. Seaton Bum ColUcry. 2, J. Young,

Murptth. he, A. Buglas ; J, Dixon, Monkweaimuuth. c, S. Hyltun, Washing-
tun ; T. Noble; J. Morton. Chickens.— 1, J. I'atLioon, bebBide Colliery. 2, J.
Morton, he, J. Dixon, c, J. N. Lawson, h>ho|;e ; G. Carter, Bedale.
GimB.—Duekwings or other Greys.— 1, J. Gibson, stanhope. 2, W. Allen.

Chickens— 1, J. Young.
Houdans.— 1, J. G Milner, Bishop Auckland. 2, J. Allison, Long Benton, he,

S. Hylton; D. Gardner, WaBhinKton ; J. Hudspeth, Hexham, c, R Barrasa,
WabhiDgtun. Chickens.— I. J. Hudbpeth- 2, T. &. Tate, south Shields. vJwr.D,
Gardner; H. A, Cave, Sunderland, /ic, W. EUisun, Waahmgton; E. Barrass.
c. T. Wilrton, Waahmgton; T. Addison, Ox Close, Washingiun; R. T. Sagar
East Rainton.
Polish.—Cup, A. Buglas. 2, J. T. Proud, Bincbester, Bishop Auckland, vhc^

A btepheuaou; R Parsons; W. Canney, Biohup Auckland, fie, J. Hudson,
Chickeiis.-l. J. T. Proud. 2, A. Buglas. he, R. Parsons ; F. E. Gibson, Middle-
tou-in-Teekdale.
BiRNDuuH.— 1. J. N. Lawaon. 2, H. Cotes, Darlington, he, G. Forayth,

Washinctdu; G. Sadler, Boroutihbridge.
Any othee Yaeiett.~1, R. HawkinB, Seaham. 2, J. Milbum, Lintz Green.

he. E. Symons, Hebburn New Town, c, H. &.. cave (2).

Game Bantams.—Biacfc or Brown Reds~\,i. Barlow, Monkwearmouth. 2, J.

Cook, Muukwearmouth vhc, W. Gray, Tow Law. he, D. Hunter, Sunderland

;

A. Thoburu, Sunderland, c, S. Hylton. Chtektns.—Cn^ and 1. J. Barlow. 2, D,
Hunter, vhc, J. Cook ; J. Barlow, he, S. Hylton ; G. -Bell, Morpeth; W. Gray.
c, J. Burnip, Lintz Green.
Bantams.—iJuc/nfin^« or o/fter Greys.—1, D. Hunter. 2, G. Ridley, vhc, Wi

Gray he, S. Hylton. c, R. YouU, Sunderland. Chickens—\, T, Reaveley,
Bedimgton Station. 2. J. Cook, vhc, T. Mallen. he, J. Burnip ; T. Sianfiela;
W. Gray, c-, T. Stanslield.
DucKB—l,W. Canney. 2 and Extra 2, J. G. Milner. 3,W Appleton. vhc,

W. bwunn. /tc, T. fttanbtield. c.H. Winter, Washington; H. French. Washing-
ton ; C. Hunter, Washington.
Goslings.— 1, G. E. frorster. 2. W. Brown, Washington.
Tdbkess.— I'ounj?.—1, G. E. Forsler, Washmgton.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Cocfc or Hen.—\, J, Bell, jun., Newcastle-on-Tyne. 2, F. R.

Edwardson, Liverpool.
Dkagoons.-Coc/c or Hen.—1, E. J. Rowley, Burslem. 2, R. Bellerby, Sunder-

lan'i. he, A. McKenzie, Liverpool (2) ; C. Barburn, Sunderland, c, J. Cowley.
Antwerps.— Cocft or Hen.—i, J. Cowley. 2 and he, J. Kendrick, Redditch.
TLMm.Eti.4.- Cock or Hen.— 1, R &.J. Anderhon, Newcastle. 2, G. E. Forster.

vhe,yv. .(. Donkin, NewciibUe. /iC. H. Pearson, Gateshead (2); W.J.Donkin;
J. Cargill. York.
PouTEisa.—c'ocfc or Hen.—l, J. Bell, jun. 2 and c, T. Noble. Ac, G. E.

Forster.
Nuns.—Cocfc or Hen.~l and 2, J. Cargill.

Ov/L'i.—Cock ur Uen.—\, W.J.Donkin. 2,G. Alderson, r/ic,R.& J. Anderson;
W. J. Dunkin. he. F. 11. Edwurdhuu.
Turbits.— t'ocfc or Hf/i.l.G.Alderson. r/ic, W. J. Donkin. /ic, G.E. Forster;

R. iiid. Anderson ; J. Cargill; H. Maddison.
Barbs.— Cocfc or Een.~l, G. E. Forster. 2, T. Noble, he, E. Grant, Sunder-

land; C. Harburn.
Jacobins.—Coc/c or Hen.—l and vhc,C. Caldcleugh, Durham. 2, J. Nixon^

Great Ubworth.
Fantails.-Cocfc or flen.—1, E. & J. Anderson. 2, G. E. Forster. he, T.

Noble.
Any other Variety.-Cocfe or Hen.—! and 2, M. Ord, Durham, vhc, G. E.

Forster (2). he, T. Noble (2) ; R. Hutchinson, Washiiigton.

CANARIES.
NoEWiCH.—.4ni/ colour,—Cock or Hen.—l, G. E. Forster. 2, S. Shea, Washing-

ton Station.
Crested.—Any colour.—Cock or Hen.—l, G. E. Forster. 2, W. Robson.
Glasgow DoNa.—^/ij/fo/o«r.—CocA:orfl(/i.—l,G. E. Forster. 2. P. Campbell.
Lizards.— (9oid vr tiiivcr-spangled.-l, G. E. Forster. 2, J. Pringle.
Mules.—^ny variety.— Cock ur Hen.—l, G. E. Forster.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

Mb. Geobge Hellewell, of Sheffield, well known for thq
great care he haa for mauy years bestow ed on the birds entrusted
to his care for exhibition, is to have a testimonial presented to

him. Mr. Wragg, Stoke Park, Ipswich, will receive Bub-
scriptions,

WELLINGBOROUGH POULTRY SHOW.
The first grand annual Exhibition of Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits,

and Cage Birds took place on Friday and Saturday, December
'1th and 5th, in the Corn Exchange, Wellingborough. The Bir-
mingham and other Shows being held on or about the same
time did not prevent the "Wellingborough Committee having
575 entries.

The Canaries were a very pleasing feature in the Exhibition,
occupying a centre stage in the large hall, which was entirely

filled. The arrangements on the whole were tolerably good
considering the maiden efforts of a very hard-working Committee
of Management, who appeared to be quite alive to the require-

ments of the occasion. Mr. Adams, of Coventry, was again
successful with his surprising high-coloured Canaries, and won
the special prize, a silver medal, for the greatest aggregate
number of points. It was a very easy win for him, although
other breeders of note put in an appearance with several first-

class birds. The classes for Canaries were not very numerous;
there were about one hundred cages entered. Mr. W. G. Thomp-
son, Secretary, was most indefatigable in his duties. Judging
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was somewhat delayed ; but this did not so materially affect the
Cage Bird portion of the Show as it did the poultry. We wonld
recommend the Committee another year to have an eatire day
set apart for judging; this would afford them a better opportunity
of arranging the pens for the stock; however, "Rome wasn't
built in a day." The Committee did well, and looked after the
comfort of the Judges, representatives of the press, and friends,

in a praiseworthy manner. The K xhibition was an entire success,
having been well patronised by visitors. The Committee con-
template extending their prize list another year.

DoRKlKos.—CocA*.—1, Miss Murray, Thirlatone, Derby. 2, H. Feast, Swansea.
he, G. E. Pilprrim, Hincklfv; W. Nottapc, Northampton; J. Gee, Oxford. H<^n.
—1, J. Gee. a, W. H. Crewe. SUraU, Derby, he, tt. Wood, Jan., Manafleld, Notts.
e, U. Feast.
C'ooHiK-CniNAS.—Cocfc —1, J. Gnrney. 2, J. Gunn. he, Hon. and Rev. C.

Vernon ; H. Feast ; B. Cox. e. P H Davies, jnn.. March, Caraba. ; S. Barber.
Hen.—l, W. H. Crewe 2, T. Love, Kinpatborpe, Northampton, he, Hon. and
Rev.C. Vernon. Grafton Underwood; A. F. Faulkner, Thrapetone. c, J. Young,
Redditch; W. H. Crewe.
Brahma Pootkah.— Z>flrfc.— Cocfc.—1, J. S. Clarko. Oundle. 2, W, Birch.

Barnacle, Cuveotry. he..J. Stiles, jno., Rushten, Ketterinj? ; J. S. Clarke; H.
Feast; J. M. Atkinson, AJford.Jjincoln ; J. Gee. Hen —I, H. Feast. '2,M,Leno,
Markyate Street. Dunstable, he, J. S. Clarke; W. Hewann, Alford. Lincoln;
W. Birch : J. Watta, Hazlewell Hall, King's Heath, Birmintrham. c, W. Stevens,
NorthamptoD.
Bbahka Poot&as.—Light ~Cock.—l, Mrs. Peet, Shambrook, Beds. 2. M.

Leno he, J. Hanter, Burton-on-Trent ; R. Bird, Fulham, London; A. F.
Faulkner. Hen.—l.S. Sambrooke. Chipping Camden. Gloucester. 2, M. Leno.
Itc, Mrs. Peet; J. Hunter; J. R. Marriott, Titchmarsh, Thrapatone {2); W.
Birch.
Spanish. — Cocfc. — l, J. F. Parker. Northamnton. 2, J. Gnnn, Coalville.

Leicester. Hen.—l.J. F. Parker. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham, e, W.Adams,
Northampton.
Game.—Black-breasted Red —Cock.—I, E. S. Godsell, Stroud, Gloacester. 2.

H. Butle, Heanor, Derby, c, B. Cox, Moulton, Northampton. Hen.—1 and 2,
B. Cox.
Game.-^nv other colour.-Cocfc.—1, W. Tillotson, Coatea, Leeds. 2, H. Butle.

c, T. Hancock. Northampton. Hen —I, T. Hancock. 2, H. Lotan, Oundle. he, F.
Backland. Oxford ; W. TiHotson ; B. Cox. e, E. Bibby. WelUagborough.
HAMBUROU9.— Co/*fc.— 1,T. Love. 2, S. W. Hallam, Whitwiok, Leicester, he,

Hon. and Rev. C. Vernon; W. Griffln, Leicester; S. W. Hallam. c, O. Thomp-
son, Kettering. Hen.—1. T. Love. 2, A. Faulkner. 3, J. Robinson, Garstang.
he, S W. Hallara (i); W. W. Tickner, Ipswich; J. Robinson, c. J. O. H.
Robinson. Pavenham, Beds.
Ant other VkKiRrr.—Cock—I. G. W. Boothby. Louth fGolden Poland). 2, H.

Feast, e, A & W. H. Silvester. Sheffield (Polisbl; J. C. Beasley, DallioKton.
Northampton (Cn-ve-Cffinr); R. A. Boiasier (Houdans). Ht'n,.-1. A. & W. H.
Silvester (Poliah). 2, H. Feast, e, J. 0. Beasley (Crfve-Co-nra).
Local Class.— 1, Howard & Patenall, Wellingborongh (Brown Red Game).

2, G. W. Sanders, Wollaston (Wild Dacks). he, G. Galer, Wellingborough
(Ronen Duckal ; S. F,. Hobba, Wellineborough (Game). c.J. Burkitt, Wellicg-
boroaijh (Muscovy Docks); J. Comptin. Weihoghorouch (Siiver-spanKled
Hamburghs); C. Clayaon, Wellingborough (Spanish); W. Home, Weliiog-
borough (Game).
DvoKs.—Aylesbury or Rouen.—I, J. Gee. 2, E. Hope. Wellingborough, he,

M. E. JoDea, Wellingborough ; Hon. and Rev. C. Vernon, c, T. Plumb, Kinga-
thorpe.
Game BkHTk^iB.— Black-breasted Red.—Cock.~2, W. B. Jeffries. Ipswich.

hCfW. Adams, Ipswich, e, W. Baskerville, Manchester; R. Caborn, Biggles-
wade. Hen.— 1 and 2, W. Adams, vhc, W. B. .leffriea. he, W. Griffln ; J.
Mayo, Gloucester.
Game Bavtaus.—4ny other coloiir.—Cocfc.—I, W. Baakerville. 2, S. & J. J.

Stephens, Ebley, Stroud, he, R. J. Hartley, Altrincham. Hen.— I, J. Mayo.
2, J. Pearoe, Ely. he, A. & J. J. Stephena.
Bantams.— ii/iy variety not Game.—Cock.—1, A. Storrar, Peterborough. 2. A.

and W. H. Silvester, he, C. Reed. Cambridge, c, H. Abra, Hyde Park Place.
London. Hen— 1. M. Leno. 2, J. Mayo. fte.Rev. F.Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage,
Newmarket; R. H. Ashton.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—Cocfc.— I, R. H. Blacklock. Sunderland. 2 and Extra 2, C. Martin,

Kettering. hc,R. Ashton, Huntingdon; J. Style8,*jiiii.; R. H. Blacklock; C.
Martin, c, J. E. Palmer, Peterbarougb. Hen.— 1, J. Styles, jun., Kuahton.
2. J. E Palmer.
Carriebs.-CofTfe,-1. E. Walker, Leiceater. 2. J. Styles, jun. Hen.—1, E.

Walker. 2, W. H. A. Miller, Walsall, c. J. E. Palmer.
Tdmblers.—Cocfc or Hen.—l. H- Yardley. 2, A. & W. H. Silvester,
Draoooss —Cock or Hen.—'i. W. V. Longe, Tuddeuham Vicarage, Ipswich.

he, G. Middleton. Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
Ant other Variety. -Corfc or Ben.—I.E.. Yardlev. 2. W. Nottape, North-

ampton. 3. A. & W. H. Silveater. r'le, C. Martin (Jacobins), he, J. Atkins,
Bedford (Hyacinths); W. Loveday {Blue Tiirbil) ; W. Brown, Nonhampton
(Nun); W. H. A. Miller; J. Watta. c. T. Chambers, Northampton (Foreign
Owl); W. Patrick. Kettering (Piemy Pouter).
Specul Selling Class.—Cock or Hen.—I. .J. Martin (Pouter). 2, W, Noltage.

S. C. Reed (Barb) he, Caot. T. Wetherall. Loddington. Kettering (Fantail); T.
Chambers (Carrier); J. Atkins (Yellow Dragoon aud Whi'e Pouter); W. V.
Longe: C. Reed (Barb); R. Boffhani. Spalding (Black Carrier); E. H. Clarke,
Northampton (Dun Carrier) ; L. Watkins ( White Poutera).

RABBITS.
Lop-ear.-Bwcfe or Doe.—I, J. Boyle, Blaokbom. 2, F. T. Banks, Doughty

Street. London.
Himalayan —Buck or Doe.—I, T. H. Dennis, Wellingborough. 2. J. Boyle.
DvTcn.—Buck or Doe.— I, J. Martin, Ketf^ring. 2. F. Sabbaire, Northampton.
Any other VARiETr,—Bitcfc or Doc—i,T. Gamer, Northampton (Ancora),

2, J. Mar'in. Northampton (Angora), he. J. Bovle (Silver-Grey); J. Tebbutt,
Northampton (Belfcfian fctare) ; E. Robinson. Kettering (Silver-Grey).
Special Selling Clkss.—Buck or Doe.-l, F. Sabbatie. 2. R, Robinson

(Silver-Grey). he, T. S. Lacey. Leicester (Blue and White); W. Hancock,
Northampton (Angora*, c, J. Abbott, Doddington, Northampton; J. Martin
(Angora).
Local Clasb.—BucA: or Dne.—'i, J. Lonath. Wellingboroueh (Yellow and

White). 8, C.J. Kintj, Wellingborough (Tortoineshell). /ie.-T. Abbott; F. Glover,
Wellingborough (Angora), e, J. Abbott ; B. Sharp, Wellmgborough (Lop).

CAGE BIRDS.
Vonwicu.—Clear Jonque.—l a<ia z, J. Adams, Coventry, vhc. H. Watson,

Derby; J. Athftrsuch & Son, Coventry (-2). ^c, G Cox, Northampton ; Moore
and Wynne, Northampton c.J. Clarke Derby. Ciear BH(r.—l and 2, J. Adama.
vhc, J. Athersuch & Son (2); J. Clarke (2) he, Miore & Wvnn^.
JoNQUE.—afarAred or Variegated.—\ and 2, J Adama. vhc. J. Athersuch and

Son. he. J- Clarke, e, Howe & Robinaon, Wellingborough. Clear or T'arie-
pa/ed Cresferf.-1, J. Torr. Derby. 2, J. Adama. r/fr, Howe & Robinson, he,
S. Stratford, Northampton ; J. Adams Diftqnalified. Moore & Wynne. Cinna-
mon, Clear. Ticked, or Varie(jated.—l and 2, J Adama. r'lr, J. Athersuch and
Son (21 ; Howe & Robinson, he, C. Hillier, Northampton ; Moore & Wynne ;

S. Tomes.
Buff.—afarfced or Varie{iated.~l and 2, J. Adams, i^he. J. Athersuch and

Son (a), he, G. Cox ; Moore & Wynne, c, H. Watson. Clear or Variegated
Crested.-l, J. Adama. 2, 3. Stratford, vlie, G. Coi ; Martin & Griffin, North-

ampton, ^e. J. Adams; J. TorrdJ). c, S. Tomes, Northampton ; Howe and
Uobiuion. Cinnamon, Clear, Ticked, or Variegated —1 and '.:, J. Adams, vhe,
J. AtlitTKuch & Son ; Moore & Wynne, e. C. HiUier.
Sellino (Jl\6S.— 1, J. Athersuch & Son. 2. G. Cox. S.S.Stratford, vhe, J.

Atherauch & Son ; W. & T. Wright. Nurlhampton ; Moore &. Wynne ; S. Tomes.
he,C. Hillier; S.Stratford; Mi>')re A Wynne ; S. Tomes ; Howe & Robinson
(.Vlarked and Clear Jonque). c, G. Clipaoo ; Howe & Rubinson (Olear Jonque).
BaiTiau UiHUS.—An}/ variety.— 1, T. Knight, Nortbamp'.ou (Skyiark). 2, A.

Cleaver. Wellingborough (Bullttnch). vkr.Vf.&T. Wriijlit. ftc, A. E. Bayea,
Wellingborough (Lark) ; J. Spencer, Wellingborough (BulUiuch).

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons : Mr. W. B. Tefjetmeior; iJa6-

hits : Mr. G. Johnson : Canaries : Mr. G. J. BarneBby.

HAMILTON ORNITHOLOGHCA.L ASSOCIATION'S
SHOW.

This Show was held in the Town Hall, Hamilton; on the
5th lust., when the following awards were made :

—

Dorkings.-1 and 3, Mrs. Alston, Craighead, Hamilton. 2, E. Hunter,
Hamilton. 4. R. Shearer, Hamilton. Chickens —1, W. Corbett. Dalaerf. 2, E.
Hunter, Hamiltoa. 3. G. Scott. Lanark. 4, W. Scott, Hrieatfieid, Blantyre.
SPisiHu.—Black.—l, G. Cleland, Hamilton. 2, J. More. Avon Braea. 8, J.

Hunti-r. Alva. 4. .1. L. Home, Airdrie. Chickens.— I, G. Cleland, Hamilton. 2,

G. Scott. 3, J. More. 4, W. SmelUe, Wiabaw.
CocHivs OR BR4HMi. PooTR*s —1, A. M'Donald, Stirling. 2, T. Bruce,

Busby. 3, J. PoUoJk. Busby. 4, Mrs. A Craigbea'l. Hamilton.
Scotch-Greis.- I, J. Meiklem, Thinacre, Quarter. 2, W. M'Millan, Silver-

well, Bothwell. 8, Mrs. Lukeman, Hamilton. 4, W. Hamilton, Hamilton.
Chicken'i.—U J- Marshall, Hamilton. 2 and 3, Mrs. Lukemiin. 4, C, Gray,
Wishaw,
UAVUVROHB-Goldcn-spangled—l and 2, A. Begg. High Blantyre. 8, H.

M'Millan. Blantyre. 4, S. Young, Craigneuk, Motherwell. Golden-pencilled.—

1, J. Coukey. Darvel. 2, J. Mather, Strathaven. tf, C. W. Gibbs, Sutton Bridge.
4, J. Young, RumblingHvkes.
H.a:jbvrqhs —SdveTsj)atigled —I, A. Stirling, Grahamaton, Barrhead. 8, S.

Youne. 3. R. Bruce, Busby. 4. J. Kerr, Custrow. Stewarton. Silver-pencilled.
—1, P. Lynn. Newrnains. 2, J. Young, Rumblingsykes. 3, H. M'Millan, Glas-
gow. 4, J. Young, Hamilton.
Game —1, J. & C. Sneddon, Tollcroaa. 2 and 3. H. L Home, Airdrie. 4, W.

Weake, Airdrie. Chickens. -1, D. Ferrier, Rutherglen. 2, J. C.Sneddon. 8,

W. Weake. 4, J. Gray, Gitlhead. Wiahaw,
ANY uTiiER Variety.—1. J. Laird, Johnstone. 2, A. W.Wylie, Johnstone. S

J. C. Shaw, Barrhead. 4. W. Gibb. Wishaw.
Bantams.-Game.—Special and 1. G. R. Scott, Beveridgewell, Dunfermline.

2. J. Houston, Kuthergleo. S, W. M'Gregor, Stouphouserauir, Larbert. 4, J.
Mather, Strathaven. Any other varicty.-l and 2, F. & W. Kerr, Beith. 3, J.
Wright, Femiegare. 4, C. Gray, Wishaw.
Ducks.—1. Mrs. Alston. Craighead, Hamilton. 2, J. Meiklem. 4, J. Light-

body, Hamilton. 6, H. M'Millan, Blantyre.
Selling Class.-1,G. Scott. 2. A. VouU, Airdrie. 3, H. L. Home. 4, Mrs.

Lnkeman.
PIGEONS.

PnoTKUs.-Biacfc and Blue. — l, R. Arbuckle, Parkhead. Glasgow. 2, J.

Young. 8 and 4, R. Crow, Larkhall. Any colour.— \, W. S. M'Allister, Lanark.
2, A. Dunbeavev, Glasgow. 3. J. Cochrane, Strathaven. 4, J. Forrest, Quarter.
Fantails.—I'and 3. J. Laird, Johnstone. '2, G. Young. 4, J. Young.
Tumblers.—I/ong/acerf.-l and 2, J. Glen, Cambuslang. 3, W. Mclive, Ayr.

4, J. Wtiiteford. Hamilton.
Any other Variety.- 1, J. Glen. 2, J. E. Spence, Seafield, Broughty Ferry

E, R. Pollock, Quarter. 4. R. Crow, Larkhall. •

Selling Class.- 1 and 2, fl. C. Hinds. Hamilton. 3 and 4, J. Conkey, Darvel

CANARIES.
Yellow.—Coefc.—I, J. Lindsay, Hamilton. 2, J. Cooper, Carluke. 3, R.

Pollock, Quarter. 4, J. M'Cuithin, Airdrie. Hen —1, J. Graham, Tradeston. 2,

J. Lindsay, Hamilton. 3, W. ThomRon, Hamilton. 4. T. Lindsay. Wishaw.
Bdff.—Cock— 1, L. Jaokeon. Auchinbeath, Lesmahagow. 2, K. Pollock 8,

D. Gibb, Auchinbeath, Lesmahagow. 4, H. Hillan, Hamilton. fle;i.— 1, J.

Paterson, Rutherglen. 2, J. M'CuithiD, Airdrie. 3, R. Green. 4, J. Pettigrew,

Carluke.
Piebalds.— re-Iioit'.— Cocfc.—Special and 1, J. M'Cuitbin. 2, G. Grahame,

Rutherglf^n. 3, J. Pettigrew. 4, R. Jackson, Carluke. Hen.—l, J. Pettigrew,

2, A. Moffat, Wishaw. 3, D. Gibb. 4. T. M'Millan.
Piebalds.—Bu^.-Coc/c.—l, T. Newbigging. Lanark. 2, D. Gibb. 3, A. S.

Bari-, Glasgow. 4. J. Boyce, Hamilton. Hrn.-l and 3, J. Pettigrew. 2, D.
Gibb. 4, J. Graham, Tradeston.
Green and Focl.—Cocfe.-l and 4, J. Barr, Bridgeton, Glasgow. 2, J.

Graham. S, J. Bovce, Hamilton. Hens.-l, T. Lindsay. 2, J. Couper, Carluke.
3, H. Hillau. Hamilton 4. J, Lindsay.
Sellint, Class.-1, E. Ha?ner, Wishaw. 2. A. MoEfat. S, J. Allison, Paisley.

4, A. Baillie, Hamilton.
Goldfinch Mules. — 1, W. Hailstone, Airdrie. 2, J. Todd, CroBsford,

Lanark. 3, P. Clark, Hamilton. 4, J. Pettigrew.

Rabbits.—Fa«ey —1, G. Cleland, Hamilton. 2, P. M'Geehan, Hamilton. 8,

R. Brownlie, Hamilton. Common —1, R. Frame, Hamilton. 2, R. Watts. S, A.
Thomson, Tuphall, Hamilton.

Cats.-1, A. Torrance, Glasgow. 2, H. Lees, Strathaven. 3, C. Brownlie,
Bent, Hamilton. 4, H. L. Home.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. J. G-reen, Glasgow ; "W. PettigreWj
Lesmahagow; Mr. T. M'Kean, Pollokshaws. Pigeons: Mr. J.

Mair, Glasgow. Canaries: Mr. J. Gibson, Paisley; Mr. R.

Pollock, Quarter; Mr. R. Pettigrew, Newarthill; Mr. W. Ruseell,

Wishaw. Cats and Babbits : Mr. A. Morrison, Glasgow.

CLARK GREKN (BA.TLEY) BIRD SHOW.
On the 28bh ult. an AU-England Exhibition of Canaries and

other birds was held at Clark Green, Batley. Nearly two
hundred birds were exhibited in the twenty-four clasBes specified.

The arrangement of the catalogue was not so good as others we
have seen, the classes containing the various breeds of Canaries
and Mules being so mixed up. The following is the list of

prizetakers in the classes, which appear somewhat different to

the way the catalogue specifies them :

—

BELniANS.-Clfflr or Ticked 7ellnir.—l and 2, T. M. Reid, Halifax.
Belb, Dowsbary. Clear or Ticked Buff.-\,3. Copley, Huddersfield. 2,

'

Reid. 3. L. Belk.
Norwich —r/*'<7r or Ticked YellOlr.—^, J. Stevens. Middlesborough.

Hotroyd, Bradford. 8. W. Holmes, Batley. Clear or Ticked Buff.—lf T.
Reid. 2, Cleminson & Ellerton, Darlington. S, W. Holmes.

L.
M.

,
I.

. M.
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MiNCHKSTEE CopPY.— Yellow, with Clear nr Grey Creitt.~l, T. M. Reid. 2, J.
Wilkinson, Great Horlon. 3, L. Belk. Buff, with Clear or Grey Crest.—\, T.
M. Reid 2 and 3, L. Belk.
PLilv YlK^m.— YcUow, Clear, or Ticked.—I, h. Belk. 2, P. Home, Fareley.

3, M. Ballance. Dewabury. Buff, Clear, or Ticked.—1^ W. HuttoD, Baildon.
2 and 8, J. Thack'ay. Bradford
YoBKaHiEE.— c'iftir Yellow.— }, W. Hutton. 2, Cleminaon & Ellerton. 3, J.

Wilkinson. Cfear i)u#.—l, Fawoelt 4 Anderson, Baildon. 2 and 3, J. Oyerend
Ravensthorpe.
YoRK^uiRE.—Evenly-marked Yellow.—I, L. Belk. 2, 3. Thackray.

Wilkinson. Evenly.marked Buff.—U S. HaiUBworth. 2, J. Overend.
Hall, Bndderbtii'Id.
LiZABDs.— (;o/(i^n-»;j[ini7^cd.—1, Cleminson & Ellerton. 2, M. Ballance

Belk. Silver-spariijled. — 1, J. Steve s. 2, S. Hainsworth, Farsley.
Holroyd. he, L. Belk : Cleminson A; Ellerton ; T. M Reid (3).

C1.VNAM0N.—1, ,T. PrinRle. NewcaHlle un-Tyne. 2, E. Holroyd. 8, Cleminson
and Ellerton. Varieoated.—l, T. Tenuiswood, Middlesboroatrh. 2 and 3, L.
Belk.
Green Canary.—1, T. Tenniswood. 2, J. Stevens. S, D. Gaant.
Finches.—I. J. Home. 2, J. Overend. 3, T. Tenniswood.
M0LES.— 1, J. Stevens. 2, W. Hutton. 3, T. Tenniswood.
LiNNtTS —1 and 2, J. Bage, MiddleBhorough. 3, T. Tenniswood.
Linnet Mules.—1, .I. Stevens. 2, W. Hutton. 3,W. Exley.
Selling Class —1, D. Hall. 2, J. Overend. 3, T. Tenniswood.
Best Common Cottage Bird in Batlet.— 1, T. Hall. 2, B. Aspinall. 8,

J. Firth.

Judge.—Mr. Harrison.

3, J.

8, D.

8, L.
8, T.

The Baildon Pigeon and Bikd Show.—The Committee for
carrying out the next annual Exhibition of Pigeons and Cana-
ries, Mules, and British and Foreign Birds, to be held at Bail-
don on the 8th and 9th of January, 187.3, have issued a very
excellent schedule, well worthy the attention of intending ex-
hibitors. The programme sets forth thirty-one classes for cage
birds and fifteen classes for Pigeons, the prizes for which will
be 15s., 10s., and 5s. each. Extra prizes will be given, consisting
of a silver cup for the best competitor in the cage-bird classes,
and a cruet stand to the next best competitor. A silver cup and
a, silver medal will also be awarded to the Pigeons. Suitable
pens will be provided for the Pigeons.

THE TURBIT.
The solid Tarbits are of one uniform colour throughouti

excepting the tail wing-bars, and hackle or neck feathers of
the Blues and Silvers. They have a frill and shell-crest pre-
cisely as in shouldered birds, but are somewhat larger, and not
BO fine in head, beak, and gullet ; except the solid White, which
is equally as good as the shouldered birds in the points mentioned.
They have a reddish-orange eye as in Owls. The beak in the
Blue is dark, as in common Blue Pigeons. In the Black they are
very light at the base, but dark at the point. In all the others
the beak is light in colour. I have never seen or heard of plain
Blues or Silvers without the wing-bars, and I doubt very much
whether they have yet been produced. Within the past few
years I have bred them of the following colourings : Blues and
Silvers with black wing-bar, well-defined bar across the tail, and
dark neck feathers ; also plain Blacks, Reds, Yellows, Whites,
and Dun. I have not yet been able to breed Blues to my satis-
faction (although there are fair birds of this colour at the present
time in this city}, but I am in hopes of accomplishing it the
present season. In my attempts to breed these birds I have at
the present time one pair mated that are very poor in frill and
colour, showing brown on the wing-bar. They have at this
writing their second pair of young in the nest, one of which is

a Yellow, and the other a clear Silver ; in the first nest one is a
clear Red, the other a dark Silver. I make this statement to
show the importance of getting birds from a well-known strain,
and also to show how they will sport in colour when not well
bred, although in this case any of the young are worth more
than their parents.
To further illustrate the importance of buying birds of a good

strain, I will here state that in 1871 I bought a pair of solid
Blacks from a dealer who is noted for pulling foul feathers (our
friend Morgan's article on the Nuns had not then been pub-
lished in the Journal), a habit which he had put into practice in
the present case ; for in a few weeks the under feathers in the
tail of the female came out a pure white ; but, as the sequel will
show, they proved a valuable pair of birds to me. The first

season they bred two pairs of Black young ones ; the second
season (1872) they bred Blacks, Blues, Yellows, Reds, and Duns.
The next season (1873) they produced only two or three young
(one of which was the brightest solid Yellow I ever owned, and
at this time, 1874, is mated to one of the old Y'ellow stock, and
is producing fine young, true to colour). While on this subject
I will state that in 1872 I had one pair of solid White birds that
produced in rapid succession five pairs of pure white young, all

of which they raised. In the following season, as with the
Blacks, they produced only two nests, only one bird of which
was raised. In the first nest was one white one, and one with
a large patch of drab on one side. In the next nest one was
pare white as before, the other was a pure drab or light dun.
This was unaccountable to me, as I had every reason to believe
that the birds I had were pure-bred in every respect; but, in
both cases, it will be noticed that variation in colour was pro-
duced during or immediately after excessive breeding. The

first sign of deterioration in solid Turbits is usually seen in the
tail—especially with the Blues and Silvers—which will occasion-
ally throw white feathers. I have had solid white birds breed
young with smoky tails, showing plainly that at some time or
other black-tailed Whites had been bred with them, or used in
forming the solid bird. But these imperfections are not often
seen until the latter part of the season, when the birds are
weakened by breeding.
The Reds I gave up entirely, as I seldom got them to Buit me,

the colour being washy, with ash-coloured tails. Neither have
I ever seen first-class Reds in all points ; and, aB a matter of
course, the Yellows cannot be as fine in colour, as Yellows bred
to Yellows continually will become paler in colour. This mating
of Yellows has been a matter of necessity, not having good Reds
to cross in, which no doubt would have helped them mnch.
The other colourings not yet enumerated are the solids with

white tails. Of these I have had Blues, Silvers, Yellows, and
Duns, and I am quite positive that Blacks and Beds could be
found in this country at this time ; if not, they could easily be
produced. This class of birds will occasionally throw a solid
colour, but the tendency is usually the other way. I have also
had solid white birds with black, blue, red, and yellow tails.

As far as my experience goes the white birds with coloured
tails seldom breed foul birds. The two latter colourings I never
fancied enough to breed them long, as the coloured tail on white
birds or white tail on coloured birds always had the appearance
of a defect to me—the tails not being seen except from a back
view, and when seen from the front they could not be dis-

tinguished from the solid birds.—Jos. M. W-ade.—{American
Fanciers^ Journal.)

[The bird above described and called the solid Turbit in con-
tradistinction to the real Turbit—called, it appears, in America
the shouldered Turbit—is a variety of Pigeon unknown in Eng-
land, and likely to remain so, for I should think it would be
quite undesired by English fanciers. In brief words it is an
English Owl with a shell crown, that crown obtained possibly
by a cross with the Nun. This solid Turbit appears to breed
anything but true to colour, according to Mr. Wade's account,
which is a sure sign of its being itself bastard-bred. His expe-
rience with his pair of Blacks reminds me of that of a friend of

mine, who bought at a show a pair of some kind of German
Toys, very correct indeed in feather, for the " gardening " had
been done extensively. In a month they were much altered in
plumage, and lo ! they bred young ones of every variety of colour
except what they were and what they ought to have been.
The use of the word " solid " is curious, meaning whole-

coloured, so different to our use of the word. There is, however,
in Wiltshire a meaning attached to the word which I have never
met with elsewhere ; it is *' steady or slow." A groom will say,

if he has just given his horse a feed of cut grass and you require
the steed at once, " Please, sir, let him go ' solid,' for he has
just been fed."—WiLTSHntE Eector.]

EABBIT-KEEPING—No. 1.

The hutch I use is one of my own invention, and in sim-
plicity and efficiency I claim that it is as near perfection as one
can get in this rough-and-ready world of ours. I use two styles,

one for breeding, and one for weaning.
The breeding hutch (Jig. 150) is 4 feet 6 inches long, by 3 feet

Fig. 150.—Breeding House.

wide, and 6 feet high. It is four storeys high, and each storey is

18 inches from floor to ceiling ; each storey is divided by a par-
tition into two apartments—a feeding and a breeding-room.
The floors are made of pine or spruce boards, tongned and
grooved, well seasoned, and put together when good and dry, so
that they will not shrink open.
The breeding apartment is 17 inches wide, and extends the

whole depth of the hutch (3 feet); a small door is cut in the
I
back part of the partition to allow the Babbit to pass from one
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apartment to the other. A few days before the doe kindles I

place a strip of one-half-inch board,

6 inches wide and 17 inches long (see i>,

fig. 151), across the front end of the
apartment {in prooves formed by nail-

ing on two small strips) about 12 inches
from the end ; this forma the breeding-

nest, 12 by 17 inches. I fill this with
straw, in which the doe forms her nest.

In placing this board I do not allow it

to rest directly on the floor, bnt about
three-qaarters of an inch above it ; the
floor has a gentle descent towards the
back part of the hutch. The advan-
tages of this arrangement are—the nest

being on the elevated part of the floor,

all the urine drains through the straw
on to the floor and out under the board,
leaving the nest perfectly dry at all

times ; the small door (.\, fig. 150) opens
directly at the nest, so that the young
can be easily examined at any time, and
by letting the board extend about 3 ins.

above the straw the young will not get

out of the nest iintil they are old
enough to take care of themselves and get back again. By
placing a slide over the door (s, fig. 151) the young may be shut

out of the feeding apartment while the old doe is eating her

green food, too much of which is sure death to young Rabbits.

The feeding apartment is 2 feet 10 inches by 3 feet. It has a

wire front (E,fig. 150), to admit sun and air. The wires are

galvanised, and placed three-quarters of an inch apart to keep
the young Rabbits from squeezing through and falling out. On
the side in front are the doors opening into the feeding apart-

ments through which the Rabbits are fed. (See D, fig. 150.) The
floors all descend towards the back, as before mentioned, and
extend out about 3 inches beyond the back side of the hutch
(see F,j?^. 152); the back part of the hutch is furnished with
swinging doors (o, fig. 152), one opening into the breeding apart-

ment, and forming, when closed, the back of it, and one opening
into the feeding apartment, and forming, when closed, the back
of that apartment. These doors do not shut down upon the floor,

but when closed there is an aperture about three-quarters of an
inch between the floor and the bottom of the door.

Fig. 151.—End view of

Breeding Hutch, show-

ing Breeding Apart-

ment, &c.

Fig. 152.—Back View of Breeding Hutch.

I claim that this hutch is self-cleaning, for the urine runs out
under these doors, and the dang also is worked down the floor

by the Rabbits, and falls out into the trough (h, fig. 152), which is

also inclined, and leads into the pail at the end (j, fig. 152),

which receives the whole and is easily emptied. A large door
ln,fig. 150), made of tongaed and grooved boards, swings aroand
against the end of the hutch, when it is open in clear weather,
and in stormy weather it is shot and covers up all the wire front,

and keeps out the rain. I also keep it closed at night in winter.
—W. F. Hallock, Mattituck, Suffolk C, N.Y.—[The American
Pet Stock Bulletin.)

THE HIVE CONTBOVEESY.
" B. & W." has lately told the readers of this Journal that he

expresses " only the general sense of annoyance which exists

at the constant nibbling by Mr. Pettigrew at those who differ

from him." Is this true, or is it not? If it is true it is high
time for me to turn my attention to something else than
scribbling about bees. If it is not true, there is injastice done
in making the assertion. In writing I do not deal with those
who differ in opinion from me ; indeed, my aim is to get as far

removed from them as possible. Not a word that I have
written for the press for years bears the impress of snubbing or
nibbling, and as to " the general sense of annoyance which
exists," I may be permitted to say that it is not general, but

limited to those who differ in opinion from me. The late
Mr. Woodbury was delighted to record the successes of every
class of bee-keepers. I think I have abundant evidence to prove
that my very humble efforts have given more satisfaction to the
apiarians of this country than offence, hence I have continued
to write while some have been sneering at me. While they have
been finding fault, hundreds, if not thousands, have been thank-
ing me for the information given, and asking for more at the
same time. The productions of my pen have been copied into
many newspapers and magazines, and have been commended
by about eighty of our most influential periodicals. A very
large edition of my book on bees has been sold, and a new
edition has been loudly called for for months. All these things
are more astonishing to me than to anybody else, and I know
that in mentioning them I am stooping to the weakness of
egotism ; but I do it to rebut the charge of being an annoyance
to the public.
In seeking to advance truth or give instruction all personalities

should be kept out of sight. The appearance of these is, gene-
rally speaking, an indication of an inability to uphold a cause
by fact and argument. If I have ever used an unkind word or a
personality in any of my published letters, I shall be glad to
withdraw it. I do not remember ever mentioning even a name
but in self-defence. My sole aim has been to impart informa-
tion, and to help others to the formation of correct ideas in
apiculture. The highest models and the greatest successes in
bee-keeping that could be found in this country have been held
up before the minds of the readers. By holding up these suc-
cesses a great impulse has been given to apiculture, and the
industry of a large section of bee-keepers has been guided.
Let me warn the apiarian readers of this Journal not to con-

fine themselves to the imitations of others. They may travel
along the same road without treading in their footprints. Those
who never propose to surpass are never likely to equal others.
Let all have a higher ambition than to be mere followers, for
those who follow are always behind. One of the greatest suc-
cesses ever reached in this country that we have heard of has
been accomplished this year in north-west Aberdeenshire by
Ligurian bees in skeps 2 inches deeper than those I use. The
gross weight gained by the hive and its colonies was 373 lbs.

All honour to Mr. G. Campbell, the owner and manager of this
hive.—A. Pettigrew, Sale, Cheshire.

[This temperate and excellent letter will conclude the dis-
cussion relative to "wood versus straw" for hives. We know
from letters we have received from all the disputants that they
think most highly of their opponents' bee knowledge, and we are
quite sure that if they could meet in our office and advance
their opposed opinions by tongue instead of pen, they would shake
hands and agree to differ amicably. We remember a gentleman
saying in a note that another was " a donkey," and that other
gentleman was deeply offended. They met, and the writer of
the note said, "I did write that you are a donkey, and I think
BO." They shook hands, because the " donkey " said, " Now
you say it pleasantly."

—

Eds.]

THE SLINGEE.
This is, in our opinion, a more descriptive name for the in-

strument than that of " Honey-extractor," for it casts or slings

honey outwards by centrifugal action. For many years I have
been anxious to see one at work. Well, one that was exhibited
and admired at the Crystal Palace Show has been sent here to

be fairly tested. Some of the most intelligent and leading api-

arians in this part of the country came here to see it at work.
Having plenty of hives well filled with honey, two of them
were placed in a vinery twenty-four hours before the time of

trial. Fire was applied to the boiler of this vinery with a view
to raise its temperature to 100'^. The combs in the hives were
thus made quite as soft, and the honey in them quite as warm
and liquid, as we ever find them in stronghives in the dog days.

Everything that could be done by artificial means to give the
instrument a fair trial was adopted and carried into execution.

The combs for experiment were uncapped—that is to say, the
lids of the cells were removed, and then placed in wood-and-
wire frames. Now the instrument is put in motion, and all

present are anxious to see how it does its work. " Reverse the
motion to empty the combs on the other side." The frames are

now examined. The clover or flower honey has been slung out,

or the greater part of it, but the heather honey will not go at

the bidding of the slinger. The strongest arms of the strongest

gentlemen present could not make the instrument cast the

heather honey from the combs. The fault is not in the instru-

ment, for it is a good one, and revolves rapidly enough ; but
heather honey can never be cast from combs in this way. The
clover honey cast out was full of little bits of broken combs,
bnt these were easily removed by straining the honey throngh
thin towelling.
Some writers who are anxious to see slingers extensively used

tell us that the honey obtained throngh them is inferior in

quality to run honey. What was taken here by the slinger is
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quite equal in quality to honey extracted by the old process.

The honeycombs placed in the slinger were without brood, and
therefore I am not able to say whether the whirling of the in-

strument would cast out unsealed brood as well as honey. If

unsealed brood be disturbed by the whirling of the machine
the honey will be very impure, and the machine itself com-
paratively worthless as an extractor of honey.

Being anxious to have an instrument able to extract honey
from combs in a speedy and satisfactory manner, I regret that

the slinger tried here has not proved itself equal to our wants
and expectations. The trial here was rather disappointing to

all the gentlemen present.

The patrons of the slinger take pains to inform the public

that where the moveable-comb system is adopted the instrument
extracts the lioney without destroying the combs, thus effecting

a saving of honey and preventing loss of time in comb-building.

They tell ns that swarms spend their first year in filling the bar

frames with combs ; in after years the honey is extracted by the

slinger. To inexperienced bee-keepers this theory may appear

reasonable and inviting. Old and successful bee-farmers are not

so easily influenced ; they prefer the certain to the uncertain.

This morning's post brought a letter from an old and successful

apiarian in Scotland, giving the results of his practice this year.

He uses straw hives of considerable dimensions. One of his

hives yielded four swarms. The first one rose in weight to

126 lbs., the second to 71 lbs., the third to 47 lbs., the fourth to

36 lbs., the mother hive to 93 lbs. ; altogether to 373 lbs. gross.

Is it possible to induce this man to abandon his mode of manag-
ing bees, which is so successful and profitable, for one that is

yet uncertain and doubtful? Those who manage bees on the
non-swarming system with moveable combs have much lost

ground to travel over ere they can walk side by side with this

man. In hare-hunting or coursing, greyhounds are judged by
their speed. In this sport there are " go-byes," " turns," and
"catches." Old dogs that run often become cunning, and run
second with a view to get " the catch " at " the turn." A good
catch or harvest of honey is more to an old bee-farmer than
anything else in apiculture.

The harvest of honey obtained from the hive and its swarms
already mentioned is an extraordinary one ; but swarms of

100 lbs. each at the end of the first season are becoming com-
mon, and every fine season will become more plentiful; and
therefore it appears a very roundabout road to put swarms into

hives with a view to get a harvest of honey from them through
the slinger in the second year of their existence. This is men-
tioned with a view to ask the readers of this Journal to consider

how black and tough combs are after two years' use for breeding
purposes. The slinger is introduced on purpose to preserve

such combs. We think combs are quite old enough at the end
of their second year. At that age they are, generally speaking,

not only black and tough but poUen-bound—that is to say, their

centre parts are clogged with bee bread. The bees cannot find

empty cells for the eggs laid by the queens. We hold that the
preservation of old combs in hives is neither wise nor profitable.

Bees thrive better and gather more honey in combs young and
sweet than they do in combs two years old. A swarm put into

a hive in May will fill it with combs and gather more honey in a

good season than any kind of hive managed on the non-swarm-
ing system. The ventilation of this subject is at the present
time of great importance to the thinking and intelligent bee-

keepers of England, and its consideration may make some of

them hesitate before they purchase sUngers for casting honey
out of combs too old for keeping, and young combs are rather

too tender and easily broken for the machine. I look at the

question broadly and without a shade of prejudice, and thus
looking at it cannot see that apiculture will gain much by the
introduction and use of the Amarican slinger. I fancy that one
trial will be enough for bee-farmers and cottagers.

Honey-taking is not pleasant employment, and many advanced
bee-keepers would be gratified and thankful if some of our in-

ventive apiarians would set themselves to the task of producing
an instrument for extracting honey from combs speedily. The
preservation of combs should not be considered. The combs of

a large hive yield about 5s. worth of wax ; this sum would buy
sugar enough for a large swarm, and which, if properly given,

would enable the bees to fill an ordinary bar-frame hive or a
16-inch straw one with combs, and store up food enough for

themselves from September till March. What advantage, then,

can be found in the use of old combs ? Most certainly tlaere can
be no gain or profit in their retention. Lately we called on an
able apiarian who showed us about a dozen of good stocks, three
of which were sugar-fed, and one of these is a bar-framer, the
other two being 16-inch straw hives. The bar-frames had been
partially filled with secondhand combs in the way shown at the
Crystal Palace. The syrup was stored in the combs without any
additions being made to them. The combs in the straw ones
had been built wholly from the syrup, and nearly filled all the

spaces. I valued the straw stocks at 10s. a-piece higher than
the bar-framer, the combs of which had been taken from other
hives and strapped in. In conclusion, I ask the readers of this

Journal to think calmly on, and take a comprehensive view of,

the questions discussed in this letter, for it is very important
for bee-keepers seeking profit to adopt and keep the righj

path.—A. Pettiobew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Birmingham Poultry Show.—" You state that my firet-prize Partridge

Cochin pullets should have been in the adult class. Allow me to say that
your opinion is entirely wrong, one of them having been hatched on the
9th of April, and has never been exhibited before ; the other was hatched on
the 23rd of February, and was exhibited once previously—viz., in the chicken
class at Southport in August last.—T. Steetch, Ormekirk."

Spodts in Cahbiehs' Eyes {Subscriber).—Carriers as to their wattles are
highly artificial birds, and a wide departure in any way from nature's type
causes a liability to diseaBe. The immediate cause may be a tight or cold

draughts, then comes a running; and a fold of the wattle becomes literally a
spout to carry off that running, and mischief soon grows. Cut off the spouts

—and mind and cut low enough—with a sharp pair of scissors, and then after

bathing the eye and the blood ceasing, put on a httle cold cream or any grease
that has no salt in it. Put mOre grease on for a iev days, and the woond
will soon heal. Watch your bird carefully lest he get any injury, and of

course separate him from others.

Bee-keeping.—The interesting notes of " P. H, P." and others are un-
avoidably deferred to next week.

BELGiiN Hake Rabbit (G. H. K.).—The small spot would not disqualify

it.

METEOROLOGICAL 0BSEBVATI0N3.
Camden SttOABE, London.

Lafc. 5P 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude, 111 feet.

Date.
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nsnally mild antnmn almost upset all one's plans. A fine

large batch of Cos Lettuce, sown July 16th, were in excellent

condition—that is to say, they were fit to use wLeu trans-

planted to the frames October 5th; but the whole of them ran
to seed, and have been replaced with Stanstead Park Cabbage
Lettuce, which under ordinary circumstances would not have
been fit for use till spring. Some "All the Year Eound''
Cabbage Lettuce put in frames at the same lime as the Cos
are still good, so that in future one will be inclined to depend
more upon Cabbage Lettuce for winter salads. Many useful

crops of Cabbage Lettuce were obtained in summer by sowing
single rows thinly between Celeiy, dwaif Peas, or upon any
bare narrow spaces, such stolen crops proving especially valu-

able for kitchen purposes ; for when BFonsicur le Chef demands
"much laittie" the order must be interpieted largely. The
general crop of Celery is this season confined to Leicester Bed,
which is in my opinion superior to all others. Certainly the
immense bulk of the solid plants place it very high for stew-

ing and other culinary purposes, and the delicacy and crisp

tenderness of the hearts is all that can be wished.
Among Melons grown in ordinary garden boxes upon dung

beds Dr. Hogg was decidedly best. It was most prolific, each
successive crop yielding an abundant supply of handsome
medium-sized fruit of an average weight of 2 to 3 lbs., and of

excellent flavour. Little Heath Melon did not answer my
expectations. It certainly swells to an enormous size, but it

was quite second-rate in flavour.

A few plants of the later introductions among Cucumbers,
such as Blue Gown and Marquis of Lome, were grown, the fruit

making a fine display ; but for all practical purposes the pre-

ference must still be given to Telegraph and Masters' Prolific.

Tomatoes were grown entirely in pots in a pit ; they were
kept by pinching to the form of compact bushes, and sustained
in full vigour by a free use of liquid manure. 'The crops were
abundant and fine. Hepper's Goliath was very fine, the fruit

being much larger than any other kind, and remarkably hand-
some. Hathaway's Excelsior, too, was grown in quantity ; It

is a prolific sort, and the profusion of round and perfectly
smooth fruit which it yields renders it very desirable, espe-
cially for small gardens. A crop of ripe Tomatoes cannot
always be obtained from plants grown entirely in the open
air. In a cold wet summer dark blotches and specks appear
upon the fruit, which then soon becomes rotten ; and there-
fore, while some plants are ueually planted in the open garden,
care is taken to provide a rtgular supply from pot plants.
There are very few gardens where at least some pot plants
might not always be managed by plunging the pots in the
open air, and removing a few under glass occasionally—in fact,

lam by DO means sure that this is not the best plant for general
adoption, as the plants answer equally well in the open air as
under glass in the early summer months, and require much
less care and attention.

These brief notes, be it remembered, refer to a climate about
fifty miles south of London, and so are not closely applicable
to the northern counties, from whence it would be interesting
to see similar communications.

—

Edwaed Luckhubst.

GLADIOLUS CULTUKE.
The following notes are by Mr. Sampson, of the Preston

Road Nurseries, Yeovil, whose yarieties have attained con-
siderable distinction :

—

When to Plant.—The best time to plant is in the month
of March, commencing quite early in the mouth if the weather
be at all favourable. In order to secure an effective display,

and at the same time afford the plants an opportunity of fully

developing the beauty of their flowers, they should be planted
in beds, which should be formed in rows not less than
16 inches apart, with a clear space of a foot between each bulb
in the line. Some cultivators have recommended potting the

bulbs and growing them on for a time before transplanting

them in the open ground, but concurrent testimony proves

that no advantage is derived from it. Some have recommended
planting in January and February, but it is best done in

March ; but if a few late flowers aro required, the planting of

some of the bulbs may be deferred till the middle of April.

Tl:e Preparation of the Soil.—A deep loam best suits the

Gladiolus, and the bed in which the roots are to be planted

should be previously well trenched to the depth of 18 inches,

digging-in at the same time a good dressing of well-decom-
posed manure. Thoroughly rotten vegetable refuse and wood
ashes, as well as some crushed bones, greatly assist the de-

velopment of the plants. As soon as the growth begins to
appear through the soil I put on the surface of the beds a
thin dressing of condensed night soil, increasing the quantity
as the plants mature their growth, and the height of summer
is reached.

Summer Treatment.—This includes keeping the beds clear

of weeds, and occasionally stirring the surface soil. When
the flower stems reach a foot in height, each should be 'Jed to

a stake to support it and preserve it from harm through
winds which are apt to twist the stems off close to the bulbs.

In dry weather frequent sprinklings overhead and good sur-

face-waterings will be necessary, but the dressing of night
soil will do much to keep the bed moist and cool. In tjing-

out to the stakes be careful not to tie the stem too tightly,

sufficient space should be allowed to admit of a free upward
growth.

Taking-up and Storinij the Bulbs.—The taking-up and
storing of the bulbs is a matter of considerable importance,
and the removal of the bulbs from the beds should not be
deferred till the stalks die-down completely. It is best to lift

them when the leaves turn yellow, and cut away the stems to
within 6 inches of the bulbs, and these to be placed in a cool

airy place to dry. They should then be put in drawers, baskets,

or bags in a moderately cool and dry place, each variety being
kept separate and distinct. Frost must be guarded against ; a
severe frost will cause many of the bulbs to rot. In such a
place the bulbs can remain till planting-time comes round
again.

Raising Seedlings.—Seed saved from the best varieties may
be sown early in April, either in pans or shallow boxes, or in

nicely-prepared soil in the open ground. When the plants

begin to show themselves they should be encouraged with a
little weak manure water occasionally administered. When
large enough to be transplanted, they should be planted-out

in beds about 4 inches apart each way in some good light soil,

and encouraged to make all the growth possible during the

season. A good number of the bulbs will flower the following

summer.

EKYTHRINA CEISTA-GALLI AND ERYTHRINA
HEEBACEA.

I AM pleased to see Mr. Giles call attention to this fine

old plant, Crista-galli, which, as he justly observes, is sel-

dom met with now-a-days, and but rarely as it used to be in

times long since gone by, for in the early years of the first

gardening periodical, " The Magazine," it was thought a great

feat to flower it three times in a year— i.e., the same plant,

and some very fast ones asserted it was possible to do more
than this; but assuming the ordinary cultivator to be satis-

fied with doing so once, and giving it a fair chance to succeed,

few plants repay the trouble better. Y'et, somehow, it is not
often met with in a good condition, and as reports of ill

success are often as interesting as the contrary, I confess not
having been at all so lucky with it as I expected ; but my object

has mostly been to have it do well as an outdoor plant, and
at various times the last twenty years have planted out a good
many plants with only indifferent success, and losing a good
many of them, owing, perhaps, to the aversion I have to see

anything covered-up in winter, which is the time when the

appearance of the grounds is of most importance ; and of

those who did survive, their flowering fell below what I ex-

pected of them. Nevertheless, treated something like Dahlias,

I have seen them very fine, and we all know how much better

the foliage looks outdoors than inside, where red spider seizes

them as its legitimate prey. The best plants, I think, I ever

remember seeing under glass were placed on stands raised

level with a large basin of water, in which they were placed,

just like what we sometimes see done with Pitcher-plants or

aquatics. The vapour from the water kept the red spider more
at bay than any other mode of treatment I have ever seen

them subjected to ; still it existed. But it is needless enlarg-

ing on this head, but I would hko to know if anyone has dis

covered any peculiarity in the soil in which this plant seems
more to delight in than others, and if so, what is it?

Furthermore, I would af-k if any of your readers have the

smaller species of this genus, E. herbacea, as it used to be

called nearly half a century ago, a species resembling the other

in every respect, except being 2 feet high ? I cannot call

to memory having ever seen it since the time when the agi-

tation for the first Reform Bill was going on, when it was

a favourite, and deservedly so, and widely distinct from
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E. Crista-galli ; while I hardly think the one oalled E. lauritolia

BtiiSoiently distinct to be entitled to a botanical place, but

only to be such a sport aa most seedlings are now and then

liable to run into. I may further add, aa supplementing Mr.
Giles's remarks on the cultivation of this plant, that it is

most easily propagated from seed ; it may also be struck from
cuttings, but to endeavour to do so from the old ripened stems,

cut into lengths like what is done with Vines, was a puzzling

matter to the last generation of gardeners. I content myself
with seeds.—J. Eobson.

EVEBGREEN HEDGES.
It is sometimes desirable to form a hedge to separate two

portions of a garden or kept grounds, or to serve as a screen

by which one portion may be completely shut-out of view

from the other. For this purpose it is evident that such a

hedge or partition should be made with evergreen plants com-
pact and neat in habit, and permitting free use of the knife

or shears, both for improving the appearance of the hedge
and for keeping it within the required limits of height and
width. The formation of hedges, directions for planting them,
the materials suitable for the purpose, and their after-treat-

ment, have been discussed in these pages before, although

a long time has since elapsed, but not so exhaustively, if I

remember aright, as to include every case that may arise. A
revival of the subject, therefore, will not be deemed inoppor-

tune or unnecessary, especially as many plants of easy pro-

pagation have of late come under notice as being suitable sub-

jects for the purpose under discussion, and which by this time
have probably been to greater or less extent applied to it.

To elicit the experience so far as yet ascertained of those

readers of The Journal of Horticulture who will kindly

furaish it, of any evergreen, whether coniferous or otherwise,

that they have used, or seen used, to form neat and picturesque

hedges or partitions in kept grounds, is the object of the
present article.

Evergreen hedges are common enough, but how few and
often indifferent are the materials of which they are formed.
Excepting the Holly and Yew, which require a long time to

form really serviceable and impervious screens, wo rarely meet
with evergreen hedges formed with any other plant than the
common Laurel, and occasionally the Portugal. The common
Arbor-Vitae (Thuja occidentalis), is sometimes used, but by no
means so generally as it might and ought to be. Anyone who
has seen the magnificent hedges of Arbor-Vitaj, Holly, and
Yew at Knap Hill or Piltdown cannot fail to have admired
them.
With the variety of plants suitable for the purpose now pro-

curable, and the evident superiority of some of them over the
few, excepting the Holly, that have hitherto been employed,
it ia quite clear some improvement in this direction may be
effected, for the question is not one of boundary fences or of

defensive hedges, a purpose for which the Hawthorn with its

dense plexus ia still unsurpassed in this country. The chief

objections against the common Laurel are—it takes up too
much room, its foliage although cheerful is too large and
sparse, its leaves are shed at a season when of all times it is

most desirable that the garden should be as free from litter as

possible. Its rapidity of growth is counterbalanced by equally
rapid decay, especially at bottom, causing unsightly gaps,

which necessitate a cutting-down of part or the whole plant
or hedge to induce new growth from the ground. The Y'ew
forms a massive and dense screen of indefinite permanence,
admirably suited for nursery purposes, 'but too sombre for the
garden unless strongly contrasted with its surroundings. The
Arbor-Vitie (Thuja occidentalis), is excellent, but becomes dis-

coloured in winter. Undoubtedly the Holly is one of the best

of plants for forming a picturesque hedge, and the more bo if

budded or grafted the third or fourth year after being planted
with the many pretty variegated forms in cultivation. Its

slow growth is an obstacle to the case I am now supposing, to
form a screen that shall be at once effective, or become so
within a short period.

We must, therefore, turn to the ConiferoB for the material
we seek. Thuja gigantea (sometimes known as T. Lobbii),
would be superior to T. occidentalis from its verdant appear-
ance at all seasons. Capressus Lawsoniana, now one of the
commonest, but at the same time one of the most elegant as
well as most hardy of Conifers, appears to be well adapted for
this purpose. A nurseryman of great experience stated to me
that it was too thin

; further evidence is much wanted. Thuja

plioata ia a compact and erect plant, but less cheerful than
T. gigantea. Biota orientalis on soils not too light forms an
erect and dense plant. If this has been tried (aud it is worth
atrial), it is necessary to know it cutting causes the plant to
remain thick at bottom, where it geuerally becomes thin when
allowed to grow without check. Juniperus chinensis flourishes
on almost any soil and bears close cutting.

The above-named Conifers are suggested for screens and
hedges of any height up to 12 or even 15 feet. If a much
lower height is all that is required, as 5 feet, there are several
useful and hardy evergreen shrubs that might safely be tried.

For light foliage, Buxus balearica and some of the forms of
B. sempervirens ; for dark, Phillyrea latifolia and P. buxifolia,

Euonymns japonicue (green variety) ; the others cannot be de-
pended upon in very severe winters. Intermediate is Vibur-
num Tinus and Ligustrum ovalitolium (Oval-leaved Privet), a
stronger species than the common Privet and evergreen, which
the common kind can hardly be considered. A picturesque
hedge could be formed with a judicious intermixture of all

these, aud they are all patient of the shears and become dense
after being clipped.—A. H. Kent.

LIFTING AND EOOT-PEUNING FRUIT TREES.
No. 7.

We have trees of Peaches, Nectariues, Apricots, and Plums
which in three years after planting will have grown, according to
the soil and treatment, much and barren, moderately and fruit-

ing or promising to bear, and little having small weak growths
which promise greatly for fruit, usually ending in mere blossom.
There is a poverty which ends in a sheet of bloom but no fruit,

and there is growth which promises nothing beyond it. The
one is as unprofitable as the other, and the remedy is the same
for both, but applied in a different manner. For the stunted
subject the proper remedy is to lift with every particle of root,

and plant in richer soil, and only moderately firm, the tree

being young. It will slowly but surely become invigorated.
The vigorous subject will, say if three years planted, require
to have a trench taken out 3 feet from the stem all round and
as deeply as the roots, cutting off every root at 2 feet 6 inches
from the stem, or, if very vigorous and if against a wall, 3 feet

;

so for a pyramid or bush, 2 feet for a very vigorous tree, and
1 foot 6 inches for a vigorous one. Removing the loose soil

down to the roots, lift with the ball as entire as practicable;
put in some soil where the roots were and tread or ram hard,
raising so that the setting-on of the roots will, when the tree

is placed in position, be just level with the surrounding ground.
FiU-in with soil, adding a fourth of manure to it, and tread
hard. If dry give a good watering, forming the soil into a dish
so that the lifted part may receive the water ; and when it has
settled in level mulch for 3 feet round with only partially

decayed manure, the roots to be covered about 3 inches deep
with soil. The best time to lift is when the leaves begin to

fall.

Trees which are vigorous and tending to frnitfuluess are best
left alone. To lift them would only be to make them fruit

more and grow less, which is hardly desirable until they have
covered their allotted space or are as large as desired.

Trees which are large and unfruitful from, it may be, age
induced by poverty of soil or a system of treatment which aims
at the restraining of the vigour and inducing of fruitfulness,

weak and small parts though numerous are produced, result-

ing in crowding masses of bloom being produced, there being
twenty or more of bloom to one of wood buds, the branches
long and bare of bearing wood—the trees being vigorous in

some parts only, aud there mildew appears ; whilst dying
branches with an ugly tree aud small fruit—dry and mealy
instead of large and juicy—usually show poverty to be the
cause of such indifferent results. Many in such a case, and
especially a young hand, consider resuscitation hopeless, and
so root out the trees, which may cover a space which will

require seven years for young trees to gain, aud that time to

give as much fruit as the old renovated will iu one year. Many
a man has been turned out of a good situation for no other
reason than he has shown himself of too enterprising a spirit

for the old-fashioned groove in which his employer's ideas

have been running. Want of " digging about and dunging "

weakly fruit trees, especially Peaches, Nectarines, and some-
times Apricots and Plums, which, though twenty or more years
planted, are not old, but the cropping and treatment to

which they have been subjected make them barren, has led to

much of their failure in many places where they formerly
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sncoeeded. Anyone, therefore, who may have fruit treea large

and weak in growth, productive of abundant bloom and sparse

in fruit, and what there is poor, will be doing themselves and
the trees a service by at once setting about an alteration. It

does not matter how old they are and weak, the change for the
better will be all the more marked after the operation's bene-

ficial results appear.
Ascertaining by actual measurement the square feet co-

vered by the branches sideways and high, take one-third
those as the distance from the stem to open-out a trench,

and go down beyond the depth of all roots. This done, all

roots being cut off— (if the object be to lift them, as we
will presume it is, the trees being in the worst possible con-
dition as regards weak old bare wood, and dying parts, and
probably low)—remove all soil to the roots with a fork, and
freeing them of the loose soil without injury to the fibres, and
then working underneath (the roots from the trench to the
stem of the tree having been loosened from the wall), may be
lifted with the soil adhering to the roots, and having some
soil placed under where it was, and so much as will bring
the setting-on of its roots level with the surrounding surface,

which soil should be turfy loam with a fourth of cow or rotted

manure intermixed, or, if the loam be not turfy, one-third
manure to be added to it ; and whatever the soil added be, it

should be fresh, thoroughly incorporated with the dung, and
beneath the tree be rammed as hard as a much-frequented
road. The tree, returned to its position, is to have the soil

worked-in between the roots where any soil has fallen from
them, and should be fresh-manured soil, and trod firmly and
the full extent of the space opened out. After planting a good
watering to be given, and finally mulched with littery manure.
The branches ought to be secured to the wall to prevent injury

from winds, or if in the open, as may happen with Plums,
staking them securely. Avoid covering the roots near the
stem deeply, and not more anywhere than 6 inches—better if

only 3 inches, whilst close to the stem they need only be just

covered. We leave the subjects until February, for the lifting

should be performed so soon as the first leaves have fallen and
the others likely in a short time to follow ; and then set about
removing the weak, old, and long bare shoots or branches from
the Peaches and Nectarines, disposing the main branches at

afoot distance apart, and, if they are not present, seek by
cutting back to originate them from as low down as possible,

and arrange to have the bearing wood at a foot distance apart
along them. It may be we cut away half the tree, but the
parts only that disappoint if left, as they have done before,

and complete by properly securing to the wall. We have to

be careful to water during any dry weather after the middle of

May up to the same time in August, and use the garden engine
frequently to distribute water over the foliage, which is good
for keeping the soil moist along the wall, it very often being
dry as a desert, and for cleansing the trees of insects, to say
nothing of its affording means of moisture being given off by
the wall to the benefit of the trees for a long time afterwards,
thereby conducing to their health and vigour. In watering, it

is no use to water beyond the radius of the trench ; and as the
roots will be all there give enough to soak it through, for

driblets may do to prolong life and cause necessity for frequent
repetition, but are practically valueless for growth. In autumn
we may have a tree that has ripened oft a fair crop of fine

fruit (considering the lifting), and a promise of an abundant
one next season. But we must not rest content, for content-
ment means a return in no great length of time to an enfeebled
tree and discontent from the imperfections of the growths and
fruits. We must follow up what is begun, beginning where
leaving off ; and just outside the trench taken out the year
before take out another, and 2 feet wide and as deeply as the
roots, and joining the other, which will be found filled with
roots, and it may be seeking, and perhaps attained, access to

the old soil. This trench to be filled-in as the first with fresh
and manured soil, and the space from it to the stem mulched
with littery manure. Each year we add a width of fresh ground
for the trees until the whole is completed, and then manure
by the surface.

Plums and Apricots, bearing for the main part on spurs, are

not to have the branches thinned, but the spurs may be
shortened and thinned in February, and in other respects
treated the same as the Peaches, only for them the soil need
not be made so firm. The trees not being bad in branches,
but producing poor fruit, or none, but with abundant bloom,
and having many branches or a multiplicity of spurs, lifting

will be unnecessary, as it is evident all that is wanted is more

vigour. This may be accomplished in two ways: First, by
manuring at the surface, which is of little use if the border be
heavily cropped with vegetables, the trees being made second-
ary to them, and thinning-out the old, bare, and weak wood of

Peaches, and the spurs and even branches, if they be crowded,
of Apricots and Plums. This enriching of the soil without
disturbing the border much should begin at the stem, for the
Plum stock is never short of ramifications there ; therefore

loosen and remove the soil there and add fresh soil enriched
with manure, manuring the border and just pointing-in. The
border, if the soil be light, should be firmed, and it is likely

the roots will be attracted upward, as they will certainly be
multiplied and extended from the stem outward by the manure
and fresh soil, to which we may attribute any benefit that may
arise. The treatment must be followed up each year, and
may effect a change for the better, as each year the cultivation

is continued, instead of that niggardly policy which expends
nothing upon the trees, and those that are so unfortunate as

attend their pruning, tte.,but grumbling over disappointments
of which they are the originators. Secondly, by adopting a
more radical change in the conditions of the trees' roots, or

the means from which they derive support for and fashion the

head. At the stem commence operations by removing the soil

with a fork, and clear away the soil down to the roots, and
work outward, continuing the fork until it is safe from the
depth of the roots to employ a spade, and clearing all away
either as far as the roots extend, or at least half the extent of

root-surface or the extent of branches, and then commence
lifting the roots if they are deeper than a foot from the surface,

and by removing the soil between them they may be raised

tolerably easy, and as each root is raised pack under fresh and
manured soil, bringing the roots as near 6 inches of the sur-

face as can be done without damaging them, and consolidate

the soil under, around, and over them; and as those near the
stem may not be raised, remove the soil between them and re-

place by fresh, and make firm, completing by a mulching of

littery manure after giving a good watering if the weather be
dry and the trees are not devoid of leaves. If the roots are

near the surface, the surface being cleared of the soU down to

the roots, remove from between them and under them as much
as possible, and replace it by fresh compost and ram firmly,

taking care that there are no vacuums, but all alike made solid

under, between, and over the roots, not covering deeper than
6 inches, and at the stem not more than 3 inches, finishing

with a firm surface and a mulching not more than 3 inches

thick of lictery manure. The thinning of the branches, short-

ening of long bare ones, thinning the spurs as before stated,

and otherwise attending to watering, syringing, and seeking &
good and healthful growth, and afterwards manuring annually
more or less as the growth and crop prompt, giving it liber-

ally if they grow but weakly and fruit heavily, and less pro-
portionately as they make strong growths and tend to barren-

ness. A return to barrenness from overcropping, overstunted
growth, and overproduction of bloom buds without correspond-
ing wood ones, is as much to be shunned as gross and sappy
growths. Thinning the fruiting parts will remove the first

evil, whilst over-vigour is only to be subdued by curtailing the
feeding medium by operating upon the roots in a manner en-

suring of slow growth, close-jointed, well-ripened wood. Old
trees, however, rarely need any haggling at their roots, but, as

a rule, need its opposite, amply repaying any " dunging " the
cultivator may bestow. Many old trees^not from age, but.

hard usage and ill fare—now enabled only to give a return for

it in blossom, would do so in fine and abundant fruit were
they kindly treated, their wants for fruit-production suitably

considered and given.—Gr. Abbey.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
I WISH to draw attention to the magnificent display of Chry-

santhemums to be seen at Berkswell Hall, the seat of T.

Walker, Esq., near Coventry. Happening to call there a few
days ago I was very much struck with the display in the fine

conservatory of that flower when cultivated as Mr. Downs the

gardener there does, both as regards size of flower, form, and
quantity on each plant, many both of large and small-flower-

ing sorts having from 100 to 150 finely-developed flowers open
on a plant at one time, of all the most approved varieties.

The plants are well trained, but not stiffly, many of them as

standards on stems from 2 feet to 5 feet high, and with heads
from 4 feet to G feet through, which has a grand effect among
a host of other autumn-flowering plants. It never has been
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my lot to witness snch a fine lot of Chryeanthemnma at any
of our aatumn shows either in London or the provinces, all

are so healthy, and their large green leaves far below the rim
of their pots, which are not very large for the size of the
plants.

Mr. Downs has been in T. Walker, Esq.'s, family for a
qnarter of a century as head gardener. He does not exhibit.

The names of some of the most prominent varieties I noticed
were Qaeen of England, Empress of India, Prince of Wales,
Prince Alfred, Princess Beatrice, Bovela, Veuns, Mary Morgan,
John Salter, Lady Talford, Lady Slade, Jardin des Plantes,

Bronze Jardin, Guernsey Nugget, Mrs. G. Eundell.and Lady
Harding.— J. G. T.

SEA-KALE AND HORSERADISH CULTURE.
Some few weeks ago a correspondent in your Journal gave a

few excellent hints about Sea-kale. I have practised a similar

mode of cultivation for a few years with good results. I think

it is folly to have a great space of ground planted with Sea-

kale ;i or 4 feet between the rows for forcing on the ground,
when double the quantity can be grown on the same space to

be forced indoors.

For these last two years I have practised the same annual
routine of culture on Horseradish, and find it succeed perfectly.

As soon as the leaves are off the plants in October or Novem-
ber we take out a trench at one end of the bed, as ia usual

in ordinary trenching, and by means of fork and spade turn
over the whole of the bed down to the clay, carefully picking

out the roots as whole as possible, and manuring as the process

goes on. The bed ia then made level ready for replanting.

The roots are then looked over ; all that is fit for kitchen use
are dressed and laid aside for that purpose, and all the long

thin roots of the thickness of a quill stripped of all side roots

are laid in bundles for replanting. With a long dibber for an
ordinary Dahlia stick will do), make holes 18 inches or 2 feet

deep, 6 inches apart, and 1 foot between the rows. Into each
of these holes we drop one of these long roots, and then fill

the hole up with fine dry soil from under the potting bench.
These make nice useable roots the first season, but of course

if they were left for two seasons they would be much better.

This annual planting has many advantages. In the first place,

a very small bed will grow suflicient for the supply of most
families. This struck me very forcibly on entering a very old

kitchen garden a few months ago, where was to be seen a bed
of Horseradish some 15 yards long by 5 or G wide, which ap-

parently had not been disturbed, except in digging roots up for

use, for fifteen or twenty years. In contrast to this we have dug
from a bed 15 feet by 8 sufiicient good roots to supply an ordi-

nary family for twelve months. In the second place, the ground
is being cultivated. It is annually improving ; and the plants

being in rows, it can be kept clean by means of hoeing, the

same as any other crops, instead of becoming a nest of weeds,

as is too often the case ; for it is no uncommon thing to find

weeds seeding in the Horseradish bed at places where they
would not be tolerated anywhere else. In the third place, there

is no snch thing as shouldering a pick when grim John Frost
resists the spade in the gloomy winter months. The roots are

laid regular in layers one above another with soil between,
covered over with soil. A little litter keeps out frost and mice.
It is always accessible without the aid of either pick or spade.

Would anyone who is acquainted with the system practised by
those who grow it for the market favour us with an outline of

their mode of producing the fine clean roots which they send
to market ?—B. Inglis.

CHESTNUT TIMBER.
There is evidently a confusion of ideas in the extract from

the " Household Guide," given at page 34G.

The timber and the fruit of the Spanish Chestnut are as

distinct as possible from that of the Horse Chestnut. The
wood of the latter is white and soft ; that of the former so

much the colour and character of Oak as to be not easily dis-

tingnishable from it. I have more than once heard a timber
merchant say he had sold Spanish Chestnut for Oak. It is

generally considered a durable and valuable wood. My expe-

rience certainly does not agree with that of " A CoEBEsroNDKNT,"
page 425. I have now some boards out of the butt of a fine

Spanish Chestnut which had not a flaw or crack about it.

These boards were selected for their superior quality for carv-

ing purposes.

There have been some articles lately in the Journal on the
comparative merits of Strawberries. Some kinds are repre-
sented as worthless grown in one place, and everything to be
wished grown in another. What "A CoRREsroNDENT" says
of the Spanish Chestnut wood I could say very much of some
Oak, fallen and cut up where I am writing. There is no doubt
that soil and situation materially affects the growth and quality
of timber ; and under certain conditions of situation and
growth trees become " shaken " or " rifted ;" the seams may,
and do often, become completely obliterated, and the timber
proves what " A Cobkespondent " describes the Chestnut. The
old story of the chameleon will apply.—V.

ARRANGING FLOWERS.
One can scarcely be engaged in any pursuit more interesting

or that requires more study than that of arranging flowers
;

indeed it is nothing less than an art that few have thoroughly
mastered ; many have laboured to attain it without any very
great success. It seems almost, I think, like many other
branches of art—many will try, but few will attain the height

to which they aim. We may with perseverance attain much
—with strict attention to natural laws and determined patience

may almost mount the pinnacle of perfection ; but how slow
and often discouraging to one that ia not really talented for

the particular object that is wished to excel in. One has often

more than enough at times to dishearten when, just as we
think we at last have dropped in the right path to reach the

top, alas ! to our mortification only to find another with that
particular vein of taste to drop in and deprive us of what we
have been labouring for with great hopes, and I may say cer-

tainty of obtaining. Well, there ia no help for it. It is only
vexing to think those parties have only just made the fresh

attempt, and then that to bring them to the height we have
worked so long to obtain. What a revolution has of late

years been wrought in the arrangement of flowers by prizes

offered at the various horticultural societies ! We all rejoice

of this : where is the one that would like to drop back to the

middle ages of dark heavy formality ? Gratified though we
are by natural and becoming changes with the professional

classes, I must drop a step lower to find the height of my
pleasure in the great change worked and working in the ranks

of the sinew of old England, the working class. They alwajs
did love flowers ; they are now, thanks to the many cottagers'

societies, coming to think them a part of that stupendous
whole that make up a happy existence. Much, very much, is

left to be done by the above societies to improve the arrange-

ment of fiowera by their exhibitions.

Having been for a few years rather out of the line of attend-

ing any cottagers' exhibition in England, I was wont to tell

those that had sprung up around me how much better they did

things, not in France, but in England. Judge of my surprise

when attending a show or two in this neighbourhood to find

the arrangement of flowers still in all gaudy colours, still that

heavy, lifeless, and unnatural cramming all that hand can lay

hold of—all this with the hope that the more staring and clumsy
the mass the greater the chance of a prize. My experience cor-

vinces me that the most direct way to assist the better arrange-

ment of flowers, is for ladies and professionals to arrange some
specimens with precisely the same variety of flowers as the

cottager; and (though example is better than precept), I be-

lieve a few words in criticising those shown, and to explain

what would be an improvement, are equally calculated to foster

a better taste in the exhibitors.

I had in my mind when I began this note two instancea of

the effect of taste in arrangement of flowers, though they were
both seen in cottages, humble but clean and happy I'll vow.

Those two specimens have very often presented themselves t.^

my mind, especially when arranging stands, and I believemuch
to my edification. The first a large pie-dish filled well up to a

mound with nice green moss. What need we better for the

foundation for a beautiful graceful arrangement? As it was,

little were really wanted. Well, in this moss were studded

in as thick as possible very fair Asters and Dahlias. Here the

arrangement ended. We could be but pleased even to see

this ; and aa we always do, we showed our pleasure by con-

gratulating the hand that did it, &c. It was a well-meant be-

ginning, and we suggested fewer flowers of more distinct colours

with that little addition of gracefully-placed Fern leaves.

Grasses, and a few small flowers to stand out and from the

more heavy Dahlias and Astera which are best as a ground-

work.
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We should have passed this, no doubt, with no more than
a pleasant thonght ; bnt it so happened a few hours after

to find ourselves admiring the arrangement of a stand of

flowers in another cottager's abode of a very different charac-

ter. Its simplicity, its gracefulness struck us how erroneous
it is to think a mass of showy flowers are necessary to form a

pleasing group. In this stand it was not the material but the

method that made it so pleasing. It contained bnt little from
the garden but just a Eose bud or two. Mignonette, Sweet Pea,

and a Geranium or two ; the rest were from everybody's garden
—the hedge. This the arranger had dealt unsparingly with, and
right well were they arranged with the garden flowers. I stiD

see the beautiful hues of the Bramble leaves, the Grasses and
Ferns with a few wild flowers and berries, of which the wild

Hose's heps and the pink Comfrey stood out most tellingly.

What a diuerence one had presented in these two arrangements
^one flat and heavy, the other light and springy. The one
induced but a glance, and the eye seemed to require no more

;

the other, the more one viewed it the more you wished to do
BO. But here is the point I wish to csnclude with : The first

party had never seen an exhibition of arianged floxers,

there weie no cottagers' societies in her neighbourhood ; the
other had seen and exhibited in one. Never was I so con-
vinced of the benefits those societies do, when well conducted,
than in the last few years in Carmarthenshire.

—

Johx TiVLOB,
Bardtcicke Grange.

SOME OF THE VEGETABLE PKODUCTS OF
CEYLON.—No. 4.

iLuzE OE I>-DiAS CoES.—This most valuable grain thrives
well in the greater portion of the island. As Mr. Sharpe most
truly remarks, that considering how well Indian Com thrives
in Ceylon generally, and how wholesome and nutritious a grain
it is, ranking unquestionably among the first of cereals, the
extension of the cultivation is every way to be desired. Its

growth might be indefinitely extended, while the value of the
produce, as an article of diet substituted for or alternating
with Rice, cannot be over-estimated. In some of the elevated
regions of the central province it grows luxuriantly, as it dues
in the lowlands, so that it would seem adapted to every vari-

ation of climate experienced in the island. As a vegetable the
young cobs when boUed are excellent, and the fried com is by
no means to be despised. Cakes prepared from the flour are
very palatable and wholesome. In North America, from the
torrid to the temperate zone, this cereal is a most important
article of diet.

The extension of the cultivation of Maize and the improve-
ment of the Grasses of the colony would, specially through the
agency of small Chinese and other farmers and stock-raisers,
do much to improve the existing cittle, sheep, and poultry

;

and for such produce the town and port of Galle in the southern
province of the island, and of Colombo in the western province,
the places of call for so many large steamers with very nume-
rous passengers for continental India, China, and Australia,
<tc., would present admirable markets for its disposal, besides
the large demand within the colony.
VisnxA.—Much attention is being paid by my friend the

able Director of the Boyal Botanical Gardens in Ceylon (Dr.
Thwaites), to the cultivation of this valuable plant, and diffe-

rent modes of growing it are being tiled. Dr. Thwaites thinks
the best system to follow is to train the plants upon strong
trellises, to which it firmly attaches itself by means of its

aerial roots, as the plants app?ar to be mnch more manageable
under this treatment, and it thrives quite as well upon the
treUises as when it is growing upon the trunks of living trees.

Much care is being bestowed upon the curing of the Vanilla
pods, so as to prepare them in the style required for the
European markets, and is adapted in the Isle of Eeunion.
Vanilla is indigenous to Nicaragua in Central America. The
pods when they bec3me yellow are placed in heaps for a few
days to ferment, afterwards flattened by the hand, and care-
fully rubbed with cocoa-nut oil, and then packed in dry
Plantain leaves, so as to confine their powerful aromatic odour.
In a note I have before me from a competent authority, to
whom I sent a sample of Ceylon Vanilla to be reported n'pon,
it is stated that the quality is considered very good, although
it wanted more colour. To make it obtain the highest market
price, the pods onght to be largo and quite black. The best
pods of the sample were considered to be worth 70.^ per lb.

;

the lowest 5^'^. per lb. If sent for the London markets, it is

recommended that it should be packed in tinfoU and done up

in half-pound packets, and then enclosed in tins containing

6 or 7 lbs. each.

Dr. Thwaites is of opinion, as Vanilla is so easy of cultiva-

tion in parts of Ceylon, that if only a comparatively small

price is obtained for it in Europe such would cover the cost of

labour.—E. Eawdox Power, Ceylon Civil Service (Retired),

Tenby, South Wale/.

NEW HORTICULTUKAL CLUB,
Is answer to numerous inquiries addressed to me privately,

and which I may take as an indication that others would like

the same information which I have given to them, will you
kindly permit me to say that the only reason why more active

steps have not been taken in bringing the Club more pro-

minently before the general body of horticulturists, is that we
have so far been completely baflied in our attempt to find

suitable accommodation, and that we are desirous, before

issuing any further statement, to be able to say that we can
offer our friends the full benefit of membership ? The very

cordial manner in which the proposition has been welcomed
by representative men in the various branches of horticulture,

leads the Committee to believe that when we have completed

our arrangements we shall be enabled to establish the Club on
a satisfactory and permanent basis.

—

The Seceeiaby.

GARDENING IN INDIA.
EsGLisHMES introduce their recreations wherever they mi-

grate to. The first morning after my arrival at Calcutta I

met an old friend at a cricket match, though the temperature
was so high that it was played at sunrise. So have they over-

come difficulties of climate and cultivate European garden
' plants.

Dr. Spry, the indefatigable Secretary of the Agricultural

Society, published at the close of 1841, " SupgestioES for Ex-
> tending the Cultivation and Introduction of Useful and Orna-
mental Plants, for the Improvement of the Agricultural and
Commercial Eesources of India." It is full of highly interest-

ing and important information.

Anyone placed amid plants and vegetables exhibited annually

at the Agricultural Society's Show, would not guess that the

vegetables there collected were the produce of Calcutta gardens,

cultivated by native mallees.

There are Celery, Cabbages (Red, Drumhead, and Savoy),
' Spinach, Turnips, French Beans, Endive, Carrots, Lettuces,

Red Beet, Artichokes, Potatoes, Tomatoes, Peas, Cauliflowers,

Watercresses, &c., that wotild not shame an EngUsh gardener
at Ftilham.
Now that railways have facilitated journeying to northern

India, the neighbourhood of the Himalaya Mountains is

more than ever a region of resort during the hot season.

There, with air cooled by the snows eternally crowning the

highest elevations of the world, one mountain rising to

29,000 feet, the climate is pecttliarly suited to the culture of

European fruits and vegetables. Bungalows—villas we should

call them in England—have multiplied ; and one town, Simla,

having a resident population of six thousand, and full twelve

thousand more as visitors, has gardens numerous enough to

support a professional whose card is now before me, and may
be useful for reference to some of your readers, so I copy it :

—

"H. Bwye, Practical Gardener, Seedsman, and Florist, Col-

lector of Coniferae and other Seeds, Simla, Punjab, India.

Plans designed and prepared for the layicg-out and improve-

ment of gardens ; the erection of horticultural buildings, and
work relative to horticulture undertaken."—G.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences, Mr. Thomas Mcehan referred to a former

communication in which he exhibited specimens of Euphoebia
coKDiTi, or E. HrMisTKAiA, coUccted by him in the Rocky
Mountains, and which, normally procumbent, had assumed an
erect habit on being attacked by a fungtilus .Ecidium En-
phorbisB hypericifoliie. He now found that the common trail-

ing Euphorbia of our section, E. macnlata, when attacked by
the same fnngulus, assumed the same erect habit. There was

an additional interest in this observation, from the fact that

with chacge of habit of growth there was a whole change in

specific character in the direction of E. hypericifolia. In a

comparison of the leading characters of the two species, we
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see that in E. maculata there is a profasely hairy stem, while

that of E. hTpericifolia is nearly Bmooth. The same is true

of the frait. The leaves of the former species are very obliqae

at the base, the latter nearly rfgular. The flowers are pro-

daoed in all the asils. In the E. hypericifolia the stems have

a tendency to be nodose at the joints, while E. macalata is

nearly free from this character, and the flowers are mainly in

heads at the ends of the branches. The E. macalata after

the fongoid attack becoming erect, also becomes nodose, and
has the flowers on the ends of the comparatively smooth branch-

lets, while the leaves have lost their pointed obliquity; and,

in short, all the characters make an intermediate between the

two species. He said it wonld not be fair to assume, from

these facts, that Euphorbia hypericifolia was an evolution

from E. macalata, but, as there could be no doubt that nu-

trition was one of the factors in the government of form, we
could say that certain phases of nutrition brought about by

an attack of a minute fungus would change the characters to

the direction of those in that species.

EXTRACTING LARCH CONE SEEDS.
Is answer to " B. B.," the best way to extract the seeds from

Larch or any of the Fir cones, is to gather them in summer,
put them loosely in sacks, and lay on a moderately heated

flue, turning them two or three times a-day until they begin

to open, then place on sheets full in the sun for a few days,

taking them in at night to some dry place. The seeds will

easily come out by slightly beating them with a stick.

—

S. Taylob, CastUcroft.

NOTES CK VILLA axd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
A Hotbed and its Management.—At this dull time of the

year, and duller still in gardening matters so far as the amateur
is concerned, who, as many of them have gardens, but no
glass houses, and just a few frames or a pit, which afford the

means of doing a little forcing provided the necessary ma-
terial can be found. Where this can be done, and their fancy

leads them to the cultivation of early Cucumbers, let me remind
them that this is now the time to set about the work, because

the collecting of manure and the necessary preparation will

take some time, and at th'is slack time of the year such time can

be better afforded than at any other. Procuring the materials

may be to many a very difficult part of the business, inasmuch
if they are not made on the premises it has to be purchased.

But let us make the matter as easy as we can by saying that it

is not necessary that the bed should be made up of pure horse

manure only, but it is beneficial as a moderator of heat to add
quite one-third of fresh leaves from the trees ; Oak leaves if

possible, they being more lasting, especially if added in a dry
state. However, many a hotbed is made without any addition

to the manure, and very well they answer if done properly. In
provincial towns leaves may many times be procured for the

work of collecting or for a very trifling amount by purchase.

First of all it is better to decide about the frame, whether a

single light or double one. I advise the latter if sufficient ma-
terial can be got together and ensured, not only for the bed
proper, but also for the after-work of liniEgs, ire. As at this

early time of the year the bed will need to be when made up
quite 4 feet 6 inches high at the back, and 3 feet 6 inches at the

front, and as the materials first heated as they ought to be before

making up, and all the rank heat sweated out of ir, will reduce
the bulk quite one-half, an idea wiU be given as to the necessary

quantity for the first start. About twice a-week, if the material

is in heating condition, it will need turning over, and each time
it ought to turned inside out and well mixed, and it may be a

fortnight before it is ready. But I must first mention that be-

fore the turning commences the necessary quantity must be got

together, as it does not answer to continue adding fresh and
rank manure to that half-prepared. The bed will be much
loncer in becoming sweet by that plan, and some of the material
will be too far gone for use.

Now we come to the making of the bed ; and this should be
placed in a sheltered yet sunny spot, but not on a wet cold

bottom of earth. Either the bottom must be raised up by a foot

of rubble for drainage or a layer of rough wood a foot thick,

covered over with rough Utter before the bed is made up. This
plan is a wonderful help to the bed in retaining its heat, and
also a good medium for drainage. Set out the bed 6 inches

wider than the frames on all sides, and build it up firm by beat-

ing down with the fork as the work goes on, but it is not to be

trodden. When all is done place the frame upon it, and shut it

up till the steam and heat begins to rise, and then let out three

or four times a-day by opening the light about an inch, not

more, or the heat wiU not rise gradually, as the bed will receive

a check. Perhaps a week will be needed to ascertain the heat-

ing power of the bed. Beds are liable to become too hot, or there

may be a little rank heat to get rid of before farther proceeding.
However, when the heat can be ensured at about 90' without

fear of becoming hotter, the soil may be put in, and this no
more than a couple of bushels in the centre of each light thrown
in a heap. This soil should be a mixture of turfy loam one-

half, and leaf soU and rotten manure one-quarter each. When
this becomes warmed through sow a few seeds in a pot. and
plunge it in the soil, or sow the seeds in the soil itself, they
will soon be up ; however, let them remain till the rough leaf

appears, then pull all out except one plant to each light, or take

them up and pot them to provide against future wants. Keep
the temperature at night as near 70° as possible ; and as they
grow the white roots will be seen at the outside of the soil, then

it is necessary to add a few inches of soil, and proceed in this

way till the plants grow large enough to peg down and stop,

when the bed may be finished off by soiling-down. I ought to

say that the precaution should be taken to warm the soil before

taking it to the frame, otherwise it lowers the temperature to

such an extent that is not easily recovered. The same whenever
water is applied. As time goes on, and the heat cools down too

low, linings of manure should be applied ; but if the weather is

mild, only back and front- at first, and the next time the two
beds may be done. This will, perhaps, be a better guarantee

for a uniform temperature. Besides the night heat here stated

above, one of 80° in the day by sun heat and air will cause them
to thrive. Sow, a bed of this kind requires constant watching.

i If it is put up in an exposed place, and a windy night occurs,

the heat is blown entirely out of the bed, or perhaps to one part

of it, when in a mild day it would become too hot, and perhaps
bum the roots of the plant. Again, sometimes it happens that

after the bed is made up, and the plants growing, the bed sud-

denlybecomes too hot. At such a time, if the weather is so cold

as to preclude air-giving, the sides have to be pierced with a

pole in several places to let the heat out, and at nights it is

always necessary to cover up the frame little or much, according

to the weather. So that those who pride themselves in growing
Cucumbers by dung heat must make up their minds to pay them
every attention in order to be successful.

I mentioned in the early part of this paper that I admired a

double-light frame, I will now state my reasons. Towards mid-
summer, when the plants of this first crop shows signs of ex-

haustion, one light can be cleared out to the bottom of the

bed—that is, manure as well as soil, and a fresh lot put-in in

the same condition as before, and treated the same in turn

;

the soil is put on, and the plants, which should be previously

prepared, planted out from their pots. The light is divided off

by boards, and treated as a separate frame. In time the other

light is served in the same way, and so a succession of Cucum-
bers is kept up by this system in a very satiefactcry way. It

may be said that when one light is cleared out the roots of those

plants in the opposite light must be cut, and it is true they are ;

but I have never known them to show any injury from it, and
I have often practiced the plan. The system can be recom-
mended to those with small conveniences, and that is my reason

for naming it. Last year I knew an amateur who followed it

up, and, besides supplying his own table, sold enough Cucumbers
to pay for the manure and his trouble throughout the summer.
I believe he has already collected his materials for a bed on the

same plan.

Now there are many sorts of Cucumbers to be had, most of

them good for particular purposes, but not hardy enough in con-

stitution to be recommended to an amateur with such conve-

niences as I have described. I therefore take this opportunity

to state that one of the best Cucumbers—I may say the best

sort I have ever found, and I have tried many—is Cooling's

Derbyshire Hero. This will be found a real amateur's Cucum-
ber, for it grows from Jo to IS inches in length, is very prolific,

a vigorous grower, with a hardy constitution, just the thing for a

frame, and outdoor beds also. I make up a bed outdoors every

year, and plant it out, and treat it the same as the ridge Cu-

cumbers, and it is thoroughly satisfactory. Those who knew
Leslie's Long Eidge Cucumber, good as it was, will, I believe,

find its Boperior in the one I recommend.

—

Thomas Becobd.

LOUGHCREW,
THE SEAT OF J. L. SAPER, ESQ.

When- Loudon published his celebrated " Encyclopsedia of

Gardening," he said of Loughcrew that " it gave every promise

of magnificence.'' The promises have been amply fulfilled.

In every department—the garden, farm, plantations, and

general keeping of the estate, it is superior to most country
'

residences in Ireland, and inferior to very few. There is a

unique completeness about all its arrangements which is

seldom met with. Each department is carried out extensively,

and the work well done. Ton can see good farming and good

gardening—prize stock and well-stocked preserves. Few Irish
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gardens have made a better mark in the horticultural world,

uud the young men trained there are to be found in every
direction near and far. Its fame in stock-breeding is not less

well-established, as the annals of the Irish societies testify
;

whilst home-sport is sedulously cared for in its well-filled pre-

serves, and the thousands of pheasants reared here annually.

All this is done with the strictest order and neatness, and these

desirable accompaniments are not less observable even on the
outlying portions of the property occupied by tenants and
labourers. This is a gratifying fact; for, unfortunately, we
oftener find lying in close proximity in this country luxury
and squalor, order and disorder, than i^ at all desirable. It

is, however, with the gardens I intend more particularly to

deal. I had the pleasure of looking over them lately with the

efficient gardener, Mr. E. Burns, just before the late epell of

bad weather, and it was certainly a treat not to be forgotten.

I had frequently seen Loughcrew before, but I doubt if I ever

saw it, particularly in the flower-garden department, come so

near absolute perfection. It will not therefore, I trust, tire

your readers to give as brief a n'sume as possible of the most
noteworthy features.

By the way, an important fact to sight-seers, Loughcrew is

easily reached. It is a great drawback to many of our best

Fig. 153.

1. Princeps of Wales Gerauium.
2. Semperrivnm californicum.

3. Alternauibera amabUis.

4. Thymus citriodora aurea variegata

6. Meserabryanthemvm corditolium

var.

places being situated in backward localities—they are not

easily got at. The Dublin and Drogheda Railway runs to Old-

castle, from which, if young and active, a walk of two miles

will take you to your destination ; if not, cars are always to

be obtained at the station. And the scenery is some of the

finest ; certainly nothing like it in Meath. The country is

bold and billy, yet, being so judiciously planted by the late

Mr. Naper, looks neither bleak nor barren. Some of the hills

attain a considerable height, and on a range of these over-

looking the mansion and grounds excavations were made a few

;^ears since at Mr. Naper's expense, and conducted by a com-
petent antiquarian, which led to the most interesting results.

Should the visitor bo a student of archn;ology , a trip to the hills

will be at once pleasurable and profitable, whilst to anyone
the vast view to be obtained will well repay the trouble of

the ascent.

The mansion is approached, going direct from Oldcastle, by a

broad and well-kept drive, with a handsome lodge in out stone,

and some neat flower beds in front. There are two other

beautiful entrances, one with a very elegant rustic lodge, and
which skirts an imposing piece of water as it approaches the

mansion. The house is of the Grecian order, and built ex-

chisively, as well as the offices and stabling attached to the

courtyard, of the finest cut stone. The front is supported by

a long sweep of terraces kept closely shaven, and at the end

and rear is situated the flower garden, to which we will first

direct our attention.

Entering by a neat gate we find on our left, immediately
under the end windows of the house, three very pretty beds,

whether we regard the arrangement of colours or the suitable

adaptation of the plants as to size and habit. The centre bed

is an oval, exceedingly well arranged indeed, with a circle at

either end. The end beds are planted in concentric circles,

the centre being Abutilon Thompsonii, the outer ring dark
Heliotrope. The planting of the oval being a much more com-
plicated afiair, I enclose a sketch (fig. 155), numbering the beds
and their occupants, which will, I trust, convey a clearer im-
pression than a mere description in words. The Coleus was
beautifully coloured, and as regular in height as if run in a

mould ; whilst the pretty little Alternanthera and Lobelia
pumila filled the outer curves to perfection.

Passing the end of the house the flower garden lies stretched

before us. It is a sunk or panel garden the whole length of

the mansion, and of a considerable breadth. A terrace and
broad gravel walk run round on three sides, with a more ele-

vated terrace at the further end, which is backed-up with a

fine conservatory. A walk leading from where the mansion
opens on the parterre cuts the flower garden in two, and mid-
way sweeps round an ornamental fountain. The present

flower garden is comparatively new, being entirely the work of

the present gardener, Mr. R. Burns, and totally difierent from
the old flower garden which existed when he came there. It

does him infinite credit, and this season in every detail it

1. Lady Plymouth Geranium
Lobelia, plaut for plaut.

2. Golden Feather.

came as near perfection as possible. Here again the Coleus

did admirably. Some of the Golden-bronze Geraniums made
splendid beds, of which I may particularly mention Lady
CuUum, Her Majesty, and Kentish Hero. The beds were

planted in the following manner :

—

1.—Geranium Snowflabe, edged with Lobelia pumila.
2.—Geranium Lady Cullum. 8.—Geranium Gloire de Corbeney.
4.—Geranium Golden Cerise. 5.—Pii,k Pelargonium Illustration.

6.—Centre, Abutilon Thompsonii; Pelart,'onium Waltham Seedling.

7.—Lord Palmerston. 8. —Her Majesty.
9.—Centre, Coleus Verschaffelti ; Pelargonium Countess of Warwick;

Cerastium.
10.—Pelargonium Kentish Hero. 11.—Docliess of Sutherland.
12.—Centre, Abutilon Thompsonii ; Pelargonium Black Dwarf.
13,—Pink Pelargonium Madame Barre.

14.— Golden Cerise. 15.—Pelargonium Emile Licau.

16,_3un3et. 17.—Fairy Nymph, edj^ed with Lobelia pumila.

m.—Jean Sisley centre, then Banco Bijou, edged with Ageratum Tom Thumb.
26.—Fountain.
19.—Centre, Coleus Verschaffelti, surrounded by a star of Golden Feather

;

outer segments. Lobelia pumila.
20.—Same as 19.

21.—Victor Millet, edged with Crystal Palace Gem.
2'2.—Illustration, edged with Little David.
23.—Lady Plymouth, witli Iresine dotted through
21.—William Underwui>ii, edfjed with Crystal Palace Gem.
25.—Madame Barre, edged with Little David.

A.—Cineraria maritinia, bordered with Lobelia pumila.

B.—Dark Heliotrope, bordered with Golden Thyme.
c —Polemonium cn;ruleum, bordered with Lobelia pumila.

D.—Ageratum Imperial Dwarf, bordered with Golden Chain P.

K.—Iresine Liudenii, bordered with Mangles' Variegated.

F.—Centaurea candidissima, bordered with Lobelia.

On the terrace next the house are four beds which deserve

especial mention, as they are msdels of elegance and taste.

They are oblong beds, and planted as in the annexed illustra-

tion. The combination of Lady Plymouth with Lobelia has a

pleasing and chaste effect, but the other bed should be seen

to be justly appreciated. It abundantly proves that in this

country at least gardeners should depend for colour more on

foliage than bloom, and it was instructive to see how beautiful

and fresh this bed looked dressed with its Sempervivums and

Alternantheras, although the season was drawing to a close

when I saw it. The conservatory at the extreme end of the

flower garden is well stocked with the things usually found in

such structures, with fine speoimenB of Cyathea dealbata,
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Diclcsouia, Pteria scaberula, and two fine Filmy Ferns, Todea
pelluoida and Trichomanes radicans.

Around the mansion, by the drives, and through the dressed
grounds which intervene between the kitchen and flower gar-

den, are scattered many fine specimen trees and shrubs. Of
these I may particularly mention the fine row of Irish Yews,
and nice examples of Cupressus Lawsoniana, Wellingtonia
gigantea, Pinus Picea, Nordmanniana, Abies Donglaeii, and
Cryptomeria Lobbii. The kitchen and fruit gardens, which
coDtain somewhere about five Irish acres, are situated a con-

siderable distance from the residence and completely out of

view. As we approach these the style of gardening assumes,
and properly so, a transitional character, forming a natural
and connecting link between the stiff lines and gorgeous
colouring of the parterre we have just left, and the more
humble beauties of the other garden. The exterior of the

garden wall is clothed with the usual things employed for that

purpose—Koses, Magnolias, Wistarias, &o. A strip of ground
in front is kept in short grass planted with ornamental shrubs,

through which are dotted a few beds very appropriately
planted. One in particular I admired extremely at once for

its simplicity and richness. It was a circular bed filled with
alternate plants of Variegated Maize and Chilian Beet. This
had quite a subtropical effect, and the Beet was the best
coloured I ever saw. Mr. Burns told me it was a peculiar
strain sent out by Messrs. Tait & Co., of Dublin, and al-

though the Beet is by no means a favourite of mine, I must
say that if it could be always got so well coloured, it could
be turned to much account in our gardens. Entering by
a fine ornamental gate the kitchen and fruit gardens, we
stand at once in front of those borders, which years ago when
ribboning was in its infancy and all the " rage," were the
wonder of this part of the world. They aire no longer planted
in that fashion, but they are, nevertheless, very effective. The
borders remain as formerly with the well-known hedge at the
back of each, and which threw into such glorious relief the
long lines of glowing colour. At present they are planted as

mixed borders, having a row of Hollyhocks at the back, with

1. Iresine Liodeni.
2. Coleas Verschaffeltii.

Fig. 155.

3. Cerastium tomeutosum.
4, MeBembryanthemnm cordifolium.

5. Lobelia pumila grandifiora.
6. Altemanthern amabilis.

a plant of Tait's Chilian Beet between each. The remainder
of the borders is filled with an immense variety of bedding
Geraniums, Violas, <l'c., most of them new and rare kinds.
Among them was a white-flowered variegated Geranium

—

Victor Millet, Vesuvius, Mrs. Mappin ; and of Violas, some of

them very pretty, Blue King, The Tory, Advancer, Dickson's
Golden Gem, Vanguard, ifcc. Next the gate as we enter, and
formed by a bend in the hedge, are two small beds very beauti-
fully planted. At the back is Dell's Beet, then Golden Feather,
then Tropa:olum Cooperi,and in front Ageratum Tom Thumb.
The border is divided midway by the intersection of two walks,
with a dial occupying the central space. Here, again, by a
bend in the hedge, are formed two small curved beds, and
these are planted with several v«irieties of Bicolor and Bronze
Geraniums, at once for the purpose of ornament and com-
parison. Amongst the best of these I noted Prima Donna,
Sybil, Princess of Wales, Goldfinder, C. H. Wills, Waltham
Bronze, one of the best ; Keine Victoria, A-c. From this the
border continues in a straight line to the top of the garden,
where it is terminated by a neat structure, filled at the time
of my visit by a nice collection of Camellias.

To say that fruits and vegetables were well and largely

grown would be superfluous, or that the cleanliness and keep-
ing were all that could be desired.

The division containing the several ranges of houses is

separated by a wall from this, and entering at the top or
highest point the first we meet is a fine lean-to some IIG feet

long and 8 feet wide. This is devoted almost exclusively to

Peach and Nectarine culture, and though most of the fruit

was gone at the date of my visit, enough remained to show
that the crop must have been first-rate, whilst the health and
condition of the trees were all that could be desired. The
principal Peaches grown were Noblesse, Late Admirable, Wal-
burton Late Admirable, Bellegarde, Salway, Galande, Early
Mignonne, Acton Scott, Early Grosse Mignonne, and Elruge
Nectarine. A fine Brown Ischia Fig, carrying a fine crop,

occupies one end of the house, and a number of Tomatoes in

pots are grown in front. The Peaches and Nectarines are

grown on the back wall.

The next range of lionses are late vineries. Here the crop
was very fine indeed, particularly Muscat Hamburgh, which is

frequently found so hard to manage. This is inarched on a
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Beedlicg Vine, and was Riving complete satisfaction. Tlie

second house contained Barbarossa, oarryiog bunches quite

2 feet in length; Black Hamburgh, White Lady Downe's,

Black Alicante, really splendid ; and Duchess of Baccleuch,

liner than I thought it could possibly be grown. A similar

range of houses consisted of an early house quite cut away,

and a Muscat house. The early house was planted with Black

Hamburgh, Muscat Hamburgh, and Buckland Sweetwater.

The Muscat, which was still carrying some fine fruit, consisted

principally of Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat Escholata, Barnes'

Mntcat, and Bowood Muscat.

The next range, which may be called the greenhouses, is in

three divisions : one iilltd with the newer varieties of Coleus,

Amaranthus salicifolius well grown and very ornamental,

Alternanthera parouychoides major, &c. ; another devoted to

Fuchsias ; and the third filled with a choice collection of green-

house plants, many of them noble specimens. Amongst the

most remarkable were the following :— Acacia Drummondii,
Adenandra speciosa, Rhyncospermum jasminoides, Pleroma
clegans. Erica depressa, Cavendishii, and jasminiflora alba,

with Genetyllis tulipifera and fuchsioides. Next comes a stove

in two divisions, well filled with the usual tenants of such

structures. It would quite unnecessarily extend this article to

give a detailed list, so I will content myself by saying that

the following were particularly noticeable—Anthurium Scher-

Berianum, Bougainvillea glabra, Pandanus Veitchii, Gardenia

Stanleyana, Clerodendrou Balfourii, and the pretty little Ur-

ceolina aurea. Here were also very fine plants of Eucharis

amazocica, Stephanotis floribunda, and Eranthemum leu-

conervum.
The next range we enter is a propagating house in three

divisions, efficiently arranged and heated. Two of these di-

visions were literally filled with a beautiful and healthy stock

of young plants in different degrees of development—fine-

foliaged and ornamental stove plants and Ferns. Particularly

noticeable were Maranta hieroglyphica and Paliconrea discolor.

The third division had just been planted with Sion House
Cucumber for winter use.

Retracing our steps a little we next come to a house devoted

to the growth of fine-foliaged plants, and which contains the

gems of the whole collection. They are really beautiful, and
evidence the highest cultural skill and care. To be rightly

appreciated they should be seen. Here we have the pretty

Aoalypha tricolor, Alocasia gigantea, Jenningsii, etc. ; Crotons

pictum, uufluiatum, Weismauui, and many others; Dieffen-

bacbia Binraquiana and varicgata, Dracfena Cooperi, gracilis,

Guilfoylei, &c. ; Hibiscus fol. variegata; Maranta beautifully

done, including among others the following—alba lineata,

Makoyana, Vanden Heckei, tubispatha, Warscewiczii, and

Veitchii; Peperomia argyrea, and Sanchezia nobilis variegata.

Adjacent is a fernery, not very extensive, but containing some
fine Ferns and Mosses. Among the former I may mention the

lovely Adiantum Farleyense, Veitcbii, and tinctum ; Blechnum
torcovadense, Lomaria gibba, and Trichomanes radicans.

The lower portion of the ground is occupied by pits and

frames, which, when I saw them, were filled with Roses,

Jhrysanthemums, Cinerarias, Primulas, Cyclamens, and a host

of things useful for the winter and spring decoration of the

mansion and greenhouse. Amongst other things Mr. Burns

was growing largely a Campanula, which he calls media caly-

canthema alba, for this purpose. Here was also being struck

in boxes the immense stock of bedding stuff required for so

extensive a place, and which appeared to be just making them-

selves at home in their new quarters. This brings us to the

garden gate. There is a still lower stretch of ground in which

are situated the Melon and Cucumber frames for summer
work, the reserve grounds, young men's houses, offices, &e.

And so having spent a very pleasant, and I trust profitable,

day, I bade goodbye to Mr. Burns, and turned my back on
Loughcrew. If the recollection of my visit has interested even

a few readers, X am repaid.

—

Excelsior.

[We hoped to add a view of the gardens, but the photo-

graph sent to us is not suitable for wood engraving. We have

a ground plan of the garden, but it is too large and elaborate

to be reduced to the size of a page ; we are obliged, therefore,

to be contented with three of the beds and their arrangements.]

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PEESENT WEEKS.
A coEEESPONDENT recently alluded to the fact that failures

occurred in large as well as small gardens. Many years ago an
intimate friend, who was acquainted in some way with the

details of the management of one of the largest gardens in
England, stated that it would quite surprise those whose only
knowledge of gardening had been gained in small or medium-
sized gardens if they were made acquainted with the failures

and mistakes made in the one to which he alluded. We would
fancy that in the smaller gardens there would be less probability

of mistakes being made or failures taking place if the person in
charge does not attempt too much with the limited means
usually at his command. We have known gentlemen who ex-
pected their gardener to grow Pines, Vines, Cucumbers, and
Melons in one house ; but a gardener who would undertake to

do this would have himself to blame if he failed either to satisfy

his employer or gaia credit to himself. Many of the owners
of small gardens also on first taking to gardening are very
enthuBiaetic ; they run hither and thither, aud whatever they
fancy in other people's gardens they would like to try in their

own. They try everything, but have not perseverance enough
to do anything well, and failing in their expectations on all

hands they give it up in disgust. But mark the successful man,
and the one who seldom has any failures to chronicle. He has
a passion, shall we call it, for, say, Roses, and whether the soil

of his garden is unsuitable or not, Rosea he must and will have

;

and after he has surmounted every obstacle that was opposed to

bis success, he will not stop there, but will add some other class

of plant, and yet another, and another, until, step by step, he
becomes a successful gardener. And how is this success at-

tained? Simply by patient and laborious work and study.

Whatever is undertaken is done with the intention of being
thoroughly investigated. The plants or fruits are watched
daily, and if anything is amiss it is quickly detected, and im-
mediate steps taken to set the wrong right. Then books, weekly
papers, and monthly periodicals are read and re-read ; a wrinkle
is gained here and another there, so that every hour of well-

directed study lends its quota to complete the ultimate success.

In small gardens, where tbe head gardener can do much of the
work with his own hands, and where but little of his time is

taken up superintending others, he ought to present better ex-

amples of good culture than the man whose time is wholly
given to overseeing.
The weather has been very changeable during the last week,

and all out-of-door oiierations have been much retarded, owing
to alternate days of frost, thaw, and rainfall. The farmers also

complain of the difficulty they have to get the seed Wheat into

the ground in good order.

The only work we have been enabled to do in the

KITCHEN AND PKUIT GARDEN
has been to prune Currant and Gooseberry bushes ; they are all

trained in the bush form, which is the most natural and that

most frequently adopted. The system of pruning is easily un-
derstood, even by those who have bad but little experience.

All the young wood is spurred closely back, leaving only the
buds that cluster together thickly at the base. Any young wood
that is required to fill up has the points merely taken ofi on the

Gooseberry bushes. The young wood on the Currants at the

extremity of the branches is cut back much closer to the old

wood. If the young wood of the previous year is, say, 18 inches

long, two-thirds of this ought to be removed. But Gooseberry
and Currant bushes are amenable to almost any system of train-

ing, and one of the prettiest sights to be seen in the kitchen

gardens at Ashridge, under the care of Mr. Sage, is a row or

two of espalier-traiued Gooseberry bushes, and the method of

trainiug is as simple as it is pretty. A number of horizontal

growths are trained right and left from an upright leading shoot.

As the leading growths are trained to the horizontal wires side

shoots are freely produced, which are annually spurred back
unti' the cordon bristles with fruit buds, and the fruit clusters

on tbe whole length of the branch like strings of Onions. We
also wheeled a good dressing of manure on to the .Asparagus.

The usual method of treating this crop is to dress the beds with
manure now, and by forking up the alleys between the beds in

the spring suflicient snil is obtained to cover a portion of the

manure, some of it beiug dug into the alleys to replace the soil

that is taken out. In our case the Asparagus was planted in

rows, and the crowns are not deep enough in the ground, so that

we will wheel some spare soil on to the quarter and quite cover

the manure with it.

Pine Houses.—The principal thing to be guarded against here

is undue excitement. W^e have a few fruits swelling slowly in

the fruiting house, but the night temperature is not over 60'=;

and even if the sun should occasionally peer out it has little

effect on the glass, so that the temperature by day is seldom

more than 5° higher. To force the plants on in a high tempera-

ture under such circumstances can only cause a weakly growth,

which future good management would scarcely set right. After

Christmas, with the lengthening days and more brilliant sun-

shine, the temperature can be increased 5°. It is still necessary

to damp the paths, walls, &c., of the house once a-day if the

weather is cloudy and dull, in drying frosty weather twice

a-day. Nor do we neglect to give air daily, just a very little

at the apex of the roof. The plants will not require any water
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except under exceptional circumstances during the next eight
weeks.
Cucumber House.—The present is the most trying period of

the whole year for the occupauta of this structure, and success
can only be assured by careful management. The first essential

is to maintain a suitable temperature without requiring to over-
heat the hot-water pipes. In the house under our care, even in

severe frosts the thermometer seldom falls below GO", the usual
minimum being 65*^ with the usual rise by day, which at present
id seldom more than 5^. Cleanliness is next. Even under the
most favourable circumstances the plants will not thrive if

insect pests are allowed to breed upon them ; thrips, red spider,

and green fly are equally persistent in their attacks. The glass
both outside and inside must be clean. The frequent foga in

the neighbourhood of London leave a coating of blacks, not only
on the external glass and woodwork, but it penetrates to the
inside and chokes the breathing porea of the leaves. Distance
from the glasa.—We get the leaves aa closely to it as possible
without their coming into actual contact. The trellis to which
the plants are trained ia made so that it can be lowered or raised
to or from the glass aa the changing seasons seem to require.
The distance in winter ia 'J inches, and in summer 14^ inches.

We sowed seeds about ten days ago ; it is about the worst time
in the year to put them in, but they vegetated freely in a brisk
bottom heat. As soon as the seed leaves formed the plants were
potted-off separately into small pots, and again plunged in the
bottom heat until fresh roots were formed, when the pots were
taken out of the plnngiug material and placed on a shelf quite
close to the glass. They are now for the time of the year making
healthy vigorous development,

PLANT STOVE.
We can only reiterate our remarks about cleanlineas, our time

having been employed cleansing staging, wood, and glaaswork,
as well aa removing white scale from Cattleyaa, LsQlias, and
other Orchids, There ia but few plants in flower at present,
and it ia to the Orchid family that we must look for the beat
display at this dull season. Laslia anceps Barkerii will soon open
its large handsome flowers. L. autumnalls ia now in flower,
and will never disappoint if grown like its Mexican compeer,
Lrelia majalia, in the sunniest position of the cool house. The
beautiful Calanthes, which anyone having a slight knowledge of

plant-culture can grow, ought not to be omitted in any collection
of stove plants. Whether the spikes are used for decorative
purposes indoora, or for the embellishment of the plant stove,

they continue in beauty for many weeks, and their culture is so
simple. After draining the pota well, and placing eome of the
moat fibry portion of medium turfy loam over the drainage to

prevent the compoat from mixing with it, pot the bulba (three
large onea in a 6 inch pot) just before they start into growth in
February, using the fibry portion of good loam in a rough state,

and they succeed in this without any admixture, except enough
sand to keep it open; but the strength of the spikea are in-

creased if a little rough rotted frame dung and leaf mould is

added, about a sixth part of each. The pota from which all the
flower spikes have been cut will not receive any more water
until February. We have also an excellent display of Ixoraa.
I. javanica is exceedingly handsome, and it continues in flower
for six or eight weeka. They will flower freely now if the
flower heado are pinched off before the flowers open during the
summer months. I. Colei is also in flower, and is pretty ; but
unless the plant is grown well this variety is not striking.
Watering is very carefully attended to, and the atmospherical
conditions of the house are also of importance. A moist con-
dition of the atmosphere ia imperative, but no vapour from hot
pipes. The conditions are right if delicate flowers last long ia
beauty.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to "The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing so subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Books (A Young Tic a(/tr).—The *' Heatins; Manual" can be had by post if

you enclose seven postage stampa wiih ynui- address. iOrchU).—Appieby'a
Orohid Manual, Tou can have it post free from our offloe if you enclose '2,a. Hd.
•with your address.

Stag's-horn Fern Colture (J. F. S.).—This Fern (Platycerium akicorne)
succeeds quite well in a pot, on a block of wood, in the crevices upon the face
of i-ockwork, and in a basket. The latter is a nice way of growing it. and it,

if anytluDg, grows better ia a Buapeaded basket than in a pot. It ought to

bo establifihed in the basket, and thon its position rovorsod, turning upside

down, the plants and compost bein;,' secured by copper wire. Wo have seen a

plant in a pot suspended, the plant seuured from fallin;^ out of it by copper

wire when it were eUBpendod upside down. The barrou Iruud'^ 80(ju cover the

pot, and water is easily Kiven from above. It succeeds admirably in a com-
post of turfy brown peat three parts, and half a part ailver aaud and crooks,

used rather' mngb and well mixed. Good draina;,'e muet be hivoq. There

are no doubt several plants and Ferns well worth iutroduciui,' from Madeii-a,

but they would not bo new, as the island has long boon rausicked of its

botauiual treasures by Europeans.

Window Plants not Thriving [J. TT.).—The placing of the sharp sand
upon the surface of the pots would not cause the injury you complain of, nor
would it keep out frost. It would not do any good in any quantity, but con-

trariwise, and ought to be removed at once. The kind juu name is not good
for plants; silver sand ia the most HUitable. Probably yuur plants are suffer-

intj from cold. You ought at night to remove thorn from the window if the

window be too cold, it being neccHsary they bo kppt from frost and be watered

very sparingly, giving only antlicient to keep them fresh. Tho bulbs in the
spare room in pots ought to have water to keep them moi^t, and should have
air whenever tho weather is mild, and when they appear above ground should

be placed near the window, or they will draw towards the light aud become
weak. In very severe frost the window should have some thick protective

material placed over it, so as to save them from frost. It is a mistake to

bring them forward in tliis way if you intend to plant them outdoors. They
would have been infinitely better planted in the bed in October or early

November where they are to flower, as, should the wBiither prove severe la

spring, their growth, from being made in the room, will be liable to bo cut by
frost. Small coal mixed with the soil ia a mistake ; sand or crocks broken
very small is the proper thing. Do not give them liquid majiure, aud plant

them out so soon after this as you can, at least by the time when they havo
grown an inch. In the room their growtha will only become poor and drawn.

Planting Lily of the Valley (S. P. P.).—November is probably the

beat time to make new beds of these, but any time in mild weather up to

March inclusive will answer. Have the ground well and deeply dug, enrich-

ing it with leaf soil or well-rotted manure, aud plant them in rows a foot

apart, and in small clumpa of three to half a dozen crowns the some distauoo

between, aud an inch deep—that is, the top of the crowns, and water abund-
antly in dry weather, keepiug clear of weeds. In autumn loosen the soil

lightly, not disturbing the roots between the rows, and give a top-dressing

about an inch thick of decayed leaves or other rich vegetable compost. If

this be not at hand, half the thickness of well-rotted manure will answer. Ia
spring you ought to have flowers.

Peaches, Neotarines, and Apricots against A Board Fence (Idem).—
The trees growing well and showing abundance of blossom, but not fruiting,

indicate the climate is not unfavourable ; but the blosHom and probably young
fruit are destroyed by frost. From the trees uhowing blight, which we pre-

sume is mildew, we apprehend the climate is not so favourable as it appears,

or the soil. Two feet is an outrageous depth to plant fruit or any kind of

trees. They ought to be planted so that the setting-on of the roots

—

i.e., the

uppermost, are on a level with the sarroundiug ground, and theso should not

be covered deeper than 3 inches with soil. If yours are deeper, and as tho

ends of the shoots die back the wood is not well ripened, lift thum carefully,

taking care to preserve tho fibres and as mucli soU as possible adhering to

them, aud plant as before named with the roots level with the surrounding
ground, and cover them .'J inches deep, giving to the surface a mulching of

short littery manure Add to the soil a fourth of well-rotted manure, and
mako the suil very firm under, arouud, aud over the roots, so as to induce

stilT short-jointed wood. Syringe the trees freely in summer after May in the

evening of hot days, and water in spring if the weather be dry. Augment
the covering; canvas is better than a net protection.

Solving for Summer Bedding (Young Beginner).—You will be doing
well to depend chiefly upon hardly annuals, of which we name a few which,
continuing long in bloom, are desirable:—AJysaum maritimum, Bartonia
aurea, Calliopsis marmorata nana, Convolvulus miuor. Erysimum Peroffski-

anum, Leptosiphon densiflorus, Lioum grandittorum coccineam. Nasturtium
Tom Thumb var. scarlet, King of Tom Thumb, scarlet, yellow, aud crimson

;

Nolana atriplicifolia, Saponaria calabrica and S. calabrica alba, Sanvitalia

procumbens llore-pleno, and Silene pendula ruberrima. The Silenes are very

pretty, but scarcely continue long enough in bloom for summer beddiug.

These should be sown early in April where they are to flower. In your frame,

which we presume you can make a slight hotbed for, you may sow early in

March in pots or pans, or, if you havo no heat, at the end of March or begin-

ning of April; if heat, sow in March. Ageratum Imperial Dwarf, Lobelia
speciosa, Petunia bybrida, Phloi Drummondi vara., Senecio elegans, double
vara, crimson, red, and white; Tagetes aignata pumila. Verbena hybrids,

scarlet. These as well aa Ten-week Stock, German Asters, Dwarf French
Moi-igold, and Uelichrysums, which may he sown when the othora ore up, or

early in April. When large enough to handle they should boprieked-off about
an inch apart and growu-ou in the frame, hardening well ofi before planting

out. The height and colour you may see in any catalogue. Golden Feather
Pyrethrura treated iu the same way will make nice plants by May, and so will

Stellaria graminea aurea if you can procure seed.

Roses (West Coast of 2reland).~We should not have more than fifty

standard plants, and these we should dispose alongside of the walks, or posi-

tions where they may be readily examined. Dwarfs on tlie Mauetti we should
have for tho bed, and smaller beds to suit your taste. We could not, however,
advieo you as to arrangement, but an oblong bed would answer, as also any
f.irm not very broad. The following are the best iu their classes r—St/^jici

Piritclual—AUred Colorab, Senateur Vaisse, Coratesse d'Oxford, Of'oeral Jac-

queminot, Charles Lefeb\Te, Fiaber Holmes, Charles Verdier, John Hopper,
Baroness Rothschild, La France, Mdlle. Eugtnie Verdier, Caroline de Sausal.

Perpetual Moss—Mis. W. Paul, Salet. Bourbon—Baronne Gonella, Sir

Joseph Paston. Noisettes require a wall. CViifia—Clara Sylvain, Cramoise
Supeneure, Louis Philippe, Mra. Bosanquet. Teu'Scented^Ghnte de Dijou.

We should have principully Hybrid Perpbtual-'. Raise rather than Inwer the
beds. The suil would huit Rhododendrons aud Azaleas. Manure and trench
deeply for the Roses. Rivers's "Ruse Amateur's Guide," to be had tlirough

bunkseller.

D'Arcy Pippin (J. B.).—We recognised the specimens you sent. The Apple
is usually called the Baddow Pippin. A gentleman to whom tho specimous
were shown writes, " I remember being shown the Apple manv yeora ago at

Tolshunt D'Arcy, in Essex, by a tall perpendicular surgeon residing thirre."

Grafts may have been taken to Baddow, and from thence have come into the
possession of the Harrises, nurserymen at Broomfield, "all three of whom,
John, WUliam, aud Luke, I remember at school ia Chelmsford," adda the
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pentleman aforesaid. Tho Apple will be ilegorlbed ia the new edition of Dr.
IIogg'H " Fruit SlaauaJ."

Rose (J. li. Bojjdt.—The blnom looks lika Anna Alcxietf, but it is not easy
to name, as it came filatteaed in a letter.

FoRoiNo SraAWBEEEiES {M. J.).—The best Strawberry for very early
forcing ia Black Prince, followed by Keeuft' Seedling. Of the three varieties

you named, President U the beat. Yuu bhoiUd place your pots in the house
at once and keep up a temperaturo of 45-^ at night, raiein;^ it to 5(P in two or
three weeks, but not higher than this until the llowcr hmi^ are disceruible,

when the niifbt temperature may rise to 55'^, aud ultimately to tiO^ by the
time the flowers open. When in flower the atmocipbere muat be drier, and as
much air admitted as possible. The plants will suoeeed best od a shelf near
the front of the house. The Vines may be taken in when the buda show
bigns of starting; or if the Grapea are required early the Vines may be
started with the Strawberries. If President ia started at once the fruit would
be ripe early in April.

RsGRAPTiNo Peae AND Gkaftino Plum Thees {W. TT.).—As the Chau-
montel Pear tree is Tery large, we advise you to try three different varieties

on it—viz., Williams's Bon Chretien, Eeurr<'' d'Amanlia, and Loui=e Bonne of
Jersey. The best Plums to work on the Plum stocks, if for standards, are
Victoria, Prince Euglebert, Mitcbelsun's, Orleans, and as a very early variety,
Rivers' Early Favourite. The best for walls are JtlTeraon's, Coe's Golden
Drop, Green Gaj^e, and a good black Plum is An;;eliua liurdett.

Eii'OsiNO Greenhousf Vines {A Subscriber, Birmingham).—It is quits
uuneceasary to expose gretsuhouse Vinen by passing their stems to the outside
during winter. It often injures them, and is never beneficial.

Hbadinq down a Pear Tree for Grafting (A Novice).—Do not head
the tree back until the time of putting in the grafts, and this is usually to be
done in March, dependant upon the season. The grafts ought to be removed
before they are siarted into growth, and kept with their eods in moist soil or
ctay. The grafting should be done when the tree buds are swelling ; the sap
is then up. Orowu-grafting will be the most suitable if the branches are over
2 inches In diameter, or cleft-grafting; but if tho branches are small tongue
or whip-grafting is beat.

Peach Hodsb Infksted with Insects iH. G.).—The brown bugs may
be brown Peach aphis, which may be removed by dressing the trees now with
a solution of soft soap in a gallon of tobacco juice, to be had of any druggist,
the ioap being thoroughly miied with the tobacco juice and applied to the
trees with a brush, taking caro to reach every part and not dislocate the buds,
and applying at a temperalure of 100'^ to 120^ before the buds swell. It may,
however, be browTi pcale, which may be destroyed by adding to the above-
named solution a wineglas^ful of spirits of turpentine to every half gallon,
thoroughly mixing, and applying with a brush. If it be scale, and the trees
are badly kjfested, repeat the apijlieation in a week, taking care to thoroughly
apply it to every part. This has elfectually cleared an Early York and Royal
George of brown scale and the aphis upon others, the trees sustaiudng no
mjury. Sweet oil would no doubt destroy the scale, and at the same time
cause injury to any not-overripe wood. It is a pigment better avoided than
adopted in fruit culture. The turpentine must be thoroughly mixed with the
solution, and only applied when the trees aie at rest.

TnELLia voR Pear on Quince (J. i,'.).—The space you propose for the
upright training is not too little between the branchew. '1 be distance between
the branches ought not, however, to be less than 8 inches, better 10 inches,
as, though tbe distance may at first appear great, it is none too much when
the trees are plentifully supplied with spurs. Usually they answer well at
8 inches. The trees you propose planting are maidens or have been grown
one year from maidens, and have two shoots. Cut each shoot as you show in
your sketch to originate the shoots a, c, and continue the spring growth in
the direction a, b, d. The beading to a will give you two shoots ; one is to
be trained upright, formiog the branches a, c, and the other taken forward,
and when it reaches b be taken upright by a gentle curve, forming the branches
R, D. When the yhoota a, c, have grown 'J iuches take out their points; but
the shoots u, d, are not to be stopped until they have 9 inches of perpendicular
giowth, and then pinch them. Of the shouts which originate from the stopping
take up one aa leader, and the others pinch at the third leaf. If the leading
ahoot after stopping does not grow more than 9 inches do not atop it uor
bhorten at the winter pruning, but at every 9 inches stop the shoots—that is,
the leaders, and the side at three leaves. Dispense with winter pruning, or
have Uttle neceseity for it.

Pruning Vines (P'iiis}.—Prune them as you propose to two eyes, tbe
Vines being worked upon the spur hystem, and when they break select the
lower shoot if it show fruit, and remove the upper one. By this plan you
will keep the epurs short, but by leaving the shoot from the upper eye year
after year the npurs soon become long. Of course, when there is not fruit on
the lowest shnnt it must be removed and tho upper fruitful one retained.
Labour REguuiED {A. IF. H.).—The extent of gardens you mention will

bo well kept by nine hands and the head gardener, wlioso wages ought not to
be less than 8L)a. per week, house, &c. ; hut so long as the supply exceeds the
demand gardeners' wages will, as compared with other trades, beat adiscount.
Of courtio there is exception to the general rules: sumo employers are not
ruled by market values.

Garden LAnKi.s.—Di our notice of " Yeatea' Garden Labels," at page 519,
his uome was erroneously spelt " Yeaat."
Names of Plants ( W. D. C.).—The shrub is Loniccra involucrata, lovolu-

crated Honeysuckle. The other specimons were mere miserable leaves. {A
Comtant Ii€ad''r}.—'We cannot name plants from leaves only, we must have
flowers besides. ( FV. B".).—"Wo are obliged to return you the same answer.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OflSONIOLE.

LEEDS SMITHFIELD POULTRY EXHIBITION.
?" Held December 8tb, 9th, anti 10th. The quality on the whole
wfiB good, but there was an evidcnt;falling-off in the number of
entries, consequent, we think, onHhe reduction of classea for

poultry. In fornaer years prizes for both adults and chickens
^ere provided, and the plan appeared to bo successful ; but
this year all a^es competed together, and as a natural result
in those breeds in which size is a point, exhibitors mnny of

Ihem did not compete, as chickens in such classes aa Brahmae,

Cochins, Dorkings, and Game, cannot compete as a rule suooess-
fully with old birds. In some breeds, sucli as Bantams, Ac, all

ages do well together. We think it worth while reflecting on
the matter, and if not too late, aa it never ia to mend, that the
Committee return again to their good old ways.
Game were very good classes. In single cocks two fine old

Brown Reds secured first and second with little to choose
between ; third a very stylish old Black Red. Black-breasted
Red cocks a good class. First very good ; the pullet one o£ the
best we have yet seen. Second and third also good ; but we
should have placed 154, highly commended, before either, the
cock being perhaps the best in the class in our opinion. Brown.
—First-and-cup a splendid pen throughout, and well worthy
their position ; second a flue hard-feathered pen, as was also the
third. Duckwings.—First a stylish pen of chickens—the Bir-
mingham winners we think, and hence a clear win, and appa-
rently hoaestly shown, exemplifyiog the old saying, that
" honesty is the best policy." Second old birds, too heavy in
feather. Third we liked better. Any other variety.—Grand
old Willow-legged Piles were first; srcond and third good Pile
chickens of capital quality. Dorkings, all ages together, a
moderate class. Cochins (Buffs). — First capital chickens;
second good adults. Cochins {Any other colour).—First fine-

shaped old Partridge. Second and third capital Whites; old
birds well shown. Bralnnas (Dark).—First, cup, and Mayoress's
cup, and second Mr. Auadell's two old pens secured, but we
should have transposed them. Lights only a moderate class.

Spanish.—Amongst them a few good pairs. First the Birming-
ham winner, old bird ; second a capital chicken. French were
fine classes, Mr. Grant and Mr. Cutlack's Houdans being very
good; and Mr. Cutlack and Mr. Crabtree'a Creves were also

fine. Polanih.—Mr. Beldon's first and-cop birds, old Gold
;

second Silvers, with his well-known birds ; third old Golden
cock, good in colour. Samburghs were good classes, the first

Black, Golden-pencilled, Silver-pencilled, and Silver-spangled,
not forgetting the old Gold-spangled, to which the cup was
awarded, all being first-rate. Bantams were all good classes.

The Black-Red cock of Mr. Hall, to which first was awarded

;

and the cup pen. Black Reds, Mr. Entwisle's little gems. The
Duckwings and Brown Reds were also good. Black Bantams
were a large class, and the quality capital, the first being very
good in comb and earlobes ; second also very good, with better-

furnished tail, but scarcely so good in comb and earlobe. In
Whites the first was perhaps tbe best we have seen this season.

Sebrights good. Gold were first; second and third Silvers,

white ground, but rather faint in lacing. The Booted class was
a failure, only two pens (Whites) putting in an appearance. Any
other Bantam.—First and second good Pile Game. Turkeys,
Geese, and Ducks were all fairly represented, Mr. Walker here
coming well to the front.

Pigeons were a nice collection. The Pouters.—First White ;

second Blue. Carriers.—First-and-cup grand Duns; second
Black. Twm6Zf'?'s were small classes. Mr. Silvester's Almonds,
first, were capital in colour and well broken. Mr. Horner's
were also good. Long-faced, Black Mottle, and Black Beards
were both good. Foreign Owls.—First very small Whites,
well shown; second Blues. Euglish Owls.—First Silvers, re-

markably good ; second Blues. Jacobins.—First and second
Reds; both good, with little to choose between them. Trum-
peters.— FiiBt a capital pair of the new type. Turbits.—First
Yellow, second Blues : should have placed second first. Fan-
tails.—The Newark birds first and second, clearly winning.
Barbs.—Prize birds neat young Blacks. Mr. Harvey's well-
known birds lost their chance, their being made-up in eyes.

Nuns a fair class, the winners Black. Dragoons.—First a
splendid pair of Yellows; second magnificent Blues. Aniwerps.
—Fair classes ; but some of the best were too late, notably Mr.
Wright. Magpies.—First Bed, pretty; second Black, nice.

Rnnfs only one pen, large Silver. Swallows.—Both prizes to
Reds. Archangels.—First capital in metallic lustre. Any other.
—First. Spaneiedlce ; second. White-breasted Ice ; a pretty pair
of Isabels highly commended.
A Silver Cu->. valiio Five GuiQ.-a:^. given by the Moynresa (Mra- Marflden),

for th-> beqt P'^n of Poultrv in tbe Exhibition— awafiiei to Mr. Thomaa F.
AnsdelJ, of St. Helen's (Brahtna Pootraa).

I-ivH Pouuda. or silver Piati- of tile satns valu», f jr the best Pen of Gnmo
Fowls, Wat* awarded to Tom Maioi. Carus Lodge, Lancaster (Brown. breasttil).

(iAUK,— Coct —1, I), (-laytoo, Manntnuham. -3. T. Mason. 3, E. Arkroyd,
EceleEblll, Lredn. )ic. W. Spencer: J. Folton ; F. Sal-s. Black-hieaiiteii.~l,
W.J Pope. Bigt^IeBWiule, Bedfordshire 2. J. Nelson, Cookehaw. Hexham, a,

W. Spencer, Uaworth. h^, T. Hirst: K. Aykroyd Brown breasttfd.—l. T.
JIason. 2. R. Pavne. Bnralev. 3, P. Sales. Crowle. l^oncister. he. J. W.
Thornton ; Mrs. Wulshaw. c,"R. Smith : W. Bentley. Duckwing.—], E. Wili-
wood, Worcester. 2. W. Spencer. Haworth 3. F. Sales, he, T. Mason ; J.
Nelson. Any other varktit.—], F. Sales. 2 and », G. S. Thonipewn, Moorlsnda.
Four Pounds, or Silver Plate of tho same value, for the beat Pen of Fowls in

the Dnrkini,', Cochin-Chii h. and Brabnia Pootra dashes—awarded to T. F.
Ansdell, St Helen's { Dark Brahmas).
DoBKi~as.— I. K. Smitli. jun., Norton. Jlalton. 2. O. Pounfler, Kirby Moor-

side. 3. VV, Harvey. Shellleld. he, W. Morllu : F. Shaw: J. E. Mande.
OncHiN-t'iiiN*.— f'iiiH/iwioji or Iiu^.— ^, W. H. Crahtree. Leavenshulme,

Manchehter. 2. J. Wh'to, Whitley. Nethorton, WakefleH. S, J North,
HuddersrtRld. ?ic, B. C. Mid«loy Any othfr varUtij,—y. T. Aspden, Church,
Accrinrrfon. 2, H. Beldou, Goitstock, Bingley. 3, C. Carr, Wilsden, Bingiey,
he, J. While
liBABUA I'uoTsi.—Diuk.-l and 2, T. F. Ansdell. S, J. Lyon, St. Helen's.
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he, T. Croaby ; R. 0. Mitchell : W. Schofield. Light—1,3. T. Hincka Humber-
Btone. 2, J. Howitt, Masbrough, Kotberbam. 3, H. Beldon.
Four Pounds, or Silver Flate of the same value, for the best of Fowls in the

Spanish. nouJfins, Cr<*ve-Ca'urs, and Poland flasacB, was awarded to H.
Beldon, for Spau^;led Ptdantla
Spanibu —1, II. WilkiDBon, F.arby, near Skipton. 2, U. Beldon. 3, Pallister

and HawKins. Tnpcliffe. he, G. Thirsk; G. Pnwell.
IIoDDANH.—l, H. Grant. Bradford, ij, W. Oiitlack. Jan., Llttleport, near Ely.

3, T. Goodwill. Pickering, he. M. Hall; G. W. Hibbert.
CbeveCleur.— 1. W. Cutlack. jun. 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, Miss G. A. Patchett,

Southwell, he. Rev. — Ewbank ; Miss Patchett.
VohASDn.—OoUi or 8i]ver-spangled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. S, C. Walker,

BorougbbridRO. he, T. Dean.
Kuur Pounds, or Silver Plato of the same value, for the best Pen of Ham-

burgh FowlB, -waa awarded to T. Dean, Keighley, for Golden-spangled Ham-
bu.gha.
HAMBUflans.—Z?/(ict.~l and 3, H. Kobinson, Baildon, Shipley. 2, H. Beldon.

he, W. Sale ; Popplewoll Hroa.
llkiSBVHQHS.—Golden-pencUUd.—l and 2. H. Beldon. 3, G. and J. Duck,

worth. Church. Lancashire, lie. W. Driver; J. Smith; S. Gill. Silver-

pcncilUd.—l, H. Smith, Norton Banks, Keighley. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J.Smith,
Gilstead, Bingley.
UAiABvnaaa.—Oolden-spayioled.—l, T. Dean. 2, H. Beldon. 8. G. and J.

Duckworth, c, Bailey & Monka ; J. H, Booth; G. & J. Duckworth. Silver-
8pnnglni.—\ aud 2. II. Beldon. 3. Asbton A Hooth, Mottram. c, E. Gill.

HAMBURdiid.— .-I'lj/ other vciriety.—l, J. F. Walton, Kawteuatall, Mancheater.
2, T. Cropper, Bacup. 3, H. Beldon.
Selling Clash.— 1, J. White, Whitley, Netherton, near Wakefield, 2, H.

Beldon. S, E. Shaw, Oswestry.
Four Pounds, or t^ilver Plate of the same value, for the best Pen of Bantams,

was awarded to W. F. Entwisle, Bradford, for Black-breaated Game.
Game Bantams.— Cor/:.— 1. G. Hall, Kendal. 2, J. Blamires.Great Horton,

Bradford. 3, W. Baskerville. Manchestt-r. Black-brt-asted.-i, W. F Ent-
wiele. 2. Mra. Walshaw, Batley. 3, G. Noble. Dewahury. Brown-breasted.—
1 and 8, F. Steel, Haliiax. 2. W. F. Ent^ia e. Duckwi7ig.~l, W. F. Eutwisle,
9, J- Mayo, Gloucester. 3, W. Caton, Kirby Lonsdale.
Bantams.—B/acte.—l, J. Earnahaw, Rotherham. 2, Milner & Beauland,

Keighley. 3, W. H. Sbackloton, Bradford. White.— I, H. BeMon. 2, T.
Cropper, Baoup. R. Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage. Sebright (Gold or
Silver).— 1, W. Richardson, York. 2 and 3, J. W. Lloyd, Kington, Horeford-
ahire. Booted.— '1, H. Beldou. 3. W. Newbegtn, Newcastle. Any other variety.
—1. G. Noble. Dewsbnry. 2, S. Smith, Halifax. 3, F. Steel.
TuBKEYs.— 1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 3, F. G. S. Raweon, Thorpe, Halifax.

3, W. Briggs, Sowerby Bridge.
GEEaK.— 1. J. White, Whitley, Netherton, Wakefield. 2, J. Walker, Rochdale.

8, F. G. S. RawBon.
DvcK9.—Jylesbury.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. Hedges, Aylenbury. 3, O. Holt,

Roohdale. liouen.—l and 3, J. Newton, Silsden. Leeds. 2. Walker, Any other
variety.— I and 3, W, Binns, Pndaey. 2,.\. and W. H. Silvester, Market Hall,
Sheffield.
SELUNa Class.—1 and 8, C. Holt, Rochdale. 2, G. Pounder, Kirby Moorside.

PIGEONS.
Fonr Pounds, or Silver Plate of the eatno value, for the best Pen of Pigeons,

was awarded to W. Ridley, Hexham, for Carriers.
PoDTEBB,-1, W. Ridley. 2, E. Homer, Harewood.
Carriers.- 1, W. Riilley. 2, E. Horner.
TfM8LBR8.—.4/mo?i(id.—I, A. and W. H. Silvester. 2, E. Homer. Any other

variety. Short-faced.— i, E. Horner. 2, A. and W. H. Silvester. Long-faced.—
1 and 2, J. Dyke, Hexham.

OvTLs. - English.— 1, W. Binna. 2, F. SteeL Foreign.—I, Miss F. Seanor,
Leeds. 2, E. Horner.
Jaoobinb.-1, R. W. Richardson, Meaux Abbey, Beverley. 2, J. Thompson,

Fernhill, Bingley.
Tbumpetehk.—1, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2. E. Homer.
TuRBiTS.—1, E. Homer, 2, R. W. Hichardson.
Fantails.— 1 and 2. J. F. Liversidge. Newark, Notta.
BiRBs.— 1 and 2, J. Thresh, Bradford.
Nuns —I, J. Cargill, York. 2. E. Homer.
Deagoons.— 1 and 2. R Woods, Clipstone Park,
AtiTWP.R^3.—Short'faced.—l. J. MiFchell. Ke'ehley. 2, E. Horner, Long-

faced -1, J. CroBland. Wakefield. 2. W. Ellis. Idle.
Magpies.-1. Miss F. Seauor. 2, J. T. Hincks.
Rdnts.— I, W. Harvev, ShefheM.
SwALLOwa.—1, E. Hnrner. 2, W. Harvey.
Archanoels.- 1 , Miss F. Seanor. 2, J. Aconley, Rost'dale Abbey, Pickering.
Any other VABiBTy.— 1, Miss F. Seanor. 2, A and W. H. Silvester.
Selling Class.—1, J. Cargill, York, 2, A. W. Wren, Lowescoft.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—Ears not tampered with, but in their natural state.—1, J.

Wharton, Bramham. 2, F. S. Banka. Douahty Stre*-t. London.
StLVER-GnEY.— 1, J. Hallas, Hudderstield. 2. 3 Ball, Bradford.
Hymalayan.—1, S. Ball. 2. C. G. Masim, Rochdale
Angira.—l.H. Swetman, Folford, York. 2. W. Whitworth, jun.
Belgian Hare.— l. J. Hallas. 2. W. Whitworth, jun
Dutch.— 1, A. Lund, Monk Bar, York. 2. H. E. Gilbert, Rugby.
Any othbb Variety.— 1. M. Maraland, Goole. 2, s. Ball,
Selling Class.-1, J. AVharton. 2, G, C. Hutton, Bradford.

DORKING POULTRY SHOW.
This was held at the Public Hall, Dorking, December 10th.

This Show used to be the Dorkiug fanciers' Derby, aud a prize
here was formerly considered as great an honour as a cup else-
where. For the last two or three years, however, the Show has
gone down a good deal in public favour owing to the Committee
requiring that a cock and two hena should be sent in each pen,
but the judicious alteration of this rule bids fair to bring this
good old Show again into notice. Only the first four classes
are open to general competition, but among the birda exhibited
in these classes were to be found most of the celebrated winners
of the day, and the competition this year was very keen. Mr.
Leno again officiated as Judge, and it is evident from the favour-
able way in which his awards were received, that his knowledge
of poultry extends beyond his favourite Sebright Bantams. The
awards given below will speak for themselves.

Doaaiva —Colon reJ.—Cup, F. Parlett. Chelmsfi-'rd. 2. Rev. K. Rar'rnm,
Berkbampatead. 8, Lord Tumonr, Petworth. he. F. Mav. Reignte : J. Tavlor,
Dorking, e. H. Humphrey. Ashinetnn ; H. H. Young. Dorking. Chickena.—
Cup, Rev. B. Bartrum. 2. T. C. Barnell. Micheldevpr. S.J. Tavlor. he, J.
Cllft, Dorking; Q. EUia, Betohworth; H. Humphrey; J. Taylor, ff. Lord
Turnour.
T>onKisQ.— Coloured.—Cockerel— 1. J. Taylor. 2, J. Clift. he, G. Ellis.

PulleU—l. Marqaia of Blandfnril, Holmwood. 2, Rev. E, Bartrum, vhc,G.
Ellis, ftc, J. 0. Hodges. c.M. Putney.

DonKinQr—Coloured.-Sehing Class.-'l, Lord Tumonr, 2, G. Ellia.
Dorking.— Co/oMrfd.—l, J. Hammond, Dorking 2, G. Ellis 3. F. May.

he. E. May, Dorking, c. F. May. Chickens —I. G.KHis. 2, .T. Clift. 3,^.
Hammond, he, J. Morley, Newdigate. c, H. Mills, Dorking ; E. May ; J. H.
Putney, Dorking.
Dorking.-Co(o»rc(/.—Cocfc —1, J. Tweed, Dorking. 2, J. Bargmaii, Dorking.

c. Ivery & Son, Dorkintr. Cockerel.—\,E..iday. 2, H. H. Young, /ic, E. T-
Bennett, Reigate. c, H. Mi'la.
DoKKiN.i— Co/OfnTrf—Htns.- 1, J. H. Pntney. 2, H, Mills, hr.G.Khs,

Ivery ifeSon; J. H. Hutoey. c, T. Hoad, Reipate. PnllelR.—\ and 2, O- Fllis.
OoHKlNG.— BTii(e.— 1, G. Cubitt, Denbiea, Dorking. 2. J. C. Wilson, Headlev.

Chickens.—1, G. Cuhjtt. 2. W. Chandler, Bucklaud. Be'gate. 3, T. Knight.
he, G. Allen, Buckland. Reigat" ; T. Hoad. r, W, F. WatBOP.
DORKISQ.— White.—Cock.—Pjizc. G. Cubitt. Hens or Pullets.—Ttize, W,

Chandler, he. G. Cubitt: W. F. Watson. Henfnld, Dorking.
DiisKiHQ,— Blue Speckled.— l, W Griffin. Milton, Dorking. 2, Virgo & Son,

Guildford. 8, H. H. Young. C/iicfccus.-1, J. Wood, Westcuii. 2, J. H. PuliiL-.\.

S, R. Gamon, Westcoit, Dorking.
VonKitiO.—Blue Speckled.— Coek.-Vrize, J. H. Putney, he. Mra. Mayo,

Dorking, e, Mra. Mayo; Virgo & Son; J. Wood. Uens or pullets.— Vrr/.i-,

H. H. Vonng. he, Mra. Mayo; J. H. Putney; K. Pittard, Dorking. c.Viigo
and Son.
HiiAHMA.—Prize, J. Mew, Rcdhill. he, J. R. Corbett, Betchworth ; Rev. J. P.

Wright, Reigate. c. Miss E. Barclay. Kukelield, Dorking.
Spanish.— Prize. F. May, he, I'. Roffey, Reigate.
(iAMK.—Prize, Itcv. J. Merriman, Craiileit,'h. he. J. Akeburst (2).

Bantam.—Prize, G. Vigers, Hereham. he, T.Randall, jun., Guildford (2)

;

G. ViKi-rs.
Hamboboh.— Golden or Silver.—\, 2, and c. Mre. Trowbridge, Dorking.
'DvcK^.- White Aylesbury.— I and 2, .J. B. Nicbola.HolmwoodPark. Any other

variety.—\, J. R. Corbett 2, J. D. Taylor, Reigate. c, J, R. Corbett ; C. W.
Hiiyden, Leatherhead ; J. Wood; H. H. Young. *

(teese.— 1, J. 0. Wilson, 2, W. F. Watson 3. Rev. J. Merriman.
TuKKEYS.-1, J. C. Wilson. 2, W. Philpa. Dorking.

CAEMARTHENSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S POULTRY SHOW.

This was held at Carmarthen on December 8th.

Dorkings.-1. J. Buckley, Penyfai. 2, J. McConnell, Ewyaa Harold, Hereford
3, H. Feast, Swansea.
Spanish.- 1. E. Winwood, Worcester. 2. H. Feast. 8, R. Tracy, Pembroke.
BKAniiAS.-ZXirA:- 2, A. T. Watera, Kidwelly. S, D. E. Williams. Cheater,

he, J. H. Watkins. Hereford; F. L. Green, Oaklands, Carmarthen. Light,—i, J
B'oodworth, Cheltenham. 2. H. Feast. 3. E. Lawrence, Bridgend, he. J.

Buckley : Mra. Thomas. Moreb, Llandilo ; W. H. Taylor (2) ; Mre, H. Studdy,
Ashdale, Haverfordwest (2); W. Harris, Bridgend.
Cuciiin-Chinas.—C?/^.— 1, J. Bloodworth. 2. E. Winwood. 3, H. Feast,

^c, — McConnell, Any other colour.—1, R. Jones, Neath, 2, H, Feaat. 3, G.
Morgan.
GiLyiE.-Black-breasted Red.— I, E. S. Godsell, Stroud. 2, G. S. Cole. Llanelly.

3, J. P. James, Llwvnniawr, Swansea, he, J. Buckley : O. John. Hafod, Swan-
sea ; W. L. Blake. Llandnff. Any other varicty.—l. R. Pearaon. Swansea. 2, D,
Morgan. 3. H. Feaat. hc,W. Tillotaon, Coatea, Leeda ; W. H. Taylor; 3. F.

Philips, Swansea ; b. Burford. Hafod, Swansea.
HxMBijROHS.- Gohlen-pencUled.- I, J. F. Davies, Neath. 2, Mrs. Lewis,

Llandilo. 3. H. Feast. he..1. C:irr. Hafoci, Swansea ; W. H. Ta\lor. Silver-

pencilled.-l and 2, T. R. Mitchell. 3, H. Feast, he. J. Carr ; G, Morgan ; A. F ,

Faulkner, Thrapatone.
HAUBURGBB.-Ooldenspangled.—l, J. Carr. 2, T. R. Mitchpll. 8, P. H. Stone

,

Gloucester, lie, — Langdon, Johnstone, bilver-spangled.—l, T. R. MitcLell.

2, H. Feast, 8. J. Carr.
Polish —I, J. Bloodworth. 2. H. Feast. 3, — McConnoIL he, J. J. Scott,

Ll.inatephan.
Any othek Bbeed OB Cboss.—I, J. G. H. Morris, Angeltown, Bridgend. 2,H.

Feast. 3, P. Hanaon. he, J. A. Timmina (2J ; W, Harris, Bridgend; T. W.
Davies; F. L. Green (2).

Bantams.-1, G. Lewis, Swansea. 2, J. Bloodworth. 8, H. Feaat. he, J. H.
Watkins (2); E. C. Phillipa, Brecon.
Selling Class.—^ny breed.— I, F. L. Green, vhe, W. H. Taylor, he, J. P.

Janiea ; J. F. Davies.
Selling CT.AsaP.a.-Bra/ima or Cochin.— Cockerel.—1. A. T, Waters. ftc.F.L.

Green (3). Pnllet.-l, F. L. Green, he, F. L. Green ; W. Green.
DvcK».—Aylesbury.—I, J. Buckley. 2,E. M. Daviea, Upland. 3, J. McConnell.

he. Viscount Emlyn; J. F. Davies; Mra. H. Studdy. A7iy other variety.—i. T.

Aitbur, Bridgend. 2, — Law, Frood. 8. T. D. Philipa. /ic. — Law ; W. H.
Taylor (2); Miss Jones, Glanrhydw; — Harries, Aberaannan; W. Woodford
Cunnick, Brecon.
TuHKRYS.- 1. J. W. Morrison, Pembroke. 2. Viscount Emlyn. 3, J. P. Jamoa.

he. J Buckl^v ; Mra. H. Studdv : A. Jermin, Pembroke.
Geese.- IF/n if —1,T. Reet», Pibwrlwyd. 2, J. Fisher,Morfa. Pembrey. 8, T .

Francis, Penvgraic he, J, Buckley. Grey.—\, Mrs. H. Studdy. 2 and 3, A.
Jermin. he, I Anthony; J.Buckley; — Davids (2).

Dobkings.- To be competed for by Mechanics or Labourers.—1,D. Lewis
Juhnatown. 2, 1. Jones 3. J. Harries.
Any t'TBEB Bkeed.—To be competed for by Mechanics or Labourers.—1,3,

Harris (Light Brahn>a). 2. J. Thomaa, Henalit. 3. W. H. Taylor {Li«ht

Brahma). hc.U. Daviea (Dark Brahma); D. Morgan (Game); Miss E.Morgan
(Cochin-Ohinal; J. Williams ; T. Mi.rt?an.

DcoKs.— To be competed for by Mechanics or Ln^our^rs.-l, J. Jones, Danlan-
fach. 2 and ftc.W. H. Taylor (Rouen and East Indian). 8, H. Lewis, Porih
(Aylesbury).

PIGEONS.
Caebiebs OB Dragoons.—1, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford (Carriers). 2, J. R.

Watkins. Hereford (Carriera). he.S. D. Baddeley (Carriers); J. W. Morriaon
(Carriera); E. T. Houle, Carmarthen (Carriera).

PocTERs.- 1, J. H. Walking. 2, J. Spurry.
TuMBLEKS.—I, W. G. Davies, Swansea; 2, J, E. WUliama. he, T. F. Phelpa,

Ross.
Fantails.— 1 and 2, E. T. Houle. he, J. H. Watkins.
Barus or Antwekps.—J, T. F. Phelps. 2, J. S[M)rry. he, K. T. Houle.
Jacobins.— 1. T. F. Phelpa. 2. E. T. Honlp. hc.3. H. Watkins ; W. G. Daviea.

Any otbeb Variety.-], E. T. Houle (Owls). t.'T. F. Phelps (\rchangelH).

3, W. G Davies (Trumpetera). he. J. W. Morriaon (Owls) ; J. H. Watkina ; W,
G. Daviea (Magpies).

Rabbits.— 1, W. H. Taylor. 2, J, R. Lewis.

Fakenh.vm Show Hall.—Having heard of complaints by ex-

hibitors of poultry respecting the uusuitable buildings which
some exhibitions are held in, I think it right to state, having
acted as one of the Judges at the Ftikenham Show for the pa^t

two years, that the Show Hall at Fakenham is well suited in

every respect for an exhibition, as it stands on an open plain,

is well lightod from the sides aud roof, and is well ventilated,
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aud I may also add that the greatest care and attention is paid
to the birds.

—

Tbomab Lvon Fellows, East Tuddenham Vicar-
age, Morningham, Norwich.

PORTSMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
" A wind came up out of the t^ea,

And fcftid, ' Oh, mibts, make room (or me.'
"

We certainly were surprised to see two Shows advertised for

Poitsmouth within eight weeks of each other, especially as,

fidiu the advertisements, it would seem as if they were at cross-

I
ui poses, the one against the other. But it is not in our province

10 po into the reasons, whatever they may be, for holding the
two Exhibitions within so short a space of time. We can only
cor elude that in spite of all the vaiious shows clashing, as they
did last week, the mists did obey Mr. Longfellow's wishes, and
made way for a new wind in the shape of an extra Show at

Pcrtfmouth, where the quality was decidedly good. There
were no less than twelve shows on last week, making the average
of two per day ; and with Mr. Hewitt laid up, as we are sorry to

hear he if, the other Judges must have been well worked. We
found Messrs. Leno and Howard judging here, and very weU
they did their work. We never saw at any show less to find

fault with, or heard so little grumbling even among the dis-

appointed ones. We feel sure the Judges must have taken pro-
digious pains at this Exhibition.
The Show was held in the Fifth Hants Royal Volunteer's Drill

Hall, which was most tastefully decorated with banners and
fiagB. The birds were well attended to by Drewitt, and we
especially approved of the mixture of sharp gravel with a layer

of chaff over it for the bottom of the pens over the boards.

There were on exhibition also some new poultry baskets of all

sizes, and very moderate in price. They are made by Mr.
Curry, of 84, Exmouth Bead, Sonthsea. They have locks and
keys, and a kind of curtain which draws round the inside and
must prevent all tail-pulling and meddling with birds at

stations, &c., besides adding very much to convenience when
penning, as the birds cannot possibly escape when the basket
is opened till this upper curtain is undrawn.
Brahmas, especially Light, always muster well at Ports-

mouth. The two colours brought fifty-seven pens on this oc-

casion, and they opened the catalogue. In old Light Brahmas
Mrs. Williamson won the cup. The hen in this pen was a great
beauty, one of the winning Birmingham hens we think. The
second-prize pen had a large cock and fair hen ; and the third
also good, but wanting more leg-feather. Fourth (Turner
Turner), a good square cock. In Light Brahma chickens the
first were a fine well-grown pair. "The second had a beauti-

ful- shaped cockerel; and the third were also very good, though
the cockerel had an indifferent comb, or might have been
higher. 21 (Williamson), had a good pullet, but badly washed
and dried. In Dark Brahmas the first were a good pair of old

birds, the cock being massive and square, and the hen a good
colour and well pencilled. The second contained a fine cockerel,

but his companion was poor in pencilling and colour by the side

of the first. The third had a good hen, but the cock with her
had a bad comb. In the £5 Brahma Selling class, the first were
nice Darks ; second good Lights, the cockerel especially nice in

shape; third very fair. Several good and cheap pens being
highly commended. Cochins came next. Old Buffs had only
one entry. They were a good pair. In Buff chickens the
winners were all good and nicely shown. 59 (Hodson), con-

tained a capital cockerel, but the pullet lacked leg-feather. In
Cochins (Any other variety), Mr. Woodgate won first with a pair
of old Whites. The cook very white indeed and large ; the hen
large and white, but a little narrow in the shoulders. Coloured
Dorkings were a nice class. The cup went to good chickens,
and the second to old birds. This latter pen, though larger

than the cup chickens, were rather out of condition and white
in ears, as, too, were the third, though otherwise a nice pen of

chickens. We dislike white ears in the Dorkings as much or

more than in Cochins. Mr. Burnell's pens were empty. In
the Variety Dorking class good Cuckoos won. They were neat
in shape and fine in comb, and of a good colour. Second went
to very fine old Whites, the cock very good in colour ; and the
third to Silver-Greys, the cock rather small or else of most ex-

quisite colour and shape. 76 (Pasley), fair Silver-Greys, but
with white ears again. Game were not very first-class. In old
Reds no first was awarded, and the second were not very smart.
Pen 8-J (Winwood), had a cock with a bad back. In Red
chickens the winners were well placed. In the next class Duck-
wings won all the prizes. There was not much between the
first and second, but the hen in latter pen had a bad comb.
{>'.'• (Winwood), had a cock with a deformed head, one side being
higher than the other. Spanish were a fair class. The first

were good young birds with nice faces. Second also, but not so
pood in comb. Polancls only mustered three pens. Nice
Silvers were first, and good White-crested Blacks second.
108 (Edwards), good Blacks. French were not so good as usual.

Old Crevea won first, nothing very grand; and La Fli^ohe

second. A very fair pen. Ill (Chilton), good Crfives. 113
(Bainton), large Houdans, but much too light. The three classes

for Hamburghs only contained seventeen pens. The first,

Golden-penciUed, were nice birds. Second also fair. We pre-
ferred the cockerel in pen 118 (Cresswell), though his ear-lobes
were rather small, his comb and carriage were very good, but
his pullet was poorly pencilled on the breast, and the markings
too coarse, still we should have placed them second. In Silver-

pencilled good chickens won first, no second being awarded.
In Spangles, Silvers were first and second, and Gold third. In
the first-prize pen the cock looked sickly about the head and
seemed to need care and rest. The third contained a nice
pullet. In the Variety class, very fine Malays won first, being
good in plumage and colour. The second award we did not
like much. They were Black Hamburghs, the cockerel very
white in face, still there was not much else in the class to go to.

132 (Ridley), good Malays in colour, but round in back. Game
Bantams were good. In the Red class, smart Black Reds won
all the prizes, and in the next class, Duckwings were first and
second. We quite agreed with the awards, but had we been
Mr. Entwisle we would have mated these two pens differently,

changing the cock of the one to the hens of the other, and vice

versa. Third very fair Piles. In the Variety Bantam class fair

Blacks won first; badly-booted Whites (rose combs), second;
and Silver-laced third. 158 (Kitchen), heavily-booted Whites,
but cock very ill with roup, and his eyes all closed.

Aylesbury Ducks only one pen, which were given a second,
but not worth it. Bouens better, the winning birds being good.
In the next class Blacks won everything, the winners being
small and of nice colour.

Turkeys brought four capital pens.
The Selling classes were large and the winning birds well

chosen. Pheasants had a class to themselves. Lady Heathcote
won first with a most splendid pair of Silvers, shown in beauti-
ful plumage and condition. Second nice Golden.

A SPLIT in the Cabinet is frequently followed by a diesolation

of the Ministry. Some time back it was reported that some dif-

ferences had arisen between Mr. Barnes, the Secretary, and
some of his colleagues ; and it was generally anticipated there
would be no Show at Portsmouth this year; but quite the con-
trary, some of the old Committee have elected a new Secretary
and announced their Show, while Mr. Barnes and a few friends,

with Captain Warren at their head, have collected their forces

in opposition, taken the field before them, and held their Show.
We have no desire to go into the merits or demerits of the quarrel,

and shall confine our remarks at present to the Show which has
just been held, and which does not appear to have suffered

in the least from the opposition, a very small prize schedule
having brought together lJO-1 entries. The result we have little

doubt was produced in a great measure by the popularity of Mr.
Barnes, who has always managed his shows in the most satis-

factory manner to the exhibitors.

The Brahma classes were filled. Lights with a cup to compete
for taking precedence in the prize list. In the class for old
birds Mrs. Williamson won with a grand pair ; Mr. Maynard,
second, deserved their position ; third, rather closely pressed by
their next-door neighbour. Chickens, a very fine class (Mrs.

Drummoud) winning with a good pair, sound in colour, with
good leg-feathering ; second and third both good and well
selected. The Darks were not so numerous as the Lights ; first

(Rev. J. Ellis), a fine pair, old birds ; second (Lingwood), a fine

cockerel, beautiful in colour and neat in comb ; the hen was
not so good, and not up to Mr. Liugwood's usual standard.
Third-prize (Peake), a splendid hen matched with a very duck-
shaped cock. Pen 32, highly commended (Captain Warren), was
the next best in the class. The Brahma class limited to birds

under the value of £5 secured twenty entries ; first and third

prize went to Darks, second to a very pretty pair of Lights.

Cochins were poorly represented : in the old Buff class Mr.
Lingwood walked over with a very fine pair of old birds, and in

the Any other variety Mr. Woodgate 's pen was unapproachable.
Dorkings were better. Rev. G. Hodson and Mr. Lingwood run-

ning a tight race for the first honours. In the Any other
variety Mr. Cresswell's Whites and Silver-Greys had to succumb
to a very fine pair of Cuckoos.
The Game Classes were very poor in quality. Spanish, 100

(Brown), first contained a heavy-faced cockerel, well shown
;

hen moderate ; the others in the class were far behind.
Polands,a good pen of Silvers (Hinton), first; second a fine

cock, but the hen was not so good as the one in the next pen.
French class contained a few good pens, Mr. Stuart wiuniug
with Crcves. Hamburghs, two or three nice pens could be found
in each class. Any other variety, a good pen of Malays (Hinton)

were first ; a pen of Black Hamburghs (Long) second ; and a
pair of Andalusians were third. Game Bantams, the class for

Reds was a good one : first (Webster Adams), a smart cockerel,

deserved a better hen ; second (Mr. Anns), a neat pen ; third

not so good as we generally get from Mr. Entwisle. The next
class, two pens of Duckwings (Entwisle) were first and second;
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we thoaglit we rather liked the second pen the best, but they

were in a bad position for light. Auy other variety Bantams, a

moderate pair of Blacks were first; a pair of White-booted
Bantams, not in the best condition, second ; and a pair of Silver-

laced, of rather faded colour, third.

Ducks, Aylesbury, one entry; and first prize justly withheld.

Rouen contained a couple of fine pens ; in the Any other variety

some good Blacks were to be found, Mr. Kellaway winning
easily.

In the Selling clasHea a few good bargains could be obtained.

A pair of White Cochin heus second, shown very dirty and in

poor condition, were eagerly sought after ; two or three pens of

Dorkings were also well worth the attention of purchasers.^

Pheasants were a magnificent lot, we rarely see so fine a

collection.

The Pigeon classes were all well supported. The Carrier

classes surprised us. Single cocks : the competition was very

close between the first, second, and very highly commended
pens. They were very equal. The first was a little the best in

beak and colour; the second had a trifle the advantage in eye.

The very highly commended was the best in style, and equal in

other points except colour. The Judge bad a very nice task to

make his selection, and we quite agree with bia awards. The
hens were nearly all good, but the Judge did not have the

flame trouble in making his choice. The young class did not
please ns bo much. The winner had some good points, but he
was a little down in face ; we did not like his beak, but we
thought him the best. Pouters obtained only six entries—two
fine pairs of Whites were first and second, and a pair of Reds
third.

In Barbs Mr. Maynard won an easy first; and second, a pen
of Whites, very highly commended (307), well deserved the

notice for the splendid condition in which they were shown.
Dragoons, a grand pair of Blues, sound in colour and good in

style were first. Whites second ; but here we think we pre-

ferred a pen of Mr. Graham's, highly commended. The Ant-
werps were very inferior ; we found one good-looking pen, but
discovered a malformation in the toe of one of the birds, which
shut them out of the prize list; the next we fancied contained
two cocks, so that the prizes were awarded to two very moderate
pens of Mr. Vigors. Tumblers, Fantails, Jacobifts, and the

Any variety, were all good classes : one or two birds of con-

siderable merit were to be found in the Selling class.

The Show was well conducted, all the prize cards were placed on
the pens before the time announced for opening, and the sale-office

opened punctually to time; the birds appeared to have every
attention from Mr. Smith, the Superintendent of the feeding
department. We very much regret the paucity of the visitors

on the first day, which was occasioned by the heavy rain, which
fell without ceasing from the time of opening until we returned
to town.
Mr. Leno judged the Light Brahmas, Dorkings, Game, Ham-

burgh, Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys. Mr. Howard judged the
Dark Brahmas, Cochins, Spanish, Polish, Any variety. Bantams,
and Selling class. Mr. Esquilant the Pigeons.

BR.VHMA3.—Li(7'if.—Cup and 1, Mrs. Williamson, Qiieenboronch Hall. 2, H,
M. Maynard, Hulnie\vo"d, Isle nf Wiii^ht. 3. -J. Braiishaw, Knowie, CranleiEh;
he, R. Bird, London; Mrs. T. Turner, Ringwood, Hants, c, Mrs. T. Turner
W. M. Graham. Dunstable. ChicK-cns.—l, Mrs. Drummond. Bath. 2, Mrs. T'
Turner. 3. F Rayner, Sbanklin, Isle of Wight, he, Mrs. T. Turner; — Chis"
man ; — Bird, Fulham ;

— Long.
Brahmas.—Z)ar/:.—l, Rev. J, Ellia. 2, Horace Liiigwood. 8, Rev. J, D.

Peake. he, — Seward, jun ; Capt. Warren, c, — Ogiivie; F.Turner.
Brashes.—Setting C/rt.'is.—l, — Turner. 2. Rev. (j. F. Hodson. 3, Capt.

Warren, he, Mrs. Williamson; H. M. Maynard (2); Capt. Warren, c, F.
Bayner; R. Bird.
Cochins- — Bh# or Cinnamon.— I, Henrj- Lingwood, Barliham, Needham

Market. Chicken^.— 1, 2, and 3. P. Ogiivie, Bambledon. Any other varieiy.—\,
E. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury. 2, H. liibHon, Brokenhurst.
DoBKisos —Coloured—\ and Cup, Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton. 2,

Henry Lingwood. 3, J. Gee. Oxford, he, T. Gates, West Grinsted ; P Ogiivie.
Any other variety —1, — Izard. Wokingham. 2 and 3, O. E. Cresawcll, Early
"Wood, Bagshot. ftc, Miss Pasley, Karehara.
Game —Black-breasted and other lieds.-^, W. H. T. Stagg, Netheravon.

Chickens— I. W. H. T. Staeg. 2, Capt. Terry. Burgbfleld. 3, J. Bundey, Fare-
ham, c, W. W. Pyne, South Lancing. Any other variety.—i,K. Gibson. 2, F.
Bailey. Calne. 3, W. W. Pyne. c, Capt. Terry.
Spanish.— 1, H. Brown, Putnej; Heath. 2. — Smith, sen.. Southsea.
PoLANDS.— 1, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst.
French.—1, H. Sturt, Pewsey. 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Hollington. he. Rev. G.

Chilton, Littleton; H. Sturt. c, H. Bamton, Soutbsea; Rev. J. HoUoway,
Elmsworth; —Greenfield.
UAJdBURQss. — Golden pencilled. — 1, T. Faulkner, jun., Merston, Isle of

Wight. 2. H. M. Maynard. Silver-pencilled.—1, E. Long, Bromley Common.
Silver or Golden spangled.—\, J. Long, Bromley. 2, N. Barter, Plymouth. 8,

E. Bosweil, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
Asr OTHER VARiETy.— 1, J. Hinton (Malays). 2, J. Long. 3, W. T. Hunt,

Landport (Andalusiana).
Gaue Bantams.— fiidc/c or Brown RedJi.—l, W- Adams, Ipswich. 2, T. W.

Anns, Clapham. 3, W. F. Entwiele, Westfield, Wyke. Any other variety.—

1

and 2. — Entwisle. 3, — L"ng.
Bantams.-^ni/ other variety.—1, R, H. Ashton. S, Rev. G. F. Hodson.
DvcKS.—Aylesbury.—2. H. U. Hoare, Bitterne. Rouen.— 1, J. Harvey. 2,

Rev. G. F. Hodson. Any other varieti/, including Black.—], J. W. Kelleway,
Isle of Wight. 2. Mi^s Pasl-v. vhc. Mrs. A. Wilson, Hambledon ; J, W. Kelle-
way. he. Capt. F. G. Coleridge, Twyford.
TcRKKYs.— 1, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2, Mrs. Hawker, SennicottB. he, Rev. N. J.

Ridley; Mrs. Hawker.
Selling Class.— C'ocfc and Hen or Duck and Drake.—Price not to exceed 50s.

—1, H. Brown (Spanish). 2, H. M. Maynard (Light Brahmas). 3. T. Gates
(Coloared Dorking), he, T. N. Whitehead, Bridgwater (White Cochins); C.
Cork, New Shoreham (Dorking); Rev. N. J. Ridley (La Fleche); G. Meres

(Coloured Dorking); J. Chisman, Nowick (Light Brahmas); P. Ogiivie
(Cochins): J. Gee (Rouen Ducks); H. T. Hoare (iyloabury Ducks), c. Miss
Paaley (Silver Dorkings); J. Bradahaw (Lii^ht Brahmas); T. P. Edwards
(Polauds); Capt. Warren, EmBWorth (Light brahmas)-
SELLi>iO ChA-is.—Bens or Pallets.—Price not to exceed ils.-l, T. Gates

(Dorking). 2. Mrs. Dresing, Hawkhurrit (CocbiU'ii. a, J. Beattie, South-tea
(DucKwing Game), /tc, — WhileheaJ. Bridgewat^r (While Cochin); C. Cork,
(Durkiugl: Ladv tiea'hcote, Hur^lov Park ( \ndaiuaiaQ9i ; Hon. and Rov. F.
Dutt in, Bibury'Vicarage (Gamt); Mrs. N. GrenviUe, Butley Court (Houdanl;
P. Ogiivie (Dorkings); T. P. Edwards (Poandsl; Capt. Warren, c. S. Newick,
Hinton St. George; P. Ogiivie (Dark Brahmasj; H. M. Maynard (Gold-
pencilled HamburgLs).
SELLi>fo Class -Cock or Cockerel.—Price not to exceed 30t. — 1, H. 51.

Maynard (Light Brahma). 2,T. J. Saltmarsh. Chelm»ford (Partridge Co'ibius).

3, Capt. Warren (Dark Brahmat. he, Mrs. Wyldj (Waite Cochia); 3. Newick
(Silver-spauyled Hamburgh); P. Ogiivie (Cnchms); T. P. Edwards; —Smith,
sen. (Andalusians). c, 1\ 11. Whiteboad (White Cochin); C. Cork (Djrkiag)
C. E. Herrieff, Banbury (Spanmh).
Pheasants.- 1, Lady Ueathcote. 2, J. Baily, jun., London, vhc, J. Willis

T. Simmons ; J. Body, Wittersham.

PIGE0X3.
CART1IER3.—Cocfc.—1, H. M. Maynard 2, J. H. Ivimy, Basingstoke. vhc,S.

Harding, fureham. he. H. M. Maynard; il, .lacib ; W. Quickfall, Shanklin.
Hen.—i. 3. H. Ivimy. 2, S. Harding, /it, U. M. Mavnard ; t£- Jacob ; R. Cant,
London; W. Quickfall; S. Harding. Young Cock or Hen.—Ca^, 2. and 3, H.
.lacob. he, Mrs. LadJ, Calne; H. M. Maynard; H. Jacob; R. Cant {i); W,
Quickfall.
P.jCTBRS.—1, H. Pratt, Hampton-in-Arden. 2 and he, Mrs. Ladd.
Barbs.— I and 2, H. M. Maynard. he, J. Baily, London.
Dragoons—1, Rev. G. F. Hodson. 2, H. Jacobs, lie, F. Graham, Birken-

head (2); D. Barncit, Brixton: W. H. Boya.Fareham ; H. Yardley, Birmingham,
TaMBLERS.- 1 and 2, J. Purd, London.
Antwekps —1 and 2, Mrs. Vigor, Southfield.

Fantails.—1 and 2, H. M. Maynard he, F. W. Loveraidge, Newark.
Jacouins.—1 and he, H. M. Maynard. 2. C. Parsons. Dorchester.
Any other Variety.—1, W. -Jacobs. Sandown (Archangels). 2, Rev. J. Ellis.

Bracknell (Ice Pigeons), he, W. H. Miller, Walsall; R. Wiildnson, Guildford
(Archangels); H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—1. J. Ivimy. 2, H. M. Maynard (Black Carriers), he, C.

Cork (Carriers); O. Reed. Cambridge (Barbs); C. E. Gittins (Black Carriers);
C. F. Herriff, Banbury (English Owls); J. Baily (i): H. M. Maynard (Black
Carriers); H.Jacob (White Dragoons); W. Jacobs (Black Carriers); S.Hard-
ing (Carriers) ; Mrs. Dresing (Jacobins and Black Carriers), c, J. Baily.

CANARIES.
Norwich. — C/?ar Yellorr. —I and c. Atbersuch & Sons, Coventry. 2, J.

Adams, vhc, W. Walter. Winchester ; A. Palmer ; J. Adams, he. W. Walter.
Clf:ar Buff.—I and c, W. Walter. 2, Atbersuch & Son. vhc, J. Adams {-i}. he,

A. Palmer.
aoHwicn.—Yellow Variegated —1, J. Adams, Coventry. 2 and he, Atbersuch

and Son. vhc, W. WaUer; J. Adams. Buff Variegated.-l, A. P<ilmer, Nor-
wich. 2, Atbersuch & Son. vhc, Atbersuch A Son ; J. Adams, he, W. Walter

;

J. Adams, e, W. Walter.
Belgians.-C/far Yellow.— 1 and 2, C. & D. Carver, Landport. vhc, I. S.

Byerlcy. he, C. Davis. Landport. Clear Buff.—I, I. S. Byerley. 2 and vhc, C.
and D.Carver. Evenly-marked or Variegated.— I, ^Lts. Dresing. 2, Messrs.
Carver, he, J. W. Savage. Guildford, c, C. Davia.
Lizards —Gold or Silver-spangled.^l, A. Palmer. 2 and vhc, Atbersuch and

Son. c, E. W. Lulham, Brigbton.
Any other Variety.—1, E. W. Lulham (Crested). 2 and vhc, W. Barnes

(Cinnamon), hc, Atbersuch & Son ; A. Palmer (Cinnamon) c, J. Adams.;
Mules.-1, T. WillBlier. 2, E. W. Lulham. he, W. H. Smith, Brighton.

c, Fellingham & Wingfif^ld.

Cage OF Six —1, W. Walter. 2, Messrs. Carver. 3, C.Davis, u'iff, W. Barnes
BRITISH OR FOREIGN BIRDS.

Bullfinch.— 1, Fellingham & Wingdeld. 2, Mrs. Drummond. vhc, E. S.

Gibson; T. Willsher. e, H. Bovington, Frant ; W. Barnes.
Goldfinch.—1, Mrs Drummond. 2, Fellingham & Wioglield. 3, Miss Barnes.
Siskin, Redpole. or Lin:4et.—1 and vhc, Misa E. Barnes. 2, Fellingham

and Wingfield. c, T. Willsher.
Skvlahk or Woodlark.—1 and 2, A. J. Reed.
Blackbird. Throsh, or Stabli.vg.—i, G. Sparks, Emaworth. 2, Messrs,

Carper, hc. Master Barnes.
Any other Vakigty of British Birds.—land y^e, W. Slowe (Nightingale).

2 and 3, Mrs. Watts (Black-cap Warbler and Whitethroat). hc, Fellinghau'
and Wingfleld (Yellowhammer); Mrs. Barnes (Tits).

British Birds.— Ca^e of not less than eight or more than tu-elve distinct
varieties.—1, T. Willsher. 2. W. Barnes.
Foreign Birds.-Caj^e of Six.—i and 2, Mrs. Drummond. he, W. Walter.
Any Variety of Fuheign Bihds.— 1, Capt. Gray (Macaw). 2, W. Walter

(Australian Paraquet). 3, Misses Jones (King Parrot), vhc, J. Tracy
(Australian Loreyj; —Lewis (King Parrot); W. Wyatt (Cockatoo), hc, J,
Tracy (Leadbeaier Cockatoo).
Selling Class fob Any variety of Cage Bird.—1 and 3, E. W. Lulham.

(Norwich). 2, W. Walter (Cardinal), c, Misses Jones (Belgian).

RABBITS.
Length of Ear.-1, F. Loveband. 2. J. Craneh. hc, F. S. Banks, London.
Black-and-white or Blue-and white.—1, J. Craneh. 2, Mrs. Shelley. e,E.

Frost, Hackbridge.
Grey-andwhite or Yellow-and-white.—1, J. G. Quick. 2, F. S. Banks.

vhe. F. Loveband ; E. Frost, hc, 0. Palmer, c, F. Loveband.
Self-colour.-1, E. Frost. 2, J. G. Quick, vhc, C. Palmer ; — King, hc, C.

Palmer.
Any other Variety, including Foreign.—1, Miss Mortimer (Silver-Grey).

2, P. Ogiivie (Belgian), vhc, P. A. Bossier, Penhurat (Himalaya), he, J. A.
Saunders (Belgian); T.W.Anns (Silver-Grey). c, J. Ellis (SUver-Grey) ; R. A.
Bossier (Sitver-Grey); F. Lovtband (Silver Grey).
Selling Class— 1, T. Buckland (Fawn). 3, J. G. Quick, vh^, P. OgilTie

(Belgian); Mrs. Dresing (Himalaya), he, E. Frost (Sooty).

EAST KENT POULTRY SHOW.
If the sight of a brave man struggling with adversity was a

sight for the immortal gods, surely the Committee of the Ash-
ford Poultry Show deserves the sympathy of all poultry fanciers

and exhibitors, for a more fatal combination of untoward cir-

cumstances it is impossible to imagine. Desirous of increasing

the goodness of their Show, they iiad this year materially in-

creased the amount of their prizes, and were rewarded for their

liberality by an entry of a hundred pens more than last year

;

but other things came in to make this a positive misfortune

—

they were disappointed about their pens, and at a late hoar had
to arrange for those belonging to the Yarmouth Society. The
carriage of these to Ashford alone cost them i'27 ; they are very

excellent and st£,ong ones, made of wood. The Show was open
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for two days, and as Tuesday is market day, the second day is

the one to which the Committee look to recoup themselves for

their outlay; but last Tuesday was an incessant downpour of

heavy raia, so that where they expected hundreds of visitors

they did not get tens, and I very much fear that unless some-
thing unforeseen occurs the Ashford Poultry Show will be re-

membered amongst the things of the past.

As usual, a liberal prize list brought together a large collec-

tion of good birds. When Mr. Horace Lingwood exhibits
Brahmas, and Mr. Henry Lingwood Dorkings, Col. Talbot
Cochiua, Mr. Qaibell and Mr. Driug Houdaus and Creves, it will

be at once seen that birds of no ordinary merit were exhibited,
an:i, as usual, there were complaints about the judging. I feel

convinced that if poultry shows are to stand their ground (and

I doubt it) there must be some other plan adopted in arranging
about the judging. No one can be a better judge of Dorkings
and Brahmas than was one of the Judges at Ashford, but in

French fowls it is quite clear he is a novice, and I believe would
say so himself, and I must say the discontent exhibited at the
judging in some of the classes was not unreasonable.

Of DorkingSj Coloured and Silver-Grey, there were sixty-

seven entries, Mr. Lingwood's hens were very fine birds, and
so were those of Mr. R. Cheesman, good specimens of Mrs. Ark-
wright's strain. His cockerel deserved, I think, a better position
than he obtained. He is a fine coloured bird of Mrs. Arkwright's
breed, perhaps not in quite as good condition as he might be.

The White class was a good one ; but were I to go in for Dork-
ings I should prefer the Silver-Greys, of which some fine birds
were shown by Mr. F. Cheesman and the Rev. T. E. Cato, who
pretty well swept the board. Spanish were a small class, only
two pens being exhibited in cock-aud-hen class. The Gochin-
China class contained the splendid birds of Capt. Talbot, which
carried all before them, beating Mr. Woodgate and others. Of
Brahmas there were nearly forty entries, and here the grand
Crystal Palace birds of Mr. Horace Lingwood carried off the
first prizes in the Dark class, and Capt. Saville, of Wye, in the
Light class. The Game classes (fifty-two entries) were very ex-
cellent. Mr. Braham's (M5) wa^ a fine thoroughly well-shaped
bird. The Samhurghs in their various classes were good.
Polands, as everywhere, declining in numbers and quality. The
judgment in Cr<'ve-C(surs was very odd, the best birds in the
Show, those exhibited by Mr. Dring, and which have made their
mark elsewhere, were utterly nnnoticed. Houdans were better
than ever we saw them at Ashford, birds which a year or two
ago would have obtained prizes being quite passed by. Mr,
W. 0. Quibell obtained first with a very tine pair of birds, Mr.
Lake being second with some birds bred in 1873, well crested
and in good condition. Most of the pens in the chicken class

contained good birds, Mr. Dring's being very fine, an indication
that this popular breed is being maintained. Bantams, Pigeons,
and other classes were well represented. The arrangements for

feeding the birds, &q., were excellent, and the only drawback
was the terrible downpour of rain, which from morning till

night continued without a moment's cessation; and while it

filled the springs of the neighbouring country, must have sug-
gested thoughts of draining to the members of the Committee
as they calculated receipt and expenditure.—D., Deal.

DoBKiNOS. — Coloured. — Heni^. — 1, Henry Lingnwood, Barkintr, Needham
Market. -J, R. Cheesman, Westwell. he, 3. Mills, Dorking; G. W. Greenhill,
A»hford. Cocfc.—1, G. W. GreenhiU. 2, B.K.Thorpe, Charing, /ic, C. RatcUffe,
Women awould.
DoKKisaa.—Coloured.—Pullets.—1. Henry Lincwood. 2, G. W. Greenhill.

Cockerel.—1, E. Rice, Sandwich. 2, R. Cheesman. vhc, T. G. W. Stratford,
West Maling; R. B. Cnrteis, Tenterden. he, E. Rice ; R. B. Curtcis ('2|.

DoaKisos.~Silver-Gre}j.—BeTix.—l, i\ Cheesman. 2, Rev. T. E. Cato, Wye
Vicarafie. he. Rev. E. S. Tiddeman, Childerditch Vicarage. Cock.—l, P.
Cheesman. 2, J. B. Plumptre, Wingham.
DoUKiHGS.—.Sitver-Grey.—PuUet--<.—\, F. Cheesman. 2, Rev. T. E. Cato.

Cockerel—I, Rev. T. E. cato. 2. F. Cheeaman. he. C. Stancliffe.
Spanish —1, J. Francis, Hildenborough. 2. lira. Brassy, Battle. Chickens.—

1, T. Boulter, Clerkenweil, London. 2 and he, J. Francis, vhc, G. K. Chilcott,
Fairlawn.
CocHiy-CHiNA.—1 and 2, Caot. G F. Talbot, Mapletreuae. vlic, R. S. S. Wood-

gate, Fem'iury, Tanbridge Wella. he, Mrs. E. Prynr, Welwyn. Chickens.—
1 and he, Capt. G. F. Talbot. 2, Capt. Coleridge, Tv^ford. c, H. Stephens,
Tanbrld^'e Wella.
BRi.HU& PooT&i..—Dark.—Cock.—\, Horace Lingwood, Greeting. Needham

Market. 2, J. Long, Bromley Common, /ic, F. Lake. Rodmersham ; Mrs. Brassy.
Chickens.— }, Horace Lingwood. 2. J. AUberry, Reigate.
BaAnui PooxaA (Lightt—1,P. Haines, Paicrave. 2, Capt. W. Saville, Wye.

vhc, G. Dowker, Stourmouth. /le, Oapt. G. F. Talbot; E. Mannoocb, Wood-
ridings. Chickens.—1, Cdpt. W. Saville. 2. R. Perrcy, Beckley. vhc, G. Dowker ;

P. Haines ; -I. Long, he, A. Smith, Gondhurst.
G\^i&.— Black-breasted or other Reds.—i, F. Warde, West Farleigh. 2. M.

Tonkin. Wittersham. Chickens —1, G. Braham, Ashford. 2, W. Foater, Deal.
he, W. Foater; M. Tonkin.
Game.—Jfiy other variety.—\, 3. Chittenden, Ashford. vhc, E. Rice, c, C. J.

Plomptre. Chickens.—I, C. J. Plumptre. 2, E. Rice, he, J. Chittenden, c, W.
Foster.
Qs.^^.—Single Cock —1, T. L. Elliott, Ashford. 2, W. Foster, he, D. Neame,

Faversham; J. H Bayley, Ashford : F. Warde.
B.k^)iVR<iiifi.—Gold-spangled —\, W. K Tickner, Ipawich. 2, J.Long. vhc,T.

Mbv, Wolverhampton, he, T. E. Jones, Wolverhampton, c, J. Long. Siircr-
spangled.— I, M.J. Long. 2, J. Akerman, Witney, he, M.ia. Kinganorth, Ashford;
c, J. Mo«9er, Reading ; J. Long.
Qi.^BV^QHu.-Gold-peneilled.^l.'W. K. Ticknor. 2. A. W. Gardner, Canter-

bury, he, VV. RdbiOQ, WUleaborou^b ; C. J. Plumptre; H. H. Thompson,
Coleshill. c, J. Body, Wittersham; J. Fox. Shepherdawell ; J. Ware, Faver-
Bham. dilvtr-penciUed.—l, T. Hanson, Keighley. 2, B. Norton, Town Mailing.
ftc.J. Lonx; B.Norton.
Greve-Ocbor.—1, R. A. BoiBsier, Penshurat. 2, W, Green, he, T. G. Ledger,

Folkestone; J. Brent, Woolwich.

Polish.—1, J. Long. 2 and he, G. J. Lenny, Lewes.
HouDANB.— 1, W. O. Quibell, Newark. 2. F.Lake. rhc.Mra. Vallance, Sitting-

bourne. Tic, Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Weatwell Vioaraffe ; W. Driog, Faversham.
Chickens.—\.W. Dring. 2. F. Lake. he. Rev. U. H. Dombrain; Mrs. Vallance;
M handford, Martin. Hover; Mrs. C. Hill. Foxhall : W. Dring.
Game BkyTkm^—Slack-breasted and othn Reds.— I, W. Adams, Ipswich.

2, F. Sandf.trd. Upper Norwood, he, VV. S. Marnh, Deal; T. W.Anns, Clap-
ham. Any other variety.—1, M. V. Sandford, Martin, Dover. 2, E. T. Bnghes,
Pluckley.
Bantams.—iiny other variety.—I, H. H. Stickings, Ashford. 2, R. S. S. Wood-

gate, he, R. H Ashtun, Mottram. e, J. Ware. Jun , Faversham.
Ducks. -Ai/lpsbury.—i. N. Edehill, Frant. 2. E. Greenhill, Ashford. Rouen.—1, C, Kato'iffrf. 2. J. Harvev, Jan., Thaninf^ton. vhc. F. Cheesman, Ashford.

he. H. Dowaett, Ashford ; F. Warde ; H. Steed, Tunbridge Wells.
Geesk.— I, C. Batea. Mersham. &, J. B. Plumptre. he, R. B. Cnrtelfl ; W. H.

Mold, Bethersden; Dowager Countesa of Aylwaford, Avleaford ; J. Newport.
Turkeys —1 and 2, F. Warde. he, C. S. Hardy, Canterbury ; E. N. Hills ; W.

H. Mold; Dowager Countens of Ayleaford. Fourii/.—l, F. Warde. Sandv/ic, C.
J. Plumptre. he. F. Warde : Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. Long. '2. R. 8. is. Woodgate. hc, Mra. Brassey ;

J. Body ; C. Judaon, London : Capt. W. Saville.
Selling GLia^i.-Hens or Dacks.-l, R. B. Curteia. 2, F. Cheesman. 3, R.

Cheeaman. Cock or Drake.—I, H. White, Wateringbury, a, T. G. Saltmarsh,
Chelmsford. 3, J. Norwood.

PIGEONS.
Carriees.—1, 2, and he, M. H. Gill, Ramsgate.
PouTERa.—1. 2, and he. M. H. Gill.
Tomblers.-1 and 2, Mrs. Gill, he and c, F. Winacr, Hadlow.
Fantails.—1 and 2, M. Sandford. he, G. W. Greenhill; J. F. Loversldge,

Newark.
HoiiiNO ANri\'ERP3.—I, A. Bentley. Rickmanaworth. 2, W- F. Marsh, vhc. E.

Durrani, Tunbridje Wells; A. Bentley. he, W. F. Marsh; J. W. Barker,
Brighton ; E. F. Wilson.
Any other Vabiety.—1, J. T. Sparrow. London. 2, C. Heigham, Ipswich.

he, E. Dnrrant; J. T. Theobald, Lower Tooting.
Selling CLAsa.-1, J. Bentley. 2, F. Winser. c. F. S. Barnard.

CANTERBURY POULTRY SHOW.
Tmg was held on December 11th and 12th. We shall give a

report next week.
T>oKKi^Ga. — Coloured.— 1 and 3, R. Cheesman, Ashford. 2, C. RatclifFe,

Canterbury. Cockerel.—I and 3, E. Rice, Sandwich. 2, R. Cheeaman. he, R.
Cheesman ; C. Brown, Maidstone ; W. J. Raasell, South Norwood Hill, e, W. J.
Russell. Pullets.—1, J. O. Hodges. Bagshot. 2, W. Sharp, Canterbury. B, W
J. Russell, he, O. h. Cressweil, Bagsbot ; Mrs. Brassey, Battle, c, E. Bice.
DoiiKiSGs.—Silver-Grey.—Cnp, O. E. Creaswell. 2, E. C. Lee, Penshurst.

3. J. P. Plumptre. vhc, W. R. Jarvia. Petham. he, J. Scott. Elnii^tead ; C.
Ratcliffe ; F. Cheeaman. Cockerel.—I and 3, F. Cheesman. 2, O. E. Creaswell
vhc. C. 8. Hardy. Chilham. he, C, S. Hardy ; C. RatcUffe ; J. Bnuldiiig. Petham.
Pullets.— I, O. E. CresBWell. 2, F. Cheeaman. 3, G. Court, Canterburv. vhc,
Q. Court, he, J. S. Wacher, Woodneaborough ; Rev. T. E. Cato, Ashford (2).

c, J. B. Plumptre ; Major W. Plummer, Canterbury.
Dohkisgs.—Any other variety. ~i, O- E.CrcaaweU. 2, H.Allen, Wood Green,

3, L. G. W. Stratford, he. H. Allen ; R. Noble. Canterbury, e, H. S. Thornton
Spanish.—1. J. Francis, Tonbridge. 2, A.tRape, Battle. 3, W. T. Plommer

Broughton. Chickeyis.-l and 2, J, Francis. 3, C. Howard, Peokham. hc,W
T. Greenated.
Cochin-Chin*. — Bu# or Cinnamon.—I, W. White, Canterbury. 2 and 8,

Withheld. Chickens.—Cni>, Col. F. C. Haasard, Sheemess. 2, Mrs. Bentley,
Upper Teddington. S.Mrs. A. Christy, .Edenbridge. ftc, W. White; E. Rice.
c, W. White.
CocHiN-CnrNA.—4«I/ other variety.—1 and 2. Capt, G. F. Talbot, Edenbridge.

3, R. S. S. Woodgate. he, Mrs. A. Christy. Chiekens.—l, R. S. S. Woodgate.
2 and c. Capt. G. F. Talbot. 3, T. W. Anns, Clapham.
BRinwA PooTRis.— 1 and 2, W. Jacobs, Dover. 3, Mrs. Brnsaey. he, 3.

Harvey, jun,, Thannington ; F. Lake, Sittingbourne ; A. Rigg. London, e, J.
B. White, Dartford ; J. Lung, Bromley Common. Chickens.—Cnp, A. Rigg. 2,W Jacob. 3, O. E. Crf-sswell. he, J. Harvey, jun. (2). e, Mrs. J. W.
Perkins, Beckenham. Hens.— J, W. Jacob. 2, F. Lake. 3, J. Harvey, jun,
/tc. J. Harvey, jun.; G. W.PetterJ; W.Jacob. r.R.Bowen,
Brahma Pootra —Light.— 1, Mra. Cheahire, Acton. 2 and 3, Capt. W. Savile,

Wye. ;ir, Capt. G.F.Talbot; R. Bird. <:, Rev. F. T. Scott; O. Dowker. Hens
or PH^/fM.-Cnp. Capt. W. Savile. 2,J. Long. 3, G. W, Petter. /ic, R.Perry;
R Bird (2); Mrs. F. Cheshire; Mra. Ley: Mra. Brassey. e. Lady Oxenden;
Capt. W. Savile: F. Cleaver; fT. Loe. Chiekens.—Cuv, G. W. Petter. 2, —
Long. B, Capt. W. Savile. r?ic. F. Cleaver, /ic, G. W. Petter ; Dr. G. A. Augier.
QA}aF..—Blaek-brea.^ted or other Reds.—Cup, J. Jeken, Eltham. 2 and 3, F.

Warde, Maidatone. he, J. Jekcn (2.) Chiekens.—l, W. Foster, Deal. 2 and
3, F. Warde. /ic, J. Jeken. c, W. Pyne
Game.—i4ni/ other tmriety,-!, W. Foster. 2, G. H. Fitz-Herbert, Sevenoaks.

3. C. J. Plumptre. Chiekens.—l, B. Mollett. Baibam. 2, E. Rice. 3, G. H. Filz-
Herbert. he, C. 3. Plumptre (2). Cock or Cockerel.—I. 3. Chittenden. Ashford.
2, E. Rice. 3. J. Jeken. ^cF. Warde; T. L. Elliott; W. Foater. e, D. Neame.
Hambiibgh'I.— Gfoirf-span^ffd.—Cup and 2, J. Long. 3, C. Brown, titlver-

spavf]led,—\ and 2. J. Long. 3, J. K. Lawther. Tunbridge Wella. c. G. E.L.
Lucaa, Maidstone.

B.t.M.BVROHS.—Goldrpeneilled.-'l, J. Long. 2, O. E. Cresawell. 8, J. Fox,
Shepherdawell. he, H. Wliite ; — Ware ; A. W. Gardner ; C. J. Plumptre ; G. J.
Lenney. (?,G. Dowker; C. J. Plumptre. Silver-pencilled.—land 2, B. Norton,
Town Mailing. 3 and he, 3. Long.
Polish.—1, J. Long 2, J. Maries. 3, J. J. Lenny, Lewea.
Houdans.—L Mrs. Vallance, sittingbourne. 2 and he, W. Dring, Faversham.

3, F. Lake. c. F. Lake ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain.
HovDKss.—Chickens—Clip, M. Sandford. 2 and 3, Miss Neame, Faveraham.

he, — Morrison ; R. B. Neame ; Mrs. Vallance; W. S. Marsh, c, F. Lake.
Creve-Cckur.—Cup and 2. W. Dring. 8, A. Christy.
Game BkSTtLHS.—Black brea-''ted and other Jterf.t.—Cup, T. W.Anns. 2 and

8, W. Boutcher, Notting Hill. he.W.C. Hanreo, Canterbury ; J. Bateman ; T.
W. Anns; C.Howard; W. S MaraU : T. Breeds ; L. K, Rice. c.G. Court; W.
White. Any other imriety.—'i, H. Lowe, Bagahot. 2, Master M. V. Sandford,
Dover. 8, R. J. Symondn. Stoke Nevrington, London, he. T. W. Anns.
Bantams.—B^ack or White Clean-legged.—Cup, ^.B.. Stiokinge, Ashford. 2,

G. P. Ladd. Canterburv- 3, W. H. Willata, Canterbury, he, W. White ; G. P.
Ladd. cW.H. Willata.
BkSTWts.-Any other j'anrfj/—Majolica Jug, E. C- Lee. 2. M. Martin,

Canterbury. 3, W. S. Mareh. 4, W. R. Jarvia. he, R. S. S. Woodgate; M.
Martin, c, — Dickens.
Any other Variety,—I, J. Long. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 8, Capt. W. Savile.

he, B. Norton.
DU0K3.—^j//rs6»n/.—1, W. Jacob. 2, C. S.'lHardy. 8, F. Arter, Barham. hCf

Capt. G.F.Talbot; W.Jacob.
DvcK^.-Rouen —1, J. Harvev, jun. 2, W. F. Harvey, Canterbury. 8, C.

Ratcliffe. hc,C. S. Hardy; J, Harvey, jun. ; F. Arter; — Lawther. r, W.F
Harvev.
i)vcK?..—Any other variety.— \, R. Wilkinson, Guildford. 2 and 3, W. Boutcher.

4,'R. S. S. Woodgate. /«:. (Japt. Foley; Capt. Talbot ; J.Long; J.Baily, jon.

;

F. Cheesman. c, — Hanbury.
Geebe.- 1, G. H. Fitz-Horbert. 2, E. C. Lee.
Tdekeys.—Cup, F. Warde. 3, G. Dowker, Wingham, 8, C. S.Hardy. c#
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Wrs.BrasBey.- Ponltit.—\, F. Warde. 2 and 3, C. J. Plumptre. he, F. Warde;
— Sera ton; Major VV. Plummor.
Gdikev Fowls —1. R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, C. J. Plmnptre. 3, O. K. Cresawoll.
PHKASAKT3.—GoW or SUvcr.—l and 2, C. S. Hardy, he, C. S. Hardy ; Capt.

Foley; — Sawer ; J. Baily.jun-
Selusg Class-I, Col. F. C. Hassar.l. 2, W. Foster. S. L. fi. W. Stratford,

vhc. Rev. T. E. Cuto ; — Lawther. he, J. Harvey, jun. ; C. Ratoliffe ;
— Dickens;— Dowker ;

— Bear; — Petter; R. i-'oster; H. i'erry ; — Hodgea ;
— Hay ward ;— Colin ; W. Foster : — Smith, c. — Dring

Selling Class — H".:«-s.—1, W. Foster. 2, — Petter. 3. W. S. Marsh, /iff, L.
Stratford; Capt Savile; — uring; —Petter; —Marsh; Rey.A. Warde; Mrs.
Bentley. c, G. Dawker; — Perry; H. C Sutton.
Selling Class.—.4«y variety —I, Capt. W. W. Knight. Ashford. 2, W. Driog.

8. —Petter. he, — Scratton ;
— Dowker ; — Hayward ; H. Page, c, A. Smith.

PIGEONS.
Cabriers —Cocit.—1 and 2, J. Baker, Kew Bridsc. 8. Col. F. C, Hassard.

he, J. P. Broad; M. H. Gill; Ool. F. C. Hassard; H C. Sutton. Hen.—1, Col.
t\ C. Hassard. 2. H- C. Su tton, Canterbury. S, M. Martin.
Carriers.-J, D. Combe, New Cross. 2, M. H. Gill. 3, D. Neame. he, M. H.

Oili.

PoDTCs.-CtJ'-A:.—1 and 2. J. Baker. 3, M. H. Gill. Rarasgate. he. D. Cnmhe ;

'VT. H. Gill (2). Hen.—1, D Combe. 2, J. Baker. 3, M. H. Gill, he, O. Keall;
M. Martin ; J. Baker.
pocTKHs.—1 and 2, M. H. Gill. 3. D. C-^mbe. he, J. Baker.
DrvO"ons —1, J. Baker. 2 and 3. L. Whitehead, Drary Lane, London, he,

M.Martin(>); F. R (f.MoorG(2); J. Easier (S) ; D. Combe ; .1. fhilpott.
TuMB'.KBS.-Jimo«(i —1, RL H. Gill. 2, J. Ford, London- 3, J. Baker,

ftc, M. Martin : .T. Baker. An}/ other variety.—1 and 3, J. Baker. 2, J. Ford.
he M. Martin ; M. H. Gill (2); J.Baker.
Rarbs.-1 and 2, J. Baker. 3. M. Martin ; he, M. Martin ; W. Mills, c, F.

WiDser.
A'iTW&RPS —Lono-faced.—J, T. Theobald. Lower Tooting. 2, M Sandford,

n.iver. 8, Dr. F. Hulke. Deal, he, M. M;irtin ; U. C. Sulton. yhort-faeed.—l,
W. S. Marsh. 2. M. Martin, 3, D. Neamp, Faversham. he. W. Mills.
Fantails.-1, J Baker- 2, O. E. Cresswell 3. M. Martin.
Owls.—Cup and 2, ,?. Baker. 3 anl he. Dr. Bowes. Heme Bay.
TaOMPETERS.- 1 and 2, M. Martin. 3. R. W. Cooper Rochester.
RUNTB —1 and 2. M. Martin. 8, F. Minter, Winghara
Any other Vakietv.—1, 3, 4. and Extra 4, M. Martin. 2, G. Hardy, vhe, G.

Hardy (3) ; Dr. Bowes ; M. Martin ; J. Baker, he, G. Hardy ; M. Martin (H) ; J.
Baker.
Selling Class.—1,2, and 3, M. Martin. 4, — Pointer, Wood Green, London.

he, M. Martin (2) ; J. BaUy, jun. ; J. Baker ; D. Combe.

CiNARIRS.
Norwich.—C/ear Yellow —1 and 3, .J. Caplin, Canterbury. 2, R. J. Pope,

Briehton. vhc, J. Bateman ; J. Caplin. he, J. Caplin. c, J. Eateman. Clear
J5ti.^—land 2, J. Caplin. 3,J. R.Pope, he, J. Bateman (2). c, J. Bateman ; J.
C"pHn.
'H-i'Rvncn.— Variegated or Marked Yellow.~\,'i, and 3. J. Caplin. he, 3 . Caplin

ll\\ R. .1. Pope, c, R. J. Pope; Miss E. Denne ; Z.'Ha.iems.-a.— Variegated or
Marked Buff.—I and 2, J. Caplin. 3, J. R. Pope, he, J. Caplin. c, J. Bateman;
J. Capl-n.
NoRwrcH.—Cr^fi(?d Yellow —1, J. R Pope. 2, J. Caplin. 3 and c, J. Bate-

man. Caiiterbnry. Crested Biiff.—l, 3, and c, J. Caplin. 2, J. Bateman.
CiN-JAMON.—jBuiT.-1, C. Torond. 2,3, and he, J. Caphn. c,J. Bateman; J.

R Pope.
.roNQOE.—1, C. Torond. 2 and 3, J. Caplin. e. J. Caplin ; J. R. Pope (2).

hiZi.RD.—Goldenspanaled.—l, 2, and 3. T. Fairbrass, Canterbarv. lie, J.
Bateman. c, Rev. V. Ward, bilver-itpangled.—l, 2, 3, and rhc, T. Fairbraaa.
he, .r. Bateman.
Br ken Cap.—1.2. 3, and e, T. Fairbrass.
Mule.—^ny variety.—I,— Capliu. 2 and 3, Dr. G, Held, Margate, c, J. K.

Pope.
ANY OTHER VARIETY.-1 and 3. W. C Selkirk, Dover. 2, C. S. Hardy.
Cage of Six Canaries.—1 and 3, T. Fairbrass. 2 and vhc, J. Caplin. he.

Rev. V- Ward, c, W. C. Selkirk.
Selling Ci.a«!3.— 1, 3, and he, J. Caplin. 2, C. Sendell, Canterbury, e, T.

Anderson; C. W. Skinner.
C\0'z OF British a\d Fokri^.s Birds.-1, Miss M. A. Pidduck, Westbere.

2. E. M.irtin, Maryleboue Lane. London. 3. Mrg. Hunt, Canterbury, he, Dr. G.
Heal; Mrs.Hmld; G. W. Gedney. c, J. Delahayd ; S.Cook.

HYDE EXHIBITION OF POULTBY, &c.

This was held on the 11th and 12th iust.

Dorkings.- 1 and Cup, J.Walker, Rochdale. 2, J. Robinson, Garstang. he, J.
Stott, Rochdale.
Cochins.-iJiiiT and Cinnamon.—I and Cap, J. Walker. 2. R. P. Pcrcival,

Manchester, c, J. E. Pardey. Par(n'd(7f.—1.T Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, T. Aepden,
Church, he, J. Hindle. c, A. Whitehearl. TF/k^^.- 1, R. P. Percival. 2, E. Gray,
Hyde. Black.— I, T. Aspden. 2. G. W. Hibbert, Hyde.
Brahmas.—Da^^• —1, E. Kyder, Hyde. 2, A. Bamfo'-d, Manchester. Light.—

l,R.P. Percival. 2, W. Bullock, juu., Prescot. he, R. E. Horsfall, Liverpool.
c, J. Fox.
G&MR.—Blaek-hreasted Bed.—1, G. Travis, Thurgoland. 2, E. Moss, Ashton-

ander-Lyne. Brown-breasted Reds.—i, J. Pedley, Nautwich. 2, J. Saul, logot-
c. W. Perrin. Nautwich. Any other variety.—], G. Travis. 2, J. Pedley. c, E.
Bell, Bnrton-on-Trcnt.
Hauborghs -GiildenrpeTieilted.—1, G. Bennett, Hyde. 2, N. Marlor, Man-

cheater, he. J. Robinson. Silcer-pcncilled.—1, K. W. Bracewell, Earby, Skip-
ton. 2 J. Robinson.
Hambuhghs. — (/oMen-spanpit'd. — 1, J, Buckley, Ashtou-under-Lyne. 2, J

Robinson, he, T. Walker, sen., Deaton. c. N. Marlor. Silver-spangled.—1, J.*

Robinson 2, Ashton & Booth, Mottram. he, J. Vara, Poynton,|Stockport;
Ashton & Booth.
Hambdrohs —Black.—1 and Cup, W. Mason, Denton. 2, J. Patrick, Stack-

steads, hr, N. Marlor.
CBEVE-CtEORS.—I. C. H. Smith, Derby. 2, Mrs. Cross, Appleby Vicarage,

BriRg.
HouDANs —1, G. Berry, Little Heaton. 2, J. Pownall, Middlewich. he, W. O.

Qnibell. e, J. E. Clayton.
poLANDs.-1 aud he, P. Unaworth,Newton-le-WiUowa. 2, A. & W. H.Silvester

Sheffield. — r- ,

Any OTHER Varietv except Bantams.-1, T. Aspden. 2, J. C. Reeth, Chester-
field.

Gaue TiK^Tk^s—Black-breasted R^d.?-1,P. Unswortb. Ann other variett/.—
1, C. Cronshaw, Accrington. 2, A. Smith, Halifax, he, W. Redhead ; T. Barker,
c, R. J Hartley.
Bantam**.—Biarfc or White.—I, A. Smith. 2. Milner & Boanland, Keeley.

Any other variety — 1, J. Walker. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch, Tooting, London.
c. K. Wharam.Hyde.
DvcKs.—Aylesbury.—I and 2, J. W>»lker. vhc. C. Holt, Rochdale. C. R. Gray.

R}iien.—\,T. Wakedelil. Newton-le-Willows. 2, T. G. Lancashire, A3hf.on.und..'r-
Lvne. vIlc. J. Brookwell, Wigan. he, T. G. Lancashire; T.Wakefield Any
other variety —I, J. Walker. 2, G. Bennett, he, J. Walker; R. H Ashton.
C, G. S. Sainaburv.
Gej.se.—X, J. Walker. 2, Mrs. W. J. Leigh. Stockport.
TDEKEYa.—1, J. Walker. 2, W. Hibbert, Godley.
Sblumo Cu,9s.— Cocle.— l, E. Hargreaves, Rochdale. 2, J. & J. Battey,

Holtniirth. he, W. Perrin; A. Bamford; Furness & Sudall; T. Aspden; G.
Dawson, c, E. Ryder; C. Smith. Hcns.-l, R. Wslsteuholme, Bury. 2, K.
Berry, e. W. Warburton ; W. Hey.
Selling Class.—Pair.— 1, K. Dawson, Oldham. 2, W. Redhead, Backcairow.

he, A. Bamford ; J. E. Clayton, Stockport, c, W. Hensball.

PIGEONS.
CARRiffRS.—CocA:.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2 and 3, J. Smithers. Sheflaeld-

hc. W. Hensball, Wilmslow. Hen —1, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, J. Smithers.
3, W. Hentihall, he, S. Daniels, Stockport.
PuOTRKB.— Cocfc.—1, W. J. Warhurst, Stalybridi^e. 2 and 3. D- M. Garaide,

Broughton Mernor. he. S. Dronstield, Oakham ; J. Richmond. Hen.—l and 3,

W. J. Warb-irst. 2, S. Dronsfield.
TnMBLFRS —Almonds.—I and Cup. H. Yardley. 2 and 3, A. &, W. H. Silvester

Balds or Beards.-l and 2, W. Woodhouse, Kinc's Lynn. 3, H. Yaraiey. Any
other varicty.—l, J. Watts, Birmingham. 2, W. J. Warhurot. 3, A. & W. H.
Silvc&ter.
Rusts.—1, E. C. Cooper, Newton-le-Willows. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch, 3, H,

Yardley.
Jacobi-js.-1 and 2, A. A Vander Meersob. 3, J. Richmond, Oawaldwhistle.

he. J. Richmond ; A A. Vander Meersch ; W. Duudale. Burnley.
TDRB1T3 —1. L. Allen, Suuthwark, London. 2. A. & W. H. Silvester. 3, W. T

Richardson, Lees.
Barbs.—1, J. C. Boothby, Stockport. 2, S. Dronsfield. 3 and he, A. A. Vander

Mf^ersch.
Fantails.-I, W. .T. Warhurst. 2, Q. Blnhm, Manchester. 3, J. F. Loveraidge,

Newark, he. H. C. Bowman. Manchester (3); W.J. Warhurst.
Dragoons —Bfup.—l, W. Smith, Liverpool. 2, F. Graham, Birke-^head. 3,

W. .1. W. Pass, Manchester; R.Woods, Mansfield; .T. Holland, Manchester.
Red or reliac^— ''up, 1, and 2, F. Graham. 3, J. Holland, 'le, S. Dronslield ;

R. Woods. Any oth^r variety.—1, &. A, Vander Meerach. 2, F. Graham. 3, J.
Holland, he, W. Smi'h.
Antwerps.—5hor(-/(w;ed —1 and 2, O. B. Goodfellow, Hyde. 3, H. Yardley.

he. R Brierlev, Bury ; J. Wright. i/on/7-/«ieed —I. C. Hopwood, Rochdale. 2, R,
Brierley. S, E. 0. Stretch, he, F. Graham ; J. Chadwick.
Owls —English —I and Cup, R. Uuswortb. Cheadle Hulme. 2. H. Verdon,

Liverpool. 3, A. A. Vander Meersch. he, W. H. Davenport, Radclifft>; S.L.
Bellhnuap. Manchester ; J. Richmond. Foreign.—1, L. Allen. 2, S. Dronsflele'.

8, J. Smithers.
Any other Variety.-1 and 3, A. & W. H. Silvester. 2, A. A. VanderMeeisch,

he. A, H. Holt, Manchester; J. Richmond (2); A. A. Vander Meersch; R.
White, Manchester.
SsllingCla3s.—1, J. C. Boothby. 2, R.H. Ashton. 3, E. Marsfleld, Stockport

R\BBITS.
Spanish.—1 and Medal, R, Barrett, Manchester. 2, C, King, St, John's Wood.

London, lie, R. Barrett (2); T. Schofield, Stalybridge; Miss Greenway, Over
Darwin; J.Irving.
Angora— 1, J. T. H. Chappell, Rochdale. 2, C. G.Mason, Rochdale, he, J.

Taylor; S. Bncklcy.
Himalayan —1, C. G. Mason. 2, E. S. Smith, Boston.
Silver-Grey.— 1, W. Russell, Hull. 2, E. E. M. Royds, RocbdAle.
Any other Variety.-1, J. Irving. Blackburn. 2, G. P. & R. Hackett, Haver-

stock Hill, London, he, J. Baron, jun.; T. Schofield, jun.; T. Haslam ; J.

Kershaw.
SELLING Class.—1, F. Purser, Bedford. 2, W. Welcome, Westhoughton. he.

C. King.
LOCAL COMPETITION ONLY.

Spanish. — I, R. H. Asht:)n, Mottram-in-Longdendale. 2, S. Gallimore,
Newton.
Game.—Coefe.—1, G. Sadgen, Ashton-under-Lvne. 2, W. Warburton, Hyde.

Hens.-l. J. J. Schofield, Stalybridge. 2. S. Fletcher, Hvde.
HiMBrfROHS.— (Joid or Silver- spangled.—1, Ashton &. Booth, Broadbottom,

Mottram. 2, J Mayers. Denton c. J. Luilam, Mottram. Gold or Silver-pen-
eiUrd.-l, G. Bennett, Hyde. 2, Ashton & Booth, c, J. Slater, Hyde; N.
Marlor. Denton.
Brahma Poothas oh Cochim-Chinas.—1, E. Ryder, Hyde. 2, H. Bennett,

Hyde.
Bantams.-1, P. C. Whitehead. Hyde. 2, R. H. Ashton.
Any Variety except Bantams.— I, J. Mayers. Denton. 2, E. Howard, Hyde.

C, J T. Fallows, Woodley, Stockport ; L. Broadbent, Denton.
Duces.-1, R. Gray, Hyde. 2, W. Herald, Hyde, c, C. Buckley, Werneth.

PIGEONS.
CARriTEBS.— Cocfc.—1, p. E. Kettlewell. Ashton-under-Lyne, 2. F. Wild, Hyde.

3, J. Westwood, Stockport. Hen.—\,3. Ainsworth, Hyde. 2,3. E. Kettlewell.
8, J. Slater, Hyde.

I>RA'iooNa.-l. S. Ma»her. Hyde. 2. J. H. Ratcliffe, Hyde.
Fantails.—1. W. J. Warhurst. 2, F. Godley, Hyde.
Tdmbleeb — 1 and 2, .T. Lawton, Stalybridge.
OWL^.— 1, T. Slater, Hyde. 2, C. T. Mycock. Hyde.
Antwbeps.—1, J. Ashton, Manchester. 2, B. Perrin, Godley. he, Mra. Hunt,

Hyde.
Any other Variety.—1. T. Shepley, Glossop. 2, C. T. Mycock.

Judges. — Poultry: Rev. G. F. Hodgson and Mr. W. B.
Tegetmeier. Pigeons : Mr. J. Percivall. Babbits : Mr. W. B.
Tegetmeier.

DUBLIN POULTKY SHOW.
The annual winter Show took place in the Society's hall in

Kildare Street. The gallery of this hall is an excellent place for

such a purpose, the light good and eqnal, and the stationary pens
well placed, and while in the hands of this model Society, under
the superintendence of Mr. Corrigan (who, we would venture to

say, cannot be excelled), the birds are well cared for and com-
fortable, the only drawback being that so far the Society has
not seen fit to become responsible for the safe transition to and
from the Show of the birds entered. The entry fees are too

high at 6s. per pen for the prizes given, otherwise the Show
would become a most popular one on this as well as the other
side of the Channel. Unfortunately the Belfast Ornithological

Society held its meeting at the same time, and two shows of

such importance will not do well competing. "We have the
authority of those who know for saying this will not occur
again.
After all, the entries in many of the classes were very good,

the Dorkings proving, as usual in this country, very good; but
these remarks refer more especially to the Silver-Greys, which
were really very good and true to colour. Old Spanish good,

but young only poor; while the Light Brahmas were but a

moderate lot. Dark Brahmas seem to show the effects of the
greatest attention both here aud everywhere, both classes having
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made ^eat progress in Ireland, and tliere were some vei-y grand
birds in both classes. Cochinsv^exe good in both the old classes,

but chickens were poor j there were some good Blacks. Strange
to say, there were no entries for Game, and in Hamhurghs the
birds were poor, with the esception of the winners. Polish
good, especially the White crested Blacks. Some good cheap
birds quickly chaoged hands iu the Selling classes. Turkeys
and Aquatic Birds are generally very fine here, and this was no
exception to the rnle ; in fact, these were unusually good and
large. Bantams, both Game and Blacks, were very good as
regards the winners, the first in Blacks a good pair.

Pigeons were a small entry, and most of the prizes carried off

by Mr. Seale ; but with the exception of Pouters and Turbits
they do not call for special remark.
DoBKiNGS.—Siitvr-Orfi/.—1. S. Mowbray, Killeany. Mountratli. 2, Miss De

Courcy Drevar. Newtt'D Fark. Co. Dublin ; R P. Wiliiamp, LilaslinD, Clontaif.
he, G. N. Puidnn, Liaiiabi", Killucan Chickeiis.— 1 and "2, Mi 88 A. M. Warbur-
ton, Ki'l, Straflfan, Co- Kiidare. ?ic, li. P. WilliamB; Mies A M. Warburton ; J.

P. Bomford. Urumlasgan, Kilcock. c, G. N, Pardon ; W. Kerigan, Wliitefields,
Phcenix Park; P. Marniion, Caetlekoock.
DoHHiNGs —Other Coloured. ~\, P. MarmioB. 2, S.Mowbray. Chickens.—1, J.

Barlow, Castleknock. 2, W. Kerrip«n,
SPANii-n--). K. P. WiJliMms. Chickens.—l.W. G. Henry, Oaklands, Dublin.

2, R. P. Williams, c, Majur Harvey, Wexford.
Brahmas — Light.— \. V. Sullivan, Blackrock 2,MisaL. Stephens, Greenwood,

Dublin, he, A. Hield, Blackrock. Chickens.—i, A. Field. 2, Lord Massy, Con-
nell. he. J. Forrest, NuHamore, Dublin.
Brahmas.—Darfc.— 1, Lord Maeev. 2, Mrs. Taaffe, Foxborough. Tbulsk. he,

Lord Ma-sv; Mrs. R. Sar^nt, Waterloo. Cahir; T. M. Hiiliard, Dublin ; R W.
Bojje. c, MiB T. W. Webi.er, Hnntingdon, Portarliogton ; Mi88 H. MVraitb,
Loughloher, Cahir ; L. 8toney. Chickens —1. L-ird Masay. 2. Mrs. Taaffe,
vhc, Mi&a A. M. Waiburiou. hc,R.P. WiiLams; Miss A. M. Warburton ; F.
W. Bo>le ; Miss De Cuurcy Drevar. c, T. Mallinson, Oeaahill, King'a County;
S. Mowbray.
Cochins.—Bu# and Cinnamon,— Chickena.—I and 2, M. Mahony, B::ildoyle,

Dublin he, *'apt. Su livan, Lougblinstown.
CooRiyB. —Partridgf and Brown —'[,R P.WiUiams. 2,M.Maliony. Chickens.

— 1 and e, M. Mahoner. 2, L. Stoney, Dublin,
Cochins.—B/a(:-/.-.—i, Mrs. Taalie. 2, C. Tench, Dublin. Chickem—1, Mrs.

Taaffe.
Gocume.—Any other eolour.—Chicke}is.—2, Mrs. Harvey, Wexford.
BAMEVRons.—Pencilled.— I, S. Mowbray. C/iicfcena.—l, W. J. Barlow. 2, S.

Mowbray, be. C Prtseiy, Cbapelizod.
H/iiihUROus.—Spangled.— 1, S. Mowbray. 2, L. Stoney. Chickens.—1, S.

Mowbray. 2. L. StoUf v.

PoLitrH.—Gold or Silver.—1, R. P, "Williama. Chickens.—1, W. J. Barlow.
2 and c. R. P Williams.
White-cbf.sted Black.—1, Miss De Courcy Drevar. Chickens.—1, Miss

De Courcy Drevar.
La Fleche — 1. A. Field.
HuCDANs.— 1, E. Morrison, Parsonstown. 2, C. M'Glinn, Dablin, Chickens.—

1, L. a, Bf amish. Annmnunt. Co. Cork. 2, C. M'Glinn.
CREvE-CcErRB.—l.T. M. Harvey. Wexford.
Any other Variety.— 1. S. Mowbray {Blttck Hamburgh). Chickens —I.Mrs.

T. W. Webber (Blue Andalusia-- b) 2, S. Mowbray (Black Hamburgh), he, T.
France, Cullenawood, Dublin (Brown Leffhorne),
Selling Class.— 1, Miss Mephei'S. 2, J. Barlow (Golden-pencilled Ham-

bnrgbfe). 3, J. Hollwey, Dublin (Spani&h). vhc. Misa Stephens ; Mrs. E. Green,
Dublin (Spanieb); Mis. T. W. Wtbber (Dark Brahma); M. Mahonv (Partridge
Cochins); Mrs. Taaffe (blac'i Coohins) he. Miaa Stephens; W G. Henry; Miss
A. W. Warburton; G. A. Perrin, Chantilly, Loughiinstown ; Mrs. R. Sargint
{Dark Brahmat) ; S. Mowbray; W. Kenigan (Silver-Grey Dorkings); M.
Mahony (Buff Cochins) ; Maji.r.I. Harvey (Whi'e Cochins); R. W. Boy. e (Dark
Brahma) c. Major J. Harvey (Spanish); R. W. Bovle (Dark Brahma) ; Mrs.
Taaffe (Dark Brahmfl).
Selling Class —Sing/e Cocks—", M. Mghony (Buff Cochin). 3, J Barlow

(Coloured D^rk ng). v .c. Lord Masay (Dark Dorkin-.;!. he, Miss A, M. Warbur-
ton (Silver Grey Dorking); S. Mowbray (Dorking); Mrs.Tanffe (Dark Brahma) ;

"W. G. HeUTv (>panibh). c. Mies L Stephens; R. P. Williams.
Three Fat Fuwls.-1, S. Mowbray. 2, Miss E. Billiard, Dublin, he, R. P.

Williams, c, L. Stonty.
Basta^s.—Game.—1, W. Moyles. 2, G. Knaggs. Any other variety.—1 and

2, Miss Stephens.
Turkeys.—1, Mrs. T. W. Webber. 2, S. Mowbray, he. Miss H. M'Craifh

;

Miss L King, roun?.-], S- Mowbray. 2, Miss H. M'Craith. /if, 0. H.Peacoeke,
Belmont, Co. Wexford; J. F. Bomford, Drumlargan, Kilcock. .Single Cock.—
],J. F. Bomford.
Gi.F.BF..—Embdcn.—l and 2, S. Mowbray. Toidouse.—l, R. P. Williams, he,

MisB J. Booth, Darver, CastJebeltiugham ; S. Mowbray. Any othi'r variety.—
],T. A. Bond. Londonderry. 2. R. P. Williama. he, R. P. WilUams ; T.A.Bond;
J. F. Bomford. Toung.—i, s. Mowbray. 2 and he, G. A. Perrin. Two Fat
Geese.— I, S. Moubrav.
Dress—lionen —1, Mrs. Taaffe. 9, Miss Stephens. hr,Ti. P. Williams (2);

M. Mah«nv; R. W. Boyle. Aylesbury.—I, Miss A. Warburton. 2, G. A Perrin.
vhe,J. F. Bomford. he,R. P. WjUiams; Lord Mas&y; Mrs. T. W.Webber; C.
H. Peacocke; S.Mowbray.
Selling Class for Dr*heb,—1, Lord Massy. 2 andc, S. Mowbray. hCjR.P.

Williams; Lord Massy {2); -i. F. Bomford.
Fancy, Ornamental, or Waterfowl.—1 and 2, E. P. Williams.

PIGEONS.
Pocters.—1, E. A. Seale, Kilgobhin, Dublin. 2 and vhc, F. W. Zurhorat,

Belville. Donnybrook. he, L. Stonev (i).

Tumblers.- 1 and 2, E. A. Seale. 'he, W. F. Forrest.
Bards —1. E. A. Seale.
Fantails.— 1 and ?, E. A. Seale. vhc and he, W. G. Henry.
Jacobins.— I and 2, E. A. Seaie.
Tdrbits,-1, W. G. Henry. 2 and vhe, E A. Seale.
Trumpeters.— 1, E. A. Seale. 2. F. W, Zurhorst.
Owls.—1 and 2, W. G. Henry, he. G. W. Panter, Holvwood, Dublin.
Homi'JG.— I, F. W. Zuihorat 2, E. A. Seale.
Draooons-—I and 2. W a. Henry,
Nuns.-1 and 2. E. A. Sea'e.
Any oTHF-B Variety.—l.W. G. Henry (Helmets). 2, E. A. Seale (Runts).
Magpies.— 1 and 2, E. A. Seale. he, W. G. Henry, c. F- W. Zurhorst.
Selling Class —1 and 2, E. A. Seale. vUc and c, W. G. Hcury. he, F. W.

Zurhorst (2) ; P. G. Uullwey.

Judges.—Messrs. Hatton, Padsey, near Leeds; Staunton,
Sandymount, Dublin; and Merry, Blessington,

Bath axd West"1' of England and SournEBN Counties
Agricoltubal Society.—At the usual monthly meeting held at
the_ Grand Hotel, Bristol, for the meeting at Croydon, 1875,
which will commence on Monday, May Slst, the;prize list was

finally settled and confirmed. Prizes to the amount of .£2096
are offered by the Society in the several departments of stock,
poultry, itc, and the list will be augmented by the offer of X*235
by the Croydon Local Committee aud the Committee of the East
Surrey Agricultural Society, in champion prizes for euperior
excellence, irrespective of class. In the poultry classes entries
must be on or before the '1th of May.

BUKSLEM POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Show of Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits,

and Birds was held iu the covered market and Town Hall, on
Wednesday and Thursday, December 9th and 10th. There
were about 711 entries in the entire Show, made-up as follows :

—Dogs 215, poultry 292, Pigeons 133, Canaries oO, aud Rabbits
16. The Exbibition was a line one, and was carried-out as well
as the unfortunate mistake of the non-arrival of the pens for a
portion of the poultry and Pigeons would permit, in a aatia-
factory manner.
ThH classes for Game fowls were the heaviest filled, and con-

tained many fine birds. There were a few good pens of Gold
and Silver-spangled aud Pencilled Hamhurghs. There were
several good pens of Bantams. The Selling class contained
many good birds. There were nine pens of Rouen Ducks,
eleven of White Aylesbury, thirteen of any other variety, eleven
pens of Geese, six of Turkeys, and three local classes, the first

of which contained twenty pens of various breeds, the second
for Hamhurghs with eight entries, and the third class for
Bantams of any variety, in which we noticed several showy
pens in the twenty-one entries.

The Pigeons looked tolerably well throughout the classes,
there being several first-class Carriers, Dragoons, Pouters,
Tumblers, Fantails, Jacobins, and other breeds.
Babbits were not very numerous, but the quality in some

instances was good.
The Canary classes were moderate in some instances. In

the two classes of Belgians the first-prize birds iu each were
worth breeding with. The Norwich, Lizard, Mules, and Brown
Linnet and Goldfinch classes were very good, particularly as to
quality. One of the Goldfinch and Canary Mules was dis-
qualified through having been trimmed in the tail. It belonged
to Mr. John Casement, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Spanish.—1, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. 2, J. Mansell, Lonpton. 3, T.
EuBhtoD, Burslem.
Dorkings.-Coloured—1, J. Walker, Spring Mount, Rochdale. 2. J. Stott,

Healey, Rochdale. 8, W- Mirfitt, Goole. Any other variety.— \, W. Mirtitt.
2, L. Wren, L^w estoft. 3, W. Rowe, jun., Newark.
Cocniss.—Cinnamon and Buff~l,J. Walker. 2, H. Goodfellow, Madeley,

Newcastle. 3, W. H. Crt we, Etwall. Any other varicty.—l,'r. Utreich, Orm-
Bkirk. 2, O. Wilain. Eltun. 3, J Gunn, Coalville.
iiuAHMAS.—I'arfr.— 1, J. Powne'l. Middlewioh. 2, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley

Jlount, St Heltons. 3, C. Coppack, Cheater. he.Mesar^. Bridgwater & Yoxall.
Wednesbury; W. Gadwin, Market Drayton, c, — Bridgwater & Yoxall ; Uoll-
brook &. Knowles. Derby Light.—I, J. Steele, Leek. 2, W. J. Storer, Peokridge,
S, C. Wilson.
I'oLANDS.- .-Ini/ variety.-l, G W. Boothby. 2. Mrs. Pover. Barslem.
French —Any variety. ~1, W. H. Crewe. 2, J. Adderley, Whetiey Kocke,

Leek. 3, H. Matter, St'»ke-on-Trent.
G&^'E.-Blnck-breasted Red.—Cock.— 'I , W. Sowerbutta. Nantwich. 3. .T. Piatt.

3. Duke of Sutherland, SLoke-on-Trent. c, E. H. Wood, Lut'erwnrth (2); G.
Ba;;nHli, Dravcott, btukc-on Trent- Hcn~l, G. Bienall. 2 andc, R.J. Pratt,
Charlbury. 3, Duke of Sutherland, he, E. H. Wood.
Game —Brottin i?ed.—Cocfc.— 1, G. C. Barnett, Birkenhead. 2, J. Piatt, Wins-

ford. S, J. Murray, Nantwich. he, R. Ashley, Nantwich ; X. Sargeant. c, G. F,
Ward, Renburv. Nantwich. Hen.~l, G. C. Barnett. 2, R. Ashley. 8, G. F.
Ward, he, J. Piatt, c, Duke of Sutherland.
Game.—-ini/ variety. -\, Duke of Siithtrland. 2, S. J. Ratcliff, Button-on-

Tr^nt. 3. K Bell. Burton-on-Trent. he, G. F. Ward.
Hamburghs.—C/dcfc.— 1, Duke of Sulherlaud. 2 and S, Rev. W. Serjeantson.
HAUBCROus.—Golden-spanglf^d—l and 3, Duke of Sutherland. 2, J. Robin-

eon, Vale House, Garotang. SHver-Bpangled —1 and 3, Duke of Sutherland.
2, J. Rolineon.
HAiiBVB.oaa.—Golden-peneilled—l, Duke of Sutherland. 2. J. H. Booth. S,

S. W. Halljm. Whitwiok. S(7i.'<frpfnci7fcd.—J, Duke of Suthtrland. 2, R. W.
Bracewell, Rarby. 3, J. R"bin8on.
Asv VAhiETy. -1, J. S. Rooth, Chesterfield. 2, R. Lolt, Woodmansey. 3,

R. A. Boissier. Penshurat. Trent.
B\f'T\Mii —Black breasted Red.^-l, W. Baakerville, ManoheUer 2, E.Bell.

3, Schumach A Daft, Southwell, c, G. Man'ey, Linton Sand3, N.jttinnham.
Game Uantams—1, K. Maitland, Haniey. 2, R. Smith, Southwell. P,

Schumach i DhU.
Bantams. -B/d'-'A: or Wliite Clean-legged.-l, L. Pointon, Knypersley. 2, J.

Walker. 2, S Ciapham, Keiehley.
hA^TA^i^.—Any otlier variety except Oame.—\. M. Leno, Markyate Street.

Dnnstable. 2, J. Walker. 3, Mrs. J. Wotiou, Mapperley. he, HoUbrook and
Knowles ; H. B. Smith, Bronghton.
Selling Class.— .4fiy vaTieiy.— l, S. L. Edwards, Tarporley. 2. W. J. Storer.

Extra 2, K. F ower, juu., Birmtngham. 3. W U. Crewe, vie. Duke of Suther-
land he, E, Pritcaard, Wolverhampton ; J. Pownell (2) ; P. Ashley ; J. Walker ;

J S Rooth ; Duke of Suthf-rlind; W. Sowerbutls; J. W. Vandrcy, Congleton ;

E. Flower, jun,; W. Gadwin, jun.
Dt:ck%.- Rouen.— i, G. W. Chell, Stone. 2. .T. Forsyth. Stoke-on-Trent E.

Tudman, Salop, he, H. Maskery, l.eek. Aylesbury.-l and 2. J. Walker. 5,

S L. Edwards, he, R. Beckett, Hertford. Any other variity.—l and 2, J,
Walker. 3, M. Leno. he, M. Leno ; H. B. Smith ii). e. Diikp uf i^utherland.

Geese.—.4ni; variety—1, J. Walker. 2, E. Snell. 3, T. Mills, Seaoorabe. he,

R. fieakttt.
Tdrkp.vs — .1"!/ variety.—l&jnl% J.Walker. 3, Mrs. H. J. Bailoy, Tenbury.

hc,Vf. Wykea.Winkley, _
DvcKs.—Any variety.—1 and 2. J. Walker. S. Rev.;W. Serjeantson. he, T.MiIIb^

LOnAL CLASSES.
PpANisn. DoiiKiNG?, Cochins, BnuiMvs, Frencit. avd GkMP. —Any colour.—

1, E Heath. Barslem. 2. H. Maver, S oke-on-Trmt. 3. W. Wainso. at. he, G.
Perrv, Haniey: W. Griffiths. NewcitUe. c, J. Walker (2); E. Hertth.

HAMnuEous —Any variety.—1, Mrs. Fiynn, Church Lawton. 2, 3. and lie, J.

BonltoQ. c,J. Simpson, TnnBtall.
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BANTAM3.—^nj/ variety.—I, — TomkinBon, SmaUtborue. 2, W. Wamiooat-
Extra 2. A. Heath. S, G. E. HoUis, Kecle.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—BMcfr.—CocAr.—l. H. YardJey, Market Hall, Birmingham. 2. E.

Horner, Harewuud, Letdfl. Bem.—l, II. Vanlley. Any other colour.—Cock.—
1 and 2. E. Horntr. Hfrts —1, E. QorULr. 2, II. i'ardley
PouTEK8.-CorA-.-l and he, H. Pratt, Hnmpton-in-Arden. 2. E. Horner.

Eens.—l, E. Pratt. 2. E. Homflr.
TvyiBLZR3.~Almond.—l. H. Yard'ey. 2, E. Horner. Any other variety.—I.

H.Yardiey. 2 and vhc, G. South. Long-faced, Balds, \or Ucnrfis.—2, M. M.
Scolt, Stoke-on-Trent-
RUNT3.— 1. H. Y'anHey,
Jacobins.—1 and2, J. fhomaon, Bingloy. he, G. South. c,'J. Sharley, Black-

burn.
Barbs.—1, E. Horner. 2, H. Y'ardloy.
Fantaics.— i.Rev. W. Serjeantaon. 2 and |»ftc,H j;Yardley. he and c, J. S.

Loversidge, Newark.
DiuGuuNd.—Biuc—1, H Yiirdlov. 2, W. Sjftou, Blaclibiirn. vhc, J. Shurley,

he, A. Boote, Crewe, c, S Cliff, Nantwicb. AJiy oilier cohmr.—l. H. Woods,
Mansaeld. 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead, he, G. Smith ; H. Yaidlej. e, E. Lee.
Nantwicb.
ANTWERP3.—1 and 2, W. Ganion, Chester, he and'c, J. Shurley.
O-vTLS.—English.-l, J. Walker, Burslem. 2, E. Horner, c, W.ITomkinBon,

Smallthorne.
Anv Variety.—1, H. Yard'ey. 2, E. Horner, e, G. Macbin. Lonffport.
Selling Class.- 1 and vhe, J Sheldon, Congleton 2. F. Wild, Hyde, he,

J. Waker; J.Sheldon, c, J. B.iily, jun., London ; H.Yardiey.
Tipplers.—1, T. Ruabtin. 2 and he, R. White, ManchcBter.
Carriers.-1 and 2, J. Walker, e, E. H. Htaib, Stoke-OL-Trent.
Dbaqoons.—1. he, and c, A. Boot-." 2, J. Walker.
An? othbr VARiETr.— 1, A. J. Ridgway, Hanley 2 and he, W. TomkinsoD.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgian.—Ckar Yellow.— \, 3. Shatwcll, Macclesfield. 2, Withheld. Clear

Buff.~\, J. Shatwell, 2, Withheld. Crested.—I, C. Johnson. Maccleefleld. 2

and he, J. Shatwet).
Norwich. -C'/ear Yellor.—\, Orme & Ashley. Derby. 2, J. Hulrae & Son.

Clear Buff.—\, Urine & Ashley. 2. Clemmiann & EllertOD, Darlington, vhe,

W. Cater, Leek. Variegated.—1, J. Hulme & Son, Leek.
lAZKUH.—Jonque.—l and 2, Clemraison & Ellerton. he, C. Johnson ; S. Bunt-

intr, Derby, c, J. Shatwell. Grey.— I, S. Bunting. 2, C. Johnson, c, J.

Shalwell.
Pied Mvl^.—YcUoiv or Biiff.—l and vhc, S. Bunting'. 2, R. Hawroan,

MiddI(.'sborough. Extra 2. J. Brouifh, Lonffport.
Goldfinch.—1, R. Fiawman. 2, S. Bunting, he, J. Hulme & Son
BruWn IjIhukt. —JJoulted in the Bouse.—i and 2, S. Bunting. .Extra .2, J.

Simmett, Derby, he, T. Lowudes, Shelton.

Local Classes.- VeJtoir -Uulc—1 and 2, H. J. Unwiu, Hanley. Buff Mule.—
1 and 2, J. Brough. c, J. W. Nicklin, Cobridgo.

Rabbits.-Lop^ar^il-1,T. Davia, Southwell. 2. T. Schofield, jnn ,
Cheet-

bam he, J. W. Brooks, Leek; H. Keodrick. Walsall, c. J, Hinter. Any
variety irrespective of length of ears or weight.—J, A. Dixon, Lower Tooting-
2, P. badham, Mellesham. he, R. A. Boi^sier.

The Judges were

—

Puultry : Mr. W. Cannan ; Pigeons: Mr-
G. C. Holt, and Mr. H. AUsop ; Birds : Mr. G. J. Barnesby.

MONTKOSE ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION'S
SHOW.

This Show was held in the New Market Buildings, Montrose*
on the -Ith and 5th of December, when the following awards
were made ;

—

Dorkings —1, G. Cutbill, Meigle. 2, Mrs. G. Armistead, Inchmartine. 3» P.
Symon, Errol. he, 3. Barron, Brechin (2).

Spanish.— 1, Cup, and r, Mrs, W. Steven, Montrose. 2 J. Nerval, Alioa. 8,

W. Sandeman, Kerrifmuir. he, J. Soutar, Carnoustie.
Cochins.—Cup, A. Burnett. Montrose. J, Mrs. W. Steven. 2, W. M. J. Paton,

Broughty Ferry. 3, Mrs. G. Armistead. he, Mrs. W. Steven; A. Burnett, c,

Mrs. G. Armistead ; Mrs. W. Steven.
Brahmas.-1 an^l Cup, A. Burnett. 2, D. Gellatly, Temple Hall, Meigle. 8, J.

Smart, he, Mrs. W. Steven, c. F. C. Parker, Dundee.
Game.-1 and Cup, T. W. Mitchell, Perth. 2, Tosh & Boath, Forfar. S, G.

Salmond, Monifietb. he, J. Nicoll. Forfar, c, J. Mackay, Lunan.
PiiLANDs.— 1, Cup. and e. J Taylor, Montrose. 2 and he, Mrs. C. B. Taylor,

Montrose. S, A. Dnthie. MoritroBO.
Hambdrohs.— S'/'rt'r-hpftH«?f(i.— 1, G. Campbell, Tillinamolt. New PitsliEJo.

2 and 3, J. M. Campbell, Nevv Blyth, Turriff, he, H. Gibson, Maryton, Montrose.
c, 3. Hampton, Montrose. Gold-spangled —1 and Cup, W. & D.Low, CaimonstJe.
2, H. Gibson, 3, J. Taylor. Jic, J. Jarvis, Montrose, c. A. Strathilee, Stonehaven.
Sambubgbs.- Gold or fiilverpevcilled.—'i, Mrp. W. Chalmere, Hallyburton,

2 and e, D. Middleton, Montrose. 3 and he, G. Caithness, Carnoustie.
HoT'DANs,- 1, J. Smart, Carnoustie. 2 ani 3, W, C. King, Aberdeen, he, G.

W. Hibhert, Godiey, Manchestor. c. Miss Drumm-^nd, Errol.
Anv other Variety.—1. G. Caithness (Black Hamburgbs). 2 and 3, M^s.

W. Steven fCreves). he, W. Orabb, Monto-ose fBlack HamburpbR); J. Doig,
Montrose {Frizzles), c. Miss J. Frew, Sinclairtown. Kirkcaldy (Silkies).

Bantams.—Game.—1, J. Grieve, Woods de. 2 and 3, D. Kerr, Arbroath. he.T.
Ritchie, Arbroiith. c. Miss A. Marr, Muntrose. Sebright.- I and Cup, Mast-r
A. Frew, Kirkcaldy. 2 and he. J, Taylnr. 8, W. Phillips, Montrose, c, 3.

Dallas, Montrose. Any other variety.— 1, R. H. Ashton, Mottram, Mancheeler.
2, Miss B. P. Frew, Kiikcaldy. S, J. Taylor, he, P. Symon. c, J. Marshall,
Montrose.
Selling Class.— (7ocA: or Two Bern -1, Mrs. C. B. Taylor (Silver Poland).

2, Miss Drnmmrind (Tochini^) 8, Mrs. A. G. Duncan, Broughty Ferry (Dark
Brahma). hc,'D. Gella'ly (Dorking), c, W. Sancieman (Spanish); R. Ross,
Montrose (Brown Ked Game Bantam) ; A. Dickson, Links, Montrose {Partridge
Cochin i.

Ducks.—.(^y/esfturi/ —1 and 3, A. Burnett. 2 and /iC, Miss Falconer, Fetter-
cairn, Any other variety.—\, R. Robertson, Dundee. 2, Miss Mitchell. 8,

Mrs. C. B. Taylor.
Gfese -1, J. Croal, Spearmill, Marykirk. 2, Miss Mitchell. 8, J, Smart.
Turkeys —1, Miss Mitchell. 2, Mrs. K. Erskine, Montrose. 3, J. Davidson,

Montrose, he, J. Croal.
PIGEONS.

Pouters—Coc/c—l. T. Mullius, Perth. 2, M'Gill Skinner, Edinburgh. 3, J.

E Spence, Broughty Ft-rry. he, T. L. Johnston, Montros" ; T. Mullins. Perth.
C.J. M. Rodgers. Montrose. Ben.— I. T. Mullins. 2, M-Gill Skioner. 3, T. L.
Johnston. )ic, J. E Spence; U. (iibson. c,J M Di^nald, Portobello.
Carriers.—!, Medal, und 2, S. D. Baddelcy, Hereford. 3, A. Smith, Broughty.

he, J. E. Spencp. c, .1. I.amont, jun., Edinburgh.
TrMBLE«s.—^ni/ variety of Shurtfaeed.—l and he, D. Brash. Edinburch. 2,

J. M. Kidd, Edinburgh. 3. J. Smart, Montrose, e. J. Smart; D. Kennedy,
Forfar. Common.— 1. J. E. Spence. 2, J. Davidson. 3. J. Taylor, he, R.
Findlay, Montrose ; J. Cove. c. 3. Dow, Aberdeen ; T. MuUins.
Barbs-— , J. E. Speuce. 2, I. Norrie, Kinncff. 3. J, Lament, jun. he, J.

Day, Edinburgh, c, T. Nicoll.

Fantails.—1, J. E. Spenoo. 2, W. Hendry, Aberdeen. 3 and e, 3. Smart.
he, A. Smith.
Jaoobinb.—Yenow or Red—I and 2, W. »St R. Davidson, Mnrtrose. 8. W.

Hendry, he, 3. E. Spence; W. & R. Davidi»on. c, J. Smart. White or Blac/c.
—1, J. Smart. 2, T. Nicoll, 3, W. & K. Davidson.
Trumpeters.—1, J. M'Donald. 2, J. M. KodKora. 8, J. Lament, jun. he, J.

Smart, c, 3. M. Kidd.
TuhuiTd.—J, J. Lamout, jun. 2 and he. Low & Dunn, Montrose. S, K, J.

Wilson.
OwLs.-l, Medal,2, and B, W. & R. Davidson, he, I. Korrie. e, Rev. W. J.

Steven, Montrose.
Ndnb —1 and 2, A. Dnthie, MootroBe. S, J. Smart, /ic^ J. Lamont. jun. e,J.

M. Rodgers.
Magpies.-I.M. Ord. Scdt^cOeld. 2. G. Halkett. 8, J. Smart, he, Miss R. C.

Frew, e, J. Davidson, Montrose.
Any other Variety.— 1 and Medal, M. Ord (Turbiteens). 2. J. M. Kodgers

(Archangels). 3, T. Nicoll (German Prieste) he, 3. Cowe (Ices).

Selling Class.-], D. Brash (Ued Small-faced Tumblers). 2, J. Smart
(White Barbs). 8, J. M. Kidd (Black Trumpeters).

CAGE BIRDS.
Scotch Fancy Canaries.— Ye»ow'.—Coc/c.—l, W. Ferguson, Forfar. 2, J,

Straclian, Montrose. 3, W. Wood, Forft*r. Ben.—l and Medal, W. Wood.
Members' Medal, J. Straoban. 2, W. Ferguson,
Scotch Fancy CanabiE9.-B»_^.—Cocfc.—1, W. Wood. 2, W. Smith, Brechin.

8, W. Clyne, Forfar. Hen.—I, W. & R. Davideon. 2, J. Shanks, Arbroath. 8,

A. Rae. hc.Vf. Woud
ScjTcn Fakcy Canaries.- Green. — Cock or Hen.—I, 3. Shanks. 2, C.

Onnond, Forfar. 8, J. Mitchell, Arbroath.
Scotch Fancy Piebalds.— lV(i'>»".— Coi:fc.—l, D. Watson, Brechin. 2, J.

Shanks. 3, A. Rae. ifcn.-l, J. Black, Arbroath. 2, D. Welsh, Brechin. 8, J.
Mnnro, Montrose.
Scotch Fancy Piebalds.—BuiT.-Cocfc-l, C. Ormond. 2, J. Black. 8, A.

Duun. Hen.—l and 2, J. Adam, Arbroath. 3, D. Clyne, Montrose, he, W.
Ferguson.
BfcLOiANS.-Cocfc.-1, W. Hutcbeon, Brechin. 2. J. Jarron. 3, W. Ferrier,

Brechin. Ben.—l, W. Hutcbeon. 2, W. Ferrier. 3. J. Jarron.
Foul feathered, of Foheguisg Classes.— Coc/c.—l, D. Clyne. 2, J. Black,

3, T. Leslie, Arbroath. H(7t.-1, W. Hutchenn. 2, A. Dunn, S, W. Smith.
Selling CLAss.-Cort.— 1,.T. Shanks (Yellow). 2, D. Clyne. 2, J. Strachan

(Buff). IIen.—^, W. Smith. 2 and 8, J. atrachan (Buff).

Common Canaries.— IV/ioic-CocA:.-!, D. Clyne. 'I, 3. Scorgie, Montrose.
8, J. Dorward, Montrose. Hen.—^, D. Clyne. 2, A. Murray, Montrose,
Common Canaries.-jGu^'.— C'ocfc.— 1, G. Dakers, Montrose. 2, W. Scott,

Montrose. 3, A. Matbioson, Montrose. Hcn.—i, D. Beattie, Montrose. 2, M.
Gove, Montrose. S. J. Dorward.
CwMMOit Piebald Canaries.—Cocfc.-l, M. Gove. 2. A. Mathieson. 3, J.

Scorgie. Ben.—l, J. Dorward. 2, -l. Scorgie. 3, A. Mathieson.
Common Green Canaries.-CocA;.— J. W.Anderson, Montrose, 2, D. Duncan,

Montrose. 3, C. Dakers, Montrose. Hen — 1, A. Harris, Montrose. ?, J.

Peebles, Montrose. 3, D. Beattie, Montrose.
Goldfinch.-Cocfc— 1, J. Dorward. 2, A. M'Kay, Marykirk. 8, MisB M. A.

Taylor.
Goldfinch Mulbs.— Cocfc.—1, G. Dick, Forfar. 2, J. Dorward. 8, J. Smart.
Bullfinch.— Cocfc.—1, Miss N. Bumess, Seaton of Uaan. 2, D. Clyne. 8, J,

Tayior.
SiSKE.v.—Cocfc.—J, J. Munro. 2, W. Middleton, Montrose. 3, J. Dorwaid.
SisKEN Mule.—Cocfc.— 1, W. Anderson. 2, A. Christie, Montrose. 8, J.

Taylor.
Linnet.—Cocfc.—1, J. White, Montrose. 2, A. Harris. 8, W. Scott.

Linnet Mule —Cock.—d, A. Mathieson.
Starling,— Cocfc.—1, J. Munro.
Lahk.— Cocfc.—8, J. Strachan.

EXTRA CLASSES.
PAV.ROTS.—Grey —1 , W, Cmickshank, Stonehaven. 2, W. & J. Clark, Montrose.

8, J. Taylor. Any other iHiriety.—l, R. Lindsay, Montrose.
Parrakeet.—1 and 2, J. Peebles. 3, Mrs. Capt. Hughes, Montrose.
Cockatoo. — ], W. M. Paton. 2, J. Edwards, Montrose. S, Mrs. LyaU,

Montrose.
Best and most varied Collection of Birds.-1, J. Munro. 2, A. Mathieson.

Rabbits.—Pair.—1, D. Dorward. 2, H. Davidson, Montrose.

BELFAST POULTRY SHOW.
The offer of a good list of cups and money prizes will bring a

good show together, even on the other side of the Irish Channel,
and the Belfast Ornithological Society has no reason to repine

with such success achieved in the face of one show in Ireland,

and perhaps near a dozen iu England at the same time, though
we do not think the time chosen the moat opportune that could

be. The Ulster Hall is an excellent place for such a gathering,

the room being lofty and light. Turner's pens were used, and
being well placed, made an excellent display of the occupants.

In most of the clasees the English exhibitors had been very
wary, and had sent excellent birds ; but even these had plenty

of work with the stock of our Irish friends, as will be seen from
the prize list.

In Dorkings Mr. Mulligan headed the list with a good Dark
cockerel, also taking the cup for the four classes, most of the

other birds being rather defective in feet. The hens were a

good lot in the Dark, but the Light or Silver-Greya did not

show up well in quality. Cochifis, Buff, brought some grand
birds. In cocks a grand old bird was awarded first position ;

the second, a cockerel, was very grand in feather and colour;

bat the former was beaten for the cup for cocks by a handsome
well-developed Partridge shown by Messrs. Crabtree,the second

here being "White. Iu hens, Buff, were some grand birds. The
first a most grand bird iu shape and style, a little flecked with

unmoulted feathers, was awarded the cup, and being in catalogue

at a low price she was sold at once. The second and third were
grand coloured birds. In the next class the first was a large

white, second a Partridge not ao large, but more shapely.

Brahmas also turned-up well, there being four cups. The Dark
cocks were good. A cockerel, in price only i'3 3s., won, and was
at once sold ; second and third were old birds. In hens Mr.
Leuo's exquisitely-marked puUet was first-and-cup, Mr. Crab-

tree's large old hen second ; and there were many other very

excellent hens in the class. Light Brahma cocks were only
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good aa regards the winners, and the same remark apphes to the
hen class, but the noticed birds were very good. Spanish cocks.
—First a large deep-lobed cock, rather rough, as also the tecond;
the third was unusually fine iu face, bat a little slack in comb
(being a cockerel), must make a grand bird. Hens.—First a hen
very fine in face, but not deep in drop. In Game, Black Reds,
the first was a very strong cockerel, not so fine, however, as the
second, nor so good in colour, but the latter was very much
Goose-winged. In hens of that kind two pullets won first and
second. The first, very fine iu all points, won also the cap for

hens; the second was a grand pullet, but had a badly-twisted
comb. In Game, Brown Rods, cocks were poor, but hens very
good. In Any other cocks a Pile stood first-and-cup, a grand
cockerel in all points, a Pile also standing very clear in the hens,
Houdajis were a fair lot, but the next French class much better,

the cup going to a grand pen of La Fleche, and second to Creve-
Cosurs. Excepting in a few cases we cannot compliment the
exhibitors upon the quality of HamburghSy but some of these
were good, especially the Gold-pencilled cup cockerel and the
cup pen of Gold-spangles. Blacks were, however, very good.
In Polish, the first and third were Silvers, and second Black,
all good. The first-prize cock and third-prize pullet were real
gems, as also the pair of Blacks. Game Bantams poor, except
first pen, but Sebrifihts exceptionally good ; the first Siiver, and
second Gold. In Blacks the first stood out from the rest, and
were an exquisite pen, and the cup was awarded here. The
Selling classes were large, and many birds were sold. Ducks,
Rouen, came next, and the cup for aquatic birds was awarded
here to a remarkably fine pen, the second being also good, but
the Duck evidently an old one. Aylesburys were large, but not
well shown, being mostly dirty. Mr. Sainsbury showed a grand
pen of Black East Indian, which were small and neat in all

points. Of Turkeys and Geese there were two pens each, the
Turkeys not large, but the Geese very good. The first and
second Toulouse.
In Pigeons the prizes were very good—twenty-one cups, and

in most classes i'2, ,i'l, and lOs. in each, which, taking into
consideration the much easier manner in which they can be
conveyed, is quite double the inducement offered for poultry,
where only eighteen cups and the same amount in prizes were
offered. There were forty-one classes for poultry and forty-five

for Pigeons. In the first there were 424 entries, and in the
latter section 340 entries. Surely our Irish friends are becom-
ing quite enthusiastic in the Pigeon fancy. The quality of

the birds, as may be expected with such a list, Mr. Mont-
gomery's birds adding quite an embellishment to the first part
of the high-class section of the Show, this gentleman and a few
Scotch fanciers giving Mr. Fulton quite a turn-up. The PoMfer5,
with eight classes, were quite a show in themselves. In Car-
riers we noticed a grand young Black cock obtained a first

position, this being one of the strongest birds we have ever
seen, but, perhaps, a little short at the back of his eye. Some
demurred to the award, which we consider was rightly made.
Mr. Fulton's Dun cock so well known obtained a first position,
hut the cup for tbis section went to a good Dun hen. Tumblers
and Barbs showed-up well. Tru7npeters yet show a want of

foot-feathering, so much needed to complete the appearance of
the new variety. There were some good Fa7i fails in both classes,
and the awards well made, In Dragoons we considered the
awards in Blue and Silver as coming it too much of the Horse-
man style, many grand birds, such as Messrs. Graham, Gamon,
and Staunton showed, being passed over unnoticed. In Any
other colour we thought the first and second better made. In
Antwcrps Mr. Gamon won with some good Short-faces, but Mr.
Wright's excellent Silver Dun was only commended.

Dorkings.—Co^ourrti, urept Silvcr-Qrey.—Cock.—l and Cup, W. G.
Mulligan, Belfast. 2, W. II. King, Eochdale. 3, W. H. Crabtree, Manchester.
he, W. G. Mulligan ; Mrs. Brenan, Tyrone, c, J. C. Brown, Ballenderry.
Hen.—1 and Cup, W. H. Crabtree. 2, Lord Massey, Limerick. 3, Mrs.
Brenan. he, Lord Ma'-fiey; W. G. Mulligan (2); J. Pullock, DuiSdonald; W.
H. King (2) ; "W. H. Ciabtree.
DoRKiVGS.— Silvir-arctj or Whitc.—Cock.—l, W. H. King, fltn.—1, Miss

de C. Drevar, Dubliu. 2, W. H. Kinfj. 3, J. Firth, Belfast.
Cochins.—Buffer Cinnamon.—Cock.— 1, H. Tomlinson, Birmingham. 2,

W. H. Crabtree. 3, W. G. Mulligan. I'hc, G. A. Stephens, Dublin, he, L.
StoEey, Dublin; F. Robiuton, Belfast (2); J. W. CroBby, Went Bromwich.
Hen.—l and Cup, F. W. ;^urhor8t, Dublin. 2, W. G. Mulligan. 3, D.
Sullivan, Dublin, rhc, Mrs. HeLdrie, Inverness, he, A. Withers, Stranraer;
Dr. Stoney; F. Eobc-rtson. c, M. Mahony, Dublin; J. W. Crobby.
Cochins.—Any oOur variety.— Cock.— 1, Cup, and 2, W. Whitworth. jun.,

MancheHter. 3, Dr. ^toney. Hen.~l and c, W. Whitworth, jun. 2, W. J.

Mulligan. S, T. A. Bond, Londonderry.
Bkahmas.—Darfc.— CorA;.— 1 and Cup, H. J. M'Eride, Gilford. 2, A.

RobertBoD, Kilmarnock. 3, W. II. Crabtree. kc, W. G. Mulligan ; J. Sturt,
Helensburg; J, Foirest, Dublin ; M. Leno, Dunstable. Hen.—1 and Cup, M.
Leno. 2, W. H. Crabtrte. 3, J. Stuart, vhc, W. G. Mulligan ; W. H. Crab-
tree. he, W. G. MuUigan; H. J. M'Bride,

liRA-BMAS.—Light.~Cock.—\ and Cop, W. H. Crabtree. 2, E. J. Poer,
Limerick. 3, M. Leno. he, A. Field, Dublin, c, E. T. Herdman, Strabane.
Hen.—I and Cup, A. Field. 2, J. Forrest. 3, M. Leno. he, E. T. Heidman.
r, A. Field ; W. A. P. Montgomery, BdtaBt.

Spanish.—Coc/l.—1, Cup, and 2. J. A. & M. F. Smyth, Londonderry. 3
tuidvhc, W. G. Mulligau. he, A. Withers; Mrs. L'Estrange, Belfast. Hen.
—1, Cup, and 3, W. G. Mulligan. 2, J. A. & M. F. Smyth, he, J. & M. F.
8>n}tb; A. Wither.

QAmi.—Black Red.—Cock.—1, J. F. Walton, RawteDstoU. 2, F. W. Zor-
horst. 8, J. H. Lowry, Dungannon. Hcn.—l and Cup, Furneas & Sudall,
Rawtenfitall. 2, C. E. M'Clint<jcit, Glendaragh, Co. Antrim. 3, J. H. Lowry.
Game.—Broicn Bed.—Cock —1, J. Frame, Comber, Co. Down. 2, J. F.

Walton. 8, H. Beldon, Guitstock, Bingley. Hen.—1, J. F. Walton. 2, A. J.
Poer. 3, J. Frame.
Game.—^ny other variety.—Cock.—1 and Cup, J. F. Walton. 2 and 3, J.

H. Lowry. Hen.—l, J. F. Walton. 2 and 3, J. H. Lowry.
Houdans.— 1 and Cup, W. Whitworth, jun. 2, A. Withers. 3, G. "W.

Hibbert, Manchester, c, E. T. Herdman.
Ckive-C'eur and La Flhche —1 and Cup, E.Walton, Horncli£Ee,Rawten-

stall. 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, G. W. Hibbert. he, F. WatBon, jun., Lurgan (2).

E.AMBUB.QHS.—Oold-gpangcd.—l and Cup, Furness & huduU. 2, J. Craw-
ford, Beith. 3, H. Beldon. he. Dr. Stoney; A. Roberteon. iSihH-r-spangled.
—1, H. Beldon. 2, Furness & fadall. 8, W. Martin, Stranraer, c, W. J.
Daviton, Belfast.

B.AUBURQUii.—Qold-pencilled.—1, Cap. and 3, H. Beldon. 2, FurnesB and
Sudall. he, W. Martin. Silver-pencilled.—1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2, W.
Martin.
RAMBVRGUS.-Blaek.-l and 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. M. Wilson, Kilmarnock.
Polish.— 1, H. Beldon. 2 and he. Miss Drevar. 3, W. Martin.
Bantams.—(Jame.—l and Cup, E. Walton. 2, W. Shenton, Lancaster. 8,

J. W. Crosby, he, E. R. Lucas, Belfast, c, W. G. Mulligan ; J. Corecaden,
Londonderry. Sebrighi.—l and 2, M. Leno. 3, H Beldon. he, F. Connor,
jun., Bangor, Co. Down ; Miss N. Richardson, Belfast; A.Kobettson. Black.
—1 and Cup, H. H. Ashton, Manchester. 2, A. Robertson. 3, D. M'Laren»
Kilmarnock, he. Master M. Billiard, Dublin ; H. Beldon. Any other variety.
—1, A. Corscaden, Belfast. 2, Mrs. H. Hutcheson, Donbate, Co. Dublin. 8,
F. Watson, jun.
Any other Vakiett.—1, H. J. M'Bnde (Malays). 2, J, F. Walton,

Newtonords (Malays). 3, G. Walker (Rumpy or Chinese).
Selling Class—CocA:.—Price not to exceed £1 10s.—1, Furness & Sudall.

2, W. G. Holt, Accriijgton. 3, W. G. Mulligan, vhc, J.H. Lowry {Duckwing
Game); J. Pollock (Coloured Dorking); J. F. Walton; F. Robertson (Buff
Cochin), he, C. E. M-Clintock (Gulden-pencilled Hamburghs); H.J. M'Bride
(Dark Brahma); W. G. Mulligan; J. Pollock (Coloured Dorking); J. Firth
(Brahma); F.Robertson (Dark Brahma); Mrs. Bagwell (Grey Dorking), c,

J. M. Wilson (Black Hamburgh).
Selling Class.—Pair of Hens or Pullets.—Price not to exceed ^£2.-1,E.

Malcomson, Belfast (Partridge Cochin), 2, W. G. Mulligau. 3 and c, E. T.
Herdman. vhc, A. Withers (Houdaus) ; J. F. Walton; Furness & Sudall.
he, E. T. Herdman (2) ; W. G. Mulligan (2) ; J. Firth (White Cochin) ; Mrs.
Bagwell, TuUyhogue, Co. Tyrone (Grey Dorking).
Ducks.—iicutn.—l, Cup, and vhc, W. G. Mulligan. 2, F. Robertson. 3,

W. B. Maxwell, Carrickfergus. he, E. T. Herdman (2) ; W. Whitworth, jun.
Aylc»bury.—1, J. A. & M. F. Smyth. 2, T. C. Browne. 3, A. Robertson. Any
other variety.—1, G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes. 2 and 3, Mrs. Brenan.
Ornajuental Waterfo^vl.—Pair.— 1, W. Martin,
Turkeys.—1, F. Watson, jun. 1!, Mrs. Brenan.

PIGEONS.
PoDTERS.

—

Blue-pied.—Cock.—1 and Cap, N. Hill. 2 and 3, R. Fulton
New Cross, London, lie and c, J. Wallace. Hen.—1, F. W. Zurhorst. 2, 3|
and he, J. Wallace.
VoxjTBRS.-Black-pied.-Cock.—l and 2, J. Wallace. 3, R. Fulton. Heti,

—1 and Cup, R. Fulton. 2, 3, and c, J. WaUace.
J^oviERH.— Yellow-pied.—Cock.—1, J. Wallace. 2 and 3, R. Fulton. Hen.

—1 and 2, J. Wallace. 3, R. Futton.
Pouters.— White.— Cock.—1, J. H. Hutchinson, Donabate, Co. Dublin.

2 and he, R. Fulton. 3, Mrs. Ladd. e, J. Wallace. Hen.—\, J. H. Hutchin-
son. 2, R. Fulton. 8, Mrs. Ladd. he, J. WaUace. e, J.Wallace ; R. Fulton.
Carriers.—Black.—Cock.— 1 and he, J. Montgomery. 2 and e, R. Fulton.

3, M. Stuart. Hcn.—l, R. Fulton. 2, M. Stuart. 3 and he, J. Montgomery.
<", J. Wallace.
Carriers.—Dun.—Cock.—1, Cup, and he, R. Falton. 2 and c, J. Mont-

gomery. 3, M. Stuart. Hen.—1, Cup, 2, and he, J. Montgomery. 3 and
vhc, R. Fulton, c, M. Stuart.

Tumblers.—Short-faced Almond.—Cock.—1, Cup, and he, M. Stuart. 2
and 3, R. Fulton. Hen.— I and he, M. Stuart. 2 and 3, R. Fulton.
Tumblers.—Short-faced any other colour.—Cock.— 1 and Cup, J. Forde.

2 and 3, M.Stuart, he, M. Stuart; J. Forde. c, E. A. Seale ; R. Fulton.
Hen.—1, J. Ford, London. 2 and 3, M. Stuart, he, J. I'ord; J. Gardner,
Preston ; R. Fulton, e, E. A. Seale ; R. Fulton.
Tumblers.—Common, Beards or BaUU.—Pair.—1 and 3, F. Robertson.

2, W. Shean. he, J. G. Orr; F. RobertBon; J. M'Alpin, Belfast, c, J. Ford;
A. A. Vander Meersch.
Tumblers.—Common, any other colour.—Pair.— 1, J. G. Orr. 2, F.

Robertson. 3, J. Forde.
Baiuis.—B/df A: or Dun.—Cock.—I and Cup, R. Fulton. 2 and 3, W. A. P.

Montgomt-i-y. /jc, J. Dowling; J.Wallace; R. Fulton. Hen.— 1, Cup, and 3,

W. A. P. Montgomery. 3 and he, R. Fulton.
Barbs.—Any other colour.—Coc/c—1 and 3, W. A. P. Montgomery. 2, J.

Wallace, he, R. Fulton, c, W. S. M'Gibbon, BcUast. Hcn.—\, R. Fulton.

2, W. A. P. Montgomery.
jAConiNS.—jRfrf or Yellow.—Cock or Hen.—1 and Cup, E. A. Seale. 2, W.

Shean, Comber, Co. Down. 3, R. Fulton, he, J. Frame, c, J. H. Hutchin-
son (2); E. A. Seale; W. Shtan.
Jacobins.—Any other colour.—Cock or Hen.—1 and c, E. A. Seale. 2, J.

Frame. 3, W. Shean. vhc, R. Fulton.
iRVMPF.TERB.-Black.-Cock or Hen.—l and Cup, R. Fulton. 2, A. A.

Vander Meersch, Tooting, London. 3, J. H. Hutchinson, c, J. & W.
Towerson.
Tuumteters.—Any other colour.—Cock or Hen.—1, J. H. Hutchinson. 2,

R. Fulton. 3, J. WaUace. c, J. H. Hutchinson ; A. A. Vander Meersch.
Fantails.— White.—Cock or Hen.—l, 3. F. Liversidge, Newark-upon-

Treut. 2, J. E. Speuce, Droughty Ferry. 3,E. A. Seale; A. Robertson, vlic,

E. A. Settle, c, J. F. Liversidge; W. S. M'Gibbon.
Fantails.—Any other colour.— Cock or Hen.— 1 and 8, E. A. Seale. 2, J.

Kemp, Haslingden.
Owls.—English.—Cock or Ben.—land Cup, W. J.Henry, Dublin. 2, J.

Gardner. 3, R. Fulton.
Owls.—Foreign.—Cock or Hen.—1, J. L. Sparrow, London. 2, R. Fulton.

TuRHiTS.—iicrf or Yellotc.—Cock or Hen.—i and Cup, J. G. Orr, Beith. 2
and 3, E. A. Seale. lie, J. & W. Towerson; R. Fullon. c, J. G. Oir; J.

Muir, Dairy ; E. A. Seale.

TuRBiTs.—jlnj/ other colonr.—Cock or Hen.—l, E. A, Seale. 2 and 8, H*
^ L. Tivy, Cork.
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Nctns.—Cock or Hen.—! and 2, E. A. Seale. 3, A. A. Vandsr Meersoh. he,

£. A. Seale; A. A. Yander Meersoh.
Dn.iGooNS.— B(ii<: or Silver.—Cock or Hen.— 1, Cap, and 2, R. Fulton. 3,

Vf. Oamon. c, C. F. Staanton, Dublin; W. Smjth.
Dr/loooss.—Any other colour.—Cock or Hen.—1 and c, F. (irahaia. 2, R.

Fulton. 8, W. S. M'Gibbon. he, 0. F. Staunton; F. Graham.
ANTWERP3.

—

Short-faced.—Cock or Hen.—1, Cup, and 2, W. Gamon. 3, F.

W. ZarhorBt. he, W.'Gamon ; J. Gardner, c, J. Wright, Manchester (2).

Amy othek ViRiETY.—Pair.—1, Cup, and 3, J. Wallace. 2, J. & W. Tower-

son. c,J. & W. Towerson; R. Fulton.
Selling Class —Cock or Hen.—Price not to exceed 40it.—1, J. Dowling.

lie, F. W. Zurhorst I Runt); W. Shean (Barb), e, W. A. P. Montgomery
(Trumpeters and Yellow Owls); A. Robertson (Blue Beard); W. Shean
(Carrier); J. Waters, Belfast.
Selling Class.—Price not to exceed £5—Pair.—I and 2, W. A. P.

Montgomery (Barbs). 3, J. Forde (Tumblers). vhc,.J. Dowling (Dragoons).

he, J. Frame, c, W. G. M'Gibbon (White Pouters) ; E. A. Seale (White
Fantaila); J. J. Sparrow (White African Owls); J. & W. Towerson.
Distinct Vakiety.—Pairs. — 1, Cup, and 2, R. Fulton. 3, W. A. P.

Montgomery.
COMPETITION OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY.

Pouters.—Young Cock.—1 and Cup, D. Combe, New Cross, London. 2

and lie, Mrs. Ladd, Calne. 3 aud e, J. Wallace, Glasgow. Young Hcn.—l,
Cup, and 2, .1. Wallace. 3, Mrs. Ladd.
Vxmu-Eus.—Black.—Cock or Hen.—l, Cup, and 2, J. Montgomery, Belfast.

3, M. Stuart, Glasgow.
C\RmER3.—Dun.—Young Coek or Hen.—l, Cup, and 3, J. Montgomery,

2, M. Stuart.
BiRBS.— 5'0!in{7 Cocit or Ben,—I, Cup, and 2, W. A. P. Montgomery. 3, J.

Dowling, Cork.
CAGE BIRDS.

Norwich.—Clear.—CocA.-.—!, Cup, and 2,G. & J. Mackley, Norwich. 8, W
Smith, c, J. & W. Stitt, Belfast ; W. Smith. Hen.—l, J. & W. Stitt 2,

W. Smith. 3, G. & J. MacVley.
Norwich.—a/arfred or Variegated,—Cock.—1, W. Smith. 2, 3, and he, Q.

and J. Mackley. c, J. & W. Stitt; W. Smith. Hen.—l, 2, and 8, G. & J.

Mackloy. e, W. Smith.
BELGI4N.—I'eitow.—Cock.-1, R. Hazelton, Lurgan. 2, P. Harrington,

Beith. 8 and he, W. Gault, Belfast, c-, J. Elliott, Belfast. Hen.—l and 2,

W. Gault. 8, J. & W. Stitt. he, J. ElUott.

BEl.oii.Jl.—Buff.—Coek.-l, Cup, and S, W. Gault. 2, J. & W. Stitt. he,

J. Elliott, e, 1. M Nab, Belfast. Hen.—l, B. Hazelton. 2 and c, J. & W.
Stitt. 8, J. M'Nab.
Scotch.— i'ef/oif.—Cocfc.-l, A. Kelly, Paisley. 2, J. S. Watson. 3. J. and

W. Stitt. c, W. Gaw, Belfast; P. Dillen, Belfast. Hen.—l and Cup, P.

Horrinston. 2, J. & W. Stitt. 3, J. Brown, c, J. S. Watson, Lurgan; S.

Croll, Belfast.

Scotch.-Bujf.—Coelc.—1, A. Kelly. 2, S. Croll. 3, P. Harrington, he,

Vf. Gault. c, A. Corscaden. Hen.—l, A. Kelly. 2 and he, 8. Croll. 3, J.

M'Dowell. c, W. Gault.
Scutch.— Variegated Yellow.—Cock.—l and Cap, A. Kelly. 2 and 3, J.

Cousins, Belfast, e, J. M'Connell. Hen.—l, W. Gaw. 2, J. M'Nab. 3, J.

Longhran, Belfast.

Scotch.— rari«i7a(e(i Buff.—Cock.—1 and Cup, A. Kelly. 2, W. Glover,

Belfast. 3, W. Gaw. c, S. Croll; .J. & W. Stitt. Hen.—1 and 3, A. KeUy. 2,

J. and W. Stitt. c. Miss M. A. Wylie, Belfast.

Any other Variety of Canaries.—2, G. & J. Mackley (Buff-cresfed

Norwich). 3, J. & W. Stitt (Silver-spangled Lizardl; G. & J. Mackley. he

and c, J. & W. Stitt (Silver and Go'deu-spangled Lizard).

Moles.—1, P. n^rrington. 2, W. G. Mulligan. 8, D. H. Ellison, Belfast.

vhc, A. H. Clarke, Belfast, he, T. Scully, Belfast, e, W. Wilson, Belfast ; J.

Hughes, Lurgan ; R. Burns, Belfast.

British Song Birds.-1, G. Jamieson. Newtownarda. 2, W. Goodfellow,
Belfast. 3, G. & J. Mackley. he and c, W. A. Firth.

Selling Class.— 1, J. M'Nab (YeUow Scotch). 2, D. H. Ellison (Yellow
Piebald'. 3, J. S. Watson (Belgian Yellowl.

Parrots.— 1 and iifte, J. S. Watson. 2, D. H. Hughes, Belfast. 3, J. Pyper.
he and c, Mrs. J. M. Wilson, Kilmarnock.

Judges.—Poultry: Messrs. Dixon and Hatton; and for

Pigeons, Mr. Jones.

SWANSEA POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was a complete success. It was held in the covered

market. The birds were well attended to. Mr. Carr, the Steward
of the poultry department, was unremitting in his attention.

The birds were exliibited in Turner's pens ; being placed on one
height all birds stood au ecjual chauce. The day was fine, and
brought a large attendance of visitors.

The Dorkings were a good class, numbering twenty-one pens,
the prize birds particularly so ; eight pens were commended.
Spanish only moderate, the first-prize bird good, but shown in

bad condition. Black and Brown Ga)?K; brought seventeen pens
of very fair birds. We thought we saw some of the Malay in

some of them. Game, Any other variety, seven pens, the cop
was given to a pen of good Piles, a pen of Duckwings running
them very close. CocJiins were very fair, the prize pens being

good. Brakmas, Dark, as usual, were strong classes in both
old and young. Mr. Feast took the cup and third prize with
good birds. There were thirteen pens of old, and seventeen pens
of young birds. In Light Brahmas Mrs. RoUs's pen 361, to which
the cap was awarded, being particularly good. There were
many good birds in both the old and young classes, eleven pens
old, twelve pens young. French, Mr. Feast took the first with
a bird that figured in the Palace prize list we think. Any other
variety.—The pen 409, Malays, were very good indeed, and justly

merited the cup awarded to them. Game Bantams, eighteen
pens, nothing very striking; first Brown Reds, second and third

Black Reds. Bantams, Any other variety, first and cup to a

very nice pen of Silver-laced. Game, cockerel, the first a stylish

Black Bed, second a good Black Red. There were twenty-two

pens, but nothing to note beyond the prize pens. We would

like our Welsh fanciers to try and get the dark eye and more of

the lemon shade into their Brown Red Game cockerels' hackles :

their style is good, but we do not like the colour. In pullets we
thought the prizes well awarded. The Ducks were good, par-

ticularly the drake in the cup pen. The first-prize Geese and

Turkeys were very fine. In the Selling class were some very

choice and cheap pens; these were offered by auction at 3 o'clock.

The Pigeons were a nice lot of ninety-four pens. Mr. Spencer,

of Hereford, won the point cup. First prize Carrier cock. Black,

able to win in better competition. First-prize Jacobins were

also very good; the Fantails an excellent class. Barbs poor.

First-prize Trumpeters, English and Foreign, with good rose.

First-prize Turbits pretty Blues.

Dorkings.—Cup, B. Leyshon. 2 and 3, H. Feast, Swansea, ufic, Mrs. H-
H. Vivian, Parkwern; Mrs. Bolls, Monmouth, he, R. Levshon; W. Morris'

Llandilo; W. Bevan. c, J. Arabia. Neath; J. Leyshon ; W. Bevan.

Spanish.—1, T. B. Mitchell, St. Thomos. 2, H. Feast. 3, Mrs. H. H.

Vivian.
Game.—BfoeJ: and Brown.—1, 0. John, Hafod. 2, T. A. Dean, Marden.

S, D. Morgan, Carmarthen, vhe, W. James, Llwya Mawr. he, H. M. A.

Esliok; S. Burford. e, G. S. Cole, Llanelly. ^in; ul/i-r t'arie(j/.—Cup, W.L.
Blake, Llandaff. 1, D. W. J. Thomas, Brecon. 2, D. Morgan. 3, J. P. Moses,

Llsndaff. ^
Cochins.—JBii^' or Cinnamon —Cup, C. Bloodwoith, Cheltenham. 2, J.

Bloodworth, Cheltenham; H. Feast. 3, Mrs. Bidder, Waunceirch. c, H.

Feast. Any other variety.—1, C. Bloodworth. 2, R. Jones, Neath. 3, J.

Hedges, Aylesbury. n t ^
Hambdkghs.— (3oW-!pan{;!<-d —l,Mr8. Rolls. 2, T. K. Mitchell. 3, J. Carr,

Hafod. SiIccr-sjMn7icii.—Cup, Mrs. Rolls. 2. Mrs. H. H. Vivian. 3, J. Carr.

he, T. B. Mitchell ; J. Carr. c, H. Feast ; J. Carr.

Hamborghs.-Oold-peneifi.ii.—Cup ami 2, Mrs. RoUs. 3, Mrs. H. H.

Vivian, c, J. F. Davies, Neath. Sih'er-i)cneii/fii.—1, H. Feast. 2 and 3, T.

B. Mitchell. „ „ „ ^ „ t ^
Hamborohs.—Blacfc.—Op, J. Patrick, Manchester. 2, H. Feast. 3, J. Or.

H. Morris. Bridgend, he, J. Carr (21. ^^,-.11
PoLANDS.—l, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, J. Bloodworth. 3, H. Feast, he,

J. J. Scott, Carmarthen. ,, , „ . o tt
Brahmas.—Darfc.—Cup, H. Feast. 2, J. H. Price, Nolton Court. 8, H.

Feast, vhe, J. Richardson, Pantgwyn. he, J. Buckley, jun., Llanelly. c, H.

Feast (2) ; D. Thomas ; W. Bevan. Cftietens.-l, W. Morns, Ross. 2, M.H.
Dean, Cardiff. 3, H. Pew. he, H. Feast ; D. Thomas, e. Mis. Bidder.

Brahmas.—itofti.—Cup, Mrs. BoUb. 2, J. Bloodworth. 3. Mrs. Crook,

Keyn-ham. oftc, T. A. Dean. )ic, H. Feast, t'ftiefcens.—1 and 2,T A. Dean.

8, C. H. P. Abbott, Withiogton. he, Mrs. Crook. c,F. L. Green, Carmarthen;

W.Harris; Mrs. Bidder; E. Lawrence, Bridgend.

French.—1, 2, and 3, H. Feast, he, Mrs. H. Vivian ; B. K. Penson, Ludlow ;

H. Feast ; T. A. Dean, c, W. Harris ; J. H. Ruby, Stourport.

Any other Variety.—Cup, J. Hinton. 2, H. Feast. 3, W. G. Vivian,

Singleton, /u-, N. S. Blake, Llandaff. e, J. Carr ; W. James (2).

Bantams.-Game.—1, J. Mayo, Gloucester. 2 and 3, H. Feast, he, 1.,.

Lewis, Swansea; W. Haycock, Taibach; H, Feast. .4/1 1/ other cariety.—Cap,

G. Holloway, Jan., btroud. 2 and 3, H. Feast, he, J. W. Lloyd, Kington; J.

Bloodworth ; H. Feast.

Game.— Coc/tcrcl.—Cap, R. Pearson. 2, G. S. Cole. 8, T. Beece, Llandag.

he, W. Haycock; W. S. Blake, Llandaff. e, D. W. J. Thomas; H. Feast; H.

P. P. Price. Brecon. Puilef —1, A. Jones. 2, R. Pearson. 8, W.James, fie,

T. Reece ; D. W. J. Thomas ; R. Pearjon.

Docks.-^Klesiiuri/.—1, J. Hedge?. 2, Mrs. Vivian. 3, W.James. Souen.

—Cup, Mrs. Lewis. 2, J. H. Hoit, St. AnsteU. 3, H. Feast, vhe, Mrs. H.

Vivian ; R. Leyshon ; T. Penrice, Kilvrough ; E. Walters, St. Thomas, he,

Mrs. H. Viviao. c, R. K. Penson; J. Aiabin. Any other caricly.—1, Mrs.

Bolls. 2, Mrs. Lewis. 3, T. A. Dean.
, , „,

Geese.— 1, Mrs. Bidder. 2, Mrs. Vivian. 3, Mrs. Lewis, rhc and he, W.

James, c, Mrs. H. Vivian. , „. . ,

ToRKEYS.—1, Mrs. Bidder. 2, J. A. Ljne, Newport. 8, Mrs. Vivian, lu;,

Mrs. H. Vivian ; W. James.
Selling Class.—1, W. Morris. 2, W. T. Lovenng, St. Austell. 3, W.

Bevan. vhe, W. Bevan; W. Walters, he, J. F. Davies; G. E. W.Green,

Carmarthen; H. Feast (2); W. Harris, Bridgend; T. A. Dean, c, Mrs. H.

Vivian ; R. Pearson.
PIGEONS.

Carriers.—Cocife.—l and 2, P. B. Spencer. Hereford. 3, W. H. A. MUler,

WalsaU. Hen.—l, P. R. Spencer. 2, R. Pike, Swansea.

Footers.-Cocfc.—1,0 Hollowav, jun. 2 and 3, P. R. Spencer, (k, W. G.

Davies. c, R. Pike ; G. Holloway, jun. Hen.— 1, G. HoUoway, jun. 2 and 8,

P. R. Spencer, c. R. Pike; W. G. Davies.

Tomblehs—Sftor(-/aefd.— 1 and 2, P. R. Spencer. 3, G. Holloway, jun.

c, W. G. Davies.
Antwehps— 1 and 2, P. B. Spencer. 3, J. Tracey, Pembroke.

Jacobins —1, P. R. Spencer. 2 and e, O. Holloway, jun. 3. R. Pike, he,

W. G. Davies. „ „ v w tt
Fantails.—1, G. Holloway, Jan. 2, W. Morris. 3, P. R. Spencer. ftc,W.H.

Morton, Kingsholme; J. Spurrel, Carmarthen.

Barbs.— 1, P. B. Spencer. 2, E. Pike. 3, W. G. Davies.

Trcmpeters.—1 and 3, G. Holloway, jun. 2, W. G. Daviea.

ToRBiis.—1, F. S. Hockaday, St. Austell. 2, B. Pike. 8. P. B. Spencer.

NONS.— 1 and 2, P. R. Spencer. 3, G. Holloway, jun.
„ ^ „ „

Anyother Variety— 1, P. R. Spencer. 2, W. G. Davies. 3, G. Holloway.

jun. fie, W. G. Davies (2); P. R, Spencer.
, t, t, „ .-, t, u

ToMBLERS.—Pen 0/ nof less than Six High-fiying.-l, R. B. Burgc. 2, P. E.

Spencer. 3, H. W. Evans. Aberdare.
, „ „ „ 1 . t

Selling Class.—1, R. Pike; P. B. Spencer. 2, P. R Spencer, he, A. J

Barnes, Gloucester (2).

Point cup for Pigeons.—P. R. Spencer, Hereford.

Judge.—Mr. W. Cannan, Bradford.

MORTALITY IN POULTRY.
Obdinakily six or eight per cent, of adult fowls will die

disease annually, when they are kept for prott and given
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Btimnlating diet to make them lay aa much as possible. This is

not surprising when we reflect that our domestic fowls are in a
highly artiflcial condition. The production of large numbers of
eggs is unnatural, being a habit induced by man, and causes a
great strain on the constitution. The artificial supply of food
in unlimited allowance, with no necessity for exercise on the
part of the fowls, is another source of disease. In the wild state
every species of, bird must work for a living and procure its

food a little at a time. It may be observed, also, that during the
very part of the year when food, perchance, is abundant, the
wild fowls are kept from laziness by the necessity of feeding
their young, nature having fixed the breeding time in the flush
season as regards forage. Again, the structure of fowls is so
changed by ages of breeding, that the wings and legs, and whole
Bets of muscles connected therewith, are dwarfed by disease,
while other portions of the body are made relatively larger,
which impairs the general vigour by destroying to some extent
the natural balance of the organisation. For these and other
reasons it is to be expected that the ordinary death rate in the
poultry yard will be considerable. The fact that fowls will die
of old age, anyhow, when five or six—at most eight years old (in

most cases)—renders it likely that a certain proportion will die
annually at an earlier age. In conformity with this idea, Geese,
which do not reach old age till twenty to one hundred years, do
not drop oS in the early years of maturity to bo great an extent
as hens.
The moral of the above is that novices in poultry-raising

need not worry over their ill-luck, or mistrust that their man-
agement is any worse than that of their neighbours, because,
perchance, a few of their fowls of two, or three, or four years old
die every summer. It is to be expected unless the breed kept is
uncommonly hardy, and all the circumstances are unusually
favourable. Beduce the death rate as much as possible by
hygienic measures rather than by medicine. Give plenty of
air and sunshine, feed moderately, and promote exercise, and
expect some losses in spite of all precautions.

—

{Buffalo Live
Stock Journal.)

BABBIT-KEEPING.—No. 2.

The weaning hutch is built on the same principle. It is 12 feet
long, 6 feet wide, and 6 feet high; four storeys in each hutch.

Fig. 15S.—Weaning Hutch.

Four feet in the middle is wired to admit air and sunshine,
having a large door (w) to close over the wire in bad weather
and damp nights. The Rabbits are fed through the small doors
(k). The back is furnished with swinging doors, the floors are
inclined back, a trough is furnished at the bottom, and every-
thing arranged the same as in the breeding hutch, except the
breeding apartment, which is left out, and the whole interior of
each storey is one large apartment 6 feet wide by 12 feet long
and 18 inches high, in which forty young Babbits can be kept in
a perfectly healthy condition ; thus the whole hutch will hold
160 young Rabbits. I set these hutches upon bricks to keep
them dry, and would prefer to have the breeding hutches upon
the south side of a building or other shelter from cold winds.
The Babbits are fed at sunrise and sundown. I give dry food

at night (hay, grain, &c.), and green food in the morning, such
as grass, apples, turuipE, &c. I prefer carrots above everything
else as a moist food, and especially for young Babbits. They
cannot, in my opinion, be recommended too highly, but even
carrots must be fed with a sparing hand to young stock (between
six weeks and three months old) or they will be fatally injured.
A piece of carrot as big as a small walnut night and morning,
and all the dry food they will eat, are the rations I allow.

I keep my stock bucks in a breeding hutch. I find the apart-
ment partitioned off for breeding does is a good thing for the
bucks, as they can retire into it. Give the buck plenty of room

;

if you crowd him into a small place where he cannot exercise he

will Boon lose vigour, and in some instances become perfectly
useless. I never let my does breed in winter; I have them
kindle about the 1st of May, and keep them breeding until the
last of November, and from that time until the next spring I let

them rest, and think I lose nothing by so doing. This is the
method I employ to raise Babbits in the open air without a
building to contain the hutches.—W. F. Hallock, Mattituck,
Suffolk Co., N.Y.—(The American Pet Stock Bulletin.)

NOBTHUMBEBLAND SHOW OF CANARIES
AND OTHEB BIRDS.

This was held in the Mechanics' Institute, New Bridge Street,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, on the 4th and 5th inst. The prizes were
as follow :

—

Belgian (Clear, Ticked, or Variegated Yellow).—1, 2, and 3, J. Batter,
Sunderland, /ic, G.Scott; R. Hawman.
Bi:LoiiN (Clear, Ticked, or Variegated Bnlf).—1, 2, 3, and vhc, J. Batter.

he, W. PearBOn ; J. Davison.
Belgian (ClearDun),—1 and 2, Anderson & Hardy, North Shields. 3, G.

Sc>,tt. c, R. Johnson.
Belgian (Dim-marked).—1, T. English, North Shields. 2, J. Moffat. 3 and

vhc, J. Harrison.
Norwich (Clear Tellow).—1 and he, J. Athersuch & Son. 2 and 8, J.

Adams. I'^c, J. Stevens, c, J. Baxter; A.Armstrong.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1, 2, and 3, J. Adams, vhc, J. Athersucli & Son (2)

;

J. Baxter, c, T. Smith.
Norwich (Even-marked Yellow).—1 and 2, S. Pervlval. 3, J. Baxter.

r?ic, J. Adams, ftc, J. Athersuch & Son ; T. Cleminson. c, W. & C. Bumiston.
Norwich (Even-marked Buff).—2, G. Cox. 2, J. Adams. 3, J. Athersuch

and Son. i^hc, J. Athersuch & Son ; J. Adams ; T. Cleminson. he, J. Baxter.
Norwich (Ticked or Uneven-marked Yellow).—1 and t'hc, J. Adams. 2 and

3, J. Athersuch lS: Son. he, J. Parker, e, J. Bexson.
Norwich (Ticked or Uneven-marked Buff).—1, J. Parker. 2 and 3, J.

Adams. vhc,T. Tenniswood; Johnson & Armstrong, ^c, J. Athersuch and
Son (21 ; J. Bexson.
Norwich (Yellow or Yellow-marked Crested).—1 and 2, J. Baxter. 3, F.

Woodward. ?n;, R. Watterson ; F. Woodward ; J. Baxter.
Norwich (Buff or Buff-marked),- 1, F. Woodward. 2 and he, J. Baiter.

3, R. Herdman. ('?ic, F. Kuaggs; W. J. Hampton; J. Baxter, c, J. Hurreli;

G. Cox ; W. J. Hampton ; F. Woodward.
Norwich (Clear or Grdj-orested).—1, F. Woodward. 2, G. Cox. 3 and c,

J. Baxter, he, Johnson iS Armstrong.
Crest (Any variety except Norwichl.—1, J. Garbutt. 2 and 3, J. Meakin.

t'fic, J. Meakin (4); J.Baxter; J. Garbutt. /i<-, J. Baxter.
Lizard (Golden-spangled).—1,2, and 8, R. Ritchie. )ic, T. Haywood, c, G.

Sorge.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).—!, 3. and vhc, B. Eitchie. 2, J. Stevens.
Yorkshire (Clear Yellow or Yellow-marked.— 1 and 2, J. Thackrey, 3,

Johnson & Armstrong, he, J. Gilhespy ; W. & C. Burniston.
Yorkshire (Clear Buff or Buff-marked).— I, J. Thackrey. 2, B. Hawman.

3, Johnson & Armstrong, x-hc, G. Turner; J. Baxter, he, M. Comer.
Cinnamon (Yellow).-1 and 2, J. Adams. S, G. Cox. rhe, E. Watterson ;

J. Pringle. he. J. Parker ; J. Adams.
Cinnamon (Buff).—1, 2, and 3, J. Adams, vhc, J. Pciker; G. Cox. he,T

Harrison, c, Q. Sorge (2).

Cinnamon (Yellow-marked).—1, T. Tenniswood. 2, J. Spence. 3, W. & C.

Burniston. he, W. Matison ; J. Baxter, c, G. Cox ; J. Streets.

Cinnamon (Buff-marked).—1, J. Baxter. 2, W. Pearson. 3, J. Hnrrell.
he, G. Cox. e, G. Scott; J. Gilhespy ; W. & C. Bnmiston.
Canabv (Green).—1, W. Redhead. 2, H. Armstrtng. 3, J. EUlson. vhc,

P. Seaton ; J. Stevens ; H. Armstrong, he, Anderson & Hardy.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).—1 and 2, W.Clark. 3, T. Blackburn. vhc,yf.

Clark ; Johnson A Gaskin. he, J. Stenhouse (2).

Scotch Fancv iBufli.—l, H. Frazer. 2, R. Gilhespy. 3, C. Hobkiik. vhc,
W. Clark ; Johnson & Gaskin. he, J. Davison, c, J. Hewitt ; W. Bedhead

;

J. Sraeaton.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow-variegated).—1, T. Bruce. 2, H. Frazer. 3, W.

Clark, vhc, Johnson & Ga?kin ; J. Murray, he, W. Wallace ; J. Streets.

Scotch Fancy (Buff Variegated).—1, T. Brown. 2, G. Stephenson. 3, T.
Blackburn, vhc, W. WaUace; W. Clark; J. Streets, he, W. Clark; H.
Frazer.
Selling Class.—1, J. Bexson. 2, J. Thackrey. 3. G. Sorge. vhc, T.

Cleminson. he, J. Baxter, e, W. Wallace ; R. Brown ; J. Stenhoose (2) ; J.

Stevens ; Gales & Cooper ; G. Cox ; J. Ellison ; J. Bexson ; W. H. Batchelor.

Goldfinch (Moulted).—1, G. Cox. 2, J. Lawton. 3, R. Hawman. vJic,3.

Wilcox; W. & C. Burniston; J. C. Bamber (2).

Linnet (Moultedi.—1, J. Baxter. 2 and 8, J. Bage. vhc, G.' Stephenson.
c, W. Robson (2) ; W. Robinson ; G. Scott ; M. Waugh; J. Lawton.
Mule (Goldfinch and Canary Variegated Yellow).—1, R. Hawman. 2, W.

and C. Burniston. 3, J. Baxter, ?^c, J. Bexson. e, J. Soulsby; G. B. Frost.

Mule (Goldfinch and Canary VariegatedBuffj.—l, J. Stevens. 2, J. Sonlsby.

3, J. Pnrdy. vhe, T. Tenniswood; J. Spence; J. Adams; R. Pearson, c, G.
Stephenson; D. Hope.
Mule (Dark Goldfinch).—1, Johnson & Armstrong. 2, G. Cox. 8, R

Hawman. vhc, R. Hawman ; G. Cox. he, R. Simpson.
Mule (Any other variety).—1 and 3, J. Spence. 2, J. Stephens.
Cage of Six, in Variety.—1, W. J. Hampton. 2, J. Baxter. 3, E.

Gilhespy.
Britisb Bird (Any variety).—], O. Sorge. 2, J. Baxter. 3, G. Watsou.

vhe, J. C. Bamber; J. S. Staik ; li Pearson. )i<:, W. A C. Burniston ; G.Cox ;

Gales & Cooper; W. Winter, e, W. Robson; J. Lawton.
Foreign B)RD (Any variety).—1, A. D. Dance. Extra 1, J. S. Stark. 2, W.

MaxweU. 3, W. Oakey. he, G. Stephenson ; J. S. Stark.

SPECIAL EXTRA PRIZES.
Silver Medal, for Classes 15,1(3. 17, and IS, It Ritchie, Darlington.
Silver Medal, for Classes 10, 20, 21, 22. and 23, J. Adams, Coventry.
Silver Medal, for Class 35, J. Hampton, Darlington.
Cup, for most points in Crested classes, J. Baxter, Newcastle.
Clip, (or Classes 29, 30, and 36, J. Baxter.
Cup, for Classes 5, 6, 7, «, 9, 10, J. Adams.
Gold Medal, for most points in Show, J. Adams.
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Cup, proBented by the Committee, for the best bird ehown by membor.i, S.

Percival, Gateshead.
Silver Mtd.il, R. Lee, Thirsk.
Silver Medal, for Classes 3 and 4, T. English, North Shields.

Silver Medal, for Classes 1 and 2, J. Rutter, Sunderland.
Silver Medal, for Class S7, A. J. Dance.
Silver Medal, (or Class 28, J. Bexsou, Derby.
Silver Medal, for best Mule in .Show, J. Speuce, South Shieldg.

Silver Medal, for Classes 24, 25, 26, and 27, H. Frozer, Newcastle.

BEE-KEEPING.
I ASK yon to insert an account of my experience in bee-keep-

ing during the last four monttis, to encourage those who, like

myself, are novices in apiculture, and to solicit bints from the

more experienced which may point out defects in my manage-
ment and suggest improvements for further guidance.

The old and cruel system of burning the bees from the hives

to be taken up, is in full vogue in this neighbourhood. I have
always taken great interest in the busy workers so mercilessly

destroyed, and I made up my mind to try and save aa many as I

could this autumn from the sulphur pit.

Last spring I purchased a stock of bees in an ancient bell-

shaped straw skep. In March I cut a hole in the top, and
through this I fed the bees in April. Following the advice so

often given in this Journal, I succeeded in getting the bees to

take down syrnp from an inverted bottle. Early in June a

Bwarm was hived into a straw skep purchased from Mrs. Pagden

,

of Alfriston, Sussex, and I have since employed none but these

hives. They are of good size, and being strengthened by a baud
of wood to rest on the floorboard, are always dry and clean.

From these two hives I took early in August in straw supers

18 lbs. and 23 lbs. of honey respectively, finding no difficulty in

getting the bees to leave it by following the directions given in

these pages.
The time now drew near when I was to put into practice my

design of saving all the bees I could from the burning. I had
taken notice of three gardens in which a goodly array of hives

had been standing through the summer. I spoke to the owners
about the new system of driving the bees, for new it was to them.
The answer in each case was, " Well, sir, you get the bees out
alive if you can ; you are kindly welcome to them if the new
scheme does not injure the honey." " If I show yon that the
honey can be thus taken free of dead bees, as it cannot be by
your method of burning, for scores of bees in trying to escape
the deadly fumes die in the cells—will you, then, for the
future save your bees by driving them out aa I shall, and by
feeding them in the manner which I will point out, or by join-

ing them to weaker hives?" Now, it is not an easy task to

persuade such men to abandon the old practice and to take at

once to a totally new one, and so I will not say that those whom
I have tried to convert will at once adopt the humane system,
but in time I am certain to prove to them the utility of it.

I had never driven a swarm of bees in my life, but I made up
my mind to practise on my own two hives first, and then on
those of my neighbours. I was most successful at my first

attempt. The bees nearly all ascended in about fifteen minutes.
The few left in the old hive soon made their escape after being
confined in a shed for a short time. I intended to take all the
honey, and found just over 30 lbs. with very little brood. I

commenced feeding the same day, and found that from 1 to 4 lbs.

of syrup was carried down in twenty-four hours, the amount
depending upon the state of the weather. My bees were driven
on the 12th of August.
On the 24th of the same month I was asked to take the bees

from cottager No. 1. He wished eight hives taken up, mostly
old stocks. Before commencing with these I turned up my own
hives very carefully to note progress : they had each had about
30 lbs. of syrup in twelve days, and I was delighted to find in

one hive five combs, white as snow, well stored, and reaching
nearly from crown to floorboard; in the other there were six

combs, not so large as the others, but equally well filled with
syrup. This gave me much encouragement, and I went to work
with a will at the eight hives. I drove them all into clean new
ones, four on August 25th, and tour on August 26th. I fetched
them away in a cart each evening ; I spread out the wrappers
on the ground before the stands prepared for them (some facing
north, some south-east, by way of experiment), and then I joined
one of the two weaker to one of the stronger. This was most
easily performed in the twilight without any gloves or bee-dress,

1 gently lifted the strong hive aside to the corner of the sheet,

placed two sticks a few inches apart in the centre, then with a

sharp rap I knocked out the swarm from the hive between the

sticks, and instantly placed the other hive over. This I did
again with the other two. At about ten o'clock I went out with
a lantern and found every bee had ascended. Not a live bee was
there on either sheet, and what was better still, there was not a

dead one. I at once lifted the two hives on to their stands and
placed afeeding.bottle over each ; there was amerry hum instantly,

and the bottles were half emptied, and the bees flying about
examining their new quarters. Early nest day I went through

the same process, with like success on the morrow, excepting
that from some cause I could not dislodge more than half the

bees from one hive by beating. This hive was a late swarm and
had very little comb or honey in it. The bees would cluster on
the empty side of the hive, and would not mount to the top one.

I brushed out all I could with a feather, and moved the rest with
a little smoke from old rags while I was beating another hive.

I was enabled to present the owner with eight hives of honey,
not a dead bee among it, and in the whole only one comb
broken, which I placed in a dish which stood near me in case of

accidents.
I may here mention that to prevent the bees which followed

the hive and those which flew out before the bandage was
properly adjusted from annoying me, I placed a heap of damp
burning rags to windward of my little table, and I found them
most effective in driving off the bees, so much so that after beat-

ing a few secondsl was left entirely unmolested, and the cottager

who had come home to his dinner was able to stand with me
within the magic circle without any protection whatever. I

lifted up the top hive very gently and not a bee flew out; we
saw them pressing upwards in a compact mass, and in a few
minutes the top hive was put in the place of the old one. I

now had four new and strong colonies, increasing my apiary to

six hives. I fed them as fast as the bottles were emptied, and
felt that all was going on satisfactorily. The weather was in my
favour, very fine and warm, and two fields of late clover were
still in flower, so that my bees worked with a will to secure the

last sweet contributions of the season.

It was not until the 2nd of September that I was called upon
to take the bees from the garden of cottager No. 2. Here I had
nine hives at my disposal ; I drove six one day, and the three

others next day. Here I found by experience that the heavier
the hive the less trouble was there to dislodge its inmates.
Ten minutes was sufficient to send most of the bees up where
they were numerous and the hive full of honey, whereas twenty
minutes were barely sufficient to drive out a colony from a

partially empty hive. However, I succeeded in getting all safely

mounted on my own floorboards on the evening of September
3rd, having made from the nine hives four strong families by
joining the three weakest into one, and the others two and two
together. Now my array of hives had increased to nine, and
" all went merry as a marriage bell." The clover was no more,
hut the warm weather continued, and the bees most readily

took down the syrup. I used large preserving bottles, holding

4J lbs. of syrup.

On Monday, September 8th, I drove the six hives in garden
No. 3. One hive had but a very few bees in it, and hardly any
honey, the wasps had nearly destroyed this hive. The bees

were kept in a kind of cupboard or grotto, in a sunny part of the

garden. The hives were almost hidden by trailing ivy, which
touched the tops of many of them. A more inappropriate place

could not have been chosen. There was no way of getting

behind the hives, and they stood fourteen in number, upon two
shelves, one above the other, each hive nearly touching its

neighbours. I found them all firmly glued with propolis to the

boards, and the first hive I moved caused the whole apiary to be

in a tumult. However, being well protected I succeeded in

taking the bees from the hives marked for me. One was
particularly difficult to move, and I only found out the cause

when by force I detached it from the shelf. Behind it, with

ivy tendrils all interwoven was a heap of splendid comb, full

of honey and sealed up ; this was on the open board at the back

of the hive accessible to all the other bees of the apiary. Why
was it not attacked and pilfered, since all parts of it were
assailable? This question occurred to me, and I can only give

one reason : that the bees of this hive were over-powerful in

numbers. I took nearly a quart of bees from the old hive when
I drove them, and at night when I fetched away my own hive I

found quite a gallon of bees clustered in it. To these I joined

the few from the wasp-destroyed hive, and also a very weak
swarm from another hive, bearing in mind the constant advice

of Mr. Pettigrew, " Have strong colonies." I found the remain-

ing three swarms of medium strength, and therefore joined them
all into one.
Thus I now have eleven hives to stand the winter. In unitmg

all these twenty-three swarms into nine hives I had not one case

of fighting, although I did not use scented syrup with which to

sprinkle the bees before casting them together. Was it that

they were so terrified at the summary ejectment from their

homes a few hours before, that they had no wish for fighting ;

or that having nothing to protect in the shape of honey or brood

they amicably united to begin life anew ? These questions I

leave for those with more experience than mine to answer.

Now, to sum-up the results of this driving and uniting. I

have given altogether to the eleven hives just over 3 cwt. of

sugar—that is, at an average, 30i lbs. to each. Some have takeo

more, some less. The last day of October I found some of those

first driven with stores weighing from 30 to 35 lbs. Thus the

weight was about equal to half the weight of the syrup given,

because 30 lbs. of sugar would be equivalent to 60 lbs. weight
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of eyrup. I also found that the two hives containing the last
six swarms which were driven had exceeded in weight that of
anyone of the hives containing the hees from cottager No. 2.

This, in spite of many colder days and nights since I commenced
to feed them, clearly showing that the stronger the colony put
into an empty hive, even late in the autumn, and vigorously fed,

the greater the chance of success in keeping it through the
winter. I also found that one hive (that which I found to be
weakest from garden No. 1) was attacked the last week in
September by the bees from the strong colonies from garden
No. 3 ; I at once narrowed the entrances to all the weaker hives
and found that the pillaging stopped. The syrup was again
taken down, the rejection of which had first called my attention
to the fact that sometbin;;^ was going wrong. On October 6th
as frosts were setting in I made all my pets cosy and warm for
the winter. I had always had covers passing over the hives and
tied to the posts under the floorboards, and over all caps of zinc
or earthenware pans. I now stuffed the space between the
covers and the hives with soft hay, and after binding all on
tightly and placing straw screens before the entrances to break
the cold winds, I topped all with a good bed of hay and replaced
the caps and pans. All are well supplied with food, and I do
not at all fear that I shall find them short of proviaions until
nest March. I have marked the weaker ones, and shall give
them extra attention in early spring.

I will only add one other matter and then look forward to be
enabled to send you a satisfactory report of my eleven hives next

. spring. I had a misfortune with one of my own hives—the feed-
ing bottle fitted too tightly into the block of wood, and I sup-
pose that I shook the hive upon some occasion when inserting
the syrup. I soon knew that something was amiss ; first because
the food was left untouched for two days, and secondly because I
noticed that the bees ceased to bring in pollen. I turned up the
hive, when judge my dismay upon finding that two-thirds of
the combs had fallen en tnasse upon the floorboard. The bees
did not seem to care to resent my interference. I, for the first

time, singled out the queen in her home, she was upon the top
of the heap with a cluster of bees pressing about her ; I took up
the piece of comb, held it against one which had not fallen, and
in a very short time the bees crowded upon it, leaving the
broken piece in my hand. I then quickly fetched a dish and
placed all the fallen comb in it, at the same time liberating
numbers of bees which it had covered. Having cleaned the
floorboard I replaced the hive, the broken combs were all filled,

most of them with honey, and two pieces about 4 inches square
with brood. Some of the young bees crawled out from the cells

into the dish ; I took these two pieces of comb, lifted up the
hive again, and placed them upright on the floorboard. In three
days the bees again took down the syrup (no doubt after making
reparations in the hive), and pollen was again brought in from
the ivy flowers. On the final examination before wrapping up
for the winter I found this hive nearly full of comb, and quite
heavy. But where was the brood comb gone which I replaced ?

Not a vestige of it remained, nor was it incorporated with the
other comb of the hive.
And now I think I have told all about my first attempts at

bee-keeping or ratherat bee-rescuing. So far I hope successfully.
I only now look forward to a fair honey harvest next season and
au increase of my stock. Will Mr. Pettigrew kindly inform me
where I can obtain the large hives described by him in the
Journal of November 5th, and when I ought to uncover my
hives again to inspect them ?—P. H. P., Offley.

THE HIVE CONTROVERSY.
Will Mr. Cheshire tell us if the contingency he predicts with

regard to the so-called bar frame without the bottom rail is

grounded on any actual fact, or is it a mere idea of his own?
For it appears to me an impossibility for any number of bees
that could suspend themselves to a single bar of the thickness
usually employed to depress it with their weight, and it does
not seem likely that the comb would have the effect, even if

full of honey, for its formation would tend to support it.

Bees do sometimes att-ich the comb to the bottom rail of the
frame, but it is the exception instead of the rule. I should like
to know how the bottom rail assists ventilation.

Mr. Cheshire is in error when he says that the improvement
to which Mr. Pettigrew alludes is, "above all others, recently
introduced," for there are several introduced in his hive more
recent, although, strange to say, his has the bottom rail.

—

PEECHIONE.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Wellinoborodgh Show.—We are iaformed that Mr. F. Graham won

first prize io Blue Dragoons, and had a highly oomraended Blue Carrier cock.
Dominique Plumage (-4 London £.^l.).—Tho delect Ij uot bo great a» if

you had to exhibit two puIletH, and had only two birda of different shades. You
underline the wor^H *' best pullet :

" have you cue that Ih nearly as good that
will match the cuck in colour, or more nearly than the other ? You state the
other birds are inferior. Acting on your own verdict we should consider Huch
inferiority as more detrimental to succesa than a different shade of the same

colour. Our advice then is, If the only drawback to the best pen is the dissimi-
larity you name, and the two birds are plainly better than their mates,
exhibit them. Yon should have named the breed to which your first question
relates. Such a division is seen in the Malay, and in Game that have been
crotsed wih them. We know do other breeds that ehtjw it, and it is not
general in them. We should not consider it a detect in Malays. We bhould
not like it in any other hreed.

Brahui Pootras {E. C.).—Yon have no certainty of petting better hirds

by bujiug ot any particular strain. They may show certain points, but they
will not lay earlier. It seems to us imposssihle that Brahma pullets hatched
in March should not jet have laid. Oura have heen layitjg some time, and
they were not hatched as early. It is now the worst time of year for egge, but
if you will feed as we advise, we think you will soon have some. Let them have
every morning at daybreak a good feedof barleymeal or ground oats slaked with
water. About eleven o'clock throw them down a little maize or other whole
corn. At one o'clock give kitchen scraps or any odds and ends you have, and
at four feed again as in the morning. Our own experience is. that all inven-

tions and appliances for cheap or artificial foods are productive only of dis-

appointment. It is only while the weather is bad and the nights are h-ng we
recommend such feeding as above. Under more favourable circumstances,

say in March, one of tLe two middle feeds may be discontinued. We advise

you. in answer to your question, to begin by removing all faulty cocks as soon
as their defects appear. This may ho aone at ten weeks old, and you will be
surprised to see how few will pass muster. You will probably be left with
few; these will want drafting from time to time. Bad combs will appear

;

some will he weak on their legs ; others will grow t^nly in height and length

;

aad at last when they are six months old you will be surpri&ed at the small

number you have to choose from.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lftt. 51^32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^8' 0" W.; AUitade, 111 feet.

DiTE.
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rods as required, and good root top-dressings of sonnd
food.

To summarise : Vines which make short-jointed wood, which
show fruit mostly at the third leaf, and carry thick dark
foliage of medium size like the Fig, may be cut-in close to the
old wood. Vines long-jointed, showing only at the fifth and
sixth leaf, and carry light flimsy fohage like Rhubarb, will be
the better for relays of young wood, gradually removing the
old spurs and rods, and, above all things, to guard against the
remotest chance of overcrowding. That is the best advice I

can give to amateurs—advice founded on close and extended
observation and a Ufetime of practice. In cutting, let it be
done clean, square, and smooth, without split or splinter, and
a little lead paint rubbed in at pruning time will prevent
bleeding at bleeding time.

A word as to peeling the canes. There is a great deal too
much of this. It is very nice for a " day's-work " gardener to

scrape and peel and pickle a rod a-day. It would often be
cheaper to pay him to go to bed. When Vines are clear of

filth close-peeling the stems is altogether unnecessary. A
tight grasp and rub round by the hand wUl remove all loose

bark necessary to come away ; moreover. Vines treated in this

way wiU require less and less bark removed every year. Layer
win form on and be interwoven with layer, forming a close

covering of fibre which is not without a use. Rods peeled to
the very wood one year will look to require it the next—that
is, bark does not adhere so closely to wood as bark to bark

;

and, unfortunately, the peeling and scraping often has gone
below the surface of the wood. That can never be done with-
out injury ; and, as a matter of fact, I have seen injury almost
fatal follow this picking and scraping with a vengeance. If,

however, Vines are infested with filth, especially thrips, there
must be a careful removal of bark to eradicate the insect pest.
Peeling should then be regarded as the lesser of two evils.

What does bark do ? It preserves the ascending sap at an
equable temperature by its non-couductibility : the sap floats

under this Nature's covering safe from the sudden fluctuations
of heat to cold and cold to heat without. It also absorbs a
measure of moisture, facilitating in no insignificant degree the
free breaking of the eyes in spring. Smooth glassy-polished
rods are almost invariably irregular in pushing the eyes, and
the young growth of such Vines will flag under a bright sun,
and curl under a low night temperature more decidedly than
when the ascending sap is protected by its natural shield. That
is because it must be so. The advice, therefore, to my ama-
teur friends (generally desperate scrapers) is to let all the bark
possible remain on the Vines, and remove it only to destroy
the haunts and germs of insects.

A word on painting and dressing the rods. Sulphur, soot,
hme, and clay, mixed with tobacco and soft-soap water, is the
orthodox mixture for Vine painting. It is not asserted the mix-
ture has no insect-kUling power, or that if it is not syringed
off the Vines, it may not in some degree act as a red-spider
repellent. If these little pests regard it as a danger signal,
and turn tail at the sight of it, well and good. I have used it

on one half a house of Vines which had carried a nice crop of
thrips, and the other half thoroughly washed the rods, giving
them an out-and-out brushing with soft-soap water, about 1 lb.

to the gallon, and half of the gallon tobacco water, applying it

almost hot—that is, at a temperature between 130° and 150',
and the washing altogether beat the mere painting as a means
of insect eradication and prevention. Last year (1873) two
vineries had some thrips. The Vines of one were painted, of
the other washed. Washing proved the most effectual. Paint-
ing will not kill the eggs of thrips, but get a spoke-brush, and
set to work with a will, and not many eggs will be left on the
Vines to hatch. Scrub the woodwork with the same solution,
and force it in abundance into every cranny , holding the syringe
by a leather-gloved hand to prevent overheating, and you
are on the royal road to success in the insect-destroying cam-
paign. Gishurst compound is a fine article for the purpose to
those who want something more fashionable than soft soap.
To sum up this part of the " dressing," the verdict is. Paint
if yon wUl, but wash the rods first. For myself washing
suffices.

Shall I add a word about outside border dressings ? Should
the border be covered to keep out wet? If the soil is not
retentive of moisture, and the whole bulk is well drained with
an open subsoil, such shelter is not necessary. It may be
dressed with manure, and the rain be allowed to wash its

virtues in ; but if the drainage is imperfect, or the soil guilty
of holding water, cover with shutters, or, failing these, dry

material of any kind in sufficient thickness to absorb as much
as possible of the rain during the winter months.—J. Weight.

FEENCH NOTES.
Each succeeding visit that I make to Paris, while it impresses

me more and more with its marvellous beauty as a city, also
confirms me in the opinion that I have often expressed—that
too much has been made of its public gardens, and that they
will not bear comparison with those of our own much-abused
and smoky metropolis. The clearness of the Paris atmosphere,
the bright sun which so often, when we are enveloped in fogs,

lightens up everything in the city, and more especially, I think,
the long line of boulevards with their avenues of trees, impress
the stranger ; while the habit that English people have of

grumbling at everything in their own country and praising-up
everything connected with other nations, tends to make them
think that the superiority must rest with their neighbours.
But is it so ? Let us look, first of all, at the spaces which our
public gardens occupy as compared with those in Paris. Look,
for example, at our gardens— St. James's, the Green Park,
Hyde Park, and the Regent's Park—why, all the public spaces
in Paris might be put into one of them, if we except the Bois
de Boulogne and the Bois de Vincennes, which are a long way
from the centre of population ; while if we go farther afield we
have Battersea Park, Victoria Park, and Finsbury Park, the
two former especially of considerable dimensions. The Champs
Elysces, on the other hand, is but a narrow strip ; the Tuil-

leries gardens are small ; and the other pubUc spaces, such as

the garden around the Tour de St. Jacques, the Square Mon-
tholon, are very tiny indeed. Then, if we regard that which,
in England at least, is considered the sine qua non of park
scenery, fine fohage—where in Paris can you equal the grand
old Elms of Kensington Gardens, or the foliage of the other
parks ? We hear a great deal of the Horse Chestnuts of the
Tuilleries, and in early spring they are very beautiful ; but
their beauty is soon gone, and in the height of summer, when
our parks are grand in their leafy beauty, these are withered
and the gardens littered with their falling leaves. In the Pare
de Monceaux, which though very small is the prettiest of those

in the interior of Paris, there are some fine trees, but nothing
in comparison with ours. But then someone will say, " The
Bois, as the Parisians delight to call it—surely that is some-
thing we have not." But the Bois is some distance out, it is

beyond walking distance ; and since the Prussians destroyed

part of the wood nearest the city it is even further still. And
when you do get there, although prettily laid out, there are no
large trees. You have cascades, and lakes, and caf6s, andPres
Catalans, &c., but grand umbrageous trees there are not; and
in all the French forests that I have seen—St. Germains, Fon-
tainebleau, Chantilly, &a., their beauty is much spoiled by the

formal manner in which the roads are made. The straight

avenues are very distasteful, and one misses the grandeur of

our noble English woods. You cannot but smile when they

point out to you some grand monarch of the woods and com-
pare it with your memories of home trees. Nor can it well be

otherwise : wood fuel is so great a necessity of France, that

the forests must fall beneath the woodcutter's axe, and hence
that which constitutes the pride of our woods is absent from
them. However, this is a digression, and I must only repeat

that, as far as size and tree-beauty are concerned, we are far

beyond the French capital in our parks and pleasure grounds.

And now as to flowers. If in the former case we have simply

relied on the accidents of circumstances, there can be no ques-

tion that in the matter of out-of-door planting of tender or

half-hardy plants the example has been set us by our French
neighbours. It is they who first utilised the Cannas, Cala-

diums, Ricinus, Wigandias, &c., which have made so wonderful

a change in the outdoor planting of our days. But at the same
time I must say we have been ready learners ; and although

Barillet and others did much, I think we may say Gibson and
others on our side of the water have done more, while the

carpet bedding has assuredly (if that be any merit), been our

introduction ; and I can with all confidence say that there is

nothing now in Paris to be compared with the grand bedding-

out of Battersea or the gorgeous displays in our other parks.

Indeed, there has seemed to me of late years, save the miser-

able war which has for a time so paralysed France, a great

falling-oft in the quality of the bedding-out. Cheaper, and at

the same time less effective plants have been used, and the

general appearance of the pubUc gardens is, therefore, not bo

good as nnder the Empire.
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There is one thing which as a lover of flowers I always envy
Paris for, and that is her flower markets. When I consider

what we can produce, what gorgeous plants onr nurserymen
rear, and then think of the miserably narrow place which is

appropriated to plants in pots in Covent Garden, I confess

that I am ashamed of our shortcomings ; and the worst of it

is that there seems no remedy. I do not know whether the

improvements made in the Market will affect flowers as well as

fruits and vegetables ; but whea one walks through the flower

market in the Place de la Madeleine or on the Quai, and sees

how deftly the Roses, and Pomegranates, and Mignonette, and
even the Ox-eye Daisy, are arranged in their white-paper enve-

lopes, and sees the good housewife tripping off with her che-

rished treasure, I always wish that we had some such way of

setting-off the fine plants we can produce.
And passing from flowers to seeds is a natural transition,

and so let me say a few words on the very complete and ad-

mirably arranged seed-stores of Messrs. Vilmorin & Cie. at

Eeuilly which they have recently erected for their increasing

business. It lacks, indeed, many of those features which in the
Messrs. Suttons' establishment at Reading mark their philan-

thropic views as well as their business habits ; but in those
niceties of details in which the French are so strong these new
stores are remarkable. As an instance of this let me remark
that no two varieties of any one vegetable or flower are placed
near to one another. Thus, instead of having compartments
of various kinds of Carrots, as I have seen them one after

another, a compartment is filled with Turnips, the next with
Carrots, the next with Cabbage, and so on. These stores are

well worth a visit ; but let me caution intending visitors to go
to Reuilly, not Neuilli/, as they are at opposite extremes of

Paris.

Seeing as I did the Paris fruit markets at a later period than
nsual, I was struck with two things—the wonderful abundance
of the fruits, and their general inferiority. The Grapes are

plentiful and sweet, but then they are not either Muscats or

Black Hamburghs. The greater number of the Pears were
Duchesse d'Angouleme, quite a second-rate variety, and the
Apples lacked the briskness of our own ; but the Figs were
dehcious, and the Strawberries, " fraises de quatre saisons,"

highly flavoured and abundant ; and one wonders why it is we
never see Strawberries in October in Covent Garden.
Such are my rambling notes. They may interest some ; and

at any rate, when the cry is made " They do these things
better in France," before it is applied to horticulture I hope
I have said enough to show that some doubt may reasonably
be expressed on the point.—D., Deal.

OUE ANEMONES.
Of aU the flowers natives of our own country as well as im-

ported, none, to my mind, are more interesting than the beau-
tiful Anemones that in many parts of our own land cover
acres with their handsome foliage and cheering white flowers,

I mean Anemone nemorosa ; then we have A. apennina, the
blue species, one that ought to be in all gardens. In the
spring no flower can be more beautiful ; it appears to thrive in

most places. There is also A. blanda, of more compact growth
but equally beautiful, and coming into bloom earlier than
apennina (imported). There is, too, that charming gem.
Anemone ranuueuloides, seldom seen except as a variety, which
I am afraid it will remain. A shady rookery with a south
aspect, moderately moist but thoroughly drained, and attended
to with water when required, in a compost of loam, leaf mould,
and sandy peat in equal proportion, will be likely to meet its

requirements.

I believe the nearer we approach the natural circumstances
that plants are found under the greater will be our success in

their cultivation. The Double-white Wood Anemone is another
of those neglected border plants to which I would direct at-

tention. To see this plant as it may be seen in the early
spring at the rectory at Kirk Deighton, near Wetherby, York-
shire, on the limestone, brought there by Mr. Duncan, the
worthy gardener, from Scotland, fifty years ago, is a siglat to
be had in remembrance.

There is, too, A. Pulsatilla, far too seldom met with in our
borders. It does not increase readily, requires time to get
established, and should not often be disturbed

;
good loam and

well-decomposed vegetable matter, with a little coarse sand,
full exposure and a moderately moist situation, will suit it. I
have never been able to increase it by seed.

I wish to direct attention to those glorious Wind-flowers

that we cannot call our own that so delight us in winter and
early spring with their charming colours. They are of easy
culture ; a moderately dry border or bed will suit them, well
prepared by mixing with ordinary garden soil, some good
loam, leaf or decayed vegetable matter, a little peat, and coarse
sand, with good drainage. The soil should be broken up to
the depth of 18 inches some time before planting, so that it

may be thoroughly prepared. If they are thus cared for and
attended to with water when required they wiU be Ukely to
succeed. Some people leave them in the ground to take their
chance, but I prefer to have them lifted, cleaned, and replanted
in the latter months of summer and autumn.
The double varieties of the tuberous kinds may be treated

in the same way. They are easily increased by division of the
tubers, and by seed. I have known them to be rather trouble-
some in Box edgings when the seed has been suffered to be
carried by the wind to places where it was not wanted.
They are a numerous family widely distributed. The tuberous

kinds are well adapted for pot-culture, and may be potted in
the autumn, plunged either in a cold pit or sheltered comer,
and brought on gradually in early spring. Placed in a cool
greenhouse they cannot fail to repay the Uttle labour they have
required.

—

Veeitas.

ELECTION OF FEUIT TEEES.
AccoBDiNG to your request I have much pleasure in handing

you the names of the Apple, Pear, and Plum trees that have
done best with me out of the many planted.

A2>ph's, Dessert,

Ribston Pippin Nonpareil
Cox's Orange Pippin Tliorle Pippin
Shepherd's Fame Irish Peach
Pursemouth Shakspeare
Lady Wemyss Cambusnethen Pippin
Sii- Walter Blackett Summer Strawberry

Apples, Kitchen.

Bock Pippin Cellini
Oslin King

Fail-me-neverLord SufflelJ

Rymer
Emperor Alexander
Hawthomdea

Jargonelle
Easter Benrre
Brown Beurre
White Beurre
Louise Bonne of Jersey
Broom Park
Muirfowl Egg
Ne Plus Meuria
Dunmow Brown Beorre
Farrow Cow

Green Gage
Jefferson
Nectarine
Victoria
Washington
TayBank
Coe's Golden Drop

Dumelow's Seedling
^Vhite Leadington
Beauty of Kent

Pears.

Plums.

Hazel
Crawford's Early
Hampden's Bergamot
Williams' Bon Chretien
Duck-egg Bergamot
Benrrt liiel

Benvie
Autumn Bergamot
Huyshe's Bergamot
Musselburgh Golden Knap

Purple Gage
White Magnum Bonum
Red Magnum Bonum
Bivers' Early Prolific

Keine Claude de Bavay
Bleeker's Green Gage
Damson

Might I suggest that, should there be any difficulty in carry-
ing out the election of fruit trees by countries or districts of
countries, it might be carried out by counties? If a gardener
in any county would undertake the duty he could easily send
a circular to a good number (perhaps twenty or thirty) of his
brethren, asking for information with reference to what in
their experience they find to be, say, the fifteen best dessert
Apples, the fifteen best kitchen Apples, the fifteen best Pears,
and the fifteen best Plums. If anyone would kindly undertake
this duty and pubUsh the results in your columns, he would
confer a favour on many of your readers.

—

An Amaieue,
Fifeshire.

[We shall be obliged by similar returns being sent to us
from other parts of all the British islands.

—

Eds.]

MONT D'OE EUNNER BEAN.
YouB correspondent, Mr. Luekhurst, seems to be much

pleased with Mont d'Or Runner Bean, and I fear his praise is

likely to mislead, for after giving it a good trial in 1873, and
again in the present year—that is, 1871, I cannot find it at all

superior to ordinary French Beans, which when cooked well
can be sent to table of a pleasant colour, whereas Mont d'Or,
which is a continental variety, and was in the hands of the
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London trade a year before it was sent ont, is when cooked
with the utmost skill only a dirty yellowish green, neither
yellow enough to look like marmalade, nor green enough te
please the eye.

—

John Besteb, Pine Apple Nursery, Maida
Vale.

NOVELTIES IN THE EOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Senecio macboglossds an interesting and rare novelty, ia

flowering in the Succulent house. A superficial observer with-
out seeing the inflorescence would at once pronounce it an Ivy,
so close is the resemblance, particularly in the form and veining
of the leaves. The flower-heads are very ornamental and last

a considerable time ; they are golden yellow, about 2 inches
across, with but a small centre of tubular florets. It is a native
of the Cape, and requires greenhouse temperature. Cuttings
are easily rooted. The cultivation is very simple, so that no
special instructions are necessary. The above is an example
of plant-mimicry—when two species not related so closely re-

semble each other that they might be mistaken for the same.
Even the scrutiny of the botanical eye has been deceived ; a
specimen without flower was described for a genus to which it

has not the slightest relationship. Several suggestions have
been advanced for its scientific explanation, but nothing clear
and decisive has yet been given. Without diving into detail

we cannot perhaps do better than quote a sentence in the
" Popular Science Eeview," written by Mr. A. W. Bennett.
He has recourse to the " doctrine of design," and says that
" Nature has some general purpose in the different modes in
which life is manifested ; a purpose not in aU cases for the
immediate advantage of the individual species, but in further-
ance of some design of general harmony, which it may take
centuries of unwearied observation and laborious toil before
we discover the key by which we may be able to unlock it."

Asparagus decumbens, a species of pretty slender growth, is

here in flower. The stems are numerous, and, mingling to-
gether, form a mass of lively green. The flowers are small,
but sprinkled numerously and with pleasing effect over the
entire plant. They have cinnabar red anthers, contrasting
with the white perianth. The perfume is agreeable, and not
unhke the lemon-scented Verbena. It may be increased either
by seeds or division, and is worth cultivation wherever variety
is desired. Rich loamy soil should be used. Here may be
noted a point of interest : The leaves of Asparagus and other
genera of the tribe Myrsiphyllum, Euscus, &o., are always de-
veloped in the form of a minute membranous scale. In their
axils are one or more branches, which perform the function of
true leaves, and have more or less their appearance. For true
leaves they are usually mistaken, and for them are often de-
scribed.

If a digression from our heading can be allowed, it is

impossible not to mention Luculia gratissima, which is mag-
nificently in flower in the conservatory. It is planted out in
a bed of CameUias, and in a similar position it should always
be cultivated. In pots it may be grown, but with less suc-
cess and greater trouble. We have before given methods of
cultivation, to which our readers can easily refer. It cannot
be too persistently recommended to the attention of all who
do not make it of great value during winter.

SALTPETRE FOR HYACINTHS.
Now that the time has arrived when lovers of Hyacinths in

glasses will have, or ought to have, them consigned to their
places of flowering, it may be interesting to know that while
the bulb is producing its roots in the water, by applying a little

of nitrate of potash (saltpetre) to the water in which the bulb is

in, it will in a great measure stimulate growth, and be the
means of producing better roots and flower than otherwise
would be. Dissolve the nitrate in water, pour it into the
glasses when changing the water, which ought to be done at
least every two or three weeks. If there are any who doubt
this fact, let them apply it to some such thing as Mustard or
Cress, which they are likely to be growing in their hothouses
about this time, when, I doubt not, they will find it to pro-
duce beneficial effects, and I shall be glad to hear of such at
some future date. But although all means are taken to pro-
duce growth there will be many failures, which will arise from
not having the proper bulbs for water. As a rule, single
Hyacinths grow much better in water than the double varieties.

The water ought to be soft, and when changed not colder than
the temperature of the room or the place where the Hyacinths

are kept. Many are the failures I have seen, owing to some
ladies thinking if they just had a bulb struck in a glass with
the water nearly over the bulb, it was all right.—Wiujam
Laukie, Lynnwood.

COLLETIA CRUCIATA.
A SHORT time ago it was noticed that this shrub had flowered

somewhere under glass, and was a highly ornamental object

;

but is it necessary to keep this plant under glass at all ? One
we have here (Linton Park, Kent), has flowered for several sea-
sons quite exposed, there being nothing higher than itself for
several yards in all directions, and during the autumn it was

Fig. 157.—Colletia craoiata.

a mass of flower, and I need hardly say looked exceedingly

well from the middle or early part of October up to the 11th
of November, when we had a sharp frost, which injured it

very much, or rather disfigured the flower to a certain extent,

but not entirely so ; and notwithstanding the wind, rain, and
frost we have had up to the time I write (December 8th), there

is still a good sprinkling of flowers on it.

It is certainly strange that this plant should be so prolific in

flowers, and the equally formidable, but not so curious, C. hor-

rida should flower so sparingly, as I have not noticed a single

bloom this season. Both plants being about of a size, and
equally open to all the influence of the atmosphere. And to

those who have not grown C. cruciata I would by all means
recommend it to their notice, as its singular formation renders

it a highly interesting object every day in the year. Its rigid

cruciform construction, armed as it is with spines equally

formidable, give it a Cactus-Uke look, and proclaim its foreign

habitat. Yet even there I should think it has more the stamp
of a spreading than an upright tree, as the plant we have,

which now and then makes a vigorous growth in some of its

parts, has a tendency to lie down or spread, rather than push
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upwarda. It is also with me a decidaous tree, althongh often

classed as an evergreen ; but to the general observer it makes

no difference, for nine out of every ten who pass it would not

notice any foliage upon it, even in the growing season, the

foliage is so small and insignificant, and all but lost when seen

in contrast with the sturdy flattened stems, which, meeting each

other at right angles with rigid accuracy, form the structural

features of the plant, and give it importance and interest in

all who admire singular-looking plants. Where a collection

of trees and shrubs is made, thi? ought never to be omitted,

provided the situation be at all a dry one ; for I hardly expect

it to prosper in one of a contrary description.

It is only fair to say that extraordinary hard frosts may kill

or at least injure it. Cue we had, and which had attained

some size before the hard winter of 1800-67, succumbed to the

severity of the frost that season, but the present one has stood

unprotected ever since that time, and in the past season was

entirely covered with its white blossoms, which look eeiually

well either in a bud or expanded state. I believe it originally

appeared as Colletia bictoniensis, but has latterly been more
properly called C. cruciata, and hails from that country so

prolific in formidable-armed plants, Mexico; and presuming

its growth to be in accordance with what may be expected of

it in its native country, it must make a fence impassable

either to the human race or wild animals. Its contemporary

C. horrida is also a touch-me-not plant, but lacks that pecu-

harity of structure which gives C. cruciata a feature differing

widely from everything else I know of growing outdoors, and
equalling in many respects the singular formation of many of

the succulent plants which inhabit our houses, which I expect

at some future time not far distant may again become fashion-

able.—J. EoBSON.

EEPLANTING WOODLAND.
In 1859-60 an enclosure, which had been recently cleared of '

Larch trees (except a few of the finest and best-grown, which

were left, and are now standing), was replanted with Larch.

These grew vigorously up to 1868, the very dry year, when
many of them showed symptoms of a check. The year follow-

ing there was a slight improvement in the growth, but since

and up to the present at least one-third of the trees have made
little or no growth, and comparatively few have made a fair

and healthy progress. During the period a good many Syca-

more, Ash, and some Oak have come up spontaneously, and

are healthy-growing trees. The land is of better than average

quahty, and would not have been originally planted with trees

but for a special object. The Larch which were fallen on it

in 1858 were generally well-grown healthy trees, some reaching

to from 40 to 50 feet cube. The following appeared in a con-

temporary a few years ago :
—" I never knew a single instance

where a new plantation was made on ground that had been
previously occupied with trees that ever succeeded unless the

whole of the ground was trenched over as deeply as the roots

of the trees removed had gone, and every root as thick as a

person's finger got out. . . . The result is generally this : The
young trees for a time grow, but in two or three years they

begin to look sickly, and die off. On examining the roots they

are found to be destroyed by a fungus, which has done Nature's

work in assisting the decomposition of the dead roots, and, for

want of a further supply of food, attacks the living ones,

which, in turn, succumb to its encroachments.—T. Baines."
It will be observed that in the present case the trees had

been planted eight years before any unhealthy symptoms
appeared. I should state that the ground was not trenched,

and the growth of the trees was much more rapid in propor-

tion after the first three years than before, owing to the strong

vegetable undergrowth they had to contend with at first. The
stools and large roots of Larch of the age and size of those

fallen would, however, be much longer than three years in

decaying. I should have considered the observation of Mr.
Baines almost conclusive as to the cause of the second crop of

Larch failing if I had not had some considerable experience
with regard to growing timber, especially Fir plantations.

If the decaying roots of trees removed were so prejudicial as

would seem from his opinion, the periodical thinning of aU
well-managed plantations would tell injuriously upon the trees

left standing, the roots of the removed trees being always left

behind; this, however, is not the case, but on the contrary I

have found nothing more beneficial to the growth of planta-
tions than judicious and periodical thinning, and this is not
confined to very young trees. I am aware, as a rule, it is not

desirable to crop land twice in succession with the same crop

;

but in the present instance I was induced to replant with

Larch, as the most useful and speedily-profitable timber. I

may mention that the few Larch left standing have been gradu-

ally showing symptoms of decline since the others were fallen,

but I attribute this to being subjected to exposure they had
not previously been habituated to. Perhaps the observation

and experience of some of your readers may throw light upon
the subject.—V.

HOSES SELECTED.
I HAVE received a letter from a lady in Ireland (" M. H. B."),

who complains of scant information as regards Boses in The
Journal of IIorticcltdre, but she is certainly wrong about

the " Election of Roses." If she will order the number pub-

hshed Oct. Ist she will see there the opinions of amateurs as

regards the best fifty Roses, including the best twenty Kosee.

She wishes to know my opinion of the best Roses of the last

two years. I buy " infants " very rarely, as my gardens are

so exposed to violent winds. In the late gale 109 feet of a

new brick wall (south aspect) was blown down and squashed
eighteen of my best Peach and Nectarine trees.

I will name a selection of Eoses, beginning with those of

1864, which I find to be good, of good growth, and of good
constitution.

1864.—Achille Gonod, Dr. Andry, Duchesse de Caylus, Mar-
guerite de St. Amand. 1865.—Abel Grand, Alfred Colomb,,

Fisher Holmes, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Prince de Porcia. 18G6.

—

Black Prince, FeUx Genero, Annie Wood, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, Madame Margottin, Tea Eose. 1S67.—Elie Morel,

Baroness Rothschild. 1868.—Duke of Edinburgh, Madame
Creyton, Thyra Hammerick, Edward Morren.

I do not know the exact dates of the following, but I can

safely recommend them—namely. Baron Chaurand, M4xime
de la Eocheterie, Countess of Oxford, Etienne Levet, Claude

Levet, Vicomtesse de Vezins, and Mr. Veitch's beautiful and
valuable high-coloured Tea Rose the Duchess of Edinburgh.

The Eose is Al, and the growth excellent. I have other novel-

ties, but the plants are as yet weak, and the summer was very

trying for infants. Next season I hope to be able to speak

favourably of Van Moltke, Diana, Peach Blossom, and St.

George.
Preceding 1864 (in 1863) there came out three Eoses which

it is impossible to praise too much—Pierre Netting, Madame
Victor Verdier, and Leopold Premier. I thank the lady for

her confidence in my recommendations. I never recommend
bad growers or reluctant bloomers, and I do not like judging

"infants" hastOy.—W. F. Eadclyffe.

TILLANDSIA LINDENII.
In several cuts of the above-named plant that I have seen

it has always been represented as throwing up only one spike

of fiower at a time—viz., from the heart of the plant. I have
a plant under my charge which has produced three spikes, one

from the centre and two from the axils of the leaves. Is this

unusual ? The glowing descriptions invariably given of this

charmLog plant when exhibited, and the flowers being of a

colour (blue) so much wanting in exotics, makes me anxious

to become more intimately acquainted with this floral beauty.

The centre spike has a very strong spathe promising to open at

least fourteen flowers ; the other two are not sufficiently ad-

vanced for me to determine their number, but all are very

healthy-looking. I shall be exceedingly glad if any of the

readers of the Journal can enlighten me.—W. C.

Soils and Subsoils.—The soils upon which the agricul-

turist has to operate are usually classified as sandy, sandy or

light loams, loams, clayey loams, heavy or retentive clays,

marls, calcareous loams, peaty soils, or bog earths. This clas-

sification has reference chiefly to composition and texture, a

special chemical composition (sihcious, calcareous, &c.), being

necessary for the profitable growth of particular crops, and a

certain mechanical texture (friable, porous, &c.), suiting best

for the permeation of rain and air, and the descent or spread-

ing of special roots and rootlets. Loams, consisting of fertile

admixtures of sand, clay, and humus or decayed vegetable

matter may be regarded as typical soils, which become, on the

one hand, light by a preponderance of sand, and on the other,

heavy by a preponderance of clay. But whatever their composi-

tion and texture, these soils, geologically speaking, are mainly of
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two sorts—soils of disintegration, arising from the waste and
decay of the immediately underlying rooks, together with a cer-

tain admixture of vegetahle and animal di'liris ; and soils of
transport, whose ingredients have been brought from a distance,
and have no geological connection with the rocks on which
they rest. Under the former are comprehended such as arise

from the disintegration of limestones, chalks, traps, granites,
and the like, and which are directly influenced in their compo-
sition, texture, and drainage by the nature of the subjacent
rocks from which they are derived. Under the latter are em-
braced aU drift and alluvial materials, such as sand, shingly
debris, miscellaneous silt and clay, which have been worn from
other rocks by meteoric agencies, and transported to their ex-
isting positions by winds, waters, or ancient glacial agencies.
Besides these there are also soils of organic origin, such as
peat earths and vegetable mould or humus, which is to a
great extent also of animal origin or elaboration. Indeed, in
all superficial soils there is a certain amount of vegetable and
animal matter—the decay of plants, the droppings of animals,
the exuvife of insects, the casts of the earth worm, and the
like, conferring upon them that dark, friable, and loamy
character so indicative of richness and fertility.— (Page's
Geology in its Relations to the Arts and Manufactures.)

A FLOWER MISSION.
Five or six years ago a young girl, at that time a teacher,

noticed in her daily rambles the great waste of fruit, and
especiaDy of flowers, in the gardens of the wealthy. Myriads
of blossoms that might gladden sad hearts and tired eyes are
allowed to fade through the long summer days, sometimes be-
cause their owners are absent abroad ; oftener still because of
the superabundance resulting from liberal culture. Each week
our thoughtful girl came into the great city, always bringing
with her a basket or a bouquet of fresh flowers, sure, even on
her way from the station to her home, to be asked for flowers
by a score or moie of little children, ragged, yet with the love
of the beautiful in their hearts.
The summer passed away, but not the happy thought bom

of the summer. In the city are vast numbers of poor suffer-

ing souls, not alone in hospitals and on sick beds in narrow
straitened homes, but hundreds of sewing girls spending their

lives in hot stifling work-rooms in the heavy woollen manufac-
tures for fall and winter trade. Where is their summer ?

What do they know of Nature's gracious bounty in field and
wood, on hill and glade? On the one hand the need, on the
other the demand and its possible fulfilment. Not only in the
fields and woods ready for the harvest, but also in the conserva-
tories and greenhouses, and gaily blooming flower beds of the
suburban gardens environing the great metropolis, are count-
less superfluous blossoms that were not " born to blush un-
seen," and should not "waste their sweetness on the desert
air."

The first Sunday in May, 18G9, in several of the city churches
a brief notice was read, inviting all having either fruit or
flowers to spare, or time to gather wild ones from the woods,
to send their gifts to the chapel of Hollis Street Church, which
would be open on Monday and Thursday mornings from eight
till twelve for the reception and distribution of flowers and
fruit to the sick and poor in the city. Any and aU who might
have leisure and incUnation to assist in tying-np bouquets, or
in carrying them to their destination, were invited to meet at

the chapel on that Monday morning ; a curious example of an
organisation almost self-created ; entirely composed of volun-
teers ; no membership or qualification for membership other
than the desire to lend a helping hand ; no president, no
official red tape ; each did that which seemed light and fitting,

and in keeping with the beauty and fragrance which, week after
week through the long summer, made the old chapel blossom
like the Rose. We quote a few words from an account of the
first day's experiment :

" The first to come were two girls,

who, glowing with the air of their country homes, and excite-

ment from the thought of the pleasure they had the means of
giving, appeared with baskets filled with Houstonias, Cowslips,
Violets, and Anemones, nicely tied up in pretty bunches ; then
two more with basketsful of Violets, and again another with
field flowers. So far all were personal friends ; the next con-
tribution, however, was from a stranger—hothouse flowers
and ripe red Strawberries. Again, a silver-wedding gift of
twelve beautiful bouquets, seeming to the donors the pleasant-
est memorial they could convey of their own happiness.
Again, a Lady Bountiful sent her carriage laden with cut

flowers, pot plants, and branches of flowering shrubs, placing
her carriage also at the service of the members—a welcome
gift indeed, for it is no light task to carry the large, flat, flower-
laden baskets to their destination." This was a good begin-
ning for such a quiet, unostentatious charity : contributions
from thirteen sources ; distributions to 150 persons.
The work begun under such favourable auspices never flagged

throughout the summer. The givers were liberal ; the workers
also. School children in the surrounding towns made excur-
sions to woods and fields, and sent in generous collections of

wild flowers, Mosses, and graceful Ferns. Regular contributions
were also sent from private conservatories, sometimes carefully

and tastefully arranged in little bouquets ready for distribu-
tion, sometimes in huge bunches of individual flowers, easily

separated ; sometimes a large basket held many varieties of

flowers in layers, with moist cotton between ; the flowers
having been sorted in the gathering, the Pinks, the Roses, the
HeUotropes, &c., which rendered the work at the chapel much
simpler, and lessened greatly the risk of breaking the stems,
always to be feared in separating indiscriminate masses. The
essentials for work in the chapels were a long table, broad
enough to turn the flowers out in heaps, with room for assorting

;

shallow tanks of water in which to place the bouquets as fast as
prepared until the hour of distribution

;
plenty of string, and

scissors and chairs. It is unwise to attempt to work standing
;

the fatigue is great, and should be lessened as much as possible.

Large flat baskets, Uke market baskets, are the most con-
venient for carrying the flowers without injury. It seemed as
though everyone had been waiting for just this chance; for

not alone were the flowers provided, and busy, willing hands
to arrange and distribute them, but corporations (supposed to
be soul-less) became Uberal and generous to an unwonted degree.

Railroads transported free of expense the baskets and parcels

for the Flower Mission, not only over the roads, but always
finding among the employes at the stations someone to carry
them to the chapel. If the baskets were marked with the
owner's name and residence they were returned also by the
next train free of charge. Many a basket twice a-week made
its journey to and fro in this way from Dedham, Newton,
Wellesley, Hingham, Lexington, and even as far as Plymouth.
From Quincey twice a-week came two or three huge wash-tubs
full of garden flowers and wild flowers. In the gathering
everyone united—catholic and protestant, orthodox and uni-

tarian, all for the love of God and His children.

We copy a few statistics from the report of the ladies con-
nected with the Flower Mission at the close of the first season
in October, 1809 :—

CoutribatioQS in BowerB .... 356

„ in p]ant3 30

„ in fruit 30
Number of contributors 106

Number of towns sending con-
tributions 26

Number of bouquets distri-

buted 6,718

Of these 1132 were sent to people confined to the city during
the warm weather. The plants were scattered among various

homes. The remainder of the flowers were taken to the

hospitals and asylums, and sometimes to the gaol and State
prison.

In the spring of 1870 the ladies of Cambridge proposed to

co-operate with the Hollis Street Chapel by establishing a
branch mission for the distribution of surplus fruits and
flowers in their vicinity. In 1871 Chelsea followed suit. Thus
the country was brought to the city—close to thousands who
are never permitted to " go a-Maying," or to look upon the

full glory of summer time.

During the second year of the mission the contributions,

and consequently the distributions, were more than doubled.

Over 11,000 bouquets were distributed, besides 1800 Pond
LUies, chiefly from one friend. These last wrought a " special

work of grace " among the denizens of the North End, to quote

the words of the resident missionary in that apparently god-

less region. There were men, and women too, whose hearts

seemed like nether millstones, impervious to all good in-

fluences, baffling every attempt at sympathy or enhghtenment,
to whom the sight and smell of the Water Lilies brought tender

memories of childhood perhaps, when, young and innocent,

they too had gathered the pure white blossoms. The Lily

brought to them its message of beauty, grace, and sweetness,

rising above the waters, reaching heavenward even from the

black oozy depths below. Who shall say that some human
heart to-day is not purer for the silent lesson of those Water
Lilies? Beauty, the gift of the All-Beautiful as well as the

All-Bountiful, is an evangel for ever to human hearts. Surely

they need it most whose lives are rendered the most unlovely
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by sin and misery. It wonid be pleasant to give the name and
the portrait of the Pansy Mun ; but the modesty and reticence

which so long kept him unknown, save by the sobriquet

earned by bis lavish gifts, forbid. Literally by thousands
were they brought, royal in purple and gold, and every rich

strange tint born of hybrid culture. About twenty hospitals

and infirmaries were supplied week by week ; and many touch-

ing incidents might be related in connection with them. It was
odd to see the various preferences shown in the hospitals. The
men would oftenest choose bunches of fragrant border Pinks

;

the women almost always wanted Koses ; if country-bred, wild

flowers were the most eagerly sought ; in the work-rooms,
garden Roses, sprigs of trailing Arbutus, sweet Honeysuckle,
or boughs of pink-tinted Apple blossoms.

As the weeks wore away, and a kind of intimacy grew up
between givers and receivers, special cases were remembered
in the making of the little bouquets : to the blind girl always

aa many fragrant flowers as possible ; the consumptive in the

clean white hospital bed welcomed the scarlet Geranium,
which lent a bit of warm bright colour to the prevailing white

of the wards ; one young sewing girl always begged for Lilies of

the Valley—it seemed easier, she said, to sew the long white
3eam with the delicate white flowers keeping her company.
The report of the physicians connected with the hospitals is

most encouraging. They say it is a great aid to convalescence

when the patients have something to divert their thoughts
from their own suffering, and nothing answers that purpose so

well as the fresh beauty and fragrance of flowers. In Chelsea
many of the physicians send in list of special eases in their

practice where such gifts would be particularly beneficial

:

oftentimes, they say, the fruit sent is the best of agents in

hastening recovery.

Among the pleasant records of the mission are the visits to

the Bennett Street Dispensary, where many poor sick people

go for advice and medicines—often two hundred patients in

the course of the day, each waiting their turn, and weary
waiting it is. The surprise and delight manifested when the

flowers are distributed among them must be seen to bo appre-
ciated. Many touching letters have been received from hospital

patients and from the workrooms. A brief extract from one
of the latter is given :

—" I think our Heavenly Father must
have put it into some sympathising Christian heart to thus re-

member the toiling ones—we who are shut up from morning
till night, and see but little of Nature's beauties. I, for one,

very deeply appreciate the gift of flowers. As I looked at them
I thought, 'What is the message they have brought me?'
Something within me seemed to say, 'To comfort you, to

whisper hope, whene'er your faith grows dim !
' Christ must

have loved flowers, for He gave a lesson to His disciples,
' Consider the Lilies.' I have been considering them all the
afternoon. These flowers shall fade, but the Great Master
Bpeaketh to me and saith, ' Go, say kind words, and do kind
deeds to your fellow men, and cause beautiful flowers and love
and trust in God's goodness to grow up and blossom in their

dreary pathway, and remember that whatsoever ye do unto the
least of these My brethren, ye do it unto Me.' .... I thank
the Mission for the flowers. They did me a world of good,
turning my thoughts from the daily drudgery of life to some-
thing nobler and better. With the gratitude of a weary toiling

sister."

One thing of special note in connection with this Flower
Mission is that none having put their hand to the plough seem
to look back or loose their hold. Sooner or later we trust every
town and city, every country village, will have its Flower
Mission.

—

{Harper's New Monthly.)

GARDEN LABELS.
I AM sorry not to observe among the many suggestions in the

Journal respecting garden labels any reference to the imperish-
able labels brought out by Mr. Bell, formerly of Stratford-on-
Avon, and now of PevenseyRoad, Eastbourne. I used topaiut
sUps of wood, and mark them before the paint was dry with a
lead pencil, as one of your correspondents recommends ; but I
found in course of time that the lead mark disappeared, or
became almost illegible. Looking for something less disap-
pointing, I lighted upon these labels, which I have now tried
for some years, and can certainly recommend to others. They
are made of a white lustrous metal, which seems well suited to
withstand the action of the weather, and is unaffected by cold
or heat. The names of the trees, &«., to which the labels are
attached are in black-faced letters raised from the surface, and

are thus rendered more distinct than they would otherwise be.

No doubt the wooden labels painted and marked with a pencil
are the most useful for temporary purposes, but for a perma-
nency for trees, shrubs, Roses, and such like, I prefer Mr. Bell's.

I notice that the inventor states that his labels have been sup-
plied for the Royal Avenue of Wellingtonias in Windsor Park.
—E. BARTRnii, BerkJiampstead, Jflerts.

THE D'AKCY SPICE APPLE.
I WISH to draw attention to this, probably the very best of

all dessert Apples, and I think one of the least known.
The D'Arcy Spice is a local Apple, raised some years ago at

Copford, near here (Colchester) by a Mr. Cobb,' a farmer, or

something of that kind, and it was distributed by him to his

friends. Some being taken to ToUeshunt D'Arcy, they were
found to succeed so well on that soil, and so many being grown
thereabout, it became locally celebrated as the " D'Arcy Spice."
This, then, is the history as I was told by a son or grandson,
I forget which, of the Mr. Cobb above-mentioned.

Unfortunately this Apple was not brought out by a nursery-
man ; if it had been there would have been a chance for its

excellencies being better known. So little has it been dis-

tributed that I cannot call to mind any tree further than twenty
miles from the place of its first growth, and there and in the
immediate neighbourhood every garden has its "Spice;" but
I must except those trees, and there are many, that have been
sent by officers of this garrison to their friends.

There is an Apple (Baddow Pippin) somewhat like it in
Dr. Hogg's " Manual," but the description does not quite

agree ; and should your questioner feel disposed to make a
trial of D'Arcy Spice, I would recommend him to plant as
many trees as he has space for, especially if he has heavy soil,

and I am sure he will never regret it when he tastes the first

Apples that ripen ; which, by the way, they never do until

November. At the same time I may inform him a letter ad-

dressed to Mr. Cant, the well-known Rose-grower, will put him
in the way of getting a supply of any quantity of young trees.—Henet Lavek.

[We have no doubt that the D'Arcy Spice Apple is identical

with the Baddow Pippin of the " Fruit Manual," notwithstand-
ing the slight difference of the short description given in the
third edition of that work, a difference which in all probabihty
is so slight as to be attributable to soil or situation. In the
forthcoming edition of the " Manual " a lengthened and more
minute description is given. This Apple may be obtained
from any large fruit-tree nurseryman.

—

Eds.]

BOTAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
AwAEDS of the Fruit Committee during the year 1874 :

—

AT CHISWICK.
VEGETABLES.

Bean, Carter's Mammoth
Long-pod Carter & Co July 10.

„ Seville Long-pod Vilmorinet Cie.. July 10.
Potato, Barron's Perfection . . R. FarquLai' .... Sept. 10

.

„ Bountiful B. Fenn Sept. 10..

„ Cattell's Eclipse J. Cattell Sept. 10

.

„ Dwarf White Bliss & Sons Sept. 10.

„ Early Dimmiflk E. Farquhar Sept. 10.

AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.
FRUITS.

Grape, Mrs. Pearson J.R.Pearson ..Nov. 11.
„ Venn's Seedling W. Sweeting Aug. 19.

]\lu9a, Champa J. Woodbridge . . July 15 .

.

Pear, Eeum-derAssomption. .R.H.S. Chiswick.Sept. 2..

„ Lucy Grieve P. Grieve Oct. 23..

„ Pitma^ton Duchesse
d'Angouleme Eev. G. Kemp . .Oct. 23.

.

.Ist-class

Ist-class

, Ist-class

Ist-class

, Ist-class

Ist-class

, Ist-class

certificate,

certificate,

certificate,

certificate,

certificate,

certificate,

certificate.

VEGETABLES.
Tomato, Carter's Green Gage.. Cai-ter & Co Oct. 7..

Ist-class certificate.

Ist-class certificate,

let-class certificate.

Ist-class certificate.

Ist-class certificate.

Ist-class certificate.

Ist-class certificate.

NEW BOOK.
Domestic Floriculture, Window Gardening, and Floral Deco-

rations. By F. W. BuEBiDGE. W. Blackwood & Sons.
With two hundred Illustrations.

Four of those illustrations the courtesy of the publishers
enables us to place before our readers, and we do so the more
readily because this is the season when our clerical and lady
friends are especially attending to the work those illustrations

facilitate.

" The introduction of beautiful natural objects into our places
of public worship is not done merely to satisfy the eye with
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pleasing forms and glowing colours, since any kind of artificial
ornaments, provided they are gracefal, would do this almost as
well as natural flowers. They are introdnced, or ought to be
nsed, as appropriate incentives to kindly thoughts and pure re-
ligious feelings; hence we should avoid the employment of
paltry effects in stained Immortelles or gaudy paper flowers, as
being in bad keeping with the object we desire to attain. If we
bear the object of church decorations in mind, and endeavour to

or branch, so that by tying in this way every branchlet is looped
round twice, and thus firmly secured in its place. Clusters of
white Immortelles or scarlet berries alternately are very effective
in wreaths of dark green foliage. The twine used for tying
should be cut into lengths C feet long, and should be looped
round the stems without cutting. Longer lengths than this will
be awkward to draw through the noose. Green and variegated
Ivies, HoUies, and Euonymus, make nice wreaths, as also do

rigs. 158 and 159.—CaracH decoration.-.

attain that object, there will be but little fear of inharmonious
combinations, or the introduction of anything likely to ofiend

the good taste of anyone present. All laboured attempts at

religious decoration are superfluous, and often spoil the effect

one has in view. We use flowers and fruits to give an idea of

God's bounty and providential goodness ; and the more simple
our arrangements are, the more likely is this end to be attained.

Simplicity and graceful beauty or elegance are more often sy-

nonymous than is generally snpposed, and this is especially the

Fig, 160.

case with regard to floral decorations for churches.'-" Wreaths of

Ivy and other evergreens are very useful in Christmas deco-
rations, and are easily made on thick twine or cord. Small
sprays or little branchlets are preferable to single leaves, as they
go further, and are not so stiff and formal as those made with
leaves stripped from the stems. To make a wreath, take a
branch or spray of foliage, and commence at one end of your
cord. Lay the branch along the cord pointing towards the end
from which you start, and just loop it round with a bit of thin
twine. Now add another spray and loop it in the same way.
This last loop shoald aiso just catch the base of the first spray

sprays'of Portugal Laurel, Aucuba, Juniper, Thuja, Tew, Ta-
marisk,"and Box. Light and graceful wreaths look well twined
spirally; round columns, or carried round the tracery of Gothic
arches, or the mulUons of large windows. For the altar-cloth

nothing looks better than a simple cross of silvery Immortelles
and Grasses. This should be large enough to stand out clear

and bright ; but the size will be regulated by the dimensions of

the' cloth itself. We have tried many devices for the altar-cloth

aud^pulpit, 1 but nothing is better than a bold cross^or the mo-

nogram IHS either in white Immortelles or scarlet berries.

Texts tastefully formed in foliage and berries look well on scrolls

or shields ; while neat wooden shapes may be used for initials,

monograms, and pleasing geometrical designs, such as crosses of

various shapes, circles, or stars. Any carpenter or model-maker
will make them in a few hours (see Jigs. 138-161). Some make
these designs by glueing leaves and berries on pasteboard shapes.

If the cloth is crimson or dark blue the Everlastings stand out
clear and bright, and are then very effective. The flowers used
in East«r or harvest decorations should be of graceful form,
bright or distinct colours, and should be ananged bo that the
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Individual beauty of each blossom is seen in addition to the

feaeral effect. All kinds of Lilies are very suitable, especially

iilinm speciosum and its varieties. The foliage and flowers of

the chaste Trumpet Lily (Richardia irtbiopica) are unsurpassed
for the altar, and last a considerable time after being cut from
the plant. A good specimen of this plant, or two or three small

ones placed together, look remarkably well arranged on the font,

especially if the latter is in a prominent position. Both flowers

and foliage are of classic simplicity, and look remarkably well

along with statuary or architectural details. For harvest thanks-

givings a small sheaf of Wheat or Oats looks well and very sug-

gestive laid on the altar table; while tasteful groups of Corn,
Lilies, bright-coloured autumn leaves, and fresh green Feru
fronds look well on the pulpit or reading-desk. If the pulpit,

font, and pillars are of white stone, they look well draped with
the Virginian Creeper and Ivy, both of which should be allowed

to droop uurestrained in elegant festoons of bright glowing
crimson and green; while clusters of Apples, bouquets of "Wheat
and Oats, or bunches of Grapes, may be introduced here and
there with good effect. The silvery or pale rosy plumes of the

Pampas Grass (Gyneriuni argeuteum), and Arundo conspicua,

mixed with branches of the Purple Beech, or the feathery foliage

of the Sumach, when tinged with crimson in autumn, are very
effective ; and stems of Arundo donax or Japanese Maize may
also be used for variety. All these are bold and distinct, and
look well massed in a picturesque manner along with the glow-
ing scarlet flowers of the Scarborough Lily (Vallota), the
Guernsey Lily (Nerine sarniensis), or the delicate pink flowers

of the Belladonna (Amaryllis). Group all your foliage and
flowers as naturally as possible, and do not attempt anything in

the way of unmeaning designs. Ladies, as a rule, do these kinds
of ornamentation better than anyone else, and seldom fail to

make pleasing arrangements. It is as well to be careful in the
use of yellow flowers, as many of these have a glaring or gaudy
appearance, not in keeping with the quiet rich softness of colour-

ing and peaceful harmony of arrangement which should at all

times prevail within a sacred edifice."

Let it not be supposed that our extract is from the most
valuable portion of the volume, for we recommend it to our

readers as a sound, practical guide on all the subjects men-
tioned in its title-page, and the illustrations are all aids to

amateurs not deeply versed in the culture and use of flowers.

ANTS AND IXOKAS.
Ik the plant stove here we have a great quantity of ants,

and not one is to be seen in any other part of the garden. We
have searched in vain to find their haunt that we might
destroy them, and have tried every remedy we know in the
stove, but cannot get clear of them. One of our specimen
Ixoras, I. Coleii, has been severely attacked by the ants com-
pletely barking one branch, which, of course, died, and it was
quickly perceived if something was not done the whole plant
would be lost. The ants had succeeded in making their haunt
in the earth of the pot, consequently the plant was taken out
of the pot, the ball reduced and repotted again, and plunged
in bottom heat, and wiU I think with care recover. The roots

were nearly ail destroyed and eaten by the ants. What would
be the most effectual remedy ?—S. J. A.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The English Mechanic says that any variety of posts can be

rendered nearly indestructible by boring one or more holes,

larger or smaller, in the centre of the butt, the whole length if

desirable ; then fill with boUing coal tar and close the aperttire

with a long taper wedge well driven home, which will give
coal-taric pressure to force the antiseptic into the inner heart
pores of the mould, where the dormant seeds of decay will be
at once destroyed.

We have been asked to tell our estimate of the Christ-

mas number issued by the Pictorial H'orW, and we cordially

respond that we think it one of the best and cheapest sixpenny-
worths we ever have seen. The pictures, " Family Diamonds "

and " Noah receiving the Dove," are worth the money.

LATIMEES,
THE SEAT OF LORD CHESHAM.

The gentle hiUs and dales of the eastern border of Bucking-
hamshire give to the district that pleasing appearance which
more bold features often fail to do. Most people admire a

piece of water, or a healthy fine-growing plantation all the

more, because by its side fields of waving com or promising

green crops adjoin it instead of rock and waste. Such is the

district I am now about describing. Excellent roads and hedges

traversing a country that in but a very few instances indeed

presents hills too steep for the plough, while but a very small

portion of it can be called level. Chalk and gravel being the

general subsoil, the latter in some places being too plentiful

perhaps for healthy cultivation ; but on the whole the district

may be considered a very fertile one. It may be regarded as a

purely agricultural district, tolerably well, however, dotted

over with the mansions of those well-to-do in the world.

The traveller on alighting at Watford from the North-

western Kailway will find another train to take him to Eick-

mansworth without his being able to notice anything remark-

able on his journey, excepting in the distance on both sides

trees in more than ordinary abundance, indicating that some
nobleman's or gentleman's mansion may be enclosed from
view ; but as we approach Eickmansworth a lesson may be

learned, which may very likely be copied with advantage in

some other county, of the mode that Watercresses are culti-

vated. Tho stream of water being divided and widened is

made to flow over a wide assemblage of beds, separated from
each other by elevated terraces of grass land.

Alighting at the terminus of the short branch to Eickmans-
worth, we take the road leading from thence to Chesham, and
in travelling along meet with the features noted above.

Noticing at the same time that most of the dwellings we pass

are either timber or brick-built, the modern ones of the latter

material, while those claiming an existence in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries were of the timber-framed class, which

give such picturesque appearance to so many parts of the centre

of England ; but many of these show the effects of modern
innovation, the overhanging upper storey has often disap-

peared, and the ancient ornamental plastering has become
obliterated by repeated coats of whitewash. We pull up at

mine host's of the Bedford Arms, and by his direction make a

little detour of the village, which we are informed claims to be

the original home of the noble family of Bussell, and having

a little time on hand are introduced to the church, which con-

tains the memorials of so many members of that ducal house,

and cannot but admire the beautiful keeping and quiet repose

which pervades the whole, as well as the good taste which has

not overloaded such a sanctuary with undue embellishment to

the exclusion of becoming thought which such a place is likely

to caU forth; the fine situation of the church is also to be

admired. Proceeding onward, and descending the somewhat
steep hiU on which Chenies stands, we find ourselves skirting

a stream of water that flows down the valley, and pursuing

this some time we cross it, and find ourselves confronted with

one of the entrances to the place we set out to visit, and omit-

ting the principal entrance we pursue our journey until our
I guide brings us into near proximity of the gardens, and at no
I great distance from the mansion itself.

I Latimers derives its name from the family to whom the

j
manor and its surroundings were given by Edward III. From

: them it passed by either marriage or sale to the Nevilles,

Grevilles, Sandys, and Cavendishes, one of the last-named

I
being its present proprietor.

The mansion is on the side of an eminence facing a valley

through which the river Chess flows. The bank on the op-

posite side, as well as the park, as seen to the right and left,

is well wooded. Perhaps some would say too much so ; but

trees are always an agreeable object, and when it is taken into

consideration how few are planted now-a-days compared with

what are cut down, it is always pleasing on domains to see

venerable as well as healthy fine-looking trees abound. Another

feature at Latimers not less valuable, as adding to the features

of the place, is the presence of a fine sheet of water in the

valley alluded to. The widening, and I presume the damming-
up, of the river Chess, which has been skilfully done, accom-

plishes this ; and it is also at a convenient distance from the

mansion and dressed grounds, which, as has been already

described, occupy a suitable position on the side of the rising

ground. A series of terraces on the south side, on one of

which a neatly-arranged flower garden was a blaze of beauty,

is separated by a neat iron fence from the park on that side,

while a panel of considerable size on the west side of the

mansion was laid out as a geometric garden, with Box edgings

and gravel walks, containing the choicest bedding plants
;

while a sloping bank which formed its northern boundary, and

was something higher than the panel forming the main set of

beds, was planted with foliage plants, as Alternantheras

,

Golden Feather, Eoheverias, and similar things, so as to form

a very pleasing feature, and formed an excellent frame to the
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piotnte on that side, a balustrade forming its boundary on the

western side ; but both beyond that and also on the east side

the pleasure grounds extend some distance, embracing some
choice shrubs and Conifers, while the abundance of fine Oaks,

by which slielter is given to everything, give the whole the

elothed appearance which is ,so essential a feature in all dwell-

ings having any claim to importance. The principal ap-

proach to the mansion is on the east side. The offices, which
are very capacious, ar(i on the north side. The mansion itself

is also lai'ge ; a dressed brick of a pale cnlonr, with stone

ilreseing, is what it is built with, and its quiet uuimposing
tone harmonises x9oll with the surrounding laass of foliage by
which it is enclosed, forming, as a whole, a noble residence,

wherein internal comfort lifls not been saci-ificed to outward

display.

The kitchen garden and forcing houses are handy to the
mansion ; a walled-in space of considerable extent, with the
usual slips and other outside appendages, are all conveniently
placed for utility. The general contour of the ground sloping

gently to the east, and the walls being plentiful, are duly
made use of in the niowUi ..f Iho lluor fruits, while the glass

structures are all fully occupied. One houso especially, de-

tached from the rest, fitrucl; us as being remarkable ; it was
a span-roofed vinery, small in every sense excepting in the

size and number of liunclies of Grapes growing in it, and in

this respect it was certainly most remarkable, and was justly

regarded so by many good judges that happened to bo there at

the same time, soiue estimating the total weight of fruit to

approach COO lbs., and that in a house apparently not more
than 40 feet long by 12 feet wide ; but I speak more by guess

Fig. IJii.—LATUrEHS.

after leaving the place than by judgment on the spot, yet I

never saw a finer lot of Grapes in a small house anywhere.
Many of the bunches would weigh 1 and 5 lbs., which is heavy
enough for any purpose, and I don't think there was one bunch
under 2 lbs. in the house; and the house being low, the whole,

or nearly so, were within reach from the central pathway run-

ning along the middle of the house underneath the ridge.

The kinds grown were Burkhardt's Prince, widely distinct from
the ordinary Black Prince; Royal Ascot, very good, better

than I have ever seen this variety, which does not seem a

favourite amongst Grape-growers ; Jfadresfield Court, and
Alicante, both in excellent form, as was Mrs. Pince's Muscat,
which was certainly better than the Barbarossa, although the

crop on the latter belied the usual character given it of beiog

a shy bearer, while here it was all that could be desired. The
all-important Lady Downe's was also present in good form, as

was also the stiU more popular Black Hamburghs, of which
there were some excellent bunches of a deep jet black. Whito
Grapes were Muscat of Alexandria and Trebbiano, both good,

and possibly there might be another kind or more ; but all

being good, the number of varieties is of less consequence.

What struck me as being remarkable was the fact that the

house in question had produced similar crops for two or three

years past without any signs of abatement of quality, more
than one of the neighbouring gardeners who had witnessed

them affirming this ; and certainly taken in all its parts the

whole did Mr. Donaldson, the very able gardener here, the

greatest credit as a Grape-grower. I suppose the border in

which the roots found a becoming home is the secret of the

success ; and if we bo guided by what appeared to be the

general character of the soil of the neighbourhood, a rather

dark-coloured loam interspersed with gravel of a flinty kind,

but not overdone with this ; and at no great distance from the

garden I noticed that amongst standard fruit trees Cherries

seemed to attain a larger size than they do in most places

;

while in the park the Oaks were unusually healthy and fine.

There were good Grapes also in other houses, and in a house

devoted to the cultivation of greenhouse plants I noticed a

vei-y fine Camellia, which must at the time when it is out be a

handsome object, while other plants were also well represented ;

but as Mr. Donaldson had removed so many to ornament the

large tent in which the cottagers' productions were being ex-

hibited, and the season also being one in which plants in

houses are but little cared for, the plant houses were necessarily

thinner than usual, but all were in good order.—J. Eobson.

NOTES ON- VILLA .\nd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Frost and snow having come upon us in real earnest it is

best to stop most of the operations on the ground, for working
snow in with the soil or treading upon it when in a wet state,

such as it is just now in most places, is calculated to make it

work unkindly, and will prove a drawback to succesfful culti-
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vatioD. It IB much beet to arrange the work so that the trench-
ing, digging, or ridging may be the last operation, so as to leave
the soil uninterrupted in its rough state. It is a well-known
fact, particularly with hea\'y soils or those too much impreg-
nated with manure ; nevertheless, even in such weather as the
present, not even in small gardens will it do to let things go
without acme attention, for everything ought to btt well prn-

teoted, it' not done as previously advised. The other day in a
small garden I saw a rrop nf both Mar^agau Eeann and Peas
well above ground, eapecially tli" latter, which were, I should
say, 3 or -1 inches high, and looked healthy. Now, undoubtedly
if these are not iirotuoted, and most thorouglily so too, they will

scarcely survive a very severe winter. It is not so much t hat
the frost injures them, though they both turn a yellow colour
through the cold, as the sharp cutting winds tliat have play upon
them. I have never advocated the very early sowing of such
things, having so frequently witnessed and experienced a failure

to procure anything like a satisfactory crop, though they may
come some days earlier. The biting winds of about February
or March have many times cut the slaoots off as if with a knife

;

therefore when such tilings are well up out of the ground they
must be protected by any means. The next things are Sea-kale
and Rhubarb, which if forced on the bed, as many people do,

with dung and leaves, and they have started to make growth,
the greatest possible care must be paid that the heat does not
fall too low, which if the crowns did not rot they would be so
crippled in growth as to be afterwards next to useless. Next
we come to newly-planted trees, such as those fresh from the
nursery, which must at once he protected at the root by rough
material of some kind ; and in the ca^o of such tender-wooded
trees as Peaches, Nectarines, or B'igs, it is a good plan to enve-
lope the whole tree in straw bands, or whatever can be best pro-
cured, during the severest part of the winter. Where Straw-
berries in pots cannot be taken entirely under cover, thov, too,

must be well protected. But there ig one thing I should like

to mention, and that is that when a period of severe weather
breaks up, and a period of mild weather is likely to follow, the
protecting material should bo immediately taken from such things
as Celery, Artichokes, and Strawberries, or such other fleshy
plants as have been so treated, otherwise decay soon sets in.

If frames containing bedding and other plants have not been
well protected at the sides, they should be so treated at once,
n,nd little else can be done ; for it will not be safe to open tlie

frames for any operation, except giving air for an hour, if pos-
sible, at midday.
The greenhouse and conservatory will now be the places most

visited, and the temperature of neither should exceed .50°, un-
less one or both contain plants of a more tender nature and
require a higher temperature ; or sometimes such places are the
only ones available for liringing Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis3U=?,

Spiraas, Lily of the Valley, and a few forcing shrubs, such as

Lilacs, Azaleas, Deutzias, lirc. Even then it is not advisable to

start them at a high heat—one of 50' will suit at present, with
an additional .5' in the day ; but they must he frequently syringed,
though not so as to deluge them till they have made a fair

growth and receive a higher temperature ; they ought also to
have all the light possible in these short days. The above, if

al grown in one house, and that house large enough, they should
have the warmest end of it ; but when they come into flower,

or are so now (such as tho early Roman Hyacinth no doubt is,

being an early bloomer), it should be placed in the coolest part.

Now this class of bulbs are very fast growers, and require a
deal to support tho noble spikes of bloom they produce ; they
also make numerous fleshy roots very fast, and they must there-
fore be liberally supplied with water, added to which must be
a little liquid manure just sufiicient to colour it. If given at

every turn after they have thrown up their spike or bloom-head
they will be much improved by it. Camellias, whether in pots
or planted out, ought to be supplied with liquid manure fre-

quently, because these plants generally have hard work to push
out all their huds left on them into full-blown flowers unless
assisted in this way ; but it must be understood that there must
he a liberal, free, and open drainage under the plants, because
stagnant water about their roots not only throws the plants
into an unhealthy state, hut will he a great step towards making
them shed their buds, as many people often complain about in

their plants. Where the opportunity presents itself I would
advise that in the small greenhouses we often see attached to villa

residences a Camellia or two should be planted-out, instead of

being grown in a pot; they grow into plants so much quicker,

because the treatment is more to their natural requirements,
and in this way the flowers are more numerous and larger, more
perfect in form, and the plants themselves, through not being
so cramped at the root, generally maintain a luxuriant and
healthy appearance.

—

Thomas Eecobd.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
The heavy snowfalls with frost have quite put a stop to

operations in the out-of-doors department. The only work that

can be done with advantage is turning the manure or vegetable-
mould heaps ; or if it is intended to put fresh gravel on the paths,
this should be dug out of the ground and sifted. It adds very
much to the enjoyment to be derived from a garden if the paths
are kept in good order. The most comfortable paths to walk
upon are those that are well drained, and having the roughest
portion of the gravel placed over brickbats, and some of the
finer sittings on the top, finishing off with the middle of the path
slightly higher than the sides—just so much that it can scarcely

be pei-ceived by the eye, and not at all to inconvenience those
walking upon it. Wlien the grave] binds, a.i it ought to do on
such a path, the rainfall escapes to the sides, so that the surface
is seldom wet. In wet districts we have seen paths made in a
different manner. The gravel is first run through a very coarse

sieve to separate the large stones, which are used for the bottom,
then through one with a finer mesh to separate the sand and
very small stones. This finer portion is not need in the com-
position of the path at all ; the portion remaining will not bind,
and is the best patli to walk upon in very wet weather. We
have plenty of work for the men during a long storm, as our
extent of glass structures is large for the size of the place, so

that it is cheaper to purchase labels than it is to make them
ourselvea. Flower sticks we would obtain in the same way if

they were made to our liking, but they are always too clumsy,
eapeciaUy the smaller sizes. The best material to make sticks

from is ordinary double laths, and a man can make sticks from
these laths as fast as he can reduce tlioae that have been made
too thick to a serviceable size.

For protecting the plants in frames, pits, &c., mats are used;
but a protection that will keep out quite as much frost as double
mats may be made from straw, and any handy labourer who
had never seen them made could be instructed in a few minutes.
A very small portion of straw (any sort will do) is taken up in

the hand, and firmly tied at one end, more straw is added to

the leugtii uutil a rope of straw i^ made as long as the frame to

be covered is wide. The ends of the ties are not cut off but left

long, so that more straw may be added and tied in the same
way, continuing so until the covering is as long as the frame.
We have made and used these coverings, and have found them
to be one of the very best protections agsinst frost. Two men
can make a large quantity of such coverings in a day or two.
Peg-j should also be made now, and laid aside for use until

required. The best pegs are made from Elm branches. The
small sprays that are cut off" when trimming-up flower sticks are

used for this purpose. A number of good Verbena pegs can
also be cut nut, of an old birch broom. Indeed the gardener in his

interest will t.ike cire that no prunings of Elm, Birch, or Beech
trees will be wasted uutil he lias liad his supply of pegs for the

bedding plants, Strawberry ranners, &c.

VINERIES.
The late houses where Grapes are hanging do not require more

attention than to keep the atmnophpre dry without overdoing it.

There would not bo much riiliiualty in keeping the berries

from becoming mouldy if the proprietor preferred the berries

shrivelled like the dried Grapes imported from Spain. There
are two causes that conduce to the fruit losing its moisture so

far as to cause the skin to become wrinkled. The first is an
overdry state of the atmosphere, caused by continuously healing

the hot-water pipes ; second, by the border in which the roots

are growing being too dry. If this is the reason, not only will

the present crop of Grapes be deteriorated in value, but the

Vines will be much injured for next season's crop, as the buds
will fail to plump-up and become fully developed. This is not

likely to happen, however, if euificient water has been applied

during the growing season of the Vines, and a good soaking

given as soon as the fruit begins to colour. If through any mis-

chance the border does become too dry, we would rather water
after the fruit is ripe than allow the Vines to suffer. It cannot
be too earnestly impressed on all the necessity of looking over

tho bunches at least every week, and cutting-out all mouldy
berries. ."VU the leaves have been picked off the Vines both in

Muscat and Lady Downe's house, except on two rods of Mrs.

Pince'a Black Muscat, the leaves of which are not ripe enough.

Mrs. Piuce is a fairly good Grape, but it does not keep so well

as anticipated ; it seldom colours well, and nearly all the gar-

deners who come to look at our fruit say that it sets badly. It

sets well in the Muscat house with the same treatment that

Muscat Grapes require. In the early house, except keeping up
a supply of moisture in the atmosphere, and seeing that the

temperature does not fall below 4.5° or rise above 50° at night

(while the weather is so cold) until the buds start, no other

attention has been required. Roses or any other shrubs or

flowers that have been introduced to force.with the Vines must
not suffer for want of water at the roots. Unless the_ pots are

over the hot-water pipes not much water will he required; but
if they sufi'er the growths will be weakly, and the usual insect

pests will find a more congenial home upon them. Syringing

at least every day causes the buds to break freely and strongly.

FLOWER GAKDEN AND SHEUBBEllT.

Nothing will be done to the flower-beds while snow lies thick
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on the ground; but if any of the beds required to bo trenched
and mauured we would do them. The snow could be swept off

as the work progresaed, and oue set of men would wheel the
manure while the others continued with the trenching. The
depth of snow prevents the frost from taking any effect on the
surface. Trenchiu^ niay be done when the ground is frozen
deeply, but it is nut desirable. The tirst thing to do after a
steady fall of snow is to look over coniferoua and other ever-
green trees ; any that ax'e in dancer of being broken should have
the enow shaken from them. We are preparing to plant a few
specimen trees by dig:,'ing-out holea '2 feet G inches deep and
6 feet diameter. There is a depth of from 9 inches to 1 fuot of

very light noil, and quite half of it is stones, the remaining por-
tion is gravel, in which no trees will thrive. This gravel has to

be wheeled away and loam put in its place. The few tre^s that
have been planted thrive well with this treatment. In ihe
course of three or four years the diameter of the hole requires

to be enlarged by 3 feet, which gives a further space of 13 inches
wide for the roots to travel into. When coniferous trees have
been dug round in this way it has been found that the roots
have travelled into the gravel.

Bedding planf:i are being potted-off from the boxes in which
the cuttings were struck. The largest proportion of bedding
plants succeed best if they are grown in boxes, bat an exception
to this is to be found in the different sections of zonal or bed-
ding Pelargoniums. These we invariably pot ; the smallest
plants in GO-sized pots, the larger in ly's. The hoase where the
plants are placed is kept warmer than a greenhouse, and the
atmosphere is dry. We do not require many Verbena cuttings
thin year, else preparation would soon have to be made for

striking the cuttings ; these do well in a temperature of 55'-' and
a moist bottom heat of 85^ or 'JIJ-. Calceolarias in boxes are
still in a cold frame behind a north wall. They were put in
late, and only a portion of them seem to be rooted as yet. The
lights are protected by mats from severe frosts. As the larger
outer leaves of Auriculas ilie they must be picked-off, as they
rot and are the cause of decay. We draw the lights quite off

the frames if the frost is not severe and the sun shines in the
day. Large plants do not suffer if no more water is applied to

them until February, but if the small offsets are dry they may
be benefited by a little water. We are also cai-eful not to allow
any rain to fall on them. Carnations and Picotees require very
similar treatment to the Auriculas, except that it is very un-
desirable to allow any of the pots to become dust-dry; but if

the soil in the pots was sufficiently moist early in December
they will not require water more thau two or three times until
the first week in February. We air the frames on all favourable
occasions.
Hollyhocks and Dahlias are not such universal favourites as

they were twenty or thirty years ago, but both plants are indis-
pensable in large gardens, and thanks to such enthusiasts as
Turner, Keynes, Rawlings, L^ing, Chater, Hawke, and others,
very great improvements have been made in them. The Dahlia
roots should be in a cool shed, but. of course, frost must not
reach them ; damp is also injurious, and shows its presence by
causing a white mould to gather round the neck, which spreads
down to the tubers and destroys the incipient growths. Holly-
hock roots are best planted in a cold frame in light loam; they
may be planted quite thickly. Air the frame freely, but protect
from rain. Any plants that are weakly, and of which there is

not likely to be sufficient stock, should be potted-up and placed
on a shelf near the glass in a cool house.—J. Douglas.

TEADE CATALOGUES KECEIVED.
Buttons^ Spring Catalogue for 1S75.

—

Auiateur'3 Guide.—
Sutton & Sons, Reading.— Chis is copiously illustrated with ex-
cellent chromo-lithographs and woodcuts.
B. Dean. Ealing.—Catalogue of Choice Potatoes.—Catalogue

of Primulas and other Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* All correspondence should be directed either to "The

Editors," or to *' The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr, Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing eo subjects them to un-
justifiable trouble and expense.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
tihould be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Back Ncmbees (Sussex).—You can have them all post free if you encloso
80. 6d. with your address.

AsHANTEE Leaf (iiosa).—Maoy associations with Guernsey would induce
U6 to aid you, but it is impossible. Ko one could identify a plant from a leaf
8Uoh as that you enclose.

Dessert Keeping Apples (A Subscriber).—Adam&'a Pearmain, Bess Pool.
Claysate Peaimaiu, Cockle l^ippiu, Cos's Orange PippiD, Golden Reinette,
MargU, Nonpareil, Ashmead's Kernel, Sturmer Pippin. The tree is ft

Podocarpus.

Protuberanoe on Vines (D. B.).—The excrescence on your Vines is a
true gall, caused by the deposition of the eggs of the destructive weevil
Otiorhynchua sulcatua, the grubs or larrfr of which you have extracted from
the swelled part The cause of the spreading of the disease to other Vinei is

simply that of the female insects creeping from plant to plant. The pro-
tuberances should be carefully opened and the grubs destroyed, and in the
spring the plants should be looked over after du?k, as the parent insects are
noctuioal in thoir habits. They are also ver7 timid, falling to the ground
when alarmed, so that it is advisable to lay sheets of white paper under the
trees, on which they may be easily seen.—I. O. \V.

Cross-breeding Floaters (Bui/ord).—The most succefr>ful mode of ob-
tainio^' good and very distinct varieties is to employ the pollen from a male
flower grown on another plant than that bearing,' the female parent. To avoid
previous and uodesh-ed impre;:ination. the anther;s in the female parent, if they
are produced in the same llower with the pistils, must be removed by a sharp-
pointed pair of scissors, and the flower enclo-cd in a gauze bag, to exclude
msncts, until the desired pollen is ripe. Another effectual mode of avoiding
uodosired impregnation is briuRing the female pareut into flower a little

earlier than its congeners, and removing the anthers as above described: the
stiyma will remain a long time vigorous if uuimpregnaCed. When double
flowers are desued, if a double flower should chance to have a fertile anther
or two, thei^e should bo employed for feitilisation, as their offspring are
almost sure to be very double. To obtain a chauge of colour apply the pollen
from a flower of the same species that has the desired colour.

Fowls' Dcng (A Corutiant Header).—It is a very powerful fertiliser. Mix-
ing lime with it ia not advantageous. It is applicable to all vegetables.

Stove (Frigidns).—We do not know the stove you mention, and cannot
judge between rival inventions.

Cherry Trees Gumsung (L. J. fi".).—We advise you to get your trees on
the Cerasus Mahaleb stock. May Duke is one of the hardiest, and Governor
Wiiod is also a very Ijno early Cherry ; the trees are hardy also. Do not place
any manure near the roots unless it is well rotted, but it is not necessary
if you can take the foltowiag advice :— Dig out a hole 4 feet In diameter and
18 inches deep, remove all tlie soil, and flil-up with rotted turfy loam. Mix
no manure with it, and in this plant your trees. Do not allow the ground
over the roots to be dug at all.

Twelve Lkst Hvacinths (/f. W. S. C.).—We should select Lord Derby
Jardin des Plantes, Pink Perfection, Gl-jria Mundi. Nil Desperaninm, George
Gleuny, Antouelli, Queen of England, Mrs. George Bundle, Lady Slade, John
Salter, and Baron Deust.

Ivv Border Forming {J. A*.).—There is no diflioulty in forming an edging
or border of Ivy. All that is required is to plant nice young plants of any of
the neat-growing kinds, as :lledera Douerailensis, H. taurica in the green-
leaved, and H. argentea ele;;;au8, a line variegated kind for edging, planting at
18 inches distance apart, and train the shoots as they grow so as to cover the
ground, to meet first, and then to the width re-juired, to which thoy may be
kept by cutting. If small plants, they ought not to bo planted more than a
foot apart to havo au edging quickly. The Moor is a fine dark-zoned Gera-
nium, but Mrs. John Lee has the boldest zone of any, and is a good bushy
grower. Santolina incaua is a neat, dwarf, compact, silver edging plant about
3 or 4 inches high.

Apple Trees Cankering (tf. t'.i.—We did not intend to denoimceyour
trenching and making the soil deep before planting, but to convey our opinion
that when the roots had passed through this, the subsoil being unfavourable,
it would hell! you none in preventing canker in the trees. You were quite
right in trenching the soil, not bringing up any of the bad soil, and planting
high. By surface-dressings the roots maybe kept at the surface, or be in-

duced to extend horizontally near- the surface, and so kept from descending
into tbo unfavourable subsoil. Making a hole in hard ^'rouud and leaving the
other undistmbed is not planting trees, but sticking them in without giving
them a chance.

Fernery amongst Trees ildcm).—It does not answer to cover the stems
of large trees by a bank of rockwork and soil close rouud the bole. We lately
removed several tons of rock and soil from about the stem of a large Ash,
the tree having shown indications of injury, and since it were removed the
foliage is better. Keep the rockwork clear of the stems of the trees.

Tricyrtis hirta Culture (E. S.}.—This fine hardy Japanese plant ia not
Bufliciently hardy for your northern high and cold chmate, though, from its

free growth, we do not see but that it would succeed as a hardy plant with
you in a sheltered spot. We do not think we can improve upon your culture,
which each October gives you a plant with " fine foliage, covered with buds,
and looking thoroughly healthy," and no doubt it is ; but the placing of this
and many other hardy plants in the dry atmosphere of a greenhouse or room
causes the plants to go to rest and cast their lower leaves—the oldest fii'st,

and then the others, one after the other, until nothing remains but the
flower-stem and buds. Were you to plant it out it ia likely you would have its

flowers in perfection in a mild season in winter; or were it placed in a cool
house in a light, airy, and moist position, or better still, in a cold pit, it

would flower perfectly in early winter and onward. With us it loses its leaves.

We treat it the same as Liiiuras, lemoving to a cold pit in early autumn or a
cool house along with Cbrysanthemnms. We think the flowers are very
pretty, being so finely spotted with purple on a white ground.

Shruds ior Shaded Border (H. T. P.).—The best of all is the Aucuba
japonica, then Tree Box, Butcher'n broom, Evergreen Privet, common Laurel,
common Holly, and English Yew, with !St. John's-wort and Periwinkle as
undergrowth, also Ivy. If the ground is not very much occupied with roots

and is dry. Rhododendron ponticum succeeds fairly, tind in some instances wo
have found Laurustinus do well. Plants for the border may be Alyssum sixa-

tile compactmn. Anemone apennina, A. iaponica. A. neraorosa flore-pleno,

Arabis albida and var. variegata, Auhrietia deltoidea grandiflora, Caltha polus-
triti flore-pleno, Campanula aggregata. C. rapunculoides, Convallaria polygo-
natum, C, majahs var., Delpliiniuni Btiludonua, Funkia undulata variogata,

HelleboruB niger, Hyacinthus araethjstinus, Hyperi^ium calycinum. Iris ger-

manioa, Meconopsis cambrica, Myosutis dissitiflora, Nepe'a Musbini, Pteonia
albifliira var.. P. officinalis vars., Primula acauUs vars., Pulmonaria angusti-

folia, P. officinalis, Ranunculus amplexicaulis, Spirsea filipendula plena, S. ja-

ponica, S. palmata, Dielytra spectabilib, TrolUuB europjLus, T. napellifoUus,

Viola cucullata, and Violets in variety. The border, we presume, is not over-

hung, but only ehaded by the trees, lerus that would do are Osmunda
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reRolis well tmpplied with moislure, Lastrea FUix-mas, L. dilatata, and vara,

of both; cristata; Athyrium Filix-fa-miDa In vara., Onoclea aeoHibilig, Poly-

podiiim vulf^are, PolyHtichum aofiularo vars., P. aouleatum, Struthiopteris

gerraanica, auii Scolopeudrimn vulgare vars.

lIcsHROOM Beds Failing {H. H.).—The faihire cannot be attribnted to

the spawn as Mushrooms have showed, but the spawn being a year old will

account for the sraallnes'i of them. The fault, we think, reats in the ma-
terials of which the beds were made being too dry. They having appeared
when the beds were covered with hay, inducing moisture and the Mushrooms
to appear, would lead to the conclusion that the beds were too dry, and the
atmosphere also too dry and cold. We never cover the beds with hay or any-

thing. In six to eight week'i after spawning the Mushrooms begin to appear,

and we then by light sprinklings of water, which has stood in the house
twenfy-four hours, bring the bed into a thoroughly moist state, and the
Mushrooms come up over the whole surface gi-adually, the bed being seen to

about every second day, and all the dry places are damped, and the walls and
every available surface is damped. A temperature of 50' to 55 ' is advised by
almost everyone, but ours will not come on at all without a temperature of

60^ to 6b , and that it answers we may state that we have beds cummencLng
to hear in October which continue to do so up to May. Your failure we
attribute to the dryness of the materials and of the bad when the Mushrooms
were appearing, with too dry and cold an atmosphere.

MeSEMBRVASTHEMUM COBDIFOHUM VABIEGATUM PROPAGATION (C.L.B.).
The cuttings strike freely in summer in a cold frame without heat, or in

autumn (which is not a good time) and spring in a gentle heat, the cuttings

being inserted in sand over very sandy soil, the base of the cuttings just rest-

ing on the soil, which may be equal parts sandy loam, leaf soil, and silver

Band, the pot or pan being well drained, the compost put in rather firm, and
surfaced with half an inch of silrer sand. Water gently, and stand to dry
for at least six hours, then water again, aod after standing another six put in
the cuttings 8u that they are not crowded. A verj' gentle heat only should be
given, and no water, ehaling from bright sun, and avoid damp. The cuttings
are the better of being dried a few hours after making prior to in-iertion.

Roses for under Glass (A'. N.).—Marechal Niel, Belle Lyonnaise, and
Sombreuil. Mackintosh's "Book of the Garden" will meet your require-
ments ; through any bookseller.

Sowing Rose Seeds, &c. (3f. 7?.).—The heps will, we presume, have been
Gathered. Keep them in a flower-pot in dry sand until the first week in
March, and then break them in pieces, and then sow in pots filled with light
rich soil, and ci'ver the seeds about half an inch deep. The pots should be
plunged to nearly the rim in a sheltered position, or they may he sown in the
open ground without pots. Precautions must be taken to keep oft mice by
fine wire netting, fiied at about an inch from the soil, but coming down to
the rims of the pots. The seedlings will appear in May, or not until the
second year. When the seedlings have three or four leaves pot them off

singly, and place in the shade for a few days, and when the pots are full of
roots plant on ^ in rich soil in an open situation. The best time to dig the
roaery is in February, or so soon after as the ground is in a favourable con-
dition. The best time to put in Rose cuttings outdoors is in September, the
latter part, or early in October, on a north border.

Salt with Ice IJ. C).—It is averyold practice, and considered to soUdify
the ice, but has been found to answer no useful purpose. We find it keep as
well without as with salt.

Paint for Hot-water Pipes {7(fcm).—Lampblack brought to the con-
sistency of rather thin paint with linseed oil boiled is the best for applying
to hot-water pipes. Ihe pipes ought to be made quite hot—as hot as possible,
and the pipes then painted, thoroughly brushing it in. It will only smell
until it is dry; but if put on when the pipes are cold, every time the pipes
are made very hot for a long time the pipes will give off an unpleasant smell.
Give air freely until the pipes are dry, or rather the paint. We cannot
answer for its effect upon Vines or plants, but do not think with air there
would be any injury. Ours are always done when the house is empty.

Gros Colman Vine Grafting (A. B. C).—Gros Colman would not, we
think, succeed upon Fitster's Seedling, which is not so strong a grower, Groa
Colman being a very vigorous and robust grower. Lady Downe's would be
better, and it is one of the best late Grapes. Foster's Seedling is a tolerable
late Grape, keeping in good condition for about two months after being ripe.

Adiantum Faeleyense Withering (Tdvm).—From cold and the dry
atmosphere the frond withers. The atmosphere should he kept very moist,
and this without heavy or any syringing overhead at this season, though ours
receive a very light sprinkling twice daily, and is not in anywise injured. It
is better, however, avoided, maintaining a moist atmosphere by frequent
sprinkling of the paths and surfaces immediately about the plants. They
should have the soil kept moist.

Insect {Ah-x. Qardcner).~lt is not a perfect insect, but the chrysalis of
one.

Crystallising Flowers (3f. J5.\—We know that it may be effected by
dipping them into a saturated solution of alum ; the alum forms crystals on
them. Will some of our readers send us details ?

Manuring Pe\r Trees {W. IT.).—Decayed stable manure spread in early
spring on the surface an inch thick about 3 feet from the stem. Our " Fruit
Gardening for the Many " contains full directions for grafting.

Vines for Vineries LVfifsirarfft).—Not knowing how the two vineries are
to he heated, nor whether you wish for early or late Grapes, nor, in fact, any-
thing about the vineries or your intentiouR. we can only say in one vinery you
may have Black Ilamburgh and Lady Dnwne'e, and Bowood Muscat and
Trebbiano in the other. The two last-named should be in the warmest
vinery.

Names of FRtiiTS U. F. Smith).—"No. 1, Winter Hawthornden; 2, Court-
Penda-Plat. (C R. S.).—l, Brown Beurre ; 2, Napoleon ; 3, Marie Louise.

Names OF PLK-KTs(Castrian\.—l, Adiantum; 2, Melastomalievigata (?) L.;
3, Thyrsacanthus Schomburgkianus {Bot. Mag., 48r)l); 4, Eranthemum
nervosum; 5, Tradescantia discolor. (Jacobs.— Peristrophe speciosa. Fern
indeterminable. [Orchid).— Zygopetalum Mackaii. {J. Q.).—Peristropbe
speciosa. { Winchester).—Photiuia serrulata. Serrulated-leaved Photinia. It
is a native of China and Japan. It has been called Mespilus glabra and
Crattegus glabra, and a portrait of it under the name last mentioned is in the
" Botanical Musazino." (C L. D.).—1, Selaginella caulescens (?); 2, Scolo-
pendriom vulgare, var. proliferum ; 3, Lastrea Filix-mas cristata var. ; 4, Aspi-
dium angulare. {An Ignorant Lady).— 1, Adiantum hispidulum ; 2, Aspi-
dium coriaceum ; 3. Davallia (Loxoscapha) gibberosa ; 4, Polypodium aureum

;

5, Nephiolepisexaltata; 6, Athyrium Filix-foemina. (J.^Baie).—We only name

six specimens at once. 1, Polypodium vulgare (?) ; 2, Asplenium bulbiferum ;

3, Adiantum Cap illus-Veneris ; 4, Pteris serrulata ; G, Adiaotum hiapidulum
;

7, Aspidium falcatum.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

THE CREVE-C(EUKS AT ASHFORD.
YouK reporter's remarka ou the judgment of the French

classea are rather severe, and they would be fully justified had
the awards been made as they appeared in the prize list and on
the pens ; but that was not so, for there was an error, by whom
I know not.

Whom your reporter refers to as a novice I do not care to ask,

but I will venture to assert that the awards in these classes

were correctly made ; and in justice to my colleague I may eay
that there were no two opinions as to where the first in Creves
should go, both of us hitting upon Mr. Dring's pen (243) at once,
and 2U for second, 24.5 being unnoticed, and the rest all highly
commended ; in confirmation of which I herewith forward my
judges' book for your inspection. When I left immediately after

the adjudications ware over I had a catalogue marked, by one
of the officials, handed to me, aud when comparing this with
my book I found the error. Mr. Long was with me in the train,

aud at once undertook to apprise Mr. Dring of the error ; and
on my arrival in the City I wrote Mr. Stiokings, the Secretary,

but I am afraid the letter has suffered the same fate as the
catalogue which I posted to you at the aame time, and which
never arrived at your office.—E. Hhtton, Fudsey.

THE EXHIBITION DORKING.—No. 3.

BY T. C. BURNELL.
Like any other pursuit, success with prize poultry is only to

be attained by paying great attention to numerous small details.

Anyone expecting to breed and rear valuable birds without any
trouble will be most certainly disappointed, while at the same
time I think there is no stock which will bo well repay any
labour that may be expended upon it.

It is often said, " How lucky So-and-so is," but depend upon
it there is very little luck about it, or we should never see the
same exhibitors so continually coming in at the top of the prize
list. Occasionally, either when birds get into a dark corner or
the judges are overworked, a slight error may occur, but such is

sure to be rectified at the next show.
It may seem a small matter where and on what our birds roost,

but such will not be found to be the case. No very elaborate
place is required, aud in most stable-yards there is some shed or
outbuilding which may readily be converted into a poultry-
house, provided only that it is dry and light. If the floor be of
brick or stone such had better be removed or covered over with
3 or 4 inches of earth or sand, as cold floors are generally
thought to cause disease. One of the most necessary points is

that the house should be well ventilated without being draughty.
Fresh air cannot hurt anything, but a chilly draught blowing
right across the perch is very different. The best way to provide
fresh air without a draught is to have two or three good-sized
openings in the top of the south side of the house, which must
not be too low, and for the perches to be placed some way below
the veHtilatoi3.

If the house be dark the fowls will not enter if they can pos-
sibly help it, while if we have a sliding window it may be ad-
vantageously taken out in summer to allow the entr.inoe of

fresh air.

The inside of the house should be limewashed occasionally—

a

simple and inexpensive operation, which will go a long way to-

wards preventing disease, while the floor and perches should be
cleaned at least twice a-week (better still every day), aud chloride
of lime, carbolic acid, or some other disinfectant sprinkled about.
McDougall's disinfecting powder is very convenient for this

purpose, also for sprinkling the nests with, and I believe if these
precautions were generally adopted we should hear less of

vermin in fowl houses—at all events, I never have such a thing
in my own.
As Dorkings are such large, massive fowls, the perch should

not be placed too high from the ground, otherwise in descending
from roost of a morning the birds are apt to injure the ball of

the foot, a fertile cause of the inflammation which is called

bumble-foot, and which I will allude to under the head of

Diseases. "The perches should not be more than 1.5 or 18 inches
from the ground, they should be quite flat, and at least 3 inches
wide. I constantly see advice to the contrary, but I am con-
vinced that crooked breasts, though sometimes hereditary, are
nearly always caused by round perches, while small narrow
perches cause curved aud crooked toes. Very young chickens
will require special treatment, which I will describe later on.

One house and run will not be sufficient if we wish to keep
poultry for exhibition ; at least two runs will be required for the
breeding stock, and also if possible separate runs for the cock-
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erels and pnllets. The latter may be dispensed with, and the
chickens allowed to run with the old birds, but certainly not to
the advantage of the chickens. Avery mistaken idea prevails as
to the amount of grass run required for Dorkings; if they have
five acres they will certainly make use of it, but my own stock
birds have never had more than a run of 10 or 12 yards square
for each cock and four or five hens, and have always laid and
thriven well upon it, while in the show pen their condition has
generally been as good as the best ; and this is a sure proof to me
that no larger run is required, as if fowls are discontented aud
restless they will rapidly lose that brilliancy of plumage which
so surely tells in the prize list.

A single cock for exhibition may be advantageously shut up
in a small place if carefully attended to, but the hens become
restless in very close confinement, and do not do well under the
space I have named. Small shrubs or fir trees planted in the
comers will form a pleasant shade in summer, as also will Jeru-
salem artichokes, which are to be strongly recommended on

account of their hardiness and rapid growth. The fences to

separate one run from another in my own case are made of

hurdling or "wattling" about 3 feet high, with 3-feet wire
netting stretched loosely along the top. I have found this quite

suflicient to keep the birds in, as Dorkings usually are but poor
flyers. If hurdling cannot be obtained, half-inch boards of red
deal to the height of 21 feet, will do as well, but will, of course,

be more expensive. Simple wire netting, however small the
mesh, is not sufiicient near the ground, as if the cocks can see

one another they will fight through it a great deal more than if

at liberty, and will never seem to get tired of it, while if at

liberty one soon conquers the other, and it is all over except the
crowing ! If it is determined to try to induce two strange cocks

to run together, the only way is to treat them like two school

boys, and having put bits of cork on their spurs, to let them
" have it out." If you separate them they are sure to be " at it

again " immediately your back is turned.
It will be found very much cheaper in building houses to make

Eeight at top, 6 feet.

Height to eaves, 4 feet

Fig. 163.

—

Front view of paib of poultry houses.

Width of each house, 4 feet.

Depth, 4 feet.

Scale halt an inch to the foot.

A, Dneting sheds.
31, Sliding door

c, YentiJatora.

r, Moveable windows.

them in pairs. The accompanying sketch represents the front
view of a pair made in the very simplest way, and with the
smallest amount of material, and yet I think combining every
essential for health and comfort. I have found thin sheet zinc
far preferable to felt for roofing, as it is much more durable,
ajid not finding any hold for their claws, the fowls will very
soon get tired of flying up on it. A double house of the di-

mensions described, made of three-quarter-inch deal with zinc
roof, should be constructed for about £a or for less, if, as in my
own case, the carpentering be done at home, and really if the
planks are already cut out there is but very little carpentering
about it, while we shall always think more of our "villa," if

made with our own hands. The cracks between the boards had
better be covered over with narrow strips of very thin deal, or
the boards can be let into one another; but this will be found
more expensive.
The little outside sheds are for the fowls to get into in wet

and windy weather, and they should always be filled with dry
earth or road grit, in which the birds will delight to dust them-
selves ; while being placed outside the roosting houses they will
help to keep the birds warm.

Aberdeen Poultkt and Pigeon Clue Show.—This Society
will hold their next Show early in January. The entries close
on the 25th of December. As regards Pouters it will be the Show
of the season, the principal breeders in Scotland intending, we
nnderstand, to exhibit largely. There are twenty-two classes
for these birds—viz., Eed,Tellow, Black, Blue, and White, cocks
and hens, both old and young, besides two classes foroil-coloura,
one for cocks and the other for hens. TVe hope the entries will
be of such extent aa to compensate the Society. Observing
that no two of the standard colours of Pouters are to be shown

in one class, anyone having a good bird has every chance of
having its merits acknowledged. Mr. Corker, of London, is to
judge the Pigeons. This Society has carried on its exhibitions
hitherto at considerable loss. The money they cannot afford to
lose, but the time and trouble they do not grudge for the advance-
ment of the fancy. This Show will decide whether or not they
will be able to continue their exhibitions.

TREDEGAR POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Tredegar Society was held on Tuesday

and Wednesday the 15th and 16th inst. The poultry and Pigeons
were exhibited in one of the excellent sheds of the Cattle Market.
As last year, so this. Turner's pens were used, and proved much
better than the old wicker coops. While in the hands of Mr.
Pulling the birds are well attended to by an excellent staff. A
few pens were empty, but not near so many as in previous years.

Game were a good entry, and the cup for the first eight classes

was given to a very stylish pair of Brown Eed chickens. Spatiish
were good, especially Mr. Moore's chickens ; but Dorkings were
only poor in both classes as compared with what we have seen
here. Cochins in both classes were very good. Buffs winning
three out of the four prizes, and Partridge chickens one. In
old Light Brahmas Mr. Dean won both prizes, as also in the
chickens, carrying off the cup also for the section with young
birds. Mrs. EoUs' pen, said to have won the cup at Swansea,
were in bad order ; cock bare on the throat, and the hen a bad
colour. Dark were good, Mr. Watts securing both first prizes

with grand birds ; many other pens being noticed. Many pens
of Hamburghs showed the effects of overshowing, this being
the case especially in the Gold-pencils and Spangles, while the
Silver-pencils and Spangles showed much better, and the cup
was awarded to what turned out to be the Crystal Palace cup
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cockerel, a truly grand bird, and yet he only won very narrowly,
Messrs. Mitchell and Long coming close. Polands good, but
not numerous, and French a fair lot. In Bayitama Game were
good as far as the winners went. Black Reds being successful,

and also carrying off the ciip. First and second Blacks very
smart and good, rest moderate. In the Variety class of Bantams
Silver-laced were first. Booted second, and Gold-laced third.

We think the judging of the Bantams very erroneous. Rouen
Duels were a large class, and many pens were noticed, the
first by Lord Tredegar were very cheap at the catalogue price.

Aylesburys were a fair lot, but not equal to the Rouens. Turkeys
were 454, 44, and 43 lbs. weight in winners, and both these and
the Geese were good classes. The Selling classes were immense,
but the Duck class poor.
In Pigeons Mr. Yardley won the point cup, but was pretty

well run by Mr. Holioway; and the birds were better than we
recollect to have seen them, and the entries very good.

Gaue (Black or Browu-breastcd Rods),—2, G. S. Cole, Llanelly, Carmarthen-
he, H. Banks, Worcester ; J John, Ton Pentre Ystrad, Pontypridd, c, Kev. C-
T. Saluabury, Tredunnoc Rectory. Llangibby, Newport; H. Feast, SwauBea.
C'licfcfn*.—Cup, H. E. Ulartin, Srculiburpe, FakeLbani. 2,Rtv. C. T. Saluabury.
r/ic, H. Horton, Colwall, Malvern ; G. S. Cole, he, K. fcbeil. Cardiff, c, J. W.
Jones, Malpaa, Ne^innt.
Game (Any other variety).—!, W. L. Blake, Llandatf. 2, J. Maaon. St. John's,

Worcester, c, J.P. Mobes, LlandatT, Cardifl ; J. T.Brown, St. Austell. Chickens.
—1, E. Winwood. '2,J. Maeon. ?ir, D. W. J. Thomas, Brecon, c, W. L. Blake

:

H. P. P. Price, Caetle Madoc. Erecm.
Spanish.-1 and 2, T. Moore, West Bute Docks, Cardiff, vhc, H. Feast.

Chickens.—I, T. Moore. 2, Mrs. E. AUsupp, Hindiip Hall, Worceater. vhc, G. K.
Chilcott, Fairlawn, Bristol.
Dorkings (Grey or Coloured).—!, A. Hairae, TredeKarville, Cardiff. 2, E.

Ponting, Buckland Newton, Ceme. /ic, Mrs. F. Bayard, Gwernydd, Berriew;
R. Leyshon. Bridjjend. c. Col. F. C. Morgan. Ruperra Castle, Newport. Chickens.
—1, K. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswefitry. 2, R, Leyshon. he, H. Feast; W.
Bevan. Swansea.
CocHiN-CuiNAs.-I.E. Winwood, Worcester. 3, H. Feast. ?ic.J. Watts. King's

Heath, Birmingham; C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham ; H. Tomlineon, Birming-
ham. Chickens.— I, Mrs. Bidder, Wainceirch, Neath. 2. R. Junes, Neith. 8,

C. Bloodworth. vhc, Mrs. Allsopp. he, Mrs. Bidder; C. Bloodworth ; H.
Tomlinson.
Brahma Poqtea (Light).—1 and 2, T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford, vhc, Mra.

Potter, East Court, Chellenham ; J. Watts, he, Mrs. Rolls, Monmouth. Chickens.
Cup, 2, and Extra, T. A. Dean. he. Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury ; J.
Watts, c, Mrs. Harding, Pentwvn, Monmoutli.
Brahma Pootras (Dark).-], J. Watts. 2, H. Feast, r/ir. Rev. J. Cnnnick,

Llanfaes. Brecon, ^ic, W. W. Cunnick, Llanfaes, Brecon ; W.Bevan. Chickens.
—1, J. Watts. 2, E. Ensor. Alfred Hill, Bristol, he, H. Feast ; W. Bevan ; G.
Jones, Goldthorne Hill, Wolverhamptjn; Bridgwater & Yoxall, Wednesbury.
c.M.H. Dean, Cardiff.
Brahma Pootrab (Dark).-PfW^e^s.—1, T. A. Dean, vhc, G. Dornford, Bryn

Hafod, Llandaff ; J. Watts; Bridgwater & Yoxall. he, H. Feast, c, J. A.
White, Newport.
Hambdeghs (Gold-pencilled).-1, C. Bloodworth. 2 and he, Mrs. Rolls.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—!, T. R. Mitchell, St. Thomas, Swansea. 2,

J. Carr, Swansea.
Hambdrghs (Gold-spangled).—1, J. Carr. 2, T. Blakeman, Tettenhall, Wol-

verhampton, he, Mra. Rolls ; T. May, Wolverhampton ; I. Davies, Harbome,
Birmingham.
Hambdrghs (Silver-spangled).-Cup, J. Carr. 2, T, R. Mitchell, vhc, J. Long,

Bromley Common, c, Mra. Rolls.
Polands.—1, H. Feast. 2, W. E. E. A. Kynch, Abergavenny. 3, C, Blood-

worth.
Fbenoh.—1 and he, H. Feast. 2 and c, D. Lane, Hardwick, Gloucester. 3, T

A. Dean.
Bantams (Game).—Cup and 3, E. Payne, Cardiff. 2, H. C. Holioway, Stroud.

he, H. Feast, c, E. C. Philips, Brecon ; J. Tarren.
Bantams (Black or White, Clean-legged).—I, J. Mayo. 2, J, Watts. 3, B. F.

Parrott, Henbury, Bristol.
Bantams (Any other variety).—!, J. W. Lloyd, Kington. 2, J. Watts. 3, G.

Holioway, jun., Struud. he, H. 0. Holioway. e, H. Feast.
Any other Variety.— 1, T. Southerden, Bristol (B'ack Hamburghs). 2, H.

Feast. 3, Mrs. Rolls, he. Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury (White Leghorns); J.
Watts, e, Mrs. Potter (Brown Leghorns).
Guinea Fowls— 1, Mrs. RoUs. 2, W. H. Young, DrifBeld. vitc, Mrs. F.

Bajard, Gwernydd Beriiew,
Ducks (Aylesbury).- 1, H. Feast. 8, Mra. Gordon-Canning, Hartpury, Glou-

cester, e, Col. F. C. Morgan.
DucKs(Rouen)—l, Lord Tredegar, Tredegar Park, Newport. 2, J. Watts. 3,

W. Williams, Brecon, vhc, T. Moore; W. Davies, Bargoed, Cardiff, he, E.
Ponting, Buckland Newton, Dorset; W. Cooper, Abergavenny; R. Leyshon.
c, Lord Tredegar.
Ducks (Any other variety).-1, Mrs. Rolls (Call) 2. Lord Tredegar (Muscovy).

lie, Mrs. H. J. Bailey (Call) ; T. Moore (Call), c, T. Moore (Black liast Indian)

;

T. A. Dean (Black East Indian): J. Harrison, Newport (Brazilian).
Geese.—land S.Mrs. H J. Bailev. he, S. Homfray, Glen Uake, Newport;

Mra. Bidder ; D. Jenkins, Christchurch. Newport.
TuRKKis.— 1, Mrs. H. J. Bailey. 3, Mrs. Bidder, i^kc. Col. F. C. Morgan ; J.

T. Pinches, Hardwick, Pembridge. he. Lord Tredegar ; J. A. Lyne, Brynbyfrid,
Newport, e, T. Moore ; J. A. Lyne.
Selling Class.—Fowls -i, T. A. Dean (Light Brahmasl. 2. D. W. J. Thomas

(Game). 8, A. Sperriu, Bitton, Bristol (Dorkings). 4. J. McConnel], liwyas
Harold, Heref.jrd. the.T. A. Dean (Brahmas); B. D. Brooke, Stow Hill,
Newport (Gold-spangled Polands). he. ilrs. Gordon-Canning (Dorkings): H.
Thompson, Tregroes. Bridgend (Dark Brabmas); J. A. White, Newport (Dark
Brahmas); D. Lane (Houdansi; Mrs. Rolls; J. Watts; C. Bloodworth. c, H.
C. Holioway Cochins); N. Hull, Sidburv, Worcester (Light Brahmas); J. A.
White (Dark Brahmas) ; H. Yardley ; C. Bloodw«.rth.
Selling Class.—I>ucfc«—1, E. Ponting. 2, J. Harrison. 8, E. Shaw, Plaa

Wilmot, Oswestry. 4, H. Yardley.

PIGEONS.
CABBrEBS.-1, H. Yardley. 2. J. James, Bath.
PouTEBs.— 1, W. G. Davies, Swansea. 2, H. Pratt, Hampton-in-Arden. Jlc, G.

Holioway, jun (2).

Jacobins.— 1 and e, G. Holioway, jan. 2, W. G. Davies. he, H. Yardley.
Tumblers.—1, H. Yardley. 2, G. Holioway, jun. 3, F. Philips, Newport.

vhc, J. T. Price, Abergavenny, he, W. G. Daviea ; D. P. Bain, Newport ; H.
Yardley.
Fantails.—1, W. Morris, Ross. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. vhc,U. Yardley.

he. Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loe ; H. Yardley ; J. F. Loversidge. c, T. A.
Dean; G. Holioway, jun.
Tbcmpeters.— 1, J. Lederer, Bootle, Liverpool, 2 and he, G. HoUowav, iun.

c, W. G. Davies.
Any other Variety.—1 and 3, H. Yardley. 2, D. Lane, Gloucester (Turbits).

4, G. J. Dewey. Gloucester (Yellow Mappies). vhc, W. G. Davies (Archangels).
lie, W. G. Daviea (Nuns) ; A. McKenzie, Liverpool (White and Blue Dragoons).

e, A. C. Phillips (Archangels); W. G. Davies (Magies); R. Joseph, Rockleaze,
Bristol (AntwerpB) ; G. Holioway, jun. (3).

RAnniTS (Lop-eared).—1 and 2, W. LleweUen, Cardiff, c, Miaa V. Morgan,
Ruperra Castle, Newport.

The Judges were Mr. Hutton, of Pudsey, and Mr. R. H.
Nicholas, of Newport.

8, G. Mann.
c, J. Atkins,

CAMBRIDGE WORKING MEN'S CLUB
EXHIBITION OF POULTRY, &c.

This was held in the lar^e hall of the Institute, Fitzroy Street,

Cambridge, on December 15th and 10th.

Dorkings.— 1, S. WalUs, Cambridge. 2. J. James. Fen Ditton. 3, Rev. R. F,
Smyibe, Caxton Vicarage, Cambs. he, W. H. Denison, Wobum Sanda. e, W.
Nottage, Northampton.
Cochins.- 1, J. Everett, Uadleigh. 9, F. C. Bentick, Cambridge. 3, W.

Man.stield, Cambridge, vhc andc, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapstone. he, H. Cooper,
Cambridge; W. Mansfield.
Bbahuas.—1 and 3. M. Leno, Dunstable. 2, W. Mansfield, he, F. Norris,

Cambridge (2); W. Butler, Cambridge; W. Mansfield, c, A. F.Faulkner; F.
Norria: J. B. Hibbert, Cambridge.
Game.-1, T. Hawkins, Cambridge. 2, W. Asplin, Cambridge. 3. G. Mann,

Cambridge, he, T. Hawkins; W. Asplin; J. W. B. Rooke, Cambridge; E.J.
Liveing, Great Shelfurd (-i). c, G. Maun.
Hambueghs.— 1, M. Leno. 2. A. Silver, Melford. 3, W. R. Tickner. Ipswich.

he, M. Leno ; Hon. Mrs. Neville. Cambridge ; Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage,
Newmarket; A. F. Faulkner; J. F. Miller, Cambridge; J. B. Bly, Wisbeach,
c, A. F. Faulkner.
French.-I, F. C. Bentick. 2, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport. 3, S. Woods,

Cambridge.
Bantams.—! and 8, M. Leno. 2, W. Adams. St. Clement's, Ipswich. hc,C,

Hill, Cambridge; Rev. F. Tearle; Mrs. J. V. Longe, Tuddenham Vicarage,
Ipswich: G.Mann.
Any other Variety—1. G. W. Boothby, Louth (Golden Polish). 2, W.

Nottage (Spanibh). 3, W. D. Townley, Fulbourn (Leghorns), he, W. Hudson,
Cambridge (Spanish).
Selling Class.— Cocfr. Cockerel, or Drake.—I, A. F. Faulkner (Cochin). 2,M.

Leno (Brahma). 3. S. Walhs (Avlesbnry Drake), vhc, M, Leno (Brahma); S.
Lucas, Hitehen (Brahma), he, F. F. Fetch. Cambriilge (Rouen Drake); G. C,
Levitt, Cambridge (Brahma); W. Mansfield (Light Brahma); W. H. Deniaon
(Dorking), c, F. Barlow, Camljridge (Cnchin).
Selling Clash.-Hen«, Pullets, or Ducks — 1, W. Mansfield (Brahma). 2, M.

Leno (Rouen Ducks). 3, S. Wallis (Dorkings), vhc, Misf King (Cochin); J, B.
Hibbert (Brahma), he, F. Barlow (Crtve-Cueur and Buff Cochin); J. F. Fetch
(Rouen Ducka); Hon. Mrs. N*iville (Kouen Ducks); Rev. C. H. Cross, Cam-
bridge (Dorking) ; W. Wallis (Game); W. Cutla-'k, jun. (Black Hamburgh); A.
F. Faulkner (Light and Dark Brahmas); G. Mann (Cochin); W. G. Waters
Brigg(Game). c, E.Arnold, Wbittlesford (Brahma).
Ducks.-1, 2, and he, M. Leno. 3, S. Wallis.

PIGEONS.
Cahriehs.—Cocfc or Hsn —1 and 2, W. Minson. 3, W. Nottage. he, B.Clifton,

Cambridge; Master J. W. Massey, Spalding, e, T. Hawkins: G. Mann,
Youtig.—Cock or Hcn.—l and 2, W. Minaon. 3 and (r, Master J. W. Massey.
vhc, G. Mann, he, B. Clifton (2).

Pouters.—Cocfc or Heu.-i, W. Nottage. 2, H. B. Massey.
he, A. Storrar, Peterborough (2); C. Brown, Ipswich ; G.Mann.
Bedford; R. Rueton , jun.. Chatteris (2).

Tumblers.—1, W. D. Brown, Cambridge. 2 and he, A. Dent, Cambridge. 3,

W. Lee, Cambridtre. e, H. Hawes, Cambridge.
Dragoons.-1. W. Loveday, Cambridge. 2, Rev. W. V. Longe. 8, J. Atkins,

C, W. Larkins. Biggleswade.
Baebs.—1, H. B. Massey, Spalding. 2, Master J. W. Maseey. 3, W. Larkina,

he, C. Reed, Cambridge, e, C. Norman, Weaterlield; G. H. Arrowamith, Cam-
bridge; W. Loveday.
Turbits.— 1, J. E. Smythe. 2 and 3. G. Mann.
Antwebps.— 1, T. Hawkins. 2 and 3, A. R. Burrell. Cambridge.
Any other Varietv.—1, W. Nottage. 2, G.Mann (Red Jacobins). 3, W.Brown

(Nuns), he. Rev. W. V. Longe (Blue English Owls), c, C. Norman (Black
Trumpeters).
Selling Class.- CocA: or fifn.—l. Master J. W. Massey (Barb). 2 and 8, G.

Mann (Pouter and Red Barb), he, H. Hawes (Fantail); G. Mann (Blue Tnrbit
and Jacobin), c, G. H. Arrowsmith (Blue Turbit) ; E. Alderson, Ipswich
(White Dragoon) ; C. Heigham, Ipswich (Blue Dragoon) ; W. Loveday (Yellow
Barbs).

RABBITS.
Lop-FARED.—BHCfc or Doe.—l. Mrs. H. Pickworth, Spalding. 2, G. F. Twite,

Cambridge. 3 and vhc, W S. Ward, Cambridge.
Any other Variety.—Bhc/c or Doe.—l, J. N. Parsley, Cambridge (Silver-

Grey). 2, G. C. Livett (Himalayan). 3, E. Everett, Cottenham (Belgian Hare).
?tc, N. Turner, Cambridge (Silver-Grey); G. C. Livett (Himalayan); E. Robin-
son, Kettering.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canaries.-CZear Yellow or Buff.— l&nd 2, R. Nixon. Cambridge, fee, F. R,

Hall, Cambridge ; Knight & Spencer, Hitchin. c, A. Morgan, Cambridge.
Canawies—^Hj/ other variety,— 1, F. R. Hall. 2, R. Nixon, c, F. R. Hall;

Knight & Spencer.
British Song Birds.—Jnj/ variety.— l, M. Harlp, Cambridge (Blackbird),

2, Knight & Spencer (Goldfinch), c, F. R. Hall (Goldfinch); Mrs. J. Mouel,
Cambridge (Bullfinch).

OPEN PRIZES.
Cup for the greatest number of points in poultry classea.—M. Leno.
Cup for the best pen of poultry.—M. Leno.
Cup for Ibe best pair oi Pigeons.—W. Minson.
Cup for the best Rabbit, Mrs. H. Pickworth.

LOCAL PRIZES.
Cup for the greatest number of points in poultry classea.-W. Mansfield.
Cup for the greatest number of points in Pigeons and Rabbits.—G, Mann.
Cup for the best Rabbit.—G. F. Twite.
Cup for the best pen of Pigeons, exhibited by a member,—G. Mann.

Jvi>GES.—Poultry and Babbits : Mr. W. J. Nicholle and Mr.
F. R. Hall. Pigeons : Mr. F. W. Matcalie. Singing Birds :

Mr. E. Tyler, jun.

WATFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The annual poultry Show in connection with the West Herts

Agricultural Societywas held at Watford on Monday and Tuesday
December 11th and 15th. The building, which has only been
erected within the last few years, is admirably adapted for the
purpose. No less than six five-guinea cups were offered by the
local gentry or the Society for the best birds in the various

classes ; as, however, the area of the Society is confined to the
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county of Herts and a limited radiuB round Watford, the com-
petition is not of couree bo severe as in most of the open shows.
The entries on this occasion were said to be in excess of the
previous years, particularly in the Selling classes. They would
probably be increased if the rules did not require a cock and
two hens to be entered in one pen ; it surely would be better to

have a pair of hens in one class, and the cock in another.
The Dorkings were not very niunerous, the cup goictg to some

old birds belonging to the Kev. E. Bartrum, quite of the old
style in point of size, but Dot quite of the colour now in fashion.

His second-prize pen contained a pair of excellent pullets, dark
in colour, of large size, and good in every respect ; the cockerel,

which was said to have won a cup a few days previously at

Dorking, was good in comb and tail, but not so broad as the old

"bird. The Cochins were not as numerous as the Brahmas

;

here, as elsewhere, the Light are beginning to encroach on the
Dark variety. There was rather a large class of Cnve-Cceurs
and Houdans, and the Turkeys formed one of the best classes

in the Show. The attendance on the second day was very good.

Dorkings.—Coloured.—Cap, 1, and 2, Rev. E. Bartrnm, Berkhampatead.
Wiiite or Silver.—1, C. Snewing, Hulywell, Watford, li, D. Carnegie, Kastbury,
Watford.
CocHiKS

—

Partridge.— 1. C. A. Barnea, Rickmansworth. 2. Lord Chesham,
Latimera, Chesham. Any other variety.—l,i^. A. Bamea. 2, K. Bedford, Great
Berkhampatead.
Eeahma Pu.jtbas. —Da?-fc. — 1 and Cup, W. A. Peel, Watford. 2. W. J.

JerviB. WoodridingB, Pinner, Light.—1, Cord Chesham. 2, G. Bentley, Rick-
mansworth.
Game.— 1 and 2, G. Bentley.
HAM8UBGHB —GoW.—1, R. Blackwell, Chipperfield. 2, Mies Gee. Abhot's

Langiey. Silver.—1, P. Clatterbuck, Kickmaneworth. 2, W. J. Loyd, Langley-
bury, Watford.
Bantams.—Game.—1. G. Bentley. 2, Lord Chesham. Any other variety.—1*

W. J. Loyd. 2, Lord Chesham.
Ckeve-C<zdkm and Houdanb.—1. W. A. Peel. 2. A. Godaon, Barnet.
Any other Breed.—1, A. Ward, Wimpole Street, London (Leghoma). 2, G.

Bentley (Sianish).
ANY Breed.—flgns.—l, R. Horsfall, Watford. S, R. Bedford, he. Rev. E.

Bartrum. Cock.—l. Kev. E. Bartrum. 2, Lord Chesham.
D i:cKB.—Aylesbury.-l &nd Cup, C. A. Barnea. 2. Lord Chesham. Rouen.—

1, C. A. Bamea. 2, f. Clutt^rhu^.-k. he. Rev. E. Bartrum. Ea^t Indian.—2, G.
Bentley. Any other distinct hreed.—2, P. Clutterbuck.
Geese.-1 and 2, J. Thnrnham, Hemel Hempstead.
TuREEYs.-Cup, 1, and 2, A. H. Longman, Shendish, Hemel HempBtead.

Mr. J. Dixon acted as Judge.

,
Mrs. R. Bonner,

Ligkt.—\ and 2, J. Bradshaw,

CocniSB.—Buff and Cinnamon.—l, J. Pares. Postford. 2,

Any other colour.— I and 2. O. E. Cresswell-
Brahmas —Dark.— \ and 2, O. E Creabwell.

Cranlei^h. he. liev. W. Prarce, West HurBley.
Gi.MK.— Black-breasted or other Reds.—i, K Obborn, Guildford. 2, Rev. J.

Memman, Cranleieh. /ic, Kev. J. Merriman ; J. E. Lane, c, E. Hainet', Oat-
landa Park. Any offttT fariffy.- 1, W. Balchin. Farnham.
Haubcrghs.-1 and L', O. E. Creaawell. he, W. Balchin; W. 0. Hodges, c,

G Lee, Abhford.
Bantams.-Game.—1, T. Randall, jnn. 2, T. W, Anna. Clapham. he. .T. E.

Lane, c, W. M. Molyneux; T. Randall, jun. (i). Any other variety.— I, O. E.
Cresawell. 2, J. Pares, Postford c, W Balchin.
UucKs.-AyUsbury.-l and 2, Rev. W. Pearce, West Hnrsley. c, E. Hilder,

Wokintt. .Roufn.-l. E. Hilder. 2. J. Pares. Any other variety.—1,B.. W ilkin-

son, Guildford. 2, J H. Webber, Wonereh. 7ic, G. Lee, Asbford.
Geebe.—I, W. Messenger. 2, E. Hilder. he. T. Baker, Compton. Goslings.

—I. W. Messenger. 2, T. Baker, he, W. S, Smih, c. W. Virgo & Son.
Tdbkeys. — 1, Rev. N. J. Ridley, N'ewbary. 2, G. H. Langford. lie,

Countebs Lfvelace. East Horsley. c, W. Messenger. Poults.— I, G H. Lang-
ford. 2, J. H. Webber, Wonersh. h<?. fi. H. Piuckard. c, Coimtesa Lovelaace.
AsY OTHER Variety,— 1, Rev. G. Chilton {('rt-ve-Cceur). 2, O. E. Cresswell

(Japanese Silkies), c, W. O. Hodges (Golden Puliah) ; R. Wilkinson (Japanese
Silkieb).

Judge.—Mr. P. H. Jones, Fulham,

GUILDFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The Sarrey Agricultural Show was held at Guildford on the

15th inst. The poultry were shown in a spacious hall well
lighted from above, and were arranged in double tiers of zinc

pens all round it. Considering the birds were all from Surrey
or parts of the neighbouring counties, the Show was a most
excellent one. The jDorA'zjt^ classes, as might be expected, were
of great merit, and, if we mistake not, some Crystal Palace and
Birmingham winners had to be content with simple high com-
mendations. All four varieties of Dorkings had classes, and
each was well represented. The second- prize pairs of Whites at-

tracted much attention from their exquisite condition and colour.

The first-prize pair of Cuckoos were good in colour but small,

and the absence of sickle feathers in the cock should, in our
opinion, have placed them below two of Mr. Messenger's pens.

Spanish were not good beyond the first-prize pair. In Cochins
the first-prize Buffs were fair. The first-prize Whites good in

shape, and beautifully shown. A nice pair of Grouse-feathered
birds were unfortunately entered as Dark Brahmas. In both
classes for Brahmas the prize birds were good, but few other
birds in them were worth notice. The Ga?ne classes were very
good, that for Reds well filled. First were beautiful Brown
Reds ; second Black Reds, In the other class a pretty pair of

the now rare Blue Game won. There were some lovely Golden-
pencilled Hamhurghs, and as good Game Bantaftis as are seen
at the best shows, the two winning cocks being peculiarly

stylish. Ducks were fair. The second-prize pair of Aylesburies
were nice in colour and size, and some quaint Uttle Shovellers
appeared in the Variety class. Geese and Turkeys were not so

good as we have before seen at Guildford, and hardly worthy of

so agricultural a county.
The general management of the Show seemed fair—that is, as

good as is generally the case where a poultry show is but the
adjunct of a cattle show. We may suggest to the authorities

that canvas backs are necessary for zinc pens where these are

placed some distance from the wall. We saw a handsome sickle

t'ail destroyed by a shy cock being driven to the back of his

pen by admiring gazers. If two or three open Selling classes

were another year added to the Show, it might, we think, be

made a great success, and a useful impetus given to poultry-breed-
ing in the neighbourhood.
DosKiNOs.-Grey. — 1. O. E. Cresswell. Early Wood, BagshoL 2. H. H*

Young, Dorking. 8, J, Ivery & Son, Dorking, he, H. Mills, Dorking. Chickens-
-3, Mrs. F. Stevens. 2, J. Tavlor, Dorking. S, O. E. Cresswell. he, C*
Pannell, Oatlands Park ; fl. Mills, Dorking, c, J. Ivery & Son ; J. H. Putneyi
Dorking.
DoEKiNGS.-Rih'er-Gre;/.—1 and he, O. E. Cresswell. 2 and e, T. Moore,

Peterstleld. White.— I and he, U. E. Cresbwell. 2 and c, G. Cabitt. Denbies,
Dortting. Blue.— I, J. Putney. 2, W, Messenger. Woueibh. lu:, W. Virgo and
Son. c, W, Virgo & Son ; W. Messenger ; J. laard, Wokingham Station.

Spanish.—1, H. Brown, Putney Ueatb. 2, W. D. Prosser, Wandsworth.

PLYMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Market, Plymouth, on the 15th,

16th, and 17th of December, when the following awards were
made :

—

Game.—-4ny variety.—Cnp and 1, H. Brown, St. Austell. 2, N. Barter, Ply-
mouth. Black or Brown Red.—I and 2, H. Biowne. Any other variety.—1, H.
Browne. 2, G. Julian, Wadebnd^e. Indian.—Cup and 3, Mrs J. Partridge,
Bow, Devon. 2. J. Palmer, Launceston.
DoRKisaH.—Coloured.—I and 2, R. W. Beachey, Kingskerswell. 8ilver-Grey

or White.—i, H. Matthews. 2. J. H. NichoUs, LostwithieL
Cochins —Buir and Cinnamon.—1, S. R. Harris, Cuagame, St. Day. 2, H.

Tomlinson, Birmingham. Partridge.— 1. G. Lias, Par Station. Cornwall. 2,

Hon. Mrs. Sugden, Wilt^, Somerset, Wliite.— l and Cup. T. H. Waterman,
Devonport. 2. R. S. S. Woodpate, Pembury. Tunbridge Wells.
Bhahmas.— I,i^7ft^—1 and Cup, J. H. NichoUs. 2, J. Baasett, Loatwithiel.

Dark.—l. T, H. Waterman. 2, T. Start, Calstock Town.
Spanish.—1. J. Bassett. 2, Ellis & Parsley, Bristol.

MisoRCi..—Red-faced.—I, H. J. Lonnon, Stoke Devonport. 2, J. Croote, Jan.,
Wellington.
Houdans.—1, W. H. Copplestone, Lostwithiel. 2, H. Feaat, Swansea.
Cheve-C<edb.— 1. H. Browne. 2, W. H. Copplestone.
B.A.iiBVRGHa.~Gold-pencilled. — l, S Eliott, Jan., Liskeard. 2, H. Feast.

Bilver-pencilled.-Cap. 1, and 2, N. Barter.
H\^BVRQHs.—Oold-spangled.—l, N. Barter. 2, Sirs. J. Patliaon, Dorchester.

Silver-spangled.-l. S. EUutt, jun. 2, N. barter.
Bastams. — Game. — 1. Allen & Osborn, Plymouth. 2, Master R. Clogg,

Dublin. Any other variety,—1, C. Reed, Cambridge. 2, Rev. G. F. Hodson,
Bndgewater.
Any other Vabietv.—1, J. Isard. Wokingham. 2, G. Lias.
Sellino Class.— Cocfc. -1, H. Brown. 2, J. Baasett 3, H. L Lonnon.
Ducks.—Aylesbury.—1 and 2, S. R. Hams. Rouen.—1,W. H. Copplestone.

2, H. Browne.
Geese.— 1, S- Lane, Stratton. 2, Mrs. J. Partridge.

*

Turkeys.—1, Rev. N.J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, F C. Ford, Plympton,

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, P. Goss, Plymouth. 2, F. Hayman, Exeter,
Carriers.— 1, N. Barter. 2. F Hayman.
PuUTErs.— 1, J. Bruad, Plymouth. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Barbs.— 1. J. D. Mole, Exeter. 2. H. Yardley.
Tumblees.— 1, J. Bread. 2, K. Wingfield, Totnes, Devon.
Fantaii-s.-I, J. F. Loveraidge, Newark. 2, A, A. Vander Meersch, Tooting,

London. _^
Owls.—ifF, Braund, Bideford- 2, J, L. Smith, Barnstable.
TuRBiTs. — 1 and 2, J. L. Smith.
Antwerps.- 1, G. Colson, Exeter. 2, W. Moon, Plymouth,
Trumpeters.— 1 and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch.
Dbagoons.- 1, Rev. G. F. Hodson. 2, W. Moon.
Ant other Vabiety.—l, G. H. Gregory, Taunton. 2, A. A, Vander Meersch

Judge.—J, Dixon, Esq., Bradford, Yorkshire.

LONDONDERRY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 15th and IGth inst. Occurring just after

the Show at Belfast, the Londonderry Society were fortunate in

securing entries from our English exhibitors who had birds at

the first-named Show, and the consequence was that the entries

were better and the quality superior to some previous shows.

Dark Brahmas headed the Ust, First and second were grand
hens with good cocks. Light were first good, and second

moderate ; and in chickens Light won both prizes, Spayiish

were good, as also the Cochins, where White were first in old,

and Partridge first in chickens. French were good classes. Of
fl"am6((r*7/is there were only four pens. Bantams, Game, were

fair birds, the first-prize Piles containing a grand hen; and
Blacks won both prizes in the Variety class of Bantams. Geese

were excellent, and the Ducks, especially the Rouen, above an

average; first very large, and grandly marked. In the Variety

were Ruddy Shiels, Common Shiels, and Black East Indian.

In Pigeons the Carriers and Barbs were first-rate, and Fan-
tails good. The first in the Variety class, an English Silver

Owl, was a good stout bird.

We can congratulate our Londonderry friends upon their sac-

cess, and should be glad to see an attempt calculated to bring

yet better and more numerous entries.

Brahmas.—jDarfc.-l and 2, W. H. Crahtree. Levenshulme. Manchester. tJ/ic,

J Stuart. Helensbnrfth. he, T. M. Hilliard, Dublin, c, C. A. Smyth, Derry.

Light —1, W. H. Orabtree. 2, J. Forrest, Milltown. he, G. A. Stephens, Dublin.

BRAHMAS.-I>arfc or Li{iht.~Chickena.-\, E.J. Peer, Limerick. 2. D. sulhvan,

he, E. T, Herdman. Strabane (2); H. J. M' Bride. Gilford ; R. P. WiUiams, Clon-

tarf- R. A. MacDunald, Derry; C. A. dmyth ; J. Forresi ; Mjss De C. Drevar,

DoRKLNOS.—1, W. Whitwortb, Jan., Manchester, 2, J. Bond, he, R. P.
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Wmiama. Chickens.—1, i^W. Smjtb, CuBtraBH. 2, W. G. MnUigan, Belfast

.

hc,S Glenn, Derry.
Spanish.— 1. J. A. 4M. F. Smvth. Derry. 2, R. P. Williams. Chitkena.—l, 3.

A. i M. F. Smytb. 2. W. G. MolUgan. (ic, R. A. MacDonald.
CocHiNS.-l, W. Whitworth, Jan. 2,T A. Bjnd. cJic. W. G. Mulligan : W.

H. Crabtree; F. Robertson, Belfast. Chickens.—l and 2. M. Mahony. Dublin.
he, L. Stoney, Dublin ; F. Robertson, c, R A. MaaDonald : D. Snllivan-

Fr^nch —1, W. Whitworth. jun. 2, W. H. Crabtree. vhc. G. W. Hibbert,
Manchester; Miss L. D. Smyth. Derrv. he, E. T. Herdman : S. M. Moore,
Derrj-; G. A. Stephens. Chickenjf.—i, K. A. Macdonald. 2, E. T. Herdman.
/If. Mi38 L. D. Smyth : G. W. Hibbert ; S. M. Moore.
liAME.—1 and 2, e. J. Poer. he, J. M'-MUlan. Ooleraine : J. Loiran, Derry.
HA^BUtions.—PencilUd.—l and 2, R. A. Macdnnald. Spangled.—1, L. Stoney.
Bantams.—GoiTK.—l, J. Corscaden, jun. 2. v)ie, and he, J. Corscaden, jun.

Any other variety.—I, T. M. HiUiard. 2, R. H. Ashton, Manchester, li/tc, G. A.
Stephens, he, A. Corscaden.
Polish.—1, R. P. Williams.
Anv other Variety.— 1, Miss L. D. Smyth (Black Hamburghs). 2, H. J

M'Brido {Malaysl. he, J. M'Millan (Malays).
SEtLlNG OI.ASB.—fleiw or Duek».—\, K. P. Williiois (Dorkings). 2, E. T.

Herdman. vhe, E. T. Herdman; J. Bond (Rou-jn). he, J. Bond (Dark
Brabmas): R. A. MacDonald (Black ':ochins); W. G. Mulligan: Miss De C.
Drevar (Silver Dorkings), c, E. T. Herimiu; M. Mahony (Oochias); W. G.
Maihgan.
Selling CL4ss.— CorrA: or Drake.—I. R. A. Macdonald (White Cochin). 2, M.

Mahony (Cochin). Vie, E. T Herdman; R. A. Macdonald (Sultan), he, J.

Bond (Rouen); M. Mahony (Cochin): W. Simpson. Derry (Aylesbury); R. A.
Macdonald (Spanish). c,J. Bond (Kouou): R. A. Macdonald (Light BrahmAi.
Turkeys.— 1, H. Lyle. 2, W. Simpson, lie, W. Simpson ; G. A. Hmyth.
Ducks.-iJoucre.— 1, F. Robertson. 2, W. Simpsou. he, J. Bond: R P.

Williams; T H.Graham. Derry: D. M Smyth. Derry: W. Whitworth, jun.
Aylesbury —l,il F. Smyih. 2, W. Simpson. )i^, R. P. Williams : S. M.Moore ;

M. F. Smyth. Any other variety.—1 and vkc, R. P. Williams. 2, G. S. Sains-
bury, Devizes, c, J. Bond (Crested); B. H. M'Corkell. Derry.
Geese.—1. T. H. Graham. 2, R. P. Williams, lie, W. Simpson ; S. M.

Moore (2) ; C. A. Smyth, e, G. Mackey, Derry.

PIGEONS.
Carriebs.—Cocfc or Hen.—\ and 2, W. A. P. Montgomery, Belfast.
Pouters.-Cocfc or Hen.—\ and 2, F. W. Zurhorst. he, T. H. Graham.
Barbs.—Cock or Hen.—l and 2, W. A. P. Montgomery.
Fantails.- Cocfc or Hen—I, A. Corscaden. 2, E. A. Seale, Dublin, he, .\

Corscaden; E. A. Seale. Dublin.
Jacobins.—Cocfc or Hen.-i, F. W. Zorhorst. 2 an] e, W. Shean, Combe r

he, J. M'Alpin, Belfast ; E. A. Seale (21.

Trumpeters.—Cocfc or Hen.—1 and 2, J. Frame, Comber, vhe, W. A. P.
Montgomery, he, F. W. Zurhorst.
TuBBiTS.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, E. A. Seale. 2, W. G. Henry, Dublin.
Dragoons.— Cocfc or Hen.—1, W. G. Henrv. 2. T M. HiUiard.
Ant other Variett.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. G. Henry (English Owl). 2, F.

W. Zurhorst (SUver). he, W. A. P. Montgomery (Owl); E. A. Seale. c, A.
Corscaden (Nun).
Selling Class.-Pairs.—1 and 2, E. A, Seale (Jacobins), he, A. Corscaden

(Factaiis and Trumpeters) ; F. W. Zurhorst (Jacobins).

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary.-Bu.^ or Pale Yellow.—Cock or Hen.—l, A. A. Hamilton. 2. J.

M'Intyre, Derry. he, J. Park, Derry ; J. i W. Stitt, Belfast ; J. C. & A
Corscaden, Derry.
Canary.-Darfc Yellow or Jonqne.—Coek or Hen.—l, C. A. Smyth. 2, A . A

Hamilton; J. M'Intyre; J. C. HA. Corscaden. c, A. A. Hamilton; J. & W.
Siitt (2).

Canary.—.4ni/ other eolour or kind.—Coek or Hen.—l and 2, M. F. Smyth, he,
A A. Hamilton; J.&W.SUtt. c, A. A. Hamilton; W. Dale, Derry; J. C. i A.
Corscaden.
CANA8Y.—^«y eolour.—Young Cock or Hen.—l, J. M'Intyre. 2, J. & W. Stitt.

vhe, J. e. & A. Corscaden. he, J. C. iSl A. Corscaden; F. Smyth, c, A. A.
Hamilton; W. K Magill, Waterside.
Moles.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. K. Magill. 2, A. A. Hamilton, Derry. he, A.

Corscaden, Belfast, e. J. Armstrong. Derry.
British Bird.— 1 and 2, M. F. Smyth, Derry. c, J. Corscaden, Jan., Derry ; H.

S. Hamilton, Derry.
Parkot, Parikeet, Cockatoo, or Large Foreign Bird.—1, Miss Corscaden,

Derry. 2 and he. J. Corscaden. jun. c. J. Corscad.-n. jun. ; J. W. Corbett, Derry.
SalALL Foreign Birds.-Pair.—1, 2, and vhe, M. F. Smyth.

Judge.—Mr. C. F. Staunton, Sandy Mount, Dublin.

KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of the Kirkcudbrightshire Society was held

at Castle-Douglas on the 18th inst. Like all its predecessors, its

great fault was that the exhibitors were obliged to find their
own coops—an antiquated system which does much to retard the
usefulness of the Show, and one we would gladly see abolished,
for then the entries, especially from a distance, would no doubt
be much larger. The Town Hall is an excellent place for such
an exhibition, being well lighted and lofty.

Game headed the list. Black Reds winning first in both classes,
and Brown Reds second in old birds. Duckwings were very
good in colour, but only small in bone. Dorkings were next,
the Dark Greys only poor and few, but the Silver-Greys good
in both classes. Spanish were poor; but the Cochins in both
young and old mustered well, the winners being unusually good
in colour. Hamburghs were a great improvement upon all

previous shows, some birds being unusually good. Brahmas
were a good lot, the winners in old being same as at Dumfries

;

but the chickens were reversed, the first-prize cockerel having
made great progress. The Variety class contained good birds of
several kinds, the first Houdans, very good ; Creve-Coeurs being
second. Bantajns were poor, except the winners in Game, and
these were good, especially the Dackwings. Ducks, both Ayles-
bury and Rouen, especially the former, were first-class in all

respects, and Geese and Turkeys very large.
The Pigeons contained nothing of note except the first-prize

Pouters, Black Balds, and Fantails.
The show of Berds was mostly of the Scotch Fancy, but there

was a good show of Goldfinches.
Game.—Blocfc Beds. Blacks, and other Reds and Bluei.-l, R. Bryden, Loch-

maben. 2, J. A. Mather, Nithside, Closeburn. vhe, A. M'Adam, Castle-Douglas.
he. Miss E. A- Knott, Dumfries. C'licfccn.s.- 1, R. Bryden. 2, J.Craik, Dumfries.
vlic, W. Wallet, CasUe-Douglas. c, W. Wallet ; A. M'Adam (2).

Game.—Diicfctrin^s, Whites, and other Greys.— 1, J. Craik. 2 and lie, A.

M'Adam. Chickens.— 1, A. M'Adam. 2, J. M'Ghie, Castle-Douglas, he, J. A.

Mather ; J. Craik.
DoaKiNG.-Colourcd.-l, N. Wilson.
Dorkings. -Siiucr-^TTCi/s.—l, J- Cunningham. 2. Capt. G. F. Lyons. Kirk-

michael. he, Mrs. Congreve. C/iictens.- 1, 2, and tide, J. Cunmnghaiu. he,

Capt. Maxwell. Terregles; Capt. G. F. Lyons.
Spanish.-Btocfc.-l, J. M'Harrie, Culhom Mams, Stranraer. 2, J. Ross.

Lochans. Stranraer, c. J. Spence, Low Ardwell, Stranraer; A. Wither, Stran-

raer. Chicken!.— 1. W. Martin. Stranraer. 2 and vlic, J. M'Harrie he, J.

Spence ; A. Wither, c, P. Matthews, Garlhland Mains, Lochans ; P. M'Intyre,

Castle-Douglas. „ , ,. ^ t- r t
Cochin-chinas.—1, A. Hutchison. Stranraer. 2 and rhc. G. F. Lyons he.

Miss E \. Knott; T. Kennedy, Damtrics. c. R Maxwell. Dumfries. Chi.-kens.

—1, R. Maxwell. 2, J. M'Harrie. vhe, Capt. Maxwell; T. Kennedy; Capt.

HAMBUaoHs.-GoWeii-spaiifjleii.-L A. Wither. Silver-spangUd.-l, J. Ross.

2andii/ic. A. Wither, /ic, Caot. G. F. Lyons. „ , „
Hambceghs.—Goiden-jjeiicilleci.- 1, G. M'Dowall, Auchtralure. 2, J. Roaa.

he. Master J. Kerr: T. Kennedy; A. Hutchison, c, Capt. G. t. Lyons.
.Siluer-penciiied.-l, W. MHarrie. 2, M. Smith. Townhead.
Brahma PooTRis.-l. R Maxwell. )ic, Capt. G. F. Lyons, c, G. W. Congreve,

Carlmgwark. C)U',fcen«.—l, R. Maxwell. 2, Capt. Q. F. Lyons, iic, T.Kennedy;
H. J. CoDgreye. c. Miss E. A. Knott.

„ „ . ,. „ ,o
Any other Vahiety.— 1, A. Wither (Hondans). 2. Capt. Maxwell (Creve-

Cffiurs). vhe, 3. Ross (Black Hamburgh); J. C.Kennedy (White Dorkings); W.
M'Harrie (Silver Polands). /le, MissE. A. Knott (Polands); A. Wylie, Johnstone
(Polands); W. M'Harrie (Creve-Co^urs).
Selling Class. -1, T. Kennedy (Black Cochin). 2. Caot. G. F. Lyons

(Cochins), r/ic. — Irving, Kirkhous>^, Carlisle (Game); P. M'Intyre (bpanish).

fte. Miss E. A. Knott I Polands): .1. R.jss ID.irk Brahmas) : N. Wilson (Brahmas)

;

W- Hogg, Castle-Douglas (Dorkings); W. Martin; W. M'Hame (Polands).

c, W. Martin. „ ^ ,

Ducks.-Ji/(e«6uri/.—1 and 2, Capt G. F. Lyons, he, Mrs W. Brown. Castle

Douglas, c. Mrs. Black ; Mrs. W. Brown. Roaen.—l, G. M'DowaU. 2, W.
Martin, vhe, Capt. G. F. Lyons, 'te, B. Carlisle, Dumfries; Capt. Maxwell;
G. M'DowaU .dfiy o((tcr uariety.-l, W. Martin (Carolina). 2. J. C.Kennedy
(WUd). e. W Buchannan, Bogknowe (2) ; Miss E. A. Knott ; G. W. Cougreve;
Capt. G. F. Lyons.
Geese.-I and 2, J. Bell, Dunjop. „
Turkeys— 1, M.H. Maxwell. Dumfries. 2, J. Bell. 4c, Mrs. Congreve. c, E.

Forsyth. Hensol.
, , _ „.,

Bantams.— (JofifeTi and Silver.laeed.—l, R. Bryden. Blaek.—l, D. MT.arcn,
Kilmarnock. 2. R. Bryden. c. Miss E. A. S. Knott. Whtte.-l, J. Geides,

Dalbeattie. 2, Capt. Maxwell.
Game Bantams.- Blacfc and other Keris.- 1. J.Mair.Lochmaben. 2. J. Mom-

son. Drumstiochall. he. Miss N. JIackie, Ernespie ; C. Mitchell, Castle-DougUs ;

W. Wallet, Castle-Douglas c, J. .M'Keaud. Kitmichaet. Duekieings and other

Greys -1. R. J. Hartley, .\ltrincham, Cheshire. 2, D. M'Laren. c, N. Wilson

;

R. Irving.
PIGEONS.

Tumblers.-I. R Hutchison. 2, J. Turner, jun., Dumfries, c, E. MKie,
Maxwelltown ; J. Kilgour. Stranraer.
Carriers.-1, A. Hutchison. 2. Miss E. A. Knott.
Poutess.— 1 and 2. A. Hutchison.
Jacobins.—1, J. Turner, jun. 2. Miss E. A. Knott. fccE. M'Kie.

Fantails.-1 and he, T. Douglas, Thomhill. 2, Miss E. A- Knott.
Ant other Variety— 1, A. Hutchison (Trumpeters). 2, Master W. Patullo

Parton Manse (Ice), he. Miss E. A. Knott (Archangels), c, E. M'Kie ( Barbs)

A. Hutchison, jun. (Blue Tuibits).

CANARIES.
Yellow.—Coefc.—l, J. Thorpe, Dumfries. 2, R. Bryden, Lochmaben; J.

Thorpe.
, „ ,

Buff.—Cocfc.—1, W. Clark. Langholm. 2, T. Gnerson. Castle-Donglas. S, J.

Thorpe. Hen.—l and 2, J. Thorpe. 3, W. J. Torry. Castle-Douglas.

Yellow Piebald.— Cocfc.— 1, J. Thorpe. 2, J. M'Quhae. Maxwelltown. 3, J,

M'Credie. Stranraer. Hert.-1. W Clark. 2, J. M'Credie. 3, T. Grierson.

Buff Piebald.— Coefc.—l, R. Briden. 2, J. Thorpe. 3. J. M'Credie. Hen.—
1, E. Forsyth, Hensol. 2 and A, T. Gilmonr, Newton-Stewart.
Goldfinch Mules.—i, J. Thorpe. 2, A. Martin, Castle-Douglas. 3, Master

J. Little, Dumfries.
GoLDFlKCHES.—1 and 2, A. Martin. 3, J. Ireland, CampbeUton.

JcDGE.

—

Poultry and Pigeons: Mr. E. Hatton.

GREAT YARMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the IGth and 17th inst. in the Rifle

Drill Hall, an excellent place in all respects, except that, the

light being whoUy from the roof, some of the pens on the bottom
tier were rather deficient of light. A very excellent list of cups

and money prizes brought together a good entry of excellent

birds.

Brahmas headed the list, some grand old cocks being shown,
as also in hens, Mr. Lingwood taking most of the prizes ; some
of the local birds coming very close upon the winners. Dorkings

were also good, most of the prizes being won by Dark birds,

though in hens we preferred a Silver-Grey by Mr. Wren to

the winners. Chickens were poor. Light Brahmas were a nice

lot in all classes. In Cochins the awards were well made ; and
in Game there was little to take exception to, except that Mr.
Martin's grand Dackwing was passed unnoticed, and should

have been second, if not higher. Spanish were well judged

except the second-prize cock, and this ought not to have been
noticed, its face being rough and puckered to a great extent.

Humburghs were a fair lot in all classes, bat the Blacks were by
far the best. A class for Malays brought a good entry, and we
hope this will be copied by other societies ; but we were not

greatly impressed with the quality of the birds. Game BaJifams

were large classes, and here we are sorry to have to record about

the worst piece of judgment we have ever seen. In Black Reds
the first contained a very moderate pullet and a cockerel that

would be dear at Is. 6d., as it had not a single point ; wings long

and down, and tail gone star-gazing. Second were much better,

being sound in colour but heavy in feather, and should have
been highly commended. Pen 413 (Eaton) were second best, and
450 third best ; but the best of all, 448, by G. Hall, a pen worth
the whole class, and which ought to have taken the cup at a

look, were placed third. In the case of the next class the awards
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were even worse made if possible. Pen 4G3 (which we do not
hesitate to say are faultless, and one of the best pen of Piles
ever yet showu), were not even commended, while the cup was
given to Piles without either style or condition to recommend
them, and quite a washed-out colour. Pen 454 (Adams), Duck-
wings, third, should have been second, and Mr. Entwisle's highly
commended pen third. Surely the Judge must be devoid of
practical experience to make such a mess ; and there is little

doubt but that a few more mistakes and the fancy will lose
some of its best supporters. The Black Bantams were rightly
placed. Ducks were very good classes; as also the Selling
classes, of which there were several provided, and they were
well filled. The pens were the property of the Society, and
were of the most substantial kind, clean, and well fit up.
The Pigeons had the same amount in prizes offered as last

year, and the entries were about the same, but a great improve-
ment was very plain in the quality of the birds, and that mostly
in the standard varieties. In Carrier cocks the first was a
heavy bird, but a little bright in eye as compared with the
second-prize Dun, and a trifle peg-wattled. The Dun, a strong
young bird, was a little stumpy in beak; third a Black, a little

flat-wattled, good eye, carriage, and colour. In hens first was
a grand bird, fine in every point, and splendid in carriage and
colour, and the cup for the best pen was awarded here; second,
also a Black, was good, but lighter ; and third a good sound
Dun. Carriers of 1874 were a grand lot, and very regular : first

a large strong Dun cock ; second a Black hen, which must make
her mark on the fancy; and third a strong young Blue. Twenty-
three entries. Pouter cocks good. First alarge Blue, very good
in all points, and in fine play, but rather thick in girth ; second
White, more slim-built, also large and good ; and third a White.
In hens first was a grand White in the best possible order;
second a good Yellow, rather foul on thigh, but in good order;
and third also White. Most of the birds in the above five
classes were mentioned in the list. Barbs were mof^erate : first

a good Black; second Red, by far the best, but not in order;
and third Black. Barbs of 1874 were good, the winners Black.
Tumblers, Short-faces, a grand lot, amoDg which we found some
most perfect birds ; the winners were all Almonds. First most
perfect Almonds; second best in head, but rather dark in tail;
and third good, but scarcely as well broken in feather. The best
headed bird in the lot was an Agate, perhaps one of the best
ever seen. Tumblers, Long, first a most perfect pair of Red
Mottles; second of that kind, but not so even; and third Badges,
Fantails were unusually good in both sexes, the tail being almost
a complete circle, and in most cases combined with fine action,
notably in the case of first-prize ben. Dragoons were good
classes. In cocks a most perfect Yellow was placed first, this
bird answering all the demands of the old-established fancy

;

second a good strong Blue, and third Silver ; many others being
noticed. In hens the first was also a Yellow, and a most perfect
match for the cock above referred to ; second Blue, fine and good
in all points; and third Blue. Most were noticed. Antwerp
cocks were a very fair lot. The first, a Silver Dun, was Short-
faced, good in head, but a little too long in feather ; second Red
Chequer, a perfect medium-faced bird ; and third a Short-faced
Silver Dun. In hens the first was a most excellent Short-faced
Dun, almoat as strong as a cock in foot ; second a Red Chequer;
and third Silver Dun. Jacobins poor, and third prize withheld.
The Variety class was a real good one, first were placed White
African Owls; second Pigmy Pouters; and third Silver Bruns-
wick ; while an extra third was awarded to Spangled Ice. There
were some good birds in the Selling class, the first going to
White Pouters ; second Ice Pigeons : and third to Almonds.
Dorkings.—Cocfc.— Cup, H. Lingwood. Needham Market. 2, W. Clark,

Nottineham, S, Mfh. B. B. Sapwell, Ayleham, Local, W. Durrant, Yarmouth.
he, J. Frost. Parham ; Mrs. B. B. Sapwell. c, J. A. Wardcll, Southend. Hen.—
Cup, Henry Lingwood. ?, Rev. E. Bartrum, Berkhampstead. 3, L. Wren,
Lowestoft, he, F. Parlett, Chelmsford; Mrs. Bornera, Toxford; A. Darby,
Shrewsbury ; Mrs. Sapwell ; Mrs. Atherton, Leiphton Buzzard ; J. Gee. c, Mrs.
Beraers; K. Gamey, Norwich ; Henry Lin^woud.
DoRKiNOS— C/ucArcHs.— 1, C. J.N. Row. Meltord. 2, J. Frost. S.L.Wren. 4,

L. Allen, Southwark. London, he, W. Howehin, Wanffford. c, W. Howchin :

H. H. Rush, Heybridue.
Beaumas.—Darfc.—c'ocfc.—Cup and 2, Horace Lingwood, Greeting. 3, Lady

Gwydyr. Ipswich. Local Cup, G. S. Pearson, Wymondham. vhc, G. S. Pear-
son ; N. Brunton c, J. S. Clark; F. J. Cottcrell, Birmingham. Hen —Cup.
Horace Lingwood, 2 and S, Lady Gwydyr. Loca', G. S. Pearson. I'/ic, Horace
Lingwood. he. T. L. Nash, Ipswich; Rov. J. D. Pcake, Chertaey. c, G S.
Peareon; Rev. J. D. Peake. Pullet.—Cup, Newnham & Manby, Wulverhamp-
ton. 2, J. "Watts, Birmintiham. 3, White & Shutar, Welmington. Local. G. S.
Pearson, vhc. Rev. J. D. Peake. he, E. Pritchard. Wolverhampton; Horace
Lingwood (;;); Mrs. C. Tindall ; Newnham iS; Manby. c, Dr. J. Holmes,
GbesterSetd.
BBAUii\3.-~Lighf.—Cock.~Cup ani 2, Horace Lingwood. S. P. Hainea, Pal-

ffrave, Diss, /tc, P. Haines; J. Long; F. J. Cotterell. r, R. Bird. Hen.—Cup.
F.J. Cotterell. 3, S. P. Broad, Reigate. vhc. P. Haines; Mrs. Peet, Sharn-
brooR. he, P. Haines. Pullet.~Cai>, A. Darby, Bury St. F-dmunds. 2. S. P.
Broad. 3. Horace Lingwood, vhc, P. Haines ; R. Bird, he, Mrs. Peet ; J. Long

;

E. Bird : H. Stf-plieub,

Coaai}i!i.-^ Cinnamon or Buff.—Cock.—Cup, Lady Gwydyr. 2, A. Darbv. 3,
and c, Mrs. A. undall. Local, W. P. Matthews, Galeston. he, H. Piper,
Oxford; R. A. Burnell. Hen.—Cup, A. Darby. 2, Lady Gwydyr. 3, Mrs. A.
TindaU. Local. W. P. Matthews, he, Mrs. C. Berners; Mrs. A. Tmdall;
Henry Lingwood. c, T. Sherwood, Needham Market.
Coomss.—Partridge.—Cock.—Cup, Mn. A. Tindall. 2. T. M. Derrv. Gedney.

3, J. Gunn, Coalville, he. W.Clark; — Bentinck, Cambridge; G. Slinmpton,
Leighton Buzzard, c, T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford. Hrn.—Cup, Mrs. A.
Tindall. 2. T. M. Derry. 8, G. Shrimpton. Lucal, W. Durrant. /tc, G. Vin-
cent, Norwich ; W. Durrant (2).

CocuiNS.—B/acfc.—Cup, W. Mansfield. 2, Lady Gwydyr. 8, T. Aspden. he,
A. Darby.
CocHiN-a.— ir/a/fT.— Cup, R. S. S. Woodgate, Tunbridge Wells. 2, Mrs. A.

Tindall. 3, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, he, li. S. S. Wuodgate; Mra. Atterton :

W. A. Burnell.
SPANISH.-Cocfr.—Cup, J. Bonlton. 2 and Local Cup. E. Holmes. 3, R. New-

bitt, Epworth. lie, J. Keable. Hen.—Cup and a, J. Pitlmer, Acton, London. 3,
R. Newbitt. he, M, Brown, Melton Mowbray, c. Major C. J. Ewen, Norwich.
GAyiE.—Black-breoMUd.— Cock. — Cup, J. Forsyth. Wolverhampton. 2, J,

Mason, Worcester. 3. Capt. E. F. Terry, Reading. Local. W. Durrant. he, S.
Matthew, Stowmarket; C. Allen, Nonvich. Hcii—Cui,, S. Matthew. 2, J.
Forayth. 3. J. H. Bradwell, Southwell, he, G. H. Fitz-Herbert. Sevenoaks.
Game.—Brown-hnastcd —Cock. -Cup, S. Mattbew. 2, T. Burgess, Salop. 3,

G. C. Bamett, Birktuhead. Local, W. Durrant. he, W. Durrani (i) ; G. Cottle ;
J. Carlisle, Earby. flfn.—Cup, Dr. A. Cameron, Rutherham. 2, H. E. Martin,
Fakenham. 3, S. Matthew. Local, W. Durrant. he, H. Reynolds, Lowestoft;
J. Cuck ; W. C. Phillips, Worcester, c. T. Burgess.
GiME.—Any other variety.—Cock—Cup.W.C. Phillips. 2, E. Bell, Burton-

on-Trent. 3, G. H. Fitz-Herbert. c, B, Mollett, Hunatantijn ; W. Wright,
Orinskirk, Hen.—Cup, E. Winwood, Worcester. 2, D. W. Thomas. 3, S.
Matthew.
HKHiDuaaBS.—Silver-spangled.—Cap, R. Stanworth. Worathorn, 2, J. Long.

3 and Local, C. Quinton, Yarmouth. hc.R. H. Plattin, jun„ Fakeniiam. c,J.
Carr, Swansea. Silver-pencilled. — Cup, T. Webster, Culne. 2, H. Smith,
Keighley. 3, J. Long, he, T. Hanson, Keighley.
HAymuRGas.—G'M-spangl-ed.-Cup, W. K- Tickner, Ipawich. 2. J. Long. 8,

S. W. Hallaui. Local, E. Cox. GoldpencilL€d.—Ca{), W. K. Tickner. 2, L.
Wild, jun. 3, S. W. HaUam. Local, W. Brett, he, W. Driver ; J. Long ; S. T.
Webster.
Hamudrghs.-B^acfc.—Cup, J. Long. 2. H. Thomas. 3, Rev. W. Serjeantaon,

Acton Burnell Rectory. Local Cup and he, T. A. Wright, c, R. 3. S. Woodgate.
AMEHIC4N Fowls.— 1, A. Ward. 2, R. K. Fowler. 3. A.Kitchen, Westerham.

he, R. K. Fowler ; R. B. Day.
Hoi:d.i.n-9.—Cup, J. Bailey, Newark, 2, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport, Ely. 3,

J. K. Fowler, he, R. A. Boiasier, Penshurst. c, G. D. Uarrison.
Malays.-Cup, S. Elliott. 2. F. Sabine, Birmingham. 3, G. Burnell,

Rugeley. he, J. S. Rootb ; Capt. C. P. Terry.
Any other Variety.—Cup, W. Cutlack, jun. 2, J. Long. 3, Mrs. A, TindaU.

vhc, H. Feast, Swansea, he, A. & W. H. Silvester. Shetfield ; G. W. Boothby

;

Miaa A. E. Eeles, Southwold; A. Darby; C. Broad; J. Dean, Keighley. c, R.
A. BoB&ier.
Game Bantams.-BJacfc or other Beds.—Cock.—Cup, J. Terry. 2. W. B.

Jeffries, Ipawich. 3, G. Hall, Kendal. Local, G. S. Pearson, he, A. Slorrars ;

W. Adams, Ipawich; T. W. Entwiale, Bradford; W- B. Jeffries; J. Eaton,
Grantham; R. Newbitt; F. Sbumach. Any other variety.—Cup, J. Ea.ioiu 2,

F. Shumach, Southwell. 3, W. Adams, he, G. Evans, Worcester; W. F.
Entwisle.
Bantams.—B/acfc.— Cup, Milnor & Beanland, Keighley. 2, J. Eamshaw,

Rotherham. 3, Mrs. A. Tindall. Local, I.Preston, jun., Yarmouth, he, C. B.
Francis ; A. Slorrars ; T. E. Thirtle. c, R. H. Ashton, Mottram ; G. Hall. Any
other variety except Game.—Cup, E. Pritchard. 2, K. S. S. Woodgate. 3, A.
Ashley. Local, E. Cox, Gorlestun. vhc, Mrs. Woodcock, lie, Mrs.T. Longe;
T. Fenn ; Mrs. Tonkin, c, T. P. Carver,
DicKS.-Auleshiiry.-l. J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. A. Tindall. 3, H. HofF. he, W.

B. Rising. Jiouen.—l, J. K. Fowler. 2, J. &. Pearson. 3, F. Parlett, Chelms-
ford, he, J. Everett, c. Rev. W. F. Dixon: Lady G. Gordon. Any other
variety.—I, A. & W. H. Silvester. 2, Mrs. Wilkinson, Guildford. 3, G. 3, Sains*
bury, Devizes, he, J. W. Kelleway ; T. L. Nash.
Selling Class.-Cocfc or Drake.— 1, E, G. Keay, Birmingham. 2, Mrs. C.

Berners. 3. W. White, Lowestoft. 4. T. L. Saltmarsh. vhc, H. E. Martin; E.
G. Keay. he, Mrs. Peet ; Rev. F. Tearle ; T. hheiwood ; W. J. Nutman ; G, S.

Pearson ; T. Sheen ; Mrs. Loring ; T. M. Derry (2) ; J. Franklyn ; H. Dowsett;
J. K. Fowler; G. Shrimpton ; J. Webb [•i); J. A. Clarke, c, Mrs. Cross.
Selling Class.-Hfns orDueks.—l,W. J. Nutman, Great Yarmouth. 2, T.

L. Nash. 8. Miss E. A. Eeles. 4. C. G. Algar. Maldon. Local, G. S. Pearson.
he, H.J. Gunnell; Mra. A. Tindall (2); G. S. Pearson; T. L. Nash; Rev. J. D.
Peake ; J. D. Bly ; H. Dowsett ; J. K. Fowler ; W. Hargreavea ; J. Hedge ; G.
Cottle, c, Rev. J. C. Peake ; W. Bowchin ; E. Brown, Great Yarmouth ; G. S.
Pearson ; T. M. Derry; J. A. Wardell.
Selling GLj,83.—Bantains.—l, T. E. Thirtle, Lowestoft. 2, Rev. F. Tearle.

8, E. & A. Farrington, Worcester. Local, W. Durrant. he, W. Robins; W.
Adams; W. F. Entwiale (2); R. Y. Ardagh; H. Feast; R. Newbitt.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—CocA:.—1,2, and ufecW.G. Hammock, Ilford. 3, F. W. Metcalfe,

Cambridge. Local, G. S. Clements, vhc, W. G. Hammock, he, Mias F,
Seanor; G. Kempton ; W. H. A. Miller, c, G. S. Clements. Hfn.—1,W. G.
Hammock. 3, G. Kempton, Islington, London. Local and he, G. S. Clements.
vhc,C. Clarke; W. G. Hammock (2). c, W. H. A. Miller; G. S. Clements.
Young Cock or Hen.—l and 2, W. G. Hammock. 8. Miss F. Seanor, Leeds.
Local, G. S. Clements, Yarmouth. I'hc, J. Ford G. Kempton ; G. S. Clements.
he, C. H. Clarke; W. G. Hammock; F. W. Metcalfe; G. Kempton; G. S.

Clements ; C. J. Cave, c, J. Ford ; H. Thurlow.
PouTEBs.-Cocfc —2, H. Thurlow, Lower Tooting, London. 3, W. Nottage.

vhc, Mrs. Ladd, Colne he, A. Slorrars ; J. E. Palmer; W. Watkin ; H. Thur-
low (i), Hen.—l, L. Watkin, Northampton. 2, H. Pratt, Birmingham. 3, H.
Thurlow. Local, G. S. Clements, vhc, J. E. Palmer; W. Nottage. c. A.
Slorrars; C. F. Byford; H. Thurlow; G, S. Clements. . .

Barbs—Cocfc or Hen.—l, C. Norman. Westerfleld. 2. A. P. Byford, Ipswich.
8 and c, MisB F. Seanor. Local, G. S. Clements, vhc, U. Yardley. he, H.
Thurlow. Yo'ingCuckorHen.—l,C. G. Cave, Spalding. 2, H. Thurlow. 3, H.
Yardlev, Birmingham. Local, G. S. Clements, he, H. Thurlow; C. G. Cave,
c, A. P.'Byford. „ ,
TuMBLERs.-.S7Ior^/acfd.—Cocfc or Hen.—\, W G. Hammock. 3, J. Ford,

Monkwell Street, Ijondon. Local, W. Simmons, vhc, J. E. Palmer; W. D.
Brown; W, G. Hammock, he, A. & W. H. Silvester; J. Ford; U. Yardley; S.

LawBon. c, W. D. Brown. Lonn-faced.-l and 2, A. & W. H. Silvester. 3, J.

Watts. Local, G. S, Clements. Vc, J. Farman ; G. & W. Banns, c, J, Ford;
G. S. Clements.
Fantails.-Cocfc.— 1 , Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2 and 3, J. F. Loversidge, Newark.

/ic. J. Walker; F. Aldiss; H. M. Yetts. c. H. Thurlow. Hrn.—1,J. F. Lover-
sidffe. 2, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 3, J. Walker, Newark, vhc, J. Kandale, ftc,

J. Walker ; J. F. Loveraii!ge. c, H. Thurlow.
Dragoons.—Cocfc.—1 and 3, F. Graham. 2, W. Smith, t'?ic,W. G. Hammoca;

— Watkina ; A. W. Wren, he, W. G. Hammock ; H. Yardley ; H. Thurlow ; G.
S. Olementa. c, W. H. Hammock; A. Ben^l_>v. Hen.—\, A. W. Wren, Lowes-
t')tt. 2, F. Graham. 3, W. Smith, vhc, W. G. Hammoi:k. /ic, F.Graham;
W.Smith; H, Yardley. c, A. Bentley; H. Thurlow. Local, G. S.Clements,
Great Yarmouth.
ANTWBBPS.—Cocfc.—3, H. Gough, Wolverhampton, vli^^ Miss F. Seanor; A.

Bentley; J.iG. Edwarda; S. Lawson ; H. Theobald, he, H. Valters and K,
?cragg8 ,* H. Cox ; J. Robertsham ; H. Thurlow. c, J. Farman ; J. G. Edwards.
H«;n — 1, C. E. Copeman. 2, F, G. Russell, Blackheath. 3, H. Gough. vhc, A.

Bentley; S. Lawson; H. Thurlow. he, H. Va-ters iV R.Sordgg8: F. W. Met-
calf; J. G. Edwards; J. Robertsham ; J. W. Craddock. Local Master Stonex.
Jacobins —1 and 2, S. Lawson, Preston. 3, Withheld.
Any OTHER Variety.— 1, 2, and Extra 8, Miaa F. Seanor. 3, A. & W, H.

Silvester, vhc, C. Blunden; Mias F. Seanor. he, A. & W. H. Silvester; C.
Blunden; W. H. A, Miller; T. Randale. c, J. E. Palmer; C. B. Cross; Mrs.
Wilkinson.
Selling Clas3.-I, L. Watkin, 9, Miss F. Seanor. S, J. Ford, vhc, J. Ford;

H. Thurlow. ;tc,J. E. Palmer; Miss F. Seanor; Miaa E. A. Eeles; C. Reed;
A. P. Byford ; H. Thurlow ; E. Buaton. c, C. Blunden ; J. Ford ; L. Allen.
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CANARIES.
Clear— re»oi('.—l and vhc, G. & J. Mnckloy, Norwich. 2 and lie, Provart

ami Willia, Norwich. <;, L. J. Salt. Biiir.— 1, O. & J. Mackley. 2, Provart anj
Willis, he, C. .1. Salt, c, C. RumbolJ. jun. Local, W. Laniiloy.

Marked or \\nir.a\TED.—yeUou\—l and 2, G. & J. Maokley. he, Ih-ovart

and Williy ; C. J. Salt; A. ColmftB. c, C. Rumbold. jun. Buff.—l, Provart

and WillLs. 2 and '(C, 0. J. Salt, c, A. Colman. Local, W. Lanj^lcy.

Clear —r<;;ou' or Buff ipith Dark Crests —1 and 2, F. Altliin, NorwicU. vkc,

G. & J. Maekley. hiT, W. Lanjrley. Local, C. Rumbold, jun.

VARiBiiATED.—ycltoic or L'«ir ii'if/i Dar/t Crcafs.— 1 Bud ho, Q.ic J. Maokley.
2, F. Alden. Local, C. Ruiubidd. jun.
Cinnamon—.roii.(«f.—l, G. & J. Mackley. 2. C. J. Salt, Burton-on-Tront. he,

R.Poole Buir—I.C.J. Salt. 2. B.Poole, Maldon. Local, C. Rumbold, jun.

Sellino Class.—I, Provart S Willia. 2, G. & J. Macklev. rhe, Provart and
Willis ; a.&J. Mackley. he, E. Sims. Local, C. Rumbold, jun.

The classes up to the end of the largo Game were jailged by
Messrs. Leno and Nichols; Hamburghs and Ducks by Mr. Leno ;

and Spanish, French, Malays, Variety, and Game Bantams by
Mr. Nichols. Pigeops, Mr. 13. Hutton; and Cage Birds, Mr. H.
Thurlow.

CAKRON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Drill Hall, Stenhousemair, on the 18th

and 19th of December. The following are the awards :

—

Spanish.—1, Special, a"d 3, W. C. Hardie, Carron. S, J. Hunter, AUoa. vhc,

R. Barr, Bumtoot. ftc, W. C. Hardie. c, D. M'Beath.
DoRKiNos.-Siir«f-(?rc!/.—1 and 2, J. Fotlieringham, Dnnfermline. S, W.

Stuart, ij/m:, D. Couper. Dunipace. ftc, J. Weir. C.J.Malcolm. Coloured.—
1 and Special, W. Wciv, Larbort. 2 and 3, Miss M. A. P. Turnbull, Larbert. he,

D. Draper, c, Mrs. G. Armistead.
Brahmas —1 and Special. H. Wyse, Bisboprisg. 2, J. A. Dempster, Stirling.

8, W. Weir, r/tc, A. MacDonald. /(c, J. B. Cochrane, c, D. Macfarlane.
CooHiNs.-1 and Special. J. Wyse. 2, Mrs. G. Armistead, Inchture. 3 and

he, J. Drinnan, Airdrie vlic, T. Bruce.
S&^BVHGHS.—Spun'jUd.— l and Special. J. Stewart, Barrhead. 2, D. Forres-

ter, Linlithgow. 3, T. Copland, Denny, vhc, P. M'Laren. he, J. Blakeley. c,

H. Stanworth. PenciUtd.-'l and 3, H. Russell, Clackmannan. 2, J. Neaa.
vhc and he, R Robertson, e, J. Kilgour.
Game.—], Special, and 2. D. Harley. Edinburgh. S, J. Marshall, vhc, R.

Stewart, he, W. Jamieson. c, H. Paterson.
Sootoh-Greys.—1, Special, and c, T. Laurie, Linlithlow. 2 and vhe, H. B.

Marshall, Airdrie. 3. W. Weir, he, J. Mackenzie.
Bantams.—1, J. R. Kilgour. Special, 2, and he, G. K. Scobie. 8, Miss B. Elphin-

Btone. I'ftc, W. M'Greeor. c,J. Graham. J;iyo/'ieri'or(V/y.—l, J. A. Dempster.
2, J. Aitken. S.JM'Gregor. nfcc, R.Taylor. /iC, J. Marshall, c, T.Allen.
Dvcus—AyU'sbury.—l, W. Stewart. 2. W. Weir. 3 and vhe. J. Anderson.

ftc.MissWeir. C.J.Mackenzie. .4»y o(/ier t'rtn'cty.-l, H. B. Marshall. 2, T.
Laurie. 3, J. Graham, vhc. T. Allen.

Any other Variety.—1 and 3, Mra. J. Laird. 2, D. Draper, vhc, W. Coch-
rane. Ac, A. W^ylie. c. Mrs. W. Steven ; D. Honeyman.
Selling Classes.—Cocft.—l, J. Muirhead. 2. J. Marshall. 3, R. Barr. he, J.

Anderson; J. Wyse. c. J. Carswell- Hens.—1,^7, Weir. 2, J. Nerval. 8, J.

Carswell. v/ic, D. Macfarlaue. ?ic, D. Macintosh, c, J. Fotheringham.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—1, R. Arbackle. 2 and 3, A. Robbs. he. Miss Shanks.
Fantails.—1, J. Smart. 2, Master J.Blair. S,P. Joyce, /ic, Master J. Blair ;

A. Bowman.
ToMBLERS.—Common.—1, J. Glen. 2, J. Day. 3, A. Dick. D/tc, J. Cassells.

lie, A. Bowman, c, J. Fairley.
Any Variety.-1, R. Raines. 2 and he, T. NicoL 3, J. Glen, vhc, J. Cowe.

e, J. Kilgour.
Selling Class.-1, 3. and he, R. Raines. 2, Miss M. A. P. TnrnbuU. vhc, J.

Robertson, e, R. Fleming.

Judges.—Poultrij : Mr. T. Raines. Pigeons : Mr. G. J. M'Lean.

CANTERBURY POULTRY SHOW.
The above Show was held at the Corn Exchange on the 11th

and 12th inst. If mere numbers are to be accepted as the crite-

rion of success we can justly congratulate the Committee upon
the result of their Show. In other respects we are sorry to

record many deficiencies ; 965 entries of poultry and Pigeons,
together with 161 entries of cage birds, were crowded in a space
scarcely large enough to accommodate half the number. The
result was, the avenues were rendered so narrow that it was
impossible to make any inspection of the lower pens. We once
or twice stooped to make the attempt, but found ourselves almost
immediately precipitated against the pens by the first passer-by.
The Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys were consigned to the regions
below, where, in addition to the gaslights, windows were super-
seded by an innumerable quantity of oil lamps, one being speci-

ally retained for the Judge, with an attendant to carry it to
assist him in making his awards. We call attention to this
matter, as we consider it is incumbent on committees when they
accept the entry fees to provide accommodation for the birds
where they can be fairly seen. If they are to be consigned to
the coal-cellar it should be so stated in the schedule, with any
note the Committee may think desirable with regard to the
mode of illumination. We have further to complain of the delay
in posting the prize cards. They were generally late, and some
of them were not on the pens when we returned to town at
seven o'clock at night. For some unaccountable reason the
auction was also postponed until the foUowiug day. This was
a most serious matter, as some who had travelled miles to pur-
chase a pen had to prolong their visit longer than they had
arranged, which is not always convenient, or to return without
them. In the latter case the exhibitor might justly complain
of breach of contract and the possible loss to him in the sale of
his birds. For the reasons we have referred we are afraid to
go into a critical examination of the birds in many of the classes,
and only wonder the Judges were as successful as they appear
to have been in making their awards.
Dorkings were divided into seven classes. Coloured, cock

and hen.—Mr, Cheesman won with a fine bird, a little faulty in
comb. In the class for cockerels the competition was very close
between the first aud second. The pullets were not a fine lot;
some of the largest birds were faulty in their feet. Mr. Cress-
well showed a nice pen of Rosecombs here, which were highly
commended. Silver-Greys, cook and hen.—Here Mr. CressweU
won easily. Second were rather leggy. Cockerels (pen 62).

—

First we thought an extraordinary bird for a cockerel. His
spurs were hard and well set ; he had Ike advantage of size ; in
other respects we preferred the second-prize pen. Pullets.

—

First and second-prize pen were good, the others moderate.
Dorkings, Any variety.—Here Mr. Cresswell had an easy victory.
Spanish.—The old birds were a moderate lot. Mr. Francis was
an easy first. The cockerel-and-puUet class contained a few
good birds. By iar the best cockerel was to have been found in

the prize pen (Howard), but he was matched with a miserable
pullet, justly deprived him of first honours. Cochins.—Buffs
were a po&r lot. In the class for old birds the second and third
prizes were judiciously withheld. In the young class Col. Has-
sard showed a neat pair. Cochins, Any variety.—These classes
were the best in the Show. The Whites were superb. Captain
Talbot and Mr. Woodgate dividing the honours in the cockerel-
and-puUet class. Mr. Anns was third with a nice pen of Par-
tridge. The Dark Brahmas we could scarcely see, but the first-

prize old cock appeared a good bird ; his partner we thought
rather deficient in pencilling. Cockerel and pullets.—Mr. Eigg
was first-and-cup with a fine pen. The cockerel had many good
points, and was matched with a nicely pencilled pullet. Pairs
of hens.—First (Jacobs), a nicely pencilled pen. The class
generally was a poor one. A few nicely marked birds were to

be found, but they were deficient in leg-feathering, and some
that were good in other points were not well penciUed. Brahmas,
Light, old birds.—Here we were pleased to see Mr. Cheshire
again in the front ranks with a handsome well-marked pair. In
the class tor pairs of hens Capt. Savile won with two neat
birds, pure in colour, nicely marked, aud well feathered in the
leg ; they were rather small. Cockerel and pullet.—Mr. Petter
first with a well-marked pair, Mr. Long second, closely pressed
by Capt. Savile. Game, Reds, cock and hen.—A good class.

First Mr. Jekin ; he also showed two other styUsh pens. In the
young class Mr. Foster was first with a grand pair of Browns ;

Mr. Warde was second and third. The latter pen were hardly
in feather. Any other variety.—First Mr. Foster again with a
beautiful pen of Piles. The hen we have noticed on previous
occasions. Second (Fitz-Herbert), contained a very Game-look-
ing cock. Young class.—First Mr. MoUett with a smart bird,

beautiful in colour and close in feather. Sambiirghs.—Here
the competition was not great. Mr. Long carried off the lion's

share of the prizes, and won the cup with pen 303, Golden-
spangled—the second-prize Birmingham cock we think, a hand-
some bird, his only fault being a tinge of white on the feathers
between the legs. lu the Silver-pencilled class Mr. Norton was
first and second. In some respects we liked Mr. Norton's birds :

the hens were nicely marked, and the cocks had some good
points but were very coarse in the earlobe. Houda)is.—A splen-
did class. First Mrs. Vallauce, a grand pair; we think they
have recently changed hands, and that we have noticed them
on previous occasions when shown by Mr. Dring. Creves were
nearly all good, Mr. Dring's first-prize birds well deserving the
cup. Bantams.—Game were very numerous. In Reds Mr.
Anns was first with a smart pen. The second and third were
neat birds, but poor in colour and very loose in feather. Fourth
contained a nice cock with a fine head, and beautiful in colour.

Game, Any variety, only moderate. Blacks and Whites a large
class, but we could only find three good pens, which were cor-

rectly selected by the judge.
Bucks, Geese, and Turkei/s were well supported.
The Pigeons mustered 293 entries, all the classes being well

filled. Carriers.—In cocks Mr. Baker was first with two grand
birds; and Col. Hassard in the class for hens showed a bird that
well deserved her position. The Po^iie?* entries surprised us. Of
late we have been accustomed to see classes of only three or
four entries, but here we found fifteen entries in the class for

cocks, twelve for hens, twelve in the class for cock and hen, and
many of the birds were good enough to hold their position in a
show of greater magnitude. Dragoons.-—First (Baker), Blues;
second. Whitehead. We preferred the latter, the winners being
poor in colour, small, and wanting in style. We also liked pen 748,

highly commended, belonging to the same owner better. Of
the other classes of Pigeons the Barbs and Tumblers deserve
special commendation for quality, and the Any other variety for

the many novelties it contained.
Mr. Teebay and Mr. Nichols judged the poultry, and Mr.

Esqoilant the Pigeons.

THE LATE BURSLEM SHOW.
The Pigeons and Cage Birds were exhibited in the Town Hal),

a very suitable, commodious, and light building for the purpose.
Since last year a change has been effected in the secretaryship,

Mr. James B.Welch filling the place of Honorary Secretary in the
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room of Mr. McLacMan, who so ably carried out the first Show,
but whose time is so otherwise engaged that he was compelled
to relinqaish the post. He, however, rendered valuable aid
daring the holding of the Show.

_
On visiting the Town Hall and Covered Market the evening pre-

vious to the Show, I found the stages and every necessary prepara-
tion made. Nothing more was required than the erecting and
filing together the pecs for the poultry, Pigeons, and Babbits.
Turner's pens had been hired, but the patience of the Com-
mittee, Judges, exhibitors, and visitors were sorely taxed the
following day owing to the pens not coming to baud. Towards
mid-day several mechanics were engaged erecting pens for the
Pigeons, and the noise of the hammers and saws somewhat
puzzled many applying for admission at the doors. Towards
tea-time Messrs. Holt and Allsop had patiently completed their
duties.

I believe it was to Mr. Yardley that Mr. Homer, some time
during the day, remarked, " We shall have to do the same as

the Canary men—find our own pens." Something most
certainly will have to be done to obviate the very annoying
blander occurring elsewhere. But I understand other com-
mittees have been disappointed besides the Burslem. Why
should thi-f be? I would ask. If a contract is entered into,

there should be no risk about the matter. The non-delivery of

the pens in proper lime is a serious loss to a committee (it was
80 to the Burslem Committee), and, apart from the extra trouble
and annoyance, it is riskmg the lives of valuable specimens,
which have cruelly to be kept prisoners in hampers and baskets
until pens are provided.

Birds are very frequently journeying to exhibitions during
the whole of a night. It is essential they be fed and attended
to the following morning, but if the pens to hold them are not
forthcoming, it at once places a committee in a fix, with no
blame whatever attached to them.
Exhibitions having increased of late years, and often more

than one or two or more occurring on or about the same date,
as a necessity more pens are required. Perhaps a little more
competition in the letting-out of pens would be worthy of con-
sideration ; and if those who have the letting of them out were
compelled to enter into a bond to supply them, it would,
perchance, better ensure committees receiving the pens by a
proper time. As to the outlay incurred by the Burslem Com-
mittee in having had timber cut up and engaging wire netting
for the pens, will be a matter for future consideration between
themselves and others.

As in the Town Hall, similar annoyance occurred in the
Covered Market, by only a certain portion of the poultry being
penned. The judging was thus delayed, and Mr. Cannan, the
Judge of poultry, had to leave Burslem for Swansea. Mr.
Gamon, I understood, took up the remaining classes after he
had been ofiiciating ovfr the Dogs, bat it was some time before
he could make much headway, through some of the birds not
having been penned.
Now, apart from this most unfortunate hitch, and another

annoying circumstance I will mention below, caused through
the absent pens, all would have gone " as merry as a marriage
bell," for every provision was made to conduct and carry out
the Show in a satisfactory manner. The united endeavours of

a painstaking Committee, backed up with an able staff of
assistants, at length surmounted the difficulties in a cool, be-
coming, and praiseworthy way. Mr. Welch, the Honorary
Secretary, proved himself equal to the occasion.
The Canaries had been judged in tolerable good time in the

morning. Several birds entered were found to be absent from
their respective classes. It was not until the Pigeon pens had
been erected that the hamper of Canaries forwarded by Mr.
Adams, of Coventry, was found. It appeared to have been
mixed up with the hampers of Pigeons, some of which it re-
sembled. The birds having been judged, Mr. Barnesby did
quite right in not entertaining Mr. Adams's birds, although,
had they been in their classes, he (the exhibitor) would have
been a much greater winner than he was. They appeared
quite warm enough beneath their pepper-moulted feathers,
although left out in the cold.

—

An Eye-Witness.

to its legitimate extent by giving classes for hens equally with
cocks throughout. The result was a total of 861 entries. Thq
quality in Dragoons, Antwerps, English Owls, flying Tumblers,
(especially the Mottles), has never been equalled,

'The Show as usual was held at Belle-Vue, the dinner, to
which about a hundred sat down, being provided by the Messrs.
Jennison ; the Society this year giving not only a free dinner
ticket for each member, but an additional one for a friend.
About twenty special prizes, ranging in value from six guineas
down to two guineas, were given by gentlemen connected with
the Society. The most successful exhibitor was Mr. Walter
Hire, who took five of these (value about £20) ; Mr. Eidpeth
being next with three, including the cups for the best bird in
the Show ; Mr. Clay next with three ; then Messrs. Taylor,
Townson, Gamon, Wright, Bluhm, Loversidge, Unsworth, and
Ord completing the list of special-prizewinners.

[ We regret the prize lists were not sent to ns as they ongbt.
—Eds.]

DRAGOONS V. HOESEMEN.
All our fanciers of the Dragoon proper must feel grateful to

the "Wiltshire Rector" for his manly and straightforward
article on this subject in the Journal of December 10th. Cer-
tainly, as to the Dragoons now exhibited, the winners lay small
claim to be Dragoons at all. We are going " deeper and deeper
stiU " into the heavy Carrier wattle and bead. The Belfast
winner, as was correctly noticed in a contemporary paper, " had
a beak-wattle many a good Carrier need not be ashamed of."

As long as judges encourage these the fanciers of the "light
little fellow " (the Dragoon proper), need not exhibit, as the
Horsemen and " weight Carriers " they have become always are
preferred to the smaller birds. I for one trust soon we may see
some change, or these mongrel Carriers will be the sole repre-
sentatives of what once was the useful English Dragoon.—C. F.
Staunton.

NORTHERN COUNTIES COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY,
MANCHESTER.—December 5th.

While inspecting the great and grand Show of the above
Society, threading our way through row after row of pens of
birds of the highest quality, we were impressed with the truth.fal-
n ess of the popular estimate of Manchester character—viz., its
originality and thoroughness; and it seemed to us that just as
in the past the "Manchester School" left their footprints in
th e van of ct mmercial and political progress, so now our brother
f a nciers there have struck out new lines, and have accomplished
su ceessfully what has never before been attempted. The Society,
w hich consists of breeders rather than exhibitors, accepting the
si Dgle-bird system as the base for competition, carried it out

THE MEALY POUTER: ITS MERITS, &c.

In the columns of " our Journal " of the 3rd inst., a correspon-
dent writing on the Kilmarnock Show of Pigeons, gives me a
good-natured rub on the position in which, as Judge, I placed
the Mealy birds at that Show. I will readily allow that after

the lengthened discussion on the subject of the "Any other
colour or markings " class, it might appear to some that I

ought to have placed the Mealy in the position I advocated for

it ; but it must be remembered that I am not the " Pigeon
fancy," I am but an individual member of it, and cannot arro-

gate to myself the right of raising to the standard platform any
bird I please. Thus it was at the Kilmarnock Show—" Reds,
Yellows, or Mealies," by existing rules, and of long-standing
too, I was bound to give the standard-coloured birds the pre-

ference, and would still be so bound until some understanding
be come to by the " fancy." I had hoped for a public expression
on this matter much more wide than has been given. From
the south there is an opinion from my friend " Wiltshibe
Rectob," plainly set forth in this Journal. Mr. Ure has as

plainly given his verdict ; Mr. Spence and Mr. Lyall, all on
the east side of Scotland; Mr. McNaught, Mr. Gibson, Mr.
M'CuUoch, and one who signed himself " Novice," but who is

not of that grade, on the west side of the country. From London
I have letters, from the far north, from Edinburgh, and the east.

I cannot get our friends to send their views to any journal. " Oh !

I never wrote for the papers," they say. In Glasgow, and all over
the west of Scotland, I find fanciers on this subject of one mind,
with three exceptions ; one still keeps a good stock of Pouters,
the second has given them up long ago, in disgust I presume ;

and the third, after much trouble, has been marked " notfound."
Now that there has been a public movement, an evident expec-
tation that I at least should have given the Mealy a better place

—viz., treated it as a standard bird, I feel justified in intimat-

ing that where I have the honour to judge in future, the Mealy
shall have the same consideration as the old standard-coloured
Pouters, and be treated as such, whether there be a separate
class for it or no, so that my Kilmaurs friend need not harbour
the least alarm.
Allow me in a few lines to give my reasons for this decision.

Ist. It is without doubt the desire of a large majority of the
Pouter fanciers.

2nd. The Mealy Pouter is a bird of colour as uniform as the
Red or Yellow, and as liable to the same variety of shades.

3rd. It equals any of the old-named standard birds in beauty,
and a Light Mealy certainly surpasses most of them, the colour
being simply lovely.

4th. It is a bird bearing the same markings as the old standard-
coloured birds, and as a rule it is well marked.

5th. For shape, the paramount point in the Pouter, it generally
excels.

And 6th. The Mealy is after aU a shade of the Blue, and when
it is interbred with that colour improves it in all respects.

Last, and not least, it has become a bird of great value. At
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one time it used to be entered in the catalo^ea at from £2 to £5
;

now it is entered oftener at from £20 to £r>0, and a single bird

has been claimed at one of the former of these last sums. One
of the most elegant heaa at the Kilmarnock Show was a Mealy,
but she, because of an old custom, had to be left out in the cold.

The largest and one of the best Pouters at Aberdeen last year

was a Mealy ; he was bred near Edinburgh, and belonged to a

family of fine Blues.
After seeing the Mealy at the Crystal Palace, no wonder that

"Wiltshire Rector" said, "there ought to be a class for

Mealies;" so say we, the great majority of the fancy, and so it

is Likely to be all over.— James Hoie.

EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPING.
Bee-keeping will ere long be replaced by bee-farming; young

and enthusiastic apiarists are fast taking the places of the repre-

sentatives of apiculture as practised in ancient times. The
little badly-made straw skep so suggestive of brimstone is

doomed, and its place will be filled with Ah I that's the

qnefition ; who will answer it ? Mr. Pettigrew boldly predicts a

great future for the hive bearing his name. Writers of the

opposite school as boldly assert that the bar-frame will be the

hive of the future.

One question of prime importance to be answered is, What is

the best material, wood or straw ? I believe straw to be better

than wood for general use for this reason, that it requires more
time and trouble to keep a wooden hive free from damp ; and
the majority of bee-keepers, having other business to attend to,

can only give their leisure moments to their bees. I have never
seen any dampness in a straw hive. 1 think the same cannot
be said of the wooden one, with only the same attention paid

to it. If you eke a skep with wood, the eke will be damp when
the straw is quite dry. If the quilt absorbs all the moisture in

a wooden hive, then one great objection is removed.
Supposing it be admitted that straw is the better material,

then would arise another question : Is the Pettigrew or the bar-

frame the better hive ? If the former, then the bee-keeper has
no difficulty in the selection, he has only to choose according to

the size of the swarm a 16, 18, or ZOinch hive. If the bar-frame

be voted Al, there is more difficulty in the selection, for there

are Sherrington's, Woodbury's, Abbott's, Cheshire's, and many
others, most of which I presume could be made in straw.

One objection often made to the skep is, that the bees waste
much time in propolising : this may be true of the old-fashioned

skep, badly made and loosely put together; but it is not true of

the Pettigrew hive of Scotch make, well made, and tightly sewn
with cane. In hives of this class, so far as my observation goes,

there is only a small quantity of propolis used.

Another objection is, that the skep is " wasteful and mur-
derous," which I suppose implies that the bees have to be
smothered before the honey can be taken. That belief is fast

dying out, as it is an easy matter to drive the bees, unite them
to others, or sugar-feed them.
Another objection is, that you cannot see what is going on

inside. A little fastian smoke will enable the bee-master to

look his bees in the face, and after a little practice will be able

to ascertain the state of the hive. I know you cannot see all

the brood beds nor the eggs, but a little observation will enable
the amateurto judge whether the hive is in a prosperous condition

or not ; if a fertile worker or a drone-breeding queen is in the

hive. This may be ascertained either from the crown hole or

by turning it up, as the elongated cells in the worker comb may
be seen a long way down the hive. There cannot from the con-

struction of the hive be that minute inspection to which the bar-

frame owes its popularity.
Another objection is, that the skep being of fixed size you

cannot contract it or give the extra space sometimes required.

If the hive be suited to the size of the swarm, and the bees

afterwards require more room, the eke or the super will give it

;

but suppose the weather be unfavourable and little honey pro-

curable you cannot contract the hive, then I would feed liber-

ally as long as necessary.

Now that the slinger is an established fact, another objection
is, that you cannot sling the honey and return the comb ; there
is consequently a loss of honey through the bees having to make
fresh comb for all the honey they gather. That may be true,

but is it all profit ? I think it is admitted both by the advo-
cates of the bar-frame and the skep, that honey just gathered is

not honey of the right quality. According to one theory a certain

time must be allowed for evaporation ; according to the other
theory the bees must re-swallow it, and again deposit it in the
cells before it can be honey proper. If with the aid of the
slinger the honey be extracted the day it is gathered, it must (if

either of the above theories be correct), be of inferior quality.

And again, what becomes of the unsealed grubs ? Do they go for-

ward into the honey? They are "juicy " no doubt, " and would
help to weigh," as a writer in another Journal remarks, when
depreciatingthe hand-pressure practised by the proprietors of the

objectionable skep. I for one shall be glad, very glad, of any

invention that will get the honey out of the combs quickly at

the right time, for to me honey-taking is the most disagreeable
part of bee-keeping. I would rather swarm twenty hives than
take the honey from one. A short time ago I was very pleased to

hear that one of the slingers was at work a few miles from here,

I went to see it. It cleared the cells of clover honey, but it was
powerless to remove heather honey, and alas ! all my doomed
hives had been to the moors.
Another objection to the skep is, that when there comes a

glut of honey the brood cells are filled and breeding is stopped.

I think the remedy is easy. Give more room above or below, for

the bees would rather stow their sweets anywhere than in the
centre of the hive.
And now, my brethren of the bar-frames,! am not endeavour-

ing to disparage the hives you recommend. I know but little of

them practically. I have only one; I intend, if all be well, to

have another or two next season, and by careful observation to

test their merits. It is with very great pleasure that I read of

the scientific experiments of some of our great bee-masters
; yet

I should be afraid that the complicated hives which yield such
great results under their skilful manipulation and practised
management, would, if placed in the bands of very many bee-
keepers, bring disappointment and loss.

It is too much the fashion to hoist one's own flag, at the same
time endeavouring to trail our opponents' in the dust. Let there

be a fair conflict of opinions without personalities, and then the
truth will out.—J. Olive, Hartington, Derbyshire.

THE SENSES OF BEES.
It is rather astonishing that any naturalist should doubt the

existence of any of the five senses in bees, which they and many
other creatures possess. Francis Huber himself rather doubted
that bees possess the sense of hearing. I knew a minister of

the gospel and student of nature who maintained that bees are

blind. An English baronet and M.P. has recently delivered a
very good lecture to the members of a natural history society on
the habits of bees and ants. This lecture has been pretty

widely published, and contains the results of some very interest-

ing experiments which he has made to test the truth of what
some writers have advanced touching the senses and capacities

of bees. So far as his experiments go, although they are not
conclusive (and this he admits), bees do not deserve the good
character which is so often given them. They lack affection

for one another, and their devotion to their queen has been over-

coloured. They are minus sympathy for suffering companions

;

have no appreciation of colour, no powers of communicating
ideas to each other ; and some are more stupid than the rest.

These are a few of the convictions obtained by the lecturer from
the experiments he made last summer. It is to be hoped that

he will repeat his experiments next season, and institute others

of a like nature, for bees have many traits of character not yet
explained or understood ; and there are many secrets in their

history difficult to penetrate.

In this letter I propose to take a mere glance at the five

senses of bees—viz., sight, touch, hearing, taste, and smelling.

1, Sight.—That bees can see distant objects is proved by the

fact that they often fly in a straight line to them. That they see

near objects may be observed in their going in and out of their

hives, and winding their way through a thicket of trees without
touching a twig or a leaf. If bees be taken into a room during
the day they fly to the light ; and if taken into a dark room and
shaken on the floor they will travel towards a lighted candle
within eyesight of them. I once saw half of a large swarm or

stock of bees run along the ground many yards after the moon.
A cartload of hives were placed in my garden late one night.

One hive was on the point of suffocation ; it was placed on the
ground and its door opened. Unfortunately the moon was in

front of the hive, and as the bees gushed out of the hive in a
continual stream they all ran in the direction of the moon.
As soon as I discovered the mistake I turned the back of the

hive to the moon, and stopped the numerous pilgrims on their

march by placing a large door between them and the attrac-

tive satellite. The hive was placed in their midst, the noise of

which brought them all home.
If two bees be carried in a room, and one of them find a way

of escape more readily than the other, we should charitably

conclude that the escape is owing more to an accident of good
luck than to an evidence of greater intelligence.

2, Touch.—What sense but touch enables bees in the darkness
of their hives and the darkness of night to lay the foundations

of their combs at proper distances from one another, to erect

cells and combs of exquisite form and beauty with the smallest

possible amount of wax ? By the sense of touch eggs are set and
tended, food is mixed and administered to young bees in portions

suited to their age and wants. Is it not by their sense of touch
that bees often recognise their queen, and convey ideas or im-
pressions to one another ? Is it by sound or touch that a whole
swarm is made aware, all but instantaneously, that its queen is

lost ? And while the bees are wild with grief, uttering loud
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lamentations, they can be as speedily hushed into perfect quiet

and contentment by the restoration of their lost queen.

3, Hearing.—The lecturer did *' not think that bees possessed

any powers of hearing. He had shouted, screamed, played on
the fiddle, and made other noises, but they took no notice what-

ever." Bees can both make and hear sounds. They have a

lancjuage well understood by themselves. In times of activity

they are seldom dumb. A single bee can give a note of alarm
or a cry of pain that affects the whole community. With the

point of a penknife I once caused a bee at the door of a hive to

utter a cry of distress, which instantly produced the responsive

hush of disturbance throughout the whole swarm. In a hive of

bees there may be heard the sounds of grief, of joy, of peace, of

trouble, of starvation, and of suffocation. It is the noise of bees

in swarming that keeps them within earshot of one another;

and this noise never wholly subsides till all have clustered in a

mass like a bunch of grapes on the branch of a tree. If bees

were deaf, sounds would be of no avail; but many different in-

stances and occasions could be named in which sound is a very
useful instrument in the economy of a hive of bees.

Bees will follow the sound of their own hive in a dark place

and in daylight as hounds follow a fox. It were an easy

matter to make bees on the floor of a house at night follow the

noise of a strong hive from room to room over the whole house,

and even from one end of a garden to the other end.
4.—The sense of taste in bees does not admit of doubt, though

we know very little about it. The fact that .bees resort to the

water of dunghills and the secretions of an insect does not prove
that their sense of taste is imperfect. The saline matter of

manure is useful for breeding purposes. If the syrup of sugar

be made too weak bees will not take it. If six dishes of honey
be placed on a garden walk beside six of good syrup the bees

take all the honey first, afterwards the syrup. If honey be given
to them in a warm state they generally overload themselves,

and cannot fly for some time.

5, Smell.—This sense in bees is wonderfully acute. They can
smell the nectar of flowers at some distance and go direct to it.

We have seen bees on the way to the fields halt over the mouth
of an uncorked bottle of syrup in our hands, and drop on to it in

an instant. We have seen bees dance around the chimney top,

and drop down the chimney to get the honey in the room below,

which they had smelled. We have seen honey placed in a dark
kind of cellar behind a room 10 yards wide; bees scented this

honey, went in by the door, flew across the room, and crawled
on the floor of the dark cellar till they reached the honey. The
sense of smell in bees is so keen that they can detect the presence
of strange bees in their hives, and are greatly offended, at the
breath and sweat of human beings.
Bees have good memories as well as acute senses. If they be

fed one day from a plate placed in a particular spot of a garden
they will go back next day or next week to see if any more can
be obtained. If weather keeps them at home for weeks they
remember the place, and go to it as soon as they leave their hives.

We think that bees are very clever little creatures, and that

they have the power of conveying ideas to one another. If one
or two robber bees find access to the honey of a weak hive or

stock, the community to which the robbers belong generally

gets all the honey in a very short time. This is almost invariably
the case : one hive getting the whole of the booty before the
other hives are aware that any booty can be had. If bees have
no powers of conveying ideas to their own community, how
does it happen that one hive gets all and the rest none ? We
have frequently resorted (on a larger scale) to the same kinds of

experiments that the baronet adopted, but the results and con-
clusions were quite the reverse of his. Again : When one hive
is robbing another there is, generally speaking, no resistance
offered, and the robbers never cease till they have carried every
particle of honey to their own hive. If the undefended hive be
removed from its stand before all its treasures are gone, and a
strong hive be placed where it stood, the first robbers that come
now find a resistance too great for them, and the whole of the
fraternity of the robbing community are speedily piade awarg
that " their game is up."

In preparations for swarming is there no community of ideas ?

no internal arrangements made ? Twenty or thirty thousand
bees are about to emigrate and leave twenty thousand behind in

the mother hive ; those that go have to take rations to last

three days, and to be ready by twelve o'clock I Is all this mere
blind instinct ? The question cannot be answered in the
affirmative by—A. Pettigrew,

OUR LETTER BOX.
FowTS FOB Large Rcn (H, T. P.).—You may easily keep two hundred

io\i\s in the space {seven acres of grass and an orchard), and with tlio appli-
ances you mention you may keep more if you will. The only thiog you
must Btrictly observe is, the fowls must have separate bouses for roosting,
layinp, and sitting. They will not do well if they roost with Ducks or Geese.

Breedhig Aoe (Novice).—Yovl do not mention the ages of the fowls

;

we therefore take it for granted the cock is at tho least as old as the pallets.
You may get the eggs after the first twelve have been laid.

ENDrBAh'CE or Male Influence (W. A.).—If hen«, they are not now
probably laying, and they are not likely to do so during the present weather.
You may, therefore, put them to any cocks you please, with the expectation
that when they lay the eggs will be the produce of your arraugemeLt. If they
are pullets, and now laying, we should not be satisfied with less than a fort-

night's separation. It is, however, a disputed point, and many good authorities

are content with three or four days' separation from one, and two-days associa-
tion with another.
PoiiTsaiociH Snow.—Mr. A. Kitchen writes to as that the 'White-booted

Bantam cock noticed by our reporter as having roap '* was perfectly well
when went, and on his return had no signs of roup."

CRt:vE-C(EDRs' Throats Affected {H. B.).—The severe weather has
caused some sickness, but we have not heard of much. Creve-Cceurs are sub-
ject to illness while in progress of acclimatising, but as a rule they recover,

"We find the boat treatment for French breeds to be, to keep them on sofl

food, and to allow them no water, except a drink in the morning and another
in the evening. We never allow them to have water by them.
HouDAN 'Bvi^E.is (A Puzzled Inquirer).—If you had referred to a recent

number of the Journal you would have found in Jacque's " The Poultry-
Keeper" an excellent description and figure of a Houdan pullet; but as you
have evidently got into a bad strain, we will say that the wattles ought to be
small, red, and neatly rounded ; that instead of a fluffiness under the chin it

ought to be a full beard, reaching back to the eye and closely set. Unless
these conditions are present the pullet is comparatively worthless.
Norwich Hen Canary nearly Bald {P. W.).—Not having the oppor-

tunity of seeing the hen Canary it is more difficult to prescribe; but from
what you state it appears the bird has not undergone a thorough moult,
understood by many as having been *' set fast in the moult." Had the hen
moulted properly it should bo in good plumage now. Birds kept in a room
heated artificially during the day, but without that artificial heat during the
night time, cannot be considered to be in an " even temperature ;" and having
to exist in such continuous changes they cannot possibly pass through their

moulting sickness as those birds kept in a room entirely without fire both day
a'^.d night. Thus a stoppage in the moult is no uncommon occurrence, and
disease and death is thereby often brought about. Your bird evidently is in

an unsatisfactory state of health, or it would not be in the condition it is.

To remedy a defect in the feathers extreme measures are sometimes resorted

to, such as a transition from cold to heat, or vice versa, for a week or so, the
bird being well kept up in diet. Nothing will more certainly biing on a moult.
It is a kind of kill-or-cure system, but sumetimes good results from it. If a
bird will thus moult freely it will do well ; if otherwise, its life is jeopardised

with the experiment on nature. If, on the other hand, the deficiency of

feathers generally about the hen is caused or brought about through a sur-

feited scurf upon the skin, somewhat of an oatmeal appearance, the parts

affected may be slightly and carefully anointed with oil of sweet almonds, or
butter or lard, and the bird put through the washing process—the same as

recently published in the Journal. Whichever way the hen is affected it will

be well to administer one or two drops of castor oil, followed up occasionally

with a little cold soaked bread, to which must be added a few drops of cod-

liver oil, or otherwise a piece of beef suet to peck at. This fatty oroleaginona
diet keeps up a moderate degree of heat in a bird's system, which in autumn
or wiuter especially is essential. Also supply the hen occabionaUy with a little

bread and milk, a small portion of biscuit mixed with nherry and cayenne
pepper, a rusty nail and scraped stick-liquorice in the water, sometimes a
little treacle, now and then a spurting of sherry from the mouth over the
bird, a few groats, a small piece of salt, a large cage to exercise in, with a
bath occasionally, and plenty of grit sand and crushed old mortar, and lettuce,

linseed, or cress seed. The above are essential in the way of a change, and if

birds are expected to thrive they must be attended to. Disease and weakness
is often brought on through neglect, and equal harm is done by continually

pampering and supplying them too freely with food in addition to the usual
canary, hemp, and German rape seed.

Rabbit-keepino (Tiiro).—A hutch such as that described in oar Journal of

the 10th inst. with a fence round it would answer well for Babbits bred for

table use. The butch should be of substantial boards, and tarred or painted
to exclude wet.
Bees in Winter (P. H. P.).—Your first attempts at bee-keeping have been

v>:ry successful and encouraging, and we hope you will realise a large harvest
of honey next year, and an increase of stocks. You need not uncover or
examine your hives till the middle of February, when the floor- boards should
be well scraped and cleaned. During the winter do not let the bees come out
while snow is on the ground. We regret that bive-makera or dealers do not
advertise their goods sufficiently. They might double and treble the demand for

hives by advertising. Write to Mr. K. McMillan, 41, High Street, Kilmarnock.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5P 82' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude, 111 feet.

Date.
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water conld not get back to the boiler quick enongli.

—

William
Tayloe.

EVEEGBEEN HEDGE PLANTS.
I HAVE read with much interest Mr. Kent's remarks on

evergreen hedges (page 537), and as his list of plants suitable
for the purpose is a numerous one, I have in reality but little

to add in the way of variety, excepting in one class which he
may have omitted inadvertently, and that is the family of
Berberis, one at least being well adapted for the purpose.
B. Darwinii makes, perhaps, as good a hedge as anything I
am acquainted with, and I am not sure but it would answer
the purpose of a fence as well as an ornamental hedge. Its

hardwooded sturdy stems, loaded with leaves almost as pretty
as the Holly, and in early spring presenting ns with a mass of
orange-coloured flowers of great beauty, form on the whole a
hedge by no means the least ornamental of the whole class,
and as formidable a one for a pedestrian to penetrate as the
Holly itself, as I have on more than one occasion discovered to
my cost. It is also very likely B. Wallichii, which somewhat
resembles it in habit, may be also equally good, as it grows
quite as well, and its foliage in the distance might be taken
for B. Darwinii, and both bear the knife well. I fear none of
the larger-leaved species, now called Mahonias, will answer so
well, B. japonica getting tall, but naked at the bottom, and
the same with its compeer B. Bealii ; while the common
B. Aquifolia is better adapted for spreading than getting up-
ward, and like the common Gorse, which is now and then
used as a hedge, occupies more ground than can often be
spared. Whereas, for most ornamental purposes, an upright
growth with a stiffness of habit is wanted in a hedge plant

;

and, as Mr. Kent justly observes, the upright Euonymuses
seem well adapted—better, I should say, than Ligustrum ovali-

folium, which gets naked at bottom before it ought to do so,

even as a solitary plant.

There is one plant not yet mentioned that I think may be
worked-in with great advantage in places where it thrives, and
that is the Sweet Bay. Some years ago I had occasion to
plant a few in a short row, which very quickly of themselves
and with scarce a touch of the knife formed a very nice hedge.
Its growth being mostly upward, it required little cutting except
at top ; and where a tall hedge is wanted I am inclined to
•think this will equal any of the Arbor Vita3 or Cypress class,

besides being more sturdy and less hkely to open with heavy
snows. But I am not sure but the common Arbor Vitse will

sooner become a hedge, as they bear transplanting when of a
large size better than many other things, while some of the
Cypresses are about the worst. Leaving the latter class, how-
ever, as Mr. Kent has already exhausted the list of most useful
kinds, I think he has not sufficiently advocated the claims of

the common tree Box which, next to the Yew and Holly, is

most often met with in places where a permanent hedge plant
has been reared ; and differing as it does from either of the
above, I don't think that with all the multiplied species of
plants we now possess available for the purpose, that three
more suitable than these could be picked out. True, those of
Coniferfe grow faster and may attain a greater height in a
limited time, but they also look shabby sooner, and seem by
the habit they assume to be better adapted for the shelter of

nursery stock than to ornament a lawn. The Yew especially
carries a stamp of dignity with it that often acts as a preserva-
tive to it when many other things are sacrificed to the utilitarian
hand of building improvements. A Yew hedge of some antiquity
is often so sufficiently respected as to keep bricks and mortar
at a distance, and one or two that I have seen are reported to

have withstood the rise and decay of two sets of buildings
whose presence they embellished. But I fear there is an erro-
neous impression abroad about the time it takes to form a
decent Yew hedge, which under favourable circumstances is

not so serious an affair as is supposed. I recollect some years
ago planting a hedge, which in six or seven years looked as
well as it was needful to do, in fact was hedge-looking and pro-
mising in about half that time. But they were rather stunted
plants to begin with, they having been transplanted the year
before they were finally put in their places, which is an impor-
tant matter with the Y'ew, than which I know of nothing that
transplants better.

On this head we need not enlarge further ; rather let us look
round and speculate on the merits of other evergreen shrubs
for the purpose of creating hedges or screens, and omitting the
ConiferiB for reasons stated above, let us see what else we have

to work upon. Beginning, therefore, with the ordinary ever-
greens we have Aralia japonica, or rather A. Sieboldii, a hardy
plant, not at all suitable in consequence of its large foliage.
Neither are any of the Arbutus that I am acquainted with, as
heavy snows open them ; but I am not sure but a very fair
hedge might be made of Alaternus. Its glossy green leaves
look well, although they are more thin than could be desired for
this purpose. But I hardly know what to say of the Aucubas,
as the choicer late varieties are not sufficiently plentiful to be
so applied, although they may very likely do ; and for a low
hedge or edging of, say, 3 feet high, I don't think anything ia

better adapted than the common one, which also bears cutting
well, only it ought to be done with the knife.

The Sweet Bay I have already recommended, and also one
or more of the Berberises. Of the varieties of Box I don't know
that any exceeds the common tree Box, the greater number of
those in ordinary cultivation being varieties of it, and in the
distance are not sufficiently distinguished from it to be regarded
as distinct species, excepting the one from the Balearic Islands,
which, though handsome as a single specimen, is not suffi-

ciently clothed with foliage to make a good hedge plant, and
I would not recommend any of the variegated varieties.

None of the Ceanothus genus are sufficiently hardy to make
hedges, but the two Colletias, C. cruciata and horrida, would
make formidable barriers ; but they are not evergreens in the
ordinary sense of the word, although their stems, which are
closely packed together, are green in colour ; but as I have in
another place advocated the claims of these I need not enlarge
further. The white-foliaged Elaagnus may be pretty, but I
am not sure it would look well ; and the Escallonias seem dis-

posed to keep near the ground rather than ascend ; while the
Euonymus have been already alluded to, and the common ones
are unquestionably good. Gorse is more in the character of a
nondescript fence than an ornamental hedge plant, being often
enough met with in wild uncultivated districts, which the ordi-

nary Quickset can hardly be expected to do. Grislinia littoralis,

although one of the prettiest of our evergreens, is not adapted
for hedge purposes.

The Holly family are all good, but none more so than the
common one ; but the merits of this genus might form a chap-
ter in themselves alone, I therefore pass on. The common
and Portugal Laurel as well as the Laurustinus, the first-named
not bearing cutting so well as the common ; while the Laurus-
tinus ought to be allowed a wider space than is common with
hedges usually so called. In fact it never looks so well in a
trimmed condition as when left allowed to assume its own
natural growth, although I don't know of any plant that will

endure the kuife better ; and in places where it thrives a bank
of it, flowering as it often does for eight or nine months in the
year, is an object equal in beauty to the most carefully trimmed
hedge of any kind.

The Phillyreas differ considerably in accordance with the
position they are planted in, but P. latifolia and P. Iffivis wonld
seem to be the best or most likely to make a good hedge, but
I can hardly recommend them. Everyone knows the utility

of the common Privet, which is superior to that of L. ovali-

folium ; and from what I have seen of the Japan and Chinese
species, they seem to lack that density of foliage necessary in a
hedge plant. The Evergreen Oak is also not satisfactory in

a hedge, the white downy appearance of the under side of the

leaf detracting from the green hues expected in a hedge ; while

none of the Ruscus or Eaphiolepis family seem adapted ; and
I fear the Veronicas, having a New Zealand origin, are also

unsuitable, which brings the list to an end.

As I necessarily omitted all Conifers, which most of the

ornamental hedges exceeding 4 feet in height are often com-
posed of, and which in number form so many varieties, for I

have seen the common Spruce kept trimmed to live at a much
less height than 3 feet, while Arbor Yitfe are met with of great

altitude, for Mr. Kent has alluded to all these it is needless

to go over the ground again ; and as the bulk of the shrubs

called American plants in general unsuitable, I cannot re-

member of anything else in the way of evergreens that can
conveniently be worked into this purpose without being sup-

ported or in some way or other assisted in making what they

profess to be ; for a supported mass of evergreens are more in

the character of a screen than a hedge, and trelliswork covered

with Ivy makes perhaps the best-looking of all tall uniform-

looking hedges, and in this way are perhaps more reaUy useful

than any other plant I know of. But as other plants are

equally eligible, as Honeysuckle, Jasmine, Clematis, &b., they
can hardly claim to deserve the name " hedge," which is sap-
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posed to be composed of plants supporting themselves. Wo
may therefore be reasonably excused calling the latter screen-

plants, and as these might form the subject of an article by
themselves we need say no more on the matter of evergreen

hedges ; but at the same may remark that deciduous ones are

also not without their merits. And amongst those having a

olaim to be called ornamental the Fuchsia does not rank lowest,

and some time ago I noticed an ordinary road or lane in Corn-
wall that had a Fuchsia hedge on the top of a sort of ridge on
each side of it, being the only living fence there was, and being

in flower at the time I need not say it looked well.

There is certainly nothing gives a district a more dressy ap-

pearance than nice well-trimmed hedges. Whatever the objec-

tions of those who olaim to be authorities iu what constitutes

rural beauty may be, the hedge is one of the things that com-
mon people take a pleasure in ; and whether it be the tall

carefully trimmed Holly hedge that screens a villa from the

highway, the broad roof-shaped Yew hedge that marks the

boundary of the dressed ground belonging to the mansion in

the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, or the neatly trimmed
quickset which everyone can remember being planted, all and
each have their admirers, not alone for their beauty as objects

of art, but for their useful purposes as well ; and much as

hedges have been condemned, or rather wore condemned, in

purely agricultural districts aa encouraging small birds, &c.,

we are not sure but that even the latter have their good proper-

ties, and in places where shelter is required there seems nothing
so well adapted to the purpose as the hedge. Some that have
been encouraged in the Hop-growing districts have attained a

height of upwards of .SO feet, and are trimmed to that height

;

but as these are mostly of the deciduous class nothing more
need be said on the matter. Suffice it to say that the hedge
as a feature in the dressed grounds does not occupy so impor-
tant a position as it did many years ago, the irregular shrub-

bery effecting the object mostly accomplished by the hedge

;

but as the latter only takes up a small fraction of the space

required for the former its utility is often called upon. And
the list of plants now available for the purpose is such as leaves

little more to be wished for ; and those wishing to have one
differing from that of their neighbours can easily obtain it by
looking over the list given by Mr. Kout as well as those named
above, besides which there are doubtless some adapted to

certain localities or conditions that have not been mentioned
at all, as the nnmber of hedge plants is almost legion..

—

J. EOBBON.

SELECTION OF KOSES.
SUIIIIEE KOSES.

I DO not recommend summer Eoses to persons who keep
only a few Roses, nor do I recommend them to be placed in

the rosery ; but I recommend them to persons who have large

domains with long walks and glades, and places away from the

rosery. Summer Roses only bloom once in the year, but give

an abundant series of from three to five weeks duration. This
may be prolonged by duplicates, by cutting-back at different

times, and also by removal.
Summer Eoses have these good qualities :—They are hardier

than the autumnals (excepting CEillet Parfait) ; they are better

scented
;
you may cut them for bouquets without injury to

their future prospects ; as they make their wood for the next
year after blooming, and though they give only one series,

they produce probably more Roses in that series than the
autumnals do in a season. They are very suitable for bouquets
during the London season. Autumnals do not like being cut
till after they have dropped their first flowers, the wood is

then ripe.

Li the year 1860 and the spring of 18C1 I lost only three
Briar summer Roses out of 150. Only four of my Briar au-

tumnal Roses survived—namely, Mrs. Bosanquet, La Yille de
St. Denis, Sir J. Paxton, and W. Griffiths. My Manetti
Boses suffered much, but not so severely.

The following summer Roses are the finest in their class :

—

Provence Roses.—Dometille Becar, the old Cabbage Rose.
Damask Eoses.—La Ville de BruxeUes, Madame Zoutman or

Soetmans, an improved Compte Plater, and still one of the
finest in the creamy-white hue. Moss Ilnscs.—The common
Moss, Crested, Gloire des Mousseuses, Vandael, and White
Bath. I know of only one good autumnal Moss Rose—viz.,

M. E. Ory. French Hoses.—Boule de Nanteuil, Kean or
Shakespeare, Cynthia, William Tell, La Volupte or Letitia,

Napoleon, Ohl, and Triomphe de Jausseus. CEillet Farfait is

too tender for glades, but it is the most beautiful of all the
variegated Roses. Tricolore de Flandres and Madeline are
beautiful variegated Eoses, strong growers, and hardy, and
suit glades and long walks. Ihjhrid Bourbon Hoses.—Coups
d'H('bu, Paul Ricaut, Charles Lawsou, Juno, Charles Duval,
and Paul Perras. White Roses.—Madame Audot, true flesh;

Queen of Denmark, very beautiful. Hybrid China Roses —
Madame Plantier, pure white ; Brennus, Chenedolc, G^noral
Jacqueminot, the best of its class; Fulgens as a weeper, and
Frederick 11. as a lofty pole Rose. These are the cream of

the summer Roses, and well known to me, though I do not
keep them now.

AUTUMNAL KOSES.

Macartney Roses.—Maria Leonida, curious and very beauti-

ful. Moss Roses.—M. E. Ory. Hybrid rerpetual Roses.—
These and the Tea-scented Noisettes are the most desirable

and successful. Achille Gonod, Abel Grand, Alfred Colomb,
Anna Alexieff, Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Baron de Bon-
stetten. Baron Chaurand, Baronne Prevost, Baroness Louise
UxkuU, Beauty of Waltham (it is not the same as M. C.

Crapelet), Black Prince, Caroline de Sansal, Charles Lefebvre,
Claude Levet, Gomte de Nanteuil, Comtesse de Chabrillant,

Countess of Oxford, Devienne Lamy, Dr. Andry, Due de Cazes,
Duchesse de Caylus, Duchesse d'Orleaus, Duke of Edinburgh,
Duchesse de Cambaceres, Edward Morren, Elie Morel, Em-
pereur de Maroc, Etienue Levet, Felix Genero, Fisher Holmes,
Gloire de Dncher, Gloire de Vitry, Glory of Waltham, for

poles ; John Hopper, Jules Margottin, Lady Suffield, Duchesse
de Morny, La YiUe de St. Denis, Leopold Premier, Lord Clyde,

Louis Van Houtte, only on seedling Briars; AUce Dureau,
Madame Boll, Madame Chirard, Madame C. Joigneaux, Mad.
Creyton, M. C. Crapelet, M. E. Boyau, often like Madeline;
M. G. Swartz, M. J. Darau, M. la Baronne de Rothschild,
Madame Rivers, M. Vidot, both require rich loam; Mdlle.

Annie Wood, Madame Louise Cariqne, for poles or walls

;

Monsieur Woolfiold, Pierre Notting, Madame Victor Verdier,

Marguerite de St. Amaud, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Maurice Ber-
nardin, Marechal Yaillaut, Mdlle. Therese Levet, Maximo dela
Rocheterie, a strong-growing, very large, and splendid purplish
maroon; Monsieur Boncenne, Pierre Seletzky, Prince Camille
de Rohan, Prince de Portia, Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Senateur Vaisse, Souvenir Dr. Jamin, Souvenir de Reine
d'Augleterre, Souvenir de W. Wood, Baronne Pelletan de Kin-
kelin, Thyra Hammerick, Triomphe de Caen, Vioomte Vigier,

Ticomtesse de Vezins, Victor Verdier, and W. Griffiths. Bour-
bons and Bourbon Perpetuals.—Acidalie, Souvenir de la Mal-
maison. Baron Gonella, and Baronne de Maynard. Tea-
scented Noisettes.—Marechal Niel, Triomphe de Rennes, Celine

Forestier, and Gloire de Dijon. Tea Roses.—Devoniensis,

Souvenir d'Ehse Vardon, Madame Willermoz, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Duchess of Edinburgh, Sombreuil, Madame Levet,

Marie Sisley, AdrienneChristophle, and Madame Margottin. If

the reader selects six, let him take the five first and last Rose,
and he will have six of the best. Sombreuil I beUeve to be
a China Rose. It has no scent, but is very hardy, and a fine,

late, autumnal bloomer.—W. F. Eadclyffj!:.

OUB ANEMONES.
The herbaceous Anemones will thrive in most ordinary soils

and situations, but I am inclined to believe, when they are

provided with suitable soil and situation, they are more in-

teresting, showing their character much better than when
starved and left to linger out a miserable existence.

A deeply-cultivated border of good loam, with well-rotted

manure, vegetable matter or leaf mould, a little coarse sand
well incorporated together, with good drainage, and watering
in dry weather, is essential to their well-doing. If the situa-

tion is sheltered, bo much the better.

The taller kinds will require staking to prevent their being
broken with the wind. They should not be tied into bundles,

for that spoils their appearance. A neat stake placed iu the

centre of the plant, two or three of the centre shoots tied

loosely to the stake, and a string of twisted matting loosely

round all the stems, arranges them well.

The border should be kept free from weeds and vermin, and
with such treatment there will be a chance to succeed.

To make a selection from a numerous family all beautiful

would be a difficult task, yet some may appear more attractive

than others. Anemone japonica should have a place in all

herbaceous borders; it does well in partial shade, but delights
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in sunshine. Years ago we used to tend it carefully as a
greenhouse plant, and it is still useful for that purpose for
late autumn and winter decoration. It is easily increased by
offshoots and division in spring. Whether Antmone vitifolia

ia a variety of the above I am unable to say, but it is a very
deairable plant, and should not be overlooked by the collector

of herbaceous plants.

Anemone rivularis is worthy of more extensive cultivation
than it is receiving; its beautifully-coloured fiuivcio ought to
secure it a place in all collections. A. sylvestris is a very
choice species, being a late-spring and early-summer bloomer.
A. palmata is one of the finest of the race, of good habit,
dark green leaves, and beautiful yellow flowers ; being a spring
bloomer it is very desirable.

A. alpina, another early spring-blooming variety, does well
on rockwork. It should have thorough drainage. When well
established no plant can be more beautiful.

A. sulphurea is very seldom met with ; it is not a very at-

tractive plant on account of the paleness of its flowers, yet it

is a desirable addition to a collection.

A. japonica alba should be in all collections ; Honerine Jobert,
the gem of all the train, indoors, or out in the border, or in
the bed. For autumn decoration no plant can be more beau-
tiful ; it Will well repay any amount of labour bestowed upon it.

I am inclined to think we have some confusion here about
the name. Is not Anemone japonica alba and A. vitifolia con-
founded with Honerine Jobert ? I ask information on this
point.

There are many others that are worthy of the cultivator's
notice ; many useful for beds in the early spring, summer,
and autumn, and for exhibition as herbaceous plants. And
here I would remark that, in my opinion, all herbaceous plants
for exhibition should be grown and exhibited in pots to show
their habits ; nothing in my eyes looks so distressing in an
exhibition as a few bundles of half-withered flowers that are
often to be seen placed on exhibition tables.

—

Veritas.

THE TEAB AND ITS LESSONS.
Vert interesting indeed was Mr. Luckhurst's agreeable re-

view. It is always interesting in the great horticultural fra-

ternity to see how one's brethren fare. Many a lesson which
the year has left behind must in the nature of things remain
hidden ; many important facts and observations must have
been born only to be buried as it were, lost in the lapse of
time, vanished from trusted yet treacherous memories. Mr.
Lnckiiurst's narrative, apart from its inherent value, teaches
another lesson—one to be especially commended to the rising

generation of gardeners—viz., the point, force, and value of

systematic notation. Sailing without chart or compass never
made iia admiral yet, and never will. The rocks must be
noted, the hidden dangers largely marked, as well as the har-
bours of refuge have prominent entry. These logs carefully
treated will be a mine of wealth to those fortunate enough to

possess them. If a man of Mr. Luckhurst's evident skill and
acoomphbhments feels their value, and everyone may be cer-

tain that he does, what further can be required as to their

extreme importance ?

Besults of practice can never be so well recorded as at the
moment of observation. Thoughts will occur just onee in a
lifetime; note them, or they are for ever lost. In all log-

books, besides space for routine entries, there should be a wide
margin for results, another still wider for thoughts and ob-
servations. This should be regarded as a bank of knowledge
to be drawn from and added to in the progress of life. Be-
sides the mere contents of such a register, the habit of enter-
ing is in itself no unimportant educator. It will train the
mind to quick and correct judgment— to form its estimates as
if by intuition ; invest it with clearer, stronger, and more
determinate powers of comparison ; and wUl lead impercep-
tibly, yet not less certainly, to a free, easy, natural, yet correct
form of expression. There is nothing here but which is of

importance to the gardener of the future ; and if a man lacks
these qualities, and lacks also ambition to attain them, he
may more profitably seek another calling. Depend upon it

that is good advice. For the best interest of the whole craft

—

its real welfare as a profession, as well as for individual suc-
cess, and, t'tiis emphatically for the benefit of those it is in-

tended to benefit—the characters and attainments of its repre-

sentatives must be run in a more highly-finished mould in

the future than has sufficed for the past.

But can such men work ? Work ! with lines leading to

success drawn straight before him, what equal stimulant can
behave? Work! it will be work direct to its purpose—not
brain and muscle wasted, not a dead loss of vital force, but a
real profitable application of energy correctly applied and at
a right time to effect a given purpose. That is the only right
way for work to be prosperous, and is what is more and more
demanded and expected every day. That is the standard to be
aimed at and attained, and if it is deemed too high by some
they will be in the wrong place in continuing a gardening
career. It is one of the greatest mistakes of the day to en-
courage a youth to blunder on in a garden who has no ambi-
tion to excel, no special aptitude to adorn and add honour to
an old and honourable craft. Let us seek to improve its status
by every possible means to the common advantage of all. A
word to the wise is enough.
The correct and careful tabulation of work, thought, obser-

vation, and kindred circumstance suggested by Mr. Luckhurst's
paper is one great means to recommend, one of the greatest
self-aids that can be mentioned to all anticipating a successful
career. By lack of this many valuable hints and sterling
points of practice slip into the dark past and are dead—lost

for ever, instead of being stored as landmarks of usefulness,
valuable to the gardening wayfarer and an honour to the man
recording them. The public record of points of usefulness
always reflect credit on those who advance them ; they are
evidence of a generous mind, a will to serre and benefit the
generation. Churlishness in gardening is happily dying out.
The days of secrets belong to a past age, and any instance
now-a-days of a man fearing to record practice lest another
should be as wise as he, is every year becoming more closely

interpreted as " I am poor myself, my man, and have nothing
to spare." But an immense mass of useful hints are with-
held from the world by a deterring notion that they are too
plain and commonplace to merit notice. That is a great
delusion. As a rule, plain successes in common things is the
most really useful of all information. If a grower can relate

a mode whereby he has doubled his crop of Potatoes, the
narration redounds more to his honour and is of infinitely

greater service than in dabbling in gases and playing at science.

All honour to the man who has courage to relate his common
practice of common things. To refrain from stating a fact

because it is not " great " is an error of judgment, and withal
a too common one. Let it not be supposed that a slight esti-

mate is formed of scientific research. No, no. That is a
matter pregnant with advantages inestimable, and there are
men to evolve philosophical facts who merit a country's grati-

tude ; but practice, simple practice, is an everyday's work and
an everyday's want. Mr. Luckhurst has set a worthy ex-

ample. It is not given to all to treat as he has treated, but
all can emulate and hold a share in the mine of knowledge,
and share in the coble work of public instruction. The use-

ful lessons dated fifty miles south of London are hereby sup-
plemented by notes from a locality 130 miles north of the
metropolis. The first words of the diary are singularly like

Mr. Luckhurst's—viz., " Glorious new year's morning, mild and
bright." The month closed as it opened, with rooks building
and Snowdrops sparkling on the grass. It was remarkably
salubrious throughout, the average minimum night tempera-
ture being 33°. A dry month. February was much the same
at its opening and close, but with sharp frosts in the middle
injuring the heads of Snow's Broccoli, but not harming the
fruit buds, as they were not forward. " Not forward," with
the mildest winter ever known, the mean temperature of

December preceding being 41°, seems strange, but the reason
is plain. Sap will not move under heat unaccompanied by
moisture. It was dry ; the buds were late in spite of the

mild temperature, and saved. The average mean temperature
of the three months—December, January, February, was 39°.

but then the average rainfall in the same time was only 102,
hence vegetation slept. Under showers at the end of Febru-
ary it awoke rapidly, and on March 11th and 12th 15' of frost

were registered. Plum and Pear blossom was showing, but

escaped injury. AprU extremely mild, and towards the end
hot, on the 25th 82° being registered in the shade 4 feet from
the ground. May was not so warm as April by a daily average
of 1°. On the 18th of May was a disastrous frost, leaving

orchards a blank. Plums and Pears being better set—more
forward—than Apples, had a sprinkling of fruit left, but the

latter fruit, except in high and dry situations, was almost ab-

solutely killed. Thousands of tons of Apples were prevented
by that one night's frost. June a hot and most trying month.
From May 23rd to June 22nd only 00 of rain fell. Forest
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treea flagging and crops exhausted. July, heat tropical, the

•20th being the hottest day known here, reaching 94' (corrected

thermometer) in the shade. The heat was followed by the

most extraordinary hailstorm ever noted. In twenty-five

minutes the ground was covered 3 inches deep with hailstones,

averaging three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and at the

fronts of buildings it was piled by cartloads. Here succeeded

a striking phenomenon. The earth was covered by a dense

cloud so thick that the surface could not be seen, whilst the

line of sight was brilliantly clear. The upper part of men and
things could be seen, the lower parts being wrapped in the

earth cloud. It was a weird emotional spectacle, but easily

accounted for. The bright sun above was almost overpower-

ing, and the evaporation from the earth consequently great,

and would have been invisible but for the hail-covered surface.

This cooled the lower stratum of air to the condensing point,

rendering the uprising moisture visible like one's breath on a

winter's day. Such fruit as the frost left was ruined by this

terrible storm. Peas and Beans were cut oiit the rows, flowers

annihilated, and broad-foliaged plants riddled as with shot.

It was a desolate scene ever to be remembered. The storm

track was not much more than a mile wide. August brought

showers, and the year was genial until November 11th, when
Dahlias were killed at last. Snow fell on the 1st of December,

and the ground remains covered to this time, the 21th.

It will be seen that the summer portion of the year has

been most trying to the gardener. As an instance of the

drought in the growing mouths may be stated the fact that

from the end of March to the 22nd of Jaly only 3 24 inches of

rain fell here. Is not that unparalleled in Britain ? But what
of the crops ? First, the land is light, but there has been no
scarcity of vegetables, except a few days following the storm.

The character of the land was known. The district liability

to drought was remembered. The deliquescent nature of salt

was recognised. It was used freely. No ground was half dug.

It was either worked deeply or mulched (amongst fruits) with

manure, and left nndug. Peas and nearly all vegetables were

not only sown on trenched ground, but sown in trenches.

Each crop was deluged once a-week, and an hour or so after

the wet surface covered with half an inch of dust to arrest

evaporation. This, with all the mulching possible, sustained

us. It was feeling the nature of the soil, anticipating the

liabilities of drought, knowing the means of mitigating its

effects, and applying them—it would have been no use with-

out the application—this pulled us through. Thus closed the

year, the ninth and last, of my present sphere of labour—

a

period in which even a whisper of complaint has not been
uttered, and which, in the words of an esteemed employer,
" closes an engagement in all respects so successful and satis-

factory." That is the end to work for, to be attained. It can
only be accomplished by, as it were, a combination of effort.

There must be a consideration of weather characteristics, of

site, of soil. There must be reading, writing, noting, thinking,

working, and above all, the special and particular requirements

of an employer must ever be kept in mind. That is the key-

note. Get what pleases him. Never mind what others have
or think. The right of an employer and the duties of an
employe are interbound. We must acknowledge that right,

and admit the duty. It is the only road to confidence and
success. It must be remembered that none of the conditions

must stand alone. Beading is no use without thinking, think-

ing without noting, noting without working, and working itself

will never hit the mark unless steadily directed to a given and
specially required end. Combine the conditions, and you com-
mand success. This is a lesson which many years have taught
to be practical, and the passing one proved as trustworthy and
recommendable.—.J. Weight.

able fruit that I am about to write, but merely to narrate what
appears to me to be a very remarkable circumstance in connec-

tion with it, which is as follows. Some twenty or more yeara

since a house here was planted with the variety of Grape known
as the West's St. Peters, and sime six or seven years afterwards

several of these Vines were g' ifted with the Black Alicante

and the Lady Dowue's variei es ; ond some time after this

THE GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE.
This variety of the Grape Vine caused something like dis-

appointment soon after its introduction, but it is nevertheless

a very extraordinary fruit ; and its fine appearance, great size

of berry, as well as of bunch, and its by no means inferior

quality when well grown, will long insure its admittance into

most collections. The fruit, however, will not keep well for

any coneiderable time after it has become ripe ; consequently
it is perhaps unadvisable to associate it with such late-keep-

ing varieties as the Alicante and the Lady Downe's, (tc. Its

great drawback, however, is its unfortunate propensity to be-
come spotted as soon or even before it becomes quite ripe.

It is not, however, of the merits, or demerits of this remark-

Fig. 164.

E. Trebbiano.
F. Banch of Golden CbampioD.
u. 'ibe places wbere the grafts were

inserted.

A. West's St. Peter's.

3. Black A-licftnte.

c. Mrs. Place's Black Mascat.
D. Golden Cbampion rod which was

removed.

one Vine was regrafted with three distinct varieties—viz.,

Trebbiano, Golden Champion, and Mrs. Pince, each variety

forming distinct rods which were annually pruned according

to the spurring system, and for several years each rod con-

tinued to produce its respective kind of fruit.

Last January, however, when the Vines were pruned on
account of the fruit of the Golden Champion variety not keep-
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ing like the other late sorts which the houae contained, the

rod was cut out altogether at a poiat some inch or two below

its union with the Alicante variety, on which it had been

gi'afted as is shown in the accompanying sketch, leaving only

the rods of the Trebbiauo and the Mrs. Pince varieties, both of

which produced their respecti\e kinds of fruit during the

present season as usual, with tie exception of the Trebbiano

rod, which produced upon one t,[)ur a bunch of the true Golden

Champion variety—true as to size and form of berry and
bt bunch, colour, flavour, and even to the characteristic spot.

This bunch is produced about the middle of the rod, or about

8 feet from where it is united to the Alicante variety, so that

several bunches of the true or ordinary Trebbiano variety are

produced below as well as above this very unlooked-for pro-

duction, which appears difficult to account for, although it

naturally suggests this question—viz.. Can it be ascribed to

the circumstance of the Golden Champion variety having for

several years grown upon the same stock as the rod of the

Trebbiano Vine which has produced the bunch in question ?

And should this be admitted, it certainly appears strange that

this result should not have been developed during the several

years when the rod of the Golden Champion sort actually

existed upon the stock. It would doubtless be interesting to

know if anything similar to this has ever come under the

notice of others of your many readers and correspondents,

whether in the case of the Grape Vine or in any other kinds

of fruit trees. It might also be interesting to know, if possible,

something of the origin of the Golden Champion Grape,

whether it was the result of a sport, and if so, from what
variety ; or, if a seedling, from what sort was it raised ?

Possibly Mr. Thomson may kindly furnish this information.—
P. Gkieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

AUEICULAS.
It appears that southern growers have, some of them, had

cause to fear that chances of a strong spring bloom of Auri-

culas stand seriously affected by the profuse show of trusses

that came forward in the mild sunny autumn.
Because of " D., Deal's," notes upon this painful subject,

in which he says that perhaps half his blooming plants have
sent up autumn trusses, I went down to my Auriculas to see

how far facts would bear out my impression, that in a very

tempting season they had not been misled into much autumn
blooming. I took for sample the department that contains

the thick cream of the collection. Standing here in rows of

seven, there are 231 picked plants, all the full specimens I

possess of such deleotables as Smiling Beauty, Taylor's Glory,

Page's Champion, Col. Taylor, Prince of Greens, Lancashire
Hero, George Lightbody, and many others. Of this lot only

sixteen have sent up autumn trusses, and some of these came
np in so good time, that the autumn stems are yellow and a

new heart formed again. I do not think, among the other

hundreds of large and small, I could count-out twenty more
delinquents, especially if I may omit a few naturally constant

offenders.

The plants here in their winter house are accessible under
all the snow and ice, an advantage not always to be enjoyed
when Auriculas are wintered in frames. Although cold at

that time does them no harm, their anxious owner may often

"catch it" by exposure at his frames; so a simple well-

ventilated house for them through the winter and blooming
season is no little and no useless luxury. There may be days
and days in the early flowering time when one could but stand
in the " cauld blast," shivering at the boxed-up beauties in

the frames, but with an inside place the rougher that things
outside may be the sweeter the contrast.

My plants are always repotted immediately after blooming

—

i.e., during May, with exception of those entrusted with the
work of seed-bearing, and none of the dismal predictions made
to me have ever come true, that I shall thereby have every-

thing in a blaze in autumn. Cool summer treatment, which
is no doubt more difficult to afford in the south, is, I believe,

a most important point in the culture of this flower. I should
not feel content with only shading Auriculas through the

summer time in a sunny aspect, for shading is not like shade.

The plants with their large susceptible foliage that looks so

spent and unmindful of appearances in the hot months, de-

light in the more equable temperature, the longer dews, and
the cool, clear, uninterrupted light of a north aspect. I agree

with "D., Deal," that the cooler atmosphere of the north
and our earlier autumnal frosts are all in favour of the Auricula

in keeping the excitable new heart quiet until the spring. In
fact, when the plants are in seasonable condition in well-aired

quarters, free from damp and dry overhead, there is no kind-

lier winter nurse than rough-handed Jack Frost for this hardy
pet. Mine are frozen in tkeir pots now, and are welcome to

be so for a good mouth longer if they Uke, and I was very glad

when the white frosts came with their lullaby after a, long
autumnal wakefulness.

There will be no more rising now of blooming-stems until

the magic mouth (for Auriculas), of March ; and if I may pro-

pose a dry toast towards the success and fine character of

next year's bloom, I would say. May we all have among our
Christmas pleasures that siguiticant one to Auricula growers,

of seeing a few snug heads of pips safe over the autumn dis-

temper left visible, but deep and stalkless yet in the hearts of

our best green edges.—F. D. Hoeneb, Kirkhy Ulalzcard, Bipon.j

NEW BOOK.
Roses in Pots, (£-c. jBi/ William Paul, F.R.H.S. Fourth

Edition.

We welcome with much satisfaction a fourth edition of Mr.
W. Paul's " Observations on the Cultivation of Roses in Pots.""
" The name of Paul," it has been happily remarked, " is al-

most as intimately associated with the Rose as that of Stephen-
son with railways, or Cobden with free trade." And this is

not all ; the Rose must gratefully acknowledge a double debt

of gratitude to Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham. The promise in

that graceful ode has exactly been fulfilled by him

—

" I'U make thee famous with my pen,

And glorious with my BWOrd."

Only the sword has been turned into a ploughshare, or more
exactly a garden spade. No man has done more, or indeed sa
much, for the Rose both by example and precept. There is no
higher living authority. But this before us is not merely a

book about Roses. Everybody thinks he can grow Roses—at

least until he tries ; but even everybody does not think he can
grow pot Roses. Those glorious pyramids of perfection (one

such is pictured most charmingly at page 89j are entirely out

of the reach of ordinary gardens—the owners might as well

expect to be able to grow their own Pine Apples ! But still, in

this age of luxury, with the amount of glass and gardeners

now to be seen in every direction, it is marvellous that more
should not be made of this queen of flowers in the very most
fascinating of all the forms in which she presents herself. It

is a field into which amateurs have as yet hardly ventured. The
names of exhibitors of good pot Reses may still almost be

oounted-up on one hand ; while Mr. W. Paul—like that Welsh-

man in the days of the Deluge, of too old a family to associate

with Noah, and who therefore had an ark of his own— Mr.
Paul, as all know, gives the public a special most delightful

spring exhibition of pot Roses.

From the writings of Mr. Paul it is sufiicieutly evident that,

where proper appliances exist, the cultivation of even exhibi-

tion specimens need present to careful cultivators no in-

superable diflioulties. In his preliminary remarks here he tells

us how the idea of cultivating pot Roses for exhibition ori-

ginated—namely, in " prizes offered from the Horticultural

Society of London," and how the thing at first hung fire. He
has now the satisfaction of telling us in the preface to this

fourth edition :
" This system of cultivation has created some

stir among the lovers of Roses ; and from the decided superi-

ority of the specimens exhibited during the present year it

would appear that Roses are well adapted for pot plants, and

are likely to engage the attention of numerous plant-culti-

vators." That which is merely here alluded to may well be

reproduced from one of the descriptions in the journals of the

day. The date which delightful old Jacob (see page 81) wrote

up in mysterious eymbolage, " Syd., May 8th," has its place

undeniably in many grateful memories. We will just recall

the scene that May morning at the Crystal Palace:—" Every-

where the eye rested upon banks of glorious flowers, which

made the atmosphere heavy with fragrance." " One hardly

knew which to admire most, the magnificence of the plants or

the taste displayed." As we then took occasion to remai-k in
" our Journal," Mr. W. Paul was to be congratulated " on the

opportune time which he selected for his exhibition, which en-

abled His Imperial Majesty the Czar to see what English-grown

Roses really are." It was remarked at the time that the Em-
peror Alexander " showed a strong inclination to enjoy it longer

than the programme marked out for him allowed of." Per-

haps, if there was one thing wanting, it was that our other
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imperiftl visitor was not in time for it. Assuredly it would
have had a special notice in the Shah's journal, unless, indeed,

he had thouRht it ri^ht to imitate the founder of hia faith and
abstain from the visit, on the same principle as Mahomet, who
is said to have refused even to look down upon Damascus,
saying that only one paradise was allotted to mortals, and that

he, for his part, would not enter upon his here !

In this little work of ninety-one pages will be found every

direction that can possibly be required. The explanations are

much assisted by well-executed woodcuts. Though a book of

now some standing, it is so well written-up to the present day
that we observe in the Rose catalogue even some of the coming
Boses for the spring of 1875, notably those two from Waltham,
with regard to which we have had the gratifying announcement
•that Mr. W. Paul considers them the finest he has ever been
able to introduce to the public, the Queen of Waltham and
the Star of Waltham. In the closing portion, to which wo
have already alluded, will be found a most amusing and yet

strictly scientific autobiography, written by one of those

plants of Mr. Paul's which have Royalty for their patrons and
admirers, and illustrated as it goes along with some very
effective and instructive little drawings.
We now refer shortly to the general contents. Mr. Paul

begins by affirming thiit to have Roses all the year round is

quite practicable if we grow them in pots. " Three sets

of plants (only) are requisite to accomplish this. The first,

which are grown out of doors or in a cold pit, will flower from
May till November ; the second, which are retarded, will flower

from November till February ; and the third, which are forced,

from February till .Jane." He proceeds then to tell how to

retard and how to force. There are some excellent remarks
upon choice of varieties, and on the characteristics of those

best suited for pot culture. These he defineg as—1, Elegance
of Habit; 2, Contrast of Colour; 3, Abundance of Bloom;
4, Former Outline ; 5, Duration ; and G, Sweetness ; while the

quality of duration is explained as holding " the flowers in

perfection for some days—a most necessary thing, since to ob-

tain a number of flowers on one plant in all the various stages

of bloom at a given time is one great point the cultivator of

Eoses in pots for exhibition should never lose sight of."

Lists of the best climbing and forcing varieties are supplied
with a fullness which leaves nothing to be desired ; while at

the same time we have laid down that most important and
often overlooked principle in Eose-growing, " that it is better

to have one first-rate Rose growing in two positions, than a

greater variety comprising kinds of inferior merit." Without
some such guidance, as that which is here oiifered, the first few
years of an exhibitor are really mainly taken up with finding

out what will not answer, and what to get rid of.

On page 38 we have a list of yellow Roses. What is a yellow
Rose? has often been queried. Here we are told by the Royal
Botanic Society, and the list has been corrected so as to take
in those of the present day.

The enemies, again, of pot Eoses are enumerated. We are

forearmed against the caterpillar :
" When the buds first

break, and continually after, the plants should be keenly sought
over to destroy the grub and caterpillar, which travel from
shoot to shoot, eating-out the growing points. Some of these
are mere threads in appearance, and can scarcely be detected

till some mischief is done. A finely-pointed knife or a large

needle is the best instrument for this purpose." The aphis or

green fly is next discussed, and here we cannot forbear from
quoting wholesale from the autobiography. It is only fair to

begin ab ovo. The favourite of Royalty begins life as " a cut-

ting:"—

"In about eight days the juices exuding from the top and
bottom of my stem had formed a callus, and a few days later
white porous roots began to form, with spoiige-iike points, that
sucked up the moisture from the soil."

A few months elapse, and now the cutting is in the forcing
house, a sprightly young plant.

"Everything around me was so neat and comfortable that I
began to think I had arrived at the summit of plant happiness,
when suddenly there came—from where I know not—a minute
insect, the colour of my leaf, which caused me great pain and
annoyance. At first I looked upon her as a mere visitor, at-

tracted hither by the warmth and comfort of my dwelling; and
though it was irritating enough to have her stalking over the
still delicate membrane of my leaf, this I might have borne on
account of good nature. But alas ! I soon found that not only
had she made up her mind to dwell on my leaves, but also to
live on my juices. Puncture after puncture was made with

rapid succession, and soon a host of young ones rose to join in
the attack. A few days only had elapsed since tlie appearance
of the first of this numerous race ; but their voracity was so
great that my roots could not meet the demand thus made upon
them, [n vain I twisted my leaves ; the more languid the
supply the more violently did they suck my juices, and my
health began to decline; when one day the door opened, and
John, whom I had not seen for some time, came hobbling in
with a stick. With a single glance of the eye he saw how the
case stood, and forgetting his rheumatism, he dropped his crutch,
and bopped out of the house, shouting, " Jacob—green fly

—

tobacco!"

One other extract must be made, for it bears upon one of

the special questions of the day, which has more than once
been hotly contested in these columns, and that is the com-
parative merits and demerits of the Mauetti. That delightful
old John is discussing it with a younger gardener. It is not
hard to gather from their conversation what is our author's
opinion :

—

" John.—Does it not grow well ?
" Simon.—Yes, too well. It grows so well that there is now

nothing but itself in the way of Roses left in the garden.
" John.—But are not the young plants fine ?
" SistoN.—Yes ; fine the first year, but seldom afterwards.

With us ground shoots spring up in quicker succession, and ten
times more numerous, than from the Dog Rose ; and no amount
of watchfulness on my part could prevent the exhaustion and
death of the sorts budded on it.

" John.—The stock has been successful, then, if the aorta
budded on it have failed ? But do they not say it is more excit-
able than any other stock, and that Roses break and blossom
earlier on it ?

" SisfON.—Excitable! yes. Last spring my Boses broke a
fortnight earlier than other people's, and were frosted in con-
sequence, while theirs remained unscathed. But if you would
hke to try it I will send you some.
"John.—Thank you. I have already tried it. Iwantedacon-

firmation or contradiction of my conclusions, and your opinions
are in exact coincidence with my own. It may do well under
special circumstances, but it is not the stock for general use."

With this we unwillingly take our leave of a most agreeable
mixture of the ntile with the dalce. A famous physician,
when asked by his patients what course they were to pursue
after leaving him, is said to have answered invariably, " Buy
my book !" We would say the same to all who have thus far

accompanied us, There is no better two-shillings' worth—Buy
the book

!

THE LUCY GEIEVE PEAE.
It happened very long ago,
How lung?—we scarcely seem to know

—

A fair younR child, in joyous glee,

Flack'd with daring little hand
A ripe Pear from a tree

;

And ate the mellow fruit ehe chose
"With all the zest which childhood knows,
But marvelled in its inmost core
Some dark brown pips to see;

And marvelled more to hear it told
That each email pip, so plump and bold.
Might yet become a tree.

Then thoughtfully she pondered long
How this thiu^' could be so.

And lastly in a put of earth
A tiLy seed did sow.

That seed became a living plant,
And claimed her williau' care,

"While promit-os were kindly made
With friends its future fruit to share.

In time the plant became a tree.

With foliage bright and fair

—

The child a merry little maid.
In favour everywhere.

Afiection cherished still the tree,

Which cold and storm could brave,
But long before it bore a fruit.

The maid was in her grave.

And when at last it ripened fruit,

And they who well do know.
Declare, on England's fertile soil

No richer e'er did gr^iw;

And say how that a fruit so fair

Its raiser's name hhould bear,

And be hereafter always koowu
Ab little Lucy's Pear.

Gardex Labels.—I have seen the different letters in *' our
Journal " respecting garden labels, and amongst others the

suggestion respecting China labels (the names being printed

by the manufacturers). It struck me, however, that enamelled
iron, such as you see now at most railway stations in the
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shape of advertisements, &c., would be far preferable, as it

would not be likely to break, and I should fancy it would stand

any amount of weather.

—

Walter W. Bdenett.

EAETHENWAEE COPING.
Its advantages are so evident that it seems to require no

notes from me, combining as it does a good permanent coping,

fruit-protector, and gutter to carry off the raiu. A slight slope

would, of course, be necessary, and a cast-iron shouldered pipe,

which I have indicated by dotted lines in the sketch, could

receive the water, and be carried down the wall into a sunken
tank. I should have the coping made of two sizes—viz.,

2 feet 2 inches for a 9iueh wall, and 2 feet 6 inches for one of

14 inches. I fancy that it might be advisable, after fixing, to

-SOt/i^ --->
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the old Nonpareil Apple was known in the time of Queen
Elizabeth ; that the White Benrrc Pears of France have been
propagated from the earliest times ; and that Golden Pippins,

St. Michael Pears, and others said to have run out, were still

to be had in good condition.

Coming down to the present year, a glance through the pro-

ceedings of pomological societies, and the debates of farmers'

clubs, brings out the same difference of opinion. The testi-

mony is nearly equally divided. Perhaps the larger number
speak of the deterioration and failure of particular old sorts

;

but where the question turns on " wearing out," the positive

evidence of vigorous trees and sound fruits is the most telling.

A little positive testimony outweighs a good deal of negative.

This cannot readily be explained away, while the failures may
be, by exhaustion of soil, incoming of disease, or alteration of

<;limate or circumstances. On the other hand, it may be urged
that, if a variety of this sort is fated to become decrepid and
die out, it is not bound to die out all at once, and everywhere
at the same time. It would be expected first to give way
wherever it is weakest, from whatever cause. This considera-

tion has an important bearing upon the final question—Are
old varieties of this kind on the way to die out on account of

their ago or any inherent limit of vitality '!

Here again Mr. Knight took an extreme view. In his

essay in the " Philosophical Transactions," published in the

year 1810, he propounded the theory not merely of a natural
limit to varieties from grafts and cuttings, but even that they
would not survive the natural term of the life of the seedling

tree from which they were originally taken. Whatever may
have been his view of the natural term of the life of a tree, and
of a cutting being merely a part of the individual that pro-

duced it, there is no doubt that he laid himself open to the
effective replies which were made from all sides at the time,

and have lost none of their force since. Weeping Willows,
Bread Fruits, Bananas, Sugar-cane, Tiger Lilies, Jerusalem
Artichokes, and the like, have been propagated for a long
while in this way, without evident decadence.

Moreover, the analogy upon which his hypothesis is founded
win not hold. Whether or not one adopts the present writer's

conception that individuality is not actually reached or main-
tained in the vegetable world, it is clear enough that a common
plant or tree is not an individual in the sense that a horse or

man, or any one of the higher animals is, that it is an indi-

vidual only in the sense that a branching zoophyte or mass of

coral is. Solvitur crescendo. Tho tree and the branch equally

demonstrate that they are not individuals, by being divided

with impunity and advantage, with no loss of life, but much
increase. It looks odd enough to see a writer like Mr. Sisley

reproducing the old hypothesis in so bare a form as this :

—

" I am prepared to maintain that varieties are individuals, and
that as they are born they must die, like all other individuals."
" We know that Oaks, Sequoias, and other trees live several

centuries, but how many we do not exactly know. But that
they must die, no one in his senses will dispute." Now, what
people in their senses do dispute is, not that the tree will die,

but that other trees, established from cuttings of it, will die

with it ?

But does it follow from all this that nou-sexually propagated
varieties are endowed with the same power of unlimited dura-
tion that are possessed by varieties and species propagated
sexually

—

i.e., by seed? Those who think so jump too soon
at their conclusion. For, as to the facts, it is not enough to

point out the diseases, or the trouble in the soil, or the atmo-
sphere to which certain old fruits are succumbing, nor to prove
that a parasitic fungus (I'eronospora infestans) is what is tho
matter with Potatoes. For how else would constitutional

debility, if such there be, more naturally manifest itself than
in such increased liability or diminished resistance to such
attacks ? And if you say that, anyhow, such varieties do not
die of old age—meaning that each individual attacked does not
die of old age, but of manifest disease—it may be asked in

return, what individual man ever dies of old age in any other
sense than of a similar inability to resist invasions which in

earlier years would have produced no noticeable effect ? Aged
people die of a slight cold or a slight accident ; but the inevit-

able weakness that attends old age is what makes these slight

attacks fatil.

Finally, there is a philosophical argument which tells strongly
for some limitation of the duration of non-sesually-propagated
forms, one that probably Knight never thought of, but which
we should not have expected recent writers to overlook. When
Mr. Darwin announced the principle that cross-fertilisation

between the individuals of a species is the plan of nature, and
is practically so universal that it fairly sustains his inference

that no hermaphrodite species continually self-fertilised would
continue to exist, he made it clear to all who apprehend and
receive the principle that a series of plants propagated by buds
only must have a weaker hold of life than a series reproduced
by seed. For the former is the closest possible kind of close

breeding. Upon this ground such varieties may be expected
ultimately to die out.

The conclusion of the matter from the scientific point of

view is, that sexually-propagated varieties or races, although
liable to disappear through change, need not be expected to

wear out, and there is no proof that they do : also, that nou-
sexually-propagated varieties, though not liable to change,
may theoretically be expected to wear out, but to be a very
long time about it.

—

{Ncii^ York Trihnnc.)

THE SNOWBERRIES.
Botanists and gardeners alike have got things a little mixed

in regard to these plants. Dr. Asa Gray has recently contri-

buted a paper to the Linnean Society's Journal, clearing up
some matters in relation to the botanical question ; and we
may as well say a few words as to the other. The common
Bed Saowberry of our gardens—the Indian Currant of some
locahties—is usually referred to in our nursery catalogues as

Symphoria glomerata. This is Pursh's name. The generally
accepted name is that of Michaux, which is Symphorioarpus
vulgaris. It is rather common in shrubberies, but not so

much as it deserves to be. Dr. Gray makes eight species ; but
this is the only one with red fruit. Dr. Gray, however, de-

scribes a new species found in Nevada, with flowers half an
inch long, naming it S. longiflorus, the fruit of which he has
not seen. It is probably white. The other species—common
in gardens—is the White Snowberry, and is S. racemosus, also

of Michaux. These two are the only ones that seem so far to

have got into cultivation. There is another species allied to

the White Snowberry, which grows west of the Mississippi,

and east of the Rocky Mountains, which is a stronger grower
than that in our gardens, and is worth introducing. This is

S. occidentalis of R. Brown. There is another very pretty

little bushy species in Colorado, which most of us who have
collected have named in our herbariums S. montanus. This
Dr. Gray now refers to one previously named by him in

Wright's " Plants of Texas," S. rotundifolius. The true

S. montanus is a Mexican species. Three supposed Mexican
ones, including S. montanus, are united under the one name
S. microphyllus. The other species not yet in cultivation is

S. mollis of Nuttall, in California, and S. oreophilus, which
also has been confused with S. rotundifolius, as S. montanus
in Colorado herbariums. In the paper Dr. Gray has some in-

teresting observations on the nature of the fruit, showing that
it is not a berry as some botanists believe, but a species of

drupe.

—

(American Gardeners' Monthly.)

ONCIDIUM LEUCOCHILUM.
The subject of our present illustration is a member of one

of the largest families of Orchidaceous plants, comprising as

it does several hundred species and varieties, the majority of

which are deserving a place in the amateur's collection. As a
genus, Oncidium is nearly alUed to Odontoglossum, but differs

principally in the shape and form of the labeUum or lip.

The prevailing colour in the flowers of the various species

and varieties of Oncidium is some shade of yellow, but there
are some striking exceptions to this rule, and 0. leucoohilum,
or the White-lipped Oncidium, is one of them. Oncidiums
have a wide geographical range, for whilst some are found at

elevations ranging from 7 to 10,000 feet, others descend to low
elevations and enjoy tropical heat, and many are found scat-

tered through various parts of Brazil and the West Indian
islands

Oncidium leuoochilum was first introduced to this country
some forty years ago from the mountain regions of Guatemala,
and I have invariably found it succeed best with me under
cool treatment ; but although this species has grown satis-

factorily with me, I saw it some few years since infinitely finer

in the then rich collection of the late Thomas Dawson, Esq.,
of Meadow Bank, under the management of Mr. Anderson.
It thrives admirably in the company of such plants as Odonto-
glossum grande.

In potting, use good rough fibrous peat and sphagnum
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mos8 in abont equal parts, drain the pota well, and elevate the I this species delights in an abundant supply of water, it must
base of the plant well above the rim of the pot, for although

|
upon no acoouui be allowed to stagnate about the roots. The

Fig. 166.—Oncidium leccocbilusi.

psendobnlbe are large, more or less corrugated, somewhat chaste and pleasing effect when used for the embcllishmeut of

ovate and dark green, as also are the large and ample leaves, a lady's hair.

—

Experto Ceede.
The flowers are produced during autumn usually, although I
have seen the species in bloom during early summer. The

&\l7li'SLZV:irt^'i^T^^ BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
petals greenish yellow, transversely barred with blackish i OUR GARDENS.—No. 28.

brown, whilst the large lip is pure white. The blooms last a 1 A cur.iors fact it is, seemingly of the nature of a paradox,
longtime when cut and placed in water, and they produce a

|
that many of the smaller creatures which, from their size,
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might be thought lesa exposed to dangers than larger epeoiea

of animals, keep themselves carefully concealed from view

during a great part or the whole of their life. Walking
through lanes, woods, or fields, a very slight amount of ob-

servation acquaints us with what quadrupeds or birds may be

about, but it needs paina and trouble to find out the insects.

So it is also, in a measure, with regard to the habitants of

the garden, where if, as it may be, there is a smaller average

of insects when the ground is properly looked after, those

that are present are well up in the art of hiding. This may
indeed be truly said both of our friends and our foes, the

former also very frequently displaying much caution, not so

much from dread of man as from an instinct leading them to

endeavour to surprise their prey. Oar most conspicuous
friends, of course, are the various flower-fertilisers, of some of

which we have spoken, and their habits necessitate their ex-

hibiting themselves, oft-times to

the advantage of birds and pre-

dacious insects.

The Drowsy Dor (Geotrupea
stereorarius), called by several

English appellations, one rather

contradictory to the first given
—namely, the "Flying Watch-
man," if not always seen is heard
and felt, as it has a particular

fancy for knocking itself wildly

against by-passers at the hour of

eve, thereby gaining their anathe-

mas. In the day we not uncom-
monly see it by roadsides, appa-
rently, one would think, intent

upon suicide from the reckless

way in which it crawls along places

where it ia likely to be stepped
upon. The truth is, perhaps,

that from most birds these in-

sects deem themselves secure (if

they think at all), through their

dull colours and horny armour,
and yet there are hu'ds that seize

and break them up. The sight

of a Dor the other morning toil-

ing over a piece of garden ground
freshly manured, not like Atlaa
with the world on his back, but
with a flat mass of the substance,
which hid the beetle completely,

and presented the odd sight of an
inanimate object moving, seem-
ingly without anyone impelling

it, reminded me that the un-
pleasant-looking stercoraceous

beetles are useful as disintegra-

tors or decomposers of manure.
They ply their trade in more ways
than one according to oircum-
stanoes ; and though they eagerly pounce upon freshly-dropped
dung, and adapt it to the uses of their progeny, the Dors
also visit dried manure, and no doubt help to bring about
chemical changes in it, rendering it nutritive to the soO.

Foreign species, as shown in our illustration, form balls or

pellets of dung, and roll these in concert—a habit reported of

our own species of Geotrupes, but not confirmed. Their ordinary
models to drive burrows or tunnels under the manure, carrying

down the subatance, and depoaiting eggs therein. Occasion-
j

ally, like my acquaintance of the other morning, the beetles i

carry or push masses of dung to a spot where they wish to

burrow for some reason best known to themselves. It is '

needlesa to describe a beetle familiar to most residents in the

country. One of its peculiarities is to be much infested with
brown parasites, which cling determinedly to the under aide.

On the earth the Dor moves clumsily ; as Mr. Staveley says,
|" It occasionally stops to give one leg or other a kind of weak

flourish in the air, lilce an old gentleman talking to himself,

and suiting the action to the word." This may be an ex-

perimental process just to see that hia limbs are all right for i

some effort of strength. That the beetle has really plenty of !

muscle we can easily know by laying hold of it. The larva

life probably lasts more than one season ; the whitish, rather

flabby grub when unearthed by the gnrdener is likely enough
to be taken for the injurious grub of the common cockchafer.

]

Somewhat like the Dor beetles in habit are the smaller

species we call the "Mimic" beetles, because on any slight

alarm the individuals at once pretend to be dead, and as they
lie prostrate on the ground they might be passed over as tiny

black pebbles. They are not singular, however, in this habit,

aa many beetles feign death or insensibility, with some amount
of artifice too. Thus the common Pill Beetle (Byrrhus pilula), is

actually formed, as we might aay, to be a mimic. The legs

alide into groovea under the body, and hide away lUce the joints

of a portable easle, while the head is hidden under the thorax.

The body also being downy accumulates a little dust during
the beetle's journeys hither and thither; so that altogether

the resemblance of this insect to a small stone is very close,

it cannot be asserted to be so much lilio a pill or bolus. Re-
turning to the Histerida:, familiarly called the " Mimics," it is

to be particularly noticed that these beetles have such hard

Fig. 1C7.—The Sacbed Beetle (Ateuchna Bacor).

wing-cases as to turn the point of an ordinary pin. Some are

rather handsome, such as the Four-spot Mimic (H. quadrima-

culatus), with steely-black elytra, a reddish marginal line,

and a blotch of red on each elytron or wing-case. Though
small in size, only a few lines in length mostly, the Histerida>

do service through their being numerous, and they not only

resort to manure but help to dispose of small dead animals.

They are provided with ample wings, of much service to

creatures whose habits, like those of the vultures, require that

they should be able to proceed rapidly from place to place.

The larva! of these beetles are slender, whitish, and wormlike,

with six not very obvious legs. The tail in several of the

species haa a forked appendage.

There is a small beetle so little known to most people that

it has got no English name, which deserves much encourage-

ment if one knew how to give it. This is scientifically de-

signated Drilus flavesoens, and ia related to the glow-worm.

Though not rare it ia hard to find, but on examining a male

apecimen we perceive it is not devoid of beauty, being marked

with yellow, brown, and black; the antennfo are also most

delicately fringed. The females are wingless, long-bodied, and

have very small heads, yet armed with very sharp mandibles.

This sex is much more difficult to detect than is the male

Drilua, and it is really not improbable that, even by ento-

mologists, it is passed over as a grub. The special business
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of Drilus flavescens ia the destrnction of slugs and snails.

According to Mr. Wood its favourite food is tbe familiar garden
species called Helix nemoralis. Possibly the matured insects

attack these molluscs, but it is to the larvre we are chiefly in-

debted. These larvae are flat, of a pale brown colour, and
with two ridges down the back, composed of small protuber-

ances, each tufted with hair, which probably serve to shield

the larvfE from some parasitic enemies. They cannot need pro-

tection from the weather generally, as much of their life is

passed within the shells of snails, and within these they always

hide when changing their skins. One of the most curious

features displayed by this larva is a tail feature, so to speak,

somewhat resembling the telescopic process which adorns the

larva of the glow-worm. In the Drilus it is more like a lobe,

pretty strong and flexible ; and what is remarkable, the larva

is supposed to attack snails by backing into them, a proceed-

ing certainly not agreeable to the molluscous creature, which
having no dufensive weapon can do nothing but eject slime,

and this cannot annoy the tail of the Drilus larva, though it

might be unpleasant to its head. Having forced its way into

the shell the larva eats-up the proper tenant at its leisure.

Unlike most of the larvm of beetles, that of D. flavescens has
a number of short legs, which help it to hold on firmly in its

slimy abode.
Allied to the last is the group of beetles we call the Tele-

phori, nearly all soft-bodied in the beetle condition, and yet

connected by their structure with the hard-bodied " Skip-jacks "

of the Elater division, amongst which we have the terrible pest

the " Wireworm." The Telephori are better known, perhaps,
to children than to the majority of adults, as it is a favourite

amusement with juveniles to watch these on the flowers of the
garden, the reddish-yellow species being saluted as "soldiers,"

and the bluish or black species with tawny legs hailed as
" sailors." They may be considered as ornaments to the gar-

den, rather more abundant usually in the kitchen than in the
flower garden, and not at all iujurious, that I am aware of,

unless they may cause alarm to some of those fanciful in-

dividuals who cannot bear to touch an insect. These Tele-

phori, of which we have more than twenty British species, are

carnivorous in habit, though they may occasionally nibble the
petals of flowers. From their partiality to the various plants

of the Umbelliferous order, it may be surmised that they seize

the small flies and weevils which crowd on the flower-buds of

such species. Boys pit a "soldier" against a "sailor," and
the two will often engage in a sharp combat ; but it is nearly as

easy to induce two of the same species to fight as two distant

relatives, the " law of brotherhood " not being observed by
them, and what is still worse, beetles of opposite sexes will

quarrel. And yet the delicate appearance of the beetles and
their somewhat tardy movements (for though they can fly well

they seem reluctant to employ their wings), would make us
fancy them quite of a pacific sort. The larvm if unsightly do
not obtrude themselves on notice, and most if not all are car-

nivorous like the perfect insect. Some of them feed on earth-

worms, and on small grubs of various kinds that are found
just beneath the surface of the ground. Should we unearth
one, we perceive that it is of moderately stout build, the sides

of the body made strong by ridges, and the head adapted for

digging as well as killing. These feed at intervals during the
winter, and are active in April and May, when they are full-

grown. The pupa state is brief in duration.—J. R. S. C.

NOTES FEOM NICE.
Whilst we are receiving accounts of the very cold and

snowy weather prevailing in England, Scotland, and many
parts of France, we are hero enjoying the warmth of a southern
sua, and only see some of the snow on the mountains at a dis-

tance. The Maritime Alps are now well covered, and present
a very fine appearance. There has been a little frost at night.
Boon dispersed by the rays of the sun. The flowers in the
market and at the various magazines are still in considerable
abundance. The Tea and other Eoses very beautiful, with
HeUotropes, Jasmine, Tuberose, Violets, Abutilons, and
various sorts of Hyacinths and Narcissi now coming into
bloom, all growing out of doors. Large Primulas in pots are

sold at fifty centimes each, and large handsome bouquets with
Orange blossom and Mignonette for a franc. Some of the
principal plants now in blossom in the public and other gar-

dens (open air) are Eriobotrya japonica (Japan Medlar), Acacia
tomentosa, Siphocampylua bicolor, Calycanthus prasoox,

Abutilon venustum and striatum, Justicia Adhatoda, Spar-

mannia africana. Hibiscus africanus, Eaphiolepis indica (beau-
tiful), Frejliuia cestroides, Habrothamnus elegans; Salvia
involucrata, eriocalyx, splendens, and many others too nu-
merous to mention.
There is now in blossom at the Villa Znylen, at the back of

the Villa Bermond, in the Quarter St. Etienne, a splendidly
large specimen of the (in England) rare plant IBougainvillffia

spectabilis, covering the front cif the peasants' house with its

beautiful pink bracts, or what would be more popularly called

flowers. The real flower is contained within the terminal
coloured bracts or leaves. This plant is well worthy of a visit

;

and there is also in front of the viUa one of the most magni-
ficent Date-bearing Palms in the neighbourhood, with several

other rare plants in flower also (Dec. 22nd).

—

Edward Copland.

BAKOMETEE AND THERMOMETER TABLE AT NICE FOE THE WEEK
ENDING 16th DECEMBER, 1874.

Doc. 10
Dec. 11
Dec. 1-2

Dec. 14
Dec. 15
Dec. 16

Davs.

Thursday .

.

Friday
Saturday .

.

Monday ....

Tuesday
Wednesday .

S a

u
9 A.M. Noon. 6 P.M.

20.4

2n.6

29 3
29.4

29.5

29.5

Thermometer hung facing the
North.

49
4B
49
42
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66
51
S>
45
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48
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41

IMaxi- ' Mini-
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58
52
58
49
61
50

44
40
41
40
40
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Sl(yat
Noon.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Fair.

Clondy.
Cloudy.
Fair.

MONT D'OR BUTTER BEAN.
In reply to Mr. Hester's strictures, I may observe that tastes

differ, and so do cooks. I maintain that the Bean is au
excellent one, greatly superior to other kinds in the quality,

but not in the quantity of its produce. For this important
reason I strongly recommend it. The only objection that can
fairly be advanced against it is on the score of colour, which
is certainly " yellowish green ;" but whether this is a blemish
or not is a mere matter of opinion, and does not at all affect

its real value. Will Mr. Bester allow mo to suggest another
trial and a pair of green spectacles ? then, if he is sure of his

cook, I venture to hope that he will allow at least some merit
in that which he now bo sweepingly condemns.

—

Edward
LncicnuRST.

POETKAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Ehedm officinale. Nat. ord., Polygonaceas. Xinn., Enneau-
dria Trigynia.—" According to the evidence hitherto obtained,

this grand plant (which is certainly the handsomest of all the

Rheums, except the Himalayan It. nobile), is that which pro-

duces much if not all the Turkey Ehubarb of the pharma-
copa;ia. It is a native of and also cultivated in eastern and
south-eastern Tibet, and was sent thence by the French
missionaries to M. Dabry, the French Consul at Hankow.
M. Dabry sent plants to M. Soubeu'an, Secretary of the

Jardin d'Acclimatation of Paris, where they flowered at Mont-
morency in 1871.

" An excellent history of this plant is given in Fluckiger and
Hanbury's ' Pharmacographia,' quoted above, from which it

appears not to be certain that the true Turkey Rhubarb of

commerce is derived exclusively from this plant, though the

evidence of the missionaries who discovered it, that it is the

main source of that drug, is supported by the fact that there

is no important discrepancy between this E. officinale and the

imperfect and scanty accounts and figures of the Chinese
authors and early French missionaries. From the same work
we learn that the drug was known to the Chinese long anterior

to the Christian era, and was described in a work dedicated to

the Emperor Shen-nung, the father of Chinese agriculture and
medicine, who lived about 2700 e.c. Also that Marco Polo is

the only traveller w)io has visited the districts yielding Ehubarb,
in the mountains uf one of which (Tangut) he describes it as

growing in great abundance; this, however, is au error, for an
account of it will be found in the travels of Bell of Antermony
(vol. i. p. 384-387), who found it in Mongoha, growing abund-
antly near marmot burrows. One of its most remarkable
characteristics is its stout very distinct stem, which, and not

the root, is considered to be the source of the Ehubarb in the

view of M. BaOlon, and no doubt correctly."

—

(Bot. Mag.,
t. 6135.)

ErisciA FULGiDA. Nal. ord., Gesnetiacea;. Linn., Didy-
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namia Gymnospermia.—It is a native of New Grenada.

Flowers scarlet. Leaves variegated.

—

{Ihid., t. (il3(i.)

BoDCEROsiA MiROcciNA. Nat. ord. , AsclepiadeiB. Litin.,

Pentandria Digynia.—Native of Marocco. flowers purple.

—

(Ibid. t. 6137.)

Oncidium ZEDRiNUM. Nat. ord., Orchidacere. Linn , Gy-

nandria Monandria.—" A very attractive plant fr omthe pure

white of the perianth, with its red purple bars, and the fine

gamboge yellow of the bars of the lip ; at least such are the

attractions of the variety figured here. But Reichenbach de-

scribes a form in which the whole disk of the sepals is violet,

and with only one violet spot at the base of each petal. In

the length of the panicle it exceeds all other species I have

seen growing ; in the specimen here figured it was 12 feet long.

" Oncidium zebrinum has been sent home, living or dried,

by various collectors, and was first flowered, according to Pro-

fessor Reichenbach, by Mr. Bull in 1872."— (/6uf. (. 0138.)

Fuchsia PROCDMBENS. Nat. ord., OnagTaeeai. Linn.,Octan-

dria Monogynia.—Flowers yellow and purple. " This curious

little plant, so unUke a Fuchsia, in habit and colour of the

flower, was discovered in 1834 by Richard Cunningham in the

northern island of New Zealand, on the shores «f the east

coast, opposite the Cavalhos Islands, growing on the sandv

beach, where it has since been gathered by Colenso. It has

also been found on the Great Barrier Islands by Mr. Kirk, in

two localities, both near the sea."

—

[Ibid., t. 6139.)

Pldm.—Prince Englebert.—" It is now extensively grown
around London for market purposes, and is one of the best

sorts where annual and remunerative crops are a consideration.

Its bearing qualities are something remarkable, and its quality

by no means to be despised, even for dessert, while in the

culinary department it has very few superiors. Dr. Hogg
describes it as having ' Fruit very large, oval, and marked
with a shallow suture. Skin of a uniform deep purple, covered

with minute russet dots, the whole thickly covered with a

pale grey bloom. Stalk half an inch long, inserted in a rather

deep cavity. Flesh yellow, rather firm, sweet, juicy, with a

brisk and rich flavour, and adhering to the stone. Shoots

smooth.' To this he adds the remark, which we can fully

endorse, that it is ' an excellent Plnm, either for the dessert

or for culinary purposes, and delicious when preserved. Kipe

in September. The tree is a great bearer, and in this respect

is one of the most valuable for large culture.' "

—

{Florist and
Pomologist, 3 s., vii., 277.)

SOME OF THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS OF
CEYLON.—No. r,.

Manilla Hemp, and China Grass or Nettle (the latter being

employed in the manufacture of clothing material), are being

cultivated in the Royal Botanical Gardens, and plants are

being applied for by persons desirous of extending their culti-

vation in Ceylon.

Silk.—The present Governor has addressed the Secretary of

State in reference to the production of silk in Ceylon. His

Excellency is of opinion that with due care and attention silk

might be produced in Ceylon in any quantity. The Mulberry

tree grows luxuriantly in the island, and the worms are both

hardy and appear to thrive weU. Careful manipulation by

patient and experienced persons is at present wanting, and
untU such be forthcoming the silk grown in the island must be

sent in the dried cocoons to Europe to be spun, and this latter

procedure is followed from various parts of the East. Japanese

or Chinese settlers in Ceylon would overcome all such difficulty,

and the production of silk may ere long be added to the ex-

ports from Ceylon.

Ginger, Pepper, Cloves, Arrowroot, and Tapioca are culti-

vated, but only Arrowroot and Pepper are exported, and that

in but trifling quantities. The great rise in the price of Cloves,

and the immunity from hurricanes which Ceylon possesses,

render the question of their extended cultivation in the island

well worthy the consideration of its inhabitants. The hurricane

that swept over Zanzibar in 1872 is reported to have laid waste

and swept away entire crops of Cloves. There is a movement.
Dr. Thwaites mentions, among European planters as well as

Cingalese, to take up seriously the cultivation of Cardamoms,
and he is preparing by adding to the Botanical Gardens own
plantings to meet the increased demand.

Cocoa.—It is stated in a late number of the Agricultural

Economist that the culture of Cocoa is Ukely to have a future

for commercial purposes in Ceylon. It seems that, like To-

bacco manufacture, the great art has laid more in the curing

than the growing, and that this involves a sweating and fer-

menting operation termed " terrage." That brings out the

full flavour of the nut. The samples that have been lately

received in England from the Ceylon Botanic Gardens are

considered good, only more attention wiU have to be paid to

its preparation after being removed from the tree.

Edible Funoi.—These are found in Ceylon, and a volume

of drawings of the same were laid before the Woolhope Club

at the great Fungus festival held at Hereford in October

last.

The Plantain.—There are seventeen kinds of this excellent

fruit found in Ceylon. The Soewendel, the Holekoolto, the

Kadely, and some others are sweet and luscious. The Aloo-

kehel is given to invalids to provoke appetite. The Kanera-

rooroo makes a good curry. The Etikehel is not cultivated,

but grows wild in the hilly jungles. It is said to possess medi-

cinal virtues, and is prescribed by native doctors.

It would, I think, be well if some enterprising person in

Ceylon would send to England in some quantity, a consign-

ment of dried Plantains, and when it is considered that some

30,000 ewt. of dried Figs are annually imported into England,

the speculation would, I am ioclined to think, be a successful

one in a pecuniary point of view. The taste for the dried

Plantain, if properly prepared, would be soon aequired in Eng-

land, and doubtless lead to a brisk demand. The following

is the mode of drying the Plantain followed in Mexico, as

stated by Capt. Colquhoun of the Royal Artillery ;—
The fruit is gathered when fuUy ripe, and is laid on light

cane frames exposed to the sun. When it begins to shrivel

the outer skin is stripped off, and then the drying is completed.

During this process it becomes covered with a white mealy

efflorescence of the sugar, as the Fig does under similar cir-

cumstances. For convenience of transport it is pressed into

masses of about 75 lbs. each, and is wrapped in plantation leaves.

It is evident that the fruit in this state bears precisely the

same relation to the fresh Plantain that the raisin and dried

Fig do to the fruits from which they are prepared, and may
be expected to keep good aa long as either of them. Indeed,

samples have been sent to England from Mexico which had

been prepared for two years, and they continued to be suffi-

ciently moist and of a consistence and flavour between the

Date and the Fig. without acidity, and indeed sweet.

As the " Food Journal," I am aware, finds its way to Ceylon,

the above information may be of use, and it is to be hoped

we may yet see importation on a large scale of the dried

Plantains into England. If Chinese obtain a footing in

the land of Cinnamon and pearls this will doubtless be the

case.

Oranges, Pines, and other Tropical Fruits are most pro-

lific. The Vine yields largely in portions of the northern and

north-western provinces. It formerly was cultivated at Kindy,

in the central province, but at present it ripens there but

rarely, and there is a theory that this is occasioned by the

change of climate consequent upon the cutting-down of the

large trees in and about Kandy, trees which both sheltered the

Vine and occasioned a sort of artificial winter.

The Dutch Admiral Spelberg, who was in Ceylon in 1602,

mentions (in his narrative of his voyage to India), and highly

praises the wine made from Grapes grown at Kmdy. Much
discussion has taken place on the alleged injurious effects on

climate and soil by the destruction of forest trees. An able

planter of long residence in Ceylon, in the course of a valuable

paper he placed at my disposal when I was holding the post of

government agent in the central province, laid it dowu as his

opinion, that although the forests of Ceylon, India, and

Abyssinia were rooted from the ground, the great circulation

of moisture would go on the same, and the land thus bared

would soon reelothe itself, the vegetation being the resulting

effect of the rain and not its cause."

Humboldt was, however, of opinion, that by the great

evaporation from leaves an amount of moisture is diffused

through the atmosphere, which, wafted by winds, waters wide

districts of country. Moreover, woods shelter the ground

beneath, and materially retard the evaporation of the water

that falls as rain. Consequently, springs are kept flowing,

rivers do not dry-up, and the lowland cultivators can always

depend on the distant hills for the means of irrigating their

crops. I officially drew the attention of the Ceylon Govern-

ment some years ago to the desirableness of reserving belts of

forest land growing round the source of streams, and adverted

to the precautions that were taken by the Mauritius Govern-
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meni on the subject.* What diiierencea of opinion may exist

as to the effect prodnced on climate and the supply of water by
the destruction of timber, all must agree as to the impolicy of

permitting the indiscriminate destruction of valuable forests.

There are, of course, instances where the progress of civili-

sation renders the destruction of forests necessary ; but there

are also cases where such should be preserved, and which,
if ably supervised, would afford unfailing supplies of valuable
timber. I may add, that there are some ninety-six species of

timber trees found in Ceylon.—E. Rawdos Powee, F.R.G.S.,
Cetjlon Civil Service (^Retired), Tenby, South Wales,

NOTES CK VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
With a sharp frost every night, and the ground still covered

with snow, induces one's attention to be turned to thioga under
cover, and one of the first things that suggests itself to those
with time on their hands is the fruits and vegetables in store.

Amateurs are many times not so well supplied with storage-
room as the professional man, and therefore the produce is

often by compulsion thrown into a heap, and through that
the necessity of frequently looking over them is the more
apparent, because they are much more liable to decay from
heating or sweating; and Potatoes, for instance, when laid in a
heap often, to look at the outside, appear to be keeping well
irom disease as well as sprouting, but pull the heap to pieces,
and it may be that some of them are rotting and others making
shoots, to the great injury of the tubers, whether for eating
or for seed ; hence my reason for saying that this is a very
proper time to go through everything of the vegetable kind,
as well £is that of the fruit ; and even if no decay or sprout-
ing is found, the fact that they are moved out of one position
into another, so long as that be done properly and carefully, is

much to the good of all, and if they could by any means be
spread out upon the floor foi; a few hours the benefit they
receive will be greater still.

_
Salading of Sorts.—There is such a demand for salads at all

times of the year, even m the smallest of families, that the work
of raising them may be safely alluded to here, especially now
that Lettuces and one or two other of the principal things re-

quired to make up a salad are short or wanting altogether. In
my case it is necessary that a small salad shotild be supplied
every day, and just now, besides Celery, it is made up of late
Endive which was stored away in cold frames, and though
kept as dry as possible, it has just been examined on account of
some of it rotting, and some Com Salad, which was planted
thickly in boxes and put into a very mild heat, and Mustard and
Cress, and last, but not least, some forced Chicory. When
Endive is over more of the other things will be required, and
consequently any addition in the way of Radishes ; these are
sown among the Early Horn Carrots in a frame, with a bed of

mild-heating leaves under them. The sorts sown are the French
Breakfast and Wood's Early Frame. The Carrots are sown in
rows, and the Radishes also in rows, alternately one with the
other. The Mustard and Cress is sown in shallow boxes, and
with the seeds not covered, but pressed into the soil, watered,
and placed over the boiler in the stokehole. After they have
vegetated they are brought into the vinery at work, or in the
absence of that the greenhouse will answer well. It may be
mentioned that these things may be sown and reared in several
different places where there is heat sufficient (and very little is

needed) to cause the seeds to vegetate. I have been so far par-
ticular over what appears to many a very simple thing, but I
may say that it is not at all times an easy matter for an amateur
to get a supply of this part of a salad, and if he can be helped
out of his difficulty by letting him know of an easy common
method he will be the more likely to once more try to enjoy
some from his own growing. Then as to Chicory. At this time
of the year it is indispensable in a salad, and I believe very
wholesome. The roots are grown from seed sown in May on
rich ground, and in a similar manner to Carrots, and the rows
the same distance apart ; they are thinned out in doe time, and
kept growing as fast as possible during the season. The roots
may be taken up in November, and the tops cut off and stored
away the same as Carrots. When required for forcing, some of

the roots are planted in a frame with a gentle heat where the
light is kept from them. In a short time they commence to

* I find eome years ago that I alao addressed a letter to the Government of
Ceylon, of which the following is an extract : " The subject of timber in the
central province, and indeed thronghont the island, i3 becoming so very
important, that I think the appointment of a separate officer as Inspector of
Crown Forests, .ic, is well worthy of His Eicellency'a consideration as both
an economical and very detiirable measure. With an active and efficient

oflBcer in such a post—and I may add that in every lar(?e district in British
India such an officer is to be foond—we might hope also to encourage the
planting of valaable yoong trees in favourable localities, and thereby remedy
in course of time the evil involved in the reckless destruition of valuable
timber which haa taken place for many years pa?t in this colony." I have
eason to believe that the Ceylon Government have taken action on this im-

portant subject.

grow at the crown, which produces tender and fleshy leaves
perfectly blanched, of a yellow colour, and a most excellent
addition it is to a salad. Now, Chicory is a very easy thing to
force, and may be done in several ways. For instance, if the
roots are planted in some sandy soil in a cellar, or planted in
pots thickly and covered with another one to keep them dark,
a good result may be expected. It is very easUy started into
growth, and does not require the attention that many things do
to bring them to perfection, and which an amateur can generally
ill afford to give it.

—

Thomas Record.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
The weather is still such that no work can be done in the

kitchen garden different from that of last week. One thing we
were enabled to do, and that was to write out the seed order.
Some few sorts of vegetables we save seeds of otirselves, but we
long ago discovered that it does not pay to make a general
practice of this. We do not, therefore, feel inclined to take the
trade out of the hands of the seedsmen. They have consider-
able advantages over gardeners, as they can have the different
classes of seeds saved in the districts and soils best adapted to
them. Indeed, some of our best vegetable and flower seeds
require to be saved in France or other warmer countries of the
south of Europe ; and even if a gardener does prefer to save a
certain favourite vegetable for seeding purposes, it is frequently
desirable to change it to another district to prevent degeneration.
There are a few of the new vegetables being sent out this

season which certainly deserve a trial, but it is best to stick to
our old friends, which have proved constant to us whether the
seasons be wet or dry, cold or hot. To begin with Potatoes, one
or two of the new American sorts deserve a fair trial. They
are distinct from any of the English-raised varieties, and are
enormous croppers in some soils and favourable seasons. The
flavour is fairly good, but at their very best not equal in this

respect to the best of our own kidney and round varieties.

Snowflake is one of the best white sorts, and Vermont or
Brownell's Beauty the best of the reds. The varieties of Pota-
toes are very numerous now. Some persons grow over a htm-
dred distinct sorts ; but, of course, this is a mere whim or fancy,

as for all useful purposes half a dozen are sufficient. We grow
in the garden Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf and Veitch's Improved
Early Ashleaf ; and for a round sort, though that has been given
up for the last year or two, the Early Coldstream. The beat

field sorts are Dalmahoy, an early Regent, Walker's Regent;
and for late, the Red-skinned Flourball.

Amongst the new Peas Dr. Hogg will probably hold the first

place ; it is the earliest wrinkled Marrow, and a good cropper.
William I., Alpha, Champion of England, G. F. Wilson, and
Veitch's Perfection are the favourites. The Seville Long-pod
Bean is a very distinct and desirable sort ; it is not quite new,
but is not grown to a large extent in England. We grow but
one sort, and that is the Broad Windsor. Dwarf Kidney Bean,
Newington Wonder; and Negro Long-pod Scarlet Runners.
Beet, Dell's Crimson. Broccoli, Snow's Winter White, Wal-
cheren. Knight's Protecting, and Perkins' Leamington ; the last

is a fine new variety. Brussels Sprouts (imported seed) and
Scrymger's Giant. Cabbage, Early Dwarf, York, and Enfield
Market. Carrot, French Forcing, James's Intermediate Scarlet,

and Red Surrey. Cauliflower, Early London andLenormand's.
Celery, Williams's Matchless Red and Sandringham Dwarf
White. Cucumber, Tender and True, Telegraph. Endive,
Batavian (Fraser's Improved), Green Curled. Lettuce, Cabbage,
Drumhead, Hicks' Hardy White Cos. Melon, Scarlet Gem and
Gilbert's Victory of Bath. Onion, Brown Globe, James's Keep-
ing, and White Spanish ; also Two-bladed for pickling. Parsnip,
Hollow-crowned Improved. Badish, Red 'Turnip and French
Breakfast. Satioi/.Drumhead and Dwarf Green-curled. Spinach,
Round or Summer, Prickly or Winter. Tomato, Orangefield

Dwarf. Turnip, Early White Stone and Veitch's Red Globe.

Vegetable Marrow, Short-jointed Long White. The above
selection of vegetable seeds have been proved to be the best for

our district, and our soil is very unsuitable for vegetable culture.

Covered Rhubarb with some rough manure from the farm-
yard ; this protects the crowns from frost and causes the leaves

to start into earlier growth.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Daring severe frosts there is much danger to be apprehended

from the hot-water pipes, and much more so in structures heated

by the old-fashioned flues. During the winter season, when the

heating apparatus is not in use, the plants may not require any
water for a whole week. We look over our plants about twice a

week, but not more than half of them will require water ; but

suddenly a severe frost sets in, the fires are lighted up, and should

any plants be near the pipes they become dry and are sometimes
neglected. During a frost it is necessary to look over the plants

every day. Careful watering, especially in the winter season, is

an indispensable agent to successful culture. Much of our time

is still employed cleaning the wood and glasswork of the houses,

and also the plants.
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One of the moat nsefal floweriug plants at the present time is

the Cineraria. Green fly is very fond of feeding on the juices of

the leaves, and thrips does not disdain to attack it. The best

way to get rid of either is by fumigatinj; the house.
^
We started

to grow a named collection of them, and for exhibition purposes

it is quite necessary that the very best sorts should he cultivated.

Those who grow to decorate the greenhouse and conservatory,

or to furnish a few cut flowers, will go in for seedlings. For
early flowering it is best to sow the seeds about the first week
in May ; and it may not be amiss to remark here, that as far as

regards dates our friends in the north would do well to be two
weeks at least earlier than us ; the system of culture ought also

to be slightly different. The sun is not so powerful away north.

We have grown Cinerarias splendidly in frames facing south

when in Scotland. In the neighbourhood of London this will

not do ; the back of the frame must be turned south. Even under
this treatment a little shade is desirable. Loam and leaf mould
in equal proportions is the best compost in which to sow the

seeds, just covering them over with the finer portion of it.

When the seedling plants are large enough to handle they ought
to be pricked out singly in small pots, using the same compost;
in a few weeks the plants will require to be repotted, using this

time two-thirds turfy loam, one-third leaf mould, and a little

rotted manure in addition, with silver sand if that is necessary.

The most useful sizes of pots to flower them in are 5, 6, and
8-inch inside diameter, they are called with us iS's, 32's, and
24's. No stick? are required to support the flowers, but all

through the growing season keep the plants as close to the glass

as possible, allow them abundance of light and air, but shade
from scorching sun. Calceolarias succeed them in flowering,

and are also valuable. The same treatment is necessary, but the

seedlings are more tender, and the seeds should be but slightly

covered with fine sand ; it is also quite necessary to support the

flower stalks with neat sticks.

Picking the withered leaves from Azaleas, and training some
of them that had not been done previously. The main collection

of Azaleas is now at rest, and the house is kept as cool as possible.

We do not observe any traces of thrips now, but a few were
observed on the plants in the summer ; it will therefore be best

to give a thorod^h fumigating with tobacco smoke before any
plants are taken into the conservatory from the forcing houses.
The tender growths that have been nurtured in a high tempe-
rature will not stand as much smoke as will kill thrips. Before
watering an Azalea plant, or indeed any New Holland specimens,
they ought to be dry, and yet overdryness is as great an evil as

too much water. An experienced cultivator can tell by striking

the pot with his knuckles : at any rate, the pots must be watered
before the soil is dust-dry, and give enough to thoroughly soak
the ball of roots. If the water rushes through the holes in the
bottom of the pot suddenly and in quantity, it is probably because
the mould has shrunk from the sides through becoming too dry.

If this is the case a rammer should be used to press the ball

firmly into the pot again, and it may even be necessary to soak
it in a tank or tub of water.
We do not force large quantities of flowers for the greenhouse,

but have placed some pois of Boses in the early vineries, and
have introduced a few Hyacinths and other Dutch roots into

heat. Those who require quantities must now introduce Spirsa
japonica, Lily of the VaUey, Hyacinths, Tulips, Polyanthus Nar-
cisaas, Deutzia gracilis, and Dielytra spectabilis. The heat
most not be more than -15" or 50^ at first.

FORCING HOUSES,
The early vinery is starting strongly, and we have discon-

tinued syringing. The only time we use the syringe on our
Vines is when the house is first started, and this is done with a
view to cause the buds to break evenly and strongly. When
this has been accomplished the syringe does more harm than

tood, especially at midwinter; in April and May it would be
ifferent. Strawberry plants in pots that are starting have been
removed from a house where they have 50^ at night to one of

from 55' to 00', a fresh batch having been removed into the
place of them. We do not allow any of the plants to suffer for

want of water at the roots.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Carter's Seed Order for 1875.^High Holborn, London.
Vick's Floral Guide for 1875.—Rochester, New York, U.S.
Seed, List.—Otto Putz, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,* All correspondence should be directed either to " The

Editors," or to " The Publisher." Letters addressed to

Mr. Johnson or Dr. Hogg often remain unopened unavoid-
ably. We request that no one will write privately to any
of our correspondents, as doing eo subjects them to un-
jastifiable troable and expense.

Correspondents should not mix np on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only. We
cannot reply to questions through the post.

Book os Beddinq {A Constant Reader).—Oar book on " Garden Plans

and Bordare" is now preparing Jor a new edition. It itiU treat inUy on

bedding.

Tetkatheca vbbticillata (I. L. >?.).—This Is the same as Tremandra

verticiHata.
,

Primcla sisensis Grcb-eates (OariUner W. H. P.).—The grab eating

yonr Primulas jast below the boU's Borface is the larva of the Daddy-long-

legs, Tipala oleraoea, and the grub is called the Leather-jacket. This plague

occurs frequently.

TlLiANDsiA LisDESl.— " It jour corrcipondent ,
' W. C.,' will turn to

'Floral Magazine,' plate 44, new Beries, he will there see a figure o( TiUaudsia

Lindeni with two flower spiies, both lateral. This plant was eihibited at

the Rojal Horticultural Society in 1872 by Messrs. Veitoh & Sons, and ob-

tained a first-class certificate.—W. G. S."

Eaeit PHom^cE (C. IF.).—If you put your questions so that they can be

understood we will be pleased to answer them. First, what do you propose

to TOW in the long epan-roofed house ? Ton would get the best return from

Grapes ripe in May and June in the earliest bouse, and late Grapes, Alicante

and Lady Downe's in January, February, and March. In the early houses

you would require six rows cf 4-iBCh pipe, and a lean-to or halt-span wotUd

be better tlian the span-root. Four rows of piping would be euflicient in the

late house. Bottom heat is unnecessary. The market is not likely to be

overstocked with good Grapes. Wiite again it we have nusunderstood you.

Lobelias to Bloom theodgh Scmmeb (R. A. P.).—Plants from seed

would be most enduring in your light soil, and to maintam them m good

condition the ground should be liberally dressed with rotten manure, and

copious waterings given in dry weather. There is no better kind than Lobelia

Bpeoiosa, taking care to have seed of a good strain ; and a white variety, a
companion for it, ie White Perfection. L. pumila grandiflora requires good

rich sou, and is only snitable lor caipet-bedding. The seed should be sown

about the middle of March in a hotbei, and the plants when large enough to

handle pricked-out about an inch apart, growmg-on in gentle heat, and

hardening well oft before planting-out. It is not necessary to sow lor a

succession.

Fees I.wested with Issects (J. H. S.).—We cannot find any small scale

nor traces of any, but there are abundant evidence of thrips having been

actively at work upon the frond, the remedy for which is to fumigate with

tobacco, taking care not to apply it too powerfully, or there will be a danger

of some kinds of Ferns bemg injured—as the tender growths of Adiantums.

Pipiso Requised to Heat a Stove (iJuil.—Your house will contain

2-2 41 cubic feet of air, and to heat this to 60 in all weathers you will need

(the mean temperature of the external air being taken at 32 ), 232 feet of

heated surface or that extent of 4-inch piping, the temperature of the pipes

being 166° to 180= ; but if you do not wish to have more piping than is

absofutely required, you may employ 176 feet of 4-iuch pipes. By the former

you will have four rows of pipes all round the house, and by the other four

rows along two sides and one eud-

Plantixq Espaliee Apples asd Wall Pears IB. IT.).-The Apples

should be 21 feet apart, as the espalier rails are only l"-:; feet high. The Pear

trees on the OJ-feet wall ought not to ba nearer to each other than 24 feet.

Kain Gauge (G. S. X.).—Tyas's 'Companion to ths Weather Glass," price

Is. Pubhshed by Bemrose, London and Derby.

Names of Plants (
fT. Lomas).—The flowers are Chrysanthemums. We

cannot name florist's varieties.

POULTSY, BEE, AM) PIGEON OKROKLOLE.

BANTAMS PAST AND PRESENT.—No. 1.

Wht it is that we, as a rule, prefer the dwarf to the giant I

know not. I only know that it is so. Some few years since

there arrived in England about the same time the Chinese

giant " Chang," and a gigantic Frenchman, name forgotten.

The Chinese, because of his dress and because a dwarf accom-

panied him, did very well ; the poor taU Frenchman being alone

remained alone, none crowded to see him. Captain Bates, of

huge stature, had the two-headed Nightingale beside him, and
many more cared to see the poor dwarfish girls than the huge
American. But to no giant, however accompanied, rushed such

numbers as crushed and crowded-in to see the four little dwarfs,

General and Mrs. Tom Thumb, Commodore Nutt, and Miss

Minnie Warren. They made their fortunes, and pretty fast too.

More than that, how they were "darhnged" and " deared " by
ladies of all ages ! Why all this is I know not, but it is so.

This rule of preferring small to large holds good in regard to

pets ; indeed, petland is a kind of fairy land whose inhabitants

must be smaD. Thus among dogs, the pug, not the mastifi, is

the pet ; the Maltese not the Newfoundland. Go among the

Pigeons at a show, the ladies crowd around the Jacobins not

the Runts. And when the ducks (the big-chignoned^I mean), go

among their namesakes, it is the httle Black East Indians that

they admire, not the big Rouens. And as to the poultry, who
ever saw a lady look at a tall Malay save with a shudder ? No,

she soon walked away from that gawky giant and went to the

—Bantams.
Now, if thirty-five years ago or so a child had said to another,

" Come and Eee my Bantams," they would in all probability
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have been Naukin Bantams, the common Bantams nf that
period, and not unfreqnently called " Yellow Bantams." The old-
lashioued speckled Booted Bantams were already old-fashioned
and scarce, and belonged to a prior age. Then, too, if a lady or
gentleman of taste in poultry, for there was always a taste for
and in poultry, limited very much to Game among men, and
Bantams among ladies—if, I repeat, such a one had said to a
friend, " I have just got some very pretty Bantams sent me,"
they would in all probability have been Sebrights. White and
Black there also were, more, I believe, of the former than of the
latter.

Next let me contrast the Nankin Bantam of that day and
this. The cock was an upright bird, standing-up as high as he
could reach, not in the attitude of the Black Bantam cock of the
present day. He reached-up a good way ; and mark you, Bantams
were not so small as a rule then as now. The Nankin Bantam
cock of the past was, as to colour, red and black. But to take
him in detail. Comb, in the best, very double, but there were
single ones as well ; eye fiery ; wattle and face very red ; hackle
red and fall ; breast black, ditto legs and thighs ; wing bow red,
rest of the wing black and very lustrous ; saddle red ; tail black
and shiny with sickles splendidly developed; the flight not
tucked-up like the Game Bantams, but pointing downwards

;

legs blue or dark and without a single feather. Such was the
Nankin Bantam cock of the past. Next, the hens that were
found with this bird. They were nankin, or nankeen in colour.
This was not the colour of the Cochins of the present day, it

was not nearly so rich a colour. Nankeen was a sort of cloth
imported from China, made of a yellowish cotton. That was
nankeen, and that was its colour. Boys of the era wore and
were delighted to wear in summer nankin trousers. A good
many now middle-aged men and oldish men, have in their boy-
hood danced abo it in nankin breeches. The fashion has long
since passed away, and as nankin trousers and petti s have
passed away, so has the material I believe ; but worst of all, the
true Nankin Bantam is gone too. However, this is forestalling
the subject. The Nankin hens were exactly of that colour, not
buff, not cinnamon, but naukin, a light pretty hue, sometimes
mottled ; the hackle of the hens streaked with black, and the tail

also black at the end, the legs blue, the form neat. Such were
the Nankin or Nankeen Bantams—very pretty, very interes!ing,
an advance upon the Booted, which were the taste or fancy of

the eighteenth century. I can see them distinctly in my mind's
eye, for I kept many. I had my favourites, the rose-combed
among the cocks, and the clearer-plumaged among the hens,
and I aver that they were a distinct and true-breediug, aye, and
useful little fowl.
Such were Nankin Bantams of the past. They laid a rich-

coloured egg, not over-small, and they laid well and sat well.

They and the Sebrights were the taste of the day, and many a
farmers' wife or keeper of large fowls yet liked to have a few
" Bantys " in the yard as well for pets, or very likely for the
amusement of a child who was pleased to find and bring in the
little eggs.
Now for the Nankin Bantams of the present day. As to the

cock he seems to have departed altogether, for the bird now
shown as a Nankin Bantam cock is in colour not unlike a Buff
Cochin cock, and nothing like the bird of a former day. I

beUeve the true bird went to make, or rather help to make, the
Game Bantam cock; he and the true Game bred together pro-
duced dwarf Game fowl. But gone he is, like an old man, last

survivor of a firm ; he is taken into a new firm, and his identity
ind his individuality are no more seen or known. Fashionable
once, he is fashionable no more. Pity 'tis, but true.

Next as to the Nankin Bantam hens of the present day, they are
sill wrong too, being, as far as I have seen them at shows, buff—
Cochin-bufi-coloured, and not the least like the hens of thirty
years since.

At provincial shows I have seen a pair or so of these Bantams.
At the Palace Show there was a class given, but the result so
bad that the first prize was withheld. I believe the original
Nankin hen went, like her mate, to help to manufacture the
Game dwarfs. The nearest approach I have seen of late years
to a proper Nankin hen was thrown from an inferior strain of

Duckwiug Game Bantams, one of their chickens being a very
fair Nankin. Possihly in some outlandish part, some untravelled
byeway in Cornwall, or in Cumberland, or in East Anglia, they
may exist; I hope they do, and I wish they could be shown,
thoiiKh I fear the Game Bantams have obliterated them. I

would rather the two varieties existed, for there was room for

them, and the cock and hen breeding diverse colours truly and
regularly marked them out as a special and genuine variety.

—

WlLTSHIBE Be C TOR.

to win and which are not, we may expect only the very cc«am
of our poultry-yards to be there.

Bkistol Poultry and Pigeon Show.—Mr. Cambridge's efforts

fco resuscitate the Bristol Show have been remarkably successful
30 far. The entries amount to 1-117 pens of poultry and 632 of
Pigeons, making a total of !i049 pens ; and as, at this late seaBon
of the year, eshibitorB have found which birds are good enough

THE EXHIBITION DORKING.—No. 4.

BY T. C. EDRNKLL.
Having built a house and bought birds, the next question will

be what to feed them on, and it will be as well here to go through
all the different foods, giving the merits and demerits of each.
Babley is commonly thought to be the only food that fowls

can possibly require, and many wretched birds are shut up in a
small yard withnothingbut ascanty allowance of this grain, and,
to their owner's astonishment, do not pay. Fowls may be truly
said to be omnivorous ; they will eat and enjoy green food, grain,
seeds, insects, worms, and a thousand things we wot not of.

They also require access to a heap of lime rubbish, which is to
them what salt is to us, besides helping to form the egg shells ;

and in addition to this they 7iutst have a supply of small stones
to grind it all up with, gravel in the gizzard performing the
same office for them that teeth do for us.

It will be at once seen, that however good barley is, it is

insufficient by itself to keep birds in good health, and it almost
amounts to cruelty to try to do so. For an occasional food it is

well enough, but in my opinion is not equal to Wheat.
The best wheat is at the present time selling at about .58. 6iZ.

a bushel, and at this low price is by far the cheapest and beat
food we can use. I do not approve of tail or offal wheat, as I am
sure with all grain the refuse, though low-priced, is by far the
dearest in the end. It is very well for a farmer to use such
stuff, for it costs him nothing, but to buy such rubbish is a great
mistake, more especially in barley, the lightest of which is all

husk, and has no kernel. Good wheat, then, is my idea of a
food, and one of which the fowls are particularly fond. They
lay and do well upon it, and I think no one can err in giving
their fowls one feed a day of it.

Peas and Beans are not generally used for fowls, but I can
strongly recommend them. White peas are the best, and the
beans should be cracked in a kibbling machine. They both
form a capital occasional food for laying stock, and will bring
the birds into splendid feather. They must not be given in
excess, nor to chickens which are intended for the table, as they
will make the flesh very hard and tough; but as old cocks and
hens are generally pretty much this way already, no harm can
be done them.
Maize, or Indian Com as it is called in England, is a large

yellow grain of which fowls are particularly fond. There are
two sorts—large and small, the latter the moat expensive. Maize
is at the present time rather dear, and I do not recommend it

except for an occasional change once a week, and then not to

the white-featbered birds, or it will most certainly turn their
plumage yellow. Some people may laugh at this idea, but such
have only to see what cayenne pepper will do for Canaries to be
n.t once convinced. Maize is fattening, but is not a good egg or
flesh-former, so is one of the worst foods for growing or laying
stock ; but it claims one merit^the sparrows cannot possibly
swallow it, nor can it be trodden into the mud, and for thia

latter reason I generally have it used in wet arid dirty weather.
Oats will be relished for a change, but they must be sound

and heavy or the fowls will not eat them. White oats are pre-
ferred, and they should not weigh less than 39 lbs. to the
bushel.
Rice I never use, and though apparently cheap, it will be

found very dear in the end, as there is no " heart " in it.

Buckwheat, a small dark grain very much like hempseed, is

strongly recommended by some, but I could never get my
birds to eat it ; I have tried it several times, both for old birds
and chickens, but it has always ended in waste. I daresay the
fowls would eat it if seen, hut none are so blind as those that
won't see, and my birds seem determined not to see it even
when laid on a white plate. A very little hempseed is not a
bad thing in the early part of the year to start the hens laying,
but if given in excess it is too forcing, and will cause them to

lay eggs without shells. If given in the moulting season it is

said to cause the new feathers to come of a darker colour, but
as Jio this I cannot speak from experience, for I don't use above
a quart of it in a whole year.

Grain ground up into meal and slaked with water—soft food
as it is called—should be given to exhibition birds at least once
a day, as, though a little troublesome to manage, it will be very
advantageous to the fowls. In cold weather it should be mixed
with warm water into a crumbly mass, and if given warm on a
winter's morning will greatly promote laying. I always use a
zinc bucket and an iron spoon to mix it, first pouring in a little

water, and then the meal ; if properly prepared it should not be
sticky.
Ground Oats is generally considered to be the beet staple food,

and my own birds have one feed a day of it all the year round.
It must be borne in mind that ground oats are not the same as
oatmeal, but the whole grain ground up, husk and all ; it is very
difficult to obtain good, and I send nearly fifty miles for it, but.
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am convinced that this extra expeu86 ia not money thrown

away. When good it looks rather lilse coarse tloar, and mixed
with water should not show much husk.

Bableyme-vl by itself is too sticky, and clams to the birds'

bills, but if mixed with fine bran (sharps as it is called) it will

answer very well; I sometimes mi^ it with ground oata, but

fine brau will do equally well, and is much cheaper.

It will be seen from the above list that there is plenty of

choice, and the oftener the diet is varied the better will the

birds prosper; but it must be borne in mind that Dorkings

fatten more readily than any other breed, and if we wish to

keep them in good health they must not be overfed. In winter

they may have almost as much as they will eat, but in sum-
mer they should be kept very short, especially if they have a

grass run.
Some Green food is absolutely necessary; if not to be ob-

tained in their yards they should have some given them daily—
a mangel wurzel is the best thing I know of, especially as the

roots are very cheap, and will keep all through the winter. They
should be chopped in half, the fowls will very soon eat the

heart out of them.
My own Dorkings are fed twice a day—early in the morning,

and the last thing before roosting time. In addition to this I

usually go round the yards at mid-day with a pocketful of corn,

and tlirow them a few grains while I see that thay are all as

they should be, and it will be well to bear in mind that " the

eye of the master makes the horse fat."

One word as to purchasing food— If it is hoped ever to make
fowls pay, the grain and meal must not be bought in small
quantities, but should be purchased by the quarter or sack,

^ome friends of my own insist on purchasing it by the gallon,

the result being that their birds often have none at all, and
what they do have costs twice as much as my own.
Very little need be said on ths score of drinking water, save

that it should be changed every day, and is best kept in iron

vessels, as the latter are not easily broken, and, if a little rusty,

will give a chalybeate taste which will be very beneficial. For
a number of fowls an iron pig-trongh will answer very well,

while what are sold as dog-dishes will do very well for a few.

BEAHMAS LATE LAYING.
I THINK it well to give you ray experience with this breed

aince last autumn. I have both Dark and Light Brahma pullets
hatched from the last week of February to April, which I con-
sidered might commence laying at end of September (seven
months), as my pullets of previous year had done to the day
almost. Up to time of writing this (December 21st) I have not
had one egg, neither any from hens of this breed since Ist of

October. They are all kept much as follows : In morning, slaked
barleyraeal ; noon, whole barley or Indian corn ; evening, barley-
meal, varied with boiled vegetables and scraps of meat as oppor-
tunity offers ; besides daily run for short time on grass and
green food thrown to them. It appears to me most unusual for

this length of time to elapse, more especially in pullets. I

shall feel obliged if the result of your longer experience points
to some reason, either the nature of this breed or present severity
of season, as a. cause.

—

Agricola.

[We have no doubt that the severe weather retards the lay-
ing. See what Mr. BurneU says in our columns to-day on
feeding.—Eos.]

MONEY RESULTS OP THE BIRMINGHAM
POULTRY SHOW.

The sales of poultry at the Birmingham Show amounted to

jei-lSO, against iliYO last year, and" ±1140 lis. in 1872. The
prize birds were put up on the first day of the Show as hereto-
fore ; 51 pens entered in the aggregate at .£249 lis., fetching
under the hammer ±'348 19s., and leaving a surplus of £99 8».

to be divided between the exhibitors and the Society. Some of
the birds fetched good prices. For instance, the silver-cup
Light Brahma cock, entered for £.5 5s., sold for £16 IGs. ; the
silver-cup White Dorking pullets, entered at t'6 Gs., sold f«
£12 Is. Gd. ; the third-prize White Cochin cockerel, entered at
±'20, sold for ±'31 ; the second-prize Rouen Ducks, entered at
£8 8s., sold for ±12 123. ; the flrat-prize young Turkey cock,
entered at ±G Cs., spld for ±9 19s. 6d.; the first-prize young
Turkey hen, entered at .±'10 10s., sold for ,£11 lis., and the silver-

cup Jacobin Pigeons, entered at ±12 12s., sold for f'15 1.5s. A
second-prize Light Brahma cock sold for ±21; a fourth-prize
pen of Buff Cochin hens for £10 10s.; and first-prize Black-
breasted Game cock for £10 10s. ; those being the amounts at
which they were respectively entered. The following, with
many others, were claimed at the catalogue prices;—The silver-

eup Partridge-feathered Cochin hens, £50 ; the first-prize Brown-
breasted Red Game cockerel, ±25 ; a Black cock Carrier Pigeon,
±20 ; a very highly commended Dark Brahma cock, ,£15 15s. ; a
third-prize Buii Cochin cockerel, ±15; a pen of Dark Brahma

pullets, £12 12s. ; a first-prize pen of Turbit Pigeons, £12 ; the

silver-cup old Turkey hens, ±11 lis. ; a commended Dark
Brahma cockerel, ±10 ; a pen of Dark Brahma hens, ±10 10s. ; a

pen of Dark Brahma pullets, £10 lOs. ; a second-prize Light

Brahma cockerel, .£10 lOs. ; the silver-cup Dorking-hens, ±10 10s.

;

a commended Duokwing Game cockerel, £10 10s. ; a highly com-
mended old Turkey cock, ±10 10s. ; a first-prize White cock

Pouter Pigeon, ±10 10s. ; and a highly commended pen of Fan tail

Pigeons, .±10.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

MANCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This, the fourteenth annual Exhibition, was held, as hereto-

fore, in the Zoological Gardens, Belle Vue. It continued during

the 22nd, 23rd, and 24th inst. The entries amounted to 2G00.

Dorkings, Cochina, Spanish, and Brahmas were judged by
Mr. R. Teebay ; Game and Black Red Game Bantams by Mr. J.

H. Smith; Polanda, Hamburghs, French Fowls, and Extra

stock by Mr. J. Dixon ; Ducks, Geese, and Ornamental Water-

fowl by Mr. J. Douglas. Pigeons, classes 87 to 103, by Dr.

Cottle; classes 104 to 127 by Mr. T. J. Charlton.

We need not particularise the prize birds, for in all the classes

they were excellently judged, as might be anticipated when the

names of those who made the awards are read. All the classes,

both in poultry and Pigeons, contained most excellent speci-

luena, and it is scarcely justifiable to observe that above all the

Game were superior. We hope to give some comments next

week ; our two reporters were unavoida'dy absent. The at-

tention to the fowls and Pigeons left nothing to be desired.

The following is a list of the awards :

—

D.)RiaNG9.—Coloured, ercfpt Sih'erOrey.—Cockerel.—\, C. Widdas, Gran;;?,

Hiiwden-le-Wear. 2, E. Barker, Stokesley. L'Met.—i, J. Wbite, Netborloa,

Wakefield. 2, "=. Brierley, K'lding, Rochdale.
Dorkings.-Cock.— 1. 3. Walker. Rochdale. 3. W. Whltworth, jun., Loog-

aiffht. Bcn.—l, T. W. L. Hind, Kendal. 2, Mrs. F. S. Arkwrijfht, Sutton Scara-

dale, ChebterfteM. ,. , , „-„,,„
Dorkings.—Siiwr-GrC!/.—Cock.—1, .1. M-iaer. Aiknsg, Kendal. ".. w. W.

Ruttlidge. Sliortend. Kendal. Hen or I'liUet — i, W. W. Kaitlidge. 2, J Moaer.

JJORKING3.—iioS(;,C07;ibed.—1, J. Robinson, Sunderland. 2. JWra. A. Tin',lal,

Spanish.'—Cork—1, H. Beldon. Ooitstock. Binj'ey. 2, J. Barry, Bristol.

Heii.~\, 3. Leeminu, Preston 2, J Thresh. Bradford. „,,.,,
Spanish.— Cockertl.-l, G K, Ohdcott, Bristol. 2. J. Leemuig. Pullet.—1,3,

Gliddon, Bristol. 2. Mrs. Allsopi;. Worcester.
iJocHiN-CHiNA.-Ciimamon anil Buff.-Ooclc.-X. 3. Walker. 2. W. A. Burnell,

Kugeley. Hen.-l and 2. VV. A. Taylor, Manchester. PiblUt.—\, Walker and
Cartmel, Kendal. 2, W. A. Taylor. ,„,,,.„,
Oochin-China.—Broiu/t a/tti Partridfie-featTiered.-CocK—l, 3. A. Taylor. 2,

H. Licy. Hehden Bridjje. Hen— I. T. Stretch. 2, J. H. Jones. Pallet —\,
Mrs. A. Tindal. 2, E. P Percival, Northendon. „ „ „ ^ , .

Cochis-China,— irftiie.-Cocfc. — 1, It, P. Percival. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate.
Hen or Pnllet.-l. W. A. Barnell. 2. R. S. S. Woi.dgate.

, „ „ ,

BKAHMi PooTKi.-Oark.-Cock.— 1, H. Lacy. 2. T. F. Ans.lell. Cowley
Mount, St.. Helena. Ben —1, T. F. Ansdall. 2. W. H. Orabtree, Leveiiahulme.

Bbahjia PooTBi.—Cockerel—1. R. P. Percival. 2, Horace Lingyrood, Bark-

inR. Pu(i(t.-1 and 3, M. Leno, Dnnatable. „. , , , „ „ „ ,

Brahma PooTBi.-Light. - Cock. — 1. Mrs. A. Tindal. 2, R. P. Perciyal.

Ilen.-l. W. H. Orabtree. 2, J. Steel, Leek.
. „ „ , ,

Brahma Pootr\.—Light.—Cockerel.— I and 2, Horace Lmgwood. Pullet.—I,

P. Haines. 2, R. E. Horstall. Liverpool. „ „ , , ^ ^ . j, .

Polish.—Cocfc.—l and 2, H. Beldon. Heit or Pullet.—1, G. C. Adkina, Bir.

mingham. 2, A. & W. H. Silvester, Sheffield.

Malays.—1, R. Hawkins, Seahani. 2, S. B. Perry. Lymmglon.
CafTE.CiEllRS.-Cock.-1, K. B.Wood, Utt xoter. J. W. Dnng, Faverauam.

Hen or Pullet.—I. W. H. Crabtree. 2, K B. Wood.
. „

Hot7DANs.—Cofk.—1, R. B Wood. 2, W. O. tjuibell, Newark. Hen -1. G.

W. Hibbeit, Godley. 2, W. Bring. ,„„ „do
HoCDANa.—Cocfcerel.-l and 2, R. B. Wood. Pullet.—1. W. Drmg. 2. S. B,

Wood.
Gt.yiE.—Black-breasted Reds—Cock —1, W. J. Pope. 2, C- F Barnett, Nun-

eaton. Hen.—I, W. J. Pope, Biggleswade. 2, W. Jonusoii, West Derby.
GmE.—Blackbreasted Reds.—Cockerel.— I, S. Matthew, stowmarket. 2, D.

Harley, Edinburgh. Pullet.-l, a. Matthew. 2. W.J. Pope.
, , „

Game.—Broun and otiier Red-i, except Black-breasted.— Cock —!.<;. W.
Brierley, Middleton. 2, G. F. Ward. Hen.-l, 3. F. Walton, Rawtensta 1. 2,

GAME.-Broiiin and other Reds, except Black-breasted.-Cockerel.—i. H. E.
Martin, Sculthorpe, Fakenham. 2, R. Ashley, -Vantwiuh. Pullet.— I, 3.

Carlisle. Earby. 2, 0. W. Brierley.
, m t o

Oii,\E.—Duckwini!S and other Oreys and Blues.—Cock. — 1, W. J. Cope,

Bamaley. 2, J. Halsali. Widnes. Hen or Pullet.—1, D. W. J. Thomas. Brecon.

2, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough. „ , ,, to ,. it
Any other Variktv.—Cock.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2. J. F. Walton. Hen or

Pullet.— I, 0. W. Brieiley. 2. J. Stabler, Great Duflield.
,- _i ,

Ddcks — Rouen. — Drake. — 1 and 2. T. Waketleld. Golbome, Newton-le-

WiUows. Buck.—l.T. Wakefield. 2. J. Walker. IK/tile /tj/li'soitr!/.- 1 and 2,

J Walker. B/ackEu,it JiiJiiin.— 1 and2, J. W. Kalleway. lileof Wight.

OaNAMENTiL Waterpowl.—Poir —1, .1. WalktT. 2, M. Leno.

liKESE.-Tritite.- Gander.— 1, J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury. 2. Capt. L. Anyon,

Chorley. (Joo-se.-l. J. Walker. I'ounj (!oo!if.-l. J. Walker. 2 J K.iowler.
GFESE.-ai-eu and Mottled.-Gander.-l. J. Walker 2. J. White. Tounj

(lander.-l, 3. Walker. 2, J. White. (loov.~\, 3. White. 2. J. K Fowler.

Youna Goose.-l. 3. Lyoett. Stafford. 2, S. U. Stott, Humley Brook, Bury.

TURKEYS.-Cock.-I, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2. W^ Wykes, HmcWey.
Young Cock.—l. E. Arnold. 2. W. Wykea. Ilen—l, t.. Kendrick, Lichfaeld.

I'oiini/Hni.-l and2. J. Walker. t „ t t,- „
FXTRA STOCK.-.4n!/o«i«ri'uri"f(i/.-l.T.Aspdon. Church. 2. J.Walker.

Hamborohs.—Clock.— Cock.-l, J. Patrick, stacksteada. 2. J. Long, Bromley
Common. Hen or Pullet-}, 3. M. Kilyert, VVem. b.Uop. " ' ~ -
Brook Green.
Hambdbohs.-

G & J. Duel

HAMBnRGHS.— Siliwr-spalloIed.-Cock.— 1. Duko ot Sutherland. 2. Ashtoa
and Booth, Broadboitom. Hen or Pullcl.-l, Ashioa & Booth. 2^J h.iUmjoo.
HK:iav«ans.—aoldenpcncitled.—Cock—\, 3. Walker. 2, G. & J. Duckworth.

l[en or Pullet.-I, t. RoUinson. 2, H. Beldon.
, „ ,^ , ,

H»Mi3DRoas.-siliier-2)eilciil«(i.-l, a. Beldou. 2, Duke of Sutharland.

OiME Bantams —Stack trca.itcd /ieii.—Cock.-l, G, Hall. Kendall. 2, T.

Blamirea, Great Horton. Hen or Pulle.t.-l,Vf. Baskervillo, Manchester. 2,T.

P. Manaell, Lincoln.

R. Gladstone

ga]i3.—Clol<len-spani!led.—Cock.—\, T. noultou. HaodtorJ, Stoke,

uckworth. Church. Hen or Pullet.—I, 3. Buckley, Ashton. 2, w. A,
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Game BasiA-as.—Broirn-hreastPd Reds.— Cock.— I J. R. Fletcher, Stone
clough. 2. T. Barker, Burnley. Hen OT Pullet.—1, J. R. Fleicher. 2, J-Ander-
BOD, Blairpowrie.
Game Bantams.—Ducfcu'inps.—Cocfc.—l, W. Baakerrille. 2. F. C. Newbitt,

Epwtirth. liotheiham. Hen or Pullet.— 1, J. Smith. 2, J. R. Fletcher.
Gamk Bantams.—-dny other variety.—Cock —1, Mrs. E. Newbilt. 2, G. F.

Ward, Wrenburv. Cheehirp. Hen or Pullet.~l. R. Brownlie.
BANTAM3.— ir/u(c, CleaTuUffged.-l, H. Beldon, Black, CUan-Uggcd.—l, J.

Earnnhaw.
Anv Vabiety.—l.M. Leno. 2, J. Walker.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—BZue or Bed.—Cock.—1, H. Pratt, Bradford. Hen.—I, F. Greeham,

Shefford- Any colour excejd Blue or Jied.—Cock.—l, H. Pratt. Hen—1, Mrs.
Ladd. BJack—Cock.—l, H. Yardiey. Beji.—1. H. Yardley. Dun.—Cock.—I, E.

Horner. Brn.—\. E. Fulton. Any colour except Black or Dun.—Cock.—\, t..

C. Stretch. Hen.—\, E. Horner. Young.—Cock or Hen.—l, R. Fulton.
DRAGoosA^Yellou-.-Cock or HtH.—1, W. Hill. Bine.- Cock or Hen.—l. F.

Graham, Silver —Cock or fl^n.—1, F. Oraham. Any other colour.—Cock or

Ben.—l, A. Be8wick. ^ , . ^ ,

Antwekps. -&ftorf/accd.— Cock or Hen.—l. E. Horner. Long-faced.—Cock
or H^n.—l, J. Wrifcht. Red or Yellow.-Cock or Hen.—1, J. Thompson. Any
other colour.— Cock or Hen.— 1, \i. Fnlton.
BkBBs.—Cock or Hen.—l, W. Harvey. Young.—1, Major Cryer.
Fantailb — ir/iiVc—Cocfc or fl'ji.— i, J, F. Loversidge. Any colour except

White.—Cock or Een.—l, H. C. Bowman.
TvTiiBLTRS.—Almond.— Cock or Hen.—l, H. Yardley. Beards or Balds -Cock

or Hen.-l. W. Wuodhoufie. Any variety not before named.— Cock or Hen.—
I, A. & W. H. Silvester. Flying Long faced Beardi.—Cock or Hen.—l, W. Hill.

Long faced Balds.—Cock or Hcn.—l^J. Watts. Long-faced Mottles.—Cock or

Een.—1,3. G. Orr.
Nuns.—Cocfc or Hen.—^, W. Croft.
Magpies.— Corfc or Hew. —l.M. Ord.
TuHBiTS.-Ji'fd or Yellow.-Cock or Hen.—l, W. Croft,' Any colour excejit

Bed or Yellow.-Cock or Hen.—l, W. Croft.
SwALLriwH.-CocA- or Hen.-l, E. Horner.
Abchanoelb.—Corfc or Hen.—l, R. Willkinson.
Q\fh^.—Engluh, Blue.—Cock or Hen.~\, T. W. Tovrason. Any colour except

Blue.— Cock or Hen.—l, T. W. Townaon. Foieign.—Cock or Hen.—I, T. W.
T .wnson.
Runts.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, T. D. Green.
Trumpeters.—Cocfe or Hen.—l, J. Holden.
Any othbb Variety.— 1, M. Ord.

HECKMONDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
The 'Wool 'Warehouse, very kindly lent by Mr. J. Batley, jnn.,

of Heckmondwike, is an excellent place for a ehow of the ex-

tent of the cue above named, the light being good and equal,

and at the one held on Saturday last the birds were weU placed

in pens of the Committee's own construction. The Society is

an old one, and mainly constituted of very old fanciers who
were in the fore part of the very commencement of the move-
ment; but the schedule of prizes offered does not keep pace

with the times, otherwise, and supposing a really good one were
ofiered, there is little doubt but that they would receive a very

marked amount of public support and confidence.

This may be almost called the Game Show of West Yorkshire,

for here, year after year, the most skilled breeders of this part

have tried their steel ; but in this case we noted a marked
falling-off in both numbers and quality of Game birds, and there

were none we would notice particularly, except the first-prize

Duckwings, which were adult birds of grand quality, and the

three pens of noticed Piles, the first of which were Willow-

legged chickens well shown; second, adult Willow-legged birds

of grand colour, but out of condition ; the highly-commended
pen containing a raw recruit in the shape of a yellow-legged

chicken, which must make its mark in the fancy with a few

more mouths of age upon him. Cochiiis were a most excellent

class. Buffs first, and Whites second, and every pen noticed.

Brahmas good, with old first and young second, both Dark.

Eamhurghs were, however, poor, but the Spanish good, adult

birds winning. In single cocks of any variety the first was a

grand old Brahma, and second Brown Red Game ; and in hens

a magnificent Silver Poland was first and Spanish second. In
Bantams, Game, the class was unusually good, and the winners

very neat, stylish, and perfect ; the first cockerel a little short

in bar ; but the second, though grand in colour, heavy in hackle.

In the next class Piles won, and they were quite up to the

mark. Black Bantams were very good in head, but wanting in

style, and longer in leg than is desirable, and other varieties a

failure.

Of Pigeons there was a fair lot, but the pens were far too

small. In Carriers, except the first, there was nothing of

interest. Antwerps very good, as also the Owls, where foreign

Whites were first and Silver English second. Dragoons a fair

lot also; the first Silvers gems, but the second, though the

prize was awarded, had the appearance of cocks. In Fantails

the winners were very good ; and in Barbs we noticed a pen of

Blacks in first position, which must be of great use to their

owner. There was a class for common or Dovehouse Pigeons,

which, by the way, ought never, in this day of high culture, to

be left out, as they tend so much to set off the great difference

of the varieties of Pigeons. In the Variety class the first were

Pigmy Pouters, second Black Swallows, and third Spangled Ice,

this being a very good class.

The Canaries were in a very good position, and looked well,

the great feature being the Yorkshire varieties of plain and

marked birds, which are truly grand birds for the show-cage ;

as also the Manchester Eabbits were very good entries. We
did not get the lengths of the Lops, but they seemed to be

pretty well placed. In the next three classes Bradford carried

five of the six prizes off with some very capital Kabbits, Angora
winning the prizes in the Variety class.

GAUK.—Blwk-hreastfd.—l and he, H. Walker, GomerBal. 2, "W. JaKRer, Hor*
bury Bridge, v'ic, E. Jagger, fapiuKweU, Di;\vsbury, Erown Jifd.— 1,A- Sogden,
RwiDley, Ciecltheaton. Si, S. & W. Sbeard, Hightown. he, F. H. Wright, Halifax.
Duel-wind, Grey and Blue.—1, H. C. MaBon, BirstaU. 2, Strinjieri Hemingway,
Eccleblield. Any other variety.—l, K. "WaUier, Gomersal. 2, VV J. Maeon
Driyhlingtun. vhe, H C. Mafeou.
CocuiN Chinas —1, W. Mitcbell, Bixkenebaw. 2. C. Cair, WilBden, Binpley.

vhe, 3. Smith, GUstead. he, E. Pickles, Batley; H.Digby, Acres, Uudderstield;
C. Day. Mirfield; Mre. Kay, Girlington.
Brahma Pootbab.— 1, W. Scbofleld, Sonny Bank, Birkenabaw. 2, .T. W. Stans.

field, Habfax. v/ic, T. Walker, Bingley ; Mitchell & beatber, Keighiey. he, C,
Carr ; A. Jubnsun, Heckinond\\ike ; J. W. Stantfield; W. Schotield. c, W.
Firth. Birkeu&baw.
Hambukghb.—Goirf and Bilver.spangled.—\, A. Wilman, Dewsbnry Moor.

2, Stringer i: Hemingway, /tc, E. Clayton, Keighley: W. KeUet, Birstall. Gold
and silver peneilUd.—l. C. Carr. 2, J. Smith, he, H. Digby.
SPANiHH.—Biflcfc.—I, J. Tbreab, Bradford. 2, C. Carr. Ite, E. Jagger.
Selliso Class —1, R. Walker. 2, W. Kellet. he, H. Digby (2) ; J. Smith ; S.

Greenwood. Wilsden Hill. Bingley; C. Carr.
Any Brekd.— C'OL'fc.— 1, W. hchoaeld. 2, D. Clavton, Bradford, vhc, C. Carr.

c, Mrs. Kaye; H Grant, flen.—1, C. Carr. 2, J. Thresb. v/ic, W. Scbofield.
he, H. Grant; R. Walker, c, H. Elswortb, Barrowclouffh Siding, Mirfield;

H. Grant.
Gaue Bantams.—ile(7.—l, J. Sugden, Cleckheaton. 2, G. Noble, StainclifTe.

3, I. Goodall, Heckmondwike. vne, \V. Smith, Northowrain, Halifax, he, F.
Holt, Stainoliffe ; E. Jenninge, Stanmgley, Leeds ; F. Naylor, Heckmondwike.
e, A. Wilmore. Any other variety.—1, G. Noble. 2, F. Holt, he, J. Liater,
Heckmondwike ; F. Naylor; W. Smith.
BiKTiHs.- Blaek.—\, Brown & Horstall. Harding, Bingley. 2, W. Smith. .

lie, C. 4: J. Illingworth, Hightown. c, H. Jagger. While or any other variety

.

—i, C. Carr.
PIGEONS.

Caheiers.— 1 and he. Miss M. Seanor, Leeds. 2, B. Eawnsley, Goitstock,
Bingley.
Antweeps —1 and he, B. Rawneley. 2, Miss M. Seanor. vhc, R. Packer,

HeckDioDkwilie. e, A. Emsell, Gomersal.
Tumblers.—1, J. Hawley, Girlington. 2, J. H, Sykes, Huddersfield. he, J.

Batley, jun„ Heckmondwike ; B. Rawnaley.
OwLa.-l, Mis» M. Seanor. 2, J. W. Stanfield. vhe, .7. Tkresh. he, J. Batley,

jun. ; B. Rawnsley ; J. Hawley. e, S. Sharp, Heckmondwike ; A, Smith.
Pooters.—1, J. Hawley. 2, J. H. Sykea.
Dragoons.—1, Mies M. Seanor. 2, B. Rawnsley. fcc, A. Smith ; J. Hawley.

c, E. Burnbill, Cleckheat' n (2)

TuRBiTS —1, B. Rawnsley. 2, J. Hawley.
Fantails.— 1, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, J. Hawley. e,B. Rawnsley; A.

Smith.
Trumpeters.-1, J. Hawley. 2, B. Rawnsley. e, J. H. Sykes.

CANARIES.
Lizards.— Go?ti ot Silver-spangled.—l and 2, L. Belk. Boothroyd.
YoEHsHiRE.— i'eiioir or Bujff.—l, H. ElUson, Batley Carr. 2, J. Horn, Armley.

he. L. Belk.
Goldfinch VlTjLE.—Eventy-marJced Tellow or Bujf.—l and he, L. Belk. 2,

Overend & Spedding, Ravenathorpe.
Crested— 1 and 2, L. Belk. he, W. Whitaker, Dewsbury.
Cinnamon —1 and he, h. Belk. 2, Overend ii Spcddmg. Evenly-marked,

Yellow or Buff—I and 2 L. Belk.
Goldfinch,—1, L. Belk. 2, J. Horn.
Any other Variety.—1 and 2, L. Belk. he, Overend & Speddifig.

RABBITS.
Lop-eabed.—.9e'/foIoKr.—Biicfc or Doe.—\, J. M. Mander, Wakefield. 2, T.

and E. J. Fell, Blackburn, lie, S. & W. sheard. Broken Colour.—I, (i. S. Burton,
Leeds. 2, L. E, <: W. Miller. Bradford.
HIMALAYA.V.—I;uck or iJoe.—l,S. Ball, Bradford. 2, J. Gelder, Bradford, he,

G. S. Burton. „ _
Silver-Haie.—Buck or flof.-l, S. Ball. 2, H. R. Glew, Wakefield, c, H. B.

Glew ; S. BaU.
, ^ .

Any other Variety —Uucfc or Doe.—l, S. Ball. 2, G. C. Button, he, A.
Atkinson, Huddersfield.

,_ . ^
Common.—Bucfc or Doc—1, A. Atkinson. 2, H. Senior, Stainclifre. he, J. C.

Brook, Heckmondwike.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. W. Cannan, Bradford. Pigeons : Mr.
E. Hutton, Pudsey. Babbits and Canaries: Mr. J. Beanmont,
Dewsbury.

SELKIRKSHIBE POULTEY SHOW.
The twelfth annual Show was held in the Volunteer Hall at

Selkirk on the 22ud and 23rd inst. The pens used were of wood
with wire fronts, the whole front composing a door, which made
the birds very easy to examine, and the arrangements were very

good and well carried out. The list of prizes are just a bare

offer of money, with no champion cup or other inducement to-

the more ambitious of exhibitors, and yet the entries were very

good, many EugUsh breeders trying their skiU against their

Scotch friends.

In Game, single cocks, a terrible old firefly of a Black Hed,

which it is quite dangerous to handle, secured first position;

the second, a yellow-legged Pile, was a gem ; the third also Black

Red. In cock and hen Mr. Hanley won with a magnificent

pair of Brown Reds. The second and third were Black Reds

;

but in the next class Mr. Nelson made compensation to himself

by taking first position with a splendid pair of Brown Reds.

The second and third here also Black Reds. Old Dorkings were

a good lot. Dark Greys winning the prizes, that variety also

coming to the front in chickens, with Silvers second and third.

These were good classes. CocJiins were very good; first and

second Buffs, and third Whites. Brahmas were only good as re-

gards the winners, the first old, and second young. The cockerel

in the latter was a grandly marked bird. The prizes for chickens

of the large varieties were won by Cochins and Brahmas by a

Company termed the Selkirk Poultry Company, who are deter-

mined to try the production of eggs and table poultry fairly as to

its remunerativeness ; and let this prove as it may, there is little

doubt but that if they can succeed in producing a few such pens

as these as well, the balance will be on the right side of the

ledger. Mamburghs, Gold-pencils a good lot, as also the Gold-
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spangles; the Silver being poor, excepting aa far aa they were
noticed. Tlie first-prize pen, however, was just grand. In the

Border Counties class first were CrCive-Ccours ; second Gold-

pencils, even better than those in the class ; and third Cochins.

The Selling class was large, and there were many very cheap.

We never yet could bring ourselves to admire the Scotch system

of showing the Bantams in bell-shaped pens in fall sight of each

other, for the restive little fellows are ill at tase and most dilfi-

cult to judge—in fact, except as regards colour it is quite hap-

hazard, lu this section the entries were very good, and some
of the champion birds of the season graced the pens and were
well to the front. Aylesbury Ducks were all noticed and really

good, and Rouens were quite perfect.

PigeonSj well placed in bell-shaped pena on tables quite

under the eye, were a very pretty sigUt, and some capital birds

competed. First on the list were Tumblers, and the winners
Almond and Agates. Fautails very good, but the tails carried

a little too flat on the back. Pouters were first Blue, second
Black, and third White, large and stylish. Jacobins very good

;

Reda first and Yellows second. Nuns also good and clean ; and
English Owls a heavy class. First a grand pair of Silvers, evi-

dently quite young, second Blue, and third White, by far the

best except as regards the colour. In Turbita a pair of Silver

shell-crowned birds were placed first, these being perfect in all

respects except that the bars are a little too kity; second very
good point-headed Blues ; and third Yellows. Here, as in

poultry, there was a large Selling class, and many birds changed
hands. The Variety class contained some good pens of standard
biris, the prizes going to Dun Barbs, Black German Letz, and
Blue Dragoons. The Show was a success.
The following is a list of the awards :

—

Game.— Cdcfc.—1, W. Yoanghuaband, DarlinKton. 2, D. Hnrley, Edinbareh.
3, J. Montgomery, Stretton-under-Fosse, Ragby. ho, J. Nelson, CockaUaw,
Hexham.
Game—1. D. Harley. 2, J. A. Ma'her, Nithi'de, Closebarn. S. J. Nelson.

Chickens.— 1, J. Nelson. 2, J. A. Mather. S, J. BroU'^h, Carlisle, he, J.

Montgomery; G. Parker, Riddell; W. Younghuaband ; D. Harley. c, Selkirk
PoultT Co.
DoRKiNQs.—1, G. Amns, Melrose. 2, R. Reid, HoUenbirst, Canonbie. 3, G.

Parker. v!ie, Capt. Lyon. Kirkmichael, Damfries. c, A. Inglis, Stobo Castle,
Stobo; R, Reid. Chickens.— \, R. Reid. i and 3, G, Parker, vhc, G. Amos,
'ic. A. M'Kie, Heron Hill, Hamck; Capt. Lyon (2). c, A. Fairbairn, Wbitmuir,
Selkirk.
CooHiN-CHiNAa.—I, R. Marshall, Damfries. 2 and S, Capt. Lyon, vhc, W. R.

Park, Melrose, c, A. M'Kie. Chickens.—I. Selkirk Poultry Co.
Brahoia Pjothas.— 1, J. A. Dempster, Stirling. 2, R. Marshall, Damfries.

3, Capt. Lyon, c, R. Reid, Chickens.—2 and 8, Selkirk Poultry Co. he, P, S.
Lanf?.
SpkJiisn.—Chickejis.-c, J. Cairns, Galashiels,
HAMunRGHS,— fVoIrfen or Silverpencilled —1, R. Linton, Selkirk. 2 and t/ic,

R. Dickson. Selkirk. 3. W. Linton, Selkirk, c, J. Y. Hunter, Huwick.
H4.MBDROH3 —GoMeti-spana'cd.—l, R. Kennleyside, Aycliffe. Diirlington. 2. G.

Stalker, Wewt Sleekbura, Bedlington. 3, J. Kirkland, stewarton. he, A. Heatlie.
c, T. May, Wolverhampton. Silver-spangled.--l, W. R. Park. 3, E. Clayton,
Morton Banks, Keighley. 3, G. Stalker. Ac, R. Cameron, Stewarton; J.
Ballantyne, Selkirk

Ans* \JiRiKTY. — C071 lined to the Border Coun^Vs.— 1, J.Linton. 2, R.
Dickson. 3. Selkirk Poultry Co. 4, W. Linton, /ic, Selkirk Poultry Co. ; T.
Scott. Selkirk.
Anv other Variety —1 and 3, W. R. Park. 2. H. A. Clark. Aspatria, Carlisle.

he, Selkirk Poultry Co (2(; H. A. Clark, c. Selkirk Poultry Co.
Selling Class— 1, W. Coutts, SelkirK. 2 aud S.Selkirk Poultry Co. vhc.

W. R. Park, ft (T, Capt. Lyon; J. Ashcroft, Canonbie. c, G. Dryden, Selkirk;
Capt. Lyon ; W. Scott.
Gamr Bantams— Birtcfc or Brown Red.—l, J. Nel-^on. 2, J. Hine. KendaL

3, T. Barker. Hill End, Burnley, vhc. H. Butter, Bradford, /ic, J. Hme ; G.
M'Mil'an. Jedburgh : R. Hislop, Carnforth ; J. Nelson.
Game Bantams.-.-Iny other variety.—\ and 2, J. Nelson. 3, T. Barker, he, T.

Reaveley, Bedlmgton Station; R. J. Hartley, Altrincham, Cheshire, c, A.
Hutton, Carol-tide, Earlston.
Bantams.-.4ny iniriety other than Game.—I. R. H. Aahton. Mottram. 2, J. A.

Dempster, Stirling. 3, T. R-^avely. he, J. Fairbairn, Carolaide, Earlston; R.
H. Ashton; R. Frew. Kirkcaldy.
Bantams.—.4 Hy variety.—Cock.—I, W. M'Gregor, Steuhousemuir, Larbert.

2, J. Nelson. 8, Selkirk Poultry Co. he, A. Hutchison, Grahamston ; J. Scott

;

J. Nelson, c. T. Barker.
Ducks.— White Aylesb)iry.—\, G. Dryden, Selkirk. 2 and 3, Capt. Lyon, he,

T. Riddell. Itouen.—l and 3, G. F. Statter, Broomhill, Carlisle. 2, J. A, Mather.
he, Capt. Lyon; J. Nelson,

PIGEONS.
TosniLERs.—1, W. Brydone, Longton Mains, Dunse. 2. J. Kidd, Edinburgh.

3, J. M. Brydone. Lont^'t.m Mains, he, J. Y. Hunter, Hawick.
Fantails.— 1 and 3, J. F. Loveraidge. 2, A. Crosbie, Abbotameadow.
Pouters.— 1, M'Gill Skinner. Edinburgh. 2, R. W. Bryce, Edinburgh. 3, J,

M'Donald. Portobello.
Jacobinb.— 1. W. Brydone. 2, J. Brydone. 3, R, W Brvce.
Nuns.-2, R. Lawrie. Melrose 3, J. dtirn^. c, R. W. Bryce.
Owls—English.—\, R. W. Bryce. 2, W. Ritchie, Edinburgh. 3, J. M. Brydone.

iic, J Inglia, Selkirk (!) c, R. Lawrie.
TuRBiTS.—1, J. M Brydone. 2, A. Crosbie. S. W. Brydone. vhc, J. Brydone.

lie, R. Lawrie. c. R. W. Bryce: Mrs. Lang, Selkirk.
Any OTHER Variety. — 1. J. E. Spence, Broughty Ferry. 2, A. Crosbie.

3, J. Cawley, Chester, vhc, J. Brydone. he, R. W. Bryce ; W. Brydone ; A.
Hutton.
Selling Class.-1 and vhc. A. Crosbie. 2, J. Inglis. 3, A. Hufton. he, W.

Brydone: J- Brydone: VV. Leithead, Tinnis ; J. M. Brydone; R. Frew, c, J.
"Watson, Selkirk; M'Gill Skinner; J. Cowe, Aberdeen ; G. Walker, Selkirk.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fkscr.—7ellow.—Cock.—l, T. Darling. Hawick. 2, J. Hirdie. Gala-

shiels. 3, G. Park, Galashieln. Hen.—I, G. Ritchie, Selkirk. 2, W. Turnbull,
Hawick. 3, P. Marshall, Selkirk.
Scotch Fancy —B((jf -Cock.—\, W. Mirtle, Galashiels. 2. R. Hunter, Gala-

shiels. 3, W. Clark, Langholm. Hen.—l, J. Heatlie. 2, P. Marshall. 3, R.
Hunter.
Flecked —7ellov'.—Cock.—\, J. Hardie. 2, W. Mirtle. 3, G. Park.
Pupp.-Corfc.—1. P. Marshall 2. W. Hislop, Selkirk. 3, W. Turnbull. Hen.-

1, T. Darling. 2, A. Mason, Galashiels. 3, P. Marshall.
Yellow.—HtTTi.—l, p. Marshall. 2, W. Clark. 3. J. Hardie.
MOLEB.—1, G. Spiers, Selkirk. 2 and 3, T, Wilson, Hawick.

Native Birds.—1, W. Clark (Goldflnch). 2, A. Fowler, Selkirk {Bullfinch).

3, J. Heatlie (Bullfinch),

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey, Leeds.

BROUGHTY FERRY POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Temperance Hall, Broughty Ferry,

on the 18th and 19bh inst. It was most succesaful, tliere being
over five hundred entries. The poultry were well shown in the
pens of the Kilmarnock Society, while the Pigeons were ex-
hibited in the bee-hive pens generally uaed at Scotch shows.

Class 1, Dorking cocks, contained twenty entries, and were a
show in themgelves. The winner was good all over, and cer-

tainly the best in the claes; but the second we did not like so
well as the third. Class 2, Dorkiug hens {aixteen entries) ; an
easy first and second for Mr. Gellatly, with very superior birds.

Class 3, Cochin cocks (twenty). This was a well-filled good
class. First a Partridge, which also took the cup for Cochins

;

second a splendid Buff, a better bird in most respects. Cochin
hens numbered twenty-five—a goodly entry, but the winners
easily picked out. The cup might have gone to the ladies in
this case. Brahynas were numerous and good, both iu the cock
and hen classes. Game cocks made a good appearance, twenty-
three of them turning out. The cup was taken by a good Brown
Red. Game hens, though not so numerous as the cocks, were of

better quality. The first-prize was a grand hen, aud deserved,
not only her place, but the cup. Spanish aud Hamburghs had
not anything very striking in their ranks, but with the next
class—viz., Game Bayitams, it was different, for in a class of

very good birds Mr. Browulie's little Pile stood out an easy
winner of the Game Bantam cup. In the Bantam Variety class

a pair of good Silver Sebrighta were first ; second good Blacks.
The other classes contained nothing of importance.

Pigeons numbered 175 entries, and amongst them there were
many cracks, a good few of which went under. Pouter cocks.
Any colour, seven entries. Mr. Bryce here won first and cup
for the best Pouter in the Show with a Black, not nearly so
good, however, as Mr. Ure's second and third, which were better
birds in every way. In Pouter hens (twelve entries), Mr. Bryce
was again successful, but, as before, Mr. Ure's third and very-
highly-commended beat him hollow, as far as we can see.

Second a fair Yellow, but washy in colour; third a splendid
Black. Pouters of 187-1 were very good and well judged. The
first and second two magnificent Blues ; third a stylish Black.
Several English birds were shown in this class. They did not
like it. Carriers were not numerous, but of good quality. Mr,
Smith first with a good hen deservedly. Mr. Spencer's very-
highly-commended we liked nest, and then Mr. Smith's third.

In Tumblers Mr. Beckwith won with a pretty little Agate

;

second a whole Red ; third a good Kite. It is easily demonstrated
that Fantails are at home iu Broughty Ferry, aa thirty-two of

them put in an appearance to compete for the cup offered them,
Mr, Gait won with a nice bird, not so good, however, as the
three following it iu the prize-list, nor yet equal to the same
gentleman's other entry. Mr. Loversidge showed four pens
unsuccessfully of the English type. Jacobins were not a
specially good class, and the same may be said of that for

Turhits and Owls, except the first-prize Foreign. Trumpeters
were headed by Mr. Lederer's bird, which in the face of the
second, and still more so the third, was wrong. Barbs were a
grand lot, Mr. Bryce's Red having to put Tip with second honours
to a good Yellow; third a handsome Dan; extra third Black.

The Variety class contained nothing of note,

DoHKiNGS. —CocA:.—1 and Cup, Mra. W- Chalmers, Broa^hty Ferry. 2, Col. M.
Douirall, Tayport. 3. G. Cathill, Myigle. he. G. CutbiU; Mrs. Armitstead,
Inchture; W. L. Ma*<on, Errol. c, K. lilyth, Klnirakettle. Hen.— X and 2, D.
GeUatly, Meigle. 3, G. S. Robb, Leslie, he, K. Blyth. c, Mrs. Armitattjad ; D.
Welch. Errol.
Cochins.— Cocfe.—l and Cap, Mrs. Armitstead. 2, Mrs W. Steven, Montrose.

3, W. M.J. Paton. BrouKhty Ferry, he, Mra A. G. Duocan. Brou^jhty Ferry.
c, W. Njcoll, Forfar ; Mra. W. Oarueizy, Lour. Hen.— \ aad '2, W. vi. J. Paton.
2 Local. Mra A G.Duncan. 3. W. NicoII /ti;. W. Smith, Newport; Mra. W.
Steven; T. Bruce, Glasgow, c, Mrs. W. Carnesy; Miis Drummond, Errol.

Beahmas.— Cocfc.— 1. J. Smart, Dundee, i, A Burnett, Montroae. 'A. W. H,
Norrie, Broughtv Ferry, he, W. Heuders.m, Tayport; J. Sandeman, Dundee.
e, F.C.Parker. Dundee. He«.— I and iJup. A. Burnett. 2 and he, Mrs. W. Steven.
2 Local, W. G. Duncan. 3, Mra. Littlejohn, Broughty Ferry, c, J. C. Smith,
Broughty Ferry.
Game.—6'ocfc.—1 and Cap, T. W. Mitchell, Perth. 2, J. H. Herriot. Kirkcaldy.

3. W. Nicoll. he, J. Liveston, Forfar; Master A. Frew, e, Mre. J. MolUaon,
Meigle. H.en—\ and 2. Tosh & Boath, Forfar. 3. H. W. Hutcheaon, Kirk-
caldy, /ic, D. Stewart, Forfar ; G. Salmond, Monifletb. c, J. Patullo.Bronghty
Ferry. „„
SPANisn.—1, W. M'Beath, Tillicoultry. ?. J. N.irval. Alloa. 3, Mra. W.

Steven, vhc, J. Sontar. Camouatie. c. G. Sandeman. Kerrierauir.
Hamburohi. — S;m/i{7^(i. — 1, G. Low, Carnoustie, 'i. G. Campbell, New

Pitsligo. 3. Mra. Brown. Crieff, c, H. Starawjrtb, Bu'-ulcy. P,:neUled.—l and
Cup. G. Cauhnesa, Camouatie. a, R. Thomson, Kirkcaldy. 3. H. Ruasell,

he, J. Taylor, Montrose.
Game Bantams.— C'ocfc.—l and Cap, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. 2, J. Patterson,

MoDideth. 3, J. Grieve, Aberdeen. }ic, R. Stenhouae. Crosugates. e. A.
"Walker. Monifleth, Hen.-\, J. Waddell. Airdrie. 2, Miss B. P. Frew, Kirk-

caldy. S and c. R Brownlie. he, 3. Grieve.
Bantams.- Faru^^I/.—1 and 3, Mies R. C. Frew. 2, E. H. Aahton, Manchester,

he, P. Svmon. Errol.
Any othek VABiExy,-1, J. Taylor, 2, G. Caithness. 8, R. Blyth. he and e,

J, Smart.
DccKS.—1, A. Bowie, Carnoustie. 2, Col. M. Doagall. 3, A. Mackie, Liflf. he,

P. Synion.
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Selling Olas^.— Coefc or Two Bena,—1. Mrs. C. B. Taylor, Montrose. 2. A.
Bowie. 3, W. Smith, he, Mrs. A. G. DuDcan ; J. K. Speuce, Broughly Ferry

;

A. Bowie; O. H. Nicoll.
Chobb.—1, W. Crabb, Monifleth. Coci.—1, Mrs. Chalmers. Hen.—l, A. Walker.

PIGEONS.
PoOTEES.—Cocfc.—1 and Cap. R. W. Bryco. E.linbargh. 2 and 8, G. Ure,

Bronshtv Ferrv. vltc. A.. R)bb, Alloa, /ic, G. Ure; W. S. M'.Al!i«ter, Lanark,
c. T. -Mullion, Perth. Hi'n — 1. K. W. Bryce. 2, A. Robb. 3, (i. Ure. vhc, G.
Ure; Major Thomson, Broogiitv Ferry, he, T. Mallioa; M4Jor Thomsoo. c.

G. Ure; Major Thomson; J. E. Spance. Yottno.—l and *i, G. Ure. 3. .T. C.
Lyell, Monifleth. ulic, R. W. Bryce; G. Ure. he, A. Itobb. c, J. E. Spence ;

E. Eeckwiih, Monkwearmouth ; J. C. Lyell.
Carrieks.—Cocfc or Hen—land 8. A. Smith. Brou^hty Ferry. 2, E. Beck-

witb c'kt, P. R. Spencer ; J. C. Lyell. /ic. -I. E. .Speuce. c, P. K. Spencer.
TUMBLER''.—Cocfc or H<'it.—i, E. Beckwitli. 2. J. Smart. 3. D. Brash, Edin-

burgh, he, J Smart; J. Kilgonr, Crossgntes. c, A. Duncan. CroSRSatea.
Fantails.—Cocfc or Hen.—Onp and u'lC, J. Gait, Kilbimie. 2. J. E. Spence.

S, G. Ure. Extra 3, A Smith, he. J. E. Spence. c, J. Smart ; P. R. Spencer:
E. Btckwilh ; W. Baillie, Monifleth.
jAC'iBisB.—Coek Of flen.—1 and 3, R. W. Bryce. 2, J. Smart,
TfcCMPETERs.—Cocfc or Ben.—\, J. Lederer. Liverpool. 2 and 3. G. Ure.
TCRBITS OR Owls.—Cock or Hen.—I, R. W. Bryce. 2, T. Nicol. 8. W. cSi R.

David.^on, Montrose.
Barbs.—Cocfc or Heiu~-\, S. and vhe, .T. E. Spence. ?, R W. Brvce. Extra 3.

p. R. Spencer, he, T. Nicbol; E. Beckwith. c, R. W. Bryce; J. Cowe,
Aberdeen.
Variety Class.-Cocfe or H^n,—l, J. M. Rodtrers, Montrose. 2, W. M'Clive,

Ayr. 3, T. Nicol. he, R BrowQlie. e, J. M. Rodgers ; J. Eilgoar.
TuMBLEEa.—1, J. G. Orr. 2, D. Paton.

CANARIES.
Buff or Yellow.— focfc.—l. G. Crow. 2, A. Morris, Lnchoa.

poor; F. Batchelc-. c, D. M'Donald, F'orfar ; D, Wright. Dundee
Leitch. Ducdte. 2, A. Morris, he, J. Liveatou; A. Liveston.
Arbroath ; D Kilgour, Crossgates.
Marebd.— Cocfc. — 1, W. M'Inally. Lochee. 2, J. Leitch. he, C. Ormond,

Forfar. Here.— 1, D. M'Donald. 2, J. Miller, Dundee. ?ic, D. Kilgour (2). c, J.

Lawson, Dundee ; D.Wright.
ANy other Variety.— 1, J. Shanks, Arbroath. 2, A. Morris, c, J. M'Intyre;

0. Ormond.

Jddqes.—Poultry
Hill, London.

Rectok," I will give my idea of a Dragoon and the standard I
breed to. lu the first place, a Dragoon (aa I have just observed)
should possess size ; good carriage is another essential point.
The eye-wattle small, neat, and slightly pinched at the back,
with a tinge of black inside nearest the pupil of the eye, which
greatly increases the bold wild appearance of the bird. Colour
of eye bright deep orange or red. The beak stoat, black, and
measuring Ig inch from centre of eye, slightly curved at the
end. Beak-wattle peg-shaped, even on both sides ; there must
be no jew wattle. Shoulders broad and standing well out from,
the breast. Blues should be of an even and sound slaty-blue
colour throughout

—

i.e., back, rump, and thighs, with black and
narrow bars well defined. Silvers, brown bars.

I am glad to see c.:)mmittee3 are providing classes for young
birds ; ttie awards will therefore appear (to the uninitiated) more
satisfactory, since only birds that have reached maturity will

appear in the classes for old birds.—E. W. C. P.

he. D. Kil-
Hen -I, J.

;, W. Boyle,

Mr. Pateraon, Airdrie. Pigeons : Capt.

LIVERPOOL CANARY SHOW.
The fifth annual Show of Cage Birds was held at Liverpool on

Friday and Saturday, December llth and 12th. There were
128 birds shown for competition, the greater portion of which
were Belgian-bred birds, exhibited in the first four classes, a

silver cup having been offered by Mr. Rogers, the Secretary, to

the winner of the most points in the Belgian classes. The
awards are as follow :

—

Belgians.—Ciear TelUiw.—l, E, Simpson, Welly. Wigan. 2, A. Duxbury
Over Darwen. 3 and c, T. M. Reid, Halifax, vhe, J. Martlew, Ormskirk; A
Dnxbnry. he, 3. Hughes. CU:ar Buff.—l, A. Duxbury. 2, E. Simpson. S, J
Hughes, vhc, T. M. Reid; E. Simpson, he, J. Foster, c, A. Macferson; J.

Martlew.
Belgians.— TicfcetZ or Variegated Yellow.—1, E. Simpson. 2. A. Duxbury.

3, J. Hughes, fftc and c, J. Martlew. /ic, W. H. Jacobs. Tieked or Variegated
Buff.—l and 2, J. Hughes. 3, Mrs. Rogers, vhe, 3. Coward, /ic, J. Martlew.
c, A. Duxbury.

Tjizi-^xu^.—Golden-spangled.—1, T. M. Roid. 2. Cleminson & Ellerton, Dar-
lington. 3, J. Grice, Everton. vlie, — Hardy, EccIestoD, St. Helen's, he, W
Lawton, Lis'erponl. c, J. H. Rogers. Siitier-spanpZerf.-l, J. McGregor. 2, T.
M. Reid. 3, J. H. Rogers, vitc, J. Grice. he, W. Rostron. e, W. Lawton.
NOBWIOH.-C/car Yellow.— I, J. H. Rogers. 2. J. McGregor. 3, J. Hooley.

t'/tc, A. Macferson. ftc, W. Peers, e, R. Murray. Clfar BuJT.—l, R. Murray.
2, J. Grice. 3, ^. Macferson. he, F. Walker, c, W. Sturms.
^nRVjica.—Hiiih Colour Yellow.—l, A. Dnxhury. 2 and 3,.1. H.Rogers. High

Colour Buff.—l, A. Dnxbnry. 2 and 3, J. H. Rogers, c. T. M. Eeid
Singing Canaries —1, W. Lawton, Bronte Street, La verpool. 2, J. H. Rogers.

S, J. Latham, Wigau.
Goldfinches.—!, W. Rostron. 2, C. Gibson. 3, T. Short.

Judge.—Mr. Orrell, Bolton.

RUSSIAN TRUMPETERS.
I HAVE just read your report of the Belfast Poultry Show, and

venture to take up my pen in defence of the Russian Trum-
peters. It seeni^i to mf? that most of the Pigeon critics, including
" Wiltshire Rector," have a grudge against them ; and foot-

feathering being apparently their weak point, always abuse them
for that defect. Now, if these gentlemen would take the trouble

to examine the birds they would find that in fully half the birds
exhibited the feathers are broken and not half their real length.
Unless taken the greatest care of, it is almost impossible to pre-
vent this on account of the fragile nature of the feathering.

The first-prize Mottle at Belfast had in the show pen feathers

on his feet 5A inches long; the third-prize Black 4.\ inches. I

have now in my loft an imported hen with feathers 5J, and one
bred from imported birds 5 inches, so that I think I may assert

that they are not so deficient in feet feathers as is stated. They
are also usually spoken of as the new type of Trumpeters ; I
believe them to be simply a very pure and highly bred strain,

and that our so-called English Trumpeters are only a cross and
degenerate stock, perhaps bred from some previous importa-
tion before Pigeon shows were thought of.

Would twenty years of careful breeding and selection from the
best English strain ever manufacture a bird equal to those im-
ported ? I think not.

That extravagant foot-feathering is not an evidence of purity
of blood I am quite certain, as I bred a bird this year with stiff

feathers on his feet fuUy 6 inches long, and a good voice, one of

whose grandparents was a German Shielded Trumpeter with
bare feet and no voice ; in fact, you could not distinguish him
from his father, a common White Trumpeter, except by his

colour, a slaty Red.

—

Trumpeter.

THE DRAGOON.
Much as I admire " Wiltshike Rector's " ably written article

in last week's Journal on my pet the Dragoon, I, as a thorough
Dragoon fancier, beg to differ from him on one or two very
essential points. " Wiltshire Rector " says a Dragoon
" should not be a large bird ; the beak should not be short and
thick ; the eye-wattle should not be a little pinched at the back,
but as circular as possible." Now, not only I but every Dragoon
fancier of my acquaintance considers size a great desideratum,
and in selecting breeding stock choose birds (especially hens)
possessing size. I have carefully noted the awards at recent
exhibitions, and always found birds of good size to the front.

It should not be so large as a Carrier, but above the size of an
ordinary Pigeon. Next comes the beak. I believe we are all

agreed that the length should not exceed 1 J incli from centre of

eye, but by all means we must have a stout beak. I would not
have the spindle-beaked birds one occasionally sees at a local
exhibition. As a specimen of the stout beak I so much admire,
1 refer those of your readers who visited the recent Birmingham
Show to the cup pen of Blues. Why " Wiltshire Rector "

holds out that the eje-wattle should not be a little pinched at

the back I am at a loss to understand, since not only nearly
every pure Dragoon shows this point, but it is also an essential
difference from the eye-wattle of a Carrier. I quite agree with
yon- correspondent that the Dragoon should be a smart-looking
g a efully-formed bird, and as uulilws a Carrier in every respect
as possible, but cannot give way that it should be slightly built,

or we shall soon see this beautiful bird deteriorate into little

better than a common Skinnnm.
Having pointed out where I disagree with " Wiltshire

RABBIT-KEEPING.—No. 3.

FEEDING.

First, as to the time of feeding. I find that twice a day is

snfiicient. The first feed is given about six o'clock a.m. in

summer, and about half-past seven in winter. This should
consist of wheat, buckwheat, or barley, with the addition of a
small pieci of turnip or carrot about the size of a hen's egg.

In summer I give a small handful of clover instead of the roots.

In feeding the above grains I alternate them; this gives the
Rabbits a better relish for their food.

The night feed, which is given about six o'clock, is always
oats, with a handful of cut hay (clover, if to be had), and when
green food is scarce a small piece of turnip or carrot. If fresh

clover can be obtained it is better to dispense with both hay
and roots. In using green food never give it while wet. Cut
it and let it wilt before using. Cut it when dry, and keep one
day's supply ahead. Dry food, with privation of greens, water
to drink, and cold temperature, sometimes occasions obstinate

constipation. The warmer Rabbits are kept the better they
thrive. When vegetables are gathered fresh they should not

be given wet—unless very seldom, and when hay is given, which
will drink up the moisture, and keep them sound without danger.
Occasionally give for morning feed whole Indian corn. Peas
soaked a few hours and then drained make another good change
for the morning feed. In their season beet and carrot tops and
pea haulm are a safe and good feed when not used in excess,

and should not be given very often. The too free use of very
green or wet vegetable food will be certain to produce the

most disastrous results. Pot-belly, dropsy, and other di?easeB

are sure to follow. Dandelion tops are greedily devoured, and
are a most excellent feed. This is an almost certain cure of the

disease known as red-water, and is an excellent corrective of

other ills. Plantain leaves and sow thistle are also a safe and
good feed if not used in excess.

A very little salt once a week mixed with their feed is bene-
ficial. For condiments to tempt the appetite u.»e fennel, sweet

marjoram, parsley, and tea leaves dried; but these should be
used in small quantities, and more as a tonic than a regular
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diet. All grain or food that is left in the feed-caps should be

removed before putting in a fresh supply.

After having breathed on the feed and muesed it over, the

Rabbit, who is a dtiiiity animal, will not eat it, uulesB compelled

by hunger. The feed-cups should be washed often, for clean-

liness is one of the indispensable adjuncts to success. The
same cup should not be used for both wet and dry feed unless

thoroughly cleansed and dried after being used for the former.

Does with young should be more liberally fed, and with more
nourishing diet than others. A slice of bread dipped in milk

is a dainty treat for them, as well as being very nutritious.

Also, young Rabbits after being weaned should be well tended

to ; kept clean and warm with plenty of food, and success is

quite certain.

The key to success in Babbit-keeping is -.—
1, Dry food mainly.

2, Frequent change of diet.

3, Regularity in feeding.

4, Cleanliness.

5, Warmth in the winter season.

6, Large and well-drained hutches.
—P. J. Kelleb.—{American Fanciers' Journal.)

EFFECTS OF COLD AND DAMP ON BEES.
Upon a due appreciation of this subject much of the success

of bee-keepers depends. IE we consider bees as we should

human beings, we should not err much in the treatment and con-

struction of their domiciles. With proper ventilation, Lang-
stroth, the great American apiarian, says, " No amount of cold

that we ever have will injure bees ;" and as he records the

temperature of January, 1857, at 30' below zero, which is

never reached in England, I do not think we need fear. Much
has been said and written about the superiority of this or that

hive-covering, whether it shall be wood, straw, carpet-rush-

matting, or what not, but least of all is said about no covering

at all more than shelter from the rain, and yet it is quite

possible that this may be the most successful way after all.

We all know a cold dry winter is more healthy than a mild wet
one, even though the temperature of the latter should be many
degrees higher, and a large airy bedroom with window open is

preferable to a small close one with sand-bags and appliances to

keep the cold out. It building a cow-house, stable, or fowl-

house, should we reduce the cubical space by putting up a

ceiling ? No ; on the contrary, we should appreciate the better

ventilation that the uncovered rafters would give, even at the
expense of a lower temperature. Langatroth cites a case where
twenty hives were in a row, one suspended 20 inches from the

ground, without a bottom board ; the others in the usual con-

dition for wintering. The whole got very wet; the nineteen died,

and the one survived. In discussing this subject lately with one
of our most succesoful apiarians, he mentioned that a hire which
gave him a super of 76 Iba. weight this year was wintered without
a crown board, but covered with an empty super, and, as the
result showed, with advantage to the bees. Many bee-keepers
have, at the recommendation of a well-known bee-master, this

winter thrown away their crown boards and substituted a square
of carpet, supplemented by what one disgusted bee-keeper
styles "pile of marine stores to complete the quilt ;" the result

proves what waa long ago discovered in America—-the whole,
from internal and external moisture, becomes a rotten mouldy
mass, neither good for man nor bees, and the followers of this

new fashion are fast discovering this. True it is that bought
experience is most appreciated, but it is a pity that payment
should be made by the lives of the poor bees.—JouN Hcntee,
Baton liise, Ealing.

DEPRESSION OF HIVE FRAMES.
In reply to your correspondent " Peechione," who seems to

question the possibility of a depression of a long frame from the
weight of bees and their combs, I can only say that I have not
a few instances in which the sinking is at least double of that

upon which I based my calculations. Had the weather allowed
an examination I would have given ' Peechione " the exact
measurements. By re-reading my letter he will find that I

made no prediction, but gave simjjly the data and results of a
calculation, which in itself would have been hardly suited to

your columns, since it involves a knowledge of trigonometry and
natural philosophy ; but should " Peechione " desire it he can
have it of me privately. The hives in which these depressions
have occurred take Quinby frames, and were purchased of Mr.
Abbott, but have top bars thinner and less stable than those of

his last pattern. From experiments made I think the diffioalty

I have indicated as extremely likely, but the fact that combs are

occasionally built to the floorboard, as " Peechione " admits, is

in itself an all-sulficient reason for retaining the bottom rail unless
some considerable advantage is to be gained by abandoning it.

The idea that the comb from its formation would tend to support
the top bar, as " Peechione " asserts, is utterly erroneous, since

the comb is generally commenced in the centre, and continues

by its growing weight to increase the sagging as the work pro-

gresses.
"Peechione" asks me how the bottom rail assists ventila-

tion. The cluster in winter, if a bottom rail be used, does

not extend down to the floorboard, so the entering air passing

under the whole mass percolates through it, as it warms and
attains ascensive power. In full skeps and in the hives in ques-

tion the bees commonly touch the floorboard, and so would
obtain new supplies of air on the side of the cluster only. It

would take far more time and apcce than are at my disposal to

prove the disadvantage of this ; but ai I have already said, " ex-

perience has shown that good venti'ation beneath the oornbs

greatly aids in wintering," and all who are acquainted with

American bee literature wiU bear testimony to the corrobc ration

which this statement has received.
" Peechione " puts a construction on the latter part of my

letter which it cannot be made to bear, and then informs me I

am in error ; but even had I stated what he seems to have sup-

posed the error is his, for he is evidently not aware that my
hive to which was awatded first prize, a most complete bar-

frame hive, at Crystal Palace Show, had at the time the Show
occurred been made twelve mouths, and that a swarm of beea

had built in it during the summer. They and their combs were
displaced in order that their house might be exhibited.

" Peechione's " concluding sentence fairly puzzles me. He
says, " Strange to say his has the bottom rail." It appears to me
that it would be passing strange if it had not.—F. Cheshike.

THE HONEY EXTRACTOR OR SLINGEE.
I HAVE never bought, sold, owned, or used a slinger, but in the

hands of acquaintances I have seen the combs of a large franie

hive taken out, emptied, and replaced, without fuss or mess, in

a very few minutes; and at intervals during the three -days

Show at the Crystal Palace the operation was performed with

satisfaction before the gaze of thousands ; indeed it was wit-

nessed at the Palace by the gentleman to whom the instrument

used by Mr. Pettigrew belongs, who bought it then and there

for home use. I presume he would not have done this unless he

had been more satisfied than Mr. Pettigrew. I give the latter

gentleman credit for good faith in testing fairly, as far as the

materials at his command and the time of year would allow, but

these very conditions made the trial essentially a most unfair

one. No maker or inventor of extractors, so far as I know, has

ever claimed for this machine that it could work successfully

on old honey that had been allowed to get set, or with satisfac-

tion on the loose combs cut from straw skeps. It is essentially

an adjunct to frame hives, and with honey in the gluey con-

dition of that re-Uquified by Mr. Pettigrew I am not surprised

at failure. With regard to the extracted honey being full of

small pieces of comb, this was evidently froin want of dexterity

in manipulation, and would be avoided with more practice.

Moreover, it should be remembered that there are three or more
patterns of extractors in the field ; and that used by Mr. Petti-

grew, although I agree with him in saying is a good one, is not

every one, nor the one which gained the prize at the Show.

The idea and principle of the honey extractor I look upon as

valuable, but the machine as at present made is a bulky, clumsy

affair, putting one in mind of a garden engine. I hope to find

the old maxim, "out of small things springtth great" reversed,

and some day to see a small thing from the f-reat; and indeed, I

hear it whispered, of an extractor in hand equally efficient that

may be stood upon the table, occupying little more than a foot

of surface. When we get something Uke that, I have no doubt

it will be in general use where frame hives are in vogue. Where
is Mr. Pettigrew's authority for saying " The patrons of the

slinger tell us that swarms spend their first year in fiUing the

barframes with comb ? " X neither think the inexperienced or

the experienced bee-keeper would think this either reasonable

or inviting.

—

John Hhnter, Eaton liise, Ealing.

TRAINING SQUIRRELS.
The squirrels must be young, or else aU attempts to train

them will be fruitless. Judging from your description of their

tameness that they are young, as old squirrels, and old ground

squirrels especially, seldom become tractable, we will proceed

to give directions for teaching them a few simple tricks ;—

First, accustom them to your whistle, and teach them to

corn's immediately to you whenever you call or whistle for them.

This can be done by reducing the quantity of their food, not so

as to starve them, but only so as to sharpen their appetites.

After they have been dieted for a few days you will notice how
much spryer and brighter they have grown. Hold a nut kernel

or a grain of corn in your hand, and give a sharp distinct whistle,

at the same time showing them the food. With a leap they will

come to get the food; give it to the one who first reaches you.

Repeat this lesson until they become familiar with the meaning
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of the whistle. Generally reward the quiokeat with a grain of
corn or a chestnut. We will now suppose that yon have the
squirrels perfectly subjected to your will ; that they will come
when you whistle, and obey your commands with dispatch.
The remaining parts of their education should be taught to each
separately. Place one upon a table, and gently force him into
a reclining position. If he attempts to rise again gently force
him back into his former state, crying " Down ! " as you do eo.
He will soon learn the meaning of " Down ! " and on the
utterance of the word will instantly sink upon his belly.
By a similar method he should be taught to sit erect upon his
haunches.
The rope trick is quite amusing when well done. To teach a

squirrel this, fasten a rope to a ceiling so that the end of the rope
will reach the floor. String a few chestnuts, show them to the
squirrel, and then tie them to the rope (near the top). Now place
bushy at the foot of the rope ; in a trice he will be up after the
chestnuts. Repeat the lesson, saying " Mount !

" as you place
him at the foot of the rope. He will soon associate the command,
" Mount !

" with the rope-climbing, and on seeing the rope and
hearing the word will rapidly ascend. Reward him with a
chestnut whenever he performs the feat to suit you.
Another pleasing trick is jumping from a table to your

shoulder. Place the squirrel on a table, and cry, " Down." Put
a nut on your shoulder, and give the signal for him to come to
you. If he jumps on the floor and attempts to reach the nut by
crawling up on your leg replace him, and cry " Down !

" Make
a bridge from the table to your shoulder with your arm, and
whistle for him to come to you. This time he will ascend to
your shoulder by the way of your arm. Repeat the lesson, and
increase the distance from the table, till he will jump to your
shoulders from a table even if the distance is so far as across a
email room.
Now, he must be taught to jump upon the table. This can be

done in the same manner as he was taught on hearing a peculiar
whistle to come to you. Without further hints you ought to be
able to devise any number of amusing tricks to teach your
squirrels. Bear in mind two rules—Never overfeed your pets, or
allow them to be handled by strangers.

—

{American Fanciers'
Journal.)

PEODUcxn-E Bantam.—I wrote to you in August, stating the
fact of a Game Duckwing Bantam hen having laid at that time
135 eggs. I now write to inform you that she has laid in the
space of twelve mouths two hundred eggs.—J. Stokes, Ipawich.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Gbeat Tabmottth Show.—Mr. P. Haines, Diss, informs ns that he was

awarded the second pri^e in the class lor Light Brahma hens.

Cahterbukt Show.—Mr. W. Jacobs, Shepherdswell, informs ns, that
thoagh not Inserted in the official prize list, that his Aylesbory Ducks were
awarded the five-guinea cap.

Tbedeoar Show.—The second prize for Torkeys we see is stated to have
been awarded to Miss J. MiJward, but it was omitted by onr reporter.

Daek BR.4H5IAS AT Cakmarthen.—We are informed that the first prize
was taken by H. Feast, Swansea, second by J. H. Watkins, Hereford, with
adults ; D. E. Williams's Chester third-prize pen, and F. L. Green's, Oaklands,
Carmarthen, highly commended, being this year's birds. The medal in
Class 2'2 was awarded to a Bark Brahma cockerel belonging to A. T. Watera,
The Phcenis, Kidwelly.

Ejteb (T. is.).-Remarks on the merits and drawings of hives, whether of
wood or straw, we shall readUy insert. We only closed the controversy
because every letter we received was either disfigured by personalities, or
written as if the writer thought no one had a right to difier from him iu
opinion.

Canaries AUn How they are Kept.-"M. G." need not be surprised if
his Canaries occasionally cast some of their feathers throagh being kept in
a room with a fire during the daytime, and enduring the cold at night 2=
below freezing-point as stated. The covering over the cages at night would
not be of much advantage unless the room is draughty. It will not make
up for the difference between the artificial heat during the day and the ther-
mometer at about 32" or more during the night. Of two evils, the fire would
be more esse'ntial at night; but to suddenly abolish it would be detrimental
to the birds. The continual changes will certainly tend to weiiken the con-
gtitution of the birds, and bring about asthma and premature deaths.
Canaries will endure much cold weather, and enjoy tolerable good health
beneath a roof free from draughts of cold air. Cur own birds fly in a
large room, the topmost one of the house, are hardy, robust, and in good
f- ather, and sport in a cold bath as free as Ducks, even during the present
inclement season. We can back-up our experience with that of others; one
fancier in particular we will refer to. who, for upwards of a dozen years, has
kept his birds in a detached brick building during summer aud winter, the
only drawback during frosty weather being that he has had occasionally to
break the ice for the birds to obtain water, or the ice itself has cracked the
fountains. His birds always enjoy good health. This is a prettv (air test as
to the amount of coid weather Canaries will stand. The birds above referred
to are of the Norwich and Lizard breeds. If " M. G." could keep up an even
temperattiro during day and night his Canaries would not be hable to so
much risk, jiirds rarely do so well, or continue breeding so long during the
summer, if they have been lifipt ia an artificial heat during winter and
spring.

Seed for Canahtes, BtJij.rnJcirES, Liunets, &c. {W.F.,Bclftut).—^e
have examined the three kinds of wild seeds forwarded. One of the three

sorts is understood amongst bird-fanciers in many parts of England a£>
"redlock," a kind of wild rape found in com fields. During the winter
months especially many fanciers make a practice of occasionally throwing a
handful or so into the cages for the birds to eat, which plan is considered
better than supplying it either in a fountain or seed-hopper, owing to the
amount of rubbish mixed with it. It is a somewhat stimulating kind of
seed, andis suitable either for Canaries, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, or
Linnets. One of your samples resembles the abovenamed " redlock " more
than anything we know of. As to the bright, black, flat, heart-shaped seed
(the second kind), we have before seen it mLxed among the "redlock" seed
when given to the birds, and this fact leads us to think that it is not of an
injurious tendency. With respect to the smaller or third kind forwarded,
which is of a brown colour, triongnlar-shaped, and sharply pointed at
each end, we must confess we are somewhat doubtful whether it would be
wisdom to give it to Canaries. Possibly some of the Finch tribe may par-
take of it in their wild and natural state; still, like yourself, we are anxious
to know whether the seed would be suitable. The experiment is worth atrial;
and if you do not try it yourself, be at the expense of forwarding a quart of
the three kinds to our office, and we will cause them to be tested and let you
know the result. Canary seed at the present time is enormously high in.

price, and if other food can be found fit for cage birds so much the better for
fanciers, who now-a-days have to put their hands deeper down into their
pockets for eggs and cayenne pepper.

METEOEOLOOICAL 0BSEEVATI0N3,
Camden Sqoare, London.

Lat. 51» 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8" 0" W. ; Altitude, 111 feet.

Date.
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